Preface
The 13th International Particle Accelerator Conference, IPAC’22, took place at IMPACT Exhibition and Convention Center, Bangkok, Thailand from Sunday, June 12 to Friday, June 17,
2022. IPAC’22 was organized as the first in-person IPAC since the emergence of COVID-19 as a
global pandemic and was attended by 742 delegates from 37 countries on all continents. The total
includes 118 industry and exhibitor delegates. Hosted by Synchrotron Light Research Institute
(Public Organization) - SLRI. SLRI was established in 1996 (originally as National Synchrotron
Research Center - NSRC) and is the national synchrotron research institute which also known as
“Thai Synchrotron National Lab”, situated in Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand. SLRI performs
its main duties on development, operation, and management of synchrotron light source “Siam
Photon Source (SPS)” in order to achieve one of its main goals in production of synchrotron
light and provide it for user application on research. The Local Organizing Committee (LOC)
consisted of 66 staff from SLRI.
There were 169 young scientists or students from all over the world attending the conference.
Student grants were offered to 60 of these students thanks to the sponsorship of societies, institutes and laboratories worldwide. The Americas region grants were sponsored by APS-DB,
ODU, CLS, SLAC, FRIB, and Jefferson Lab. The Europe region sponsors are EPS-AG, GSI,
CNRS/IN2P3, INFN/LNL, CERN, DESY, PSI, CEA Saclay, ELETTRA, CELLS/ALBA, HZB,
ESS, Cockcroft Institute, KIT, SOLEIL, ESRF, STFC/DL/ASTeC, MAX IV, and FZJ. The
Asian region was sponsored by IPAC’22, SLRI, IPAC’19, ANSTO, SUT, GIT, LION, NSF,
iRCT, Ti, Prime Street Advisory, NXPO, PUDITEC, and SPECS. The organizers of IPAC’22
are grateful to all sponsors for their valued support of students.
Welcome remarks were made by Prapong Klysubun (SLRI), Chair of the Organizing Committee (OC). Yoshihiro Funakoshi (KEK), Enrica Chiadroni (INFN/LNF), and David Tarazona
(Cornell University) opened the scientific program with presentations, respectively, on “The SuperKEKB Has Broken the World Record of the Luminosity”, “Progress Towards Demonstration
of a Plasma Based FEL”, and “The Accelerator and Beam Physics of the g-2 Experiment”. The
conference opening ceremony was on Monday afternoon and presided over by H.R.H. Princess
Maha Chakri Sirindhorn featuring Special Plenary Talks from Chris Polly (Fermilab) on “Growing Expectations for New Physics” and Prapaiwan Sunwong (SLRI) on “SPS-II: A 4th Generation Synchrotron Light Source in Southeast Asia”.
The program was closed with illuminating presentations by Mike Seidel (PSI) on “Towards
Efficient Particle Accelerators - a Review”; Manjit Dosanjh (CERN/Oxford University) on “Accelerating the Future: Designing a Robust and Affordable Radiation Therapy Treatment System
for Challenging Environments”; and Tomoki Nakamura (Tohoku University) on “Synchrotron
Light Illuminates the Origin of the Solar System”.
There were 36 invited and 52 contributed oral presentations of very high quality presented durForeword
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ing the week. The regional distribution of talks was 16.7 % from Asia, 59.1 % from Europe, and
24.2 % from the Americas. The gender ratio for oral presentations was 71.6 % male and 28.4 %
female. The oral presentations were 79.5 % onsite talks and 20.5 % remote talks.
The scientific program was developed by the 16-member IPAC’22 Scientific Program Committee
(SPC) comprising 8 leads from Asia and 1 deputy each from the Americas and Europe under the
leadership of Hitoshi Tanaka (RIKEN). Valued suggestions for invited talks were contributed
by the 90-member Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) representing accelerator laboratories worldwide. Oral sessions were grouped according to the eight IPAC Main Classifications, with Poster
Sessions Grouped according to Sub Classifications. The conference program spanned four and
a half days, with plenary talks on Monday morning and afternoon in the opening ceremony
and Friday morning, and on Thursday afternoon for the Accelerator Awards Session. All other
sessions were composed of two invited or contributed talks in parallel.
Four Poster Sessions were held each afternoon on Monday through Thursday, during which 838
posters from 164 institutions were scheduled for presentation. There were 169 students from 81
institutions, representing 17 countries, who attended IPAC’22, with 60 students supported via
the student grant program. The Sunday afternoon student poster session was again a successful
event and saw 111 student posters presented and was judged by a team of 27 judges, organized
by Toshiyuki Mitsuhashi (KEK).
These proceedings contain the reports of 874 total contributions. The regional breakdown is
16 % Asia, 24 % Americas and 60 % Europe. The breakdown by Main Classifications is as
follows: MC1 Circular and Linear Colliders with 81 contributions; MC2 Photon Sources and
Electron Accelerators with 161 contributions; MC3 Novel Particle Sources and Acceleration
Techniques with 60 contributions; MC4 Hadron Accelerators with 75 contributions; MC5 Beam
Dynamics and EM Fields with 149 contributions; MC6 Beam Instrumentation, Controls, Feedback, and Operational Aspects with 136 contributions; MC7 Accelerator Technology with 152
contributions; MC8 Applications of Accelerators, Technology Transfer and Industrial Relations
with 57 contributions.
The scientific program was supplemented by a variety of special sessions and events.
The Industry Session was held on Wednesday and was in a form of round table session with a
moderators, and 6 speakers on the stage based on the topic “Particle Accelerator Technology:
From Research to Industry - Present Global, Overview and How to Move Forward”. Raffaella
Geometrante (Kyma SpA) is the moderator of the session. Presentations were given by Wiboon Rugsancharoenphol (The Federation of Thai Industries) on “Strategy of collaboration
with industry in Thailand”; Hans Priem (VDL ETG T&D) on “From big size markets to small
size markets”; Enrico Braidotti (CAEN ELS s.r.l.) on “How a small size market company can
cross the chasm between a niche market towards wider industrial markets?”; Maurizio Vretenar
(CERN) on “The quest for the miniature accelerator: wishful thinking or the key to expanding
the particle accelerator market?”; Sandra Biedron (Element Aero and CBB) on “Present status
and opportunities for implementing disruptive technologies arising in particle accelerator R&D
to industrial market”; and Suzie Sheehy (University of Melbourne) on “Impact of disruptive
particle accelerator technologies on human health”.
“Lunch and Learn Session” was supported by IPAC’22 for industrial speakers to present and
discuss on their innovations and research products as non-commercial talks. This special session
allowed accelerator scientists, engineers, students and industrial partners to exchange informa-
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tion and ideas regarding accelerator science and technology through informal interactions.
The industrial exhibition took place from Monday to Thursday. Industrial exhibitors (56 companies) occupied 53 booths at which they presented their high technology products and services
to the delegates. Four learned society booths also exhibited during the same 4-day period. This
industrial exhibition area featured networking lounges to facilitate discussion and was co-located
with the poster areas. It must be acknowledged that the conference would not be possible in its
present format without the generous support of the IPAC industry exhibitors and sponsors.
IPAC’22 hosted a range of satellite meetings, including IPACCC meeting, IPAC’22 OC2 meeting, JACoW Stakeholders’ meeting, SPC meetings IPAC’23 as well as the film “The fantastic
journey of particles in an accelerator” presented by Phu Anh Phi NGHIEM (CAE-IRFU) and
the session “Join us for day of education and exploration with Sirepo” by RadiaSoft.
The 2022 Asian Committee for Future Accelerators (ACFA) and IPAC’22 were honored to announce the following award winners during the awards session:
The Xie Jialin Prize for outstanding work in the accelerator field, with no age limit was awarded
to Prof. Zhentang Zhao for his significant contributions to the developments of the FEL theory
and experiments including the first lasing of the EEHG-FEL in the world and also to the various
facility constructions as the main project leader such as SSRF, SDUV-FEL and SXFEL.
The Nishikawa Tetsuji Prize for a recent, significant, original contribution to the accelerator
field, with no age limit was awarded to Dr. Xiaobiao Huang for his contribution to the field
of particle accelerators, especially in the domain of accelerator design and operation, modelindependent beam dynamics analysis, beam-based optimization and control.
The Hogil Kim Prize for a recent, significant, original contribution to the accelerator field,
awarded to an individual in the early part of his or her career was awarded to Dr. Daniel Winklehner for his contribution to develop innovative designs of compact, high-current cyclotrons
which make new opportunities for high intensity particle physics and industrial applications.
The prizes for best student posters were awarded to Cristhian Eduardo Gonzalez-Ortiz (Michigan State University) for “Third-order Resonance Compensation at the FNAL Recycler Ring”;
and Annika Gabriel (University of California and SLAC) for “Temporal and Spatial Characterization of Ultrafast Terahertz Near-Fields for Particle Acceleration”.
The proceedings of IPAC’22 are published on the JACoW site (www.jacow.org). The processing
of the electronic manuscripts was achieved by IPAC’22 Editorial Team consisting of 28 strong
JACoW team members from 18 different institutions prior to, and during the conference. The
team, led by Thakonwat Chanwattana (SLRI), Volker RW Schaa (GSI), and Christine PetitJean-Genaz (CERN), is a Hybrid Editorial Team includes JACoW experts who also trained less
experienced editors, and 6 remote editors who dedicate their time to work remotely regardless
of different time zones. In this year, more than 70% of contributions were submitted in a LATEX
format. This is a big improvement in ratio between LATEX and Word contributions. Some editors
have trained themselves during the conference to become LATEX editors. We can manage the
greater number of LATEX papers also thanks to great supports from remote editors.
The JACoW Collaboration is formed by electronic publishing experts and technicians volunteered by laboratories worldwide. Tasks performed by the proceedings office include: author
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reception, processing of contributions and transparencies, checking that references are formatted
to journal standards, and crosschecking of titles and authors. Setting up the computers and internet network, presentations management and poster session management were a collaborative
effort between the LOC and JACoW. Thanks to the work of this dedicated team, a pre-press
version with on-time author’s submissions that were processed by editors published totaling
more than 800 contributions by the last day of the conference. The final version was published
at the JACoW site just weeks after the conference. This is yet another impressive record set by
the JACoW Collaboration, which is sincerely grateful to the supervisors and institutes of each
of the team members for releasing them from their usual duties.
IPAC’22 would also like to acknowledge two brilliant tools, known as JACoW Reference Search
tool and JACoW Cat Scan Editor Tool, developed from IPAC’19 by ANSTO in collaboration
with JACoW, to assist both authors and editors. These tools allowed the generation of citations of JACoW publications in the corrected format, and the identification of formatting
errors in Word DOCX contributions. A significant rise of these tools’ usage is a good sign of
contributions’ quality improvement and efficient contribution processing for the entire JACoW
conference community.
IPAC’22 supports light peer review of a limited number of papers to be published as part of the
Institute of Physics Journal of Physics: Conference Series. Papers are reviewed by the SAB,
while the SPC under the leadership of the Scientific Publication Board Chair, Frank Zimmermann, performed the function of editorial board. Candidate papers were submitted two weeks
in advance of the normal deadline to allow a cycle or review, revision, and final review. Over
117 papers were submitted, many were revised, and 112 were approved. Nawin Juntong and
Todd Satogata managed the review process within the JACoW SPMS database.
The success of IPAC’22 was achieved thanks to the strong collaboration between the international teams of the OC, SPC and the LOC. Membership of the LOC included the following:
Porntip Sudmuang (SLRI): LOC Chair
Thapakron Pulampong (SLRI): Co-LOC Chair
Prapaiwan Sunwong (SLRI): Scientific Secretariat and SPMS Administration
Siriwan Jummunt (SLRI): Student Program Manager
Thakonwat Chanwattana (SLRI): Proceedings Manager
Natthawut Suradet (SLRI): IT Manager
Athikarn Thongwat (SLRI): IT Manager
Thanapong Phimsen (SLRI): Exhibitor and Sponsor Manager and Poster Presentation Manager
Sasipun Tritan (SLRI): Conference Support Manager
Pinit Kidkhunthod (SLRI): Registration Manager and Facility Tour Manager
and all our supportive LOC members.
It is clear that on this 13th conference of the series that IPAC remains a focus for the coming
together of the worldwide accelerator community and the fruitful exchange of ideas, unbounded
by nationality, experience or background. Being the first of this conference series to be hosted
in the Southeast Asia, it was especially pleasing to see a strong participation from the international community, despite the travel difficulties due to COVID-19 pandemic and Ukraine-Russia
conflict, and the extra distance.
The 14th IPAC will return to the European super-region and will take place in Venice, Italy.
Porntip Sudmuang (SLRI) Chair of the IPAC’22 Local Organising Committee
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Abstract
The SuperKEKB broke the world record of the luminosity
in June 2020 in the Phase 3 operation. The luminosity has
been increasing since then and the present highest luminosity
is 4.65 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 with 𝛽∗𝑦 of 1 mm. The increase of
the luminosity was brought with an application of crab waist,
by increasing beam currents and by other improvements in
the specific luminosity. In this paper, we describe what we
have achieved and what we are struggling with. Finally, we
mention a future plan briefly.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of SuperKEKB is to search for a new physics
beyond the standard model of the particle physics in the B
meson regime. SuperKEKB consists of the injector Linac,
a damping ring for the positron beam, two main rings; i.e.
the low energy ring (LER) for positrons and the high energy
ring (HER) for electrons and the physics detector named
Belle II. The beam energies of LER and HER are 4 GeV
and 7 GeV, respectively. The design beam currents of LER
and HER are 3.6 A and 2.6 A, respectively. The design
luminosity is 8 × 1035 cm−2 s−1 . More detailed parameters
of SuperKEKB is described elsewhere [1]. The Phase 3
beam operation started in March 2019 and has continued
until now. An initial report on the Phase 3 operation is shown
elsewhere [2]. In this report, we summarize the progress of
SuperKEKB after IPAC2020.

OPERATION HISTORY
The history of machine operation in Phase 3 is shown in
Figure 1. In the figure shown are the history of the HER
beam current, the LER beam current, the peak luminosity
and the total integrated luminosity (delivered and recorded
values) from the top to the bottom, respectively. Both in
the beam currents and the luminosity, there has been a great
progress since IPAC2020 held in May 2020. Table 1 shows a
comparison of machine parameters in 4 cases. In comparison
between the parameters at present (June 8th 2022) with those
on May 1st 2020, the peak luminosity has increased about
∗
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MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A02: Lepton Colliders

Figure 1: Operation history in Phase 3.

by a factor 3. This increase of the luminosity has been
mainly brought by the increase in the beam currents and the
improvement in the specific luminosity. In both cases 𝛽∗𝑦 is
the same value, 1 mm. With the similar bunch currents, the
vertical beam-beam parameters have been improved. This
indicates that the specific luminosity has been improved. In
comparison between the parameters at present with those
achieved by KEKB, the peak luminosity at present is more
than twice higher than the achieved value at KEKB. But if
we compare the present beam performance with the design
values of SuperKEKB, we are still at an early stage of the
project.
A comparison of the peak luminosity of various colliders
as the function of the CMS (center-of-mass system) energy
is shown in Figure 2. On June 17th 2009, KEKB set an
luminosity record of 2.11 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 . This record was
bettered by LHC in May 2018. On June 15th 2020, the
luminosity of SuperKEKB broke the world records which
had been set by LHC. The highest luminosity accomplished
by SuperKEKB on June 8th 2022 is 4.65 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 .
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Table 1: Comparison of Machine Parameters

Ibeam [A]
# of bunches
Ibunch [mA]
𝛽∗𝑦 [mm]
𝜉𝑦
Luminosity [1034 cm−2 s−1 ]
Integrate luminosity [ab−1 ]
*) values in high bunch current study

KEKB
Achieved
LER
HER
1.637 1.188
1585
1.033 0.7495
5.9
5.9
0.129 0.090

SuperKEKB
2020 May 1st
LER
HER
0.438
0.517
783
0.5593 0.6603
1.0
1.0
0.0236 0.0219

2.11
1.04

1.57
0.03

SuperKEKB
2022 June 8th
LER
HER
1.321
1.099
2249
0.5873
0.4887
1.0
1.0
0.0407
0.0279
0.0565∗ 0.0434∗
4.65
0.41

SuperKEKB
Design
LER
HER
3.6
2.6
2500
1.440
1.040
0.27
0.30
0.0881 0.0807
80
50

June 1st 2020, the same setting of the crab waist sextupoles
has been used up to now. Effectiveness of the crab waist is

Figure 2: Comparison of luminosity of various machines.

LUMINOSITY IMPROVEMENT
Crab Waist Scheme
In March 2020, we decided to introduce the crab waist
scheme, which was an option in the design of SuperKEKB.
The motivations of the introduction were in the following.
The beam-beam performance was poor in spite of all of knob
tunings for improving it and it was limited by beam-beam
resonances which can be suppressed by the crab waist. This
is the second application of the crab waist scheme following
DAΦNE [3] for actual collider machines. The crab waist
scheme was realized by making an intentional imbalance
of strength of sextupole magnets in the vertical local chromaticity correction section. The crab waist scheme was
introduced by following the steps described blow.
• 2020 March 16th : LER crab waist (40 %)
• 2020 March 24th : LER crab waist (60 %)
• 2020 April 24th : HER crab waist (40 %)
• 2020 June 1st : LER crab waist (80 %)
Here, the strength of the crab waist (crab waist ratio) is also
shown. The strength (imbalance) of the crab waist sextupoles
which brings the complete crab waist is 100%. The lower
crab waist ratio means the weaker crab waist sextupoles
(weaker imbalance). Since the setting in the final step on
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Figure 3: Comparison of specific luminosity of different
crab waist settings.
shown in Figure 3. In the figure, the green dots show the
specific luminosity without the crab waist. The others show
that with crab waist and the pink dots correspond to that
after the final step. Here, the specific luminosity is defined
as the total luminosity divided by the number of bunches and
by the bunch current product. As is seen in the comparison
between the green dots (w/o crab waist) and the pink dots
(w/ crab waist), the specific luminosity was improved with
the crab waist and the improvement is higher as the bunch
currents increase. In addition, the bunch currents could be
increased with the crab waist. Without the crab waist, the
bunch current product was limited at around 0.38mA2 due
to the beam-beam blowup. With the crab waist, we could
increase the bunch current product up to over 0.5mA2 . This
is also a benefit of the crab waist. As a side effect of the crab
waist, it was expected that dynamic aperture shrinks and the
lifetime decreases. In the case of 𝛽y∗ = 1mm, however, no
lifetime decrease was observed in both LER and HER. This
was because the narrow physical apertures at collimators
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determine the lifetime. In the case of lower 𝛽y∗ , simulations
showed the lifetime with crab waist will set a strong limit.
The experimental result that the crab waist improves the specific luminosity is supported by the beam-beam simulations
as is shown in Figure 4. While the green line in the graph

currents eventually, without further background mitigation.
To reach the design luminosity, an upgrade of crucial detector components is foreseen (e.g. short lifetime conventional
PMTs for TOP (Time of Propagation) counter). The beam
gas BG in LER is expected to be lowered in the process of
vacuum scrubbing. We also expect that BG will be lowered
by IR radiation shield reinforcement. On the other hand, the
luminosity related BG will increase with a higher luminosity.

Bunch-by-bunch Feedback Gain
In May 2021, the luminosity increased by lowering gain of
the bunch-by-bunch feedback system in HER. The feedback
system has two loops and the feedback gains of the both loops
in the vertical direction were lowered by 4 dB. As a result of
this gain change, the luminosity increased by ∼ 25 %. Noise
mixed in the FB system affected the luminosity. The noise
was caused by a troubled module. Since the noise frequency
was near the betatron tune, its effect was large.

Squeezing 𝛽∗𝑦
Figure 4: Beam-beam simulations without the crab waist
and with the crab waist. Experimental data taken in 2021
are also shown.
shows the result of the strong-strong beam-beam simulation
without the crab waist, the black line shows that with crab
waist (LER:80 % and HER:40 %). In both cases, the longitudinal impedance was considered in the simulations. Effectiveness of the crab waist scheme is clearly demonstrated
in the figure. Other data in the figure are experimental data
taken in 2021 with the crab waist. If the simulation reproduced the experimental data correctly, the experimental data
would agree with the black line. In reality, however, there
is a large discrepancy. As for this disagreement, we will
mention again in the following section.

Increasing Beam Currents
Increasing the beam currents has been one of the main
causes of the luminosity improvement. As shown in Fig. 1,
we have been increasing beam currents gradually with fighting with several obstacles which are listed in the following.
• Hardware damages due to fast and large beam losses
• Detector beam background
• Beam injection
• Beam aborts
• Beam instability
Of those obstacles, the fast and large beam loss has put us the
most serious restriction. As is addressed in the following section, frequent hardware troubles on collimators (and Belle II
sub-detectors) happened when the bunch current in LER is
larger than 0.7 mA. The recent increase in beam currents was
achieved by increasing the number of bunches while respecting the limit from bunch current limit (< 0.7 mA/bunch).
Current beam background (BG) rates in Belle II are acceptable and well below limits and Belle II did not limit beam
currents in 2021 and 2022. It will limit SuperKEKB beam
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Figure 5 shows a history of 𝛽∗𝑦 in various machines. Also
as for squeezing 𝛽∗𝑦 , SuperKEKB is the front runner in the
world. In usual physics run, the machine is operated with
𝛽∗𝑦 of 1 mm. In 2020 and 2022, we tried to squeeze 𝛽∗𝑦
down to 0.8 mm. Figure 6 shows the specific luminosity
achieved in 2021 and 2022 as function of the bunch current
product. The orange dots show the specific luminosity with
𝛽∗𝑦 of 0.8 mm and others are data with 𝛽∗𝑦 of 1 mm. The
specific luminosity with 𝛽∗𝑦 of 0.8 mm was higher than those
with 𝛽∗𝑦 of 1 mm. The operation with 𝛽∗𝑦 of 0.8 mm was a
short time trial and we could not store higher bunch currents
due to poor injection efficiency. We will retry it again and
expect a higher luminosity than that with 𝛽∗𝑦 of 1 mm in near
future with improving the injection efficiency. In the data in
cyan and blue, estimated values of 𝛽∗𝑦 in HER were less than
1 mm, 0.8 mm or lower, with the setting value of 𝛽∗𝑦 of 1 mm
due to horizontal orbit change in SLY’s depending on the
total beam current. Here, SLY means the sextupoles for the
vertical local chromaticity corrections near IP (Interaction
Point). We achieved an unexpectedly higher luminosity with
this unexpectedly low 𝛽∗𝑦 .

PERFORMANCE LIMITING ISSUES
Fast and Large Beam Loss
We have encountered frequently events where the beam is
lost very fast and largely. The events occur in both rings but
the LER beam loss is more serious. Figure 7 shows a typical
data of the large beam loss event. As is seen in the figure,
more than a half of the beam current was lost within 3 turns.
Almost no beam oscillations were observed in both horizontal and vertical directions before the beam loss, although
some vertical oscillation was observed in some other events.
No beam size blowup was observed using the turn-by-turn
beam size monitor before the beam loss. The large losses
often cause damages of the vertical collimators and the damage brought increase of detector beam background. In some
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most possible candidates. Investigations are ongoing to fully
understand this issue and countermeasures are being sought.

Figure 5: History of the IP vertical beta function (𝛽∗𝑦 ) in
various machines.

Figure 7: An observed event of an LER large and fast beam
loss as function of time. The top row: horizontal oscillation
from Bunch Oscillation Recorder (BOR). The second row:
vertical oscillation from BOR. The third row: data of bunch
current monitor (BCM). The bottom row: amount of beam
loss (from BCM). The BOR amplitude is the product of
oscillation amplitudes and bunch currents.

Beam Injection

Figure 6: Specific luminosity achieved in 2021 and 2022 as
function of the bunch current product.

cases, the loss causes a QCS (superconducting magnets near
IP) quench. In other cases, the loss causes a damage of Belle
II sub-detectors. The frequency of these events has been
increasing as the total beam current increases. Based on
experiences of the events which occurred during the period
from March to mid-May 2022, we worked out an empirical rule to prevent the events that the bunch current must
not exceed 0.7 mA per bunch. The recent increase in beam
currents was achieved by increasing the number of bunches
while respecting this rule. We have been very conservative in
increasing beam currents, particularly bunch currents. This
issue limits the speed of increasing beam currents and then
slows down increase of luminosity. The mechanism of the
fast beam loss has not been understood well. A hypothesis
was proposed to try to explain the event in our team. In the
hypothesis, a microparticle heated by the beam-induced field
causes a macroscopic vacuum arc and the beam is kicked
by the vacuum arc. We will continue to study this hypothesis. A joint Belle II-SuperKEKB team has been working
to identify the original places of fast beam losses. Recent
progress shows collimators near the injection region are the
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We summarize the SuperKEKB injection scheme below. The injector Linac provides the e+ and e- beams (e+:
thermionic gun, e-: RF gun). The DR is used for the e+
beam. Synchronization between the injector and the rings
allows 1-bunch or 2-bunch injection per pulse.Top-up injection is achieved for e+ and e- beams at 50 Hz at maximum
(sum of e- and e+). We will face a serious problem that the
maximum beam currents in the rings are determined by the
balance between the charge sent from Linac and the charge
loss due to beam lifetime. The shorter beam lifetime at
smaller 𝛽∗𝑦 due to the decrease of dynamic aperture requires
a more powerful injection. Conversely, injection sets a limit
on the achievable 𝛽∗𝑦 . This issue will become more serious
in future with smaller 𝛽∗𝑦 . However, even now with 𝛽∗𝑦 =
1 mm, the beam currents are limited by the beam injection
sometimes when the injection efficiency becomes low. Typical values of injection efficiency with 𝛽∗𝑦 = 1 mm are 50 %
and 40 % for LER and HER, respectively and it changes
largely depending on machine conditions and tuning. The
injection efficiency depends on various parameters; machine
tuning conditions, collimator setting, bunch currents, 𝛽∗𝑦
and so on. Improving the injection efficiency will be an
importance subject hereafter. One of the important issues
on the injection efficiency is emittance preservation in Linac
and the beam transport (BT) lines. The design values of normalized emittance of the e- beam are 40 and 20𝜇m, in the
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. They are 100
and 15𝜇m, for the e+ beam. From Linac to the beginning of
BT, the design emittances are almost realised. However, at
the end of BT, the emittances get larger by a factor of 3 or
5 in both beams and in the both directions. The emittance
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growth depends on the bunch charge. The effect of CSR
(Coherent Synchrotron Radiation) is suspected as the cause.
We need to study further and to find countermeasures. In
future, we also need to increase the charge of the Linac beam.
The achieved values of the charge of the e- and e+ beams at
the end of BT are 1.5 nC and 3 nC per bunch, respectively
as a result of continuous efforts. The design values are 4 nC
per bunch for both beams.

Beam-beam Performance
As shown in Fig. 4, observed luminosity performance
is much lower than simulations. This has been and will
be a challenge at SuperKEKB. Candidates of causes of the
discrepancy are machine imperfections such as non-zero
linear and chromatic coupling and dispersions at IP, beamcurrent dependent optics distortion due to orbit change at
QCS and SLY’s and so on. Imperfect crab waist scheme
and interplay of beam-beam interaction and beam coupling
impedance could be the causes. The recent observation
that luminosity degrades by ∼ 4 % during LER injection
can explain a part of the discrepancy. For improving beambeam performance, beam-beam simulations predict better
performance with smaller vertical emittance in the single
beam, which is a challenge of optics corrections, and a higher
crab waist ratio in HER. Other possibilities are identification
of causes of the discrepancy between the simulations and the
experiments and finding better working points. As for the
beam-beam parameters, achieved values of 𝜉 𝑦 ’s in physics
runs are 0.0392 and 0.0269 in LER and HER, respectively.
Achieved values in high bunch current collision study are
0.0565 and 0.0434. By increasing bunch currents in physics
run, higher 𝜉 𝑦 ’s and then a higher luminosity are expected.

Impedance Related Issues
In SuperKEKB, the apertures of vertical collimators are
set very close to the beams. The half aperture of the vertical
collimators is set about 2 mm or narrower and its impedance
would cause the TMCI (Transverse Mode Coupling Instability) particularly in LER. We have intensively studies their effects. We have observed vertical beam-size blow-ups around
0.8 mA/bunch in LER with single-beam operations, and
this value is about 50 % or more lower than an expected
TMCI threshold. When the beam-size blow-ups have been
observed, a peak corresponding to 𝜈 𝑦 − 𝜈𝑠 appears and so
we call this “-1 mode instability”. The impedance in vertical collimators contributes to this instability, and opening
apertures of them can increase the threshold. The vertical
bunch-by-bunch feedback system with a standard setting
enhances this instability, and its tunings can suppress the
instability. The mechanism of the -1 mode instability is still
under investigation, but we have found two ways to deal with
this instability; (1) Tuning of the vertical bunch-by-bunch
feedback, (2) Reducing the impedance in the vertical direction by opening vertical collimators. The second point is one
of motivations to introduce the nonlinear collimator. The
apertures of vertical collimators scale as 𝛽∗𝑦 , TMCI will set
a limit on the bunch current. Results of the machine study
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on TMCI in LER are summarized below. With the use of 2
vertical collimators and taking into account the impedance
from the high-𝛽 region around final focus quadrupoles, the
TMCI threshold will be lower than the design bunch current
of 1.44 mA when 𝛽∗𝑦 < 0.6 mm. By introducing a nonlinear
collimator, we can raise the threshold or use more vertical collimators and meanwhile reduce Belle II BG. Coupled
bunch instability from the resistive wall impedance and from
the electron clouds has been well suppressed by the bunchby-bunch feedback so far. The longitudinal coupled bunch
instability caused by fundamental mode impedance of RF
cavities has been well suppressed by -1 mode dampers in
both rings. In the current beam condition (4 or 6 ns bunch
spacing, < 0.7 mA/bunch), no significant beam size blowup
due to the electron clouds effects has been observed in LER.

FUTURE PLANS
SuperKEKB will be shut down from July 2022 to September 2023. We call this shutdown as Long-Shutdown 1 (LS1).
The main purpose of LS1 is to install additional VXD’s (vertex detectors) and to replace a vulnerable part of PMTs of
the TOP counters. In this opportunity, the following works
will also be done on the accelerator side.
• IR radiation shield reinforcement for BG reduction
• Installation of a nonlinear collimator for impedance
and BG reduction
• Replace collimator heads with robust ones in LER
• New beam pipes with wider aperture at HER injection
point for improvement of injection efficiency
• others
Within 1 or 2 years after LS1, we will aim at the luminosity
of 1 × 1035 cm−2 s−1 with 𝛽∗𝑦 = 0.8 mm. We will also try to
squeeze 𝛽∗𝑦 down to 0.6 mm.
To squeeze 𝛽∗𝑦 down to design values (0.27 mm in LER
and 0.30 mm in HER), further upgrade works will be required, including an extensive IR upgrade to improve beam
lifetime. We have a plan to do those upgrade works in LongShutdown 2 (LS2) in around 2027. The upgrade plan is
being studied. The international task force for SuperKEKB
upgrade has been organized and in action since July 2021.
On important issues at SuperKEKB, the SuperKEKB team is
working together with the task force in four working groups;
optics, beam-beam, TMCI and injector Linac. The mission
of the task force is to bring ideas and exchange notes to solve
various problems at SuperKEKB as a luminosity frontier
machine, to achieve SuperKEKB design luminosity.
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PROGRESS TOWARDS DEMONSTRATION OF A PLASMA-BASED FEL
E. Chiadroni∗
Dept. of Basic and Applied Sciences for Engineering - Sapienza, University of Rome
and INFN-LNF, Italy
Abstract
Plasma-based technology promises a revolution in the
field of particle accelerators by pushing beams to gigaelectronvolt energies within centimeter distances. Several experiments are ongoing world-wide towards demonstration
of a plasma based FEL enabling the realization of ultracompact facilities for user applications like Free-Electron
Lasers (FEL). The progress towards a plasma based FEL
user facility is here reported, with particular focus on the
recent results about the first experimental evidences of FEL
lasing by both a particle beam-driven plasma accelerator
at the SPARC_LAB test facility and a laser-driven plasma
accelerator at SIOM. The status in the International scenario
and prospects toward a plasma-based FEL are discussed.

Figure 1: Preservation of the energy spread and the high efficiency acceleration based on strong beam loading induced
by peculiar charge density profiles [7].

MOTIVATION
Plasma-based accelerators, both laser and beam driven,
have already demonstrated the ability to accelerate multiGeV electrons in cm-scale plasma structures [1–4]. The current goal of the worldwide plasma, laser and photo-injector
communities is to demonstrate the stable and repeatable acceleration of high brightness beams to drive a plasma-based
user facility.
Owing to ultra-high accelerating gradients, combined
with injection into micrometer-scale accelerating wakefield structure, plasma-based accelerators hold great potential to drive novel, smaller footprint light sources. Several advances, in particular focused on the optimization
of the energy spread, have been done toward high quality
plasma-accelerated beams paving the way to new generation
of compact Free-Electron Lasers (FELs) based facilities.
Two promising results on this topic are shown in Figs. 1
and 2, highlighting experiments performed at FLASHForward (DESY) [5] and at SPARC_LAB (LNF) [6].
Figure 1 demonstrates the preservation of the energy
spread and the high efficiency acceleration, exploiting a
strong beam loading when accelerating bunches with peculiar charge density profiles [7]; while Fig. 2 shows the
reduction of the energy spread based on the assisted-beam
loading technique: during the acceleration, the witness longitudinal phase space (LPS) is rotated and energy spread
reduced by 40% with respect to the initial value. The energy chirp imprinted on the witness is thus used to both
improve its beam loading and compensate the slope of the
plasma wakefield, so that it can be considered an assisted
beam-loading energy spread compensation [8].
To drive a plasma-based FEL facility the quality of the
accelerated beam must not be degraded in the plasma, since
∗
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Figure 2: Witness beam longitudinal phase space: minimization of energy spread based on assisted beam loading
technique [8].
the requirements on the 6D phase space to operate a FEL
must be guaranteed. In particular, the following conditions
on transverse normalized emittance, peak current and energy
spread must be satisfied:
𝜀𝑛 ≪ mm mrad, I ≈ kA,

Δ𝛾
𝛾

≪ 1%.

Indeed many of these properties are described by the 1D
model of the FEL interaction and are related to the so-called
Pierce parameter
𝜌=

1 𝐼 𝜆𝑢 𝐾[𝐽𝐽] 2 1/3
[ (
) ] ,
2𝛾 𝐼𝐴 √8𝜋𝜎

(1)

𝑥

which determines the 1D gain length, 𝐿𝑔 =

𝜆𝑢

, giving

4√3𝜋𝜌
𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡 = 𝑃𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑧/𝐿𝑔 ;

an estimation of the saturation power,
𝛾 is
the Lorentz factor of the beam, 𝐼 the peak current, 𝐼𝐴 = 17 kA
the Aĺfven 𝜆𝑢 the undulator period, 𝐾 defines the maximum
angle of the emitted radiation with respect to the axis, [𝐽𝐽]
is the Bessel factor, defined as the difference between the 𝐽0
and 𝐽1 Bessel functions of an argument 𝜉 that depends on
𝐾, and 𝜎𝑥 the rms beam transverse size.
In addition for driving plasma-based FEL, the long term
and the shot-to-shot stability and reproducibility are issues
to overcome and finally the high repetition rate would be
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preferable to increase the average power. Concerning this
last issue, a new method has been conceived, based on the
recovery time of the plasma wakefield, which places an
upper limit on the maximum achievable repetition rate of
plasma accelerators [9], paving the way to high repetition
rate plasma-based accelerators.

METHODS
Plasma are used because the ionized plasma in any kind
of plasma sources (e.g. gas-filled discharge capillary, a gas
cell or a gas jet) can sustain accelerating gradients 2-3 orders
of magnitude larger than in conventional RF-based accelerators. The maximum field a plasma structure can sustain
before facing wave breaking is depending on the plasma
density and, for typical values between 1016 − 1018 cm−3 ,
it is ≈ 10-100 GV/m. The plasma density defines also the
characteristic scale length of the accelerating field, that is the
plasma wave, which for density of the order of 1016 cm−3 ,
𝜆𝑝 ≈300𝜇m. The accelerating method consists in the driver,
which creates the bubble, being either a dense relativistic
particle beam of sub-ps duration and kA current (particledriven plasma wakefield, PWFA), or an ultra-intense laser
pulse, ≈ 1018 W/cm2 , and pulse duration of few 10s of fs
(laser-driven plasma wakefield, LWFA). The witness can
be either self-injected or externally injected. The injected
beam undergo then a rapid acceleration to ultra-relativistic
energies in um scale structures, remaining short, dense and
free of significant emittance degradation.

Both SLAC FACET II and Strathclyde have not yet begun
experimental operation and for those target parameters are
listed. In particular, FACET II aims to reach up to 10 GeV
and multi-kA current electron bunches to explore a suite of
advanced accelerator and coherent radiation experiments,
toward the attosecond science user program.
FLASHForward and SPARC_LAB are both operating experiments putting efforts on the demonstration of high quality, high rep rate acceleration. In particular, SPARC_LAB
(Frascati, Italy) based on these achieved parameters, succeeded to demonstrate the exponential gain growth in different FEL operation modes. This proof-of-principle experiment has demonstrated the high-quality of the plasmaaccelerated beam able to drive a Free-Electron Laser [12].
To transport and match the beam at the undulator entrance,
the witness has been completely characterized in terms of
energy, energy spread, horizontal and vertical emittance (values are reported in Table 2. With the aim of stabilizing the
emitted radiation, a second experiment has been performed
at SPARC_LAB, demonstrating the operation of the first
PWFA-driven seeded FEL. Results, validated with start-toend simulations, show a significant increase in the pulse
radiation energy, from 30 nJ up to 1 𝜇J and in stability of
the emitted radiation, i.e. around 27% with SASE only up
to 90% in the seeded regime (Fig. 3). Results have been
submitted to Nature Photonics.

INTERNATIONAL SCENARIO
Several groups worldwide are pursuing these novel light
sources, with methodology varying in the use of wakefield
driver, plasma sources, phase space manipulation, beam line
design.

LWFA Experiments
A list of experiments/facility aiming at the qualification
of LWFA with the FEL process demonstration is reported
in Table 1 [10].
The breakthrough experiment has been performed at the
SIOM facility (Shangai), where the first proof-of-principle
demonstration of LWFA-based FEL at around 27 nm was
demonstrated [11]. A 200 TW Ti:Sa laser at 800 nm was focused onto a gas target to generate and accelerate electron up
to 500 MeV. The electrons are then injected into 3 undulator
modules. SASE FEL exponential growth has been observed
for the first time in such a kind of plasma-driven accelerator,
reaching a maximum radiation energy of a single pulse of
150 nJ, and the maximum obtained gain was approximately
100-fold in the third undulator, as measured by methods of
orbit kick and spontaneous radiation calibration.

PWFA Experiments
A list of experiments/facility aiming at the qualification
of PWFA with the FEL process demonstration is reported
in Table 2 [10].

Figure 3: Exponential gain of SASE FEL radiation energy
at SPARC_LAB. Data are taken with six (Si) photo-diodes
downstream the undulators.
The stability and repeatability of the plasma formation
is obtained by pre-ionizing the gas with a Nd:YAG laser
focused at the capillary entrance (Fig. 4). This reduces the
discharge timing-jitter from tens to few nanoseconds, because it is affected by the voltage and the gas pressure in the
capillary and, in turn, the plasma density fluctuations from
12% to 6% [13, 14]. The stability shot-to-shot, measured in
terms of relative standard deviation, has been presented in
terms of the stability of the current pulse. This stabilization
technique allowed for the development of very long capillaries, as the one recently built at SPARC_LAB, i.e 40 cm
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Table 1: Summary of parameters for the facilities aiming at the demonstration of LWFA-driven FEL [10].
Charge density
(pC/MeV)
Rep. Rate (Hz)
E𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (GeV)
𝜎𝐸 (%)
Charge (pC)
𝜀𝑛 (mm mrad)
FEL 𝜆𝑟 (nm)
FEL operation
modes
Key challenge
pursued

COXINEL

DESY - LUX

SIOM

0.5

4

1-5

1 - 10
0.18 - 0.4
NA
NA
1
UV-VUV
Decompression
+ seeding
Demonstrate
FEL gain

1
0.3
0.5
50
1.5 (H) - 0.3 (V)
100
Decompression
+ SASE
Demonstrate
FEL gain

1-5
0.84
0.24 - 0.4
8 - 25
0.4
6 - 10
SASE
Transverse Decompression
Demonstrate
FEL gain

LBNL-BELLA
2
5
0.1 - 0.3
0.2 - 1
25
0.3 - 1
80
Decompression
+ seeding
Demonstrate
FEL gain

Table 2: Summary of parameters for the facilities aiming at the demonstration of PWFA-driven FEL [10].
SLAC FACET II

DESY - FLASHForward

Strathclyde

I𝑝 (kA)
Rep. Rate (Hz)

10 - 500
1

1 - 100
Variable

E𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (GeV)
𝜎𝐸 (%)
Charge (pC)
𝜀𝑛 (mm mrad)
FEL 𝜆𝑟 (nm)
FEL operation
modes
Key challenge
pursued

5 - 10
0.1 - 1
10 - 100
1 - 10
10 - 50
Compression
+ prebunching
Attosecond
FEL pulses

1
10 (up to 104
after future upgrade)
1
0.15
100
1 - 20
Soft X-Rays
SASE

1-5
0.01 - 2
0.1 - 500
0.01 - 1
Hard X-rays
Multiple

High average
power FEL

Hard X-rays
FEL gain

SPARC_LAB
2.6
1
0.094
0.3
20
∼2
800
SASE
and Seeded
Demonstration
of SASE

long, 2 mm diameter, operating at 10 Hz, representing the
first EuPRAXIA plasma source enabling the 1.1 GeV energy
gain (corresponding to 1.5 GV/m accelerating gradient).

TOWARD A PLASMA-BASED FEL
FACILITY

Figure 4: Current profiles (left) and plasma density (right)
measured without (top) and with (bottom) pre-ionization
laser.
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The Horizon2020 Design Study EuPRAXIA (European
Plasma Research Accelerator with eXcellence In Applications), has submitted in October 2019 a Conceptual Design
Report to propose the first European Research Infrastructure, dedicated to demonstrate usability of plasma accelerators delivering high brightness beams up to 1-5 GeV
for users [15]. The EuPRAXIA project represents the first
world-wide conceptual design report of a plasma accelerator
facility, funded by EU Horizon2020 program, and completed
by 16+25 institutes. In addition, it is the first plasma accelerator project selected and placed on the European ESFRI
roadmap with the preparatory phase (PP) project on a plasma
accelerator facility recently funded by EU. The EuPRAXIA
organization architecture is based on a distributed research
infrastructure concept, composed by four pillars, with ex-
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perience in particle-driven plasma and laser-driven plasma
acceleration, plasma simulations and theory, laser technology. The headquarter and the site dedicated to particledriven plasma wakefield acceleration (PWFA) have been
chosen to be at the Frascati National Laboratories (LNF)
of the INFN, where the EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB future
facility has been funded with more than 108 Meuro [16].
The EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB facility will equip LNF
with a unique combination of a high brightness GeV-range
electron beam generated in a state-of-the-art (RF-based)
advanced compact linear accelerator, a 0.5 PW-class laser
system and the first 5th generation light source. The EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB facility will represents the Europe‘s most compact and most southern FEL and the world‘s
most compact RF accelerator (X band in collaboration with
CERN).

[3] W. P. Leemans, “GeV electron beams from a centimetre-scale
accelerator”, Nat. Phys., vol. 2, pp. 696-699, 2006.
doi:10.1038/nphys418
[4] I. Blumenfeld et al., “Energy doubling of 42�GeV electrons in
a metre-scale plasma wakefield accelerator”, Nature, vol. 445,
pp. 741–744, 2007. doi:10.1038/nature05538
[5] R. D Arcy et al., “FLASHForward: plasma wakefield accelerator science for high-average-power applications”, Philos.
Trans. R. Soc. London A, vol. 377, p. 20180392, 2019.
doi:10.1098/rsta.2018.0392
[6] M. Ferrario et al., “SPARC_LAB present and future”, Nucl.
Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. Sec. B, vol. 309, pp. 183-188,
2013. doi:10.1016/j.nimb.2013.03.049
[7] C. A. Lindstroem et al., “Energy-spread preservation and
high efficiency in a plasma-wakefield accelerator”, Phys.
Rev. Lett., vol. 126, p. 014801, 2021.
doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.014801

CONCLUSIONS
Impressive progress has been done toward the operation
of a FEL user facility, as highlighted by the recent demonstration of SASE FEL driven by both PWFA (SPARC_LAB,
INFN Frascati) and LWFA (SIOM, Shangai). These successes have been driven by the ability of the community to
overcome several key challenges facing plasma-based FEL
operation, in particular the stabilization and control of the
acceleration process, which turns into energy spread mitigation, normalized emittance preservation and overall stability
gain. However, improvements are still needed: in terms of
electron beam quality, the energy spread should be improved
from sub-percent to sub-per-mille, and the normalized emittance must be kept to below 1 mm mrad. In addition, the
routine operation of a user facility demands a high level
of shot-to-shot stability, which is still an issue to be fixed.
Concerning the repetition rate, both novel ideas and laser
technology, are demonstrating the possibility to reach the
kHz level. An entire community is working hard to achieve
this result and the selection of EuPRAXIA, as first ever
plasma accelerator project, in the ESFRI Roadmap is the
validation of the quality and readiness of the work done and
the technology. Therefore the realization of a plasma-based
user facility seems more and more a reality.
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THE ACCELERATOR AND BEAM PHYSICS OF THE MUON 𝑔-2
EXPERIMENT AT FERMILAB
D. A. Tarazona∗ , Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
MUON CAMPUS

Abstract
The physics case of the Muon 𝑔-2 Experiment at Fermilab is outstanding and has recently attracted signiﬁcant
attention from its ﬁrst oﬃcial results. Although its measurements involve high energy physics methods, such as counting
positron production rates with the use of calorimeters and
beam diagnostics with tracking detectors, this experiment
is strongly bound to accelerator and beam physics. This paper reviews the principles of the experiment and the details
necessary to provide a solid ground for the beam-dynamics
uncertainties and the corrections of the systematic eﬀects
inﬂuencing the output of the experiment: a single numerical
value, which may unveil new physics.

The Muon Campus at Fermilab, depicted in Fig. 1, is a series of approximately 1 km-long beamlines between a “pion
production” target and the entrance of the Muon 𝑔-2 Storage
Ring that was designed to meet the statistical goal and deliver
(0.5–1.0)×105 highly polarized muons per 1012 protons that
arrive at the pion production target [4]. Batches of four/eight


  





INTRODUCTION

   

The Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab)
Muon 𝑔-2 Experiment (E989) recently yielded its ﬁrst measurement of the positive muon magnetic anomaly, 𝑎 𝜇 ≡
(𝑔 𝜇 − 2)/2, with an experimental relative uncertainty of 0.46
parts per million (ppm) [1]. This result from the “Run-1”
dataset, combined with the previous result from Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) [2], diﬀers from the current
Standard Model (SM) prediction [3] by 4.2 standard deviations. The error budget of the 𝑔-2 experiment (0.14 ppm to
strongly establish evidence for new physics) requires the production of a highly polarized muon beam with momentum
3.094 GeV/c and suﬃcient intensity to collect more than
twenty times the number of recorded high-energy positrons
from the previous experiment at BNL [4].
In addition, the storage ring is designed to allow for precise measurements and maintain a uniform evolution of
the two main frequencies from which 𝑎 𝜇 is extracted, i.e.,
𝑎 𝜇 ∝ 𝜔 𝑎 /𝜔˜ 𝑝 (𝑇𝑟 ). The frequency 𝜔˜ 𝑝 (𝑇𝑟 )/2𝜋 ≈ 61.7 MHz
is the proton Larmor frequency measured in a spherical water sample at a temperature 𝑇𝑟 = 34.7 ◦ C, weighted by the
muon distribution [5]. Such frequency, directly proportional
to the magnetic ﬁeld experienced by the stored muons, regulates the magnitude of the anomalous precession frequency,
𝜔 𝑎 /2𝜋 ≈ 0.23 MHz, which, under design conditions, corresponds to the spin-precession frequency relative to the
cyclotron frequency in the laboratory frame [6].
In the following sections, an overview of the accelerator
complex at Fermilab, the Muon Campus, for the production
and delivery to the storage ring of the muon beam; a description of the main components of the storage ring directly
related to the goals of the muon 𝑔-2 experiment from the
beam dynamics front; and the beam-dynamics systematic
corrections in the experimental measurement are presented.
∗

dtarazona@cornell.edu
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Figure 1: A schematic layout of the Muon Campus [7]. Secondary particles (mostly pions, muons, and protons) downstream of the target station at AP0 are canalized through
the M2/M3 lines and injected into the Delivery Ring (DR),
where protons are discarded and most of the remaining pions
decay after four turns. A beam of mostly muons is extracted
to the M4/M5 lines and ultimately delivered to the Muon
𝑔-2 Storage Ring.
8.9 GeV/c proton bunches are directed to an Inconel-600
pion production target—an alloy of iron, chromium, and
nickel—located at Fermilab’s AP0 target hall from which
positive secondary particles emerge. A magnetic quadrupole
triplet focuses the proton pulses upstream of the production
target to a transverse size of about 150 μm to minimize beam
loss. Mostly pions with momentum acceptance of ±2 %
around 3.094 GeV/c are collected and transported along
FODO channels, bending magnets, and quadrupole arrangements for dispersion suppression, with an overall transverse
acceptance of 40𝜋 mm.mrad, supported by the beamline
apertures of the Muon Campus.
Most of the muon beam emerges via the 𝜋 + → 𝜇+ 𝜈 𝜇
weak-decay channel. As the emitted muons are completely
polarized in the pion rest frame and the Muon Campus beamlines impose a stringent momentum acceptance, only highly
polarized muons are transported to the storage ring.
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STORAGE RING
The storage ring is built as one continuous superferric
magnet made of mainly six layers of high-quality magnet
steel and two pole pieces [5]. Segmented electric quadrupole
stations conﬁne the injected muon beam within a toroid of
7.112 m in radius; its circular cross section is deﬁned by
ﬁve circular collimators, 45 mm in radius, centered around
the ideal orbit. Table 1 lists the main parameters that characterize the muon 𝑔-2 storage ring, including maximum
directional oﬀsets, 𝑥  and 𝑦  , with respect to the optical axis
(𝑥 is the radial distance relative to the bending radius and 𝑦
is the vertical distance from the midplane of the ring).
Table 1: Storage Ring Representative Parameters
Parameter
Nominal momentum (𝑝 0 )
Momentum acceptance
Radial tune (𝜈 𝑥 )
Vertical tune (𝜈 𝑦 )
Bending magnetic ﬁeld (𝐵0 )
Bending radius (𝜌0 )
Revolution period
Horizontal admittance
Vertical admittance
Maximum excursion
𝑥  max
𝑦  max
High-voltage (HV) setpoint
Vacuum in storage volume
Current

Value
3.094 GeV/c
±0.56%
0.944
0.330
1.4513 T
7.112 m
149.2 ns
268𝜋 mm.mrad
93𝜋 mm.mrad
45 mm
6 mrad
2 mrad
∼ ±18.3 kV
 10−6 Torr
5170 A

Magnetic Field
By design, the magnetic ﬁeld is intended to be fully oriented in the vertical direction and have a uniform magnitude
of 𝐵0 = 𝑝 0 /𝑒𝜌0 . Magnetic-ﬁeld temporal stability on the
ppm level is required throughout experimental datasets for a
precise extraction of the muon magnetic anomaly [5]. On
the spatial front, a highly uniform ﬁeld reduces the uncertainties intrinsic to the determination of the magnetic ﬁeld
experienced by the stored muons.
For this purpose, magnet shimming keeps local variations
to less than 50 ppm relative to 𝐵0 (see Fig. 2). With passive

Figure 2: Relative Larmor frequency as measured by a trolley
probe across the optical axis, corresponding to magnetic ﬁeld
magnitude variations taken from Run-1 measurements [5].

shimming, pole-pieces positioning drives the overall ﬁeld
strength, whereas additional pieces of iron ﬁne-tune the
azimuthally averaged ﬁeld and control transverse gradients.
Moreover, a set of 200 coils installed on each of the upper
and lower pole surfaces actively target the azimuthal average
of speciﬁc multipoles; and the power supply feedback adjusts
the supply current to keep the average vertical ﬁeld constant
over time.
The magnetic ﬁeld is periodically mapped out in the storage region by a mobile set of 17 pulsed nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) magnetometers distributed across a trolley. Between trolley runs, the ﬁeld is continuously tracked
by ∼380 NMR probes located above and below the storage
region, where ﬁeld drifts are synchronized with the measurements from the trolley. The signals from free-induction
decay signals from the NMR probes provide a ∼10 ppbprecision measurement of the Larmor precession frequency,
which in turn yields the magnetic ﬁeld at the location of the
material sample within the probe. Systematic eﬀects associated with ﬁeld mapping (e.g., position uncertainties, motion
and temperature eﬀects) and ﬁeld tracking—explained in
Ref. [5]—are greatly minimized to the parts-per-billion (ppb)
level thanks to the achieved homogeneity of the magnetic
ﬁeld.

Beam Injection
The optical conﬁguration of the Muon Campus beamlines
upstream of the storage ring is meant to focus the beam
horizontally for its passage through a backleg hole in the
ring, which houses the 18 mm × 56 mm superconducting
inﬂector magnet [8] meant to cancel out the surrounding
magnetic ﬁeld.
At the inﬂector exit, the muon beam emerges approximately 77 mm tangentially shifted from the ideal orbit of
the storage ring. In order for the injected muons to end up
within the ring storage volume, the beam is required to be
steered about 10.5 mrad radially outward after a ∼90◦ phase
advance. To this end, a fast non-ferric kicker system [9]
supplies an integrated magnetic ﬁeld of 1.1 kG.m oppositely
directed to the vertical ﬁeld of the storage ring. The kicker
stations need to pulse at 100 Hz synchronized to the incoming 120 ns muon bunches and shut oﬀ before the pulse
revolves the 149 ns-long storage ring. In view of these timing speciﬁcations, robust pulsers and low-impedance kicker
stations are desired to meet the required rise and decay times.
From an impedance mismatch, the temporal shapes of the
kicker strengths exhibit a ringing structure as the signal is
reﬂected after the main transient ﬁeld is induced.
Due to the strong focusing for the beam to traverse from
the backleg hole to the ring, an optical (and dispersion)
mismatch between the storage ring lattice and the Twiss
parameters at the inﬂector exit emerges [10], producing beating as well as coherent betatron oscillations (CBO) of the
radial beam centroid, whose amplitude was exacerbated by
a suboptimal kicker performance ﬁxed during Run-3. To
minimize such eﬀects, application of radio-frequency (RF)
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electric ﬁelds [11] were incorporated to the ESQ, described
next.

Beam Conﬁnement
The ElectroStatic Quadrupole system (ESQ) is a four-fold
azimuthally symmetric system [12] consisting of four stations with two sections. Each quad section has four plates
centered around the ideal orbit (see Fig. 3) that provides vertical beam focusing at the cost of horizontal defocusing and
nonlinear beam dynamics eﬀects (e.g., CBO decoherence
and muon loss rates [13]).



Figure 3: Transverse view of an ESQ station, with an illustration of the main electrostatic potential shown in the storage
region (HV= 18.3 kV). The curvature of the plates generates non-linearities, among them a considerable 20 pole that
aﬀects mechanical muon loss rates and beam de-coherence.
Each ESQ station consists of a short and long section
separated by 4◦ , and extended by azimuthal lengths of 13◦
and 26◦ , respectively. The plates are made with aluminum
graded such that their low magnetic susceptibility and thicknesses do not interfere either with the overall magnetic ﬁeld
quality or the positron detection resolution. The four-fold
symmetry was chosen to accommodate instrumentation in
between the stations and minimize beam variations (i.e., less
than 3%) around the ring.
The ESQ plates play the role of electrodes, with circuitry
conﬁgured to deliver charge for 700 μs in one or two steps.
To generate closed orbit distortions for beam scraping purposes, a speciﬁc set of plates is connected to 2-step pulsers,
which rise initially from 0 to about 6 kV below the nominal
high-voltage (HV) setpoint.

Optical Lattice
The guide ﬁelds from the ESQ superimposed over the
magnetic ﬁeld of the storage ring resemble a weak focusing
system [14], being the eﬀective ﬁeld index “𝑛” equal to
𝑛=−

𝜌0 𝜕𝐸 𝑦
≈ 0.1,
𝑣𝐵0 𝜕𝑦

(1)

where 𝐸 denotes the eﬀective electric ﬁeld along the ideal
closed orbit. This approach is suﬃcient to estimate the
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optical lattice functions of the storage ring. However, for
more precise calculations to account for azimuthal variations,
computational models of the storage ring are developed [15].
Table 2 displays representative values for 𝐻𝑉 = 18.3 kV
from a model of the ring [14] based on COSY INFINITY
[16] (𝐷 corresponds to the dispersion function). In this
Table 2: Optical Lattice Representative Parameters
Parameter
𝛼𝑥
𝛽𝑥
𝛾𝑥
𝐷𝑥
𝛼𝑦
𝛽𝑦
𝛾𝑦
𝐷𝑦

Value (∼)
0
7.5 m
0.13 m−1
8m
0
21.5 m
0.046 m−1
0.03 m

Azimuthal Variation
< ±0.1
< 3%
< 3%
< 2%
< ±0.2
< 3%
< 1%
< ±0.01 m

model, the high-order structure of the ESQ electrostatic
potential beyond the quadruple term is accounted for via a
transverse Taylor expansion [17]. From the magnetic side,
the measured ppm-level inhomogeneities are extracted as
magnetic multipole strengths from the experimental data.
The main azimuthal modulations of the lattice functions
are produced by the segmentation of the ESQ system. Magnetic ﬁeld imperfections, mostly from the normal quadrupole
component, contribute to additional modulations in the optical functions of about 0.5% or less in relation to the case
of a perfect magnetic ﬁeld (see Fig. 4). Since the extracted
multipole coeﬃcients from trolley data (except dipole terms)
change throughout datasets by less than 100 ppb relative to
𝐵0 , the extra distortions from magnetic ﬁeld imperfections
are not expected to change on a run-by-run basis. Moreover,
ESQ plate misalignments can add gradient errors that complicate calculations of the optical lattice. Nevertheless, an
external analysis based on alignment survey data determined
them to be similar in size to distortions from magnetic ﬁeld
errors. And lastly, less common circumstances might induce
time-dependence on the optical lattice, i.e., during Run-1.
For this speciﬁc case, the lattice parameters were reconstructed from beam diagnostics [18], allowing us to quantify
azimuthally dependent eﬀects on the muon weighting of
the magnetic ﬁeld as well as on beam-dynamics systematic
corrections.

BEAM DYNAMICS CORRECTIONS
The anomalous precession frequency 𝜔 𝑚
𝑎 is measured by
exploiting parity violation in the 𝜇+ → 𝑒 + 𝜈𝑒 𝜈¯ 𝜇 weak-decay
channel. In the muon’s rest frame, a positron with the highest
possible energy (i.e., with momentum 𝑝 𝑒 ∗𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈ 53 MeV/𝑐)
is produced when the two neutrinos are parallel to each other.
On the other hand, parity violation in weak decays constrains
the spin and momentum directions of the nearly massless
emitted neutrino(anti-neutrino) to be anti-aligned(aligned)
(i.e., ±1 helicity). Consequently, conservation of angular
momentum implies that the emitted positron fully inherits
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would be well deﬁned:
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(3)

where 𝑒 is the elementary charge and 𝑚 𝜇 the muon mass.
However, additional coherent spin precession—either
from muons with non-magic momentum or with nonzero
vertical betatron motion within the ∼93𝜋 mm.mrad vertical
admittance—needs to be accounted for. Moreover, detection
eﬀects and correlations between individual 𝑔-2 phases and
muon momenta introduce time dependence to the 𝑔-2 phase,
potentially biasing the measured precession frequency 𝜔 𝑚
𝑎.
These beam dynamics eﬀects are encapsulated as the Eﬁeld (𝐶𝑒 ), pitch (𝐶 𝑝 ), phase acceptance (𝐶 𝑝𝑎 ) and muon
loss (𝐶𝑚𝑙 ) corrections. All together, these corrections shift
the unbiased frequency:


𝜔 𝑎 ≈ 𝜔𝑚
(4)
𝑎 1 + 𝐶𝑒 + 𝐶 𝑝 + 𝐶𝑚𝑙 + 𝐶 𝑝𝑎 .

22

19.5
0

𝑒 𝐵0
,
𝑚𝜇

350

θ[°]

Figure 4: Vertical beta function (top) and radial closed orbits
(bottom) versus the ring azimuth for several times after beam
injection (HV= 18.3 kV). At 5 μs, the lattice is subject to the
mis-powered ESQ plates for beam scraping. In particular,
vertical and radial closed orbits are distorted to move the
beam closer to the collimators (their locations are indicated
by vertical orange lines).

For Run-1, the shift was (0.50 ± 0.009) ppm; a signiﬁcant
correction to establish disagreements between experimental
values and SM predictions of 𝑎 𝜇 .
From material eﬀects, the acceptance of calorimeters
to detect positrons depends on the transverse location of
the muon from which they decayed. This feature originates additional modulations in Eq. 2 caused by the CBO
of the beam [6]. Even though amplitude- and momentumdependent betatron tune shifts—strongly driven by the 20
pole of the ESQ electrostatic potential [19]—damp the amplitudes of coherent beam transverse motion on scales of
200 μs, the de-coherence modeling introduces a systematic
error that is greatly reduced by the recent implementation
of ESQ RF electric ﬁelds mentioned above.
The distinctive features of the beam dynamics corrections
are described next.

E-ﬁeld and Pitch Corrections
the muon’s intrinsic angular momentum. Therefore, since
the weak interaction couples with the right-handed part of the
positron, its emission occurs preferentially in the direction
of the muon spin. As such, the number of positrons, 𝑁(𝑡),
emitted with the highest energies in the laboratory frame is
modulated over time as
𝑁(𝑡) ∝ cos



𝜔𝑚
𝑎𝑡



+ 𝜑0 ,

(2)

where the “𝑔-2 phase” 𝜑 represents the overall angle between
spin and momentum of the muon beam at injection time
(𝑡 = 0).
Ideally, polarized muons with “magic momentum” 𝑝 0 =
√
𝑚 𝜇 𝑐/ 𝑎 𝜇 perfectly injected into the storage ring would circulate around centered orbits of radius 𝜌0 , perpendicular
to a perfectly uniform vertical magnetic ﬁeld 𝐵0 . Under
such circumstances, the frequency at which the muon’s spin
rotates around the momentum vector in the laboratory frame

The E-ﬁeld and pitch corrections are used to counteract
the additional spin precessions due to the momentum spread
and vertical betatron motion of the beam, respectively. The
standard expressions [15] to quantify them are
𝐶𝑒 =

𝑛𝛽2  2 
2 𝛿
1−𝑛

,

𝐶𝑝 =

𝑛  2
𝑦 ,
2𝜌02

(5)

where 𝑛 is the ﬁeld index, 𝛽 the normalized velocity of
the muon, 𝛿 is the fractional momentum oﬀset relative to
𝑝 0 , and the angle brackets denote average over the stored
muons. These expressions are derived from the T-BMT
equation [20], wherein 𝐶𝑒 is the lowest-order term from
interactions of oﬀ-momentum muons with the quadrupole
term of the ESQ, and 𝐶 𝑝 arises mostly from the vertical
betatron frequency induced by the same electric ﬁeld, provided 𝜔 𝑦 >> 𝜔 𝑎 [21]. Both expressions in Eq. 5 have been
tested in tracking simulations under realistic scenarios (i.e.,
segmented ESQ plates, non-linearities, and ESQ plate misalignment), proving them to be accurate for the experiment
purposes.
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The momentum spread has to be measured in order to
calculate the E-ﬁeld correction. For this purpose, special
methods (e.g., Fourier transforms [22]) reconstruct the momentum spread out of the cyclotron frequencies that determine the structure of the beam intensity signal detected by
calorimeters (see Fig. 5). The systematic uncertainty of 𝐶𝑒

storage ring, which allows high-detail modeling of material
eﬀects that emitted positrons experience. Figure 6 shows a
typical phase-acceptance map prepared with the gm2ringsim
model.














Figure 5: Sample of an intensity signal measured by
calorimeters. Beam modulations from 𝜔 𝑎 and the exponential decay are factored out of the signal.
is dominated by the correlation between momentum and the
time-of-ﬂight of muons posterior to the injection kick; asymmetries are consequently introduced to the intensity signal,
for which additional methods are developed to account for
these eﬀects [15].
For the pitch correction, the vertical beam proﬁle is measured by the straw tracker detectors [23]. As positrons ionize argon gas inside layers of 5 mm-thick straws along their
paths, a ﬁtting algorithm extrapolates the muon decay positions. Associated systematic errors are dominated by tracking reconstruction and ESQ voltage errors.

Phase-drift Corrections
Both the phase acceptance and muon loss corrections shift
𝜔𝑚
𝑎 by inducing time dependence on the 𝑔-2 phase over the
data taking period (i.e., > 30 μs after injection).
The phase acceptance correction 𝐶 𝑝𝑎 accounts for phase
changes from the detection side. From the parity-violating
muon decay 𝜇+ → 𝑒 + 𝜈𝑒 𝜈¯ 𝜇 , highest energy positrons are
emitted in the muon spin direction with a probability proportional to the angle between these two directions. In addition,
the positron emitted direction together with its energy and initial transverse coordinates in the storage volume determine
whether it is detected by a calorimeter or not. Therefore,
since the 𝑔-2 phase carried by a positron is indirectly related
to its initial direction due to the parity-violating decay process, positron transverse decay coordinates and 𝑔-2 phases
are correlated. Phase acceptance maps in transverse 𝑥−𝑦
planes along the storage region are prepared with a Geant4based simulation program named gm2ringsim [24]. The
model includes decay modules as well as all of the active
detectors and most of the passive components installed in the
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Figure 6: Typical detected-phase acceptance map from
gm2ringsim. Values indicated by the color legend (in mrad)
are relative to a central 𝑔-2 phase deﬁned at injection. 1 μrad
phase shifts over a muon lifetime in the laboratory frame
induce 𝜔 𝑎 shifts of about 10 ppb.
Lastly, a correlation between momentum and the 𝑔-2
phase of about −10.0 ± 1.6 mrad per 𝛿 = 1% builds up from
the muon beam revolving in the Delivery Ring at the Muon
Campus. When muons within speciﬁc momentum subranges
inside the ring’s momentum acceptance are lost due to mechanical interactions, the 𝑔-2 phase can change over the
data taking period. For Run-1, mechanical muon loss rates
exacerbated by the betatron resonance condition 3𝜈 𝑦 = 1
produced a correction of (−11 ± 5 ppb) [15].

CONCLUSION
A combination of beam preparation, injection, collimation, and storage provides the means to prepare the muon
beam from which the muon magnetic anomaly is measured
to the precision level required for the experimental goal. The
highly uniform magnetic ﬁeld, as well as an electric focusing system that contributes minimally to beam azimuthal
variations, allows for a uniform evolution of the muons’ spin
precession and cyclotron frequencies. Momentum spread
and vertical betatron motion introduce additional spin dynamics. Also, detection eﬀects and mechanical muon losses
bias the measured anomalous precession frequency. With
well-established beam dynamics corrections supported by
sophisticated detection systems, methods, and beam dynamics simulations, such eﬀects are quantiﬁed and applied to
the experimental measurements.
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PROGRESS IN DEVELOPING AN ACCELERATOR ON A CHIP∗
R. J. England† , SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA USA
P. Hommelhoff, Friedrich Alexander University, Erlangen, Germany
R. L. Byer, Stanford University, Stanford, CA USA
Abstract
Acceleration of particles in photonic nanostructures fabricated using semiconductor manufacturing techniques and
driven by ultrafast solid state lasers is a new and promising
approach to developing future generations of compact particle accelerators. Substantial progress has been made in this
area in recent years, fueled by a growing international collaboration of universities, national laboratories, and companies.
Performance of these micro-accelerator devices is ultimately
limited by laser-induced material breakdown limits, which
can be substantially higher for optically driven dielectrics
than for radio-frequency metallic cavities traditionally used
in modern particle accelerators, allowing for 1 to 2 order of
magnitude increase in achievable accelerating fields. The
lasers required for this approach are commercially available
with moderate (micro-Joule class) pulse energies and repetition rates in the MHz regime. We summarize progress
to date and outline potential near-term applications and offshoot technologies.

INTRODUCTION
Constraints on the size and cost of accelerators have inspired a variety of advanced acceleration concepts for making smaller and more affordable particle accelerators. The
use of lasers as an acceleration mechanism is particularly
attractive due to the intense electric fields they can generate combined with the fact that the solid state laser market
has been driven by extensive industrial and university use
toward higher power and lower cost over the last 20 years.
Dielectrics and semiconductor materials have optical damage limits corresponding to acceleration fields in the 1 to
10 GV/m range, which is orders of magnitude larger than in
conventional accelerators. Such materials are also amenable
to rapid and inexpensive CMOS and MEMS fabrication
methods developed by the integrated circuit industry. These
technological developments over the last two decades, combined with new concepts for efficient field confinement using
optical waveguides and photonic crystals, have inspired an international community of university, government laboratory,
and industrial researchers to develop on-chip integrated particle accelerators driven by micro-Joule to milliJoule class
infrared lasers, which we refer to as dielectric laser accelerators (DLA).
As an advanced accelerator concept, the DLA approach
offers some unique advantages. The acceleration mechanism
is inherently linear and occurs in a vacuum region in a static
structure. In addition to the stability benefits this affords,
∗
†
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Figure 1: Recently demonstrated DLA structures based on
(a) the dual-pillar design [1] and (b) an optical waveguidecoupled approach utilizing computer-aided inverse design
to produce highly optimized structures [2].

the acceleration effect is inherently dependent on the phase
of the laser field, which makes it possible to dynamically
fine-tune accelerator performance by manipulation of the
incident laser phase profile. Gradients on the GV/m scale
have already been demonstrated with energy gains exceeding 0.3 MeV for a few-fC beam, and wall plug efficiencies
comparable or superior to conventional approaches appear
feasible. The primary supporting technologies (solid state
lasers and nanofabrication) are mature and already at or near
the capabilities required to develop an integrated on-chip accelerator based on this approach. Development of near-term
applications in medicine, science, and industry could utilize the unique capabilities of these sources while providing
platforms for further technological development.

STATE OF THE ART IN ON-CHIP
PARTICLE ACCELERATORS
The field of particle acceleration using laser-driven dielectric structures has undergone significant experimental
progress within the last decade. In 2013, the first demonstra-
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tions of acceleration in a DLA were performed by teams at
SLAC and at Friedrich Alexander University [3, 4]. Since
these initial proof of principle experiments, different structures, materials, and lasers have been used to improve performance. At Stanford, silicon dual pillar structures, illuminated by an Ytterbium fiber laser beam, as shown in Fig.
1(a), were used to accelerate 100 keV electrons with an
acceleration gradient of 370 MeV/m [5]. To increase the accelerating gradient further, short pulsed lasers have recently
been used. By using a 20 fs pulse length laser, the group
at FAU Erlangen was able to accelerate 28 keV electrons
with a gradient of 210 MeV/m [6]. In subsequent experiments in collaboration between UCLA and SLAC, a 45
fs pulse length Ti:Sapphire laser was used to demonstrate
average accelerating gradients of up to 850 MeV/m on a 8
MeV electron beam in an enclosed fused silica DLA, with
peak accelerating fields of 1.8 GV/m [7]. By adding a pulse
front tilt of the laser pulses to extend the interaction distance,
greater than 0.3 MeV of energy gain has been demonstrated
[8]. Additionally, other features of the accelerating fields
(e.g. their optical microbunch structure and their deflecting
forces) have been probed. The transverse control of 28 keV
electrons has been demonstrated with both transverse deflecting structures (a rotated silicon grating) and focusing
structures (a Si grating with parabolically shaped grating
teeth) [6]. At the infrared laser frequencies employed, the
accelerated electrons have an intrinsic sub-cycle pulse structure, or micro-bunching, on the sub-fs scale, which has been
demonstrated in experiments with measured pulse durations
as low as 270 attoseconds [9, 10]. This intrinsic optical modulation of the electron beam is a unique feature of the DLA
approach, with potential applications in ultrafast electron
diffraction (UED) and quantum information science (QIS).
Although 2-stage acceleration within a single DLA device has been demonstrated [11], most DLA experiments
to date have included only a single acceleration stage. In
order to advance to a fully integrated multi-stage accelerator, as illustrated conceptually in Fig. 2, compatible electron sources, guided wave systems, and optical focusing
and confinement of the electrons are required. Considerable effort at the university level has been directed towards
development of compact electron sources based on laserassisted field emission from nanotips, which can produce
electron beams with sub-nanometer normalized emittances
[12]. Such miniaturized low-current particle sources are well
adapted to the DLA approach and have been incorporated
into compact benchtop DLA test platforms [13]. Although
tip-based sources have demonstrated exceptional brightness,
they typically produce very low-current beams. A potential solution is to incorporate multiple beam channels in a
matrixed photonic crystal configuration coupled to an array
of nano-emitters, as described in Ref. [14]. In addition,
requirements for compatible optical waveguide implementations have been systematically studied [15], and the first
integrated waveguide-coupled on-chip accelerator experimentally demonstrated, as shown in Fig. 1(b)[2]. The latter
demonstration additionally employs computer-aided adjoint

Figure 2: Conceptual illustration of an integrated on-chip accelerator system including electron emitter and optical phase
and amplitude control over multiple acceleration stages,
which could be powered by commercially available rackmounted fiber lasers (inset).

variable methods (or inverse design), which has proven to be
a powerful technique for producing non-intuitive but highly
optimized photonic designs possessing an almost organic
appearance, as seen in the inset of Fig. 1(b).

PARTICLE FOCUSING AND
CONFINEMENT
For long-distance particle transport there is a serious need
for a beam collimation system. Techniques for DLA have
been proposed that utilize the laser field itself to produce a
ponderomotive focusing force either by excitation of additional harmonic modes (spatial harmonic focusing) or by
introducing drifts that alternate the laser field between accelerating and focusing phases to simultaneously provide acceleration as well as longitudinal and transverse confinement
(alternating phase focusing or APF) [16, 17]. In simulation,
such focusing techniques can adequately confine a particle
beam to a narrow channel and overcome the resonant defocusing of the accelerating field. New structure designs
and experiments are currently underway to test these approaches. So far, active beam transport with the help of APF
has been shown to work at optical frequencies: the electron
throughput through a 225 nm narrow and nearly 80 𝜇m long
nanostructure was increased by close to factor of 3 based
on APF forces [18], see Fig. 3. However, for acceleration to
large energies, a generalization to 3D of the originally proposed two-dimensional schemes is required. As discussed
in [19], the 3D scheme has advantages at low energy, where
the confinement to the extremely small aperture can also be
provided in the vertical axis. Recently, based on this scheme
and using Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) wafers, a completely
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Figure 3: Alternating phase focusing (APF) structure.
Macrocells are separated by gaps, which lead to a phase
jump between the propagating electrons and the driving
mode, facilitating APF operation at optical frequencies. Bottom panel shows longitudinal (right) and transverse (left)
forces acting on the electrons by virtue of the laser-generated
co-propagating optical mode. Both forces act at the same
time. See [18] for details.
scalable multi-stage accelerator could be designed [20]. At
high energy, the 3D APF scheme allows stronger focusing
gradients, since the square-sum of the two focusing constants
scales with 𝛾−2 [19], such that in a counter-phase arrangement the two transverse planes can exhibit focusing gradients
that are not constrained by the beam energy. This allows for
structure designs employing a single high-damage-threshold
material, allowing for shorter focusing periods and higher
emittances than the earlier 2D structures [21].

APPLICATIONS FOR ON CHIP
ACCELERATORS
With tabletop sources now coming into operation in university labs, near-term applications that utilize presently
available low-current beams with moderate particle energies
in the 100 keV to few MeV range are being actively pursued
(see Fig. 4 and [22]).
Due to the intrinsic optical-scale bunch structure, with subfemtosecond bunch duration, compact electron sources for
ultrafast science and electron diffraction studies are among
the most promising applications. Compact accelerators with
target energies in the few MeV range for medical dosimetry
also provide a compelling near-term use for DLA technology. An ultracompact self-contained multi-MeV electron
source based on integrated photonic particle accelerators
could enable minimally invasive cancer treatments and adjustable dose deposition in real-time, with improved dose
control. For example, one could envision an encapsulated
micro-accelerator built onto the end of a fiber-optic catheter
placed within a tumor site using standard endoscopic methods, allowing a doctor to deliver the same or higher radiation
dose to what is provided by existing external beam technologies, with less damage to surrounding tissue [23, 24]. The
manufacturing and operating costs based on low-cost or disposable chips, powered by an external fiber laser, could be
much lower than those for conventional radiation therapy
machines, and the robustness of such systems compared to
conventional accelerators could be even more favorable.
MOIYGD1
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Figure 4: Promising near-term applications for laser-driven
accelerators include (a) endoscopic medical radiation therapy delivery devices, (b) tabletop sources for MeV ultrafast
electron diffraction studies.

Pulse trains of attosecond electron bunches are intrinsic
to the DLA approach and could provide excellent probes
of transient molecular electronic structure. Recently, this
fine time-scale structure has been experimentally measured
(with bunch durations from 270 to 700 attoseconds) and injected into a subsequent acceleration stage to perform fully
on-chip bunching and net acceleration demonstrations [9,
10]. The far greater flexibility of on-chip attosecond electron sources could be important complements to optical
attosecond probes based on high harmonics or attosecond
X-ray free electron lasers (FELs). The capabilities of chipscale electron probes could be transformational for studies
of chemical impurities and dopants in materials and could
enable a unique class of compact tabletop electron sources
for ultrafast electron microscopy (UEM). Since both the accelerator and associated drive laser and peripherals are all
compact enough to fit on a tabletop, this would enable the
construction of compact and flexible attosecond electron
and photon sources that can resolve atomic vibrational states
in crystalline solids in both spatial and temporal domains
simultaneously. This could lead to improved understanding
of the dynamics of chemical reactions at the level of individual molecules, the dynamics of condensed matter systems,
and photonic control of collective behaviors and emergent
phenomena in quantum systems.
The difference in bunch charge and duration for optically
accelerated electron beams also points to the potential for
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future light sources for generation of attosecond-scale pulses
of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) or X-ray radiation, with the
potential to produce extremely bright electron beams that
are suitable for driving superradiant EUV light in a similarly optical-scale laser-induced undulator field [25]. Furthermore, because of the few-femtosecond optical cycle of
near infrared mode-locked lasers, laser-driven free electron
lasers (FELs) could potentially generate attosecond X-ray
pulses to probe matter on even shorter time scales than is
possible today. Laser-driven dielectric undulators have been
proposed and could be fabricated using similar photolithographic methods used to make on-chip accelerators [26, 27].
Combining the high gradient and high brightness of advanced accelerators with novel undulator designs could enable laboratory-scale demonstrations of key concepts needed
for future EUV and X-ray lasers that hold the potential to
transform the landscape of ultrasmall and ultrafast sciences.
The optical-scale FEL regime has not been extensively studied before and questions arise as to how well the beam will
behave in such structures and how well it will ultimately
perform. The theoretical and numerical tools to model these
processes need to be developed in order to guide experimental studies of attosecond electron and photon generation.
Various technical challenges to developing near-term applications for tabletop laser accelerators (including high-energy
gain, multi-stage beam transport, and higher average beam
power) must also be addressed in order to reach the stringent beam quality and machine requirements for longer-term
and higher energy applications in basic energy science and
high energy physics. The near-term applications outlined
above therefore represent an intermediate advancement of
the technology towards ultimately desired performance levels. Further development of these applications also holds the
potential to leverage both scientific and industrial interests
that could facilitate more rapid development and support.
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CONCLUSION
Particle acceleration in microstructures driven by ultrafast solid state lasers is a rapidly evolving area of advanced
accelerator research, leading to a variety of concepts based
on planar-symmetric dielectric gratings, free-standing silicon pillars, and optimized inverse designed structures. This
approach, which we refer to as a dielectric laser accelerator (DLA), leverages well-established industrial fabrication capabilities and the commercial availability of tabletop
lasers to reduce cost, with demonstrated axial accelerating
fields in the GV/m range. Wide-ranging international efforts have significantly improved understanding of gradient
limits, structure design, particle focusing and transport, staging, and development of compatible low-emittance electron
sources. With a near-term focus on low-current MeV-scale
applications for compact scientific and medical instruments,
as well as novel diagnostics capabilities, on-chip laser-driven
accelerators have key benefits that warrant further development, including modest power requirements, stability, and
readiness of supporting technologies.
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THE AWAKE EXPERIMENT IN 2021: PERFORMANCE AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON ELECTRON-SEEDING OF SELF-MODULATION
E. Gschwendtner†, L. Verra, G. Zevi Della Porta, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
P. Muggli, Max-Planck Institute for Physics Munich, Munich, Germany
for the AWAKE Collaboration
Abstract

Seeded Self-Modulation

The future programme of the Advanced Wakefield (AWAKE) experiment at CERN relies on the seeded
self-modulation of an entire proton bunch, resulting in
phase-reproducible micro-bunches. This important milestone was achieved during the 2021 proton run by injecting
a short electron bunch ahead of the proton bunch, demonstrating for the first time the electron-seeding of proton
bunch self-modulation [1]. This paper describes the programme, performance and preliminary results of the
AWAKE experiment in the 2021 proton run and introduces
the programme of the 2022 proton run.

The self-modulation instability (SMI) is a self-consistent
process, where the wakefields driven in plasma by a long,
narrow, relativistic, charged particle bunch act back on the
bunch itself, modulating its transverse distribution along
the bunch. The modulated distribution drives enhanced
wakefields, initiating a feed-back loop that converts the
bunch into a train of micro-bunches. Hence, the timing of
the micro-bunch train along the bunch is tied to that of the
transverse wakefields: the micro-bunches develop in their
focusing phase. When a long (σt ∼ 240 ps) proton bunch
enters a pre-ionized plasma with a much shorter plasma
wavelength, it undergoes the self-modulation instability.
SMI develops from the noise [8] or from the imperfections
[4] in the proton bunch charge distribution. Thus, it is neither reproducible in amplitude nor in timing from event to
event [4]. However, when a seed wakefield is applied, SM
grows from the initial modulation of the radius along the
bunch caused by the seed wakefields: the timing and initial
amplitude of SM is then defined by the seed wakefields.
During AWAKE Run 1, seeding was obtained by placing the ionizing laser pulse (that generates the plasma)
within the proton bunch. The fast onset of the beam-plasma
interaction was therefore driving the seed wakefields. This
method has the advantage of the inherent alignment between the proton bunch and the plasma, avoiding the hosing instability, but it has the disadvantage of leaving the
front of the bunch unmodulated, because it travels as if in
vacuum. Since the final stage of the AWAKE experiment
(Run 2c and Run 2d) is composed by two plasmas (the first
one being the modulator, the second the accelerator [7]),
the unmodulated front of the bunch may self-modulate in
the second (preformed) plasma and disrupt the structure of
the self-modulated back of the bunch. Therefore, the entire
proton bunch must be self-modulated with reproducible
timing and amplitude, when entering the accelerator section. This can be obtained only if the seed wakefields act
on the entire proton bunch.
In AWAKE Run 2, the SM process is achieved by seeding SM with an electron bunch preceding the proton bunch.

INTRODUCTION
AWAKE is an accelerator R&D experiment to demonstrate plasma wakefield acceleration of electrons in wakefields driven by a proton bunch and, in the future, take advantage of the large energy store in the proton bunch to
reach very high energy gain in a single plasma for first particle physics applications using plasma wakefield acceleration. During its first run period (2016 – 2018) AWAKE
observed the strong modulation of high-energy proton
bunches in plasma, which demonstrated for the first time
that strong wakefields are generated by proton beams
[2-4]. In addition, the acceleration of externally injected
electrons to multi-GeV energy levels in the proton driven
plasma wakefields [5] was demonstrated.
The goal of the AWAKE Run 2 programme [6, 7] which
started in 2021, is to produce high-charge bunches of electrons accelerated to high energies (~10 GeV) while maintaining beam quality as well as to demonstrate the scalability of this process.
In order to accelerate with low energy spread, an accelerated bunch charge of at least 100 pC and an emittance
control at the 10 mm-mrad level, the scheme of AWAKE
Run 2 includes two plasma sources, i.e. a self-modulator
and an accelerator, and a new electron beam system. In the
first plasma source the proton beam self-modulation (SM)
is seeded by an electron bunch [6] and modulates along the
entire bunch. The self-modulation process must reach saturation before electrons are injected for acceleration in the
second plasma source.
The roadmap for AWAKE Run 2 is well-defined and is
subdivided in four phases spanning over several years [7].
The programme of the first phase, Run 2a (2021-2022),
focusses on the demonstration of the self-modulation of the
entire proton bunch reproducibly seeded by an electron
bunch.
___________________________________________

† edda.gschwendtner@cern.ch

Experimental Layout
The experimental layout is shown in Fig. 1. For the experiments during 2021/22 the same infrastructure as that of
AWAKE Run 1 can be used. In addition, the 18 MeV electron beam coming from the existing electron injector of
Run 1 can be used for seeding. The experiment uses a
400 GeV/c proton bunch from the CERN SPS, with a rms
bunch length of ~240 ps, to drive wakefields in a 10 mlong rubidium plasma section with a plasma electron
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density of 0.5x1014 – 1015 cm-3, corresponding to plasma
wavelengths λpe between 4.73 mm and 1.05 mm. A
∼120 fs, ∼100 mJ laser pulse (λ = 780 nm) produces a relativistic ionization front, RIF, that creates the plasma by
ionizing the vapour. The electron energy spectrum is measured with a magnetic spectrometer downstream of the vapour source. The proton bunch passes through an optical
transition radiation (OTR) screen installed downstream of
the vapour source. The OTR light is imaged onto the entrance slit of a streak camera, which produces time-resolved images of the transverse charge density distribution
of the proton bunch.

Figure 1: Layout of the AWAKE Run 2a experiment [1].

EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE 2021
Improvements and Challenges
The Run in 2021 had a particularly smooth start, especially thanks to the many preparations done during
CERN’s Long Shutdown during 2019 and 2020. These included studies of electron energy loss in plasma necessary
to estimate the electron-driven wakefields affecting the
proton bunch and are summarized in [9, 10].
To improve the performance and reliability of AWAKE
Run 2a, a Data Quality Monitoring (DQM) system was introduced. The DQM system constantly monitors the
timestamps and errors for all data written to disk (50 MB
per event, corresponding to ~250 properties and images), it
displays a visual summary of the main diagnostics for each
event, and monitors beam trajectories in real time using
moving averages to overcome jitter and resolution.
The leading performance challenge connected to the Run
2a programme is the consistent transverse alignment of the
three beams of AWAKE: protons, electrons and the ionizing laser forming the plasma. While the longitudinal (i.e.
timing) alignment of these beams is controlled by a combination of electronics and optical translation stages, the
transverse alignment of the beams is controlled by independent devices and monitored by separate detectors. Additionally, the transverse alignment of each beam is affected by significant event-to-event jitter, hour-to-hour
drift, and requires averaging over many events to estimate
its position. The laser beam, focused to a size of ~700 µm,
jitters in position by ~200 µm, and its position is reconstructed by intercepting screens along the beamline, with a
~50 µm average precision. The electron and proton beams,
focused to a transverse size of ~200 µm, jitter in position
by ~40 µm [11], and their position is reconstructed with
Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) with an average resolution of ~100 µm for protons and ~200 µm for electrons (all
MOOYGD2
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values given in rms). The DQM system, providing a rolling
average position for events with protons, was used to spot
significant drifts of the proton beam. To take advantage of
the higher rate of the electron and laser beams (10 Hz,
while protons arrive at 0.05 Hz), online systems were set
up to monitor the electron and laser trajectories averaging
over hundreds of events, providing additional information
on trajectory drift. For the laser beam, this measurement
was indirect, relying on an optical line parallel to the beamline since screens could not be inserted in the main beamline without interrupting the experiment.

2021 Programme
The 2021 proton run consisted of three run periods of at
least two weeks, between July and October. During the first
run period, electron-seeded self-modulation of the proton
bunch was observed with an electron bunch charge of only
150 pC, leaving significant room to vary this parameter up
to its maximum of ~ 800 pC during the second run period.
In addition, in the second run period, the proton bunch intensity was varied between 1x1011 and 3x1011 protons per
bunch, and the relative transverse position of the electron
and proton bunches was varied to seed the hosing instability. In the third AWAKE run period, scans of the longitudinal position of electrons with respect to protons were performed, and a new technique was developed to combine
multiple 2D (x, t) profiles of the proton beam to produce a
3D (x, y, t) measurement [12].

RESULTS OF THE ELECTRON BUNCH
SEEDED SELF-MODULATION
The left part of Figure 1 shows the timing setup of the
Run 2a experiment. The relativistic ionization front (RIF)
is located tp ∼ 620 ps ahead of the center of the proton
bunch. At this location, the charge density of the proton
bunch is too small to drive wakefields with amplitude large
enough to seed SM [12]. Thus, RIF ionizes the vapour but
does not seed SM. SM is seeded using an electron bunch
with Qe = 249 pC, traveling tseed = 580 ps ahead of the center of the proton bunch but behind the laser pulse. To prove
that the electron bunch seeds the self-modulation of the
proton bunch, the longitudinal charge density distribution
of the proton bunch was measured with the time-resolved
images obtained with the streak camera. Consecutive images are aligned in time with respect to each other with subps precision using a timing reference signal [4].
Figure 2 shows the sum of ten consecutive 73 ps-scale
time-resolved images of the Qp = 40.8 nC proton bunch after propagation in plasma. The bunch is clearly modulated
into a train of micro-bunches with modulation frequency
close the plasma electron frequency.
The periodicity is clearly visible on the sum of consecutive images, which is due to the event-to-event reproducibility of the phase of the modulation. Consequently, the
summed image shows the same characteristics as the original signals.
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Figure 2: Sum of ten consecutive time-resolved images of
the proton bunch after propagation in plasma.
To measure the modulation frequency and the phase ϕ
on time-resolved images, the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT, see Supplemental Material of [4]) of the on-axis distribution was calculated.
Figure 3(a) shows a histogram of the phase for 11 events,
when the seed electron bunch is not present. The phase varies over the entire [-π,π] range, and the rms of the phase is
rms(ϕ)/2π=0.27, in agreement with a uniform random variation. In this case, self-modulation occurs as an instability.
When the seed electron bunch is present, the phase of the
ten consecutive event composing Figure 2 varies over a
much smaller range, as shown in Figure 3(b) with
rms(ϕ)/2π=0.08. The phase variation is much smaller than
in the instability case and indicates that the electron bunch
effectively seeds the SM of the proton bunch.

magnets was improved to provide a more precise steering
algorithm.
The physics program of the 2022 proton run is primarily
focused on completing the Run 2a objectives mentioned
above. Additional data are needed to study the hosing instability, to fully quantify the effect of transverse and longitudinal misalignment of the electron beam and to study
the effects of the longitudinal position of electrons with respect to protons. In addition, several measurements without
electron beam are planned for 2022: proton bunch propagation in low-density plasma to study adiabatic focusing,
propagation of a lower charge-density proton bunch to
study the onset of self-modulation and dependence of laser-ionization-front seeding threshold as a function of proton bunch intensity.

CONCLUSION
After AWAKE Run 1 (2016 – 2018) achieved all its milestones, AWAKE Run 2 has successfully started in 2021. To
improve the performance and reliability of the experiment
during that run, several optimizations of the data quality,
the alignment and online analysis were implemented. One
of the main goals of the first phase of AWAKE Run 2 was
achieved during the first run periods in 2021: it was demonstrated that the electron bunch effectively seeds the selfmodulation of the proton bunch in plasma, and that the timing of the modulation is tied to the timing of the electron
bunch. The physics program of 2022 focuses on completing the remaining AWAKE Run 2a objectives.
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TOUSCHEK AND INTRABEAM SCATTERING IN ULTRALOW
EMITTANCE STORAGE RINGS
R. Bartolini, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
In next-generation synchrotron radiation sources targeting extremely low emittance around the so-called diffraction limit, the Touschek and intrabeam scattering (IBS) effects are important factors determining the performance of
the facility. As the emittance decreases, the bunch volume
decreases and the Touschek beam lifetime also decreases.
However, this downward trend in beam lifetime is expected to turn to increase in the emittance region below a
certain threshold. Since this threshold is determined by the
emittance at equilibrium including the IBS effect, a selfconsistent treatment is necessary for a correct and unified
understanding of the beam characteristics. In currently operating facilities, such as MAX-IV, or in next-generation
light sources under construction or in the planning stages,
it is expected that such effects may be observed depending
on the operating conditions. This talk will be reviewing
Touschek and IBS Effects in terms of how these effects
limit the ring performance.

INTRODUCTION
In the last 10 years the synchrotron light sources community has taken a decisive step towards the construction
or the upgrade of facilities operating quasi-diffraction limited storage rings. Design emittance in the order of 100 pm
are common to many lattice designs, exploiting the concept
of multi-bend achromats (MBA) or variations thereof. The
optimisation of such ring design is notoriously difficult in
terms of single particle dynamics to guarantee basic operational parameters such as injection efficiency and beam
lifetime. At the same time operation at high current poses
further challenges in the control of collective effects and
IBS. Two basic limitations in the performance of such
rings, namely the Touschek lifetime and the emittance
growth due to IBS, stem from the same basic physics
mechanism, i.e. electron-electron scattering within the
electrons in a bunch.

TOUSCHEK AND IBS THEORY
Electron-electron scattering occurring between electrons
performing betatron oscillations within a bunch can transfer significant momentum from the transverse to the longitudinal plane. The analysis of the scattering in the CM of
the two electrons show that the conservation of momentum
allows event where the whole transverse momentum px is
scattered in the longitudinal plane. When transferred back
to the LAB frame the longitudinal component acquires a
multiplicative factor γ, given by the relativistic factor of the
electron bunch. This can be a significant portion of the total
energy E0 of the beam. If the acquired longitudinal momentum is outside the momentum aperture εMA of the lattice,
the particles are lost. This is the Touschek scattering. If the

momentum acquire is within εMA, the particles survive the
scattering event but the sudden exchange in momentum
creates an excitation effect on the dynamics which is the
core reason for the IBS effect. In short
pxγ > εMA
pxγ < εMA

Touschek scattering
Intrabeam scattering

Touschek Scattering
The analysis of Touschek scattering aims at providing
expression for the rate of particle loss and the Touschek
lifetime of the beam. Starting from the electron-electron
differential scattering cross section, we compute the total
cross section for the events that produce a longitudinal momentum outside of the momentum aperture. Since the total
cross section refers to a fixed momentum incident flux on
a single target, the calculation for a real beam requires its
computation over the phase space distribution of the electrons to yield the rate of particle loss. A common expression for the Touschek lifetime is given by the celebrated
Bruck formula [1] cast in the form
Nr02 c
1
1
=
D(ξ)
τ 8πσ x σ y σs γ 2 δ3MA

(1)

where N is the number of electrons per bunch, σx,y,s the rms
dimension of the bunch, δMA the momentum aperture, and
δ
ξ=  MA
 γ σp

x
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where D(ξ) is the function
∞ -u
 3

ξ ∞ lnu×eu
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e
D(ξ) = ξ - e-ξ + 
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du 
2ξ u
2
 2

x u

Equation (1) provides the dependence of the Touschek
lifetime over the electron beam parameters and the main
machine parameters. It is proportional to the current stored
in the bunch via N, to the bunch volume V = σxσyσs, to the
momentum aperture δMA appearing also in the argument of
D, and on the rms of the transverse momentum σpx. This
last term can be expressed in terms of the emittance and the
optics functions, e.g. neglecting dispersion it is simply σpx
= √(εx/βx) whereby ξ = δMA2βx/γ2εx. It is interesting to observe that the function D(ξ) reported in Figure 1, has a relatively flat behaviour for values of x that are typical of third
generation light sources, while it shows a sharp decrease
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for larger values of x, corresponding to ultra-low emittance
lattices. By way of example we can consider δMA = 3%, βx
= 10 m, εx = 3 nm, E0 = 3 GeV, giving ξ = 0.1, for typical
third generation light sources, while for the same values of
a typical low emittance upgrade (using e.g. εx = 100 pm)
we have ξ = 2.6. In these conditions we can expect that the
Touschek lifetime of third generation light sources decrease with the emittance as a consequence of the decrease
bunch volume, up to the point where ultra-low emittance
lattice generate a transverse momentum distribution σpx so
small that where actually the decrease of the emittance produce an increase in the Touschek lifetime.

the rapid degradation of the lifetime with ξ. Likewise, high
charge collective effects producing emittance increase
must be controlled. In this respect, high-harmonic bunch
lengthening cavities are an effective tool in increasing the
Touschek lifetime by increasing the bunch length, hence
the bunch volume, and in counteracting the collective effects by decreasing the peak charge per bunch. Figure 3
shows the Touschek lifetime computed as a function of the
emittance with a complete description of the PETRA IV
lattice where the emittance is varied by switching gradually
on the damping wigglers. We note that the Touschek lifetime increases while the emittance is reduced. We note also
the strong dependence on the momentum aperture. Similar
investigation in the context of PEP-X pointed out that in
this regime, the Touschek lifetime scales as the fifth power
of the momentum aperture rather than a simper third power
inferred from Eq. (1).

Figure 1: plot of the function D(x) in Eq. (1).

Figure 3: PETRA IV Touschek lifetime dependence with
emittance: lattice without errors (left, εacc ~ 4.5%) with errors (right, εacc ~ 3.5%).

This behaviour was highlighted already in the conceptual design of the NSLS-II [2] and MAX-IV [3]. Figure 2
reports the corresponding plots of Touschek lifetime vs
emittance where the lifetime increase for small emittance
is clearly visible.

Recently, a lattice proposed to be host in the PEP-II tunnel at SLAC was optimized to reach a momentum aperture
up to 8%, with a moderate sensitivity to errors, achieving a
Touschek lifetime of ~500h [4].

Intrabeam Scattering

Figure 2: Lifetime vs emittance: for NSLS-II lattice (left)
[2] and for MAX IV [3].
New ultra-low emittance designs target ever smaller
emittance values and such lattices are expected to benefit
significantly for the outlined dependence of the Touschek
lifetime on emittance. As an example, PETRA IV aims at
operating with an emittance of 20 pm achieved with extensive use of damping wiggler on a bare lattice which provide
43 pm. A H9BA lattice developed for the SSRLX upgrade
provide 60 pm with a momentum aperture in the order of
~4% resulting in exceptional Touschek lifetime of 60 h for
the operational parameters 480 mA in 500 bunches that exceeds the present operational lifetime of the SSRL [4].
The operation in this large Touschek lifetime regime
hinges on the achievement of a large momentum aperture
in presence of errors and the preservation of the low emittance. Correct tuning of the lattice in its linear and nonlinear optics are therefore of paramount importance to avoid
MOIYSP2
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IBS has been recognised as a potential problem as it generates an increase in the emittance of the beam as a function
of the stored charge, especially in ultra-low emittance lattice where the charge density is high. The IBS theory has
been developed by Piwinsky [5] and Bjorken-Mtingwa [6].
It provides the growth rates for the beam characteristics,
based on the analysis of the scattering effect and the redistribution of momenta in the longitudinal and transverse
planes. While the Piwinski and Bjorken-Mtingwa growth
rates appear rather different in from, Bane [7] has proven
their equivalence in the approximation of high beam energy and provided a simpler for the IBS growth rates
Nr02 c(log)
1
=
σ H g(a/b)(β x β y )-1/4
3/4
3
Tp
32γ3ε3/4
ε
σ
σ
x y s p

(2)

σ 2p <H x,y > 1
1
=
Tx,y
ε x,y
Tp

for the energy spread and the transverse beam size respectively, where
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Hx H y
+
εx εy

and Hx,y is the dispersion invariant computed in the horizontal and vertical plane respectively. The function g can
be approximated as

the IBS while maintaining the same emittance. This is ultimately due a better separation of the optics functions βx, βy
that prevents a local squeeze of the beam dimension at the
dipole and the corresponding high IBS local growth rate.
In general, a plot of the local growth rate is helpful in identifying the regions where the IBS is most important.

g bane (x)=2x (0.021-0.44lnx)

The equilibrium emittances in presence of IBS are the stationary solutions of the set of first order differential equations
dε x
=-2
dt

ε x -ε x,0

dε y

ε y -ε y,0

dt

dσ 2p
dt

=-2

=-2

τx

τy

σ 2p -σ 2p,0
τp

+

+

2ε x
Tx (ε x ,ε y ,σ p )
2ε y
Ty (ε x ,ε y ,σ p )

+

2σ 2p
Tp (ε x ,ε y ,σ p )

where εx,0, εy,0 and σp,0 are the values for the emittance and
energy spread in the limit of zero current. The steady state
solutions read
εx =

εy =

σ 2p =

Figure 4: IBS growth rates Tx (left) Tp (right) as a function
of the TME cell phase advance.
Another way of minimising the relative impact of IBS is
to use damping wigglers in dispersion free straight sections. Damping wigglers allow reducing the ratio between
the radiation damping time (τx,y,s) with respect to the IBS
rise time (Tx,y,s) therefore reducing the increase of the IBS
equilibrium emittance. The damping wiggler parameters
can be chosen to reduce the zero current emittance with
moderate impact on the energy spread, while at the same
time, reducing the synchrotron radiation damping time.
The energy loss due to a wiggler with period λW, length LW
and wiggler parameter K is
U DW =

8π 2 r0 mc2 γ 2 K 2
3λ 2W

ε x,0
1-τ x /Tx (ε x ,ε y ,σ p )
ε y,0

The corresponding change in emittance can be expressed
as a function of the corresponding change of the radiation
integrals due to the damping wigglers as

1-τ y /Ty (ε x ,ε y ,σ p )

σ 2p,0

ε x,DW = Cq γ 2

I5 +ΔI5
I2 +ΔI 2 +(I4 -ΔI 4 )

2
σε,DW
= Cq γ 2

I3 +ΔI3
2(I 2 +ΔI2 )+(I4 -ΔI4 )

1-τ p /Tp (ε x ,ε y ,σ p )

These expressions show that the impact on the final equilibrium emittance is strong in the case the rise times of the
IBS (Tp, Tx,y) are comparable with the radiation damping
times (τp, τx,y ). The IBS growth rates depend linearly on
the stored charge N and with 1/γ4 on the beam energy. Their
dependence on the beam properties (bunch dimension and
energy spread) and lattice functions is rather involved.
These considerations allow to define some basic strategies
to minimise the impact of IBS on the emittance.
Effort to use the linear optics of the lattice to minimise
the IBS growth rates were made in the design of the TME
cell for the CLIC damping ring [8]. Semi-analytical calculation of the emittance and IBS growth rates for different
phase advance of the TME cell are reported in Figure 4. It
is clear that a choice of a low phase advance per cell minimises IBS but can be relatively far from the TME condition. Such studies shown that the use of a combined function gradient dipoles in a TME cell is beneficial in reducing

LW

τ x,DW =

3 T0
1
r0 γ3 I2 +ΔI2 -(I 4 +ΔI4 )

U0,DW =

e2 γ 4
(I2 +ΔI 2 )
6πε 0

with

Cq =

55

h
=3.84 ×10-13 m
32 3 mc

Assuming that the dispersion in the straight section is
zero, and that we can neglect the variation of I4 and the selfdispersion generated by the damping wigglers, we have
that both the emittance εx and the radiation damping time
τx scale with 1/I2, i.e. inversely proportional to the energy
loss per turn, i.e. εx ~ 1/U0 and τx ~ 1/U0.
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The corresponding analysis of the IBS growth rate in the
Bane formulation can be carried observing that from
Eq. (2).
Nr02 c(log)
1
=
H x σ H g(a/b)(β x β y )-1/4
3/4
Tx
32γ3ε 7/4
ε
σ
σ
x y s p

(3)

As the energy loss per turn increases and the emittance
decreases, the energy spread and bunch length tend to
grow. Assuming operation at constant coupling, approximating the combined growth of σsσp with the energy loss
per turn as U01/4, i.e. εx-1/4, and finally noting that σH ~ εx1/2,
we can infer that the IBS growth rate is also scaling with
the inverse of the emittance, i.e. Tx ~ 1/εx. In these assumptions, the IBS equilibrium emittance does not depend on
the zero current emittance as the energy loss per turn is increased. In this way we can reduce the emittance with
damping wiggler with a limited IBS emittance blow up independent on the emittance.
Emittance reduction based on the control of I5, related to
the dispersion invariant, will not change significantly the
energy loss per turn, hence will not change the radiation
damping time and will be more prone to IBS emittance increase. It should be noted, however, that the use of strong
damping wigglers will eventually increase the energy
spread reducing the brightness of the radiation generated
by the undulators, eventually overriding the brightness
gain due to a smaller emittance. At larger field the effect of
self-dispersion will eventually increase also the zero current emittance of the ring. An example of this behaviour is
reported from the studies of the PETRA IV ring. Figure 5
shows the change in emittance due to damping wiggler
with λW = 7.3 cm. The emittance is reduced from 43 pm
(U0 = 1.3 MeV/turn) to 20 pm (U0 = 4.2 MeV/turn).
Figure 6 shows the relative increase of emittance and energy spread for PETRA IV operating in brightness mode,
consisting of 200 mA in 1600 bunches (0.9 nC per bunch).

timing mode 80 mA in 80 bunches with a substantially
large charge per bunch (7.7 nC). The impact of IBS is now
significant although still roughly independent emittance.
It should be noted that including the effect of the machine impedance, collective effects dominate completely
the beam dynamics. The bunch lengthening due to the longitudinal impedance elongate the bunch, therefore reducing the impact of the IBS on the equilibrium emittance.

Figure 6: Emittance (top) and bunch length (bottom) as a
function of the energy loss per turn due to damping wigglers in PETRA IV. In cyan the IBS equilibrium emittance
and bunch length computed for 7.7 nC per bunch. In red
the same data computed including the machine impedance.
Another clear way to minimise the IBS growth rate is
indeed to generate longer bunches. In this sense bunch
lengthening cavity are an effective tool to reduce the IBS
equilibrium emittance. Example of the impact is shown in
Fig. 7 for the MAX IV lattice where the impact of IBS is
reduced from 46% to 13% at the nominal emittance of 330
pm.

Figure 7: MAX IV impact of IBS with/without Landau
cavities [9].

CONCLUSION
Figure 5: Emittance (top) and bunch length (bottom) as a
function of the energy loss per turn due to damping wiggler
in PETRA IV. IBS equilibrium emittance and bunch length
computed for 0.9 nC per bunch.
The impact of IBS on the equilibrium emittance remains
below 5 pm across despite a reduction of the emittance by
a factor 2 without any significant blow up at smaller emittances. Figure 7 show the corresponding analysis for the
MOIYSP2
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Ultra low emittance ring promise to operate in condition
of very large Touschek lifetime provided the emittance and
the momentum aperture such that the parameter ξ ≥ 1.
In the case of wiggler dominated rings, the reduction of
the emittance with damping wiggler is also very effective
in controlling the IBS growth rates. When this approach is
not possible operation with bunch lengthening cavities or
round beams can alleviate the impact of IBS.
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IMPACT OF LONGITUDINAL GRADIENT DIPOLES
ON STORAGE RING PERFORMANCE∗
F. Zimmermann† , Y. Papaphilippou, A. Poyet, CERN, Meyrin, Switzerland
Abstract
Innovative new magnets with longitudinally varying
dipole field are being produced for installation in a few
modern light-source storage rings. We investigate some
of the associated beam-dynamics issues, in particular the
photon spectrum and quantum fluctuation associated with
such magnets, and we study whether the resulting equilibrium emittance may deviate from the value expected in the
long-magnet limit.

aperture, a larger momentum compaction, and shorter circumference, as was achieved for the CLIC Damping Rings
[8].

CLASSICAL QUANTUM EXCITATION
The radiation integral 𝐼5 in Eq. (1) stems from the classical
quantum excitation due to photon emission in a constant
magnetic field [11]
∫
Δ𝜀 𝑥 =
𝑁¤ ph 𝑢 2 H𝑥 𝑑𝑠 .
(2)

INTRODUCTION
Dipole magnets with longitudinally varying bending field
are proposed to minimise the emittance, or cost, of linear
collider damping rings [1] and storage-ring light sources [2–
6]. A “trapezium” magnet was designed that could provide a
factor ∼7 emittance reduction for the CLIC Damping Rings
[7, 8]. A similar magnet is being considered for reducing
the horizontal emittance of the ELETTRA 2.0 light source
by almost a factor of two [9].
The approach of tailoring the dipole field with longitudinal position is based on the standard expression for the
horizontal equilibrium emittance (assuming separate function magnets and no linear coupling)
𝜀 𝑥 = 𝐶𝑞 𝛾 2 𝐼5 /𝐼2 ,

(1)

√
with 𝐶𝑞 = (55/(32 3)ℏ𝑐/(𝑚 𝑒 𝑐2 ) (𝑚 𝑒 electron mass,
𝑐 speed of light, ℏ the reduced∫ Planck constant), the
radiation
integrals [10] 𝐼2 =
1/𝜌(𝑠) 2 𝑑𝑠 and 𝐼5 =
∫
3
H𝑥 (𝑠)/𝜌(𝑠) 𝑑𝑠, where the integrals are evaluated around
the storage ring, 𝜌(𝑠) designates the local bending radius,
and 𝐻 𝑥 (𝑠) = 𝛽 𝑥 𝐷 ′𝑥 2 + 2𝛼 𝑥 𝐷 𝑥 𝐷 ′𝑥 + 𝛾 𝑥 𝐷 2𝑥 the value at location 𝑠 of the “curly-H” function defined by Sands [11].
The integral 𝐼2 is related to the energy loss per turn, and
the integral 𝐼5 describes the quantum excitation. The dipole
field is varied longitudinally to minimise the ratio 𝐼5 /𝐼2 and,
hence, the emittance.
Specifically, when choosing the same cell length and betatron phase advances as in a conventional lattice and assuming
a practical maximum field, the variational bend “TME” lattice was shown to reduce the storage ring emittance by a
factor of 2–3, without a significant change in the dynamic
aperture [1]. Reference [1] also pointed out that, alternatively, one could use variational bends to obtain the same
emittance as with constant bends, while reducing the number
of cells by 25% to 30%, which might lead to a larger dynamic
∗
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The “long-magnet” photon spectrum for a single electron
passing through a magnet with constant field 𝐵0 and length
2𝐿 is given by
 
𝑑𝑁ph 4𝑟 𝑒 𝑒 𝐵0 2𝐿
𝜈
=
𝑆
,
(3)
𝑑𝜈
9ℏ
𝜈
𝜈𝑐
with

𝑆

√

∫ ∞
𝜈
9 3 𝜈
=
𝐾5/3 (𝑥 ′ )𝑑𝑥 ′ ,
𝜈𝑐
8𝜋 𝜈𝑐 𝜈/𝜈𝑐

(4)

𝜈𝑐 = (3/2)𝑐𝛾 3 𝐵0 𝑒/𝑝, and 𝑟 𝑒 the classical electron radius.
2
The mean-square photon energy is 𝑢 2 = (11/27)𝜖 cr
3
¤
with critical photon energy 𝜖cr = (3/2)ℏ𝑐𝛾 /𝜌, and 𝑁ph =
√
(15 3/8)𝑃 𝛾 /𝜖 cr , with 𝑃 𝛾 = 𝑐𝐶𝛾 /(2𝜋)𝐸 4 /𝜌 2 , 𝐸 the beam
energy, 𝐶𝛾 = (4𝜋/3)𝑟 𝑒 /(𝑚 𝑒 𝑐2 ) 3 and∫ 1/𝜌 = 𝐵0 𝑒/𝑝. Note
∞
that 𝑆(𝑢) is normalized such that 0 𝑆(𝑢)𝑑𝑢 = 1 and
∫∞
√
(1/𝑢)𝑆(𝑢)𝑑𝑢 = 45/(8 3).
0

LONGITUDINAL GRADIENT DIPOLES
For a magnet with varying dipole field 𝐵 𝑦 (𝑠), from Eq. (3)
the magnetic field variation can be taken into account as


𝑑 2 𝑁ph
4𝑟 𝑒 𝑒 𝐵 𝑦 (𝑠)
𝜈
(𝑠) =
𝑆
,
(5)
𝑑𝜈 𝑑𝑠
9ℏ
𝜈
𝜈𝑐 (𝑠)
where now 𝜈𝑐 (𝑠) = (3/2)𝑐𝛾 3 𝐵 𝑦 (𝑠) 𝑒/𝑝. Integrating over
the magnet length 2𝐿 we obtain the classical photon spectrum for this dipole
∫ 𝐿 2
𝑑𝑁ph
𝑑 𝑁ph
=
(𝑠)𝑑𝑠 .
(6)
𝑑𝜈
−𝐿 𝑑𝜈 𝑑𝑠
However, there may be a limitation to this approach. For
a dipole magnet with non-constant field, we can define an
effective “local” magnet length as
𝑙 eff (𝑠) ≈ 𝐵 𝑦 (𝑠)/ 𝑑𝐵 𝑦 (𝑠′ )/𝑑𝑠′

𝑠 ′ =𝑠

,

(7)

while the emission “source length” of synchrotron radiation
is of order 𝑙 source ∼ ±𝜌/𝛾, where 𝜌(𝑠) = 𝑝/(𝑒𝐵 𝑦 ). In the
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case that the effective local magnet length is comparable to,
<
or shorter than, the source length, i.e., 𝑙eff ∼ 𝑙 source , or
(𝑠′ )

1
𝐵2𝑦 (𝑠)

𝑑𝐵 𝑦
𝑑𝑠′

>
𝑠 ′ =𝑠

𝑒
,
𝑚𝑒 𝑐

TRAPEZIUM PROFILE
For the actual gradient dipole of ELETTRA 2.0 [9], the
bending radius is linearly increasing, or decreasing, as

(8)

the radiation spectrum extends to higher frequencies, and
Eq. (1) with (3) or (6) ceases to apply [12, 13]. In the case
𝑙eff < 𝑙source , the spectrum becomes [12]

2
∫ ∞ 2
𝑑𝑁ph
𝑦 − 2𝑦 + 2 ˜ 𝜈
𝑟 𝑒 𝑒2 𝑐
𝑑𝑦 , (9)
≈
𝐵
𝑦
𝑑𝜈
2𝜋𝑚 𝑒 ℏ𝜈 1
𝑦4
2𝛾 2
∫∞
˜
with 𝐵(𝜈)
= −∞ 𝐵(𝑡)𝑒 −𝑖2 𝜋𝜈𝑡 𝑑𝑡.
We note that the condition (8) only depends on the magnetic field profile and is independent of beam energy. The
condition includes the particle mass, and, therefore, it is
much more easily met for hadron beams.

𝜌(𝑠) = 𝜌1 + (𝐿 1 − |𝑠|) (𝜌1 − 𝜌2 )/𝐿 2 ,

(16)

from |𝑠| = 𝐿 2 + 𝐿 1 to 𝐿 1 around a short central section
of constant field, with a length 2𝐿 1 of 5.5 cm, surrounded
by two gradient sections of length 𝐿 2 = 37.2 cm each. At
a beam energy of 2.4 GeV, the corresponding field varies
as ∼ 1/𝑠 from 𝐵2 = 0.62 T to 𝐵1 = 2.32 T, with 𝐵1,2 =
(𝐵𝜌)/𝜌1,2 and (𝐵𝜌) the magnetic rigidity.

DISCUSSION
Inserting (10) for the Lorentzian, inequality (8) becomes
|𝑠| > 𝑒𝐵0 𝐿 2 /(2𝑚 𝑒 𝑐) ≈ 292 m 𝐵0 [T] 𝐿 [m] 2 .

(17)

For the Gaussian profile (13) we find the condition

LORENTZIAN PROFILE
As a first example, we follow Ref. [12] and consider a
Lorentzian field of length 2𝐿 (full-width at half maximum)
𝐵 𝑦 (𝑠) =

𝐵0
,
1 + 𝑠2 /𝐿 2

𝐿𝐵0 𝑒 −𝑠

𝐵1 𝐵2 𝐿 2 /(𝐵1 − 𝐵2 ) < 𝑚 𝑒 𝑐2 /(𝑒𝑐) ≈ 0.0017 T m ,

(10)

(19)

SPECTRA

with 𝐸 𝑏 the beam particle energy, 𝑥 = 4𝜈/𝜈1 , 𝜈1 =
2𝛾 2 𝑐/(𝜋𝐿), and Ei the exponential integral
∫ 𝑥 𝑥′
𝑒
Ei(𝑥) =
𝑑𝑥 ′ .
(12)
′
−∞ 𝑥

GAUSSIAN PROFILE
We take a second example from Ref. [12], this time a
Gaussian field of length ∼ 2𝐿 (full-width at half maximum
equal to 1.66𝐿)
,

(18)

which is not fulfilled for the case of the ELETTRA magnet.

𝑑𝑁ph 𝜋𝑟 𝑒 𝑒 2 𝑐2 𝐿 2 𝐵02
=
(11)
𝑑𝜈
2𝑚 𝑒 𝑐2 ℏ𝑐𝜈



2 −𝑥 
𝑒
1 + 𝑥 + 𝑥 2 /2 + 𝑥(1 + 𝑥 − 𝑥 2 /3)Ei(−𝑥) ,
3

2 /𝐿 2

< 𝑚 𝑒 𝑐2 /(𝑒𝑐) ≈ 0.0017 T m ,

while for the trapezium profile (16) we obtain

with magnet peak field 𝐵0 .
From Ref. [12], the photon spectrum is

𝐵 𝑦 (𝑠) = 𝐵0 𝑒 −𝑧

2 /𝐿 2

(13)

with magnet peak field 𝐵0 .
In this case the photon spectrum is [12]


𝑑𝑁ph 𝑟 𝑒 𝑒 2 𝑐2 𝐿 2 𝐵02 1 − 𝑥 2 
=
𝑒
1 + 4𝑥 2
(14)
2
𝑑𝜈
2𝑚 𝑒 𝑐 ℏ𝑐𝜈 3

√
+𝑥 𝜋(1 + 4𝑥 2 /3)erfc(𝑥) − 𝑥 2 Ei(−𝑥 2 ) ,
√
where 𝐸 𝑏 the beam particle energy, 𝑥 = 2𝜈/𝜈1 , 𝜈1 =
2𝛾 2 𝑐/(𝜋𝐿), and
∫ ∞
′2
2
erfc(𝑥) = √
𝑒 − 𝑥 𝑑𝑥 ′ .
(15)
𝜋 𝑥
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

As an illustration, we consider an electron beam of 3 GeV
passing through a longitudinal-gradient dipole with a peak
field of 1 T. Figure 1 compares spectra for a dipole half
length of 𝐿 = 1 cm, with either Lorentzian or Gaussian
field profile. We note that the spectrum from the Lorentzian
resembles the one from the Gaussian magnet. However, the
results obtained from the long magnet calculation and those
from the short magnet calculation are quite different, with
the short-magnet spectral density significantly higher at low
frequencies, and rolling off earlier. Figure 2 shows the results for a ten times shorter magnet, 𝐿 = 1 mm. Even for
this short a magnet length the magnet spectra (11) and (14)
fall off earlier than the long-magnet spectrum (6). While
the long-magnet spectrum [in blue] is essentially unchanged
(only shifted downward due to the smaller number of photons
emitted over the reduced magnet length), the short-magnet
spectrum now extends to higher frequencies than in Fig. 1.
Reducing the magnet length further to 𝐿 = 0.1 mm, the
spectral ranges of (11) and (14) start to extend in frequency
beyond the “classical” spectrum (6), as is shown in Fig. 3.
The numerically computed photon spectra for the trapezium ELETTRA magnet with a peak field of 2.32 T and an
electron beam energy of 2.4 GeV are displayed in Fig. 4.

QUANTUM EXCITATION
The quantum excitation of Eq. (2) depends on the mean
energy squared times the number of emitted photons,
∫ ∞

⟨𝑢 2 ⟩𝑁ph = ℎ2
𝜈 2 𝑑𝑁ph /𝑑𝜈 𝑑𝜈 .
(20)
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Figure 1: Photon spectra for a Lorentzian according to (6)
[blue] and (11) [red], and for a Gaussian field profile (14)
[orange], with 𝐿 = 1 cm, at a beam energy of 3 GeV.

Figure 2: Photon spectra for a Lorentzian according to (6)
[blue] and (11) [red], and for a Gaussian field profile (14)
[orange], with 𝐿 = 1 mm, at a beam energy of 3 GeV.

Figure 3: Photon spectra for a Lorentzian according to (6)
[blue] and (11) [red], and for a Gaussian field profile (14)
[orange], with 𝐿 = 0.1 mm, at a beam energy of 3 GeV.

Figure 4: Photon spectra according to (6) [blue] and (9)
[green] for the 0.8 m dipole with trapezium profile, at a
beam energy of 2.4 GeV.

CONCLUSIONS
A few example results are compiled in Table 1. For the short
magnet spectra (11) and (14) the quantum excitation (20)
is independent of 𝐿, whereas for (6) it is proportional to
the length of the magnet 2𝐿. This can also be directly seen
by inspecting the spectral formula. The quantum excitation
terms are approximately equal for 𝐿 ≈14 mm.
Table 1: Quantum excitation term (20), ⟨𝑢 2 ⟩𝑁ph , in units
of (eV)2 , according to the long-magnet expression (6) for a
Lorentzian, and the short-magnet formulae (11) and (14),
for a dipole with Lorentzian or Gaussian profile of peak field
𝐵0 = 1 T and of varying length 𝐿, and considering a 3 GeV
electron beam. The long-magnet values for the Gaussian are
lower than for the Lorentzian by a factor 3.7/4.0.
𝑳
0.1 mm
1 mm
10 mm
100 mm
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“long”
103

4.0 ×
4.0 × 104
4.0 × 105
4.0 × 106

Lorentzian
105

6.2 ×
6.2 × 105
6.2 × 105
6.2 × 105

Gaussian
9.0 × 105
9.0 × 105
9.0 × 105
9.0 × 105

From Eqs. (17) and (18) for the profiles (10) or (13), and
from our numerical examples, we infer that, in the case of
an electron beam, and for peak magnetic fields of order
1 T, if the length over which the dipole field significantly
changes is of order a cm, or shorter, the standard expression
for quantum excitation ceases to be valid, and the latter can
become much larger than naively expected. This effect may
need to be considered when optimizing magnet field profiles
for future extreme electron storage rings.
For protons, replacing 𝑚 𝑒 by the proton mass 𝑚 𝑝 in (8),
the quantum excitation terms may already be enhanced when
the field changes over a length scale of metres. Therefore,
this effect needs to be taken into account when calculating equilibrium emittances for future highest-energy hadron
storage rings, such as the 100 TeV collider FCC-hh [14, 15].
In this article, we have computed and compared spectra for the two limiting cases of constant-field “long” and
varying-field “short” magnets, respectively. We note that
more accurate emission spectra for arbitrary magnetic field
shape, valid also in the transition region between “short” and
“long” magnets, could be obtained numerically by starting
from the retarded Liénard-Wiechert potentials [16, 17]; see
e.g. Ref. [18].
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MEASUREMENTS OF COLLECTIVE EFFECTS RELATED TO BEAM
COUPLING IMPEDANCE AT SIRIUS
F. H. de Sá∗ , M. B. Alves, L. Liu, Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory, Campinas, Brazil
Abstract
4th

SIRIUS is the new storage-ring-based
generation synchrotron light source built and operated by the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS) at the Brazilian Center
for Research in Energy and Materials (CNPEM). In ultralow
emittance storage rings such as SIRIUS, the small radius
of the vacuum chamber gives rise to strong beam coupling
impedances which signiﬁcantly alter the beam dynamics.
In this work, we present the single-bunch measurements
made so far to characterize such eﬀects and compare the
results with those simulated using the impedance budget
built during the storage ring design.

INTRODUCTION
SIRIUS is the new Brazilian synchrotron light source
based on a 3 GeV electron storage ring, comprising a 20cell 5BA magnetic lattice with 250 pm rad emittance. It
is one of the three 4th generation storage-ring-based light
sources in operation worldwide. Information regarding the
commissioning results and current operation status can be
found in references [1, 2].
The standard storage ring vacuum chamber is cylindrical with 12 mm of inner radius and made of copper. Almost all chambers are coated with non-evaporable getter
(NEG) [3, 4] with a thickness of 1.0 μm, including all ﬁve
6 mm-gap aluminum chambers for the commissioning undulators [5]. Such small chambers give rise to strong beam
coupling impedances not only due to the ﬁnite conductivity
of the materials, but also because of inner transitions and
cross section changes originated by special devices. For this
reason, the design of every device of the storage ring was
optimized not only based on its vaccum performance but
also on the additional impedance it creates [6–11].
Details about the impedance budget can be found in references [12, 13]. The resistive wall and longitudinal coherent
synchrotron radiation impedances and wakes were evaluated using semi-analytical approaches [14, 15] and refer to
the system response to a point-like charge, which may turn
time-domain simulations challenging due to the longitudinal
grid discretization. For this reason all these wakes were
convoluted with a 40 μm Gaussian distribution to remove
high frequency components. On the other hand, the geometric wakes were computed using numerical solvers of
Maxwell equations [16–19] and thus refer to the system response to a Gaussian bunch. Since in this work we will deal
with single-bunch eﬀects, all simulations were performed
with a wake-length of 0.4 m and a source bunch with length
of 0.5 mm. They were used as it is in time-domain simulations and their impedances were calculated up to 150 GHz
∗

fernando.sa@lnls.br
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for frequency domain simulations. The impedance budget
used here reﬂects the current status of the machine, including models for all in-vacuum components, except one: the
temporary Petra 7-Cell cavity that is currently being used.
Instead, the broadband contribution of the still not installed
superconducting cavities is included.
It is important to note that all comparisons of the results
predicted by the impedance budget with measurements presented in this work were performed using the impedances
and wakes calculated directly from 2D and 3D models of the
vacuum chamber components, without any kind of ﬁtting of
eﬀective models such as resonators, resistive and inductive
impedances or scaling of the budget to ﬁt the data. The main
idea is not only to characterize the storage ring and create
a model to describe its dynamics, but also to evaluate the
methodology applied along the last few years to compose the
impedance budget and to have an indication of how predictive this kind of approach could be for future machines and
also for the next components to be installed in the storage
ring.

LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS
We performed bunch length measurements with a recently
installed Hamamatsu C5680 dual-axis streak camera in two
occasions. The ﬁrst data set (Data Set 1) was acquired with a
single-bunch in the machine using the streak camera in single
scan mode in its highest resolution conﬁguration. The bunch
charge was varied by inducing partial current losses with our
horizontal pinger and the bunch distribution was retrieved as
function of the current. The second data set (Data Set 2) was
acquired with a diﬀerent setup: two bunches were injected,
one in bucket 1 with high initial charge (2.3 mA) and other
in bucket 431 with very low current (20 μA). Since the fast
scan frequency of our camera is 1/4 of the RF frequency, it
is possible to see every other bucket simultaneously with
alternating vertical positions on the camera. With this setup
we can not only measure the longitudinal distribution of the
high charge bunch, but also its synchronous phase variation with current, since the low charge bunch serves as a
time reference. This idea was already discussed in the literature [20] and it is known for compensating jitter between the
RF system and the synchroscan unit of the camera, so that the
average position of both bunches provide the synchronous
phase shift information of the high charge one. The disadvantage of this setup is that the resolution for bunch length
is compromised because we need to operate the camera with
a diﬀerent scale to see both bunches.
In both scenarios the measurements were performed with
an integration time of 100 ms to improve resolution. Even
though this long exposure time does increase the measured
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Figure 1: Summary of data analysis setup, showing the small
Region Of Interest (ROI) used to project the data and the
diﬀerent performances of the skew Gaussian and skew qGaussian p.d.fs on data ﬁtting.
bunch length due to synchrotron oscillations averaging, we
expect this eﬀect to be small, considering that previous measurements of longitudinal phase stability indicated it to be
better than 10 % of the natural bunch length. The second
data set was taken almost one month later than the ﬁrst one
such that the experimental setup underwent improvements in
this meantime, mainly with the installation of a 10 nm bandpass ﬁlter at 650 nm. This factor may indicate the second
data set is more reliable, but other important aspects such
as the optical focusing and slit sizes were well tuned in both
experiments. The size of the slit was also measured with the
camera in focus mode (without synchroscan) so that it could
be used to deconvolute the measured bunch sizes.
The analysis of the data was also a point of careful interpretation. In order to make comparisons with the model more reliable, we did not compute the bunch statistics directly from
the measured distribution. Computation of higher central
moments using data points is very prone to errors originated
from ﬂuctuations in the distributions tails, especially for low
currents where signal-to-noise ratio is smaller. Besides, instead of projecting the full image of the beam to estimate the
distribution, we extract the information only from a very thin
central slice, losing data averaging, but not compromising
the estimated distribution with noise or imperfections of the
slit. Figure 1 shows this analysis setup. The resulting projection was then ﬁtted with known probability density functions
(p.d.f) and the ﬁrst and second moments were calculated numerically from them. Regarding the ﬁtting procedure, there
are two key aspects for which we paid extreme attention and
tried to capture: the thickness of the distribution tails, which
inﬂuences the values of the higher order central moments,
and the skewness of the distribution, introduced by the resistive part of the impedance as the bunch current increases.
To address the ﬁrst issue we used a generalization of the
Gaussian distribution, namely q-Gaussian [21, 22], deﬁned
by:
 1

𝑥 − 𝜇
1
1 − 𝑞  𝑥 − 𝜇  2 1−𝑞
𝑝𝑞
=
(1)
1−
𝜎
𝑍 𝑞 (𝜎)
3−𝑞
𝜎
+
with 𝑞 < 3 and 𝑞 ≠ 1, where 𝜎 and 𝜇 are free parameters,
𝑍 𝑞 (𝜎) is a normalization constant and [·] + = max(·, 0).

This function was also used recently to ﬁt bunch proﬁles at
LHC [23]. The parameter 𝑞 deﬁnes whether the distribution
will have heavier (𝑞 > 1) or lighter (𝑞 < 1) tails than the
standard Gaussian (𝑞 → 1). In this work we ﬁxed 𝑞 = 1/2
because the measured distribution presented lighter tails, as
can be seen in Fig. 1. To address the second issue we used a
skew version of the q-Gaussian p.d.f, which can be deﬁned
as [22]:
𝑥 − 𝜇 
𝑥 − 𝜇
 𝑥 − 𝜇
; 𝛼 = 2𝑝 𝑞
𝑃𝑞 𝛼
(2)
𝑝𝑞
𝜎
𝜎
𝜎
where 𝑃𝑞 is the cumulative distribution function of the qGaussian and 𝛼 is called skew parameter.
On the other hand, the eﬀects predicted by the model
were calculated considering intrabeam scattering (IBS) and
impedance simultaneously in a very simpliﬁed way. The IBS
contribution was calculated by evolving the natural equilibrium emittances in time until convergence using the analytic
formulas of Bjorken-Mtingwa [24] for the growth rates. The
underlying model of the storage ring used in this calculation
was one that ﬁts the measured vertical dispersion function
(| 𝜂𝑦 | BPMs = 5 mm) and the global betatron coupling strength
|𝐶 | = 0.011. Considering the current working point of the
storage ring (49.078, 14.139), this model predicts an emittance ratio at zero current of 𝜀 2 /𝜀1 = 2.0 %, where 𝜀 1,2
are the two equilibrium emittances of the transverse eigenmodes of the one-turn map. The impedance budget eﬀect
was evaluated by solving the Haissinski equation [25] for
the longitudinal distribution, 𝜌(𝑧). In order to account for
the mutual inﬂuence of both eﬀects (IBS and wakes) we
performed the following iterative scheme for each bunch
current:
(𝜎𝛿 , 𝑑, 𝜇2 ) ← (𝜎𝛿0 , 𝜎𝛿0 + 2𝜖, HAI(𝜎𝛿0 ))
while |𝑑 − 𝜎𝛿 | < 𝜖 do
(𝑑, 𝜎𝛿 ) ← (𝜎𝛿 , IBS (𝜇2 ))
𝜇2 ← HAI(𝜎𝛿 )
end while
where 𝑑 is a dummy variable, 𝜎𝛿0 is the natural energy
spread, 𝜖 is some convergence tolerance (10−7 was used),
𝜇2 = 𝑧 2 − 𝑧 2 is the second central moment of 𝜌(𝑧)
and the operators IBS(·) and HAI(·) represent the IBS and
Haissinski solvers. This algorithm takes approximately three
iterations to converge and the ﬁnal 𝜎𝛿 , 𝜌(𝑧) as well as the
equilibrium emittances are retrieved for each current. It is
worth noting that at all iterations the natural equilibrium
parameters are used as initial conditions for IBS(·), not to
account for the same eﬀect twice, and that in all steps the
growth rates were calculated under the assumption of Gaussian distribution, even though the longitudinal distribution
clearly does not satisfy this condition.
Figure 2 shows the measurements and the model results for
the longitudinal distribution, bunch length and synchronous
phase shift as a function of the current. We notice that the
bunch lengthening and distribution proﬁles predicted by
the model are in very good agreement with the measured
data from Data Set 1, which was acquired with a higher
time resolution scale. However, the diﬀerence between the
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Figure 2: Comparison of distribution proﬁle, bunch length
and synchronous phase shift measurements with model predicted values.

two measurements needs further investigation in the future.
The discrepancy observed in synchronous phase shift is not
fully understood yet, but might be related to the absence
of the impedance of the Petra 7-Cell cavity in our budget
or to imprecision of the measurement. Since this is a very
sensitive experiment, we will repeat it in future works and
try to compare it with other methods. While the bunch
distribution is a key factor to calculate other observables of
the machine, such as transverse instabilities and lifetime [26],
the synchronous phase shift does not share this far reaching
inﬂuence.

TRANSVERSE DYNAMICS
We also measured the transverse frequency response of a
single-bunch as function of the current for diﬀerent values of
chromaticity to access instability thresholds and tune-shifts.
We achieved this by kicking the beam horizontally with our
horizontal pinger with an initial amplitude of approximately
25 μrad and acquiring 20 ms of turn-by-turn position data
and the spectrum averaged by three consecutive acquisitions with the single-bunch functionality of a iGp12 Dimtel
bunch-by-bunch processor [27]. The same setup was repeated for the vertical plane, using the vertical pinger and
iGp12 processor. On the other hand, the tune-shifts predicted by the model were calculated using mode-coupling
theory [28], considering ±4 azimuthal modes and the ﬁrst 21
radial modes and using the simulated bunch lengths and
distribution-averaged synchrotron frequency as function of
current obtained in the previous section. This approach was
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Figure 3: Comparison of measured single-bunch tune-shifts
and instability thresholds as function of current and chromaticity with model predicted values.

crucial to obtain agreement with experimental data. Figure 3 shows that the simulation captures the behavior of the
azimuthal modes 0, −1 and −2 with good accuracy for both
transverse planes (not all horizontal data are shown since
they do not add new information), however the model seems
to underestimate the shifts of positive modes. Regarding the
instability thresholds, we only detected unstable oscillations
at zero chromaticity in the horizontal plane, which is in good
agreement with the model considering the uncertainty in the
measured chromaticity. For the vertical plane, it seems the
model overestimate the threshold by 15 %.

CONCLUSIONS
The impedance budget model proved to be very useful to
reproduce the measured bunch lengthening and distribution
proﬁles in the longitudinal plane and the transverse tuneshifts and instability thresholds in the transverse planes. The
equilibrium parameters as function of current calculated in
this work were also successfully employed to explain Touschek lifetime measurements [26]. The next steps involve
characterizing local impedances to access the accuracy of
the individual impedance simulations and to perform multibunch measurements to map our sources of instability in
uniform ﬁlling. Currently, we notice a very weak instability in both transverse planes, whose coupled bunch mode
decomposition is not fully understood. Another important
study is regarding the identiﬁcation of possible heat sources
for future operations with higher currents.
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PERFORMANCE OF AUTOMATED SYNCHROTRON LATTICE
OPTIMISATION USING GENETIC ALGORITHM∗
X. Zhang† , S. L. Sheehy1 , The University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia
1 also at Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO), Sydney, Australia
LATTICE MATRIX ENCODING

Abstract
Rapid advances in superconducting magnets and related
accelerator technology opens many unexplored possibilities for future synchrotron designs. We present an efficient
method to probe the feasible parameter space of synchrotron
lattice configurations. Using this method, we can converge
on a suite of optimal solutions with multiple optimisation
objectives. It is a general method that can be adapted to
other lattice design problems with different constraints or
optimisation objectives. In this method, we tackle the lattice
design problem using a multi-objective genetic algorithm.
The problem is encoded by representing the components of
each lattice as columns of a matrix. This new method is
an improvement over the neural network based approach in
terms of computational resources. We evaluate the performance and limitations of this new method with benchmark
results.

INTRODUCTION
The high level goal of this work is to assess whether the
‘art’ of lattice design can be economically achieved by a
computer without assuming existing standard lattice configurations known to accelerator physicists. This paper is
a continuation of the effort to develop an automated lattice
optimisation algorithm. In the previous implementation of
this algorithm [1], a neural network based approach was
used to generate new lattice structures. There were two main
problems with the neural network based approach. Firstly,
new lattices were generated piece-wise based on a feedback
loop controlled by tracking the motion of a test particle. This
required each successful neural network to have a priori encoded values to produce the exact feedback values in order to
create a desirable lattice. This is possible in principle, however this system is an overly complicated mapping between
the optimisation quantities and the actual machine lattice
structure. Secondly, the neural networks are very sensitive
to small perturbations of the node values and resulted in
drastically different lattice structures. Therefore it becomes
computationally expensive to optimise the neural network
values for target lattice structures with a large number of
elements. The work for this paper tackles both of these
problems by introducing a different method for generating
lattices. In addition, the newest version of the genetic algorithm was implemented to improve the performance when
optimising higher dimensional objectives.
∗
†

Work supported by Australian Government Research Training Program
xuanhaoz@student.unimelb.edu.au

One major challenge with applying any kind of optimisation algorithm is how to represent the problem and parse it
to the algorithm, this is referred to as the encoding of the
problem. A matrix encoding method was used in this work,
such that any lattice structure with 𝑛 elements and at most 𝑝
attributes per element can be represented by a 𝑝 × 𝑛 matrix.
For example, a simple FODO cell with separate function
dipole magnets is represented by an 8 × 4 matrix as shown
in Fig. 1. Each column explicitly represents a different element of the lattice including empty drift spaces (E). The
rows encapsulate all the attributes needed to describe every
element in the lattice, where k0 and k1 are the dipole and
quadrupole coefficients as used by MADX [2].
Element

QF

E

B

E

QD

E

B

E

k0

0

0

1.07

0

0

0

1.07

0

k1

0.23

0

0

0

-0.23

0

0

0

Length

0.3

0.43

0.87

0.43

0.3

0.43

0.87

0.43

Figure 1: Example matrix encoding of a FODO cell with
separate function dipoles.
It should be noted that this matrix encoding can include
any number of attributes by adding more rows, such as higher
order coefficient terms of non-linear magnets. Also, it does
not matter to the optimisation algorithm where the actual
starting point of the lattice is defined. This property is particularly useful when optimising for a periodic structure such
as a ring.
As part of the optimisation algorithm, the aim is to probe
as much of the available parameter space as possible. In
other words: to explore lattice configurations that we might
not think would be stable based on our experience. This calls
for a method to randomly sample from the entire parameter
space that is bounded by a few basic design requirements
such as the total bending angle or betatron tune. Note that
there is no constraint on the number of magnetic elements or
the total length of arc. Using the matrix encoding method,
it is possible to initialise a collection of random lattice structures by building the lattices one element at a time. This
means, starting each lattice matrix from a randomly chosen
element (drift, dipole, quadrupole, or combined function
dipole) and randomly choosing the attribute values necessary for that element. This process is repeated by adding
new columns to the lattice matrices until the total bending
angle of the lattice exceeds the requirement.
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GENETIC ALGORITHM
The principle for the multi-objective genetic algorithm
(MOGA) applied in this work is based on Darwinian evolution. The fittest members of a population are most likely
to survive or pass on their traits to future generations as
the population evolves. The algorithm used in this work
is the constrained and adaptive version of the referencepoint-based many-objective evolutionary algorithm (NSGAIII) [3, 4]. Compared to algorithms applied in previous
works [1], NSGA-III has improved performance at preserving population diversity for problems with higher dimensional objectives (𝑁 > 3) as well as reduced computation
resource needs. Specifically, NSGA-III allows the user to
define a set of reference points within the objective space
and change the selection pressure based on the population
distribution around each reference point.
A brief outline of the custom implementation in context
of this work is provided below, specifics of the NSGA-III
are not reproduced here.
1. Build a population of 𝑁 randomly initialised lattice
matrices based on the required total bending angle.
2. Evaluate the one-turn matrix, objective values, and
penalty values for each new member of the population.
3. Sort the population into non-domination fronts using
non-dominated sorting.
4. Initialise new generation of 𝑅 randomly initialised matrices and 𝑁 −𝑅 offsprings from the previous generation
using genetic operators.
5. Evaluate the one-turn matrix, objective values, and
penalty values for each new member.
6. Rank the combined population of 2𝑁 members and
associate each member with the closest reference point.
7. Select 𝑁 members starting from the first nondomination front. For the last front to be included,
select members that would maximise the diversity of
associated reference points.
8. Adaptively change the reference point positions to reduce over clustering around any one point.
9. Start new generation and repeat steps 4-8.

Non-Dominated Sorting and Genetic Operators
NSGA-III and previous versions of this algorithm all rely
on the idea of non-domination levels, which is a relative measure of the constraint violation and objective satisfaction of
the members of a population. As a result of the lattice matrix
encoding and the random initialisation process, a large portion of the initial population corresponds to unstable lattice
structures. This creates a problem of how to quantify the
degree of divergence between unstable lattices. One naive
solution is using the trace value of the first order one-turn
transfer matrix Tr(𝑀1 ). As our results in the next section
demonstrate, Tr(𝑀1 ) is an effective measure of divergence.
Our algorithm is able to reach stable lattice structures by
favouring unstable lattices with smaller Tr(𝑀1 ) values.
In addition to the original NSGA-III constrained-dominate
definition, we added the following. A member p is defined

to constrained-dominate another member q if any of the
following is true.
• If p is stable in at least one transverse plane and q is
unstable in both planes.
• If both are unstable in one plane, but Tr(𝑀1 ) of p in
the unstable plane is smaller then that of q.
• If both are unstable in both planes, but the sum of
Tr(𝑀1 ) of p in both planes is smaller then that of q.
The crossover and mutation operators are used to create
new lattice matrices from existing members for each generation of the algorithm. The crossover operator selects pairs
of matrices from the parent population and creates two new
matrices by swapping columns of the parent matrices at
the same crossover point. A binary tournament selection
process [5] is used to select parent pairs from a randomly
selected subset of the population, the non-domination rank
is used as the comparison criterion and the size of the subset
correlates to the selection pressure. New matrices created
by the crossover operator are neither guaranteed to result in
better lattice structures compared to their parents nor even
stable lattices, however this does not seem to have significant
impact on the convergence of the algorithm and can be improved in the future by applying a repair operator [6]. One
limitation of the crossover operator is that it does not allow
for subtraction of elements from existing matrices, therefore
the number of magnetic elements in new matrices can only
increase in number. An additional lattice simplification step
could be added to the algorithm later if desired.
The mutation operator only acts on a single lattice matrix
at a time, it randomly changes the attribute of a randomly
selected position on the matrix within the bounds of allowed
values for that position. Attributes on the same column are
also changed as needed to reflect the mutated attribute. For
example, if the Element attribute was mutated from QF to
CF on the column [QF, 𝑘0 = 0, 𝑘1 = 0.75, 𝑙 = 0.3], then a
new non-zero 𝑘0 attribute would also be generated for that
column.

RESULTS
We report the results of a benchmark study carried out to
check the performance of the algorithm. For this study, the
optimisation objectives were the following.
• 𝑓1 : Minimise max(𝛽 𝑥 ).
• 𝑓2 : Minimise max(𝛽 𝑦 ).
• 𝑓3 : Minimise number of segments.
• 𝑓4 : Minimise number of magnetic elements.
While the constraints were set to mimic a long closed
dispersion arc.
• Total bending angle, 𝐵tot = 180◦ .
• Horizontal tune, 𝑄1 = 0.836.
• Initial(𝛽, 𝛼, 𝐷, 𝐷 𝑝) = Final(𝛽, 𝛼, 𝐷, 𝐷 𝑝).
Each constraint violation is normalised using the sigma function (|𝑥|/(1+ |𝑥|)) and the total penalty value is calculated by
summing the normalised constraint violations. A maximum
penalty tolerance of 0.2 was used to select feasible members from the population. Note the vertical tune was left
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The algorithm was able to converge to stable lattice structures within 20 generations using the Tr(𝑀1 ) ranking method
as shown on Fig. 2 (left). Interestingly, the population average penalty value on Fig. 2 (left) sharply decreases around
generation 500, then slowly increases towards generation
1000. The sharp drop can be correlated to a sudden success
in matching the total bending angle constraint. While the
slow increase after generation 500 is the algorithm attempting to minimise the objectives while exploiting the tolerance
range set for the penalty value. Figures 2 (mid) and 2 (right)
shows the progression of the population getting closer to the
Pareto optimum front over the generations. The distribution
on the (𝛽 𝑥 max, 𝛽 𝑦 max) plane matches our expectation of
a trade-off relationship. One interesting example of the best
performing member is shown in Fig. 3. Although not feasible to build, it is interesting that the algorithm has found a
design with long dipole segments and a few closely packed
almost alternating focusing segments in between.
The algorithm presented in this work is able to efficiently
converge to stable lattice structures and populate the Pareto
front of the supplied objectives. However, this feature is also
the limitation of the algorithm, since it will attempt to ‘cheat’
the objectives by slightly tweaking the attributes of a feasible
member in order to fill out the objective space. This is in
contrast to the original intent of searching for completely
different lattice structures to fill out the objective space. As a
result, members in the first non-domination front all feature
a similar structure as shown in Fig. 3.
Having prior knowledge of lattice design and accelerators more generally, there are now a number of other im-
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unconstrained to allow an extra degree of freedom such that
the algorithm can populate the Pareto front in the objective
space, rather than confined to a single solution that would
minimise the constraint violation for a specific vertical tune.
A population of 288 random members were initialised and
allowed to evolve for 1000 generations. Initially, the objective space was evenly divided into 10 partitions along each
objective and a set of 286 reference points were generated
to cover the 4D simplex formed by the partitions [7]. The
population size was chosen to maximise the efficiency of
the reference point association procedure following [4].
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Figure 2: (left) The solid line shows the population average penalty value, the dashed and dotted lines are the population
average horizontal and vertical Tr(𝑀1 ) values. (mid) Feasible members projected onto 3D objective space, and (right) 2D
objective space. The colours from blue to yellow denotes the evolution from generation 1 to 1000.
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Figure 3: Lattice functions of a member in the first nondominated front, representing one Pareto trade-off point in
the objective space. Green segments are pure dipoles, yellow
and blue segments are horizontally focusing and defocusing
combined function dipoles respectively.
provements to be made to the basic algorithm, these are the
following. Initialise new lattice matrices conditionally to
better represent physical requirements such as leaving extra
drift space between each new magnetic element. Introduce
repair operator after combination and mutation operations
to improve the likelihood of creating new stable structures.
Optimise the selection pressure to preserve diversity of candidate structures while maintaining a reasonable convergence
rate towards stable candidates. Seeding the algorithm using
several stable lattice structures or combining the converged
stable candidate pool from several different random initialisations to improve diversity of structures.

CONCLUSION
We presented an improved method to generate lattice structures using a lattice matrix encoding method. Our implementation of NSGA-III is capable of finding a Pareto front
for a set of given constraints, however it is limited by the lack
of a penalty function that measures the diversity of lattice
layouts. We plan to address this limitation in future works
and apply the algorithm to a full ring structure with slow
extraction constraints.
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BBQ AND DOUGHNUT BEAMS: A TASTY RECIPE FOR MEASURING
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF THE CLOSEST TUNE APPROACH
E. H. Maclean F. S. Carlier, T. H. B Persson, R. Tomás, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Beam-based observations and theoretical studies have
demonstrated the existence of a significant amplitude dependence of the closest tune approach (ADECTA) in the LHC.
This effect has the potential to generate significant distortion of the tune footprint and thus is of interest in regard to
Landau damping. Conventionally ADECTA has been studied through saturation of tune separation with action during
amplitude-detuning type measurements. In this paper, an
alternative measurement technique is proposed and results
of initial tests with beam are presented. The novel technique
attempts to measure ADECTA by performing a classical
closest approach tune scan, using proton beams in the LHC,
which have been kicked and allowed to decohere, effectively
giving a large action doughnut beam. It is shown that the
tune and closest approach of the doughnut beams can be
measured using the existing LHC Base-Band tune (BBQ)
measurement system, and an amplitude dependence can be
observed.

AMPLITUDE DEPENDENT CLOSEST
TUNE APPROACH
Linear coupling creates a closest tune approach (Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
of the fractional tunes (𝑄𝑥,𝑦 ), equal to the linear coupling
coefficient (|𝐶 − |) [1]. During amplitude detuning measurements of the LHC at injection in 2012, a highly non-linear
change of 𝑄𝑥,𝑦 with action (𝐽𝑥,𝑦 ) was seen for kicks detuning
towards 𝑄𝑥 − 𝑄𝑦 = 0, with similar effects observed in bestknowledge LHC models [2]. The nonlinearity of detuning
was sensitive to initial working point and not explained by expected dodecapole or higher-order errors [2]. By observing
𝜕|𝑄𝑥 −𝑄𝑦 |
the change of tune-split with action ( 𝜕2𝐽
) as opposed
𝜕𝑄

𝑥,𝑦
to detuning with action ( 𝜕2𝐽
) this unexpected pattern of
detuning was identified with a saturation of the fractional
tune-split as a function of kick amplitude. An example of
saturation of tune-split versus 𝐽𝑦 is shown in Fig. 1. The
observed saturation however, occurred for Δ𝑄 far in excess
of the measured |𝐶 − |. It was therefore proposed that the measurements could be interpreted as an amplitude dependence
of the closest tune approach [2]. That is: Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≠ |𝐶 − |
but instead is a function of the linear coupling and actions
Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐽𝑥 , 𝐽𝑦 ).
Simulation studies subsequently identified the main
source of amplitude dependent closest tune approach
(ADECTA) as the combination of linear coupling with
strongly powered Landau octupoles ‘MO’ (used for damping
of instabilities) [3]. A theory for the mechanism was proposed via the interaction of linear coupling with the ℎ1111
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Figure 1: Beam-based observation of amplitude dependent
closest tune approach [2].
Hamiltonian coefficient generated by normal octupoles [4].
ℎ1111 (related to cross-term detuning, 𝜕𝑄𝑥,𝑦 /𝜕𝐽𝑦,𝑥 ) can be
easily compensated in the LHC by powering the focusing (‘MOF’) and defocusing (‘MOD’) MO with opposite
polarity. Predictions that compensating ℎ1111 would suppress ADECTA were validated by beam-based measurements [5, 6].
Simulation also showed ADECTA was generated by the
combination of normal- (𝑏4 ) and skew-octupole (𝑎4 ) sources
(𝑎4 alone did not generate ADECTA) [7]. ADECTA from
𝑎4 + 𝑏4 sources was demonstrated with beam in the LHC [8].
This is of interest to LHC and HL-LHC at top-energy, where
large 𝑎4 errors are generated in the low-𝛽∗ insertions. Such
ADECTA can distort the 𝑄-footprint, which may be detrimental to Landau damping [9]. Figure 2 (bottom) shows the
footprint-distortion expected in the LHC (𝛽∗ = 0.25 m) if
𝑎4 errors are uncompensated, at typical MO powering. Distortion is large compared to that from typical |𝐶 − | ≈ 0.001
(Fig. 2, top). Measurement would thus be of interest at
top-energy. The conventional technique (saturation of 𝑄𝑥,𝑦 separation with 𝐽𝑥,𝑦 ) is impractical however, given the need
to dump and re-inject/ramp (taking several hours) after every
kick, while methods using AC-dipole kicks do not generate
ADECTA [6]. Given the reliance on octupolar detuning to
drive 𝑄𝑥,𝑦 towards the coupling resonance, the conventional
technique is also highly limited in terms of the multipole
and 𝐽𝑥 , 𝐽𝑦 parameter space which can be explored. As such,
alternative methods of measurement are of interest.

BBQ WITH DOUGHNUT BEAMS
LHC proton beams suffer minimal radiation damping, especially at injection. Consequently when a single-kick is
applied to a bunch, constituent particles remain at the kick
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 2: LHC footprint at 6.5 TeV (𝛽∗ = 0.25 m) with
|𝐶 − | = 0.001 (top), and with |𝐶 − | = 0.000 but uncompensated 𝑎4 errors in the low-𝛽 IRs (bottom). Typical powering
of MO and non-colliding beams are considered.

0.304
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19:48
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19:50

Figure 3: 𝑄𝑦 recorded by the BBQ, a large amplitude kicks
performed at 19 ∶ 44 ∶ 40.

amplitude for an extended period. The bunch rapidly decoheres however, leaving a persistent ‘donought’ beam of particles at non-zero action. Large-amplitude single-kicks can be
applied using the LHC aperture kicker (’MKA’). Typically,
for detuning type measurements, 𝑄𝑥,𝑦 of kicked beams are
obtained from spectral analysis of the initial 102 − 103 turns
following the kick, before the turn-by-turn signal fully decoheres. Examples of typical LHC measurements are found
in [2, 10, 11]. The LHC however, is also equipped with a
Base-Band-Tune (‘BBQ’) measurement system [12–14], capable of providing continuous passive tune measurement
from residual oscillations. Figure 3 shows 𝑄𝑦 vs time measured by the BBQ for a single low-intensity (1010 p) bunch.
At 19 ∶ 44 ∶ 40 during the time window shown, a ∼ 4 nom kick
was performed with the MKA (where 𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑚 corresponds
to nominal LHC normalized emittance 𝜖𝛾 = 3.75 m). An
amplitude dependent 𝑄 change upon kicking is clearly seen
in the BBQ data. Significantly, the tune remains measurable
via BBQ long after the kick has decohered (on a timescale
of 103 turns ≈ 0.1 s). The doughnut-beam’s response of 𝑄𝑦
to quadrupole trims could also be measured. Figure 3 shows
that the BBQ can measure the tune of kicked/decohered
beams.

MEASUREMENT OF ADECTA
A classical measurement of linear difference coupling is
performed by forcing the tune towards the 𝑄𝑥 −𝑄𝑦 resonance
via quadrupoles trims, and measuring the closest approach.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Having shown that continuous 𝑄-measurement of a kicked
doughnut beam was possible using the BBQ, the classical closest-tune-approach type measurement was applied to
study of ADECTA by performing quadrupole scans to force
the tunes of kicked doughnut beams towards the (𝑄𝑥 − 𝑄𝑦 )
resonance. The closest tune approach could then be measured for different kick amplitudes.
For the proof-of-principle studies presented here, measurements were performed in the LHC at 450 GeV, and ADECTA
artificially generated by introduction of large |𝐶 − | = 0.014
plus strong MO powering. Two octupole configurations
were tested. The first, with equal MOF and MOD strength
𝐾4,𝑀𝑂𝐹 = 𝐾4,𝑀𝑂𝐷 = −5 [m−4 ], was designed to generate
ADECTA. The second, with opposite MOF/MOD polarity
𝐾4,𝑀𝑂𝐹 = −𝐾4,𝑀𝑂𝐷 = −5 [m−4 ], was designed to suppress ADECTA (as in [6]). Due to residual 𝑏4 and several
broken MO circuits perfect compensation was not possible.
Octupole strength (𝑛 = 4) at magnetic rigidity 𝐵𝜌 is defined
1 𝜕𝑛−1 𝐵𝑥
by 𝐾𝑛 = 𝐵𝜌
∣
. Studies were made with kicks
𝜕𝑥𝑛−1
𝑥=0,𝑦=0,𝑠

Figure 4: |𝐶 − | measurement via closest tune approach.

MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

at 25 % and 30 % of the maximum MKA strength, Table 1
summarizes the measured kick actions. BBQ measurements
deteriorated at higher kicks, where attempts to measure were
unsuccessful. Studies were performed ≥ 4 hours after the
previous LHC pre-cycle, to minimize 𝑄𝑥,𝑦 and |𝐶 − | decay
during the study.
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Table 1: Measured Kick Action and MO Configurations
MKA
25%
30%
25%
30%

𝐾𝑀𝑂𝐹 /𝐾𝑀𝑂𝐷
-5/-5 [m−4 ]
-5/-5 [m−4 ]
-5/+5 [m−4 ]
-5/+5 [m−4 ]

2𝐽𝑥 [µm]
0.11 ± 0.01
0.22 ± 0.02
0.12 ± 0.01
0.20 ± 0.02
-4

kick 25%, -5/-5 m

-4

kick 30%, -5/-5 m

2𝐽𝑦 [µm]
0.17 ± 0.01
0.34 ± 0.02
0.17 ± 0.01
0.25 ± 0.02

kick 0%, -5/+5 m

-4

kick 0%, -5/-5 m-4

Qy - Qx (BBQ)

0.025

0.020

0.015
0.00

-0.02

-0.04

∆Q (quadrupole trim)

Table 2: Tune split measured by the BBQ as quadrupole
trims attempt to force 𝑄𝑥,𝑦 towards the linear coupling resonance. MOF and MOD are powered with the same polarity
to enhance ADECTA.
kick 25%, -5/+5 m-4

kick 0%, -5/+5 m-4

-4

-4

kick 30%, -5/+5 m

kick 0%, -5/-5 m

0.025

Qy - Qx (BBQ)
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0.020

0.015
0.00

-0.02

-0.04

∆Q (quadrupole trim)

Table 3: Tune split measured by the BBQ as quadrupole
trims attempt to force 𝑄𝑥,𝑦 towards the linear coupling resonance. MOF and MOD are powered with opposite polarity
to partly suppress ADECTA.

After application of MKA kicks, quadrupole trims were
applied in steps to move the tunes towards the 𝑄𝑥 − 𝑄𝑦
resonance. BBQ data from the quadrupole plateaus were
analyzed to obtain Δ𝑄 at each step. Measurements were
also performed with unkicked beams to obtain the linear
|𝐶 − |, and confirm it did not drift during the measurements,
and was not altered by the MO configuration. The linear
|𝐶 − | = Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 was extremely stable over the course of the
studies. Figures 2 and 3 show results of the closest approach
measurements with same and opposite MOF/D polarities
respectively (measurements with unkicked beams are indicated in black/gray).
Upon applying kicks at 25 % MKA strength with the same
MOF/D polarity, the tunes detuned towards (𝑄𝑥 − 𝑄𝑦 ) = 0.
MOPOST003
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On applying quadrupole trims the tunes then moved even
closer to the coupling resonance, a minimum approach was
then reached before the tunes further separated. An increase
to the closest approach for the kicked beam was observed
compared to that of the unkicked beam. When kicking to
higher amplitude (30 % MKA strength) the bunch did not
detune closer to the coupling resonance, and quadrupole
trims could not force 𝑄𝑥,𝑦 closer together. Trims applied
only to 𝑄𝑥 led to equal 𝑄𝑦 shifts maintaining the separation,
as expected for a bunch already at Δ𝑄 = Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 . It was
concluded therefore that an amplitude dependence of the
closest approach could be observed.
When kicking with opposite MO polarity, closest approach of the kicked bunches once again showed some amplitude dependence. However this was significantly reduced
compared to same polarity measurements, as expected since
operating with opposite MOF and MOD settings should significantly reduce ℎ1111 in the accelerator, generating less
ADECTA for these measurements. Differences in precise
evolution of 𝑄𝑥,𝑦 -separation with quadrupole trims for the
different kicks were expected given the different initial detuning.

CONCLUSIONS
The LHC BBQ can be used to measure amplitude detuning, and in particular measure the tune of kicked and decohered ‘doughnut’ beams, long after the turn-by-turn signal
in regular BPMs has decohered. This has been employed to
perform classical-style closest-tune-approach measurements
on kicked/decohered beams in the LHC at injection. Where
octupole configurations designed to enhance ADECTA were
utilized, a dependence of the closest tune approach on applied kick amplitude could be observed. Use of octupole
configurations designed to reduce ADECTA showed significantly less amplitude dependence of the closest tune
approach (consistent with earlier studies of tune-split saturation with kick amplitude [6]). Application of the traditional
closest-approach measurement to kicked doughnut beams
does appear therefore to present a viable option for beambased study of this behaviour.
Use of the BBQ to perform classical closest-tuneapproach measurements on doughnut beams represents an
interesting possibility for the study of amplitude-dependence
of the closest-tune-approach. Since it relies on far fewer
kicks than conventional detuning-type measurements, it represents a more viable option for study at top energy in the
LHC and HL-LHC. Further, since the method does not rely
on a specific octupolar detuning to drive the tunes towards
the linear coupling resonance, it can expand the possibilities
for beam-based study of ADECTA generated by different
error sources and action configurations.
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BEAM-BASED MEASUREMENT OF SKEW-SEXTUPOLE ERRORS
IN THE CERN PROTON SYNCHROTRON
S.J. Horney1,2 , A. Huschauer1 , E.H. Maclean1
Geneva, Switzerland, 2 University of Bristol, UK
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Abstract
During Proton Synchrotron (PS) commissioning in 2021,
beam losses were observed when approaching the 3𝑄 𝑦 resonance if the Beam Gas Ionization (BGI) profile monitor
was enabled. This indicated the presence of a strong skewsextupole source in this instrument. Beam-based measurements of the skew-sextupole component in the BGI were
performed, to benchmark the BGI magnetic model and provide quantitative checks of sextupole corrections determined
empirically to minimize the beam-losses. In this contribution, results of the successfully performed measurements are
presented, including tune feed-down, chromatic coupling
and resonance driving terms (RDT).

SKEW-SEXTUPOLE IN THE PS BGI
Since 2021 a Beam Gas Ionization monitor is installed
in the CERN PS to provide non-destructive emittance measurement [1, 2]. In the BGI, interaction between protons
and residual gas generates charged ions. An external electric
field accelerates the ionization electrons to a detector system,
while a 0.2 T magnetic field (parallel to the electric field)
confines the electrons along the plane of interest. A tripledipole design is employed, where a central dipole provides
the instrumental field, and dipoles either side compensate
the orbit distortion. Fields inside the BGI are shielded from
stray fields of the PS Main Unit magnets (MU) by shielding
plates on either side. A schematic of the BGI instrument is
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Schematic of the PS BGI and shielding plates [3].
During 2021 PS commissioning tune-scans were performed across the 3𝑄 𝑦 resonance. With the BGI magnet
disabled minimal beam-losses were observed, but with the
BGI enabled it was observed that ≈ 50 % of the beam was
lost upon crossing the 3𝑄 𝑦 resonance [4].
Observation of losses at the 3𝑄 𝑦 upon enabling the BGI
indicated the presence of a significant skew-sextupole (𝑎 3 )
source generated by the BGI instrument [4]. Studies of the
magnetic model [3, 5] indicated that an 𝑎 3 can be generated
by the interplay of the BGI magnet with the shielding plates,

but was highly dependent on the aperture design. A series of
beam-based measurements were then performed in the PS
at injection (magnetic rigidity 𝐵𝜌 = 9.3 [Tm]) to attempt to
measure the skew-sextupole generated by the BGI in order
to compare to the magnetic model prediction. Studies of
chromatic-coupling, tune feed-down and the 3𝑄 𝑦 RDT were
performed. Results of the beam-based studies are presented
in this paper.

CHROMATIC-COUPLING
MEASUREMENT
Chromatic coupling is the momentum dependence of linear coupling, generated by skew-sextupoles in regions of
non-zero horizontal dispersion. It is characterized [6] via the
change with 𝛿 𝑝/𝑝 of the 𝑓1001 RDT (driving the 𝑄 𝑥 − 𝑄 𝑦
linear coupling resonance), where the closest tune approach
(|𝐶 − |) is related to the RDT as
|𝐶 − | ≈ 4|𝑄 𝑥, 𝑓 𝑟 𝑎𝑐 − 𝑄 𝑦, 𝑓 𝑟 𝑎𝑐 || 𝑓1001 |

(1)

and 𝑄𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑐 are the fractional tunes. The BGI model
predicts an integrated skew-sextupole (𝑛 = 3) field at the
reference radius (𝑅𝑟 𝑒 𝑓 = 20 mm)
∫
𝑅𝑟𝑛−1
𝜕 𝑛−1 𝐵 𝑥
𝑒𝑓
𝐴𝑛 𝐿 = d𝑠
= −5.5 × 10−4 [Tm]
(𝑛 − 1)! 𝜕𝑥 𝑛−1

(2)

By contrast magnetic measurement of the skew-sextupole
field of a PS MU at injection powering (404 A) gives 𝐴3 𝐿 =
1.2 × 10−6 [Tm] at the same 𝑅𝑟 𝑒 𝑓 (2 orders of magnitude
smaller) [7]. As such the BGI when powered should represent the dominant source of chromatic coupling.
The PS is not equipped with dedicated kicker magnets
for optics studies. Beams can be excited however using the
transverse damper (ADT) to drive forced oscillations at a
frequency (𝑄 𝐴𝐶 ) close to the natural tunes (𝑄 𝑛𝑎𝑡 ). This
is known as ADT-AC-dipole type excitation, and coupling
measurement can be performed as for a conventional ACdipole [8, 9]. An example of turn-by-turn (TbT) BPM data
during an ADT-AC-dipole kick is shown in Fig. 2.
To provide an initial qualitative check of the PS skewsextupole model chromatic coupling was measured using
the PS ADT. Figure 3 shows the real and imaginary parts of
𝑓1001 linear coupling RDT (expressed in 𝐶 − units) measured
on-momentum, and then upon application of Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 0.001
offset. With the BGI unpowered the coupling measurement
is unchanged by the momentum trim. With the BGI enabled
however, a clear shift in the linear coupling is observed.
This confirms the expectation from magnetic models that
the BGI skew-sextupole should represent the dominant skewsextupole source in the PS ring.
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Figure 2: Example of turn-by-turn BPM data during excitation with ADT-AC-dipole.
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Figure 4: Simulation of orbit bump used to measure feeddown from the BGI skew-sextupole.
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Figure 3: Real and imaginary parts of 𝑓1001 measured onand off-momentum with BGI enabled / disabled.

MEASUREMENT OF TUNE FEED-DOWN
Skew-sextupoles feed-down to generate a tune shift with
vertical offsets. To check the BGI skew-sextupole strength,
vertical orbit bumps were generated across the BGI in a
±8 mm range. A MAD-X simulation of the bump is shown
in Fig. 4. Tune was measured for different settings of the
orbit bump by obtaining 𝑄 𝑛𝑎𝑡 from the spectrum of kicks
with the ADT-AC-dipole. Change of 𝑄 𝑦 vs orbit offset at
the BGI is shown in Fig. 5 (with similar results obtained
for 𝑄 𝑥 ). With the BGI depowered no tune-change vs orbit
can be discerned. With the BGI enabled a clear linear feeddown from the skew-sextupole component is observed. Fits
of tune change vs orbit were used to measure integrated
skew-sextupole strength (𝐾3𝑠 𝐿), where integrated strength
(in units [m1−n ]) is defined:
𝐾𝑛𝑠 𝐿 =

1
(𝑛 − 1)!𝐴𝑛 𝐿𝑅𝑟1−𝑛
𝑒𝑓
𝐵𝜌

(3)

From the magnetic model the expected strength at injection energy was:
𝐾3𝑠 𝐿 = −0.29 [m−2 ]

(4)

Figure 5: Feed-down to 𝑄 𝑦 from the BGI.
Independent estimates from the 𝑄 𝑥,𝑦 measurements give:
𝐾3𝑠 𝐿 = −
𝐾3𝑠 𝐿 =

4𝜋 𝜕𝑄 𝑥
= +0.27 ± 0.02 [m−2 ]
𝛽 𝑥 𝜕𝑦
4𝜋 𝜕𝑄 𝑦
= +0.21 ± 0.04 [m−2 ]
𝛽 𝑦 𝜕𝑦

(5)

Beam-based measurements show comparable magnitude to
the magnetic model, but indicate an opposite sign to expectation. The source of the sign discrepancy is not understood,
but may reflect an error in handling the orientation of the
magnetic model compared to real installation or differing
conventions for the errors between magnetic and optics simulations.

MEASUREMENT OF 3𝑸 𝒚 RDT
Skew-sextupoles drive the 3𝑄 𝑦 resonance, characterized
by the 𝑓0030 RDT. RDTs can be measured using TbT BPM
data excited via AC-dipole [10–12], by measuring resonance
lines in the tune-spectra. For the 𝑓0030 RDT driving 3𝑄 𝑦 , a
spectral line is expected at −2𝑄 𝑦 . For a driven oscillation a
line is expected at −2𝑄 𝑦, 𝐴𝐶 . A measured frequency-spectra
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for PS excitation with ADT-AC-dipole is shown in Fig. 6.
The −2𝑄 𝑦, 𝐴𝐶 line is clearly visible. The Re component of
the driven 𝑓0030 measured from all BPMs is shown in Fig. 7
(red). Results (green) of a tracking simulation including a
BGI error of 𝐾3𝑠 𝐿 = +0.25 [m−2 ] (the weighted mean from
𝑄 feed-down results) show a good phase-agreement to the
measurement, confirming the sign ambiguity with respect
to the magnetic model.

Figure 8: Measured vertical spectra with BGI enabled and
empirical correction to minimize beam-loss applied.

Figure 6: Measured vertical frequency spectra with BGI
enabled.
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Figure 9: Real and imaginary parts of 𝑓0030 with BGI enabled before (red) and after (green) correction. 𝑓0030 with
correction on and BGI off is also shown (blue).

CONCLUSIONS
Figure 7: Measured and modelled Re( 𝑓0030 ).

Corrections for the BGI skew-sextupole were determined
empirically in 2021, by varying 𝑎 3 correctors to minimize
beam-loss upon crossing 3𝑄 𝑦 [4]. A frequency-spectra measured after correction is shown in Fig. 8. The −2𝑄 𝑦 line is
substantially reduced compared to Fig. 6. Figure 9 shows the
𝑓0030 measured in all BPMs before (red) and after (green)
correction. Measurement with correction applied but BGI
disabled is also shown (blue). The beam-loss correction is
seen to correct the RDT all around the ring. Comparing red
and blue measurements the beam-loss correction acted in
anti-phase to the BGI error, confirming the high quality of
the empirical compensation.

PS beam-loss upon crossing 3𝑄 𝑦 indicated a substantial
𝑎 3 was generated by the BGI instrument. Measurement of
chromatic coupling was consistent with expectation from
magnetic simulations that the BGI should be the dominant
𝑎 3 source in the PS. Measurements of Q feed-down find a
similar magnitude source as expected, but reveal an error in
the sign which is under investigation. A clear measurement
of the 𝑓0030 RDT was obtained via ADT-AC-dipole excitation. Corrections determined to minimize beam-losses were
found to have minimized 𝑓0030 .
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THE HL-LHC PROJECT GETS READY FOR ITS DEPLOYMENT
O. Brüning, B. Di Girolamo, P. Fessia, C. Gaignant, H. Garcia Gavela, E. Maclean, M. Modena,
T. Otto, L. Tavian, G. Vandoni, M. Zerlauth, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Following the successful completion of the second long
shutdown (LS2), the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is preparing for its final operational run before the majority of
the High Luminosity Upgrade (HL-LHC) will be installed
during the third Long Shutdown starting in 2026. The HLLHC upgrade will enable a further tenfold increase in integrated luminosity delivered to the ATLAS and CMS experiments, starting by an upgrade of the machine protection,
collimation and shielding systems in LS2, and followed by
the deployment of novel key technologies, including
Nb3Sn based insertion region magnets, cold powering by
MgB2 superconducting links and integration of Nb crabcavities to compensate the effects of a larger crossing angle. After a period of intensive R&D and prototyping, the
project is now entering the phase of industrialization and
series production for all main components. In this contribution, we provide an overview of the project status and
plans for deployment and performance ramp-up. Progress
on the validation of key technologies, status of prototypes
and series production as well as the final integration studies
for the HL equipment are summarized. These are accompanied by the imminent completion of major civil engineering work and the start of infrastructure installations.
Initial operational experience will be gained at the Inner
Triplet (IT) String, presently in assembly at CERN's Superconducting Magnet Test Facility, which will enable a fully
integrated test of the main magnets, powering, and protection systems in the actual HL-LHC insertion configuration.

INTRODUCTION
The second run of CERN’s LHC was successfully completed in 2018, producing 160 fb-1 of integrated luminosity
over the 4 year long run, with 70 fb-1 attained in 2018. During the following Long Shutdown 2 (LS2), primarily devoted to the LHC Injector Upgrade (LIU) [1], the first deliverables of the HL-LHC upgrade project were installed in
the LHC, including passive absorbers, secondary low impedance collimators and crystal collimators. These have
been fully commissioned for the third operational run of
the LHC, planned to last until the end of 2025 at a beam
energy of 6.8 TeV, to potentially cumulate an additional
210 fb-1 and thus bringing the total integrated luminosity in
the LHC well above the initial design value of 300 fb-1. The
third long-shutdown, starting in 2026 and lasting for three
years will be devoted to the installation of the HL-LHC upgrade, before exploitation will start in 2029 (see Figure 1).
Today, the project is in the transition from prototyping to
series production for all key technologies (see Figure 2),
nearing completion of the important civil engineering work
on the surface as well as underground and gearing up for a
full-scale test of a complete insertion magnet string at
CERN's Superconducting Magnet Test Facility SM18.
MOPOST005
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KEY TECHNOLOGIES
Large aperture Nb3Sn focusing quadrupole magnets will
be installed around the high luminosity experiments ATLAS and CMS, representing one of the cornerstones of the
HL-LHC upgrade. They will provide the larger aperture as
well as higher integrated field required to reach the nominal β* of 15 cm at the collision points. The inner triplet
magnets are designed and constructed in collaboration with
the HL-LHC Accelerator Upgrade Project (AUP) in the
USA [2]. The Q1 and Q3 magnets (MQXFA) will be provided as in-kind contribution from AUP, while the longer
version for Q2 (MQXFB) will be produced at CERN.
At AUP, coil production is progressing at BNL and
FNAL, with 70% of the coils and 40% of the magnets completed [3]. An endurance test on magnet MQXFA05 has
been recently completed in vertical position to gather more
information on the long-term behaviour of Nb3Sn magnets.
The test involved five thermal cycles and a total of 50 high
current quenches, eight during training and 42 being provoked at nominal current via the quench heaters. At the end
of this campaign, the magnet reached the required nominal
performance without quenching, both at 1.9 K and at 4.5 K,
confirming the large temperature margin already observed
during the first powering [4]. At FNAL, the construction of
the first cryostated horizontal cold mass is ongoing, integrating the first two series magnets that were successfully
tested in the BNL vertical setup by fall 2020.
The CERN-AUP joint short model program has been
successful, with 5 assemblies out of 6 reaching operation
at 7.5 TeV, and record peak fields above 13 T in two models
[5]. The short model program allowed to verify the dependence of performance on preload, make endurance tests, and
validate the assembly of the stainless steel shell around the
magnet. CERN has produced two full scale prototypes
MQXFBP1 and MQXFBP2, both of which have shown
performance limitations to 6.5 TeV and 6.8 TeV respectively. MQXFBP1 has been disassembled, and MQXFBP2
will be used as a prototype cold mass and possibly installed
in the IT string. MQXFBP2 went through a thermal cycle
and a total of 50 quenches, without showing signs of degradation. Investigations on the possible causes of the performance limitations are ongoing. Tomographies and
metallographic inspection revealed filament breakage in a
localized region of the cross-section [6]. The next prototype MQXFBP3 has been assembled with a revised strategy for the shell welding, minimizing the mechanical coupling to the magnet. The following magnet MQXFB02 has
been assembled with a revised procedure minimizing the
peak load during bladdering. Both magnets will be tested
in 2022. Magnet MQXFB03 will make use of coils manufactured with improvements in procedures and handling; it
will be tested in 2023.
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Figure 1: HL-LHC design, production, and deployment schedule.
The Nb-Ti separation dipole prototype (KEK in kind
contribution) has been successfully tested in vertical position and the first magnet of the series is begin assembled.
The recombination dipole prototype (INFN-Genova collaboration) will be tested in July 2022 and the winding of
the series coils is starting. The nested corrector production
started after the successful completion of the prototype
phase, including a design iteration (CIEMAT collaboration). The recombination dipole corrector production is ongoing in China (IHEP), and the high order corrector production (INFN-Milano) has been completed.

Figure 2: Overview of key-technologies to be installed in
the LHC tunnel as part of the HL-LHC upgrade.
The second cornerstone of the project are superconducting crab-cavities (CC) which allow compensating for the
detrimental effect of the crossing angle on luminosity by
applying a transverse momentum kick to each bunch entering the interaction regions of ATLAS and CMS. Two different types of cavities will be produced and installed, the
Radio Frequency Dipole (RFD) in IR1 and the Double
Quarter Wave (DQW) in IR5, deflecting the bunches in the
horizontal and vertical directions respectively. Pre-series
production of the RFD cavities is just about to start in Italian industry under the lead of AUP [2], while the DQW
cavities series production has started in German industry
under the lead of CERN following the successful validation of two pre-series bare cavities. A fully assembled
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
A04: Circular Accelerators

DQW cryomodule has been undergoing very successful
beam tests in CERN SPS since 2018, demonstrating crabbing of proton beams, allowing for the development and
validation of the necessary low-level RF and machine protection systems, and leading to a design change of the feedthroughs from 50 Ω to 25 Ω [7]. Two RFD dressed cavities
have been delivered in 2021 to the UK collaboration after
their successful qualification at CERN and are currently
being assembled into a first complete cryomodule, planned
to be installed in the SPS at the end of 2022 for first tests
with beam. Series production of the necessary ancillaries
and higher order mode couplers has equally started for both
cavity types after the successful validation of prototypes.
To address the challenges of a twofold increase of the
proton beam current in the HL-LHC era, an important upgrade of the collimation system is required, both to ensure
the robustness and cleaning efficiency of the system in
view of the increased beam energy, and to minimize the
impedance contribution of the collimation system to guarantee beam stability. A total of 36 new secondary and tertiary collimators and absorbers and 15 fixed masks are part
of the HL-LHC baseline upgrade, for which intensive studies and beam tests are being finalized in an effort to determine the most appropriate jaw and coating materials. Due
to delays in the initially foreseen in-kind contribution, the
production of this important part of the project is about to
be launched within CERN Member States industries.
While reaching the nominal proton beam current will only
be possible after the deployment of the full HL-LHC upgrade during LS3, the successful completion of the LIU
project will enable operation with 2.23×1011 Pb ions in
1240 bunches already during Run 3. To mitigate the lower
cleaning efficiency of the standard collimation system for
operation with heavy ions, two crystal collimation systems
have already been installed in the vertical planes of both
beams, replacing the initial prototype systems that started
to show degraded performance due to radiation damage
[8]. The two systems installed in the horizontal plane will
be replaced in the next year-end technical stop of 2022/23.
Both new crystal primary collimators have already been
tested with beam during the ongoing LHC commissioning
period
and
were
successfully
aligned
at
450 GeV and 6.8 TeV, showing the expected haloMOPOST005
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channeling properties. Beam tests will continue, to prepare
them fully for their operation with lead ion beams planned
at the end of the 2022 run. This will be the first time that
crystal channeling will be used as the main collimation
method for regular high-intensity physics operation.
The installation of the major infrastructure, powering,
and protection systems in the new HL-LHC underground
galleries (see Item 2 in Figure 2) required the development
and production of novel superconducting links based on
MgB2 to ensure the energy efficient connection of the accelerator magnets to their power converters located at a distance of up to 80-100 m. Two different types of links, necessary for the powering of the matching section and inner
triplet magnet strings of HL-LHC have been developed and
successfully validated at their nominal cryogenic temperature between 20-40 K. They can carry up to 120 kA of DC
current, necessary to power the 19 individual magnet circuits of an inner triplet magnet string. Three out of the
planned 10 series cables have already been delivered to
CERN along with a first series flexible cryostat that will be
used to assemble the first, complete cold powering system
due for final testing at the end of 2022. After its successful
validation in combination with the HTS current leads and
the cryogenic feedboxes and connection cryostats, the assembly will integrate with the IT String test in early 2023.

CIVIL ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL
INFRASTRUCTURES
The construction of additional underground galleries
(see Figure 3) to house the new infrastructure, powering
and protection equipment of the accelerator components
has been an early, strategic decision of the HL-LHC upgrade project. In addition to providing the necessary space,
it ensures the protection of sensitive equipment from the
increased ionizing radiation environment in the insertion
regions during the HL era and maintains the possibility of
access to this equipment during beam operation, which will
bring major advantages for the maintainability and repair
times and as such the overall machine availability.

2022 at Point 5, with only one to two months of delay with
respect to the contractual dates. Today, the main civil engineering activities are concentrating on the surface works,
where 5 main buildings will house general services and
cryogenic infrastructure. Final delivery of all civil engineering works at both points is expected by the end of
2022, followed by the completion of installation of technical infrastructure by the end of 2024. The remaining installation activity will then only resume after the delivery
of the 24 vertical cores which will link the new HL-LHC
structures with the existing LHC tunnel in summer 2026.
Integration work of both surface and underground areas
is very well advanced, the latter being a particular challenge due to the large increase of new equipment and services that require installation in the existing LHC tunnel
volume along with an increased set of constraints due to
the more severe radiation environment.

COMMISSIONING AND PERFORMANCE
RAMP-UP
Towards the end of LS3, individual system tests and
hardware commissioning activities (HWC) will start to
validate the new cold powering system and infrastructures
for their operation as part of the LHC machine. HL-LHC
operation with beam is planned to start in 2029, whereas
the first year of operation is expected to take place at a minimum 𝛽∗=30 cm, without the use of crab-cavities during
collisions and with a reduced bunch intensity of 1.8×1011 p
[10]. The final beam energy for the start of Run 4 will likely
only be defined during the HWC campaign. To disentangle
the commissioning of the HL-LHC upgrades from possible
effects of the energy increase in the remaining part of the
machine, it would however be advisable to operate the
LHC in the first year of Run 4 at the same energy as at the
end of Run 3. With the progressing commissioning of the
new HL-LHC systems with beam, the bunch intensity will
be steadily increased towards the nominal value of
2.3×1011 ppb, and the minimum 𝛽∗ further reduced to reach
20 cm at the end of this initial run. This will allow accumulating an integrated luminosity of 715 fb−1 during Run
4 in absence of intensity limitations.

CONCLUSION

Figure 3: Existing LHC tunnel (grey) and HL-LHC underground areas (blue) integrating general and cryogenic infrastructure, powering and protection [9] equipment.
Despite concurring with the Covid-19 pandemic, all civil
engineering works are progressing very well. The underground works, including the metallic structures were fully
completed by October 2021 at Point 1 and by February

The project, along with its in-kind partners and industry,
has successfully commenced its transition to the series production for all key technologies. Progress has been impressive, and the project passed several key milestones in spite
of the challenges and market uncertainties caused by the
Covid-19 pandemic and the crisis in Ukraine. The completion of the major civil engineering works at the end of 2022
will be an important milestone for the project, which will
soon be followed by the installation and operation of a first
full inner triplet magnet string in CERNs superconducting
test facility SM18. The IT String will allow a fully representative system test of the magnet string along with all
concomitant systems ahead of their installation and operation in the LHC tunnel, which will be key for the development and validation of procedures, tools and expertise for
an efficient installation in the LHC during LS3.
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BEAM COMMISSIONING AND OPTIMISATION IN THE CERN PROTON
SYNCHROTRON AFTER THE UPGRADE OF THE LHC INJECTORS
A. Huschauer∗ , M. Coly, D. Cotte, H. Damerau, M. Delrieux, Y. Dutheil, S. Easton, J.-C. Dumont,
M.A. Fraser, O. Hans, G. Imesch, S. Joly, A. Lasheen, C. Lombard, R. Maillet, B. Mikulec,
J.-M. Nonglaton, S. Sainz Perez, B. Salvant, R. Suykerbuyk, F. Tecker, R. Valera Teruel
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The CERN LHC injector chain underwent a major upgrade during the Long Shutdown 2 (LS2) in the framework
of the LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU) project. After 2
years of installation work, the Proton Synchrotron (PS) was
restarted in 2021 with the goal to achieve pre-LS2 beam
quality by the end of 2021. This contribution details the
main beam commissioning milestones, difficulties encountered and lessons learned. The status of the fixed-target and
LHC beams will be given and improvements in terms of
performance, controls and tools will be described.

LS2 UPGRADES IN THE PS
In the PS, the main LIU activities [1] were related to the
upgrade of the injection energy to 2 GeV kinetic energy to
mitigate space charge issues and to improvements of the
radio-frequency (RF) systems by reducing their impedance
or implementing additional feedback systems (see also [2]).
New beam instrumentation devices, such as new wire scanners, beam gas ionisation (BGI) monitors and beam loss
monitors (BLMs) were installed to improve the diagnostic
capabilities. Furthermore, important consolidation activities
were performed during LS2, such as the renovation of 43
out of the 100 combined function main magnet units (MUs).

PS BEAM COMMISSIONING
Following a shutdown period of two years and three
months, beam was again injected into the PS on the evening
of 3 March 2021. Despite the many modifications during
LS2, it took less than half a day to accelerate the beam to the
maximum flat top momentum of 26 GeV/c and to extract it
towards the external dump. During the following five days,
commissioning progress was even faster than anticipated and
low-intensity variants of the main beam types were quickly
set up.
This initial quick progress was slowed down by a breakdown of the newly installed injection septum, requiring a stop
of beam operations for eight days to repair the device and reestablish operational vacuum conditions. This inadvertent
stop was also used to perform a first iteration of beam-based
alignment of the combined function MUs, which was required due to the extensive consolidation campaign of the
magnets during LS2. Following a second iteration, a total
of eight MUs were aligned to improve the orbit, reducing
∗

alexander.huschauer@cern.ch

the root mean square orbit excursions from 3.3 to 1.6 mm in
the horizontal and from 1.9 to 0.9 mm in the vertical plane.
After this first phase of commissioning low-intensity
beams, PS operations entered into the intensity ramp-up
phase. During this period various issues were encountered,
the majority of them related to unexpected beam loss at
various locations along the accelerator.

Beam Loss Around Straight Section 88
The versatility of the PS is closely related to a multitude of RF cavities used for acceleration and longitudinal
gymnastics such as bunch splittings or bunch rotations [3].
During the beam commissioning, one of the cavities used
for bunch rotation, an 80 MHz system installed in straight
section 88, could not be reliably used due to a high pressure
level. In addition, increased beam losses were measured on
the BLMs especially around this region, but also elsewhere
in the accelerator delaying the intensity ramp-up.
Introducing a local vertical orbit bump at this specific
cavity could reduce but not completely remove the losses.
Therefore, an aperture restriction at the cavity was expected
to be the source of both the beam loss and the increased
pressure. A small misalignment of the cavity was subsequently corrected, but did not improve the issues described
before. Furthermore, a radiation hot spot of 42 mSv/h at
contact on top of the vacuum chamber just downstream of
the RF cavity was observed. All these observations led to
the suspicion of an obstacle inside the vacuum chamber
and hence the decision was taken to break the vacuum and
perform an endoscopy. Indeed, a sponge-like object was
located just upstream of the RF cavity. This piece obstructed
the lower half of the vacuum chamber and was a leftover
from the MU consolidation program, where it was used to
protect the vacuum chambers while they were stored in the
workshop. In hindsight, all the observations were well explained by the presence of this object. The object actually
acted as a scatterer and the interaction of the beam with it
caused the increased vacuum pressure in the cavity as well
as the increased beam losses. The radiation hot-spot, however, was generated by the local bump that was introduced
to pass the object. Removal of the object allowed the beam
commissioning activities to be pursued.

Electron Cloud Effects and Scrubbing
The first observation of electron cloud (EC) effects in the
PS dates back to the early 2000s, during the commissioning
of LHC-type beams in the PS. At that time the beam quality
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had not been impacted, but an EC signature was indirectly
observed as baseline drifts of beam position monitor signals.
At the same time an EC-induced instability could be triggered by modifying the longitudinal beam characteristics at
extraction and storing the bunches for about 100 ms prior to
extraction [4].
Following the first MU consolidation campaign in 2005,
the operational LHC-type beams became horizontally unstable and suffered from large beam losses during the PS restart
in 2006. This effect was understood to be EC-induced, as a
large fraction of the vacuum chambers had been exposed to
air, increasing their secondary electron yield, and the instability and losses clearly depended on the bunch length [5].
During the 2021 beam commissioning a dynamic pressure
rise on all vacuum gauges around the machine was observed
when LHC-type beams were produced. Initially, the pressure
rise was believed to be correlated with high beam loss during
the early commissioning phase. However, after mitigation of
these losses by adjusting tunes and chromaticities, the pressure rise still remained. Further investigations revealed that
the vacuum activity was triggered by the presence of 25 ns
bunch spacings and hence EC effects were suspected to be
at the origin of the pressure increase. This was confirmed by
injecting trains with less than the nominal 72 bunches, as the
pressure rise was clearly decreased. The induced vacuum activity turned out to be blocking the commissioning progress,
as the PS injection kicker vacuum interlock would be triggered almost every cycle, even if using significantly lower
than nominal intensity. Therefore, it was decided to start
scrubbing the vacuum chamber surfaces by playing as many
LHC-type cycles as the injection kicker interlock allowed.
A trade-off between number of played cycles, number of
bunches, bunch length and total intensity had to be found
and regularly adjusted to push the performance to the limit
and to scrub efficiently. Figure 1 shows an overview of this
2021 PS scrubbing run. About five days of scrubbing turned
out to be sufficient to condition the machine, which then
allowed to further push the intensity for LHC-type beams.

Beam Loss Close to 𝑄 𝑦 = 6.33
During the setup of the fixed target proton beams for
the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), referred to as the the
SFTPRO beams, unacceptably high beam loss was observed
when the vertical tune was moved close to 𝑄 𝑦 = 6.33. Loss
map measurements performed before LS2 had never shown
strong excitation of this skew sextupolar resonance [6] and
hence investigations were started to identify the source of
this unexpected phenomenon. Figure 2 shows a loss map
measured in 2021, where the excitation of the two strong
skew sextupolar resonances 3𝑄 𝑦 = 19 and 2𝑄 𝑥 + 𝑄 𝑦 = 19
is clearly visible.
In a first attempt to mitigate the observed losses, resonance compensation with three skew sextupole magnets was
performed. This was achieved by using the CERN generic
optimisation framework [7] and the BOBYQA optimisation
algorithm [8] implemented therein. Excellent compensation
could be quickly achieved within 15 iterations.
Subsequently it was understood that the resonance excitation was actually caused by the newly installed magnet of the
vertical BGI monitor [9], and specifically its shielding plates
(see also [10]). These plates were designed to concentrate
the fringe field of the adjacent MUs at the extremities of the
magnet rather than its center, where the actual measurement
device is located. During the winter shutdown 2021/22 the

Figure 2: Measured loss map using dynamic tune scans.
Two very strong skew sextupolar resonances were identified,
leading to almost full beam loss when crossing them.

Figure 1: Overview of the 2021 PS scrubbing run. Different intensity steps and the correlated decrease of the dynamic
pressure rise are clearly visible. After five days of scrubbing, sufficiently good operational conditions could be established
to progress with the commissioning of LHC-type beams.
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plates were redesigned [11] and beam measurements confirmed an important reduction of the resonance excitation.

Upgraded Beam Instrumentation
Several beam instrumentation devices were upgraded in
the framework of the LIU project [12]. The new wire
scanners now allow bunch-by-bunch beam size measurements to be performed with increased accuracy compared to
the previous generation of scanners. These devices are the
workhorses for emittance qualification of high-brightness
LHC-type beams across the injectors chain and have therefore been standardised to use the same technology in the
different accelerators. All five scanners of the PS, i.e. three
horizontal and two vertical devices, were replaced with this
new generation during LS2.
The PS now also contains a horizontal and a vertical BGI
monitor based on Timepix3 silicon pixel detectors. The
advantage is their capability of providing continuous and
non-destructive beam size measurements all along the PS
cycle, eventually opening the door to online emittance monitoring [9]. BGI data analysis is more involved compared
to the wire scanners and studies are ongoing to exploit the
systems to their maximum.
The new BLM system is based on LHC-type ionisation
chambers, which provide several advantages compared to the
legacy BLM system, like signal proportionality to beam loss
and improved time resolution. During the commissioning,
some of the BLM signals were unfortunately significantly
perturbed by noise, compromising the beam loss measurements. The noise was understood to be caused by cable
trays not being grounded and by routing of signal and power
cables in the same cable trays. Significant noise mitigation
- by more than three orders of magnitude - was eventually
obtained during the 2021/22 winter shutdown through rerouting the signal cables, adding metallic shielding ducts
and installing nanocrystalline ferrite filters.

STATUS OF THE DIFFERENT BEAMS
During LS2, significant effort had been invested into
preparing the PS optics control using high-level physics
parameters. Therefore, a new optics repository [13] had
been established to facilitate the link with the controls infrastructure. This modernisation allowed settings of magnetic elements to be generated based on the simulation models, and
simplified the initial setup of the accelerator. Furthermore,
online kick response measurements could be performed to
identify polarity and calibration errors.
The main goals of beam operation in 2021 were to recommission the PS with all the modifications implemented
during LS2 and to re-establish the pre-LS2 beam performance for the different users. The beam preparation was
driven by the needs of the SPS team and their commissioning plans. Hence, the first beams to be prepared in 2021
were low-intensity single bunch LHC-type beams and several variants of the SFTPRO beam, which uses the resonant
multi-turn extraction (MTE) [14]. Throughout the year the

SFTPRO beam intensities were increased to 2018 levels and
performance improvements continue to be implemented also
during 2022, especially to improve the transmission between
the PS and the SPS.
The slow extraction towards the renovated EAST experimental area [15] and the operation of the primary transfer
line with multiple targets was also successfully managed.
However, fluctuations of the extracted intensity were observed and understood to be caused by dynamic effects perturbing the start of the extraction. During the 2022 startup
stability could be significantly improved by slightly delaying
the start of the slow extraction on the PS flat top. Furthermore, slow extraction with lead ions was demonstrated for a
wide range of intensities.
The high-intensity single bunch delivered to the n_TOF
facility [16] was also successfully commissioned up to
850x1010 protons in the ring. Following the redesign of the
spallation target, Gaussian beam sizes of 15x15 mm (1 𝜎)
at the target were requested. However, this could not be immediately achieved due to aperture restrictions in the transfer line. The restricting quadrupoles were removed during
the 2021/22 winter shutdown, and a new optics was implemented during the 2022 startup that eventually allowed to
deliver appropriate beam parameters.
Despite the LHC not taking beam in 2021, the commissioning of LHC-type beams was also rigorously pursued.
The achieved beam brightness closely followed the expected
LIU ramp-up plan and the bunch intensity was pushed even
beyond the LIU target value [2, 17].

CONCLUSIONS
2021 was the first year of operation after the upgrade of the
injector complex during LS2 and the goal of re-establishing
pre-LS2 performance was successfully met. Despite the
meticulous preparation of the beam commissioning, several
surprises were encountered along the way. In the future
scrubbing runs should be included into the restart planning
if large fractions of the machine are exposed to air. Furthermore, clear specifications of the maximum acceptable higher
order multipole components are required for new magnetic
elements and the feasibility of local aperture measurements
to spot obstacles at an early stage should be investigated.
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Abstract
In December 2020 the newly commissioned LINAC4
started delivering beam for the CERN proton accelerator
chain, replacing the old LINAC2. LINAC4 is a 352 MHz
normal conducting linac, providing a beam of negative hydrogen ions at 160 MeV that are converted into protons at injection into the PS Booster (PSB) synchrotron. In this paper
we report on the achieved beam performance, availability,
reproducibility and other operational aspects of LINAC4
during its first fully operational year. We also present the
machine developments performed and the plans for future
improvements.

INTRODUCTION
In LINAC4 negative hydrogen ions (H- ) are accelerated
to a kinetic energy of 160 MeV [1]. It is a normal conducting linear accelerator operating at a frequency of 352 MHz.
It consists of the following building blocks: caesiated RF
source, Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT), RFQ, Medium
Energy Beam Transport (MEBT) including a chopper and
3 bunching cavities, 3 Drift Tube Linac (DTL) accelerating
structures, 7 Cell-Coupled Drift Tube Linac (CCDTL) structures and 12 PI Mode Structures (PIMS). The 170 meter
transfer line to the PSB is equipped with an additional PIMS
cavity known as the debuncher located 42 m from the last
accelerating cavity. It operates at zero crossing phase and is
used to regulate the beam energy spread.
The project started in 2008 [2]. The commissioning took
place from 2013 to 2016 and it was interleaved with installation phases [2–5]. Reliability runs took place in 2017 and
2018. These revealed several issues that would otherwise
impossible to discover during commissioning [6, 7]. In December 2020 the beam was injected for the first time into
the PSB using a charge exchange technique [8].
The source produces 800 𝜇𝑠 long pulses at 35 mA intensity every 1.2 s, resulting in a beam of 28 mA at 3 MeV out
of the RFQ (transmission 80-82%). So far, the source was
exchanged once per year with one of its 2 identical spares.
At every exchange the resulting beam is somewhat different
and the LEBT settings need to be slightly re-optimized. The
beam chopper defines the accelerated beam pulse length
(maximally 600 𝜇𝑠) and, therefore, the total intensity injected into the PSB, which is different for each user. For
the operational cycles it ranges from 5 · 1010 protons per
pulse (LHC pilot beam) up to 4 · 1013 (ISOLDE beam), and
it could be increased to a maximum of 6.8 · 1013 . The first
200 𝜇𝑠, called the pulse head, are removed by the chopper
because in this part the intensity is not constant, due to the
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time required for space charge compensation and to ramp-up
the intensity of the source. The beam is injected into the
4 superposed PSB rings over a maximum of 150 turns per
ring. The chopper removes the bunches falling on the edges
of the PSB longitudinal acceptance, which would therefore
be lost during the energy ramp, as well as the ones produced
while the PSB injection switches from one ring to another.

TRANSFER LINE COMMISSIONING
The commissioning of the transfer line took place during
the CERN Long Shutdown 2 (LS2) in 2019-2020. In the first
stage, in 2019, when the PSB was still undergoing renovation,
the beam was operated up to a dedicated measurement line
(the LBE line) located approximately 40 meters upstream
from the PSB injection.
For the first time the beam setup was performed as for
operational machines with the help of newly developed tools
and procedures that were implemented aiming at thorough
and time efficient machine commissioning. This included
automatised cavity phasing, trajectory steering, optics control using high level parameters, and software applications
for the beam measurements of: trajectory response matrix,
transverse and longitudinal profiles (showing comparisons
to reference curves), emittance and Twiss parameters. As
the result of this exercise, the time required for the machine
restart after a shutdown has now been determined to be
5 days for the linac and 3 days for the transfer line.
The beam setup went smoothly. Discrepancies in the vertical plane between the optics measurements and the model
expectations were found to be due to an error in modelling of
the edge focusing of the dipole magnets. They were removed
by implementing the correct magnet gap height in the model.
With recomputed optics the mismatch factor (Eq. (7.98) in
Ref. [9]) was reduced to 0.08, see Fig. 1. The normalised
emittance with a beam current of 25 mA was measured to
be below 0.3 𝜋 · 𝜇m in both transverse planes. The design
value is 0.4 𝜋 · 𝜇m for a 40 mA beam current.

Figure 1: Comparison of the design (blue) and measured
(red) phase space ellipses in LBE.
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beam phase [deg. of 352 MHZ]

The Low Level RF includes a Linear Quadratic Gaussian
(LQG) regulator and an Adaptive Feed Forward (AFF) [10,
11]. The latter is essential to compensate the transient beam
loading at the head of the batch, see Fig. 2. The plot shows
the average beam phase along the pulse as measured by the
Bunch Shape Monitor located at the end of the linac. The
LQG compares the instantaneous cavity antenna with the
(constant) voltage set point and generates a TX drive accordingly. Its performance is limited by the loop delay (around
2 µs). It cannot correct instantaneously at the head of the
pulse. The AFF memorizes the error over previous pulses
and anticipates the correction required on the next pulse.
It therefore does an excellent job at the head if the beam
pulses are reproducible. To assure a good pulse to pulse stability, the AFF learning speed parameter was set to 97%, i.e.
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 0.97 · 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑙𝑑 + 0.03 · 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟. It takes around
10 pulses to flatten the beam energy in case the beam parameters are changed. In LINAC4 one klystron powers a pair
of PIMS cavities. Initially the regulation considered only
the upstream cavity signal (the blue line on Fig. 2) because
it was assumed that the beam loading was identical for the
two cavities. However, each cavity is different because their
gap lengths must be adapted to the nominal beam energy.
Starting from 2020 the regulation used the RF vector sum
of the antennas of the two cavities, further improving the
energy flatness (the black line in Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Energy flatness improvement due to AFF as measured by the Bunch Shape Monitor at the end of the linac.
See the text for explanation of LQG and AFF v1 and v2.
The pulse position homogeneity in the horizontal plane
is well within the specified 1 mm. In the worst case it is
measured to be 0.4 mm and the deviation is visible only for
the very first couple of microseconds. On the other hand,
in the vertical plane it is slightly above 1 mm and the slope
is visible all along the pulse. The most likely reasons are
the chopper or vertical misalignment caused by the floor
movement of the tunnel observed since the construction of
the building. Unfortunately, the alignment of the LINAC4’s
RFQ is extremely delicate to perform and therefore it was
decided not to correct it, specially that this deviation is still
within the specification limits and does not affect the resulting PSB performance. Currently a new RFQ is under
production with improved alignment capabilities.
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The shot-to-shot stability is within the defined margins.
The specification requires that the intensity, position and
energy deviations stay below 2%, 1.5 mm and 100 keV, respectively. A feedback system keeps the measured beam
intensity in the LEBT constant by regulating the amplitude
of the 2 MHz RF power of the source [12]. This system
is also capable of automatically adjusting the intensity in
the MEBT, however, it is not enabled for operational beams
because no drift in the RFQ transmission was ever observed.
A dedicated web service was developed at CERN that provides plots showing evolution of the selected parameters of
the accelerators [13]. For LINAC4 it shows plots of beam
intensity, transmission, position and phase over a period of
the past week, separately for each beam user. The RF amplitudes and phases are plotted for the time period since the
beginning of the current run. Results of various statistical
analyses are also made available. This helps to monitor the
machine status and to detect problems with the machine
stability.

ACHIEVED PERFORMANCE
In December 2020 the beam was sent to the PSB for the
first time. The charge exchange injection was commissioned
according to plan [8]. The related PSB brightness goal was
quickly reached and even surpassed the design value [14].
One unexpected issue was the difficulty in beam position
measurement at the end of the transfer line for the largest
energy spread beams, i.e. above 400 keV r.m.s. It turned
out that the debunching is so strong that the 352 MHz signal component in the strip-line BPMs entirely vanishes. A
prototype acquisition system based on a higher harmonic
signal was developed and successfully tested. The decision
was not to proceed with the installation in all the affected
BPMs because of the substantial cost, while the machine
performance is not affected by this issue. The only resulting
complication is that the debuncher RF amplitude needs to be
lowered during the trajectory optimisation for this particular
optics. Thanks to good alignment the trajectory does not
change with the RF amplitude in the debuncher.
In the PSB distributor, which is the element that vertically
splits the beam pulse to feed each of the four PSB rings, there
is a dedicated in-vacuum beam dump that captures remaining
particles from the beam head. It can handle maximally
70 W of beam power and initially it was larger by 40%.
A numerical optimiser was developed to adjust the MEBT
steering to tune the chopping efficiency [15]. It managed to
reduce the pulse head intensity by a factor 3 without reducing
the useful beam current.
At the final stage the last LINAC4 subsystem was commissioned, namely the Stray Field Compensation. The transfer
line passes only a few meters along the Proton Synchrotron
(PS). When the PS beam is at its highest energy of 27 GeV,
the magnetic field in the main magnets reaches 1.25 T. The
magnets are then fully saturated and a significant fraction
of the magnetic field exits the yoke affecting the LINAC4
beam. The induced trajectory error can be as large as 5 mm,
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which is not acceptable for stable PSB injection. The effect
exhibits an exponential dependence on the PS magnetic field.
The compensation system was re-implemented from scratch
using the Software Interlock System technology [16]. During the commissioning phase, for each optics of the transfer
line, trajectory correction is computed with the help of a
steering program called YASP [17]. Before each pulse, the
system looks up what kind of cycle is being played in the
PS. It retrieves the magnetic field measurement for the previous instance of this cycle to determine the magnetic field
at the moment the LINAC4 beam will be passing next to the
PS in order to adjust the scale of the trajectory correction.
This works as expected, resulting in trajectory stability at
the PSB injection within the specified 1 mm margin. The
same effect is created by the magnets of the ion transfer lines
between LINAC3 and LEIR. However, in this case it is more
static because these magnets are not pulsed and they operate always with the same current. So the trajectory needs
to be corrected only occasionally when LINAC3 starts or
stops its magnets. Nevertheless, an automatic compensation
system is being implemented also for this case such that the
trajectory stability is guaranteed at all times.
During winter the beam energy was observed to occasionally fluctuate by a few hundreds of keV. The klystron water
cooling system was found to be the main cause. Depending
on the outside temperature it uses radiators or cooling towers, because the latter cannot operate when there is a risk
of water freezing. The switch is done automatically, however, this provoked temperature fluctuations up to 4 ◦ C. The
system was regulated and the amplitude reduced well below
1 ◦ C. On the RF side, the circulators are the most sensitive
elements and, during 2021, additional chillers were installed
on their cooling system, that entirely solved the issue. Since
then, the beam energy stays constant within ±50 keV peak
to peak.
For LINAC4 one of the most important performance parameters is availability, because any stop translates to interruption of all the proton based experiments at CERN. In
the 2021 run, which spanned over 42 weeks, it was 96.8%
and in 2022, at the time of writing, it is 97%. Naturally,
the aim is to increase it even further. One discovered weak
point was the active mode-anode stabilisation system in the
modulators that on several occasions broke when klystrons
started oscillating. Each time the repair took around 4 hours.
A more resistant passive system was developed and installed
for a test in one modulator. After 6 months of operation it
proved its satisfactory performance in terms of stability, and
all the modulators are now equipped with this passive system.
None of them have failed since. In general, all the systems
are closely monitored and they keep being improved in order to maximise their availability and performance. Several
other problems were already diagnosed and fixed.
Initially the RFQ transmission was of the order of 78%.
Naturally, the cavity was very carefully tuned using dedicated RF measurements. The frequency of the RFQ is
regulated by adjusting its temperature via cooling circuits.
It was found that lowering the temperature by 1.7 degrees
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increases the transmission to 82.5%. Detailed RF measurements were performed, RF and beam dynamics simulations
are still ongoing, but they are not yet conclusive in explaining
this effect.

MACHINE PROTECTION
Machine protection is essential in LINAC4. Many signals are monitored online and the Beam Interlock System
(BIS) interrupts beam production momentarily if any of the
following is out of the allowed range: beam transmission
measured between three pairs of Beam Current Transformers, levels of Beam Loss Monitors (BLM), acquisitions of
power supplies for critical magnets, temperature of the magnets, status of RF stations and of other critical devices, status
from the Software Interlock System (SIS). Within the SIS
more sophisticated checks are performed. For example, certain BLM inputs need to be masked for beam measurements
with intercepting devices, e.g., wire scanners. SIS will stop
the beam if a mask is active for more than an hour. It also
watches that during operation all the safety thresholds are at
the correct levels, as they may stay lowered after a machine
development session. Another example is an automatic pulse
shortening when any intercepting device is inserted, because
the full pulse length might damage them.
Additionally to BIS and SIS, there are also other mechanisms that can interlock the beam. They are legacy systems
developed for the PSB when it was served by LINAC2 and
naturally LINAC4 also needs to implement them. While
they are all efficient in protecting the machine, the multitude
of solutions poses problems in terms of machine operability. The systems are not aware of each other, and when the
beam is interrupted, the transmission becomes undefined,
and therefore, the BIS also interlocks the beam. In this
case it is not straightforward to understand the origin of the
problem. The timing schema and also the transmission measurement system were upgraded with additional intelligence
to minimise the chances of these chain reactions. Additionally, a software solution is being developed aiming at further
simplification of root cause problem detection.

CONCLUSIONS
LINAC4 successfully replaced LINAC2 in providing
beam for the CERN proton accelerator chain. All the beam
parameters are within specifications: emittance, pulse flatness, shot-to-shot and long-term stability. The expected
improvement in the PSB beam brightness and the intensity
reach were achieved during the first year of operation. Currently the LINAC4 availability is 97% and developments
towards improving it further are ongoing.
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SIMULATIONS OF PROTONS TO EXTRACTION
AT 𝐺𝛾 = 7.5 IN THE AGS BOOSTER
Kiel Hock, Haixin Huang, François Méot
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973
Abstract
To prepare for polarized helion collisions at the Electron
Ion Collider (EIC), polarization transmission at the injectors
for the Hadron Storage Ring must be studied and optimized.
To this effect, an AC dipole has been installed in the AGS
Booster to maximize polarization transmission of helions
through several intrinsic resonances. This installation also
allows polarized protons to be extracted at higher energy
without polarization loss. By increasing the proton extraction energy from 𝐺𝛾 = 4.5 to 𝐺𝛾 = 7.5, protons will cross
the 𝐺𝛾 = 0 + 𝜈𝑦 and 𝐺𝛾 = 12 − 𝜈𝑦 depolarizing vertical
intrinsic resonances, the 𝐺𝛾 = 5, 6, and 7 imperfection
resonances in addition to the 𝐺𝛾 = 3, 4 that are crossed
in the present configuration, and be injected into the AGS
at a higher rigidity. By simulation, it is determined that
there is sufficient strength of the AC dipole to full spin-flip
through each of the intrinsic resonances, and there is sufficient corrector current to preserve polarization through the
three additional imperfection resonances. The higher injection rigidity facilitates the horizontal and vertical tunes being
placed inside the AGS spin-tune gap at injection due to a
substantial improvement on the AGS admittance at injection.

INTRODUCTION
The two types of resonances encountered by polarized
beams in the injectors are imperfection resonances, which
occur when
𝐺𝛾 = 𝑀
(1)
where 𝑀 is an integer, 𝐺 is the anomolous magnetic moment,
and 𝛾 is the Lorentz factor, and intrinsic resonances, which
occur when
𝐺𝛾 = 𝑚𝑃 ± 𝜈𝑦
(2)
where 𝑚 is an integer, 𝑃 is the superperiodicity (𝑃 = 6
for the Booster, 𝑃 = 12 for AGS), and 𝜈𝑦 is the vertical
betatron tune. Imperfection resonances are the result of nonzero closed orbits that are primarily caused by misaligned
quadrupoles. Intrinsic resonances occur when the spin precession is in phase with the particles betatron motion.
To preserve polarization in the AGS, there are two partial
snakes whose settings allow for imperfection resonances to
be avoided by prohibiting 𝜈𝑠 = 𝑀, where 𝜈𝑠 is the spin tune.
The betatron tunes can be placed near the integer (𝜈𝑦 > 8.9)
to mostly avoid intrinsic resonances by prohibiting 𝜈𝑠 = 𝜈𝑦
for vertical, which is referred to as being inside the spin-tune
gap [1]. Due to the geometrical location of the two snakes,
the stable spin direction in the AGS is nearest vertical every
𝐺𝛾 = 3𝑛 + 1.5, where n is an integer. The cold snake in

particular has strong optical distortions which decrease exponentially with energy [2]. These optical distortion adversely
affect the admittance and how the tunes can be configured [3].
In efforts to further improve the polarization transmission
of protons in the injectors, protons can be injected into the
AGS at higher rigidity which can hypothetically allow for
stronger snakes and allow both the horizontal and vertical
betatron tunes to be set inside the spin-tune gap.
Protons are presently injected into the Booster at 𝐺𝛾 =
2.19 and extracted into the AGS at 𝐺𝛾 = 4.5. At injection both betatron tunes are kept above the half-integer
(𝜈𝑦 , 𝜈𝑥 > 4.5) and quickly moved near 4.9 to minimize effects from the space charge [4]. In this configuration, the
𝐺𝛾 = 0 + 𝜈𝑦 resonance is avoided by keeping 𝜈𝑦 = 4.8. In
order to match the stable spin direction from the Booster
to AGS, protons can be extracted at 𝐺𝛾 = 7.5. This higher
extraction energy will cause protons to cross the 𝐺𝛾 = 3
through 7 imperfection resonances and the 𝐺𝛾 = 0 + 𝜈𝑦 and
𝐺𝛾 = 12 − 𝜈𝑦 intrinsic resonances. Simulations of intrinsic
resonance crossing, imperfection resonance crossing, and
AGS admittance at injection are performed using Zgoubi [5].

INTRINSIC RESONANCE CROSSING
An AC dipole has been installed in the Booster to overcome vertical intrinsic resonances that polarized beams will
encounter as they are accelerated [6, 7]. It is able to induce
a full spin-flip of all particles in the bunch by driving high
amplitude vertical coherent oscillations, causing all particles
of the bunch to sample the strong horizontal fields in the
quadrupoles. The amplitude of these oscillations follows [8]
𝑌𝑐𝑜ℎ =

𝐵𝑚 𝑙
𝛽
4𝜋𝐵𝜌𝛿𝑚 𝑦

(3)

where 𝐵𝑚 𝑙 is the AC dipole strength, 𝐵𝜌 is the rigidity, 𝛿𝑚 =
𝜈𝑚 − 𝜈𝑦 − 𝑛 is the separation between the AC dipole tune
(𝜈𝑚 ) and the vertical betatron tune, and 𝛽𝑦 is the vertical beta
function. The AC dipole tune is
𝜈𝑚 = 𝑓𝑚 /𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑣

(4)

with 𝑓𝑚 being the AC dipole oscillation frequency and 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑣 is
the revolution frequency. The AC dipole system is designed
with a maximum 𝐵𝑚 𝑙 = 25 Gm and an oscillation frequency
of 𝑓𝑚 = 250 kHz.
For protons crossing the 𝐺𝛾 = 0 + 𝜈𝑦 resonance, the configuration is 𝜈𝑦 = 4.8088 and 𝜈𝑚 = 0.1812 which requires
𝐵𝑚 𝑙 = 12.3 Gm at 𝛿𝑚 = 0.01 to full spin-flip (as shown in
Table 1). Protons crossing the 𝐺𝛾 = 12 − 𝜈𝑦 resonance will
require 𝜈𝑦 = 4.8161 with 𝜈𝑚 = 0.1739. In order to have
a full spin-flip, the AC dipole strength 𝐵𝑚 𝑙 = 28.0 Gm at
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0 + 𝜈𝑦

12 − 𝜈𝑦

𝐺𝛾
𝜈𝑚
𝛿𝑚
𝐵𝜌 [Tm]
𝜖𝑘
𝜎𝑦 [mm]
𝐵𝑚 𝑙 [Gm]

4.8088
0.1812
0.01
7.789
0.00246
1.83
12.3

7.1836
0.1736
0.009
12.143
0.00152
1.47
25.0

0

5000

10000
Turns

15000

4.90

Figure 1: Simulations of protons crossing the 𝐺𝛾 = 0 + 𝜈𝑦
resonance with 𝐵𝑚 𝑙 = 12.3 Gm and 𝛿𝑚 = 0.01 to induce a
full spin-flip of the bunch.

IMPERFECTION RESONANCE CROSSING
To cross the 𝐺𝛾 = 𝐾 resonance the ℎ = 𝐾 orbit harmonic
is corrected or enhanced, which either reduces the strength
of the resonance to zero or enhances it to full spin-flip. The
Booster has 24 vertical corrector dipoles [9] used for these
orbit harmonic manipulations, and are powered according to
𝐵𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖,ℎ (𝐼sin,ℎ ) sin(ℎ𝜃𝑖 ) + 𝑏𝑖,ℎ (𝐼cos,ℎ ) cos(ℎ𝜃𝑖 )

7.10

7.15

7.20
|Gγ|

7.25

= 2 exp (

𝐼sin,𝑘 − 𝜇sin,𝑘
2
2𝜎sin,𝑘

) exp (

𝐼cos,𝑘 − 𝜇cos,𝑘
2
2𝜎cos,𝑘

)

(6)

where 𝑃𝑓 and 𝑃𝑖 are the values of the polarization after and
before the resonance, 𝜎sin,𝑘 and 𝜎cos,𝑘 are the widths. A
simulated scan of 𝐺𝛾 = 5 is seen in Fig. 3.

(5)

where 𝑖 is the corrector number, 𝜃𝑖 is the location in the ring,
ℎ is the harmonic number, and 𝑎𝑖,𝑘 (𝐼sin,𝑘 ) and 𝑏𝑖,𝑘 (𝐼cos,𝑘 ) are
the strengths of corrector 𝑖 with current 𝐼𝑡,ℎ and 𝑡 denotes
the sine or cosine component. The maximum current of the
corrector dipole power supplies is 25 A which is the main

1
Icos,5
Isin,5
Sy

Y [cm]

Sy

0
4.85

15000

Figure 2: Simulations of protons crossing the 𝐺𝛾 = 12 − 𝜈𝑦
resonance with 𝐵𝑚 𝑙 = 25.0 Gm and 𝛿𝑚 = 0.009 to induce a
full spin-flip of the bunch.

𝑃𝑖

4.80
|Gγ|

10000
Turns

0
−1

𝑃𝑓

4.75

5000

limitation, and have an excitation of 0.975 Gm/A. To simulate the resonance crossings, the quadrupole alignment data
is added to the model which accurately reflects experimental
data for the 𝐺𝛾 =3 and 4 imperfection resonances [10].
At each resonance, a scan of 𝐼𝑡,ℎ , for ℎ = 𝑘, is performed
to find the optimal currents for harmonic correction, 𝜇𝑡,ℎ .
The results of each scan is fitted using a Gaussian of the
form

1

−1

0

1

𝛿𝑚 = 0.01. As the maximum strength of the Booster AC
dipole is 𝐵𝑚 𝑙 = 25.0 Gm, 𝛿𝑚 will need to be reduced to
a maximum of 0.009. Plots of 1,000 protons crossing the
𝐺𝛾 = 0 + 𝜈𝑦 and the 𝐺𝛾 = 12 − 𝜈𝑦 resonances are shown
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. The 𝐺𝛾 = 12 − 𝜈𝑦 resonance can be avoided entirely if 𝜈𝑦 is less than 4.5, but would
complicate injection into the Booster.
3.0
1.5
0.0
−1.5
−3.0

3.0
1.5
0.0
−1.5
−3.0

Sy

Resonance

Y [cm]

Table 1: Table summarizing AC dipole settings to spin-flip
at the 𝐺𝛾 = 0 + 𝜈𝑦 and 𝐺𝛾 = 12 − 𝜈𝑦 intrinsic resonances.

0

−1

−25

0
Corrector current [A]

25

Figure 3: Harmonic scan of 𝐼sin,5 , 𝐼cos,5 corrector currents
for the 𝐺𝛾 = 5 resonance crossing to find the optimal settings
to preserve polarization.
With the scan and fit parameters, it is determined if the
relevant orbit harmonic should be corrected or enhanced in
order to preserve polarization. Table 2 shows the optimal
corrector currents, the corresponding currents required to
preserve polarization, and the maximum current on any one
of the corrector dipoles.
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Table 2: Table summarizing corrector currents required to
preserve polarization at each additional imperfection resonance for nominal proton configuration.
𝐾

𝜇𝑠

𝜇𝑐

𝐼sin,𝐾

𝐼cos,𝐾

𝐼max

5
6
7

2.7±8.5
7.9±6.9
54.2±0.9

24.9±9.7
-2.5±0.8
57.2±0.8

2.7
-14.0
0.0

24.9
8.0
0.0

24.3
12.8
0.0

If 𝜈𝑦 is less than 4.5 to avoid crossing the 𝐺𝛾 = 12 − 𝜈𝑦
resonance, different quadrupole strengths would be present
and the ℎ = 4 orbit harmonic would be dominant. The analysis is performed on this change in optics and summarized
in Table 3.
Table 3: Table summarizing corrector currents required to
preserve polarization at each additional imperfection resonance in the case that 𝜈𝑦 < 4.5.
𝜇𝑠

3
4
5
6
7

4.2±1.2
2.5±6.4
1.0±0.9
7.6±2.9
5.7±1.1

Protons 𝜈𝑦 < 4.5
𝜇𝑐
sin 𝑘𝑣
4.5±0.9
0.7±5.0
11.5±0.9
-2.1±0.9
3.4±1.4

4.2
2.5
0.0
-14.0
-10.0

cos 𝑘𝑣

𝐼max

4.5
0.7
-12.0
8.0
10.0

6.2
2.4
11.9
12.8
14.2

|Gγ|=4.5

8

10
8
6
4
2
0

6
4
0.71
0.85

0.83
0.91
Qy

The optical distortions from the cold snake adversely affect the admittance [2, 3], which is the stable area of the
beam within the limiting aperture of the machine. An example of an admittance calculation from simulation is shown
in Fig. 4, where particles are tracked for 𝑁 = 200 turns and
the edge of the stability region is determined.
1.50
Unstable

1.25

Y [cm]

1.00
0.75
Stable

0.50
0.25
0.00
−2.0

−1.5

−1.0

−0.5

0.0
X [cm]

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Figure 4: Example of the admittance where the algorithm
finds the edge of the stability region for 𝑁 = 200 turns.

0.97

Qx

2
0

0.95

|Gγ|=7.5

10
8

10
8
6
4
2
0

6
4
0.71
0.85

0.83
0.91
Qy

AGS ADMITTANCE AT INJECTION

10

2
Admittance [cm ]

𝐺𝛾

observed in Fig. 5 with 𝐺𝛾 = 4.5 (top) being substantially
smaller than 𝐺𝛾 = 7.5 (bottom). This improvement in admittance can not only allow both the tunes to be placed inside
the spin-tune gap (that is [𝜈𝑥 , 𝜈𝑦 ] > [8.9, 8.9]), but can allow
stronger snake settings to mitigate polarization loss during
the AGS acceleration cycle.

2
Admittance [cm ]
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0.97

Qx

2
0

0.95

Figure 5: AGS admittance with injection at 𝐺𝛾 = 4.5 (top)
and at 𝐺𝛾 = 7.5 (bottom).

CONCLUSION
Simulations of polarized protons crossing the 𝐺𝛾 = 0+𝜈𝑦
and 𝐺𝛾 = 12 − 𝜈𝑦 intrinsic resonance show the AC dipole
has sufficient strength to induce a full spin-flip at each resonance. The strength required for the 𝐺𝛾 = 12 − 𝜈𝑦 resonance
necessitates that 𝛿𝑚 be less than 0.009. Simulations of imperfection resonances using misaligned quadrupoles from
survey data showed there is sufficient corrector current to
correct each of the additional imperfection resonances. The
admittance simulations show that at 𝐺𝛾 = 7.5 the admittance is substantially larger than at 𝐺𝛾 = 4.5 and facilitates
both horizontal and vertical tunes to be placed inside the
spin-tune gap at injection. This improved admittance would
also allow running with stronger snakes.
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Injection into the AGS at 𝐺𝛾 = 7.5 has a factor of 12
reduction in these optical defects when compared to the
𝐺𝛾 = 4.5 case. The effect this has on the admittance is
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EIC CRAB CAVITY MULTIPOLE ANALYSIS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON
DYNAMIC APERTURE*
Q. Wu†, Y. Luo, B. Xiao, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, USA
S. U. De Silva, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA, USA
Z. Li, SLAC, Menlo Park, CA, USA
Abstract
Crab cavity is essential for retrieving the loss in luminosity due to the large crossing angle in the two colliding
beam lines of the Electron Ion Collider (EIC). Due to the
asymmetric design of the proton beam crab cavity, the fundamental mode consists of contributions from higher order
multipoles. These multipole modes may change during
fabrication and installation of the cavities, and therefore affect the local dynamic aperture. Thresholds for each order
of the multipoles are applied to ensure dynamic aperture
requirements at these crab cavities. In this paper, we analysed the strength of the multipoles due to fabrication and
installation accuracies and set limitations to each procedure
to maintain the dynamic aperture requirement.

interaction region has a crossing angle of 25 mrad, Fig. 2
which is more than 40 times larger than the LHC. With
such a large crossing angle, the EIC benefits from the LHC
experience as well as encounters many challenges while
demonstrating the crabbing scheme. The crab cavity of the
EIC will have a full SRF system with 197 MHz and 394
MHz resonators combined. To reach the peak luminosity,
both frequencies must be considered for beam-cavity interaction studies. This paper will focus on the main crab cavity of 197 MHz for hadron storage ring, as shown in Fig. 3.
The 394 MHz crab cavity requires future work.

INTRODUCTION
The concept of using an RF deflector to compensate for the
geometrical loss in the colliding beams due to fast sep-aration
from the designed crossing angle has been intro-duced by
Robert Palmer in 1988 [1]. As concept only relates to
colliders that pursue high luminosity, these RF deflectors are
not developed as popular as other RF resonators in traditional accelerators. Figure 1 shows the various crab cavities that have been built and operated in the past [2-5].
Figure 2: EIC interaction region layout with 25 mrad full
crossing angle.

Figure 1: Difference crab cavities fabricated and operated.
Top left: Squashed crab cavity at 509 MHz operated in the
HER ring @ KEK. Top right: Double Quarter Wave crab
cavity at 400 MHz operated in the SPS ring @ CERN. Bottom left: Single-cell prototype of the 3.9 GHz 9-cell crab
cavity for ILC. Bottom right: 12-cell copper travellingwave structure for crabbing in CLIC.
The future Electron Ion Collider [6] has a design goal of
reaching a luminosity of 1034 cm−2 sec−1. The EIC
___________________________________________

* Work supported by Brookhaven Science Associates, LLC under Contract No. DE-SC0012704 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
† qiowu@bnl.gov

Figure 3: 197 MHz crab cavity model with horizontal coupling for EIC.

CRAB CAVITY MULTIPOLES
The transverse crabbing effect in the RF structure can be
decomposed into a series of EM fields that imitate the magnets in the machine, with the time-dependent dipole mode
(crabbing mode) dominating. The coefficient of each mode
can be evaluated through the Lorentz force of the transverse EM field or analysing the longitudinal electric field
using the Panofsky-Wenzel Theorem [7].
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Using the PW Theorem, for particles with speed c, the
transverse momentum change inside the crab cavity can be
expressed as
𝑖𝑞
∇
𝐸 𝑟, 𝜃, 𝑠 𝑒 𝑑𝑠
∆𝑝⟘ 𝑒
𝜔 ⟘
where 𝜔 2𝜋𝑓, 𝑓 is the frequency of the cavity, 𝑧 is the
coordinate along longitudinal direction, s is the coordinate
along the trajectory, r is the distance in radial direction, q
is the charge of the particle, and 𝛹 is the phase advance of
the crab cavity.
If we expand the integral inside the parentheses, the
equation above can be expressed as
𝑟
𝑏 cos 𝑛𝜃 𝑎 sin 𝑛𝜃
∆𝑝⟘ 𝑒
𝑛
where 𝜃 is the angle in transverse plane, with horizontal
plane as 0 degree. 𝑏 and 𝑎 are the normal and skew coefficients of each order of the modes, e.g. n= 1 is dipole,
n=2 is quadrupole, n=3 is sextupole, etc..
The higher order coefficients (n>2) provide unwanted
effects during the beam-cavity interaction, but cannot be
avoided due the asymmetrical structure of the cavity and
the RF auxiliaries coupling into the cavity. These multipolar components of the crabbing mode are always in phase
with the crabbing dipole.
These modes can cause instabilities inside the bunches
as they travel downstream, and will limit the dynamic aperture (DA) of the IR region. Therefore, the multipolar
modes should be carefully evaluated with each version of
the cavity design, and should be limited below a threshold
to obtain an acceptable DA.

Multipole Coefficient Calculation
The multipolar field coefficients 𝑏 and 𝑎 can be calculated from the following equations:
𝑏
𝑎

1
𝜋
1
𝜋

𝑛
𝐴 𝑟, 𝜃 cos 𝑛𝜃 𝑑𝜃
𝑟
𝑛
𝐴 𝑟, 𝜃 sin 𝑛𝜃 𝑑𝜃
𝑟

where

𝑖𝑞
∇
𝐸 𝑟, 𝜃, 𝑠 𝑒 𝑑𝑠
𝜔 ⟘
The fundamental mode field distribution can be obtained
from the CST Studio [8] with consideration of the convergence from previous studies [9]. The EIC crab cavities are
required to provide a horizontal crabbing kick for the collision, which leads to the skew coefficients 𝑎 are negligible. Therefore, the studies only focus on the dominating
normal multipolar components coefficients 𝑏 .
By comparing different design versions of the EIC 197
MHz crab cavity, Table 1, the change in multipole strength
can be linked to a specific change in the cavity shape or
coupler type as shown in their 3D models. All three designs
share the same cavity main body, but their Fundamental
Power Couplers are coupling differently into the cavity
field.
All multipole coefficients are scaled to 25.8 MV crabbing voltage. This is the total voltage required on one side
of the interaction point to completely compensate the
crossing angle of 25 mrad in EIC.
With 𝑏 representing the main dipole crab kick, the table
shows E probe FPC design has a quadrupole 𝑏 that is one
order of magnitude less than the other two designs, as well
as a 6-fold decrease in this version in octupole 𝑏 . Two designs with horizontal FPC have much smaller 𝑏 compared
to the vertical FPC design. The differences in the three FPC
coupling schemes contributed to the change in these even
number higher order multipole strength. This can be verified by the multipole coefficient plot along the beam axis
as shown in Fig. 4. From the 𝑏 distribution plot, the main
contribution to the sextupole component is from the two
gaps between the cavity end plates and the center deflection plates.
Verifying the source of each higher order multipole in
the cavity design is essential for decreasing their strength
when necessary. Some multipoles are originated from the
same design feature, and changing the design would have
to ensure all of the multipoles are under the threshold.
𝐴 𝑟, 𝜃

Table 1: Normal Multipole Coefficients for Various Cavity Design. All Normalized to 25.8 MV Crabbing Voltage
Vertical FPC
Hook FPC
E Probe FPC
Type
3D Model

𝑏 𝑚𝑇 ∙ 𝑚
𝑏 𝑚𝑇
𝑏 𝑚𝑇/𝑚
𝑏 𝑚𝑇/𝑚
𝑏 𝑚𝑇/𝑚
𝑏 𝑚𝑇/𝑚

85.48
2.27
1356.18
19.55
-71717.47
34457.83

85.47
1.91
1333.64
19.03
-72285.03
5721.66

85.70
0.19
1342.72
-3.35
-71760.90
2186.21
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section radial angles. When the flat beam passing through
the round beam pipe with a diameter of 10 cm, the DA is
constraining the horizontal direction by far more than the
vertical direction. Such beam distribution indicates that the
limitation of the DA comes from horizontal direction. In
the DA studies, the tracking covers from 0°to 60° with respect to the horizontal plane.
The threshold of the multipoles is then defined by the
minimum acceptable DA for the IR region, which currently
is set at 6σ. In the tracking process, each multipole interacts
with hadron beam the same location on each turn. DA is
calculated at the end of the defined tracking period. With
106 turns, the DA for crab cavity multipoles 𝑏 and 𝑏 are
plotted in Fig. 5. To learn the DA sensitivity to different
multipolar fields, each tracking of multipole strength scan
is completed with only one type of the multipoles.

FPC
port

b2

b3

b2

b4
Figure 4: b2, b3 and b4 strength along beam axis in the 197
MHz crab cavity for EIC. Vertical axis is in arbitrary units.
Horizontal axis is distance in mm, with zero at the center
of the cavity.

b2

b3
b3

DYNAMIC APERTURE TRACKING
We use SimTrack [10] with a parameter scan of the
multi-polar components of the crabbing mode for DA
tracking. These studies have assumed the crabbing kick
happens at the center of the installation region in the
lattice, and all multipoles are treated as a time dependent
thin length mag-net. SimTrack implements exact 6D
Hamiltonian and in-cluded nonlinear field errors and
optics correction before DA tracking.
Based on the limitation of the achievable voltage from
the SRF cavities, four 197 MHz crab cavities of the same
design are planned to be installed on each side of the interaction point providing a total crabbing voltage of 25.8 MV.
The summation of all cavity multipoles confined the DA of
the IR section along with other components, and the dynamic aperture is affected by the nonlinear effect introduced by the higher order magnet fields. However, comparing with traditional magnets in the ring, the multipoles
generated by the crabbing kick is time dependent during
the interaction with each bunch. The traditional magnets
are not capable of cancelling the effect of the crab cavity
multipoles. Therefore, it is important to set a threshold to
the crab cavity multipoles to allow sufficient DA in the IR.
To achieve high luminosity for physics experiments, the
EIC hadron beam has unequal transverse emittance with a
ratio of 11:1 for horizontal to vertical bunch size. The DA
is described by the mean amplitude in terms of root mean
square width of the bunch (σ) at different bunch cross-

Figure 5: DA vs multipole coefficients b2 and b3.
On the right-hand side of Fig. 5, the thresholds of quadrupole and sextupole coefficients at 6σ are labeled for comparison with Table 1.
The minimum quadrupole coefficient 𝑏 among the
three designs in Table 1 is from the E Probe FPC with a
value that is 27 times less than the threshold, which leaves
a large safety margin during operation. However, 𝑏 of all
three designs are very similar due to the same cavity main
body design, and the value is 7 times greater than the
threshold. The relatively small threshold might be caused
by the two sets of crab cavities on both sides of the interaction point do not have an exact phase difference of 180
degrees. This still need future study as well as the higher
order multipoles with n>3.

CONCLUSION
Different design versions of the 197 MHz crab cavity for
EIC have been compared as guidance to the design selection. The multipolar coefficients also compared with the
threshold set by DA tracking, and the sextupole strength
exceeds the current threshold simulations. Further study to
resolve the issue is needed, as well as verification of the
higher order multipoles.
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DEUTERON BEAM POWER RAMP-UP AT SPIRAL2
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Abstract
The SPIRAL2 linac commissioning started on 8 July 2019
after obtaining the authorisation to operate by the French
Safety Authority. The tuning of the two Low Energy Beam
Transport (LEBT), Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ),
Medium Energy Beam Transport (MEBT), Superconducting (SC) linac and High Energy Beam Transport (HEBT)
was done with 𝐻 + , 4 𝐻𝑒2+ and 𝐷+ beams during three periods of six months each in 2019, 2020 and 2021. The results
obtained in 2021 with a 𝐷+ beam are presented. The strategy
for the tuning of the MEBT, including three rebunchers, is
described. The comparison between the beam parameter
measurements and reference simulations are also presented.
The main results of the power ramp-up to 10 kW in the linac
with a 5 mA 𝐷+ beam are next reported. Finally, the extrapolation from the nominal power (200 kW) to the obtained
results is analysed.

INTRODUCTION
SPIRAL2 is the major recent upgrade made of the GANIL
facility [1]. The linear accelerator is composed of two LEBT
lines, one for heavy ions (𝐴/𝑄 < 3) and one for 𝐻 + /𝐷+ ,
followed by a third one that collects the beam from the first
two and matches it to the RFQ [2]. The MEBT to match
the beam to the SC linac, is also designed to host a dipole
to insert a heavier ion beam coming from a second injector
(NEWGAIN project) [3] and includes a bunch selection
system [4] allowing to inject from 1/100 to 1/1000 bunch in
the linac for the Time of Flight (ToF) experiments in Neutron
For Science (NFS) room.
The SC linac is composed of a low 𝛽 section (𝛽 = 0.07)
with 12 single-cavity cryomodules [5], and a high 𝛽 section
(𝛽 = 0.12) with 7 two-cavity cryomodules [6]. Finally,
three HEBT lines deliver the beam to the linac Beam Dump
(SAFARI) [7], NFS and S3 (Super Separator Spectrometer)
experimental rooms as shown in Figure 1.
The different ions can be accelerated up to 14.5 MeV/A,
20 MeV/A and 33 MeV/A with a maximum beam power of
45 kW, 200 kW and 165 kW for mass to charge ratios (A/Q)
3, 2 and 1 respectively.
The ECR sources, LEBT lines and the RFQ were commissioned before getting the authorisation to operate the
SC linac in July 2019 [2]. During the second semesters of
2019, 2020 and 2021, the MEBT, SC linac and HEBT lines
were commissioned, the first NFS experiments were also
done [1, 8].
The main 2020 objective was to perform a power rampup for a nominal current 𝐻 + beam (5 mA) to validate the
∗
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whole accelerator before taking the risk of activating it with
the deuterons. This target has been achieved on November
18, 2020, with a beam power of ∼ 16 kW (4 mA, 12.6 %
duty factor) [9]. Two measurements were very useful to
control the beam loss variations during the power ramp-up:
the pressure variations mainly along the low 𝛽 section, and
the count rate in the BLMs along the high 𝛽 section and in
the HEBT area.
The last part of the linac commissioning started in July
2021 with the tuning of the LEBT, MEBT, linac and HEBT
lines for a 4 𝐻𝑒2+ beam. The same tuning was then validated
with a 𝐷+ beam. The tuning was then optimised with the
𝐷+ beam and the power was increased to 10 kW. One of the
objectives for the commissioning team at this step was to
increase the beam power in order to validate the tuning and
detect problems (e.g. related to diagnostics or cavities).
The next section of this paper presents the strategy carried
out to achieve this goal. The results obtained during the
different optimization steps and their analysis are next also
presented.

STRATEGY
The commissioning of SPIRAL2 in 2021 took place between July and December and was divided into four stages.
In the first stage , the tuning of the LEBT, RFQ, MEBT,
and linac with a 4 𝐻𝑒2+ beam were carried out. The second
stage consisted to drive the 𝐷+ beam to SAFARI without
optimising the linac tuning. Afterwards, the objective was
to reduce the beam losses optimising the beam transport in
the MEBT and SC linac before starting the power ramp-up
to 10 kW with a 5 mA 𝐷+ beam.

MEBT Tuning
The tuning of the MEBT, including the three rebunchers and the Single Bunch Selector (SBS), was carried out
with a 1.2 mA 4 𝐻𝑒2+ beam. The transverse rms emittance
measured in the MEBT was 0.2 𝜋.mm.mrad. Two methods called “simplified” and “zero-crossing” were used for
the rebuncher tunings. The simplified method uses phase
measurements on the pick up at the end of the MEBT, first
with the three rebunchers off and detuned. Then, the first
rebuncher is turned on at its theoretical voltage value and a
phase scan is performed. The cavity phase and amplitude are
found comparing the phase measurements and computations
done tracking a reference particle in the rebuncher field map.
The process is replicated for the next two rebunchers. The issue with this method comes from phase measurement shifts
induced by a strong debunching due to the long distance
between the RFQ output and the pick-up, as well as between
the first and second rebunchers and the pick-up.
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Figure 1: SPIRAL2 SC linac layout.

Figure 3: Transversal phase space in the MEBT for 5mA
deuteron beam: reference simulation (left) and measurement
(right).
Figure 2: Phase scan for rebuncher N° 1.
For the zero-crossing method, three limited phase
scans are done at nominal voltage, nominal + 20% and
nominal – 20% around the buncher phase (𝜙𝑠 = -90°). The
rebuncher phase is then found from the three scan intersection point (Figure 2). In this way, the beam stays sufficiently
well bunched at the pick-up position and the phase measurements are accurate.
The MEBT transverse emittances are in agreement with
the expected ones for 𝐷+ beam as is shown in Figure 3 with
a measured transverse rms emittance of 0.18 𝜋.mm.mrad.
Table 1 shows a good agreement between the measurements
and TraceWin [10] reference Courant-Snyder parameters for
a 5 mA 𝐷+ beam at the emittance meter position (simulation
carried out with 400000 particles).
Table 1: MEBT Simulated and Measured Courant-Snyder
Parameters for 5 mA 𝐷+
Margin
Alpha X, X’
Beta X, X’ (mm/𝜋.mrad)
Alpha Y,Y’
Beta Y,Y’ (mm/𝜋.mrad)
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
A08: Linear Accelerators

Reference

Measurement

4.17
-0.23
0.92
-0.33

4.11
-0.18
1.07
-0.35

Immediately after the linac tuning with 4 𝐻𝑒2+ , a deuteron
beam produced by the other source was transported in the
LEBT, RFQ, MEBT, linac and HEBT to SAFARI. This
5 mA 𝐷+ beam with 1 ms pulse length at 1 Hz was accelerated on July 30, with a transmission higher than 99.8%,
without any optimisation of the tuning. During the next
stage, beam transport was optimised in the MEBT and the
linac, mainly by making adjustments to the LLRF control.
The beam losses were minimized by monitoring the transmission from the ACCT/DCTT, the BLM count rates, the
pressure variations in the linac warm sections, the alignment
with the BPM, and the segmented loss ring and beam dump
temperature measurements at the end of the HEBT.

POWER RAMP-UP
The power ramp-up with the deuteron beam was performed on November 16, 2021. The beam current was first
increased by opening the slits of the LEBT in four steps up
to 5 mA at the linac output , with 1 ms pulses at 10 Hz. The
10 kW beam power was obtained at 11:59 with 5% duty
cycle at 38.3 MeV. As shown in Figure 4 the transmission
during the duty cycle increase was 100%, within the error
bar of 0.12% (6 𝜇𝐴). The beam total energy was 38.3 MeV
instead of 40 MeV because the 11th cavity of high 𝛽 section
(cryomodule #6, cavity 1) was not used due to an amplifier
failure.
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Figure 4: Beam power (blue) and transmission (green) of
the 5 mA deuteron beam during the ramp-up to 10 kW.

Figure 6: BLM count rate: thresholds (blue), 10 kW
deuteron beam (red) and extrapolation to 200 kW (green).

The low 𝛽 cavities #6 and #7 sttripped at the duty cycle
increase step from 5% to 6% because the field stability was
out of the requested margin. There was a 7% decrease of
cavity #6 field as shown in Figure 5. For cavity #7 the field
decrease of 1.5% was due to a bad tuning of the amplifier.

Figure 7: Pressure variation at 10 kW beam power.

Figure 5: Cavity field (blue), RF power amplifier (orange),
and amplifier power control (yellow) for cavity #6.
Figure 6 shows the beam loss measurements by the BLM
at 10 kW, the linear extrapolation to 100% duty cycle and
the thresholds at 1 W/m for linac operation. The margin
between the extrapolation and the 1 W/m limit indicates the
feasibility to work with the nominal 200 kW deuteron beam
power.
Figure 7 shows the pressure variations along the SC linac
with two peaks observable during the 10 kW run. The pressure variation error bars include an absolute measurement
error of ±30% and an instrument reproducibility of 5%. The
first one in warm section #6 (middle of the low 𝛽 section)
is weak, the second in warm section #18 (end of high 𝛽
section) was attributed to the cavity #7 amplifier bad tuning.
However, these losses are not problematic according to the
measured transmission.
Figure 8 shows the rise in temperatures at each SAFARI
thermocouple at 10 kW. The maximum temperatures in the
bottom right zone indicate that the beam was not perfectly
aligned, but well within the limits. The temperature rises
along the beam dump shows a power deposition in agreement
with the design studies [7].
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CONCLUSION
The SPIRAL2 facility has been successfully commissioned with deuterons. The 2023 objective is to validate
the linac with A/Q = 3 particles for the Super Separator
Spectrometer S3 experimental room.

Figure 8: Temperature rise in SAFARI thermocouples at 10
kW deuteron beam.
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Abstract
The Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-II) that will be installed at Fermilab is the first U.S. accelerator project that
will have significant contributions from international partners. CEA joined the international collaboration in 2018,
and will deliver 10 low-beta cryomodules as In-Kind Contribution to the PIP-II project, with cavities supplied by
LASA-INFN and power couplers and tuning systems supplied by Fermilab. This paper presents the CEA scope of
work that includes the design, manufacturing, assembly
and tests of the cryomodules and the upgrade of the existing infrastructures to the PIP-II requirements.

INTRODUCTION
The PIP-II project is an upgrade of the accelerator complex of Fermilab to enable the world's most intense neutrino beam for the Long Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF)
and the Deep-Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE)
located in South Dakota, 1200 km from the neutrino production in Illinois.
PIP-II will deliver 1.2 MW of proton beam power from
the injector, upgradeable to multi-MW capability. The central element of PIP-II is an 800 MeV linear accelerator,
which comprises a room temperature front end followed by
a superconducting section. The superconducting section
consists of five different types of cavities and cryomodules,
including Half Wave Resonators (HWR), Single Spoke and
elliptical resonators operating at state-of-the-art parameters
[1].
PIP-II is the first U.S. accelerator project that will be
constructed with significant contributions from international partners, including India, Italy, France, United Kingdom and Poland [2].

OVERVIEW OF THE CEA CONTRIBUTION TO THE PIP-II PROJECT
CEA is designing, building, testing, installing and commissioning superconducting linear accelerators (or part of
them) for others labs since 20 years. It includes the development of a wide range of cryomodules with different frequencies, different types of cavities (low beta ones – halfwave and quarter-wave resonators – and high beta ones –
elliptical cavities), different types of supports and insertion
modes of the cold mass: 352 MHz cryomodule for SOLEIL,
88 MHz QWR cryomodules for Spiral2, 1.3 GHz cryomodules for XFEL, 175 MHz HWR cryomodules for
IFMIF/EVEDA, IFMIF-DONES and SARAF, 704 MHz
cryomodules
for ESS [3, 4].
___________________________________________

Thanks to this expertise, CEA joined the PIP-II collaboration in 2018. The involvement of CEA in the PIP-II Linac
construction was formally approved by the French Ministry of Research in July 2020 with the definition of the scope
of work and the budget envelope.
CEA contribution focuses on the 650 MHz superconducting accelerating section, with the design, fabrication,
assembly and test of 1 pre-production and 9 production
low-beta 650 MHz cryomodules (called “LB650” hereafter) according to the PIP-II project specified requirements.
This includes:
• The design of the LB650 cryomodule.
• The procurement of most of the components of
the cryostat (i.e. the cryomodule without the
cavities, the tuning systems, the power couplers
and some standard components provided by the
PIP-II collaboration).
• The assembly and cold RF tests of the 10
LB650 cryomodules.
• The design of the transport frame for the LB650
cryomodules, fabrication of 2 units and road
test of the pre-production cryomodule.
• The preparation for shipment before the transfer title from CEA to the U.S Department of Energy and the overseas transportation from
France to the USA.

DESIGN OF THE LB650 CRYOMODULE
The LB650 cryomodule houses four 5-cell β=0.61 cavities (developed by Fermilab, INFN, and VECC for the preproduction cryomodule and series cryomodules [5]). The
frequency tuning systems and the power couplers for the
low beta and high beta cavities are identical. They are under the responsibility of Fermilab, with CEA contribution
on the design studies of the power couplers. Each cavity is
connected to the a supporting system that stays at room
temperature , the strongback, using two support posts made
of low thermal conductivity material to limit the thermal
load between the room temperature strongback and the helium temperature devices. The posts have two thermal intercepts, one connected to the thermal shield (cooled
around 40 K) and the 5 K line where liquid helium flows
inside.
The LB650 cryomodule is similar to the HB650 cryomodule that is being developed by Fermilab [6]. In order
to benefit from the HB650 cryomodule to the LB650 one,
CEA is part of the integrated design team with Fermilab,

* Now at Fermilab, Batavia IL 60510, USA
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UKRI-STFC and DAE and was in charge of the mechanical and thermal design of the strongback and the design of
the endcap tooling (based on the one used for the assembly
of the ESS cryomodules at Saclay).
The design of the LB650 cryomodule is described in [7].
Figure 1 presents an artist view of this cryomodule.

Figure 2: Tooling for the cavity string assembly in clean
room.

Post Clean Room Assembly
Figure 1: The LB650 cryomodule.

ASSEMBLY OF THE CRYOMODULES
The assembly of the LB650 cryomodules will be performed in the so-called “ESS Village” at CEA Saclay (former “XFEL Village”). The infrastructures and existing
equipment will be adapted to the PIP-II components.
Assembly studies have been performed in parallel to the
design of the cryomodule in order to define as earlier as
possible the required tooling and interfaces between the
components and the tools. It also enabled to identify the
workstations according to the assembly sequence. Even if
the one for the LB650 cryomodule is rather similar to the
one for the HB650 cryomodule the difference of infrastructure between CEA Saclay and Fermilab has to be taken into
account. Concerning the design of the tooling, the challenge is to adapt the existing one already used for the assembly of the XFEL and ESS cryomodules to the PIP-II
components while trying to keep this one compatible as
much as possible with the tooling developed by Fermilab
for the assembly of the HB650 cryomodules.

Three workstations are identified for the assembly operations outside the clean room. At the first one, each cavity
is equipped with its tuning system and cold magnetic shield
and the inlet and outlet cryogenic pipes are welded to the
helium tank.
The second workstation is dedicated to the cold mass assembly and its insertion in the vacuum vessel. It is divided
into three working areas, one for the strongback assembly,
one for the installation of the cavity string on the strongback and the finalization of the cold mass assembly and the
last one for the preparation of the vacuum vessel with the
installation of the warm magnetic shield on its inner surface. Once the cold mass is inserted in the vacuum vessel,
the two end caps are installed. Most of the tooling used for
the operations at this workstation is shown in Figure 3.
The last workstation (CLO) is dedicated to the preparation of the cryomodule before its transfer to the RF test
stand that is installed in a building close to the assembly
hall.

Cavity String Assembly
The cavity string is made of four superconducting cavities, four power coupler, three bellows implemented between two cavities and two cold-warm transition with the
beam valves that close the beam vacuum. It will be assembled in the 112 m² ISO 4 clean room.
Two workstations have been identified: one for the preparation of the components (including the high pressure
rinsing of the bellows and transitions), the other for the assembly of the beam components.
Each cavity is supported by two support posts (Figure 2).
Two similar posts are used to install the beam valve on a
cold-warm transition. Two assembly support tables have
been developed to connect the power couplers and the bellows on the cavities. Every post and tool has adjustment
systems to position one component with regards to the
other.
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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Figure 3: Tooling used for the insertion of the cold mass
inside the vacuum vessel.

UPGRADE OF THE RF TEST
INFRASTRUCTURE
The existing test infrastructure that is currently used for
the qualification at Saclay of some of the ESS cryomodules,
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and that is described in [8], has to be adapted to fulfil the
PIP-II requirements. It includes the procurement of four
650 MHz 19kW CW solid-state amplifiers, four RF power
circulators equipped with their corresponding RF loads and
the waveguide distribution system to power the four cavities of the LB650 cryomodule independently. Concerning
the cryogenic system, the existing cold box will be replaced
by a more efficient one that delivers supercritical helium
(5.5 K / 3 bars) instead of saturated liquid helium at 4.2 K
and that allows to cool the thermal shield of the cryomodule with cold pressurized helium gas (between 40 and 60
K) instead of liquid nitrogen. The fluid distribution system
will be upgraded: a new valve box is being designed and
will be installed on top of the test cave as well as a 500liter pressurized helium dewar. This one will be used to deliver the extra mass flow for the fast cool down of the cavities (up to 50 g/s required whereas the cold box can deliver
up to 20 g/s).
Instrumentation and control cabinets are also being developed for the PIP-II LB650 cryomodule. It includes:
• Control of the cryogenic distribution.
• Fast acquisition of the RF signals, the arc detectors on the RF distribution system, cavity
field probes and coupler electron pick-ups.
• Slow acquisition of the vacuum signals and the
temperature.
• Control of the frequency tuning system of the
cavities.
• Regulation of the RF power frequency and amplitude.
• Control of the safety devices of the test stand
and associated interlock signals.
All these cabinets will be near the test cave and close to
the control room. The layout of the test infrastructure is
presented in Figure 4.

line at Fermilab, in the neighborhood of Chicago in the
USA. This poses significant risks and required analysis and
tests before the transfer of a cryomodule.
CEA is committed to design and manufacture two
transport frames for the overseas cryomodules transportation (which is under the responsibility of Fermilab). Theses
frames, as well as the studies to be performed on the cryomodules, are similar to what has be development for the
HB650 prototype cryomodule [9]. Lessons learnt from the
transportation tests of this cryomodule will be implemented, thanks the integrated transportation team consisting of CEA, UKRI-STFC and Fermilab.
In addition to the simulations, a set of road tests will be
performed in France: first with a dummy load, then with
the pre-production cryomodule.
The preliminary design of the transport frame is shown
in Figure 5. Before shipment, the cryomodule is reconfigured: the top port of the cryomodule has to be disassembled
to fit in a standard cargo plane and the warm parts of the
power couplers are removed.

Figure 5: Preliminary design of the transport frame of the
LB650 cryomodules.

CONCLUSION
Thanks to its strong expertise in the development of cryomodules for superconducting linac, CEA joined the PIPII collaboration in 2018 with an in-kind contribution on the
LB650 cryomodules. The detailed design of the cryomodules is well advanced thanks to the strong and fully open
collaboration between all the partners. Moreover, the
LB650 benefits of the lessons learnt of the HB650 prototype cryomodule that is being developed at Fermilab.
Meanwhile, the upgrade of the existing infrastructures are
in progress, with the design of the tooling required for the
cryomodule assembly and the procurement of the first
equipment for the test stand.
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Abstract
The GSI Universal Linear Accelerator UNILAC and the
synchrotron SIS18 will serve as injector for the upcoming
FAIR-facility. The UNILAC-High Current Injector will be
improved and modernized until FAIR is commissioned and
the Alvarez post stripper accelerator is replaced.
The reference heavy ion f1or future FAIR-operation is
uranium, with highest intensity requirements. To re-establish uranium beam operation and to improve high current
beam operation, different subjects have been explored in
dedicated machine investigation campaigns. After a beam
line modification in 2017 the RFQ-performance had deteriorated significantly; new rods have been installed and the
RF-working point has been redefined. Also the Superlensperformance had become unsatisfactory; improved with a
modified RF-coupler. With a pulsed hydrogen gas stripper
target the uranium beam stripping efficiency could be increased by 65%. Various work has already been carried out
to establish this stripper device in routine operation. With
medium heavy ion beams a very high beam brilliance at the
end of transfer line to SIS18 was achieved.
Results of the measurement campaigns and the UNILAC
upgrade activities will be presented.

INTRODUCTION
Before the year 2021, high current uranium beam machine experiments were conducted in October 2015 and
July 2016 for the last time, only at the GSI-High Current
Injector (HSI) and the gas stripper section. At this time only
three of the five Alvarez DTL post stripper tanks were
available, due to work on the post stripper RF-amplifier
systems of the UNILAC (Fig.1). The achievable high current beam brilliance at injection into the heavy ion synchrotron SIS18 was estimated only by using front-to-end highcurrent measurements with a proton beam performed in
2014 [1-14].
During the long shutdown in the whole year 2017 there
was no beam operation at all. After this shutdown, the

beam times 2018 and 2019 had to be re-organised, as the
HSI-RFQ performance had decreased strongly and required a time-consuming repair. In 2020 uranium beam operation was skipped due to the Corona crisis (Fig. 2).
The measurement campaigns in 2021 and 2022 have
been conducted with high intensity heavy ion beams (uranium, bismuth, tantalum, xenon) and with medium and
light ion beams (Argon, p+), to fully characterize the high
intensity beam properties of the UNILAC.

Figure 2: Uranium beam intensity at the UNILAC HSI [4].

HSI RFQ OPTIMISATION
The RF performance of the HSI-RFQ had decreased
strongly after a beam line modification during the shutdown 2017, when the RFQ had been kept under atmosphere conditions for almost one year. During the re-commissioning campaign in 2018 only 70% of the nominal RFvoltage could be reached. Apparently the copper surface
conditions were significantly degraded, due to many years
of operation and additional humidity influence. Therefore
new electrodes (rods) have been produced and installed
(2018-2019). After successful recommissioning with light
ions and also with U5+, the working point of the HSI-RFQ
has been re-defined: With a medium heavy ion beam (Ar2+
and Ar1+), applying different RF-voltages for acceleration,
the transmission through the HSI has been scanned in a
wide range from voltages far below the working point to

Figure 1: Overview of the GSI Universal Linear Accelerator UNILAC [4].
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high voltages well above. The result was a surprisingly
long plateau of almost full transmission and sufficient
beam performance. The working point was defined at an
RF voltage closely above the plateau beginning. This was
confirmed by measurements with uranium, the FAIR design ion (A/Z = 59.5), and also with ions of even higher
mass-over-charge ratio: 181Ta3+ (A/Z = 60.3) and 124Xe2+
(A/Z = 62). In Fig. 3 the RF voltage normalized to A/Z is
displayed for the different cases.

safety and reliability GSI typical multi user operation of up
to 15 different users, a dedicated on call service of the gas
stripper experts is established. In the recent beam test campaign (2022) an advanced control rack was used, allowing
reliable parallel operation of five virtual accelerators.
For the injection into SIS18 the transversal beam emittance must be small, in particular the horizontal emittance.
For pulsed gas H2- stripper operation, the vertical beam
emittance for high intensity uranium beam (7.0 emA, U28+)
is increased, while the horizontal emittance is decreased,
confirming former emittance measurements with 209Bi26+.
at an H2-target. The horizontal U28+ beam brilliance (Fig. 4)
at 1.4 MeV/u scales inverse with the pulse current. It could
be shown that the horizontal beam brilliance inside the
beam core is increased by a factor of three by applying the
H2-stripper target instead of the N2-target.

Figure 3: HSI-RFQ working point re-defined [4].

STRIPPER DEVELOPMENT
Investigations with a pulsed hydrogen gas target in the
HSI gas stripper section (1.4 MeV/u) in 2015 and 2016
showed that the stripping efficiency for the desired U28+
fraction is by 65% higher than with the nitrogen gas target.
Technical and safety issues do not yet allow a routine operation of a hydrogen gas target so far. Only short test periods (3 days each) have been performed with the pulsed
hydrogen gas stripper since then. After an upgrade of the
stripper gas cell the optimal H2 target thickness of up to
14 mueg/cm2 (for stripping to charge state 28+) was available in 2021, confirming an absolute stripping efficiency
of 21%, while the efficiency for the standard N2 gas stripping is only 13%. Technical developments have been
pushed in parallel, using a dedicated test stand (vacuum operated, but without ion beam). While for the initial tests the
used pulsed valves had been specified for gasoline fuels,
the valves currently used are designed for gaseous media
and let expect improved durability [10]. In order to provide

Figure 4: Transversal uranium (U28+) beam brilliance behind the gas stripper.
In order to achieve beam energies of up to 1 GeV/u in
the SIS18, higher charge states of the ion beam can be provided by foil stripping at full UNILAC-energy
(11.4 MeV/u) in the transfer channel to SIS18. Recently a
high intensity uranium beam (5 emA U28+) has been used
to investigate beam emittance blow up due to straggling
effects at the carbon foil targets. To minimize beam spot
enlargement, the foil thickness was reduced from 600 to
400 mueg/cm2 at a remaining stripping yield in the desired
charge state (73+). However, the energy loss could thereby
be reduced while in particular the horizontal emittance
growth is significantly lower (30%).

Figure 5: Transversal U4+/28+ emittance shape along the UNILAC.
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FRONT-TO-END MEASUREMENTS
The horizontal beam emittance is a critical value to estimate the high-current capability of a synchrotron injector.
The behaviour of the UNILAC was investigated in 2019,
2020 and 2022 with high intensity Bismuth and Uranium
beams.
The measured transversal emittances and the beam pulse
currents for uranium, shown in Fig. 5, were measured at
LEBT-section (U4+), behind the H2-gas stripper (U28+), behind poststripper and in the middle (TK5) and at the end
(TK8) of the transfer channel. For bismuth beam, an increase of the vertical emittance and a decrease of the horizontal emittance occurred behind gas stripper and stays different along the complete UNILAC. At the transfer channel
end a three times smaller horizontal emittance was measured compared to the vertical plane. For injection into
SIS18, a very small horizontal emittance of 0.42 mm mrad
(4*rms, 90%, normalized) was measured. From the LEBT
to the end of the transfer channel (TK8), no net emittance
growth has been observed in the horizontal direction,
whereas the vertical emittance increases by a factor of 5.
(Note: Particle losses of > 40% occurred along post stripper
and transfer channel, may distort the emittance growth balance.)

Figure 7: Transversal emittance at TK8, applying pulsed
hydrogen gas stripper, 4.0 emA U28+, 1.0 emA U73+(2022).
Of significant relevance were the recent investigations
of uranium beam matching from the UNILAC to the SIS18
injection. The fast current transformer analysis, displayed
in Fig. 8, shows an RF capture efficiency inside SIS18 of
more than 90% as a result of the optimization of the longitudinal beam shape applying the UNILAC rebuncher cavities behind the post stripper and in the transfer channel.

Figure 6: Transversal U4+/28+emittance along UNILAC
[15].
Comparable emittance measurements were performed
with uranium beam as shown in Fig. 6. The effect of asymmetric emittance growth and reduction behaviour was less
pronounced compared to the bismuth beam emittance
(4*rms, norm.). At least, also for uranium beams the horizontal emittance growth is lower when using the hydrogen
stripper, appr. 35% compared to the vertical emittance.
The recent machine experiments (April 2022) confirmed
the results from 2019 and 2020 applying hydrogen gas
stripping. The high current emittances measured at the end
of the transfer channel (TK8) are displayed in Fig. 7. The
measured horizontal emittance was sufficiently small:
0.46 mm mrad (4*rms, 90%, normalized) for the U28+
beam, and 0.42 mm mrad for the U73+ beam, fitting well
into the acceptance of SIS18 of 0.75 mm mrad. The emittance blow up for the stripped U 73+ beam does not result in
measurable larger emittance size.

Figure 8: RF capture of the UNILAC beam in the SIS18.

SUMMARY
Among several GSI linac projects [16-23], one of the
most important ones is an upgrade of UNILAC for FAIR.
After an exchange of the HSI-RFQ rods and the re-definition of its working point, the full spectrum of ions can be
accelerated again, after a five years interruption.
With the beam brilliance of the high current uranium
beam is now sufficient to fill the SIS18 up to 30% of the
space charge limit. This significant improvement in beam
brilliance was achieved by using the pulsed hydrogen gas
stripper. With heavy ion beams (Bi, U) very low horizontal
emittances along the UNILAC up to the SIS injection have
been achieved, as well as sufficient longitudinal matching
to the SIS18 applying dedicated rebuncher settings.
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THE 325 MHz FAIR pLinac LADDER RFQ - FINAL
ASSEMBLY FOR COMMISSIONING
M. Schuett∗1,2 , U. Ratzinger1 , C. Kleffner2 , K. Knie2
1 Institute for Applied Physics, Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany
2 GSI Gesellschafft für Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract
Based on the positive results of the unmodulated 325
MHz Ladder-RFQ prototype from 2013 to 2016, we developed and designed a modulated 3.4 m Ladder-RFQ. The
Ladder-RFQ features a very constant voltage along the axis
as well as low dipole modes. The unmodulated prototype
accepted 3 times the operating power of which is needed in
operation corresponding to a Kilpatrick factor of 3.1 with
a pulse length of 200 µs. The 325 MHz RFQ is designed
to accelerate protons from 95 keV to 3.0 MeV according to
the design parameters of the proton linac within the FAIR
project. This particular high frequency for a 4-ROD-RFQ
creates difficulties, which triggered the development of a
Ladder-RFQ with its high symmetry. The results of the unmodulated prototype have shown, that the Ladder-RFQ is
very well suited for that frequency. For the applied cooling
concept, the Ladder-RFQ can be driven up to a duty factor
of 10%. Manufacturing has been completed in September
2018. The final flatness & frequency tuning as well as the
final assembly have been completed. We present the final RF
measurements and assembly steps getting the Ladder-RFQ
ready for shipment and high power RF test prior to assembly.

INTRODUCTION
The idea of the Ladder type RFQ firstly came up in the
late 1980s [1, 2] and was realized successfully for the CERN
Linac3 operating at 101 MHz [3] and for the CERN antiproton decelerator ASACUSA at 202 MHz [4].
Due to its high symmetry, this Ladder-RFQ features a
very constant voltage along the axis well-suited for high
frequency operation and duty factors up to 10%. A modified
short (0.7 m) and non-mudulated Ladder-RFQ prototype
was high power tested at the GSI test stand [5]. It accepted
three times the RF power level needed in operation [6, 7].
That level corresponds to a Kilpatrick factor of 3.1 with a
pulse length of 200 µs.
According to the design parameters of the proton linac
within the FAIR project, the 325 MHz RFQ [6] (see Fig. 1) is
designed to accelerate protons from 95 keV to 3.0 MeV [8, 9].
This particular high frequency creates difficulties for a 4ROD type RFQ. Yet the results of the unmodulated prototype
have shown, that the Ladder-RFQ is a suitable candidate
for that frequency, which triggered the development of a
classical Ladder-RFQ with its higher symmetry. The basic
design and tendering of the RFQ have been successfully
completed in 2016 [6]. Manufacturing and copper-plating of
∗
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the tank have been succeeded in September 2018. The final
machining step for both flatness and frequency tuning has
been finished in April 2019. Afterwars, the final assembly
including vacuum components, frequency plungers, motordriven plungers, RF coupler and cooling has been completed
(see Figs. 2 and 3).
Upper Tank Shell
Tank Middle Frame

Upper Half-Ladder
Lower Half-Ladder
Electrodes
Beam Entrance
Lower Tank Shell

Figure 1: Cut view of the Ladder RFQ showing the individual components.

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING
The mechanical design consists of an inner copper ladder
structure mounted into an outer stainless steel tank. The tank
is divided into three parts - the lower and upper shells and a
middle frame (see Fig. 1). The lower shell of the tank carries
and fixes the position of the inner resonating ladder structure.
Due to manufacturing reasons, the ladder structure is divided
into two lower and two upper half-ladder elements, which are
precisely aligned via guide pins. The half-ladders themselves
are machined from solid copper blocks. Between the halfladder elements, the electrodes are precisely fixed via carrierrings [10] (see Fig. 4). Those carrier-rings furthermore
guarantee a seamless RF connection between the electrodes
and the ladder structure.
The RF features are mainly determined by the resonating
structure, while the dimensions of the tank have no significant influence on the frequency. Based on the successful
high power tests of the unmodulated prototype, we decided
to develop a new beam dynamics for a vane-vane voltage
of 88 kV. For details of the final beam dynamics and error
studies, see [11, 12]. The basic physical and mechanical
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Figure 2: Photo of the Ladder RFQ including assemblies: 10 static frequency plungers, 2 movable frequency plungers and
the cooling system.
Table 1: Main RF and Geometric Parameters of the Modulated Ladder-RFQ
No. of RF cells
Q-Value (sim./meas.)
Loss (with meas. Q)
Shunt Impedance (sim.)
Vane-Vane Voltage
Energy Range
Frequency
Repetition Rate
Pulse Duration
Total Length
Cell Length
Spoke Height
Spoke Width
Electrode Length
Figure 3: Digital Mockup of the Ladder RFQ including
the subcomponents RF coupler, motor driven frequency
plungers and the cooling system.
parameters of the Ladder-RFQ results are shown in Table 1.
Furthermore, the thickness of the tank walls inside the entrance and exit flange of the RFQ has been reduced to 10 mm
within the flange diameter of 100 mm (CF100). That allows
an integration of preceding and following components like
a cone or steerer to reduce an emittance growth caused by
an additional drift. Additionally, the effect of gap fields
between the electrodes and tank wall has been studied to
improve the overall beam dynamics [13].

FINAL ASSEMBLY
The manufacturing and first assembly of the RFQ has
been completed in September 2018 [14]. RF measurements
took place in 2019. Since then the subsystem for the final assembly have been designed, machined and installed
(see Figs. 2 and 3). The frequency measurement after the
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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55
6800/5700
≈ 800 kW
40 kΩm
88.43 kV
95 keV - 3 MeV
325.224 MHz
4 Hz
200 µs
3410 mm
40 mm
280 mm
150 mm
3327 mm

full assembly including RF and vacuum sealings without
frequency plungers resulted in 324.4 MHz, i.e. 640 kHz below the operating frequency. The static frequency plungers
(see Fig. 5) have been designed to maximise the overall
frequency shift. The plungers consist of a cnc machined
cylinder which is welded on a CF63 flange. The plunger is
entirely water cooled and copper plated. After assembly of
10 static plungers the frequency rose to 325.13 MHz in air.
The two motor driven plungers are capable of additionally
increasing the frequency by 400 kHz.
Besides the cooling system has been installed. The cooling channels are directly integrated into the copper structure
and externally connected by copper pipes which a fixed by
L-shaped stabilisers on the tank. There are not sealings between vacuum and water as the circuit is fully closed within
the tank. The water pipes are externally connected by exchangeable radially rubber sealed Swagelok fittings.
Currently, the RF coupling loop is being machined and
assembled. Within the volume of the flange the loop has
additional bracket attached in order to reduce the distance
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at 2.7 Hz 7 ms resulting in an average power dissipation of
180 W.

Figure 4: RF ladder structure during assembly and before
closing the tank.

Figure 6: Cut view of the beam catcher cone.

OUTLOOK
Figure 5: Left: Mechanical design of the static frequency
plungers. Right: Mechanical design of the coupling loop.
between both electrical connectors and maintain 50 Ω until
the loop has entered the cavity volume. By this technique
the coupling into the cavity should be increased and losses
within the flange reduced.
Finally, a beam cone has been designed and is currently
under construction (see Fig. 6). The cone is made of WoCu to
reduce sputtering and vacuum soldered into a CF flange. The
cone penetrates the RFQ flange in order to reduce distances
and emittance growth. The cone is capable of catching the
maximum extractable proton beam with 100 mA and 95 keV
MOPOST014
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The Ladder RFQ assembly of all subsystems, i.e. cooling
static & movable frequency tuning and vacuum has been
completed. The coupling loop is currently in manufacturing
and needs to be tested. Finally, the Ladder RFQ has to pass
high power tests, which will be done at GSI, Darmstadt, as
soon as the modulator is available and the coupling loop
successfully has proven its functionality. After completion
of the FAIR pLinac building the Ladder RFQ will see first
beam together with the already operable source and LEBT
delivered by CEA.
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Abstract
The superconducting (SC) continuous wave (CW) heavy
ion linac HELIAC (HElmholtz LInear ACcelerator) is a
common project of GSI and HIM under key support of IAP
Frankfurt. It is intended for future experiments with heavy
ions near the Coulomb barrier within super-heavy element
(SHE) research and aims at developing a linac with multiple
CH cavities as key components downstream the High Charge
State Injector (HLI) at GSI. The design is challenging due to
the requirement of intense beams in CW mode up to a massto-charge ratio of 6, while covering a broad output energy
range from 3.5 to 7.3 MeV/u with minimum energy spread.
In 2017 the first superconducting cavity of the linac has been
successfully commissioned and extensively tested with beam
at GSI. In the light of experience gained in this research so
far, the beam dynamics layout for the entire linac has been
updated and optimized in the meantime. This contribution
will provide a brief overview of the recent progress on the
project, as well as a potential modification to the linac layout.

BEAM DYNAMICS CONCEPT
A preliminary beam dynamics design - based on the
EQUUS (Equidistant Multigap Structure) concept - has been
published in 2009 [1]. Meanwhile many experiences have
been gained at GSI/HIM [2–7] and IAP [8–16] in design,
fabrication and operation of superconducting CH (Crossbar
𝐻-mode) cavities (Fig. 1) and the associated components. In
this context, a revision of the beam dynamics concept was
strongly recommended and has been published in 2020 [17].
The EQUUS beam dynamics concept differs from the widely
used constant phase approach in a way that the gap center
distances in a cavity are equidistant. As the velocity of a
bunch increases inside a cavity, EQUUS leads to a varying
synchronous phase of the bunch for each gap.

RECENT PROGRESS
In the current advanced demonstration stage, an extended
beam test with a first fully equipped series cryomodule is
planned to take place shortly at GSI. In recent years, the corresponding infrastructure at GSI has been built and expanded.
Among other things, this includes a radiation-shielding area
∗
†
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Figure 1: Two of the twelve CH cavity models used to obtain
realistic assumptions of gap and drift lengths, as well as gap
voltage distributions. Autodesk Inventor rendering of CH1
(left) and CST model of CH4 (right) [12].

with a connection to the existing 4 K helium liquefier. In
addition, the commissioning of an ISO-class 4 clean room
at the Helmholtz Institute Mainz (HIM) providing the highpurity environment required for the adequate assembly of
superconducting RF structures took place.
Furthermore, activities on the normal-conducting HLIinjector are underway: This includes R&D for the existing
and for a new HLI-RFQ [18] as well as the started tendering
for two IH structures for acceleration from 300 keV/u to
1.4 MeV/u by means of an APF beam dynamics concept [19].
Finally, there are considerations regarding an upgrade of the
ECR ion source from 14 GHz to 18 GHz to fulfill demands
for higher charge states.
Table 1: Basic HELIAC Design Parameters [1]
Parameter
𝑊in
𝑊out
Δ𝑊out
𝐼
𝐴/𝑧

Value
1.4 MeV/u
3.5–7.3 MeV/u
±3 keV/u
≤ 1 mA
≤6

The main requirements and boundary conditions for the
linac design are summarized in Table 1. With a relatively low
beam current, CW-operation and limited longitudinal space,
this linac is predestined to be operated in the superconducting mode. Further thoughts on the choice of technology with
regard to superconducting or room-temperature operation
can be found in [20].
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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Figure 2: Current about 30 m-long HELIAC layout (top) and investigated variant in which CM3 and CM4 were combined
into one cryomodule (bottom). With the new approach, a buncher cavity, as well as a solenoid magnet, could be omitted.

RECENT BEAM DYNAMICS STUDIES
The 2020 HELIAC reference layout is simulated with
LORASR [21] and based on twelve multicell CH-type DTLcavities operating at 216.816 MHz (doubling the HLI operating frequency). They are grouped in four cryomodules (CM1
to CM4). Each cryomodule comprises three CH cavities,
one spoke-type buncher and two superconducting solenoids.
This superconducting part is followed by a room temperature
transport section with a final buncher cavity (FB) at the end
(Fig. 2). To optimize the beam dynamics design in terms
of acceleration efficiency, 𝐸a = 7.1 MV/m has been chosen
as maximum design gradient for the CH cavities in case of
mass-to-charge ratio 𝐴/𝑧 = 6 (see Table 1).
Due to the well-advanced design phase of the first standard
cryomodule (“Advanced Demonstrator”, CM1), all positions
and lengths of the HELIAC beam line elements including
the beam diagnostics were updated at last.

Benchmark with TraceWin

simulation accuracy. In a first step, it has been investigated
for the 2020 HELIAC design to what extent a thin gap approximation already provides sufficiently accurate results
(Fig. 3), i. e. comparable with LORASR, despite the strong
simplification of the gap geometry. When comparing the
beam envelopes simulated with TraceWin with those simulated with LORASR, a very good agreement was found.
The same holds true for the phase space density plots at the
HELIAC exit and thus also the growth in emittance. Deviations between the two codes are within the expected range,
especially caused by the thin gap approximation. Further
details can be found in [22] as well as details of a comparable
study in [23].

Merging CM3 and CM4
Recent findings have indicated that longer cryomodules
than previously envisioned could possibly be used. This approach with cryomodule lengths > 5 m was initially rejected
for handling reasons, among others. However, if it turns out
that the use of longer cryomodules is indeed possible, cryomodules 3 and 4 could be merged and combined into one
cryomodule. At the same time, the significantly reduced drift
distances could also save a solenoid magnet and a buncher
cavity. While the removal of these elements could result in
a slight degradation of beam quality, it would also result in
noticeable cost savings as well as valuable shortening of the
overall length of the linac by 2.49 m. A first beam dynamics
approach for this case is shown in Figs. 2, 4, 5 and 6.

CONCLUSION

Figure 3: TraceWin-simulated transverse 𝑥(𝑧) (top) and
phase (bottom) beam density along the entire HELIAC. The
black curves show the rms-width.
For future start-to-end beam dynamics simulations,
TraceWin is a suitable and widely used code. When the
RF designs of all HELIAC cavities are finalized, the use
of 3D field maps for precise simulation of the electric field
distribution within the cavities is recommended for a high
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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As the GSI UNILAC is being upgraded for FAIR with
short pulse operation and high intensity [24–27], the HELIAC is favorable to meet the user’s requirements for SHE
research [28]. A promising beam dynamics layout was developed, showing a possible design approach for the upcoming
HELIAC which essentially meets the required beam parameters [29, 30]. Taking the already achieved encouraging
experimental data, as well as the presented results of beam
dynamics simulations into account, the SC CW linac HELIAC is of high interest for the accelerator community. The
upcoming extended beam test with a first fully equipped
cryomodule is scheduled to take place soon at GSI and will
mark the next milestone on the way to the entire HELIAC.
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Figure 4: Simulated particle envelopes along the entire HELIAC; the phase jump at the end of the beam line corresponds
to the halved RF frequency for the final buncher (FB).

Figure 6: Simulated transverse and longitudinal phase space
portraits downstream the HELIAC. The particle density is
logarithmically color-coded.
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Abstract
Due to the decommissioning of several reactors, only
about half of the neutrons will be available for research
in Europe in the next decade despite the commissioning of the ESS. High-Current Accelerator-driven Neutron
Sources (HiCANS) could fill this gap. The High Brilliance Neutron Source (HBS) currently under development
at Forschungszentrum Jülich is scalable in terms of beam
energy and power due to its modular design. The driver
linac will accelerate a 100 mA proton beam to 70 MeV. The
linac is operated with a beam duty cycle of up to 13.6 %
(15.3 % RF duty cycle) and can simultaneously deliver three
pulse lengths (208 µs, 833 µs and 2 ms) for three neutron
target stations. In order to minimize the development effort
and the technological risk, state-of-the-art technology of the
MYRRHA injector is used. The HBS linac consists of a
front end (ECR source, LEBT, 2.5 MeV double RFQ) and a
CH-DTL section with 44 room temperature CH-cavities. All
RF structures are operated at 176.1 MHz and are designed
for high duty cycle. Solid-state amplifiers up to 500 kW
are used as RF drivers. Due to the beam current and the
high average beam power of up to 952 kW, particular attention is paid to beam dynamics. In order to minimize beam
losses, a quasi-periodic lattice with constant negative phase
is used. This paper describes the conceptual design and the
challenges of a modern high-power and high-current proton
accelerator with high reliability and availability.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
The High Brilliance Neutron Source HBS [1,2] belongs to
the HiCANS class. Their beam energy is significantly lower
than the one of spallation neutron sources and therefore
opens up other research areas. The beam is sent simultaneously to three different targets by means of a multiplexer in
the High Energy Beam Transfer (HEBT) [3]. Each individual beam behind the multiplexer must have a specific time
structure in order to use the optimum resolution of the different instruments behind a specific target. The beam macro
pulse lengths result from the experimental requirements and
are envisaged at 208 µs (96 Hz), 833 µs (24 Hz) and 2 ms
(48 Hz), see Fig. 1, resulting in a total average beam power
of up to 952 kW (13.6 % beam duty factor).
∗
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Figure 1: Possible HBS proton pulse structure as generated
by the chopper.
Because of the filling time of the cavities the RF duty
factor is about 15.3 %. Table 1 summarizes the top-level
requirements of the HBS linac.
One of the most important issues of high-power hadron
linacs is the choice of technology with respect to superconducting or room-temperature operation. In general, the
higher the duty factor and the lower the beam current, the
smaller the transition energy between room temperature and
superconducting cavities [4]. Because of the high beam
current for HBS the required RF power is dominated by the
beam power even for room temperature cavities. Because of
the much simpler technology avoiding a cryogenic plant, the
development of cryomodules and suitable power couplers a
room temperature solution has been chosen for HBS.
Table 1: HBS Top-Level Requirements
Parameter

Specifications

Particle type
Peak beam current
Final energy
Duty cycle (beam/RF)
Beam pulse length
Repetition rate
Peak beam power
Average beam power

Protons
100 mA
70 MeV
13.6/15.3 %
208/833/2000 µs
96/24/48 Hz
7 MW
952 kW

The realization of high-power proton accelerators is usually associated with a large R&D effort with corresponding
resources regarding man power, prototyping and testing infrastructure. In the case of HBS, this development effort
should be minimized by using already developed technology.
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Figure 2: Conceptual layout of the HBS linac. It consists of an ECR ion source, LEBT, 2 RFQs, 2 MEBTs each with a
CH-Rebuncher and a CH-DTL section with 44 cavities.
This lowers the costs and the time frame of the development
and minimizes risks regarding construction costs, technological difficulties and time schedule. The HBS linac should be
as efficient as possible (length, RF power) and as reliable as
possible as a user facility. High availability can be achieved
by implementing a modular design that allows easy access to
all components for repair and maintenance. Furthermore, all
components should be operated well below their technical
and physical limitations. Redundancies in critical components can significantly increase reliability and availability.
Since further accelerator-based neutron sources will be
needed in the future, it is advisable to design HBS in a
modular and scalable way. Duty cycle, beam current, pulse
lengths and energy can then be varied over a wide range
without fundamentally changing the design. If necessary,
only the front end has to be adapted for smaller beam currents. The drift tube linac can consist of exactly the same
lattice and is only adapted in length to the required energy.

ACCELERATOR CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
The RF duty factor of 15.3 % already leads to significant thermal loads in the cavities. For the 17 MeV injector
of the MYRRHA project cw capable CH-cavities and the
corresponding RFQ were developed [5]. For MYRRHA, reliable CW operation with a thermal load up to 35 kW/m has
been well demonstrated. The technology for the MYRRHA
linac has been successfully tested and is now also available for accelerator-based future neutron sources. Just like
MYRRHA, the frequency of HBS should be 176.1 MHz.
Thus, the same RFQ RF structure design concepts can be
adopted [6]. The CH-cavities only have to be adapted to
the beam dynamics of HBS with regard to cell number and
cell length. The basic geometry and the cooling system can
be adopted. The RF amplifier power has been limited to
500 kW which makes the use of solid state amplifiers possible. A smart design of these amplifiers using parallel power
supplies can increase the reliability of the whole system significantly. Figure 2 shows the recent conceptual design of
the HBS linac.

Front-End
The Front-End consists of the proton source and a Low
Beam Energy Transport (LEBT) section with integrated
chopper system. As proton source an ECR source has been
chosen because of their high reliability, easy handling and
maintenance, high proton fraction and high intensities [7, 8].
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
A08: Linear Accelerators

100 keV is envisaged as the extraction energy. This value is
sufficient high for the beam transport and low enough to keep
the RFQ length to reasonable values. The LEBT is divided
into two sections with a chopper in between. Beam focusing
is planned to be provided by four solenoids. This lens type
allows space charge compensation by secondary electrons
captured in the beam potential [9]. For the production of the
time structure of the beam (Fig. 1) the chopper is required,
because the repetition rate and the shortest pulse length do
not correspond with the plasma rise time in a pulsed ECRsource.

RFQ and MEBT
The 4-Rod RFQ is a transmission line resonator, i. e. the
frequency depends (almost) not at all on the tank dimensions, but only on the geometry of the internal resonance
structure. Due to the excellent possibility of frequency and
field tuning, the modular design and the possibilities for
maintenance and repair, clear advantages are seen for this
RFQ type and therefore proposed as RF structure for HBS.
In recent years, the 4-Rod RFQ has been further developed
in terms of high current acceleration at high duty cycle up
to cw operation (Fig. 3) [6].

Figure 3: The MYRRHA RFQ which is very similar to the
HBS RFQ uses the same technology.
For energies well above 2 MeV, the total length of the
176.1 MHz RFQ reaches a value that makes production and
tuning considerably more difficult. In addition, the required
power is then very high. Therefore, it is planned to divide the
RFQ into two shorter structures. In addition, a short MEBT
is then used between the individual RFQ accelerators to
match the beam from one RFQ to the other [10]. Advanced
beam dynamics simulations showed that an inter-electrode
voltage of 85 keV is reasonable. With the expected shunt
impedance of 72 kΩm, this corresponds to a specific RF
power of 100 kW/m.
For the MEBT, an approach is envisaged in which both
the BPMs for beam diagnostics and steerer (dipole) magnets
MOPOST016
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are integrated directly into the quadrupole magnets (see
also [11]). This will result in a substantial space saving,
which is needed given the high dissipative space charge
forces at 100 mA, especially at low energies in MEBT-1/-2.

CH-DTL Section
Various RF structures are available for a normal conducting HBS linac. Basically, the linac should be as efficient as
possible in terms of power consumption. Furthermore, beam
dynamic aspects, modularity, maintenance, repair, R&D effort, availability of suitable amplifiers and investment costs
also play a role. As in case of the RFQ, it has been decided to
adopt the DTL-technology from the MYRRHA-project using 176.1 MHz CH-cavities [12]. The technology has been
successfully tested and requires a manageable development
effort. Iteratively, the beam dynamics and cavity design are
currently taking place in parallel in order to obtain the most
realistic results already in this early design phase, which is
mandatory for this highly demanding linac, especially due to
the high beam current. Details on the recent design progress
of the CH cavities can be found in [13].

Figure 5: Simulated transverse and longitudinal phase space
portraits at CH#1 input (left) as well as downstream CH
cavity #19 (right). The particle density is logarithmically
color-coded.
an energy of about 25 MeV there is a magnetic quadrupole
doublet between the cavities for transverse focusing. For
energies above this, two identical cavities are combined to
form a cavity doublet. The lack of internal lenses makes
fabrication much easier. The quasi-periodicity leads to a
smooth course of the phase advance and thus also narrows
the emittance growth despite the high beam current.

CONCLUSION
Figure 4: Simulated beam envelopes of the current beam
dynamics layout draft along the HBS CH-DTL section up
to cavity #19 of 44.
Figures 4 and 5 provide a glimpse of the current beam
dynamics simulations, starting at the beginning of the CHDTL section (2.5 MeV) up to the 19th of an expected total of
44 CH cavities, reaching an proton beam energy of 24.6 MeV.
The CH linac is realized by a quasi-periodic lattice. Up to
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The High Brilliance Neutron Source HBS requires a powerful proton linac delivering a 100 mA, 70 MeV beam. A
conceptual design study has been carried out [14]. To minimize the R&D effort, already available and proven technology developed for various projects will be used. The
linac consists of an ECR source, LEBT with chopper system,
a double 4-Rod RFQ and MEBT-part as well as a rt CHDTL section. All RF structures will be driven by solid state
amplifiers. In the next project phase, the technical design
report will be finished including detailed beam dynamics
simulations and RF design of the cavities.
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Abstract
The disk-loaded structures (DLS) in the muon LINAC are
under development for the J-PARC muon g−2/EDM experiment. Four DLSs with an accelerating gradient of 20 MV/m
take charge of muon acceleration from 40 MeV to 212 MeV,
which corresponds to 70% to 94% of the speed of light. The
quasi-constant gradient type TM01-2𝜋/3 mode DLSs with
gradually varying disk spacing was designed and it was confirmed that the cumulative phase slip due to the mismatch
between muon and phase velocity can be suppressed to less
than 2 degrees at the frequency of 2592 MHz. In addition,
the optimum synchronous phase and the lattice were investigated to satisfy the requirements of the total emittance less
than 1.5𝜋 mm mrad and the momentum spread less than
0.1% in RMS.

INTRODUCTION
The world experimental average value of the muon anomalous magnetic moment, g−2, deviates from the standard
model prediction by 4.2 times the standard deviation [1].
This discrepancy may be a sign of new physics beyond the
standard model. The muon electric dipole moment, EDM,
which is unobserved, could also be enhanced if new physics
exists.
The experiment in J-PARC plans to validate the discrepancy of muon g−2 and to search muon EDM with novel
techniques: low emittance muon beam, compact storage
magnet, no electrostatic focusing, and three-dimensional spiral injection [2]. The low emittance muon beam is generated
by thermalized muonium ionization followed by their acceleration by the muon LINAC. The requirements for beam
quality are low transverse normalized emittance of approximately 1.5𝜋 mm mrad and momentum of 300 MeV/𝑐 with a
small spread of less than 0.1% in root-mean-square (RMS).
The muon linac consists of four kinds of structures:
radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ), inter-digital H-mode
drift-tube linac (IH-DTL), disk and washer coupled cavity
linacs (DAW-CCL), and disk-loaded traveling wave structures (DLS), matching the varying muon velocity for the
short-time — sufficiently shorter than the muon lifetime of
∗
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2.2 µs — acceleration to suppress decay loss. The DLS section consists of four DLSs approximately 2 m in length and
takes charge of acceleration from 40 MeV to 212 MeV in kinetic energy, corresponding velocity range of 70-94% of the
speed of light. The transport line includes two quadrupole
magnets between each DLS. The requirement for the DLS
is a high accelerating gradient of 20 MV/m.

STRUCTURE DESIGN
Since DLS is an accelerating structure that has been in use
for relativistic electron acceleration and has proven to have
a sufficiently high gradient, we apply it for high-velocity
muon acceleration. The essential feature of DLS for muon
acceleration, different from DLS for electron acceleration,
is that disk spacing (cell length) varies proportionally to
muon velocity [3]. Since assuming a constant gradient is
convenient for the velocity calculation of muon through
the DLS section, a quasi-constant gradient type with linear
tapering iris apertures is adopted.
Table 1: Parameters of the First Cell in the DLS Section of
Two Different Frequencies
Parameters
Structure type
Resonant mode
Frequency [MHz]
Muon velocity (𝛽 = 𝑣/𝑐)
Cell length (𝐷) [mm]
Iris aperture (2𝑎) [mm]
Cylinder diameter
(2𝑏) [mm]
Disk thickness [mm]
Quality factor (𝑄)
Shunt impedance
(𝑍) [MOhm/m]
Group velocity (𝑣 𝑔 /𝑐) [%]
Field attenuation factor
(𝛼) [/m]
Cell accelerating gradient
(𝐸 acc ) [MV/m/MW1/2 ]

L-band [5]

S-band

disk-loaded traveling wave
quasi-constant gradient type
TM01-2𝜋/3
1296
2592
0.695
53.698
26.885
43.370
25.875
181.147
17116

92.070
5.000

11289

29.15

31.16

1.22

1.52

0.0648

0.163

1.94

3.13

MC4: Hadron Accelerators
A08: Linear Accelerators
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Figure 1: The S-band DLS cell parameters; first DLS (n=1-64), second DLS (n=65-128), third DLS (n=129-189) and fourth
DLS (n=190-250).

where 𝜆 = 115.661 mm is the wavelength of 2592 MHz
RF. 2𝑎 is optimized by iterative calculation with the different taper angle until 𝐸 acc at the first and last cells
become the same. After optimization, the distribution
of 𝐸 acc is arched and the difference of 𝐸 acc , defined as
(max(𝐸 acc ) − min(𝐸 acc )) /𝐸 acc , is approximately 2% for
all DLSs. 2𝑏 is adjusted to have a resonant frequency of
2592 MHz for each cell. 𝑍 and 𝑄 depend on 𝐷, and 𝑣 𝑔
depends on 2𝑎. The RF power of DLS1 is 38 MW which is
tuned to obtain a 300 MeV/𝑐 muon beam at the end of the
DLS section. The power dissipation is calculated considering a 3% deterioration of 𝑄. 𝐸 surf and 𝑆 𝑐 are evaluated as
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The longitudinal acceptance depends on 𝜙 𝑠 . An approximate separatrix at the entrance of the DLS section is shown
in Fig. 2, where assuming 𝐸 acc = 20 MV/m, 𝜙 𝑠 = −13 degrees, and no velocity change. The contour plot in Fig. 2
shows the simulated beam distribution after acceleration
through DAW-CCL. The ratio of the loss particles, out of
the separatrix, are estimated to be approximately 0.6% of
the total. Although a larger acceptance is desirable considering the possibility of the emittance growth due to the beam
mismatch upstream, a larger |𝜙 𝑠 | results in a smaller energy
gain and a larger transverse RF defocusing force.

0.
05

𝐷 = 𝛽𝜆/3,

BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATION

−0
.0
5

where 𝐸 acc is the average of 𝐸 acc for each DLS: 19.6, 20.8,
21.3, and 21.4 MV/m. 𝛽 is naturally obtained by 𝑊. Since
we choose 2𝜋/3 mode, the cell length is determined as:

the criteria for accelerating field stability in the situation of
40 (or 38) MW flat-top RF input at a pulse length of 1 µs.
Since the Kilpatrick limit [7] at 2592 MHz is 43.8 MV/m,
the bravery factor is within the range from 0.97 to 1.11. 𝑆 𝑐
is sufficiently below the safety threshold of 5 MW/mm2 [6]
at a pulse length of 200 ns.

ΔW [MeV]

An operating frequency is one of the most important parameters in an accelerating structure design. Therefore, we
consider two different operating frequencies and summarize the parameters of two types of DLS calculated using
SUPERFISH [4] in Table 1. At first, the L-band DLS was
designed with an operating frequency of 1296 MHz, the
same frequency as DAW-CCL, to ensure longitudinal acceptance. However, this structure required excessive RF power
compared with L-band klystron power of 40 MW to obtain
an accelerating gradient of 20 MV/m [5]. Therefore, the
S-band DLS with twice the operating frequency is designed
for higher efficiency and shows its accelerating gradient is
approximately 60% higher than the L-band DLS with the
same power. A narrower iris aperture results in a higher
accelerating gradient, but the current iris aperture of each
DLS is determined so that group velocity is faster than 1%𝑐
to ensure sufficient coupling strength for field stability [5].
For the above consideration, we select S-band and design
four DLSs with the synchronous phase (𝜙 𝑠 ) of −13 degrees,
determined based on the discussion in the next section. The
designed and calculated cell parameters are plotted in Fig. 1.
Some parameter symbols are as in Table 1 and others are the
kinetic energy (𝑊), the RF power (𝑃), the peak surface electric field (𝐸 surf ), and the modified Poynting vector (𝑆 𝑐 ) [6].
𝑊 is calculated assuming the constant energy gain per unit
length:
Δ𝑊 = 𝑒𝐸 acc cos 𝜙 𝑠 ,
(1)

Hφ(φs, Δ W)

Figure 2: The longitudinal beam distribution including the
separatrix and the Hamiltonian 𝐻 𝜙 .
An average RF defocusing force per cell is described by
the approximate formula
𝐹𝑥 (𝑥) = −

𝜋 𝑥
𝑒𝐸 acc sin 𝜙 𝑠 = −𝑚 𝜇 𝑐2 𝛽2 𝛾𝐾1 𝑥,
𝛽𝛾 2 𝜆

(3)

where 𝑥 is the horizontal distance from the beam axis, 𝑚 𝜇
is the muon mass, 𝛾 is the relativistic factor, and 𝐾1 is the
quadrupole focusing strength. The lattice function of the first
DLS and its downstream transport line is defined as shown
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in Fig. 3. The field strength of each quadrupole magnet is
optimized considering the Twiss-beta function. We conduct
the parameter scan by the horizontal/vertical phase advance
(𝜎𝑥/𝑦 ) and find the optimum lattice whose maximum Twissbeta in the first DLS is minimum under the condition that the
phase advance is less than 80 degrees considering the possibility of beam instability. The gradient of each quadrupole
magnet is approximately 20 T/m. The Twiss-beta functions
of the optimized lattice under periodic boundary conditions
are plotted in Fig. 3.
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SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS
We discussed the operating frequency, the synchronous
phase, and the lattice of the DLS section for muon acceleration. The designed S-band DLS is simulated to accelerate
the muon beam with sufficient accelerating gradient without
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Figure 5: The longitudinal beam distributions at the exit of
the DLS section.
envelope (6rms, mm)

The particle tracking simulation is conducted using GPT
[8]. As a first step, the simulation with a reference muon
is performed to validate the phase slip. Due to the quasiconstant gradient, the difference between actual and ideal
energy gain causes a phase slip. The large phase slip can
result in large beam loss because of narrow longitudinal
acceptance. The cell phase slip is defined as Δ𝜙 = 𝜑beam −
𝜑RF , where 𝜑beam corresponds to the time beam takes to fly
per cell, and 𝜑RF = 120 degrees is ideal RF phase advance per
cell. Δ𝜙 and the cumulative phase slip are evaluated by ideal
muon tracking as shown in Fig. 4. In the actual machine, it is
estimated that the phase slip of a few degrees to 𝜑RF occurs
due to frequency error caused by machining error. Therefore,
compared to the phase slip due to machining error, the Δ𝜙
of up to 1.5 degrees is sufficiently suppressed.
Then, the particle tracking simulation is conducted using realistic beam distribution estimated from the upstream
accelerator simulation. The accelerated beam distributions
are shown in Fig. 5. The momentum spread is 0.07% in
RMS and is sufficiently small. Figure 6 shows the beam
envelope and the transverse emittance through the DLS section. The envelope is enough smaller than DLS apertures
and the normalized RMS emittance does not grow during
acceleration thanks to beam matching at the entrance of the
DLS section using the initial condition obtained in Fig. 3.
The transmission rate is 99.4%, and all beam loss is due to
longitudinal acceptance.

103

50

0.5

Figure 3: The lattice function of the first DLS section and
two quadrupole magnets and the Twiss-beta function under
periodic boundary conditions.

Events

Δ w (MeV)

Figure 4: The cell phase slip (top), the cumulative phase
slip (middle), and the average electric field which affects the
ideal muon.
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Figure 6: The beam envelope of six RMS (top) and the transverse normalized RMS emittance through the DLS section.
large phase slip and to satisfy the requirements for momentum spread and emittance. We are now designing the coupler
cell and will fabricate the first and last regular cells and two
coupler cells to evaluate actual parameters and to demonstrate the tuning method.
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IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS: THE PIP-II PROJECT AT FERMILAB
L. Lari†, Fermilab, Batavia, IL, USA
L. Merminga, A. Rowe, Fermilab, Batavia, IL, USA
Abstract
The Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-II) Project is the
first U.S. accelerator project with significant contributions
from International Partners. A project management framework was created to fully integrate and make consistent
across all partners the design, development, and delivery
of In-Kind Contributions (IKC) to PIP-II. This framework
consists of planning documentation, procedures, and communication and assessment processes to control schedule,
risk, quality, and technical integration over the lifetime of
the project. The purpose of this paper is to present the PIPII IKC model put in place to properly integrate the IKC
deliverables into the PIP-II Linac and share experience and
lessons learned from its early implementation.

INTRODUCTION
The PIP-II Project [1,2] is an essential upgrade of the
Fermilab accelerator complex. An all-new, leading-edge
superconducting linear accelerator located in new buildings, combined with a comprehensive overhaul of the laboratory’s existing circular accelerators, will deliver multimegawatt proton beam power and, in turn, enable the
world’s most intense beam of neutrinos for the international Long Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF) and Deep
Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) [3]. The PIPII Project is also designed with scalability in mind to enable
future upgrades with a broad spectrum of scientific opportunities.
A unique aspect of the PIP-II Project is that it is the first
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) funded particle accelerator to be built with significant international participation.
Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of the PIP-II Linac
IKC from partner countries indicated by flag. PIP-II will
be the highest-energy and highest-power continuous-wave
(CW) proton Linac ever built, capable of delivering both
pulsed and continuous particle beams.

With major IKC from institutions in India [1], Italy [1,4],
UK [1], France [1,5] and Poland [1], the project’s international partners bring wide-ranging expertise and knowhow in core particle accelerator technologies along with an
established track-records in big-physics initiatives.

PIP-II IKC MODEL
The PIP-II Project was baselined in December 2020 and
in April 2022 received the approval from DOE to start construction. The DOE portion of the PIP-II Project cost is approximately one billion dollars (i.e., $978M). The IKC cost
is estimated to be approximately one third of the DOE approved project cost. The PIP-II Project is planned to be
completed at the end of 2028. This date represents the early
completion target date.
The IKC size and the international nature of the PIP-II
Project required the development of a special planning
framework to properly integrate the Partner deliverables
into the PIP-II Project scope and schedule. Figure 2 shows
a schematic of the IKC life cycle implemented in the PIPII Project.
Collect IKC proposals by
Governing/Funding
Agencies/Laboratories.

Develop documents and
processes to ensure IKC
alignment with project
principles.

Monitor IKC progresses to
ensure scope execution.

Delivery of the IKC.

Figure 2: PIP-II Life cycle of IKC.

Figure 1: Overview of the significant IKC for PIP-II. Flags
highlight which country plans to contribute to PIP-II Project. The flags are in the areas of the specific contribution.
___________________________________________
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• Collect IKC proposals by Governing/Funding Agencies/Laboratories is the initial phase for starting the
evaluation of any possible IKC to the PIP-II Project. If
IKC are selected on the basis on expertise/know-how
in a specific technical field, Agency-Level Agreements or other legally binding agreements are typically
established between DOE and the Partner funding
agency. These legally binding documents outline the
high-level management structure for activities to be
undertaken under the agreement and/or its subsidiary
agreements. At this stage, it is imperative to clearly define the IKC high-level deliverables.
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• Develop project documents and processes to ensure a
proper alignment of the IKC with the management and
technical integration principles after the legally binding agreement are in place. For the PIP-II Project, a
special set of legally non-binding agreements called
Project Planning Documents (PPDs) were created to
fulfill this purpose. PPD Part 1 describes the PIP-II
project management principles applicable to the IKC
Partners. PPD Part 2 describes IKC deliverables, including detailed scope of work, schedule milestones
and the description of supporting documentation and
activities required to enable PIP-II to meet the DOE O
413.3b [6] requirements, to abide by Fermilab policies
and procedures, and to conform to the principals established in the PIP-II System Engineering Management
Plan (SEMP). The PPDs define the expected responsibilities of the Partners and the PIP-II Project integrated
baseline schedule.
• Monitor IKC progress to ensure scope execution starts
after binding and non-binding agreements with the
Partners have been agreed upon. This phase begins the
execution of the plans and processes developed during
the planning stage. The monitoring process includes
quality control, interface, and performance verification. A set of Milestones (MS) were developed to baseline the PIP-II Project which enable step-by-step monitoring of IKC progress. MSs were defined for design
reviews, procurement, and acceptance phases, in addition to intermediate technical achievement MSs for
each sub-system. Documentation deliverables were
identified for each MS to ensure complete alignment
with deliverables expectations between parties at each
stage of the execution phase. Each month, PIP-II IKC
Partners report progress, achievements, and status of
the agreed IKC MS versus the baseline schedule
agreed in the PPD Part 2. Moreover, Partners provide
monthly assessment of possible impacts to near term
MSs and to final delivery date/s. If delivery delays are
indicated, potential mitigation actions are evaluated
and reported.
• Delivery of IKC is the final phase of the IKC life cycle.
System Acceptance Reviews (SAR) are used to ensure
the IKC deliverables can be accepted. They are identified in the PPD Part 2 as MSs that enable the transfer
of ownership and technical risk associated with IKC
deliverables from Partners to DOE. For the PIP-II Project, the SARs occur in two steps called SAR1 and
SAR2 with both identified as MS in the project integrated schedule. SAR1 generally occurs at the IKC
Partner location following completion of a Partner
driven procurement, fabrication or integration of a system or sub-system, and prior to shipment. SAR2 generally occurs at Fermilab or another Partner location
before final integration. SAR2 confirms that the deliverable meets all technical specifications, requirements,
and acceptance criteria. At the completion of the
SAR2, the ownership of the deliverable is transferred
to the DOE. To absorb potential schedule delays, two
MS called respectively “SAR2 early” and “SAR2 late”
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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were created. The PIP-II IKC Partners are committed
to delivering on the SAR2 early MS date. The difference between the SAR2 early and late dates define the
IKC schedule margin with subsequent activities
planned after SAR2 late dates. The duration of the IKC
schedule margin ranges with respect to the technical
complexity of the item to be delivered.
In each step of the IKC life cycle, continuous centralized
schedule risk assessment and possible mitigation strategies
are planned. In this model, the IKC Partner is solely responsible for the financial management of an IKC until its
delivery.

PIP-II IKC: EARLY LESSONS LEARNED
AND CHALLENGES
The PIP-II Project implements lessons learned from the
IKC working models used by European laboratories like
CERN, the European X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL)
and the European Spallation Source (ESS) but within the
DOE O 413.3b project framework. Lessons learned on the
early implementation of the PIP-II IKC model are reported
as well as the major challenges that the PIP-II Project faces.

Early Lessons Learned
The integration of IKC Partner activities into management and technical principles is a complex exercise that
needs to start as soon as an IKC Partner is identified and
should be completed and validated before baselining the
project. It requires developing several project and technical
management processes to ensure successful execution.
Due to the complexity of the PIP-II Project, not all the processes were in place and benchmarked before baselining
the project. However, a stage-based approach was implemented to provide support in the areas of immediate need
to avoid delays to the baseline near term goals.
The IKC scope was integrated in the PIP-II systems engineering principles defined in the PIP-II SEMP. Project
requirements defined at the highest level in the PIP-II
Global Requirements Document flow down to specific
sub-systems and devices through physics, functional, and
technical requirement specifications as well as interface
control documents. When a Partner is a designer of record
for their scope, they are expected to concur with the technical requirements for their deliverable and approve the derivative acceptance criteria. In addition, Partners also follow the progression of design reviews from preliminary
through final designs. A special effort is applied when components from different IKC Partners contribute to the same
sub-system. For example, this is the case for the elliptical
low-beta cryomodules that are produced via IKC from Italy
(cavity), U.S. (instrumentation, gate valve, pipeline) and
France (remaining cryomodule parts & cryo-module assembly), before being shipped at Fermilab and integrated
in the PIP-II Linac. Management of these technical integration activities is critical to ensure all IKC deliverables
achieve their requirements and can be accepted and integrated into PIP-II.
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Changes to baseline designs, requirements, and interfaces in the PIP-II Project are evaluated through the design
change control process that includes Partner stakeholders.
PIP-II IKC Partners are also integrated the change control
board where changes to IKC scope and schedule are evaluated. The integration of IKC Partners in the change control process helps them understand the possible effects of
an IKC proposed change to their scope or schedule and to
the integrated PIP-II Project. This approach also promotes
the evaluation of possible shared mitigation actions, between the PIP-II Project and IKC stakeholders.
Before starting IKC production, to ensure alignment
with PIP-II quality principles and procedures (including
environment, safety, and health expectations), each IKC
Partner developed quality assurance plans. Quality Assurance and Control (QA/QC) workshops aligned the QA/QC
expectations between PIP-II and Partners. The establishment of a Quality Control Coordination Group forum with
the participation of all IKC Partners is improving the communication on quality management.
Finally, the current focus is to finalize acceptance plans,
criteria, and handover rules for IKC deliverables. This ongoing activity is helping solidify project management and
technical expectations and requirements.

Challenges
In a multi-national environment like in the PIP-II Project, special effort is needed to understand possible crosscultural differences, to maintain credibility with all the
stakeholders, and to cultivate trust through clear communication. A common governance structure was established
with each IKC Partner to facilitate complex coordination
among Partners. This structure includes technical interface
roles at each sub-system, as well as specific organizational
supporting roles in project management, technical integration and quality fields to match the scope and complexity
of the in-kind deliverables framework. Frequent meetings
between key stakeholders at all levels of the organization
assure complete alignment and early identification of possible issues. In addition, a three-tiered governance and
communication approach (funding agencies, laboratory,
project) is designed to facilitate communication and coordination, allow for escalation of issues and their resolution,
and provide multi-layered influence and motivation. This
structure has been in place since the planning stage of the
PIP-II project and is functioning successfully.
The PIP-II Project is presently entering in the execution
phase and it will soon face different IKC procurement strategies with a specific legal framework corresponding to
each Partner. Even if the PIP-II Project has already established processes to validate the technical information before and after a contract is awarded (through Procurement
and Manufacturing Readiness Reviews respectively), challenges remain to prevent supplier schedule and quality related risks. For these reasons, each IKC Partner developed
a risk management plan before starting construction. This
best practice was not only implemented to ensure alignment with the PIP-II risk management principles, but also
to sensitize the Partners about the need to continue
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monitoring and managing their risks during the project life
cycle. Risk workshops held with each IKC Partner analyze
risk exposure and identify risks to include in the Partner
risk register. Partners risks that could influence delaying of
the integrated PIP-II Project are captured in the integrated
PIP-II risk register.
Completion of prototypes, pre-series and pre-production
items represent activities with associated schedule risk if
they are predecessors to IKC related construction activities. Priority is set to avoid or limit the risks of IKC Partner
delivery delays. Currently several high technical risks are
already retired. Given the scale and complexity of the
Linac development programme, the Fermilab project team
has constructed the PIP-II Injector Test facility (also known
as PIP2IT) as a system engineering testbed for PIP-II’s advanced technologies. Completed last year, PIP2IT is a nearfull-scale prototype of the Linac’s room-temperature frontend, which accelerates protons up to 2.1ௗMeV, and the first
two PIP-II cryomodules (HWR and SSR1) that then take
the beam up to about 20ௗMeV [7].

CONCLUSION
PIP-II is likely not the last project to benefit from international collaboration – there will be more to come.
With the governance, project planning, and technical integration approach adopted for PIP-II, a successful integrated project model now exists for future projects to use.
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Abstract
The reaccelerator ReA is a state-of-the-art super-conducting linac for reaccelerating rare isotope beams produced via inflight fragmentation or fission and subsequent
beam stopping. ReA was subject of an upgrade that increased its final beam energy from 3 MeV/u to 6 MeV/u
for ions with charge over mass equal to 1/4. The upgrade
included a new room-temperature rebuncher after the first
section of acceleration, a new beta = 0.085 QWR cryomodule and two new beamlines in a new experimental vault.
During commissioning, beams were accelerated with near
100 percent transport efficiency through the linac and delivered through beam transport lines. Measured beam characteristics match those calculated. Following commissioning, stable and long living rare isotope beams from a Batch
Mode Ion Source (BMIS) were accelerated and delivered
to experiments. This contribution will briefly describe the
upgrade, and results from beam commissioning and beam
delivery for experiments.

INTRODUCTION
The reaccelerator (ReA) at NSCL/FRIB [1] is a worldwide unique facility accelerating rare isotope beams, which
are initially produced by projectile fragmentation or fusion-fission and stopped in gas cells. ReA has been operated since 2015 accelerating rare or stable isotope beams
from 0.3 MeV/u to 3 MeV/u for the mass to charge ratio
(Q/A) of 4 and 6 MeV/u for Q/A of 2.
Low-energy beams from the beam stopping facilities are
mass separated and injected into a beam-cooler-buncher
(BCB). The BCB is a radio-frequency quadrupolar trap
with axial and radial confinement of ions in a buffer gas,
designed to improve the optical properties by cooling and
to convert the incoming continuous beam into bunches for
efficient injection and capture in the Electron Beam Ion
Trap (EBIT) [2]. In the EBIT, the beam is charge breed for
achieving charge states compatible with the needs for acceleration and beam purity. After the EBIT, the beam is
mass selected in the achromatic Q/A separator and injected
at the energy of 12 keV/u in a multi-harmonic buncher,
where it is buched to the operation frequency of the Radio
Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) at 80.5 MHz [3]. Following
___________________________________________

the RFQ, the beam is injected into the first superconducting
quarter wave resonator (QWR) with beta = 0.041 acting as
a rebuncher. Two superconducting solenoids (SS) with a
maximum field of 9 T are installed in this cryomodule. Following the rebuncher, a first accelerating cryomodule has
six QWRs with beta = 0.041 and three SS. The third and
last cryomodule of ReA3 has eight QWRs with beta =
0.085 and three SS. Following the accelerator, the beam is
energy analyzed and sent to an experimental area with
three beam lines, one dedicated to the spectrometer
SECAR for astrophysics studies, and two others general
purpose without permanent experimental setups.
For providing broader opportunities for nuclear physics
experiments with higher beam energies, an upgrade of ReA
was started in May 2019 with the goal to double the final
beam energy and add new experimental stations with
equipment adapted to the new scientific areas. The upgrade, which was completed in April 2021, included a new
room-temperature rebuncher at 161 MHz after the first section of the accelerator, a new FRIB-style cryomodule [4]
with beta = 0.085 quarter wave resonators and two beamlines in a new experimental vault adapted to higher energies.
Simultaneously, a Batch-mode-ion source (BMIS) was
completed. BMIS is based on the ISOLDE/VADIS target/ion source [5]. Its purpose is to provide beams of stable
of long-lived rare isotope beam for reacceleration during
the time NSCL’s coupled cyclotron facility was shut down
in the transition phase of FRIB project completion and start
of operation.
In this contribution we’ll briefly present the new rebuncher as well as the new cryomodule and beam lines, the
beam optics calculations and commissioning results. Finally, we’ll provide information regarding beams used for
experiments after the commissioning of the upgrade.

THE REA6 PROJECT
The low energy and reaccelerator areas as well as the
new upgrade of the reaccelerator (called ReA6) is shown
in Fig. 1. Labels 1, 2, 3 and 4 indicate the location of the
batch mode ion source, the new room-temperature rebuncher, the new cryomodule and the new experimental
area. The new cryomodule for ReA6 is identical to the ones
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Figure 1: The stopped and reaccelerated beam areas of the NSCL/FRIB facility; the upgrades are indicated as: 1) batch
mode ion source; 2) room-temperature rebuncher; 3) new cryomodule and 4) new experiment beamlines.
used in FRIB with eight beta = 0.085 QWR resonators and
three superconducting solenoids. The ReA6 cryomodule
and the new experimental areas are located in shielded
vaults for the purpose of radioprotection against neutrons.
The upgrade profited from elements already developed either for the previous ReA3 or for the FRIB linac. The two
beam analyzing dipoles after ReA6 and the quadrupoles
are the same as ones used in the first section of the FRIB
linac. All steerers are the same as those already present in
ReA3. Except for minor improvements the diagnostics are
the same used in ReA3 and designed to for detecting a wide
range of beam intensities. Beam viewers are based on
CsI(Tl) crystals and a CCD camera, which are sensitive
down to about 1,000 pps. Faraday cups can be reliably used
down to about 50 fA with an error of about 10 fA. The response time of Faraday cups can be adjusted to meet beam
tuning requirements.
Silicon detectors in the end of the straight section noted
as “3” in Fig.1 or in front of the experimental devices are
also used as tools to perform phasing of the SC-linac, to
measure extremely low beam intensities, or identify contaminants of the beam.
All diagnostics are interceptive and can be remotely positioned in the beamline.

levels of 0.6 Kilpatrick units, which guarantees the breakdown-free operation. Although the pressure gauges show
some evidence of multipacting in the cavity, it does not present an issue thanks to successful RF conditioning. In addition to matching beams to the ReA6 cryomodule, the
cavity provides debunching (i.e. minimizing the beam energy spread) for ReA3 experiments. In the 3·ȕȜ/2-mode the
rebuncher can also cover 0.3 – 1.0 MeV/u range.

The Reaccelerator
The
cryomodule
of
ReA6
contains
eight
beta = 0.085 80.5 MHz quarter waver resonators and three
SC solenoids, equivalent to the ReA3 third cryomodule.
This cryomodule is the 12th of the QWR085 FRIB series,
operating at 4.3K, phase locked at average of 6 MV/m.
Phase and amplitude stabilities met the FRIB specifications of ± 1% and ± 1°, like FRIB cryomodules. The calculated beam envelope from the entrance of the new ReA6 to
the end of SOLARIS beamline is shown as example in Fig.
2.

The Room-Temperature Rebuncher
A new room-temperature rebuncher was built for longitudinal beam matching between the ReA3 linac and the
new ReA6. The rebuncher cavity is a double-gap quarterwave resonator operating at 161 MHz which is a second
harmonic of the beam frequency. This lets one to reduce
the bunching voltage by a factor of two and therefore
greatly decrease the RF power consumption making the design possible. The cavity is only 0.6 m high and has an inner tank diameter of 0.3 m. Its ɴopt = 0.1 allows us to cover
the whole range of ReA3 beam energies above 1.2 MeV/u
for any beam species accelerated in the linac. The maximum voltage of 200 kV was achieved at 5 kW of input RF
power, and maintaining the peak surface fields at moderate
MOPOST021
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Figure 2: Calculated beam envelope RMS (mm) from the
entrance of the ReA6 cryomodule to the end of the SOLARIS beamline; the two dipoles are represented by the
green squares, quadrupoles by the blue rectangles (up horizontal focusing and down vertical focusing).
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COMMISSIONING AND FIRST
EXPERIMENTS
Commissioning of the whole ReA6 elements was performed using the isotopic beams of 14N(6+) and 20Ne(9+).
For both beams the design energy of 10.2 MeV/u was
achieved. The transmission through the whole SC-linac
and both beam lines was close to 100%. The scaling from
14
N(6+) to 20Ne(9+) was fast, performed automatically
(Q/A = 0.428 to Q/A = 0.45) and requested a minimum of
steering correction after the cryomodule.
The new rebuncher was used to focus longitudinally the
beam in the entrance of the new cryomodule. A new microchannel plate detector placed upstream the cryomodule
was used to tune its phase and voltage. The longitudinal
beam shape was optimized to have a FWHM of 11.5°.
The beam accelerated by the LINAC was detected by a
silicon detector downstream the cryomodule, which was
also used to phase the resonators. The energy gain per resonator is shown in Fig. 3 for 14N(6+) beam. The entrance
energy of the beam in the cryomodule is 4.9 MeV/u and the
energy at exit is 10.2 MeV/u. Each peak corresponds to the
energy gain per resonator.
The beam was transported successfully with no losses up
to the end of each new beamline. As an example, Fig. 4
shows the image of the beam at a viewer at the end of one
of the beamlines. Note that the beam is illuminating the
central orifice of the viewer (1 mm diameter) which indicates the center of the beam-line. Up to the time when this
contribution was written, ReA6 delivered a total of 17 different beams for commissioning and experiments, including stable pilot beams as well as rare isotope beams from
the BMIS. A selected list of the beams accelerated in ReA6
is provided in Table 1.

Figure 4: 14N(6+) at 10.2 MeV/u image in the SOLARIS
viewer, see text for details.
Table 1: Selected beams accelerated by ReA6, the intensity
corresponds to that requested and delivered to experiments
Isotope
7

Be
Be
14
N
16
O
20
Ne
32
Si
50
Cr
86
Kr
112
Sn
116
Sn
120
Sn
10

Energy
(MeV/u)
7.4
9.6
10.2
10.2
10.2
8.45
9.5
3.85
3.85
3.81
3.73

Intensity
(pps)
105
106
2.0x107
5000
106
106
106
3.0x107
106
106
106

Source
BMIS
BMIS
EBIT residual
Colutron
Colutron
BMIS
BMIS
BMIS
Colutron
Colutron
BMIS
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Figure 3: Silicon detector spectrum showing the energy
gain per resonator of ReA6; The energy at entrance (first
peak) of the cryomodule is 4.9 MeV/u and the energy at
exit (last peak) is 10.2 MeV/u.

CONCLUSION
The upgrade of ReA accelerator (ReA6), with a new
room-temperature rebuncher, a new cryomodule with eight
SC-resonators and two beamlines in a new experimental
vault was successfully completed. The measured properties
of ReA6 agree with those expected from calculations.
ReA6 was already used for a number of experiments since
March 2021 involving stable and rare isotope beams.
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UPGRADE OF THE RADIO FREQUENCY QUADRUPOLE
OF THE REACCELERATOR AT NSCL / FRIB∗
A. S. Plastun, S. Nash, J. Brandon, A. Henriques, S.-H. Kim, D. Morris,
P. N. Ostroumov, A. C. C. Villari, Q. Zhao, S. Zhao, D. Crisp, D. Sanderson
Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824, USA
Abstract
The ReA-RFQ is a four-rod radio frequency quadrupole
(RFQ) structure of the MSU rare isotope Reaccelerator.
Since the commissioning in 2010 the original ReA RFQ
experienced some operational problems. The design voltage
was never reached, and continuous wave (CW) operation
was never achieved due to cooling issues. In 2016, a new design including trapezoidal modulation was proposed, which
permitted achieving increased reliability, and would allow
reaching the original required specifications. The new rods
were built, installed and commissioned in 2019. Since then,
the RFQ has been working successfully, and recently it was
opened for inspection and verification of its internal status.
No damage and discoloration were observed.
This paper describes the RFQ rebuild process, involving
specific RF protections and other technical aspects related
to the assembly of the structure.

INTRODUCTION
The MSU reaccelerator started user operation as ReA3
in 2015 [1]. The facility is being continuously upgraded to
enhance its scientific capabilities and reliability. Recent upgrades include: (a) replacement of the ReA3 RFQ electrodes
to improve their cooling and provide high capture of prebunched 16.1 MHz beams with 𝐴/𝑄 = 5 [2], as well as CW
operation, (b) installation of a room-temperature rebuncher
cavity and another superconducting RF (SRF) cryomodules
after the ReA3 linac, (c) installation of the new high-current
electron-beam ion source (EBIS) for stable and rare-isotope
beams, (d) installation of the new RF controllers.
Although the nominal range of mass-to-charge ratios is
from 2 to 4, the operation with ions of 𝐴/𝑄 = 5 is considered
to best match the EBIT performance [3]. The original ReA3
RFQ was commissioned in 2010 and has been in service
until April 2019. Several issues related to the RF contacts
between various parts of the structure became apparent upon
commissioning. After the modification of the tuning plates,
their RF contacts, and the electrodes’ water line clamps, we
had to limit the average power to 40 kW. This could provide
the CW operation only with beams of 𝐴/𝑄 = 2. Higher
voltages, required for the beams with 𝐴/𝑄 above 4, were
possible at reduced duty factors. Thanks to the natural pulsed
operation of the EBIT, this was not a problem for the facility,
except for the inability to accelerate beams of 𝐴/𝑄 = 5 due
to the sparking issues. Despite the multiple upgrades and
∗
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improvements, the operational reliability of the RFQ was
gradually reducing.
The CW operation of the reaccelerator facility is essential
for its future multi-user upgrade, when pulsed rare-isotope
and stable beams will be simultaneously accelerated in the
linac and delivered to different users in an alternate manner
[4,5]. Until recently, the RFQ has been the only part limiting
the CW performance of the facility.

UPGRADE STRATEGY
In 2016, the original vendor of the ReA3 RFQ proposed a
new design of the electrodes’ stems. The proposal included
the modification of cooling channels, tuning plates, and the
angle brackets connecting the tuning plates to the vertical
stems of the four-rod RF structure.
The FRIB/NCSL scientists also proposed to re-designed
the quadrupole electrodes in order to reduce the interelectrode voltage. First, this allowed for the reduction of the
RF power consumption. Second, the peak surface electric
fields also decreased. To recover some energy gain after
the voltage got reduced, a trapezoidal modulation of the
electrodes was employed [6]. Table 1 summarizes the main
design parameters that have been changed. Some design
considerations are presented in [2].
Table 1: Modifications of the RFQ (for 𝐴/𝑄 = 5 beam)
Parameter
Output energy
Voltage
Average radius 𝑅0
RF power
Peak surface field
Synch. phase
Modulation
Transmission of:
80.5-MHz beam
16.1-MHz beam

Original RFQ [7]

New RFQ

600 keV/u
86.5 kV
7.3 mm
120 kW
1.6 Kp
−20°
1.15 – 2.6

538 keV/u
70.0 kV
6.56 mm
80 kW
1.4 Kp
−60° to −20°
1.13 – 2.5

82%
N/A

89%
78%

SIMULATIONS
Analysis of the Four-rod RF Structure
The design upgrade started from analysis of the original
four-rod ReA3 RFQ to find reasons for sparking. It required
an accurate simulation of the electric field distribution on the
surfaces of the electrodes. Rather than simulating the whole
four-rod RF structure, we created an electrostatic model of
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Figure 1: Accelerating field distribution along the RFQ.
the quadrupole channel with fine mesh. In this model, all
solids may only be equipotential, which does not match
well with the nature of periodical distributed accelerating
structures, such as a four-rod one. Therefore we defined the
electrostatic potentials by comparing the local field distributions with those of the electromagnetic RF model. We
concluded that the longitudinal periodical potential variation of the rods does not effect the field strength between
the rods. The fields at the ends of the RF structure, however,
required a significant difference of the rod potentials. For
example, the voltage between a high-potential rod and the
tank increases by a factor of 1.74 compared to a spatially
uniform RF structure, such as a four-vane.
The lack of the quadrupole symmetry in the RF structure
induces a dipole electric field component on the geometrical beam axis [8] which in the static model was created by
assigning a potential difference between two top and two
bottom electrodes. The final normalized potentials of the
four rods are the following: +0.895 (top-left), −0.155 (topright), +0.845 (bottom-right), −0.105 (bottom-left). The
potentials of the tank walls remain zero. While the peak
fields between the quadrupole rods do not depend much
on the above-mentioned effects, the peak fields at the ends
(i.e. between the RF structure and the end walls of the tank)
greatly increase in presence of the longitudinal variation of
the rods’ potentials and the dipole field component [2].

Trapezoidal Modulation
Following a practical design approach developed in this
project [2, 6], we built a CAD model of the new RFQ electrodes. The main feature of the new rods is their trapezoidal
modulation. It increases the transit-time factor compared
to the conventional sinusoidal electrodes. Similar to the
drift-tube accelerating structures - the shorter gap provides
higher transit-time factor. The distributions of the accelerating field along the RFQ for the original and the new design
are shown in Fig. 1. One third of the RFQ length is used for
the adiabatic bunching. The remainder has the trapezoidal
modulation with a constant accelerating gap length of 15 mm.
Careful design allows increasing of the RFQ efficiency and
energy gain rate while keeping the peak fields low, which
also remain the same in every cell of the accelerating section
of the RFQ.
After the operational voltage reduction, the RFQ
output energy would drop from 600 keV/u to about
470 keV/u, while trapezoidal modulation partly recovered it
to 538 keV/u.
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HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
Component Cooling
The water cooling of the copper components was optimized to ensure adequate cooling during high duty factor
and CW operation, as well as to address reliability issues
with the original design.
The majority of the cooling improvements pertain to the
rods which experienced several failures during operation
due to routing of the water lines and use of braze joints.
The original design supplied water to the rods via copper
tubing running in-vacuum along the vertical support stems,
exposing them to the RF fields. These were attached to the
stems using copper clamps to facilitate proper flow of the RF
currents. However, in some cases, the screws attaching the
clamps ended up carrying the currents, causing them to melt.
Additionally, the in-vacuum copper tubing connections to the
rods were brazed, and several developed in-vacuum pin-hole
water leaks during operation, which required repair. The new
design solves both of these issues. The supply and return
water lines are routed through the middle of the support
stems, avoiding exposure to RF currents. The connections
of the stainless supply and return water lines, as well as
the copper plugs in the coaxial water channels in the rods,
are electron beam welded rather than brazed to reduce the
likelihood of in-vacuum leaks at these connection points.
The original tuning plates for the RF cells had been replaced during a previous upgrade to a design that incorporated S-shaped channels under a solid silver plate which
was brazed on top. These had begun to develop in-vacuum
pin-hole water leaks through the silver due to water erosion
at the locations where the inlet water was supplied perpendicular to the silver plate and was required to undergo a 90◦
directional change. The new cooling design of the plates
mimics the original, which is a single copper U-shaped tube
with radius bends brazed into a slot in the bottom of the
plates.
The cooling of the vertical stems still consists of a Vshaped channel drilled into the atmosphere-side of the components to allow supply and return water flow, but the depth
of the channels was increased to distribute cooling and lower
the peak temperature of the stem. Another major improvement is a BSPP threaded interface, allowing for more secure
plumbing connections than the original, which consisted of
short stubs of brazed copper tubing with push-to-connect
tubing fittings.
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Tuning Plate Modifications
After initial assembly and tuning of the new RF structure,
it was observed that the tuning plates needed to be nearly
bottomed out on the floor of the RFQ vacuum vessel in order to achieve the desired resonant frequency of 80.5 MHz,
while maintaining a reasonable RF cell flatness, and allowing adequate range on the movable tuners to accommodate
frequency shifts due to thermal changes. To address this
issue, pockets shown in Fig. 2 (left) were cut into the tuning
plates to lower the frequency range.
Initial operation of the RFQ revealed an electrical contact
issue with the angle brackets bridging between the stems and
the tuning plates, which allowed RF current to flow under the
plates and down the water lines, damaging the O-ring seals
on the water line vacuum vessel feedthroughs, resulting in
a vacuum leak. This also damaged and melted many of the
in-vacuum screws attaching the angle bracket to the stems
and tuning plates.
The primary root cause of this issue appears to be inadequate torqueing of the in-vacuum screws. This was addressed by increasing the torque on the screws from 5 to
25 in-lbs, which based on offline testing was near the maximum possible to prevent deformation of the M4 screw heads.
In addition, the silver-plating on the screws was doubled in
thickness to account for RF skin depth issues. Furthermore,
high-purity 0.010-inch-diameter gold wire was sandwiched
in between the stems, angle brackets, and tuning plates, as
shown in Fig. 2 (left), to define an RF contact point, and protect the screws by preventing any RF currents from reaching
the screw threads and shank.
As a doubly redundant measure, to prevent any RF from
reaching the tuning plate water line feedthrough O-rings,
circular RF finger rings were installed in the channels where
the tuning plate water lines penetrate the vacuum vessel. The
feedthrough vacuum fittings were also equipped with ring
shaped canted coil springs to protect the O-rings. These
two measures (Fig. 2, right), ensure that the water lines are
electrically grounded to the vacuum vessel, and that no RF
fields should be present at the O-ring locations.

Alignment Verification
Two measurements were completed on the RFQ copper
structure: one to verify rod gap distances and another to
verify the transverse position of the rods with respect to the
theoretical beam axis. Micrometer measurements of the rodto-rod distances were taken at each RF cell flats on the two
outside edges of the rods. The measurements indicate that
the rod distances are within 0.5 mm of their nominal values.
CMM arm measurements of all rod attachment screw head
positions and all accessible planar rod surfaces were also
taken. The data was analysed to determine a line of best fit
for the beam axis.

Commissioning of the New Design
After a short period of pulse conditioning, a 14 N6+ beam
from the EBIT was used for initial beam commissioning. A
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Figure 2: (Left) Gold wire being installed at angle bracket
junction between tuning plate and vertical support stem.
Also visible are pockets cut into the tuning plates to lower
the frequency. (Right) RF finger ring and canted coil spring
protecting water line O-rings from RF.
transport efficiency of 84% was observed using pre-bunched
beam from the upstream multi-harmonic buncher. The measured efficiency matched the calculated value reasonably
well. The beam energy was measured using a calibrated
dipole magnet and determined to be 540 keV/u.

Operational Experience
The fully refurbished RFQ has been in use supporting
scientific user experiments since March 2020. It has been
opened twice for inspection, with the only observation that
the tuning plate angle bracket screws require a slight retorqueing, likely due to thermal expansion and contraction
of the components or deformation of the gold wires in the
tuning plate junctions.
The cavity has been operated in CW mode at a power
of 21.5 kW for ions with an 𝐴/𝑄 up to 2.22. Most beam
operation is done in pulsed mode due to the pulsed ion beam
injection and extraction in the EBIT source. The highest
peak power used for beam delivery thus far was 60 kW, with
a duty factor of 49%, for ions with 𝐴/𝑄 of 3.64. RF conditioning without beam has reached 100 kW peak power,
corresponding to an 𝐴/𝑄 of 4.8 with a duty factor of 37.5%.
There has been no observed evidence of issues operating at
a higher amplitude or duty cycle if required.

CONCLUSION
The ReA3 RFQ upgrade mitigated the risks of water leaks
into the vacuum chamber which previously resulted in unscheduled interruptions of beam delivery to our users. The
trapezoidal modulation allowed reducing the RF power consumption which in turn enabled the high-power pulsed and
CW operation. Thanks to the detailed analysis of the peak
fields in the whole 4-rod structure including end gaps and
stems, and minimization of the peak field magnitudes, the
RFQ operation for ions with 𝐴/𝑄 of at least 4.8 is reliable
now.
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A LOCAL MODIFICATION OF HL-LHC OPTICS FOR IMPROVED
PERFORMANCE OF THE ALICE FIXED-TARGET LAYOUT∗
M. Patecki† , D. Kikoła, Warsaw University of Technology, Faculty of Physics, Warsaw, Poland
A. Fomin, P. Hermes, D. Mirarchi, S. Redaelli, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) is the world’s largest
and most powerful particle accelerator colliding beams of
protons and lead ions at energies up to 7 TeV and 2.76 TeV,
respectively. ALICE is one of the detector experiments optimised for heavy-ion collisions. A fixed-target experiment in
ALICE is considered to collide a portion of the beam halo,
split using a bent crystal, with an internal target placed a
few meters upstream of the detector. Fixed-target collisions
offer many physics opportunities related to hadronic matter
and the quark-gluon plasma to extend the research potential
of the CERN accelerator complex. Production of physics
events depends on the particle flux on target. The machine
layout for the fixed-target experiment is being developed to
provide a flux of particles on a target high enough to exploit
the full capabilities of the ALICE detector acquisition system. In this paper, we discuss a method of increasing the
system’s performance by applying a local modification of
optics to set the crystal at the optimal betatron phase.

INTRODUCTION
Advancements in the knowledge of fundamental constituents of matter and their interactions are usually driven
by the development of experimental techniques and facilities,
with a significant role of particle accelerators. The Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] at the European Organization for
Nuclear Research (CERN) is the world’s largest and most
powerful particle accelerator colliding opposite beams of
protons (p) and lead ions (Pb), allowing for unprecedentedly high centre-of-mass energies of up to 14 TeV and 5.5
TeV, respectively. The ALICE fixed-target (ALICE-FT) programme [2] is proposed to extend the research potential of
the LHC and the ALICE experiment [3]. The concept is
based on steering onto a solid internal target a fraction of
the proton beam halo split by means of a bent crystal, similar to crystals being developed for beam collimation at the
LHC [4–6]. Splitting the beam is performed by exploiting
the channelling process occurring inside a bent crystal, resulting in a trajectory deflection equivalent to the geometric
bending angle of a crystal body [7]. Such a setup, installed
in the proximity of the ALICE detector, would provide the
most energetic proton beam ever in the fixed-target mode
with centre-of-mass energy per nucleon-nucleon (√𝑠𝑁𝑁 ) of
115 GeV. By using high-density targets, a high luminosity,
∗
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in the order of an inverse femtobarn, can be achieved, allowing for an intensive study of rare processes, quark and
gluon distributions at high momentum fraction (x), sea quark
and heavy-quark content in the nucleon and nucleus and the
quark-gluon plasma, including the QCD phase transition.
Most of these phenomena are not accessible otherwise. Details on the physics potential of the ALICE-FT programme
are summarised in the AFTER@LHC study group [2, 8].
The problem that we address is to design the machine layout that provides a number of protons on a target high enough
to exploit the full capabilities of the ALICE detector acquisition system without affecting the LHC availability for regular
beam-beam collisions. Our proposal of the ALICE-FT layout [9] follows general guidelines on technical feasibility
and impact on the LHC accelerator of potential fixed-target
experiments provided by the LHC Fixed Target Working
Group of the CERN Physics Beyond Colliders forum [10,
11]. We also profit from the preliminary designs reported
in [12, 13] and from the design study of an analogous fixed
target experiment at the LHC proposed to measure electric
and magnetic dipole moments of short-lived baryons[14].
In this paper, we give an update on the ALICE-FT machine
layout. We report on a local optics modification in the insertion hosting the ALICE experiment (IR2) that provides an
increased flux of particles on a target by setting the crystal
at the optimal betatron phase. This method is independent
of the crystal location, allowing for a crystal installation in a
place with good space availability.

MACHINE CONFIGURATION
A potential installation of the ALICE-FT setup will coincide with a major LHC upgrade in terms of instantaneous
luminosity, commonly referred to as the High-Luminosity
LHC (HL-LHC) [15], taking place in the Long Shutdown 3
(2025-2027), to make it ready for Run4 starting in 2027.
Some of the expected beam parameters, having a direct impact on the ALICE-FT experiment performance, are given
in Table 1. Among beam parameters being a subject of
the upgrade, we highlight the total beam current increase
nearly by a factor of two, up to about 1.1 A, leading to more
than 0.7 GJ of total beam energy stored in the machine. A
highly efficient collimation system is therefore present in the
LHC [16] to protect its elements, especially superconducting, from impacts of particles from the beam. The collimation system is organised in a precise multi-stage hierarchy
(see Table 2) over two dedicated insertions (IRs): IR3 for
momentum cleaning and IR7 for betatron cleaning. Each
collimation insertion features a three-stage cleaning based on
primary collimators (TCP), secondary collimators (TCSG)
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Table 1: Some parameters of the future HL-LHC beams
important for the ALICE-FT experiment, referred to as standard in [15].
Beam energy in collision
Bunch population
Maximum number of bunches
Beam current
Transverse normalised emittance
𝛽∗ at IP2
Beam crossing angle at IP2

𝐸
𝑁𝑏
𝑛𝑏
𝐼
𝜀𝑛

7 TeV
2.2 × 1011
2760
1.09 A
2.5 [µm]
10 m
200 µrad

and absorbers (TCLA). In addition, dedicated collimators
are present in specific locations of the ring to provide protection of sensitive equipment (e.g. TCTP for the inner
triplets), absorption of physics debris (TCL) and beam injection/dump protection (TDI/TCDQ-TCSP). The collimation
system undergoes an upgrade, as described in [17], to make
it compatible with HL-LHC requirements, but the general
working principle will remain the same.
Table 2: HL-LHC collimation settings expressed in units of
RMS beam size (𝜎), assuming a gaussian beam distribution
and transverse normalised emittance 𝜀𝑛 = 2.5 µm.
Coll. family
TCP/TSCG/TCLA
TCP/TSCG/TCLA
TCT
TCL
TCSP/TCDQ

IR
7
3
1/2/5/8
1/5
6

TCSG

TCLA

Tertiary halo
Secondary
halo
Circulating
beam

Crystal

Target

Deflected
halo

Absorbers

Collision products
to detector

Primary halo

Figure 1: Working principle of the crystal-based fixed-target
experiment (right side of the graphics) being embedded into
the multi-stage collimation system (left side of the graphics).
Graphics based on [14].
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A general concept of the ALICE-FT layout is illustrated
in Fig. 1. A bent crystal is embedded into the collimation
system and intercepts a fraction of the beam halo, which is
deflected towards the target based on the crystal channeling
process. Collision products are registered by the ALICE
detector, which can handle in the order of 107 protons on
target per second [8]. Possible losses originating from the
crystal+target assembly are intercepted by downstream absorbers. More details on design assumptions and constraints
are given in [9]. The proton flux on target of the recent version of the layout [9] is estimated to reach about 5 × 105 p/s,
and the machine is expected to be safe in terms of additional
beam losses. However, issues related to space availability
for the crystal assembly installation were reported [9]. A
possible solution is described in the following paragraphs.
The crystal assembly can be moved from the longitudinal
coordinate 3217.5 m (with 0 at IP1) to a location at 3259 m
(already proposed in [12]), characterised by good space availability [18, 19]. As shown in Fig. 2, local aperture conditions at 3259 m allow for a common bending angle of the
crystal of 200 µrad for both polarities of ALICE detector,
which was not the case for the layout at 3217.5 m, where
two crystal assemblies with different bending angles were
envisioned [9]. On the other hand, for the nominal optics

Settings (𝜎)
6.7/9.1/12.7
17.7/21.3/23.7
10.4/43.8/10.4/17.7
14.2
10.1/10.1

The halo splitting scheme is to be embedded into the
transverse hierarchy of the betatron collimation system (see
Fig. 1), in between the primary and secondary stage of IR7
collimators, such that the collimation system efficiency is not
affected. A fraction of secondary halo particles redirected toward the target can be used for fixed-target collisions instead
of disposing them at the absorbers.
TCP

ALICE-FT LAYOUT

Figure 2: The proposed layout of the ALICE-FT experiment.
Both beams (B1 and B2) with their envelopes (7.3𝜎) are
given with solid lines for both ALICE solenoid polarities
(posX and negX). Deflected beams are given in dashed blue
lines. Machine aperture is given in solid black lines. Vertical
dashed lines mark the locations of crystals, target and IP2,
respectively. The location of absorbers is marked in the right
bottom corner.
(HL-LHC v1.5 [20]), at 3259 m the number of protons intercepted by the crystal is largely reduced, at least by a factor of
four compared to the scenario with the crystal at 3217.5 m,
resulting in a significant reduction of the proton flux on
target [19]. This is because of the unfavourable phase advance between the primary vertical collimator at IR7 and
the crystal at 3259 m, close to 𝑘𝜋, 𝑘 is a natural number.
Therefore, a local modification of IR2 optics is proposed to
set an optimal betatron phase at the crystal.
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MODIFICATION OF IR2 OPTICS AND
EXPECTED PERFORMANCE
IR2 optics modification has been implemented into the
MAD-X [21] model of the HL-LHC by changing strengths
of IR2 quadrupole magnets labelled with natural numbers
from 4 to 10 (lower the number, closer the magnet to the
IP2), on both sides of the IP2. Quadrupoles upstream of the
IP2 were constrained only to shift the phase advance at the
crystal while keeping the IP2 optics parameters unchanged.
Quadrupoles downstream of the IP2 were constrained to
recover the same optical parameters, including the betatron
phase, as in the nominal optics. Such defined machine models were used as an input to multi-turn particle tracking
simulations in SixTrack [22] that allows a symplectic, fully
chromatic and 6D tracking along the magnetic lattice of
the LHC, including interactions with collimators and bent
crystals, and a detailed aperture model of the machine [23].
Sixtrack simulations were used to estimate the number of
protons impacting the collimation system (including the
crystal and the target of the ALICE-FT layout) as well as
the density of protons lost per metre in the aperture with
a resolution of 10 cm along the entire ring circumference.
About two million protons were used in each simulation scenario, initially distributed over a narrow ring of radius 𝑟 + 𝑑𝑟
slightly above 6.7𝜎 in the normalised transverse vertical
position-angle phase space (𝑦, 𝑦′ ).
By scanning the betatron phase at the crystal, the optimal
phase shift of about −65° has been found. The corresponding
optical 𝛽𝑦 function in IR2 is given in Fig. 3 and changes in
strengths of quadrupoles are summarised in Table 3.

Table 3: Normalised strengths of quadrupoles for nominal
and modified optics. IR2 left and IR2 right stand for regions
upstream and downstream from the IP2, respectively.
Quadrupole
number
10
9
8
7
6
5
4

Quadrupole strength 𝑘1 [10−3 m−2 ]
IR2 left
IR2 right
nominal modified nominal modified
-6.39
-6.15
7.30
7.30
7.01
6.89
-6.60
-6.82
-5.41
-3.59
6.71
6.30
7.60
7.42
-6.36
-7.47
-4.91
-4.17
4.33
4.20
2.99
2.88
-3.63
-4.09
-2.80
-2.67
3.74
2.60

optics modifications, see Fig. 4. A reference loss map for
comparison can be found in [9].
Local cleaning inefficiency (1/m)
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Figure 4: Loss map for the machine containing the
ALICE-FT layout, including optics modifications that set
the optimal betatron phase at the crystal. The local cleaning
inefficency is a measure of the number of protons not intercepted by the collimation system and impacting the machine
aperture. The simulation limit of 1 proton lost in the aperture
corresponds to 5 × 10−7 m−1 in a 10 cm longitudinal bin.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Figure 3: Vertical 𝛽 function and betatron phase for nominal
(solid lines) and modified (dashed lines) optics. Position of
the crystal is marked with a vertical purple line.
A crystal set at the optimal betatron phase intercepts significantly more protons, nearly by a factor of seven, compared
to the scenario with nominal optics. It results in an increased
proton flux on target, in the order of 106 p/s, being twice as
much as for the crystal at 3217.5 m (a method for the flux
estimation is the same as described in [9]). However, no
optimisation of betatron phase was done for the crystal at
3217.5 m, and we expect the difference in flux to disappear
after phase optimisation in that location. No issues with
collimation system efficiency were found due to introduced
MOPOST024
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Installation of the crystal at the longitudinal coordinate
3259 m is advantageous in terms of space availability and
local aperture conditions. However, for nominal optics, the
expected flux of protons on target is very low in this configuration. In this paper, we have summarised a mitigation
method based on a local IR2 optics modification that sets
an optimal betatron phase at the crystal. It allows reaching a
high flux of protons on target, in the order of 106 p/s, which
is twice as much as reported in [9] and one order of magnitude less than the design goal. Works are in progress to
reach the design performance.
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INFLUENCES OF THE TRANSVERSE MOTIONS OF THE PARTICLES
TO THE RECOMBINATION RATE OF A CO-PROPAGATING
ELECTRON-ION SYSTEM*
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Abstract
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For a system with the ion beam co-propagating with the
electron beam, such as a traditional electron cooler or a Coherent electron Cooler (CeC), the recombination rate is an
important observable for matching the energy of the electrons with the ions [1, 2]. In this work, we have developed
the analytical expressions to investigate how the recombination rate depends on the energy difference of the two
beams, with the influences from the transverse motions of
the particles being considered. The analytical results are
then applied to analyse the measured recombination data
collected during the CeC experiment in RHIC run 21 and
RHIC run 22.

DERIVATION OF RECOMBINATION
RATE
The general form of the recombination rate is given by
the following integral over the velocity distribution of the
electrons and the ions [2].
___________________________________________
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depends on the relative velocity of an ion with respect to
an electron, and f e ( ve ) and f I ( vi ) are the velocity distributions of the electrons and the ions.

Gaussian Transverse Velocity Distribution
We assume that the velocity distribution of electrons is
f e ( ve ) =

INTRODUCTION
The CeC experiment at RHIC targets on cooling of Au+79
ions with electrons at the energy of 𝛾 = 28.5 [3]. One of
the major challenges in the experiment is to ensure that the
electron beam has the same energy as that of the ion beam.
A common technique employed for the energy matching is
by measuring the recombination rate. Since the recombination rate is maximized when the velocities of the two beams
coincide, the optimal energy of the electrons can be identified by scanning the energy of the electrons while monitoring the recombination rate. How fast the recombination
rate drops with the energy deviation from the optimal energy depends on the 3D velocity spreads of the electrons
and the ions. During RHIC run 21, it was found in the CeC
experiment that the measured recombination rate drops
much slower than what one would expect solely from the
measured energy spread of the electrons and the ions. One
of the major candidates responsible for the discrepancy is
the transverse motion of the particles which had been neglected from the analytical estimates.
In this work, we derived analytical formula to calculate
the recombination rate with transverse motion of the particles taken into account. The analytical results are then used
to fit the data collected during the CeC experiment in run
21 and run 22.

3

i

1
2πβ e2,⊥

 ve2, x + ve2, y 
exp  −
 f e, z ( ve, z )

2 β e2, ⊥ 


(2)

and that of ions is
 vi2, x + vi2, y 
exp
 −
 f i , z ( vi , z ) , (3)
2
2πβi2,⊥
2
β
i ,⊥


being the transverse velocity spread of
1

f I ( vi ) =

with β e,⊥ and βi ,⊥
the electrons and the ions. Inserting Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) into
Eq. (1) yields
∞
∞
− me ( vx 2 + v y 2 ) /2 kTei
3
d
vv
σ
v
e
(
)

 fe, z ( vz + vi, z ) fi, z ( vi , z ) dvi, z
−∞
α r = −∞
∞
( 2π kTei / me )  fe, z ( vz + vi , z ) fi, z ( vi, z ) dvz dvi , z
−∞

(4)
where we defined the effective temperature parameter
Tei =

me 2
( βe, x + βe2, y + βi2, x + βi2, y ) .
2k

(5)

Longitudinally Cold Electrons and Ions
Typically, the longitudinal velocity spread in the beam
frame is much smaller than the transverse velocity spread
and hence we can take the delta function for the longitudinal velocity distribution, i.e. f e , z ( ve , z ) = δ ( ve, z − vz 0 ) and
f i , z ( vi , z ) = δ ( vi , z ) . In this case, Eq. (4) becomes

αr =

1
2π kTei / me

∞

 d vvσ ( v ) e
3

(

)

− me vx 2 + v y 2 /2 kTei

δ ( vz − vz 0 ) . (6)

−∞

The recombination cross section for an electron moving
with velocity v with respect to the ion is [2]
1/3
 me v 2   , (7)
2hν 0   2hν 0 
 ln 
σ (v) = A
 + γ1 + γ 2 
 
me v 2   me v 2 
 2hν 0  

where A = 2.11×10−22 cm2 , hν 0 = Z 2 ×13.6eV , Z is the
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charge number of the ion, γ 1 = 0.1402 and γ 2 = 0.525 . Inserting Eq. (7) into Eq. (6) yields
hν
2hν 0 mevz20 / ( 2 kTei )
α r = Ac 0
e
kTei me c 2
. (8)
×

∞



e

− hν 0 y / ( kTei )

y

me vz20
2 hν 0

1


1/3
 γ 1 + γ 2 y − ln y  dy
2



If the electrons merge into ions with an angle, the average transverse velocity of the electrons in the beam frame
is nonzero. In this case, Eq. (4) becomes

αr =

Achν 0
kTei

2hν 0
(
e
me c 2

)/ ( 2 kT

ei

∞

)



me vz20

e

− hν 0 y / ( kTei )

y

×

, (9)

2 hν 0

1

  vx 0 2me hν 0
1/3
 γ 1 + γ 2 y − ln y  I 0 
kTei
2

 

2
e z0

mv
y−
2hν 0

×e

hν y 2
− 0
kTei

2hν 0
e
me c 2

erf


(

me vz 02 1−η 2
4 kTzη 2


hν 0
η
 2kTz


 dy



where vx 0 is the average horizontal velocity of the electrons with respect to the ions and I 0 ( x ) is the modified
Bessel function.

Gaussian Longitudinal Velocity Distribution
In the previous sections, we assume that, in the co-moving frame of the ions, the longitudinal velocity spreads of
the electrons and the ions are negligible compared to their
transverse velocity spreads. To investigate how the longitudinal velocity spread may affect the recombination rate,
we take the Gaussian longitudinal velocity distribution,
i.e.,

)∞

 (γ
0

1

+ γ 2 y 2/3 − ln y )


me vz 0  
 y +

2hν 0 η 2  


,

(10)

  
   dy
  
2
2
where kTz = me ( β e , z + β i , z ) / 2 and η = 1 − 2Tz / Tei . It is

hν 0
+erf η
2
kTz


Influences of Orbital Angle

me vz20 − vx2 0

Achν 0
αr =
kTeiη


vz 0
 y − 2
η


me
2hν 0

worth noting that for Tei < 2Tz , η is imaginary but according to the relation, erf ( i ⋅ x ) = i ⋅ erfi ( x ) , the error function
in Eq. (10) also returns an imaginary value and hence the
expression is real and still valid for calculating the recombination rate. Eq. (10) has a singularity at Tei = 2Tz and in
this case, the following expression can be used
Ahν 0 2hν 0
αr =
e
me vz 0 π kTz

− me vz 0 2
4 kTz

.

(11)

1
∞ γ1 + γ 2 y
− ln y − hν 0 y
 v m hν y 
2
×
e 2 kTz sin h  z 0 e 0  dy

y
2kTz 
0

1/3

EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The CeC experiment at RHIC targets on cooling the
Au+79 ions in the yellow ring with electrons at γ = 28.5 .
During RHIC run 21 and 22, the electrons were brought to
co-propagate with the ions in the 14 meters long cooling
section and the recombination rate were measured while
scanning the energy of the electrons. As shown in Table 1,

Figure 1: Normalized recombination rate as a function of the relative energy deviation of the electron bunch. (Left) The
data were taken during RHIC run 21. The red triangles represent the measured recombination rate normalized to the value
at E0 = 14.719 MeV and the blue curve represents the fitting from Eq. (9) with vx 0 = 6.6 × 106 m / s , which corresponds to
0.77 mrad of orbital angle between the electron beam and the ion beam. (Right) The data were taken during RHIC run
22. The measured recombination rate maximizes at E0 = 14.646 MeV and the fitting curve were calculated with
vx 0 = 6 ×106 m / s , i.e. 0.7 mrad of orbital angle between the two beams.
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the designed angular spread at cooling section is about 0.3
mrad for the electrons and 0.14 mrad for the ions, which
corresponds to the transverse temperature of the particles
in the comoving frame of kTei = 46.7eV . Figure. 1 (red triangles) shows the normalized recombination rate as a function of the electrons' energy as measured in run 21 (Left)
and run 22 (Right). The energy of the electrons was adjusted by changing the voltage of the accelerating cavities.
As shown in fig. 1 (solid blue curve), Eq. (9) provides reasonable fit for the measured data if we assume that there
was an orbital angle between the electrons and the ions
with the value of 0.77 mrad for the run 21 measurement
and 0.7 mrad for the run 22 measurement. The alignment
of the electron beam and the ion beam in the cooling section are achieved with beam position monitors (BPMs),
earth field compensation coils and dipole correctors. During the measurements, the beam position readings at the
BPMs were within ±1 𝑚𝑚 and the distances between two
successive BPMs are 1~2 meters. Consequently, we consider it reasonable to assume an angular misalignment in
the level of 0.7~0.8 mrad which was responsible for the
slow declining in the recombination rate with the energy
deviation of the electron beam.
Table 1: Parameters of the CeC Experiment at RHIC
Electrons
Energy, γ
Energy spread R.M.S.
Angular spread, mrad

Ions
28.5

5E-4
0.3

1.3E-3
0.14

SUMMARY
The recombination rate of the electrons and the ions in a
cooling section depends on the 3D velocities of the particles. When the eletron beam and the ion beam are ideally
aligned in the transverse planes and their transverse velocity spreads are much smaller than their longitudinal velocity spread in the beam frame, the recombination curve, i.e.
the dependence of the recombination rate on the energy deviation of the electrons, has Gaussian shape and the width
of the recombination curve is determined by the energy
spreads of the two beam [1, 4]. However, when the transverse misalignment is significant or the transverse velocity
spread is larger than the longitudinal velocity spread in the
beam frame, the recombination curve is more of triangular
shape and its width is determined by the orbital angle between the two beams or their angular spreads. For the CeC
experiment at RHIC, our analysis shows that the transverse
alignment of the two beams determines the behaviour of
how recombination rate depends on the electrons’ energy.
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INFLUENCES OF THE ENERGY JITTER TO THE PERFORMANCE OF
THE COHERENT ELECTRON COOLING*
G. Wang†, V. N. Litvinenko1, J. Ma,
Collider-Accelerator Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY USA
1
also at Department of Physics and Astronomy, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY USA
Abstract
The bandwidth of a coherent electron cooling (CeC) system is typically two to three orders of magnitude higher
than the traditional RF based stochastic cooling system,
which make it possible to cool the ion bunches with high
energy and high intensity. However, for such broad bandwidth, jitters in the energy of the cooling electron bunches
present a serious challenge to the performance of the cooling system. In this work, we present simulation studies
about the influences of the energy jitter to a CeC system
with parameters relevant to the on-going CeC experiment
at RHIC.

cooling field that they generate varies from turn to turn,
which leads to a reduction of the cooling rate.

INTRODUCTION
As one of the candidates for cooling high energy proton
beam with high intensity in a collider, the principle of CeC
has not been demonstrated experimentally. To test its feasibility, the CeC experiment at RHIC has been developed
with the goal of cooling of Au+79 ions with electrons at the
energy of 𝛾 = 28.5 [1]. During the CeC experiment in
RHIC run 21, it had been measured that the RMS pulse-topule jitter in the energy of the electron bunches was in the
level of 0.1%, which was significantly larger than the slice
energy spread of the electron bunch, i.e. 0.02% (RMS). It
was suspected that such an energy jitter was responsible for
the absence of the expected cooling from the CeC.
In this work, we investigate how the CeC rate is affected
by the level of energy jitter in the electrons' energy through
numerical simulations. Firstly, we validate the simulation
code by benchmarking it with the analytical results for an
infinitely long electron bunch. Then we simulated the evolution of the ion bunch profile in the presence of the CeC
with realistic electron bunch for various level of energy jitter in the electron bunches.

REDUCTION OF LOCAL COOLING
RATE DUE TO ENERGY JITTER
During the cooling process of the PCA based CeC, each
ion creates an electron density perturbation in the modulator, which is then amplified in the PCA and generates an
electric field in the kicker section to cool the ion. Figure 1
(red triangles) shows the cooling electric field in the kicker
section as predicted by 3D simulation for the CeC experiment at RHIC. The arrival time of the ion with respect to
the cooling field depends on the energy of the electrons and
the ions. In the presence of an energy jitter in the electron
bunches, the arrival time of the ions with respect to the
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Cooling field initiated by an ion in the electrons
of the CeC experiment at RHIC. The red triangles are data
from the 3D simulations with code SPACE and the blue
solid curve is the fitting from Eq. (1).
To simplify the analytical derivation and long-term cooling simulation, we fit the cooling field with the following
expression (see the blue curve in Fig. 1) [2]:
 z2 
(1)
E fit ( z ) = E A exp  − 2  sin ( k0 z ) ,
σ
2
c 

with σ c = 6.475μ m , E A = 28.1V / m and k0 = 3.28 × 105 m −1 .

We assume that the energy jitter of the electron bunches
has Gaussian distribution, i.e.
 δ2 
1
(2)
f (δ e ) =
exp  − e2  ,
 2δ 
2π δ jit
jit 

where f (δ e ) is the probability function to find the electron
bunch has energy of E0 + δ e E0 , E0 is the designed energy
of the electrons, and

δ jit is the R.M.S. spread of the energy

jitter. In the presence of the energy jitter of the electron
bunches, the effective energy kick received by an ion for
cooling should be averaged over the distribution function
of the energy jitter, i.e.

δγ = Zelk

∞

 f ( δ ) E ( Δz ) d δ
e

fit

e

,

(3)

−∞

where Δz = R56 (δ e − δ h ) is the longitudinal location of the
ion with respect to the cooling electric field, lk is the length
of the kicker section, R56 is the longitudinal dispersion
from the modulator to the kicker and δ h is the relative
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energy deviation of the ion. Inserting Eq. (1) and Eq. (2)
into Eq. (3) yields [3]
 z2 
(4)
 ⋅R
δγ = − Zelk E A exp  − h 2  sin kz
h
jit

2
σ
c 


( )

where we defined the following parameters
 k 2σ jit 2  ,
R jit ≡ η −1 exp  −
 2η 2 



(5)

σ jit ≡ R56δ jit , η = 1 + (σ jit / σ c ) , k ≡ kη −2 , σ c ≡ σ cη , and
2

zh ≡ R56δ h . Eq. (4) shows that the energy jitter results in an
overall reduction of the energy kick for cooling by a factor
of R jit . In addition, the wavelength, λ = 2π / k , and the co-

herent length, σ c , of the effective cooling field are also increased due to the energy jitter.

BENCHMARKING SIMULATION WITH
ANALYTICAL RESULTS
We have developed a numerical tracking code to simulate the evolution of the ion bunch in the presence of the
CeC [4, 5]. Energy jitter of the electrons has been added to
the simulation and to validate the simulation, we benchmarked the simulation results with that from the analytical
prediction for an ion bunch with small energy spread such
that the sinusoidal function in Eq. (4) can be linearized. In
this case, Eq. (4) becomes
 k 2σ jit 2  .
(6)
δγ = − Zelk E A kzh ⋅η −3 exp  −
2 

2
η


Since the cooling time is inversely proportional to δγ ,
we obtain

τ cool (δ jit ) = τ cool ( 0 ) (1 + R56 2δ jit 2 / σ c 2 )

3/2

1

k 2 R562 δ jit 2
× exp 
 2 1 + R 2δ 2 / σ 2 
56
jit
c 


.

(7)

Figure 2: Increase of the cooling time with the R.M.S. amplitude of the bunch-by-bunch energy jitter in the electron
beam. The blue squares are data from simulation and the
orange diamonds are the analytical results calculated from
Eq. (7).
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Simulations have been performed for an ion bunch with
R.M.S. energy spread of σ E / E = 6 × 10−5 , R56 = 1.2cm and
for a cooling electron bunch that is long enough to cover
the whole ion bunch. As shown in Fig. 2, the cooling time
from particle tracking agrees reasonably well with what
predicted by Eq. (7), indicating that the tracking code is
valid at least in the regime of small energy spread of the
ion bunch.

SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE CEC
EXPERIMENT
To investigate the tolerable level of the bunch-by-bunch
energy jitter in the electron beam for the CeC experiment,
we have carried out simulations for the beam parameters
listed in Table 1 and Table 2. These parameters are based
on the measurements during the CeC run 21. Both the energy spread and the emittance in Table 1 are the values for
the central portion of the electron bunch, i.e., 7.5 𝑝𝑠
around the location with the maximal peak current. With
these parameters, the cooling field is what shown in Fig. 1.
Table 1: Parameters of the Electron Bunch
Energy, γ
Peak current, A
Full bunch length, ps
Energy spread R.M.S.
Norm. emittance, R.M.S., mm.mrad

28.5
75
15
2 10
1.5

Table 2: Parameters of the Ion Bunch
Energy, γ
Bunch intensity
Bunch length, R.M.S., ns
Energy spread R.M.S.
Longi. emittance, R.M.S., eV.s/u
Norm. emittance, R.M.S., mm.mrad
β* at cooling section, m
RF voltage (28 MHz cavities), KV

28.5
8.4 10
3.5
1.2 10
0.36
2.5
5
400

Figure 3 shows the profiles of the ion bunch after 40
minutes of cooling with various levels of the bunch-bybunch energy jitters in the electron beam. Since the electron bunch is shorter than the ion bunch by more than two
orders of magnitude, the cooling mostly affects the ions
with small synchrotron oscillation amplitude, which leads
to the development of a narrow peak towards the centre of
the ion bunch. The red solid curve in Fig. 3 shows the profile of the 'witness' bunch which is not overlapping with the
electron bunch. Over the period of 40 minutes, the peak
current of the 'witness' bunch decreases by 10% due to the
intra-beam scattering (IBS) while the peak current of the
ion bunch overlapping with the electron bunch increases by
45% if there is no energy jitter in the electron bunch train
(blue curve in Fig. 3). In the presence of an energy jitter
with the R.M.S. level of 0.02% (green curve in Fig. 3), the
peak current of the ion bunch increases by 22% as the
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results of the cooling, indicating a factor of two reduction
in the efficiency of the cooling. Cooling with an electron
beam with R.M.S. energy jitter greater than 0.04% will essentially diminish the effects from cooling as suggested by
the results shown in Fig. 3 (magenta, orange, and cyan
curves). Based on these results, we conclude that the
R.M.S. bunch-by-bunch energy jitter in the electron bunch
train should stay below 0.02% to avoid drastic reduction to
the cooling efficiency.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In a CeC system, the longitudinal shifts of the cooling
field at the kicker section with respect to the ion that creates
the field in the modulator can reduces the cooling efficiency of the system. Such shifts can be caused by the
bunch-by-bunch energy jitter in the electron beam. Our
studies focus on how much such energy jitter can affect the
cooling performance and what is the tolerable energy jitter
for the on-going CeC experiment. There are other adverse
effects associated with the energy jitter as well, such as the
stability of the orbit, the envelop and the energy spread,
which have been neglected by this study but should be addressed in the future.
For the parameters shown in Table 1 and Table 2, we
found that the tolerable R.M.S. energy jitter is 0.02%.
However, these parameters are not optimal for demonstrating cooling and for the coming runs, an ion bunch with less
bunch intensity, i.e., 2e8 ions per bunch, and smaller longitudinal emittance, will be used. We plan to update these
studies for the new set of beam parameters.
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Abstract
The study of beam dynamics in accelerators featuring
main magnets with complex geometries such as Fixed Field
Accelerators (FFAs) requires simulation codes allowing stepby-step particle tracking in complex magnetic fields, such as
the Zgoubi ray-tracing code. To facilitate the use of Zgoubi
and to allow readily processing the resulting tracking data,
we developed a modern Python 3 interface, Zgoubidoo, using Zgoubi in the backend. In this work, the key features
of Zgoubidoo are illustrated by detailing the main steps to
obtain a non-scaling FFA accelerator from a scaling design.
The results obtained are in excellent agreement with prior results, including the tune computation and orbit shifts. These
results are enhanced by Zgoubidoo beam dynamics analysis
and visualization tools, including the placement of lattice
elements in a global coordinate system and the computation
of linear step-by-step optics. The validation of Zgoubidoo
on conventional scaling and non-scaling FFA designs paves
the way for future uses in innovative FFA design studies.

INTRODUCTION
The magnetic field of FFAs is constant in time, which
allows rapidly accelerating different kinds of beams, in particular high-intensity beams (high repetition rate), in a wide
energy range (variable energy beam). Their magnetic structure also enables strong focusing, either focusing using alternating fields or focusing using spiral magnet edges. These
key points allow FFAs to be accelerators of choice for some
applications: FFAs have already been considered for neutron spallation, muon accelerators, and medical applications
[1–5]. There are two main variants of FFAs: scaling FFAs
and non-scaling FFAs. Scaling FFAs, which were the first
to be studied, allow having constant tunes with energy by
imposing a strong condition on the magnetic field, while
non-scaling FFAs relax this condition to have easier to build
magnets and to reduce the orbit shift at the expense of a
non-zero tune variation. The complex geometry and magnetic fields and the absence of a true reference trajectory due
to its energy dependence make simulation codes featuring
step-by-step tracking the tools of choice. The Zgoubi raytracing code [6–8] allows tracking particles in any magnetic
and electric field, particularly in highly non-linear magnetic
fields, which is the case for FFAs. In addition, Zgoubi realistically models the magnet fringe fields and allows the user
to implement complex and arbitrary misalignment of the
∗
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magnetic elements, and shape of the magnet edges. It can be
used for the optics study, helpful for the accelerator design,
but also for the final study of the lattice, using measured field
maps with realistic fringe fields and possible magnetic imperfections. Because of these advantages, Zgoubi has been
extensively used to study FFA lattices [5, 9]. To facilitate
the use of Zgoubi and allow data analyzes and simplified
visualizations, we developed a modern Python 3 interface
using Zgoubi in the backend: Zgoubidoo [10]. This library
provides a fully featured and easy-to-use interface to Zgoubi.
It can be used both to generate Zgoubi input files and run the
simulations in parallel, as well as to perform more advanced
tracking results analyzes, including linear and non-linear
beam dynamics studies. Additionally, Zgoubidoo also has
modules ensuring the correct placement of the lattice elements in space and the plotting of the beamline and tracking
results, including particle trajectories in the global reference
frame. Zgoubidoo thus has all the necessary tools to study all
kinds of accelerators, especially FFAs. This work illustrates
the main features of Zgoubidoo on well-known scaling and
non-scaling FFA designs [11, 12]. First, the main steps to
model and simulate a scaling lattice with a large field index
[11] are presented. Then, the magnet simplification steps
allowing to transform this scaling design into a non-scaling
one following the steps presented in Ref. [12] are detailed.
The complete analysis of conventional FFA lattices with
Zgoubidoo, from the closed orbit search to the linear tune
computation, validates its different modules and paves the
way for further studies of FFA designs.

MODEL DEFINITION OF THE SCALING
LATTICE
The first lattice studied with Zgoubidoo is scaling and
consists of 12 identical triplet cells, with radial focusing
(sector-alternating field) and a nominal energy of 250 MeV.
The working point of this lattice is chosen in the second
stability region of Hill’s equations, with a phase advance per
cell larger than 180°, which implies choosing a large field
index. It allows reducing the orbit shift while remaining
a scaling lattice and therefore having energy-independent
tunes [11]. Zgoubidoo allows studying this lattice: closed
orbit search, particle tracking, linear and non-linear beam
dynamics, and parametric study to set the working point.
Zgoubidoo’s class structure makes it straightforward to create the lattice with a few efficient commands: it is possible to
build a Zgoubi input file with realistic default values for the
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kin = zgoubidoo.Kinematics(250 * units.MeV)
beam_for_tracks = Objet2('BUNCH', BORO=kin.brho)
beam_for_tracks.add(np.array(closed_orbit))
FDF_cell = FFAG(f"FDF_cell",
N= 3, RM = r0, AT = cell_angle,
ACN=[10.20, 15.0045, 19.80741, 0, 0] * units.degree,
BZ0=[B0F, BOD, B0F, 0.0, 0.0] * units.kilogauss,
K=[k, k, k, 0.0, 0.0],
OMEGA_E=[1.2, 1.2, 1.2, 0, 0] * units.degree,
OMEGA_S=[-1.2, -1.2, -1.2, 0.0, 0.0] * units.degree,
)
zi = zgoubidoo.Input(name ="FDF_cell",
line = [beam_for_tracks, FDF_cell])

Figure 1: Code example that builds the lattice cell consisting
of three FFA scaling magnets and the reference particle with
a few Zgoubidoo commands. The magnet parameters are
given in the form of lists, allowing to readily manage Zgoubi
keywords with several magnets in their integration zone.

ring and thus places all the elements in space. Contrary to
Zgoubi, which only uses local frames, Zgoubidoo makes it
possible to know the global geometry of the ring, allowing
better visualization of the lattice. Figure 3 shows the entire
accelerator ring, along with the closed orbits for different
energies. We can observe the horizontal orbit shifts and the
geometric similarity of the orbits of the particles at different
energies, which characterizes a scaling machine. Additionally, this figure shows the difference in orbit shift between
working points set in the two stability regions: the orbit
shift for the working point in the second stability region is
equal to 0.17 m, which is significantly reduced compared to
the orbit shift in the first stability region (∼ 0.83 m). These
results correspond perfectly to prior results [11].
2
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Figure 2: One cell of the model scaling FFA lattice.
Zgoubidoo’s plotting module allows a 2D representation
of the cell. The FFA magnets are shown in dark blue, while
the FFA element integration zone is shown in light blue. The
dotted lines indicate the straight magnet faces and the mean
radius of the FFA element.
In addition to this plotting module, Zgoubidoo has a powerful survey module that associates a global reference to the
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element parameters in Zgoubidoo. As an example, Figure 1
shows the simple creation of a cell consisting of three FFA
magnets.
For FFA components, Zgoubi allows having up to 5 FFA
magnets in the same element (keyword ‘FFA’ [13]). In the
Zgoubi input file, it involves duplicating blocks of lines to
have the required number of magnets and changing the desired parameters in the right place, which is error-prone.
Zgoubidoo allows to readily define FFA elements by giving
the magnet parameters in the form of lists. After running the
simulations on the previously created beamline, Zgoubidoo
allows the automatic tracking result collection and the plotting of the retrieved tracks along with a 2D representation
of the beamline. The Zgoubidoo plotting module represents
the FFA elements with their magnets (and magnet shape)
and their entire integration zone. The user can thus verify
the correct magnet placement in the FFA element and the
correct shape for the magnet edges. Figure 2 shows one of
the cells of the considered scaling lattice.

−6

−8

−10

−12

−5

0

5

X (m)

Figure 3: Representation of the entire ring. Zgoubidoo’s
survey module correctly places the elements and the particle
trajectories in a global reference frame.

FROM A SCALING TO A NON-SCALING
DESIGN
It is possible to transform the design of the scaling lattice to obtain a non-scaling lattice with simplified and more
compact magnets. We have reproduced with Zgoubidoo
different magnet simplification steps allowing such a design transformation [12]: the first step consists in expanding
the scaling FFA non-linear field in terms of multipoles and
truncating this series at the lowest orders (up to n=5 for a
dodecapole); The second step transforms the sector-magnets
into rectangular-shaped magnets; The last simplification consists in the alignment of the three magnets parallel to each
other with different transverse offsets between the magnets.
Figure 4 shows the three simplifications on the baseline cell.
To adapt the lattice for each simplification, in addition to
changing the magnet shape and type, it is necessary to fit
the magnetic field and radius of each element to have the
same integrated magnetic field as in the scaling FFA element.
Zgoubidoo simplifies the use of the complex Zgoubi FIT
command, especially by managing the numbering associated
with the parameters of each magnet. Zgoubidoo also allows
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Figure 4: Non-scaling cell evolution with the different magnet simplifications presented in Ref. [12]. The cell consists
of three magnets whose field is a truncated multipolar expansion. The magnets are first sector then rectangular, either
facing the ring center or aligned with each other.
to readily retrieve the results of a FIT command by storing
them in easily usable data structures in Python. By looking
for the appropriate magnet parameters (nominal magnetic
fields and offsets), it is possible to have an integrated field
equivalent to that obtained in a scaling FFA. Figure 5 shows,
for the first simplification, the magnetic field seen by particles at different energies, either in a scaling FFA element or
in a magnet whose magnetic field is truncated at order 5. By
correctly adapting the magnet parameters, the magnetic field
is very similar in both cases. The magnets being rectangular
for the other two simplifications, it is no longer possible to
have closed orbits comparable to those in the scaling FFA.
The magnetic field seen by the particles will thus be different, but the integral of the magnetic field in the successive
magnets will always remain close to the scaling value.
Finally, Zgoubidoo allows the computation of linear optics
at each integration step. Tracking results from Zgoubi are
stored in data frames for data analysis: the user no longer has
to read text files but can do everything using Python 3 and
associated libraries (pandas, NumPy). From the tracking
results in the Frenet-Serret reference frame, Zgoubidoo can
compute the transfer matrices at each integration step, as
well as the Twiss parameters. As an example, Fig. 6 shows
the 𝛽-functions for two energies and a truncation of the
multipole expansion at the 3rd order or the 5th order. We
observe that the 𝛽-functions are more similar for a higherorder truncation because a particle with an offset will see
the influence of higher-order terms in the magnetic field.
Finally, it is also possible to compute the cell and ring
tunes for different energies and for all the simplifications.
Figure 7 shows the excellent agreement between the tune
evolution obtained with Zgoubidoo and the original results
obtained in Ref [12].
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Figure 5: Magnetic field along the particle trajectory at
different energies in a cell composed of scaling FFA elements
and a cell with magnets whose magnetic field is truncated
at the 5th order.
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Figure 6: Horizontal and vertical 𝛽-functions (respectively
𝛽11 and 𝛽22 ) for different energies obtained for the third
simplification and a multipolar expansion truncated at the
3rd or 5th order.
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Figure 7: Horizontal tune evolution with momentum, for the
last magnet simplification step and different truncation orders for the field multipolar expansion. There is an excellent
agreement between original results using Zgoubi [12] and
results obtained with Zgoubidoo.

CONCLUSION
We used Zgoubidoo to study FFA lattices and illustrate
the steps to transform a scaling FFA design into a nonscaling one. It has been shown that Zgoubidoo significantly enhances the use of Zgoubi, from the preparation
of parametrized input files to the processing of tracking
data, while offering additional advanced analysis and visualization. Zgoubidoo provides a set of numerical tracking
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methods and tools allowing the beam dynamics analysis,
from the search for closed orbits to the computation of the
linear and non-linear beam dynamics. The study of conventional FFA lattices with Zgoubidoo provides results in
excellent agreement with prior results, including the correct
linear optics computation, which shows that Zgoubidoo can
be used extensively for further studies of FFAs accelerators.
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Abstract
Fixed Field Alternating Gradient Accelerators have been
proposed for a wide range of challenges, including rapid
acceleration in a muon collider, and large energy acceptance
beam transport for medical applications. A disadvantage
of these proposals is the highly nonlinear field profile required to keep the tune energy-independent, known as the
scaling condition. It has been shown computationally that
approximately constant tunes can be achieved with the addition of nonlinear fields which do not follow this scaling
law. However the impacts of these nonlinearities are not
well understood. We present a new framework for adding
nonlinearities to Fixed Field Accelerators, seeking a constant
normalised focusing strength over the full energy range, and
verify the results by simulation using Zgoubi. As a model
use case, we investigate the degree of tune compensation
that can be achieved in a Fixed Field Accelerator for ion
cancer therapy.

INTRODUCTION
In synchrotrons, the tune working point is dominated by
linear quadrupole focusing, and is kept approximately independent of energy by ramping the fields of all magnets up
during acceleration. The tune shift can be taken to be small,
in part because the energy deviation 𝛿 is small. In many
cases, corrections can be performed by the placement of lowfield sextupole or octupole magnets around the lattice [1],
giving overall tune shifts that are small enough for machine
operation. However, this is not feasible in Fixed Field Accelerators (FFAs) [2, 3], where momentum acceptance can
be as much as ±50 %, and small corrections to chromaticity
are insufficient. In addition, the orbit excursions in FFAs are
generally large, and the closed orbit can vary significantly
between the lowest and highest energy: this can complicate
attempts at tune compensation, as the field gradient varies
with amplitude when nonlinearities are included.
Multiple methods have been proposed to control the tune
in FFAs. The most widely known approach is for the field to
follow a ‘scaling law’ [3], a highly nonlinear profile which
was first proposed before the formulation of linear beam
dynamics. Although this will produce a lattice where the
tune is not a function of rigidity, a downside is that all closed
orbits must be scale enlargements of one other. Also, to
ensure strong focusing, either the magnets must have a large
spiral angle (as in spiral-sector cyclotrons [4]), or the lattice must include reverse-bending defocusing magnets. Al∗
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though these challenges make scaling FFAs unfavourable
when compared with synchrotrons or cyclotrons, there are
other Fixed Field Accelerator designs available.
One attempt to control the tune in an FFA without strictly
adhering to the scaling law was used for PAMELA [5], which
began with a scaling lattice, but truncated the multipole field
expansion to decapole order and used rectangular rather than
sector magnets. However, the design is still similar to a scaling FFA, with the same issues as previously discussed. Another method, which fixes tunes by modifying orbit shapes
directly [6], works well for constant-field isochronous cyclotrons but imposes restrictions (such as no orbit crossing)
that make synchrotron-like lattices difficult.
An alternative option is to begin with a simple linear
lattice with rigidity-dependent tunes, and to add nonlinearities to combat this. Previous studies [7, 8] have achieved
moderate success by performing numerical optimisations
to flatten the tune, at the expense of a reduction in dynamic
aperture and high error sensitivity. Results from this purely
numerical approach are difficult to interpret, with no clear
link between the tunes and field strengths. Instead of optimising the tunes themselves, we propose a lattice where
the focusing strength is approximately constant for every
energy, for each magnet individually: this is determined by
the local magnetic field gradient along the closed orbit trajectories. An ion therapy accelerator is used to demonstrate
this method, using the PyZgoubi wrapper for the tracking
code Zgoubi [9, 10]. The resulting lattice has dynamics that
are almost energy-independent, with tunes that are robust
against magnet errors.

TUNES IN LINEAR FFAS
Where there is no overall bending – either from dipole
fields, or from a rotation of the reference axis – all closed
orbit trajectories go directly through the magnet centres,
with the same path length. For a synchrotron, increasing
the magnetic fields keeps the normalised gradient constant:
this in turn leads to constant tune and dynamics. However,
this is not the case when fields are fixed, as higher rigidity
(𝑃/𝑞) beams feel a weaker focusing force: this was observed
in the linear FFAs EMMA and CBETA [11, 12]. In the
straightforward case of a FODO cell with drift length 𝑙𝑑 ,
quadrupole length 𝑙𝑞 , normalised quadrupole strengths 𝑘± =
𝑔
± (𝑃/𝑞) for gradients ±𝑔, and negligible fringe fields, we find
from the the overall linear transfer matrix that
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Table 1: Multipole fields of the lattice before and after optimisation. After fixing the lengths and bending field, the
initial quadrupole strengths were set using Eq. 1.

2 cos (2𝜋𝜈) = 2 cos (√𝑘𝑙𝑞 ) cosh (√𝑘𝑙𝑞 )

Pole Order

+ 2𝑙𝑑 √𝑘 cos (√𝑘𝑙𝑞 ) sinh (√𝑘𝑙𝑞 )
− 2𝑙𝑑 √𝑘 sin (√𝑘𝑙𝑞 ) cosh (√𝑘𝑙𝑞 )
− 𝑘𝑙𝑑2 sin (√𝑘𝑙𝑞 ) sinh (√𝑘𝑙𝑞 )
≈2−

1 𝑔2 𝑙𝑞2
1 ⎞
⎜
⎟ (1)
(3𝑙𝑑2 + 4𝑙𝑑 𝑙𝑞 + 𝑙𝑞2 ) + 𝒪 ⎛
4
3 (𝑃/𝑞)2
⎝ (𝑃/𝑞) ⎠

where tune 𝜈 is the same in both the horizontal and vertical
planes. The first two terms in the expansion give a good
approximation: using the linear lattice in the next section for
a rigidity of 5 T m, the tune error is less than 0.01 %. This
allows us to find bounds on the acceptance of linear FODO
cells for fixed magnets. As the range of cos 𝜃 is [−1, 1], the
upper bound is the limit where (𝑃/𝑞) → ∞: this suggests
that there is no maximum rigidity, although the tune becomes
vanishingly small. Conversely, the lower bound gives
𝑔𝑙𝑞 √ 3𝑙𝑑2 + 4𝑙𝑑 𝑙𝑞 + 𝑙𝑞2
2
3

(𝑃/𝑞)min ≈

(2)

which serves as an approximate guide to initiate lattice
design. This result is an overestimate, so the rigidity range
is slightly larger than predicted. In a more general linear
lattice – where there are independent dipole and quadrupole
fields but higher order multipoles are not included – the
leading-order dependence on rigidity still follows
cos(2𝜋𝜈) ∼

1
2

(𝑃/𝑞)

(3)

due to the normalisation of the field gradient. Although
linear constant tune FFAs can be designed by varying
path length as a function of rigidity using magnet edge
angles, modelling suggests that this is highly sensitive to
the resulting fringe fields [13]. As such, tune control by
introducing nonlinearities may prove more feasible.

TUNE CONTROL IN NONLINEAR FFAS
In the nonlinear case, the scaling law can be used, but the
disadvantages of reverse bending or complex magnet shapes
are significant. As an alternative, we propose to control the
tune indirectly, manipulating higher order multipoles so the
integrated focusing strength 𝐾𝐿 along the closed orbit is the
same for every rigidity. Assuming that the trajectory lies in
the midplane of the 𝑖th magnet, we require for all rigidities
(𝐾𝐿)𝑖 = ∫

𝐿

0

(

𝜕𝐵𝑖
𝜕𝑥 )

(𝑃/𝑞)

𝑑𝑠 = const

(4)

where 𝑥 ̂ is the direction locally perpendicular to the closed
orbit trajectory. Here, we approximate the path length 𝑠 as
the distance along the magnet axis, and take the derivative
perpendicular to this: although the difference in this case
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is small, it is not negligible in general. In the limit of thin
magnets without edge-focusing, the linear dynamics will be
the same for all rigidities: not only does this ensure constant
tune, but also energy-independent Courant-Snyder parameters. However, this will not be the case if local focusing
strength 𝐾(Eq. 3 without the integral) varies in a magnet.
There are limitations to this method of controlling tunes.
One is in the optimisation procedure: unlike in synchrotrons
– where the closed orbit is fixed – changes to the magnetic
field alter the particle trajectories, making it difficult to predict the impact on the integrated focusing strength. In addition, it is unclear whether there is a unique optimal set of
multipoles to obtain a given working point: this makes it
hard to know how much a proposed lattice can be improved.
Also, where orbits cross inside a magnet, it is more difficult
to ensure that (𝐾𝐿)𝑖 is the same for all rigidities.

Ion Therapy Machine Study
As an example, we have applied this method of tune compensation to a FODO lattice with rectangular magnets, suitable for acceleration or beam transport in an ion therapy
accelerator: the rigidity range is 2.63–6.63 T m (±43 %),
corresponding to 80–430 MeV/u for He2+ , C6+ , and O8+ .
The drift between magnets is fixed at 0.1 m and magnet
lengths at 0.2 m, with a total of 54 cells giving a radius
of approximately 5 m. For simplicity, we neglect fringe
fields for this study. Parameters for the initial and final field
strengths are given in Table 1. The beam experiences fields
between −3 to 6 T, which could be achieved by superconducting Canted–Cosine–Theta magnets [14, 15], like those
proposed for the NIMMS medical synchrotron study [16].
Beginning with the linear lattice, multipole strengths are
varied manually to set the working point while reducing
variation in the integrated focusing strength with energy.
The nonlinear lattice is then further optimised using a standard Nelder-Mead downhill simplex algorithm [17]. The
initial optimiser only minimises the standard deviation of
𝐾𝐿 in both magnets, however this is insufficient as our focusing strength calculation neglects edge focusing and changes
in path length with energy: although tune shifts are much
reduced, improvements are possible. As such, the final optimiser step directly considers the tunes calculated by Zgoubi
and minimises the sum of their standard deviations: we find
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Figure 1: Comparison of tunes, maximum beta functions,
and integrated focusing strengths in the initial and final (linear and nonlinear) lattices. In all cases, variation is much
smaller in the final lattice, as is desired. Small residual fluctuations in 𝐾 in the nonlinear lattice lead to some energy
dependence for the beta functions.
that multipoles up to only octupole order are not enough to
completely flatten the tunes. Nevertheless, this study demonstrates in Fig. 1 that a cell with significantly reduced tune
variation over a large rigidity range can be achieved.
To further see how the focusing strength varies through
the cell, the closed orbit trajectories and variation in 𝐾 for the
final lattice are presented in Fig. 2. Here, the local focusing
strength deviates by less than ±5 % in the lattice: in contrast,
it is greater than ±30 % for each magnet in the linear case.
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Figure 2: Fluctuations in focusing strength along the midplane closed orbits, for all rigidities. Tracking begins at the
‘F’ magnet centre. Outlines give magnet boundaries, with
arbitrary aperture. Axes are ‘global’ top-down coordinates.
Previous studies have suggested that the addition of nonlinearities can significantly reduce dynamic aperture in the
presence of realistic errors [7]. As this lattice lacks detailed
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fringe fields, changes in the dynamic aperture are not explored: instead, we investigate how much larger the tune
footprint becomes when random errors are assigned to all
multipole fields. As CBETA operated with magnet errors in
the order of one part in 104 [18], this is chosen as our cutoff.
In Fig. 3, the increase in tune footprint due to these errors is
small, indicating that our method of tune compensation in
nonscaling FFAs is less susceptible to errors than previous
designs: this is an important step towards designing an accelerator that could operate under realistic conditions. Low
rigidities are more affected, as predicted by Eq. 2: field
errors have a smaller impact on high rigidities.

DISCUSSION
As the tune in linear Fixed Field Accelerators can’t be controlled without difficult path length manipulations, we have
presented a framework for creating constant tune FFAs with
nonlinear fields. Our approach does not rely on the scaling
law: instead, we optimise individual multipoles so the normalised focusing strength 𝐾𝐿 is energy-independent. This
has been applied to an accelerator for ion therapy, achieving
a variation of less than 1.5 % in the horizontal tune and 3.7 %
vertically: these could be further improved by the addition of
decapole or higher order fields. We have confirmed that the
small tune footprint for this lattice is achievable in a realistic
accelerator by applying random field errors.
There are still improvements to pursue in future work. For
the theory, it is not clear whether a given working point has a
unique optimal solution, nor is it known how the multipoles
will impact the longitudinal dynamics. Including realistic
fringe fields in future simulations should also improve the
utility of our modelling. Further, we plan to apply this work
to matching sections, as controlling linear dynamics is vital
for transition regions and beam transfer lines.
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FAST CYCLING FFA PERMANENT MAGNET SYNCHROTRON*
D. Trbojevic†, S. Brooks, J.S, Berg, M. Blaskiewicz, BNL, Upton, NY, USA
Abstract
We present a novel concept of the Fixed-Field-Alternating
(FFA) small racetrack proton accelerator 10x6 size, with
kinetic energy range between 30-250 MeV made of permanent magnets. The horizontal and vertical tunes are fixed
within the energy range, as the magnets The combined
function magnets have additional sextupole and octupole
multipoles the chromatic corrections, providing very fast
cycling with a frequency of 1.3 KHz. The injector is
30 MeV commercially available cyclotron with RF frequency of 65 MHz. The permanent magnet synchrotron RF
frequency is 390 MHz and acceleration uses the phase
jump scheme.

INTRODUCTION
This is a proposal based on the existing patent on permanent magnet Fixed Field Alternating Gradient accelerator [1]. This is a Non-Scaling Fixed Field Alternating
(FFA) gradient accelerator with fixed vertical and horizontal tunes with an estimated RF power of 400 kW.
The proposal follows the successful commissioning of
the Cornell Brookhaven Electron Test Accelerator
(CBETA) [2-7]. The electrons were transported though the
single beam line from the superconducting accelerator
starting with energy of 36 MeV and finishing with
150 MeV, passing 4 times through the linac in acceleration
mode and 4 times in decelerating mode making full energy
recovery.
This is a proposal of an extraordinary synchrotron as
acceleration time does not depend on limited speed of magnet response. The acceleration cycle is imitated only by the
RF. In the present design the accelerator cycle frequency is
1.3 kHz. This represents at the same time a proof of principle for the future proton drivers – an essential element in
a chain of synchrotrons in any collider. The proposal uses
permanent combined function magnets lay out in a racetrack and occupying a very small area of 10 x 6 m. The
proton beam is accelerated in a kinetic energy range between 10 MeV and 250 MeV with three Pill Box cavities
with synchronous voltage of 25 kV. The total number of
turns is ~3600.
The synchrotron permanent magnets are significantly
smaller than warm iron synchrotron magnets. This specific
energy range is very important for the proton cancer therapy and recent FLASH cancer radiation therapy [8]. The
FLASH therapy occurs when the large radiation dose is delivered in controlled way during a very short time ~100 ms.
_____________________
* This manuscript has been authored by employees of Brookhaven Science Associates, LLC under Contract No. DE-SC0012704 with the U.S.
Department of Energy.
†dejan@bnl.gov
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The other possible applications are the fast-cycling synchrotrons for protons, muons, or other hadron drivers like
the Proton Driven Fusion systems and colliders.

APPLICATION FOR ‘FLASH’ THERAPY
The ‘FLASH’ cancer therapy is a relatively new possibility in treating the cancer tumours if the radiation is required. Multiple biological studies and even few patients’
treatments around the world in recent years confirmed significant improvements in the cancer treatment results by
delivering the radiation dose in much shorter time intervals
— fractions of a second as opposed to minutes — and in
far fewer fractions or even a single fraction and therefore
at dose rates that are thousands of times higher [9]. All cancer particle radiation facilities in the world are presently
not capable of delivering the radiation dose within 100 ms
as it is very difficult to get such a fast response from the
magnets in such a short time. The cyclotron-based proton
therapy facilities have an additional problem with necessary energy degraders as the proton energy from the cyclotrons is fixed ~230 MeV. The degraders significantly reduce the intensity of the beam and enhance the beam sizeemittance. The fast-cycling FFA synchrotron, made of permanent magnets, can extract very fast the required proton
energies for the patient’s treatment and can transport all energies without changing the magnetic field. In addition, the
delivery system-gantry is made as well of permanent magnets and can accurately transport protons of all energy
range between 70-250 MeV to the patients.

FFA FAST CYCLING SYNCHROTRON
The proton therapy accelerator from 10 MeV to
250 MeV is designed using the racetrack lattice made of
Non-Scaling Fixed Field Alternating Gradient (FFA) arcs
and two parallel straight sections. The layout of the accelerator is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Layout of the Fast-Cycling FFA synchrotron.
The injector for this accelerator could be one of the 1030 MeV cyclotrons available on the market (CYCLONE
10/2) [10]. The racetrack accelerator magnets in the arcs
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are combined function magnets with additional sextupole,
octupole and decapole multipoles. The dipole bending field
at the central energy where the beam orbit is purely circular, is EkCENT=3.4 MeV is BCENT=0.304 T, while the Neodymium Iron Boron magnetic residual induction is
Br=1.3 T. The radial orbit offsets ‘DxMAX’ in the NS-FFAG
arcs are between -4.05mm< xmax < 9.63 mm (for the kinetic energy range between 10 MeV < Ek < 250 MeV or
momentum offset range between -68.2% < ∆p/pCENT <
68.2%). The straight sections have proton orbits of all energies merged in a single orbit with zero radial offsets as it
was successfully shown in the CBETA project. The
straight sections in the racetrack are on two opposite sides.
One is used one for acceleration, where the three RF cavities are placed, while the second one is used for the single
turn proton injection and extraction with injection/extraction kickers and septa. The permanent magnets accelerator
should reduce overall and operating cost. It fits into a very
small area of 6 x 10 m space. The betatron functions, orbits,
and dispersion functions of the FFA synchrotron are shown
in Fig. 2.

resonances with increase of the beam emittance or beam
loss.

Figure 3: Tune dependence on kinetic energy in the fastcycling FFA synchrotron.

Permanent Magnet Design for the Accelerator
The initial design of the permanent magnets with nonlinear magnetic field dependence along the transverse
plane. The focusing and defocusing magnets are shown in
Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Non-linear focusing (left) and defocusing (right)
permanent magnet design for the fast-cycling FFA synchrotron.

Extraction and Injection into the Synchrotron

Figure 2: Orbit offsets (top), Betatron functions (middle)
and the dispersion functions for energies between 10 and
250 MeV in the Fast-Cycling FFA synchrotron.

The injector for the fast-cycling synchrotron could be
commercially available 10-30 MeV cyclotrons with frequency of 42 MHz and provides 120 mA. This makes
1.8x107 protons per bunch. As the synchrotron accelerates
30 bunches this makes per each synchrotron cycle NPROTONS
= 1.15 x 108 x 30 = 5.4 x 107.

Fixed Betatron Tunes in 10-250 MeV Range
The major novelty presented in this report are the fixed
betatron tunes in the very large proton kinetic energy range
of 10-250 MeV or as shown above ∆p/p=±68.2 %. The tune
dependence on kinetic energy is shown in Fig. 3. Previously in the linear magnetic field dependence of the FFA
lattice designs the tune variation between the lowest and
the highest energy is between 0.304 < νx,y < 0.38. This is a
new extraordinary, fixed field accelerator not reported by
anyone else. This dependence removes crossing multiple
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Figure 5: Injection, extraction, and the RF cavities layout
in the fast-cycling synchrotron with a injector cyclotron.
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To achieve the 3.8 x 1011 protons for FLASH therapy it is
required to run the synchrotron per one FLASH treatment
N=3.8 x 1011/3.23 x 109~ 700. The total time for the
FLASH treatment is tFLASH=700 x 898 ms = 632 ms! The
layout of the extraction and injection devices with the three
RF cavities is shown in Fig. 5.

Acceleration in the Fast-Cycling Synchrotron
Protons are accelerated in a non-relativistic energy range
and their flight path around the accelerator’s circumference
varying very much as shown in Fig. 6.

At top energy R/Q = 33 throughout the cycle Q=50 and fRF
= 390 MHz, and the exponential decay time for the field is
43 ns. There is 80 ns time to change the cavity frequency
when there is no beam. The bunch train fills almost quarter
of the ring at the injection. The RF frequency needs to be
in a high range, ~370-395 MHz, because of the required
large number of RF cycles between the passages of
bunches, to achieve higher values of Q. The basic idea is
to accelerate a train of bunches with a gap. During the gap
the RF phase is adjusted so that when next the bunch train
arrives, the phase is correct for acceleration. The challenge
is to find a low-level RF drive signal, which causes the cavity voltage to reach a certain target value during the gap.
The solution by M. Blaskiewicz (BNL) is presented in Fig.
7. As each cycle is 783 µs long this makes for the total
time of treatment tTREATMENT=116x783 µs = 90 ms with the
synchrotron cycle of 1.3 kHz. The variation of the frequency during acceleration is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 6: Proton’s time of flight dependence on kinetic energy in the fast-cycling synchrotron circumference.
To accommodate a difference in the proton path length
or time of flight and provide the synchronous acceleration
there were different proposed solutions like the Harmonic
Number Jump where the beam is accelerated by a pre-programmed RF voltage and the profile is being always kept
constant across the width of the cavity with all orbits could
simultaneously be occupied by beam. We adopted frequency-modulated rf systems. The harmonic number h is
constant, and the RF frequency increases in proportion to
the particle speed cβ. This implies h =4, 5, and 6 and minimum frequencies between about 4.2 and 8.7 MHz. The
properties of ferrites yield an upper limit for the range of
frequencies at about 50 MHz.
We selected the Phase Jump Acceleration (PJA) method
following a previous proposal by D. Boussard [11] with the
pill box cavities. Acceleration is performed by adjusting
the RF phase each turn.

Figure 7: The full cycle with the cavity voltage (red) during
the phase jump acceleration. The klystron voltage in shown
in pink, while the low-level RF drive is shown in blue
color.
We have modeled an RF cavity for proton acceleration
to 250 MeV, the value changes from injection 0.1448 to
0.6136 and the cavity impedance varies by a factor of three.
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Figure 8: RF frequency and phases changes during the proton acceleration from 30 to 250 MeV. The central frequency is 390 MHz.
If the synchronous voltage is 22 kV a total number of turns
required to accelerate protons is N = (Emax-Emin)/ Ncav*Vsynch
=(250-10)106/(3*20*103)=4000. The total stored energy
in the cavity is related to the amplitude VRF of the RF voltage as: U=Vac2/(2ωr(R/Q)) where ωr is the angular resonant
frequency, Q is the quality factor, and R is the resistance.
A total power for one RF driver is 100 kW, for 3 cavities
this makes 300 kW for the total power.

CONCLUSION
The 10-250 MeV fast cycling proton synchrotron with
cycling of 1.3 kHz is the fastest synchrotron proposed so
far. The other existing synchrotron rates are in a range are
15- 60 Hz. In proton acceleration within the non-relativistic
energy range the main problem is the limitation on the
speed due to magnetic field response to the change of energy. This limitation is now eliminated by using the permanent magnets for the same energy range. The Fast-cycling
permanent magnet synchrotron with 6 x10 m area is the
best possible synchrotron for the cancer proton FLASH radiation therapy. It is cost efficient, does not require electrical power, magnets are very small and light. This proof of
principle accelerator would enable new areas of research
using the same principle but building the magnets with
multi-layer superconducting wires.
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PROTON IRRADIATION SITE FOR Si-DETECTORS AT THE
BONN ISOCHRONOUS CYCLOTRON
D. Sauerland,∗R. Beck, P.D. Eversheim, Helmholtz-Institut f.Strahlen- u. Kernphysik, Bonn,Germany
J. Dingfelder, P. Wolf, Silizium Labor Bonn, Physikalisches Institut, Bonn, Germany
Abstract

Table 1: Parameters of the Bonn Isochronous Cyclotron

The Bonn Isochronous Cyclotron provides proton,
deuteron, alpha particle and other light ion beams with a
charge-to-mass ratio 𝑄/𝐴 of ≥ 1/2 and kinetic energies ranging from 7 to 14 MeV per nucleon1 . At a novel irradiation
site, a 14 MeV proton beam with a diameter of a few mm
is utilized to homogeneously irradiate silicon detectors, socalled devices under test (DUTs), to perform radiation hardness studies. Homogeneous irradiation is achieved by moving the DUT through the beam in a row-wise scan pattern
with constant velocity and a row separation smaller than the
beam diameter. During the irradiation procedure, the beam
parameters are continuously measured non-destructively using a calibrated, secondary electron emission-based beam
monitor, installed at the exit window of the beamline. The
diagnostics and the irradiation procedure ensure a homogeneous irradiation with a proton fluence error of smaller than
2 %. In this work, an overview of the accelerator facility is
given and the irradiation site with its beam diagnostics is
presented in detail.
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Figure 1: Overview of the accelerator facility.

BONN ISOCHRONOUS CYCLOTRON
The accelerator facility of the Bonn Isochronous cyclotron
is shown in Fig. 1. Here, light ions, like protons, deuterons
or alpha particles with a kinetic energy of 7 to 14 MeV/𝐴, are
provided to five experimental sites. The ions are generated
by two external electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) sources.
∗
1

sauerland@hiskp.uni-bonn.de
Operating at the third cyclotron harmonic (ℎ = 3). For the acceleration
of heavier ions up to 16 O6+ , see Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Parameter space of possible cyclotron operation
(green) with average magnetic flux density ⟨𝐵⟩ and 𝜈0 .
A two-stage 5 GHz source is located beside, whereas a singlestage, polarized 2.5 GHz source is situated underneath the
cyclotron. The generated 2 to 8 keV beam is guided below
and is injected vertically into the cyclotron’s magnetic center
using an electrostatic hyperboloid inflector.
The Bonn Isochronous Cyclotron [1] is an isochronous
AVF cyclotron with a 120°-symmetric magnetic field configuration in the azimuthal plane. Its magnet yoke therefore
is separated into three hill-and-valley sectors with 0° spiral angle. In the valleys, three broadband dees are located,
providing an acceleration voltage of up to 40 kV. The main
parameters of the cyclotron are shown in Table 1. Due to
its symmetry, the cyclotron normally operates at the third
cyclotron harmonic ℎ = 3, where the RF frequency 𝜈RF
equals three times the ions’ cyclotron frequency 𝜈0 , but also
an operation at ℎ = 9 is possible. The RF frequency range
and the maximum average magnetic flux density ⟨𝐵⟩max of
approx. 1.4 T define the cyclotron’s mass-to-charge acceptance, as shown in Fig. 2. After approx. 120 revolutions,
the beam is extracted to a field-compensated channel in a
single-turn extraction, using an electrostatic septum. The
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Insulation Box with DUT
Beam

Movable Rail System
Optical Breadboard
Scan Stage

Faraday Cup with Scintillation Screen

FC Linear Stage

Figure 3: CAD render of the irradiation site.
extracted beam can either be guided to the high current site,
used to produce induced radioactivity in target material, or
it is transported to the experimental sites via the high-energy
beamline [2].

IRRADIATION SITE
In the C beamline, at extraction 2a (comp. Fig. 1), a
new site for proton irradiation of silicon detectors has been
installed. The site is shown in Fig. 3. A beam monitor,
situated directly upstream of the beam exit window, is used
for non-destructive, continuous beam diagnostics. The experimental setup is positioned on an optical breadboard in
front of the window, which itself is mounted on a rail system
with a supporting structure made of aluminum profiles. The
rail system allows retracting of the experimental setup along
the beam axis, enabling to position an in-house developed
Faraday cup (FC) in front of the exit window, using a vertical
linear stage. The FC is used to calibrate the beam monitor
and features a Chromox scintillation screen for visual beam
diagnostic. The site is complemented by a 19′′ rack for installation of the readout electronics as well as other devices
and providing external interfaces to the irradiation site.
SEM R & L SEM U & D

Suppressor Electrode BLM

surface emission of low-energy secondary electrons (SE),
upon impact of fast ions into matter, is used to measure the
beam current and position. Here, the beam penetrates two
5 µm-thick, carbon-coated2 Al foil pairs, successively
seg-mented vertically (SEM R & L) and horizontally (SEM
U & D). Removing the emitted SE from the electricallyisolated SEM-foils, results in a current flowing onto the
foils which is proportional to the incident ion beam
current. Therefore, pull electrodes are located in close
proximity to each SEM-foil’s surface, consisting of three 5
µm-thick Al foils, biased with +100 V. The sum of all foil
currents allows for online beam current measurement after
calibration whereas the seg-mentation enables to determine
the relative beam position. The BLM module consist of a
3 mm-thick Al iris with a diameter of 20 mm, mimicking
the dimensions of the exit window, as well as a two
suppressor electrodes positioned in front of and behind the
iris. Upon ion impact on the BLM iris, a current is flowing,
indicating beam-truncation at the exit window. To prevent
charge-loss due to SE emission, the suppressor electrodes
are biased with −100 V. Using the information provided
by the BLM as well as the cal-ibrated SEM, the beam
monitor enables to determine the actual beam current
which is extracted to the irradiation site. The beam
monitor design is based on studies utiliz-ing the
Electrostatic and Particle in Cell (PIC) Solver of CST
Studio Suite to maximize the SE col-lection from the
SEM-foils. A scenario with a 13.6 MeV proton beam is
shown in Fig. 5. Here, SE trajectories are simulated,
based on the potential of the electrodes and the SEgenerated space charge. The SE yield (SEY) due to pro-ton
impact is calculated on basis of measurements of [3].
According to [4], the downstream SEY is approx. twice as
large as upstream, for high-energy protons. The SE
emission energy probability density function is a gamma
distribution with an estimated mean energy of 15 eV, based
on measure-ments of [5]. For this scenario, the resulting
SE collection efficiency for both SEM-foils is (99.11 ±
0.19)% (upstream) and (99.77 ± 0.04)% (downstream).
SEM L & R

SEM U & D

Pull Electrodes (+100 V)

Isolator Electrode

Figure 4: CAD render of a sectional view of the beam monitor with SEM (left) and BLM module (right).

The custom-made beam monitor, comprising a secondary
electron monitor (SEM) module and a beam loss monitor
(BLM) module, is shown in Fig. 4. In the SEM module, the
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SEM U & D

CST PIC Solver

SEM L & R

Pull Electrodes

Isol. Electrode (−100 V)
Electric Potential / V

Beam Monitor

Suppr. Electrode (−100 V)

SE Kinetic Energy / eV

19′′ Rack

BLM Exit Window

Figure 5: CST simulations: Electric potential of the beam
monitor (top). Spatial distribution of SE for a proton beam
current of 1 µA in its equilibrium state (bottom).
2

To anticipate surface carbonization in vacuum with time, ≈ 70 nm layer
thickness
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Figure 6: Relative movement of the beam along the scan
pattern over the DUT (green) and the shielding (gray).

IRRADIATION AT THE CYCLOTRON

Source code at https://github.com/SiLab-Bonn/irrad_control
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To ensure a homogeneous fluence distribution, a row-wise
scan pattern is constructed, on which the DUT is moved
through the proton beam repeatedly (see Fig. 6). By providing a constant velocity 𝑣𝑥 , when traversing the DUT, and
a row separation Δ𝑦 smaller than the beam diameter, the
beam’s transversal charge distribution is unfolded homogeneously onto the DUT. Therefore, an area larger than the
DUT is scanned, with turning points located off the DUT,
on the shielding. The irradiation procedure is carried out autonomously and is beam-driven, adapting to changing beam

𝑦/

Beam-Driven Irradiation Procedure

DUT

−2

A custom-made analog readout board is used to linearly
convert the current signals from the beam monitor and FC to
voltages ranging from 0 to 5 V. To resolve different magnitudes of currents, the board features several gain settings, corresponding to input current scales between 50 nA to 100 µA.
A Raspberry Pi single-board computer, utilizing an analogto-digital extension board, is used to digitize the voltage signals and interface as well as to control the components of the
irradiation setup. The Python package irrad_control3 is
a graphical user interface-based control and DAQ software,
allowing to operate the irradiation site and experimenters’
setup from the facility’s control room. During irradiation, it
provides continuous analysis and monitoring of the applied
proton fluence, DUT temperature and beam parameters.

Continuous measurement of the extracted beam current
during irradiation allows to generate a map of the applied
fluence on the scan area. A typical fluence distribution is
shown in Fig. 7. In the central region, containing the DUT,
the fluence is applied homogeneously. In contrast, the turning point regions, located at the opposite ends of the area,
are exposed to a higher fluence due to the turning itself as
well as pausing, initiated by the beam-driven irradiation
procedure. The variance of the proton fluence within the
homogeneous region is insignificant with respect to the its
relative uncertainty of ≤ √3%. It is composed of the individual error on the beam monitor calibration and the readout
board accuracy.

protons cm

DAQ and Control

Fluence Distribution and Error Estimation

15

A 14 MeV proton beam is used to irradiate DUTs, housed
in a thermally-insulated cooling box (comp. Fig. 3). The
box fits DUTs with a maximum size of 19 × 11 cm2 and is
mounted on a scan stage, which has a range of 30 × 30 cm2 .
Typically, DUTs are mounted behind a dedicated, 6 mmthick Al shielding, exposing only the DUT to the beam. A
scintillation screen on the shielding allows for an optical,
beam-based alignment of the setup. To prevent annealing
during irradiation, nitrogen gas is guided through a liquid
nitrogen reservoir and onto the DUT, retaining a temperature
of < −20 °C. To perform a homogeneous irradiation, the
scan stage is used to move the DUT through the beam in a
row-wise scan pattern (see Fig. 6).

conditions to maximize homogeneity. At turning points,
beam parameters are probed against predefined requirements
(e.g. current, stability, position) and consequently, the scan
is adapted or paused until conditions suffice.

Fluence / 1015 protons cm−2

Beam Spot
Row 0

Fluence / 10
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Figure 7: Typical fluence distribution on the scan area for a
DUT aim fluence of 2.5 ⋅ 1015 protons cm−2 .
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A NEW APPROACH TO CYCLOTRON DESIGN
O. Karamyshev†, JINR, Dubna, Russia
Abstract
Cyclotrons are the oldest type of circular accelerators,
with many applications, design of the majority of cyclotrons nowadays follow has become a standard for most of
developers, and there is a clear trend for switching towards
superconducting magnets to increase the magnet field level
and decrease the size and weight. A new approach, described in this paper allowed the author to design a line-up
of cyclotrons from 15 to 230 MeV as compact and power
efficient as superconducting cyclotrons, but using resistive
copper coil.

INTRODUCTION
Every day more and more cyclotrons for medical and industrial applications are being produced. Especially in the
energy range between 10-70 MeV proton (mostly) beams
for medical isotopes production such as PET, SPECT isotopes. Also recently discovered FLASH [1] proton therapy
created a demand for 230 MeV proton accelerator which
can produce beams with higher current then existing accelerators. Cyclotrons seems to be a good choice for such task.
The modern trend in cyclotrons is to apply superconducting coils to increase magnetic field strength of the cyclotron in order to make the accelerator more compact, and
thus reduce the overall cost of the cyclotron complex.
Why is it important to make cyclotron compact:
- Compact mean less materials (steel and copper)
used for production
- Compact means that the bunker is smaller, and for
medical equipment it is very important, as usually
space around medical facilities is restricted.
How can we make cyclotron more compact?
- Higher magnetic field makes poles smaller
- Higher frequency of RF system
- Smaller coil
Increase of magnetic field leads to problems with flutter,
it becomes more difficult to manage shimming of the magnet, and injection and extraction becomes way more challenging. That is why author has decided to follow other 2
options to make cyclotrons more compact and cheaper.
If we look at frequency allocation chart [2] we will find
out that the highest frequency in medical cyclotrons is
106.8 MHz, used by IBA C235 [3] is also the end of the
lane dedicated for FM Radio, but between 108 and 136
MHz there are frequencies dedicated for aeronautical navigation, therefore it is not suitable for cyclotron. Author believes that the optimal frequency is 145 MHz, which is dedicated for amateur use. If we use 145 MHz as harmonic 6
the central field would be 1.55 Tesla.

____________________________________________

† olegka@jinr.ru
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Harmonic 6 means that about 30 degrees of azimuthal
width is required for each cavity. But what if we don’t use
all 6 cavities, but instead have 3 sectors of 90 degrees and
3 valleys of 30 degrees for RF system. In this case more
steel means less amper-turns in coil needed, meaning
smaller coil. As the result we get a much more compact
cyclotron. The 15 MeV cyclotron (see Fig. 1, Table 1) in
more details presented in [4]. For the 230 MeV [5] cyclotron 3 sectors is not a suitable option due to resonances induced by 3rd harmonic of magnetic field. Instead, 4 sectors
were used and same 6th harmonic 4x145 MHz RF cavities
were used operating in push-pull mode. The goal is to create maximal level of unification between all cyclotrons in
the line-up between 15 MeV and 230 MeV covering all the
range, used in medical applications.

Figure 1: Overview of 15 MeV and 230 MeV cyclotrons.
Table 1: Parameters of 15 MeV Cyclotron
Parameter
Magnet type
Number of sectors
Ion source
Final energy MeV
Final radius, mm
Mean magn. field, T
Dimensions (height×diameter),
mm
Weight, kg
Hill/Valley field, T
Hill/Valley gap,mm
A*Turn number
Magnet power consumption, kW
RF freq., MHz
Harmonic number
Voltage, kV
Turn number
RF power, kW
Beam intensity, µA
Extraction type

Compact,
copper coils
3
Internal/External
15
360
1.55
750 × 1290
5500
2.1/0.3
25/210
27 000
25
145
6
30-50
120
8
Up to 1000
Stripping foil
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All of the cyclotrons for proton therapy, that were recently developed use superconducting coil: Varian [6],
SC200 [7], MSC230 [8]. However, is it necessary? There
are many disadvantages of SC coils is expensive cryogenics equipment that requires servicing and consumes power.
In comparison copper coil only requires water cooling,
and because water cooling is also required for RF system,
it is convenient to copper coil instead of superconducting.
It is a common misconception that superconducting coil
can save power, cryogenics equipment still requires a lot of
power and with RF system and all the auxiliary systems
power consumption of the cyclotron is not defined by just
magnet. In fact, usually it is only 20-30% of total power
consumption.
The proposed design of the 230 MeV resistive cyclotron
(see Table 2) is almost as compact as superconducting
MSC230, but much cheaper due to rather small copper coil
instead of a SC coil.
Figure 2: Magnet flux distribution of RC3/6.
Table 2: Parameters of 230 MeV Cyclotron
Parameter
Magnet type
Compact,
copper coils
Number of sectors
4
Ion source
Internal, PIG
Final energy MeV
230
Final radius, mm
1200
Mean magnetic field, T
1./2
(center/extraction)
Dimensions (height×diameter),
2000 x 3850
mm
Weight, tonne
130
Hill, Valley gap, mm
20/50 mm, 460 mm
80 000
A*Turn number
Magnet power consumption, kW 95
RF freq., MHz
145
6
Harmonic number
Voltage, kV
30-110
Turn number
600
RF Power, kW
80
Beam intensity, µA
Up to 100
Extraction type
1ESD, 2 correctors

Figure 3: Magnet flux distribution of 230 MeV cyclotron.

Both cyclotrons were simulated in CST studio (see
Figs. 2, 3 and 4) and full beam dynamics studies performed.

Figure 4: RF system of 230 MeV cyclotron in Push-Pull
mode.
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CONCLUSION
The conceptual design of a line of cyclotron, covering
the full range of energies used for medical application has
been performed for 15 MeV and 230 MeV accelerators.
The design is cheap and simple to produce and operate. Author will continue to develop other cyclotron using this
scheme for the energies between the currently developed
model.
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BETATRON TUNE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RUTGERS 12-INCH
CYCLOTRON FOR DIFFERENT MAGNETIC POLES CONFIGURATIONS
Cédric Hernalsteens, CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland
Michelle Miller, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, USA
Timothy S. Ponter, Ion Beam Applications, Louvain-la-neuve, Belgium
Brian Beaudoin, Timothy W. Koeth, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, USA
Kiersten Ruisard, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA
Robin Tesse, ULB, Bruxelles, Belgium
Abstract
The Rutgers cyclotron is a small 12-Inch, 1.2 MeV proton cyclotron. Sets of magnet pole-tips were designed to
demonstrate different cyclotron focusing options: weak focusing, radial sector focusing and spiral sector focusing. The
purpose of this paper is to experimentally characterize the
transverse dynamics provided by different types of focusing. Magnetic field measurements provide insight into the
as-built properties of these magnetic poles configurations.
First we discuss the axial betatron tune measurements as a
function of the beam energy towards outer radii, which agree
well with the values expected from measured magnetic data.
Turn-by-turn betatron envelope oscillation measurements
are also reported and compared with the tune measurements.
Excellent agreement is once again found.

THE RUTGERS 12-INCH CYCLOTRON
The Rutgers cyclotron is a 12-Inch, 1.2 MeV proton cyclotron built out of passion and intended for instructional use.
It saw first beam in 1999 [1] and since has been the host of
multiple students projects, contributing to the improvement
of the machine and its subsystems. In particular, different
sets of magnet pole-tips have been designed and built. These
different magnetic configuration illustrate the main aspects
of the cyclotron focusing theory: weak focusing, radial sectors (Thomas focusing) and spiral sectors (Kerst and Laslett
focusing effects) [2–4]. The transverse betatron motion of
the beam accelerated with the weak focusing pole configuration has been observed in the past [5] using the main
diagnosis tool available at the cyclotron: a phosphor coated
screen mounted on a radial probe instrument observed with
a DSLR camera.
We make two independent tune calculations based on two
sets of measured data: a mapping of the magnetic field in
the mid-plane of the magnet and transverse betatron centroid
and envelope oscillations data extracted from beam images.
To carry out the measurements discussed below, we used
a modified source chimney featuring an aperture offset along
the vertical axis in order to provide a beam with an initial
axial offset to drive large axial oscillations. The design of
the source, a cold cathode Penning Ion Gauge (PIC) source,
is reported in Ref. [6]. Additionally, the aperture is circular
with a 0.8 mm radius, and it can sustain a current of 5 mA.
MOPOST033
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A picture of the modified aperture source is shown in Fig. 1
(left). The off-centered aperture is clearly identified.

Magnetic Field Focusing
The cyclotron magnet features flat poles with a maximum
𝐵-field of about 1 T. The magnetic field can be shaped using
pole-tips that are fixed on the flat poles. Magnetic maps have
been measured using a home-made magnetic measurement
table and stepper motors electronics with a digital Gaussmeter. The magnetic centers of the sector focusing pole-tips
are identified using a field harmonic analysis on a set of circles with different radii; indeed the non-structure harmonics
are minimal at the magnetic center.
The so-called weak-focusing poles have azimuthal symmetry (see Fig. 1 (right)). The axial magnetic field decreases
with the radius, the gradient of which provides axial focusing. The radial focusing comes from the usual dipole

Figure 1: (top) Weak focusing pole-tips on magnet, with
magnetic measurement stage. (bottom) Glow of the plasma
out of the source chimney aperture. The symmetry plane
of the cyclotron lies in the axial center of the chimney. The
offset of the aperture with respect to that plane is directly
visible.
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weak-focusing term. Given the low energy and low current
of the cyclotron these pole-tips do not attempt nor achieve
isochronicity. The axial tunes is given by the usual formula
(1)

𝜈𝑧 = √𝑛,

𝑟
where 𝑛 is the field index defined as 𝑛 = − 𝜕𝐵
𝜕𝑟 𝐵0 . Radial
sectors pole-tips providing the so-called Thomas focusing [2]
were built but the beam could not be accelerated up to the
deflector radius due to poor isochronicity. Straight sector
edge-focusing adds a term to 𝜈2𝑧 depending on the “flutter”
(mean square deviation of 𝐵(𝜃):

𝐹 2 = ⟨(

𝐵(𝜃) − ⟨𝐵⟩ 2
) ⟩,
⟨𝐵⟩

(2)

where ⟨𝐵⟩ is the 𝜃-averaged axial magnetic field. To successfully accelerate the beam up to the chamber’s radius a new
set of pole-tips was designed [7], at the same time providing
additional focusing using a spiral sector design. The sector
focusing contribution to the axial tune becomes
𝜈2𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

=

𝐹 2 (1

+

2𝑡𝑎𝑛2 𝜖)

(3)

where 𝐹 is defined in Eq. (2) and 𝜖 is the spiral angle. The
spiral pole tips are in the shape of Archimedean spirals that
sweep 270°, as shown in Fig. 2 (right). A complete magnetic
field map has been measured and is shown in Fig. 2 (left).
In order to reconstruct the axial tune the field was integrated
azimuthally (assuming circular orbits) to obtain the field
gradient and the flutter 𝐹.

voltage is too small the radial turn to turn separation is too
small and one cannot distinguish between two consecutive
turns in the beam image. However, if the voltage is too large
then the length of the turn by turn signal is reduced. Beam-ff
images are taken for each set of data to calibrate pixel grid
to magnet center/midplane.

Figure 3: Beam image obtained from a long exposure shot
of the moving radial probe screen for the weak focusing poletips (left) and for the spiral sectors pole-tips (right) where a
good turn-by-turn separation is obtained. Note that both the
beam centroid oscillation and beam envelope modulation
are apparent.
The beam images were processed to extract the turn-byturn signals corresponding to the axial beam centroid positions ⟨𝑧⟩𝑛 and axial beam envelopes ⟨𝑧2 ⟩𝑛 . Although one
might be concerned by the robustness of such data, multiple
manual processing of each image turned out to provide data
whose associated errors are well constrained. These data
were in turn fitted with a harmonic signal using a moving
window technique, weighted to measurement error. Imageby-image examination of the fit quality showed that the best
results are obtained using a 5-point window. The low number of fit points allows us to resolve radial variations of the
frequency, as the typical signal length is around 15 turns
long.

�

Figure 2: Spiral sectors pole-tips (left) and measured magnetic map (right.

BETATRON TUNE MEASUREMENTS
The aim of these beam based measurements is to characterize the focusing properties of the different sets of the
pole-tip designs. Beam images are captured on a phosphor
coated screen mounted on a manually actuated radial probe.
A view port next to the radial probe provides line of sight
to a DSLR camera. The camera is set for long exposure
shots (up to 5 seconds) while the operator maneuvers the
radial probe to capture an 2D image of the beam’s axial
and radial position. Figure 3 displays a typical beam image
obtained with the weak focusing (left) and spiral pole-tips
(right). The accelerating voltage is adjusted to find a balance between two characteristics of the beam image: if the
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
A13: Cyclotrons
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Figure 4: Axial centroid oscillation signal for the spiral
sectors configuration. The best harmonic fit based on the
first five points (green markers) is also shown.
Figure 4 displays the beam centroid oscillation signal for
the spiral pole-tips. The fit is based on the first five points
(green data points). One can observe the fitted harmonic
motion shifted in phase relatively to the other data points
(red data points). This is the effect of the axial tune variation
along the machine radius.
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Figure 5: Results for the weak focusing pole-tips: tune from
beam data (red), tune computed from measured magnetic
field (purple), linear fit (green) with the 90% confidence
intervals. The gray vertical bands symbolize the minimal
and maximal radii reachable with the radial probe screen.

It is interesting to note that the measurement technique
that we use readily provides a turn-by-turn envelope beating information. This is contrasting the usual case of synchrotrons where that kind of data is not as easily accessible.
This provides a second and independent mean of measuring
the betatron tune. Indeed it is well known that the envelope beating signal has a frequency which is two times the
betatron tune. The envelope oscillation signal has been successfully reconstructed for spiral pole-tips beam images and
the envelope tune is measured. The results are shown in
Fig. 6 (light blue band). Within the measurement errors the
envelope-based result matches very well the centroid-based
tune values. The beam images that were analyzed did not
allow to measure the envelope-based tune as a function of
the radius however the measurement range is the same as for
the other results.
������� ������ [���]
����

����

Our results for the measurement of the axial tune in the
weak focusing configuration are shown in Fig. 5. Data points
for the measured axial tune from the image processing are
shown in red. The axial tune increases with the radius. The
best linear fit in the measurement range1 reads 𝜈𝑎 = (0.086±
0.001) + (0.0012 ± 0.001) ⋅ (𝑟 − 45), where 𝑟 is the radius
expressed in millimeters in the range 45 to 80mm. The
90 % confidence interval is also shown revealing that the
measurement resolution is sufficient to confirm the observed
linear trend. The equation of the fit of the magnetic results
(in the beam based measurement range) reads 𝜈𝑎 = (0.088±
0.004) + (0.0015 ± 0.0002) ⋅ (𝑟 − 45). Fig. 5 also indicates
the beam energy corresponding to a given radius. These
represent the first direct tune measurements results (as a
function of the radius or energy) obtained so far for the
Rutgers cyclotron.
The analytic tune calculation based on the measured magnetic field, using Eq. (1), is shown in purple. The agreement
between the two measurements is excellent and the radial
dependence is clearly resolved.
Data obtained from the spiral pole-tips configuration of
the cyclotron have also been analyzed to measure the axial tune as a function of the radius. Results are shown in
Fig. 6. The measured tune is shown in red while the estimate
from the magnetic measurements is shown in purple. Once
again the agreement between the beam-based results and
the results obtained from the analysis of the field map is
excellent. The radial dependence is more complicated than
in the weak-focusing case but nevertheless the overall shape
is resolved. This result is the first beam-based measurement
of this configuration and provides a last validation of the
design process of these pole-tips [7].
1

The measurement range does not reach the maximum range of the radial
probe as the reduced turn-by-turn separation at higher energies does not
allow to distinguish between the turns.
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Figure 6: Axial tune measurement results. Experimental
data points are shown in red. The tune function based on the
measurement magnetic field is shown in purple. The tune
reconstructed from the envelope modulation frequency is
shown in blue.

CONCLUSION
The betatron motion of the Rutgers cyclotron has been
analyzed in detail for different focusing configurations and
the axial tune has been measured for the first time as a function of the beam energy for two pole-tips configurations:
weak-focusing and spiral sectors. Each one of the flexible
components of the cyclotron has been adjusted to provide
high-quality beam profile images on the radial probe screen
from which turn-by-turn centroid position has been reconstructed. The axial tunes obtained from these data have been
compared from expectations from magnetic field mapping
measurement done for the poles. The agreement between
the two independent set of data is excellent. Additionally,
envelope modulation frequencies have been obtained for the
first time and once again the result agrees very well with
the expected value. The results constitute the most detailed
experimental characterization of the betatron motion at the
Rutgers cyclotron.
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
REX/HIE-ISOLDE LINAC
J.A Rodriguez†, N. Bidault, E. Fadakis, P. Fernier, M. Lozano Benito, S. Mataguez, E. Piselli,
E. Siesling, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Located at CERN, ISOLDE is one of the world's leading
research facilities in the field of nuclear science. Radioactive Ion Beams (RIBs) are produced when 1.4 GeV protons
transferred from the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) to
the facility impinge on one of the two available targets. The
RIB of interest is extracted, mass-separated and transported to one of the experimental stations, either directly,
or after being accelerated in the REX/HIE-ISOLDE postaccelerator. In addition to a Penning trap (REXTRAP) to
accumulate and transversely cool the beam and a charge
breeder (REXEBIS) to boost the charge state of the ions,
the post-accelerator includes a linac with both room temperature (REX linac) and superconducting (HIE-ISOLDE
linac) sections followed by three HEBT lines to deliver the
beam to the different experimental stations. The latest upgrades of the facility as well as a comprehensive list of the
RIBs delivered to the users of the facility and the operational experience gained during the last physics campaigns
will be presented in this contribution.

THE REX/HIE-ISOLDE LINAC
The REX linac consists of seven room temperature accelerating structures (Fig. 1). A four-rod RFQ followed by
a buncher, an IH structure, three spiral resonators and a second IH structure accelerate the beam from an injection energy of 5 keV/u to 2.8 MeV/u [1]. REX is a 101.28 MHz
pulsed machine with a maximum repetition rate of 50 Hz
and 2 ms RF pulse length. However, it is generally operated
at lower duty cycles (typically 1.0-1.6 ms pulses at 2-25 Hz

depending on the optimum breeding time of the particular
RIB). It is capable of accelerating beams with mass to
charge ratios (A/q) between 2.5 and 4.5.
The HIE-ISOLDE linac [2] is the superconducting extension of the REX room temperature linac. It consists of
four cryomodules and the corresponding inter-tank sectors.
Each cryomodule is equipped with a superconducting solenoid and five superconducting Quarter Wave Resonators
(QWR) made of a copper substrate coated with niobium.
The geometrical beta of the QWRs is 0.103 and the maximum gradient is 6 MV/m with a nominal quality factor
higher than 5∙108. The final energy of the beam (Fig. 2)
depends on its A/q since each QWR can be phased independently (e.g. 9.2 MeV/u for A/q = 4.5 if all QWRs could
be operated at 6 MV/m).
Three HEBT lines are used to deliver the beam to different experimental stations: the Miniball spectrometer, the
ISOLDE Solenoid Spectrometer (ISS) and the Scattering
Chamber (SEC). The latter is occasionally replaced by different travelling experimental stations increasing the flexibility of the facility.
The diagnostic boxes (DB), distributed along the linac
and HEBT lines, are equipped with Faraday cups, scanning
slits, collimators, silicon detectors, beam attenuators and
carbon stripping foils (50 and 75 ug/cm2).
Electrostatic quadrupoles (before the RFQ), superconducting solenoids (inside the cryomodules) and magnetic
quadrupoles (in the rest of the linac and HEBT lines) are
used for transverse focusing. Two 45 deg. dipoles in each
of the HEBT lines can be used as spectrometers to measure
REXEBIS

A/q separator

REXTRAP

HRS separator
Miniball

SEC

ISS

REXTRAP

GPS separator
LEBT lines
Figure 1: Layout of the ISOLDE separators and LEBT lines (bottom right) and the REX/HIE-ISOLDE post-accelerator.
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the beam energy and to clean the unwanted charge states of
beam contaminants when stripping foils are used.
Table 1: List of post-accelerated RIBs since 2015. The duration of each experiment and a reference to the experimental proposal with additional information is included.
Beam(s)

Energies
[MeV/u]

Time
[hrs]

Exp.
number

74

2.8, 4.0

~ 170

IS557 [3]

115

IS562 [4]

Zn21, 25+, 76Zn22+

110

26+

142

33+

Sn

4.5

Xe

4.5

100

IS548 [5]

Zn20+

4.3

130

IS557 [3]

Sn31+

5.5

130

IS551 [6]

9

3+3+

6.8

70

IS561 [7]

66

16+

4.5

140

IS559 [8]

4.4

33

IS597 [9]

4.4

97

IS569 [10]

78

132

Li

Ni

72

Se19+

66

17+ 70

Ge

142

16+

, Se

33+ 144

Ba

,

3.4, 4.2

147

IS553 [11]

34+

4.7

113

IS558 [12]

5+6+

4.4

245

IS619 [13]

6.2

140

IS572 [14]

142

4.6

166

IS546 [15]

108

Sn26+

4.5

94

IS562 [4]

Li3+3+

8.0

80

IS561 [7]

4.2

84

IS547 [16]

3.6, 4, 5,
4.3, 4.7

134

IS607 [17]

140

Sm

15

Ba

33+

C

94

Rb23+
Sm33+, 140Nd33+

9

206

Hg

59

Cu

46+

20+

28

Mg9+

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
The HIE-ISOLDE project was phased over four years. A
new cryomodule was installed every year between 2015
and 2018 [33,34]. High-energy physics campaigns started
right after the commissioning of each cryomodule was
completed. Physics was paused in 2019 and 2020 during
CERN’s Long Shutdown 2 (LS2) and restarted in 2021.
The diversity of beams delivered to the users of the facility (Table 1) demonstrates the flexibility of the
REX/HIE-ISOLDE linac. Isotopes as light as 8B and as
heavy as 228Ra, with beam energies as high as 9.5 MeV/u
for 28Mg or 1.6 GeV for 212Rn, multiple production target
materials, ionization schemes (surface, plasma and laser)
and mass-separators have been used over the years.

PERFORMANCE
The REX/HIE-ISOLDE linac reliably delivers the
beams requested by the users of the facility. The beam
availability is ~ 90-95 %. The main sources of downtime
are: issues in the proton injector chain (i.e. linac4 and PSB)
accounting for ~1-3 % downtime, issues with the ISOLDE
targets, separators and LEBT lines for ~2-3 % and trips of
the linac RF systems for ~2-4 % (roughly evenly split between room temperature and superconducting systems).

Beam Intensity
Even if it is not part of the performance of the linac itself,
several experiments were not able to achieve some of their
physics goals due to lower than anticipated beam intensities. Sustaining the required target production during the
duration of an experiment (typically 3-8 days) was especially challenging when molecular beams were used to
limit isobaric beam contaminants (8B19F2+ for IS616,
134
Sn34S+ for IS654 or 70, 72Se12C16O+ for IS597 and IS569).

5.5

176

IS628 [18]

23+

4.7, 5.3

178

IS644 [19]

Rn50+

3.8, 4.4

49

IS506 [20]

4.3
4.2, 5.1

31,
83

IS552 [21]

4.2

39

IS553 [11]

Sn26+

4.4

91

IS562 [4]

3+5+

4.9

97

IS616 [22]

7.5

118

IS629 [23]

5.0
3.0

Kr

212
222

Ra51+, 228Ra53+
Rn52+, 222Rn51+

224, 226
142

Ba33+

106
8

B

11

4+4+

Be

134, 132

Sn

31+

28

Mg9+

28

Mg9+

7.4, 7.2

68

IS654 [24]

9.5

116

IS651 [25]

9.5

117

IS621 [26]

46+

7.4

98

IS631 [27]

Li3+3+

8.0

103

IS561 [7]

5.0

135

IS554 [28]

8.5

~ 150

IS680 [29]

206

Hg

9
7

2+4+

Be

30

Mg11+

212

Rn50+

7.6

~ 150

IS689 [30]

61

16+

7.5

~ 150

IS675 [31]

209

53+

7.6

~ 110

IS581 [32]

Zn

Fr
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17.0

Phase 1A (CM1)
Phase 1B (CM2)
Phase 2A (CM3)
Phase 2B (CM4)
Operational

15.0
Wmax [MeV/u]

96

13.0
11.0
9.0
7.0

2.5

2.8

3.0

3.3

3.5
A/q

3.8

4.0

4.3

4.5

Figure 2: REX/HIE-ISOLDE nominal and operational
maximum beam energy for mass to charge ratio.

Beam Energy
On average, the operational gradient of the SRF cavities
has been limited to ~75 % of the nominal 6 MV/m (Fig. 2).
The RF coupler of one of the cavities was damaged and the
cavity was unusable until it was repaired during the LS2.
Several cavities suffer from field emission and they have
to be operated at a lower gradient to limit the thermal load
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in the cryoplant and to avoid damaging the instrumentation
with the produced X-rays. A few additional cavities are not
stable enough for operation at high fields due to a mechanical instability thought to be generated in the cryo system
and propagated through the LHe bath. Fortunately, the 75
% limitation in total gradient did not impact the physics
program significantly up to now (except for part of experiment IS631: 206Hg46+ at 10 MeV/u requested vs. 9.4
MeV/u delivered). Nevertheless, higher beam energies will
not be reachable until these issues are addressed.

Stability, Scalability and Reproducibility
In general, the linac only requires minor adjustments
when it is scaled over Δ(A/q) < ± 0.2 which is critical for
RIBs machines. Scaling constraints are more evident when
the final A/q approaches 4.5 because of the limited available RF power and focusing strength of the in-vacuum triplet inside the first IH structure. In addition, one of the spiral resonators suffers from a mechanical instability at high
gradients which limits its scalability. To avoid this problem, and until the source of the issue is identified and corrected, this structure is being operated at a lower gradient
than nominal which temporarily limits the final energy of
REX to 2.75 MeV/u (instead of 2.8 MeV/u).

Beam Transmission and Ionization Efficiencies
Transmission through the separators and LEBT lines is
typically ~ 70 % (up to 80 % if enough time is invested in
the preparation of the set-up). Transmission through the
linac and HEBT lines is usually ~ 75 %. Beam losses are
dominated by the intrinsic inefficiency of the bunching
process of the RFQ. Trapping and ionization efficiencies
of the REXTRAP and the REXEBIS vary significantly
(typically 2-12 %) depending on the type of beam (atomic
vs. molecular), the mass and atomic number of the isotope,
the desired charge state and the beam intensity among
others [35].

the cryomodules need to be warmed up and cooled down
every year. This cycle, together with the required conditioning and recommissioning of the SRF cavities that follows, takes several months. The high-energy physics campaign typically starts as soon as the beam recommissioning
is completed in mid-July and it ends when the injectors
stop delivering protons in November.

Beam Instrumentation
The beam instrumentation of the REX linac was recently
consolidated. Three new diagnostic boxes (Fig. 3) are now
fully operational. Thanks to the new instrumentation and a
new horizontal/vertical steerer, losses in the linac have
been reduced by ~ 10 %. Silicon detectors have demonstrated their value to characterize both the transverse and
longitudinal space of very low-intensity beams, common
in RIB facilities [36]. Hence, several additional ones have
been installed in the HIE-ISOLDE linac and HEBT lines
over the years.

CONCLUSION
The REX/HIE-ISOLDE linac has reliably delivered dozens of RIBs to the users of the facility since 2016. However, in order to maintain the 90-95 % machine availability
in the future, the REX RF systems (particularly the aging
amplifiers and LLRF) will need to be consolidated. Reaching the nominal accelerating gradient of the SRF cavities
as well as extending the physics campaign beyond the current four months per year remain a priority for the user
community and will be necessary to keep the facility competitive in the global context.
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TRANSVERSE EMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS OF THE BEAMS
PRODUCED BY THE ISOLDE TARGET ION SOURCES
N. Bidault∗ , CERN, CH-1211 Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The Isotope mass Separator On-Line DEvice (ISOLDE) is
a Radioactive Ion Beam (RIB) facility based at CERN where
rare isotopes are produced from 1.4 GeV-proton collisions
with a target. The different types of targets and ion sources,
operating conditions and ionization schemes used during the
physics campaign results in extracted beams with various
emittances. Characterizing the beam emittance allows deducing the transport efficiency to low-energy experimental
stations (up to 60 keV) and the mass resolving power of the
separators.
We report on emittance measurements for different beams
of stable elements extracted from surface and plasma ion
sources. The dependence of the emittance on the different
conditions of operation of the ion sources is investigated and
the results are compared to previous measurements.

INTRODUCTION
Motivation
Radionuclei are produced, ioniozed and accelerated in
two separate frontends at ISOLDE before transport towards
either the High-Resolution Separator (HRS) or the General
Purpose Separator (GPS) [1]. The mass-resolving power of
the separators is to first order, inversely proportional to the
horizontal emittance of the beam. The characterization of
the transverse beam properties is essential to determine the
quality of beam transport to the low energy experimental
stations, including the efficiency of trapping devices. The
objective is to maximize the beam’s brightness, which is
proportional to the intensity and is inversely proportional to
horizontal and vertical emittances.
Recent changes in the extraction electrodes and focusing
elements of the frontends, coupled with the growing use of
different types of target ion sources, motivated a review of
the transverse properties of the beams produced at ISOLDE.

Definitions
We define the assumptions and sometimes necessary conventions used for describing the transverse properties of an
ion beam.
The transverse projections are shown in the trace space
(𝑢, 𝑢′ = 𝑑𝑢
) - non-normalized by the beam energy - with
𝑑𝑧
𝑢 = 𝑥, 𝑦 respectively for the horizontal and vertical plane.
Using the Courant-Snyder invariant, the contours (𝑢, 𝑢′ ) of
ion beams propagating through a focusing lattice describe
ellipses [2]. The lengths of the beam ellipses’ semi-axes
are hereafter derived using the root-mean-square (1-rms)
norm. When assuming a bi-Gaussian density distribution,
∗
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a beam ellipse of size 1-rms encloses 39% of the particles.
The value of the emittance 𝜀𝑥,𝑦 is calculated as the product
of the semi-axes of the beam ellipses, and displayed in units
of 𝜋.mm.mrad.
The effect of space charge on the particle motion is neglected
after investigating the perveance of the beams used. The
generalized perveance parameter 𝐾 appearing in the CourantSnyder equation is:
𝐾=

𝑞⋅𝐼
2𝜋𝜖0 𝑚(𝛾𝛽𝑐)3

(1)

The relativistic term (𝛾𝛽𝑐) is evaluated for beam energies
between 30 to 60 keV/u and a mass 200 amu. With peak current values 𝐼 limited to 1 𝜇A during the measurements and
considering singly-charged ions, the generalized perveance
remains below 10−9 .

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A schematic of the frontends installed at ISOLDE is
shown in Fig. 1, it displays the target ion source vessel,
the extraction electrodes, and the first electrostatic elements
used to steer and focus the beam post-acceleration.

Target Ions Sources
The transverse properties of extracted beams were measured for three types of ion sources differentiated by the
scheme of ionization and selection: surface ionizing, plasma
ionizing and Laser Ion Source and Trap (LIST). The first type
of ion source listed is efficient for alkalis, rare earth elements
and molecules with low ionization potentials. The second
type of ion source listed involves the creation of a plasma in
a chamber between the line and extraction electrode. The
region is subject to a magnetic field and an anode voltage
to ionize a mixture of noble gases and generate secondary
electrons adding the scheme of electron impact ionization
at energies of a few hundred eV. Finally, the LIST-type of
targets is a recent upgrade of the Resonance Ionization Laser
Ion Source (RILIS), with the addition of an RFQ serving as
an ion guide and repellers to suppress isobaric contaminants
stemming from surface ionization. After extraction from
the ion source, the beam is centred and sent parallel to the
first quadrupole triplet via a pair of electrostatic steerers. A
selective overview of the ISOLDE literature on ion sources
can be found in [3] [4].

Quadrupole Scan Method
The principle behind the quadrupole scan method is to
measure multiple transverse profiles for different known
transformations of the beam ellipse and apply a fitting
to deduce the emittance and Twiss parameters. The first
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
A08: Linear Accelerators
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Figure 1: Schematic of the ISOLDE frontend of the GPS (FE10 and FE11). Courtesy of Stefano Marzari, CERN.
quadrupole of the triplet is used the shape the beam, and the
second and longest (𝐿𝑄𝑃 = 48 cm) quadrupole provides a
varying electrostatic focusing. The third quadrupole is kept
off, drifting the beam to a wire grid to measure the transverse
profiles. The wire spacing of the beam profile monitor is
0.5 mm, and the electrical sensitivity ranges from 20 pA to
2 mA.
Varying the quadrupole’s focusing implies a change in the
transverse rms noted ⟨𝑢2 ⟩ = ∑ 𝑓 (𝑢 − 𝑢)̄ 2 , which is also
equal to the product of the 𝛽-function and the emittance.
The entire 𝜎-matrix of the beam is,
𝜎 = 𝜀(

⟨𝑢2 ⟩ ⟨𝑢𝑢′ ⟩ ⎞
𝛽 −𝛼
⎜
⎟
)=⎛
′
′2
−𝛼 𝛾
⎝ ⟨𝑢𝑢 ⟩ ⟨𝑢 ⟩ ⎠

DATA TREATMENT

(2)

The transformation of the 𝜎-matrix through the focusing
and drift region is, 𝜎 (𝑧𝑗 ) = ℛ𝜎 (𝑧𝑖 ) ℛ𝑇 , with the transfer
matrix ℛ,
1
ℛ=(
0

cos 𝜙
𝐿𝑄𝑃
⎜
)⋅⎛
⎜
1
⎝ −√𝑘 sin 𝜙

sin 𝜙 ⎞
⎟
⎟
cos 𝜙 ⎠

1
√𝑘

(3)

The factor 𝜙 = √|𝑘|𝐿𝑄𝑃 requires estimating the focusing
strength 𝑘 of the quadrupole for the different pole voltages
used, which is done using COSY INFINITY [5]. The theoretical evolution of 𝜎11 (𝑘) at the location of the wire grids
resembles a parabolic curve and is fitted to the data sets for
deducing the Twiss parameters and emittance. In practice,
the quadrupole’s focusing is varied twenty times per series
of measurements, such that the waist of the beam is captured,
ℛ
and a sufficient rotation angle tan 𝜃 = ℛ12 is covered. A
11
cumulative integration time of one minute per individual
beam profile allows satisfactory uncertainties on the variance (or 𝜎11 ), limited by the wire spacing geometry or beam
instabilities.
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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Figure 2: Typical vertical beam profile acquired for four different focusing strengths during the quadrupole scan method.
The transverse beam profiles are first treated to remove the
noise bias by looking at the average value of the current read
without beam impinging. Secondly, a threshold is chosen for
each profile, equaling a certain number of times the initially
measured rms, so that the values beyond the interval are
set to zero. The value of the threshold, noted 𝜒, is set by
investigating the evolution of the second derivative of the
emittance and the Twiss parameters as a function of the
exclusion interval size. A typical example of beam profile
acquisitions and the resulting second derivatives leading to
the deduction of the threshold is shown in Figs 2 and 3. In
this case, the threshold is chosen to be about 𝜒 = 4, four
times the initial rms value, with the resulting fitting on 𝜎11
shown in Fig 4.
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Table 1: Summary of the Measured Transverse Beam Properties for Different Target Ion Sources
Type
Surface

Plasma

Figure 3: Determination of the exclusion factor 𝜒, set here
so that the absolute value of the second derivative of the
emittance remains below of 2.5 a.u. (dash-dotted line).

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The results from the transverse beam properties measurements are listed in Table 1. We give more details about the
ion source settings and beam parameters later. Because the
first quadrupole of the triplet is set to shape the beam during the quadrupole scans and does not represent the typical
operational focusing, we derive the Twiss parameters (𝛽, 𝛾)
at the entrance of the triplet.
Several measurements of the transverse properties were carried out using a surface ion source. Measurements carried
out in the HRS and GPS front-ends are consistent for this
type of target. We choose to present the results of a uranium
carbide target, with tantalum as surface ionizer (ISOLDE
target 635). The target and line heating were 𝐼target = 370 A
and 𝐼line = 220 A. The extraction electrode’s position was
set to nominal, so 𝐷puller = 60 mm, at a voltage of 𝑈puller =
30 kV. The beam was mainly composed of singly-charged
potassium. The plasma ion source (ISOLDE target 734) was
installed on the GPS frontend, with target and line heating
at respectively 𝐼target = 300 A and 𝐼line = 420 A. The anode
voltage was set to 𝑈anode =130 V and the coil current to
𝐼magnet = 5–6 A. The extraction electrode was positioned
at 𝐷puller = 120 mm, with 𝑈puller = 30 kV. The pressure of
gas mixture (noble gases) into the target was 1.1 bar. The
LIST (ISOLDE target 634) was operated in ion guide mode
with two repellers at -120 V and an RF amplitude of 60 V
(peak-to-peak) at 704 kHz. The target and line heating were
set for 𝐼target = 650 A and 𝐼line = 300 A. The puller distance
from the target was 𝐷puller = 145 mm, with 𝑈puller = 50 kV.
The results are now compared with a previous series of
measurement using a commercial emittance meter [6]. For
a plasma ion source, the emittance was measured to be at a
minimum of 𝜖(4 − rms) = 8–10 𝜋.mm.mrad for a 30 kV/u
beam of 𝐼total = 1–3 𝜇A when optimizing the extraction electrode position, at 𝐷puller = 88 mm. This value is significantly
lower than the new measurement, which could be explained
by the difference in the extraction electrode positioning. For
a surface ionizer, the emittance was measured (still in [6])
MOPOST036
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LIST

Parameter
𝜖𝑥,𝑦 (𝜋.mm.mrad)
𝛽𝑥,𝑦 (mm.mrad−1 )
𝛾𝑥,𝑦 (mrad.mm−1 ))
𝐼total (nA)
E (keV/u)
𝜖𝑥,𝑦 (𝜋.mm.mrad)
𝛽𝑥,𝑦 (mm.mrad−1 )
𝛾𝑥,𝑦 (mrad.mm−1 )
𝐼total (nA)
E (keV/u)
𝜖𝑥,𝑦 (𝜋.mm.mrad)
𝛽𝑥,𝑦 (mm.mrad−1 )
𝛾𝑥,𝑦 (mrad.mm−1 )
𝐼total (nA)
E (keV/u)

Value
12 , 15 ±4
2.5 , 3.4 ±2.1
13 , 10 ±4.0
0.6
30
39 , 36 ±4
1.7 , 2.4 ±1.1
8.6 , 5.5 ±2.5
100
30
60 , 52 ±4
3.0 , 1.5 ±1.5
2.9 , 4.6 ±1.9
0.5
50

Figure 4: Example of the fitting obtained on the measured
beam variances 𝜎11 when varying the quadrupole’s focusing.
to be 𝜖(4 − rms) = 17–22 𝜋.mm.rad for 𝐷puller = 90 mm,
𝑈puller = 30 kV and 𝐼total = 0.5–3 𝜇A. We show that the previous measurements are consistent with the new review of
the emittance from surface ion sources.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
The quadrupole scan method presented with the experimental setup is deemed to be viable for measuring the
transverse beam properties extracted from the ISOLDE ion
sources. The error bars on the absolute values remain large,
and it would be beneficial to correlate those measurements
with another technique. With this perspective, an Allison
scanner is currently under commissioning at ISOLDE.
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CHARACTERISATION OF BUNCH-BY-BUNCH TUNE SHIFT EFFECTS
IN THE CERN SPS
I. Mases Solé∗ , H. Bartosik, V. Kain, K. Paraschou, M. Schenk, C. Zannini,
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland.
Abstract
After the implementation of major upgrades as part of the
LHC Injector Upgrade Project (LIU), the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) delivers high intensity bunch trains with 25 ns
bunch spacing to the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN.
These beams are exposed to several collective effects in the
SPS, such as beam coupling impedance, space charge and
electron cloud, leading to relatively large bunch-by-bunch
coherent and incoherent tune shifts. Tune correction to the
nominal values at injection is crucial to ensure beam stability and good beam transmission. During the beam commissioning of the SPS, measurements of the bunch-by-bunch
coherent tune shifts have been conducted under different
beam conditions, together with appropriate corrections of
the average tunes at each injection. In this paper, we describe the methodology that has been developed to acquire
bunch-by-bunch position data and to perform online computations of the coherent tune spectra of each bunch using
refined Fourier transform analysis. The experimental data
are compared to multiparticle tracking simulations using the
SPS impedance model, in view of developing an accurate
model for tune correction in the SPS.

INTRODUCTION
In preparation of the high luminosity upgrade of the LHC
(HL-LHC), the LHC injectors including the SPS have been
upgraded in the framework of the LIU project [1] to enable
the production of high intensity and high brightness beams.
Due to the high intensity of the bunches, there is a strong
bunch-by-bunch coherent and incoherent tune shift in the
SPS caused by the impedance. Furthermore, at injection
energy the proton beam is sensitive to instabilities induced
by the resistive wall impedance. Thus it is necessary to
measure the horizontal and vertical bunch-by-bunch tunes
and correct the average coherent tunes such that they are
close to the central tunes programmed for the bunch-bybunch transverse damper in order to stabilize the beam. The
nominal values of the horizontal and vertical tunes (in the
SPS Q20 optics [2]) are 𝑄𝑥 = 20.13 and 𝑄𝑦 = 20.18.
The bunch-by-bunch transverse tune shift depends
strongly on the beam configuration. The most important
parameters are the intensity per bunch, and the total intensity of the beam through the number of bunches and the
number of batches (i.e. bunch trains from the injector), as
illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. In particular, the broadband impedance sources in the SPS (mostly kicker magnets) result in a relatively large tune shift already for single
bunches in the machine [3], denoted in the graph as Δ𝑄SB .
∗
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Figure 1: Schematic view of transverse tune shift along the
bunch train (explanation in the text).
Due to the resistive wall impedance and other narrow-band
impedances in the machine, the wakefield builds up along
the train, resulting in a growing tune shift for the trailing
bunches. Moreover, if the wakefield does not fully decay
within one turn of the machine, an additional tune shift from
these long range wakefields is experienced even by the first
bunch of the train denoted as Δ𝑄MBMT in Fig. 1.
The aim of the bunch-by-bunch tunes study is to be able
to predict the transverse tune shifts as a function of the beam
characteristics. For this purpose, tune shift measurements
and adjustments have been carried out in the SPS at different intensities. The methodology followed to carry out the
measurements is detailed in the following sections. In addition to the measurements, impedance induced tune shifts as
function of intensity have been determined with PyHEADTAIL [4] simulations using the SPS impedance model. Finally, the tune shifts from measurements and simulations
are compared at different intensity values.

TUNE SHIFT MEASUREMENTS
The beam position is recorded for several turns after injection into the SPS using the LHC prototype Beam Position
Monitors (BPMs) installed in the SPS, as those are the only
ones capable of acquiring bunch-by-bunch data. Residual
injection oscillations are generally not providing enough
signal to noise ratio in the recorded turn-by-turn position
data. For this reason, a controlled excitation is applied with
a kicker magnet at injection so that the beam oscillations
are enhanced. A beam in standard configuration (four trains
of 72 bunches each) was used in the measurements. The
trains are injected consecutively and, at injection of each
train, a kick to all bunches in the beam is applied in order
to induce transverse oscillations. This allows measuring the
bunch-by-bunch tunes of every train circulating in the machine through a refined Fourier analysis, as described later
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Figure 2: Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) bunch-bybunch tunes measured through LHCBPMs in the SPS for an
intensity of 0.8 × 1011 p/b.

Figure 3: Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) bunch-bybunch tunes measured through LHCBPMs in the SPS for an
intensity of 2.0 × 1011 p/b.

on. Horizontal and vertical planes are kicked independently
to reduce effects of coupling between planes.
An additional factor to consider while performing measurements is the presence or absence of the bunch-by-bunch
transverse damper after injection of bunch trains. The feedback phase of the damper has been adjusted before the measurements with the purpose of obtaining a purely resistive
damper [5]. If the feedback phase is not adjusted, the damper
may also have a reactive component which means that the
tunes measured with and without damper would not have
the same value. In the case where the damper is acting on
the beam immediately after injection, the beam oscillation
amplitudes are significantly reduced, which makes the tune
analysis less accurate. Thus, during the tune measurements
presented here, the transverse damper is set not to act on
the beam for the first 2 ms after the injections with the aim
to have clear oscillations. After these 2 ms, the damper is
switched on again to suppress transverse instabilities.
The frequency analysis of the collected data is carried out
with Harpy [6], a Python code for harmonic analysis based on
refined Fourier analysis developed at CERN. Figure 2 shows
the harmonic analysis performed on the measured turn-byturn position data using the first 16 turns. The number of
modes taken into account in the calculations is a parameter
that can be changed. In this case, 10 modes have been used.
All modes are displayed and the one of maximum amplitude
(which is the fundamental tune) is shown in red, for each
bunch. Moreover, lower amplitude modes are also shown
in gray-scale indicating their relative amplitude. Analyzing
these modes is useful to identify coupling between planes.
The tune per batch is obtained by computing the median
of the bunch-by-bunch tunes over the corresponding batch.

At low intensities (as in Fig. 2) it is easier to compute the
tunes. In the horizontal plane one can observe the expected
flat behavior of the tunes, and in the vertical plane the tune
shift accumulating along the train [7, 8]. For higher intensities, measuring the bunch-by-bunch tunes becomes more
challenging because of the high chromaticity at which the
machine has to operate in order to avoid instabilities. Figure 3 shows the bunch-by-bunch tunes measured at high
intensity (2.0 × 1011 p/b). At high intensity, a strong excitation had to be applied to the beam (tune kickers at 3 kV).
Comparing Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 one can observe that the
relative tune shift between the first and fourth train in the
vertical plane is larger for higher intensity, as expected. On
the other hand, in the horizontal plane, at higher intensities
(Fig. 3) the bunch-by-bunch tunes do not exhibit flat shape
observed at lower intensities (Fig. 2).

SIMULATIONS WITH PYHEADTAIL
Impedance induced tune shifts have been simulated with
the PyHEADTAIL macroparticle tracking code using the
SPS impedance model that takes into account the wall and
kickers contributions, with multi-turn wake fields [8]. The
simulations and tune analysis have been carried out under
the same conditions as the measurements described above.
Nonlinear chromaticity up to third order and nonlinear synchrotron motion are considered in the simulations.
In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 the bunch-by-bunch tunes at low and
high intensity, respectively, are shown. Here the bunch-bybunch tunes are shown in blue. Simulations studies have
shown that the rise time of the vertical coupled bunch instability decreases for higher vertical tunes. Therefore, the
vertical set tune has been increased to 20.32 in the simu-
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Figure 4: Bunch-by-bunch tunes obtained with PyHEADTAIL simulations, for low intensity of 0.8 × 1011 p/b.

Figure 5: Bunch-by-bunch tunes obtained with PyHEADTAIL simulations, for high intensity of 2.0 × 1011 p/b.

lations, which were performed without damper. As in the
measurements, the first 16 turns have been used to compute the tunes. The relative tune shift along the bunch train
(which does not depend on the set tune) will be compared
with the measurements, instead of the absolute tune values.
At low intensity, simulations reproduce well the bunchby-bunch behavior seen in the measurements (see Fig. 2 and
Fig. 4). On the contrary, at high intensity, the simulations
for the horizontal plane do not agree with the shape seen
on the measurements (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 5), which might
be caused by electron cloud effects [9], which are not taken
into account in the simulations.

COMPARISON WITH SIMULATIONS
The tune shift (median tune of first batch minus median
tune of last batch) has been computed with both data from
measurements and simulations. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the tune shifts for the vertical plane. At low
intensities there is relatively good agreement. For intensities
above 1.0 × 1011 p/b the discrepancy is more than 20%.
This difference could be explained by the fact that the
multi-bunch model used in simulations does not consider
impedance sources like BPMs, RF cavities and step transitions, unlike the SPS single-bunch model which has been
benchmarked with measurements quite extensively [3]. The
resulting underestimation of the single-bunch tune shift of
about 30% could play a role when approaching mode coupling due to tune shift with intensity. Furthermore, electron
cloud effects, that might become relevant at high intensities,
are not considered in simulations. They will be subject of
future studies and dedicated measurements.

Figure 6: Tune shift of the fourth train with respect to the
first train comparing measurements with simulations.

CONCLUSIONS
Tune shift effects are important in the SPS operating at
high intensities, and they have an impact on the beam quality. A procedure for measuring the bunch-by-bunch tunes
has been established. Tune shift measurements with four
trains of 72 bunches have been performed and compared to
PyHEADTAIL simulations. In the vertical plane, relatively
good agreement between measurements and simulations is
found at low bunch intensities. The discrepancy seen at high
intensities could be due to the fact that some impedance contributions are currently missing in the model. Discrepancies
in the horizontal plane might be caused by electron cloud
effects, which will be subject of future studies.
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EXCITATION OF THE 𝝈𝝈𝒍𝒍_𝒍𝒍 = 90° RESONANCE
BY THE CAVITY RF ACCELERATING FIELDS
J-M. Lagniel†, GANIL, Caen, France

Abstract
In rf linacs the longitudinal focalization is done by sinusoidal forces and at high accelerating fields the zero-current
longitudinal phase advance per longitudinal focusing period 𝜎𝜎0𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 can be high. The nonlinear components of the sinusoidal rf field (sextupolar, octupolar and higher order
components) can then excite parametric resonances, including the 4th-order resonance (𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 = 90°) when 𝜎𝜎0𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 is
higher than 90°, inducing strong longitudinal emittance
growths and acceptance reductions. As pointed out in previous papers, the longitudinal beam dynamics is therefore
complex, even when the space-charge forces are ignored.
The parametric resonance excitation by the rf field is analyzed before discussing the additional effect of the spacecharge forces, in particular to explain why the zero-current
longitudinal phase advance per transverse focusing period
𝜎𝜎0𝑙𝑙_𝑡𝑡 is not a relevant parameter. Examples are given in the
SPIRAL2 linac case.

PARAMETRIC RESONANCES, BASIC
DEFINITIONS

As done in [1, 2], the choice done here is to study the
parametric resonances in the longitudinal plane independently of the study of the radial-longitudinal coupling
resonances in order to avoid unnecessary complications
and confusions. As usual (e.g. [3] chapter X, section IV),
the resonance zoology is defined considering the linear
equation of motion of individual particles perturbed by linear (n = 1) or nonlinear (n > 1) periodic perturbing forces
𝑑𝑑 2 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿
+ 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙 2 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿
𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧 2
[𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿0 sin(𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙 𝑧𝑧)]𝑛𝑛
cos�𝑘𝑘𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝 𝑧𝑧� = 0
+ 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛,𝑘𝑘
[𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿0 cos(𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙 𝑧𝑧)]𝑛𝑛

(1)

with 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙 the phase advance per unit of length of the unperturbed particle motion, 𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝 and 𝑘𝑘 the phase advance per unit
of length and the harmonic number of the perturbing force
respectively. Considering that a resonance condition is fulfilled when a component (n, k) of the perturbing force has
a “frequency” equal to the unperturbed particle oscillation
“frequency” σ𝑙𝑙 [3], a resonance occurs when

ties), 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙_𝑝𝑝 = 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙 𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝 the longitudinal phase advance per period of the perturbation and 𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝 = 2𝜋𝜋⁄𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝 with 𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝 the period
of the perturbation, the resonance condition is
𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙_𝑝𝑝 = �𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝 ⁄𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙 � 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 =

2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
𝑖𝑖 + 1

(2)

(𝑖𝑖 + 1) is the order of the resonance and k is the harmonic of the perturbation.
For example, particles with 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 = 90° can be excited by
the 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛=3,𝑘𝑘=1 component of the perturbing force when
𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝 = 𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙 (fourth order resonance), or can be excited by the
𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛=1,𝑘𝑘=1 , 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛=3,𝑘𝑘=1 and 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛=3,𝑘𝑘=2 components of the perturbing force when 𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝 = 2𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙 (half integer and fourth order
resonances).

EXITATION BY THE CAVITY RF FIELD

Following [1, 2], the non-linear components of the rf accelerating field must be considered as main perturbing
forces in the parametric resonance studies. This can be understood starting from the equation of motion of the phase
oscillations around the synchronous particle obtained in
smooth approximation ([3], chapter XVI section II-D).

+ �

𝑑𝑑 2 𝛿𝛿ϕ
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ϕ
+ 𝐾𝐾𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
2
𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(3)

2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 𝐸𝐸0 T𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠
� [cos(𝛷𝛷𝑠𝑠 + 𝛿𝛿ϕ) − cos 𝛷𝛷𝑠𝑠 ] = 0
𝑚𝑚0 𝑐𝑐 2 𝜆𝜆 𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠3 γ3𝑠𝑠

The effect of the damping term 𝐾𝐾𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 which has a great
importance on the longitudinal dynamics at high acceleration rates [1, 2] is not discussed here to focus the analysis
on the rf field nonlinear focusing force which can be expressed by its Taylor series
[cos(𝛷𝛷𝑠𝑠 + 𝛿𝛿ϕ) − cos 𝛷𝛷𝑠𝑠 ] =
− [sin 𝛷𝛷𝑠𝑠 ] 𝛿𝛿ϕ
“quadrupole” (linear focusing)
− [cos 𝛷𝛷𝑠𝑠 /2!] 𝛿𝛿ϕ2
3

− [sin 𝛷𝛷𝑠𝑠 /3!] 𝛿𝛿ϕ

4

+ [cos 𝛷𝛷𝑠𝑠 /4!] 𝛿𝛿ϕ

“sextupole”

(4)

“octupole”

“decapole” + …

† lagniel@ganil.fr

Equation (3) is obtained using the smooth approximation, then averaging the effect of the rf field over the longitudinal period 𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙 . The effect of the gap or cavity periodicity must be analyzed including the harmonics of the rf
field 𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧 (𝑧𝑧) = 𝐸𝐸0 + ∑ 𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑘𝑘 2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋⁄𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙 ) in the longitudinal focusing force of Eq. (3), then to each term of the Taylor series of Eq. (4). The longitudinal focusing of the rf
field can then be seen as a nonlinear focusing Eq. (4) and
with 𝑘𝑘 = 0 in Eq. (1), plus 𝛿𝛿ϕ𝑛𝑛 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑘𝑘 2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 ⁄𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙 ) perturbing
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(𝑖𝑖 + 1) 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑘𝑘 𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝

with i even integer from 0 to n for n even and i odd integer from 1 to n for n odd.
Using 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 = 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙 𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙 the longitudinal phase advance per
period of the longitudinal focusing system (gaps or cavi___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Longitudinal phase-space portrait for SPIRAL2 low beta cavities tuned in buncher mode (𝛷𝛷𝑠𝑠 = −90°) at the
RFQ output energy (0.732 MeV/A). Top left : 𝜎𝜎0𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 = 53.9° (kE = 0.06), top right 𝜎𝜎0𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 = 70.3° (kE = 0.10), bottom left
𝜎𝜎0𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 = 93.6° (kE = 0.17), bottom right 𝜎𝜎0𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 = 102.6° (kE = 0.20).

terms which induce resonances when the resonance conditions are fulfilled.
This was demonstrated in [1, 2] using theoretical field
distributions, Fig. 1 shows that, as expected, this is also
true in the case of the SPIRAL2 superconducting linac cavity field [4]. The different plots in Fig. 1 are Poincaré maps
done with the SPIRAL2 low beta cavities (𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙 = 1.19 m),
working at different fields and tuned in buncher mode (no
damping) for deuterons at the RFQ output energy
(0.732 MeV/A).
With kE = E/Emax and Emax = 6.5 MV/m the nominal
field, for 𝜎𝜎0𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 = 53.9° at kE=0.06 Fig. 1 shows that, as expected, there is 8 resonance islands at 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 = 45° and a beginning of acceptance reduction due to the high-order resonance overlap in the separatrix area. As expected, the 6th
order parametric resonance 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 = 60° is present at
𝜎𝜎0𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 = 70.3° (kE = 0.10), with a significant acceptance reduction due to higher-order resonance overlap in the separatrix area. As expected, the fourth-order resonance is present at 𝜎𝜎0𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 = 93.6° (kE = 0.17) and 𝜎𝜎0𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 = 102.6°
(kE = 0.20), with the 4 resonance islands present in the stable region around the synchronous particle in the first case
and in the chaotic area in the second case. The drastic longitudinal acceptance reduction due to even more high-order resonance overlap in the separatrix region above
𝜎𝜎0𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 = 90° is also clearly visible in both cases.
As foreseen by Eq. (4) with 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝛷𝛷𝑠𝑠 = 0, there is only
even order resonances present in Fig. 1. Not shown, but in
the 𝜎𝜎0𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 > 90° cases the chaotic region extends at high energies, particles injected out of the reduced acceptance will
then form “high-energy tails” (up to 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 > 1.2 MeV/A
above the RFQ output energy of 0.732 MeV/A).

MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

One can finally point out the strong constraint imposed
by the 𝜎𝜎0𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑙 < 90° rule that can impose the use of cavity
fields much lower than the nominal ones in SC linacs, e.g.
a limitation at less than 10% of the nominal field for the
nominal tuning in the SPIRAL2 linac low energy part.
All of this pushes to better study the effect of the damping reducing the effect of the resonances at high accelerating rates [1, 2]. Considering that at the linac design stage,
the longitudinal acceptance could be sufficiently preserved
to leave the possibility to use higher accelerating fields.

EXITATION BY THE SPACE-CHARGE
FIELD
With no loss of generality, the model for the space
charge forces assuming the bunch to be a three-dimensional ellipsoid of uniform density introduced by
Lapostolle [5] can be used. Following Gluckstern [6], using this model the longitudinal space charge force dependency (via the Poisson equation) on the bunch dimensions is
usually (0.8 < 𝜉𝜉 < 5 range in [6]) given by
𝜇𝜇𝑙𝑙 ∝

1

�𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 𝑏𝑏 2

(5)

with 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 and 𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 the bunch radial sizes and 𝑏𝑏 the bunch longitudinal size.
For matched beams, the longitudinal envelope oscillation has the period 𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙 of the longitudinal focusing system
(gaps or cavities); all the harmonics at the longitudinal focusing period 𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙 are then always present in the 𝑏𝑏 2 (𝑧𝑧) contribution to the space charge “perturbing force” Eq. (5).
In linacs the horizontal and vertical emittances are usually equals and the phase advances in the horizontal and
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Figure 2: Evolution of the Courant-Snyder beta functions (red and green) and of the contribution of the radial envelope
oscillations in the longitudinal space-charge perturbing force (blue) for matched beams in FODO (left) and FOFODODO
(right) lattices with thin lenses tuned such that 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡_𝑡𝑡 ~ 63°.

vertical planes are traditionally chosen equals. In the case
of matched beams in a solenoid or quadrupole doublet focusing (SPIRAL2 case), all the harmonics at the 𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡 = 𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙
transverse period are also always present in the 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 contribution to the space charge “perturbing force”.
In the case of matched beams in an alternating focusing
with quadrupoles (FODO or FOFODODO) and choosing
z = 0 such that the lattice has an even symmetry, the bunch
radial dimensions can be expressed by their Fourier series
∞

𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 (𝑧𝑧) = 𝑎𝑎0 + � 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 cos �𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘=1

𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 (𝑧𝑧) = 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 �𝑧𝑧 +
∞

𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡
�
2

= 𝑎𝑎0 + �(−1)𝑘𝑘 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 cos �𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘=1

2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
�
𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡

(6)

2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
�
𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡

The product 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 inducing the variations of the longitudinal space charge force with respect to the radial bunch
size variations Eq. (5) is then of the form
2

∞

𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 = �𝑎𝑎0 + �(−1)𝑘𝑘
∞

∞

𝑘𝑘=1

𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 2
�
2

+ � � 𝐴𝐴1 (𝑘𝑘, 𝑙𝑙) cos �2𝑘𝑘
∞

𝑘𝑘=1 𝑙𝑙=1
∞

2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
�
𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡

+ � � 𝐴𝐴2 (𝑘𝑘, 𝑙𝑙) cos �2(𝑘𝑘 + 𝑙𝑙)
𝑘𝑘=1 𝑙𝑙=1

(7)

2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
�
𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡

There is therefore no “space-charge excitation” in the
longitudinal plane at a period equal to the radial focusing
period, the first component (𝑘𝑘 = 1) is at 𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡 ⁄2 = 𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙 in the
FODO case and at 𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡 ⁄2 = 2 𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙 in the FOFODODO case.
Figure 2 also shows that the oscillatory part of the radial
envelope contribution to the longitudinal space-charge
force (blue curve, �𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 term in Eq. (5)) is very low, then
has a small contribution compared to the one of the longitudinal envelope oscillations (𝑏𝑏 2 term in Eq. (5)). One can
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then also conclude that in the case of the retained assumptions, the radial envelope oscillations have week effects on
the excitation of parametric resonances in the longitudinal
plane in both FODO and FOFODODO cases.

SUMMARY
Many publications systematically discuss the excitation
of the fourth-order parametric resonance 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙 = 90° by the
space-charge forces. After [1, 2], it is again pointed out
here that the first source of excitation of this resonance (as
well as the other parametric resonances in the longitudinal
plane) is the rf field of the cavities.
Concerning the space-charge effects, we have shown
that in the linac case (equal tune and emittance in the horizontal and vertical planes) there is no excitation in the longitudinal plane at a period equal to the radial focusing period in the FODO and FOFODODO cases, and that the radial envelope oscillations have week effects in both cases.
The periodicity of the main longitudinal motion perturbations (rf field and space-charge) is the longitudinal lattice. As pointed out several times, it is a mistake to consider
the 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙_𝑡𝑡 longitudinal phase advances per transverse focusing period speaking of parametric resonances in the longitudinal plane.
For linac tunings at high acceleration rates, the strong
effect of the longitudinal phase oscillation damping [1, 2]
would need to be taken into account.
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ALGORITHM TO MITIGATE HYSTERESIS IN MAGNETS WITH
UNIPOLAR POWER SUPPLIES∗
J. Nasser† , R. Baartman, O. Kester, S. Kiy, T. Planche, S. D. Rädel, O. Shelbaya,
TRIUMF, V6T 2A3 Vancouver, Canada
Abstract
The effects of hysteresis on the fields produced by magnetic lenses are not accounted for in TRIUMF’s models of the
accelerators. Under certain conditions, such as quadrupoles
with unipolar power supplies operating at low currents, these
effects have introduced significant field errors with consequences upon transverse tunes. To combat these uncertainties and make the fields more reproducible and stable, a
technique new to TRIUMF has been implemented. This
technique ramps the current cyclically about the desired setpoint to reach a reproducible field that is independent of
its history. Results of magnetic measurements at TRIUMF
using this technique are presented, as well as the expected
improvements to the accuracy of the beam optics model,
particularly for unipolar quadrupoles.

INTRODUCTION
The beam optics models for quadrupoles in TRIUMF’s
ISAC (Isotope Separator and Accelerator) facility were calibrated using the initial magnetization curves of the magnets
during machine commissioning, circa 2000. However, many
of the quadrupoles have been installed with unipolar power
supplies due to cost considerations and cannot be degaussed
during beam delivery. Without degaussing, the fields of a
quadrupole are constrained to be within the hysteresis loop
bounded by the lower and upper branches shown in Fig. 1.
The lower and upper branches are defined as the curves followed by either increasing from 0 to 60 Amps or decreasing
from 60 to 0 Amps respectively.
There is a significant offset from the calibrated B-I relationship and the measured quadrupole fields due to hysteresis, as shown in Fig. 1. We can call this offset the systematic
error, which will be calculated as the error between the
calibration curve and the centre of the hysteresis loop in
Fig. 1.
Furthermore, all points within the bounded area are possible depending on the magnet’s history and the rate at which
the power supply is ramped, both of which are not accounted
for during machine tuning. Therefore, this error will be referred to as the random error and will be calculated as half
the width of the hysteresis loop.
In this proceeding we will discuss a ramping technique
that can mitigate these errors, and present the expected improvements to the beam optics models at TRIUMF.
∗
†
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Figure 1: Diagram showing the hysteresis curve of a magnetic quadrupole with the systematic and random errors
labeled. Y-axis is the tip-field with the linear portion subtracted.

RAMPING TECHNIQUE
The ramping technique originally described by Decker [1]
involves cycling the current about the desired setpoint. TRIUMF’s adaptation of this technique is programmed within a
python package called Accpy [2] and called with a subroutine developed for this work, dubbed fancy_set. By using
this technique, the field of the magnet is brought near the
centre of the hysteresis curve regardless of the initial state.
fancy_set also allows user control of the ramp rate, the
number of periods, and the amplitudes of the cycles.
Figure 2 shows an example of the fancy_set ramping
technique applied for a desired current setting of 30 A, starting from the lower branch of the hysteresis curve. As shown
in Fig. 2 Top, the ramp rate is held constant throughout the
process, and this constant can be maximized for each magnet
to optimize the runtime and reproducibility of the technique.
The field during this ramp is shown in Fig. 2 Bottom as the
green dashed line which starts on the bottom branch and
spirals toward the centre.
For each magnet, fancy_set is applied for various current settings within the range of the power supply to construct a full model of the middle branch. This is shown in
Fig. 3 for a 52 mm diameter aperture, 325 mm effective
length quadrupole in use at TRIUMF. The reproducibility of the technique is shown as error bars at each point,
which is obtained by applying it for various initial condiMC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 3: Using fancy_set to construct a middle branch,
and fitting with a 5th order polynomial.
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RESULTS AND IMPROVEMENTS
With the previous quadrupole B-I characterization, the
systematic error and random hysteresis error are plotted in
Fig. 4, as well as the reproducibility error of the middle
branch using fancy_set.
For the majority of the quadrupole settings, the random
hysteresis error is over 1%, and for low currents, such as
below 10 A, it causes 2-3% error. Furthermore, at these
low currents, the systematic error is consistently above 5%,
diverging as 0 A is approached.

8
6
4
2

Figure 2: Example of fancy_set ramping technique used at
20 A. Top: Current setpoints versus time. Bottom: Field
during fancy_set.
tions. For the particular settings chosen for this quadrupole,
the fancy_set runtime is between 2 minutes and 8 minutes depending on the current chosen. The model shown
in Fig. 3 is a 5th order polynomial, which fits the data very
well for the current range used. However, due to the nature
of polynomials with even orders, the model diverges from
the measurements in negative currents. This does not pose
an issue for TRIUMF’s quadrupoles with unipolar power
supplies, but magnets with bipolar power supplies may need
to be modelled with more complex functions such as those
of the Jiles-Atherton model [3].
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Figure 4: Types of field errors versus current for a 52 mm
diameter aperture, 325 mm effective length quadrupole.
For a tune requiring low quadrupole gradients, as is frequently the case for ISAC delivery, we expect the transverse
beam optics to possess field errors of at least 2.5%. An example of the consequences of such errors is shown in Fig. 5,
showing the spread in 2rms beam containment envelopes
computed with TRANSOPTR [4], obtained using a MonteCarlo technique to simulate hysteresis errors corresponding
to those shown in Fig. 4 on the ISAC-MEBT optics. The
cumulative mismatch in the tune becomes considerable after
300 cm in the longitudinal position. This showcases the great
sensitivity of the tune upon small errors in the quadrupole
fields, highlighting the importance of fancy_set improving
control of the optics at ISAC. Instead, using a 0.5% reproducibility error from the fancy_set technique, we see that
this effect is successfully mitigated in beam simulations.

FURTHER USE WITH TRIUMF’S 520 MEV
CYCLOTRON MAIN MAGNET
While this research was primarily focused on magnetic
quadrupoles, the technique can be applied to any type of
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Figure 5: Spread in envelope sizes using the random hysteresis error (top plot), and the reproducibility error from fancy_set
(bottom plot).
magnet. The cyclotron’s main magnet also uses a unipolar
power supply, and the previous ramping method was to set
the field to the upper branch of its hysteresis curve. By
applying fancy_set during the inital ramp of the magnet,
as shown in Fig. 6, we effectively set the field to the centre
of its hysteresis curve which has been shown to mitigate
drifting and increase the field’s stability.

Ramping Procedure for the Cyclotron Magnet
15000
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Figure 6: The new ramping procedure for the 520 MeV
cyclotron main magnet using fancy_set.
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TRIUMF’s new ramping techinque, fancy_set, provides
a way for magnets with unipolar power supplies to be set in
a reproducible manner, regardless of the magnet’s history. It
is particularly useful for TRIUMF’s ISAC facility where the
errors in the magnetic quadrupoles accumulate significantly
for tunes requiring low quadrupole gradients. By changing the B-I calibrations of these quadrupoles, the predicted
tunes will be more accurate and stable, thus reducing tuning
time for operators overall. Furthermore, this technique is
adaptable for any magnet, with TRIUMF now using it for
the ramping of the main cyclotron magnet.
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ON A FRAMEWORK TO ANALYZE SINGLE-PARTICLE NON-LINEAR
BEAM DYNAMICS: NORMAL FORM ON A CRITICAL POINT∗
M. Titze† , Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, Germany
Abstract
Normal form analysis around a stable fixed point is a
well-established tool in accelerator physics and has proven
to be invaluable for an understanding of non-linear beam
dynamics.
In this work we present progress in developing a modular Python framework to analyze some of the non-linear
aspects of a storage ring, by directly operating with the given
Hamiltonians.
Hereby we have implemented Birkhoff’s normal form and
Magnus expansion. This leads to a flexible framework to
perform calculations to high order and, moreover, to relax
the constraint of stability to also include certain unstable
fixed points in the analysis.

INTRODUCTION
During the course of last year, two promising candidates
for a successor of the third-generation light source BESSY2
have been singled out by the HZB machine development
group [1, 2].
To study and answer questions concerning their dynamic
aperture, Touschek-lifetime, IBS1 , error-response, chromaticity, momentum compaction factors and a possible future TRIB2 -like operation mode, it soon became clear that
there is a need for a deeper understanding of the non-linear
aspects of these candidates.
Programs typically used for such tasks at HZB are OPA
[4], Elegant [5, 6] and MAD-X/PTC [7, 8].
While these codes have the advantage of being developed
over a relatively long period of time, and therefore can be considered as fairly robust, they also share some disadvantages
concerning their flexibility and I/O formats. Often there
is demand to access their internal objects from a modern,
more interactive environment, which is usually not possible
or only with great effort. These difficulties are well known
in the community, and spurred the development of various
projects as a result [9–11].
Here we have chosen a modular strategy in form of Python
packages, each dedicated to specific tasks. Hence, the project
takes full advantage of the Python syntax, while working
along the custom user scripts (and the large pool of Python
community scripts). Consequently, there is natural access
to all its internal objects, leading to vast flexibility.
Work on the project commenced in October 2021 with
the main focus on Hamilton mechanics. In this regard there
∗
†
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are currently three packages under active development and
maintenance [12–14].

CONCEPTS
Magnus Expansion
Consider the one-turn map M of a beam line consisting
of � elements, each of which can be written in terms of an
�-indepdendent Hamiltonian H� and having length � � 3 :
M = exp(−� � : H� :) · · · exp(−� 1 : H1 :).

(1)

It is well known that already for two of these elements, the
combination #( �, �) =: � with exp(�) = exp( �) exp(�)
rapidly becomes complicated due to the amount of nested
commutators involved.
However, for a qualitative analysis, already the lowest
order4 terms in Eq. (1) can be worthwhile to study and investigate, as shown in e.g. [15]. Moreover, it is possible to perform normal form analysis on such an effective Hamiltonian.
For these reasons we have turned our attention to the Magnus
expansion, which includes the Hamiltonian #��=1 : H� : as a
special case, if considering hard-edge elements.5
More recently it has been outlined in [18, 19] that the
Magnus expansion can formally be computed in terms of
binary rooted trees. Specifically, if � = exp(: Ω(�) :) is
a solution to the equation �¤ = : H :�, � (0) = 1,6 with
�-dependent Hamiltonian H , then [19, 20]
Ω(�) =
H� (�) =

∞ ︁
︁

�=0 � ∈ T�
∫ �
0

�(�)

∫

0

�

H� (�1 )��1 ,


H�1 (�2 )��2 , H�2 (�) ,

(2)
(3)

� = (�1 , �2 ) denotes a binary tree with leaves �1 and �2 and
T� := {(�1 , �2 ); �1 ∈ T�1 ∧ �2 ∈ T�2 : � 1 + � 2 = � − 1} (4)
denotes a set of trees, called forest, containing trees � involving exactly � nested commutators of H with � ∈ T0 ⇔
H� ≡ H . The coefficients �(�) are given by
�(�) =

�
�� Ö
�(�� ),
�! �=0

(5)

3

Without loss of generality we consider the independent variable � to agree
with the position variable along the ring; �-dependent Hamiltonians can
be modeled in a similar fashion by a suitable phase space extension.
4 ’Order’ is to be understood here as the number of involved operators
within a nested commutator expression.
5 Note that #( �, #(�, � ) ) = #(#( �, �), � ), so dropping the brackets in
the #-expression makes sense.
6 Including the minus sign inside H for brevity here.
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if the tree � is written in the form � = (�0 , (�1 , ..., (�� , H )...)
(which is always possible). The quantities � � denote the
Bernoulli numbers.
Moving the integrations out of all brackets in Eq. (2) leads
to an integral over an �-dimensional simplex of specific
shape [19]. In the hard-edge case of our interest, this integral
has conveniently been implemented in Python, since it is
known exactly.

Normal Form
It is well known that a linear symplectic map �, joined
to the identity by a continuous one-parameter group of symplectomorphisms, can be written in the form � = exp(��),
where � is a symmetric map and � the standard symplectic matrix (see e.g. [21]). The map � may emerge as the
derivative of the one-turn map M in Eq. (1) at a stable fix
point. Then � can be transformed into a suitable normal
form, corresponding to the first step in normalizing M itself
(see e.g. [22–24] and references therein).
However, from a computational point of view (and also
conceptually), evaluating lengthy products of exponentials
and searching for fix points may not always be desired. We
therefore departed from that road.
Instead, let us consider the case of a single Hamiltonian
H , which may represent either a specific element, the ’effective’ Hamiltonian of an entire beam line by using a Magnus
expansion7 , or has been produced by some other means. We
shall make two assumptions:
1. There is no gradient of H at the point of interest, i.e.
we have a fix point.
2. At the point of interest it must hold that �� is diagonalizable, where � := Hess(H ) denotes the Hessian
of H .
Under these assumptions we can now proceed as follows:8
1. Diagonalize �� and bring its � pairs of eigenvalues
±� � ∈ C to block-anti-diagonal form, so that we can
write �� = � � � −1 for some non-singular � ∈ C2�×2�
and


0 Λ
,
(6a)
� :=
−Λ 0
Λ := diag(�� 1 , ..., �� � , 0, ..., 0).

(6b)

2. Define � := (� −1 � −�� � � −1 ) 1/2 �, where the matrix
square root must be polynomial.9 Then � is symplectic with �� = ��� −1 . Since � = �� with
� := diag(Λ, Λ), we have � = ��� �� .
7
8
9

Within its convergence radius.
The details of how to arrive at these conclusions will be subject to a
forthcoming publication [25].
This means that there must exist a function �, written in form of summations and multiplications, so that �1/2 = � ( �) holds, where � is the
matrix in question. This is always possible in the above context.

MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

Having made this preparatory step, we then proceed to obtain higher-order normal form [25] to obtain the phase space
distortion (or resonance driving) terms at our point of interest.
An interesting feature of this approach is that it will enable
us to include cases where � is indefinite, meaning that the fix
point can be unstable. Convergence of the normal form series
at such points is guaranteed [31]. In [32] a two-dimensional
example has already been studied.

IMPLEMENTATION STATUS
As mentioned in the introduction, the project currently
consists of three Python packages with various purposes.
The first package, njet,10 is a relatively small package
intended to run forward-mode automatic differentiation (AD)
on elementary functions11 by operator overloading. njet is
already in a state where only minor changes are supposed
to happen and comes along an online documentation which
cover its main functionality [12].
The second package, lieops,12 is centered around implementing generic Lie operators of the form exp(: � :),
where � is modeled as a polynomial in � variables. The
main reason to restrict ourselves to polynomials is that in
the normal form analysis only polynomial terms become
relevant. Moreover, the description of the Hamiltonian of a
combined-function magnet (CFM), which will be an important application of lieops, is already given conveniently
in terms of a (complex valued) polynomial up to a desired
order [26].
The package contains an implementation of the Magnus
expansion as described above, and its performance has so
far been tested to work well with around 1500 elements.
This number is usually found for a realistic machine design
like BESSY3. Here the script took around 10 seconds to
compute the expansion in 6D to order 5. In 2D the expansion
took about 16 seconds for order 8.
For an application (and test) of the Magnus expansion,
the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) equation has been
implemented and checked against a tool [27] specialized for
calculating the BCH series to high order.
In the case of a Fourier decomposition, which can be
more suitable for insertion devices or fringing fields, there
are routines to determine the respective integrands in Eq. (2)
in Fourier space and further work in this direction is planned.
Normal form for a given Hamiltonian has been implemented in lieops, which is fairly quick even for large order
(∼ 8), taking just a fraction of a second.
Work is ongoing to provide symplectic integrators in
lieops as a faster alternative to its default ’brute force’
method. Currently, two integrators have been added and are
being benchmarked [28, 29].
10Meaning

’�-jet’; related closely to the concept in differential geometry.
we mean: Given by algebraic expressions or compositions of functions whose �-th derivatives are known exactly.
12From ’Lie operations’.

11Here
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Overall, lieops is currently in a more active development stage, with detailed tests ongoing. A documentation is
planned in the near future.
This status also holds for the third package, accphys, intended to have a close tie to accelerator physics. Here, there
are tools to build a lattice from scratch or from file,13 compute the detuning terms by utilizing lieops and perform
multi-turn tracking through a beam line.
Upon other lattice elements, this package also includes the
CFM potentials discussed in [26], which subsequently serve
as a model to the conventional multipole and dipole elements.
Notably, concerning these potentials, there is the possibility
to expand the square root in the Hamiltonian to any desired
order. Furthermore, the user can project/restrict the 6DHamiltonians to work in (a) specific plane(s) of interest and
may select a kick Hamiltonian14 instead of the full (thick)
version.

EXAMPLE
To give a first glimpse of the capability of the outlined
approach, we consider a one-dimensional toy model, given
by a Hamiltonian of the following form:
2

2

3

H (�, �) = � + 2.33� + � /3.

(7)

This Hamiltonian originated by a slight modification to the
case of a harmonic oscillator, together with a thin sextupole,
to obtain two fix points with desired properties. Hereby a
stable fix point exists at the origin � 0 := (0, 0), while an
unstable fix point is located at �1 := (−2, 0). Due to the
technique outlined before, we can then reconstruct the local
phase space around the points �0 and �1 .
While we obtain elliptic shapes around the stable point,
the unstable point will yield hyperboloids, as depicted in
Fig. 1.
We remark that the eigenvalues of ��, where � denotes
the Hesse-matrix
of H at � � ( � = 1, 2), � = diag(ℎ11 , ℎ22 ),
√
are ± −ℎ11 ℎ22 , so that in the stable case they are purely
imaginary, while in the unstable case they are purely real.
This propagates to the respective normal form by Eqs. (6a)
and (6b) and, further, to the action �1 so that15
 2

−� ︁
�2
�
�1 =
−ℎ11 ℎ22
+
,
(8)
2
ℎ22 ℎ11
leading to a purely imaginary action in the indefinite case.
This, however, is of no concern, because we get respective
alternating imaginary and real detuning coefficients in the
various orders of the normal form: The normalized Hamiltonian must be real overall. In particular, Eq. (8) will receive
an imaginary tune as its first-order coefficient in the indefinite case.
13Currently

the formats supported by the latticeadaptor package [30]
are available, which are MAD-X, Elegant and Tracy.
14A ’kick’ Hamiltonian will result in a (symplectic) map which does not
change the transverse coordinates.
15There is an ambiguity in the sign of � in this approach. In Eq. (8) we have
1
chosen one to reach agreement with the classical action in the definite
case.
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Figure 1: Normal form ’reconstruction’ of the phase space
of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (7) around the stable point �0
(top) and the unstable point �1 (bottom). Dashed/solid lines
indicate negative/positive regions relative to H (�1 ). The
blue lines show contours of the normal form approximation
towards the exact phase space (black), here for order 3, while
the orange points show a tracking example by using the
respective normal form maps.
From Eq. (8) it is then visible how the motion near the
unstable fix point is indeed bounded to hyperboloids.

CONCLUSION
With the three packages njet, lieops and accphys we
have initiated a project with the goal to address important
questions related to BESSY3 machine design studies.
Conceptually we have chosen to work primarily with individual Hamiltonians (whatever their origin might be). This
enables us to construct normal form maps for a variety of
fix points, including hyperbolic ones.
From a theoretical point of view there are investigations
ongoing whether a normal form can still be constructed if
one lessens some of the assumptions we have made.
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DYNAMIC APERTURE STUDIES FOR THE TRANSFER LINE
FROM FLUTE TO cSTART
J. Schäfer ∗ , B. Haerer, A. Papash, R. Ruprecht, M. Schuh,
A.-S. Müller, Karlsruher Institute of Technology, 76131 Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract
The compact STorage ring for Accelerator Research and
Technology cSTART project will deliver a new KIT accelerator test facility for the application of novel acceleration
techniques and diagnostics. The goal is to demonstrate storing an electron beam of a Laser Plasma Accelerator (LPA)
in a compact circular accelerator for the first time. Before installing an LPA, the Far-Infrared Linac and Test Experiment
(FLUTE) will serve as a full energy injector for the compact
storage ring, providing stable bunches with a length down
to a few femtoseconds. The transport of the bunches from
FLUTE to the cSTART storage ring requires a transfer line
which includes horizontal, vertical and coupled deflections
which leads to coupling of the dynamics in the two transverse planes. In order to realize ultra-short bunch lengths at
the end of the transport line, it relies on special optics which
invokes high and negative dispersion. This contribution
presents dynamic aperture studies based on six-dimensional
tracking through the lattice of the transfer line.

INTRODUCTION
Making future accelerators more compact and energy
efficient is a global goal of general interest. A key technology for achieving this goal are Laser Plasma Accelerators
(LPA) [1]. These new accelerator structures promise to be
much smaller and come with new characteristic beam properties. Especially the typical short bunch lengths makes
them interesting for applications like the generation of coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR). The compact STorage
ring for Accelerator Research and Technology cSTART [2]
project at KIT will provide the first storage ring for LPA-like
bunches. It serves as a test bench for manifold R&D topics
e.g. the non-equilibrium evolution of an ultra-short bunch
length or the development of dedicated diagnostic devices.
The linac-based test experiment, the Far-Infrared Linac and
Test Experiment (FLUTE) can produce electron bunches
with a wide parameter range, especially the expected bunch
length of down to 3 fs allows to mimik an LPA accelerator. This makes FLUTE the first full-energy injector for this
project [3]. For injecting the bunches into the storage ring
a complex 3D transfer line (TL) is required. As a solution
to this problem, a systematic study was proposed on the
lattice design with suitable optics to support the injection of
ultra-short bunches into the storage ring [4]. A sketch of the
geometrical arrangement with best result for the transfer line
is shown in Fig. 1. This contribution briefly summarizes the
beam dynamics in the transfer line and furthermore presents
the dynamic aperture (DA) studies.
∗

Figure 1: In grey, the footprint of the experimental hall,
with FLUTE orientated diagonally, starting in the top right
corner on the ground floor. The TL guides the bunches from
the end of FLUTE to the injection point of the storage ring,
which is horizontally aligned above FLUTE in the first floor.
Dipoles are shown in green (h)/turquoise (v), quadrupoles
in red (h)/blue (v), combined-function magnets in pink. The
FLUTE RF components are also shown in red, the solenoid
in grey. Two grey discs in the TL represent rotations of the
Frenet-Serret coordinate system.

OPTICS IN THE TRANSFER LINE
FLUTE can create electron bunches with a wide range of
parameters. For the design of the TL and the DA studies only
one specific parameter set is picked out and referred to as the
FLUTE example bunch. The example bunch parameters lead
to peak performance in the longitudinal bunch compression
with a final RMS bunch length of 3 fs by passing the FLUTE
bunch compressor. Table 1 summarizes the beam parameters
after the linac to include the optics of the FLUTE bunch
compressor into the optics calculations for the TL.
Table 1: Beam Properties of FLUTE Example Bunch
Parameter

value

𝐸
𝛿𝐸
q
𝜖𝑥,𝑦 (norm)
𝜎𝑡
𝜎𝑥,𝑦

42 MeV
0.25 %
1 pC
193 nm rad
173 fs
1.4 mm
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Longitudinal Bunch Compression

Final Compression Performance

The TL is designed to influence the bunch in the longitudinal phase space exactly such, that the primary long bunch
becomes compressed towards the injection point.

In tracking simulation with the matrix tracking code elegant [6] the FLUTE example bunch has been tracked through
the TL, considering transport matrices up to third order
and different calculation of radiation effects. The bunch
was transported with 0 % particle losses and a longitudinal
compression down to an RMS bunch length of 18 fs was
achieved.

Longitudinal dynamics in 1. order To compress the
bunch in first order, the transport matrix element R56 of the
TL needs to cancel out the initial bunch chirp. To achieve
this, the three DBA cells in the return arc section act together.
By oversteering the central (main) quadrupoles inside the
DBA’s, the dispersion between two DBA’s is pushed to negative values. The DBA subsection loose the achromatic
feature but the arc overall still is achromatic, forming a hexabend achromat HBA. This way, the integrated dispersion
and the sections R56 value can be precisely adapted to lower
and even negative values. This allows the positive R56 values of the subsequent DBA sections to be compensated and
eventually fulfils the full compression condition derived
in [4] in first order. The principle is plotted in Fig. 2.

DYNAMIC APERTURE STUDY
Although the example bunch was transported without any
particle losses, it is necessary to study the DA for particles
with larger or energy offsets. With the asymmetric 3D geometry of the TL, the DA is measured by a dedicated procedure
of full-fledged 6D tracking. The tracking simulation of different test bunches reveals particle losses by collisions with
the beam pipe during the transport.

FLUTE Inspired Test Bunch with 𝛿𝐸 = 0 %
To create a test bunch for the tracking simulations the 6D
phase space coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑥 ′ , 𝑦′ , 𝐸) need to be defined
for every macro particle within the bunch. For the attempt
of finding the DA simple rules can be rolled out to find these
numbers. The TL simulation starts after the FLUTE linac
where the beam parameters shown in Table 1 where read out.
At this point the example bunch has a rotation symmetry
and is transversely convergent with a clear linear correlation
between transverse offset and momentum. The test bunches
mimic these properties but are much larger and fill the entire
beam pipe.

Figure 2: Dispersion function in the TL arc section for increasing the strength of the main quadrupoles stepwise by
10 % with the corresponding R56 value in the legend.

Longitudinal dynamics in 2. order The negative dispersion in the arc section comes with the price of high
quadrupole fields within dispersion. This leads to chromatic effects and causes the bunch bend in the longitudinal phase space. To compensate for these second order
effects, sextupole fields need to be applied in the three main
quadrupoles of the arc. For the simulation it is assumed to
build a combined-function magnet (CFM) with quadrupole
and sextupole field components.

Transverse Optics Matching
The quadrupoles surrounding the arc and the subsequent
DBA sections are not bound to solve the full compression
conditions. Their open degrees of freedom are used to control the overall beam size during the transport and finally
match the transverse beam parameters at the injection point
to the applied optics of the storage ring [5].
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

Coordinate 𝑥, 𝑦: The transverse plane will be filled uniformly within the radius 𝜌 = 19 mm of the round beam pipe.
Then the 𝑥 and 𝑦 coordinates are distributed evenly within
√𝑥 2 + 𝑦2 < 𝜌.
Coordinate 𝑧: With an energy of even below 50 MeV radiation effects can be neglected for this single pass transport.
Suppressing their calculation allows collapsing the longitudinal dimension of the bunch and 𝑧 = 0 can be assigned for
every macro particle.
Coordinate 𝑥 ′ , 𝑦′ : With the slope of the linear correlation 𝑚 between the 𝑥 ′ -𝑥 distribution of the example bunch,
the transverse momenta follow the rule 𝑥 ′ = 𝑥 × 𝑚. As a
consequece of to the rotation symmetry this holds also for
the vertical plane 𝑦′ = 𝑦 × 𝑚.
Coordinate 𝐸: The remaining parameter is the energy
and it will be set to the same value for every particle in a
single test bunch. This forms mono-energetic test bunches
with a given energy offset 𝛿𝐸 from the design energy of the
TL. Starting with the test bunch with energy offset 𝛿𝐸 = 0 %,
every macro particle has exactly the mean energy of the
example bunch that is 𝐸 = 42 MeV.
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Tracking and Data Representation
After tracking the first test bunch with 𝛿𝐸 = 0 % the
particle losses during the transport are evaluated. The initial starting position of the surviving macro particles are
drawn in blue in Fig. 3. The black background shows the
envelope of the beam pipe wherein the test bunch initially
was uniformly distributed. The two plotted white circles
represent the FLUTE example bunch beam size. The inner
of the two circles shows the 1 RMS bunch size and the outer
circle revolves around the absolute envelope of all simulated
macro particles of the example bunch. The data shown in the
plot means, that particles starting into the TL from within
the blue area will survive the transport. The blue surface
shows, where the TL is permeable for an electron injected
with 𝛿𝐸 = 0 %. Particles starting from within the black
surface will not survive the transport but collide with the
beam pipe somewhere during trespassing.

Figure 4: Tracking for 𝛿𝐸 < 0 %.

Figure 5: Tracking for 𝛿𝐸 > 0 %.
Figure 3: Tracking for 𝛿𝐸 = 0 %.

Test Bunches with a Finite Energy Offset
To get the full picture, other test bunches with a finite
energy offset have been created, tracked and evaluated in
the same way. In total 65 mono-energetic test bunches with
different energy offsets between −5 % and +5 % have been
investigated. The permeability is evaluated for every test
bunch individually, it shrinks monotone from 0 % to a negative respectively positive 𝛿𝐸 value. This allows to stack all
results of the test bunches in a single plot according to the
sign of the offset. The different test bunches then are represented by applying a color code. The results for a negtive
energy offset 𝛿𝐸 < 0 are shown in Fig. 4 and for 𝛿𝐸 > 0 in
Fig. 5.

CONCLUSION
From the stacked color coded plots one can follow the
evolution of the permeability with an increase in the energy offset. Three differences occur between the results for
negative and positive 𝛿𝐸:
MOPOST041

• The permeable area rotates counterclockwise for 𝛿𝐸 <
0 and clockwise for 𝛿𝐸 > 0.
• The rotation angle is larger for 𝛿𝐸 < 0 than for 𝛿𝐸 > 0.
• The permeable area shrinks faster for 𝛿𝐸 < 0 than for
𝛿𝐸 > 0.
These differences originate from the rigidity of the electrons that increases with more energy. This study reveals
more than sufficient DA for transporting the FLUTE example bunch. From these results one can find a strategy to
safely transport a bunch with a very large energy spread:
The TL magnets strengths have to be decreased such, that
the bunches mean energy already is above the optics design
energy. Then more shares of the bunch fall into the regime
of a positive energy offset and witness a larger DA.
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M. Giovannozzi, CERN Beams Department, Geneva, Switzerland
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Abstract
Computing the long-term behaviour of single-particle
motion is a numerically expensive process, as it requires a
large number of initial conditions to be tracked for a large
number of turns to probe their stability. A possibility to
reduce the computational resources required is to provide
indicators that can efficiently detect the chaotic character of
the orbits, which is considered a precursor of unbounded
motion. These indicators could allow skilful selection of sets
of initial conditions that are then considered for long-term
tracking. The chaotic nature of each orbit can be assessed by
using fast-converging dynamic indicators, such as the Fast
Lyapunov Indicator (FLI), the Reversibility Error Method
(REM), and the Smallest and Global Alignment Index (SALI
and GALI). These indicators are widely used in the field of
celestial mechanics, but not so widespread in accelerator
physics. We have studied their efficiency by applying them
both to a modulated Hénon map, as a toy model, and to
realistic lattices of the High-Luminosity LHC. In this paper,
we discuss the results of detailed numerical studies, focusing
on their performance in detecting chaotic motions.

INTRODUCTION
The chaotic character of the orbits of a Hamiltonian system, such as the 4𝑑 modulated Hénon map [1], which describes the transverse motion in a circular accelerator [2] or
a realistic accelerator lattice such as that of the HL–LHC [3],
can be analysed by means of dynamic indicators. These are
quantities that probe the linear response to an initial small
random displacement or to random displacements along the
orbit. Dynamic indicators have been one of the main tools
for studying the chaotic character and long-term stability in
many specific problems in celestial mechanics [4–6].
As direct tracking of realistic accelerator lattices on
timescales of physical interest, i.e. 108 turns, is not an option for several initial conditions, there is a strong interest
in tools that can probe the long-term behaviour of initial
conditions at lower numbers of turns. Well-established dynamic indicators, like the Fast Lyapunov Indicator (FLI) [6],
have been applied to accelerator physics, together with indicators based on harmonic analysis [7]. Recently, studies
based on the Reversibility Error Method (REM) [5] have
also been performed [8]. However, modern dynamic indicators such as the Smallest and Global Alignment Index
(SALI and GALI) [9] have not yet been extensively considered in accelerator studies. Moreover, a general overview
∗
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of different dynamic indicators in accelerator models is not
available. The study presented here is a first step in assessing
the performance of these indicators for accelerator-related
studies.

OVERVIEW OF DYNAMIC INDICATORS
Lyapunov-based Dynamic Indicators
Given a non-autonomous Hamiltonian map 𝑀(x, 𝑛) in
ℝ2𝑑 , 𝐷𝑀(x, 𝑛) denotes the symplectic Jacobian matrix
(𝐷𝑀)𝑖𝑗 = 𝜕𝑀𝑖 /𝜕𝑥𝑗 at the point x, then the orbit of the map
x𝑛 and the recurrence for the tangent map L𝑛 are given by
x𝑛 = 𝑀 (x𝑛−1 , 𝑛 − 1)
x0 = x
L𝑛 (x) = 𝐷𝑀 (x𝑛−1 , 𝑛 − 1) L𝑛−1 (x) L0 = I .

(1)

Note that in the autonomous case L𝑛 (x) = 𝐷𝑀 ∘𝑛 (x). For
any initial condition x we consider a small stochastic deviation 𝜖𝜉, where 𝜉 is a random vector with zero mean and
unit covariance matrix. Letting y𝑛 = 𝑀 (y𝑛−1 , 𝑛 − 1) be the
orbit with initial condition y0 = x + 𝜖𝜉, the linear response
vector Ξ𝑛 (x) is defined by
Ξ𝑛 (x) = lim

𝜖→0

y𝑛 − x𝑛
= 𝐷𝑀 (x𝑛−1 , 𝑛 − 1) Ξ𝑛−1 .
𝜖

(2)

The FLI after 𝑛 iterations is defined as FLI𝑛 (x) =
log ∥L𝑛 (x)𝜉∥ /𝑛, and can be easily implemented with the
‘shadow particle’ method [10], i.e. estimating ∥L𝑛 (x)𝜉∥ by
explicitly taking a companion particle with initial condition y0 and computing the displacement after 𝑛 turns, while
performing norm renormalizations every 𝑚 turns.
As FLI can be affected by the choice of 𝜉 [11], a novel
method consists in evaluating the eigenvalues and invariants
of L𝑛 L𝑇𝑛 given by
L𝑛 (x)L𝑇𝑛 (x) = ⟨Ξ𝑛 (x)Ξ𝑇𝑛 (x)⟩

with

⟨𝜉 𝜉𝑇 ⟩ = I . (3)

This provides interesting results [12] as it is equivalent to
considering all possible directions of the initial displacement
vector. However, for complex maps, such as the Poincaré
map of a realistic lattice, an analytical expression of the tangent map is not available, and the use of this method requires
further considerations. A possible alternative is provided
by the Orthogonal Fast Lyapunov Indicator (OFLI) [13],
which consists in computing different FLI values along an
orthonormal base of displacements. We refer to OFLI MAX
as the maximum value obtained along the tracking and to
OFLI MEAN as the mean of the computed values.
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Figure 1: Ground Truth (GT) construction for the modulated Hénon-like map (top) and the HL–LHC (bottom). From left to
right: a survival plot; FLI distribution for all initial conditions stable up to 𝑛max ; histogram of FLI values, clustered with a
K-Means algorithm; binary classification of non-chaotic (yellow) and chaotic (purple) initial conditions.

Reversibility Error Method

RESULTS OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The REM is obtained from the linear response to a small
stochastic deviation during 𝑛 iterations of the map, followed
by 𝑛 iterations of the inverse map

A 4𝑑 modulated Hénon-like map with octupolar kick [17],
representing the Poincaré map of a FODO cell, has been
used for the analysis of dynamic indicators. It reads

y𝑛′ = 𝑀 (y𝑛′−1 , 𝑛′ − 1) + 𝜖𝜉𝑛′
y𝑛′ = 𝑀 −1 (y𝑛′−1 , 2𝑛 − 𝑛′ )

1 ≤ 𝑛′ ≤ 𝑛
𝑛 + 1 ≤ 𝑛′ ≤ 2𝑛 .

(4)

The linear response at iteration 2𝑛 is given by
𝑛
y2𝑛 − x
= ∑ L−1
𝑛′ 𝜉𝑛′ .
𝜖
𝜖→0
′

ΞR𝑛 (x) = lim

(5)

𝑛 =1

The round off produces a sort of pseudo-random deviation
along the orbit, with amplitude 𝜖 ∼ 10−16 , in the 8 bytes
standard IEEE754 [14] representation of reals. Since only
one realisation is available, the absence of averaging results
in significant fluctuations when 𝑛 or x are varied.

SALI and GALI
SALI [15], and its generalisation GALI [16], are dynamic
indicators based on the concept that linearly independent
initial deviation vectors tend to coincide for chaotic motion
when 𝑛 ≫ 1. The GALI order 𝑘 indicators are given by the
volumes of parallelotopes whose sides are the normalised
images 𝜉(𝑗)
𝑛 of 𝑘 linearly independent vectors 𝜉𝑗 with 1 ≤
𝑗 ≤ 𝑘, i.e.
𝜉(𝑗)
𝑛 (x) = L𝑛 (x)𝜉𝑗 /∥L𝑛 (x)𝜉𝑗 ∥
(1)
(𝑘)
GALI(𝑘)
𝑛 (x) = ∥𝜉𝑛 (x) ∧ ⋯ ∧ 𝜉𝑛 (x)∥ ,

(6)

and their asymptotic behaviour for chaotic orbits with 𝑘
ordered positive Lyapunov exponents is given by
−𝑛[(𝜆1 −𝜆2 )+…+(𝜆1 −𝜆𝑘 )]
GALI(𝑘)
,
𝑛 ∼𝑒

(7)

whereas for regular quasiperiodic orbits, whose Lyapunov
exponents vanish, the GALI indicators decay as a power law.
SALI is equivalent to GALI with 𝑘 = 2, i.e. only 2 linearly
independent deviation vectors are considered.
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

𝑥′
𝑥
⎛
⎛
′ ⎞
2 − 𝑦2 + 𝜇 (𝑥 3 − 3𝑥𝑦2 )
⎜
⎟
⎜
𝑝
𝑝
+
𝑥
⎜
⎟
⎜
𝑥 ⎟
𝑥
⎜
= R(𝜖, 𝑛) ⎜
⎜
⎜
′ ⎟
⎜
⎜
𝑦
⎜ 𝑦 ⎟
⎟
⎜
⎝ 𝑝′𝑦 ⎠𝑛+1
⎝ 𝑝𝑦 − 2𝑥𝑦 − 𝜇 (3𝑥 2 𝑦 − 𝑦3 )
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⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
,
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠𝑛
(8)
where R(𝜖, 𝑛) is the direct product of two 2𝑑 rotations in the
𝑥 − 𝑝𝑥 and 𝑦 − 𝑝𝑦 planes, whose linear frequencies 𝜔𝑥 (𝑛)
and 𝜔𝑦 (𝑛) vary with 𝑛 according to
𝑚

𝜔𝑧 (𝑛) = 𝜔𝑧0 (1 + 𝜖 ∑ 𝜖𝑘 cos (Ω𝑘 𝑛))

𝑧 = 𝑥, 𝑦 ,

(9)

𝑘=1

with 𝜔𝑥0 = 0.31, 𝜔𝑦0 = 0.32. The harmonics Ω𝑘 are based
on SPS measurements [1], along with relative amplitudes
𝜖𝑘 , expressed in units of 10−4 . Here, we consider the case
with 𝜖 = 16.0 and 𝜇 = 0.01, corresponding to a medium
modulation strength and a weak octupolar kick.
The same analysis was performed for an HL–LHC [3]
lattice, without beam-beam interaction, at 7.0 TeV, and tunes
𝜔𝑥 = 0.31, 𝜔𝑦 = 0.32. All analyses performed for the HL–
LHC lattice considered only the 4𝑑 transverse coordinates.
Single-particle tracking has been performed using the
Xsuite software package [18], a novel Python-based software
that reimplements and extends the SixTrack single-particle
code [19] following modern programming paradigms and
allowing efficient GPU parallelisation. The code structure
allowed us to easily implement in the particle tracking the
normalisation of shadow particles for every turn tracked,
and it made it possible to track a large amount of initial
conditions thanks to the computing possibilities offered by
GPUs. For both models, the initial conditions were sampled
on a regular 100 × 100 2𝑑 Cartesian grid in the transverse
MOPOST042
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Figure 3: Histograms of FLI and REM for HL–LHC. FLI
does not show the presence of a second cluster at 𝑛 = 102
so that it can be classified correctly by K-Means. REM
generates a secondary cluster already at 𝑛 = 102 .

Figure 2: REM computed at 𝑛 = 104 for the Hénon map
(left) and the HL–LHC lattice (right). The shape of the REM
distribution enables efficient K-Means clustering.
𝑥 − 𝑦 plane, with initial 𝑝𝑥 = 𝑝𝑦 = 0, and for the HL–LHC
model, the longitudinal variables were set to zero.
To test the predictive power of chaos detection by dynamic
indicators, we define and perform a Ground Truth (GT) classification based on FLI calculated for 𝑛max = 108 (Hénon
map) or 107 (HL–LHC lattice). The resulting distribution
shows a main cluster of non-chaotic particles with a lower
mean FLI value and a secondary cluster of chaotic particles
with a higher mean FLI value. A K-Means algorithm [20] is
used to compute a threshold to distinguish the two clusters.
This threshold value is used for a binary chaotic/non-chaotic
classification of initial conditions (see this entire process for
both models in Fig. 1).
We define as predictive performance of a dynamic indicator the accuracy, i.e. the ratio between the correctly
labelled initial conditions and the total number of initial conditions, achieved in the GT reconstruction, with the K-Means
approach applied to the dynamic indicators computed for
𝑛 < 𝑛max . A good dynamic indicator should achieve the correct identification of chaotic particles even when 𝑛 ≪ 𝑛max ,
allowing the correct clustering detection and binary classification based on the threshold computed with K-Means.
Figure 2 shows an example of both models obtained with
REM for 𝑛 = 104 . The threshold calculated by the K-Means
algorithm is also displayed. The large separation between
the two distributions of REM values for the HL–LHC case
makes clustering easy.
Figure 3 compares the distribution of FLI and REM, for
the HL–LHC. Their distributions follow a different evolution
with 𝑛. Clustering might be particularly hard for FLI at low 𝑛,
as its distributions do not feature a clear separation between
the chaotic/non-chaotic components.
The accuracy achieved by all dynamic indicators considered as a function of 𝑛 is shown in Fig. 4. For both models, Lyapunov-based dynamic indicators exhibit a marked
steplike increase in performance for 𝑛 3-4 orders of magnitude lower than 𝑛max , followed by a steady increase as 𝑛
MOPOST042

Figure 4: Accuracy achieved by the dynamic indicators at
reconstructing the GT.
approaches 𝑛max /100. This step-like increase is related to
the time needed by the dynamic indicators to reach a value
distribution that is approachable with K-Means clustering.
SALI and GALI, instead, feature a better performance for
very low 𝑛, but then remains constant over the time interval
explored, with the exception of GALI showing a decreasing
performance for HL-LHC.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
An exploratory study of dynamic indicators was carried
out on accelerator-related models to test the performance in
predicting chaotic behaviour. Chaos detection is performed
in combination with a K-Means algorithm used as a clustering strategy for the distribution of the dynamic indicator.
The performance of a dynamic indicator is provided by reconstructing a Ground Truth computed at a high number of
turns. The results are rather similar for the two models and
indicate that REM, SALI, and GALI may provide a better
and early detection of chaos compared to Lyapunov-based
indicators. However, these show a steady improvement with
the number of turns 𝑛.
Future research will address the confirmation of these
results in more models and the testing of more refined clustering strategies to fully exploit the predictive potential of
dynamic indicators. Moreover, the analysis should be extended to 6𝑑, also including longitudinal dynamics.
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Abstract
In superconducting circular particle accelerators, controlling beam losses is of paramount importance for ensuring
optimal machine performance and an efficient operation. To
achieve the required level of understanding of the mechanisms underlying beam losses, models based on global
diffusion processes have recently been studied and proposed
to investigate the beam-halo dynamics. In these models,
the building block of the analytical form of the diffusion
coefficient is the stability-time estimate of the Nekhoroshev
theorem. In this paper, the developed models are applied to
data acquired during collimation scans at the CERN LHC. In
these measurements, the collimators are moved in steps and
the tail population is reconstructed from the observed losses.
This allows an estimate of the diffusion coefficient. The results of the analyses performed are presented and discussed
in detail.

INTRODUCTION
In high-energy colliders or storage rings bound to use
superconducting magnets, the beam dynamics is extremely
complex and intrinsically nonlinear, due to the unavoidable
magnetic field errors. This might generate beam losses or
emittance growth that affect the accelerator performance,
either because of a reduction of the luminosity or due to
a reduction of the operational efficiency. A link between
dynamic aperture (DA), i.e. the extent of the phase-space
region in which bounded motion occurs, and beam lifetime
has been established [1] and successfully used to measure
DA [2]. However, this approach does not give any hint on the
evolution of the beam distribution, which provides means to
predict the beam losses and lifetime, and, more importantly,
also the evolution of the beam emittance. This is crucial to
assess the presence of emittance growth phenomena, which
play a role in determining the actual performance of the
collider or storage ring.
In this respect, the development of a framework based on
diffusive models of the non-linear beam dynamics is particularly useful. The approach followed is to construct a
Fokker-Planck (FP) equation that gives access to the evolution of the beam distribution over time scales compatible
with those of physical interest (direct tracking of 108 turns
for several initial conditions for a complex lattice like the
LHC one is still not an option nowadays). The development
of diffusive models of the transverse beam dynamics is not
∗
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new for accelerator physics (see, e.g. [3–10] and references
therein). However, recently a new framework has been developed [11–13], in which the functional form of the diffusion
coefficient is derived from the optimal estimate of the perturbation series provided by the Nekhoroshev theorem [14–16].
The FP equation describes the time evolution of the beam
distribution 𝜌 according to
𝜕 𝜌(𝐼, 𝑡) 1 𝜕
𝜕
=
𝐷 (𝐼)
𝜌(𝐼, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡
2 𝜕𝐼h
𝜕𝐼
i
1
𝐷 (𝐼) ∝ exp −2 (𝐼∗ /𝐼) 2𝜅 ,

(1)

where 𝐷 (𝐼) is the diffusion coefficient as a function of the
action variable 𝐼. Equation (1) is suitable for studying the
evolution of beam distributions in the presence of collimators with jaws that provide absorbing boundary conditions
necessary to solve the FP equation. Note that the so-called
collimator scans, i.e. the controlled movement of the jaws
of the LHC collimators, can be used to study beam-halo
dynamics and, in particular, to reconstruct the diffusion coefficient behaviour as a function of transverse amplitude [5,
9, 17, 18]. The collimator scan method is widely used in
LHC operation and is based on small jaw displacements at
different amplitudes 𝐼, combined with measurement of beam
losses. Displacements can be inward or outward, causing
different characteristic profiles of beam losses.
The special functional form of the diffusion coefficient is
related to the functional form provided by the estimate of the
optimal perturbation series, according to the Nekhoroshev
theorem [15, 16]. The parameters 𝜅, 𝐼∗ have a physical meaning that stems from the Nekhoroshev theorem: the exponent
𝜅 is related to the analytic structure of the perturbative series
and to the dimensionality of the system [12]; 𝐼∗ is related to
the asymptotic character of the perturbative series.

PROBING 𝑫 (𝑰) FROM LOSS DATA
A recent work [13], considered a measurement protocol
for probing a Nekhoroshev-like diffusive behaviour of the
beam halo. It is based on alternating inward and outward jaw
movements during collimator scan measurements. The idea
behind the proposed protocol is that the observed current loss
signal 𝐽 (𝑡) can be divided into two separate processes with
different timescales: (1) a global process 𝐽eq (𝑡) generated
by exponentially slow erosion of the beam core and (2) a
recovery current 𝐽R (𝑡) generated by changes in jaw position
that occur on time scales shorter than (1). The latter causes
the system to relax into a new semi-stationary equilibrium.
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Figure 1: Beam losses from the BLM monitor (i.e. the maximum spike over a time window of 10.24 ms) and jaw positions
measured in the vertical plane for the collimator scans carried out in fill 6052. The data shown correspond to outward jaw
movements. The yellow-marked region of interest (ROI) represents a subset of data meeting our quality requirements [18].
We assume that with 𝐷 (𝐼) as in Eq.
the beam distribution can be considered
stationary equilibrium according to
∫ 𝐼a
d𝑥
𝜌eq (𝐼, 𝑡; 𝐼a ) = 𝛼(𝑡)
, 𝛼(𝑡) =
𝐷
(𝑥)
𝐼

(1), the tails of
to be in a semi𝜌0 (𝐼0 (𝑡))
, (2)
∫ 𝐼a
d𝑥
𝐼0 (𝑡 ) 𝐷 ( 𝑥 )

where 𝐼a is the jaw position, 𝜌0 is the initial beam distribution, and 𝐼0 (𝑡) ≪ 𝐼a represents the boundary of the stable
core, which varies over exponentially long times. Equation (2) implies a slow-varying global current at 𝐼a equal
to
𝜕 𝜌eq (𝐼, 𝑡)
𝐽eq (𝑡) = 𝐷 (𝐼a )
= 𝛼(𝑡) .
(3)
𝜕𝐼
(𝐼a ,𝑡 )
When 𝐼a is changed rapidly to 𝐼a′ > 𝐼a , the system will relax from 𝜌eq (𝐼, 𝑡; 𝐼a ) to 𝜌eq (𝐼, 𝑡; 𝐼a′ ) over a timescale proportional to 𝐷 (𝐼a ), which is orders of magnitude faster than the
variation of 𝐽eq (𝑡). For the duration of this relaxation process, we define the recovery current as 𝐽R (𝑡) = 𝐽 (𝑡) − 𝐽eq (𝑡),
when the system is fully relaxed to 𝜌eq (𝐼, 𝑡; 𝐼a′ ), 𝐽R (𝑡) = 0.
An effective method to reconstruct the shape of 𝐷 (𝐼)
by means of beam measurements consists of repeating a
sequence of outward-inward-outward jaw movements, which
leads to an alternation of in/out steps at increasing amplitude.
est (𝑡) is defined
A precise estimate of the global current 𝐽eq
as the average of two separate interpolations, each going
through the end points of the series of recovery currents
for the inward and outward jaw movements, respectively.
These interpolations are performed by means of cubic spline
interpolations (CSI) with positive-sign second derivative.
From this estimate, the normalised recovery current
norm
𝐽R (𝑡) = 𝐽𝐽est(𝑡(𝑡) ) − 1 is calculated, which represents the
eq
outgoing current for an equivalent diffusive system with
initial distribution 𝜌diff = 𝜌eq (𝐼, 𝑡; 𝐼a ) − 𝜌eq (𝐼, 𝑡; 𝐼a′ ) and
𝐽eq (𝑡) = 𝛼(𝑡) = 1. For an outward step, i.e. 𝐼a < 𝐼a′ , we
have the following.
(∫ 𝐼a
∫ 𝐼a′ d𝑥
d𝑥
if 𝐼 ≤ 𝐼a
′
𝐷(𝑥) − 𝐼 𝐷(𝑥)
𝐼
∫ 𝐼a′ d𝑥
𝜌diff (𝐼; 𝐼a , 𝐼a ) =
(4)
− 𝐼 𝐷(𝑥)
if 𝐼 > 𝐼a .
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Ultimately, 𝐽R (𝑡) can be used to fit the parameters 𝐼∗ and
𝜅 describing the form of the Nekhoroshev-like diffusion
coefficient.
Numerical simulations [13] have shown that the reconstruction of 𝐼∗ and 𝜅 can be achieved with good accuracy
when scanning is performed in the 𝐼/𝐼∗ < 1 domain, enough
time is applied between jaw movements to allow the system
to relax to 𝜌eq , and enough repetitions of jaw movements
are executed to probe the nonlinear character of 𝐷 (𝐼). A fit
using only recovery currents from outward jaw movements
provided better reconstruction results than fitting only recovery currents from inward jaw movements or a combination
of both. In fact, an inward movement cuts into a distribution
that is not necessarily in equilibrium, whereas an outward
movement is more likely to generate an equilibrium distribution in the diffusion process that populates the empty and
available action interval.

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Between 2016 and 2018, collimator scans were performed
at the CERN LHC with physics beams at 6.5 TeV [18]. During these scans, one of the jaws of the IR7 primary collimators was moved inwards and outwards in small steps, starting
at ∼ 5𝜎. The scan was performed after a beam-based alignment [19] of the collimator to centre it precisely around the
local closed orbit.
The measurement is performed with the local beam loss
monitoring (BLM) system, and is provided in unit of Gy/s
with 1 Hz sampling rate, processed over different running
sums (RS) [20]. In Fig. 1 we present a portion of the data collected in fill 6052 of type RS06, i.e. sampling the maximum
spike measured by the BLM over a time window of 10.24 ms.
The measured collimator jaw position is converted to measured beam sigma units using the nominal optical parameters
and the measured value of the beam emittance, taking into
account the position of the beam centre.
A calibration factor 𝐹 [21] dependent on the jaw
position was considered for converting BLM data expressed as Gy/s to protons/s beam loss data. This cali-
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Figure 2: Estimates of 𝐽eq (𝑡) for Beam 1 data. An initial
estimate is made with a CSI with positive second derivative
passing through the end points of the measured recovery
currents. The various curves are obtained by multiplying the
fundamental CSI by a constant term, and represent estimates
of the partial recovery currents.
bration factor 𝐹 was calculated from the BLM loss data
and the intensity lost recorded by the DC beam current
transformer during the collimator steps, and reads 𝐹 =
 −1
−9.0 × 10−14 𝜎 + 6.2 × 10−13 .
It should be stressed that these older collimator scans were
not performed using the new procedure [13], as complete
inward scans, followed by outward scans, were used instead
of a sequence of in/out steps. To address the lack of alternating jaw movements, we selected a region of interest (ROI) in
which a large number of outward steps were performed with
est (𝑡) with a single
almost regular sampling. Next, we built 𝐽eq
CSI passing through the terminating points of the sequence
of outward recovery currents. This fundamental CSI has
been multiplied by a constant term to represent different
possible levels of partial recovery of 𝐽R (𝑡). This is needed
because the jaw movements were not always performed to
allow enough time for the system to relax to its equilibrium
state. This procedure is shown in Fig. 2.
To cope with the rapid sequence of jaw movements, we
replace the integral terms in Eq. (4) with the approximation
(
−𝑀
if 𝐼 ≤ 𝐼a
∗
 ′ 
𝜌app
(𝐼) =
(5)
𝐼a −𝐼
− 𝐼 ′ −𝐼a 𝑀 if 𝐼 > 𝐼a ,
a

where 𝑀 is a constant fixed for each jaw movement that
represents an unknown amount of out-of-equilibrium distribution. A scan is performed on different combinations of
CSI and 𝑀 values while keeping track of 𝜒2 achieved by the
fitting routine that determines the values of the model parameters 𝜅, 𝐼∗ . The result of this procedure is shown in Figs. 3
and 4, where one can observe the existence of an optimal
configuration of parameters and the good reconstruction performance achieved by such a configuration. The optimal fit
results for Beam 1 and Beam 2 data are reported in Table 1.
Note that the values reported in [12], namely 𝜅 = 0.33
and 𝐼∗ ≃ 21, were obtained for Beam 2 and considering
the diffusion in the vertical plane. It should be stressed that
these previous measurements were performed with isolated

MOPOST043

Table 1: Results of the Fit Procedure, Along with Corresponding Setup for CSI and 𝑀 Values
Beam / Plane

CSI

𝑴

𝜿

𝑰∗ [𝝈]

Beam 1 / V
Beam 2 / V

×1.5
×1.5

750
1000

0.59 ± 0.03
0.85 ± 0.02

21 ± 2
39 ± 8

bunches, whereas in the beam measurements analysed here,
beam-beam effects were present.
0.0

JRnorm (t)

0

Figure 3: Fit performance for Beam 1 data vs. CSI and 𝑀
values, showing the existence of an optimal configuration.
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Figure 4: Fit results for Beam 1 data for two 𝑀 values. The
optimal value (orange) outperforms a lower value (blue).

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
A non-linear diffusive model based on Nekhoroshev theorem was used to reconstruct available beam loss data obtained at the LHC from collimator scans. The differences
between the approach used to gather the data and the optimal
one suggested by our recent numerical studies required adaptation of some of the key elements of our fitting procedure.
Eventually, this led to good reconstruction performances and
promising insights into the global diffusive behaviour of the
LHC beam halo.
Future research will focus on acquiring beam data using the proposed optimised experimental method to characterise more accurately the presence of nonlinear diffusive
behaviour. The new datasets might also be used to perform
comparisons between the newly proposed collimator scan
method for the Nekhoroshev-based diffusive model and the
previous approach based on the linearisation of the diffusion
coefficient around a given jaw position.
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A NOVEL TOOL FOR BEAM DYNAMICS STUDIES WITH HOLLOW
ELECTRON LENSES∗
P. D. Hermes† , R. Bruce, R. De Maria, M. Giovannozzi, G. Iadarola, D. Mirarchi, S. Redaelli
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Hollow Electron Lenses (HELs) are crucial components
of the CERN LHC High Luminosity Upgrade (HL-LHC),
serving the purpose of actively controlling the population of
the transverse beam halo to reduce particle losses on the collimation system. Symplectic particle tracking simulations
are required to optimize the efficiency and study potentially
undesired beam dynamics effects with the HELs. With the
relevant time scales in the collider in the order of several minutes, tracking simulations require considerable computing
resources. A new tracking tool, Xsuite, developed at CERN
since 2021, offers the possibility of performing such tracking
simulations using graphics processing units (GPUs), with
promising perspectives for the simulation of hadron beam
dynamics with HELs. In this contribution, we present the
implementation of HEL physics effects in the new tracking
framework. We compare the performance with previous
tools and show simulation results obtained using known and
newly established simulation setups.

INTRODUCTION
The CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is designed to
store and collide hadron beams of unprecedented intensities
and particle energies up to 7 TeV [1]. The High-Luminosity
LHC (HL-LHC) [2] upgrade, foreseen for installation after
the LHC Run 3 (2022-25), aims to increase the collider’s
luminosity by reducing the value of 𝛽∗ at the ATLAS and
CMS insertions and an increase in beam brightness and
intensity, thanks to the LHC Injectors Upgrade project [3],
up to a total stored beam energy of 684 MJ per circulating
beam. Such intense beams have a large damage potential in
the event of uncontrolled beam losses. A high-performance
multistage collimation system is installed in the LHC [4–6]
and is being upgraded for the HL-LHC [7], in order to keep
the collider protected against beam losses.
Measurements in the LHC [8,9] have shown that the transverse beam halo at amplitudes greater than 3 𝜎 can constitute
up to 5% of the total beam intensity. Estimated by simple
scaling to the intensity of the desired proton beam, the energy in the beam halo of HL-LHC could reach the order of
34 MJ. Different failure scenarios could cause orbit offsets
of up to 2 𝜎 within a few turns [10], which could induce very
high beam losses. Hollow electron lenses (HELs) have been
integrated in the HL-LHC baseline to mitigate this risk by active depletion of the beam halo [10–12]. A HEL generates a
hollow cylindrical shaped electron beam (𝑒-beam) and steers
it through a solenoid in the centre of which they move coax∗
†
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ially and oppositely directed to the proton beam. Perfectly
symmetric hollow electron beams would leave particles at
amplitudes smaller than the inner radius of the 𝑒-beam unaffected, while particles in the beam halo would be subject
to a transverse kick from the electromagnetic field created
by the 𝑒-beam. Exploiting this behavior allows to drive halo
particles towards larger amplitudes in a controlled way, such
that they are intercepted and disposed of by the collimators,
whereby the population of the halo is reduced.
Operational scenarios for HEL are studied using symplectic tracking simulations, computing particle trajectories over
a large number of turns (up to several millions) [13]. Of
particular interest is the classification of turn-by-turn pulsing
schemes in which the HEL is switched on and off according
to a pre-defined time pattern. Examples of figures of merit
to be studied in such simulations are the depletion efficiency,
quantifying the percentage of the beam halo that is removed,
and the emittance growth, a detrimental effect caused by the
residual kick acting on the core of the main proton beam.
SixTrack [14–16], a single-particle symplectic tracking tool, provides the functionality of simulating HEL
kicks [17], allowing the user to select different profiles 𝜌(𝑟)
of the 𝑒-beam, and to simulate turn-by-turn pulsing of the
HEL [18]. Simulation results obtained using this framework
were presented in [13]. Since 2021, a new symplectic tracking framework, Xsuite [19], a collection of Python packages
that can be run on CPUs and GPUs, is being developed. Simulations over a large number of turns in machines like the
LHC can be carried out at significantly shorter simulation
times when using GPU platforms. The Xtrack (XT) tracking
package in Xsuite contains the symplectic tracking maps
used in the simulation process.
This contribution describes the implementation of HEL
physics in the Xtrack framework and the benchmark against
SixTrack. Besides comparing the amplitude-dependent kick
in the HEL, we verify the equivalence of both codes focusing
on the two physical figures of merit: halo depletion efficiency
and beam-core emittance growth.

HEL KICK
From Biot-Savart’s law, one can derive the transverse
kick 𝜃 that a hadron receives from the interaction with the
oppositely directed HEL electron beam [20] as follows:
𝜃(𝑟) =

𝐿𝐼(1 + 𝛽e 𝛽p ) 1
1
𝑓 (𝑟) ,
2
2𝜋𝜖0 𝑐 (𝐵𝜌)p 𝛽e 𝛽p 𝑟

(1)

where 𝐿 is the active length of the HEL, 𝛽e and 𝛽p are
the relativistic factor of the electrons and protons, respectively, (𝐵𝜌)p is the magnetic rigidity of the proton beam
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ENFORCING THE CONVERGENCE OF LONGITUDINAL BUNCH
DENSITY CALCULATION IN THE PRESENCE OF A HARMONIC CAVITY
THROUGH ANDERSON ACCELERATION METHOD
I. C. Almeida∗ , A. P. B. Lima, M. H. Wallner
Brazilian Center for Research in Energy and Materials, Campinas, Brazil
Abstract
4th

Sirius is a
generation synchrotron light source at the
Brazilian Center for Research in Energy and Materials in
Campinas, Brazil. A passive superconducting third harmonic cavity is planned to be installed in the storage ring in
order to lengthen the bunches and increase beam lifetime by
reducing Touschek scattering while keeping its high brightness. This paper presents the results obtained in applying
Anderson acceleration method to enforce the convergence
of the self-consistent algorithm used for calculation of the
equilibrium longitudinal bunch density in the presence of a
harmonic cavity.

INTRODUCTION
New generation synchrotron light sources require lowemittance storage rings in order to increase radiation brightness, which reduces beam lifetime due to Touschek scattering. A common approach to increase beam lifetime without
affecting the brightness is to include a higher harmonic cavity in the system in order to lengthen the bunches and reduce
the longitudinal bunch density [1]. For Sirius, which has a
natural emittance of 0.250 nm−rad and a fundamental RF
frequency of 500 MHz, a 1.5 GHz passive superconducting
third harmonic cavity is planned to be installed and a beam
lifetime increase around 4.5 times the current value is expected.
Since it is known that the maximum lifetime increase is
obtained with bunch overstretching , i.e., with a harmonic
voltage higher than the one calculated for flat potential [2],
a voltage sweep was carried on to find the maximum beam
lifetime working point using the self-consistent approach
described in [3, 4]. It was observed that above a threshold
voltage value the algorithm could not converge and the longitudinal bunch density started to bounce between different
fixed states. In this paper, Anderson acceleration method
is adopted to enforce the convergence of the self-consistent
equilibrium bunch density calculation based on the approach
presented in [5].

ANDERSON ACCELERATION
In a passive harmonic cavity the voltage is due only to
beam loading, which means that amplitude and phase cannot be controlled independently [3]. Hence, for a given
harmonic voltage amplitude, the self-consistent bunch density calculation should converge to an equilibrium state and
provide the corresponding cavity detune. However, as will
∗
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be later shown, above a threshold voltage amplitude, the
algorithm does not converge and an equilibrium bunch density cannot be obtained. To overcome this issue, the bunch
densities from previous iterations started being used through
Anderson acceleration method.
For each iteration 𝑘, the electron bunch density of a storage
ring is given by:
𝜌𝑘 (𝜏) = 𝐴𝑒

−

Φ𝑘 (𝜏)
𝛼 2 𝜎2
𝑒

(1)

,

where 𝐴 is a normalization constant, 𝛼 is the momentum
compaction factor, 𝜎𝑒 is the energy spread, 𝜏 is the time
deviation with respect to the synchronous particle and Φ(𝜏)
is the voltage dependent potential function.
Since the voltage of a harmonic cavity depends on the
bunch density, a fixed point problem is established and the
following map can be defined:
𝑔𝑘 = 𝑔(𝜌𝑘 ) = 𝐴𝑒

−

Φ(𝜏,𝜌𝑘 )
2
𝛼 2 𝜎𝑒

(2)

.

The new bunch density can be calculated as a linear combination of the maps of previous iterations. Anderson acceleration method solves a constrained linear least-squares
problem to find the coefficients of the linear combination [5]:
𝑓𝑘 = 𝑔 𝑘 − 𝜌 𝑘 ,
2

∣ 𝑚𝑘
∣
(𝛼𝑘0 , 𝛼𝑘1 , ..., 𝛼𝑘𝑚𝑘 ) = argmin ∣∣∑ 𝛼𝑘𝑗 𝑓𝑘−𝑚𝑘+𝑗 ∣∣ ,
∣𝑗=0
∣

(3)

𝑚𝑘

∑ 𝛼𝑘𝑗 = 1.
𝑗=0

Therefore,
𝑚𝑘

𝜌𝑘+1 = ∑ 𝛼𝑘𝑗 𝑔𝑘−𝑚𝑘+𝑗

for 𝑘 ≥ 0,

(4)

𝑗=0

where 𝑚𝑘 = min(𝑘, 𝑚) with 𝑚 ≥ 1 being the number of
previous iterations desired to be taken into account in the the
current step. For 𝑘 = 0, an initial condition must be given
and the constraint relation provides 𝛼00 = 1.
An extra degree of flexibility can be added by introducing
the relaxation parameter 𝛽𝑘 ≤ 1:
𝑚𝑘

𝑚𝑘

𝑗=0

𝑗=0

𝜌𝑘+1 = 𝛽𝑘 ∑ 𝛼𝑘𝑗 𝑔𝑘−𝑚𝑘+𝑗 + (1 − 𝛽𝑘 ) ∑ 𝛼𝑘𝑗 𝜌𝑘−𝑚𝑘+𝑗 . (5)
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RESULTS
The results presented in this section were based on Sirius’s nominal parameters shown in Table 1. Considering
the range of values from known harmonic cavities [6–8],
the 𝑅/𝑄 and quality factor were taken to be 𝑅/𝑄 = 90 and
𝑄0 = 2×108 , respectively. For the implementation of Anderson acceleration, the following parameters were considered:
𝑚𝑘 = 5, 𝛽0 = 0.1 and 𝛽𝑘 = 1 for 𝑘 ≥ 1, which allows a
relaxation during the first iteration. The initial condition is
the flat potential bunch density and the convergence criteria used when Anderson acceleration was implemented is
given by the Euclidean norm of the difference between the
bunch density of the current and the previous iterations. The
tolerance was set to 1 × 10−6 and the maximum number of
iterations allowed was set to 2000.
Table 1: Nominal Sirius Storage Ring Parameters
Parameter
Energy
RF frequency
RF voltage
Energy loss per turn
Revolution period
Circumference
Moment compaction
Energy spread
Beam current

Symbol

Value

𝐸0
𝑓𝑅𝐹
𝑉𝑐𝑎𝑣
𝑈0
𝑇0
𝐶
𝛼
𝜎
𝐼𝑎𝑣

3 GeV
499.6638 MHz
3 MV
871.01 keV
1.729 𝜇𝑠
518.39 m
1.645 × 10−4
8.400 × 10−4
350 mA

For a harmonic voltage sweep up to 1.2 MV, Fig. 1 compares the harmonic cavity detune angle without and with
Anderson acceleration implemented in the self-consistent algorithm [3]. The blue curve shows for each voltage value the
resultant detune angle of the last 50 iterations from 10000
iterations. Up to a threshold value 𝑉𝑡ℎ = 969 kV the selfconsistent algorithm successfully converges and a single
detune value is obtained for the equilibrium longitudinal
bunch density. Above this voltage, the equilibrium cannot
be found and the bunch density bounces between different
states, creating a spread in the detune angle. On the other
hand, the red curve shows the detune angle as a function
of the harmonic cavity voltage when Anderson acceleration
was considered. The resultant smooth function indicates
that an equilibrium longitudinal bunch density was reached
for each voltage value.
The lifetime increase, i.e., the ratio between the beam
lifetime in the presence and in the absence of the harmonic
cavity, and the peak current of the longitudinal bunch density
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, as functions of the
harmonic cavity voltage. It can be seen that with Anderson
acceleration it is possible to obtain the equilibrium bunch
densities that provide the maximum lifetime increase and
the minimum peak current. It is worth noting that these two
cases occur at different voltage values, requiring a trade-off
when choosing the operating point of the harmonic cavity.
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 1: Detune angle as a function of the harmonic cavity
voltage for the cases without (blue) and with (red) Anderson
acceleration. In the upper left corner, a detail of the region
close to the threshold voltage 𝑉𝑡ℎ = 969 kV is also shown.
Figure 4 shows the equilibrium bunch density for the flat
potential voltage1 , which occurs at a harmonic voltage of
951 kV for Sirius’s parameters. The lifetime increase ratio
and the peak current for this regime are 4.66 and 6.693 A,
respectively.
Also shown in Fig. 4 are the bunch densities that provide the maximum lifetime increase and the minimum current peak. The maximum lifetime increase is 5.93 at a harmonic voltage of 1.005 MV and the minimum peak current
is 6.058 A at 984 kV. It can be seen that both cases lie in the
overstretching regime, where the longitudinal bunch density
starts to show two peaks and a strong deformation. Table 2
summarizes the results discussed.
Table 2: Results for Flat Potential Voltage (I), Minimum
Current Peak (II) and Maximum Lifetime Increase (III)
Parameter

Case I

Case II

Case III

Harmonic voltage [kV]
Peak current [A]
Lifetime increase

951
6.693
4.661

984
6.058
5.659

1005
6.318
5.934

Care must be taken while trying to achieve these results
in practice since overstretching implies in a smaller harmonic cavity detune. Passive harmonic cavities are inherently Robinson unstable because they operate on the growing side of the impedance curve and thus the smaller detune
could compromise stability [1].
Besides the advantages of enforcing the convergence of
the self-consistent algorithm, Anderson acceleration method
also reduces the computational effort in calculating the equilibrium longitudinal bunch density. The voltage sweep presented in this paper was carried on using 401 different voltage values, which took only about 12 seconds with Anderson
1

Since for a passive cavity the magnitude and phase of the voltage cannot
be controlled independently, operation at the flat potential voltage does
not necessarily imply in operation at the flat potential phase, hence the
bunch distortion.
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acceleration. For comparison, below the threshold voltage,
where the self-consistent approach converges without Anderson acceleration, the bunch density calculation for a single
voltage value takes about 2 seconds. On average, Anderson
acceleration makes the self-consistent calculation 70 times
faster.
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Figure 4: Equilibrium longitudinal bunch densities for maximum lifetime (blue), minimum current peak (green) and
flat potential voltage (red) cases.
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Figure 2: Beam lifetime increase as a function of the harmonic cavity voltage for the cases without (blue) and with
(red) Anderson acceleration.
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Abstract
The dynamic aperture (DA) of a hadron accelerator is represented by the volume in phase space that exhibits bounded
motion, where we disregard any disconnected parts that
could be due to stable islands. To estimate DA in numerical
simulations, it is customary to sample a set of initial conditions using a polar grid in the transverse planes, featuring a
limited number of angles and using evenly distributed radial
amplitudes. This method becomes very CPU intensive when
detailed scans in 4D, and even more in higher dimensions,
are used to compute the dynamic aperture. In this paper, a
new method is presented, in which the border of the phasespace stable region is identified using a machine learning
(ML) model. This allows one to optimise the computational
time by taking the complex geometry of the phase space into
account, using adaptive sampling to increase the density of
initial conditions along the border of stability.

INTRODUCTION
When studying the non-linear beam dynamics in a circular hadron ring in numerical simulations, one of the key
concepts is that of dynamic aperture (DA). It represents the
smallest, simply-connected volume in the 2�-dimensional
phase space that is stable (where � is the number of degrees
of freedom), i.e. that exhibits bounded motion over a given
time interval [1, 2]. More precisely, it is defined as the radius
of the 2�-sphere with the same volume �2� as the bounded
region:
︂
2� Γ (� + 1) �2�
DA =
.
(1)
��
The DA is a useful quantity, not only in accelerator design,
but also because it can be linked to measurable quantities
such as the time evolution of the beam intensity [3, 4] or
luminosity [5, 6] of a storage ring or collider.
In practice, computational limitations make us consider
the DA in two dimensions only, instead of six (the dimension
of the phase space of a particle beam). The transverse momenta and longitudinal position coordinates are typically set
to zero, while the longitudinal momentum coordinate is typically set at a non-zero value that is deemed representative
for the longitudinal beam distribution under consideration.
An important aspect in the definition of DA, is that it
excludes disconnected stable islands from the calculation of
the volume. To consider this in simulations, traditionally the
DA is calculated by sampling initial conditions in a polar
grid, over a certain number of angles [2]. The stability border
is given, for each angle � � , by the largest connected stable
∗
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amplitude � � . After integrating � � over angles, the DA is
approximated by [2]:
v
u
t
��
2 ︁
1 �
DA ≈
� � � �2
Δ� =
Δ�
,
(2)
�
� � +1 2
�
where � � are the constants of the chosen open integration
method and � � the number of angles. This calculation has
an error that scales with ∼ Δ�Δ�, hence ideally one would
like to keep Δ� ∼ Δ� to minimise the error associated to the
DA estimate [2].
It is also clear that the overall strategy to compute the DA
of a given accelerator lattice would gain in efficiency if the
initial conditions could be chosen to probe with high density
the region of the stability border, only. In this paper, we
explore an alternative to the polar sampling, where an initial
set of particles is sampled uniformly and machine learning
(ML) is applied to recognise the stability border at a given
number of turns. In a second step, we resample a larger set
of particles focused around the border region.

MACHINE LEARNING
To find the stability border at a given number of turns �,
we divide the particles into those that survived at least �
turns, meaning their motion remains bounded for at least this
time, and those that did not, and then train an ML model as a
classifier. While in theory it would be feasible to divide the
particles in multiple groups for different number of survived
turns, it would not be an optimal division to train the ML
algorithm on.
We opted to use a support-vector machine (SVM) model
[7, 8], which is a supervised learning algorithm that is one
of the most robust prediction methods available. Because of
its (by default) binary classification, it is well-suited for our
particular data structure if split as described in the previous
paragraph. Though SVM is by default a linear classifier, it
can be used to classify data that are separated by a non-linear
boundary by using a kernel transformation: in our case, a
radial basis function is most suited due to the radial nature
of the data. It is an exponential kernel that maps two vectors
v and w as a function of the hyperparameter �:
� (v, w) = e−� ∥v−w ∥ ,

(3)

where ∥·∥ stands for the vector norm. In ML training, the
different hyperparameters have to be tuned to get optimal
results. Like in classical statistics, a model that is not adequately tuned can lead to under- or over-fitting the data. In
our case, there are two hyperparameters to tune: the abovementioned � that represents the convolution of the curve
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Figure 1: Average CV scoring function of a scan of more
than 103 values for the hyperparameters � and �.
(small � tends to make the curve more circular), and the
so-called �-parameter, that represents how strongly misclassified points are penalised.
To tune the hyperparameters, we perform a random scan
over the � − � parameter space, and assess each pair’s performance using Cross-Validation (CV) [9]. This means that
the data set is randomly split into � equally sized partitions,
where � − 1 partitions are trained upon and the remaining
partition is used to test the model’s performance. This is
then iterated � times, hence for one hyperparameters pair �
models are trained and tested. For small data sets it is common to take � = 5, but in our case we chose � = 10 as the
data set is large enough to get reliable testing with only 10%
of the data. An example of such a scan is demonstrated in
Fig. 1, which shows the average of the 10 models’ scores for
103 different hyperparameter pair values. It is clear that the
model is optimal for 1 ≲ � < 10 and 102 < � < 103 . We
observe that the DA does not change much after sampling
2 × 102 pairs of hyperparameters.

BORDER RECOGNITION
Once the model is trained over a well-tuned set of hyperparameters, we want to extract the decision boundary between
the two categories as it represents the stability boundary.
This is not a trivial task: by its nature, the ML model excels at predicting for any point the category that it belongs
to based on the survival criterion; however, it provides no
direct information on the boundary.
To get an expression for the boundary, we use a trick: we
create a temporary image grid that represents the region
of interest, and let the ML model ‘colour’ each pixel as
white or black depending on the predicted category. Then
we use standard image recognition techniques to find the
contour lines between the two regions. Finally, the points
from the contour are interpolated with a spline to obtain a
continuous curve parameterised by � ∈ [0, 1], which can
then be integrated to get the area:
�=

∫1

�(�)

d�(�)
d� ,
d�

0

from which the DA can be derived using Eq. (1).
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(4)

Figure 2: Example of a DA result for the HL–LHC, tracked
over 6000 particles after resampling. In black is the DA
border as recognised by the ML algorithm.
An example result is shown in Fig. 2, which is a logarithmic plot of the survived number of turns �surv , for a set of
6 × 103 particles after resampling (see below), tracked over
the High Luminosity LHC (HL–LHC) lattice [10] including
a specific realisation of magnetic field errors. Shown in
black is the DA border predicted by the ML model. The DA
for this specific example is calculated to be 12.87�.

RESAMPLING
An adaptive algorithm typically works in several steps. In
our case, after we used the uniform sample of 103 particles
to recognise the minimum and maximum stability borders,
defined by the minimum resp. maximum number of survived turns, we can resample particles in between these two
borders.1 However, the turn value that defines the minimum
stability border needs to be chosen carefully. If it is too
small, the resampling region will be larger than necessary
with a sub-optimal resampling efficiency as a consequence.
On the other hand, if the minimum turn value is too large,
the resampling region will be rather small, making it difficult
for the ML model to define two distinct borders. In our case,
we have observed that taking �min = 20 turns gives a nice
balance between the two. Note that the value of �min does
not influence the value of the DA at larger number of turns.
Once we established both borders, we can resample. We
want to prioritise particles closest to the maximum border
region, as these can rapidly change their survived number of
turns for small amplitude steps, due to the chaoticity of the
dynamics in this region. Furthermore, the borders we have
thus far established are rather crude and might be a little
off; hence, to be able to refine them, we want to additionally
sample particles at amplitudes larger than the minimum
border or smaller than the maximum border.
To achieve this, we first define for each particle a normalised shortest distance � to the maximum border, defined
1

Note that the minimum border sits at amplitudes larger than the maximum
border, as the former contains more particles than the latter.
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Figure 3: Resampling in action. The minimum and maximum border are given by the red resp. green curves, which
are used to sample the 5 × 103 new particles shown in black.
such that � = 0 represents a particle on the maximum border, and � = 1 a particle on the minimum border. We allow
� to take values from −1/2 to +3/2, representing particles
beyond the borders as discussed above. Then we weight
the sampling algorithm with a probability that is a function
of this distance, skewed towards the maximum border. We
achieve the desired sampling density if we use the following
weighting function:
︂


1 2
1
1 3
� + e− ( �+ 2 )
�∈ − ,
.
(5)
2
2 2
This is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows three categories of initial particles: blue for �surv < 20, orange for
20 ≤ �surv < 105 , and green for �surv = 105 . The borders
corresponding to �min = 20 and �max = 105 , as found by
the ML model, are the red resp. green curve, and 5×103 new
particles, sampled following the logic above, are shown in
black. These extra points are used in the border calculation
as shown in Fig. 2.

PRECISION
The precision of the ML method to calculate the DA is
defined by three parameters: the number of tracked particles,
the number of configurations used to set the hyperparameters, and the step size of the image grid used to retrieve the
decision function. The effect of the last parameter is shown
in the top plot of Fig. 4, which shows the relative deviation
�DA =

DA(Δ� = 1�) − DA(Δ�)
DA(Δ� = 1�)

(6)

compared to the most crude DA (calculated with a step size
of 1�), as a function of the step size Δ�. One can see that
already at a step size of Δ� ∼ 0.02� the convergence of the
relative deviation is achieved.
Finally, to estimate the overall accuracy of the method,
we repeated the same DA calculation 5 × 102 times, with
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Figure 4: Accuracy assessment of the model. Top: DA
precision as a function of the step size of the image grid.
Bottom: Histogram of 5 × 102 iterations of the same DA
calculation. For the blue plot, each iteration used 103 initial
conditions, 2 × 102 hyperparameter pairs, and a step size of
0.02�. The green plot shows the same data after resampling.
each iteration having 103 randomly sampled particles, 2 ×
102 hyperparameters pairs, and an image grid stepsize of
Δ� = 0.02�. This is illustrated in the bottom plot of Fig. 4,
which shows a histogram over these iterations (blue plot)
with mean 12.681� and standard deviation 0.093�. We can
conclude that even with only 103 initial particles, we obtain
a result with a rather satisfying precision. Furthermore, after
resampling 5 × 103 extra particles for each iteration (green
plot), the precision is strongly enhanced, with mean 12.708�
and standard deviation 0.016�.

CONCLUSION
We have developed a new method to calculate the DA of a
circular accelerator, based on supervised machine learning.
We explored how the new model depends on the different
ML hyperparameters, and verified that a randomised search
over configurations leads to good results. Furthermore, we
inspected the overall performance of the model by making
5 × 102 iterations of the same calculation, confirming a precision compatible with that of traditional methods. Where
the latter typically use around 6 × 103 initial particles to
achieve this precision, the proposed method does this with
1 × 103 initial particles, only. The clear gain in CPU time
that follows from this is very useful for high-volume studies,
where multiple different machine configurations are probed.
Finally, we showed how the model can be used to implement an adaptive sampling algorithm that only samples
new initial conditions from the region of interest, improving
overall accuracy with minimal increase in computing time
requirements. This is a necessary improvement for studies
that link the DA to physical observables.
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EFFICIENT REPRESENTATION OF REALISTIC 3D STATIC MAGNETIC
FIELDS FOR SYMPLECTIC TRACKING AND FIRST APPLICATIONS FOR
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS AND DYNAMIC APERTURE STUDIES IN ELENA
Lajos Bojtár, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The algorithm called SIMPA has a new and unique approach to long-term 4D tracking of charged particles in arbitrary static electromagnetic fields. Field values given on
the boundary of the region of interest are reproduced by
an arrangement of hypothetical magnetic or electric point
sources surrounding the boundary surface. The vector and
scalar potentials are obtained by summing the contributions
of each source. The second step of the method improves the
evaluation speed of the potentials and their derivatives by
orders of magnitude. This comprises covering the region of
interest by overlapping spheres, then calculating the spherical harmonic expansion of the potentials on each sphere.
During tracking, field values are evaluated by calculating
the solid harmonics and their derivatives inside a sphere
containing the particle. Frequency analysis and dynamic
aperture studies in ELENA is presented. The effect of the
end fields and the perturbation introduced by the magnetic
system of the electron cooler on dynamic aperture is shown.
The dynamic aperture calculated is the direct consequence of
the geometry of the magnetic elements, no multipole errors
have been added to the model.

INTRODUCTION
In recent papers [1, 2] we described a new algorithm allowing long-term symplectic integration of charged particle
trajectories in arbitrary static magnetic and electric fields.
The approach to particle tracking we described naturally
includes the end fields for all kinds of elements with the
same treatment.

THE TRACKING ALGORITHM
A Short Summary
We recommend reading the previous papers [1,2] to understand the algorithm in detail, as only a summary is provided
here.
Symplectic integrators keep the conserved quantities
bounded, but cannot cure the errors coming from the representation of the fields. These are two separate sources of
errors. It is crucial to have a physically valid representation
of the fields, otherwise there is a spurious energy drift during
the tracking. The potentials are expressed analytically in
terms of their sources. These sources are placed outside of
the volume of interest, at some distance from the boundary,
and their strength is set such that they reproduce the magnetic or electric field at the boundary by solving a system of
linear equations. After the potentials are reproduced at the
boundary by the sources, they can be evaluated analytically
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anywhere inside the volume. However, this method is too
slow to be practical.
Several orders of magnitude improvement can be achieved
by using a local description of the potentials. Spherical
harmonics scaled appropriately are called solid harmonics.
Regular solid harmonics are the canonical representation for
harmonic functions inside a sphere. A key characteristic of
the algorithm is the description of vector and scalar potentials by solid harmonics inside a set of overlapping spheres
covering the volume of interest.
The potentials satisfy exactly the Laplace equation inside
the spheres. The discontinuity between the spheres decrease
exponentially with the degree of solid harmonics expansion
and can be easily kept close to machine precision. The
representation of the potentials in terms of solid harmonics
is optimal in terms of memory and allows fast evaluation.
The name of our software is SIMPA [3], an abreviation
of Symplectic Integration through MonoPole Arrangements.
The workflow starts with modeling individual magnets with
CAD software or measurement data, then the strengths of
the point sources are calculated for each type of magnet. The
next step is to assemble these sources according to the lattice
of the machine. Finally, the solid harmonics coefficients of
each sphere covering the volume of interest are calculated,
providing a field map for the fast evaluation.
The boundary of the volume of interest is described by a
Standard Tessellation Language (STL) file in SIMPA. The
next step is to fill it with overlapping spheres, such that the
entire beam region is covered without gaps. The spheres
should be small enough to not overlap with the sources.
It is practical to place the center of the spheres onto a
regular lattice. The coordinates of the sphere centers on an
infinite HCP lattice can be obtained by three simple expressions. We keep only those spheres from the infinite lattice
which are necessary to cover the beam region. Figure 1
shows the ELENA beam region and the centers of the covering spheres. The radius of the spheres was 1 cm in this study
and about 76000 of them were needed to cover the aperture.

Preparing the Field Maps
As a first step, the field of each type of magnet in ELENA
has to be expressed as a collection of point sources. This
provides continuous and analytic potential everywhere in
the beam region. To do so, the magnetic field values have
been obtained from the CAD software OPERA for each
magnet at specific points on a surface surrounding the beam
region. This surface is close to the poles of the magnet. The
point sources are placed outside of the surface at 2.5 cm
distance. Then a system of linear equation is solved to find
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Figure 1: Triangulated boundary of the ELENA beam region. The interior plot is an expanded 3D view of an arc.
The red dots are the centers of the covering spheres located
on an HCP lattice.

the strengths of the point sources for each magnet type. The
relative precision of the reproduction of the magnetic field
from the vector potential is typically about 10−3 in this study.
The precision can be made better by increasing the number
of point sources.
Once each type of magnet in the machine has been expressed as a collection of point sources, the next step is to
assemble the ELENA ring from these collections. This is
done by rotating and translating the collections of sources
to the correct place.
The magnets of the ELENA ring have been organized
into magnet families. Usually, a magnet family consists
of magnets connected to the same power supply. For each
magnet family, a field map was produced.

FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
The Method
The drift in the tunes can serve as an early indicator of the
long-term stability of the motion [4]. For initial conditions
corresponding to chaotic trajectories, the frequency can only
be defined for a given time interval. Calculating this local
frequency for two consecutive time intervals and taking their
difference we can calculate tune shifts Δ𝑄 ℎ,𝑣 . For a coasting
beam, the figure of merit can be defined as:
√︃
𝐷 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 ( Δ𝑄 2ℎ + Δ𝑄 2𝑣 )

(1)

𝐷 calculated with this definition can be used to identify
stable areas in the tune diagram.
The tunes were scanned in 160 steps in both directions
giving 25600 initial conditions. Each particle was tracked
for 300 turns and the phase space variables were saved at a
single longitudinal position for each turn. The tracking result
is post-processed with PyNAFF, a Python implementation
of the NAFF algorithm [5]. To calculate Δ𝑄 ℎ,𝑣 , we split the
300 turns into two sets. Then the figure of merit 𝐷 in Eq.
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Figure 2: 𝐷 plotted as colors against the numerically measured tunes for the bare ELENA machine, consisting of only
the main bendings and the three quadrupole families.
(1) was calculated for each point in the diagram and plotted
as colors.

Results
Fig. 2 shows the figure of merit 𝐷 for the bare ELENA
machine with bending magnets and quadrupoles only, plotted against the tunes as colors. The exercise was repeated
with the magnetic elements of the electron cooler included.
Fig. 3 shows the numerically measured tunes with the electron cooler included. It is apparent that the magnets of the
electron cooler have a significant effect on the beam dynamics. Many resonance lines became stronger and wider and
particle losses are more frequent at the strongest resonance
lines.
On both plots, many higher-order resonance lines can be
seen. It should be emphasized, these resonance lines are
present also in a perfectly manufactured, built, and aligned
machine. We have not put any imperfections into the model.
All the resonance lines are the results of the fringe fields
of the bending magnets and the quadrupoles. They are the
direct consequence of the geometry of the magnets.

DYNAMIC APERTURE
The dynamic aperture of six working points has been
calculated and displayed in Table 1 to compare resonance
conditions with a non-resonant case. The selected set of
tunes is indicated in Fig. 3. These resonance lines were
selected because they are close to the region where the working point of ELENA was set during the commissioning. The
first working point was chosen to be far from the strong
resonance lines at 𝑄 ℎ = 2.455, 𝑄 𝑣 = 1.415. The other five
points were placed on resonance lines with various orders.
Stability diagrams are given in Fig. 4 for each point in
Fig. 3, which survived 𝑁 = 104 turns. In these diagrams,
instead of the usual convention of using the physical beam
dimensions in units of sigmas of the beam distribution on
the axes, we used the single-particle emittances. We did so,
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because in ELENA, the beam size depends on the performance and duration of the electron cooler, so there is no
nominal emittance we could use for comparison.
In Fig. 4 it is apparent that some of the resonance lines
make the dynamic aperture significantly smaller than the
physical aperture. The transverse acceptance of ELENA is
determined by the size of vacuum chambers and the optics.

CONCLUSIONS
We have applied the SIMPA code for long-term symplectic charged particle tracking in arbitrary static electromagnetic fields on the ELENA machine.
The frequency and dynamic aperture analysis identified a
number of 4th and 5th order resonance lines in the tune diagram strong enough to reduce the dynamic aperture below
the physical one. What made the frequency and dynamic
aperture analyses different, is the fact that we have not introduced any multipole error into our model apart from the
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Table 1: Dynamic apertures 𝑟 𝑑 for the six points in Fig. 3
calculated with averaging over the dynamics, see [2]. M is
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Figure 3: 𝐷 plotted as colors on the same scale as above
against the numerically measured tunes for the ELENA machine with the electron cooler included. The numbered
white points in the tune diagram indicate the tunes where
the dynamic aperture was calculated.
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Figure 4: Initial emittances plotted in units of 𝜋 𝑚𝑚 𝑚𝑟𝑎𝑑
for particle with 𝑑𝑝/𝑝 = 0. Only those initial conditions are
plotted which survived 𝑁 = 104 turns. The numbers in the
upper right corners correspond to the numbering in Fig. 3.
The lines indicate the last connected initial emittances for
each angle 𝛼 𝑘 .

multipole components due to the geometry of the magnets,
which are inevitable. All the resonances seen in the frequency analysis are direct consequences of the geometry of
the fields, even if the magnetic elements are manufactured
perfectly.
We showed in the frequency analysis section the effect
of the magnetic system of the electron cooler on the beam
dynamics by comparing the two cases, with and without electron cooler. The electron cooler introduced non-negligible
magnetic perturbations, strengthening many resonance lines.
To our best knowledge there was no similar study done before
with electron coolers.
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ELECTRON CLOUD BUILD-UP
FOR THE ARC SEXTUPOLE SECTIONS OF THE FCC-ee
J. E. Rocha-Muñoz∗ , G. H. I. Maury-Cuna, Universidad de Guanajuato, León, México
K. B. Cantun-Ávila, Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán, Mérida, México
F. Zimmermann, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
In particle accelerators that operate with positrons, an
electron cloud may occur due to several mechanism. This
work reports preliminary studies on electron cloud buildup for the arc sextupole sections of the positron ring of the
FCCe+e- using the code PyECLOUD. We compute the electron cloud evolution while varying strategic parameters and
consider three simulation scenarios. We report the values of
the central density just before the bunch passage, which is
related to the single-bunch instability threshold and the electron density threshold for the three scenarios. In addition,
we compare the simulated electron distribution across the
central circular cross-section for a chamber with and without
winglets.

INTRODUCTION
The electron-cloud (EC) effect is a phenomenon that occurs in high-energy particle accelerators that operate with
positrons (or positively charged beams). It consists of the accumulation of electrons inside the machine vacuum chamber
produced by a secondary emission process, where seed electrons come from the residual gas ionization or a photoemission process due to the beam-induced synchrotron radiation.
Commonly electrons generated by this last mechanism constitute the main source of primary electrons in high-energy
accelerators, such as the Future Circular electron-positron
Collider (FCC-ee).
In the positron ring of the FCC-ee, it is expected that the electric field of the beam would accelerate these electrons to energies of up to several hundred eV [1]. Once the beam passes,
these electrons will collide with the chamber walls and, depending on their speed, position, direction, and the beam
pipe surface conditions, can generate new electrons. This
process is repeated with each new bunch passage, and, due
to the multipactor effect induced by the beam, an avalanche
growth of the number of electrons may arise generating an
electron cloud [2]. The EC density in the chamber can reach
high levels and drive instabilities in the beam, such as the
single-bunch head-tail instability [3].
The EC density is a critical aspect in order to avoid this instability. It depends on parameters such as the bunch spacing,
the geometry of the vacuum chamber, photoelectron generation rate (𝑛 𝛾 ), and the secondary emission yield (SEY) [4].
In this work, we present an analysis of the dependence of
the electron density for three different scenarios to deter∗
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mine which presents the broadest range of variation of the
aforementioned parameters below the instability threshold.

ELECTRON DENSITY THRESHOLD AND
SIMULATION SCENARIOS
Scenarios
The FCC-ee is a proposed first stage post-LHC particle
accelerator with energy significantly above that of previous
circular colliders [5]. It is still in the design stage, and its
operating parameters are constantly updated. We consider
three scenarios for the EC build-up simulations of the main
arc sextupole sections. The first one considers the design
parameters extracted from the 2019 conceptual design report (CDR) to be used as a reference [6] (named Scenario
A). In November 2021, a careful review of the parameters
presented in the CDR resulted in an update, starting with a
smaller circumference and only eight arc sections [7], these
updated parameters make up our Scenario B; however, this
set cause coherent beam instability issued, including high
impedances [8], consequently in March 2022 an alternative
set of parameters with slight changes was presented, which
we named Scenario C.

Electron Density Threshold
The electron cloud acts as a short range wake field with
frequency [9]:
√︄
𝜔𝑒 =

2𝜆 𝑝 𝑟 𝑒 𝑐2
𝜎𝑦 (𝜎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦 )

(1)

𝑁
where 𝜆 𝑝 = 4𝜎
is the line charge density, 𝑁 the bunch
𝑧
population and 𝜎𝑧 bunch length, 𝑟 𝑒 is the classical electron
radius and 𝜎𝑥,𝑦 are the transverse beam dimensions.
The threshold density for the single-bunch head-tail instability is given by:
2𝛾𝑄 𝑠
𝜌𝑡 ℎ = √
(2)
3𝑄𝑟 𝑒 𝛽 𝑦 𝐶

where 𝑄 𝑠 is the synchrotron tune, 𝐶 the machine circumference, 𝛾 the Lorentz factor and 𝑄 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 7, 𝜔𝑒𝑐𝜎𝑧 .
The electron density threshold and the values used to
compute them using Eqs. (1) and (2) are listed in Table 1 for
each scenario.
The smallest threshold is found with the data extracted
from the CDR with a value of 2.99 × 1010 𝑒 − /𝑚 3 , while the
threshold for scenarios B and C is essentially the same, with
a value of 4.75 × 1010 𝑒 − /𝑚 3 .
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Table 1: Single Bunch Head-tail Instability Threshold
Parameter
N

A

×1011

C
𝜎𝑧
𝜎𝑥
𝜎𝑦
𝑟𝑒
𝛽𝑦
𝑄𝑠
𝛾
𝜌th × 1010

km
mm
𝜇m
𝜇m
m
m

1
𝑚3

Scenarios
B

C

1.76
97.756
3.5
120
7

2.76
2.43
91.180
91.174
4.32
4.38
188.41
188.41
8.42
8.42
2.817 × 10−15
50
0.025
0.0370
0.0370
≈ 1 × 105
2.99509 4.75244 4.75275

SIMULATION PARAMETERS
The FCC-ee vacuum chamber design considers a circular vacuum cross-section with a pair of narrow horizontal
winglets to reduce the considerable amount of photons generated due to synchrotron radiation. The simulations were
done using this type of chamber and a circular chamber
without winglets as a reference to identify the impact of the
winglets on the electron cloud build-up. In both cases the
radius of the circular cross section of the chambers has been
set at 35 mm, while the width of the chamber with winglets
is proposed to be 120 mm [10] (see Figs. 4 and 5). For
this analysis, the CERN PyECLOUD code was employed
varying three strategic parameters 𝑛 𝛾 , SEY, and bunch spacing [11].
On the other hand, the number of primary electrons generated by a single positively charged particle per unit length is
given by [12],
𝑑𝑁 𝛾
(3)
𝑛 𝛾 = 𝑌𝛾
𝑑𝑧
where 𝑌𝛾 represents the photoelectron yield coefficient, and
𝑑 𝑁𝛾
𝑑𝑧 the number of electrons emitted per length. This last
√ , where 𝛼 ≈ 1/137 devalue is represented by 𝑑𝑧𝛾 = 5𝛼𝛾
2 3𝜌
notes the fine structure constant, 𝜌 ≈ 10000 m the bending
radius for the FCC-ee, and 𝛾 ≈ 105 the Lorentz factor taking
an energy of 45.6 GeV. For the FCC-ee collider arcs, the
value of 𝑌𝛾 is reduced because the antechamber will remove
a large fraction of the synchrotron radiation photons from
the beam pipe (typically its value is approximately 0.1 photoelectrons emitted per photon absorbed [12]). Therefore,
in this study we analyze the photoelectron generation rate
from 1 × 10−6 to 1 × 10−3 𝑚 −1 .
Another strategic parameter is the secondary emission yield,
which is defined as the ratio between the number of secondary electrons emitted for each incident primary electron [13],
𝐼𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝛿(𝐸) =
(4)
𝐼 𝑝𝑟𝑖 (𝐸)
𝑑𝑁

where 𝐸 is the impact energy of the electron, 𝐼𝑠𝑒𝑐 represents
the secondary electron current and 𝐼 𝑝𝑟𝑖 the current of pri-
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mary electrons that collide on the wall. The SEY typical
scanning starts at 1.1 and ends at 1.5 with increments of 0.1.
Finally, the bunch spacing is also varied. We take values
previously analyzed in the literature (25 ns and 30 ns) [4]
and we proposed a third spacing of 32.25 ns. The complete
values using in PyECLOUD are shown in the Table 2.
Table 2: Main Parameters used for the Simulations
Parameter name
Beam energy
Bunch spacing
N ×1011
Chamber type
SEY
𝑛𝛾
Filling pattern
Trains per beam
Beam pipe radius
Sextupole

A

Scenarios
B
C

45.6 GeV
25 ns, 30 ns, 32.25 ns
1.76 2.76
2.43
Circular, Winglets
1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5
1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5, 1e-6
150*[1]+200*[0]
1
35 mm
201.64 T/m2

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Electron Density at the Center of the Chamber

Figure 1: Electron density at the center of a chamber with
winglets. Paramaters: 𝑛 𝛾 = 1e-6 and 32.25 bunch spacing.
Figure 1 shows the electron density at the center of the
chamber with winglets using 𝑛 𝛾 =1e-6 and 32.25 ns bunch
spacing. The design parameters (scenario A) show the highest densities, while the updated parameters B presents the
lowest values for the electron density. For a circular chamber
(without winglets), the electron density behaviour is similar
to those shown in Fig. 1 for each scenario. However, a slight
increase is found for this cross-section, ranging from 0.43
to 5.74%.

Electron Density Contour Plots for Each Scenario
The electron density value prior to the bunch arrival is the
critical parameter that drives beam instabilities. To identify
the broadest range of the simulation parameters below the
instability threshold contour plots were employed. Figure 2
shows contour maps of SEY vs 𝑛 𝛾 along with the average
densities just prior to bunch arrival for a circular chamber.
Each box is divided into a grid of 20 combinations and the
threshold is drawn with a white dotted line. We observed
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Sequence of EC Build-up along the Bunch Passage

Figure 2: Comparison between contour maps of SEY vs 𝑛 𝛾
in a sextupole using a circular chamber and bunch spacing
of 25 ns (top), 30 ns (middle) and 32.25 ns (bottom).

Regarding the influence of the cross-section with winglets,
a comparison with the circular chamber as a reference is
shown in Figs. 4 and 5; we can observe the electron cloud
evolution along a single bunch passage using a chamber
without and with winglets, respectively. At the beginning
of the passage, the snapshot at 2.934 𝜇𝑠 shows the electrons
inside the vacuum chamber being attracted to the central
region due to the beam’s electric field, and the electrons
start to accumulate around the central region of the vacuum
chamber. During the passage (snapshot at time of 2.903 𝜇𝑠),
the accelerated electrons follow the field lines generated by
the sextupolar magnet, and hit the chamber wall, where they
create new electrons through a secondary emission process.
At the end of the passage (snapshot at the time of 2.934 𝜇𝑠)
the electron density increases due to the newly generated
electrons, and we can observe a typical cloud formation just
prior to the next bunch’s arrival. When comparing the crosssection chambers, winglets have a negligible impact on the
EC during the bunch passage. From the results, we notice a
small density inside the winglets and almost negligible, at
least two orders of magnitude smaller than the rest of the
chamber. Electrons are attracted to the positive charge of
the beam, and due to the sextupolar field arrangement they
are trapped and do not enter into the winglets.

Figure 3: Comparison between contour maps of SEY vs
𝑛 𝛾 in a sextupole using a chamber with winglets and bunch
spacing of 25 ns (top), 30 ns (middle) and 32.25 ns (bottom).
Figure 4: Snapshots of the electron cloud evolution along
with a single passage using a circular chamber.
that scenario B is the most convenient because it presents the
broadest range of possible values for 𝑛 𝛾 and SEY below the
electron density threshold. On the contrary, scenario A is
the most restrictive one. For all scenarios, 25 ns is the most
restrictive bunch spacing. With a spacing of 32.25 ns, Scenario B is the most flexible and has 45% of the combinations
for 𝑛 𝛾 and SEY values below the threshold. Overall, bunch
spacing that reduces the multipactor effect is 32.25 ns. For
all the scenarios and combinations explored, a SEY below
1.4 is recommended to avoid the head-tail instability arising.
On the other hand, Fig. 3 shows the same contour maps on
a chamber with winglets. We observed that comparing the
cross-section chambers, the use of winglets has a negligible
impact on the electron density values except in Scenario B,
with a bunch spacing of 30 ns. All the other results are the
same as when using a circular chamber.
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Figure 5: Snapshots of the electron cloud evolution along
with a single passage using a chamber with winglets.
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Abstract
The Recycler Ring (RR) at the Fermilab Accelerator Complex performs slip-stacking on 8 GeV protons, doubling the
beam intensity delivered to the Main Injector (MI). At MI,
the beam is accelerated to 120 GeV and delivered to the high
energy neutrino experiments. Femilab’s Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-II) will require the Recycler to store 50%
more beam. Simulations have shown that the space charge
tune shift at this new intensity will lead to the excitation
of multiple resonance lines. Specifically, this study looks
at normal sextupole lines 3𝑄𝑥 = 76 and 𝑄𝑥 + 2𝑄𝑦 = 74,
plus skew sextupole lines 3𝑄𝑦 = 73 and 2𝑄𝑥 + 𝑄𝑦 = 75.
Dedicated normal and skew sextupoles have been installed
in order to compensate for these resonance lines. By measuring and calculating the Resonance Driving Terms (RDT),
this study shows how each of the resonance lines can be compensated independently. Furthermore, this study shows and
discusses initial investigations into compensating multiple
lines simultaneously.

INTRODUCTION
The Fermilab accelerator complex under the current Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-II) aims to reliably deliver a
1.2 MW proton beam to the DUNE (Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment) experiment. The addition of an 800-MeV
superconducting linear accelerator along with improvements
to the existing Main Injector (MI) and Recycler Ring (RR)
will allow this facility to achieve such a goal [1].
The Recycler Ring at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab or FNAL) receives twelve batches of proton beam from the Booster. Once in the Recycler, a slipstacking procedure is performed in order to double the bunch
intensity and, consequently, beam is sent to the Main Injector. In the MI, beam is accelerated to 120 GeV and sent to
either NuMI (Neutrinos at the Main Injector) or other experiments via Switchyard. The RR also sends beam to the muon
campus after rebunching the proton buckets from 53 MHz
to 2.5 MHz [2].
In order to achieve the PIP-II beam power objective, the
Recycler will be required to store and accumulate 50% more
beam than current operations. Simulations have shown that
space charge tune shifts at such intensities will lead to the
crossing of multiple betatron resonances, and consequently,
this will lead to beam loss. Of particular interest are third
order resonance lines which significantly reduce the dynamic
aperture of the Recycler Ring [1].
∗

gonza839@msu.edu
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Figure 1: Tune map illustration of relevant resonance lines
in present RR operation.
Figure 1 shows the tune map for the present RR operation, including an approximate tune footprint (filled diamond
shape) for an approximate intensity of 5 × 1010 particles per
bunch (ppb). As intensity is increased in the Recycler, the
tune footprint area will increase to the point of intersecting the third order resonance lines. Resonance lines driven
by normal sextupole components include 3𝑄𝑥 = 76 and
𝑄𝑥 + 2𝑄𝑦 = 74. Skew sextupole lines include 3𝑄𝑦 = 73
and 2𝑄𝑥 + 𝑄𝑦 = 75. It is also worth pointing out that the
coupling line 𝑄𝑥 − 𝑄𝑦 = 1 is already being corrected for
with dedicated skew quadrupoles. The present work will
describe how by measuring and controlling the resonance
driving terms in the Recycler, we can use dedicated normal
and skew sextupoles to compensate third order resonances.

RESONANCE COMPENSATION
Resonance Driving Terms
The Courant-Snyder variables (𝑥,̂ 𝑝𝑥̂ ,𝑦,̂ 𝑝𝑦̂ ) or normalized
phase space coordinates can be written to first order as:
𝑢 ̂ = √2𝐽𝑢 cos (𝜙𝑢 + 𝜙𝑢0 ) ;

(1)

𝑝𝑢̂ = −√2𝐽𝑢 sin (𝜙𝑢 + 𝜙𝑢0 ) ,

(2)

where 𝑢 can stand either for the 𝑥 or 𝑦 coordinate, 𝐽𝑢 and
𝜙𝑢 correspond to the action-angle variables and 𝜙𝑢0 corresponds to the initial phase. It is worth pointing out that 𝐽𝑢 is
MOPOST050
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not constant due to non-linearities in the lattice. Therefore,
the Normal Form formalism is introduced in order to find
amplitude-independent coordinates 𝐼𝑢 and 𝜓𝑢 , such that the
motion just depends on 𝜓𝑢 , with some initial phase 𝜓𝑢0 .
These are known as non-linear action-angle variables [3].
The resonance basis can be built by getting the quantity
ℎ𝑢± = 𝑢 ̂ ± 𝑝𝑢̂ in terms of the number of turns 𝑁 . Specifically,
for ℎ𝑥− this reads:

a NAFF (Numerical Analysis of the Fundamental Frequencies) algorithm in order to get an enhanced tune resolution.
Figure 2 shows a typical ℎ𝑥− spectrum for horizontal BPM
data. For this particular case, the horizontal spectral line
𝐿−2,0 will allow for the calculation of the ℎ3000 driving term.
Table 1 summarizes the spectral lines that correspond to each
resonance line and RDT relevant to this work.

𝑖(2𝜋𝑄𝑥 𝑁+𝜓𝑥0 )

ℎ𝑥− (𝑁) = √2𝐼𝑥 𝑒

− 2𝑖 ∑ 𝑗𝑓𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 (2𝐼𝑥 )

𝑗+𝑘−1
2

(2𝐼𝑦 )

𝑙+𝑚
2

⋅

𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚
𝑖[(1−𝑗+𝑘)(2𝜋𝑄𝑥 𝑁+𝜓𝑥0 )+(𝑚−𝑙)(2𝜋𝑄𝑦 𝑁+𝜓𝑦0 )]

𝑒

,

(3)

where 𝑄𝑥 and 𝑄𝑦 are the horizontal and vertical tune [3].
The generating function coefficients 𝑓𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 can be related
to the Hamiltonian resonance driving terms ℎ𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 through:
𝑓𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 =

ℎ𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚
1−𝑒

2𝜋𝑖[(𝑗−𝑘)𝑄𝑥 +(𝑙−𝑚)𝑄𝑦 ]

,

(4)

where ℎ𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 are the generating coefficients of the one-turn
map ℳ = exp [∶ ℎ ∶]ℛ. In this case, the matrix ℛ is purely
rotational, and the entire non-linear dynamics is encoded
into the Hamiltonian kick, defined as:
ℎ = ∑ ℎ𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 (2𝐽𝑥 )

𝑗+𝑘
2

(2𝐽𝑦 )

𝑙+𝑚
2

𝑒𝑖[(𝑗−𝑘)𝜙𝑥+(𝑙−𝑚)𝜙𝑦] . (5)

𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚

Measurement of Resonance Driving Terms
The spectral decomposition of turn-by-turn by data for
the resonance basis variable ℎ𝑥− reads:
∞

ℎ𝑥− (𝑁) = ∑ 𝐴𝑗 𝑒𝑖[2𝜋(𝑚𝑗𝑄𝑥𝑁+𝑛𝑗𝑄𝑦𝑁)+𝜓𝑗] .

Table 1: Corresponding RDTs and spectral lines for each
resonance line
Res. Line

RDT

Hor. Spect.

Vert. Spect.

3𝑄𝑥 = 76
𝑄𝑥 + 2𝑄𝑦 = 74
3𝑄𝑦 = 73
2𝑄𝑥 + 𝑄𝑦 = 75

ℎ3000
ℎ1020
ℎ0030
ℎ2010

(-2,0)
(0,-2)
(-1,-1)

(-1,-1)
(0,-2)
(-2,0)

(6)

𝑗=1

By comparing equations (3) and (6), an explicit relation
can be drawn between the spectrum of ℎ𝑥− and its Normal
Form expansion. This relation can be exploited in order to
calculate the 𝑓𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 coefficients, and consequently, the ℎ𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚
driving terms from looking at the amplitude and phase of
the spectral lines. Tables can be found in [3].
Experimentally, the elements in the resonance basis ℎ𝑢± are
built by looking at the Beam Position Monitor (BPM) data,
which records the centroid position of the beam every turn.
This measurement involves the data analysis of 208 (104
vertical, 104 horizontal) BPMs, located around the Recycler.
The BPM system is triggered after the beam is pinged at a
certain amplitude. Once the centroid data is saved, off-line
analysis is used to estimate 𝑝𝑢̂ at the position of every BPM.
This is done with the help of previously calculated transfer
matrices, where a reference BPM is used to estimate the
momentum coordinate at other locations by interpolating
the BPM data around that particular point.
The spectral information of the resonance basis ℎ𝑢± can
be calculated using the SUSSIX software [4]. SUSSIX uses
MOPOST050

Figure 2: Normalized spectral lines after using SUSSIX for
3𝑄𝑥 = 76 compensation.

Compensation of Third-Order Resonances
In order to minimize the resonance driving terms for each
resonance line, two pairs of normal sextupoles and two pairs
of skew sextupoles have been installed in the Recycler Ring.
The location of these dedicated elements was previously
optimized in order to reduce chromatic effects [1].
For 3𝑄𝑥 = 76 and 𝑄𝑥 + 2𝑄𝑦 = 74, the compensation
scheme starts by scanning the four individual normal sextupoles, and extracting the corresponding RDT, either ℎ3000
or ℎ1020 . The RDTs’ real and imaginary part are plotted
against sextupole current. The slopes of these linear plots
can be used to build the 𝑀 matrix which will couple the
RDT to the sextupole currents. By inverting this matrix, the
compensation currents 𝐼𝑖 that cancel out the bare machine
(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑒)
driving term ℎ𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚
can be calculated. In particular, for 3𝑄𝑥
compensation, this system reads:
(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑒)
𝐼𝑠𝑐220
−|ℎ3000
| cos 𝜓(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑒)
3000 ⎞
⎛
⎛
⎞
(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑒)
⎜
⎟
⎜
𝐼𝑠𝑐222 ⎟
⎟
⎜
⎟
−|ℎ3000 | sin 𝜓(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑒)
−1 ⎜
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
3000
=
𝑀
.
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
𝐼
0
⎜ 𝑠𝑐319 ⎟
⎜
⎟
0
⎝𝐼𝑠𝑐321 ⎠
⎝
⎠

(7)
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For the other two skew lines, a similar procedure can be
carried out. The skew sextupoles’ currents are scanned and
the corresponding RDT is extracted from the BPM data. The
RDT can be separated into its real and imaginary part, as can
be shown in Fig. 3 for the 3𝑄𝑦 and its corresponding ℎ0030
driving term. After extracting the linear correlation in these
plots, a similar linear system to that of equation (7) can be
solved to get compensation currents for the skew sextupoles.

are ramped to map out the tune area of interest. The beam
loss rate is measured and interpolated throughout this area.
Figure 5 shows the bare machine scan with no compensation.
The beam loss bands can be correlated to the resonance lines
as illustrated in Fig.1. Figure 6 shows a scan when calculated
currents are input into the normal and skew sextupoles for
compensation of 3𝑄𝑥 and 3𝑄𝑦 . The beam loss reduction
can be seen at the location of these lines. Effectively, the
strengths of these third-order lines are being decreased by
2 orders of magnitude, making them comparable to fourth
and fifth order lines.

Figure 3: Real part of RDT against skew sextupole 223
current for a particular BPM

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
Transmission Scans

Figure 5: Tune map scan for bare machine (no compensation
sextupoles turned on).

In order to verify the calculated compensation currents
work, the transmission through the resonance line was studied. By setting the tune ramps to cross the corresponding
resonance, the fractional transmission can be calculated from
beam intensity data. The sextupole currents can be scanned
in a grid as shown in Fig.4. It can also be seen that maximum transmission happens within 10% of the calculated
operation point.

Figure 6: Tune map scan with 3𝑄𝑥 and 3𝑄𝑦 compensation.

Figure 4: Particle transmission through the 3𝑄𝑥 close to
calculated compensation.

Tune Map Scan
Another useful tool to visualize resonance compensation
is to build a tune map scan. In order to build these plots,
dedicated quadrupoles that control the tune of the Recycler
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

CONCLUSIONS
By measuring and controlling the resonance driving terms
in the Recycler Ring, the compensation of individual and
multiple third-order resonance lines has been demonstrated
in the FNAL Recycler Ring. Results show further studies
need to be done as to how compensating one or multiple resonance lines may affect other lines by making them stronger.
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STUDY OF TRANSVERSE RESONANCE ISLAND BUCKETS AT CESR∗
S. T. Wang† , V. Khachatryan, CLASSE, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
Abstract
A 6-GeV lattice with the horizontal tune near a 3rd-order
resonance line at 3𝜈𝑥 =2 is designed for studying the transverse resonance island buckets (TRIBs) at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR). The distribution of 76 sextupoles
powered individually is optimized to maximize the dynamic
aperture and achieve the desired amplitude-dependent tune
shift 𝛼𝑥𝑥 and the resonant driving term ℎ30000 , which are
necessary conditions to form stable island buckets. The
particle tracking simulations are developed to check and
confirm the formation of TRIBs at different tunes with clearing kicks in this TRIBs lattice. Finally, the lattice is loaded
in CESR and the TRIBs are successfully observed when the
horizontal fractional tune is adjusted to 0.665, close to the
3rd-order resonance line. Bunch-by-bunch feedback is also
explored to clear the particles in the main bucket and the
island buckets, respectively.

INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear resonances are critical topics in the beam dynamics of accelerator physics, which have been studied theoretically and experimentally for many years [1]. Normally a
storage ring operates at tunes far away from resonant lines to
avoid the negative impact such as instability, poor lifetime,
and increased emittance. However, by taking advantage of
the resonance nature, one application of the ring operating at the 3rd-order resonance line is to extract particles in
multi-turns at CESRN-PS and ELSA [2]. Recently, MLS
and BESSY-II have demonstrated the stable two-orbit operation by utilizing the transverse resonance island buckets
(TRIBs) [3, 4]. The second orbit for the beam in the island
decreased the x-ray pulse frequency by 3 or 4 times which
expands the possibilities for timing experiments [5].
TRIBs form in the vicinity of a resonance line, which
can be achieved by adjusting the horizontal tune along with
the familes of sextupoles (harmonic and normal) to tune the
amplitude-dependent tune shift (ADTS) to stabilize the beam
[3]. This approach is effective but empirical tuning of the
sextupoles may be required. With this method, TRIBs have
been successfully observed at MLS, BESSY-II, and MAX-IV
[6]. To understand how TRIBs can form at CESR, a relatively
high-energy (6-GeV) storage ring, we choose a different
approach by designing a lattice with the horizontal tune
near the 3rd integer line and a new sextupole distribution, at
which TRIBs could form easily by adjusting the horizontal
tune only.
In this paper, we discuss the criteria of optimizing the
sextupoles for the TRIBs. A particle tracking simulation is
developed to demonstrate the formation of TRIBs at different
∗
†
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tunes. The lattice is then loaded into CESR and the TRIBs
are successfully observed while adjusting horizontal tune to
0.665. Clearing kicks using feedback kicker is explored to
clear the particles in the core or island buckets.

LATTICE DESIGN
Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) is a 6-GeV accelerator located on the Cornell University campus. Since 2008,
CESR serves as a dedicated light source for x-ray users,
namely Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS).
In 2018, one sextant of the ring was upgraded with double
bend acromat to reduce the emittance and accommodate
more compact undulators [7]. The main accelerator parameters are listed in Table 1. CESR magnets including 113
quadrupoles, 12 dipole quadrupoles, and 76 sextupoles are
all individually powered, which provides great flexibilty for
lattice design and complex nonlinear dynamics studies. Details of CESR lattice are described in Ref [7].
As shown in Table 1, the nominal horizontal fractional
tune (𝑄𝑥 ) during CHESS operation is 0.556, far from the
3rd-order line 3𝜈𝑥 =2 (0.667). It is very unlikely that TRIBs
would appear by only adjusting the tune near 0.667. Thus, we
first optimize quadrupoles to create a linear lattice with the
design tunes at (16.643, 12.579) closer to the 3rd-order line
while preserving most optics parameters as the normal lattice.
Then 76 sextupoles are optimized to meet the conditions of
forming TRIBs as well as maxmizing the dynamic aperture
(DA).
The formula of the stable fixed points (SFP) have been
derived in Reference [1] as shown in Eq. (1),

1/2
𝐽𝑆𝐹𝑃
=

3𝐺3,0,𝑙
16𝛼𝑥𝑥 𝛿
(1 ± √1 −
),
2
4𝛼𝑥𝑥
9𝐺3,0,𝑙

(1)

where 𝐽𝑆𝐹𝑃 is the particle’s action at the SFP, 𝐺3,0,𝑙 is the
resonance strength at the 3rd-order resonance 3𝜈𝑥 =𝑙, 𝛼𝑥𝑥 is
the detune coefficient of ADTS, and 𝛿=𝑄𝑥 − 3𝑙 . As Eq. (1)
implys, the formation of TRIBs depends on three variables
Table 1: CESR Parameters
Beam Energy (GeV)
Circumference (m)
Transverse Damping time (ms)
Longitudinal Damping time (ms)
Synchrotron tune
Horizontal tune
Vertical Tune
Horizontal Emittance (nm·rad)
Energy spread

𝐸0
𝐿
𝜏𝑥,𝑦
𝜏𝑧
𝑄𝑠
𝑄𝑥
𝑄𝑦
𝜖𝑥
𝜎𝑝

6.0
768.438
12.0, 14.6
8.2
0.027
16.556
12.636
∼ 28
8.2 × 10−4
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Figure 1: Particles’ 𝑥𝑥𝑝 plots at two lattice tunes (a)
𝑄𝑥 =0.643 and (c) 0.661. The particle’s 𝑄𝑥 as a function
of its action in (b) and (d) are calcuated from the TBT data
ploted in (a) and (c), respectively.
𝐺3,0,𝑙 , 𝛼𝑥𝑥 , and 𝑄𝑥 . Thus, adjusting the tune (𝑄𝑥 ) and the
ADTS (𝛼𝑥𝑥 ) will help the formation of TRIBs.
For sextupole optimization, appropriate target values of
𝐺3,0,𝑙 and 𝛼𝑥𝑥 are needed. Suppose we approach the 3rdorder line from below and observe TRIBs at 𝑄𝑥 =0.654
(𝛿=−0.013) with 𝐽𝑆𝐹𝑃 =1.0×10−5 m⋅rad, which is within the
range that our instrument [8] can measure the TRIBs. Since
16𝛼 𝛿
𝛿<0, 𝛼𝑥𝑥 >0 will satisfy the bifurcation condition 9𝐺2𝑥𝑥 ≤ 1
3,0,𝑙

more easily. Using Eq. (1) with the above requirements, we
obtain one set of values 𝐺3,0,𝑙 =0.1 and 𝛼𝑥𝑥 =1347 for the
sextupole optimization. In the optimization requirement,
resonant driving terms except ℎ30000 and ℎ22000 , which are
directly related to 𝐺3,0,𝑙 and 𝛼𝑥𝑥 , respectively, are minimized
to maximize the DA. The horizontal and vertical chromaticities are fixed at 1.

extracted 𝐽𝑥𝑆𝐹𝑃 decreases as the tune approaches the 3rdorder resonance line, indicating the island sepration in the
horizontal plane shrinks. The simulated 𝐽𝑥𝑆𝐹𝑃 agrees very
well with the calcuated 𝐽𝑥𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦 using Eq. (1).
Frequency map analysis is performed to check the DA of
the TRIBs lattice at different tunes. Figure 3 (a) and (b) show
the DA at 𝑄𝑥 =0.643 and 0.661, respectively. It is interesting
that both the island and main buckets are visible in these
plots. The horizontal DA of the island bucket is much less
than the main buckets at 𝑄𝑥 =0.643 while comparable to the
main bucket at 𝑄𝑥 =0.661, which is consistent with the phase
space plots in Fig. 1.
More realistic tracking simulation including radiation
damping and excitation is implemented to check the TRIBs
formation in the TRIBs lattice. Starting with an initial distribution with design emittance 𝜖𝑥 =30 nm⋅rad (Fig. 4 (a)), 1000
particles are tracked through the lattice at different horizontal
tunes. Since the horizontal radiation damping time in CESR
(a)

SIMULATION
Once the linear lattice with desired sextupoles are optimized, simulations are implemented to check the lattice
properties. All the simulation programs discussed below
are based on BMAD code library [9]. First, 20 particles
with different action are tracked through the TRIBs lattice at
different 𝑄𝑥 for 1000 turns while RF, radiation damping and
excitation are turned off. Figure 1 (a) and (c) plot the 𝑥𝑥𝑝
of all particles at 𝑄𝑥 =0.643 and 0.661, respectively. Three
stable islands are clearly visible at both tunes in the phase
space. From FFT analysis of the turn-by-turn (TBT) 𝑥 coordinates, the particles’ 𝑄𝑥 are calculated and shown as a
function of their actions in Fig. 1 (b) and (d). Both plots
show that 𝑄𝑥 increases as the particle’s action increases,
indicating a positive ADTS coefficient (𝛼𝑥𝑥 >0). When the
particles are in the stable islands, their tunes are exactly 2/3.
Several particles are lost while tracking through the lattice
with 𝑄𝑥 =0.643 so that their tunes are absent in Fig. 1 (b).
From the 𝑥𝑥𝑝 phase space plots in Fig. 1, the action of
SFP at different 𝑄𝑥 is extracted and plotted in Fig. 2. The
MOPOST051

(b)

Figure 3: Dynamic aperture at two different horizontal tunes
(a) 𝑄𝑥 =0.643 and (b) 0.661. The red dash lines indicate the
physical apertures at element 1.
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Figure 4: The 1000-particles distribution in the 𝑥𝑥𝑝 phase
space at 𝑄𝑥 =0.6649 (259.4 kHz) at (a) turn 1 and (b) turn
40000, when applying a sinusoidal kick at 𝑓=259.4 kHz with
the kick amplitude of (c) 0.5 𝜇rad and (d) 5 𝜇rad at turn
40000, and at 𝑓=261.35 kHz with the kick amplitude of (e)
0.5 𝜇rad nad (f) 5 𝜇rad at turn 40000.
is 12 𝑚𝑠 (∼5000 turns), 4×104 turns is used for tracking to
cover ∼8 damping times. When 𝑄𝑥 <0.6613 (258 kHz), the
particles remain in the similar distribution through 4×104
turns as seen in Fig. 4 (a). When 𝑄𝑥 >0.6639 (259 kHz), the
particles diffuse from the core to the island buckets. Figure 4
(b) shows the particles occupy three islands as well as the
core after tracking 4×104 turns at 𝑄𝑥 =0.6649 (259.4 kHz).
Starting with the distribution in Fig. 4 (b) and applying a
sinusoidal kick at 𝑓=259.4 kHz same as the core tune, most
particles are driven from the core to island buckets (Fig. 4
(c)) after tracking 4×104 turns. However when the sinusoidal
kick amplitude is greater than 3 𝜇rad, the particles are not
clustered in the islands but distributed in the 𝑥𝑥𝑝 space evenly
(Fig. 4 (d)).
When starting tracking with the initial distribution as in
Fig. 4 (c) with the sinusoidal kick at 𝑓=261.35 kHz near the
island tune (0.667), the particles are converged back to the
core bucket but not fully cleared from the islands buckets
after 4×104 turns (Fig. 4 (e)). When increasing the kick
amplitude to 5 𝜇rad, the particles are cleared from island
buckets but most of them are evenly distributed in the phase
space (Fig. 4 (f)).

EXPERIMENT
After confirming the formation of TRIBs in simulation,
we loaded the TRIBs lattice into CESR. Once the optics correction were made (phase and orbit), we adjusted 𝑄𝑥 from
0.6537 to 0.667 while viewing and recording the beam profile from synchrotron radiation using vBSM [8]. The beam
profile images from a 1-mA single positron bunch observed
at different tunes are shown in Fig. 5. When 𝑄𝑥 <0.663
(258.7 kHz), the beam stays in the core (Fig. 5 (a)). When
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

Figure 5: Beam profiles at 𝑄𝑥 = (a) 0.6613 (258.0 kHz),
(b) 0.6631 (258.7 kHz), (c) 0.6648 (259.35 kHz), and (f)
0.6700 (261.4 kHz). (d) and (e) are recorded at the same
tune 0.6638 (259.35 kHz) but with applying a sinusoidal
kick at 𝑓=259.35 kHz and 261.35 kHz, respectively.
𝑄𝑥 is near 0.663 (258.7 kHz), the TRIBs start to form (Fig. 5
(b)) while most particles are still in the core bucket. When
𝑄𝑥 =0.6648 (259.35 kHz), more particles diffuse to the island buckets (Fig. 5 (c)). A bunch-by-bunch feedback was
then used to apply a sinusoidal kick (∼0.1 𝜇rad) with the
same frequency as the core tune 259.35 kHz to the beam.
This clearing kick drives the particles from the core to the
island buckets (Fig. 5 (d)). If the sinusoidal kick’s frequency
was set to 261.35 kHz, this clearing kick drives the particles
from the islands to the core (Fig. 5 (e)). But there are still
some particles remaining in the island buckets. When 𝑄𝑥
is above the 3rd-order resonant line 0.667 (260.1 kHz), all
the particles diffuse back to the core island (Fig. 5 (f)). The
experimental observation agrees well with the simulation
results. The behavior of the clearing kick is consistent with
the results reported in Ref [3].

CONCLUSION
We studied the conditions of TRIBs formation near a
3rd-order resonance line and designed a special lattice with
optimized sextupole distribution to meet the requirement.
Tracking simulation is then developed to confirm the formation of TRIBs. Finally, the lattice was loaded into CESR and
the TRIBs were observed at 𝑄𝑥 =0.6648 (259.35 kHz). In addition, the sinusoidal kicks at 259.35 kHz or 261.3 kHz help
to clear the particles in the core or island buckets, respectively. In conclusion, we have demonstrated a new approach
to design and observe TRIBs in a high-energy storage ring,
which provides guidance for future systematic TRIBs study.
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TRANSVERSE RESONANCE ISLANDS BUCKETS AT SPEAR3∗
Jaehyun Kim† , J. Safranek, K. Tian
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, CA, USA
Abstract
We have explored a possible operation mode for timing
experiments at SPEAR3 by populating a single bunch into
the transverse resonance islands buckets (TRIBs), driven
either by the multi-bunch feedback kicker over multiple turns
or by one of the injection kickers within a single turn. In
this paper, we present both experimental observations and
numerical simulations for TRIBs studies at SPEAR3.

SPEAR3 TRIBS MODE
SPEAR3 is a 3 GeV storage ring based on the double bend
achromat (DBA) lattice with a circumference of 234.144 m.
The 6-nm latice is an operational mode under development.
Though it is not ready for user operations, the 6-nm lattice
provides adequate lifetime and injection efficiency for accelerator physics experiments. In addition, the designed 𝜈𝑥
is 15.32, convenient for the TRIBs studies. As a result, the
6-nm lattice was chosen for this work. The nominal chromaticity of the 6-nm lattice is +2 for both the horizontal and
the vertical planes. During our TRIBs study, the horizontal
chromaticity was reduced to 0 using a chromaticity response
∗
†
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Figure 1: Contours on the x-x’ phase space at s = 0 position.
matrix to avoid tune shifts caused by momentum deviation
when driving the beam horizontally. We were able to drive
the TRIBs mode either with the BxB feedback kicker or the
injection kicker, K1, however, with the BxB feedback kicker,
𝜈𝑥 was increased to 0.3297 from the design value of 0.32
due to the relatively weak strength of the kicker [3].
Turn 1
Turn 2
Turn 3

4
3
2
1

x (mm)

Beam resonance in a storage ring is generally considered
as a limiting factor for the beam performance. Therefore,
operational betatron tunes are chosen to avoid harmful resonance lines such as those of integer tunes and half-integer
tunes. When a potential-well is formed around a certain
resonance, a bunch can be trapped inside the potential-well.
This transverse resonance islands buckets (TRIBs) can be
exploited to provide a bunch which has a different repetition
rate and a spatial separation from the bunch circulating the
ring on the nominal orbit. The TRIBs can be useful for some
timing experiments in the beam line.
TRIBs have been studied and demonstrated at BESSY
II [1] and MAX-IV [2]. Both studies focused on the 3rd
order horizontal resonance by moving the horizontal tune,
𝜈𝑥 , close to 0.3333 (or 0.6666) and driving the beam to
the TRIBs with the bunch-by-bunch (BxB) feedback kicker.
Since the kick amplitude generated by the BxB kicker is
small, a bunch will be diffused to the 3 islands evenly.
In this paper, we present experimental and numerical studies on TRIBs at SPEAR3. It was found that the beam can
be driven to the TRIBs by using either the BxB feedback
kicker or one of the injection kickers, K1. In either approach,
instead of being populated to three islands, the beam was
completely driven to one of the resonant islands.
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Figure 2: Closed orbit of SPEAR3 TRIBs optics.
Using ELEGANT [4], single particles with varied initial
offsets were tracked in a lattice obtained from optics fitting
with LOCO [5]. The distribution of resonance islands is
visualized in Fig. 1 as three potential wells around 𝜈𝑥 =
0.3333. Once the electron beam is trapped in one of these
islands, the new orbit (𝑥, 𝑥 ′ ), passing through the centers of
the 3 islands as shown in Fig. 2, is closed every 3 turns. The
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maximum of 𝑥 is about 3 mm. It is possible to adjust the
beam orbit to achieve large offset in 𝑥 or 𝑥 ′ in the straight
sections by tuning the lattice parameters, however, this was
not tried yet in our study.

TRIBS WITH THE BXB FEEDBACK
KICKER
During the experiment, a single bunch of 18 mA was
filled initially. The beam was populated to the TRIBs orbit
at various beam current, but normally we refilled the bunch
back to 18 mA if it was decayed below 6 mA. The BxB
kicker was driven for 1𝑚𝑠 with a frequency sweep from 422
kHz to 426 kHz, with 426 kHz corresponding to the 1/3
horizontal tune of SPEAR3.

In Fig. 5, we show the simulation results at the source
point of the pin-hole camera and the location of the SPEAR3
TbT BPM, which shows that at both locations, two islands
are close to each other in 𝑥 plane. This is consistent with
the measurement results from the pin-hole camera and the
TbT BPM. We further quantify the separation of the islands
in Table 1, where the calibration factor of 2 𝜇m/pixel was
used for the pin-hole camera. The agreement between the
measured data and the simulations confirms that only one
island was populated.
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Figure 5: Contours on the x-x’ phase space at the pinhole
camera source position (left plot) and at the TbT BPM position (right plot). Lattice : TRIBs mode.
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Figure 3: Pinhole camera image (left plot) and projection on
the horizontal axis (right plot). A bunch is excited to TRIBs
with the BxB kicker.
It was found that the beam stayed in the TRIBs islands
for more than tens of minutes without damped motion. The
three islands can be spotted in the image taken from a x-ray
pinhole camera in Fig. 3. The projection on the horizontal
axis reveals 3 peaks with about the same integrated area,
which is due to the long exposure time of the camera. We
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Figure 4: Turn-by-turn BPM data for horizontal plane. A
bunch is excited to TRIB with the BxB kicker.
also took the beam orbit data using a SPEAR3 turn-by-turn
(TbT) BPM [6]. In Fig. 4, the TbT BPM data clearly shows 3
separated trajectories in 𝑥, through which the beam cycles. It
appears, from the TbT BPM data, all electrons in the bunch
were driven to one of the three islands initially. If the three
islands were populated equally, the TbT BPM data would
show x ∼ 0 mm as averaged position of 3 islands are close
to 0. This characteristic can be used to provide a beam with
reduced repetition rates, which could be desirable for some
beam line experiments.
MOPOST053

Table 1: Islands separation for measurement and simulation.
R-M is the separation between the right island and the middle
island. R-L is the separation between the right island and
the left island.
Position
Pinhole camera (meas.)
Pinhole camera (simul.)
TbT BPM (meas.)
TbT BPM (simul.)

R-M (mm)

R-L (mm)

0.68
0.71
2.00
2.06

1.22
1.09
2.59
2.47

The 𝑥−𝑥 ′ phase space at the BxB kicker position is plotted
in Fig. 6. The center of two islands has relatively large offset
in 𝑥 (±2.5 mm), while the center of the other island has
nearly 0 offset in 𝑥. It is possible that the beam is easier to
be driven to the latter island due to the small offset in 𝑥.To
verify this theory, we are planning to take single turn images
of the TRIBs excitation with a fast gated camera [7]. The
measurement will also directly confirm if only one island
was populated.

TRIBS WITH K1 KICKER
SPEAR3 has 3 injection kickers (K1, K2, K3) for closed
orbit bump during the off-axis injection. The K1 kicker can
provide much stronger kick than the BxB feedback kicker,
so we could keep 𝜈𝑥 at the design value of 0.32. During
our experiment, the beam was kicked to the TRIBs island
with a single kick from the K1 kicker with the strength of
about 0.6 mrad. We were able to capture part of the transient
motion of the beam from the nominal orbit to the island
orbit with the TbT BPM as shown in the lower left plot in
Fig. 7. After ∼25000 turns, the beam is stable in the island
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 6: Contours on the x-x’ phase space at the BxB kicker
position. Lattice : TRIBs mode.
orbit (the lower right plot in Fig. 7). It also shows that the
island separation is larger than that driven by the BxB kicker.
This is because, in this case, the bunch was excited from
𝜈𝑥 = 0.32, further away from the one-third resonance.

Figure 8: Contours on the x-x’ phase space at the TbT BPM
position (left plot) and at K1 kicker position (right plot).
Lattice : 6-nm mode.

of the island separation distance to the measurements. It
was found that, as shown in Fig. 9, the results with the kick
strength of 0.44 mrad agreed well with the measured data
in Fig. 7. When the kick strength was below (0.30 mrad) or
above (0.50 mrad) this value, smaller separation distances
were observed, which indicated that some particles were
not trapped inside the islands and moved back to the core.
The tracking simulation describes transient dynamics toward
TRIBs well despite no collective effects were included in
the simulation.

Figure 9: Centroid motion for varied K1 strength: 0.30 mrad
(left plot), 0.44 mrad (middle plot), and 0.50 mrad (right
plot). Results of particle tracking simulation with 2000
particles.

Figure 7: Turn-by-turn BPM data for horizontal plane. A
bunch is excited to TRIBs with K1 kicker.
The distributions of the TRIBs islands at the location of
the TbT BPM and the K1 kicker are shown in Fig. 8 for
the 6-nm lattice. One can note that at the K1 kicker, one of
the three islands has small offset in 𝑥 and larger offset in 𝑥 ′ ,
which could be the preferred island to attract the particles
when the K1 kicker is pulsed. The calculated results for
the island separation distance at the TbT BPM also shows
good agreement with the the measurement results in Fig. 7.
All these observations indciate that the beam, when driving
with the K1 kicker, was populated to one island. We expect
that further investigation on the transient dynamics shown
in Fig. 7 can reveal more physics such as the strength of the
potential-well and the detailed process of bunch trapping.
Tracking studies were set up to simulate the TRIBs experiments by creating a single turn kick at the K1 location with
2000 particles in the equilibrium distribution. The strength
of K1 was scanned to search for the best matching results
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

CONCLUSION
We have experimentally demonstrated TRIBs in the horizontal plane at SPEAR3 by driving the beam either by a
BxB feedback kicker or an injection kicker, in the 6 nm lattice. The measured results at the TbT BPM and the pin-hole
camera agree well with simulation results. Different from
other studies, the single bunch was driven to one island instead of populating to all islands evenly. Further studies are
planned to understand the transient dynamics of the bunch
trapping and to explore the possibilities of driving TRIBs in
the vertical plane.
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A HYBRID MULTI-BEND ACHROMAT LATTICE DESIGN FOR SSRL-X∗
J. Kim† , X. Huang, K. Tian, M. Song, J. Safranek, P. Raimondi
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, CA, USA
Abstract
We present a lattice design for SSRL-X which is a greenfield low-emittance storage ring proposal. The lattice is
based on the hybrid multi-bend achromat and has natural
emittance of 63 pm with 24-cells and 570 m circumference
under 3.5 GeV energy. Insertion of damping wigglers on
dedicated straight sections futher reduces natural emittance
to 34 pm, which yields 18 pm under the full-coupling condition. Performance of the lattice and preliminary optimization
study is given.
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SSRL-X OPTICS
Twiss-functions of one standard cell and SSRL-X ring
are shown in Fig. 1. It is a hybrid multi-bend achromat
which has strong FODO region at the middle and two large
dispersion bumps where chromatic sextupole magnets are
located. Phase advances between adjacent dispersion bumps
are satisfying 𝜓𝑥 = 3𝜋 and 𝜓𝑦 = 3𝜋 for local cancellation
of resonance driving terms caused by chromatic sextupole
magnets. Bending magnet region near the dispersion bumps
consists of longitudinal gradient bending magnets to suppress emittance increase in the large dispersion region. A
quadrupole is added inside the outer longitudinal gradient
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We are exploring options to provide more bright and reliable synchrotron light source which can serve Stanford
Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) for next decades.
It includes upgrade of existing SPEAR3 storage ring into
a multi-bend achromat lattice, a ring fits the 2.2-km PEP
tunnel and a 570-m green-field storage ring.
SSRL-X is a green-field low-emittance storage ring proposal with 3.5 GeV energy and 63 pm natural emittance.
Design of the storage ring is based on the hybrid multi-bend
achromat which is widely adopted for 4th generation storage
rings. Emittance of the storage ring is further reduced to
32 pm with additional damping from damping wigglers. The
ring can achieve minimum emittance with the full-coupling
𝐽𝑥
condition which divides emittance as much as 𝜀𝑥 𝐽 +1
on
𝑥
both transverse planes. The value is 18 pm and it is close to
diffraction-limit of 10-KeV photon beam, 10 pm.
In this paper, we present characteristics and matching
constraints of SSRL-X, and show nonlinear performance.
Preliminary optimization based on 2D scanning is given.
Performance limit due to intrabeam scattering (IBS) is also
investigated.
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Figure 1: Twiss functions of a unit cell (upper plot) and a
ring (lower plot).

bending magnet region to match horizontal and vertical betafunctions to 𝐿/2 where 𝐿 is length of straight section.
A ring consists of 17 standard cells, 5 long-straight cells,
and 1 injection cell (Fig. 1 lower plot). Long-straight cells
and an injection cell are modifications of the standard cell.
Long-straight sections are dedicated for damping wigglers.
Additional damping from wigglers reduces the natural emittance from 63 pm to 34 pm. The injection cell provides large
horizontal beta-function region which makes off-axis injection feasible. Although these cells have different lengths
compared to the standard cell, 24-cell periodicity is preserved in terms of phase advance. They have same phase
advance with the standard cell and satisfy 𝜓𝑥 = 3𝜋 and
𝜓𝑦 = 3𝜋 between the adjacent dispersion bumps. The ring
also has one octupole family and one decapole family in
each cell to effectively cancel detuning coefficients. Lattice
parameters are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Parameters of SSRL-X
Value

20.3

20.25

571.5 m
3.5 GeV

20.25

20

70

y

15

20.15

20.15
10

20.1

63 pm

75

20.2

y

20.2

65

20.1

20.05

20.05
66.1

66.2

66.3

66.1

66.2

x

34 pm
66.20 / 20.20
1.612 × 10−4
-96.56 / -92.94

66.3

x

DA (mm 2)

TLT (h)

12

12

25

10
20

15

4
2

1.32 / 1.00 / 1.68

78

8
y

y

6

2.00 / 1.00 / 1.00

79
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10
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77
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76
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Figure 2: Touschek lifetime of bare SSRL-X as function of
horizontal emittance. Full-coupling condition is assumed
(vertical emittance is equal to horizontal emittance).
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Figure 3: Series of 2D scannings for optimization of TLT and
DA. Each row is result of tune scan (upper plot), chromaticity
scan (middle plot), and sextupole-octupole scan (lower plot).

Dynamic aperture (DA) and Touscheck lifetime (TLT)
are calculated for the bare lattice after adding 4 different
error seeds leading to ∼ 0.5% rms beta-beating. ELEGANT
is used for tracking simulation and TLT calculation [1, 2].
Averaged dynamic aperture is 71.4 mm2 with negative x
acceptance of -12 mm which is sufficiently large to accommodate conventional off-axis injection scheme. Touscheck
lifetime is 17 hours for 0.4 mA single bunch current under
fully-coupled beam condition (40 pm emittance for both
planes). Note that TLT is in the region where TLT increase
sharply as emittance decreases (Fig. 2).
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Optimization
Upon the original lattice configuration, series of 2D scannings are conducted in order of tune scan, chromaticity scan,
and sextupole-octupole scan to find lattice configurations
leading to better nonlinear performances (Fig. 3). Each
scanning is done with working point selected at previous
step. Through the series of 2D scannings, tune is moved to
(66.15, 20.15), chromaticity is set to (8, 4), and deviation of
outer sextupole strength (Δ) - octupole strength (K3 ) is set
to (15 m−2 , -21400 m−3 ). New lattice configuration selected
after optimization has DA of 81.2 mm2 and TLT of 26 hours.
DA and local momentum aperture (LMA) are compared
for before and after optimization in Fig. 4. It is noticeable
that TLT is increased by 53% although momentum aperture
is not showing significant improvement after optimization.
Further optimization using evolutionary algorithms has also
been performed and the result will be reported elsewhere.
It is worth to note that TLT has strong dependence over
horizontal chromaticity (Fig. 3 middle plot). This kinds
of dependence was reported at ESRF-EBS before [3, 4]. It
may be explained by path lengthening with betatron motion.
The path lengthening with betatron motion has strong dependence on the horizontal chromaticity [5–7], and large path
lengthening can introduce additional energy-offset under the
synchrotron motion. The additional energy-offset can add
x-offset as much as 𝛿𝜂𝑥 which can degrade dynamic acceptance. Figure 5 shows path lengthening for varied horizontal
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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increase of 83% when IBS is taken into account (Fig. 6 left
plot). It is suppressed to 23 pm or 28% increase when a 3rd
harmonic cavity (3HC) is added (Fig. 6 right plot).

CONCLUSION
A hybrid multi-bend achromat lattice design for SSRL-X
is a diffraction-limited storage ring. It provides dynamic
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Figure 4: Comparison of momentum aperture and dynamic
aperture before and after optimization. Local momentum
aperture is calculated inside a one standard cell and dynamic
aperture is calculated at the injection point.
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IBS AND EMITTANCE GROWTH
One of main factors limiting performance of lowemittance storage ring is intrabeam scattering (IBS). Since
its rate is proportional to 𝛾14 , it is expected that emittance
increase under IBS is considerable for a 3.5 GeV SSRL-X
storage ring. Particle tracking simulation is conducted to
explore impact of IBS on emittance growth (Fig. 6). Wiggleron and full-coupling condition is assumed. Single particle
current is set to 0.5 mA. Equilibrium emittance without IBS
is 18 pm for both planes. Simulation predicts emittance
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THE EIC RAPID CYCLING SYNCHROTRON DYNAMIC APERTURE
OPTIMIZATION
H. Lovelace III∗ , C. Montag, V. Ranjbar, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, USA
F. Lin, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA
Abstract
With the design of the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [1],
a new Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS) is designed to accelerate the electron bunches from 400 MeV up to 18 GeV.
An optimized dynamic aperture with preservation of polarization through the energy ramp was found. The codes
DEPOL [2], MADX [3], and BMAD [4] are used in modeling the dynamics and spin preservation. The results will be
discussed in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
The EIC will be built at BNL by modifying the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [5] existing straight sections.
The a new hadron storage ring (HSR) will be built from the
arcs of the existing RHIC. The HSR will store polarized
protons with energies up 275 GeV and heavy ions up to
a beam rigidity of 917 Tm. A new electron storage ring
(ESR) [6] has been designed to store electron beams of
energies ranging from 5 GeV to 18 GeV. An electron linear
accelerator pre-injector will inject a 400 MeV electron beam
into the RCS. The RCS, with a circumference ratio to the
ESR of approximately 316/315, will accelerate the electron
beam to a maximum energy of 18 GeV and will transfer
electron bunches to the ESR. Both the RCS and ESR will
join the HSR within the existing RHIC tunnel. A schematic
of the EIC is seen in Fig. 1.

sxda, sxfb, and sxdb, to correct the chromaticity of a 𝜋/2
phase advance, 𝜙𝑥,𝑦 FODO cell. The RCS has two unique
straight section designs. In the 6 o’clock and 8 o’clock regions of the lattice, the dipoles are arranged such that the
beam line bypasses the detectors with the lattice centerline
5 m away from the centerline of the tunnel. In both straight
section configurations, the magnetic lattice is symmetric
about the midpoint. In the 10 o’clock straight section, ten
591 MHz cavities are located split with five cavities on one
side of the midpoint and five cavities on the other side of
the midpoint. In the experimental bypass straight sections
the number of sextupole families is eleven while in the other
straights the number of families is four. Figure 2 shows the
arrangement of the sextupoles in each of the three lattice
sections. Each of the lattice quadrupoles have a effective
length of 0.6 m and the sextupole effective length is 0.5 m.
2 Arc FODO Cells

SXDA

SXFA

SXFB

SXDB

Experimental Area
Straight Section
(1/2)
SXD6

SXD5

SXF6

SXF7

SXD4

SXF5

SXD3

SXF4

SXD2

SXF3

SXF2

Non-Experimental
Area Straight
Section (1/2)
SXD6

SXF7

SXD5

SXF6

SXD4

SXF5

Figure 2: Lattice layout of the arc cells, spin transparent experimental bypasses, and the utility straight sections.
Dipoles (black), quadrupoles (blue), and sextupoles (green)
are shown. Each straight section is symmetric about the
midpoint of the lattice.

OPTICS
Figure 1: Overhead schematic of EIC electron accelerator.

MAGNETIC LATTICE
The magnetic lattice of the RCS has three distinct sections
due to the need for high periodicity [7]. The arcs of the RCS
contains four interleaved sextupole families, labeled sxfa,
∗

hlovelace@bnl.gov
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The optical design of the RCS was based upon the need
to minimized the intrinsic and imperfection depolarization
resonances through the energy ramp and to provide at least
a 5𝜎 beam envelope that fits within the 32.9 mm diameter
beam pipe. Thus, with a 40 mm-mrad injection rms emittance, the 𝛽𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑥,𝑦) is 120 m. The dispersion, 𝜂𝑥 , at the
center of the non-experimental straight sections was constrained to be zero. Figure 3 shows the 𝛽 functions, 𝜂, and
5𝜎 beam envelopes of the RCS. The fractional tunes, 𝜈𝑥,𝑦 ,
were selected to be far from the half integer and third integer
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resonances. The RCS ramps to energies 5, 10, and 18 GeV
decreasing the unnormalized emittance of the electron beam
to 4 nm, 2 nm, and 1 nm through adiabatic damping providing a larger dynamic aperture as the 𝛾 increases. Since the
electron beam emittance is largest and the dynamic aperture
is the smallest at injection energy, the optics of the RCS was
optimized at 400 MeV. An injected 40 ps rms, 7 nC bunch
will merge into 180 ps rms, 28 nC bunch at injection energy,
keeping the momentum spread, Δ𝑝/𝑝, at 2.5×10−3 rms.

Figure 3: Top left: 𝛽 functions, bottom left: 𝜂, top right:
𝜎𝑥 , bottom right: 𝜎𝑦 . The red curve represents the 5𝜎 beam
envelope. Curve start at 12 o’clock straight section and plots
clockwise through lattice.

Table 1: List of Selected RCS Parameters
Parameter

Value

Circumference [m]
Injection energy [MeV]
Top energy [GeV]
Normalized emittance [mm-mrad]
Momentum compaction 𝛼𝑐
Gamma Transition 𝛾𝑡
Max relative pol. loss
Ramping repetition rate [Hz]
Acceleration time [ms], [turns]
“Spin effective” superperiods
No. of quadrupoles
No. of sextupoles
Arc Cell (𝑜 ) 𝜙𝑥 , 𝜙𝑦
Tune Q𝑥 , Q𝑦
Natural Chromaticity 𝜉𝑥 , 𝜉𝑦

𝐵 = lim

𝛿→0

𝐴 = lim

𝛿→0

𝛽𝛿 − 𝛽0

×

1
𝛿

√𝛽𝛿 𝛽0
𝛼𝛿 𝛽0 − 𝛼0 𝛽𝛿
√𝛽𝛿 𝛽0

3846.17
400
18
40
0.00028
59.74
1%
1
100, 8000
96
506
422
92.52, 94.84
58.8, 64.2
-91.64, -91.79

×

1
𝛿

(3)

𝑊 = √𝐴2 + 𝐵2 .

Linear Optics Optimization
Since the RCS ramps a polarized electron beam from
400 MeV to 18 GeV, the optics are design so that the average
of normalized strengths of the quadrupoles in the straight
sections were minimal which directly minimizes both the imperfection and intrinsic depolarization resonances strengths,
𝜖𝑟 :
𝜖𝑟 ∝ ∑(𝑘1 𝐿)𝑛

(1)

The constraining normalized strength limit of the RCS
quadrupoles is 0.45 T/m2 . The sextupole normalized
strength limit is 7 T/m3 . Table 1 lists the RCS parameters.

Nonlinear Optics Optimization
The linear chromaticity, 𝜉𝑥,𝑦 defined as [8]:
𝜉𝑥,𝑦 =

𝜕𝑄𝑥,𝑦
1
=
∲ 𝛽𝑥,𝑦 (𝑠)[∓𝐾1 (𝑠) ± 𝐾2 (𝑠)𝜂𝑥 ]𝑑𝑠 (2)
𝜕𝛿
4𝜋

, needed to eliminate head-tail instability in the RCS has
been optimized to 1 in both planes. In equation 2, 𝐾𝑛 =
𝑛
1 𝜕𝐵𝑦
|
. This chromaticity was selected to minimize
𝑏𝜌 𝜕𝑥𝑛 𝑥=𝑦=0
the tune spread at injection and throughout the ramp. The
chromatic aberrations, 𝑊𝑥,𝑦 are defined as [9]:
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

where 𝛿 is Δ𝑝/𝑝 and the 𝛼 is the Twiss parameter describing
the slope of the 𝛽 function at a given s coordinate. The
first order chromatic, ℎ20001 , ℎ00201 , ℎ10002 , the first order geometric, ℎ21000 , ℎ30000 , ℎ10110 , ℎ10020 , ℎ10200 , and
the second order geometric, ℎ31000 , ℎ40000 , ℎ20110 , ℎ11200 ,
ℎ20020 , ℎ20200 , ℎ00310 , ℎ00400 resonance driving terms defined by [10] [11] were used for optimization. The ℎ22000 ,
ℎ11110 , and ℎ00220 terms which drive the amplitude dependent tune shift (ADTS) were also minimized. The objective
of the optimization was to minimize 𝑊𝑥,𝑦 and the effective
Hamiltonian, ℎ, simultaneously. First, global minimization
through the use of differential evolution algorithm [12], and
then local minimization by the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [13].

RESULTS
Figure 4 shows a comparison between the optimized sextupole values and the dispersion. The sextupoles with the
maximum absolute strengths are located in the arcs of the
RCS. The optimization of the 𝑊𝑥,𝑦 , Figure 5, shows the amplitude of the chromatic perturbations with respect to the
s position in the lattice. The largest chromatic correction
occurs at the match points exiting entering the experimental
bypass straight sections with a particle traveling along an
increasing s position.
The tune scan, Figure 6, shows the chromatic curve for a
given momentum spread. The second order chromaticities
MOPOST055
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k2 and η Values

Resonance Driving Terms Strengths

4

1

3.5
First Order
Chromatic

0.8

First Order
Geometric

Second Order Strengths
Geometric

ADTS

3

2
0.6

2.5

0.2
−2
0
−4

Strength

0.4
Dispersion (m)

k2 strength (T/m3)

0

2

1.5

−0.2

1
−0.4
−6
−0.6

0.5

−0.8
4000

0
h00400

h00310

h20200

h20020

h11200

h20110

h40000

h31000

h00220

Figure 4: The k2 value of the sextupole strengths compared
to the dispersion function at that s position.

h11110

3500

h22000
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h10200
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h10020
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h10110

1500

h30000

1000

h21000

500

h10002

0

h00201

−8

h20001

k2
η

Resonance Driving Terms

Figure 7: Absolute value of the resonance driving terms
strengths. The ADTS were scaled by a factor of 1 × 10−4
and the second order terms were scaled by 1×10−3 .
tion, 𝜂𝑥,𝑦 = 0. The dynamic aperture was tracked with a
single particle for 10,000 turns using BMAD. For the on
momentum particle, a dynamic aperture of 6𝜎 was found.
A dynamic aperture of 1𝜎 was found with the Δ𝑝/𝑝 of 1.5%
and 0.5𝜎 at -1.5%.
Dynamic Aperture Scan σ
7

δpz =−1.50%
δpz =−1.00%
δpz =−0.75%
on−momentum
δpz = 0.75%
δpz = 1.00%
δpz = 1.50%

6

5

Figure 5: W-functions for the RCS where 𝛿 = 2.5× 10−3 .
y/σy

4

3

are 𝜉2𝑥 = 11.1641 and 𝜉2𝑦 = 55.8086. Third order chromaticities are 𝜉3𝑥 = 1697.57 and 𝜉3𝑦 = 1202.47. Figure
7, show the strengths of the calculated resonance driving
terms.
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Figure 8: Dynamic Aperture of RCS 𝜎𝑥 =1.6 mm,
𝜎𝑦 =0.4 mm.
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Figure 6: Chromatic Scan of RCS.
The dynamic aperture is shown in Figure 8. The dynamic aperture was taken at the midpoint of 12 o’clock utility
straight section at 400 MeV. The 𝛽 functions at that location
are 50.0 m, horizontal, and 3.4 m, vertical. At that locaMOPOST055

CONCLUSION
A dynamic aperture of 6𝜎 at 400 MeV was found for the
on-momentum particle of the RCS. The dynamic aperture
extends to ±1.5% with a 1𝜎 and 0.5𝜎, respectively.
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INTERPLAY BETWEEN SPACE CHARGE AND INTRA-BEAM
SCATTERING FOR THE CERN ION INJECTORS
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CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
1 also at Department of Physics, University of Crete, Heraklion, Greece
COMBINED SIMULATIONS FOR SPS

Abstract
The CERN ion injectors, SPS and LEIR, operate in a
strong space charge and intra-beam scattering regime, which
can lead to degradation of their beam performance. To optimize machine performance requires thus to study the interplay of these two effects in combined space charge and
intrabeam scattering tracking simulations. In this respect,
the kinetic theory approach of intra-beam scattering has
been implemented in pyORBIT and benchmarked against
analytical models. First results of combined space charge
and intra-beam scattering simulations for SPS and LEIR are
presented in this contribution. The simulation results are
compared with observations from beam measurements.

INTRODUCTION
In the CERN ion injectors, such as the Low Energy Ion
Ring (LEIR) and Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), lattice
imperfections can excite resonances and eventualy limit the
machine performance. In addition, in this regime of low
kinetic energies, incoherent effects like Intra-Beam Scattering (IBS) and Space Charge (SC) can be strong enough to
further degrade the quality and the lifetime of the beam.
Each of these effects has been intensively studied in several regimes and accelerators. In particular, IBS plays an
important role in ion and proton storage rings where the
beam is stored for many hours [1–3]. Moreover, SC has been
studied in many low-energy machines where the induced
SC tune spread may result in particle losses and emittance
increase in the vicinity of resonances [4–13].
The interplay between IBS and SC can further enhance
particle diffusion in phase space, as was shown for the Compact LInear Collider Damping Rings (CLIC DRs) using a
simplified IBS kick [14]. However, similar studies for the
ion injectors that operate below transition are not trivial. In
this regime, IBS can lead to emittance exchange which could
not be simulated with the already implemented simplified
kick in Ref. [14]. Therefore, a more general IBS kick was
implemented based on the Kinetic Theory and Nagaitsev’s
formalism [15–17].
In this contribution, the general IBS kick based on the Kinetic Theory is benchmarked against analytical predictions
and used for studying the interplay between SC and IBS in
the CERN ion injectors LEIR and SPS. First comparisons
between beam measurements and simulation results are also
discussed.
∗

The SPS is the last accelerator of the LHC ion injector
chain and the second largest machine in CERN’s accelerator
complex, with a circumference of 7 km. Even though the
SPS is a high-energy machine, in the case of heavy ions SC
induces a considerable tune shift of Δ� �,� = (−0.2, −0.29)
for the case of Pb ions at injection energy, making the beam
susceptible to resonances.
In operational conditions, an emittance exchange between
horizontal and vertical planes, followed by a large emittance
blow up in both planes was observed along the acceleration
cycle, as shown in Fig. 1 (lines with point markers). A
simulation campaign performed in 2016 could not explain
the observed behavior neither from standalone SC or IBS
simulations, nor from the sum of them [18].

Figure 1: Evolution of the horizontal (blue) and vertical
(green) emittance as observed in operation (dotted lines)
and from combined SC and IBS simulations (solid line with
errorbars) in PyORBIT (averaged over 3 different runs). The
error bars correspond to the one standard deviation.
To this end, a simulation campaign was initiated to investigate the impact of the interplay of SC and IBS. The
simulations were performed using the pyORBIT tracking
code [19] with the "frozen" potential SC kick acting on the
particles. The kicks are computed analytically using the
Bassetti-Erskine formula [20], taking into account the local
longitudinal density and the transverse beam sizes of a chosen distribution. In this case, the SC potential is re-evaluated
every 1000 turns, based on the evolution of the tracked particles. A quadrupolar error is included in the ideal lattice,
inducing a 5-10% beta-beating, similar to what is observed
in the real machine in operational conditions.
The IBS effect was included in the simulation model based
on the Kinetic Theory and is applied with a similar form to
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SPACE CHARGE AND INTRA-BEAM
SCATTERING STUDIES IN LEIR
LEIR is the second accelerator of the CERN ions injectors chain. A coasting beam is injected from the upstream
LINAC3. The beam is captured and ramped-up in energy to
be injected to the Proton Synchrotron. The main machine
parameters of LEIR are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: LEIR Parameters
Ring Parameters
Circumference [m]
+
�� 54 rest energy [GeV]
Injection Kinetic energy [GeV/u]
Gamma transition, ���
Harmonic number, ℎ
RF voltage [MV]
Momentum compaction factor

Figure 2: Comparison of the momentum spread (red), the
horizontal (blue) and vertical (green) emittances, between
analytical IBS predictions (dark colors) and tracking IBS
simulations (light colors).
the Langevin equation:
︃
√
√
Δ� � = −�� � � �� �� � (�)Δ� + ���� 2�� �� �� � (�)Δ�,
(1)
where � is a Gaussian random number with zero mean and
unit standard deviation, ��� the standard deviation of the
momentum � � in plane �, �� the bunch length, � � the longitudinal line density and �� , �� are functions of the friction
and diffusion coefficients, respectively, for each plane. These
coefficients are evaluated using the Nagaitsev’s method [15].
Every turn, each particle receives a change of its momenta
depending on the beam parameters and the particle’s longitudinal position. The emittance evolution resulting from this
kick was successfully benchmarked with analytical calculations using the Nagaitsev formalism [15], as shown in Fig. 2.
A very good agreement is observed in the evolution of both
horizontal and vertical emittances as well as momentum
spread.
Using this setup, a combined simulation with SC and IBS
was performed. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the normalized horizontal (blue) and vertical (green) emittances in time,
as observed from the measurements (lines with point markers) and as predicted by the combined simulations (solid
line). For the first time, a very good agreement could be
achieved in both planes, demonstrating the importance of
the interplay between the two effects in this case. In the
vertical plane the agreement is truly excellent while, in the
horizontal plane some minor discrepancy is observed in the
trend of the evolution. It has to be noted that in these simulations the experimentally observed particle losses and bunch
length evolution were not considered. Further simulations
and measurements are planned in order to take all the effects self-consistently into account to further improve this
benchmarking.

78.54
193.7
0.0042
2.8384
2
0.0011
0.1241

In the past, low intensity studies showed that the vertical
emittance evolution could not be explained only by IBS [21].
In order to understand the source of this discrepancy in the
vertical plane, a simulation campaign with combined IBS
and SC tracking simulations was initiated, to investigate the
impact of the interplay between the two effects, especially
in the vicinity of excited resonances.
In LEIR, due to its low lattice periodicity (2-fold) and
due to random magnetic errors, various resonances are observed to be excited, including the 3� � = 8 and the coupling
� � + 2� � = 7 resonances [21]. Due to the high complexity
of the machine, a low-intensity (one injection) set of measurements was chosen to benchmark the simulations that
will follow. In this set of measurements, the available skew
sextupole correctors were used to compensate the 3� � resonance, while all the other resonances remain uncorrected.
Table 2: Beam Parameters for the LEIR
Beam Parameters
Total number of charges, � �
Normalized horizontal emittance, � � [�m]
Normalized vertical emittance, � � [�m]
Bunch length, �� [m]

1.74×1010
0.162
0.189
4.5

Space Charge and IBS Studies
A tune scan similar to the experimental campaign described below was performed in simulations using pyORBIT with the "frozen" potential SC kick and the ideal LEIR
lattice, i.e. without any machine imperfections. The horizontal tune was set to � � = 1.82 in all cases, while the
vertical tune was varied. Results will be presented in terms
of final over initial values ratio, where the initial values are
measured 675 ms after the start of the magnetic cycle, while
the final ones are measured 1600 ms after the start of the
magnetic cycle whose duration is 3600 ms.
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Figure 3: SC simulations versus combined SC and IBS
simulations comparison of the final over initial values of the
horizontal (green and blue, respectively) and vertical (red,
orange) emittances (top) and intensity (bottom).

Figure 4: Measurements versus combined SC and IBS simulations comparison of the final over initial values of the
horizontal (blue and green, respectively) and vertical (orange, red) emittances (top) and intensity (bottom).

Even in the case of the ideal lattice, the nonlinear SC
potential can drive systematic resonances of even order. In
the case of LEIR, SC simulations shown with light colors
in Fig. 3, revealed four SC driven resonances: the coupling
resonance 2� � + 4� � = 14, the 6� � = 16, the 8� � = 22
and the 2� � − 2� � = −2 resonance [22,23]. In these studies
focus will be given in the working points around the 6� �
resonance, indicated by the red shadowed area in the plots.
A similar vertical tune scan was performed including both
SC and IBS, to study the interplay between the two. The
results are summarized in Fig. 3 and compared to the case
where only SC or only IBS is taken into account. The interplay of the two effects clearly enhances the beam response
to the resonances, resulting in larger emittance blow-up and
increased particle losses.

stemming from an imperfect compensation. In a similar way,
a stronger response of the beam to the rest of the resonances
is also observed, which is not surprising as no compensation
was applied to these resonances in the experiment.
Further investigations are ongoing to identify the exact
resonance conditions for a more accurate benchmarking
between simulations and measurements.

Comparison with Measurements
A first attempt was made to benchmark the experimental
observations with combined SC and IBS simulations, as
shown in Fig. 4. In the real machine, additional resonances
can be excited due to magnetic errors and misalignments.
In the measurements, the skew sextupolar components that
excite the lower order 3� � = 8 resonance have been corrected as much as as possible. Thus, the only resonance that
is expected to have similar behavior between simulations
and measurements is the SC driven resonance 6� � = 16
at the same tune. In the absence of excited resonances, the
horizontal plane is dominated by IBS, while, in the vertical
plane an extra emittance blow-up, which cannot be explained
by the interplay of the two effects, is observed for all working points. Furthermore, even though the simulation and
experimental conditions for the 6� � resonance are expected
to be equivalent, a stronger response of the beam to this resonance is observed in the experimental data. This could be an
indication of a residual effect from the 3� � = 8 resonance
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
In this contribution, the interplay between SC and IBS,
in the context of the LEIR and SPS accelerators for Pb ion
beams, was addressed. For the SPS, simulations were performed in the presence of a quadrupolar error. The simulation results could explain for the first time the experimental
observations from 2016, revealing the importance of the
interplay between SC and IBS effects. Further simulations
and measurements are planned in order to take all the effects self-consistently into account to further improve this
benchmarking. For the case of LEIR, standalone SC and IBS
simulations as well as combined simulations were performed,
using the ideal lattice (i.e. without machine imperfections).
In LEIR, several SC driven resonances are excited due to the
low lattice periodicity. The combined simulations showed
a clear enhancement of the particles’ response to the resonances, leading to larger emittance blow-up and increased
particle losses. A first attempt was made to compare the
simulations with experimental data. Comparing to measurements in which the 3� � = 8 resonance is compensated,
revealed that the interplay of IBS and SC is not enough
to explain the generally larger vertical emittance blow-up
observed in the machine. A better modelling needs to be
developed to include the same resonance components for
both measurements and simulations. Future studies will also
include non-Gaussian longitudinal profiles.
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Abstract
The CERN Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) went
through major upgrades in the framework of the LHC Injectors Upgrade Project (LIU) aiming to double the brightness of the LHC beams. Operation restarted in early 2021,
demonstrating the expected performance improvement. The
high-brightness beams, nevertheless, appear to have overpopulated tails in the vertical beam profiles, both at injection
and at extraction energies. In an attempt to understand the
origin and evolution of the observed tails, systematic profile
measurements were performed for different machine and
beam configurations using Wire Scanners (WS). The results
are presented in this report and compared to simulations.
The effect of the Coulomb scattering of the wire to the beam
distribution is also addressed.

INTRODUCTION
Following the implementation of the LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU) project [1], the Proton Synchrotron Booster
(PSB) delivered beams that were well within the project’s
requirements. The optimization of the resonance compensation schemes and tune evolution along with the betabeating compensation contributed to an increased beam
brightness [2, 3], going beyond the initial predictions.

Figure 1: Ring 3 horizontal (left) and vertical (right) beam
profiles of an LHC25-type beam close to extraction (𝑡 =
770 ms) in blue, Gaussian and q-Gaussian fits in orange and
green respectively.
Measurements of the transverse beam profiles using Wire
Scanners (WS) [4], revealed that the high-brightness beams
have tails that differ from the ones of a normal distribution. These tails appear to be mostly in the vertical plane.
Figure 1 shows an example of the transverse profiles close
to extraction of the PSB Ring 3 for a bunch population of
𝑁𝑏 ≈ 270 ⋅ 1010 protons. The tails in the vertical plane are
overpopulated. In order to investigate the possible sources
of beam tail enhancement and to eventually improve the
∗

quality of the delivered beams, a measurement campaign
was initiated. Beam profiles were acquired for different
beam intensities, working points and energies during the
acceleration cycle. This report summarizes the main results
of these measurements focusing on the PSB ring 3. The
measurements in the other PSB rings are similar.

FITTING NON-GAUSSIAN PROFILES
To characterize bunch profiles that follow a non-Gaussian
shape, the q-Gaussian function [5] was used. The q-Gaussian
is a generalized Gaussian function that incorporates a parameter 𝑞 to model the weight of the distribution’s tails. For
𝑞 = 1, the q-Gaussian distribution coincides with a Gaussian distribution, for 1 < 𝑞 < 3 the distribution’s tails are
overpopulated, while if 𝑞 < 1 the tails are underpopulated.
The q-Gaussian function has been used in the past to model
non-Gaussian beam profiles in the LHC [6]. The 𝑞-factor
will be used throughout this report as an observable for the
beam tail population.

BEAM TAILS AT INJECTION
Non-Gaussian beam tails are observed already at injection
energies of the PSB. A typical vertical beam profile close to
injection, for a low bunch population of 𝑁𝑏 ≈ 10 ⋅ 1010 protons, is shown in Fig. 2. The working point of this measurement is set to (𝑄𝑥 , 𝑄𝑦 ) = (4.17, 4.23), which is a resonance
free region. The beam tails are overpopulated (𝑞 = 1.5) but
the tail population is not symmetric with respect to the beam
core. At low beam energies, heavier tails are observed on
one side of the profile compared to the other. This effect
has been seen in previous studies [7], which suggest that
the main contributor for this is the measuring instrument
itself. In this study, an attempt to quantify and remove the
undesired effects that the WS causes to the beam profile is
made.

Figure 2: Ring 3 vertical beam profile of an LHC25-type
beam close to injection (𝑡 = 290 ms) in blue, Gaussian and
q-Gaussian fits in orange and green respectively.
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Scattering on the Wire of the Instrument
In order to study the effects of the WS on the beam, a
model that simulates the wire scan was implemented. In this
model, an initial particle distribution is tracked using a oneturn map of the PSB. Turn after turn, a simulated moving
wire is transversely displaced with a certain speed. At each
turn, the particles that are intercepting with the moving wire
are scattered with a certain angle distribution because of the
Coulomb scattering. The free parameters of this model, the
wire speed and width and the RMS scattering angle, have
been calibrated using real WS profile measurements [8]. At
injection energy of the PSB, the wire scan takes more than
3000 turns to be performed.

Figure 3: Asymmetric WS signal from wirescan simulations.
The interaction between the beam particles and the wire
causes an increase in the beam size. Figure 3 shows a simulation of the beam size growth due to the wire scan. The
particle distribution before the wire scan (initial) is shown in
blue and the particle distribution after the wire scan (final) is
shown in red. The signal recorded by the WS is proportional
to the number of beam particles that the wire interacted with
at each turn, as shown in Fig. 3 (green). Here, the scan is performed from left to right. For the first few hundreds of turns,
the WS signal coincides with the initial distribution. While
the scan advances, more particles are being scattered by the
wire, and the beam size gradually increases. Towards the
end of the scan, the beam size has already grown and so the
WS signal coincides with the final grown distribution. For
this reason, the recorded profiles appear to be asymmetric.
Figure 4 shows that the emittance increase 𝛿𝜖 induced
by the WS is independent of the emittance of the initial
distribution. But, the low emittance profiles will appear
more asymmetric since the relative growth in the profile is
larger. 𝛿𝜖 is also independent of the shape of the initial
distribution as it follows a similar trend even if the initial
distribution has overpopulated tails of 𝑞 ≈ 1.5 (orange line).
Finally, for all cases the beam tails were not enhanced by the
WS, meaning that particle distributions that already had tails
before the wire scan, had similar or even less tails after the
wire scan as well. The results from this simulation model are
in a good agreement with the profile measurements [8] and
with the analytical predictions for the emittance increase [9],
but valid only for the injection energy of the PSB at 160 MeV.
At higher energies the WS scattering effects are expected to
be smaller [9], but the exact energy at which these become
negligible needs further investigation.

Figure 4: Emittance increase due to the WS scattering for an
initial Gaussian (blue) and q-Gaussian (orange) distribution.
Result from simulations.

This analysis allowed the removal of the profile growth
and asymmetries induced by the WS from the measurement
of Fig. 2. This was done by iteratively finding an initial
distribution which, when performing the wire scan using
the simulation model, gives a WS signal identical to this
measured profile. This initial distribution is symmetric, has
a smaller RMS beam size and constitutes an improved reconstruction of the real particle distribution in the PSB. It is
plotted in Fig. 5 in green and it has tails that are still overpopulated (𝑞 = 1.5). Although the asymmetry of the tails is
explained by the WS scattering, the tails themselves are not
yet justified.

Comparison with the Linac4 Distribution
Thanks to the available profile monitors in the Linac4 [10]
transfer line, a realistic particle distribution could be reconstructed [11] and used in simulation studies. Such a
reconstructed particle distribution was tracked using PyORBIT [12] for approximately 15 thousand turns in the PSB
lattice model (corresponding to the period from injection
at 𝑡 = 275 ms to 𝑡 = 290 ms of the PSB operational cycle),
including space charge effects. The resulting vertical profile
is shown in Fig. 5 in purple. In the same Figure, this profile
is compared with the measured distribution in the PSB, after removing the undesired WS effects as described in the
previous section. It can be observed that the two profiles
have almost identical tails (𝑞 ≈ 1.5). This suggests that the
vertical tails observed close to injection, for a low beam
intensity and resonance free working point, are mainly due
to the injected distribution from Linac4.

Figure 5: Comparison between Linac4 profile (purple) and
PSB measured profile at 𝑡 = 290 ms without the WS effects
(green).
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INTENSITY AND WORKING POINT
The vertical beam profiles change when the intensity increases. Figure 6 shows how the 𝑞-factor of the vertical beam
tails at injection decreases as the beam intensity increases,
for the working point of (𝑄𝑥 , 𝑄𝑦 ) = (4.17, 4.23). The acquired profiles have been averaged over five shots and the
errorbars represent the standard deviation of the applied qGaussian fits. While the intensity increases, the tune spread
induced by space charge becomes stronger, as the beam has
initially the same transverse emittance at injection. Thus,
low action particles that have the strongest space charge detuning, hit resonances at integer tune 𝑄𝑦 = 4 causing an
emittance growth (red points). Large amplitude particles
do not interact with these resonances, leaving therefore the
beam tails unchanged. Overall, the beam tails appear to become smaller (𝑞-factor decreases) because the beam profile
is dominated by the increased emittance of the beam core.

for this is that for higher vertical tunes the beam may interact
with multiple resonances at the same time.

BEAM TAILS ALONG THE CYCLE
In operational conditions, the high-brightness beams are
injected in the PSB at the working point of (𝑄𝑥 , 𝑄𝑦 ) =
(4.40, 4.45) in order to mitigate the beam degradation from
the strong space charge effects at injection energy. While the
beam is accelerated and the space charge tune shift decreases,
the tunes are dynamically changed towards the extraction
working point (𝑄𝑥 , 𝑄𝑦 ) = (4.17, 4.23) (top part of Fig. 8).
The different resonances are crossed at different times and
energies, which adds more complexity to the dynamics.
The result of all these mechanisms combined is shown in
the bottom part of Fig. 8 . The 𝑞-factor of the vertical profiles
is plotted throughout the PSB cycle for two different intensities. For 𝑁𝑏 ≈ 270 ⋅ 1010 ppb the tails are enhanced throughout the cycle. For lower intensities (𝑁𝑏 ≈ 85 ⋅ 1010 ppb) the
tails remain almost unchanged. The reasons for the difference in the evolution of the vertical tails for the different
intensities is not yet clear and further measurements and
studies are ongoing.

Figure 6: 𝑞-factor (black) and normalized emittance (red) of
the vertical beam profiles as a function of beam intensity.
Resonances and space charge are closely linked with the
beam tails. In fact, space charge induced periodic resonance
crossing can result in losses, emittance growth or enhancement of the beam tails [13]. In the PSB, resonances up
to fourth order are observed [3]. Although a global resonance compensation scheme has been developed through
experimental and analytical studies [3], it is not possible to
perfectly compensate all the resonances simultaneously.

Figure 7: 𝑞-factor of the vertical profiles near injection as a
function of the vertical tune (left) and tune diagram (right).
Figure 7 shows how the tails change when injecting at
different working points. Here, the beam intensity is fixed
at 𝑁𝑏 ≈ 20 ⋅ 1010 ppb, as well as the horizontal tune at
𝑄𝑥 = 4.17. The tune diagram on the right, shows some of
the observed resonances in the PSB, highlighted in red. An
analytical estimation of the space charge tune spread, for the
beam parameters used, was calculated using PySCRDT [14]
and plotted at some of the different injected vertical tunes.
The left plot shows the dependence of the 𝑞-factor of the
vertical profiles with respect to the vertical tune. For higher
working points, the tails generally become stronger with the
𝑞-factor ranging between 1.3 and 1.7. A possible explanation
MOPOST057
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Figure 8: Tunes (top) and 𝑞-factor of the measured vertical
profile (bottom) along the PSB cycle for two intensities.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, the vertical tails of the beams in the PSB
were studied for different beam and machine conditions.
At injection energies, the effect of the Coulomb scattering
on the beam profile due to the wire scan were characterized and removed. For very low intensities, the observed
tails were attributed to the already non-Gaussian distribution
from Linac4. For higher intensities it was shown that the
resonances in combination with space charge dominate the
behavior of the tails in the PSB in a complicated manner.
Means for reducing the tail population and optimizing
the beam accumulation are under development. Furthermore, the horizontal beam profiles must be addressed as
well. Although they appear without tails, they are the result of the convolution with the momentum distribution as
the instrument is installed in a non-zero dispersion location.
The characterization of the horizontal beam tails requires
deconvolution algorithms.
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Abstract
Following the upgrades of the LHC Injectors Upgrade
Project (LIU), the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) at
CERN successfully delivers beams with double brightness.
An important contributing factor for this was the dynamic
correction of the beta-beating induced by the injection chicane which allowed stable operation closer to the half-integer
resonance. Ideally, injection above the half-integer resonance could further improve the beam brightness. In this
context, a series of studies were initiated in order to characterize the effects of space charge when crossing the half-integer
resonance. In this contribution, the first results of these
investigations are reported.

INTRODUCTION
The brightness of the PSB beams is limited by space
charge effects at injection [1]. In the framework of the LHC
Injectors Upgrade (LIU) project [2], the PSB injection energy was increased from 50 MeV to 160 MeV, which allowed doubling the beam intensity while having similar
space charge detuning and transverse emittances.
Stable beam operation with higher working points, that
are closer to the vertical half-integer resonance 2𝑄 𝑦 = 9,
further mitigated the space charge effects at injection and
contributed to an increased beam brightness [3]. On the
same principles, injection above the half-integer resonance
could result to an even higher brightness. However, the
extraction working point of the PSB is set at (𝑄 𝑥 , 𝑄 𝑦 ) =
(4.17, 4.23) and thus the half-integer resonance needs to be
crossed during the acceleration cycle. This can result in
particle losses and/or emittance growth.
The effects of the half-integer resonance crossing on the
beam will depend on the resonance strength, the crossing
speed and the space charge detuning. At the end of 2021,
systematic studies were initiated in the PSB to understand
the beam behaviour under these conditions.
The PSB is an excellent machine for performing these
studies. The multi-turn H− injection scheme [4] allows producing a large variety of transverse emittances and beam
intensities, which enables the control of the space charge tune
footprint. In addition, the recently implemented tune control system [5] allows machine operation in a wide range of
working points below and above the half-integer resonance
and also the dynamic change of tunes along the accelera∗
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tion cycle. Finally, the identification and compensation of
resonances up to fourth order has been extensively studied
in the PSB [6]. As a result, the half-integer resonance not
only can be compensated to a good extent, but can also be
excited in a controlled manner by deliberately degrading the
compensation scheme.
This contribution focuses on the characterization of the
half-integer resonance for different excitation amplitudes.

HALF-INTEGER RESONANCE
CORRECTION AND EXCITATION
The PSB is equipped with a set of multipole corrector
magnets that are used for the compensation of the naturally
excited resonances. The half-integer resonance 2𝑄 𝑦 = 9
is compensated by two families of normal quadrupole correctors, illustrated in Fig. 1. The first family consists of
quadrupoles in the fourth and in the twelfth section of the
machine (QNO412) and the second family of quadrupoles
in the eighth and sixteenth section (QNO816). The driving term generated by QNO412 is orthogonal with respect
to the driving term of QNO816. The optimal strength of
the quadrupoles that cancels the driving term of the naturally excited half-integer resonance is determined experimentally [7]. The quadrupole families are configured such
that they do not change the tune.

Figure 1: The two orthogonal families of quadrupole correctors and their corresponding polarities.
By slightly varying the strength of the QNO412 and
QNO816, with respect to their compensating value, the halfinteger resonance is excited. Since the orientation of the
two families is orthogonal, the half-integer resonance can
be excited with any phase and amplitude, within the limits
of the quadrupole currents.
The excited resonance is characterized by its stopband
width. Inside the stopband the particle motion is unstable
and losses occur. Outside but near the stopband, the motion
is stable but the growth in amplitude of the betatron oscillations (𝛽-beating) can drive particles to large amplitudes
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and thus, due to the limited machine aperture, lead to losses.
Furthermore, the space charge detuning can further extend
the tune region in which losses are observed.

Resonance Width Measurement
For the characterization of the stopband width, the resonance was excited by changing the current of the QNO816
family by 𝛿𝐼816 = −2 A from its nominal copmensating
value. In order to minimize the effects coming from the
space charge detuning and the 𝛽-beating, a coasting beam
with low intensity and small transverse emittances was used,
shown in Fig. 2. The RMS-momentum spread was measured at (𝛿 𝑝/𝑝)RMS ≈ 10−3 and the maximum space charge
detuning was analytically estimated [8] to be ≈ 3 · 10−3 .

When the beam is near the resonance, losses are recorded.
The losses range between 80 − 100 % when crossing from
above and 20 − 60 % when crossing from below. While
the average losses are lower when crossing from below, the
uncertainty of the intensity after crossing the resonance is
much larger, especially for the lower crossing speeds. The
reason for this is being investigated. Fewer particles are lost
for faster crossing speeds, as expected.
The beam intensity for the different crossing scenarios
is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the vertical tune. It can
be observed that when crossing from below, the beam loss
stops at approximately 𝑄 𝑦 = 4.5005, independently of the
crossing speed. Similarly, when crossing from above, the
beam loss stops at approximately 𝑄 𝑦 = 4.4965. At these
tune values the beam intensity is stable and thus they define
an upper limit of the stopband boundaries. Therefore, for
this particular excitation, the stopband width should be at
most 𝛿𝑄 ≈ 4.5005 − 4.4965 = 0.0040. Depending on the
crossing speed, the beam spends a few thousands of turns
inside the stopband.

Figure 2: Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) beam profile used in the half-integer stopband width measurements.
The profiles are measured with a wire scanner [9]. The
asymmetric tails in the measurement are associated with the
scattering of the beam due to the crossing wire [10].
Figure 4: Half-integer stopband width measurement for
𝛿𝐼816 = −2 A.

Figure 3: Evolution of beam losses when crossing the halfinteger with different crossing speeds from both directions.
The stopband width 𝛿𝑄 of the half-integer resonance
2𝑄 𝑦 = 9 was measured by dynamically crossing the resonance from above (𝑄 𝑦 > 4.5) and from below (𝑄 𝑦 < 4.5)
with different crossing speeds while monitoring the beam intensity. Figure 3 shows the measured vertical tunes (top) and
the normalized beam intensity (bottom) evolution during the
crossing of the resonance from both directions. The different colors correspond to the three different crossing speeds.
The tune is measured using a Base-Band-tune pickup (BBQ
system) and the intensity using Beam Current Transformers
(BCT) [11]. To reduce statistical uncertainties, the intensity
was measured for multiple cycles for each of the different
crossings. The solid lines represent the mean intensities
while the shaded areas the standard deviation (1𝜎).
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It is worth mentioning that attempts to cross even faster or
even slower were made. While it is possible to apply dynamical tune changes that are faster, the intensity acquired by the
BCT is limited to every 1 ms interval, in which the vertical
tune changes considerably. This results to a loss in resolution
of the vertical tune, making it impracticable to distinguish
the upper limits of the stopband boundaries. Nevertheless,
the losses are again much lower for faster crossing speeds.
For dynamical tune changes that are slower, the beam is fully
lost and the same analysis cannot be performed.
Analytical estimations of the half-integer stopband can be
found in literature [12, 13]:
∮
1
𝛿𝑄 an =
𝛽(𝑠) 𝑝(𝑠)𝑒 − (2𝑛+1) 𝜙 (𝑠) 𝑑𝑠 ,
(1)
2𝜋
where 𝑝 is the perturbation strength, 𝛽 the beta-function at
the location of the perturbation, 𝑛 the integer part of the
tune and 𝜙 the normalized phase advance. Considering that
the half-integer resonance is perfectly compensated and the
only excitation driving term comes from the 𝛿𝐼816 = −2 A
of the QNO816 family, this formula gives a value of 𝛿𝑄 an ≈
0.0012. This width is well within the upper boundaries
that were defined experimentally. Since it is impossible to
have a perfect compensation of the half-integer resonance
and a zero detuning from space charge, the experimental
boundaries are expected to overestimate the stopband width.
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APPLYING STRONGER EXCITATIONS
An effort was made to measure the half-integer stopband
width for different excitation amplitudes using the same
method. The resonance was again crossed from both directions and the beam intensity was monitored. The results are
summarized in Fig. 5. The different colors correspond to
different excitation amplitudes of the resonance while in all
cases the crossing speed was the same.
At the top plot of Fig. 5, the beam of Fig. 2 was used (low
intensity and small transverse emittances). The points in
which the losses stop while crossing the resonance, that previously represented the boundaries of the stopband, cannot
be determined here since the beam is fully lost for all of the
stronger excitations. Thus, it is not possible to assess the
stopband boundaries like this.

Figure 6: Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) beam profile
that have been deliberately grown to fill the acceptance.

same figure, despite the fact that the stopband size should be
the same, and are even more gradual. This can be attributed
to the beta-beating as even a weak perturbation in the optics
can induce measurable losses due to the large beam size.
Although the stopband width cannot be strictly determined for stronger excitations, one can define the resonance
width at which the losses increase above a specified threshold as a function of the excitation strength. This was only
done for the low intensity and small transverse emittances
(Fig. 2) to minimize the contribution of the beam loss from 𝛽beating. Figure 7 shows the tunes at which the 5 % losses is
reached for the different excitation strengths. The analytical
estimation of the stopband width, using Eq. 1, is plotted with
green and is always within the boundaries at 5 % losses. The
dependence of the stopband width to the excitation strength
is almost linear as it is expected from the analytical formula.
Further simulation studies will follow in order to relate the
observed differences.

Figure 5: Beam intensity as a function of the vertical tune
for different amplitudes of the half-integer excitation. In the
top plot the beam of Fig. 2 was used, while in the bottom
plot the beam of Fig. 6.
Instead of searching for the tune in which the beam exits
the stopband and the loss stops, one could try and specify the
tune in which the beam enters the stopband and the losses
start. What complicates the situation in this case is that the
losses, instead of abruptly starting at some tune (the tune in
which the beam enters the stopband), they increase gradually
over a range of tunes. This behaviour is more evident when
approaching the half-integer resonance from below (𝑄 𝑦 <
4.5) and could be associated with the 𝛽-beating.
The last argument can be further supported by the bottom
plot of Fig. 5. Here, the same experiment as before was
performed but with a beam that has low intensity and much
larger vertical emittance. This beam, which is shown in
Fig. 6, was deliberately blown-up by applying an injection
misteering and enabling octupoles to induce filamentation in
the transverse plane. The vertical particle distribution almost
fills the acceptance of the PSB, making the sensitivity of the
losses to the 𝛽-beating much higher.
The losses during the crossing that are shown in the bottom plot of Fig. 5 start much earlier than the top plot of the
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Figure 7: Tunes at which 5 % losses are observed in the top
plot of Fig. 5 and comparison to analytical estimations of
the stopband width.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this contribution, attempts to experimentally characterize the half-integer resonance for different excitations are
presented. For a weak excitation of the resonance, an upper
limit for the stopband boundaries is determined by identifying the tunes in which the beam loss ends. For stronger
excitations this is not possible because the beam is lost completely. However, the scaling of the stopband width with the
excitation amplitude was measured and compared to analytical estimations of the stopband with a good agreement.
The discrepances between the analytical and experimental
estimations of the stopband width will be addressed with
numerical studies.
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IMPROVEMENTS ON SIRIUS BEAM STABILITY
S.R. Marques†, M.B. Alves, F.C. Arroyo, G.O. Brunheira, M.P. Calcanha, H.F. Canova,
A.C.T. Cardoso, R.B. Cardoso, F.H de Sá, R.J. Leão, L.R. Leão, B.E. Limeira, L. Lin,
P.H.S. Martins, S.S. Moreira, R.T. Neuenschwander, R.O. Neto, A.G.C. Pereira,
M.G. Siqueira, D.O. Tavares, LNLS, Campinas, Brazil
Abstract
Sirius is a Synchrotron Light Source based on a 3 GeV
electron storage ring with 518 meters circumference and
250 pm.rad emittance. The facility is built and operated by
the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS), located in the CNPEM campus, in Campinas. A beam stability task force was recently created to identify and mitigate
the orbit disturbances at various time scales. This work presents studies regarding ground motion (land subsidence
caused by groundwater extraction), improvements in the
temperature control of the storage ring (SR) tunnel air conditioning (AC) system, vibration measurements in accelerator components and the efforts concerning the reduction
of the power supplies' ripple. The fast orbit feedback implementation and other future perspectives will also be discussed.

that allowed us to detect 2-4 hours oscillations also noticed
in the beamline experiments’ data. The oscillation patterns
were present in the SR radio frequency (RF) when the slow
orbit feedback system (SOFB) is ON and in the BPMs and
tunes with the SOFB OFF. The horizontal plane was more
affected in the SR, while the vertical one was in the beamlines.
Slightly more intense oscillations were detected by HLS
sensors on SR sector 11. Observing the surroundings of the
building, a drilled water well with 180 meters in depth was
found near the long beamlines, 20 meters apart from the
building. Tests were performed by turning the water well
pump off to check its influence on Sirius stability (Fig. 1).
After turning off the source of the few-hour period oscillations, a 24-hour period disturbance is clearly seen, which
indicated the existence of more sources of instability.

INTRODUCTION
Since late 2020 the SR has operated for beamline commissioning and more recently for external users. The routine operation has started with 40 mA and 30 hours lifetime. Currently, 100 mA is provided with 16 hours lifetime,
with two injections per day.
Beamlines are observing slow photon beam movements
with periods of hours and others from 60 Hz mains frequency present in both planes of the beam orbit spectrum.
Future matters of concern are the horizontal orbit perturbation in the SR due to booster ramping at 2 Hz and its
harmonics and the fast orbit transients caused by injection
pulsed magnets. Both need to be addressed, as top-up operation is planned to start soon.

KNOWN INSTABILITIES
We separated the phenomena into 3 categories: short,
medium, and long-term disturbances. Long-term ones
show time scales greater than many minutes or hours, like
temperature variations, and must be attenuated as much as
possible, as they usually affect the readings of sensors used
in feedback systems. Mid-term disturbances comprise the
low-frequency phenomena up to the upper limit of the fast
orbit feedback system (FOFB) system actuation range.
Short-term instabilities are those on the scale of milliseconds or less. Most of the ground settlement has already occurred allowing two important girder alignment campaigns
in 2021 and 2022 for SR and booster, respectively [1–4].

Long-term Disturbances
Sirius counts on a network of 20 hydrostatic leveling
system (HLS) sensors installed on the roof of the tunnel
___________________________________________
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Figure1: RF readback and HLS sensors around sector 11.
SOFB system ON.
A test where a second water well, with similar characteristics to the disturbing one, inside CNPEM (250 meters far
from the Sirius building) was activated intermittently
showed no measurable effect on the HLS sensors, orbit stability, or RF frequency. More distant wells, outside the institute should not affect the stability. Variations in the water level of the aquifer, influenced by rainfall will possibly
cause much a smaller and slower effect.
As a temporary solution, a new operation mode was implemented in which the water is pumped every 10 minutes,
with a constant duty cycle calculated to provide an average
flow that meets the consumption demands.
Terrestrial tidal effects were expected to affect horizontal and vertical planes likewise, thus not being able to explain the large RF frequency variations when the well operated in modes other than the standard one (Fig. 2). Therefore, the possibility of some effects being related to temperature variations and possible deformations caused by
thermal dilatation started being considered.
Sirius' concrete slabs have a network of temperature and
strain gauge sensors installed in several layers around the
building (Fig. 3, left). To check the correlation between the
Sirius concrete temperature and the RF oscillation we developed a simple model of concrete ring expansion based
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on the measured temperature variations from NTC-type
sensors and considering linear thermal expansion in the radial direction. In fact, a closer look at these sensors shows
small 24-hour features in their data (Fig. 3).

Figure 4: SR perimeter variation estimations based on linear expansion and RF frequency measurements.
Figure 2: HLS sensors and the RF signal readback in three
different situations: water well OFF, ON in the new mode
and ON in the standard operation mode.
Initially, the average position of the temperature sensors
in each sector of the building was estimated (Fig. 3, right),
with the goal of estimating the movement of each region
from the radial displacement of a respective point.
Figure 5: Concrete slab temperature in different regions inside the tunnel (curve 5), outside in the outer circumference (curves 4 and 6), and inner circumference
(curves 6 and 9) for the tunnel Sector 15.

Figure 3: Layout of the Sirius building (center) indicating
the location of temperature sensors around the accelerator
at different levels. Details of the concrete boards with sensors location are also shown (left). Examples of NTC-type
concrete temperature measurements (bottom).
Two characteristics of this system are not ideal: the total
acquisition time of the sensor network is about 30 minutes
and the sensors' readings are sequential. Furthermore, there
are no sensors in all the positions A, B and C levels. Then,
once collected, data are grouped in time frames of
±15 minutes regarding an arbitrary reference. After that,
for each fixed time instant a new perimeter is calculated
based on the linear thermal expansion of each point in the
radial direction. Only the temperature variation and the
concrete thermal expansion is considered. The resulting
correlation graphs indicate that the perimeter changes
could be explained by the temperature oscillations (Fig. 4).
A 2-hour time lag between the curves improves the correlation. The observed high correlation (99.3%) evidences
the potential influence of the temperature, and thus the AC
control system, on the RF oscillation due to the perimeter
expansion. As expected, recent temperature analyses (Fig.
5) show that the AC control system inside the SR tunnel is
more stable than the experimental hall one.

Since the SR tunnel slabs also have two regions of interface with the hall air, a preliminary simulation was performed to evaluate the deformation order of magnitude that
a temperature gradient on the slab, generated by an offset
between the tunnel and experimental hall temperatures,
could cause. Results show that an offset of 1.5 °C imposes
about 80 𝜇𝑚 of radial expansion in one sector, which represents 50 𝜇𝑚 on the circumference or about 50 Hz at RF
(Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Temperature distribution assuming 1.5 °C difference between inside and outside the tunnel (left); correspondent planar thermal deformation (right).

Mid -term Disturbances
Among the disturbances with time scales ranging from
seconds to milliseconds, the 2 Hz and 60 Hz interferences
seen in both horizontal and vertical planes in all BPMs
have the highest impact in the experimental stations.
Several tests were performed with stored beam showing
evidence that the PSs themselves are not the source of the
2 Hz and 60 Hz noise we see in the beam. All steering magnets PSs were organized in groups and turned off, group by
group, with a stored beam with no evidence that they could
be the cause of the 60 Hz contamination. The same was
done for the trim coils of quadrupoles PSs, with no sizeable
influence observed. Besides that, for the high-power PSs
the ripple was checked with an external DCCT and no important 2 or 60 Hz component was found. These frequency
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lines were always largely below the specifications, as well
as the total integrated noise, below 20 ppm.
To ensure that these small ripple magnitudes were not
enough to disturb the beam due to some unknown effect,
another test was performed with all high-power SR PSs to
systematically impose a 2 Hz sine component of controlled
amplitude to the output current to determine the amplitude
needed to affect the beam in the same amount as the 60 Hz
disturbances [1]. Results showed that components with
amplitude of roughly 200 and 800 ppm are required on dipoles and quads, respectively, to disturb the beam similarly
to the 60 Hz component regularly observed (Fig. 7).

Figure 7: Spectra of the horizontal position for a 200 and
800 ppm at 2 Hz controlled disturbance injected by the
bends and part of the focusing quads’ PSs into the beam.

Figure 9: Simplified schematics of the NLK vacuum chamber and its expected filed profile (left) and orbit distortion
at both plans measured by the upstream sector BPM (right).
Tolerances for NLK ceramic chamber assembly are critical and represent a challenge for manufacturing. Aiming
to reduce the pulsed disturbances, mechanically and remotely adjustable inductors are foreseen to be installed in
parallel to the installed wires, allowing a fine tuning of the
current pulse through each wire. Additionally, operation
with local horizontal and vertical bumps is being studied to
reduce the NLK bumps in the beam orbit.
The immediate next step toward reducing the septa leakage fields is installing additional shielding foils in vacuum
chamber flanges close to the stored beam. Upgrading the
fast pulsers to control the amplitude of the negative part of
the current pulse to reduce the long tail that lasts several
milliseconds after the fast pulse is also foreseen.

FINAL REMARKS
Figure 8: Vibration and beam position spectra at SR sectors 8 and 19.
Preliminary vibration measurements were performed on
some SR QFP and QFB quadrupoles to compare the main
frequencies with those found in the beam spectra (Fig. 8).
The source of the low-frequency vibration disturbances,
mainly below 50 Hz, will be investigated.

Short -term Disturbances
The energy oscillations induced by RF noise are also a
matter of concern and cannot be eliminated by means of
the SOFB or FOFB systems. At Sirius, noise present in the
low-level RF control system shows up in multiples of
64 Hz. BPMs in dispersive regions present a horizontal
perturbation around 1.5 kHz modulated with 64 Hz harmonics. The measured values are comparable to the requirement of 10% of beam size. Improvements in the Sirius
LLRF system are ongoing [5].
Septum pulsed magnets and the non-linear kicker (NLK)
cause significant disturbances in the stored beam (Fig. 9).
Leak fields from the septum and mechanical errors in the
spatial positioning of the eight NLK wires through which
the pulsed current flows are the causes of the beam disturbances that are in the time scales of milliseconds.
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The complete deactivation of the water well is foreseen
for the end of 2022. To improve the beam stability, it is
possible to operate with either the well OFF, then supplying
the institute with water trucks or operating the water well
in the new mode, fast cycling its pump.
Simulations, air and concrete temperature data analysis
indicate the building AC system is the main cause of the
perimeter variation occurring with 24-hour period. Improvements in the system are foreseen for this year.
Tests indicate that the PSs’ stability is not the root cause
of the 60 Hz disturbances seen in the beam orbit. Surveys
of AC magnetic fields around the SR are ongoing. Currently, only the SOFB is implemented and operates with a
25 Hz actuation rate and about 1 Hz bandwidth. The Sirius
FOFB is in its final phase of installation and all the magnets, network, and electronics are in place. Operation in
closed loop is expected in the third quarter of 2022.
Besides improving the septa shielding and NLK field at
the center position, we aim to use the timing system to generate blanking signals (about 20 ms-long) to the beamlines
every injection (twice per second) to cope with the remaining fast disturbances.
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STUDYING INSTABILITIES IN THE CANADIAN LIGHT SOURCE
STORAGE RING USING THE TRANSVERSE FEEDBACK SYSTEM
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Abstract
The transverse feedback system at the Canadian Light
Source (CLS) can identify, categorize, and mitigate against
periodic instabilities that arise in the storage ring beam. By
quickly opening and closing the feedback loop, previously
mitigated instabilities will be allowed to grow briefly before
being damped by the system. The resulting growth in the
beam oscillation amplitude curve can be analyzed to determine growth/damp rates and modes of the coupled bunch
oscillations. Further measurements can be collected via active excitement of modes rather than passive growth. These
grow/damp and excite/damp curves have been collected and
analyzed for various storage ring beam properties, including
beam energy, machine chromaticity, and in-vacuum insertion device gap widths.

OVERVIEW AND MOTIVATION
A third-generation synchrotron storage ring is subject to
several instabilities arising from the electromagnetic interaction between the stored electron bunches and the vacuum
chamber. These instabilities can grow over time and, without
intervention, can increase the size of the beam, reducing the
brilliance of the synchrotron radiation supplied to beamlines,
or in extreme cases cause the loss of the beam entirely. The
addition of multiple in-vacuum insertion devices in third generation synchrotron storage rings can further compound the
effect of these instabilities. Intervention via active feedback
systems can be used to mitigate against these instabilities. A
transverse feedback system (TFBS) produced by the commercial supplier Dimtel Inc. was recently installed at the
CLS that uses a beam position monitor (BPM) and response
network to identify, categorize, and mitigate against these
coupled bunch instabilities [1].
By quickly opening and closing the feedback loop, previously mitigated instabilities will be allowed to grow briefly
before being damped by the system. The resulting growth
in the beam oscillation envelope can be analyzed to determine growth/damp rates and modes of the coupled bunch
instabilities. These results can provide better understanding
of the storage ring’s behavior and may influence the design
of future storage rings at the CLS2 and elsewhere.

THEORY
Wake fields arise in a storage ring via interaction between
the fields generated from a relativistic charge bunch and the
vacuum chamber. Radiation will scatter when encountering
∗
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metallic objects or changes in the boundary conditions of the
ring. Scattered radiation will then interact with subsequent
bunches and perturb their motion.
Wake fields give rise to coupled bunch instabilities. When
M Bunches oscillate at the tune frequency of the synchrotron,
they give rise to M modes via a phase difference between
bunches 𝛿𝜙:
2𝜋𝑛
(1)
𝑀
Where n is the mode number. The CLS storage ring
operates with 285 bunches which yields 285 modes. The
growth/damping rate T, of these modes over time can modelled as an exponential [2] of the form:
𝛿𝜙 =

𝑦 = 𝐴𝑒𝜏𝑇

(2)

EXPERIMENT
Grow Damp Measurements
Experiments with the transverse feedback system were
conducted during development shifts throughout 2021. The
storage ring was set up in its standard operating mode with
top-up disabled. A chromaticity of 𝜉𝑥,𝑦 = 0 was used, and all
insertion device gaps not actively being experimented with
were left fully opened. The TFBS was set up in Grow/Damp
mode. This operation mode disables the feedback network
which allows instabilities to grow briefly before re-enabling
the feedback which dampens the instability. Custom code
was written to connect to existing Dimtel MATLAB code
to collect and sort data from the TFBS and any Process
Variables (PVs) of interest during measurements. Five grow
damp measurements were taken at each step during each
experiment. Measurements were performed while varying
the insertion device (ID) gap width for the five in-vacuum
insertion devices with adjustable gap-widths. In addition,
measurements were done while varying the horizontal and
vertical machine chromaticity.

Excite Damp Measurements
Results from grow damp measurements showed large
growth in the highest and lowest modes, typically the product of resistive wall instabilities. As a consequence, the
structure of the remaining modal growths were lost beneath
the much larger amplitudes of the highest and lowest modes.
To view the modal structure of the remaining modes, a series of excite damp measurements were deemed necessary.
The storage ring was set up identically to the grow damp
measurements performed previously. The TFBS software
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was set up to deliberately excite specific modes individually.
By excluding the highest and lowest modes in the storage
ring, structure of the damping rates was able to be measured, an example is shown in Fig. 1. These excite damp
measurements took considerably more time and storage than
the previous grow damp measurements. Consequently, a
full sweep of all modes was not able to be performed while
varying ID gap widths. Instead, full scans of all modes were
only done with all IDs fully open, or when one specific ID
was closed to its minimum gap width. The modes which
reacted most strongly to the ID being moved to its minimum
gap were noted and only those modes were excited while
adjusting the gap systematically, shown in Fig. 2. This allowed excite damp measurements to be performed within
the limited development shift time available.

RESULTS
Grow damp experiments showed expected results indicative of resistive wall effects [3, 4]. In repeated measurements,
the highest and lowest modes routinely dominated results
as they grew much more quickly than the mid-range modes
prior to damping, seen in Fig. 3. The growth rate of these
modes decreased with larger insertion device gap widths,
seen in Fig. 4. Little structure was present and able to be
measured in the mid-range modes.

Figure 3: Typical result from a grow/damp measurement
at the CLS storage ring. Mode damping was suspended for
23ms. The excitation of the highest and lowest modes are
believed to be caused by the resistive-wall effect.

Figure 1: Structure of modal damping rates. Note that the
upper and lower sidebands are the sidebands of the revolution
harmonic, and correspond to the lower and upper halves of
the 255 scanned modes, respectively. The top and bottom
15 modes are omitted.

Figure 4: Modal growth rates of the top 284th mode. The
growth rate slows as the gap width increases.

Figure 2: Selection of modal damping rates for the
In-vacuum Undulator on the Brockhouse beamline
(BXDS_UND).

Results from excite damp measurements showed significant effects on the stability of specific modes when insertion
devices had their gap width set to a specific distance. The
Brockhouse Wiggler (BXDS_WIGG) in the storage ring
shows a significant instability at low gap widths centred
around modes 105 and 180, shown on Fig. 5. A sweep was
performed to view how the instability changes at different
wiggler gap widths. This instability persisted across multiple scans. Adjusting the gap of the IVW will change the
cutoff frequency and the instability frequency. Adjusting the
gap from 5.2 mm to 7.0 mm produced nine distinct peaks on
different modes seen on Fig. 6. Results similar to these have
been seen elsewhere on in-vacuum insertion devices [5].
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Figure 7: An eigenmode simulation of the Brockhouse beamline wiggler performed using GDFIDL [6] at 219 MHz.
Figure 5: Decay rates on the Brockhouse Wiggler at the
minimum gap width of 5.20 mm. Note the large spike in
the growth rates present around mode 105 (corresponding
to mode 180 on the lower sideband).

APPENDIX
Table 1: Table of Modal Peaks Seen on Brockhouse Wiggler
Instability
Mode Index
180
179
178
177
176
175
174
173
172

Figure 6: Decay rates of modes around mode 180. Each
subsequent mode has a peak instability at a different gap
width. Data on each peak is found in Table 1.

CONCLUSION
The use of excite damp measurements has been used to
find instabilities in the CLS storage ring that may not be apparent in grow damp experiments. Work is currently being
done to check how these results compare against EM simulation using wakefield solvers, an example of which is shown in
Fig. 7. Additional upcoming work includes measurement of
the coupled bunch mode instabilities while adjusting vertical
angles and offsets in the Brockhouse Wiggler.
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Gap Width at Peak

Mode Frequency

5.26 mm
5.46 mm
5.68 mm
5.86 mm
6.08 mm
6.32 mm
6.54 mm
6.70 mm
6.92 mm

183.69 MHz
185.44 MHz
187.20 MHz
188.95 MHz
190.71 MHz
192.46 MHz
194.22 MHz
195.97 MHz
197.73 MHz
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The GEM-TPC detector in a twin field-cage configuration
will be used as one of the Super-FRS particle identification
detectors. It aims to provide the position information at up
to a 1 MHz counting rate, with a position resolution less
than 1 mm, and with close to 100 % tracking efficiency. In a
single field-cage configuration, the GEM-TPC was tested at
the FRS with a newly integrated AWAGS ASIC readout electronics, with a uranium beam at 850 MeV/u. The obtained
results show that the new clusterization method developed
for the analysis works on an event-by-event basis. The spatial
resolution of 0.80 - 0.82 mm and cluster strip multiplicity
of 14.3 - 8.6 strips were obtained for digitization with a decreased number of bits, starting from 13 bits which was the
original number of bits during data taken, and then applying
software conversion to 8 and 4 bits. The presented paper
describe the methodology followed to reach such results in
detail.

Superconducting FRagment Separator (Super-FRS) [1]
will be an extremely powerful in-flight magnetic separator
for producing, separating, and delivering high-energy radioactive beams. It will be one of the main parts of the
Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) [2] at GSI
in Darmstadt, Germany.
In the future, the tracking at the Super-FRS will be done in
an event-by-event basis by Time Projection Chambers (TPC)
with a Gas Electron Multipliers (GEM-TPC) in a twin fieldcage configuration [3] to cope with the high particle rate.
The GEM-TPC in twin configuration will provide position
information of traversing particles.
The twin GEM-TPC includes two single GEM-TPCs inside the same vessel, with one of them rotated 180 degrees
with respect to the other in such a way that the electric fields
of the field-cages are in opposite directions (see Figure 1).
The GEM-TPC detector consists of a field cage and Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) [4] stack, a pad plane, and readout
electronics.
It is required at the Super-FRS that such tracking detectors
have a position resolution <1 mm, dynamic range suitable for
∗
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2nd GEM-TPC

X
Z

Electric field

INTRODUCTION

particles from protons up to uranium, and tracking efficiency
>95 %.
In the present in-beam test, the GEM-TPC prototype in
the single field-cage configuration [5] was tested with a
newly integrated Low Noise Amplifier With Adaptive Gain
Settings - (AWAGS) ASIC [6] readout electronics. One of
the goals was to test a newly developed clusterization method
for its data analysis, which can be integrated into the analysis
framework of future experiments. The following chapters
describe the experimental setup, the clusterization method,
and the results of the data analysis for different digitization
of the signal amplitude.

Electric field

Abstract

1st GEM-TPC

Figure 1: The layout of the GEM-TPC detector in the twin
field-cage configuration.

EXPERIMENTAL
The setup of the present in-beam test included a plastic
scintillator for triggering, thus setting the starting time of
each event, and two conventional Time Projection Chambers
(TPC) [7] used as reference trackers. The whole setup was
located at the final focal plane S4 of the GSI FRagment
separator (FRS) [8].
The primary beam used was 238 U at 850 MeV/u, with a
varied intensity of 100 - 1k ions/s and with a spill length of 2
s to 8 s. The detector was filled with P10 gas (90% Ar, 10%
CH4), and the electric field strength varied from 90 V/cm to
320 V/cm.
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where X is the determined horizontal position at the GEMTPC, M is the mean channel value of the cluster (defined
with the Gaussian fit), P is a pitch width of 0.4 mm, and D
= 51.2 mm is a distance from the edge of the detector to the
center.
To study further the effect of the reduced signal discretization to know how much the data transmission can be reduced
without losses of the position information, the cluster reconstruction was carried out for 8 bits and 4 bits and then compared to the initial 13 bits. Examples of the reconstructed
clusters with different bits are shown in Figure 3. It can be
seen that the mean value of the cluster is almost the same in
all three cases, with the mean channel amplitude decreasing
from 6016 ADC counts to 95 ADC counts.
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Figure 3: Example of one reconstructed cluster with 4 bit, 8
bit, and 13 bit data digitization.
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The collected signals from the GEM-TPC were saved as
waveforms. Figure 2 (left) shows an example of the recorded
waveform with 1000 samples. The signal amplitude was
extracted from the difference between the baseline and signal samples together with its time of arrival at a threshold.
The next step was to merge the signals with respect to their
physical position and carry out a cluster reconstruction to
determine the position of the hit in the horizontal and vertical planes. During this procedure, the number of strips fired
in a single cluster determined the cluster strip multiplicity.
In addition, cluster multiplicity for a single trigger was also
obtained.

(1)

𝑋 = 𝑀 ⋅ 𝑃 − 𝐷,

ADC counts

DATA FLOW AND ANALYSIS METHOD

tion about the incoming particle. For instance, the horizontal
position is determined by the following equation

ADC counts

The GEM-TPC readout plane consists of 512 strips in
parallel with the incoming beam. The signals generated by
the GEM-TPC were read out by the AWAGS and passed to
the FEBEX3b digitizers [9]. The FEBEX3b ADC uses 14
bits to cover the whole dynamic range from 16 channels at
up to a 50 MHz sampling rate. Fourteen-bit data digitization
corresponds to 16384 ADC counts, but since the signals
generated by the GEM-TPC are of a single polarity, the
resulting conversion has a maximum of ADC counts of 8192
i.e., effectively having 13 bits for the data digitization.

ADC counts

20

3000
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2000
0

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
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0
0

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000

ADC [channel]

Figure 2: On the left figure is an example of a waveform of
the one event of one strip of GEM-TPC, and on the right is
shown the extracted ADC channel distribution of baseline
and signal samples.
From each waveform, ADC channel distribution of the
baseline and signal samples were extracted as shown in Figure 2 (right). By using a Gaussian fit, mean values of the
baseline and signal distribution were determined, and the
difference of these mean values was assigned as the signal
amplitude of that strip.
Timing of the cluster was needed to determine the vertical
coordinate of the hit. The time of arrival was extracted from
the strip located at the mean of reconstructed cluster charge,
at a threshold of 100 ADC counts, which was calculated
from the baseline fluctuations in order to be well above the
noise.

Cluster Reconstruction
From each primary interaction, the cluster reconstruction
was carried out. Because the cluster includes all the informaMOPOPT004
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Since the position of the cluster remained almost the same,
the position distribution of the GEM-TPC did not drastically
change for 8 and 4 bits, as shown in Figure 4. The bars
indicate the standard deviation of the distribution, which
is a good indicator of the estimated error on the position
reconstruction. The calculated horizontal position of the
beam at the GEM-TPC varied from -17.52 mm to -17.56 mm,
and the sigma between 0.757 - 0.735 mm. As a conclusion,
the position remained effectively the same.
X [mm]
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Figure 4: Measured position at the GEM-TPC with 13 bit,
8 bit, and 4 bit data digitization. The bars represent the
standard deviation of the position distribution.
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CLUSTER STRIP MULTIPLICITY

Counts

Further investigation deals with the effect of digitization
on the cluster strip multiplicity. The cluster strip multiplicity
is the number of fired strips within a single cluster. In Figure
5 are shown the cluster strip multiplicity distributions for all
three cases. With 14.33 strips for 13 bits which represent
the starting point, followed by 10.51 strips for 8 bits, and
8.63 strips for 4 bits. It can be seen that it decreased when
the number of bits decreased, as expected.
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Figure 5: Extracted cluster strip multiplicity distributions
with the Gaussian fits with 13 bit, 8 bit, and 4 bit data digitization.
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differences between them, giving good indications that the
reduced digitization of the signals does not contribute to any
significant degradation of the beam profiles.
Following the beam profile determination, the spatial resolution was computed using the TPCs as reference trackers. The spatial resolution of the GEM-TPC with the single
field-cage configuration can be obtained from the standard
deviation of a residual distribution between the extrapolated
and measured positions, which is the difference between the
extrapolated and measured positions and corresponds to the
quadratic sum of the resolutions of the two TPCs and the
GEM-TPC. In this in-beam test, the extrapolated position
was calculated using measured positions of TPCs [11].
The spatial resolution for different data digitization is
shown in Figure 7. Only a slight variation from 0.80 mm to
0.82 mm can be seen, which corresponds to 20 micrometers
as an overall shift i.e. causing a negligible effect on the
spatial resolution. In conclusion, by reducing data digitization from 13 bits to 4 bits, the spatial resolution changes
only by 3 % with a reduction by a factor of 3.25 in the data
transmission.
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Figure 7: Measured spatial resolution with different data
digitization.
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Figure 6: Beam profiles at the GEM-TPC with different data
digitization.
In order to study the spatial resolution, calibrations and
alignments were done for the TPCs and the GEM-TPC. For
the TPCs, the standard calibration method described in the
reference [7] was used. The same calibration method as for
the TPC was utilized to calibrate the vertical position of the
GEM-TPC. With the calibration grid, which was located
at the closest TPC in the upstream direction of the GEMTPC. Moreover, to align the trackers in the beam coordinate
system, a residual distribution was used as explained in the
reference [10].
After the calibrations and the alignments, the beam profiles at the GEM-TPC were computed for all three cases
(see Figure 6). It can be seen that there are no significant

The presented results show that the new clusterization
method for the GEM-TPC works on the event-by-event basis.
From the study of the reduced sampling digitization, the
spatial resolution of 0.80 - 0.82 mm, and the cluster strip
multiplicity of 14.3 - 8.6 strips were obtained. This analysis
shows that by reducing the digitization from 13 bits to up
to 4 bits and the data transmission by a factor of 3.25, the
position reconstruction in the horizontal and vertical planes
did not drastically change, demonstrating that the implementation of such a digitization scheme is needed, and further
investigation will be carried out in future tests.
Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the newly integrated readout electronics can be used with the GEM-TPC
detector.
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BUNCH MEASUREMENTS WITH BPM AT LOW ENERGY
HADRON ACCELERATORS
Dr. Ben Abdillah†, Université Paris-Saclay, CNRS/IN2P3, IJCLab, Orsay, France
S. Boussa, A. Gatera, F. Pompon, SCK CEN, Brussels Belgium
Abstract
Beam Position Monitors (BPM) are one of the key diagnostics use in LINACs, BPMs should ensure a continuous
monitoring of the beam position and energy. BPMs also
give an indication of the beam transverse shape. For electron LINACs, beam longitudinal length is measured with
BPMs. However, in hadron LINACs, it is performed with
intrusive modules (wire scanners, beam shape monitors)
This document relates the measurement of beam longitudinal length with BPMs. It is divided in two parts: first, a
theoretical model of the BPM operation and the formulas
driving the measurement of beam longitudinal length from
BPM output signals. Second, an experimental study run at
MYRRHA LINAC facility and showing good agreement
between estimated values of beam longitudinal length from
Tracewin simulations and BPM measurements.

INTRODUCTION
It is important to know the bunch longitudinal length for
beam dynamics optimization and loss reduction in linear
accelerators. This is especially true for accelerators with
flexible longitudinal settings like superconducting linacs
having large numbers of independently powered accelerating cavities and uncorrelated amplitude and phase set
points. Typically, the superconducting part of a linac has
strong limitations on the use of interceptive diagnostics due
to concerns regarding contamination of superconducting
surfaces. This precludes the use of conventional longitudinal bunch profile diagnostics such as bunch shape monitors
(BSM) [1] or similar devices. There are non-interceptive
methods [2] [3] but they are either intended for electrons
or not too precise particularly at low beam energies.
The main purpose of this article is to evaluate the measurement of the bunch longitudinal length with a non-interceptive method using button BPM.

Where D is the BPM diameter, L the BPM longitudinal
length and α the BPM angular width.

BUTTON BPM THEORETICAL MODEL
The LINAC RF structure generate a periodical beam
bunches. The beam current or bunch Ib may be represented
by a Fourier series expansion in the frequency domain [4].
𝐼 𝑡

〈𝐼 〉 1

2

𝐴 cos 2𝜋𝑛𝐹

𝑡

𝜑

1

Where < Ib > is the average dc current, An is a bunchshape-dependent form factor, Facc is the bunching frequency, n is the harmonic number, and φn is the phase of
the nth harmonic.
The beam distribution is supposed Gaussian; the beam
current is modelled as:
𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡
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The beam induces a wall current Iwall on the on the BPM
electrodes: for a line current Ib at (r,θ), the rms image current density Iw at the nth harmonic frequency and azimuthal
position φ on the conducting cylindrical beam tube is given
by
𝐼

,

√2〈𝐼 〉A

𝐼
𝐼

𝑛𝑔𝑟
cos 𝑚 𝜑
𝑛𝑔𝐷/2

𝜃

3

Where Im represents the modified Bessel function of order m and 𝑔=2𝜋𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑐√(1−𝛽²)/(𝛽𝑐) with c the light speed and
β the relative velocity of the beam.
Figure 2 illustrates the different parameters in (3).

BUTTON BPM MECHANICAL MODEL
Button BPM is sketched in Figure 1. It is equipped with
4 identical feedthroughs attached to electrodes. The sets
(feedthrough + electrode) are identical and symmetrical regarding the centre of the BPM.

Figure 2: 2D presentation showing the parameters in (3).
Figure 1: Layout of button BPM.
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For a beam located in a radius up to 20% of the tube radius, 𝐼𝑚(𝑛𝑔𝑟)/𝐼𝑚(𝑛𝑔𝐷/2)≤1% for m>2, therefore, wall current equations are simplified by taking up to m=2 in the
sum in (3).
Integration of iR,n over bunch particles gives the rms wall
image currents IR,n at the nth harmonic mentioned in (4).
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Where X0 and Y0 are the beam center coordinates and

A

exp

2𝜋𝑛𝐹

The adopted LINAC scheme to fulfil the reliability goal is
mentioned in Figure 3.

𝜎 /2

The current IL,n in combination with IR,n will give a formula for X0 calculation. The currents ID,n and IU,n will give
a formula for Y0 calculation. The four currents will give a
formula for 𝜎𝑥2−𝜎𝑦2 calculation.
The integration of the charge density over the electrode
length L is performed. The BPM electrode electrical model
is a parallel RC: R is the feedthrough resistance; C is the
electrode capacitance.
The nth harmonic of the BPM Right Electrode voltage
level is calculated in (5)

Figure 3: Conceptual scheme of MYRRHA accelerator.
Table 1 shows the different beam time and current configurations at the injector level.
Table 1: Beam Configuration at MYRRHA Injector
Parameter
Energy
Relative velocity β
Linac Tube diameter

Low
1.5MeV
0.0565
38mm

High
17MeV
0.188
38mm

Bunch Length Measurement Configuration
𝑈
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UR,n is proportional to the square of σt. The differences
between UR,1, UR,2 and UR,3 should give estimations of the
beam longitudinal length.
The harmonics should be strong to make a robust estimation. The harmonics level mostly depends on the beam
relative velocity β and the BPM electrode length L.
The separation between two consecutive bunches is λ:
• If L is equivalent to βc/Facc (2L< λ <5L), estimation
based on harmonics 1 and 2 is the best to use.
• If L is shorter than βc/Facc (5L< λ <10L), all estimations might work.
• If L is much shorter than βc/Facc (10L< λ), estimation
based on harmonics 2 and 3 is the best to use.
The following sections relates an experimental study run
at MYRRHA LINAC facility showing the good agreement
between estimated values of beam longitudinal length from
Tracewin simulations and BPM measurements.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF MYRRHA
The MYRRHA accelerator is a high power proton accelerator with strongly enhanced reliability performances.
MOPOPT005
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The injector [5] is presently installed in SCK facility at
Louvain La Neuve (Belgium). The injector includes a
source with LEBT line followed with a RFQ that brings
beam energy to 1.5MeV. the CH-DTL cavities are not installed yet.
The configuration at the exit of the RFQ is sketched in
Figure 4.
Characteristics of the installed BPM are in Table 2.

Figure 4: Linac configuration at RFQ exit.
Table 2: Injector BPM Characteristics
BPM
Diameter
Length
Angular width
Capacitance
Resistance

1
38mm
14mm
45°
7pF
50Ohm

2 and 3
56mm
62mm
60°
13pF
50Ohm

BPMs 2 and 3 are designed to offer strong signal at low
beam current and measure with a better precision the beam
position, transverse shape and energy. BPM1 electrode
length is shorter than βc/Facc (~96mm), therefore harmonics 1 to 3 of the electrode output signal should give the best
estimation of beam longitudinal length.
Rebuncher 1 phase is set to match the desired beam energy (1.494MeV). A sweep of ±50° around the set value is
performed. Sweeping the phase of rebuncher 1 contracts/expands the beam longitudinal length, it also acts on
the beam energy measured thanks to BPMs 2 and 3.
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For each rebuncher phase, the electrode output signal is
measured with a spectrum analyzer, the harmonics levels
and the beam position and energy are measured.
Beam length measurement with BPM is compared to
TraceWin simulations [6].
Beam position is measured in a 1mm radius around the
beam tube revolution axis, the values of components in (5)
are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Values of Components in (5)
Harmonic

1
0.555

2
0.247

3
0.091

0.134

0.082

0.04

0.003

0.002

0.001

The component related to the second quadrupolar moment is insignificant is beam longitudinal length calculations.

Bunch Length Measurement Results
Sweep results are gathered in Figure 5.

BPM measurements. Attention should be put on a very precise measurement system and the choice of the harmonics
allowing the best and most robust match of the beam longitudinal length.
Further measurements would be run on MYRRHA and
other LINAC facilities.
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Figure 5: Beam longitudinal length estimations.
The longitudinal lengths are close for all estimations. As
predicted, the estimation based on the 1st and 3rd harmonics
is the best match.
The overall calculations are very sensitive to the errors
in harmonic levels. It is also better to choose the robust estimation. For instance, sensitivities of each estimation are
mentioned in Table 4.
Table 4: Sensitivity of Beam Longitudinal Length
Estimation based on
Sensitivity(mm/dBm)

H1-H2
2.2

H1-H3
0.7

H2-H3
0.9

Estimation based on harmonics H1 and H3 is also the
less sensitive.

CONCLUSION
This document relates a theoretical study allowing the
measurement of beam longitudinal length with BPM. The
formulation was tested with low β beam delivered in
MYRRHA facility. The results are encouraging, a good
agreement is found between Tracewin simulations and
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ELECTRON BEAM VISUALIZATION
STATIONS OF THE ThomX ACCELERATOR∗
Alexandre Moutardier† , Christelle Bruni, Jean-Noël Cayla, Iryna Chaikovska, Sophie Chance,
Nicolas Delerue, Hayg Guler, Hugues Monard, Maher Omeich, Scott David Williams1
Université Paris-Saclay, CNRS/IN2P3, IJCLab, 91405, Orsay, France,
on behalf of the ThomX collaboration‡
1 now at the University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia
Abstract
We present an overview of the diagnostics screens stations - named SSTs - of the ThomX compact Compton
source. ThomX is a compact light source based on Compton backscattering. It features a linac and a storage ring
in which the electrons have an energy of 50 MeV. Each
SST is composed of three screens, a YAG:Ce screen and an
Optical Transition Radiation (OTR) screen for transverse
measurements and a calibration target for magnification and
resolution characterisation. The optical system is based on
commercial lenses that have been reverse-engineered. An
Arduino is used to control both the aperture and the focus
remotely, while the magnification must be modified using
an external motor. We report on the overall performance
of the station as measured during the first steps of beam
commissioning and on the optical system remote operations.

OVERVIEW OF THE OPTICAL
DIAGNOSTICS AT THOMX
The ThomX Compact Compton source is a novel accelerator which is being commissioned in Orsay [2, 3]. We report
here on the optical diagnostics used in this accelerator.
The overall diagnostics layout is shown in Fig. 1. There
are five screens stations. They are located near the RF Gun,
at the end of the linac, in the transfer line (twice) and in the extraction line. The current operation permit from the Nuclear
Safety Authority only allows commissioning of the straight
part of the accelerator after the photo-cathode (upper part
of the drawing), hence this paper will focus on the two first
screens stations, named LI/DG/SST.01 and TL/DG/SST.01.
Each screens station is made of a vacuum vessel with a
UHV-compatible actuator to move the screens in vacuum.
The visualisation is made using a Basler scA640-70gm CCD
camera equipped with a commercial lens. A drawing of these
diagnostic stations can be seen in Fig. 2. There are three
types of screen for each station: a YAG:Ce screen, an Optical
Transition Radiation (OTR) screen and a calibration target.
Those screens are at a 45° from both the beam trajectory and
the camera axis. Each screen is separately described in the
following sections.
∗

†
‡

Work supported by the French "Agence Nationale de la Recherche" as
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The TL/DG/SST.01 has also a sapphire screen used to
generate Cerenkov light and allow longitudinal length measurement. This feature is not yet commissioned and will not
be mentioned further in this paper.

COMMERCIAL LENS
REVERSE-ENGINEERING
Lens Characteristics
The lens used in both SSTs is a Tamron : 18-400mm
F/3.5-6.3 Di II VC HLD. Those lens have a focal length of
18 mm to 400 mm and an apperture going from f/3.5 (f/6.3)
to f/22 (f/40) at a focal length of 18 mm (400 mm).

Reverse-engineering
This kind of lens allows auto-focus and aperture control
by photographer’s cameras, but the ThomX cameras do not
have the required outputs. To remotely control both those
parameters, an Arduino Uno circuit controlled by a web
interface has been developed [4].
A 3D printed structure is under test to remotely control
the magnification by adding an external motor.

CALIBRATION TARGET
Before using a scintillation screen to evaluate beam size,
some calibrations must be done. For that purpose, a specific
calibration target, named USAF1951 calibration chart, is
used (see Fig. 3). Nine identical calibrated targets allow the
measurement of the magnification and resolution at each
target position. Two numbers - group and element - are
use to characterise each triplet of vertical and horizontal
lines [5]. The width of a line - or a fifth of its length - may
be computed using Eq. (1).
𝑑 [mm] = 2−1× (1+𝑔𝑟 𝑜𝑢 𝑝+(𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 −1)/6)

(1)

From the size of the largest element, one may compute
the pixel/millimetre ratio needed to compute the beam size
- hence the magnification - while the resolution comes out
from the smallest element’s triplet of lines that one can discriminate. Table 1 show the resolution and magnification
computed for both images of Fig. 3. The magnification computation give a 2x2 matrix used to compute, from horizontal
(h) and vertical (v) pixel length on the image, the horizontal
(x) and vertical (y) physical length of the beam (in mm) as
show un Eq. (2).
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Stripline BPM

Button BPM
Screen station
Integrating Current Transformer (ICT)
Faraday Cups
Beam loss monitors

Vis. Synchrotron rad. monitor

Figure 1: Location of the optical diagnostics on the ThomX accelerator. The beam is produced at the top of the drawing
and propagates counter-clockwise. The green dashes show the location of the screens stations.

Figure 3: USAF1951 test chart on Li/DG/SST.01 (left) and
on TL/DG/SST.01 (right). Nine calibrated targets allow the
measurement of magnification and resolution. The bottom
and top part of the screen are blurry because of the 45°
rotation of the screens and the short depth of field. The
illumination and exposure is adapted to allow automatic
computation.

Figure 2: Left: CAD 3D view of one of the diagnostic
stations. The beam travels from the front left to the back right
on the image. The screen is inserted by the motorized UHVactuator on the right. The observation camera is located
below the station. On some stations such as the one depicted
here, a vacuum pump can be inserted on top of the station.
Right: Photo (top) and drawing (bottom) of the screens
mechanical arm. Three to four screens can be inserted via
these mechanical arms. In this example, the 4th screen is
the Cerenkov screen and it has a slightly different angle.

Table 1: Calibration parameters computed for images of
Fig. 3. Resolution is given for the upper target while over
parameters are the mean for all target detected by the analysis’s code.
Resolution
[µm]
Li/DG/SST.01
TL/DG/SST.01
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𝑉𝑋
ℎ[ 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙]
×
𝑉𝑌
𝑣 [ 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙]

(2)

One may notice reflections on Fig. 3. It comes from the
LEDs used to light the screen. To avoid too much reflection
preventing from reading the target, several LEDs have been
tested. The less directional the LED light, the better the
image. The actual configuration is not perfect but allows
nevertheless the use of a python script to automatically compute the calibration of the screens. A dedicated paper about
this computation has been presented at IBIC2020 [4].

YAG:CE SCREEN
A YAG:Ce screen is used on ThomX to visualise the
transverse projection of the beam. This kind of screen is
particularly efficient during commissioning as the yield of
photo generated is considerable, which allows visualisation
of a small charge beam (around tenth of pC) or dark current.
Those screens are also used to measure the beam energy
with a steerer magnet. While the operation permit does not
allow the use of the bending dipoles, this is the main method
for energy measurement. Figure 4 shows one of those energy
measurements on LI/DG/SST.01.

Figure 5: ThomX beam at 30 pC, 50 MeV on TL/DG/SST.01.
The top image is one beam taken with a 1 ms exposition time
on the YAG:Ce screen. The bottom image is the subtraction
of two images of the OTR screen with a 10 s exposition time
at 10 Hz, one with and one without the photo-emitted beam.

Figure 4: Energy measurement on the YAG:Ce screen of
LI/DG/SST.01 using a steerer to deflect the beam. Each spot
correspond to the beam position at three different values of
the steerer’s strength : ≈ −8 G, 0 G, ≈ 8 G. The measured
energy was 3.6 ± 0.3 MeV at the exit of the photo-gun.

OTR SCREEN
The optical transition radiation (OTR) is another way to
measure transverse beam characteristics. Beam size measurements are more precise than with YAG:Ce screens as no
blooming occurs, but the yield of photon generated is much
smaller. Figure 5 shows this yield difference as one 30 pC,
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50 MeV beam alone can be clearly identified on the YAG:Ce
screen’s image (top) whereas to see the OTR light, an image
of one hundred beams and a background noise subtraction is
needed. A preliminary computation of OTR light collection
by the camera give a better visualisation than those measured. Hence some measurement of the transmittance of the
optical system is under process as well as a verification of
potential misalignment of the camera to try to increase the
OTR light collection.

CONCLUSION
The ThomX accelerator is under commissioning since
June 2021. Screens stations are one of the first electron
diagnostics used, as even during the RF commissioning
YAG:Ce screen allows to visualise the dark current. Those
screens are used every day to visualise the beam and to
measure its size and energy thanks to calibration targets.
Optical radiation transition has been visualised but the very
low yield has yet to be completely understood. The reverse
engineering on commercial lens provides a better adjustment
of the optics and remote control.
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NEW BUNCH-BY-BUNCH FILLING PATTERN
MEASURING SYSTEM AT ELSA
A. Wald∗ , K. Desch, D. Elsner, D. Proft, Physics Institute, University of Bonn, Germany
Abstract
The electron accelerator facility ELSA at the University
of Bonn, Germany, can accelerate and store electrons with a
final energy from 0.8 GeV up to 3.2 GeV. To routinely determine the filling pattern in the storage ring, a new measuring
system has been developed. For hadron physics experiments
the filling pattern, which is influenced by the injection from
the pre-accelerating synchrotron, should be as homogeneous
as possible. The new measurement system should provide a
real-time measurement of the filling pattern, so that the injection can be continuously optimized. Moreover, a position
measurement for each individual bunch is provided, from
which the two transverse and the longitudinal tunes can be
deduced. To measure the bunch-by-bunch intensity and position, the signals of the existing button-type BPMs will be
digitized by fast 12-bit ADCs synchronized to the 500 MHz
ELSA radio frequency. The fast pre-processing and intermediate storage of the data is realized with a 500 MHz clocked
FPGA and transfers the data to a PC for further processing.
First results of measurement system developed in-house will
be presented.
-
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cavities, leading to a bunched beam structure with 2 ns bunch
separation.
To measure the beam position, a system of 32 Beam Position Monitors (BPM) has been installed in the beam pipe.
Until now the electrodes are read out slowly, indicating that
only the average position of the beam can be determined
with a frequency of 1 kHz. More information can be found
in [1].

MOTIVATION FOR A NEW
BPM-READOUT SYSTEM
Because of the slow processing of the analog electrode
signals, information about individual bunches is not available. This allows a lower sampling frequency and fewer data
points are recorded.
A BPM consists of four button electrodes isolated from
the beam pipe arranged around the center of it. While a ultrarelativistic bunch of electrons is passing the BPM, a charge
is induced on the electrodes, whereby the corresponding
voltage can be measured via a resistor. For a beam pipe with
infinite conductivity, the induced signal depends on the BPM
geometries, the bunch position and the beam filling pattern,
i.e. the charge per bucket. This electrode signal, containing
information about each individual bunch, is shown in Fig. 2.
After 2 ns the signal amplitude is negligibly small, indicating
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Figure 1: Overview map of ELSA.

THE ELSA ACCELERATOR
The electron accelerator ELSA (short for Electronen
Stretcher Anlage, English: electron stretcher facility,
overview map is shown in Fig. 1) consists of three accelerator stages: the linear accelerator, the booster synchrotron and
the stretcher ring, giving the entire facility its name. In the
stretcher ring, a electron beam with a beam energy between
0.8 GeV and 3.2 GeV and a total beam current typically up
to 30 mA, can be stored for minutes or up to hours and be
extracted to one of the two hadron physics experiments or to
the detector testing area. In the booster synchrotron and in
the stretcher ring, the electrons are accelerated by 500 MHz
∗
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Figure 2: Example for a voltage signal induced by a bunch
containing 37 pC charge and a length of 15 mm, corresponding to a beam energy of about 1.7 GeV (see [2]), on the electrode, simulated with the wakefield solver of CST-Studio [3].
no signal interference between two consecutive bunches.
In the new readout system, the information for the individual bunches is preserved by a proper pre-processing of
the analog signal and the digitization. It is mandatory that
the bandwidth of the used components must be large enough
and the sample frequency must be sufficiently high. Due
to information preservation, the position for all individual
bunches, the beam filling pattern and also the tunes in the
horizontal, vertical and longitudinal direction, respectively,
can be deduced.
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CONCEPT OF DIGITIZATION
The digitization is divided into three stages, shown in
Fig. 3. The four analog signals from the electrodes must
be pre-processed, after which they can be digitized with a
sampling ADC. The digitized signals are further processed
preprocessing of
the analog signal

electrode

digitization with
a fast ADC

further digital processing
with an FPGA

Figure 3: Signal path of the BPM electrode signal to the
FPGA.
with an FPGA in such a way that they can be transferred to
the control system via a PC. With the new readout system, a
single-bunch resolution should be achieved. All information
required to calculate the charge and the position can be
derived from the amplitude of the electrode signals induced
by the bunch. Therefore, it is sufficient to only sample the
four signals every 2 ns at the maximum amplitude for an
optimal signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, the slope at this
point is zero, reducing the impact of timing jitter. Thus, two
individual measurements are needed. On the one hand the
actual sampling of the signal amplitude and on the other hand
the determination of the time offset of the maximal signal
amplitude, to adjust the delay, must be performed. Basically,
the same electronics can be used for both measurements,
shown in the block diagram in Fig. 4.
electrode 1

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The concept described above has been implemented in
hardware with two main circuit boards developed in-house,
separating digitization from pre-processing. This has the advantage that amplification can take place as close as possible
to the electrodes and the digitization can be situated distant
to the high radiation exposure in the accelerator tunnel. A
Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA on the VC707 evaluation board connected via adapters developed in-house to the Attenuation
and Amplification Board and the Digitization Board is used
to further process the ADC data and control the ICs.

Attenuation and Amplification Board
The pre-processing board is set up as shown in Fig. 5. For

electrode 4
BPM

electrode 2

electrode is divided into four equal signals by connecting
one switch not directly to the ADC, but to the external splitter. The other three electrode signals are not used for this
type of measurement. The split signals are fed into the four
digitization channels, so that each ADC is supplied with the
same analog input signal. In this case, the time delay compared to the master generator signal is slightly adjusted for
each of the ADCs, to sample the same signal at four different
times. This allows the determination of the relative temporal
position of the maximum amplitude to the clocking signal,
by fitting a derived Gaussian function to the four sample
points. From this, the delay for the amplitude measurement
can be deduced.

electrode 3

attenuation
and
ampliﬁcation

attenuation
and
ampliﬁcation

attenuation
and
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and
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Figure 4: Concept for the digitization.
There are four equal digitization channels for the four
electrodes. The pre-processing is shown in the first green
box, where the analog signals are amplified or attenuated.
To digitize the amplitude of the electrode signals, the amplification stage and the digitization stage, which includes a
fast ADC, are connected to each other via the two switches.
The ADCs get a clocking signal from the master generator,
which provides the 500 MHz signal for the accelerating cavities in the stretcher ring. The clocking signal is delayed
with a variable delay to sample the signal at the maximum
amplitude. The sampled values are forwarded to the FPGA,
which takes over the communication with the PC.
To correctly set the delay on the clocking signal, the second measurement is required, which basically is already
implemented within the existing digitization channels. The
only additional component is a splitter. The signal from one

attenuator
switch

Figure 5: Attenuation and Amplification Board.
different accelerator settings, the input signals of the boards
cover several orders of magnitude. Therefore, the first component on the board is an attenuator (HMC802ALP3E from
Analog Devices), which can be digitally controlled to 0 or
20 dB. The variable amplifier ADL5243 by Analog Devices
with a fixed amplification gain of 20 dB and a variable attenuation from 0 to 31.5 dB, with a step size of 0.5 dB is used to
adjust the signal amplitude to the input voltage range of the
ADC. In addition, the switch ADRF5040 by Analog Devices
has been installed, to switch between the two measurement
methods. Currently, only two of the four outputs are used,
but to provide more flexibility for the future the installed
switches have four outputs each.

Digitization Board
The Digitization Board, shown in Fig. 6, obtains the signal
from the Attenuation and Amplification boards along with
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the clocking signal for the ADC. Here, also an ADRF5040
clock input
ports
switch
ADC
analog
input
ports

connected to one BPM electrode in the accelerator tunnel,
while the digitization board and the FPGA were housed in
a radiation-protected location. The plot in Fig. 8 shows the
charge in each individual bucket, deduced from the digitized
maximum amplitude of the electrode signal and the total
beam current, that is also measured. The plot shows three
-103
-84

Figure 6: Digitization Board.
switch is used. The ADC ADS54RF63 from Texas Instruments, with a maximum sampling frequency of 550 MHz, is
used for digitization. This ADC needs a differential clocking
signal. Therefore, an SN65LVDS100 by Texas instruments
has been installed, transforming the single-ended clocking
signal from the master generator into a differential one.

FPGA Configuration
The Xilinx Virtex 7 FPGA has been configured as shown
in Fig. 7. The four digitization channels are also structured
Master Generator
500MHz

PLL
FPGA internal timing

FPGA-Processing
IO-Bank

ADC 1

250MHz

DRY
DATA
OVR

1.8MHz
DDR

posedged
data

FIFO

BRAM

negedged
data

FIFO

BRAM

200MHz
Data output
to PC

ADC 2

FPGA-Processing

ADC 3

FPGA-Processing

ADC 4

FPGA-Processing

PC

Figure 7: Block circuit diagram of the FPGA configuration.
in parallel to each other in the implementation in the FPGA,
ensuring a fast processing. The data from the ADC is sent
synchronously with the data ready (DRY) signal on both
the positive and negative edges. This results in the DRY
signal having a frequency of 250 MHz. The data signal is
divided by reading out the positive or negative edge of the
DRY signal, whereby two data points are always processed
in parallel at 250 MHz.
Before sending the data to an analysis PC, it must first be
buffered and the processing frequency slowed down. The
FPGA communicates with the PC and also controls the electronic components on the circuit board.

MEASUREMENTS AT ELSA
With the new readout system, the filling pattern of the
electron beam, i.e. the charge of all individual bunches,
can be measured. At the time of the measurement, only
one digitization channel had been set up, so only a charge
measurement was possible and the delay must be adjusted
manually. For this purpose, the amplification board was
MOPOPT009
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Figure 8: Plot of the bunch charge for the buckets 150 to
274 for different filling patterns.
individual measurements, in which an increasing number of
bunches were excited in such a way that they are removed
from the electron beam. The excitation happens in sequences
of 10 consecutive bunches, which explains the step pattern
in the plot. For each measurement, the electron beam only
changes due to the reduction of bunches, so the bunches that
were not leaving the beam should show the same charge in
all three measurements. Nevertheless, between bucket 250
and 260 a decrease in bunch charge can be observed, which
is probably caused by the bunch cleaning process.

SUMMARY
A first measurement with one channel of the new BPM
readout electronics successfully provided information about
the filling pattern in the stretcher ring. The extension to fully
use with all four channels is in progress. It will also enable
a bunch position and tune measurement. A more detailed
description of the readout system and further measurements
can be found in [4].
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Abstract
The Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) experiment is
currently under construction at the Facility for Antiproton
and Ion Research (FAIR) in Darmstadt. The aim of the experiment is the exploration of the Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD) phase diagram of matter at high net-baryon densities
and for moderate temperatures.
In this contribution a beam monitoring (BMON) system
will be presented which will include a high-speed timezero (T0) detector. The detector system must meet the requirements of the CBM time-of-flight (ToF) measurement
system for proton and heavy-ion beams and should also allow
for beam monitoring. The detector technology is planned
to be based on chemical vapor deposition (CVD) diamond
basis but also new Low Gain Avalanche Detector (LGAD)
developments are evaluated. In this contribution the beam
detector concept will be presented and the results of first
prototype tests in the mini-CBM setup will be shown.

a detection efficiency of almost 100%. The detector technology is currently planned on chemical vapour deposition
(CVD) diamond [2] basis but also new Low Gain Avalanche
Detector (LGAD) [3] developments are under consideration.

THE CBM BEAM MONITORING SYSTEM
The BMON system will consist of two detector stations
located in front of the CBM target chamber. The T0-station
is foreseen to measure the start time of the reaction, while
the halo-station will be used for beam halo monitoring. Both
detectors will be mounted inside a beam-pipe using commercially available vacuum elements, as schematically shown
in Fig. 1.

INTRODUCTION
The future CBM Experiment [1] at the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) in Darmstadt will be a
fixed-target multi-purpose detector with the aim to explore
the QCD phase diagram of nuclear matter at high net-baryon
densities and for moderate temperatures. The detectors will
detect hadrons, photons, electrons and muons in elementary
and heavy-ion collisions over the entire energy range provided by the heavy-ion synchrotron SIS100, i.e. 3 - 11𝐴 GeV
for heavy-ion and 29 GeV for proton beams. The measurements will be performed at event rates from 100 kHz up
to 10 MHz using free-streaming readout electronics and
fast online event reconstruction. The miniCBM (mCBM)
programme at the already existing heavy-ion synchrotron
SIS18 provides ideal experimental conditions in order to
benchmark CBM sub-detectors at realistic beam conditions.
In this contribution the current development status of
the high-speed time-zero (T0) and beam monitoring system (BMON) for the CBM experiment will be presented.
This detector must meet the requirements of the time-offlight (ToF) measurement system for beams of protons and
heavy ions. The system should have a time precision of better than 50 ps (sigma) and allow stable long-term detector
operation at high interaction rates of 107 particles/s with
∗
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the CBM BMON system.
Two stations of beam detectors will be used for beam halo
and T0 measurement and are mounted in standard CF 100
vacuum chambers. For the T0 measurement a single sensor
will be used and for the halo measurement a mosaic structure
of four sensors is foreseen.
The sensor of the T0-station, currently planned on polycrystal CVD (pcCVD) diamond technology, will cover the
area of 1 × 1 cm2 and is equipped with a metallization arranged in 16 strips on both sides. The strip segmentation
and orientation, aligned in 𝑥 and 𝑦-directions, will allow to
extract a position information of the beam particles.
The halo-station is foreseen to be used as an independent
beam monitoring system. The halo detector will consist
of a mosaic arrangement of four sensors, each metallized
with four strips on both sides. The sensor arrangement is
schematically shown in Fig. 1. This arrangement allows to
monitor the beam position and its rate during the extraction
process. This information will be used for securing sensible
CBM detectors as part of a fast beam-abort-system.
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PROPOSED SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
Experiments with high-intensity heavy ion beams require
fast and radiation-hard beam detection systems. For these
purposes, pcCVD and single-crystal CVD (scCVD) diamond sensors are widely used. Its radiation hardness and
excellent timing characteristics make the diamond material
an almost ideal choice for in-beam application. Beside diamond material we are actively investigating the Low Gain
Avalanche Diode (LGAD) technology, which is attractive
because of possible bigger sample sizes for relative low production costs.

Utilizing pcCVD Diamond Material for Heavy Ion
Beams
In physics production experiments with heavy ions, it
could be shown [2] that a CVD diamond-based time-zerostart detector fulfilled the requirements in terms of time
resolution and radiation hardness. Currently, we plan to use
commercially available electronic grade pcCVD diamond
material, produced by Element Six [4].
A prototype sensor which is foreseen to be used for T0
measurement has been prepared using pcCVD material. It
has an active area of 1 × 1 cm2 and a sample thickness of
70 µm. The sensors is equipped with a double-sided strip
segmented metallization (16 strips, each 300 µm wide). In
total sixteen channels in 𝑥-direction and sixteen channels in
𝑦-direction on the other side allow beam profile measurements. The sensor should be able to deliver a time precision
below 100 ps (RMS) for heavy ions and can handle rate capabilities up to 107 particles/channel⋅s, which is the limit
of the planned read-out system. A close-up picture of the
sensor is shown in Fig. 2.

Using highly segmented LGADs, timing precision below
50 ps could be demonstrated [5]. Recently a successful operation of LGADs as a T0 and beam-monitor detector in the
HADES experiment, utilizing a 4.5 GeV proton beam, was
achieved [6]. At the moment we are actively investigating
the possibility to use LGAD technology especially for proton
beams in the CBM experiment.

READ-OUT CONCEPT
It is foreseen to operate the T0 detector up to beam intensities of 107 particles/s. By assuming a beam spot diameter
of 0.5 cm on the T0 sensor, a rate of 1 MHz per read-out
channel is expected. It has turned out that the read-out system used for the CBM TOF detector [7] shows similarities
in analogue signal shapes and rate capability and therefore
could be adapted for the BMON system.
The T0 sensor will be bonded on a dedicated [5] Printed
Circuit Board (PCB) which serves as a sensor holder. A
photography of a prototype board is shown in Fig. 3. In order
to compensate for radiation damage, which will result in a
decrease of the signal amplitude, two analogue amplification
stages are realized close to the sensor. This PCB will be
mounted inside the vacuum chamber. Analog signals and
high- and low-voltage cables will be guided through vacuum
elements using standard vacuum feed-through elements.

Figure 3: Possible front-end board with two amplification
stages close to the sensor.
Figure 2: Close-up photography of the pcCVD diamond
based prototype sensor for the T0 measurement. The metallization is arranged in 16 strips (each 300 µm wide) on
the front and back side which allows beam profile measurements.

Utilizing LGADs for Proton Beams
Beam detectors based on Low Gain Avalanche Diode
(LGAD) technology allow high precision timing and position measurements paired with a high radiation hardness
and low production costs. These properties make them a
promising possible further candidate for in-beam detectors.
MOPOPT010
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The analog signals of the sensors are sent to dedicated
discriminator and time-to-digital converter (TDC) front-end
boards, developed by the CBM TOF group. The read-out
scheme of the CBM T0 detector is schematically shown in
Fig. 4. As discriminator, the PADI ASIC [8] is used and
as a Time-to-Digital-Converter (TDC), the Get4 ASIC [9].
In total, 32 analogue detector channels of the T0, and the
halo detector, are read out by 32 GET4 ASICs in order to
achieve the maximum rate capability, which is 14 MHz per
ASIC. Data of the eight GigaBit Transceiver ASICs (GBTx)
is sent to a single Common Readout Interface (CRI) board.
It is planned to implement a fan-out functionality after the
PADI discriminator in order to provide a beam monitoring
functionality, which can run independently from the CBM
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Figure 4: Planned readout scheme of the double sided T0
sensor. In total, 32 detector channels are read out by 16
GET4 ASICs in order to achieve the maximum rate capability. Data of the eight GBTx is sent to a single CRI board.
An LVDS fan-out of the detector signal is needed for an
“stand-alone” beam monitoring system.
DAQ system, using a “stand-alone” DAQ system which was
presented in [10].

T0 DETECTOR PROTOTYPE TESTS AT
THE mCBM EXPERIMENT
The mCBM experiment at SIS18 is an ideal place in order
to test future CBM detector system under realistic beam conditions. A prototype T0 detector has been build and tested
during a benchmark run in May 2022. The T0 detector is
based on the pcCVD diamond prototype sensor which was
introduced a previously. A photography of the detector is
shown in Fig. 5. The sensor was irradiated for eight hours
with a Ni beam with an energy of 1.93𝐴 GeV using a slow
extraction of SIS18 with a duration of 10 s and 4×107 ions
per spill. The T0 detector was successfully used as a beam
monitoring tool located in front of the mCBM target. An
online beam profile is shown in Fig. 6. A detailed systematic data analysis of the recorded T0 data is currently being
prepared.

Figure 6: Beam profile measurement using the prototype T0
detector in mCBM. The focused beam has its maximum at
strip no. 12, a beam halo is visible on strips no. 0-9. Strip
no. 8 shows not data due to a bulk material problem.
material has been prepared and installed in the mCBM setup.
The detector was successfully used for beam monitoring
purposes and to provide a T0 information in the data stream
of the mCBM experiment. A systematic data analysis is
currently ongoing. For the future we plan further tests at
the mCBM facility. In parallel to the development of CVD
diamond based sensors we will evaluate LGAD technology
for its use in the CBM experiment.
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TRANSVERSE EXCITATION AND APPLICATIONS FOR BEAM CONTROL
P. J. Niedermayer∗ , R. Singh,
GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt, Germany
SINUSOIDAL EXCITATION

Abstract

To study the effect of excitation on the dynamics of
particles in a circular accelerator, a simplified model is
used. In this model, the linear ion optics are described
by a linear transfer map with machine tune 𝑞. Nonlinear
contributions are condensed in a single virtual sextupole
magnet in thin-lens approximation, which drives a 3rd order
resonance hence allowing to model conditions typical for
beam extraction. A dipole kicker excites the transverse
betatron oscillations with a dedicated, time-dependent
kick. The particle motion is studied in 2D (flat beam
approximation) with zero chromaticity. By making use of
normalized phase space coordinates 𝑋 = √2𝐽 cos(𝜃) and
𝑋 ′ = −√2𝐽 sin(𝜃) as well as normalized kick strengths, the
simulation is independent of local twiss parameters.
The simulations presented in this paper use a machine
tune of 𝑞 = 𝑟 + 𝑑 with small distance 𝑑 = −0.003 to the
resonance 𝑟 = 2/3, but the results are valid for the 1/3
resonance as well. The 3rd order resonance is driven by a
sextupole with normalized strength 𝑆 = −0.45 m−1/2 . The
free particle dynamics of such a system is well described by
the Kobayashi theory [1] with Hamiltonian:
𝑆
(3𝑋𝑋 ′2 − 𝑋 3 )
4
= (4𝜋𝑑)3 /𝑆 2

𝐻 = 3𝜋𝑑 (𝑋 2 + 𝑋 ′2 ) +
𝐻sep

The equipotentials of 𝐻 are shown in Fig. 1 (left).
∗

p.niedermayer@gsi.de

(1)

Beating
If the excitation frequency 𝑓ex is near but different from
the betatron oscillation frequency 𝑓q = 𝑞𝑓rev , a beating can
be observed, leading to large transverse beam oscillations,
where 𝑓rev denotes the revolution frequency. In linear beam
dynamics this beating motion is simply the consequence
of the superposition of the two oscillating terms which are
periodically in and out of phase. This leads to a period
in- and decrease of the particle oscillation energy at the
beating frequency |𝑓q − 𝑓ex |, causing the beam to spiral inand outwards in phase space. The particle oscillation energy
is thereby quantified by the value of the Hamiltonian 𝐻.
For nonlinear dynamics and excitation in the vicinity of
the driven 3rd order resonance however, detuning with action
𝐽 and angle 𝜃 plays a major role [3, 4]. In this case, the betatron oscillation frequency and therefore its phase advance
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Figure 1: Particle beam dynamics during sinusoidal excitation with frequency 𝑓ex /𝑓rev = 0.6641. The excitation with
strength 𝐾 = 10−4 m−1/2 starts in turn 1000. The color
shading represents particle density; the dotted black line
the centroid motion; and the red dashed line the separatrix.
Left: Phase space image for three distinct turns and trace of
centroid in between. Right: Energy according to Eq. (1).
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PARTICLE DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
WITH SIMPLIFIED MODEL

We consider a dipolar deflector with a time-variant, sinusoidal transverse field. A traversing particle experiences
a kick Δ𝑋 ′ = 𝐾 sin(2𝜋𝑓ex 𝑡) where 𝐾 = −𝑘0 𝑙√𝛽𝑥 is the
normalized strength of the deflector and 𝑓ex the excitation
frequency. A typical use case of such a sinusoidal excitation is a beam transfer function (BTF) measurement [2] of
a linear machine, where the beam response is measured as
function of the excitation frequency. In the case of linear
dynamics, this allows to determine the resonant tune.

X 0 / m1/2

Transverse excitation of stored particle beams is required
for a number of applications in accelerators. Using a timevarying, transverse electric field with a dedicated frequency
spectrum, the amplitude and coherence of betatron oscillations can be increased in a controlled manner. This allows for
determination of the betatron tune from turn-by-turn position
measurements, control of transverse beam shapes, as well as
extraction of stored beams. For studies of beam excitation,
a custom signal generator is being developed. It is based on
software-defined radio (SDR) which allows for configurable
signal characteristics and tuneable spectra. This approach
enables usage for multiple applications in beam diagnostics
and control. To determine appropriate excitation spectra,
studies of particle dynamics in presence of excitation are
being carried out. Nonlinear fields are also incorporated
to account for beam extraction conditions, which affects
frequency spectra of beam motion due to detuning effects.
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per 3 turns is no longer constant, but continuously changes
as the particle moves in phase space according to:
𝑞3-turn =

1 𝜕𝐻
3𝑆 √
= 3𝑑 −
2𝐽 cos(3𝜃)
2𝜋 𝜕𝐽
8𝜋

(2)

Figure 1 shows results of a particle tracking simulation of
a Gaussian beam of 104 particles with sinusoidal excitation
near the driven 3rd order resonance. The centroid of the
particle beam initially shows the beating motion with in- and
decreasing oscillation energy and spiraling motion in phase
space described above. However, the beating is damped
after a few periods. This is caused by a spread in beating
frequency due to the tune spread originating in the various
detuning effects. In addition, filamentation of the beam leads
to a broad coverage of amplitudes and angles in phase space,
leading to further stabilisation of the centroid motion.
The distribution of particles during excitation is not uniform. While a majority of particles stay close to or return
towards the center of phase space, and thus does the centroid,
few particles gain large amounts of energy and eventually
become unstable. The phase space image reveals that the
beam is strongly stretched, forming a tail that reaches to the
separatrix and eventually filaments towards smaller amplitudes again. This behaviour can be understood as follows:
the spiraling and beating motion affects the phase advance
per turn due to detuning with amplitude and phase. With
the phase advance constantly changing, the relative phase
between particle motion and excitation is modulated, which
feeds back on the beating motion. As a consequence, the
evolution of the beam distribution strongly depends on the
exciting frequency and phase.

Nonlinear Resonant Region
To understand the effect of sinusoidal excitation at different frequencies on the particle motion, the simulations have
been repeated for different values of 𝑓ex . The distribution of
the resulting motion in frequency and energy is depicted in
Fig. 2. In addition, the narrowly band-filtered magnitude
response along 𝑓ex corresponding to the diagonal in the

frequency spectra is shown. Excitation away from the
machine tune shows a small transverse energy distribution
corresponding to the initial values of the Hamiltonian of the
system. In this case, the beam performs a forced oscillation
as a whole and there is no net energy or emittance increase
if the excitation is switched on adiabatically [5]. The
frequency analysis of the single particle motion shows two
distinct frequency components corresponding to the forced
oscillation and the non-excited motion, which differs from 𝑞
due to the amplitude detuning.
A sinusoidal excitation near the betatron tune resonance
shows a strong effect on the transverse oscillation energy,
which is apparent in Fig. 2 (left) as a large spread in values
of 𝐻 covered by the beating motion. This resonant region includes a range of excitation frequencies from 𝑁 ± 𝑞 (𝑁 ∈ ℕ)
towards the direction of the driven 3rd order resonance. The
range of frequencies is related to the tune spread due to detuning with amplitude and phase, which already applies to
the single particle case since it is directly connected to the
spread in 𝐻 due to the beating and sprialing motion in phase
space as described above. The beating in this region is not
simply a consequence of the superposition of two oscillating motions as in the off-resonant case. Instead, the phase
of particle motion is correlated to the phase of excitation,
with the phase difference (slowly) oscillating within 0 and
180 degree. The slow speed of this oscillation allows energy transfer between the exciting field and the particle and
hence the energy modulation is very strong in this region.
For a certain frequency the particle even reaches the origin
of phase space where 𝐻 reaches zero. For another excitation frequency closer to the resonance, the spiraling motion
reaches the separatrix. Only at this frequency particles become unstable and are lost. The detuned betatron frequency
lies in between at 𝑓 /𝑓rev ≈ 0.336.
The frequency analysis in the resonant region shows a
broad spectrum with a comb-like structure. These additional
frequency components can be identified as the beating
sidebands; their spacing corresponds to the frequency of
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Figure 2: Frequency spectra, magnitude response and energy distribution of a single particle (left) and a Gaussian beam
(right, 104 particles) over 5 × 104 turns during sinosoidal excitation with 𝐾 = 5×10−5 m−1/2 near driven 3rd order resonance.
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beating motion. The energy of transverse oscillations is
thereby distributed into these sidebands, which for certain
values of 𝑓ex are even dominant over the oscillation energy
at the excitation frequency. For a BTF measurement this
means, that the magnitude response shows a dip in the
resonant region, which has already been experimentally
observed [4].
Even for a particle beam (Fig. 2, right) consisting of many
particles with different initial phase space coordinates and
different detuning, the basic properties of this resonant region remain visible: The largest value of the Hamiltonian is
reached at an excitation frequency much closer towards the
2/3rd resonance, where particles can become unstable and
be extracted. However, only few particles have such a large
oscillation energy while most remain at small amplitudes
(meaning that the beam emittance remains small). In the
frequency spectra of the centroid motion, only the forced
oscillation is coherent, while the non-excited incoherent motion is not visible. Nonetheless, the beating sidebands in the
resonant region can still be observed. Likewise, the spectral power in a narrow band around the exciting frequency
is reduced at a certain excitation frequency 𝑓ex ≈ 0.3361
compared to the surrounding frequencies.

BEAM EXCITATION SIGNAL
GENERATOR
For excitation of transverse oscillations, a software based
signal generator is being developed at GSI. Besides experimental studies of excitation mechanisms, the device can also
be used for regular tune and chromaticity measurements
or Radio Frequency Knock Out (RF-KO) extraction. For
this purpose, an universal software radio peripheral (USRP)
with 2 RF in- and outputs each and several general purpose
input/outputs (GPIOs) is used (Fig. 3). Such hardware
has already been successfully used for beam studies of
RF-KO extraction at the Heidelberg Ion Therapy Center
(HIT) [6]. The device converts the analog signals to digital
samples while streaming the data to an industrial PC and
vice verca. Digital signal processing (DSP) is implemented
on the PC using the open source GNU Radio framework [7].

This allows for a large flexibility in signal processing and
generation at comparatively low costs and short realization
times.
The excitation waveform is generated in baseband at a
sampling rate of 333 kS/s. Presently, 4 basic signal types
are implemented: single frequency sinusoid, bandlimited
white noise, random binary phase shift keying and frequency
chirp. Bandwidth and signal level of the excitation signals
are adjustable at run-time according to the requirements. The
narrow-band signal is up-sampled to 10 MS/s and shifted to
the betatron oscillation frequency at 𝑓ex = (ℎ ± 𝑞)𝑓rev , where
ℎ ∈ ℕ is the harmonic. For the horizontal and vertical
plane, two independent signals can be produced at a betatron
sideband corresponding to the respective tunes.
For excitation during the acceleration ramp an RF
reference signal connected to one of the USRP’s inputs
provides the revolution frequency 𝑓rev and thus defines the
location of the sidebands.
For the initial data processing flowgraph, the delay was
non-deterministic and ranging from 20 ms up to several
100 ms, including dropouts in the produced signals due to
buffer underruns. Significant effort was put into reducing
the digital signal processing and transmission delay to overcome this issue. A custom implementation for data flow
control was able to significantly reduced and stabilize the
delay in the long-term. The signal delay between RF reference input and excitation output achieved is 2.05(17) ms,
which even for the highest acceleration ramping speed of
8 MHz/s results in a deviation of only 5 kHz at a typical tune
of 0.3, which is within the margin covered by the excitation bandwidth needed to account for tune variations. The
delay between trigger and start of the excitation signal is
1.89(34) ms, which is small compared to the typical duration
of excitation used. In nutshell, the performance achieved
with a DSP based solution is sufficient for usage as excitation
generator in the GSI/FAIR accelerator environment.
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CONCEPT OF A BEAM DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEM
FOR THE MULTI-TURN ERL OPERATION AT THE S-DALINAC∗
M. Dutine† , M. Arnold, R. Grewe, L. Jürgensen, N. Pietralla, F. Schließmann, M. Steinhorst
Technische Universität Darmstadt, Dept. of Phys., Institute for Nuclear Physics, Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract
The S-DALINAC is a thrice-recirculating electron accelerator operating in cw-mode at a frequency of 3 GHz. It is
possible to operate the accelerator as an Energy-Recovery
LINAC, due to the implementation of a path-length adjustment system capable of a 360° phase shift. The multi-turn
ERL operation has been demonstrated in 2021. While operating the accelerator in this mode, there are two sets of bunches,
the still-to-be accelerated and the already decelerated beam.
Effectively, they act as a 6 GHz beam with largely different
absolute longitudinal coordinates in the same beamline. For
this mode, a non-destructive, sensitive beam diagnostics system is necessary in order to measure the position of both
beams simultaneously. The status of a 6 GHz resonant cavity
beam position monitor (cBPM) will be given together with
the results of a wire scanner measurement of the multi-turn
ERL beam.

INTRODUCTION

1. A resonant cavity beam position monitor (cBPM) operated at 6 GHz.
2. A wire scanner measurement.

The Superconducting Darmstadt Linear Accelerator
(S-DALINAC) is a thrice-recirculating linear electron accelerator operating in cw-mode at a frequency of 2.997 GHz [1].
It has been upgraded in 2016 by the installation of a third
recirculation beamline. A path-length adjustment system
included in the newly built beamline allows the change of
the path-length by up to 100 mm corresponding to a phase
shift of 360° in beam phase [2]. It is therefore possible
to operate the S-DALINAC as an Energy-Recovery-Linac
(ERL) by shifting the beam phase by 180° which was first
demonstrated in 2017 [3]. A floorplan of the S-DALINAC
is shown in Fig. 1.

Thermionic Gun

Injector

In 2021, the multi-turn ERL operation was demonstrated
at the S-DALINAC [4,5]. During this operational mode, the
beam was accelerated twice and subsequently decelerated
twice again. In this mode, the once accelerated beam and
the once decelerated beam share the same beamline (first recirculation) but do not necessarily have the same orbit in this
beamline. Therefore, a beam position measurement capable
of determining the positions of both beams simultaneously
is required. In addition, a beam phase and current measurement is desired. The measurement has to be non-destructive
as it would otherwise interrupt the ERL mode. A particular
challenge is the operation at low beam currents of 100 nA,
which corresponds to bunch charges of about 30 aC, while
the beam is tuned. As conventional pick-ups are not suitable
for these low bunch charges, two solutions are pursued:

6 GHz RESONANT CAVITY BEAM
POSITION MONITOR
In ERL mode, the beam has an effective bunch repetition
frequency of 5.995 GHz in the first recirculation beamline.
The first concept is a position measurement using a resonant
cavity BPM with its TM110 mode at the doubled fundamental
frequency of nearly 6 GHz. The TM110 mode is the so called
dipole mode. It can be used for position measurement as
the field strength depends linearly on the beam current and
the transverse offset to the cavity center for small offsets. In
order to distinguish between a change of the beams position
and its current, a non-destructive current measurement is
necessary.

Design and Construction
The required cavity radius 𝑅res for a simple pillbox cavity
without beampipes can be calculated to

Main Accelerator
Recirculation Beam Lines

110 =
𝑅res

5m

Beam Direction

Figure 1: Floorplan of the S-DALINAC. The red star marks
the position of the wire scanner and the planned cavity beam
position monitor.
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𝑐0 ⋅ 𝑎𝑚𝑛
≈ 30.5 mm,
2𝜋 ⋅ 𝑓res

(1)

where 𝑓res = 6 GHz is the resonance frequency, 𝑐0 is the
speed of light and 𝑎𝑚𝑛 is the 𝑛th zero of the Bessel function of
𝑚th order [6]. However, simulations using CST Microwave
Studio [7] have been carried out in order to determine the
geometrical parameters of the cBPM. The monitor has been
designed with two separate cavity cells, one for the horizontal and one for the vertical position measurement. To ensure
the excitation of the TM110 mode along the desired axis,
mode separators were included. Two capacitive antennas
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will be used for the out coupling of each position signal. A
sectional view of the designed monitor can be seen in Fig. 2.
The resulting geometrical parameters are summarized in
Table 1. Aluminum was chosen as the material for the monitor and the separate pieces have been constructed by the
in-house mechanical workshop.
Table 1: Resulting Geometrical Parameters of the Cavity
Beam Position Monitor
cavity cell diameter

57.4 mm

cavity cell length

18.2 mm

distance between cells

40 mm

beam pipe diameter

25 mm

Read-Out Electronics
The proposed read-out electronics consist of a 180 degree
hybrid coupler where the difference signal of both antennas
of one cavity cell is used and amplified. The signal will
then be processed by an in-house developed rf-board. The
processing consists of an amplitude detection and base band
IQ-demodulation by mixing the monitor signal with the
frequency doubled signal from the local oscillator.

Measurement Procedure
A resonant cavity at 6 GHz will not be able to measure the
beam position from bunch to bunch. The measured position
will be the averaged position of both beams over the sampling
time of the read-out electronics. Several steps are required
to determine the positions of both beams independently:
• At first, the cBPM must be calibrated. In order to do
so, the beam is blocked before the second deceleration,
so that only the position of the once accelerated beam
is measured.
• The block is removed and both beams are measured
giving the averaged position signal.
• The position of the once decelerated beam must then be
calculated from both previously determined positions,
the once accelerated beam and the averaged signal.
As long as only the decelerated beam is moved, e.g. by
a corrector magnet, the calibration still holds and the position of the second beam is measured correctly. If the first
beam is re-tuned, the calibration procedure has to be repeated. However, if the first beam moves unintentionally,
this measurement method will give incorrect results.

WIRE SCANNER MEASUREMENT
An alternative position measurement is a wire scanner
measurement where a wire is driven horizontally and vertically through the beam and the secondary particle emission is
measured by a scintillating detector outside of the beampipe.
Since the count rate is proportional to the beam intensity,
the beam profile can be measured and with a calibrated wire
scanner drive, the beam position can be determined as well.
A wire scanner has been constructed and installed into the

beamline. During the multi-turn ERL operation in 2021,
several beam position measurements of the once accelerated
beam and the once decelerated beam could be carried out.
The measurement procedure is similar to the 6 GHz monitor
measurement: At first, the position of the once accelerated
beam was measured while blocking the once decelerated
beam. The corresponding plot can be seen in Fig. 3 a), where
the number of counts per position step is shown over the
vertical beam position. The peak is clearly visible at a beam
position of 2.3 mm. After this measurement, both beams
were measured together which gives a sum signal of two
Gaussians. The corresponding plot is shown in Fig. 3 b),
where the peak of the once accelerated beam is still clearly
visible. Additionally, a second peak is visible at a beam
position of −5.4 mm which must correspond to the once decelerated beam. If both peaks were not well separated, then
the position of the once decelerated beam would have to be
calculated from the two previous measurements.
The wire scanner has to be re-calibrated if the once accelerated beam moves, as this measurement procedure is similar
to the measurement with the cBPM. Furthermore, the time
for one measurement is in the order of several seconds which
makes the wire scanner measurement not suitable for beam
tuning, but it will serve as a good method for comparing the
results of the cBPM measurements. It is also noticeable that
the background increased in the second measurement which
indicates beam loss of the once decelerated beam.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
For the multi-turn ERL operation at the S-DALINAC, a
measurement system capable of measuring the beam position
of the once accelerated and once decelerated beam in the
same beamline simultaneously is required. The status of a
6 GHz resonant cavity beam position monitor has been given
together with the results of a wire scanner measurement of
the multi-turn ERL beam.
For the 6 GHz monitor the geometrical parameters have
been determined by simulations and after the technical drawings were made, the monitor has been constructed by the
in-house mechanical workshop. The necessary rf-board for
the read-out electronics is in development by the in-house
electrical workshop. While this monitor provides a measurement for the multi-turn ERL mode, frequent calibrations
would be needed since it can not be determined if the once
accelerated beam moves unintentionally. As a next step, the
unloaded quality factor will be determined and the coupling
will be set. In addition, a testing bench has been developed
and constructed for in-depth testing of the monitor’s performance.
The alternative is a wire scanner measurement which
has been conducted during the multi-turn ERL operation in
2021. The measurements show the functionality of the wire
scanner with two beams in the same beamline. Similar to
the 6 GHz monitor, frequent calibrations would be needed
and the measurement time of several seconds makes this
measurement inconvenient for beam tuning. Additionally,
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Figure 2: A sectional view of the designed cavity beam position monitor.
LGAD detectors [8]. This would allow a bunch-to-bunch
measurement in the multi-turn ERL mode.
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Abstract
Room temperature terahertz (THz) detectors based on
Field effect transistors (FETs) and Zero-bias Schottky diodes
(SD) are prominent members for the temporal-spatial characterization of pulses down to the picosecond scale generated at particle accelerators. Comparative study of in house
developed THz detectors both at higher and intermediate frequency (IF) is carried out using table top THz systems and
commercially available sources. In this paper, we present
high frequency and intermediate frequency (IF) response
of Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) FET and Zero-bias Schottky
diode THz detectors. The IF results obtained are helpful for
understanding and designing of optimized IF circuit with
broader bandwidth.

INTRODUCTION
The generation of THz radiation in particle accelerators
allows for prospective applications in the THz domain [1].
Coherently generated picosecond scale THz pulses can be
used for various applications such as spectroscopy, imaging [2]. In order to explore the inter and intra molecular
moments of molecules, highly sensitive, accurate, stable and
fast detectors are the key elements. The Gallium Arsenide
(GaAs) based high electron mobility transistors, commonly
known as field effect transistors (FETs) and Zero-bias Schottky diode based THz detectors are prominent members as
the heterodyne detectors [3–5]. In order to optimize the
detectors, it is required to understand the active channel
characteristics of FETs [6] and designing the optimal readout IF circuitry for packaging.
In this paper, the IF and THz characteristics of these in
house developed THz detectors is presented. The IF characterization is done from 0 - 30 GHz and the THz characterization from 50 GHz to 1.2 THz. The technical and incremental
results shown in this paper are essentials for optimizing the
detectors to best of their level.

Figure 1: Experimental setup for IF frequency response
measurements.

Intermediate frequency measurements
The experimental setup used for IF characterisation is
shown in Fig. 1. A THz pulsed laser system from Menlo
Systems GmbH was used along with in housed developed
photomixer transmitter [7] as a source (PC-Tx). A keithley
is used to bias the photomixer. The optical fiber (OF) was
used to connect the photomixer to the laser source. Low
noise amplifier (LNA) working between 50 kHz - 17 GHz
was used after the detector followed by a handheld spectrum
analyzer (SA) from Anritsu, as shown in Fig. 1.

High frequency measurements
The THz characterization experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 2. A Continuous Wave (CW) laser system from
TOPTICA Photonics AG was used. The P-I-N diode continuous wave emitter (CW-Tx) from TOPTICA Photonics AG
/ Fraunhofer Heinrich Hertz institute was used as a source.
On the detector side, the Trans-Impedance Amplifier (TIA)
followed by the lock-in is used in order to measured the
detected signal.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The THz and IF experiments were performed in order
to understand the frequency response of the detectors. The
detailed experiment setup is explained below.
∗

†

We are grateful to the Hesse ministry of science and culture (HMWK)
for funding the position of Mr. Rahul Yadav. We are thankful to ACST
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Figure 2: Experimental setup for THz frequency response
measurements.
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Figure 3: Top: The IF frequency response of Zero-bias Schottky diode THz detector, Bottom: The IF frequency response
of GaAs FET THz detector

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The frequency response comparative study results are
shown and discussed in this section.

Intermediate Frequency Results (IF)
The IF frequency results using the setup depicted in Fig.
1 for Zero-bias Schottky diode and GaAs FET based THz
detectors are shown in Fig. 3. The modal structure with a
mode spacing of 100 MHz, equalling the repetition rate of
the pulsed laser, is clearly visible. The IF measurements
are limited by both, the LNA performances as well as the
RF cables used in the post detection part. Observing Fig.
3, for Schottky THz detector the rectified power is higher
and gradullay decreases towards higher frequency, while
for GaAs FET based THz detectors in frequency less than
5 GHz, the power observed is very low. This can be due to
the rectification mechanism of GaAs FET is different than
Schottky diodes and also can be due to design of the GaAs
FET. However, for both detectors we observed the signal
until 26 GHz, which indicates that it’s not the limitation of
active device, but rather the post detection electronics. In
general, the Schottky detector is more sensitivity compared
to GaAs FET detector used in this study for lower THz power
levels.

High Frequency Results(THz)
For studying the detectors THz responses, we used a commercial P-I-N diode emitter from TOPTICA Photonics AG /
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Fraunhofer Heinrich Hertz institute. We estimate the power
of the P-I-N diode source to a few 100 �� around 100 GHz
which gradually decreases to about 1 �� at 1 THz. The
THz frequency results using the setup depicted in Fig. 2 for
Zero-bias Schottky diode and GaAs FET based THz detectors are shown in Fig. 4. The frequency response trend of
both the detector is different due to principle of operation,
sensitivity, fabrication tolerances (due to different ways of
fabrication process used for them) and substrate characteristics. At 0.1 THz, with time constant of 500 ms, GaAs
FET THz detector features a dynamic range (DR) of 110 dB,
while SD THz detector features 113 dB of DR. A low frequencies, performance of both the detectors is comparable.
At 0.6 THz, the GaAs FET have 40 dB of DR, while SD
have 58 dB of DR, which is higher than GaAs FET because
of different rectification mechanism, sheet charge concentration and mobility of electron in both technologies. At
1.2 THz, GaAs FET have 20 dB of DR while compared to
30 dB DR with SD. The results obtained at IF and THz frequency responses are prospective with respect to the future
development of these detectors. We can conclude that the
post detection electronics is the bottleneck in terms of the
IF frequency, while for THz frequency the sensitivity can be
improved by impedance matching between the active area
and the antenna. The implementation of the amplifier on
chip inside the package will be to reduce additional losses
being induced due to cables, connectors and other electrical
components.
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Figure 4: Top right: Rectified signal of Zero-bias Schottky diode, Top left: Dynamic range (DR) of Zero-bias Schottky
diode, Bottom right: Rectified signal of GaAs FET, Bottom left: Dynamic range (DR) of GaAs FET

CONCLUSION
The study shown in this paper gives an insight view of
THz as well as IF response of both types of detectors. The
goal is the development of a highly sensitive, fast and stable
THz detector, initially for particle accelerators, which can be
used in another applications such as communications (higher
IF provides higher video bandwidth). Also, this study redirects towards resonant GaAs FET THz detectors for higher
sensitivity compared to their broadband counterparts. In
future optimizing the IF circuitry can be useful to these detectors for communication applications, while the higher
THz sensitivity will be useful to explore the THz band more
extensively.
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Abstract

BAM Principle

The bunch arrival time monitor (BAM) at the radiation
source ELBE has been upgraded twofold. In order to
achieve a higher precision a new frontend has been
designed, based on a development by DESY, that uses state
of the art 50 GHz electro-optical modulators (EOMs). The
frontend allows for thermal control of critical components
and monitoring of system parameters. The modulated
EOM signals and monitoring data are distributed to a new
readout electronic. The new MicroTCA-based receiver is
based on a dedicated FMC card developed at DESY that is
installed on an FMC25 carrier board. The arrival time is
calculated on a FPGA with low latency and can be used for
machine diagnostic. The code has been adapted to enable
the processing of a data stream of the continuous train of
electron bunches, allowing for the implementation of a cw
beam based feedback in a later step.

The described bunch arrival time monitor is using an
actively stabilized reference signal, provided by a laserbased synchronization system and distributed over
polarization maintaining optical fibers. The laser pulse
signal is fed into an electro optical modulator (EOM). The
RF input of the EOM is connected to a broadband beamline
pickup, which takes a probe of the electric field of the
electron bunches passing by. The two signals are aligned in
time such, that the most pronounced slope of the pickup
signal coincide with one of the pulses in the laser pulse
train. This leads to a strong intensity modulation change of
a single laser pulse when the timing between laser
reference signal and pickup signal is changed. By using
this scheme, the arrival time information is mapped into an
amplitude modulation of all laser pulses that coincide with
the pickup signal in the EOM [1]. Figure 1 shows a block
diagram of the BAM system.

INTRODUCTION
ELBE Accelerator
ELBE is a superconducting linear accelerator in user
operation since 2002. It generates electron bunches with an
energy up to 40 MeV in continuous wave mode (cw) up to
a repetition rate of 26 MHz. A thermionic DC gun can
inject up to 100 pC bunches, while a superconducting RF
gun (SRF Gun) is used for high charge mode up to 300 pC.
The main accelerator consist of two superconducting
modules, housing two TESLA-type cavities each.
ELBE can drive various secondary sources, like a
neutron source, a positron source, a bremsstrahlung setup,
two infrared free electron lasers and a THz facility.

BAM Upgrade Motivation
The old BAM setup was using custom hardware for the
signal conditioning and National Instruments PXI
hardware for the digital data processing [2]. This
configuration allowed no fast data transfer to the digital
low level radio frequency (LLRF) controller, which is
needed to apply a feedback controller to stabilize the
arrival time actively.
For the EuropeanXFEL a BAM frontend and readout
electronics has been developed which enables arrival time
measurements with high accuracy [3] and fast data transfer
to connected clients. This system has been adapted for the
use at ELBE. The firmware was modified to enable the
processing of continuous wave data.

Figure 1: Bunch arrival time measurement scheme.
___________________________________________
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BAM UPGRADE
This section describes the new frontend and backend of
the bunch arrival time monitors at ELBE.

The frontend sends the modulated laser signals and the
clock signal through non-stabilized singlemode fibers to
the backend were the signals are processed.

Frontend
The electrical field probe signal is provided by a 40 GHz
beamline pickup [4]. The signal is transmitted to the
frontend electronics using 1.8 meters of low phase drift
cables.
The frontend electronic is a four height unit 19 inch module. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the device. It houses
the power supplies, the electro-optical devices and a Temperature and Monitoring Controls Board (TMCB) for the
bias voltage control of the EOMs and temperature monitoring. The data communication to the backend is done an
optical fiber link (SFP+).
The original design was housing several delay stages to
adjust the temporal overlap between laser signal and beam
pickup signal. The main delay stage has been removed
from the frontend and placed right before the link stabilizer
in the temperature controlled synchronization laboratory.
The position of this stage is read back with an calibrated
encoder and used as a reference for relative timing shifts
and calibration. This simplifies the BAM frontend and
makes the delay stage easier to access and less prone to
environmental changes. The gained space was used to
integrate the power supply which used to be an additional
module.

Figure 2: BAM Frontend block diagram.
The components after the end mirror of the fiber link are
outside the actively stabilized loop and need therefore
special treatment. These components are assembled in a
dedicated temperature stabilized compartment with a few
Millikelvin temperature drift. A fiber splitter divides the
reference signal in three paths. While one is left
unmodulated to regain the laser clock phase in the backend,
the two other paths are fed into two electro optical
modulators. One is used for coarse measurements and
therefor equipped with a 20 GHz EOM, the other is
optimized for high accuracy measurements by applying a
50 GHz EOM (Optilab IML-1550-50-PM) at low
modulation voltage of 3 V. Usually the high accuracy path
is used for machine studies and test of beam based
feedback schemes. Figure 3 shows a photograph of the
BAM frontend with power supply and open temperature
stabilized compartment.

Figure 3: BAM frontend photograph.

Backend
The backend is a standard MicroTCA.4 crate, equipped
with Power Module, MCH, CPU, Timing Receiver and
FPGA carrier boards. The timing card receives the
accelerator triggers and sends it through the backplane to
the DAMC-FMC25. This carrier board holds the FMCDSBAM, which is the central part of the backend. It
recovers the laser clock at 78 MHz and aligns its internal
ADCs accordingly. One ADC per EOM is dedicated to the
baseline, while another one is sampling only the peaks. In
firmware the ratio between modulated sample and adjacent
unmodulated samples is calculated and send to the server
application and through a dedicated SFP+ link to the beam
based feedback controller. Figure 4 shows a block diagram
of the BAM backend and the MicroTCA crate controlling
the delay stage in front of the stabilize fiber link.
The original firmware was tailored to macro pulsed
beam operation in different configuration. The firmware
has been adapted to be able to process continuous wave
operation data and to transmit it to the beam based
feedback controller through an optical link (SFP+).
A second carrier board (DAMC-FMC20) carries a quad
SFP+ module which is used to communicate with the
TMCB, installed in the BAM frontend.
The server application has been developed in the
ChimeraTK framework [5].

Figure 4: BAM backend block diagram.
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COMMISSIONING
Charge Dependency and Resolution
For commission a typical THz user setting has been
tuned using the SRF Gun. After the overlap of one laser
pulse with the beam pickup signal has been found, several
position scans have been performed. For this the BAM
delay stage was used to shift the laser reference for a
defined amount and to read back the modulation. The
measurement has been performed for a bunch charge from
30 pC to 192 pC, as shown in Figure 5.
The system shows a very high sensitivity already at low
charge. For different charges the steepest slope has been
used for a calibration run which lead to a 4 th order fit
function. The resolution of the BAM system has been
acquired by measuring the residual noise of the BAM
readout if there is no electron beam signal applied. The
resolution of the BAM system has been measured to be 6 fs
rms at 192 pC. The resolution decreased with bunch charge
to be 13 fs rms at 60 pC.
At 70 pC the signal begins to show overmodulation that
means an increase of the modulation voltage does not lead
to a further amplitude increase but decreases the signal.
This well-known feature leads to ambiguous arrival time
measurements if the BAM is operated close to a
modulation factor of two or close to zero, which should be
avoided. For higher charges the overmodulation is even
more pronounced which leads to a reduced dynamic range
of the BAM system. While the dynamic range is 12 ps for
charge below 70 pC, it is reduced to 4 ps for higher charge.

The acquired data will serve as a starting point for further
machine studies.

Figure 6: Arrival time measurement in time domain and
frequency domain.
The BAM data can also serve as input for a beam-based
feedback which is actively stabilizing the arrival time by
acting on the amplitude and phase of the accelerating
modules upstream the bunch compressor chicane [6]. The
direct low latency data connection to a dedicated feedback
controller was a main driver for the transition to the new
BAM hardware.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
A new BAM system has been commissioned
successfully at ELBE which enables high resolution
measurements of arrival time. The resolution was
measured 6 fs rms at 192 pC bunch charge. The strong
modulation response causing the excellent resolution
reduces in turn the dynamic range to about 4 ps at higher
charge.
The BAM system enables machine studies to understand
the source of arrival time jitter and generates the input data
for an active arrival time stabilizations.
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Figure 5: Laser pulse modulation versus relative time delay
for varied bunch charge.

Machine Studies
The BAM setup has been used to perform arrival time
jitter studies for a typical THz user setting operating the
machine at 50 kHz and 190 pC. Figure 6 shows the result
in time domain and frequency domain. In this example the
jitter has been measured to be 65 fs rms in an interval from
1 Hz to 25 kHz. The time domain signal shows random
spurious that need to be investigated. In the frequency
domain 50 Hz from the power grid and harmonics can be
observed among other frequency components.
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Abstract
To understand the underlying complex beam dynamics
in electron storage rings often large numbers of single-shot
measurements must be acquired continuously over a long
period of time with extremely high temporal resolution. Photonic time-stretch is a measurement method that is able to
overcome speed limitations of conventional digitizers and enable continuous ultra-fast single-shot terahertz spectroscopy
with rates of trillions of consecutive frames. In this contribution, a novel ultra-fast data sampling system based on
photonic time-stretch is presented and the performance is
discussed. THERESA (TeraHErtz REadout SAmpling) is a
data acquisition system based on the recent ZYNQ-RFSoC
family. THERESA has been developed with an analog bandwidth of up to 20 GHz and a sampling rate of up to 90 GS s−1 .
When combined with the photonic time-stretch setup, the
system will be able to sample a THz signal with an unprecedented frame rate of 8 Tf s−1 . Continuous acquisition for
long observation times will open up new possibilities in the
detection of rare events in accelerator physics.

INTRODUCTION
Many scientific applications and experiments, especially
in particle accelerator physics, require the continuous observation of non-repetitive and statistically rare events occurring
on very short time scales. This imposes high technological challenges on Data Acquisition (DAQ) systems such as
oscilloscopes. One of them is the limited temporal resolution of commercially available Analog-to-Digital-Converters
(ADCs) [1]. In 1999 a first demonstration of a concept to
overcome this limitation was presented [2]. To relax the demands on the data converter performance, prior to digitization, the signal under investigation is stretched in time using
chirped optical pulses and the chromatic dispersion in optical fibers. This concept, also called Photonic Time-Stretch
(PTS), is already successfully employed in combination with
a real-time oscilloscope at the SOLEIL (Source optimisée
de lumière d’énergie intermédiaire du LURE) synchrotron
facility [3].
The second limitation is the short contiguous acquisition
time of commercially available oscilloscopes, which is in
the range of few milliseconds. Therefore, the continuous
acquisition over long observation time (up to hours), e.g.
∗
†

olena.manzhura@kit.edu
michele.caselle@kit.edu

for the study of the evolution of electron bunch profiles on
a turn-by-turn basis, is not possible. To overcome these
limitations THERESA, a new digitizer system suitable for
PTS measurements, has been developed. THERESA consists of sixteen parallel sampling channels operating in timeinterleaved mode, which enables a sampling rate of over
90 GS s−1 [4]. In the next sections an overview of the system
is given and a description of the firmware architecture and
calibration strategy is discussed.

ARCHITECTURE
The digitizer architecture with the photonic time-stretch
system is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of an optical
time-stretching path, developed at Lille University [3], a
fast photo-detector and the THERESA sampling system.
THERESA contains a wideband power-divider, a sampling
board and a readout card based on the recent ZYNQ-RFSoC
technology.

Time-Stretch Setup
The general principle of PTS is shown in Fig. 1. A broadband, chirped carrier laser pulse is fed through an electrooptical crystal which encodes the ultra-fast signal to be sampled onto to the laser pulse. The modulated laser pulses are
then stretched in time by means of a long dispersive fiber
until their duration is in the order of nanoseconds. The factor
𝑆, by which the pulse is slowed down, can be calculated by
𝑆 =1+

(1)

where 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 are the lengths of the two fibers [1, 3].

Sampling Board
The stretched and modulated pulse from the PTS is split
into 16 identical signals by an active power divider. Each signal is fed into the individual channels on the THERESA card.
High-bandwidth Track-and-Hold Amplifiers (THA) [5] device are employed to sample the input signal at a high rate.
The sampling clock of the THAs is individually delayed
by picosecond programmable delay chips [6]. One key feature of the THERESA architecture is its high flexibility in
the sampling operation. The system can operate either in
continuous or in single-shot sampling mode. In continuous
mode, the phase of the sixteen parallel sampling channels
are equally distributed over the sampling interval, which can
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Figure 1: Architecture of the photonic time-stretch setup and the THERESA digitizer [4].
be a multiple of the sync clock period, as shown in figure
Fig. 2.
In the single-shot sampling mode, the phase of sixteen
sampling channels is set with a minimum time distance of
11 ps. In this mode, the system will sample an input signal
at the frame rate of 90 GS s−1 [4].

Figure 2: Working principle of the THERESA system in
continuous mode [4].

Readout Card
The THERESA sampling card is connected to the Xilinx
ZCU216 evaluation board, which is based on a ZYNQ UltraScale+ Radio Frequency System-on-Chip (RFSoC). This
RFSoC integrates a Programmable Logic (PL), a Processing
System (PS), sixteen 12-bit RF-ADCs and 14-bit RF-DACs,
operating up to 2.5 GS s−1 and 10 GS s−1 respectively. Furthermore, the RFSoC hosts many peripherals on one single
chip and, therefore, is an ideal platform for the integration
of PL and System-on-Chip for data processing.

FIRMWARE
The THERESA sampling board integrates two DAC channels for the generation of test signals that can be employed for
MOPOPT017
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the test and calibration of the sampling channels. Therefore,
the first important tasks of the firmware are the generation
of the calibration signal and the data acquisition from the
sampling channels. The firmware architecture employed
for the calibration of the system takes advantage of the Xilinx RF Evaluation Tool [7], which provides an evaluation
software combined with a hardware test platform for data
generation and acquisition. The hardware-test platform can
be easily extended with custom designs according to user
requirements. The simplified block diagram of the current
firmware is shown in Fig. 3. The data generated by the PS
are stored to an external DDR memory via Direct Memory
Access (DMA) and then converted to an analog signal by
the Xilinx RF data converter Intellectual Property (IP) block.
The signal from the DAC channels is propagated to the sampling channels on the THERESA board and digitized by the
ADCs integrated in the RFSoC. The digital samples from the
ADCs are temporarily stored in the memory and accessed
by the processor for further data analysis. The PS hosts an
embedded Linux system with an user space application that
allows the access to all peripheries and communicates with
the evaluation tool software. The software implements control, data generation, acquisition, visualization and analysis
functions and, therefore, provides all necessary tools for
assessing the THERESA system performance.

CALIBRATION AND
CHARACTERIZATION
The software [7] provides all the tools necessary for characterization and calibration of the system. Online spectral analysis is performed on the acquired signals and presented to the user for a fast way of analyzing the spectral components. Furthermore, dynamic performance characteristics such as the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD),
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and Effective Number of Bits
(ENOB) can be computed by the software. The calibration
of the THERESA system is necessary to correct several mismatches intrinsic to the time-interleaving sampling method,
like the additional spurs in the spectrum due to offset, gain,
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the firmware. It consists of the Xilinx RF evaluation platform [7] for signal generation,
acquisition and the slow-control interface for configuration of the sampling board components. The processor hosts an
embedded Linux system and is responsible of the communication with the RF Evaluation GUI running on a PC.
timing and bandwidth mismatches of the ADCs. Gain mismatch creates a frequency spur at 𝑓𝑠/𝑀, while all of the other
mismatches create components at 𝑓𝑠/𝑀 ± 𝑓IN , where 𝑓𝑠 is the
sampling frequency, 𝑀 the number of ADCs in the array
and 𝑓IN the frequency of the input signal1 [4, 8]. The offset
and gain mismatches can be measured by applying a low
frequency signal by the DAC. In order to compensate these
mismatches, one ADC is taken as reference and the offset
and gain of the other converters are matched to it. Phase
and bandwidth mismatches can be measured by applying
sinusoidal signals with different frequencies as described
in [4]. To reduce these mismatches, the sampling clocks and
analog traces are routed with a precise timing/length match
in order to have a time skew down to 1.2 ps.
An example test setup for characterization and calibration
is shown in Fig. 4. The output from the DAC channel is
fed back via a power-divider to four ADC channels. The
data converter reference sampling clock is provided by the
Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) on the sampling board.

CONCLUSION
The measurement of events occurring in the time range of
femtoseconds over long observation times poses great technological challenge on DAQ systems. It requires carefully
designed high-bandwidth and low-noise sampling circuits
and a readout systems capable of high data-throughput and
processing. The latest generation of ZYNQ UltraScale+ RF1

Assuming equidistant sampling points.

Figure 4: THERESA test setup for characterization and
calibration.
SoC has proven to be an efficient platform that simplifies
hardware and software design. The THERESA sampling
system is a result of a close collaboration between engineers
and beamline scientists. This collaboration has produced
one of the fastest digitizer available in the scientific community with an analog bandwidth up to 20 GHz and a sampling
rate up to 90 GS s−1 . When combined with the PTS setup developed at Lille University, the system will be able to sample
an incoming optical signal with an unprecedented frame rate
of 8 Tf s−1 . The continuous acquisition for long observation
times by high data throughput readout electronics will open
up new possibilities for real-time data processing and fast
detection of rare events nowadays considered very difficult
to observe.
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Abstract
In the past, longitudinal beam profiles have been measured
with e.g., Feschenko monitors, Fast Faraday Cups (FFC) and
field monitors. Feschenko monitors usually examine an
average shape over several pulses and FFCs are interceptive devices by design. In this work we want to present the
progress in the development of a novel GHz diffraction radiation monitor which shall be able to measure the longitudinal
charge distribution of single bunches within Hadron beam
LINACS non-destructively. A proof-of-concept measurement has been performed at GSI. We aim for a resolution of
50 ps to 100 ps at beam energies of 𝛽 = 0.05 to 0.74. electronic field simulations were performed using CST Particle
Studio® to determine an optimal RF-Window, which also
suits as vacuum chamber and the beam energy and angular dependencies of the diffraction radiation for different
materials were analyzed.

INTRODUCTION
The longitudinal bunch shape is of interest for conditioning and verification of the beam dynamics of LINACs. While
for relativistic particles pick-ups may be used to observe
the longitudinal shape, non-relativistic particles self field
spreads significantly along the beam axis, so that a direct correlation of the self fields and the actual charge distribution
becomes ambiguous. The very same problem is given for
field monitors. They also depend highly on the transverse
field component which increases with the Lorentz factor 𝛾.
The response of the field monitor becomes more flattened
for slower beams cause of the stretched field distribution [1].
However, there are other ways to measure the longitudinal beam profiles of non-relativistic particles like e.g.,
Feschenko monitors [2], which rely on beam interactions
with a wire to create secondary electrons. Unfortunately,
only average measurements are possible [3]. So changes
of the shape from shot-to-shot measurements might not be
visible. Another option to measure longitudinal beam profiles are Fast Faraday Cups (FFC). Nevertheless, those have
two major disadvantages. The first is its destructive nature
towards the beam itself and the second is the field elongation
for non-relativistic beams, where the self field of the beam
interacts with the FFC before the beam actually hits the FFC.
Meanwhile, there are designs to reduce the effect of the self
∗
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field [4–6], but careful handling of secondary electrons is
still necessary for a longitudinal charge profile measurement.
In the following sections we will discuss the next step
on advancing to a novel longitudinal beam shape monitor
based on diffraction radiation. The diffraction radiation of
the beam passing an aperture from the outside of the beam
pipe, it is essential that the diffraction radiation can exit
the vacuum system through the vacuum chamber. Hence,
selecting a well-suited material is crucial for the operation
of this type of monitor. The presented effect of different
materials on the diffraction radiation is examined with the
particle in cell solver of the simulation software CST Particle
Studio®.

THEORY
A summary of the theory of the normal incident radiation
(NIR) and the angular distribution of the radiated electric
field [3] is given, before discussing the results of the simulation.

Figure 1: Coordinate system and target plane [3].
Figure 1 shows the idealized setup for the diffraction
radiation simulations. The perpendicular incident bunch
is passing through the aperture of radius 𝑎 of the perfect
electric conducting (PEC) target of radius 𝑏 with velocity
𝑣e⃗ = −𝛽𝑐0 𝑒ẑ . If the field monitor, located at 𝑅,⃗ is in the 𝑥-𝑧
plane, then it should be sensitive to the emitted radiation of
the field components 𝐸x and 𝐸z . Meaning that the relevant
signal components would be 𝑘x 𝑒𝑥̂ + 𝑘z 𝑒ẑ , which are generated at the surface location 𝑟s⃗ on the target plane [3]. The
angle 𝜙s describes a rotation in the target plane and 𝜃 the
angle between beam axis and the position vector of the field
monitor.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Comparison of angular field distribution 𝐸f using FFT(𝐸abs ) as NIR for (a) different beam energies and (b)
different distances and (c) time domain snapshot at 𝛽 = 0.75.
We follow the argumentation of [7] to obtain Eq. (1) for the
special case of NIR generated at the surface of the target and
observed at a field monitor. The radiation itself originates
from a virtual magnetic surface current relying only on the
transversal field components 𝐸x,y of the particles [7], so that
the temporal signal corresponds to the longitudinal charge
distribution.

𝐸⃗ =
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Table 1: Examples of Possible Vacuum Chamber Materials
(1)

where 𝑅̃ s is the shifted norm of 𝑅s = ‖𝑅⃗ − 𝑟s⃗ ‖ using 𝜙s̃ =
𝜙s −𝜋, the modified Bessel’s function of second kind 𝐾1 and
the corresponding wavelength 𝜆 of the generated radiation.
To evaluate the angular distribution of the radiated electric
field we use the weighted sum of the frequency spectrum
measured at an angle 𝜃 in distance 𝑅 with respect to the
target plane as given in Eq. (2) [3]
𝑁

𝐸f (𝜃, 𝑅) =

∑𝑓 =1 𝑊f ⋅ NIR(𝜃, 𝑅, 𝑓 )
𝑁

∑𝑓 =1 𝑊f

,

(2)

where NIR may be replaced by the Fourier Transform of
Eq. (1) or of a signal of a broad band monitor of a simulation.
We weight the frequencies with the Fourier Transform of
2
a Gaussian pulse with 𝑊f = DFT [exp ( −𝑡
)] with 𝜎 =
2𝜎
100 ps. The correlation between the theoretical NIR and the
CST simulations is strong [3]. Therefore, we focus only on
the CST simulations. In addition, we cut the signal of the
electrical field monitors, so that we only process the signal
which arrives later than the particles travel time to the target
plus the signal travel time to the probe. This is used to reduce
the influence of the entrance radiation [3] and the diffraction
radiation that occurs at the end of the shielding tube around
the particle source.
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As seen in Fig. 2a, the overall signal strength increases
significantly with the beam energy, while the angular distribution remains similar. The distance between field monitor
and target scales with 𝑅1 [3] and drops faster at greater distances for 𝜃 < 40° (see Fig. 2b). The jump at 2.5° for
distance 𝑟 = 1000 mm is caused by mirror charges accumulated on the shielding pipe of the source leading to a
constantly higher field at that location and hence to a higher
𝐸f . An example of the time dependent signal in the 𝑦-𝑧 plane
is given in Figure 2c. 𝐸x is almost zero and only the components 𝐸y and 𝐸z contribute to the absolute field 𝐸abs used to
calculate 𝐸f .

Material
Alumina (99.5)
PEEK700
PTFE
Quarz (Fused)

𝜖r
9.7 to 9.9 @1.0 MHz
6.55 to 7.25 @2.4 GHz
2.1 @2.4 GHz
3.74 @2.4 MHz

[8–10]
[10–12]
[10]
[10, 13]

The influence of the vacuum system, especially the vacuum chamber, has not been taken into account for the time
being. In Table 1 there is a selection of possible dielectric
materials usable as vacuum chamber. While they all have
𝜇r = 1 they differ in 𝜖r from 2.1 to 9.9. There will be reflections at the vacuum chamber walls due to the different
𝜖r compared to vacuum. These reflections will propagate
through the vacuum chamber creating additional diffraction radiation like peaks. The signal transition through the
vacuum chamber is reduced by the amount of the reflected
part. Hence, the signal detection becomes difficult due to
the signal-to-noise ratio as well as the correct peak selection.

PARTICLE IN CELL SIMULATION
The simulation has been simplified to investigate only
the influence of the vacuum chamber’s 𝜖r by using only a
cylindrical vacuum chamber directly attached to the target
without any sealing parts. To suppress the entry radiation [3]
we use a round pipe with an inner diameter of 25 mm and a
length of 140 mm. The target is a 5 mm thick PEC plate with
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Comparison of angular field distribution 𝐸f at 𝑟 = 600 mm for (a) 𝛽 = 0.15, (b) 𝛽 = 0.45 and (c) 𝛽 = 0.75 using
FFT(𝐸abs ) as NIR for different beam energies and different 𝜖r at 600 mm distance. A ’×’ indicates an electric field monitor
inside and ’∗’ outside the vacuum chamber.
an aperture of ∅ = 40 mm. The distance between the pipe
and the target is 1 m. The vacuum chamber has a diameter
of 140 mm and a thickness of 10 mm. We use a generic
loss-free material varying 𝜖r and constant 𝜇r = 1. Outside
the chamber we use air as background and inside perfect
vacuum. Perfect electrical monitors are positioned radially
in distances of 200 mm each every 2.5° in the 𝑦-𝑧 plane. The
system is excited by a 𝜎 = 100 ps Gaussian bunch with total
charge of 1.6 × 10−19 C and all boundaries are set to open
with an estimated reflection factor of 1 × 10−10 .
The angular field distributions 𝐸f derived with FFT(𝐸abs )
as NIR for three different 𝛽 at 600 mm distance varying 𝜖r
from 1 to 13 are shown in Figure 3. The symbol ’×’ indicates
that the position of the electric field monitor is within the
vacuum chamber, while a symbol ’∗’ says it’s outside.

Figure 4: 𝐸abs (𝑡) at 𝛽 = 0.15 observed at distance 𝑅 =
600 mm and angle 𝜃 = 80°.
Within the vacuum chamber the diffraction radiation is reflected at the vacuum chamber wall. The reflection becomes
more significant with increasing 𝜖r and cascades through
the chamber backwards. The transitioned part of the signal
is reduced accordingly to the reflected part, which becomes
significantly at greater 𝜖r . The relative signal strength be-

tween the primary diffraction radiation - we want to measure
- and the reflections increases with the observation angle
𝜃. Hence, 𝐸f is dominated by reflections for small angles especially within the vacuum chamber - and by the primary
diffraction radiation for large angles.
In Fig. 4 the time signal is shown for a selection of different
𝜖r . The reflections are clearly visible for higher permittivities. The relaxation to the undisturbed case may take 0.5 ns
to 12 ns depending on 𝜖r . The amplitude of the reflections
can become equally high with respect to the primary diffraction radiation depending on 𝜃 and 𝛽. The reflections lead
also to the significant deformations in 𝐸f .

CONCLUSION
In this work, the influence of material of a vacuum chamber on the expected signals at the antenna was investigated.
It has been made clear that an 𝜖r > 5 leads to serious reflections, which should be avoided. The detector may be placed
at an angle 𝜃 > 40° and distances above 𝑟 ≥ 600 mm are
beneficial concerning the reflections. The quartz fused glass
chamber used in the proof-of-concept measurements [3]
with an 𝜖r = 3.8 [14, 15] has proven to be a good selection.
Nevertheless, there are plastics with even lower 𝜖r which
might be considerable like PTFE or some variants of Peek
with 𝜖r ≥ 2.6 @2.4 GHz [11]. But especially for plastics
the permeability has to be low enough, so that a pressure
of <1 × 10−6 mbar may be reached. The simulated generic
materials have been loss-free and have a constant 𝜖r for all
frequencies, but real materials are lossy and generally 𝜖r
is not constant for all frequencies. Also, the shape of the
vacuum chamber as not been investigated. So further simulations should be done to take these into account.
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WAKEFIELD STUDIES FOR A BUNCH ARRIVAL-TIME MONITOR
CONCEPT WITH ROD-SHAPED PICKUPS ON A PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARD FOR X-RAY FREE-ELECTRON LASERS∗
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Abstract
The European XFEL (EuXFEL) and other notable X-ray
Free-Electron Laser facilities rely on an all-optical synchronization system with electro-optical bunch arrival-time monitors (BAM). The current BAMs were benchmarked with a
resolution of 3.5 fs for nominal 250 pC bunches at the EuXFEL, including jitter of the optical reference system. The
bunch arrival-time jitter was reduced to about 5 fs with a
beam-based feedback system. For future experiments at the
EuXFEL the bunch charge will be decreased to a level where
the existing system’s accuracy will no longer be sufficient. In
simulations a concept based on rod-shaped pickups mounted
on a printed circuit board indicated its potential for such low
charge applications. For the feasibility of the proposed design, its contribution to the total impedance is essential. In
this work the design and an intermediate version are compared to state-of-the-art BAM regarding their wake potential.
Furthermore, measures to mitigate wakefields are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
X-ray Free-Electron Lasers (XFELs) are 4th generation
light sources for experiments with high temporal and spatial
resolution [1]. A major challenge in utilizing the XFEL’s full
potential is fs-precision synchronization of subsystems in a
several km-long facility [2]. The synchronization includes
high-precision arrival-time measurements [3].
Sufficient precision can be achieved by an all-optical synchronization system [3, 4], which contains bunch arrivaltime monitors (BAMs) with the electro-optical (eo) detection scheme described in [4]. They provide non-destructive
measurements of individual bunch arrival times with high
precision. The European XFEL (EuXFEL) [3] recently reported an eo-BAM resolution of 3.5 fs at nominal 250 pC [5]
with cone-shaped pickups [6].
In order to reach single-digit fs measurement resolution
below 20 pC, the BAMs have to be improved. A proposed
design will potentially extract a voltage signal ten times
higher as the current pickups [7].
Since some of the beam energy is extracted, the invasiveness due to wakefield should be evaulated. Bunch-to-bunch
and short-range interaction might be problematic in the updated pickup, because of the sharp edges in the cross-section.
∗
†

Work supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) under contract No. 05K19RO1.
bernhard.scheible@iem.thm.de

Additionally striving for higher signal intensity will also extract more energy. Therefore, it is necessary to check the
wake potential while evaluating the design options.

Wakefields
Wakefields emerge from interaction between a charged
particle and its surroundings [8]. Finite conductivity and
geometric changes in the beam pipe are sources of wakefields
[8, 9], which affect source and trailing particles [8].
The wake function describes the response to a pulse excitation [10], which, separated by orientation, is‡
𝑤𝜈 (𝑟0⃗ , 𝑟,⃗ 𝑧) =

(1)

where 𝜈 is either ∥, x or y and 𝑒𝜈⃗ the corresponding standard
basis vector in ℝ3 . 𝑟0⃗ , 𝑞0 and 𝑟,⃗ 𝑞 are transverse position
and charge of source respectively test particle, 𝑧 is the longitudinal distance between them, 𝑠 the trajectory and 𝐹L⃗ the
Lorentz force [8, 9]. Sometimes it is convenient to use the
Fourier transform, called wake impedance 𝑍𝜈 [8].
The effect on a test charge by wakefields of the entire
bunch is defined as the convolution of the bunch’s linear
charge distribution 𝜆(𝑧) and the wake function normalized
to the bunch charge 𝑄B [10]. For longitudinal wakes this is
𝑊∥ (𝑧) =

1 ∞
∫ 𝑤 (𝑧′ − 𝑧) 𝜆 (𝑧′ ) d𝑧′ .
𝑄B −∞ ∥

(2)

The total wake loss factor (WLF) [11–13], which is the
energy lost by the bunch per squared charge, is‡
𝑘𝜎 =

Δ𝐸
1 ∞
=
−
∫ 𝜆 (𝑧) 𝑊∥ (𝑧) d𝑧 .
𝑄B −∞
𝑄B2

(3)

The rms energy spread per charge [12], referred to as energy
spread factor (ESF), is calculated by‡
𝐸𝑆𝐹 (𝜎) = √

1 ∞
2
∫ 𝜆 (𝑧) [𝑊∥ (𝑧) + 𝑘𝜎 ] d𝑧 .
𝑄B −∞

(4)

Numerical Field Calculation
In this work the wakefield solver of CST Particle Studio®
(PS) was applied with integration method ”Indirect Interfaces”, at least 300 mm simulated wakelength and a Gaussian excitation. CST PS uses the finite integration technique
‡

It is common to add a minus sign in the longitudinal wake function to
associate energy loss with a positive value. The (total) WLF in Eq. (3)
then also has an opposite sign, e.g. in [11,12]. Likewise the sign in Eq. (4)
would switch. In this work we follow the definition used by CST® [13].
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(a) 1st Generation [6],
𝑅BL = 20.25 mm
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(b) 2nd Generation [6],
𝑅BL = 20.25 mm

(c) Scaled 1st Gen. [19],
𝑅BL = 5.0 mm

(d) Demonstrator [7],
𝑅BL = 7.5 mm

(e) rPCB-BAM from [7],
𝑅BL = 20.25 mm

Figure 1: Designs used for wakefield analysis. The parameter can be found in the corresponding publications.
in time domain [11, 13]. The longitudinal wake potential
is found by integration of the longitudinal electrical fields
along a straight path, the transverse counterpart with the
Panovsky-Wenzel theorem [14] and the wake impedance by
a single sided discrete Fourier transform [11, 13].
It is impossible to extract the wake function from the
numerical wake potential and it is not feasible to allocate the
computing power necessary to calculate sub-mm bunches in
an early stage. Nonetheless in an investigation at SPEAR II
the total WLF followed a power-law by the power of −1.41
[15]. Because the power depends on the wake impedance
and thus the structure’s geometry, the total WLF found by
simulation was fitted with the general power law
𝑘𝜎 (𝜎z ) = 𝐾̂ ⋅ (

𝜎z −𝛼
) + 𝑘∞ .
1 mm

(5)

This function can be used to extrapolate the WLF towards
sub-mm bunches as in [16, 17]. However, exceeding one order of magnitude between simulated bunch and real bunches
leads to a significant prediction uncertainty.

RESULTS
Simulations were carried out for different pickup structures. As a reference two established high-bandwidth coneshaped pickups, defined in [6], are used. The small cone
(Fig. 1a) is referred to as 1st , the large (Fig. 1b) as 2nd generation (gen.). They are accompanied by a design with beamline
radius 𝑅BL = 5 mm (Fig. 1c), chosen to scale to the minimum diameter found in the EuXFEL. Furthermore, this
is in the range of the 8 mm and 16 mm lines at SwissFEL,
also equipped with cone-shaped pickups [18]. The 3rd design (Fig. 1d) represents the non-hermetic demonstrator of
an open-coaxial pickup presented in [7]. The 4th pickup
structure (Fig. 1e), also introduced in [7], combines rodlike pickups with a printed circuit board (PCB) combination
network and is referred to as the rPCB design.

Long-Range Wakefields
In the scaled 1st gen. pickups a long-range wake was
found. Figure 2 (top) shows the wake potential caused by a
1 mm bunch. About 5 cm behind the bunch center a distinct
sinusoidal form is visible. The wake impedance, pictured in
Fig. 2 (bottom), has a pronounced peak at 21.9 GHz.
MOPOPT019
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long range behavior

Figure 2: Simulated 𝑊∥ (top) and 𝑍∥ (bottom) of the 1st gen.
pickups with 𝑅BL = 5 mm. The simulation was executed
with 1 pC, 1 mm bunch and 10 m wakelength.
Evaluation of the electromagnetic fields in time domain
revealed a TM10 mode stationary between the pickups. In
the beamline the TM10 mode can propagate above cutoff
frequency 𝜔c , which is 22.9 GHz. Therefore the long-range
wake is attributed to a trapped mode as described in [20].
In this phenomena a discontinuity on the beam wall lowers the resonance frequency and prevents the mode from
propagating [11, 20, 21].
The amplitude in Fig. 2 (top) follows an exponential decay
with relaxation length 𝑙r = 32.227(1) m, which is about
half the minimum bunch spacing at the EuXFEL, possibly
leaving more than 10 % of the amplitude at arrival of the
next bunch. The estimation for wall losses
𝑙r = 𝑐0 𝜏 ≈

2𝑐0 𝑅BL
,
𝜔c 𝛿s

(6)

with skin depth 𝛿s [11, 22], is about 50 % higher. This
indicates that a third of the energy is dissipated through
other loss channels. Because the electric field of an ideal
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Table 1: Fit Parameter and Resulting WLF at 1 mm and 180 fs According to Eq. (5), see also Fig. 3
rPCB
scaled G1
2nd gen.
1st gen.
Demon.

adj. R²

𝛼

𝑘∞ in V/pC

𝑘1 mm in V/pC

𝑘180 fs in V/pC

1.000
0.998
1.000
0.997
0.999

0.97 (0.96 to 0.99)
1.33 (1.11 to 1.55)
1.03 (0.98 to 1.07)
1.17 (0.95 to 1.39)
2.73 (2.54 to 2.92)

−1.163
−0.069
−0.019
−0.006
0.000

9.665
0.483
0.132
0.027
0.004

185.07
26.79
3.02
0.98
11.24

TM10 mode is tangential and vanishing at the pickup surface,
these wakes will not substantially affect the retrieved signal,
but potentially subsequent bunches. Trapped modes may
occur in cone-shaped pickups, which act as a hole/bulge, but
not in irises [20].

Total Wake Loss Factor
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the total WLF as function
of the bunch length. The graph is linearized as log-log plot
of 𝑘𝜎 minus an individual constant 𝑘∞ from the resulting
fit parameters in Table 1. The fit is shown by solid lines
and simulation results by symbols. Dashed lines correspond
to the 99 % prediction intervals (PI). Extrapolated sub-mm
values are also summarized in Table 1.
The 1st gen. pickups follow a power of −1.17 to 1.33,
which is less sensitive to the bunch length than resistive walls
(𝛼 ≈ −1.5 [11]). The first design generations have a single
digit WLF with a 180 fs bunch, but scaling of the beampipe
scG1 = 26.79 (12.21 to 41.37) V pC−1 .
increases it to 𝑘180
fs

PI99% (𝑘𝑘180 fs ) in V/pC
180.17
12.21
2.72
0.52
6.55

189.98
41.37
3.31
1.44
15.93

strongly implies that the design can be treated as collimator/iris from wakefield point of view. The energy lost by
the short 1 pC-bunch is about 1.2 GeV. For the much longer
1 mm-bunch an ESF of 4.15 V pC−1 is found with the trapezoidal integration function of MATLAB® .
Similar to the rPCB the 2nd gen. pickup follows a power
of −1.03. Protruding cones could also act like an iris.

Mitigation of Wakefields
The rPCB design gave the best signal in earlier studies [7]
but is disadvantageous from wakefield perspective. Because
of its low extension one may think of integrating the rPCB
into existing structures, e.g. a collimator, to not substantially
add to the wake budget and to provide additional shielding.
However there the 𝛽 function will be high and therefore,
incident of electrons, radiation as well as space limitation
and movable parts probably will prevent this option. Furthermore, it is considered to taper both sides of the flat PCB
structure or to use a quasi-coaxial transmission line with
via-holes in the PCB. The later reduces signal noise and by
additional removal of excess parts in the PCB could reduce
the WLF by nearly 40 % as preliminary simulations showed.

CONCLUSION

Figure 3: Log-log plot of the total WLF as a function of
bunch length for different geometries. Symbols indicate
CST® simulation results, solid lines a power law fit and
dashed lines are the 99 % PI.
The open-coax demonstrator is most sensitive to the bunch
length, with a power of −2.73, comparable to the −3 of a
low Q cavity [11]. This leads to a WLF in between the coneshaped designs for short bunches, though the demonstrator
undercuts them by more than one order in the mm range.
The rPCB design follows a power of −0.97. This matches
the power of −1 for a collimator/iris [11]. Additionally the analytical WLF in [11] gives about 10 V pC−1 with 𝜎z = 1 mm,
comparable to the 9.7 V pC−1 found by simulation. This

A cone-shaped approach, which is already used in many
facilities, has a low wake potential. For a considerably long
bunch the demonstrator in [7] causes even less wakefields
but it is sensitive to the bunch length. Furthermore, effects by
transition to smaller diameters for scaled BAM and demonstrator are missing in this analysis.
Designs with notches in the wall, introduced by coneshaped or open-coax pickups, can house trapped modes, as
observed for the 1st gen. BAM with 𝑅BL = 5 mm. These
modes can be dangerous for subsequent bunches.
New designs optimize the signal slope for higher arrivaltime resolution. Wakefields have not been considered in previous works. The new rPCB structure has a significant larger
wake loss factor, approximately two orders in magnitude,
but it is still in the range of other accelerator components
installed in XFEL. Careful positioning in the beamline or
integration into other systems may improve the measurement
and shield the BAM from beam incident while reducing the
additional wake load. This is also possible by reducing the
transverse cross-section of the PCB.
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LONGITUDINAL PHASE SPACE DIAGNOSTICS WITH CORRUGATED
STRUCTURE AT THE EUROPEAN XFEL
S. Tomin∗ , W. Decking, N. Golubeva, A. Novokshonov, T. Wohlenberg, I. Zagorodnov
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
Characterization of the longitudinal phase space (LPS)
of the electron beam after the FEL process is important for
its study and tuning. At the European XFEL, a single plate
corrugated structure was installed after the SASE2 undulator
to measure the LPS of the electron beam. The beam passing near the plate’s corrugations creates wakefields, which
induce a correlation between time and the transverse distribution of the beam. The longitudinal phase space of the beam
is then analyzed on a scintillating screen monitor placed in
the dispersion section. In this paper, we present the result
of commissioning the corrugated structure and the first LPS
measurement.

INTRODUCTION
Longitudinal phase space (LPS) measurements after the
undulator are of high interest for FEL and beam dynamics studies and facility operation. The standard way to
measure LPS is to use the Transverse Deflection Structure
(TDS) [1, 2]. The TDS is powered by a klystron and streaks
the electron beam in the transverse plane. The streaked
beam is observed on a scintillating screen monitor. The
TDS-screen system will allow observation of the longitudinal phase space of the beam if the screen is located in the
dispersion section and the dispersion is orthogonal to the
direction of TDS deflection. However, the size and complexity of such diagnostics grows with increasing electron
beam energy. Therefore, the development and installation
of TDS requires a significant investment of time (years) and
manpower [3], especially for the European XFEL, which
operates with the beam energies up to 17.5 GeV [4].
Another way is to use a corrugated structure. A corrugated structure - a corrugated pipe of small radius or two
corrugated metal plates with an adjustable gap - has been
proposed in [5] to remove linear energy correlation (chirp)
in a relativistic electron beam and first confirmed experimentally in [6]. When an electron beam is displaced relative to
the center of the corrugated structure and passes near the
corrugated wall, it experiences a time-correlated transverse
kick in the direction of the wall. However, the transverse
kick is not linear unlike the TDS. This makes it difficult to
analyze the measurements obtained due to non-linearity of
the time axis, and the time resolution is poor at the beam
head. A corrugated structure is a type of wakefield structure
along with, for example, dialectic structures. Nevertheless,
the simplicity of passive streamers based on wakefield structure is attractive for electron beam manipulation both for
FEL techniques, e.g. [7], and for diagnostic purposes [8–10].
∗
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LPS DIAGNOSTICS WITH CORRUGATED
STRUCTURE
At the European XFEL, the development of LPS diagnostic based on a corrugated structure was started in October
2020 and commissioned in January 2022. The new device is
a metal corrugated plate, consisting of 5 segments of length
of 1 m each. The corrugated structure is installed after the
SASE2 undulator and, together with the GAGG:Ce screen
installed in the downstream arc, forms a diagnostic system
for measuring the LPS of the electron beam. The strength
of the transverse kick of the corrugated plate depends on the
beam current distribution and the distance between the beam
and the corrugated plate. Unlike the corrugated structures
in PSI [10] or SLAC [11], which use movable jaws with
appropriate mechanics to change the distance between the
beam and the corrugated plate, we control the distance with
a trajectory bump. This significantly simplifies the design
of the entire system. The trajectory bump is created by 4
vertical correctors, with maximum amplitude 4 mm – distance between the plate and reference beam trajectory. A
simplified layout of the diagnostic beam line is shown in
Figure 1 and the corrugated structure installed in the tunnel
is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Simplified layout of the diagnostic beam line for
LPS measurement after SASE2 undulator.

Figure 2: Installed corrugated structure in the tunnel.
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The corrugated structure streaks the beam in vertical plane
and a dipole magnet bends the electron beam in horizontal
plane. The schematic view of corrugated plate is shown in
Figure 3. The sizes of the corrugation are the same as for
corrugated structure which is installed in LCLS [11] and can
be seen in Table 1. The GAGG:Ce screen pixel dimensions
are 5.5 × 5.5 µm2 .

Figure 4: Beam optics modes for the diagnostic beam line.
Figure 3: Schematic side view of the corrugated structure.

Table 1: Main Parameters of the Corrugated Structure
Parameter

Value

Depth, h
Gap, t
Period, p
Width, w
Number of segments
Total length, L

0.5 mm
0.25 mm
0.5 mm
12 mm
5
5m

The new diagnostic does not have a dedicated beam line
to dump the electron beam after the screen. Therefore, the
diagnostics operates at a frequency of 1-3 Hz to reduce the
radiation load.

Special Beam Optics
Two additional requirements are necessary for the LPS
measurement: the betatron phase advance in vertical plane,
plane of the dipole kick, between the corrugated structure
and screen must be close to 𝜙𝑦 = 𝜋/2 + 𝑛 ⋅ 2𝜋, n is an
integer, and maximal possible horizontal dispersion on the
screen for better energy resolution. A new beam optics
were developed to satisfy these requirements. In addition, a
zero dispersion optics have been developed for the energy
resolution measurement. All optics modes are presented in
Figure 4 and Table 2.

Energy Calibration
In order to be able to measure the slice energy spread, it
is necessary to calibrate the energy axis on the screen or, in
other words, to measure the dispersion in the screen position.
The horizontal dispersion in the screen position is measured
by scanning the voltage of the last accelerator RF station and
measuring the center of mass of the beam on the screen.

Energy Resolution Measurement
One of the features of our diagnostic beam line is the
ability to set the dispersion at the screen position to zero,
Figure 4 and Table 2. This makes it easy to measure the
energy resolution of the diagnostic system. Figure 5 shows
an example of such a measurement. In this particular case,
the beam optics was set to the ”zero dispersion” mode, and
the measured dispersion was 𝐷𝑥 = 22 mm. The beam current was about 0.5 kA, which allows us to estimate the slice
energy spread of 0.2 − 0.3 MeV. Thus, the contribution of
the energy spread to the measured size of the beam slices
can be neglected. Figure 5 shows that the minimum beam
size is 37 µm averaged over 20 pixels slice width. This corresponds to the maximum energy resolution of 1.43 MeV
with a horizontal dispersion of 𝐷𝑥 = 0.45 m, measured in
the same measurement run.

Table 2: Optics Modes and its Main Parameters
Parameter

Design

Zero disp.

Max disp.

𝛽𝑊𝑆
𝑦
𝐷𝑥𝑠𝑐𝑟
𝛽𝑠𝑐𝑟
𝑥
𝛽𝑠𝑐𝑟
𝑦
Δ𝜇𝑦
𝑅34

56.4 m
7 cm
5.6 m
10.2 m
289 deg
-22.6

56.4 m
<1 cm
5.26 m
15 m
283 deg
-39.2

56.4 m
40 cm
5.5 m
28.8 m
284 deg
-39.1
Figure 5: Example of the energy resolution measurement.
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FIRST RESULTS
It takes about a couple of minutes to prepare for LPS
measurements and the same amount of time to restore normal
operation, thanks to software designed to work with the new
diagnostics. The tool also analyzes the acquired images, and
an example LPS image of an electron beam with and without
the SASE can be seen in Figure 6. The slice energy spread
is shown at the bottom of the figures. Zero on the time axis
here and in the next figures corresponds to the center of mass
of the image. Note, that time axis is non linear due to nonlinearity of the transverse kick of the corrugated structure.

Figure 8: Observation of the microbunching instability with
low beam current.

CONCLUSION
Figure 6: Observation of the LPS of the electron beam w/o
SASE.
If the electron beam has an energy chirp and if dispersion
is introduced into the undulator, this enables the dispersionbased fresh slice techniques [12]. By controlling the orbit in
the SASE2 undulator, we were able to control the position
of the lasing slice in the beam. LPS diagnostics, based on
the corrugated structure, was used to observe the lasing of
the different beam slices, Figure 7.

At the European XFEL, the development of LPS diagnostic based on a corrugated structure was started in October
2020 and commissioned in January 2022. To simplify the
corrugated structure design, we abandoned the use a moveable jaw with in-vacuum mechanics in favor of a trajectory
bump to control the distance between the corrugated plate
and the beam. At this point, we see no disadvantages of this
solution. In this work, we have demonstrated that corrugated
structure-based diagnostics are widely used in the European
XFEL.
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5D TOMOGRAPHY OF ELECTRON BUNCHES AT ARES
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Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Germany
1 also at Department of Physics Universität Hamburg, Germany
2 also at Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, Italy
Abstract
The ARES linear accelerator at DESY aims to deliver
stable and well-characterized electron bunches with durations down to the sub-fs level. Such bunches are highly
sought after to study the injection into novel high-gradient
accelerating structures, test diagnostics devices, or perform
autonomous accelerator studies. For such applications, it is
advantageous to have a complete and detailed knowledge
of the beam properties. Tomographic methods have shown
to be a key tool to reconstruct the phase space of beams.
Based on these techniques, a novel diagnostics method is being developed to resolve the full 5-dimensional phase space
(x, x ′, y, y ′, z) of bunches including their transverse and longitudinal distributions and correlations. In simulation studies, this method shows an excellent agreement between the
reconstructed and the original distribution for all Ąve planes.
Here, the 5-dimensional phase space tomography method is
presented using a showcase simulation study at ARES.

INTRODUCTION
Advanced accelerator research and development beneĄts
greatly from stable and well-characterized electron bunches.
Undesired correlations between the two transverse planes
can arise due to unnoticed rotated beamline elements or stray
Ąelds on the photocathode and in the gun region and can
lead to 2D emittance growth [1, 2]. Longitudinal-transverse
correlations are introduced due to space-charge forces [3] in
the low energy region, a transverse dependent energy gain
which evolves into a longitudinal-transverse correlation over
a drift, or coherent-synchrotron radiation in, for example,
bunch compressors in the beamline which can introduce
longitudinally dependent transverse ofsets [4]. In simulations, the full 6-dimensional phase space is available at any
location in the beamline and such efects can be monitored
and minimized. However, in reality, such diagnostics of the
bunch is not as straightforward and requires advanced methods. A measurement of the 6-dimensional charge density
has been performed for a H− beam in a dedicated beamline
using slit masks [5]. In operating accelerators, tomographic
methods are a useful tool to obtain detailed knowledge of
the beam distribution [6Ű10]. Methods to measure multidimensional distributions such as the full transverse phase
space [11Ű14] as well as the 3-dimensional charge-density
distribution [15Ű18] exist. Here, a tomographic method to
reconstruct the 5-dimensional charge-density distribution
(x, x ′, y, y ′, z) of an electron bunch is introduced. It combines a quadrupole-based tomography of the 4-dimensional
∗
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transverse phase space with the variable streaking direction
of a PolariX X-band transverse deĆecting structure (TDS) Ű
a device developed in collaboration between CERN, DESY,
and PSI [18Ű20]. The method allows to reconstruct correlations between the horizontal and vertical positions x,y
and divergences x ′,y ′ as well as the longitudinal position
z in the bunch. Such information is useful to identify undesired correlations and therefore enables the optimization
and improvement of the accelerator performance and beam
quality.
The method is tested on an example case based on the
ARES linear accelerator at DESY. ARES [21Ű23] is a normal conducting S-band linear electron accelerator designed
for accelerator research and development. It operates at
up to 50 Hz, 155 MeV and charges from 0.05 pC to 200 pC.
ARES is designed to produce and measure bunches with subfs durations [16, 17, 24Ű26]. Additionally, it focusses on
the study of novel dielectric-based acceleration techniques
[27Ű30] and electron radiotherapy, the development of diagnostics devices and methods [31Ű34] and the application
of machine learning to accelerator operation [35, 36]. Furthermore, it serves as a general test bed for new accelerator
components [37]. For the simulations, a Gaussian particle
distribution with ARES-compatible beam parameters for a
fully on-crest working point is chosen. To demonstrate the
potential of the method, an artiĄcial longitudinal sinusoidal
oscillation of the transverse beam size and divergence in
the x-plane is imprinted on the bunch. The Courant-Snyder
parameters [38], the alpha αx,y and beta βx,y functions, are
kept constant. Together with the geometric emittance ϵx,y
these functions describe the statistical beam parameters.
The present study aims to demonstrate the working principle of the method by utilizing the ARES beamline. Furthermore, a simulated reconstruction of a particle distribution is
presented and compared to the input distribution.

WORKING PRINCIPLE
The 5-dimensional phase space (x, x ′, y, y ′, z) of electron
bunches is reconstructed using a tomographic method. In
general, a tomography uses low-dimensional projections
of an object along diferent angles to reconstruct a higherdimensional distribution. This can be applied to bunches
in an accelerator. The transverse information is obtained
by scanning the transverse phase advances µx,y with, e.g.,
quadrupoles. The longitudinal information is obtained by
streaking the beam with a TDS. To also resolve the correlations between the two transverse planes, their phase advances
are controlled simultaneously. Furthermore, the streaking
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of the bunch at various angles is required. This is due to the
overlap of the longitudinal information with the transverse
plane parallel to the streaking direction. The streaking at
arbitrary angles can be performed with a PolariX TDS. The
Ąnal transverse distribution is reconstructed upstream of the
Ąrst quadrupole used for the tomography, the longitudinal
information is obtained at the location of the TDS.
The principle of the 5-dimensional phase-space tomography is as follows:
• For a Ąxed transverse phase advance combination
(µx , µy ), the beam is streaked with the TDS, and its
projection is recorded on a downstream screen. This is
repeated for diferent streaking angles.
• These screen images are used to reconstruct the 3dimensional charge-density distribution (x, y, z) of the
bunch [15]. The transverse proĄles are reconstructed at
the location of the screen. The longitudinal information
is reconstructed at the TDS center.
• The reconstruction procedure is repeated for all desired
phase advance combinations. The Ąnal longitudinal
resolution is given by the largest unstreaked spot size
at the screen in all transverse streaking planes for all
phase advance combinations.
• Each 3-dimensional reconstruction can be regarded as
the projection of the (x, x ′, y, y ′, z) phase space onto
(x, y, z) for diferent transverse rotation angles.
• These rotation angles are given by the phase advance
when analyzing the images in normalized phase space
[39]. The conversion from real phase space x, y to
normalized
phase space x N , y N is given by x N , y N =
p
x, y/ βx,y .
• Next, the 3-dimensional reconstructions are combined.
This is done for each longitudinal slice zk individually.
• Using the reconstructed sliced projections (x, y)zk ,
the transverse charge-density distribution (x, x ′, y, y ′)zk
can be reconstructed similar to the reconstruction of
the 4-dimensional transverse charge density in [11, 12].
This distribution is reconstructed at a chosen location
upstream of the TDS and all quadrupoles that are used
to scan the phase advance.
• By combining all longitudinal slices, the 5-dimensional
charge-density distribution is obtained.

SIMULATION OF 5D TOMOGRAPHY
The section of the ARES linear accelerator used for the
tomographic studies contains Ąve quadrupoles and two PolariX transverse deĆecting structures (see Fig. 1). Screen
images are recorded at the screen station downstream of the
TDS. The Ąnal distribution is reconstructed at the screen
upstream of the Ąrst displayed quadrupole. The quadrupoles
are used to match the phase advance. Although two PolariX
structures are available in the beamline, in these simulations
only one structure is used to streak the bunch. The structure
is operated at 11.99 GHz. The phase advance is scanned over
a range of 180° in 30 steps. The beam is streaked over 180°
in 50 steps. For the screen, a size of 2 cm and 1000 pixels
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Table 1: Input and Reconstructed Beam Parameters
Parameter

Unit

Input

Reconstruction

E
σE
Q
στ
ϵx
ϵy
ϵxslice
ϵyslice
αx / αy
β x / βy

MeV
%
pC
fs
m rad
m rad
m rad
m rad

155
0.1
1
200.0
6.12 × 10−9
4.66 × 10−9
5.46 × 10−9
4.67 × 10−9
0.81 / 0.94
0.86 / 3.77

198.9
5.85 × 10−9
4.85 × 10−9
4.21 × 10−9
4.79 × 10−9
0.80 / 0.94
0.86 / 3.76

m

per transverse plane is chosen. This corresponds to a pixel
size of 20 µm × 20 µm which is larger than the available
resolution at the screen stations at ARES and chosen to reduce computational costs. The longitudinal resolution R
is calculated following the deĄnition in [40]. It is deĄned
as R = σ |p| c/(2π f eV L), where σ is the maximum unstreaked transverse spot size at the screen downstream of the
TDS, p is the average momentum of the bunch, c the speed
of light, e the elementary charge, f the TDS frequency, V the
streaking amplitude and L the drift length between the TDS
center and the downstream screen. The beta functions at this
screen are matched to obtain an RMS spot size below 0.3 mm
in all rotation planes. Together with a 4.79 MV streaking
amplitude in the PolariX TDS this results in a longitudinal
resolution of 17.81 fs. To reduce computational costs, only
40 slices of 29.8 fs are reconstructed. The amplitude of the
TDS at ARES can be increased up to 20 MV. This results in
a resolution of 4.3 fs using one TDS. However, to be able to
Ąt a roughly ±3 sigma RMS bunch duration on the screen,
the lower amplitude is chosen in the study here. Simulations
are performed in ocelot [41, 42] using second order transfer maps for all elements except the transverse deĆecting
structure. A particle distribution with 4 000 000 particles is
tracked and the beam properties are shown in Table 1, where
E is the energy, σE the energy spread, Q the charge and σt
the bunch duration.
All tomographic reconstructions are performed using a
python scikit-image [43] implementation of the Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (SART) algorithm
[44] with two iterations. The minimum of the reconstructed
values is restricted to zero, the maximum to 6000. The reconstructed sliced transverse distributions (x, y) are converted
√
to normalized
√ phase space in a range from −0.5 mm/ m
to 0.5 mm/ m with 200 bins by using the beta functions
obtained from the propagation of the Courant-Snyder parameters through the beamline. The full reconstruction takes
less than 2.5 h running in parallel on an AMD EPYC 75F3
on a computing cluster.
A comparison of input and reconstructed beam parameters shows excellent agreement between the input and reconstructed Courant-Snyder parameters and RMS bunch
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Figure 1: Sketch of the section of the ARES beamline used for the 5D tomography simulations.
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Figure 2: Sliced comparison of the reconstructed (solid line)
and input (dotted line) transverse sizes and divergences. A
sinusoidal variation is imprinted on the x-plane (blue) to
exhibit the ability of the method. The relative discrepancies
(σ
−σ
)
ζ = r e cσoni n puit n pu t are shown. The longitudinal chargedensity proĄle of the input (dashed gray) and reconstruction
(solid blue) is shown as a reference.

duration (see Table 1). The transverse emittances are reconstructed well with a relative discrepancy of less than 5 % in
both planes. The reconstructed emittances are calculated
from the standard deviation of the transverse projections of
the reconstructed distribution in normalized phase space.
The slice emittance is calculated for slice number 19 which
ranges from −4.46 µm to 4.46 µm where 0 µm is at the longitudinal center of the bunch. To avoid the inĆuence of
artifacts stemming from the tomographic reconstruction, in
the transverse planes values outside of a ±3 sigma range
from the bunch center are not considered for the emittance
and Courant-Snyder parameter analysis.
The reconstructed sliced transverse beam sizes and divergences agree well with the input distribution (see Fig. 2).
The imprinted sinusoidal correlation in the x-plane is reconstructed accurately. A slight imprint of the sinusoidal
correlation on the y-plane is observed. Since no coupling
between the transverse planes is present in the beamline, this

The presented simulation study based on the ARES beamline with an idealized Gaussian distribution shows that the
proposed method accurately reconstructs the 5-dimensional
phase-space distribution of the bunch. The results show
excellent agreement between the input and reconstructed
projected and sliced beam parameters with a relative discrepancy of . 10 %. Further studies with full start-to-end
simulations of an electron bunch at ARES are foreseen.
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BEAM DYNAMICS OF THE TRANSPARENT INJECTION
FOR THE MAX IV 1.5 GeV RING
M. Apollonio∗ , Å. Andersson, M. Brosi, D. K. Olsson,
P. F. Tavares, A. Vorozhstov
MAX IV Laboratory, Lund University, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
Following the successful operation of the Multipole Injection Kicker in the MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring, we plan to
introduce a similar device in the MAX IV 1.5 GeV ring. In
order to assess the effectiveness of such device and to define
its working parameters, we performed a series of studies
aimed at understanding the beam dynamics related to the
injection process. In this paper we describe the optimisation of the MIK working parameters, we study the resilience
to tune shifts for a chosen injection scheme and illustrate
some tests conducted to evaluate the ring acceptance. We
conclude with remarks about the effects of magnet errors on
key performance parameters such as the injection efficiency
and perturbations to the size and divergence of the stored
beam and a brief discussion on future work.

INTRODUCTION
At the MAX IV complex in Lund, Sweden [1, 2], two
storage rings (SR) are operated, fed by a common LINAC
injector. The first ring, R1, receives a 1.5 GeV beam, while
the 3 GeV ring, R3, is injected further downstream. Both
SRs operate in top-up mode, albeit at different rates (half an
hour for R1, 10 minutes for R3) and currents (400 mA and
300 mA respectively). To allow injection and alleviate the
effects of top-up transients on the stored beam, R3 makes use
of a Multipole Injection Kicker (MIK), thoroughly described
in [3]. These pulsed magnets generate strong spatially dependent multipole fields, mainly acting on the off-axis injected
beam, whereas the nearly zero field at the nominal orbit
highly suppresses any disturbance on the circulating beam.
This is highly valued by photon beamlines, especially at
fourth generation SRs, where beam reduced dimensions can
exacerbate the perturbations produced in the top-up phase.
After the early implementations at KEK, first with a pulsed
quadrupole [4] and then with a pulsed sextupole [5], whose
use was initially considered at MAX IV [6] instead of a more
conventional four-bump injection, studies at BESSY [7] first
demonstrated a scheme based on a 8-wire iron-free concept,
further developed through a collaboration with SOLEIL and
installed and commissioned at MAX IV in 2018. Since then,
the MIK has been working very successfully, being the first
application of this technology on a fourth-generation SR.

A Multipole Injection Kicker for R1
Following the positive results with R3 MIK, MAX IV
has recently considered to adopt the same technology for
∗
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the low-energy ring R1, a 12-DBA lattice [1], whose main
parameters are summarized in Table 1. The beam from the
Table 1: MAXIV R1 Ring Global Parameters
𝐸e (GeV)
𝐿 (m) / 𝑇 (𝜇s)
𝜖𝑥 (nm)
𝜈𝑥,𝑦
𝜉𝑥,𝑦
Δ𝐸/𝐸 (%)
𝛼𝐶

1.5
96 / 320
5.9
11.22 / 3.15
1.5 / 1.8
0.075
3.05e−3

LINAC proceeds towards an extraction line (TR1) located
below the ring main floor, hence it is deflected vertically by
means of a chicane set-up, reaching a septum whose inner
wall is 13.5 mm in the horizontal plane from the nominal
orbit. At the septum exit we expect a horizontal separation of
17 mm between the incoming beam and the stored one. The
injected beam is then strongly deflected while crossing the
magnets in achromats one and two, until reaching a dipole
kicker (DK) located in straight 3, 14.8 m from the centre
of the injection straight, imparting a correction while also
disturbing the incoming stored beam. The aperture sharing
regime allows an effective stacking, however beam stability
is lost at each top-up. The R1-MIK will be located 90 cm
past the DK, in the same straight.

Injection Dynamics
Accelerator Toolbox (AT) [8] was used to investigate the
beam dynamics of R1 when injecting with the MIK. The
model for the multipole was introduced as a rescaled kickmap after a campaign of measurements by SOLEIL done
to characterize the kicker for R3 [9]. A matlab [10] script
utilizing AT was developed to visualize the process of injection and correction of the incoming beam, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. On the top-left we see a beam of 100 electrons
with a phase-space distribution taken from the LINAC parameters as it enters R1 from the outer part of the septum
(cyan tracks), −17 mm from the nominal orbit. In addition
to the (Bx , By ) field map as a function of the position of the
beam, the model comprises a time wave-form (bottom-left),
taking into account the duration of the pulse, here set at
1.28 µs or four periods of the ring. Past the septum, electrons undergo strong deflections due to the magnets crossed
at large horizontal displacements, until they reach the MIK
where they receive a first kick (K1) imparting an initial correction to the injected beam. On the following turn the beam
reaches the crossing point at another horizontal position
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Figure 1: Beam dynamics of an on-crest bunch. Top-left: horizontal trajectories of the first two turns of the injected beam
(cyan) with a full kick at injection and a second kick following the MIK time wave-form displayed in the bottom-left section.
The following turns (dark blue) take place without MIK action. Top-right: representation of the same seven turn event in
the (x, x′ ) phase-space. Bottom-right: MIK field intensity function, showing the two kicking events, K1 and K2.
and undergoes another kick (K2) typically weaker than the
initial one, due to the time modulation of the MIK pulse.
Considering a bunch originally on-crest of the MIK pulse,
no extra kick is imparted after two turns. In Fig. 1 this is represented by the uncorrected motion of the dark blue tracks.
The (x, x′ ) recorded at the injection point (IP) shows how
the horizontal phase-space can be compressed to a value of
about 11.5 mmmrad, making injection and containment of
the beam possible throughout many turns. The case seen in
Fig. 1 corresponds to a beam injected at −17 mm, with zero
slope and at a current of 2.256 kA imparting a first kick of
−2.7 mrad at the MIK crossing point. The next paragraph
describes the optimisation of the injection into R1.

Optimisation
The optimisation process consists in reducing the CourantSnyder invariant (CS), by operating on the imparted MIK
field and the TR1 injecting parameters, with an eye to the
operational limits of these handles. A two-dimensional scan
over the injecting angle and the peak current at the MIK illustrates the best regions for an optimised set of parameters. Fig.
2 shows the result of this search, giving a clear indication
about the existence of a favoured region in the (x′inj , IMIK )
parameter space (dark blue in the assumed color convention),
as well as the presence of forbidden regions (yellow) where
too large oscillations will make injection impossible. The
graph reveals also that the best (x, x′ ) phase-space compression favours large MIK peak currents with large negative
injecting angles, however both parameters have physical limitations that must be kept into consideration when discussing
the feasibility of the device. The largest IMIK is mainly dictated by the construction limits of the device, whereas the
scope of the injecting parameters (xinj , x′inj ) is defined by the
set of correctors in TR1 and their ability at steering the beam
without hitting the outer wall of the septum. A standard minimum search over three parameters was then launched to
include the injecting position of the beam, showing how

Figure 2: Injection angle and MIK current scan, identifying
the best solutions in the (x′inj , IMIK ) space in term of maximal
residual oscillations over 7 turns. The dashed line guides the
eye along the dark blue “valley” of minimum oscillations.
optimal solutions still tend to move along the dark blue “valley” seen in Fig. 2, but also hinting at a closer approach
towards the outer wall of the septum. The first solution (S1),
illustrated in Fig. 2 is the result of a search of the sole MIK
current, optimised at 2.265 kA, assuming an ideal parallel
injection at −17 mm distance from the nominal beam axis.
When adding the injecting parameters, S2 is found which
corresponds to a current of 3.565 kA, an initial position of
−16.5 mm and an injecting angle of −360 µrad. Fig. 3 shows
the (x, x′ ) phase-space past the injection point for two settings of the MIK and of the injection parameters, with the
same color code convention adopted in Fig. 1. A bunch in
phase with the crest of the MIK waveform, will receive two
kicks, with its CS invariant phase compressed towards its
final value after two periods. The left side of the figure depicts S1, with a typical CS invariant of about 11.5 mmmrad,
comfortably sitting within the septum defined acceptance
Asept =29 mmmrad. S2 (right side) obtained by adding the
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Figure 3: Horizontal phase-space at IP for two optimised
solutions: (left) sole MIK current as parameter, (right) MIK
current and injection parameters (xinj , x′inj ) utilized.
injection parameters in the optimisation process, shows an
even better phase-space compression of 6.8 mmmrad.

R1 Ring Real Acceptance
Simulated beam dynamics at injection suggests that there
should be enough acceptance to effectively operate the MIK,
within a wide range of possible set-ups, from a relatively low
to a gradually increasing current, requiring a tuning of the
injecting phase-space parameters. These results rest upon the
assumption of a perfect machine, whereas we cannot assume
that the actual acceptance of the system is as large as Asept .
In order to ascertain this important question, we tested the
resilience of the stored beam against excitations generated by
DK, located 90 cm upstream of the position foreseen for the
MIK and presently utilized to compress the phase-space of
the injected beam. Fig. 4 shows the current in the machine
as a function of a constantly growing DK voltage: at about
6.1 kV (kick of 2.18 mrad), the beam current undergoes a
sudden reduction. A simulation of the pulsed dipole acting

Figure 5: Resilience to DK excitation in the AT model. Left:
DK angle at 1.16 mrad (standard injection value). Right:
DK angle at 2.18 mrad, with the (x, x′ ) phase-space at IP
shaving the inner wall of the septum.
suggest that the present machine has a sufficient aperture to
use a MIK operating at low current, where an acceptance of
about 11.5 mmmrad is needed.

Resilience to Tune Shifts
Changes in the tune working point may occur, either for
a deliberate choice or for external causes, e.g. a non completely compensated change in the ID gaps during operations.
It is therefore important to assess the effect of such changes
in the process of injection with the MIK, since the phase
advance between the injection point and the device crucially
defines the crossing point and so the effectiveness of the kick.
In Fig. 6 a scan of the horizontal tune is plotted against the

Figure 6: Horizontal tune and its effect on residual oscillations and injection efficiency.
residual oscillation of the injected beam and the injection
efficieny, showing a tune outside the [11.19, 11.37] range
may result in a dramatic drop of efficiency.
Figure 4: Machine test to verify its acceptance. Seven
bunches for a total 25 mA beam (green trace) are probed
with the DK at growing currents (pink trace). The I𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚
sudden drop at 6.15 kV defines the acceptance of the ring.
on the stored beam (Fig. 5), reveals that an excitation of
1.16 mrad, the default value used at injection, corresponds
to phase-space acceptance of about 12 mmmrad, allowing
acceptance sharing between injected and stored beam. An
excitation of 2.18 mrad brings the beam to the inner wall of
the septum, confirming the results seen in the machine. Data
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The study of beam dynamics for a MIK injection into
R1 at MAXIV, corroborated with machine tests, allowed
to assess its feasibility in terms of machine acceptance and
main performance of the MIK, defining a region of optimal
parameters. Installation of the device is meant to start during
the summer shutdown. Further studies are foreseen to evaluate the effect of IDs when operating the MIK, and to assess
the impact of mis-alignments of the copper rods defining
the field of the device, which translates into field distorsions
potentially affecting both the injected and the stored beam.
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IMPROVED EMITTANCE AND BRIGHTNESS FOR
THE MAX IV 3 GeV STORAGE RING
M. Apollonio∗ , Å. Andersson, M. Brosi, R. Lindvall, D. K. Olsson,
M. Sjöström, R. Svärd, P. F. Tavares,
MAX IV Laboratory, Lund University, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
At MAX IV Laboratory, the Swedish Synchrotron Radiation (SR) facility, the largest of two rings operates at 3 GeV
with a bare lattice emittance of 330 pmrad. Upgrade plans
are under consideration aiming at a gradual reduction of the
emittance, in three stages: a short-term with an emittance
reduction of 20% to 40%, a mid-term with an emittance
reduction of more than 50% and a long-term with an emittance in the range of the diffraction limit for hard X-rays
(10 keV). In this paper we focus on the short-term case, resuming previous work on a proposed lattice that can reach
270 pmrad emittance, with only minor modifications to the
gradients of the magnets of the present ring, i.e. without any
hardware changes and all within the present power supply
limits. Linear lattice characterisation and calculations of key
performance parameters, such as dynamic aperture and momentum aperture with errors, are described and compared to
the present operating lattice. Experimental tests of injection
into this lattice are also shown.

INTRODUCTION
The MAX IV complex in Lund, Sweden, comprises a
LINAC used for injection and also feeding a Short Pulse Facility (SPF), and two storage rings (SR) operating at 1.5 GeV
(R1) and 3 GeV (R3). Made of 20 7BA achromats with a
circumference of 528 m, R3 is credited to be the first 4th generation electron SR, with a nominal bare-lattice equilibrium
emittance of 330 pmrad [1]. The R3 ring provides daily synchrotron light to 10 beamlines at 300 mA, in a 10 minutes
top-up mode, with a typical lifetime of 20 hours. Since its
first light delivery to beamlines in 2016 [2], studies were
made towards a further improvement in its performances.
The time has come to consider a testable reduction in emittance and increase in brightness at the ID straights in an
operating machine. This paper takes inspiration from a study
dating back to 2014 [3] and, after a revision of the case, focuses on the implementation of a lattice into the present ring.
For this study only the currents of quadrupoles, sextupoles
and octupoles were altered, with no hardware modification.
We first discuss the drive behind the linear characterization,
illustrating the optimisation procedure towards a lower emittance and the differences in dynamics between the new and
the baseline lattice. After that we describe how the new
lattice is implemented in the real machine, and the threading technique adopted to capture the first beam. We then
discuss the LOCO fits used to define the lattice in the ring,
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and conclude with the present status of the implementation
and with a discussion of the possible further steps.

LATTICE DESIGN
The main drive in the characterization of the new lattice is
the reduction of the natural emittance. Another desirable parameter to consider, not directly targeted in the optimisation,
is the brightness at the ID straights. The strategy adopted was
to start from the present machine and act on four quadrupole
families (QF, QDE, QFE, QFM) to gradually reduce the
natural emittance while preserving the non-integer parts of
the tunes. The process utilized the MAX IV cluster to exploit the parallel optimisation capabilities of the tracking
code elegant [4]. The obtained results, with Twiss parameters shown in Fig. 1, were surprisingly well matched to the
initial studies, confirming a natural tendency of the system
when optimsation is driven by only the four aforementioned
quadrupole families. The code OPA [5] was utilized to tune
sextupoles and octupoles in order to improve the non-linear
dynamics of the lattice, such as the dynamic aperture (DA),
the control of the tune shift with amplitude and with energy
deviation. Table 1 summarizes the result of this process,
as compared to the present lattice1 . Magnet variations for
Table 1: Comparison of the R3 Parameters for the Baseline
Lattice and the Low-Emittance Case
R3
𝜖 (pm rad)
𝜈
𝜉 (natural)
𝛼𝐶 (× 106 )
𝜏𝑥,𝑦,𝐸 (ms)
𝛽straight
(m)
x,y
brightness increase (%)
RFheight (1.2 MV) (%)

baseline

low-emittance

328.18
(42.20, 16.28)
(-49.98, -50.08)
305.97
15.7, 29.0, 25.2
9.0, 2.0
5.19

269.14
(44.1997, 14.2793)
(-50.72, -76.47)
259.69
16.9, 29.0, 22.7
7.47, 1.04
+22
5.64

quadrupoles, sextupoles and octupoles can be found in Table
2. Figure 2 shows a calculation of DA over 10 seeds with the
tracking code elegant [4], where errors on magnet gradients
and positions were introduced, and a physical aperture of
22 mm diameter was considered. The DA of the new lattice
is clearly penalized in both planes. For the vertical one this is
due to the 25 m beta function at both edges of the achromat, a
typical feature of the new lattice, together with an important
reduction of the horizontal dispersion inside the achromat
1

brightness increase computed for a 4m long 1Å source
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Figure 1: Comparison of the optical functions in one achromat cell of the MAX IV 3 GeV ring. Light colors: baseline
lattice (330 pmrad). Strong colors: the newly designed low emittance case (270 pmrad).
Table 2: Variation of Quadrupole, Sextupole and Octupole
Gradients between the Baseline and Low-Emittance Lattice
element
quadrupoles

baseline
(m−2 )

low emittance
(m−2 )

Delta
(%)

QF
QFE
QDE
QFM

4.03
3.654
-2.504
3.774

4.296
3.700
-2.562
3.781

+6.60
+1.26
+2.31
+0.18

sextupoles

(m−3 )

(m−3 )

SFi
SFo
SFm
SD
SDend

207.4
174.0
170.0
-116.6
-170.0

212.1
189.5
190.5
-130.2
-159.7

octupoles

(m−4 )

(m−4 )

OXX
OXY
OYY

-1649
3270
-1420

-3137
2421
-948

+2.26
+8.91
+11.20
+11.16
-6.05
+90.23
-25.96
-33.24

driving the 60 pmrad reduction in natural emittance. The
bucket size increase in the new lattice should entail a larger
local momentum aperture (LMA), especially at low RF voltages. At 1.2 MV the calculated Touschek Lifetime (TLT)
after LMA multi-seed simulations improves by about 1 hour,
even though the effect of lattice errors is remarkably higher
in the low-emittance case resulting in a TLT of 22.7 ± 5.9
hours against the 21.9 ± 0.2 hours for the baseline lattice.
All these predictions point at a new lattice with an important
reduction in DA and a comparable TLT.

Implementation of the Lattice in the 3 GeV Ring
From the previous paragraph, we anticipate a significant
impact on the injection into the new lattice due to the DA
reduction. Injection in R3 is performed by means of a Multipole Kicker (MIK) placed 28 m downstream the first straight
[6]. R3 is also equipped with a Dipole Kicker (DK) [7],
3.5 m downstream the injection straight, thoroughly used
during commissioning and in the early years of operation,
prior to the advent of the MIK. Unfortunately, the phase
advance in the low emittance case causes the beam to reach
the MIK position almost at the centre of the device, mak-

Figure 2: Computed DA for the baseline (red) and for the
low-emittance lattice (blue), showing a clear reduction in
both planes.
ing it ineffective. This aspect was soon noticed in the early
calculations and also confirmed during the first unfruitful
attempts in the machine. We therefore adopted the DK in
order to simplify the injection process, well aware that this
might entail the loss of the beam stored in the ring. The
first attempts at injecting into the machine with the DK were
also unsuccessful, with a penetration of only few BPMs into
the ring. The issue was mitigated with a manual tuning
of the machine correctors, allowing a single turn at large
amplitudes, and prompted a new line of study to thread the
incoming beam, eventually closing the orbit to capture it.

Injection, Threading and Beam Capture
Following the idea described in [8] and [9] we developed
a Matlab-AT [10,11] based threading algorithm (TA) relying
on a one-pass triangular response matrix, making use of the
trajectory seen by the BPMs in single-pass mode. This operational feature requires changes in the way BPMs are read-out
and also an adjustment in the chopper system used to discard
those off-energy electrons that will not make it through the
LINAC, creating a good signal to noise ratio in the ADC
counts at each BPM. Care must be taken to ensure the injection trigger is well aligned with the Libera ADC buffers, a
fundamental requirement when working in single-pass mode
acquisition. In order to get a first capture inside R3, the DK
voltage was gradually increased, while injecting into the
machine with a closed valve at achromat 20. The single-pass
recorded track was used by the TA to generate the new steer-
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ing values. After ten threading iterations at VDK = 4.7 kV
(3.6 mrad, close to theoretical on-axis condition), a dozen
turns were observed in the lattice when opening the valve.
The threading procedure was repeated for a further twenty
iterations, producing better trajectories in both planes, as
testimonied in Fig. 3 for the vertical plane. Reducing beam

Figure 5: Measured horizontal dispersion after several
LOCO iterations (gray colors), as compared to the model
for the standard (green) and the low-emittance (red) lattices.
The blue curve is the best-so-far measured solution.

Figure 3: Vertical trajectory improvements when injecting
while running the TA. Top, initial vertical single-pass trajectory (red). Middle, trajectory after ten TA iterations, where
the black trace is the average of twenty single-pass samples
(red). After thirty iterations (bottom), the trajectory appears
considerably reduced also in the second half of the ring.
oscillations from a few mm to few hundred 𝜇𝑚, crucially
allows the first electron capture: after re-opening achromat
20 valve it was possible to observe about 125 turns in R3 (see

Figure 4: Blue graph: a convincing number of turns in the
machine is observed without RF after thirthy TA iterations.
Red graph: RF on allows beam to be captured.
Fig. 4, blue graph). When RF was set on, we observed the
first beam capture. By tuning the TR3 transfer line we reach
a typical value of 0.23 mA, with peaks up to 0.29 mA2 .

First Characterization of the Optics
The small captured current was sufficient to correct the
orbit with the slow orbit feedback, measure and correct tune
and chromaticity and measure the dispersion in both planes.
Several iterations of LOCO [12] were carried out, pushing down the residual 𝛽-beat from an initial 50% in both
planes to slighlty above 10%, while the horizontal dispersion gradually moved towards the pattern indicated by the
low-emittance model (see Fig. 5). A few important considerations are due. LOCO implementations often caused the
2

these results point at a 100% capture efficiency from the LINAC
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beam to dump, imposing fractional changes of the gradients,
typically half of the suggested variations. QF and QFM current limits turned out to be too small, requiring a change in
the software tolerances and also a review of the cycling procedure for the magnets. Due to the lack of proper calibration
curves above the present limits, magnet cycling still happens
within the default maximal current values. This may be a
reason for the difficulty in reproducing results at different
times. Sextupoles too reached their limits when trying to
correct chromaticity, found very close to zero and negative,
to the (1,1) intended value. The small DA limits our ability
to stack charge. A combination of tune scans, introduction
of bumps at the injection point and TR3 tuning allowed us to
reduce the needed DK voltage to about 3.9 kV (2.99 mrad),
with the stored beam typically lost above 1.2 kV (0.91 mrad).
We measured 50 beam size samples and inferred the emittance for this new lattice using the LOCO fitting prior to this
measurement, suggesting a 𝛽-beat of -4.1% at source point.
With a measured dispersion of −5.3 mm and assuming the
theoretical 𝛿𝐸 = 0.73 ‰, we get 𝜖𝑥 = 295 ± 10 pm rad. The
result, showing only statistical errors, should be taken with
a word of caution, since the systematic uncertainties are still
undefined. However, together with the previously described
result for the horizontal dispersion, all seems to point at the
establishment of the new lattice.

CONCLUSIONS
In the framework of the short-term development for low
emittance lattices at MAX IV, we have implemented a case
originally studied for R3 prior to commissioning. To do this
we refined the single-pass acquistion and developed a TA
allowing the first capture of the beam. We are presently engaged in refining the linear optics which should facilitate the
process of acceptance sharing when injecting with the DK.
First indications suggest a horizontal dispersion close to the
model and a measured emittance pointing at the expected
value for the new lattice. Further LOCO campaigns and online optimization of the TR3 parameters with algorithms like
RCDS [13], tune and chromaticity scans, and time shift of
the DK pulse are among the techniques we aim at deploying
in order to reach a better optics and to mitigate the limited
dynamic acceptance presently hampering stacking.
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MEASURING THE COHERENT SYNCHROTRON RADIATION FAR FIELD
WITH ELECTRO-OPTICAL TECHNIQUES
C. Widmann∗ , M. Brosi, E. Bründermann, S. Funkner, M. J. Nasse, G. Niehues, M. D. Noll, M. M. Patil,
M. Reissig, J. L. Steinmann, A.-S. Müller, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract
For measuring the temporal profile of the coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) a setup based on electro-optical
spectral decoding (EOSD) will be installed as part of the
sensor network at the KIT storage ring KARA (Karlsruhe
Research Accelerator). The EOSD technique allows a singleshot, phase-sensitive determination of the complete spectrum of the CSR far-field radiation at each turn. Therefore, the dynamics of the bunch evolution, e.g. the microbunching, can be observed in detail. Especially, in synchronized combination with the already established near-field
EOSD, this method could provide deeper insights in the interplay of bunch profile and CSR generation for each individual
electron bunch.
For a successful implementation of the EOSD single-shot
setup, measurements with electro-optical sampling (EOS)
are performed. With EOS the THz pulse shape is scanned
over several turns by shifting the delay of laser and THz pulse.
In this contribution, different steps towards the installation
of the EOSD far-field setup are summarized.

INTRODUCTION
The KIT storage ring KARA (Karlsruhe Research Accelerator) can be operated in a short-bunch mode, the so-called
low-𝛼𝑐 mode, in which the bunch self-interaction with its
emitted coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) leads to microstructures in the bunch profile and the micro-bunching
instability. In this low-𝛼𝑐 mode, the bunch length is reduced
to a few picoseconds at a beam energy of ≤ 1.3 GeV and a
beam current of some milliamperes. Coherent synchrotron
radiation (CSR) in the THz range is emitted in intense bursts.
These dynamics of the micro-bunching instability are studied
continuously [1–7]. Sophisticated measurement techniques
are necessary to take a snapshot of the bunch at every turn,
i.e. at MHz repetition rates. Therefore, several synchronized
detectors are implemented in the distributed sensor network
at KARA to measure the longitudinal bunch profile, the energy spread and the temporal profile and spectrum of the
THz pulses.
The longitudinal bunch profile is measured using electrooptical spectral decoding (EOSD) of the near-field of the
electron bunch. With this near-field EOSD setup the evolution of the longitudinal bunch profile in low-𝛼𝑐 operation
mode at KARA could be studied in detail [2] and a 2D image
of the longitudinal phase space could be reconstructed by
tomography [8].
The energy distribution is measured indirectly by measuring the horizontal bunch profile in a dispersive section of
∗
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KARA [5]. The change in the energy spread can be
deter-mined from the change in the horizontal bunch size.
The intensity of the emitted THz radiation is measured
with fast THz detectors and KAPTURE or KAPTURE-2 as
readout system [3, 4, 9]. With the EOSD far-field setup
[10], the temporal resolution of the THz bunch profile
measure-ment will be increased and, therefore, the THz
spectrum can be determined.
For the EOSD near-field, the EOSD far-field and
the horizontal bunch profile measurements different
versions of KALYPSO, a fast line array detector
developed at KIT, are implemented [11, 12]. KALYPSO
features a frame rate of 2.7 MHz, allowing the continuous
resolution of each turn in single-bunch operation.

EOSD FAR-FIELD SETUP FOR KARA
With EOSD, a method originally applied in THz
spec-troscopy [13], the temporal profile of the THz pulse
is en-coded on the spectrum of an ultra-short laser pulse.
The laser pulse is stretched to a pulse length of a few
picoseconds and is overlapped collinearly with the THz
pulse inside an electro-optical (EO) crystal (see also Fig.
1). The Pockels-effect causes a change of the birefringence
of the EO crystal scaling linearly with the electrical field
strength of the THz pulse. This results in a change of the
polarization of the laser pulse from linear to elliptical. By
analyzing this polarization change, the electrical field
strength of the THz pulse can be determined. The complete
profile of the THz pulse can be analyzed in a single shot
using an optical spectrometer. This method is applied to
measure the far-field of the CSR at ac-celerators [14]. To
increase the sensitivity of the system, the changes in both
polarization planes - horizontal and vertical - can be
analyzed using a balanced detection scheme [15].

Figure 1: EOSD to measure the THz pulse shape with a
chirped laser pulse: THz pulse and laser pulse are overlapped
in the EO crystal. The electrical field of the THz pulse
generates a modulation of the laser pulse spectrum. Both
polarization directions are analyzed in a spectrometer.
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At KARA single-shot measurements using an optical spectrometer with the ultra-fast line array detector KALYPSO
will be realized. The KALYPSO version to be implemented
features 512 pixels with a pitch of 25 µm and can record
the spectra at the revolution frequency of 2.7 MHz. It will
be replaced in future with a new version with an array of
1024 pixels operating with up to 12 Mfps (megaframes per
second).

Design and Components of the Setup
A commercial laser system, which is part of a THz timedomain spectrometer [16], is used as laser source with a
central wavelength of 1560 nm. The THz emitter integrated
in the system provides THz pulses of more than 4 THz bandwidth, but it is weaker in intensity than the THz pulses
available at the IR2 beamline at KARA in short-bunch operation at maximum beam current. All parameters of the laser
system and the EO section of the setup are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Parameters of the Commercial Laser System and
the EO Components used in the EOSD Setup.
Laser system
Center wavelength
Spectral width
Min. pulse duration
Average power
Pulse repetition rate

1560 nm
70 nm
90 fs
210 mW
62.5 MHz

EO components
Bandwidth THz emitter
EO crystal
Crystal thickness

≥ 4 THz
GaAs (110)
0.5 mm / 1.0 mm

To reduce the noise level of the detected signal, several
aspects of the far-field setup had to be optimized. The setup
is shown in Fig. 2. The mechanical stability of several components was improved, i.e. mounts were replaced by more
compact and lockable optical mounts. The delay stage in
the laser beam path for scanning the temporal delay between
THz pulse and laser pulses for EOS measurements and for
adjusting the overlap in EOSD measurements was removed.
Instead, the delay stage integrated in the commercial THz
system, which shifts the delay of the THz emitter with respect to the laser pulse timing, is used to reduce vibrations in
the laser beam path. It has the additional advantage, that the
timing of the detected laser pulses is constant with respect
to the trigger signal of the laser system while the THz pulse
is scanned. Furthermore, the flexibility for signal processing
and readout has been increased. These changes also reduce
the size of the setup such that the laser system can be integrated on the same breadboard. An optical enclosure was
installed to reduce noise due to air fluctuations and stray
light.
The THz pulses from the emitter are collimated with a
first parabolic mirror and focused to the crystal by a second
parabolic mirror. To minimize the focal spot size of the THz

pulses, a small focal length of 5 cm is chosen for the second
parabolic mirror. The laser beam path of the EOS setup
consists basically of the EO section with the EO crystal,
waveplate and a polarizing beam splitter cube (PBS): Inside
the EO crystal the laser pulse polarization is modulated by
the electrical field of the THz pulse. A 𝜆/4 waveplate compensates for the intrinsic birefringence of the EO crystal. A
𝜆/2 waveplate and the PBS are used to adjust the
transmitted laser intensity and to transform the polarization
modulation of the EO crystal into an intensity modulation.
The laser pulse is focused to the EO crystal with an
achromatic lens (focal length 10 cm) and collimated after
the waveplates with a second achromatic lens of 15 cm
focal length. To increase the temporal resolution of the EOS
measurements, the laser pulse stretcher for introducing the
necessary chirp for EOSD measurements was removed.
Instead, the minimum pulse length of 90 fs, offered by the
laser system, was used. In-tegrating again the stretcher
with holographic gratings of 600 lines/mm, the pulse
width can be varied in the range of 2 ps to 8 ps.
For further noise reduction a balanced photodetector
(bandwidth 100 MHz) is used for detection. Additional to
the laser pulses transmitted through the PBS, the reflected
pulses are detected as “negatively modulated” signal on the
second input of the balanced detector. To improve the polarization ratio of that beam and to adjust its intensity to the
same level as the first beam, a second 𝜆/2 waveplate and
PBS are installed in the beam path. The remaining part of
the laser beam, which is not used for the balanced detection,
can be used as timing reference on an additional photodiode
in combination with e.g. the synchrotron radiation in the
vis-

Figure 2: The EOSD far-field setup: The laser beam path
is shown in red, the THz beam path in blue, the synchrotron
ra-diation in the visible range (VIS) in white (only
available at the beamline). In this configuration the
balanced photodetector is integrated, which will be
replaced by a spectrometer with KALYPSO as detector
for the single-shot measure-ments.
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ible spectral range at the beamline (see Fig. 2). The intensity
of the laser beams on the photodetector is adjusted such that
it is close to the maximum allowed input power of 20 mW
per detector. The configuration can still be considered as
“almost crossed” as the intensity per detector corresponds
to around 7 % of the total laser intensity.

EOS Measurement with the Commercial Emitter
For readout of the balanced detector a lock-in amplifier is
used. The modulation in the signal is generated by a modulation of the emitter bias voltage (modulation frequency
90 kHz). A complete temporal overlap of the two input laser
beams on the balanced detector was not possible and, therefore, single spikes in the signal appeared. An electronic low
pass filter was integrated after the detector to eliminate these
peaks.
The temporal delay between THz signal and laser pulse is
varied linearly with the delay stage integrated in the commercial laser system. The temporal delay of the stage is already
calibrated by the supplier. A typical EOS scan is shown in
Fig. 3. After the first THz pulse, reflections with a delay of
around 10.7 ps are visible. This corresponds to a distance
of around twice 0.45 mm taking into account the refractive
index of GaAs, which is 3.5 for a wavelength of 1550 nm.
During the measurements a crystal with thickness 0.5 mm
was installed. The EOS scans are necessary to find the optimum delay between THz and laser pulses. As the reflections
do not affect this position and will have no influence on the
single-shot measurements, they can be neglected here.
Next, after getting reproducible EOS scans with the setup,
the system has to be modified such that EOSD single-shot
scans can be performed. A laser pulse stretcher has to be
integrated and the balanced detector has to be replaced by
an optical spectrometer with the fast line-array detector KALYPSO. To keep the balanced detection scheme, the two
laser beams from the PBS will both be detected.
0.15
0.10
Intensity (arb. units)
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SUMMARY
As an important step towards the implementation of the
EOSD far-field setup at the IR2 beamline at KARA,
success-ful EOS measurements were performed with a
commercial THz emitter. Main factors for improving the
setup were the integration of mechanically more stable
components, the installation of an optical enclosure to
minimize stray light and air fluctuations and using a
balanced detection scheme.
Now, being able to adjust the temporal delay, a
pulse stretcher and a spectrometer with the line-array
detector KALYPSO can be integrated for performing
single-shot EOSD measurements.
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Figure 3: EOS scan of the THz pulse generated by the
com-mercial emitter.

Implementation at the Beamline

The EOSD setup will be installed at the IR2 beamline at
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The EOSD setup will be installed at the IR2 beamline at
the storage ring KARA. The CSR pulses will replace
the THz signal from the commercial emitter. Again, an
optical enclosure and a passively damped optical table will
reduce the noise level on the signal significantly.
To adjust the timing between the laser and CSR pulses,
the repetition rate of the laser is locked to the master clock
of KARA. For scanning the delay, a slight shift of the laser
frequency with respect to the revolution frequency of
the storage ring can be applied for a single scan. For
scanning a certain delay range a sine- or saw-tooth-like
modulation of the phase of the laser synchronization can
be applied. An additional fast photodiode is integrated in
the setup detecting a part of the laser beam and the
synchrotron radiation in the VIS range. The delay of
these two signals serves as a reference for the delay of
THz and laser pulse, see also Fig. 2.
Adjusting the overlap is still challenging for two
reasons: Only every 23rd laser pulse is modulated as the
laser repeti-tion rate is 62.5 MHz and the revolution
frequency i.e. the frequency of the THz signal in single
bunch operation, is 2.7 MHz. Therefore, the modulation is
significantly reduced when averaging the signal over
several laser pulses. Addition-ally, the measurements were
performed above the bursting threshold where the THz
signal itself varies in strength and slightly in shape and
timing. As a possible improvement we investigate the
installation of a pulse picker in the laser system reducing
the laser repetition rate to the revolution frequency.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ELECTRO-OPTICAL LONGITUDINAL
BUNCH PROFILE MONITOR AT KARA
TOWARDS A BEAM DIAGNOSTICS TOOL FOR FCC-ee
M. Reißig∗ , M. Brosi† , E. Bründermann, S. Funkner, B. Härer, G. Niehues, M. M. Patil, R. Ruprecht,
C. Widmann, A.-S. Müller, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract
The Karlsruhe Research Accelerator (KARA) at KIT features an electro-optical (EO) near-field diagnostics setup to
conduct turn-by-turn longitudinal bunch profile measurements in the storage ring using electro-optical spectral decoding (EOSD). Within the Future Circular Collider Innovation Study (FCCIS) an EO monitor using the same technique is being conceived to measure the longitudinal profile
and center-of-charge of the bunches in the future electronpositron collider FCC-ee.
This contribution provides an overview of the EO near-field
diagnostics at KARA and discusses the development and its
challenges towards an effective beam diagnostics concept
for the FCC-ee.

INTRODUCTION
An electro-optical near-field monitor can be used as a nondestructive method to measure the longitudinal bunch profile
at high resolution and high repetition rate. The Karlsruhe
Research Accelerator (KARA) at KIT has been the first electron storage ring to successfully perform single-shot bunch
profile measurements using electro-optical spectral decoding
(EOSD) in 2013 [1]. Since then, the setup has been improved
to enable observations of the longitudinal electron bunch
dynamics on a turn-by-turn basis using the KIT-developed
ultra-fast line camera KALYPSO (KArlsruhe Linear arraY
detector for MHz rePetition-rate SpectrOscopy) [2]. With a
tomographic imaging technique, it is also possible to observe
the dynamics of the longitudinal Phase-Space Distribution
(PSD) including formation of microstructures caused by the
microbunching instability [3]. As a result, EOSD is a promising technique for new particle accelerators like the future
circular collider FCC-ee. It can be used as a non-destructive
beam diagnostic tool to perform longitudinal bunch profile
measurements with sub-picosecond resolution and the potential to observe phase-space dynamics on a microsecond time
scale. In context of the Future Circular Collider Innovation
Study (FCCIS), an adaption of the KARA EO setup is under
investigation to be optimized for FCC-ee beam parameters.

Table 1: Comparison of KARA in Low-Alpha Mode and
Extrema of FCC-ee Parameters (Based on 2 IP layout [5])
KARA
low-alpha mode

FCC-ee
extrema

1.3
2.2
3

182.5
38.0
12.1

Beam energy / GeV
Bunch charge / nC
Bunch length / mm

It starts with a centre-of-mass energy at the Z-boson pole
of 45.6 GeV and increases later to the WW threshold, ZH
production peak and finally the tt ̄ threshold at 182.5 GeV. In
order to achieve high luminosities, the accelerator holds up
to 12 000 bunches in which the number of particles is held
constant with top-up injection [5]. This requires monitoring
of the bunch profile and its center of charge for every bunch.
EOSD has the potential to fulfill these requirements, but a
detailed investigation is needed to adapt the setup at KARA
to the demanding FCC-ee beam parameters.
A comparison of the most interesting parameters for
EOSD measurements of KARA and FCC-ee are presented
in Table 1, where the extrema out of all operation modes of
FCC-ee are shown.

EO NEAR-FIELD SETUP AT KARA
The EO near-field setup at KARA is driven by a 1030 nm
laser producing chirped ultra-short pulses in the range of
some 10 fs. The modulation and detection of the laser pulse,
which enables the measurement of the electron bunch profile,
can be divided in three major steps as shown in Fig. 1.
chirped laser pulse
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REQUIREMENTS FOR FCC-ee
The FCC-ee is an electron-positron collider planned as
a successor to the LHC at CERN with a circumference of
around 100 km that operates at 4 different energies for precision measurements of different elementary particles [4].

polarizing
beam splitter

3

ultra-fast
line camera

Figure 1: Scheme of the EO setup. Adapted from [3].
At first, the bunch profile is encoded in the polarization of
the laser pulse. This is caused by the Pockels effect, where
the birefringence of the crystal changes proportional to the
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(1)

The modulation therefore also depends on the crystal width
𝑑, the refractive index 𝑛0 , the Pockels coefficient 𝑟41 and the
wavelength 𝜆 of the laser [6, 7].
In a second step, the polarization modulation is converted
to an intensity modulation. An arrangement of a 𝜆/4 waveplate, a 𝜆/2 waveplate and an polarizing beam splitter are
setup in a near-crossed configuration [1]. In this setting, the
laser intensity 𝐼detect on the detector is very small. But if the
polarization is modulated in the crystal by Γ, the intensity
𝐼detect increases according to
𝐼detect =

1
𝐼 (1 − cos (Γ − 4𝜃)) ,
2 0

(2)

where 𝜃 describes the angle of the 𝜆/2 waveplate relative
to the crossing angle and 𝐼0 is the initial laser intensity [1].
The last part belongs to the data acquisition. For EOSD,
this is a spectrometer with KALYPSO as an ultra-fast line
camera to measure the spectrum of individual pulses [2].
Since the laser pulse is chirped, each laser wavelength is
encoded to a position in the laser pulse and therefore the
spectrum also corresponds to the longitudinal bunch profile.
A photodiode can also be used instead of the spectrometer to
perform electro-optical sampling (EOS) measurements [8].
With EOS, the sampled wakefield over multiple turns can be
scanned by shifting the time delay of the laser pulse, while
measuring the laser pulse intensity. EOS is also used in
preparation of EOSD measurements to find temporal overlap
of the laser pulse with the E-field of the electron bunch.

SIMULATION SETUP
For a complete simulation of the EO near-field measurements, the first step is to simulate the electric fields inside
the crystal. For this task, a simplified 3D-model of the crystal with its holder inside the beam pipe was created in CST
Studio Suite [9] and its wakefield solver was used to simulate
the electric field of an electron bunch travelling through it.
The laser first propagates anti-parallel to the electron beam
through the crystal, until it is reflected back and moving
downstream. For bunch profile measurements, only the first
peak of the downstream signal is important and it should not
overlap with a peak of the upstream signal. The simulated
up- and downstream sum of the electric field along the laser
path inside the crystal is presented in Fig. 2. It is simulated
for typical beam parameters at KARA in low-alpha singlebunch operation and shows that in this case, the first peak
of the downstream signal has just a slight overlap with the
upstream signal.
The modulation Γ of a laser pulse following this path
is calculated based on the sum of the electric field of the

1
0
1
0.0

0.5

1.5

2.0

Time / ns

2.5

Figure 2: Upstream (grey line) and downstream sum (blue
line) of the E-field along the laser path inside the crystal. The
first downstream peak does not overlap with the upstream
peak, which is important to avoid distortions of the EOSD
signal.

moving probe and Eq. (1). The conversion of the polarization
modulation to an intensity modulation follows Eq. (2), with
𝜃 = 4.6°. This angle of the waveplate is optimized to enable
the dependency of 𝐼detect to be as linear as possible [1].
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Figure 3: The resulting modulation (orange line) is calculated by dividing the modulated laser signal (dotted grey
line) by an unmodulated laser signal (dashed grey line). The
modulated laser signal corresponds to the first peak of the
detected laser signal 𝐼detect . A comparison to the shape of the
original Gaussian bunch profile (black line) shows a slight
asymmetry at the beginning of the pulse.
In the last step, the laser intensity 𝐼detect can be used to
emulate the result of an EOSD measurement by dividing the
modulated signal of the first peak by an unmodulated signal,
where the laser pulse does not overlap with the electron
bunch. The resulting modulation is shown in Fig. 3. It
additionally shows a Gaussian profile with 𝜎 = 3 mm, which
corresponds to the shape of the original simulated bunch
profile. A comparison to the modulation signal shows an
asymmetry of the modulation, which leads to a deviation
to the Gaussian distribution towards the beginning of the
signal. However, the overall shape of the bunch is visible
and the deviation can be taken into account during analysis.
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applied electric field. As a result, a laser pulse changes its
polarization when it propagates through the crystal, while
an electron bunch is flying by. The crystal is oriented such
that the modulation Γ of the polarization is proportional to
the electric field 𝐸𝑦 and is given by

Sum of E-field / MV/m
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MAJOR CHALLENGES AT FCC-EE
A comparison of the polarization modulation Γ at KARA
and FCC beam properties is presented in Fig. 4. It shows a
peak modulation of ΓFCC-ee
≈ 100°, which is very high in
Z
comparison to ΓKARA ≈ 9°. According to Eq. (2), 𝐼detect is
approximately linearly proportional to small Γ ranges, but
with the large bunch charge at FCC-ee this is not the case.
As a result, the laser intensity 𝐼detect does not correspond to
the bunch profile, because it is distorted by cos(Γ − 4𝜃). To
mitigate this issue, the distance of the crystal to the electron
bunch could be increased, or the crystal properties can be
adjusted, for example by using a smaller crystal.

Phase modulation / degrees
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Figure 4: Comparison of the simulated phase modulation Γ
at KARA low-alpha beam parameters (orange line) and FCCee at Z-boson pole energy (blue line). The large modulation
Γ at FCC-ee parameters leads to a non-linear behavior of
𝐼detect (Γ) (see Eq. (2)). This should be avoided to prevent
distortions of the EOSD signal.
The second major challenge is the bunch length at FCC-ee,
which increases to 𝜎FCC-ee
= 12.1 mm during the operation
Z
at Z-boson pole energy. A larger bunch causes the upstream
signal to increase, because the temporal overlap of the upstream laser pulse in the crystal with the electric field of the
electron bunch increases with bunch length. Since the EOS
and EOSD signal is a result of the sum of up- and downstream signal, but only the first peak of the downstream
signal represents the electron bunch profile, a large upstream
signal distorts the measurement signal. To avoid the upstream signal, a transmission setup, where the laser is not
reflected back through the crystal, could be considered. Such
a setup is more challenging because it requires an additional
mirror in front of the crystal, but it would allow to reduce
the crystal size and therefore decrease the modulation Γ to
help with the issue of high electric fields at FCC-ee.

COMPARISON OF FCC-EE MODES
The different operation modes of FCC-ee come with large
differences in bunch length and bunch charge [5]. To evaluate the effect on EOSD measurements, simulations have been
done of the phase modulation Γ for all FCC-ee operation
modes. The longest bunches are present during operation for
MOPOPT025
298

Z-boson production with 𝜎FCC-ee
= 12.1 mm and the shortZ
est with 𝜎FCC-ee
=
2.6
mm
during
operation at t ̄ threshold
̄
tt
energy. As discussed in the previous subsection, a transmission setup would be better suited for long bunches, because
the laser pulse is only propagating downstream through the
crystal and the unwanted upstream signal is avoided.
The peak phase modulation amplitude ΓZ, max ≈ 100°,
ΓWW, max ≈ 120° and ΓZH, max ≈ 150° are in a range that
one EOSD measurement setup could be sufficient to be used
for all three modes with minor adjustments. For tt ̄ mode
however, the peak amplitude is Γtt,̄ max ≈ 400° more than
double of the other modes due to the higher charge density
of the electron bunches. Thus, the measurement setup needs
to be adjusted, for example by increasing the distance of the
crystal to the beam or by decreasing the crystal size.

EOSD is a non-destructive method to measure a singleshot bunch profile and has been used at KARA since 2013.
To investigate its potential as a bunch diagnostics tool for
FCC-ee, a simulation environment has been set up to emulate
the complete measurement procedure from the electric field
in the crystal to the optical components manipulating the
laser pulse. Simulations of the KARA measurement setup
under FCC-ee beam parameters provide a first insight to
the challenges, that an EOSD setup will face at FCC-ee.
The two major differences are the longer bunches during Zoperation mode and the large electric fields especially during
̄
tt-mode
operation. To mitigate these issues, a transmission
setup is suggested, where the laser pulse is not reflected
back through the crystal. This would avoid issues with a
disturbing upstream signal and would allow to decrease the
crystal size to reduce the impact of large electric fields.
The next step is to develop a design for the EOSD transmission setup and perform preliminary tests in simulations.
Since the current design of the FCC-ee beam pipe features a
circular cross section with additional winglets to the sides, it
should be investigated, if the crystal could be placed inside
a winglet. This would help to cope with the large electric
fields and could reduce the impedance impact.
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BEAM DIAGNOSTICS FOR THE STORAGE RING OF THE cSTART
PROJECT AT KIT
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M. Schuh, P. Schreiber, J.L. Steinmann and A.-S. Müller,
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Abstract
In the framework of the compact STorage ring for Accelerator Research and Technology (cSTART) project, which
will be realized at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT),
a Very Large Acceptance compact Storage Ring (VLA-cSR)
is planned to study the injection and the storage of 50 MeV,
ultra-short (sub-ps) electron bunches from a laser plasma accelerator (LPA) and the linac-based test facility FLUTE. For
such a storage ring, where a single bunch with a relatively
wide range of bunch charge (1 pC - 1000 pC) and energy
spread (10−4 - 10−2 ) will circulate at a relatively high revolution frequency (7 MHz), the choice of beam diagnostics is
very delicate. In this paper, we would like to discuss several
beam diagnostics options for the storage ring and to briefly
report on several tests that have been or are planned to be
realized in our existing facilities.

ring and highlight the challenges of some existing designs.
Furthermore, we will point out few experimental tests which
are and will be taking place at our KIT facilities to test some
of these diagnostics.

Figure 1: A 3D artistic view of the whole cSTART project:
sextupoles and octupoles and the LPA injector are not included, courtesy to J. Schäfer

INTRODUCTION
A lot of R&D studies nowadays are being conducted on
new ideas and technologies for future light sources. In this
context, KIT plans to build a large acceptance storage ring
to demonstrate the injection and storage of ultra-short and
LPA-like electron bunches. The research and studies on this
project will be exploited for the development of the infrastructure and technology for compact LPA-based future light
sources.
The cSTART project (see Fig. 1) employs two different injectors, which will provide ultra-short bunches: the KIT photoinjector FLUTE [1] and an LPA injector [2]. The electron
bunches will be transported from the two different electron
sources to the storage ring at 3 m height via a transfer line
[3]. The storage ring consists of four double-bend-achromat
(DBA) arcs with 45° bending magnets [4], separated by four
straight sections, amongst which two have space available
for one RF station per section, one section will be dedicated
for the injection and the other one for beam diagnostics. The
magnetic elements in the arc are very close to each other
and might be realised e.g. as solid blocks (adopting the
MAX-IV magnetic design [5]), leaving nearly no space for
beam diagnostics in the arcs. This along with other bunch
parameters, e.g. bunch charge, bunch length, repetition rate
(see Table 1), bring some challenges when choosing the type
and the design of diagnostic tools in the arc, and impose
high-standard requirements on dynamic ranges and electronics. In this paper, we will give an overview of the most
important beam diagnostics planned for the cSTART storage
∗
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Table 1: Important Beam Parameters of the cSTART Storage
Ring
Parameter
Operation mode
Energy
Revolution frequency
Bunch charge
Bunch length
Momentum acceptance
SR losses/turn
Energy spread
Lifetime

Value
single bunch
50 MeV
7 MHz
1 pC to 1000 pC
10 fs to 1000 fs
± 5.5%
< 1 eV
0.01% - 1%
from 100 ms to 10 s

A DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFERENT
DIAGNOSTICS TOOLS
In the very first stages of running a new machine, many
unknowns will be encountered. The very important role of
the beam diagnostics tools is to unmask the conditions of
the machine and to help improve the operation efficiency.
Within the project, we aim to perform turn-by-turn, as well
as bunch-by-bunch, measurements of the beam parameters.
In this section, we will discuss mainly the most important
beam diagnostics tools for early stage commissioning and
we will comment on the challenges of their application and
design.
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Beam Position Monitors
With beam position monitors (BPMs) we aim to measure
the beam position with a precision better than 100 µm to
be able to store LPA-like electron beams. Different BPM
tools are available on the market but not all of them fit to
the cSTART requirements. In the following, we discuss a
hybrid BPM system based on striplines and button BPMs
for the storage ring. Concerning cavity BPMs, although
they acquire the best position sensitivity and resolution, we
excluded them for two reasons:
• They cannot fit between magnetic elements in the arc sections as they need a space of at least 30 cm
• Given in a storage ring, they might induce wakefield issues/problems and subsequently undesired bunch instabilities.
Stripline Pickups At cSTART, the incoherent synchrotron radiation (SR) is negligible given the low beam
energy of about 50 MeV. This allows the possibility of integrating stripline pickups inside quadrupole magnets without
caring about heat load from SR on the strips. In this context,
we plan to install at least ten striplines inside quadrupoles in
the arc sections. The length of the striplines will be equal to
that of the quadrupoles, in the order of 8 cm. The design of
the striplines will be adopted from that of the FLASH Linac
at DESY[6], where strips will be hidden between the poles of
the quadrupoles. It is very important not to reduce the physical aperture of the beam pipe in order to store as much as
possible of the large emittance beams (𝜖𝑥 = 10 nm · mrad).
Furthermore, the bellows (6 cm length) at the adjacent sides
of the stripline in the FLASH design cannot be realised in
the case of cSTART given the lack of space. These bellows are important to align the stripline and the quadrupole
and to compensate for thermal expansion and contraction
of the whole beampipe (for example during the bake-out
procedure), thus controlling the mechanical stress on the
striplines. In this case, we plan bellows somewhere else in
the arcs to control the mechanical stress on all the components relying on non-drifting stripline-quad offsets through
a solid mechanical design.
Button BPMs The space between the magnetic elements in the arc, when exists, will be exploited for the insertion of bellows and vacuum components, this won´t allow
the installation of any button BPM. Two to four button BPMs
will then be installed in every straight section. The button
BPMs developed for the European XFEL [7][8] provide a
resolution ≤ 50 µm at a bunch charge of 20 pC with repetition
rates of 4.5 MHz. This makes them potential candidates in
addition to their adequate mechanical design, which allows
fitting them in the very narrow space in the arcs.

Current Monitors
Bunch charge measurements are very important especially
during the commissioning phase. For this reason, we plan
to install fast current monitors in the straight sections. The

turbo-ICTs along with their BCM-RF readout electronics,
from Bergoz Instrumentation [9], are very sensitive (optimised for very low bunch charge > 50 fC) with a very good
resolution down to 1% of the single bunch charge. However, the existing version of the system only provides single
bunch charge measurements at repetition rates ≤ 2 MHz.
This means, using the existing turbo-ICT design, we will
not be able to resolve bunch charge every turn but we can
integrate it over three turns. Further R&D on the readout
electronics is needed to be able to resolve the bunch charge
every turn. The time resolution of the charge measurement
can be improved by utilizing the BPM sum signals.

Beam Loss System
For beam loss measurements, we have thought of scintillation detectors as they are very sensitive. We are considering
scintillator materials connected to photomultiplier tubes
(PMT) or scintillation fiber optics routed around the ring.
Hereby, we need to consider their different positioning,
sensitivity and feasibility.

Scintillator with PMT The compact design and adequate dimensions of this system makes the scintillation detector a good candidate for a beam loss monitor at cSTART.
These detectors are readout with Libera-BLM electronic
units [10] and are able to detect fast losses (injection
losses, etc.), and slow losses (Touschek scattering, beam-gas
bremsstrahlung, etc.), in addition to many other interesting
and useful features (postmortem buffers, ADC mask, etc.).
These scintillators with PMT will be distributed at places
with high dispersion functions (mainly next to bending magnets and sextupoles) where high losses are expected. In the
arc sections, the detectors could be placed inside or outside the solid block of magnets, while being outside might
risk the absorption of all the electromagnetic shower from
the lost electrons in the block material (simulations are in
progress). One concern about this system is its calibration,
which should be done with either a radioactive source (see
Fig. 2) or an LED, and should take the cable length into
account.
Scintillating Fiber Optics The scintillating fiber optics
were used as a multi-purpose beam diagnostics tool (beam
profile measurements [11], beam loss, etc.) and they have
proven their reliability. These fibers could be stacked in
bunches to increase the sensitive area and then attached to the
beam pipe directly, covering all the ring if necessary. This
brings a great advantage when unpredictable losses happen
in unforeseen positions (obstacles, orbit bumps, etc.). In our
case, simulations using FLUKA are taking place to study
the beam loss signal in such fibers. After that, a decision
on the number of fibers needed along with the scintillating
material and its thickness can thus be taken.
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with PMTs is being installed, calibrated and tested in KARA.
Furthermore, a near-field and a far-field (at the IR2 beamline) EOSD setup are in operation and in commissioning,
respectively, at KARA. In addition, an upgrade of the booster
diagnostics including the installation of a bunch-by-bunch
(BBB) feedback system, a transverse and longitudinal beam
profile measurement setup [16], will reveal beam dynamics
in the booster that will be used to predict expected behaviours
in the cSTART storage ring.

SUMMARY
Figure 2: A scintillator detector (without the lead shield)
being calibrated with 137 Ce radioactive source at the KARA
storage ring

Longitudinal Profile Measurements
So far, we plan an electro-optical spectral decoding
(EOSD) system for longitudinal profile measurements. This
could be a near-field EOSD [12, 13] or a far-field EOSD
[14] setup, similar to what we use at the Karlsruhe Research
Accelerator (KARA). This system so far provides temporal
resolution in the range of tens of fs and R&D is going on to
improve the resolution down to few fs [15]. At the cSTART
storage ring, both setups for longitudinal profile measurement could be used. The far-field setup can be placed at
one of the planned optical beamlines next to the bending
magnets in the arcs and the near-field setup will be placed
in the diagnostics straight section.

Screen Monitors
Several screen monitors will be distributed around the
ring, mainly in the straight sections (where space allows)
close to the entrance and exit of the arc sections. These
consist of motorized mechanical arms holding a standard
fluorescence screen, a mirror and a CCD camera. The screen
monitors help in case of difficulties storing the beam, to know
at which stage/position in the storage ring the beam is lost.
In addition, they help define the beam transverse profile as a
step to optimising it by tuning the magnets in the arc.

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS AT THE KARA
ACCELERATOR
An upgrade of the beam diagnostics system in the booster
synchrotron and the KARA storage ring of the KIT Light
Source takes place. This will be exploited, especially in
the booster where the beam energy and revolution time is
comparable to the storage ring of the cSTART project, to
test if features of the diagnostics tools are consistent with
the requirements. In this sense, development of bunch-bybunch and turn-by-turn readout electronics for bunch charge
and beam position in the booster is taking place, using the
sum signal of a button BPM and a stripline. Furthermore,
a new beam loss system based on Hamamatsu scintillators
MOPOPT026
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The choices and challenges of choosing a beam diagnostics system for the unique parameters of the cSTART storage
ring have been discussed. The design of some already existing tools will be adopted. In addition, further measures
will be taken to adapt it to the requirements of the storage
ring in the cSTART project, e.g. for the repetition rate in the
MHz range. The ongoing and planned experimental tests
with the upgraded beam diagnostics systems at the KIT accelerators will deliver results on the expected behaviour of
beam diagnostics tools suitable within the cSTART project.
Furthermore, studies and simulations are in progress to understand and decide on the beam diagnostics tool set for the
KIT-project cSTART.
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AT THE KARA BOOSTER SYNCHROTRON
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M. Schuh, P. Schreiber, J.L. Steinmann, C. Widmann and A.-S. Müller,
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract
In the booster synchrotron of the Karlsruhe Research Accelerator (KARA), the beam is injected from the microtron
at 53 MeV and ramped up to 500 MeV. Though the injected
beam current from the microtron to the booster seems good,
the injection efficiency into the booster is currently low due
to various effects. Consequently, an upgrade of the whole
beam diagnostics system is taking place in the booster, in order to improve the injection efficiency through understanding
the loss mechanisms and the behavior of bunches. Among
these diagnostics tools are beam loss monitors, a transverse
profile monitor and a longitudinal profile monitor. In this
paper, we will describe the setups used for bunch profile
measurements in both transverse and longitudinal planes
and report on first data analysis results.
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INTRODUCTION
The injection complex of KARA [1](see Fig. 1) consists
of a thermal DC electron gun (CW and pulsed mode), which
generates a 90 keV electron beam, a racetrack microtron,
which increases the beam energy to 53 MeV, and an injection line, which transports the beam to the booster where it
is injected off-axis on a multi-turn scheme. The booster then
ramps up the beam energy from 53 MeV up to 500 MeV in
a cycle of 1 s. The booster parameters are summarized in
Table 1. Recently, an upgrade of the booster’s diagnostics
system took place. This includes the installation of a new
beam position monitor (BPM) readout electronics based on
Libera Spark [2], a Dimtel Bunch-By-Bunch feedback system [3] in both horizontal and vertical planes, four Libera
beam loss scintillators [2] near the injection and extraction
septa, a CCD camera for transverse profile measurements
and the preparation of infrastructure and equipment for longitudinal profile measurements. Moreover, various measurements and beam diagnostics tests are planned in the booster
to predict the expected behaviour of some diagnostic tools
in cSTART [4], a KIT project. In the following, we will
describe the experimental setups for transverse and longitudinal profile measurements and report on recent results.

TRANSVERSE PROFILE
MEASUREMENTS
Two synchrotron light ports (vacuumed) exist in the
booster on two bending magnets, one after the injection
point and one after the extraction point. For our transverse
∗
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Figure 1: The schematic of the injection complex of KARA
storage ring. Courtesy of U. Herberger, KIT.
Table 1: Important Parameters of the KARA Booster Synchrotron
Parameter
Filling pattern
Energy
Circumference
Revolution frequency
RF frequency
Harmonic number
Beam current

KARA booster
CW or single bunch
53 MeV to 500 MeV
26.4 m
11.36 MHz
499.74 MHz
44
5 mA

profile measurements we used the optical window near to
the injection point, on which we mounted directly a prism
and a CCD camera at 90° (see Fig. 2). The CCD camera
is powered with a power-over-ethernet (PoE) scheme and
synchronized to the injection trigger. We used two types of
filters, a neutral-density (ND) filter and a broadband filter
(model: FB500-40 [5]) for the transmission of green light
in the range of 480 nm to 530 nm. It is worth mentioning
that these filters needed to be removed when taking data
at the fixed energy of 53 MeV, as due to the lower critical
frequency of the SR radiation at injection energy the intensity of the radiation in the spectral range of the camera was
too low with the filters. Furthermore, to avoid saturation
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in the camera, we set appropriate exposure times for different measurement conditions (dominantly beam energy and
beam current). We assume that the source of the synchrotron
light is the center of the bending magnet (740 mm from the
aperture of the port/prism) and the distance from the prism
to the camera is 83 mm. The calibration of the camera took
place with a 5 mm square paper, where we placed the paper
at 1.2 m (740 mm + 83 mm) from the camera and converted
the pixels to mm. The calibration curve is presented in Fig. 3
and the calibration value is given by the slope of the fit which
is 21 pixel/mm in this case.

ramping profile of the booster magnets. The data is thus integrated over all bunches and over several revolution periods
(the number of revolution periods depends directly on the
exposure time of the camera).

Figure 4: The synchrotron light image from the CCD camera
in the booster before the shutdown, directly after injection
at 53 MeV (left) and at the end of the ramping at 500 MeV
(right).
Table 2: Measured Beam Sizes in the Booster Before the
Shutdown in May
Beam energy (MeV)
Figure 2: The experimental setup of the CCD camera in the
booster.

53
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500

𝜎𝑥 (mm)

𝜎𝑦 (mm)

2.2
2.1
1.75
1.43
1.18
0.93
0.8
0.7
0.68
0.75

0.85
0.93
0.95
0.93
0.8
0.7
0.63
0.55
0.48
0.4

After the shutdown, we observed a vertical blowup at
higher energies in the booster (from around 350 MeV) (see
Fig. 5), which is not yet understood. A few tests are planned
to investigate the origin of such a blow-up.
Figure 3: The calibration plot of the CCD camera´s lens.
To have an idea of the expected beam size values in the
booster, we estimated the beam sizes at 500 MeV (𝜎𝑥 =
0.63 mm and 𝜎𝑦 = 0.12 mm) from the design values of
the emittances (𝜖 𝑥 =150 nm · rad and 𝜖 𝑦 =2.3 nm · rad [1])
and the 𝛽-functions at the center of the bending magnet
(𝛽 𝑥 =2.7 m and 𝛽 𝑦 = 7.2 m). Measurements were taken before the latest accelerator shutdown in May. The results are
shown in Fig. 4. The double core image seen just after injection at 53 MeV is mainly due to the fact of injecting on a
multi-turn scheme with a kicker on the opposite side of the
injection point. During ramping the two cores merge to a
single core and we can clearly notice the beam size shrinking
in both planes. Results of the beam size measurements and
fits are summarized in Table 2. Measurements at different
time stamps and thus different beam energies were achieved
by delaying the trigger on the CCD camera by a few ms to a
few hundred ms. The beam energies are derived from the

Figure 5: The synchrotron light image from the CCD camera at different beam energies after the shutdown, where a
vertical blowup appears starting at about 350 MeV.
This observation already highlights the importance of
performing transverse profile measurements to understand
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LONGITUDINAL PROFILE
MEASUREMENTS
To provide an insight on the longitudinal profile measurements in the booster, we combined the signal from the
four pickups of a button BPM using a power combiner
and we transported the signal to an experimental hutch
outside of the booster radiation shielding wall via a 35 m
coaxial cable. On the way, the sum signal is amplified with
three pre-amplifiers of around 14 dB amplification each and
readout with an oscilloscope. We triggered the oscilloscope
to acquire one data-set every 231 turns of the booster for
one injection resulting in about 30 000 measurement points
per cycle. In each data set we acquired 200 ns of data
corresponding to one and a half booster turns. The injected
beam from the microtron to the booster is expected to have
the temporal length in the order of 1.6 µs [1]. Given the
mismatch in the RF frequencies between the microtron
(3 GHz) and the booster (500 MHz), a re-bunching of the
long beam arriving from the microtron takes place along
with significant beam losses. After re-bunching is finished
and by the start of ramping in the booster, the bunch
length is expected to get shorter with energy. A plot of
the measured bunch shape at 0.15 s, 0.5 s and 0.7 s after
injection is presented in Fig. 6, where the bunch is very
broad (with a non-defined shape) in the beginning of the
booster cycle and gets more defined and shorter until the
end of the ramping cycle. To get the bunch length over
the energy ramp, we fitted all the bunches of each data
set with a Gaussian fit individually. We then calculated
the mean and standard deviation (std) of the 2 · 𝜎 of the
Gaussian fit, i.e. the rms bunch length, over all the bunches
in the data set. Figure 7 shows a moving average over the
mean values of the bunch lengths and their std as a measure
for the statistical error (± one std) over a window of 1 ms
(corresponding to 50 data sets).
t=0.15 s

0.10

t=0.7 s

t=0.5 s

1

0.5

0

100

200
300
400
Electron Energy (MeV)
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Figure 7: The fitted bunch length in the booster as a function
of energy (blue line) along with errors (light blue band).
in the booster by transporting the synchrotron light from
the booster to the optical light port via fiber optics, while
a fiber optics adapter for the streak camera will be used. A
photo-diode with a digitizer allows to measure the longitudinal profile, which will be used too. This will enable us
to compare different methods of profile measurements and
check the reliability of each at different bunch and booster
conditions.

SUMMARY
A substantial effort has been put to upgrade the diagnostics
system of KARA´s booster synchrotron aiming to improve
the bunch conditions and the injection efficiency. Few preliminary tests and measurements of the transverse profile
using a setup with a CCD camera, and of the longitudinal
profile through reading the sum signal from a button BPM
with a real-time oscilloscope, have been achieved. Expected
behaviours of the transverse and longitudinal profiles as a
function of the beam energy have been observed. However,
a vertical blowup at higher energies in the booster after the
shutdown in May was seen, which is still not clear and under
investigation. Such measurements are very useful to clearly
understand the beam dynamics in the booster as a step to
improve it. For this reason, the combined view from the
BPMs, the profile and the tune measurements along with
the BBB feedback system can bring improvements of the
booster synchrotron operation.
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after the injection in the booster. Note: the signals have a
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At the KARA storage ring (500 MeV to 2.5 GeV), we perform longitudinal profile measurements with a streak camera [6] placed at the optical light port. We plan to use the
same streak camera for longitudinal profile measurements
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Abstract
For the new Mainz Energy recovering Superconducting
Accelerator (MESA) a wide range of beam currents is going to be used during machine optimization and for the
physics experiments. To be able to monitor beam parameters like beam current, phases and beam positions several
different kinds of beam instrumentation is foreseen. Some
components have already been tested at the Mainz Microtron
(MAMI) and others have been used at the MELBA test accelerator. In this paper we will present the current status of
the instrumentation.

INTRODUCTION
During different phases of operation (optimization, experimental beam time, machine test and diagnostics) the beam
diagnostics systems have to deliver important information
about the state of the accelerator. It may be helpful to selectively record rarely occurring phenomena with high time
resolution while during experimental beam times the same
monitors should deliver continuous data streams for offline
data analysis.
In the following section the most important requirements
to operate the accelerator and to provide important data for
the experiments are presented.

Beam Diagnostics
The beam position relative to the reference particle can
be described by three coordinates 𝑥, 𝑦 and phase 𝜙 along
with their corresponding 𝑥’, 𝑦’ and energy deviation Δ𝐸 to
propagate the coordinates along the different elements of a
beam line. It is also important to monitor the dimensions
𝜎𝑥 and 𝜎𝑦 of the bunch in each coordinate and the density
distribution 𝜎𝜙 and energy spread 𝜎𝐸 .
This can be achieved by using different kinds of beam
monitors. A rough overview for the placement of beam position monitors (either screens or radio frequency monitors)
and phase/intensity RF monitors is illustrated with red dots
in Fig. 1.
The following sections will give an overview about the
instrumentation at MESA.

Screens and Wire Scanners
At MESA different kind of screens will be used. The most
important ones are installed within the MESA low energy
beam line (MELBA). The design of the devices as shown in
∗
†
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Figure 1: Placement of most important diagnostics at MESA.
The red dots mark possible installation locations for diagnostic systems (screens, wire scanners, RF monitors).

Figure 2: CAD drawing of the scanners used in MELBA to
hold a view screen and wires from profile measurements.
Fig. 2 combines a view screen (luminescence or transition
radiation) and wires to be able to image the beam spot and
measure the dimensions with a very good resolution [1].

Radio Frequency Monitors
Bunched beams induce electromagnetic fields along the
beam pipe which can be used to monitor some beam parameters. To amplify the signal output usually cavities can
be used where the beam excites resonant fields at harmonic
frequencies of the bunch repetition rate. To reduce the size
of the installed cavities at MESA the second harmonic (i.e.
2.6 GHz) will be used.
RF cavity monitors have a limited time resolution depending on the loaded quality factor 𝑄𝐿 of the resonant system.
Individual bunches cannot be resolved by such types of monitors, only short bunch trains with a minimum spacing of
several 10 ns can be distinguished [2]. The signals also do
not contain information about the distribution of the measured parameter (i.e. only horizontal position but not the
horizontal beam size). It is not possible to distinguish the
accelerated and the decelerated beam in CW mode.
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A single beam position monitor usually consists of two
RF cavities (copper, aluminum, stainless steel) as shown in
Fig. 3. Two cavities can even be replaced by a single resonator if the precision of the measurement is less important.
The signal processing has to be split: amplification and mixing of the RF signals can be installed close to the cavity and
digital data acquisition will have place in a shielded bunker
area.

Figure 3: New prototype of the 2.6 GHz high 𝑄 cavity Beam
Position Monitor for MESA developed and tested in house
at MELBA [3].

Signal Acquisition
The RF signals have to be converted to lower signal frequencies to be further processed. This will be done by mixing with appropriate reference frequencies. If the reference
frequency corresponds to the resonator frequency the resulting signals can directly be displayed on an oscilloscope
but are more susceptible to noise pickup along the cables
and stability of the relative phase between the reference signal and the beam phase. That will be the preferred method
while MESA will be optimized after a fresh set up of the
accelerator.
Using intermediate frequencies the final output signals are
modulated with the difference of the reference and the beam
frequency (in-phase and quadrature components: I&Q). The
signals are much less susceptible against signal noise or other
distortions but the wave form cannot be used to directly see
the beam position when using an oscilloscope.
Both kinds of signal preparation have been studied and
compared [3].

REQUIREMENTS DURING OPERATION
AT MESA
Physics Experiments Operation (CW) The two main
experiments (P2 and MAGIX) require continuous monitoring of the beam position and direction at the interaction point
to reconstruct the trajectories at all times in order to meet
their experiments precision goal. To deliver these data the
RF cavity monitors have been chosen as they proved to be
very reliable during the last decades at MAMI. For the P2
experiment a setup consisting of one intensity/phase monitor
(for luminosity) and four BPMs to control the beam position
MOPOPT028
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via feedback loop are foreseen. Two additional monitors
will measure the beam position independently of the stabilization system and feed the experimental data acquisition.
The fundamental feedback system has been demonstrated at
MAMI already [3].
A second system consisting of two intensity/phase monitors is planned to monitor the variation of the time-of-flight
through a magnet system with longitudinal dispersion to
measure and correct the short term beam energy fluctuations. Such an energy stabilization system at MAMI has
been developed for the parity violation experiments of the
A4 collaboration [4, 5].
Another very important system using an intensity monitor
within the MELBA is used to stabilize the beam current
at the highest possible bandwidth to compensate for the
helicity correlated intensity fluctuations caused by the laser
system. At the same time two BPMs might provide a position
feedback also.
The MAGIX experiment will also be equipped with one
intensity/phase monitor and at least two BPMs as well.
Pulsed Operation (during Routine Optimization of
MESA) As a goal of beam optimization, the beam has to
be centered all along the beam line. That is most important
at the superconducting RF cavities to reduce the excitation
of transversal higher order modes. This can be achieved by
installing four BPMs (i.e. one in front of and another one
behind each SRF cavity).
Using short but high intensity beam pulses of less than
50 ns length (bunch train) and low loaded 𝑄𝐿 type RF cavities the consecutive passes through the SRF cavities during
acceleration and deceleration can easily be separated (approx. 200 ns time-of-flight (ToF) for one recirculation). The
result will be four peaks for each signal at a distance corresponding to the time-of-flight for each recirculation and
can be displayed easily on an oscilloscope or digitized for
automatic processing. An example of how these signals will
look like is given in Fig. 4.
The maximum bunch train length (or duration) is limited
by two effects:
• If the pulse train duration reaches the ToF of a single
recirculation it will not be possible to distinguish the
signals of each turn.
• If the pulse train duration reaches the ToF of the full
acceleration process the signals of the accelerated beam
and the decelerated beam in ERL mode will also begin
to overlap.
This limitation is valid for all RF cavity monitors being
installed at any position along the recirculation lines where
the beam passes more than once.
The maximum repetition rate of the bunch trains is limited by the time-of-flight for the complete acceleration and
deceleration process (less than 1 µs) resulting in an upper
limit of 1 MHz bunch train repetition rate.
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Figure 4: When MESA uses pulsed operation with 10 ns
long bunch trains the signals of the main accelerator would
look like shown here (a simulation). The picture shows the
down converted signals of the BPMs and phase- and intensity
monitors before each cryo module (green/blue: first/second
cryo module) in energy-recovery mode (180∘ phase shift in
the center).
Together with a new laser system being investigated at
the moment [6] which can provide different programmable
laser bursts while being synchronized to the accelerator RF
it will be possible to ramp up the beam current from 0 nA
(1 bunch per second) up to 50 µA (106 bunches per second)
at full bunch charge (0.77 pC) with full information about
the beam positions at each individual BPM.
Data Acquisition (DAQ) During experimental operation the signals of the RF monitors will be continuous and
can either be converted to DC signals (𝑓reference = 𝑓BPM ) or
modulated to an intermediate frequency. These LF signals
can easily be acquired continuously using modern digitizing
equipment.
The processed data can be used to stabilize the beam
parameter with feedback loops and for the experimental data
acquisition [3]. This can either be a free-running DAQ or in
the case of fast helicity switching for the P2 experiment an
externally synchronized DAQ.
During pulsed operation the requirements are different.
All signal peaks occur after a fixed time-of-flight after the
bunch is emitted by the electron gun (+/- a few degrees phase,
i.e. a few picoseconds).
All components of the DAQ (digitization or display on a
scope) must fulfill the requirement of ”less than 0.2 ns” jitter
relative to the external trigger to avoid a broadening of the
acquired signals which could be learned from the MAMI
accelerator beam diagnostics.
Modern ADC systems promise trigger jitter/resolution as
low as 25 ps / 50 ps like from Teledyne SP Devices [7] or
Libera/Instrumentation Technologies [8] and can be used as
a DAQ for automated beam alignment.
The combination of ADC with FPGA will help to reduce
the amount of data presented to the operator by automati-

cally analyzing the acquired data (base line subtraction, pulse
identification/characterization) and only displaying the beam
position/deviation in physical units. After this drastic data reduction further processing can be easily achieved using slow
software controls for automatic/assisted beam optimization.

Beam Current Measurements
To measure the absolute beam current a DC-DC current
transformer (”Förster probe”) can be used. Such a device
is already available from MAMI. The best location will be
close to one of the SRF cavities of the main accelerator
where multiple beams sum up and increase the resolution
of the measurement. The precision of the present device is
in the order of a few 100 nA for a single beam passing it.
If the beam passes multiple times the sensitivity increases
accordingly.
The low bandwidth of smaller than 1 Hz is enough to
monitor the beam current continuously but cannot be used for
feedback loops to compensate helicity correlated intensity
fluctuations. However, the RF cavity intensity monitors
presented above can be calibrated using the DC-DC current
transformer.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
With the current research and development MESA will
be equipped with a functional instrumentation to operate
reliably during experimental runs and machine optimization.
Most of the equipment already proved the functionality at the
MAMI accelerator also at Johannes Gutenberg-University.
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Abstract
The longitudinal phase space characteristics of spacecharge dominated electron beams are keys to achieving
bunch compression for the accelerator-based THz source
at the Photo Injector Test facility at DESY in Zeuthen
(PITZ). Such a THz source is proposed as a prototype for an
accelerator-based THz source for pump-probe experiments
at the European XFEL. A start-to-end simulation has suggested the settings of the phase of booster linear accelerator
manipulating longitudinal beam characteristics to optimize
the performance of the THz FEL. Although beam diagnostics after compression at PITZ are limited, the longitudinal
beam characteristics as a function of the booster phase have
been measured and compared with the corresponding simulations. The benchmark involves measurements of longitudinal phase space distribution for bunch charges up to 2 nC.
The measurement technique assigned uses 50-𝜇m slits to
achieve higher momentum and time resolution (1.8 keV/c
and 0.5 ps, respectively).

INTRODUCTION
The Photo Injector Test Facility at DESY in Zeuthen
(PITZ) is established for the commissioning and testing of
electron sources with various diagnostic systems from measurement of beam charge, beam momentum to transverse
and longitudinal phase space characterization [1]. At PITZ,
an accelerator-based THz source prototype for pump-probe
experiments at the European XFEL is under development to
achieve a THz Self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE)
free electron laser (FEL) [2]. A bunch compressor using
a magnetic chicane has been considered as an additional
part of the prototype to provide an alternative option using
∼17 MeV/c electron beams with bunch charge under 2.5 nC
and an average bunch current near 200 A [3, 4]. Moreover,
it has been foreseen for other applications at PITZ such as
seeded FEL, superradiant radiation, etc.
The chicane consists of four rectangular dipole magnets
identical in strength and dimensions. In order to fit in the
available space of the original PITZ beamline components,
this chicane has a vertical bending plane with an angle of
19 degrees, and its estimated 𝑅56 is 0.215 m. Furthermore,
the performance of the PITZ bunch compression affected by
coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) effects is studied via
start-to-end beam dynamics simulation combining the use
of programs ASTRA [5], OCELOT [6], and IMPACT-t [7].
∗
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In [4], simulation results of fully-compressed electron bunch
with different corresponding booster phases 𝜙2 for an initial
Gaussian laser pulse with a pulse length of 8 ps in full width
at half maximum (FWHM) are discussed. The booster phase
becomes a beam-momentum-chirp tuning knob to optimize
the performance of the SASE FEL and the other applications.
A challenge arises as the bunch compressor is installed
downstream of a longitudinal bunch profile measurement
station [8]. In other words, experimental results of the bunch
profile after compression are not able to be measured. Thus,
a measurement plan has been initiated to benchmark the
simulation results. In the plan’s first step, the beam momentum chirps d𝑝/d𝑡 (with different booster phases) prior to the
chicane are measured to benchmark ASTRA simulations. In
the second step, a coherent transition radiation (CTR) measurement station will be installed between the chicane and
LCLS-I undulator [2, 8]. The CTR measurement is expected
to indicate the fully-compressed-bunch booster phases for
the beam with bunch charge up to few hundred pC.
This paper discusses the first step of the measurement plan,
which implies a characterization of the beam longitudinal
phase space (LPS) distribution.

LONGITUDINAL PHASE SPACE
MEASUREMENT
An LPS measurement setup at PITZ consists of a transverse deflecting system (TDS) and a dipole spectrometer
(HEDA2), respectively (see details in [9, 10]). Note that
the TDS is located between the CDS booster cavity and the
chicane; see LPS measurement scheme at PITZ in Fig. 1,
and longitudinal positions of the TDS, the HEDA2, and the
chicane in Table 1.

Chicane

dipole
magnet
HEDA2

quadrupole
magnets
TDS

LPS monitor

e- beam
booster gun

EMSY1x
slit

Figure 1: Longitudinal phase space measurement scheme at
PITZ.
According to Table 1, the distance between the TDS and
HEDA2 is approximately 7 m. Thus, it is considered that the
space charge effects cause a significant change in the LPS
of the beam, thereby modifying the momentum chirp. This
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Table 1: Longitudinal Start Positions 𝑧𝑠 and End Positions
𝑧𝑒 of Elements Involving in the Longitudinal Phase Space
Measurement at PITZ, where the Cathode Position is 𝑧𝑠 =
𝑧𝑒 = 0
𝑧𝑠 (m)
5.177
10.642
17.140
18.500

𝑧𝑒 (m)
5.377
11.3288
18.016
22.560

benchmarking experiment is based on an assumption that the
space charge effects do not significantly change the momentum chirp along the beam transport between the TDS and
HEDA2. Table 2 shows the momentum chirps simulated by
ASTRA at 𝑧 = 8.92 m (prior to the TDS) and tracked further
with an additional drift length of 8.93 m for different bunch
charges and booster phases. Moreover, the booster phases
that result in the momentum chirp near 0.022 MeV/c/ps are
selected for the comparison. Note that the beam momentum
chirp d𝑝/d𝑡 is defined as a linear term (coefficient) in the
quadratic regression of the LPS distribution.
Table 2: Momentum Chirp d𝑝/d𝑡 Simulated by ASTRA at
𝑧 = 8.92 m and Tracked Further with an Additional Drift
Length of 8.93 m (𝑧 = 17.85 m) for Different Bunch Charges
𝑞 and Booster Phases 𝜙2 , where and an Initial Gaussian
Laser Pulse Length is Fixed to 8 ps FWHM
𝑞 (pC)
10
30
50
2000

𝜙2 (deg.)
-15
-17
-17
-31

d𝑝/d𝑡 (MeV/c/ps)
𝑧 = 8.92 m 𝑧 = 17.85 m
0.0210
0.0214
0.0224
0.0225
0.0214
0.0211
0.0233
0.0170

0.03

In the experiments, images of the LPS distribution on a
LYSO screen are recorded and analyzed by a MATLAB program. The image processing algorithm firstly eliminates the
image background (dark current, electronic noise, scattering
light, etc). Here it preliminarily computes a trial quadratic
regression curve. Then it removes image noises beyond
3.5 standard deviations (in momentum axis) along the trial
quadratic regression curve of the remaining image data for
three iterations. Finally, it estimates the beam momentum
chirp d𝑝/d𝑡.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Preliminarily we simplify the measurement by using 17MeV/c beams with a bunch charge of 10 pC and an initial
Gaussian laser pulse length of 8 ps FWHM. This reduces
the space charge effect contributing to the measurement
and results in root-mean-square (rms) momentum and time
resolution up to 6 keV/c and 1.3 ps, respectively. In this LPS
measurement, the momentum resolution is defined as
𝛿𝑝 = 𝜎𝑥 /𝐷,

(1)
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Figure 2: Left: Plot of momentum chirp d𝑝/d𝑡 of 50 pC
beam as a function of booster phase 𝜙2 for 3 ps Gaussian
laser pulses. Blue dots represent ASTRA simulation results
at a distance of 8.92 m downstream of the cathode, while red
dots give measurement results at PITZ with rms momentum
and time resolution up to 11 keV/c and 0.6 ps, respectively.
Right: Measured LPS distribution of 50 pC beam at booster
phase 𝜙2 of -15 deg, where the color bar corresponds to a
signal count and one count is equivalent to ∼ 80 electrons.
For the SASE FEL at PITZ, we consider a bunch charge
of 1.5-2.5 nC and the initial Gaussian laser pulse length of 8
ps FWHM. In this study, we select a bunch charge of 2 nC.
Since this bunch charge results in a significant influence by
space charge, the above-described method to measure LPS
has to be modified.
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where 𝐷 is the dispersion of HEDA2, and 𝜎𝑥 is a horizontal
beam size on the reference screen HIGH2.SCR2 at PITZ
[9]. In [4], the measured momentum chirp d𝑝/d𝑡 agrees to
simulation results with a discrepancy of less than 9%. Thus,
the measurements of relatively higher bunch charges which
is sufficient for the superradiant radiation (50 pC) [11] and
the SASE FEL (2 nC) [4], respectively, have been studied in
detail.
For the superradiant radiation at PITZ, we consider a
bunch charge up to 100 pC [11]. By selecting 50 pC for the
LPS measurement, the initial Gaussian laser pulse length of
3 ps FWHM is suggested by the simulation results shown
in [4]. Thus, the space charge effect is expected to appear
in the measurement by influencing beam transport and focusing, which can degrade momentum and time resolutions.
Figure 2 (left) shows that measured momentum chirps d𝑝/d𝑡
of the 50 pC beam resemble the simulation results. However, the difference is up to 27%, and rms momentum and
time resolution are up to 11 keV/c and 0.6 ps, respectively.
Since the bunch length is shorter than the previous one, the
momentum resolution is sacrificed for the time one by tuning beam focusing strength. In this case, the vertical beam
size is slightly decreased by tuning the quadrupole magnets
upstream of the TDS to improve the time resolution. Therefore, the horizontal beam size is increased, and that slightly
degrades the momentum resolution. These estimated resolutions indicate the limitation of the original LPS measurement
method. Moreover, Fig. 2 (right) shows measured the LPS
distribution of 50 pC beam at booster phase 𝜙2 of -15 deg
that is analyzed by the MATLAB program (explained in the
previous section).
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The use of slits can be applied to LPS measurement for
different purposes. For example, the measurement of 6D
phase space and correlations shown in [12] uses a set of
six movable slits to localize particles inside a small area of
the 6D phase space. In our case at PITZ, 50-𝜇m-slit at the
emittance measurement station (EMSY1x) is used to reduce
x-emittance influence in order to enhance the LPS resolution,
while the slit is located to select a beamlet with the highest
charge by our scanning program. Therefore, we define the
highest-charge beamlet as a 𝑥-central beamlet. A simulation
result via OCELOT predicts the resulting bunch charge is
∼30 pC.
Figure 3 (left) shows measured momentum chirp of the
𝑥-central beamlet of the 2 nC beam as a function of booster
phase. It can also be seen that measured momentum chirp
d𝑝/d𝑡 deviates by less than 15% from the simulation result
at booster phases of -20, -25, and -30 degrees which is the
compression range. The rms momentum and time resolution
are improved to 1.8 keV/c and 1.6 ps, respectively. Furthermore, Fig. 3 (right) shows measured LPS distribution of a
2 nC beamlet at booster phase 𝜙2 of -20 deg.
16.85

simulation
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Figure 3: Left: Plot of momentum chirp d𝑝/d𝑡 of 2 nC 𝑥central beamlet as a function of booster phase 𝜙2 for initial
8-ps Gaussian laser pulses. Blue dots represent ASTRA
simulation results at the EMSY1 slit position, while red
dots give measurement results at PITZ with rms momentum
and time resolution up to 1.8 keV/c and 1.6 ps, respectively.
Right: Measured LPS distribution of 2 nC beamlet at booster
phase 𝜙2 of -20 deg, where the color bar corresponds to a
signal count and one count is equivalent to ∼ 106 electrons.

CONCLUSION
The momentum chirps of two selected cases for THz generation (superradiant radiation and SASE FEL) are measured
and benchmarked with the simulation. The measurement
for the 50 pC beam is limited by the momentum and time
resolutions. The use of the slit allows us to observe only the
𝑥-central beamlet LPS of the 2 nC beam. Therefore, the measurement results show a possibility to tune the momentum
chirps close to the ASTRA simulation results. Currently, the
chicane is in the final stage of the installation and will be
commissioned for optimized beam trajectory and minimized
energy dispersion. Then the CTR will be measured as the
next step in the measurement plan.
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RENOVATION OF THE SR BEAM PROFILE MONITORS
WITH NOVEL POLYCRYSTALLINE DIAMOND MIRRORS
AT THE SuperKEKB ACCELERATOR
G. Mitsuka∗ , T. Mitsuhashi, H. Ikeda, KEK, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan
Abstract
Synchrotron radiation (SR) beam profile monitors are
fundamental to performing the stable beam operation of SuperKEKB. To suppress thermal deformation of SR extraction
mirrors, a long-standing issue in SR monitors, we developed
platinum-coated diamond mirrors in 2019. The diamond
mirrors were made with an optical-quality polycrystallinediamond substrate with extremely high thermal conductivity
and have a size of 20 mm (W) × 30 mm (H) × 1.2 mm (D).
We found surface flatness better than 𝜆/5 in optical testing
with a laser interferometer. The diamond mirrors have been
installed in HER and LER in the 2020 summer and 2021
summer, respectively. Though irradiation for a year at the
beam current greater than 1050 mA, we found no significant
deformation of the diamond mirrors.

INTRODUCTION
Synchrotron radiations produced from the 5 mrad bends
are emitted into the 23 m away extraction mirrors in each
of the straight sections of the positron Low Energy Ring
(LER) and the electron High Energy Ring (HER). Table 1
summarizes the source bend parameters in SuperKEKB. SR
visible lights reflected by the extraction mirrors are further
relayed 30 m into the corresponding optics hut above ground.
SR beam profile monitors, such as interferometers and streak
cameras, are located in each optics hut. For the use of the SR
visible lights, thermal deformation of the extraction mirrors
has been a long-standing problem not only at the preceding
KEKB collider [1] but also at many synchrotron radiation
facilities. Thermal deformation of the beryllium extraction
mirrors at KEKB was so significant that one needed realtime measurements and complicated compensations of the
distortion to correct for the beam-current dependence of the
measured beam size.
Table 1: SR Source Parameters in LER and HER at SuperKEKB
Parameters

LER

HER

Energy (GeV)
Current (A)
Bending radius (m)
SR power (W/mrad)

4
3.6
177.4
72

7
2.6
580
149

Since the beginning of SuperKEKB, we have used the
single-crystalline diamond mirrors to deal with even higher
SR heat loads expected due to twice the beam currents than
∗
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KEKB [2]. Single-crystalline diamond has extremely high
heat conductivity and a lower thermal expansion coefficient
than beryllium. As presented in Ref. [2], we found the thermal deformation of the first generation diamond mirrors
seemed satisfactory below 900 mA, horizontally < 1 % and
vertically < 4 % compared with that at zero current. However, at the designed current 2.6 A in HER, the deformation
was expected to increase up to 2.5 % and 10 % and come
to require unwanted compensations as we did in KEKB. In
addition to the current-dependent tilt, we found some initial
deformation along the horizontal direction: a cylindricallycurved surface with the cylindrical axis in the vertical direction.
To further suppress the thermal deformation of SR extraction mirrors, we developed the second-generation diamond mirrors in 2019. Hereafter, we see the design and
construction of platinum-coated polycrystalline-diamond
mirrors and current-dependent deformation measurements
by a Hartmann test using a square array screen.

POLYCRYSTALLINE DIAMOND MIRRORS
Single-crystalline diamond mirrors previously used in
SuperKEKB in 2016-2019 showed the thermal deformation
of a few percent levels at < 900 mA relative to that at zero
current. Though we did not yet analyze it in detail, the initial
surface flatness was roughly a level of 𝜆. These two rather
unsatisfactory performances were caused by, primarily the
structure consisting of six 10 mm × 10 mm single-crystalline
sections fused at each edge, and second a thinner diamond
substrate of 0.5 mm [2].
On the other hand, we made a new diamond mirror
(20 mm (W) × 31 mm (H)) based on a polycrystalline diamond substrate having no connected subsection. A single
substrate should improve surface flatness. The polycrystalline diamond we use in SuperKEKB has thermal conductivity 1800 W/mK at 300 K which is comparable to that of a
polycrystalline diamond 2000 W/mK. Also, we changed the
surface coating material to platinum which had 20 % higher
reflective coefficient at < 500 nm than the gold used in the
previous mirrors.

MIRROR HOLDER
The mirror holder is a water-cooled split cylinder of copper. The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the mirror mounted in
water-cooled copper holder. The holder grips the mirror on
one edge only to minimize applying extraneous strain to the
mirror surface due to the thermal deformation of the copper
holder itself. The use of copper enables good heat-sinking
contact with the portion of the mirror surface gripped within
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Figure 1: Left: The mirror holder consisting of a watercooled split cylinder of copper. Right: Mirror mounted in
water-cooled copper holder.
the split (about 8 mm from the lower edge). The mirror
gripper mechanism was improved compared with the old
holder; we inserted the 0.5 mm-thick indium sheet permitting a more ’tender’ grip than a direct grip by copper only.
Indium has a melting point 157 °C which is well above the
expected diamond temperature at full-operation current.

INTERFEROMETRIC OPTICAL TESTING
Before installing the mirrors into the SuperKEKB tunnel,
we performed two types of quality assurance testing; the first
and second test is to check the mirror flatness before and after
gripping it by the mirror holder, respectively. We performed
the first test using the Fizeau interferometer Olympus KIF201 (the left panel of Fig. 2). As shown in the top and bottom
panels of Fig. 3, we obtained satisfactory results: the flatness
of ∼ 𝜆/4 on the almost entire mirror surface and better than
∼ 𝜆/5 at the one half of the mirror. Next, we performed the
second test using the laser interferometer shown in the right
panel of Fig. 2 for the mirror gripped by the holder. Although
we initially expected worse flatness because it was tightened
from both sides by the mirror holder, we got comparable
results with the first test.

Figure 2: Interferometers used for quality assurance testing.
Left: Fizeau interferometers Olympus KIF-201. Right: Interferometer setup using a He-Ne laser.

MEASUREMENTS FOR
SURFACE DEFORMATION
The polycrystalline diamond mirrors were installed in the
HER and LER SR extraction chambers in the 2020 summer
MOPOPT031
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Figure 3: The mirror surface flatness. Top: the result obtained in the first test. Bottom: the result obtained in the
second test.
and 2021 summer, respectively. Alignments of the extraction
mirrors were performed along the SR beam axes to have
a helium-neon laser beam transmitted correctly from the
extraction chamber to the optical hut on the ground floor.
After completing the laser-based SR beam axes alignment,
we tested the mirror distortion using the SR beams. The
actual rays reflected by a deformed mirror run along different
optics paths than the ideal rays. To measure differences in
optics paths, we apply a Hartmann test using a square array
screen in which the SR beam going through the array screen
holes makes blight Hartmann spots on a screen in the optics
hut upstairs. The actual rays differently hit blight spots on a
screen from those of the ideal rays.
The square array screen used at SuperKEKB follows that
used at KEKB (the top panel of Fig. 4) that consists of a
10×10-hole square array screen where the hole diameter
is 2 mm the separation of holes is 5 mm. The square array screen on a remotely movable stage is mounted 0.7 m
downstream of the extraction mirror.
With measurements of the Hartmann spots’ position shifts
and intervals between peak positions, we can reconstruct
initial and possibly current-dependent mirror deformations.
The bottom panel of Fig. 4 shows an example of screen
measurements using a commercial CMOS camera. Here
the horizontal and vertical coordinates are rotated 90°, so
the mirror bottom and top are on the vertically positive and
negative sides, respectively.
Figure 5 shows the positions of a set of measured peaks
of the Hartmann spots where the beam currents in LER
range from 50 mA to 1050 mA. To be discussed later, hole
separation distances seem equal for each, indicating well
flatness of the mirror surface. As the beam current increases,
the peak positions shift uniformly to the lower left. This
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data taking and analysis will be our next task to conclude
this current-dependent tendency.
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Figure 6: Mirror surface deformation in LER at the beam
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to its heat deformation.
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Figure 5: Pinhole image peaks measured at the beam current
ranging from 50 mA to 1050 mA in LER.
Figure 6 indicates the mirror surface deformation at each
beam current rainging from 50 mA to 1050 mA. As expected
from the first panel (50 mA), we infer that the mirror has
some initial deformation which is slightly tilting back (away
from the irradiated side) perpendicular to the plane of the
mirror. Although in the measurements at > 300 mA some
levels of current-dependent deformation are found, the Peakto-Valley is about 𝜆/4 which is comparable with the interferometric optical testing in the optics hut. More sophisticated
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IMPROVEMENT OF MATCHING CIRCUIT FOR J-PARC MAIN RING
INJECTION KICKER MAGNET
T. Sugimoto∗ , K. Ishii, T. Shibata, S. Iwata, H. Matsumoto, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan
Abstract
This paper describes the improvements achieved in the
impedance matching circuit for the 1.3 MW beam operation
of the Japan Proton Accelerator Complex main ring injection kicker magnet. In this regard, the number of paralleled
resistors was doubled, and the volume of each resistor was
enlarged 2.6 times to lower the temperature of the resistors
under the higher repetition rate pulse excitation. In addition, the resistor cylinders were filled with ceramic-based
beads of 3 mm diameter to increase the heat conductivity.
Moreover, an aluminum-made water-cooled heat sink was
attached to the resistors directly, and an air-cooling fan was
mounted on the side of the box containing the resistors. All
resistors and their support structure in the matching circuit
were replaced in May 2022. The temperature increment of
resistors during continuous pulse excitation was measured
using a thermography camera, and the measured value was
compared with numerical calculations. Finally, the prediction results related to the beam image current obtained with
the simulation model were discussed.

INTRODUCTION
J-PARC (Japan Proton Accelerator Complex) consists of
three accelerators, a 400-MeV Linac, a 3-GeV Rapid Cycle
Synchrotron (RCS), and a 30-GeV Main Ring (MR). The MR
provides a high-intensity proton beam to the long baseline
neutrino experiment (T2K) and the hadron experiments. In
2019, the beam intensity provided to the neutrino experiment
was 495 kW corresponding to 2.56 ×1014 proton per pulse
(ppp) for a repetition rate of 2.48 s [1]. However, a stable
operation for high-intensity beams is required to achieve
an accurate measurement of the neutrino oscillation and
observe the neutrino CP violation. In particular, in the late
2020s, high intensity operation of 1.3 MW beam power will
be achieved by shortening the repetition period from 2.48 sec
to 1.16 sec and increasing the number of protons from 2.4
×1014 to 3.34 ×1014 ppp [2, 3]. Including the margin, the
hardware is developed to operate within a repetition period
of 1 s. Proton beams extracted from the RCS were injected
into the MR by four kicker magnets [4–6]. The harmonic
number of the MR is nine. One RF bucket was left empty
for the extraction kickers to ease the requirement of the
field rise time. Four successive batches from the RCS were
injected into the MR to fill 8 RF buckets spaced at 300 ns
interval. Circulating bunches were deflected additionally
by the residual field of the reflection pulses. It caused the
coherent oscillation which induced the beam loss during
the injection period. Thus, an impedance matching circuit
should be implemented in the injection kicker magnet to
∗
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reduce the reflection pulses. The circuit consists of a noninductive ceramic resistor [7] and a high voltage ceramic
capacitor. These elements are contained in the dedicated
steel-made boxes. A maximum temperature of the resistor is
recommended to operate within 150 ∘ C to prevent degrading
of the resistance. However, previous studies have suggested
that the temperature of the resistor exceeded 350 ∘ C during
the continuous 1.3 MW operation [8, 9]. Therefore, a large
diameter ceramic resistor should be developed to lower the
temperature, and these larger ceramic resistors were installed
into new boxes in May 2022. In this report, the new resistor
and the matching circuit are detailed, and the temperature
measurements are reported.

MATCHING CIRCUIT REPLACEMENT
Resistors
Figure 1 shows the equivalent circuit of the injection
kicker magnet. The impedance matching resistor R1 is connected to the kicker coil L1 to reduce the reflection pulse.
The resistance is 9.3 Ω, optimized by measuring the pulse
shape [6]. Fifteen non-inductive ceramic resistors are connected in parallel (called ”resistor-unit”). The resistors unit
is contained in an individual box settled on the vacuum
chamber (named the ”matching box”). Resistors (R2 ) and
capacitors (C2 ) are connected to the coil in parallel both to
reduce the beam coupling impedance [4, 5] and to match the
impedance for the high frequency region. The resistor electrodes were brazed at both ends of the conductive ceramics
to avoid discharge [7]. The typical excitation current of the
pulse is 2640 A, and the pulse width is 1.5 𝜇sec. The pulse
energy is approximately 100 J. A pulse was fed into the coil
to deflect the orbit of 2 bunches to the circular orbit. The
kicker magnet was excited in four times during the injection
period to inject in total 8 bunches in the MR. When the circulating beam passes through the kicker aperture, an image
current flows through the coil. Subsequently, the current
flows in the matching circuit connected to the coil (i.e., R1 ,
R2 and C1 ). Therefore, the resistor R1 is heated by both the
excitation pulse current and the beam image current, while
the resistor R2 is heated only by the beam image current.
The temperature rise of the resistor ΔT can be estimated as
follows:
ΔT

=
=

1 Qpulse + Qbeam
N
hA
1
R
(∫ I2 (t)dt
+ ∫ Eb (t)dt)
Trep
NhA

(1)
(2)

where N is the number of resistors connected in parallel,
Qpulse is the power of the excitation pulse of the kicker magnet, Qbeam is the power of the beam image current, h is the
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convective heat transfer coefficient, A is the surface area of
the resistor, I(t) is the excitation current of the magnet, R
is the total resistance of the resistors, Trep is the repetition
period, Eb (t) is the pulse energy of the beam induced current.
Note that the denominator NhA in Eq.(2) should be low to
reduce ΔT.

Figure 2: Ceramic resistors. Upper left: original resistor
(𝜙20×L170mm); lower left: new resistor (𝜙30×L170mm),
the electrodes were brazed directly onto the ceramic. Right:
ceramic beads placed in the resistor.
Figure 1: Equivalent circuit of the injection kicker system.
Several types of resistors were tested to select the size
of the new resistor. The electrodes could not be brazed to
the ceramic when the outer diameter was above 40mm. The
reason was the heavy outgassing from the ceramic and the
large porosity of the ceramic In contrast, outgassing from the
ceramic with a diameter of 30 mm was acceptable for mass
production. Moreover, two different length of the ceramic
(170 mm and 200 mm) were fabricated and tested at a test
stand in KEK. No discharge was observed for 170 mm after
1000 hours of operation, while arc discharge was observed
for 200 mm. Therefore, the dimensions of the new resistor
were an outer diameter of 30 mm and a length of 170 mm.
The left side of Fig. 2 shows the ceramic resistors manufactured by a Japanese company [10]. The upper resistor is
the original resistor, with an outer diameter of 20 mm and
a length of 170 mm. The lower image represents the new
resistor, with an outer diameter of 30 mm and a length of
170 mm. The electrodes are brazed directly at the both ends
of the ceramic resistor to prevent discharging between the
ceramic and the electrode [7]. In contrast, the electrodes of
the original resistor are attached by the tightening pressure.
The epoxy-type painting (black) is adopted instead of the
silicone-type painting (red) to reinforce the bond between
the ceramic and the electrode. As a result, the outer diameter
increment enlarged the surface area 1.5 times. Moreover,
the number of paralleled resistors increased from 15 to 30,
and the total volume of the resistor was enlarged 2.6 times.

Resistor Unit
Figure 3 shows the new resistor units. As shown in the
figure, the resistor unit connected to the coil (called ”coil
side”) consists of 30 resistors, and that connected to the capacitor (called ”capacitor side”) consists of 15 resistors. In
a previous study, the maximum temperature of cylindrical
placement was considered [8]. Moreover, grid placement
was taken into account after the study. In particular, the
comparison regarding the simulated maximum temperature
showed no substantial differences. Therefore, grid placement was adopted to obtain a smaller unit. A current transformer (Pearson Model4997) was assembled to the coil side
unit to measure the excitation current waveform. Subsequently, each unit was connected to the kicker coil. A total
240 resistors for the coil side and 120 resistors for the capacitor side were fabricated to connect to the eight kicker
coils. Finally, customized heat sink was used to connect
each resistor to remove the heat generated from the resistors.

Cooling System
An aluminum-made water-cooled heat sink (named ”Liquid Cold Plates” manufactured by Kawaso Texcel Co., Ltd.
[11]) was attached to the resistor. In addition, ceramic-based
beads with a diameter of 3 mm were placed in the resistor
cylinder to improve the thermal conduction, as shown on
the right side of Fig. 2. Three types of the diameter of
the beads diameter (1 mm, 3 mm and 5 mm) and three types
of different material (99.5% Al2 O3 , 95% Al2 O3 , and SiC)
were tested. The results were compared with those from
a ceramic rod reported in the previous studies [8, 9]. No
clear differences were observed, however, the ceramic beads
(𝜙3mm, 95% purity) presented the lowest cost.

Figure 3: Resistor unit.

Assembly
Figure 4 shows the new matching circuit housing mounted
on the vacuum chamber of the kicker magnet. All resistor
units and their support structure were replaced in May 2022.
Currently, no cooling fan was attached. No discharge was
observed up to the charging voltage of 55 kV.

RESULTS
Figure 5 shows the surface temperature distribution of the
new resistor unit of the coil side measured by a thermogra-
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Figure 4: New matching circuit housing mounted on the
vacuum chamber of the injection kicker magnet.
phy (FLIR E8) and a thermal label. In the measurement, the
cooling fan was turned off to estimate the performance of the
water-cooled heat sink. After 24 hours of continuous operation with an average power of 316 W (peak current: 2700 A,
repetition cycle: 1.36 sec), a maximum temperature (T𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
of 100 ∘ C was observed around the center of the resistor
unit. The amount of heat removed by water was estimated
as 145 W because the temperature difference between the
cooling water inlet and outlet was 1.2 ∘ C for a water flow
rate of 7 L/min. A numerical simulation was performed to
evaluate the temperature distribution and the maximum temperature T𝑚𝑎𝑥 of the resistor. The water temperature in the
heat sink was fixed to 30 ∘ C. Moreover, the ceramic beads
were modeled as a ceramic rod. The packing factor of the
ceramic beads was assumed as 0.7 (i.e. closest packing).
The thermal conductivity of the ceramic beads was assumed
as 5 W/K/m. As the result of the simulation, a T𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 90
∘ C was obtained through simulations. The temperature of
the area where the thermal label was attached was 84 ∘ C.
Finally, the remaining discrepancies might be related to the
material modeling of ceramic beads and the contact thermal
resistance between beads.

600 W). In a previous study, the amount of the heat dissipated from beam image current was estimated as 184 W.
Moreover, we considered a safety factor of 3 to estimate
the effect of the beam image current because the current
waveform depended on the beam trajectory and the charge
distribution of the beam bunch passing through the kicker
magnet aperture. A 3D numerical model was created using the CST Studio Suite [12] to estimate the temperature
increment for 1 kW power dissipation. A thermal fluid simulation relying on the CST Conjugate Heat Transfer (CHT)
solver was performed to estimate Tmax . The results shows
that T𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 180 ∘ C (coil side, w/o cooling fan), T𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 125
∘ C (coil side, wind speed 𝑣 = 2 m/s), and T
∘
𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 137 C
(capacitor side, w/o cooling fan). Thus, the operation might
be continued until a weekly maintenance day, even if the
cooling fan fails during operation.

CONCLUSION
In this study, an impedance matching circuit was developed to lower the surface temperature of the resistors during 1.3 MW operation of the J-PARC Main Ring Injection
Kicker Magnet. In this regard, the number of resistors connected in parallel and their diameter was increased to increase the heat capacity and the surface area. Moreover, the
cooling system was upgraded. For instance, an aluminummade water-cooled heat sink was attached to the resistor.
These resistors were filled with 𝜙 3 mm alumina-made beads
to improve the heat conduction, and the resistor temperature
was measured during 24 hours of continuous pulse excitation. A T𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 100 ∘ C was observed for the average power
of 316 W. A good agreement between the measurement
and the numerical simulation was obtained. In addition, a
simulation model was used to predict the resistor temperature during 1.3MW continuous operation. In particular,
a temperature of less than 180 ∘ C is expected for the coil
side during the operation, even if the cooling fan fails. The
resistor temperature for the capacitor side will be measured
during the continuous high power operation scheduled in
late 2022.
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STUDY OF CHRENKOV DIFFRACTION RADIATION
FOR BEAM DIAGOSTICS*
H. Hama†, K. Nanbu,
Research Center for Electron Photon Science, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan
Abstract
Vavilov-Cherenkov diffraction radiation (ChDR) has
been paid attention to non-beam-destructive diagnostics
[1,2,3]. The physical understanding of ChDR is, however,
not well satisfied yet because precise experimental measurement is not much easier than one expects. Although
we do not deny the Cherenkov radiation and ChDR are
fully explained by the classical electromagnetism, we encounter a couple of difficulties in actual applications. For
instance, the theory is usually established for the far-field
observation, in spite of that the radiation is often observed
near-field in the realistic beam diagnostic tools employing
photon measurements. In addition, the theory, as a matter
of course, includes some assumptions which is sometimes
not valid for the specific experiments. We have carried
out test experiments for observation of coherent ChDR in
a THz frequency region emitted from ultra-short electron
bunches supplied by the t-ACTS accelerator at Tohoku
University [4]. In this manuscript, a concept of ChDR as
a probe of the beam diagnostics is discussed and some experimental results are shown.

called the coupling factor, and it should be noted that the
Eq. (1) is valid for ξ ≫1, and in case of ξ ≪ 1, K~1.
Here we consider a cylindrical hollow dielectric for a
ChDR radiator as shown in Fig. 1. Cherenkov angle, the
opening angle of Cherenkov radiation (CR), is given by
(2)
The refractive index n of dielectric medium is usually
larger than 1, so that the larger opening angle can be obtained. Since the manner of the coupling factor K is essentially identical for the ChDR, the radiation intensity
may depend on the azimuthal angle because the distance
between the beam and the inner wall surface of dielectric
dominates K, so that it would be expected an azimuthal
angle dependence of ChDR contains information of the
beam position inside of the aperture.

INTRODUCTION
Diffraction radiation (DR), which is emitted from
charged particles passing through in the close vicinity of a
metallic or dielectric medium, is a beam diagnostic probe
without beam interception [5,6]. Considering the beam is
passing through the centre of a circular aperture in a screen
perpendicular to the beam trajectory, radiation cones appear in both backward and forward directions with an
opening angle of ~1/γ with the relativistic factor γ of
charged particle. The backward DR is a reflected electromagnetic field of the beam itself, it can be teared off from
the beam line by tilting the screen. The backward DR is
often used as beam diagnostic tools. However, the opening angle is still very small. According to the theoretically
deduced DR intensity [7], the well-known GinzburgFrank formula for transition radiation (TR) is attenuated
in accordance with an aperture radius function K [8,9],
(1)
where ω, β and c are the angular frequency of the radiation,
the relative velocity of the charged particle and the velocity of light. The aperture radius, h, is therefore an impact
parameter that is a distance between the charged particle
and the boundary of medium. The function K(ξ) is usually
__________________________________________
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Figure 1: Cross section view of cylindrical hollow radiator and ChDR.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Intensity of CR
The speed of light in the dielectric medium is varied as
********and the relative velocity of the particle becomes
*******. Evaluating the Lienard-Wiechert potential with
some math, the intensity of CR per unit frequency and per
unit solid angle is written as,
(3)
with
,

(4)

where µ0, e, ∆z and ∆t are magnetic permeability in the
vacuum, elementary charge, trajectory length of the particle in the dielectric and its duration, respectively. Eq. (3)
is consistent with Tamm’s formula [10]. One can find the
CR intensity is roughly proportional to the square of the
particle trajectory length, which is preferable for beam diagnostics because the intensity can be enhanced by using
a long dielectric radiator. Although one can simply
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presume the intensity of ChDR would be deduced by multiplying Eq. (3) and Eq. (1) together, it is perhaps not correct because the complete far-field approximation Eq. (3)
is evaluated in a dielectric continuum space.

Coherent ChDR
Regardless of any radiation from very short electron
bunches, the intensity is coherently enhanced by a formfactor f(ω) when the radiation wavelength is shorter than
the bunch length as
,
where ne denotes number of electrons in a bunch.
The form-factor for Gaussian charge distribution in a
bunch is written as

(5)

(6)
where σB is the bunch length along a longitudinal axis.
The bunch length of 100 fs (30 µm) bring a form-factor of
~ 0.7 for the 1 THz (= ω/2π), so the radiation intensity is
dominated by the coherent part.

EXPERIMENTAL
t-ACTS Accelerator
A test facility, t-ACTS (test accelerator as coherent THz
source) has been developed at Tohoku University for production of ultra-short electron bunch [11]. We have employed a thermionic RF gun consist of two independent
cells to manipulate the longitudinal beam phase space [12],
and velocity bunching scheme in the traveling wave accelerating structure is applied to the beam [13]. Main parameters of t-ACTS are listed in Table 1.

Since the thermionic RF gun is very stable, the bunch
length arround 80 fs is usually available. The bunch
length is monitored by the frequency spectrum of coherent
TR emitted from a Al mirror at the beginning and end of
experiments. The intensity of TR is not dependent on the
frequency basically so that the slope of TR spectrum is
very much sensitive to the bunch length as shown in Fig.
2.

ChDR Radiator
A cylindrical hollow radiator was mode of HDPE (high
density polyethylene), which is well transparent at a frequency range below 2 THz. Employing a THz-TDS system (Advantest TAS7500TS-000), the refractive index of
radiator was measured to be 1.536 ± 0.003 and is almost
constant below 4 THz), so that the Cherenkov angle θC is
49.4º. In Fig. 3 show the shape of HDPE radiator and its
assembly.

Detection System
As shown in Fig. 3, to detect ChDR after passing
through a z-cut quartz window, a pyroelectric detector
(Sensor und Lasertechnik GmbH, THz10) is used [14].
The detector is operated inside of a nitrogen atmosphere
to suppress absorption in the water vapor. Distance from
the center of radiation to the detector is ~ 100 mm, and the
detector position can be moved to measure angular distributions of ChDR intensity. The Michelson interferometer
is able to be equipped at the position of the Cherenkov
angle.

Table 1: t-ACTS Parameters
Beam energy
Normalized horizontal emittance
Normalized vertical emittance
Micro-bunch charge
Bunch length
Macropulse duration
RF Frequency

22 MeV (γ = 43)
~ 3 mm.mrad
~30 mm.mrad
6 pC
~ 80 fs
2 µs
2856 MHz

Figure 3: HDPE radiator shape and detection apparatus
for ChDR (upper), and a view of assembly on the beam
line in the vacuum chamber (lower).

RESULTS OF TEST EXPERIMENT
The beam profile can be observed by putting the Al mirror into just upstream of the radiator, so that the impact
parameter is controllable and the beam size as well. In the
test experiments, the beam size in both planes was focused
to be 100 µm. The measurements were done along the
beam longitudinal axis as shown in Fig. 3, therefore the
Figure 2: An interferogram of TR measured by a Miazimuthal angle is 0 degree (see Fig. 1).
chelson interferometer (left), and frequency spectrum
Impact parameter dependence of the ChDR angular dis(right).
tribution was measured by varying the vertical position of
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the beam as shown in Fig. 4. The beam passes through the
center of aperture when an impact parameter is h = 5 mm.
At larger impact parameters than 3 mm, coherent ChDR
was not observed. As the beam gets close to the inner surface of radiator, ChDR rapidly grows and the peak appears
around the Cherenkov angle. An FWHM of ChDR angular spread is ~ 5º (87 mrad). It should be noted that the
angular distributions observed in a near-field.
h = 5 mm

h = 4 mm

ChDR spectra is ~ 2 THz. The bunch form factor is considered to be identical, and according to Eq. (3) the intensity of CR is proportional to ω2, hence the difference may
be caused by the coupling factor K(ξ). For this experimental condition, ξ is around 1 which means K is neither
1 nor Eq. (1). In addition, it is still unclear whether Eq.
(3) is valid for ChDR.
To understand characteristics of ChDR and to investigate possibility for a beam diagnostic probe, further study
is highly required. The experimental chamber is planned
to be modified so as to measure dependences of the azimuthal angle. Furthermore, a curious FDTD code for large
simulation space has been developed, which will be published elsewhere.
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Figure 4: Angular distribution for various impact parameters from 5mm to 0.5 mm. Refraction due to the
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Red lines denote the Cherenkov angle.
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SURROGATE-BASED BAYESIAN INFERENCE OF TRANSVERSE BEAM
DISTRIBUTION FOR NON-STATIONARY ACCELERATOR SYSTEMS
H. Fujii∗ , N. Fukunishi, RIKEN Nishina Center, Wako, Japan
M. Yamakita, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Meguro-ku, Japan
Abstract
Constraints on the beam diagnostics available in real-time
and time-varying beam source conditions make it difficult to
provide users with high-quality beams for long periods without interrupting experiments. Although surrogate modelbased inference is useful for inferring the unmeasurable,
the system states can be incorrectly inferred due to manufacturing errors and neglected higher-order effects when
creating the surrogate model. In this paper, we propose to
adaptively assimilate the surrogate model for reconstructing
the transverse beam distribution with uncertainty and underspecification using a sequential Monte Carlo from the measurements of quadrant beam loss monitors. The proposed
method enables sample-efficient and training-free inference
and control of the time-varying transverse beam distribution.

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
Accelerator Systems with Unknown Drift and Parameter Uncertainties
The dynamical system of the accelerator with measurement error can be written as
�¤
�

� (�, �)
ℎ(�, �) + �,

=
=

(1)
(2)

where � ≡ �(�) ∈ R� is the vector of the time-varying
hidden states, � ∈ R� is the control input state, � is the time.
� ∈ R� is the measurement, and � = [�1 , ..., � � ] � is the
independent measurement noise.
To produce a quality beam of interest by inferring hidden
states �, we introduce a surrogate model as
�¤̂
�ˆ

=
=

�ˆ( �,
ˆ �)
ℎ̂( �,
ˆ �),

(3)
(4)

where �ˆ ≡ �(�)
ˆ
∈ R� , and �ˆ ∈ R� are the counterpart of
the real system Eq. (1)(2) built based on the parameterized
system model. One may infer the hidden state by simply
minimizing the loss function
� ( �) = ∥ � − �ˆ ∥ 22 .

(5)

However, the accurate state � cannot be necessarily obtained
due to the model uncertainties and possible multiple hidden
states when the measurement is sparse. The goal of the following Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) framework [1] is to sequentially filter and track the time-varying
hidden state estimates �ˆ by minimizing the expectation of
the cost function in Eq. (5) throughout the operation of the
accelerator complex.

Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) for the Initial Posterior Inference
Given an observation �, the initial posterior distribution
of interest for a given fixed control input � can be given by
ˆ �( �)
ˆ
�( �ˆ | �)
,
�( �ˆ )

ˆ �ˆ ) =
�( �|

here subscripts for denoting the time steps are omitted in
ˆ �ˆ ) is a probability
this section, e.g., �ˆ = �ˆ �=0 . Since �( �|
distribution, we can rewrite this equation as
∫
ˆ �( �)�
ˆ �.
ˆ
�( �ˆ ) =
�( �ˆ | �)
(7)
The probability density function �( �ˆ ) given a measurement
� with normally distributed sensor noise with standard deviation �� = {��1 , ..., ��� } is expressed as
�( �ˆ ) =

�
Ö
�

√

1
2��� �
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exp −

| �ˆ � − � � | 2
2��2 �

!

(8)

ˆ drawn by surrogate model equation Eq. (4).
and �( �ˆ | �)
ˆ of a general nonlinear system can
Then, the proposal �( �)
be sampled using MCMC [2]. In this work, the parallel
tempering MCMC (PT-MCMC) algorithm is adopted to
efficiently find the optimal and promote mixing across the
state spaces. Details on PT-MCMC can be found in [3].

Particle Filtering for Tracking Hidden States
The sequential importance resampling is a class of particle
filter algorithm. The sequence is initialized with a set of
ˆ and assign the normalized
� particles representing �( �),
�
weights � �=1
= 1/�, for all � = 1, ..., �. Then particles at
a discrete time step � − 1 are sequentially propagated for
a new time step � to update prior �( �ˆ �� | �ˆ ��−1 , � �−1 ). The
weight update of �-th particle is performed based on the
measurement and cosine similarity
�( �ˆ �� | �ˆ �� , � � , � �−1 )
�

∝ sim � (Δ � �ˆ , Δ � �)

�
Ö
�

exp −

| �ˆ �� − � � | 2
2��2 �

!

.

(9)

Here, sim � (Δ�� �ˆ , Δ � �) is a similarity measure between the
responses of the actual system Δ � � ≡ � � − � �−1 and the
surrogate model Δ�� �ˆ ≡ �ˆ �� − �ˆ ��−1 expressed by
( 1+� (Δ� �,Δ
ˆ

��)

(∥Δ�� �ˆ ∥ > 2�� )
(10)
1
(∥Δ�� �ˆ ∥ ≤ 2�� )
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and �(�, �) ≡ ∥��·�
∥ ∥� ∥ is the cosine similarity. The inequality
conditions in Eq. (10) are introduced such that the noise
level does not adversely affect the weight updates. Then the
sample particles are reweighed according to Eq. (6) as
�
�( �ˆ � | �ˆ � , � � , � �−1 )� �−1
� �� = Í � � � �
� .
� �( �ˆ � | �ˆ � , � � , � �−1 )� �−1

(11)

After each update of states and weights, the particles are
resampled by systematic resampling to obtain new equallyweighted particles to prevent degeneracy when the effecÍ
 −1
�
� 2
tive sample size � �� =
is below the user�=1 (� � )
defined threshold [4].

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
CNN Modeling of the Transverse Beam Dynamics
with Parameterized Beam Source Condition
In the numerical experiment, the system Eq. (1) is defined
to mimic the beam transport line after the AVF cyclotron
as in Fig. 1(a) of Ref. [5]. Control inputs � ∈ R7 are
assigned to applied excitation current for a quadrupole triplet
(� 1 , � 2 , � 3 ), horizontal and vertical steerers (� 4 , � 5 ), and a
subsequent quadrupole doublet (� 6 , � 7 ).
This study’s incident particle distribution containing � =
40, 000 particles is characterized by skewed bi-Gaussian
transverse beam distribution with skewness parameters �x,y
[6, 7], while fixing the beam width. Here, the skewness in
x-axis �x modifies the standard normal distribution �(x) =
√1 exp (−x2 /2) to be � � (x) = 2�(x)Φ(�x), where Φ(x)
2�
is the cumulative∫ distribution function
ofthei
normal distrih
x
bution Φ(x) = −∞ �(�)�� = 12 1 + erf √x . The same
2
applies to the y-axis. Note that the skewness is a practical
problem for the beam extracted by the AVF Cyclotron of
Nishina Center as in Fig. 5 of Ref. [5].

The observation function ℎ(�, �) ∈ R4 is defined to sum
up the transverse two-dimensional histogram � (�x , �y ) ∈
R52×52 as in Fig. 1(c) overlapped by the beam loss monitors
on each side (R: Right, L: Left, U: Up, D: Down) as in Fig.
1(d), where �x ∈ N and �y ∈ N are indexes of pixels which
evenly discretize the field of view at the beam loss monitor
location.
As summarized in Fig. 1, we assume the skewness parameters of the incident beam before the transport slowly
vary like a sigmoid function over 60 discrete time steps as
in Fig. 1(b). The transverse beam distributions at � = 0
(Fig. 1(c-i)) and at � = 60 (Fig. 1(c-ii)) differ as shown
in Fig. 1(c-iii) as a result of these time-varying skewness
parameter. The subset Fig. 1(e) describes the time evolution
of the observations by loss monitor Fig. 1(d) at each side
relative to the optimized value � ∗� at � = 0.
Following the similar procedure in [8][9], the corresponding simulation-based surrogate model is trained using Convolutional Neural Network to output transverse distribution
estimate �ˆ(�x , �y ) ∈ R52×52 as a function of the excitation
currents and hidden parameters of the incident beam distribution �x,y ∈ [−3, 3]. The average reconstruction error of
the predicted transverse distribution �ˆ(�x , �y ) defined by the
equation below resulted in around 7 % for the test data.
︁
︁
����� =
| �ˆ(�x , �y ) − � (�x , �y )|/
|� (�x , �y )|
�x ,�y

�x ,�y

We take into account the input bias in surrogate modeling,
e.g., �-th component of the input is assumed to be
(12)

�ˆ � = (1 + �� )� � ,

where �� is the hidden state representing the scaling error.
In the later sections, the nine-dimensional vector �ˆ =
[�1 ,...,� � , �x , �y ]� is considered as the hidden states to
be updated by sequential Monte-Carlo (SMC). By computing the likely hidden states �ˆ from measurements � with
the ABC framework, surrogate-based reconstruction of the
transverse beam distribution can be made even if invasive diagnostic devices such as wire scanners or scintillators are not
insertable remotely due to insufficient room for installation
or because of their damage threshold.

Process Variance for Hidden States Tracking

Figure 1: (a) Beam transport system’s overview. (b) Time
variation of hidden states �x,y over discrete time steps �. (c)
Transverse distribution � (�x , �y ) at the position of the beam
loss monitors (d). (e) The number of incoming particles for
each loss monitor relative to the initial observation � ∗ .

Changes in the hidden parameters are updated by conditioning the probability distribution of states, which is spread
by artificial process noise, with the observation at each step
�. For simplicity of calculation, a Gaussian uncertainty
with a standard deviation ��� up to 5 % of the maximum
�-th training excitation current � is considered for �� in Eq.
(12); ��� = 0.05 max �� . In the sequential filtering process,
Δ�ˆ ∼ N (Δ�, �� � ) is added to the surrogate model input for
each move Δ� on the actual system. Here, � is the squared
average of the control input norm for each move relative to
Í Δ��2
2
max �� expressed as � ≡ �1 �� max �
2 , and � � = diag ��
�

2 , ..., � 2 ].
where ��2 = [��1
��
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Measurement Based Control while Tracking the
Hidden State Space for the Underspecified Model
In this section, we aim at matching the observation � to
the target observation � ∗ ∈ R� while tracking the hidden
states with SMC. For the weighted sum of the observations
Í
on the surrogate model �ˆ � = � � �� �ˆ �� , the optimal input at
time � + 1 can be determined by the following two steps
�∗

= arg min ∥ (� � − � ∗ ) − ( �ˆ � − �ˆ �+1 ) ∥ 22 (13)

∑x,y | Iref (x, y) |

∑x,y | I(x, y) − Iref (x, y) |

50

Error : 100 ×

On the other hand, the process variances of the skewness
parameters �x,y are determined from the variances of the
resultant MCMC particle distribution. The MCMC is initialized first by finding �ˆ which minimizes the cost Eq. (5) while
the initial guesses �x,y = 0 are used for the skewness parameters, and then subsequent proposal moves are accepted for
the criterion conditioned by Eq. (8).

(a) Initial
Actual system
Surrogate model
Uncontrolled

40

20

(a)

30

0

Fig. 1 (c-ii)
Fig. 1 (c-iii)

I(x, y) − Iref (x, y)

20

(b) Controlled
20

(b)

10

0

Fig. 1 (c-i)

0

-20

0

20

Steps k

40

60

I(x, y) − Iref (x, y)

-20

Figure 3: Left: The blue line shows the relative error of
� (�x , �y ) when the model’s state is controlled based on the
distribution �ˆ(�x , �y ) represented by the red line toward
�� � � (�x , �y ). The yellow line is the uncontrolled reference
when the state evolves as in Fig. 1. Right: Error in the
transverse distribution � (�x , �y ) at (a) � = 0 and (b) � = 60.

�

� �+1

=

� � + �(� ∗ − � � ).

(14)

Please note that if �ˆ � is equal to � � , �ˆ �+1 is made close to � ∗ .
Here, the exponential convergence factor � (0 < � ≤ 1) is
introduced to regulate the input move within the proximity
of the input state � � . In this study, the optimization problem
Eq. (13) is solved using the simplex method [10] for the
measurement estimates �ˆ inferred
Í by the surrogate model
with tracked hidden states �ˆ � = � � �� �ˆ �� with � = 5, 000.
Here, the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise � � is set to
5 % relative to � ∗� , while the measurement uncertainty � � is
designed to be 10 % of the desired values for each output � ∗� .
To demonstrate the robust behavior of the proposed scheme
to underspecified model, the beam current is gradually enhanced by 10 % with a factor which varies like a sigmoid
function similar to �x,y . In Fig. 2, the control strategy Eq.
(14) for a randomly picked input state � 0 is demonstrated for
(a) � = 1/3 and (b) � = 1/2. Figure 2(a) demonstrates the
successful stabilization of the time-varying system only with
a few samples around the optimal � ∗ for the noisy sensor
measurement, while a slightly delayed response is observed
for the higher rate of change in hidden states |� �+1 − � � |.
Figure 2(b) suggests that large � can lead to unstable re(a2) Control error
λ = 1/3
5

2
0
-2

R

0

20

L

40

U

D

yj − y*
(σn)
j

yj − yĵ (σn)

(a1) Assimilation error
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0
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60

20
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(σn)
j
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Inference Based Control Strategy for the Transverse Beam Distribution
Instead of the control strategy basedÍon observable �, we
design the control law as to minimize �x ,�y | �ˆ�+1 (�x , �y ) −
�� � � (�x , �y )| 2 by replacing the cost function in Eq. (13),
where the reference distribution �� � � (�x , �y ) is defined to
be the one shown in Fig. 1(c-i). The left window in Fig. 3
illustrates the responses of the actual system and surrogate
model to this control strategy beginning at a randomly picked
control state � 0 under the time-varying hidden state as in
Fig. 1 (b). In this scenario, the error of the actual system
(blue) and surrogate model (red) are close throughout the
state space tracking by the particle filter, and the distribution
error is minimized as shown in the right panes of Fig. 3.
As a result, the error at the final state (at � = 60) is much
less than the uncontrolled case (yellow) whose distribution
began by �� � � (�x , �y ).

CONCLUSION
We checked the efficacy of the similarity-based hidden
state tracking and control using SMC on a simulationbased surrogate model. The method has proven its sampleefficient and robust behavior for uncertainties and underspecifications. The inference-based optimization is demonstrated for the beam distribution estimate of the assimilated surrogate model. Future directions would be the highdimensional extension of the SMC algorithms potentially
with Ref. [11] and [12], error compensation of the surrogate model itself, and global tracking of multiple plausible
clusters of possible states. The theoretical bound on the exponential convergence factor � should be also investigated.

60

Steps k

Figure 2: Results of control attempts toward � ∗� ( � ∈
�, �, �, �) by Eq. (13) for (a) � = 1/3 and (b) � = 1/2.
MOPOPT034

sponse because too large input move toward optimal � ∗ can
promote quick degeneracy of sample particles.
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BEAM MEASUREMENT AND APPLICATION OF THE METAL VAPOR
VACUUM ARC ION SOURCE AT KOMAC
S.-H. Lee, H.-S. Kim, H.-J. Kwon†
Korea Multi-purpose Accelerator Complex,
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Gyeongju, Korea
Department of Accelerator and Quantum Beams in Radiation Science,
University of Science and Technology, Daejeon, Korea
The metal ion beam facility is developed including the
metal vapor vacuum arc (MEVVA) ion source at the KOMAC (Korea multi-purpose accelerator complex). The
MEVVA ion source has advantage that it can be extract almost metal ion species as well as high current ion beam.
After the installation, we measured beam properties such
as the beam profile and peak beam current depending on
the operation condition, average charge state and cathode
erosion rate. In addition, as one of the application fields,
we irradiate the metal beam on the air electrode of the fuel
cell and measured the performance. In this paper, the beam
measurement results, are summarized and solid oxide fuel
cell (SOFC) performances after metal beam irradiation are
described.

BACKGROUND
The MEVVA ion source generates metal plasma through
vacuum arc discharge between electrode [1]. This kind of
ion source does not require gaseous operation to produce
metal plasma, and uses bulk metallic cathode [2]. The arc
current is concentration at a tiny spot on the cathode surface, it is called a cathode spot. This micro size spot is vaporized and ionized to metal plasma [3]. It can generate almost metal io species in Periodic table [4].
In this work, the possibility is studied that the (SOFC)
efficiency improvement through the beam irradiation. Nobel metal ions are difficult to extract ion beam. They are
extracted and irradiated on the SOFC. Before the irradiation beam properties are measured such as stability, peak
beam current and beam profile. Then the average charge
state is estimated to determine the total dose. From the
above experimental process, beam properties are checked,
and the irradiation condition is optimized to SOFC. The
electrochemical performance of irradiated SOFC is analysed and compared through current density-voltage measurement and electrochemical impedance spectrometry (EIS)
analysis.

species in MEVVA ion source, in previously study [5]. The
extraction voltage is stable at the 3.75 kW of arc power.
Experimental conditions were 4 Hz of repetition rate, 700
μs of the pulse width and 30 kV of the extraction voltage.
When the silver and copper ion beam extract, the fluctuation of extraction voltage is 30.0±2.3% and 29.9±4.7%.

Properties
Beam properties of the silver and copper ion species are
measured in the same process as before study. Irradiation
parameters will be determined to improve the SOFC. Fig.
1 shows the peak beam current of the silver and copper depending on the arc power and the extraction voltage. The
experimental conditions were 4 Hz of repetition rate and
900 μs of pulse width. The peak beam current of both ion
species is increased as the arc power and extraction voltage
increase.

Peak beam current (mA)
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The metal ion beam facility is developed including the
MEVVA ion source at KOMAC. It consists of the MEVVA
ion source, the chamber for beam irradiation, power supplies, evacuation pump, the diagnostic system and remote
controller. The integrity of ion beam facility was evaluated
using chromium ion species, which is one of the universal
MOPOPT037

1

Figure 1: Peak beam current depending on the arc power
and extraction voltage (a) silver (b) copper.
Figure 2 shows the beam profile and RMS radius depending on the arc power of silver and copper. The
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experimental conditions were 4 Hz of repetition rate, 700
μs of pulse width, 3.57 kW of the arc power and 30 kV of
the extraction voltage due to the most stable extraction condition. The beam intensity of the silver is higher than the
copper ion beam at the same extraction condition(Fig. 2(a)).
The RMS radius gradually decreases and is the lowest at
3.57 kW(Fig. 2(b)). The radius of silver and copper ion
beam is 69 mm and 56 mm, respectively.
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Figure 2: silver and copper beam profile results (a) beam
profile (b) RMS radius depending on the arc power.
Figure 3 shows the charge distribution of silver and copper by the dynamic secondary mass spectrometry. Each
charge state peak is fitted using the SRIM simulation data
in order to analyse the depth profile result. The average
charge state of silver and copper is 1.7 and 2.0, respectively.
This result is compared with other previous studies as
shown in the Table 1 [6,7].
As above experimental study, the beam properties of the
silver and copper ion species were measured. In the operation region, the peak beam current of both metal ion species
is similar, approximately 200 mA at 30 kV of the extraction
voltage. On the other hand, there is difference in the RMS
radius that 69 mm of silver and 56 mm of copper, respectively. From these results, the SOFC is installed at the RMS
radius for irradiation experiment. The metal ion beam is
extracted under the matching condition, the lowest RMS
radius extraction condition, and a mask is cover on the
SOFC to irradiate only air electrode. The total dose of ion
beam is estimated by using current density of a small faraday cup and the average charge state.

Ions
\Institute
Silver
Copper

LBNL

IHCH

1.7
2.0

2.1
2.0

2.1
2.0

BEAM IRRADIATION
The electrochemical performance of SOFC is measured
after the metal ion beam irradiation. Fig. 4 shows the current density-voltage measurement result. The experimental
conditions are 3 Hz of repetition rate, 900 μs of pulse
width, 3.70 kW of the arc power and 30 kV of the extraction voltage. Fig. 4(a) shows the voltage with current density depending on the metal ion species. The total dose is
3×1016 ions/cm2. As results of the ion beam irradiation of
the silver and copper, the power density of SOFC is 1119.3
mW/cm2, 1087 mW/cm2, respectively. It is improved by
20% and 15% compared to the reference SOFC before
beam irradiation. There is no difference in the activation
energy loss in the initial current density increases. On the
other hand, the electrochemical performance is improved
because the slope is reduced in ohmic resistance and concentration resistance. When the current density is over
2000 mA/cm2, the concentration loss is improved. Therefore, power density is increased after the metal ion beam
irradiation.
Noble metals are well known as excellent electrochemical catalyst for improving fuel cell performance. Among
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3
Rs
R1
R2

2

Zreal(Ω-cm )

them, silver has a good oxygen reduction reaction rate than
copper. Thereby, the power density of silver ion beam irradiated SOFC is higher than the copper ion beam irradiated
SOFC at the same total dose(Fig. 4(a)). An increase of total
dose means an increase of total amount of catalyst. The
power density is increased depending on the silver ion
beam total dose, as in shown in Fig. 4(b). The total dose of
silver ion beam is 1, 3 and 5×1016 ions/cm2, and the
power density improves 2, 20 and 23% compared to reference SOFC.
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Figure 4: Current density-voltage measurement results of
irradiated SOFC (a) comparison with silver and copper ion
beam at total dose 3×1016 ions/cm2 (b) depending on the
silver ion beam total dose.
Figure 5 shows the EIS results of irradiated SOFC. These
figures are presented based on the Nyquist plot. The
Nyquist plot shows the semi-circle, it means the area specific resistance(ASR) of SOFC electrode. Rs, R1 and R2
mean the electrolyte resistance, fuel electrode resistance
and the air electrode resistance, respectively. Fig. 5(a)
shows the total ASR depending on the ion species. After
ion beam irradiation of silver and copper, the total ASR is
reduced with 2.77, 2.51 and 2.18 ohm-cm2, respectively.
Among the ASR, R2 significantly is reduced with 25, 29%
compared to the reference SOFC. Fig. 5(b) shows the total
ASR depending on the total dose of silver ion beam. When
the total dose increases, the total ASR is reduced. Also, R2
is reduced approximately 46% as total dose is 5 × 1016
ions/cm2.
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Figure 5: EIS analysis result of irradiated SOFC, Rs is electrolyte ASR, R1 is fuel electrode ASR and R2 is air electrode ASR (a) comparison with silver and copper ion beam
at total dose 3×1016 ions/cm2 (b) depending on the silver
ion beam total dose.

SUMMARY
In this study, silver and copper ion beams were extracted
by using the MEVVA ion source. Beam properties were
measured such as stability, peak beam current, beam profile and average charge state. The maximum peak beam
current of both metal ion species is approximately 200 mA
at 30 kV of extraction voltage, and RMS radius is 69 mm
and 56 mm, respectively. The beam match condition with
the lower RMS radius is 3.90 kW of are power. The average
charge state is 1.7 of silver and 2.0 of copper, there are similar results in other previous study. The optimization condition was determined. The metal ion beam was irradiated
on the SOFC air electrode, depending on the metal ion species and total dose. After irradiation, the electrochemical
performance was measured by current density-voltage
measurement and EIS. The concentration loss is reduced
by ion beam irradiation, and the power density is improved.
Among the ASR, R2 is significantly reduced. This study
shows that it is possible to improve the electrochemical
performance of SOFC by using metal ion beam irradiation
due to the improvement electrochemical reaction at air
electrode.
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DEVELOPMENT OF BUTTON BPM ELECTRONICS
FOR THE BUNCH BY BUNCH FEEDBACK SYSTEM OF 4GSR
S.W. Jang†, Department of Accelerator Science, Korea University, Sejong, South Korea
Abstract
With the advent of the fourth-generation storage ring, the
size of the vertical emittance of the electron beam is expected to be about 100 times smaller than that of the existing generation. By advanced of synchrotron light source
performance, the resolution of the beam position monitor
(BPM) should also be further improved, and it can be
providing a more stable and uniform beam to end station
users through improved bunch by bunch (BbB) feedback
system compared to a system called turn by turn or fast
feed-back [1-4]. A developed BPM electronics for BbB
feedback will be installed in Bessy II booster ring at HZB
(Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin) Research Institute in Germany [5]. BbB feedback BPM electronics with an improved three button BPMs will be used to measure beam
position resolution and calculate an information for BbB
feedback, and then it will apply to the BbB feedback system. In this proceeding, we will describe the development
of button BPM electronics for BbB feedback.

INTRODUCTION
Brightness and stability are key specifications of the
light source accelerator storage ring. Continuous efforts are
made to achieve high current, high brightness and beam
stability. The limitation of the performance of storage ring
due to coupling impedance is one of issue for the next generation light source accelerator storage ring.
What made the coupled beam instability and how to treat
it is a key question that accelerator researcher for light
source storage ring around the world must face. Observing
and measuring the bunch by bunch beam in real time helps
researchers analyze the stored beam status of storage ring.
As much as more precise beam bunch measurements for
beam position and charge helps to quantitatively study
beam impedance, coupling instability, and nonlinear dynamics, and can provide. In particular, bunch by bunch
feedback is widely used as a method to solve the transverse
coupled beam instability that occurs in many of light
source accelerator storage ring.
With the rapid advances of DAQ devices by relate industry companies, the performance of ADC and FPGA systems has improved incredibly. High sampling rates with
large memory capacities, multi-channel broadband ADC
can be providing an ideal tool for obtaining raw data information of beam signal from BPMs. Bunch-by-Bunch beam
position and relative charge can be obtained through the
FPGA online algorithm process.
Using the high-performance uTCA board with ADC and
FPGA as above, it is intended to implement the BBB feedback system by using the time domain processing (TDP)
logic using raw signals without a separate FIR filter and
___________________________________________
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down converting. The most important key element of this
system is to obtain the same time resolution and high vertical resolution as the raw signal of the beam from BPM by
interpolating the data between insufficient sampling
through up-sampling technique using FPGA.

MAIN IDEA OF
BBB FEEDBACK ELECTRONICS
The parameters of the BESSY II storage ring and booster
ring were used to design the BbB feedback algorithm. HZB
also developing their own BbB feedback system based on
frequency domain processing (FDP) logic for the storage
ring [1]. To compare with frequency domain processing
logic, BbB electronics using time domain processing logic
and also newly upgraded three beam position monitors are
will be installed to booster ring. We will measure beam position resolution by using BbB electronics and three button
BPM, after changing the operation mode of the booster to
storage ring mode. The main parameters of BESSY II accelerator, which are used for BbB feedback signal processing logic, are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Main Parameters of BESSY II ofBooster Ring &
Storage Ring
Booster

Parameters [unit]

Storage

Energy [GeV]

0.05 to 1.7

1.7

Circumference [m]

96

240

RF frequency [MHz]

499.622801

499.622801

Beam current [mA]

3

300

Harmonic number

160

400

T_rf [ns]

2.0015

2.0015

Sampling ratio

2048/1020

2048/1025

Sampling freq. [MHz]

1003.16421

988.270728

Sampling time [ns]

0.99684577

1.0017

Rev. frequency [MHz]

3.12264251

1.249057

T_rev [ns]

320.24159

800.603974

Integer sample turns

51

41

Samples/51 or 41 turns

16384

32768

Beam position measurement using TDP has the advantage of analyzing the beam position by using the whole
information of the signal output from the beam position
monitor as it is without distorting it. However, the RF frequency of a light source accelerator storage ring, such as
BESSY II, usually used around 500 MHz, so the length of
one bunch signal is about 2 ns. In order to measure a signal
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Figure 3: The time domain signal processing logic of Bunch by bunch feedback BPM.
of 2 ns, at least 5 to 10 samples must be obtained and then
reconstructed. Moreover, in the case of BESSY II, the
multi-bunch pulse width is about 45 ps of FWHM, so a
sampling speed of tens of GS/s is required to measure these
signals without losses of information.
The available sampling rate of the high-speed ADC is
about 2 to 4 GS/s, and still has leak of sample numbers to
reconstruct a single bunch within 2ns. Therefore, to overcome this problem, the asynchronous sampling frequency
rather than integer multiple for RF frequency and technique of up-sampling by using FPGA are used.

HARDWARE OF ELECTORNICS
The hardware of BbB feedback electronics is mainly
consists of two parts, analog front-end (AFE) and digital
signal processing circuit. Figure 1 shows the schematic of
BbB BPM electronics. The AFE electronics will be installed as much as reduce deformation of BPM signals. The
output signals from the AFE are connects to the half-inch
cables and connects to the digital signal processing circuit
which installed in the gallery outside the tunnel.

Figure 2: Schematic of Analog Front-end electronics.

Digital Signal Processing Circuit
As mentioned before, there are three of main key points
of BbB feedback electronics by using TDP. The purpose of
TDP is not only measurement of BbB beam positions, it's
reconstruction of raw signals of every 400 bunches of
BESSY II storage ring. Which can be helps to analysis of
beam dynamics as like coupled beam instability. Figure 3
shows the TDP logic for BbB feedback BPM signals.
To measure all of stored bunches of raw signals by using
electronics we should locked sampling frequency refer to
RF frequency. For example, the sampling frequency of
storage ring was locked by multiplying factor of 2048/1025
then we can acquire 32768 samples per every 41turns. This
sampling ratio is depending on the harmonic number of
storage ring, therefore 2048/1025 ratio for storage ring and
2048/1020 ratio for booster ring are used to getting integer
sample points after 41 turns and 51 turns, respectively.

Figure 1: Schematic of BbB feedback electronics.

Analog Front End Electronics
The AFE part of electronics consists of 70dB variable
attenuator used to a full scale of ADC dynamic range which
modules can be controlled remotely and low pass filter
with 2 GHz band width to limit the harmonics in the spectrum. Figure 2 shows the details of AFE part of BbB electronics.

Figure 4: A signal reconstruction by using up-smapling
method. Raw BPM signal(left), re-orderd ADC data(middle), and up-sample data(right).
Figure 4 shows the reconstructed signal by using upsampling method on FPGA. The blue line (middle of Fig.4)
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is reconstructed 1st BbB BPM signal after 41 turn data acquisition and orange line (right of Fig.4) shows the reconstructed signal by using up-sampling method.
For more convenient visual comparison, Figure 4 drew
the time axes of the ordered data and the up-sampled data
with 50 ps and 300 ps delay, respectively.
Acquired ADC data after 41 turns are separate to 400
bunch data arrays then all the bunch data are reordered used
to up-sampling method. Even we acquired ADC data of 41
turns, reconstructed BbB beam signals by using up-sampled data are not equal to actual raw BPM signals because
we only have 81.92 sample numbers per each bunch after
41 turns. To solve this problem, we take more large data
during 41*N turns and then the data was up-sampled by
factor 8. Finally, we can get 81.92/41turn*N*8 samples for
the raw signal reconstruction. If we acquire much longer
time, we can clearly reconstruct raw signal of each bunch
but it can’t exceed more longer than feedback frequency
what we designed for BbB feedback with fast kicker system. Figure 5 shows the reconstructed signals to compare
between 41turn and 164 (= 4 times of 41turn) turn cases.

Figure 6: Accuracy of reconstruction signal versus ADC
data sample acquisition time(turns).

CONCLUSION
In this proceeding, we discussed about new idea for BbB
feedback BPM signal processing by using TDP. Using the
technological advances of various beam diagnostics devices, we devised a new method of measuring BbB beam
position monitoring. It is expected that TDP signal processing by using up-sampling method, including all possible raw BPM signal information, will be used for more
light source accelerator beam diagnostics and beam dynamics research. The prototype BbB feedback BPM electronics of TDP method will be installed in the BESSY II
booster to perform beam tests, compare the results with the
existing FDP BbB feedback system, and then we will upgrade the current BbB electronics system.
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Abstract
In this contribution we provide a summary of the LHC
hardware commissioning campaign following the second
CERN Long Shutdown (LS2), initially targeting the nominal
LHC energy of 7 TeV. A summary of the test procedures and
tools used for testing the LHC superconducting circuits is
given, together with statistics on the successful test execution.
The paper then focuses on the experience and observations
during the main dipole training campaign, describing the
encountered problems, the related analysis and mitigation
measures, ultimately leading to the decision to reduce the
energy target to 6.8 TeV. The re-commissioning of two powering sectors, following the identified problems, is discussed
in detail. The paper concludes with an outlook to the future
hardware commissioning campaigns, discussing the lessons
learnt and possible strategies moving forward.

INTRODUCTION
The LHC underwent an extensive period of maintenance
in 2019-2021, the so-called Long-Shutdown 2 (LS2), in
preparation for its third beam run (Run 3) in the years 20222025. This extensive maintenance involved many systems,
related to both the accelerator and the particle detectors.
In particular, for what concerns the LHC superconducting
circuits, a significant effort was devoted to the Diode Insulation and Superconducting MAgnet Consolidation (DISMAC) project [1]. Several other interventions took place,
including the replacement of 19 LHC dipoles, due to known
quench heater failures or high internal splice resistances [2].
Once interventions on the accelerator were finalized, a
full re-commissioning of the LHC superconducting circuits
for operation at the desired current levels was necessary. The
initial energy target for the commissioning campaign was set
to 7 TeV, which was then reduced to 6.8 TeV, as explained
in detail later in the paper.

POWERING TESTS: STRATEGY
In order to fully qualify the LHC superconducting circuits for safe operation, a well defined sequence of tests
needs to be performed. The tests aim at verifying the correct behaviour of the circuits, including both the warm and

cold parts, from the powering scheme to the related interlock and protection systems and the ancillary systems. The
LHC counts a total of 1572 superconducting circuits, including low-current circuits (60 A, 80-120 A, 600 A) and
high-current circuits, i.e. Inner Triplets (ITs), Individually
Powered Quadrupoles and Dipoles (IPQs and IPDs), main
Dipole and main Quadrupoles (RBs and RQs), with nominal
currents ranging from 4 kA to 11.6 kA.
The LHC is divided in 8 powering sectors and 28 powering sub-sectors [3], which can be independently powered
and tested. Circuits within a powering sub-sector should in
general not be tested in parallel, as interaction between tests
may affect the efficiency of the testing process.
The following steps describe the general strategy for the
commissioning of the LHC superconducting circuits:
1. Electrical Quality Assurance (ElQA): verification of
the electrical integrity of the superconducting circuits
before powering [4]
2. Quench Protection System (QPS) tests: verification of
the correct detection and reaction to possible magnet
quenches before powering
3. Powering Interlock System (PIC) tests: verification
with limited or no circuit current of the correct propagation of interlock signals to all the required clients
4. Tests with increasing current levels, defined depending
on the circuit type
5. Circuit powering to nominal current (including magnet
training, if necessary)
6. Simultaneous powering of all circuits in a powering
sub-sector, for validation of their collective behaviour
in view of nominal operation
7. Tests of the connections of the PIC with the Beam
Interlock System (BIS)
Tests are executed from the CERN Control Center (CCC).
They are launched via the Accelerator Test Tracking framework (AccTesting) [5] and executed by the hardware commissioning sequencer.

SCHEDULE EVOLUTION
Based on the testing strategy outlined above, a baseline
duration for the tests in each of the eight LHC powering
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sectors of the LHC was established as follows: two weeks
for ElQA activities [4], one week for QPS Individual System Tests, five weeks for powering tests and eight weeks for
the training campaign of the RB circuits. The latter were
allocated based on the worst case estimates derived from the
previous LHC training campaigns, in particular the one at
the end of 2016 [1]. As a result of the complex combination
of activities related to all LHC systems during LS2, the powering tests in each sector were scheduled to start at different
times in the year (from January to April 2021).
In order to face the discovery of non-conformities during
the ElQA and powering test campaigns, the hardware commissioning schedule had to be rapidly adapted in the course
of 2021 due to the following major events:
• Short circuit at the level of the lyra [6] of magnet
C22.R8 (sector 81). This is a known failure mode that
can appear due to contraction during the cool-down of
a sector and for which the mitigation procedures are
well known. Such a non-conformity requires a sector
warm-up, an intervention for repair and a sector cooldown, for a total duration of 10.5 weeks. Foreseen end
of the commissioning: July 2021.
• Short circuit at the level of the lyra of magnet Q8.L7
(sector 67). Same as above, the total duration was 11
weeks, although it was the first time that this failure
mode was observed on a quadrupole magnet. Foreseen
end of the commissioning: September 2021.
• Inter-turn short circuit in a coil of magnet B28.L8 (sector 78), appeared on 25th April 2021, following a training quench at 11585 A. The event required a full thermal cycle and a magnet replacement, for a total duration
of 20 weeks. This is a known failure mode that was already observed in the LHC and during tests in SM18 [7].
Foreseen end of the commissioning: December 2021.
• Cold bypass diode short circuit on magnet A23.R2
(sector 23), appeared on 26th May 2021, following
a secondary quench during the training campaign at
about 8 kA. The cold bypass diode was damaged due to
insufficient helium venting in the diode press-pack [8],
caused by an assembly defect. This was a newly discovered event of a known failure mode, which required
a full thermal cycle and the replacement of the diode
press-pack, for a total duration of 18 weeks. Foreseen
end of the commissioning: December 2021.
Following the occurrence of the last two events during the
training campaign, a risk analysis for continuing training to
currents required for 7 TeV operation was conducted. Based
on the result of this study, the CERN management decided
to limit the nominal current of the main dipoles to reduce the
number of training quenches, resulting in a reduced energy
reach of the LHC in Run3 to 6.8 TeV. All activities were
re-organized in order to be able to meet the deadline of
a first test with beam in the LHC in October 2021, to be
carried out at injection energy. This required the circuits to
be only commissioned to injection current. The beam test

was very successful and allowed for a thorough preparation
of the machine for beam operation in 2022. Nevertheless,
abnormal beam losses were observed in sector 23. These
were caused by a faulty RF finger in a so-called plug-in
module [9]. As operation with such a non-conformity could
lead to significant beam intensity limitations in Run3, it was
decided to warm-up sector 23 for a second time in 2021 and
allow for the repair of the faulty RF finger. This required a
full recommissioning of the sector from the powering point
of view, which was ultimately finalized on 14th April 2022.

POWERING TESTS: STATISTICS
A full powering test campaign comprises about 21000
tests, covering the 1572 LHC superconducting circuits.
While a subset of tests for low-current circuits is analysed
automatically by dedicated software tools, most tests on
high-current circuits are manually analysed by magnet protection experts. If the outcome of a given test is positive,
experts acknowledge the successful completion of the test
with a digital signature, which is required to launch the next
commissioning step from the AccTesting. This ensures a
safe execution of the tests and a full traceability of the results
for future reference and comparison. A test can fail in case
of hardware failures, observed deviations from nominal test
parameters or circuit quenches.
Following the adaptation of the schedule, the thermal
cycle of sectors 78 and 23 (twice) and the tests performed
after the Year-End technical stop, about 17000 tests had to
be repeated. Considering all executed tests in the campaign
(successful and failed), a total of 41165 tests was launched.
Fig. 1 shows the statistics on the test execution for the full
2021-2022 powering test campaign. The test distribution
among different circuit types shows that most tests are performed on low-current circuits, due to their higher number
as compared to high-current circuits. Nevertheless, tests
on low-current circuits are typically shorter, with most of
the testing time effectively spent for powering high-current
circuits to nominal current.

Figure 1: Number of LHC powering tests in 2021-2022.

TRAINING OF LHC MAIN DIPOLES
Most of the uncertainty for the duration of the LHC powering tests is associated to the difficulty of predicting the
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Table 1: Results from the 2021-2022 LHC Main Dipoles
Training Campaign (*) Number of Quenches Experienced
Following the Last Thermal Cycle
Sector
12 23 34 45 56 67 78 81
# Quenches 77 54* 70 87 76 62 22* 56
Max. E [TeV] 7 6.8 7 7 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8
total number of circuit quenches that the dipole circuits will
require in order to reach their target current. The target was
initially set to 11950 A (accounting for 100 A of margin
with respect to the current required to operate at 7 TeV 11850 A). The margin increases reliability and limits the
number of flat-top quenches that could be experienced during operation with beam. As previously discussed, the target
was revised in September 2021 and reduced to 11600 A
(6.8 TeV-equivalent current, including 100 A of margin).
A summary of the training performance of the eight LHC
dipole circuits is reported in Table 1 and Fig. 2. Note that
the table lists the number of circuit quenches (each RB circuit contains 154 dipole magnets). For each circuit quench,
several individual magnets may quench due to helium propagation or by electro-magnetic coupling seen by the QPS. In
the first case, quenches occur when the current in the circuit
has already significantly decayed (e.g. to 8-9 kA). In the
latter case instead, magnets quench within 1-2 seconds, i.e.
secondary quenches occur at high current. This has a significant impact on the load on the cryogenic system and the
quench recovery time. The distribution of quench recovery
times as a function of the energy released during the quench
can be seen in Fig. 3. Most of the quench recoveries took 6-8
hours, allowing to perform on average two training quenches
per day and per sector. In order to reduce the number of
high-current secondary quenches, it was decided to equip
all sectors with a modified version of the quench detection
system, using 200 mV quench detection thresholds (instead
of 100 mV [10]), which still ensure full quench protection.
While the interpretation of the data collected during the
training campaign is still ongoing, the following observations can already be made at this stage:
• The three main dipole circuits in sectors 12, 34, 45
reached the target current for 7 TeV. In all other sectors, the RB circuits were commissioned to 6.8 TeVequivalent current.
• The chosen strategy of employing 200 mV quench detection thresholds allowed significantly reducing the
number of high-current secondary quenches.
• A significant sector-by-sector variability in the quench
behaviour can be observed.
• Compared to other magnet types in the LHC (e.g.
IPQs), the LHC dipoles exhibit a very good quench
performance, with most magnets never quenching before reaching the target current.

CONCLUSIONS
The 2021-2022 powering test campaign allowed fully qualifying all LHC superconducting circuits for operation at

Figure 2: Training of the LHC main dipoles in 2021-2022,
showing the number of circuit quenches occurred in each
of the eight LHC sectors (sector 23: two additional thermal
cycles; sector 78: one additional thermal cycle).

Figure 3: Quench recovery time as a function of the energy
released in the cryogenic system during a quench event.
6.8 TeV. The initial energy target of 7 TeV was revised in
September 2021, following two major events that occurred
during the training campaign of the LHC dipoles, which led
to the a coil short circuit and a cold bypass diode short circuit.
These two events had very significant implications on the
schedule, which was redefined to accommodate the necessary sector warm-up, repair actions and cool-down. Despite
the required changes, a first test with beam was successfully
performed at injection energy in October 2021 (although
revealing an aperture restriction and requiring an additional
warm-up of sector 23). No further non-conformities for operation at 6.8 TeV were identified in the following powering
tests.
A detailed analysis of the training campaign results is
presently ongoing and will provide new insights and updated
estimates for the number of quenches required to train the
LHC dipoles to 7 TeV. This is an essential element for the
risk assessment to define the strategy and energy reach of
the LHC in the coming years.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE-ASSISTED BEAM DISTRIBUTION
IMAGING USING A SINGLE MULTIMODE FIBER AT CERN
G. Trad∗ , S. Burger, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
In the framework of developing radiation tolerant imaging
detectors for transverse beam diagnostics, the use of machine
learning powered imaging using optical fibers is explored for
the first time at CERN. This paper presents the pioneering
work of using neural networks to reconstruct the scintillating screen beam image transported from a harsh radioactive
environment over a single, large-core, multimode, optical
fiber. Profiting from generative modeling used in imageto-image translation, conditional adversarial networks have
been trained to translate the output plane of the fiber, imaged on a CMOS camera, into the beam image imprinted
on the scintillating screen. Theoretical aspects, covering
the development of the dataset via geometric optics simulations, modeling the image propagation in a simplified model
of an optical fiber, and its use for training the network are
discussed. Finally, the experimental setups, both in the laboratory and at the CLEAR facility at CERN, used to validate
the technique and evaluate its potential are highlighted.

INTRODUCTION
The Beam TV observation system (BTV) is the most
widely used devices for beam image observation at
CERN [1]. It is an imaging system that collects the visible
light emitted by the particle beam crossing a phosphor screen,
or other radiator inserted in its path, inside the vacuum chamber. The optical system relays the beam distribution image
imprinted on the screen through a viewport to a detector,
often a camera. In harsh radioactive environments, in-house
developed cameras based on VIDICON tubes are currently
in use. With the production of the tubes being discontinued
worldwide, image transportation through fibers is one of
the options currently being investigated as a replacement at
CERN [2].
In this framework, pioneering work to reconstruct the
beam’s transverse distribution using a single, large-core,
multimode optical fiber began in 2020. It takes advantage of
advances in generative modeling using deep learning methods, such as convolutional neural networks, and attempts to
apply them to beam diagnostics. In this paper the possibility
of converting back the patterns at the output of the multimode fiber imaged on a camera into beam distributions is
explored and the performance of such a detector in measuring beam centroid and width is assessed. Finally an outlook
for the future developments will be presented.

WORKING PRINCIPLE
The proposed solution is based on an “extended” optical
system that is meant to replace the rad-hard detector. The
∗
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scintillating screen light is collected and its image is relayed
away from the radiation area where it can be acquired using
a standard CMOS camera. The system logically is split in
three parts:
• a first stage refractive system, imaging the beam screen
and coupling the image into an optical fiber,
• a multimode large core fiber transporting the light away
from the harsh radioactive environment,
• a final single stage optical system, relaying the exit of
the optical fiber onto a CMOS camera placed in a lower
dose area of the accelerator.

Optical Constraints
The first stage magnification is dictated by the chosen fiber
core diameter and the field of view requested to cover the
dynamics of the beam. A minimum magnification of 0.05 is
needed for stage 1 in order to fit a typical working area of the
screen (30 mm x 30 mm) onto the entrance of the multimode
fiber FP1500ERT [3] with a core diameter of 1500 µm (used
throughout the tests). Given its Numerical Aperture (NA) of
0.5, a typical light coupling efficiency of a few percent is to
be expected. Finally, a 5x amplification is needed to relay the
fiber output to a typical CMOS sensor (6.6 mm x 4.1 mm).
In and out optical coupling are optimized using high NA
microscope objective lenses. The pair of images obtained
for the beam image and fiber output will be analyzed using
machine learning algorithms.

PIX2PIX CGAN MODEL
The problem under discussion could be formulated as
an “Image-to-Image” translation. A classical problem that
is addressed with Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)
that consist of a generator and discriminator network that
improve mutually in the adversarial evolution. The state-ofthe-art framework for general purpose image translation is
Pix2Pix [4], a “conditional” GAN since the generator model
is provided with a target image and trained to both fool the
discriminator model and to minimize the loss between the
generated image and the expected target image. A slightly
modified version of the Pix2Pix network is used in this study:

Generator U-Net
The U-Net [5] model architecture is very similar to autoencoders, as it involves downsampling to a bottleneck
and upsampling again to an output image, but links or skipconnections are made between layers of the same size in
the encoder and the decoder, allowing the bottleneck to be
circumvented. For our application, the input image is passed
in 6 consecutive convolutional layers of size 64, 128, 128,
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Figure 1: The full 3 stage optical system simulated in Zemax Optic studio in non sequential ray tracing mode.
256, 512 and 512 with batch normalization, dropout, and
activation layers at each level. Only a single skip connection
is used at the top level. The loss function for the generator
training was also expanded to include the Euclidean norm
(L2) on both the horizontal and vertical projections of the
target and input images.

Discriminator
The PatchGAN discriminator model is implemented as a
deep convolutional neural network, where the effective receptive field of each output of the network maps to a specific
size in the input image. The output of the network is a single
feature map of real/fake predictions that can be averaged
to give a single score. The original Pix2Pix patch size of
70×70 is used and demonstrated to be effective also for our
case.

MODEL APPLICATION
The feasibility of this technique was probed at the theoretical level with simulations and then experimentally in setups
both in the laboratory and in the accelerator, as summarized
in this section.

Optical Simulations
A realistic dataset was developped in Zemax OpticStudio [6]. Non-sequential ray tracing mode was used, accounting for ray split, scattering, and back reflections, as shown
in Fig. 1. The fiber was simulated with straight concentric
cylinders with the refractive index provided by the manufacturer at 589.3 nm. Using the interactive extension ZOS-API,
the optical system was coupled to a python script controlling the incoming rays source (system illumination). 2D
Gaussian illuminations were randomly generated emulating
different beam conditions impinging on the BTV screen. A
dataset of 1000 image pairs: input image and propagated
rays image in Zemax to the simulated CMOS detector was
created.
The ML model was successfully trained on a subset of 300
image pairs, after 100 epochs with Adam optimizer learning
rate of 2e-4 for both the generator and the discriminator.
Tested on the remaining 700 pairs, the reconstruction error
of both the beam width and position was bound by an rms
error ≤ 2%. Figure 2 shows qualitatively a few reconstructed
samples.
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Figure 2: Predicted samples (lower row) applying the trained
network on simulated model inputs, at the fiber exit (central
row), compared to truth distributions at the fiber entrance
(upper row).

Laboratory Installation
The encouraging simulations results, motivated the purchase of the large core fiber and dedicating a laboratory
measurement setup to assess the feasibility of the image
transmission in a real fiber, studying the coupling efficiency
the focal length and numerical apertures of the optical system.
For an increased robustness and to ease the setup, the final
imaging stage relaying the fiber exit to the CMOS was replaced by a mechanical fixing (SMA connectors) that rigidly
ties the fiber end to the camera with a few mm distance
ensuring most of the emitted light is collected on the sensor. In addition to the laser alignment line, a portable LED
screen controlled via a python script was used to display
varying 2D multivariate normal distributions in position and
width acting as the source illumination emulating the BTV
screen. Coupling efficiencies around 10% were obtained
and a dataset of ∼5000 collected, that allowed training a
model featuring a reconstruction error ≤ 10% rms on width
in both planes.

CLEAR Facility Experiment
The CERN Linear Electron Accelerator for Research
(CLEAR) is a Linac producing bunched electron beams
accelerated up to 220 MeV. A table-top setup with our
fiber installation was prepared, pre-aligned and installed
in parallel to one of the operational BTV in its experimental
beam line. A pellicle beam-splitter was introduced in the
BTV optical path to share the light emitted by the Chromox
(𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 ∶ 𝐶𝑟𝑂2 ) screen. The location was chosen next to the
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∼ 15%, errors ≥ 50% on the width estimation were obtained.
Therefore, a new training was carried out using beam data
(300 samples) and then applied on rest of the dataset as depicted in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows how the obtained model
correctly estimated the centroids with an rms error of ∼ 3%
and width of ∼ 14% and ∼ 9% in the horizontal and vertical
plane respectively.

OUTLOOK

Figure 3: Sketched layout of the experimental setup installed
at CLEAR showing the fiber installation with its calibration
line in parallel to the operational BTV.
focusing triplet before the plasma cell, where by changing
the strength of quadrupoles QFD760, QDD765 and QFD770,
various beam distribution could be obtained on the screen.
A slight trajectory misalignment was also introduced in the
triplet to allow the beam centroid to be scanned on the scintillating screen in combination with the varying beam width.
The installation sketched in Fig. 3 denotes with different colors the three light paths: in pink the operational BTV light
path, in orange the calibration line light path, in green the
image transport in fiber light path. A three hours dedicated
beam Run took place in July 2020, using a 150 MeV electron
beam where 1300 random beam distributions (highly non
Gaussian) were obtained with the triplet scan. Using the

Figure 4: Typical beam image reconstruction for a model
trained on real data. Note the non-Gaussianity of the obtained beam distributions with the triplet scan technique.

Figure 5: Errors distributions for the estimated beam centroid and width with the Pix2Pix trained on beam data.
pre-trained model on the calibrator screen dataset did not
allow the reconstruction of the measured beam distributions.
Despite the beam centroid being estimated with errors of

To rule out the effect of transporting the optical system
and its installation at CLEAR, by introducing mechanical
deviations or vibrations invalidating the trained model, a
new dataset was collected in-situ with the calibration system.
The model was re-trained against the latter and tested on the
beam dataset. Unfortunately, its predictive capabilities still
did not improve.
Two main factors could be at the origin of the nonapplicability of the pre-trained models: the ”Gaussian” distribution used in the training dataset that deviates greatly
from the various beam distributions obtained with the triplets
scan technique and the wavelength dependency of the fiber
transmission that features an increase of attenuation by factor 4 between the narrow band emission of the Chromox
screen at 693 nm and the calibrator LED screen emission
range 450 nm-620 nm.
Future steps will focus on improving the calibration system to emulate better the screen light emission characteristics and investigating new transfer learning techniques that
would allow reducing the size of the training dataset, thus
reducing the dedicated beam time required.

CONCLUSION
An experimental demonstration for beam image transport
in a large core multimode fiber was presented in this paper.
The Pix2Pix conditional generative adversarial network was
successfully used to reconstruct beam centroid and beam
width with a standard error in the order of 10%. The trained
model accuracy was proven in simulations, a laboratory
setup and in the CLEAR facility with electron beams. The
training transferability was not demonstrated since each of
the three aforementioned scenarios required a re-training on
its proper dataset. Future studies will focus on enriching the
model with environmental factors (temperature and vibration levels) to increase its robustness and fidelity. Transfer
learning techniques to reduce the training datasets size will
also be investigated. Finally, as an alternative to cGANs,
variational auto-encoders will be explored, since granting access to the latent dimension at the encoder bottleneck could
allow a better control of the model parameters.
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Abstract
The Advanced Wakefield Experiment (AWAKE) at CERN
investigates the plasma-wakefield acceleration of electrons
driven by a relativistic proton bunch. After successfully
demonstrating the acceleration process in Run 1, the experiment has now started Run 2. AWAKE Run 2 consists of
several experimental periods that aim to demonstrate the
feasibility of the AWAKE concept beyond the acceleration
experiment, showing its feasibility as accelerator for particle physics applications. As part of these developments,
a dramatic effort in improving the AWAKE instrumentation is sustained. This contribution reports on the current
developments of the instrumentation pool upgrade, including the digital camera system for transverse beam profile
measurement, the beam halo measurement and the spectrometer upgrade studies. Studies on the development of
high-frequency beam position monitors are also described.

INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Wakefield Experiment (AWAKE) at CERN
successfully demonstrated plasma-wakefield acceleration
(PWFA) of an electron bunch driven by a proton bunch [1]
during AWAKE Run 1. The success of the acceleration, and
the considerable experience developed [2], paved the way
for the current experimental program, known as AWAKE
Run 2 [3]. AWAKE Run 2 is formed of four operational
periods, that plan to investigate different aspects of protondriven PWFA between 2021 and 2028. The current period is
known as Run 2a (2021-2022), investigates electron bunch
seeding of plasma wakefields.
During AWAKE Run 1, an intense laser pulse was used to
form the plasma by means of the relativistic ionization front
and seed the proton bunch self-modulation of the cm-scale
proton bunch into mm-scale micro-bunches. The anticipation of the laser pulse position in the proton bunch head,
resulted in unseeded self-modulation, not reproducible eventto-event [4]. During Run 2a, the possibility to send the electron beam ahead of the proton bunch is explored. The role
of the preceeding electron bunch is to seed the wakefields,
allowing the self-modulation of the whole proton bunch [5].
The core experimental setup of AWAKE Run 1 is maintained
∗
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for Run 2a, with the addition of a number of operational and
R&D instruments.
This contribution describes a number of instrumentation
projects that are currently taking place at AWAKE, for both
upgrade and R&D purposes. A schematic layout of the
AWAKE beamline is shown in Fig. 1. Numerous systems
benefit from the upgrade of the camera system to digital
cameras in terms of increase of resolution and dynamic range.
This concerns the laser delivery and alignment, electron and
proton transverse beam profile and halo measurement, and
the spectrometer readout (items 1-6 in Fig. 1). Additionally,
considerable effort has been put into the development of
high frequency BPMs for the common beamline upstream
of the plasma cell (items 7-8 in Fig. 1).

DIGITAL CAMERA SYSTEM

AWAKE is a demanding environment for a digital camera
acquisition system, that must read out several devices with
a fast repetition rate of 10 Hz and large image sensors, resulting in a large data throughput. Two independent camera
acquisition systems are currently under commissioning in
the experiment: one for the laser, with 8 cameras, and one
for the beamline, with 18 cameras.
Each system is designed to handle up to 23 cameras. A
10 Hz physical trigger is distributed to the cameras. The
large data volume is handled in two steps: all the cameras
are connected via ethernet to a 24 port PoE switch; The
switch forwards the data to a 64 core server for processing,
via a 10 Gb fibre link roughly 2 km-long. Example features
of some supported cameras are listed in Table 1.
The laser beam camera system is mainly devised to monitor the UV and IR laser beams delivery. The UV beam is
observed on the electron injector virtual cathode [7], while
a fraction of the IR beam is sent to the so-called ”virtual
beamline” (item 1 in Fig. 1). The virtual beamline relays the
Table 1: Cameras in use in the AWAKE camera system. All
the cameras are manufactured by Basler AG [6].
Camera model

Format

acA1920-40gm
acA1600-60gm
acA1300-60gm

1920 × 1200
1600 × 1200
1280 × 1024
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Pixel size (µm2 )
5.86 × 5.86
5.3 × 5.3
4.5 × 4.5
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Figure 1: The present layout of the AWAKE experiment. The instrumentation systems described in this paper are highlighted
with the numbers 1-8.
laser shape and relative position at interesting locations of
the experimental beamline, such as the plasma cell entrance,
centre and exit. The observation of the virtual line is crucial
to provide online monitoring of the laser beam parameters,
and perform the laser beam alignment to the electron and
proton beams.
The beamline camera system is used to monitor all the
screens that can interact with the particle beams (items 2-6
in Fig. 1). The eight screens in the beamline are used to monitor the transverse beam profile. Additionally, the different
beams are aligned by separately measuring their positions
of the screens up- and down-stream of the plasma cell. The
beam screens are equipped with an OTR [8] and either a
Chromox (Al2 O3 :CrO2 ) or YAG:Ce [9] scintillation screen.
Two screens are equipped with halo monitors [10], that measure the proton beam defocusing in plasma by means of fixed
masks. Additionally, the screen light for the upstream halo
monitor is split to serve also the Digital Micro-mirror Device
monitor (DMD) [11]. In the DMD halo monitor, the beam
image is relayed onto a digitally controlled micro-mirror
matrix that splits the light in two distinct paths towards two
cameras, that image the core and halo of the beam separately.
The main advantage of this system compared to mask-based
halo monitors is to provide a complete control of the mask
shape with a minor light loss. The electron spectrometer located after the plasma cell consists of a 1 m-long scintillator
tile and four cameras This system is further detailed later
in the paper. Additionally, a number of cameras are used to
monitor the optical alignments.

ELECTRON SPECTROMETER
The electron spectrometer is composed of a quadrupole
doublet downstream of the plasma cell, a dipole magnet and
a 1 m-long scintillator tile. Two different camera systems
look simultaneously at the scintillator emission: the original
acquisition system used during Run 1 [12] consists of a
long optical line, terminating with an intensified camera
MOPOPT042
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outside the radiation area; the current upgrade consists of
an array of four digital cameras placed at 1.5 m from the
scintillator. The camera array images the scintillator with
a 30 degrees angle. This arrangement does not obstruct
the existing optical line and distances the cameras from the
beam plane, where radiation is most intense. Therefore, the
two spectrometer systems can be used at the same time.
Each camera, equipped with 75 mm lenses and bandpass
filters at 525(46) nm, images one quarter of the scintillator.
The resolution is improved by a factor ten with respect to
the original system, being in the order of 250 µm. The resulting images are stitched together after lens distortion and
vignetting compensation. As the camera array is placed at
an angle with respect to the scintillator tile, the light collection is also corrected for the observation angle, according
to a calibration that was performed at the CERN Linear
Accelerator for Research (CLEAR) [13]. To provide the
possibility for a calibration in-situ, a commercial Integrating
Current Transformer (ICT) [14] was installed upstream of
the spectrometer dipole during the past winter shutdown.

HIGH FREQUENCY BPM STUDIES
In AWAKE, a peculiar beam structure is used, involving
an intense, long proton bunch and a weak, short electron
bunch. The electron beam is produced at 10 Hz in the local
18 MeV injector [15], while the proton beam is extracted
from the CERN SPS every 15-60 s. The beam parameters
are reported in Table 2.
The large intensity and bunch length difference translates
in a very diverse beam spectrum, shown in Fig. 2. Due to
the different beam parameters, and assuming that the beam
longitudinal shape is Gaussian, it is possible to distinguish
between the different beams by frequency discrimination.
In fact, the proton beam dominates the spectrum at low
frequency, and rapidly drops when entering the GHz regime.
Conversely, the electron beam presents a modest spectral
power, which is constant over a longer frequency span. If
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Figure 2: The beam spectrum for the electron and proton
beam parameters in Table 2, assuming Gaussian beam shape.
The detection frequency of the current and R&D electron
BPM systems in indicated.

Figure 3: Signal in one channel of the ChDR BPM with
electron and proton beam, and both.

Table 2: AWAKE beam parameters.

Table 3: Detection bands used for in the tests at AWAKE.

Beam
Proton
Electron

Charge [nC]

Length (1𝜎) [ps]

E [MeV]

Device

16 − 48
0.1 − 0.6

250
1−5

4 × 105
16 − 20

HF-BPM
HF-BPM
ChDR-BPM

the Gaussian shape assumption is met, the electron signal
becomes dominant above few GHz. As the shape might not
always be ideal, a safety margin is adopted by carrying out
the measurements on the electrons above 10 GHz.
As producing a BPM capable of transducing the beam
field to the acquisition electronics in the tens of GHz range is
technically challenging, two separate projects were started:
the use of conical button feedthroughs (HF-BPM) and the development of Cherenkov Diffraction radiation BPMs (ChDRBPM).
The HF-BPM consists of four conical feedthroughs featuring a bandwidth of up to 40 GHz, originally designed for
time of arrival monitoring in FELs [16]. One BPM body
was installed in AWAKE, equipped with four buttons.
The ChDR-BPM is a CERN design that couples the beam
electric field through a ceramic insert in the beampipe [17].
A number of prototypes were simulated and tested [17, 18].
A vacuum compatible device was realised, featuring ∅6 mm
ceramic inserts brazed to a DN40 flange. A custom transition piece was numerically optimised to transmit the radiated
power from the ceramic insert to a standard WR28 waveguide, at the detection frequency of 30 GHz. Further details
are presented at this conference [19].
For both devices, the detection of each channel is carried
out by means of a bandpass filter, followed by a zero-bias
Schottky diode detector. In the HF-BPM, different frequency
bands were tested in the horizontal and vertical plane.
In the ChDR-BPM, only the horizontal plane was tested,
due to the available equipment. The detection bands in use
are summarised in Table 3. This device was tested during
the first AWAKE run in 2022, with electron, proton and
both beams simultaneously to assess the rejection of the

Plane

Detection band

𝑥
𝑦
𝑥

11.375 ± 0.250 GHz
26.25 ± 0.900 GHz
30.0 ± 0.300 GHz

proton bunch signal of the device. Under the assumption of
a Gaussian longitudinal distribution, a strong suppression
of the proton beam signal is expected. Figure 3 presents
the signal of the diode detector for a proton beam of 16 nC
and an electron beam of 230 pC. As the diode detector is
driven in the linear regime, the signal is proportional to the
coupled power in the dielectric radiator. It is evident that
for this proton beam intensity, the proton signal lies below
the detectable threshold. The amplitude difference in signal
between the electron beam and both beams present can be
assigned to the electron beam charge jitter.
These very promising initial results are the basis for an indepth study that will be performed to assess the proton signal
rejection in different configurations of protons intensities
and time overlap between the two beams..
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN LONGITUDINAL
PHASE SPACE TOMOGRAPHY
S. Albright∗ , A. Lasheen, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
C. Grindheim, NTNU: Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway
A. Lu, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
Longitudinal phase space tomography (hereafter, tomography) is a method of reconstructing the longitudinal phase
space distribution from a set of measured longitudinal profiles [1]. As the bunch undergoes synchrotron oscillations,
the line density gives a one-dimenstional (1D) projection of
the two-dimensional (2D) phase space distribution. Over the
course of a full synchrotron period, the phase space distribution will be seen from all angles. By recording a number of
beam profiles, which are projections of the distribution, it is
therefore possible to perform tomographic reconstruction of
the phase space distribution.
The reconstruction is an iterative process. On each iteration, the weighting of the reconstructed distribution is
adjusted. First, the difference between the measured and
reconstructed profiles is measured. Then, this difference
is used to adjust the weighting such that it is minimised.
Figure 1 shows the measured bunch profiles (left column)
of a bunch undergoing synchrotron oscillations, the center
column is the reconstructed profiles and the right column is
the difference.
In Fig. 2 the reconstructed phase space distribution part
way through the quadrupole oscillations in Fig. 1 can be
seen. The measured profile is shown in black on the upper
plot, the reconstructed reconstructed profile is in red, as can
∗
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Phase Space
Reconstruction

5 Iterations
10 Iterations
Figure 1: First Column: Waterfall plots showing measured bunch profiles during quadrupole oscillations. Second
Column: Reconstructed waterfall plots produced by tomographic reconstruction. Third Column: Difference between
measured and reconstructed profiles showing the error getting small as the number of iteration increases. Fourth Column: Reconstructed phase space distribution.
be seen they are in very close agreement as is the case on
all measured profiles.
Tomography is a vital part of the beam diagnostics in the
CERN accelerator complex. Recently, to allow further developments and new applications, a new version has been
developed in mixed Python/C++. This paper outlines the
changes introduced in the new version, and highlights two
examples of new applications that were not previously possible. These changes have also simplified existing applications
of tomography, such as RF voltage calibration [2, 3].

ALGORITHM MODIFICATIONS
Originally, the tomography software was written in Fortran95 and optimised using the High Performance Fortran (HPF) extension [4]. The software was designed for
optimal speed and memory usage, which were significant
considerations due to the computing power available at the
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Longitudinal phase space tomography has been a mainstay
of beam diagnostics in most of the CERN synchrotrons for
over two decades. For most of that time, the reconstructions
have been performed using a highly optimised Fortran implementation. To facilitate increased flexibility, and leveraging
the significant increase in computing power since the original development, a new version of the code has now been
developed. The new version implements an object-oriented
Python API, with the computationally heavy calculations
in C++ for increased performance. The Python/C++ implementation is designed to be highly modular, enabling new
and diverse use cases. For example, the tracking can now be
performed externally and the results used for tomography,
or a single set of tracked particles can be used for multiple
reconstructions without needing to repeat the tracking. This
paper summarises the functionality of the new implementation, and some of the applications that have been enabled as
a result.

Measured
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Figure 2: Reconstructed phase space distribution during
quadrupole oscillations. The main panel shows the reconstructed phase space distribution. The upper panel shows
the measured (black) and reconstructed (red) profiles. The
right panel shows the energy projection of the reconstructed
distribution. The upper-right plot shows the discrepancy between measured and reconstructed profiles on each iteration.
time. However, due to the structure of the algorithm, introducing new features would require significant effort. To
facilitate future developments, the algorithm was refactored
into an object-oriented structure, separating the different
stages of the calculation from each other [5]. Additionally,
the new algorithm is written almost entirely in Python, which
facilitates rapid and flexible code development. To avoid
excessive run times, the computationally heavy parts of the
algorithm are written in optimised C++, which ensures only
a modest loss of speed compared to the Fortran code.
The fundamentals of the reconstruction process are unchanged and follow the schematic shown in Fig. 3. Most
importantly, the code is now broken into discrete and independent modules, which allows external code to replace any
of the default functionality to modify the behaviour.
Machine Parameters
Tracking

Profiles
Tomography

Pre-Processing

Post-Processing
Figure 3: Schematic layout of the main data-flow for tomography. Each node is separate and user-code can replace any
step if desired.
In the particle tracking step, the coordinates of each particle are stored at the turns corresponding to a measured
profile, where previously they were binned in phase space
to save memory. In this way, particle tracking is continuous
with the only interruption being to store coordinates in a
MOPOPT043
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pre-defined array. The reconstruction still uses the ART
method [6], however the weighting is now applied directly
to the tracked particles, rather than to the phase space bins
to which they had been assigned.
Similarly to the particle tracking, the pre-processing of
bunch profiles is now self-contained. By default, the measured bunch profiles are re-binned and the noise floor is cut
away.
At each stage identified in Fig. 3, user code can be introduced. In addition, it is possible to store the result of one
stage (e.g. tracking) and pass the same data repeatedly to
the Tomography step, only changing the other input. This
facilitates automated tomography, where the same tracked
particles are used with regularly updated profiles, and also
simplifies voltage calibration where the same profiles are
combined with different tracked particles.

NEWLY ENABLED APPLICATIONS
This section outlines two of the recent progressions in
longitudinal tomography, that have been enabled with the
new developments. In both cases, the modularity of the code
is an essential requirement.

External Tracking
With the new code structure, it is possible to do the tracking separately to the tomography. This feature can be used
in contexts where the RF voltage is changing in ways that
are more complex than can be treated by the original tomography algorithm (maximum of two RF harmonics with
programs changing linearly). One example is the longitudinal rotation of bunches before PS extraction for LHC-type
beams. For these beams, a combination of adiabatic and
non-adiabatic bunch shortening (bunch rotation) is applied,
which requires two different RF harmonics and non-linear
voltage functions as shown in Fig. 4a.
To allow reconstruction during this highly dynamic time
period, the longitudinal tracking code BLonD [7] was used
to track the test particles. After tracking, the test particles
were binned to correspond with the binning of the measured
bunch profiles shown in Fig. 4b to allow reconstruction. The
time projections of the reconstructed distribution are shown
in Fig. 4c; as can be seen the agreement is excellent.
This technique allows tomography to be used without delaying extraction, which was previously required to force
static RF voltages. The distribution in phase space at extraction for the example in Fig. 4 can be seen in Fig. 5.

Automated Tomography
In principle, the tomographic reconstructions could be automated with the original Fortran implementation. However,
this would be impractical as the full algorithm has to be run
for each reconstruction, which is relatively time consuming.
With the modular design of the new API, the tracking can be
performed ahead of time, and the particle coordinates stored
in memory. Then, for each reconstruction it is only necessary to acquire new beam profiles, pre-process them and
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(a) RF voltages

(b) Measured profiles

(c) Reconstructed profiles

Figure 4: Longitudinal tomography during bunch shortening before PS extraction for LHC-type beams. The voltage
functions during the final few ms (left) are used with the measured bunch profiles (middle) and external tracking to get the
reconstructed bunch profiles (right). Note the good reconstruction of tail particles following synchrotron motion.

Reconstruction discrepancy (A.U.)

Comparing the precision and run-time for the reconstruction stage (ignoring the tracking stage) shows that precise
reconstructions are possible with very fast computation.

Figure 5: The density in longitudinal phase space at PS extraction for the acquisition in Fig. 4. The tail density located
on the top left of the distribution is important information
for beam transfer.
then perform the reconstruction with the pre-calculated particle tracks. In production of physics beams, the parameters
change very rarely.
Originally proposed in [8], an automated tomography
demonstration system is currently being tested in the CERN
PS Booster. Here, a new cycle is played every 1.2 s and up to
four reconstructions are required per cycle. To facilitate this,
the reconstruction runs on the UCAP system [9], which is
designed for efficiently running and publishing data analysis
on acquired accelerator parameters. For each reconstruction,
a set of tracked particles is computed and stored on disk,
then on each acquisition the UCAP system runs the iterative
reconstruction and publishes the results.
For this application, it is essential both that the reconstructions run fast enough to allow up to four measurements per
cycle and also that they have adequate precision. For a selection of representative measurements, the reconstructions
were computed with a variety of input parameters (number
of tracked particles, number of profiles, number of bins).

4.0

Suitable
Unsuitable

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
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1

3
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Figure 6: The reconstruction discrepancy versus runtime for
various combination of reconstruction parameters, without
the tracking stage.
Figure 6 shows a scatter plot of the reconstruction discrepancy (vertical axis) vs the computation time (horizontal axis)
for a selection of input parameters. A reconstruction with
discrepancy less than 1 and runtime below 0.3 s (indicated
by the dashed lines) is suitable for automated tomography
in the CERN PS Booster.

CONCLUSION
Longitudinal phase space tomography continues to be a vital beam diagnostics tool for the CERN accelerator complex.
For many years, a highly efficient Fortran based algorithm
was used, with excellent results. A new Python/C++ version
has been developed, which facilitates further developments
and more flexible applications of the technique by introducing modularity to the algorithm. Two examples; automated
tomography with pre-tracked particles, and tracking with an
external tracking code were discussed here. In the future,
more developments are planned, such as multi-bunch tomography and hardware acceleration on Graphical Processing
Units.
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METHOD

Abstract
A prototype of a Beam Loss Monitor based on the detection of Cherenkov light in optical fibres is being developed to
measure beam losses in the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron.
Several testing campaigns have been planned to benchmark
the simulations of the system and test the electronics in the
CLEAR facility at CERN. During the first campaigns, the
emission of Cherenkov light inside optical fibres and the
photodetector characterisation were studied. Fibre-based
Beam Loss monitors continuously monitor beam losses over
long distances. The localisation of the beam loss could be
calculated from the timing of the signals generated by the
photosensors coupled at both ends of the optical fibre. The
experimental results of an optical fibre Beam Loss Monitor
installed in the CLEAR facility are reported in this paper.

In the CLEAR experimental setup, the fibre is installed
parallel alongside the beamline. Because the Cherenkov
photons travel in both directions inside the fibre, signals
at both ends, downstream and upstream1 , can be used to
calculate the loss location. However, the upstream signal
gives a better longitudinal resolution than the downstream
one [3]. Therefore the loss location calculation from the
upstream signal is preferable.
Figure 1 illustrates the arrival times at the upstream end
of two different beam losses at 𝐴 and 𝐵 locations.

INTRODUCTION
An optical fibre Beam Loss Monitor (BLM) [1] is composed of a several tens of meters long quartz optical fibre
equipped with a photodetector on each end. They could be
installed alongside the beamline to increase the detection
distance. When particles are lost, the shower of secondary
particles reaching the fibre produces Cherenkov photons.
Part of the emitted light is captured and transported through
the fibre in both directions. The photons are collected by the
photosensors at the extremities of the fibre. Hence, optical
fibre BLMs are suitable and cost-effective for measuring
beam losses across long distances.
A first serie of beam tests [2], were performed at the
CLEAR facility with the aim to characterise the Cherenkov
light produced in silica fibres. The light attenuation and the
Cherenkov capture angles in optical fibres were studied in
detail, as well as the saturation effect of the Silicon PhotoMultiplier (SiPM) detectors. These initial results have been
used to benchmark simulation models developed for the design of an optical fibre Cherenkov monitor in the CERN
accelerator complex. In this contribution, new experiments
were performed to study the precision of such a monitor
to localise beam losses, produced in this case intentionally.
The position of the loss is calculated by measuring the arrival time of the signals measured at both ends of the fibre.
Different setups were investigated varying the distance between the fibre and the beamline and also measuring with
amplified and non amplified SiPMs.
∗
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Figure 1: Arrival time between two signals at the upstream
fibre end [4].
Particle 𝐴 reaches the fibre at the moment 𝑡 = 0, right
before particle 𝐵. The time difference between the two
particles is (𝑥B − 𝑥A )/𝑐. Each particle produces photons
that arrive at the photosensor at 𝑡A = 𝑥A /𝑣 and 𝑡 B = 𝑥B /𝑣
times, respectively. The photon velocity can be calculated
by 𝑣 = 𝑐/𝑛, where 𝑐 = 0.3 m/ns is the speed of light in a
vacuum and 𝑛 = 1.46 the average refractive index of silica in
the visible spectrum. Therefore, in our system, the velocity
of the photons is 𝑣 = 0.2055 m/ns.
The arrival time difference between the two photons is
given by:
𝑥B − 𝑥A 𝑥B 𝑥A
+
−
(1)
𝑐
𝑣
𝑣
From Eq. 1, the upstream arrival time difference can be
expressed as:
Δ𝑡 = 𝑡 B − 𝑡A =

Δ𝑥
· (1 + 𝑛)
(2)
𝑐
Similarly, the expression for the downstream arrival time
difference is:
Δ𝑡up =

1

Downstream corresponds to the beam direction, and Upstream is the
opposite direction.
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Δ𝑥
Δ𝑡 down =
· (1 − 𝑛)
(3)
𝑐
The number of particles lost is proportional to the signal
measured at each photosensor and can be compared to the
intensity loss calculated using two fast beam current transformers installed on the CLEAR beam line at the beginning
of the line (𝑄 GUN ) and at the end of the line (𝑄 THz ). The
charge lost during the scans is determined by:
(4)

𝑄 lost = 𝑄 GUN − 𝑄 THz

TEST-BENCH SETUP
The CLEAR facility at CERN [5] features a 220 MeV,
40 m long linear electron accelerator. Distributed along the
beamline are a number of screens (that we will refer to as
BTVs) that can be remotely inserted to measure the transverse beam size and position through the emission of scintillation or transition radiation. The impact of the electron
beam on the screen will also generate controlled beam losses
at a well defined location along the accelerator. In this work,
the test results for the Cherenkov BLM installed parallel
and 10 cm away from the beam pipe are reported. The fibre covered the last 21.75 m, where the BTV390, BTV620,
BTV730 and BTV810 are installed. Figure 2 presents the
BTV locations and the distances between them along the
CLEAR beamline.

A silica fibre of 100 m length was selected as Cherenkov
sensor. The core diameter of the fibre is 200 µm.
The SiPM S14160-3015PS from Hamamatsu was used as
photosensor. Its main characteristics can be found in Table 1.
Table 1: Hamamatsu Silicon Photo-multiplier [6]
Code

Pixels

Op. Voltage

Average
PDE(𝜆)

S14160-3015PS

40000

42 V

20%

In the tests, screens and steering magnets were used one
by one such that the beam charge is kept constant while
generating losses. Each measurement point consists of the
average of 10 consecutive beam pulses and was executed
with single bunch and trains of 5 and 10 bunches. The
distance between two consecutive bunches is 666 ps.

RESULTS
Figure 4 shows the photodetector signals obtained for the
measurements of the losses generated in the fibre installed
at 10 cm from the beamline. Beam losses were generated by
inserting BTV390, BTV620, BTV730 and BTV810 screens
separately during the single bunched beam shots. The blue
line corresponds to background noise measurement with no
screen inserted.

Figure 2: Screen locations in the CLEAR beamline.
Using steering magnets (namely K320, K540, K590,
K710 and K780) installed in the last half of CLEAR beam
line, the beam was displaced both in the horizontal and vertical planes. Figure 3 shows the locations of those magnets
and the distances between them along the CLEAR beam
line.

Figure 3: Magnet locations in the CLEAR beamline.
The electronic detection system, including Downstream
and Upstream photosensors, power supplies and oscilloscope, was installed in a safe technical gallery, located above
the accelerator hall. The extremities of the fibre were passed
through two holes in the ceiling. This configuration entails
valuable benefits during the experiments, allowing easy access to the electronics during beam operation.
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Figure 4: Upstream signals for beam losses generated by the
screens during single bunch operation. The fibre is installed
at 10 cm away from the beamline.
The photon arrival time at the SiPM is established on
the start of the dropping edge of the signals, considering a
threshold voltage value of −0.015 V to avoid the noise. This
is the value used to evaluate the beam loss position. For
the four peaks observed the arrival time for impacts at each
screen is: 𝑡 390 = 67±4 ns, 𝑡 620 = 112±4 ns, 𝑡730 = 142±3 ns,
and 𝑡 810 = 161 ± 2 ns.
The calculation of the time intervals between the screens
is then used to estimate the distance between screens. Table 2
summarises the time intervals for the screen pairs: 620−390,
730 − 620 and 810 − 730. The distance interval values
between the screens are calculated using Eq.2.
Similarly to the screens test, losses in the line were also
created by steering a single bunch with magnets at the lo-
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Table 2: Signal Arrival Time Difference between Screens
and Equivalent Distance
Screens

Real
distance

Signal time
interval

Estimated
distance

620 - 390
730 - 620
810 - 730

5.3 m
3.9 m
2.85 m

45 ± 8 ns
30 ± 7 ns
19 ± 5 ns

5.5 ± 0.9 m
3.7 ± 0.8 m
2.3 ± 0.6 m

cations presented in Fig. 3. Figure 5 illustrates the signals
obtained by the photosensors during this second part of the
tests by the K320, K540, K590, K710 and K780 magnets in
the horizontal plane. Again, the blue line shows the background noise without kicking the beam.

Figure 5: Upstream signals for the losses created in a fibre
installed at 10 cm from the beamline by kicking the single
bunch beam.
The starting points for the five signals correspond to:
𝑡 320 = 43 ± 3 ns, 𝑡540 = 102 ± 4 ns, 𝑡 590 = 118 ± 10 ns,
𝑡 710 = 152 ± 6 ns, and 𝑡 780 = 169 ± 3 ns.
As in the previous case, Table 3 summarises the time
intervals between signal for different magnet kicks.
Table 3: Data Analysis of the Steering Magnet Loss Locations
Magnets

Real
distance

Signal time
interval

Estimated
distance

540 - 320
590 - 540
710 - 590
780 - 710

6.3 m
1.2 m
2.3 m
1.7 m

53 ± 7 ns
16 ± 14 ns
34 ± 16 ns
17 ± 9 ns

6.7 ± 0.9 m
2.0 ± 2.0 m
4.0 ± 2.0 m
2.0 ± 1.0 m

Figure 6 presents the relation between the integrated signal from the photosensor and the beam intensity lost during the screen scans, for downstream and upstream photodetectors. In the lines, each point is calculated for 1, 5, and
10 bunches sequentially.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The results of the beam loss localisation presented in Tables 2 and 3 are consistent, taking into account the measure-

Figure 6: Intensity detection linearity of the Cherenkov
BLM.
ment error, with the distances measured between the screens
and steering magnets in each case (see Fig. 4 and 5). Larger
errors were however observed in the magnet scans, which
could be due to the different lost distribution compared to
the loss distribution from the screen insertion. Possible ways
to improve the error in the measurements are being investigated. However, a good correlation between arrival time of
the signal and position of the loss is still observed. By the
methodology of the upstream arrival time calculation, for
the setup reported, a location resolution of approximately
1 m is achieved. A second methodology calculating the time
difference between the downstream and upstream signals is
under study.
In addition, the coefficients for the calibration of the system are being analysed. Figure 6 shows the preliminary
results of the intensity loss analysis. The system detection
behaviour is not guaranteed to be linear, and this can be
a direct consequence of the saturation in the photosensor
signals at the 5 and 10 bunches measurements.
Further steps include continuing the read-out development, particularly the effect of the amplifier that shapes and,
in some cases, saturates the signal and the impact on the timing information. Additional tests are also being developed,
such as the study of the distance between the fibre and the
beamline and the localisation of a multi-bunched beam.
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Abstract
Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) diamond detectors
have been tested during the Run 2 operation period (20152018) as fast beam loss monitors for the Beam Loss Monitoring (BLM) system of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
at CERN. However, the lack of raw data recorded during
this operation period restrains our ability to perform a deep
analysis of their signals. For this reason, a test campaign was
carried out at the CLEAR beam test facility at CERN with
the aim of studying the linearity and response time of the
diamond detectors against losses from electron beams of different intensities. The signal build-up from multi-bunched
electron beams was also analyzed. The conditions and procedures of the test campaign are explained, as well as the
most significant results obtained.

INTRODUCTION
The LHC is the largest and most powerful particle accelerator ever built. Sitting in a tunnel located around 100 m
underground and with a circumference of 27 km, it is designed to accelerate protons up to an energy of 7 TeV. The
LHC beams are foreseen to contain up to 2 700 bunches
with up to 1.4×1011 protons each during the first year of the
Run 3 operation period, starting in 2022 [1].
The LHC BLM system is in charge of actively protecting
the machine against energy deposition from beam losses,
which could provoke a quench in the superconducting magnets, leading to an accelerator downtime in the order of
weeks [2]. The LHC BLM system provides updated beam
loss signals every 40 µs that may trigger a fast extraction
of the beams from the main ring towards beam dumps
when losses are measured above predetermined thresholds.
Around 4 000 BLM detectors, most of them Ionization
Chambers (ICs), are part of the system and installed downstream from the most probable loss locations [3].
Additionally, a set of CVD diamond detectors has been
installed in specific LHC locations during Run 2 (20152018) with the aim of studying their feasibility as fast beam
loss monitors. They are commonly referred to as diamond
Beam Loss Monitors (dBLMs). Considering their highradiation tolerance and their time resolution in the order
of ns, they resolve bunch-by-bunch losses, being the LHC
bunches typically spaced by 25 ns [4].
A signal-to-beam-loss global calibration of a set of LHC
IC BLM detectors has proven to be useful to follow-up the
performance of the machine, e.g. by online beam lifetime
∗
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calculation [5]. However, a similar calibration of the LHC
dBLMs was not able to reach the same level of accuracy, i.e.
it overestimated the beam losses by a factor of approximately
4, while the calibration of the LHC IC BLMs also overestimates the beam losses, but only by a factor of 1.25 [6].
Later on, a comparison between beam losses obtained by
integrating IC BLM and dBLM signals suggested a potential non-linearity of the latter with increasing beam losses.
Unfortunately, the unavailability of unprocessed data prevented us from finding if this was due to the response of the
detectors themselves, the presence of high levels of noise
in the signals or if it was related to a possible bias induced
during the pre-processing of the signals.
Taking advantage of the fact that the stand-alone electron
beam facility CLEAR was operational during CERN’s accelerator complex shutdown period, we had the opportunity
to perform a series of beam tests with relativistic electrons.
The purpose of these tests was to study the dBLM signal
linearity, its response function and the signal build-up from
multi-bunched beams.
The tests setup and procedures are detailed in this paper,
together with the most significant observations.

DIAMOND BEAM LOSS MONITORS
The dBLM is based on a squared, 10-mm side, 0.5-mm
thick CVD diamond detector. It is coated on each side with
an 8-mm long and 200-nm thick squared gold electrode. The
whole is protected by an RF-shielding aluminium housing
and operated with a bias voltage of 500 V.
The resulting signal is connected to an AC-DC splitter
that decouples the DC part from the AC part and at the same
time divides the AC part into two equivalent output signals.
One of them is then connected to a 40-dB amplifier, which
amplifies the signal by a factor of approximately 100 and
saturates at ±1 V. This allows to increase the dynamic range
of the system, being sensitive to single MIP particles.
The raw signal is digitised by an ADC at a frequency of
650 MHz. It is then pre-processed by an FPGA, which sends
the resulting values to be saved for offline analysis. Among
the different measurement modes provided, the most useful
for our studies is the so-called Integral mode, which performs
a bunch-by-bunch integration of the measured beam losses
approximately every second. At the same time, the signal’s
baseline, i.e. the amplitude of the signal in between bunches,
is measured and subtracted from the integrated signal.
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TESTS IN CLEAR
CLEAR stands for CERN Linear Electron Accelerator for
Research. This facility has been in operation since 2017,
running in parallel with the main CERN accelerator complex [7]. With several locations along the machine equipped
with test benches, CLEAR provides a testing platform for
accelerator R&D, including the development of novel beam
instrumentation. It is composed of a 20-m long linear accelerator providing relativistic electrons that are then sent in an
experimental beamline. CLEAR may offer a wide range of
possible parameters regarding beam energy, bunch intensity
and number of bunches per pulse among others.

Experimental Setup
The test setup was installed in the In-Air Test Area, a
1-m long optical table located at the end of the experimental
beamline, right before the dump. A picture of the setup
is shown in Fig. 1. The electron beam travels from right
to left, with the beam dump visible on the left side of the
picture. The experimental setup included a 3 cm-diameter
and 2 cm-thick copper target mounted on a support installed
on the optical table which could be moved closer or further
away from the beam to generate the losses. The diamond
detector, the AC-DC splitter and the 40-dB amplifier were
mounted on a standing metallic support positioned on the
side of the optical table. The signals were directly connected
to an acquisition card so that the raw data could be displayed
and saved at every beam pulse.

In all the cases the bunch length was less than 10 ps, with
an energy of around 200 MeV. For the 20-bunch-train-beam
pulses, the distance between bunches was of 0.666 ns.

TESTS RESULTS
During the three intensity scans both the non-amplified
and amplified dBLM signals were acquired. In the three intensity scans the amplified dBLM signal reached saturation
values from a certain intensity step. In the first intensity scan
this was already visible at a beam intensity of around 200 pC,
while during the second and third intensity scans the amplified dBLM signal was even over-saturated most of the time.
Figure 2 shows examples of the amplified dBLM signal for a
20-bunch-train-beam pulse in different intensity steps. It can
be seen that after the signal reaches over-saturation values,
it drops drastically and provides negative readings. Furthermore, this effect aggravates with higher beam intensities.

Figure 2: Amplified dBLM signal for a 20-bunch-train-beam
pulse in different intensity steps.

Linearity of the dBLM Signal

Figure 1: Experimental setup installed in the In-Air Test
Area in CLEAR.

Test Procedure
Three independent intensity scans were performed, each
starting with the minimum possible intensity per bunch (i.e.
5 pC) and increasing it gradually in 11 steps up to an intensity
of 400 pC per bunch. Three different configurations were
used as described below:
• 1st : Single-bunch-beam pulses, Cu target away
• 2nd : 20-bunch-train-beam pulses, Cu target away
• 3rd : Single-bunch-beam pulses, Cu target intercepting
the beam
For all the intensity scans, each intensity step included
10 beam pulses with a repetition rate of 1.2 s between them.
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The study of the linearity of the dBLM has been performed
using two target positions which provided different loss conditions: a low beam loss regime, when the beam is not
impacting on the target, and a high beam loss regime, when
the beam impacts on the target producing a large electromagnetic shower. The amplified signal was not considered
for this study as it was saturated in most cases.
First, the offset of the non-amplified dBLM signal was
calculated for every beam pulse by averaging the signal
values right before the detection of the pulse. After that,
the offset-corrected signal was integrated for every pulse.
Figure 3 shows the results of a linear fit for the integrated
and offset-corrected signals versus the beam intensity in
every beam pulse. As expected, it is clearly visible in the
two configurations that the dBLM signal grows linearly with
increasing beam intensities. Furthermore, it can be seen that
the slope of the linear fit is more than 500 times higher in
the case where the target was intercepting the beam.

dBLM Response Time
The dBLM response time was studied from the signals
acquired with the single-bunch-beam pulses. At CLEAR, the
bunch length is typically a few ps long, considerably shorter
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Figure 4: Non-amplified (left) and amplified (right) signals
for single-bunch-beam pulses of different intensities, for the
two used target positions.
a simulated 20-bunch-train-beam pulse was calculated and
compared with the measured signal. This is shown in Fig. 5.
It can be seen that the convoluted and the measured signals
are well-matched. However, this still needs further analysis
and understanding of how it should be treated during the
pre-processing of the signal.
Figure 3: Integrated and offset-corrected non-amplified
dBLM signal versus beam intensity in every beam pulse
for (top) the first and second intensity scans (target away
from the beam) and (bottom) the third intensity scan (target
intercepting the beam).
than the expected rise time and fall time of the detector.
Figure 4 shows some examples of both the amplified and nonamplified signals during the single-bunch-beam intensity
scans. For the non-amplified signal, the best examples to
analyze correspond to when the beam directly hit the target,
as the signal was in general too small in the other case. On
the other hand, the amplified channel only provided nonsaturated signals when the target was sitting far away from
the electron beam.
The decay of the signal can be fitted by a function of
the type � + � × � −�/� . For the non-amplified signal, the
average value of � is of 5 ns. However, as it can be seen in
Fig. 4, when the signal reaches higher values, i.e. with a
319 pC beam intercepted by the target, the shape of its decay
is distorted and changes with time. This behaviour is still
to be analyzed further. For the amplified signal, the average
value of � is of 3.1 ns. It was noticed that in most cases
the signal presented a second peak around 2 or 3 ns after
the first, which would correspond to electrons travelling an
additional distance of between 50 and 60 cm. This could
be due to the detection of back-scattering from the dump,
which was closer than 1 m from the detector.

dBLM Signal Multi-Bunched Beams
Given the fact that the decay of the dBLM response takes
longer than the distance between bunches, it was expected
to see a signal build-up in the 20-bunch-train-beam intensity
scan. In order to understand the mechanism behind this,
the convolution between the dBLM response function and

Figure 5: Non-amplified signal for a 20-bunch-train-beam
pulse (blue) and convolution of dBLM response with a simulated 20-bunch-train-beam pulse (orange).

CONCLUSION
A test campaign was carried out at the CLEAR beam
test facility at CERN to understand the results from the
calibration of the LHC dBLMs. The linearity and response
time of the detectors were studied with losses from electron
beams of different intensities. It was found that, as expected,
the dBLM signal grows linearly with increasing beam losses
in the range considered in the test. Furthermore, the signal
build-up from a train of 20 consecutive bunches spaced
by 0.666 ns was also studied and found in good agreement
with our expectations. Some saturation effects and temporal
distortions of the signals were observed and would require
further analysis and possibly additional beam tests to be fully
understood and cured.
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Abstract

IP1

INTRODUCTION
Machine Learning (ML) techniques recently have demonstrated a great potential to improve the optics measurements
and corrections in terms of measurements data quality, speed
and level of automation [1, 2]. Previous works utilized simulations and historical data to verify the performance of developed ML-techniques. The successful restart of the LHC in
2022 made it possible to apply the developed methods during
LHC optics commissioning, for the first time, under challenging optics settings where the beams are squeezed to 𝛽∗ =30
cm [3]. In this paper we summarize the results obtained
in operation and discuss future improvements. First, we
present the results of turn-by-turn data cleaning, including
hardware verification performed by beam instrumentation
experts. Second, we compare triplet magnet errors identified
by pre-trained ML estimator to local corrections found by
traditional techniques. Then, we present another application
of supervised learning, namely a virtual diagnostic tool to
predict 𝛽-functions next to Interaction Points (IPs) and horizontal dispersion, without performing dedicated measurements. Finally, we explore future improvements of presented
ML-based methods and potential new applications.

DIAGNOSTICS OF FAULTY BEAM
POSITION MONITORS
Turn-by-turn data (TbT) for optics analysis is cleaned by
the means of SVD-based algorithm, simple thresholds-based
filtering and Isolation Forest (IF) anomaly detection [2]. During the LHC long shutdown, extensive work in collaboration
with CERN’s beam instrumentation experts allowed to verify
∗
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Figure 1: 𝛽-beating computed with and without IF-cleaning.
the findings of cleaning methods against actual instrumentation issues. Several sets of historical measurements from
the past years have been analysed, in order to identify the
BPMs marked as faulty in most of the measurements and
BPMs which cause unphysical outliers in the optics functions if remaining in TbT-data. In total, out of more than a
thousand LHC BPMs, we identified 116 faulty BPMs which
are critical for the optics measurements. Remarkably, 50 %
of the BPMs reported by combined SVD and IF cleaning, revealed hardware or signal processing issues which otherwise
stay hidden. In the commissioning, we applied SVD and
IF cleaning with the settings refined on simulations, which
demonstrated that cleaning does not affect the measurements
in a negative way in terms of false positive classification as
shown in Fig. 1. This is important in light of BPM upgrades
performed by beam instrumentation experts to solve the identified problems, fewer faulty BPMs are expected to appear
in TbT data.

QUADRUPOLE ERRORS PREDICTION
Supervised learning based quadrupole errors prediction
allows to reconstruct individual magnet gradient field errors
along the whole LHC lattice, correcting the linear optics
errors in both beams simultaneously [1]. However, optics
corrections using quadrupoles in the arcs are possible only
by trimming the circuits, i.e. several quadrupoles powered in
series. Therefore, we verify the new concept first for the local
corrections in the IRs, since the triplet quadrupoles, whose
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imperfections cause the largest contribution to 𝛽-beating
can be trimmed individually. We trained a regression model
based on the Random Forest (RF) algorithm [4] on a data
set built from 60 000 MAD-X simulations where a set of
randomly generated quadrupole errors are added to the ideal
optics model with 𝛽∗ = 30 cm. Each training sample includes 32 output targets corresponding to individual triplet
errors and 2215 input features from phase advance differences to the nominal model at every BPM for beam 1 and 2,
horizontal and vertical planes. Realistic noise is additionally
introduced to the simulated phase advances. The relative
RMS error of prediction obtained on a test set is 16%, which
is consistent with the previous results, training regression
models for different LHC optics settings [5]. Currently,
the Segment-by-Segment (SbS) technique is the standard
method to correct strong local error sources [6]. It relies on
running MAD-X simulations between two BPMs, taking the
measured optics functions as start parameters of simulations.
The corrections using the quadrupoles inside the segment
are then computed by comparing the measured and the simulated phase advances. Matching simulated phase advance
errors to the measured ones indicates how well the optics
will be corrected by implementing the computed corrections
in the LHC. We use the propagation of errors inside a segTable 1: Comparison of Δ𝐾1 [10−5 𝑚−2 ] corrections for
IR 1. Note that APJ used only Q2 and Q3 quadrupoles.
Magnet

APJ

SbS

ML

MQXA1.L1
MQXA1.R1
MQXB2.L1
MQXB2.R1
MQXA3.L1
MQXA3.R1

1.15
-0.87
1.94
-2.88

1.23
-1.23
1.22
-1.22
0.41
-0.7

1.23
-1.24
-0.11
0.18
0.31
-0.1

ment implemented as part of the SbS tool to verify the local
corrections predicted by the Random Forest model from the
measured phase advance-beating. The target is to correct the
local errors in IR 1, after reducing the initial peak 𝛽-beating
of 150% by the means of global coupling and local errors
corrections in IR 5 using traditional techniques [7]. Figure 2 demonstrates the great agreement between measured
phase advance errors and matching the measurement with
predicted triplet errors. ML-based corrections computation
required significantly less time compared to traditional techniques and can be computed simultaneously from the phase
advances measured in both beams. Further improvements
in terms of 𝛽-beating reduction are expected by extending
the model input with 𝛽-functions measured around the IPs.
We also compare the obtained correcting triplet strength
changes (Δ𝐾1 ) to the Action-Phase-Jump (APJ) technique [8,
9], that has been applied for the LHC optics corrections for
the first time this year and to SbS. While ML-based corrections use only phase advance beating as input, SbS and APJ
additionally take into account 𝛽 from k-modulation. Hence,
the corrections from ML-model are weaker as shown in taMOPOPT047
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Table 2: Comparison between measured 𝛽-function at the
IPs and ML-prediction.
Location

K-mod
𝛽𝑥 , 𝛽𝑦 [m]

ML
𝛽𝑥 , 𝛽𝑦 [m]

Δ𝛽/𝛽𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑑
𝑥, 𝑦 [%]

B1, IP1L
B1, IP1R
B1, IP5L
B1, IP5R

1262, 1074
1340, 1051
1388, 1552
1302, 1624

1296, 1223
1268, 1197
1377, 1659
1369, 1642

2.6, 13.8
5.3, 13.9
0.8, 6.9
5.2, 1.1

B2, IP1L
B2, IP1R
B2, IP5L
B2, IP5R

1406, 1773
1366, 1947
1511, 1364
1637, 1377

1435, 1851
1412, 1893
1639, 1315
1632, 1303

2.1, 4.4
3.4, 2.7
8.4, 3.6
0.3, 5.4

ble 1. Nevertheless, the matching results demonstrate that
smaller change in Q1 and Q3 still can significantly reduce
the phase-beating.

VIRTUAL OPTICS MEASUREMENTS
Virtual diagnostics is one of the widest areas of ML application in accelerators. Supervised learning allows to create
models capable to predict optics observables without direct
measurements. Optics measurements at the LHC can benefit
from this concept to reduce the time needed to obtain the
data for optics analysis. In this study, we employ the concept
of supervised learning in order to build linear regression
models for the prediction of normalised dispersion and 𝛽function from the phase advance deviations from nominal design. Phase advances can be easily obtained from harmonic
analysis of turn-by-turn data and is a standard first step of
optics analysis. The same training data as for quadrupole
errors prediction can be used and hence, no additional time
for data generation is required.

Reconstructing 𝛽 Functions in Interaction Regions
Local corrections in the IRs can be improved by including the 𝛽-functions at the location of the BPMs next to the
IPs into corrections computation. In the LHC, these values are typically obtained with the help of 𝑘-modulation
technique [10, 11], which also produces the measurement of
𝛽∗ . However, in order to obtain the 𝛽-functions, time consuming quadrupole current modulation has to be performed,
followed by semi-automatic cleaning of tune measurements.
We trained a Ridge Regression [12] model using samples
pairs with the input consisting of phase advance deviations
from the nominal model caused by quadrupole errors, and
corresponding 𝛽-functions around the IPs as output. After
the estimator is fitted on the training data, the prediction of 𝛽
values based on the provided phase advance measurements
can be obtained within a few seconds, while k-modulation
usually consumes several minutes. Simulations show that
the uncertainty of the k-modulation technique for the design
𝛽∗ = 30 cm ranges from 1% to 8% depending on the assumed tune measurements resolution and included magnets
errors [13]. 𝛽-function values at the BPMs left and right
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Figure 2: ML-based correction of phase-beating in IR 1, for Beam 1 (upper) and Beam 2 (lower), horizontal and vertical
planes left and right respectively.

x
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Dx /

from IP 1 and 5 obtained from k-modulation and ML prediction are listed in table 2. The measurements are performed
with 𝛽∗ = 30 cm, demonstrating the average difference between k-modulation and ML prediction of 5%.

Normalised Dispersion Reconstruction
Normalized dispersion is an important optics observable
which is independent from BPM calibration and is included
into the computation of global corrections. Usually, normalized horizontal dispersion is computed by acquiring turn-byturn data from several beam excitations, shifting the momentum. As a time-saving alternative, we propose ML-based
reconstruction of normalized horizontal dispersion directly
from phase advance obtained from a single on-momentum
beam excitation. During LHC commissioning, normalized
dispersion measurements with 𝛽∗ = 30 cm have been performed, together with predicting this observable from phase
advance at every BPM location. Simultaneous reconstruction of normalized dispersion in beam 1 and beam 2 using
ML requires only a few seconds. The comparison between
measured normalized dispersion and its prediction is presented in Fig. 3. The averaged relative error of prediction is
5% and 7% in beam 1 and beam 2, respectively. This result
is consistent with the accuracy of the trained estimator on
validation data from simulations [14] and demonstrates the
potential of the method to save the dedicated measurements
time. The accuracy of prediction can be further improved by
reducing the noise in the phase advance measurements used
as input as previously demonstrated on simulations in [15].

0.1
0.0
Measurement
Prediction

0.1
0

200
300
BPM index

400

Figure 3: Comparison between measured normalized horizontal dispersion and ML-based reconstruction for beam 2.

CONCLUSIONS
Exploring the results of faulty BPMs detection using the
IF algorithm allowed to identify actual hardware and calibration problems, which are being analysed by the experts.
For the first time, ML-based local optics corrections have
been performed at the LHC during optics commissioning.
The predicted triplet errors differ from the correction values
obtained with traditional techniques, however these errors
correspond well to the measured phase-beating. As next step,
we will include the 𝛽-function in the IRs into the model in
order to obtain even more accurate reconstruction of triplet
errors. We also demonstrated an ML-based method to reconstruct 𝛽 around the IPs and normalized horizontal dispersion, for both beams simultaneously, directly from measured
phase advances on-momentum. After these first remarkable
achievements, further developments will potentially lead to
speed-up machine commissioning for the same performance.
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Abstract
The Beam-Gas Curtain or BGC is the baseline instrument
for monitoring the concentricity of the LHC proton beam
with a hollow electron beam for the hollow e-lens (HEL)
beam halo suppression device which is part of the HighLuminosity LHC upgrade.
The proof-of-principles experiments of this gas-jet monitor have now been developed into a prototype instrument
which has been built for integration into the LHC ring and is
now under phased installation for operation in the upcoming
LHC run.
This paper describes the challenges overcome to produce
a gas-jet fluorescence monitor for the ultra-high vacuum
accelerator environment. It also presents preliminary results
from the installation of the instrument at CERN.

INTRODUCTION
The High Luminosity upgrade to the Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) is the flagship project at CERN [1]. The
higher luminosity delivered to the experiments require higher
bunch intensities which in turn imply more energy and particles in the beam halo, which must be managed. One solution
to this problem is to locally pass the circulating beam through
a hollow electron beam which interacts electro-magnetically
with the protons in the halo and diverts them into an upgraded system of classical physical collimators [2]. For such
a hollow electron lens (HEL) device to operate effectively,
an overlap instrument which can observe both proton beam
centroid and a 2D image of the electron beam is a requirement, both for commissioning and for monitoring during
operations. The intense 5 A / 10 keV hollow beam is constrained by a 2 T solenoid field created by two 4.5 K superconducting magnets with the overlap instrument in between.
As such, this instrument must also operate in the intense
stray fields of these magnets, making observables based on
charged particles practically impossible. This has led to the
development of a beam-gas curtain (BGC) concept, where a
2D supersonic gas sheet is projected across the aperture at
45 degrees to the proton beam. Interactions between both
the proton and electron beams create fluorescence photons
which are not influenced by the magnetic field and can be
∗
†
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veness@cern.ch

observed by an ex-vacua optical system. This creates a direct image of the two beams, similar in concept to a physical
beam observation screen. Following a period of development and collaboration between the Cockcroft Institute (CI),
GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung (GSI)
and CERN [3], [4], a prototype designed for installation in
the LHC environment, called BGCv3 has been constructed
and successfully commissioned at CI [5].

COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL
DATA FOR PROTONS
The Image Intensifier is designed for single-photon detection; it comprises a photo-cathode (UV Enhanced S20) with
a quantum efficiency of aprox. 8 % for the Ne-transition at
585 nm and aprox. 12 % for the N2+ transition at 391 nm and
reasonable dark-count rate of 500 counts/s/cm2 [6]. Photoelectrons are amplified by a double MCP leading to separated
light spots for each photo-electron on the subsequent phosphor screen. A regular CMOS camera records the image
and the centre of the spot is evaluated; the actual system
is described in [7]. The Image Intensifier is an optimized
version used at GSI-LINAC for regular operation [8]. The
photon yield was investigated for several parameters such as
gas pressure, gas species (such as N2, Ne, Ar, and Xe), beam
ion, and beam energies; tests with the highest proton energy
of 450 GeV were performed at CERN SPS [9]. It can be concluded that the photon yield scales basically with the energy
loss in the residual according to the Bethe Equation; however, an uncertainty of at least a factor 5 remains related to
systematic experimental imperfections. The signal strength
at LHC top energy will be determined with the BGCv3 using a local pressure bump produced by a regulated gas inlet
valve instead of the gas jet. At LHC energies, background
contributions might be significantly different from lower
energy investigations. The emitted synchrotron light is more
intense and must be absorbed by the inner vacuum pipe [10];
methods for black coating were investigated in detail [11],
and the LHC vacuum chamber was prepared accordingly.
Optical interference filters with the passband centred at the
florescence transitions will suppress this background in addition. Ionizing radiation from beam losses causes further
background; in particular, neutrons or fast charged particles
might penetrate the Image Intensifier body and cause secondary electron emission from the photo-cathode or within
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the MCP channels. The amount depends on the BGCv3
location and the actual beam conditions. Neutrons can be
transported within the tunnel over several 10 metres related
to their elastic scattering at the concrete walls [12,13]. These
significant uncertainties in light yield and background can
only be determined in the LHC machine at top energy.

matching the expectation from CI, as shown in Figure 2.
These first measurements with this instrument at CERN
gives added confidence that when the BGCv3 is installed in
the LHC gas jet and vacuum performance will remain as per
the surface tests.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME AT CERN
Overview
For practical reasons, experiments to-date have used a
0.6 mA, 5 keV electron beam of circular form. It is clear
that validation with a hollow electron beam and at intensities close to nominal are required and this beam is available
at CERN on a dedicated electron beam test stand (EBTS).
Since data for the validation of such an instrument with
high energy protons is also very limited and significant experimental uncertainties exist it is also planned to test this
BGCv3 instrument in the LHC in two phases. In the first
phase the BGCv3 optical system will be used to observe a
static distributed ’gas bump’ of up to 5 × 10−8 mbar which
can be generated in the LHC. For phase 2, the full v3 instrument will be installed and operated with the supersonic gas
curtain.

Validation of the Prototype
BGCv3 was successfully transported to CERN in March
2022. It was then re-commissioned with the same low intensity electron beam used at CI in order to cross-check the
previous experimental results. In particular, pressures and
pump-down times at the different stages of the system were
measured and well-matched to performance at CI. The nozzle skimmer assembly was realigned at CERN to remove
any possible displacement caused during the transport and a
very high gas jet performance was reached, measured via an
1 mm aperture of a movable vacuum gauge [5] as shown in
Figure 1. The validation was concluded with a successful

Figure 2: Observed electron beam on BGCv3 at CERN.

Preparation for Test with a Hollow Electron Beam
The BGCv3 is currently being validated for LHC vacuum
operation requirements, checking the possible impact of
system failures and re-starts. It will then be installed on
the EBTS which will be fitted with an electron gun with a
hollow aperture, designed specifically for this instrument.
At the EBTS it will image this high intensity 5 A, 10 keV
hollow electron beam which will be the first non-Gaussian ebeam measured by the BGC. These measurements will then
be cross-checked by destructive screen measurements at the
same location. Some distortion of the image due to the spacecharge of the high-intensity hollow electron beam is expected
and will be measured at the EBTS. These measurements
will complement simulations [10] which predict measurable
effects for a nitrogen gas jet and no effect for a neon gas jet.
This is because the fluorescence transition for nitrogen comes
from an ion, while for neon it is from a neutral atom emitter.
Integration time for the measurements will be significantly
reduced with these higher intensities which should have a
positive impact on the instrument performance compared
with current measurements. However, power limits of the
EBTS will require pulsing of the beam to achieve these
maximum peak currents. There are other results expected
from these EBTS tests. There is a possibility of ions or
electrons produced by the beam-gas interactions becoming
trapped in the solenoid field. This will be investigated and
if necessary, mitigation such as clearing electrodes added.
It is also possible that turbo-molecular pumps used in the
vacuum system may be affected by the stray fields. This
will be monitored and pumps displaced or shielded for the
final design if necessary. Finally, this period will be used to
develop and test the vacuum control system that will be put
in operation in the LHC.

Phase 1 Tests with the LHC Beams
Figure 1: Measured gas jet profile on BGCv3 at CERN.
measurement of the image from the electron beam, again
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To estimate the signal-to-noise ratio of the monitor for
proton beam measurements, the measured cross-sections of
Ne fluorescence excitation by protons at injection (450 GeV)
and flat top (6.8 TeV)) energies are required. Therefore, an
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experimental setup was installed at the LHC with the aim of
measuring these cross-sections and possibly also the 1D profile of the LHC beam. The installation utilizes an injection
of Ne gas into the LHC beam pipe to create a distributed gas
target for the LHC beam to interact with an optical system to
measure the photons produced by the resulting fluorescence.
The optical system is out of the LHC vacuum, behind a viewport and focuses the photons with an apo-chromatic triplet
lens. As the cross-sections are expected to be low, in the
order of 1 × 10−22 cm2 , single-photon detection is necessary,
which is achieved by an intensified camera identical to the
one used in BGCv3. The experimental setup was focused
and tested in the LHC without beam. First distributed Ne
injection has been tested with beam during commissioning.
The cross-sections with protons at injection and flat top will
be measured during the LHC physics fills this year.

DESIGN AND INTEGRATION INTO THE
HEL
The BGCv3 interaction chamber was installed in the recent LHC shutdown as shown in grey in Figure 3. This
test will already benefit from the extensive work in SR light
background reduction that was performed on the interaction
chamber design [11]. Later in run 3, the full BGCv3 instru-

Figure 3: 3D model of BGCv3 in the LHC.
ment will be installed for phase 2 testing in the LHC. Space
restrictions of this instrument were already challenging, with
phase 2 parts to be added in green (see Figure 3). The key
element of the BGC design is to keep a high density in the
jet while minimising the background gas. This can only be
achieved with efficient pumping in all stages of the curtain
creation [14].
Design is ongoing to integrate the final instrument
(BGCv4) in the HEL. The longitudinal space between the
two superconducting cryomagnets is 200 mm. Transversely,
one location of the HEL in the LHC will leave only 381 mm
available, compared with the 593 mm available for BGCv3
(see Figure 3). A number of elements, such as gate valves
are incompressible. When reducing the space from v3 to
v4, attention must be given to minimise the loss of conductance for the gas molecules towards the pumps. Otherwise
increased background gas density leads to reduced signal to
noise ratio compared with v3 [15].
The two HEL magnets develop an attractive force of about
114 kN when powered. This force is compensated by 4 rods
between the magnets (Figure 4) which need to be removed
during BGC installation. While the rods are in contact and at

Figure 4: 3D model BGCv4 integrated in the HEL.
cryogenic temperature, the 200 mm magnet interspace is at
room temperature and pressure. In order to avoid icing of the
connections, the rods will be housed in insulation vacuum
and with multilayer thermal insulation to minimise radiation
losses. Optimised edge-welded bellows with elastomer seals
are proposed to assure the removal and reintegration of these
rods. The Turbo Molecular Pumps (TMPs) have a rotation
speed in the order of 1kHz and operate in the stray HEL
magnetic field of up to 50 mT. Mu-metal shielding is being
studied to allow for operation within the 5 mT magnetic
limit specified by the pump supplier. Alternatively, NEG
cartridge pumps could be substituted for the less-easily accessible pumps on the interaction and dump chambers which
see a lower gas flow. This would limit operation to getterable
gases such as nitrogen, but not neon.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A BGC instrument, whose performance was specified
in 2018 [3] has been designed, constructed and recently
tested to nominal performance, but with a very low intensity
electron beam [5]. This instrument is now at CERN and
undergoing a series of tests, first with the nominal intensity
electron beam and then with protons in the LHC to validate performance in final conditions. This extensive test
programme will give the final input required to produce the
series of devices for the HEL. It should also provide the first
measurements of fluorescence with TeV protons.
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Abstract
At the PBP-CMU Electron Linac Laboratory (PCELL),
we aim to produce a mid-infrared free-electron laser (MIRFEL) for pump-probe experiments in the future. The electron beam is generated from a thermionic cathode radiofrequency (RF) gun with a 1.5-cell cavity before going to
an alpha magnet. In this section, some part of the beam is
filtered out by using energy slits. The selected part of the
beam is then further accelerated by an RF linear accelerator (linac) to get higher energy. This work focuses on the
measurement of energy spectrum of electron beam for producing mid-infrared free-electron laser (MIR-FEL). Since
our bunch compressor (BC) for the MIR-FEL beamline is an
achromat system, the longitudinal distributions of electron
beam at the entrance and the exit of the BC are almost the
same. Thus, we can measure the longitudinal properties
of the beam before it travels to the BC. By using a dipole
magnet and a Faraday cup with a slit, we can measure energy spectrum of electron beam before entering the BC. In
this study, the ASTRA code is used to investigate the properties of electron beam as well as to design the measuring
system. The design results including systematic error of
the measuring system are presented and discussed in this
contribution. The results from this work can be used as the
guideline for the measuring system construction as well as
the beam operation.

INTRODUCTION
At the PBP-CMU Electron Linac Laboratory (PCELL)
of the Plasma and Beam Physics (PBP) Research Facility,
Chiang Mai University (CMU), a mid-infrared free-electron
laser (MIR-FEL) has been developed. In the accelerator
system, electrons are emitted from a thermionic cathode and
are accelerated by a radio-frequency (RF) gun to reach a
kinetic energy of about 2-2.5 MeV. Then, the beam passes
through the first magnetic bunch compressor in a form of an
alpha magnet, which has energy slits for filtering electrons
for desired energy and charge. After that, the beam is further
accelerated by an RF linac to have the final energy of up to
25 MeV. Then, the beam enters either a dipole beam dump
1 (BD1) or magnetic bunch compressor (BC) for MIR-FEL
∗
†
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or THz-FEL beamline. Presently, the commissioning of the
electron accelerator is underway at PCELL.
To produce the MIR-FEL, electron beam parameters with
proper energy, energy spread, transverse beam size and emittance are required [1, 2]. This work concentrates on the
characterization of electron beam energy and energy spread.
Since the BC system is an achromat system, the energy and
energy spread of the beam upstream and downstream of
the BC will be the same. Thus, we can obtain the beam
energy and energy spread upstream the undulator entrance
by measuring the beam downstream the linac exit.
This research focuses on design of the measuring system
for electron beam energy, energy spread and energy spectrum
downstream the linac exit. This system should be able to
measure the beam with energy of 25 MeV, energy spread of
0.1%, and bunch charge of 60 pC [1, 2].

DESIGN OF MEASURING SYSTEM
To measure electron beam energy downstream the linac
exit, we use the beam dump dipole 1 (BD1) and Faraday cup
1 (FC1), which is installed at the end of the straight section
beamline as shown in Fig. 1. To measure energy distribution
and energy spectrum of the beam with an average energy of
25 MeV and an energy spread of 0.1%, we decided to add a
single slit mask in the measuring system for increasing the
resolution of the measuring system. To design the slit mask,
the following conditions are taken into consideration:
• The slit opening aperture must be small for measuring
the beam with energy spread of 0.1%, but it should be
big enough to let electrons passing through with the
charge higher than the Faraday cup sensitivity.
• The slit thickness must be thick enough to block the
electrons, but not too thick to avoid the electron scattering inside the aperture.
• The slit width must be large enough to block the electrons in the horizontal axis, but not larger than the
vacuum chamber.
We optimized the slit opening aperture based on following
equation [3]:
𝜃 [rad] =

(1)

where 𝜃 is the electron effective bending angle, 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the
total energy of electron, 𝛽 is the ratio of the electron velocity
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Figure 1: Layout of the PCELL accelerator system.
and the speed of light, and 𝐵𝑥 (𝑧) is the dipole horizontal
magnetic field along the electron trajectory.
Assign that 𝜃1 is the physical dipole bending angle, then
we obtained the angle 𝜃2 = 𝜃 − 𝜃1 , which can be used to
calculate the slit opening aperture 𝑑 from
tan 𝜃2 =

𝑑/2
,
𝐿

(2)

while 𝐿 is the distance between the dipole turning point and
the slit.
From the calculation, the slit opening aperture is 0.36 mm.
With this design, the energy spread of 0.1% (25 keV) is
expected for the average energy of 25 MeV. Tungsten with a
thickness of 1 mm will be used as the slit due to its suitable
properties [4]. The width of the slit is designed to be 28 mm
to fit with the space in the vacuum chamber.

SIMULATION METHODS
A Space Charge Tracking Algorithm (ASTRA) [5] is used
in this study. In the simulation, we used the Gaussian beam
distribution as an input beam. The 3D magnetic field of the
dipole magnet BD1 was export from the simulation with the
software CST Studio Suite 2022 [6]. The initial beam travels
through the dipole magnetic field and be bent with a bending
angle of 60∘ . Then, it passes through the slit and goes to the
Faraday cup. To neglect the effect of beam divergence, the
electron beam was manipulated to be parallel beam before
going into the dipole magnetic field. The distance between
the starting point of the input beam and the turning point
of the dipole magnet is 35 cm. At this distance, the whole
beam is in the dipole’s magnetic field along its trajectory
and it is still parallel before facing the dipole’s fringe field.
In this study, the initial input beam and the dipole magnetic
field were rotated 60∘ . The entrance of the Faraday cup is
43 cm downstream the slit.
At our facility, when the electron beam is accelerated
through the RF linac, the transverse beam size and the emittance are measured using the combination of quadrupole
magnets Q5 and Q6 together with the view screen SC4 via
the quadrupole scan technique. By using screens SC4 and
SC5, the parallel beam can be adjsuted and observed. The
effect of initial beam size and emittance on the energy specMOPOPT049
368

trum was conducted using the beam with average energy of
25 MeV and the total charge of 60 pC, which are the goal
parameters for generation of MIR-FEL [1, 2].
After the simulation of the beam energy spectrum complete, we calculated the estimated average energy and the
energy spread of electron beam from the simulated energy
spectrum by including the sensitivity of the Faraday cup,
wich is considered to be 5 pC in this study [7].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simulation result shows that with our generated input
beam distribution both beam size and emittance have no
effect on the estimated average energy of the beam. For the
energy spread, the beam size has dominant effect on the
estimated value than the emittance as can be seen in Fig. 2.
Only at the beam size of 0.5 mm that the emittance has little
effect on the value of energy spread due to the vary small
beam size where the divergence is strong.

Figure 2: Estimated average energy and energy spread of
electron beam with different rms beam sizes and emittances.
Since only the transverse beam size has the effect on the
measurement of energy spread, the next simulation is to estimate the beam energy from the measuring system when the
initial beam travels in to the dipole magnetic field with different beam transverse sizes and energy spreads. According
to the results in Fig. 3, it can be concluded that the average energy from the beam measurement is slightly lass than
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Figure 3: Systematic error of the estimated average energy
for different rms beam sizes and energy spreads.
the real value, when the initial beam size value is between
0.5-2.0 mm.
For the measurement of energy spread, the initial beam
size and energy spread have significant effect as shown in
Fig. 4. When the initial beam size increases for different
initial energy spreads, the estimated energy spreads obtained
from the design measuring system become similar, and the
systematic errors are slightly increasing, except the error
for the initial energy spread of 0.1%. For this case, the
dispersion of the initial energy spreads is very small so the
initial beam size is dominated. These results shows that this
measuring system can distinguish the beam energy spread in
a range of 0.1-0.4% when the initial beam has the transverse
size of less than 1.5 mm.

Figure 5: Simulated energy spectrum of electron beams with
average energy of 25 MeV, 1.0-mm beam size, and energy
spread of 0.1% (top left), 0.2% (top right), 0.3% (bottom
left), and 0.4% (bottom right).
the estimated energy spread due to higher resolution of the
energy spectrum.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The design of energy measuring system consists of the
dipole magnet BD1 with a bending angle of 60∘ , the Faraday
cup with the sensitivity of 5 pC, and the tungsten slit mask
with the slit opening aperture of 0.36 mm. The distance between the BD1 turning point to the center of the slit and the
entrance of the Faraday cup are 35 cm and 78 cm, respectively. This measuring system can be used to measure the
25-MeV electron beam with an energy spread of 0.1-0.4%.
The system can be used to estimate the average energy of
electron with the systematic error of 0.06% less than the
actual value. In order to achieve the estimated energy spread
of 0.1-0.4%, operators must control the beam to have parallel beam and has the beam size of less than 1.5 mm before
the beam entering the dipole magnet BD1. In near future,
the energy measuring system will be constructed based on
results from this study.
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Abstract
The linear accelerator system at the PBP-CMU Electron
Linac Laboratory (PCELL) is used to produce electron beam
with suitable properties for generating coherent teragertz
(THz) radiation and mid-infrared free-electron laser (MIR
FEL). Optimization of machine parameters to produce short
electron bunches with low energy spread and low transverse
emittance was focused in this study. We conducted ASTRA
simulations including three-dimentional (3D) space charge
algorithm and 3D field distributions for radio-frequency
(RF) electron gun and all magnets to develop measuring
systems. Electron beam energy and energy spread were
investigated downstream the RF gun and the RF linac using
an alpha magnet and a dipole spectrometer, respectively. The
transverse beam emittance was studied using the quadrupole
scan technique. By filtering proper portion of electrons
before entering the linac, the beam with average energy of
20 MeV and energy spread of 0.1-1% can be achieved for a
bunch charge of 100 pC. The systematic error is less than
10% for measuring average energy and energy spread while
it is less than 31% for measuring transverse emittance when
placing the screen of at least 1.0 m behind the scanning
quadrupole magnet. The results of this study were used to
develop the measuring setups in our system.

INTRODUCTION
The aim of research activities PCELL is to develop an
electron accelerator and experimental apparatus for producing coherent MIR and THz radiation. The MIR radiation will
be generated by using the oscillator FEL technology and the
THz radiation will be produced from femtosecond electron
pulses via the transition radiation (TR) and the super-radiant
undulator radiation techniques. The layout plan of the injector system is shown in Fig. 1. There are two sections for
accelerating the electron beam. Firstly, electrons produced
from the thermionic cathode are accelerated inside the RF
cavities to reach the maximum energy of about 2-2.5 MeV
at the gun exit. Secondary, the electrons are accelerated in
the RF linac structure to reach the average energy in a range
of 10 - 25 MeV depending on the linac accelerating gradient.
The considered electron beam properties for generation of
high quality radiation in both MIR and THz wavelengths are
bunch charge, electron bunch length, energy spread, transverse emittance.
∗
†
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In this work, we focus on the energy and emittance measurements. The design beam diagnostic setups and measuring procedures for energy and emittance measurement in the
injector system were performed based on the results from
beam dynamic simulation using A Space Charge Tracking
Algorithm (ASTRA) code [1] to obtain the suitable conditions with low systematic measurement error. The 3D
electric and magnetic field distributions inside the RF-gun,
steering magnets, the alpha magnet, quadrupole magnets,
and dipole magnet were obtained from the simulations with
software CST Studio Suit [2] and were imported to the ASTRA code. In the simulations, we optimized all magnetic
fields to meet the appropriate electron beam properties for
producing coherent THz TR at the experiment station, which
are the beam average kinetic energy of 20 MeV and a electron bunch charge of about 100 pC [3]. The energy and
energy spread of electron beam downstream the electron
gun were measured using a low energy slit located inside the
alpha magnet vacuum chamber and a current transformer
(CT2). The spectrometer system consisting of a dipole magnet (DP1) and a screen station (SC6) was used to measure
energy and energy spread of electron beam after the linac
acceleration. The beam emittance was measured by using
quadrupole scan technique [4-6] utilizing a quadrupole magnet (Q6) and a screen station downstream linac (SC4). The
results from the computer simulation can be used to estimate the electron beam properties, which are expected to be
produced from the accelerator system.

ENERGY AND ENERGY SPREAD
MEASUREMENT
Energy Measurement after RF Gun Acceleration
Energy spectrometer in this section consists of alpha magnet and current transformer. The path length of electrons
are different depending on their energy. When they travel
through an alpha magnet’s field. The maximum distance
of the electron in horizontal direction 𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥 can be written
as [7]
𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥 [cm] = 75.051√

(1)

where 𝑔 is the magnetic field gradient, 𝛽 = 𝑣/𝑐 is the relative
velocity of electron, and 𝛾 is the Lorentz’s factor.
In this study, we used the alpha magnet’s low energy slit
with known calibrated energy to select a part of electron
bunch and used the current transformer CT2 to measure the
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Figure 1: A layout of the injector system for generation of coherent MIR and THz radiation at the PBP-CMU Electron
Linac Laboratory (PCELL).
electron current. Consequently, the electron energy spectrum was obtained as shown in Fig. 2. The quadrupoles
Q1 and Q2 were used to maintain the total electron charge
during the transportation while measuring the electron energy. The alpha magnet gradient was set at 2.1 T/m. The
appropriate step of the charge slicing for measuring electron energy is 30 slices. The average kinetic energy and
energy spread from this optimization were calculated to be
2.11 MeV and 387 keV, respectively. The average kinetic
energy and energy spread obtained directly from simulation
at CT2 are 2.16 MeV and 385 keV, respectively. The results
from the electron energy spectrum yield that the average kinetic energy was estimated to be 2.3% lower than the direct
simulate value and the energy spread was estimated to be
0.5% higher than the simulated actual value.

where ∫ 𝐵𝑦 (𝑧)𝑑𝑧 is the integration of the magnetic field
along the electron path and 𝛼 is the deflection angle.
The distance between the observation screen and the camera was set to be at 1.2 m corresponding to the resolution of
0.1 mm/pixel. The optimization result showed that the horizontal beam size before entering the dipole magnet should
not be larger than 3 mm to minimize the systematic error.
The suitable electron beam properties for generating THz
TR was used in this optimization. The electron beam at the
TR station has a bunch charge of 117.6 pC, a bunch length
of 0.36 ps and an average kinetic energy of 20.07 MeV with
an energy spread of 0.55% (111 keV). The horizontal and
vertical beam size are 3.45 and 3.60 mm, while horizontal
and vertical emittance are 0.41 and 0.25 mm.mrad ,respectively. Figure 3 shows the energy spectrum of electron beam
using dipole magnet DP1 and screen SC6. It was found that
the kinetic energy of 20.06 MeV can be measured with the
systematic error of 0.05% and the energy spread of 95 keV
can be measured with the systematic error of 14%.

Figure 2: The energy spectrum of electron bunch using alpha
magnet and current transformer CT2.

Energy Measurement after Linac Acceleration
Energy of electron beam after the linac acceleration is
measured using dipole magnet DP1 and screen station SC6.
The energy of an electron travelling through the dipole magnetic field can be calculated using the formula with practical
units as [8]
𝐸[GeV] =
MOPOPT050
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0.2998 ∫ 𝐵𝑦 (𝑧)𝑑𝑧[T ⋅ m]
,
𝛽𝛼[rad]

(2)

Figure 3: The simulated energy spectrum of electron beam
using the dipole magnet BD1 and the screen station SC6.

EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT
The quadrupole scan technique was chosen for measuring
transverse emittance of electron beam downstream the linac.
The measurement system consists of two quadrupole magnets Q5, Q6 and an screen station SC4. The first quadrupole
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Figure 4: The systematic error of emittance measurement in
horizontal (EmitX) and vertical (EmitY) direction.
Q5 is used for controlling the electron beam size, while the
second quadrupole Q6 is used for beam size scanning. The
principle of this method is to measure the beam size on the
observation screen (𝜎𝑠 )11 as a function of the quadrupole
focal length 𝑓 which is
1
1
− 2𝐷[(𝜎𝑞 )11 + 𝐷(𝜎𝑞 )12 ]
2
𝑓 (3)
𝑓
+[(𝜎𝑞 )11 + 2𝐷(𝜎𝑞 )12 + 𝐷2 (𝜎𝑞 )22 ],

(𝜎𝑠 )11 = 𝐷2 (𝜎𝑞 )11

where 𝐷 is the distance between the quadrupole magnet Q6
and the screen SC4 and (𝜎𝑞 )𝑖𝑗 are the beam matrix elements
at the quadrupole Q6 position. The electron beam size was
calculated by using the root mean square method. Therefore,
the emittance value (𝜀) is calculated by
𝜀 = √(𝜎𝑞 )11 (𝜎𝑞 )22 − (𝜎𝑞 )212 .

(4)

In simulation, the distance between the quadrupole magnet and the screen (𝐷) as the strength of quadrupole Q5 were
investigated. The systematic error of emittance measurement was estimated and the results are shown in Fig. 4. The
systematic errors are less than 25% and 31% for measuring
horizontal and vertical emittance, respectively, when the
distance between the screen position and the quadrupole Q6
is larger than 1.0 m.

CONCLUSION
The study on energy and energy spread measurement of
electron beam after the RF gun acceleration was performed
using the alpha magnet and the current transformer. The
alpha magnet gradient was set at 2.1 T/m. It was found
that the appropriate beam slices for energy spectrum is 30,
which provides the measurement resolution of 59 keV/slice.
The optimized results suggested that the expected average
kinetic energy and energy spread are 2.11 MeV and 387
keV, respectively. These value are respectively 2.3% lower

and 0.5% higher than the values obtained from simulated
particle distribution. The electron beam and energy spread
after the linac acceleration were studied. The optimized
results reveal that the estimated average kinetic energy was
20.06, which is 0.05% different from the simulation value at
the experimental station. The estimated energy spread was
95 keV, which has a systematic error of 14% for the measurement resolution of 3.5 keV/pixel. The transverse emittance
measurement downstream the linac exit was investigated by
using the quadrupole scan technique. The proper distance
between the scanning quadrupole and the observation should
be larger than 1.0 m. The estimated transverse emittances
have the systematic error of less than 25% and 31% in the
horizontal and vertical axis, respectively. The information
from this work is used in the engineering design and construction of the measuring systems for energy, energy spread
and emittances in the PCELL setup.
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OPTICAL FIBER BASED BEAM LOSS MONITOR FOR SPS MACHINE
T. Pulampong∗ , W. Phacheerak, N. Suradet, P. Sudmuang,
Synchrotron Light Research Institute, Nakhonratchasima, Thailand
Abstract

Table 1: Optical Fiber Specifications [4, 5]

At the Siam Photon Source (SPS) beam loss monitors
based on PIN diode have been used. The existing system allows beam loss detection very locally at the monitor position
close to the vacuum chamber. For optical fiber, Cherenkov
radiation can be detected when a lost particle travels in the
fiber. Thus optical fiber based loss monitor with sufficient
length can cover parts of the machine conveniently. Fast
beam loss event can be detected with more accurate position.
In this paper, the design and result of the optical fiber based
beam loss monitor system at SPS machine are discussed.
The system will be a prototype for the new 3 GeV machine
SPS-II.

INTRODUCTION
Siam Photon Source (SPS) has been operating to provide
photon beam for users. Beam loss is one of the undesirable
events for accelerator operation. It can be irregular major
losses or normal losses due to the beam lifetime. The ability
to measure beam losses can provide valuable understanding
of the machine condition when some components are broken,
vacuum has some problems or some obstacle exists in the
beam path, for example.
Previously Beam Loss Monitor (BLM) system at SPS is
based on Bergoz Instrumentation PIN diodes [1]. However,
it is almost impossible to cover all parts of the machine. In
addition, in a tight space, the BLM cannot be fitted into the
spot. To overcome these limitations, optical fiber beam loss
monitor has been investigated. Optical fiber based beam
loss monitor uses the generated Cherenkov radiation from
a charged particle traveling in a medium with a refractive
index (𝑛) with the speed (𝑣𝑝 ) greater than the phase velocity
of light (𝑐𝑜 /𝑛 < 𝑣𝑝 < 𝑐0 ).
Optical fiber based beam loss monitor is gaining more
popularity due to its flexibility and continuity for losses
detection. The system allows good details of the losses event
spots and it has been applied in many facilities [2] [3].

SYSTEM DESIGN
There are three main components in the system. Optical
fiber plays a role of sensor. Photo Multiplier Tube (PMT) is
a data collector. Finally, the collected data can be sent to an
oscilloscope for processing.

Optical Fibers
Optical fiber is the main sensor in the beam loss system.
To allow sufficient probability to detect beam losses event,
the fiber properties has to be taken into account. Core diameter of the fiber is basically the sensor size which cover
∗

Type

Core Diameter

FP600ERT

600 𝜇m

FP1000ERT

1000 𝜇m

Core /
Cladding Material
Pure Silica /
Hard Polymer
Pure Silica /
Hard Polymer

the path of the secondary particles. Thus larger core is more
preferable. Numerical Aperture (NA) is the measure of the
angle that light can be accepted and it depends on the refractive index of the fiber. For beam loss application large NA
is better. Multimode step-index fibers providing larger NA
were used. Transmission of the specific wavelength of light
can be affected by water content or Hydroxyl group (OH)
in the fiber. Pure Silica providing low OH is suitable for
visible light produced by Cherenkov radiation. FC connector
was used at both ends in order to conveniently connect the
fiber to PMT via FC adapter. Thorslabs’s pure silica fibers
giving appropriate properties and large NA were selected.
The specification for the fibers are described in Table 1. For
installation, bend radius has to be carefully taken into account. For larger core diameter, the bend radius is larger at
about 80 mm for FP1000ERT (48 mm for FP600ERT).

PMT and Processing
To capture the light from Cherenkov radiation, the cathode
spectral response for the PMT H10720-110 ranges from 230
to 700 nm as shown in Fig. 1.

Cathode radiant sensitivity (mA/W)
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Figure 1: Cathode sensitivity for PMT [6].
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Figure 2: Schematic view of the optical fiber (green line) installation section.
R&S RTO2024 oscilloscope was used to visualize and
process the signal from the PMT. A mask can be prepared to
capture loss event when it is triggered by the signal from the
PMT. During normal operation the beam losses is dominated
by the beam injection process. To capture the injected beam
losses, an injection trigger signal was connected to the scope.

At SPS, the accelerator complex is composed of two main
parts: injector and storage ring. The injection begins at the
underground injector from an electron gun and linacs to
a booster which provide 1.0-1.2 GeV electron beam. The
injected beam will be transfer from underground level to
the storage ring on the ground floor via High energy Beam
Transport line (HBT). This required two vertical bending
magnets BV1 and BV2.
Figure 2 shows the schematic view of the optical fiber
installation and PMT. Two type of fibers (FP600ERT and
FP1000ERT) were installed in parallel as close to each other
as possible for comparison as shown in Fig. 3. The optical
fibers were attached to the side of the chamber expecting
the losses to occur. The starting point is at the end of HBT
transferring the beam vertically from underground thus the
fibers were attached to the top part of the chamber. Then
from Septum Magnet for Injection (SMI) through the total
length of the fiber ended at BUMP3, they were attached on
the outer side of the chamber.
The PMT was connected to the fiber at the upstream end.
This allows the Cherenkov light to travel in the opposite direction to the beam. Then the position of the beam losses can
be interpreted more clearly in the time order. As radiation
occurs in the storage ring, the PMT was installed together
with the power supply in a radiation shielding box. Finally,
a coaxial cable will bring the collected signal from PMT to
the scope outside of the shielding wall in order to protect
the scope from radiation and ease the operation.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Fiber Comparison
Ten samples of the beam losses during the beam injection
with the same condition were measured for each fiber. In
Fig. 4, each measurement was plotted in the light shadow
and the average was plotted in red and blue for FP1000ERT
and FP600ERT respectively. It is obvious that FP1000ERT
can provide better sensitivity which was expected due to its
larger core.

0
-1

Voltage (V)

SYSTEM INSTALLATION

Figure 3: Optical fiber attached on the side of chamber
through a quadrupole (left) and on a septum (right). Black
and red cables are FP1000ERT and FP600ERT fiber respectively.
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Figure 4: Signal comparison between different fiber types.
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The choice of the fibers has to also consider the cost of
the whole system. Larger core fiber giving better sensitivity
is unavoidably more expensive. For a larger machine like
SPS-II, longer optical fiber will be used and the total cost
will be much higher.

Losses Scenarios
To simulate injected beam losses scenarios for detection
by the BLM, the injected beam was intentionally forced
to be lost in three different places. From Fig. 2, the first
case is at the screen monitor SCM4 which is the closest
to the PMT. The screen was closed to cut the beam path
and caused injected beam losses. The second case is at the
vertical bending magnet BV2 which is used to kick the beam
to be on the storage ring plane at the end of the HBT. By
turning the BV2 off, the beam will directly hit the chamber
at the BV2. And at SMI, similar to BV2 case, the SMI power
was turned off then the injected be will hit the components
and chamber in the SMI.
The time structure of the measured signal from PMT
shows clearly the sequence of element from SCM4, BV2
and septum as depicted in Fig. 5. The signals also demonstrate the characteristic of the losses events. The BV2 case
reflects clearly the structure of the injected beam bunch train
as shown in Fig. 6 which was measured by wall current
monitors. For SCM4, the loss occurred when the beam hit
directly at the screen then one large chunk of signal was
observed rather than the bunch train structure. At the SMI
septum, the peaks seem to have two regions which can be
explained clearly from the structure inside the septum which
has two copper frames at the beginning and the end. The
losses signals originated from the injected beam hitting the
first frame partially.
For normal beam injection, the signal pattern as shown
in Fig. 4 was observed. This indeed indicates the dominant
losses spot at the SMI. The fixed copper frames were used
for commissioning and will be changed to YAG screen with
pneumatic driver in the coming year.

CONCLUSION
The optical fiber based beam loss monitor has been proved
to be very useful and informative. Larger fiber core is more
sensitive than smaller core. However, sensitivity and total
cost have to be compromised. At SPS, beam loss scenarios
during injection were characterized. This leads to better
understanding of the machine operation and a guideline for
machine improvement.
Optical fiber based BLM is a cost effective method for
BLM system because it can cover a large area with a few
PMTs. Details of both position and quantity of the losses
can be interpreted. However, it is known that optical fiber
exposed to radiation can be deteriorated over time. Anyway
it is still radiation harder than scintillating fiber. For SPS-II,
the low emittance machine, optical fiber based beam loss
monitor will be an important asset for machine commissioning and operation.
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BEAM-BASED ALIGNMENT
FOR LCLS-II CuS LINAC-TO-UNDULATOR QUADRUPOLES∗
Xiaobiao Huang† , Dorian Bohler
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park 94025, USA
Abstract

and BPM readings have an impact on the quadrupole center
An advanced method for beam-based alignment that can measurement.
One can steer the beam through the center of the
simultaneously determine the quadrupole centers of multiquadrupole
to minimize the orbit shift due to quadrupole
ple magnets has been applied to the LCLS-II CuS linac-togradient
modulation
[4]. As this can be done empirically,
undulator (LTU) section. The new method modulates the
the
quadrupole
center
can be determined without a lattice
strengths of multiple quadrupoles and monitor the induced
model.
The
quadrupole
modulation system (QMS) method,
trajectory shift. Measurements are repeated with the beam
also
known
as
the
“bow
tie”
method [5], is based on the same
trajectory through the quadrupoles steered with upstream corprinciple.
It
scans
the
orbit
at
the quadrupole to find the point
rectors, from which the quadrupole centers can be obtained.
with
zero
orbit
shift
with
interpolation.
The quadrupole cenSteering of the trajectory to minimize the induced trajectory
ters
found
with
these
model
independent
methods are not
shift is also done for finding the quadrupole centers.
affected by lattice errors or calibration errors.
The above methods target one quadrupole at a time. In
INTRODUCTION
reality, sometimes a number of quadrupoles are powered by
Steering the beam through the centers of quadrupole mag- a common power supply. In such a case, current shunting
nets in a linac or transport line has many benefits, for exam- can be used to change the strength of one quadrupole. Howple, reducing spurious dispersion and reducing emittance ever, shunting a quadrupole is a slow and relatively complex
dilution. While mechanic alignment and survey are a critical process. A method to simultaneously determine the centers
step to establish the beam path, it is usually necessary to per- of multiple quadrupoles was recently proposed in Ref. [6].
form beam-based alignment (BBA) measurements during It uses the response matrix method to correct the induced
the commissioning stage of a new accelerator. Beam-based orbit shift with corrector magnets.
measurements not only can identify potential alignment erIn this study, we applied a new method that can also
rors, but also determine the actual quadrupole centers as perform BBA for a number of quadrupoles simultaneously.
seen by nearby beam position monitors (BPM), which can They not only address the challenge of BBA for quadrupoles
be used as steering targets. The orbit target obtained by on a serial power supply, but also can speed up the BBA proBBA automatically includes both the mechanic errors and cess. The method is described in details in the next section
the electronic errors.
and its application to the copper LTU section of the Linac
The usual model dependent method initially proposed for Coherent Light Source (LCLS)-II in experiments is used as
rings [1–3] is applicable for one-pass systems as well. The an illustration in the section following that. A method to
method modulates the strength of a quadrupole magnet and scan the trajectory at the quadrupoles with combined knobs
observes the orbit shift on a BPM. Using the orbit response to minimize the induced orbit shift is also discussed.
from a kick by the quadrupole to the BPM, the kick angle
change due to the modulation can be obtained from the orbit
METHOD
shift, which can then be converted to beam orbit offset at the
The model dependent method as described in Eq. (1)
quadrupole with the known change of integrated gradient
can
be readily extended to multiple quadrupoles. Multiple
on the magnet. Mathematically, we have
BPMs are included to measure the trajectory shifts due to
Δ𝑥 = 𝑅 𝜃 ,
𝜃 = Δ𝐾𝐿𝑥 off ,
(1) quadrupole modulations. In this case, the equations become
𝑏

𝑏𝑞 𝑞

𝑞

where Δ𝑥𝑏 is the orbit shift at the BPM, 𝜃𝑞 is the kick angle due to modulation, 𝑅𝑏𝑞 is the orbit response from the
quadrupole to the BPM, Δ𝐾 is the change of quadrupole gradient, 𝐿 is the length of the magnet, and 𝑥 off = 𝑥center − 𝑥beam
is the horizontal distance of the quadrupole center measured
from the beam trajectory. A similar formula applies to the
vertical plane, but with the sign of integrated gradient reversed. The orbit response is calculated with a lattice model.
Lattice errors and calibration errors of magnet strengths
∗
†

Work supported by DOE Contract No. DE-AC02-76SF00515
xiahuang@slac.stanford.edu

Δ𝑥𝑖 = 𝑅𝑖𝑗 𝜃𝑗 ,

(2)

where 𝑖 = 1, 2, ⋯, 𝑀 are indices for the BPMs, 𝑗 = 1, 2, ⋯,
𝑁 are indices of quadrupoles. If the BPMs and quadrupole
are properly chosen, the kick angles by the quadrupoles for
a certain modulation pattern can be obtained by inverting
the response matrix R,
= (R𝑇 R)−1 R𝑇 Δx,

(3)

where 𝑇 is to take transpose of a matrix. For the scheme to
work, the matrix R𝑇 R needs to be full rank. Therefore, one
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APPLICATION TO LCLS-II COPPER
LTU-SXR
The LCLS-II cu LTU-SXR is a 300-m long transport line
that connects the copper linac to the soft X-ray undulator.
There are a few groups of quadrupoles that are on serial
power supplies.
For example, in the dog-leg section, the four quadrupoles,
QDL12, 15, 16, and 19 are on a common power supply.
The two middle magnets in the group are next to each other.
However, since each quadrupole is co-located with a BPM,
it is still possible to resolve the contributions of the individual quadrupoles. Figure 1 shows the calculated trajectory response matrix observed by BPMs due to kicks at the
quadrupoles (marked by vertical bars). It is worth noting
that in both planes, the QDL 12 and 16 trajectory responses
are opposite in phase downstream of the latter magnet, and
likewise for QDL15 and 19. Consequently, if the two magnets apply an identical kick to the beam, the downstream
BPMs will not detect an trajectory shift. Nonetheless, the
BPMs between the two can reveal the contribution of the
upstream magnet.
The four quadrupole magnets in the group have equal
magnitudes for the integrated gradients, but with alternate
signs. The induced orbit shifts are measured by changing the
strengths of the magnets by an equal percentage. Figure 2
shows an example of the induced orbit shifts for 5 modulation
levels. The design dispersion is finite on some BPMs in this
area and there is also residual dispersion on other BPMs.
The energy jitter causes distortion to the induced orbit shifts.
To miminize the jitter effect, we measure the orbit 30 times
and use the average trajectory. In addition, the jitter effect
is eliminated by removing the dispersion like component
from the induced orbit shifts, using the following formula to
obtain the energy deviation,
Δr ⋅ D
,
(4)
D⋅D
where D = (Dx , Dy ) and Δr = (Δx, Δy) are vectors that
combine the functions on both planes on selected BPMs.
The corresponding kick angles by the quadrupoles due to
the modulation are obtained with Eq. (3). Figure 3 shows
𝛿=
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Figure 1: Calculated quadrupole-to-BPM trajectory response matrix for the QDL12 group. Top: horizontal; bottom: vertical.
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or more BPMs between two successive quadrupoles in the
target group are necessary.
We can also adopt the same approach used in QMS
to obtain model independent BBA results for multiple
quadrupoles, i.e., by steering the beam at the quadrupole
locations and finding the zero-crossing of orbit shift with
respect to steering. For each quadrupole, the kick angle vs.
beam trajectory data can be fitted to a linear curve to determine the zero-crossing position. Two or more correctors can
be used, with at least one upstream of all quadrupoles. The
goal is to scan a sufficiently large trajectory range, which either covers the zero-crossing position or allow it to be found
by extrapolation.
This method is applicable to storage rings. It has been
successfully tested on the SPEAR3 ring.
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Figure 2: An example of measured induced orbit shifts for
the QDL12 group. Solid lines are measured; dashed lines
are calculated with the kick angles and the response matrix.
Top: horizontal; bottom: vertical.

the kick angle vs. the modulation levels for each quadrupole.
From the slope of the line and the change of integrated gradient, the offset of the quadrupole center can be calculated. For
example, for the example data shown in Fig. 3, the 𝜃𝑥 vs. Δ𝐾
𝐾
slope for QDL15 is −0.435 ± 0.059 mrad and the integrated
gradient was 𝐾𝐿 = 0.1104 m−1 , hence the quadrupole center offset is 𝑥 off = −3.94 ± 0.53 mm. Knowing the initial
trajectory at the quadrupole is 𝑥0 = 1.69 mm from the colocated BPM, the horizontal coordinate for the magnet center
is found to be 𝑥center = −2.25 ± 0.53 mm. The large error
bar comes mostly from the under-constrained pattern for
QDL15 and QDL19 to apply equal kicks. The error sigma
can be reduced by using a stronger gradient modulation. The
quadrupole center position obtained this way depends on the
magnet calibration.
To obtain model independent results of the quadrupole
centers, we repeat the BBA measurements with changes to
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Figure 3: The kick angles derived from the induced orbit
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Figure 5: Minimization of the induced orbit shift for the
vertical plane for the QDL12 group using a combined knob.
Left: objective function vs. knob; right: the induced orbit
shifts. The black curve corresponds to the minimal induced
orbit.
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Figure 4: Horizontal quadrupole offsets vs. beam trajectory
at the magnets for the QDL12 group. The quadrupole center
corresponds to the zero crossing position.

the trajectories at the quadrupole locations. A scheme may
be implemented to steer the trajectory with upstream and local correctors and to correct the trajectory at a short distance
downstream so that the trajectory variations are kept local.
Figure 4 shows the horizontal quadrupole center offsets for
the QDL12 group quadrupoles for 5 different trajectories.
The quadrupole center corresponds to the horizontal intercept of the 𝑥off -vs-𝑥0 line. The QDL15 horizontal center
position is found to be −2.11 mm, which is close to the
model dependent value (the average of the 5 measurements
is −2.17 mm).
The method of grouping quadrupoles in BBA measurements can be used to expedite the BBA process. In such a
case, the quadrupoles can be chosen to have more BPMs between the magnets within the same modulation group. This
helps reduce the error bars.

The method of correcting the induced orbit shift by
quadrupole modulation with corrector magnets as proposed
in Ref. [6] can be implemented as a minimization problem,
using properly arranged corrector knobs as optimization
variables. For example, the SVD patterns of the orbit response matrix of trajectory at the quadrupoles with respect
to correctors upstream and between the magnets can be used
as combined steering knobs. Additional downstream correctors can be used to cancel the steering effects. The sum of
squares of the induced orbit on selected BPMs can be used
as the minimization objective. Figure 5 shows an example
of scanning one such combined knob for the vertical plane
for the QDL12 group. The trajectory with minimal induced
orbit shift is found to agree with the BBA results with the
method described in the previous section.
The minimization method can be extended to include all
quadrupoles in a section, in which case, a trajectory with
minimal impact from quadrupole misalignment can be found.
This is useful as in many cases there are not enough correctors to steer the beam onto the target trajectory as determined
by BBA. If the modulation pattern is by equal percentage
for all magnets, it becomes similar to the dispersion free
correction scheme [7].

SUMMARY
We propose a new method to perform beam based alignment (BBA) which can determine the centers of multiple
quadrupoles simultaneously. The method uses the orbit response matrix from kicks at quadrupole locations to BPMs
to determine the kick angles due to quadrupole gradient
modulations and in turn the distances between the current
trajectory and the magnet centers. By repeating the measurements with trajectories varied and finding the position
with zero kicks, the quadrupole centers can be obtained in a
model independent manner. We have applied the method to
the LCLS-II transport line LTU-SXR.
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A BEAM POSITION MONITOR FOR ELECTRON BUNCH DETECTION IN
THE PRESENCE OF A MORE INTENSE PROTON BUNCH FOR THE
AWAKE EXPERIMENT
C. Pakuza†, P.N. Burrows, John Adams Institute for Accelerator Science, Oxford, United Kingdom
R. Corsini, W. Farabolini, P. Korysko, M. Krupa, T. Lefevre, S. Mazzoni, E. Senes, M. Wendt,
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The Advanced Proton Driven Plasma Wakefield Experiment (AWAKE) at CERN uses 6 cm long proton bunches
extracted from the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) at
400 GeV beam energy to drive high gradient plasma wakefields for the acceleration of electron bunches to 2 GeV
within a 10 m length. Knowledge and control of the position of both copropagating beams is crucial for the operation of the experiment. Whilst the current electron beam
position monitoring system at AWAKE can be used in the
absence of the proton beam, the proton bunch signal dominates when both particle bunches are present simultaneously. A new technique based on the generation of Cherenkov diffraction radiation (ChDR) in a dielectric material
placed in close proximity to the particle beam has been designed to exploit the large bunch length difference of the
particle beams at AWAKE, 200 ps for protons versus a few
ps for electrons, such that the electron signal dominates.
Hence, this technique would allow for the position measurement of a short electron bunch in the presence of a more
intense but longer proton bunch. The design considerations, numerical analysis and plans for tests at the CERN
Linear Electron Accelerator for Research (CLEAR) facility
are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The AWAKE experiment uses the wakefields generated
by a long proton bunch with length of the order of a few
hundred ps to accelerate short electron bunches [1]. The
set-up is shown in Figure 1. The proton bunches arrive
every 15-30 s from the SPS and their typical parameter
ranges are given in Table 1. They then propagate colinearly
with a 120 fs long, 780 nm central wavelength laser pulse
inside a 10 m long rubidium (Rb) vapour source. The laser
is used to singly ionise the Rb vapour to a plasma with the
same density as the vapour. This density can be chosen in
the range 1-10×1014 cm-3 required for the generation of
wakefields of the order of 1 GV/m [2]. To effectively drive
large amplitude wakefields, the drive bunch should have
transverse and longitudinal sizes of the order of the plasma
wavelength which for the given plasma density range is
~1 mm. Since the proton bunch is several cm long, the
generation of large amplitude wakefields relies on a process called seeded self-modulation (SSM). Here, the proton
bunch is divided into a train of micro-bunches with longitudinal size less than and period equal to the plasma
___________________________________________

† collette.pakuza@physics.ox.ac.uk

wavelength [3]. The relativistic ionisation front of the laser
pulse seeds the self-modulation process creating a reference phase for the correct injection of electrons in order for
them to be focussed and accelerated. During Run 1 (20162018), the self-modulation of an SPS proton bunch into a
train of over 20 micro-bunches and the acceleration of electrons from 19 MeV to 2 GeV in a 10 m plasma cell was
successfully demonstrated [1]. The goals for Run 2 (20212024) include SSM via electron bunch seeding and the addition of a density step in the vapour source for maintaining
wakefield amplitudes at maximum level over longer distances [4].

Figure 1: Schematic of the AWAKE experiment.
Amongst the diagnostics for measuring the occurrence
of SSM in the proton bunch and the electron beam parameters after acceleration, the measurement of the beam position of the electron and proton bunches before the plasma
cell for alignment purposes is a crucial aspect of the experiment. The beam position monitoring system for the protons is composed of 21 dual plane button-style beam position monitors (BPMs) between the extraction point from
the SPS to downstream of the plasma cell [5]. For the electrons, there are 5 shorted stripline BPMs in the common
beam line as shown in Figure 1. The electron BPMs operate
at 404 MHz with position resolution of 10 µm in both
planes [6].
Table 1: Proton and Electron Parameters at AWAKE [7]
Parameter

Protons

Electrons

Energy/GeV
Bunch length/ps
Bunch charge/nC

400
200-400
48

0.01-0.02
0.3-10
0.1-1

MOTIVATION FOR A HIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTRON BEAM POSITION MONITOR
In the common beam line at AWAKE, both proton and
electron bunches are present. The electron BPM system operating at 404 MHz are able to detect electrons when the
protons are not present. If both beams are present, the proton signal dominates and prevents the position
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measurement of the electron bunch. This is shown via the
spectra of the bunches in Figure 2 assuming Gaussian
bunches. Currently, the beam position of the electron
bunches is determined by utilizing the different repetition
rates of both beams. The electron bunches are produced at
a rate of 10 Hz while the protons arrive every 15-30 s. The
position of the electron bunch when the protons are present
is extrapolated from shots before and after the proton
bunch. In order to make a more meaningful measurement,
a BPM to measure the electron bunch in the presence of a
proton bunch is required. This is done by exploiting the different bunch lengths of the particle beams and operating at
a high enough frequency where the electron signal dominates.

Figure 2: Spectra of the proton and electron bunches at
AWAKE assuming Gaussian longitudinal distributions.

A BPM BASED ON CHERENKOV DIFFRACTION RADIATION

9.4 and Cherenkov angle of 71˚ was chosen as the radiator
material. The design is shown in Figure 3.
From previous streak camera measurements of the proton bunch profile at AWAKE, it was found that the spectral
content of the proton bunches extends to frequencies
higher than expected for an ideal Gaussian bunch [12]. For
typical electron parameters, the frequency range in which
the electrons dominate is between 20-40 GHz. If the filtering of the electron signal is to be done at the radiator, then
this would require radiator diameters less than a few mm.
This poses limitations in the power output and increases
the fragility of the radiator. As a result, a diameter of 6 mm
corresponding to a cut-off frequency of 9.6 GHz was chosen to partially filter the signal whilst the remainder of the
high-pass filtering is realised by commercially available
WR28 rectangular waveguides operating in the Ka-band
(26.5-40 GHz) with a cut-off of 21.1 GHz. Due to the availability of in-house components, an operating frequency of
30 GHz was chosen.
Since the signal needs to be transmitted efficiently from
the circular alumina waveguide to the WR28 waveguide at
the chosen operating frequency, a transition was designed
based on a quarter-wave impedance transformer for maximum power transmission between the two dominant modes
of the waveguides. The design involves a ∅6 mm, 9.9 mm
long fused quartz piece inserted between the alumina and
WR28 waveguide. This corresponded to 99% power transmission at 30 GHz. The transition can be attached to the
extended end of the alumina shown in Figure 3.

Theory of Cherenkov Diffraction Radiation
The theory of Cherenkov radiation developed by Frank
and Tamm in 1937 [8] describes the generation of radiation
as a charged particle traverses a medium at a velocity
greater than the phase velocity of light in that medium. A
coherent wavefront is formed at the Cherenkov angle. Cherenkov diffraction radiation (ChDR) refers to a charged
particle travelling in close proximity to, but not inside, a
dielectric target and polarises the atoms on its surface [9].
The radiation emitted from this interaction, known as
ChDR, propagates through the medium at the Cherenkov
angle. Due to its non-invasive nature and well-defined angle of emission, ChDR could provide a useful tool for particle beam diagnostics [10,11]. In the context of beam position monitoring, dielectric buttons, also referred to as radiators, can be used to generate ChDR to couple to the
beam field for detection.

Design Considerations
To utilise the already limited space available in the common line at AWAKE, the ChDR radiators were designed to
fit into the button housing that are compatible with the existing proton BPM (pBPM) body. This was in view of converting the pBPM before the plasma cell into a ChDR BPM
and installing an additional ChDR BPM in the furthest drift
section upstream of the plasma cell in the common line.
Due to the geometry of the pBPM buttons and the radiation
tolerance, alumina with a relative dielectric permittivity of
MOPOPT053
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Figure 3: Schematic of ChDR BPM button with radiator
angled at 71˚.

Numerical Simulations of the ChDR BPM
To better understand the behaviour of the propagation of
ChDR inside the radiator, one arm of the pick-up (PU) was
modelled and simulated in CST Studio Suite Wakefield
solver [13]. The model is shown in Figure 4. It includes the
∅60 mm AWAKE beampipe, one ∅6 mm alumina angled
at 71˚, and the electron beam shown by the blue and orange
arrows. The electron bunch parameters are similar to those
at AWAKE. The background material is set as a perfect
electrical conductor. From the time evolution of the field
shown in Figure 4, it can be seen that the ChDR is generated as the particle beam passes the surface of the radiator
and propagates at the Cherenkov angle inside the radiator.
In addition, radiation generated from the finite geometry of
the PU is also coupled out of the PU and can be seen by the
succeeding wavefronts that are not propagating at the
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Cherenkov angle. As these fronts travel along the alumina,
they undergo multiple reflections.

Figure 4: 3D CST model of one arm of the monitor (left)
and time evolution of the radiation generated as the beam
passes the radiator presented as a contour plot of the absolute E-field (right).
A field probe was placed at a location 86 mm inside the
alumina to measure the E-field as a function of time. This
was recorded for varying vertical beam offsets. The peak
field was plotted as a function of the beam offset and is
shown in Figure 5. Assuming the system is symmetric, this
behaviour was mirrored for the opposite arm of the PU. By
taking the difference over sum of the measured peak fields
as a function of the beam offset, a position sensitivity of
5.8 %/mm was obtained from the linear region as shown in
Figure 6.

A ChDR Monitor for Tests at CLEAR
Beside the first successful beam tests at AWAKE following the recent installation of one ChDR BPM [14], a BPM
with two ChDR buttons in the horizontal plane is foreseen
for dedicated beam studies at CLEAR this year [15]. The
monitor will be installed in vacuum approximately 7 m upstream of the beam dump. It will be mounted on a translation stage for position scan measurements. The detection
system for each arm will comprise a 30 GHz, 300 MHz
bandwidth (BW) band-pass filter (BPF), a variable attenuator and a Ka-band zero-bias Schottky diode detector. The
signals will then be measured via a scope. The goal is to
scan the parameter space of the electron bunch, measure
the signals, and compare them to what is expected from
analytical and numerical models. This would provide important information for the continued commissioning of the
two ChDR BPMs at AWAKE.

CONCLUSION
The chosen design of the ChDR BPM was modelled and
simulated in a numerical electromagnetic solver. The results showed the generation of ChDR at the Cherenkov angle inside the dielectric medium as expected from theory.
It also provided the position sensitivity of an ideal ChDR
BPM system with ∅6 mm alumina buttons angled at the
Cherenkov angle which is 5.8 %/mm. To benchmark the
simulation results, in-vacuum tests will be performed at
CLEAR this year.
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A MODIFIED NOMARSKI INTERFEROMETER
TO STUDY SUPERSONIC GAS JET DENSITY PROFILES
C. Swain∗ , J. Wolfenden, A. Salehilashkajani, H. D. Zhang, O. Apsimon, C. P. Welsch,
Cockcroft Institute and University of Liverpool, Warrington, Cheshire
Abstract
Gas jet-based non-invasive beam profile monitors, such as
those developed for the high luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) upgrade, require accurate, high resolution
methods to characterise the supersonic gas jet density profile.
This paper proposes a modified Nomarski interferometer to
non-invasively study the behaviour of these jets, with nozzle
diameters of 1 mm or less in diameter. It discusses the initial
design and results, alongside plans for future improvements.
Developing systems such as this which can image on such a
small scale allows for improved monitoring of supersonic
gas jets used in several areas of accelerator science, thus
allowing for improvements in the accuracy of experiments
they are utilised in.

INTRODUCTION
The beam gas curtain (BGC) under development by the
Cockcroft Institute, CERN, and GSI utilises a supersonic
gas jet to monitor the beam with minimal invasiveness [1]
[2]. The main working principles of this monitor which
are being tested are ionisation and fluorescence [3]; the
signal intensity produced by both of these processes are
proportional to the density of the gas jet. Therefore, this a
priori characterisation of the gas jet density profile is critical
to the operation of a BGC and its behaviour must be studied.
For this purpose, a modified Nomarski interferometer [4]
has been designed to conduct non-invasive interferometric
imaging. The entire optical system has been constructed on
a single optical path, which connects directly to the outside
of the vacuum chamber. The Nomarski style was chosen
due to the single laser path, reducing the system size and
chance of calibration errors. This specific design utilises a
Wollaston prism to create the interferogram [5]. Following
initial calibration, single shot measurements can be analysed
instantly using a standard Fourier analysis methodology [6,
7]. This paper presents the design and set up of the current
interferometer, alongside initial images, limitations, and
planned improvements for the system.

INTERFEROMETRY THEORY
The modified Nomarski interferometer used for this design utilises a Wollaston prism, two triangular prisms made
of birefringent material which create a polarising beam splitter when placed together [8]. The two sections are oriented
such that the optical axes are perpendicular. A beam hitting
the prism and crossing the boundary between the two halves
diverges into an ordinary and extraordinary ray with orthog∗

Catherine.Swain@liverpool.ac.uk

onal polarisations. As the two beams are from a single point
source, they are coherent and therefore capable of interference. Interferometers utilise this interference to generate
images (or interferograms) which show changes in phase
shift that have occurred to the waves.
The phase shift of a light wave propagating through a
material is caused by the change in the effective refractive
index it experiences. The Lorentz-Lorentz equation states
that for gases with a refractive index (𝜂) close to 1, the
number density is related via Eq. (1) [9].
𝜌 ≈ (𝜂 − 1)

(1)

where the density is given in cm−3 , 𝑁𝐴 is Avogadro’s constant (6.022 × 1023 mol−1 ), and A is the molar refractivity
(for nitrogen, A = 4.46 cm3 mol−1 [10]). This equation can
then be used to show how the phase shift is directly dependant on the density of the gas flow [5]:
Δ𝜙 = 𝑙

3𝜋 𝐴
𝜌
𝜆 𝑁𝐴

(2)

where 𝜆 is the laser wavelength and 𝑙 is the laser path
length through the gas jet, in this case taken as equal to the
nozzle throat. As the density and phase shift are linked, interferograms can therefore be used to calculate the changing
density profile of a gas jet.

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
Figures 1 and 2 show the components of the interferometer system before and after the chamber. In Fig. 1, a 532 nm
laser propagates through a linear polariser and beam expander before passing through the chamber. A 10x beam
expander was introduced to the set up as the Gaussian profile of the laser caused changes in intensity, which created
irregularities at the edges of the interferograms, affecting
the accuracy of the results. In Fig. 2, after the chamber,
an achromatic doublet lens with a focal length of 150 mm
focused the laser onto a CMOS camera. The lens also provided a magnification factor of 2. The Wollaston prism
was adjustable across a range of 180 mm to allow for fringe
spacings (𝛿𝑓 ) to be altered, as shown in Eq. (3) [11].
𝜆𝑏
(3)
𝜖𝑎
where 𝜆 is the wavelength of the laser, 𝜖 is the separation
angle of the Wollaston prism, 𝑏 is the distance between the
prism and the imaging plane (in this case the CMOS), and
𝑎 is the distance between the focusing lens and the prism.
The secondary polariser was set orthogonal to the first. This
meant that any light from the laser which was not refracted
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by the gas jet would be attenuated before reaching the CMOS,
thus reducing noise in the resulting images. All optics were
contained in a cage system to ensure the alignment remained
stable.

this case is 55.2 µm. This would provide 153 fringes across
the interferogram, however the inclusion of the nozzle on
the left of the image means only 128 fringes are available
for viewing the phase shift.

Figure 1: Interferometer components before the vacuum
chamber, from left to right: 532 nm laser, linear polariser,
10x magnification beam expander.

Figure 3: Interferogram produced with a Wollaston prism
with the nozzle indicated on the left, fringe spacing of
55.2 µm.

Figure 2: Interferometer components after the chamber, from
left to right: 150 mm focal length lens, Wollaston prism,
polariser, CMOS.
The system used interchangeable nozzle diameters ranging from 30 µm to 1 mm to allow for testing across a range
of gas jet sizes. The nozzle was housed inside the vacuum
chamber on a 3D translation stage, meaning alignment of
the system was simple and could be done externally after
the optics had been fitted. Nitrogen gas was used for the jet
due to its usage in the BGC development, although argon
was also considered for its higher density. The gas jet was
operated using a solenoid valve, and its runtime was between
0.1 and 1.75 s. Due to the small vacuum chamber chosen for
this set up, operating the gas jet for longer than this reduced
the pressure differentials important for this diagnostic. The
short runtime of gas did not have adverse effects on the process however, as images were all taken with a low exposure
time (< 1 ms). The chamber was capable of sustaining a
vacuum up to 10−8 mbar although with repeated use of the
gas jet it rose to 10−6 mbar , therefore this was considered
the backing pressure for calculations.

INITIAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3 shows the interference fringes created by the Wollaston prism as imaged when positioned 175 mm from the
CMOS. As shown in Eq. (3), fringe spacing is proportional
to the distance between these two components [12], and in
MOPOPT054
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The CMOS size is 2048x2440 pixels, which each pixel
measuring 3.45 x 3.45 µm (Δ). Given the chip and pixel
size, alongside an assumption of 5 fringes providing the
detail necessary to image phase shift, the maximum fringe
width (𝛿𝑓 ) was calculated. From this value, the minimum
phase shift (Δ𝜙𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) that the system had the capability to be
measured using Eq. (4).
Δ𝜙𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 2𝜋

Δ
= 12.8 mrad
𝛿𝑓

(4)

As discussed previously, phase shift is caused by the
changes in density. Therefore, in order to determine whether
the optics are capable of measuring the changes in phase
shift, the estimated longitudinal density profile of the gas jet
was calculated. Using the phase shift found in Eq. (4), the
minimum density necessary to induce a measurable phase
shift was found. Equation (5) gave the density profile for a
distance of 2000 µm from the nozzle throat [5], as shown in
Fig. 4.
0.74𝑑 2
)
(5)
𝑥 tan 𝜃
The number density before the nozzle (𝜌0 ) is found
through the ideal gas law, using a range of gas jet pressures
(0.5 – 2 bar). The diameter of the nozzle throat (𝑑) and the
half angle of the nozzle (𝜃) were 30 µm and 45° respectively.
The distance from the nozzle throat (𝑥) was varied to produce
the graphs.
Figure 4 shows the density decreases exponentially, with
each plot reducing by 83.3 - 83.6% within the first 250 µm
from the nozzle. The phase shifts given in Fig. 5 show how
this is proportional to the density, decreasing at the same
rate. The minimum phase shift resolution of the system is
𝜌 ≈ 0.15𝜌0 (
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smaller areas of the gas jet and provide a means of focusing
the phase shift resolution of this system in these important
areas.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4: Calculated longitudinal density profile for 0.5,
1, 1.5, and 2 bar gas jets across a 2000 µm range from the
nozzle throat.

This contribution has described the design of a modified
Nomarski interferometer intended for use in monitoring the
density profiles of supersonic gas jets. Use of a Wollaston
prism and equations governing the relationship between density changes and measurable phase shift were presented. The
current experimental set up has been shown, as was a resulting initial interferogram with a fringe spacing of 55.2 µm.
Minimum phase resolution of the imaging components was
calculated as 12.8 mrad. Limitations of the system were discussed and while it was shown that results could be gained,
the decision to make upgrades before proceeding with data
collection were explained. In order to gain accurate images
within the 26 – 51 µm containing large enough phase shift to
measure, a microscope will be incorporated into the interferometer to improve the phase shift resolution of the required
small fringes.
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Abstract
The gas jet beam profile monitor is a non-invasive beam
monitor that is currently being commissioned at Cockcroft
Institute. It utilises a supersonic gas curtain which transverses the beam at an angle of 45 degrees and measures
beam-induced ionisation interactions of the gas to produce
a 2D transverse beam profile image. This paper builds upon
previously used single-slit skimmers and improves their
ability to form the gas jet into a desired distribution for imaging beam halo. A skimmer device removes off-momentum gas particles and forms the jet into a dense thin curtain,
suitable for transverse imaging of the beam. The use of a
novel double-slit skimmer is shown to provide a mask-like
void of gas over the beam core, increasing the relative intensity of the halo interactions for measurement. Such a
non-invasive monitor would be beneficial to storage rings
by providing real time beam characteristic measurements
without affecting the beam. More specifically, beam halo
behaviour is a key characteristic associated with beam
losses within storage rings.

INTRODUCTION
Beam halo is typically regarded as a region of particles
outside the beam core but the distinction of the boundary
between beam profile and beam halo is highly dependent
on the application. Differing machines and the perspectives
between instrumentation specialists and accelerator physicists give a range of definitions. A geometric perspective

could be chosen, describing it as density distributions beyond n sigma or from a formation perspective, as a function
of the space charge or parametric resonance [1]. In this
paper, beam halo shall be defined simply by a low-density
region surrounding the central beam core. Further expansion upon this definition is not required due to the proof of
concept diagnostics device utilised, and a low energy, 5
keV electron beam used to demonstrate the available imaging region intended on capturing the halo.
Typical diagnostics methods for beam halo include wire
scanners, scrapers and screens [1]. These are all inherently
destructive in nature, especially when one regards their cumulative effects in storage rings. As such, non-invasive
techniques are required for halo monitoring, such as coronagraphing synchrotron radiation with optical masks [2,3].
The Beam Gas Curtain (BGC) aims to provide an alternative method of non-invasive beam diagnostics that may be
more suited to specific beam conditions.
The BGC diagnostics tool utilises a thin, supersonic gas
curtain inclined at a 45-degree angle to provide ionisation
and fluorescent interactions between the working gas and
beam [4-6]. The setup used here was configured as an Ionisation Profile Monitor (IPM). The gas ions created can be
collected upon a phosphor screen and Micro Plate Channel
(MCP) above the interaction point to provide a real-time
recreated 2D image of the beam at the location of interaction
The gas used is accelerated to a supersonic speed in the
continuum flow regime and propagates through three

Figure 1: The layout of the Beam Gas Curtain setup configurated as an Ionization Profile Monitor for halo monitoring.

______________
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skimmers to form a desired curtain shape and density. The
skimmers separate the vacuum system into isolated pumping stages and remove off-momentum particles from the jet
such that the jet is highly directionalised and does not compromise the background vacuum pressure in the interaction
chamber.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Figure 1 shows a schematic for the BGC setup configurated as an IPM, used for the experiments described. The
electron beam propagates perpendicular to the jet flow
such that in the figure it is illustrated propagating out of the
page.
The setup uses a 30 μm diameter nozzle, a 400 μm diameter conical first skimmer, a 2 mm diameter pinhole second skimmer. For the third skimmer, it includes two
0.4×10 mm2 rectangular slits, both offset 2 mm from the
centre as shown in Fig. 2 (a). This double slit 3rd skimmer
will shape the gas curtain into two smaller curtains offset
from the central mask, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). In measurement, these two curtains will interact with the halo structure of the beam in one dimension displaying the ionisation
distribution as in Fig. 1.
For ease of visualisation of the gas jet and proof of principle purpose, the 3rd skimmer was orientated parallel to
the beam propagation, as seen in Fig. 2 (b). This was intended to provide full gas curtain ionisation from the beam
to demonstrate the curtain size. All results shown use an N2
gas jet, pressured to 5 bar at the inlet.

Figure 3: Simulated jet density profile along the curtain
length at interaction point.

Figure 4: Simulated jet distribution in 2D at interaction
point.

Figure 2: (a) Double slit third skimmer used to form the gas
distribution; (b) Gas curtain propagation representation.

SIMULATION RESULTS
A custom simulation code was created to model the gas
jet density and its distribution in the BGC system, using
analytical predictions for the continuum flow regime and
particle tracking for the molecular flow regime [7]. The
simulation uses the Monte-Carlo method to statistically
predict the shape of the gas curtain at the interaction point.
To minimise the computational power required, the jet undergoes several regions where off-momentum particles are
discarded, emulating each skimmer. Previously, the effectiveness of this simulation code is tested with experimental
results [7].
Figure 3 displays the simulated density variation along
the curtain’s length with the current nozzle-skimmers geometry. The effectiveness of the mask and the high-density
gradient shows a potential to image beam halo by using this
gas jet curtain.
MOPOPT055
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Figure 4 depicts a 2D slice of the gas jet at the interaction
point. Again, a large density gradient is observed around
the jet, providing a clean cut-off between jet and background pressure. Note for these simulations, as a result of
discarding the off-momentum particles, background pressure is not simulated and diffusion effects from chamber
pressure differentials are also ignored. The simulated dimensions of the gas jet are shown in Table 1. Note the
width dimension refers to the thickness visible in Fig. 4.
Table 1: Simulated Dimensions of the Jet
Dimension

Upper Slit

Mask

Lower Slit

Height

15.36 mm

6.92 mm

15.36 mm

Width

0.808 mm

0.808 mm

0.808 mm

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The IPM setup uses electrical bias plates to generate an
electric field to accelerate the ions produced from the gasbeam interactions towards the MCP and phosphor screen
imaging system. The electrical field from the bias plates
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causes the low-energy (5 keV) electron beam to be deflected as the beam propagates through the system. As
such, one cannot ionise the entire area of the jet curtain
with a single measurement as in Fig. 2 (b).
Instead, a composition of multiple measurements with
different deflection angles of the electron beam gives a representation of the entire jet curtain as shown in Fig. 5 (a).
The edges of the gas jet seen in this figure have clear cutoffs which describe a large density gradient between the jet
and the surrounding background gas. However, the lowest
edge does not possess a sharp edge and instead has a visually noticeable density gradient. It is expected that the incomplete curtain occurs from a misaligned skimmer. Instead of the idealised setup shown in Fig. 2 (b), the centre
of the skimmer plate is misaligned from the centre of the
gas jet such that one of the slits overlap the edge of the jet.
This causes the gaussian edge of the jet to pass through the
skimmer and to be present in the interaction chamber, instead of the idealised flat-top distribution. The alignment
of the skimmers can be adjusted to correct this in later experiments.
Figure 5 (b) demonstrates a case where majority of the
electron beam passing through the masked area of the jet.
The one-dimensional tails are captured by the two small
gas curtains. Note that the vertical region labelled as residual is the interactions between the beam propagating along
the z direction and the residual background gas present
within the chamber, at a ~2.0x108 mbar pressure. The jet
ions are created with an initial momentum due to the supersonic jet, which is depicted in Fig. 5 with a transversely
displaced jet in the negative x direction, relative to the
zero-momentum residual gas.

Table 2: Measured Dimensions of the Jet
Dimension

Upper Slit

Height

13.59 mm

Mask
5.46 mm

Lower Slit
13.59 mm

Width
1.53 mm
1.44 mm
1.48 mm
Table 2 measures the width of the electron beam, rather
than the width of the jet. The width of the jet is effectively
infinite as this is the direction of propagation.
The discrepancy in curtain height and width between Tables 1 & 2 is a result of the electromagnetic fields and preexisting momentum as previously discussed, which seems
a focusing effect was applied to the ions being collected to
form the image. This ion collection process in the external
electrical field can be simulated, which will be done in the
future.

CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution, a beam halo monitor using a masked
supersonic gas jet curtain generated by a double slit skimmer has been proposed. Simulation suggests that a masked
gas jet curtain can be created. The experimental results
prove the generation of such gas jet curtain and demonstrate a proof-of-concept measurement for this halo imaging diagnostics tool.
Future work that could be considered includes using a
movable pressure gauge situated at the Cockcroft Institute
to create a 2D density map of the gas curtain. This would
replicate the density distribution in Fig. 4 and further validate the simulation as an accurate representation of the true
jet. Further steps could also be taken to realign the system
and ensure the skimmer devices are positioned such that
the flat-top density profile is provided at the interaction
point.
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Figure 5: Gas-Beam interaction captured on the phosphor
screen. (a) Full gas jet ionisation, a composition of multiple
measurements to highlight the full jet, and (b) Central mask
image to represent a beam halo measurement.
Table 2 describes the measured values of the jet using
the imaging system of the IPM. The pixel resolution is calibrated to provide a measured jet size in mm. As a result of
the MCP-phosphor screen stack being located a non-zero
distance away from the interaction point, the ions that create the image are subject to drift. The extraction electric
field also have focus or defocus component which causes
distortion of the image. Therefore, the image profile does
not match the exact jet distribution profile. These effects
need further study, but it is beyond the discussion of this
paper.
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Abstract
A gas jet beam proĄle monitor was designed for measuring
the electron beam at the electron beam test stand (EBTS)
for the Hollow electron lens (HEL) and the proton beam
in the large hadron collider (LHC). It is partially installed
in the LHC during the second long shutdown. The current
monitor is tailored to the accelerator environment including
vacuum, geometry, and magnetic Ąeld for both the EBTS
and the LHC. It features a compact design, a higher gas
jet density, and a wider curtain size for a better integration
time and a larger detecting range. In this contribution, the
commissioning of this monitor at the Cockcroft Institute will
be discussed.

INTRODUCTION
A Beam Gas Curtain (BGC) instrument is currently under
development in the framework of the HL-LHC beam diagnostic upgrade. This instrument aims to develop a versatile
beam proĄle monitor for the LHC and an overlap monitor for
the Hollow Electron Lens (HEL)[1]. The HEL will be used
to actively scatter the halo particles of the LHC beams by
letting them interact with a hollow electron beam conĄned in
an high magnetic Ąeld superconducting solenoid. Therefore,
the homogeneity and the position of the hollow electron
beam will be crucial for the successful operation of the HEL
and is intended to be measured by the BGC instrument.
For the LHC and HEL, the destructive power of the beams
makes all intercepting instruments fragile and thus not applicable. The widely used ionisation proĄle monitors (IPM)[2Ű
4] and beam-induced Ćuorescence monitors (BIFs)[5, 6]
based on the interaction of charged particle with the residual
gas in the vacuum vessel would also be perturbed by space
charge efect and the high external magnetic Ąeld. In addition, the ultrahigh vacuum environment in the LHC would
also limit the sensitivity of such instruments.
To increase the signal level for IPMs and BIFs, one idea
is to introduce the gas into the diagnostics chamber with
needle valves[7]. More eiciently, one can use a gas jet
[8Ű10] which is more controllable, with higher local density
and easier to pump out. The latter feature will help maintain
an ultrahigh vacuum environment.
Previously, an IPM based on the supersonic gas jet [11,
12], was demonstrated for detecting a two-dimensional beam
∗

haozhang@liverpool.ac.uk

proĄle and the vacuum feature [13] was proved. Recently, a
BIF monitor based on a similar supersonic gas jet [14, 15]
showed that by using a short-lived or neutral light emitters,
the distortion due to the space charge efect and external
magnetic Ąeld can be minimized. In both applications, the
supersonic gas jet was generated by letting the working gas,
usually, nitrogen or neon with a stagnation pressure of 5 bar
from the gas bottle, Ćow through a 30 µm Ćat nozzle continuously into a nozzle chamber where the background pressure
is maintained at ∼5×10−3 mbar. Then the generated jet will
be collimated through 2 conical skimmers with opening diameters of 180 µm and 400 µm and shaped into a curtain-like
jet with either a pyramid or Ćat third skimmer which has a slit
opening with a size of 0.4 mm×4 mm tilted at 45°. As shown
in Fig. 1, the charged particle beam will interact with the
molecules in the jet and generate secondaries such as electrons, ions and Ćuorescent photons which can be detected
to represent the original beam proĄle with two-dimensional
information. The gas jet density at the interaction point can
reach ∼1×1016 m−3 [16], which gives an estimation of the
integration time of ∼1 s for both the LHC and HEL applications. These discoveries pave the way for designing beam
proĄle monitors for the LHC and the Electron Beam Test
Stand (EBTS) for the HEL.
Image of the beam

Photons

Charged beam

Gas curtain

direction
Gas curtain

thickness

Y
Z

Figure 1: The principle of the gas jet curtain beam proĄle
monitor[15].
To satisfy the LHC installation requirement, the device is
redesigned to Ąt into the tunnel and the design principle has
been discussed in [14]. Compared with the previous version
[15, 17] developed in the Cockcroft Institute (CI), it features
a compact overall structure with a modiĄed geometry of the
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nozzle-skimmer assembly to provide a larger uniform gas jet
curtain which can tolerate the beam jitters of the LHC beam
and the hollow electron beam in the EBTS. Although the
interaction chambers are designed diferently for the LHC
installation and the EBTS, they are both attached with three
gate valves and the blackened copper liner. The gate valves
are used to isolate the interaction chamber from either the
gas injection line or the turbo-molecular pump (TMP) in
case of a malfunction. The copper liner is used to reduce
the resistance due to the introduction of extra ports. In this
contribution, we will focus on the commissioning of such a
gas jet beam proĄle monitor.

21 mm×1.6 mm separately in case of stagnation pressure of
5 bar.

Figure 3: Image of the gas jet monitor in Cockcroft Institute.

Figure 2: Drawing of the gas jet monitor for (a) EBTS and
(b) LHC.

MONITOR DESIGN FOR THE EBTS AND
LHC

Figure 4: The images of gas jet density distribution from the
simulation. Left: Nitrogen; Right: Neon.

As shown in Fig. 2 of the design, the gas jet monitors
designed for the EBTS and the LHC share the same gas
injection section and the dump section. The diferences
are the interaction chamber where the one for the EBTS is
slimmer due to the space limitation of the magnet around.
As mentioned previously [14], the interaction chamber of
the monitor for the LHC is already installed into the tunnel
during the long shutdown 2 of the LHC and is intended to
monitor the beam proĄle by using the residual gas for the
Run 3 [18]. The gas jet monitor for the EBTS was assembled
in the CI as shown in Fig. 3. According to the simulation,
the nozzle-skimmers assembly described in the introduction
can achieve a beam size of 0.97 mm×6.5 mm in the current
design, which is not suicient for either electron beam in the
EBTS or the LHC beam if there is a large centroid ofset of
the beam. The desired jet size would be larger than 20 mm.
To achieve that, diferent combinations of skimmers were
tested in simulation based on the availability of the conical
skimmers and manufacturing capability. It is found that the
combination of a 400 µm Ąrst conical skimmer, 2 mm round
pinhole second skimmer and 0.7 mm×9 mm third skimmer
will satisfy the requirement. According to the simulation, a
gas jet of Nitrogen and Neon can be expected as shown in
Fig. 4, where the Ąnal gas jet sizes are 21 mm×1.8 mm and

To validate the simulation results, a movable gauge system [16, 17, 19] was used to measure the gas jet density
and its distribution. The movable gauge system has a pinhole opening with a diameter of 1.0 mm. The measured
density distribution will be a convolution of the real density
distribution and the pinhole size. The comparison of such
a convolution of the simulated gas jet density distribution
from Fig. 4 and the measured data is shown in Fig. 5. Note
that the working gas used here is nitrogen. The measured
gas jet is shorter in length compared to the simulation case,
which might be due to the slight misalignment between the
nozzle-skimmer-assembly to the third skimmer. This can be
revealed by the tails at both ends of the measurement where
the top tail is sharp cut while the bottom one has a Gaussian distribution. The misalignment can be mitigated with
a better assembling procedure. On other hand, the width
for both of them is comparable with an size of 2.1(2) mm
and 2.1(1) mm respectively, which indicate the simulated
width of 1.8 mm is valid. In a summary, the jet size and
density requirement can be met by using the new geometry
for the nozzle-skimmers-assembly. The result pressure in
each chamber with jet of and on is shown in Table 1.
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Figure 5: Comparison of gas jet density distribution for the
new geometry. Left: simulation convoluted with pinhole;
Right: measurement.
Table 1: Measured Pressure (mbar) in Each Vacuum Chamber,
with Gas Jet of and Gas Jet on at a Stagnation Pressure of
5 Bar.

Figure 7: Comparison of the photon rate between old (V2)
and new (V3) version of the nozzle-skimmer-assembly.

Jet Nozzle SkimmerI SkimmerII Interaction Dump
On 5.4×10−3 1.2×10−5 1.1×10−6
Of 5.0×10−9 2.3×10−10 2.8×10−9

9.2×10−9 1.3×10−7
1.2×10−9 2.0×10−9

IMAGING A LABORATORY ELECTRON
BEAM
A laboratory electron source (Kimball Physics Inc. EGG3103) was used with 5 KeV in energy and 0.6 mA in current.
An image of such electron beam by this monitor is shown
in Fig. 6 by using the photon-counting method [15]. The
integration time is 100 s and the gas used is Nitrogen. The
broadening due to the gas jet thickness can be seen in the horizontal direction because the original electron beam is round.
The reason for using a thicker jet is to increase the photon rate
and thus decrease the total integration time to Ąnd the signal
in the intended LHC experiment where the cross-section is
still an unknown parameter and might be overestimated. According to Fig. 7, the X proĄle of the image, the photon rate
from the current version is improved from 18 photon/s to
300 photon/s. Once the cross-section is conĄrmed through
later LHC measurement[18], the thickness could be reduced
to increase the resolution by decreasing the slit size of the
third skimmer.

Figure 6: Image of an electron beam from the gas jet monitor.

CONCLUSION
This contribution describes the commissioning of a new
version of the gas jet beam proĄle monitor which is intended
to be used in the EBTS and the LHC. A new geometry
was established by the simulation to satisfy the distribution
requirement for the LHC and the EBTS and then veriĄed
by gas density distribution measurement. The measurement
with the laboratory electron beam showed an improved signal
to noise ratio which is beneĄcial for the intended LHC beam
measurement. Currently, the setup has been delivered to
CERN and the initial testing there shows a very similar
result. For the future, the measurement in the EBTS and
the LHC is under preparation, and the details can be seen in
[18].
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Abstract
A MeV ultrafast electron diffraction (MUED) instrument
is a unique characterization technique to study ultrafast
processes in materials by a pump-probe method. This relatively new technology can be advanced further into a turnkey instrument by using data science and artificial intelligence (AI) techniques in conjunctions with high-performance computing (HPC). This can facilitate auto-mated
operation, data acquisition and real-time or near-real-time
processing. AI-based system controls can pro-vide realtime feedback on the electron beam which is currently not
possible due to the use of destructive diagnostics. Deep
learning can be applied to the MUED diffraction patterns
to recover valuable information on subtle lattice variations
that can lead to a greater understanding of a wide range of
material systems. A data science enabled MUED facility
will also facilitate the application of this technique, expand
its user base, and provide a fully automated state-of-the-art
instrument. We will pro-vide updates on research and development efforts the MUED instrument in the Accelerator
Test Facility of Brookhaven National Laboratory.

INTORDUCTION
MeV ultrafast electron diffraction (MUED) is a pumpprobe characterization technique for studying ultrafast processes in materials. The use of relativistic beams leads to
decreased space-charge effects compared to typical ultrafast electron diffraction experiments employing energies in
the keV range [1, 2]. Compared to other ultrafast probes
such as X-ray free electron lasers, MUED has a higher scattering cross section with material samples and allows access to higher order reflections in the diffraction patterns
due to the short electron wavelengths.
However, this is a relatively new technology and several
factors contribute to making it challenging to utilize, such
as beam instabilities which can lower the effective spatial
and temporal resolution. In the past years, machine learning (ML) approaches to materials and characterization
techniques have provided anew path towards unlocking
new physics by improving existing probes and increasing
___________________________________________

† tbolin@unm.edu.

the user’s ability to interpret data. Particularly, ML methods can be employed to control characterization probes in
near-real time, acting as virtual diagnostics, or ML can be
deployed to extract features and effectively denoise acquired data. In this later case, convolutional neural network
architectures such as auto encoder models are an attractive
and more powerful alternative to conventional denoising
techniques. The autoencoder models provide a method of
unsupervised learning of latent space representation of data
that can help reduce the noise in the data. By supplying a
paired training dataset of “noisy” and “clean” data, these
ML models can denoise measurements quite effectively [3,
4]. This method relies on the existence of an ideal dataset
with no noise which can be obtained by simulation or by
averaging existing noisy datasets. However, in some cases
these are not accessible or practical to use. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are a more suitable option
when no “clean” data are available and have been proven
to perform well for blind image denoising [5]. They can be
trained to estimate and generate the noise distribution, thus
producing paired training datasets that can be fed to an autoencoder model. These approaches can lead to increased
resolution if employed to denoise, for example, diffraction
patterns. In addition, deep convolutional neural network architectures can be used for data analysis. Laanait et. al., for
instance, measured diffraction patterns of different oxide
perovskites using scanning transmission electron microscopy and, by applying a custom ML algorithm, were able
to invert the materials structure and recover 3-dimensional
atomic distortions [6]. ML has yet to be applied to the
MUED technique, where it can certainly enable advances
that can further our understanding of ultrafast material processes in a variety of systems.

EXPERIMENTAL
The MUED instrument is located at the Accelerator Test
Facility at Brookhaven National Laboratory. A schematic
representation of the experimental setup is presented in
Fig.1. The details of data collection are very briefly. described here. The femtosecond electron beams are generated using a frequency-tripled Ti:Sapphire laser that illuminates a copper photocathode, generating a high brightness beam. The electrons are then accelerated and
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compressed in a 1.6-cell RF cavity achieving energies up
to 5 MeV. Current parameters of the electron beam source
optimized for stability are presented in Table 1. The sample
chamber is located down-stream from the source with a
motorized holder for up to nine samples with cryogenic
cooling capabilities and a window to allow laser pumping
of the material. 4 meters down-stream, the detector system
is located to collect the diffraction patterns. The detector
consists of a phosphor screen followed by a copper mirror
(with a hole for non-diffracted electrons to pass) and a
CCD Andor camera of 512 pixels x 512 pixels with a large
aperture lens. Suitable material systems for MUED require
careful preparation with typical lateral sizes of 100 –
300 μm and roughly < 100 nm thickness to assure electron
transparency. Laser fluency is adjusted to avoid radiationinduced damage of the probed material.

Figure 1: MUED beamline schematic.
Table 1: MUED Source Parameters for Typical Operation
Beam Energy
Number of electrons per pulse
Temporal resolution
Beam diameter
Repetition rate
Number of electrons per sec
per μm2

3 MeV
1.25 x 106
180 fs
100-300 μm
5-48 Hz
88-880

waveguide at 2.856 GHz, it takes then about 100 rf cycles
to fill the gun and establish the fields in the pi-mode.
During our last experimental run, we also worked on establishing a connection between the MUED facility at BNL
and the computing resources at ALCF. We established this
connection and will test streaming of data from BNL to
ALCF in our next beamtime. This will also enable use of
the method described above for all MUED users regardless
of the material under study but limited to single crystal
samples. We also developed scripts for data analysis that
will also be accessible to users and can be run on ALCF.
Recently, we have presented two talks on our recent progress [7, 8]. Finally, a manuscript is in preparation on the
research on the unsupervised anomaly detection for the
MUED samples.
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In 2021, with COVID restrictions lifted, the team has
had beam time at the facility, and future visits are being
planned for 2022.
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(FTDT) and particle-in-cell (PIC) code developed by TechX, to model different accelerator devices, including the radiofrequency gun of MUED. We are developing a surrogate model of the MUED beamline for advanced controllers, where VSim is used to model the active region of the
copper gun that includes the power coupling waveguide
and tuners. For the rest of the MUED beamline, we use elegant, a particle tracker developed at Argonne National Laboratory. Elegant is more suitable for modelling the beam
phase space downstream through the solenoid, corrector
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Abstract
Low emittance electron beams are of high importance at
facilities like the Linac Coherent Light Source II (LCLS-II)
at SLAC. Emittance dilution effects due to off-axis beam
transport for a TESLA-type cryomodule (CM) have been
shown at the Fermilab Accelerator Science and Technology (FAST) facility. The results showed the correlation
between the electron beam-induced cavity high-order modes
(HOMs) and the Beam Position Monitor (BPM) measurements downstream the CM. Mitigation of emittance dilution
can be achieved by reducing the HOM signals. Here, we
present a couple of Neural Networks (NN) for bunch-bybunch mean prediction and standard deviation prediction for
BPMs located downstream the CM.

INTRODUCTION
Low emittance electron beams are of high importance in
accelerating structures at large facilities like the LCLS-II at
SLAC. With a set of experiments performed at FAST, it was
shown that off-axis beam transport may result in emittance
dilution due to transverse long-range (LRW) and short-range
wakefields (SRW) [1, 2]. A set of LRWs known as HigherOrder Modes (HOM) have amplitudes that are proportional
to beam offset, charge and coupling impedance (R/Q). Therefore, reducing HOM signals may help to mitigate emittance
dilution effects.
In order to further investigate the relation between HOMs
and beam offset, a new set of experiments were performed at
FAST. This time, two 4-channel HOM detectors were used to
measure signals at the upstream (US) and downstream (DS)
couplers of 8 superconducting RF (SRF) cavities inside a
Tesla-type CM [3]. The new results showed a correlation between the electron beam-induced cavity HOM signal levels
and bunch-by-bunch mean and centroid slewing at 11 BPMS
located downstream of the CM [4]. In this paper, we evaluate
two NN models for bunch-by-bunch mean prediction and
centroid slewing prediction based on HOM signals, with the
goal of using them for a controller that can drive the steering
magnets to minimize beam offset and HOM signals.
∗

†
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA
ACQUISITION
The Hardware
The Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) at the
FAST facility has a unique configuration of two TESLAtype SRF cavities after a photocatode RF gun, followed by
an 8-cavity CM, similar to the LCLS-II CMs. Four meters
US the CM, there is a set of horizontal and vertical correctors (H/V125) used to steer the electron beam and there are
11 BPMs DS the CM over a 80 m length.
Two 4-channel chassis were built to detect the magnitude
of the HOMs at the US and DS couplers of each SRF cavity. Each channel has a 1.3 GHz notch filter to reduce the
nominal resonant frequency, a bandpass filter centered at
1.75 GHz with 300 MHz bandwidth to emphasize the main
TE111 HOM dipole modes, and a Schottky diode for HOM
detection. More details are found in [3].

The Experiment
An electron beam of 50 bunches and 3 MHz bunch repetition rate is produced at the RF gun with an energy of
<5 MeV. This bunch pattern repeats at 1 Hz and each repetition is called a ”shot”. After the two capture cavities (CC1
and CC2), the 25 MeV beam is transported to and through
the CM with an exit energy of 100 MeV. HOM waveforms
and BPM data are capture while steering the beam using
the H/V125 corrector magnets, for different values of bunch
charge. First, a ”reference” trajectory is found manually by
minimizing as many US HOM signals as possible by steering the beam. Then, we capture HOM and BPM data for this
reference trajectory and for several values of bunch charge.
We then repeat the previous measurements for values of the
corrector currents from -1.5 A to 1.5 A in 0.5 A steps.

The Data
An US HOM waveform example for all 8 cavities is shown
in Fig. 1. Although several features can be extracted from
each of these waveforms (rising time, oscillation frequency,
decaying time), we decided to use the peak value as a representative number. Averaging the peak value over 300 shots,
the relation between V125 corrector current and HOM signal
peaks average is shown in Fig. 2.
BPM average measurements over 300 shots are shown in
Fig. 3. Removing the mean of each curve to center them
at zero, the evolution of the relative beam centroid position
can be seen in Fig. 4. A clear slew is present in the centroid
position measurements, which is proportional to the V125
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corrector current offset. With these results we can see how
both HOM signal peaks and centroid slews are proportional
to the corrector current offset (i.e. beam off-axis).

Figure 4: Bunch by bunch centroid slew in B441PV with a
beam of 400 pC/b and H125 at reference value.

Figure 1: US HOM waveforms for beam of 400 pC/b,
V125=1.5 A and H125 at reference value.

Figure 2: Relation between HOM peak signals average and
V125 corrector current with H125 at reference value.

NEURAL NETWORK MODEL
Two NNs were trained to predict the BPM average measurement and the centroid motion’s standard deviation as
measured by multiple BPMs for beams with several values
of bunch charge and H/V125 corrector currents. The inputs
to the NNs are the US and DS HOM signal peaks of 8 cavities. The training data includes measurements for beam
charges of 125, 250, 400 and 600 pC/b, V125 corrector currents from -1.5 A to +1.5 A from the reference current, with
0.5 A current steps. At each beam configuration, signals for
300 shots were captured.
The NN architecture for mean prediction has 2 hidden
layers each one with 32 nodes, and the NN architecture for
centroid motion’s standard deviation prediction has 6 hidden
layers (four layers of 100 nodes followed by two layers of 64
nodes). Both NNs have a normalization layer and each of its
hidden layers uses the hyperbolic tangent activation function.
A 80-20 split was used for the training and test datasets.
From the training dateset, 20% was used for validation. Early
stop was implemented.

TRAINING RESULTS

Figure 3: Bunch by bunch BPM mean measurement for
B441PV over 300 shots with a beam of 400 pC/b and H125
at reference value.

The performance of the models was evaluated in terms of
the mean absolute error (MAE) and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). Computing resources of the SLAC
Shared Scientific Data Facility (SDF) were used to perform
the NN training [5]. The results are shown in Table 1 and
Table 2. The error in the prediction of the BPM’s mean is
less than 1% and the error in the prediction of the standard
deviation of the bunch by bunch centroid slew is less than
10% for all BPMs. The performance of the NN model for
predictions of B441PV mean over the test dataset is shown in
Fig. 5, and the performance of the NN model for predictions
of B441PV standard deviation over the test dataset is shown
in Fig. 6. Histograms of the test dataset MAPE for B441PV
for mean and standard deviation prediction are shown in
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively.
The groups in Figs. 5 and 6 represent BPM measurements
over the same beam and corrector configuration (i.e. fixed
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bunch charge and H/V125 corrector currents). The NN
model is capable of predicting the average bunch by bunch
centroid slew’s standard deviation for a given beam and
corrector configuration. However, it is not as accurate when
predicting the exact value. This may be related to the noise
on the BPM measurements and the low charge. Having the
average bunch by bunch centroid slew’s standard deviation
might be enough when designing a controller based on this
predictions.
Table 1: NN Results for BPM Mean Prediction
BPM

Train
MAE
[µm]

Val
MAE
[µm]

Test
MAE
[µm]

Test
MAPE
[%]

B418PV
B441PV

41.05
44.25

40.75
42.94

41.03
46.69

0.61
0.91

Figure 6: Predictions vs real values of BPM’s std.

Table 2: NN Results for BPM STD Prediction
BPM

B440PV
B440PH
B441PV
B441PH

Train
MAE
[µm]

Val
MAE
[µm]

Test
MAE
[µm]

Test
MAPE
[%]

41.42
29.82
18.98
20.89

41.98
30.46
19.26
21.43

42.82
30.54
19.50
21.62

9.76
8.20
8.40
8.44

Figure 7: Histogram of mean prediction errors.

Figure 8: Histogram of standard deviation prediction errors.
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Figure 5: Predictions vs real values of BPM’s mean.

CONCLUSIONS
Data with the correlation between beam steering, US and
DS HOM signals and BPM measurements showing bunch by
bunch centroid slew after a Tesla-type CM at FAST has been
used to train NN models. Results show that the NN model
is capable of predicting the BPM’s mean with an error of
less than 1% and the centroid slew’s standard deviation with
less than 10% error. These are encouraging results towards
developing a ML-based controller for HOM reduction for
the LCLS-II project at SLAC.
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FOIL FOCUSING EFFECT IN PEPPER-POT MEASUREMENTS
IN INTENSE ELECTRON BEAMS∗
S. Szustkowski† , M. A. Jaworski, D. C. Moir,
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, USA
Abstract
Thin conducting foils, such as pepper-pot masks, perpendicular to an oncoming intense electron beam acts like an imperfect axisymmetric lens. The beamlets distribution from
a pepper-pot mask varies based on if the mask hole radius
is smaller or larger than the beams Debye length. Correcting for focusing effect is necessary for measuring transverse
emittance with pepper-pot technique for intense electron
beams. The Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test
Facility (DARHT) Axis-I produces a 20 MeV, 2 kA, 80 ns
FWHM electron beam for flash radiography. In this paper,
we explore the effect of foil focusing due to various pepperpot masks at DARHT Axis-I injector region from a 55 mm
velvet cathode.

INTRODUCTION
Diagnostics of charged particle beams is a critical component in accelerators in understanding the underlying physics
and attributes of the beam such as the emittance. One such
diagnostic is pepper-pot emittance measurements, where a
single shot is used to obtain data [1], whereas a solenoid
scan requires several shots [2]. In the regime of intense relativistic electron beams (IREB), thin conducting foils, such
as a pepper-pot mask, shorts out the transverse electric field
of the beam. This causes a pinching effect to the beam due to
its self-magnetic field. The transverse radial momentum receives a kick, thus the beam will have a focusing effect [3,4].
For a thermal distribution the normalized thermal beam
emittance, for a given effective beam radius 𝑎, is defined
as [5]
𝜖𝑛 = 2𝑎√

𝑘𝐵 𝑇 𝛾
,
𝑚𝑐2

When self-field effects dominate the beam, the beam radius is larger compared to the Debye length (𝜆𝐷 ≪𝑎), and
the distribution is uniform. Whereas if the Debye length is
larger compared to the beam radius (𝜆𝐷 ≫𝑎), the beam will
be emittance dominated, exhibiting single particle behavior,
and the distribution is Gaussian [6].
Using the definition of the Alfvén current limit, 𝐼𝐴 =
4𝜋𝜖0 𝑚𝑐3 𝛽𝛾/𝑞, and beam current, 𝐼𝐵 = 𝑛𝑒 𝑞𝑎2 𝜋𝛽𝑐, combining them with Eqs. (1) and (2) the Debye length can be
rearranged in terms of the normalized emittance and beam
current as
𝜆𝐷 =

𝜖𝑛 𝐼𝐴
√ .
4 𝐼𝐵

(3)

For the same initial beam attributes in varying external
focusing field, the Debye length remains constant. In IREBs
the Debye length is on the same order as machined holes
in a pepper-pot mask. The evolution of beamlets that are
produced by the mask will propagate differently based on
the hole diameter.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The experiment was taken in the injection region of
DARHT Axis-I, where a 55 mm velvet cathode was
used. The electron beam energy during measurements was
3.25 MeV, with a current of 1.6 kA. A pepper-pot mask was
placed at 41.3 cm, and 13.9 cm respectively, from an optical transition radiation (OTR) screen. The OTR screen is
situated 50∘ to the beamline. During the run with a Debye
mask it was placed 13.9 cm away from the OTR detector as
illustrated in Fig. 1.

(1)

where 𝑇 is the beam transverse temperature in the laboratory frame. The beam acts like a non-neutral plasma, with
density 𝑛𝑒 , such that local charge perturbation of the beam
distribution in an external focusing field will be shielded off
at a distance corresponding to the Debye length 𝜆𝐷 . The
Debye length is defined as
𝜆𝐷 = √
∗

†

𝜖0 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 𝛾2
.
𝑛𝑒 𝑞2

(2)
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Figure 1: DARHT Axis-I injector region.
The pepper-pot mask has hole diameter of 2.0 mm with
a rectangular grid spacing of 7.5 mm. The Debye mask
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Figure 2: (a) Pepper-pot mask. (b) Debye mask with varying
hole diameters.
was made with azimuthal asymetry pattern where the hole
diameters range from 1-6 mm in steps of 1 mm. The radial
spacing between holes is 20 mm. The rectangular slit mirrors
the respective hole diameter with the same width, but each
slit has a length of 80 mm. A 0.25 mm diameter reference
hole was placed in the middle of the Debye mask. Figures
2a and 2b is the machined pepper-pot mask and Debye mask,
respectively. A gated intensified CCD camera with a 200500 mm, 𝑓/5.6, zoom lens was used to image the OTR screen.
The gate width for all measurements was 10 ns at the flat
top of the beam.

Figure 4: Debye mask image for AM = 181 A. The red line
indicates the circular arc length for approximating beam
radius.

RESULTS
Pepper-pot mask
From previous solenoid magnet sweep scan [2], the beam
emittance is determined to be 1180 𝜋-mm-mrad. Where
from the pepper-pot mask measurement the emittance is
1620 𝜋-mm-mrad using M. Zhang formalism [1,7]. Figure 3
is a pepper-pot image from the injector with the beamlets
having a Gaussian distribution. However, the analysis by
Zhang’s method for pepper-pot uses linear extrapolation
from the imaged beam to the mask to determine the beamlet
RMS divergence. Comparing the RMS divergence of the
results for an on axis beamlet to the envelope code XTR [8],
it is a factor of 1.5 difference. Thus, the corrected pepper-pot
emittance is 1080 𝜋-mm-mrad.

Figure 3: Pepper-pot image.

Figure 5: Radial distributions of beamlets for AM = 181 A.

Debye mask
Assuming a uniform beam and using DARHT Axis-I injector parameters, the Debye length of the beam, from Eq. (3),
is 2.39 mm. For each beamlet imaged from the Debye mask,
the center of mass of the intensity and the radial distribution
are calculated. The radial beam profile for each beamlet is
fitted to a generalized distribution and the RMS of the distribution is calculated from the fitted parameters as described
in the Appendix. The overall beam size was determined by
overlaying a circular arc length on the rectangular beamlet
edges, which is used to validate the envelope code XTR.
Figure 4 is the resulting image using the Debye mask, at
anode magnet (AM) current setting of 181 A with the arc
length in red. For the corresponding radial distributions and
fit of the beamlets are plotted on Fig. 5.
The fitting parameter 𝑠 describes the shape of the curve,
such that when 𝑠 = 2 the distribution is Gaussian, and
when 𝑠 → ∞ the distribution is uniform. The beamlet passing through a 1 mm diameter hole the distribution is fairly
Gaussian, with 𝑠 = 1.91, however the peak intensity ∼3
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as

and the 2nd-order moment of the distribution is defined

𝜎2 Γ(3/𝑠)
,
(5)
Γ(1/𝑠)
where Γ(𝑛) denotes the Gamma function. The generalized p.d.f. includes the Gaussian distribution when 𝑠 = 2,
Laplace distribution when 𝑠 = 1, and uniform distribution
when 𝑠 → ∞. For varying 𝑠 parameter the generalized p.d.f.
is shown in Fig. 7.
E(𝑥 2 ) =

Figure 6: Fitting parameter 𝑠 (a) and 2RMS (b) of beamlets
through respective hole diameter for various solenoid magnet
strength. The red line marks the beams Debye length.
times lower than the beamlets passing through hole diameter
greater than 3 mm. As the hole diameter is increased, 𝑠
increases to 8.45 for a 6 mm diameter.
For each focusing strength, the beamlet distribution is
nearly Gaussian for diameters 1 and 2 mm. The distribution
of the beamlets approaches to a uniform distribution with
increasing hole diameter, as shown in Fig. 6a. However,
these distribution disperses at varying solenoid focusing
strength, since the beam radius and transverse temperature
changes at the foil. The beamlet distribution from a higher
beam density and smaller beam radius hitting the foil will
be Gaussian-like at diameter smaller than the Debye length.
The beamlets 2RMS scales linear with respect to the Debye
mask hole diameter for all solenoid strengths, as shown in
Fig. 6b.

CONCLUSION
The beamlet distribution was explored in an IREB using a
Debye mask that consists of varying size holes. For pepperpot measurements in IREB’s, the beamlet distribution will
vary based on the hole diameter, where it will be Gaussianlike at diameter’s smaller than the beam’s Debye length.
However, using the generalized distribution fitting the RMS
is consistent for varying solenoid strengths. Further work
on off-axis beam and beamlets is being explored.
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APPENDIX
A generalized normal distribution of random variable 𝑥,
with parameters 𝜇 as the mean, 𝜎 and 𝑠 as the defining
features of the distribution curve, the probability density
function (p.d.f.) is given by [9]

Figure 7: Generalized distribution p.d.f. for varying 𝑠 values.
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RECONSTRUCTION OF BEAM PARAMETERS FROM
BETATRON RADIATION USING MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
AND MACHINE LEARNING
S. Zhang1∗ , M. Yadav1,2† , C. Hansel3 , M. H. Oruganti1 , B. Naranjo1 ,
P. Manwani1 , G. Andonian1 , O. Apsimon1,2 , C. Welsch1,2 , James Rosenzweig1
1 Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California Los Angeles, CA, USA
2 Department of Physics, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK
3 Department of Physics, University of Colorado Boulder, CO, USA
Abstract
Betatron radiation that arises during plasma wakefield
acceleration can be measured by a UCLA-built Compton
spectrometer, which records the energy and angular position of incoming photons. Because information about the
properties of the beam is encoded in the betatron radiation,
measurements of the radiation can be used to reconstruct
beam parameters. One method of extracting information
about beam parameters from measurements of radiation is
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), a statistical technique which is used to determine unknown parameters from
a distribution of observed data. In addition, machine learning methods, which are increasingly being implemented for
different fields of beam diagnostics, can also be applied. We
assess the ability of both MLE and other machine learning methods to accurately extract beam parameters from
measurements.

INTRODUCTION
In plasma wakefield acceleration, a dense drive beam
generates a linear focusing force by repelling the plasma
electrons away from its path while leaving the much heavier
plasma ions uniformly distributed. Subject to this focusing
force in plasma frequency 𝑘 𝛽 , electrons inside the witness
beam then undergo harmonic transverse betatron oscillations,
giving rise to betatron radiation. Because information about
the properties of the beam is encoded in betatron radiation,
measurements of this radiation can be used to reconstruct
beam parameters, allowing devices which record information about betatron radiation, such as the UCLA-built Compton spectrometer, to be used for beam diagnostics. A variety
of beam diagnostic devices and techniques already exist,
such as the beam current transformer, used to measure beam
intensity and charge, and LASER-Compton scattering, used
to measure beam emittance and spot size[1]. Machine learning (ML) methods are also implemented for different fields
of beam [2]. For example, the application of convolutional
neural networks at FAST is able to produce a prediction
for various downstream beam parameters from simulated
datasets[3], and ML may also have the potential to be applied to betatron radiation diagnostics. Another method of
∗
†

s.ziqianzhang@gmail.com
monika.yadav@liverpool.ac.uk

extracting information about beam parameters from measurements of radiation is maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE), a statistical technique used to determine unknown
parameters from a given distribution of observed data. The
goal of this work is to assess the ability of both maximum
likelihood estimation and machine learning as methods for
accurately extracting a beam parameters from measurements
of betatron radiation.

MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
The method of maximum likelihood estimation involves
some probability distribution function 𝑓 (𝑥|𝜎), which specifies the probability of observing a data vector 𝑥 given the
parameter 𝜎. The probability distribution function is related
to a likelihood function 𝐿(𝜎|𝑥) by 𝐿 (𝜎|𝑥) = 𝑓 (𝑥|𝜎), where
𝐿(𝜎|𝑥) specifies the likelihood of 𝜎 given 𝑥. Given a set
of N observations of data vectors, the overall likelihood is
the product of the likelihoods for each individual data vector
[4], and the value of the parameter 𝜎 which is most likely
to have produced the set of observed data is determined by
maximizing the likelihood with respect to 𝜎. Because working with log-likelihood, rather than raw likelihood, avoids
possible problems with arithmetic underflow [5], this work
performs MLE with the log-likelihood, which is given by
ln 𝐿 (𝜎|𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ..., 𝑥 𝑁 ) =

ln 𝐿 (𝜎|𝑥 𝑛 ),

(1)

𝑛=1

where the product of likelihoods has been converted into a
sum of log-likelihoods.

BEAM PARAMETER RECONSTRUCTION
USING MLE
The first task tackled by this work was to correctly identify
a beam’s spot size from its radiation spectrum using MLE.
The process described here is easily applied to other beam
parameter reconstruction tasks.
First, several simulations of betatron radiation from beam
particles in a plasma wakefield accelerator were run for
beams of different spot sizes. The results of these simulations, plotted as 1D energy spectra, are shown in Fig. 1.
This work uses a simulation in which particles are sampled
from a beam and tracked through idealized fields. Betatron radiation was computed for a single particle using Lié-
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Figure 1: Radiation spectra for several spot sizes.

Figure 3: Two types of two-dimensional distributions plotted
from same radiation data. Top: Double Differential Spectrum. Bottom: Angular Spectrum.
Figure 2: The log-likelihood function 𝑙𝑛𝐿 (𝜎|𝑥) reaches a
maximum at the test spot size, 2 µm.
nard–Wiechert potentials, and the radiation generated by the
a was computed by summing the contribution from each
particle. Some known "test" spot size was then arbitrarily
chosen, and an additional radiation spectrum was obtained
for this beam. In this example, the test spot size was chosen
to be 2 µm. Each of the 𝑑𝐼/𝑑𝑡 spectra are then converted into
a probability distribution with photon energy treated as a
discrete variable, together forming a probability distribution
function 𝑓 (𝑥|𝜎), where x is photon energy and 𝜎 is spot
size. In authentic MLE, the test spectrum’s y-axis should be
in terms of a concrete number of objects (i.e. photons), but,
because it does not affect MLE results, this work also converts the test spectrum to a probability distribution 𝑓test (𝑥)
for ease of comparison. Now, the likelihood that the probability distribution 𝑓 (𝑦|𝜎) models the test spectrum 𝑓test (𝑥)
for different values of 𝜎, can then be calculated by Eq. (1).
That is, for an test spectrum of discrete photon energies
𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ..., 𝑥 𝑁 ,
ln 𝐿 (𝜎|𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ..., 𝑥 𝑁 ) =

𝐽
∑︁

𝑓test (𝑥 𝑗 ) ln 𝑓 (𝑥 𝑗 |𝜎).

(2)

𝑗=1

Figure 2 shows the log-likelihood function plotted and
correctly identifying the test spot size of 2 µm.
Furthermore, this same MLE model can also be expanded
to analyze data for two-dimensional distributions, such as
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Figure 4: Comparing likelihood plots for the MLE algorithm
using three different formulations of the radiation data, all
correctly identifying an test spot size of 1 µm.
double differential spectrum distributions and angular spectrum distributions, shown in Fig. 3. For 2D distributions, the
MLE algorithm works very much in the same way, with the
expression in Eq. (2) being summed over all points (now ordered pairs) in the distribution. The results of MLE using the
2D distributions, displayed in Fig. 4, show that all methods
are able to correctly identify the test spot size of 1 µm. This
makes the 1D radiation spectrum a more attractive choice
for use with the MLE algorithm (as well with machine learning) because it delivers similarly reliable results with less
computation.
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Figure 5: Overall spot size prediction results for 1D radiation
spectrum MLE with 310 sets of reference data and 120 test
cases.
In addition to being expanded to different plot types, the
MLE algorithm can also be expanded to identify different
beam parameters. The results present in Fig. 4 were able to
be analogously replicated to identify beam energy, emittance
and beam charge by simply repeating the above methods and
replacing spot size with the appropriate parameter.
While the results in Fig. 4 show success of the MLE algorithm at a basic level, more precise and accurate results can
also be achieved with the same methods. To show this, a total
of 310 training simulations and 210 "test" simulations were
run, each with a spot size chosen randomly from a uniform
distribution between the values 0.1 µm and 9.0 µm. The overall results of using the 310 initial simulations to predict the
spot sizes of all 120 "test" simulations by performing MLE
with their 1D radiation spectrum data is displayed in Fig. 5,
where the "expected" line represents perfect predictions. At
a mean-squared error (MSE) of 0.186 µm2 , the prediction
results appear relatively accurate, except in the region below
1 µm, where a few predictions are significantly greater than
the actual spot sizes.

BEAM PARAMETER RECONSTRUCTION
USING MACHINE LEARNING
While the MLE method of beam parameter reconstruction
was able to identify several beam parameters from different
types of betatron radiation data at a basic level, this method
is limited in its prediction ability because it cannot predict
parameter values not included in the values for which simulation data is already provided. Therefore, machine learning
is also explored as another method of extracting beam parameters from betatron radiation data.
We began again by attempting to build a model to predict
spot size. Radiation data in the form of the 1D spectra was
used to train and test a fully connected neural network with
no bias and ReLU activations. Simulations were run to
generate 310 training data sets and 120 test cases data for
different spot sizes ranging from 0.1 µm to 9.0 µm in the
form of both 1D energy spectra.

Figure 6: Spot size prediction results for 1D radiation spectrum ML with 400 sets of training data and 120 test cases.
There is a clear inaccurate "tail" in the data at low spot sizes.
The results for ML predictions displayed in Fig. 6, show
a "tail" below ∼1 µm, where the predictions all tend to be
higher than the actual spot size values. The persistence of
this problem between the MLE and ML methods suggests
either that the simulation has difficulty resolving differences
between the spectra of beams with extremely small spot sizes
or that neither method is sensitive enough to differences in
the spectra at low spot sizes. However, the predictions of the
spot sizes appear otherwise reasonably accurate for Fig. 6,
with a MSE of 0.2638.

CONCLUSION
This work demonstrates that both MLE and ML can both
effectively use betatron radiation data in order to wield betatron radiation as a tool for beam diagnostics, specifically in
order to identify beam spot size, emittance, charge, and energy. While spot size is the most thoroughly tested of these
parameters, both ML and MLE have difficulty accurately
identifying small beam spot sizes.
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INSTRUMENT OVERVIEW

Abstract
As intense particle beams propagate in dense plasma or
gas, ionization effects play an important role in the particle
dynamics. Due to Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (ADK) ionization mechanisms, plasma electrons are generated, causing
different instabilities, and difficulties, in achieving overarching physics goals of wakefield accelerators. Advanced
accelerator experimental tests with high energy, high charge,
and low mm-mrad emittance beams, require sophisticated
beam diagnostics. Here, we will discuss ADK ionization
using the fully parallel PIC code OSIRIS. Specifically, we
focus on investigation of gas sheet ionization diagnostics for
characterizing high intensity charged particle beams. The
behavior of the ionization contains critical information on
the parameters of the drive beam, which are unveiled by
using sophisticated reconstruction algorithms or a spatial
imaging detector. For the gas sheet, a 150 µm wide gas sheet
of uniform density is generated for ionization. We study
the ion profile that was generated in order to reconstruct the
driver beam transverse profile. In future work, we investigate
a device to detect the photons from the gas recombination
that is induced in the interaction.

The gas sheet ionization monitor is depicted in Fig. 1. The
sophisticated imaging system consists of a high-pressure
conical nozzle, shaping conical and rectangular skimmers,
turbomolecular pumps for differential pumping, and an ion
microscope (discussed in Ref. [2]). The gas jet generation
and injection mechanism is relatively straightforward to implement compared to other complex injection schemes, such
as optical or gas density down-ramp injections. The imaging
system is based on an ion microscope subsystem, that is
responsible for transporting, and imaging the ion beam that
is generated at the gas sheet interaction region.

INTRODUCTION
Beam diagnostics play a vital role in secure and reliable
operations of any particle accelerator. For high energy beams
at the Facility for Advanced Accelerator Experimental Test
(FACET-II)[1], non-destructive beam profile monitoring is
critical. There are several methods available to measure
the beam profile but, due to the high intensity beams at
FACET-II (see Table 1), a sophisticated method for effectively measuring bunch parameters prior to, or at, interaction
points is needed. In this paper, we examine ADK ionization using the fully parallel PIC code OSIRIS. We focus on
understanding ionization of a thin gas sheet. Detection of
ionization in a gas sheet interacting with the driver electron
beam using sensitive monitors allows for minimally invasive
measurements of the ions. Gas sheet ionization diagnostics,
either by tunnel ionization or ADK ionization, are prime
methods available to provide real time spot size information
for intense beams at focal points where other techniques are
unfeasible.
∗
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Figure 1: Gas sheet ionization monitor model. The system
incorporates a series of skimmers and pumps to deliver a
precision gas sheet at the interaction point.
The beam profile monitor under development is based
on the experimental setup in Ref. [3]. The supersonic gas
sheet, or gas curtain, enters the interaction chamber at a
45◦ orientation, where a beam of charged particles passes
through the curtain perpendicular to its flow. The ions, and
electrons, generated by the interaction between the neutral
gas and the beam can then be detected using a dedicated
imaging system to determine the transverse profile of the
drive beam. Depending on the beam and gas sheet characteristics, transmission of ions varies from 50-100 percent for
the range of interest. The primary factor in reduced transmission is the total charge of the ion beam, which increases
space charge effects and drives expansion of the ion beam
during transport. Simulations are used to generate training
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data from the OSIRIS or WARP codes, which is used to
train the reconstruction model discussed in Ref. [4]. The
reconstruction model outputs the original beam transverse
profile.

Parameter

In order to gain better insight on the experimental results, we conducted 3D-PIC simulations using the OSIRIS
code [5]. We chose OSIRIS based on its ability to handle highly nonlinear and kinetic processes that occur during
high-intensity particle and laser interactions with the plasma,
and to take advantage of its inbuilt ionization module for
tracking generated ions. We ran simulations for the expected
FACET-II beam parameters (Table 1) for a gas jet experiment,
considering a netural gas with an electron beam charge of
0.5 nC. The simulation box size was 100 µm×60 µm×60 µm
with a cell size of 100×100×100 and 8 macro-particles per
cell. To resolve the injection processes, we needed timeresolved PIC simulations. Hence, simulations were chosen
with a trade-off between propagation distance, resolution,
and accuracy. The code used a moving window approach,
where the simulation box moves at the speed of light, and
the pulse is initialized near the leftmost edge of the window.
Both the window and the pulse propagate rightward, and the
window starts moving at the first time step of the simulation.
OSIRIS also incorporates the ability to launch EM waves
into the simulation, either by initializing the EM field of the
simulation box accordingly, or by injecting them from the
simulation boundaries. Mapping of trapped electrons and
accelerating fields throughout the ionized gas was constantly
simulated.
For the first scenario, we modeled a 10 GeV electron
beam with a charge of 0.5 nC, 𝜎𝑧 = 14 µm, 𝜎𝑥 = 5 µm, 𝜎𝑦
= 7.5 µm, and captured the ionization process for high intensity beams that interact with the gas sheet. The gas sheet
parameters were fixed at 150 µm thickness, and 1×1020 m-3
density for this simulation. The resulting ionization distributions are plotted in Fig. 2. The ADK ionization was evident
in the transverse structure of the ion cloud at the interaction
region. Figure 3 shows the generated ion beam distribution at the interaction point. Ionization profile for a 0.5 nC
bunch produces nearly 0.2 fC ion signal, but generates the
expected annular distribution in the transverse plane. The
total charge of the ion bunch in this case is very small. Collisions between like particles and between separate species
tend to equilibrate the energy and distribution functions of
the particles. Collisions were implemented using Monte
Carlo collisions (MCC) package. For MCC the probability
to ionize the gas is
(1)

Here, 𝜎 is gas cross-section, 𝑛𝑔 is gas density, 𝑉𝑖 is the
velocity of the 𝑖 𝑡 ℎ incident particle.

Unit

1 × 1014
150

cm−3
µm

Drive Beam
𝑄
𝐸
𝜎𝑥
𝜎𝑦
𝜎𝑧
𝜖 𝑛𝑥
𝜖 𝑛𝑦

0.5
10
5
7.5
14
1
1

nC
GeV
µm
µm
µm
µm
µm

DISCUSSION
Techniques based on the interaction of electron beams
and gas have been studied and tested successfully by several authors in order to characterize electron-beam cross
sections relying on the space-charge field [6] of the electron
beam. Ionization-based techniques and a high-peak electric field (tens of GV/m) associated with high-brightness
electron beams have been used as methods for measuring
the charge density. Relativistic electron beams with femtosecond or even attosecond durations and transverse beam
sizes of micrometers or less carry radially polarized electric
fields with tens of GV/m field strength. Such fields ionize a
neutral gas through which the electron beam propagates. By
detecting and characterizing the yield of ions, their kinetic
energy distribution, or their spatial distribution, the electron
beam can be characterized in space and time. In principle,
the method may have a limited dynamic range in detectable
field strength due to the limited number of electrons or ions
a detector can measure. However, a significantly larger dynamic range can be obtained by using a mixed gas species
or relying on modification of the kinetic energy spectrum
of the ions in a preformed plasma (e.g., created using laser
ionization).
We aim to produce an ion distribution which is small in
size (sigmas are small) and compact in phase space. It is
predicted that newly generated electrons and ions can be
trapped by exciting the wake at the proper phase. In Fig. 4
we simulate a 3D case in which generated electrons are
observed to gain more energy than background ionized gas
electrons.

CONCLUSION
Installation of the setup will be performed at the FACETII facility at SLAC National Accelerator Lab. Initially, the
diagnostic will be tested at low beam charge and power to
compare and benchmark against existing profile monitors.
As FACET-II ramps up beam power capabilities, the testing
of the gas sheet ionization diagnostic will also progress to
higher beam powers, that would damage existing profile
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Value
Gas

𝑛𝑔
Sheet length

METHOD

𝑃𝑖 = 𝑛𝑔 𝜎(𝑉𝑖 )|𝑉𝑖 |𝛿𝑡

Table 1: Parameters Used for the 3D-PIC Simulation
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Figure 2: Upper left: The current model for the particle distribution is an artificially fiducialized test beam, Upper right:
N2 gas sheet lower left: particle distribution shows the generated electron, lower right: shows the ion beam after it has
traveled through the ion microscope

Figure 3: Generated ion beam distribution at the interaction
point. Ionization profile for a 0.5 nC bunch produces nearly
0.2 fC ion signal, but generates the expected annular distribution in the transverse plane.
monitoring technologies. The model shows that as electrons
and ions are generated, they may be trapped in the wakefield
and the newly created electrons can gain energy, as seen
through ionization models using the OSIRIS particle-in-cell
code. Tunneling ionization provides a unique signature of
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Figure 4: Phase space matrix of generated ion beam distribution at the interaction point.
the incoming beam and can be implemented to uncover the
transverse profile of beams at tight focus.
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Abstract
Next generation particle accelerators craft increasingly
high brightness beams to achieve physics goals for applications ranging from colliders to free electron lasers to studies
of nonperturbative QED. Such rigorous requirements on
total charge and shape introduce diagnostic challenges for
effectively measuring bunch parameters prior to or at interaction points. We report on the simulation and training of
a non-destructive beam diagnostic capable of characterizing high intensity charged particle beams. The diagnostic
consists of a tailored neutral gas curtain, electrostatic microscope, and high sensitivity camera. An incident electron
beam ionizes the gas curtain, while the electrostatic microscope transports generated ions to an imaging screen. Simulations of the ionization and transport process are performed
using the Warp code. Then, a neural network is trained
to provide accurate estimates of the initial electron beam
parameters. We present initial results for a range of beam
and gas curtain parameters and comment on extensibility to
other beam intensity regimes.

INTRODUCTION
Next generation accelerator facilities necessitate novel
diagnostics to characterize the transverse and longitudinal
profiles for ultrashort, high brightness electron beams[1].
Typical methods employ intercepting monitors such as phosphor screens, scintillators, or wire scanners[2]. These techniques are unsuitable for facilities requiring non-intercepting
diagnostics, or for which beam intensities exceed damage
thresholds for the requisite monitors, as well as for novel
plasma-based beam sources[3]. Noninvasive gas-based monitors have been explored as residual ionization profile monitors and induced fluorescence monitors, but are limited in
their sensitivity for low charge, ultrashort bunches [4, 5].
Recent work has demonstrated the viability of an intense
gas column and ion transport system to provide sufficient
sensitivity and resolution to meet these demands[6].
In this paper, we describe simulation studies of a nondestructive single shot diagnostic and the development of
a machine learning (ML) based reconstruction algorithm
capable of characterizing beam parameters from the resulting ionization measurement. The design leverages a tailored
gas curtain positioned at 45◦ angle with respect to the incoming beam. The incident beam ionizes the gas in the
curtain, and the ion products are subsequently transported
∗
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and magnified through an electrostatic microscope, consisting of a triplet of annular electrostatic plates accelerating
and expanding the beam until it reaches an imaging system combining a micro-channel plate detector, phosphor
screen, and camera[7]. Below we describe the simulation
and analysis pathway developed to describe (1) the beam-gas
interaction and ionization products, (2) the transport of the
ions to an imaging system, and (3) an ML-based reconstruction algorithm for determining beam parameters based on
the resulting image.

BEAM-INDUCED IONIZATION
Simulations of the beam-gas interaction were performed
using the Warp particle-in-cell code[8]. Warp provides support for fully self-consistent electromagnetic propagation of
intense beams in two and three-dimensional geometries, as
well as support for external field maps to capture an arbitrary
lens configuration. Warp also includes support for several
relevant ionization models. In this paper, collisional ionization was captured using a binary-electron-dipole model
with relativistic corrections[9], while tunneling ionization
was captured using an ADK model implementation[10]. For
extremely intense beams, tunneling ionization can become
the dominant mechanism, resulting in aberrations in the ion
distribution consistent with the electric field profile of the
beam[11]. For most of the parametric regimes under consideration for initial tests, ADK ionization rates are insignificant
and impact ionization is the principal mechanism.

TRANSPORT
Beam transport through the electrostatic lens was modeled
again using the Warp code along with the ion distributions
generated by the electron beam and gas sheet interaction.
Electrostatic fields generated from CST Microwave Studio
simulations of the ion microscope were imported into Warp
alongside the initial ion profile. The beam was transported
170 mm from the beam axis and magnified ∼10x through
the imaging plane, where a synthetic diagnostic was applied
to capture the 2D profile of the beam as it would be seen
on the phosphor screen. To expedite simulations, a moving window was used, and a radial aperture condition was
applied to remove electrons which would otherwise collide
with the electrostatic column. Figure 1 depicts a typical
beam envelope as it travels along the ion microscope.
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Figure 1: Simulated ion beam envelope as transported
through the electrostatic lens using the Warp code.

RECONSTRUCTION

Figure 2: PIC simulations explored a three-dimensional
parameter space as depicted. Test data are randomly drawn
from the parameter space to obtain a 20% validation set.

With the ionization and transport process models in place,
we next developed a reconstruction algorithm to produce
critical beam parameters using the ion image as an input.

Dataset
Our training dataset comprises input parameter settings
and the corresponding output from the ionization and transport simulations, where the output is an ion image size
64 × 64. We performed an ensemble of large-scale Warp
simulations using RadiaSoft’s rsopt library. rsopt [12] is a
framework designed for managing and executing resourceintensive simulations and optimizations on parallel architectures. rsopt enables one to decouple the optimization
algorithm configuration, simulation setup, and evaluation.
To support its core routines, rsopt is built on the libEnsemble [13, 14] library, which provides a standard API for communication between workers.
We constructed our dataset as a random subset (900 samples) of a Latin hypercube experiment design containing
1900 samples in the three-dimensional input parameter space.
In order to capture the expected conditions from FACET-II,
we focus on gas sheet densities in the range 1019 m−3 ≤ �� ≤
1022 m−3 , a beam �� in the range 40 �� ≤ �� ≤ 60 ��, and
a beam �� in the range 20 �� ≤ �� ≤ 35 ��. The training
and testing sample points used in this study are shown in
Fig. 2.
For all simulations, the beam charge was kept fixed at � ∼
0.5��, a reflection of the expected precision in beam charge
delivered at the beamline for test experiments. Finally, we
carried out model evaluation with a held-out 20% validation
set.

Network Architecture
We employed a neural network to experimental parameters (gas sheet density, beam �� , and �� ) given an image
as an input. We adopted a convolutional neural network
(CNN) architecture as they are convenient for processing

(a) Simulated ion image

Figure 3: Example reconstruction.
images, and implemented our CNN in Keras [15]. The CNN
comprises a sequence of 3 × 3 convolution layers, each applying ReLu activation and batch normalization. A dropout
of 0.25 is applied between layers and a dense layer (128)
is employed after the final convolution. We employ a conventional formulation based on minimizing a loss function
with the mean-squared error. We minimize this output by
accelerated gradient descent using an Adam optimizer with
a learning rate set to �� = 10−3 in a series of epochs. We
employed the ReLu activation function and MinMaxScaler
regularization. Input images were downsampled to 64 × 64
arrays to reduce network size and expedite training. Figure 3
depicts an example reconstruction from a sample ion beam
image to an electron transverse beam trace space.

Results
Figure 5 illustrates the training and validation loss error. The loss error goes down up to 100 epochs, reaching a
plateau for both the training and validation curves. We do
not see any prior indication of potential overfitting.
Figure 4 show the correlation plots with the test score for
the sheet density, beam �� , and beam �� . We observe that
the determination coefficient � 2 converges towards 1.0 for
each parameter, indicating that the surrogate model accu-
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Figure 4: Performance test of the candidates surrogate learned with the CNN. From left to right, subpanels depict the
sheet density, beam �� , and beam �� . The x-axis depicts data from the Warp simulations (true representation); the y-axis
represents the surrogate model prediction. Note that the CNN surrogate reproduces truth representation relatively well in
each case, and the coefficient of determination � 2 for each variable exceeds 0.8, indicating the robustness of the prediction.
analysis to predict beam parameters at unprecedented brightness.
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Figure 5: Training and validation loss as function of epoch
follow closely, indicating no overfitting in this regime.
rately represents the ground truth data. Our relatively simple
CNN model struggles to predict the charge distribution when
including the beam charge as a fourth input parameter to the
space. One may expect that a better sampling strategy that
efficiently covers input space may help improve the model
performance. Additionally, tuning the CNN’s optimizer, termination conditions, and other hyperparameters will likely
produce a better model.

CONCLUSION
We have designed and modeled a non-destructive singleshot diagnostic for high brightness electron beams. The
diagnostic leverages a low density gas sheet, electrostatic
ion microscope, and high gain imaging system to control
and amplify a precision ionization signal. We simulated the
electron beam interaction with the gas sheet, evaluated the
ionization products, and transported the ions through the
electrostatic column to generate an emulated image. We then
developed and trained a neural network to reproduce critical
beam parameters such as charge and transverse profile using
only the resulting image as an input. The resulting network
robustly identifies beam parameters across a 50% variation
in beam transverse size, and an order of magnitude variation
in gas sheet density. Furthermore, the evaluation of the neural network is orders-of-magnitude faster than the execution
of the series of PIC simulations. This work demonstrates
the efficacy of both the diagnostic design and of ML-based
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A DATA-DRIVEN BEAM TRAJECTORY MONITORING AT THE
EUROPEAN XFEL
A. Sulc∗, R. Kammering, T. Wilksen, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Interpretation of data from beam position monitors is a
crucial part of the reliable operation of European XFEL. The
interpretation of beam positions is often handled by a physical model, which can be prone to modeling errors or can lead
to the high complexity of the computational model. In this
paper, we show two data-driven approaches that provide insights into the operation of the SASE beamlines at European
XFEL. We handle the analysis as a data-driven problem,
separate it from physical peculiarities and experiment with
available data based only on our empirical evidence and the
data.

INTRODUCTION
The European Free Electron Laser (EuXFEL) has been
running with very high availability for several years. This
high reliability put a lot of attention on the analysis of the
operations on various levels. EuXFEL is a pulsed machine
with a repetition rate of 10Hz and the properties of each
shoot may change. Therefore, anomaly detection on linacs
is still very limited. For beam trajectories, this is given by
a very limited ability to explain how beam positions are
affected by an ongoing anomaly since the beam trajectory
changes for each injection. What makes the analysis of the
beam even more challenging is that its trajectory can further
vary from pulse to pulse due to various circumstances.
At the EuXFEL we are currently operating 103 beam position monitors (BPMs) at three SASE beamlines to measure
the position of the beam passage through the undulator lines.
All BPMs measure position and charge of up to 2700 bunches
in a single bunch train. The absolute beam position is, unlike many other predictive maintenance tasks, a rather more
approximate and global indicator, since the contribution of
an issue on the beam position is often unknown.
The beam optics in the undulator lines is controlled by the
use of a so-called FODO lattice. These alternating magnetic
fields can introduce a periodic variation of the trajectory
named betatron oscillation [1]. We can observe a specific
periodic pattern of the electron bunches passing through the
FODO lattice as shown in Fig. 1. This evidence imposes an
assumption about the beam irrespective of its trajectory since
the 𝛽-function of electron bunches will always follow the
symmetry of the FODO lattice and should therefore preserve
its period.
An ongoing problem might be indicated in various ways.
For instance, if there is an anomaly on a magnet, the trajectory might be noticeably affected by an increased jitter.
One of the common approaches is modeling the beam
trajectory and its comparison with a physical model [2].
∗
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Figure 1: An example input to our methods. The left figure
shows a series of the first five bunch trajectories at the SASE1
beamline after the mean of 600 bunches is subtracted. The
right figure shows a series of bunches after substraction of
mean. Each column is one 𝜇pulse.
A promising data-driven anomaly detection approach on
synchrotons at LHC on BPM data was shown by Fol et al. [3,
4] to identify faulty BPMs.
We show two data-driven approaches based on our empirical evidence of the beam data at EuXFEL. The first use our
assumption of the periodicity imposed by the FODO lattice
and fits trajectories using a simplified assumption about the
beam dynamics - mainly fitting a periodic - sine - function.
The latter is a purely data-driven machine learning approach
that trains to map a set of beam positions in arbitrarily long
sequences to a common mode and any deviation from the
mode is treated as an anomaly. This allows more flexibility in handling the input and can eventually reveal relations
between bunch trains.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows: We
show two data-driven approaches for the analysis of beam
trajectories at the EuXFEL. The first is a method that takes
into consideration a simplified empirical model of the lattice
and measures the residual of this model. The second is a
completely model-free approach based purely on data that
models inputs from a set of multiple bunches.
In the following section, we introduce the notation and
explain both proposed models. After, we show some experiments on the real data we experience at EuXFEL at
SASE beamlines, and in the last section, we conclude our
evaluation of the available real data.

METHOD
EuXFEL produces trains of electron bunches at a frequency up to 4.45MHz at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. These
consecutive pulses vary in their individual properties and
the resulting trajectory can vary from train to train. If a
mean beam position is subtracted over a certain time range,
we can obtain the underlying pattern formed by the magnets, as described in the introduction. Visually, it forms a
characteristic periodical pattern, which can be seen after
subtracting a mean trajectory which we consider as an input,
see Fig. 1. Understanding these patterns provides important
insights into underlying beam dynamics. The EuXFEL can
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h1 =Transformer1 (D̂)

h2 =Transformer2 (h1 )

ϕ=Linear(h2 )

s = ∥ϕ − c∥2

input=dim, output=dim

input=dim, output=dim

input=dim, output=16

input=16, output=1

features fθ (D̂)

Figure 2: Proposed data-driven two-layer transformer architecture for detection of anomalies. The input D̂ is a sequence
of stacked vertical and horizontal positions of a beam in selected beamlines. The dimension of input and all consecutive
layers depends on the number of BPMs present at the diagnosed beamline. The inputs are passed through two transformer
layers [5] to produce a vector h2 . Its value is further passed to the final linear layer 𝜙. Per-pulse calculation of anomaly
score 𝑠 is performed via measuring 𝐿2 distance from a vector c.
produce up to 2700 bunches in a 𝜇pulse (bunch train), but
we consider only the first bunch in a bunch train. From a
so-called 𝜇pulse number 𝜇 we can associate the same bunch
trains at all BPMs along the trajectory and therefore monitor
it. Because EuXFEL itself is not operating continuously, we
consider each 𝜇pulseas one sample at a time.
We are presenting two major methods of how we tackled the analysis of anomalies on beam orbits. The first is
empirical-based and assumes the periodic pattern of the
beam trajectory on the 𝛽-function imposed by the FODO
lattice, see Fig. 1. We fit the observed values with a sine
function which should empirically approximate the data and
score the anomality as deviation from this pattern, expressed
by residuals of all BPM values to the fitted function.
The second approach is solely based on the data and neglects any periodicity by training a model to project input
data to a standard lower-dimensional mode. Due to the absence of labels, one class loss (OCL) [6] loss is employed
to train the proposed model. The OCL trains a model to
learn a transformation that minimizes the volume of a dataenclosing hypersphere in feature space centered on a point.
In the test phase, the anomality is measured as the distance
from the hypersphere center.
It then allows modeling of more complicated unknown
relations of events which are spread over multiple bunch
trains (seconds timescale). It is important to highlight that
we always consider only the first bunch in a bunch train.

Notation
We consider that a position of the first bunch in a bunch
train is observed at 𝑛th BPMs at a time 𝜇 at 𝑥𝑛𝜇 and 𝑦𝑛𝜇
for horizontal and vertical coordinates respectively. For
each bunch train, we have a 𝜇pulse number which uniquely
identifies it in different bunch trains in 𝑁 BPMs. We put
the coordinates from 𝑁 BPMs into vectors with horizontal
and vertical coordinates x𝜇 and y𝜇 respectively. We stack a
series of consecutive 𝜇pulses coordinates x and y (e.g. one
minute) into a data matrix D where each row encodes one of
𝑁 BPM and column one a 𝜇pulse. We subtract the columnmean of a data matrix D and obtain a normalized matrix D̂
shown in Fig. 1 where one can notice the periodic pattern
on the 𝛽-function imposed by the FODO lattice.

the sine function. We built a curve fitting approach, where
we fit the normalized beam positions x𝜇
̂ and y𝜇
̂ from the
matrix D̂ to a hypothesized function 𝑔. We define 𝑔 as a sine
function parameterized with amplitude, period, phase shift,
and frequency. Since we distinguish between horizontal
and vertical coordinates, we consider two different parameterizations 𝜙𝑥 and 𝜙𝑦 for both orientations. Under these
conditions, individual beam positions 𝑥𝑛𝜇
̂ and 𝑦𝑛𝜇
̂ should
mirror their fitted functions 𝑔𝜙𝑥 (𝑛, 𝜇) and 𝑔𝜙𝑦 (𝑛, 𝜇). The
quantity which expresses the anomality can be expressed by
residuals i.e.
𝑟𝑥 = ‖𝑔𝜙𝑥 (𝑛, 𝜇) − 𝑥𝑛𝜇
̂ ‖2

and 𝑟𝑦 = ‖𝑔𝜙𝑦 (𝑛, 𝜇) − 𝑦𝑛𝜇
̂ ‖2 .

Purely Data-Driven Model
Attention-based models [5] gained a lot of popularity in
handling sequences. Working with sequences is particularly useful in taking into consideration anomalies that are
spread over multiple bunch trains since the attention-layer
can access all previous states in the same input and weight
them according to the learned relevance. The location of
individual elements in sequence is encoded with positional
encoding. We are, however, interested mostly in the cooccurrence of relevant bunches and neglect their position in
sequence at this stage.
The network architecture is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of
a two-layer transformer with a linear layer in the output. For
simplicity, only a single head is used in both transformers.
The transformer layer associates 𝜇pulses in input data and
may take into consideration various unknown properties
between bunches. Since we do not have explicit labels we
adopted the OCL [6] to train the model
𝐿(𝜃) = ‖𝑓𝜃 (D)̂ − c‖2 ,

(1)

where the model 𝑓𝜃 and hypersphere center c are gradually
trained to transform inputs D̂ to a lower-dimensional feature
space where the common inputs are transformed to be close
to c. Anomaly score 𝑠 is calculated identically as OCL loss
by measuring the 𝐿2 distance of 𝑓𝜃 to c.

EXPERIMENTS

Empirical Model

Data Acquisition and Implementation Details

Based on the aforementioned evidence, we assume that the
𝛽-function must follow a periodic pattern, which resembles

Data from BPM at respective beamlines was acquired
with our DAQ system [8]. For long-term analyses, the data
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Figure 3: (Top) SASE1 undulator server crashed after an unusual selection of colours for individual cells (2022-03-07
20:45:00) (Bottom) A phase shifter at SASE3 does not move (2022-04-25 21:23:42). The data used for evaluation are taken
one hour before the issue was reported. (Left) healthy bunches with the lowest scores. SASE3 is distinguished by dashed
lines. (2nd) Faulty bunches with high scores, notice the increased amplitude compared to healthy bunches. (3rd) Anomaly
̂ Notice that healthy (blue) and faulty (red)
score 𝑠, the horizontal axis is in minutes. (Right) TSNE Embedding [7] of 𝑓𝜃 (D).
points do not overlap. This should indicate a high likelihood of an issue.
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Figure 4: Residuals 𝑟𝑥and 𝑟𝑦of the empirical model for the same
faults shown in Fig. 3on SASE1 and SASE3.
are stored in 1-minute chunks with 8-bit float precision to
minimize requirements for data storage. Each chunk
usually consists of a series of 600 orbits. For training the
purely data-driven model we used data recorded in the time
range from Feb 25, 2022, to May 19, 2022. Alongside the
records from the DAQ, we also have available a logbook
with reported time-stamped issues with a detailed
description of the issue. The transformer layers of the
purely data-driven model are implemented with a PyTorch
[9]. The inputs with no beam were neglected.

Results
We selected some issues from the EuXFEL logbook
and evaluated the proposed approaches on the data we
have avail-able. For the purely data-driven approach,
we analyzed the available beam position data from
SASE1 and SASE3 beamlines, where we are currently
operating 64 BPMs. The SASE2 beamline should be
unaffected by the selected faults since it is in a separate
branch and is therefore neglected for now. For
comparison, we sampled one-minute samples ev-ery
two hours in the entire dataset we have available to
have a comparison with a normal setting. The first issue
we selected is a crash of the undulator server after an
unusual selection of colors for individual cells which
took place on 7. March 2022 at 20:45. Data shown in
both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show a notice-able increase in the
anomaly score. The long-term maximum 𝑠 is
approximately 0.03, while the highest achieved score
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an hour before the issue was reported is around 1.4, with
numerous indications within this hour. The ridges are also
visible in residuals of the empirical model. The second issue
is the phase shifter at SASE3 which does not move. The
issue was reported on 25.April 2022 at 21:23:42. There is
a noticeable variation in SASE3 compared to healthy data.
The highest score 𝑠 is 0.2. Analysis of the feature space with
TSNE embedding [7] reveals, that issues cause variation in
the features 𝑓𝜃 (D̂ ) which does not overlap with the long-term
data, see right column in Fig. 3.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce two approaches for the analysis
of beam dynamics at EuXFEL. We exploit our empirical
evidence about the 𝛽-function which provides a direct interpretable indication of the beam position data by fitting
a sine function. The latter is purely data-driven and allows
more complex inputs of the inter-bunching relations by considering multiple bunches.
The presented approach reveals that we are already able
to identify some issues taking place where beam trajectories are affected by an ongoing problem in beamline within
data recorded one hour before the fault was reported. The
long-term evaluation revealed a lot of variation in beam
positions caused by numerous operations and therefore the
scoring of purely data-driven models often yielded many
false positives, which currently limits the current application
for predictive maintenance. Experiments show that both approaches are similarly efficient with revealing problems on
beam trajectory. One of the potential benefits of the purely
data-driven approach is feature space, which allows further
investigation of otherwise hidden relations between bunch
trains. Additionally, there is a limited ability to correlate an
issue with its effects on the position of the beam.
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THE INFLUENCE OF SOLENOID FIELD ON OFF-AXIS TRAVELLING
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H.D. Davtyan*, A.H. Asoyan, G.A. Amatuni, M.G. Yazichyan, A.H. Grigoryan1, Center for the
Advancement of Natural Discoveries using Light Emission (CANDLE SRI), Yerevan, Armenia
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Abstract
A wide range of experiments are being held at AREAL
accelerator in the fields of materials science and life science by generating ultra-short 5 MeV electron beams.
Beam parameter formation and stability preservation during the experiments are one of the key tasks of stable operation of the accelerator. Laser spot displacement on the
photocathode could be one of the beam parameter distortion sources, which causes off-axis bunch travel also
through the solenoid. The influences of laser spot horizontal displacement and the solenoid horizontal misalignment
on the beam position at the experiment location are investigated separately via computer simulations. Using a laser
spot mover and solenoid movers, an experiment has been
carried out to compare simulation results with experiment.

Figure 1: AREAL RF Gun layout.

INTRODUCTION

THEORETICAL BASES

AREAL (Advanced Research Electron Accelerator Laboratory) is an RF gun-based laser-driven 20-50 MeV electron linear accelerator with low emittance (<0.3 mm-mrad)
and ultrashort bunches (~500 fs) for advanced experimental studies in the area of novel accelerator concepts and
coherent radiation sources, material and life science [1].
The AREAL RF gun operated in the S-band frequency
(2.998 GHz), with the accelerating section 1.5 cell (total
length 7.5 cm) and the maximum 110 MV/m accelerating
gradient field. The RF gun, resulting to beam energies with
up to 5 MeV energy. The focusing solenoid magnet is located in 0.586 m from the cathode (Fig. 1).
The off-axis beam can be the result of both laser spot
displacement on photocathode and solenoid misalignment.
For well aligned solenoid field the laser spot misalignment
causes an off-axis traveling of electron bunches, due to initial offset and non-zero RF cavity radial field influence.
The misaligned from the cathode beam is passing off-axis
through the solenoid, thus causing additional distortion
from magnetic fields. Besides, in the off-axis beams solenoid magnet causes the beam parameters distortion [2,3].
In the case of solenoid misalignment, only solenoid magnet
causes beam parameters distortion. And therefore, the
beam-based alignment of solenoid magnets is of great importance.
The integral distortions due to laser spot offset and offaxis magnetic fields were considered both by simulations
and by experiments, as well. The beam centroid position
and transfer rms sizes were in focus for observations. For
the simulations, the ASTRA particle tracking code has been
used [4].

The transportation of electron beams in accelerator sections can be described by transfer matrices. The transfer
matrices of a solenoid magnet cannot be divided into vertical and horizontal matrices, because there is a coupling
between the two transverse planes in the solenoid magnet.
For the hard-edge solenoid magnets, the rotational and focusing transverse matrix is well known [5]. The position of
the particle with the initial coordinate of 𝑋
𝑥 ,𝑥 ,𝑦 ,𝑦
at the exit of solenoid magnets can be
found by relation
𝑀 𝑀𝑋
𝑋
where 𝑀 and 𝑀 are rotational and focusing transfer
matrices accordingly. The real solenoid can be presented
by a series of hard-edge solenoids with various magnetic
fields.
In a case of off-axis beams, the positions of particle will
be
𝑋
𝑋
𝛿𝑋
where 𝛿𝑋 is deviation of the beam center from the axis.
And hence 𝛿𝑋 is driving the beam center and rms sizes deviation respect to on-axis ones.
It is important to note that 𝛿𝑋 is a deviation of position
and the momentum. It means that even if position deviations are zero, the slops can drive the beam position and
emittance distortions.
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COMPARISONS OF SIMULATION AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
ASTRA Simulations
ASTRA particle tracking code based on non-adaptive
Runge-Kutta integration of 4th order [4]. The
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electromagnetic fields of RF gun and solenoid provided as
external data based on EM simulations and measurements
for the devices operated in AREAL accelerator. The code
is using cylindrical symmetric and fully 3D option for
space charge calculations [4]. The macro particle concept
is used. For the simulations 2000 particles with a total
0.150 nC charge were generated. The generated initial particles are located at central transverse position with no initial transverse momentum spread. For initial beams, Gaussian distribution for both x and y spatial distributions and
for the 𝑝 and 𝑝 momentum distributions are chosen. The
bunch length of beam is set according to laser pulse length.
The main parameters of initial beams are presented in Table 1.
The transverse profile of the beam observed on a distance of 1.485 m from the cathode which corresponds to
the position of YAG screen in AREAL accelerator. The accelerating maximum gradient is set 65 MV/m for the
3 MeV electron beam in the end of accelerating field which
is corresponding to normal operation regime of AREAL accelerator. The maximum magnetic field strength for solenoid is set 0.161 T for the minimum spot sizes on the position of screen.
During the simulations first the effect of solenoid on off
axis beam due to laser spot misalignment was observed.
The laser spot was moved in x-axis by 0.5 mm step, in a
range of -3 mm to 3 mm. The beam transverse shape and
centroid positions in a position of YAG screen are presented in Fig. 2 (top). Next the effect of solenoid magnet
misalignment by x-axis on on-axis beam was observed. Solenoid positions are changed by step of 0.5 mm in a range
of -3 mm to 3 mm. In Fig. 2 (bottom) presented the beam
transverse shape and beam centroid positions in a position
of YAG screen.

Experimental Setup
In AREAL electron linear accelerator RF gun with the
copper photocathode with 10 mm diameter is used for electron bunch generation. The transverse distributions of the
laser spot are Gaussian with the spot size of diameter 2 mm.
The pulse duration is about 500 fs. The 258 nm (4th harmonic) is used for electron beam generation with the laser
pulse energy of 360 µJ [6].

Figure 2: The beam transverse shape, beam centroid positions and transverse rms length in a case of laser spot misalignment (top) and solenoid magnet misalignment (bottom).
The magnet spectrometer is used for beam energy measurement. The 3 MeV beam was generated for the experiment. The charge was measured by Faraday Cup which is
behind the YAG screen where beam profile is recorded
(Fig. 3). The python code was used to analyze the collected
screen matrix data. In the python code the beam was fit to
Gaussian distributions in both axes. After mathematical operations from the python code the beam center position and
transverse rms sizes as output parameters was obtained.
The beam charge and energy chosen to be the same for both
simulation and experiment. The maximum strength of
magnetic field of solenoid magnet is set 0.161 T according
to simulations.
During the experiment the laser spot was moved on x
axis in a range of -3 mm to 3 mm by step of 1 mm. Next,
the laser spot was put to initial zero position and solenoid
magnet was moved on x axis in a range of -3 mm to 3 mm
by step 1 mm.

Table 1: Initial Beams Parameters
Initial beam parameters
total charge, Q
Total number, N
horizontal beam rms, 𝜎
vertical beam rms, 𝜎
total emission time, 𝑡
energy spread, 𝛿𝐸

Value
0.150 nC
2000
0.33 mm
0.33 mm
480 fs
3.67

10 𝑘𝑒𝑉

Figure 3: The beam transverse profile on YAG screen in
minimum spot size and beam energy was generated about
3 MeV.
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Results and Discussions
In Fig. 4 the comparison of beam rms sizes (top) and
centroid position (bottom) of experiment and simulation
correspondingly for the case of laser spot misalignment
were presented. Simulations show increase of beam rms
size from 1.2 mm up to 4 mm on x axis and up to 2.8 mm
on y axis, and beam centroid movement up to 4.5 mm in x
axis and up to 2.2 mm in y axis. The measurements resulted
in an increase in beam rms size from 1.03 mm to 2.6 mm
on x axis, and from 0.56 mm to 2 mm on y axis. The centroid position deviation on x and y axis, and rms sizes differences in a case of initial position of laser spot and solenoid magnet may be the result of elliptic beam or solenoid
rotational or tilt misalignments, which were not taken into
account for simulations. The high value of the error in the
case of a laser beam deviation of 3 mm is due to the resolution limit of the device. Decreasing rms values for laser
spot -3mm misalignment is a result of beam losses.

Figure 5: The rms length (top), centroid position (bottom)
of the beam in a case of solenoid magnet misalignment.
The discrepancy can be caused by the initial misalignment and tilt of solenoid magnet, magnetic field heterogeneity and coupling between the two transverse planes. The
above-mentioned effects are under investigation.

CONCLUSION
In this paper the solenoid effect on off axis beams due to
both laser spot displacement and solenoid magnet misalignment has been observed. The experiment revealed a deviation of the laser beam and magnetic field from beam
line. Deviation from the results of the experiment and simulation suggests that other factors mentioned above may
contribute to the final formation of the beam, which opens
the new field for further study. The results can be used for
beam-based solenoid magnet adjustment and beam dynamics studies.
Figure 4: The rms length (top), centroid position (bottom)
of the beam in a case of laser spot misalignment.
Figure 5 present the comparison of beam rms sizes (top)
and centroid position (bottom) of experiment and simulation correspondingly for a case of solenoid magnet transverse misalignment. By the simulations increasing of beam
rms size from 1.2 mm up to 4 mm on x axis and up to
2.8 mm on y axis, and beam centroid movement up to
4.5mm in x axis and up to 2.2 mm in y axis for the 3 mm
misalignment of solenoid magnets were predicted. The
measurements resulted in an increase in beam rms size
from 1.03 mm to 1.7 mm on x axis, and from 0.56 mm to
1.4 mm on y axis. Centroid position movement is 4 mm in
both x and y axis in a case of 3 mm movement of solenoid
magnets. The high value of the errors in the case of a maximum misalignment could be due to resolution limits. The
simulations and experiments qualitatively are in a good
agreement, but there is a quantitative discrepancy between
the simulation and the experiment results.
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FAST ORBIT RESPONSE MATRIX MEASUREMENT VIA SINE-WAVE
EXCITATION OF CORRECTORS AT SIRIUS
M. M. S. Velloso∗ , F. H. de Sá, M. B. Alves
Brazilian Synchrotron Laboratory (LNLS), Campinas, Brazil
Abstract
Sirius is the new 4th generation storage ring based synchrotron light source built and operated by the Brazilian
Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS). In this work, we
report on the implementation at Sirius of a fast method for
orbit response matrix (ORM) measurement which is based
on sine-wave parallel excitation of orbit corrector magnets’
strength. This “AC method” has reduced the ORM measurement time from ∼ 25 minutes to 2.5–3 minutes and
displayed increased precision if compared to the standard
serial measurement procedure. When used as input to the
Linear Optics from Closed Orbits (LOCO) correction algorithm, the AC ORM yielded similar optics corrections with
less aggressive quadrupoles strength changes.

INTRODUCTION
Orbit Response Matrix and Sirius’ Setup
At Sirius, 160 beam position monitors (BPMs) read horizontal and vertical displacements of the electron beam.
The BPMs data is arranged in a 320-component vector
u = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥160 , 𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦160 )⊺ . A Δ𝜃𝑗 kick from
the 𝑗-th corrector magnet (CM) causes an orbit distortion
which is measured by the 𝑖-th BPM as the combination
𝑛

Δ𝑢𝑖 = ∑ 𝑀𝑖𝑗 Δ𝜃𝑗 .

(1)

𝑗=1

𝑀𝑖𝑗 are the entries of the orbit response matrix (ORM), which
relates the orbit change due to CMs strength variations. At
Sirius, 𝑛 = 𝑛𝑥 + 𝑛𝑦 = 280 is the total number of CMs, with
𝑛𝑥 = 120 and 𝑛𝑦 = 160 being the number of horizontal
(CHs) and vertical correctors (CVs), respectively. In matrix
notation, the orbit distortion reads
[

𝑀
Δx
] = [ 𝑥𝑥
Δy
𝑀𝑦𝑥

𝑀𝑥𝑦 Δ𝜃CHs
][
],
𝑀𝑦𝑦 Δ𝜃CVs

𝑀𝑖𝑗 = Δ𝑢𝑖 /Δ𝜃𝑗 . Therefore, by serially kicking the beam corrector by corrector and measuring the corresponding orbit
distortions we can reconstruct the ORM column by column.
This is the traditional procedure for measuring the ORM.
At Sirius, it usually takes about 25 up to 30 minutes to be
completed.
The alternative method we report here is based on the parallel, alternating excitation of the beam. This “AC method”
was first implemented at the Diamond Storage Ring [3] and
later at ALBA [4] and NSLS-II [5], where it proved to be a
faster and reliable ORM measurement method. The general
idea is to sinusoidally drive the beam by CMs at different
frequencies so the harmonic signature in the BPMs readings
holds information about several CMs’ excitation at the same
acquisition.
In the 𝑖-th BPM time series, we fit the beam motion to
harmonic components at the CMs frequencies by solving
the linear problem
cos(2𝜋𝑓1 𝑡1 ) sin(2𝜋𝑓1 𝑡1 )
⎡
⎢cos(2𝜋𝑓1 𝑡2 ) sin(2𝜋𝑓1 𝑡2 )
⎢
..
..
⎢
.
.
⎢
cos(2𝜋𝑓
𝑡
)
sin(2𝜋𝑓
⎣
1 𝑛
1 𝑡𝑛 )

𝑏
... ⎡ 𝑖1 ⎤
𝑢 (𝑡 )
⎤ ⎢ 𝑐𝑖1 ⎥ ⎡ 𝑖 1 ⎤
...⎥ ⎢ . ⎥ ⎢𝑢𝑖 (𝑡2 )⎥
⎥ ⎢ .. ⎥ = ⎢ . ⎥ , (3)
⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ .. ⎥
⎥ 𝑏
⎢
⎥
...⎦ ⎢ 𝑖𝑚 ⎥ ⎣𝑢𝑖 (𝑡𝑛 )⎦
⎣𝑐𝑖𝑚 ⎦

where the cosines and sines columns at frequencies 𝑓𝑗 repeat
up to frequency 𝑓𝑚 . We solve for the Fourier components
𝑏𝑖,𝑗 and 𝑐𝑖,𝑗 by least-squares, thus extracting the amplitudes
2 and phases 𝜙
𝑎𝑖,𝑗 = √𝑏2𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑐𝑖,𝑗
𝑖,𝑗 = atan2(𝑏𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑐𝑖,𝑗 ) from
the beam motion imprinted by the CM oscillating at frequency 𝑓𝑗 . The expected orbit distortions are Δ𝑢𝑖 (𝑡𝑛 ) =

(2)

which highlights the diagonal blocks 𝑀𝑥𝑥 and 𝑀𝑦𝑦 , and offdiagonal blocks 𝑀𝑥𝑦 and 𝑀𝑦𝑥 of the ORM.
The ORM is essential to orbit correction, where we wish
to minimize 𝜒2 = |u − Δu|2 = |u − 𝑀Δ𝜃|2 , Δ𝜃 being the
vector with entries Δ𝜃𝑗 . The matrix also encodes information about the storage ring linear optics and is the input to
the model-based correction algorithm LOCO [1, 2]

Fast Measurement Procedure: The “AC Method”
If we perform kicks to the beam using only one CM,
say, the 𝑗-th CM, Eq. (1) reduces to Δ𝑢𝑖 = 𝑀𝑖𝑗 Δ𝜃𝑗 , giving
∗

matheus.velloso@lnls.br

Figure 1: Parallel AC measurement of ORM: beam is excited
by different CMs, each one at a different frequency. Spectral
signature in beam motion reveals the amplitudes 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 , induced
by the 𝑗-th CM to the beam as read by the 𝑖-th BPM.
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Figure 2: An example of PSD estimated for BPMs’ readings.
∑𝑗 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 sin(2𝜋𝑓𝑗 𝑡𝑛 + 𝜙𝑖,𝑗 ), so the ORM entries read
𝑎𝑖,𝑗
𝑀𝑖𝑗 = sgn(𝜙𝑖,𝑗 )
,
Δ𝜃𝑗

(4)

BEAM RESPONSE
In order to choose adequate driving frequencies, we
sought to characterize the beam frequency response compared to the BPMs noise baseline by constructing a signalto-noise ratio vs. frequency. We implemented scripts to set
one CM to operate with alternating sine-wave excitations
while other CMs remain static. One CH drove the beam
at fixed strength of Δ𝜃 = 5 µrad with frequencies ranging
from 1 to 200 Hz, one frequency at a time, with steps of
5 Hz. Subsequent orbit distortions were captured by all the
BPMs, whose acquisition trigger was synced with the CMs’
trigger. We repeated this procedure for one CV. The BPMs
were set to read 5500 points at ∼ 1 kHz sampling rate after
receiving the trigger event, i.e. they collected positions for
about 5.5 s. In the time series for each BPM, we fitted the
recorded beam displacements to harmonic components and
solved for the amplitude 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 of the 𝑖-th BPM orbit readings
excited by the CM at the 𝑓𝑗 frequency.
To determine noise at BPMs readings we acquired 𝑇acq =
9.9 s of CM excitation-free orbits, at BPMs sampling rate of
∼ 1 kHz and estimated the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of
the BPMs readings (Fig. 2). Noise at frequency 𝑓𝑗 on the 𝑖-th
BPM readings was evaluated as the square-root of the signal
−1 being the
variance 𝜎𝑖,𝑗 = √PSD(𝑓𝑗 ) × 𝛿𝑓, with 𝛿𝑓 = 𝑇acq
frequency resolution. The average ratio between amplitude
and noise at a given frequency, ⟨𝑎𝑖𝑗 /𝜎𝑖,𝑗 ⟩ , was adopted as
𝑖
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in units of dB (the last 𝑖
subscript indicates the average over BPMs). The 𝑥𝑥 (𝑦𝑦) line
in Fig. 3 represents the SNR for 𝑥 (𝑦) orbit distortions due
to CH (CV) excitations, while the 𝑥𝑦 (𝑦𝑦) line indicates the
SNR for 𝑥 (𝑦) orbit distortions due to CV (CH) excitations
The constructed SNRs discourage the use of frequencies
multiples of 60 Hz.
MOPOTK002
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Figure 3: SNR for orbit distortions due to kicks on the same
axis (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) and on different axes (𝑥𝑦, 𝑦𝑥).

FAST ORM MEASUREMENTS

where 𝜙𝑖,𝑗 ∈ (−𝜋, 𝜋] and sgn(⋅) is the sign function. In
summary, we condense the measurement process to the frequency domain, as illustrated by Fig. 1.
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We configured parallel alternating excitation of CMs and
acquired data of multi-frequency excitation in order to reconstruct the ORM by the AC method. We excited the beam by
driving the CMs of each of the 20 sectors present in the Sirius storage ring. At each sector, the 6 CHs drove frequencies
𝑓𝑥 = 3, 7, 13, 19, 29, 37 Hz, while the 8 CVs drove frequencies 𝑓𝑦 = 5, 11, 17, 23, 31, 41, 47, 59 Hz. We chose prime
numbers to avoid problems with harmonics which might
arise from non-linearities in the beam response function.
The start of BPM acquisition and the activation of CMs
were synced by the same triggered event from the timing
system, and a delay of 25 ms was set for the CMs to start
driving the beam. Since the chosen frequencies are integers
in units of Hz, all the CMs performed an integer number
of oscillations for 4 s at 5 µrad while the BPMs recorded
positions for ∼ 4.1 s. This was done to be sure we knew
exactly when the beam excitation started and ended in the
time series. The fitting algorithm was restricted to fit data
within the time window in which CMs were actually driving
the beam, and the integer number of oscillations guarantee
the orthogonality of the data vectors at the frequencies which
we used to fit the data. Measurements with these settings
took around 2.5–3 min to be completed.
To evaluate the resemblance between AC and DC ORMs
we performed the following analysis: the cosine cos 𝜃𝑗 between the 𝑗-th column vectors vAC,𝑗 , vDC,𝑗 of the AC and
DC ORMs is an estimator of these vectors’ signature correlation: the resemblance between the columns signature is
higher when this estimator is closer to 1. In our measurements, the correlation residue 1 − cos 𝜃𝑗 between the AC
and DC ORMs columns is on average ∼ 3% for off-diagonal
blocks (𝑀𝑥𝑦 , 𝑀𝑦𝑥 ) and ∼ 0.03% for diagonal blocks (𝑀𝑥𝑥 ,
𝑀𝑦𝑦 ), indicating a good agreement between the matrices
signature.

The Method’s Precision
For comparing consecutive ORM measurements we defined a variance matrix
𝜎2𝑖𝑗 =

𝑁
1
∑ (𝑀𝑖𝑗𝑘 − ⟨𝑀⟩𝑖𝑗 )2
𝑁 − 1 𝑘=1

(5)
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Figure 4: Mean column deviation for four consecutive AC and DC ORMs measurements: matrices are measured and the
variance of the entries are averaged for each one of its blocks. The square-root of the average is taken, resulting in a quantity
𝛾𝑗 condensing a column’s deviation. The AC methods presents lower deviations across measurements.
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mean deviation vector, with entries 𝛾𝑗 = √⟨𝜎2𝑖𝑗 ⟩ . Figure 4
𝑖
shows 𝛾𝑢𝑣 , the 𝛾 vector for the 𝑢𝑣 ORM blocks. The higher
precision of the AC method is evident from the lower values
of the 𝛾 vectors.

∆βy /βy

The LOCO algorithm fed with an AC ORM provided
optics corrections similar to those achieved previously at
Sirius with DC-measured ORMs, as Fig. 5 shows. The
“AC LOCO” was able to deliver similar optics with subtler
changes. In the DC ORM LOCO, the STD of percentual
changes in quadrupoles’ trim coils integrated gradient is
0.67%, while it is 0.42% for the AC LOCO.

∆ηy
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Figure 5: Comparison between LOCO fitted models: standard deviation (STD) of horizontal and vertical beta-beatings
and dispersion function errors for the AC and DC ORMs as
LOCO iterates.

The “AC ORM” method sped up ORM measurements at
Sirius by almost ten times, while also displaying increased
precision and delivering similar optics correction when used
as input to the LOCO algorithm. Our measurement process still needs further improvements so it can be used for
orbit correction. A proper characterization of the beam
transfer function would elucidate the calibration of amplitudes needed to determine the ORM entries with correct
scale factors and reveal additional phases introduced by the
vacuum chamber and magnets. This will allow a more accurate determination of the beam motion phases and the use
of higher frequencies to drive the beam, e.g., in the range
[120 − 180] Hz, for which the SNR is well-behaved.

with entries indicating the variance between the 𝑖𝑗 entries
of the measured 𝑀 𝑘 matrices with respect to the average
matrix ⟨𝑀⟩. For each corrector, i.e. for each ORM column, we considered the average ⟨𝜎2𝑖𝑗 ⟩ , which condenses
𝑖
the mean variance for a given corrector’s column in the
ORM. Four consecutive AC and DC measurements were carried and the variance matrix was calculated for each block
𝑢𝑣 ∈ {𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑦, 𝑦𝑥, 𝑦𝑦} of the ORMs. We also defined a 𝛾
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ABSORBED DOSE CHARACTERISTICS FOR IRRADIATION
EXPERIMENTS AT AREAL 5 MeV ELECTRON LINAC
V. Khachatryan*, Z. Amirkhanyan, H. Davtyan, B. Grigoryan, M. Ivanyan,
V. Petrosyan, A. Vardanyan, A. Yeremyan, A. Grigoryan1, CANDLE Synchrotron Research
Institute, Yerevan, Armenia
1
Also at Yerevan State University, Yerevan, Armenia
Abstract
Existing electron photogun facility at the CANDLE SRI
currently can provide electron beam with the energy up to
5 MeV. The beam is being used as an irradiation source in
the number of material science and life science experiments. Performed beam particle tracking simulations along
with intensive application of the beam diagnostic instruments (bending magnet, YAG stations, Faraday cups) allow control of the experimental samples’ irradiation parameters, particularly exposure times for given dose as well
as absorbed dose spatial distribution.
Direct application of the electron beam for the irradiation experiments allows achievement of high absorbed
dose. For the calculation of the irradiation parameters of
the experimental sample particle transport simulation results should be combined with the beam current measurements by Faraday Cup (FC). Dose measurements and the
comparison with digital simulations using various initial
parameters (Transverse size, divergence and energy
spread) permit to pin down their actual values.

INTRODUCTION
Numerous experiments on material science and radiation
biology have been carried out at the AREAL linear accelerator aiming at investigation of the effect of the irradiation
by the 5 MeV electron beam on the material or on organic
sample [1]. The experimental programs scope includes
though not limited to the issues a) The production of point
defects (NV centres) in diamonds for hypersensitive magnetometry; b) The study of ultrafast electron beam induced
non-equilibrium processes in semiconductors; c) Dose-rate
effects of ultrashort pulsed electron beam irradiation on
DNA damage/repair in human cancer cells [2-5]. The paper
is focused on the methods of the calculation of experimental sample irradiation parameters based on beam parameters measurement and numerical simulation study of
the electron beam interaction with the medium.

ELECTRON BEAM PARAMETERS AND
ABSORBED DOSE
AREAL electron linac can produce clean and controllable 2-5 MeV electron beam with 30- 250 pC pulse charge
and 1- 20 Hz repetition rate [6]. The main parameters of
the electron beam are can be monitored and manipulated to
apply precise irradiation dose for the experimental sample.
____________________________________________

AREAL uses photogun driven by 0.45 ps laser pulses thus
conditioning short bunch duration taking into account that
RF wavelength is 0.1 m. Main parameters of the AREAL
electron beam are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: AREAL Beam Parameters
Energy
Pulse charge
Pulse length
Norm. emittance
RMS energy spread
Pulse repetition rate
RF frequency

2–5 MeV
30–250 pC
0.45 ps
≤ 0.5 mm-mrad
≤1.5 %
1-20 Hz
3 GHz

Following the recommendations of the International
Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements
(ICRU) one can find out absorbed dose from electrons by
, where 𝜑 is electrons fluence
the formula 𝐷 = 𝜑 𝑆 𝜌
(in 1/cm2 units) and 𝑆 𝜌
(in MeV cm2/g units) is the
mass collision stopping power, resulting from electron interactions with the orbital electrons in atoms [7,8]. The resulting formula for the absorbed dose rate will be:
𝐺𝑦
𝑄[𝑝𝐶] ∙ 𝑛[𝐻𝑧]
𝑆
𝑀𝑒𝑉 ∙ 𝑐𝑚
𝐷
=
×
× 10 .
𝑔
𝑠
𝑒[𝐶] ∙ 𝐴[cm ]
𝜌
Here 𝑄[𝑝𝐶] is the pulse charge in picocoulombs, 𝑛[𝐻𝑧]
is repetition rate 𝑒[𝐶] is electron charge and 𝐴[cm ] is
beam spot size area at the sample surface. Since particles
distributions are nearly Gaussian both in transverse vertical
and horizontal directions 𝐴 can be calculated as the area
limited by ellipse 𝐴 = 𝑋𝑌, where 𝑋 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑌are beam spot
sizes (FWHM) in horizontal and vertical directions.

BEAM PARAMETERS MEASUREMENTS
Advanced Research Electron Accelerator Laboratory
(AREAL) based on photo cathode RF gun has been constructed at CANDLE.
The AREAL RF photogun experimental operation provides the electron bunches with up to 4.8 MeV energy and
5 nC mean current. The gun section contains the focusing
solenoid, magnetic spectrometer, horizontal/vertical corrector magnet, Faraday Cups (FC) and YAG screens with
cameras. The charge of individual bunches was measured
using two FCs.
The beam energy and the energy spread measurements
have been performed using the magnetic spectrometer
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located downstream the gun focusing solenoid. The spectrometer consists of 90° bending dipole magnet and the
YAG screen station. The beam absolute energy is determined by measuring the beam position on the YAG screen
with respect to the central trajectory position, which was
calibrated with particle tracking simulations using the
measured dipole magnetic field distribution. The energy
spread is evaluated using the beam horizontal profile on the
YAG screen. The horizontal width of the distribution is determined by the width of the energy distribution.

Figure 1: YAG screen image of the beam.
Dedicated software has been created at CANDLE that
allows digital processing of the YAG screen image of the
AREAL beam and to derive digital values of the beam particles transverse distributions parameters. Figure 1 presents
the 250 pC charge beam profile at the YAG screen in the
bended beam (dipole magnet is switched on) section. The
corresponding beam energy is about 4.2 MeV and the energy spread is below 1.5%. Beam transverse profile measurements results have been used to calculate absorbed dose
spatial distribution. The particles energy spread is dominated by an uncorrelated contribution, which is decreasing
with acceleration being inversely proportional to beam energy. Compact sized experimental samples have been irradiated by 2 - 4.8 MeV electron beam at the AREALThe
samples were exposed to the beam at a distance 3 cm from
the exit port. At those positions typical beam spot sizes
were 15 mm in diameter for strait beam and 15 mm ×
35 mm for bended one. For radiation biology experiments
the objects of the larger size have been used by positioning
them in 40 cm distance from the beam exit window.
Beam profiles have been visualized and quantities of
particles distributions were being estimated using YAG
screen stations both in strait and bended beam sections.
For the beam charge measurement beam has been focused on the FC entrance window by manipulating the solenoid magnets current. Thus routinely 250 pC charge was
being measured for the strait beam (see Fig. 2) and at least
30 pC value has been obtained for the bended beam.
While pulse charge is being measured by FC permanently, finding out the beam spot sizes at experimental
sample position is not trivial problem. For the later purpose
thin glass plates are being irradiated by electron beam at
the experimental sample frontal position for 30 minutes.
MOPOTK003
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Obtained image is gradually faded within a few days, however allows estimation of the beam spot sizes (Fig. 3). The
image is permanent one if quartz is used instead of ordinary
glass.

Figure 2: Inversed signal from the FC that corresponds to
280 pC electron beam pulse charge.

Figure 3: Electron beam image on the glass plate (bent
beam) at the sample location.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION WITH
FLUKA
Measured beam parameters along with experimental
sample geometry, position and material composition data
enables one to estimate absorbed dose. More accurate definition of the absorbed dose and its distribution in the
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volume of the irradiated material can be obtained with numerical modelling.
Absorbed dose in the sample by the electron has been
calculated using the particle transport simulation modelling code FLUKA [9]. Digital simulations to take into account accurately the beam scattering within the vacuum
window material (Titanium) and in the air. The results of
beam parameters measurements used for simulations include:
• Beam current measurements by Faraday cup;
• Beam transverse profile imaging by YAG screen and
camera station;
• Focusing solenoid magnet current adjustment and definition of the beam minimal spot sizes;
• Beam energy and energy spread measurement by spectrometer consisting of dipole magnet and YAG screen system.
The processing of the YAG screen image reveals that the
beam has Gaussian distribution of electrons along horizontal and vertical directions, i.e., perpendicular to the beam
direction. Default function of FLUKA does not let one to
simulate the beam with required parameters. Default function is designed to calculate physical quantity per electron
that gives only integral values of absorbed dose. Therefore,
a custom user routine was programed in FORTRAN language. The program is able to generate beam with the parameters and distributions that actually available at AREAL linear accelerator. Digital simulations extended to
take into account accurately the beam scattering within the
vacuum window material (Titanium) and within the air.

(CSDA) model electron range in the water is 2.0 cm for
3.6 MeV energy and 2.5 cm for 4.5 MeV energy [7].

Figure 5: Dose distribution along Z axis, pointing to beam
propagation direction. Distributions are normalized per
250 pC.

CONCLUSION
FLUKA simulations have been performed aimed at calculation of the required exposure time to provide necessary
irradiation dose for the given beam parameters (energy,
current, spatial sizes and divergence).
Input parameters for FLUKA simulations of the electron beam interaction with experimental sample have been
defined relying on two sets of the data. Beam parameters
measurements results have been combined with the sample
geometrical and composition parameters allowing calculation of the absorbed dose within the experimental sample
volume. However, digital modelling by Monte Carlo particle transport code proved to be more instrumental method
for precise definition of the absorbed dose and its distribution within the experimental sample volume.
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STATUS OF THE SOLEIL UPGRADE LATTICE ROBUSTNESS STUDIES
O.R. Blanco-Garcia∗ , D. Amorim† , M. Deniaud‡ , A. Loulergue, L. S. Nadolski, R. Nagaoka
Synchrotron SOLEIL, L’Orme des Merisiers Saint-Aubin, BP 48 91192 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France
Abstract
The SOLEIL synchrotron has entered its Technical Design Report (TDR) phase for the upgrade of its storage ring
to a fourth generation synchrotron light source. Verification
of the equipment specifications (alignment, magnets, power
supplies, BPMs), and the methodology for optics corrections
are critical in order to ensure the feasibility of rapid commissioning restoring full performance for daily operations.
The end-to-end simulation, from beam threading in the first
turns to beam storage and stacking, should be handled with
a comprehensive model close to the actual commissioning
procedure, taking into account all practical steps. During
2021 and 2022, the CDR lattice has undergone significant
modifications in response to additional constraints. In this
paper, we present an update of the robustness studies for the
TDR baseline lattice.

INTRODUCTION
The SOLEIL Upgrade project aims to design and build
a 2.75 GeV diffraction-limited synchrotron light source preserving the actual infrastructure, 29 beamlines (far-IR to
hard X-rays) and the 500 mA uniform filling pattern. The
lattice of the new storage ring presented in CDR report [1]
is built over a non-standard combination of twelve 7BA cells
and eight 4BA cells compliant with strong geometric constraints to produce a 80 pm rad natural emittance. The lattice can accommodate 20 straight sections (18 devoted for
insertions devices) where the betatron functions at their centers are minimized to be closed to the matching value [1].
The compact injection uses a Multipole Injection Kicker
(MIK) to inject the beam off-axis in the horizontal plane in a
quasi-transparent way [2]. During the TDR phase significant
modifications have been introduced leading to a new reference lattice [3]. The short straight sections were extended
in order to allow the use of the existing in-vacuum insertion device, the tunability of the lattice has been improved,
first mechanical integrations were considered, two doublewaist mini-beta sections were introduced with addition of a
quadrupole triplet at their centers and a magnetic chicane for
one of them to host canted in-vacuum undulators. Table 1
shows the main parameters of the new TDR lattice (see [3]).
As a part of the study program for the new storage ring,
the robustness studies have been refined from the work already presented in the CDR phase [4]. The present study
should analyze the impact of assumed errors on the ring performance. In particular: a) ensure the possibility of on-axis
(first day) and then off-axis injection (standard operation)
∗
†
‡

oscar-roberto.blanco-garcia@synchrotron-soleil.fr
now at CERN
now at Royal Holloway, University of London

b) guarantee the feasibility of the storage ring commissioning
[orbit correction, Beam Based Alignment (BBA), correction of beta-beating, restoration of lifetime, emittance, coupling, etc.] to achieve full performance for daily operation,
c) validate the selected correction schemes and corrector
maximum strengths via end-to-end simulations, d) verify
that the equipment tolerance specifications are consistent
with commissioning and future operation, e) identify possible showstoppers and additional equipment constraints.
We present in this article preliminary results on the best
performance achievable under the current assumptions.
Table 1: Parameters of the SOLEIL TDR lattice
Parameter, Unity
Lattice
Energy, GeV
Circumference, m
Symmetry/Cell Number
H. Natural Emittance, pm rad
V. Emit. (30 %H. Emit), pm rad
Tunes (H/V/L)
Energy Spread, %
Bunch Length, ps
Harmonic Number
Main RF Frequency, MHz
Energy Loss per turn, keV
Main RF Voltage, MV
Natural Chromaticities H/V
Operation Chromaticities H/V
Momentum Compaction Factor
Damping Time H/V/L, ms
Touschek Lifetime (500 mA), h

Value
TDR V0356 7BA/4BA
2.75
353.92
2/96
84.4
25.3
54.2/18.3/0.00210
0.091
8.5
416
352.382
458.5
1.8
-118.1/-56.2
+1.6/+1.6
1.05 × 10−4
7.7/14.4/12.2
2.5

LATTICE LAYOUT
The studied lattice is a composition of twelve 7BA, eight
4BA arc sections and two mini-beta sections with chicanes,
where all dipoles and reversed bends are permanent magnets. Quadrupole magnets are either permanent or electromagnetic. The maximum current is 500 mA in a uniform
filling pattern. An initial (first day) on-axis injection, with
no possibility of beam accumulation, can achieve maximum
1 to 3 mA in the ring on 104 consecutive bunches. After
the initial steps in the ring commissioning, the Multipole
Injection Kicker (MIK) is expected to be used for off-axis
as principal injection and to allow accumulation.
For this study we consider 214 girders, 180 BPMs,
180(180) dipolar horizontal(vertical) correctors, and
412(412) normal(skew) quadrupolar correctors (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Layout of the SOLEIL Upgrade TDR lattice with (TOP-LEFT) 4BA, (BOTTOM) 7BA arc cells and (TOPRIGHT) mini-beta sections with chicane. Permanent dipoles and reverse bends are shown in light-red and in light green,
respectively. Sextupoles are in yellow, where 180 of them have a dipolar corrector and are marked with a diamond at
their feet. Quadrupoles are shown in light-blue and octupoles in dark green; all 216 octupoles and 196 electro-magnetic
quadrupoles (412 in total), each one aside of a sextupole, are used for linear optics corrections, while a subset of 180 near a
dipolar corrector is used for BBA. BPMs are shown as black diamonds. Girder limits are shown as negative red marks.
The physical aperture of the machine has been modeled
as circular apertures having 12 mm in diameter in the 7BA
and 4BA arc cells. Open insertions in straights, are 8 mm
in diameter except in the long straight sections which are
12 mm. The injection section aperture adapts to the optics;
in it, the MIK, has smallest vertical aperture, it is rectangular
and measures 14 and 7 mm in the horizontal and vertical
plane, respectively. In the horizontal plane, the thin septum has the smallest horizontal aperture of −5 mm towards
the inner side of the ring. In-vacuum undulators are open,
while, photon absorbers, scrappers and collimators are not
yet considered.

SET OF ERRORS
The error budget is shown in Table 2. The random distribution has been truncated at 2-sigma gaussians, except for
the girder distribution which is truncated a 1-sigma gaussians. The BPM reading errors are specified for a minimum
current of 0.1 to 1 mA, and their calibration will be corrected
in later stages of the commissioning when the optics correction (LOCO) is performed. The injection errors have
a systematic component (Stat.) that is preserved over the
Table 2: RMS error budget for alignment, BPM, injection.
Magnet, Girder, RF
Girder H/V
Magnet H/V
Girder Roll
Magnet Roll
CM calibration
Magnet Cal.
RF Voltage
RF phase
RF frequency

RMS
50 µm
30 µm
60 µrad
50 µrad
5%
0.1%
5 kV
60°
100 Hz

BPM

RMS

Offset
Roll
Noise (TbT)
Noise (CO)
Calibration

500 µm
100 µm
500 µm
1 µm
10%

Inj. Axis

Stat.(Jit.)

𝜎inj

Inj. Axis

Stat.(Jit.)

𝜎inj

𝑥, µm
𝑥 ′ , µrad
𝑦, µm
𝑦′ , µrad

500
100 (25)
500
100

253
20
37
14

Δ𝐸/𝐸, %
𝜙, °

0.5 (0.01)
10 (0.1)

0.09
3.2
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entire on-axis injection simulation, while a jitter component (Jit.) is assigned to each injection pulse. The injected
beam size, 𝜎inj , corresponds to a horizontal and vertical
emittance of 5 and 0.5 nm rad, respectively, matched to the
optics parameters at the injection point (see [3, 5]).

CORRECTION STRATEGY
In the simulation the initial lattice is modified to include
girders, BPMs, correctors and their errors using Simulated
Commissioning (SC) [6, 7]. The beam dynamics is simulated with AT [8, 9], while the LOCO routine is part of
MML [10]. These studies require parallel computation resources, therefore, an internal server has been configured
with SLURM [11] as a job sequencer, and parallel functionalities in Matlab [12], as well as Jupyter [13], Pandas [14],
Seaborn [15], Matlab and pyAT [16] for data analysis.
In order to study the probability of the beam dynamics
restoration, we simulated 30 machines with a random set
of errors using the values previously described. We have
included the effect of radiation damping and the 6D tracking
to estimate the Dynamic Aperture (DA), and the Momentum
Aperture (MA). We set two simulation approaches: the first
considers a set of realistic BPM errors for the first stages of
the commissioning, while, the second considers ideal BPMs
in order to analyze the best possible performance of the BBA
and LOCO procedures.
The dipole corrector force is limited to 0.5 and 0.3 mrad
in the horizontal and vertical planes, respectively, while the
quadrupolar corrector force is not bounded. In addition, corrections have been simplified in simulations: first, the dipolar
correctors are foreseen to be constructed as extra coils in
180 sextupole magnets (See Fig. 1), however, they are simulated as perfectly aligned and calibrated additional elements
next to sextupole magnets; second, the 412 quadrupolar correctors foreseen to be realized in all octupoles and in the
quadrupoles next to sextupoles are in simulations located
inside the 412 sextupoles of the machine; at last, the simulation model contains only the main RF cavity and does not
include the Harmonic cavity.
For these studies we keep sextupoles on. Every ring in the
simulation will follow a step-by-step based procedure in orMC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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der to restore the beam parameters: A) On-axis injection and
trajectory correction up to first-turn correction, second-turn
correction, and convergence, B) Tuning of the main RF system to store the beam which gives the first closed orbit (CO),
C) closed orbit BBA and orbit correction, D) LOCO, E) Iterations of BBA, LOCO and orbit correction to improve the DA,
thus, increasing injection efficiency F) Final performance
evaluation.
From first turns to closed orbit There is less than 7% probability to achieve a first turn around the machine without
trajectory corrections, and zero probability for a second turn,
however, there is a high probability to perform a successful
trajectory orbit correction and to find a closed orbit with
reduced beam losses. Figure 2 shows the Beam Loss Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) during the early commissioning steps and the expected D.A. when beam is stored.
The closed-orbit correction improves the D.A. due the reduction of the BPM noise w.r.t. to the Turn-by-Turn (TbT)
operation mode (see Table 2).
BBA results A closed orbit BBA procedure with 180 BPMs
has been conceived to reduce the orbit deviation w.r.t. a
set of 180 chosen magnet centers, close to each BPM. A
preliminary analysis of the optics-beat due to defects in
the lattice showed that sextupoles in the cell degrade the
optics by the largest amount (beta-beat larger than 6% rms),
therefore, a subset of 180 sextupoles was selected for the
BBA procedure in the simulations; see Fig. 1. Table 3 show
the median results of the BBA procedure with perfectly
calibrated BPMs.
The number of BPMs is not enough to correct the beam
trajectory in all magnets, leaving a residual orbit close to
50 µm rms in both planes. Furthermore, the limited dipole
corrector force deteriorates the BBA result in 50% of the simulations. The induced optics errors need to be compensated
by LOCO.

Figure 2: (TOP) Beam loss cumulative distribution as a function of the number of turns for 30 rings. (BOTTOM) Dynamic aperture during on-axis injection before BBA. Physical aperture is shown in black.

Table 3: RMS BBA residual closed orbit in 𝜇m.
Residual Closed Orbit

Hor

Ver

BPM readings wrt Golden
BBA magnet list
All elements

1.3
5.8
48.2

1.2
5.7
43.5

Final Performance Figure 3 shows the restoration of the
DA and lifetime of the rings. The median of the machines
achieve −4 mm of DA in the horizontal plane, which indicated a 50% likelihood to get 100% off-axis injection efficiency. The recovered momentum aperture is able to restore
the Touschek lifetime up to 2.1 h for the median of the machines. The normal and skew quadrupole corrector force is
in 95% of cases below 0.15 T, and in rare cases it reaches
0.8 T max.

CONCLUSION
Specific schemes of closed orbit, BBA and optics correction have been applied to the SOLEIL Upgrade TDR lattice
design, and no major issues were identified for the first turns
corrections. The DA after optics corrections does not give
much margin to enable 100% injection efficiency. In spite of
that, the restoration of the −4 mm horizontal DA is reached
for 50% of the machines. The low BPM number induced
significant residual closed orbit in between BPMs of approx.
50 µm rms, and results show that the limit in the dipolar
corrector force deteriorates the orbit correction performance
in 50% of the cases. The quadrupole corrector force used to
restore the optics remains within the limits for 95% of cases.
Simulations will be improved with real positions of correctors, validation of the number of BPMs and correctors
strength for a more realistic model to perform BBA, LOCO
and orbit correction with error settings before and after stacking. Also, the inclusion of ID roll-off, multipoles and crosstalk between magnets is foreseen for next studies. Furthermore, increased statistics will be necessary to improve the
model certainty.

Figure 3: (TOP) DA and (BOTTOM) lifetime of the simulated machines, and the TDR as input for robustness studies.
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OFF-ENERGY OPERATION FOR THE ESRF-EBS STORAGE RING
L. Hoummi∗ , T. Brochard, N. Carmignani, L.R. Carver, J. Chavanne, S.M. Liuzzo, T. Perron,
R. Versteegen, S. White, ESRF, Grenoble, France
P. Raimondi, SLAC, Menlo Park, California, USA
Abstract
The ESRF-EBS is the first 4th generation source making
use of the Hybrid Multi-Bend Achromat (HMBA) lattice
cell [1], reaching an equilibrium horizontal emittance of
140 pm.rad in user mode (insertion devices (ID) gaps open).
The injection in the storage ring (SR) is conducted with a
short booster, operated off-energy. The RF frequency is
increased compared to the nominal one to put the beam
on a dispersive orbit, thus going off-axis in quadrupoles.
The induced dipolar feed down effects reduce the booster
horizontal emittance [2, 3].
The same strategy is extended to the ESRF-EBS SR, for
an expected emittance reduction of about 20 pm rad. A first
approach shifts the RF frequency by +300 Hz to operate
at -1% energy offset. Optimal quadrupole and sextupole
settings are defined for this off-energy operation based on
simulations. The settings are then tested in the SR in terms
of dynamic aperture and injection efficiency.

INTRODUCTION
The ESRF-EBS SR provides a 6 GeV electron beam of
low equilibrium emittance of 140 pm.rad (insertion devices
(ID) gaps open) to 44 beamlines, with canted cells and the
inclusion of bending magnet (BM) sources [4] since the
end of its commissioning in 2020 [5, 6]. Further reduction
of its equilibrium emittance may be achieved by operating
on a dispersive orbit, by going off-axis in high-gradient
quadrupoles. To do so, the RF frequency is shifted by about
300 Hz, according to:
𝛿=

Δ𝑝
1 Δ𝑓𝑅𝐹
=−
𝑝
𝛼𝐶 𝑓 0

(1)

with 𝑓0 the synchronous frequency, Δ𝑓𝑅𝐹 the frequency shift
and 𝛼𝐶 = 8.62 × 10−5 the momentum compaction factor,
under the assumption that it varies slowly with the momentum.
The emittance reduction was first tested on the ESRF-EBS
storage ring, by varying its RF frequency within ±500 Hz.
No correction was done on the optics. Figure 1 illustrates
the variation of the horizontal emittance and the energy
spread for different RF frequency shifts. A reduction of
about 20 pm rad can be achieved with a RF shift of 300 Hz,
which corresponds to about -1% energy deviation, and could
increase the photon beam brilliance by about 5-15%.
∗
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Figure 1: Expected and measured variations of the equilibrium horizontal emittance and energy spread with RF
frequency shift, without optics correction.

OFF-ENERGY LATTICE OPTION FOR
ESRF-EBS
The RF frequency shift introduces off-axis orbit in the
quadrupoles and the sextupoles. This yields to an additional
quadrupolar effect in the sextupoles,
𝑘1𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 2𝑘2 𝐷𝑥 𝛿

(2)

with 𝑘2 the sextupole strength and 𝐷𝑥 the dispersion at the
sextupole. This effect introduces beta functions and dispersion modulations that are detrimental in terms of lifetime
and injection efficiency. For simplicity, the on-energy optics
parameters were taken as a reference for good performances.
As such, the off-energy optics were matched to the on-energy
ones. Figure 2 compares the Twiss functions and dispersion
of the nominal optics and its off-energy option.
The additional quadrupolar strength in the sextupoles
binds the tunes and chromaticity corrections and could
be compensated using the nearby quadrupoles. Nevertheless, such compensation removes two knobs from the optics
matching, required to match the −𝐼 transformation between
sextupoles. To conserve the tunes and keep chromaticities
higher than (6,6) for operation, the sextupole were included
in the matching of the optics of the standard cell. The EBS
injection cell [7], 2PW and SB insertions and canted cells [4]
are also taken into account in the matching.
Table 1 lists the main parameters of the 6 GeV ESRF-EBS
HMBA lattice and its off-energy option. The off-energy optics correction and especially the conservation of the horizontal tune decreased the overall dispersion levels and the
momentum compaction factor. From (1), the RF shift corre-
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sponding to -1% energy deviation therefore is 280 Hz for an
emittance reduction of 19 pm rad.
Table 1: Main Parameters of the ESRF-EBS Storage Ring
Lattice at its Nominal Energy and its Off-energy Version
Energy

6 GeV

5.94 GeV

(𝑄𝑥 , 𝑄𝑦 )
Nat. 𝜖𝑥
𝛼𝑐
Chromaticity
Energy spread
Energy loss
RF frequency shift
𝛽𝑥 at injection

(76.18, 27.34)
141 pm.rad
8.62 × 10−5
(7.0, 6.0)
9.5 × 10−4
2.6 MeV
0 Hz
18.5 m

(76.18, 27.34)
122 pm.rad
7.65 × 10−5
(6.6, 6.2)
1.0 × 10−3
2.5 MeV
+280 Hz
19.0 m

Overall, the off-energy optics require lower quadrupolar strengths. The dipole-quadrupole magnets (DQ) were
all varied by -0.5% to recover the cell phase advance and
maintain the −𝐼 transformation between sextupoles in the
standard cells. Variations of other quadrupoles are within
±5% range. Sextupole strengths decreased by close to 2%
on average. All variations remain under the power supply
tolerances. For sake of simplicity, the injection sextupole
were left identical to the standard ones, leaving six knobs
for further optimisation.

DYNAMIC APERTURE AND LIFETIME
WITH ERRORS
Figure 3 compares the dynamic aperture at the injection
point of the nominal lattice and its off-energy optics for both
considered energy deviations, 0% and -1% as well as the
variation of the momentum acceptance over one standard cell.
Particles were tracked over 5000 turns, using Accelerator
Toolbox (A.T.) [8]. The off-energy optics recover and exceed
the dynamic aperture at the injection point of the nominal
lattice, while presenting a 20% reduction in lifetime.
For a fair comparison, the same set of errors was applied
on the on-energy and the off-energy optics. Ten lattices
including errors and correction were generated on-energy.

Figure 3: (top) Dynamic aperture and 𝛽-functions at the
injection point for both energy deviation 0% and -1%, and
(bottom) momentum acceptance over one standard cell and
Touschek lifetime of the nominal lattice and its off-energy
settings.
Then, the modifications on the quadrupoles and sextupoles
required to go from the on-energy to the off-energy optics
were equally applied to all lattices. The same procedure was
used to set the off-energy optics in the SR during machine
dedicated time. These ten sets of identical errors and corrections were then used either for on- or off-energy DA and
lifetime computations.
Figure 4 compares the DA at injection of the lattices without errors and with error and corrections, for both studied
optics. The DA with errors and correction are comparable
for both cases, ensuring the conservation of the correction
conducted on-energy when transposing to the off-energy
optics. The lifetimes were calculated for three operation
current per bunch. The results are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Touschek Lifetime Calculations for Three Currents
per Bunch of ESRF-EBS and for Both Considered Lattices
with the Same Sets of Errors and Corrections, Assuming
𝑍// = 0.3Ω and 𝜖𝑉 = 10 pm.rad

Figure 2: Twiss functions of the standard cell of (plain) the
current ESRF-EBS storage ring lattice and (dashed) its offenergy option.
MOPOTK006
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Current per bunch

On-energy

Off-energy

0.2 mA
5.8 mA
10 mA

37.9 ± 1.3 h
2.9± 0.1 h
1.9 ± 0.1 h

29.9 ± 2.5 h
2.3 ± 0.2 h
1.5 ± 0.1 h

Ongoing injection sextupole optimisation using a mix
between Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm and Particle
Swarm Optimisation (MOPSO) aim at increasing the offenergy optics lifetime [9]. As mentioned above, tunes and
chromaticity must be corrected simultaneously for the offenergy optics. For MOGA and MOPSO optimisations, two
quadrupole families (QF1/QD2) and two sextupole families
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Table 3: Dynamic Aperture Measurement Scaled to the
Injection Point
Optics
On-energy
Off-energy

Figure 4: Dynamic aperture at the injection point for the
nominal lattice and its off-energy optics with and without
errors and corrections.

RF shift

Horizontal DA

0 Hz

[−6.5; 6.0] ± [0.2; 0.2] mm

+280 Hz

[−5.4; 4.9] ± [0.2; 0.3] mm

0 Hz

[−5.0; 4.3] ± [0.2; 0.2] mm

+280 Hz

[−6.3; 6.0] ± [0.2; 0.4] mm

vices. The emittance measurements in Fig. 5 were rescaled
according to the off-energy optics at the pinholes. During
user time, the emitted power typically varies within 80-120
kW. At this power, the measured equilibrium emittance, with
no vertical beam blow-up is about 100 pm rad.

(SF2/SD1) are used via a 4x4 response matrix to correct
the tunes and the chromaticity after changing the injection
sextupoles.

EXPERIMENTAL TEST OF THE
OFF-ENERGY OPTICS
The off-energy settings were tested on the ESRF-EBS storage ring at low current. For a fair comparison, the nonlinear
optimisation of the sextupoles and octupoles were removed
from the nominal lattice, as well as closed orbit bumps. The
implementation of the off-energy optics was conducted by
steps of 50 Hz in RF frequency shift with tunes and orbit
correction. The correction kept the on-energy values of the
respective tunes and orbit 2 × 2 response matrices. Then, a
corresponding fraction of the optics variation was sent to
the quadrupoles and sextupoles. Future tests will assess the
improvements introduced by using a complete 4 × 4 matrix.
Injection could be conducted directly on the shifted optics,
the injection efficiency reached 35% with no tuning of the
injectors.
Linear optics measurements [10] were conducted on
the on- and off-energy optics, as well as one set of correction. Beating of the beta-functions and the dispersion
were compared with their theoretical model and remain
Δ𝛽
comparable in both cases: ( 𝛽 ) was (1.4, 1.3) ± (1, 1)%
and (1.5, 2.3) ± (1, 1)% and Δ𝐷𝑥 , 0.66 ± 0.01 mm and
0.97 ± 0.01 mm for the on-energy and off-energy settings
respectively. The nominal chromaticities were measured at
(10, 10) ± (1, 1), and (8.4, 10) ± (1, 1) for the off-energy
optics.
The dynamic apertures were measured using one of the
collimators [11] and monitoring the particle losses and lifetime. Table 3 lists the obtained results scaled at the injection point. The off-energy optics recover the on-energy DA,
which still lacks online optimisation at the level of the onenergy optics [12, 13].
To simulate the user mode, radiation power was generated
in the machine by evenly closing the gaps of the insertion de-

Figure 5: Measured horizontal emittance and energy spread
with progressively closed insertion device gaps and their
expected radiated power at high current, for the off-energy
settings of the ESRF-EBS storage ring.

CONCLUSIONS
Off-energy optics were developed for a reduction in natural horizontal emittance of about 20 pm rad while conserving
the magnetic strengths within their power supply tolerances
and providing an estimated increase of 5-15% of the photon
beam brilliance. Future improvements of the optics will include theoretical sextupole optimisation using the injection
sextupoles as well as experimental lifetime optimization [13]
at high current. The off-energy optics were successfully implemented in the storage ring, with no change in tune and
orbit correction response matrices. Further tests will tune
the injectors to follow the reduced SR beam energy and to
maximise the injection efficiency.
The off-energy settings induce high closed orbit distortion in the center of the cells, impacting the dipole sources.
The beam arrives with a measured angle of about 400 µrad,
which would require an adjustment of the front end position
by about 8-9 millimeters. The impact of the highest energy spread on the spectrum quality of high-order undulator
harmonics is being studied.
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REVERSE BEND OPTION FOR A 6 GeV STORAGE RING LATTICE
L. Hoummi∗ , N. Carmignani, L.R. Carver, F. Cianciosi, S.M. Liuzzo, T. Perron, S. White,
ESRF, Grenoble, France
Abstract
Several high-energy synchrotron facilities adopted the
Hybrid Multi-Bend Achromat scheme (HMBA) developed
for the ESRF-EBS [1]. The considered lattice has been developed for a generic 6 GeV storage ring (SR) of 1100 m
circumference [2]. It includes a short bending (SB) magnet
at the center of the cell, and achieves a ∼70 pm rad equilibrium horizontal emittance. The optics of such SR are
modified introducing reverse bending magnets [3, 4] to further reduce the natural horizontal emittance to 53 pm rad.
The impact of such modification on dynamic aperture and
lifetime is assessed and optimized.

in the dipoles [3]. Previous attempts were conducted on a
similar lattice [7].

ANGULAR CORRECTION
All focusing quadrupoles in the dispersive area were used
as reverse bends to optimise the emittance reduction. Their
location is displayed in Fig. 1. The introduction of negative
angles perturbs both the geometry and the dispersion in
the standard cell, reducing the total angle per cell. The
correction of the total angle is pursued using two methods:
• Transposed method The total reverse bending angle
per cell 𝜃𝑅𝐵
𝑡𝑜𝑡 is defined as the sum of all negative bending angles, expressed per RB in Eq. 1. It is compensated by shifting the standard dipole angles to recover
the geometry of the cell. The angular distribution along
|𝜃𝑅𝐵 |
the cell simply becomes 𝜃𝑅𝐵 = − 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡 for RB and

INTRODUCTION
The present work has been developed for a generic highenergy storage ring of 6 GeV and 1100 m circumference [2].
The lattice considered is an adaptation of the ESRF-EBS
H7BA lattice [5] with 40 cells, achieving ∼70 pm rad horizontal emittance. Figure 1 displays the optics of a standard
cell of the presented ring.

|𝜃

|

𝑅𝐵

𝜃𝑑𝑖𝑝 = 𝜃0 + 𝑁 𝑡𝑜𝑡 for the standard bending magnets,
𝑑𝑖𝑝
where 𝑁𝑅𝐵 , 𝑁𝑑𝑖𝑝 are respectively the number of RB
and dipoles in the cell, and 𝜃0 the bending angle of the
dipoles in the nominal lattice.
• Proportional method The total angle is restored proportionally over the whole cell, applying the following
2𝜋𝜃
operation on all bending magnets: 𝜃𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑁 𝑜𝑙𝑑
,
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 ∗𝑎
where 𝑎 is the cell angle before correction, and 𝑁𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
the number of cells of the machine. This method conserves the perturbation of the dispersion of the reverse
bends, for which we expect a stronger emittance reduction.

Figure 1: Location of the reverse bends (red arrows) in the
lattice. All dipoles are represented in blue.
Further reduction of the horizontal emittance is achievable with a fixed lattice layout, by controlling the dispersion function at the entrance of the dipole magnets, to approach the Theoretical Minimum Emittance (TME) conditions [6]. Reverse bends (RB), which are mechanically
displaced quadrupoles with regards to the machine axis, generate a negative dipolar field of resulting angle [4]:
𝜃𝑅𝐵 = −𝑘1 𝑙Δ𝑥

(1)

with 𝑘1 the strength of the quadrupole, 𝑙 its length and Δ𝑥 the
horizontal displacement. Such quadrupoles help modulate
the dispersion function and derivative to approach the TME
∗
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Figure 2: Evolution of the emittance and the momentum
compaction factor (m.c.f.) with the total reverse bending
angle, for the two methods of angle restoration.
Both methods were tested and compared in Accelerator
Toolbox (A.T.) [8], for different total reverse bending angles
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𝑅𝐵
𝜃𝑅𝐵
𝑡𝑜𝑡 . To ease the comparison, 𝜃𝑡𝑜𝑡 was equally distributed
among the reverse bends. As the dispersion is perturbed
by the insertion of the reverse bends and by the correction
of the total angle, the lattice optics are rematched at each
step in 𝜃𝑅𝐵
𝑡𝑜𝑡 . Figure 2 superimposes the variation of the
emittance and momentum compaction factor with 𝜃𝑅𝐵
𝑡𝑜𝑡 for
both methods considered. Table 1 compares the main characteristics of the lattices without and with reverse bends at
the minimum emittance generated with the two methods
detailed above. The smallest natural horizontal emittance
(59 pm rad) is achieved with the proportional method, with
similar total reverse bending angle and energy spread, and
lower radiation losses.

Table 1: Comparison of Main Standard Cell Parameters for
the Two Lattices with Reverse Bends of Minimum Natural
Horizontal Emittance Obtained with Two Methods of Angular Correction
Parameter
𝜃𝑅𝐵
𝑡𝑜𝑡 (degrees)
𝜖𝑥 (pm.rad)
𝜎𝐸

Nominal

Method
Transposed

Proport.

0

-0.27

-0.29

70.0

66.9

59.2

9 × 10−4

10−3

10−3

m.c.f.

6 × 10

𝐽𝑥

1.54970

1.91472

1.93536

Radiation loss

50 keV

56 keV

54 keV

−5

5 × 10

−5

After selection of the optimum standard cell option using
the previous scan, high-𝛽𝑥 injection cells are matched to the
ESRF-EBS ones [5]. The standard cells reverse bends were
included in the injection cells, to close the ring geometry.
The circumference of the ring was increased to set the harmonic number to 1296, for a RF frequency of 352.2 MHz [9].
Control of the dispersion at the middle of the standard cell
allowed a total reduction in horizontal emittance to about
53 pm rad for the ring with reverse bends. Main parameters
are listed for the lattices with and without reverse bends in
Table 2.

4.5 × 10−5

To find the lowest horizontal natural emittance, the reverse bends are freely varied, conserving the proportional
method for angular correction. Four knobs, respecting the
cell axial symmetry, are used to seek for the minimum horizontal emittance. The inhomogeneous angular distribution
frees the total reverse bending angle 𝜃𝑅𝐵
𝑡𝑜𝑡 , which optimum
was previously limited to the parabolic evolution of the ℋfunction with the dispersion functions. The total reverse
bending angle is varied by ±0.01 degrees between consecutive iterations of a minimization process.
Each iteration randomly generates five angular distributions in the reverse bends. For each of these distributions the
total angle is corrected with the proportional method and the
optics are matched. For a given 𝜃𝑅𝐵
𝑡𝑜𝑡 , the distribution of minimum emittance is chosen. This ring is then reintroduced as
the input of the next scan. The scan controls the horizontal
damping partition number for sake of longitudinal stability.
The variation of both the horizontal natural emittance
and the momentum compaction factor during the conducted
scans are displayed in Fig. 3. The natural horizontal emittance first follows a parabolic variation with 𝜃𝑅𝐵
𝑡𝑜𝑡 and then
the inhomogeneous distribution of the reverse angles allows
442

Figure 3: Variation of (left) the natural horizontal emittance
and (right) the momentum compaction factor during the
cycle of the algorithm. The large number of points per angle
originates from the random reverse-angle distribution and
the two-sided evolution of the total reverse bending angle
𝜃𝑅𝐵
𝑡𝑜𝑡 .

LATTICE OPTION WITH 53.1 pm rad
EMITTANCE

OPTIMISATION OF THE REVERSE
BENDING ANGLE DISTRIBUTION

MOPOTK007

the increase of 𝜃𝑅𝐵
𝑡𝑜𝑡 , further reducing the emittance. The
optimisation is stopped at -0.5 degrees after convergence.

Table 2: Comparison of Main Parameters for the Nominal
Lattice and its Option with Reverse Bends
Parameter
Circumference
(𝑄𝑥 , 𝑄𝑦 )
𝜖𝑥 (pm.rad)

RB option

1100 m

1103 m

(95.21, 33.34)

(95.21, 34.34)

70.0

53.1

0

-0.35

8.6 × 10−4

1.0 × 10−3

m.c.f.

6 × 10−5

5 × 10−5

Energy loss

2.0 MV

2.2 MV

Chromaticity

(7,6)

(1,5)

RF Frequency

352.0 MHz

352.2 MHz

𝜃𝑅𝐵
𝑡𝑜𝑡

(degrees) per cell

Nominal

𝜎𝐸

Harmonic number

1294

1296

Nat. bunch length

2.9 mm

3.4 mm

Table 3 lists the characteristics of the reverse bending
magnets and their corresponding horizontal shift. The main
contribution in the emittance reduction comes from the central part of the lattice (between 11 and 17 m in Fig. 1), with a
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maximum 2.1 mm shift required. To compare, the maximum
transverse displacement values Δ𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 in the ESRF-EBS are
determined by analysis of the full cell assembly drawings
and are reduced by about 1 mm considering the presence
of kapton foils under the dispersion bump and the vacuum
chambers, and specific vacuum chambers shapes and positioning of heating wires for the central reverse bends [10].
The displacement of high-gradient quadrupoles exceeds the
maximum available. Vacuum chambers may need specific
design adjustments compared to those of EBS.
Table 3: Horizontal Shifts Δ𝑥 of the Implemented Reverse
Bends
Name

QF4[AE]

QF4[BD]

QF6

QF8

Length (m)

0.21

0.21

0.39

0.48

𝑘2 (m )

2.6

2.2

4.52

4.42

−2

Δ𝑥 (mm)
Δ𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 (mm)

0.18

0.29

2.1

1.9

2.4-3.4

2.4-3.4

1.2-2.2

1.2-2.2

Figure 5 compares the dynamic aperture (DA) of the nominal lattice and its option with reverse bends of chromaticity
(1,5) with high-beta injection cells to increase the dynamic
aperture at injection. Particles are tracked starting at the
injection point for 5000 turns. The standard cell with reverse bends presents a reduction of its dynamic aperture
which remains comparable to the nominal one. The high-𝛽𝑥
injection cells improve the horizontal transverse acceptance
at injection for the lattice without reverse bends as expected,
but not for the lattice with RB. Their impact on the lifetime is
also detrimental on the Touschek lifetime: when the 40-fold
symmetry ring with reverse bends presents a 32 h lifetime
for 200 mA in 1296 bunches, the insertion of the injection
cells with reverse bends reduce it to 13.5 h. Tuning of the injection is therefore mandatory to enhance the DA at injection
point, with less impact on the Touschek lifetime.

DYNAMIC APERTURE AND LIFETIME
Optimisation of the sextupoles started with a scan on the
ring chromaticity to optimise both the Touschek lifetime
(TL) and the transverse dynamic aperture. Particles were
tracked for 2000 turns and the momentum acceptance was
computed over four standard cells for computing time considerations. The Touschek lifetime was calculated assuming
the same uniform filling pattern as ESRF-EBS, 200 mA in
1296 bunches [11]. Figure 4 gathers the resulting dynamic
aperture area and the Touschek lifetime for the scanned chromaticities. The best compromise found between Touschek
lifetime at high current and on-momentum dynamic aperture
at the injection point was found for the chromaticity (1,5).

Figure 4: Touschek lifetime (dot size) and dynamic aperture
area (color) variation with chromaticity for the H7BA ring
with reverse bends, for 𝑍𝑁 = 0.67 Ω and 𝜖𝑉 = 10 pm rad.
The maximum TL and DA were obtained for a chromaticity
(1,5) (red dot).

Figure 5: Dynamic aperture of the standard cell (dots)
and ring with injection cells (plain) for the lattices with
(black)and without (red) reverse bends.

CONCLUSION
A H7BA lattice for a 6 GeV 1100 m storage ring was
presented, with a 70 pm rad natural horizontal emittance.
Further reduction of its emittance can be achieved with reverse bending magnets with no additional constraint to the
optics. The angle correction procedure was discussed. The
proportional correction was selected for it achieved lower
emittance and lower radiation losses.
Further optimisation of the reverse bending angle distribution was achieved in A.T., by tuning four RB knobs. A
minimum emittance of 53 pm rad was achieved with this algorithm while conserving horizontal shifts at the limit of
feasibility for each magnet. The full ring includes high-𝛽𝑥
injection cells like for ESRF-EBS. Nonetheless, the dynamic
aperture was not increased at the injection point and a reduction of about 20 h in Touschek lifetime was calculated.
Further studies will focus on upgrading the injection cells in
terms of optics and optimising the injection sextupoles to restore the high dynamic aperture and reduce their detrimental
effect on the beam lifetime.
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OPTIONS FOR A LIGHT UPGRADE OF ESRF BOOSTER
SYNCHROTRON LATTICE
T.Perron*, N. Carmignani, L.Carver, L.Hoummi, S. Liuzzo, S.White, ESRF, Grenoble, France.
P. Raimondi, SLAC, California, USA.
Abstract
The EBS 6 GeV electron storage ring recently commissioned at ESRF, in Grenoble, France, is still operated using
the old injector hardware. It is now one of the limiting factor of the facility. The large horizontal emittance of the
booster beam affects injection efficiency, preventing from
reaching 100% transfer efficiency between the 299.8 m long
booster and the storage ring. Different lattice modifications
going from minor optics changes to full machine renewal
are considered [1] . In this paper we will discuss different
options of a “light” upgrade of the FODO lattice, keeping
the RF system, vacuum chamber, power supplies, and most
of the magnets. The upgrade then consists in creating a few
new quadrupole families in the straight section vicinity and
remove them from the main QF/QD families.

“LIGHT” UPGRADE AND IT’S
LIMITATIONS
PS Limitations
The ESRF booster synchrotron is accelerating electrons
from 0.2 Gev to 6 Gev following a 250 ms cycle driven by
a ramped power supply (PS) feeding all magnets. This
PS is based on H bridge rectifiers using IGBT’s switches,
and feeds three different magnet chains: Dipoles (D), Focussing Quadrupoles (QF) and Defocussing Quadrupoles
(QD). The power supply, commissioned in 2015, has been
tailored to the present booster layout and offers very little flexibility for improvement of output current/voltage (presently
500 A/1500 V) and number of output channels. The light
version of the upgrade uses of current magnets type, with
eventually minor modifications in the design of quadrupoles.
It enables to keep most of present magnets, girders and vacuum chambers. New families can then be obtained either by
removing some quadrupoles from the present chains, and
feed them via dedicated PS, or by introducing magnets with
different designs in the same chain. Expected saturation
curve for current magnets is presented in Fig. 1.

Magnet Design Limitations
Additional quadrupole families can be obtained by modifying the number of turns on the coils in the magnet design.
Sevral families can then be powered by a single chanel output of the ramped PS and no additional PS is requiered.
Comsol [2] simulations have been performed to evaluate the
impact of magnet saturation. It was coherent with the PS
limitation of 500 A. These simulations were used as well to
evaluate the field errors induced by a non even distribution
of excitation coils. Modification of coils can only be done

Figure 1: Simulated normalised gradient as a function of
current for the present booster quadrupoles.
by removing, or adding, a full turn. Present coils have 12
turns fixing the discreet step in gradient change to 8.3% of
the initial value. Removing one turn on only two over the
four coils of the magnet, this step is reduced by a factor 2.
The field quality is then slightly degraded because of the
different current repartition in the coils. Harmonic analysis
performed on a circle of 50 mm diameter, for the pole and
coil geometry of Fig. 2 indeed shows the presence of a skew
octupole for the geometry presented in Fig. 2. Nevertheless
the relative amplitude of this component with respect to the
main quadrupole gradient is of 4 × 10−4 even for the saturated case (as shown in Fig. 3). It is therefore negligible with
respect to other sources of errors. For non uniform chains
of magnets, saturation is a concern as well because, for this
configuration, it cannot be compensate for all magnets via
the power supply waveform anymore.

Extraction
Extraction hardware and layout is strongly lattice dependent. For a given lattice the ability to extract properly the
beam using existing layout/hardware must be assessed and
potential modifications are foreseen.

LATTICES TO BE COMPARED
Figure 4 displays how the new magnet families are labeled.
The figure shows 1/6 of booster circumference. Three new
lattices (PR, 3F, and 5F) with new families are compared
with two lattices that do not require any hardware change:
the one in operation (OP) today, and the same one with an
increased horizontal tune (HT). For each lattice, analysis
is done considering a 40 kHz shift on the RF frequency.
Indeed EBS machine length is not in accordance with booster
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Figure 2: Geometry used for asymmetric coils. The coils in
purple have only 11 turns while the others have 12.

Figure 4: 1/6 of present booster lattice, with quadrupole
labeling.
(h/v) 13.4/4.2. Lower vertical tune helps keeping the
sextupolar power required for chromaticity correction
low. Therefore transverse dynamic aperture is still large.
Three new families for QF1, QF2 and QD1 are used to
match the straight sections optics to the arcs, and keep
extraction possible. It would nevertheless require the
refurbishment of the first extraction septum.

Figure 3: Simulated skew harmonic amplitude relative to
main quadrupole for the asymmetric case. Results are given
for relative amplitudes measured at 25 mm from the magnet
center.
circumference. Therefore ESRF booster runs off energy
with a 40 kHz mismatch between machine length and RF
frequency [3]. We do benefit from this mismatch as it lowers
the H emittance to the cost of bunch lengthening on closed
orbit distortion.
OP: Operation lattice as of today with tunes of 11.7/9.6
(h/h). It involves only two families for the quadrupoles,
focussing and defocussing. K values in the quadrupoles
are: 0.73 m−2 /−0.653 m−2 corresponding to an excitation current of 446/404 A.
HT: Increasing the horizontal tune by one integer, horizontal
emittance can be reduced. For this setpoint, K values
will be 0.77 m−2 /0.66 m−2 corresponding to maximum
currents of 469 A / 407 A.
PR: The lattice proposed by P. Raimondi has higher QF
strength and lower QD strength so to increase H tune
without reaching the 500 A limit for the QF. Tunes are
MOPOTK008
446

3F: It follows the same principle of lowering V tune and enhancing H tune, but keeping all QD’s in one family and
adding 3 QF families that can be obtained by coil manipulations: 𝐾𝑄𝐹1 = 10/12∗𝐾𝑄𝐹, 𝐾𝑄𝐹2 = 11/12∗
𝐾𝑄𝐹, 𝑄𝐹3 = 11.5/12∗𝐾𝑄𝐹 with 𝐾𝑄𝐹 = 0.7902 and
𝐾𝑄𝐷 = −0.51. This option allows to limit the increase
of focussing quads in the extraction section. Present
extraction hardware is then sufficient to fully transfer
the beam from the booster to the transfer line. In this
case we would have 18 magnets having different coils
than the usual one.
5F: In this case 5 new magnet families including 36 magnets altogether are introduced. Again the new families
can be powered in series with the main QF/QD family, and the gradient is tuned by changing the number of turns on the coils. 𝐾𝑄𝐹1 = 9/12 ∗ 𝐾𝑄𝐹,
𝐾𝑄𝐹2 = 11/12 ∗ 𝐾𝑄𝐹, 𝑄𝐹3 = 11.5/12 ∗ 𝐾𝑄𝐹,
𝑄𝐷1 = 13/12∗𝐾𝑄𝐷, 𝑄𝐷2 = 𝑄𝐷3 = 12.5/12∗𝐾𝑄𝐷.
With 𝐾𝑄𝐷 = −0.4562 and 𝐾𝑄𝐹 = 0.7981. This lattice would require the modification of 38 quadrupoles,
and the modification of extraction elements. The resulting Twiss parameters for this lattice are presented
on Fig. 5.
From these five lattices, two correspond to what is feasible
with the present layout (OP and HT). The PR one corresponds to the first version proposed by P. Raimondi following a quick optimisation. It is promising, but as already
mentioned, this lattice still has extraction issues. The 3F
lattice is optimised considering a limit of three families to
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Figure 5: Twiss parameters for the 5F lattice.
be modified and the constraint to use the present extraction
layout. The last lattice (5F) is an extension of the 3F lattice
with more quadrupole families involved in the upgrade. It is
a realistic case requiring more effort for its implementation
that the 3F one, and should be close to the optimum we can
expect if no major refurbishment of dipoles, power supplies
and vacuum chambers is foreseen.

Figure 6: Comparison of normalised dynamic apertures for
the 5 presented lattices. No errors are introduced except the
eddy current in the dipole VC.
Table 1: Comparison of the Different Lattices Considered
Lattice
OP
HT
PR
3F
5F
“Diamond
like”

Lattice Performances
All tracking simulations have been performed using
AT [4] and pyAT [5].
The lattice performances are evaluated in terms of:
• Horizontal emittance (𝜖ℎ): the lower the better, it allows to improve injection efficiency in the SR.
• Bunch Length: The longitudinal matching is not good
between the booster and the storage ring. A shorter
bunch length would improve longitudinal matching and
thus the injection efficiency.
• Injection efficiency (IE): As a result of the lattice parameters optimisation it is expected to increase. Optimising
injection efficiency is the main purpose of this upgrade.
• Dynamic aperture: The larger the better, it is strongly
linked to the maximum charge the booster can capture.
The comparison for normalised dynamic apertures is presented on Fig. 6 and simulated at the QD1 center. For the
upgraded lattices, the dynamic aperture of the 5F lattice is
the largest while the HT lattice has a reduced aperture underlining the limits of increasing the H tune with the present
layout. All other parameters are summarised in Table 1.
They will be compared as well to the preliminary results
obtained by scaling the Diamond project for an upgraded
booster to the ESRF tunnel which has a horizontal emittance
of 15 nm rad. We consider this case as the minimum emittance achievable if the ESRF booster could be fully upgraded
fixing only the machine length so to fit in the present tunnel.

𝜖h
(nm.rad)
85.1
66.5
55
58.7
55.7
15

Bunch
Length (mm)
23.4
21.5
19.1
19.9
19.2
11.7

IE
%
86
92
95
94
95
100

CONCLUSION
Different options have been presented for a light booster
upgrade. The HT lattice, which does not require any hardware upgrade shows its limit as it allows a relevant emittance
reduction but at the cost of a small dynamic aperture. The
PR lattice is attractive but requires hardware refurbishment
for the extraction septum. The two last options, the 3F and 5F
could be implemented by keeping two chains of quadrupole
magnets fed by the two dedicated PS channels and by changing the number of turns in the coils for 18 (3F) or 36 (5F)
magnets. The 5F one would require some modifications of
the extraction section. The emittance reduction expected
is limited to a factor 1.5, and would allow to reach 95%
injection efficiency according to our si mulations. The improvement expect from the light upgrade can be compared to
preliminary simulations done for a completely new booster
with a lattice similar to the one studied at the Diamond light
source in Oxford. This later one would enable a 100% transmission from booster to the storage ring. Another path under
study is to have additional families is to use new power supplies for the new families. It would be the most attractive
solution due to the increased flexibility i t would provide
compared to the coils manipulation.
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BASIC DESIGN CHOICES FOR THE BESSY III MBA LATTICE ∗
B. C. Kuske† , M. Abo-Bakr, P. Goslawski, Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, 12489 Berlin, Germany
Abstract
Lattice development for the 2.5 GeV, low emittance successor of BESSY II, are ongoing at HZB since 2 years, [1].
The choice of a multi-bend achromat lattice is indispensable
due to the emittance goal of 100 pm, required to generate
diffraction limited radiation up to 1 keV. Hard boundary
conditions for the design are a relatively short circumference
of ≈ 350 m due to the accessible construction property in
vicinity to Bessy II and 16 super-periods to not step behind
the number of existing experimental stations. The configuration of the two building blocks of MBA lattices - unit
cell and dispersion suppression cell - has been thoroughly
studied from basic principles. It was found that gradient
free bending dipoles are the better choice for the BESSY III
lattice, opposite to the concepts of comparable projects.

INTRODUCTION
Since the successful operation of MAX IV in Lund, Sweden [2], the innovative idea of multi-bend achromat (MBA)
lattices entered basically every new low emittance storage
ring design. In 2014, A. Streun, PSI, analysed the concept
of reverse bends (RB) in the MBA unit cell [3]. RBs are
usually realized by an off-axis placement of the focusing
quadrupole. They help to detach the matching of the dispersion from that of the beta function and significantly reduce
the emittance. In 2017, J. Bengtsson and A. Streun adopted
the Higher-Order-Achromat approach to MBA-lattices [4, 5],
where the linear lattice is constructed such, that all 1st and
2nd-order sextupole terms are completely suppressed by
phase cancellation.
The BESSY III lattice design intends to integrate all three
concepts from the very beginning. To this end, the basic
building blocks of MBA lattices, i.e. unit cell (UC), and
dispersion suppression cell (DSC) are analysed under the
given constraints and with the goals of reaching 100 pm
emittance, lowest chromaticity, a momentum compaction
factor 𝛼 > 10−4 and a short circumference. It was found,
that much orientation in the vast parameter space of lattice
design can be gained. By successively stepping though the
different options for the design of UC and DSC a baseline
version for BESSY III was developed deterministically that
fulfills all demands and shows a good non-linear behavior.
This approach also puts various commonplace convictions
of MBA lattice design into perspective.

CHOICES FOR THE UNIT CELL
The generic, symmetric UC consists of the central dipole,
two quadrupoles, QF/RB and QD, and two sextupoles, SF
∗
†

Work supported by German Bundesministerium für Bildung und
Forschung, Land Berlin, and grants of Helmholtz Association
bettina.kuske@helmholtz-berlin.de

and SD. Drifts are initially set to 0.1 m. The three symmetry
conditions 𝛼 𝑥,𝑦 = 𝜂 ′ = 0, are fitted using QF, QD and the
RB angle. There are several choices for the UC setup: a)
include QD into the main bend (combined function cell, CFUC) or a separate function cell (SF-UC) b) place the RB or
SF at the outside, and, in case of the SF-UC, place QD or
SD next to the central dipole. Table 1 lists the emittance,
chromaticity and integrated sextupole strength for the six
UC options.
Table 1: Features of UC Permutations
UC

Order

CF
CF
SF

SF last
RB last
SF last
SD central
RB last
SD central
SF last
QD central
RB last
QD central

SF
SF
SF

𝜀

𝜉𝑥

𝜉𝑦

SF
[1/m2]

SD
[1/m2]

97
96
94

-0.7
-0.8
-0.7

-0.4
-0.3
-0.3

-1.3
-2.0
-1.0

1.6
2.2
1.2

94

-0.8

-0.2

-1.7

1.7

96

-0.7

-0.3

-1.6

1.8

97

-0.8

-0.2

-3.5

-3.6

The emittance in all cases is comparable. The critical
horizontal chromaticity varies only little, while the sextupole
strength varies by more than a factor of 3. The reason lies
in the strongly different separation of the beta functions at
the location of the sextupoles, see Fig. 1. Interestingly, the
length of the CF-UC is close to that of the SF-UC. The bend’s
gradient reduces the accessible bending field, increasing the
dipole length and the stronger sextupoles need additional
space. The sextupole strength of a CF-UC lies at least 30 %
over the best SF-UC solution, which is chosen for the further
analysis.

Effect of the Reverse Bend
The RB has been integrated into the UC from the beginning: without the additional ’knob’ of the RB bending
field, the UC would increase in length in order to fulfill the
symmetry conditions. The deflection angle is ≈ 5 % of the
main bend, but needs to be optimized. For a homogeneous
dipole, the theoretical minimal emittance, TME, as well
as the optimal 𝛽0 and 𝜂0 at the center of the dipole can be
calculated [6, 7], using
𝐿
𝐿
2
𝛽0,𝑇 𝑀 𝐸 = √ , 𝜂0,𝑇 𝑀 𝐸 = 𝜃 , 𝜀0,𝑇 𝑀 𝐸 ∝ 𝜃 3 √ ,
6
15
3 15
where L denotes half the dipole length and 𝜃 half the
bending angle. For a main bend of 𝜃 = 4.5°, 0.27 m, the
TME is 130 pm and is achieved at 𝛽0 = 0.07 m and 𝜂0 =
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Table 2: Summary of Lattice Combinations
SP

16

Figure 1: 𝛽 𝑥,𝑦 , (blue, red) and 𝜂 (green) in the SF-UC (solid
lines, upper structure) and CF-UC (dashed lines, below).
0.002 m, which would obviously demand extremely strong
focusing and would create immense chromaticity. Including
a RB with an angle of 𝜃 𝑅𝐵 = −0.225° (while keeping the
total deflection angle) would decrease the TME to 80 pm,
for the same values of 𝛽0 and 𝜂0 , but still for too large 𝜉.

Higher Order Achromat (HOA)
The repetitive structure of the UC in MBA lattices suggest
to adjust the phase advance between the sextupoles, with the
goal to cancel lower orders of the amplitude and momentum dependent tune shifts. The theory [5] translates to the
condition 𝜙 𝑥,𝑦 ∗ 𝑛 = 𝑁 on the phase advance of the UC,
where n is the number of UCs used and N is a low integer.
Similarly, the phase advance of the full super period should
obey Φ 𝑥,𝑦 ∗ 𝑝 = 𝑀 where p is the periodicity of the ring.
These conditions lead to an integer working point of the full
lattice, that in the end has to be slightly re-tuned.
The horizontal phase advance in the UC is dominated
by the minimum of 𝛽 𝑥 in the dipole. An upper limit of the
total phase advance of the cell can be estimated assuming
QD = 0, which leads to a minimal value of 𝛽 𝑥 in the RB.
2
In this case, 𝛽 𝑥 propagates like 𝛽(𝑠) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑠 0 between the
minimum in the dipole and the RBs and is constant thereafter.
The horizontal phase advance of half the unit cell can be
approximated by
𝜙 𝑥 = (arctan(

𝐿1
𝐿2
)+
)/2𝜋
𝛽0
𝛽𝑚𝑎𝑥

with L1, the length between cell center and the end of RB,
and L2, the length between RB and the end.
For values of 𝛽0 from 0.1 m to 0.6 m, the maximum horizontal phase advance varies only little between 0.36 to 0.47.
The deflection angle of the dipole has only indirect impact
on the phase advance, via the necessary magnet length.
This has significant impact on the lattice setup. Table 2
shows possible combinations of super periods, SP, bends
per SP, deflection angle assuming equal dipoles (counting
the two half bends in the DSC as one), the phase advance
fulfilling the HOA condition and the corresponding 𝛽0 and
emittance assuming 𝜙 𝑥,𝑦 ∗ 𝑛 = 2.
Table 2 shows, that 5-bend achromats can not be constructed under the taken generic assumptions, as the phase
advance can not be reached for the relevant number of SP
for BESSY III. Also 7-bend achromats are not attractive due
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18
20

bends
per SP

𝜃
[°]

𝜙 𝑥 /2𝜋
HOA

𝛽0
[m]

𝜀[pm]
@𝜂 = 0.004

7
6
5
7
6
5
7
6
5

3.75
4.5
5.625
3.67
4.0
5.0
3.0
3.6
4.5

0.33
0.40
0.50
0.33
0.40
0.50
0.33
0.40
0.50

0.66
0.40
0.64
0.39
0.63
0.39
-

271
246
215
196
176
162
-

to the larger circumference and increasing emittance. That
a larger number of dipoles leads to higher emittance shows
the severe impact of imposing the HOA condition. Note that
the listed emittance values are only of relative importance,
as they do not take the effect of the RB into account.

Ways to Reduce the Emittance
a) Reduction of the Bending Field By increasing the
length of the dipole, 𝐿, the bending field is reduced below
𝐵 =1.3 T. The optimal values, 𝛽0,𝑇 𝑀 𝐸 , 𝜂0,𝑇 𝑀 𝐸 , to achieve
minimal emittance, are ∝ 𝐿, while the emittance only depends on 𝜃, the dipole angle. Therefore, longer dipoles
relax the focusing in the lattice. The interesting feature of
this approach is, that the optical changes are minimal, and
the significant gain in emittance is achieved at comparable
chromaticity.
Fig. 2 displays the UC’s emittance and the chromaticity
as a function of the main dipole field. The chromaticity
increase over the shown range is small, ≈8 %, for an emittance reduction of 73 %. The increased length of the dipole
has the additional benefit of increasing the momentum compaction factor, 𝛼𝑐 . At a field of ≈ 0.6 T, 𝛼𝑐 > 2 × 10−4 and
𝜀 < 100 pm. The related dipole length is 1 m.

Figure 2: Emittance and chromaticity as a function of the
bending field.

b) The Impact of the RB Angle, 𝜃 𝑅𝐵 , on the emittance
results from its contribution to the horizontal damping partition number, 𝐽 𝑥 . Fig. 3 displays the emittance and 𝐽 𝑥 as a
function of the RB angle. The increase of 𝐽 𝑥 explains the
larger part of the emittance reduction. In addition, larger RB
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angles lead to smaller 𝜂0 values, reducing the emittance further. During the variation of 𝜃 𝑅𝐵 , the transverse optics stays
practically unchanged. 𝛼𝑐 , though, decreases with larger
𝜃 𝑅𝐵 , and with lower 𝜂0 , limiting the emittance gain.

Figure 3: Emittance and the damping partition number, 𝐽 𝑥 ,
as a function of the RB angle.
Methods a) and b) result in UCs, where the TME for the
dipole conditions can be achieved.
c) Combined Function Bend Fig.4 displays the emittance and 𝐽 𝑥 as a function of an increasing gradient in the
main bend. Unexpectedly, 𝐽 𝑥 decreases for larger gradients:
the contribution of the main dipole to 𝐽 𝑥 does not change
much due to the gradient. The field of QD, though, is lower,
leading to a substantially smaller dispersion function at RB,
and thus of 𝐽 𝑥 . The reduction of the damping partition number is reflected in the increasing emittance. The maximal
gain in emittance is only a few %. The benefits of a gradient
dipole are therefore disputable, when an RB is used.

Figure 4: Emittance and damping partition number as a
function of a gradient in the main bend.
d) Longitudinal Gradient Bend (LGB) Further emittance reduction can be achieved by splitting the bend longitudinally in several slices. The central slices, where 𝛽 𝑥
and 𝜂 𝑥 are small, hold higher fields and the field is lower in
the outer slices. In an HOA, 𝛽0 is no ’free’ parameter, as it
determines the phase advance. 𝜂0 can be adjusted by varying
the RB angle. An Emittance of 60 pm can be reached for
RB angles of −0.4°, at the cost of 𝛼𝑐 turning negative.

DISPERSION SUPPRESSION CELL (DSC)
Two DSCs are located at either end of the repetitive UCs.
In the HOA approach, the DSC is as similar as possible to
half a UC. DSCs are determined by the boundary conditions
set by the UC on one side and the need to suppress the dispersion. Two fit parameters are needed. Principally, there

are four options to suppress the dispersion, keeping the homogeneous bend: a) exact setup of the half unit cell, fit with
RB and QD; b) RB can be replaced by a pure quadrupole; c)
RB can be removed, fit with QD and a drift; d) QD can be
removed, fit with RB and a drift. After fitting, the resulting
beta functions of the four cases look very similar, QD almost
vanishes and if RB is removed, the emittance of the DSC
rises by almost 60 %. Therefore, case d) is the best choice,
creating space for other needs. Additional dipole length has
the same positive effect as in the UC. The 𝛽-functions at the
end of the DSC dipole have to be matched to 𝛽 𝑥,𝑦 = 2.5 m
and 𝛼 𝑥,𝑦 = 0 at the center of the straight section using the 3
quadrupoles and drifts. A gradient in the bend helps to keep
the chromaticity of DSC and the straight under control.

BASELINE LATTICE
Fig. 5 displays the resulting baseline lattice. It has an emittance of 101 pm, 𝛼𝑐 = 1.15 10−4 , a circumference of 357 m
and a chromaticity of 𝜉 𝑥 =−99 and 𝜉 𝑦 =−44. By design, the
integrated sextupole strength is weak, SF = 30 m−2 and SD
= −17 m−2 . It is important to notice, that due to the DSC and
the straight section there is a significant symmetry break in
the phase advance between the sextupoles. It is mandatory
to use more than two families of sextupoles to compensate
for this, [8]. First tests resulted in a tune shift of Δ𝑄 𝑥,𝑦 <
0.1 for an energy deviation of Δ𝑝 = 3.5 %. Dynamic apertures where ≈ 3 mm to 4 mm in both planes for a tune shift
< 0.1 without harmonic sextupoles or octupoles. This is an
excellent starting point for the non-linear optimisation of the
lattice.

Figure 5: Linear lattice functions emerging from the deterministic approach described in the paper.

CONCLUSION
It has been demonstrated that careful analysis of the different building blocks of MBA lattices leads to a promising
lattice candidate without using computer intensive optimisation procedures. Unexpected results were obtained: the
commonly applied combined function lattice is not apriori
superior to the separated function lattice - the usefulness of a
CF magnet can actually be questioned in a lattice with RBs;
the emittance can be widely varied without increasing the
chromaticity; the most beneficial knob is the dipole length,
as it decreases the emittance while increasing 𝛼𝑐 ; longitudinal gradient bends are associated with a significant reduction
of 𝛼𝑐 down to negative values. The baseline lattice is now
subject to further non-linear and technical optimization.
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Abstract
The GLC algorithm allows the construction of efficient
transfer lines with defined imaging properties using a minimum number of quadrupole elements. This work describes
a generalisation of this algorithm to make it applicable to
the use of arbitrary beam optical elements. This includes an
extension to longitudinal phase space.

INTRODUCTION
The design of a matching section of a particle accelerator
can be formulated as an optimisation problem that can be
solved algorithmically. The goal of such an optimisation is
to achieve an optimal fit of a given particle distribution to
an arbitrary acceptance, with minimum energy and material
requirements (i.e., with the lowest possible field strengths
and the fewest possible elements). The formulation of the
individual problem can be reduced to the problem of minimising a single-valued fitness function over a multidimensional cube. This requires finding a suitable, unambiguous
parameterisation to encode both the transfer line geometry
and the field strengths used (phenotype) by a list of numbers
(genotype) [1].

this purpose, a relative position 𝑠 𝑛 ∈ [0, 1] is defined for
each component. The actual position 𝑙 𝑛 results then from
!
𝜇
∑︁
𝑙 𝑛 = 𝑠 𝑛 · 𝐿 opt −
𝐿𝑛 ,
(2)
𝑛=1

where 𝐿 𝑛 is the length of the component 𝐶𝑛 . Due to free
positioning, the number of free parameters increases by 𝜇
to 𝜂 = 𝜂 𝑝 + 𝜇 .
Every possible realisation of a transport path that satisfies
the given boundary conditions can be assigned to a point
in an 𝜂-dimensional subspace of R 𝜂 . The parameters are
normalised to the range [−1, 1] with respect to the individual
device limits. So this corresponds to a point


𝒙 = 𝑥˜1 . . . 𝑥˜ 𝜂 𝑝 𝑠˜1 . . . 𝑠˜ 𝜇
(3)
in the 𝜂 hypercube. Here 𝑥˜ 𝑛 and 𝑠˜𝑛 are respectively the
values of 𝑥 𝑛 and 𝑠 𝑛 normalised to the interval [−1, 1]. I want
to emphasise that each design solution for such a transfer
line corresponds to a point in this space. There is a distinct
assignment. Each of these points can now be assigned a
value of a fitness function

PARAMETRISATION

𝐹 (𝒙) = 1 − 𝑇 (𝒙) + 𝜖 (𝒙)

Given a general unspecific transport line of length 𝐿, in
which at least one section of length 𝐿 opt can be equipped
with new elements. If 𝐿 = 𝐿 opt , then there are no constraints
on the position of new elements. Furthermore, there is a
set of 𝜇 freely positionable beam manipulating components
{𝐶1 , · · · , 𝐶 𝜇 }. These can also be meta-elements consisting
of a fixed combination of components. In addition, there
are those 𝜈 components whose positions are fixed from an
optimisation point of view, which means that they are located outside 𝐿 opt . In sum, this gives 𝑁 = 𝜇 + 𝜈 components. Each of these components 𝐶𝑛 ∈ {𝐶1 , · · · , 𝐶 𝜇+𝜈 } has
a certain number of 𝜆 𝑛 free parameters 𝑥 𝑛,1 · · · 𝑥 𝑛,𝜆𝑛 . These
parameters can be e.g. quadrupole strengths, accelerating
gap voltages, but also the lengths of the respective elements.
The total number of free parameters is then
𝜂𝑝 =

𝑁
∑︁

𝜆𝑛 .

(1)

𝑛=1

A position must now be defined for each free component
from {𝐶1 , · · · , 𝐶 𝜇 }. The possibility of arbitrary permutations of the components should be implicitly included. For
∗

s.reimann@gsi.de

(4)

that describes the performance of the associated transfer
line with respect to beam transmission 𝑇. Its minimum
𝐹min corresponds to the largest transmission 𝑇max . The term
𝜖 (𝒙) represents the parameterisation of further optimisation
goals, such as lowest possible field strengths or minimum
component dimensions, and is defined as a sub-norm in the
simplest case, e.g.
√︃
𝜖 (𝒙) = ||( 𝑥˜1 , · · · , 𝑥˜ 𝜂 𝑝 )|| = 𝑥˜12 + · · · + 𝑥˜ 2𝜂 𝑝 .
(5)
The minimum of the fitness function encodes the optimal
design solution for any given problem.

Example: A Single Quadrupole
A drift section of length 𝐿 = 20 m is given at the end of
which an aperture limitation is attached. This has a diameter
of 4 cm horizontally and 10 cm vertically. An asymmetric,
divergent particle distribution is chosen such that most of
the beam is lost on the aperture limitation. For a quadrupole
of length 𝐿 𝑞 = 1 m, the goal is to find a position 𝑙 = 𝑠 · (𝐿 −
𝐿 𝑞 ) within this distance and a gradient (𝑘 𝐿 𝑞 ) at which the
transmission becomes maximum (Fig. 1).
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horizontal position [m]

0.13

0

-0.13
0

10

20

longitudinal position [m]

vertical position [m]

0.13

0

-0.13
0

10

20

already from the use of a second quadrupole further secondary minima will occur and it is a priori not clear which
one corresponds to the global minimum.
To determine the value of the fitness function at a certain
point, a particle tracking simulation must be performed. The
number of particles or the consideration of space charge
and higher order effects are determined by the interested
scientist. For this purpose, for example, the common matrixbased codes [3–7] can be used. However, depending on the
specification of the problem and the desired accuracy, the
number of necessary simulations grows rapidly. In particular,
it grows exponentially with the number of dimensions of
the problem space and soon exceeds all technically feasible
possibilities to complete the simulation in a reasonable time.

longitudinal position [m]

Figure 1: Representation of the solution with the maximum
achievable transmission of 𝑇 = 74.5% in this test case [2,
page 82]. The black lines represent 1𝜎 of the distribution,
the dark grey 2𝜎 and the light gray 3𝜎.
According to equation (2) and (3) the parameters
𝑥1 = (𝑘 𝐿 𝑞 )

and

𝑠1 =

𝑙
(𝐿 − 𝐿 𝑞 )

(6)

are used for the general optimisation. The problem has 𝜂 = 2
degrees of freedom and each solution here corresponds to
one point


𝑥˜1
𝒙=
(7)
𝑠˜1
in the associated unit square. Since it is a 2-dimensional
problem, the function 𝐹 (𝒙) = 𝐹 ( 𝑥˜1 , 𝑠˜1 ) can be visualized
over the entire domain of definition (Fig. 2). 𝐹 has only one
1

1

0.8

0.9

OPTIMISATION TECHNIQUES
In cases of large multidimensional search spaces, naturalanalog and metaheuristic optimisation methods have proven
to be very useful, which was used also for many accelerator
related optimisation studies [8–11]. For GLC, the following
methods were investigated and compared (Table 1:
• genetic algorithms [12]
• particle swarm optimisation [13]
• simulated annealing [14]
• BOBYQA [15]
Table 1 shows a comparison of the optimisation methods in
terms of the number of particle tracking simulations needed
to find the optimal solution. Similar results are also obtained
Table 1: Comparison of a set of optimisation methods with
respect to their performance. All heuristic algorithms are reliably able to find the optimum and differ only in the number
of necessary optimisation cycles and therefore in the number of necessary tracking simulations. For the comparison,
no special optimisation of the algorithms’ hyper-parameters
was performed.

0.6
0.8
0.4

0

0.6

−0.2

Fitness 𝐹

0.7

0.2
𝑥˜1
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0.5

−0.4
0.4
−0.6
0.3

−0.8
−1

# tracking simulations

gradient descent
scan Δ = 0.005
genetic algorithm
particle swarm
simulated annealing
BOBYQA

63 ± 12
160000 ± 0
1790 ± 1048
7500 ± 6100
8600 ± 5800
26 ± 6

0.2
−1 −0.8 −0.6 −0.4 −0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

𝑠˜1

Figure 2: The result of the parameter scan [2, page 81].
Shown is the value of the fitness function depending on the
normalised parameters 𝑠˜1 and 𝑥˜1 . The minimum is located
at 𝑥˜1 = −0.35, 𝑠˜1 = 0.135.
minimum in this case, therefore a simple gradient method
will also lead to success here. In general, however, this
is not the case, because due to the quadrupole symmetry,
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optimisation method

for other problems. The BOBYQA algorithm usually converges 2 orders of magnitude faster than all other methods.
Unfortunately, it becomes increasingly unreliable in finding
the optimum for more complex problems and in fractured
parameter space topologies. For most examples, the genetic
algorithm proved to be the best compromise between speed
and probability of success. The topic of machine learning
is currently very dynamic and it can be expected that new
algorithms and methods will bring further improvements.
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LONGITUDINAL EXTENSION
The extension of the algorithm to the longitudinal phase
space is implicitly included in the parameterisation described
above. The motion of the particles must then, necessarily
be described via their path in the 6 dimensional phase space.
In addition to the transverse location and momentum coordinates (𝑥, 𝑥 ′ , 𝑦, 𝑦 ′ ) at orbit position 𝑠, the longitudinal
distance to the central particle and the momentum deviation (𝑧, Δ𝑝/𝑝) or, equivalently phase and energy deviation
(Δ𝜙, Δ𝑊) or (𝑧, 𝑧 ′ ) must be additionally considered.
𝑧 = 𝜙(𝛽𝜆) ,

𝑧′ =

Δ𝑊
,
2
𝛽 𝛾 3 𝑚𝑐2

Δ𝑝
Δ𝑊
= 2
𝑝
𝛽 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

100
120
90

100
80

80

60

70

40
60

20
0

50

−20

40

−40

(8)

−60

30

−80

20

−100

10

−120

For all beam optical elements, the corresponding 6x6 transfer
matrices must then be used in the particle tracking codes. In
this way, accelerating gaps and elements based on them, such
as buncher cavities, single gap resonators, but also complete
RF accelerators can be used as elements. The latter can be
defined, for example, as compound meta components. The
free parameters are then usually the position, the integral accelerating voltage and the phase of the synchronous particle.
In this way, complex matching sections for 6-dimensional
acceptance targets of following accelerator sections can be
designed automatically.

Example: A Single Gap
Given is a matching section of length 𝐿 = 10 m in which
an accelerating gap is to be positioned to match a beam to
a given target acceptance ellipsoid. The main constraint is
the phase acceptance of ±30◦ . All other limiting quantities
were chosen to be no real constraint. Calculations were performed with the Accelerator Construction Set [2] (3dKV
space charge, no compensation, 1 mA protons, Δ𝑝𝑝 = 0.001,
gaussian beam 𝜎𝜙 = 25◦ ). There are 3 degrees of freedom in this example: the position of the gap mid 𝑠𝑔𝑎 𝑝 , the
gap voltage 𝑈𝑔𝑎 𝑝 and the phase 𝜙𝑔𝑎 𝑝 . Thus each solution
corresponds to one point
𝑈˜ gap
© ˜
ª
𝒙 =  𝜙gap ® .
« 𝑠˜gap ¬

Figure 3: Solution with the maximum achievable transmission of 𝑇 = 91% in this test case. The gap position is 3.12 m.

(9)

After an average of 40 generations (corresponding to 4000
simulation runs), the GLC solver converged. The result is
shown in Fig. 3. Scanning voltage and phase with the gap
position held fixed gives a projection of the fitness function
onto the 𝑈-𝜙-plane (Fig. 4).

Transmission T / %

Since the GLC method is generally independent of the underlying optimisation algorithm, the algorithm can easily
be replaced to directly benefit from future developments. A
collection of further examples, as well as the application of
GLC in 2 accelerator projects (first, the construction of an
RFQ matching section in the planned HBS accelerator [16]
and second, the equipping of the H4 beam line at CERN
north area with Gabor lenses [17]) can be found in [2].

0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

𝐸 0𝑇 𝐿 / 𝑀𝑉

Figure 4: The result of the parameter scan with fixed gap
position. Shown is the value of the transmission depending
on the parameters 𝜙 and 𝑈 = 𝐸 0𝑇 𝐿. The optimum is located
at 𝑈 = 25.3 kV, 𝜙 = −92◦ .

ERROR STUDIES
In all cases where positioning errors were induced already
during the phenotype construction within the optimisation
process, there was evidence [2] that genetic lattice construction favours solutions that are robust to positioning errors.
In this way, error tolerance could be implemented early in
the design phase and the need for dedicated error studies
and subsequent iterations of the design process could be
eliminated.

CONCLUSION
The GLC algorithm is applicable to a large class of design
problems and, together with precise particle tracking codes,
GLC provides an excellent tool for the ion-optical design
of future linear accelerators or for the optimisation of beam
transport lines and matching sections [2].
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POSITRON INJECTOR LAYOUT

Abstract
Polarized and unpolarized positron beams are essential
for the future hadronic physics experimental program at the
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (JLab). The
main challenge is to produce high duty-cycle and high intensity polarized positron beams. The JLab positron source
uses the Polarized Electrons for Polarized Positrons (PEPPo)
technique to create either a low intensity, high polarization
positron beam (I > 100 nA, P=60%), or a high intensity unpolarized positron beam (I > 3 µA), from an intense highly
polarized electron beam (I=1 mA, P=90%). The current design involves a new injector dedicated to positron production,
collection, and shaping suitable for acceleration through the
Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF).
The optimization of the layout and the performance of the
positron source are explored in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
Positron beams can be used to probe physics phenomena.
For instance, high energy beams allow to investigate the
structure of nuclei while low energy beams access the distribution of electrons inside materials [1]. One interest at JLab
is the study of the partonic structure of the nucleon from the
scattering of highly polarized electron and positron beams.
For instance, the comparison between the two beam species
allows to isolate the different components of the deeply virtual Compton scattering cross section, and provides more
pertinent and sensitive experimental observables [2, 3].
In this context, we may refer to the PEPPo experiment [4,
5], which demonstrated at the CEBAF injector the efficient
polarization transfer from longitudinally polarized electrons
to positrons [6]. Initial beam electrons generate elliptical polarized photons within a tungsten target via bremsstrahlung.
These polarized photons then create in the same target
positron and electron pairs. The main concern of the JLab
positron project is to generate high-duty cycle longitudinally
polarized positron beams from a 120 MeV/𝑐 electron beam
with as high as possible an efficiency. The essential difficulty
is to keep a high positron efficiency all along the collection
and transport line of the positrons to the main accelerator,
and to permit polarized or unpolarized dual operation with a
small momentum dispersion delivered to experimental halls.
The positron injector layout design, the target thickness optimization, and the positron beam optics are described in the
following sections.

The positron injector is designed to provide an efficient
number of positrons suitable for CEBAF injection. The transverse and longitudinal dynamics of the positron beam are optimized to stay within the acceptance limits. A positron collection system composed of high magnetic field lenses [7] is
essential to decrease the large transverse momentum spread
at the target exit. A conceptual layout of the injector is
shown in Fig. 1. A moderate energy electron beam interacts within a tungsten target (T) to produce positrons that
are collected with an Adiabatic Matching Device (AMD).
A four quadrupoles matching section (MS) and a magnetic
chicane (CP) select further the central momentum and the
momentum bite of the positron population. A decelerating/accelerating section (DeAc) reduces then the momentum
dispersion. Finally, a chirping cavity (ChC) correlates the
momentum dispersion with the positron time-of-flight, and a
second chicane (CC) compresses the positron bunch length
to match with the CEBAF injection acceptance. We have
determined the maximum bunch length acceptance is 4 ps,
and our strategy is to further reduce this towards the nominal 12 GeV e- bunch length as possible, of 0.3 ps through
compression techniques.

POSITRON TARGET OPTIMIZATION
Geant4 [8] simulations are used to optimize the positron
production considering a 120 MeV/𝑐 electron beam 100%
longitudinally polarized hitting a tungsten target. The analysis of simulated data follows the evolution of the positron production efficiency 𝜖 and of the Figure-of-Merit FoM=𝜖 𝑃𝑒2+
as function of the target thickness. 𝜖 is the quantity of interest for an unpolarized positron source. The FoM further
combines the average polarization to maximize the statistical
precession of an experiment in the minimum amount of time.
This investigation aims to optimize the target thickness for
the production of unpolarized and polarized positrons. The
Fig. 2 shows 𝜖 (left) and FoM (right) simulations for a 4 mm
thick target, within a selected momentum bite Δ𝑝/𝑝=±10%
at each central momentum 𝑝 0 and within the angular acceptance Δ𝜃 𝑒+ . The efficiency decreases when the angular
aperture decreases, describing a large positron momentum
spread in the transverse plane. The essential difference between unpolarized and polarized operation modes is the
positron energy to be selected for optimum collection: about
a sixth of the primary electron beam energy for optimized efficiency, and a half for optimized FoM. The maximum value
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Figure 1: Conceptual layout of the positron injector for CEBAF.

of 𝜖 and FoM determines the optimum target thickness. At
120 MeV/𝑐, it is about 4 mm, however, depending on the
angular acceptance and the operation mode. The absolute
value of 𝜖 and FoM are strongly affected by the angular acceptance and the momentum bite. These define the main
parameters of the optimization of the positron injector.

PRELIMINARY CHARACTERIZATION
Momentum Selection
Figure 2 establishes the momentum selection procedure
for unpolarized and polarized mode operation which is chosen at the 𝑝 0 peak value of the efficiency or the FoM. In
order to select the corresponding positron yield a conversion
of the momentum dispersion from the longitudinal plane
(𝛿 𝑝/𝑝, 𝑧) to the transverse plane (𝛿 𝑝/𝑝, 𝑧) was explored. A
magnetic chicane is designed from two opposite doglegs constituted of dipoles centered around 𝑝 0 . Since the positron
beam is polychromatic, the dogleg will allow to reach the
maximum dispersion at its exit. The dispersion generated
by each dipole is calculated from the expression [9]
∫ 𝑠
∫ 𝑠
1
1
𝐷 (𝑠) = 𝑆(𝑠)
𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 − 𝐶 (𝑠)
𝑆(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 (1)
𝜌
0
0 𝜌
where 𝐶 (𝑠) and 𝑆(𝑠) are the parameters of the 2 × 2 dipole
transfer matrix. The dispersion function for each dipole can

ε

1.4
1.2

 
𝐿
𝐷 = 𝜌 1 − cos
𝜌

(2)

which quantifies the dogleg action on the beam in the
(𝑥, 𝛿 𝑝/𝑝) plane. The positron beam envelope evolution
along the dogleg is shown in Fig. 3. At the dogleg entrance
(blue), the transverse coordinates 𝑥 do not correlate with
the momentum dispersion. At the middle of the chicane,
the positron distribution (red) exhibits an essential correlation between 𝑥 and 𝛿 𝑝/𝑝. Therefore, a collimator centered
at 𝑥 = 0 with appropriate aperture selects a given Δ𝑝/𝑝
of positron momentum. The distribution at the exit of the
collimator (green) corresponds to a 5 mm radius collimator,
selecting a ±10% of positron momentum.

Beam Size
Maximizing the positron selection efficiency after the collimator implies for the smallest beam size at the middle of the
chicane. Thus a focusing-defocusing (FODO) lattice is introduced along the chicane. It consists of three quadrupoles,
the first and the third are placed respectively at the entrance
and exit legs of the chicane, the second at the middle of the
chicane. The FODO aims at making a periodic 𝛽-function
to obtain a minimum transverse beam size at the middle of
the chicane. The periodicity condition requires 𝛽𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝛽𝑖𝑛
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Figure 2: Positron production characteristics at 120 MeV/𝑐
off a 4 mm tungsten target, considering different angular
acceptances and a ±10% momentum bite.
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be expressed as

Figure 3: (𝛿 𝑝/𝑝, 𝑥) positron distributions at the entrance
(blue) and middle of the chicane (red), and at the collimator
exit (green).
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Figure 5: Variation of the compression factor vs the cavity
phase advance (left), and full compression of the longitudinal
beam length (right).
Figure 4: Variation of the optical 𝛽-function along the chicane.
where 𝛽’s are the positron beam twiss functions related to
the transverse beam size at the entrance (in) and the exit
(out) of the chicane. The evolution of the 𝛽-function along
the chicane is shown in Fig. 4. The matching section prior
to the first dipole intends to match the incoming optical parameters of the positron beam with the optical requirements
at the entrance of the FODO lattice. The stability of the
FODO lattice is also demonstrated by the periodicity of the
𝛽-function from the entrance to the exit of the chicane. As
expected, the smallest 𝛽 𝑥 -function is obtained at the middle
of the chicane, simultaneously with the largest dispersion.
This allows an efficient momentum collimation.

CHIRP AND COMPRESSION
The second chicane intends to compress longitudinally
the beam. To reach an efficient compression, a correlation
between 𝛿 𝑝/𝑝 and 𝑧 is introduced by chirping the beam with
an RF cavity. A second requirement is a magnetic chicane
with appropriate properties to link the momentum dispersion
to the longitudinal bunch length. The compression factor
for a small momentum dispersion can be written as
𝐶=

1
1 + 𝜅𝑅56

(3)

where 𝑅56 is the matrix element 56 of the chicane transfer
matrix. It controls the longitudinal size of the beam according to
 
𝛿𝑝
Δ𝑧 = 𝑅56
(4)
𝑝 𝑖𝑛
where (𝛿 𝑝/𝑝)𝑖𝑛 represents the initial longitudinal momentum spread, and 𝜅 characterizes the beam chirp created by
the cavity. The latter can be expressed as
 
𝑑 𝛿𝑝
2𝜋 𝑓
𝑒𝑉0
𝜅=
=
sin 𝜙
(5)
𝑑𝑧 𝑝
𝑐 𝐸 0 + 𝑒𝑉0 cos 𝜙
where 𝑓 is the cavity frequency (Hz), 𝑒𝑉0 is the cavity acceleration (MeV), 𝐸 0 is the central energy (MeV), and 𝜙 is
the cavity phase advance. Figure 5 shows the compression

factor peak at 𝜙=-96.6◦ (left), which describes the setting
of the cavity with a proper chirp. The effect of full system
on the (𝛿 𝑝/𝑝, 𝑡) beam profile, including the appropriate 𝑅56
chicane, exhibits a beam length at the exit of the chicane 23
times smaller than the entrance ones (Fig. 5 right).

CONCLUSION
The generation and injection of cw positron beams suitable to the high performance will present a number of technical challenges which must be overcome. One of the challenges is to decrease the momentum dispersion of the collimated positron distribution from 𝛿 𝑝/𝑝=±10% to ±2%. A
set of cavities at the exit of the first chicane will serve this
purpose, and acceleration through the south linac will provide about ten times further reduction. The CEBAF arcs can
also be tuned for more compression providing an additional
chirp. An optimization will be performed to obtain a reduction factor suitable for CEBAF acceptances that are a bunch
length of Δ𝑡=4 ps and amomentum spread of 𝛿 𝑝/𝑝=±2%.
Further studies about the capture magnet are also foreseen
as different magnets may support different operation mode.
The concept optimization is being explored with further
analytical and simulation studies. Further, a new positron
injector may be assembled at the Low Energy Research Facility (LERF) to develop a proof-of-principle, and then later
maybe connected to the CEBAF accelerator through a new
transport line.
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Abstract
Beam optics matching is a daily routine in the operation of
an X-ray free-electron laser facility. Usually, linear optics is
employed to conduct the beam matching in the control room.
However, the collective effects like space charge dominate
the electron bunch in the low-energy region which decreases
the accuracy of the existing tool. Therefore, we proposed a
scheme to construct a surrogate model with nonlinear optics
and collective effects to speed up the optics matching in the
European XFEL injector section. Furthermore, this model
also facilitates further research on beam dynamics for the
space-charge dominated beam.

INTRODUCTION
The X-ray free-electron laser facilities around the world
aim at generating high-brightness and coherent X-ray
pulses [1], which facilitate the ultra-fast scientific research
with atomic spatial resolution [2–4]. The European X-ray
Free-Electron Laser (EuXFEL), which is in the operational
stage since 2017, is designed to generate X-rays from 0.25 to
25 keV[5]. It is driven by a superconductive accelerator that
is able to produce up to 27,000 electron bunches per second
with maximum electron beam energy up to 17.5 GeV. As the
source of electron bunches, the photoinjector section aims at
generating the bunches with low emittance and matched optics with design values which is essential to the downstream
beam delivery to the undulators. Therefore, it is required to
measure and optimize these transverse phase space parameters by tuning the several injector settings, which is one of
the routine procedures of accelerator operation.
Usually, the multi-quadrupole scan method is applied to
optics measurement. These optical functions are calculated
based on the beam size measurement on the intercepting
screen whilst varying the upstream machine lattice. The deduction is based on the linear optics model to track the beam
from the first matching quadrupole to the final reference
point. However, collective effects such as space charge and
wakefields are not taken into account in this approach, which
might lead to inaccuracy. Moreover, the beam tracking with
these collective effects would take more computational resources for one single simulation, making it not applicable
to be introduced in the online optimization of beam optics
matching. Therefore, the machine learning-based approach
is proposed to construct the surrogate model to deal with this
problem. The model involves the second-order optics and
∗

zihan.zhu@deys.de

the beam collective effects, aiming to act as an alternative to
the existing tool to execute the optics matching in the control
room.
The machine learning technique has been applied to power
many scientific domains in these two decades due to the improvements in computational resources and the theory of
algorithms. As one of the classical approaches in machine
learning, supervised learning builds a function that maps the
input features to the output parameters using the sample set.
In the accelerator community, this method has been introduced to tackle system modeling in several projects. Its most
useful strength is the fast execution of high-fidelity beam simulations with sufficient accuracy. Based on it, it facilitates
the fast offline beam dynamics optimization and design (i.e.
dynamics aperture maximization for storage ring, the emittance, and energy spread in wakefield accelerator linacs) [6,
7], as well as providing on-the-fly prediction of the realistic
machine, for instance, switching between different operation
modes [8]. Hence, the machine learning-based surrogate
model is introduced to assist the online optics matching at
the injector section to replace the time-consuming beam
tracking with collective effects, as presented in Fig. 1. The
proof-of-principle experiment in the control room demonstrates the accuracy of the surrogate model and it paves the
path for further exploration of machine learning applications
on accelerators.

Figure 1: The built surrogate model can substitute the slow
physical simulation and largely improve the evaluation efficiency, which facilitates the beam dynamics optimization
both in offline design and online control.

SURROGATE MODEL CONSTRUCTION
The injector section of the EuXFEL consists of a photocathode electron gun, a booster accelerator, a third harmonic
cavity, and a laser heater chicane. In the following beam diagnostic section, the transverse deflecting cavity is deployed
to resolve the beam longitudinal properties. The surrogate
model is constructed under a deep neural network with the
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Figure 2: Schematic layout of partial EuXFEL injector from the gun cavity exit to the optics matching position.
sample set generated by beam dynamics simulations using
the tracking code OCELOT with all the collective effects
taken into account[9]. In Fig.2 the beam tracking region,
which starts from the gun cavity exit and ends in the optics matching reference position, is presented. The beam
dynamics from the cathode to the end of the gun cavity are
simulated with ASTRA[10]. The sample generation is an es-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Table 1: The Nine Input Features and These Value Ranges
for Simulation
Parameters
Optics function 𝛼 𝑥𝑖
Optics function 𝛼 𝑦𝑖
Optics function 𝛽 𝑥𝑖
Optics function 𝛽 𝑦𝑖
Quadrupole strength Q37.k1
Quadrupole strength Q38.k1
Quadrupole strength Q46.k1
Quadrupole strength Q47.k1
Quadrupole strength Q50.k1

Range
[-10, 3]
[-10, 3]
[1, 16]
[1, 16]
[-3, 1.5]
[1.3, 3.5]
[-4, 1.2]
[-1, 5.5]
[-2, 2]

Unit

m
m
m−2
m−2
m−2
m−2
m−2

Figure 3: The performance of the neural network on the
testing set. The orange dots are the model prediction and
the blue dots are the ground truth values.

PROOF-OF-PRINCIPLE EXPERIMENT

sential part of supervised learning. Here, the same standard
beam distribution simulated by ASTRA is used as the input
beam distribution for the OCELOT simulation. The initial
optical functions are varied randomly within a reasonable
range, and the strengths of the five matching quadrupoles
downstream of the accelerating cavity are also generated randomly based on the information from the machine database
during operation. Each input parameter and its range can be
found in Table 1. These beam optical functions at the initial
position and quadrupole strengths are fed to the neural network as the input features. The beam final optical properties
at the matching position are treated as the output parameters.
The simulations are executed in the DESY Maxwell HPC.
The sample set contains 190,000 simulation results and 80%
of them are used for training and the other 20% are used for
testing. The surrogate model is constructed under the deep
neural network architecture which is implemented based on
the Pytorch framework[11]. It contains four hidden layers,
each with 128 nodes and the tanh activation function. The
batch size is 4,000 and the Adam is selected as the optimizer.
The model is trained by minimizing the loss function, chosen
to be the mean squared error. The performance of the model
on the testing set can be found in Fig.3.
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Figure 4: The workflow of model application in the control
room. There are two different ways of validation: OCELOT
simulation and optics measurement.
After the construction, the surrogate model is introduced
in the control room for optics matching in the operational
machine. The workflow of the experiment is present in Fig.4.
In the beginning, the optics measurement at the reference
position is conducted, and the measured optics function values together with the strength of the matching quadrupoles
are fed to the model. Based on the simplex numerical optimization [12], the beam optics values at the initial position
can be predicted. Then the surrogate model can provide the
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suggestion of matching quadrupoles settings which are supposed to match the beam to the design optics values at the
reference point. The optimization iterations will continue
according to the updated optics measurement results and the
machine lattice.
The optical mismatch parameters BMAG is calculated as
[13]
1
𝜉 = (𝛾 𝛽0 − 2𝛼𝛼0 + 𝛽𝛾0 )
2
√︃
BMAG = 𝜉 + 𝜉 2 − 1,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(1)

where 𝛼0 , 𝛽0 , 𝛾0 are the design optics function values at
the matching position, the 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾 are the measured optics
functions. The optimization objective involves getting the
BMAG parameters below 1.1 in both horizontal and vertical
planes. The experimental result is presented in Fig.5. In
the initial condition, the good SASE lasing performance is
achieved with these working points whose beam mismatch
parameters in the transverse directions are 1.56 and 1.69
in 𝑥 and 𝑦 planes, respectively. After four iterations with
the constructed surrogate model, the two BMAG parameters are optimized to be 1.05 and 1.03, indicating that the
perfect beam matching scenario is achieved using the surrogate model. Fig.6 presents the evolution of the four optical
functions, in which good agreement between the model prediction and beam dynamics simulation can be found.

Figure 6: The evolution of the optical functions at the reference point during the optimization iterations. The surrogate
model prediction is shown in blue, the red dashed line is
the optics design values, the orange line is the optics values
acquired from optics measurement server, and OCELOT
simulation results are shown in green as the second validation.
machine settings (such as RF parameters within the gun cavity and solenoid strength) that are able to adjust the beam
transverse phase space distributions to the features. Some
relevant proposals are scheduled in the following research
plan.
In conclusion, the machine learning technique has great
potential to improve the operation efficiency of XFEL facilities. Here the proposed approach establishes the available
toolkit to facilitate online optics matching in the injector
section. It lays the foundation for further exploration of
machine learning applications in the accelerator operation.
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Figure 5: The mismatch parameters BMAG values evolution during the optimization. Iteration 0 denotes the initial
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, the machine learning-based surrogate model
for optics matching at European XFEL is constructed. The
experimental result demonstrates that the deep neural network can be applied to fulfill the beam optics matching in
the injector efficiently. The surrogate model, which involves
the beam collective effects during the construction, also has
the potential to provide a fast beam diagnostic of transverse
properties at the gun cavity exit where the beam is dominated
by the space charge effect. Furthermore, the robustness of
the model can also be improved through introducing more
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Abstract
The Mainz Energy-recovering Superconducting Accelerator (MESA) is an Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) facility
under construction at the Johannes Gutenberg-University
in Mainz. It provides the opportunity for precision physics
experiments with a 1 mA c.w. electron beam in its initial
phase. In this phase experiments with unpolarised, high density (𝜌 ≈ 1019 atoms/cm2 ) gas jet targets are foreseen at the
Mainz Gas Internal Target Experiment (MAGIX). To allow
experiments with thin polarised gas targets with sufficiently
high interaction rates in a later phase, the beam current has to
be increased to up to 100 mA, which would pose significant
challenges to the existing ERL machine. Thus it is proposed
here to use MESA in pulsed operation with a repetition rate
of several kHz to fill a storage ring, providing a quasi c.w.
beam current to a thin gas target. The optics necessary for
this recirculating beamline are presented here.

MESA
MESA is a small-scale, multi-turn, double-sided recirculating linac with vertical stacking of the return arcs currently
being built at the Johannes Gutenberg-University Mainz.
The layout of the facility can be seen in Fig. 1. The accelerator features superconducting cavities of the TESLA type
[1], housed in an ELBE type cryomodule [2] and operated
at 1.3 GHz. The possible modes of operation are a thrice
Source
(STEAM,100 keV)
Spin manipulation
section

Chopper/Buncher
system
MELBA

Injector
(5 MeV)

MAMBO

Cryomodule 1
(25 MeV)
MARC0

P2 experiment
Cryomodule 2
(25 MeV)

5 MeV beam dump
MAGIX

Figure 1: Rendering of the layout of the MESA facility. The
injection beam line can be seen on the top right. The pseudo
internal gas jet target of the MAGIX experiment is located
in the fourth arc of the energy recovery mode on the bottom
left.
recirculating external beam mode (EB) with 150 µA current
∗

stollc@uni-mainz.de

and 155 MeV particle energy or a twice recirculating energy
recovering mode (ER) with 1 mA and in a later phase 10 mA
current at a beam energy of 105 MeV, where 100 MeV of
beam energy can be recovered from the beam and fed back
into the cavities. Further information on the facility and the
planned experiments can be found in [3–5].

RING BEAMLINE
The maximum achievable beam current in ERL machines
is limited for example by the Beam Breakup (BBU) instability as was investigated for MESA in [6] or the heating of
the Higher Order Mode couplers. Scattering experiments
in search for rare processes however would benefit from
an increase in luminosity. Since the density of the minimally invasive windowless gas target for MAGIX is limited, the remaining option is to increase the beam current
to further increase the luminosity. This is especially true
for polarised gas targets, with target densities of the order
of 1 × 1014 atoms/cm2 [7]. One way to circumvent the BBU
limit is to use MESA as an injector for a ring beamline, where
high intensity bunches would recirculate in quasi c.w. operation through the experiment multiple times and be dumped
afterwards. In such a configuration ERL operation of MESA
would not be needed and the accelerator would be used as a
pulsed injector to fill the ring. The pulsed beam will then
have to be extracted and dumped at 105 MeV but with a duty
cycle of the order of 0.1 %.
In the area where the beamline has to be closed in order to
loop back to the MAGIX experiment a lot of the infrastructure of the P2 Experiment is housed, consisting mainly of
the superconducting solenoid, the backscattering detectors,
the cryogenic infrastructure for the liquid hydrogen target
and the helium distribution system for the solenoid. Several
options are available to install an additional beamline. The
simplest of them with a small vertical offset and a closed
loop above of the P2 Experiment superconducting solenoid
might face complications due to space constraints. However
there is an alternate option passing over and behind the P2
Experiment superconducting solenoid, since the available
vertical space is close to 6 m. The ring of option 1 has a
circumference of 53.87 m, which is ≈234 times the radio
frequency wavelength. At a repetition rate of 6 kHz and 210
buckets filled with 𝑄bunch = 77 pC the average current in
the ERL would be 0.1 mA, while the stored beam in the ring
would provide 100 mA for the experiment. Each bunch train
would be 0.153 µs long and would spend 167 µs in the ring,
being stored for only 1000 turns. This is well below the
estimated damping times (𝜏𝑖 ≈ 2 s) of such a ring. Approximately 1.5 W are emitted as synchrotron radiation at 100 mA
of stored beam. The first design goal of such a beamline was
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to achieve 1000 recirculations without significant particle
loss. Due to radiation protection issues not more then 100 W
of beam loss are allowed. The beam loss should stay well
below that number since additional beam loss will occur
from the interaction with the target. For option 1 the beam
loss over 1000 turns with an aperture of 36 mm is 8.4 W. Additionally a vertical offset was included, since elements of
the P2 experiment have to be bypassed. In the second option
the layout of the P2 Experiment was considered and it was
aimed to bypass the superconducting solenoid completely
and stay well above any parts of the P2 experiment. This
resulted in an increase of the vertical displacement. DisMOPOTK014

0.0
1.0

20

Figure 3: Optics layout simulation option 1. Simulations
performed with MAD-X [8]. The layout below the graphs
depicts the optical elements. Dipole magnets are blue,
quadrupole magnets are red and sextupole magnets are yellow. The black line indicates the interaction point (IP) where
the experiment is located.
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Figure 2: Illustration of possible changes to the beamlines for a recirculating setup. Green line: biggest option with
possibility for additional compton scattering experiments on the far right side and additional injection option via the MESA
155 MeV beamline. Red lines: Options by- or overpassing the P2 experiment, for which optics have already been calculated,
see Figs. 3 and 4.
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Figure 4: Optics layout simulation option 2. Compared to
option one a larger vertical shift is necessary to get above
and behind the superconducting P2 magnet. The beamline is
roughly 0.5 m more vertically displaced compared to option
1, resulting in larger vertical dispersion along the way.
persion can still be controlled in first order, but additional
studies have to be performed to evaluate and refine option 2.

SPACE CONSTRAINTS
While the MESA facility is small and a lot of the available
space is already taken by the experiments, the opportunity
to implement a recirculating beamline is promising to further broaden the scientific prospects and longevity of the
machine, while adding just a small amount of magnets and
diagnostics to the existing machine. A third even more sophisticated option would be to extend the beamline further
into the existing halls, closing the loop behind the recirculating arcs of MESA, depicted by a green line in Fig. 2, opening
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the possibility to install a Compton scattering experiment
in addition. However for this last option a way has to be
found to by- and/or overpass the cryomodules and their respective liquid helium supply systems and waveguides for
the RF. The potential gain is another source for experiments
at MESA using a 105 MeV electron beam in a compton scattering experiment. See for example C. Loreys paper in this
conference [9].

are lost. The effect of a lower density polarized gas target
can be approximated by using a scatter element with overall smaller amplitudes for the induced beam perturbations.
These simulations were performed by linearly scaling the
scatter element leading to a small increase in lost beam of
1.1 W, making for a total of 9.5 W of beam power lost with
the scaled approximated target interaction. See [11] for more
information on the beam target interaction.

INJECTION AND EXTRACTION

Figure 5: Sketch of the recirculating beamline option 1, for
which the optics layout can be seen in Fig. 3. This option
does not completely fit with the existing space demands
of the P2 experiment not completely shown in this CAD
model. The locations and sizes of various elements of the
P2 experiment have to still be finalised. The green line
shows a possible injection scheme using part of the existing
155 MeV beamline for P2. The red line depicts a possible
beamline to a small beam dump.

RING OPTICS
The preliminary linear optics layout can be seen in Fig. 3.
It is simulated and optimised using MAD-X. The existing
internal beamline of MESA was extended with the aforementioned option 1, extending the beamline over the P2 experiment superconducting solenoid. In this additional beamline
6 Sextupoles are foreseen as well as optional collimators
to control beam losses that might occur due to scattering
with the gas target. Space for diagnostic elements has to be
planned as well. Six additional quadrupoles are currently
not used but available to create a smaller focus at the interaction point to adapt to the experimental needs. The optics
were then translated to ELEGANT [10], which allows to
calculate for example the damping times or to approximate
the effect of the beam target interaction by a scatter element in a first approach. The damping times of the ring are
𝜏𝑥 = 2.24 s, 𝜏𝑦 = 2.11 s and 𝜏𝑧 = 1.02 s, clearly showing
that equilibrium states will not be reached in the planned
configuration. Results for scattering on the high density
(𝜌 = 1019 atoms/cm2 ) hydrogen jet target have been simulated in the ring. As can be expected, severe beam loss is
experienced when such a high density target is introduced to
the beam. While the effect on the single pass ERL beam is
minimal, after thousand turns in the ring nearly all particles

The space constraints described are also challenging for injection and extraction. While the beam can be safely dumped
on a relatively low power beam dump (10 kW), since the duty
cycle is only below 0.1 % with this high bunch charge. Special care is necessary for the injection into the recirculating
beamline. A possible option stems from the fact that the
P2 Experiment beamline that is optimised for 155 MeV is
also able to accept beams of lower energy, by changing the
configuration of the whole machine. It might thus be possible to use the P2 experiment beamline also for dedicated
injection into the recirculating beamline, bypassing a lot of
the problems in the splitter section, see Fig. 5. Injection and
extraction optics will be calculated in the future.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Several options for a MESA recirculating beamline have
been presented as well as beam optic designs for two of the
three options. While the available space is limited, it can be
seen that with a few additional optical elements the option
to implement a ring into the facility seems feasible. The
different optics are still being optimised to have the least
impact on the existing machine but provide further upgrade
paths in the future. Final optics for injection into the ring
and extraction of spent beams have to be developed and
integrated into the existing facility.
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Abstract
In order to study the remaining open questions concerning
CP violation and neutrino mass hierarchy, as well as to search
for physics beyond the Standard Model, future experiments
require precise measurements of the neutrino interaction
cross-sections in the GeV regime. The absence of a precise
knowledge of the neutrino flux (mainly due to uncertainties
on the parent hadrons production cross sections) currently
limits this measurement to a 5-10% uncertainty level. The
ENUBET project is proposing a novel facility, capable of
constraining the neutrino flux normalization through the precise monitoring of kaon decay products in an instrumented
decay tunnel. The collaboration has conducted numerous
studies using a beamline with a central kaon momentum
of 8.5 GeV/c and a ±10% momentum spread. We present
here an alternative beam-line design, broadening the range
of kaons to include momenta of 4, 6, and 8.5 GeV/c, thus
allowing ENUBET to explore cross sections over a much
larger momentum range. Specifically, we discuss the status of this design, the optimization studies performed, the
early results, and the expected performance in terms of kaon
mesons and neutrino rates.

THE ENUBET PROJECT OVERVIEW
The ENUBET project [1] aims to develop an experimental
facility that will provide a beam of 𝜈𝑒 originating essentially
only from the decays of positively charged kaon mesons (K+ ),
more specifically from the semi-leptonic decay K+ →𝜋 0 𝑒 +
𝜈𝑒 (𝐾𝑒3 ), and that will be monitored by measuring the associated positrons in the decay tunnel. More recently the
monitoring technique has been extended to 𝜈 𝜇 from 𝐾 𝜇3 and
𝐾 𝜇2 . The project’s physics goal is to improve the precision
of the existing cross section measurements [2] by one order
of magnitude. In this work, we present the design of a novel
secondary beamline that will provide a secondary beam of
charged kaons and therefore a narrow-band neutrino beam.
The ENUBET beamline design has various stringent requirements, among them being the production and acceptance
of kaons from a high intensity (O(1013 ) protons/spill), 400
GeV/c proton beam impinging on a target. An extensive
overview of the challenges that accelerator-driven neutrino
beams present can be found in [3]. The momentum selec∗
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tion, transport, collimation, and focusing of the produced
kaon beam (with an intensity O (1011 kaons/spill) are the key
parameters of the work showcased in this R&D project. The
instrumentation details of the decay tunnel are not discussed
in this paper but can be found in other dedicated works [4,
5].

MULTI MOMENTUM BEAMLINE
As discussed in the introduction, the "multi-momentum"
line will transport secondary particles of 4, 6, and 8.5 GeV/c
momenta, allowing the exploration of a larger phase-space of
neutrino cross-section measurements, including the region
of interest of T2K/HyperK [6, 7]. The multiple momenta
will be transported through the electromagnet’s field scaling
in dedicated runs for each momentum bin. It must be made
clear that for each momentum, the "momentum-bite" (dp/p)
acceptance of the line is ±10% around the central value.
Also, all other momenta between ≈1 and 8.5 GeV/c can be
transported theoretically towards the decay tunnel; however
the beamline parameters have been optimized further for
these three momenta, and results for those momenta are
presented in this paper.

Proton Extraction
To monitor the decay products of kaons on a particle
by a particle basis, while maintaining a local rate at the
level of ∼1 MHz/cm2 inside the instrumented decay tunnel,
ENUBET’s ideal operation is based on a slow-extraction
scheme. Therefore, the total intensity of the extracted proton beam should be slowly and homogenously extracted on
the target over several seconds, enabling event-by-event reconstruction at the detector level. The front-end focusing
using quadrupoles (as an alternative to a pulsed horn) would
allow extraction of protons (and therefore the production of
kaons) for up to several seconds, reducing the instantaneous
rate of particles reaching the decay tunnel by almost two
orders of magnitude compared to extraction in burst mode.
Both static (with quadrupoles) and horn focusing options are
being studied by ENUBET, and the corresponding proton
extraction methods have been developed and tested at the
CERN Super Proton Synchrotron - SPS [8].

Target Studies
The secondary mixed-hadron beam of ENUBET will be
generated by a high-energy proton beam impinging on a solid
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target. Whilst the design details of the target station constitute a future study, we have evaluated the performance of different target materials (in terms of production yields) and the
effects of different ’primary’ proton momenta on these yields.
Extensive optimization studies based on the FLUKA [9, 10]
and G4beamline [11] simulation codes, using various materials, such as : graphite (density 2.2 g/cm3 ), beryllium
(1.81 g/cm3 ), Inconel (8.2 g/cm3 ) and various high-Z materials such as gold and tungsten. Each target prototype
was modeled geometrically as a cylinder with variable radius between 10 and 30 mm and lengths extending from
5 to 140 cm. We initially analyzed different primary momenta to confirm the theoretical particle production yields as
expected by phenomenological measurements for this nonperturbative regime [12]. FLUKA simulations have shown
that the nominal energy of the CERN SPS (400 GeV/c)
constitutes the optimal choice for the maximum kaon yield
production compared to lower primary energies. Taking this
momentum as the baseline, we then proceeded to optimize
the geometry and material of the target. Our studies have
shown that the optimal materials for the charged kaon production in the momenta of interest proved to be graphite,
beryllium, and Inconel-718. The kaon yields for graphite
are shown in Fig. 1, where the optimal length seems to be
around 70 cm. Higher-Z materials (like e.g W) would be
better candidates for kaons production but they are not taken
into account here because of their poor thermo-mechanical
properties for the assumed proton intensities of the order of
4×1013 protons/spill.

Figure 1: Kaon yields as a function of the graphite target
length. The targets have been tested with a primary beam
with 400 GeV/c momentum. The figure of merit for this
study is the number of kaons of given energy within 10%
momentum bite that enters and is transported along the beamline with ±20 mrad angular acceptance in both planes, starting 30 cm after the target. The error bars are not plotted to
ease the reading; the simulation statistical errors are negligible (1%), while the Monte-Carlo systematics amount to
∼ 20%. Colors refer to different kaon momenta (blue is
4 GeV/c, green is 6 GeV/c, and red is 8.5 GeV/c) while the
marker style identifies the target radius.
Graphite is a well-known and well-tested material in high
power targetry [13]. In general, graphitic materials in varying degrees such as POCO graphite [14] or even in the en-
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hanced form of CFC [15] constitute since long an attractive
choice for beam intercepting devices, however, the exact implementation for the case of ENUBET (in terms of mechanical properties and cooling) needs to be carefully studied.
An alternative option would be Inconel, a material being
considered for the nuSTORM target [16] and already used
at CERN in other applications (such as the new CERN-PS
East Area Beam Stoppers) with promising properties. Up to
date, and pending more detailed studies, ENUBET’s baseline option remains a graphite-based target with a length of
∼70 cm and a radius of ∼30 mm.

Secondary Beamline Layout and Optics
The multi-momentum beamline design is based on the
same principles as CERN’s other low-energy secondary
beamlines [17], with strict requirements for global acceptance, collimation, and background reduction. From the particle production studies [18], it was confirmed that positrons
dominate the production of secondary particles, especially
in the lower momenta (<6 GeV/c). Ways to understand the
effect of and possibly mitigate this background are being
studied. One mitigation measure for this specific background
would be a beamline layout that is placed at a certain angle
with respect to the target. This has been envisaged and optimized for the case of the ENUBET "Multi-Momentum"
beamline, that lies at an 1 degree angle from the primary target. This beamline design is being optimized for transporting

Figure 2: Beamline optics showing horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) planes. Each line is a graphic representation
of the R- matrix parameters: the green lines represent the
cosine-like rays, the red line the angular rays while the blue
line corresponds to the dispersive rays. The beam is tuned to
have a smooth focus towards the decay tunnel in both planes.
secondary particles of 4, 6, and 8.5 GeV/c 𝐾 + momenta. The
optics diagram is shown in Fig. 2 and the calculations have
been performed in first-order using the well established software TRANSPORT [19]. The results have been validated
with full Monte Carlo simulations using G4Beamline [11]
in order to evaluate the effect of the various materials in the
beam properties. Up to now, a satisfying agreement between
the programs has been found. The conceptual layout of the
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into account the minimum distance necessary for the primary
beam to escape.

Magnets Studies
Figure 3: "Multi-Momentum" beamline layout in
G4Beamline with the magnetic elements and the collimating structures appearing.
new line is shown in Fig. 3: downstream of the optimized
graphite target, a large-aperture quadrupole triplet defines
the accepted phase-space of the charged particles. Large
aperture dipoles and iron-based collimators select the particles’ momentum, within a narrow (± 10%) momentum
range. The 18.18° dipole deflection provides a sufficient
separation between the kaon beam and at the same time
allows for a proper dump of the 400 GeV/c primary beam
that escapes from the C-shaped magnet’s aperture without
contaminating the decay tunnel. At the end of the line, a
final quadrupole quadruplet performs the shaping of the
beam towards the decay tunnel providing a parallel beam
that transverses longitudinally the tunnel without interacting
with the instrumented walls. The overall maximum angular
acceptance of this preliminary design is ±20 mrad in both
planes. The magnets adopted for this design are existing
models currently installed in the East and North Area of
CERN [20], with known properties and production costs.
Once established the basic layout, optimization studies involving computational algorithms to maximize the performance of the line and the overall particle acceptance were
performed. The first results of this study is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparison of the first triplet parameters calculated
first with TRANSPORT and then through an optimization
algorithm.
Version 1 Optimized
Strengths [T/GeV]
k1
k2
k3
Drifts [m]
d1
d2
d3
d4
Phase Space Acceptance
[mm*mrad]

-0.358753 -0.255934
0.346788 0.34746
-0.234153 -0.233052
0.300
0.650
0.685
0.870

0.300
0.640
0.640
0.870

1612

1625

From the above table, it can be seen that the two different
set of parameters (optimized and not) show a comparable
phase space acceptance (in terms of phase space area, i.e
mm*mrad). However, the optimized version does not take

A critical part of this work was the implementation of
detailed field maps that describe in detail the magnetic
field behavior inside the beam pipe and in the yoke of each
magnet. A comparison between the energy spectrum of
kaons reaching the decay tunnel using the default "generic"
bends/quadrupoles of G4BeamLine and the realistic field
maps is shown in Fig. 4. This figure shows a comparable
rate between the version of the line with generic magnets
and the version with finite-elements calculated field maps.

Figure 4: Comparison between kaons selection at decay
tunnel entrance with performed with standard G4BeamLine
magnets (green) and realistic magnets (red).

CONCLUSION
In this contribution, we presented ENUBET’s studies
to design a neutrino facility producing a beam of tagged
electron neutrinos originating from the K𝑒3 decay (𝐾 + →
𝜋 0 𝑒 + 𝜈𝑒 ) process. The neutrinos will be tagged and monitored in the decay tunnel through the associated positrons,
aiming to reach an overall precision of 1% on the initial hadronic production flux, thus leading to a substantial improvement in the precision of cross section measurements. The collaboration has advanced in designing a multimomentum secondary beamline that will allow for a more
efficient study of the neutrino energy spectrum of interest for
future long-baseline experiments (0.5–8.5 GeV/c). Here, we
have shown the extensive target optimization study needed
to design the multi-momentum beamline outlook and its expected performance, which looks satisfactory for the experiment’s physics goals. The current beamline design produces
an 8.5 GeV/c ±10% kaon rate of 0.5 × 10−3 particles per
proton on target at the entrance of the decay tunnel.
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Abstract
ACTIS (Arc Compressor Test In a Synchrotron) is an
experiment aimed to demonstrate the reliability of arc compressors as lattices capable to increase peak current and
brightness of an electron beam as it is bent at large angles.
This kind of devices has been proposed at theoretical level
in several works over the past decades and could be the key
to achieve compact and sustainable Free Electron Lasers in
the near future. The experiment has been developed since
2019 in the joint effort between INFN, Solaris National Synchrotron Radiation Center and Elettra - S.T. S.C.p.A. The
experiment will take place at Solaris (Krakow). Solaris is a
synchrotron whose ring is injected by a 550 MeV linac that
will be used to prepare the beam with a proper chirp. ACTIS
involves also the commissioning of two beam length detectors to be installed downstream of the linac and of the first
ring lap. In addition, the low energy model of the machine
was built to identify the optimal working point for the experiment and to foresee the longitudinal profile of the beam that
will be measured. In this work we present the experiment
and report first results obtained in the study phase.

INTRODUCTION
Studies on the beam dynamics of arc compressors (AC)
have been performed in the last two decades mainly in the
context of designs of Free Electron Lasers (FELs) based on
energy-recovery linacs (ERLs) [1–4] and, more recently, on
a Two-Pass Two-Way linac (TPTW) [5–8].
The lattice of these arc compressors is based on a serie of
achromatic cells, typically Double Bend Achromats (DBAs)
or Triple Bend Achromats (TBAs), where optical functions
have to be precisely tuned. The use of arcs as compressors
allows to correct chromatic aberrations, cell by cell considering Coherent Synchrotron Radiation (CSR) emission
betatron kicks arising in the bending magnets [9, 10]. A
review article published in 2015 [11] contains very important studies in the frame of this activity. In these studies it is
shown the use of arcs to perform a longitudinal compression
of the bunches (up to a compression factor of 30) in the 0.27 GeV energy range keeping the growth of the normalized
∗

marcello.rossetti@mi.infn.it

emittance under 0.1 mm-mrad, considering bunches with
total charge up to 150 pC.
A new type of arc compressor was presented in 2019 in
the context of the Conceptual Design Report (CDR) of the
MariX FEL [12, 13] co-funded by the INFN and University
of Milan. The CDR of this innovative machine presents a
bubble shaped arc compressor (BAC) used to increase the
beam peak current, up to 100 multiplication factor, while
the beam is u-turned and re-injected in the cryogenic booster
operated in continuous wave in the way to double the energy
gain from the same booster. The scheme based on the double
acceleration stage in the booster plus the compression and
u-turn stage in the BAC is the so called two-pass two-way
(TPTW) scheme.
Up to now, the possibility of compressing bunches into
magnetic arcs has been predicted only theoretically also because of costs of a dedicated machine, therefore no demonstrators were built.
ACTIS would be the first experimental proof of the proper
functioning of these promising devices. In addition, the
results obtained would be the cornerstone for the realization
of future highly sustainable machines based on the TPTW
scheme, such as BriXSinO [14–16].

THE EXPERIMENT
The ACTIS experiment can count on the support of four
different institutions interested in the project:
The INFN - Milan that is the proposing institution and is
strongly interested in the demonstration of the principle behind the TPTW scheme developed in recent years.
The Solaris National Synchrotron Radiation Centre that
hosts the experiment, provides the machine, local expertise
and experience in synchrotron radiation detection.
The Elettra - Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.a. that has great experience in arc compressor beam dynamics and synchrotron
machines. It is interested in experimental demonstration of
the operation of these devices as a natural continuation of
theoretical studies done previously.
The INFN - Frascati Lab. that offer a collaboration with
SPARC_LAB dedicated to the detection of THz and subTHz coherent radiation produced in bending magnets by
compressed bunches.
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The Solaris synchrotron, at the National Synchrotron Radiation Centre in Kraków, Poland, is an ideal machine to
carry out this test [17]. Here a ring composed by 12 DBAs
is injected by a long electron linac at 550 MeV, many synchrotrons are injected at low energy and accelerate bunches
purely in the storage ring (energy ramp-up). The linac will
be used to generate a linear chirp in the beam (i.e., introduce
longitudinal energy correlation) and then inject it into the
ring. The buches will then be compressed into the DBAs by
exploiting their 𝑅56 factor during one revolution of the same
ring, each DBA will introduce a change of the rms length
(𝜎𝑠 ) equal to Δ𝜎𝑠 = 𝜎𝛿𝐸 𝑅56 , where 𝜎𝛿𝐸 is the bunch rms
energy spread.
One of the key points to the success of the experiment is
to be able to measure the length of electron bunches before
and after the compression in the storage ring. Beam length
measurements will be performed with two separate detectors
that have been studied in the context of this experiment, one
at the end of the linac and a second one after the the 12th
DBA.
Another main point is to build a reliable beam dynamics
simulation of the machine. To build this model of the machine and align it with the beam parameters being measured,
we decided to exploit an AI-based tool that we develop in
Milan. The tool is called GIOTTO [18] and is an optimizer
based on a Genetic Algorithm capable of driving beam dynamics simulation codes that consider space charge non
linear effects.
Intensive development of several new features in GIOTTO
has been done, which has allowed us to constitute the first
model of the Solaris low-energy line.

BUNCH LENGTH DETECTORS
The compression capability of DBAs will be verified by
measuring the length of the electron bunches just before
they are injected into the ring and after they have traveled a
complete turn of its lattice.

mounted at the end of the LINAC, will consist of two Schottky diodes working in the (sub-)THz region, as shown in Fig.
1. The second detector setup shown in Fig. 2 will be used to
measure the compressed bunch length in the ring and it will
follow the same operational principles of the one considered
for the bunch length measurement in the linac. However, it

Figure 2: THz class detector to be installed in the ring.
will exploit a different detector, i.e. a pyroelectric detector,
sensitive from 0.1 to 30 THz. In both setups the detectors
will be coupled to band-pass filters in order to increase the
resolution of the measurement by a narrow selection of the
spectral powers. For the first setup, wave-guide band-pass
filters will be adopted, while for the second wire-grid filters.
The idea for the measurement of the bunch length is based
on the power balance of coherent radiation (Coherent Transition Radiation, CTR, for the linac and Coherent Synchrotron
Radiation for the ring) collected by the detectors in different
ranges of frequency, which is uniquely related to the bunch
length if the temporal profile is known/assumed. For gaussian bunches the method has been demonstrated in Refs. [19,
20].

SIMULATIONS

Figure 1: Sub-THz detector to be installed in at linac end.
The rms length of electron bunches is estimated to be on
the order of tens of ps before the compression and down to
below one ps at maximum compression. For this reason,
it was necessary to devise two detectors of different nature
to be installed on two separate breadboards at two different points in the machine. The first detector setup, to be
MOPOTK016
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The lattice of the machine can conceptually be divided
into two main blocks and simulated with different codes.
The first block is an area characterized by the need to take
space-charge effects into account so as to adequately reconstruct realistic beam dynamics. This portion of the line
includes a radio frequency thermionic gun (Fig. 3 shows the
bunches at gun exit), a solenoid for transverse beam control,
a chopper section (electrostatic stripline) that manipulates
the temporal structure of the beam in macro-bunches (triplets
of bunches) of 200 pC at a frequency of 100 MHz [21]. Immediately after the chopper there is a second solenoid and
an energy filter (a DBA with a scraper in the center) to longitudinally compress the bunches and filter the tail particles.
Downstream of the filter there is a booster (about 40 m long)
made up of 6 S-band cavities (2998.5 MHz, 5.2 m long)
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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add the ability to perform optimizations on multi-position
beam parameters at measurement stations to simultaneously
target all measured parameters.
We also developed an ad hoc post-processor to allow rotated bunch-frames handling and evaluation of dispersion
parameters from the particle distributions (key features when
optimizing the energy filter). This post-processor, called
RotnSlice actually allows the capabilities of ASTRA to be
extended by providing very useful support in the case of
rotated reference frames as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Three bunches at gun exit, green portion have been
selected for further single-bunch simulations downstream.
which accelerates the beam from 2 MeV to over than 500
MeV.
From the gun to this point we simulate the effects of
space charge (with particular attention to the area before
the booster) using a full-3D particle-in-cell code: ASTRA
[22].
The second block of the machine is simulated using
Elegant (ELEctron Generation ANd Tracking) [23], a code
suitable for the simulation of dispersive lines taking into consideration possible CSR emission effects thanks to a fast 1-D
model [24]. This second part of the machine is composed
of a linear section, the vertical dog-leg transport line that
carries the beam 1.4 m higher respect the linac level and a
circular lattice made up of 12 identical DBAs (each 4.5 m
long and 3.5 m spaced) assembled in concrete blocks. Each
DBA consists of two bending magnets flanked with strong
focusing quadrupoles and sextupoles.
Simulating a machine model in the presence of spacecharge is notoriously a challenging problem. Under these
conditions the beam dynamics is greatly complicated because of the way the Coulomb repulsion between particles
correlates strongly and nonlinearly the effects of the various
machine elements. The use of AI-based optimizers such as
GIOTTO turns out to be a very suitable choice under these
conditions. GIOTTO is natively capable of driving ASTRA
in multiobjective genetic optimizations and has been employed in numerous tasks such as design of matching-capture
line from scratch in plasma acceleration-based FELs and
injectors design [5, 25–27].
The capabilities of GIOTTO were greatly improved during this activity to reconstruct beam dynamics from data
measured on the machine. In particular, it was necessary to

Figure 4: Top: aerial view of the energy filter. Bottom:
dispersion function optimized with GIOTTO and ASTRA.

CONCLUSION
ACTIS aims to demonstrate the feasibility of arc compressors and to be a milestone in the study for new acceleration
schemes such as TPTW double acceleration. Two equipment to measure the length of electron bunches have been
designed taking into account different radiation types emitted before and after the bunch compression. The devices will
be assembled in next months at INFN’s Frascati National
Laboratories (LNF). The low-energy simulation model of
the Solaris machine was built taking advantage of newly
developed features of an AI-based beam dynamics optimizer
(GIOTTO) coupled with ASTRA.
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UPDATE OF LATTICE DESIGN OF THE SPring-8-II STORAGE RING
TOWARDS 50 pmrad
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Abstract
The storage ring lattice of SPring-8-II has been under optimization towards a low emittance of around 50 pmrad,
which was initially set at 150 pmrad [1]. The optimization
concept is based on the effective use of extra-radiation
damping by damping wigglers that can be installed in the
four long straight sections each 30 m long in length. For
this purpose, we have been re-optimizing the linear and
nonlinear optics so as to reduce the radiation loss from the
bending magnets. In parallel, since the emittance variation
due to the gap change of the IDs can be an obstacle for
conducting precise experiments, we are investigating a
new passive method to suppress the emittance variation
without any feedback system.

INTRODUCTION
As is the case with other facilities around the world, the
upgrade plan for the SPring-8 storage ring is being studied
with the goal of achieving an extremely low emittance [1]
by adopting a multi-bend (MB) lattice with longitudinal
field-gradient dipoles [2-4]. Recent advances in undulator
technology make it possible to shorten the undulator period
length and we lower the stored beam energy from 8 GeV
to 6 GeV. This also contributes to lower the emittance
since it is proportional to the square of the beam energy. In
our previous studies [1, 5], bending magnets of separatefunction type were used and the target emittance was set
around 150 pmrad. However, users have asked for more
emittance reduction and we decided to introduce new concepts to reach the 50 pmrad level in user operation.
Our lattice design is characterized by the following features. (i) The combined-function dipoles are used to increase the horizontal damping partition number and hence
to reduce the emittance. (ii) The dipole field distribution
within a unit cell is optimized to reduce the total radiation
loss. This enhances the effectiveness of radiation damping.
(iii) The lattice nonlinearity is well suppressed by adjusting
the betatron phase between two arc sections where sextupoles are localized. (iv) Damping wigglers (DWs) are
planned to be installed in some of long straight sections
(LSSs) to lower the emittance further. (v) Matching conditions of optical functions at the boundary of LSS are met
for on- and off-momentum electrons. This allows us to redesign the LSS lattice locally according to users' requirements. (vi) A transparent beam injection is possible without giving perturbation to the stored beam.
For the newly designed lattice, the natural emittance is
108 pmrad, and by using DWs the emittance is expected to
be reduced to the level of 50 pmrad in user operation. By

doing nonlinear optimization we have a large enough dynamic aperture (DA) for off-axis beam injection and momentum acceptance (MA) of about 3%. As for the beam
injection, the SPring-8 has an advantage that we have an
XFEL facility SACLA on the same campus and its linac
has already been used as a high quality beam injector in the
top-up operation of the present SPring-8 storage ring [6].
With only a few modifications, this high quality beam injection system can be used for the SPring-8-II.

LATTICE DESIGN
Emittance Reduction
In Fig.1 we show the design of a unit cell of the SPring8-II storage ring. The cell structure is of the five-bend achromat type, and dipoles with longitudinal field-gradient are
used to achieve a target emittance value [3], except for the
one in the center of the cell. This central dipole is for generating hard x-rays and its field strength is fixed at 0.953 T.
The field distribution of other dipole segments are optimized so that the lowest possible emittance are obtained
under a given magnet arrangement. At the same time, we
take care to minimize the radiation loss as much as possible,
which is important for enhancing the effects of radiation
damping. The dipole segment on the side near the peak of
the dispersion (blue filled squares in Fig.1) is of the combined-function type by which the horizontal damping partition number is increased from 1.0 to 1.39. The maximum
values of the quadrupole, sextupole and octupole fields are
55.7 T/m, 2.7e3 T/m2 and 8.0e4 T/m3, respectively, and
these can be realized with ordinary electromagnet technologies. In Table 1 we compare machine parameters of the
new storage ring with those of the present SPring-8 storage
ring.

Figure 1: The optics and magnet arrangement of a unit cell.
The squares shown at the bottom of the figure represent
bending (blue), quadrupole (green), sextupole (orange) and
octupole (red) magnets. Blue filled squares are bending
magnets of the combined-function type.
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Table 1: Machine Parameters of the Ring
Parameter

SPring-8-II

SPring-8

Lattice Type
Energy [GeV]
Circ. [m]
Emittance
[nmrad]
Tune (H/V)

Five-bend
6
1435.44
0.108
~0.05 w/DW
108.10/42.58

Nat. Chrom.

-154/-149

Beta at ST [m]

8.2/2.8

Mom. Cmpct.
Factor
E. Spread [%]
Rad. Loss
[MeV/turn]

4.14e-5

Double-bend
8
1435.95
6.6 (Achromat)
2.4(Non-Achr.)
40.15/18.35 (A)
41.14/19.35 (NA)
-90/-41 (A)
-117/-47 (NA)
24.4/5.8 (A)
31.2/5.0 (NA)
1.46e-4 (A)
1.60e-4 (NA)
0.109
8.9

0.097
2.6

through this section. Once we have an optimized LSS lattice as shown in Fig. 2, the matching conditions are always
satisfied regardless of the setting of sextupoles, since the
linear optics only within the LSS are modified [9]. Figure 3
shows the on- and off-momentum optical functions before
and after inserting the LSS. We see that the matching conditions are satisfied and the LSS is transparent for off-momentum electrons up to the first order of 𝛿𝛿. By tracking
simulations, we confirmed that by imposing the off-momentum matching conditions at the boundary of the LSS,
the stability of off-momentum electrons is improved. As
long as the matching conditions are met, the LSS lattice
can be changed independently according to what light
sources will be needed there in the future.

Figure 2: An example of the optics and magnet arrangement of a long straight section.

Nonlinear Optimization
As shown in Fig.1, the betatron phase difference ∆𝜓𝜓 (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎)
between two arc sections are basically set to (2𝑛𝑛 + 1)𝜋𝜋
with 𝑛𝑛 being an integer to cancel dominant nonlinear effects of sextupoles. In our design, this phase difference is
used as a knob to suppress the ADTS [7] and is set to
2.976𝜋𝜋 and 0.990𝜋𝜋 for horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively. The cancellation of the nonlinear sextupole
kick is not perfect and the residual effect is mitigated by
weak sextupoles placed near the center of the cell [8]. As
an additional knob to control the ADTS, we also placed octupoles in the straight sections.

USE OF LONG STRAIGHT SECTIONS
Matching of Optics
At SPring-8 we have four LSSs in the ring and some
LSSs will be used for installing DWs to reduce the emittance. These DWs are also usable as a source of high-flux
photon beamlines in the hard x-ray region. Other LSSs can
be used specifically for R&D of future innovative light
sources. Then, it is important to take optics matching for
not only on-momentum but also off-momentum electrons
in order to fully utilize each LSS independently. Figure 2
shows such an example of the transparent LSS insertion
where the matching conditions are fully satisfied. At the
boundary of the LSS, the on- and off-momentum betatron
functions (𝛽𝛽0𝑥𝑥 , 𝛽𝛽1𝑥𝑥 , 𝛽𝛽0𝑦𝑦 , 𝛽𝛽1𝑦𝑦 ) and dispersion functions
(𝜂𝜂1𝑥𝑥 , 𝜂𝜂2𝑥𝑥 ) are matched, where
𝛽𝛽𝑥𝑥 (𝑠𝑠) ≡ 𝛽𝛽0𝑥𝑥 (𝑠𝑠) + 𝛽𝛽1𝑥𝑥 (𝑠𝑠)𝛿𝛿
𝛽𝛽𝑦𝑦 (𝑠𝑠) ≡ 𝛽𝛽0𝑦𝑦 (𝑠𝑠) + 𝛽𝛽1𝑦𝑦 (𝑠𝑠)𝛿𝛿
𝜂𝜂𝑥𝑥 (𝑠𝑠) ≡ 𝜂𝜂1𝑥𝑥 (𝑠𝑠) + 𝜂𝜂2𝑥𝑥 (𝑠𝑠)𝛿𝛿
with 𝛿𝛿 ≡ Δ𝑝𝑝/𝑝𝑝, and the betatron phase increases by 2𝜋𝜋 in
both horizontal and vertical directions when passing
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Figure 3: Matching of on- and off-momentum optical functions at the LSS. The energy-independent part (𝛽𝛽0𝑥𝑥 , 𝛽𝛽0𝑦𝑦
and 𝜂𝜂1𝑥𝑥 : upper) and the first-order energy dependence
( 𝛽𝛽1𝑥𝑥 , 𝛽𝛽1𝑦𝑦 , 𝜂𝜂2𝑥𝑥 : lower) are shown before (left) and after
(right) inserting the LSS.

Effects of Damping Wigglers

As mentioned above, we are planning to install highfield DWs in LSSs to reduce the emittance. Parameters of
the DW we assumed are as follows [10]: the period length
is 100mm, the peak magnetic field is 1.8 T, and the number
of periods is 144 per LSS. We then estimated the effects of
radiation damping by taking account of the undulators installed in the normal straight sections. The results are
shown in Fig. 4, where the emittance and the relative energy spread are plotted as a function of the undulator peak
field in normal straight sections. In these calculations we
assumed that the number of undulators is 34 considering
the current operating conditions of SPring-8, and all undulators were assumed to be of the same standard type with
the period length of 22 mm [1]. We see that for the case of
using two LSSs, the emittance can be reduced to the
50 pmrad level in user experiments when undulator gaps
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are closed to the typical range indicated in the figure. We
also see that

injector, the injected beam emittance is small, and this is
advantageous in the beam injection with NLK.

Figure 5: A tentative design of the injection cell.
Figure 4: The emittance (left) and the relative energy
spread (right) as a function of the undulator peak field. The
dashed curve is for a bare ring without DW. The solid
curves are for the ring with DWs and four curves are shown
depending on the number of LSS used.
the number of LSSs used is sufficient up to 2 and increasing its number is not effective.

TRANSPARENT BEAM INJECTION
Today, top-up operation to maintain a constant stored
current is an essential requirement for synchrotron radiation users, and a transparent beam injection scheme that
does not perturb the stored beam is needed. We will adopt
a transparent off-axis beam injection scheme and are considering two possibilities to implement it: one is a conventional scheme with pulsed bump magnets and the other is
with a pulsed nonlinear kicker magnet (NLK) [11,12]. We
first consider the former.
For the conventional off-axis beam injection scheme, we
modify the lattice of the injection section to make a highbeta straight with 𝛽𝛽0𝑥𝑥 = 20 𝑚𝑚 at the injection point. Figure 5 shows a tentative design of the injection cell. To generate a pulsed bump orbit, we use a π-bump scheme [13],
where two pulsed bump magnets driven by a common
power supply are installed at two points with a horizontal
betatron phase difference of π. The use of a common
power supply minimizes a perturbation to the stored beam
during injection.
The dynamic aperture (DA), chromaticity and ADTS for
the whole ring are shown in Fig. 6. A high-quality beam
from the SACLA linac is injected at 𝑥𝑥 ≈ −3 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, and we
see that DA is large enough for off-axis beam injection. As
in the LSS insertion case discussed above, the off-momentum matching condition should be met at the border of the
injection cell. The current design of Fig. 5 almost satisfies
the 𝛽𝛽1 -matching but the 𝜂𝜂2 -matchign is not met. We are
currently evaluating the impact of the distortion of 𝜂𝜂2 .
If the higher order dispersion is largely distorted, the
aborted beam will always hit a specific point of the vacuum
chamber wall after the RF switch is turned off, and this
could cause a serious damage to the chamber [14]. We then
need to suppress the distortion of 𝜂𝜂2 and the study for improving it is on-going. If we don't get a good solution, we
will consider the possibility of adopting another scheme of
using NLK without modifying the optics of the injection
section. In our case of using the SACLA linac as an

Figure 6: The DA observed at the injection point with
𝛽𝛽0𝑥𝑥 = 20.0 𝑚𝑚 and 𝛽𝛽0𝑦𝑦 = 2.3 𝑚𝑚 (left-upper), chromaticity
(right-upper) and ADTS (bottom). In the figure of DA, the
dashed line is for the ideal ring and the solid lines are for
the ring with sextupole misalignment (rms 25 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 , max.
±50 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇).

SUPPRESSION OF
EMITTANCE VARIATION

In the next generation light source storage rings, the
emittance is so small that its variation during user operation
can be an obstacle for conducting precise experiments. We
then developed a passive method to suppress its variation
caused by the change of undulator gaps (i.e. the change of
balance between damping and excitation; see Fig. 4) [15].
Our idea is to leak a small amount of dispersion to straight
sections where undulators are installed and optimize its
value considering actual operation range of undulator gaps.
This will be examined in details in the future and in the
present work we limited our discussion to the baseline design of the achromatic lattice.

SUMMARY
We have shown the updated design of the SPring-8-II
storage ring lattice. The design emittance is 108 pmrad and
it can be reduced to the level of 50 pmrad by using the radiation damping effects of DWs and undulators. The following issues remain to be resolved: studies of the transparent beam injection scheme, suppression of the second
order horizontal chromaticity, heat load handling of the
DWs, etc. These will be discussed in the future.
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Abstract
Radia 3D magnetostatics code has been used for the design of insertion devices for light sources over more than two
decades. The code uses the magnetization integral approach
that is efficient for solving permanent magnet and hybrid
magnet structures. The initial version of the Radia code
was sequential, its core written in C++ and interface in the
Mathematica language. This paper describes a new Python
interfaced parallel version of Radia and its applications. The
parallelization of the code was implemented on C++ level,
where the semi-analytical calculations of interaction matrix
elements and resultant magnetic fields were parallelized using the Message Passing Interface. The parallel performance
results are encouraging, particularly for magnetic field calculation post relaxation where a ∼600 speedup with respect to
sequential execution was obtained. The new parallel Radia
version facilitates designs of insertion devices and lattice
magnets for novel particle accelerators.

INTRODUCTION
The Radia code has been continuously improved for nearly
two decades since its inception and development in the Insertion Devices laboratory of the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF). From establishing boundary integral method-based calculations as an alternative and better approach than the conventional finite element, for e.g.,
FLUX3D [1], Radia has been widely used to compute fields
for undulators. Over the last few years, Radia has not only
provided better time performance and precision results when
compared to FEM codes [2], it provides excellent agreement between the calculated and measured field values corresponding to relatively simple structures like quadrupole
and sextupole [3], or complicated structures like the irondominated electromagnetic structure: SOLEIL Undulator
HU256 [4].
Following the concepts of object-oriented programming,
the core part of Radia is written in C++ and was initially
interfaced to run serially on Wolfram Mathematica and Igor
Pro only. Currently, the new, open-source version of Radia
is already available in Python interface [5], with ongoing
developments to make it executable on web-based graphical
interface like Jupyter Notebook [6]. Radia’s Python interface
has been used for magnetic ”cross talk” computations of the
recent ESRF-Extremely Brilliant Source upgrade, where a
large number of sequential calculations with different input
parameters were performed in parallel at the ESRF cluster.
∗
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The calculated values had good agreement with the measured
values (relative errors in the 10-4 range) [7].

METHODS USED FOR
PARALLELIZATION
With an increased development in the field of light sources,
the importance of magnetostatics code has increased by manifolds compared to what it was a few decades earlier. Despite
Radia’s stellar performance when compared to conventional
FEM based code, the target computations involving 3D magnetic simulations of the insertion devices and accelerator
magnets are quite complicated and CPU-intensive, with further increasing complexities. With an aim to further improve
Radia’s overall performance, parallelization tasks were undertaken.
MPI is a communication protocol and is used as the industry standard for the message passing model where a certain
application comprises of a set of tasks which are assigned
their own local memory whose location can be in the same
machine or across several machines. Data exchange to conduct the operation by tasks is established by sending and
receiving messages [8]. MPI provides programmers the
flexibility to use it as a low-level approach with a detailed
control on the flow of data, or as a high-level programming
approach with parallel libraries designed to provide optimized performance without going into the depths of the
MPI algorithm [9].
Solving any 3D magnetostatics problems in Radia comprises of 3 subsequent steps: calculation of elements of a
large (often tens GBs memory size) matrix called Interaction Matrix and describing magnetic interaction between
‘active’ sub-volumes of a magnet geometry, created by segmentation (1), performing a relaxation procedure on it to
determine values of the magnetization vector in all the “active” sub-volumes (2), and computing magnetic field and/or
field integrals or other characteristics of magnetic fields,
created by the sub-volumes with magnetization or current
density (3). The two sections– the generation of the interaction matrix (1) and the calculation of magnetic field values
after relaxation (3) are ‘embarrassingly parallel’ algorithms
and hence have been parallelized using MPI at the C++ level.
Interaction matrix is a dense matrix in Radia, that may
occupy a large memory, depending on geometry and its segmentation. Relaxation of this matrix may require a large
number of iterations, in particular when solving complicated
iron-dominated geometries [2,4]. At each of these iterations,
a relatively small number of multiplications needs to be done
to take into account (or update) magnetization vector in each
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sub-volume (created by segmentation). This makes application of MPI not very efficient for parallelizing this algorithm.
Instead shared memory-based parallelization, implemented
using native multithreading capabilities introduced in C++11
standard library has been considered for parallelizing the
specific section of the Radia code. The structure used for
the tests is discussed in detail in the following section titled
‘Test Magnetic Structure’, followed by the outcomes detailed
in ‘Results of Benchmarking’.

TEST MAGNETIC STRUCTURE
To evaluate the parallel performance of the new version
of the Radia 3D magnetostatics code, we used a 3D model
of a 14mm-period, hybrid, in-vacuum, Cryo-cooled Permanent Magnet Undulator (CPMU) at 4mm magnetic gap (see
Fig. 1). This model comprises of an upper and a lower array
with each of these arrays including an alternating sequence
of permanent magnets (PrFeB with 1.67 T remnant magnetization) and soft iron poles (Vanadium Permendur with
∼2.29 T magnetization at saturation). The model geometry
is generated by mirroring with respect to the three orthogonal symmetry planes passing through the magnetic centre.
The geometry (specifically the poles) has been extensively
subdivided to achieve solving accuracy better than 0.001
with respect to the peak magnetic field. 22680 independent
sub-volumes are produced because of implementing subdivision before applying the symmetries, consequently yielding
a dense interaction matrix of size ∼2GB. The final calculated on-axis vertical field after solving the geometry for the
magnetization in the sub-volumes is shown in Fig. 2.

RESULTS OF BENCHMARKING
Tests to evaluate parallel performance on many server
nodes were conducted at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Centre (NERSC), specifically the NERSC
supercomputer Cori. Cori is a Cray XC40 with a theoretical
peak performance of 30 petaflops. Execution times for each
section were obtained at the end of each test, iteratively performed starting from 1 process (i.e., serial execution) and
going up to 1024 processes and then averaged over 3 runs for
each process number, thereby estimating the performance
characteristics.
The parallel version of the Radia code performed well for
both the cases – computation of elements of the interaction
matrix and computation of magnetic field post relaxation of
this matrix. For both the instances, a systematic decline in
the required execution times was observed with increasing
number of processes, see Fig. 3, that can be interpreted as the
corresponding computational speedup achieved because of
parallelizing the Radia code, leading to a maximum speedup
value of ∼200 for the setting up of interaction matrices, and
approximately ∼600 for computation of field values post
relaxation, see Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Mean time to set up the interaction matrix and
calculate magnetic field, both as a function of the number
of MPI processes.
Figure 1: Radia 3D model of the hybrid, in-vacuum, CPMU
used for our parallel performance tests.

Figure 4: Total speedup in time values to set up interaction
matrix and calculate field vs. number of MPI processes.
Figure 2: Calculated on-axis vertical magnetic field along
the CPMU structure using Radia.
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speed gain only until number of parallel processes is lesser
than 400, whereas no such parallel performance saturation
is observed for the function of field calculation after relaxation. Thus, profiling of the parallel performance was implemented at the C++ level, where time stamps were introduced
at the beginning and end of specific functions in the code,
to evaluate their corresponding execution times. Functions
specifically related to communication and exchange of data
between processes were profiled, namely ’MPI_Send’ and
’MPI_Recv’. Primarily, ’MPI_Send’ is executed by workers after they have computed the data packets to be sent
to the master, and ’MPI_Recv’ is performed by the master
to receive the data packets sent by each worker. The plots
demonstrating the total time required for the execution of
’MPI_Send’ by each worker and ’MPI_Recv’ by the master
are given in Fig. 5 for setting up of interaction matrix and
Fig. 6 for calculation of field post relaxation.

Figure 5: Total time to execute ’MPI_Send’ by each worker,
’MPI_Recv’ by master, and complete execution of interaction matrix generation vs. number of MPI processes.

in Fig. 6. The role of the master is to receive data after the
calculation by workers. Thus, initially (for lesser number of
workers), for interaction matrix generation, master time is
mostly spent waiting for workers to finish the computation.
But with increasing number of workers, the computation
time decreases (i.e., each worker executes lesser number
of calculations) and eventually master is unable to receive
quickly enough all the computed data, thus delaying the
workers who have already finished computing and instead
get queued to send the data. This saturation is absent in the
case of calculation of the field after the relaxation, when each
worker performs large number of summing up operations to
account for contributions from all sub-volumes of the 3D
geometry to the field value at a given point in space. This
is confirmed by the fact that in our tests, the time spent by
a worker on calculation of one element of the interaction
matrix was only 6.6 𝜇s, while the calculation of the magnetic
field after the relaxation by a worker at one observation
point took a much longer time, 22.5 ms. These observations
explain the earlier saturation of the overall speedup curve in
the case of the interaction matrix generation, as compared
to the field calculation after the relaxation.
Scalability of shared memory parallelization when compared to MPI, is weaker, but the resource sharing is better
optimized. Preliminary tests to estimate the parallel performance of the relaxation of interaction matrix yielded a
speedup of approximately 10 times compared to sequential
execution of the code. The estimated overall speedup for the
test geometry is ∼41 when using 400 processes, the extent of
parallelization dependent on the number of field calculations
performed. Further algorithm-specific implementations are
required to reach higher levels of parallelism.

CONCLUSION
The upgraded version of parallel Radia is now available
for the Python interface, and it offers considerable speedups
in different types of 3D magnetostatics computations [5].
Efforts are ongoing to improve its parallel performance in
order to efficiently meet the computation requirements of
the next generation light sources.
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Abstract
This work presents a design study of a 200 MeV electron
linear accelerator consisting of an electron gun, bunchers,
and accelerator structures. We aimed to design the linac
with low emittance and low energy spread. A coasting beam
from a thermionic electron gun is bunched using a series
of buncher cavities: sub-harmonic buncher (SHB), a prebuncher (PB), and a Buncher. The bunched beam is then
accelerated up to 200 MeV with 4 cascaded accelerating
structures. The SHB was designed with one-cell standing
wave structure for improving the bunching efficiency. The
two types of the 500 MHz SHB were considered: elliptical and coupled-cavity linac types. We also investigated
constant-gradient and constant-impedance types of 3 GHz
multi-cell traveling wave resonators for following buncher
cavities and accelerating structures. Depending on the type,
geometries of each traveling wave structure (TWS) cavity
were determined, and then the electromagnetic fields were
calculated. RF powers and phases of each cavity along this
linac system were optimized using beam dynamics simulation. Furthermore, the beam distributions in the transverse
direction are adjusted using solenoid magnets in the lowenergy section as well as quad triplets in the high-energy
section.

INTRODUCTION
We designed an electron linac as an injector to the storage
ring based light source. Between linac and storage ring there
will be a full energy booster ring. Therefore, our linac is required to accelerate the beam energy up to 200 MeV. There
are two types of electron sources used in our linac system
thermionic gun and RF photoinjector gun. In the linac systems such as NSLS II [1] and swiss light source (SLS) [2],
the thermionic gun is used. The RF photoinjector gun is used
in Advanced Photo Source (APS) and European X-ray Free
Electron linac (EXFEL), etc [3, 4]. In this paper, the electron linac using a 90 keV thermionic gun was studied. The
electron gun was modeled, the elective field was calculated,
and the particle tracking simulation was done using CST’s
particle studio [5, 6]. In order to bunch a CW beam from the
thermionic gun, buncher systems are needed. The buncher
system is composed of SHB, PB, and Buncher. To accelerate
the beam energy, four accelerating structures were used. The
geometries of these RF structures were optimized and the
eletric field were computed, using the Superfish code [7].
The layout of this eletron linac can be seen in Fig.1. Beam
dynamics study explores the optimized parameters in the
∗
†
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design of beam line for high quality beam delivery. In this
paper, we present Parmela code [8] simulation results and
beam dynamics study in the 200 MeV linac structure.

Figure 1: Electron linac layout.

DESIGN OF THE CAVITY
This injector linac has 4 types of cavities: SHB, PB,
Buncher, Accelerating structures. The frequency of SHB is
500 MHz, while those of other cavities are 3 GHz. The main
purpose of SHB is bunching of the continuous beam from
the gun. In doing so, the standing wave structure(SWS) is
chosen for SHB. Its design beta is 0.5 since the beam energy
from the gun is 90 keV. Therefore, the cell length of SHB
is 𝛽𝜆/2 ≈15 cm. We considered two types of SHB shapes:
Elliptical and CCL. The geometries of each type of SHB is
described in Fig.2 [9]. Using the automatic design tool in
Superfish, we modeled the geometries of the SHBs. These
parameters are listed in Table 1. As a result of designing the
cavity, the elliptical type has a larger Q value, while CCL
has a larger transit time factor (TTF) and shunt impedance.
PB and Buncher are used for beam bunching and accel-

Figure 2: The sub-harmonic buncher geometry. (right: elliptical type , left: CCL type) [7].
eration at the same time, while 4 accelerating structures
are used only for beam acceleration. In these purposes, the
TWS with a disc-loaded type is chosen for these cavities.
In order to increase the bunching efficiency, the number of
cells in PB and Buncher are 4 and 31, respectively. Also,
the number of cells in 4 acceleraing structures is 94. The
geometry of the TWS can be determined by cell length(d),
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Table 1: The SHB Cavity Parameters
cavity parameters
frequency [MHz]
Q-value
TTF
shunt impedance [MΩ/m]
power loss [W]

Elliptical type
500.004
28,934.2
0.7619217
23.714
5,444

Table 2: The Geometry of Travelling Wave Structure

CCL type
500.0007
26,860.8
0.921409
54.013
3,122.066

Figure 3: The traveling wave disk-load structure [7].

𝐸0 = √2𝛼𝑟𝑃𝑖𝑛

(1)

where 𝑃𝑖𝑛 is input power, 𝛼 is an attenuation factor, r is shunt
impedance, I is beam current, and z is the distance along the
beam axis. AS the aperture diameter increases, 𝛼 decreases.
The aperture diameter is determined by considering both
values of 𝐸0 and E(z). In the case of const-E, the gradient
is calculated by the aperture diameter of the last cell. The
aperture diameter of the last cell depends on the beam size.
Buncher and Accelerating structures are modeled with both
cosnt-Z and const-E types as with parameters listed Table 2.
PB was designed only const-Z, because its length is short.

STUDY OF THE BEAM DYNAMICS
We performed beam dynamics simulations in the electron
linac using Parmela code. The input beam distribution is
calculated by twiss parameters from the thermionic gun. In
each section of the linac, their positions and input phases
are determined by considering beam states. Especially, we
MOPOTK022
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parameters

unit

PB

Buncher

inner diameter
mm 39.4
39.6
aperture diameter mm 8.4
12.42
the number of cell
4
31
constant gradient structure
parameters

unit

Buncher

inner diameter
aperture diameter
the number of cell

mm
mm

39.6∼39.35
12.42∼11.5
31

(a) at the SHB exit

aperture diameter(a), inner diameter of the cell(b), and disk
thickness(t), as described in Fig.3 [10]. Two cases of the
TWS were considered:
• The constant impedance(const-Z) in which the electric
gradient value decreases along the beam because its
aperture diameters is constant.
• The constant gradient(const-E) which corrects electric
gradient by changing aperture diameters of each cell.
All TWSs are operated with 2𝜋/3 mode and the cell length
is 𝛽𝜆/3 [11]. In the const-Z type, the aperture diameter is
kept constant, and determined by the electric filed gradient,
as in Eq.(1).
𝐸(𝑧) = 𝐸0 𝑒−𝛼𝑧 − 𝐼𝑟(1 − 𝑒−𝛼𝑧 )

constant impedance structure

Accelerating
structure
39.1
10.5
94
Accelerating
structure
39.1∼38.4
10.5∼5.6
94

(b) at the PB exit

(c) at the Buncher exit

Figure 4: Longitudinal beam distributions at the exit of each
buncher systems.
focused on the bunch length for the SHB, PB and Buncher
and the beam energy for accelerating structures. Figure.4
shows the longitudinal beam distribution in the buncher
system. The bunch length after passing through SHB was
determined by SHB’s EM field and drft distance between
SHB and PB. For both types of SHBs, the bunch lengths
are same as about 0.32 ns with similar gradient strengths
of 0.285 MV/m(elliptical) and 0.23 MV/m(CCL). Therefore
we chose the elliptical type, because of its simple shape.
After PB, the bunch length is further shorter to 0.13 ns and
the average energy is increased to 0.7 MeV. The drift length
between PB and Bunhcer is kept short, since it affects the
bunch length. At the Buncher, the range of the input phase
was chosen to bunch and accelerate efficiently at the same
time. The bunch length depends strongly on the input phase
rather than the electric field strength. Therefore, the beam
length after passing through the Buncher is equal to 0.037 ns
for both const-Z and const-E types. Since the difference
in the average beam energy is as small as 0.479 MeV, the
const-Z type was selected due to its simple geometry for
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manufacturing. The input power of accelerating structures
is determined to accelerate the beam energy up to 200 MeV.
The input power of the const-Z type is 33 MW while that
of the const-E is 20 MW. Since the gradient is constant

Figure 5: Longitudinal beam distributions at the exit of the
accelerating system (first and fourth accelerating structures).
for const-E, the electron beam can be accelerated to higher
energy using low power. Therefore, even if it is difficult to
manufacture, const-E is more efficient than const-Z when
considering the operation power. The bunch lengths of first
and fourth accelerating structures are same. After the fourth
accelerating structure, the average energy is 201 MeV and
the standard deviation is 0.7%, as shwon in Fig.5. For beam
matching in the transverse direction, solenoids were used
in the low energy section and a quadrupole triplets were
used in the high energy section. The position and intensity
of the solenoids were determined so that beam loss can be
minimized. When the beam energy is low, the beam loss
occurs due to the space charge effect. Therefore solenoids
are inserted outside the pre-buncher and buncher to mitigate
these effects. quadrupole triplets were used to match twiss
parameters between accelerating structures using TRACE3D
code [12]. As shown in Fig.6, the beam envelope did not hit
the cavity apertures. The beam loss was 4.5%, and most of
them occurred in the buncher system.

CONCLUSION
This linac is designed to inject an electron beam with low
emittance and low energy spread. The bunch length of 1ns
from the thermionic electron gun was reduced to 18.5 ps
through the electron linac. The phase standard deviation is
0.32%. The average energy was 201 MeV, which satisfies
the target energy requirement. The energy standard deviation was 1.475 MeV, which is about 0.7%. The transverse
RMS emittance is about 0.21 mm−mrad and the longitudinal
RMS emittance is 3.13 deg−MeV. We are going to design
an alternative linac with an RF photoinjector gun and then
compare the beam dynamics simulation results for these two
linacs, especially, operation powers, beam emittances, bunch
lengths, etc.
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Figure 6: The beam envelopes in the electron linac (upper:
const-Z, lower: const-E).
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BEAM DYNAMICS STUDIES ON THE 50 MeV ELECTRON
LINEAR ACCELERATOR FOR ULTRA-HIGH DOSE RATES
Yumi Lee∗ , Eun-San Kim,
Dept. of Accelerator Science, Korea University Sejong Campus, Sejong, Republic of Korea
Heung-Soo Lee, Hyunseok Shin, VITZRONEXTECH, Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Abstract
Electron beams with ultra-high dose rates (> 40 Gy/s),
which enable effective radiotherapy to act on deep-seated
tumors in less than a second, can be generated by linear
accelerators. To successfully achieve FLASH radiotherapy,
we have performed the 50 MeV linear accelerator design
studies. The designed electron accelerator consists of a
thermionic electron gun, sub-harmonic buncher, buncher
and 2.856 GHz traveling wave structure. In this report the
design layout and particle tracking simulation results of the
50 MeV electron linac with high beam current are presented
in detail.

Three solenoids (SOL01, SOL02, SOL03) and four coils
(CO01, CO02, CO03, CO04) are used as the focusing elements of the linear accelerator. Figure 1 shows the schematic
layout of electron linear accelerator.

INTRODUCTION
Electron beams with low dose rates and energy are mainly
used in conventional radiotherapy. Therefore, the number
of treatments received increases, and there is a limit to treatment for deep-seated tumors. In contrast to conventional
radiotherapy, FLASH radiotherapy uses ultra-high dose rates
and high energy of electron beams, so the number of treatments received can be reduced and even deep-seated tumors
can be treated by FLASH radiotherapy. The side effects can
also be reduced because damage to healthy tissues decreases.
To accomplish FLASH radiotherapy, it is necessary to design a linear accelerator for the electron beams suitable for
FLASH radiotherapy.

Design Goals

Figure 1: Schematic layout of electron linear accelerator.

MAIN COMPONENTS
The main features of the sub-harmonic buncher, buncher
and acceleration structure are described in this section.

Electron Gun
The electron gun is a thermionic cathode gun, and the
voltage between the cathode and the anode is 200 kV. Figure 2 shows the electrons flow in the gun with the cathode
with a radius of 10 mm and the beam parameters emitted
from the electron gun are listed in Table 1.

The dose rate and penetration depth of the electron beams
are related to the beam current and energy, respectively.
FLASH radiotherapy requires the electron beam current of >
15 A and beam energy of 50 MeV for ultra-high dose rates (>
40 Gy/s) and deep penetration depth [1]. The design goals
of the electron linear accelerator are as follows. The electron
linac must :
• be capable of accelerating the electron beams with high
current (∼15 A).
• be able to accelerate the electron beam energy up to
∼50 MeV.
• have a high transmission rate.

DESIGN LAYOUT
The linear accelerator is made up of a 200 keV thermionic
electron gun, a 476 MHz sub-harmonic buncher (SHB), a
2856 MHz buncher and a 2856 MHz acceleration structure
for effective bunching and accelerating of the electron beams.
∗

leeyumi812@gmail.com

Figure 2: Electrons flow in the gun.

Sub-harmonic Buncher
A sub-harmonic buncher with a standing wave structure
with a resonance frequency of 476 MHz is used to send a
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Table 1: Input Beam Parameters
Parameters

Values

Energy
𝛼𝑥 / 𝛼𝑦
𝛽𝑥 / 𝛽𝑥
𝜖𝑛,𝑟𝑚𝑠
Bunch length
Beam current

0.200 MeV
0.3610 / 0.3388
4.5685 / 4.4428 cm/𝜋 · rad
2.1802 𝜋cm · mrad
1.05 ns
15 A

Lorentz factor, e is the electron charge and V is the cavity
gap voltage.

Buncher
The 2856 MHz buncher is a 4-cell traveling wave structure with copper disks. Its RF phase change per cavity is
2𝜋/3, and the phase velocity is 0.75c. One cell length is
∼26.242 mm, and the parameters of the designed buncher
are given in Table 3.

high amount of charge within a single bunch. This frequency
corresponds to 1/6 of the main buncher frequency.

Table 3: Main RF Parameters of Buncher
parameters

Values

Frequency
Q
Attenuation per unit length (𝛼0 )
Shunt impedance
Field gradient
Input power

2856 MHz
11 247.6
0.3636 m−1
39.606 MΩ/m
6 MV/m
∼ 2 MW

Acceleration Structure

Figure 3: Design parameters (left) and field distributions
(right) of the sub-harmonic buncher.
The design of the sub-harmonic buncher focuses on
minimizing the power dissipation inside the cavity. Figure 3 shows the design parameters (left) of an one cell subharmonic buncher and the field distributions (right) of the
designed sub-harmonic buncher. The main RF parameters
of the designed sub-harmonic buncher are summarized in Table 2. The simulated RF parameters in Table 2 are the results
when the cavity material is set to steel use stainless(SUS).
Table 2: Main RF Parameters of the Sub-harmonic Buncher
parameters
Frequency
Q
Shunt impedance
Gap voltage
Power dissipation

Values
476 MHz
3114.7
3.336 MΩ/m
60 kV
5.395 MW

𝜆𝑅𝐹 𝑚𝑒 𝑐2 𝛽3 𝛾3
(1)
2𝜋𝑒𝑉
where 𝜆𝑅𝐹 is the cavity RF wave length, 𝑚𝑒 𝑐2 is the rest
energy of electrons, 𝛽 is the ratio of v to c, 𝛾 is the particle
MOPOTK023
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Table 4: Main RF Parameters of Acceleration Structure
parameters

Values

Frequency
Q
Total power attenuation (𝜏0 )
Shunt impedance
Field gradient
Input power

2856 MHz
13 706 ∼ 13 771
0.57 neper
52 MΩ/m ∼ 65 MΩ/m
16.7 MV/m
21 MW

BEAM DYNAMICS

For maximum bunching performance, it is necessary to
optimize the distance between the sub-harmonic buncher
and the buncher. Its distance is calculated using equation (1)
:
𝐿𝑏𝑢𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 =

The 2856 MHz acceleration structure is a disk-loaded
traveling wave cavity of constant gradient accelerating
structure. One cell length of the acceleration structure is
∼34.989 783 mm because of the phase velocity 𝛽 = 1. The
acceleration structure has 86 cells (84 normal cells + 2 coupler cells) and has overall length of ∼3 m. To achieve a
constant field slope, the diameter of the disc hole is reduced
from 25.323 mm to 18.361 mm. The main RF parameters
of the acceleration structure is listed in detail in Table 4.

To study the beam dynamics of a 50 MeV electron linear
accelerator, we use the PARMELA code to track electron
multi-particles. Beam profiles simulated by EGUN and CST
code are used as input of PARMELA code [2, 3]. Figures 4
and 5 show the input and output beam distributions, respectively. The maximum beam envelopes in x and y direction
are indicated in Figure 6.
When the electron beam with the characteristics of
200 keV/ 15 A/ 1.05 ns from the initial electron gun passes
through the accelerator, the energy of the electron beam increases to ∼50 MeV and the energy spread (RMS) becomes
1.15 MeV. Its beam bunch length (RMS) and transmission
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rate are 0.024 ns and 78.83 %, respectively. The detail parameter values for the electron beams at the end of the accelerator structure are listed in Table 5. Figure 7 shows the
magnetic field distribution in the 50 MeV electron linear
accelerator. The high magnetic field is demanded in the
outside of the acceleration structure because of the space
charge effect due to the high current.

Figure 7: Magnetic field distributions.
Table 5: Beam Parameters at Acceleration Structure Exit
parameters
Transmission rate
Bunch length (RMS)
Beam RMS radius
𝜖𝑛,𝑟𝑚𝑠
Beam current
Energy RMS spread

Figure 4: Input beam distributions.

Values
78.83 %
0.193 ns (0.024 ns)
∼1.25 mm
∼7.4 𝜋cm · mrad
∼13.6 A
∼1.15 MeV

CONCLUSION
The design study on the 50 MeV/ 15 A electron linear
accelerator is demanded in order to provide ultra-high
dose rates for FLASH radiotherapy. The linear accelerator composes a thermionic electron gun, a sub-harmonic
buncher, a buncher, an acceleration structure and focusing
elements. Multi-particle tracking simulations are performed
with PARMELA code. The output beam has 50 MeV/
13.6 A/ 0.024 ns values.
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QUASI-FROZEN SPIN CONCEPT OF MAGNETO-OPTICAL STRUCTURE
OF NICA ADAPTED TO STUDY THE ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENT OF
THE DEUTERON AND TO SEARCH FOR THE AXION
Y. Senichev, A. Aksentyev, S. Kolokolchikov, A. Melnikov, Institute for Nuclear Research of
Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia
V. Ladygin, E. Syresin, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia
N. Nikolaev, Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Chernogolovka, Russia
Abstract
The "frozen spin" method is based on the idea that at
certain parameters of the ring, the particle spin rotates with
the frequency of the momentum, creating conditions for the
continuous growth of the electric dipole moment signal.
The Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility (NICA) is under construction in Joint Institute for Nuclear Research [1].
Since a straightforward implementation of the frozen spin
regime at NICA is impossible, we suggest an alternative
“quasi-frozen spin” concept. In this new regime, the
reference particle’s spin-vector precesses with a spin phase
advance 𝜋 ⋅ 𝛾𝐺/2 per beam revolution, locally recovering
the longitudinal orientation at the location of the electricmagnetic elements, Wien filters, placed in the straight
sections. In the deuterons case, thanks to the small
magnetic anomaly G, the spin-vector continuously
oscillates relative to the direction of the momentum-vector
with a small amplitude of a few degrees and the expected
EDM effect is reduced only by a few percent. In this paper,
we study the spin-orbital motion with the aim of using the
NICA collider to measure the EDM. We also comment on
the potential of NICA as an axion antenna in both the quasifrozen spin regime and beyond.

frequency due to the electrical dipole moment, and 𝜂 is the
dimensionless coefficient defined in (1) by the relation 𝑑 =
𝜂𝑒ℏ/4𝑚𝑐. The advantages of purely electrostatic machines
are especially evident at the “magic” energy, when angle:
𝐺 − 1/ 𝛾

− 1 = 0,

(2)

and the spin vector initially oriented in the longitudinal
direction rotates in the horizontal plane with the same
− 𝛺 = 0.
frequency as the momentum 𝛺 , i.e., 𝛺
In the case of deuterons, whose 𝐺 = −0.142 the only
possible method to EDM measurement is a hybrid storage
ring with both electric and magnetic fields. This can be
done by applying a radial electric field 𝐸 to balance the
contribution effected by the vertical magnetic field 𝐵𝑣 to
, as shown in Eq. (1):
the frequency 𝛺
𝐸 =

≈ 𝐺𝐵 𝑐𝛽𝛾 .

(3)

Thus, the only reason one might want to closely adhere
to the “frozen” spin condition is to maximize the EDM
signal growth.

“FROZEN SPIN” CONCEPT

“QUASI-FROZEN SPIN” CONCEPT

The idea of searching for the electric dipole moment
(EDM) of the proton and the deuteron using polarized
beams in a storage ring is based on the “frozen spin”
method and was originally proposed at the Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) [2]. The concept of the “frozen
spin” (FS) lattice consists of deflectors with electric and
magnetic fields incorporated in one element, in which the
spin vector of the reference particle is always orientated
along the momentum vector. This is clearly evident from
the Thomas–Bargmann–Michel–Telegdi equation:

In the NICA ring, the implementation of the FS concept
would require a complete upgrade of the optics. However,
suppose the spin would oscillate in the horizontal plane
with respect to the frozen spin direction with small
amplitude of angle 𝛷 ≪ 1. This could be done by
placing special, electric-field elements in the straight
accelerator sections, which would bring the spin vector
back in alignment with the momentum after it moved away
from it in the magnetic arc. Then the EDM growth would
decrease proportionally to the factor 𝐽 (𝛷 ) ≈ 1 − (𝛷 ) /
4. Since the deuteron’s magnetic anomaly 𝐺 = −0.142
has a small value and since, in the imagined case, the spin
oscillates around the momentum direction within a half
value of the advanced spin phase in the magnetic arc 𝛷 =
𝜋 ⋅ 𝛾𝐺/2 ≈ 0.2, it is obvious that the effective contribution
to the expected EDM effect is reduced by only a few
percent at the optimal parameters for the EDM
measurement 𝛾 = 1.12.
The mental experiment described above gives the gist of
the “quasi-frozen” spin (QFS) concept [3]: here the spin is
not frozen with respect to the momentum vector, but
continually oscillates around some average fixed direction

→

→
𝑑𝑆 →
=𝑆× 𝛺
𝑑𝑡
→

𝛺
→

𝛺

𝑒
=
𝑚𝛾
=

→

+𝛺

,
→

→

𝛾
𝛽×𝐸
𝛾𝐺 + 1 − 𝛾𝐺 +
,
𝛾+1
𝑐
→

→

𝛽×𝐵+

→

,𝐺 =

,

(1)

where 𝐺 is the magnetic anomaly, 𝑔 is the gyromagnetic
is the spin precession frequency due to the
ratio, 𝛺
is the spin precession
magnetic dipole moment, 𝛺
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coinciding with the momentum direction. Next, we have to
answer the question of how to implement a variable MDM
spin precession in the storage ring (which is needed for its
zero-averaging in statistics) and to provide a sufficient
EDM signal growth.
In the case of the “quasi-frozen” structure, there are two
options. In the first QFS version the magnetic and electric
fields are completely spatially separated: the former is
found in the magnetic arcs and the latter in the straight
sections, which are realized in the form of negativecurvature “reverse electric” arcs, respectively. However,
this lattice design concept inherits the “cylindrical
electrodes” drawback, namely, a whole set of high-order
field nonlinearities. Therefore, in the second version of the
QFS lattice, we introduced a small magnetic field ~100 mT
into the spin-aligning (E+B) elements, which compensates
for the Lorentz force of the electric field and allows us to
make them straight. Since the second option is the most
appropriate for a ring undedicated to an EDM search, we
will only discuss this option here.
So, first we determine the rotation of the spin relative to
the momentum direction in the magnetic arcs. In the
magnetic arc, the momentum of particles is rotated by
angle 𝛷 = 𝜋, with a simultaneous MDM spin rotation
in the horizontal plane relative to the momentum by an
angle:
𝛷

= 𝛾𝐺 ⋅ 𝛷

.

where 𝐿 is the total length of the set of straight elements
in one straight section.
Thus, taking a more or less realistic value of the electric
field at the level of 100 kV/cm, the corresponding magnetic
field is below 96 mT. This opens up prospects for
simplifying the technical construction. In particular, a
permanent magnet or an air core electric coil may be used.

UPGRADED OPTICAL STRUCTURE OF
NICA FOR THE EDM SEARCH
The NICA structure was not designed with the electric
dipole moment research in mind, and hence our only option
is to resort to the “quasi-frozen spin” concept. It is obvious
that this can be done for deuterons.
The adaptation strategy for the NICA collider structure
to the EDM search was based on two circumstances. The
first is that the straight sections of the collider are
completely occupied by equipment for experiments using
the MPD and SPD detectors, and the second is that these
detectors and meeting points are inconsequential for the
EDM search. The simplest solution in this case is to
introduce bypasses as shown in Fig. 1.

(4)

In the E+B elements of the straight section, the spinrotation due to the MDM occurs in the horizontal plane and
is constituted by two components: respectively in the Eand B-fields. In the E-field it occurs in the direction
opposite to the momentum rotation by an angle:
𝛷 = − 𝛾𝐺 +

𝛽 ⋅𝛷 ,

(5)

where 𝛷 is the momentum rotation in the electric field,
and in the B-field in the same direction by angle 𝛷 =
(𝛾𝐺 + 1) ⋅ 𝛷 , where 𝛷 is the momentum rotation in
magnetic field. Since the Lorenz force is zero, the
momentum rotation angles 𝛷 = 𝛷 are equal, and we
can express both components of the spin-rotation through
one of them, for instance, through the magnetic field
rotation 𝛷 =
⋅ 𝐿 , where 𝐵 , 𝐿 are the magnetic

Figure 1: Upgraded lattice of NICA for the EDM search
with bypass insertions (red colour).
The bypass sections do not include both detector’s
interaction points and are free to accommodate E+B
elements. The latter are transparent to the beam dynamics
due to the zero Lorentz force and rotate the spin in the
direction opposite to the rotation the arc, thus realizing the
“quasi-frozen spin” concept.

field and the length of the straight element, respectively. To
realize the QFS concept, we have to fulfil the “QFS
condition” 𝛷 − 𝛷 = 𝛷 , i.e.:
(𝛾𝐺 + 1) ⋅ 𝛷 − 𝛾𝐺 +

𝛽 ⋅ 𝛷 = 𝛾𝐺 ⋅ 𝜋

(6)

Carrying out simple transformations, we obtain the
definitions of the E+B element parameters:
𝐿 𝐸 =

⋅

⋅ 𝜋𝛽 𝛾 and 𝐵 = −

,

(7)

Figure 2: Twiss parameters of NICA with bypass insertion.
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tivity of spins in storage rings as an axion antenna, and references to an extensive literature on axions are found in
Ref. [5, 6, 7]. In the case of protons, the main obstacle to
the JEDI approach is a short spin coherence time. Based on
our analytic treatment of the spin coherence time impact on
the frequency scanning search for the axion signal [7], we
suggest an alternative scheme in which an initially vertical
spin is rotated into the horizontal plane. This scheme is free
of the axion field phase ambiguity, does not need radiofrequency spin flippers and can be readily implemented with
both deuterons and protons stored in the Nuclotron, NICA
and PTR (ProtoType Ring) [8], storage rings as an axion
antenna. Of particular interest is the QFS lattice with a bypass at NICA and the FS lattice at the PTR. Specifically,
varying the electric and magnetic fields in sync to retain
the beam energy, one can vary the spin tune, realizing a
unique broadband axion antenna sensitive to the whole
range of axion field oscillation frequencies below 0.5 MHz

horizontal plane

CONCLUSIONS
b) vertical plane
Figure 3: Dynamic aperture for NICA with bypass insertion.
Without the interaction points, we have two uncoupled
rings, with a possibility of doubling the statistics-collection
rate. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 we show the Twiss functions and
the dynamic aperture for the both transverse planes. As one
can see, the linear part of the dynamic aperture of
~2000 mm mrad significantly exceeds the required value
in both planes. Taking into account the limiting values of
the electric field ~100𝑘𝑉/𝑐𝑚 and using the obtained expressions for the E+B element parameters, one computes
their required net length for one bypass section of ~2530 meters, which is 30% of the total length of the bypass
section. The result of spin-orbit tracking shows the spin
changes direction with respect to the momentum within
10 degrees. Despite a change of spin direction, the polarization asymmetry remains constant at the location of the
polarimeter.

SEARCH FOR THE AXION AT THE NICA
Peccei-Quinn axions, suggested as a solution to the
strong CP-problem, are viewed as one of the most credible
candidates for dark matter. Spin of particles couples to the
oscillating pseudomagnetic field caused by their motion in
the dark halo of our galaxy through Weinberg's derivative
interaction. At the storage ring particle velocity close to the
speed of light the Weinberg interaction becomes the dominant source of the axion signal and strongly enhances the
effectiveness of using particle spin as an NMR-like axion
antenna.
The current searches for the galactic-axions field-driven
resonant spin rotation in storage rings use the technique developed at the JEDI (Juelich Electric Dipole Investigations) collaboration, which consists in building up a vertical deviation of the beam polarization from its original inplane orientation [4]. A thorough discussion of the sensiMOPOTK024
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The paper analyses implementation of the “quasi-frozen
spin” structure at the NIСA accelerator. The bypass
insertion equips NICA with a versatility and the possibility
to search for the electric dipole moment and axions.
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4-DIMENSIONAL EMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS AND CORRECTION
OF UED OPTICS UP TO SEXTUPOLE ORDER∗
W. H. Li1 , M. Gordon2 , M.B. Andorf1 , A. C. Bartnik1 , C. J. R. Duncan1 , M. Kaemingk1 ,
S. J. Levenson1 , C. A. Pennington1 , I. V. Bazarov1 , Y.-K. Kim2 , J. M. Maxson1
1
Cornell Laboratory for Accelerator-Based Sciences and Engineering, Ithaca, NY 14853, USA
2
University of Chicago Department of Physics, Chicago, IL 60637, USA
PHASE SPACE RECONSTRUCTION

Abstract
Ultrafast electron diffraction imposes stringent constraints
on the full 6D brightness of the probe electron beam. The
desired normalized emittance, often in the few-nanometer
regime and below, renders the beam very sensitive to field
aberrations and space charge effects. In this proceeding, we report the correction of normal quadrupole, skew
quadrupole, and sextupole aberrations in the MEDUSA ultrafast electron micro-diffraction beamline and measurements
of the subsequent emittance. This low emittance is enabled
by alkali-antimonide photocathodes driven at the photoemission threshold. We demonstrate that the measured emittance
is consistent with that of optimized simulations with these
cathodes, indicating that low emittance beams from high
quality photocathodes can be preserved and used in practical
applications.

INTRODUCTION
Ultrafast electron diffraction(UED), ultrafast electron microscopy (UEM), and X-ray free electron lasers are some
of the most important modern tools for the study of nonequilibrium processes in crystals on the picosecond scale
and below [1–11]. The spatial and temporal resolution of
these devices is determined by the electron beam quality.
For UED in particular, the relevant metrics, the probe
beam size and divergence, can be collectively represented
in the emittance. The emittance of the electron beam can
be degraded in transport by non-linear fields coming from
space charge and electron optics, as well as stray fields from
electron optics[12]. Correcting these stray fields is common
up to quadrupole fields in photoinjectors [13–15]. As beam
emittance is pushed ever smaller, emittance contributions
from stray fields will matter increasingly more, and unless
corrected, can become the dominant contribution to the final emittance of the beam. The effects of non-linear fields
are especially important for beams with larger size, as the
emittance contribution grows super-linearly with the beam
size.
We have implemented stray field correction of quadrupole,
skew quadrupole, and sextupole moments in order to preserve the emittance in MEDUSA, a keV UED microdiffraction beamline described in [16]. A schematic of the main
elements of the beamline are shown in Fig. 1.
∗
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We can characterize the quality of the beam by reconstructing the beam in the 4d phase space defined by x, x’,
y, and y’. This reconstruction is performed by scanning the
electron beam across a 10 µm aperture placed at the sample
location. The x and y coordinates are determined by the
beam position on the aperture. The beam is then imaged
on a downstream screen. With a sufficiently large distance
between the aperture and screen and a small aperture, the
distribution of the beam on the screen is dominated by the
momentum at the aperture, not the position. Thus, the x’
and y’ distribution is determined by the distribution of the
beam on the final screen.
Each pixel on the final screen at a particular aperture position, therefore, corresponds to a 4d ”voxel” in 4d phase
space. We can build up the 4d volume voxel by voxel by
scanning the beam on the aperture and measuring the intensity at each pixel, which produces a full 4d phase space.
Example 2d projections of the 4d measurement in a stray
field corrected beam are shown in Fig. 2.
With the phase space in hand, we can calculate the 4d
sigma matrix, defined as:

Σ4𝑑

< 𝑥2 >
⎛
⎜
<
⎜ 𝑥′𝑥 >
=⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜ < 𝑦𝑥 >
⎝< 𝑦′ 𝑥 >

< 𝑥𝑥 ′ > < 𝑥𝑦 > < 𝑥𝑦′ >
⎞
< 𝑥 ′2 > < 𝑥 ′ 𝑦 > < 𝑥 ′ 𝑦′ >⎟
⎟
⎟ . (1)
⎟
< 𝑦𝑥 ′ > < 𝑦2 > < 𝑦𝑦′ > ⎟
⎟
< 𝑦′ 𝑥 ′ > < 𝑦′ 𝑦 > < 𝑦′2 > ⎠

We can quantify the preservation of beam quality by calculating the normalized 4d emittance, defined as:
𝜀𝑛,4𝑑 = (𝛽𝛾)2 √det(Σ4𝑑 ).

(2)

To more easily compare the 4d emittance with the 2d
emittance, for the rest of this paper, the square root of the
4d emittance will be reported.

QUADRUPOLE CORRECTION
One important benefit of measuring the entire 4d phase
space and calculating the 4d emittance lies in the ability
to measure x-y correlations. These x-y correlations can be
used to reveal the presence of stray quadrupole fields along
the beamline. Such stray quadrupoles commonly require corrections in photoinjectors, as the induced skew correlations
can significantly degrade the 2d emittance.
Large quadrupole moments can be most easily seen in the
beam size and shape. Figure 3 (a) shows the beam size as a
function of solenoid current, and there is a clear asymmetry
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Figure 1: A schematic of the relevant elements of the MEDUSA ultrafast electron diffraction beamline. The locations
of each element are shown by the boxes, with their field profiles overlaid on top. For the measurements described in this
proceeding, an aperture was placed at the sample location.
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Figure 2: From left to right, 𝑥 − 𝑦, 𝑥 − 𝑥 ′ , and 𝑥 − 𝑦′ projections of the reconstructed 4d density matrix at the sample location
with stray field correction. The dashed green line in (b) shows the correlation between 𝑥 and 𝑦′ which is seen to be near 0
compared to the red line, which represents the correlation before correction.
in the x and y beam sizes. We model the stray fields as
normally oriented quadrupoles inside both of the solenoids.
Using General Particle Tracer (GPT), a particle-in-cell particle tracker, we are able to fit for the quadrupole strengths, and
the simulated solenoid scan agrees well with the measured
data.
As further confirmation of the correctness of the model,
Fig. 3 (b) shows the skew angle of the beam as a function of
solenoid current. We use skew angle as a proxy for the beam
shape, as it shows the direction that the beam is stretched in.
The blue arrows on the plot provide a visual representation
of the directions indicated by the skew angles. The inset
shows an example of a beam with an obvious skew, and the
blue arrow shows the skew direction. The same quadrupole
strengths fit the skew angle extremely well.
We can simulate the effects of the uncorrected stray
quadrupole moments on two figures of merit that are particularly relevant for ultrafast electron diffraction experiments.
These are the incident charge on the sample and the emittance. The incident charge is affected by the quadrupoles
since we use a probe-defining aperture immediately before
the sample to perform diffraction on micron-scale samples.
The charge on target is thus set by the beam size on the

aperture. The emittance has both a direct effect on transmission and the momentum-space resolution of the probe. At
the fitted values of the quadrupole moments, we find that
the emittance has increased by roughly a factor of 4 from
the zero-quad baseline, while the transmission has fallen by
nearly a factor of 20.
In [17], an analytic treatment of stray quadrupole moments
in photoinjectors has shown that the large adverse effects
of these moments can be avoided with tunable quadrupole
corrector magnets. The locations of these quadrupole correctors need not match the locations of the stray quads; in fact,
the only requirement is that the correctors be located where
the beam is large. We implement this solution by placing
both a normal and a skew quadrupole corrector immediately
after the second solenoid. As can be seen in Fig. 2, we are
able to remove x-py correlations, and thus, correct the stray
quadrupole moments.

SEXTUPOLE CORRECTION
A sextupole moment is present in the beamline, which
is known because of the triangular shape of the beam on
the final detector. To fix this sextupole, the downstream
sextupole corrector is rotated to produce a sextupole moment
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Figure 3: Experimental data showing the presence of a
quadrupole moment in the (a) beam size and (b) beam shape.
We use the skew angle (inset) as a measurement of beam
shape, and the arrows provide a visualization of several representative angles. Dashed lines show a simulated solenoid
scan performed in GPT and show good agreement with the
experimental data.
which is anti-aligned with the applied field, up to the rotation
induced by the solenoid. The current is then adjusted in the
corrector to find the optimal cancellation.
The beam size and emittance for different buncher voltages around the operating voltage both with and without the
sextupole corrector are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b. The curves
on the graphs represent simulations done in GPT. The shape
of the curves is dependent on the MTE of the initial beam.
The best fit for the beam size and emittance plots uses a
MTE of 70 meV. The red curve was created assuming no
stray fields in the beamline. The blue curve was created by
placing a sextupole in the buncher and adjusting the strength
of the sextupole.

CONCLUSION
As photoinjectors push for smaller intrinsic emittance,
aberrations which have previously been ignored have increasingly significant impacts on the downstream emittance
of the electron beam. Preserving the quality of these beams
from production to application requires the cancellation of
higher order stray moments in the beamline. By designing
MOPOTK026
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Figure 4: (a) Beam size and (b) transverse normalized rms
emittance at different buncher voltages. Lines represent
GPT simulations with a MTE of 70 MTE. The red lines
assume no stray fields in the beamline. The blue lines were
created assuming a sextupole stray field in the buncher with
no correction.
and tuning magnets up to sextupole, the effects of these
stray moments on a UED beamline were corrected, and the
emittance of the beam is well predicted by simulation.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF VARIOUS GaN SAMPLES
FOR PHOTOINJECTORS
S.J. Levenson∗ , M.B. Andorf, I.V. Bazarov, J. Encomendero, D. Jena,
J.M. Maxson, V. V. Protasenko, and H. G. Xing, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
Abstract
Photoemission properties (quantum efficiency, spectral
response, and lifetime) of various GaN based photocathodes
are summarized, including p-doped samples in its hexagonal
phase, cubic GaN and a more exotic 2-D hole gas sample.
The 2-D hole contains no dopant impurity but achieves high
conductivity via polarization fields produced at the heterojunction of GaN and AlN. For efficient electron production,
cesium is used to achieve Negative Electron Affinity.

on a GaN template on sapphire was used. Schematics of the
cathodes tested are shown in Fig. 1.

INTRODUCTION
Galium-Nitride (GaN) photocathodes have many interesting properties which make them exceptional candidates
for the use of a variety of photoinjector applications. With
reported quantum efficiencies exceeding 50% [1] and a high
thermal conductivity, they may be suitable for high-current
applications where thermal degradation of the QE can be
a limiting factor. For high brightness applications, GaN
has a prompt response time [2] and the Mean Transverse
Energy of N-polar GaN has been reported to be 50 meV
at 300 nm [3]. Ordinarily GaN is grown with a hexagonal
crystal structure but can also be grown as a cubic structure
from which it may be possible to produce spin-polarized
electrons.
For efficient electron production, GaN must be brought
to Negative Electron Affinity (NEA). Typically this is done
by exposing the surface to Cs or Cs and oxygen. The activation layer forms a strong electric dipole on the GaN surface
bringing the electron affinity level at the surface below the
bulk conduction band minimum. Although this yields efficient electron production, it makes the photocathode very
sensitive to vacuum conditions. Interestingly, N-polar GaN
photocathodes have been engineered to achieve NEA in the
absence of Cs [4], pointing to a potentially extremely robust
photocathode. However, to date, the QE of N-polar GaN
photocathodes has been limited to ≈ 1% for photon energies
below 4.8 eV.
In this work we present measurements of the spectral
response and lifetime of three novel GaN based photocathodes: (i) a sample grown in a cubic phase, (ii) a sample
grown on a single-crystal Ga-polar GaN substrate resulting
in a significantly lower dislocation density at the surface
and (iii) a 2D Hole Gas (2DHG) which contains no doping
but obtains high conductivity via polarization fields produced at a heterojunction of GaN and Aluminum Nitride [5].
All other samples are p-doped with a Mg concentration of
≈ 3 × 1019 cm−3 in accordance with the results published
in [1]. For comparison, a hexagonal p-GaN sample grown
∗
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Figure 1: The four samples grown and tested in this work.
a) The 2DHG sample, the 2DHG is found between the top
GaN layer and AlN layer. b) - d) The hexagonal (template),
cubic and single-crystal GaN samples, respectively.

Methods
The samples were grown using a Veeco Gen10 molecular beam epitaxy system equiped with standard efussion
cells for elemental Gallium, Aluminum and Magnesium.
Before epitaxy, the substrates were ultrasonicated in acetone,
methanol and isopropanol for 10 min each, and then outgassed at 200 C for 7 hours. All the layers in each sample
were grown within the step-flow growth mode and maintaining metal-rich conditions throughout the whole epitaxial
process.
After growth, each of the samples were transferred into
the Cornell Photoemission Laboratory main test chamber [6].
Each sample was mounted onto a sample holder compatible
with the photoemission test chamber. Thermal contact was
established between the samples and the holder with indium
foil. During mounting and transferring of the samples between the growth and photoemission chamber, the samples
were exposed to air for 5-10 minutes. The photoemission
chamber has a base pressure of approximately 2 ×10−10 Torr.
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Once in the chamber, the samples were annealed at 600 degrees Celsius for 5-6 hours and then cooled down to room
temperature. The samples were biased to -18V and activated
to NEA by applying a layer of cesium. During activation, the
QE was monitored with a 265 nm light-emitting diode (LED)
with a typical power of ≈ 10 𝜇W. The cesium source was
turned off when the QE peaked. After activation, the QE was
monitored for a few hours to determine the photo-cathode
lifetime.
After establishing the lifetime, spectral QE measurements
were taken. Measurements were done at 265, 300, 340, 365,
375 and 385 nm with UV LEDs. For visible wavelengths, a
monochromator with an arc-lamp light source was used.

RESULTS
The spectral response data for the four cathodes are shown
in Fig. 2 and lifetimes are shown in Fig. 3. The primary
mechanism for QE degradation was determined to be vacuum poisioning, as the QE was observed to decrease independent of average power. The differing band-gaps for
c-GaN (3.17 eV) and h-GaN (3.44 eV) [7] can be seen in the
spectral response data. The single crystal GaN was the bestperforming sample, achieving the highest QE and longest
lifetime, as shown in Table 1. Among the three p-GaN samples, we see performance (QE and lifetime) decrease with
hexagonal and cubic GaN.

Figure 3: The lifetimes of the four cathodes tested. 1/e
lifetime values shown in Table 1.
Table 1: The Peak QE and Lifetime During and After The
Cs-activations. The QE was Monitored with a 265 nm LED.
Note That The 2DHG Lifetime was Acquired Through Exponential Fit.
Cathode
2DHG
Hexagonal GaN
Cubic GaN
Single-Crystal GaN

Peak QE

1/e Lifetime

1.4%
11%
5%
16.5%

15.2 hr
3.2 hr
1.6 hr
69 hr

high amount of defects [8]. When growing on 3C-SiC, there
are usually many APB defects, the formation of which is described in [9]. This was also observed in cubic GaN in [10].
In the hexagonal GaN, we see a much-smoother surface,
however we also observe hillocks, indicative of the presence
of screw dislocations [11]. Finally in single-crystal GaN, we
can see a much smoother suface morphology without any
hillocks or APBs. Single-crystal GaN is typically reported
to have a dislocation density of ≈105 cm−2 , whereas GaN
templates typically measure ≈108 cm−2 [12–15].
Figure 2: The spectral responses of the four cathodes tested.
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) images were taken from
GaN samples with the same crystal structures as those of
the p-GaN samples tested in this work, as shown in Fig 4.
When comparing the images of the three samples, we can
attribute some observations to the respective photocathode
performance of the p-GaN samples. As shown, the crystal
structure has a strong effect on surface roughness and defects.
In the cubic GaN we can see many anti-phase boundary
(APB) defects where the crystal grain is rotated by 90 degrees, as well as a much rougher surface. GaN is notoriously
difficult to grow in the cubic orientation, often resulting in a

When comparing photocathode performance (QE and
lifetime) and attributes found in the AFM images (surface
morphology and defects), we see a relationship between
the quality of the crystal structure and photocathode performance among hexagonal p-GaN samples. Previous works
have shown that dislocations in GaN act as scattering and
recombination centers for excited electrons [16, 17]. This
would support our observation of lower QEs with higher
amounts of dislocations.
The spectral response curve of the 2DHG sample exhibits
a gradual decline near the bandgap, much less severe than
the other cathodes. This is also seen in Fig. 2 in [1], where
the undoped sample behaves the same way as compared to
the heavily-doped samples.
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Figure 4: AFM images taken from GaN samples with the same crystal structures as those of the p-GaN samples tested. a)
The AFM image of cubic GaN. We see domains rotated by 90 degrees and a relatively rough surface. b) The AFM image of
p-GaN grown on a GaN template, in which we see hillocks. c) The AFM image of single-crystal GaN, showing a relatively
smooth surface, lacking hillocks or domains.

CONCLUSION
Photoemission properties of various GaN based photocathodes have been measured. This includes three highlydoped p-GaN samples in both hexagonal and cubic GaN
orientations, as well as a 2DHG sample. A relationship
was identified between surface structure and photocathode
performance, shown through AFM images.
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Abstract
In modern particle accelerators, the horizontal dispersion
function is forced to zero at locations with instrumentation
measuring the transverse beam distribution, in order to remove the dispersive contribution to the horizontal beam
size. The design of the CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS)
did not foresee such a zero-dispersion insertion, making it
challenging to get a good precision on the beam emittance
measurements. In this contribution, we present a new optics
configuration, which allows to reach zero horizontal dispersion at the locations of different beam size measurement
locations. This can be achieved by powering a set of trim
quadrupoles, the so-called Low Energy Quadrupoles (LEQ).
We investigate how the resulting optics perturbation affects
beam parameters.

INTRODUCTION
The emittance is one of the most important beam parameters for accelerators. Its value must be well known along
the injector chain, as a means to identify and study errors
that could lead to unexpected emittance blow-ups, as it was
observed at PS injection from the PSB for high-brightness
beams during Run 2 [1]. The emittance 𝜖 can be calculated
at locations where the beam size 𝜎(𝑠) is measured and other
parameters are known using the following equation:
𝜎 2 (𝑠) − 𝐷 2 (𝑠)



Δ𝑝
𝑝0

2

framework that allows including space charge effects in time
dependent optics configurations, here implemented using
PyOrbit. [6, 7]. The optics are then used in an experimental
setting to see if zero dispersion is reached at the desired
beam measurement location and to investigate what the effects are on the beam size and emittance while the optics
are changed between the nominal and the zero-dispersion
configuration.

SINGLE PARTICLE STUDY
The zero dispersion optics are abstracted into a numerical optimisation problem. The quadrupole strengths are
a clear choice as optimisation variables for this study. In
this manner, the change in optics can be minimised using
a quadratic objective function since the induced tuneshift
and beta-beating from a quadrupolar variation is directly
proportional to that variation:
minimize 𝛿𝑘 12 + 𝛿𝑘 22 + . . . + 𝛿𝑘 𝑛2 ,
where 𝛿𝑘 𝑖 are the strength variations of the individual LEQs.
On top of having the quadrupole strength limits as bounds,
an additional boundary condition needs to be placed on this
objective function that forces the dispersion to zero at a specific location. This bound is created by superimposing the
effects of each quadrupole on the dispersion at that location.
This bound is of the form

(1)

𝐷 ∗ = 𝐷 0 +Δ𝐷 𝑘1 ×𝛿𝑘 1 +Δ𝐷 𝑘2 ×𝛿𝑘 2 +. . .+Δ𝐷 𝑘𝑛 ×𝛿𝑘 𝑛 , (2)

with 𝐷 (𝑠) the dispersion function, Δ𝑝𝑝 the relative momentum spread and 𝛽 the optical beta function.
Research accelerators that are built in recent times usually
contain dispersion suppressors. These are sections of the machine where the dispersion is brought to zero, removing the
dispersive contribution from the expression above. The PS
does not have such a section and therefore there is a non-zero
horizontal dispersion along the whole ring, introducing additional errors in emittance calculations [2, 3]. In this study,
the LEQs are used to induce a dispersion oscillation leading
to zero dispersion at specific beam measurement locations
in the PS. This dispersive oscilliation must be optimised so
the other optics functions are minimally perturbed while
zero dispersion is reached. The optimisation uses the single
particle simulation toolkit MAD-X [4, 5] to identify the corresponding LEQ-strengths. Going from nominal optics to
zero dispersion optics is initially tested using a simulation

where 𝐷 ∗ is the dispersion after varying the quadrupoles
which will be equated to zero, 𝐷 0 is the initial dispersion
and Δ𝐷 𝑘𝑖 are the scalars proportional to the effect of a
quadrupole variation of size 𝛿𝑘 𝑖 on the dispersion. A small
study was performed to prove that the dispersion beating is
directly proportional to the quadrupole variation [8], validating the expression above. Thus a convex quadratic optimisation problem is formed which will force the dispersion
to zero and minimally affect the other optics functions. This
optimisation problem is solved using CVXOPT [9].
Initially, all 40 LEQs are used in the optimisation. However, the same result can be achieved by using less active
quadrupoles. The active number of LEQs is iteratively reduced by one until the quadrupole strength limit is reached.
The reduction is realised with the following reasoning: if
|𝛿𝑘 𝑖 | is large for a certain quadrupole, that quadrupole heavily forces the dispersion to zero. Hence, the LEQ with the
lowest |𝛿𝑘 𝑖 | has the least influence in this problem and can
be removed from the equations.

𝜖=

,
𝛽(𝑠)

∗
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A zero-dispersion simulation starts with the active set that
consists of the current LEQ lattice. The quadrupole strengths
of the active set, starting from their nominal settings, is then
optimized by the numerical optimisation algorithm. The
LEQ with the lowest |𝛿𝑘 𝑖 | is then removed from the active
number of LEQs.
This process is repeated, starting from the nominal optics
and removing a quadrupole from the optimisation in every
step. The beta functions and tunes start showing significant
distortions when 10 or less active quadrupoles are used. A
compromise is found between the complexity of the zero
dispersion optics settings and the perturbation of the optics
functions. With this method, zero dispersion optics are found
for every Wire Scanner (WS) location in the PS using 15
quadrupoles. The zero dispersion optics for WS in Straight
Section (SS) 68 from a MAD-X simulation is shown in
Fig. 1.

framework reconstructs the horizontal dispersion from the
distribution of the beam by looking at the correlation between the relative momentum spread Δ𝑝𝑝 and the horizontal
position of the beam, while the dispersion from MAD-X is
based on the periodic solution of the magnetic lattice. Due
to the different reconstruction method, the dispersion will
have a small difference between them, even when no space
charge is used. The results of the simulations are shown in
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

Figure 2: The horizontal dispersion from space charge and
non-space charge simulations at the WS at SS 65 using LEQ
knobs designed for this location.

Figure 1: The zero dispersion optics at WS 68 from the
single particle simulation achieved by 15 LEQs. The vertical
dashed line is the location of WS 68.

THE IMPACT OF DIRECT SPACE
CHARGE EFFECTS
The zero dispersion objective was reached using single
particle simulations in the previous section. Here, space
charge forces are included in the simulations to examine
their effect on the dispersion. Experimentally, the dispersion
should reach a zero value only when the beam profile is
measured. Before and after the measurement the beam must
be in its nominal state. Therefore, knobs were developed
and implemented into the PS controls system that allows
to continuously ramp the LEQ strengths to and from zero
dispersion optics. Conducting space charge simulations with
the PS model, an experimental procedure is replicated where
the beam starts in its nomimal state, it is ramped towards the
zero dispersion optics, it is kept there sufficiently long for a
beam profile measurement, and it is returned to the nominal
optics. The same procedure is repeated for a simulation without space charge forces for comparison. The space charge
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Figure 3: The horizontal beam width and emittance during
space charge simulations at WS 65.
Space charge forces cause a larger change in dispersion
compared to the non-space charge simulations and even lead
to negative dispersion when the knobs are fully ramped.
This non-zero dispersion is also visible in the horizontal
beam width. This means that in an experimental set-up less
magnetic strength will be needed to reach zero dispersion.
The emittance shows an unexpected variation during the
ramping of the knobs. This is possibly due to the ramping
time being too short for an adiabatic process. Nonetheless,
zero dispersion is reached and can be tested in the machine.
Here, the ramping of the knobs can be done in the order
of milliseconds instead of a few turns. This would give
better insight on where the unexpected emittance behaviour
originates from.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
Two LEQ knobs are developed to reach zero dispersion
at the horizontal WS 54 and 68. The optimisation can reach
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zero dispersion anywhere along the lattice but the LEQs
and their values will change depending on which location
is chosen. Thus, the measurement is done at two locations
to verify if the ramping of the knobs has similar effects
no matter the location. Wire scanner measurements are
launched in an interval of 10 ms to measure the beam width
before, during and after zero dispersion optics. The ramping
of the knobs is done over an interval of 150 ms for both the
up and down-ramp with a 150 ms plateau in between. The
horizontal dispersion is reconstructed using a Beam Position
Monitor (BPM) from the same SS from which the beam
position can be taken over multiple cycles while varying
the radial steering. Using the slip factor from MAD-X, the
momentum error Δ𝑝𝑝 can be calculated and the local value
of the dispersion can be determined. This also allows for
the reconstruction of the emittance if the 𝛽 function is taken
from the MAD-X simulation.

Figure 5: The optics at WS54 using 96% of the zero dispersion knobs while ramping over 400 ms.
Figure 5 presents the same plots as the previous measurement. While the dispersion does not fully reach zero
dispersion at the nearby BPM, the beam width profile shows
again a small increase at the maximum knob value plateau.
This means that at the WS the dispersion went slightly below
zero. The emittance profile again shows a decrease while
ramping the beam and a general increase over the whole
interval. This means that either an adiabatic ramp cannot be
reached in the PS or there is another effect that we are not
yet aware of.

CONCLUSION
Figure 4: The optics at WS68 using the full range of the zero
dispersion knobs while ramping over 150 ms.
Figure 4 shows a visualisation of the WS results over the
ramping interval in a waterfall plot. The measurements of
the beam size at the WS location and dispersion at the nearby
BPM are also shown. Lastly, the emittance is reconstructed.
The results from WS 54 are very similar. It can be seen
that the dispersion goes below zero when the knob is fully
ramped resulting in a small increase of the beam width compared to after the knobs has been ramped down and the beam
is returned to nominal optics. The emittance shows an decrease while the knob is being ramped. Additionally, there
is a general increase in the emittance over the measurement
interval, which is likely due to a non-adiabatic process.
Since there is still an effect on the emittance which we suspect is due to non-adiabatic ramping of the LEQ-knobs, the
experimental measurements are done again with a slightly
different set-up. Firstly, the ramping of the knobs are done
over an interval of 400 ms, which is the largest interval that
the flat-bottom of a standard PS cycle allows for. Secondly,
the knob values are sampled in search for true zero dispersion
and this value will serve as the plateau in the WS measurements. The results for WS54 are shown in Fig. 5 because
WS68 had technical issues during the measurement period.

Having a good accuracy on emittance measurements is
essential to further improve the performance of the PS in
the injector chain. However, the dispersive contribution to
the beam size on the horizontal plane is a known source
of uncertainties. The performed research helps to deconvolute the dispersive contributions from the beam profile
measurements through obtaining zero-dispersion optics with
the LEQs in the PS.
The LEQ strengths needed to achieve zero-dispersion
optics are obtained by globally minimising the sum of the
squares of the quadrupole strength variations from the nominal optics, while keeping the dispersion at zero at the measurement location. The impact of space charge forces leads
to a further decrease of the dispersion, making the search for
true zero dispersion a non-trivial one. Furthermore there is a
decrease of the emittance while the knobs are being ramped
and a general increase of the emittance over the measurement intervals that cannot be removed by ramping the knobs
over a longer time interval. More optics measurements to
benchmark the model are planned. This is necessary before
the zero dispersion optics are used to increase the accuracy
of emittance measurements.
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Abstract
Preservation of the transverse emittances across the CERN
accelerator chain is an important requirement for beams
produced for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In the CERN
Proton Synchrotron (PS), high brightness LHC-type beams
are stored on a long flat bottom for up to 1.2 seconds. During
this storage time, direct space charge effects may lead to
resonance crossing and subsequent growth of the transverse
emittances. Previous studies showed an important emittance
increase when the PS working point is moved near integer
tune values. Subsequent simulation studies confirmed that
this observation is caused by an interplay of space charge
effects and the optics beatings induced by the Low Energy
Quadrupoles (LEQ). A new optics configuration using these
quadrupoles to reduce the optics beating and the emittance
growth was developed and experimentally validated. The
results of simulation and experimental studies are presented
in this contribution.

INTRODUCTION
The initial tune correction scheme of the PS consisted of
50 LEQs placed symmetrically around the machine, which
consists of 100 combined function magnets. As a result, the
beta beatings induced from quadrupoles with a 90° phase advance between them would compensate for eachother [1–3].
During the course of the PS’ runtime new installations required 10 LEQs to be removed, breaking the lattice symmetry and increasing the optics beatings. Previous studies
have shown that the large emittance blow-up generated at
working points near integer values in the PS are caused by
an interplay of the increased optics beatings due to the irregular distribution of the LEQs and space charge effects [4–7].
Beams with high tune-spread will cross the integer resonance which is the case for the high-brightness beams that
are used in the LHC. These beams are therefore limited to
the usable working point range [8]. In the presented study a
new LEQ-configuration was explored to reduce the optics
beatings and increase the flexibility of the PS in terms of
working point control.
The optics beatings will be reduced by various optimisation techniques using the single particle simulation tool
MAD-X [9, 10]. All promising configurations will then be
tested in a simulation framework that includes space charge
effects by tracking a particle bunch using PyORBIT [11]
through a magnetic sequence with nodes for space-charge
calculations. At the nodes, the beam distribution is calcu∗
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lated and dependent on the distribution, the particles receive
a coulomb kick [12]. This framework is used to correctly
model the direct space charge tune spread and hence investigate the effect on emittance growth. Finally, the most
promising LEQ configuration is tested experimentally.

LEQ OPTIMISATION
In the current operational configuration, the LEQs are
installed at the end of 40 out of 100 straight sections, just
before the combined function magnet units. Of the 100
straight sections, 12 have room for a quadrupole to be installed. Additionally, many of the straight sections that are
unoccupied could house two LEQs. These additional possibilities are considered in the presented calculations. The
working point of all configurations are moved close to integer resonance (𝑄 𝑥 = 6.1, 𝑄 𝑦 = 6.1) using the LEQs where
the focusing and defocusing quadrupoles respectively have
the same strengths. This ensures that the optics beating is
large causing and increased emittance growth to be observed
in the space charge simulations.

Parameterisation of the Optics Beatings
For the following optimisations, the amplitude of the beating of the three main optics functions in the PS (𝛽 𝑥 , 𝛽 𝑦 , 𝐷 𝑥 )
need to be represented by a single real value. Presuming
that if a minimum of this value is found, the optics beatings for the corresponding configuration is minimised. The
following representation is used here:
𝜉=

𝜎(𝛽 𝑥 ) + 𝜎(𝛽 𝑦 ) + 𝜎(𝐷 𝑥 )
,
3

(1)

Where 𝜎 is the standard variance of the optics function between brackets. Other representation were tested but this
one gave better representations. Since the beatings are essentially describing large variations of the optics functions,
large beatings will result in increased standard variations.
The effectiveness of this representation is shown in Fig. 1
where the ideal 50-LEQ and current 40-LEQ configuration
are compared.
For extra clarity, 𝜉 is normalised to 𝜉 ∗ = 𝜉𝜉0 where 𝜉0 is
the bare machine lattice where no optics beating is present
at a working point of (𝑄 𝑥 = 6.21, 𝑄 𝑦 = 6.24).

Optimisation Algorithm
The formulation of 𝜉 ∗ allows the optimisation of the LEQ
positions to be solved by a numerical constrained optimisation algorithm, such as the Zeroth-Order Optimization
(ZOOpt) package for Python [13]. The positions of the 40
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of LEQ configurations close to the current configuration are
directly computed using the optics beatings equations [17].
These equations are used to predict the effects of removing
or adding a single quadrupole to the lattice. This procedure
of predicting the optics by changing one quadrupole is then
repeated on potentially promising configurations from the
previous iteration. This can be done multiple times, leading
to a branch-like structure where the branching depth equals
the number of changes made to the initial magnetic lattice.
This technique is used until branching depth 5, to keep the
computational time down. The results of the branching study
are also shown in Table 1. Removing only one quadrupole,
the one located in Straight Section (SS) 90, has a notably
large improvement. Whereas the configurations with more
changes have only a slightly lower 𝜉 ∗ value. This is not true
for the 2-change configuration, which will be omitted from
further studies since this configuration has a significantly
higher 𝜉 ∗ value compared to the others.
Figure 1: 𝜉 for both current and ideal configurations when
the working point is moved closer to the integer resonance,
with Δ𝜉 ∗ being the difference between both configurations.

Table 1: Changes to the current lattice to get new potential configurations based on the optimisation study and the
branching study.
remove LEQ in SS add LEQ in SS

quadrupoles are the optimisation variables and 𝜉 ∗ serves
as the objective function. In principle, this problem would
be best handled by a discrete optimisation problem since
the quadrupole positions have discrete values but this type
of algorithm is generally more complex and proved to be
incompatible with MAD-X or cpymad, the MAD-X interpreter for python [14–16]. As a consequence, the positions
of the quadrupoles have to be considered as a continuous
function during the optimisation, meaning that the algorithm
can place them anywhere along the ring. In every simulation step the quadrupoles are then re-located to the nearest
available straight section resulting in a feasible LEQ configuration. And the 𝜉 ∗ value of this LEQ configuration is
calculated and used in the optimisation.
The optimisation was run multiple times with a random
initial guess, often resulting in a better 𝜉 ∗ value compared
to the current configuration. These potential configurations
required many LEQs to be removed and installed in different
positions, which would be a very time consuming endeavor.
Especially since the new configurations need to be experimentally tested first. Therefore, a new constraint is added
to the study: the new quadrupole configuration will need to
remain as similar as possible to the current configuration.
Only the best result of the optimisation algorithm study is
further investigated using space charge. The changes to the
current lattice are shown in Table 1. Since this configuration
was found using the optimisation algorithm, we will name it
the optimised configuration.

Iterative Prediction of 𝜉 ∗
The added constraint that the current LEQ configuration
can only be changed minimally causes the optimisation algorithm above to be unusable. Instead the optics beatings
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0 changes
1 changes
2 changes
3 changes
4 changes
5 changes
Optimised

90
56
10, 90
10, 90
21, 22, 90
55, 72, 95, 99, 100

𝝃∗

1.2460
1.1141
86
1.1707
26
1.1097
26, 36
1.1094
13, 14
1.0908
13, 14, 25, 26, 63 1.1037

EMITTANCE BLOW-UP DUE TO
SPACE-CHARGE FORCES
The LEQ configurations of Table 1 need to be tested using
the space-charge framework. The framework will compute
the emittance until 5ms after injection to ensure enough time
for the emittance to grow, repeating this process in a static
tune scan of the transverse planes. The transverse distribution of the injected beam is rematched for the corresponding
working point and for each quadrupole configuration. The
measured longitudinal beam distribution of the current configuration was used, leading to an additional small beam
mismatch. The final emittances of the transverse tune scans
are presented in Fig. 2 at the locations of the Wire Scanners
(WS).
Although the beam blow-up is still present, both planes
show some reduction for the new configurations. Most notable is the reduced vertical emittance growth. Every configuration except for the 4 changes lattice shows a reduction
of more than 50 % compared to the current lattice. Note
that the blow up reduction is better for 𝑄 𝑦 = 6.10 compared
to other values, since 6.10 is the vertical tune value used in
the optimisation. Going below this tune-value it is probable
that the effects of the integer resonance become too large
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Figure 2: Evolution of the normalised emittances 5 ms after
injection obtained with space-charge simulations using different quadrupole configurations.
and the beam gets lost. The 3 changes lattice shows the best
vertical blow-up reductions of 65 % close to the integer tune
compared to the other lattices, while the horizontal emittance shows the least amount of improvement for most of the
scan. The opposite can be said about the 4 changes lattice,
where the vertical emittance shows no improvement and the
horizontal blow-up does show improvement ( ≈ 33 %). At
the moment both 𝛽-functions have equal contributions to
𝜉 ∗ , but further improvements in one of the planes could be
found at the cost of the other plane by putting additional
weights in the 𝜉 definition. Nonetheless, the 1-change and
5-change configuration show a general emittance blow-up
reduction in both planes.

Figure 3: Experimental results of the tunescans for the current PS lattice performed using the LEQs, the PFWs and the
1-change configuration. The scans are performed with WS
64V and 65H.
after injection where the emittances of the working point
(6.21,6.24) are (𝜖 𝑥 , 𝜖 𝑦 ) ≈ (1.2, 0.84).
In Fig. 3 the reduction of emittance blow-up near the integer resonance is mainly present on the vertical plane, similar
to what the simulations show. The PFWs and the 1-change
configuration even have comparable values, proving that the
blow-up due to beta beating has a smaller effect on the vertical plane while using the new LEQ optics configuration. The
horizontal plane shows little improvement of the emittance
blow-up for both the PFWs and the 1-change configuration.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

CONCLUSION

The 1-change configuration discussed above is not only
easily testable but also has a significant improvement on the
emittance blow-up. Using this configuration, tune scans are
experimentally performed. The tune scans are limited by
the maximum strength of the LEQs. This measurement is
compared to the current lattice and a setup where the optics
are controlled by the Pole Face Windings (PFW), i.e. circuits on the combined function magnets that can introduce
quadrupole and higher order components. They are an additional means for tune and chromaticity control, mostly used
at higher energies and they induce a negligible amount of
beta beating. One of the conclusions from the study that developed the space charge framework was that the simulation
showed no emittance blow-up at all when the working point
was controlled with the PFWs. Experimentally, emittance
blow-up is expected when using PFWs since there is still
going to be resonance crossing. For this reason, the PFWsetup can be used as a benchmark for the least amount of
blow-up right after injection since the higher-order effects
are not yet present at this point. A large space charge tune
spread of (Δ𝑄 𝑥 , Δ𝑄 𝑦 ) ≈ (0.17, 0.33) during injection in
the PS was achieved by the beam parameters of the CERN
Proton Synchrotron Booster to ensure resonance crossing for
all measurements. The wire scanners were launched at 5ms

The PS experiences emittance blow-up for working points
near the integer resonances. This is caused by an interplay
of space charge effects and the optics beating induced by
the irregular positions of the LEQs around the ring. A repositioning of these LEQs was investigated to reduce the
emittance blow-up. This reduction was realised through
an optimisation algorithm or by iteratively either removing or adding an LEQ to the current lattice. To compare
the quadrupole configurations with each other, an objective
function 𝜉 ∗ was defined that quantifies the optics beatings
based on the standard deviations of the 𝛽 and dispersion
functions of the machine. As a result, configurations were
found with small 𝜉 ∗ that were then simulated including space
charge forces. In all cases, the emittance blow-up was reduced for at least one of the transverse planes. The most
notable configuration was the one where the LEQ in SS
90 is removed. Experimental verification of this configuration showed important mitigation of the vertical emittance
blow-up, which is an extremely encouraging result for the
operation of high-brightness LHC-type beams.
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BEAM OPTICS MODELLING THROUGH FRINGE FIELDS
DURING INJECTION AND EXTRACTION
AT THE CERN PROTON SYNCHROTRON
E. P. Johnson∗ , M. A. Fraser, M. G. Atanasov, Y. Dutheil, E. Oponowicz,
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland
Abstract
As the beam is injected and extracted from the CERN
Proton Synchrotron (PS), it passes through the fringing magnetic fields of the Main bending Units (MUs). In this study,
tracking simulations using field maps created from a 3D
magnetic model of the MUs are compared to beam-based
measurements made through the fast injection and slow extraction regions. The behaviour of the fringe field is characterised and its implementation in the MAD-X model of the
machine is described.

INTRODUCTION
When protons and ion beams are injected and extracted
into the PS ring, they travel through the non-linear stray
fields produced by the PS MUs. In these regions, an accurate optical model is imperative to ensure high transmission
and preservation of transverse emittance. Scaling of the
model with energy is required, as the injection occurs at
2 GeV, and the extractions to the East Area and to the Super
Proton Sychrotron (SPS) are at 24 GeV and 26 GeV, respectively. The stray field depends on the level of saturation in
the MU and must be included in the model to accurately
parameterise the effect on the beam over the wide range
of beam energies provided by the PS. The model will be
used by the Charm High-energy Ions for Micro Electronics
Reliability Assurance (CHIMERA) project, which aims to
deliver heavy-ion beams over a wide range of energies to
study the effect of single event effects on electric, electronic,
and electromechanical devices, both for research and industry users [1]. This study describes a proposed model based
on particle tracking through field maps of the PS MUs.

FIELD MAPS
PS Main Units
The CERN PS is composed of 100 combined-function
MU magnets that produce dipolar and quadrupolar fields
simultaneously to provide strong focusing. Each magnet
is divided into two half-units with quadrupole gradients of
opposite polarity. Half-units are composed of five blocks,
either closed (focusing) or open (defocusing); see Fig.1.
There are four types of magnets: R, S, T and U, depending
on the arrangement of the half-units (FD or DF) and whether
the main coil is on the inside or outside of the ring [2].
Additional coils named the Pole Face Windings (PFW) and
Figure-of-eight Loop (F8L) are inserted between the yoke
∗
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Figure 1: Vector flow of an open defocusing block (left) and
a closed focusing block (right).
and the vacuum chamber to control the tune and chromaticity.
Although the nominal field region of the combined function
magnet extends over a large part of the magnet aperture
around the circulating beam orbit, see Fig. 2, the injection
and extraction trajectory of the beam travels through strong
regions of fringing or stray field. This is a consequence of
the PS not being built with straight sections long enough for
injection or extraction, forcing the beam to travel through
the stray fields of the MUs [3].

Figure 2: Dipole and gradient component of a PS U-type MU
centered in the vertical plane in both half-units at 24 GeV.
The green-shaded region of 14.4 cm shows where the gradient is constant to within 5% of the central and nominal
gradient. A width similar to the beam pipe aperture in MU62
of 14.6 cm [4]. Outside this region, the gradient is non-linear
and, at its maximum, is almost three-fold higher in amplitude.

The OPERA Model
A finite element magnetic model of the PS MU was developed using Cobham’s Opera-3D [5,6] to generate field maps
at different energies (different current in the main coils), different PFW, different F8L settings, and for all four magnet
types. The model includes the main junction gap of 20 mm
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(a significant source of fringe field) between the two halfunits, as well as the mini junctions between open blocks
of 9.75 mm and 7.75 mm between closed blocks. A plane
containing the geometry of open and closed yokes is swept
in the longitudinal direction, allowing us to maintain a high
accuracy of the model and to reduce the computation time.
This feature of a single plane also comes with limitations,
as it models straight magnets, whilst real magnets have a
curvature. The density of the mesh is adjusted so that it has
a high resolution in close proximity to the central orbit and
at the junctions to capture the fringe fields [7].
An example of a vector field map (𝐵𝑥 , 𝐵𝑦 , 𝐵𝑧 ) in a Cartesian coordinate system (𝑥,𝑦,𝑧) produced by the Opera-3D
model is presented in Fig. 3. The transverse displacement
of the peak of the vertical dipole field 𝐵𝑦 along the z-axis
corresponds to the switch from one half-unit to the next.
The resolution of the field map is high enough to see the
mini-junction between the five blocks.

INJECTION VIA BTP
As the beam is injected through the BTP transfer line to the
PS ring, it passes through the stray fields of the PR.BHT41
T-type MU magnet. The beam traverses mostly through the
defocusing half part and feels a non-linear increase in the
gradient up to the nominal value in the central orbit; see
Fig. 4. Once through MU41, the beam is deflected by the injection septum magnet (PI.SMH42) towards the central orbit.
Immediately downstream of the septum, a Secondary Emission Grid (PI.BSG42) is available to measure the position
and size of the beam.

Figure 4: Tracking through MU41 T-type at 2 GeV.

Figure 3: Dipole field map of a U-type magnet centered in
the vertical plane at 24 GeV.

To test the model, measurements of beam position and
size on PI.BSG42 were collected as the current provided
by the main power supply (POPS) to the MUs was varied.
As expected, an increasing current shows that the transverse
position of the beam is bent closer towards the inside of
the ring by the stronger stray field. Measurements were
compared with simulations that tracked a single particle
through the 2 GeV T-type field map presented in Fig. 5. The
tracking simulation overestimates the effect of the stray field
because the magnetic model does not yet include the mumetal shielding wrapped around the injection vacuum pipe.
As expected, no deviation was observed in the vertical plane.

The gradient is calculated from the dipole field component
using the following formula:
𝐺(𝑥𝑗 , 𝑧) =

Δ𝐵 𝐵(𝑥𝑖+1 , 𝑧) − 𝐵(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑧)
=
Δ𝑥
𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑥𝑖

where:
𝑥𝑗 =

Figure 5: Measurements of the BT3 BTP PS kick response as
a function of POPS at PI.BSG42 compared with the OPERA
tracking model.

𝑥𝑖+1 + 𝑥𝑖
2

Beam Tracking
Particle tracking through field maps is done using the
Boris algorithm that tracks charged particles in EM fields
using the discretised equation of motion of the Lorentz force
[8–10]. Field maps were produced for each magnet type
at three different energies: injection at 2 GeV with 533 A,
slow extraction to the East Area at 24 GeV with 4642 A,
and extraction to the SPS at 26.4 GeV with 5386 A. In the
following, measurements and tracking studies of injection
from the BTP transfer line to the PS and extraction from the
PS to the East Area are discussed.
MOPOTK030
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The current implementation of the stray field in the
MAD-X [11] model is carried out as a sequence of Multipole Field Components (MFC model) expanded along the
reference trajectory. A simplified approach with the field
components extracted on an injected trajectory assumed as a
straight line was compared with the measurements in Fig. 6,
where the beam size at PI.BSG42 is plotted as a function of
the POPS current. We find good agreement in the horizontal
plane but a mismatch in the vertical plane. A quadrupole
scan was performed on PI.BSG42 and an analysis will tell
us whether this is the result of incorrect initial parameters.
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Similar MFC models for injection and extraction will be created using a Taylor series of the multipole components of the
magnetic field about the curved trajectory of the reference
particle.

field effect. In the next step, the shim geometry will be incorporated into the OPERA-3D model, which will significantly
increase the computation time of the finite element solver
due to the increased complexity of the geometries, but will
allow for a more accurate representation of the actual stray
fields.

Measurement of the Extracted Beam Parameters

Figure 6: Measurements of the BT3 BTP PS beam size as
a function of POPS at PI.BSG42 compared with the MFC
model.

EXTRACTION TO THE EAST AREA
The beam extracted to the East Area is significantly affected by stray fields in multiple main units because the slow
extracted trajectory at high energy has a much shallower
angle than at injection. As presented in Fig. 7, the difference in the gradient of MU62 is striking in that the sign of
the gradient flips and triples in amplitude. As a result, an
increase in the horizontal beam size is expected at the exit
of MU62. It is not understood why this magnet was not
shimmed in the past to help reduce the effect of the stray
field (perhaps because they would significantly impact the
central orbit [12]), but it is undoubtedly the cause of the
optics discrepancy observed during commissioning of the
East Area transfer lines in 2021 [13].

Quadrupole scans have been performed to reconstruct the
beam parameters in the East Area extraction line. The beam
size was measured with Beam instrumentation - TV (BTV)
screens as the strength of one or multiple quadrupoles was
varied. The initial parameters can be determined empirically
by fitting them to a MAD-X simulation against the measurements. BTVs are not ideal instruments for performing these
measurements; they saturate at the extraction intensities, and
the signal must be fitted with care. Filter wheels have been
installed to reduce saturation, allowing for more accurate
initial parameter measurement. In addition, a dispersion
measurement will be performed to reduce the degrees of
freedom of fit. Kick response measurements have also been
carried out. Future studies will compare the initial parameters measured with those predicted by tracking through the
field maps in MAD-X.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The results of this study indicate that the OPERA-3D model
using tracking routines is a suitable tool to describe stray
fields in the PS MUs. The lack of magnetic shims in the
model is a limitation in describing the operational beam,
which will be addressed by adding shim geometries to the
model. This work provides the backbone to fully describe
the optics from the PS to the East Area, taking into account
the non-linear behaviour of the stray fields. This will allow
for the design of the transfer line modification necessary
to deliver the beam sizes needed for CHIMERA as well
as the study of the implementation of octupoles to fold the
phase space and produce a uniform beam suitable for sample
irradiation [15].
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10 TeV CENTER OF MASS ENERGY MUON COLLIDER
K. Skoufaris∗ , C. Carli, D. Schulte
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
A Muon collider can provide unique opportunities in highenergy physics as an energy frontier machine. However, a
number of challenges have to be addressed during the design
process primarily due to the short lifetime of muons. In this
work, a lattice for a 10 TeV center-of-mass energy collider
is presented. Some of the more important challenges faced
are: the design of an interaction region with 𝛽∗ values of
the order of a few millimeters and an adequate chromatic
compensation without sacrificing the physical and dynamic
aperture, the flexibility to control the momentum compaction
factor and the radiation generated where neutrinos from
muons decays reach the surface. These issues are addressed
with the development of a new chromatic correction scheme,
the extensive use of flexible momentum compaction factor
cells and the efficient control of the optical parameters.

INTRODUCTION
Although CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] and
its High Luminosity upgrade (HL-LHC) [2] will continue
collecting experimental data until the beginning of the forties
(Run 5), the new long-term strategy for the field is prepared.
Thus, different new collider projects, which could be constructed after the LHC era, the IMCC [3], the FCC [4] and
the CLIC [5] are performing their feasibility studies and
exploring their capability to discover new physics.
The future colliders are either steered to develop precision machines (use of fundamental particles) or to reach
high energy (multi-TeV) collisions to probe the energy frontier. Given that muons are fundamental particles and about
200 times heavier than electrons (less energy losses due to
synchrotron radiation), the muon colliders could provide
high precision physics measurements at multi-TeV collision
energies. The idea of using muons is not new and it was
initially discussed in [6]. The present study shows the current status of the 10 TeV collider building blocks (interaction
region, chromatic correction scheme and arcs) and is based
on former works [7–9].

COLLIDER RING DESIGN
An illustration of the muon accelerator complex can be
seen in Fig. 1 while in Table 1 the main parameters of
the collider ring are shown. Many challenges of a muon
collider [10] are related to the short lifetime of the muons
(𝜏0 ≈ 2.2 s) and the radiation generated from their decay process (𝜇+ → 𝜈𝜇 +𝜈𝑒 +𝑒+ and 𝜇− → 𝜈𝜇 +𝜈𝑒 +𝑒− ). Due to this
unstable nature of muons, the cooling and acceleration stages
should perform fast while the collider circumference must
be kept short requiring the use of high magnetic fields. The
∗
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Figure 1: A conceptual scheme of the muon collider complex.
heat load and radiation driven by the muons decay can cause
damage around the whole circumference of the collider. Additionally, the muons decaying around the interaction region
(IR) generate an intense beam-induced background (BIB)
at the detectors which is primarily formed by the secondary
and tertiary interactions of the decay products. In order to
mitigate the BIB (improve the accuracy of physics measurements), techniques like the addition of nozzles [11] right
before and after the interaction point (IP) and special designs
of the final focusing (FF) scheme are needed. Another issue
from the decay of muons is the neutrino radiation. The large
amount of muons used in the bunches (𝑁𝑝 = 1.8 × 1012 ),
generates a large number of neutrinos which reach the earth
surface far away from the decay within a small region. The
cross section for interaction between these neutrinos and
matter is such that the earth does not act as shield thus, mitigation measures are needed to keep doses below legal limits.
One such measure is to avoid sections without deflection
outside the IR by using combined function magnets (dipole
plus a higher order multipole) for focusing and chromatic
corrections and limiting straight sections to 30 cm. As a
result of the extensive use of dipole fields, the collider ring
has a similar shape with a racetrack where the two IRs and
any insertion devices are located at the two straight sections.
In order to retain the high precision for physics discovery, the 10 TeV center of mass energy (√𝑠 = 10 TeV) muon
collider ring aims to produce integrated luminosity equal to
10 ab−1 . In favor of the high luminosity production, only two
high intensity bunches (𝑁𝑝 = 1.8 × 1012 ) of 𝜇+ and 𝜇− will
be injected at a time and two interaction points (IPs) with
very small 𝛽∗ values (𝛽∗𝑥 = 𝛽∗𝑦 = 1.5 mm) and zero crossing angle will be used. The small 𝛽∗ values in combination
with the large energy spread (𝑝𝑇 = 0.1%) and the lack of a
radio frequency system (RF) for longitudinal stability (due
to excessive RF voltages and very high frequencies needed)
requires a good control of the chromatic phenomena (linear
and non-linear ones). A modest RF system without particular contsraints on the frequency is needed to compensate
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synchrotron radiation losses, but will not be described in
detail.
Table 1: 10 TeV Center of Mass Energy Muon Collider
Parameters
Particle energy [GeV]
Luminosity [1034 cm−2 s−1 ]
Bunch population [1012 ]
Transverse normalized rms
emittance [𝜇m]
Longitudinal emittance
(4𝜋 𝜎𝐸 𝜎𝑇 ) [eVs]
Rms bunch length [mm]
Relative rms
energy spread [%]
Beta function at IP [mm]
Beam power with 10 Hz
repetition rate [MW]

Symbol

√s =10 TeV

E
ℒ
𝑁𝑝

5000
20
1.8

𝜀𝑛

25

𝜀𝑙

0.314

𝜎𝑧

1.5

𝑝𝑇

0.1

𝛽∗

1.5

𝑃beam

14.4

(a)

Interaction Region
For the current designs of the IRs, the maximum allowed
magnetic field at the beam envelope is assumed to be the
20 T and 𝐿 ∗ = 6 m. A first design that includes only pure
quadrupoles can be seen in Fig. 2a. The light blue boxes
show the location and the length of the quadrupoles while
their orientation shows the polarity (pointing upward/downward for positive/negative 𝑘1 ). As the beta functions are
increasing very fast right after the IP (𝑠 = 0), three short
quadrupoles are used in this area in order to fully benefit
from the maximum allowed magnetic field and reduce that
way the length of the final focusing (FF) scheme. Each
of these quadrupoles has different 𝑘1 and their integrated
strength is used to control the ratio between 𝛽𝑥 and 𝛽𝑦 at
the end of the FF scheme. The last two quadrupoles (one
defocusing and one focusing) are longer and are used for
the point to parallel matching at the end of the FF scheme
(optical 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0). In Fig. 2a are also plotted with
green line the linear dispersion (𝐷𝑥 ) and with black line the
beam envelope (half aperture) equal to 5𝜎 + 2 cm, where
𝜎 = max(𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦 ) and 𝜎𝑗 = √𝜀𝑗 𝛽𝑗 + (𝐷𝑗 𝑝𝑇 )2 with 𝑗 = 𝑥, 𝑦.
The extra 2 cm is the width of the magnets shielding. The
maximum magnetic field at the beam envelope above defined (green circles), at 5𝜎𝑥 (red squares) and at 5𝜎𝑦 (blue
triangles) are shown (right y-axis), respectively.
In the case where the magnets technology cannot reach
20 T in the near future, a lower field of 16 T can be used. For
this latter case, similar IR designs with the 20 T ones can be
used if one or a combination of the following modifications
is performed: a) reduction of √𝑠 to 8 TeV and increase of
𝛽∗ (proportional to 𝐸 −1 ) and b) reduction of the aperture.
With 𝛽∗ inversely proportional to the energy, the divergence
at the IP and the beam size for identical optics (similar 𝑘1
magnets strength) becomes independent of energy. As a
side effect of the first modification is the reduction of the
MOPOTK031
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(b)

Figure 2: Evolution of a) the optical functions and the maximum magnetic field and b) the Montague chromatic functions in the right side of the final focusing scheme with only
quadrupoles.
integrated luminosity given that 𝛽∗ is inversely proportional
to the energy. Concerning the second approximation one can
reduce the aperture by either reducing the beam envelope to
4𝜎 + |𝐷𝑥 𝑝𝑇 | + 1.5 cm with a minor effect on the luminosity
(less than 1%) or by increasing the 𝛽∗ by a factor ∼2 (a bit
larger than (5/4)2 ).
Alternative designs of the FF scheme that include dipole
or combined function (dipole-quadrupole) magnets are developed to mitigate BIB by removing some of the decay
products far enough from the detector and will be discussed
in a future work.

Chromatic Correction Scheme
Due to the strong quadrupoles in the FF scheme (need for
very small 𝛽∗ ) and the large energy spread (𝑝𝑇 = 0.1%), the
linear and non-linear chromatic phenomena are strong. More
specifically the Montague chromatic functions (𝑊𝑥,𝑦 ) [12]
that describe the optics mismatch of off-momentum particles
w.r.t on-momentum ones are large as can be seen in Fig. 2b.
For the compensation of such large 𝑊 functions, a local chromatic correction (CC) scheme is developed right after the
FF section in order to fully benefit from the large 𝛽s at that
area. The maximum allowed magnetic field used for that
lattice section is assumed to be the 16 T. One of the compact
designs (large integrated sextupolar field) of the CC schemes
is shown in Fig. 3a where the FF scheme is also included.
In this plot the red, hashed blue and red+yellow color boxes
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indicate the dipole, dipole-quadrupole and dipole-sextupole
magnets, respectively. The CC scheme include two sets of
dipole-sextupole magnets (one acting on 𝑊𝑥 and the other
one on 𝑊𝑦 ) and are placed at positions where the 𝛽𝑥 and 𝛽𝑦
are maximum. Each set has two dipole-sextupole magnets
separated by an identity like transformation (supported by the
large 𝛽s) and with opposite normalized strength (𝑘2 , −𝑘2 ) in
order to compensate the resonance driving terms (RDTs) excited by the dipole-sextupole. This design of the CC scheme
differs from the ones proposed for other projects like the
MAP and CLIC. The compensation of the 𝑊 functions to
almost zero value is presented in Fig. 3b.

sors are developed and once again the maximum magnetic
field is assumed to be the 16 T. An early design of the right
dispersion suppressor and the first FMC cells of the arc can
be seen in Fig. 4 where the dipole-sextupole magnets are
shown with yellow hashed color. For this design the optical
functions at the entrance of the dispersion suppressor are not
matched with the ones at the end of the CC scheme (shown
in Fig. 3a).

Figure 4: Evolution of the optical functions and the maximum magnetic field in the dispersion suppressor and the
first arc cells.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Evolution of a) the optical functions and the maximum magnetic field and b) the Montague chromatic functions in the right side of the final focusing scheme with only
quadrupoles and the chromatic correction scheme.

Arc and Dispersion Suppressor
In the discussed lattice sections, strong dipolar components are located in regions with positive dispersion. Thus,
the contribution to the momentum compaction factor (𝛼𝑝 )
and the phase slip (𝜂𝑝 ∼ 𝛼𝑝 −4.5 ×10−10 ) are large. In order
to keep the bunches short (small 𝜂𝑝 ), a negative contribution to 𝛼𝑝 is needed and that is taking place in the arcs with
a repeated use of flexible momentum compaction (FMC)
cells [13]. With these FMC cells, the 𝛼𝑝 , the 2𝜋 closing
of the trajectory and the linear tune shift with energy in
both transverse planes (𝜉𝑥,𝑦 ) are controlled with two sets of
combined function dipole-sextupole magnets and the phase
advance per FMC cell is 3𝜋/2 (-I transform every second
cell). At the entrance and exit of each arc, dispersion suppres-

CONCLUSION
Muon colliders are proposed for high energy lepton collisions in a high magnetic field ring without large synchrotron
radiation losses. Due to the unstable nature of the muons,
different challenges had to be addressed leading to novel
design concepts for the collider ring. In this work, the current designs of the basic building blocks, final focusing section, chromatic correction section and arc lattices cell of
the √𝑠 = 10 TeV muon collider ring are presented. Given
the need for small circumference and 𝛽∗ values, the requirement to cope with radiation caused by neutrinos as well the
presence of strong chromatic phenomena, high magnetic
fields and dipolar components are extensively used in these
designs. The CC scheme developed to control the optics
aberrations after the FF scheme is different from other optics proposals requiring local chromaticity compensation.
The control of the bunch length (through the momentum
compaction factor) and the linear tune shift with energy is
performed in the arcs with the FMC cells.
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AN N-BPM MOMENTUM RECONSTRUCTION FOR LINEAR
TRANSVERSE COUPLING MEASUREMENTS IN LHC AND HL-LHC
A. Wegscheider and R. Tomás, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

horizontal or vertical signal – by

The measurement and control of linear transverse coupling is important for the operation of an accelerator. The
calculation of the linear transverse coupling resonance driving terms (RDTs) 𝑓1001 and 𝑓1010 relies on the complex spectrum of the turn-by-turn motion. To obtain the complex
signal, a reconstruction of the particle motion is needed. For
this purpose, the signal of a second BPM with a suitable
phase shift is usually used. In this work, we explore the
possibility of including more BPMs in the reconstruction of
the transverse momentum, which could reduce the effects
of statistical errors and systematic uncertainties. This, in
turn, could improve the precision and accuracy of the RDTs,
which could be of great benefit for locations where an exact knowledge of the transverse coupling or other RDTs is
important. We present the development of a new method to
reconstruct the particle’s momentum that uses a statistical
analysis of several nearby BPMs. The improved precision is
demonstrated via simulations of LHC and HL-LHC lattices.

COUPLING FROM TURN-BY-TURN DATA
Calculating Coupling Resonance Driving Terms
The measurement and control of linear transverse coupling is important for the operation of an accelerator. In the
LHC, the target is usually to completely eliminate coupling,
which makes a high precision of the measurement crucial.
Coupling measurements were steadily improved over the
first two operational runs [1–6] and advanced coupling measurement techniques were proposed in recent years [7–9].
The coupling RDTs
𝑓1001 = |𝑓1001 |𝑒𝑖𝑞1001
𝑓1010 = |𝑓1010

|𝑒𝑖𝑞1010

and

(1)

,

(2)

can be calculated from the turn-by-turn spectrum [10] by
1
+ 𝑉+ ∣ ,
√∣𝐻0,1
1,0
2
1
+ 𝑉+ ∣
|𝑓1010 | = √∣𝐻0,−1
−1,0
2

(3)

|𝑓1001 | =

,

(4)

where 𝐻𝑛+𝑥,𝑛𝑦 and 𝑉𝑛+𝑥,𝑛𝑦 are the complex horizontal and vertical spectral lines with frequencies 𝑛𝑥 𝑄𝑥 + 𝑛𝑦 𝑄𝑦 . 𝑄𝑥 and
𝑄𝑦 are the horizontal and vertical tunes. 𝐻𝑛+𝑥,𝑛𝑦 and 𝑉𝑛+𝑥,𝑛𝑦
are normalised by the amplitudes of the main lines with fre+ = 𝑉 + = 1.
quencies 𝑄𝑥 for 𝐻 and 𝑄𝑦 for 𝑉, such that 𝐻1,0
0,1
The phase of the RDTs can be retrieved – from either the

𝜋
+ ) − 𝜑m
𝑞1001 = −arg(𝐻0,1
𝑥,𝑎𝑏 + 2
𝜋
+ ) + 𝜑m
= arg(𝑉1,0
𝑦,𝑎𝑏 − 2 ,
𝜋
+ ) + 𝜑m
𝑞1010 = −arg(𝐻0,−1
𝑥,𝑎𝑏 + 2
𝜋
+ ) + 𝜑m
= −arg(𝑉−1,0
,
𝑦,𝑎𝑏 + 2

(5)

(6)

where the phase advance 𝜑𝑎𝑏 between two locations 𝑎 and
𝑏 is defined as 𝜑𝑎𝑏 = 𝜑(𝑠𝑏 ) − 𝜑(𝑠𝑎 ) and 𝑠𝑎 denotes the
longitudinal position of location 𝑎.
Unfortunately we cannot measure the particle’s relative
transverse momentum required to construct the complex
signal. A reconstruction of the real spectrum using the
position data at two nearby BPMs is possible, using the
following equations:
1
𝑖
[(1 − tan Δ)𝐻𝑛𝑎𝑥,𝑛𝑦 −
𝐻𝑏 ] ,
2
cos Δ 𝑛𝑥,𝑛𝑦
1
𝑖
= [(1 − tan Δ)𝑉𝑛𝑎𝑥,𝑛𝑦 −
𝑉𝑏 ] ,
2
cos Δ 𝑛𝑥,𝑛𝑦

𝐻𝑛+𝑥,𝑛𝑦 =

(7)

𝑉𝑛+𝑥,𝑛𝑦

(8)

where 𝐻𝑛𝑎𝑥,𝑛𝑦 is the real horizontal spectral line at position
𝑠𝑎 , analogously for the vertical signal and Δ is the deviation
of the phase advance from 𝜋/2:
Δ = 𝜑𝑎𝑏 −

𝜋
2

.

(9)

Equations (7) and (8) assume that there are no additional
coupling sources in between the positions 𝑎 and 𝑏 [11].

Phase Measurement Errors
Equations (7) and (8) are sensitive to phase measurement
errors which get enhanced when the model phase advance is
near a root of the cos term in the denominator. To avoid exploding errors, the conventional method is a careful selection
of suitable BPM pairs.
The current implementation of the calculation of coupling
in our python tool set [12, 13] features two different modes
of selecting BPM pairs. The first one pairs each BPM with
a second BPM 𝑗 positions downstream. In the LHC arcs
the phase advance between one BPM and the one 2 positions downstream is close to 𝜋/2, which is optimal for the
momentum reconstruction.
The second method pairs each BPM with a second BPM
downstream which has a phase advance of approximately
𝜋/2 with respect to the first one. This selective method guarantees that the pairing uses optimal phase advances. Since
Eqs. (7) and (8) assume no coupling sources in between
positions 𝑎 and 𝑏, skipping too many BPMs increases the
chances of picking up coupling errors in between, so a limit
in the maximum amount of skipped BPMs has to be set.
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N-BPM RECONSTRUCTION
The new approach, presented in this work, uses the measurements at several BPM positions to improve statistics and
precision of the momentum reconstruction, similar to the
method used to measure a more precise 𝛽 function [14, 15].
Similar to the calculation of the 𝛽 function, we compute
the RDTs for different BPM pairs and weight them according
to their statistical errors,
(10)

|𝑓1001 |(𝑠𝑎 ) = ∑ 𝑔𝑙 |𝑓1001 |𝑙 (𝑠𝑎 )
𝑙

|𝑓1010 |(𝑠𝑎 ) = ∑ 𝑔𝑙 |𝑓1001 |𝑙 (𝑠𝑎 )

,

(11)

𝑙
−1
∑𝑘 𝑉𝑙𝑘
𝑔𝑙 =
∑𝑖,𝑗 𝑉𝑖𝑗−1

with weights

,

(12)

where V denotes the covariance matrix for the variable (𝑓1001
or 𝑓1010 ).
The covariance matrix can be calculated by
V = TMT†

(13)

with M =
a diagonal matrix consisting of
the variances of the observables 𝑥𝑖 , T the Jacobian
diag(𝜎21 , … 𝜎2𝑛 )

𝜕𝑓
𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗

(14)

and T† denoting the conjugate transpose of T. 𝑓𝑖 stands for
either RDT at position 𝑖.
The task is to collect different error sources and incorporate the error propagation in the covariance matrix. Multiple
sources are relevant: statistical errors, such as the phase and
amplitude measurement error from turn-by-turn data and
systematic errors such as quadrupole and BPM tilts [16]. A
consideration of the systematic uncertainties is beyond the
scope of this work and we will concentrate on phase measurement errors only, leaving the remaining error sources
(amplitude measurement errors and systematic errors) for
future studies.

STATISTICAL UNCERTAINTIES
The measurement of the phase advances 𝜑𝑎𝑏 suffers from
statistical measurement errors 𝜎𝜑𝑎𝑏 . The Jacobian for this
part can be obtained by taking the partial derivative of Eq. (4)
𝑇𝑖𝑗1001 =
=

𝜕|𝑓1001 |𝑖
𝜕𝜑𝑗
+ 𝑉+ )
sgn (𝐻0,1
1,0
+ 𝑉+ ∣
√∣𝐻0,1
1,0

′+ 𝑉 + + 𝐻 + 𝑉 ′+ )
(𝐻0,1
1,0
0,1 1,0

(15)

and, for 𝑓1010 ,
𝑇𝑖𝑗1010 =
=

𝜕|𝑓1010 |𝑖
𝜕𝜑𝑗
+ 𝑉+ )
sgn (𝐻0,−1
−1,0
+ 𝑉+ ∣
√∣𝐻0,−1
−1,0
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′+ 𝑉 +
+
′+
(𝐻0,−1
−1,0 + 𝐻0,−1 𝑉−1,0 )

.

(16)

The prime in 𝐻𝑛′+𝑥,𝑛𝑦 and 𝑉𝑛′+𝑥,𝑛𝑦 denotes derivation with respect to 𝜑𝑎𝑏 :
1
1
[𝐻 𝑎
−
(𝐻 𝑎
+ 𝑖 sin Δ𝐻𝑛𝑏𝑥,𝑛𝑦 )] ,
2 𝑛𝑥,𝑛𝑦 cos2 Δ 𝑛𝑥,𝑛𝑦
(17)
1 𝑎
1
= [𝑉𝑛𝑥,𝑛𝑦 −
(𝑉 𝑎 + 𝑖 sin Δ𝑉𝑛𝑏𝑥,𝑛𝑦 )] .
2
cos2 Δ 𝑛𝑥,𝑛𝑦
(18)

𝐻𝑛′+𝑥,𝑛𝑦 =
𝑉𝑛′+𝑥,𝑛𝑦

Since we consider only one error variable (𝜑), the covariance
matrix V collapses to a single row:
V = ( 𝜕𝜑 … 𝜕𝜑 )
𝜕|𝑓 |

𝜕|𝑓 |

1

𝑁

,

(19)

∑ 𝑔𝑖 |𝑓𝑖 |

(20)

for either 𝑓. The weighted average reads
|𝑓 | =

1
𝑁

∑𝑖=0 𝑔𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=0

with the weights being
𝑔1001
=(
𝑖

2
𝜕𝑓1001
𝜎𝜑𝑖 )
𝜕𝜑𝑖

,

(21)

𝑔1010
=(
𝑖

2
𝜕𝑓1010
𝜎𝜑𝑖 )
𝜕𝜑𝑖

.

(22)

The measurement errors 𝜎𝜑𝑖 are the standard deviations of
the phase measurements from turn-by-turn data.

VERIFICATION USING DIFFERENT
LATTICES
LHC Injection Optics
Since a suppression of coupling has to be ensured at each
optics configuration, the first coupling measurement typically takes place at injection. Therefore we study the performance of coupling measurements at this configuration with
typical noise levels. The LHC BPMs have a resolution of
typically 100 µm [17, 18]. The singular value decomposition cleaning applied by our harmonic analysis tools would
clean an artificially introduced Gaussian noise distribution
too well. Therefore we add a higher noise to the simulation
data and match it with the expected output [19].
We introduce one random coupling source per arc, with a
standard deviation of 𝜎𝐾 = 0.5 × 10−3 m−1 .
Figure 1 shows the measured coupling from simulations,
calculated by the following three methods: The blue curve
shows the conventional method which is skipping one BPM,
called skip 1, to obtain approximately 𝜋/2 phase advances
in the arc. This method performs badly around the IRs where
such a phase advance is not assured. The orange curve shows
the method which performs a careful selection of BPMs
with 𝜋/2 phase advance, risking to pick up errors when the
interval becomes large. In green the new N-BPM method is
shown. It slightly outperforms the 𝜋/2 method and is also
considerably better than the skip 1 method.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the precision of the conventional
methods and of the new N-BPM method for a lattice with
a random coupling distribution. TOP: measured / model
values of |𝑓1001 |. For the skip=1 method peaks at the IPs
are clearly visible. BOTTOM: the distribution of precision
across several measurements. Higher peak and narrower
distribution means better overall precision.
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Figure 2: The same comparison as Fig. 1 for squeezed LHC
optics at 𝛽∗ = 30 cm.

LHC Collision Optics
Tightly controlling the accelerator during the physics run
is crucial for its performance and machine safety. This is,
in case of the LHC, the optics at collision with 𝛽∗ = 30 cm.
The noise levels had to be adjusted to reflect actual measurement values. Apart from that, the simulation setup remains
unchanged, while a random coupling error is introduced per
arc. A comparison of the measurement quality can be found
in Figure 2. The skip 1 method suffers from increasingly
strong outliers because of the smaller phase advances around
the colliding IPs.

0

1.25
1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00

skip1
/2
N-BPM

LHC injection LHC 30cm HL-LHC 20cm

Figure 4: A comparison of root mean square precision of the
three methods and all three lattice configurations. The rms
of the skip 1 method is in all three configurations orders of
magnitude higher than the other methods because of outliers
in the IRs.
as can be seen in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows a comparison
of the root mean square precision of all three methods for
each of the three lattice configurations. In every case, the
new N-BPM method slightly outperforms the 𝜋/2 method.
The outliers of the skip 1 method blow up the rms values
by several orders of magnitude.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
This work presents a new method to calculate linear transverse coupling in circular accelerators that takes into account
statistical errors in a refined reconstruction of the particles’
momentum. This statistical approach improves the precision
of the coupling calculation in a way that is independent of
the actual lattice configuration (in particular the phase advance between the BPMs). Systematic uncertainties have
not been considered in this work. Introducing them into the
picture will improve the performance of the N-BPM method
even further.
In a future work one can explore the possibility to include
amplitude measurement errors as well as systematic errors
in the error propagation, such as quadrupole or BPM tilts.

HL-LHC Collision Optics
The last optics configuration that we consider in this work
is the HL-LHC optics [20, 21] at 𝛽∗ = 20 cm. This configuration shows a similar picture to the LHC case at collision,

5000 10000 15000 20000 25000
s [m]

Figure 3: The same comparison as Fig. 1 for HL-LHC collision optics at 𝛽∗ = 20 cm.
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BEAMLINE DESIGN AND OPTIMISATION FOR
HIGH INTENSITY MUON BEAMS AT PSI
Eremey Valetov∗ , Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland
(for the HIMB project)
Abstract
The High Intensity Muon Beams (HIMB) project at the
Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) will provide muon intensities
of the order of 1010 muons/s for particle physics and material science experiments, two orders of magnitude higher
than the state of the art, which is currently available also
at PSI. In particle transport simulations for the HIMB, we
use G4beamline with measured π + cross-sections and with
variance reduction. We also use the codes COSY INFINITY,
TRANSPORT, and TURTLE for some studies. We perform
asynchronous Bayesian optimisation of the beamlines on
a computing cluster using G4beamline and the optimisation package DeepHyper. We performed numerous studies
for the design of the HIMB, and we produced various results, including the muon transmission, beam phase space,
polarisation, and momentum spectrum.

for a higher transmission rate. A partial layout of the HIMB
is shown in Fig. 1. The MUH2 beamline has only solenoid
focusing, while the MUH3 beamline has solenoid focusing
in the first two straight sections and conventional quadrupole
focusing further downstream. The HIMB will also benefit
from a newly designed layout that uses lower bending angles
and large-aperture dipoles.

INTRODUCTION
Next-generation muon experiments at the Paul Scherrer
Institute (PSI), such as Mu3e phase II, require muons to be
delivered at unprecedented rates. The Mu3e experiment [1]
searches for indications of Beyond-Standard-Model physics
by attempting to detect the neutrinoless decay of a muon into
three electrons, which would be practically unobservable (at
the 10−55 level) in the Standard Model of particle physics as
a charged lepton flavour violation (cLFV) [2].
A next-generation µ → eγ (MEG) experiment [3], searching for the highly suppressed cLFV decay of a muon into an
electron and a photon, would also benefit from the substantially higher muon rates. Other intensity frontier particle
physics experiments that would rely on an increase in the
available muon rates are envisaged [3].
In addition to particle physics, novel concepts for performing characterisations of samples using the muon spin rotation
method (µSR) such as pixel-based detectors or microbeams
also require an increase in available muon rate [3].
With the presently available rate of ∼108 muons/s, to
achieve the sensitivity of 10−16 , phase II of the Mu3e experiment would have to run for more than 13 years. The
High Intensity Muon Beams (HIMB) project [4] seeks to deliver muons at ∼1010 muons/s at a proton current of 2.4 mA,
making such sensitivities feasible [3].
To provide a high-intensity muon beam at 1010 muons/s
into the experimental areas, the HIMB project will use a new
graphite target “TgH” with a slanted target design, which
increases the surface muon rate; high-acceptance capture
solenoids close to the target; and solenoid focusing instead
of quadrupole focusing in the beamlines MUH2 and MUH3
∗

Figure 1: Layout of the HIMB target station and beamlines.
The MUH3 beamline is not fully shown; it extends about
38m from target TgH to the final focus of its branch MUH3.3
and also has a branch MUH3.2.
We performed optimisations, studies, modelling, and simulations for the target station and the muon beamlines of the
HIMB project.
The scope of this paper is the author’s collaborative contributions to the HIMB project. For further information about
the project, please see the IMPACT conceptual design report [4]. The IMPACT project comprises the HIMB and the
TATTOOS projects.

PARTICLE TRANSPORT
For simulations of particle transport and the production of surface muons at the target station, we mainly use
G4beamline [5], based on a custom build of Geant4 [6] with
PSI’s own measured π + cross-sections [7] and a splitting
factor for π + production and decay for variance reduction.
The measured cross-sections were found to be more precise
than the default Geant4 cross-sections, which deviated from
the experimental data by a factor of up to ten (see Ref. [7]).
The new target station was simulated with an equivalent
of 1011 protons, and the produced muons were then used
as the initial beam in particle transport simulations of the
beamlines delivering the beam to the MUH2 and MUH3
experimental areas and the beamlines’ final foci.

eremey.valetov@psi.ch
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The first HIMB G4beamline models were composed of
G4beamline’s built-in particle optical elements and objects,
which required lower computing resources in optimisation
than using field maps. We added field maps of particle
optical elements as they became available.

Target Station TgH
We performed optimisations of target TgH design and
operational parameters using G4beamline by simulating a
proton beam impinging on the target and recording the muon
counts at the upstream and downstream ends of the capture
solenoid in the MUH2 or MUH3 beamline, and in some
cases, further downstream.
In one of the optimisations, we studied the muon flux as a
function of the angles between each of the muon beamlines
and the proton beamline in the horizontal plane. We also
considered the counter-clockwise target rotation angles of 0,
5, and 10 degrees relative to the proton beamline. Without
rotation, the target’s surface would be perpendicular to the
proton beam, because it is a surface muon production target.
Our optimisation study confirmed the previous results that
a slanted target provides a 30−60% [7] and, in one case, a
∼100% higher surface muon flux than a non-slanted target.
Beamline orientations at other than 90 degrees relative to
the proton beamline did not show significantly higher muon
fluxes. The selected configuration uses muon beamlines
placed perpendicularly to the proton beam, a 10 degree target
rotation relative to the proton beamline, a 3.47 mm target
thickness (providing a 20 mm proton beam path through the
target), and a 100 mm target length.
We also performed optimisation studies for the aperture of
a conical shield between TgH and the capture solenoid; for
the use of co-directional versus contra-directional currents
in the MUH2 and MUH3 capture solenoids, which are on the
opposite sides of TgH; and for a non-zero incoming vertical
angle of the proton beam to compensate for the magnetic
field of the solenoids at the target.
We performed a particle production study for π + and µ+ at
TgH using G4beamline and MARS, and we recorded the particle counts at virtual detectors placed at distances 150 mm
(see Fig. 2) and 250 mm from the target.

Transport Beamlines MUH2 and MUH3
The layouts of the MUH2 and MUH3 beamlines are based
on maximising the muon transmission to the experiments
while having at least two dipole magnets in each beamline
for radiation shielding purposes. Considering the somewhat
flexible constraints of the floor plans of the experimental
halls, we optimised the layout of the MUH2 and MUH3
beamlines using the asynchronous Bayesian optimiser of the
tool DeepHyper [11] with computing resources provided by
Argonne Leadership Computing Facility, with some additional optimisation studies using grid searches. A transmission of 1.34 × 1010 muons/s in the MUH2 beamline into the
experimental area was achieved. In the process of optimisations, we noticed that, as expected, the transmission tended
to increase as the bending angles of the dipoles decreased.
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Figure 2: Muon production by target TgH, recorded 150 mm
downstream from the target by a virtual detector of radius 250 mm. A comparison between G4beamline 3.06,
G4beamline 2.16 (both with measured π + production crosssections but with Geant4’s built-in π + decay cross-sections),
and MARS [8, 9] is made. For a comparison of Geant4’s and
MARS’s double-differential π ± production cross-sections
with experimental data, where built-in cross-sections were
used for both codes, see Ref. [10] from the HARP collaboration.

We performed numerous optimisations of design parameters (e.g., particle optical element sequences, drift lengths,
offsets, and rotations) and operational parameters (e.g., currents or fields), and studies for the design of the MUH2
and MUH3 beamlines. Optimised transmissions for MUH2
and MUH3 beamline models are shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
respectively. Two examples of design studies are given in
the remainder of this subsection.
We studied the possibility of using a thin aluminium or
titanium degrader foil in conjunction with a downstream
dipole to suppress the positron contamination, placed at an
intermediate focus to reduce multiple scattering. However,
our G4beamline simulations have shown that when these
inserts are thick enough to reduce the positron contamination
substantially, the muon flux is also substantially impacted.
Thus, it was decided to keep the separator in the design of
the MUH2 beamline for positron removal.
We studied the option of an additional branch of the
MUH3 beamline for the parasitic µ− beam, starting with a
bidirectional bend at the first dipole “ASH31” of the MUH3
beamline, in the opposite directions for the µ− and µ+ beams.
This beamline would extend for two straight sections after
the dipole ASH31, use only quadrupole focusing, and provide up to ∼107 muons/s at a proton current of 2.4 mA.

MUH2 and MUH3 Final Foci
For final focus optimisation, we calculate the transfer map
of the final focus using the transfer map based code COSY
INFINITY [12], with the quadrupole strengths and other
parameters as differential-algebraic system knobs. Then
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Because the beamlines are mainly modelled using
G4beamline, we developed a matching COSY INFINITY
model of the G4beamline model of the MUH3.2 branch’s
final focus. The agreement between the G4beamline and
COSY INFINITY models was with a difference of σ (∆x) =
1.7 mm and σ (∆y) = 3.4 mm (the latter being larger because of quite long distribution tails) for a beam passing
through the MUH3.2 final focus, including a quadrupole
doublet, a dipole magnet “ASS31”, and a quadrupole triplet,
without collimation at the entrance of the dipole. To put the
differences seen between COSY INFINITY and G4beamline
into context, the goal for the beam spot at the final focus is
σx,y ≲ 20 mm. The differences of 1.7 and 3.4 mm stated
above are thus acceptable.
A new iteration of final focus optimisation studies is ongoing, with a field map of the dipole calculated using Radia.
Figure 3: Muon transmission in the MUH2 beamline (preliminary model), plotted versus the longitudinal position.
Dipoles and solenoids are denoted by green and red vertical
columns, respectively. The optimisation of the currents was
only for transmission in this case. The vertical spikes at the
dipole centers are a G4beamline artifact due to a change in
the centerline direction.

FIELD COMPUTATIONS
The MUH3 beamline will use a horizontal steering magnet SSL32 and a septum magnet ASS31 to switch the beam
delivery between the MUH3.2 and the MUH3.3 branches,
with a “shared” mode where the delivery is to both. Using
the boundary integral method code Radia [13], we computed the field maps of SSL32 and ASS31. We computed
the electric field of the spin rotator SpinRot1, which is in
the third straight section of the MUH3 beamline, using the
boundary element method (BEM) in COMSOL [14]. The
BEM method tends to be more accurate than the finite element method, which is also available in COMSOL, for such
calculations.

CONCLUSION
We performed particle transport and beam optics optimisations and studies for the design of the novel HIMB
beamlines at PSI, which will deliver 1010 muons/s to nextgeneration intensity frontier experiments. For that, we developed G4beamline models of the MUH2 and MUH3 beamlines, as well as COSY INFINITY and TRANSPORT models
of parts of the MUH3 beamline1 . We calculated the magnetic field of the dipoles SSL32 and ASS31 using the boundary integral method code Radia and the electric field of the
spin rotator SpinRot1 using the BEM solver in COMSOL.
Figure 4: Muon transmission within the momentum bite of
25.38 to 29.79 MeV/c to the ends of the MUH3.2 (blue) and
MUH3.3 branches (orange) of the MUH3 beamline (preliminary model), plotted versus the longitudinal position.
Dipoles, solenoids, and quadrupoles are denoted by green,
red, and yellow vertical columns, respectively. The optimisation of the currents was only for transmission in this
case.
focusing is achieved by minimising the respective transfer
map elements, which can be done analytically for low-order
expansions in terms of the system knobs. We use COSY
INFINITY ’s built-in Levenberg–Marquardt “LMDIF” and
simulated annealing optimisers.
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The code TURTLE is also used in the HIMB project.
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ENERGY RAMPING PROCESS FOR SPS-II BOOSTER*
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Abstract
In order to provide synchrotron light with higher photon
energy and more brilliant synchrotron light than that of the
existing Siam Photon Source (SPS) machine, the
possibility of constructing the new 3 GeV SPS-II has been
proposed. For SPS-II, the synchrotron source with intunnel booster is a good candidate. The booster
synchrotron has been designed in order to accelerate an
electron beam of 150 MeV to 3 GeV before extracted to
storage ring. For a clean injection in top-up operation, the
aim in the design of the booster is to achieve the electron
beam with a small emittance less than 10 nm-rad and to
obtain a large dynamic aperture. The energy ramping
process and related effects during the energy ramp are
discussed in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
The existing machine of Siam Photon Source (SPS) in
Thailand is a dedicated 1.2 GeV synchrotron radiation
source. It has been in operation for synchrotron radiation
users since 2003. There are several experimental
techniques available for Thai and international users in
many fields of scientific research and industrial
development. In order to provide synchrotron light with
higher photon energy and more brilliant synchrotron light
than that of the existing machine, the new light source
(SPS-II) is in process of the consideration of construction.
The SPS-II project is located in the Eastern Economic
Corridor of Innovation (EECi), in the Rayong province in
Thailand.

In this paper, the booster requirement, lattice
consideration, the energy ramping process and related
effects during the energy ramp from 150 MeV to 3 GeV are
described.

BOOSTER REQUIREMENT
An RF frequency is one of the main parameters used to
consider the booster circumference. The main RF
frequency for SPS-II booster and storage ring was selected
at a low-frequency range of 119 MHz on account of having
a high RF acceptance. With the RF frequency of 119 MHz
and a harmonic of 121, the total circumference is 304.829
m and the average distance between the booster and the
storage ring is about 3.6 m. This distance could be suitable
to mitigate the stray fields from booster magnets, and
comfortable for equipment installation and transportation.
To minimize stray field, our choice for the booster bending
magnet is an H-type dipole. The space between STR and
BS should be comfortable and enough for equipment
installation and transportation.
For SPS-II storage ring, the target of beam current will
be stored at 300 mA. Uniform fill with the ion-clearing gap
of about 20% is a good candidate. The bucket is filled only
104 bunches (from 130 bunches) or 3.27 nC charge in each
top-up cycle. With the kicker flat top width of 500 ns, the
number of 52 bunches is injected bunches from linac. The
required maximum bunch charge delivered to the booster
from the linac should not be less than 3.3 nC for
compensating the transmission efficiency of 50%. Thus,
the possibility to obtain beam current provided in booster
is 3.25 mA maximum. That is enough to obtain our target
of 2 mA beam current for booster operation. An electron
beam energy will be ramped from 150 MeV to 3 GeV with
a repetition rate of 2 Hz.

LATTICE CONSIDERATION

Figure 1: Layout of SPS-II source.
At present, the SPS-II source is in the process of being
designed. The storage ring of SPS-II with the
circumference of 327.502 m is a Double Triple Bend
Achromat (DTBA) lattice, which not only obtains a beam
emittance below 1 nm-rad, but also provides the sufficient
spaces for the insertion devices [1]. An injector mainly
consists of a 150 MeV linac as pre-injector and a 3.0 GeV
booster synchrotron. The layout of SPS-II booster is shown
in Fig. 1.
___________________________________________

* Work supported by Synchrotron Light Research Institute, Thailand
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Since the FODO lattice with combined function magnets
is suitable to achieve a low-emittance beam [2], it is a good
candidate for SPS-II booster synchrotron. The main
advantages of combined function magnet not only can be
used in limited space but also provides low-cost magnet.
There are two types of combined function magnets, one is
the combined dipole magnet (BD), and the other one is the
combined quadrupole magnet (QF) that includes focusing
quadrupole and sextupole fields. For the BD magnets, the
terms of dipole field, defocusing quadrupole field, and the
defocusing sextupole field are combined. The magnetic
field of dipole should be about 1.0 Tesla, which can
alleviate concerns of dipole magnet design. The magnetic
field of about 1.0 Tesla can be achieved with the magnet
length of 1.5 m and bending angle of 9 degree. The bending
radius of 9.55 m can be obtained. Therefore, the 40 number
of combined function dipole magnets can meet our
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requirement. The embedded defocusing quadrupoles and
sextupoles in the combined function magnets can be used
to correct optic function and chromaticities. respectively.
A total circumference of the booster is 304.829 m. There
are 8-fold symmetric lattices, and each symmetric lattice
consists of 5 cells of FODO lattice (Fig. 2). There are no
dispersion-free straight sections provided. The low beam
emittance of 5.87 nm-rad can be achieved to provide the
high injection efficiency for top-up operation [3]. The main
parameters of SPS-II booster are listed in Table 1.

Figure 2: Optical functions for one symmetric lattice.

ENERGY RAMPING PROCESS
At the nominal tune of 14.72/5.61, not only lowemittance beam and large dynamic aperture can be
achieved but also the momentum acceptance obtained is
higher than 2%. The synchrotron radiation loss in booster
is 0.75 MeV/turn from dipole magnets. For booster, the
overvoltage (eV/U0) higher than 1.5 is desired. Thus, the
RF voltage for the booster is only 1.2 MV required with the
purpose of providing 1.7% RF acceptance. With the halfperiod injection, the booster should provide enough energy
to the beam withing 0.25 second for the repetition rate of 2
Hz. Figure 3 shows the ramping pattern of energy ramping
and RF cavity voltage.

Figure 3: Beam momentum and generated RF voltage
patterns in the booster during energy ramping.

Table 1: The Main Parameters of the SPS-II Booster
Parameters
Booster synchrotron
Circumference
304.829 m
Beam energy
3.0 GeV
5870.85
Relativistic factor (γ)
Emittance
5.87 nm-rad
Nat. energy spread
0.091 %
-23.63/ -10.31
Nat. chromaticity (ξx/ξy)
14.71/5.61
Tune (Qx/Qy)
1.674e-3
Momentum compaction (αc)
0.75 MeV
Energy loss per turn (U0)
RF frequency
119.00 MHz
Harmonic number
121
Beam current
2 mA
Repetition rate
2 Hz
All the booster dipole magnets with the required
effective length of 1.5 m are the maximum field of 1.048T,
quadrupole gradient of 3.158 T/m and sextupole
component of 16.03 T/m2. Each component cannot be
separately controlled. Quadrupoles have 2 families. The
first one is the combined function quadrupole with the field
gradient of 19.474 T/m and 64.044 T/m2 for quadrupole
and sextupole terms, respectively. The effective length
provided is 0.25 m. Other one is the defocusing quadrupole
with a small gradient of only 0.5 T/m and the length of 0.2
m. For sextupole magnets, there are two familities with the
required gradient of 750 T/m2 and 300 T/m2 for focusing
and defocusing sextupoles, respectively while the required
effective length is 0.2 m. The expected good field region,
where the quadrupole gradient error is below 5×10-4, is ±20
mm for all magnets. The magnet prototypes are in the
process of design.
MOPOTK034
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Figure 4: Horizontal emittance evolution during energy
ramping in the booster.
Figure 4 shows the beam emittance variation during the
energy ramping performed by using Elegant code [4]. It is
noticeable that during the early stage of the energy ramping
the beam parameters show large fluctuation. At the end of
the ramping process, the horizontal beam emittance is
about 6.45 nm-rad and 7.66 nm-rad for the case of the 150
MeV beam injected from linac with 150 nm-rad and 200
nm-rad emittances, respectively. The results are slightly
larger than that from the twiss parameter at about 5.9 nmrad. However, the emittance below 10 nm-rad is still
workable for beam injection into the storage ring. After the
ramping process, the beam at the energy of 3 GeV will be
extracted to transfer line before going to Storage ring.

EDDY CURRENT EFFECT
During ramping energy, eddy currents can be generated
in the vacuum chamber of the bending because of the time
dependent fields. The most important multipole field
produced is the sextupole component. The generated
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sextupole strength leads to the change in chromaticity,
which would result in the dynamic aperture reduction. A
sinusoidal energy ramping has been assumed for this
calculation as shown in Fig. 3. The sextupole strength
induced by eddy current can be calculated using the in Eq.
(1) shown below [5]:
𝑚=

=

where J(h/a) is given by

𝐽(ℎ/𝑎)
𝑥 +

(1 − 𝑥 )

(1)
/

𝑑𝑥

µ0 is the vacuum permeability, 4π×10-7
σ is the conductivity of stainless-steel vacuum
chamber, 1.3×106 Ω-1m-1
a is the vacuum chamber half-width
h is the vacuum chamber half-height
ρ is the radius of bending magnet
e is the chamber thickness
For the SPS-II booster, a half-vacuum chamber in
bending magnet is 10 mm with round shape. To minimize
the eddy current, stainless steel used would be less than 1
mm thickness. It is noticed that the sextupole strength also
depends on the repetition rate of booster operation. The
induced sextupole strength was estimated as a function of
time with assuming sinusoidal energy ramp. Comparison
of sextupole strength induced during the ramping energy
between the repeitition of 2 Hz and 3 Hz is plotted in Fig.
5. The sextupole strength for the case of 2 Hz repetition
rate is lower than that of the case of 3 Hz. The reason to
choose the repetition rate of 2 Hz is to avoid an additional
chromaticities occurring during the ramp and to guarantee
reliable machine operation.

Figure 6: Eddy current induced chromaticity change.
In SPS-II booster, the largest sextupole strength induced
by eddy current is 0.506 m-3 reached at 35 msec. Figure 6
shows dependence of the chromaticity changes due to the
eddy current as a function of time. In the SPS-II booster,
the embedded sextupole components in bending and
focusing quadrupole magnets have been used for
correcting the natural chromaticity. However, the induced
sextupole components will lead to change the chromaticity
during the ramping process. This chromaticity change can
be corrected close to the target by adjusting magnetic field
of two extra separate sets of focusing and defocusing
sextupoles. Therefore, we can keep the chromaticity in
ramping up process.

SUMMARY
For SPS-II, a full energy booster sharing the same tunnel
with the storage ring has been designed. A low emittance
is achieved allowing a high efficiency for a clean injection
in top-up operation. The energy ramping process and
related effects during the energy ramp have been studied.
In order to avoid an additional chromaticities occurring
during the ramp and to guarantee reliable machine
operation, the repetition rate of 2 Hz is a good selection.
The schematics for injection and extraction beam are in
process of consideration.
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Abstract
A portion of the Muon 𝑔-2 Storage Ring electric system, which provides vertical beam focusing, exhibited an
unexpected time dependence that produced a characteristic
evolution of the stored beam during Run-1 of the Muon 𝑔-2
Experiment at Fermilab (E989). A method to reconstruct
the Run-1 electric guide fields has been developed, which is
based on a numerical model of the muon storage ring and optimization algorithms supported by COSY INFINITY. This
method takes beam profile measurements from the Muon
𝑔-2 straw tracking detectors as input, and it produces a full
reconstruction of the time-dependent fields. The fields can
then be used for the reproduction of detailed beam tracking
simulations and the calculation of ring lattice parameters for
acceptance studies and systematic error evaluations.

INTRODUCTION
During Run-1 data collection, straw tracking detector [1]
measurements of the transverse muon beam revealed unexpected drifting in the beam centroid and width at early
times after beam injection into the ring (i.e., 𝑡 ≲ 200 μs).
This peculiarity was observed for all Run-1 datasets: 1a,
1b, 1c, and 1d. Furthermore, coherent betatron oscillation
(CBO) frequencies of the radial centroid motion were also
found to evolve during the data taking period, which slowly
converged to their nominal values over the course of data
taking, introducing systematic effects in the Muon 𝑔-2 Experiment [2].
The electric guide field generated by the Electrostatic
Quadrupole system (ESQ) [3] is utilized for vertical beam
confinement, and under nominal conditions, the field (i.e.
the optical lattice) becomes constant after stabilizing at
𝑡 ≈ 30 μs posterior to beam injection. In this normal scenario, CBO frequencies do not change while the stable lattice provides constant betatron tunes. Also, closed orbits
are expected to be stable, and, consequently, the fixed points
around which beam centroids oscillate should not drift over
the data taking period.
∗
†

dtarazona@cornell.edu
Currently at Cornell University.

However, one of the eight ESQ stations (see Fig. 1) exhibited an unexpected behavior during Run-1.

Figure 1: Photograph of one ESQ station. The top and bottom plates are held at positive voltages and the lateral plates
are held at negative voltages for the vertical confinement of
positive muons. The vertical magnetic field in the storage
ring largely contributes to stable motion in the horizontal
direction, in spite of the defocusing radial gradient from the
ESQ inner and outer plates.
As shown in Fig. 2, the high voltage (HV) applied to a
top plate and a bottom plate did not follow the nominal
time evolution per storing cycle. The problem was due
to corona discharges on the resistors that connected these
plates to the HV source; the resistors outgassed while their
temperature was increasing, which would lead to discharges
at low voltages. This problem was fixed prior to Run-2.
The method described in the following section was developed to “reverse engineer” the unmeasured HV of the
misbehaving ESQ plates throughout Run-1. The ESQ station that includes these plates is commonly labeled as “Q1L,”
which is an abbreviation that derives from its location and
longitudinal dimensions within the storage ring. Based on
the changing oscillation frequency of the radial centroid and
vertical centroid drifts of the beam measured at the azimuthal
acceptance regions of the 𝑔-2 straw tracking detectors, the
HV of interest is reconstructed. As shown in the next section,
the full ring optical functions for the Run-1 systematic-error
analysis are calculated from the reconstructed HV traces and
the COSY-based 𝑔-2 storage ring model [4].
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and
𝑛
Δ𝑉 quad
(𝑡) = [Δ𝐻𝑉𝑇 (𝑡) + Δ𝐻𝑉 𝐵 (𝑡)] 𝑏 2,0 .

(6)

The coefficients 𝑏 0,1 and 𝑏 2,0 are obtained from Ref. [5].
Given the orthogonality of Eqs. (5) and (6) in terms of Δ𝐻𝑉𝑇
and Δ𝐻𝑉𝐵 , there is a unique set of top and bottom HV
𝑠
𝑛 (𝑡). To evaluate these
traces that yield Δ𝑉 dip
(𝑡) and Δ𝑉 quad
𝑠
traces, the extra skew dipole Δ𝑉 dip (𝑡) and normal quadrupole
𝑛 (𝑡) terms must be linked to beam dynamic observΔ𝑉 quad
ables measured by the 𝑔-2 straw tracking detectors, as shown
in the next subsection.

Implementation and Results
Figure 2: Sample HV traces (circle markers) from HV probe
measurements in September 2018 at Q1L plates connected
to faulty circuitry. Blue and red lines depict nominal HV
traces.

METHOD
Technique
The electrostatic potential produced at an ESQ station can
be represented as a superposition of the four contributions
originated by each of its top “T,” bottom “B,” inner “I,” and
outer “O” plates (see Fig. 1).
In addition to the transverse potential 𝑉0 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) expected
at the ESQ station of interest under nominal conditions,
additional contributions, Δ𝑉𝑇 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) and Δ𝑉𝐵 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡), from
the faulty T and B plates, respectively, are included as a
perturbation to the Run-1 straight-plates approximation as
follows:
Δ𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = Δ𝑉𝑇 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) + Δ𝑉𝐵 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)
∞ ∑︁
∞
∑︁

Δ𝐻𝑉𝑇 (𝑡)𝑔 𝑘,𝑙+Δ𝐻𝑉𝐵 (𝑡)𝑏 𝑘,𝑙 𝑥 𝑘 𝑦 𝑙 ,
=

(1)

𝑘=0 𝑙=0

where 𝑡 is the time passed after beam injection, 𝑥 is the radial
distance relative to the bending radius 𝜌0 = 7.112 m, and 𝑦
is the vertical distance relative to the midplane of the storage
ring. In Eq. (1), Δ𝐻𝑉𝑇 (𝑡) and Δ𝐻𝑉𝐵 (𝑡) are the extra high
voltages on the top and bottom plates due to the damaged
resistors in Run-1 such that the total HV traces are given by
𝐻𝑉𝑇 (𝑡) = 𝐻𝑉0,𝑇 (𝑡) + Δ𝐻𝑉𝑇 (𝑡)

(2)

𝐻𝑉𝐵 (𝑡) = 𝐻𝑉0,𝐵 (𝑡) + Δ𝐻𝑉𝐵 (𝑡),

(3)

and

where 𝐻𝑉0 is the nominal case. The coefficients 𝑔 𝑘,𝑙 and
𝑏 𝑘,𝑙 determine the distribution of Δ𝐻𝑉𝑇 ,𝐵 (𝑡) among the
top/bottom plate multipoles. Since 𝑏 1,0 = 0, 𝑏 1,1 = 0, and
𝑏 𝑘,𝑙 = (−1) 𝑘+𝑙 𝑔 𝑘,𝑙 due to the orientation and 180◦ rotational
symmetry of the top/bottom plates, Eq. (1) can be rewritten
as
Δ𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) =

𝑠
Δ𝑉dip
(𝑡)𝑦

+

𝑛
Δ𝑉quad
(𝑡)(𝑥 2

2

− 𝑦 )+ ···,

(4)

where
𝑠
Δ𝑉 dip
(𝑡) = [Δ𝐻𝑉𝑇 (𝑡) − Δ𝐻𝑉 𝐵 (𝑡)] 𝑏 0,1
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(5)

Under the presence of the extra vertical dipole electric
𝑠
potential Δ𝑉 dip
(𝑡) (Eqs. (4) and (5)), the vertical closed orbit
becomes distorted. Therefore, by measuring the distortion
of the vertical closed orbit at one azimuthal location of the
storage ring (a.k.a. vertical fixed points “𝑦 0 ”) over time,
𝑠
Δ𝑉 dip
(𝑡) can be quantified. In fact, the straw trackers have
the ability to extract such vertical beam equilibrium positions
around specific locations within the ring.
𝑠
To illustrate the relation between Δ𝑉 dip
(𝑡) and the observable 𝑦 0 (equivalent to the non-oscillating vertical mean from
tracker data), the former variable can be treated as a dipole
steering error [6]:



 −1  0 
𝑦
𝑦
= 𝐼 − 𝑀0
,
(7)
𝑏 0
Δ𝜃 𝑦
𝑠
𝑒Δ𝑉dip
𝑙
Δ𝜃 𝑦 ≈ −
,
𝐸 0 𝑟 ref

(8)

where 𝑀0 is the vertical quadrant of the storage ring transfer
map without the steering error, Δ𝜃 𝑦 is the resulting vertical
steering angle, 𝐸 0 the energy, 𝑟 ref the reference radius of
𝑠
Δ𝑉 dip
, and 𝑙 is the length of the element that provides the
steering error. It is worth mentioning that the linear vertical
𝑦
transfer map 𝑀0 has to account for the gradient error.
𝑛 (𝑡) introduces
The normal quadrupole extra term Δ𝑉 quad
a distortion to the radial defocusing gradient at Q1L. Consequently, the betatron tunes 𝜈 𝑥,𝑦 and beam transversal widths
𝑛 (𝑡). Trackers can inare affected due to the nonzero Δ𝑉 quad
directly measure the radial CBO frequency, 𝜔CBO , which
relates to the tunes through the cyclotron frequency, 𝑓𝐶 , via
𝜔CBO ≈ 2𝜋 𝑓𝐶 (1 − 𝜈 𝑥 ). In a similar fashion, the relation be𝑛 (𝑡) and the observable 𝜔
tween Δ𝑉 quad
CBO can be elucidated
𝑛 (𝑡) as a gradient error [6]:
by treating the action of Δ𝑉 quad
𝑦

𝜈𝑥 = 1 −

𝜔CBO
2𝜋 𝑓𝐶

!

𝑛
𝑥) 
𝑒Δ𝑉quad
Tr(𝑀
1
𝛽
𝑙
𝑥
0
=
4 cos−1
+
,
2
2𝜋
2
𝑝𝑣 𝑟 ref

(9)

where Tr(𝑀0𝑥 ) is the trace of the horizontal quadrant of
the storage ring transfer map without the gradient error.
In reality, the action of the extra skew dipole and normal quadrupole terms at Q1L during Run-1 is entangled,
and magnetic field inhomogeneities already distort closed
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orbits. Moreover, trackers do not measure the vertical
closed orbit at Q1L. Thus, the illustrative but simplistic
Equations
(8) and (9) do not suffice to solve for Δ𝐻𝑉𝑇 ,𝐵 (𝑡)


𝑛 (𝑡), Δ𝑉 𝑠 (𝑡) with (𝑦 , 𝜔
via Δ𝑉 quad
0
CBO ) from tracker data.
dip
For this purpose, with the high-fidelity COSY-based storage ring model [4] and optimization algorithms supported
by COSY INFINITY [7, 8], a more representative set of
bijective equations is prepared:

𝑦 0 (𝑡)
𝜔CBO (𝑡)

(10)

® 𝑡),
= 𝐹1 (Δ𝐻𝑉𝑇 − Δ𝐻𝑉 𝐵 , 𝐴;
® 𝑡).
= 𝐹2 (Δ𝐻𝑉𝑇 + Δ𝐻𝑉 𝐵 , 𝐴;

(11)

For the time window prior to the nominal measurement
start time, 𝑡 < 30 µs, the HV-trace reconstruction fails to
output results that resemble the functional forms as directly
measured with the probe. To bypass such limitation, the
functional form of the reconstructed HV traces at 𝑡 > 30 µs is
extended to fill out the gap at 𝑡 < 30 µs. The implementation
of the reconstructed HV traces is validated by comparing
beam tracking simulation results with tracker data, i.e., CBO
frequencies and vertical centroids over time.
With the reconstructed traces, the full electric fields of the
ESQ during Run-1 are established and the time-dependent
optical lattice is well defined (see Fig. 4).

𝜈 sim (Δ𝐻𝑉𝑇 , Δ𝐻𝑉 𝐵 )
= 1 − 𝑥 Tracker data
𝜈𝑥


𝑓𝑜𝑏 𝑗,1
and

𝑓𝑜𝑏 𝑗,2 = 1 −

𝑦 sim
0 (Δ𝐻𝑉𝑇 , Δ𝐻𝑉 𝐵 )
data
𝑦 Tracker
0



W μV
W μV
W μV










(12)






!
,

(13)

where the superscript “sim” stands for the values from the
COSY-based model, dependent on the Δ𝐻𝑉𝑇 and Δ𝐻𝑉 𝐵
values input to the model.
Figure 3 shows a comparison between reconstructed HV
and from direct measurements during a systematic study in
year 2020, for which the damaged resistors that caused the
special behavior of Q1L in Run-1 were temporarily reinserted.
HV[kV]

β\>P@

With these relations fully established, the high-voltage traces
are reconstructed for the top and bottom Q1L plates (a.k.a.
Q1LT and Q1LB). The vector 𝐴® contains all the other nominal parameters of the storage ring that are unaffected by
Q1L behaviors. An iterative process to obtain the optimal
top and bottom HV-trace values from tracker measurements
(𝑦 0 , 𝜔CBO ) minimizes the objective functions “ 𝑓𝑜𝑏 𝑗 ”:









  
$]LPXWK>GHJ@

Figure 4: Calculated vertical beta functions for Run-1 (1d)
versus the ring azimuthal angle. The gray regions in the
background indicate ESQ sections, where the hatched segment corresponds to Q1L.

CONCLUSION

16

A method to reconstruct the HV traces from the observation of slowly changing beam parameters (CBO frequency
and vertical mean) from beam tracker measurements in the
ring was developed. Other detectors around the ring (i.e.,
calorimeters) provided extra inputs to constrain observations
of the equilibrium vertical mean after the effect of the unstable electrode plates, this way affixing the overall vertical
drifts from tracker data. Complementary simulations with
independent modeling of the storage ring with the reconstructed HV traces [2] further validated the optical functions
around the ring, and these simulations were used for the
analysis of systematic effects in the Run-1 results.
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Figure 3: Measured HV traces and reconstructed HV(𝑡) from
a special systematic run during Run-3. The error bars are
calculated based on the sensitivity of the reconstructed traces
to the magnetic skew dipole term, which defines the vertical
closed orbit. Fluctuations in the reconstructed values result
from the tracker data statistics.
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STUDIES OF THE VERTICAL EXCURSION FIXED FIELD ALTERNATING
GRADIENT ACCELERATOR
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J.-B. Lagrange, S. Machida, ISIS Department, RAL, STFC, UK
1
also at University of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia and ANSTO, Sydney, Australia
Abstract

𝑓0 = 𝑓 (𝑍), 𝑓1 = 0

The Vertical Excursion Fixed Field Alternating Gradient
Accelerator (VFFA) concept offers a number of advantages
over existing accelerator archetypes, as discussed in previous
works [1, 2]. However, the VFFA has nonplanar orbits by
design and unavoidable transverse coupling. Hence, current
understanding of the dynamics of this machine is limited;
this paper presents some in-depth study of its behaviour
using a combination of analytical and numerical techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Closed orbits in a 10 cell VFFA FDF triplet ring at
a variety of energies, showing how orbits increase in vertical
height as energy increases.
In the VFFA, successive higher-energy orbits appear as
vertically translated copies of lower-energy orbits (Figure
1).To ensure constant tune, magnetic fields scale as
⃗
⃗
𝐵(𝑋,
𝑌 , 𝑍) = 𝐵(𝑋,
𝑌0 , 𝑍)𝑒𝑚(𝑌 −𝑌0) ,

(1)

in which 𝑋, 𝑌 , and 𝑍 represent the transverse horizontal
and vertical axes and the longitudinal direction respectively.
𝑚 is the VFFA field index, with units 𝑚−1 , and defines the
spatial separation of successive orbits.
Substituting this scaling criterion into Maxwell’s equations, the following polynomial expansion for the magnetic
fields associated with a VFFA magnet can be derived:
𝑛+1
𝑓 𝑋𝑛
𝑚 𝑛+1
𝐵𝑌 = 𝐵0 𝑒𝑚𝑌 ∑ 𝑓𝑛 𝑋 𝑛

𝐵𝑋 = 𝐵0 𝑒𝑚𝑌 ∑

𝐵𝑍 = 𝐵0 𝑒𝑚𝑌 ∑
∗

1 𝑑𝑓𝑛 𝑛
𝑋
𝑚 𝑑𝑍

max.topp-mugglestone@physics.ox.ac.uk

(2)

𝑓𝑛+2 = −

𝑑 2 𝑓 (𝑍)
1
( 𝑛 2 + 𝑚2 𝑓𝑛 (𝑍)),
(𝑛 + 1)(𝑛 + 2) 𝑑𝑍

(3)

in which 𝑓 (𝑍) denotes the distribution of the field along the
magnet’s longitudinal axis.
Several properties with notable implications for the dynamics of the VFFA can be observed from the above field
expansion. Firstly, the horizontal B-field is nonzero away
from the midplane, and where 𝑓 (𝑍) is increasing or decreasing (i.e. in the fringe field regions) there will exist longitudinal field components. This means, in practice, that any
VFFA will have an orbit with significant vertical deviation
from a horizontal plane, and that its optics are fundamentally
coupled in a nontrivial manner.
An ideal model of this machine would be completely analytic, able to determine the machine’s properties purely
from the input parameters of the lattice. This would lead to
rapid design and optimisation processes across the parameter space, and reduce the need for intensive simulations.
However, the complexities discussed above render the development of an analytic model challenging, and as such we
turn to numerical studies to inform the construction of an
analytic approach.
There are two key elements in understanding the behaviour
of any accelerator: the determination of the closed orbit; and
the optics associated with the magnetic field about the closed
orbit. We begin with a numerical study of the multipole
fields about a pre-determined closed orbit.

NUMERICAL STUDIES
First, the closed orbit of a cell is determined using an
existing tracking code such as FIXFIELD [3]. This tool
is also used to compute a pair of tunes in the decoupled 𝑢
and 𝑣 planes of motion. The closed orbit evaluated from
the tracking code then forms the basis for a technique we
term harmonic analysis: at each point along the closed orbit,
magnetic fields are evaluated around a circle of radius 𝑑𝑟
in a plane perpendicular to the orbit. The field at the centre
of the circle (i.e. on the closed orbit) is subtracted from
the fields on its circumference and divided by the radius to
calculate the relative field gradient. These fields are then
decomposed into horizontal and radial components, and the
Fourier transform of the radial field gradient is taken. By
applying an appropriate normalisation, this then allows us
to obtain the multipole coefficients of a decomposition of
the focussing fields about the closed orbit. The longitudinal
field with respect to the closed orbit is also measured, in
order to evaluate any solenoid-type effects.
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Multipole coefficients generated in this way can then be
used to set transfer matrix elements in a simple kick-drift
integration scheme, which can be used to reconstruct the
optics of the system and study the relative impact of each
component of the multipole decomposition.

Muon Accelerator Lattice
As a simple test case, a straight (i.e. zero net bending
per cell) FODO lattice was constructed based on the specifications for a muon accelerator lattice for a muon collider
(Table 1) [4].

Table 2: Small VFFA Lattice Parameters
Parameter

Baseline Value

Cell Length
Magnet Length
Fringe Field Extent
𝐵
FD Ratio ( 𝐵0𝑑 )
0𝑓
m-value
Horizontal Magnet Offset
Drift Length Inside Triplet

FODO

Triplet

2.8 m
0.5 m
0.15 m
1
4/m
±0.02 m

2.8 m
0.5 m
0.15 m
2
4/m
±0.02 m
0.03 m

Table 1: Muon Accelerator Lattice Parameters
Parameter
Cell Length
Magnet Length
𝐵
FD Ratio ( 𝐵0𝑑 )
0𝑓
Fringe Field Extent
m-value
Horizontal Magnet Offset

Baseline Value

larger degrees of local bending (increasing the magnitude
of geometric effects compared to the previous case), as well
as more dominant fringe field effects (i.e. the fringe fields
are of comparable length to the magnet lengths). In order
to study these contributions, two lattices based on a smaller
VFFA ring have been developed. In this case, each cell has
the same length, and zero net bending angle per cell, but
one is a FODO lattice (similar to the muon accelerator ring)
whilst the other is an FDF triplet lattice (see Table 2).

35 m
12 m
1
0.2 m
4m
0.37 m

Figure 2: 𝑚-value dependence of the decoupled tunes in
both a quadrupole-only model and full numerical tracking.
This represents an ideal test case for the simplest possible
formulation of VFFA optics. Long magnets in comparison
to short fringe fields means that the properties of the system should be determined primarily by the magnet body
behaviour; a large local radius of curvature reduces the impacts of geometric effects (weak focussing), and also means
that the distance of the closed orbit from the magnet midplane remains approximately constant. Figure 2 shows the
evolution of the tune using a quadrupole-only computation
with coefficients set based on the harmonic analysis, compared to the tune from the FIXFIELD simulation. This shows
that for all variations of this FODO geometry, the tune can
be well-predicted using simple (skew) quadrupole optics,
and the behaviour of the lattice is indeed dominated by the
magnet body dynamics in this regime.

Small VFFA Lattice Studies
Current proposals for VFFA machines [2] are based
around smaller cells, which are likely to have significantly
MOPOTK036
536

Figure 3: 𝑥 (horizontal) and 𝑦 (vertical) trajectories of
the closed orbits for the small FODO and Triplet lattices,
along with the normal (dotted line) and skew (solid line)
quadrupole gradients in each case. The FODO lattice is represented by the blue lines, whilst the triplet lattice results are
displayed with orange lines. The vertical midplanes of the
magnets in the FODO and Triplet lattices are displayed in
the first subplot with dashed blue and red lines respectively.
Figure 3 displays the closed orbits and quadrupole decompositions for each of the above cases.
The u and v tunes calculated for the FODO lattice via
quadrupole-only kick-drift integration are (0.0907, 0.0909).
This compares to (0.0808, 0.0746) from the full numerical
integration - a relatively small discrepancy. However, for the
triplet lattice, the tunes calculated using the quadrupole-only
method are (0.162, 0.117) - which does not agree with the
values from FIXFIELD’s tune calculation at (0.245, 0.182).
This implies the existence of other significant contributions to the tune that are apparent in the triplet lattice, but
much less significant for the equivalent FODO lattice. Figure 4a shows the longitudinal field components in the two
lattices. It can be seen that the longitudinal fields are substanMC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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tially larger in magnitude for the triplet lattice, particularly
where the fringes of the F and D magnets overlap in the
triplet. The presence of stronger longitudinal fields and
solenoid-type behaviour in the triplet lattice may to some
extent explain the discrepancy in tune when compared to the
computational model, and this must be investigated further.
Similarly, Figure 4b shows the evolution of dipole fields
through the cell for both the FODO and triplet lattices. Once
again, the magnitude of fields here is greater in the triplet
case than the FODO case, and we would expect a larger
influence from geometric effects (weak focussing) in the
triplet. As the VFFA is a strong-focussing machine, it is
expected that weak focussing effects should have only a small
impact on the tune, but this is another possible explanation
for the observed discrepancy.

quadrupole-order optics, provided appropriate coefficients
are known. It is then necessary to develop an analytic method
to determine the parameters of the closed orbit and thus work
out the values of these coefficients. By examining the geometry of the FODO cell (Figure 5), it is possible to derive
a set of simultaneous equations that parametrise the geometry of the closed orbit in terms of the input parameters
𝑥𝑚 (horizontal offset of magnet midplane from the x-axis),
𝐿𝑓 and 𝐿𝑑 (lengths of F and D magnets respectively), 𝐿𝑠
(drift length between magnets), and the FD-ratio (ratio of B
field in F magnet to B field in D-magnet at constant height).
These equations can be solved for 𝜌𝐹 and 𝜌𝐷 (the radii of
curvature in each magnet) as well as 𝑥0𝑓 and 𝑥0𝑑 (the horizontal distance from closed orbit to midplane). Using the
fact that 𝜌 is equal to the dipole field strength 𝐵0 over the
beam rigidity, a magnet body Hamiltonian can be derived
from the VFFA field expansion (Equation 2) and the standard Frenet-Serret Hamiltonian, (neglecting higher-order
and dipole order terms):
𝐻=

Figure 4: Longitudinal and dipole field contributions along
the closed orbit for the FODO (blue) and Triplet (orange)
lattices. The vertical B-field is denoted by the solid line in
the second figure, whilst the horizontal is represented with
the dashed line.

𝑚2 𝑥02
𝑃𝑥2 𝑃𝑦2 𝑚
+
+ (1 −
)𝑥𝑦
2
2
𝜌
2
𝑚2 𝑥0 2 𝑚2 𝑥0 2 𝑚4 𝑥03 2
+
𝑥 −
𝑦 +
𝑦 .,
2𝜌
2𝜌
12𝜌

(4)

Constructing magnet transfer matrices from this Hamiltonian and substituting in the parameters determined from the
geometry, a cell transfer matrix is derived and used to compute the tune. The performance of tune predictions from
this fully analytic model is compared to the results from
numerical simulation in Figure 6.

ANALYTIC RESULTS

Figure 6: Tune from a fully analytic model compared to tune
from numerical simulations as the FD ratio is varied.

CONCLUSION

Figure 5: A diagram of the closed orbit through a halfcell in a straight FODO lattice. The red highlighted region
represents the plane of curvature within the magnets.
The studies of the muon collider lattice show that the
dynamics of a simple VFFA can be well predicted with

It is now possible to predict the tune behaviour of a
simplest-case FODO VFFA using a completely analytic
model. This model must now be refined and adapted in
two regards: the analytic determination of the closed orbit
needs to be modified to account for more complex lattices
with nonzero bending angle; and the optical modelling must
be enhanced to include effects from solenoid-like fields and
geometric focussing as identified using the harmonic analysis method.
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IMPACT OF INSERTION DEVICES ON DIAMOND-II LATTICE
B. Singh, H. Ghasem, J. Kallestrup, T. Olsson, R. Fielder, I. Martin
Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
Abstract
DIAMOND-II lattice is based on the ESRF-EBS cell
with the central dipole replaced by a (chromatic) midstraight, and a -I transformer, higher order achromat and
dispersion bumps are used to control the nonlinear dynamics. The majority of insertion devices currently in
operation in Diamond will be either retained or upgraded
as part of the Diamond-II programme, and the new midstraights allow the total number of ID beamlines to be
increased from 28 to 36. Therefore, it is important to
investigate how the IDs will affect the emittance, energy
spread, linear and nonlinear beam dynamics. The kickmap
approach has been used to model all IDs, including the
APPLE-II IDs and APPLE-II-Knot with active shim
wires. In this paper, the outcome of these investigations
will be presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The existing Diamond storage ring contains 28 insertion
devices, the majority of which will be either retained or
upgraded for Diamond-II [1]. In addition, several new
insertion devices are to be installed in the new mid
straights, and the RF cavities in straight 17 will be removed creating space for an additional beamline. The
effect that these IDs will have on beam injection and
lifetime needs to be investigated and suitable solutions
must be found to overcome any negative impact. Insertion
devices are known to introduce linear and nonlinear perturbations in the machine optics, and significant experience with operating them has been gained from Diamond.
The impact of IDs in Diamond-II can be summarised as
follows:
• The IDs produce linear tune-shifts. These tune-shifts
are proportional to beta functions at the ID location
and its length and inversely proportional to square of
energy of the ring. The higher energy of Diamond-II
(3 to 3.5 GeV) helps to reduce the impact.
• The linear tune-shifts cause beta-beat and break the
symmetry of ring. This may excite additional
sextupolar resonances and can reduce the dynamic
aperture. The beta-beat is proportional to the linear
tune-shifts produced by an ID.
• IDs also introduce octupole-like nonlinear magnetic
fields. These can excite 4th order resonances (4Qx,
4Qy, 2Qx±2Qy) and alter the amplitude-dependant
tune-shifts, potentially driving the working point to
dangerous resonances.
• Planar insertion devices produce linear and nonlinear
tune-shifts only in the vertical plane whereas helical
undulators can affect both planes.

IDs will change beam parameters such as energy spread,
emittance, damping times and energy loss per turn. The
impact on the emittance is particularly significant for
high-field wigglers and IDs located in dispersive
straights. Whereas wigglers in dispersion-free straights
will tend to reduce the emittance, IDs in dispersive
straights can cause an increase. Overall, the insertion
devices in Diamond-II will reduce the emittance but increase the energy loss per turn and energy spread. Damping times are also reduced by the introduction of the IDs,
which has a positive benefit both for helping to damp
instabilities and to reduce the effects from intra-beam
scattering.
When modelling the nonlinear effects of insertion devices, a kick-map approach has been used [2]. Kickmaps
for all the Diamond-II IDs have been produced using
RADIA [3], in formats for use in ELEGANT [4] and
AT [5]. In all other cases, the standard linear model including radiation effects has been used.

ID COMPENSATION STRATEGY
A variety of methods exist to compensate for the effects
of insertion devices. Typically, the optics perturbation is
compensated by adjusting the local quadrupoles using
alpha-matching with global tune correction [6] or a global
optics correction using LOCO [7]. Alternatively, for more
complex devices such as APPLE-II or APPLE-II KNOT
insertion devices, active shim wires can be used [8, 9].
For each case, care must be taken that the combination of
ID plus correction scheme does not break any of the
phase advance constraints required for the -I transformation, Higher Order Achromat (HOA) and 24-fold
symmetry used during optimization of the lattice optics.
The choice of which correction scheme to employ depends both on the ID type and on its location.
A global tune correction has been found to be sufficient
for the weak to moderate strength planar undulators such
as the HPMUs or CPMUs. For high-field devices such as
the super-conducting wigglers (SCW) or helical undulators such as the APPLE IDs, a local feed-forward optics
correction scheme will be required. Detailed studies of the
different types of ID have been conducted, the results of
which are summarised in the following sections.

IDs IN MID-STRAIGHTS
The mid-straights all have moderate dispersion and so
IDs located here will increase the emittance by an amount
that depends on their magnetic field. The equilibrium
energy spread will also be affected. Figure 1 shows how
an insertion device in a mid-straight affects the main
lattice parameters. In particular, the emittance grows
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rapidly for fields above 1.5 T. The peak field for IDs in
mid-straights has therefore been limited to this value.

Figure 1: Impact on machine optics for a 1.5 m long,
17.7 mm period CPMU in a mid-straight location. Top
left: variation of the ‘-I’ condition between the chromatic
sextupoles, top right: induced beta-beat, bottom left:
change in ring tune, bottom right: variation in emittance.
An initial concern about placing IDs in the mid-straights
was that the changing gap or field strength would alter the
phase advance between the chromatic sextupoles and
break the -I transformer conditions. However, since the
tune-shifts due to the IDs are small, this was found to
have only a minor impact on the dynamic aperture and
active correction is not necessary. In fact, since the cells
are tuned to slightly below 3 π and π phase advance, closing the planar IDs was found to be beneficial. In contrast
to the planar devices, the APPLE-II undulators cause a
further detuning in the horizontal plane. Overall, the impact of the mid-straight IDs has been found to be minimal. These IDs are generally relatively low-field devices,
have relatively few periods and are located where the
beta-functions are small. A comparison between the onmomentum dynamic and momentum apertures with and
without the mid-straight IDs over 20 seeds of ‘reduced’
errors is shown in Fig. 2. Details of the reduced errors can
be found in [1].

linear tune-shifts and beta-beat of all the installed IDs.
This beta-beat can in principle be corrected either using
alpha-matching and a global tune correction or using
LOCO. Although alpha-matching was found to suppress
the beta-beat in the majority of the ring, the phase advance in the region close to the ID was altered such that
the cell symmetry and higher-order achromat phase conditions were broken. Correction using LOCO was found
to restore the correct phase advance to a higher degree,
improving the lifetime compared to alpha-matching. The
next most significant devices in the standard straights are
the APPLE-II IDs. These can be operated in different
polarization modes such as circular, vertical, horizontal or
inclined. To investigate how operating the IDs in the
different modes affects operations, separate kickmaps for
each mode have been generated. As with the wigglers,
LOCO correction for these IDs was found to restore the
machine optics better than alpha-matching resulting in a
longer lifetime.

IDs IN LONG STRAIGHTS
Of the six long straights in Diamond-II, five of them
will be used for IDs. Straight I05 currently has an APPLE-II ID with active shim wires for optics correction [8, 9]. The active shims will be retained for Diamond-II, but the ID will be replaced with an APPLE-II
KNOT device. Straights 9 and 13 previously contained
additional quadrupoles to provide double mini-beta optics
and space for two canted IDs [10]. Due to space constraints the mini-beta optics will not be included in Diamond-II, however, the IDs and chicanes will remain.
Straights 17 and 21 will contain APPLE-II IDs. As with
the mid and standard straight IDs, a study of how well the
different correction schemes compensate for the long
straight IDs was conducted. LOCO correction was again
found to out-perform alpha-matching. Using active shim
wires was found to be beneficial for correcting the I05
device, reducing the tune shifts and beta-beat. Active
shim wires for I17 and I21 were also found to reduce the
optics distortions in simulation, however, a decision has
not yet been reached on whether to implement these in
practice. As such, final ID studies have been conducted
assuming purely a LOCO-based compensation has been
applied for all devices other than I05 which contains active shims.

IMPACT OF ALL IDs
Figure 2: Dynamic aperture (left) and momentum aperture
(right) for the case of with and without mid-straight IDs
over 20 seeds of the reduced error. The dynamic apertures
are calculated at the centre of the long straight, with Twiss
parameters as given in [1].

The impact of the IDs on the lattice and beam parameters before optics correction is summarised in Table 1 and
broken down into the different types of straight section
and in combination. This data was calculated assuming
the IDs are all at maximum strength and in the most disruptive polarisation state for the helical undulators.

IDs IN STANDARD STRIGHTS
The highest-field IDs in the standard straights are the
two super-conducting wigglers (SCW) I12 (4.2 T) and I15
(3.5 T). As can be expected, these generate the largest
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Table 1: Impact of IDs on Emittance and Energy Spread
IDs Straight
Mid
Standard
Long
All
Bare

εx
[pm.rad]
178
115
145
121
162

σE
[%]
0.092
0.115
0.090
0.109
0.094

∆βx,y/βx,y
[%]
0.0,1.3
8,19.4
28,11
24.3,19.7
-

∆Qx,y
0.00,0.01
-.01,0.07
-.03,0.03
-.04,0.11
-

The beta-beat before and after optics correction is
shown in Fig. 3 and the corresponding frequency map and
tune shifts with amplitude and energy are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. The 6D dynamic and momentum apertures including RF and radiation damping over
20 reduced error seeds [1] are shown in Fig. 6. All results
presented in this paper have been produced using AT.

Figure 3: Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) beta-beat
with all IDs before and after optics correction. Some
optics distortions remain close to the SCWs in I12 and
I15 and around the APPLE-II IDs in I17 and I21.

Figure 6: Dynamic aperture (6D) (left) and momentum
aperture (right) including all IDs before and after optics
correction using LOCO for 20 reduced error seeds. The
bare lattice results are also shown for reference. The dynamic apertures are calculated at the centre of the long
straight.
The Touschek lifetime has been calculated using 20
seeds of the reduced errors with the RF voltage adjusted
to maximise the lifetime. The vertical emittance has been
fixed at 8 pm rad, the bunch charge is 0.6 nC and the
natural bunch length of 3.6 mm has been assumed. The
injection efficiency has been calculated for 1000 particles,
2500 turns and 4 mm injection offset. These simulations
have been carried out with all IDs after an optics correction with LOCO and for the bare lattice (without IDs) in
presence of all apertures. These results are shown in Table 2. More details can be found in [1].
Table 2: Impact of IDs on Touschek Lifetime and Inj.Eff.
Inj. Eff. (%)
Case
Touschek
lifetime [h]
All IDs with LOCO
2.10±0.03
99.15 ± 0.13
correction
Bare (No IDs)
2.18 ± 0.02
99.99 ± 0.02

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4: Dynamic aperture and frequency map for the
ideal lattice including all IDs after optics correction with
LOCO. The dynamic aperture is calculated at the centre
of the long straight.

Figure 5: Tune shift with amplitude and energy, with and
without IDs calculated at the centre of the long straight.

The impact of IDs on the Diamond-II lattice can be reduced to an acceptable level if LOCO is used to restore
the linear optics. Alpha-matching could also be employed
to correct the linear optics locally for the high field IDs,
however, the lifetime is then significantly degraded due to
the impact on the local phase advance constraints.
One strategy for applying the LOCO correction would
be to correct for the super conducting wigglers only, neglecting the other IDs at this stage. This method causes a
10% degradation of lifetime and 5% drop in injection
efficiency compared to if LOCO is used with all IDs in
their final configuration. Alternative correction strategies
for the IDs are still being considered. However, the evidence found in these studies is that the lifetime can be
restored to close to the ideal values by correcting optics
using LOCO, compared to a factor 2 reduction in lifetime
if no correction is applied.
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BPM ANALYSIS WITH VARIATIONAL AUTOENCODERS
C. C. Hall∗ , J. P. Edelen, J. Einstein-Curtis, M. Kilpatrick, RadiaSoft LLC, Boulder, CO, USA
METHODOLOGY

Abstract
In particles accelerators, beam position monitors (BPMs)
are used extensively as a non-intercepting diagnostic. Significant information about beam dynamics can often be extracted from BPM measurements, and used to tune the accelerator. Common measurement tools such as measurements of kicked beams may become more difficult when
very strong nonlinearities are present or generally when data
is very noisy.
In this work we examine the use of variational autoencoders (VAEs) as a technique for extracting measurements
of the beam from simulated turn-by-turn BPM data. In
particular we show that VAEs may have the possibility to
outperform other dimensionality reduction techniques that
have historically been used to analyze such data. When the
data collection period is limited, or the data is noisy, VAEs
may offer significant advantages.

Analytic Accelerator Model
For exploration of this technique we use data generated
from a simplified model of a circular (periodic) accelerator with analytic solutions [1]. Rather than composing the
accelerator of discrete focusing magnets we consider a uniform focusing channel with coupled optics. This reduces
the problem to that of a coupled harmonic oscillator. We
consider only motion in the transverse plane so that we have
coupled differential equations:
𝑑 2𝑥
+ 𝜈𝑥 𝑥 + 𝐶𝑦 = 0
𝑑𝜃
(1)
𝑑 2𝑦
+ 𝜈𝑦 𝑦 + 𝐶𝑥 = 0.
𝑑𝜃
Where 𝐶 is the coupling strength and 𝜃 = 2𝜋𝑓 𝑡 is the fractional revolution period. The solutions to the coupled equations of motion will then be:

INTRODUCTION
The beam position monitor (BPM) is a ubiquitous diagnostic tool in particle accelerators for monitoring the transverse
position of a passing charged particle beam. Source separation techniques such as independent component analysis
(ICA) are commonly used [1] on data from sets of BPMs
to extract measurements of an accelerator’s operating point,
beyond what might be available from raw BPM signals.
Autoencoder (AE) neural networks seek to create a
reduced-dimensionality representation of their input by training to reproduce that input after data is compressed to a latent
space at lower dimension than the input. The variational autoencoder (VAE) can be seen as an adaptation of the vanilla
AE structure that instead seeks to represent a parameterization of the input data as distributions over the latent space.
This representation by distribution allows for smooth interpolation over the latent space, and makes the VAE a useful
tools for performing inference to make measurements of the
accelerator.
In this work we demonstrate the ability of VAEs to measure tune from an analytic, continuous focusing model that
is representative of the idealized transverse dynamics of a
charge particle beam in an accelerator. In particular we explore the use of variational autoencoders for this task due
to their ability to smoothly interpolate between latent space
values. The capabilities of the VAE are compared against
a vanilla autoencoder, and against a typical ICA analysis.
Even when given data with a very short measurement period,
or noisy measurements VAE models are shown to give good
tune measurements.
∗

chall@radiasoft.net

𝑥 (𝜃) = 𝐴𝑥 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜈+ 𝜃) + 𝐵𝑥 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜈− 𝜃)
𝑦 (𝜃) = 𝐴𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜈+ 𝜃) + 𝐵𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜈− 𝜃) ,

(2)

with the coupled oscillation frequency given by:
𝜈2± =

1
2
(𝜈2𝑥 + 𝜈2𝑦 ± √(𝜈2𝑥 + 𝜈2𝑦 ) + 4𝐶 2 ) .
2

(3)

The principal goal of the analysis tools developed in this
paper will be to extract the correct independent frequencies
from noisy, periodic measurements of 𝑥 and 𝑦. These are
referred to as the tunes, 𝜈𝑥 and 𝜈𝑦 in Equation 1. The amplitude coefficients may be uniquely determined from the
initial 𝑥 and 𝑦 positions, but are not included here as we
do not use them in analyzing performance of the methods
presented.
To create test and training data the continuous 𝑥 and 𝑦 position data generated from the model is sampled as if from 𝑀
BPMs placed around a ring so that BPM 𝑚 will have a phase
offset of 𝜑 = 2𝜋𝑚/𝑀. Noise in the measurements at each
turn 𝑁 is sampled from a normal distribution 𝒩(0, 𝜎𝑀 ).
Where the variance 𝜎𝑀 , representing the noisiness of each
BPM, has been set by sampling from a normal distribution
𝒩(0, 𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 ). An example of data produced from the model
is shown in Fig. 1.

Variational Autoencoders Model
For the VAE model, since we are analyzing time series
data, we use a recurrent network architecture for the encoder
and decoder. The implementation of the VAE architecture
is based on [2] and uses Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
units for both the encoder and decoder. A schematic of
the VAE is shown in Fig. 2 together with the regressor for
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Figure 1: Example of data produced from discrete sampling of Equation 2 to simulate BPM placement around a ring. Data
was created with noise of 𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = 0.25 applied.
extracting measurement of the tune. Both encoder and decoder contain 1 hidden layer of size 90. Linear layers are
used to transform from the LSTM output to the distribution
parameterization for sampling the latent space. The loss
function is composed of two terms: the Kullback–Leibler
divergence [3] — which acts as a regularization term — and
the reconstruction loss. For the reconstruction loss mean
squared error between the encoder input and decoder output
is used.

lation between tune of the data and the latent space vector.
It is expected that the VAE will show significantly better
performance in use for predicting tune, over a standard autoencoder, given its ability to smoothly interpolate across
the latent space.
x

y

1.75
1.50
1.25
1.00
0.75
0.50

Encoder

...

Decoder

0.25

Figure 3: Latent space of the VAE visualized in 2 dimensions using t-SNE. Left: coloring of points corresponds to
horizontal tune 𝜈𝑥 . Right: coloring of points corresponds
to vertical tune 𝜈𝑥 .

Regressor

Figure 2: Structure of the VAE together with regressor which
determines tunes from the latent space distribution parameterization.
The VAE was trained on generated data with a sequence
length of 28 turns and with 56 features (28 BPM measurements of 𝑥 and 28 measurements of 𝑦). Initially training
data amplitude was normalized, however, this seemed to
result in over-fitting and the model would show poor performance when applied to datasets with noise levels or period
that differed from the training set. Training with a dataset
of random initial amplitudes significantly improved overall
performance.
The latent space of the trained VAE is shown in Fig. 3,
reduced to a 2 dimensional representation using t-SNE, generated from a portion of the validation data. The coloring of
points in the latent space by tune suggests very good correMOPOTK038
544

Training for both types of autoencoders was performed
on NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs. A dataset of 50 000 samples
was generated from the analytic accelerator model with Gaussian noise of 𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = 0.25. From this dataset 90 % was used
for training and 10 % for validation.

RESULTS
To assess performance of the VAE model, comparisons
of tune predication — that is 𝜈𝑥 and 𝑛𝑢𝑦 in Eq. (2) — are
made against ICA and a standard autoencoder (AE). The
ICA identification uses the implementation in scikit-learn [4]
sklearn.decomposition.FastICA with 4 components.
The resulting source signals are analyzed using NAFF [5]
as implemented by PyNAFF 1 to obtain measurements of
𝜈𝑥 and 𝜈𝑦 .
For both the AE and VAE models a multilayer perceptron regressor (MLP) model with 3 hidden layers of
1

https://github.com/nkarast/PyNAFF
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Table 1: 𝑅2 Values for Tune Prediction
Model 28 Turns 64 Turns 128 Turns 256 Turns

of the tunes even when the input data contains significant
noise and very few turns.

CONCLUSION

𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = 0.0
ICA
AE
VAE

0.8980
0.9627
0.9807

0.9951
0.7222
0.9869

0.9986
-1.2863
0.9843

1.0000
-6.6645
0.9733

0.8996
-1.2566
0.9857

0.9117
-6.8219
0.9747

-0.7010
-1.1897
0.9843

-0.5698
-6.4335
0.9734

𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = 0.01
ICA
AE
VAE

0.6990
0.9563
0.9814

0.8157
0.7288
0.9869

𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = 0.25
ICA
AE
VAE

-1.6670
0.9561
0.9807

-0.8499
0.7165
0.9867

100, 80 and 40 units and rectified linear unit activation
functions is used to predict the tunes from the latent
space. The regressor was implemented from scikit-learn
sklearn.neural_network.MLPRegressor. Three test
datasets were generated with varying levels of Gaussian
noise, 𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 , of 0.0, 0.01 and 0.25. In a real particle accelerator the relevant length of the turn-by-turn data to use may
vary. To study how each model would handle this we also
generated datasets with varying turn numbers of 28, 64, 128
and 256 turns at each noise level, each of these datasets contained 1000 samples. The ability of each model to predict
the true tune values was quantified using a calculation of the
𝑅2 score of the measured tune from each model against the
true values. The results are summarized in Table 1.
While ICA performs extremely well without noise it does
suffer somewhat when the number of turns available is low.
At high levels of noise ICA fails to make accurate measurements for any number of turns considered. The AE works
well at the training length of 28 turns at all noise levels, but
fails to generalize to inputs with more turn data. In contrast,
the VAE works well in all regimes for both noise level and
number of turns, and is able to provide excellent predictions

We have shown that variational recurrent autoencoders
may offer significant advantages for analysis of data from
beam position monitors in particle accelerators. When the
interval of collected data is short or very noisy the VAE
shows extremely good performance at analyzing important
information, such as the accelerator tune. Use of a model
like a VAE on an actual particle accelerator does come with
the requirement that sufficient data be available for the initial
training. However, given the increasing adoption of machine
learning for particle accelerators large volumes of data are
becoming ever more accessible. In the future the use VAEs
for such analysis could also offer further advantages over
current methods, like ICA, due to its ability to learn nonlinear
relationships in the data.
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IRON YOKE EFFECTS IN QUADRUPOLE MAGNETS FOR HIGH
RIGIDITY ISOTOPE BEAMS∗
D.Greene1† ,Y. Choi1 ,J. DeKamp1 ,S. Manikonda2 ,P. Ostroumov1 ,M. Portillo1 ,J. Wenstrom1 ,T. Xu1
Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, Michigan State University, East Lansing, USA
Advanced Magnet Lab Inc., Melbourne, USA
QUAD STEEL AND SEXTUPOLE
INTERACTION

Abstract
Iron-dominated superconducting magnets are one of the
most popular and most used design choices for superconducting magnetic quadrupoles for accelerator systems. While
the iron yoke and pole tips are economic and effective in
shaping the field, the large amount of iron also leads to
certain drawbacks, namely, unwanted harmonics from the
sextupole correctors nested inside of the quadrupole. Additional problems include the nonlinear field profile present in
the high-field regime engendered by the presence of steel,
and the mechanical and cryogenic design challenges of the
entire iron yoke being part of the cold mass. The presented
work discusses these effects and challenges by comparing
an iron-dominated quadrupole model to an equivalent coildominated quadrupole model. The comparison of their respective magnetic harmonics, integrated strength, multipole
effects, and mechanical challenges demonstrates that the
coil-dominated design is a more favorable choice for select
accelerator systems.

INTRODUCTION
The Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) requires the
transport of secodnary rare isotope beams with high emittance and high magnetic rigidity. The magnetic rigidity of
the beam can reach as high as 8 Tm. For beams that require
large apertures, that is, apertures on the scale of 0.4 m, large
iron yokes for the quadrupole magnets are required in order
to have sufficient strength and uniformity [1]. A number of
issues are introduced when using large iron yokes on this
scale. These include cool down that span weeks and difficulties with alignment of the magnet due to transportation or
thermal cycles. The primary issue with using iron yokes, in
this application is their undesirable interaction with magnetic
sextupole correctors. This effect is the main consideration
of the work presented.
An iron yoke with four pole tips, for quadrupole coils,
interacts with a sextupole inside of the pole tips due to the
difference in their symmetry. This interaction generates a
non-zero dipole component that causes a deflection of the
beam that can be identified from a harmonic analysis [1].
Our group proposes replacing the iron-dominated quads of
the FRIB fragment separator with coil-dominated, iron-free
quads in order to minimize this effect.
∗
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FRIB’s Ferric Superconducting Quadrupole Type-C
(FSQC) is one of the primary magnet types used in the second and third stage of FRIB’s fragment separator, sextupole
model used can be seen in Fig. 1 [1]. For this reason, it is
used to study the effect of the interaction between sextupole
and the quad steel. The operating parameters of FSQC as
well as the other FSQ magnets can be found in Table 1 and
Table 2.

Figure 1: 3D model of FSQC’s Sextupole nested inside of
the quad iron yoke in CST Studio Suite® .

Table 1: Operating Parameters of FSQA, FSQB, & FSQC [1]
Type

FSQA

FSQB

FSQC

Effective Length (m)
Full Aperture (m)
Max Quad Gradient (T/m)
Max Sext. Gradient (T/m2 )
Max Oct. Gradient (T/m3 )

0.723
0.20
13.2
NA
NA

0.400
0.20
17
9.6
48.9

0.790
0.20
14
6.8
48.5

Table 2: Operating Parameters of FSQD & FSQE [1]
Type

FSQD

FSQE

Effective Length (m)
Full Aperture (m)
Max Quad Gradient (T/m)
Max Sext. Gradient (T/m2 )
Max Oct. Gradient (T/m3 )

0.486
0.34
11.9
NA
NA

0.700
0.23
16.6
NA
NA

Sextupole Field Analysis
The field of FSQC’s sextupole was evaluated with CST
Studio Suite® with quad coil current at zero. From the field
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Figure 2: Integrated harmonic decomposition analysis of
FSQC Sextupole with inclusion of quadrupole iron yoke
[1, 2]. Reference radius of analysis is R=8.1cm from beam
axis.

Figure 4: Plot of the X versus Y position for an ensemble of
rays tracked through B-C-B triplet comparing results with
and without the dipole excitation considered.

solution, a harmonic decomposition analysis of the field was
performed to evaluate the field quality [2].
Figure 2 shows that the highest harmonic present, besides
the principle harmonic, is the n=1 dipole harmonic. The
dipole harmonic term is about 20% the strength of the principle sextupole term. For an 8 Tm beam, the highest rigidity
accessible at FRIB, the integrated dipole term would correspond to a 1.2 milliradian deflection across FSQC.

Optical Analysis
An optical study has been done to determine the effects
of this deflection on beam going through a magnet triplet
consisting of two FSQB magnets and one FSQC magnet (BC-B) [1]. Based on the operating parameters and effective
length, the FSQB magnets are assumed to contribute about
half the deflection of each FSQC.

Figure 5: Plot of the X’ versus X phase space plot for an
ensemble of rays tracked through B-C-B triplet comparing
results with and without the dipole excitation considered.

Figure 6: Plot of the Y’ versus Y phase space plot for an
ensemble of rays tracked through B-C-B triplet comparing
results with and without the dipole excitation considered.

Figure 3: Optics simulation of triplet with a beam rigidity of 8 Tm. The top 2 images are without the inclusion
of the dipole harmonic term. The bottom images are the
same calculation with the inclusion of the dipole harmonic
term. Images in the right column are the dispersive plane
and images in left column are the non-dispersive plane. The
ray limits refer to the position and momentum range of the
ensemble of rays tracked. Letter labelling refers to the corresponding FSQ magnet.
The impact of this deflection can seen in Fig. 3 and more
clearly seen when plotted in the phase space and beam center

through the triplet as shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. All ray
ensembles were tracked using COSY INFINITY, an arbitrary
order beam dynamics simulation and analysis code, and
simulated to the second order [3]. Figures 4, 5 and 6 have a
Gaussian phase space of ±0.5 mm for X,Y and ±0.02 mrad
for X’,Y’. The beam center shifts about 2 mm, as shown in
Fig. 4.
It is important to point out that these are only the deflection
effects through one triplet. The rare isotope beams need to
go through 12 FSQB magnets and 4 FSQC magnets in the
second and third stage of the fragment separator, as seen in
Figs. 7 and 8, where this effect will compound and require
some degree of correction.
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Figure 7: Diagram of the presparator and stage 2 and 3 of
FRIB’s fragment separator [1].
Figure 9: Picture of coil dominated quadrupole 3D model
in CST Studio Suite® . Designed to operate to the same field
specifications as FSQC. Model is 1.0 m in length.

Figure 8: Dispersive (top) and non-dispersive (bottom) plane
trajectories through the second and third stages to 5th order
approximation. The beam from the pre-separator enters
from the left. The angle spread depicted here corresponds to
±31 mrad in X and ±35 mrad in Y and the off-momentum
beams shown in red and blue correspond to ±2.3% relative
magnetic rigidity [1].

COIL-DOMINATED QUADRUPOLE
MODEL
As a solution for the interaction between sextupole and
quad steel, we propose coil-dominated quads as an upgrade.
Theses quads will be made using the Walstrom method [4,5].
This method allows one to generate coil geometry in which
fringe field effects are minimized and higher order harmonic
terms are minimized, which enables the creation of highuniformity quads that do not need the assistance of iron
yokes [6, 7].
We have modelled a coil-dominated quadrupole, as seen
in Fig. 9, which was designed to perform to the same field
specifications as the FSQC quad, as seen in Fig. 10. The
field solution of this Walstrom method quadrupole has been
simulated in CST Studio Suite® . The quadrupole field of
FSQC was also evaluated in CST Studio Suite® . An analysis
of each quad’s field was carried out, and a comparison was
made.
Table 3: Coil-Dominated and FSQC Field Performance Comparison. Reference radius of analysis for each is R=8.1 cm
from beam axis.
Parameter
Amp-Turns (A)
Quad Gradient (T/m)
Effective Length (m)
Non-Uniformity (%)
Integrated Strength (T)
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Coil Dominated

FSQC

100,800
16.79
0.787
0.023
13.22

200,900
17.04
0.782
0.25
13.34

Figure 10: Picture of FSQC quad and iron yoke 3D model
in CST Studio Suite® . Quad coils are each 0.9 m in length
and the iron yoke is 0.7 m in length.
One can see from Table 3 the coil-dominated model can
perform to the same specifications as FSQC with lower nonuniformity, by and order of magnitude, while also being
much more compact.

CONCLUSION
Here, we presented a coil-dominated quad design which
can perform to the same field specifications as FSQC. Coildominated would drastically lower the weight of a triplet by
thousands of pounds, reduce cool down time, and reduce
the liquid helium inventory. The proposed coil-dominated
design would require fewer training quenches than FSQC.
The reason for this being that the coil-dominated model
would be wound such that the conductor would be placed
into paths in a metal bobbin. This means less movement of
the conductor is possible than the FSQC quads, which are
wound randomly [8]. Finally the coil-dominated quad eliminates the need for any kind of correction due to sextupole
interactions with the quad steel. For these reasons, using a
coil-dominated model would be an ideal upgrade for select
accelerator systems, such as FRIB.
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PROGRESS ON THE MEASUREMENT OF BEAM SIZE
USING SEXTUPOLE MAGNETS
J. A. Crittenden, H. Duan, A. Fagan, G. H. Hoffstaetter, V. Khachatryan and D. C. Sagan
CLASSE, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
Abstract

Including only terms linear in d𝑘2 𝑙, we have:

Variations in strength of a sextupole magnet in a storage
ring result in changes to the closed orbit, phase functions
and tunes which depend on the position of the beam relative
to the center of the sextupole and on the beam size. Such
measurements have been carried out with 6 GeV positrons
at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring. The initial analysis
presented at IPAC21 has been extended to both transverse
coordinates, introducing additional tune shifts and coupling
kicks caused by skew quadrupole terms arising from the
vertical position of the positron beam relative to the center
of the sextupole. Variations of strength in each of the 76
sextupoles provide measurements of difference orbits, phase
and coupling functions. An optimization procedure applied
to these difference measurements determines the horizontal
and vertical orbit kicks and the normal and skew quadrupole
kicks corresponding to the the strength changes. Continuously monitored tune shifts during the sextupole strength
scans provide a redundant, independent determination of the
two quadrupole terms. Following the recognition that the
calculated beam size is highly correlated with the calibration of the sextupole, a campaign was undertaken to obtain
precise calibrations of the sextupoles and to measure their
offsets relative to the reference orbit, which is defined by
the quadrupole centers. We present the measured distributions of calibration correction factors and sextupole offsets
together with the accuracy in their determination.

2D ANALYTIC DERIVATION FOR BEAM
SIZE DETERMINATION USING
SEXTUPOLE STRENGTH CHANGE
Following the line of argument of our IPAC21 paper [1]
to derive the quadrupole kick d𝑘1 𝑙 and the dipole kicks
d𝑥 ′ and d𝑦′ from a change in sextupole strength d𝑘2 𝑙 using
𝑞𝑙
𝑞𝑙
the sextupole field components 𝑝0 𝐵x = 𝑘2 𝑥𝑦 and 𝑝0 𝐵y =
1
𝑘 (𝑥 2 −𝑦2 ), we obtain three equations with four unknowns:
2 2
d𝑘1 𝑙 = d𝑘2 𝑙 (𝑋0 + d𝑥)

(1)

d𝑦′ = d𝑘2 𝑙 (𝑋0 + d𝑥) (𝑌0 + d𝑦)

(2)

2

d𝑘 𝑙 −2
d𝑘 𝑙 2
d𝑦′
2 d𝑥 ′ = d𝑘2 𝑙 ⎡⎢(
) ( 1 ) + 𝜎2Y − ( 1 ) − 𝜎2X ⎤⎥
d𝑘2 𝑙
d𝑘2 𝑙
⎣ d𝑘2 𝑙
⎦
(3)
We note that these quantities are differences, not differentials.
The equations are exact; there is no expansion.
Assuming initial 𝑘2 𝑙 = 0 and including all terms:
2

𝜎2X − 𝜎2Y = −2
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d𝑘 𝑙 −2
d𝑘 𝑙 2
d𝑥 ′
d𝑦′
+(
) ( 1 ) − ( 1 ) (4)
d𝑘2 𝑙
d𝑘2 𝑙
d𝑘2 𝑙
d𝑘2 𝑙

𝜎2X − 𝜎2Y = −2

d𝑥 ′
+ 𝑌02 − 𝑋02 ,
d𝑘2 𝑙

(5)

where 𝑋0 , 𝑌0 is the initial position of the beam relative to
the center of the sextupole. The is the two-dimensional
generalization of Eq. (5) in our IPAC21 paper.

ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCE ORBIT AND
PHASE MEASUREMENTS: EXAMPLE
Record phase and orbit measurements for eleven sextupole settings. Reference the ten sets of measurements
with nonzero 𝐾2 settings to the 𝐾2 =0 orbit and phase measurements. Fit for the linear terms in Δ𝑏1 (Δ𝑘2 𝑙), Δ𝑦′ (Δ𝑘2 𝑙)
and Δ𝑥 ′ (Δ𝑘2 𝑙). We obtain an estimate for the measurement
uncertainties in Δ𝑏1 , Δ𝑦′ and Δ𝑥 ′ by setting them such that
the 𝜒2 /NDF is unity. The results are shown in Fig. 1 .
The linear term for Δ𝑏1 gives the initial horizontal position of the beam relative to the sextupole center: 𝑋0 = 4.943 ± 0.029 mm. The linear term for Δ𝑝𝑦
gives the initial value for the product of horizontal
and vertical beam positions relative to the sextupole
center: 𝑋0 𝑌0 = 3.79 ± 0.13 mm2 . From this we obtain 𝑌0 = 0.766 ± 0.26 mm. The linear term for Δ𝑝𝑦
(−12.45 ± 0.28 × 10−6 rad/m−2 ) and Eq. (5) are used to calculate the value 𝜎2𝑥 − 𝜎2𝑦 = 1.03 ± 0.53 mm2 . The vertical
beam size is typically 20x smaller than the horizontal, so we
can deduce with good accuracy 𝜎𝑥 = 1.01 ± 0.26 mm. This
result is consistent with the value expected from the optics.

FIRST-ORDER 2D ANALYSIS OF
TUNE SHIFTS FROM NORMAL (𝑏1 )
AND SKEW QUAD (𝑎1 ) TERMS
Defining the normal and skew quad multipole coefficients,
𝑏1 =

1 𝑞𝐿 d𝐵Y
= K2 𝐿 x
2! 𝑃0 dx

(6)

𝑎1 =

1 𝑞𝐿 d𝐵X
= K2 𝐿 y
2! 𝑃0 dx

(7)

we have the familiar results for the tune shifts from the normal quad term:
Δ𝜇𝑥 = −𝑏1 𝛽𝑥 /2
(8)
Δ𝜇𝑦 = 𝑏1 𝛽𝑦 /2

(9)

The tune shifts from the skew quad terms can be shown [2]
to be
𝛽𝑥 𝛽𝑦 sin 𝜇𝑦
Δ𝜇𝑥 = −𝑎12
(10)
4 (cos 𝜇𝑥 − cos 𝜇𝑦 )
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Figure 2: Example of the measurement and analysis procedure to obtain the calibration correction factor and horizontal
offset relative to the reference orbit, which is defined by the
quadrupole centers. See text for details.

Figure 1: These three plots show the results of fitting difference orbit and phase measurements with values for the
normal quadrupole kick (Δ𝑏1 , top), and the vertical (Δ𝑦′ ,
middle) and horizontal (Δ𝑥 ′ , bottom) dipole kicks at the sextupole when its strength d𝑘2 𝑙 was varied. The annotations
show that the linear terms in these polynomial fits provide
values for the horizontal and vertical beam positions relative
to the center of the sextupole, as well as for the squared beam
size difference 𝜎2𝑥 − 𝜎2𝑦 .

Δ𝜇𝑦 = 𝑎12

𝛽𝑥 𝛽𝑦 sin 𝜇𝑥
4 (cos 𝜇𝑥 − cos 𝜇𝑦 )

(11)

Superposing the two contributions to the tunes and isolating 𝑎1 and 𝑏1 , we obtain their values as functions of known
quantities when the tune shifts are measured:
−𝑏1
(𝛽𝑥 sin 𝜇𝑥 − 𝛽𝑦 sin 𝜇𝑦 )
2
(12)
𝛽
𝛽
sin
𝜇
−
𝛽
sin
𝜇
(𝛽
)
𝑥 𝑦
𝑥
𝑥
𝑦
𝑦
𝛽𝑦 Δ𝜇𝑥 +𝛽𝑥 Δ𝜇𝑦 +𝑎12
(13)
4 (cos 𝜇𝑥 − cos 𝜇𝑦 )
sin 𝜇𝑥 Δ𝜇𝑥 + sin 𝜇𝑦 Δ𝜇𝑦 +

The second equation shows that
𝑏1 = 2 (

Δ𝜇𝑦 Δ𝜇𝑥
−
)
𝛽𝑦
𝛽𝑥

(14)

is more independent of 𝑎1 than 𝑏1 derived from either Δ𝜇𝑥
or Δ𝜇𝑦 alone.
The 2D calculations of 𝑏1 and 𝑎1 are sensitive to cancellation divergences. The values of the initial tunes are such

that sin 𝜇𝑥 ≃ −0.4 and sin 𝜇𝑦 ≃ −0.8. Thus the formula for
𝑏1 and 𝑎1 both diverge for 𝛽𝑥 ≃ 2𝛽𝑦 .
For simplicity of presentation, we have used here the
approximation cos (𝜇 + Δ𝜇) − cos 𝜇 = Δ𝜇 sin 𝜇. This
approximation breaks down near the half-integer resonance.
In fact, the quadratic term in Fig. 1 of Ref. [1] was later
shown to arise from this approximation, rather than from the
quadratic term d𝑘2 𝑙 d𝑥. With this approximation removed,
the quadratic term is consistent with the horizontal beam
motion arising from the sextupole strength term. Our choice,
however, is to use only linear terms in the calculation of beam
size, since these are much more accurately determined.

SEXTUPOLE CALIBRATION AND OFFSET
MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
Inspection of the equation for the beam size shows 1) the
most accurate beam size measurement is obtained when the
beam is at the center of the sextupole, since the uncertainties
in 𝑋0 and 𝑌0 do not contribute, and 2) in that case, the value
of the beam size and the uncertainty in d𝑘2 𝑙 are perfectly
correlated. The procedure for determining the beam size
is at cross purposes to obtaining the sextupole calibration,
since one cannot calibrate a sextupole with the beam at the
center of it.
The procedure developed for obtaining the calibration of
each sextupole consisted of measuring the horizontal and
vertical tune changes for a given change in 𝑘2 for five beam
positions set by a closed bump. For this analysis we neglect
small corrections arising from the beam motion consequential to the beam size.
The example of such measurements shown in Fig. 2 again
uses the method of estimating uncertainties in the slope
and offset determinations by adjusting the residual weights.
The slopes are of opposite sign and approximately in the
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east and west arcs of the CESR ring. Horizontal and vertical
tunes were measured by shaking the beam and locking to the
tune [3]. Thirty-two single-pole-filtered 60-Hz samples were
averaged, resulting in tune measurement RMS fluctuations
between about 20 and 200 Hz. Those values are 174 Hz
(horizontal) and 69 Hz (vertical) in the example shown in the
previous section. This procedure required about 3 minutes
per sextupole. The accuracy was shown to improve when additional 1-second averaging was included. For an additional
16 measurements, the tune accuracy improved by nearly a
factor of four and the duration increased from three to ten
minutes.
The calibration correction factor is derived from a measured/theory ratio for the beta-weighted tune shift differences, where the theory value assumes the nominal calibration value used for the sextupoles during operations. A
rough estimate of 5% for the variations due to construction
tolerances was made during the initial field measurements
in 1998 [4]. Our measurements show an RMS deviation
of 9.5% with a mean value of 1.009 ± 0.010. The uncertainties average 2.9% with an RMS spread of 2.0%.
The values of the horizontal offsets relative to the
quadrupole centers are obtained by identifying the horizontal
position at the sextupole which results in zero tune shift. The
weighted average of the two values shown in the example in
the previous section provides the value 0.543 ± 0.045 mm
The values for all sextupoles are shown in Fig 3. With several exceptions, the RMS spread in the offsets is found to
be 0.83 mm. The uncertainties average 43 microns with an
RMS spread of 28 microns.

SUMMARY
Figure 3: Results for the calibration correction factor (top)
and horizontal offset (bottom) for each of the 76 CESR
sextupoles. The RMS spread in correction factors (offsets)
is 9.5% (0.83 mm).
ratio of the beta values, modulo a coupling contribution (e.g.
vertical sextupole offset.) The two measurements provide independent determinations of the horizontal sextupole offset
relative to the reference orbit.
The calibration correction factors were obtained by using
the beta-weighted difference of the horizontal and vertical
tune shifts, which is insensitive to skew contributions and
thus largely independent of vertical offset of the sextupole
as can be inferred from the full 2D derivation of the tune
shifts presented in the previous section.

RESULTS FOR SEXTUPOLE
CALIBRATION CORRECTION FACTORS
AND HORIZONTAL OFFSETS
The procedure described in the previous section resulted
in the values for the calibration correction factors and horizontal offsets shown in Fig. 3 for the 76 sextupoles in the
MOPOTK040
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These measurements improve our model of the CESR
ring optics and provide valuable information to our beam
size analysis.
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MAGNETIC FIELD NOISE SEARCH
USING TURN-BY-TURN DATA AT CESR∗
V. A. Khachatryan† , J. J. Barley, M. H. Berry, A. T. Chapelain, D. L. Rubin, J. P. Shanks, S. T. Wang
CLASSE, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, USA
Abstract
A method for locating for magnetic field noise has been
developed using the CESR beam turn-by-turn beam position
data. The technique was validated using Monte-Carlo samples and turn-by-turn real data with induced noise in one of
the CESR dipole magnets. We estimate the analysis sensitivity for the noise sources slower than 4 kHz (or 100 CESR
turns) with the current CESR BPM system on the level of
1 𝜇rad or 0.2 Gs×m field integral. In this work we report
the observed noise sources and the improvements achieved
by applying this technique. Long-term, several hours, beam
stability analysis is also performed using the same method.

INTRODUCTION
Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) [1], was constructed as an electron-positron collider operating at a centerof-mass energy in the range of 3.5-8 GeV. CESR is now used
as an x-ray source for a state-of-the-art x-ray facility, known
as the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS,
or CHESS-U after the recent upgrade).
CHESS-U beams are considered fully “stable” in the vertical plane if the vertical position of the centroid at the light
observation points drift less than 3 𝜇m over all time scales,
and the beam trajectory simultaneously varied by less than
1 𝜇rad. The equivalent numbers in the horizontal direction
would be 60 𝜇m and 5 𝜇rad. These stability requirements
come from the 10% stability requirement standard used at
many light sources.
Our aim is to develop methods to improve the CESR beam
stability. In this paper we will discuss one of the techniques
based on turn-by-turn beam data analysis, its sensitivity,
and the stability improvements achieved by applying the
technique.

ANALYSIS METHOD, SIMULATIONS AND
VALIDATION
The positron beam stability depends on the stability of
the magnetic fields and positions of the ring magnets. The
beam is also sensitive to the environment where the beam
components are installed.
For the beam coordinate measurements CESR Beam Position Monitors (BPM) [2] are used. Along the CESR ring
there are 110 BPMs, their four-electrode design allows measurements of both the horizontal and vertical coordinates
with 10 𝜇m single-turn precision. The BPM system data
∗
†
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acquisition (DAQ) allows accumulation of data for up to
300k turns from each BPM.
In this work the noise frequency is divided into three
ranges:
• high – periodicity corresponds to several turns (tens of
kHz);
• medium – from several tens of turns to thousands of
turns (∼ 10 kHz to a few Hz);
• low – from minutes to days.
This division important since the method being discussed
can only be applied to the medium and low frequency ranges.
For the medium frequency noise search the input is CESR
BPM turn-by-turn data files, while for the low frequency
noise, the data is averaged over 1024 turns.
The inductance of the magnets, as well as the vacuum
chambers will prevent the high frequency noises from penetration into the beam pipe. Previous studies showed that
frequencies above 360 Hz are suppressed significantly by the
CESR aluminum vacuum chamber which cover most of the
CESR ring. Noise suppression by the stainless steel vacuum
chamber is not observed for the frequencies up to 720 Hz.
However, only a few short (no more than 5-10 m) CESR
sections are covered by stainless steel chambers. Therefore,
the medium and low frequency magnetic noise searches are
prioritized. For such frequency ranges, the orbit distortion
due to localized kicks can be described by the following
formula [3]
𝑁

𝑓 (𝑠) = ∑ 𝜃𝑖
𝑖=1

√𝛽(𝑠)𝛽(𝑠𝑖 )
𝑐𝑜𝑠(|𝜙(𝑠) − 𝜙(𝑠𝑖 )| − 𝜋𝑄), (1)
2𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜋𝑄)

where 𝑓 (𝑠) is the closed orbit function for 𝑁 kicks, 𝑖 is the
index of kicks, 𝜃𝑖 is the beam deflection angle by the 𝑖-th
kick, 𝛽(𝑠) and 𝛽(𝑠𝑖 ) are the ring lattice beta functions at
location 𝑠 and at the kick location 𝑠𝑖 , the CESR betatron tunes
are 16.556 and 12.636 for horizontal and vertical planes
respectively, 𝜙(𝑠) and 𝜙(𝑠𝑖 ) are the lattice betatron phase
advances at locations 𝑠 and at the location of the kicker 𝑠𝑖 .
The analysis code is written using the ROOT package [4],
and it uses Minuit-Migrad [5] minimization method to fit
the data with (1) formula. The fit parameters are the kick
𝑠-coordinates and angles 𝜃. We allow the code to increase
the number of kicks as far as the fit 𝜒2 improvement is
more than the specified threshold (default is 15). And it
stops adding more kicks when the total number of the kicks
reaches the maximum number (default is 8), or if there is no
𝜒2 improvement more than the threshold. A fit example is
shown on Fig 1.
In the analysis each consecutive group of 50 turns is averaged and a fit is performed for them (50 turns is just an
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Figure 1: A fit example: During this data taking 300 Hz
sinusoidal horizontal magnetic field is induced at s=510.2 m
(at BPM 65). The black markers are the difference between
reference and 𝑖-th orbit, where the reference orbit is the
average over 65k turns and the i-th orbit is the average over
50 turns starting turn 22800. The red markers represent fit
results using formula (1). In this example the analyzer found
two kicks, one is at 𝑠1 =511.1 m (at BPM 65), 𝜃1 =3.5 𝜇rad,
and 𝑠2 =53.6 m, 𝜃2 =-0.57 𝜇rad.
example, details see below). Figure 2 (top) shows the distribution of all the kick angles that the analyzer found in a
data set with 65000 turns, the kick angle dependence on the
turn number can be seen on the Fig. 2 bottom plot.

for the current CESR BPM system, which depends on the
number of turns being averaged, is summarized in Table1.
The more turns are averaged for the orbit calculation the
better are the results, however, using more turns weakens the
sensitivity for higher frequency noises. The sensitivity also
depends on the beta function at the noise location. In the
MC simulations the noise is located half way around the ring
(𝑠=384 m, 𝛽=11 m), which was one of the anticipated noise
sources after the preliminary data analyses of the horizontal
orbit.
Table 1: The table shows the minimum detectable kick angle
depending the number of turns averaged for each orbit extraction. The kick is considered detected if its 𝑠-coordinate,
Gaussian fit mean value, is found better than 5 m.
Number of
averaged turns

Sensitivity for 10 𝜇m
single shot BPM
resolution [rad]

1
10
25
100

5E-5
1E-5
5E-6
2E-6

Kick angle (sum) [µrad]

DATA ANALYSIS
100
80
60
40
20
0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

Kicker position s [m])
Kick angle (θ) [µrad]
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4
3
2
1
0
−1
−2
22000

23000

24000

25000

26000

27000

Turn number in TBT data

Figure 2: Fit summary distribution (top) is the sum of absolute values of the kick angles. Horizontal axis show the
𝑠-coordinate, where kicks were found. vs kick s-coordinate.
The red curve on the graph is a Gaussian fit with peak at
511.6 m, and 𝜎=1.27 m. The bottom graph shows the kick
angle vs turn number. The induced noise frequency is 300 Hz
(1300 turns). The power supply is unipolar, therefore the
angle distribution is not completely sinusoidal.
To study the sensitivity of the method, Monte-Carlo (MC)
samples with different amplitudes of sinusoidal kick angles
were produced using BMAD [6] simulation package.
The 𝑖-th orbit is calculated using the average coordinates
of N number of turns. The resulting method sensitivity
MOPOTK041
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Horizontal orbit analysis, medium frequency range:
In the following data analyses 100-turn averaging is used for
the orbit calculations. The horizontal orbit analysis summary
distribution Fig.3 (top) has a sharp peak at 𝑠 ≈ 385.6 m,
the width of the peak is about 1.7 m. Figure 3 (bottom)
shows the kick angle dependence on the turn number. The
average distance between two positive peaks is 2170 turns,
which corresponds to 180 Hz (CESR revolution frequency is
390.14 kHz). This observation later was confirmed during
magnetic field direct measurements using hall probes, and
the source of the 180 Hz field was determined to be a power
supply located nearby the CESR beam pipe, which was
upgraded later to reduce its magnetic noise. After the power
supply upgrade the horizontal orbit modulation average (over
all the BPMs) RMS goes down from 6.9 𝜇m to 5.0 𝜇m.
Worth mentioning that in this location the CESR beam pipe
is stainless steel and not aluminum.
Vertical orbit analysis, medium frequency range: A
similar analysis is performed for the vertical plane. The
analysis results helped to identify and mitigate several 60 Hz
noise sources:
• a power supply output 60 Hz noise at s ∼ 0 m;
• magnet cooling fans at the electron transfer line (s ∼
510 m), which were very close to the beam pipe.
• also the synchrotron, which is in a few feet distance
from CESR beam pipe induce some 60 Hz noise. The
synchrotron 60 Hz is stronger at the locations, where
the CESR pipe is not covered by any magnet, there are
several such straight sections on the CESR ring.
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 3: The horizontal kick angle summary distribution
(top) is the sum of absolute values of the kick angles vs kick
s-coordinate. The red curve on the top graph is a Gaussian
fit with peak at 385.6 m, and 𝜎=1.7 m. The bottom graph
shows the kick angle vs turn number. the distance between
peaks is 2170 turns which correspond to 180 Hz.
Eliminating all the above mentioned 60 Hz noise sources
the vertical orbit modulation average (over all the BPMs)
RMS goes down from 7 𝜇m to 3.5 𝜇m.
Slow noise search: During nominal CHESS operation,
1-minute interval 1024-turn averaged data files are recorded
instead of turn-by-turn data. The same technique was used
to analyze these orbits, and the results pointed to two locations where the beam gets vertical kicks. The kick angles
change for about 12 hours, and later stabilize as long as the
CESR magnets are turned on. Further investigations showed
that this is a warming effect which moves two quadrupoles
vertically. These quadrupoles are installed on relatively long
stands which are impacted by thermal expansion (3∘ − 5∘ C
temperature rise), the quadrupole position change is estimated about 150 𝜇m. The kick angle summary distribution
is shown on Fig.4 (top). Middle and bottom distributions
correspond to the kick angle change as a function of orbit
number at s∼260 m and s∼500 m respectively.

CONCLUSION
A method has been developed for magnetic field noise
search using CESR turn-by-turn data. The sensitivity of the
method was studied using simulated samples, and we found
that 1 𝜇rad kicks should be detectable.
Data analyses have been performed, and several locations
with magnetic field noise were identified in the horizontal
and vertical planes with the frequencies 180 Hz and 60 Hz
respectively. After the noise sources were removed the beam
looks significantly stable. Eliminating the observed noise
sources the vertical orbit modulation average RMS goes
down from 7 𝜇m to 3.5 𝜇m, and the horizontal RMS from
6.9 𝜇m to 5.0 𝜇m.

Kick angle (θ) [µrad]

−1
−2

0
− 10
− 20
− 30
0

Figure 4: The kick angle summary distribution (top) points
two locations where the beam gets the strongest kicks. The
middle and bottom distributions correspond to kick angle
dependence on the orbit number at s∼270 m and s∼500 m
respectively.
The same method has been applied on 1024-turn
averaged orbit data files recorded with 1 minute intervals,
and identified two locations on the CESR ring, where the
beam gets vertical kicks.
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WAKEFIELD EFFECTS EVALUATION
ON NANOMETER SMALL BEAM AT KEK-ATF
Y. Abe∗ , SOKENDAI, Tsukuba, Japan
K. Kubo, T. Okugi, N. Terunuma, KEK and SOKENDAI, Tsukuba, Japan
Abstract
The KEK Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) is an R&D facility for the final focus system to develop the nanometer beam
technology required for the International Linear Collider.
We have confirmed 41 nm vertical beam size at the focal
point of the KEK-ATF final focus test beamline, while the
original designed goal is 37 nm. However, strong intensity
dependence of the beam size exists due to wakefield. In
order to produce the small beam stably, clear understanding
of wakefield effects is necessary. In past studies, simulation
results were compared with experiments and showed that
the influence of some vacuum components and BPMs were
significant. However, these results did not well agree quantitatively. Further investigations of the wakefield effect to the
beam are being performed with more realistic simulations of
the wakefield calculation including some wakefield sources,
which were not considered in the past studies. This report
presents the current status of the research.

INTRODUCTION
The Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) at KEK is a R&D
facility for beam control and measurement techniques to
develop nanometer level beam required for the International
Linear Collider (ILC) [1]. The goal is to realize 37-nm
vertical beam size and develop beam position control technology in the nanometer level (ATF2 project). The facility
consists of an injector, a LINAC, a Damping Ring, and an
extraction (EXT) and a final focus (FF) beamline (ATF2
beamline shown in Fig. 1). In 2016, it was confirmed that
the beam size reached 41 nm. The beam size at ATF depends on the bunch intensity mainly due to wakefield. In
November 2016, the ATF2 beamline was substantially modified to investigate the effect of wakefield. The intensity
dependence was mitigated after removal of some wakefield
sources and modification of some vacuum components from
the FF beamline. Understanding the effects of wakefield is
important for realizing stable nanometer beam [2].
The simulation results were compared with experimental
results and shown that some vacuum components and BPMs
had significant effect [3–5]. However, the experimental results were twice as large as the simulation results [5]. We
suspect some non-negligible wakefield sources exist which
had not been included in the simulations. Our past analysis considered only the major wake sources (bellows, cavity
BPM and vacuum flanges). Therefore, we performed simulations reproducing more realistic beamlines to confirm more
detailed effects on the beam. We considered some vacuum
components located in EXT line and shielded components in
∗
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FF line, and their misalignment and deformation. This paper
reports updated wakefield calculations and their effects on
the beams.

WAKEFIELD CALCULATION
A wakefield is an excited electromagnetic field generated
by a beam passing through a structure. A particle at a longitudinal position 𝑠𝑤 with respect to the bunch center will
be kicked by Δ𝑝𝑥,𝑦 , expressed as 𝑞1 𝑊𝑥,𝑦 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠𝑤 ) where the
transverse wakepotential is defined as:
𝑒
∫{𝐸𝑧 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡) ∓ 𝑐𝐵𝑦,𝑥 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡)}d𝑧 ,
𝑞1
(1)
where we assume an ultra-relativistic beam passing transverse position 𝑥 and 𝑦, the bunch center passes 𝑧 = 0 at time
𝑡 = 0, 𝑞1 is the total bunch charge, and 𝑡 = (𝑧 + 𝑠𝑤 )/𝑐.
The excited wakefield is calculated by GdfidL [6] which is
an electromagnetic field simulation code. Wakefield sources
at ATF2 beamline is shown in Fig. 1. The 3D models were
constructed to reproduce the actual geometrical shape of the
wakefield souces. For example, a model of 5-mm deforming
bellows with RF shield is shown in Fig. 2. We assumed that
a normal distribution bunch with root mean square (RMS)
length of 7.0 mm. Figure 3 shows the calculated wake potentials. The vertical axis shows the wake potential of the beam
passing 𝑦 = 1 mm offset from the geometrical center, and the
horizontal axis shows the distance from the beam center 𝑠𝑤 .
Table 1 shows the peak of the wakepotential, quantity and
location of wakefield sources.
We evaluated the beam size by using the position of simulated particles at virtual interaction point (IP),where the
beam size is minimized at ATF2 beamline, to evaluate the
effects on small beam. The position change of the particle
at the IP, Δ𝑦IP , is calculated approximately as Eq. 2, where 𝑖
is the index for all wakefield sources, 𝑎𝑖 is the vertical misalignment of the source, 𝛽𝑖 the beta-function at the source,
𝛽IP the beta-function at IP, and Δ𝜙𝑖 is the phase advance
from the source to IP [8]:
𝑊𝑥,𝑦 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠𝑤 ) ≡

Δ𝑦IP ≃

𝑞1
𝑊 (𝑥 = 0, 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑠𝑤 ) √𝛽wake 𝛽IP sin Δ𝜙𝑖 .
𝐸 𝑦

(2)

The wakefield effect of each type of source can be expressed by 𝑊s-eff , from the RMS of Eq. 2, considering many
beamlines with different sets of random misalignments with
RMS 𝑎 in a unit of mm, as:
𝑞
(RMS of Δ𝑦IP ) ≈ 1 √𝛽IP 𝑊s-eff
𝐸
𝑊s-eff ≡ 𝑎 𝑊𝑦 (0, 1) ∑ √𝛽𝑖 sin Δ𝜙i
(3)
𝑖
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Figure 1: ATF2 beamline layout and wakefield sources.
Table 1: Peak Wakepotential at Beam Offset 𝑦 = 1 mm, Random Misalignment RMS 𝑎 = 1 mm.

EXT

Figure 2: GdfidL calculated model of deformed bellows
with wakefield mitigation shield.
FF
EXT
FF

Wakefield source
Bellows
Septum magnet
chamber*
Vacuum port
Optical Transition
Radiation monitor
Cavity BPM
Shielded bellows*
Shielded vac. port*
Vacuum Flange
(ICF70)
Reference Cavity

Qty
51

𝑊𝑦 (0, 1)
0.117

𝑊s-eff
4.07

3

0.440

0.54

15

0.027

0.59

4

0.021

0.03

24
37
14
112
102
2

0.115
0.001
0.004

10.10
0.44
0.45
2.52
8.64
2.18

0.028
0.154

EXT: EXTraction beamline, FF: Final Focus beamline
*newly calculated

Figure 3: Transverse wakepotentials in ATF2 beamline by
GdfidL. Vertical: wake potential 𝑊𝑦 (0, 1), horizontal: distance from bunch center 𝑠.
where, an approximation is used, replacing 𝑠𝑊 depending 𝑊𝑦,𝑖 (𝑥 = 0, 𝑦 = 1 mm, 𝑠𝑤 ) by its peak
𝑊𝑦 (0, 1) ≡ max[|𝑊𝑦,𝑖 (𝑥 = 0, 𝑦 = 1 mm, 𝑠𝑤 )|]. The effects of the wakefield is related to the quantity and 𝛽
function at wakefield sources. For example, septum magnet
chamber has four times stronger wake potential than cavity
BPM. However, estimated effect 𝑊s-eff is weaker than cavity
BPM. The detail effects of the wakefield are discussed in the
next section. We also calculated deformed bellows, which
have not been considered in the past studies. The results are
shown in Fig. 4, where the vertical axis shows the peak of
the wake potential for different deformations from 1 to 5
mm as in Fig. 2. Lines show 3rd order polynomial fittings.
The excited wakefield is mitigated to around 1/10 by the
shield.

TRACKING SIMULATION
The effects of short range wakefield on the bunch were
evaluated by Strategic Accelerator Design (SAD) [7] which

Figure 4: Transverse peak wakepotentials of deformed bellows. Left: bellows without shield, Right: bellows with
shield.

is a computer code developed at KEK. ATF2 beamline optics
is shown in Fig. 5.
We assumed that each wakefield source had a random
misalignment and simulations were performed with 100
different random seeds. Based on the measurements, the
misalignment of cavity BPM was set with 0.3 mm mean with
0.5 mm RMS, and other vacuum components were set with
0 mean and 1 mm RMS. The vacuum flange had the same
misalignment with the attached wakefield source. The kick
angle due to the wakefield, expressed as an angular change
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Figure 5: ATF2 design optics calculated by SAD.
Table 2: Calculation Results of Beam Size Growth by Wakefield (Bunch Population: 8.0e9).
Wakefield
Source
No wake (design)
Septum magnet
chamber*
EXT
Vacuum port*
Bellows
EXT All
Cavity BPM
Shielded
FF
vacuum port*
Shielded bellows*
Vacuum flange
FF All
EXT+FF All

Misalign
[mm]

Mean beamsize
±SDOM [nm]
37.9

±1

37.8 ±0.1

±1
±1
0.3± 0.5

37.9 ±0.2
38.4 ±0.7
38.4 ±0.7
40.8 ±3.2

±1

37.8 ±0.007

±1
-

bellows and vacuum flange) and by more realistically calculated wakefields (Table 2 *) , and offset dependence of
the wakefields with polynomial interpolation and bellows
deformation(square and pentagon in Fig. 6). The deformation is derived as the difference of the misalignments of the
bellows and its attached component.
As a result, there is no significant difference between two
results. Effects of the newly considered wakefield are small
even considering offset dependence and deformation. The
result is similar to that in the previous study.

40.9 ±1.7
43.8 ±2.3
57.8 ±3.3
66.4 ±3.2
*newly calculated

CONCLUSION

′
Δ𝑦wake
of the particle, is:
′
= Δ𝑝𝑦 /𝑝0 =
Δ𝑦wake
′
≈
Δ𝑦wake

𝑞1
𝑊 (𝑥 = 0, 𝑦 = 𝑦 ̄ − 𝑦𝑚 , 𝑠𝑤 )
𝐸 𝑦
3

𝑞1
∑ 𝑊 (𝑥 = 0, 𝑠𝑤 ) (𝑦 ̄ − 𝑦𝑚 )𝑖 ,
𝐸 𝑖=0 𝑦𝑖

(4)
(5)

where 𝑦 ̄ is the position of the center of the bunch, 𝑦𝑚 is the
misalignment of the wakefield source. We assumed offset dependence of the wakefield with scaling 𝑞1 𝑊 (𝑦 = 1, 𝑠𝑤 )𝑦/𝐸
in the previous study. In this study, we took an offset dependence with 3rd order polynomial interpolation as Eq. 5
shown in Fig. 4 (dashed line).
Table 2 and Fig. 6 show the results. We evaluate effects
of wakefield with the mean and standard deviation of the
mean (SDOM) of the RMS beam size. Dashed lines are
fitting curves, where 𝜔 and 𝜎𝑦0 are fitting parameters, 𝑄 is a
beam intensity, and 𝜔 is an intensity dependence parameter
that quantifies the effect of the wakefield. Table 2 shows
beam size growth with the wakefield which is using scaled
from the wakefield for 1mm offset. The effect of wakefield
at the EXT beamline is smaller than the FF beamline because beta function in EXT beamline is much smaller. We
compared results by major wakefield sources (cavity BPM,
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Figure 6: ATF2 intensity dependence calculation comparison. Vertical: IP beamsize, Horizontal: beam intensity.

The intensity dependence of the beam size at ATF, mainly
due to wakefield, were measured and simulated in the previous studies. We suspected some non-negligible wakefield
sources existed because the experimental results were twice
as large as the simulation results. We only considered major
wakefield sources in the simulation with scaled wakefield
to approximate offset dependence. Therefore, we have been
performing more realistic simulation in order to understand
the detail effects of the wakefield. The simulation includes
wakefield sources, which were not considered in the past
studies, and offset dependence with polynomial interpolation
including bellows deformation.
The results are similar to that in the previous study. We
have not considered the dynamic effects of orbit changes
and realistic beam optics (e.g. magnet misalignment, 𝑥-𝑦
coupling and orbit feed back). We will continue the studies
in order to understand the phenomena in the experiments
clearly.
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GENERATION OF HIGH EMITTANCE RATIOS IN HIGH CHARGE
ELECTRON BEAMS AT FACET-II∗
O. Camacho† , UCLA Department of Physics and Astronomy, Los Angeles, CA, USA
A. Halavanau, R. Robles, Stanford University Department of Applied Physics
and SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA, USA
Abstract
Experiments foreseen at FACET-II, including dielectric
plasma wakefield acceleration and linear collider tests, call
for electron beams with highly asymmetric transverse emittances - so called "flat beams". A canonical recipe for the
generation of such beams is injecting a magnetized beam
at a waist into an appropriately tuned skewed quadrupole
triplet channel. However, due to the intense non-linear
space-charge forces that dominate nC bunches, this method
presents difficulties in maintaining the flatness. We proceed
with generalized round-to-flat-beam (RTFB) transformation,
which takes into account the non-negligible divergence of
the beam at the channel entrance, using a quartet of skewed
quadrupoles. Our analytical results are further optimized in
ELEGANT and GPT simulation programs and applied to
the case of the FACET-II beamline. Non-ideal cathode spot
distributions obtained from recent FACET-II experiments
are used for accurate numerical modeling. Tolerances to
quadrupole strengths and alignment errors are also considered, with an eye towards developing hardware specifications.

INTRODUCTION
Beam transport in PWA schemes is susceptible to transverse wakefields excited by particles far from the nominal
axis. These wakefields have the potential to induce instabilities that spoil or even disintegrate the beam, and their
presence therefore presents a strict limiting factor on the
distances over which bunches can be immersed in intense
accelerating gradients. It has been shown [1], [2] however,
that such instabilities may be mitigated by employing a combination of a horizontal slab geometry in the accelerating
structure and a matching transverse beam distribution. That
is, an asymmetric flat beam. At a waist, 𝜎𝑖 ∼𝜖𝑖 , so that the
𝑥
product 𝜎𝑥 𝜎𝑦 ∼𝜖⊥ is fixed, while the ratio 𝜎
𝜎𝑦 ought to be
maximized. Optimal stability requires that emittance from
one transverse phase space plane be transferred into the
other, thus achieving the desired asymmetry condition while
respecting preservation of 4D emittance. This is achieved
by exploiting conservation of canonical angular momentum
Lc = r × (eA + p). Imparting a beam with angular momentum, then removing, one can produce a beam which is much
larger in one transverse dimension than the other, as desired.
Real experimental conditions, of course, cause deviation
from this ideal target. We therefore deem it worthwhile to
∗
†
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benchmark error tolerance to ensure that the optimum found
is a relatively stable one.

Modeling the FACET-II Injector
The highly nonlinear dynamics involved in modeling the
emission and acceleration of a high-charge bunch necessitate
a full 3-d treatment of space-charge and image-charge effects,
for which the General Particle Tracer (GPT) code [3] is well
suited. The bunch and low-energy beamline are therefore
modeled in GPT; once the beam energy reaches 134 MeV,
space-charge forces are sufficiently suppressed to permit
the use of the ELEGANT [4] tracking code for further optimizations. The beam spot on the cathode is generated from
experimentally measured images of the UV laser spot to be
used at FACET-II to ensure fidelity between the dynamics
in simulation and experiment.
In practice, the initial canonical angular momentum of
the beam is supplied by immersing the cathode in an axial
magnetic field 𝐵 𝑧,𝑀 , provided by a solenoid around a 1.5
cell S-band photo-gun. Upon exiting the gun at an energy
of 6 MeV, the beam is then focused by a second solenoid
located in a drift space between the photo-gun exit and first
travelling wave accelerating structure, the so-called L0AF,
about 1.10 m from the cathode. The phase of the L0AF
is optimized to simultaneously minimize the beam energy
spread and normalized transverse emittance at its exit. The
beam energy upon traversing this structure is brought up to
64 MeV.
Table 1: Injector Parameters
Symbol Description

Value

𝜖⊥,0
Thermal emittance
3.3 mm-mrad
𝐵 𝑧,𝑀 Magnetization solenoid
0.265 T
𝐵 𝑧, 𝑓
Focusing solenoid
0.189 T
𝐸 𝑧,𝑔
Peak gun field
125 MV/m
𝜙𝑔
Gun launch phase
0 deg
𝐸 𝑧,𝐿0𝐴𝐹 L0AF average accelerating gradient 20 MV/m
𝜙 𝐿0𝐴𝐹 L0AF phase
0 deg
𝐸 𝑧,𝐿0𝐵𝐹 L0BF average accelerating gradient 24 MV/m
𝜙 𝐿0𝐵𝐹 L0BF phase
0 deg
𝐸𝑓
Final bunch energy
134 MeV
𝜖 𝑛,⊥𝐹 Final emittance
4.9 mm-mrad
The following accelerating structure (L0BF) is also
phased to minimize emittance and energy spread, producing
𝜎
a 134 MeV beam with 𝛾𝛾 = 0.15 % energy spread and 4.90
mm-mrad normalized emittance. This is the beam we match
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Figure 1: Typical intensity profile measured from FACET-II
UV Laser.
into the skew-quadrupole channel that effects the RTFB
transformation.

in principle possible to derive a four quadrupole generalization of Eqs. (1), the resulting expressions are analytically
unwieldy. In any case, deviations from symmetry are usually
sufficiently small that we can consider them to be a perturbation to a nominally symmetric solution. In our case, for
𝑥
example, 𝜎
𝜎𝑦 ≈ 1.09 at the transformer entrance. In light
of this, the procedure we opt for is seeding numerical optimizations with the values of 𝑞 1 , 𝑞 2 , and 𝑞 3 derived under
the symmetry assumption and an initial value of 𝑞 4 = 0. We
content ourselves with this solution right now, as it proves adequate for our studies, and leave the full theoretical treatment
of flattening asymmetric beams to future work.

SIMULATION RESULTS

Analytical Estimates for RTFB Parameters
In the ideal case of a perfectly symmetric (round) beam
injected into a skew quadrupole has been treated, for example, by Sun [5]. Given that the beam has initial covariance
matrix Σ0 , the problem reduces to that of finding a sequence
of magnetic elements and drifts with transfer matrix 𝑀𝑇
such that Σ 𝑓 = 𝑀𝑇 Σ0 𝑀𝑇𝑇 is block diagonalized. When this
is done, the so-called "eigen-emittances" 𝜖± of Σ0 are projected onto the physical emittances 𝜖 𝑥 , 𝜖 𝑦 . 𝜖± = 𝜖 𝑛,0 ± L ,
where L is the beam magnetization, proportional to the axial
magnetic field on the cathode, and 𝜖 𝑛,0 is the normalized
rms emittance of the beam before the transformer. While
this quantity is nominally preserved through transport, nonlinearities and small residual couplings may perturb 𝜖 𝑛,0 .
Suns formulas for the requisite quadrupole strengths 𝑞 𝑖 in
the thin-lens limit are quoted below. They are derived further assuming interquad drifts 𝐿 1 , 𝐿 2 and a round beam with
𝛽 𝑥 = 𝛽 𝑦 = 𝛽 and 𝛼 𝑥 = 𝛼 𝑦 = 𝛼.
√︄
𝑞1 = ±

𝐷 (𝛼, 𝛽)
𝛽

𝐿𝑇 𝛼 − 𝛽
𝐿 1 𝐿 2 (1 − 𝛽𝑞 1 )
𝛽(𝑞 1 + 𝑞 2 − 𝛼𝛽𝐿 1 𝑞1𝑞2) + 1 + 𝛼2
𝑞3 =
𝛽(1 − 𝛼(𝐿 𝑇 𝑞 1 + 𝐿 2 𝑞 2 )) + 𝐿 1 𝐿 2 𝑞2
𝑞2 = −

Optimizations based on this scheme were performed
using third order transfer matrices in ELEGANT, before
being benchmarked in GPT with 3-d space-charge (Fig. 2).
The quadrupole gradients were chosen by minimizing the
cross-correlations of Σ 𝑓 via a Nelder-Mead procedure
seeded with values from (1). The longer drift between
the QF2 and QF3 elements is chosen to accommodate the
insertion of a laser-heating element to suppress instabilities
arising from energy self-modulation. Along with the
other quadrupole spacings, it was held constant during
optimization. The results are presented below; as expected,
the fourth quadrupole is quite weak compared to the other
three. The required gradients are quite modest and well
within the operating range of existing hardware. In general,
allowing the beam sufficient space to expand inside the
transformer allows one to achieve good shaping with weaker
magnets. This is because, in the absence of space-charge,
𝐵⊥ ˜ |r|, so that for a beam with very small radial extent,
aggressive focusing is required to impart a significant
angular kick.

(1)

2

𝑇
Where 𝐷 (𝛼, 𝛽) = 1 + 𝛼2 + 𝐿1𝛽𝐿𝑇 − 𝛼𝛽( 𝐿𝐿11+𝐿
𝐿𝑇 ), 𝐿 𝑇 =
𝐿 1 + 𝐿 2 , and the sign ambiguity corresponds to the choice of
whether the final beam is flattened horizontally or vertically.

The General Case of an Asymmetric Beam
In practice, perfect cylindrical symmetry of the incoming
beam cannot be guaranteed, and imperfections in the photoemission profile (Fig. 1) and beamline element alignments
will conspire to introduce deviations from it. Mathematically, this introduces an additional degree of freedom into
the expressions for the off-diagonal elements of the postlattice beam matrix Σ 𝑓 , corresponding to the need for an
additional drift-quadrupole pair in the lattice to fully remove
the remaining phase-space cross correlations. While it is

Figure 2: RMS width and emittance evolution for the two
transverse planes of the beam during passage through the
RTFB adapter.
The final ratio 𝜖𝜖 𝑥𝑦 is an exceptional value of 290, with
𝑥
rms spot sizes satisfying 𝜎
𝜎𝑦 ≈ 20 (Fig. 3). This level of
asymmetry exceeds the criteria generally stipulated for flat
𝑥
beams in DWA, 𝜖𝜖 𝑥𝑦 ≈ 100 and 𝜎
𝜎𝑦 ≈ 10 [6].
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QF3

QF4

3.00 T/m -4.43 T/m
-5.00 T/m 0.211 T/m
𝐿 3 = 1.0 m
𝐿 1 = 1.0 m
𝐿 2 = 2.0 m

Figure 4: Final emittance ratios of beam in response to
beamline (right) and laser errors(left).

Figure 3: Schematic of transformer (top) and beam spot after
quadrupole quartet (bottom).

EXPERIMENTAL FEASIBILITY
Beam Microstructure
Imperfections in the laser optics generating the UV spot on
the cathode generate not an ideal flat-top, but a combination
of high density"hot spots" and pockets of lower density,
which are exaggerated by space-charge forces. The tight
control on the transverse temperature of the beam achieved
via emittance compensation and acceleration prevent this
distribution from thermalizing, and these imperfections in
the beam spot can be seen "frozen in" at the end of the
transformer. The impact of such distribution imperfections
upon acceleration and passage through a plasma channel
have yet to be studied.
A closer look at the flattened beam profile in Fig. 3 confirms this, revealing low density flares along the spot and a
notable rarefied tail for x > 3 mm. The beam also emerges
with a slight nonlinear "C" shape. Further simulations will
determine whether these effects have a notable impact on
PWA performance.

Tolerance Studies
Experience has shown that the high emittance ratios
achieved in numerical optimizations like our own are highly
sensitive to perturbations of the parameters in experiment [7],
especially at high charge. Results are likely to be impacted
by small perturbations to the nominal quadrupole tilt angle
and gradient. To estimate the performance of the system, we
introduce 100 independent Gaussian distributed errors with
mean zero and rms 0.2% to these parameters and report the
resulting emittance ratio distribution.
One of the primary limiting factors observed in the study
is the smaller of the two eigen-emittances, only 0.37 µm at
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the end of the transformer; even a sub-micron increase in this
value can have a significant impact on the ratio 𝜖𝜖 𝑥𝑦 . However,
the larger emittance 𝜖 𝑥 ≈ 100 µm is quite stable, a fact
which bodes well for the compression and acceleration of
the beam in preparation for injection into plasma. The results
suggest that, experimentally, we can expect to see not the
extremely optimal value of 𝜖𝜖 𝑥𝑦 = 290, but the perturbation
averaged value, closer to 𝜖𝜖 𝑥𝑦 = 200 (Fig. 4). This level of
discrepancy between error-free and perturbation averaged
results is consistent with experimental studies [8]
This naturally leads one to wonder whether a lattice optimized for a given cathode spot will be reliable shot to shot
when variations in the laser distribution are taken into account. Fortunately, comparison of the evolution of cathode
distributions obtained from multiple laser measurements
shows small variation in the final beam matrix and corresponding emittance ratios. These data indicate that the primary source of error should be in beam transport rather than
laser jitter at the cathode.

CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a preliminary study of high charge
flat beam production at the FACET-II facility, seeding high
accuracy simulations with experimental photo-gun laser
data. Acceleration and emittance compensation of the
space-charge dominated beam was modeled, optimizing the
beamline 0.15% energy spread and 4.9 µm emittance. A
four quadrupole scheme was employed to account for the
deviations from ideal cylindrical symmetry, with beamline
space for a laser-heating element allocated between
quadrupoles. The transformed beam exhibits an emittance
ratio more than adequate for applications. Tolerance studies
on the optimal RTFB lattice are favorable, lending credence
to the proposed production of high charge flat beams at
FACET-II operating reliably within the performance range
demanded by PWA experiments. Further studies on the
impact of beam density fluctuations on transport through the
FACET-II beamline and plasma injection will be necessary
to further characterize the performance of this potentially
fruitful line of research at FACET-II.
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Abstract
In addition to the day-one primary Interaction Region (IR),
the design of the Electron Ion Collider (EIC) must support
operation of a 2nd IR potentially added later [1, 2]. The 2nd
IR is envisioned in an existing experimental hall at RHIC
IP8, compatible with the same beam energy combinations
as the 1st IR over the full center of mass energy range of
∼20 GeV to ∼140 GeV. The 2nd IR is designed to be complementary to the 1st IR. In particular, a secondary focus
is added in the forward ion direction of the 2nd IR hadron
beamline to optimize its capability in detecting particles
with magnetic rigidities close to those of the ion beam. We
provide the current design status of the 2nd IR in terms of
parameters, magnet layout and beam dynamics.

INTRODUCTION
A preconceptual design of the second IR must satisfy the
physics requirements with magnets consistent with NbTi
superconducting magnet technology, and with a footprint
fitting in the RHIC IP8 experimental hall along with other
beam lines. Here we focus on the design of the hadron beamline since it includes a special feature of the secondary focus
for detection of particles with low transverse momentum
and near or above the beam magnetic rigidity. The design
is constantly evolving to better accommodate the secondary
focus along with the required accelerator components necessary to accommodate the detector [3]. The current layout
of the EIC is shown in Fig. 1. The IRs are specified by their
locations in the tunnel with the primary IR being at IP6 and
second IR being at IP8. Table 1 shows a comparison of some
of the critical parameters of the two IRs. Some of the key
design differences of the IR8 from the IR6 are the addition
of a second focus and a larger crossing angle.

Crossing Angle
One of the geometrical differences between IR8 and IR6
is that the hadron beam crosses the electron beam going from
∗
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Figure 1: Layout of the EIC complex indicating the hadron
storage ring (HSR), electron storage ring (ESR) and rapid
cycling synchrotron (RCS). The primary IR is located at the
6 o’clock position while the second IR is located in the 8
o’clock position.

the outer to the inner wall of the tunnel [4]. The interaction
point (IP) is moved radially inwards from the hall center
toward the center of the ring to accommodate the RCS bypass
(as shown in Fig. 1). This shortens the distance before the
downstream hadron beamline reaches the inner wall of the
experimental hall. A large crossing angle such as 50 mrad is
undesirable mainly due to the hall geometry and the issues
arising due to the crab cavities. The beta functions at the
crab locations are optimized to reduce the required crabbing
voltage while keeping the beam size consistent with the crab
cavity aperture limit. Any increase in the crossing angle
would require additional crab cavities, straining the space
requirements. Extra crab cavities would also introduce more
impedance and cause other dynamical issues.
A lower crossing angle such as 25 mrad as in IR6 is more
favorable from this point of view. However, the beam crossing configuration and the hall geometry prevent one from
bending hadrons away from electrons as in IR6. For this
reason, a larger crossing angle is needed to accommodate
the hadron and electron magnets and keep the magnetic
cross-talk between them at an acceptable level. This also
results in placement of the zero degree calorimeter (ZDC) in
IR8 on the inside of both beam lines as opposed to between
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Table 1: Summary of the 2nd IR Design Requirements and their Comparison to the 1st IR
Parameter

EIC IR 6

EIC IR 8

Impact

Crossing angle [mrad]
Detector space symmetry [m]
Forward angular acceptance [mrad]
Far-forward angular acceptance [mrad]
Minimum Δ(𝐵𝜌)/(𝐵𝜌) allowing for detection
of p𝑇 = 0 fragments

25
-4.5/+5
20
4.5,4.5
0.1

35
-4.5/+5
25
5,4.5
0.003-0.01

Angular beam divergence at IP, h/v,rms [mrad]
Low 𝑄 2 electron acceptance

0.1/0.2 adjustable
< 0.1

0.1/0.2 adjustable
< 0.1

p𝑇 resolution, acceptance, geometry.
Forward/rear acceptance balance.
Spectrometer dipole aperture.
Neuton cone, p𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 .
Beam focus with dispersion,
reach in x 𝐿 and p𝑇 resolution, reach
in x 𝐵 for exclusive process.
p𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 , p𝑇 resolution.
Not a hard requirement.

the beam lines as in IR6. Following the above reasoning, a
crossing angle of 35 mrad was chosen for IP8.

Second Focus
Two key parameters used to measure the acceptance of
a scattered particle are 𝑥 𝐿 , which is the fraction of the longitudinal momentum relative to the nominal momentum of
the hadron beam, and 𝑝 𝑇 , which is the fragment’s transverse momentum component (or 𝑝 𝑇 ≃ 𝜃 𝑝 where 𝑝 is the
particle momentum). In exclusive high-energy scattering
processes on the proton or on nuclei, the fractional longitudinal loss of the beam is equal to the Bjorken scaling
variable1 − 𝑥 𝐿 ≃ 𝑥 𝐵 ; the acceptance in 𝑥 𝐿 therefore directly
determines the physics coverage in 𝑥 𝐵 for such measurements [5]. A scattered particle that escapes the main detector and the forward spectrometer dipole, 𝐵0, can still be
detected if its 𝑥 𝐿 does not exceed a maximum value to first
order given by
√︃
2 2
𝛽2𝑛𝑑
𝑥 𝜖 𝑥 + 𝐷 𝑥 𝜎𝛿
𝑥 𝐿 < 1 − 10
,
(1)
𝐷𝑥
where 𝛽2𝑛𝑑
is the horizontal Twiss 𝛽-function at the 2nd
𝑥
focus, 𝜖 𝑥 is the horizontal beam emittance, 𝐷 𝑥 is the horizontal dispersion and 𝜎𝛿 is the beam rms momentum spread.
By having a second focus with a low beta function 𝛽2𝑛𝑑
and
𝑥
a high dispersion 𝐷 𝑥 , one can closely approach the fundamental limit on 𝑥 𝐿 of 𝑥 𝐿 < 1 − 10𝜎𝛿 . For the current optics
and beam parameters listed in Table 2, the limiting 𝑥 𝐿 that
can be measured at the second focus is 0.9932, while the
maximum detectable 𝑥 𝐿 = 0.9928. Further improvement is
presently limited by the obtainable beam parameters, 𝜖 𝑥 and
𝜎𝛿 .
Table 2: Selected Optics and Beam Parameters at the Second
Focus
Parameter

Value

Units

𝛽𝑥
𝐷𝑥
𝜖𝑥
𝜎𝛿

0.62
0.38
11.3
6.8×10−4

m
m
nm
-

LAYOUT AND OPTICS
The current layout of IR8 in the IP8 experimental hall
is shown in Fig. 2 and optics in Fig. 3. The second focus
is located at 𝑠 ≃ 47 meters. Both the electron and hadron
beamlines are matched to the corresponding collider arcs
(ARC7 and ARC9) in terms of geometry and optics.
The optics and design for the IR8 electron beamline is
similar to that of IR6. There are only small changes in the
dipole magnets to compensate for the increase in the bending
angle, the change in the direction of beam crossing and the
differences in the hall geometry. There are crab cavities
and a spin rotator in the hadron beam line on each side
of the IP. Integration of the second focus into the forward
side leaves space of only ≃ 50 m for optical and geometric
matching. This imposes a challenging constraint on the
magnet parameters.

Acceptance Optimization
The downstream optical elements between the IP and the
second focus including the four final focusing quads and the
two dipole correctors must have sufficiently large apertures
to provide clear passage for scattered particles up to the
required 𝑝 𝑇 . Neutral particles travel in straight lines to the
ZDC while charged particles with high 𝑥 𝐿 closely follow the
hadron beam to the second focus where two Roman pots are
placed. The limit on the maximum magnetic field attainable
with the NbTi superconducting magnet technology and the
quadrupole field gradients required for appropriate beam
focusing at the IP set limits on the quadrupole aperture size.
Not only the configuration, lengths and strengths of these
magnets but their orientations(rotation about the vertical
axis and transverse shift) have been optimized to provide the
maximum acceptance coverage to both neutral and charge
scattered particle types. Figure 4 illustrates the optimized
forward acceptance to charged particles with 𝑝 0 ≃ 275 GeV
and neutral particles. The second IR acceptance is optimized
for the highest proton beam energy of 275 GeV. Similar
acceptance performance is expected at lower energies.

ONGOING WORK
Simultaneous operation of two detectors in the EIC is
currently envisioned using two equal bunch trains with all
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Figure 2: Layout of the second IR with a 35 mrad crossing angle indicating locations of the main forward and auxiliary
detector components. The black solid lines outline the size of the IP8 experimental hall and adjacent tunnel. Pink and
purple represent dipole and quadrupole magnets, respectively. The detector solenoid is shown in green at the center. Orange
is for special accelerator equipment such as crab cavities and hadron spin rotators. The yellow shaded area indicates a
±5 mrad cone of neutral particles traveling towards the ZDC. Space is available for luminosity monitor, low 𝑄 2 tagger and
local hadron polarimeter (not shown).

Figure 4: Forward side of IR8 illustrating acceptance to
protons and neutrons. Yellow shows neutral particles within
a ±5 mrad cone, orange is for protons with 𝑥 𝐿 = 1(Δ𝑝/𝑝 =
0) and 𝑝 𝑇 ≤ 1.37 GeV and blue is for protons at 𝑥 𝐿 =
0.5(Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 0.5) and 𝑝 𝑇 ≤ 0.69 GeV
.
Figure 3: Optics of the 10 GeV electron (top) and 275 GeV
proton (bottom) IR8 beam lines. The horizontal and vertical
𝛽 functions (left vertical scale) and the horizontal dispersion
𝐷 𝑥 (right vertical scale) are plotted versus the distance along
the beam 𝑠.

bunches in the first train colliding only at IP6 and all bunches
in the second train colliding only at IP8 [6]. Such an operation requires the IP of the 2nd IR to be shifted longitudinally
to prevent collisions of the same bunch at both IPs. Design
changed are underway to accommodate this shift by moving
IP8 clockwise away from IP6.
Engineering feasibility of the large-aperture high-gradient
IR8 magnets is being evaluated. The IR8 design is being
optimized to ensure that the IR8 magnets are operating at the
same engineering constraints as the IR6 ones. In particular,
the required magnet field quality is one of the parameters
that is being studied. Every effort is being made to reuse
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existing RHIC magnets as much as possible. The need for
new magnets to improve the IR8 performance is also being
considered. It is assumed that any new magnets would still
be consistent with the NbTi technology but would go up to
higher fields than the existing RHIC magnets.

SUMMARY
The conceptual design of the second IR has made significant progress over the recent months. The detection requirements are satisfied while considering the spacial, dynamical,
and engineering constraints in a consistent way. The IR8
design take full advantage of the knowledge and experience
gained from the IR6 design. Optimization, refinement and
updates are in progress to further optimize IR8 performance
and accommodate modification requests originating from
optimization and work on self-consistency of the entire EIC
complex.
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Abstract
The longitudinal and transverse emittance growth in
hadron beams due to intra-beam scattering (IBS) and other
heating sources deteriorate the luminosity in a collider.
Hence, a strong hadron beam cooling is required to reduce
and preserve the emittance. The cooling of high energy
hadron beam is challenging. We propose a dual energy storage ring-based electron cooler that uses an electron beam
to extract heat away from hadron beam in the cooler ring
while the electron beam is cooled by synchrotron radiation
damping in the high energy damping ring. In this paper, we
present a design of a dual energy storage ring-based electron
cooler. Finally, the cooling performance is simulated using Jefferson Lab Simulation Package for Electron Cooling
(JSPEC) for proton beams at the top energy of 275 GeV for
Electron-Ion Collider.

INTRODUCTION
The method of electron cooling was first introduced by
G. I. Budker in 1966 [1]. Later this method became one
of the most powerful technique to shrink the size and momentum spread of the stored heavy charged particles (ions,
protons, etc.) beams through their interaction with cold electron beam co-propagating at the same average velocities.
After first successful demonstration of this cooling method
at NAP-M ring in 1974, later this method was widely applied
and developed in many heavy ion accelerators around the
world [2–4].
An Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) is to be built at
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) [5]. In such a collider to maintain a higher luminosity during long collision
runs, it is desirable to cool the hadron beams to balance the
emittance growth rates due to intra-beam scattering (IBS).
The proposed highest proton beam energy in EIC is 275
GeV and this requires some cooling mechanism with cooling rates which exceed the IBS growth rates. A single ringbased electron cooler for high energy beam cooling has been
proposed [6], where the electron beams which continuously
interact with the hadron beams to extract heat away are being cooled by synchrotron radiation damping. This single
ring-based electron cooler concept make use of damping
wigglers to enhance the radiation damping in a storage ring.
∗
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To cool the hadron beam in the energy range 41-275 GeV, the
required cooling electron beam energy is in the range 22-150
MeV. At such a low electron beam energy, the IBS effect is
very strong giving very short IBS times of the order of tens
of millisecond. Further, the synchrotron radiation damping
effect is very weak giving long damping times of the order
of seconds up to a minute. To get a balance between IBS
and radiation damping, we proposed a dual energy storage
ring with a high energy section to enhance the synchrotron
radiation and a low energy section for the cooling [7, 8].
To enhance the damping effect, the use of wigglers in the
high energy section may be another option, but it is known
that for damping ring designs above around 350 MeV, it is
less costly to omit wigglers and increase the energy of the
high energy ring to achieve a required radiation damping
rate. So, instead of using wigglers, our design uses Radio
Frequency (RF) cavities to increase the energy of the high
energy ring to 500 MeV which provides the enough damping
to the electron beam to reach the equilibrium.

BEAM COOLING REQUIREMENT
Cooling methods enhance the beam quality and provides
sharply collimated beams that is required for precise high
energy physics experiments. Beam cooling aims at reducing
the size and energy spread of a particle beam circulating in a
storage ring and consequently enhance the luminosity. The
luminosity in a collider is defined by [9]
𝐿=

𝑁1 𝑁2 𝑓0
𝑁 𝑁 𝑓
≊ 1 2∗ 0
4𝜋𝜎𝑥 𝜎𝑦
𝜀𝛽𝑦

(1)

where 𝑁1 and 𝑁2 are particle densities, 𝑓0 is revolution frequency, 𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦 are the horizontal and vertical beam sizes
and 𝜀 is the emittance of the beam respectively. The luminosity 𝐿 will be higher if 𝜀 or the corresponding beam sizes
are smaller and 𝑁1 , 𝑁2 are bigger values. Hence the goal is
to ‘compress’ the same number of particles into a beam of
smaller size and energy spread, i.e. to increase the particle
density. The phase space density is a general figure of merit
of a particle beam. And cooling technique greatly improves
this figure of merit.

DUAL ENERGY STORAGE RING COOLER
A high current electron storage ring cooler may provide
a solution to cool the hadron beams at higher energy. To
cool the hadron beam at energy range of few hundred GeV,
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we proposed a dual energy storage ring cooler as shown in
Fig. 1. The optics design of such a cooler has been completed

with 150 MeV electron beam in a dual energy storage ring
cooler.
Table 1: Electron Beam Parameters
Energy

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of a dual energy storage ring
cooler.
and the detailed beam dynamics studies has been carried
out [8]. The superconducting radio frequency (SRF) system
in common beamline consists of an energy recovery linac
(ERL) and harmonic cavity. The ERL has the main cavities
running on the crest that accelerates the electron beam from
low energy 𝐸𝐿 to high energy 𝐸𝐻 . During the decelerating
pass going from 𝐸𝐻 to 𝐸𝐿 , the main cavity runs 180∘ from
the crest. When the main cavity runs at crest during the beam
acceleration, the harmonic cavity next to the main cavity runs
with a decelerating phase. And when the main cavity runs
180∘ from the crest during beam deceleration, the harmonic
cavity runs on the crest. Hence, the total voltage gain during
the acceleration is exactly cancelled by the total voltage
loss during the deceleration. To provide the longitudinal
focusing on the system, a bunching cavity running at a zerocrossing phase outside the common beamline is used. A
compensating cavity running at crest is used to compensate
the energy loss due to the synchrotron radiation.

COOLING PERFORMANCE
To study the cooling performance, we consider different
aspects in a ring cooler such as beam parameters, cooling
forces, and cooling simulation. The evaluation of electron
and proton beam parameters are necessary before running
the cooling simulation. Electron ring lattice is designed
to get the desired equilibrium beam parameters, and the
proton ring lattice is designed to get the high performance in
terms of beam quality in a collider. An appropriate friction
force is necessary to evaluate the cooling interaction between
electron and ion beams.

Beam Parameters
Cooling simulation is performed with the electron beam
parameters listed in Table 1. The cooled proton beam parameters are listed in Table 2. Calculations show that the
cooling times in all three dimensions are shorter than the
IBS times. It means 275 GeV proton beam can be cooled
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
A11: Beam Cooling

149.8 MeV

Relativistic factor 𝛾
293.1
Bunch intensity
6.9 ×1010
Bunch charge
11.1 nC
Bunch current
52.9 A
Average current
1.08 A
RMS bunch length
6.0 cm
FWHM bunch length
15.0 cm
Total ring circumference
532.8 m
Average 𝛽 function in the cooler h, v
0.25 , 0.25 m
Normalized emittance h,v
670 , 108 µm
RMS beam size @ cooler h,v
0.74 , 0.16 mm
RMS angle spread @ cooler
608 µrad
Energy spread @ cooler [×10−4 ]
7.4
Space charge tune shift
0.006
IBS time h, v, l
5 , 12 328 , 0.44 s
SR damping time h, v, l
3.2 , 0.69 , 0.25 s
h, v, l = horizontal, vertical, longitudinal

Table 2: Proton Beam Parameters
Energy
Relativistic factor 𝛾
Bunch intensity
Bunch charge
RMS bunch length
Cooling channel length
Magnetized cooling
Cooling solenoid
Horizontal dispersion
Vertical dispersion
IBS coupling factor
Normalized emittance h,v
Energy spread [×10−4 ]
IBS time h, v, l
Cooling time h, v, l

275 GeV
293.1
6.9 ×1010
11.1 nC
6.0 cm
120.0 m
Strong
4.0 T
2.5 m
0.5 m
0.2
2.8 , 0.45 µm
6.8
2.6 , 3.7 , 4.1 h
0.65 , 1.38 , 1.5 h

Cooling Interaction and Intra-Beam Scattering
(IBS)
In magnetized cooling, a strong magnetic field is applied
along the longitudinal direction inside the cooler. This
causes the electron motion to follow a spiral trajectory
around the magnetic field line called Larmor rotation. Electron and ion beams interact with each other via Coulomb
interaction, the momentum and energy exchange of interacting particles diverges logarithmically in the region of large
impact parameter and must be cut off at some point, above
which the interaction is effectively reduced [10]. When the
maximum impact parameter is larger than radius of electron
Larmor rotation so called “magnetized collisions” between
MOPOTK047
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ion and electron take place. In this case the electron beam is
attracted by the ion, which pulls it along the magnetic field
line. Depending on the different ranges of the ion velocity
and impact parameter compared with the radius of electron
Larmor rotation, the collisions can be classified into three
categories: fast, adiabatic, and magnetized. The detailed on
the theory of magnetized electron cooling is presented in
the following references [10, 11].
The IBS in the ion beam enhances diffusion growth of
6D phase space volume of the ion beam. The emittance
growth of 275 GeV proton beam caused by IBS effect in
the absence of cooling is shown in Fig. 2. There are several
models for IBS calculation. Besides the Martini model [12],
the Bjorken-Mtingwa (BM) model [13] is another widely
used model for the IBS expansion rate calculation. During
the cooling simulation in the case of magnetized cooling,
we use BM model for the IBS expansion rate calculation in
a dual energy storage ring cooler.

Figure 2: Emittance growth of 275 GeV proton beam caused
by IBS effect in the absence of cooling.

Cooling Simulation
To study the cooling performance, JLab Simulation Package for Electron Cooling (JSPEC) [14] was used considering the 3D magnetised cooling force, IBS and the dispersion in the cooling section. The asymptotic formula by
Meshkov [15] is used to calculate the friction force between
the electron beam and proton beam. The appropriate horizontal and vertical dispersion in proton beam are included
in the cooling section to redistribute the cooling. Finally, the
cooling simulation is performed using JSPEC.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the proton beam transverse
and longitudinal emittance with cooling. In the absence of
dispersion, there is no cooling effect in the horizontal but
a strong cooling in the longitudinal direction as shown in
Fig. 3. The magnetic field of 4.0 T is applied in the cooling
solenoid with the matched optics. When we introduce horizontal dispersion 𝐷𝑥 = 2.5 m, vertical dispersion 𝐷𝑦 = 0.5
m and IBS coupling factor = 0.2 in the cooler for the proton
MOPOTK047
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Figure 3: The evolution of the horizontal (𝜀𝑥 ), vertical (𝜀𝑦 ),
and longitudinal (𝛿𝑝 /𝑝) proton beam emittance during cooling. Upper plot: 𝐷𝑖 = 0 m; bottom plot: 𝐷𝑥 = 2.5 m, 𝐷𝑦 =
0.5 m and IBS coupling factor = 0.2.
beam, there exists a strong cooling both in transverse and
longitudinal directions. The introduction of dispersion in
the cooling section greatly enhance the transverse cooling.

CONCLUSION
The feasibility and applicability of a dual energy storage
ring cooler to cool the proton beams at 275 GeV has been
studied. Based on calculated electron beam parameters, the
cooling performance on the proton beam at 275 GeV is simulated using JSPEC code. Meshkov asymptotic force formula
is used to calculate the friction force between electron and
proton beams. The cooling performance shows that the this
type of ring-based electron cooler provides a feasible path
for cooling of ion beams in a collider, for example EIC.
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Abstract
The beamline design of recirculating linacs requires special attention to avoid beam instabilities due to RF wakefields.
A proposed high-energy, multi-pass energy recovery demonstration at CEBAF uses a low beam current. Stronger focusing at lower energies is necessary to avoid beam breakup
(BBU) instabilities, even with this small beam current. The
CEBAF linac optics optimization balances over-focusing at
higher energies and beta excursions at lower energies. Using
proper mathematical expressions, linac optics optimization
can be achieved with evolutionary algorithms. Here, we
present the optimization process of North Linac optics using
multi-objective optimization.

Figure 1: CEBAF accelerator, with arrows indicating new
hardware installation sites.

INTRODUCTION
A multi-pass energy recovery (ER) experiment proposed
at Jefferson Lab’s CEBAF accelerator uses a high-energy
electron beam. This aims to explore a new regime in ER history, an efficient energy recovery of electrons in the presence
of substantial incoherent synchrotron radiation (ISR) [1].
Two superconducting linacs, connected by five vertically
stacked arcs at both sides, make up the racetrack shape of
CEBAF. Electron bunches accelerate on RF crest through
eleven linac passes up to 12 GeV; these bunches are used
and dumped at any or all of four experimental halls at intermediate energies.
Reuse of the RF energy of the accelerated beam increases
the overall efficiency of the RF system. ER capability can
be incorporated into CEBAF with the addition of a new path
length chicane, adding a path length of 𝜆𝑟𝑓 /2 after the fifth
accelerating pass. This would shift bunches into the RFminima, and would allow the transfer of their energy back
to RF during deceleration. After five decelerating passes,
bunches would be dumped at a low energy dump at the
end of the South Linac (SL). A schematic of the proposed
modifications is shown in Figure 1. The additional chicane
and dump will not affect routine CEBAF operations.

MULTIPASS LINAC OPTICS
ERLs with racetrack topology require that both accelerating and decelerating beams share the same arcs corresponding to their energy. This requirement imposes a specific
constraint in Twiss functions at the linac ends. Linac-end
∗
†
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Twiss values must be identical for both accelerating/decelerating passes that share an arc. The work presented here will
focus on North Linac (NL) studies, where ten total passes
(five accelerating and five decelerating) will pass through
the linac. For these simulations, the accelerating beam uses
the beamline elements as they are normally arranged. Decelerating bunches pass through the elements in reversed
order. Graphically, the accelerating and decelerating passes
are alternately connected at places of equal energy with a
special matrix, M, to match with arc-end optics as illustrated
in Figure 2. Here, blue arrows denote accelerating linac
optics and red arrows denote decelerating linac optics. At
the locations of matrix M, the energies of the accelerating
and decelerating passes are equal.
Acceleration/Deceleration
A1

M1

D5

M2

A2

M3

D4

M4

A3

M5

D3

M6

A4

M7

D2

M8

A5

M9

D1

Figure 2: 10 pass beamline arrangement [2].
For this study, the 13-FODO-cell CEBAF NL lattice is
considered. A previous, manual optimization is shown in
Figure 3, for a symmetric FODO-like layout with 60∘ phase
advance per cell.
In recirculating linacs, beam break-up (BBU) instabilities
limit the threshold beam current, 𝐼𝑡ℎ [3]. For a single pill
box cavity in TM00 mode, 𝐼𝑡ℎ is given as,
𝐼𝑡ℎ =

2𝑝𝑐
1
.
𝑅 |𝑇 | sin 𝜔𝑇
12
𝑡𝑟
𝑒𝜔𝑄 𝑄

(1)

𝑝

Here, 𝑄 is the cavity quality factor, 𝑒 is beam rigidity, 𝜔 is
the HOM angular frequency, and |𝑇𝑡𝑟 | is the transfer matrix
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defined as, [9]:

x (s)

300

y (s)

(s) [m]

250

Minimize
𝐹(𝑥) = [𝐹1 (𝑥), 𝐹2 (𝑥), ..., 𝐹𝑘 (𝑥)]𝑇
𝑥

200

subject to 𝑔𝑗 (𝑥) ≤ 0,

150
100

ℎ𝑙 (𝑥) = 0,

50
0

0

500

1000

s [m]

1500

2000

2500

Figure 3: Multipass optics for 60 degree FODO-like linac.
element that measures the beam centroid displacement at
the second pass from an initial kick. Equation 1 can be
reduced to the following, where minimizing the average
value suppresses BBU in recirculating linacs. [4]:
𝛽
𝛽
⟨ ⟩ = ∫ ( ) 𝑑𝑠
𝐸
𝐸

(2)

According to Equation 2, the 𝛽 values at lower energies
need to be much smaller than the 𝛽 values at higher energies.
The optimized solution given in Figure 3 has smaller, tighter
𝛽 variations at the first pass. Mirror symmetric 𝛽 variation
is not clearly visible here, but it is a requirement for the
design due to arc sharing. Higher pass 𝛽 variations need to
be controlled by minimizing the differences at the linac end
𝛽 values.
At the end of the beamline, 𝛽 function values should be
closer to the length of the linac. For the NL, this value needs
to be less than 300 m.
The optics requirements are met by adjusting the
quadrupole focusing in the linac. Performing this action
manually takes a considerable amount of time, as there are
multiple objectives to consider. Hence, this study focuses on
multi-objective optimization with evolutionary algorithms.

EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are used to capture an
optimum solution or a set of solutions for single or multiobjective search problems and no gradient information is
required in the problem definition. Genetic algorithms (GA)
are a powerful metaheuristic class of EAs, with three main
operators; selection, crossover and mutation [5]. Solutions
are a set of vectors referred to as chromosomes made out
of genes. GAs represent them as an evolving population of
individuals following the survival of the fittest.
In this work, to handle multiobjectives, we consider Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA II) [6] in the
problem implementation within a python framework [7].

Definition of the Multi-Objective Optimization
Problem
The optimization of the 10-pass NL optics involves minimization of multiple conflicting objectives [8]. Without loss
of generality, the multi-objective minimization problem is

(3)

𝑗 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑚

𝑙 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑒

Here, 𝑘, 𝑚, and 𝑒 refer to the number of objective functions,
inequality constraints, and equality constraints, respectively.
Generally, optimization of all objectives cannot be done
simultaneously, hence a set of solutions is obtained that fit
a predetermined definition for an optimality [9]. The set of
Pareto optimal solutions is called the Pareto optimal set, for
which the corresponding objective functions in the objective
space form the Pareto front. Our goal here is to define a
multi-objective optimization algorithm to compute the best
known Pareto front, that is ideally be close to the true front.

OBJECTIVE DEFINITION
Multipass linac optics optimization involve two main objectives: minimization of lower energy 𝛽 fluctuation, and
controlling the 𝛽 peaks with mirror-symmetric variation.
Here, there are 30 variables in the problem; 26 quadrupole
fields, and 4 initial Twiss values. Carrying out a 30-variable
search is complex without recognizing the appropriate search
space. Therefore, the problem was set up as a study with
increasing variables. Initial tests for this search were carried out with two-objectives up to 10 variables [10]. It was
observed that increasing the search space lowered the effectiveness of the objectives defined, necessitating the definition
of a new set of objectives to complete 30-dimensional search
problem.
This study includes three objectives. The first one focuses
on minimization of the differences in 𝛽 values at each element in x and y planes. For this, moving averages (MA) of
𝛽𝑥 and 𝛽𝑦 are calculated. The window size for this calculation was obtained by analyzing the outcomes of the MA.
Then, taking the mean squared error (MSE) of these MAs,
the first objective function is defined as following.
Function 1 (F1 ) = 𝑀𝑆𝐸[𝑀𝐴(𝛽𝑥 ), 𝑀𝐴(𝛽𝑦 )]

(4)

In the second objective, minimization of peak 𝛽 values
in each pass is done by calculating the average of the peak
values in 10-passes. To couple x and y planes, the geometric
mean of these values are used as follows:
1

2
1 𝑛
⎜ ∏ [ ∑ 𝛽𝑖−max ]⎞
⎟
Function 2 (F2 ) = ⎛
⎝𝑖=𝑥,𝑦 𝑛 𝑖=1
⎠

(5)

The third objective is to control the differences in the
peak 𝛽 values for each pass. Prior experiences suggested
that these peak differences need to be controlled with an
additional objective function. Otherwise, suppression of
peak beta values tends to make linac end 𝛽 be at a minima,
destroying the symmetry of this lattice optics. Only the
2𝑛𝑑 , 3𝑟𝑑 , 4𝑡ℎ , and 5𝑡ℎ passes tend to show this abnormal
behaviour. To ensure the 𝛽 peaks (𝛽𝑖−max ) at the end of
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each pass, the third objective function is defined coupling x
and y planes as before.
5

Function 3 (F3 ) = ∏ (∑ ∣𝛽𝑖−max − 𝛽𝑖+1−max ∣)
𝑖=𝑥,𝑦

1
2

(6)

𝑖=2

Along with these objectives, two constraints are required
to control the first pass peak 𝛽 values:
pass
𝐶1,2 = 𝛽1(x,y),
max − 60 m
𝑠𝑡

Figure 5: Resulted Pareto fronts for N=500 with generations
225 and 250.

(7)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optimization of 10-pass NL lattice optics involves adjusting 26 quadrupole fields (L02-L27), along with initial Twiss
values. Reduction of the required computational time is a
challenge in this optimization study.

the 250 generation search ended with 51 solutions. Improvement of the optics is observed with the comparison of optics
of Pareto front individuals. Figure 6 illustrates the optics
of the “best” individual from these 2 searches. At the first
250
200

Magnetic Field Variations

150

2.25

100
50

(s) [m]

Solutions for the 30-variables were obtained by systematically increasing the variable numbers, population size, and
generation number. Outputs of the Pareto front solutions
were analyzed, and according to the outcomes, adjustments
were made to the population size and number of generations. One difficulty with this approach proved to be the
large computational time required.
The individual lattice settings obtained in the 30-variable
search Pareto front were used in this study. Analysis of
the quadrupole field variation of the Pareto optimal set is
represented with box plots, and is shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 6: Optics of two best solutions from different
searches.
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Figure 4: Magnetic field variations in Pareto front individuals for N=500, gen. no=200.
Figure 4 shows the variations of the 26 quadrupole fields.
Most of the quadrupoles do not have a large variation, and
the upper and lower bounds for these magnets used to reduce the search space. This reduction allowed for use of a
smaller population, which lowered the generation number,
and decreased the computational time.

30-Variable Search Results
With the redefined parameters, a 30-variable search was
performed for different numbers of generation with a population size of 500. The Pareto fronts obtained for different
generations are given in Figure 5. This shows that the Pareto
front converges as the generation number increases. The 225
generation search concluded with 42 individuals, whereas
MOPOTK050
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glance, both the solutions look similar, but there are some
slight differences in between them. Mirror symmetry in the
higher passes is preserved in the 225 generation case (top),
whereas the end values at the 2𝑛𝑑 pass goes to a minima there.
The 250 generation case (bottom) shows lower peak values
at the 2𝑛𝑑 pass. Determining the “best” solution without
compromising both requirements is non-trivial. Both of the
solutions for lattice settings obtained with these MOO-EA
search are acceptable.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Optics comparison of the Pareto front individuals of
search with 225 generations and 250 generations show the
proper mirror-symmetry 𝛽 variation for higher passes. The
first pass 𝛽 values vary with a maximum of 60 m, within the
constraints. The required population size can be reduced by
limiting the search space, leading to a reduction of computational time.
This optimized solution will be used for both the North
Linac and South Linac lattices. Using the optics from these
optimized lattices, the recirculating arcs can be re-scaled to
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match. Ultimately, a 10-pass beamline for ER@CEBAF can
be designed.
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Abstract
Nb3 Sn is a prospective material for future superconducting radio frequency (SRF) accelerator cavities. Compared to
conventional niobium, the material can achieve higher quality factors, higher temperature operation, and potentially
higher accelerating gradients (Eacc ≈ 96 MV/m). In this
work, we performed modeling of the Upgraded Injector Test
Facility (UITF) at Jefferson Lab utilizing newly constructed
Nb3 Sn cavities. We studied the effects of the buncher cavity
and varied the gun voltage from 200 −500 keV. We have calibrated and optimized the SRF cavity gradients and phases
for the Nb3 Sn five-cell cavities’ energy gains with the framework of the General Particle Tracer (GPT). Our calculations
show the beam goes cleanly through the unit. There is full
energy gain out of the second SRF cavity but not from the
first SRF cavity due to non-relativistic phase shifts.

Based on the UITF beamline layout with a new SRF
booster that eliminates the need for a warm capture section, this paper describes the transport of the electron beam
through the elements of a 12 m beamline which consist of the
photocathode electron gun, solenoids and magnets, buncher
cavity, and accelerating superconducting radio frequency
(SRF) cavities. With the General Particle Tracer (GPT) [6]
simulations, we will describe the designed beam size, the initial electron beam distribution, calibration, and optimization
of the Nb3 Sn cryounit using different gun voltages 200 keV,
350 keV, and 500 keV. Also, we will describe the beam
properties that would be expected without a capture section.

BEAMLINE SETUP AND SIMULATION
DETAILS

INTRODUCTION
The desire to reduce construction and operating costs
of future SRF accelerators motivates the search for higherperforming alternative materials. Nb3 Sn is a very promising
alternative material for SRF accelerator cavities. Nb3 Sn
possesses a high critical temperature (Tc ≈ 18.3 K) and superheating field (Hsh ≈ 425 mT) [1, 2] giving it the potential
for higher intrinsic quality factor (Q0 ) than niobium (Nb),
4.2 K operations, and accelerating gradients of ≈ 96 MV/m.
Nb3 Sn has a critical temperature about twice that of Nb, allowing it to achieve a high Q0 > 1010 at approximately two
times higher operating temperatures than Nb. Changing the
operating temperature from 2.0 K, typical for Nb, to 4.3 K
for Nb3 Sn while maintaining Q0 in the 1010 to 1011 range
would reduce energy consumption and thus cryogenic operating costs by as much as an order of magnitude, and would
substantially decrease infrastructure costs for the cryogenic
plant. Nb3 Sn cavities have a very high quality factor even
above 4 K. They can be cooled with cryocoolers for cavity cooling, which significantly cuts capital and installation
costs, enabling compact and potentially even mobile applications. Many studies and tests have been done at Thomas
Jefferson National Laboratory (JLab) [3–5] for Nb3 Sn and
we performed the numerical simulation study of two 5-cell
cavities coated with Nb3 Sn through the accelerator layout
at UITF for the first time.
∗
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Figure 1: Cathode to the quarter cryomodule (QCM) layout
of the Upgraded Injector Test Facility (UITF) at JLab.
Figure 1 is the schematic representation of the keV beamline at the Upgraded Injector Test Facility (UITF) at JLab.
The beam dynamics simulation was performed by General
Particle Tracer (GPT) [6]. For the simulation, we have used
a straight beamline; 15◦ dipole, RF choppers, beam diagnostics, Wien apertures, etc. are omitted. The laser pulses are
getting absorbed by the photocathode inside the electron gun
cavity causing the gun to emit the electrons. The electrons
are then accelerated to 200 keV initially by the electric field
in the DC gun. The electron beam is transported through
the solenoids, quadrupoles, and buncher cavity of 750 MHz
before reaching the SRF cavities of 1497 MHz. There are
two cavities inside the SRF cryomodule, both of them are
5-cell Nb3 Sn cavities separated by 792.79 mm between their
centers as shown in Fig. 2. Again, we performed simulations
with a different DC gun electric fields to accelerate the beam
to 300 keV and 500 keV.

INITIAL DISTRIBUTION
For the particle distribution at the cathode in simulation,
the beam is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution in 𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦,
𝑝 𝑥 , and 𝑝 𝑦 following the profile of the laser. The transverse
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gradients are plotted for each of the cavities for different gun
voltages 200 kV, 350 kV, and 500 kV. They are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5. The energy gain of an arbitrary particle with

Figure 2: Nb3 Sn pair cryomodule with each of five cells
separated by 792.79 mm between their centers [7].
beam size is 213 µm, the laser pulse length is 21.3 ps, and the
transverse emittance is 0.061 mmmrad. We have used 1 D
profiles for the DC gun and SRF cavities, a 2.5 D field map
for RF buncher, and 2 D and 3 D field maps for the solenoids.
The beam current used is 1 nA. Thus, the bunch charge is
calculated by 1 nA with 750 MHz CW (continuous wave)
mode frequency, which is 1.333 × 10−18 C. The applied
macro particle number is 2500.

Figure 4: Beam kinetic energy (KE) gain for the first 5cell cvaity with second five-cell cavity off for different gun
voltages 200 kV, 350 kV, and 500 kV.

Nb3 Sn UNIT ACCELERATION
We incorporated the buncher cavity into the study and
looked at various SRF cavity gradients/phases. The 1 D
field map for the cryounit in the simulation is shown in Fig.
3. Using the field map for the cryounit, we first calibrated

Figure 5: Beam kinetic energy (KE) gain for the second
5-cell cavity (first cavity at 3.6 MV/m) for different gun
voltages 200 kV, 350 kV, and 500 kV.
Figure 3: 1 D field map used for Nb3 Sn cryounit in the
computer simulation.
the accelerating gradient using the second cavity where the
beam is relativistic. Once calibrated, we have optimized the
crest phases for each cavity at different accelerating gradients
with only the first cavity on. The reason is that the different
acceleration rates lead to different phase shifts. Then, the
actual energy gains were achieved after cresting had been
completed. From the computer simulations, we found that
E0
= 2.1086
Eacc

(1)

for the given field map. Where E0 is the peak value of the
electric field, and Eacc is the accelerating gradient.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After cresting each of the cavities, the actual energy gains
achieved were calculated. The energy gains vs. accelerating
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charge e traveling through a SRF gap [8, 9] is:


∫ ∞
𝜔z
Δ𝑊 = 𝑒
E(0, z) cos
+ 𝜙s dz = 𝑒V0 T cos 𝜙s (2)
𝛽c
−∞
∫∞
where V0 = −∞ E(0, z) 𝑑𝑧 = E0 L is an axial RF voltage, z
is the beam axial distance, L is the effective length of the
RF cavity and is given by L = 𝛽𝜆 RF /2, and E0 T = Eacc , 𝜙 𝑠
is the synchronous phase of the particle. The transit time
factor T is a measure of the reduction of energy gain caused
by the sinosoidal time variation of the filed in the SRF gap
and is given by
 
 
∫∞
∫∞
E(0, z) cos 𝜔z
E(0, z) sin 𝜔z
𝛽c dz
𝛽c dz
−∞
−∞
∫∞
∫∞
T=
−tan 𝜙s
E(0, z) 𝑑𝑧
E(0, z) 𝑑𝑧
−∞
−∞
(3)
where 𝜔 is the RF angular frequency, 𝜆RF is the RF wavelength, 𝛽 the normalized velocity, and c is the speed of light
in vaccum.
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Figure 6: The energy gains vs. phase of-crest (Φ) for the first (left) and second cavity (right) for the accelerating gradient of
10.10 MV/m for 200 keV beam.
For the first 5-cell cavity as shown in Fig.4, the energy
gain obtained from the simulation is not linear with the accelerating gradient inside the cavity. The non-linear relation
for the beam (200 keV, 350 keV, and 500 keV) is best fitted
by the fifth order of the polynomials. However, the best nonlinearity is obtained for the 200 keV beam than the 350 keV,
and 500 keV cases.
There are several issues to explain the "non-linearity".
First, the beam is not relativistic when it enters the cavity as
the electrons traversing the cavity are not velocity-of-light
and there is phase shifts and incomplete accelerations. The
second isssue is the transit time factor. And lastly the effective length of the 5-cell cavity changes for the non-relativistic
beam. The cavity length specified L = 𝛽𝜆 RF /2 works poorly
for low 𝛽 cavities. So the energy gain is not linear with the
field inside the cavity (Eacc ). For the different settings, the
deviation of the energy gain from a linear model in a two-gap
RF cavity for a non-relativistic beam was calculated by A.
Shemyakin [10]. We observed exactly the same non-linearity
for the first 5-cell cavity.
For the second 5-cell cavity, the beam is relativistic and
the energy gain obtained from the simulation is linear with
the accelerating gradients inside the cavity. The linearity for
the beam (200 keV, 350 keV, and 500 keV) are best approximated by the linear fit as shown in Fig. 5.
Again, setting the electric field gradient for both of the
5-cell cavities Eacc = 10.10 MV/m, we plotted energy gain
vs. the phase off-crest for them for a 200 keV beam which
is shown in Figure 6. From the figure, it is clearly seen
that there is an incomplete acceleration from the first 5-cell
cavity. But the full energy gain is achieved from the second
5-cell cavity as the beam entering the cavity is relativistic.
Also, the gain is the cosine function of the phase relative to
the crest.
Also, we observed the beam characteristics downstream
after the cryounit for the 200 keV beam setting the field gradient (Eacc ) for the first cavity and second cavity to 3 MV/m
and 5 MV/m, respectively. The beam has a bunch length
of 1.10 ps, average kinetic energy of 6.86 MeV, and energy
spread 𝜎𝐸 of 14.95 keV. The beam envelope (transverse
beam sizes and normalized transverse emittances) along the
beamline are shown Figs. 7 and 8 respectively.
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Figure 7: Transverse beam sizes (𝜎𝑥 and 𝜎𝑦 ) for the 200 keV
beam.

Figure 8: Normalized transverse emittances (𝜖 𝑛𝑥 and 𝜖 𝑛𝑦 )
for the 200 keV beam.

CONCLUSION
We have calibrated and optimized the Nb3 Sn cryounit at
UITF at Jefferson Lab using GPT modeling. For all the
studied beam cases (200 keV, 350 keV, and 500 keV), the
beam goes cleanly through the unit. The beam is not fully
relativistic for the first 5-cell cavity; there is no full energy
gain out from the cavity. The energy gain is not linear with
the field inside the cavity whereas the beam is relativistic
for the second 5-cell cavity, there is almost full energy gain
out from the cavity. The energy gain is linear with field
inside the cavity. Also, we found that using the velocity-oflight structure for the non-relativistic beam is suitable for
the desired beam requirement after the quarter cryo-module
at Upgraded Injector Test Facility (UITF). Jefferson Lab intends to install such Nb3 Sn cavities in UITF and accomplish
the world’s first beam acceleration by Nb3 Sn.
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Abstract
The Jefferson Lab KL experiment [1] will run at the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility with a much
lower bunch repetition rate (7.80 MHz or 15.59 MHz) than
nominally used (249.5 MHz or 499 MHz). While the proposed average current of 2.5 - 5.0 µA is relatively low compared to the maximum CEBAF current of approximately
180 µA, the corresponding bunch charge is atypically high
for CEBAF injector operation. In this work, we investigated
the evolution and transmission of low-rep-rate, high-bunchcharge (0.32 to 0.64 pC) beams through the CEBAF injector.
Using the commercial software General Particle Tracer, we
have simulated and analyzed the beam characteristics for
both values of bunch charge. We performed these simulations with the existing injector using a 130 kV gun voltage.
We have calculated and measured the transmission as a function of the photocathode laser spot size and pulse length.
We report on the findings of these simulations and optimum
parameters for operating the experiment.

INTRODUCTION
The KL experiment (a new nuclear physics experiment)
at Jefferson Lab in Hall D requires time-of-flight measurements which in turn requires substantially lower bunch repetition rates in Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) than the nominal 249.5 MHz or 499 MHz.
The momenta of KL particles will be measured using the
time-of-flight between RF signal of CEBAF accelerator and
start counters surrounding LH2 target. A schematic view
of beamline is presented in Fig. 1. At 12 GeV an average
current of 2.5 - 5.0 µA corresponds to 30 - 60 kW of beam
power, which will converted by the CPS to illuminate the
Be target. Table 1 summarizes the individual bunch charges
corresponding to these beam requirements for the KL experiment.
We are developing new operating parameters of the
CEBAF injector for the KL experiment. This experiment
requires relatively low rep rate but the bunch charge at the
high end of what CEBAF delivers to achieve its goals. This
paper describes the evolution and transmission of low-reprate, high-bunch-charge (0.32 to 0.64 pC) beams through the
CEBAF injector. Using the computational software packages, we will describe designed beam size, the initial electron
beam distribution, and analyze the beam characteristics for
∗
†

Work supported by U.S. DOE, Office of Science, Office of Nuclear Physics
under contract DE-AC05-06OR23177
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Figure 1: Schematic view of Hall D beamline on the way
𝑒 → 𝛾 → 𝐾𝐿 . Electrons first hit the copper radiator inside
the Compact Photon Source (CPS). Then photons illuminate
the Be target, and finally, neutral kaons hit the LH2 /LD2
cryogenic target. Beam goes from left to right [1].
Table 1: CEBAF Injector bunch currents and repetition rates
for KL experiment [1].
Current Repetition Subhar- Bunch Equivalent
Rate
monic of Charge 249.5 MHz
(A)
(MHz)
499 MHz (pC) current (A)
2.5
2.5
5.0
5.0

15.59
7.80
15.59
7.80

32nd
64th
32nd
64th

0.16
0.32
0.32
0.64

40
80
80
160

both values of bunch charge for 130 kV gun voltage. We
characterize the transmission as a function of the photocathode laser spot size and pulse length. Finally, we describe
measurement for two injector laser drive frequency modes :
one with 500 MHz, and another with 250 MHz.

BEAMLINE SETUP AND SIMULATION
DETAILS
Figure 2 shows the general layout of the CEBAF injector, showing the elements related to bunching, timing and
focusing the beam. Our injector model for KL beam conditions focuses on the beam line between the gun and the
captured solenoid S6 (MFA0I03) upstream of the Chopper
1 RF cavity and retains the pre-upgraded injector beam line
downstream from S6 (MFA0I03) onward [2]. The beam
originates on a 130 keV photocathode. Then the beam transits through the elements of a 30 m beamline which consist
of 1 pre-buncher cavity, 1 buncher cavity, 5-cell capture section, 1/4 cryomodule booster (2 Cornell-style 5-cell cavities),
focusing solenoids, and quadrupoles. We performed the simulations using the commercial software General Particle
Tracer (GPT) [3].
For the particle distribution at cathode in simulation, the
beam is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution in 𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦
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Figure 2: Layout of the CEBAF injector upto quarter cryomodule (QCM) at JLab. The more detailed information can be
found at [2].
𝑝𝑥 and 𝑝𝑦 following the profile of the laser. Initially, the
transverse beam sizes are, 4x = 2.237 mm, and 4y = 2.093
mm, laser pulse length (FWHM) is 45 ps, the transverse
emittance is 0.061 mmmrad. The beam current is varied
from 5 µA to 160 µA for 250 MHz laser frequency. Thus, the
bunch charge is calculated by using the relation: 𝑞 = 𝐼×𝑓. For
the high bunch charge, the space charge effect is incorporated
using the space charge3Dmesh algorithm [4]. The applied
macro particle number in the simulation is 10000. Also, we
varied the laser spot size and the laser pulse length at cathode
to see the transmission as the function of these parameters.

Figure 4: Beam transmission through the apertures A1 and
A2 with variation of laser spot size at cathode for 64 ns and
128 ns beam.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present the results of simulation, measurements and the comparison between them.

Simulation Results
Figure 3 shows the beam transmission through the apertures as a function of the bunch charge. It shows that the
transmission decreases with increase is bunch charge. For 64
ns bunch spacing, 0.32 pC bunch charge, the beam transmission is about 92% but the transmission decreases to about
82% for 128 ns bunch spacing, 0.64 pC bunch charge. Figures 4 and 5 show the beam transmission versus laser spot
size and laser pulse length at the cathode for two different
bunch spacing; 128 ns and 64 ns respectively.

Figure 3: Beam transmission through the apertures A1 and
A2 as a function of bunch charge.

Figure 5: Beam transmission through the apertures A1 and
A2 with variation of laser pulse length at cathode size for 64
ns and 128 ns beam.

Measurements
We measured the bunch charge versus transmission for
different beam frequencies : one for 250 MHz and another
for 500 MHz. Figure 6 shows that for 500 MHz drive frequency, we can get only 0.4 pC of charge from the gun and
the beam loss is about 10% for it. For the 250 MHz laser
drive frequency, we can get more charge than K-Long beam
requirement, but the losses in the apertures (A1, A2 and MS)
is very high. For 0.65 pC of bunch charge from the gun, the
loss is about 39%.
The length and shape of a 10 fC electron bunch at 250
MHz and 500 MHz frequency is measured at the location of
499 MHz chopper. This is done by using a chopper scanning
technique and as shown in Fig. 7. The Fig. 7 shows the
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ment with the measurement. The beam transmission decreases with increasing charge/bunch due to the space charge
effect. Space charge forces can degrade the beam quality and
cause resulting in emittance growth, energy spread, halo formation, particle losses and even can set up upper limit for the
beam current. The self induced forces due to space charge
are always defocusing in either in x or the y directions [6].
Figure 6: Beam transmission through the apertures A1, A2
and Master slit vs. bunch charge from the gun for different
laser drive frequency.

Figure 9: Comparison between simulation and measurement
for beam transmission vs. bunch charge

Figure 7: Chopper Scan for measuring beam pulse length
for different beam frequency created by the drive laser.

Figure 8: Chopper scan at various beam current from the
gun for 250 MHz drive frequency.
measurement data and corresponding Gaussian fit for finding
the pulse length of the beam for different drive frequency of
the laser. The frequency of the chopper used is 499 MHz. So,
the pulse length of the beam at different drive frequencies is
calculated by 5.6 ps per degree. The length of the bunch is
about 42.50 ± 0.22 ps full width at half maximum (FWHM)
for 500 MHz drive frequency and about 63.83 ± 0.27 ps
FWHM for 250 MHz drive frequency. It shows that the
different mode of drive frequency has beam of different
pulse length. Compared to the pulse length at low current
the electron bunch length is much longer for higher currents
as shown in Fig. 8. The reference [5] explains the bunch
length growth.

Comparison Measurements and Simulations
Figure 9 represents the comparison between measurement
and simulations for various bunch charge studied for 500
MHz frequency. Our simulation results are in good agreeMOPOTK052
582

OUTOOK
With existing gun (130 kV), we have simulated the
CEBAF upgraded injector model for K-Long experiment
for low and high charge/bunch using General Particle Tracer
(GPT). During the simulations, the laser pulse length and
laser spot size at cathode were varied to see the effects of
these parameters in the beam interception though the apertures. Measurements were done for low and high charge
for two different laser drive frequency mode and compared
with the simulation results. From the measurements, we
found that maximum bunch charge from the gun that is transmitted through the apertures is 0.4 pC at 500 MHz drive
frequency with about 12% loss and in good agreement with
the simulations. However, for the 250 MHz drive frequency
the maximum bunch charge from the gun met the K-Long
experiment requirement but the losses in the apertures are
high, about 39%. This shows that the charge that can be
transmitted from the injector is about 0.35 pC for 500 MHz
drive frequency and 0.40 pC for 250 MHz drive frequency.
From the chopper scanning technique, we have found that
for different drive frequency modes of the laser, the pulse
lengths are different. The FWHM pulse length for 500 MHz
drive frequency 42.50 ± 0.22 ps and is close to the simulated
pulse length. But, the FWHM pulse length for 250 MHz
drive frequency is 63.83 ± 0.27 ps and is larger than the
simulated pulse length.

FUTURE WORKS
A planned injector upgrade with a 200 kV gun and new
RF acceleration scheme is planned for 2023. This upgrade
is expected to further benefit the K-Long experiment. New
simulations for this experiment and studies with the K-Long
drive laser are planned.
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Abstract
Recirculating Linear Accelerators (RLAs) provide an efficient way of producing high-power, high-quality, continuous-wave hadron and lepton beams. However, their attractiveness had been limited by the cumbersomeness of
multiple recirculating arcs and by the complexity of the
spreader and recombiner regions. The latter problem sets
one of the practical limitations on the maximum number of
recirculations. We present an RLA design concept where
the problem of multiple arcs is solved using the Fixed-Field
Alternating gradient (FFA) design as in CBETA. The
spreader/recombiner design is greatly simplified using an
adiabatic matching approach. It allows for the spreader/recombiner function to be accomplished by a single beam
line. The concept is applied to the designs of a high-power
hadron accelerator being considered at ORNL and a CEBAF electron energy doubling project, FFA@CEBAF, being developed at Jefferson lab.

HIGH-POWER HADRON ACCELERATOR
DESIGN STUDY AT ORNL
Introduction
Recent advances in the SRF technology allow for increasingly more reliable and higher power hadron linacs.
Due to slow increase of the proton velocity and each RF
structure being efficient only in a narrow range of velocities, hadron linear accelerators require several SRF cavity
types to cover these ranges and a large number of cavities
in total. There are multiple projects in all parts of the world
that are already being constructed or proposed [1]. The
number of different types of accelerating structures used by
these projects varies from 4 to 7. Figure 1 summarizes the
beam energy gain per cavity for all types of cavities against
their velocity ranges for seven typical projects, namely,
SNS [2], ESS [3], MYRRHA [4], Project-X [5], JAEA
ADS [6], CiADS [7], and HC HP-SPL [8, 9]. Notably, all
of these and other explored projects are straight linacs.
The data in Fig. 1 is described well by the exponential fit
0.6 exp
___________________________________________

.

(1)
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shown by the green solid line. Only SC cavity data was
used in the fit, since high-power CW machines tend to have
no or short warm accelerating sections after an RFQ. In anticipation of 50% or so further improvement of SRF performance in the next few years, we scale the fit line by a
factor of 1.5 and adopt it for our below estimates.

Figure 1: Summary of the energy gains per cavity versus
the cavity’s velocity range for the seven selected projects.
The warm linac data is shown in red on the right vertical
scale in terms of the energy gain per unit length.
We next conservatively assume 300 kW for the maximum power that can be coupled into a cavity for all cavity
types over the entire relativistic 𝛽 range. In combination
with the extrapolated survey data from Fig. 1, we obtain
the optimum current as a function of 𝛽
𝐼 𝛽

𝛽

330 exp

.

mA (2)

shown by the green line in Fig. 2.
A point above the green line means that a cavity is running at its power limit but below its maximum voltage
while a point below the green line means that a cavity is
running at its maximum voltage but below the maximum
power that can be made available to it. The magenta line in
Fig. 2 illustrates the operation regime of a straight 1 GeV
10 MW proton linac of particular interest for the Accelerator-Driven Subcritical reactor application. Clearly, it is far
from the optimum line.

Concept
The power bottleneck set by the high-𝛽 cavities in a
straight linac is overcome by recirculating the beam
through the lower-energy sections up to their cavity power
limits. The energy boundaries shown by the red vertical
lines in Fig. 2 are chosen so that each section doubles the
beam momentum. This is a comfortable parameter range
for an FFA arc design as shown later. Under these assumptions, the number of SRF cavities in an RLA design can be
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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reduced by about a factor of 4 compared to a straight linac
design.

application to another project, FFA@CEBAF, discussed
later in this paper. Note that there are scaling relations between the FFA cell length (𝐿), bending angle (𝜃), and bending radius (𝜌), the dipole fields (𝐵 ) and field gradients
(𝜕𝐵 /𝜕𝑥) of its magnets, the orbit excursion (Δ𝑥), the size
of the cell’s Twiss 𝛽 functions, and the beam momentum
(𝑝). Some of the basic relations are summarized in Table 1
where 𝜑 is the periodic betatron phase per cell. One can
apply the relations in Table 1 and their combinations to
scale an existing solution to the desired configuration.
Given the above discussion, a preliminary layout of a
high-power hadron accelerator investigated at ORNL is depicted by Fig. 3.

FFA@CEBAF
CEBAF Electron Energy Doubling Project
Figure 2: Optimum current (solid green line), current
through a cavity in the case of a straight linac (dashed magenta line), and current through a cavity in the case of recirculation (dashed blue lines) as a function of 𝛽.
The main problem of recirculating a hadron beam at low𝛽 is the loss of synchronization of the beam with the linac
RF and the resulting loss of acceleration efficiency on the
2nd and subsequent turns [10, 11, 12]. This loss is compensated by increase in the number of passes some of which
may be inefficient or even decelerating until the goal energy is reached. Low power consumption during the inefficient passes and energy recovery during the decelerating
passes keeps the cavity input power under its limit. A more
detailed discussion of the linac timing and longitudinal
beam match is beyond the scope of this paper.
Table 1: Parameter Scaling of an FFA Cell
Parameter

𝑳

𝜽

𝑩𝒚

𝝏𝑩𝒚 /𝝏𝒙

𝚫𝒙

𝑝

1

1

𝑎

𝑎

1

𝜌

𝑎

1

1⁄𝑎

1⁄𝑎

𝑥

𝛽 (fixed 𝜑)

𝑎

𝑎

1

1⁄𝑎

𝑎

Figure 3: Schematic of a high-power proton accelerator
being studied at ORNL.
Multiple recirculations in turn raise the issues of the
complexity of having multiple recirculating arcs and
matching beam spreaders and recombiners. They are
solved using the demonstrated concept [13] of an FFA arcs
design and a recent invention of adiabatic FFA match [14].
For the sake of brevity, these ideas are illustrated in

One of the CEBAF upgrade options that have been proposed to further its science is doubling of its energy. Using
FFA arcs for additional recirculations of the electron beam
through the existing SRF cryomodules is perhaps the most
attractive approach to reaching that goal due to its relative
simplicity, robustness, compactness, and cost efficiency [15]. It also particularly suitable for the higher energy passes since the FFA absolute momentum acceptance
scales with the input momentum with the input to output
momentum ratio of up to a factor of about 3. This approach
is being explored by the FFA@CEBAF study.
Another advance adopted by FFA@CEBAF that is also
applicable to the ORNL design is use of beam line magnets
made of permanent magnetic material [16]. When field
ramps are not needed as in the FFA design case, they offer
multiple advantages over conventional electro-magnetic
elements including exceptional compactness, radiation resistance, and achievable field strengths.

Figure 4: Orbital offest (top, left scale), dispersion (top,
right scale) and horizontal (bottom, left scale) and vertical
(bottom, right scale) Twiss 𝛽 functions of a regular
periodic cell of the FFA 1 west arc.

Arc Cell
Several design configurations have been explored considering use of permanent combined-function magnets [16]. One of the most efficient configurations as
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currently envisioned is a scenario with the addition of two
FFAs accelerating the beam in 7.1-18 and 16-23 GeV energy ranges in 5 and 3 passes, respectively. Given the FFA
scaling properties summarized in Table 1, here it is sufficient to only focus on the optics design of the west arc of
FFA 1 transporting 5 passes of about 9.4, 11.6, 13.5, 15.9,
and 18.1 GeV. The magnetic optics of a regular periodic
cell of this FFA arc is shown in Fig. 4. It was obtained using
the optimized magnet parameters reported in [16]. The optimization ensured that the orbital offset and the beam size
corresponding to the optical functions in Fig. 4 are consistent with the aperture attainable with a permanent magnet design at the required magnetic field and its gradient.
At the electron energies of interest, the particle velocity
variation is clearly not an issue as in the case of a hadron
RLA. The time-of-flight adjustment and longitudinal beam
matching are again beyond the scope of this paper.

where 𝜃 is the bending angle of 𝑖th matching cell, 𝜃 is
the bending angle of a regular arc cell, and 𝑛 is the total
number of matching cells. The resulting orbit and optics
behavior is shown in Fig. 6. Note the lack of perturbation
in the 𝛽 and therefore constant phase advance per cell.

Straight Cell

Figure 6: Orbital offest (top, left scale), dispersion (top,
right scale) and horizontal (bottom, left scale) and vertical
(bottom, right scale) Twiss 𝛽 functions of the adiabatic part
of the matching section.

CEBAF straights contain relatively long cryomodules
with relatively weak focusing elements between them to
transport the beam over a wide energy range. This results
in the straights having periodic optics solutions with relatively large 𝛽 functions at high energies as shown in Fig. 5.
The design of a periodic straight cell is based on triplet focusing with long drifts around the focusing quadrupoles for
placement of SRF cryomodules. The triplet quadrupoles
are also assumed to be made of permanent magnetic material.

The adiabatic matching approach has been demonstrated
to work well when the phase advance per cell is kept nearly
constant. The development of a systematic approach to optimal matching of periodic cells with significantly different
periodic betatron phase advances is in progress.
Figure 7 shows a solution for the intermediate and final
segments of the matching section obtained by numerical
optimization of the magnet strengths to satisfy the Twiss
matching constraints. The matching lattice in Fig. 7 consists of 16 straight cells built using same-length magnets as
the periodic arc cells that are followed by 10 triplet cells
built using same-length magnets as the periodic straight
cells. The drift lengths between the triplets are gradually
increased according to the polynomial law of Eq. (3). Note
the nearly regular behavior of the magnet strengths suggesting that a systematic solution exists.

Figure 5: Horizontal (left scale) and vertical (right scale)
Twiss 𝛽 functions of a regular periodic straight cell of
FFA 1.

Arc to Straight Matching Sections
It presents a challenge to match the relatively tight optics
of the FFA arcs to the large-𝛽 periodic triplet optics of the
straights. It is done in several steps: a section for adiabatic
suppression of the orbital offset and dispersion, an intermediate matching section, and a final beam expansion section.
The design of the adiabatic orbit and dispersion suppression part is based on the adiabatic matching approach [14].
This part of the matching section consists of 26 FFA cells.
Their geometry and the quadrupole field strengths are kept
fixed while their dipole fields and therefore their bending
angles are scaled per the adiabatic approach according to
the following polynomial relation
𝜃

1
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𝑓

𝜃

, 𝑓 𝑥

3𝑥

2𝑥 , (3)

Figure 7: Orbital offest (top, left scale), dispersion (top,
right scale) and horizontal (bottom, left scale) and vertical
(bottom, right scale) Twiss 𝛽 functions of the intermiediate
and final segments of the matching section.

CONCLUSION
FFA approach to RLA optics design opens new opportunities for efficient designs of hadron and electron accelerators.
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REVIEW OF ALIGNMENT AND STABILITY TOLERANCES FOR
ADVANCED LIGHT SOURCES
A. Khan∗ , S. Sharma, V. Smaluk, BNL, NSLS-II, Upton, NY, 11973-5000, USA
Abstract
Alignment and mechanical-stability specifications are essential to the performance of low-emittance storage rings.
Beam dynamics simulations are usually performed to establish these specifications. However, the simulation procedures and the input parameters related to magnet positions
are not well established which leads to differences in the
final specifications. In this paper we discuss important parameters of the mechanical/structural systems of the storage
ring that impact on the alignment and stability specification.
We reviewed the alignment and stability specifications used
at modern light sources across the world that will help to
propose an efficient model for a low-emittance upgrade of
NSLS-II.

we discuss the alignment and stability tolerances of different
light sources.

OVERVIEW OF ALIGNMENT
TOLERANCES

akhan1@bnl.gov

The misalignment can be caused by the occurrence of
some mounting errors and other errors in the manufacturing
and assembly process of the magnets. Considering the parameters change (for convenience from the computational
viewpoint) and the physical meaning of the parameter deviations, the random nature of errors is assumed [1].
There are three most important factors from beam dynamics point of view to decide the alignment tolerances for a
light source: beta beating, beam orbit and dynamic aperture. The general steps for such simulations are as outlined
in Refs. [2, 3]:
• Apply misalignment errors and beam-offset to the lattice model
• Perform trajectory correction until the beam reaches
one turn
• Perform global trajectory correction until sufficient
multi-turn transmission is achieved
• Perform global trajectory correction including RF cavities until closed orbit is found
Table 1 summarizes the magnet-to-magnet and girder-togirder alignment specifications in advanced light sources
around the world, including ALS-U [4], APS-U [5],
Diamond-II [6], ESRF-EBS [7], NSLS-II [8], SIRIUS [9],
MAX-IV[10] and SOLEIL-II [11].
Alignment specifications at APS-U are specified for two
different stages: (1) the alignment requirements that have
to be achieved as a zeroth-order machine alignment prior to
the beam commissioning, and (2) the requirements that have
to be ensured during standard machine operation [12]
The ESRF-EBS facility described that girder-to-girder
tolerances are not of particular significance to the facility
with loose magnet-to-magnet tolerance. From a beam dynamics perspective, as long as magnet-to-magnet tolerances
(single magnet rms position errors) are met at every location in the machine, including between magnets standing on
adjacent girders, the desired dynamic aperture and lifetime
are achievable. It worked effectively for ESRF-EBS, well
beyond expectations/simulations [13].
At SOLEIL-II, magnet tolerances are tight 30 µm and
much tighter for neighboring girders (50 µm in H and 30 µm
in V). The major issue is that machine lattice is so compact
that considerable offset in sextupole magnets would have a
significant impact on the lattice performance [14].
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INTRODUCTION
Achieving a good level of performance in the lowemittance light sources places demanding requirements on
the field quality and alignment precision of the magnets.
Identifying and rectifying the major sources of machine
errors is a major task during the commissioning of a new accelerator, and efforts to reduce errors and improve machine
performance are frequently continued throughout the facility’s lifetime. Modeling the sensitivity to various errors is
also an important part of the design process, which includes
studies of diagnostics to identify the sources of errors and
the correction systems to compensate for them. Thus, to
ensure any facility will perform as expected by reducing uncertainty, advancing design in a cost-effective way requires
finding the proper alignment and stability tolerances. This is
achieved by considering the work of others, and developing
the suitable models for accommodating results.
There are two types of errors, static and dynamic, concerning lattice magnets. Static errors, such as misalignment
and field errors, are time independent or change slowly over
time. These affect dynamic aperture, dispersion, beta beating, lifetime and chromaticity. We can reduce the impact of
such errors by deploying a diagnostic and corrective system.
Dynamic errors, such as jitter in the power supply, floor motion, girder vibrations, and temperature variations, are ones
that change with time on a scale of milliseconds to hours, as
discussed in the section on noise sources. These errors affect
a variety of beam properties, including orbit stability, and
if we can monitor them in real time, the correction can be
implemented in real time as well. Detailed beam dynamics
simulations give the specification of upper limits on these
errors in a machine.
It is also necessary to think through the specification of
tolerances in order to avoid unnecessary costs. In this report,
∗
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Table 1: Specifications for magnets and girders alignment in modern light sources around the world. Each element is
misaligned randomly in a Gaussian distribution with given RMS amplitude 𝜎. NA+ and NA∗ corresponds to ‘Not Applicable’
and ‘Not Available’ respectively.
Machine
ALS-U
APS-U
Diamond-II
ESRF-EBS
NSLS-II
SIRIUS
MAX-IV
SOLEIL-II

E
(GeV)

C
(m)

Magnet-tomagnet (µm)

Cut-off
(±𝜎)

Girder-togirder (µm)

Cut-off
(±𝜎)

2
6
3.5
6
3
3
3
2.75

196.5
1103.608
560.574
843.97
792
518.4
528
353.74

10
30
25
60
30
40
20
30

2
2
2
2.5
1
1
1
2

50
100
150
NA+
100
80
NA∗
50

2
1
2
NA+
1
1
NA∗
2

temperature variations, day/night variations, gravitational sun/moon earth tide cycle.

OVERVIEW OF STABILITY TOLERANCES
One of the most critical parameters for synchrotron light
source users is beam stability. It encompasses beam position,
angle, beamsize, emittance, beam energy, and energy spread
stability. The general stability requirements for orbit initially
of 10% of the beam sizes is changing with the advancement
of beamline experiments [15]. Table 2 specifies the typical
beam stability requirements for moderately demanding synchrotron radiation experiments, which helps to define the
stability tolerances for a particular facility [16].
Table 2: Typical beam stability requirements for moderately
demanding synchrotron radiation experiments [16].
Measurement Parameter
Intensity variation Δ𝐼/𝐼
Beam position and angle
Energy resolution
Timing stability
Data acquisition rate

Stability Requirement
≪ 1% of normalized 𝐼
′
< 2-5% of beam 𝜎 and 𝜎
−4
< 10
< 10% bunch length
10−3 − 105 Hz

A variety of sources can compromise the system’s stability once the accelerator support system has been installed
and the components aligned over a large range of time scales,
ranging from milliseconds to years, with disturbance amplitude decreasing with increasing frequency. These sources
are characterised in different time-scale as following [15]:

Noise Sources
• Short term (t < 1 hour): Ground vibration induced by
human activities, mechanical devices like compressors
and cranes or external sources like road traffic potentially attenuated by concrete slabs, amplified by girder
resonances and spatial frequency dependent orbit responses, cooling water circuits, power supply noise,
electrical stray fields, booster operation, etc.
• Medium term (t < week): Movement of the vacuum
chamber (or even magnets) due to changes of the synchrotron radiation induced heat load especially in decaying beam operation, water cooling, tunnel and hall

• Long term ( t > 1 week): Ground settlement and seasonal effects (temperature, rainfall) resulting in alignment changes of accelerator components, including
girders and magnets. Disturbances on this time scale
are not a problem for users, since experiments are regularly realigned.
The frequency content of motion due to vibrations is given
by the Power Spectral Density (PSD) which depends on the
geology of the site and cultural noise amplified by the girders and supports. The square root of integrated PSD gives
the RMS beam motion induced by vibration. We only discuss the magnet-girder assembly specifications and thermal
specifications in this report.

Magnet-Girder Assembly Specifications
For a better mechanical stability, it is required that all structures (stands and mechanics from the floor to optical component) must have high natural frequency for eigenmodes that
influence the resolution, spot sizes, etc. A standard vibration
diagnostic of mechanical structures starts with an operational
response measurement at various sites. The amplification
factor, peak frequencies, natural frequencies, and the outline
of the structure’s mode form are all analyzed initially, followed by the vibration amplitude at a few important spots.
If the level of vibration is lower than the tolerance, the structure is stable. The lowest natural frequency of magnet-girder
assembly of different light sources is given in Table 3.
There are two main groups with different beam height
facilities throughout the world: one with 1.2 m beam height,
such as NSLS-II, ESRF, SOLEIL, SPring-8, and the other
with 1.4 m beam height, such as APS-U, ALS-U, DIAMOND, and so on. From the standpoint of vibration and
stability, as well as tunnel cost, a short beam height is preferable. However, the availability of insertion devices, their
manufacturability, and the worker’s working environment
are frequently factors in determining this height.
Table 4 shows the differences in the vibration tolerances
across different facilities. One explanation for this difference
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Table 3: Lowest natural frequency of the magnet-girder
assembly of different light sources [9, 11, 17–19].
Freq. (Hz)

Machine
APS-U
ESRF-EBS
MAX-IV
NSLS-II
Diamond-II
HEPS
SPring-8-II
SIRIUS
SOLEIL-II

• ALS-U: During steady-state operation, the temperature
specification is ±0.05 ◦ C. A study was conducted to
examine historical building performance based on data
collected from thermal sensors over time. The average
temperatures in the storage-ring tunnel ranged from
22.4 − 25.2 ◦ C across the various zones. The majority
of the variances are due to differing operational modes.

50
55
50
30
50
40
110
120
97

could be that, while vibration tolerances are important for
providing engineers with simple design constraints, they are
based on broad generalizations about the character of mechanical system motion, which could be inaccurate. For example, physicists model magnet-to-magnet vibration within
a girder as uncorrelated motion, but in reality, this motion is
mostly coupled, and so the amplification factor will differ.
It is difficult to compare the beam dynamics of different
magnet grouping arrangements because the specifications
are based on a specific arrangement.
Table 4: Uncorrelated vibration tolerances [6, 8, 10, 20] for
horizontal(H) and vertical (V) components
Machine

Freq.
(Hz)

Magnet
(nm)

Girder
(nm)

APS-U
1-100
10 (H/V)
20 (H/V)
MAX-IV
>5
20-30 (V)
NSLS-II
>4
25 (H), 150 (V) 70 (H), 600 (V)
Diamond-II 1-100 14.7 (H), 21.7 (V)

Thermal Specifications
Thermal excursions are typically caused by day–night
temperature variations or by heat loads from thermal system.
The thermal system of an accelerator facility consists of heat
sources (cables, RF, absorbers, electromagnets etc), the air
ventilation and the water cooling system, high thermal inertia
components (girders, slabs, concrete walls), and external
disturbances including experimental hall and groundwater
temperature. Long term stability affected by thermal drift
is a crucial task, especially in the first phase of a facility. It
might take a long time before the site gets into equilibrium.
There is even a risk of periodic drift with seasons.
The thermal specifications for different facilities are given
as following:
• APS-U: APS-U standards to keep tunnel air temperature stable within ±0.1 ◦ C. This specification has been
demonstrated at multiple locations on a one-week time
scale and is meant to be maintained throughout the
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storage-ring tunnel and over weeks/months, rather than
only in a few areas over a week.

• SOLEIL-II: The extension of the air-conditioning systems to the injector complex, the new booster ring,
and special care for the electronics of the storage ring
component, whose electronics boards are housed in
thermo-regulated cabinets, all necessitate temperature
regulation of better than ±0.05 ◦ C.
• ESRF-EBS: The ESRF machine had two major thermal
issues: first, air-conditioning requires a temperature
ramp up to 2 °C along the sector, and second, the storage ring required a four-day warm-up period to attain
stable orbit. The ESRF-EBS specifications are outlined
to ±0.1 ◦ C by adding the tunnel-sector supplementary
cooling systems [21].
• NSLS-II: To ensure acceptable thermal stability of
the storage ring magnets, process water and tunnel air
temperature fluctuations are maintained within ±0.1 ◦ C
with 1 hour time scale. The viscoelastic damping pads
are used to reduce the thermal bending of the girder by
more than one order of magnitude [22].

CONCLUDING REMARKS
For a low-emittance synchrotron, design optimization is
a trade-off between performance, environmental conditions,
and manufacturing capabilities. Alignment and mechanicalstability specifications of the storage rings of several light
sources were reviewed in detail. The differences in the specifications are related to optimization parameters in beam
dynamics simulations as well as to input parameters representing mechanical and structural systems of the storage
ring. Simulation procedures for the alignment specifications are relatively mature and yield similar results. Stability
specifications (both vibrational and thermal) have significant differences, in part because they are not yet firmly
grounded in beam dynamics simulations. This study will
help us to set up an efficient design model for simulations of
the low-emittance NSLS-II upgrade using the Accelerator
Toolbox [23].
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DESIGNING LINEAR LATTICES FOR ROUND BEAM IN ELECTRON
STORAGE RINGS USING SLIM∗
Yongjun Li† , Robert Rainer, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton 11973, New York, USA
Abstract
For some synchrotron light source beamline applications,
a round beam is preferable to a flat one. A conventional
method of obtaining round beam in an electron storage ring
is to shift its tune close to a linear difference resonance. The
linearly coupled beam dynamics is analyzed with perturbation theories, which have certain limitations. In this paper,
we adopt the Solution by LInear Matrices (SLIM) analysis
to calculate exact beam sizes to design round beam lattices.
The SLIM analysis can deal with a generally linearly coupled
accelerator lattice. The effects of various coupling sources
on beam emittances and sizes can be studied within a selfconsistent frame. Both the on- and off-resonance schemes
to obtain round beams are explained with examples. Commonly used radiator devices, such as planar wigglers and
undulators, can be incorporated.

INTRODUCTION
Round beam rather than a flat one is preferable for some
beamline applications in the synchrotron light source community. Concurrently, an increased vertical beam size can
significantly improve beam lifetime as well, particularly
in extremely low emittance rings. Therefore, some future
diffraction-limited light sources, such as ALS-U [1] and
APS-U [2], are planning to operate with a round beam mode.
Most of light source rings only have horizontal bending
magnets, which leads to an intrinsically flat beam. Either
dedicated devices, such as skew quadrupoles, or some imperfections in magnets, such as normal quadrupole roll errors,
can couple the beam motion transversely. Conventionally, a
geometric round beam in an electron machine is obtained by:
(1) equally distributing the natural horizontal emittance into
the horizontal and vertical planes 𝜖 𝑥 = 𝜖 𝑦 through shifting
the machine’s tune close to a linear difference resonance
𝜈 𝑥 − 𝜈 𝑦 = 𝑛, with 𝑛 an integer, (2) adjusting the envelop
Twiss functions so that 𝛽 𝑥 = 𝛽 𝑦 at the locations of radiators. Here we also assume that radiators are located at
non-dispersive sections, because achromat lattices are often
adopted for light source rings. The beam emittances and
sizes for this on-resonance coupling case were often analyzed with perturbation theories, such as [3–5] etc. However,
when the linear coupling is sufficiently strong, such perturbation analyses might not be accurate any longer and a more
accurate analysis might be considered necessary.
In the presence of linear coupling, the uncoupled 2dimensional Courant-Synder parameterization [6] can be
generalized to the 4-dimensional coupled motion. Such pa∗
†
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rameterizations, proposed by Ripken and his colleagues [7,8]
and further developed by Lebedev and Bogacz [9] are already available. There are also some other exact parameterizations [10–12]. These analyses only deal with linear
Hamiltonian systems, the radiation damping and quantum
excitation diffusion for electron beams are not considered.
Therefore, the equilibrium emittance for electron storage
rings has not been derived here. Instead, the following emittance re-distribution approximation [4],
𝜖𝑥 =

1 + 2𝑘 2
2𝑘 2
𝜖
,
𝜖
=
𝜖 𝑥,0
𝑥,0
𝑦
1 + 4𝑘 2
1 + 4𝑘 2

(1)

|𝜅|
is often used. Here 𝑘 = Δ𝜈
, 𝜅 is the well-known coupling
coefficient given in ref. [4, 13], Δ𝜈 = 𝜈 𝑥 − 𝜈 𝑦 − 𝑝 is the
distance from the resonance, 𝜖 𝑥,0 is the horizontal emittance
for the uncoupled motion, and the natural vertical emittance
𝜖 𝑦,0 is negligible. Eq. (1) is only valid by assuming: (1)
coupling coefficient 𝜅 are sufficiently weak to be considered
as perturbations, (2) the total transverse emittance remains
as a constant, and (3) the coupling is caused by a single
isolated resonance, (4) the vertical dispersion is negligible.
Exact computations as shown later in this paper indicate
that the approximation in Eq. (1) can break down when
these assumptions are violated, particularly when vertical
dispersion is blown up.
In this paper, to design round beam lattices for light source
rings, we adopt an exact and self-consistent analysis – the
Solution by LInear Matrices (SLIM) technique, developed
by Chao back in the 1970–1980s [14–16]. This analysis can
yield fruitful results such as the trajectory of the electron
distribution center and the beam sizes and shapes in phase
space. Linear coupling effects among the horizontal, vertical,
and longitudinal motions are included in a straightforward
manner even without introducing the auxiliary Twiss functions. Alternate, and also exact approaches, such as [17, 18]
have been implemented in the code SAD [19], AT [20] and
OPA [21] which could also be used for this purpose. We
used AT and SLIM to compute a same coupled NSLS-II
lattice and confirmed that their emittance computations are
equivalent.

SLIM AND TWISS FUNCTIONS
The detailed SLIM formalism can be found in the references [14–16, 22]. It deals with the motion of a charged
particle in a linear electromagnetic device by purely using
their transport matrices. First, symplectic one-turn linear
matrices for a storage ring are used to compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The eigenvalues indicate whether
the linear motion is stable or not, and provides the fractional
parts of the tunes when the motion is stable. The eigenvectors evolving along the ring provide information about closed
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orbit, beam size, etc. For electron rings, non-symplectic oneturn matrices including the radiation damping are used to
compute the damping rates. Then equilibrium emittances are
obtained by balancing the quantum diffusion and radiation
damping in all radiating magnets around the ring. The particle distributions within a bunch along the ring can be given
with 21 independent second moments. In the presence of
linear couplings, no approximation is needed and therefore,
the computations are exact. The ring’s global emittances
and the local 𝑠-dependent beam sizes are derived within
a self-consistent frame. When there is no linear coupling,
two SLIM’s second moments ⟨𝑥𝑥⟩ , ⟨𝑦𝑦⟩ were confirmed
to agree with the beam sizes obtained with Sands’s formalism [23] using the Courant-Snyder parameterization.
No auxiliary Twiss functions are needed in the SLIM
analysis. However, it is worth noting are these coupled Twiss
functions parameterized with Ripken method [7, 8] are still
useful in interpreting the same physics meanings. Given an
equilibrium emittances 𝜖 𝑥,𝑦 and energy spread 𝜎𝛿 , the beam
size along the ring can also be computed with the following
formula [24],
2
𝜎𝑥,𝑦
= 𝛽 𝐼, ( 𝑥,𝑦) 𝜖 𝐼 + 𝛽 𝐼 𝐼, ( 𝑥,𝑦) 𝜖 𝐼 𝐼 + 𝜂2𝑥,𝑦 𝜎𝛿2 .

(2)

Using Eq. (2), we can further understand the blow-up of
vertical beam size by decomposing it into three components
as shown in Fig. 1. When the dispersion is coupled from the
horizontal plane to the vertical plane, it generates a considerable amount of mode II emittance 𝜖 𝐼 𝐼 and introduces local
vertical energy oscillation 𝜂 𝑦 𝜎𝛿 as well. In the meantime,
the coupled 𝛽 𝐼,𝑦 function can also generate a contribution
𝛽 𝐼,𝑦 𝜖 𝐼 . When the vertical dispersion is sufficiently large,
even no significant beam size change is observed in the horizontal plane, a new equilibrium state is formed in the vertical
plane.

2
2
y (mm )

0.02

II, y II

2 2
y

I, y I

vertical closed orbit through sextupoles and the roll errors
of normal quadrupoles, are discussed.

Closed Orbit Errors
In reality, small misalignments and magnet imperfections
are unavoidable. Therefore, when circulating beam reaches
an equilibrium distribution around a closed orbit, it always
differs, at least slightly, from the design orbit. Closed orbit,
if it exists, can be accurately obtained by performing an iterative one-turn 6-dimensional tracking till a convergence
is reached. This method is widely used in many existing
lattice codes, such as elegant [25] and mad [26]. Alternatively, the SLIM analysis adds a seventh component, which
is always a unitary constant 1, to expand one-turn transport
matrices to a 7 × 7 format. The closed orbit corresponds to
the eigenvectors with eigenvalues of 1. The nonlinear kicks
from nonlinear multipoles can also be accounted for by iteratively updating the transport matrices around the local
closed orbit to reach a convergence.
A vertical offset through sextupoles introduces linear coupling (non-zero 𝑚 23 and 𝑚 41 ). In modern high brightness
light source rings, strong sextupoles are needed to correct
chromaticity and enlarge dynamic aperture. Small closed
orbit errors might introduce some coupling which can blow
up the vertical emittance. When the uncoupled tune is close
to the difference resonance 𝜈 𝑥 − 𝜈 𝑦 = 𝑛, the vertical beam
emittance can be easily increased.

Normal Quadrupole Roll Errors
Another linear coupling source is from the random normal quadrupole roll errors. Quadrupoles can be aligned
within several hundreds of microradians roll angles using
the modern alignment techniques. When the linear tune is
sufficiently separated from resonances, even though the total
beam emittances are only slightly increased (about 1-2%), a
significant part of the transverse emittance can be gradually
redistributed to the vertical plane. While the machine’s tune
is sufficiently close to a difference resonance, even small roll
errors can easily couple the transverse motion. This is the
most common way to obtain an approximately round beam.

0.01
0.00 0

TWO ROUND BEAM SCHEMES

20

s (m)

40

Figure 1: Vertical beam size decomposition.

To obtain round beam in an electron storage ring, its vertical emittance needs to be blown up with either dedicated coupling elements (skew quadrupoles, solenoids), or by shifting
the machine’s tunes close to a difference resonance, and letting random coupling errors (such as quadrupole roll errors)
to couple the emittances transversely. Below we quantitatively investigate two schemes.

Round Beam with On-Resonance Tune
COUPLING DUE TO RANDOM ERRORS
Linear coupling can be from not only dedicated magnets,
such as skew quadrupoles and solenoids, but some random
errors. In this section, the effects of two primary sources, the

Currently, the most common method to obtain round beam
is by shifting the machine’s tune close to a difference resonance. With this on-resonance scheme, random imperfections are usually sufficient to couple the transverse motion.
Because orbit displacements through sextupoles centers can
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be well controlled using the beam-based-alignment technique [27, 28], quadrupoles’ roll errors are regarded as the
primary coupling sources, which are often at a level of several hundred microradians.
Although this on-resonance scheme can be explained with
the perturbation theory, we re-investigated it with the exact SLIM analysis. Our design goal is to make the beam
to be round at the short straight centers (SSC). First, the
local quadrupoles 𝑄𝐿 1−3 there were re-tuned to let the local eigenvectors absolute values to be close (or the coupled
𝛽 ( 𝑥,𝑦), (𝐼,𝐼 𝐼 ) functions to be close if one prefers to use Eq. (2)
instead.) Then the quadrupoles in the long straight sections
𝑄𝐻1−3 were tuned to shift the fractional tune close to a difference resonance. Here we assumed the RMS roll angles
for quadrupoles is 500 𝜇𝑟𝑎𝑑, which can be easily achieved
with the current alignment technique. The beam sizes for
one supercell with one specific random seed is illustrated in
Fig. 2, which can be used for the beam lifetime estimation. If
quadrupoles are aligned accurately with smaller roll angles,
eigen-emittances might not be equally distributed by the
resonance coupling, i.e., 𝜖 𝐼 > 𝜖 𝐼 𝐼 . In this case, we can tune
the local quadrupoles (𝑄𝐿 1−3 ) to make 𝛽 (𝐼,𝐼 𝐼 ), 𝑥 < 𝛽 (𝐼,𝐼 𝐼 ),𝑦
correspondingly to get a geometric round beam.

marized as an optimization problem: given normal/skew
magnet’s focusing strengths 𝐾1 , and/or tilt angles 𝜙 as knobs,
to simultaneously minimize eigen-emittances and get same
beam transverse sizes at specific locations; subject to the
some constraints, such as, keeping the fractional tunes are
sufficiently away from low order resonances, etc.

CONCLUSION
Two schemes to obtain round beam, i.e., with machine’s
tune sitting on- or off- difference resonance, are studied with
the SLIM analysis. The on-resonance scheme is easy to
implement in a real machine, however, beam profiles, coupled optics functions, and dispersions etc. have quite large
and uncontrollable fluctuations. The off-resonance scheme
can provide a more controllable and robust round beam, but
needs to integrate dedicated magnets into the lattice to generate strong coupling. Some more complicate schemes, such
as, a hybrid flat-round beam scheme [29] is being under
investigation for a steady-state microbunching [30] ring. A
similar idea has been studied using a different method [31]
for a diffraction-limited light source ring.
The linear lattice design eventually needs to be optimized
iteratively after taking the dynamic aperture and energy acceptance into account, but was not covered in this paper.
Other related topics, such as, orbit and linear optics characterization and correction, are different from weakly coupled
lattices, which need to considered in machine commissioning and operation. A more details can be founded in [32].
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Abstract
A data-driven chaos indicator concept is introduced to
characterize the degree of chaos for nonlinear dynamical
systems. The indicator is represented by the prediction accuracy of surrogate models established purely from data. It
provides a metric for the predictability of nonlinear motions
in a given system. When using the indicator to implement a
tune-scan for a quadratic Hénon map, the main resonances
and their asymmetric stop-band widths can be identiĄed.
When applied to particle transportation in a storage ring, as
particle motion becomes more chaotic, its surrogate model
prediction accuracy decreases correspondingly. Therefore,
the prediction accuracy, acting as a chaos indicator, can be
used directly as the objective for nonlinear beam dynamics
optimization. This method provides a diferent perspective
on nonlinear beam dynamics and an eicient method for nonlinear lattice optimization. Applications in dynamic aperture
optimization are demonstrated as real world examples.

INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that the predictability of motion in a
nonlinear dynamical system is closely associated with its
degree of chaos. Given an initial condition, although its
motion is deterministic, its long-term prediction might not
be quantitatively accurate because numerical errors can be
cumulative and ampliĄed. The Lyapunov exponent [1], i.e.,
the exponential growth of separation of inĄnitesimally close
trajectories, is often used as a chaos indicator to characterize
the sensitivity of chaotic motion to its initial condition.
Consider a diferent scenario: an unknown nonlinear dynamical system is encapsulated into a blackbox and only an
ensemble of trajectories (input and output data) are available.
Comparing actual trajectories to interpolated trajectories is
one way to gauge chaos. A typical method to interpolate
from known trajectories is to build a surrogate model with
machine learning techniques. A surrogate model needs to be
established Ąrst, then predictions can be made by evaluating
trajectories with given initial conditions. This procedure is
known as Şsupervised learningŤ [2]. To validate the model,
the data is often randomly split into two clusters: a large
training set and a small testing set. A model is then constructed from the training set. The performance of the model,
i.e., the prediction accuracy, is measured by comparing the
testing data against its prediction. The performance of the
∗
†
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model depends on the type and complexity of the model,
the volume of training data, the algorithm used for training,
etc. Nevertheless, the prediction accuracy depends greatly
on the degree of chaos. Therefore, an intuitive method for
detecting chaos directly, purely from data is possible. In
other words, predictability itself can act as a chaos indicator.
From our studies we observed that by using the predictability of less-complex surrogate models, and a small volume
of training data, some nonlinear behaviors in a dynamical
system can be well characterized.
Surrogate models have been widely used in studying nonlinear dynamical systems [3Ű8], including charged particle
motion in modern accelerators [9Ű15]. These models are
obtained by training on either simulated data or experimental
data, which have a high computational demand or require
complicated experimental processing. If models can predict
the dynamical system properties accurately with reduced
resource requirements, they can be used for more eicient
applications, such as optimization problems. Improving the
prediction accuracy is the highest priority in these applications. In contrast to these existing approaches, the main
advantage of using data-driven chaos indicators is that the
requirement on the absolute accuracy of surrogate models
is less demanding, and therefore can be structured with less
complexity and data.

DATA-DRIVEN CHAOS INDICATOR FOR
HÉNON MAP
The well-studied quadratic Hénon map, as shown in
Eq. (1), is used as an example to demonstrate how to construct a data-driven chaos indicator for tune-scanning. It
represents a thin sextupole kick followed by a linear rotation
in a 2-dimensional phase space,





x
x
cos 2πν sin 2πν
=
, (1)
p n+1
− sin 2πν cos 2πν
p − λx 2 n
where, n is a non-negative integer, ν is known as the linear
tune of the transformation, and the sextupole strength λ is
set as one for this demonstration. We assume the map in
encapsulated as a blackbox with its tune as the control knob.
For a given tune, some known trajectories that start with
initial conditions (x0, p0 ) (input data) within a speciĄc area,
end with (xn, pn ) (output data) after a limited number of
turns. Based on the data, we can extract some parameters to
characterize its long-term stability such as, the location of
resonance lines and their stop-band widths, the relative size
of the stable region, etc. This is accomplished by carrying
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out a tune-scan. A tune-scan can be used to compare a
nonlinear systemŠs behavior at diferent linear tunes. At
each given tune, some trajectories are produced from the
blackbox. Most of them (around 80Ű90%) are used to train
a surrogate model with a polynomial regression algorithm,

 

x
a
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(2)

Here, the 7th order polynomials are used. The rest, 10Ű
20% of the data, is used as a testing set for performance
validation. The validation is done by comparing the testing
data against their model predictions (Fig. 1). Quantitatively,
the prediction accuracy is measured with the mean squared
errors (MSE) between the predictions and the true values. It
also serves as the data-driven chaos indicator.

Figure 2: Prediction performance of a polynomial surrogate
model (blue line with error bars) vs. loss rate (solid red) of
Hénon map at diferent tunes.

ance of the asymmetry is due to amplitude dependent detuning. It behaves diferently when the linear tune is slightly of
the resonance line as shown in Fig. 3. When the linear tune
is below the ( 13 )− resonance (in the left side), its amplitudedependent tunes drift away from the resonance (dashed line).
Therefore, the motions are less chaotic, and the left stopband width is narrow. But when the linear tune is above
the ( 13 )+ (in the right side), its amplitude-dependent tune
merges to the resonance quickly (solid line), so the motions
are more chaotic, and the stopband width at the right side is
correspondingly wide. This asymmetry is also observed at
ν = 14 , 15 and conĄrmed with the loss rate.

Figure 1: Prediction performance of 7th -order polynomial
surrogate model for the Hénon map.
The tune-scan result is illustrated in Fig. 2, in which the
modelŠs prediction performance is shown as the blue line
with error bars. For each tune, the data was re-sampled
randomly into diferent training/testing sets, multiple times
(also known as the cross-validation technique). The shuling
of data can avoid selecting data that is trapped in a speciĄc
resonance, preventing the degree of chaos from being underor over-estimated. The error bars represent the statistical
Ćuctuations with diferent re-samplings. Due to quadratic
perturbation, the worst model prediction occurs at ν = 13 as
expected, which corresponds to a strong 3r d -order resonance
line. This resonance also has the widest stop-band width
(approximated by the width of half-height of peak). Besides
1
1 1
1
3 , some other high order resonances at ν = 4 , 5 , even 7
are visible with this chaos indicator. For comparison, a
long-term (2,048 turns) transformation starting from a wide
initial condition of the x and p was computed. Its loss (i.e.,
unstable trajectory) rate as the function of the tune is also
shown as the red solid line in Fig. 2. The data-driven chaos
indicator observed appears to be highly correlated with the
loss rate of long-term tracking.
It is interesting to note that an asymmetric stop-band width
is detectable with this chaos indicator in Fig. 2. The appear-

Figure 3: Diferent behaviors of the amplitude-dependent
detuning when the linear tune approaches the 13 , 14 , 15 resonances, which results in asymmetric stop-band widths.
The two tune-scan results in Fig. 2 are closely correlated.
The information needed for these, however, can be very
diferent. Using the data-driven chaos indicator, even shortterm (20 turns) map transformations for only partial initial
conditions can provide some useful information. The tunescan using the loss rate is more accurate, but it also requires
a greater number (2,048 turns) of map transformations for
more initial conditions of x and p. In real-world applications,
there may be a high resource demand to obtain such data.
Using limited data resources to obtain an early chaos indicator has the potential advantage of boosting the optimization
of design of a nonlinear dynamical system.
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DATA-DRIVEN CHAOS INDICATOR FOR
STORAGE RINGS
Consider a storage ring accelerator composed of various
magnetic elements, in which the transportation of a charged
particle for single turn (or a few repetitive turns) can be
represented by a nonlinear transformation
→
−
→
−
X 1 = M0→1 · X 0 .

(3)

→
− →
−
Here, X 1 , X 0 are the particle coordinates in the phase space,
and M0→1 is the one-turn transportation map. Given the
ring magnetic lattice, and using some simulated trajectory
→
− →
−
data ( X 0, X 1 ), a surrogate model can be constructed. The
accuracy of the model, measured by the mean squared error
(MSE) between the testing set and its model prediction, is a
chaos indicator.
Using the existing NSLS-II lattice as an example, a surrogate model is used to approximate its one-turn transportation.
The desired DA dimensions are x = 25 mm and y = 10 mm
in the horizontal and vertical planes respectively, at the location of injection point. Thus, two elliptical areas in the
phase space with axes at (x, βxx ) and (y, βyy ), are uniformly
→
−
populated with 5,000 initial conditions as the input, X 0 .
Here βx,y are the local Twiss parameters [16]. The one-turn
transportation can be accomplished with particle tracking
→
−
simulation. The coordinates at the exit are the output X 1 .
The volume ratio of the training and testing data is 90%:10%.
To avoid over- or under-Ątting, the maximum number of
training epochs was set to a suiciently large number, and
an early stopping point was used to halt the training once
the model performance ceased improving. By varying harmonic sextupole settings, the accuracy of the model was
monitored and used to drive a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) optimizer [17]. Besides using the four
MSEs in each dimension (x, px , y, py ) as the objectives, a
minimum number of conĄned trajectories in the ensemble
is used as a constraint. A good convergence of the average
prediction accuracy was reached after a 100th generation
of MOGA evolution as shown in Fig. 4. Using 100 Intel®
Xeon® 2.2-2.3 GHz CPU cores, optimization on this scale
takes about 6 to 8 hours.
The candidate with the largest DA was chosen to implement a detailed frequency map analysis (FMA) [18] as shown
in Fig. 5. An experimental test with live beam has been also
carried out to conĄrm that this nonlinear lattice satisĄes
the requirements on the of-axis top-of injection and beam
lifetime. Its DA is comparable to the solutions found using
other methods [19Ű22].
The method was conĄrmed functional for the multi-bend
achromat (MBA) type lattices, which are widely used in the
difraction-limited light source rings [23].

A novel data-driven chaos indicator concept was introduced by correlating the degree of chaos of a dynamical sys-
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Figure 5: On-momentum dynamic aperture colored with
the difusion, obtained from frequency map analysis for the
candidate with the largest DA. The color represents the tune
difusion log10 (∆νx2 + ∆νy2 ) [18].
tem and its surrogate modelŠs prediction accuracy. This indicator can be used to optimize the dynamic aperture of storage
rings. Traditionally, the prediction accuracy of a model has
been critically important for many machine-learning applications. With this method, however, the prediction accuracy
is used as a relative indicator of the chaos of a dynamical
system. Greater accuracy is therefore less important, and
surrogate models which have a lower resource demand are
suicient for this purpose. This method also provides a
new perspective on the characterization of chaos in nonlinear dynamical systems and an eicient method for dynamic
aperture optimization.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VICO-GREENGARD-FERRANDO POISSON
SOLVER IN SYNERGIA2 ∗
Chong Shik Park† , Korea University, Sejong, South Korea
POISSON SOLVERS

Abstract
Computation of space charge fields in accelerator simulations is one of the most challenging tasks. The algorithm
proposed by Hockney and Eastwood is the fastest method for
numerically solving Poisson equations with open boundaries
and has been implemented in various accelerator simulation codes. Recently, Vico-Greengard-Ferrando proposed a
new hybrid fast algorithm for computing volume potentials.
The new algorithm is promising higher accuracy and faster
error convergence than that of Hockney-Eastwood. This
study presents the implementation of the Vico-GreengardFerrando solver in Synergia and shows a comparison of
results with these Poisson solvers.

INTRODUCTION
Particle-in-Cell (PIC) methods are commonly used to
compute space charge effects, beam-beam effects, etc. in
high-intensity accelerator modeling. In PIC calculations,
particles are deposited on a spatial grids and the electrostatic
field on these grids is calculated by solving the Poisson equation. Finding solutions of Poisson’s equations for all time
steps is the most time-consuming part of full-beam dynamics
simulation. Several numerical methods for solving Poisson
equations in multi-particle simulations have been developed
and are widely used, such as FFT-based methods [1,2], spectral finite difference methods [3], and multi-grid spectral
finite difference methods [4, 5].
Among them, the FFT-based Green’s function method is
widely used to solve the Poisson equation in the open boundary condition when the size of the beam is generally smaller
than the radius of the vacuum pipe. The Green’s function
and charge density are computed in the doubled-domain with
zero-padding [1]. In order to calculate the Green’s function
efficiently with high accuracy, several techniques were developed, such as the integrated Green’s function [6] and the
shifted Green’s function [7].
Recently Vico et al. developed a new Green function technique for fast convolution computation [8]. This method
introduces a truncated Green’s function by cutting of a region beyond the domain of interest. The Fourier transform
of this Green function can be solved analytically and shows
higher accuracy at the cost of the additional FFT. In this
study, the Vico-Greengard-Ferrando algorithm was implemented for FFT-based Green function calculation. Numerical simulations show improved accuracy with smaller grid
sizes.
∗

†
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For a given charge distribution, 𝜌, the Poisson equation
of an open boundary condition:
𝜌
∇⃗ 2 𝜙 = −
𝜖0
has a solution expressed with Green’s function as
1
∫ 𝐺(𝑟,⃗ 𝑟 ′⃗ )𝜌(𝑟 ′⃗ )𝑑 3 𝑟 ′⃗
𝜖0
1
1
=
∫
𝜌(𝑟 ′⃗ )𝑑 3 𝑟 ′⃗
4𝜋𝜖0 |𝑟 ⃗ − 𝑟 ′⃗ |

𝜙(𝑟)⃗ =

⃗
The electric fields can be easily computed using 𝐸⃗ = −∇𝜙.
However, the Green’s function above is defined in long range
and has singular at 𝑟 ⃗ = 𝑟 ′⃗ . These make it difficult to calculate
accurate solution of the potential in Particle-in-Cell simulations, and require fast algorithms and special and accurate
quadrature techniques.
One of most popular techniques in accelerator physics
codes is Hockney-Eastwood(HE) algorithm, which uses the
Fast Fourier Transform(FFT) with zero-padding. In this
algorithm, the charge distribution is zero-padded in the doubled domain, and then aperiodic convolution is applied using
FFT as in Eq. (1).
𝜙(𝑟)⃗ =

1
̂
ℎ ℎ ℎ ℱ−1 {ℱ{𝐺}ℱ{
𝜌}}
̂ ,
𝜖0 𝑥 𝑦 𝑧

(1)

where 𝐺 ̂ is the Green’s function on the extended domain,
𝜌̂ is the padded charge distribution, ℎ𝑥 , ℎ𝑦 , and ℎ𝑧 are grid
spacings on each spatial dimensions. Here, ℱ{⋅} represents a Fourier transformation in all spatial dimensions,
whereas ℱ−1 {⋅} represents an inverse Fourier transformation in all spectral dimensions. This algorithm is scaled like
𝒪 ((2𝑁)𝑑 (log(2𝑁))𝑑 ), where 𝑁 is the number of grid points
in each direction before padding and 𝑑 is the dimension size.
Vico et al. introduced a truncated spectral kernel for
Green’s function by replacing it as follows [8, 9]:
𝐺(𝑟)⃗ ⇒ 𝐺𝐿 (𝑟)⃗ = 𝐺(𝑟)rect
⃗
(

𝑟
),
2𝐿

where 𝐿 > √𝑑 and the indicator function, rect(𝑥), is defined
as
1 for |𝑥| < 1/2
rect(𝑥) = {
0 for |𝑥| > 1/2.
Then, the potential solution can be rewritten as
𝜙(𝑟)⃗ =

1
∫ 𝐺𝐿 (𝑟,⃗ 𝑟 ′⃗ )𝜌(𝑟 ′⃗ )𝑑 3 𝑟 ′⃗ .
𝜖0
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(a) 𝑁 = 16

(b) 𝑁 = 32

(c) 𝑁 = 64

Figure 1: The electric potentials along the longitudinal beam axis with the different number of grids.

(a) Maximum Relative Errors

(b) Minimum Relative Errors

(c) Mean Relative Errors

Figure 2: The relative errors to the exact solution with the different number of grids.
In this Vico-Greengard-Ferrando Poisson solver, the
Fourier transform of the truncated Green’s function can be
solved analytically and computed in the truncated dimensions, and the solution is characterized by fast convergence
of smooth data with higher accuracy. For example, in three
dimensions,
2

⃗

𝐿|𝑘|
2 ⎡ sin ( 2 ) ⎤
𝐿
⎢
⎥
ℱ {𝐺 } =
⎥
𝜖0 ⎢
|𝑘|⃗
⎣
⎦

Therefore, the solution of the Poisson equation is
⃗

2

𝐿|𝑘|
⎡ sin ( 2 ) ⎤
2
𝑖𝑘⋅⃗ 𝑟 ′⃗ ⎢
⎥ 𝜌(𝑟 ′⃗ )𝑑 3 𝑘.⃗
𝜙(𝑟)⃗ =
∫
𝑒
⎢
⎥
(2𝜋)3 𝜖0
|𝑘|⃗
⎣
⎦

One drawback of this algorithm is that the charge distribution is zero-padded to a grid size of (4𝑁)𝑑 compared to
HE’s (2𝑁)𝑑 . Vico et al. showed that the potential solution requires FFT’s on a grid size of (2𝑁)𝑑 after a pre-computation
step of the inverse FFT of ℱ{𝐺𝐿 }on a grid of size (4𝑁)𝑑 .
The computational time of this pre-computation step can
be easily reduced by using vectorization algorithms. One
can also note that the singular point (𝑟 = 0) is avoided without any special quadrature techniques as can be seen in the
spectral integration above.

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND
TESTING
Synergia2 is an accelerator modeling framework for
combining physical effect modules for the simulation of single or multiple bunch utilizing Particle-in-Cell methods [10].
In Synergia2, various space solvers are included, such
as 2.5 D and 3 D Hockney-Eastwood solvers, 2 D BassettiErskine solver, 2 D Kapchinskij-Vladimirskij solver (all of
these with open boundary conditions), and Rectangular Grid
solver with rectangular boundary conditions. In this study,
we implemented a new space charge solver in Synergia2
with the Vico-Greengard-Ferrando algorithm, and compare
simulation results with the Hockney-Eastwood solver.
The main difference between HE and VGF is that the
computation of the truncated Green’s function is done in
the quadruple domain, so it was easy to implement in
Synergia2. A uniform Gaussian distribution was used in
all 3 dimensions to simplify the simulation model:
𝜌(𝑟)⃗ =

𝑄
𝑟2
exp
(−
),
2𝜎2
𝜎3 (2𝜋)3/2

where 𝑄 = 27.24 nC is the total charge of the beam, 𝜎 = 1
(mm) is the standard deviation for all 3 dimensions, and
𝑟 = |𝑟|.⃗
The exact solution of the Poisson equation with the above
uniform Gaussian charge distribution is well known as:
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𝜙(𝑟)⃗ =

𝑄 1 ⎛ 𝑟 ⎞
⎟.
erf ⎜
4𝜋𝜖0 𝑟 ⎝ √2𝜎 ⎠

(2)
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(a) Maximum Relative Errors

(b) Minimum Relative Errors

Figure 3: Comparisons of computational time.
The number of grids in each dimension is the same, i.e.,
[𝑁, 𝑁, 𝑁]. By increasing 𝑁 from 8 to 128 , we computed
the electric potentials using HE and VGF solvers. Fig. 1
shows the electric potentials along the longitudinal beam
axis for each algorithm with the different number of grids.
With small 𝑁, the potential with the HE algorithm has large
deviation at the center of the beam. As 𝑁 is increased, this
deviation is decreased.
The relative errors to the exact solutions in both algorithms are compared in Fig. 2. The VGF algorithm has
smaller maximum and mean errors for small grid sizes, but
larger minimum errors for all grid sizes. The maximum
relative error for VGF occurs at the edge of the grid, but at
the center for HE. In the case of minimum relative error, the
opposite is true. Moreover, unlike HE, the accuracy of the
VGF algorithm does not depend significantly on the number of grid sizes. This means that VGF can achieve high
accuracy with a small grid size.
As expected, the computation time of the VGF algorithm
is relatively long with a large number of grids, as shown in
Fig. 3(a). This can be mitigated using advanced vectorization
algorithms. However, similar accuracies for VGF can be
achieved with lower 𝑁 and computation time is much shorter
than for HE.
Fig. 3(b) shows fractional computation time in each step
for both algorithms. The computation time for charge density
and Green’s function is a large part of the HE solver. For
the VGF algorithm, Green’s function computation time is
relatively longer due to the extended domain size.

CONCLUSION
The Vico-Greengard-Ferrando algorithm shows faster
convergence and higher accuracy than the HockneyEastwood algorithm. A high degree of accuracy can be
achieved, especially at the center of the distribution. In the
VGF algorithm, the computation time increases significantly
as the number of grids increases. However, one can easily compensate for the computation time by showing fast
MOPOTK059
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convergence with a smaller grid and by using vectorization
techniques.
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AN INDUCTION-TYPE SEPTUM MAGNET FOR THE EIC COMPLEX∗
N. Tsoupas† ,B. Bhandari, D. Holmes, C. Liu, I. Marneris,
C. Montag, V. Ptitsyn, V. Ranjbar, J. Tuozzolo
Brookhaven National Laboratory Upton NY, USA
Abstract
The electron Ion Collider (EIC) project has been approved by the Department of Energy to be built at the site
of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). Part of the EIC
accelerator complex and more specifically the Rapid Cycling
Synchrotron (RCS) which accelerates the electron beam up
to 18 GeV and the electron Storage Ring (ESR) which stores
the electron beam bunces for collisions with the hadrons,
will be built inside the same tunnel of the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC). This technical note provides information on the electromagnetic design of the induction-type
septa magnets which will be employed to extract the beam
from the RCS and inject into the ESR synchrotrons.

INTRODUCTION
The EIC accelerator complex [1] will collide various ions
species at energies up to 270 GeV/amu with electrons at
energies 5, 10, and 18 GeV. A schematic diagram of the EIC
complex is shown in Fig. 1. The ions will be injected and
accelerated to the final energy in the hadron acceleration
complex with the final acceleration stage, the Hadron Storage Ring (HSR) [2], and the electrons will be accelerated
in the electron acceleration complex which consists of a
400 MeV LINAC, the RCS ring which will accelerate the
electrons up to 18 GeV and the ESR storage ring which will
store the electron bunches for collisions with the hadrons.
This paper discusses the electromagnetic design of the septa
magnets for the RCS extraction and the ESR injection systems. A mechanical description of an induction type of
magnet is given in [3]. The electromagnetic study was performed with the AC-module of the electromagnetic code
OPERA [4]. Two AC-frequencies were used, 625 Hz and
835 Hz, to excite the magnet and compare some of the results
in this paper.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the EIC complex.

Figure 2: The location of the RCS Induction Septum.

THE SEPTA MAGNETS
Two similar induction septa magnets will be used in the
electron accelerators of the EIC; one septum magnet in the
beam extraction system of the RCS and the other in the beam
injection system of the ESR [5]. The septum thickness will
be 3 to 4 mm to minimize the strength of the kicker magnets. A detailed description of the extraction and injection
systems is given in [5]. Fig. 2 shows the location of the
RCS extraction septum in reference to the hadron beam lines
which are located below the RCS ring.
∗
†
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MECHANICAL DESIGN OF THE MAGNET
Fig. 3 shows some views of the induction septum magnet.
The coil of the magnet is wound around the back leg of the
magnets, The magnetic iron core is made of laminations
0.35 mm thick to minimize the eddy currents. The septum
plate shown in Fig. 3 is fused with the vacuum pipe of the
circulating beam. The eddy currents generated in the plate
and in the pipe create a uniform field in the injected beam
region and also minimize the stray field in the circulating
beam region.
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EM DESIGN OF SEPTUM MAGNET
The principle of operation of the induction septum is
based on the eddy currents generated on the copper plate
and circulating beam pipe, when the coil which is wound
in the return yoke of the septum is excited with reasonably
high frequency. The effect of the eddy-currents is twofold,
first to minimize any B-field in the circulating beam region,
and second to generate a uniform field in the injection beam
region. In this design two excitation frequencies were used,
625 Hz and 835 Hz. Results from the electromagnetic study
at f=625 Hz are shown in this paper and the eddy current
losses in the various conductive parts of the magnet are
presented for both frequencies. Fig. 4 shows the voltage
and current vs. time of two consecutive pulses to excite the
magnet for the injection of the two bunches every second.
The rise time of the pulses in Fig. 4 is 0.4 msec. Although
the electromagnetic calculations were done using the ACmodule of the OPERA code for the two frequencies 625
Hz and 835 Hz at steady state, the actual operation of the
magnet is shown in Fig. 4. Such transient study as shown in
Fig. 4 is time consuming but it will be done soon.

as shown in Fig. 4. The magnetic field in the injection field
region as a function of time for the frequency of 625 Hz is
plotted in Fig. 5. The maximum field occurs at 0.75 msec
with integrated field value of 0.572 [Tm] for a magnet 0.635
m long. The field uniformity in the region of the injected
beam is very good. The field in the circulating field region
close to the wall of the circulating beam pipe is plotted in
Fig. 6 as a function of distance along the beam direction,
and the maximum integrated field is 6.8x10−3 [Tm]. The
circulating beam will experience a lesser field because it is
farther away from the wall of the pipe. The peak value of the
B-field plotted in Fig. 6 occurs at the entrance of the extraction septum and at the exit of the injection septum. A very
important part of the calculations is to obtain good values on
the power dissipation due to the eddy currents in the various
conductive parts of the magnet, like the iron laminations,
the coil conductors, and the vacuum pipes. Although the
induction septum magnet is based on the use of the eddy
currents, the drawback of the eddy currents is the Ohmic
losses in the various conductive parts of the magnet. The
section below discusses the ohmic losses.

Figure 5: The B-field in the injected beam region.

Figure 3: Three views of induction septum.

Figure 6: The B-field in the circulating beam region.

OHMIC LOSSES IN THE MAGNET
Figure 4: Consecutive pulses to excite the magnet at 1 Hz.

RESULTS FROM THE EM STUDY
The electromagnetic calculations were performed using
the AC-module of the OPERA code. For comparison of
the results two frequencies were used in the calculations;
namely 625 Hz, and 825 Hz. These type of the AC calculations are rather conservative given that the magnet is excited
with two pulses, each of 0.8 msec duration, every second
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In the AC-OPERA calculations only 60 laminations were
used in the core of the magnet, by placing 30 laminations
at the entrance and 30 laminations at the exit of the magnet
to reduce the calculation time to a couple of days. Fig. 7
show the 30 laminations placed at one end of the magnet.
To increase the accuracy of the calculations of the eddy currents, each lamination in the OPERA model was split in two
sections but both sections were electrically connected. This
split is shown in the right figure of Fig. 8.
Fig. 9 shows the power dissipation in each of the 30 laminations when the magnet operates at 625 Hz steady state.
The increase in the power dissipation of the lamination at
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Table 1: Power Dissipation in the Conductive Parts of the
Magnet. The units of the Power dissipation is in kW.
f [Hz]

Figure 7: View of the 30 laminations, of 0.35 mm thick each.

625
835

Sep+Pipe

Coil

Injection
Pipe

0.35 mm Iron
Lamin.

18.9
21.1

59.0
56.6

0.25
0.18

1.3
2.6

vacuum pipe was chosen 0.35 mm. The eddy current density
calculated on the pipe’s wall is shown on Fig. 10.
Fig. 11 plots the B-field in the injected-field region for two
type of pipe-material Inconel and stainless steel. Clearly this
figure shows that Inconel is the best material to be used.

Figure 10: Eddy currents on the injection-beam-pipe.
Figure 8: Zoom view of the Laminations on the right.

Figure 11: B-field of various material of the pipe at 625 Hz.
Figure 9: The power dissipation in each lamination.

CONCLUSION
the ends of the magnet shown in Fig. 9 is due to the normal component of the field on the lamination surface. This
component generates eddy currents which circulate inside
the laminations. Well inside the magnet this normal field
component of the field is going to zero and the eddy currents
tend to partially cancel each other.
Table 1 summarizes the Ohmic losses in the various conductive parts of the induction septum magnet for the two
frquencies 625 Hz and 835 Hz. The Power is in kW. The
power dissipation in the coil includes the power dissipated
by the excitation current. The actual excitation of the magnet
as a function of time is shown in Fig. 4 of two current pulses
per second.

FIELD IN THE INJECTED BEAM PIPE
The field penetration in the injected beam pipe depends
on the frequency of operation of the magnet the thickness
and material of the vacuum pipe. The wall thickness of the

Electromagnetic calculations show that there is a good
magnetic field uniformity in the beam injection region and
a low fringe field in the circulating field region during the
beam injection/extraction. The calculated power dissipation
in the 0.35 mm thick laminations and other conductive parts
of the magnet which is shown in Table 1 is rather low considering the small duration of 0.4 msec of the excitation of
the magnet as shown in Fig. 4.
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NUMERICAL CALIBRATION OF THE BEAD-PULL SETUP FOR BEAM
COUPLING IMPEDANCE EVALUATION
D. El Dali*, E. Metral, C. Zannini, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
G. De Michele, S. Fanella, ADAM SA, Meyrin, Switzerland
Abstract
The bead-pull method is a commonly used
electromagnetic field measurement technique exploited to
tune a radiofrequency cavity to achieve design
specifications. The frequency of a resonant cavity is
perturbed by inserting a metallic or dielectric bead. For a
given electromagnetic field, the amplitude of the
perturbation depends only on the geometry of the
perturbing object. Therefore, the calibration of the bead
can be done in different resonant structures without loss of
generality. In this paper a method to perform an accurate
calibration of the bead with electromagnetic simulations is
proposed. Compared to the common practice of measuring
a reference cavity, the flexibility given by the simulation
method to study different bead shapes and sizes could be
advantageous to optimize the measurement setup. A
calibrated bead-pull setup allows to quantify the electric
field and, therefore, the shunt impedance of the resonant
modes of the cavity. As experimental benchmark the beam
coupling impedance measured with the calibrated beadpull setup is compared with electromagnetic simulations.

BEAD-PULL METHOD
Bead-Pull Radio Frequency (RF) measurement systems
consist of a small dielectric or metallic bead being pulled
through a cavity while electric field measurements in the
cavity are taken. Bead-pull measurements involve two
types of perturbations:
1. Small material perturbation, like a small dielectric
bead enters a large volume of cavity.
2. Small cavity volume change, like a small metallic
bead enters a large volume of cavity.
The bead-pull method is widely used in the tuning of
cavities to obtain the desired accelerating field. The
method is based on the classical Slater perturbation theory
which states that if any resonant cavity is perturbed by a
small bead, its resonant frequency shifts from the original
frequency. This frequency shift is proportional to the
combination of the squared amplitudes of the electrical and
magnetic fields at the location of the bead [2].
This relationship is given by the equation
=

INTRODUCTION
Beam coupling impedance measurements of a device are
usually made by exploiting bench measurements
techniques. A common and appreciated choice is to
simulate the excitation due to a relativistic beam in the
Device Under Test (DUT) by means of a conductive wire
stretched along the axis of the structure, the so-called Wire
Method (WM).
The WM is not recommended for cavity-like structures.
The simple example of a pillbox with resistive walls can
clarify the reason. Let us consider a cavity mode below the
cut-off frequency of the attached beam pipe. In the real
configuration of the structure (without wire) this mode can
only get dissipated on the cavity wall. By introducing a
conductive wire, the beam pipe is turned into a coaxial
cable and its cut off frequency vanishes. The mode, which
would be otherwise trapped in the cavity, will be able to
lose power also through TEM propagation. Therefore, the
quality factor measured with wire could be significantly
lower than the actual quality factor of the mode (without
wire) [1].
In this paper, the bead-pull method is explored as a
method to measure the beam coupling impedance of
structures, avoiding the issue of the conductive wire.

___________________________________________
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=𝑘

| |

−𝑘

| |

(1)

where ωp and ω0 are the perturbed and the original resonant
angular frequencies respectively, kSLE and kSLH are the
constants determined by the shape and material of the bead,
U is the energy stored in the cavity while E and H are the
electric and magnetic field amplitudes at the location of the
perturbation, respectively.
Therefore, if the magnetic field or kSLH is zero, the
electric field is directly proportional to the change in
resonant frequency. Hence, if the change in resonant
frequency is known, the electric field can be determined by
moving the bead along a line in the cavity. For calibrated
beads (knowing the bead constants) and controlled bead
speed in the traversal of the structures, the bead-pull
method allows a full characterization of resonances.

NUMERICAL CALIBRATION OF THE
BEAD
The bead-pull technique is a perturbative method. The
dimension of the perturbing object must be chosen so that
the field does not vary significantly over its largest linear
dimension and at the same time introduces a disturbance
large enough to be distinguishable from the measurement
noise. Shaped beads are used to enhance perturbation and
give directional selectivity among different field
components.
Since the amplitude of the perturbation depends only on
the shape, material and size of the bead, a resonant cavity
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of any geometry can be used to calibrate the method
without loss of generality. In fact, using a circular pillbox
cavity allows accurate studies due to its simplicity.
A resonant cavity is characterized by its resonant
frequency f0, the quality factor of the resonance Q0 and its
shunt impedance R.
To properly validate the results, it is necessary to model
accurately the bead including its geometry.

√
√

=

−

𝑑𝑧

(3)

=

(4)

that combined provide:
𝑘

=

−

𝑑𝑧

(5)

Numerical Evaluation
The frequency shift of the resonance depends on the
local electric and magnetic fields at the position of the
perturbing object: the higher the field, the higher will be
the frequency perturbation. An example of the frequency
perturbation as a function of the longitudinal position for
centered metallic beads in a circular pillbox cavity is
displayed in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Top: longitudinal cross section of the circular
pillbox cavity simulated with CST, in the center of the
cavity a cylindrical bead is visible. Bottom: frequency
perturbation of the TM01 mode for transversely centered
beads having different length and radius as function of the
longitudinal position.
Through CST simulations and some post-processing
steps it is possible to derive the calibration constant (kSLE).
The mathematical equation that describes the system
together with (1) is:
=

(2)

Eq. (2) describes the well-known ratio of R/Q that depends
on the square of the electrical potential V, the original
resonant angular frequency of the cavity ω0 and the stored
energy U.
Rearrangement of equations (1) and (2) gives
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where the parameters ω0, Q0, R are obtained from
eigenmode simulations on the reference circular pillbox
cavity.
To confirm the reliability of the method, the calibration
of the beads was also studied for off-centered bead
positions. In this case it must be underlined that the value
of the shunt impedance has been calculated exactly where
the bead is positioned. Figure 2, as an example, shows a
comparison between the simulated longitudinal shunt
impedance obtained from CST eigenmode simulations
without bead and with the bead-pull simulation technique
from the calibration constant of a centered bead.

Figure 2: Comparison between the simulated longitudinal
shunt impedance without bead and with the bead-pull
numerical calibration method as function of the transverse
position of the bead.
The good agreement obtained in Fig. 2 shows the
potential of the method for an accurate evaluation of the
transverse beam coupling impedance. In fact, the
transverse impedance can be obtained from the variation of
the longitudinal impedance by using Panofsky-Wenzel
theorem [3].

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In order to assess the consistency of the calibration
method, bead-pull measurements have been performed on
a resonant pillbox like cavity with rectangular pipes and
resonant frequency of f0=2.4255GHz.
The measurement setup is composed by a pulley system,
a dielectric wire, two spherical metallic beads
(D1=2.48mm, D2= 3.05mm) whose movement inside the
cavity is controlled by a stepper motor, antennas and a
Vector Network Analyzer.
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As a first step, bead-pull measurements were performed
for different positions of the measuring antenna inside the
cavity. Knowing that the ratio between the phase variation
respect the unperturbed case (ΔΦ) and the loaded Q (QL) is
constant, it is possible to obtain the value of the frequency
perturbation through the mathematical relation:
=

Δ

(6)

The frequency shift shown in Fig. 3 highlight the
robustness of the method that for a given bead
independently of the value of the QL, i.e., penetration of the
measuring antennas into the cavity, gives the same relative
frequency perturbation.

Figure 3: Relative variation of the resonant frequency as
obtained from bead-pull measurements of ΔΦ and using
Eq. (6) for two different loaded Q values.
As a second step, CST eigenmode simulations of the
DUT have been performed considering a deviation of 100
µm on the nominal value of radius of the beads. This has
been represented with an error bar on the expected value of
the frequency perturbation (see Fig. 4).

Figure 5: Real part of DUT’s impedance. Measurements
performed with the 3.05 mm spherical metallic bead.

Figure 6: Imaginary part of DUT’s impedance.
Measurements performed with the 3.05 mm spherical
metallic bead.
Figures 5 and 6 show the comparison between
measurements and simulations respectively for the real and
imaginary part of the impedance. The curves obtained with
standard impedance simulations (without bead) are in very
good agreement with the experimental measurements
proving the high accuracy of the proposed calibration
method for beam coupling impedance measurements.

CONCLUSION

Figure 4: Comparison between measurements and
simulations.
Measurements and simulations exhibit a reasonable
agreement. As a final step to validate the virtual calibration
method, the circular pillbox shown in Fig.1 has been
adopted to obtain the calibration constant kSLE for the
beads used in the experimental setup. Therefore, by using
Eq. (5) to calculate R, the impedance of the DUT is
obtained by means of the Resonator Model:
𝑍=

(7)

The potential of the bead-pull method to perform beam
coupling impedance measurements of cavity-like
structures has been investigated. A simulation procedure
has been established for an accurate calibration of the
beads. The method has been experimentally validated for
the derivation of the longitudinal beam coupling
impedance and it has been shown to have potential also to
measure the transverse beam coupling impedance.
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MINIMISING TRANSVERSE MULTIPOLES IN ACCELERATING RF
CAVITIES VIA AZIMUTHALLY MODULATED DESIGNS
L. M. Wroe∗ , M. Dosanjh1 , S. L. Sheehy2 , John Adams Institute, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK
R. J. Apsimon3 , Cockcroft Institute, Lancaster University, Lancaster, UK
1
also at CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, 2 also at University of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
Abstract
In this paper, we build upon previous work of designing
RF structures that support modes with tailored multipolar
fields by applying the concept to negate the transverse multipoles in accelerating RF cavities caused by the incorporation
of waveguide slots and tuning deformations. We outline a
systematic method for designing structures that minimise
these transverse multipoles and present analysis of simulations of two different minimisation designs.

INTRODUCTION
RF cavities designed to longitudinally accelerate beams
of charged particles typically operate in fundamental, transverse magnetic TM010 -like modes [1–3]. The longitudinal
monopolar term dominates in such modes but they also include transverse multipole terms as the addition of slots for
power coupling [4] and components for tuning [5] break azimuthal symmetries. These transverse multipoles influence
transverse beam dynamics and must not exceed the tolerances of the accelerator [6]. This can restrict the possible
designs of the RF cavity, for example it may be necessary to
incorporate a dual-slot coupler rather than a single-slot to
negate dipolar components [7].
Previous work [8–11] has shown that azimuthally modulated RF cavities can be designed that support tailored modes
with user-specified multipolar content of the form:

In this paper, we apply this concept to minimise the magnitude of transverse multipoles in the TM010 -like mode of
an RF cavity coupled to a power source by a slot. We present
a systematic method for doing this minimisation and give an
example of two different minimisation designs. We also investigate the effect of one-way tuning pins on the transverse
multipoles for both designs.

PILLBOX DESIGNS
It is well-known [12] that a perfectly sealed pillbox cavity
supports a non-degenerate, fundamental TM010 mode that
can be used for the longitudinal acceleration of charged
particles as its longitudinal electric field, 𝐸𝑧 , is of the form:
𝐸𝑧 (𝑟, 𝜃, 𝑧) = 𝑔0̃ 𝐽0 (𝑘𝑟).

(3)

In order to exploit this mode for use in a particle accelerator, the fundamental mode must be excited by incorporating
slots into the design that couple RF power into the cavity.
Figure 1a shows the design of a 3 GHz RF cavity coupled to
an RF input port via a single-slot design whose width has
been optimised to minimise power loss in the waveguide.
The single-slot breaks the azimuthal symmetry of the pillbox
and Fig. 1b shows the electric field seeps into the slot. This
breaking of the azimuthal symmetry of the fundamental accelerating mode means it must contain transverse multipoles
and so is TM010 -like.

∞

𝐸𝑧 (𝑟, 𝜃, 𝑧) = 𝑔0̃ 𝐽0 (𝑘𝑟) + ∑ 𝑔𝑚
̃ 𝐽𝑚 (𝑘𝑟) cos (𝑚𝜃 + 𝜙𝑚 ),
𝑚=1

(1)
where the magnitude and orientation of the multipoles are
denoted by 𝑔𝑀
̃ and 𝜙𝑀 , 𝐽𝑀 is the Bessel function of the first
kind of order 𝑀 and 𝑘 is the wavenumber of the mode. Such
modes are denoted as TM{𝑀}𝜂0 where {𝑀} denotes the set
of integers for which 𝑔𝑀
̃ ≠ 0, 𝜂 denotes the radial order of
the mode, and 0 denotes that the field is constant with 𝑧. The
azimuthally modulated cavity cross-section, 𝑟0(𝜂) (𝜃), that
supports a desired TM{𝑀}𝜂0 mode is determined by solving:
∞

0 = 𝑔0̃ 𝐽0 (𝑘𝑟0(𝜂) (𝜃))+ ∑ 𝑔𝑚
̃ 𝐽𝑚 (𝑘𝑟0(𝜂) (𝜃)) cos (𝑚𝜃 + 𝜙𝑚 ).
𝑚=1

(2)
We also note that the multipolar components in Eq. (1) can be
explicitly calculated for a given electric field by undertaking
a Helmholtz decomposition, as described in [6], and that
a TM010 -like mode can be defined as a mode for which
𝑔0̃ ≫ 𝑔𝑚
̃ for all 𝑚.
∗
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(a) Off-axis view.

(b) Contour log-plot of 𝐸𝑧 .

Figure 1: Pillbox cavity coupled to an RF input port via a
single-slot that supports a 3 GHz fundamental accelerating
mode.
Cavities may also require tuning post-manufacture as finite tolerances on the accuracy of machining mean the fabricated cavity may have a different resonant frequency to
the ideal design. One method for tuning is to oversize the
designed cavity by the upper bound of the machining tolerance, guaranteeing its resonant frequency will be lower than
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desired, and then deforming it with one-way tuning pins until the structure resonates at the desired frequency. Figure 2a
shows an identical pillbox cavity to Fig. 1a but oversized by
100 µm so that it must be tuned to 3 GHz, in this example by
deforming it with two, one-way tuning pins. Figure 2b shows
this tuning method further breaks the azimuthal symmetry
of the electric field of the fundamental accelerating mode,
and thus the mode has a greater magnitude of transverse
multipoles.

(a) Off-axis view.

(b) Contour log-plot of 𝐸𝑧 .

Figure 2: Pillbox structure oversized by 100 µm that supports
a fundamental accelerating mode tuned to 3 GHz by two,
one-way tuning pins. 𝐸𝑧 is plotted at the longitudinal centre
of the structure.

DESIGNS THAT MINIMISE TRANSVERSE
MULTIPOLES
Given that slots introduce transverse multipoles, Eq. (2)
can be used to design azimuthally modulated cavity shapes
that negate the transverse multipoles introduced by the slot
by using the following method:
1. A pillbox cavity is created that supports a TM010 mode
that resonates at a desired frequency 𝑓.
2. Slots and waveguides are added to the pillbox to couple
it to an RF input port. The slot widths are optimised
such that maximum power is dissipated in the pillbox.
3. The slots increase the effective volume of the cavity, reducing the resonant frequency of the TM010 -like mode.
The pillbox is scaled down until it resonates at 𝑓.
4. A 3D simulation is undertaken and a Helmholtz decomposition performed to determine 𝑔𝑀
̃ .

Figure 3: Comparison of the physical dimensions of the
cross-sections of the three different designs (left) and the
deviation of Minimising Design A [red] and Minimising
Design B [blue] from the Standard Pillbox radius (right).
The effect of one-way tuning pins on the transverse multipolar content of the TM010 -like mode can be investigated
by using the following method:
1. Assume a machine tolerance of ±𝛿µm and model the
deformation caused by the tuning pins to be a hemisphere of radius 𝑎 mm that encroaches a distance 𝑑 mm
into the cavity.
2. The cavity is oversized by 2𝛿 µm.
3. The distance the hemisphere encroaches into the cavity
is increased until the cavity resonates at 𝑓.
4. A 3D simulation is undertaken and a Helmholtz decomposition performed to determine 𝑔𝑀
̃ .
Note that the tuning pin deformation is longitudinally asymmetric and so will introduce longitudinally dependent multipolar terms that Eq. (1) does not capture. As the tuning
pin perturbation is small, however, we ignore the calculation
of the longitudinally dependent transverse multipoles and
just use the average value of the multipoles along the entire
structure.

EXAMPLE ANALYSIS

6. The cross-section is incorporated into a new design. It
is scaled so the TM010 -like mode resonates at 𝑓 and the
slot widths are re-optimised.

We applied the above methods to investigate the transverse multipoles present in the 3 GHz TM010 -like mode of
three different, single-slot designs. We assume a ±50 µm
machining error with tuning achieved by the use of two, oneway tuning pins inserted at ±90° relative to the coupling slot,
as shown in Fig. 2a. The deformation caused by the pins is
taken to be a hemisphere of radius 5 mm. The three designs
are:

7. Steps 4-6 are repeated until the transverse multipoles
are sufficiently minimised.

• Standard Pillbox - Circular cross-section scaled such
that its TM010 -like mode resonates at 3 GHz.

5. These values of 𝑔𝑀
̃ are incorporated into Eq. (2) to
calculate the azimuthally modulated cross-section that
cancels the transverse multipoles in the TM010 -like
mode.
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• Minimising Design A - Azimuthally modulated crosssection that minimises the transverse multipoles up to
order 4 in the TM010 -like mode when scaled such that
it resonates at 3 GHz in the absence of tuning pins.
• Minimising Design B - Azimuthally modulated crosssection that minimises the transverse multipoles up to
order 4 in the TM010 -like mode when oversized by
50 µm and then tuned to 3 GHz by inserting two, oneway tuning pins.
Figure 3 shows the difference between the cross-sections
used to make each design.
Table 1: Transverse multipolar terms calculated for the three
different designs.
Design

𝑔1̃ /𝑔0̃

𝑔2̃ /𝑔0̃

𝑔3̃ /𝑔0̃

𝑔4̃ /𝑔0̃

Standard
Pillbox
Minimising
Design A
Minimising
Design B

0.0182

0.0217

0.0464

0.139

0.0000

-0.0000

-0.0003

-0.0002

-0.0002

0.0003

0.0008

0.0013

CONCLUSION

Table 1 shows the transverse multipolar terms calculated
from 3D CST [13] simulations of the TM010 -like modes of
each of the designs detailed above when machined with no error. The single-slot causes dipolar, quadrupolar, sextupolar,
and octupolar components to arise in the TM010 -like mode
that can all be minimised with both Minimising Design A
and B.
Table 2: Maximum transverse multipolar terms observed
for three different structures operating in TM010 -like modes
tuned to 3 GHz with two, one-way tuning pins (modelled
as 5 mm hemispheres) to correct for a ±50 µm machining
error.
Design

|𝑔1̃ |/|𝑔0̃ |

|𝑔2̃ |/|𝑔0̃ |

|𝑔3̃ |/|𝑔0̃ |

|𝑔4̃ |/|𝑔0̃ |

Standard
Pillbox
Minimising
Design A
Minimising
Design B

0.0182

0.0368

0.0464

0.139

0.0001

0.0149

0.0003

0.100

0.0003

0.0072

0.0001

0.0511
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A systematic method has been presented for designing
azimuthally modulated RF cavities that minimise the transverse multipoles introduced by slots which couple the cavity
to an RF input port that excites the desired, fundamental accelerating mode. Analysis of the simulation of two different
example designs showed that the transverse multipoles introduced by a single-slot can be negated completely. A method
for investigating the effect of tuning by deformation was also
presented with an example of a design that minimises the
transverse multipoles caused by tuning pins presented. Both
methods could be extended to designing RF cavity systems
that use n-slots and N, one-way tuning pin and support a
TM010 -like mode with minimal transverse multipoles up to
any order.
This minimisation of the transverse multipoles in the
TM010 -like modes of accelerating RF cavities can ultimately
prevent beam losses caused by unwanted transverse motion.
Additionally, this systematic method for the precise cancellation of transverse multipoles could be easily extended for
the precise introduction of transverse multipoles.
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To investigate the magnitude of the multipoles introduced
by the tuning pins for the different designs, a 3D simulation and Helmholtz decomposition was also undertaken for
when the Standard Pillbox and Minimising Design A are
maximally oversized by 100 µm such that maximum tuning
MOPOTK065

is required and when Minimising Design B was both undersized and oversized by 50 µm. Table 2 shows the absolute
of the maximum transverse multipole observed across all
simulations for each design. The tuning pins only introduce quadrupolar and octupolar components of significant
magnitude which is expected from the symmetry of the
deformation with two tuning pins placed opposite to each
other. A greater deformation increases the magnitude of
the quadrupolar component for both the Standard Pillbox
and Minimising Design A with the maximum quadrupolar
component introduced by the tuning pins approximately the
same for both designs. In contrast, a greater deformation
actually reduces the magnitude of the octupolar component
in the case of the Standard Pillbox whilst causing an increase for Minimising Design A and also B. The maximum
quadrupolar and octupolar component observed for Minimising Design B is approximately half that of A. This is
expected because Minimising Design B is designed to have
minimum transverse components when the tuning pins are
already deforming it by approximately half the maximum
deformation. Minimising Design B will also, on average,
introduce lower transverse multipoles when fabricated if we
assume that the machining error has a Gaussian-like distribution around the perfect machining rather than uniform.
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Abstract

Beam Generation

The current designs of future electron-positron linear colliders incorporate large and complex damping rings to produce asymmetric beams for beamstrahlung mitigation at
the interaction point. This paper presents the design of an
damping-ring-free electron injector capable of delivering
flat electron beams with phase-space partition comparable
to the electron-beam parameters produced downstream of
the damping ring in the proposed international linear collider (ILC) design. The performance of the proposed configuration, its sensitivity to jitter along with its impact on
spin-polarization is discussed.

The conceptual design of the photoinjector beamline from
the photocathode surface up to the entrance of the RFBT
is diagrammed in Figure 1. The injector beamlines was
Gun
S1,S2

(%)

1

INTRODUCTION

START-TO-END SIMULATION
The design philosophy focuses on designing an injector
capable of minimizing the beam emittance along all d.o.f’s
upstream of the RFBT, and then optimizing the emittance
repartitioning in the RFBT and emittance-exchange process
in the EEX beamlines.
∗
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A technique to mitigate beamstrahlung in linear colliders
consists in using flat beams 𝜎𝑦 ≪ 𝜎𝑥 [1]. Flat beams are
naturally produced in damping rings (DRs) which generate
a beam with asymmetric transverse-emittance partition. It
was first recognized in Ref. [2] that a linear transformation
exploiting initial cross-plane correlation provides a path to
producing flat beams (𝜀𝑦 ≪ 𝜀𝑥 ) in a photoinjector, i.e. without the need for a DR. In Ref. [2] the achievable emittance
ratio was comparable to the ones needed for ILC albeit at a
much lower (0.5 nC) charge than the required 3.2 nC [3]).
This paper summarized the main results of Ref. [4] where
we further expand the technique developed in [2] by combining two cross-plane phase-space manipulations: a round-toflat beam transformer (RFBT) [2] followed by a transverse-tolongitudinal emittance exchanger (EEX) [5, 6]. These phasespace manipulations were developed and experimentally
demonstrated over the last two decades [7–11]. It should be
noted that a similar approach employing cross-plane phasespace manipulations was proposed in a different parameter
range to mitigate the micro-bunching instability in X-ray
free-electron lasers (FELs) [6]. Our approach confirms that
emittance partition commensurate with requirements for an
LC can be attained with a simple and compact (< 50 m)
beamline redistributing emittance typically produced in a
conventional RF photoinjector.

H1 H2 H3

u
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Figure 1: Photoinjector diagram (upper schematics) and
snapshots of the LPS distribution at 𝑧 = 1.88 (a), 7.48 (b),
and 9.3 m (c) from the photocathode. Evolution of the beam
energy and RMS bunch length (d) and corresponding 4D
transverse and longitudinal emittances (e). In the upper
block diagram, S1 and S2 respectively refer to the solenoidal
magnetic lenses, L1-5 are the 1.3-GHz SRF cavities, and
H1-3 represent the 3.9-GHz SRF cavities. In plots (a-c) and
throughout this paper, 𝜁 > 0 corresponds to the head of the
bunch.
modeled using the particle-in-cell beam-dynamics program
impact-t [12]. The electron source consists of a 1 + 12 -cell
RF gun operating at 𝑓0 = 1.3 GHz operating with a peak
field on the cathode of 𝐸𝑐 = 60 MV/m. The downstream
linac consists of five TESLA-type 9-cell superconducting RF
(SRF) cavities operating at a peak field of 𝐸𝐿 = 60 MV/m
(corresponding to an accelerating gradient 𝐺𝐿 ≃ 𝐸𝐿 /2 ≃
30 MV/m consistent with ILC demonstrated requirement
of 𝐺𝐿 = 31.5 MV/m [13]). The RF gun is nested in a pair
of solenoidal lenses to control the beam emittance. The
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beamline parameters [laser spot radius, solenoid (S1 and
S2) strengths and locations, field amplitude and phase of
L1] were optimized to minimize the transverse uncorrelated
emittance 𝜀𝑢 and maximize the eigenemittance ratio 𝜚 ≡
𝜀+ /𝜀− at the exit of the L1.
To minimize the longitudinal emittance and space-charge
effects, we considered a spatiotemporally shaped laser
pulse with uniform three-dimensional ellipsoidal intensity
distribution [14, 15] which generates linear space charge
fields [16, 17]. The linear space-charge force mitigates emittance dilution and imparts a significant chirp in the longitudinal phase space (LPS). Additionally, the resulting bunch
length [𝜎𝑧 ≃ 0.87 mm; see Fig. 1(a)] leads the LPS to
develop a quadratic correlation induced by the RF waveform; see Fig. 1(b). The linac cavities (L2-5) are operated
𝜑𝐿 = 2∘ off-crest to remove the linear LPS correlation after acceleration to 151 MeV; see Fig. 1(b). The 1.3-GHz
linacs are followed by a 3rd-harmonic accelerating-cavity
module operating at 𝑓𝐻 = 3𝑓0 = 3.9 GHz to correct the
quadratic correlation in the LPS and reduce the longitudinal
emittance. The module comprises three SRF 3rd-harmonic
cavities (H1-3) with a similar design as discussed in Ref. [18].
The cancellation of the quadratic correlation gives an 8 fold
decrease in the longitudinal emittance to a final value of
𝜀𝑧 ≃ 11.78 µm; see Fig. 1(e). The beamline parameters
and resulting beam-emittance partitions are summarized in
Table 1.
Table 1: Beamline settings for the proposed photoinjector
and achieved normalized-emittance values at the end of the
beamline.
parameter
symbol
value
unit
charge
Q
3.2
nC
laser pulse full duration
𝜏𝑙
10
ps
laser rms spot size
𝜎𝑐
1.93
mm
thermal emittance
𝜀𝑐
1.634
𝜇m
magnetic field on cathode
𝐵𝑐
226
mT
laser/gun launch phase
𝜑0 1
50
deg
peak E field on cathode
𝐸0
60
MV/m
L2-L5 off-crest phase
𝜑𝐿
2
deg
linac peak electric field
𝐸𝐿
60
MV/m
H1-H3 off-crest phase
𝜑𝐻
178.68
deg
H1-H3 peak electric field
𝐸𝐻
34
MV/m
total beam energy
𝐸𝑏
151
MeV
longitudinal emittance
𝜀𝑧
11.78
µm
transverse eigenemittance
𝜀−
6.84
nm
transverse eigenemittance
𝜀+
493.4
µm

Emittance Manipulation
The emittance-manipulation beamline comprising the
RFBT and EEX sections appears in Figure 2 and was simulated using elegant [19]. The simulations account for
higher-order aberrations and bunch self-interaction due to

SQ1 SQ3 NQ2

10

15

SQ2 NQ1

B1

NQ3

B2 T1-3 B3

B4

H1,
H2

20
25
30
distance from cathode (m)

35

Figure 2: Overview of the emittance manipulation beamline combining the RFBT (skew-quadrupole magnets SQ1,
SQ2, and SQ3) and EEX (from dipole magnet B1 to B4)
insertions. The label “SQ𝑖” and “NQ𝑖” refer to skew- and
normal-quadrupole magnets, “B𝑖” and “E𝑖” are dipole nd
sextupole magnets. The elements ”T𝑖” and “H𝑖” respectively
refer to transverse-deflecting and accelerating SRF cavities;
“S3” is a solenoidal magnetic lens.
coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR). Downstream of the
injector, the magnetized beam is focused by a solenoid into
RFBT sections where three skew quadrupoles remove the angular momentum of the magnetized beam and transform the
magnetized beam into flat beams with emittance partition
downstream of the RFBT (𝜀𝑥,𝑓 , 𝜀𝑦,𝑓 , 𝜀𝑧,𝑓 ) = (493.40, 7.17 ×
10−3 , 11.82) µm. This emittance partition confirms that the
mapping of the transverse eigenemittances listed in Table 1
to transverse emittance is near ideal (the emittance dilution
associated with the mapping 𝜀− →
− 𝜀𝑦 is 4.8%) and the longitudinal emittance is preserved (relative emittance growth
of 0.3%).
The flat beam is then matched into the EEX beamlines
with NQ1-3 with a certain Courant-Snyder parameters that
minimizes emittance growth due to second order effects.
The EEX beamline consists of two doglegs each with dipole
bending angles of (+2∘ , −2∘ ), three 3.9-GHz deflecting cavities, and two 3.9-GHz accelerating cavities. The use of multiple SRF cavities is required given the demonstrated cavity
performance (maximum achievable deflecting or accelerating voltage) and our requirements. Aside from canceling
the thick lens effect of TDC, the accelerating cavities are
also used to partially compensate for the correlated energy
spread induced by CSR. Additionally, three sextupole magnets (labeled as E1-3) are inserted in the EEX beamline to
correct the nonlinearities arising from the deflecting and
accelerating 3.9-GHz cavities. The voltages of the TDC and
third harmonic cavities, along with the strengths of the sextupole magnet, were numerically optimized to minimize the
final horizontal emittance downstream of the EEX beamline.
The optimized settings for cavities and magnets appear in
Table 2.
The evolution of the beam emittances along the emittancemanipulation section is presented in Fig. 3 and confirms a
final emittance partition of (𝜀𝑥,𝑒 , 𝜀𝑦,𝑒 , 𝜀𝑧,𝑒 ) = (25.47, 7.26×
10−3 , 546.34) µm.
We finally investigated the robustness of the proposed
design and the sensitivity of the final transverse emittances
to shot-to-shot jitters associated with amplitude and phase
stability of the SRF cavities via start-to-end simulations.
Specifically, we performed 1000 start-to-end simulations
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Figure 4: Histogram of final horizontal (a) and vertical (b)
emittances simulated downstream of the EEX beamline for
1000 realizations of SRF-cavity random phase and amplitude
jitters.
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Spin Dynamics

with different random realizations of the RF amplitude and
phase for all the SRF cavities. The amplitude and phase
values were randomly generated with a normal distribution
with respective rms jitter of 0.01% (fractional deviation
from nominal-amplitude settings) and 0.01 degree (for the
1.3 GHz cavities) and 0.03 deg (for the 3.9 GHz cavities).
These tolerances are consistent with the performances of
the low-level RF system at the European X-ray FEL [20].
These jitter studies confirm that the transverse-emittance
fluctuations are acceptable – i.e. 𝜀𝑥 = 25.48 ± 0.02 µm and
𝜀𝑦 = 8.13 ± 0.98 nm; see corresponding histogram in Fig. 4.

Table 2: Operating parameters RFBT and EEX beamline,
the magnet names refer to Fig. 2.
parameter
value
unit
skew quadrupole magnet SQ1 𝑘1 = 3.71
m−1
skew quadrupole magnet SQ2 𝑘1 = −7.08 m−1
skew quadrupole magnet SQ3 𝑘1 = 15.76 m−1
doglegs dispersion 𝜂
-1.67
m
TDC section kick strength 𝜅
6
m−1
dipole magnet B1-B4 angles
2
deg
T1 deflecting voltage
3.72
MV
T2 deflecting voltage
3.72
MV
T3 deflecting voltage
3.66
MV
H4 accelerating voltage
5.81
MV
H5 accelerating voltage
5.91
MV
MOPOTK066

The spin dynamics of the particle distribution was investigated with the beam-dynamics program bmad [21]. Figure 5
presents the evolution of spin-vector components through
the RFBT and EEX sections shown in Fig. 2. The initial
conditions are such that the beam is 100% longitudinally
spin-polarized 𝑆 𝑇 = (0, 0, 1). The simulation indicates that
the RFBT does not impact the spin (no depolarization is
observed) while the EEX beamline yield a small depolarization with final mean and RMS longitudinal spin values
being respectively ⟨𝑆𝑆𝑒 ⟩𝑇 = (5.41×10−5 , −1.39×10−8 , 0.99)
and (𝜎𝑆𝑥,𝑒 , 𝜎𝑆𝑦,𝑒𝑛 , 𝜎𝑆𝑧,𝑒 ) = (1.84 × 10−2 , 1.12 × 10−3 , 1.81 ×
10−4 ). confirming that the longitudinal depolarization
𝜎𝑆𝑧,𝑒
∼ 𝑂(10−4 ) is insignificant .
⟨𝑆𝑧,𝑒 ⟩
0.10

(a)
Sx
Sy
Sz

0.05
0.00

0

0.10

1.0

s (m)

0.5
20

0.0

sx, y, z

Figure 3: Evolution of the horizontal (a), vertical (b) and longitudinal (c) emittance (blue traces) and bunch size (green
dashed traces) along the emittance manipulation beamline
(combining the RFBT and EEX transformations). The vertical shaded bands indicate the locations for the RFBT’s skew
quadrupoles (grey lines at distances < 10 m are for SQ1-3)
and dipole magnets (red bands from ∼ 14 m to the end of the
beamline are for B1-4) associated with the EEX beamline;
see Fig. 2.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the spin components along the
emittance-manipulation beamline. Spin components S𝑇 =
1/2
(𝑆𝑥 , 𝑆𝑦 , 𝑆𝑧) statistical average ⟨S⟩ (a) and RMS value ⟨S2 ⟩
(b) computed over the macroparticle distribution.

CONCLUSION
In summary, we demonstrated a beamline composed of
two cascaded cross-plane manipulations that could produce
an electron beam with a final transverse-emittance partition
comparable to the one attained downstream of the damping
ring in the ILC design. The proposed scheme presents a
substantial cost and complexity reduction compared to a
damping ring. Although our focused was on demonstrating
the application of the scheme to ILC-like parameters, the
concept also be optimized for other LC designs.
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Abstract
The Argonne Wakefield Accelerator group (AWA) has
been using high charge bunch-trains (>450 nC) for structure wakefield RF power generation and high power testing
(100s of MW) for many years. These experiments involve
fast beam-tuning for high charge transmission through small
aperture wakefield structures over a large range of charge levels. The success of these experiments depends on real-time,
non-destructive, fast charge measurements with devices that
are robust in the high-charge and high-powered RF environment. AWA uses Bergoz Integrating Current Transformers
(ICT) which are ideal for these critical charge measurements.
The devices used, the method developed and their application are detailed.

INTRODUCTION
The Argonne Wakefield Accelerator (AWA) facility is dedicated to novel and advanced accelerator research, with particular attention to Structure Wakefield Accelerators (SWFA)
for future colliders [1]. One of the unique challenges of the
experimental program is the difficult task of tuning the beamline in order to ensure that the 65 MeV high-charge, short
pulse electron bunch-trains are transmitted through SWFA
devices with transmission approaching 100%. An example
is wakefield generated Two-beam Acceleration (TBA) [2].
The charge is high (often hundreds of nC per pulse), and
the structures have small apertures. The potential wakefield power generated per nC transmitted increases with the
length of the structure. The power potential also increases
as the beam aperture is made smaller for a given charge [3].
Therefore the transmission difficulty increases with the potential for power generation. To ensure the best results, it
is necessary to be able to effectively monitor the charge at
the input and output of the structure. In fact, it is essential
to the success of these experiments. The scheme that has
been developed to do this is described herein, which will be
referred to as the ICT monitor scheme diagnostic.

THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
AWA conducts many different types of SWFA experiments, however there is one category, the high-power RF
test, that will serve to illustrate the beauty and simplicity of
the ICT monitor scheme diagnostic for tuning the beam for
∗
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good transmission and stable high-power extraction. The
goal of this type of experiment is to use the AWA drive
beam to drive a Power Extraction and Transfer Structure
(PETS) with a high-charge bunch train, a recent example is
described in Ref. [4]. A metallic PETS which is currently
in service will produce more than 400 MW RF power in
each approximately 10 ns pulse at 11.7 GHz (X-band) from
an 8-bunch train. Extracted power is transmitted through
evacuated WR90 waveguides to the device under test (DUT),
some type of Structure Wakefield Accelerator (SWFA) or
related RF device. These may be metallic, dielectric, metamaterials or a hybrid such as the dielectric disk acclerator
(DDA). Experiments are executed in order to study different structure design performance under high RF power and
the associated high-gradients occurring within the structure,
pushing them to the breakdown limits. The structures vary
widely in frequency with AWA covering the range from
11.7 GHz to more than 100 GHz. Since there is an inverse
relationship of structure frequency to the beam aperture, the
higher frequency structure with aperture of less than 1 mm
will see maximum charge transmission limited to 4 bunch
trains totaling 20 nC compared to the 8 bunch, 500 nC transmitted through the 17 mm aperture of an X-band metallic
structure. But monitoring and assuring good transmission is
essential in all cases. The AWA drivebeam photo-injector [5]

Figure 1: Experiment layout: Top: PETS vacuum installation drawing, Bottom: an installation photo illustrating the
X-band PETS at AWA with some important diagnostics. Total distance from YAG to YAG is 144.5 cm. 1) YAG station
2) top: ceramic break for ICT 2) bottom: ICT as installed
over ceramic break 3) PETS
is the source of high-charge bunch-trains. The photoinjector
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UV laser produces 0.3 ps, 262 nm light pulses. The available UV energy per pulse is 5 mJ before the splitter. The
tuning procedure begins with setup of the bunch-train produced from each single UV pulse which splits it into 8 pulses
with 769 ps spacing. This is accomplished by using the specially designed laser multi-splitter and its adjustable delay
lines. Once the laser has been set, the operator must scan
the electron beam phase and use the data to carefully set the
intra-bunch timing. The phase scan is done by varying the
RF phase and watching for the onset of photoemission by
monitoring the ICT signal immediately after the gun. In addition to the ICTs, available diagnostics include beam-position
monitor (BPM), spectrometer, scanning slits for emittance
measurement, and Yttrium aluminum garnet activated by
cerium scintillation screens (YAG:Ce) for viewing the transverse profile, moments and position of the beam along the
beamline. The next steps are to tune the beam through the
linac, making careful observations at the YAG:Ce screens.

TRANSMITTING THE BUNCH-TRAIN
The bunch train must be transported, then focused and
transmitted through the wakefield structure. As previously
stated, the wakefield structure is installed between two diagnostic stations which include YAG:Ce screens for observing
the transverse beam position and size, and ICTs for measuring the charge per pulse, see the drawing in Fig. 1. In order
to receive a signal from the beam, a gap in the conducting
vacuum chamber wall in the form of a brazed ceramic ring
must be in place near the ICT. In addition, the wall currents
must be conducted around the ICT and across the gap (see
Fig. 1) bottom. Wall current is conducted via the braided
flat cables over the ICTs, visible to the left and right. During
high-power testing runs, the power is gradually raised by incrementally increasing the charge. For each charge increase,
input and output RF signals are recorded and carefully monitored for any signs of trouble such as arcing, breakdown,
or multi-pacting by using a high-speed, high-sampling rate
oscilloscope connected to a calibrated bi-directional coupler.

the 8 bunch train appears as a single blob of light. After
exiting the structure the individual bunches are diverging
and separated, but it is impossible from the images alone to
know the level of charge transmission. This is when the ICT
Monitor scheme comes into play.

ICTS
The two types of ICTs used at AWA are pictured in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: AWA uses two types of ICTs. In-flange (left) and
In-air (right). The ceramic break is integrated into the inflange model.
The ICTs used before the PETS are Bergoz Instrumentation 20-turn in-air ICTs with a sensitivity of 1.25 Vs/C.
The ICT is a passive current transformer specially designed
for pulse charge measurements. Its output signal is a pulse
of well defined shape, independent of beam position. The
integral of this pulse, which yields the charge, is also independent of input pulse length. The ICT works equally
well when used to measure single pulses or 8 bunch-train
charges. Sensitivity of the used ICTs yields a peak value of
about 40mV per nC and a pulse width of about 70ns. As
a result, the ICT pulses can be easily integrated, for example, using an oscilloscope. [6]. The specifications of the
oscilloscopes used for this particular application at AWA
are 1 GHz bandwidth, with 2 to 10 GS/s sampling rate. As
recommended by Bergoz, in order to eliminate parasitic signals, two types of common-mode chokes have been installed
on both ends of the ICT output cable. Previouly, apparently
due to the parasitic signal generated when high-charge is
passing through small apertures, without the common mode
chokes, the transmission would sometimes be computed as
a couple percent above 100%.

ICT MONITOR PROGRAM
Figure 2: Beam images before and after the wakefield structure. 8 bunch train. Average transmission 100%.
The YAG:Ce images are necessary for tuning the beam
with good transmission through the large aperture beampipe
of the linac section and bringing it to the DUT. The YAG
images before and after the structure are helpful for setting
the quadrupoles and beginning to tune the beam through the
structure. As an example, see the pair of images from before
and after the PETS depicted in Fig. 2. Before the structure

The ICT monitoring software was developed natively at
AWA and uses the NIVISA libraries to communicate with
the scope. From the GUI (see Fig. 4) the scope with the
desired ICT signals is selected and up to four scope traces
downloaded and displayed on a virtual scope panel. Once
the signals are active the user can directly monitor the charge
graphically and numerically in one window choosing any or
all four signals. The other panel allows the choice of any two
ICTs along the beamline, integrates the signals and calculates
the percent transmitted charge from point A to point B. This
may be plotted shot-by-shot in the panel, serving to inform
the operator when efforts at tuning through the structure
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Figure 4: Screenshot of the ICT Monitor GUI during a recent experiment. Four ICT signals are being monitored along the
beam line. The average transmitted charge is 245 nC, average transmission 100%.
are succeeding or making things worse. If desired, the ICT
data can be saved synchronously along with the RF signals,
BPM data and beam images from YAG screens. With the
addition of this ICT monitoring scheme, the ICTs which have
long been an essential diagnostic at AWA have improved
the tuning process, making it much more systematic and
straightforward. This has streamlined the use of the PETS
for RF high-power tests.

CONCLUSION
The development and implementation of the ICT monitor
scheme for transmission diagnostics has been instrumental
to the success of many SWFA experiments at the AWA. Its
success hinges on the proven dependability of the robust
wide-dynamic range Bergoz ICT. The AWA SWFA program
has been strengthened and become more efficient thanks
to this improved approach to beam tuning through smallaperture structures. The next step is to automate the tuning
process using the output of the ICT Monitor as feedback. The
ICT Monitor Scheme may also be contemplated as an ideal
entry point for further application of Artificial Intelligence
and Machine Learning (AIML) at AWA in the near future.
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Abstract
We report on the design and progress on construction of
a first prototype demonstrating the concept of a THzdriven relativistic electron accelerator and an associated Xray source. The nascent technology of THz-driven acceleration offers several key advantages over conventional accelerators, including order-of-magnitude increases in driving field, to the GV/m range; short, mm-scale wavelengths
enabling ultra-high-gradient manipulations of electrons, as
well as a compact foot print. Combined, these features enable electron sources with unique capabilities, including
sub-10 fs bunch durations and intrinsic synchronization to
laser source resulting in the capability to create electron
and diffraction instruments of exceptional temporal resolution beyond the state of the art. Our machine is designed to
reach 20 MeV electrons, using several-mJ pulses of THz
radiation generated via nonlinear down conversion of customized lasers, and X-rays in the few keV range will be
created by counter-propagating them with an “optical undulator” laser.

INTRODUCTION
The development of an electron acceleration technology
driven by terahertz radiation (THz) [1,2,3,4] brings unique
advantages for creation of electron and light sources with
properties that are well adapted for studying material structure and dynamics on atomic scales at the limits of temporal and spatial resolution. In particular, the short wavelength of THz waves enables the possibility of sustaining
electric and magnetic fields as well as field gradientsorders
of magnitude higher than those in conventional accelerators yielding strong acceleration and manipulation electron
beams. Over the last decade, THz-driven accelerator technology has emerged from a novelty to a fast-growing research field aimed at exploring the benefits not only for
fully THz-driven accelerators and associated light sources,
but also for performing high-field manipulations of electrons in conventional accelerator systems. Recent

Figure 1: (A) 3D CAD Layout of the AXSIS THz-Driven X-ray Light Source Prototype. (B) Detail of the THz-Accelerator. (C) THz-driven Booster and LINAC.
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successes include demonstration of THz-driven photogun
sources producing keV electrons [3,5]; versatile THz acceleration and manipulation modules capable of multiple
beam manipulations, including acceleration, streaking,
compression and focusing with ultra-high fields [6]; staging of multiple linear accelerator modules [7], post acceleration of multi-MeV electrons from an RF source, and enhancement of bunch duration and overall temporal resolution in ultrafast electron diffraction instruments [8]. This
growing body of work is serving to demonstrate not only
that THz-driven accelerator technology is viable, but also
that it can provide unique capabilities in strong-field control of electrons at a fraction of the cost of conventional
analogues, with a diverse range of applications. These early
successes are therefore setting the stage for more ambitious
achievements based on this technology. The Attosecond Xray Science – Imaging and Spectroscopy (AXSIS) project
[1], aims to develop a fully THz-powered electron accelerator to serve as a source of ultrashort electrons for direct
application to ultrafast electron diffractometry, as well as
for generation of ultrashort pulses of X-rays pushing the
limits of temporal resolution to the attosecond regime.
Fig. 1 shows the design of a first prototype of the AXSIS
light source. Electrons sourced from a 55 keV DC gun are
first compressed by a THz-powered buncher, then accelerated in a THz-powered “booster” to 400 keV and finally
accelerated to 20 MeV in a THz-powered LINAC. The
electrons are then transported and focused to overlap with
a counter-propagating laser to produce X-rays by inverseCompton scattering (ICS). AXSIS requires development
on multiple technological fronts, including THz-driven accelerator technology as well as extension of laser-driven
THz sources to orders of magnitude higher pulse energies,
necessitating significant improvements of conversion efficiency as well as development of novel high-power lasers
highly tailored for THz generation.
This hierarchy of developments brings an additional
challenge in that designs must accommodate large uncertainties in the performance of each component. The first
AXSIS prototype addresses this challenge. First, since a
fully THz-powered electron gun, envisioned for the final
machine, is not yet ready to serve as the front end of the
accelerator, a DC gun has been substituted. Although electron beams from DC guns suffer from low acceleration
voltages and associated emittance growth, this choice enables parallel development of both the gun and LINAC technologies, albeit at lower performance levels. Second, subsequent acceleration modules and diagnostics have been
designed to handle large variations in the THz pulse- and
the resultant accelerated-electron energies.
As the maximum electron energy produced by the DC
gun is ~ 55 keV, post acceleration using a LINAC (in which
the electrons and a monochromatic THz wave co-propagate) is not practical due to the large change in electron velocity that occurs during acceleration and the resultant
dephasing. Therefore, a booster device based on the
STEAM concept [6] is implemented which uses a segmented interaction pumped transversely by single-cycle
pulses in order to maintain phasing (Fig. 2). Based on
MOPOMS001
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previous work [9] and on the performance of our laser powering the Booster THz source (1 μm wavelength, 200 mJ
pulse energy, 400 fs pulse duration), a single-cycle THz
pulse with centre frequency of 300 GHz and pulse energy
of up to 400 μJ is expected to be possible. Guided by simulation, a booster prototype was developed (Fig. 2A) employing three layers and a one-sided pumping scheme that
uses reflection of the incident THz pulse to generate a
short-lived standing wave at the interaction [10,11]. Optimized performance was simulated to produce electrons
with a peak energy of 430 keV but a long tail of lower energy resulting in an RMS energy spread of 99 keV (Figs. 2
B, C & D). This result was then used as the starting point
for simulations of the THz-driven LINAC.

Figure 2: THz-driven booster. (A) Photo of the booster prototype. (B) Evolution of the longitudinal phase-space distribution throughout the interaction. (C) Final longitudinal
phase-space distribution of the accelerated beam. (D) Resultant electron energy spectrum.
The range of targeted electron energies for the LINAC
analysis was determined by consideration of the potential
for producing X-rays of interesting photon energies. The
photon energy can be estimated as 𝐸
4𝛾 𝐸
,
where 𝛾is the electron relativistic factor and 𝐸
1 𝑒𝑉
is the photon energy of the optical undulator laser. For electrons of target energy 20 MeV, 𝛾 40, and thus 𝐸
6.4 𝑘𝑒𝑉, which is an interesting range for many biological
systems. Due to the quadratic dependence, a factor of two
reduction in electron energy to 10 MeV results in a 4-times
drop in X-ray photon energy to 𝐸
1.6 𝑘𝑒𝑉, which
is still relevant for material science. A further factor of two
drop to electron energies of 5 MeV produces only
0.4 𝑘𝑒𝑉 photons, which is already in the range
𝐸
of what can be achieved by high-harmonic laser sources.
However, considering that the technology exists to up-con4 𝑒𝑉 range by 4th
vert the optical photons to the 𝐸
harmonic generation, electrons at 5 MeV can still be used
to generate interesting X-ray photons, although with significantly lower counts. This argument sets the energy
5 20 𝑀𝑒𝑉. Due to the enrange of interest to 𝐸
ergy-dependence in both the acceleration and transportation of electrons, the required design must be flexible.
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Fig. 3 shows the results of simulations of the interaction
of electrons from the Booster co-propagating with monochromatic (< 1% bandwidth) multicycle THz pulses in a 7
cm long dielectric-lined waveguide LINAC structure [4].
A range of THz pulse energies was assumed in order to determine the flexibility of the THz acceleration scheme. The
results show that by appropriate tuning of the injection
phase and THz phase velocity in the waveguide, varying
the THz pulse energies from 9 – 19 mJ results in final electron energies in the range of 8 – 19 MeV (Fig 3A). Besides
the electron energy, the LINAC performance, as measured
by the bunch duration and the bunch energy spread, is also
improved at higher THz pulse energies (Figs. 3 B – D).

Figure 4: Solution for spatially focusing electrons over 5 –
20 MeV range. (A & B) Transverse and longitudinal beam
dynamics from the LINAC to the interaction point for the
highest-energy case. (C) Configuration of PMQs for focusing each electron-energy case.

SUMMARY
Figure 3: Simulated LINAC performance. (A) Evolution of
the electron energy with distance inside a 7 cm DLW. (B,
C & D) Summary of final energy, energy spread and bunch
length, respectively, vs THz pulse energy.
These results demonstrate a high degree of flexibility in
the acceleration of the electrons. However, to make the
light source work, the electrons must also be transported to
the ICS interaction point, and to achieve the optimum Xray brightness, the electrons must be both spatially and
temporally focused. The temporal focusing of the electrons
is achieved by operating the LINAC in a mode producing
a correlated energy spread at the output resulting in temporal compression through velocity bunching.
To achieve spatial focusing of the electrons, a system
based on permanent-magnet quadrupoles (PMQs) was designed. A quiver of twelve PMQs of different strengths
were used to span an energy range of 5.6 – 18.4 MeV (Fig.
4). Nine distinct focusing solutions involving unique pairs
of PMQs were then found for subsets of the energy range,
with the idea that once the maximum energy of the electron
beam is determined, the appropriate set of PMQs would be
implemented. Each pair allows a small range of energy tuning, enabling the full range to be covered without break.

A flexible design for the first prototype of a THz-driven
electron accelerator and X-ray light source is presented.
The design addresses the challenges of proving that THzdriven acceleration is a viable solution for implementation
of such a source.
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Abstract
Here, we present on the progress of developing a multilayered accelerator structure designed to boost the 50 keV
output of a DC electron gun to energies of ~ 400 keV powered by a single high-energy terahertz (“THz”) pulse. An
integrated piezo-actuated mirror inside the matchbox sized
structure enables fine-tuning of the electric field in the interaction region for efficient acceleration and helps reduce
the complexity of the optical setup. Such a compact booster
accelerator is very promising as electron source in ultrafast
electron diffraction experiments and as booster stage prior
to THz based LINACs.

INTRODUCTION
Scaling the RF-accelerator concept to terahertz (“THz”)
frequencies brings several compelling advantages, including compactness, intrinsic timing between the photoemission and driving field sources, and high field gradients

associated with the short THz wavelength and high breakdown threshold [1]. Some recent demonstrations of such
THz powered accelerators and beam manipulators relied
on two counter-propagating single-cycle THz pulses [2-4].
However, to achieve high energy gains in the acceleration
process THz pulses of high energy are needed which in turn
require complex optical setups and optimization procedures [5-7]. Here, we present on the development of a
multi-layered accelerator structure which only requires a
single THz pulse to be powered and is designed to boost
the 50 keV output of a DC electron gun to energies of up
to ~ 400 keV. An integrated tunable mirror inside the
matchbox sized structure interferes the front of the driving
THz pulse with its rear part such that the magnetic field in
the interaction region is cancelled and the electric field is
optimized for efficient acceleration. This approach reduces
the required number of driving THz pulses from two to one
and consequently reduces the complexity of the optical
setup.

a)

b)

THz

c)

Electrons

Figure 1: (a) 3D-model of the compact booster accelerator pumped transversely by a single-cycle THz pulse (red). This
pumping scheme is enabled by a piezo-actuated mirror integrated into the device. (b) Top-view close-up pictures of the
1st and 2nd layer. Fused silica inserts delay the THz pulse in each consecutive layer such that efficient acceleration is
achieved. (c) Assembly of the booster device under an optical microscope with an integrated alignment laser.
___________________________________________
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The concept is scalable towards higher THz pulse energies and, paired with an optically triggered electron gun,
offers intrinsic synchronization due to the all-optical approach. Therefore, such compact THz-based accelerators
are not only promising as booster stage in compact THz
driven accelerators but for delivering ultrafast-probe
beams in electron diffraction experiments.

RESULTS
The THz booster accelerator (Fig. 1a) is a 3-layer version of the segmented THz electron accelerator presented
in [3], with the additional difference that a piezo-actuated
mirror is integrated such, that the device can be powered
by a single terahertz pulse instead of two counterpropagating pulses.

Working Principle & Experimental Setup
As in [2, 3], the acceleration volume is pumped transversely by a high-energy single-cycle THz pulse, whose
relative delay to the electron bunches can be finely adjusted. The THz pulses are generated by optically rectifying high-energy laser pulses (1030 nm, 400 fs, up to
200 mJ) in a cryogenically cooled lithium niobate prism
utilizing the tilted-pulse-front method [5]. The high-energy
THz pulses (~ 400 µJ) are focused into a tapered horn-coupler that confines the pulse into the interaction volume. Beforehand, a 90°-periscope is used to rotate the polarization
of the THz pulses such that the electric field component
aligns with the propagation of the electron bunches.
Single-sided pumping scheme. The dispersion of the
waveguide causes the single-cycle THz pulse to stretch to
a few-cycle pulse inside the structure. This allows an integrated mirror to retroreflect the THz pulse back onto itself,
such that its front and rear part can constructively interfere.
This mirror is piezo actuated which enables precise tuning
of the mirror position relative to the electron beam and,
therefore, to finely adjust the accelerating field. Such a single-sided pumping scheme enables to reach comparable
field strengths as in a double-sided pumped approach, but
with half the energy. Thus, the single-sided scheme has the
advantage that the available THz pulse energy is used more
efficiently, and the complexity of the optical setups is significantly reduced. However, this benefit comes at the cost
of a more complex accelerator device which is harder to
assemble. Furthermore, if the interfering half-cycles of the
THz pulse are not equal in amplitude, a non-vanishing
magnetic field component can induce deflection of the
electron beam, which then needs to be compensated for using an external electromagnetic steerer or by adjusting the
THz pulse carrier-envelope phase (CEP) [8].
Multi-layer approach. Efficient acceleration requires
the interaction between electrons and THz field to be restricted to a duration shorter than a half-cycle of the THz
field. Here, this is circumvented by stacking several interaction layers within which the THz pulse is delayed by a
fused silica piece (Fig. 1b) such that repeated acceleration
is possible. In each layer, the interaction length between
electrons and transversely propagating THz pulse can be
adjusted to match the electron kinetic energy, THz field
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strength and centre-frequency via the thickness of spacer
layer foils. Adding more layers allows to scale the concept
to arbitrary THz pulse energies but is ultimately limited by
the complexity of the assembly process. Our prototype
consists of 3 consecutive layers of which the layer thicknesses (250 µm, 300 µm, 400 µm) were optimized to
achieve maximum possible acceleration.
Device assembly. For the assembly of the device (see
Fig. 1c), an optical microscope was used to ensure gaps between parts and vertical layers were kept within specified
tolerances of ~ 10 µm to minimize leakage of THz energy
from one layer into another or out of the structure. Simultaneously, the piezo-actuated mirror was ensured to move
without mechanical friction such that its front facets could
penetrate each individual layer. The relative distance between mirror and through-holes for the electrons was calibrated to the encoded position of the piezo-motor. A HeNe
laser was used to ensure alignment of the electron throughholes in all layers.
Electron source and detection. The booster accelerator is seeded with electron bunches of ~ 10 fC charge and
55 keV energy from a table-top DC electron photo-gun [9]
equipped with a THz-driven buncher to compress the
bunch duration down to the 100-fs level. Since the same
laser system is used to photo-generate the electrons and the
accelerating THz pulses, the electron bunches and their
driving field are intrinsically synchronized to the laser system. The match-box sized booster accelerator is mounted
on a high-precision stage assembly to precisely tune it such
that the electron beam can pass through the orifice in the
individual layers of 80 µm diameter. The profile of the
electron bunches exiting the booster are then detected using a phosphor screen monitored by an amplified CCD
camera. Additionally, the electron energy can be measured
by a custom-made compact electromagnetic spectrometer.

Initial Characterization
In a first experiment, spatio-temporal overlap and initial
interaction between THz pulses and electron bunches was
verified. The setup was operated with uncompressed electron bunches and low THz pulse energies with the integrated mirror set to a fixed distance from the interaction
region of 420 ± 10 µm. Figure 2a shows the radius
(FWHM) of the electron bunch as a function of the injection timing of the electrons into the THz field. Around
time-zero, the electron bunch is caused to diverge which
leads to a reduced peak signal on the screen, confirming
first interaction inside the booster accelerator. The profile
of the transmitted electron beam is shown in the inset.
The next round of testing will target scanning both the
injection timing as well as the integrated mirror position
while increasing the amount of injected THz energy into
the structure to reach nominal internal field strengths. Simulations performed with CST Studio [10] predict the electron energy to increase up to 420 keV as the electron bunch
propagates through the 3-layered device (see Fig. 2b)
driven with THz pulses of ~ 400 µJ energy with a center
frequency of 300 GHz for optimized injection timing and
CEP of the THz pulse.
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engineering the device and their support during fabrication
and construction of the experimental setup.
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Abstract
GaAs-based photocathodes are the most popular electron sources for producing highly spin-polarized electron
beams in accelerator physics and condensed matter physics.
Spin-polarized photoemission requires activation to achieve
Negative Electron Affinity (NEA). Conventional NEA surfaces such as CS-O/NF3 are extremely vacuum sensitive,
and this results in rapid QE degradation. In this work, we activated GaAs with various recipes using Cs, Te, and oxygen.
We demonstrate NEA activation on GaAs surfaces. Among
Cs-Te activated samples, the oxidized sample showed the
highest QE and longest lifetime at 780 nm.

INTRODUCTION
GaAs-based photocathodes are considered state-of-theart for producing highly spin-polarized electron beams for
accelerator and microscopy applications. Negative Electron
Affinity (NEA) activated surfaces are required to extract
highly spin-polarized electron beams from GaAs-based photocathodes. Activation to NEA is traditionally achieved by
exposing the GaAs sample surface to cesium vapor. The
deposited cesium layer forms a dipole moment that brings
the vacuum level below the bulk conduction band minimum
[1]. If an oxidant is included, a stronger, double-dipole layer
is formed, that can further enhance the NEA [2].
NEA layers on the surface of GaAs-based photocathodes
are notorious for the extreme vacuum sensitivity, and this
results in rapid degradation of QE during beam operations.
Conventional activation layers, such as Cs-O2 and Cs-NF3 ,
are monolayers weakly bound to the GaAs surface with
high chemical reactivity. Therefore, GaAs photocathodes
are typically operated under extreme high vacuum (XHV)
conditions and, even so, still suffer from rapid degradation
[3]. Recently, activation with alternative semiconductor
layers was proposed to improve the robustness [4]. It has
been shown that when Te element is used for activation
along with Cs vapors, the robustness of the NEA layer can
be improved without negatively affecting spin polarization
[5]. Variations of this approach were studied by multiple labs.
Cs-K-Te activation was demonstrated to improve lifetime by
more than an order of magnitude [6]. Similar to the standard
activation method with Cs and oxidants, it has been shown
that usage of oxygen during unconventional activation with
Te or Sb can increase the QE (Quantum Efficiency) while
preserving improved lifetime of GaAs photocathodes. CsSb-O activation improved the photocathode lifetime at 780
∗
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nm by a factor of 7 [7, 8]. Lastly, Cs-Te-O activation at
room temperature also showed an improved lifetime at 532
nm compared to the standard activation method [9]. In this
work, we tested various NEA activation recipes with Cs, Te
and O to understand the impact on QE and lifetime at low
voltage. The activation temperature, usage of oxygen and
thickness of the Te layer were varied.

EXPERIMENT
NEA Activation
Highly p-doped (Zn 5 × 1018 cm−3 ) GaAs (100) wafers
were cleaved in air with a diamond scribe. Prepared samples were solvent cleaned with isopropanol and rinsed in
de-ionized water. Wet-etching was performed with 1% HF
solvent for 30 s and samples were rinsed again with deionized water before loading under vacuum. The activation
chamber has a base pressure of 10−9 Torr, and Cs and Te
effusion cells are installed with shutters that control the flux
on the sample. Each sample was heat cleaned at ∼ 500 ∘ C
for ∼ 12 hours. Five samples were grown:
1. Sample #0 was activated with the standard method
using Cs and oxygen.
2. Sample #1 was activated with Cs-Te at 120 ∘ C. 1.3 nm
of Te was deposited.
3. Sample #2 was activated with Cs-Te-O at 120 ∘ C. 1.3
nm of Te was deposited.
4. Sample #3 was activated with Cs-Te at room temperature. 1.3 nm of Te was deposited.
5. Sample #4 was activated with Cs-Te at 120 ∘ C. 2.5 nm
of Te was deposited.
Sample #1 was activated with the same recipe from our
previous work [5], and Sample #2-4 are departures from this
recipe. Compared to Sample #1, oxygen was additionally
used for Sample # 2, the activation temperature was lowered
to room temperature for Sample # 3, and twice the amount
of Te was deposited for Sample #4.
In Fig. 1, we monitored the infrared QE during the activation process of Sample #1. Initially, the sample is seen to
photoemit at 780 nm due to residual Cs vapors in the growth
chamber. The sample is activated with only Cs until QE
reaches a plateau. Then, the shutter in front of Te effusion
cell is opened for deposition. QE immediately drops below
a noise level. Deposited Te thickness was monitored by a
quartz crystal microbalance during Cs-Te codeposition. Te
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Figure 1: Quantum Efficiency of GaAs photocathodes during Cs-Te activation (Sample #1). Initial QE at 780 nm is
not zero due to cesium vapors in the growth chamber. The
sudden increase and decrease of QE are due to the opening
of Cs shutter and Te shutter, respectively. Sample #2-4 were
activated in similar sequences.
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Figure 3: Quantum Efficiency degradation as a function of
time. 780 nm diode laser was used to illuminate the samples.
The numbers in the legend are the photocathode lifetimes
calculated by fitting each curve to an exponential function.
photon energy (1.43 eV) implying NEA was achieved on
all samples. Among the samples, Cs-Te-O activated sample
(Sample #2) achieved higher QEs compared to the standard
Cs-O activation. Changing the activation temperature (Sample #3) or a thicker NEA layer (Sample #4) didn’t result in
much difference as opposed to usage of oxygen (Sample #2).
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Figure 2: Spectral response of GaAs samples activated by Cs,
Te, and oxygen. Nonzero QE at the GaAs bandgap photon
energy (1.43 eV) indicates NEA achieved on all samples.
shutter was kept open for 7 minutes to deposit 1.3 nm with a
flux of 9 × 1012 atoms/cm2 /s. Once Te deposition was done,
the sample was exposed to Cs vapor until QE recovered and
reached a plateau again. The heater was turned off soon
after the Te shutter was closed. In the case of Sample #2,
GaAs was initially activated by Cs-O codeposition, and oxygen was leaked during Te deposition as well. The QE before
opening the Te shutter and final QE were both about an order
of magnitude higher compared to Sample # 1. For Sample #
3, the same recipe was applied at room temperature, and Te
was deposited for 14 minutes for Sample # 4.

Spectral Response
The spectral response for the five samples are plotted in
Fig. 2. All the samples photoemitted at the GaAs bandgap

The robustness of the samples can be compared by monitoring QE degradation over time while extracting electrons.
The photocathode lifetime is defined as the time QE takes
to fall by a factor of 1/e. The samples were biased at -18
V and the photocurrent was monitored continuously with a
780 nm diode laser with ∼ 40𝜇W of power. The QE degradation over time is plotted in Fig. 3. The numbers in the
legend correspond to the estimated lifetime from exponential fits. In our previous work [5], we demonstrated a factor
of 5 improvement in lifetime at 532 nm. However, when
780 nm diode laser is used for monitoring QE degradation,
we measured similar lifetime for Sample # 1 compared to
the sample activated with the standard method (Sample #0).
Cs-Te-O activated Sample #2 had the highest initial QE but
quickly dropped at the beginning. All samples had similar
lifetimes except Sample #4, which had twice the amount of
Te deposition compared to the rest. This was the opposite
of what we observed with Cs-Sb-O activation layer, where
we saw an increase in lifetime with a thicker layer [8]. The
oxidized sample (Sample #2) demonstrated the highest QE
and longest lifetime among Cs-Te samples.

CONCLUSION
NEA activation recipes using Cs, Te, and oxygen were
studied. As opposed to the lifetime at 532 nm, Cs-Te activations had a comparable lifetime at 780 nm with the standard
Cs-O activation. Among Cs-Te activated samples, the oxi-
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dized sample showed the highest QE and longest lifetime at
780 nm.
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Abstract
We present start-to-end simulations for a fully THzdriven table-top X-ray source. A 1-pC electron bunch is
generated via photo emission from a copper cathode embedded in a dielectric-loaded metallic cavity where the
emitted electrons are accelerated up to 430 keV average kinetic energy. Instead of the conventionally used fundamental mode, a higher order mode (HOM) of the cavity (TM012
mode) at 300 GHz is used in order to keep the electrons
phase matched with the oscillating THz field inside the
gun.
The output beam of the gun is injected into a dielectricloaded metallic waveguide operating as a linear accelerator. The phase velocity of the traveling wave inside the
linac is adjusted in such a way that electrons see an accelerating field all the way along the tube resulting to an 18.5MeV output beam which is then transported to an inverse
Compton scattering (ICS) stage. The injection phase of the
electrons into the linac can be tuned to introduce a negative
longitudinal energy chirp to the electron bunch leading to
a ballistic bunch compression after the linac. In addition to
the longitudinal compression a set of permanent magnet
quadrupoles (PMQ) is designed to focus the beam transversely at the ICS interaction point where the electron
beam scatters off a 100-mJ, 1-µm laser beam and generates
an X-ray beam with 2.6×107 photons per shot containing
photon energies 2 keV < Eph < 8 keV in a beam with
50 mrad half opening angle.
The required terahertz waves to power the gun and linac
are 550-ps pulses at 300 GHz containing 5 mJ and 23 mJ
energies respectively. These THz pulses can be generated
using difference frequency generation (DFG) of two 1 J laser beams. Since all of the components in the proposed Xray source are driven by the same 1-µm laser technology, it
offers the unique possibility of inherent synchronization.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past decades demands for compact X-ray radiation sources have grown considerably due to their vast applications. Shrinking accelerator-based X-ray sources can
be achieved either by making the accelerator and/or the undulator section compact. Operating at high frequencies,
e.g. THz range, allows applying higher accelerating gradients which leads to high energy particles over a shorter distance [1, 2]. On the other hand, using optical undulators
makes it possible to get X-ray radiation with relatively low
energy electrons (few MeV range) due to their much
shorter undulator period compared with permanent magnet
___________________________________________
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undulators, of course at the expense of larger opening angles [3]. Here we introduce a THz driven Inverse Compton
Scattering (ICS) source which layout is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. Electrons are generated via photo emission from a metallic cathode embedded in a THz cavity operating at on of its higher order modes. The cavity delivers
electrons with above 430 keV average kinetic energy. The
electrons then traverse through a dielectric-loaded metallic
waveguide, which operates as a linear accelerator (linac)
and boosts the electron energy up to 18.5 MeV. A set of
quadrupole magnets is used to focus the electron bunch and
transport it to the ICS interaction section.

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the THz-driven compact Xray source.

THz INJECTOR
Here, we introduce a THz gun which consists of a dielectric loaded cylindrical cavity operating at one of its
higher order modes (HOM) to ensure that electrons are
continuously phase matched with the oscillating electric
field [4]. Figure 2 schematically illustrates the HOM gun,
which consists of the main cavity and its horn coupler. The
cavity itself is a cylindrical copper cavity loaded with
quartz (electric permittivity of 3.85 at 300 GHz). A cross
sectional view of the electric field distribution at the operating mode is also depicted in Fig. 2. The ASTRA particle
tracking code [5] is used to simulate the acceleration of the
1-pC electron bunch in the gun. A 47-fs FWHM UV pulse
is assumed to illuminate the cathode with a spot size of
70 µm (FWHM). Considering 5 mJ injected THz energy,
the peak electric field on the axis of the gun becomes
1.4 GeV which accelerates the electrons up to 435 keV. On
the other hand, the transverse field of the coupler region,
focuses the beam exiting the gun to below 3 µm at a distance of 2.5 mm from the cathode. The output normalized
transverse emittances are evaluated as 87 nm rad in both x
and y directions, while the longitudinal emittance is 14 nm
rad. The results of the ASTRA simulations are shown in
Fig. 3.
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corresponding to the final velocity of 99.96% of the speed
of light. Therefore, it wouldn’t be possible to keep the electrons synchronized with the travelling wave inside the
waveguide throughout the whole linac. The solution to this
problem is to set the phase velocity slightly les than the final expected velocity of the electrons and inject the electrons at a phase between π/2 and π. Table 1 shows the designed parameters of the THz linac.
Table 1: The Designed Parameters of the THz Linac

Figure 2: (a) schematic illustration of the HOM gun. (b)
field distribution and (c) electric field on the axis of the
gun. It consists of three accelerating regions (i, ii, iv) and
one focusing stage (region iii).

Parameter
Quartz inner radius
Quartz outer radius
Tube length
Frequency
Phase velocity
Group velocity
Attenuation constant
THz pulse energy
THz pulse duration
On-axis field

Designed Value
221 µm
360 µm
8 cm
300 GHz
0.993 c
0.281 c
6.2 m-1
23 mJ
550 ps
380 MV/m

The electron bunch exiting the linac needs to be focused
into the ICS interaction point, which is achieved by a quadrupole set after the linac that is also shown in Fig. 1. The
quadrupole magnets should be located at 51 cm and 65 cm
distance from the linac entrance with gradients of 40 T/m
and 90 T/m respectively.
Beam dynamics simulations of the linac are done with
ASTRA. The output bunch of the gun is injected to the
linac in a proper phase to have a reasonable energy spread
as well as bunch compression due to velocity bunching after the tube.

Figure 3: Simulation results of the THz injector: (a) bunch
mean total energy (b) rms bunch transverese size (c) rms
bunch lengths, and (d) beam distribution in longitudinal
phase space.

THz LINAC
Acceleration of particles with an electromagnetic wave
is possible if and only if the particle velocity is synchronized with the field variations of the wave. In order to
achieve such synchronization, one has to decrease the
phase velocity of the wave inside the waveguide. In THz
regime it would be much simpler to adjust the phase velocity by loading the metallic waveguide with a dielectric
layer as shown in Fig. 4. The electrons enter the gun with
an average kinetic energy of 435 keV which is equivalent
to a normalized velocity of β = 0.84. The electrons shall be
accelerated to a final energy of about 18.5 MeV,
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Figure 4: ASTRA simulation results for the linac: (a) average kinetic energy, (b) energy spread, (c) transverse size,
and (d) bunch length.
Figure 4 shows the simulation results. The bunch exiting
the linac enters the focusing lattice which reduces the transverse size down to 4.7 µm × 3.8 µm at a distance 73.2 cm
away from the linac entrance.
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INVERSE COMPTON SCATTERING
The ICS simulation consists of two processes: laser-particle interaction and radiation emission. The electron motion is modelled by solving the relativistic equations of motion for charged particles. Space charge effects are neglected in the ICS simulations, although they are considered in the bunch acceleration section. This assumption
originates from the very short interaction length of the electrons with the counter-propagating beam, over which space
charge forces cause negligible changes in the motion of
particles.
Table 2 presents the electron bunch properties as well as
the assumed laser beam parameters for the X-ray source.
Table 2: Parameters of the ICS Process
Parameter
Designed Value
Electron bunch parameters

σx, σy (rms)
σz (rms)
Mean kinetic energy
Rms energy spread
Rms emittance (εx, εy)

4.7 µm, 3.8 µm
9.1 µm
18.4 MeV
21 keV
(0.15, 0.58) mm mrad

ICS laser parameters

Wavelength
Pulse duration
Spot size
Pulse energy

1 µm
1.0 ps
20 µm
100 mJ

In Fig. 5, the final output of the designed X-ray source is
shown in form of the normalized energy spectrum of the
emitted photons on an assumed detector located 6 mm
away from the ICS interaction point. The total number of
photons (Nph) corresponding to each spectrum are also indicated in each figure. Here, the divergence angle is defined as the half angle of the radiation cone. As usual for
an ICS spectrum, the bandwidth of the radiated X-ray increases with the captured solid angle. As a result, the total
amount of photons generated depends on the solid angle
considered for the X-ray beam. The number of photons
generated between 2 keV and 7 keV energy range within a
radiation cone with 50 mrad angle is calculated as 2.35
×104 photons. This amount reduces if smaller acceptance
angles are considered.

Figure 5: The normalized spectrum of the radiated X-ray
beam captured within divergence angle (a) 50 mrad, (b)
10 mrad, (c) 5 mrad, and (d) 1 mrad.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented a start-to-end simulation for a compact THz-driven x-ray source, delivering
∼105 photons per shot cantered around ∼ 6.5 keV. The injector and the linear accelerator are both fed by THz pulses
which are generated from a 1µm laser source which can
also be used for the inverse Compton scattering process.
The use of completely laser-driven schemes in the x-ray
source enables synchronization of all involved elements to
sub-femtosecond precision.
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Abstract
Dielectric loaded waveguides (DLW) powered by multicycle terahertz (THz) pulses have shown promising performance as a compact Linear Accelerator (LINAC) due to
higher breakdown fields at THz frequencies compared to
conventional RF components. By changing the dielectric
dimensions one can control phase and group velocities of
the THz pulse inside the DLW. Since optimum waveguide
dimensions are dependent on initial electron energy, THz
pulse energy, and etc., it is worthwhile to determine optimum values for different conditions in order to maximize
final kinetic energy. In this work, we present a combined
analytical/numerical guide to determine the optimum DLW
parameters for single on-axis electron acceleration. We
also introduce graphic representations to visualize optimum designs for different initial electron and THz pulse
energies.

INTRODUCTION
Due to low breakdown electric fields in the RF regime,
conventional Radio Frequency (RF) accelerators need to
operate at limited acceleration gradient. By increasing the
frequency one can take advantage of operating at higher
fields [1]. Therefore, THz driven LINACs offer new capabilities when compared to RF- and optical driven accelerators. So far different techniques have been used to accelerate electrons by THz radiation [2-7]. Among these methods, cylindrical DLWs are very attractive due to easier fabrication and better field uniformity in comparison with rectangular ones [5]. Since the phase velocity of usual metallic
waveguides is higher than the speed of light, a dielectric
layer is added to reduce the phase velocity. Also, the group
velocity is significantly lower than the phase velocity.
Therefore, in this case a multi-cycle pulse is ideal to increase the interaction length between electron bunch and
electromagnetic fields. In the following, we propose a
method to optimize cylindrical DLW LINACs. In the simulations we assume a rectangular THz pulse powering the
DLW. If this pulse is long enough and narrow band, we can
neglect the dispersion effects in the waveguide but we must
still take into account the envelope velocity, i.e. group velocity, of the pulse within the waveguide.

ELECTROMAGNETIC CALCULATION
We assume low bunch charge, such that beam loading
and wakefields can be neglected. In this case, Maxwell’s
equations decouple from the equation of motion of charges.
We use an analytical/numerical method to analyse the performance of a cylindrical DLW LINAC. The 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇01 mode of
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a DLW is the optimum mode for acceleration with the highest longitudinal electric field on axis.
The fields of the 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇01 mode can be written as follows
[8]:
𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧 (𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡) = �𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝐽𝐽0 �𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 𝜌𝜌� + 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 𝑌𝑌0 �𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 𝜌𝜌��𝑒𝑒 𝑗𝑗(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔−𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧 𝑧𝑧)

𝐸𝐸𝜌𝜌 (𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡) = −

𝐻𝐻𝜙𝜙 (𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡) = −

𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧
𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌

𝑗𝑗𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌

(1)

�𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝐽𝐽1 �𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 𝜌𝜌� + 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 𝑌𝑌1 �𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 𝜌𝜌��𝑒𝑒 𝑗𝑗(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔−𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧 𝑧𝑧) (2)
�𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝐽𝐽1 �𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌2 𝜌𝜌� + 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 𝑌𝑌1 �𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 𝜌𝜌��𝑒𝑒 𝑗𝑗(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔−𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧 𝑧𝑧) (3)

Where i=(1,2) represents the layer number. 𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 and 𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧
are the transverse and longitudinal components of the wave
vector 𝑘𝑘. 𝐽𝐽𝑚𝑚 and 𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚 are the first and second kind of Bessel
functions of order m and 𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is the permittivity of the i-th
layer. This formula can be used for each layer of a cylindrical concentric structure. By applying boundary conditions for continuity of the tangential fields on the interface
of the layers, we are able to write the dispersion relation.
By solving the dispersion relation for a given frequency,
we can calculate the mode distribution and wave vector
𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧 within the DLW. Subsequently, phase velocity, group velocity, and absorption coefficient are given directly by the
following equations.

𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝ℎ =
𝑣𝑣𝑔𝑔 =

𝜔𝜔
𝛽𝛽

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝛽𝛽 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅{𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧 }, 𝛼𝛼 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼{𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧 }

(4)
(5)
(6)

Figure 1 shows phase and group velocity for a DLW
loaded by a dielectric with a refractive index of 1.95 (fused
silica) surrounded by a copper layer with conductivity
6e7 S/m at the frequency of 300 GHz. The DLW thickness
is designed such that the phase velocity is optimized for
maximum energy gain. Therefore, we need to know the
field amplitude to be able to calculate the energy gain
In order to calculate the electric field on a cross section
we must know the total Energy coupled to the DLW. Total
power flow from a cross section is calculated by integrating
the z-component of the Poynting vector over the total cross
section area.
Figure 2 shows the longitudinal component of the electric field on axis of the DLW for a total input power of 1W.
So far, we have calculated electromagnetic fields inside the
DLW. We are now prepared to solve the equation of motion
for a single on axis electron.
1

𝑃𝑃𝑧𝑧 = ∫ 𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟 × 𝐻𝐻𝜑𝜑 ∗
2

(7)
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DESIGN PARAMETERS
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Figure 1: (a) DLW LINAC structure (b) phase velocity
(c) group velocity for DLW.
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Figure 3: (a-c) Optimum parameters for DLW and THz
pulse and (d) maximum achievable final energy as a function of THz energy and initial kinetic energy of the electron.
The important parameters that need to be optimized are
dielectric thickness, DLW length and THz pulse duration.
Changing the thickness of the dielectric can control the
phase velocity of the wave in the tube which plays a key
role in the acceleration process. DLW length and THz pulse
width are optimized in such a way that electrons leave the
negative half-cycle and the whole THz pulse simultaneously. Since all these parameters affect the dynamics of the
beam inside the THz wave, we need to optimize the parameters concurrently. Figure 3 (a-c) show the optimum values
for the DLW length, dielectric thickness and the THz pulse
width as a function of THz energy and initial kinetic energy
of the electrons, while the maximum achievable final
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The DLW is powered by a multicycle THz pulse and utilizes the traveling wave for accelerating electrons. The
most important challenge here is to keep the electron bunch
in a single half-cycle otherwise there will be also deceleration. Since the velocity of electrons increases during the
acceleration and the THz pulse has a constant phase velocity, the position of an electron relative to the THz wave
drifts during acceleration. It implies that electrons must be
injected in the front of the half-cycle to gain maximum possible energy. They will be lagging continuously while the
electron velocity is less than the phase velocity of the THz
wave. After significant acceleration, the electrons move
faster than the phase velocity of the THz wave and start to
lead the half-cycle and finally will leave the accelerating
half-cycle towards the decelerating one. DLW length and
pulse width are the important parameters here to prevent
electrons from deceleration. In the next section we will optimize DLW parameters for maximum on axis energy gain.
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Figure 2: Longitudinal component of the electric field on
the axis of the DLW for an input power of 1 W.
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Due to the large number of parameters, one has to fix
some of them while optimizing the remaining ones. Here
we assume that fused silica and copper are used as dielectric and conducting material of the Linac operating at
300 GHz. Going to higher frequencies allows us to apply
stronger electric fields which may lead to an even higher
acceleration gradient. However due to smaller dimensions
at higher frequencies, space charge effects limit the amount
of charge as well as the beam quality. The losses in the
metal tube are taken into account in the simulations which
leads to a drop in the final electrons energy when compared
to the lossless structure. From the acceleration point of
view, there is no optimum value for the vacuum radius i.e.
the smaller the vacuum radius, the higher the acceleration
for a given THz energy. Therefore, vacuum radius is dictated by other criteria such as bunch charge and beam quality. Here we choose 200 µm vacuum radius and find the
optimum values for the linac parameters while scanning
the THz energy and the injection energy of the electrons.
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energy is shown in Fig. 3 (d) for different THz pulse and
initial electron energy. One can employ these graphic representations as an guideline to design a DLW LINAC.

CONCLUSION
In order to design a DLW LINAC one needs to solve
Maxwell’s equations as well as the relativistic equation of
motion within the DLW. Since there are large number of
parameters which determine the final beam properties, we
need an efficient method to get an overview on optimum
device parameters. In this paper we have used an analytical/numerical method to simulate DLW LINACs efficiently and produced graphic representations for the
LINAC parameters given available THz pulse energy and
electron injection energy.
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Abstract
Ion beam produced in laser-driven ion acceleration by
ultra-intense lasers has characteristics of high peak current
and low emittance. These characteristics become an advantage to operate the request for the beam application.
Therefore, we study how to control the parameters with the
laser-plasma interaction.
Here, we used 2D Particle-in-Cell code to simulate the
laser-driven ion acceleration and investigated the results in
terms of transverse emittance, beam current, and brightness. The laser spot size and target thickness were changed
in the simulation. And, these qualitative results show that
interaction target thickness is a major factor in controlling
beam characteristics.

INTRODUCTION
A laser-driven ion acceleration by ultra-intense lasers [13] is expected to be applied to various applications such as
down-size of particle accelerators, hadron therapy [4], and
physical property experiments including PIXE [5, 6]. In the
Target Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA) scheme which
is a well-known mechanism of laser-driven acceleration,
an ultra-intense laser is focused on a solid thin foil target
to accelerate electrons, and generate a charge-separating
electric field gradient of ~TV/m. This field accelerates ionized hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen in a contaminant layer
on the rear side of a target in ~MeV. The transverse proton
emittance diagnosis is smaller than 0.004 mm-mrad (normalized RMS value) for 10 MeV protons [7], and the emittance of the laser-accelerated proton beam is much lower
than that of existing RF accelerators [8, 9]. An emittance
growth of the accelerated proton beam is discussed by Andreas J. Kemp et al., that is caused by the filamentation of
the laser-generated hot-electron jet [10].
Low emittance and high peak current, high-quality
beam, become an advantage to operate the request for the
beam application. Therefore, we study how to control the
parameters with the laser-plasma interaction which is to
clarify the correlation between laser irradiation parameters
and beam characteristics of laser-accelerated ions. To understand these correlations, we can optimize the conditions
for generating a high-quality beam. Generally, such as
emittance and current are estimated analytically from the
plasma density of an ion source and conditions of the extraction electrode [11, 12] in a typical ion source, ECR

source. However, it is not easy to make an analytical model
such as typical accelerator ion source for the laser-accelerated ion beams. In this paper, we systematically diagnose
the correlation between laser parameters and generated
beam quality.

PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATION
An ideal beam is close to zero transverse emittance, but
a real beam has a non-zero emittance generated while laserplasma interaction process. We have to understand the contributing factors to control the beam quality such as emittance and beam current. Here, we focus on and evaluate
two contributing factors, interaction target thickness and
spot size of a laser as shown in Fig. 1.
Generating of low emittance and high peak current proton beams in TNSA scheme is simulated with a 2D Particle-in-Cell (PIC) code, EPOCH code version 4.17.10 [13],
by changing a target thickness and spot size of a laser. To
simplify the analysis, it is assumptive to collisionless in the
simulation conditions. The diagnostic divergence angle is
limited to ±50 mrad, due to the aperture of the beam
transport system [9, 14]. The proton beam energy to be observed is 2 MeV with ±5 % energy dispersion. The dimensions of the simulation box are 80 µm x 80 µm and the cell
size is 0.042 λL x 0.042 λL where λL is the laser wavelength.
The laser has linearly polarized. The laser spatial distribution is assumed to be a single Gaussian distribution which
is a longitudinal profile with 80 fs (FWHM). The electron
density of target is set to ne = 40 nc, where nc = ε0meω2/e2

Figure 1: Overview of the calculation scheme. The phase
space is created to calculate the emittance, d is the target
thickness, and φ is the laser spot diameter.
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is the electron critical density, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, ω is the laser frequency, and me and e are the electron
mass and charge, respectively. The target is composed of
polyimide and 20 nm thick contaminant on the rea-side of
the target. The polyimide layer is defined as carbon to proton number ratio of 2:1 and the contaminated layer as a
pure proton layer. The pre-plasma produced by the laser
pre-pulse is set up with an exponential density distribution
on the plane of incidence of the laser and a scale length
(L = 4λL).
This simulation is to evaluate the beam emittance, current, and brightness in the simulation for each laser irradiation condition at 1000 fs after the laser-plasma interaction.
is calThe normalized rms emittance in simulation 𝜀
culated using equation (1), which is determined by the
transverse space x and angle x' [15].
𝛾𝛽 ⟨𝑥 ⟩⟨𝑥′ ⟩

𝜀

⟨𝑥𝑥′⟩

(1)

Where < > is the average value. In this paper, the beam
pulse widths at 3 µm and 12 µm thickness were compared,
and these have about 100 fs in both cases, and the difference of pulse width was only a few percent. Since this difference does not significantly affect the beam current, the
pulse width is assumed to be uniform. So, the beam current
in simulation ISim is defined as an amount of charge divided
by a beam pulse width of 100 fs. We use Brightness as a
unit to express the beam quality. The brightness in simulation BSim is defined arbitrarily as beam current divided by
the square of the emittance as in equation (2).
𝐵

𝐼

/𝜀

(2)

Note that the values obtained from these calculations are
arbitrary quantities defined in the simulation and are not
quantitatively comparable to experimentally measured values.

SIMULATION RESULTS
Brightness Variation with Target Thickness
Scanning
Brightness is compared with respect to the target thickness dependence. The laser spot size is 5 µm (FWHM) and
the focused intensity is 6.5 x 1018 W/cm2. Target thickness
is scanned at 3, 5, 7.5, and 12 µm. The phase space profiles
of the proton beam for the target thickness of 3 and 12 µm
are shown in Fig. 2(a-b), respectively. These phase-space
distributions consist of protons only within ±50 mrad, and
emittance is calculated from these distributions. The phase
space distribution for the 12 µm thickness shows a larger
dispersion in y-y' space than the 3 µm results, and this difference affects the emittance. Figure 3 shows a two-dimensional brightness color map. The yellow circle shows the
result of scanning the target thickness. The emittance value
tends to increase for thicker targets as can be seen from
Fig. 3. Comparing the 3 µm and 12 µm thicknesses, the
emittance value for the 12 µm increased by 202.0 % compared to the 3 µm. The current in Fig. 3 shows a decreasing
trend with increasing target thickness.
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Figure 2: Transverse phase space profile of y-y'. The energy of protons to be observed is 2 MeV with ±5 % dispersion. (a) and (b) show results for target thickness of 3 and
12 µm, respectively, (c) and (d) show results for laser spot
sizes of 3.5 and 10.0 µm. A color bar shows a simulation
particle number, and the color intensity is normalized from
purple to yellow for each map.
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Figure 3: The distribution of brightness with red to blue
color map. The horizontal axis is the normalized rms emittance and the vertical axis is the beam current in the simulation. "d=" indicates the thickness, and φ indicates the laser spot diameter.
However, the current is reduced by only 15.6 % when
comparing 3 µm and 12 µm thickness. The highest brightness is observed at a thickness of 3 µm, which is more than
an order of magnitude higher for the 3 µm compared to the
12 µm.

Brightness Variation with Laser Spot Size Scanning
Brightness is also compared with respect to the laser spot
size dependence. The target thickness is constant at 5 µm.
The spot radius is scanned at 3.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 µm
(FWHM), and the laser energy is adjusted so that the focused intensity is constant at 6.5 x 1018 W/cm2. The phasespace profiles of the proton beam for spot sizes of 3.5 and
10 µm are shown in Fig. 2(c-d), respectively. The phase
space distribution for the 10 µm spot size shows a slightly
larger dispersion in y-y' space than the 3.5 µm result. The
correlations between emittance and current are shown in
Fig. 3, and this brightness is plotted in the green square respectively. Figure 3 shows that both emittance and current
show an increasing trend for larger spot size. The emittance
increased by 80.7 % and the current increased by 363.4 %
for the spot size of 10.0 µm compared to the 3.5 µm. In this
case, the brightness increased by only 42.1 %.

effective parameter for increasing current, but later stage
applications must allow for large emittance. Note that irradiation with a larger spot size requires higher laser energy,
making it more difficult to achieve a focused intensity. The
above discussion concludes that target thickness is a suitable parameter for controlling beam quality. Other parameters, such as laser energy, also need to be characterized.
Also, the simulation assumed collisionless condition,
and the particle density set in this simulation is small relative to the solid density in real. Due to these unconsidered
phenomena, emittance and current are not quantitatively
guaranteed. Since the proton energies to be analysed are in
the plateau region, which is relatively lower than the peak
energy of acceleration, the results may differ near the peak
energy. The emittance growth continues after the 1000 fs
observed in this simulation because there are nonlinear
forces such as space-charge effects and charge-neutral effects of the electron cloud.

CONCLUSION
We studied the correlation between laser irradiation parameters and beam quality using 2D particle-in-cell simulations, with the aim of optimizing the beam quality of laser-accelerated ions controllable. Simulated Ion beams
were evaluated them using emittance, current, and brightness. The results show that target thickness is an effective
parameter for controlling beam emittance. The characteristic that thinner targets produce beams with higher brightness was shown. In the future, we will conduct more detailed calculations, including collision effects and 3D-PIC
simulations. The effects of the acceleration field and magnetic field on beam quality will be analysed. Experiments
for measuring an emittance, a current, and a brightness to
confirm the characteristics obtained from the simulations
are in progress.
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Discussion
The results of target thickness scanning show that controlling target thickness has a strong effect on the emittance
change and has a little effect on the current. That is, target
thickness has a strong influence on brightness. This difference in emittance is due to the spatial spreading and the
increase in angular dispersion with increasing target thickness. It is clear from a comparison of the phase space distributions in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). These physical mechanisms
are currently under investigation by detailed analysis such
as EM field distribution and return current effect.
The results of spot size scanning show that spot size expansion increases both current and emittance. These results
indicate that brightness is relatively insensitive to variates
in a laser spot size. Irradiation with a large spot size is an
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Abstract
Beam-driven dielectric wakefield accelerators (DWA)
have the potential to provide accelerating gradients in the
GV/m range. The transverse dynamics in such devices need
to be understood to avoid instabilities over long transport distances and facilitate beam matching to specific applications
(e.g. FELs). This presentation details simulation studies of
the magnitude of beam-breakup instability (BBU) in planar
dielectric lined waveguides (DLWs). These are for DWA
drive beams, with high charge and momentum that can be
produced at current facilities. Using a series of perpendicular DLW segments has been proposed to control instabilities
over larger distances. Using self-developed software, the
beam dynamics of a drive beam within a DLW are simulated
and the magnitude of beam losses along a DLW of varying
lengths calculated and beam quality preservation investigated. Methods to reduce transverse instabilities have been
explored, and the impact of these on the length of a possible
DWA acceleration stage are investigated. An acceleration
stage with m-scale length, consisting of multiple alternating
planar DLWs, is suggested and preservation of beam quality
along this distance is shown.

INTRODUCTION
Dielectric wakefield acceleration (DWA) is a method suggested to produce high gradient acceleration of charged particles at future facilities. DWA exploits the Cherenkov radiation generated by a drive beam of charged particles inside
a dielectric lined waveguide (DLW) to accelerate a trailing
main (witness) bunch [1].
DWA experiments have shown that electron bunches
produced by conventional accelerators can excite fields of
upto 850 MV/m before strong damping is observed [2],
with charge symmetry demonstrated between electron and
positron drive bunches [3]. Witness electron bunches have
been accelerated with gradients of 300 MV/m [4]. Shaping
the drive beam longitudinally, it is possible to increase the
transformer ratio (accelerating to decelerating field ratio) [5].
Whilst this comes at the expense of the maximum accelerating field obtainable it does increase the efficiency of main
bunch acceleration [6].
Experimental and theoretical studies of dielectric wakefield acceleration have either focused on cylindrical DLWs
[4,7,8], or planar structures with just a single orientation [9].
Planar structures have been suggested as potentially advantageous due to the transverse fields being approximately
∗
†

Work supported by The Cockcroft Institute Core Grant and the STFC
toby.overton@cockcroft.ac.uk

quadrupole-like. This allows for the use of alternating, horizontal and vertical (H+V), akin to a FODO cell, to control
transverse beam size while propagating through the structure [10, 11]. In these proceedings, simulations of drive
beams in planar structures are presented. Beam losses in a
single planar DLW determine the total length of acceleration that can be maintained, and a H+V setup is then used to
determine the extent to which beam quality can be preserved.

SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
A fully three-dimensional greens function approach has
been used for these studies. Beams generated with initial parameters, or beams from other accelerator simulation tools,
can be used as inputs and beam dynamics within a DLW
calculated using a Boris pusher method [12]. Fields are
calculated using the transverse operator method outlined
in [13], which have been bench-marked against commercial
codes CST and VSim. By specifically modelling DWA effects this increases efficiency compared to the commercial
alternatives, allowing for computational time to be reduced
by orders of magnitude. The number of modes used for
each calculation is automatically chosen to ensure full convergence, and thus all higher order fields are automatically
included.

SINGLE STAGE DYNAMICS
Beam and structure parameters, listed in Table 1, have
been chosen to match those expected for a drive beam at a
future DWA accelerator and achievable at current facilities.
A beam is chosen with 2 nC charge and 1 GeV/c beam momentum to generate large longitudinal fields and facilitate
∼m scale transportation. Beams with a larger charge density
towards the tail are needed for a higher transformer ratio. For
a maximal transformer ratio, a longer bunch with a ‘doubletriangular’ or ‘doorstop’ shape would be used [14, 15]. We
have chosen to simulate a highly skewed gaussian (with skewness 𝛼 = −4), so any beam losses at the tail are immediately
evident.
Experimental and theoretical results have shown that transverse fields can be mitigated by using an elliptically shaped
beam [9, 16]. We will compare the feasibility of a beam
shaped in this way to a symmetric (circular) drive beam. Behind the drive bunches, these beam and structure parameters
lead to peak accelerating fields of 78 MV/m and 62 MV/m
for the circular and elliptical beams respectively.
In a realistic machine, small uncertainties in the initial
beam position cannot be avoided. In Fig. 1, the charge transported in a single DLW stage is shown for the elliptical and
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Table 1: Beam and Structure Parameters
Property
Total Beam Charge
Beam Momentum
Total Bunch Length
Gaussian Skewness, 𝛼
Vertical Beam Width, 𝜎𝑦
Horizontal Beam Width, 𝜎𝑥
Normalised Emittance, 𝜖𝑥,𝑦
Vacuum Half-gap, 𝑎
Dielectric Thickness, 𝛿
Dielectric Permitivity, 𝜖

2 nC
1 GeV/c
2.5 ps
-4
50 µm
50 µm (Circular)
500 µm (Elliptical)
1 mm mrad
500 µm
250 µm
4

Figure 2: Vertical and longitudinal macroparticle positions
1.5 m into a single DLW stage for the circular beam, with
initial position on-axis and with a small offset. The input
beam is also shown. The bunch head is on the left.
in beam sizes is significantly larger and beam envelopes in
both planes are evidently asymmetric. The same applies
to the evolution of the projected normalized emittance as
shown in Fig. 4. Again, the shorter DLW sections appear
to be a preferred choice given the fact that, at the exit, the
emittance returns to approximately the initial value. We will
therefore consider the shorter 20 cm stages for long distance
acceleration.

Figure 1: Charge transported along a single planar DLW,
for the circular and elliptical beams both on-axis and offset
50 µm from structure centre.
circular beams. With a 50 µm offset towards the dielectric,
beam-breakup instability (BBU) is seen with an elliptical
beam at 2 m, and 1 m for the circular beam. Although BBU
development due to beam offset from the axis is a stronger
factor in beam losses than the beam defocussing at the tail
caused by quadrupole-like wakefields as evident from Fig.
2, the latter cannot be neglected. Focusing and defocusing fields are not symmetric for elliptical beams [17], thus
complicating (if not preventing) the configuration of perpendicular stages to maintain beam properties over a long
distance. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the H+V configuration in controlling the transverse beam dynamics, we
will use the circular beam in the following sections.

LONG DISTANCE ACCELERATION

SINGLE H+V SECTION
For a single pair of H+V structures, the ideal scenario
is for the output beam parameters to equal the input beam
parameters. Symmetry between the two transverse planes
and a decreased variation in parameters are also important for
predictable beam behaviour. These conditions are affected
by the structures lengths as demonstrated in Fig. 3 where two
cases are presented: each DLW section of 20 cm and 50 cm
length. At the exit from a second 20 cm long DLW structure,
the beam sizes in both planes differ from initial parameters by
only a few micrometers. With 50 cm structures, the increase
MOPOMS010
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Figure 3: Horizontal (solid) and vertical (dashed) beam sizes
through a H+V section, for a first horizontal section 20 cm
and 50 cm long.

Two configurations of multiple DLWs have been considered: with the first and final sections half the length of other
sections, or each section of equal length. Simulations show
that the beam size is kept more consistent using a first and
final section 10 cm long. Differences in normalised emittance at the end of the 2 m are less pronounced: horizontal
RMS emittance, 𝜖𝑥 is 4.4 and 5.3 mm mrad for 𝐿1 = 10 and
20 cm respectively. As shown in Fig. 5, variations in beam
size from focusing and defocusing through each section are
not pronounced enough to show obvious betatron-like oscillations that would be expected with longer sections.
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Figure 4: Horizontal (solid) and vertical (dashed) normalised
RMS emittance through a H+V section, for a first horizontal
section 20 cm and 50 cm long.

Figure 5: Horizontal and vertical beam sizes through 2 m of
alternating horizontal (green) and vertical (orange) sections.
N.B. measurements are taken at the end of each section.
Transverse fields are quadrupole-like, however the
strength of the quadrupole field varies along the bunch.
Quadrupole magnets cannot be used to cancel the transverse fields in the same way that a series of H+V sections
can. Each longitudinal slice is affected by an approximately
quadrupole-like field which is compensated with alternating DLWs. This can be seen in Fig. 6, where transverse
phase spaces are shown for the central longitudinal beam
slice at the entrance, after the first pair of DLWs and at the
end of the 2 m channel. The slice emittance is practically
unchanged. It is worth noting that unless a slice is infinitely
thin longitudinally there will be growth in slice emittance
due to longitudinal variation in transverse field strength. For
sufficiently short 160 fs slices, the RMS slice emittance at
the centre of the beam increases by less than 1% across the
2 m.
Transverse fields are not fully compensated for two reasons: higher-order (non-quadrupole) fields, and asymmetries in the beam profile. Higher-order fields cause curvature at the beam edges after the final section (seen in Fig.
6). Shown in Fig. 7, the projected horizontal phase space
changes insignificantly from start to end. However, a small
focusing effect can be seen in the final horizontal phase

Figure 6: Horizontal and vertical phase space for the central
of 11 longitudinal slices, at the end of the first vertical section, the final section, and initial phase space for this slice.

Figure 7: Projected horizontal phase space for the input
beam and after 2 m.

space. The equivalent defocusing is observed in the vertical
plane. These effects are however minimal and account to
only a few µm beam size changes in both planes. This is
likely due to the random variation in initial beam widths.

CONCLUSIONS
BBU instability is a main factor in limiting the length of
an DWA structure, due to drive beam losses. The strength
of the transverse kick off-axis (and therefore acceleration
length) is proportional to charge, inverse vacuum gap cubed,
and inverse beam momentum. We have demonstrated that
the effects of the quadrupole wakefields can be effectively
eliminated by using multiple perpendicular DLW stages.
Beam quality can be maintained with a circular beam in this
setup, unlike with an elliptically shaped beam that is able
to mitigate for BBU losses. Using a H+V setup with an
elliptical beam is, in principle, possible but presents a more
complex problem subject to dedicated further study. With
BBU sufficiently suppressed, the H+V setup can be used to
extend this concept beyond the 2 m shown here.
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Abstract
Beam-driven collinear wakefield acceleration using structure wakefield accelerators promises a high gradient acceleration within a smaller physical footprint. Sustainable extraction of energy from the drive beam relies on precise
understanding of its long term dynamics and the possible
onset or mitigation of the beam instability. The advance of
computational power and tools makes it possible to model
the full physics of beam-driven wakefield acceleration. Here
we report on the long-term beam dynamics studies of a drive
beam considering the example of a dielectric waveguide using high fidelity particle-in-cell simulations performed with
WarpX.

INTRODUCTION
In a beam-driven collinear wakefield accelerator (CWA),
a high-charge drive beam propagates through a slow-wave
medium to generate wakefields, which then accelerate a trailing witness beam. The slow wave medium can be plasma, dielectric waveguides or metallic waveguides with corrugation.
In the case of using electromagnetic waveguides. Large amplitude wakefields can be generated using waveguides with a
small aperture excited by a high-charge bunch. For example,
the loss factor 𝜅 of a cylindrical waveguide is inversely proportional to the square of its aperture size 𝑎, 𝜅 ∝ 𝑎 −2 [1]. In
addition to using high charge, drive beams with asymmetric
current profile are being considered in CWAs to enhance the
transformer ratio, R ≡ |𝐸 + /𝐸 − |, where 𝐸 + is the maximum
accelerating field behind the drive bunch, and 𝐸 − is the maximum decelerating field within the drive bunch. However,
beam-breakup (BBU) instability caused by associated strong
transverse wakefields (with transverse loss factor 𝜅⊥ ∝ 𝑎 −3 )
is one of the main challenges toward the practical realization
of a CWA. Hence, efficient modeling of the beam dynamics inside a CWA is important for designing and building a
practical CWA.
Advances in computer simulation software in accelerator modeling along with the availability of large computing
resources are enabling first-principle electromagnetics simulations of beam dynamics in a CWA. For such simulations,
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations is a popular technique being used to model beam dynamics. In this paper, we report
preliminary simulation studies of the drive-beam dynamics
inside a CWA consisting of dielectric waveguides with superimposed external focusing. The model is implemented
∗

z1829753@students.niu.edu

using a finite-different time-domain (FDTD) PIC algorithm
in the WarpX open-source electromagnetics framework being developed for accelerator modeling [2].

Figure 1: A dielectric wakefield accelerator consists of a
dielectric waveguide embedded in a series of interleaving
focusing (red) and defocusing (blue) quadrupole magnets.
A drive beam (green ellipse) generates wakefields (blue
sinusoidal waves) by passing through the waveguide.

DIELECTRIC-WAKEFIELD
ACCELERATOR
We considered a CWA with dielectric waveguides, which
we shall refer as a dielectric wakefield accelerator (DWA).
This accelerator consists of a dielectric waveguide embedded in a series of interleaving focusing and defocusing (FD)
quadrupole magnets for beam transport. Wakefields are generated by propagating a drive beam inside the accelerator. A
schematic diagram of a DWA appears in Fig. 1. Earlier studies of a DWA were performed in Ref. [3] using a two-particle
model tracking code to address the limit of accelerating gradient. In addition, simulation performed with the particletracking program elegant [4] indicates that a FODO lattice
with a tapered quadrupole-magnet strength and asymmetric
shaped drive beams with a large energy chirp can suppress
the BBU instability [5]. Further investigation performed
using a two-particle model provided further guidance on
possible external-focusing configurations [6]. The latter paper specifically demonstrated that a drive beam with a large
energy chirp and a tapered focusing-defocusing (FD) channel could suppress the BBU instability. Correspondingly, we
considered a drive beam with an asymmetric current profile
and a DWA with FD channels to conduct our simulation
studies.
The dielectric waveguide considered throughout this
paper is a multi-mode structure with fundamental-mode
frequency 𝑓 ≃ 148 GHz; see the structure parameters
listed in Table 1. We considered using quadrupole without
tapering focusing strength to test the limit of the drive beam
stability. Table 1 shows properties of a DWA that we used in
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our simulation studies. A betatron phase advance of 0.1𝜋 in
both planes was selected in order to minimize the transverse
beam-size variation.
For the drive beam, we considered using a doorstep distribution proposed in Ref. [7]. The beam distribution was
generated using Eq. 6 of ref. [8] and consistent with the one
achieved from start-to-end simulations in Ref. [8]. Since
current profile with sharp edges will cause numerical noises
in PIC simulations, we patched both ends of the beam with a
Gaussian function of user-defined variable 𝜎1 to have smooth
head and tail edges. Parameters of the drive beam are shown
in Tab. 1.
Table 1: Properties of the DWA Structure and Drive-bunch
Distribution used in the Simulations. The parameters 𝜉 and
𝜎1 are defined in Eq. 6 of Ref. [8].
Value
1
1.2
3.8
2.03
147.97
1000
0.1𝜋
Value
10
0.2525𝜆
𝜆
10
1
−49
0.001
0.015𝜆

Unit
mm
mm
mm
GHz
T/m
Unit
nC
µm
GeV
m−1
-

1

Unit
mm
cm
-

Time elapsed: 1.19 ns
50

0
1

The model was implemented in WarpX and uses the
macroscopic electromagnetic solver. Beam distribution was
generated in openPMD data format [9, 10] and used as an
input in WarpX. In order to increase precision and reduce
running time, a moving-window approach is implemented
where the field are only computed over a limited computational domain surrounding and moving with the drive
bunch. Despite the cylindrical symmetry of the problem,
the model was implemented in a Cartesian domain to properly account for 3D beam-dynamics effect arising from the
interaction with high-order multipole components of the
wakefields. The key parameters used in WarpX appear in
Table 2. In order to gain confidence in our implementation
we first considered a long moving window (including the
bunch and few periods of the radiation field behind) with a
total length of 3.75𝜆 (𝜆 being the fundamental-mode wavelength); the resulting longitudinal wakefield computed over

646

Value
22.04
128
1920
True
3
4
1
PEC
2×outer radius
𝜆/512
True
1.2
5
𝜆/512𝑐

a plane 𝐸 𝑧 (𝑥, 𝑦 = 0, 𝑠) is displayed in Fig. 2. Figure 3 compares the on-axis longitudinal wakefield 𝐸 𝑧 (𝑠, 𝑥 = 𝑦 = 0)
obtained from WarpX with the field computed by convolving the numerically-computed Green’s functions with the
drive-beam charge distribution [11]. The fields agree up to
the first peak of the wakefield while some minor deviations
are observed further away from the bunch.

WARPX MODEL

MOPOMS012

Parameter
Version
Number of cells in 𝑥, 𝑦
Number of cells in 𝑧
Billinear filter
Number of passes in 𝑥, 𝑦
Number of passes in 𝑧
CFL number
Boundary condition in 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧
Simulation domain in 𝑥, 𝑦
Cell size in 𝑧
Rigid injection
Initial position in 𝑧
Rigid injection plane
Time step

Ez (MV/m)

Property of DWA
Inner radius
Outer radius
Dielectric constant
Wavelength of the first mode
Frequency of the first mode
Quadrupole gradient
Phase advance
Property of the drive beam
Total charge
𝜉
Total length
Normalized emittance
Energy of the reference particle
Chirp
Intrinsic relative energy spread
𝜎1

Table 2: Parameters of WarpX used for Simulation Studies.
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Figure 2: Snapshot of the drive beam traveling in the DWA
with corresponding longitudinal field 𝐸 𝑧 (𝑥, 𝑦 = 0, 𝑠) field.

SIMULATION OF A LONG DWA
Long term simulation of a drive beam in a DWA were
performed over a length of 7.45 m. The moving-window
length and the number of cells in 𝑧 are set to respectively
1.25𝜆 and 640 to reduce the computational cost.
Figure 4 shows a 2D snapshot of the drive beam and
the longitudinal wakefield at the end of the simulation. The
onset of the BBU instability is observed at the tail edge of the
beam. To further investigate the instability, the drive beam
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Figure 5: Longitudinal slices for the analysis shown in Fig. 6.
Slice #0 correspond the the head (right) of the bunch.
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Figure 3: Comparison of 𝐸 𝑧 (𝑥 = 𝑦 = 0, 𝑠) extracted from
WarpX (blue line) and from Green’s function approach (orange dashed line).
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was divided into 6 longitudinal slices for further analysis
as shown in Fig. 5. Figure 6 shows the evolution of slices’
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Figure 6: The evolution of beam centroid for all slices.

slice0

0.00

 ®

x (µm)

0.02

Figure 4: Snapshot of the drive beam traveling in the DWA
with corresponding longitudinal field 𝐸 𝑧 (𝑥, 𝑦 = 0, 𝑠) field at
the end of the simulation. The onset of BBU can be observed
at the tail of the beam.
centroids along the accelerator beamline and confirm that
the centroid of the slice 5 oscillate with an exponentiallygrowing amplitude. Similar features are observes on the
evolution of the centroid associated with slice 0 albeit in a
sub-micron level; see in Fig. 7. These results indicate that
beam breakup instability due to misalignment occurred in
all slices, but differed in growing amplitude. It confirms
that the instability mainly affect the tail of the bunch. In the
present case no initial misalignment were introduce and the
observation of the onset of the BBU instability is the results
of small misalignments (coming from numerical noise) at
the sub-micron level. Such a misalignment will most likely
be present in drive beam produced from realistic accelerator.

0.02
0

2

4
s (m)

 ®

6

8

Figure 7: The evolution of beam centroid of slices 0.
DWA using the WarpX framework. Long-term simulations
performed over a 7.45 m length suggests that the drive
beam exhibits the onsets of a beam breakup instability
throughout its propagation in the DWA where the centroids
of longitudinal slices exhibit periodic transverse oscillation
with exponentially-growing offsets. As expected, the
centroid oscillations amplitudes are larger toward the tail
of the bunch. So far our simulations have focused on a
specific betatron phase advance. The tools developed will
be further used to explore the impact of different parameters
and possible mitigation of this BBU instability.

CONCLUSION
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Abstract
A short pulse high gradient RF gun (see Fig. 1) has been
recently tested at Argonne Wakefield Accelerator (AWA)
facility. The carried-out test showed that the 1,5-cell gun
was able to inject 3 MeV, up to 100 pC bunches at room
temperature being fed by 9 ns up to 300 MW 11.7 GHz
pulses. The cathode field was as high as about 400 MV/m.
So high field is aimed to mitigate repealing Coulomb
forces substantially. In accordance with simulations the
emittance could be as low as less than 0.2 mcm. To obtain
so low emittance in the experiment, the gun is assumed to
be equipped with a downstream linac to be fed from the
same power extractor as the gun itself. Here we report design of the RF power distribution system splitting RF
power among the gun and the linac, results of low-power
tests, and emittance measurement plans for upcoming new
experiment at AWA.

A CONCEPT FOR HIGH GRADIENT
X-BAND GUN

(UHGPI) operating with short RF pulse (9 ns scale) that is
produced by a drive beam at AWA.
The proposed 11.7 GHz gun is a 1,5 cell overcoupled
resonator with the perforated iris in-between cells in order
to sustain strong coupling factor [5-6]. The Q-factor is
slightly below 200 to accommodate 9 ns RF pulse. The gun
was fabricated two years ago. During tests the gun generated ~3 MeV electron bunches accelerated at about 400
MV/m cathode field. The gun had ~10-6 breakdown rate
and showed a very low average dark current.

RF GUN BEAMLINE
Next experiment will include emittance measurements.
For this purpose, the beamline was designed (Fig. 2). It included drive beam line with PETS connected to the gun,
solenoid, and diagnostic line based on a pepper pot. In accordance with simulations the emittance could be as small
as ~0.2 mm×mrad. In order to obtain so small emittance,
an additional linac with ~100 MV/m gradient behind the
gun will be used.

High brightness beams appealing for XFELs and UEM
essentially consist of a large number of electrons in a small
phase space volume, i.e. a high peak current [1-2]. When
such beams are generated from the cathode, there is a
strong space charge force, which elongates the bunch and
reduces its brightness. An optimal solution is to raise the
accelerating voltage in the gun to mitigate repealing Coulomb forces. However, the maximum gradient is limited by
the effects of RF breakdown.
Figure 2: Beamline design for experiment #3.

Figure 1: Engineering design of 11.7 GHz UHGPI.
We propose to utilize an ultra-high gradient and a shortpulse technology at room temperature. The probability of
RF breakdown and pulse heating temperature are reduced
as the RF pulse length decreases [3-4]. We present a development of an electron ultra-high gradient photoinjector
____________________________________________
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Figure 3: Scheme of gun and linac feeding.
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In order to feed this linac and the gun itself from one
available PETS, we proposed using of a scheme containing
a so-called variable power splitter, a variable phase shifter,
and set of integration waveguides (Fig. 3). The mentioned
variable power splitter will allow to deliver a proper
amount of RF power to the gun and to guide the rest power
to the linac. The phase shifter must provide the necessary
phase for RF radiation in the linac to keep continuous acceleration of bunches in the linac as well as in the gun.
The integrated waveguides connected all components together. Because RF pulse is only 9 ns long, its included a
delay waveguide section to power the linac and the gun so
that in both components electrons would have seen the
highest acceleration gradient.

Variable Phase Shifter
The phase shifter’s design is based on a so-called “trombone” idea that implies sliding of one waveguide in another
one (Fig. 4). The actuator in the Fig. 4 allows to change an
effective WR90 waveguide length. This design was chosen
to obtain a broad frequency band that is necessary to operate with the short RF pulse. In order to avoid an excess
leakage of RF power in-between sliding surfaces, we implemented rejecting RF chokes. Special irises were inserted to avoid reflection. The reflection in simulation was
so small that the field structure in the Fig. 5 looks like a
non-reflection wave.

Figure 6: Inserted phase vs actuator position.

Figure 7: Inserted phase vs frequency for several positions
of the actuator.

Variable Power Splitter
The power splitter design exploits an idea to split power
in equal parts between two waveguides in one of which the
phase shifter is installed and then to combine the phase
shifted signals by means of a -3 dB hybrid. The power splitter in the Fig. 8 consists of a simple T-splitter, the previously described variable phase shifter, and the mentioned 3 dB hybrid.

Figure 4: Variable phase shifter.

Figure 5: Field structure at phase shifter.
The phase shifter was tested at low-power level. The Fig.
6 shows how the inserted phase depends on current position of the actuator. One can see that 30 mm range of the
position is enough to obtain more than 360° change of the
phase. The reflected signal was at level -20 dB. The Fig. 7
demonstrates broad frequency band of the phase shifter.
MOPOMS013
650

Figure 8: Variable power splitter.
In dependence on the inserted phase, the power ratio at
the -3 dB hybrid outputs could be changed in 0%-100%
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range. The power splitter shown in the Fig. 8 was fabricated and tested at low-power level before to proceed to
high-power tests. The Fig. 9 shows power ratio of the output signals as a function of actuator’s position of the phase
shifter. The power loss was as high as -0.5 dB. The reflected signal was at level -20 dB.

Figure 11: Mutual phases of measured signals vs actuator
position.

Figure 9: Transmission of power to one of two outputs.

HIGH-POWER TESTS
For high-power tests of the phase shifter and power splitter we used the scheme shown in the Fig. 10. The scheme
allowed to measure forward, reflected and two output signals using three directional couplers. The components were
tested being fed by RF radiation produced in PETS.

Figure 12: Power ratio of output signals vs actuator position.
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Figure 10: Scheme for high power tests of phase shifter and
power splitter.
To characterize the phase shifter we recorded mutual
phases of channels #1, #2, and #4. The Fig. 11 shows that
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COMMISSIONING OF A HIGH-GRADIENT X-BAND RF GUN POWERED
BY SHORT RF PULSES FROM A WAKEFIELD ACCELERATOR∗
W. H. Tan† , X. Lu1 , P. Piot1 , Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL, USA
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Abstract
A high-gradient 𝑋-band (11.7-GHz) photoinjector developed by Euclid Techlabs, was recently commissioned at the
Argonne Wakefield Accelerator (AWA). The system comprises a 1+1/2-cell RF gun powered by short RF pulses
generated as a train of high-charge bunches from the AWA
accelerator passes through a slow-wave power extraction
and transfer structure. The RF photoinjector was reliably
operating with electric fields in excess of 300 MV/m on
the photocathode surface free of breakdown and with an
insignificant dark-current level. We report on the RF-gun
setup, commissioning, and the associated beam generation
via photoemission.

INTRODUCTION
Bright-electron sources have a wide range of applications
in accelerator-based light sources and electron probes, such
as free-electron lasers (FELs) and ultrafast electron diffraction. The report of Basic Energy Sciences Workshop on the
Future of Electron Sources in 2016 identified High-gradient
R&D for next generation electron sources as one of four Priority Research Directions in the future electron sources [1].
It had anticipated in 5 years the realization of a factor of two
higher electric field than the well-established 100 MV/m
S-band RF photoinjector thus enabling the next generation
electron source with ∼ 100-pC and ∼ 30-nm emittance for
the most demanding applications. A critical aspect to the
generation of bright electron beams is the use of high gradient radiofrequency (RF) gun on suppressing space charge
effects during the photoemission process. Accordingly, the
beam peak brightness B = 𝑞/Γ, where 𝑞 is the bunch charge
and Γ its six-dimensional phase-space volume, scales with
the applied electric field 𝐸 0 on beams during emission at
the emitter surface as B ∝ 𝐸 0 𝛼 where the exponent 𝛼 ≥ 1
depends on the bunch’s initial transverse-to-longitudinal aspect ratio [2, 3]. One path toward producing high-gradient
electric fields for bright electron beam generation consists of
operating a RF gun at higher frequencies. Such an approach
is limited by the RF breakdowns where field-emitted electrons due to surface imperfection leads to local RF-induced
heating and damage the cavity wall. The RF breakdown
can be described by a phenomenological model where the
∗
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breakdown rate (BDR) is described by BDR ∼ 𝐸 0 30 𝜏𝑝 5 ,
where 𝐸 0 is the applied electric on the surface and 𝜏𝑝 is the
length of the RF pulse [4–6]. From the equation, it is implies that the breakdown rate of a high gradient RF gun can
be reduced by shortening the RF pulse duration. Although
this approach has been proposed more than a decade ago
its implementation to realize short sub-100-ns RF pulse has
remained elusive so far.
A high gradient X-band RF (XRF) gun was designed by
Euclid Techlabs LLC and commissioned at the Argonne
Wakefield Accelerator (AWA) facility [7–10]. This gun operates at 11.7 GHz driven by short RF pulses generated via the
deceleration of high charge electron beams passing through
a power extraction and transfer structure (PETS) available
at the AWA facility. In this paper, we report the setup, commissioning of this XRF gun along with the generation of
∼ 100 pC relativistic (∼ 3 MeV) electron bunches.

Figure 1: Cross section of the XRF gun superimposed with
the applied electric field.

PHOTOINJECTOR SETUP AND DESIGN
The cut-away of the XRF gun appears in Fig. 1 with a superimposed electric-field amplitude map. The gun consists
of 1 + 12 -cell RF cavity oprating on the TM010, 𝜋 mode. The
iris includes four magnetic coupling slots to increase both
the RF coupling between cells and the frequency separation
from the neighboring resonant TM010,0 mode. The cavity
is strongly over-coupled resonator resulting in loaded 𝑄 of
factor (𝑄 ℓ ≃ 180), thus allowing for the rapid build-up of
field inside of the cavity. The gun is made of oxygen-free
copper using conventional fabrication techniques. A broadband coaxial RF-input coupler is used to ensure the field
remains axi-symmetric. The X-band photoinjector beamlines is diagrammed in Fig. 2. The photoinjector consists
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Figure 3: Transverse beam distribution on the YAG1 screen;
see Fig. 2. The bunch charge is approximately 100 pC.
PETS at the AWA main beamline

Figure 2: Diagram of the XRF photoinjector beamline. The
incoming UV laser is directed into the XRF gun for photoemission the beam distribution can be measured on YAG
screens.

of the XRF gun, a magnetic solenoid lens, and other beam
diagnostics tools. Several YAG screens were installed to
provide diagnostics at various locations along the beamline. An integrated current transformer (ICT) and a Faraday
cup were installed just downstream of the XRF gun to measure the bunch charge. A quadrupole magnet were provide
transverse focusing. Finally, a magnetic dipole to serve as a
spectrometer for energy measurement.
The XRF gun operates at 11.7 GHz selected to match the
PETS available in AWA main beamline. The generates short
RF pulses when 8 highly charged (∼ 50 nC) electron bunches
passing through the PETS. The RF-pulse duration is ∼10 ns
(full width) with a 3-ns flat top and the input power was
measured at ∼250 MW in Ref. [11].
The electron bunch were generated using the AWA photocathode laser. The UV laser pulse was split with most of
the energy sent to the AWA drive-beam gun and a fraction
< 200 µJ directed toward the XRF gun. The UV path to the
XRF-gun photocathode include a movable delay stage used
to time the laser pulse to reach the photocathode when the
field is maximum.

Figure 4: Phase scan was performed by adjusting optical
path with movable mirrors. Charge values of electron beams
were measured using ICT. Reference points of the 0° and
360° phases were set at the location where photoemission
just started to occur on both emission periods, as shown
from red lines.

The evolution of the emitted charge over the course of
emission periods shows the characteristic of Schottky’s enhanced photemission, resulting from the presence of high
electric field gradients that lowers the potential barrier at
the cathode surface [12]. We observed Schottky’s enchaned
photoemission, as shown in spikes from Fig. 4 near 100°
and 450°.

BEAM GENERATION AND PHASE SCAN

ENERGY MEASUREMENT AND FIELD
INFERENCE

During the experiment, short RF pulses were fed from
the AWA main beamline to operate the XRF gun. Movable
mirrors were adjusted to perform phase scans. The electron
beam transverse profile was measured at YAG1; see Fig. 3.
Subsequently, a throughout phase scan was performed to
investigate the relation between phase and measured charge.
Figure 4 present such a phase scan over two emission periods
(corresponding to two 𝑋-band RF buckets). For these scans
the charge was directly measured from the ICT. The zerocrossing phase was used as a reference (corresponding to
𝜑 = 0◦ in Fig. 4). The uncertainty on the phase resolved
using the optical delay step was estimated to be Δ𝜑0 ≃ 7◦
(at 11.4 GHz).

The energy measurement is using a spectrometer (labeled
as "dipole" located between YAG2 and YAG3 in Fig. 2).
The energy-measurement procedure consists in centering
the beam in YAG2 and YAG3 with the dipole magnet turned
off and degaussed. The dipole magnet current is then slowly
ramped until the beam position is horizontally centered at
YAG4. Such a condition ensures the beam center follows
the reference trajectory in the dipole, i.e. the design bending
radius, so that the applied magnetic field 𝐵 and referenceparticle (beam center) momentum 𝑝 0 verifies 𝐵𝜌 = 𝑝 0 𝑐,
where 𝑐 is the speed of light and 𝜌 is the radius of curvature of
the trajectory in the dipole. The momentum can be extracted
eff
from the applied 𝐵 field via 𝑝 0 𝑐 = 𝐵𝐿
sin 𝜗 , where the effective
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length was computed from the 2-D field map to be 𝐿 𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 =
0.308 m and the nominal bending angle is 𝜗 = 20◦ by design
𝐿𝑒 𝑓 𝑓
so that the design bending radius is 𝜌 = sin(
𝜗) = 0.901 m.
The uncertainty on the 𝐵 field is essentially instrumental,
while the uncertainty on the angle comes from misalignment
of the incoming beam (when centering the beam on YAG2
and 3) we estimate the error on the angle to be approximately
−2
−2 rad. From the latter equation we
𝜕𝜗 ≃ 1×10
0.8 ≃ 1.1 × 10
expect the relative error on the momentum measurement to
be approximately

 1/2
𝜕 𝑝0
(𝜕𝐵) 2 (𝜕𝜗) 2
=
+
,
𝑝0
𝐵2
tan2 𝜗

(1)

where the uncertainty coming from the angle is approxi|𝜕𝜗 |
−2
mately tan
𝜗 ≃ 1.7 × 10 . The magnetic field is obtained
from the current setpoint as 𝐵 = (182.6 ± 0.1)𝐼 so that we
−4 implying that the uncertainty is domiexpect 𝜕𝐵
𝐵 ≃ 5 × 10
nated by the alignment tolerance (𝜕𝜗) on the beam trajectory
in the spectrometer line. In the following
we report kinetic
√︃
energy instead of momentum as 𝐾 =

In the latter equation E 𝑧 (𝑧) represents the peak-normalized
axial field profile on axis (e.g. obtained from an electromagnetic eigensolver) and 𝛾 is the Lorentz factor. By solving
Eq. 2. We ultimately used Astra [15] to numerically compute the function 𝐾 (𝐸 0 , 𝜑0 ) over a 28 × 86 two-dimensional
grid for 𝐸 0 ∈ [315, 450] MV/m and 𝜑0 ∈ [45◦ , 130◦ ]. A
spline-interpolated function 𝐾 (𝐸 0 , 𝜑0 ) was then used to calculate the value of 𝐸 0 given the measured kinetic energy
and operating phase 𝜑0 . The contour plot of 𝐾 (𝐸 0 , 𝜑0 ) and
an example of inferred field value appear in Fig. 6. The area
enclosed by two kinetic-energy isoclines and two vertical
lines of operating phase, obtained from measurement uncertainties, provide the error region of the calculated field
with its upper and lower error bounds. The result of such
an analysis confirms that the maximum peak field attained
during our experiment was 𝐸 0 = 387.76+44.63
MV/m.
−35.88

𝑝 20 𝑐2 + (𝑚𝑐2 ) 2 −𝑚𝑐2 ,

20
2.75

10
0

2.70

−10

2.65
−20

0
x (mm)

kinetic energy (MeV)

where 𝑚𝑐2 is the electron’s rest mass and correspondingly
perform the error propagation. An example beam position
and retrieved kinetic energy measured at YAG4 appear in
Fig. 5. The measurement indicates that kinetic energy close

y (mm)
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Figure 6: Plot of kinetic-energy isocline as a function of
E-field on photocathode and laser launch phase. Red cross
is the measured beam energy and red shaded area is the
error region. The inferred field gradient in this example is
387.76+44.63
MV/m.
−35.88

CONCLUSION

20

Figure 5: A plot of beam centroids overlaying on YAG4
screen, with colorbar representing the inferred kinetic energy.
to 3 MeV are reached.
The energy measured downstream of the gun is a nonlinear function of the field applied on the cathode surface
𝐸 0 and the laser-launch phase 𝜑 [13, 14]. As a first step we
implemented the longitudinal equation of motion in a simple
one-dimensional model of the beam dynamics by numerical
solving the coupled ODEs
( d𝑝
𝑧
d𝑡 = 𝑒𝐸 0 E 𝑧 (𝑧) cos(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑),
(2)
𝑝𝑧
d𝑧
d𝑡 = 𝑚𝛾
for a single electron. Here we neglect the transverse dynamics and assume 𝑝 𝑥 = 𝑝 𝑦 = 0, and the trajectory of the electron remains on axis and not subjected to any transverse force.
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In summary, the XRF gun was successfully commissioned
at the AWA. A photoinjector beamline was built and used to
investigate electron-beam generation and performed beambased measurement of the photocathode surface field. The
experiment demonstrated the reliable generation of field
close to 400 MV/m on the photocathode over a two-week
running period. Furthermore the experiment did not suffer
from any breakdown (the upper limit for the BDR is estimated to 1 × 10−5 . Additionally, no dark current could be
measured. The results obtained so far confirmed that use
of short RF pulse to power an electron source offer a viable
path toward producing the bright electron beams.
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Abstract
We have measured the THz near-field in order to inform
the design of improved THz-frequency accelerating structures. THz-frequency accelerating structures could provide
the accelerating gradients needed for next generation particle accelerators with compact, GV/m-scale devices. One
of the most promising THz generation techniques for accelerator applications is optical rectification in LiNbO3
(LN) using the tilted pulse front method. However, accelerator applications are limited by significant losses during
transport of THz radiation from the generating nonlinear
crystal to the acceleration structure. In addition, the spectral properties of high-field THz sources make it difficult
to couple THz radiation into accelerating structures. A better understanding of the THz near-field source properties
is necessary for the optimization of THz transport and coupling. We have developed a technique for detailed measurement of the THz near-fields and used it to reconstruct
the full temporal 3D THz near-field close to the LN emission face. Analysis of the results from this measurement
will inform designs of novel structures for use in THz particle acceleration.

create complex geometries. These geometries can be optimized by simulation and optimization programs to maximize accelerating gradient. Preliminary simulations of half
LN half silicon accelerator structures have been carried out
using an electromagnetic simulation and automatic differentiation package Ceviche [6-8]. These simulations
yielded a highly optimized structure geometry that is manufacturable using available machining methods, see Fig. 1.
Updated shunt impedance calculations found a shunt impedance value of 1.3×107 Ω/m.

MOTIVIATION
THz frequency radiation is useful for many particle acceleration and beam manipulation applications [1-4]. Optical rectification in LiNbO3 using the tilted pulse front
method is routinely used to generate THz pulses with energies in the tens of micro-joules and field strengths above
1 MV/cm [5]. Despite these strong fields, current THz acceleration methods are limited by significant losses during
THz transport and coupling into the accelerating structure.
Using the THz near-field for particle acceleration would
significantly decrease losses due to beam transport. This
approach requires the design of a novel structure that
would generate THz radiation and use it for acceleration
immediately. Designing an accelerating structure half out
of LN would allow THz to be generated by optical rectification and used for electron acceleration without the need
for THz transport. This approach would remove the THz
losses incurred by beam transport, and allow for a longer
THz interaction length. In addition, it would allow the
structure to be constructed out of dielectrics, which would
facilitate the implementation of advanced machining methods, such as femtosecond laser microfabrication, that can
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Final optimized geometry of a 5 period dielectric
accelerator structure (a). Electric fields produced by the
structures in Figure 3 by a 0.5 THz continuous wave source
incident from the left (b). THz would be generated on the
left side by optical rectification in LN. The other half of the
structure would be constructed out of a material like silicon, which would act as a mirror.
A precise and robust understanding of the THz near field
is needed in order to design this integrated THz generation
and electron acceleration structure. We have conducted a
measurement of the THz near-field from a tilted pulse front
LN source in order to inform these designs, and help to develop better THz transport and coupling methods.
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METHODS

RESULTS

THz generation was carried out using optical rectification of 800 nm Ti:Sapphire laser pulses (2 mJ per pulse
operating at 1 kHz) using the tilted pulse front method in a
LN crystal, and measured using electro-optic sampling
(EOS) in a 10 mm × 10 mm × 0.5 mm GaP crystal [9]. The
GaP crystal was coated with highly reflective coating on
one side and anti-reflective coating on the other, both at
wavelength 800 nm. The GaP crystal was placed parallel
to the exit plane of the LN with the highly reflective coating facing towards the LN and positioned within the nearfield of THz radiation, as shown in Fig. 1. Standard EOS
detection was used to detect the THz near-field [10]. The
probe beam was timed to arrive over a range of times when
the THz pulse was exiting the LN, allowing the full temporal evolution of the THz pulse to be captured. A 10 cm
focal length plano-convex lens mounted on a 2D translation stage was used to raster the probe beam across the face
of the GaP crystal in a grid pattern collecting 2D images at
each arrival time. To investigate the observed relationship
between the temporal delay in the emission of the THz
pulse and the diffraction grating angle in the tilted pulse
front setup we carried out a series of measurements at different diffraction grating angles. The setup was re-optimized and then measurements were carried out varying the
diffraction grating angle by ±1° from the ideal angle 𝜃𝜃 obtained through experimental optimization of pulse energy.
A series of 1D images were taken at each angle keeping all
other parameters the same.

Our results show a temporal delay in the emission of the
pulse as a function of lateral delay on the LN surface. This
delay can be seen as movement of the THz pulse peak in
the x direction of the plots in Fig. 3 [11]. Results from
measurements varying the diffraction grating were analyzed to determine the effect on the maximum pulse amplitude and central frequency (Fig 4). The results were also
analyzed to determine the change in speed of the lateral
motion of the pulse (Table 1). These results show that the
lateral delay of the pulse can be tuned by varying the diffraction grating angle, and that it is possible to control the
amplitude and frequency of the near-field. Tuning of the
observed temporal delay of THz emission could allow synchronous electron acceleration. Manipulation of the amplitude and central frequency could be optimized for different
electron acceleration and beam manipulation applications.

Figure 3: 2D images of the THz near-field taken 0.2 mm
from the exit of the LN. Images were taken with 8 mm ×
2 mm spatial grid size, 0.1 mm spatial resolution, 2 ps time
range, and 0.1 ps time resolution. 5 representative images
are shown at different time of arrival values.

Figure 2: Images of (a) front, (b) side, and (c) top view of
EOS setup showing GaP crystal, LN crystal, THz generation pump beam, EOS probe beam, and coordinate system
used in Fig. 2. Light blue oval in (a) indicates approximate
region of THz emission. (d) Full experimental setup showing THz generation with tilted pulse fronts, lens used for
spatial rastering of the EOS probe beam, and delay stage
used to vary the time of arrival of the EOS probe beam.

Figure 4: Diffraction grating angle was varied over a series
of 2 mm lateral (x direction on Fig. 2) line measurements
with 0.1 mm resolution located at approximately y =
4.5 mm in the plots in Fig. 3. The GaP crystal was place
0.3 mm from the exit of the LN. Data was taken over a 6 ps
time range with 0.1 ps resolution. Plots above show the
maximum THz amplitude and central frequency collected.
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Table 1: Change in Temporal Delay of THz Pulse
Diffraction
Grating Angle
𝜃𝜃-1
𝜃𝜃
𝜃𝜃+1

Campinas, SP, Brazil, May. 2021, pp. 502-504.

doi:10.18429/JACoW-IPAC2021-MOPAB144

Lateral Speed
[mm/ps]
0.73± 0.06
0.85±0.04
0.99± 0.05

CONCLUSION

We have conducted measurements of the THz near-field
generated via optical rectification in LiNbO3 with excellent
spatial and temporal resolution. We show a temporal delay
in the emission of the pulse as a function of lateral position
on the LN surface. The relation between the temporal delay
and diffraction grating angle was characterized, showing
that the temporal delay could be tuned by varying the diffraction grating angle. These results show that The THz
near-field from a tilted pulse front LN source is highly applicable to integrated THz generation and electron acceleration. The temporal delay of the THz pulse could be tuned
for synchronous electron acceleration, yielding significant
gains in electron acceleration. In addition, the THz pulse
amplitude and central frequency can be changed for different beam manipulation applications. These results motivate
the design of an integrated THz generation and electron acceleration structure which could take advantage of the THz
near-field. These measurements will inform updated simulations, and aid in improving methods of beam transport
and coupling.
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Abstract
Carbon-based nanostructures and metamaterials offer extraordinary mechanical and opto-electrical properties, which
make them suitable for applications in diverse fields, including, for example, bioscience, energy technology and quantum computing. In the latest years, important R&D efforts
have been made to investigate the potential use of graphene
and carbon-nanotube (CNT) based structures to manipulate
and accelerate particle beams. In particular, the interaction
of graphene and CNTs with charged particles and electromagnetic radiation might open interesting possibilities for
the design of compact coherent radiation sources, and novel
beam diagnostics techniques as well. This paper gives an
overview of novel concepts based on nanostructures and
metamaterials with potential application in the field of accelerator physics. Several examples are shown and future
prospects discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Since their discovery, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [1] and
graphene [2] have found countless applications in multiple fields, e.g. electronics, photonics, bioscience, energy
technology, etc. Therefore, it is worth asking about the potential of the use of graphene and carbon nanotechnology
in the field of accelerator physics. Due to their special optoelectronic, thermal and mechanical properties, CNT and
graphene based structures might offer novel and alternative
solutions to overcome many of the present limitations of several accelerator subsystems, thus enhancing the capabilities
of future accelerators. For instance, they might open new
paths for manipulation and acceleration of beam particles
beyond the current state-of-the-art.
In this paper we discuss potential applications of carbon
based nanostructures and metamaterials in particle accelerator physics. Concretely, we give representative examples for
solid-state wakefield acceleration, electron guns and beam
diagnostics.

SOLID-STATE BASED ACCELERATION
In the field of accelerator physics, the channeling properties of silicon crystal have successfully been used for collimation and extraction of relativistic proton beams [3]. Solids
∗
†

Work supported by the Generalitat Valenciana (CIDEGENT/2019/058).
javier2.resta@uv.es

can also provide an alternative medium for acceleration.
Depending on their particular atomic configuration and electrical conduction nature, some solid-state micro- and nanosized structures offer interesting properties to enhance electric field components or induce strong wakefields that could
be useful for acceleration, as well as transverse particle guiding and radiation emission.
Semiconductor and metallic crystalline lattices have been
proposed to generate a solid-state plasma medium to guide
and accelerate charged particles, taking advantage of the
channelling properties in crystals. High electron density in
solids could be obtained from the conduction bands. Typical
electron densities (𝑛𝑒 ) in solid-state plasmas lie within the
range of 1019 cm−3 ≤ 𝑛𝑒 ≤ 1024 cm−3 [4, 5], i.e. between
one and six orders of magnitude higher than the density
in gaseous plasmas. Taking into account that the maximum accelerating field depends on the electron density as
𝐸𝑧 [V/m] ≈ 96√𝑛𝑒 [cm−3 ], solid-state based plasmas might
lead to accelerating gradients 0.1 TV/m ≲ 𝐸𝑧 ≲ 100 TV/m.
Solid-state wakefield acceleration using crystals was proposed in the 1980s and 1990s by T. Tajima and others [4,6,7]
as a technique to sustain TV/m acceleration gradients.
Wakefields in crystals can be induced by means of the
excitation of high-frequency collective motion of conduction
electrons through the crystalline lattice. To reach accelerating gradients on the order of ∼TV/m, crystals must be
excited by ultrashort X-ray laser pulses within a power range
of TW– PW, which makes the practical realisation of the concept very challenging. It has only recently become a realistic
possibility since the invention of the so-called single-cycled
optical laser compression technique by G. Mourou et al. [8].
If natural crystals (e.g. silicon) are used for solid-state
wakefield acceleration, the beam intensity acceptance is significantly limited by the angstrom-size channels. In addition,
such small size channels increase the dechanneling rate and
make the channels physically vulnerable to high energy interactions, thus increasing the damage probability by high
power beams.
Over the past decade there have been great advances in
nanofabrication techniques [9] that could offer an excellent
way to overcome many of the limitations of natural crystals. Metallic nanostructures and metamaterials [10, 11]
could lead to suitable ultra-dense plasma media for wakefield acceleration or charged particle beam manipulation, i.e.
channelling, bending, wiggling, etc. This also includes the
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possibility of investigating new paths towards ultra-compact
X-ray sources [10]. The possibility to excite high acceleration gradients in multilayer graphene structures is also being
investigated [12].

Plasmonic Wakefield Acceleration
Plasmonics can be defined as the study of the interaction
between electromagnetic fields and the free electron Fermi
gas in conducting solids. External electromagnetic fields can
excite plasmons, i. e. collective oscillations of conduction
electrons in metals [13]. To some extent, this collective
effect could be exploited to generate ultra-high acceleration
gradients. Figure 1 depicts a scheme of excited plasmons in
metallic surfaces. The oscillation of induced longitudinal
electric field reminds that in a sequence of a multi-cell RF
cavity operating at 𝜋-mode.

Figure 1: (a) Plasmonic acceleration concept. (b) Comparison with a RF cavity operating in 𝜋-mode. The drawings are
not to scale. While the plasmonic structure has micrometric
or submicrometric apertures and length on the order of 1
mm, for instance a 9-cell RF cavity has usually apertures of
tens of mm and length on the order of m.
The excitation of surface plasmonic modes [14,15] can be
driven either by charged particle beam [16] or by laser [17].
To be effective, the driver dimensions should match the spatial (∼ nm) and time (sub-femtoseconds) scales of the excited
plasmonic oscillations. Wakefield driving sources working
on these scales are now experimentally realizable. For instance, attosecond X-ray lasers are possible thanks to the
pulse compression technique [8]. In the case of beam-driven
wakefields, the experimental facility FACET-II at SLAC [18]
will allow the access to “quasi-solid” electron bunches with
densities up to 1024 cm−3 and submicron longitudinal size.
A comparison of the range of spatial and time scales of the
electric field oscillations and achievable acceleration gradient for standard and novel acceleration methods is shown
in Fig. 2. In principle, solid-state wakefields and plasmonics acceleration with nanostructures are predicted to have
MOPOMS016
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the potential to generate higher acceleration gradients than
Dielectric Wakefield Acceleration (DWA) [19] and Dielectric Laser Acceleration (DLA) [20], Laser Wakefield Acceleration (LWFA) [21] and Plasma Wakefield Acceleration
(PWFA) [22] with gaseous plasma.

Figure 2: Schematic comparing the space and time scales
of the longitudinal electric field components generated by
different techniques for charged particle acceleration and
their corresponding amplitude (acceleration gradient). The
cases of nanostructure wakefields, plasmonic and crystal
acceleration are based on theoretical and numerical predictions.
Due to their special thermo-mechanical and optoelectronic properties, materials based on carbon nanotubes arrays or graphene could be an excellent medium to generate plasmonic wakefield acceleration. In principle, such as
proved in [23], in the linear regime the plasmonic dynamics in CNT bundles can be described by classical plasma
formulae.
Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulations of beam driven wakefield acceleration in cylindrical metallic hollow structures
(Fig. 3) with micrometric or nanometric apertures have
shown the feasibility of obtaining gradients ≳ 100 GV/m,
envisioning the possibility of an ultra-compact PeV linear
collider [24–26]. Similar gradient values have also been predicted from PIC simulations of X-ray laser driven wakefield
acceleration in nanotubes [27].

ELECTRON FIELD EMITTERS
2D nanomaterials can have greatly enhanced electron field
emission properties that are interesting to be applied to cathodes and injectors in accelerator facilities. For instance, it
has been experimentally observed that certain configurations
of CNT arrays could permit to extract relatively high-current
densities of cold electrons (∼ 1–10 mA/cm2 ) at a relatively
low-applied electric field (∼ V/𝜇m), with relatively high
stability and lifetime [29, 30]. Figure 4 shows the image of a
honeycomb-like CNT array and its current density emission
as a function of time. These configurations of CNT arrays
have great potential as cold electron field emitters, and are
expecting to produce electron beams with transverse energy
spread < 100 meV and longitudinal energy spread ∼ 1 meV.
CNT based cold electron field emitters can be applied to the
electron gun of electron coolers of low energy antimatter
facilities, such as the ELENA (Extra-Low ENergy Antipro-
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BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
Projects like the High Luminosity LHC [32] and the Future Circular Collider (FCC) [33, 34] aim to obtain higher
beam intensity, higher beam energy and smaller beam sizes.
Therefore, to measure the transverse density profile robust
and optimised wire-scanners will be required. Recent studies
have shown that CNT wiring can be a good candidate, combining low density, low atomic number, high tensile strength
(> 100 GPa for single wall CNTs) and high temperature
resistance (melting temperature ∼3000 – 4000 K) [35].
Another interesting application is the generation of terahertz Smith-Purcell radiation induced by surface plasmonics
excited by electrons moving parallel to graphene metasurfaces or nanoscale gratings, which can be used for temporal
characterisation of ultrashort electron pulses with durations
< 100 fs [36, 37].

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Figure 3: (a) Schematic model for beam-driven wakefield
simulation using a hollow cylinder of solid-state plasma
confined in a wall of thickness 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑟𝑖𝑛 and length 𝐿𝑝 . In
this model the cylinder wall represents a solid made of CNT
bundles. (b) An example of longitudinal wakefield as a
function of the comoving coordinate 𝜉 = 𝑧 − 𝑐𝑡, with 𝑐 the
speed of light. This particular case has been computed using
the PIC code FBPIC [28].

Nanostructures and metamaterials based on CNTs and
graphene, due to their special and flexible optoelectronic,
thermal and mechanical properties, could find interesting applications in the field of accelerator physics, solving some of
the limitations posed by standard technologies. They could
also offer novel pathways to access multi-GV/m and multiTV/m field regimes towards more sustainable, compact and
low-cost accelerating methods. In addition, they could be an
excellent and robust medium to design novel electron guns,
beam diagnostics and compact radiation sources.

ton) ring at CERN [31]. The use of a CNT based electron
gun in the ELENA cooler, aside from hopefully decreasing
the electron beam temperature, would also allow simplification of the gun arrangement, eliminating the necessity of
a heating filament, thus making the conditioning process
faster and simpler, while at the same time achieving a more
efficient electron cooling process.

Figure 4: (a) SEM image of a honeycomb-like CNT array.
(b) Emission stability test for a honeycomb-like CNT array
at two different applied electric fields.
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Abstract
First investigations on Gabor Lens GL2000 at Goethe
University have shown that it is possible to confine a 2m
long stable Electron Plasma Column and to apply it as a
hadron beam focusing device. With this knowledge theoretical implementations of GLs in final focus and transfer
lines have started. The focusing with GLs is a weak but
smooth focusing in radial direction. The GL is a suitable
and inexpensive choice in addition to the existing focusing
elements eg. magnetic quadrupoles. The device helps to
improve beam quality and minimize losses over long distances. The investigation of relativistic hadron beams in
GeV range using the example of the proposed NA61/SHINE
VLE-beamline at CERN is carried out and will be presented.
Thin-matrix simulations with a generated distribution as
well as field map simulations with generated and realistic
distributions (Geant4) at 1 - 6 GeV/c have been analysed
and compared. In addition, the H4-beamline at North Area
(CERN) is proposed to implement GLs for experimental
tests.

VLE BEAMLINE DESIGN
Recent plans of the NA61/SHINE collaboration [1] about
the conceptual design of a very low energy (VLE) beamline
implemented into the H2 beamline in North Area of CERN
have led to several studies to investigate possible spots for the
placement of the GL and its effect on the beam properties as
well as on the settings of surrounding focusing elements. The
VLE beamline will guide hadrons, such as protons, pions
and kaons, in a range of momenta from 1 up to 13 GeV/c
from a primary target over a total distance of around 52 m to
a secondary target where the NA61/SHINE experiments will
take place. Along the path, the particles are first captured by
an acceptance quadrupol duplet, before reaching a double
bend achromat for horizontal momentum selection,

followed by a final focus chain of four quadrupoles to
hit the target in a matched spotsize. Due to its structure
and length this beamline represents a perfect test bench to
investigate the interaction of the GL as a weak radial focusing
element in a HEBT line. Initial considerations included three
scenarios (S1, S2, S3) in which the GL was simulated at
different points on the beamline (see Fig. 1): S2 is discussed
more thoroughly below, since at highly sensitive elements
as an achromat the effects on the beam transport can be
observed in most detail.

GABOR LENS
A Gabor lens (GL) [2] is a cylindrical device that can
simply replace any drift section of a linear or circular accelerator, since it still allows plain drift when not operating (off)
and radial weak focusing when fully operational (on). This
is achieved by confining an electron column inside a cavity
trough a superposition of electric and magnetic field along
the logitudinal direction of beam propagation (see Fig. 2).
For more details on GLs in general see [3]. As a result the
positive space charge, which forces the beam to continously
drift apart, is overcompensated by the electron density in
the GL. Additionally the self electric field inside a homogenously distributed electron column is a linear radial field,
so that positively charged beam particles are attracted and
linearly focused towards the beam axis due to the Coulomb
force.

Figure 2: GL schematic setup taken from [4]: electric (blue)
and magnetic field (red) confine electron cloud (light blue).

Figure 1: Conceptual design of the H2-VLE-beamline
(CERN) from primary (T1) to secondary target (T2) including focusing and momentum selection devices and three
possible positions for the implementation of Gabor Lenses.
∗
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SIMULATION MODELS
Thin Lens
For the presented beam dynamics investigation the GL is
a set of thin lens slices consisting of symmetrical drift-thin
lens matrix-drift-combinations to approximate the focusing
strength of the GL, which can be obtained geometrically:
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𝜂𝑒 𝐿𝑞
𝜂𝑒 𝑞 𝐿
1
=
=
2
2
𝑓
2𝜖 0 𝛽𝑐 𝑝
2𝜖0 𝛾𝛽 𝑚 0 𝑐
where 𝜂𝑒 states the electron density and 𝐿 the length of GL.
In the case of a 1 GeV/c proton beam, this corresponds to a
focal length of about 20 m for a density 𝜂𝑒 = 1015 m−3 and
a length 𝐿 = 4 m. Clearly the focal strength grows linearly
by reducing momentum and also by increasing the length of
the GL. Therefore first studies consider 𝑝 = 1 GeV/c.

Fieldmap
In order to verify the thin lens approximation, the GL is
also implemented as a field m ap. Therefore the cylindersymmetric self electric field o f a s tatic homogeneously
charged electron column is assumed for the calculation of
the beam dynamics.

SIMULATIONS
Gabor Lens in Achromat
For the first simulation the thin lens implementation is
used. A set of two 2 m long GLs is placed inbetween of
the first double-bend to see how it affects the filtering at the
collimator. In the case of gaussian distributed monoenergetic
protons at 𝑝 = 1 GeV/c, 𝑑𝑝/𝑝 = 0 and neglecting nonlinear effects, such as space charge, the normalized density
of the beam in both transverse directions is compared for
non- and operational GL (see Fig. 3). The weak radial
focusing is visible by a smaller beam waist in y-direction
and also by a lower rate of particle losses at the collimator
in x-direction (ca. 1.4% instead of 2.8%). As can be seen,
some particles are lost after the collimator due to collisions
with the apertures of the quadrupoles. These particles can
be symmetrically captured with an additional GL after the
collimator.

Dispersion
A proton beam with a longitudinal momentum deviation
in the range of −10% to +10% around the central momentum

Figure 3: Normalized x- and y-density plot along beamline
without (above) and with (below) GL and quadrupole adjustments. Note: The density distribution is normalized by the
respective maximum density and therefore the color code
between plots is not directly comparable.
at 𝑝 = 1 GeV/c is studied. An example for the density in ydirection is shown in Fig. 4. Since in x-direction the
center line of such beam moves inside the achromat, the
transmission right after the last quadrupole (𝑡 1 ) and at the
target for a given spotsize (20 × 30 mm) (𝑡2 ) is measured
with the GL operating and non-operating (see Fig. 5). As
the scan through the momentum deviation shows (Fig. 6),
turning on the GL leads to a higher amount of particles
passing the collimator not only in the adjusted momentum
range, but also above, as the GL captures additional particles

Figure 4: Normalized y-density of protons at 𝑝 = 1𝐺𝑒𝑉/𝑐 and dp/p=+7% without (above) and with two GLs represented
by thin lens matrix (below), which reduce particle losses at the apertures of the beam line elements.
MOPOMS017
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Figure 5: Beamline with dp/p=+7% with two GL represented by thin lens matrix (above) and fieldmap of static electric
field of a homogenous electron column (below). Marked are the measured areas of transmission 𝑡1 and 𝑡 2 .
a fieldmap, two GLs are implemented around the collimator
and the transmission right before and after the collimator in
both cases is compared. Here it is assumed that the aperture
of the GL is 𝑟 = 0.08 m and its lenght is 𝐿 = 2× 2 m . Furthermore the beam particles have a momentum deviation of
7%. As one can easily see in Fig. 5 both representations lead
to equal focusing effects on the beam. More precisely comparing the transmission right before and after the collimator
results in the same loss rate.

CONCLUSION
Figure 6: Transmission rate at 𝑡 1 and 𝑡 2 as a function of
𝑑𝑝/𝑝.
due to its radial focusing property. Especially in such long
transport lines the advantage of weak but smooth focusing
in both planes becomes clear by comparing the increase in
transmission rate at the second target (𝑡2 ).
Further fieldmap simulations with increasing particle momentum also show higher transmission on 𝑡 2 when the GL
is operational:
Table 1: Accumulated transmission of initial 5 × 105 protons
over all momentum deviation of ±10% on 𝑡 2
p [GeV/c]
1
2
3
4

Particles, GL off

Increase, GL on

13938
13156
13421
11975

+36%
+15%
+6%
+4%

First simulations of GLs implemented in an achromat
of a HEBT line have been useful to test and analyse its
weak radial focusing effect on the beam with different settings. Simulations show an increase in acceptance and beam
transmission with GLs and therefore a higher number of
particles reaching the target. Due to the additional focusing
of GLs it is necessary to adjust the settings of surrounding
quadrupoles. In several scenarios the applicability of the
thin-lens approximation could be confirmed by field map
simulations. Next steps considering space charge effects
of the beam and the GL itself are planned to get a better
picture of the behaviour of a GL in a high energy beam.
Also experimental studies of the GL in HEBT lines are in
preperation.
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Abstract
At Goethe-University, a novel concept of heating metallic cathodes is currently under investigation. In the scope
of the ARIES collaboration WP16, an RF-modulated electron gun was developed and manufactured for application
in electron lenses for space charge compensation. The goal
of this project is to increase the intensity of primary beams,
especially in low energy booster synchrotrons like the SIS18
and SIS100 at GSI/FAIR or the SPS at CERN. The gun was
designed to produce electron currents of 10 A at extraction
voltages of 30 kV. The tungsten electron emitter (TE²) and
the grid electrode were designed and manufactured to be
integrated in the extractor of the original volume type ion
source. Significant effort was put into a robust and flexible
design with highly reliable key components. The cathode is
heated by a plasma stream generated in the plasma chamber
of the source. Different heating options of the cathode are
currently being studied. This contribution presents the working principles of the electron gun and first measurements
results of cathode heating.

INTRODUCTION
Common electron sources use oxide cathodes or photo
cathodes for electron beam production [1]. Some exotic cathode materials are currently used [2]. All of these technologies are less robust against vacuum contamination, vacuum
discharges (Townsend discharge) and secondary particle
impact. Therefore, it was decided to use a pure tungsten
cathode for the production of the intense electron beam with
an emission density of J = 0.453 Acm−2 . The heating of
the cathode is challenging, as a temperature range of 22002800 °C is needed for an adequate electron emission following Richardson’s law. Inspired by the concept of hybrid ion
sources [3], the direct heating of the cathode by the use of a
plasma stream, generated by an arc discharge, was used. For
the proof of concept, an existing gas discharge ion source
was modified and the plasma electrode was replaced by a
tungsten cathode. The flexibility of the plasma generator
enables the guiding of the arc discharge to the cathode and
the variation of arc power and power density distribution
on the cathode. The resulting high cathode temperatures
need an effective cooling of cathode and grid flange. On the
other hand thermal conductivity determines the temperature
distribution on the extraction surface. A careful layout of
stainless steal thermal spacers led to heat balance and resulted in the desired temperature distribution. The spacers
∗

thoma@iap.uni-frankfurt.de

were mounted to connect the water cooled cathode flange
and the tungsten cathode.
Three options to create a time structure on the extracted
electron beam were discussed. The first one is a pulsed
extraction voltage. This option is not favourable because
of beam mismatch and the high power load. A pulsed arc
discharge, leading to a pulsed heating of the cathode, is
only suitable for duty cycles of a few percent with low pulse
frequencies due to the thermalisation time of the cathode.
Therefore, a grid modulated beam extraction is used. A high
voltage modulation can be applied to synchronise the time
structure of the electron beam with the ion bunch evolution
during a synchrotron cycle. A careful layout protects the
grid from heat load and provides a cut-off frequency of about
600 MHz. The design of the electron source presented in this
paper was chosen to be the prototype of the IRME-gun [4,5].
Additionally, a research project was started for the investigation of electron emission of metal surfaces in the near of the
phase transition.

DESIGN OF THE ELECTRON GUN AND
TEST STAND
The design of the electron gun TE² is based on an existing
volume type ion source. All parts are optimized regarding
water cooling, high voltage break downs, vacuum conditions
and outside isolation [6, 7].

Figure 1: Cross sectional view of TE².
The ion source design was transformed into an RF modulated electron gun by replacing the plasma electrode by a
copper cathode flange with tungsten cathode. The screening
electrode of the former accel-decel extraction system was
replaced by a grid flange with tungsten grid. The ground elec-
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trode was shaped for an optimal beam matching (see Fig. 1).
In a first step, cathode and grid are shaped to gain a Gaussian

face temperature distribution. TE² is connected with a high
voltage terminal, which can provide an electric power up
to 20 kW and a beam loading 4 kW. Therefore in the future,
the second solenoid will house the beam dump with power
recovering system.

Figure 2: Left: robust tungsten cathode with a purity factor
of 99.98 %, Right: grid for beam modulation.
electron density distribution, but all parts are mounted as
flexible as possible (see Fig. 2). Different shapes of cathode
and grid can be investigated in the future as well as hollow
or elliptical cathodes. Therefore, TE² is well suited as a test
device for innovative electron beam extraction schemes.
The plasma generator is electrically insulated against the
cathode flange, and enables different modes for the arc discharge as shown in Figure 3. On the left hand side both,
plasma generator and cathode are biased with the same arc
voltage leading to an arc discharge with a centered plasma
stream in the middle of the plasma chamber. A floating of
the cathode shifts the plasma stream in the direction of the
cathode (middle), whereas a floating of the plasma chamber
shifts the plasma stream in the opposite direction. The direction of the plasma stream, as well as the arc discharge power,
can be manipulated by applying a small potential difference
between the plasma generator and cathode. Additionally, the
total heating power can be adjusted with discharge current
and working gas pressure. The hole electron source is embedded in an axial magnetic field of a solenoid to produce
intense magnetised electron beams.

Figure 3: Three different modes to connect plasma chamber
and cathode for manipulation of the arc discharge.
The influence of the magnetic field on the plasma stream
has to be studied in detail.
TE² was integrated in a test bench to proof the concept
of cathode heating, to evaluate the performance with respect to thermal stress and electrical insulation (see Fig. 4).
GSI/FAIR provided two solenoids with a maximum field
strength of 0.6 T to the experiments. The first solenoid
houses the electron source, and the second one is connected
to the diagnostic chamber. The latter is equipped with a faraday cup, a ccd-camera for optical inspection of the cathode
and grid as well as a pyrometer for the measurement of surMOPOMS018
668

Figure 4: HV-Terminal with connection to the beamlines.
TE² is inside the first of the two solenoids. The diagnostic
chamber is equipped with a Faraday-cup, a camera and pyrometer.

PLASMA IGNITION
TE² uses a hot filament driven gas discharge for plasma
production. The filament is a Tungsten wire with 1mm in
diameter which produces a small amount of electrons to fulfil
Paschen’s law. Therefore it has to be heated with a power of
780 W. First experiments using air as working gas showed a
degradation of the cathode-plasma interaction surface, by
layers of tungsten carbide and tungsten blue, which indicate
temperatures between 700 and 1400 °C at the surface. In
the next step, Argon was used, but the degradation of the
filament by sputtering reduced the life time of the filament.
Finally, Helium is used as a inert gas with a moderate sputter
coefficient and the gas pressure is 0.01 hPa. No degradation
of the surfaces, neither at the plasma chamber non at the
cathode was observed. The aging of the filament is estimated
by the control system by measuring the filament resistance
continuously and it predicts the time still left till the next
maintenance. After replacing the filament with a new one, a
baking routine is necessary to prevent microscopic cracks,
which in turn reduces the life time of the filament. In future,
it is planned to investigate an RF driven gas discharge for
plasma stream production to overcome the disadvantages of
the use of a hot filament.

CATHODE HEAT-UP
The heat-up of the cathode was observed by the use of
a ccd-camera. Figure 5 shows two images of the cathode
at different temperatures. The image of the “cold” one at
850 K was used to evaluate the adjustment of the plasma
stream in the center of the cathode area to provide a symmetric electron density distribution. The given temperature
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justment of cathode temperature, and therefore the electron
beam current by the control system.
Direct heating using a plasma stream may suffer under fluctuation in the arc power and plasma density. The control
system of TE² stabilizes the arc power to provide constant surface temperatures and therefore constant electron currents.
Figure 7 shows a histogram of the arc power recorded for
low median arc power of 280 W for test of the control loop.
A variation of ΔP = ±1.5 % was observed over a time of ten
minutes and the control frequency was chosen to be 10 Hz.
Experiments emphasizing long term stability and reliability
are planned, and will show the impact on the electron current
fluctuation of the extracted electron beam.

Figure 5: An example of cathode heat-up measurement and
proof of principle, measured temperature given at emissivity
factor 𝜀 = 1.
was measured by the use of the pyrometer in the center of
the cathode. The change of the color across the cathode
indicates the temperature gradient. This will be verified in a
next step by the use of a pyrometer with an spatial resolution
of 1 mm². The grid is visible clearly in front of the cathode.
After increasing the arc discharge power, the temperature
of the cathode increases up to 1875 °K. Due to the high luminescence, it was not possible to observe a temperature
gradient as well as the heat-up of the grid.
In a next step, different modes for the gas discharges were

Figure 7: Arc power stabilisation by the TE² control system.

CONCLUSION
TE² was designed to use a new concept for direct heating
of robust metal cathodes. Experiments show that it is possible to reach temperatures suitable to extract high intensity
electron beams. The flexibility of the technical layout enables a variation of different cathode and grid shapes, which
will be important for the development of e-lenses for space
charge compensation or hollow e-lenses for beam collimation. Furthermore, TE² enables the research on electron
emission in the near of phase transitions or plasma chemistry.
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Abstract
A new RF photo-injector has been designed, realized and
successfully installed at the SPARC_LAB facility (INFNLNF, Frascati, Rome). It is based on a 1.6 cell RF gun
fabricated with the new brazing-free technology, recently
developed at the INFN-LNF. The electromagnetic design
has been optimized to have a full compensation of the
dipole and quadrupole field components introduced by the
coupling hole, with an improvement of the effective
pumping speed with two added pumping ports. The gun is
over coupled (β=2) to reduce the filling time and to allow
the operation with short RF pulses. The overall injector
integrates a new solenoid with a remote control of the
transverse position and a variable skew quadrupole for the
compensation of residual quadrupole field components. It
also allows an on axis laser injection with the last mirror in
air, and the possibility of a future integration of an X/C
band cavity linearizer. In the paper we report the main
characteristics of the injector with particular focus on the
new gun realization and final performances.

position with a precision better than ±10 μm, the laser
injection chamber that allows a laser injection with the last
mirror in air, a complete diagnostic station with faraday
cup, YAG screen and toroid, a skew quadrupole with
variable polarity, embedded in the solenoid, for the tuning
of the x-y emittances and compensation of residual
asymmetries, and a corrector magnet for trajectory
optimization and beam energy measurements. The injector
allows also to insert, in the future, an X/C band linearizer.

INTRODUCTION
The new injector of the SPARC_LAB Facility [1] is
shown in Fig. 1. It is a complex system and has been
designed to substitute the previous injector that had
limitations in term of rf gun breakdown activity, solenoid
alignment, laser mirror in vacuum and possibility of further
improvements with the insertion of an X/C band linearizer.
The injector integrates several new components, as
illustrated in the next paragraph. In particular, the rf gun
has been realized with the new brazing-free technology
developed at INFN-LNF [2] and already adopted for the
realization of new rf photo-guns [3, 4]. This technology has
been demonstrated to exhibit very good performances in
term of breakdown rates (BDR) and conditioning time,
with a contemporary reduction of the cost and realization
time. In the present paper, after a description of the overall
photo-injector, we illustrate the new RF gun design,
realization and performances showing preliminary
measurements with beam.

NEW PHOTO-INJECTOR LAYOUT
The new injector is a complex system and integrates
several different components, as given in Figs. 1 and 2
where the picture of the injector and mechanical section are
reported. In particular, we have the already mentioned rf
gun, the solenoid [5] with a remote control of its transverse

Figure 1: Picture of the new SPARC_LAB injector.

Figure 2: Mechanical section of the new photo-injector
with main components.

THE NEW GUN
The gun integrates several new features both from the
electromagnetic (e.m.) and the mechanical point of view.
The e.m. design has been accomplished using ANSYSHFSS [6] and the e.m. model is given in Fig. 3. It has been
designed with three added holes in the coupling cell for a
perfect compensation of the dipole and quadrupole e.m.
field components introduced by the rf coupling hole.
The holes have been also connected to vacuum pumps
allowing a strong improvement of the vacuum pressure
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that, in operation, is of few 10-10 mbar with a constant
improvement. The effect of the added holes for the
compensation of the quadrupole e.m. field components is
well illustrated in Fig. 4 where we have reported the
azimuthal magnetic field on three different arcs in the
center of the coupling cell and the related quadrupole
gradient as a function of the longitudinal position.

GUN ASSEMBLY,
LOW AND HIGH POWER RF TESTS
The realization technology without brazing allows to
assemble the gun with special gaskets in a clean room and
to proceed, after the vacuum test, directly to the rf
characterization. Pictures of the gun under assembly and
under rf test are given in Fig. 5. Measurements of the
reflection at the input port (reported in Fig. 6) and
transmission between the input port and the probe antenna
have been performed. Electric field measurements with the
bead drop technique have also been performed and are
reported in Fig. 6.

Figure 3: Electromagnetic model of the gun.

Figure 4: (left) Azimuthal magnetic field on three arcs in
the center of the coupling cell; (right) quadrupole gradient
as a function of the longitudinal position.
The gun has been designed with a coupling coefficient
equal to 2 to allow operation with short rf pulses (<1μs)
thus reducing the BDR and the power dissipation. An
elliptical profile of the iris with large aperture (φ=36 mm)
has been also implemented to reduce the peak electric field,
to increase the 0-π mode frequency separation (thus
avoiding excitation of the 0 mode with short rf pulses) and
to obtain a better pumping speed on the cathode cell. The
final rf gun parameters are reported in Table 1.
Table 1: Main Parameters of the New SPARC_LAB RF
Gun (the values in parenthesis are those measured)
Parameter
Resonant frequency [GHz]
Ecath/√Pdiss [MV/(m⋅MW0.5)]
RF input power [MW]
Cathode peak field [MV/m]
Rep. rate [Hz]
Quality factor
Filling time [ns]
Coupling coefficient
RF pulse length [μs]
Mode separation 0-π [MHz]
Esurf/Ecath
Pulsed heating [oC]
Working temperature [oC]
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value
2.856 (2.856)
37.5
15
120
10
14300 (13900)
515
2 (1.99)
1
41 (41)
0.88
<30
25

Figure 5: Pictures of the gun under assembly and under rf
test.
After the low power rf characterization, the gun has been
tested at high power, reaching the final performances
(15 MW, 120 MV/m) in an incredible short time (less than
10 days at 10 Hz). The conditioning history is reported in
Fig. 7 where the measured vacuum pressure, the rf input
power and the pulse length have been reported. The
conditioning has been done in a semi-automatic way
looking at the vacuum behavior. In case of discharge and,
as a consequence, vacuum level exceeding a given
threshold (typically 5-6⋅10-8 mbar), the system
automatically stopped rf power waiting for the vacuum
recovering (typically 2-3⋅10-8 mbar) and restarted again
with a reduction of the power of 0.1 dB. During the
conditioning, we basically kept constant the repetition rate
at 10 Hz, and we progressively increased the pulse length
up to the nominal parameter. For each pulse length step, we
increased the power level up to about 15 MW.

Figure 6: (left) Reflection coefficient at the input port;
(right) measured electric field on axis.
During the injector conditioning (done on a parallel line
with respect to its final installation) the solenoid was off.
In total, during the 10 days of conditioning, ∼5x106 pulses
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have been delivered to the gun with a total cumulated
discharges less than 103. The final BDR has been measured
in a 24-hour operation, as illustrated in the next paragraph.
The gun has then been vented in dry nitrogen, moved in its
final position and re-conditioned again also switching on
the solenoid. The effect of these last two operations
(venting and solenoid on) on the BDR were completely
negligible and the gun recovered the final performances
without any considerable effect.

e/ph level (the decrease at low laser energy is under
investigation and is probably due to a low sensitivity in the
measurements). Lastly, the beam energy as a function of
the input power is given in Fig. 10. In the same plot, the
theoretical value is also reported.

Figure 10: Beam energy as a function of the input power.

Figure 7: Gun conditioning history.

To deeply investigate the gun properties, simulations of
the dark current have been also performed using the CST
code [7]. The calculated spectrum of the dark current at 120
MV/m is reported in Fig. 11. The comparison between the
measured values and the simulated one allows to calculate
the effective enhancement factor β in the Fowler-Nordheim
field emission expression also according to the general
simulation parameters described, as example, in [8, 9].
Preliminary estimations give a β∼95 and we have used,
according to the mentioned papers, an effective area of the
emitter Ae=0.01 μm2.

Figure 8: Measurements of the dark for 24 hour operation.

Figure 11: Calculated spectrum of the dark current.

CONCLUSIONS
Figure 9: Measured quantum efficiency with different laser
paramenters.

GUN PERFORMANCES WITH BEAM
The gun is currently, stably, in operation without
breakdown activity. Several measurements have been
performed: dark current, quantum efficiency, beam
emittance, beam energy measurements and the complete
description of the beam characterization and final beam
quality will be the subject of a dedicated paper. Here we
report, as an example, the measurements of the dark current
at the diagnostic chamber (∼1 m from the cathode) in a 24hour operation (Fig. 8). Its value is constant at the level of
about 22 pC and no discharges have been observed.
Therefore, the BDR can be estimated to be below the 10-6
bpp level. The measured quantum efficiency with different
laser parameters is reported in Fig. 9 and exceed the 5⋅10-5

In this paper we illustrated the main challenges of the
new rf photo-injector for the SPARC_LAB facility. The
overall new injector is a complex system and integrates
several different components. In particular, the rf gun has
been fabricated with the new technology w/o brazing and
has been tested at high power showing extremely good
performances in terms of conditioning time and final
breakdown rates. The injector is now in operation and
preliminary measurements have been shown.
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Abstract
It is now well-established that for the generation of very
high brightness beams, required for fourth generation light
sources, it is highly advantageous to use injectors based on
Radiofrequency photo-guns with very high peak electric
fields on the cathode (>120 MV/m). This very high surface
electric field leads to the generation of undesirable electrons
due to the field emission effect. The emitted electrons can be
captured and propagate along the Linac forming a dark current beam, leading to background radiation that can damage
the instrumentation and radio-activate components. Consequently, it is important that the emission of these electrons,
and their subsequent transportation, is carefully evaluated.
Recently, in the framework of the I-FAST project, a high
gradient, standing wave, C-band (5712 MHz) RF photogun
has been designed and will be realized soon. In this paper,
the results of dark current studies and simulations are illustrated. The transport efficiency and the spectrum of the dark
current have been evaluated by Particle-In-Cell simulations
for different cathode peak field values considering also the
effect of the focusing solenoid on the dark current beam.

INTRODUCTION
A few years ago, an R&D activity on C-band (5712 MHz)
Radio-Frequency (RF) Gun and a full C-band Injector [1, 2]
has been started at INFN-LNF. Such a system is very promising in terms of achievable beam parameters, compactness
and possibility to reach very high repetition rates (up to
1kHz). Recently, this activity received new impetus with
its inclusion in the european I.FAST project. I.FAST is an
initiative from the European Union Horizon 2020 Research
program to develop the next generation of accelerator technologies. Crucial for future light sources is the continued
development of electron sources to improve beam quality,
in particular higher beam brightness, while also offering
more compact and cost effective solutions. As part of this
project, INFN is involved in the design, realization, and low
and high power RF testing of a high gradient C-band RF
photo-cathode gun. It is a Standing Wave (SW) RF normal
conducting Gun which aims to achieve peak cathode gradients greater than 160 MV/m (Fig. 1). The final RF test
of this SW prototype will be performed at PSI. Working at
very high peak fields and gradients lead to the increase of
‘field emitted’ electrons from the metal surfaces exposed
∗

†

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 Research and Innovation programme under GA No101004730 and
INFN Commission V project TUAREG
fabio.cardelli@lnf.infn.it

Figure 1: Section of the mechanical model of the C-band
photo-injector with main components.
to the field. This so called Dark Current (DC) beam can
lead to transverse kicks on bunches and can damage instrumentation and produce background radiation [3]. For this
reasons it has to be carefully evaluated in order to properly
design radiation protection systems for instrumentation and
personnel. Below the design and layout of the C-band SW
Gun will briefly presented and then the preliminary dark
current studies performed on this new high gradient gun are
reported.

THE SW C-BAND GUN
To reach very high gradient fields, while keeping under
control and reducing the breakdown rate (BDR), the C-band
RF Gun has been designed to work with very short RF pulses
(300 ns). For this purpose, the coupling coefficient 𝛽 of the
Gun coupling cavity has been increased and consequently
also the required RF input power, taking into account the
maximum sustainable reflected power. An industry-made
RF isolator will be used to protect the source from the power
reflected at the Gun input.
Working with such high field means that standard couplers cannot be used so a 4-port mode launcher has been
integrated to lower the pulsed heating and to compensate the
quadrupole field components due to the aperture in the gun
cell. Design and beam dynamics simulations of this mode
launcher are reported in [4,5]. In the last years many RF Gun,
like the new SPARC_LAB RF Gun [6], have been fabricated
with the clamping technique developed at the Frascati Laboratory of INFN demonstrating excellent performances, so
the same technology has been chosen also for the realization
of this gun. The clamping technology allows one to avoid
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the brazing procedure by using special gaskets and keeping
the Copper "hard". The use of non-annealed hard copper
for high gradient structure has shown to reduce both BDR
and time required for conditioning procedure [7]. A detailed
description of the electromagnetic and mechanical design
of the Gun can be found in Ref. [8].
The solenoid has been designed with the goal to reach at
least the same focal length of the LCLS and SPARC_LAB
one (about 50 cm for an electron beam energy of 6 MeV)
but with a smaller overall length (126 mm with respect to
200 mm). The solenoid consists of one coil with 280 turns,
surrounded by iron shield to increase the peak field and to
limit the stray field around the magnet. It is powered with a
current of 184 A who corresponds to a peak field of 6708 G.
The combination between the gun layout and the solenoid’s
field allows one to keep a very low magnetic field on cathode
(less than 20G on the solenoid axis). The main parameters
of the gun are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 2: Current emitted by the cathode (red) and Peak
Cathode field (blue) during an RF pulse.

Table 1: SW C-Band RF Gun Main Parameters
Parameter

Unit

Value

Frequency
Number of cells
Cathode
√︁ type
𝐸 cath / (𝑃diss )
Peak input power
Cathode field
Quality factor
Rep. Rate
Filling time
Coupling coefficient 𝛽
RF pulse length
𝐸 𝑠𝑢𝑟 𝑓 /𝐸 𝑐𝑎𝑡 ℎ
Mod. Poynt. Vector
Pulsed heating
Avg dissipated power

MHz

5712
2.5
OFHC Cu
51.4
18
160
11 900
100
166
3
300
0.96
2.5
<16
300

MV/(m MW0.5 )
MW
MV/m
Hz
ns
ns
W/𝜇𝑚 2
°C
W

𝑗 𝐹′ (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) =

DARK CURRENT SIMULATIONS
To evaluate the dark current a theoretical approach based
on the well known Fowler-Nordheim (FN) model has been
considered to evaluate the emitted current from the cathode
in an RF pulse (Fig. 2).
A numerical approach using the 3D CST Particle-in-Cell
code [9] and the simulation technique described in [10], has
been used to evaluate the cathode emission, the transport
along the gun structure and energy spectrum at the gun end
of DC beam. With the 3D simulations the effect on the
beam by the magnetic field generated by the solenoid at the
nominal current of 184A has been evaluated. As source of
particle, both in the theoretical and numerical approach, the
entire cathode area 𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑡 ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 has been considered. To scale
it to the effective area of the emitters (𝐴𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠 = 0.01𝜇𝑚 2 )
we define an emitter density factor and applied it to the FN
model model:
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𝐴𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟
= 𝑗 𝐹 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)
𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑡 ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒

(1)

Modelling dark current is difficult due to unpredictability of
the emitter area 𝐴𝑒 and the field enhancement factor 𝛽 [11].
The latter depend not only on the material but also on the
details of the cleaning and roughness of the emitting surface,
and can be estimated from DC measurements on the device
by varying the peak field on the cathode. In our case to have
a preliminary DC estimation, the values that have been considered in the simulations are those evaluated at the PSI for
the SwissFEL Gun [12]. For the 3D numerical calculation
the geometry of the Gun from the cathode up to the UV laser
injection chamber has been considered. The gun RF field
and the magnetic field of the solenoid have been previously
simulated on this geometry and then imported in the PIC
simulation. An example of the fields along the Gun axis,
calculated by CST for a cathode peak field of 160 MV/m
are reported in Fig. 3. The simulations have been carried
out for two different values of the cathode peak field 160
MV/m and 180 MV/m, and with and without the solenoid

Figure 3: RF longitudinal Electric field and solenoid magnetic field along the Gun axis.
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field generated at the nominal current of 182 A. Figure 4
demonstrates, as an example, the DC beam emitted only by
the cathode propagating up to the laser injection chamber
obtained as result of the PIC simulation.

Figure 4: Snapshot of DC beam emitted by the cathode and
propagating up to the laser injection chamber obtained as
result of the PIC simulation for 160 MV/m of cathode peak
field and with the solenoid turned on.
As well as the field emitted electron from the cathode,
electrons emitted from the Gun irises have also been evaluated, but they are negligible compared to that emitted from
the cathode, for this reason they were not taken into account
in the results. In Table 2 the results obtained from the simulations are summarized for both the two working points and
turning off and on the solenoid. The field emitted electron
evaluated with the theoretical approach have been compared
with those of the numerical simulation giving the same results. Finally in Fig. 5 the spectra of the DC beam reaching
the end of the gun chamber are plotted.
Table 2: Simulations Parameters and Main Results
Parameter
Field factor 𝛽
𝐴𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟
Peak Cathode Field
Solenoid Current
𝑄 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑄 𝑡𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑
Transport ratio
Maximum Energy

Unit
𝜇𝑚 2
MV/m
A
fC
fC
%
MeV

Value
70
0.01

160
184
360
33
15
9.1 4.2
5.7
0

180
184
950
78
35
8.2 3.7
6.4
0

Turning on the solenoid at the nominal working point the
ratio of captured DC decreases by about half. From beam
dynamics simulations, the calculated spectra are compatible
with those of a long beam injected across the crest of the
RF signal. The emitted and transported charge is the one
corresponding to a single period which occurs for the maximum value of the cathode field, starting from these results it

Figure 5: Spectra of the DC beam detected at the end of
the gun chamber for the two working points (160MV/m and
180MV/m) with and without the solenoid field.
will be possible to subsequently obtain the total transported
charge relative to a whole RF pulse.

CONCLUSION
A new SW C-band RF Gun with cathode peak field
≥ 160𝑀𝑉/𝑚 is currently under construction at INFN-LNF
in the framework of the I.FAST project, and once realized
it will be tested with high power at PSI. The preliminary
results regarding dark current evaluation on this gun have
been presented but further work is needed to characterize
completely the transported beam. Once the gun is built, the
dark current beam will be measured and fully characterized
during the high power test. The comparison between the
measured values and the simulated ones will allow to
evaluate the effective enhancement factor 𝛽 to use for the
Fowler-Nordheim field emission model.
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Abstract

Rf photo-injectors are widely used in modern facilities,
especially in FEL, as very low-emittance and highbrightness electron sources. Presently, the rf technology
mostly used for guns is the S band (3 GHz) with typical
cathode peak fields of 80-120 MV/m and repetition rates
lower than 120 Hz. There are solid reasons to believe that
the frequency step-up from S band to C band (∼6 GHz) can
provide a strong improvement of the beam quality due to
the potential higher achievable cathode field (>160 MV/m)
and higher repetition rate (that can reach the kHz level). In
the contest of the European I.FAST project, a new C band
gun has been designed and will be realized and tested. It is
a 2.5 cell standing wave cavity with a four port mode
launcher, designed to operate with short rf pulses (300 ns)
and cathode peak field larger than 160 MV/m. In the paper
we present the electromagnetic and thermo-mechanical
design and the results of the prototyping activity with
preliminary rf measurements.

pulse length (tp) and pulsed heating (ΔT) [9]. The gun has
been designed with a coupling coefficient equal to 3 to
allow operation with short rf pulses (300 ns) thus reducing
the BDR, pulsed heating and the power dissipation. An
elliptical profile of the iris with large aperture (diameter of
18 mm) has been also implemented to reduce the peak
electric field, to increase the frequency separation with the
nearest π/2-mode thus avoiding excitation of this mode
with short rf pulses and to have a better pumping on the
cathode cell. A four-port mode launcher [10, 11] with an
on-axis coupling has been also adopted to reduce the
pulsed heating on the coupler and to have a perfect
compensation of the dipole and quadrupole field
components. The mode launcher has been also designed to
integrate two pumping ports. The e.m. design has been
done with ANSYS [12] and the e.m. model is reported in
Fig. 1 with the magnitude of the electric field. The final
gun parameters are given in Table 1.

INTRODUCTION
In the context of the X-band linacs of the
EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB project [1] and XLS design
study [2] the possibility to implement a full C-band injector
is attractive for both the reachable beam parameters and
compactness than for the possibility to operate at high
repetition rate (up to 1 kHz). Since the peak field at the
cathode (Ecath) is proportional to the achievable beam
brightness [3], in the last generation of rf guns a great effort
has been put to increase the field amplitude, and, at the
same time, to reduce the breakdown rate probability (BDR)
[4]. On the other hand, the possibility to operate such a gun
at the kHz regime is very attractive for all mentioned
projects. The realization and test of a C Band gun has been
also funded by the EU in the framework of the I.FAST
project [5] and by INFN Commission V. The gun, after its
realization will be tested at PSI, Switzerland. In the present
paper we illustrate the electromagnetic (e.m.) and thermomechanical design of the gun and the results of the
prototyping activity. The gun is also attractive for its
possible applications in upgrades of existing photoinjectors for FEL [6].

DESIGN CRITERIA OF THE GUN
The gun is a 2.5 cell structure and, as illustrated in [7],
its design has been optimized in order to minimize the peak
E field (Ecath), the modified Poynting vector (Sc) [8], the rf
MC3: Novel Particle Sources and Acceleration Techniques
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Figure 1: electromagnetic model of the gun.
Table 1: Main Parameters of the C-band Gun
Parameter
Resonant frequency
Ecath/√Pdiss [MV/(m⋅MW0.5)]
rf input power [MW]
Cathode peak field [MV/m]
Rep. rate [Hz]
Quality factor
Filling time [ns]
Coupling coefficient
rf pulse length [ns]
Mode sep. π-π/2 [MHz]
Esurf/Ecath
Mod. Poy. vector [W/μm2]
Pulsed heating [oC]
Average diss. Power [W]

value
5.712
51.4
18
160
100 (400)
11900
166
3
300
47
0.96
2.5
16
250 (1000)
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The gun main dimensions and the magnitude and phase of
the longitudinal electric field on axis are reported in
Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. This last plot put in evidence
that the accelerating field is a perfect standing wave in the
accelerating cells while, in the coupler region it has a
residual travelling wave component (non-constant phase)
related to the power flow from the input coupler circular
waveguide into the structure. The effect of these travelling
wave components on the beam dynamics has been
carefully studied also in the case of long circular
waveguides [13] and does not affect the beam dynamics.

∞

Bϑ (r,ϑ , z ) ≅ Ao (z )r +  An (z )e jφn ( z ) cos(nϑ )r n−1
n=1

where the An terms are the magnitude of the multipole
components. The quadrupole component is that associated
to the term with n=2 while the octupole to the term n=4.
Their values, in the center of the coupler, are 3.5⋅10-4 T/m
and 400 T/m3 respectively. Beam dynamics simulations
[13], considering also the effect of these multipole
components, have shown that their effects on the beam
parameters are completely negligible.

THERMO-MECHANICAL DESIGN
The gun will be realized with the new brazing-free
technology developed at INFN-LNF [15] and already
adopted for the realization of new rf photo-guns [16,17].
This technology has been demonstrated to exhibit very
good performances in term of breakdown rates (BDR) and
conditioning time, with a contemporary reduction of the
cost and realization time. The 3D mechanical layout is
given in Fig. 5. In the figure there are also reported the
other components to operate the gun such as the pumping
system, the solenoid and the laser injection chamber that
allows the laser injection with the last mirror in air. The
solenoid is a single coil device with a length of 12 cm and
a bore radius of 30 mm.

Figure 2: gun main dimensions.

Figure 3: longitudinal electric field on axis.
The magnitude of the magnetic field on three different arcs,
with radius 5 mm, in the mode launcher region, is reported
in Fig. 4. The arcs are in the center of the mode launcher
itself (corresponding to the z= 100 mm longitudinal
position of Fig. 3), in the center of the circular waveguide
(z=80 mm) and at the beginning of the output beam pipe
(z=120 mm).

Figure 4: magnetic field on three arcs (r= 5 mm) in the
mode launcher region.
The plot put in evidence that the residual
quadrupole component is completely negligible while
there is an octupole component that vanishes
moving toward the circular waveguide. Moreover, for a
given arc, it is possible to verify that the phase of the field
is constant and, for this reason, it is possible to perform a
spatial Fourier analysis, according to the formula [14]:
MOPOMS021
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Figure 5: 3D mechanical layout of the gun.
The operation at 100 Hz with 300 ns rf pulses results in
an average dissipated power into the gun body of ∼250 W.
As already pointed out, the gun has been designed also to
operate with a higher repetition rate compatible, for
example, with the 400 Hz operation now under
consideration for the EUPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB project.
In this case the dissipated power in the gun is ∼1 kW. For
this reason, a careful design of the cooling system has been
performed to avoid detuning of the gun during operation,
and not uniform deformations with a consequence
unbalance of the accelerating field in the cells. The gun
integrates four cooling channels, as given in Fig. 6a: three
for the cells (with internal diameter of 7 mm) and one for
the cathode (with a square section ∼100 mm2). In each
cooling pipe of the cells it is foreseen a continuous flow of
demineralized water of about 2.5 liter/min while for the
cathode (because of the larger cooling pipe section) a flow
rate of 5 liter/min. The 3D model of the gun, including the
cooling system, has been implemented in ANSYS
Workbench environment [12] and a full coupled thermal,
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structural and electromagnetic analysis, has been
performed. The heat load obtained by the e.m. analysis has
been imported in the thermo-mechanical module, the
temperature distribution has been calculated and the
mechanical deformations have been then calculated. The
water temperature of the cooling pipes in the 400 Hz
operation and the final temperature distribution are given
in Figs. 6a and 6b and the corresponding deformations are
depicted in Fig. 6c. In the calculations we have considered
an input water temperature, and corresponding nominal
gun temperature, of 22 oC. The deformed structure has then
been simulated with the e.m. module and the calculated
detuning is of ∼1 MHz while we verified that the field
distribution is not affected. The reflection coefficients at
the input port, under powering, are reported in Fig. 7 for
the 100 Hz and 400 Hz cases and are compared with the
nominal one. The plot clearly shows the resonance
frequency variation due to the cavity deformation. This
detuning can be either compensated by changing the water
temperature during powering or by designing the structure
with a resonant frequency higher than the nominal one.

characterization. Prior to the final realization of the gun an
aluminum prototype has been fabricated and tested at low
power. Pictures of the gun under assembly and under rf test
are given in Fig. 8. Measurements of the reflection at the
input port and electric field with the bead drop technique
have also been performed and are reported in Fig. 9. The
first measurements showed a detuning of the cathode cell
of about 500 kHz and a consequent reduction of the
amplitude of the electric field. This has been found to be
related to an error in the realization of the cathode cell with
a diameter larger than the nominal one of ∼20 μm. In the
final gun now under realization this error will be corrected.

Figure 8: gun assembly and under rf test.

Figure 6: gun cooling system (a); (b) temperature
distribution (at 400 Hz) and mechanical deformations (c).

Figure 9: Measurements of the reflection coefficient at the
input port (up) and electric field (down).
Figure 7: reflection coefficient under powering.

CONCLUSIONS

To deeply investigate the gun properties, simulations of
the dark current have been also performed using the CST
code [18] and are described in detail in [19]. These
simulations are important for the radioprotection point of
view and high power test stand setup. The calculated
charge per period at the laser injection chamber at
160 MV/m with a β enhancement factor of 70 is of 15 fC
with a total maximum charge on the rf pulse length well
below the 25 pC level.

A new 2.5 cell C band gun has been designed and will
be realized and tested. It integrates a four-port mode
launcher, and it has been designed to operate with short rf
pulses (300 ns) and cathode peak field larger than 160
MV/m. In the paper we have presented the e.m. and
thermo-mechanical design and the rf measurements on an
aluminum prototype.

GUN PROTOTYPE
The realization technology without brazing allows to
assemble the gun with special gaskets in a clean room and
to proceed, after the vacuum test, directly to the rf
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Abstract
In the framework of the Compact Light XLS project [1],
a Ka-band linearizer with electric field ranging from 100 to
150 MV/m is requested [2–4]. In order to feed this structure,
a proper Ka-band high power klystron amplifier with a high
efficiency is needed. This paper reports a possible solution
for a klystron amplifier operating on the TM010 mode at
36 GHz, the third harmonic of the 12 GHz linac frequency,
with an efficiency of 44% and 10.6 MW radiofrequency
output power. We discuss also here the high-power DC gun
with the related magnetic focusing system, the RF beam
dynamics and finally the multiphysics analysis of a highpower microwave window for a Ka-band klystron providing
16MW of peak power.

(a)

b

(c,d)

INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in accelerator science require higher
power at higher frequencies. At the state of the art no standalone power sources can respond to these requirements, with
the exception of systems composed by large combination of
several power sources and pulse compression devices like
SLEDs and corrugated waveguide structures.
In this paper we develop the design of a Ka-band klystron
amplifier with an efficiency of 44% providing 10.6 MW
radiofrequency output power. The paper is organized as follows: section 1 reports the electron gun injector design and
magnetostatic simulation performed with CST Particle Studio [5] , section 2 discusses the interaction structure which
receives a beam current of 50 A and 480 kV with a beam
radius of 1 mm confined in a drift tube of 1.2 mm radius.
For the RF beam dynamics, the software KLyC [6] has been
used. Much effort has been focused to obtain a sufficiently
short structure suitable to accommodate a considerably narrow focusing magnet and to obtain the perveance needed
for the required beam power output ensuring the maximum
efficiency. In the section 3 we discusses the multiphysics
analysis of a high- power microwave window for a Ka-band
klystron providing 16MW of peak power.

ELECTRON GUN INJECTOR DESIGN AND
MAGNETOSTATIC SIMULATION
The beam trajectory and the electric field equipotential
lines are shown in Fig. (1a) and (1b). The cathode-anodes
geometry was optimized to adjust the electric field equipotential lines to obtain a beam current extraction of 50A. Figs.

(e)
Figure 1: a) The dual anodes electron gun design from CST for

a beam current of 50 A and the cathode-anode voltage of 480 kV.
a) Beam trajectory b) equipotential lines c) 3D model of the gun
d) beam trajectory along the propagation direction e) the axial
magnetic field distribution.

(1c), (d) and (1e) show the 3D model of the gun and of the
beam pipe, the beam trajectory along the propagation direction and the axial magnetic field distribution, respectively.
The dual anode structure with an intermediate electrode allows us to overcome the strong space- charge force on the
cathode and improve the transverse focusing [7], thus getting a low perveance. As a result, with this configuration,
we are able to reduce the magnetic field value down to the
normal conducting regime to confine the beam propagation
in a pipe of 1.2 mm. This solution can be compared with
our previous solution [8] using a magnetic focusing system
working in superconducting regime. The magnetic field
needed to compress the beam is reduced from 3.2 T to 0.7 T
with this type of electron gun. The micro-perveance of this
configuration is 0.15 AV−3/2 which is a factor 2 less than
the previous design [8]. The advantage of designing a low
perveance electron gun is to get a weaker space charge, and,
consequently, a stronger bunching. The maximum electric
field on the focusing electrode is about 210 kV/cm almost
the same of the previous configuration with standard anode.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 2: a) Layout of the interaction structure for the klystron with 100 A beam, b) the phase grouping, c and d) velocity variation of
klystron with 50A, e) modulation depth of the 1∘ harmonic current at different beam substrates f) modulation currents normalized to the
DC current, 𝐽𝑧0 as function of the longitudinal coordinate z and g) modulation depth of the 1𝑠𝑡 harmonic current.

The design parameters of the gun with the focusing magnetic
field along the beam axis for the beam current of 50 A are
listed in Table. 1.
Table 1: Design Parameters of the Gun with the Focusing Magnetic
Field Along the Beam Axis

Design parameters
Beam power [MW]
Beam voltage [kV]
Beam current [A]
Micro-perveance [𝐼/𝑉 3/2 ]
Cathode diameter [mm]
Pulse duration, min-max range [𝜇 sec]
Repetition rate [Hz]
Minimum beam radius in magnetic system [mm]
Nominal radius [mm]
Max EF on focusing electrode [kV/cm]
Electrostatic compression ratio
Beam compression ratio
Emission cathode current density [𝐴/𝑐𝑚2 ]
Transverse Emittance of the beam [mrad-cm]

24
480
50
0.15
45.5
0.1- 0.2
10
0.82
0.925
210
106:1
697:1
2.67
0.63 𝜋

Table 2: Electric and Geometric Parameters of the Proposed
Klystron

INTERACTION STRUCTURE DESIGN
The numerical electromagnetic modeling has been set-up
and performed based on the 1.5D large signal code KlyC [6]
by adding the desired gain, bunch and output cavities. The
layout of the interaction structure is shown in Fig. (2a).
Our proposed structure is composed by 9 cavities where the
first three cavities and the fifth one operate in the first harmonic of the input signal while the fourth one operates on
the second harmonic and the last four cavities are a system
of coupled cavities operating at the third harmonic of the
MOPOMS022
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drive frequency (f=12 GHz).
The cavity 4 is designed following the principle of the
core oscillation method (COM) that is based on the nonmonotonic bunching technique, where, along the length of
the klystron, electrons at the periphery of the bunch gradually approach the bunch center. Simultaneously, the core of
the bunch experiences an oscillation in its phase, due to the
space charge that causes it to expand, and the momentum
delivered by successive bunching cavities that causes it to
contract. The cavity RF fields have a weak effect on the
periphery electrons (phase of ±𝜋 with respect to the core);
as a result, COM klystrons require a substantial increase in
their interaction length to capture all electrons in the bunch
(a full saturated bunch) [9].

CN*

HN**

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
1
1
2
1
3
3
3
3

𝐹0 [MHz]
12000
12038
12250
23790
12095
35255
35255
35255
35255

R/Q [Ω]

M

𝑄𝑒

111
111
111
27
33
117
117
117
117

0.9597
0.9597
0.9597
0.8868
0.9567
0.6717
0.6717
0.6717
0.6717

30
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
47

𝑄𝑖𝑛
4957
4957
4957
1956
2772
4059
4059
4059
4059

z [mm]
0.000
56.969
180.115
212.859
300.219
380.000
382.500
385.000
387.500

*: Cavity number **: Harmonic number
The output circuit is an extended interaction output cavity
that integrates four gaps. Extended interaction cavities can
distribute the necessary retarding RF voltage at an output
cavity over several gaps, thereby reducing the RF gradient
and the danger of RF breakdown [9].
The phase grouping is shown in Fig. (2b). The electron
beam has a considerably reduced energy, down to a velocity
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 3: a) Pill-box window, b) scattering parameters of the pill-box window are plotted respect to the first propagating mode, c) steady
state average Temperature (K) chart of the window, d) Von Misses Stress on the outer surfaces diameters and e) multipactor results.
of -0.09 c along the z direction to achieve a high efficiency.
The velocity variations are shown in Fig. (2c) and Fig. (2d).
In order to avoid reflected electrons, a minimal velocity, below -0.1c, has been considered in the output cavities.
The modulation depth of the 1𝑠𝑡 harmonic current at different beam substrates is shown in Fig. (2e). In this figure, 𝐽𝑧1
is the 1st harmonic current normalized to the DC current,
𝐽𝑧0 . The 1𝑠𝑡 harmonic content has a specific distribution on
different substrates of the beam. It has been observed that,
with respect to reentrant cavities, in pill-box cavities the gap
electric fields for different radial positions exhibit reduced
intensity spread. In order to exploit this feature and to have
a reduced gain, needed for the last stage, the last gain cavity
is a low R/Q pill-box cavity.
From Fig.(2f), it canbeobservedthatthesuperiorharmonic
content grows while the signal is sufficiently compressed;
this operation is demanded mostly to the last gain cavity. By
observing the current distribution, the contribution to the
superior harmonic content is mostly given by the inner part
of the beam (the inner beam currents have the same behavior
of harmonic currents), while the outer one behaves like the
1∘ harmonic. Hence, the inner substrate of the beam should
be richer in superior harmonic content and the outer beam
substrate poorer (see Fig. (2g)).
The output power of 10.6 MWand a total efficiency(considering losses) of 44% are obtained with an excellent minimal
velocity around 0.2 c that ensures no electron reflections and
a maximum electric field less than about 134 kV/mm.The
electric and geometric parameters of the proposed klystron
are listed in Table 2.

mization of the electromagnetic performances, we analyzed
the effect of RF heating effect and the stress of the pressure
on the window.
The scattering parameters of the pill-box window are shown
in Fig. (3b). In Fig. (3c) we demonstrated that the average temperatures reached by the window depend on pulse
per second (pps) and pulse width (𝜏) with 16MW of peak
power, with operational mode TE10 -TE11 . Fig. (3d) shows
the stress along the diameters of the vacuum-side, air-side
surfaces and of the middle section of the cylindrical window. Multipactor problems have also been analyzed (see Fig.
(3e)) and mitigated, since this phenomenon is often cause
of window failures.
The design reported in this work shows that the microwave
window stimulated by a pulse of 200ns and 16MW of peak
power does not show a significant increase in temperature
and it is possible to avoid the harmful phenomenon of multipactor by TiN Coating of the microwave window.

DESIGN OF A WINDOW FOR THE
KA-BAND KLYSTRON

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

We presented a complete multiphysics design approach
to design a window for the Ka-band klystron providing a
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a design of a low perveance
dual anode electron gun for a high efficiency klystron in
order to feed a phase space linearizer operating on the third
harmonic of the main linac frequency. The simulation has
been carried out with CST Particle Studio. The RF beam
dynamics has been discussed for this configuration. Finally
a multiphysics design approach has been considered for a
window of a Ka-Band klystron providing 16 MW of peak
power.
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Abstract
Proposals for new linear accelerator-based facilities are
flourishing world-wide with the aim of high spectral
brilliance radiation sources. Most of these accelerators are
based on electron beams, with a variety of applications in
industry, research and medicine such as colliders, freeelectron lasers, wake-field accelerators, coherent THz and
inverse Compton scattering X/𝛾 sources as well as highresolution diagnostics tools in biomedical science. In order
to obtain high-quality electron beams in a small footprint,
we present the optimization design of a C-band linear
accelerator machine. Driven by a novel compact C-band
hybrid photoinjector, it will yield ultra-short electron
bunches of few 100’s pC directly from injection with ultralow emittance, fraction of mm-mrad, and a few hundred fs
length simultaneously, therefore satisfying full 6D
emittance compensation. The normal-conducting linacs are
based on a novel high-efficiency design with gradients up
to 50 MV/m. The beam maximum energy can be easily
adjusted in the mid-GeV’s range. In this paper, we discuss
the start-to-end beam-dynamics simulations in details.

RF DESIGN OF THE HYBRID
PHOTOINJECTOR
The proposed hybrid RF photoinjector is composed of a
photocathode embedded in an initial 2.5 gun cell standingwave (SW) section connected through an input coupling
cell directly to a traveling-wave (TW) section (see Fig. 1).
The are several advantages of this hybrid system
compared with conventional split SW/TW injectors:
- Cancellation of RF reflections from the SW
section (no circulator needed);
- Bunch lengthening effect, due to the ballistic drift,
is reduced (the cell that couples the two structures
replaces the long beam pipe and matching-section
following the RF gun);
- The RF coupling between the SW and the TW
sections optimally results in a 90 deg phase shift
of the accelerating field  strong velocity
bunching effect applied to the beam;
- Production of very short bunch lengths, over an
order of magnitude smaller.

INTRODUCTION
Electron beams with high peak currents and ultra-low
normalized emittances, therefore ultra-bright, are essential
for the new linear accelerator-based facilities promising
numerous applications, such as electron-positron or
photon-photon colliders [1,2], X-ray free-electron lasers
[3,4], wakefield accelerator experimentation, coherent
THz and inverse Compton scattering X-ray or γ-ray
sources [5]. Other applications reside in the field of
biomedical science, where low emittance photon beams are
used to obtain high quality images for diagnostics due to
the increased resolution and contrast they can provide
[6, 7]. In order to obtain high brightness electron beams,
photoinjectors [8-10], in which electron bunches are
generated from the cathode metallic surface by
illumination via a femtosecond-to-picosecond laser, have
been the essential instrument in worldwide use for that last
three decades.

Figure 1: electromagnetic model of the gun.
The RF design was performed with the Ansys 3D code
[11]. The main RF parameters are given in Table 1, and
previously reported in [12-14]. The required rf input power
is about 40 MW in order to obtain a peak surface electric
field at the cathode equal to 120 MV/m. The ratio between
the SW on-axis peak electric field and the average TW
electric field is equal to Ez,p,SW /⟨Ez,TW ⟩ = 3.25, where
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Ez,p,SW is also the maximum field value Emax of the on-axis
accelerating electric field.
In order to improve the power efficiency of the hybrid
photoinjector, we have also investigated a tapered TW
section and it was possible to reduce rf input power to
about 20 MW versus the 40 MW required for the original
design.
Table 1: Main Parameters of the C-band Photoinjector
RF Parameter

SW

TW

Operation mode
Quality factor,
𝑄
Eff. shunt
impedance, 𝑅
Mode
separation
Build-up time, 𝜏
Group velocity,
𝑣
Attenuation, 𝛼
Filling time, 𝑇

π
9,900

2π/3
9,900

52 MΩ/m

65 MΩ/m

21.5 MHz

40 MHz

530 ns
-

2.73 %

-

0.23 m−1
21.3 ns

Figure 2: On-axis electric field amplitude profile.

The on-axis electric field amplitude profile and phase
distribution are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The
π/2 phase-shift between the SW and TW section, a
particular feature of this hybrid structure, allows for
velocity bunching thus obtaining ultra-short beams.
The photoinjector prototype has been recently fabricated
and tested with high RF power. The preliminary beam
measurements have also been carried out, showing good
agreement with simulations. Results will be published in a
forthcoming paper.

BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
The start-to-end simulations were carried out with the GPT
code [15] and details are found in [16]. The beam input
parameters are listed in Table 2. The beam exit energy is
about 4 MeV. Two energy scenarios are investigated:

Figure 3: On-axis electric field phase distribution.
medium-energy (220 MeV) for the Compton source and
high-energy (400 MeV) for the FEL scenario, in which
case the photoinjector is followed by eight high-gradient
Tantawi-style C-band linacs at 50 MV/m [17].
All parameters were optimized in order to obtain beam
emittance minimization, to ϵn = 0.5 mm-mrad. This
condition is reached simultaneously with bunch
compression down to σz = 200 fs.
More in-depth beam slice analysis and wakefields/beam
break-up studies can be found in [18, 19].

COMPTON AND FEL APPLICATIONS
In Fig. 4 are shown the RMS beam sizes σx and σy in the
inverse Compton scattering (ICS) system operated at
220 MeV, from GPT start-to end simulation. The focal

Figure 4: RMS beam sizes σx and σy in the ICS system operated at 220 MeV, from GPT start-to end simulation.
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system is composed of a tunable permanent magnet triplet
array with lengths of 6 cm - 12 cm - 6 cm and nominal
gradients of 102 T/m - 94 T/m - 102 T/m, respectively. The
interaction region which illustrates the predicted very
compact (below 9 μm) spot sizes.
Table 2: Beam Dynamics Simulations Beam Input
Parameters
Parameter
Beam Charge, Q
Spot sizes, 𝜎 ,
(cut@1𝜎)
Laser Pulse Length
E-field at cathode
# particles

Value
250 pC
500 μm
0.5 ps
120 MV/m
50,000

Due to the considerable longitudinal compression the
hybrid design imparts, the corresponding high peak current
is beneficial for an x-ray FEL, in terms of the gain length
and photon-per-pulse output. Linear transformations
matching the transverse phase-space orientation were
performed to optimize the gain through an 8 m FD lattice
with 15 T/m quadrupoles in GENESIS. These optimal
matching dimensions, along with other relevant simulation
parameters, are reported below in Table 3. The GENESIS
simulation results, as shown in Fig. 5, indicate saturation
and lasing at λ = 6.0 nm, with a mean single shot energy
output of 62 μJ.
Table 3: FEL Simulations Input Parameters
Parameter
Beam Charge, Q
Spot Dimensions, 𝜎 ,
Normalized Emittance, 𝜀 ,
Bunch Length, 𝜎
Mean Energy, 𝛾𝑚𝑐
Fractional Energy Spread

Value
250 pC
22x15 𝜇𝑚
0.5 mm-mrad
190 fs
400 MeV
0.054 %

Moreover, by adding two more linac sections (thus
increasing to the final energy and permitting off-crest
operation in part of the linac) and a compact (∼1 m)
chicane, we can enable a soft x-ray FEL operating in the
water window at λ = 4 nm. The increased current has a
dramatic effect on the peak power (4.2 GW is predicted).

CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new class of a compact hybrid
(SW/TW) photoinjector, operating in C-band at 5.712 GHz
with an electric field of 120 MV/m at the cathode. Such an
electron source is meant for next generation linac
accelerator-based research facilities.
The RF design and beam dynamics analysis have been
performed in order to obtain a full 6D emittance
compensation (both on the transverse and longitudinal
planes) with a 250 pC electron bunch. There is a large
number of advanced scenarios for the application of the
compact C-band hybrid photoinjector, e.g. wakefield
accelerators, THz sources and applications requiring a
compact mobile source. We have simulated two
applications: examination as the injector of an
intermediate-energy (220 MeV) ICS monochromatic
gamma-ray source, which takes advantage of the beam
focusability and its short pulse length. Indeed, we have
studied a working point which utilizes a beam spot size less
than 10 µm at the interaction point located at less than 6 m
from the cathode; investigation of a higher energy
(400 MeV) soft X-ray FEL. Again with a modest footprint,
we demonstrated the possibility of lasing at 4 nm,
producing a compact water-window free-electron laser in
10 m length. For completeness we note that the utility of
the hybrid injector in application is validated by studies of
beam stability and alignment tolerances, issues which are
more challenging in this very high-performance system.
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Abstract
The performance expected from the next generation of
electron accelerators is driving research into photocathode
technology as this fundamentally limits the achievable beam
quality. The performance characteristics of a photocathode
are most notably: normalised emittance, brightness and energy spread. Ultra–thin oxide films on metal substrates have
been shown to lower the work function (WF) of the surface,
enhancing commonly utilised metal photocathodes, potentially improving lifetime and performance characteristics.
We present the characterisation of two MgO/Cu photocathodes grown at Daresbury. The surface properties such
as: surface roughness, elemental composition and WF, have
been studied using atomic force microscopy (AFM), X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS). The photoemissive properties have
been characterised with quantum efficiency (QE) measurements at 266 nm. Additionally, we measure the Transverse
Energy Distribution Curves (TEDC) for these photocathodes
under illumination at various wavelengths using ASTeC’s
Transverse Energy Spread Spectrometer (TESS) and extract
the Mean Transverse Energy (MTE).

INTRODUCTION
The development and improvement of the next generation
electron sources require photocathodes with a high quantum
efficiency (QE), low emittance, fast response times and robustness. The photoemissive properties of photocathodes are
governed by its surface characteristics. The surface roughness and the work function (WF) strongly influence the quantum efficiency and intrinsic emittance. Metal photocathodes
are predominantly used due to their high durability and fast
response time. However, their relatively high WF leads to a
low QE and the requirement for UV drive lasers [1].
The mean transverse energy (MTE) is a photoemissive
property which is directly dependent on the excess energy
in the photoemission process, where the excess energy is
the difference between the photon energy and the WF of the
sample. The MTE can be approximated using the model
derived by Dowell and Schmerge [2]:
1
(1)
(ℎ𝜔 − 𝜙)
3
where ℎ𝜔 is the incident photon energy and 𝜙 is the WF
of the photocathode, which was measured using ultraviolet
photolectron spectroscopy (UPS) (see Table 1).
𝑀𝑇 𝐸 =

∗

Christopher.Benjamin@warwick.ac.uk

One possible method of improving the performance of
photocathodes is by the use of surface preparation or treatment, lowering the surface WF and increasing the QE. Surface dielectric films on metals have been shown to produce
a surface with a lower WF [3] and previous works [4, 5] on
MgO thin films on Ag(100) have demonstrated this reduction in WF and the potential for QE enhancement. Therefore,
MgO films have the potential to improve the QE, while simultaneously increasing the robustness of the sample due
to the chemical stability of MgO forming an overlayer to
protect from residual gases in the system.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Sample Preparation
Two 6 mm diameter polycrystalline copper cathodes, with
a surface roughness of R𝑎 < 30 nm, (labeled DaCB–7 and
DaCB–14) were supplied by Surface Preparation Laboratory (SPL). Cathodes were cleaned in situ using cycles of
Ar+ bombardment (2 keV beam energy for 20 mins) and
annealing at 500 ∘ C, with surface contamination being assessed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Once
clean, an ultra-thin MgO film layer was deposited by thermal evaporation of Mg in a Chell K-Cell Miniature Knudsen
Evaporation Cell in an O2 partial pressure of 5×10−7 mbar.
Sample preparation, QE, XPS and ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS) were all conducted within the same
UHV system with a base pressure of 3×10−9 mbar.

Surface Characterisation
XPS spectra were obtained using an non-monochromated
Al K𝛼 X-ray source (1486.7 eV) and a Thermo Alpha 110
analyser. The analyser transmission function was determined
experimentally using the technique described by Ruffiuex
et al. [6], and the WF of the analyser was measured using
the Fermi edge of Ag. Core region spectra were acquired
with a pass energy of 20 eV. Analysis was conducted using
CasaXPS [7].
The surface roughness of DaCB–7 was measured using
atomic force microscopy (AFM) conducted at the University
of Warwick using a Bruker dimension icon AFM after all
other work was completed. AFM scans over 10 𝜇m × 10 𝜇m
and smaller were repeated over two locations on the surface.
The photocathode was transported under ultra high vacuum
conditions, exposed to maximum pressure of 5 × 10−10 mbar
during transport. This reduced surface contamination and
formation of hydroxides and carbonates.
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QE measurements used a Crylas FQSS Q4 266 nm, 1 kHz
pulsed laser source coupled with a ×3 beam expander and
2 mm circular aperture, and then a 2.0 OD reflective filter
yielding an optical power of 19.2 𝜇W illumination on the
sample. A HV extraction electrode was placed close to
the sample and a lock-in amplifier was used to measure the
total yield photocurrent, thus ensuring any DC current from
external source is not sampled and noise is reduced.

Energy Spread Measurement
Samples were transferred to the transverse energy spread
spectrometer (TESS) under ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions (< 10−10 mbar). TESS captures the photoemission
footprint of a photocathode when illuminated by various
wavelengths of of light [8]. The mean transverse energy
(MTE) is then extracted from its radial distribution [9].

component is present in the Mg 1s, Fig. 1d. A slight asymmetry in the O 1s shown in Fig. 1f once again suggesting a trace
amount of Cu2 O, although relatively this is significantly less
prominent than for the previous sample. We estimate the
film thickness to be thicker at 0.71 nm ± 0.07 nm.
Figure 2 shows the measured MTE for both DaCB–7 and
DaCB–14 photocathodes under different illumination wavelengths. All data points have an experimental error of ± 10 %.
Overall, the data shows the direct dependence of the MTE
on the excess energy as predicted by Dowell [2]. The plotted
lines represent the MTE approximation, given in Eq. (1).
At 266 nm the MTE was 374 meV and 507 meV for DaCB–
7 and DaCB–14 respectively. Previous work on copper photocathodes reported values of 137.2 meV and 162.6 meV for
two different Cu polycrystalline samples [12].

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Table 1: QE and WF of Substrate and Thin Film Sample,
The Error for the WF is ± 0.1 eV
Sample

Substrate
WF (eV)

DaCB–7
DaCB–14

4.9
5.0

QE
1×10−6
8×10−7

MgO Film
WF (eV)
3.7
3.2

QE
7.0×10−5
4.5×10−5

Both polycrystalline copper substrates underwent the
same surface preparation and in situ cleaning. Sample preparation was continued to the point at which XPS showed no
surface contamination from adventitious carbon or oxidation.
Following this, the QE of each substrate was measured to
be 1×10−6 and 8×10−7 for DaCB–7 and DaCB–14 respectively. Previously reported copper QE values are significantly higher [1]. The WF of both samples (Table 1) were
measured and fall within reference Cu values [10], albeit on
the high end. The photon energy at 266 nm is 4.66 eV, lower
than the measured WF of both Cu substrates. Consequently,
a low QE is expected due to the Fermi distribution at room
temperature.
Figure 1 shows the post-deposition surface elemental composition of both photocathodes, DaCB–7 and DaCB–14. In
regards to DaCB–7, the Cu 2p3/2 (Fig. 1a) has a peak position of 932.6 eV and a FWHM of 1.3 eV, suggesting a clean
copper surface free from any significant oxidation from the
O2 exposure during deposition. The lineshape of the O 1s
(Fig. 1e) suggests two components contributing to the core
region spectrum; MgO and Cu2 O. The MgO film is stoichiometric as there is no observable peak at the binding energy
(BE) 1303 eV in the Mg 1s spectrum, Fig. 1c. Using the
method outlined by Cumpson (2000) [11], we estimate the
MgO film thickness to be 0.24 nm ± 0.02 nm.
Similar features are also observed in the DaCB–14 XPS
spectra. The copper substrate has remained relatively oxidefree following deposition and no observable Mg metallic
MOPOMS025
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Figure 1: XPS core region scans of DaCB–7 (a, c and d) and
DaCB–14 (b, d and f) following ultra-thin film deposition.
XPS spectra were acquired for the core regions; Cu 2p (a,
b), Mg 1s (c, d) and O 1s (e, f), showing a ultra-thin film
MgO layer on the Cu substrate.
At threshold emission both samples achieved a MTE value
of 28 meV and 26 meV, commensurate with the minimum
energy determined by the temperature of the system (𝑘𝑏 𝑇),
25 meV at room temperature. The two photocathodes varied
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Figure 2: MTE measurements for DaCB–7 and DaCB–14 photocathodes. Dashed lines show the MTE predicted by Eq. (1).
The MTE thermal floor is defined by 𝑘𝑏 𝑇 at room temperature is shown by the solid red line.
greatly at the photoemission threshold with a difference of
80 nm, reflecting the measured difference in WF.
Fig. 3a shows surface topography over a 10 𝜇m × 10 𝜇m
AFM scan. The distinctive step terrace array in the surface
topography indicates film growth. We measured a RMS
roughness of 4.1 nm over the entire surface, less than the
quoted surface roughness at the time of the substrate manufacture by SPL. Figures. 3b and 3c, show the forward and
backward lateral force measurements (LFM). Faint lines
can be observed at the steps terraces, as well as a distinct
‘snakelike’ contrast.

DISCUSSION
Relative to the Cu substrates, the deposition of the ultrathin MgO film delivers a substantial improvement in QE at
266 nm. This can be related to the reduction in the surface
WF by -1.2 eV and -1.8 eV for DaCB–7 and DaCB–14 respectively. The MTE agrees strongly with the MTE approximation discussed above [2] showing a direct dependence
on the excess energy defined by Eq. (1) in the photoemitted
electrons.
Variations between the photocathodes in their MTE and
WFs can be attributed to the thickness and quality of the
film. The thinner film, DaCB–7, has a smaller relative shift
in the work function when compared to the thicker DaCB–14.
With reference to to Fig. 1, the XPS suggests Cu2 O surface
contamination on DaCB–7 which would greatly affect the
observed surface WF. Conversely, DaCB–7 exhibits a factor
of 70 increase in QE relative to the bare substrate surface,
compared to only 56 for DaCB–14. This difference in QE
may be ascribed to the increased thickness of the MgO film
on DaCB–14 attenuating the photoemitted electron yield.
As discussed above, at their respective threshold energies the photocathodes both approached the thermal limit
of 25 meV. Based on the surface roughness measured for
DaCB–7 of 4.1 nm RMS, we conclude that the surface roughness is not a contributing factor for the MTE in DaCB–7.

Figure 3: 10 𝜇m × 10 𝜇m AFM and LFM scans of DaCB–7
photocathode: a) AFM height showing step terrace features;
b) LFM image of forward scan; c) LFM image of backward
scan showing minimal friction contrast.
The same conclusion may also be drawn for DaCB–14 due to
the comparative sample preparation and surface treatment.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we show the potential, predicted by
Chang [4], of ultra-thin MgO film metal photocathodes. The
photocathodes presented exhibit a WF reduction of more
than 1 eV relative to the substrate and an increase in QE of
more than an order of magnitude. Furthermore, their MTE
precisely follows that predicted by Dowell and Schmerge [1].
This significant and measurable improvement in photocathode performance and the potential for enhanced robustness
and operational lifetime in an accelerator environment, highlights the use of MgO films as a candidate for future photocathode applications.
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SYNTHESIS OF FIRST CAESIUM TELLURIDE PHOTOCATHODE
AT ASTEC USING SEQUENTIAL AND CO-DEPOSITION METHOD.
R. Valizadeh, A.N. Hannah, STFC, WA4 4AD Warrington, UK
V.R. Dhanak, The University of Liverpool, L69 7ZF Liverpool, UK
Abstract
Caesium Telluride (Cs2Te) photocathodes, are the electron source of choice, by many global accelerators such as
European XFEL, FLASH and AWA. It offers high quantum
efficiency and reasonable operational lifetime with lower
vacuum requirements than multi-alkali photocathodes.
In this paper, we report on the first synthesised CsxTe
photocathodes at ASTeC, using both sequential and codeposition of Te and Cs on Mo substrate. Te deposition is
carried out using ion beam deposition whilst the Cs is deposited using a SAES getter alkali. The ion beam deposition of Te provides a high degree of control to give a dense,
smooth layer with a reproducible film thickness. The
chemical state with respect to film composition of the deposited CsxTe is determined with in-situ XPS analyses. The
films exhibit a quantum efficiency between 7.5 to 9% at
266 nm wavelength.

INTRODUCTION
The performance of a FEL is strongly related to the
brightness of the electron beam generated by the photocathode. Hence, the performance of the cathode will be
strongly dependent on its preparation, prior to its installation in the gun. The Linear accelerator CLARA [1], currently under development at the STFC Daresbury Laboratory will eventually drive a FEL facility in the future. At
the commissioning stage, CLARA’s Front End photo injector, is based on a 2.5 cell S-band photocathode RF gun, operating with a copper photocathode and driven by the third
harmonic of a Ti: Sapphire laser (266 nm). It is installed in
a dedicated thermally stabilized room. Light pulses with
energies of up to 85 µJ are focused to a spot size of 1 mm
with a timing length currently varying from 2 to 20 ps
FWHM and a repetition rate of 10 Hz (eventually 400 Hz).
Two class of photocathode types are envisaged to be used
in CLARA mainly metallic or semiconductor.
Metallic photocathodes offer several clear advantages
over semiconductor photocathodes. First, they are the most
robust photocathodes against degradation caused by surface contamination and therefore do not require ultra-high
vacuum conditions [1] and they can be cleaned inside the
RF-gun. Second, they are robust against damage resulting
from conditioning or heating. In addition, they can withstand high electric surface fields, such as those present at
the cathode in RF accelerators, while other types of photocathode materials may suffer from electric breakdown.
Other advantages of metallic photocathodes are their very
short response time (less than picoseconds) and their very
long lifetime (years or longer), which is much longer than
other types of photocathodes. However, the main problem

with metallic photocathodes is the rather low quantum efficiency (QE), even for UV radiation. This is due to their
high reflectivity, and shallow escape depth due to electronelectron scattering. Semiconductor photocathodes have a
much higher QE than metallic photocathodes, reaching
values in the order of 10%. However, the lifetime is much
shorter. The lifetime for semiconductor photocathodes is
usually defined as the (operational) time over which the QE
remains larger than 1% [2]. Another disadvantage is their
high sensitivity to contamination by oxygen, CO2 and water, which requires working in more stringent ultra-high
vacuum conditions. Moreover, the response time is longer,
typically in the range of tens of picoseconds. Alkali-telluride photocathodes have larger QE’s and longer operational
lifetimes than alkali-antimonide photocathodes. In addition, they offer the possibility of partial rejuvenation by
means of heating. Among the alkali-telluride photocathodes, Cs2Te is the most widely used one because of its relatively long potential lifetime (up to months [3]) and high
QE compared to other semiconductor photocathodes [4-9].
A QE of 8 – 12% is consistently obtained at illumination
with ~262 nm radiation under operational conditions (usually this means applying an RF field on the cathode while
illuminating it with laser pulses, in 10-9 Torr vacuum conditions). Cs2Te is less sensitive to contamination than alkali-antimonide photocathodes. In addition, it has a comparatively shorter response time (~ ps), a higher current
density and a lower dark current than most other semiconductor photocathodes.
At ASTeC, the operation of CLARA has been based on
metal photocathodes, however, for the future operation as
a FEL injector, there is need to produce photocathodes
based on Alkali-telluride. For that purpose, we have designed a new photocathode preparation facility, capable of
producing a variety of photocathodes ranging from metal,
metal/oxide, and caesium implanted metal to Alkali-telluride/antimonide. The versatility of the system is based on
the ion beam deposition and ion beam implantation. We
will report on the synthesis of CsxTe photocathodes, both
in concurrent and sequential mode.

CATHODE PREPARATION
Molybdenum foil, 0.5 mm thick, is cut into disks and degreased in acetone, methanol and deionised water sequentially in an ultrasonic bath. The disks are dried and clamped
into self-heating stubs and then introduced into a load lock,
which is baked overnight, to bring the base pressure in 109
mbar. The Mo substrate is transferred on a linear sample
drive, into the analysis chamber, where it is ion beam sputter cleaned to remove all oxides and carbon from the surface. Next, it is transferred to the deposition chamber and
is placed onto the sample holder with the wobble stick. The
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targets are placed on a circular disk, at the edge of which,
5 targets holders, are mounted at 45-degrees as shown in
Fig. 1. The targets are electrically isolated, so that the sputtering current can be monitored during the deposition. The
secondary electrons emitted from the target during sputtering are not suppressed.
The target wheel is rotated to place the required target
(Te) in the top position facing the ion source; this can then
be driven in so that it is above the sample position. The Te
deposition is done by ion beam sputtering. The ion gun accelerates ions into the Te target, causing sputtering onto the
sample. The deposition rate is controlled via ion current,
ion energy and the distance between the target and the substrate. After use, the target holder is withdrawn to allow the
linear sample drive to pass it. The evaporation sources (Cs)
can be degassed in the withdrawn position and then driven
towards the sample to coat it. Cs deposition rate is estimated from the table provided by SAES getters. After use,
the source is withdrawn.

photocurrent, e is electric charge, Pγ is the ultraviolet irradiance of the cathode surface, λ is the wavelength of the
incident ultraviolet light, h is the Planck constant, and c is
the velocity of light.
The sample was then analysed by XPS to determine its
composition and chemical state. For analyses, aluminium,
monochromatic X-rays with a beam spot of 650 µm and a
VG alpha 110 hemispherical analyser were used. The survey spectra were collected at 50 eV pass energy, whilst for
region spectra, a pass energy of 20 eV was employed. For
data analyses, Advantage processing program provided by
VG was used.

RESULTS
Figure 2 (b) depicts the surface chemical state of the as
received moly substrate. The dominant peak in the survey
spectra is O1s and C1s. In contrast, for the Kr sputtered
clean Mo, the dominant peak is associated with metallic
Mo peaks. This is further illustrated from the region spectra
of Mo3d as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The doublet Mo3d associated with MoO3 for j = 5/2 at binding energy of 232.7 eV
and j=3/2 at binding energy of 236.1 eV has completely
disappeared after Kr ion beam cleaning.

Figure 1: Arrangement of target wheel.
For concurrent deposition, the Te deposition and Cs
evaporation were carried out at the same time. For Te deposition, a Kr ion beam of 5 keV energy, a current of 40 µA
and a working pressure of 10-5 mbar was used. The target
to substrate distance was ~3 cm. The Te film thickness is
estimated to be about 20 nm. The estimation is done on the
basis of the XPS analysis depth which is 10 nm. The deposition time was set to be twice the time when substrate signal is not detectable. For Cs deposition the evaporation current was set to 5.55 A at a voltage of 1.82 V. The substrate
was held at 120 C. The Cs source to substrate distance was
4 cm. In the case of sequential deposition, Te was first deposited for 1 hour, using ion beam sputtering deposition.
The fresh film was analysed by XPS and then returned into
the deposition chamber, where it was exposed to Cs vapour
with the same parameters as for the co-deposition, of 1
hour at 120 C. For quantum efficiency measurement, a
266 nm UV LED is mounted behind a UV transmission
window, on a Z-drive, behind an inline valve. The transmission window is recessed by 10 mm inside a mini flange.
This recessed gap can act as Faraday cup for measuring the
photocurrent. The power of the UV diode was determined
by a calibrated power meter placed at the same position of
the substrate. The measured power was 0.3 mW. The quantum efficiency is then calculated using the following formula:
𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒
𝐼𝐼ℎ𝑐𝑐
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 = =
(1)
nγ

𝑒𝑒 Pγλ

where nγ is the number of incident photons, ne is the
number of electrons generated by the incident photons, I is
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a)
b)
Figure 2: overlay XPS spectra of sputtered clean and as received moly sample. a) Mo3d scan and b) survey scan.
Figure 3 shows the overlay of survey spectra of the CsTe
synthesised in co-deposition and sequential mode as well
as the intial Te deposition. . The composition at the surface
layer is calculated using normalised area and smart background subtraction. The smart background option is based
on the Shirley background with additional constraint that
the background not to be of a greater intensity than the actual point in the region. This makes the calculated background not sensitive to the selection of the background.
The normalised area is calculated by dividing the peak area
by transmission function, sensitivity factor and energy
compensation factor. The overall composition using region
area of respective elements is calculated to be Cs2Te and
Cs3Te for co-deposition and sequential deposition respectively.
For 3d3/5, these are at binding energy of 571.2 eV
corresponding to Cs2Te; at binding energy of 573 eV corresponding to metallic Te; and binding energy of 576 eV
corresponding to TeO2 (Te+4). Figure 4 (b) compares the
Te3d region taken with the sample being at 0 degree to the
analyser normal, and when the sample is at 60° to the
analyser normal.
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corresponds to 7.5 and 9.7% for co-deposited and sequential deposition, respectively.

Figure 3: Survey spectra using Al monochromatic X-ray of
co-deposited and sequential deposition of CsxTe film on
Moly substrate. With pass energy of 50 eV. The Te deposition is also included for comparison.
The later will sample a shallower region of the film
surface. The ratio of j = 5/2 of Te0:Te-2 for 0° to 60°
decreases from 2.15 to 1.34. This implies that the Cs2Te
phase is at the surface. Figure 4 (c) and (d) depict the Te3d
region for CsTe sample deposited in sequence and the
overlay of all Te3d of deposited films respectively. In
contrast to the co-deposited sample no oxygen
contamination is present either in pure Te deposition nor in
sequential CsxTe sample. The 3d spin orbit coupling is a
single peak at binding energy of 573 and 571.9 eV for j =
5/2 and at binding energy of 583.4 and 582.3 for j = 3/2 for
pure Te and CsTe, respectively. The Te3d5/2 peak can be
de-convoluted into three peaks centred at 571.2 eV,
571.9 eV and 572.8 eV.

Figure 4: Region spectra of Te3d using Al monochromatic
X-ray of CsxTe film on Moly substrate, with pass energy
of 20 eV: a) co deposited sample at 0 degree to analyser
normal, b) overlay of 0° and 60° angle to analyser normal,
c) sequential deposition sample, d) overlay of Te and
CsxTe. Figure 5 shows the photocurrent Iph emission for
various extraction voltage when photons with λ = 266 nm
irradiates the sample surface. Based on Eq. (1), for 0.3 mW
power, photoemission (Iph) of 1 µA corresponds to a QE of
1.55%. At the saturation level of 4.8 and 6.3 µA the QE

Figure 5: Measured photocurrent as a function of extraction voltage using 266 nm radiation from a UV laser diode.

DISCUSSION
Both co-deposition and sequential deposition of Cs and
Te resulted in mixed phase CsxTe. The XPS spectra of the
Te3d region show a doublet, due to spin orbit coupling with
both j = 5/2 and j = 3/2, with peaks at binding energies of
573 eV and 583.4 eV. The Te3d5/2 at Eb = 571.2 eV corresponds to Cs2Te as reported by various investigators. The
deconvolution of the peaks also shows another small peak
at Eb = 571.7 eV, which is assigned to CsxTe where 1< x <
2. The peak at Eb = 576 eV is assigned to tellurium oxide
TeO2. The relative low QE 7.5 and 9% can be due to the
lack of single phase Cs2Te.
XPS survey spectra revealed the presence of a small but
significant peak of Mo, which in the case of sequential deposition, was not present, prior to the Cs evaporation. This
may be due to inducement of porous structure during the
formation of the alloy phase or loss of original Te thickness. Ion beam sputtering usually produces uniform and
dense film due to the extra energy of sputtered atoms,
which is in the region of 6 to 10 eV. Further measurement
needs to be carried out to elucidate the origin of surface
morphology after CsxTe phase formation. Nevertheless, in
both cases a reasonable QE is achieved despite the presence of oxygen in the co-deposited film. The origin of the
contamination may be due to the initial outgassing stage of
the Cs evaporation sources. The sequential mode was carried out after the co-deposition, by when the source was
well conditioned. The ion beam sputtering is a very convenient and highly controllable PVD deposition process.
Once the sputtering yield is stablished, the control of the
deposition rate can be easily controlled by deposition parameters such as ion energy, ion bean flux and target substrate distance. The uniformity of the film can be easily
controlled by the size and shape of the ion beam on the target.

CONCLUSION
We have synthesised CsxTe photocathodes by using ion
beam sputtering and Cs evaporation. The method has a
high degree of reproducibility. The purity of the film depends on the quality of the vacuum, the working gas and
the purity of the target.
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Abstract
Electron cooling guarantees beam quality in low energy
antimatter facilities. In the Extra Low ENergy Antiproton
ring (ELENA), the electron cooler reduces the emittance
blow-up of the antiproton beam so that a focused and bright
beam can be delivered to the experiments at the unprecedentedly low energy of 100 keV. To achieve a cold beam at such
low energy, the electron gun must emit a mono-energetic
and relatively intense electron beam. An optimization of
the electron gun involving a cold cathode is studied to investigate the feasibility of using carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as
cold electron field emitters. CNTs are considered among the
most promising field emitting materials. However, stability
data for emission over hundreds of hours, as well as lifetime
and conditioning process studies to ensure optimal performance, are still incomplete or missing. This contribution
reports experiments aimed at characterizing these properties
and assessing whether CNTs are suitable to be used as cold
electron field emitters for many hundreds of hours.

INTRODUCTION
In ELENA the antiprotons coming from the Antiproton
Decelerator (AD) with a kinetic energy of 5.3 MeV are decelerated to 100 keV [1]. Due to the deceleration process,
intra-beam scattering and scattering with residual gas, the
beam emittance, or transverse energy, rapidly increases leading to losses and a poor-quality beam. The electron cooling
process takes place twice during the beam cycle and permits to reduce the antiproton beam emittance. During the
two cooling plateaus the electron beam energy and current
are 𝐸 = 355 eV, 𝐼 = 5 mA (first plateau), and 𝐸 = 55 eV,
𝐼 = 1 mA (second plateau) [2]. The thermionic gun currently used in operation limits the cooling performance due
to the relatively high transverse energy of the emitted beam
(> 100 meV). This is motivated by the required appliance
of a high temperature enable the electron emission. The
use of a cold cathode could bring several benefits regarding
both the electron beam energy and the gun layout simplicity.
Field emitting carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can be a promising
option for fulfilling this task. CNTs are considered as the
most promising field emitting materials as they can emit
relatively high currents while being mechanically stable and
chemically inert [3, 4]. Among all possible CNT arrangements, after several studies and tests we have chosen to focus
∗

our investigation on an honeycomb-like array, as shown in
Fig. 1 [5, 6]. The CNT samples were then characterised with
tests of stability, lifetime and performance during current
switching in order to assess the feasibility of using such a
cathode in the electron gun of ELENA’s electron cooler.

EXPERIMENTS
To characterise CNT samples an apposite test bench was
designed and developed, the cold cathode test bench (CCTB).
The CCTB consists of a vacuum system where an experimental setup in diode configuration has been designed for
each flange. The diode configuration is composed of a CNT
sample, the cathode, and a Molybdenum plate, an anode.
The two are 800 𝜇m far and separated by a mica insulating
spacer/mask with a center hole for allowing passage of the
electron beam and delimiting the emission surface. The electrical connections are realised by means of Kapton/Copper
wires and SHV feedthroughs for in-air connections. The
cathode is then connected to a HV power supply and the
anode to a digital multimeter for current measurements. In
such a way it was possible to make DC measurements in
order to test stability and lifetime of our samples [5, 6].
Furthermore, we developed a hardware current switching
system for testing the current emission in pulsed mode. In
ELENA, in fact, the electron beam must be turned on and off
depending on the beam cycle of the antiproton beam. The
current switching system was based on a Behlke push-pull
[7], and the voltage on the cathode was switched between
HV and ground. In this case the anode was connected to
a shunt resistor and ultimately an oscilloscope was used to
measure the current output as a voltage drop on the shunt
resistor via the classic Ohm’s law.

Figure 1: SEM image of a CNT honeycomb-like array.
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Several tests have been performed on the CNT samples,
which have proved that the emitting performance are greatly
affected by the emission environment and by a prior conditioning process. A high pressure in the vacuum chamber
can lead to phenomena such as ion bombardment and ionization processes, which can severely affect the emission
properties and/or damage the cathode when the conditions
are excessively extreme, e.g. high pressure and presence of
adsorbates on the CNT tips [8, 9]. A suitable conditioning
process is greatly beneficial in order to ensure reliable and
repeatable results and performance. We have found that if
the emission conditions are well controlled so to have a base
pressure below 1 × 10−8 , a bake-out process is performed to
clean the cathode’s surface and emission region, and a slow
conditioning process with voltage ramps is performed, the
CNT cathode can stably emit for many hundreds of hours
without showing any sign of deterioration [5, 6]. An example of such performance is reported in Fig. 2. In general, we
proved a lifetime over 1500 hours for honeycomb-like arrays
[5, 6].
In order to test the stability of the current emission, further
measurements were performed for a total of about 100 hours
of emission. Figure 3 shows an example of current density stability for 20 hours. For each step, the coefficient of
variation (or relative standard deviation) was computed:
(1)

where 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the current density and
⟨𝐽⟩ the averaged current density.
The results concerning the standard deviation and the coefficient of variation in Fig. 4 show that the CNT cathode can
stably emit even when increasing the applied electric field,
and therefore the emitted current. Whilst the overall standard
deviation is slightly increasing reaching 0.01 mA/cm2 for a

Standard Deviation (mA/cm2)

0.02

Lifetime and Stability Measurements
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Figure 3: Current density as a function of time (hours)
and electric field (V/𝜇m). Five different measurements of
20 hours each at five different applied electric fields [5, 6].
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Figure 4: Standard deviation and coefficient of variation
as a function of the current density for a sample of CNT
honeycomb-like array at five different emitted current densities (five different applied electric fields).
current density of 1.4 mA/cm2 , the coefficient of variation is
instead stably decreasing and remaining below 1% for every
step except the first. This indicates an optimal stability of
the current emitted from carbon nanotubes. [5, 6]

Current Switching Measurements
The tests on the current switching mode have allowed
calculation of the rise time and shutdown time of the emitted
current from CNTs and at the same time provided proof of
the cathode’s unmodified emission stability when used in
current switching mode.
The test was performed using a push-pull switch in combination with an appositely devised circuit and activated by
a signal generator. With the signal generator we produced a
square wave with amplitude of 5 V, as required for activating
the push-pull switch. The results relative to the rise and
shutdown times are reported in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.
The main challenge encountered in these measurements
was due to a capacitance effect. This translated in a voltage
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Figure 5: Emitted current rise at an applied voltage of about
900 V.
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Figure 6: Emitted current shutdown at an applied voltage of
about 900 V.

rise when any voltage was applied within the switching system. The effect takes place symmetrically on both sides of
the square wave with inversed polarity. The decay time of
the voltage drop is of about 500 − 600 ns. An increase of
the voltage doesn’t provoke an increase of the decay time,
whilst inducing a higher voltage drop. This effect mainly
caused two issues: (i) reaching the oscilloscope limitations
at high voltages, (ii) and masking the first 500 − 600 ns of
measurement. Nevertheless, these effects are taking place in
under 1 𝜇s and do not represent a serious problem considering our requirements. Currently, the ELENA electron gun
switch has rise and fall times in the order of 1 ms. Therefore, rise and fall times in the order of 1 𝜇s are already an
improvement of about three orders of magnitude.
The rise and fall times are of approximately 600 ns, as it is
possible to infer from Figs. 5 and 6. This time is practically
due to the capacitance effect. Eventually, this study proves
that the emission from the CNT cathode can be switched on
and off in a time that is no longer than 600 ns.
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0.5

1

1.5

Figure 7: Current switching test at 1 Hz.
Finally we present a sample result of a 1 Hz fast switching
of the emitted current from a CNT cathode, Fig. 7. We
can notice how the emission is unvaried at each switching
iteration. The peaks visible at every rise and fall are relative
to the aforementioned capacitance effect.

CONCLUSIONS
CNT honeycomb-like arrays have shown very promising
experimental results as cold electron field emitters. A lifetime over 1500 hours and an emission stability better than
1% have been proved. These results show that a CNT cathode can be a suitable candidate to be used in operation in the
ELENA’s electron cooler as field emitting cathode [5, 6].
Further tests performed in current switching mode show
that a CNT cathode and a current switching system based
on a push-pull switch can easily outperform the currently
used switching system reaching rise and fall times below
1𝜇s, three order of magnitude below the performance of the
currently used system in ELENA, where the rise and fall
times are above 1 ms.
Finally, while testing the emitted current in switching
mode, no sign of current deterioration were noticed and
the stability of the current output was unvaried, effectively
showing that a CNT cathode can perform successfully in
current switching mode without any damaging incurring
during operation.
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Abstract
During the last decade, the production of soft to hard xrays (up to 25 keV) at XFEL (x-ray free-electron laser) facilities has enabled new developments in a broad range of
disciplines. However, there is great potential for new scientific discovery at even higher energies (42+ keV), such
as those that can be provided by MaRIE (Matter-Radiation
Interactions in Extremes) at Los Alamos National Laboratory. These instruments can require a large amount of real
estate, which quickly escalates costs: The driver of the FEL
is typically an electron beam linear accelerator (LINAC)
and the need for higher electron beam energies capable of
generating higher energy X-rays can dictate that the
LINAC becomes longer. State of art accelerating technology is required to reduce the LINAC length by reducing
the size of the cavities, which in turn provides for a high
gradient of acceleration. Compact accelerating structures
are also high-frequency (S, C, and X-bands). Here, we describe using the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility
(ALCF), located at Argonne National Laboratory [1] to facilitate our investigations into design concepts for future
XFEL high-gradient LINAC's in the C-band (~4-8 GHz).
We investigate a Disk Loaded Wave Guide (DLWG) traveling wave (TW) structure modeled for operation at f
=5.712 GHz as modelled at the ALCF using VSim software. We used an existing account under the LIGHTCONTROL project at the ALCF.

INTRODUCTION
X-ray Free Electron Lasers (XFEL) are driven by a high
energy electron linear accelerator, where the need for
higher energy X-rays requires higher electron beam energies. To first order, this requires longer LINACs and larger
infrastructure, which quickly makes the costs prohibitive.
Next generation XFELs, such as FEL projects planned at
LANL [2] and UCLA [3], will take advantage of high-gradient, compact accelerating structures in the C and X-band
frequency regimes, which will allow a better use of the
available physical space.
The C-band frequency band ranges from 4 to 8 GHz. In
this regime, cavity dimensions are on the order of a few
___________________________________________
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centimeters, making them very compact as compared to
cavities used in previous generation light sources. Design
concepts have been discussed in [4]. It has been established
that C-band design considerations must be incorporated
into the actual design by using 3D EM simulations. As systems become more complex and structures require refinement, especially in a regime where particle beams must be
optimized, increasing the amount of computing power
needed to efficiently carry out simulations.

C-band Cavity Design
We are using VSim to investigate different geometries
for accelerator applications at a C-band frequency [5]. A
DLWG C-band accelerating structure is presented in Figure 1. Table 1 shows the dimensions of the array.

Figure 1: DLWG cavity array.
The DLWG is essentially a cylindrical waveguide structure with an added periodic array of disk loads that reduce
the phase velocity of the travelling wave to match with the
electron beam velocity. This structure is equivalent to a
multi-cell cylindrical (pillbox) cavity. The DLWG structure has a cell length equal to 𝜆/3 to match the phase velocity of the travelling electromagnetic wave to the velocity of relativistic electrons. This corresponds to a 2𝜋/3
phase advance between adjacent cells. The design concepts
should accommodate multiple considerations including
high accelerating gradient, low field breakdown rates, various fabrication techniques, choice of material, and the
possibility of cryocooling [6]. Here we briefly describe the
procedure to submit VSim simulations to the Argonne
Leadership Computing Facility and show a simple figure
as generated via the ALCF representing preliminary electromagnetic considerations of the DLWG array.
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focuses on geometry optimization for high-accelerating
gradient and low breakdown rates. Also, as other characteristics are identified for optimization, such as additional
fabrication challenges that need to be factored into the
budget.
Particle simulations and cryocooling studies are also
planned.

Table 1: Parameters Defining the DLWG Structure
DLWG
Phase advance
TM010 freq. (GHz)
Cell Length (mm)
Rcav (mm)
Riris (mm)

2π/3
5.712
17.5
21
7

EM MODELING OF ACCELERATING
STRUCTURES ON ALCF’S THETA
Submitting VSim simulations to the ALCF requires multiple steps, and a procedure tailored for our particular purposes was developed to upload, run, and visualize VSim
simulations on Argonne’s THETA and Cooley.
The primary purpose of Cooley is to analyze and visualize data produced on ALCF supercomputers. Equipped
with state-of-the-art graphics processing units (GPUs),
Cooley converts computational data into high-resolution
visual representations. The data is visualized with VisIt,
which is one of a selection of visualization options available on Cooley [6]. LLNL's VisIt is an open source, interactive, scalable, visualization, animation and analysis tool.
From Unix, Windows or Mac laptop or workstations, users
can interactively visualize and analyze data ranging in
scale from small (<10 core) desktop-sized projects to large
(>100,000 core) leadership-class computing facility simulation facilities [7].
VSim is based on the Vorpal engine [8,9] and VSim is
well suited for the electromagnetic and charged particle
problems like the ones involved in the cavity design process. We use VSim for the analysis of the DLWG structure,
where the geometry was created using the constructive
solid geometry tool from VSim. VSim also works in 1, 2,
or 3 dimensions facilitating the modeling using algorithms
designed for high performance computing and is already in
use at the ALCF.
Figure 2 shows a cell containing an iris as generated during the simulation on THETA, indicating that the procedure
for transferring simulations into THETA functions
properly.
It is possible to run scripts on THETA for the purpose of
optimization, and that will be employed in the future for
LINAC optimization. For example, the parameters defining the geometric shape for this electromagnetic mode at
C-band as presented in Table 1 can systematically varied,
thus altering cavity Figures of Merit, such as the geometry
and quality factors [10].

We are using VSim to investigate different geometries
for accelerator applications at a C-band frequency. For next
generation XFEL technology, we require these traveling
wave cavities to operate on the 2π/3-mode at 5.712 GHz.
We provide a proof-of-principle result that demonstrates
that we have imported simulations on Argonne’s ALCF resources for C-band accelerating structures. On-going work
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Abstract
New compact particle acceleration structures, including
but not limited to plasma, THz and direct laser driven accelerators, have in common that they cover a wide energy
range of potential final energies and often show a large energy spread. Moreover, they may initially have a rather
large emittance. To analyse the energy range of a single
shot and/or to deflect the beam to safely dump the electrons
away from an end-station requires an electron kicker covering a large energy range. Here, we present a magnetic dipole structure based on a 2D Halbach array. For the current
experimental test accelerator in AXSIS, an electron beam
in the energy range from 4 to 20 MeV is deflected by 90
degree and energetically dispersed. In direct contrast to a
simple magnetic dipole, an array of cubic magnet blocks
with tailored magnetization directions allows a focusing of
the beam for both longitudinal and transverse directions at
90-degree bend. An genetic algorithm optimizes the magnetic field array to the predefined deflection angle and divergence. The modular array structure, in combination
with the algorithm enables a simple exchange of magnets
to adapt for different beam parameters.

INTRODUCTION
X-ray light sources based on large-scale linear accelerators (LINAC’s), known as Free Electron Lasers have made
a tremendous impact to the scientific community due to
their ability to produce ultrashort (femtosecond) and ultrabright pulses that allow single shot diffractive imaging before the sample is altered.
Tremendous effort is currently put into the development
of significantly more compact LINAC’s by replacing the
RF acceleration with plasma, THz or direct laser-driven
structures. The benefits are, besides the more attractive size
and costs, the potential to generate even shorter pulses in
the attosecond regime. One side effect of the more compact
LINAC design is that the radiation safety becomes more
challenging. The electron beam and its secondary radiation
is supposed to be blocked before the x-ray end station that
is by design concepts only a few meters away from its generation point to maintain: a short pulse duration (lateral focussing), a good transverse focussing and to improve the
overall stability. e.g., for the case of the THz powered accelerator AXSIS [1] at DESY, the entire accelerator
___________________________________________
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including the experimental end-station is placed on a 10 m
long granite block to circumvent any auxiliary vibrations.
The area on the granite is then separated into an accelerator
lab and an x-ray hutch with different radiation safety
measures. Thus, the electron beam needs to be bent significantly away from the x-ray hutch by a single compact device.
Additional complexity comes from the fact that the possible beam parameters in terms of safety of these test accelerators using new acceleration techniques have to be
considered to have a large energy spread and relatively
large emittance as long as experimental results of these parameters are unknown.

DESIGN REQUIREMTS
The aforementioned conditions motivated us to design a
bending magnet for the electron beam at 90 degrees. This
way, the secondary radiation of the beam dump will stay in
the accelerator lab and no direct radiation will hit the divider wall to the x-ray hutch. The challenge is that a full
energy spectrum up to the maximum energy of 20 MeV has
to be considered. This fixed full energy range, the compact
design requirement and safety considerations all favour a
permeant magnet kicker over an electromagnetic one.
A simple dipole with an exit surface of 45 degree with
respect to the incident beam is a good starting point since
the higher energies will propagate longer in the effective
field such that all of the electrons do close to a quarter circle (90 degree) bend only limited by fringe fields, Fig. 1.

Figure 1: A dipole magnet at 45 degree with the correct
field will result in about a quarter circle (90 degree) bending. However, this is very sensitive to offsets.
However, the potential divergence as well as offsets of
the beam will result in different emission angles for both,
within the plane of curvature and out of plane. This out-ofplane component is of particular importance since the highenergy electrons might hit the magnet and cause radiation
damage, i.e., demagnetize it.
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2D DIPOLE ARRAY
In the following, a method of using a 2D array of magnetic cubes with varying magnetic orientations was used to
solve the dipole configuration by a genetic algorithm in
MATHEMATICA using the RADIA package for magnetic
simulations [2]. Different generations of solutions are discussed.

Automatically Found Solution on Angles

alignment of the magnets was used as the input orientation
for the genetic algorithm which only had to find the right
alignment in the upper left corner to bend all (the lower)
energies by (not more than) 90 degree.
As can be seen in the out of plane propagation on the
right, the trajectories here do not hit the magnets any more.
In fact, the ones most outward are the intermediate energies
with green and yellow colour that have one magnet less in
height such that they will not come close to the magnets.

Figure 2 shows the initial result for a 7x7 array of 20 mm
magnets of a strength of 1.32with 21 mm spacing. The dipole structure has a gap of 20 mm. The simulation is performed for an energy range from 5 to 20 MeV and a spatial
3x3 beam array separated by 3 mm each.

Figure 3: Modified 8x7 dipole array, plotted for energies
from 4 to 20 MeV in steps of 1 MeV and again for a spatial
3x3 beam array separated by 3 mm each.

Contribution of Lower Energies

Figure 2: Initial solution by the evolutionary algorithm and
legend of the different magnet orientations.
In the bending plane, the initial result is very satisfying.
All the energies are not only bent close to 90 degrees, but
in addition, they are also close to each other in position,
convenient for a beam dump to be placed. However, for the
out-of-plane components, it can be seen that the beam is
deflected into the magnets. The initial optimization condition of this algorithm was simply the exit angle of the individual beam such that the position was not an optimization
parameter.

Manually Altered Array
Figure 3 shows a manually predefined result before running it through the automatic algorithm. The concept of a
Halbach array is to enhance the field by closing the magnetic field lines as much as possible. In this application,
this is done best by an inverted magnetic field in the right
bottom corner (purple) and enhancing the bending by adding a Z component as long as the electron trajectory is dominant in X direction (bottom edge) and adding an X component for the upward pointing (Z) trajectory. This

Figure 4: Propagation of electrons from 0.5 to 3.5 MeV.
So far, the energies below 4 MeV have been ignored because their penetration depth is low enough that any secondary radiation of them will be blocked by the lead wall
between accelerator and x-ray hutch. However, when looking at their propagation in Figure 4, the low energy
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electrons are deflected downwards and the higher energy
electrons are going up such that there is indeed an intermediate energy range around 1.5 MeV where the electrons
start to spiral inside the array, Figure 4. This will result
them in demagnetizing some magnets of the array. Thus,
another solution has to be found once more.

Spectrometer Like Focussing
The final solution is to implement some magnets with
-Z orientation (brown) above the initial bending of the
beam. This further enhances the bending, in particular for
low energies. The remarkable side effect as evident in Fig.
5 is a focusing of the beam for both, an offset of the beam
and beam divergence. This is even more surprising as the
electron beam in a magnetic field is typically most offset at
90 degree bent for different initial angles, see Fig. 6 in [3].

Figure 6: (top) test assembly of the magnet array with 3D
printed plastic structure. (bottom) CAD design and image
of the final assembly including a Fe shielding plate at the
entrance and a 15 cm beam dump out of Al.

CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Final design of the dipole shown for beam offset
(top) and beam divergence (bottom). In both cases each energy is pretty much focussed on the same point.

DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY
The final parameters used for the expected beam at
AXSIS are beam deflection by (close to) 90 degree from 4
to 20 MeV with 20 mm cube magnets of 1.38 T in a 9x7
array with 21 mm spacing and a 22 mm gap. The maximum
acceptable beam divergence is 7.5 mrad for a focal distance
of 80 cm or with 20 cm distance and 6 mm beam offset
(3x3 aray) an additional 3 mrad of beam divergence are still
acceptable. This last example already results in a nominal
width in the diagonal of 25.46 mm. The assembly then included a test assembly of 3D printed array pushing the
magnets down with a stamp and fixing the in place with a
rod. The final design uses an aluminium frame with an iron
magnetic shielding at the entrance.

In summary, a method for a compact permanent magnet
safety dipole was presented for more than 2 octaves of energy. The flexibility to modify this this array allows an easy
adaption to other applications. The focussing by the additional magnets in –Z direction needs to be emphasized.
This allows the dipole to be used without further focussing
optics and thus being more compact. The fact that both deviations, beam divergence and beam offset is focussed onto
about the same position for a 90-degree bend comes at a
surprise and makes this tool perfect for the application of a
high-resolution (single-shot) spectrometer by accumulating a large beam distribution at the entrance without the
need of additional focussing or entrance slit apertures or a
highly efficient monochromator as required in [4].
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EMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS OF
NANOBLADE-ENHANCED HIGH FIELD CATHODE
G. E. Lawler∗ , N. Montanez, J. Mann, N. Majernik, J.B. Rosenzweig,
UCLA, Los Angeles, California, USA
V. Yu, RadiaBeam Technologies, Santa Monica, California, USA
Abstract
High brightness cathodes are increasingly a focus for accelerator applications ranging from free electron lasers to
ultrafast electron diffraction. There is further an increasing
interest in fabrication and control of cathode surface to better control the emission characteristics and improve beam
brightness. One method which we can consider is based
on well-known silicon nanofabrication techniques which we
use to create patterned cathode surfaces. The sharp edges
produced lead to field emission increases and high brightness emission. We have demonstrated that a beam can be
successfully extracted with a low emittance and we have
reconstructed a portion of the energy spectrum. Due to the
simplicity of extended geometries in nanofabrication our
beam uniquely possesses a high aspect ratio in its transverse
cross section. We can begin to consider modifications for
emittance exchange beamlines and having shown the patterning principle is sound we can consider additional patterns
such as hollow beams. Future work will continue to characterize the produced beam and the addition of fabrication
steps to remove one of the blades in the double blade geometry in order to more accurately characterize the emission.

Electron rescattering processes (denoted here by the cartoon schematic in Fig. 1) after emission increase the energy
of the electrons notably. Tips work well but one major drawback is the damage they sustain at higher laser intensities.
The current field limits are in the 10−20 GV/m range. Instead we opt for a more robust extended geometry which is
shown in the micrograph in Fig. 2. The larger surface area
allows for more robustsness to laser illumination and can
allow us to extract higher charge which is applicable to the
needs of higher current accelerators. Our recipe and further
explanation for the double blade geometry are historical and
further information can be found in [2, 3]. We intend to
quantify the intrinsic emittance from these nanoblades in order to continue to expand the space of possible applications
these cathodes.

Figure 2: SEM image of nanoblades at ×5000 zoom.

INTRODUCTION
The National Science Foundation Center for Bright Beams
is currently exploring the limits of electron beam brightness
for many applications including free electron lasers, ultrafast
electron diffraction, etc. One route is to increase initial
brightness at the cathode through nanofabrication of cathode
surfaces by reducing the emission area. We are inspired by
nanotips used for electron microscopy where incident laser
fields along with geometry-based field enhancement lead to
electron emission via tunneling [1].

EXPERIMENT
Einzel Lens
For simplification of the setup we can use a single einzel
lens focusing our high aspect ratio beam on a multi-channel
plate (MCP) and phosphor screen about 25 cm away from the
cathode source. There does not exist a closed form solution
of the focal length of a three element einzel lens but we can,
for comparison, consider the limit where the lens distance is
much greater than the aperture 𝑙 ≫ 𝑎 and thus can obtain a
usable expression.
1 3𝜅2 (4 − 𝜅2 )
=
𝑓
8𝑙(1 + 𝜅)

Figure 1: Cross section of vacuum chamber with electrostatic einzel lens and with example particle trajectories.
∗

gelawler@physics.ucla.edu

𝜅=√

𝑉1 + 𝑉0
−1
𝑉0

(1)

With regards to the experimental setup, we illuminate
our cathodes with an 800 nm, 35 fs pulse of the given peak
intensities and spot size. Upstream of the blade sample
location we have optics to control laser fluence, polarize
the beam normal to the blade surface, and focus on the
sample. Downstream we have a CCD camera for initial
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sample alignment. We can see all of this in the schematic
below. The vacuum chamber that houses the cathodes is
depicted to the right. Emitted electrons here travel to the
right, perpendicular to the laser path. The electrons pass
through an einzel lens and are focused on an MCP detector
about 29 cm away from the cathode location.
During emission measurements the sample is at a 0.5
degree angle such that it fully intercepts the 800 nm and most
of the 15 mm long blade is illuminated. More information
about the diagnostic setup can be found in [3].

being that defocusing by overfocusing was not visible so no
Rayleigh range was able to be measured. One such waist
can is shown in data in Fig. 4.
Another notable feature was the presence of long extended
line charge which curved around during focusing forming a
lobe which eventually converges to form the minimum spot.
We show what these lobes look like in the data in Fig. 5,
showing the characteristic angle of the lobe structure. Note
the intentional clipping on the left of the data in order to
orient the focus.

MEASUREMENTS

SIMULATION

As a first measurement we can turn off the einzel lens and
perform a biasing sweep of the cathode. We illuminate the
cathodes at ≈ 1 degree to allow for full illumination of the
blade. This, however, emits the electrons at a slight angle
with respect to the longitudinal axis as shown in Fig. 1. We
then expect a ramping of this bias to increase the signal up
to a certain point at which the diverging electron beam will
begin to miss the detector. We show this data in Fig. 3. We
can then compare this data to curves calculated by assuming
divergences corresponding to 0.01 eV up to 100 eV. By this
coarse estimate we establish an initial upper bound of around
10 eV.

We previously developed a beam dynamics workflow for
simulating the experimental setup initially to optimize the
lens geometry [2]. We can then use these simulations to track
the high aspect ratio we are producing through the einzel
lens setup and match the features observed in the data.

Figure 4: Comparison of beam “waists” experimentally measured to those reconstructed with simulation.
Figure 3: Electron signal in arb units as function of bias voltage on cathode. Note cathode at slight angle with respect to
MCP in order to allow full illumination, hence the expected
drop-off when the biased signal misses the detector.
The calculation here, however, is only for a point source so
the results are only true in what we are calling the 𝑥 direction
which is in the direction of the blade spatial periodicity. By
this we mean transverse to the blade ridge. We can then add
a second blade as a second point source to this geometric
analysis without significantly changing the results.
In the 𝑦 direction, along the blade, this analysis is less
accurate since the beams produced are an extended source.
In order to make an assessment of the emittances here we initially attempted pinhole measurements, however the signal
was too low. Instead we opted for an einzel lens scan with
no collimation. In our measurements we observed effective
beam waist-like structures for a number of different bias voltages each with interesting unexpected features. We classify
these as waist-like rather than beam observations, the first
MOPOMS033
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Figure 5: Comparison of beam lobe angle measurements
and simulations.

DISCUSSION
With our simulations, we identify most of the anomalous
features with the high aspect ratio beams that are produced by
the nanoblades. We note that the source size is approximately
15 mm × 100 𝜇m based on the full illumination of the blade.
This is large compared to the aperture of the lens (≈ cm
scale) which leads to significant nonlinear focusing. This
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invalidates the simplified focal strength results contained in
Eq. 1.
Instead, we find that the line charges combined with the
slight nonzero angle of illumination leads to the lens focusing by looping the beam around, similar to a lasso. This
forms the lobed structure and finally the effective beam waist
followed by a quick disappearance on the phosphor screen
rather than a similar defocus. We compare the simulations
to data features in Figs. 4 and 5. We note that the size of
the waists and angle of the lobed structure produced by the
nonlinear focusing are well reproduced in simulation.
We can further use our simulations to establish a smaller
lower bound on the mean transverse energy (MTE) by noting
that feature preservation only occurs for an MTE less than
5 eV. We can see these simulations in Figs. 6 and 7. This
value is in line with calculations and theory [4].

The transverse emittance in the 𝑥 direction is within a
reasonable number. However, we observe an unexpectedly
higher emittance in the 𝑦 direction. We attribute this to the
presence of the secondary nanoblade. Historically, the second blade was fabricated for a number of reasons. The first
was to make sure that the electron signal was high enough
to observe. With these measurements we are now certain
that we can halve the charge, by removing a nanoblade, and
continue to perform reliable measurements. Going forward
we can modify our recipe to not produce the second blade
or we could consider removing one blade from the existing
samples we have fabricated.

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
We have successfully produced a high aspect ratio high
current beam from nanofabricated cathodes without long
term damage. We have measured the upper bound on MTE
and transverse emittance for novel nanofabricated cathodes.
Seeing that our measurements are now limited by the presence of a second blade, we are motivated to remove one
blade for future measurements. We show the result of and
attempt to experiment with using focused ion beam (FIB) to
remove one blade in Fig. 8.

Figure 6: Reconstruction of transverse profile for monochromatic beams with 0 eV MTE.

Figure 8: Experiment using focused ion beam (FIB) to remove one blade, simplifying the fabrication recipe.

Figure 7: Reconstruction of transverse profile for monochromatic beams with 5 eV MTE.

We also have the possibility to use these structures as
nanospray devices for vacuum propulsion of spacecraft. We
are currently in collaboration with UCLA’s engineering department in this regard.
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MATERIAL NORMAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FOR
FIELD EMISSION ANALYSES FROM MONOCRYSTALLINE SURFACES∗
J. I. Mann† , Y. Li, J. B. Rosenzweig, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024, USA
J. K. Nangoi, T. Arias, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14850, USA
Abstract
Electron field emission is a complicated phenomenon
which is sensitive not only to the particular material under
illumination but also to the specific crystalline orientation of
the surface. Summarizing the ability for a crystal to emit in
a particular direction would be of great use when searching
for good field emitters. In this paper we propose a material
normal energy distribution which describes the ability of the
bound electrons to tunnel under an intense electric field. This
framework breaks a computationally expensive 3-D system
down to a source distribution representation applicable for
more efficient 1-D models. We use the Fowler-Nordheim
framework to study the yield and MTE (mean transverse
energy) from sources including gold, copper, and tungsten
in both monocrystalline and polycrystalline forms. We find
an increase in effective work function for field emission in
the (111) direction for gold and copper associated with the
Bragg plane intersections of the Fermi surface.

INTRODUCTION
Electrons are commonly sourced through field emission.
Nanotips, for instance, are used in a static field emission
setup for electron microscopy [1]. Field emission is also the
culprit of dark current [2] and may lead to breakdown [3] in
RF cavities. Strong laser field emission is a growing topic of
interest where a nanostructured cathode is used to enhance
laser fields to field-emitting regimes [4].
Field emission is typically analyzed in 1-D using the
Fowler-Nordheim (FN) framework [5] where each electron
impinging on the surface has a probability of tunneling and
emitting. This probability, for a transversely isotropic surface potential, is invariable on the transverse momentum and
is therefore only dependent on the normal energy, summarized by the vacuum motive energy 𝑀(𝑥) = 𝑈(𝑥) − 𝐸𝑛 with
𝑈 the vacuum potential and 𝐸𝑛 the energy directed normal
to the surface. The motive energy is integrated within the
classically forbidden region to determine the tunneling probability. It is thusly important to understand the distribution
of source current within the material with respect to the
normal energy when finding the field emission current.
The FN model for field emission is typically considered
using an isotropic free electron gas (FEG) scheme. In this
case, there is a constant current density in energy space, permitting simple analytical results in the limits of low or high
field strength [5]. However, we do not expect all crystalline
surfaces to behave like a FEG in field emission. We thus pro∗
†
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pose a material normal energy distribution (MNED) which
embodies the electron density or normal current density as
a function of the energy directed towards the surface 𝐸𝑛 .
The MNED for the FEG at zero temperature is found by
integrating over slices of the Fermi sphere,
𝐸𝑓 − 𝑇𝑛
𝑑𝑗
1
=
= − 2 𝐸𝑛
𝑑𝑇𝑛
2𝜋2
2𝜋

where 𝑇𝑛 ∈ [0, 𝐸𝑓 ] is the normal-directed kinetic energy,
𝐸𝑓 is the Fermi energy of the material, and 𝐸𝑛 is the normal
energy relative to the Fermi level. Eqs. (1) and (2) are in
Hartree atomic units (a.u.) with ℏ = 𝑚𝑒 = −𝑞𝑒 = 1.
The MTE (mean transverse energy) as a function of the
normal energy is found to be,
MTE(𝑇𝑛 ) =

1
1
(𝐸𝑓 − 𝑇𝑛 ) = − 𝐸𝑛
2
2

(2)

and it is conserved in our model between bulk and vacuum
due to transverse momentum conservation.

METHODS
We use density-functional theory (DFT) to determine the
MNED of real materials through two approaches: slab and
bulk calculations. The former is used as a direct, but coarse,
calculation of the MNED so that we may verify our bulk
calculation results, which attain a much higher resolution by
employing some basic assumptions for an indirect approach.
This verification is done only for Au (100) and (111).
We use the code JDFTx [6] for all DFT calculations. We
use SG15 norm-conserving pseudopotentials [7] for all ions
and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof GGA exchange-correlation
(XC) functional [8].

Slab System Analysis
The Au (100) and (111) slab systems consist of 15 layers
where the outermost 6 layers’ positions are optimized. The
vacuum separation between the periodic slabs’ outermost
layers is 46.26 a.u. in length, about 6 lattice constants, before
optimization. This slab system allows us to directly calculate the wavefunction decay rate in vacuum, 𝜅, which may
then be related to the normal energy (relative to the Fermi
level) by 𝐸𝑛 = − 12 𝜅2 + 𝑊 for bound electronic states. To
find a single value for 𝜅 for each eigenstate we average the
modulus of the wavefunction in the transverse dimensions.
We fit an exponential to the wavefunction starting where the
potential is within 0.8 eV of vacuum level and ending before
the wavefunction’s magnitude falls below the noise floor.
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Bulk System Analysis
The bulk calculations use a single unit cell with one atom.
This is significantly cheaper computationally than the slab
system and allows us to use a single DFT calculation for
any surface orientation. We find that allowing the lattice to
relax results in a roughly unchanged lattice constant and that
the band structures produced match previous calculations [9,
10], indicating a good pseudopotential and XC functional
choice for gold, copper, and tungsten.
For a given state with crystal momentum k we stipulate that the total energy 𝐸 (relative to the Fermi level)
and the transverse crystal momentum k∥ are conserved between bulk and vacuum, and we can therefore determine
the decay rate of the wavefunction in vacuum simply with
𝜅 = √2(𝑊 − 𝐸) + 𝑘∥2 . This then leads to the normal energy
within the material 𝐸𝑛 = 𝑇𝑛 − 𝐸𝑓 = 𝐸 − 12 𝑘∥2 .
The transverse momentum conservation is true up to a
reciprocal lattice vector – the inclusion of larger momenta
outside the first Brillouin zone (BZ) would, in general, lead
to larger transverse kinetic energies and lower normal energies. However, states near the Fermi level, which contribute
most to field emission, interact with the lattice weakly and
therefore occupy these higher transverse modes less.
The normal current contribution of each state is taken
2
𝜕𝐸
3
to be 𝑑𝑗 = (2𝜋)
3 𝑣𝑔𝑛 𝑑 k, with 𝑣𝑔𝑛 = 𝜕𝑘 the group veloc⟂
ity projected along the surface normal and the factor of 2
accounting for spin degeneracy.
We find the distribution of current with respect to the
normal energy by Monte-Carlo integration over the first BZ,
using the Wannier interpolation method [11] to find the energy and group velocity. Samples with a negative normal
group velocity are discarded as they would not contribute
to the tunneling current. When finding the polycrystalline
averaged MNED we use a random unit vector as the surface normal for each sample. The MTE is found by taking
1 2
𝑘 to be the transverse energy of each sample and an aver2 ∥
age, weighted by the samples’ normal current contributions,
is done within each normal energy bin. We use about 50
million samples within the first BZ.
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Figure 1: Au MNED source density near the Fermi level at
𝐸𝑛 = 0. Surface calculations (dashed) for the (100) (blue)
and (111) (red) surfaces agree well with their bulk calculation (solid) counterparts, considering their 0.8 eV uncertainty in 𝐸𝑛 . The polycrystalline average (green) and (110)
surface (magenta) for from the bulk calculations are also
included. All cases exhibit FEG-like qualities close to the
Fermi level, albeit with a lower density.
MNED currents strongly deviate from the FEG predictions
close to the Fermi level. The maximum normal energy attained is less than the Fermi level and the minimum MTE is
found to be non-zero due to the Bragg plane intersection of
the Fermi surface for these materials in this direction, as we
will discuss in the Discussion section.

RESULTS
The Au MNED density is shown in Fig. 1. The surface
and bulk calculations roughly agree with each other in shape,
particularly considering that the uncertainty in normal energy for the surface calculations is 0.8 eV due to the potential’s non-instantaneous transition to vacuum and our fitting
scheme. The Au MNED current matches the FEG result
surprisingly well (much like Cu in Fig. 2) while the MNED
density does not. By this observation the normal group
velocity, or the factor between current and density, cannot
follow a simple FEG calculation. We thus have no method
of calculating the MNED current for a slab system.
The Cu MNED current and MTE are shown in Fig. 2. The
Cu (100), (110), and averaged surfaces agree well with the
FEG predictions near the Fermi level. The Cu and Au (111)
MOPOMS034
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Figure 2: Cu MNED source current (solid) and MTE
(dashed) near the Fermi level at 𝐸𝑛 = 0. The polycrystalline
(green), (100) (blue), and (110) (magenta) curves agree surprisingly well with the FEG (black) near the Fermi level.
The (111) (red) result notably terminates 0.27 eV below the
Fermi level and attains a minimum MTE of 270 meV due to
the Fermi surface Bragg plane intersection in this direction.
The W MNED current and MTE are shown in Fig. 3.
Tungsten behaves less like a FEG than gold and copper [12]
and so we expect these results to deviate further, which is
observed. Regardless, the distributions are roughly linear
near the Fermi level and may be approximated by a modified
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FEG with larger currents, i.e. by multiplying Eqs. (1) and
(2) by a constant.
We find these modified FEG constants for the Au, Cu, and
W results by fitting a line between the modified Fermi level
(at the highest occupied normal energy) and where the linear
trend seems to stop at lower normal energies. This data, as
well as the increase in work function (due to the modified
normal energy Fermi level) and minimum MTE for Au and
Cu (111), are summarized in Table 1 for the cases where a
deviation from the FEG was observed.

Avg 0.7
100
110 0.6
111
FEG 0.5

0.008
MNED Current (a.u.)

0.007

MTE (eV)

0.006
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0.001

0.4
0.3
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FEG
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0.000
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Figure 3: W MNED source current (solid) and MTE (dashed)
near the Fermi level at 𝐸𝑛 = 0. The polycrystalline (green),
(100) (blue), and (110) (magenta) curves behave similarly
to the FEG (black). The (111) (red) result agrees most with
the FEG.

Table 1: Observed MNED current and MTE slopes relative
to the slopes for the FEG in Eqs. (1) and (2) respectively,
with effective work function increase and minimum MTE
contribution for each studied material surface. The fitting
is done between the (modified) Fermi level and where the
linear trend roughly ceases. “(Avg)” refers to the directionally averaged calculation for polycrystalline materials. For
surfaces Au(100), Au(110), Au(Avg), Cu(100), Cu(110),
and W(111) no significant deviation from the FEG was
found. The W(100) and W(110) surfaces are only fit out to
𝐸𝑛 = −0.13 eV.
Surface MNED MTE Δ𝑊 (eV) Minimum
Slope Slope
MTE (meV)
Au(111)
Cu(Avg)
Cu(111)
W (Avg)
W (100)
W (110)

1.25
0.98
1.48
1.42
3.58
1.92

0.73
1
0.54
1
1.06
0.97

0.16
0.27
-

170
270
-

DISCUSSION
The field emission work function anisotropy for Au and
Cu (111) surfaces is perhaps the most notable result here.
The Fermi surfaces of these metals intersect the (111) Bragg
planes [12], which may be understood through the weak
binding model. This intersection forms a disc where the
total energy is less than the Fermi level everywhere except
for the edge where the transverse momentum is non-zero.
This indicates that the normal energy is also less than the
Fermi level. This feature combined with our model results in
an increased effective work function and MTE at and around
the (111) surface normal.
Work function anisotropy is a well-studied phenomenon
with various methods of measurement, oftentimes with different approaches resulting in different values [13]. It is
understood to originate primarily due to the surface disturbance, and not any particular bulk-originating anisotropy
[14]. Here we have found a possible bulk-originating work
function increase on the order of 100’s meV specifically for
field emission. This effect compounds with the photoemission work function for the given surface and is comparable
to the surface-originating anisotropies.
We otherwise find that, for orientations where there is
no Bragg plane intersection, these materials behave akin
to a FEG, albeit with more or less total current or MTE
near the Fermi level. Of particular note is the large source
current for the W(100) surface where we expect about 3.6
times the current we would otherwise get from a pure FEG
calculation at low fields. This is quite substantial as, for
instance, the choice of potential shape for a Fowler-Nordheim
model results in a prefactor which may vary in magnitude by
factors on the order of 2 [15], making this observed increase
in current impactful for such studies.

CONCLUSION
We found that gold, copper, and tungsten generally abide
well by the FEG model for applications in electron field emission. Some orientations of tungsten have a higher electron
supply than calculated by a purely FEG calculation, namely
the W(100) surface which has nearly 3.6 times the surface
current. An orientation-averaged calculation in the spirit of
polycrystalline studies also shows good FEG-like behavior
as expected. We also find that, for Au and Cu (111) surfaces,
the work function and intrinsic MTE are elevated due to the
Fermi surfaces’ Bragg plane intersections. These results will
have a significant impact on the currents calculated using
a Fowler-Nordheim model, illuminating the importance of
studying even a metallic cathode’s electronic distribution.
Future work includes surface calculations of tungsten as
well as improved vacuum fitting methods and an increase
in sample number by Wannier interpolation. Additionally,
the bulk method may be bolstered by some analytical work
which may reveal a simpler method of calculating the MNED
and MTE slope near the Fermi level. Other common fieldemitting materials including semi-conductors are also under
consideration.
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SIMULATIONS OF LASER FIELD EMISSION FROM NANOSTRUCTURES
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ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FROM REF. [7]

Abstract
Laser-induced field emission from nanostructures as a
means to create high brightness electron beams has been
a continually growing topic of study. Experiments using
nanoblade emitters have achieved peak fields upwards of 40
GV/m, begging further investigation in this extreme regime.
A recent paper has provided analytical reductions of the
common semi-infinite Jellium system for pulsed incident
lasers. We utilize these results as well as similar previous
results to further understand the physics underlying electron
rescattering-type emissions. We progress in numerically
evaluating the analytical solution to attempt to more efficiently generate spectra for this system. Additionally, we
use the full 1-D time-dependent Schrödinger equation with
a Hartree potential and a dispersion-relation transition from
material to vacuum to study the same system. We determine what importance the inclusion of the material band
structure may have on emissions using this computationally
challenging approach.

INTRODUCTION
The bright, coherent electron beams that can be generated
from nanoscale emitters have proven to be useful for such
applications as electron microscopes [1], electron interferometry, nanometric imaging, synchrotrons [2], and more. A
popular choice of nanostructure for electron emission, the
nanotip, suffers from material breakdown when subjected
to peak surface fields on the order of 10 GV/m [3, 4]. This
problem of material breakdown is mitigated by the usage of
a similar nanostructure, the nanoblade, which is essentially
an extruded nanotip. Due to its improved thermomechanical
properties, the nanoblade can survive peak surface fields
over 40 GV/m and potentially even up to 80 GV/m [5, 6],
allowing for higher current densities.
To investigate electron emission from nanoblades, we
solve the 1-D time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE),
making use of recently published analytical solutions. We
also perform finite difference numerical simulations investigating the effects that a collective image potential and the
material’s effective mass have on yields.
∗
†

This research is supported by the Center for Bright Beams, U.S. National
Science Foundation grant PHY-1549132.
benjaminwang1@g.ucla.edu

We use the analytical solution [7] to the TDSE,
1
𝑖𝜕𝑡 𝜓(𝑥, 𝑡) = − Δ𝜓(𝑥, 𝑡) + Θ(𝑥)(𝑈 − 𝐸𝑥 cos(𝜔𝑡))𝜓(𝑥, 𝑡)
2
(1)
derived in Ref. [7] with the laser energy 𝜔 = 1.55 eV =
0.0570 atomic units (a.u.), total metallic potential depth 𝑈 =
10 eV = 0.3676 a.u., and Fermi energy 𝐸𝑓 = 4.5 eV = 0.165
a.u. to represent a gold cathode under the illumination of an
800 nm laser. In this model, the uniform cosine laser field is
turned on instantaneously at 𝑡 = 0.
The resulting yield curves exhibit the expected fourth
power yield to laser intensity scaling for four-photon emission. The deviation from this power law at higher laser intensities is indicative of channel closing [8]. These features
are corroborated by Fig. 4 in Ref. [9].
The difficulties that we encountered were related to computational complexity, as the required computation time
increased dramatically with the temporal boundary and the
electric field magnitude, which made calculations for longer
periods and/or higher fields take much longer than numerical
simulation. This difficulty was compounded by the fact that,
in Eq. (1), there is a discontinuity caused by the instantaneous application of the cosine field at 𝑡 = 0, which makes
the results from the first few periods largely nonphysical.
The termination time then needs to be somewhat large to
find the asymptotic current. Reference [10] covers these
findings in more detail.

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FROM REF. [11]
A more recent paper [11] analytically solves the TDSE
for periodic Gaussian pulses, so that the applied laser field
is of the form,
𝐹(𝑡) = 𝐹0 + 𝐹1 𝑒−𝑡

cos (𝜔𝑡 + 𝜙)

(2)

which resolves the discontinuity difficulty of Eq. (1). We
use same parameters as before as well as static field 𝐹0 = 0,
carrier envelope phase (CEP) 𝜙 = 𝜋
, full-width at half2
maximum (FWHM) power 𝜏𝑝 = 10𝜋
(5
periods), and 𝑚 =
𝜔
20 cycles between pulses. Again the yield curve exhibits
the expected fourth power yield to laser intensity scaling
for four-photon emission, however we experience numerical
issues at higher fields starting at around 𝐹1 = 10 V/nm, as
can be seen in the yield curve in Fig. 1. For channel closing
to be the culprit, we would expect to find a periodic drop in
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yield as each photon channel closes in succession with the
rising ponderomotive potential; this is not observed.

Yield (arb. u.)
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3.93 ± 0.02

Figure 1: Yield curve for 800 nm laser field emission from
gold for a Gaussian pulse with a FWHM of 5 periods. The
fourth power yield to laser intensity scaling is expected for
the four photon emission regime, but the data becomes unreliable beyond an intensity of about 1013 W/cm2 due to
numerical issues at higher fields.
These numerical issues at higher fields are also apparent
in the graphs of transmission probability versus emitted
electron energy (which is related to the emission spectrum).
These pseudo-spectra are shown in Fig. 2. These graphs
have oscillations that become noisier the higher the electric
field magnitude, as can be seen by the jagged appearance of
the 20 V/nm spectrum as compared to the much smoother
1 V/nm spectrum. The appearance of this apparent noise is
unaffected by increasing the number of integration steps, so
the noise is likely caused not by computational constraints,
but by other factors. One such factor under consideration is
interference between the emissions of temporally adjacent
pulses.
We also note that the 20 V/nm spectrum does not extend
as far out in energy as expected. According to the semiclassical cutoff of 10𝑈𝑝 we would expect emission energies
out to about 30 eV.
While the channels with negative energy in vacuum do
not contribute to the yield, we include them in Fig. 2 as a
demonstration of our current issues.

IMAGE CHARGE LIMITED YIELD
We revisit some of the simulations discussed in Ref. [5]
where we found a nearly linear yield and intensity relation
at high fields, which is consistent with the collective image
potential trapping model. We noted that the yield would
likely be dependent on the simulation size and that, using a
proper Hartree potential model, the results should converge
to the observed linear scaling provided an infinitely large
simulation.
Figure 3 shows yield curves in the space-charge limited
regime with simulated vacuum lengths varying from 800 Å
to 2000 Å. We find that, as we increase the vacuum length
MOPOMS036
718

Figure 2: Transmission probability versus emitted electron
energy for 800 nm laser field emission from gold for a Gaussian pulse with a FWHM of 5 periods. The oscillations in
these graphs are apparent for higher electric field magnitudes, indicating possible numerical or modeling issues.
of the simulation, the power law decreases below the expected linear scaling at these fields. At 2000 Å we even see
a decreasing yield for increasing laser intensities.

Figure 3: Yield curves in the space-charge limited regime
with simulation lengths in vacuum of 800 Å (black), 1200 Å
(red), 1600 Å (magenta), and 2000 Å (blue). The power law
exponents fitted to the data are adjacent to their respective
curves. We observe that, with increasing simulation length,
the power law diminishes to below the expected linear scaling.
We believe this nonphysical behavior arises due to the absorptive boundary on the material side of the simulation. As
the electron rescattering process progresses, some wavefunction transmits through the Jellium slab and reaches the back
end of the simulation where it is absorbed by an imaginary
potential. The total charge within the simulated slab is now
diminished not only by the electrons which emit from the system into vacuum, but also by those which would nominally
continue to exist within the material.
Based on the cylindrical geometry used in the model, the
absorption of these electrons is not inhibited by the buildup
of positive charge in the outer “shell” which makes up the
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Jellium slab. Thus, with increasing laser intensity this charge
buildup can only increase. The electrons in vacuum, however, observe this increase in positive charge and are therefore attracted back to the cathode. With larger simulation
sizes these electrons have a larger potential to climb and
therefore are more likely to be reabsorbed, reducing the total
yield.

INCLUSION OF EFFECTIVE MASS
It is known that the dispersion relation for an electron in
transport may be simply modeled using an effective mass
within the material for applications in photoemission [12].
To model a material like gold we use an effective mass of
𝑚𝑒𝑓 𝑓 = 1.1 within the material and the standard electron
mass in vacuum. The transition between the two regimes is
modeled by a spatially variable kinetic energy operator,
𝑇 (𝑥) =

1
1
𝑝̂ (
(1 − 𝑆(𝑥)) + 𝑆(𝑥)) 𝑝̂
2𝑚𝑒
𝑚𝑒𝑓 𝑓

(3)

with 𝑆(𝑥) = 1+𝑒1−𝜅𝑥 a sigmoid function. We use the transition rate 𝜅 = 1 nm−1 , which is a relatively smooth transition
compared to the Jellium potential [5].
Continuing the simulation methods in Ref. [5], the inclusion of a spatially-dependent dispersion relation is not
straightforward using the operator-splitting Fourier method
as the kinetic operator is no longer spatially invariable. We
work around this by expanding the unitary kinetic halfpropagator, which follows Strang splitting of the full propagator, into a fourth order Taylor series,
𝑖

𝑖
(− 2ℏ
𝑑𝑡𝑇 )𝑛
𝑛!
𝑛=0
4

𝑒− 2ℏ 𝑇 𝑑𝑡 ≈ ∑

(4)

We Fourier transform back and forth to apply the
momentum-space and real-space operators. The simulation initialization is done such that the charge density within
the slab remains the same, according to the Fermi energy
of gold. We do not include any Hartree or collective image
potential and the laser pulse FWHM power is increased to
35 fs.
A yield curve comparing the yields from the gold effective
mass calculation to one which uses the standard electron
mass throughout is shown in Fig. 4. For intensities greater
than 3 × 1013 W/cm2 we observe a relatively nontrivial
dependence on the field intensity. For the data accrued the
average ratio of yields is 0.96, however the actual ratio at
any given field strength is variable by an order of about 0.1.
Otherwise, this appears to be a relatively minute correction
for the yield curves. A stronger effect might be seen for other
materials or for other quantities such as the mean transverse
energy (MTE), which are currently under consideration.
For lower incident intensities we find that the yields in
the calculation utilizing the effective mass boundary are increased. We attribute this to numerical error, as a calculation
we performed with zero field strength also resulted in a comparable yield. Mitigation of this error takes two forms. We

Figure 4: Ratio of yields for calculations using an effective
mass of 1.1𝑚𝑒 within the Jellium slab to those for an effective
mass of 1𝑚𝑒 throughout. The inset shows the same data for
intensities greater than 3 × 1013 W/cm2 and with a linear
y-axis scaling.
may either decrease the temporal or spatial step sizes, which
increases computation time (which is already on the order
of weeks). We may also decrease the transition rate, which
alters our physical model. Neither are optimal approaches.

CONCLUSION
The prospect of using the analytical solution derived in
Ref. [11] to solve the 1-D TDSE is promising for multiple
reasons. Firstly, this solution is computationally efficient to
evaluate, with a yield curve calculation on the scale of Fig. 1
taking around half an hour to run on a laptop. This contrasts
previous efforts Ref. [10] where calculations could take
weeks on a more powerful server computer. Secondly, this
solution offers many customizable parameters that allow us
to adjust and investigate properties such as the pulse length,
bias field, and CEP. Finally, this solution straightforwardly
calculates the full wave function itself, which we may use to
calculate a true spectrum [13]. This will allow us to factor in
space-charge trapping in a computationally efficient manner.
Our work involving the collective image potential is still
ongoing. We found that a simulation parameter, the vacuum
length, strongly affects the resulting observed behavior. A
model which either does not absorb charge on the inner
boundary or assumes a perfect conductor for a strictly image
potential-based system are likely our next approaches.
We find that the inclusion of the effective mass in TDSEbased simulation is relatively unimportant for materials
where 𝑚𝑒𝑓 𝑓 ≈ 1. Most of the deviations we find arise from numerical issues involving the inclusion of a spatially variable
kinetic operator. Analytical corrections to the transmission
and reflection coefficients of the surface barrier may provide
better insight to the relevance of this property.
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STUDY OF MATERIAL CHOICE IN BEAM DUMPS
FOR ENERGETIC ELECTRON BEAMS
D. Zhu*, Y.-R. E. Tan, R. T. Dowd, ANSTO Australian Synchrotron, Clayton, Australia
Abstract
Lead is typically used as the initial target in a design for
beam dumps for high energy electron beams (>20 MeV).
Electron beams with energies above 20 MeV are usually
built within concrete bunkers and therefore the design of
any beam dump would just be a lead block (very cost effective) as close to the electron source as possible, after a
vacuum flange of some sort. In a study of a hypothetical
100 MeV electron beam inside a concrete bunker with an
extremely low dose rate constraint outside the bunker, the
thickness of lead required would have been too restrictive
for a compact design. In this study we investigate the potential benefits of designs that incorporate low Z materials
like graphite as the primary target material in vacuum followed by progressively higher Z materials up to lead. The
results show the more diffuse elastic scattering from the
primary target reduces the back scattered photons and reduces the overall neutron generation. The effect was a more
compact design for the beam dump to meet the same dose
rate constraint.

THE AUSTRALIAN SYNCHROTRON
100 MeV LINAC
The Australian Synchrotron Light Source (ASLS) uses a
full energy injector system comprising of a 100 MeV linac
and 3 GeV booster synchrotron to inject beam into its
3 GeV storage ring. The linear accelerator (or linac) accelerates the electron beam to an energy of 100 MeV over
about 10 metres. The linac operates in either long-pulse
mode, in which up to 4 nC is generated in a bunch train of
up to 150 ns with repetition rate 1 Hz, or in 1 ns short-pulse
mode, in which a single bunch of up to 0.5 nC is delivered [1]. The linac is distributed inside the linac tunnel.
During machine study time, the 100 MeV electron beam
can be extracted for radiological study.

ELECTRON BEAM INTERACTION WITH
LEAD AND GRAPHITE
A geometry was created in FLUKA for the simulation of
electron beam interacting with different shielding materials. The linac bunker dimensions and concrete wall thicknesses are the same as in the linac tunnel, but the target and
the local shielding differs significantly. The bunker is with
100 cm thickness for the walls and 50cm thickness for the
roof. The type of concrete used was Portland mixture
which has a density of 2.34 g/cm3. To change the units from
‘per electron’ to ‘per hour’ the number of electrons expected to be emitted by the electron source in one hour of
constant operation is required. The number of electrons
emitted by the 100MeV, 4 nC per pulse, 1 Hz repetition rate
election source is 2.5×1010 electrons per hour. In the simulation coordinate system, X is the inboard-outboard horizontal direction, Y is the vertical direction, Z is the beam
direction.
First, the penetration of electron in lead and graphite is
compared. The target is a 50cm×50cm×50cm cubic block
placed approximately 10 cm downstream of primary electron emitted position. The target material is lead and graphite respectively.

THE FLUKA SIMULATION CODE
In this research, the FLUKA code is used to simulate the
radiological environment in the linac tunnel. FLUKA is a
Monte Carlo code for calculations of particle transport and
interactions with matter, covering an extended range of applications spanning from proton and electron accelerator
shielding to target design, calorimetry, activation, dosimetry, detector design, accelerator driven systems, cosmic
rays, neutrino physics, radiotherapy etc. [2, 3]. It has the
best physics models in terms of completeness and precision, through a microscopic approach where each step has
sound physics bases. FLAIR acts as an intermediate layer
between the user and FLUKA. The integration of FLUKA
with FLAIR provides an advanced user-friendly interface.
___________________________________________

* dajunz@ansto.gov.au

Figure 1: Electron fluence from different target, lead(top)
and graphite (bottom).
Figures 1-4 provide electron fluence (track-length density), photon fluence, neutron fluence, and effective dose
rate equivalent maps on horizontal cross section of the tunnel at beam height. In each figure, the top one is for lead
target and bottom one is for graphite target.
From the simulation results as showing in Fig. 1, electron beam can easily penetrate through the graphite block,
but the lead will stop electron after about 25 cm
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penetration. When the electron bombing on the lead surface, it will produce large back scattering electrons and
photons. It is well suited to back scattering x-rays and
gamma-rays. The high dose rate region is mainly focused
on the back scattering area. Lead can effectively attenuate
certain kinds of radiation because of its high density and
high atomic number; principally, it is effective at stopping
gamma rays and x-rays.

Figure 4: Total effective dose equivalent maps from different target, lead(top) and graphite (bottom).
For graphite target, because of the longer distance interaction between electron and graphite, neutron can be produced and absorbed in the graphite. Its total effective dose
rate is spreading in all the bunker because the electron
beam can easily go through it.
Figure 2: Photon fluence from different target, lead(top)
and graphite (bottom).

COMBINED STRUCTURE WITH LEAD
AND GRAPHITE
To take advantages of both lead and graphite shielding,
two types of combined structure for the target are proposed.
As shown in Fig. 5, the left picture for the target is separating the cubic of 50 cm thickness to two cuboids with thickness 30 cm lead and 20 cm graphite. Electron beam will go
through the graphite and then to the lead. The second geometry the target is a graphite cylinder embedded inside a
lead cylinder. The lead cylinder is 50 cm in length and
60 cm in diameter. The graphite core insert is a 15 cm long
cylinder with a 20 cm diameter. It is recessed 5 cm into the
lead.

Figure 3: Neutron fluence from different target, lead(top)
and graphite (bottom).
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Figure 5: Two types of combined structure for the target.
Figures 6-9 provide another set of electron fluence, photon fluence, neutron fluence, and effective dose rate equivalent maps on horizontal cross section of the tunnel at beam
height. In each figure, the top graph is from the left target
in Fig.5. The bottom graph is from the right target in Fig.5.
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Figure 6: Electron fluence from combined structures.

Figure 9: Total effective dose equivalent maps from combined structures.
Comparison between Figs. 1 and 6, there are significant
reduction of electron fluence under each combined structure. That’s because the primary electron interacting with
graphite first, enlarging the interaction distance and decreasing electron back scattering intensity. From Figs. 2
and 7, the back scattering photon fluence is decreasing with
combined structures. Also, the back scattering photon angle is confined by the special lead-graphite cone structure.
Figures 3 and 8 show the neutron can easily deposit in lead
and graphite. But electron longer travel distance in graphite
can produce more neutron. Also, the back scattering neutron from lead can be absorbed in graphite. Overall, the total effective dose rate in the bunker is significantly reduced
as comparing Figs. 4 and 9.

CONCLUSION
Figure 7: Photon fluence from combined structures.

The interaction characteristic of 100 MeV electron beam
injected in lead and graphite is studied. The lead can effectively scatter protons and electrons. It also absorbs gamma
rays. From radiation shielding view, the lead can effectively reflect radiation backward. The electron beam can
travel in graphite with longer distance, produce more neutron and absorb it. For efficient radiation shielding, a welldesigned electron beam collector is required. It combines
lead and graphite and use graphite as the primary beam collector. This combined structure will largely decrease radiation level in the linac tunnel with less shielding material
cost.
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Abstract
Here we report radiation dose estimates calculated for the
X-band Laboratory for Accelerators and Beams (X-LAB)
under construction at the University of Melbourne (UoM).
The lab will host a CERN X-band test stand containing
two 12 GHz 6 MW klystron amplifiers. By power combination through hybrid couplers and the use of pulse compressors, up to 50 MW of peak power can be sent to any of
to either of the two test slots at pulse repetition rates up to
400 Hz. The test stand is dedicated to RF conditioning and
testing CLIC’s high gradient accelerating structures beyond
100 MV/m. This paper also gives a brief overview of the general principles of radiation protection legislation; explains
radiological quantities and units, including some basic facts
about radioactivity and the biological effects of radiation;
and gives an overview of the classification of radiological
areas at X-LAB, radiation fields at high-energy accelerators,
and the radiation monitoring system used at X-LAB. The
bunker design to achieve a dose rate less than annual dose
limit of 1 mSv is also shown.

INTRODUCTION
The X-LAB is being constructed in an existing radiation
shielded bunker located in the basement of the School of
Physics at UoM, under refurbishment after previously housing a 35 MeV electron betatron [1] until the late 1980s.
This space will become the first high-power, highfrequency accelerator laboratory in Australia. At the heart
of the project is the technology transfer from the Partner
Organisation CERN in the form of the multimillion dollar
compact X-band accelerator radio frequency (RF) system
known as XBOX3 [2, 3]. Refurbishing of the Melbourne
University basement is going on, the first high power X-band
pulses are planned for the end of 2022.
Conditioning of CLIC structures will take place in the
X-LAB high power test stands renamed as Mel-BOX [4]
(Fig. 1). Mel-BOX consists of twin low peak power, X-band
(11.9942 GHz) 6 MW Toshiba E37113 klystrons and ScandiNova K1 modulators. Signals are combined in pairs allowing
∗
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to sum up power of two klystrons, thus operating at 200 Hz
at double power. This together with a pulse compressor
on each line allows to reach the power of about 50MW for
CLIC’s baseline requirements [5] .

Figure 1: Layout of the new X-LAB and the configuration
of the Mel-BOX test stands.
The use of high-gradient RF technology in accelerator
facilities has a series of important benefits, such as compactness and cost-efficiency. However, compactness comes
at the cost of having very high EM fields inside the RF
cavities. High surface electric fields lead to spontaneous
emission of electrons from the material surfaces, by means
of quantum tunnelling of conducting layer electrons. Furthermore, this emission grows exponentially with field, becoming larger when gradients used get higher. Field emission
of electrons is the origin of RF breakdown in high gradient
structures’ operation, but it can also cause other related problems. Field emitted electrons can be captured by the EM
fields and be accelerated throughout the structures, causing
the so-called dark currents [6]. If these electrons become
energetic enough they can also produce ionising radiation
when colliding with material walls. Dark currents can be a
source of other issues, such as background noise in Beam
Position Monitors (BPMs), transverse kicks of beams, and
ionising radiation. To ensure adequate performance of radiation shielding in the X-LAB bunker area, the dark current
of two high gradient structures has been used in this study.
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DARK CURRENT AND RADIATION IN
HIGH-GRADIENT RF STRUCTURES
The dark current is the main radiation source of the XLAB, understanding the process is fundamental to design an
appropriate shielding. During high-power operation of CLIC
structures the incident, transmitted and reflected RF powers
are measured, together with dark current in the downstream
and upstream Faraday (FD) cups. Downstream refers to the
direction of RF power propagation. And in the case of CLIC
structures, which are forward travelling wave, it also refers
to phase travel direction. Dark current signals appear only
in the peak power region where the E field is high enough
for field emission of electrons to take place.

Figure 3: Energy spectrum of electrons reaching downstream Faraday cups in CST periodic simulation of the TD24.
downstream with a positive frequency shift due to the tuning
of the pulse compressors [2].

INTERLOCK SYSTEM AND SIMULATION

Figure 2: Structure conditioning plot on the left, relative
downstream dark current measurements at various flat top
pulse width on the right. Dark current radiation consistently
goes down during conditioning.
Analysis of the conditioning data from the T24 CLIC prototype structure tested at CERN is shown in Fig. 2. RF power
is presented, marking different pulse lengths with different
colours. Following that, the peak dark current as a function
of the input RF power is shown, where the conditioning
ramps for different pulse lengths are overlapped. It can be
seen how the pulses of later stages of conditioning (red)
present lower dark currents at same power levels than those
of earlier stages (blue). Another important point is the dependence with RF power, which is linear instead of exponential,
as one would expect from the Fowler-Nordheim [7] equation of field emission. This happens because, in long term
operation, the exponential growth as a function of power is
compensated by a decay with the number of pulses, because
breakdown occurrences change the emitters’ location and
intensity.
TD24 structure particle simulations are done making use
of CST’s Particle In Cell (PIC) solver. EM fields resulting
from eigenmode solver are imported in the first cell. CST
allows to place electron field emission property in a selected
area, the iris surface is chosen because it has the highest
E field. Dark current magnitude is obtained placing PIC
2D monitors, as if they were FD cup measuring current on
selected planes. To calculate the radioactive emission outside the structure, the energy profile of the electrons inside
the structure has been obtained (Fig. 3). The maximum energy observed is downstream up to 18 MeV, although this
energy depends of the type of the structure and the applied
gradient (100MV/m). Electrons are able to reach 20 MeV

The X-LAB (Fig. 1) area consists of a control room (public
area), a bunker (controlled area) and a beam line (prohibited area) of 60, 50 and 25 𝑚 2 respectively. These zones
must be physically delimited so that access is monitored and
controlled, a dosimeter to access to the controlled area and
prohibited area will be mandatory.
In the first phase of operation, the X-LAB will be used
for high power RF testing, producing dark current but without an accelerated beam, which planned for the next stage
of implementation. Standard radiation safety requirements
apply, including the following controls:
• Radiation monitors will be placed both inside and outside the bunker and run for twenty four hours a day, the
modulators interlocked if the radiation levels are too
high.
• Temperature, pressure, reflected power and more threshold interlocks shutdown RF power, meaning that the
experiment stops, under certain circumstances a manual reactivation is required.
• Interlocks on the beam line door stop modulator pulsing
if opened.
The estimation of radiation dose in the underground bunker
area has been performed with FLUKA Monte Carlo software
[8]. The simulation includes: a detailed bunker geometry
(beam dumping including existing air holes in concrete, air
condition pipes, emergency exit), two high gradient structures (TD24), upstream and downstream FD cups and the
lead shielding around the downstream FD cups where a radiation peak is expected. In this particular configuration
the "targets" are the steel plates of the downstream FD cups
used to measure the dark current. The lead shield consist of
a lead boxe 20cm tick around each downstream FD cup and
two lead wall on the sides of the two test stands as shown
on Fig. 4
A 20 MeV downstream electron beam, 1 MeV upstream
electron beam and 0.5 MeV from the side of the structure
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Figure 4: FLUKA simulation, structures shield (left) and
X-LAB area (right).
are been simulated in each structure (Fig. 4). Since the
dark current decreases during conditioning an average value
of 0.5 mA and a 100 ns flat top pulse was chosen for the
simulation, the maximum repetition rate of 200Hz for each
test stand is also applied.

Figure 6: Top (XZ) and front (YX) estimations of the equivalent dose inside the X-LAB.

Figure 5: Annual DOSE-EQ estimation around the structures (beam line area).
The equivalent dose (DOSE-EQ) addresses the impact
that the type of radiation has on tissue, and is defined as the
absorbed radiation dose in an organ or tissue corrected by a
radiation weighting factor. Using the above energy profile,
the annual dose that would be expected in the different points
of the underground laboratory has been estimated (Figs. 5
and 6). The annual dose limit at the University of Melbourne
is 1 mSv, this calculation assume that a person will work
50 weeks a year, 40h/week, weekly dose rate cannot exceed
20 uSv/week over 50 weeks. As expected, the peak radiation
dose is around the downstream FD cups (Fig. 5), a dose of a
few hundreds mSv/h as been also measured and simulated
at CERN inside X-band facilities and similar high gradient
structures [5].
Figures 6 and 7 show the DOSE-EQ of the top view (XZ)
and the front view (YX) before and after applied the annual
threshold of 1mSv/year. As shown in Fig. 7, no radiation
above the annual limits is anticipated outside the beamline
area, thus the radiation shielding design is sufficient for
operation. As expected the the less shielded zone is the
ceiling of the beam line area in which an existing ladder is
installed as an emergency exit (YX Fig. 6). The garden on
top of the laboratory and the emergency exit room will be
monitored with radiation monitors connected to the interlock
system.
Another X-ray source are the two high power klystrons, the
impact of the electrons in the collector produce photons by
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Figure 7: X-LAB equivalent dose above the annual limit of
1mSv/year.
bremsstrahlung. Klystrons are self-shielded by the company
and they will be also monitored. The annual dose of two
klystrons measured at CERN is below the University limit,
that secure the access to the controlled (bunker) area during
the operation of the Mel-BOX.

CONCLUSION
The current radiation shielding design is easily adequate
for radiation protection, along with interlock and radiation
monitoring systems. This serves to bring the underground
accelerator laboratory up to 21st century radiation safety
protocols to secure the future of the X-LAB research programme.
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Abstract
Proton therapy systems are used worldwide for patient
treatment and fundamental research. The generation of secondary particles when the beam interacts with the beamline
elements is a well known issue. In particular, the energy degrader is the dominant source of secondary radiation. This
poses new challenges for the concrete shielding of compact systems and beamline elements activation computation.
We use a novel methodology to seamlessly simulate all the
processes relevant to the activation evaluation. A realistic
model of the system is developed using Beam Delivery Simulation (BDSIM), a Geant4-based particle tracking code that
allows a single model to simulate primary and secondary
particle tracking and all particle-matter interactions. The
secondary particle fluxes extracted from the simulations are
provided as input to FISPACT-II to compute the activation
by solving the rate equations. This approach is applied to the
Ion Beam Applications (IBA) Proteus®ONE (P1) system
and the shielding of the proton therapy research centre of
Charleroi, Belgium. Proton loss distributions are used to
model the production of secondary neutrals inside the accelerator structure. Two models for the distribution of proton
losses are compared for the computation of the clearance index at specific locations of the design. Results show that the
variation in the accelerator loss models can be characterised
as a systematic error.

windows and air gaps. FISPACT-II is subsequently used for
the activation computation.
This methodology is thoroughly described in Ref. [6] and
was applied to the shielding design of the future proton therapy centre of Charleroi, Belgium. The IBA Proteus®ONE
proton therapy system that will be used in the centre was
already modelled in BDSIM and validated against experimental data in Ref. [7]. The model was then used for the
secondary particle generation required for shielding activation studies with FISPACT-II. The shielding activation
results were fully validated against the IBA shielding design
that was obtained using MCNPX [8].
During the elaboration of the BDSIM model of the future proton therapy centre of Charleroi, it was required to
model in detail the proton loss pattern inside the accelerator
(S2C2). Indeed, the acceleration of the primary protons
is not simulated in BDSIM and therefore, the secondary
neutron generation is realised by combining two different
simulations. The first simulation considers the transport
of the primary particles through the beamline with the secondary neutrons generated by interactions of the beam with
the beamline elements. On the other hand, the second simulation simulates the propagation of lost protons inside the
S2C2 structure. The S2C2 secondary neutrons generation
process is presented in Fig. 1.

INTRODUCTION
Numerous proton therapy centres have been built for patient treatment and fundamental research over the past two
decades [1]. It is well known that proton therapy machines
generate a large number of secondary particles, mainly neutrons, when the proton beam interacts with the beamline
elements [2]. In particular, the energy degrader is the dominant source of secondary radiation. Those neutrons interact
with the concrete shielding via nuclear reactions, mainly neutron capture and spallation, producing radioactive nuclides.
Some are long-lived and are responsible for the long-term
activation of the shielding.
When designing a new centre or preparing experimental
setups, the complete modelling of proton therapy systems
from the primary and secondary beam interactions to the
beamline and shielding activation is a complex but necessary
task. We establish a method, inspired from the Rigorous
Two-Step (R2S) [3], coupling Beam Delivery SIMulation
(BDSIM) [4] with the code and library database FISPACTII [5]. BDSIM provides a full 3D model of the proton
therapy system and its shielding that includes the particlematter interactions of Geant4 and the tracking of all the
particles through the beamline magnetic elements, vacuum
MOPOMS041
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Figure 1: Illustration of the S2C2 secondary neutrons generation process in BDSIM. The protons (shown in blue) and
the neutral particles, neutrons and photons (shown in green)
are represented. Distribution of protons lost during the acceleration and the extraction processes serve as primary input
(left). The resulting secondaries are produced by the interactions of the protons with the S2C2 structure (right).
We propose to use the BDSIM/FISPACT-II methodology
to characterise the impact of two S2C2 proton loss distributions on the activation results. Figure 2 represents the
BDSIM model of the vault of the proton therapy centre of
Charleroi with its concrete shielding design. The concrete
shielding was implemented using Pyg4ometry, a Python library that enables users to create GDML-based geometry
rapidly [9, 10]. The S2C2 and the degrader, the two main elements of the beamline at the origin of most of the secondary
particle generation, can be observed. We study the activation
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inside a cylindrical volume in the North Wall as it is the wall
most affected by the S2C2 secondary neutrons. The specific
location and geometry of the volume have been chosen to fit
with a possible future experimental measurements campaign
design that will consist of cylindrical removable concrete
cores placed in the most irradiated parts of the shielding
vault.

Septum
entrance

North Wall

Extraction
channel

Figure 3: Illustration of the two sources of proton losses in
the S2C2 simulated in BDSIM: the uniformly distributed
losses along the accelerator circumference (in green) and
the losses located at the septum (in red).

Cylindrical 4D Scorer
S2C2

Degrader

Figure 2: Realistic model of the S2C2 vault shielding. The
North Wall is designated as well as the cylindrical mesh
position.

model B, a normally distributed contribution of 1 mm (resp.
1 mrad) 𝜎 is added to the vertical position (resp. direction) of
the circumference lost protons, while the septum lost protons
are uniformly distributed in a 30° cone. The two S2C2 loss
models are represented in Fig. 4.

The activity of a compound is determined by its clearance
index. The clearance index is defined as the sum 𝐴𝑖 /𝐶𝐿𝑖 over
all the material radionuclides with 𝐴 the specific activity and
𝐶𝐿 the clearance level allowed by the Belgian legislation. If
the clearance index exceeds the value of 1, the compound is
considered radioactive waste. The main isotopes produced
in concrete are listed in Table 1 with their corresponding
clearance level.
Table 1: Clearance Levels for the Main Isotopes Produced
in Concrete [11]
Nuclide
3
H
7
Be
22
Na
54
Mn

CL (Bq/g)
100
10
0.1
0.1

Nuclide
60
Co
134
Cs
152
Eu
154
Eu

CL (Bq/g)
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

TOOLS AND METHODS
Simulations with two different proton loss distributions
inside the S2C2 have been realised using the BDSIM model.
The irradiation condition studied are those used during the
centre dimensioning [6]: 300 hours of irradiations per year
with an S2C2 current of 150 nA. The degrader has been
calibrated for a delivered beam energy of 100 MeV, which
is the future centre most-used value.
The two distributions for the S2C2 losses were characterised based on the IBA design [11]. For both loss models,
we consider that 25 % of the beam current is lost uniformly
along the circumference at top energy (230 MeV) and that
45 % of the beam current is lost at the septum level during
the extraction phase, as shown in Fig. 3.
In the first S2C2 loss model, model A, all the proton losses
are simulated in the horizontal mid-plane, with the septum
loss emitted in the forward direction. In the second model,

Figure 4: S2C2 loss models. On the left, model A, with the
circumference losses simulated in the horizontal mid-plane
and the septum losses emitted along with the red arrow. On
the right, model B, with a normally distributed contribution
of 1 mm (resp. 1 mrad) 𝜎 added to the vertical position (resp.
direction) of the circumference lost protons and the septum
loss uniformly distributed in a 30° cone.
The differential fluence of the secondary neutrons is
scored following the predefined energy group structure
”CCFE-709” in the cylindrical scorer mesh presented in
Fig. 2 using the 4D-Scoring BDSIM feature [12]. The
comparison between the neutron differential fluence in the
cylindrical core when using either of the models is presented
in Fig. 5. The differential secondary fluences obtained from
the circumference losses are almost identical between the
two models. This similarity is expected behaviour as the
impact of the random variation in position and angle of
the lost protons simulated for the circumference losses is
entirely hidden by the multiple scattering and interactions
that the protons undergo inside the S2C2 structure. On the
other hand, the differential fluence obtained from the septum losses is higher when using model A. This difference is
easily explained by the variation of the septum losses distributions in model B, which spreads the secondary neutrons
away from the North wall.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the differential secondary neutron fluence extracted from the first 10 cm of the scored volume
using the BDSIM 4D Scoring feature between the two S2C2 models. The differential secondary neutron fluence generated
from the S2C2 circumference losses on the left and from the septum on the right.
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Figure 6: Evolution of the clearance index along with the
thickness of the scored volume. The clearance indexes related to the circumference and the septum S2C2 losses are
represented in green and orange, to the beamline losses in
blue, and the total is represented in red.
FISPACT-II computation results also provide information
about the impact of either model on the evolution of the
radioactive nuclides concentration in the scored volume.
The evolution of the clearance index of the most radioactive
part of the core following the main radioactive nuclides is
presented in Fig. 7. The nuclide-related activation varies
only slightly between models A and B. Such variation will
not significantly impact experimental measurements of the
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Figure 7: Evolution of the clearance index of the most radioactive part of the core following the main radioactive
nuclides.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOKS

5
1
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activation. The variation in the S2C2 loss models can be
characterised as a systematic error.

A/CL

The differential fluences of the secondary neutrons are
then provided to FISPACT-II to compute the activation over
an irradiation and a cooling period of 20 years. The clearance
index is calculated along the cylindrical scored volume for
both S2C2 loss models and the beamline losses. In Fig.
6, the activation associated with model A is observed to
be larger than for model B, as expected by the comparison
of the related differential fluences distributions. The most
substantial difference between the models is 7 %. These
results are not critical as the activated thickness - the depth
at which the clearance index drops below 1 - is not impacted.

A/CL
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The BDSIM/FISPACT-II methodology has been applied
to the specific case of determining if the choice of the S2C2
loss patterns impacts the activation results. The activation
along a cylindrical scorer in the North Wall of the vault was
studied. The results compared the two models and showed a
minimal variation for the activation after 20 years of operation and its evolution per nuclides. This variation between
models can therefore be characterised as a systematic error. Such models of the S2C2 loss patterns will be used for
further studies without impacting their main results.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN RUN 2 TID MEASUREMENTS AND
FLUKA SIMULATIONS IN THE CERN LHC TUNNEL
OF THE ATLAS INSERTION REGION
D. Prelipcean, G. Lerner, R. García Alía, K. Bilko, M. Sabaté Gilarte, F. Cerutti,
D. Di Francesca, D. Ricci, A. Ciccotelli, B. Humann
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
In this paper we present a systematic benchmark between
the simulated and the measured data for the radiation monitors useful for Radiation to Electronics (R2E) studies at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. For this purpose,
the radiation levels in the main LHC tunnel on the right side
of the Interaction Point 1 (ATLAS detector) are simulated
using the FLUKA Monte Carlo code and compared against
Total Ionising Dose (TID) measurements performed with
the Beam Loss Monitoring (BLM) system, and 180 m of
Distributed Optical Fibre Radiation Sensor (DOFRS). Considering the complexity and the scale of the simulations
as well as the variety of the LHC operational parameters,
we find a generally good agreement between measured and
simulated radiation levels, typically within a factor of 2 or
better.

INTRODUCTION
The scope of this paper is to present a systematic benchmark between the simulated and the measured data for the
radiation monitors useful for Radiation to Electronics (R2E)
[1] studies at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN
[2]. For this purpose, the Total Ionizing Dose (TID) measurements performed with: (i) the Beam Loss Monitoring
(BLM) system [3], and (ii) 180 m of Distributed Optical
Fiber Sensor (OF) [4] are compared against those simulated
using the FLUKA Monte Carlo code (version 4.1.1, CERN
distributed) [5–7].
More specifically, the benchmark study has been performed for the Long Straight Section (LSS - up to Cell
7) and Dispersion Supressor (DS - up to Cell 11) at the
high luminosity Interaction Point 1 (IP1 - ATLAS detector).
Moreover, the simulation has been extended into the ARC
(up to Cell 17) of IP1 to test several hypotheses. A similar
approach can be used for other IPs.

RADIATION LEVELS
IN LUMINOSITY-DRIVEN
INTERACTION POINTS
The main source of radiation in the LHC tunnel in IP1
are inelastic proton-proton collisions in the center of the ATLAS experiment (𝑧 = 0 m) whose debris partially propagates
in the tunnel leading to radiation showers. As anticipated,
the discussion in this paper is focused on the TID, relevant
for cumulated damage and lifetime degradation on machine
equipment. The TID is defined as the energy deposited per
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unit mass by electromagnetic or hadronic showers via ionisation, and is measured by the BLM detectors and simulated
with FLUKA.
Due to the origin of the showers, the BLM measurements
are assumed to scale with luminosity, which is a measure of
the number of inelastic collisions taking place in the IP. Still,
there are several operational parameters of the LHC that can
also affect the radiation levels near IP1. The ones examined
in this study (but more play role, e.g. the crossing angle)
are: (i) Target Collimator Long (TCL)settings: aperture size
(and usage) of the collimators protecting beam elements, e.g.
the cold magnets in half-cell 8 and 9, and (ii) Roman Pots
(RP) [8] settings: devices used to measure the total cross
section of two particle beams in a collider.

ANALYSIS STRATEGY
Experimentally, the measured data is stored continuously
over the entire Run 2 period (from 2015 to 2018) of data
taking. Several selection criteria are considered to identify
time periods that allow for a direct comparison between measured and simulated data. The first selection criterion is for
the radiation monitor data to correspond to the STABLE
BEAMS beam mode, as this one corresponds to the delivery
of beam to the experiments yielding collision debris. Subsequently, within this single fill, some parameters (such as
the collimator settings or the roman pots usage) alternate
between two predefined values (e.g., open/closed or in/out)
while others are changed quasi-continuously, as the LHC
performance has been improved.
The comparison of measured TID per unit integrated luminosity (fb−1 ) for different periods of operation with the
same configuration of LHC parameters exhibits a very stable
profile [9]. This result allows to merge different fills corresponding to periods with identical operational conditions,
yielding larger data sets (tens of fb−1 ) per configuration.
Moreover, the symmetry around IP1 allows to reduce the
study to only one side of the tunnel.
The simulations employed in this study are able to
(statically) replicate a given LHC configuration, meaning
that quasi-continuous changes like the crossing angle antilevelling [10] cannot be reproduced, hence the need to identify time periods with constant LHC settings as described
above.
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Figure 1: Top pannel: Comparison between BLM data and FLUKA predictions for the tunnel in the right side of IP1 (ATLAS
detector) for 3 years of Run 2 operation with different configurations: 2018 with LSS+DS+ARC TCL456: 15s-35s-park
RP: IN (red), 2017 with LSS+DS TCL456: 15s-35s-20s RP: IN (blue), and 2016 with LSS+DS TCL456: 15s-15s-open RP:
OUT (green). Center pannels: The ratio of FLUKA simulated values to the BLM measurements. Lower pad: Machine
beamline layout, with markers at the cell limits right of IP1.

TOTAL IONIZING DOSE RESULTS
Beam Loss Monitor (BLM) Benchmark
Within the large LHC FLUKA geometry, the BLMs [3]
are explicitly modelled and the scored TID is deposited in
their active volume (N2 gas) and compared to the measured
values. Previous studies of this kind for Run 2 [11, 12] have
used a similar simulation procedure, but the experimental
data consisted of at singular LHC fills (corresponding to at
most 0.65 fb−1 ). Similar studies have been performed for
the BLM benchmark for Run 1 (2012) of the LHC, when it
was operated at 4 TeV [13]. The FLUKA simulation usually
employed in such studies originally covered only the LSS
up to 269 m, but it has been extended up to 700 m (Cell 17),
whereas only shown in Figure 1 up to 500 m (Cell 13). The
experimental errorbars considered in this analysis, namely a
30% systematic error, are derived from a similar benchmark
study in the more controlled CHARM facility [14].
There are several general considerations to be made about
the results in Figure 1, regardless of the LHC configuration,
out of which the most important is the global good agreement
within a factor of 2 between data and FLUKA simulations.
In general, the obvious outliers are considered to arise due
to inaccurate geometry modelling. For the highly irradiated
BLMs near the Inner Triplet (IT) up to 70 m, there is an
excellent agreement (i.e. within the errorbars). The largest
TID is recorded at the BLM next to the TAN collimator [15],
as it absorbs the flux of forward high energy neutral particles
(predominantly neutrons) that are produced at the collision
points, generating plenty of secondary showers and thermal
neutrons, leading to a high TID area.

The comparison between the different years of operation
reflects the impact of the LHC machine parameters on the
radiation levels in a local region downstream, if not globally.
Three years of Run 2 with different configurations are shown
in Figure 1. The results are virtually identical up to Cell
5, where the TCL6 open aperture leads to higher radiation
levels between half-cell 7 and half-cell 8 (e.g. with impact
on the Quench Protection System [16]). Regionally, there
are some systematic trends that can be observed: the BLMs
in the DS region are overestimated by a factor of 2 for the
configurations with TCL6 operated with closed aperture
(2016 and 2017), which could be coupled to the significantly
lower radiation levels in half-cells 8 and 9, and also leading to
poorer simulation statistics as well; the agreement improves
when TCL6 is opened (2018).
There is a reasonable agreement for monitors further
downstream, such as those in half-cell 11, but there are discrepancies still to be investigated in half-cell 13. The very
large simulation statistical errors after 550 m (not shown),
especially those larger than 20%, indicate that the simulation procedure is not able to achieve statistical convergence
beyond half-cell 13.
Based on the very good scaling with luminosity, it is clear
that the collision debris are the main source of radiation in
the LSS. In the LHC ARC, the beam-residual gas interaction
becomes the main source of radiation (for a detailed analysis
of the measured BLM signals in the ARC, see [17]). This
study answers as well a long-standing question about LHC
operation: at which point are the collision debris no longer
dominant for losses? From these results, the collision debris
are no longer the main source of radiation only after 550 m
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Figure 2: Top pannel: Comparison between OF measured
data (blue) and FLUKA predictions (green) for the DS in the
right side of IP1 (ATLAS detector) for 2018. Center pannel:
The ratio of FLUKA simulated values to the measured data.
Lower pad: Machine beamline layout.
(end of half-cell 13), in the ARC region. Nevertheless, small
local radiation peaks could be distinguished even further in
BLM data [17] in half-cells 15 and 17, which are considered
to be also luminosity-driven.

Distributed Optical Fibre Radiation Sensor
(DOFRS) Benchmark
When deployed in the machine tunnels, the OF sensors
operate in a complex mixed-field radiation environment;
for this reason, they have been qualified [18] in conditions
as close as possible to the ones encountered during operation [4]. The previously mentioned CHARM study [14]
quantified the expected agreement level to a 30% systematic
uncertainty.
Compared to the online monitoring done in the Proton
Synchrotron Booster (PSB) [19], the OF deployed in 2018
in the DS region right of IP1 provides only passive measurements (the details of this new sensing technique will
be reported elsewhere) collected during the three technical
stops. The TID per unit fb−1 in the three time periods is consistent with each other and only the cummulative (annual)
value is used here for the comparison.
Following the updated OF implementation of CHARM
[14], the FLUKA model at the LHC consisted of a cylinder
made of SiO2 with a size of 1 x 1 x 50 cm3 (X x Y x Z).
The longitudinal direction is chosen to match the measured
data resolution of 1 m [19], whereas the transversal size is
the main responsible of simulation artefacts, such as selfshielding or build-up effects, since the actual size of 125 𝜇m
is too small to computationally achieve sufficient statistics.
The results of Figure 2 exhibit a good agreement, with a
(TID weighted) ratio average of 1.3±0.3 (standard deviation).
There seems to be an overestimation particularly near the
magnet interconnects which are not yet explicitly modelled
in the simulation geometry, leading to less material budget
absorbing radiation.

UNCERTAINTIES AND LIMITATIONS
Considering the complexity of the IP1 LHC layout, the
observed level of agreement between measured data and
simulations can be regarded as highly satisfactory. The
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main sources of uncertainty is considered to be the geometry
mismodelling, precision misalignments, etc.
It is generally considered that for the complex and large
accelerator, the elements are modelled correctly within a
10 cm accuracy and only the radiation monitors may have
up to a 1 m shift[13]. Locally, some radiation monitors are
placed in the close proximity of strong gradients of radiation,
implying that even a slightly shifted position could significantly change the overall agreement (e.g. 1 m gives almost
a factor of 10 at 205 m1 from IP1).

CONCLUSIONS
This study aimed to test the understanding of the loss
pattern and the mechanism generating the losses, as well
as to validate the use of simulation tools like FLUKA and
their predicting power in the difficult scenario of the LHC
accelerator, which consists of a complex radiation field and
for a radiation source propagating into a geometry that spans
hundreds of meters. The general level of agreement that
results from this study is a factor of 2 or better, with local
outliers.
These benchmarking results are of paramount importance
to test the consistency between the two independent tools
used for assessing the radiation levels in the LHC accelerator
environment: (i) radiation monitors, and (ii) FLUKA simulations. Used for the design of future accelerators and for the
lifetime usage of several beam elements, the FLUKA Monte
Carlo code can provide a much more detailed description
of the radiation field compared to what the measurements
can offer, e.g. the total TID received by sensitive equipment
or cables, and one must make sure that this equipment will
withstand the radiation levels they will actually receive during operation. The FLUKA simulations benchmarked in
this way allows to trust to similar levels of precision also
all the other predictions that they provide (such as particle
energy spectra, R2E-relevant quantities in positions where
no radiation monitors are present and other quantities.)
The estimated annual TID levels below the beamline
(where electronics racks are often located) varies due to
the accelerator operation (e.g. collimator apertures) is in
the range of [0.25, 16] kGy up to 150 m and of [20, 250]
Gy up to 350 m, assuming a total of 80 fb−1 delivered LHC
luminosity per year. Such levels are the highest present in
the LHC tunnels and placing equipment here requires dedicated analysis to asses the feasibility of the installation, often
involving the development and qualification of radiation tolerant systems.
Possible improvements consists in correcting all possible
discrepancies by identifying the source of inconsistencies,
either from the measurement side (radiation monitor not
functioning properly, error in the data analysis chain, etc.)
or on the simulation side (position inaccuracy, equipment
mismodeling, etc.).
1

e.g. for BLMEI.06R1.B1E10_XRP.A6R1
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AUTOMATED ANALYSIS OF THE PROMPT RADIATION LEVELS IN THE
CERN ACCELERATOR COMPLEX
Kacper Bilko∗ , R. Garcia Alia, J. Potoine†
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The CERN injector complex is essential in providing highenergy beams to various experiments and to the world’s
largest accelerator, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Beam
losses linked to the operation of both the LHC and its injectors result in a mixed radiation field which, through both
cumulative and single-event effects poses a threat to exposed
electronic equipment. Therefore, detailed knowledge of
the radiation distribution and evolution is necessary in order to implement adequate Radiation to Electronics (R2E)
mitigation and prevention measures, resulting in an improvement in the efficiency and availability of the accelerators.
In this study, we present the automated analysis scheme put
in place to efficiently process and visualise the radiation
data produced by various radiation monitors, distributed
at the four largest CERN accelerators, namely the Proton
Synchrotron Booster (PSB), Proton Synchrotron (PS), Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), and the LHC, where proton
beams are accelerated gradually from 160 MeV up to 7 TeV.

INTRODUCTION
In high energy and high intensity particle accelerators,
even during nominal operation small amounts of beam are
lost, leading to a mixed-field radiation, that can negatively
impact the exposed electronic systems both through the
stochastic Single Event Effects (SEE) and cumulative lifetime effects, such as Total Ionizing Dose (TID) and Displacement Damage (DD).
Additionally, in regions with relatively high losses, the
residual radiation levels (caused by nuclear interactions induced by the prompt radiation) lead to additional Radiation
Protection limitations, such as personnel access restrictions.
Therefore, a key preventive measure is the active monitoring of the prompt radiation levels in particle accelerators
to i) understand the origin of beam loss mechanism, ii) forecast the future evolution, iii) detect discrepancies from the
forecasted behaviour and iv) perform mitigation actions to
reduce the impact, primarly on electronics. For our analysis,
the four largest CERN accelerators, namely Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) [1], Proton Synchrotron (PS) [2],
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) [3] and the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) [4] are considered. They are equipment with
multiple radiation monitors, complimentary to each other.
Primarily, the Beam Loss Monitors (BLMs) [5] provide very
good time resolution (below 1 s, depending on the accelerator), whereas Distributed Optical Fibre Radiation Sensors
(DOFRS) [6] allow to measure TID levels with a good spatial
∗
†
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resolution (1 m). Finally, in selected locations, the dedicated
Radiation to Electronics (R2E) monitors, RadMons [7], are
deployed, to characterise the mixed field radiation not only in
terms of TID, but also the fluence values relevant to radiation
effects and damage.
These monitors generate relatively large amounts (over
100 GB/day) of complex and varying data, that require stateof-the-art data engineering solutions for efficient data processing and analysis. This ensures that a comprehensive
insight, based on all avaliable radiation monitors, is provided instantaneously, allowing potential mitigation actions
to be planned and executed effectively.
In this paper we give an overview of the radiation monitoring and the implemented automated analysis solutions
that are used within the CERN’s R2E project, established to
reduce the impact of the radiation on the electronic systems
installed in the CERN accelerators.

PROMPT RADIATION MONITORING
Beam Loss Monitors
The core of the Beam Loss Monitoring system are the
Beam Loss Monitors (BLMs), ionisation chambers filled
with nitrogen, that in addition to its main purpose, i.e. machine protection, can be successfully used for dosimetry.
Their main advantage is a very good time resolution that,
depending on the accelerator, can be as low as few 𝜇s. The
system allows to measure the TID levels in terms of energy
deposited in nitrogen. PSB, PS and LHC are equipped with
the same generation of the ionization chambers, whereas in
the SPS older detectors are used.

DOFRS
As of 2021, PSB, PS and SPS are entirely covered by the
DOFRS radiation monitor, allowing to retrieve the TID (in
silica) profile along the accelerator with a very good spatial
resolution (as compared with point-wise measurements by
BLMs), in the order of 1 m. In case of the LHC, as of 2022,
there is a partial coverage of the accelerator, in the Dispersion
Suppressor regions of Interaction Points 1,5 and 7. DOFRS
system provides a time evolution of the levels, however,
with the significantly lower time resolution as compared to
the BLM. Therefore, the synergy of both monitor types is
essential to build a comprehensive picture of TID levels in
terms of spatial distribution (DOFRS) and their detailed time
evolution (BLMs).

RadMons
In addition to BLMs and DOFRS monitors, in the CERN
accelerators there are dedicated R2E detectors, RadMons,
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that have been deployed to characterise the environment not
only in terms of TID (in silica), but also the fluencies [8]: i)
1-MeV-Si-n-eq ii) HEH-eq and iii) th-n-eq.

AUTOMATED RADIATION ANALYSIS
Devices and equipment related to the accelerators’ operation log data to the Next Accelerator Logging Service
(NXCALS) [9], successor of the old Oracle-based CALS service. This includes the BLM, RadMon and DOFRS systems.
One of the main advantages of NXCALS, is the extraction
API build on top of Apache Spark [10], a unified open-source
analytics engine for big data, allowing to perform studies on
a dedicated cluster.
NXCALS

Detailed analyses

Time evolution of
radiation levels

Apache Spark & Python
automated by
Jenkins server

PostgreSQL
database

Grafana dashboard

Accelerator
operation statistics

Overview of
radaitiaon levels

Figure 1: Scheme of the data pipeline put in place to automate the radiation data analysis.
The R2E analysis tools, schematically depicted in Fig. 1,
are designed to profit from the available Apache Spark engine for the efficient radiation data processing. First, the
scripts perform transformations of the data such that they
can be used for dosimetry purposes, an example of which is
the baseline subtraction, particularly important in low radiation regions, that compensates for systematic error caused
by the digitalization of analogue signals and related nonzero
value of the TID despite lack of the radiation. Later, for each
monitor type and each of the accelerators, a transformed
data is aggregated (e.g. integrated, time averaged) to compress the data size, while preserving the information level
relevant for R2E applications. For each of the accelerator
and each monitor type, a dedicated script was developed,
profiting from the efficient Python libraries (PySpark, Pandas [11], Numpy [12]). The scripts are executed periodically
by a Jenkins automation server, presented in Fig. 2, on the
Apache Spark cluster (included in NXCALS) consisting of
several thousands of CPU cores. Whenever possible, the
algorithms were designed to profit from the parallelized
execution offered by the Apache Spark.
The computed R2E relevant quantities, together with several statistics (e.g. peak dose rate with the time of occurrence) are then saved to a dedicated SQL database. The
PostgreSQL Relational Database Management System, together with an efficient database design, provides a good
starting point for further analyses as the necessary radiation
data can be retrieved with maximally reduced latency. The
example of later, is the R2E radiation levels dashboard [13],
depicted in Fig. 3. It has been built based on the open source

Figure 2: Main page of the Jenkins automation server that
executes scripts covering various machines.
Grafana [14], with the goal of providing a global overview of
prompt radiation levels across CERN’s accelerator complex,
as measured by all avaliable radiation monitors. Profiting
from the aggregation functionality of SQL, the dashboard
offers basic analytics capabilities, such as time filtering or
insights from the time evolution. More customed analyses,
can be easily performed thanks to the SQL API avaliable
in the majority of programming languages, for example in
Python.

Figure 3: Home page of the Grafana based R2E dashboard
used for a quick radiation levels assessment, both in terms
of spatial distribution and their time evolution.

PROCESSING AND USE CASES
HIGHLIGHTS
Intensity Statistics
Through the R2E dashboard, it is very straightforward to
visualise selected accelerator statistics, for example injected
intensities. The injected number of protons (ion contribution
in terms of injected intensity is negligible) in the 2021 for
the accelerators is listed in Table 1. Apart from the LHC,
which was operated for 2 weeks with pilot beams only, in
2021 (post Long-Shutdown 2 recommissioning) the injected
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intensities for PSB, PS and SPS were approximately 60% of
what was injected in 2018.
Table 1: Total injected proton intensities in the PSB, PS,
SPS and the LHC, as retrieved from the R2E dashboard for
2021
2018 (1019 charges)

Accelerator
PSB
PS
SPS
LHC

2021 (1019 charges)

19.20
5.02
1.95
0.015

11.93
2.94
1.17
2·10−7

Evolution of TID Over Time
To estimate future radiation levels and promptly react to
all unexpected increases, the automated tools are designed
to easily retrieve the information of the levels’ time evolution, nearly in real-time. To compensate for interruptions
and different modes of accelerator operation, the TID/HEHeq evolution is often analysed with respect to the injected
intensity, as in the first approximation (preserved parameters and settings of the accelerator), the radiation levels are
expected to increase linearly with respect to the injected
intensity. Figure 5 depicts the TID as measured by two
BLMs and RadMon in the region of beam extraction from
the PS towards the East Area (EA) experiments in 2021 and
2022 as a function of the injected intensity targeted for EA
experiments.

1e12

120

2.5

100

2.0
1.0

Fast extraction (SS16) 80
Slow extraction (SS57)
60
Injection (SS42)
Offset period
40

0.5

20

1.5

0.0

Offset corrected dose rate (mGy/s)

intensity (by BCT)

0

200

400

0
600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
Elapsed time (ms)

Figure 4: An example of a PS cycle with the beam intensity
measurement and selected, offset-corrected, BLM signals
for monitors at injection, fast extraction and slow extraction
Straight Sections (SS). First 50 ms of each cycle (before
the beam injection) is used to shift the signal such that the
averaged value without a beam would be ≈ 0 Gy.
For example, in 2021, in the Straight Section (SS) 72 of the
PS the measured offset-corrected-TID was 7.1 Gy, whereas
without the offset correction the calculated value would be a
factor 2.4 larger (16.8 Gy). This step is especially important
for low radiation zones, where the dose rate signal to noise
ratio is low, for example in the LHC arc sections [15, 16].
For instance, in 2018 in the 26th cell at the left side of the
LHC Point 1, the BLMs measured approximately 50 mGy,
whereas without offset correction the calculated value would
be overestimated by a factor 56 (2.9 Gy).
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1250
1000
750
500
250
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2021

An accurate offset correction is one of the key steps during
the BLM data processing, particularly relevant while using
the monitors for dosimetry purposes. It allows compensating
for the nonzero expected value of the signal without the
prompt radiation presence (e.g. due to ADC characteristics).
It is calculated on a monitor-by-monitor and cycle-by-cycle
basis (for PSB, PS and LHC). An example of a PS cycle,
with highlighted time period used for an offset calculation,
is depicted in Fig. 4.

TID (Gy in silica[RadMon]/N2[BLM])

Cycle-by-cycle BLM Offset Correction

PS intensity (protons)
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fit, slope=1.6e-15 Gy.p-1
fit, slope=6.3e-15 Gy.p-1
TID x95 in SS62 (RadMon)
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TID in SS63(BLM)
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
Total number of protons delivered for slow extraction (p)1e17

Figure 5: Evolution of the TID over the injected intensity
targeted for experiments in the EA, as measured by BLMs in
the Straight Section (SS) 57 and SS 63 of PS. Additionally,
TID measurements by a nearby RadMon (different transverse position with respect to the BLMs) are depicted. For
visualisation purposes, they were multiplied by a factor 95.
For both RadMon in SS 62 and BLM in SS 57, the measured
and normalized TID levels are lower by a factor 3.9, whereas
for BLM in SS 63, the improvement is by a factor 8.6.

CONCLUSIONS
The presented automated analysis of the prompt radiation
levels is the core system used within the R2E project for
radiation data analysis. Taking advantage of multiple complementary radiation monitors (BLM, RadMon and DOFRS)
deployed in the CERN accelerator complex, we are able to
provide a very complete picture of the radiation levels along
the accelerators, relevant not only for R2E applications but
also for the accelerator operation. However, these monitors
produce large volumes of data, (more than 100 GB per day),
and to fully exploit their capabilities state-of-art data engineering solutions (based on Apache Spark, PostgreSQL
and Grafana dashboard) were designed, implemented and
are presented in this paper. The achieved efficient and automated data processing is a key to the effective radiation data
exploration, allowing for prompt mitigation measure implementation in case unforeseen prompt levels are observed.
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ON THE CERN SPS OPERATION DURING 2021
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M. Brucoli, S. Danzeca, T. Ladzinski, A. Apollonio, J. B. Potoine
CERN, CH-1211, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
During the Long Shutdown 2 (LS2, 2019-2020), the
CERN accelerator complex has undergone major upgrades,
mainly in preparation for the High-Luminosity (HL) LHC
era, the ultimate capacity for its physics production. Therefore, several novel equipment and systems were designed
and deployed throughout the accelerator complex. To comply with the radiation level specifications and avoid machine
downtime due to radiation effects, the electronics systems
exposed to radiation need to follow Radiation Hardness Assurance (RHA) methodologies developed and validated by
the Radiation to Electronics (R2E) project at CERN. However, the establishment of such procedures is not yet fully
implemented in the LHC injector chain, and some R2E failures were detected in the SPS during the 2021 operation.
This work is devoted to describing and analysing the R2E
failures and their impact on operation, in the context of the
related radiation levels and equipment sensitivity.

INTRODUCTION
Within the CERN accelerator complex, several critical
systems are designed to operate under harsh environment
composed of a mixed radiation field. However, besides the
adoption of different radiation hardened (rad-hard) solutions for electronics, the usage of Commercial Off-the-Shelf
(COTS) products is still widely exploited. This is mostly
motivated by some limitations of the available rad-hard components that do not meet the specifications required for the
accelerator systems, as well as by the cost of the rad-hard
electronics, which can be up to a factor 100 more expensive
than their COTS counterparts. Therefore, in order to prevent
radiation-induced failures and their consequent impact on
the accelerator availability, Radiation Hardness Assurance
(RHA) methodologies are used not only to mitigate the failures during the operation lifetime, but also for the sake of
prevention [1–3].
One example of a safety critical system is the Access
or Personnel Protection System (PPS) which not only controls the access to the accelerator, but also interlocks its
critical components in case of potential human presence
underground [4]. Therefore, as will be shown in this paper,
R2E failure events are capable of inducing beam dumps, negatively impacting the availability of the accelerators. In this
context, this work presents the implications of the R2E failures observed during the CERN’s Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS) operation in 2021 and the consequent mitigation measures taken to improve the availability of the accelerator.
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SPS ACCESS SYSTEM AND R2E
The access system provides permanent protection of the
personnel implementing several safety-interlock functions.
It is based on a three-layer Programmable Logic Controller
(PLC) architecture. The sixteen site layer controllers together with sixteen access point controllers constantly monitor some 23’000 I/O channels and make sure that whenever
there is ongoing access, no beam can be present in the SPS
complex. Therefore, the system has a direct impact on the
operation and availability of the SPS accelerator. During
the past Long Shutdown (2019 − 2020), the SPS PPS underwent a renovation campaign where the system was fully
replaced [4, 5].
The PLC controllers are connected to Elements Important for Safety (EIS) such as personnel and material access
devices, doors, extractor kickers, beam absorbers and etc.
Given the severity of a failure occurrence and the implementation constraints, the adopted safety PLC system was
designed with a Safety Integrity Level of 3. Whenever a
failure is observed in the PLCs, the system goes to a fail-safe
state to prevent a catastrophic event from happening as, for
example, the presence of a person in the tunnel while there
is beam injected in the machine. Therefore, the fail-safe
state in this case is to dump the injected beam impacting on
the availability of the accelerator. During the physics run in
2021, the SPS PPS has experienced an important number of
failures on the input/output (I/O) cards that connect the PLC
controllers to the EIS devices. Based on the failure signature, the root cause for such events was classified as radiation
effects to electronics, namely, Single-Event Upsets (SEUs)
in the memories. Figure 1 provides the observed number
of R2E induced failures as a function of the integrated SPS
injected intensity.
A total of 75 events have been recorded in the I/O cards,
and, although not all of them lead to beam dumps, their
occurrence can significantly increase the downtime of the
machine as the modules need to be manually reset during a
beam stop. Thanks to the several mitigation measures timely
taken in place, the failure rate was reduced throughout the
SPS operation and the annual integrated injected intensity
reached 1.17·1019 charges [6]. Table 1 provides an overview
of the total number of sensitive cards in each electronics rack
location in the SPS tunnel, the total number of R2E induced
failures, the High-Energy Hadron equivalent (HEHeq) and
thermal neutron (ThN) particle fluences measured by BatMon monitors [7, 8] and the respective R factor which is
the ratio between the ThN and HEHeq particle fluences.
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I/O card failures
B4C shielding @BA1
B4C shielding @BA2
B4C shielding @BA80
Iron shielding @BA1
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Figure 1: Number of R2E-induced I/O card failures as a
function of the integrated injected intensity.

Table 1: Number of Sensitive Electronics, Number of R2E
Induced Failures and Particle Fluence for Each Rack Location in the SPS during Physics Run in 2021
Particle fluence
Total number
Rack
R
of
(108 · cm−2 )
location
factor
Sensitive
R2E
HEHeq ThN
cards
failures
BA1
BA2
BA3
BA80
TAG41
TCC8

10
12
9
12
30
9

18
11
2
22
6
13

1.12
0.76
0.14
0.45
0.15
1.16

1.64
2.72
0.33
3.00
0.05
5.43

1.46
3.58
2.36
6.64
0.34
4.69

10

5

10

6

10

7

10

8

10

9

10

10

10

11

Number of R2E events

10

9

10

7

20.0
17.5
15.0
12.5
10.0
7.5
5.0
2.5
0.0
0.0

BA1 events
B4C shielding
Cards replacement
Iron shielding

was not ULA (Ultra-Low Alpha) compliant. Therefore, the
components showed a higher contaminant decay from the
package material, leading to a higher sensitivity to secondary
alpha particles. As shown in Fig. 1, a replacement campaign
was carried out to replace all the non-ULA compliant cards.
The impact of these two actions can be seen in the failure
rate in the BA1 electronics rack shown in Fig. 3.

1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Initial HEHeq fluence
Initial ThN fluence
HEHeq fluence after shld
ThN fluence after shld

0

5
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35
Time (days)
Figure 4: Particle fluences in BA1 measured by BatMons [8]
before and after the installation of the iron shielding.
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Figure 3: Number of R2E events at BA1 location as a function of the integrated SPS injected intensity and mitigation
actions. Red cross marks the end of SPS operation.

Fluence (108 cm2)

As shown in Fig. 1, as soon as the first events were identified as possible R2E induced failures, the most practical
intervention, considering its rapid installation and efficiency
against thermal neutrons, was the deployment of boron carbide (B4C) shielding in front of the sensitive components
in the electronics racks. The B4C layers can be found as
rigid tiles (99% B4C) or flexible layers (80% B4C) which
can be easily cut with a scissor and adapted to the installation requirements. In Fig. 2, the neutron spectra in a mixed
radiation field facility (CHARM) [9, 10] is simulated using the FLUKA Monte Carlo code [11–13], showing the
efficiency of the B4C shielding in the absorption of lowenergy neutrons (𝐸 < 1 𝑒𝑉). Despite the effectiveness of
B4C in absorbing the thermal neutrons, little impact was
observed in the failure rate. As confirmed by BatMon measurements, it was not possible to cover the 4𝜋 solid angle of
the equipment racks to effectively reduce the neutron fluence
impinging the sensitive component. Another mitigation approach concerned the replacement of the I/O cards as the
vendor confirmed the batch of electronics provided to CERN

4

10 5 10 3 10 1 101
103
Neutron Energy (MeV)
Figure 2: FLUKA simulation of the neutron spectra in M0
position in the CHARM facility [9, 10] and the absorption
efficiency of a boron carbide (B4C) shielding.

Given the higher failure rates at BA1, BA2 and BA80, the
mitigation actions were focused mainly on those locations.

R2E MITIGATION MEASURES

Before B4C shielding
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Figure 5: Total R2E downtime per week and average R2E downtime per fault during the SPS operation in 2021.
One can clearly see a change in the slope of the failure
rate after the installation of the B4C shielding and the cards
replacement. However, as the R2E events at BA1 were still
dominating the number of failures in the system, a heavy
shielding was proposed as additional mitigation measure.
With the installation of a 40-cm iron shielding covering completely the electronics rack, no event was observed until the
end of the SPS operation. The particle fluence on the rack
was measured before and after the iron shielding installation
and it is shown in Fig. 4. By extrapolating the HEHeq fluence
measurement with the SPS injected intensity, the normalized HEHeq particle fluence is 5.62 · 10−11 cm−2 /charge
and 1.19 · 10−12 cm−2 /charge, before and after the shielding installation, respectively. Therefore, a reduction of a
factor about 47 was observed for HEHeq fluence while only
a reduction factor of about 18 is observed for ThN fluence
(5.54 · 10−11 cm−2 /charge and 3.06 · 10−12 cm−2 /charge,
before and after the shielding installation, respectively). The
lower efficiency in this case can be explained by the neutron scattering around the shielding and the thermalisation
process of high energetic neutrons. Due to infrastructure
limitations among several others, heavy shielding is not an
option for all locations. For instance, together with the BA1
rack, the electronics located in BA80 have shown a high contribution to the system failure rate. However, as the system
is located on a metallic structure which cannot support the
17 T of heavy shielding, the relocation of such equipment
was proposed. After the end of the SPS operation in 2021,
10 electronics racks have been relocated from the intermediate level, next to the tunnel, to surface locations where the
radiation levels are negligible.
As aforementioned, the availability of the access system
has a direct impact on the availability of the SPS because a
system failure potentially leads to beam dumps. For instance,
the 2021 SPS availability reached 73.4%, i.e. an unavailability of 26.6% (806h of downtime). From all the root cause
downtime systems, the SPS access system contributed to
16% (131h) of the total downtime, where 127h (97%) corresponded to R2E related faults. However, the SPS access
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system reached an availability of 95.4% during 2021, therefore, the system unavailability of 4.6% directly contributed
to 4.3% of SPS unavailability in 2021. In this context, besides reducing the failure rate, it is imperative to reduce the
downtime of the system by improving the recovery time. In
Fig. 5, the total R2E downtime per week and the average
R2E downtime per fault is shown for the SPS operation in
2021. In order to improve the recovery time, the system was
adapted to provide a remote reset of the faulty modules. In
this context, the fault recovery time was reduced due to the
suppression of the radiological cool-down time previously
required for the manual reset of modules, e.g. from 4 hours
cool-down time in BA80 to tens of minutes of intervention.
As shown in Fig. 5, besides the reduction of the total R2E
downtime per week greatly impacted by the reduction in the
failure rate, the average R2E downtime per fault was also
reduced from 3.6h to 1.1h after the remote reset approach
(about 70% reduction).

CONCLUSIONS
During the SPS operation in 2021, a large number of R2Erelated events was observed in the access system. This work
presents an overview of the analysis and the several mitigation measures considered in order to improve the reliability
of the system. The mitigation approaches spanned from the
cards replacement of non-ULA (Ultra Low Alpha) compliant
components to the installation of light (Boron Carbide layer)
and heavy (Iron wall) shieldings in the electronics racks.
Additionally, in order to reduce the average downtime of the
system, a remote reset methodology was adopted to avoid
the machine access and the cool time requirements for each
intervention. Lastly, radiation levels were monitored and ten
electronics racks were relocated from the underground rack
locations, next to the SPS ring, to safe surface locations. The
implications of the R2E failures are also discussed, as it directly impacts the availability of the accelerator, highlighting
the importance of avoiding the installation of commercial
modules for critical accelerator systems in radiation areas.
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VACUUM CONTROL SYSTEM UPGRADE FOR ALPI ACCELERATOR
G. Savarese, L. Antoniazzi, D. Bortolato, INFN/LNL, Legnaro (PD), Italy
A. Conte, F. Gelain, D. Marcato, C. Roncolato, INFN/LNL, Legnaro (PD), Italy
Abstract
The vacuum system of ALPI accelerator includes about
40 pumping groups based on turbomolecular pumps. The
instrumentation of the accelerators complex is mainly the
one installed in 90s, with consequent maintenance issues.
The control and supervision systems were developed in the
same period by an external company, which produced custom solutions for the HW and SW parts. Control devices
are based on custom PLCs, while the supervision system is
based on C and C#. The communication between the field
and the supervisor is composed of multiple levels: RS-232
standard is used to transfer control parameters from the field
devices up to custom multiplexers; RS-485 transmission is
used from the multiplexers to two PC servers covering different sections of the installation; while Ethernet, is used to
connect the servers and the operation console. Obsolescence
and rigidity of the system, deficit of spare parts and impossibility of reparation or modification without external support,
required a complete renovation of the vacuum system and
relative controls in the next years. This paper describes the
adopted strategy and the implementation status.

INTRODUCTION
The legacy ALPI-PIAVE Vacuum Control System (VCS)
was developed in ’90s by TELEMA company [1]. TELEMA
was also in charge of maintaining and upgrading the hardware and the software. The obsolescence of the system already required the planning of an hardware replacement,
which is still on-going [2]. Since at the end of 2021
TELEMA closed its business, the control system group made
an immediate evaluation of the VCS software and hardware
status and decided to replace as soon as possible the software [3], written in C/C#, with an EPICS [4] based control
system, compatible with the existing hardware, which will
be expanded to communicate with the new hardware in development.
We chose this solution for the following reasons:

• The development of a new EPICS supervisor, backwards compatible, that will substitute the legacy one,
was already planned.

STATE OF THE ART
Different hardware and software versions of the TELEMA
Vacuum Control System (VCS) exist at the same time, but
the project architecture is the same; the difference mainly
impacts the controllers logic and the related graphical user
interface. There are three main actors: the controller, the
collector and the supervisor.
The controller represents the hardware mounted in the
racks placed along the beam lines (Fig. 1). Each rack can
control one or more pumping groups, and is made up of
a multiplexer (MUX) and a custom box with microprocessor controllers called PLC. The MUX controls and acquires
information from vacuometers and pump controllers, and forwards a subset of those data over a RS485 4-wires line. The
PLC manages the valves actuation, implements the Machine
Protection System (MPS) procedures, and manages high
level procedures (i.e vacuum cycle). When the controller
manages instruments connected to a cryostat, an additional
PLC is present in the rack. This PLC is called Additional
(ADD) and manages the valves, connecting the specific cryostat to the vacuum line and used for the He and N2 inlet
procedures. The vacuum line is controlled by a set of special
PLCs, called Power Additional, which manage the primary
pumps and the main valves connected to that line. All type of
PLCs receive and send information over an RS-485 4-wires
line, which is not the same of the MUXs.

• The legacy software is written in a language not used by
the control system group, and it is the result of several
updates not always documented or well commented. To
develop an EPICS based control system from scratch
will ease the software maintenance
• A working solution in a short time is required for machine protection reason and we don’t have spare hardware; the control hardware should remain untouched
as much as possible. EPICS IOCs creation is relatively
quick, simple and adaptable to the current hardware
architecture.
MOPOMS045
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Figure 1: The TELEMA rack mounted in ALPI with MUX,
PLC, ADD PLC, vacuometers and pump controllers.
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There are four RS-485 lines connecting (bus mode) the
MUXs and four lines connecting the PLCs. Each MUX
and PLC has a specific address in its line. There are four
Windows PC servers, we will call them collectors, which
receive the data transmitted over the serial lines and forward
them on the ethernet network connected with the console
(another Windows PC) in the TANDEM console room. The
conversion from serial to ethernet, and polled requests to
the racks, are performed by an H8S card, which is currently
out of production. This is one of the most relevant problems
of this architecture because, in case of damage, we can’t
replace this item.
The code showing collected data in an organized shape is
the supervisor. Each server shows the received data in a basic
shape, based on the line type, MUX or PLC, and controller
address. On the other hand, the console shows received data
organized by accelerator line. For each pumping group, it
is possible to access to more detailed information, such as
the valves status and the vacuum levels; usually a pumping
group is mounted below a diagnostic, a cryostat or along the
beam line. The graphical user interface changes based on
the controller type and the position of the pumping group
(Fig. 2).

parses the received data and removes the header section specifying the message type and the sender address. Since the
response time of the controllers is in the order of milliseconds, if the IOC does not receive a response in 10ms from
a controller, it raises a timeout error. Once data have been
received a C function checks the data length and the message
checksum. If the IOC does not receive a response from an
address after 10 seconds, the related PV (Process Variables)
raises a timeout alarm and the polling frequency with that
address decreases to 0.1Hz.
These PVs store the raw data of the payload sent by the
controllers. Based on the controller type, knowing the message syntax and knowing the mapping between a controller
and the beam line elements, the IOC logic can rearrange
those data into meaningful information. Finally, the debugged IOC was deployed on a Virtual Machine (VM) and
the old servers where dismissed. A mixed approach (MOXA
- Windows servers) was not possible because the legacy software expects to receive the data from the H8S card integrated
in the server cage.

GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE
Now, the EPICS PVs storing VCS data are accessible from
the network but a new Graphical User Interface (GUI) able to
read them is required. To quickly substitute the current GUI,
we developed a new GUI using Control System Studio (CSS)
which had the advantage to be easy to use, and well-known
at the LNL laboratories. To aid operators in the transition to
the new GUI, the pages were developed as similar as possible
to the previous GUI. The main difference regards the valves
state and pressure levels history tracking pages: since we
use EPICS, we can track those values with an archiver and
show their trends using the data browser extension provided
by CSS. The new GUI was installed on a Kubuntu PC with
four monitors and the legacy console was dismissed (Fig. 3).

Figure 2: ALPI GUI. VCS page of a specific controller.

EPICS SOFTWARE
In order to perform as few hardware changes as possible,
we did not touch the controllers and the serial lines. The
first step was to substitute the H8S cards with a MOXA
collecting all the RS-485 lines. This way, sending a request
to the correct port, each line is reachable from the ethernet
network, and we can remove the obsolete hardware.
Verified the communication between MOXA and controllers, we started developing the EPICS IOC. With a frequency of 1Hz, we ask all the controllers to send their current
data. Since MUXs and PLCs exchange data with a specific
encoding, we developed a custom EPICS ASYN port collecting those data. Then a STREAMDEVICE specific protocol

Figure 3: The new Vacuum Control System console.

HARDWARE UPGRADES
As said, the TELEMA vacuum control system racks are
custom build by different parts (custom PLCs, multiplexer,
and more...) properly assembled and configured according
to the controlled part (beam line/cryostat). The exchange of
process information with the adjacent racks occurs via dry
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contacts, while monitoring data are collected by a centralized
serial network.
The development of the new vacuum control system rack
(Fig. 4 ), which will replace the legacy once, went in parallel to the software upgrade and was originally designed
to control a common straight vacuum line with a maximum
of 2 consecutive vacuum sections. In the past years, this
design has been reviewed and expanded up to the actual system which is able to control 3 configurations (ALPI Linac,
Straight Beam Line, Beam Line Intersections) and up to
4 vacuum sections with the same hardware configuration,
avoiding the maintenance of different versions.

or for remote operations. Standard LAN/serial interface
converters are used to communicate with controlled devices
(vacuum pumps, controllers and more) allowing to support
several brand and models and to include new devices in
the future. Racks are also equipped with the dry contact
interface for compatibility with the previous systems during
transition phase.
All configurations, and devices communication, are software managed by the local PLC and HMI, which includes
dedicated pages for each device type, for the controller configuration, and a section for the general supervision. During
the transition to the EPICS supervisor, some features and
operations foreseen for the local operations will be not implemented, but the possibility of remote connection to the
touch panel will cover every needed operation.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4: The new Vacuum Control Rack.
The new hardware platform is conceptually different from
the original one, which foresees the exchange of modular
macro parts in case of fault, instead the new design, composed by commercial parts disposed in an accessible way,
allows to perform limited interventions with the help of selfdiagnostic to simplify the research of faulty elements. The
hardware, cabling and part of the software design, were developed by external contractors, but all the know how of this
system is internal allowing an easier management.
The core of the system consist of a SIEMENS S7-1500
PLC and a 10” touch panel, for local operations, which are
highly available on the market and long time supported by the
producer. Moreover the wide spreads SIEMENS platform
guarantees a large base of possible supplier for the software
parts if needed.
The new control racks are equipped with LAN interfaces
to communicate together and with the EPICS supervisor,
MOPOMS045
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The new EPICS IOC and GUI, which substituted the
legacy supervisor, is in production since February 2022,
and it took 4 FTE (full time equivalent) months to be developed and it is largely appreciated by operators for its fancier
behaviour and the new functionalities. We used this opportunity to improve the documentation of the communication
logic and syntax, and the system architecture. The tests on
read and write operations on valves states and pressure levels
allowed us to notice some noise over the RS-485 line. To
remove the noise we add a message length and checksum
verification; this allowed us to find the damaged PLC and
remove it; after the removal we obtained a more stable communication. What remains is to test the logic related to the
cycle procedures (centralized procedures involving more
controllers at once), when the Power Additional PLCs will
be fixed.
The new hardware platform guarantees an easier maintenance and simpler intervention thanks to the industrial
standards adopted, giving us the possibility to further extend the features and the supported vacuum devices. The
software developments on the new vacuum rack, to support
ALPI Linac configuration, are ongoing and the commissioning of the first batch of racks is foreseen by the end of this
summer.
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THE HL-LHC ENERGY EXTRACTION SYSTEMS
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Abstract
The energy extraction systems for the protection of the
new HL-LHC superconducting magnet circuits are based
on vacuum breakers. This technology allows a significant
reduction of the switch opening time and increases the reliability of the overall system with reduced maintenance needs.
This paper presents the results of detailed reliability studies
performed for these new energy extraction systems. The
study quantifies the risk of a failure preventing the proper
protection of a magnet circuit and identifies the most critical
components of the system. To do this, the model considers
factors such as failure probabilities at the block or component level, different maintenance strategies, and repair
procedures. Reliability simulations were performed using
AvailSim4, a novel Monte Carlo code for availability and
reliability simulations. The results are compared against the
system’s reliability requirements and provide insights into
the most critical components.

INTRODUCTION
The Energy Extraction (EE) systems are essential elements for the protection of LHC’s superconducting circuits in case of magnet quenches. Following the transition
from the superconducting to the normal-conducing state,
the energy stored in the magnet rapidly transforms into heat
which can cause damage in a magnet, as report [1] shows.
Quenches in magnets are unavoidable and, as such, are an
accepted failure mode. The EE systems are responsible for
extracting a maximum of the energy stored in the superconducting circuits upon receiving a signal from the Quench
Detection System (QDS) [2] or the power converter [3] via
the Powering Interlock Controller (PIC) [4]. The EE systems
react in several milliseconds after receiving the triggering
signal and redirect the circuit current into resistor banks that
dissipate the remaining energy stored in the circuit.
The new EE design for HL-LHC is conceived to offer
an even more resilient, reliable and maintenance-free solution that will cover the increased reliability requirements of
the HL-LHC. The key design change is the circuit breaker
technology: the new systems are to use vacuum interrupters
instead of mechanical DC breakers. The new interrupters
offer maintenance-free operation, while ensuring a better
reaction time than other solutions [5, 6]. Detailed studies
have been performed to validate the compliance of the new
HL-LHC EE systems to the protection and reliability requirements derived in section “RELIABILITY TARGET”.
∗

Research supported by the HL-LHC project

Table 1: Number of protection systems considered in this
study to derive the reliability target
Magnets

Protection

Number

Inner Triplet Quadrupole
2 kA orbit correctors
600 A and 200 A high
order correctors
D1, D2

CLIQ + QH
EE

6×4
6×4

EE
QH

5×4
2×4

Total

19 × 4 = 76

The EE systems for HL-LHC will exist in two versions:
2 kA and 600 A. Both are based on similar hardware.

METHODOLOGY
The reliability model of the EE system was prepared and
simulated in AvailSim4 framework [7], a tool developed at
CERN for availability and reliability simulations. It offers a
generic Monte Carlo approach to predict system reliability
and availability, while allowing for the incorporation of additional custom strategies and protection measures, specific
for accelerator technologies.
The Monte Carlo approach requires performing numerous iterations, each simulating the system behavior over its
expected lifetime. The occurrence of simulated events is
based on failure probability distributions defined for each
component based on experience, manufacturer data or the
military handbook MIL-HDBK-217 [8].
The reliability model is described by a list of components,
their failure dependencies and a list of failure modes with
failure and repair probability distributions. Complex failure behaviors, as well as advanced repair and maintenance
strategies can also be defined. High/low system loads can
be simulated by means of so-called phases. In addition, periodic inspections and repair of minimal replaceable units
allow to closely reproduce the adopted maintenance strategies in use for machine protection systems. More details
about the methodology used with AvailSim4, a description
of the tool and instructions of its usage are available in [7].

RELIABILITY TARGET
The study focused on the critical failure of a missed energy
extraction upon the occurrence of a quench. Due to the high
degree of redundancy implemented in the system design,
this can only occur due to a combination of independent
failures in different components of the system. In case of a
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Figure 1: Functional block diagram of the new HL-LHC EE system.
missed energy extraction during nominal powering of the
circuit, magnet damage will demand an intervention for the
magnet replacement. The target reliability for the HL-LHC
EE systems is derived from the LHC risk matrix defined in
[9]. The recovery time is quantified to be in the order of one
month to one year. According to the risk matrix in use, this
yields an acceptable failure frequency of 1 in 100 years.
An additional safety margin is taken by defining the target
as follows: after 100 years of operation, the failure probability should be below 10%, or conversely the expected
system reliability is 90% after 100 years. The reliability target 𝑅𝑀 scaled to the system lifetime 𝑏= 20 years is defined
𝑙
20
as follows: 𝑅𝑀 = 𝑟 𝑏 = 0.9 100 = 0.97914, where 𝑟 is the
reliability target over 100 years. The reliability threshold
for an individual system must comply with the overall target
when combined for 76 relevant systems (all systems which
failure may lead to a critical failure) listed in Table 1.
The reliability target 𝑅𝑆 for a single EE system is defined
1

1

𝑛
as 𝑅𝑆 = 𝑅𝑀
= 0.97914 76 = 0.999723, where 𝑛 is the
number of considered systems. This value can be interpreted
as the maximum acceptable unreliability of 2.77 × 10−4 over
a system lifetime of 20 years. Within each year, the LHC will
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be operating for approximately 250 days – the operational
period is assumed to be of 120,000 hours.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
The model is defined as a group of interconnected components organized in a hierarchy that describes the entire
system. Each physical component is assigned a failure rate,
provided as Mean Time To Failure (MTTF).
The developed reliability model is based on technical reports and the system functional description reported in [10].
The functional dependencies are presented in Fig. 1. Each
system consists of two redundant switches connected in series to the powering circuit of the magnet. Each switch
is contained in a physical cassette, a unit which is to be
removed and replaced upon switch failure.
A signal coming from the Quench Detection System
(QDS) is provided to a High-Level Control Chassis (HLCC).
The signal is active-high and provided in parallel to both
switches. A single switch involves operation of a dedicated
FPGA, a Pulse Train Thyristor Firing (PTTF) units, Inductive Dynamic Drive (IDD – triggering the interrupter) and
the Counter Current (CC – responsible for extinguishing the
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arc). FPGAs have a dedicated hardware link to exchange
information about their status.
The power for the system is supplied by two Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPSs) with separate current breakers. When one UPS stops providing energy, the other one
takes over within milliseconds — capacitors in PTTFs have
enough energy to operate in the meantime. In case of a
power shortage, switches also open preventively.

Monitoring & Repairs
The model distinguishes between detectable and blind
failures. A third monitoring approach, blind with passive
monitoring applies to entire switches. Each interrupter has
a dedicated opening sensor and a missing opening of an
interrupter would be detected. This improves the reliability
significantly, as each extraction effectively acts as a test of
the system.
As mentioned above, a large part of the Energy Extraction
system, i.e. the switches, are physically contained in two
cassettes, which are minimal replaceable units. This strategy
of repairs reduces the intervention time and also implies that
all blind failures in a cassette will be parasitically removed
once it is replaced.

Additional Considerations
A mechanical spring at the level of the vacuum breaker
used to keep the magnet powering circuit closed is a fail-safe
component (not included in the model), as damage leads to
an energy extraction. However, simulations of critical spring
failures have also been studied (results in an internal report
and the appendix of [11]). The transfer switch and UPS
are excluded from the model, as they are considered failsafe components (due to being surveyed by the PIC system).
Failures of the QDS fall outside the scope of this study. Coil
and inductors failures were neglected based on operational
experience. Optical fiber connections are excluded with only
a qualitative reliability assessment provided by experts (also
fail-safe, as failures cause an extraction).

RELIABILITY RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the simulated probability of failures of
the system. The probability to have at least one failure in
one EE system in 20 years is below 3.13 × 10−5 which is
below the target of 2.77 × 10−4 . The results leave one order
of magnitude for a margin in all tested parameter configurations and were obtained using conservative values of input
parameters (pessimistic mean time to failure values).
The system demand rate is the number of quenches detected by the QDS. Quenches are a relatively rare phenomenon, in the order of a few events per year combined.
Only during the circuit commissioning and magnet training
phase each magnet can experience several quenches over
a few weeks. To account for this variability, the results of
the reliability analysis are presented as with Mean Time
To Energy Extraction (MTTEE) ranging from 320 to 6,000
hours.

Figure 2: Probability of a critical failure occurring in 20
years of operation.
As shown in Fig. 2, the system reliability meets the target
with a margin of one order of magnitude, even for the case
of inspections every three years, and by more than two orders of magnitude with annual inspections. In both cases,
the probability of a failure increases with the MTTEE. Performed extractions often allow for detection of blind failures
while the other switch provides the required functionality.
If there are less extractions, blind failures accumulate. In
simulations with annual inspections and yearly (average)
extractions, we see a change in the trend due to failures detected with an inspection and not extractions. Due to the
computational weight and impracticability of such a scenario, simulation campaigns did not cover extractions every
3 years with the 3-years inspection period. It is expected to
see a similar dip.

CONCLUSION
The conducted reliability analysis confirms that the HLLHC design for the EE system meets the identified reliability
target. High reliability is obtained primarily thanks to a fully
redundant, fail-safe design and the implemented diagnostics
capabilities, which allow for timely interventions in case of
detected failures.
Monitoring of the values sent in optical channels could further improve the system reliability. Such a monitoring would
provide information on functioning of a separate switch and
allow for faster diagnostics in case of loss of redundancy.
Results show impact of regular inspections performed on the
system. Differences between 1-year and 3-year inspection
periods highlight the importance of periodic system checks,
which are vital for proper functioning of the system.
Furthermore, an important element to understand the HLLHC EE systems reliability is its redundant design. Leveraging the fact that each activation of the system acts as a
de facto test of the system, allowing for the replacement
of a potentially faulty switch, is a major factor shaping the
system’s overall reliability.
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CONTROL AND FUNCTIONAL SAFETY SYSTEMS DESIGN FOR
REAL-TIME CONDITIONING OF RF STRUCTURES AT TEX
S. Pioli∗ , D. Moriggi, F. Cardelli, P. Ciuffetti, C. Di Giulio, R. Gargana, INFN-LNF, Frascati, Italy
Abstract
We report the status of the development of an High Power
RF Laboratory in X-Band called TEX (TEst-stand for XBand). TEX is part of the LATINO (Laboratory in Advanced
Technologies for INnOvation) initiative that is ongoing at the
Frascati National Laboratories (LNF) of the Italian Institute
for Nuclear Physics (INFN) that covers many different areas
focused on particle accelerator technologies. TEX is a RF
test facility based on solid-state K400 modulator from ScandiNova with a 50MW class X-band (11.994 GHz) klystron
tube model VKX8311A operating at 50 Hz. This RF source
will operate as resource for test and research programs such
as the RF breakdown on RF waveguide components as well
as high power testing of accelerating structures for future
high gradient linear accelerator such as EuPRAXIA and
CLIC. In this context we will present the whole EPICS control system design focusing on archiving, user interfaces and
custom development made as part of the functional safety
to deliver real-time RF breakdown detection integrated with
the timing system of the facility.

surrounding economic framework.
In this document the TEX Control System will be presented
with special reference to tier architecture and user tools.

CONTROL SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
The control software (CS) framework called EPICS (Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System) [5] provides an architecture for control system software to be constructed as a scalable, distributed database of control components. It is based on industry standards at all levels and
includes an extensive set of tools and clients that are portable
across all major architectures. TEX has selected a standardised, field-proven controls framework, EPICS, which was
originally developed jointly by Argonne and Los Alamos
National Laboratories, Figure 1. Complementing this selection are best practices and experience from similar facilities
regarding platform standardisation, control system development and device integration and commissioning.

INTRODUCTION
In preparation to the activities of the EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB projectand the LATINO
(Laboratory in Advanced Technologies for INnOvation)
Initiative, a high-power test stand for X-band accelerating
structures called TEX (“TEst stand for X-band”) [1] is being
built at LNF.
The X-band (11.994 GHz) is at present the most advanced
RF technology, with demonstrated capability of providing
accelerating gradients up to 100 MV/m and beyond. In this
context started the implementation of a new high power
X-band test stand at LNF. The area to host the new test
stand within the LNF has been identified and it is presently
being refurbished to provide all the required services to the
facility. The concrete bunker shielding the accessible area
from the radiation produced by the structures under test is
also being designed and constructed.
The facility under commissioning [2] will be used for testing
X-band accelerating structure prototypes (EuPRAXIA [3]
and CLIC projects), RF components and sub-systems. For
the rest of the time the facility will be accessible to external
users, including national and international laboratories and
companies.
The open-access to TEX is one of the services offered by
INFN to the external community through LATINO [4], a
project approved and funded by the government of “Regione
Lazio” aimed at promoting and increasing the technology
transfer between research centres of excellence and the
∗

stefano.pioli@lnf.infn.it

Figure 1: EPICS framework for the TEX Control System.

RESOURCE TIER
Currently we proceed in the integration of all the hardware equipment present at TEX. IOCs and support modules
for any family of device have developed or acquired from
repositories, as shown in Table 1.
CS hardware is composed of a standardised hardware platform, components, development tools and services. Interfaces with the equipment and parts of the facility are made
through a set of analog and digital signals, real-time control
loops and other communication buses.
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Table 1: CS Device Families
Device Family
ScandiNova [6] RF Modulator
LiberaLLRF
Microwave Amps. [7] RF Driver
Pfeiffer Vacuum Gauges
Agilent Vacuum Ion-Pumps
Timing System
RTD sensors
SMC Chiller
Fluid Plant PLC
Faraday Cups
Backhoff Motors
Basler Camera
Magnets
Machine Protection System
Personnel Safety System

SERVICES TIER
Inside the Services tier we deployed all the tools required
to assist the operation of the facility and the minimal data
processing. The computers of the data and services tier will
offer high CPU performance and reliability, and will have
access to substantial storage capacities. The computers of
the resource tier will have a wide assortment of input/output
capabilities, reflecting the need for control system communicate with a wide array of equipment.

Functional Safety
Safety life-cycle assessment based on statistical methods
for risk reduction, Fig. 2, through the estimation of the
mean time between failure (MTBF), system reliability and
availability and compliance with:

Figure 2: Risk assessment for the risk reduction methodology first for protection personnel then for the machine
equipment.

Archiver
We deployed an instance of EPICS Archiver Appliance
from SLAC [10] to handle the data storage of the facility.
Thanks to native capability of multiple stages, Fig. 3, and an
inbuilt process to move data between the stages, we designed
the data policy according with the scheme:
• Ramdisk for the short term store - in this storage stage,
we store data at a granularity of an hour.
• SSD drives for the medium term store - in this storage
stage, we store data at a granularity of a day.
• A SAN for the long term store - in this storage stage,
we store data at a granularity of a month. This stage
is physically located at CNAF data center, the INFN
European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) pillar of the
INFN.

• IEC-61508 standard on “Functional Safety”
• NCRP reports 88 on “Radiation Alarms and Access
Control Systems”
• ANSI reports 43.1 on “Radiation Safety for the Design
and Operation of Particle Accelerator”
For these reason we developed Personnel Safety System
(PSS) and Machine Protection System (MPS) through FPGAbased devices [8, 9] to provide hard-wired, fast and reliable
protection to TEX.
Systems capabilities:

Figure 3: EPICS Archiver Appliance workflow and storage
stages.

• Real-Time intervention (with rep. rate up to 10 kHz)

Autonomous Operation

• Dual Modular Redundancy

All the conditioning procedure is completely automatic
[9] through integrated algorithm in the middle-layer of the
control system. Such tool is mainly capable of:

• Scalable and distributed design
• Fail-safe and fool-proof design
MOPOMS047
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• Increase the RF feedback set level following a sigmoid
curve.
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• Detect generic modulator ilks.
• Handle breakdown (BD) events from:

their support to adapt building 7 of LNF to his new facility.
We thank the CERN, CPI and Scandinova staff for fruitfully
discussions.

– Modulator RF Digitizer
– LLRF
– vacuum gauges
– ML-based vacuum anomaly detection
– ML-based BD real-time detection from RF signals
• Handle mean vacuum level rising trends
• After a breakdown, it makes a step down, decreasing
the power and turns on RF after vacuum restoring.
• Identify and handle clusters of BDs.

Figure 5: RF Modulator interfaces.

PRESENTATION TIER
About User Interfaces (UI) we involved, Table 2, reliable
state-of-art graphic interfaces tool to simplify maintenance
and improve user experience, Fig. 4 and 5, for TEX operators
and users.
Table 2: Presentation Tier interfaces
Interface

Solution

Engineering consoles
Archive Viewer
Archiver Data Retrieval
Logbook
Reference Manual
Alarm Notification

LabView
Grafana [11]
web-based UI
ELog
Confluence
Telegram [12]

Figure 4: Klystron historical data viewer from Grafana.
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FAST TRIGGER SYSTEM FOR BEAM ABORT SYSTEM IN SuperKEKB
H. Ikeda†,1, T. Mimashi1, S. Nakamura1, T. Oki1, S. Sasaki, High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization (KEK), Tsukuba, Japan
1
also at SOKENDAI, Tsukuba, Japan
Abstract
In order to protect the hardware components of the detector and accelerator from sudden beam loss of high beam
currents, the fast beam abort system is developed in the
SuperKEKB. The previous abort system was not fast
enough for sudden beam loss that caused QCS quench, and
it gave a damage to the collimator and the Belle-II detector.
A fast abort system is required to preventing such damage.
The abort system consists of several sensors that generate
interlock signal (the loss monitor, dose in the Bell-II detector, and the magnet failure etc.), optical cable system to
transfer the interlock signal to central control room (CCR),
the abort trigger signal generation system and the abort
kicker. To reduce total time, we reduce transmission time
from local control room to CCR by changing signal cable
route. Since the interlock signal produced by magnet power
supply was slow, we modified the magnet power supply.
For more quick generation of abort trigger signal, we increased number of the abort gap. By these improvements,
an average abort time is reduced from 31µsec to 25µsec.
This improvement looks small, but it brought preventing
the serious radiation damage to many hardware components. Detail of the system and result is presented in this
paper.

INTRODUCTION
SuperKEK is a collider of 7GeV electrons and 4GeV
positrons. KEKB was upgraded from 2011 over 5 years
in order to increase the luminosity and started commissioning in 2018 after the test operation [1 - 3]. SuperKEKB is
increasing the beam current and squeezing the beam size
in order to obtain high luminosity. Superconducting quadrupole magnets (QCS) are installed in the interaction region (IR) in order to squeeze β*. At present, the luminosity
is increased more than twice the luminosity of KEKB, by
gradually reducing β, and gradually increasing the current
value [4].
Accelerator and detector hardware has been upgraded
and more precise handling is required for operation. In order to increase the beam current while protecting the equipment, it is necessary to strive for beam stability and abort
the unstable beam as soon as possible.

ABORT SYSTEM
The beam abort kicker is composed of a tapered vertical
magnet, a horizontal magnet, a Lambertson DC septum
magnet, and additional pulsed quadrupole magnets for
LER and a sextupole magnet for HER to increase the beam
cross-section to avoid damaging the extraction window [5,
6]. It takes one revolution, i.e. 10μsec to completely extract

the storage beam from the ring. The beam is distributed
every 2-4 RF buckets in the ring and 200 ns is empty to
cover the build-up time of the abort kicker magnet field as
shown in Fig. 1. We call 200ns no beam period in the beam
train “Abort Gap”.

Figure 1: Abort kicker magnet power.

ABORT TRIGGER
The abort trigger system collects several types of abort
trigger requests as shown in Fig. 2. First type is direct trigger from hardware components such as RF, vacuum, magnet and monitor. For example, the RF group monitors the
cavity voltage, klystron power, synchrotron oscillation
phase and so on. The vacuum group monitors the vacuum
pressure and temperature of the chamber in the ring. The
magnet group uses the comparator current of power supply.

Figure 2: Abort trigger flow.
The second trigger type is as follows. Beam loss monitor
is the main abort trigger to protect the hardware of the accelerator and detector [7]. We are using the ion chambers
(ICs) and PIN photo-diodes (PINs) as beam loss monitor
sensor. ICs are installed in various places in the tunnel to
detect beam loss in a wide area, and PINs are installed
mainly in the downstream of the collimator where the aperture is narrow.

___________________________________________
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Figure 3: Time delay of the abort trigger. flow.
Signals that don't need to be as fast as hardwire trigger
are aborts via software and manual abort which is requested for machine stop and various studies.
The abort request signals from each hardware component are converted to optical signals and collected to VME
modules in 12 local control rooms (LCR) [8]. The request
signals from LCRs, software abort request signals, and
manual abort request signals are collected in the central
control room (CCR) and sent to the abort kicker.
Figure 3 shows the flow of time from the signal output
from each trigger source to the charging of the abort kicker
and kicking all the beams out of the ring. t1 is the delay
time to initiate interlock signal which depend on the sensors and readout electronics of each hardware. t2-t1 is the
time to summarize the abort request on the beam abort system. Input signals at each LCR are sent to CCR. The time
delay depends on the optical cable length from LCR to
CCR. t3-t2 is the synchronization time of the abort request
signal with revolution in FPGA. It is required to synchronize the abort kicker timing with the abort gap for the protection of hardware. After the synchronization, cable delay
from CCR to kicker power supply (400m), time for Thyratron to turn on and rise time for the kicker (200ns) are
needed.

The fast beam abort is very important when beam loss
occurs along with investigating the cause of beam loss.

SPEEDING UP THE TRIGGER TIME
The trigger time has been reviewed for quick beam abort
and made efforts to minimize the delay time.
Each hardware can shorten t1 by making the detection
time as fast as possible.
Especially for QCS, which may cause quenching, the detection time of the quench detector was shortened from
10ms to 2ms. QCS power supply module is developed to
take out abort signal directly from FPGA without conventional PLC when a failure is inside a power supply as
shown in Fig. 4.

HUGE BEAM LOSS
Beam loss is the most common cause of SuperKEKB
beam abort. There are several reasons of beam loss, and
they are mainly divided into two categories caused by
beam injection or stored beam. If beam loss is caused by
an injected beam, the beam loss can be suppressed by the
upstream beam adjustment and injection tuning. In addition, since the injected beam has a smaller amount of
charge than the stored beam, it causes less damage to the
hardware. Especially if the high stored beam current is lost,
it may cause serious damage to the hardware.
In SuperKEKB, a large beam loss of unknown reason
suddenly occurred. This beam loss currently looks to occur
suddenly without precursors such as increased beam size
or beam oscillation. This sudden beam loss can damage the
Belle-II detector or cause a quench of the QCS. Closing the
collimator which protects the detector and QCS, also damage at the collimator head [9].

Figure 4: Magnet power supply interlock signal.
We introduced the injection veto system to PIN beam
loss monitor for collimator to set lower threshold and the
abort trigger can be issued quickly. Moreover, in order
to shorten the time of t2-t1 as much as possible, the signal
path of the loss monitor was changed. Detect the beam
loss by the detector near CCR and send by shorter cable.
As shown by Fig. 5, the loss monitor signal are collected
in four CCRs on the ring, and generate the trigger signal
which is sent to the CCR. The signal from the loss monitor
installed at the downstream of one collimator that frequently issues abort triggers, used to be sent to the LCR
near OHO. Instead of OHO, by sending it to the LCR near
FUJI which is near the CCR, the abort trigger can be sent
out earlier.
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In order to shorten t3-t2, we minimized delay to synchronize to the abort gap. We removed unnecessary fixed delays and increased the abort gap in the beam train from one
to two. In other words, the waiting time of the abort gap
can be shortened from 10µs to 5µs at the maximum.

the beam is discarded. The fastest value before improvement is 33.5µs, and after that it is 39.9µs. Considering the
time from the reaction of the loss monitor behind the dump
to the release of the abort trigger, it can be considered that
the actual abort trigger delay has changed from 31µs to
25µs. It is almost in agreement with the expected calculated value.

CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Loss monitor signal flow.

A controlled beam abort system has been installed in
SuperKEKB from the beginning of commissioning. However, sudden huge beam loss causes problems such as damage to the collimator and QCS quenching. In order to reduce these problems as much as possible, we reviewed the
time taken for the abort trigger. As a result of reducing the
time required in the abort system as much as possible, the
delay time, which took 21 to 39 µs at the beginning of commissioning, was reduced to 17 to 30 µs. As for the measurement result, the average of 31µs is shortened to 25µs.
Since the revolution is 10µs, it is concluded that we succeeded in reducing it as much as possible as a trigger system for the current abort system.
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RIGOROUS APPROACH FOR CALCULATION OF
RADIATION OF A CHARGED PARTICLE BUNCH EXITING
AN OPEN-ENDED DIELECTRICALLY LOADED WAVEGUIDE∗
S. N. Galyamin† , St. Petersburg State University, St. Petersburg, Russia
S. S. Baturin, ITMO University, St. Petersburg, Russia
Abstract
First, recent results on radiation of a Cherenkov mode at
the open end of a dielectric-lined circular waveguide (including a three-layer case) are presented. Second, rigorous
solution is presented for the case of a charged particle bunch
exiting the open end of a waveguide with unifiorm dielectric
filling.

INTRODUCTION
Among prospective applications of dielectric-filled waveguides and Cherenkov effect one can mention dielectric wakefield acceleration [1–3], bunch manipulation [4–6] and beamdriven radiation sources [7–9]. Mentioned cases typically
involve interaction of both EM waves and charged particle
bunches with an open end of certain open-ended waveguide structure loaded with dielectric. Convenient rigorous
approach for the circular waveguide geometry has been presented recently [10, 11] (internal excitation in the form of a
slow waveguide mode has been used). However, problems
with more complicated layered filling [9] and excitation in
the form of a charged particle bunch require similar analytical solution. These are main topics of the present paper.

First, we briefly discuss a two-layer open-ended waveguide with PEC walls excited by single waveguide mode (details can be learned from [11]), see Fig. 1. A 𝜑-symmetric
TM problem is considered in the harmonic regime with time
dependence in the form 𝐻𝜑 (𝜌, 𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝐻𝜔𝜑 (𝜌, 𝑧) exp(−𝑖𝜔𝑡).
Single symmetrical 𝑇 𝑀0𝑙 mode is incident on the open end
(𝑟)
while the reflected field inside the waveguide 𝐻𝜔𝜑
is decomposed into a series of such modes propagating in the
opposite direction (𝑧-dependence for the incident mode is
∼ exp(𝑖𝑘𝑧𝑙 𝑧)) with unknown “reflection coefficients” {𝑀𝑚 }
that should be determined:
∞
𝑚=1

𝑀𝑚 𝑒−𝑖𝑘𝑧𝑚𝑧

⎧
𝐽1 (𝜌𝜎𝑚 )/ 𝜎𝑚 for 𝜌 < 𝑏,
{
{
× ⎨ [𝐽1 (𝜌𝑠𝑚 )𝑌0 (𝑎𝑠𝑚 ) − 𝑌1 (𝜌𝑠𝑚 )𝐽0 (𝑎𝑠𝑚 )]
{
{
⎩ × 𝐽1 (𝑏𝜎𝑚 )/ [𝜎𝑚 𝜓0 (𝑠𝑚 )] for 𝑏 < 𝜌 < 𝑎,

(1)

where 𝐽𝜈 and 𝑌𝜈 are Bessel and Neumann functions, transverse wave numbers 𝜎𝑚 and 𝑠𝑚 are determined by dispersion
∗
†

equation (Eq. (4) in [11]),
(2)

𝜓0 (𝑠𝑚 ) = 𝐽1 (𝑏𝑠𝑚 )𝑌0 (𝑎𝑠𝑚 ) − 𝐽0 (𝑎𝑠𝑚 )𝑌1 (𝑏𝑠𝑚 ),

2,
longitudinal wave numbers 𝑘𝑧𝑚 = √𝑘02 − 𝜎2𝑚 = √𝑘02 𝜀 − 𝑠𝑚
Im𝑘𝑧𝑚 > 0, 𝑘0 = 𝜔/𝑐 + 𝑖𝛿 (𝛿 → 0 is responsible for small
dissipation), 𝑐 is the light speed in vacuum.
After a series of calculations involving field matching,
deriving Wiener-Hopf equation, factorization (see [11] for
details) we arrive at the following infinite linear system:
∞

∑

𝑚=1

𝑊𝑝𝑚 𝑀𝑚 = 𝑀 (𝑖) 𝑤𝑝 ,

(3)

𝑝 = 1, 2, … ,

𝜁𝑚 (𝛼𝑝 )
+ 𝑢𝑝
𝑘𝑧𝑚 − 𝛼𝑝
∞
𝜁𝑚 (𝛼𝑞 )
𝑘
× ∑ [( 𝑧𝑚 − 𝛼𝑞 ) 𝜂𝑚 (𝛼𝑞 ) −
] 𝑣𝑝𝑞 ,
𝜀
𝑘
𝑧𝑚 + 𝛼𝑞
𝑞=1

𝑊𝑝𝑚 = (𝑘𝑧𝑚 𝜀−1 + 𝛼𝑝 ) 𝜂𝑚 (𝛼𝑝 ) −

OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE WITH
DIELECTRIC LINING

(𝑟)
𝐻𝜔𝜑
=∑

Figure 1: Two-layer problem and main notations.
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(4)

𝜁𝑙 (𝛼𝑝 )
+ 𝑢𝑝
𝑘𝑧𝑙 + 𝛼𝑝
∞
𝜁𝑙 (𝛼𝑞 )
𝑘
× ∑ [( 𝑧𝑙 + 𝛼𝑞 ) 𝜂𝑙 (𝛼𝑞 ) −
]𝑣 ,
𝜀
𝑘𝑧𝑙 − 𝛼𝑞 𝑝𝑞
𝑞=1

𝑤𝑝 = (𝑘𝑧𝑙 𝜀−1 − 𝛼𝑝 ) 𝜂𝑙 (𝛼𝑝 ) −

(5)

𝑢𝑝 = 𝜅+ (𝛼𝑝 )𝐺+ (𝛼𝑝 )𝐽1 (𝑗0𝑝 )𝑎/(2𝑖𝑗0𝑝 ),
−1

𝑣𝑝𝑞 = 𝜅+ (𝛼𝑞 )𝐺+ (𝛼𝑞 )𝑗0𝑞 [𝑎2 𝛼𝑞 𝐽1 (𝑗0𝑞 )(𝛼𝑝 + 𝛼𝑞 )]

,

𝑀 (𝑖) is amplitude constant for the incident mode, 𝐺(𝛼) =
𝜋𝑎𝜅𝐽0 (𝑎𝜅)𝐻0(1) (𝑎𝜅) = 𝐺+ (𝛼)𝐺− (𝛼) (subscripts ± mean
that function is holomorphic and free of poles and zeros
in areas Im 𝛼 > −𝛿 and Im 𝛼 < 𝛿, correspondingly), 𝜅 =
2 /𝑎2 , 𝐽 (𝑗 ) = 0,
√𝑘02 − 𝛼2 , 𝜅± = √𝑘0 ± 𝛼, 𝛼𝑞 = √𝑘02 − 𝑗0𝑞
0 0𝑚
functions Π(𝛼), 𝜂𝑚 (𝛼), 𝜁𝑚 (𝛼) are defined in [11]. For
finite 𝑝 and 𝑚 → +∞ we have 𝑊𝑝𝑚 𝑀𝑚 = 𝑜(𝑚−3/2 ), the
series (3) converges and can be solved numerically.
For 𝑧 > 0 the following representation holds:
∞

𝐻𝜔𝜑 = ∑ Π(−𝛼𝑞 )
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𝑞=1

𝜅+ (𝛼𝑞 )𝐺+ (𝛼𝑞 )𝑗0𝑞 𝐿𝑞+ (𝜌, 𝑧)
,
2
𝑎2 𝑏−1 𝛼𝑞 𝐽1 (𝑗0𝑞 )

(6)
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Figure 2: Near-field distribution of |𝐻𝜔𝜑 | for the cases of incident Cherenkov mode with number 𝑙 = 5, 10, 20, calculation
CR = 864 GHz, 𝑓 CR = 1.81 THz. Constant 𝑀 (𝑖) is chosen
parameters are: 𝑎 = 0.24 cm, 𝑏 = 𝑎/3, 𝜀 = 2, 𝑓5CR = 397 GHz, 𝑓10
20
so that incident mode carries unity power, all plots are normalized to the maximum value of |𝐻𝜔𝜑 | for 𝑙 = 5.
where 𝐿𝑞+ is defined by Eq. (47) in [10].
Figure 2 shows near-field distribution over the region 0 <
𝑧 < 2𝑎, 2 < 𝜌 < 2𝑎. The mode frequency 𝑓 was chosen to
be equal to the frequency of 5-th, 10-th and 20-th Cherenkov
mode produced by a moving charge having Lorentz factor
𝛾 = 7. One can clearly see penetration of waveguide modes
to the vacuum area and formation of main and lateral lobes
of the radiation patterns.
For a three-layer case, see Fig. 3, formulation of the problem and its solution are in general similar to those for a
two-layer case, see [12] for details. In particular, an infinite system for reflection coefficients similar to (3) can be
obtained and solved numerically, field representation (6) is
also valid for this case (with substitution 𝑎 → 𝑑 and more
complicated form of Π(𝛼)).
Figure 4 shows how radiation of the 1-st Cherenkov mode
changes with an increase in thickness of the third layer (parameters are chosen in accordance with paper [9] where
possibilities to enhance directivity and reduce reflection of
the capillary-based beam-driven source of THz radiation
by adding the third layer with permittivity 𝜖 just slightly
larger than unity are investigated). As one can see, the position of radiation maximum (39∘ , 35∘ , 21∘ ) and its width
(2Δ𝜃0.7 = 52∘ , 35∘ , 25∘ ) decrease twice while field magnitude increases 2.5 times with an increase in the thickness of
the third layer from 0.1mm to 0.8mm, reflection (𝑆11 ) also
decreases essentially.

Figure 4: Far-field pattern (top) and S-parameters (bottom)
for the 1-st Cherenkov mode (𝑓1CR ≈ 240GHz, the mode
carries inity power in each case) exiting the three-layer structure, Fig. 3. Parameters: 𝑏 = 0.4mm, 𝑎 = 0.55mm, 𝜀 = 3.8
(fused silica), 𝜖 = 1.01, 𝛾 = 10, 𝑑 − 𝑎 is indicated in the
legend.
ing along the waveguide axis with velocity 𝑐𝛽, 𝜀𝛽2 > 1
(generalization to the case of a thin prolonged bunch can be
made straightforwardly). Incident field inside the waveguide
(𝜌 < 𝑎, 𝑧 < 0) is

Figure 3: Geometry of a three-layer problem.

UNIFORM FILLING AND EXCITATION BY
A MOVING CHARGE
Here we discuss a problem with simpler filling (see Fig. 5)
but excitation in the form of a point charged particle 𝑞 movMOPOMS050
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(𝑖)
𝐻𝜑𝜔
=

𝐻0(1) (𝑎𝑠)
𝑖𝑞𝑠 𝑖𝑘0𝑧/𝛽 ⎡ (1)
𝑒
𝐻
(𝜌𝑠)
−
𝐽 (𝜌𝑠)⎤⎥ ,
⎢ 1
2𝑐
𝐽0 (𝑎𝑠) 1
⎣
⎦

(7)

where 𝑠 = √𝑘02 /𝛽2 (𝜀𝛽2 − 1), Im𝑠 > 0. In vacuum, we
define an incident field in the area 𝑧 > 0 only:
𝑖𝑞𝑠0 𝑖𝑘0𝑧/𝛽 (1)
𝑒
𝐻1 (𝜌𝑠0 ),
(8)
2𝑐
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Figure 5: Geometry of the problem with uniform filling and
excitation by moving charge.

modes, transition radiation at the dielectric-vacuum interface
and diffraction radiation from the PEC edge of the waveguide.
For example, Fig. 6 shows frequency spectrum of 𝑀𝑚 (in the
range ±30% with respect to the 10-th Cherenkov frequency
CR ) for a waveguide with parameters from paper [10]. One
𝑓10
can see that a coefficient with given 𝑚 possesses a strong
maximum for 𝑓 = 𝑓𝑚CR which is natural since the incident
field inside the waveguide (7) possesses the same maximum.
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6 MeV NOVEL HYBRID (STANDING WAVE - TRAVELING WAVE)
PHOTO-CATHODE ELECTRON GUN FOR A THz SUPERRADIANT FEL
A. Nause∗ , A. Fridman, A. Weinberg, L. Feigin, Ariel University, Ariel, Israel
A. Fukasawa, J. Rosenzweig, University of California in Los Angeles, US
B. Spataro, INFN, Rome,
Italy
Velocity Bunching
Abstract

Inside Traveling Wave Section

After Traveling Wave Section

At Focus

|E|

A novel 6 MeV hybrid photo injector was designed and
commissioned at the Schlesinger center in Ariel University
in Israel as an on-going collaboration with UCLA. This
unique, new generation design provides a radically simpler
approach to RF feeding of a gun/buncher system, leading
to a much shorter beam via velocity bunching owed to an
attached traveling wave section of the photo-injector. This
design results in better performance in beam parameters, providing a high-quality electron beam, with energy of 6 MeV,
emittance of less than 3𝜇m, and a 150 fs pulse duration at up
to 1 nC per pulse. The Hybrid gun is driven by a SLAC XK5
Klystron as the high-power RF source, and third harmonic
of a fs level IR Laser amplifier (266 nm) to extract electrons
from the Cathode. The unique e-gun will produce a bunched
electron pulse to drive a THz FEL, which will operate at
the super-radiance regime, and therefore requires extraordinary beam properties. It will also be used for MeV UED
experiments in a separate line using a dogleg section. Here
we describe the gun and presents experimental results from
the gun and its sub-systems, including energy and charge
measurements, compared with the design simulations.

HYBRID PHOTO-CATHODE GUN
A Hybrid S-band (2856 MHz) photo injector is in operation in Ariel University [1, 2], also seen in Fig. 1. It was
designed by the PBPL (Particle Beam Physics Laboratory)
group at UCLA [3], based on a lower-energy prototype [7].
Main purpose on the gun is to drive a 150 kW, ultra-fast THzFEL, using a 90 cm Undulator, emitting super-radiantly at
1-3 THz [6]. In order for the electrons to emit coherently, the
emitting electron bunch must be shorter than the wavelength
of the emitted radiation (Fig. 2).

z

z

z

Most Energy
Average Energy
Least Energy

Figure 2: Conversion of applied velocity bunching by the
traveling wave section of the gun, to a density bunching after
a drift. Green line shows longitudinal compression of the
e-bunch.

RF Cavity Design
The Hybrid cavity is an integrated structure consisting of
a relatively low gradient initial standing wave (SW) gun cells
(3.5) connected at the input coupler to even lower field, long
traveling wave (TW) section (9 cells) with most of the RF
power passing through the device and being directed to a load
(another acceleration section can be added later). This novel
design strongly mitigates RF reflections, as the SW section
represents a small fraction (∼10%) of the power usage, and
the TW section is approximately impedance matched to the
input waveguide. Thus there is no need for an RF circulator
or coupler system to protect the klystron.
The RF coupling shown in Fig. 3 is accomplished in the
fifth cell encountered by the beam, with the SW section
electrically coupled to it on-axis. This mode of coupling is
particularly fortuitous, as it is accompanied by a 90 deg phase
shift in the accelerating field, resulting in strong velocity
bunching effects on the beam that reverse the usual bunch
lengthening induced after the gun exit in standard 1.6 cell
photo-injectors.

arieln@ariel.ac.il

Focusing solenoids are placed over the initial cells to
control the beam, as transverse space-charge effects are more
pronounced with low 𝛼𝑅𝐹 (the normalised vector potential
of the accelerating field) designs [8]. Despite the need for
focusing close to the cathode, the required solenoid fields
are not high, peaking at 1.5 kG, thus making the solenoid
implementation practical. This large Solenoid, with three
separate sections (each with a different static magnetic field
profile) is covering most of the gun cells as can be seen in
Fig. 3.
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Figure 1: FEL beam line at the Schlesinger center in Ariel
University
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Photo-Cathode Laser System
As a photo-electrons source, we use an "Astrella" laser
amplifier by Coherent. The amplified signal has a 35 fs
pulse duration [5] and 6 mJ per pulse at a repetition rate
of 500 Hz. An analog locking system, based on mixing
of the master oscillator signal with the 40th harmonic of
a 71.4MHz signal from a diode installed inside the seed
oscillator, was designed and built in-house, in order to lock
the laser to an external oscillator source. A third-harmonic
dual BBOs system provides a UV pulse to extract electrons
off the Copper cathode, with a conversion efficiency of 9%.
Before hitting the cathode, the fs UV pulse is stretched by a
fused silica crystal rod to a duration of 1 ps.
Figure 3: Hybrid gun layout, horizontal cut.

DIAGNOSTICS
RF System
The RF power for the gun is supplied by a 25 MW Klystron
which has been manufactured by SLAC (XK-25) [9]. The
Klystron requires an electrical pulse of 250 kV @250 A. A
pulse transformer with a ratio of 1:12 is located in the bottom
of the Klystron [4], which determines the requirements for
the driving Modulator. The modulator is based on charging
and discharging of oil capacitors via a Pulse Forming Network (PFN - a lumped-element circuit that behaves like a
transmission line and delivers a rectangular pulse), and is
limited to 5 Hz operation, although it typically works at 1 Hz.
A low-level RF master oscillator at 2856 MHz is locked to
the photo-cathode laser, while the oscillator’s signal is being
amplified to app 500 W using a kW-level pulsed amplifier.
The amplified signal is seeding the Klystron. This method allows phase synchronisation between the laser and RF system
with a jitter of ∼100fs. S band SF6 filled Copper waveguides
carry the RF signal to the gun, and a circulator is protecting
the Klystron from high-power damaging reflections from the
gun. Figure 4 plots simulation results of the emitted power
from the Klystron as a function of the field amplitude in
the standing wave section of the gun (accelerating section).
This data will be used as a reference for the kinetic energy
measurements of the electron beam.

Figure 4: Klystron power vs electric field amplitude in the
standing wave section of the gun.

Beam diagnostics include Yitrium Aluminum Garnet
(YAG) screens for beam size and position monitoring. A
multi-slit single-axis emittance measurement system, and a
dipole spectrometer to measure energy and spread.
The screen assembly is based on a 10 mm diameter, 10𝜇m
thick YAG crystal, placed perpendicularly to the beam propagation direction, and viewed using a back mirror positioned at 45 deg to the beam propagation direction. We use
1𝜇m Aluminum coated silicon mirrors fabricated by CNRIFN. The cameras are scA Basler monochromatic cameras,
equipped with a 100 mm Nikkor Macro lens attached via a
manual iris shutter. The whole screen assembly is placed
within a 10 cm vacuum cube on a compressed-air operated
actuator. Pulse energy and energy spread measurements are
based on beam deflection using a dipole spectrometer and a
YAG screen to analyze the obtained profile.

Pulse Measurements and Characterization
Electrons kinetic energy was measured using a Dipole
spectrometer and a YAG screen downstream. We measured
beam deflection and translated it to energy while varying
the RF phase and the temperature of the cavity. Figure 5
shows the measured energy results compared to the results
of GPT simulations performed in the design stage. These
results give a clear indication that the electric field amplitude
within the standing wave section of the hybrid gun is app 50
MV/m (or 15 MW from the Klystron according to Fig. 4).
Charge measurements required a faraday cup (made by
RadiaBeam), with 50 Ohm impedance. A YAG screen was
installed just before the cup in order to verify we measure
all the electrons by properly focusing them into the cup. We
then varied the RF phase and measured peak charge at each
step. Figure 6 shows the results of the charge measurements
as a function of the RF phase. Maximal charge extracted
from the Cathode was 30 pC, mainly due to a poor quality
UV stretcher rod which reduced UV power to 50%, resulting
in quantum efficiency of app 10−6 . Using a different type of
cathode, for example a Magnesium cathode, one can expect
a much larger pulse charge.
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The ability to perform several experiments using a single
electron gun is very beneficial for small scale facilities such
as a university. The lack of space and operational budgets
usually limit the number of experiments conducted in such
facility. We intend to use a dogleg section (half chicane)
in order to create a parallel beam line, enabling execution
of several experiments. This beam line will include an experimental chamber in which UED or pump-probe experiments will be feasible. The problem is mainly the inferior
beam quality after passing such dogleg. A theoretical model
based on transfer matrices was developed in our group, and
simulations based optimization demonstrated the ability to
reconstruct beam parameters such as emittance and pulse
duration after such a section, using first and second order
electron-optics. The beam line schematics and optimization
results can be seen in [10, 11].

85

CONCLUTIONS
Figure 6: Pulse Charge measurements vs RF phase.

SUPER-RADIANT THZ UNDULATOR
The main goal of the Hybrid beam line is to drive a superradiant THz FEL. The Super-radiance term [6] indicates
a coherent emission from all the electrons within a single
pulse, which in practice dictates a pulse that is shorter than
the wavelength of the emitted radiation. When this condition
is satisfied, the output energy of the radiation is proportional
to 𝑁 2 where 𝑁 is the number of the emitting electrons in
a single pulse. The THz Undulator was designed and fabricated in-house, and is unique since his gap can vary, and
his orientation is horizontal (horizontal motion of the Undulator’s jaws) as can be seen in figure 7. A rectangular
waveguide is responsible for modes selection. Expected
emission is in the order of tens of kilo-watts, in a frequency
range of 1-3 THz. A proper detection system for the THz
emission is being built these days, and THz measurements
are expected in the coming year.
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The Hybrid photo-cathode RF gun at the Schlesinger center in Ariel university is fully operational, and meets the
electron beam design parameters. Pulse duration measurements and transverse emittance measurements confirmed
the design parameters. Charge was measured to be on the
low side currently, mainly due to laser problems. Experimental results are in full agreement with simulations, and
a very stable beam operation was achieved. Undulator for
super-radiant THz emission was installed and measuring
and characterization of THz radiation is in process.
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SPS-II: A 4th GENERATION SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE
IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
P. Klysubun†, P. Sudmuang, T. Pulampong, T. Chanwattana, S. Jummunt, P. Sunwong, S. Prawanta,
A. Kwankasem, N. Juntong, T. Phimsen, S. Boonsuya, S. Srichan, O. Utke, K. Sittisard, P. Photongkam, Synchrotron Light Research Institute, Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand
Abstract
Upon its completion, Siam Photon Source II (SPS-II)
will be the first 4th generation synchrotron light source in
Southeast Asia. The 3.0 GeV, 327.5 m storage ring based
on the Double-Triple Bend Achromat lattice will have the
natural emittance of 0.97 nm·rad. The storage ring includes
14 long and 14 short straight sections for insertion devices
and machine subsystems. The beam injection will be performed by a 150 MeV linear accelerator and a full-energy
concentric booster synchrotron sharing the same tunnel
with the storage ring. In the first phase, there will be 7 insertion devices and 7 associated beamlines with the end
stations for different techniques utilizing synchrotron radiation from 80 eV to 60 keV. High-energy and high-brightness radiation generated by the new light source will serve
as one of the most powerful analytical tools in the region
for advanced science and technology research.

SPS-II accelerator complex consists of three main components as illustrated in Fig. 1: a 150 MeV injector linac, a
3 GeV booster synchrotron, and a 3 GeV electron storage
ring. Electrons are supplied to the linac by a thermionic
pulsed DC gun. The 3 GeV storage ring has a circumference of 327.5 m and the electron beam emittance of
0.97 nm·rad. The lattice is a Double Triple Bend Achromat
(DTBA) lattice which was first proposed for the upgrade
of Diamond Light Source [1]. The storage ring consists of
14 DTBA cells, resulting in 14 long and 14 short straight
sections. Maximum stored beam current will be 300 mA
[2].

INTRODUCTION
Siam Photon Source II (SPS-II), when completed, will
be among the most important scientific research infrastructures in Southeast Asia. It will play a significant role in supporting Thailand, as well as other ASEAN countries, in the
transition to research and innovation-driven economy. The
facility will be available to synchrotron radiation users
from within Thailand, from all the ASEAN countries, and
from around the world. This new light source will
strengthen scientific community in the region by providing
high-energy and high-intensity synchrotron light for both
academic and industrial research. The facility will be constructed at the Eastern Economic Corridor (EEC) area in
the EECi (EEC of innovation) district in Rayong Province
in order to provide support to the high-tech industry in the
area. SPS-II will provide better photon beam characteristics compared to the existing Siam Photon Source (SPS)
and will be globally competitive for the growing user community in the region.

SPS-II MACHINE OVERVIEW
Though it is a new machine, SPS-II has some constraints
on its size due to the available area of its designated location and financial reasons. Medium size storage ring with
the circumference below 400 m is sufficient to provide
photon beam with emittance below 1.0 nm∙rad while being
able to accommodate more than 20 Insertion Device (ID)
beamlines.
___________________________________________

† pklysubun@slri.or.th
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Figure 1: SPS-II accelerator complex.
In the process of designing SPS-II, we focus on three
main aspects: performance, feasibility, and productivity.
The DTBA lattice is adopted to achieve the beam emittance
below 1.0 nm∙rad, and to have an extra 3.10-m short
straight section in the middle of DTBA cell in addition to
the 5.02-m long straight section. As such, productivity or
space usage reaches over 35%. The middle straight section
can comfortably accommodate an undulator with the
length of up to 2 m. To ensure manufacturing feasibility,
requirements and specifications of the main machine components are kept moderate, for example, the required magnetic field and magnetic field gradient of the SPS-II magnets are modest and the magnets can be manufactured using available technologies.
The photon beam delivered by the much smaller electron
beam of SPS-II compared to that of SPS provides higher
brightness and coherence fraction. The new lattice cell offers twice the number of available straight sections for IDs
per cell. Like most recent synchrotron light sources, the
main radiation sources will be IDs, however, Infrared (IR)
radiation can be extracted from SPS-II bending magnets.
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IR beamline will be constructed and operated in the second
phase of SPS-II operation. Improvement on photon brilliance of SPS-II compared to that of SPS can be seen in
Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Calculated brilliance of SPS (grey) and SPS-II
sources.

RF System
The RF frequency of 119 MHz is chosen for both the
SPS-II storage ring and booster synchrotron due to the experience with the existing machine. It also requires less RF
voltage and power consumption. In addition, the LowLevel RF unit can be simplified. During the first phase operation, 5 cavities will be used in the storage ring and 4
cavities will be used in the booster synchrotron with the
total voltage of 1.5 MV and 1.2 MV, respectively [3]. The
RF accelerating voltage can be increased up to 1.8 MV
when the straight sections of the storage ring are fully occupied by IDs. The RF acceptance of the storage ring is
greater than 4.2%, which is sufficient for the beam lifetime
during the first phase operation. All RF cavities are normal
conducting, and the RF power is supplied by solid-state RF
amplifiers in combination with Digital Low-Level RF
(DLLRF) controllers. Third harmonic cavities (Landau
cavities) will be installed to suppress beam instabilities as
seen in Fig. 4.

150-MeV Linac
The 150-MeV linac for SPS-II is designed such that the
total length is below 25 m and is compatible with the 119MHz RF system of the booster synchrotron and the storage
ring. The SPS-II linac consists of a triode gun with 119MHz voltage modulation at grid level for producing a
chopped beam, a subharmonic pre-buncher operating at
476 MHz, an S-band buncher operating at 2,856 MHz, and
S-band accelerating structures, as presented in Fig. 3. The
normalized beam emittance is below 50 mm·mrad with the
RMS energy spread below 0.5%. Repetition rate ranges
from 1 to 5 Hz with the nominal repetition rate of 2 Hz.

Figure 4: RF system of SPS-II.

Magnet System

Figure 3: Components of the SPS-II 150-MeV linac.

Booster Synchrotron
In order to minimize the cost of building construction, the SPS-II booster synchrotron will be installed in the
same tunnel as the storage ring. The average distance between the booster ring and the storage ring is 3.6 m. This
should be sufficient to mitigate the stray fields from
booster magnets, and comfortable for installation and
transportation of magnets, girders, vacuum chambers, and
other equipment. The booster synchrotron comprises of 40
modified FODO cells with combined function magnets. There are 8-fold symmetric lattices, each of which
consists of 5 FODO cells. Small beam emittance of
5.87 nm·rad at 3 GeV can be achieved. With this emittance, high injection efficiency can be realized for top-up
operation.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A05: Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

Dipole magnets for SPS-II storage ring have the dipole
field of 0.87 T. Magnetic field gradient for quadrupole
magnets ranges from 44 to 60 T/m [4]. Combined function
dipole-quadrupole magnet is also used, with the quadrupole gradient of 26 T/m. The design of this combined function magnet is based on the offset quadrupole design of
ESRF [5]. Storage ring magnets are made of AISI 1006
low-carbon steel. Fabrication tolerance of the magnet pole
is controlled within 20 µm, which can be achieved by local
manufacturing industry in Thailand using the wire-cut
Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) and grinding techniques. Corrector magnets and magnets for booster synchrotron are made of laminated steel. These magnets are
designed in-house and will be manufactured within the
country. Figure 5 shows magnets for half-cell of DTBA lattice in the SPS-II storage ring, for which prototype development is in progress.
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Non-Evaporable Getter (NEG) and sputter ion pumps will
be used to obtain the required pressure of 1×10-9 Torr.
Therefore, the chamber’s inner surface needs to be treated
as clean as possible to reduce the residual gases from both
static and dynamic outgassing.

Photon Beamlines

Figure 5: Magnets for half-cell of DTBA lattice.
Beam injection into the storage ring is executed with a
Pulsed Multipole (PM) magnet [6], which is designed
based on the Non-Linear Kicker (NLK) magnet developed
for BESSY-II [7]. This kicker and the other pulsed magnets
for SPS-II injection system will be designed and purchased
as a turn-key system.

Mechanical Positioning System
The magnet girder of the SPS-II storage ring uses wedge
mounts for precision alignment based on 3-2-1 alignment
method, which requires three wedge mounts for Z-direction, two for Y-direction, and one for X-direction as shown
in Fig. 6. The girder’s top plate is designed and manufactured as precision surface with the flatness tolerance of
30 µm [8]. Requirement for girder-to-girder alignment tolerance is 100 µm.

Figure 6: Magnet girder for SPS-II storage ring.

Vacuum System
Vacuum chambers for SPS-II are made of stainless steel
due to its excellent strength and the availability of local
manufacturing technology in Thailand (especially welding
technology). Additionally, the vacuum chamber thickness
is limited by the space available between the magnet poles,
and thin stainless steel chamber is feasible to manufacture.
Fabrication tolerance of the vacuum chamber is 1 mm/m
with the taper inclination less than 1/10 and the step height
less than 1 mm. All vacuum chambers for the magnet sections will be baked in the laboratory and installed afterwards into the storage ring under vacuum. The chamber for
straight sections will be evacuated and baked in the tunnel.
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During the first phase operation, 4 types of IDs will be
installed for the planned 7 beamlines. The IDs include an
elliptically polarized APPLE-II undulator, a multipole wiggler, 3 in-vacuum undulators, and 2 in-vacuum multipole
wigglers. These will cover a wide range of experimental
techniques, as summarized in Table 1. The experimental
techniques chosen are based on the past utilization of SPS,
which reflects the present needs of Thai and ASEAN users,
as well as on future trends of scientific development. These
techniques can be utilized for several applications including polymers, biomedicals, food, agriculture, energy, industrial materials, environment, forensics, archaeology,
and palaeontology. Lower beam emittance, higher beam
current, and the use of in-vacuum undulators in SPS-II will
provide researchers with X-rays that is more than 1 million
times more intense than currently achievable with SPS.
This will also provide new scientific opportunities to researchers and help to develop excellent research, innovation, and industry in the region.
Table 1: IDs and Beamlines for SPS-II
IDs
EPU64

Beamlines
HRSXS

MPW70
MPW50

TXAS
HXAS

U20

SWAXS

U20

HRXRD

MPW50
U20

XMCT
MX

Techniques
PES, ARPES, XPS, PEEM,
NEXAFS, XMCD
XANES, EXAFS, XRF
XANES and QEXAFS,
XRF, XES
SAXS, WAXS USAXS,
GISAXS
XRD, High Resolution
XRD, XRD imaging
micro-tomography
micro-focused MX MAD
and SAD

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
To enhance manufacturing capability within the country
and prepare for the construction of SPS-II, collaboration on
prototype development has been established between Synchrotron Light Research Institute (SLRI) and Thai industries. This includes the prototype of vacuum chambers,
magnets, and girders for the half-cell of DTBA lattice in
SPS-II storage ring as shown in Fig. 7. Necessary measurements and tests of the prototype is planned to be completed
in 2023 before the design can be finalized and the mass
production can start.
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Figure 7: Prototype of vacuum chambers, magnets, and girders for the half-cell of DTBA lattice.

BUILDING DESIGN
As SPS-II will be situated in the Education zone of EECi
in the area of Vidyasirimedhi Institute of Science and Technology (VISTEC), it will be surrounded by both industries
and academics. Figure 8 shows the SPS-II facility during
the first phase operation, which consists of the synchrotron
light source, an administration and user service building, a
guest house, a utilities building, and magnet, vacuum, and
RF laboratories. Machine Instrument Area (MIA) will be
located on the first floor of the synchrotron light source and
Control Instrument Area (CIA) will be on the second floor.
The magnet, vacuum, and RF laboratories and the utilities
building will be built close to the synchrotron light source
for convenience and easy access when any support is
needed.
With the vertical size of electron beam in the storage ring
of 2.7 μm at the middle straight section, orbit stability requirement for SPS-II is therefore ∼0.27 μm which is quite
challenging. Building design of SPS-II needs to consider
several factors to keep a good performance of the machine.
The ground of storage ring and beamlines will be isolated
from external mechanical vibration and disturbance. The
floor vibration is to be controlled within 30 nm in the frequency range of 4 - 100 Hz. The floor deformation or set-

tlement is to be less than 100 μm/10 m per year. The building will conform to VC-E vibration criteria in wide-band
with the maximum level of flow velocity of 3.12 μm/s. Air
temperature variation in the accelerator tunnel and optical
hutch is controlled within ± 0.1 °C.

CONCLUSION
SPS-II project aims to serve the user community in
Southeast Asia and around the world with new opportunities for both research and industry. The design concepts focus on the performance, feasibility, and productivity, where
the DTBA lattice was chosen. SPS-II machine components
and buildings have been designed. Prototype development
of magnets, vacuum chambers, and girders for half-cell of
the DTBA lattice is currently in progress. The SPS-II is
planned to open for users in 2029.

Figure 8: SPS-II facility.
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF OPTICAL SYSTEM OF THE
CORONAGRAPH FOR BEAM HALO OBSERVATION IN THE SUPERKEKB
G. Mitsuka∗ , T. Mitsuhashi, H. Ikeda, KEK, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan
Abstract
We developed the coronagraph to measure beam halo
in the SuperKEKB electron-positron collider. The coronagraph consists of three stages of optical systems: objective
system, re-diffraction system, and relay system. As the coronagraph would be used 60 m downstream of the synchrotron
radiation source point, an objective system with a long focal
length was required. Because of the dimension of the diamond extraction mirror (20 mm (W) × 23 mm (H)) installed
at 23.6 m downstream of the source point, the entrance pupil
of the objective system was accordingly limited. To make a
coronagraph achieve enough resolution in these constraints,
we designed a reflective telephoto system based on the Gregorian telescope for the objective system. The focal length
was 7028 mm, and the front principal plane was at the diamond mirror. The re-diffraction and relay systems were
also designed based on a Kepler-type telescope. As a result of initial testing using the SuperKEKB electron and
positron beams, the performance of the objective system had
a diffraction-limited quality, and we achieved a contrast of
six orders of magnitude. We present in this paper the early
results of the measurements of beam halo at SuperKEKB.

One choice we consider here is which telescope system we
use for the telephoto reflective system: Cassegranian or Gregorian. Our coronagraph chooses a Gregorian system (the
top panel of Fig. 2) that uses a parabolic first mirror and an
elliptical-concave second mirror (like a shallow parabolic).
Making an elliptical-concave mirror is much easier than a
hyperbaric-convex mirror employed in a Cassegranian system’s secondary mirror.
The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows the optical design of the
objective system. The designed focal length is 7028 mm,
the front principal plane is on the diamond mirror, and
the distance between the front and rear principal planes is
24 608 mm. The first mirror is a parabolic concave mirror
with a focal length of 1200 mm and the second mirror is a
shallow elliptical mirror having a focal length of 205 mm.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF
GREGORIAN OBJECTIVE SYSTEM
Obtaining high contrast at the final stage in a coronagraph needs large transverse magnification at the first objective system. As shown in Fig. 1, the location of the coronagraph is 60 m downstream of the synchrotron radiation
(SR) source point, and the entrance pupil of the objective
system is limited to the aperture of the diamond mirror
20 mm (W) × 23 mm (H). For acquiring high transverse magnification in these conditions, we employ a telephoto system
for the objective system. And to eliminate a chromatic aberration, this system adopts a reflective mirror system rather
than a refractive lens system.
Figure 2: Top: A Gregorian objective system. Bottom:
Conjugated system of the objective system.

Figure 1: Geometry of the SR visible light optic axis.
∗

gaku.mitsuka@kek.jp

Another concern in the optics design is scratching and
digging on the surfaces of mirrors and lenses, which cause
unwanted scattering noises [1]. Less number of lens surfaces
in the focusing system reduces scattering noises. Therefore
a well-polished singlet lens has been ordinally used in a
coronagraph. We applied a special optical polishing to the
second elliptical and optical flat mirrors to eliminate scattering sources such as scratch and dig. Note that the first
parabolic mirror is made with a normal-grade optical polishing, since primarily the light intensity per area on the mirror
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is not as high as the second elliptical mirror, and second, the
distance between the mirror surface to the imaging point is
long enough.
Before installing it into the coronagraph, we performed
a simple knife-edge test to assure the optical performance
of the first parabolic mirror and found wavefront error was
better than 𝜆/8 in the entire area of the mirror.
Figure 3 indicates an image of the synchrotron radiation
made by the stored beam taken with only the objective system. We see a well-focused beam core in the left panel and
more than 15th-order diffraction fringes in the right panel.
We conclude that the Gregorian objective system has very
diffraction-limited performance.

Figure 5: Left: The aperture images of the re-diffraction
system. Right: Calculation of diffraction patterns.

RELAY SYSTEM
Downstream at the Lyot stop, a relay system based on
a Kepler-type telescope propagates the beam image to a
further downstream gated image intensifier camera. As the
optical configuration seen in Fig. 6, the system consists
of a diffraction-limited doublet having 𝐹 = 500 mm (an
objective lens) and magnifier lens 𝐹 = 12.5 mm. Designed
value of the transverse magnification of the relay system is
1.

Figure 3: Measurements for synchrotron radiation made
with only the objective system. Left: Beam core. Right:
Diffraction pattern.

RE-DIFFRACTION SYSTEM
Due to the long distance between the diamond mirror (the
entrance aperture of the Gregorian objective system) and
the re-diffraction system, large transverse magnification is
necessary to obtain enough large image of the entrance aperture at the Lyot stop [2]. As the optical configuration seen
in Fig. 4, the optics design follows a Kepler-type telescope
for the re-diffraction system.
We use a diffraction-limited doublet with 𝐹 = 1000 mm
as an objective lens consisting of 2 groups of 4 lenses with
𝐹 = 130 mm, to magnify the aperture image onto the Lyot
stop. The left panel of Fig. 5 shows the aperture images of
the re-diffraction system in LER. Since the re-diffraction
system is a kind of Schlieren optics, we find typical doublepeaked diffraction patterns as a calculation shown in the
right panel of Fig. 5.

Figure 4: The optical configuration of the re-diffraction
system.
TUOXGD1
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Figure 6: The optical configuration of the relay system.

BEAM HALO MEASUREMENTS
7 GeV Electron Ring (HER)
Before looking at beam halos, we started with test measurements to confirm the coronagraph was correctly in focus
and the functions of the opaque square and the Lyot stop.
Measurements were performed in 2021 December with the
multi-bunch electron single beam at the total beam current
600 mA. The left panel of Fig. 7 shows the gated camera
measurement of the HER beam core. The center panel indicates a diffraction pattern generated by the objective system
with the 𝜙3 mm opaque square masking the beam core. As
seen in the right panel, the Lyot stop effectively blocks the
strong diffraction fringe then the beam halo becomes visible.
We took all the three images with the fixed exposure of 10 µs
while adjusting the gain of the gated camera.
We made measurements for beam halo for different beam
currents as seen in Fig. 8. Since the number of bunchs
is always 1370, and the beam current is 75 mA (top left),
200 mA (top right), 390 mA (bottom left), and 790 mA (bottom right), the average bunch current is 0.055 mA, 0.15 mA,
0.28 mA, and 0.55 mA, respectively. We clearly see the
beam halo getting visible as the bunch current increases.
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Figure 7: The gated camera measurements for the HER
beam. Left: Beam core. Center: Beam core blocked by
the 𝜙3 mm opaque square, Right: Diffraction fringes are
eliminated by the Lyot stop.

Figure 9: Measurement for beam halos in LER at 950 mA.

Figure 8: Measurements for beam halos in HER at 75 mA
(top left), 200 mA (top right), 390 mA (bottom left), and
790 mA (bottom right).

4 GeV Positron Ring (LER)
Shown in Fig. 9 is a result taken in LER at the beam
current 950 mA (average bunch current 0.61 mA). Although
patterns of the beam halos in LER irregularly change in
each shot, compared with Fig. 8 taken at comparable bunch
current in HER, the beam halo in LER is radially available

away from the beam core and seems stronger than that in
HER. This tendency possibly originates in a difference in the
beam collision scheme; we made the LER measurements in
beam-beam collisions, but no beam-beam collision occurred
during the HER measurements. Since the LER energy 4 GeV
is lower than the HER energy 7 GeV, beam-beam effects
appear more significantly in LER.
In both LER and HER, the maximum intensity in an image
taken with blocking the beam core by the opaque square
is three orders of magnitude lower than that of the beam
core. Extending the exposure time enables measurements
for further three orders of magnitude lower radiation. We
then achieved the sensitivity of the coronagraph of the six
orders of magnitude.
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WIRELESS IOT IN PARTICLE ACCELERATORS: A PROOF OF CONCEPT
WITH THE IOT RADIATION MONITOR AT CERN
Salvatore Danzeca, Alessandro Zimmaro, Tony Cass, Alessandro Masi, Rodrigo Sierra, CERN
CH-1211, Geneva 23, Switzerland
Abstract
The Internet of Things (IoT) is an ecosystem of webenabled “smart devices” that integrates sensors and
communication hardware to collect, send, and act on data
acquired from the environment around them. In particle
accelerators, IoT is not a new concept: systems and
instruments have long been connected to the network to
receive and to send data that are stored, analysed, and later
used. What has been missing so far, is the IoT concept of
“smart devices”, and particularly of “wireless
connectivity”. Wireless technologies play an important role
in the Internet of Things. Indeed, they allow to deploy of
operational devices quickly and easily, and they
significantly reduce infrastructure costs. This paper gives
an overview of the main advantages of using LoRa, a
particular IoT technology used to deploy wireless radiation
monitors within the CERN particle accelerator complex.

INTRODUCTION
At CERN, measurements of the radiation fields and
quantities related to damage to electronics equipment are
carried out by the RadMon system. The RadMon devices
allow to measure radiation levels in the accelerator
complex and investigate if instantaneous failures of
electronic systems are caused by radiation. As with other
accelerator instruments, these devices have limited
mobility and are subject to a fixed location, which is
usually close to critical equipment in the beam lines or
experimental caverns. Wireless IoT Radiation Monitors
have been developed as the result of the growing demand
to carry out radiation measurements wherever the cabled
infrastructure is not available. Here we describe the
technologies used for the project and the various
advantages of their deployment in a particle accelerator
environment. Although the focus is on radiation
monitoring applications, the work is aimed at developing
an IoT platform capable of integrating multiple and diverse
sensors and applications. This approach opens up the way
for the deployment of different and heterogeneous
implementations and applications that would have been
impractical so far. In the first section, the IoT and the
RadMon concepts are discussed along with their use and
impact in the context of the control of particle accelerators.
The second section describes the requirements and the
characteristics of a wireless IoT network for particle
accelerators, as well as the technology used in this proof of
concept.
Finally, the IoT platform developed for radiation
monitoring is presented along with the challenges and the
possibilities that can be exploited in the future.
TUOXGD2
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IoT AND RADIATION MONITORING
IoT
The term IoT includes everything connected to the
internet. It is a concept that covers devices, networks,
services, and data. All these layers were defined in the 2014
Cisco “reference” model [1]. The seven layers defined in
the reference model are not uncommon to particle
accelerators; indeed, all the equipment, sensors, and
devices are connected and well-integrated in what is
usually called a “control system” [2]. One of the big
differences between the two relies on the connectivity
possibilities. Particle accelerators strongly rely on cabled
networks and wired infrastructure, while the IoT concept
gained great momentum mainly thanks to a new generation
of wireless technologies. If implemented in a particle
accelerator, this allows quick connectivity, easy
installation, and virtually no cabling. This has a huge
impact on a) availability: being easy to install when needed
with small deadtime b) observability: giving the multiple
positions that the devices can reach, and, obviously, c) cost.

RadMon
In this work, the radiation monitoring system for CERN
electronics serves as a practical example of how to embrace
IoT technology, highlighting its main requirements and
capabilities. RadMon is a system capable of measuring the
main quantities related to the radiation effects on
electronics, such as the Total Ionizing Dose (TID), the
Displacement Damage (DD) [3] the High Energy Hadron
fluence (HEH), and the Thermal Neutron fluence (ThN).
This device is used to monitor the radiation levels on the
electronic systems in the accelerators, anticipate electronic
degradation, benchmark simulations and help in the
investigation into the cause of failures.
The RadMon system is fully integrated into the CERN
infrastructure [3]. It requires two cables, for power and for
communication with a Front-End Computer (FEC) which
can manage up to 32 devices on same Fieldbus [4]. In
operation, it’s very common for users to request
measurements in locations where RadMons are not
installed. It is very difficult, even impossible, to plan
proactively, because they respond to the need of tracking
failures on specific equipment. For these operational cases,
a wireless, battery-powered, standalone radiation monitor
has been introduced. The challenges of these types of
developments are a) wireless communication from a few
hundred to a few km range with a data rate of ~1kB/h; b)
low power electronics capable of running over batteries for
at least one year; c) radiation tolerance up to at least 250
Gy and d) low cost.
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WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES
In this paper, a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is
described. It aims to monitor different devices and sensors
and send data to a central system for storage and analysis.

proper RF modulation methods and with additional layers
for data acknowledgments.

Tunnels Wireless Networking Solutions
An effective wireless sensor network must be power
efficient, scalable, responsive, reliable, and mobile. In
underground tunnel environments, such as particle
accelerators, other constraints should be considered such as
RF interference and ionizing radiation.
Wireless technology emission in CERN’s underground
facilities and experimental areas are coordinated with the
host state radio frequency regulator (ANFR in France and
OFCOM in Switzerland) to prevent any interference or
disruption with external RF services. At the same time, the
selected frequency ranges must avoid any RF system
present in the area for physics or operational purposes
(accelerators require RF cavities to perform their duties as
an example). The second constraint (ionizing radiation) is
more restrictive. The wireless technology emitter must be
either radiation tolerant or installed in a shielded area.
When coupled with tunnel lengths of more than 1 km
without shielded zones, the topology choice for wireless
solutions is significantly reduced.
To offer wireless connectivity in the accelerator and
experimental areas, CERN deployed around 60 km of
radiating cables connected to more than 50 injection points
located in non-radiation areas [5-6]. However, the
frequency bands used must be below 1 GHz, since the
losses in the cable increase with the frequency. The
radiating cable is already used for TETRA and
TETRAPOL in the 400 MHz band for CERN’s fire brigade
and public safety agencies, UMTS in the 900 MHz band,
LTE in the 800 MHz band, and 5G in 700 MHz band. The
ISM band in Europe (868 MHz) is not used and was a good
candidate to explore IoT wireless network solutions in the
tunnels.

Low Power Wireless Solutions
This work is focused on Low Power Wide Area Network
solutions (LPWAN), because they are extensively used in
industrial IoT projects and are suited for long range and
low data rate applications, such as that required for
radiation monitoring of the electronics in the CERN
accelerator complex. Three main LPWAN solutions were
investigated: LoRaWAN, SigFox, and NB-IoT [7]. The
three networks are similar in terms of scope and features.
LoRaWAN was finally chosen because it is providerindependent which allows private networks to be created
with open-source tools. In a LoRaWAN network, data
transmitted by a node are typically received by multiple
gateways. Each gateway forwards the received packet from
the end node to the network server. This architecture allows
redundancy and high coverage with the drawback of
possible collisions and bottlenecks in communication.
These last problems are mitigated in LoRaWAN with

Figure 1: LoRaWAN architecture implemented in the LHC
accelerator.
The radiating cable used at CERN is suited for
communication at frequencies below 1GHz, and the use of
the ISM band as the carrier frequency for LoraWAN
perfectly fits this requirement.
Nowadays, LoRaWAN is present in the entire LHC
tunnel. The gateways are installed in the shielded caverns
connected to the radiating cables in the tunnel. This allows
having full coverage of the LHC. In Fig. 1, is possible to
see the LoRaWAN architecture implemented in the LHC
accelerators.

WIRELESS MONITORING PLATFORM
An IoT Radiation-Tolerant Platform
The IoT Wireless monitoring platform [8], is a LoRaWan
enabled, battery-powered, radiation-tolerant, and modular
system capable of facing the requirements described in the
previous paragraphs. All the embedded components are
Components Off the Shelf (COTS), which ensure
compliance with low-cost and more stringent low power
requirements. This choice required intense radiation
qualification and conformity testing following the CERN
guidelines for radiation tolerant system testing [8-10]. All
the components embed low-power features and modes,
which allowed the system to respect lifetime requirements.
An overview of the system is depicted in Fig. 2. System
operations are handled by a microcontroller (MCU).

Figure 2: Overview of the Wireless IoT platform.
This component is preferred over the more widely used
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) in radiation
environments because of its power-saving mode that
safeguards the battery duration. A hardware solution
(watchdog circuit) was implemented to mitigate Single
Event Function Interruption (SEFI) [11]. A radio
transceiver was used to implement the physical and MAC
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layer of the LoRaWAN protocol. In case of wireless
communication unavailability, a 16 MB SPI non-volatile
Flash memory is embedded in the design. The IoT
Radiation device was developed for radiation to electronics
measurements using a dedicated sensor board derived from
the RadMon. Its modularity using a detachable sensor
board allows possible future users to implement their own
custom sensor. According to the same concept, the battery
board can also be swapped with a radiation tolerant power
supply inherited from the RadMon system.

Low Power Design Choices
Low power constraints and the need for flexibility drove
most of the design choices. The operating principle also
considers these two characteristics. The system is based on
a duty cycle consisting of cycles of sleep, wake-up,
measurements, storage, transmission, and sleep. Increasing
the interval between two consecutive awakenings, also
called the “measurement period”, allows the battery life to
be improved. As reported in Table 1, extension of the
measurement period allows to meet the requirement of
more than one year of lifetime. The flexibility to allow the
measurement period to be changed on-the-fly when finer
measurements are requested, is a feature currently being
developed.
Table 1: System Lifetime as a Function of the
Measurement Period
Measurement Period
5 Minutes
1 Hour
24 Hours

Lifetime 𝜏 [Month]
3.31
22.9
47.36

Radiation Tolerance
The radiation qualification of the IoT Wireless
monitoring platform can be divided into 2 main phases as
described in [8]: component level and system level
qualification. During the first screening phase, all the
components were qualified at the Paul Scherrer Institute
(PSI) in Villigen, Switzerland, using a high-energy proton
beam of 200 MeV [12] and then selected according to the
radiation tolerance requirements of the system. In a second
phase, the platform was tested at system level with a final
validation at the CERN High energy AcceleRator Mixed
field (CHARM) facility [13]. Those tests allowed the
system to be assessed in terms of sensitivity and radiation
tolerance, as well as being used to validate single event
mitigation schemes. The platform withstood a TID of 275
Gy [8]. With this information, the expected lifetime and
failure rate can be estimated by considering specific
locations for the future High-Luminosity (HL) LHC [9]. In
very harsh tunnel areas, such as some of the magnet cells
of the dispersion suppressor region, where a TID of 100
Gy/year and 3·1012 HEH.cm-2/year is foreseen, the
system should work for nearly 3 years performing selfrecovered resets around 200 times per year. Conversely, in
shielded alcove areas where the foreseen radiation levels
are lower (TID of 25 Gy/year and 1.4·1010 HEH.cmTUOXGD2
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2/year), the system should work for over 10 years and reset
less than once per year.

Operational Feedbacks
A first test on the long-range capability of the IoT
Wireless monitoring platform was successfully performed
inside the LHC[14]. The test was carried out in Point 1
where 2 LoRaWAN gateways were installed in the UPS
RE18 alcove. Every 200 minutes five packets transmitted
by the tested device were collected, and the corresponding
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) was analyzed.
In Fig. 3, the RSSI is depicted for each transmission
point. The image shows that the device was still able to
transmit the information over 2 km. This test proved that
LoRa technology is a valid network that fits the long-range
constraint of such applications in an accelerator.

Figure 3: This picture shows the RSSI degradation when
moving further away from the gateway position
(RE18)[14].
In 2021, several systems were deployed to characterize
the radiation levels of specific areas in CERN’s Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS) [15]. For these measurements,
the IoT Radiation platform was used in standalone mode,
because the wireless network was not available. The
standalone mode tested the IoT Radiation platform
performance for storing the measurements in the nonvolatile flash memory. These tests not only provided useful
measurements for the characterization of these locations
but also validated the proper functioning of the system.

CONCLUSION
As part of this work, the opportunities for utilizing a
wireless IoT technology have been demonstrated by using
a radiation monitoring device as a test application. The
system requirements, the wireless challenges, and
implementations have been described. LoRaWAN was
found to be the best choice for implementing a wireless
sensor network in the accelerator, fitting all the
requirements. The Wireless IoT platform for radiation
monitoring has been developed to be both radiation
tolerant and compliant with this IoT technology. The
proper tuning of the device parameters allows it to last on
batteries for up to three years. The platform is modular with
the capability of being adapted for other applications.
Finally, the wireless capabilities of the device have been
tested successfully inside the LHC with a coverage of
around 2 km. Currently, the LoRa connectivity is available
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in the entire LHC tunnel allowing the deployment and the
usage of this wireless platform.
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6D PHASE SPACE DIAGNOSTICS BASED ON ADAPTIVELY TUNED
PHYSICS-INFORMED GENERATIVE CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL
NETWORKS
A. Scheinker∗ , Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, USA
D. Filippetto, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, USA
F. Cropp, University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, USA
Abstract
A physics-informed generative convolutional neural network (CNN)-based 6D phase space diagnostic is presented which generates all 15 unique 2D projections (𝑥, 𝑦),
(𝑥, 𝑦′ ),...,(𝑧, 𝐸) of a charged particle beam’s 6D phase space
(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑥 ′ , 𝑦′ , 𝐸). The CNN is trained by supervised learning
over a wide range of input beam distributions, accelerator
parameters, and the associated 6D beam phase spaces at
multiple accelerator locations. The CNN is applied in an unsupervised adaptive manner without knowledge of the input
beam distribution or accelerator parameters and is robust to
their unknown time variation. Adaptive feedback automatically tunes the low-dimensional latent space of the encoderdecoder CNN to predict the 6D phase space based only on
2D (𝑧, 𝐸) longitudinal phase space measurements from a
device such as a transverse deflecting RF cavity (TCAV).
This method has the potential to provide diagnostics beyond
the existing state of the art at many accelerator facilities.
Studies are presented for two very different accelerators: the
5-meter-long ultra-fast electron diffraction (UED) HiRES
compact accelerator at LBNL and the kilometer long plasma
wakefield accelerator FACET-II at SLAC.

INTRODUCTION
Particle accelerators are large complex systems with many
coupled components. Accelerator beams are complex objects with dynamics governed by nonlinear collective effects
such as space charge and coherent synchrotron radiation.
Because of their complexity, particle accelerator controls
and diagnostics can greatly benefit from advanced machine
learning (ML) [1], and control theory techniques.
Supervised learning techniques are being applied at
CERN for the reconstruction of magnet errors in the incredibly large (thousands of magnets) LHC lattice [2]. Bayesian
methods have been developed for online accelerator tuning
of the LCLS [3], Bayesian methods with safety constraints
are being developed at the SwissFEL and the High-Intensity
Proton Accelerator at PSI [4], and at SLAC Bayesian methods are being developed for the challenging problem of hysteresis [5] and surrogate models are being developed for
the beam at the injector [6]. Convolutional neural networks
(CNN) have been used to generate incredibly high resolution
virtual diagnostics of the longitudinal phase space (LPS)
of the electron beam in the EuXFEL [7]. A laser plasma
∗
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wakefield accelerator has also been optimized by utilizing
Gaussian processes at the Central Laser Facility [8].
A limitation of standard ML methods is the requirement of
re-training whenever a system changes. Because accelerators
are changing continuously and detailed beam measurements
usually interrupt operations repetitive re-training is not a
feasible solution. Recently, powerful model-independent
feedback control methods, known as extremum seeking (ES),
have been developed which can handle unknown and quickly
time-varying nonlinear systems in which the direction of
the controller’s input is unknown and quickly time-varying
[9, 10]. For example, it is possible to use ES for RF cavity
resonance control based only on ambiguous reflected power
measurements [11]. A limitation of model-independent feedback is the possibility of getting stuck in a local minimum.
Due to the complimentary strengths and weaknesses of
ML and model-independent feedback, efforts are being made
to combine the two fields via adaptive ML (AML) which provides the best of both worlds: an ability to learn directly from
large complex data, while maintaining robustness to time
variation and distribution shift. The first demonstration of
the AML approach was the use of neural networks together
with ES for automatic control of the time-varying longitudinal phase space distribution of the LCLS beam [12]. AML
methods have also combined CNNs and ES to track timevarying input beam distributions at the HiRES UED [13],
and preliminary results have shown an ability to adaptively
tune the low-dimensional latent space of encoder-decoder
CNNs to track all 15 unique 2D projections of beam’s 6D
phase space despite unknown and time-varying input beam
distributions and accelerator and beam parametes [14].

AML FOR 6D DIAGNOSTICS
In this work we present simulation-based AML studies
at the HiRES UED [15], for predicting all 15 unique 2D
projections of a charged particle beam with unknown and
time-varying input beam conditions at the photocathode, unknown beam charge and injector solenoid magnet strength,
and demonstrate that this method has the capability to accurately predict beyond the span of the training set data.
Time-varying systems, or systems with distribution shift,
are an open problem and an active area of research in the ML
community [16–20]. In this work we tackle the problem of
distribution shift by incorporating model-independent adaptive feedback directly within the architecture of an encoderdecoder CNN which takes beam distributions and parameters (charge and solenoid current) as inputs and generates
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Figure 1: A: 15 2D projections of a beam’s 6D phase space, 𝜌𝑖𝑗 . B: The same 15 2D projections generated by the CNN, 𝜌𝑖𝑗̂ .
C: Absolute difference |𝜌𝑖𝑗̂ − 𝜌𝑖𝑗 |. Color scale of each projection set by maximum value of actual projection: max {𝜌𝑖𝑗 }.
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15 256×256 pixel 2D projections (∼ 106 dimensions) of the
beam’s 6D phase space downstream from the injector, as
shown in Fig. 1, where the CNN’s predictions are compared
to the ground truth for a beam with unknown input distribution and unknown charge passing through an accelerator
with an unknown solenoid strength. Our CNN is applied
in an unsupervised adaptive way by squeezing down to a
2D latent space between the encoder and decoder sections
which is adaptively tuned using ES with time-varying cost
𝐶(𝑡) = ∬ ∣𝜌𝑧,𝐸 (𝑡) − 𝜌𝑧,𝐸
̂ (𝑡)∣ 𝑑𝐸𝑑𝑧,

(1)

a comparison between the CNN’s longitudinal phase space
(LPS) prediction 𝜌𝑧,𝐸
̂ and the measurement of the LPS as
provided by a TCAV 𝜌𝑧,𝐸 . By forcing the CNN to simultaneously generate all 15 projections of the 6D phase space
we introduced observational biases directly through data embodying the underlying physics, allowing the CNN to learn
functions that reflect the physical structure of the data [21].

Figure 2: Error is shown in percent for each of the 15 projections of the beam’s 6D phase space as the input beam
distribution, charge, and solenoid strength are moved beyond
the span of the training set.

TRACKING PHASE SPACE
Figure 2 shows the results of changing the input beam distribution, beam charge, and solenoid current far beyond the
span of the training data. The black lines show the change
relative to the initial starting condition. The green lines
show the CNN’s errors if assuming known beam distribution, charge, and solenoid strength, with catastrophic failure
beyond the span of the training set where the CNN’s predictions are far worse than simply doing nothing. Finally, the
red lines show the error when we do not have access to the
unknown beam distribution, charge, and solenoid strength,
but with the use of adaptive feedback which has access to
TUOXGD3
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the (𝑧, 𝐸) projection to be used as feedback within the latent
space by continuously minimizing the cost function (1).

CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated preliminary studies of a physicsinformed AML method for tracking all 15 projections of a
charged particle beam with unknown and time-varying initial
distribution and charge at the photocathode and unknwon
and time-varying solenoid strength at the injector based only
on TCAV measurements of the (𝑧, 𝐸) LPS.
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ORIGIN AND MITIGATION OF THE BEAM-INDUCED
SURFACE MODIFICATIONS OF THE LHC BEAM SCREENS
V. Petit*, P. Chiggiato, M. Himmerlich, S. Marinoni, H. Neupert, M. Taborelli, L. Tavian
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Abstract
All over Run 2, the LHC beam-induced heat load on the
cryogenic system exhibited a wide scattering along the
ring. Studies ascribed the heat source to electron cloud
build-up, indicating an unexpected high Secondary Electron Yield (SEY) of the beam screen surface in some LHC
regions. The inner copper surface of high and low heat load
beam screens, extracted during the Long Shutdown 2, was
analysed. On the low heat load ones, the surface was covered with the native Cu2O oxide, while on the high heat
load ones CuO dominated at surface, and it exhibited a very
low carbon coverage. Such chemical modifications increase the SEY and inhibit a proper conditioning of the affected surfaces. Following this characterisation, the mechanisms for CuO build-up in the LHC beam pipe were investigated on a newly commissioned cryogenic system allowing electron irradiation, surface chemical characterisation by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy and SEY measurements on samples held below 15 K. In parallel, curative
solutions against the presence of CuO in the LHC beam
screens were explored, which could be implemented in-situ
to recover a proper conditioning and lower the beam-induced heat load.

electron irradiation in cryogenic conditions and the origin
of its build-up in some LHC beam screens are assessed. In
addition, possible techniques for in-situ CuO reduction are
reviewed.

CONSEQUENCE AND ORIGIN OF
CuO BUILD-UP IN THE LHC
The cryo-conditioning tests performed in this work were
carried out on a new system enabling X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), electron irradiation and SEY measurement (part still under commissioning) of samples below
15 K. Irradiation was performed by 250 eV electrons.

Cryo-conditioning of CuO
The fraction of CuO at the surface of beam screen samples was deduced from XPS measurements of the Cu 2p3/2
state [3]. CuO fraction evolution during electron irradiation
at 250 eV, both at room temperature and 15 K, is shown in
Fig. 1.

INTRODUCTION
An unexpected high beam-induced heat load was measured in the beam screen cooling circuit of half of the eight
LHC arcs all over Run 2 (2015-2018). This puzzling data
was detected first after the Long Shutdown 1 (LS1), a period of maintenance and upgrade including the venting of
the cryogenic beam vacuum system to air [1]. Surface analyses were performed on the copper layer of beam screens
extracted from the accelerator during the LS2 (2019-2021).
The measurements evidenced the presence of native Cu2O
oxide on the surface of the low heat load beam screens,
while the high heat load ones were oxidized to non-native
CuO oxide and showed an exceptionally low carbon coverage [2]. In addition, the Secondary Electron Yield (SEY)
of the beam screens after extraction was found higher when
CuO was present. Finally, the room temperature conditioning by electron irradiation of CuO-rich surfaces was observed to be moderate compared to the one of Cu2O, but
not completely inhibited, and CuO was observed to be partially reduced to Cu2O [2]. This reduction could be hindered or slowed down in the operating conditions of the
beam screens, namely between 5 and 20 K, leading to the
survival of a high-SEY oxide in some LHC beam screens,
to an intense electron cloud activity and to the related high
beam-induced heat load. Here, the behaviour of CuO under
____________________________________________

Figure 1: Effect of temperature on CuO reduction under
electron irradiation at 250 eV (lines are guide to the eye).
CuO reduction is significantly hindered at 15 K, possibly because of the reduced diffusivity of Cu and O ions in
the oxide layer at cryogenic temperature. Therefore, the
build-up and the stability of this high-SEY oxide at cryogenic temperature together with the low content of carbon,
which limits the graphitic coverage essential for SEY decrease [4, 5], could be responsible for the high beam-induced heat load occurring in some regions of the LHC arcs.

Origin of CuO build-up
Copper hydroxide Cu(OH)2, which spontaneously grows
on air-exposed copper surfaces [6], has been proposed as a
precursor for CuO build-up in the LHC [2]. However, room
temperature conditioning of airborne Cu(OH)2 layers led
to their conversion to Cu2O, i.e. a reduction to Cu+, which
has a sufficiently low SEY [5]. Nevertheless, also in this
case, temperature is expected to play a major role in elec-
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tron irradiation-induced reactions by affecting diffusion kinetics. Another factor which influences the species formed
or decomposed by electron irradiation is the presence of
carbon on oxidized Cu surfaces. The absolute carbon coverage is known to influence the chemical transformation
during electron bombardment [7] and could thus be decisive to determine the build-up or not of CuO.
The observed modifications of air-exposed copper samples during conditioning at room and cryogenic temperatures are reported in Fig. 2, and the ones for conditioning
at 15 K of samples with different carbon coverages are
shown in Fig. 3. In these figures, the evolution of the chemical state of copper during conditioning, as monitored by
XPS, is followed for different doses through a Wagner-like
plot [2, 3], where the usual Cu 2p3/2 binding energy axis is
replaced by the centre of gravity of this line, to account for
the presence of multiple compounds [2]. The position of
reference CuO, Cu(OH)2, Cu2O and Cu(0) samples is
shown for comparison.

LHC-extracted beam screens, where the oxide observed after extraction was even closer to reference CuO in extreme
cases [2].
Figure 3 shows the conditioning behaviour at 15 K of
two copper samples with initially identical amount of copper hydroxide, but different carbon coverages (23 and
50 at.%). In the presence of high carbon coverage, conditioning leads to significant, but still incomplete, reduction
of Cu(OH)2 to Cu2O, i.e. the dehydration of Cu(OH)2 to
CuO is partially avoided. In addition, the carbon content
drops to 35 at.%, as expected for a consumption of carbon
species during the oxide reduction [7]. At low carbon coverage, Cu(OH)2 is converted to CuO and the amount of carbon drops to 7.5 at.%, which is extremely low and is compatible with the amount of carbon found on the CuO-rich
LHC-extracted beam screens [2].
To reproduce the Run 1 – LS1 – Run 2 LHC scheme and
propose a scenario leading to CuO build-up only after LS1
in the accelerator, a copper sample exposed to air for more
than a year and showing 40 at.% of carbon has been first
conditioned at 15 K and then reconditioned at 15 K after
2.5 months of humid air exposure. The corresponding
Wagner-like plot is given in Fig. 4.

Figure 2: Conditioning of twin air-exposed copper samples
at room temperature and 15 K.

Figure 3: Conditioning at 15 K of air-exposed copper samples with different initial carbon coverages.
Figure 2 clearly shows the influence of temperature on
the type of oxide dominating the surface after conditioning.
While the conditioning at room temperature provokes the
transformation of Cu(OH)2 into Cu2O, the conditioning at
15 K of a twin sample deviates towards CuO. The formed
CuO-like product is similar to the one observed in the
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Figure 4: Conditioning and reconditioning at 15 K of an
air-exposed copper sample.
Thanks to the initial carbon coverage, the transformation
of Cu(OH)2 into CuO is partially inhibited during the first
conditioning. In parallel, the carbon content decreases and
stabilizes to 31 at.% at the end of this conditioning. After
2.5 months of humid air exposure, Cu(OH)2 coverage is
significantly higher than for a non-conditioned sample
stored in the same conditions. Indeed, in the current case,
the formed layer is even similar to the one of a reference
Cu(OH)2 sample, pointing towards an increased surface reactivity after conditioning due to electron irradiation. Subsequently, the second conditioning leads to the transformation of Cu(OH)2 to CuO. This difference of oxidation
product formed under electron irradiation could be due to
the higher amount of Cu(OH)2 before the second irradiation, but also, as discussed before, to the lower amount of
carbon, already partially depleted during the first conditioning. The carbon decrease had stabilized at the end of
the first conditioning, but continued to decrease down to
13 at.% during the second irradiation, again compatible
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with carbon consumption by reaction with oxygen from the
oxide or hydroxide [7]. In summary, this conditioning – air
exposure – reconditioning sequence and the resulting surface modifications are compatible with the observed heat
load increase in some arcs comparing LHC Runs 1 and 2.

MITIGATION TECHNIQUES
In parallel to the investigations on the origin of CuO
build-up in the LHC, in-situ curing methods have been explored. All of them are based on the removal of CuO from
the surface by a reaction with a reducing gas promoted by
various sources of energy. For this purpose, samples have
been exposed to UV light and to atmospheric pressure
plasma, both in 1 bar of N2-H2 (95%-5%) mixture. Other
samples were exposed to atomic hydrogen generated on a
hot tungsten filament (H2 pressure: 10-2 mbar). The Cu
2p3/2 spectra of a CuO reference sample before treatment,
as well as the ones of three samples treated by the different
techniques are shown in Fig. 5.

a low Cu(OH)2 coverage and/or a large carbon content,
which led to a normal (CuO-free) conditioning during Run
1, with possible start of carbon depletion → the high surface reactivity after electron irradiation during Run 1 enhanced hydroxide formation due to air-exposure during
LS1, possibly influenced by the local ambient conditions
→ a local high Cu(OH)2 and low carbon coverage then led
to CuO build-up during Run 2. CuO-free beam screens
could have resulted from conditioning of surfaces with low
Cu(OH)2 coverage or high carbon content at the end of
LS1.
Techniques for in-situ deoxidation of the beam screens
have been explored on a laboratory test bench and reduction of CuO is possible by exposure to reducing gas activated either by UV light or in an atmospheric pressure
plasma, as well as by exposure to atomic hydrogen formed
on a hot tungsten filament. The compatibility of these techniques with an in-situ implementation is under investigation and a further step is required to assess and avoid possible recurrence of CuO on the treated surfaces.
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ANALYSIS OF LOW RRR SRF CAVITIES∗
K. Howard† , Y.-K. Kim, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA
D. Bafia, A. Grassellino, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL, USA
Abstract
Recent findings in the superconducting radio-frequency
(SRF) community have shown that introducing certain impurities into high-purity niobium can improve quality factors and accelerating gradients. Success has been found in
nitrogen-doping, diffusion of the native oxide into the niobium surface, and thin films of alternate superconductors
atop a niobium bulk cavity. We question why some impurities improve RF performance while others hinder it. The
purpose of this study is to characterize the impurity profile
of niobium with a low residual resistance ratio (RRR) and
correlate these impurities with the RF performance of low
RRR cavities so that the mechanism of recent impurity-based
improvements can be better understood and improved upon.
Additionally, we perform a low temperature bake on the low
RRR cavity to evaluate how the intentional addition of oxygen to the RF layer affects performance. We have found that
low RRR cavities experience low temperature-dependent
BCS resistance behavior more prominently than their high
RRR counterparts. The results of this study have the potential to unlock a new understanding on SRF materials.

INTRODUCTION
As we approach the theoretical limit of niobium for superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) cavities, the last decade
has brought immense improvements in quality factor (Q0 )
and accelerating gradients though intentionally added impurities into the niobium surface [1, 2]. Many SRF studies
follow a “clean bulk dirty surface” technique to optimize
the BCS resistance by adding extrinsic impurities to the surface layer of high purity niobium [3, 4]. Advancements have
been made with nitrogen through N-doping, where cavities
experience an anti Q0 slope and record breaking Q0 ’s at mid
fields [5–7]. Oxygen added through a low temperature bake
(LTB) has also provided high Q0 ’s and mitigation of the
high field Q0 slope typically seen in electropolished (EP)
niobium cavities [8, 9].
The success of intentionally added impurities to the niobium surface has drawn deeper questions about how these
impurities affect cavity behavior, and has prompted an investigation of cavities with a low residual resistance ratio
(RRR). Low purity niobium has been studied before in the
context of cost reduction [10]; here we are looking through
the lens of using the intrinsic impurities as a resource to
optimize the BCS resistance. RRR and mean free path (mfp)
have a direct relationship, so we might expect experience
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low BCS resistance behavior at low RRR, as seen in Fig. 1.
We ask if the intrinsic impurities perform similar functions
as extrinsic impurities which have been shown to improve
performance.

Figure 1: BCS resistance versus mean free path shows an
optimization in BCS resistance for moderately dirty surface,
adapted from [11].
In this study, we investigate a single-cell TESLA-shaped
1.3 GHz cavity with RRR 61 and primary impurity tantalum
at weight percent 0.0193. First, the cavity receives EP treatment to give a uniform surface layer same as the bulk [12].
The testing involves a measurement of Q0 versus accelerating gradient in the vertical test stand [2], as well as frequency
versus temperature [13]. We compare the performance of
this cavity with its high RRR counterpart in EP condition to
understand how the intrinsic impurities affect the bulk and
surface behavior of the cavity. Then, we perform a LTB at
120 °C for 48 hours and repeat the testing to evaluate how the
addition of the surface oxide to the RF layer further affects
performance.

RESULTS
Quality Factor
We measure the Q0 at a given gradient by maintaining the
cavity at its resonant frequency, pumping power in, and then
measuring the reflected and transmitted power [14]. The Q0
is defined as the ratio of the energy gain per RF period and
dissipated power.
The Q0 at 2 K is graphed in Fig. 2. The transition from
EP to LTB condition in the low RRR cavity shows a slight
increase in Q0 at low gradients, as well as improved performance through higher gradients. All cavities’ performance
is similar at mid gradients. Oxygen improves performance
of low RRR cavity but in a different way than we see in high
RRR cavities, as the LTB treatment delays Q0 slope in low
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Figure 2: Quality factor at 2 K versus accelerating gradient
for EP and LTB on low RRR, comparing to their high RRR
counterparts.

Figure 3: Residual resistance (at low T) versus accelerating
gradient for low RRR, comparing to high RRR.

RRR with a less extreme difference than for high RRR. The
low RRR cavity did not show a strong high field Q0 slope in
EP condition, so the transition to LTB was not as drastic. In
the LTB test, the low RRR cavity does not experience the
bump of anti Q0 slope at low gradient shown on the high
RRR. We are also unable to reach as high gradient in the
low RRR test in both EP and LTB, which is likely due to its
higher concentration of intrinsic impurities.

Surface Resistance
We define the surface resistance as the geometry factor
of the cavity divided by the Q0 . The surface resistance
can be broken down into the residual resistance and BCS
resistance by separating the 2 K and low T tests. The residual
resistance (Rr ) is not temperature-dependent and taken at low
T, coming from impurities in the superconducting lattice as
well as any trapped flux from cooldown or quench. The BCS
resistance (RBCS ) is temperature-dependent and calculated
by the difference between the total surface resistance at 2 K
and low T, caused by the breakdown of cooper pairs with
increasing temperature.
In Fig. 3, there is a significant offset in Rr between low
and high RRR, especially at mid gradient. The low RRR EP
and LTB curves are nearly colinear until around 20 MV/m.
It is reassuring that the addition of oxygen to the RF layer
did not further increase the resistive effect of the intrinsic
impurities in the material. This split is analogous to the high
RRR EP and LTB that occurs around 25 MV/m at a lower
resistance. It is of interest how the low and high RRR LTB
curves are nearly parallel at mid and high gradient. This
clarifies the effect of a uniform distribution of impurities in
the bulk.
In Fig. 4, we note the low BCS resistance behavior of the
low RRR cavity. At all points, the low RRR RBCS is equal
to or below that of its high RRR counterpart. The benefit
of the low RRR is most prominent at mid gradients and is
completely lost at high gradients. The LTB high and low
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Figure 4: BCS resistance versus accelerating gradient for
low RRR, comparing to high RRR.
RRR are colinear until 10 MV/m, but then show a similar
behavior of the local maximum and then decrease. It is
promising that the LTB lowered the BCS resistance at all
gradients from the EP test, so making the surface even dirtier
allowed for lower BCS resistance even with a less clean bulk.
It is not clear yet if we have reached the optimized surface
dirtiness or if we could go even further.

Frequency versus Temperature
Frequency versus temperature measurements are taken
while warming up the cavity, as the resonance frequency
drops at transition and stabilizes when the cavity is normalconducting [15]. By adjusting the temperature, the change
in resonant frequency we observe reflects a change in the
penetration depth (Δ�) of the material [13].
In Fig. 5 we see the frequency changes around 7.5 kHz
through the superconducting transition, which corresponds
to a 300 nm change in penetration depth. Zooming in, Fig.
6 shows how the LTB cavity’s resonant frequency changes
around 300 Hz more than the EP, and the EP experiences
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with uncertainty .03. This mfp suggests we have not reached
the minimum of RBCS with the EP treatment, which is in
agreement with the RF performance shown in Fig. 4.
For the LTB, the oxygen only diffuses around 60 nm into
the bulk, so it does not make sense to fit the entire 300 nm
of the Δ�. Having the mean free path changing due to the
oxygen concentration gradient creates a difficult fit. In this
range, the oxygen concentration ranges from its maximum
value at the surface to nearly none as we approach the bulk,so
we expect the mfp and gap values predicted to be somewhere
in between the true surface and bulk values. The fit found
mfp 64.7 nm with an uncertainty 6.9 nm and the gap 2.32
with uncertainty .04. The decrease in mfp from the LTB is in
agreement with the decrease seen in the RBCS . The increase
in gap is analogous to the behavior of doped cavities [16].
Figure 5: Frequency versus temperature for low RRR EP
and LTB.
another oscillation before settling at a constant frequency
post transition temperature (Tc). The existence of the dip
in the EP curve suggests the doped-like behavior of the low
RRR cavity [16]. The experimental Tc is the point right
after the dip, which is around 9.29 K for both EP and LTB.
We can estimate the mean free path through the SRIMP program, which calculates a fit through BCS theory [3,17]. The
program does not have the capability to handle the dip, so
we define the fit Tc as the the point with the same frequency
across the dip from the experimental Tc, which is 9.236 K
for EP and 9.222 K for LTB [13].

CONCLUSION
Low RRR cavity behaves quite differently than typical
high RRR cavities. This difference is most notable in the
EP testing, as the intrinsic impurities protect the cavity from
a high field Q0 slope and significantly improve the BCS
resistance. There is more similarity in the performance
of the LTB cavities in terms of the offset of the residual
resistance and the shape of the BCS resistance curves. It is
an important finding that adding oxygen to the surface of a
cavity with a high concentration of intrinsic impurities will
improve performance.
The frequency versus temperature dips and fitted mfp
and gap highlight the doped behavior of the low RRR cavity. Finding the mean free path of the cavities is a difficult
measurement, especially in a cavity with a vastly varying
concentration of impurities from LTB. Because our interest
lies in optimizing the BCS resistance through the mfp, it will
be important to continue working with the SRIMP program
and also explore other methods of calculating the mfp. It
appears that the low temperature bake brought the low RRR
cavity closer to this optimization, but we believe there is
more that can be done to explore the low BCS behavior of
low RRR material.
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Abstract
A multidisciplinary collaboration within the I.FAST project teamed-up to develop additive manufacturing (AM)
technology solutions for accelerators. The first prototype
of an AM pure-copper Radio Frequency Quadrupole
(RFQ) has been produced, corresponding to ¼ of a 4-vane
RFQ. It was optimised for production with state-of-the-art
laser powder bed fusion technology. Geometrical precision
and roughness of the critical surfaces were measured. Although the obtained values were beyond standard RFQ
specifications, these first results are promising and confirmed the feasibility of AM manufactured complex copper
accelerator cavities. Therefore, further post-processing trials have been conducted with the sample RFQ to improve
surface roughness. Algorithms for the AM technological
processes have also been improved, allowing for higher geometrical precision. This resulted in the design of a full 4vane RFQ prototype. At the time of the paper submission
the full-size RFQ is being manufactured and will undergo
through the stringent surface quality measurements. This
paper is discussing novel technological developments, is
providing an evaluation of the obtained surface roughness
and geometrical precision as well as outlining the potential
post-processing scenarios along with future tests plans.

RFQ BY ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
The RFQ is a crucial accelerator component downstream
the particle source, providing simultaneous and efficient
focusing, bunching and acceleration of a particle beam before injection into the linear accelerator [1]. Conventionally it is manufactured from highly conductive materials
and consists of four complex shape segments with modulated vanes. To ensure optimum beam optics and radio-frequency properties, all internal surfaces of the RFQ are designed with high-precision tolerances and fine surface
roughness parameters. Consequently, the standard RFQ
manufacturing routine is complex; each sequence is costly,
___________________________________________
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time consuming and requires expensive technological operations. Among other things, this involves series of multiple high-precision machining operations followed by specialized brazing and material stress-release treatment [2,
3]. Thus, there is an opportunity to re-evaluate established
manufacturing approaches and to consider other emerging
technologies.
Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a natural candidate, as
one of the enabling technologies that has reached the required maturity level to be applied within the accelerator
community. The comprehensive study carried out by the
I.FAST project confirms the opportunities provided by AM
technology [4, 5]. Initial results of the survey have revealed
that metal AM activities within the community started already in 2007 and since, the number of applications is
growing exponentially. This is explained by the virtues of
AM technology: it is accessible, has wide applications
within aerospace, medical and automotive industries and is
changing the technological paradigm and way of thinking
within the engineering wing of the accelerator community.
Indeed, AM is offering valuable opportunities, such as the
capability to work with a wide range of materials and to
provide new design options [6]. Proliferation of the AM
has led to the standardisation of this technology. For instance, today the ISO 52900:2021 standard [7] provides for
general terms and common language for the growing AM
community. Subsequently, series of the standards are being
compiled within the Guide to AM Standards [8].
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated [9] that AM can
contribute to the manufacturing routines of the RFQ’s, e.g.,
is enabling for design optimisation and improved general
properties. The biggest advantage is that AM allows for the
RFQ to be built in a single piece, thereby avoiding the complex technological operations, and permitting the design of
more efficient internal cooling channels. Recent attempt to
produce with AM the pure copper drift tube linac components, is showing that cavity parameters (e.g. quality factor
Q and shunt impedance per unit length RL) are of comparable values to the conventionally machined elements [10].
At the same time, it is important to note that the pure
copper, applied for RFQs, is a challenging material for laser-based AM processes itself. It requires state-of-the-art
equipment and expertise which is not yet self-evident
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within the community. For instance, the high thermal conductivity of copper also results in rapid heat diffusion away
from the melt area, generating local thermal gradients,
hence the risk of the significant residual stresses and part
distortion [9].
The limited energy absorption provided by infrared laser
radiation on copper is another issue to consider [11]. In the
case of laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) technology, due
to the high reflectivity of copper, most of the energy provided by the laser during manufacturing is reflected instead
of being absorbed by the powder. This may lead to incomplete fusion of the powder when employing conventional
infrared fibre laser sources [12-14]. It has been recognized
[15-17] that increasing the laser power above 500 W can
lead to increased part densities. However, high-power lasers can also generate unstable melt tracks due to the different absorptivity of the powder and the molten material.
In addition, the large amount of reflected energy that irradiates the optical mirror of the machine during the printing
process may damage it [18].
There have been three promising strategies to solve energy absorption issue: increase laser power up-to 1 kW; increase the absorption of the particles through coating; or
switch to a green laser source where absorption is almost
three times higher. Recent research results [11, 19] are
showing that the use of green laser sources are effectively
enabling higher absorbance for copper. In case of L-PBF,
this leads to relative material densities exceeding 99.8%
and which almost eradicates the indicated drawbacks.

monstrator has been manufactured by TRUMPF on the extended AM system prototype like the one described in [22],
yet with a much larger build volume of 300 mm in diameter
and 400mm in height. This meant a full RFQ segment
could be built, with the cross-section of Ø148 mm and
248 mm in length (see Fig. 8).
The system is based on the general design of a TruPrint
5000 and is similarly equipped with a TruDisk 1020. Process chamber inertisation down to 100ppm of oxygen and
an efficient gas flux system for the removal of processing
by-products are key enablers to achieving the high material
quality in a highly productive process with melting rates of
typically 16-21 cm3/h.
Thanks to the availability of the state-of-art AM technological equipment and experience acquired with ¼ sample
RFQ sections design, production and measurement results
the following major technological improvements were
done (See Figs. 1 and 2):
• High resolution modelling and increased mesh-size;
• Flanges for the vacuum tests;
• Orifices for the RF tests;
• Enhanced internal lattice structures;
• Design optimisation of the cooling channels.

THE ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
PROCESS AND EQUIPMENT
The above-mentioned approach has led to the development of the TruPrint1000 Green Edition by TRUMPF - this
machine is based on a modified L-PBF system with an integrated TruDisk1020 1 kW frequency doubled 515 nm
thin disk green laser as energy source for the copper powder bed fusion of 10-45 µm particle size (m4p PureCu). At
1 µm wavelength the absorptivity of copper powder is below 10%, whereas at around 500 µm it rises 6x to ~60%
[20].
With short wavelength, the fusion process becomes more
stable and productive in the resulting quality of the parts,
compared to a 1 µm laser process, yielding density of >
99,5% and electrical conductivity of >100% International
Annealed Copper Standard - IACS (corresponding to
>58 MS/m). It is important to note that this matches the
properties of conventionally manufactured annealed electrolytic-tough pitch (ETP) copper [21] and falls well within
the requirements set for the RFQ, i.e. > 90% IACS. The
very first demonstration of an AM pure-copper RFQ, corresponding to ¼ of a 4-vane, has been performed on
TruPrint1000 Green Edition at IWS Fraunhofer [9].

Design and Manufacturing of the Full-size RFQ
Subsequently, collaboration within the I.FAST project
continued with the design of full size 4-vane RFQ. This de-
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Figure 1: Full-size optimised RFQ.
The overall build duration for the full RFQ demonstrator
at TRUMPF amounted to ∼110 hours, with 6400 layers of
40µm layer thickness and the laser power of 650 W with
scan velocity at 800 mm/s.

POST-PROCESSING OF RFQ
The initial results of [9] revealed that high-precision accelerator components require post-processing technological operation to ensure the stringent surface roughness requirements of Ra=0.4 µm.
Two sets of the ¼ of a 4-vane were manufactured, measured and then one of them was cut into the smaller segments to allow for the post processing with the three different technologies.

Conventional Surface Mass Finishing
This process was performed by Rösler in vibrating and
rotating machines, where samples have been inserted together with abrasive media, water, and compounds. The
surface finishing has been obtained mainly by the mechanical abrasion of the media on the component, due to the
relative speed among them. For the finishing of ¼ RFQ a
three-step process was designed:
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1. Grinding: 12h with Rösler media RXX 07/14 ZS and
compound ZF 113 at 1% vol.
2. Smoothing: 6h with Rösler media RKH/4 10/20 DK
and compound ZF 113 at 1% vol.
3. Polishing: 1h with Rösler media RP 3/5 ZS and compound ZF 113 at 1% vol.

Chemically Assisted Surface Finishing
Differently from conventional processes, the surface machining was obtained through the combination of the mechanical abrasion on the surface and the chemical reactions
mediated by the compound. Likewise, a three step process
was applied - grinding: 1h with Rösler media RXX 07/14
ZS and compound CMP 03/21 L + steps 2 and 3 - idem to
the above - see the Fig. 2.

Figure 4: vane-tip and side measurements of ¼ RFQ sample No1 – prior post-processing.
Post-processed ¼ RFQ samples were consequently
measured in the Rösler and CERN metrology labs with
GOM ATOS compact scan and Creaform METRASCAN
respectively (see Fig. 5).

Figure 2: ¼ RFQ sample - chemically assisted finishing.

High Precision Surface Finishing with MMP
TECHNOLOGY®
This technology is based on a mechanical-physical-catalyst surface treatment and was applied to ¼ RFQ which
was placed inside a treatment tank [23].

EVALUATION OF GEOMETRICAL PRECISION AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS
Geometrical Accuracy
The metrology measurements were performed at Fraunhofer IWS with the 3D scanner ATOS GOM Core 135 (see
Fig. 3) and subsequently at CERN by the EN-MME-MM
group using Creaform METRASCAN Elite Black and
ZEISS Prismo Ultra 12-18-10 (see Fig. 4). Two sets of
measurements were taken: before and after of the post-processing steps.

Figure 3: Deviation measurements of ¼ RFQ sample No1
– prior post-processing.
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Figure 5: Measurements of ¼ RFQ segment sample No1 post-processed.

Surface Roughness
Correspondingly, the surface roughness measurements
were carefully planned and were performed in the critical
parts of the RFQ. These measurements were done prior and
after post-processing operations at CERN and at Rösler by
the Mitutoyo 3000 stylus surface roughness measuring
equipment, ensuing the comparable protocols (see Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Measurements of ¼ RFQ segment sample No2 post-processed with MMP TECHNOLOGY®.
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To assess the overall results, the obtained surface roughness amplitude values were comprehensively evaluated in
an aggregated way (see Table 1): Ra - average, of profile
height deviations from the mean line and Rz - maximum
peak to valley height of the profile, within a single sampling length.
Table 1: Surface Roughness of ¼ RFQ Before and After
Post-processing
Post processing method
Before post-processing
Trad. mass finishing
Chemically assisted
MMP TECHNOLOGY®

Side
A
B
A
B
A
B

Target roughness

Ra, µm
13.82
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.12
0.30
0.11
0.4

Rz, µm
48.86
0.83
0.58
0.67
0.97
3.24
1.03
not set

The limiting factor for mass finishing processes is the
presence of deep valleys on the surface. It is because the
mechanical abrasion provided by the media occurs preferentially on peaks and they remain on the surface also at the
end of the process. Instead, chemically assisted surface finishing (see Fig. 7) and presumably also MMP TECHNOLOGY®, is enabling much higher material removal. In this
case, the external surface layers, where defects are most
prevailing, could be completely removed and thus issues
related to the presence of valleys shall be mitigated.

CONCLUSIONS AND WAY FORWARD
Attained Geometrical Accuracy
The I.FAST AM collaboration has previously confirmed
[8] that even without surface finishing operations, the surface precision of the AM manufactured RFQ’s is approaching the required precision of 20 µm on the vane-tip and
fully reaching 100 µm on other surfaces. Certain accuracy
deviations exceeding 20 µm, on the vane-tip, are attributed
to the features of the standard AM technological process
and could be eradiated by enhancing (increasing source file
mesh-size) of the RFQ vain-tip design and optimising the
AM technological settings (process parameters).
Still, even without the RFQ design and AM process improvements, impact of the applied post-processing operations has proved to be beneficial for attainment of the required geometrical accuracy. Measurements of the geometrical precision revealed encouraging results – post-processing has improved surface accuracy by eliminating excess peaks and is opening valuable surface engineering features. At the same time, it must be noted that - post processing has removed extra surface layer below pre-set values. Chemically assisted finishing has removed surplus of
115-135 µm and finishing with MMP TECHNOLOGY®
has reduced surface volume by 40-70 µm. This must be
considered and appropriately compensated within the design and technological process for AM manufactured and
post-processed parts.

Figure 7: 3D surface roughness of the post-processed ¼
RFQ sample.
Although feasibility of the pure-copper AM production
and its surface treatment approach has been fully confirmed, other methods of the surface finishing, such as laser
smoothening will be considered in the future research. This
will be studied in the context of the 3D surface roughness
parameters and surface texture requirements.

AM Produced Full-size RFQ and the Next Steps
I.FAST AM collaboration has developed a full-size RFQ
design which was optimised for AM and improved features. The RFQ demonstrator has been AM printed on
TruPrint 5000 machine by TRUMPF (see Fig. 8). This segment has reached dimensions of 250 mm in length and
cross-section of Ø148 mm. This falls within the real size
limits of the compact linear accelerator RFQ’s [24]. This is
confirming the feasibility of large-size pure-copper AM
printing capabilities for the accelerator community at large.

Post-processing and Achieved Surface Roughness
Required Ra values < 0.4µm were successfully accomplished by the three different post-processing methods. For
the conventional surface mass finishing, processing time
was longer, however, material removal was smaller, in
comparison with chemically assisted process, where process time was smaller and material removal was higher.
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Figure 8: Full-size AM produced RFQ of pure copper.
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This demonstrator will undergo the same geometrical accuracy and surface roughness measurements as ¼ of a 4vane RFQ. This will be complemented with vacuum, watertightness, and RF tests which are planned at IJCLab, and
are integral part of the I.FAST project AM package. An AM
produced RFQ demonstrator has been designed and
equipped with the flanges and orifices enabling these tests.
Separately, pure copper AM sample High Voltage Holding
tests are planned at CERN.
Even though required geometrical accuracy and surface
roughness of ¼ RFQ have been achieved, on the inner and
outer surfaces, attention will remain on the vane-tip as a
crucial and most challenging element of the RFQ. Postprocessing will be applied to the full-size RFQ demonstrator with the subsequent analysis routines described in this
paper.
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THE STATUS OF THE ESS PROJECT
A. Jansson, European Spallation Source ERIC, Lund, Sweden
on behalf of the European Spallation Source ERIC (ESS)
and the ESS Accelerator Collaboration
Abstract
The European Spallation Source (ESS), currently under
construction in Lund, Sweden, will be the world's most
powerful linear accelerator driving a neutron spallation
source, with an ultimate beam average power of 5 MW at
2.0 GeV. The LINAC accelerates a proton beam of 62.5
mA peak current at 4 % duty cycle (2.86 ms at 14 Hz). The
accelerator uses a normal conducting front-end bringing
the beam energy to 90 MeV, beyond that the acceleration
up to 2 GeV is performed using superconducting structures. The accelerator is built by a European collaboration
consisting of 23 European institutes delivering in-kind contributions of most hardware but also of services for installation and testing. More than half of the original 510 M€
for the accelerator budget being in form of in-kind contributions. This talk will give an overview of the status of the
ESS accelerator and comment on the challenges the accelerator collaboration has encountered and how we together
are addressing these challenges.

THE ESS PROJECT
The European Spallation Source is currently under construction in Lund, Sweden. When in full operation it will
host some 800 experiment and 3000 scientists annually.
The ultimate goal is to build a 5 MW LINAC based long
pulse (2.86 ms) neutron sourced operating at 14 Hz serving
22 instruments. However, due to budget constraints the accelerator power has been reduced from 5 MW to 2 MW, by
reducing the energy from 2 GeV to 800 MeV.
The number of neutron instruments have also been reduced from 22 to 15, and some detectors have had their
coverage reduced. The reductions in the accelerator and instrument scope have been made in such a way that it can
be restored at a later stage.
The target station, on the other hand, is being built for
the full 5 MW scope. The reduction in accelerator power
and instrument scope is largely offset by a significant improvement in the moderator design [1], resulting in a neutron brightness at the level of the original 5 MW design,
and meaning the facility is still expected to be world leading shortly after it becomes operational.
First beam on target is expected in 2025, with user operation of the first few instruments planned for 2026 and the
full 2 MW LINAC and 15 instruments operational at the
end of 2027.

Figure 1: Aerial photograph of European Spallation Source Site, taken in April 2022.
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Figure 2: Foreseen LINAC configuration for 800GeV. Grey cryomodules will not be powered.

ESS LINAC
Design and Installation
The original ESS LINAC design was a 5 MW machine
at 2GeV, consisting of an ion source, RFQ, 5 DTL tanks,
13 spoke cryomodules with two double spoke cavities
each, 9 medium beta cryomodules with four 6-cell elliptical cavities, and 21 high beta cryomodules with four 5-cell
elliptical cavities each, operating at a repetition rate of
14Hz and a pulse length of 2.86 ms [2].
While all foreseen cryomodules are still part of the construction project and will be installed in the tunnel, only 5
of the high beta cryomodules needs to be powered by RF
to achieve the 800 MeV necessary to produce a 2 MW average power at the nominal pulse length and repetition rate.
Moreover, the initial beam on target is foreseen to be
only 570 MeV. This was planned to be generated without
using any of the high beta cavities, as the high beta cryomodules would not yet have been installed. However, due
to production issues with some medium beta cavities and
good progress on the high beta cavities, a configuration of
7 medium beta and 2 high beta cryomodules will be used
initially. The remaining high beta cryomodules will be installed between during shutdown periods following first
beam on target, and additional RF power to reach 800 MV
will be installed before the start of the user program.

installation is done up the first DTL tank (see Fig. 2). This
part of the tunnel is under PSS (personal safety system)
control and commissioning activities are ongoing [3].
In the gallery, all RF systems for the normal conducting
LINAC are installed, while installation and testing of RF
systems is proceeding in the superconducting part. For the
normal conducing LINAC and the elliptical SC cavities,
klystrons are used (352 MHz and 704 MHz, respectively),
while the spoke section use 352 MHz tetrode based amplifiers. The MEBT bunchers use solids state amplifiers.

In-Kind
Most ESS accelerator hardware is delivered as in-kind (IK)
contributions. The main exceptions in terms of capital cost
is the klystrons, the modulators for the elliptical cavity RF
systems and the cryogenic plant, which were procured by
ESS directly. Being a new organisation on a green field
site, it would not have been possible to build the ESS accelerator without relying on the competence and manpower
available at the 23 accelerator in-kind and collaboration
partners. A description of the various in-kind contributions
can be found in reference[4] and a summary of partner and
contributions is provided in Table 1. At this point, most IK
deliverables have been made for the first beam on target at
570 MeV. Deliveries of cryomodules is ongoing. Currently, eight spokes and six medium beam cryomodules
have been delivered to ESS. Elliptical cryomodules are acceptance tested at ESS[5], while spoke cryomodules are acceptance tested at the FREIA Laboratory in Uppsala.

Commissioning Status and Plans

Figure 2: First tank of the DTL installed in the tunnel. The
ion source cage can be seen in the background.
Photo: Roger Erikson
Currently, the accelerator tunnel is separated by a temporary shield wall at the foreseen location of 5th DTL tank.
In the superconducting LINAC part of the tunnel, the cryogenic distribution line is being installed. Cryogenic testing of the line is foreseen for the autumn, followed by cryomodule installation. In the normal conducting part,
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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The ion source was first tested at ESS in the autumn of
2018 [6], having been previously tested in Catania [7]. The
ion source and LEBT were recommissioned in autumn
2021, following some modifications as well as the installation of the RFQ and MEBT. First beam through the RFQ
was achieved in November 2021[8], and nominal current
first produced early this year. Due to limitations in the Faraday Cups used as beam destinations, only short pulses are
possible past the LEBT. Commissioning of the first DTL
tank is currently under way, and first beam to the Faraday
cup behind this tank was achieved on June 1. For this, the
Faraday cup was installed in a temporary location with
longer drift space for the beam, and surrounded by local
shielding. For more information on the status of the normal
conducting LINAC and recent beam commissioning results, see reference [3].
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Table 1: Accelerator In-Kind and Collaboration Partners
(Collaboration Agreements Marked with Asterisks)
Partner

Contribution

Aarhus Uni*

Beam delivery system, Cold
linac wire scanners

Atomki

RF Local Protection System

Bergen Uni

Ion source expert

CEA

RFQ, Elliptical cryomodules, Allison scanner, Dopper monitor, IPMs, neutron
BLMs

IJC Lab

Spoke cryomodules & cryo
distribution line

Cockcroft Inst

Target imaging diagnostics

Daresbury Lab

High beta cavities, Linac
warm units, Vacuum

DESY*

Diagnostics design, protyping and component production, Nb scanning

Elettra

Spoke RF power stations,
Magnets and power supplies,
Wire scanner electronics

ESS-Bilbao

MEBT, NCL RF, Klystron
modulators

Huddersfield Uni

SCL waveguides and directional couplers

IFJ PAN

Manpower for installation
and testing

INFN Catania

Ion Source and LEBT

INFN Legnaro

DTL

INFN Milano

Medium beta cavities

Lodz Uni

LLRF

Lund Uni*

LLRF, Modulator R&D,
PRL temperature control,
Diagnostics

NCBJ

Gamma Blocker, LLRF

Oslo Uni

Target imaging diagnostics

Tallinn Uni

Modulator design effort,
uTCA platform

University West*

Target luminescent coating

Uppsala Uni*

Spoke cryomodule tests

Warsaw Uni

Phase reference line, LLRF

Wroclaw Uni

Cryo distribution
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Following this phase of beam commissioning, the tunnel
will be opened up to allow installation of the next three
DTL tanks. Once these have been conditioned and commissioned with beam, which is foreseen next year, the temporary shield wall will be removed and the last DTL tank
installed in its place. This last tank will be commissioned
along with the superconducting LINAC, initially to the permanent tuning dump, and then to the target.

ESS TARGET
The ESS target is a 2.6 m diameter rotating Tungsten
wheel consisting of 36 individual segments. The first target
was recently delivered to ESS from Bilbao (see Fig. 3). Its
outer rim was coated with a fluorescent material to allow
imaging of the beam footprint. The target is currently undergoing pre-installation testing. Installation of the target
wheel is scheduled for this autumn.
In the target monolith, the core vessel has been installed
and neutron beam ports welded in place. The vessel that
will hold the proton beam window (separating target atmosphere from beam vacuum) has been installed and connected, and the outer shielding has been stacked around and
of top of this assembly. Stacking of the inner shielding will
begin soon.

Figure 3: ESS target wheel recently delivered from Bilbao.
Photo: Roger Erikson
The hydrogen cryoplant for the moderator has been delivered and the moderator assembly has been cold tested
by the in-kind partner in Jülich. The moderator is a special
low profile “butterfly” shaped design aimed at maximizing
the neutron brightness [1]. The target is designed with an
upper and a lower moderator with the target wheel in between, but only one moderator will be installed initially.
The geometry of the initial upper moderator is slightly off
from the optimal for the neutron beam guide geometry, as
these have been designed for the ultimate moderator geometry and proton beam energy. The lower moderator will be
installed at a later stage.
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ESS INSTRUMENTS

REFERENCES

The base scope for ESS instruments includes 15 instruments with difference specialization[9], although provisions are made for up to 22. These instruments will go
through hot commissioning once first neutrons are available from the target and come online in a staged fashion,
with the first ones being LoKI, ODIN, DREAM, BIFROST, which are expected to start user operation in mid2026. In addition to the user instruments, there is a test
beamline, which allows to evaluate the performance of the
target and moderator in terms of neutron production.
Instrument construction is ongoing (see Fig. 4), and neutron beam port inserts, neutron guides and beamline shielding is being installed. The bunker housing the choppers and
light shutters is also being assembled. The goal is to install
all of the in-bunker components before first beam on target.
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Figure 4: Photo of the South/East experimental hall showing ongoing construction of the ODIN and DREAM experiments (white) as well as the target bunker (blue) housing
the choppers.
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SUMMARY
The ESS project is progressing at a high rate, with buildings now finished and installation of major components ongoing across the site. Beam commissioning of the first part
of the LINAC is under way, and a milestone was recently
passed with first beam through the first DTL tank. First
beam on target is planned for 2025, with first user operation expected to start in 2026. A major part of the technical
scope of the project is delivered as in-kind contributions.
Drawing on the manpower and competence of in-kind and
collaboration partners is a key to success for a green field
project like ESS.
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THE PRESENT STATUS AND FUTURE PLAN
WITH CHARGE STRIPPER RING AT RIKEN RIBF
H. Imao†, RIKEN Nishina Center for Accelerator-Based Science, Wako, Japan
Abstract
RIKEN RI Beam Factory (RIBF), providing the world's
most intense heavy-ion beams more than 345 MeV/u, is a
leading facility for generating in-flight RI beams. The
RIBF has been steadily developing its performance. In particular, the beam intensity of uranium beams, which is important to produce in-flight fission RI beams, was drastically increased by a factor of 240 compared to 2008.
For further intensity upgrade of the uranium beams, a
new acceleration scheme with charge stripper rings (CSRs)
as a cost-effective way to enhance the charge stripping efficiency has been proposed. The CSR recycles beams other
than the selected charge state. The CSR is being studied as
a future plan, aiming at a 20-fold increase in the intensity
of the uranium beams. We present some calculation results
on the key design issues of a CSR.

INTRODUCTION
The RIKEN RI Beam Factory (RIBF) [1] is a leading
facility for generating in-flight RI beams. The RIBF is a
cyclotron-based heavy ion accelerator complex, operating
since 2006. The RIBF uses three injectors (RILAC [2,3],
RILAC2 [4], and AVF cyclotron [5]) and four ring cyclotrons (RRC, RIKEN ring cyclotron, K = 540 MeV [6];
fRC, fixed-frequency ring cyclotron, K = 700 MeV [7, 8];
IRC, intermediate-stage ring cyclotron, K = 980 MeV [9];
and SRC, superconducting ring cyclotron, K = 2600
MeV [10]), which can accelerate various heavy ions of up
to 345 MeV/u or more by utilizing three different acceleration modes. In-flight RI beams produced from the primary
heavy ion beam are separated using BigRIPS [11] and are
applied in various experiments for nuclear physics and different applications.
For the acceleration of uranium (238U) beams, which are
exceptionally important for the production of rare RI
beams by in-flight fission, two charge stripping processes
are applied. The uranium beam intensity, which was
0.4 pnA in 2008, has been drastically enhanced to approximately 117 pnA in 2020. This is due to the continuous performance improvements of the 28-GHz super-conducting
ion source [12–14], several innovations in the durability
and quality of the charge strippers [15–20], the sophistication of the high-intensity beam operation, and steady improvements in other various accelerator components
[21–25].

ACCELERATION SCHEME
FOR 238U AT RIBF
Figure 1 shows the acceleration scheme of uranium ions
at RIBF. We use the He gas stripper and a rotating carbon___________________________________________

† imao@riken.jp
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Figure 1: Acceleration scheme for 238U at RIBF.
disk stripper in the acceleration scheme. U35+ ions originated from the superconducting ECR ion source is converted to U64+ with the stripping efficiency of ~20% at
10.8 MeV/u with the He stripper and then further converted to U86+ with the efficiency ~25% at the second stripper at 50.8 MeV/u. Both strippers solved lifetime problems
of fixed carbon foil strippers for uranium accelerations. We
briefly introduce the strippers in the followings.

He Gas Stripper
Our group has developed a low-Z gas stripper to replace
the traditional carbon-foil strippers [17–20]. The stripper is
non-destructive and simultaneously provides uniform
thickness and high charge state equilibrium of the low-Z
gas. The high charge equilibrium is owing to the slow velocity of the 1-s electrons of low-Z gas. Such slow electrons are difficult to transfer to fast projectiles because of
poor velocity matching so that the electron capture process
is strongly suppressed.
One of the primary technical challenges in realizing the
He gas stripper is gas confinement in a windowless vacuum
because He gas is very diffusive. Figure 2 shows the actual
design of the He gas stripper. The system consists of two
5-stage differential pumping systems, one on each side of
the 50-cm target region. 26 pumps are used in the system.
The stripper is designed to achieve vacuum reduction from
the target pressure of 7 kPa to 10-5 Pa within a length of
~2 m while ensuring a 12-mm beam path. The He gas flow
rate is about 300 m3/day.
The stripper works well since 2012 and provide infinite
lifetime for use.

Rotating Graphite Carbon Stripper
As the second stripper, we have developed rotating disk
stripper [15, 16]. The module of the rotating stripper can
provide the rotation speed up to ~1000 rpm. The disk diameter is 11 cm. It provides the irradiation area more
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Figure 3: Present scheme of the first stripper and conceptual scheme of CSR.

Figure 2: The present acceleration scheme of 238U beam at
the RIBF and new acceleration scheme to enhance the total
charge stripping efficiency with CSRs.
than 60 times of the beam spots. As a material of the disk,
Be was used during 2012-2014. It worked quite well. Since
2015, we used new material, which is the highly oriented
graphite sheet (GS) produced by the Japanese company
KANEKA Corporation [26]. The structure is like layered
graphene. A prominent feature of the KANEKA GS is its
very high thermal conductivity of 1500 W/mK in the planar
direction. Thus, the temperature increase at the beam spot
is expected to be suppressed. The other notable feature is
high density and uniform thickness. In addition, the
KANEKA GS is mechanically strong and can be handled
easily.
The performance of the rotating GS stripper is remarkable. For the Be stripper, when it was irradiated with ~1018
uranium ions, we found it became cracked and heavily deformed due to the heat cycle. On the other hand, a total of
~2x1018 uranium ions caused almost no damage to the rotating GS stripper apart from a slight deformation. The lifetime is about two weeks for the use at the present highest
intensities of uranium at the RIBF.

CHARGE STRIPPER RING
Upgrade Plan with CSRs at RIBF
As described above, two charge strippers are used for
uranium acceleration at RIBF. In this acceleration scheme,
the total stripping efficiency is 5% at most.
We proposed an upgrade plan with the use of a charge
stripper ring (CSR) as a cost-effective method for increasing the charge stripping efficiency in the ring accelerator [27, 28]. The upgrade plan also includes ion source upgrades, modification of the present cyclotrons for energy
matching, RF system upgrades, and upgrade to higher
power beam dumps of the BigRIPS.

Concept
A conceptual diagram of the charge stripper ring at the
RIBF is shown as an example in Fig. 3. In the present
scheme at the RIBF, after the 238U35+ beam (11 MeV/u,
18.25 MHz) passes through the He stripper with a thickness of approximately 0.7 mg/cm2, only the 238U64+ beam
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
T32: Ion Beam Stripping

Figure 4: Design view of CSR1.
is selected by the subsequent bending magnets. The charge
stripping efficiency is approximately 20%. In the charge
stripper ring for the first stripper (CSR1), beams other than
the selected U64+ beams reenter the stripper with a ring after
recovering the energy lost in the stripper. The U35+ beams
are injected simultaneously into the charge stripper ring using the charge exchange injection method. The recycling
cycles are repeated, and only the U64+ beams are continuously extracted, using a magnetic deflector channel.

Design of Charge Stripper Ring 1
Figure 4 shows a design view of CSR1, which is a compact isometric ring with the same designed circumferences
of 37.1953 m (15-times the distance interval of the beam
bunches from the RRC at a frequency of 18.25 MHz) for
all circulating uranium beams with eight different charge
states from 59+ to 66+. The CSR1 consists of gas strippers
(He and nitrogen strippers), eight main bending magnets
(BM1-8), two acceleration cavities, a re-buncher, four
charge-dependent quadrupole stations (QS1-4), injection
magnets (IBM and injector quadrupole triplets), extractor
bending magnets (EBM1 and EBM2), steerers for closed
orbit distortion (COD) corrections, and diagnostic boxes
involving beam diagnostics and vacuum pumps.
As a CSR, we introduce a ring with the same orbital
length under all charge states (i.e., an isometric ring) to
hold the bunch structure of beams to match the acceptance
of the latter-stage cyclotrons. Strippers should be placed at
the achromat point. In the design of the isometric ring, the
main bending magnets are commonly used for all charge
states.
Figure 5 shows design equilibrium orbits of CSR1 for all
of our designed circulating charge states from 59+ to 66+.
To place quadrupole magnets at quadrupole sections
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Figure 5: Equilibrium orbits of CSR1 for the charge states
59+ – 66+. CSR1 is an isometric ring with six bending
magnets and two anti-bending magnets.

Figure 7: Close-up view of the quadrupole stations.

Figure 6: Close-up view of the quadrupole stations.
(QS1-4), we also require sufficient orbital spacings of more
than ~10 cm among the adjacent orbits. A total of 66
quad-rupoles are placed in the sections, shown in Fig. 6.

Quadrupole Magnet
High-density
quadrupole
stations
(QS)
are
equipped with a quadrupole doublet for all charge states
(triplets for only 66+ in QS1 and QS4) will be used to
ensure that the design optics for all charge. The line for
64+ in QS4 is equipped with a bending magnet for
beam extraction (EBM1). The drift lengths of the QSs
are limited owing to the overall size limitation of the
CSR1. The distance be-tween adjacent orbits is quite
narrow (~10 cm). Therefore, the design of a compact
quadrupole magnet is a key issue. We should consider that
the leakage field of the quadrupole magnets on the
adjacent orbits is reduced to less than sev-eral Gauss.
Figure 7 shows the “hourglass-like” quadrupole magnet
we developed. Bent poles are used, and the coils are
placed in a straight neck of a pole. The shape ensures
adjacent beam paths on both sides of the side yokes
while making space to wind the coils, which generate the
necessary mag-netomotive force (patent applied by
RIKEN and HITACHI Engineering Co., Ltd., application
number JP2020-056540 in Japan). The quadrupole
magnet has waists on the side yokes, as shown in Fig.
8, to avoid interference with the adjacent beam ducts,
making it simply an “hourglass-like” structure.
The maximum field gradient of quadrupole magnets is
designed to be 16 T/m with the bore diameter of 53 mm
determined by beam dynamics requirements.
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Figure 8: Picture of prototype quadrupoles and results of
measurements of magnetic fields performed in HITACHI
Engineering.

In the actual design, the following tasks were performed:
 Generating the required magnetic field gradient
 Maximizing uniformity and effective diameter
 Minimization of horizontal leakage field
 Minimization of magnetic field leakage to adjacent
orbits through the axial direction
 Crosstalk between adjacent quadrupole magnets
We have already finished the calculations and prototypes
production and measurements of the magnetic field were
completed already (Fig. 8). The desired magnetic field gradient was obtained, more than 16 T/m at the center of the
pole, and the leakage field was sufficiently small as calculated.

Extraction Bending Magnet
Another important device in CSR1 is the extraction
bending magnet (EBM1) to extract U64+ beams. Continuous extraction is possible with the static magnetic field of
EBM1. Because the installation site of EBM1 was very
crowded as shown in Fig. 6, it was a challenge to design a
strong magnet to extract U64+ beams towards our desired
direction in the very limited space.
Figure 9 is a design 3D model of the EBM1. The structure has return yokes in four directions (front, back, left,
and right) to generate strong magnetic field while keeping
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Figure 9: A design 3D model of the EBM1.

Figure 11: 3D view of designing bending magnets and design parameters for BM1-8.

Figure 10: Calculated orbits for beam extraction with the
EBM1.
the paths of adjacent charge states. The maximum magnetic field strength is 0.8 T and the poles have the length in
260 mm and the gap in 45 mm. Calculations with Opera3D
show that the leakage field is less than 10 Gauss at the adjacent paths owing to this complex structure.
Figure 10 shows calculated trajectories for the extraction.
Only the uranium 64+ beam is extracted without disturbing
orbits for other charge states. Now the prototype of EBM1
is under construction.

Bending Magnet
We are also designing the bending magnets (BM1-8) as
shown in Fig. 11. The parameters are listed also. The bending magnets has large pole area to bend 8-charge beams at
the same time, which is similar to sector magnets of ring
cyclotrons. We require fine tuning of pole edges to adjust
BL products to make isometric orbits for all charge states.
Such optimizations are undergoing. Calculated orbits for
all charge states are shown in Fig. 12. We are also proceeding the mechanical designs of bending magnets.

2-Stage Stripper Method
A two-stage stripper with a N2 stripper (0.1 mg/cm2) and
a He stripper (0.45 mg/cm2) arranged in series is a good
candidate for the stripper used in CSR1. By applying the
He stripper after resetting the charge state distribution with
the N2 stripper, which has large charge exchange cross
sections and a thin equilibrium, the charge state
distribution can be fixed regardless of the number of
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
T32: Ion Beam Stripping

Figure 12: Calculated orbits for U59+-U66+ in the half
cell of the CSR1.

Figure 13: A schematic diagram of the charge stripping cycle within the CSR1.
revolutions. Figure 13 shows a schematic diagram of the
charge stripping cycle within the CSR1. The mean charge
states after the N2 and He strippers were approximately 55+
and 63+, respectively. These values have almost no
dependence on the number of revolutions because the
charge state distribution after the N2 stripper is near the
charge state equilibrium.

Beam Calculations with Emittance Growth
We conducted calculations to estimate the emittance
growth in CSR1 using the set of 6×6 transfer matrices M(q)
for all eight charge states q derived from calculations considering possible sources of emittance growth, such as
charge-exchange energy straggling and angular straggling
at strippers.
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Figure 14: The initial phase ellipses of U35+ at the center of the He stripper in the CSR1 (upper) and the calculated
elected ellipses of U64+ in the CSR1 (lower) for horizontal, vertical and longitudinal directions, respectively. The ellipses of grey plots indicate the calculated ones without beam losses.
Figure 14 shows the initial ellipses of U35+ at the origin
and the calculated elected ellipses of U64+ in the CSR. In
this calculation, U64+ can be extracted with an efficiency
of approximately 74.5%. The mean number of revolutions
is 3 under this condition. The uranium ions in CSR1 were
assumed to be lost if |dp/p| exceeds 0.3% or the angles (|x'|
or |y'|) exceed 3 mrad. The resulting beam losses were
13.5% and 2%, respectively. The remaining loss (~10%) is
due to the charge state being out of range.

SUMMARY
The performance of the RIBF accelerators is improving
steadily. Upgrade plan with CSRs is under consideration
aiming 20-fold increase of 238U intensities. Calculations,
design and construction of key devices of CSR1 are undergoing so that it can be built as soon as the budget is approved. Installation site for CSR1 is being finalized and we are
considering further extension of the CSR1 designs.
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Abstract
This paper summarizes the FRIB driver linac commissioning and early operations experience. Strategic planning, operational envelope conformance, technical risk
mitigation, and lessons learned are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Technical construction for the Facility for Rare Isotope
Beams (FRIB) was completed in January 2022, five
months ahead of the baseline schedule established about 10
years ago [1]. Beam commissioning was done in seven
phases starting in 2017 when the normal-conducting ion
source and RFQ were commissioned. In April 2021, the
driver linac commissioning was completed with acceleration of heavy ions to energies above 200 MeV/nucleon

(MeV/u) using 324 superconducting radiofrequency resonators housed in 46 cryomodules. In preparation for highpower operations, a liquid lithium charge stripper was used
to strip the primary beams [2], and multiple charge states
were accelerated simultaneously [3]. By January 2022, the
target and fragment separator commissioning was completed, with rare isotope (RIs) produced and identified [4].
The first user scientific experiment was done in May 2022.
Because of the large project scope (Fig. 1), 8-year technical construction schedule, and state-of-the-art performance goals, FRIB developed a staged beam commissioning strategy. Table 1 summarizes the beam commissioning
runs, each lasting for up to two weeks, with specific strategic goals.

Table 1: Beam Commissioning Stages for the FRIB Accelerator Complex
Run

Area with beam

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Front end
+ 3 cryomodules
FE + LS1 + FS1
+ FS1 + LS2
+ FS2 + LS3 + BDS
+ target & beam dump
+ fragment separator

Beam energy
(MeV/u); species
0.5; Ar, Kr
~2; Ar, Kr
~20; Ar, Kr, Xe, U
~200; Ar, Kr, Xe
~200; Ar, Kr, Xe
RI (Se, etc.)
~200; Ar, Kr

Date

Main goals

Jul 2017
May 2018
Feb 2019
Mar 2020
Apr 2021
Dec 2021
Jan 2022

Front end and civil integration
Cryogenic integration
QWR and charge stripping validation
2 K cryogenics and HWR validation
Driver linac validation
Targetry and RI production demonstration
Readiness for user operations

___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Layout of the FRIB facility. The underground driver linac consists of three straight segments, Linac Segment
1 through Linac Segment 3 (LS1, LS2, LS3), and two folding segments (FS1, FS2), with charge stripping in FS1. The
beam delivery system (BDS) delivers beam to the Target Hall at the linac elevation. The vertical pre-separator takes
isotope beams to the ground level for transport through the fragment separator to the experimental areas.

DRIVER LINAC COMMISSIONING
Safety is of primary concern in commissioning a new accelerator. Safety envelopes are established to set the
boundary for accelerator operations to protect the public
and facility personnel. Hazard analyses identify possible
adverse events; controls are implemented to mitigate the
hazards, including radiation safety controls and oxygen deficiency hazard controls. Furthermore, the run permit and
machine protection systems protect the accelerator with interlocks.
Commissioning of the driver linac was done in 5 runs
(Table 1). Prior to each run, an accelerator readiness review was conducted to evaluate the readiness of people,
hardware, and system documentation. People readiness included defining roles, responsibility, authority, and accountability of the operations staff; staff training; establishing operating procedures; and qualification, certification,
and authorization of operators.
Hardware readiness included integrated testing of subcomponents. Individual devices were tested to validate
their performance readiness before they were installed. Integrated tests of subsystems ensured hardware readiness
for beam commissioning. Tests were preceded by device
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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readiness reviews to ensure proper hazard mitigation, configuration control, and personnel preparation.
System documentation readiness included safety, quality
assurance/quality control, access control, work control,
training, configuration control, system reviews, recommendation tracking, and safety envelope conformance.
Run 1 commissioned the Front End (FE): the normalconducting (NC) ion source, radio-frequency quadrupole
(RFQ), and associated infrastructure [5]. In 2018, the helium refrigeration plant (Fig. 2a) started operation [6], and
Run 2 accelerated Ar and Kr beams to 2 MeV/u through
the first 3 superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) cryomodules, each containing four β = 0.041 quarter-wave
resonators (QWRs) and two superconducting (SC) solenoids [7-8]. In the next two years, Run 3 and Run 4 were
completed, each raising the beam energy by another order
of magnitude, to 20 MeV/u and then to 200 MeV/u. In Run
3, 15 cryomodules were used, containing 104 QWRs (β =
0.041, 0.085) and 39 SC solenoids, all at 4.5 K; at that time,
FRIB became the world’s highest-energy CW hadron linac.
In Run 4, half-wave resonators (HWRs, β = 0.29, 0.53) at
2 K (Fig. 2b) were used to further accelerate the beam
through both LS1 and LS2 (Fig. 2c). Detailed results are
provided in Ref. [9]. In April 2021, Run 5 concluded linac
commissioning with acceleration of ions to >200 MeV/u.
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Figure 2: (a) FRIB helium refrigeration plant. (b) Partially-assembled FRIB β = 0.53 cryomodule. (c) FRIB driver linac
tunnel, about 10 m underground (left: LS2; right: LS1).
The 324 accelerating cavities are controlled independently so that the RF amplitude and phase can be adjusted for beams with different charge-to-mass ratios. Automated phase scans reduced the tuning time. Automated
cavity turn-on algorithms were developed to enable the
low-level RF, tuner control loop, amplitude control loop,
and phase control loop in sequence. Automation of cavity
turn-on and phase scans will help to prepare for routine operation with high reliability and availability, which is critical to the success of a large-scale user facility.
The transverse beam dynamics [10] for the entire linac
are predicted with the second-order code FLAME [11].
With pre-calculated settings, the measured normalized
root-mean-square (rms) emittance in x and y for
212 MeV/u Kr and Xe beams is less than 0.3 π mm·mrad,
allowing for a 0.3 mm rms beam spot size on the target.
For high-energy high-power beams, charge stripping at
~ 17 MeV/u is needed. We have developed a liquid metal
stripper based on a molten lithium film with a thickness of
10 to 20 μm, flowing at ~60 m/s in the ultra-high vacuum
environment (Fig. 3) [2]. During system commissioning,
we experimentally confirmed that the thin windowless liquid film can effectively strip 36Ar10+, 124Xe26+, and 238U36+
beams.
A 3-charge-state 124Xe beam was accelerated successfully to 180 MeV/u after stripping [3]. Subsequently, 3
charge states (49+, 50+, and 51+) of 124Xe were accelerated
to 212 MeV/u. The Xe beam intensity was increased by a
factor of 2.5 relative to a single-charge-state stripped beam.
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This also demonstrated the design capability of accelerating a 5-charge-state 238U beam.
Successful beam commissioning of the driver linac [12]
validated the accelerator systems design. Strategically
planned, interlacing accelerator installation and beam commissioning over a period of five years was both challenging and rewarding.

Figure 3: The liquid lithium charge stripper (left) and carbon charge stripper (right) in FS1. The green box is a secondary containment vessel enclosing the entire Li loop.
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TARGET AND FRAGMENT SEPARATOR
COMMISSIONING
After linac beam commissioning, two more commissioning runs were conducted for downstream systems. In Run
6, beam was delivered to an RI production target, with the
primary beam stopped in a downstream beam dump
(Fig. 4, Fig. 5a) after the first separator dipole. Detectors
were installed at the focal plane of the pre-separator for
identification of rare isotopes. In Run 7, the primary beam
was transported through the whole fragment separator
complex (Fig. 5b).

telescope containing eight PIN diodes of various thicknesses was placed directly behind the slit for isotope detection. The detection system and particle identification were
calibrated with the primary beam. The magnet setting was
centered on the momentum distribution for 84Se34+ ions,
based on LISE++ [14] calculations. To identify the different RIs, we measured the energy deposited in each detector
and the time of flight from target to detectors. These measurements were used to determine the proton number Z, the
mass-to-charge ratio A/q, and the ion charge state q for each
particle. The experimental methods are described in more
detail elsewhere [15, 16]. Results are shown in Fig. 6.
Identification of 84Se34+ marked the delivery of the last of
the FRIB “key performance parameters”:
• Accelerate 36Ar to > 200 MeV/u with a beam current
> 20 particle nA: attained March 2020;
• Produce and identify 84Se isotopes: attained December
2021;
• Measure reaccelerated RI beam energy > 3 MeV/u: attained September 2015.
With the completion of commissioning Run 7, all of the
technical scope of the FRIB baseline was completed.

Figure 4: FRIB Target Hall, including the production target, beam dump, and wedge systems, with vessels and radiation shielding.

Figure 6: Particle identification for nuclei produced by a
Kr35+ beam in a 3.3 mm-thick Be target with selection by
upstream ARIS magnets: (a) without charge state selection; red circle: charge state +35 of the primary beam, the
most intense component; (b) showing only fully stripped
ions, as determined by the measured total kinetic energy;
red circle: 84Se34+, the desired isotope.

86

Figure 5: (a) Production target assembly before installation. (b) Vertical pre-separator area.
A primary beam of 86Kr35+ was focused on the target with
an rms size of 0.3 mm. A 2 mm slit (part of the wedge
system) was used to separate isotopes vertically. Carbon
and beryllium targets were used to produce rare isotopes.
The upstream magnets of the Advanced Rare Isotope Separator (ARIS) [13] were used to select fragments produced
in the target with mass-to-charge ratio (A/q) near 2.4. A
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EARLY OPERATIONS
The first FRIB Program Advisory Committee approved
34 scientific experiments with 9 different primary ion
beams starting in 2022; the first experiment [17] was conducted in May 2022. Under the current operational safety
envelope, up to 1 kW of the 48Ca primary beam was accelerated, striking a beryllium target. RI beams were produced at the optimum settings for 42Si, separated from the
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other fragments, and transported to a decay station [18] for
the experiment.
The FRIB industrial user program started in 2021 with
the commissioning of the FRIB Single Event Effects
(FSEE) beam line at the end of LS1 in the linac tunnel
(Fig. 7). Beams of 16O, 40Ar, 129Xe, or 209Bi were accelerated to energies of up to 40 MeV/u for FSEE users [19].

Figure 7: FSEE beam line in the linac tunnel.

SUMMARY AND LESSONS LEARNED
Fourteen years after the site selection in 2008, the FRIB
baseline was delivered on cost and five months ahead of
schedule (Table 2).
Lessons from FRIB technical design, construction, and
commissioning include
• Recruit worldwide and retains key subject matter experts (own the best people);
• Develop and mature key technologies in time to support the project schedule (own the technology);
• Align interests for infrastructure investment to support
key construction steps and future research (align interests, invest in infrastructure);
• Closely collaborate with US national labs and worldwide partners for knowledge transfer and project support; rigorously manage collaboration (collaborate
without losing control);
• Strategically facilitate phased commissioning to stagger work force, validate design principles, feed back
on improvements, and meet schedule (phase the scope
for optimization);
• Conduct rigorous external reviews, inviting the best
experts to critique the work (review rigorously);
• Engage with industrial providers via exchange visits,
weekly meetings, and extended stays (intimately engage vendors);
• The original “turn-key” approach to procure the largescale cryogenic helium system from industry exposed
the project to serious risks in budget and scope (avoid
“turn-key” on large-scale cryogenics);
• Early shortcuts taken in SRF/QWR sub-component
validation was costly (avoid shortcuts);
• Shared vacuum vessels in the target area complicate
maintenance (consider maintenance);
• Lack of diagnostics and correctors in the 3D geometric
layout complicates fragment separation (ensure adequate diagnostics and adjustments);
• Conduct systematic R&D for novel technology, e.g.
bottom-up cryomodule (systematic R&D);
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• Thorough testing is needed for all major technical
equipment, e.g. SRF sub-components, cryomodules,
superconducting magnets (test thoroughly);
• Pro-actively facilitate critical system validation, e.g.
for liquid Li stripper (facilitate critical validation).
Table 2: FRIB Project Major Milestones
Milestone
DOE & MSU cooperative agreement
CD-1: preferred alternatives decided
CD-2: performance baseline
CD-3a: start of civil construction & long
lead procurements
CD-3b: start of technical construction
FRIB linac construction completion
Project technical construction completion
Start of scientific user experiments

Date
Jun 2009
Sep 2010
Aug 2013
Aug 2013
Aug 2014
May 2021
Jan 2022
May 2022

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
FRIB will operate as a scientific user facility with the
imperative of safe operation, guided by five paradigms:
1. Operate with > 85% availability for user satisfaction;
2. Ramp up the beam power to enhance discovery opportunities;
3. Automate to increase the machine time available for
science;
4. Foster an engaged user community; and
5. Deliver opportunities for all areas of science enabled
by FRIB.
In subsequent years, the primary beam power will be
progressively increased as operational experience is accumulated, aiming for 400 kW in 2028 (Fig. 8, [4]). Accelerator improvement projects will play an essential role in
updating aged systems in the laboratory that predate the
FRIB project and maximizing the productivity of the facility. Work is also proceeding in preparation for future upgrades, including a doubling of the primary beam energy
to 400 MeV/u to enhance the scientific reach of the facility.

Figure 8: Beam power on target as a function of time for
existing and planned power-frontier accelerator facilities.
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Abstract
Ion Beam Accelerators (IBA) centres have provided researchers with powerful techniques to analyse objects of
cultural significance in a non-destructive and non-invasive
manner. However, in some cases it is not feasible to remove
an object from the field or museum and transport it to the
laboratory. In this contributed talk, we present as a manner
of a short review, examples of the benefits provided from
these techniques in the study of material culture and discuss
the initial steps to consider when investigating the feasibility of a compact accelerator that can be taken to sites of
cultural significance for PIXE analysis. In particular, we
consider the application of a compact, robust 2 MeV proton
accelerator that can be taken into the field to perform PIXE
measurements on rock art. We detail the main challenges
and considerations for such a device.

INTRODUCTION
Ion Beam Accelerators (IBA) and synchrotron light source
facilities have proved their worth in examining items of cultural heritage. As an example, the non-destructive nature
of Ion Beam Analysis and X-Ray Fluoresce has allowed
researchers to identify the exchange networks of variscite
(AlPO4 ⋅4H2 O) in Southern Europe during the Neolithic [1].
Variscite was then a highly valued funerary jewel, commonly
found in tombs, and these studies lead to identifying social
inequalities during this period [2]. Other IBA contributions
include the revelation of hidden portraits through measuring
elemental maps in, for example, Van Gogh’s Patch of grass
[3], Degas’ Portrait of a Woman [4], and many others.
These examples illustrate the powerful accelerator techniques that can be used to reveal secrets of artworks and
material culture. However, some immovable items cannot
take advantage of these techniques. A portable proton accelerator would be needed to study frescos, rock art, elements
of the built environment, some archaeologically sites, or
even sensitive items in museums that curators would prefer
to not risk transporting. Presently, the only way to analyse
these immovable objective with particle accelerators is by
taking small destructive samples.
In these proceedings we take a close look at the need for
a portable accelerator for rock art. Whilst there are many
clear examples of cultural heritage that could benefit from a
portable accelerator, rock art is possibly the most challenging, requiring robustness for operating in remote areas, and
∗
†
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a design with optimised efficiency and minimal footprint
and weight. If these more stringent challenges can be met,
then the accelerator could equally be used in the other cases.

CASE STUDY: ROCK ART
Rock art can be found in many countries around the world.
In some cases it’s tens of thousands of years old, and forms a
rich part of shared cultural heritage [5]. Unfortunately, with
time, rock art fades. Often researchers take photos of the
rock art, upload them to an image processing software like
Photoshop or similar, and then adjust the contrast in order to
better see how the rock art originally looked. This process
is called digital enhancement [6, 7]. For examples of digital
enhancement, see [8–11]. The fact that digital enhancement
is so effective, means we know the pigments are still present,
but the contrast between the pigments and the rock substrate
is so close, we cannot easily make the distinction with our
eyes.
Measuring 2-D elemental maps, that would outline where
the pigments are located, could allow us to build up an image
of the rock art (similar to the XRF examples that revealed
hidden portraits). The remaining rock art pigment may exist
in trace amounts or obscured by dust, grime or graffiti.
In our IPAC21 paper [12], we outline some of the main
challenges and possible solutions to these challenges for a
portable 2 MeV RFQ accelerator with the specific application of rock art.

OPTIONS FOR A PORTABLE DEVICE
The main requirements for an accelerator for cultural heritage investigations is that the beam be non-destructive and
the accelerator be portable. An external beam is required,
meaning that the particle beam exits the vacuum of the accelerator and travels through air in the last few centimeters
between the sample and a thin window (for example SiNx).
Particle Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) is a non-invasive
and non-destructive technique, that can determine the elemental compositions of samples [13]. The basic principle
of PIXE is as follows: particles (often protons, typically
2-5 MeV) are fired at the object, ionising an electron from
an inner shell. When an electron from a higher energy shell
falls down to fill the vacancy, it emits a characteristic X-ray
photon, which can be used to identify the elements in the
sample.
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RFQ Accelerator
Radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) structures can simultaneously focus, accelerate, and bunch the beam, making
it well suited for high intensity low energy protons, where
space charge is an issue [14]. CERN’s 750 MHz RFQ structure is capable of accelerating protons to 2 MeV over 1 meter
[15–17], and could provide a compact source of protons for
PIXE analysis.
The MACHINA (Movable Accelerator for Cultural Heritage In-situ Non-destructive Analysis) project, which is a
collaboration between CERN and INFN, will use 750 MHz
RFQ structures for a dedicated PIXE accelerator that will
be based in INFN, Italy [15, 16].
These works could be considered as the “stepping stone”
towards studying a design for a portable RFQ accelerator
for in-situ PIXE analysis in cultural heritage sites.

Alpha-PIXE
Another option for a portable, compact device for cultural heritage is using alpha-PIXE. Just like protons, alpha
particles can be used for PIXE. Alpha-PIXE has been used,
and is currently being used, on the Mars rovers [18], with
a small device called the Alpha Particle X-Ray Spectrometer (APXS). APXS uses a 244 Cm source for a combination
of PIXE and XRF to detect 16 elements (where the XRF
signal is largest for higher energy characteristic X-rays and
the alpha-PIXE signal is largest for lower energy characteristic X-rays). The alpha particle emitted at approximately
5.8 MeV alpha particles and the X-rays emitted range from
100-120 keV [19].
In cultural heritage, alpha-PIXE is used to complement
portable XRF devices. The INFN alpha-PIXE device, for
example, has been used to study forgeries in coins and documents, it uses a polonium source emitting alpha particles
of 5 MeV energy [20–22]. With a beam spot size of 18 mm
diameter, it is based on an annular geometry and it is coupled
to a 25 mm2 SDD detector with a high energy resolution of
125 eV at 5.9 keV.

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES
Parallel to the technical challenges to develop powerful
portable devices for in-situ elemental mapping, and the direct social benefits derived from it, the authors would like to
highlight the need to engage with various local, indigenous
and cultural groups (either directly or through archaeologists and other groups who have existing relationships) to
gain a better understanding of the different perspectives and
relations towards their cultural materials. Early stages of
this engagement has begun to identify where this work is
wanted, needed, and welcomed.
It will be important to gather further input from archaeologists, anthropologists, sociologists, and historians, to better
paint a picture of possible uses and benefits. For example:
being able to determine the materials and pigments used
in creating rock art and the provenance of those materials,

if paint components were sourced locally or traded, investigating regions where different cultures overlapped, etc.
Furthermore, it may be possible that these studies provide
insights in how better preserve rock art in some regions, especially in regions with increasing humidity due to climate
change.
Collaborations with museums, universities, and historical
societies could provide further understanding of the utility of
portable accelerators in different areas of cultural heritage.

CONCLUSION
The duality stemming from the fact that rock art is both
widely spread around the world, representing one of the
most important cultural heritage belonging to human kind,
and its often remote location, where accessibility, terrain,
and weather conditions pose one of the most challenging
operating conditions for a PIXE device, lead us to believe
that rock art, as a most challenging case, is a good case
study for designing a portable device capable of performing
non-destructive element mapping analysis. Application in
other areas of cultural heritage should follow.
We do not pretend to deceive the reader to think that all
rock art sites could be serviced by such a device, specially
at this early stage, neither to confuse the term portable with
hand held. What the authors would like to stress in this
contributed talk, is that, any steps towards such a portable
device will have huge impact in the study of a plethora of
cultural material and just as one must “learn to walk first, to
be able to run”, in order to reach that point, efforts need to
be made to study how to make more compact, robust, and
efficient systems for cultural heritage applications.
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Abstract
Recent years have seen an increased interest in the use
of helium for radiation therapy of cancer. Helium ions can
be more precisely delivered to the tumour than protons or
carbon ions, presently the only beams licensed for treatment, with a biological effectiveness between the two. The
accelerator required for helium is considerably smaller
than a standard carbon ion synchrotron.
To exploit the potential of helium therapy and of other
emerging particle therapy techniques, in the framework of
the Next Ion Medical Machine Study (NIMMS) at CERN,
the design of a compact synchrotron optimised for acceleration of proton and helium beams has been investigated.
The synchrotron is based on a new magnet design, profits
from a novel injector linac, and can provide both slow and
fast extraction for conventional and FLASH therapy. Production of mini-beams, and operation with multiple ions
for imaging and treatment are also considered.
This accelerator is intended to become the main element
of a facility devoted to a parallel programme of cancer research and treatment with proton and helium beams, to
both cure patients and contribute to the assessment of helium beams as a new tool to fight cancer.

CANCER TREATMENT WITH HELIUM
The recent re-emergence of interest in the clinical use of
helium ions for cancer treatment is mainly based on the underlying physical properties and corresponding biological
effects - intermediate between the clinically approved proton and carbon ion beams.
Helium ion beams exhibit lower range straggling compared to proton beams, resulting in sharper Bragg peak and
distal fall-off. Along with a reduction in multiple Coulomb
scattering resulting in a decreased lateral penumbra, they
can provide physical beam conformality comparable to
carbon ion beams. Additionally, helium ions undergo less
nuclear fragmentation processes than carbon ions, resulting
in greatly reduced fragmentation tail and less complex
mixed radiation beam, which in turn provides less uncertainties in biological effect estimations. The resulting secondary particle spectrum also exhibits decreased neutron
production compared to carbon ions. The resulting neutron
biological dose might be even lower than in proton
beams [1], greatly reducing neutron dose associated risks
in paediatric patients.

With linear energy transfer (LET) in the range of 4 to
40 keV/μm, helium ion beams exhibit an increased relative
biological effectiveness (RBE) compared to protons, while
also not reaching “overkill region” in the distal Bragg peak
like high LET carbon beams [1]. With an increase in LET
values, helium ions also provide reduction in oxygen enhancement ratio (OER) compared to proton beams, opening up certain possibilities for hypoxic tumour treatment.
Thanks to these characteristics, helium ion beams have
potential to increase clinical efficacy for treatment sites in
close proximity to vital organs and to even greater extent –
i.e., in paediatrics. Along with better performance in ion
radiography applications, pathways for in-vivo range verification and possibilities with treatment modalities as
FLASH and mini-beams [2, 3], helium ion beam therapy
holds a promising innovation position in cancer treatment.

ACCELERATOR MAIN PARAMETERS
The ideal accelerator to bring helium ions at cancer treatment energy is a compact synchrotron at a maximum magnetic rigidity of 4.5 T/m, corresponding to 220 MeV/u for
4He ions with a penetration of 30 cm in water, sufficient
to access all types of cancer under consideration. The synchrotron will allow for the acceleration of proton beams at
the energies required for cancer treatment and above, for
proton radiography.
The synchrotron can be the central element of a facility
for cancer research and therapy as sketched in Fig. 1. A linear accelerator injects proton or helium beams in the synchrotron. Operating at higher duty cycle than required for
synchrotron injection, it can send beam to a target for production of radioisotopes to be used for imaging or for cancer treatment with alpha-emitters [4]. The beams extracted
from the synchrotron can go to the treatment rooms, one of
which equipped with a rotating superconducting gantry of
novel design [5], or to an experimental room.
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Figure 1: Layout of a compact cancer research and therapy facility with proton and helium beams.
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The accelerator complex will use two (or more) ion
sources, for protons and for ions. The helium source has to
provide a 4He2+ current of at least 2 mA to deliver 8 x 1010
ions at synchrotron via multi-turn injection, required to irradiate a 1 litre tumour with 2 Gy with a margin of a factor
2 to account for inefficiencies in the extraction process.
This intensity is well within the capabilities of present ion
sources. Additionally, the same source could provide lower
intensity beams of 12C6+ for an experimental programme
with heavier ions.
The helium beam out of the ion source is accelerated to
the synchrotron injection energy of 5 MeV/u in a 352 MHz
linac for q/m=1/2 made of a Radio Frequency Quadrupole
followed by a Drift Tube Linac (DTL) tank of similar design to the CERN Linac4. An additional DTL tank designed for q/m=1 will bring exclusively the proton beam to
its injection energy of 10 MeV. The second tank is left unpowered during the helium acceleration cycles.
For conventional therapy, the beam will be extracted
from the synchrotron using slow extraction, requiring a
horizontal tune near the third-integer. Radiofrequency
knock-out (RF-KO) excitation will be used to provide uniform beam spill during treatment, which is an operational
method in existing hadron therapy facilities. To upgrade
the extraction to higher intensities and faster extraction
rates to be compatible with FLASH modalities, the comparison of spill using high-voltage RF-KO exciters or alternative FLASH extraction modes, is presently under
study [6].

bending radius is 2.7 m. The straight sections are about 5
meters long, to accommodate the required hardware, which
account for about 33 m total circumference length.
The 600 magnets have a small defocusing gradient to reduce the vertical beta functions in the bends and the quadrupoles in-between also carry sextupolar coils to control
the chromaticity. Two additional quadrupoles are needed in
each straight section for the optics and the working point
adjustment, as well as sextupole(s) at the correct phase advance, to excite the 3rd order resonance for the slow extraction, and orbit correctors, which will also generate the extraction bump. These functions will be combined as much
as possible in a single corrector magnet, carrying multiple
components.

MAGNET DESIGN
The synchrotron magnets were designed for compactness and simplicity, limiting power consumption, and
keeping open the option of a later upgrade to higher energies and heavier ions. The main dipole magnet dominates
the overall dimension, weight and cost of the ring. The
baseline design has conservative field requirements,
1.65 T, and moderate current density in the water-cooled
conductor, 13 A/mm2. The aperture is 140 mm x 70 mm
(H/V), and the dipole length is 2.56 m. The configuration
chosen is a window-frame, achieving an excellent field linearity, which benefits operation. The dipole cross-section
is reported in Fig. 3.

RING LAYOUT AND OPTICS
For the lattice, a triangular shape was chosen for the sake
of compactness and to ease the magnets manufacturing,
following a similar approach to what was recently done for
the design of a compact medical synchrotron for carbonions [7] with superconducting magnets.
A sketch of the synchrotron and preliminary optics are
shown in Fig. 2; which still have to be optimized to
properly accommodate the injection and extraction hardware.
βx(m), βy(m), Dx(m)
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Figure 2: Sketch of the lattice layout and a preliminary optics, generated with MAD-X [8].
The lattice is made of three bending sections made of
two 600 magnets with a strong quadrupole in between, to
have zero dispersion in the three straight sections, which
respectively host the injection and extraction hardware,
and the RF cavities.
Because of the maximum beam rigidity of 4.5 Tm and
the choice of the maximum field of 1.65 T, the resulting
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Figure 3. Dipole magnet cross section (one quarter).
Parametric studies show that in the range of dimensions
considered, there is little benefit in increasing the bore
field. Maintaining the conductor current density, hence the
dissipated power (about 140 kW/dipole), an increase to
2 T (the upper practical end for this type of magnet) only
yields a reduction of the machine radius by 20 cm. We finally remark that the coil space would be compatible with
a superconducting coil. Though design details are not fully
developed, this upgrade would allow the dipole to reach
approximately 2.5 T bore field, i.e. as required to accelerate
C ions to 430 MeV/u.
The corrector magnets are inspired by work performed
for synchrotron light sources, where space is a premium
[9]. The iron has sextupolar symmetry, but the coils can be
powered independently and can generate normal dipole,
skew quadrupole and normal sextupole corrections.

INJECTION AND EXTRACTION
Historically, for ion treatment accelerators [10, 11], both
injection and extraction use one electrostatic septum and
several DC magnetic septa. Although the magnetic septa
are not purely DC, since their strength is adjusted as a
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function of the particle species at injection and the extraction energy, their power consumption is not negligible and
in the order of 10s of kW per device.
Assuming similar beam sizes and deflection angles for
the magnetic injection septa as in medical ion treatment facilities [10, 11], today’s technology will allow the reliable
operation of pulsed, under vacuum, magnetic injection
septa. The apparent septum thickness compared to the outside vacuum solution would be reduced. The power consumption of the pulsed septum solution would be a factor
1000 lower than a DC based solution. This also has an immediate beneficial effect on the cooling requirements of the
facility. It is still to be evaluated if, by switching to this
technology, the electrostatic septum would still be needed.
For the extraction septa, the electrostatic septum is planned
to be located either in the extraction region, if phase-advance and space allows, or in the straight section upstream,
which would ease the requirements on the magnetic septa,
but might require an increase of the bending magnets aperture. An attempt will be made to design the extraction trajectory such that it is passing through the back leg of the
main dipole yoke. This will significantly reduce the required deflection angle to be provided by the magnetic
septa, hence the required space in the straight section, allowing to minimize the accelerator footprint.

RF AND DIAGNOSTICS
The proposed RF system includes a digital Low-Level
RF (LLRF) part that controls a wideband un-tunable High
Level RF (HLRF) based on Finemet® alloy. These two RF
building blocks rest on proven technologies, already operational in MedAustron and several proton or ion CERN
machines [12]. The compact and modular HLRF is made
of various 15 cm-long cells, each providing a peak voltage
of 700 V. The LLRF can drive various harmonics, depending on the HLRF bandwidth and power, allowing different
RF gymnastics and functional upgrades.
Because of the space constraints imposed by the compact
design of the synchrotron, the instrumentation [13] will be
limited to measure only the essential parameters of the circulating beam namely, intensity, position and tune (working point), and to transversely excite the beam for the RFKO driven extraction. At the injection point, screens should
be used to check the position and profile at that position, as
well as after the first turn. A “semi-fast” transformer and a
DC current transformer will provide the intensity measurement during multi-turn injection into the machine as well
as along the accelerating cycle.
Electrostatic pickups which measure the closed orbit of
the circulating beam can also monitor the trajectory at injection for the correction of the coherent oscillations of the
injected beam. Horizontal and vertical pickups could be
placed in the bending magnets, with a number of combined
pickups installed in the straight sections inside the correcting elements (quadrupoles and dipoles).
The tune measurement system will be based on the Direct Diode Detection principle. In this scheme, electrode
signals from a position pickup feed diode peak detectors,
which down-mix the beam spectrum to the base-band. The

system, despite its simplicity, is capable of measuring tunes
of bunched and debunched ion beams with small beam
kicks without changing the system gain.

SUSTAINABILITY AND OPERATION
The energy consumption of the proposed facility was
calculated. It is based on its use at 3 hours/day with protons, 6 hours/day with helium for therapy and 3 hours/day
with helium for research. As to the synchrotron, once the
actual electrical specifications of magnets and power converters (p.c.) are set, the power required by the components
for the maximum beam energy, including the electrical efficiency of the p.c., must be scaled down (by ~40%) to the
one related to the average use of the machine during the
year, which is operated – in practice – at lower energy values than the maximum one. It is then further reduced by the
duty cycle of the ramps (45% for protons and 50% for He)
and by the total uptime of the machine, 37.5% with He and
12.5% with protons. As a result, the average value of the
power required by all synchrotron magnets is ~170 kW.
Assuming that the use of the beam lines is split in equal
parts among SC gantry, horizontal treatment line, and two
experimental lines, their overall power of 95 kW is dominated by the cryocoolers of the SC gantry (80 kW). The
modern linac injector, equipped with Solid State Power
Amplifiers, requires a power of ~40 kW. Minor contributions by vacuum pumps and beam instrumentation
(10 kW), p.c. when in idle state (~17 kW) and cooling
power (30% of the sum of the contributions above, i.e.
100 kW) must be added, for a grand total of ~430 kW.

CONCLUSIONS
The design of a compact facility for the production of
proton and helium beams for cancer therapy has been presented. The technology is modern and innovative, including high intensity and FLASH-type extraction, but at the
same time conservative and based on proven technologies.
A path for a simple upgrade to carbon ion therapy has been
defined, by upgrading the magnets with superconducting
coils.
Figure 4 shows a preliminary layout of the synchrotron
ring, which has a total circumference length of 33 m. The
total surface covered by the complex will be in the range
of only 1,600 m2.

Figure 4: View of the 33 m circumference synchrotron.
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STATUS OF THE e+ e− COLLIDER PROJECTS IN ASIA AND EUROPE:
CEPC AND FCC-ee
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Abstract
Since the Higgs boson discovery at CERN, precision measurement of its properties has become the first priority in
the field of High Energy Physics. Two laboratories, CERN
from Europe and IHEP from China, are studying future large
scale circular electron-positron colliders, namely FCC-ee
and CEPC. Record luminosities are expected in the center of
mass energy range from 90 to about 365 GeV. In this talk, the
statuses of both projects are reviewed: Following the publication of the first CDR, FCC-ee and CEPC are entering the
phase of consolidation and feasibility study. Special focus
will be put on R&D plans, prototyping and key technologies.

SCIENCE MOTIVATION
The Higgs boson is a vital part of the Standard Model
(SM). It is directly related to many mysteries that include the
large hierarchy between the weak scale and the Planck scale,
the nature of the electroweak phase transition, the origin
of masses of fundamental fermions and the W, Z bosons,
and the stability of vacuum. The Higgs can serve as an
important portal to detect the dark matter and understand
its nature. Precise measurements of the properties of the
Higgs boson serve as probes of the underlying fundamental
physics principles of the SM and beyond.
The discovery of the Higgs boson at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) in July 2012 has created an excellent new
opportunity for scientists to envision e+ e− Higgs factories,
by which millions of clean Higgs events and unprecedented
high statistics Z, W bosons and top quark can be produced.
At ∼125 GeV, the Higgs boson mass makes it possible to design a Higgs factory based on the circular electron–positron
collider with mature technology and high luminosity, and
affordable power consumption.

TWIN PROPOSALS
Two future large circular e+ e− colliders are being proposed, one on a greenfield site in China, the other linked to
the existing CERN facilities. These are the Circular Electron Position Collider (CEPC) [1, 2] and the Future Circular
lepton Collider (FCC-ee) [3]. Both of these would serve as
high-luminosity Higgs, precision electroweak and top factories. Either collider requires a roughly circular tunnel with
a circumference of about 100 km. In a subsequent project
stage, this same tunnel could later accommodate a high energy hadron collider, such as Super Proton-Proton Collider
(SPPC) or FCC-hh, respectively.
Both CEPC and FCC-ee are conceived as double ring
colliders, with 2 (or 4) interaction points (IPs), up to 2 radio-

MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A02: Lepton Colliders

frequency (RF) system straights, and a tapering of the arc
magnet strengths to match local energy. The two layouts are
shown in Fig. 1. Both collider designs consider an asymmetric interaction region to limit SR of incoming beams towards
detectors and to generate the required large crossing angle.
Common use of RF systems for both beams at highest energy working points, starting from the ZH production mode.
Each of the two machines is accompanied by a full-energy
top-up booster ring situated in the same large tunnel.

FCC-ee
The FCC design efforts were launched and extended in
response to the latest two Updates of the European Strategy
for Particle Physics, in 2013 and 2020 [4, 5]. A comprehensive Conceptual Design Report (CDR) for the FCC was
published in 2019 [3, 6, 7], reporting the physics cases, the
design of the lepton and hadron colliders, along with the
related technologies and infrastructures. The proposed FCC
integrated project, consisting of FCC-ee followed by FCChh, is inspired by the successful past Large Electron Positron
collider (LEP) and Large Hadron Collider (LHC) projects at
CERN. It represents a comprehensive long-term programme
maximising physics opportunities.
Following the 2020 European Strategy Update, in 2021
the CERN Council has launched the FCC Feasibility Study
(FS), that will address not only the technical aspects of the accelerators, but also, and in particular, the feasibility of tunnel
construction and technical infrastructures, and the possible
financing of the proposed future facility. As requested by the
European Strategy, the FCC Feasibility Study is organized
as an international collaboration, with presently about 150
participating institutes plus 30 industrial companies.
The FCC shall be located in the Lake Geneva basin and be
linked to the existing CERN facilities. The 2019 FCC CDR
described an FCC design with a circumference of 97.75 km,
12 surface sites, and two primary collision points. In 2021,
a placement optimisation resulted in a new circumference
of about 91.1 km, and a configuration with only 8 surface
sites, allowing for either 2 or 4 IPs. Re-optimization of the
beam parameters is in progress, taking into account the new
placement, the maximum number of 4 IPs, further beam
dynamics studies, and a variety of machine errors.
The FCC-ee, as the first stage of the FCC integrated
project, is planned to, at first, run on the Z pole, 91 GeV
c.m., for 4 years, then on the W threshold, 160 GeV, for 2
years, later on the ZH production peak, 240 GeV c.m., for
3 years, and, after a full year of shutdown, at the 𝑡 𝑡¯ threshold, 365 GeV, for another 5 years. Additional RF systems
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Figure 1: Layouts for FCC-ee (left) and CEPC (right).
are installed as the energy increases, and at the same time
the beam current decreases. An additional optional run for
direct Higgs production, 125 GeV c.m. with monochromatization is considered, and would require another couple of
years of operation.
The FCC-ee luminosity ranges from ∼ 2 × 1036 cm−2 s−1
per IP on the Z pole, to ∼ 1.5 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 per IP at the
𝑡 𝑡¯ threshold. On the Z pole and at the WW threshold, resonant depolarisation of pilot bunches will enable an energy
calibration down to 100 keV accuracy for mZ and 300 keV
for mW , respectively. The FCC-ee parameters with two IPs
are listed in the left-hand columns of Table 1.
A first beam optics was established in 2015 [8]. The optics
varies with the beam energy so as to allow for a common
IR layout at all energies. The crab-waist collision scheme
has been chosen for the interaction region design [9]. One
of the beam optics challenges for the collider is to provide
an adequate dynamic aperture with small 𝛽-functions at the
interaction point down to 0.1 m and 0.8 mm at the Z pole.
These values, together with an ℓ ∗ of 2.2 m — the distance
between the face of the the final quadrupole magnet to the
IP —, lead to a vertical chromaticity around the IP as high
as in modern B factories, that is corrected locally, by two
sextupole magnets. At the 𝑡 𝑡¯ energy, a very wide momentum
acceptance is required due to the beamstrahlung emitted in
the collisions. In addition, the transverse on-momentum
dynamical aperture must be larger than ∼ 12 𝜎x to enable
top-up injection in the horizontal plane.
The beam lines in the interaction region are separated
for the two beams, except for the common beam pipe over
around ±2 m around the IP proper. There are no common
quadrupoles in the IR. The full horizontal crossing angle
is 30 mrad. The detector solenoid is 2 T and its effect on
the stored beams
is compensated by anti-solenoids, which
∫
cancel the 𝐵 𝑧 𝑑𝑧 between the IP and the faces of the final
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quadrupole. The flexibility of the IR optics is obtained by
splitting the first quadrupole into three segments and by modulating their sign and strength according to the beam energy.
One of the main guidelines for the IR design has been to
keep the critical energy of the synchrotron radiation (SR)
from bending magnets below 100 keV up to about 500 m
from the IP for the incoming beam and to locate the last
upstream dipole no closer than 100 m from the IP. These
requirements stem from the LEP2 experience, where manageable detector backgrounds were obtained with a critical
photon energy of at most 72 keV over the last 260 m from the
IP. An asymmetric optics allows the beams to arrive from
the inner ring to the IP, and to be then bent strongly after
the IP to enter the opposing outer ring. Thereby, the critical
energy requirement is met with a large crossing angle.

FCC-ee R&D on Key Technologies
The main technological systems required for the FCC-ee
are the 400 and 800 MHz superconducting (SC) radiofrequency (SRF) systems, the energy efficient arc magnets, the
arc vacuum system, a few special magnets for the interaction region, and the positron source [10]. The 400/800 MHz
RF systems proposed for FCC-ee are state of the art. The
400 MHz Nb/Cu cavities are based on the technology developed for LEP and LHC. A first prototype of 5-cell 800 MHz
bulk-Nb cavity constructed by JLAB met the design specifications. R&D is necessary to reduce cost and increase
reliability of both the cavities and the RF power sources.
The FCC-ee arc vacuum system is based on a round copper vacuum chamber featuring winglets for photon stops, and
ultra-thin NEG coating. Prototypes of the energy-efficient
twin-aperture arc dipoles and quadrupoles were built and
their field properties measured. A prototype of the SC
canted-cosine-𝜃 final focus quadrupole has also been built.
The production rate required from the positron source is comparable to those achieved at the SLC and at SuperKEKB.
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Table 1: Preliminary key parameters of FCC-ee (left) as evolved from the CDR parameters, for scenarios with 2 IPs (K.
Oide, 2021) and of CEPC (right). The beam lifetime represents the combined effect of radiative Bhabha scattering and
beamstrahlung. For FCC-ee, an alternative scenario with 4 IPs is under study, with about 10-30% lower luminosity per
collision point, 1.7–1.9 times higher expected total integrated luminosity, and a factor 1.7 shorter beam lifetime.

Running mode
Number of IPs
Circumference (km)
Beam energy (GeV)
Bunches/beam
Beam current [mA]
Lum. / IP [1034 cm−2 s−1 ]
Synchr. Rad. Power [MW]
Rms b. length (SR) [mm]
(+BS) [mm]
Rms en. spread (SR) [%]
(+BS) [%]
Rms hor. emit. 𝜀 𝑥 [nm]
Rms vert. emit. 𝜀 𝑦 [pm]
Hor. IP beta 𝛽∗𝑥 [mm]
Vert. IP beta 𝛽∗𝑦 [mm]
Beam lifetime rad. Bhabha & BS [min.]

Z

45.6
12000
1280
193
4.38
12.1
0.039
0.108
0.71
1.42
100
0.8
35

FCC-ee
W
ZH
2
91.2
80
120
880
272
135
26.7
22.0
7.73
100
3.55
3.34
7.06
5.12
0.069 0.103
0.137 0.158
2.17
0.64
4.32
1.29
200
300
1.0
1.0
32
9

The FCC-ee R&D aims at developing more efficient, novel
technologies, which could decrease costs, lower the energy
consumption, and reduce the environmental impact. Present
R&D efforts towards these goals include high-efficiency
continuous wave radiofrequency power sources, high-𝑄 SC
cavities for the 400-800 MHz range, and possible applications of HTS magnets.
As part of the FCC R&D plan, an arc half-cell mock up
is foreseen to be constructed by 2025. It will include girder,
a vacuum system with antechamber and pumps, dipole,
quadrupole and sextupole magnets, beam position monitors,
cooling and alignment systems, and technical infrastructure
interfaces. Also for the interaction region the construction
of a mock up is proposed, consisting of the central beam
pipe, first SC quadrupole with its cryostat, support structures,
stabilization system, and remotely controlled flanges.

FCC-ee Schedule
The technical schedule of the FCC integrated project foresees the start of FCC tunnel construction around the year
2030, the first e+ e− collisions at the FCC-ee in the early
or mid 2040s, and the first FCC-hh hadron collisions by
2065–70 (see Fig. 2).

CEPC
The Institute of High Energy Physics (IHEP) in Beijing,
in collaboration with a number of other institutes in China
as well as in many different countries, launched a study of
the Circular Electron Positron Collider (CEPC).
The CEPC consists of a linear accelerator (Linac), a
positron damping ring (DR), the Booster, the collider and
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tt̄

Z

182.5
40
5.0
1.31

45
11951
803.5
115

2.02
2.56
0.157
0.198
1.49
2.98
1000
1.6
16

2.5
8.7
0.04
0.130
0.27
1.4
130
0.9
80

CEPC
W
ZH
2
100.0
80
120
1297 249
84.1 16.7
16
5
60
2.5
2.3
4.9
3.9
0.07 0.10
0.14 0.17
0.87 0.64
1.7
1.3
210
330
1.0
1.0
55
20

tt̄

180
35
3.3
0.5
2.2
2.9
0.15
0.20
1.4
4.7
1040
2.7
18

several beam transport lines. The Booster ring is used by
both electrons and positrons, while they are being injected
into each of the two separated collider rings. The Linac and
DR serve as part of the pre-injector complex. The Linac
length is about 1.2 km. The pre-injector will be located at
the ground level, while the Booster and Collider will be
built in an underground tunnel. Careful and abundant efforts
have been spent on balancing the construction investment,
the operation cost, the data acquisition efficiency and the
upgrade potential to allow for the later accommodation of
the Super Proton Proton Collider (SPPC). As a compromise
between these considerations, the optimum underground
tunnel circumference was determined to be 100 km. Like
for FCC-ee, the CEPC tunnel, at a depth of approximately
100 m, is shared by the Booster and the Collider ring.
Because of the high electron beam energy (∼ 120 GeV)
and high beam current, sufficient synchrotron photon flux is
achievable with photon energy up to 300 MeV, three orders
of magnitude higher than current synchrotron light sources.
The CEPC can also provide high energy synchrotron gamma
light line for multi-disciplinary sciences.
There are 8 straight sections in the collider ring: as for the
FCC-ee, two of these accommodate the RF station, which
at the Higgs energy and above are shared by the electrons
and the positrons. Two straight sections host the CEPC
interaction regions. The four other straights are used for
injection & extraction sections, etc.
Similarly to FCC-ee, four distinct operation energies are
foreseen: 45.5 GeV for Z, 80 GeV for W, 120 GeV for Higgs
and eventually 180 GeV for 𝑡 𝑡¯. In the W and Z operation
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Figure 2: Technical schedule of the FCC integrated project with year 1 equal to 2021 (M. Benedikt).
modes, the beam is only injected from the booster to the
collider with an off-axis injection scheme. For the Higgs
operation mode, the beams are injected as well as extracted
two times between the collider and the booster. The injection
always is on-axis, whereas the extractions are off-axis.
The Booster uses 1.3 GHz SC cavities to raise the beam
energy. The collider employs 650 MHz SC cavities to compensate the energy loss due to synchrotron radiation. Two
long straight collider sections are hosting the RF stations.
For the Higgs operation mode, these sections are used for
both electron and positron beams. This achieved through
the installation of two electrostatic deflectors, which combine and separate the beams at the straight entrance and exit.
For the lower energy W and Z operation modes, one of the
RF sections is bypassed for each beam, since a much lower
RF voltage is needed here, and since, by separating the RF
sections, the machine impedance is reduced.
The CEPC parameters are listed in the right column of
Table 1. The luminosity is mainly limited by the SR power,
which is chosen as 30 MW per beam, in order to reduce the
electrical power consumption. However, the design reserves
the possibility of upgrading to 50 MW operation and then the
luminosities will increase proportionally, reaching a level
similar to FCC-ee, of not exceeding it.

CEPC R&D on Key Technologies
The CEPC design team is carrying out extensive R&D on
the key technologies. Significant progress has been made
in many areas, including the SRF cavities, high efficiency
P-band klystrons, and high field superconducting magnets.
CEPC requires two types of SRF cavities, the 1.3 GHz
cavities for the booster and 650 MHz cavities for the collider.
Extremely high quality factor (> 1 × 1011 up to 20 MV/m
at 2 K) has been obtained on several medium-temperature
furnace treated (mid-𝑇) 650 MHz single cell cavities; the
best cavity shows a 𝑄 value of 6.4 × 1010 for a gradient
of 31 MV/m at 2 K, which is the highest quality factor in
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the world. The low-level RF (LLRF) system of the CEPC
650 MHz test cryomodule with two 2-cell cavities is under
commissioning and a high-power test is foreseen in July
2022. The CEPC booster 1.3 GHz 9-cell cavities exhibit a
quality factor of 4.7 × 1010 for a gradient of 24 MV/m at
2 K, which also is one of the highest factors in the world and
exceeding the CEPC requirement. These cavities are now
undergoing an industrialization process, in synergy with
domestic CW Free Electron Laser projects. A complete
high 𝑄 cryomodule will be ready for assembly in August,
including the vacuum vessel, upper cold mass, eight high
𝑄 mid-𝑇 cavities with helium vessel and magnetic shield,
input couplers, tuners, SC magnet, BPM etc., as well as the
various associated tooling and cryogenic, HLRF and LLRF
systems.
The conversion efficiency of the RF power sources is crucial for reducing the operation cost. CEPC aims at building
a 650 MHz klystrom with 800 kW CW output power and
80% efficiency. Three prototypes were developed to accomplish this goal. The energy conversion efficiency of the first
klystron prototype reached 62%, the standard level. It is the
first domestic klystron in P-band, fulfilling the minimum
needs of CEPC. The second prototype aims at 75% efficiency. Its conditioning and test are currently in process.
So far, it has achieved an efficiency of 67.8% and a CW
power of 547 kW. The third prototype adopts the multi-beam
scheme (MBK), and its efficiency is expected to be around
80%. Presently, this prototype is being manufactured.
In parallel, already preparing for SPPC, a combined-coil
SC magnet (NbTi+Nb3 Sn) has demonstrated a maximum
field of 12 T. Another high-field dipole magnet prototype
is under manufacture, aiming to reach 16 T at 4.2 K with
Nb3 Sn coils plus HTS insert coils. The outside Nb3 Sn coils
are scheduled to be ready for the performance test at the end
of 2022, and the HTS insert coils will be ready for testing
in the middle of 2023. The prototype HTS cable for the
insert coils has been fabricated and tested at 77 K, reaching
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Figure 3: Technical schedule of the CEPC project.
over 2000 A. Production of the full functional HTS cable
will begin soon. Some new solenoid coils from iron based
superconductor (IBS) have been fabricated and tested at 32 T
recently. The highest current 𝐼c reached was 60 A, which
represents a new record for IBS high field coils.
In addition to the afore-mentioned advanced technologies,
CEPC has developed other important prototypes, including
the dual aperture dipoles and quadrupoles, weak field dipoles
for the booster, electrostatic deflector, advanced copper acceleration cavities, high power cryogenic refrigerator, etc.
Several technical difficulties were overcome and the mass
production technology was validated. Moreover, through
other large accelerator facilities under IHEP responsibility,
such as BEPCII, Chinese Spallation Neutron Source (CSNS),
High Energy Photon Source (HEPS), etc., a large number of
key technologies for CEPC have been fully developed and
deployed in actual accelerator operation, including different
types of instrumentation, magnet power supplies, vacuum
system key technologies, kicker magnets, and so on.

CEPC Schedule
The CEPC study group is carrying out an extensive R&D
program to soon complete the Technical Design Report of
the CEPC accelerator. A comprehensive engineering design
of all relevant components will start in the near future. The
outline of the CEPC schedule, drafted in lock step with
China’s 5-year plan timing, is shown in Fig. 3.

SYNERGIES
Numerous possible synergies exist, and could be exploited,
between the CEPC and FCC-ee designs. Strategically, joint
effort and collaboration in the following areas may offer
the greatest reward for the two circular collider projects:
(1) important technical areas for circular e+ e− colliders, in
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particular with regard to energy saving and cost reduction;
(2) challenging domains that may limit the luminosity performance, taking into account the experience at previous
and present colliders, e.g., at SuperKEKB; (3) new and
innovative approaches that may bring the circular collider
technology and/or performance to the next level, e.g., advanced SRF systems with higher gradient (for example, thin
Nb3 Sn films on copper), the development of magnets based
on high-temperature superconductors, and, more exotically,
the possible use of plasma wakefield acceleration in part of
the injector complex; (4) parallel or shared prototyping of
key hardware components, such as highly-efficient klystrons,
low-field dipole magnets for the full-energy booster, etc.;
(5) instrumentation and infrastructure enabling the particle
physicists to collect, store and analyze collision data under the best possible conditions; and (6) independent crosschecks of design concepts and simulation results.
Looking at a longer time scale, the FCC-ee or CEPC
booster rings could also be used to deliver 45 GeV positrons
at a high rate, for the production of low-emittance muon
beams through positron annihilation [11]. Such muons could
then used for a muon collider, perhaps in the 22ns century.
The luminosity of such a collider FCC-𝜇𝜇 (or perhaps CMC
— Circular Muon Collider in China) could be optimized
through a combination of several new concepts [12].

CONCLUSIONS
Both FCC-ee and CEPC are compelling options for a
future Higgs, electroweak and top factory. Either machine
would also be the necessary first step on the way towards
a future hadron collider (FCC-hh or SPPC), which would
become the next high energy frontier machine.
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THE MUON COLLIDER
Daniel Schulte∗ , CERN, Meyrin, Switzerland
on behalf of the International Muon Collider Collaboration
Abstract
Muon colliders are considered nowadays in the landscape
of future lepton colliders. Since the MAP project in USA, an
important effort is being made in Europe with support from
the international community to identify the neccesary R&D
to advance towards a Conceptual Design Report in the next
years. The paper will review the status of the technologies
and accelerator designs and will present the R&D plans.

INTRODUCTION
Circular muon colliders have the potential to reach centreof-mass energies in the multi-TeV range with high luminosity [1]. The concept has been developed in the past by the
MAP collaboration mainly in the US [2]. Experimental
verifications have also been carried out in the UK by the
MICE collaboration [3] and an alternative muon production
scheme (LEMMA) has been studied mainly by INFN [4].
Following the recommendation of the recent Update of the
European Strategy for Particle Physics [5] an international
collaboration [6] has been initiated by the European Large
National Laboratories Directors Group (LDG) [7]. Following a request by CERN Council, guided by the LDG and with
the help of the global community, the collaboration assessed
the muon collider challenges and devised a Roadmap toward
a muon collider. This includes a detailed workprogramme
for the next five years and estimates of the required reources.
Following the presentation of the Roadmap, CERN Council
asked for an implementation plan. The collaboration also
submitted white papers [8–11] to the ongoing strategy process in the US and a proposal for an EU cofunded Design
Study.
The muon collider collaboration envisages to study a 10
TeV option, and also explore lower and higher energy options,
e.g., a 3 TeV option as a step toward 10 TeV.

THE CONCEPT
MAP developed the concept shown in Fig. 1. The proton
complex produces a short, high-intensity proton pulse that
hits the target and produces pions. The decay channel guides
the pions and collects the produced muons into a bunching
and phase rotator system to form a muon beam. Several
cooling stages then reduce the longitudinal and transverse
emittance of the beam using a sequence of absorbers and
RF cavities in a high magnetic field. A system of a linac
and two recirculating linacs accelerate the beams to 60 GeV
followed by one or more high-energy accelerator rings; e.g.
one to 300 GeV and one to 1.5 TeV. In the 10 TeV collider an
additional ring from 1.5 to 5 TeV follows. These rings can be
either fast-pulsed synchrotrons or FFAs. Finally the beams
∗

daniel.schulte@cern.ch
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Figure 1: A conceptual scheme of the muon collider, courtesy M. Palmer.
are injected at full energy into the collider ring. Here, they
will circulate to produce luminosity until they are decayed;
alternatively they can be extracted once the beam current is
strongly reduced. The exact energy stages of the acceleration
system have to be developed.
LEMMA is an alternative scheme to produce a muon
beam with a very small emittance. An injector complex produces a high-current positron beam. The positrons impact a
target with an energy of 45 GeV, sufficient to produce muon
pairs by annihilating with the electrons of the target. This
scheme can produce small emittance muon beams. However, it is difficult to achieve a high muon beam current and
hence competative luminosity. Novel ideas are required to
overcome this limitation.

MOTIVATION
High-energy lepton colliders combine cutting edge discovery potential with precision measurements [8, 12]. Because
leptons are point-like particles in contrast to protons, they
can achieve comparable physics at lower centre-of-mass energies. The relative physics reach depends on the channels
considered but a 10 to 14 TeV lepton collider would be comparable to a 100 TeV proton-proton collider.
The energy reach of circular electron-positron colliders
is limited by synchrotron radiation. Linear colliders in contrast need to accelerate the beam in a single passage and
collide it only once. CLIC, the highest energy lepton collider proposed during the update of the European Strategy
for Particle Physics, is not fundamentally limited to 3 TeV.
But linear collider cost and length scale approximately linearly with energy and power consumption roughly linearly
with luminosity.
The large muon mass suppresses synchrotron radiation
and enables the use of circular accelerator and collider rings.
This reduces the required RF voltage and provides repeated
collisions. However, the short muon lifetime of 𝜏 = 2.2 s
at rest (about 𝜏𝛾 ≈ 104 ms at 5 TeV) limits the number of
turns in the accelerator and collider.
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Figure 2: Comparison of CLIC and a muon collider luminosities normalised to the beam power and as a function of
the centre-of-mass energy.
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Figure 3: The scaled dimensions of the collider and final
accelerator ring of a 10 TeV muon collider compared to other
colliders.
Based on physics considerations, initial integrated luminosity targets have been defined, namely 1, 10 and 20 ab−1
for 3, 10 and 14 TeV, respectively. The increase with the
square of the collision energy compensates the decrease of
the 𝑠-channel cross sections with energy for a constant rate.
The potential of muon colliders to improve the luminosities
to beam power ratio at high energies is one of main benefits
of the concept.
Figure 2 compares the luminosity of CLIC and a muon
collider [13], based on MAP parameters [2], as a function
of centre-of-mass energy. The luminosities are normalised
to the beam power.
Figure 3 compares the footprint of several colliders to a 10
TeV muon collider. The relative compactness of the muon
collider compared to other approaches is expected to also
lead to a reduced cost. The very similar size of the largest
muon ring and the LHC makes it interesting to explore if
the LHC tunnel can be reused.

GOAL OF THE STUDY
The goal of the study is to assess and develop the concept
to a level that allows informed decisions to be taken after the
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Figure 4: Tentative, technically limited schedule for the
muon collider.
next update of the European Strategy for Particle Physics
and similar processes in other regions about the role of the
muon collider in the future of particle physics. Based on the
study outcome and strategic decisions, a conceptual design
and demonstration programme could then be launched.
Currently, the limit of the energy reach has not been identified. The study focuses on a 10 TeV design with an integrated
luminosity goal of 10 ab−1 . This goal is expected to provide
a good balance between an excellent physics case and affordable cost, power consumption and risk. Once a robust
design has been established at 10 TeV other, higher energies
will be explored.
An option with an initial energy stage of 3 TeV and an
integrated luminosity of 1 ab−1 is also considered and would
address an important physics case [10]. This initial stage
might cost around half as much as the 10 TeV option, and can
be upgraded to 10 TeV or beyond by adding an accelerator
ring and building a new collider ring (maybe the accelerator
ring of 3 TeV could be used for this). Only the 4.5 km-long
3 TeV collider ring would not be reused in this case. This
stage could potentially start colliding beams in the mid 2040s
- depending on the strategic decisions. This also requires
that sufficient funding is available already during the design
phase and that all challenges can be successfully addressed
with no delays.
A technically limited schedule for such a fast implementation is shown in figure 4. It is very ambitious and requires
a noticeable effort to start now and an important ramp-up
of resources in a few years. But at this moment, no insurmountable obstacle has been identified that would prevent
realising it and potentially starting commissioning before
2045.
Based on the MAP design corresponding tentative target
parameter sets have been defined for the collider, see Table 1.
They would achieve the integrated luminosities within five
years and are the basis to identify the key issues; they will
be updated based on the study results.
All parameter sets assume the same muon source and
that the emittances can be preserved during the acceleration.
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Table 1: Tentative target parameters for a muon collider at different energies based on the MAP design. These values are
only to give a first, rough indication. The study will develop coherent parameter sets of its own.
Parameter

Symbol

Unit

𝐸𝑐𝑚
𝐿
𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙
𝑁
𝑓𝑟
𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙
𝜖𝐿
𝜖
𝜎𝑧
𝛽
𝜎

TeV
1034 cm−2 s−1
km
1012
Hz
MW
MeVm
m
mm
mm
m

Centre-of-mass energy
Luminosity
Collider circumference
Muons/bunch
Repetition rate
Beam power
Longitudinal emittance
Transverse emittance
IP bunch length
IP betafunction
IP beam size

Furthermore they assume that the bunch in the collider ring
can be shortened at higher energies allowing for a smaller
beta-function. The design of the technical components, e.g.
the final focus quadrupoles, to achieve this goal are a key to
the muon collider study.

STATUS AND KEY CHALLENGES
The collaboration and the muon beam panel assessed the
muon collider challenges and concluded that the concept
is less mature than linear colliders and that important challenges have to be addressed. However, no insurmountable
obstacles have been identified.
Past work has demonstrated several key MuC technologies
and concepts, and gives confidence that the concept is viable.
Component designs have been developed that can cool the
initially diffuse beam and accelerate it to multi-TeV energy
on a time scale compatible with the muon lifetime. However,
a fully integrated design has yet to be developed and further
development and demonstration of technology is required.
In order to enable the next European Strategy for Particle
Physics Update (ESPPU), the next Particle Physics Project
Prioritisation Process (P5) and other strategy processes to
judge the scientific justification of a full Conceptual Design
Report (CDR) and demonstration programme, the design
and potential performance of the facility must be developed
in the next few years.
The Roadmap identifies a set of key studies that have to
be addressed in the coming years, namely:
• The physics potential has to be further explored;
10 TeV is uncharted territory. This is beyond the scope
of this paper.
• The environmental impact must be minimised and at
least one potential site for the collider identified.
• The impact of beam induced background in the detector might limit the physics reach and has to be minimised.
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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3
1.8
4.5
2.2
5
5.3
7.5
25
5
5
3

10
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1.8
5
14.4
7.5
25
1.5
1.5
0.9

14
40
14
1.8
5
20
7.5
25
1.07
1.07
0.63

• The muon acceleration and collision systems become
more demanding at higher energies and are the most
important cost and power consumption drivers. The
concept and technologies have to be developed beyond
what MAP has considered.
• The muon production and cooling system are challenging novel systems and call for development and optimisation beyond the MAP designs.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The compact footprint, limited cost and power consumption are intrinsic features that motivate the muon collider
study in the first place. The key cost and power drivers will
be addressed as a part of the overall design optimisation.
Radiation protection measures will ensure a negligible
impact of the facility on the environment, similar to the LHC.
Particular attention will be paid to the neutrino flux that is
produced by the decays of the muons in the collider and that
exits the ground far from the collider [14]. A proposed solution is a mechanical system that will disperse the neutrino
flux by periodically deforming the collider ring arcs vertically with remote movers; this is an extention of a previous
proposal that moves the beam [15]. The system ensures that
the impact of the neutrino flux on the environment remains
negligible and an order of magnitude below the goal of the
MAP study, even for a 14 TeV collider placed 200 m underground. The study will address the mechanical aspects of
the solution and its impact on beam operation.
A dedicated effort, supported by civil engineers, beam
scientists, FLUKA and radiation experts is ongoing to assess
and mitigate the impact of the insertions on the neutrino flux.

MACHINE-DETECTOR INTERFACE
Studies to optimise the masking system that mitigates
the impact of muon decays close to the interaction point
(about 200,000 per bunch crossing and metre at 3 TeV) have
started, based on MAP designs at 1.5 TeV and 3 TeV [16].
TUIZSP2
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These studies indicate that the background conditions are
acceptable [11]. Considerations on the design of a similar
system for higher energies are starting.

MUON PRODUCTION
A proton beam power of around 2 MW at 5 Hz is used
for muon production; this is much less power than foreseen
in MAP. Designs for proton facilities with similar or larger
power exist. The main proton complex challenge arises
from the combination of the protons into short, high-charge
bunches.
The key challenge for the high-power target is the survival
of the target itself under the shock waves of the incoming
beam pulses and the temperature gradients to remove the
deposited heat. The MERIT experiment [17] demonstrated
that a liquid mercury target can sustain larger power; however
safety considerations may not allow to use this proposed
solution. The now reduced power allows to consider the use
of a solid target in addition to a liquid metal or a fluidized
tungsten target. First simulations of a graphite target are
promising.
The target is imersed into a 20 T solenoid field, either
produced by a single HTS solenoid or by a LTS solenoid with
around 15 T and a inserted resistive solenoid to boost the field
to 20 T. Tungsten shielding protects the superconducting
solenoids from unwanted particles produced by the proton
beam impacting the target. Past studies of a higher power 4
MW mercury-based target, showed that a 1.2 m radius of the
solenoid provides enough space to reach peak powers in the
coil of less than 0.1 mW/g, which corresponds to O(1 MGy)
per year [18]. FCC-hh assumes that the magnet insulation
can withstand an accumulated dose of 30 MGy [19]. This
solenoid is very demanding and resembles in cost and stored
energy the central solenoid of ITER.

MUON COOLING
Muon ionisation cooling increases the muon beam brightness by repeatedly slowing it in absorbers and reaccelerating
it in RF cavities; both inside of strong solenoid fields to keep
the beam focused. This is key to achieve high luminosity.
This principle has been demonstrated in MICE [3]. Also
important effort has been invested by MAP into the design
of the cooling system for the collider. However, further optimisation of the cooling complex is important. In particular,
a factor two improvement of the transverse emittance in the
final cooling will allow to reach the emittance goal.
The cooling complex consist of a sequence of different
systems, the inital cooling, the first 6D cooling, the bunch
merge—which increases beam intensity and emittance by
combining a few bunches, the second 6D cooling and the
final cooling. The whole chain is optimised for large acceptance in longitudinal and transverse emittance at the beginning and then gradually reduces the acceptance as the beam
emittance is reduced.
The 6D cooling reduces longitudinal and transverse emittance. It is based on close integration of high-gradient norTUIZSP2
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mal conducting RF with the high-field solenoids that provide
the strong focusing at the absorbers. The optics design and
the technological components of the system are demanding;
in addition, the integration of the components into a most
compact cell is challenging but essential for muon survival.
The final cooling combines very strong solenoids combined with low beam energy to reduce the transverse emittance at the cost of letting the longitudinal emittance grow.
Low frequency RF cavities or induction linacs will accelerate the beam in regions of relatively lower magnetic field.
The solenoids around the absorbers have to provide the fields
to minimise the transverse emittance. We strive to increase
the field well beyond the already obtained 32 T. The absorber
and their entrance and exit windows will have a significant
energy deposition from the dense muon beam at the end of
the cooling and need to be designed for robustness.
The solenoid field in the RF cavities guide electrons that
are emitted at one location of the cavity surface to another
location on the opposing wall and leads to localised heating
that can result in breakdown and cavity damage. Operation
of copper cavities is 3 T magnetic field showed a maximum
usable gradient of only 10 MV/m. Three approaches to
overcome this obstacle are known:
• Lower-Z materials, e.g. beryllium, limits the energy
loss density.
• High-pressure hydrogen gas in the cavity limits the electron energy gain by colliding them with gas molecules.
• Very short RF pulses can limit the heat load in the
cavity.
The first two techniques have been experimentally verified in MUCOOL with a field of about 3 T (limited by the
solenoid). They yielded a gradient of 50 MV/m in a beryllium cavity under vacuum and 65 MV/m in a molybdenum
cavity with hydrogen [20, 21].
A facility to test the cavities in high magnetic fields is
mandatory to validate the muon collider performance predictions. Since the previous setups in the US do no longer
exist, the design and construction of a new test stand is a key
goal; however resources need to be found.

MUON ACCELERATION
Most of the acceleration will be performed by a sequence
of pulsed synchrotrons; an alternative use of FFAs is also
considered. The synchrotrons can be based on a hybrid design where the fast-ramping magnets are interleaved with
static superconducting ones. At injection the fast-ramping
magnets have the full field strength but with a sign to bend
the beam outwards compensating in part the bending provided by the superconducting magnets. As the beam energy
increases the magnets are ramped down and then up to add
to the superconducting magnets. This scheme halves the
length of ramping magnets. The pulsed synchrotrons face
challenges in terms of optics design, the magnet systems
and the RF system.
The lattice design has to minimise the impact of the
change of orbit with energy and ensure that the beam quality
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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is preserved. Currently, the preferred solution for the RF
systems is to integrate them in as many locations as possible
around the ring. The possibility to integrate the RF in the
arc cells and to compensate dispersion effects will thus be
explored.
The ring will only accelerate one positive and one negative muon bunch at a time. However, the charge of the
bunches is ten times the charge of an HL-LHC bunch and
the bunches need to become very short at high energies. As
a consequence the wakefield effects in the accelerating cavities can become very important and could lead to significant
emittance increase in the longitudinal plane. Simulation
studies have started to develop the longitudinal design of the
acceleration complex.
Field ramp rates between 300 T/s in the largest and 10
kT/s in the smallest ring are currently foreseen. The latter
requires normal-conducting magnets while for the former
also superferric or HTS magnets can also be considered. It
is planned to develop concepts for the magnets starting from
those developed by MAP.
The large stored energy in the magnets (in total in the
range of O(100MJ)) requires demanding power converters
with very efficient recovery of the energy of each pulse for
the subsequent one. A first concept is being developed and
will be optimised for performance, cost and power consumption in close integration with a starting design of the magnets.
The most critical components will be assessed experimentally for performence.

COLLIDER RING
The collider ring requires a small beta-function at the collision point, resulting in significant chromaticity that needs
to be compensated. It also needs to maintain a short bunch.
A solution for 3 TeV has been developed that successfully
addressed the challenges. A design of 10 TeV is more challenging and one of the key ongoing efforts. High-energy
electrons and positrons that arise from muon decay and strike
the collider ring magnets can cause radiation damage and
unwanted heat load. This can be mitigated with sufficient
tungsten shielding; a successful design has been developed at
3 TeV. First studies at 10 TeV indicate that the effect is comparable to 3 TeV, since the power per unit length of the particle
loss remains similar. The shielding requires a substantial
aperture in the superconducting magnets. The limit for the
dipole field is thus given by the maximum stress that the
conductor can withstand rather than by the maximum field
that it can support. Novel concepts such as stress-managed
coils will allow this challenge to be addressed.

DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMME
After the initial study phase a conceptual design phase
and technology development programme will follow. A
facility to produce and cool a muon beam will be the core
and will allow the integrated performance of the systems
to be tested. Different sites for the facility will be explored.
One promising site exists on land that is already owned by
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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CERN but is located outside of the currently fenced site. The
beam from the PS could feed the target and would produce
a muon bunch charge only a factor of a few below that of
the real facility. The muon beam would then be cleaned and
could be reduced in emittance by collimation to be passed
through a number of cooling cells that are similar to the most
challenging final 6D cooling cells. It appears possible to
combine this facility with NuStorm since the infrastructure
up to and including the target are similar. This part represents
about half the cost of NuStorm.
The early development of cooling cell modules is key to
ensure that this most complex and novel system can be tested
before small-scale production is launched for the test facility.
The above mentioned RF test stand to verify and improve the
cavity performance would be an important stepping stone
toward this goal.
The demonstration programme also will contain the development of different components such as high-field solenoids,
efficient RF power sources and high-field dipoles as well as
other magnets.

CONCLUSION
The muon collider promises a sustainable path towards
very high energy. Potential intermedidate stages may provide important physics results early, on timescales more
adapted to the human life span, and provide the important
motivation for scientists and engineers that is the driver of
the technological progress. Muon Collider technology must
overcome several significant challenges to reach a level of
maturity similar to linear colliders. An increased level of
R&D effort is justified at the current time, because the muon
collider promises an alternative path toward high-energy,
high-luminosity lepton collisions that extends beyond the
expected reach of linear colliders. Supporting technologies such as high-power proton drivers, high-field solenoids
and high-gradient RF cavities have, in the last decade, approached the level required to deliver the requisite luminosity.
The muon collider is based on novel concepts and important challenges have to be faced to make it a reality. A new
muon collider collaboration, currently hosted by CERN, is
forming. Initiated by the CERN Council and with involvement of the global community a concise set of workpackages has been developed for the Accelerator R&D Roadmap.
These workpackages provide an excellent basis for the global
collaboration and can provide important input to the ongoing
US Snowmass Process and to strategic decisions in other
regions. We hope to be able to globally join forces to open
a road to exciting physics.
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PROSPECTS FOR OPTICS MEASUREMENTS IN FCC-ee
J. Keintzel∗ , R. Tomás and F. Zimmermann, 1211 CERN, Geneva 23, Switzerland
BEAM POSITION MONITORS

Abstract

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The future circular lepton collider, FCC-ee, is a synchrotron with 91 km circumference, which requires a new
tunnel in the Lake Geneva basin and which will be connected
to the existing CERN accelerator complex [1,2]. With a possible commissioning date around 2045, FCC-ee would allow
for a smooth continuation of frontier particle-physics research after the end of the High Luminosity Large Hadron
Collider (HL-LHC) program [3], expected around 2040.
The FCC-ee is designed for high precision physics experiments on the Z- pole, WW-threshold, HZ-production
peak and for tt̄ quark production, corresponding to beam
energies of 45.6, 80, 120 and 182.5 GeV, respectively, with
collisions in up to four interaction regions [4]. Although
the beams are injected at collision energy (top-up injection),
energy losses from e.g. synchrotron radiation (SR) need to
be compensated. This is achieved through superconducting
radiofrequency cavities. The combination of energy losses
and localized RF sections leads to variations of the beam
energies and the center-of-mass energies around the machine
(further details in [5]). At the lower energy stages it is envisaged to measure the average beam energy by resonant
depolarization of a few hundred transversely polarized lowintensity (1010 ) pilot bunches. Once sufficient polarization
(≈10 %) is achieved with wigglers, they are switched off
and all nominal bunches (2.5 × 1011 ) will be injected and
brought to collision. Since misalignment and optics errors
can limit the achievable polarization and can drastically limit
the performance, they need to be controlled. In addition to
precise alignments of elements and girders [6], beam-based
measurements need to be performed to identify alignment
and optics errors, to then apply dedicated corrections. One
crucial design challenge is developing suitable and reliable
measurement techniques, adapted to the FCC-ee. We study
here the merits and limitation of various optics measurement
techniques for the FCC-ee, and highlight pertinent experiences from existing storage rings facilities. Complementary
beam tests for other design challenges are reported in [7].
∗
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Crucial devices for optics measurements are Beam Position Monitors (BPMs), which record the center-of-charge
of particle beams. In storage rings such as the LHC, SuperKEKB or ESRF they are typically installed next to each
quadrupole magnet. This approach is presently assumed in
various optics tuning studies [8] and requires about 1800
BPMs for the FCC-ee. One of the most common types are
so-called button BPMs. The alignment of their electrodes
varies, for example, in the LHC they are aligned on the
transverse axis. Due to strong emitted SR in SuperKEKB,
the buttons are rotated by 45◦ in the transverse plane [10].
BPMs can be used to measure the centroid orbit in each turn
for Turn-by-Turn (TbT) measurements, or by recording the
average orbit over several turns, or both simultaneously. The
BPM resolution depends on the chosen recording setting and
also on the beam current. It is typically higher for recording
the average orbit of high beam currents.

K-MODULATION
The average 𝛽-function in a quadrupole can be measured
by the change of its strength and its effect on the transverse
tune 𝑄 𝑥,𝑦 , assuming the working point is far away from
strong resonances and the tune change is small. This method
is typically applied to the final focus quadrupoles, allowing
to propagate the measured values to the interaction point, and
has successfully been used in various machines including
the LHC [11] and SuperKEKB [12]. The main limitation is
the accuracy of the tune measurement and fluctuations of
the power supplies for the magnetic elements.

ORBIT RESPONSE MATRIX
For an Orbit Response Matrix (ORM) measurement approach, dipole kickers distort the beam orbit one after the
other and the response is measured at BPMs. The required
time for ORM increases with the size of a storage ring and is
hence expected to be time consuming for the FCC-ee. Since
the average is taken over several turns, the BPM resolution is
good and e.g. for SuperKEKB in the order of a few µm [13].
However, presently the maximum orbit is limited to 10 to

Hor. CO [µm]

Within the framework of the Future Circular Collider
Feasibility Study, the design of the electron-positron collider FCC-ee is optimised, as a possible future double collider ring, currently foreseen to start operation during the
2040s. With close to 100 km of circumference and strong
synchrotron radiation damping at highest beam energy, adequate beam measurements are needed to control the optics at
the desired level. Various possible techniques to measure the
optics in FCC-ee are explored, including the option of turnby-turn measurements in combination with an AC-dipole.

25
0
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0
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Figure 1: Horizontal closed orbit with one activated dipole
kicker (MCB) (blue) and without (red) for the tt̄-lattice.
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20 µm to avoid distortions from the final focus quadrupoles
and sextupoles [9]. Especially at the top beam energy of
182.5 GeV, with SR losses per revolution are 10 GeV, the
damping of the amplitude and its effect on the orbit should
be included, and detailed studies are required to conclude on
the feasibility and limitations of ORM for FCC. An example
of a closed orbit with one dipole kicker is shown in Fig. 1
for the tapered tt̄-lattice using MAD-X.

TURN-BY-TURN
Compared to ORM, TbT measurements are acquired
faster, once suitable conditions are established, and are thus
also envisaged to be used for the FCC-ee. Since the orbit is
recorded in each turn, the BPM resolution is typically poorer
and up to 100 µm to 200 µm for single bunch measurements
in LHC [14] or SuperKEKB [15]. An excellent resolution of
about 10 µm is achieved by using 330 bunches in ESRF [16].
In addition to resolution, non-linearities [17] or calibration
errors [18] can spoil the measurements.
To perform TbT measurements the beam needs to be excited, where various techniques are possible. Contrarily to
hadron storage rings, for leptons a single kick applied to
a particle beam is a non-destructive method since strong
SR damps the amplitude until the equilibrium emittance is
reached. Single kicks are applied with a fast dipole kicker
magnet, which is, ideally capable of applying a diagonal
kick, i.e. simultaneously horizontally and vertically. The
damping is faster for increasing energy and the horizontal
and vertical damping times are approximately 0.710 s and
0.012 s, respectively at the Z- and tt̄-mode [2]. With a revolution frequency of 3288 Hz this corresponds to 2335 and 41
turns. Single particle tracking for both energies is performed
in Strategic Accelerator Design (SAD) using the latest 4-IPlattice V22 [19], including radiation damping and is shown
in Fig. 2. The EPS flag, which is inversely proportional to
the number of slices, is set to 0.01 [20] in the final focus
and the interaction region sextupoles. The initial kick is
10 times the horizontal and vertical rms beam size, 𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦 ,
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Figure 2: Damping of horizontal orbit for single particle
tracking in SAD after applying a kick corresponding to 10𝜎𝑥
for the Z- (top) and the tt̄-lattice (bottom).
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applied at the interaction point. At the shown location in
the regular arc cell 𝛽 𝑥,𝑦 = 16, 90 m. The transverse emittances are 𝜖 𝑥,𝑦 = 71 nm, 1.4 pm for the Z-lattice, and 1.5 nm,
3.0 pm for the tt̄-lattice, and the 𝛽-functions at the IPs are
𝛽∗𝑥,𝑦 = 100, 0.8 mm and 𝛽∗𝑥,𝑦 = 1000, 1.6 mm, respectively.
It has to be noted that perfect magnet tapering is assumed,
which means that the magnet strength decreases according to
the lost energy to restore the closed orbit [20]. Additionally
to SR the amplitude of a particle bunch is affected by other
contributions such as the head-tail effect [21] or decoherence from linear [22] and second-order chromaticity [23]
and amplitude detuning [22].
Recent TbT measurements for a single low intensity bunch
in SuperKEKB revealed a faster damping than expected
from SR [15], whereby the additional damping is mainly
attributed to decoherence from amplitude detuning [15].
Decoherence for lepton storage rings has presently been
investigated in [15], which also includes a new procedure to
correctly measure amplitude detuning in presence of strong
SR damping, and thus directly applicable for the FCC-ee.
While the damping is sufficiently slow for single kick excitation at the Z-pole, at top energy of 182.5 GeV, however,
the orbit is damped too fast and thus a continuous excitation
must be used. For example, in SuperKEKB a continuous
excitation is achieved using the transverse feedback system
together with an amplification. For this a reference oscillator generates a sine wave. At the betatron frequency the
phase difference between the exciter and the transverse motion is 90◦ and the oscillator locks this frequency, (phase
lock loop [24]) and thus this system is designed to excite
exactly at the natural tune. In SuperKEKB one limitation is
the available amplification, which leads in typically rather
low amplitudes, about 10 times lower compared to single
kicks [15].
Another technique to achieve a continuous excitation is
using an AC-dipole [25], which drives the beam at a tune
(𝑄 ac
𝑢 ) different from the natural tune, and thus, introduces
systematic effects which require dedicated compensation
methods [26]. The change of orbit, where 𝑢 denotes one of
the transverse coordinates 𝑥 or 𝑦, due to an AC-dipole over
turn 𝑁 is approximated by [27]
(1)
(2)

with the amplitude of the oscillating magnetic field 𝐵, the
AC-dipole length 𝐿, the magnetic rigidity 𝐵𝜌, the difference
between the driven and the natural tune 𝛿𝑢 , the amplitude
functions at an observation point and the AC-dipole 𝛽𝑢 and
𝛽0 , and the phase advance at the observation point and the
location of the AC-dipole, 𝜙𝑢 and 𝜙𝑢,0 , respectively. 𝛿𝑢 is
typically chosen to be close (|𝛿𝑢 | < 0.02) to the natural tune.
It has to be noted that in lepton storage rings, driving the
beam exactly at the natural tune with an AC-dipole could
also be envisaged since SR naturally damps the emittance
after the measurement.
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( x), ( y) [10 32 ]

In measurements the raw data is cleaned using algorithms
based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), keeping
only a certain number of modes. Afterwards, a Fourier
transformation is performed on the cleaned orbit which gives,
among others, the phases between the BPMs, the tunes and
the amplitudes at each BPM. Examples of such codes are
SUSSIX [28] or HARPY [29,30], where the latter is used for
the following studies. Together with models the output of the
harmonics analysis is then used to retrieve optics parameters
such as the phase advance or the 𝛽-function, for example
using [31, 32].
To evaluate the impact of BPM noise on optics measurements, a random Gaussian distributed noise with a rms of up
to 100 µm is included to the TbT single particle tracking data
for the Z-lattice. The initial kick of 6𝜎𝑥 and 6𝜎𝑦 is applied
at IP1 and the orbit is recorded for 500 turns at about 360
virtual BPMs, located next to quadrupoles. Single kicks are
simulated by including SR damping, while a constant excitation at the natural tune is simulated by switching it off. As a
figure-of-merit the rms phase advance error with respect to
mdl
the error free model, 𝜎(𝜇 𝑥,𝑦 ) = rms(𝜇err
𝑥,𝑦 − 𝜇 𝑥,𝑦 ), is used
and which is shown in Fig. 3. With increasing BPM noise
𝜎(𝜇 𝑥 ) and 𝜎(𝜇 𝑦 ) increase linearly, whereby including radiation damping marginally impacts the result. It can be seen in
the same figure that the vertical plane is about 20 times more
disturbed by the same random noise. This is assumed to be
from stronger vertical sextupoles and smaller vertical beam
sizes. For example a random BPM noise of 10 µm without
radiation yields a horizontal and vertical phase advance error of, respectively, 0.27 × 10−3 (2𝜋) and 5.29 × 10−3 (2𝜋).
Since only about 500 turns are used, using more turns could
reduce the error, as shown for SuperKEKB in [15] and for
LHC in [33]. For comparison, using approximately 500
turns for TbT measurements in the LHC yields a rms phase
advance error below 4 × 10−3 (2𝜋), which decreases below
10−3 (2𝜋) by using 6600 turns [33].
Scans of the initial kick amplitude are performed for both
transverse planes ranging from 2𝜎𝑥,𝑦 to 14𝜎𝑥,𝑦 , without
and with Gaussian distributed BPM noise. SR damping is
switched off. If no BPM noise is considered the relative
errors with respect to the model increase with increasing
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Figure 3: Impact of BPM resolution on horizontal (blue) and
vertical (red) rms phase advance error at Z-pole for single
kicks (No Rad.) and continuous excitation at the natural tune
(Rad.) at 6𝜎𝑥,𝑦 using 500 turns for optics measurements.
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Figure 4: Horizontal (blue) and vertical (red) rms phase
advance error over constant excitation strengths without
(points) and with (circles) 10 µm BPM noise.
driving amplitude, as shown in Fig. 4. However, by including a BPM noise of 10 µm 𝜎(𝜇 𝑥 ) and 𝜎(𝜇 𝑦 ) first decrease
with increasing oscillation amplitude, since the excitation
of the kick is greater than the noise. In this example the
minimum horizontal and vertical errors of, respectively,
0.24 × 10−3 (2𝜋) and 5.28 × 10−3 (2𝜋) are achieved with
4𝜎𝑥,𝑦 . The necessary kick is equivalent for both planes in
units of the respective beam size, however, in absolute units
the vertical kick is 3 orders of magnitude smaller. Increasing the driving amplitude further increases the relative error,
since non-linearities, here caused by sextupoles only, are
enhanced. With a larger BPM noise of 100 µm without radiation damping kicks of 12𝜎𝑥,𝑦 would be required [34],
which would introduce large amplitude detuning [34]. However, with 100 µm BPM noise and radiation damping the
optimum is found at 6𝜎𝑥,𝑦 [34], which suggests that the best
kick strength depends if single kicks or constant excitation
is performed.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Performing optics measurements for the FCC-ee is one
of the key challenges in its design. Due to its unprecedented
size and the strong synchrotron radiation damping at tt̄ running, the applicability of existing methods needs to be reevaluated, including K-modulation, ORM techniques and
TbT measurements. First TbT measurement are simulated
using SAD for the Z- and tt̄-lattices without IR solenoids. It
is found that the rms phase advance error with respect to the
ideal model increases linearly with the BPM noise. In addition, the amplitude of the excitation needs to be sufficiently
large to overcome the effect of the BPM noise. However,
large amplitudes enhance nonlinearities and may thereby
compromise the accuracy of the measurement. For example,
with a random BPM noise of 10 µm and optimum excitation
amplitude the horizontal and vertical rms phase advance
error is, respectively, 0.24 × 10−3 (2𝜋) and 5.28 × 10−3 (2𝜋).
In future studies several other optics and misalignment errors will be included and their impact on the measurement
quality evaluated. Also the excitation with an AC-dipole
will be studied in detail. Complementarily, the impact of
synchrotron radiation on the ORM measurements must be
studied, and its analysis refined to take this into account.
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THE EUROPEAN ERL ROADMAP*
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Abstract
Following the European Strategy process in 2019, five
Roadmap Panels were set up to prepare the technologies
needed for future accelerators and colliders: high-field
magnets, SRF, muon colliders, plasma wakefield accelerators and Energy Recovery Linacs (ERLs). The ERL
Roadmap Panel, consisting of ERL experts from around
the world, first developed an overview of current and future ERLs. From this it was possible to carry out a gap analysis to see what R&D would be needed, from which the
roadmap could be developed. The European ERL
Roadmap [1] focused on three main aspects: 1) the continuation and development of facility programs for which no
additional funds are needed, S-DALINAC in Darmstadt
and MESA in Mainz; 2) technology development for roomtemperature HOM damping and twin-axis SRF cavities; 3)
the timely upgrade of bERLinPro for 100 mA current and
the construction of PERLE at Orsay as a dedicated 10 MW
power multi-turn facility. The roadmap entails a vision of
a future energy frontier electron-positron and electron-hadron collider and describes a high-quality ERL program for
4.4 K SRF technology at high Q0.

INTRODUCTION
Future HEP colliders will require revolutionary advances in technology for both accelerators and detectors,
and complementary facilities will be required, as has been
shown in the past decades. In addition, energy efficiency
and other sustainability aspects will be important factors in
the design of a new facility. ERLs, which recycle the kinetic energy of a used beam for accelerating a newly injected beam to minimize the power consumption, and
avoid the emittance growth of storage rings, are set to become the technology of choice for the next generation of
HEP colliders. This will require R&D to extrapolate the
excellent results obtained in small facilities. The ERL
Roadmap Panel was charged with developing a coherent
plan, which is described in this paper.

COMPLETED FACILITIES
The landscape of past, existing and future ERLs is
shown in Figure 1 [1]. Only those ERLs that still hold a
record for at least one parameter have been retained.
ALICE [2] in Daresbury was the first European ERL. It
operated successfully for a decade until 2019, when it was
decommissioned to provide space for a medical facility.
___________________________________________

* AH was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Nuclear Physics under Contract No. DE-AC0506OR23177
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Figure 1: Landscape of past, present and proposed ERLs.
of past, present, and proposed ERLs. The dashed lines are
contours of constant beam power.
The Jefferson Lab FEL [3-6], which closed when it lost
funding, still holds records for maximum beam current recirculated in a superconducting ERL (8.5 mA), and maximum beam power (1.3 MW). The maximum power into the
building is 650 kW, underlining the energy efficiency of
ERLs.
An experiment was successfully carried out at Jefferson
Lab on CEBAF [7] to recirculate beam once around the facility, which at that time had 39 cryomodules, demonstrating that there were no unforeseen issues.

ONGOING ACTIVITIES
CBETA at Cornell was built as the first multi-pass ERL
using an FFAG lattice for all four beams, both accelerating
and decelerating [8]. All of the key performance indicators
were successfully met, showing that this concept is viable
for other facilities [9].
The Compact Energy-Recovery Linac (cERL) has been
operating since 2013 at KEK as a test accelerator operating
with a 1 mA average beam current and excellent beam
quality [10], and is now being developed for industrial applications.
The Recuperator at BINP, Novosibirsk is a normal conducting ERL [11], and includes three FELs operating in the
terahertz, far-, and mid-infrared spectral ranges. The facility holds the record for the highest bunch charge (1.5 nC),
and several records for FEL output power at different
wavelengths.
The S-DALINAC has been in operation in Darmstadt
since 1991 [12]. Initially built as a twice-recirculating machine, but a new recirculation beam line was installed allowing for the operation as an ERL. In August 2017, oncerecirculating ERL operation was demonstrated and twice
recirculating ERL mode was achieved in 2021 [13].
TUOZSP3
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MESA is a new facility being built in Mainz [14]. The
magnet system is arranged in double-sided fashion with an
accelerating cryomodule on each side. The MAGIX experiment will employ windowless gas-jet targets. Because of
the low areal density, the interaction of the beam with the
target is minimal, so energy recovery of the beam is efficient and higher luminosities can be achieved with a given
installed RF power. This will be the first ERL designed to
operate with an experimental interaction region.

NEW FACILITIES IN THE TWENTIES
The bERLinPro project at Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin
(HZB) started in 2011 [15] and is partially built and ready
to accept a cryomodule with the latest fundamental power
couplers to dynamically match the loaded cavity to the
klystron (Fig. 2). With an upgraded gun and a new cryomodule, bERLinPro aims for a recirculated single-pass
current of 100 mA. This enables a detailed study of high
current phenomena, as the cryomodule will see a current of
200 mA, more than is planned for LHeC, so this is an important step for future large ERL facilities.

KEY CHALLENGES
The electron gun must reliably produce 20 mA (and up
to 100 mA for bERLinPro and the EIC Cooler) beams with
low emittance (less than 5 mm mrad) and high bunch
charge (500 pC). This can be produced by thermionic guns
[18, 19], DC guns [20, 21], RF guns [22] and SRF guns
[23-26]. This research is proceeding, and does not need to
be specifically addressed in the ERL Roadmap.
SRF cavity and cryomodule development has made great
progress over the last decade and this can be expected to
continue. However, there some areas which are specific to
ERLs which still need R&D; system designs compatible
with high beam currents and the associated HOM excitation; handling of transients and microphonic detuning that
otherwise require a large RF overhead to maintain RF stability; enhanced cryogenic efficiency of SRF modules, notably operation at 4.5 K. All of these items are included in
the ERL R&D Roadmap and should continue to be pursued.
Multi-turn studies will be carried out at CEBAF [17] and
at PERLE [16], but simulation packages should be developed and, in particular, new diagnostic should be developed to separate beams on successive turns.

APPLICATIONS

Figure 2: Schematic of bERLinPro. From bottom left to top
right: SRF photoinjector, booster module, merger, main
linac module, and beam dump.
PERLE@Orsay is a three-pass ERL facility that is being
prepared at IJCLab by a large international collaboration
[16]. The parameters were chosen to match those of a future LHeC machine, providing a bridge to the future of
HEP in Europe. This will be the first three-pass high current ERL in the world and will be able to test all of the
technologies that will be needed.
CEBAF 5-Pass Energy Recovery Experiment [17] will
accelerate beams five times through 50 cryomodules and
then decelerate them back to the injection energy where the
beams will be dumped. This test is important as it will
demonstrate that energy recovery is possible with a large
number of cryomodules, as will be required for a high energy ERL.
The EIC at Brookhaven National Lab is currently under
construction, based on the existing RHIC collider. In order
to reach the desired luminosity (>1034cm-2s-1) Coherent
Electron Cooling is proposed, which uses an electron beam
to perform all functions of a stochastic cooler [18]: the
pick-up, the amplifier, and the kicker. The required energy
(150 MeV) and the desired current (100 mA) means that an
ERL is an absolute requirement. The parameters of this facility are the most stringent of all the proposed ERLs.
TUOZSP3
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The Roadmap focused on the future HEP colliders where
they have a bright future. But ERLs are also a natural fit
for high-power FELs, which is why Jefferson Lab adopted
an ERL for their FEL program [3-6]. The advantages are
obvious: high-power electron beams, which are needed for
high-power FELs, would be prohibitive in electrical power
and cost if the energy is not recycled. Since up to 5% of the
energy is used for the FEL, the arc(s) for the spent beams
must have a large energy acceptance. In addition, the electron beam must be carefully manipulated to ensure that the
beam losses are minimal. Now that these conditions can be
achieved, the commercial and research potential of ERLs
is set to explode in EUV lithography, e.g. [27], and Inverse
Compton Scattering [28].

SUSTAINABILITY
In any new accelerator proposal, sustainability issues
will be heavily scrutinized, be that in electricity and water
use, the overall efficiency of the facility, including reusing
the heat for other purposes (space heating, biogas production, etc.) or energy recycling. ERLs bring a new dimension. Directly returning the unused energy of the beam into
RF that can be used for acceleration is a unique feature of
ERLs. While not all of the energy can be recovered, the
overall efficiency of the process is extremely high, which
leads to a reduction in the RF power needed for acceleration, which translates into smaller RF sources and their associated power transformers (reducing the resources
needed for their production), and less electric power and
water cooling required (reduced operating costs as well as
a reduced carbon footprint). ERLs have a special place in
future colliders, given the importance of sustainability and
the reduction of electrical power and water consumption.
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THE ERL ROADMAP
ERLs represent a unique, high-luminosity, green accelerator concept for energy-frontier HEP colliders, for major
developments in lower-energy particle and nuclear physics, and for industrial applications. This is an innovative
area with far-reaching impacts on science and society.
With strongly enhanced performance, achieved with power
economy and beam dumps at injection energy, ERLs are a
vital contribution to the development of a sustainable science.
A peculiarity of the ERL roadmap and development is
that it needs operational facilities with complementary parameters and tasks to be successful. The rich global landscape of ongoing ERL facilities, including S-DALINAC
and soon MESA in Europe, which are under further development, has already been discussed.
A crucial next step towards the application of ERLs in
high-energy physics and elsewhere is to conquer the
~10MW beam power regime with higher energy and/or
high currents. This step requires addressing key technology
challenges, in particular for bright electron sources, dedicated ERL cavity and cryomodule technology (Q0 > 1010),
as well as associated techniques. These technologies are
partially available and under development in the existing
and forthcoming generation of ERL facilities. The regime
of high currents, in the range of 100mA load to SC cavities,
will be developed at BNL (EIC cooler CeC), KEK (cERL),
possibly HZB Berlin (bERLinPro), and BINP Novosibirsk
with normal-conducting, low-frequency RF. An order-ofmagnitude increase in beam energy, to 10 GeV, is the goal
of a new experiment at CEBAF. PERLE is the only facility
designed to operate at 10MW in a multi-turn configuration
and the only one proceeding in a large international collaboration.

The ERL roadmap for this decade comprises three interlinked elements (Fig. 3):
1. The continuation and development of the various facility programs, for which no funds are needed from the
particle physics field. For Europe these are S-DALINAC
in Darmstadt and MESA in Mainz (both in Germany).
2. A number of key technologies to be developed. Some
of these, such as electron sources of high brightness (reaching the 100mA electron current regime), FRTs (Fast Reactive Tuners) and, for longer term, the development of an
802 MHz, 4.4K cavity-cryomodule have been integrated in
the plans for bERLinPro and PERLE as all require beam
operation
3. The timely upgrade of bERLinPro and the construction of PERLE at Orsay are the necessary steps to move
ERLs forward to be ready for integration into large high
energy collider projects such as LHeC, FCC-ee and FCCeh. Ahead is a new era of high-power ERL operation R&D,
high-intensity low-energy experiments, and industrial applications.
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PARASITIC OPTIMIZATION OF THE TRANSFER BEAMLINE
EFFICIENCY AT ELSA
S. Witt∗ , K. Desch, D. Elsner, D. Proft, Physics Institute, University of Bonn, Germany
Abstract
The 3.2 GeV electron accelerator ELSA in Bonn consists of three acceleration stages each interconnected by
tunable transfer beamlines. The steering of the electron
beam through the transfer line from linear accelerator to the
Booster Synchrotron is currently adjusted by hand, which
limits a systematic improvement of the transfer efficiency.
An automated optimization using the “simulated annealing”
technique has been developed and integrated into the control
system to improve the situation. It allows for a continuous
optimization without interfering with usual beamtime for
experiments by utilizing the 6s off-time in between injections into the stretcher ring. In a simulation using the actual
accelerator’s settings as starting parameters, transmission
rates have been increased significantly. The methods and
results with the accelerator hardware are presented.

ELECTRON STRETCHER FACILITY ELSA

Figure 2: The transfer beamline between LINAC2 (right)
and the Booster synchrotron (left).

OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Due to the high dimensionality of the problem, optimization of the transfer efficiency is a nontrivial problem. The
interplay of different magnetic elements makes the electron
transmisson rate into the synchrotron a non-convex target
function featuring many local extrema. Due to the fact that
the magnetic elements take up to 1 s to reach the desired
magnetic field after a set command is issued, evaluations of
this target function 𝑦 𝑖 = 𝑓 (𝑥𝑖 ) are quite costly and need to
be kept to a minimum. The optimization algorithm known
as Simulated Annealing fits the problem [2], as it does not
rely on gradient information or any knowledge of the underlying target function, and is designed to escape local extrema
of non-convex target functions (see Fig. 3). The iterative

Figure 1: The Electron Stretcher Facility ELSA.
The electron stretcher facility ELSA in Bonn (Fig. 1) is
a three stage electron accelerator capable of accelerating
electrons to energies up to 3.2 GeV. The acceleration process
is cyclical: The electron gun, linear accelerator LINAC2 and
Booster Synchrotron are triggered with 50 Hz during the
injection phase into the stretcher ring, which takes around
0.5 s. Then, those first two acceleration stages idle while
the stretcher ring ramps up the electron energy and extracts
the electrons to one of the experimentation sites. This phase
typically takes 6 s, before the cycle starts over [1].
The transfer beamline between LINAC2 and the synchrotron (Fig. 2) guides the electron beam via 8 quadrupoles,
7 corrector magnets for both planes and 2 dipole magnets, all
of which are controllable from the control system software,
leading to a 24-dimensional parameter space. These parameters can be optimized to improve the transfer efficiency of
the beamline.
∗
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Figure 3: Example of Simulated Annealing on a onedimensional non-convex target function 𝑓 (𝑥).
algorithm (schematically depicted in Fig. 4) explores the
parameter space by adding random steps Δ𝑥 drawn from a
uniform distribution to the current configuration 𝑥 𝑛 of magnet strengths before evaluating the target function (resulting
transmission rate) and comparing this 𝑦 𝑡 to the previous iter-
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Figure 4: Simulated Annealing.

ation’s result 𝑦 𝑛 . Any increase in transmission leads to the
acceptance of the new configuration as initial configuration
for the following iteration, while for decreased transmission
the metropolis criterion
𝑒

𝑦𝑡 −𝑦𝑛
𝑇𝑛

?

> 𝑟,

𝑅 ∼ U[𝑎,𝑏]

is evaluated. Here, 𝑇𝑛 denotes the temperature and is taken
from a function1 falling in iterations 𝑛. If the criterion evaluates to True, the new configuration is accepted even though
it produced a decrease in transmission, otherwise the configuration is rejected and a different random step Δ𝑥 is taken
from the previous configuration 𝑥 𝑛 .
Employing the metropolis criterion therefore results in a
large probability of accepting configurations of decreased
transmission early on into the optimization process and if
the decrease is only minor, while the acceptance probability is low in the late iterations or for significant decreases.
This way, both an increased tendency for exploration at the
beginning as well as exploitation towards the maxium in the
end can be achieved (see Fig. 3).

IMPLEMENTATION
For the implementation of the optimization procedure described above, a modular approach has been chosen (Fig. 5).
This way, the optimization is an interdependent program
communicating only with the accelerator control system, allowing to switch easily between a simulation of the transfer
beamline and the actual accelerator by exchanging the target
address from the computer hosting a virtual instance of the
control system to the one of the real control system computer.
In case that the simulation, which uses the tool elegant [3],

is in use, actual transmission rates can be simulated, and additional information such as the beam envelopes is generated,
which allows easy visualization and cross-checking of the
results. When the actual accelerator is used, this information
is not availiable. So only the current in the synchrotron normalized to the emitted charge from the electron gun, which
is proportional to the transmission rate and therefore the
quantity to be optimized here, can be measured for each of
the 50 Hz trigger pulses.
As beamtime at the actual accelerator is expensive and
largely allocated to the experiments receiving the electron
beam, the optimization is best be done in a parasitic way. To
this end, the cyclicity of the acceleration (Fig. 6) as described
before can be taken advantage of: instead of idling the gun,
LINAC2 and Booster Synchrotron during the ramp up and
extraction phase, the algorithm keeps them running, simply
shutting off the injection from synchrotron into the stretcher
ring.

Figure 6: Acceleration cycle at ELSA.
A measurement of the magnetic field response to changes
in setpoint current for the beamline elements reveals a delay
time of almost 1 s (see Fig. 7). Around 5 such changes
can be performed each cycle during the extraction phase
without interfering with the ongoing operation. Of those 5,
one change needs to be allocated just before the start of the
next injection phase to reconfigure the transfer beamline into
a workable state for the experiments, and one just after the
injection to turn everything back to where the optimization
left off, leaving us with just enough time for 3 iterations of
the optimization procedure in each cycle. Concerning the
reconfiguration before injection, the best currently found
magnet settings can be employed each cycle to enable for a
continuous improvement of the beamline efficiency during
operation.

Figure 5: Code schematics.
1

An example temperature function is given by 𝑇𝑛 =
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𝑇0
1+𝑛𝛼

with 𝛼 = 0.01.

Figure 7: Current delay of magnet powersupply.
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FURTHER APPLICATIONS
The nature of the algorithm, particularly the fact that no
knowledge of the target function or any underlying physical
problem is needed allows it to be flexibly used for different
beamlines and optimization problems. For example, by redefining the target function, the beam shape and position as
observed on optionally connectible beam monitors can be
optimized towards a predefined target. The input data would
then be a Gaussian fit performed to the beam image, thus resulting in values 𝜇 𝑥 , 𝜇 𝑧 for the beam position and 𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑧 for
the width, which need to be condensed to a one-dimensional
value by use of a target function like


target
target
𝑓 (𝜇 𝑥 , 𝜇 𝑧 , 𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑧 ) = 𝑎 · (𝜇 𝑥 − 𝜇 𝑥 ) 2 + (𝜇 𝑧 − 𝜇 𝑧 ) 2


target
target
+ 𝑏 · (𝜎𝑥 − 𝜎𝑥 ) 2 + (𝜎𝑧 − 𝜎𝑧 ) 2 ,
where the additional parameters 𝑎 and 𝑏 allow to modify the
weighting of the squared deviations between beam shape and
position. In this case the target function is to be minimized.
This optimization problem has been tested and shown to
reach the target beam parameters at an availiable beamline,
proving the adaptibility and flexibility of the algorithm.

RESULTS
The quality of the optimization process depends heavily
on an appropriate choice of the hyperparameters number
of iterations, step interval size and temperature function.
During the testing, these were found by trial and error, such
that finally the following results could be obtained:
When using the simulation with the magnets configured
as it was the case with the actual accelerator at the time as
initial state, the transmission pre optimization was found to
be around 14%. Looking at the beam envelopes (Fig. 8),
which surpass the radius of the beampipe significantly, the
large losses are explained. An optimization run of 1500
iterations increased the transmission over 6-fold to around
84%. The corresponding beam envelopes are nicely confined
in the beampipe after the optimization is finished. First
results using the actual accelerator look promising as well.
In an optimization run of 1500 iterations, the synchrotron
current could be increased from around 1.4 mA initially to
over 5.3 mA (Fig. 9).

Figure 9: Optimization of accelerator beamline.

CONCLUSION
The optimization of transfer beamline transmission rate
is a problem of high dimensionality. Together with the large
cost of evaluating the target function this restricts the approches for optimization. Simulated Annealing fits the criteria for this kind of problem. The modular implementation
allows for testing with a simulated beamline or use with the
actual accelerator, and in the second case the cyclicity of the
acceleration process can be utilized to allow for parasitic optimization without interference with the ongoing accelerator
operation. Both with the simulation and the actual accelerator, the algorithm has been demonstrated to successfully
improve transmittance into the synchrotron.
In the future, the optimization can be extended to nonmagnetic parameters influencing the transmittance, such as
the synchrotron injection timing or LINAC2 energy. By implementing an autostart feature, the optimization can be run
continually and automatically during beamtime. Longterm
evaluations of the found optima might also be used to judge
drifts due to temperature and other external factors.
Besides, further optimization problems at different beamlines (e.g. between Booster Synchrotron and stretcher ring
or to the experiments) and with different target functions can
be tackled by adapting the existing algorithm.
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UPGRADE OF THE 25 MW RF STATION FOR THE LINEAR
ACCELERATOR LINAC2 AT ELSA
D. Proft∗ , K. Desch, D. Elsner, M. Switka, Physics Institute, University of Bonn, Germany
Abstract
At the Electron Stretcher Facility ELSA in Bonn the first
acceleration stage consists of a 3 GHz traveling wave linear
accelerator. It was powered by a 25 MW pulsed high power
klystron amplifier, which had been in use for the last thirty
years. After a major failure and due to the lack of spare
part availability the RF station was rebuilt. In addition to a
new klystron including its high voltage tank, the new setup
also consists of major upgrades of the infrastructure, the
pulse forming network and the safety interlocks to satisfy
the contemporary requirements.
A new monitoring system consisting of multi-channel
sampling ADCs allows for automatic pulse-by-pulse analysis
of the klystron parameters and simultaneous evaluation of
RF performance and stability.
In this contribution we will present the new RF station
setup, which has successfully been operating since the beginning of 2021 as well as the new monitoring capabilities.

ELECTRON STRETCHER FACILITY
At the Electron Stretcher Facility ELSA (see Fig. 1) polarized or unpolarized electrons are accelerated to energies
of up to 3.2 GeV within a three-staged accelerator scheme
including a Linac, the Booster Synchrotron and the ELSA
stretcher ring [1]. The first and second stage of the facility
are synchronized to the mains frequency of 50 Hz and consist of either a source for polarized electrons or a thermionic
gun, operated at 50 kV and a traveling wave Linac. The following Booster Synchrotron further accelerates the electrons
and transfers them to the main storage ring at an energy of
1.2 GeV. After accumulating typically 30 mA in the stretcher
ring, the electrons are accelerated to 3.2 GeV and then slowly
extracted to either two experimental sites for hadron physics
experiments (E1 and E2) or to a second beamline dedicated
for detector testing (E3) at user controllable rates between
200 Hz and 625 MHz.

Linac Section
The S band Linac (LINAC2) is used to accelerate 1 µs long
electron pulses with a charge of up to 100 nC to a central
energy of 26 MeV with an energy spread of below 5 %. It
is powered by a 12.5 MW RF station with a frequency of
2.9987 GHz.
As the transfer beamline to the booster synchrotron comprises a 90° deflection dipole (see Fig. 1, lower left), a slit
system behind the magnet is used in the feedback loop of
a PID controller to stabilize the central electron energy by
slightly adjusting the RF power provided to the Linac.
∗
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Figure 1: Sketch of the electron stretcher facility ELSA.

RF STATION UPGRADE
As the previously installed Linac klystron1 showed degraded performance, major parts of the RF station were
reconstructed in favor for a new type of klystron2 . With
the klystron a new high voltage tank, including a new pulse
transformer, was installed.
Furthermore, major parts of the infrastructure (e.g. cooling system and its monitoring, SF6 gas handling in the
waveguides, auxiliary power supplies with digital PLC interface) were also upgraded and extended to match the requirements. A new thyristor-based power supply for heating
of the klystron’s filament was developed in-house. It allows
for stabilization of the heater current within 0.5 % and long
term drifts smaller than 0.75 % at a peak output power of
1 kW.
Table 1: Modulator Specifications
Property

Value

PFN total capacity
PFN impedance
peak (nominal) PFN voltage
HV pulse duration
RF pulse duration

650 nF
4.3 Ω
30 kV (26.5 kV)
ca. 4 µs
ca. 3 µs

The existing modulator (for specs see Table 1), consisting
of a high voltage power supply (HVPS) for charging of the
pulse forming network’s (PFN) capacitors to 30 kV, was
largely reused with the new setup. The PFN’s impedance
and HV pulse duration were compatible. Nevertheless, a
new tail clipper diode assembly for suppression of reflections
from the klystron tank was installed into the PFN cabinet as
replacement to the previously installed one that was located
inside the tank but had to be disassembled due to space
constraints.
1
2

F2042E by Thomson-CSF, France
TH2100D by Thales, France
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Figure 4: First part of the PFN voltage pulse 𝑈PFN with
different ferrites installed and without ferrites as reference
(blue).

Figure 2: PFN voltage pulse 𝑈PFN and corresponding
Fourier transformation measured at the HV cable terminal
without (blue) and with (red) ferrites installed at 𝑈HVPS of
15 kV.
The existing stand-alone 3 GHz-signal generator with subsequent pre-amplifying klystron with an output power of up
to 180 W with 3 µs pulse duration could be reused. Due to
the much higher amplification gain of the new klystron in
respect to the old one the required power is now limited to
below 13 W.

Ringing & Ferrite Reactor
During the first commissioning stage a large ringing with
a frequency of 𝑓ring = 4.3 MHz and overshoot of 80 % was
observed on the PFN output voltage 𝑈PFN (see Fig. 2, blue
and Fig. 3). Countermeasures for these distortions have been
implemented, as the large overshoot of almost twice the signal height introduces stress on the dielectric medium of the
high voltage cable connecting the PFN to the klystron tank.
The corresponding ringing had been also noticeable on the
secondary side of the klystron tank’s HV pulse transformer.
Simulations of an equivalent circuit with ngspice revealed, that stray capacitances 𝐶𝑠 of the newly installed tail
clipper diode and the HV cable together with the stray inductance 𝐿𝑠 of the pulse transformer formed a resonant circuit
that is excited by the steep voltage slope right after thyratron
switch-on. This was confirmed by altering the stray capacitance by bypassing up to 13 of the 20 diodes connected in
series for the tail clipper diode arrangement. With different
values for the stray capacitance 𝐶𝑠 + Δ𝐶 the shift of the

Figure 3: Minimized schematics of the PFN circuit showing
the position of the newly installed ferrites.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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corresponding resonance frequency 𝜔 (Δ𝐶) of the circuit
given by
1
𝜔 (Δ𝐶) =
,
√𝐿𝑠 ⋅ (𝐶𝑠 + Δ𝐶)
can be measured via Fourier transformation of 𝑈PFN (compare Fig. 2 for frequency spectrum with 20 connected diodes
resulting in Δ𝐶 = 0). Finally, 𝐶𝑠 = 2.76(33) nF and
𝐿𝑠 = 503(52) nH could be determined.
As a countermeasure the installation of an RC snubber
circuit on the PFN output was considered, but was discarded
due to severe reduction of the usable HV pulse flattop duration and thus limiting the utilizable RF pulse duration.
Furthermore the installation of a low inductance high voltage resistor beside a high voltage capacitance inside the PFN
cabinet would have required a complete reconstruction of
the cabinet.
A more compact approach was given by the installation
of ferrite ring cores around the terminal of the thyratron to
introduce a lossy absorber and thus reduce the ringing as
well as the overshoot [2]. A wide variety of ferrites with
base materials MnZn and NiZn and different compositions
was tested, that were selected based on the permeability 𝜇,
the magnetic flux density at saturation 𝐵max , the coercivity
𝐻𝑐 and the remanence 𝐵𝑟 . Additionally, materials with peak
amplitude of the complex permeability 𝜇″𝑠 in the range of
𝑓ring were chosen. As the thyratron terminal connection has
a diameter of 35 mm, the geometric properties were chosen
depending on the inner diameter and a sufficiently large
surface area.
As an example, in Fig. 4 the first 0.8 µs-portion of the PFN
voltage pulse 𝑈PFN for a selection of two materials (N87 and
Material 43, compare Table 2) at half of the maximum HVPS
voltage (15 kV) is shown. Similar measurements were conducted for each material with multiple different quantities of
ferrites. Based on these findings, a combination of different
materials and geometric dimensions was installed, that was
verified to be the best choice with respect to a suppression
of the overshoot and reduction of the ringing during the
pulse’s flat top. The final composition consists of 4×N87,
2×Material 43 and 6×3C90 ferrites and is depicted in Fig. 5.
It yields a decreased ringing by a factor of 4.8 and a suppression of the overshoot by a factor of two. Moreover, with
TUPOST002
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Table 2: Specifications for Different Ferrites
Material
manufacturer
base material
𝜇
𝐵max / mT
𝐻𝑐 / A m−1
𝐵r / mT
Peak 𝜇″𝑠 / MHz
inner diameter / mm
outer diameter / mm
width / mm

3C90

N87

Mat. 43

Ferroxcube
MnZn
2300
470
16
170
2
37.7/39.7
63.4/80.4
25.3/15.3

TDK
MnZn
2200
490
21
175
1.1
36
65.3
26.6

Fair Rite
NiZn
800
350
29
220
4
35.6
61
12.7

Figure 5: Ferrite cores (2xN87, 1xMat. 43, 6x3C90, 1xMat.
43, 2xN87) consisting of three different materials and sizes.
the use of the ferrites the utilizable flat top pulse duration
is decreased only by less than 100 ns. The corresponding
pulse and Fourier transformation are shown in Fig. 2 (red).
Furthermore it was evaluated that an inverse premagnetization (and thus an increased hysteresis loss) of
the ferrites can increase the overall suppression. Therefore,
the HVPS was connected directly to the thyratron terminal
leading to the HVPS current flowing in opposite direction
through the ferrites during loading of the capacitors. As
the maximum HVPS charging current is limited to 1 A, no
noteworthy effect could be monitored.

New Waveguide
The existing vacuum window3 , a waveguide section including a 50 dB directional coupler and a hybrid splitter
adjacent to it for powering a 3 GHz prebuncher remained in
use to avoid breaking of the Linac structure’s vacuum. As
the waveguide dimensions of 66.4 mm×29.5 mm differ from
the WR284 waveguide output of the new klystron an interconnecting taper adapter was required. Due to long manufacturer lead times, a short taper with length 𝑙taper = 26.25 mm
was made of stainless steel in the university machine shop
instead of one with the ideal length [3] of 𝑙taper = 72.33 mm.
Simulations with CST4 predict a resulting VSWR = 1.04
which is considered acceptable, but could be improved in
the future (VSWR = 1.002 for an ideal taper length). Directly before the taper an additional 50 dB directional coupler is mounted. With this the waveguide could be verified to operate sufficiently with a klystron output power of
𝑃out ≈ 15 MW at a VSWR of 1.30(3) including the reflections at the Linac structure.
3
4

TH19417 by Thomson-CSF, France
CST Studio Suite, CST Microwave Studio, 2008. http://www.cst.com
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MONITORING
The safety interlock and monitoring system based on a
PLC was completely revised to support the new power supplies connected via PROFIBUS. The interlock’s response
time is lower than 8 ms, thus being capable of shutting down
the modulator after one faulty pulse or in case of violated
operation conditions.

Pulse Monitoring
A real-time pulse monitoring system is currently under
commissioning that is capable of digitizing the PFN voltage
pulses, the klystron current and voltage pulses as well as
the forward and reflected RF pulse amplitudes measured
by directional couplers in the waveguide. The monitoring
system uses an in-house developed 32 channel differential
FPGA-based sampling ADC [4] with 40 MSPS per channel.
The input pulse shaper and amplification of each channel
were adjusted individually to enable for full 16 bit resolution in the digitization chain. The FPGA sends the digitized
pulses (512 data points per channel) via Ethernet to a computer from where they are distributed for further processing.
Hence the system is able to analyze the signals provided on a
pulse-by-pulse basis. From each pulse several features, such
as flattop amplitude (and RMS), rise time and integral are
extracted and either brought to display in the control system
or used as (slow) interlock criterion for machine protection.
In case of detection of erroneous pulse shapes a shutdown
within 100 ms (worst case) is achievable. In this way, it enables for early detection of degradation effects regarding
the klystron output power as well as online performance
monitoring.

SUMMARY & OUTLOOK
The new modulator and klystron have been successfully
operating since the beginning of 2021 with excellent reliability and ≈ 3000 operation hours. The ongoing improvements
include the finalization of the pulse-by-pulse monitoring and
its integration into the interlock and control system.
As a future upgrade, the replacement of the existing 3 GHz
generator and the pre-amplifying low power klystron by a
solid state amplifier is currently evaluated. Furthermore, it is
currently examined if a low level RF system can be installed
for beam loading compensation, and thus, reduction of the
energy spread of the Linac.
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RF VOLTAGE CALIBRATION USING
PHASE SPACE TOMOGRAPHY IN THE CERN SPS
D. Quartullo∗ , S. Albright, H. Damerau, A. Lasheen,
G. Papotti, C. Zisou, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Voltage calibration using longitudinal phase-space tomography is a purely beam-based technique to determine the
effective RF voltage experienced by a bunch. It was applied
in the SPS, separately to each of its six accelerating travelling wave structures. A low spread in voltage errors was
obtained by carefully optimizing the number of acquired
bunch profiles. The technique moreover provided the relative phases of the cavities, which allowed their alignment to
be checked. Pairs of cavities were measured as well to validate the consistency of the single-cavity voltages. The beam
measurements were repeated after several months to confirm the reproducibility of the results. Longitudinal beam
dynamics simulations, including the full SPS impedance
model, were performed as a benchmark. The aim was to
verify that the effect of the cable transfer-function on the
bunch profiles can be neglected, as well as collective effects
and small errors in the accelerator parameters.

INTRODUCTION
Longitudinal phase-space tomography is used to reconstruct the bunch distribution in longitudinal phase-space
from a set of measured bunch profiles as input [1–5]. The
discrepance 𝐷 gives the average of the absolute differences
between measured and reconstructed profiles. The discrepance usually decreases during the iterative reconstruction
̂ after a
process and converges to an equilibrium value 𝐷
sufficient number of iterations.
The actual RF voltage 𝑉d acting on the beam and the
phase position 𝜑
̂s of the bucket center with respect to the
acquisition trigger are difficult to measure with conventional
techniques. The voltage 𝑉d can be considerably different
from the programmed one 𝑉p , due to the limited precision
of electrical voltage measurements and collective effects.
Longitudinal tomography can be used to determine 𝑉d
and 𝜑
̂s [6, 7]. One approach is to perform tomographic reconstructions for (𝑉rf , 𝜑s ) pairs forming a rectangular grid,
̂ determines the actual
then the pair giving the minimum 𝐷
𝑉d and 𝜑
̂s . An alternative method uses a minimization algô in
rithm which creates a path converging to the minimum 𝐷
the (𝑉rf , 𝜑s ) parameter space (Fig. 1, middle).
In this paper, tomography-based voltage calibrations are
applied to the SPS fundamental-harmonic RF system. Firstly,
voltage-calibration results derived from measurements taken
in 2021 are reported. Then, the consistency and reliability of
the voltage errors are verified by examining the synchrotron
oscillations of the measured profiles, by applying calibrations to multiple cavities, and by using simulated bunch∗

danilo.quartullo@cern.ch

Figure 1: Left: example of bunch profiles measured in
2021 at SPS flat bottom. Only cavity 3 was active with
𝑉p = 1.2 MV. Middle: corresponding voltage calibration.
Right: phase-space reconstruction at injection. The measured (black) and reconstructed (red) bunch profiles overlap.
profile data as input for tomography. Finally, preliminary
results from voltage calibrations done in 2022 are reported.

MEASUREMENTS SETUP
Beam measurements were performed at SPS injection
energy during the first 23 ms (Fig. 1, left). A bunch with
low intensity 𝑁p < 5 ⋅ 109 p/b (protons per bunch) and
smallest possible longitudinal emittance was generated by
longitudinal shaving in the PSB and accelerated in the PS
like a conventional single bunch for the LHC. The resulting
bunch length at extraction from the PS was only about 1 ns.
Measurements were done in a single-harmonic RF system.
Only one (or a subset) of the six accelerating RF cavities was
active during a given cycle. Although the recorded bunch
intensity was small, the Low Level RF (LLRF) One-Turn
Delay Feedback (OTDFB) for beam-loading compensation
was activated, since the set point of the OTDFB defines the
voltage reference in the SPS [8].
Energy and phase mismatches between the PS and the
SPS led to significant dipole oscillations (Fig. 1, left), which
are crucial for tomography-based voltage calibrations. The
beam-based LLRF loops were disabled to avoid damping
dipole oscillations during measurements.

VOLTAGE CALIBRATIONS IN 2021
Two sets of measurements were taken in July and October.
Five accelerator cycles were measured for each cavity to
verify the reproducibility of results. The dependence of the
relative voltage-error 𝜉e = (𝑉d − 𝑉p )/𝑉p on the number of
synchrotron periods 𝑁𝑇s used for voltage calibrations was
investigated (Fig. 2). The measurement of 𝜉e reached a
convergence between 4 and 5 synchrotron periods, therefore
only the voltage errors with 𝑁𝑇s ∈ [4, 5] were considered.
Table 1 summarizes the voltage-calibration results. The
average voltage errors vary between -21% and +3%, with
spreads all within 1%. Comparing corresponding measure-
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Table 2: Voltage calibration results for multiple cavities. For
each pair of cavities, results from measurements taken in July
(first row) and October (second row) are reported. All the
cavities together were measured only in October (last row).
From left to right: measured cavities, total programmed voltage, total detected voltage, sum of the single-cavity detected
voltages (taken from Table 1), relative difference between
total and single-cavity sum detected voltages, phase position
of the bucket center. Columns from 3 to 6 report values
averaged over five cycles. The average phase positions are
evaluated considering cavity 1 as reference.
Figure 2: Voltage errors of cavity 1 as a function of the
number of synchrotron periods considered for voltage calibrations, using as input the beam measurements taken in
October 2021. The results of the five measured cycles are
marked with a different color, the red line represents the
average. The reported voltage-error average and spread are
computed by considering only the data in the shaded area,
where convergence is reached.
Table 1: Voltage calibration results for single cavities using
measurements taken in July (first row) and October (second
row). From left to right: cavity number, programmed voltage, average detected voltage, average voltage error with
spread, average phase position of the bucket center with
spread. The average phase positions are evaluated considering cavity 1 as reference.
C

𝑉p
[MV]

⟨𝑉d ⟩
[MV]

⟨𝜉𝑒 ⟩ ± spread
[%]

⟨̂
𝜑s ⟩ ± spread
[deg]

1

0.9

2

0.9

3

1.2

4

0.9

5

0.9

6

1.2

0.927
0.927
0.843
0.839
0.956
0.950
0.783
0.784
0.753
0.749
1.058
1.076

3.0 ± 0.7
3.0 ± 1.0
−6.3 ± 1.0
−6.8 ± 0.3
−20.4 ± 0.7
−20.8 ± 0.4
−13.0 ± 0.9
−12.9 ± 0.2
−16.4 ± 0.8
−16.8 ± 0.7
−11.8 ± 0.7
−10.3 ± 0.2

0 ± 0.3
0 ± 1.0
3.4 ± 0.6
5.4 ± 0.5
0 ± 0.8
0.6 ± 0.8
−0.2 ± 1.0
−0.2 ± 0.6
0.3 ± 0.9
1.0 ± 0.8
−3.3 ± 0.3
−2.6 ± 0.6

ments taken in July and October, the largest difference in
average 𝜉e is just 1.5%. Cavities 2 and 6 have the largest
phase error with respect to the vector sum of all the cavities.
The spreads of the bucket-center phases are within 1 deg.
Voltage calibrations were also applied to pairs of cavities
and to all the cavities together. The goal was to verify that
the vector sum of multiple cavities was close to the sum of
the individual cavity voltages. Table 2 shows the results,
the differences between total detected voltages and sums of
single-cavity voltages are below 1%.
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C

𝑉p
[MV]

⟨𝑉d ⟩
[MV]

Σ⟨𝑉d ⟩
[MV]

⟨𝑉d ⟩ − Σ⟨𝑉d ⟩
[%]

⟨̂
𝜑s ⟩
[deg]

1,2

1.8

3,6

2.4

4,5

1.8

All

6.0

1.771
1.766
2.020
2.029
1.546
1.537
5.333

1.770
1.766
2.014
2.026
1.536
1.533
5.325

0.1
0.0
0.3
0.1
0.6
0.3
0.2

1.7
3.1
−1.1
−0.9
0.4
1.1
1.5

CONSISTENCY CHECKS USING
SYNCHROTRON FREQUENCY RATIOS
To confirm that single-cavity voltage errors were consistent with respect to each other, small-amplitude synchrotron
frequency 𝑓s,0 ratios were computed as either square roots of
detected-voltage ratios or as ratios of synchrotron periods.
Detected voltages were derived from voltage calibrations,
whereas the synchrotron periods were evaluated by examining the evolution of dipole bunch oscillations.
As an example, Fig. 3 compares cycles measured with
either cavity 1 or 5. The average synchrotron periods are
3.46 ms and 3.87 ms for cavities 1 and 5, respectively. The
ratio of synchrotron periods is 1.12, whereas the 𝑓s,0 ratio
using average detected-voltages (Table 1) is 1.11. Thus, the
two methods agree within 1%, indicating that the voltage
errors are consistent amongst each other.

BENCHMARKS WITH SIMULATED DATA
To benchmark the tomography-based voltage calibration
method and study potential systematic errors, realistic macroparticle simulations were performed with the CERN BLonD
code [9] and the simulated profiles (Fig. 4, top right) were
used as input for the analysis.
To compare with measurements, the simulated initial distribution had 𝑁p = 5 ⋅ 109 p/b and a bunch length of 1 ns.
The assumed RF voltage was 0.9 MV. The full SPS longitudinal impedance model and space charge [10] were added in
simulations (Fig. 4, top left), but the effect of the OTDFB
was not included. The transfer function of the cables connecting the longitudinal pick-ups to the acquisition system
was applied to the simulated profiles, making them more
similar to the measured ones.
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Figure 3: Bunch-position evolutions for cycles measured
with only cavity 1 (top) or cavity 5 (bottom), the programmed
voltage is 0.9 MV. The bunch positions are the middle points
of the profiles FWHM. For each plot, the vertical lines determine one synchrotron period.

Figure 5: Voltage errors (left) and phase positions of the
bucket centers (right) as a function of the number of synchrotron periods used for voltage calibrations. The measurements were taken in early 2022 (only one cycle per cavity).
The programmed voltage was 1.37 MV (4 sections) for cavities 3 and 6, 0.86 MV (3 sections) for the other cavities. The
voltage errors at 𝑁𝑇s = 3 are reported in the legend.
As Fig. 5 shows, the voltage errors were improved compared to those found in 2021. The phase alignments between
cavities were better in 2022, with a maximum misalignment
of only 1 deg. The sum of the six programmed voltages
(6.16 MV) differs from the sum of single-cavity detected
voltages (6.27 MV) by less than 2%. This confirms that the
electrical voltage calibrations were successful.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4: Top left: example of simulated profile (blue) with
space-charge (red), impedance (orange) and total (green)
induced voltages. Top right: simulated profiles used for
voltage calibration. The red line marks the cycle time 9.5 ms.
Bottom left: outcome of the voltage calibration. Bottom
right: phase-space reconstruction at 9.5 ms.
The tomographic reconstructions needed for the voltage
calibration were performed without including collective effects, as done for the calibrations with measured data. The
assumed RF voltage was reproduced with an error of just
0.1% (Fig. 4, bottom left). Then, using the same simulated
profiles, the voltage calibration was repeated introducing an
error of 1% in the design momentum. The obtained 𝜉𝑒 was
just 0.4%. This validated the voltage-calibration method and
also indicated that the effect of the cable transfer-function
on the profiles can be neglected, as well as collective effects
and small inaccuracies in the accelerator parameters.

PRELIMINARY VOLTAGE
CALIBRATIONS IN 2022
More accurate electrical gap-voltage calibrations for all
the SPS cavities were performed in January 2022. A new
set of beam measurements was taken and tomography-based
voltage calibrations were performed.

Voltage calibration using longitudinal tomography was
applied to the SPS accelerating RF cavities. First measurements in 2021 indicated voltage errors up to 21% and showed
a good phase alignment between cavities, except for cavities 2 and 6. Two sets of measurements taken in July and
October provided very similar results.
Voltage calibrations for multiple cavities were also performed. The disagreements between total detected voltages
and sums of single-cavity voltages were below 1%. This validated the voltage error found for each cavity. Estimates of
synchrotron-frequency ratios using either detected voltages
or synchrotron periods indicated that the voltage errors of
the six cavities were consistent with respect to each other.
Realistic macro-particle simulations were performed and
the simulated profiles were used as input for voltage calibration. The voltage errors were below 1%, showing that the
results obtained with the measured profiles can be trusted.
Tomography-based voltage calibrations were repeated in
early 2022 after the realization of more accurate electrical
RF voltage measurements. Voltage errors were significantly
lower than the ones found in 2021, all the cavities were
aligned within 1 deg, and the difference between the sum of
programmed voltages and the sum of single-cavity detected
voltages was less than 2%. This confirmed the success of
the electrical measurement campaign.
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FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT RF VOLTAGE CALIBRATION USING
LONGITUDINAL TOMOGRAPHY IN THE CERN PSB
D. Quartullo∗ , S. Albright, H. Damerau, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Longitudinal phase-space tomography reconstructs the
phase-space distribution from a set of bunch profiles and
the accelerator parameters, which includes the RF voltage.
The quality of the reconstruction depends on the accuracy
to which these parameters are known. Therefore, it can be
used for beam-based RF voltage calibration by analysing
oscillations of a mismatched bunch. The actual RF voltage
may be different from the programmed one due to uncertainties of the electrical gap voltage measurements and intensity
effects. Tomography-based RF voltage calibration was systematically performed with low-intensity bunches in all four
rings of the PS Booster (PSB) at injection and extraction
energy. For each of the three RF cavities present in a given
ring, the calibration was performed separately to extract the
voltage errors while avoiding any influence of phase misalignments. The number of synchrotron oscillation periods
available for the voltage calibration was constrained by the
short duration of the PSB flat-bottom and top. Longitudinal
beam dynamics simulations using the full PSB impedance
model were performed to benchmark the results provided by
the calibrations.

INTRODUCTION
Longitudinal tomography is a beam-based technique able
to reconstruct the bunch distribution in longitudinal phasespace [1–4]. The main inputs are the measured bunch profiles, the output is the phase-space distribution whose projections best match the measured profiles. The discrepancy
𝐷 represents the degree of matching between measured and
reconstructed profiles. In a tomographic reconstruction, 𝐷
̂ after
typically decreases and reaches an asymptotic value 𝐷
a sufficiently large number of iterations.
Tomography provides accurate results only when certain
accelerator and beam parameters are known. While parameters like beam energy are normally known with high precision, the actual voltage 𝑉d acting on the beam and the phase
position 𝜑
̂s of the bucket center with respect to the trigger
are difficult to measure. In particular, 𝑉d can be significantly
different from the programmed voltage 𝑉p , due to uncertainties in electrical voltage measurements and collective
effects.
Tomography can be used to find 𝑉d and 𝜑
̂s [5–7] by dê . Two
termining the 𝑉rf and 𝜑s values which minimize 𝐷
methods can be used, as shown in Fig.1. The first one com̂ for 𝑉rf - 𝜑s pairs forming a rectangular grid to obtain
putes 𝐷
̂ . The second method relies on a minimizathe minimum 𝐷
̂ for selected 𝑉rf - 𝜑s pairs
tion algorithm which computes 𝐷
̂.
and creates a path converging to the minimum 𝐷
∗
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Figure 1: Top: bunch profiles measured with the S7 cavity at
injection (left) and extraction (right) energy with 𝑉p = 4 kV.
Middle: voltage calibrations using as input the corresponding measured profiles shown above. Bottom: corresponding
phase-space reconstructions at turn 1. The reconstructed
(red) bunch profiles match well the measured (black) ones.
Bunch oscillations are needed for voltage calibration: if
the bunch is perfectly matched, low discrepancy values are
obtained with any voltage, since the longitudinal emittance
is a free parameter.
The PSB consists of four superposed rings. Each ring is
equipped with three independent RF cavities [8] in sectors 5
(S5), 7 (S7) and 13 (S13). In this contribution, tomographybased voltage calibration is applied to all the PSB RF cavities,
at injection and extraction energies.

MEASUREMENTS SETUP
Beam measurements were performed at injection and extraction energies in each of the four PSB rings. The voltage
at ℎ = 1 in each of the cavities S5, S7 and S13 was measured
separately in each ring for constant programmed voltages of
4 kV, 5 kV, 6 kV and 7.5 kV. For each combination of ring,
cavity and programmed voltage, ten cycles were recorded.
Low Level RF (LLRF) beam phase and radial loops were
disabled to avoid damping bunch oscillations. The beam
had low intensity to limit the influence of collective effects.
At flat-bottom, measurements started at injection and extended for the entire flat-bottom duration of 0.6 ms. At
injection, the beam from Linac4 had a rectangular shape
in the (𝑑𝑡, 𝑑𝐸) phase space and was not matched to the RF
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Figure 2: Voltage errors as a function of the programmed
voltages for different numbers of synchrotron periods considered for voltage calibration: 𝑁𝑇s = 1 (magenta), 1.5 (yellow)
and 2.5 (black). Beam measurements were taken with the
S13 cavity in ring 1 at extraction energy. For a given programmed voltage and 𝑁𝑇s , the dots represent voltage errors
for the ten measured accelerator cycles.
bucket, leading to strong quadrupole oscillations (Fig.1, top
left). The bunch intensity, 𝑁𝑝 , was below 8 ⋅ 1010 p/b.
At extraction energy, measurements started at the beginning of the flat-top and extended for 10 ms. A larger time
span could not be used due to the start of the extraction
synchronization. Before the beginning of the flat-top, fast
jumps of the programmed RF voltage enhanced quadrupole
oscillations, while the transient when opening the phase
loop created dipole oscillations (Fig.1, top right). The bunch
intensity was below 3 ⋅ 1010 p/b.

VOLTAGE CALIBRATION RESULTS
Voltage calibrations were performed with beam measurements recorded in early 2022. We studied how the relative
voltage-error 𝜉e = (𝑉d − 𝑉p )/𝑉p varied when the number 𝑁𝑇s of synchrotron periods used for calibration was increased (Fig. 2). The measured time spans were sufficient
to obtain convergence in all the cases, except for some cycles at flat-bottom with 𝑉p = 4 kV. Convergence in 𝜉e was
reached for 𝑁𝑇s = 2.5 and 𝑁𝑇s = 0.9 at flat-top and bottom,
respectively.
The voltage errors reported in Fig. 3 are those obtained
at convergence. They vary between -7% and -20%, the S7
cavity provides the smallest voltage errors, whereas the S13
cavity gives the largest 𝜉e , except in ring 2.
A cavity which provides lower 𝜉e at flat-bottom also gives
lower 𝜉e at flat-top, indicating that the voltage errors are consistent amongst each other. For a given ring and cavity, 𝜉e
varies by maximum 3% going from flat-bottom to flat-top.
Each group of ten measured cycles has usually a voltageerror spread within 1%, indicating an excellent reproducibility of results from cycle to cycle. The voltage-error spreads
due to different 𝑉p are below 3%.
The voltage errors at flat-bottom presented in Fig. 3 correspond well (within 4%) with voltage errors evaluated from
beam measurements taken in 2021 (Fig. 4).
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Figure 3: Voltage errors as a function of the programmed
voltage for the S5 (blue), S7 (red) and S13 (green) cavities in
each PSB ring at flat-bottom (left) and top (right). The beam
measurements were taken in 2022. For a given beam energy,
ring, cavity, and programmed voltage, the voltage errors for
the ten measured acceleration cycles are represented by dots.
In each plot, the voltage-error averages and spreads varying
𝑉p are reported for the three cavities.

ESTIMATION OF SYNCHROTRON
FREQUENCY RATIOS
As a cross-check that the obtained results were consistent amongst each other, we computed small-amplitude synchrotron frequency 𝑓s,0 ratios either as square roots of voltage
ratios or as ratios of synchrotron periods. The synchrotron
periods were derived by examining the evolutions of bunchprofile positions and lengths, which were computed by using
the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM).
As an example at flat-bottom, we considered two cycles
with 𝑉p = 5 kV (Fig. 5, top). The first cycle was measured
in ring 4 with the S13 cavity, providing 𝜉e = −17.9% and
𝑉d = 4.10 kV, whereas the second cycle was measured in
ring 1 with the S7 cavity, giving 𝜉e = −7.9% and 𝑉d =
4.60 kV. The 𝑓s,0 ratio was 1.06 using 𝑉d or synchrotronperiod values, indicating an excellent agreement between
the two methods.
At extraction energy, we examined two cycles with 𝑉p =
4 kV (Fig. 5, bottom). The first cycle was measured in
ring 1 with the S13 cavity, providing 𝑉d = 3.28 kV, the
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Figure 4: Voltage errors as a function of 𝑉p for the S5 (blue),
S7 (red) and S13 (green) cavities in each PSB ring at flatbottom. The beam measurements were taken in 2021. For a
given ring, cavity, and programmed voltage, the voltage errors for the ten measured acceleration cycles are represented
by dots. Averages and spreads varying 𝑉p are reported.

Figure 5: Top: examples of bunch-length evolution for two
cycles at flat-bottom with 𝑉p = 5 kV. Left: S13 measured in
ring 4. Right: S7 measured in ring 1. Bottom: examples of
bunch-position evolution for two cycles at flat-top with 𝑉p =
4 kV. Left: S13 measured in ring 1. Right: S7 measured
in ring 3. The bunch lengths are derived by computing the
FWHM of the measured bunch profiles, the bunch positions
correspond to the central points of the FWHM. For each
plot, the vertical lines determine half (top) or one (bottom)
synchrotron period, whose values are given as numbers.
second cycle was measured in ring 3 with the S7 cavity,
giving 𝑉d = 3.60 kV. The 𝑓s,0 ratios using detected voltages
and synchrotron periods were 1.05 and 1.03, respectively,
showing a good agreement (within 2%) between the two
methods.

BENCHMARKS WITH SIMULATED DATA
Beam-dynamics simulations including collective effects
and using realistic initial bunch distributions were performed

Figure 6: Left, from top to bottom: simulated profiles at
injection energy, profile (blue) at 0.3 ms with space charge
(red), impedance (orange) and total (green) induced voltages,
voltage calibration. Right: corresponding plots for simulated
profiles at extraction energy.
with the CERN BLonD code [9]. The goal was to verify that
voltage calibrations using the simulated profiles provided as
result the RF voltage (4 kV) assumed in simulations.
At flat-bottom, the bunch intensity was 𝑁𝑝 = 8 ⋅ 1010 p/b
and the space charge was modelled as an inductive
impedance with |𝑍/𝑛| = 640 Ω [10]. The voltage calibration provided a voltage error of just −0.5% (Fig. 6, left).
At flat-top, the induced voltage was dominated by the
resistive impedance of the RF cavities, the space charge
voltage (|𝑍/𝑛| = 17 Ω) became almost negligible. Figure 6
(right) shows that 𝜉e was only -0.2%. The voltage difference
was just 7 V, much lower than the peak induced voltage of
500 V during bunch oscillations: the induced voltage was
mostly resistive, so the bunch synchrotron frequency, and
therefore 𝑉d , was only slightly affected by collective effects.

CONCLUSIONS
Tomography-based voltage calibrations were systematically applied in the PSB. The measured time-spans were in
general sufficient to obtain convergence in voltage errors,
which arrived up to 20%. The spreads from cycle to cycle
were negligible. The spreads due to different programmed
voltages and beam energies were small. Since the transfer
function for the gap return has approximately constant gain
over the considered frequency range and is independent of
signal amplitude, this was expected.
Synchrotron frequency ratios were computed using detected voltages and synchrotron periods. The agreements
were good, demonstrating the consistency of the voltagecalibration results. Benchmarks with realistic simulated
profiles provided voltage errors below 1%, indicating that
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the voltage calibrations applied to the measured profiles are
reliable.
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Viera Stopjakova, UEF FEI, Slovak University of Technology, Bratislava, Slovakia
Abstract
Recent studies showed that the transverse feedback system noise floor in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) must
be reduced by at least factor of two in order to operate the
machine with large beam-beam tune shift as foreseen in
the High Luminosity (HL) LHC. Also, the future feedback
system foreseen to suppress the LHC Crab Cavity noise relies on improved noise performance of the beam position
measurement system. An upgrade program was launched to
lower the LHC transverse feedback system noise floor during
the LHC Long Shutdown II. A new generation, very low
noise beam position measurement module was developed
and tested with beam. Innovative methods in the RF receiver,
digital signal processing, thorough optimization of every element in the signal chain from pickup to the kickers allowed
to achieve a significant reduction of the system noise floor.
This unprecedented noise performance opens also new possibilities for auxiliary instruments, using the position data
from the transverse feedback. The paper presents the new
system, notable implementation details and measured performance.

TRANSVERSE FEEDBACK IN LHC
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) relies on a transverse
feedback (TFB) to suppress coupled bunch instabilities and
to damp injection oscillations conserving the injected beam
emittance. Apart of these primary functions, the TFB in
the LHC provides a large number of auxiliary functions, for
example all kinds of beam excitation for abort and injection
gap cleaning [1, 2], controlled transverse emittance blow-up
for aperture and collimation measurements [3], or controlled
transverse losses for special measurements [4].
During LHC Run I, the LHC TFB system started to provide very valuable bunch-by-bunch, turn-by-turn beam position data for diagnostics purposes. The data quickly became
the second most important ”commodity” delivered by the
transverse feedback. A high performance computing system,
called ADTObsBox was introduced [5] to collect and analyze these data in real time, allowing for example a real time
detection of transverse instability onset, assisted tune measurements, collimator impedance measurements and many
more. The beam position measurement quality is equally
important also for this secondary application.
The beam position is sensed by four stripline type pickups
in the arc around LHC point 4. Symmetrically at both sides
of the former interaction point. The pickups are referenced
as Q9 and Q7 (by the quadrupole magnets they belong to),
Q8 and Q10 respectively. Signals of both pickup electrodes
∗
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(referenced as electrode A and B) are transported to the
surface. A and B signals are combined by a 180-degree,
hybrid coupler to produce the analogue Σ and the delta Δ
signals. These raw, impulse like signals are then feeding
the Beam Position Measurement module (BeamPos), which
downconverts and digitizes them. A normalized bunch position is calculated digitally by a field programmable gate
array (FPGA). One data point per bunch per turn is sent over
an optical link to Digital Signal Processing Unit where all
feedback related calculations are performed. An analogue
correction/excitation signal is sent back to the tunnel, amplified by tetrode amplifiers to a peak amplitude of up to 10 kV
and fed to electric field kickers.

PERFORMANCE OF THE OLD SYSTEM
Though the TFB performance during the LHC Runs I
(2009-2013) and II (2013-2018) was greatly sufficient for
the LHC operation, recent studies showed that the TFB noise
floor in the LHC must be reduced by at least factor of two
in order to operate the machine with large beam-beam tune
shift as foreseen in the High Luminosity (HL) LHC [6]
and suppress the risk of loss of Landau damping by noise
[7]. Improvement by factor of 4 is required to recover an
emittance growth rate in the order of 2% per hour as in the
present LHC. Also, the future feedback system foreseen to
suppress the LHC Crab Cavity noise in HL-LHC [8] relies
on improved noise performance of the upgraded TFB.
With the majority of the signal processing chain of the
LHC TFB being digital, the beam position measurement
subsystem is considered to define the noise performance of
the whole LHC TFB system, therefore the effort to lower
it focuses on improving the beam position measurement
subsystem. The noise floor of the TFB system can be determined only indirectly: either beam based by measurement
of transverse emittance blow-up [6], or by analysis of the
beam position measurement hardware [9].
For latter, a complete numeric model of the receiver and
the signal processing chain was constructed. The model was
fed by a noiseless input signal corresponding to a full scale
bunch position. Then a real BeamPos module in LHC was
set to nominal operating conditions, but without beam and
noise from the analogue to digital converters was measured.
The signal was superimposed to the ideal position data and
processed by the model. Distribution of the measured position was recorded.
Noise floor of the LHC TFB beam position measurement
system used in the Run I/II was found to be 1.03-1.40 µmRMS ,
depending on pickup, settings and operating conditions.
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Figure 1: Diagram showing the new receiver topology, with important sub-circuits which influence the overall noise
performance. Black lines are 50 Ω characteristic impedance, blue elements and lines are 100 Ω.

NEW BEAM POSITION MODULE
The Beam Position Measurement module used by LHC
TFB for Runs I and II [10] was developed within the first
large scale digital low-level RF project at CERN, circa 2006.
Very little was known about how could it be used beyond the
basic feedback loop functionality, or what should be the optimal electrical parameters. No special optimization was done
for noise performance, or operational flexibility at the time.
For development of the new Beam Position Module, the
noise performance and the operational flexibility were the
primary design parameters. Thermal stability, or accuracy
of absolute position measurements are not of a large concern.
A multi-domain simulation model of the complete system
was created starting with the beam-pickup interaction (Particle studio), transmission line system and signal processing in
the RF domain (Microwave office), downconverters and intermediate frequency amplifiers (SPICE), digitization, noise
and digital signal processing (Python).
Four different position measurement methods, compatible
with the existing system were evaluated:
1) direct sampling of the A and B signals by high speed
digitizers. The pickup electrode signals are typically a 1 ns
long pulses with not more than a 2 dB difference in amplitude
for a full scale bunch position movement. Effective number
of bits (ENOB) of currently available multi-Gsps digitizers
is too low for our application.
2) direct sampling of a band-pass filtered A and B signals
by high resolution, medium speed digitizers. At the time of
development, state of the art analogue to digital converters
were delivering 13-14 bits ENOB, at a sampling frequency
of low hundreds Msps. Noise performance of this method
was found to be about the same as the old system.
3) direct sampling of a band-pass filtered Σ and Δ signals
by high resolution, medium speed digitizers. The bunch
repetition frequency in LHC is 40 MHz. Convenient frequencies to measure would therefore be integer multiples
of the bunch repetition frequency, e.g. 200, or 400 MHz.
TUPOST007
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The LHC TFB uses a bunch synchronous sampling and data
processing. Convenient data rates would be 40, or 120 MHz.
Theoretical analysis of this option showed, that if a 200 MHz
wavelet is generated by the analogue FIR filter, and it is sampled at 240 Msps, an improvement of noise floor of factor
of 2 to 3 might be in reach. This option was implemented
and successfully tested in LHC towards end of Run II [11].
Though the method was successfully tested, the aim of the
upgrade project was to obtain the best possible noise performance with the technology available to date.
4) continue using the super-heterodyne principle and high
resolution, medium speed digitizers similar to the old beam
position measurement system, but ”super-optimize everything possible”. Every component of the signal chain was
modelled, or measured, thoroughly analyzed and optimized
for the ultimate noise performance. It was possible to connect up to six, 16-bit, 125 Msps dual analogue to digital
converters (ADCs [12]) to the Artix7 FPGA used by the
LHC TFB modules, setting the baseline for this option.

New Concept of a Fully Differential RF Receiver
The new generation beam position measurement module [13] [14] profits from a high signal power available from
the pickup. Ideally the whole signal chain from the pickup to
the ADC could be completely passive. This required development of a fully differential, quadrature RF receiver. The
result is shown in Figure 1. The wavelet forming analogue
FIR filter was designed as a fully fused, 4-layer printed board
made on microwave substrate. A very tight electrical parameter control was possible, all 40 produced filters were identical
without any need of tuning. Broad side coupled directional
couplers with progressively increasing coupling extract most
of the energy at the frequency of interest (400 MHz) from
the through line, forming a 9-RF period wavelet with very
clean and flat impulse response. ADCs typically use a differential input, we have designed the whole RF receiver as
fully differential to use all the available signal power.
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Interleaved Sampling and ADC Noise Floor
Each of the IF signals is sampled by multiple ADCs. The
Δ signal is unique for each bunch and each passage, so we
have to treat it as a single shot phenomena. Four interleaved
ADCs are used to sample it at a total rate of 4x120=480 Msps.
Two of the ADCs are drive by non-inverted and the other
two by inverted clock. A further interleaving is obtained by
time-delaying two of four input analogue signals by quarter
of a sampling period. The Σ signal is not expected to change
much withing few turns, so only two ADCs are used providing a sampling frequency of (240 Msps). More Σ samples
can be acquired from successive turns and averaged. A total
of 12 ADCs is used. The datasheet ADC transition noise
is specified at 3.4 LSBRMS . IF amplifiers were designed to
contribute not more than 0.5 LSBRMS . As the real ADC
performance was found a bit better, the achieved total ADC
noise floor (including the drivers) is about 3.6 LSBRMS .
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To validate the technology, one prototype of the new generation beam position module per beam per plane was installed
to LHC for the beam test in October 2021. LHC was operated with upgraded TFB during the whole two week period.
Figure 3 shows an injection transient captured by the old
and new beam position measurement modules.
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Figure 3: Injection into LHC captured by the old (Q7,Q9)
and new (Q8) beam pos. meas. module. Data are notch
filtered and 𝛽-normalized, so they can be directly compared.

CONCLUSION
For Run III, the LHC TFB was upgraded with a new
generation, very low noise beam position measurement modules. The measurement subsystem noise floor was lowered
by more than a factor 6 with respect to the old modules.
Together with the doubled number of pickups and more advanced operation possibilities it is expected the overall TFB
noise floor will improve even further.
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Figure 2: Comparison of position measurement quality for
the old and new BeamPos modules (27000 samples). Same
operating conditions, such the performance can be directly
compared.

FINAL NOISE PERFORMANCE
Using the same method as for the old module (numerical
model plus superimposed real noise data), the noise floor of
the new generation beam position module was determined to
be 0.22 µmRMS , with Gaussian distribution as shown in Figure 2. An improvement by more than factor 6 with respect
to the first generation. From Run III (2022-), the LHC TFB
will also use four pickups instead of two, further lowering
the overall TFB system noise floor. The obtained noise performance is close to the limit of available technology. There
is still a bit of potential to further lower the noise floor by
digital signal processing of the Σ signals. The new module
supports bunch by bunch gain control which is transparent
for operation. For ultimate performance, the receiver gain
can closely follow the machine cycle, e.g. large acceptance
for injected bunch train, increase after the injection transient
is damped, and compensate for lost bunch intensity during
collisions. The new system also allows to run at optimal
gain for circulating bunches with very different intensities,
e.g. for machine development sessions.
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The input RF signal is split to 0∘ /180∘ (differential) components and downconverted by two Level 13 mixers using a
local oscillator signal split to 0∘ /0∘ (common mode). High
LO-IF isolation of the mixer, together with the common
mode rejection of the IF amplifier and the ADC suppresses
the LO leakage below the ADC resolution. The main noise
contribution comes from the IF amplifier. Thanks to available high IF output voltage from the mixers, its gain could
be kept at the very minimum (3-6 dB), contributing not more
than 0.5 LSB (least significant bit) to the ADC noise floor.
Majority of the RF receiver is floating at a common mode
potential of ADC (0.9 V) to prevent back-biasing of the mixers through the differential IF amplifiers. Many ”analogue”
tricks are implemented in the new receiver allowing to form
e.g. delay lines, pulse responses, or IF amplifier paralleling
with the aim not to waste any signal power in termination
resistors.

Occurences
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DIGITAL LOW-LEVEL RF SYSTEM FOR THE CERN Linac3
ACCELERATOR
D. Valuch∗ , R. Alemany-Fernandez, Y. Brischetto, S.J. Faeroe, G. Piccinini, M. E. Soderen
CERN, Accelerator Systems Department, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
A major consolidation of the aging RF system of the
CERN Linac3, the ion source for the whole CERN accelerator chain, started during the Long Shutdown II. The main
changes were an upgrade of the analogue Low-Level RF system (LLRF) and replacement of the 350 kW tube amplifiers
by a solid-state equivalent. The state-of-the-art digital LLRF
system enabled new sophisticated features in field manipulations, significantly increased the operational flexibility
and improved operational reliability and availability. The
paper presents the new architecture, a low noise master clock
generator, digital signal processing with direct sampling of
the RF signals, pulse parameter measurement and cavity
resonance control.

LINAC3 RF SYSTEM
Linac3, commissioned in 1994 is the ion source for the
whole CERN accelerator chain. Seven different RF structures accelerate the beam: RFQ, Buncher, Cavity 1, Cavity
2, Cavity 3, Ramping and Debunching cavities. The Linac
operates at a fundamental frequency of 101.28 MHz, with
cavities 2 and 3 run at the second harmonic 202.56 MHz.
Field in the accelerating structures was controlled by an
analogue LLRF system, based on the Linac2 design, which
became obsolete. The system provided no operational flexibility, it was very demanding to set up, or sensitive to environmental aspects. Spare parts for the aging system became
difficult to obtain and maintain. Nevertheless, the analogue
system was very robust. It is worth to mention that some of
the LLRF boards removed during the upgrade campaign in
the summer 2020 were marked ”OK, 26.10.1977” and still
operating properly.
The LLRF system for the Ramping cavity and the Debuncher was replaced in 2003 by a VME-based digital LLRF
installed in a temporary movable rack [1, 2]. The main motivation was needed energy ramping capability by phase
sweeping the field in these structures. The 350 kW tube
power amplifiers for RFQ and Cavity 1 also became difficult
to maintain and operate, so a consolidation project to replace
the obsolete LLRF and power amplifiers was launched. The
Linac3 uses its own, free running frequency reference and it
is not frequency locked to the downstream LEIR accelerator [3].

FULLY DIGITAL LOW LEVEL RF SYSTEM
A fully digital LLRF system allows implementation of
very sophisticated control algorithms and digital signal pro∗

daniel.valuch@cern.ch

cessing. With the measurement and observation capabilities,
it provides a lot of operational flexibility which is needed
in machines serving multiple beam users and dynamically
changing the output beam parameters. An example of a
newly added capacity is the active control of the momentum
spread based on the measurements of beam injected into
LEIR [4].
When the project started in 2017, it was clear the new
LLRF system will be fully digital, however it was not yet
clear what platform should be used. The VME LLRF technology was mature at CERN, with all resources available.
The uTCA LLRF platform was only emerging at CERN and
it was not guaranteed to be available within the expected
project timeline. A conservative approach was adopted. The
new, Linac3 digital LLRF was designed on VME platform.

RF Pulse Stability and Other Requirements
Due to the beam dynamics requirements in the RFQ and
the IH structures (KONUS [5]), highly accurate physical
parameters of the accelerating field are not a constraint, however high stability and reproducibility of the RF fields (phase
and amplitude) are a requirement [6]. This high stability and
reproducibility requirement is necessary over all time-scales.
The stability required in the original design report [7] is 0.3∘
in phase and 0.3% in amplitude. The design report did not
take into account how stable the future performance requirements might be for LEIR and LHC, these are listed in [6].
The updated performance is stricter for Cavity 1 and Cavity
2 amplitudes, however more relaxed on other parameters.
In terms of other requirements, the new system must provide a pulse-by-pulse capability of RF phase and amplitude
control. In terms of diagnostics the system should deliver a
measurement of pulse RF parameters - one value per pulse,
but also an on demand full rate acquisition of the executed
RF pulse for diagnostics and accelerator physics purposes.

Direct RF Sampling and Quadrature Demodulation
The Linac3 operating frequencies, 101.28 MHz and the
second harmonic 202.56 MHz, are compatible with full
power bandwidth of modern, high speed analogue to digital
converters. The new LLRF system was therefore designed
to use direct RF sampling. The regulation bandwidth of the
feedback loops is defined by the cavity bandwidth (tens of
kHz), and it is negligible with respect to the operating RF
frequency. An undersampling can also be employed to our
advantage.
A direct quadrature demodulation can easily be obtained if
the sampling frequency and the signal frequencies are locked
in a defined ratio. It was desirable to use only one sampling
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frequency, even if the RF structures operate at two different harmonics. When sampling-to-input frequency ratio is
defined by Equation 1 we obtain exactly four samples per
input signal period; the commonly used 90∘ demodulation
technique.
4𝑓𝑅𝐹
(1)
4𝑘 + 1
The sampling frequency was therefore selected to fulfill
the 90∘ operation for the higher frequency (202.56 MHz)
structures, but for the fundamental it means 45∘ sampling
intervals. Typically, a very low total feedback loop delay is
critical for operation in normal conducting linacs. Therefore a maximum sampling and signal processing frequency
supported by the used ADCs (Analog Devices LTC2185),
was chosen with k = 2, 𝑓𝑆𝐴𝑀𝑃𝐿𝐸 = 4/9 � 202.56 MHz =
90.026 MHz. We have also implemented a quadrature demodulator, which outputs one I-Q pair every half period of
the sampled signal to reduce the demodulator pipeline delay.
A vector rotation matrix was used to derive the demodulation formula for arbitrary sampling increments. If n is the
number of equally spaced samples acquired per one period
of the input signal, and the input vector is [𝐼𝐼𝑁 , 𝑄𝐼𝑁 ], then
the output vector at every phase increment will be:
𝑓𝑆𝐴𝑀𝑃𝐿𝐸 =

[

𝐼𝑛
cos(𝜙𝑛 ) − sin(𝜙𝑛 ) 𝐼𝐼𝑁
]=[
][
]
𝑄𝑛
sin(𝜙𝑛 ) cos(𝜙𝑛 )
𝑄𝐼𝑁

(2)

An ideal ADC will output a stream of consecutive samples,
x[n], spaced by phase increments 𝜙𝑛 .
𝑥[𝑛] = [𝐼(𝜙0 ), 𝐼(𝜙1 ), 𝐼(𝜙2 ), ...𝐼(𝜙𝑛 ), ...]

(3)

In case of 45∘ intervals we obtain the following values. A
real world ADC will also add a DC offset to the data.
𝑥[𝑛] = [𝐼𝐼𝑁 , √2𝐼𝐼𝑁 + √2𝑄𝐼𝑁 , 𝑄𝐼𝑁 , −√2𝐼𝐼𝑁 + √2𝑄𝐼𝑁 ,
−𝐼𝐼𝑁 , −√2𝐼𝐼𝑁 − √2𝑄𝐼𝑁 , −𝑄𝐼𝑁 , +√2𝐼𝐼𝑁 − √2𝑄𝐼𝑁 ] (4)
+𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡
The ”fast” demodulator can reconstruct the initial values
of 𝐼𝐼𝑁 , 𝑄𝐼𝑁 only from a fraction of the samples and does not
need to wait the full signal period. In phase 1, using the first
four samples:
𝐼𝐷𝐸𝑀𝑂𝐷 = 𝑥0 + 𝑥1 + 0 ⋅ 𝑥2 − 𝑥3 =
= 𝐼𝐼𝑁 ⋅ (1 + √2) + 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡
𝑄𝐷𝐸𝑀𝑂𝐷 = 0 ⋅ 𝑥0 + 𝑥1 + 𝑥2 + 𝑥3 =

(5)

= 𝑄𝐼𝑁 ⋅ (1 + √2) + 3 ⋅ 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡
And in phase 2, using the next four samples:

𝑄𝐷𝐸𝑀𝑂𝐷𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒2 = 0 ⋅ 𝑥4 − 𝑥5 − 𝑥6 − 𝑥7
= 𝑄𝐼𝑁 ⋅ (1 + √2) − 3 ⋅ 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡
TUPOST008
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𝐷𝐶𝑜𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡 =

1
(𝑥 +𝑥 +𝑥 +𝑥 +𝑥 +𝑥 +𝑥 +𝑥 )
8 −8 −7 −6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1
(7)

Master Clock Generator
In order to profit from the direct RF sampling, the sampling clock must have a very low jitter [8]. The new master clock generator uses the Axtal AXIOM75ULN ultra
low noise, oven controlled oscillators (OCXO) to produce
the 101.28 MHz Linac RF frequency and the 90.026 MHz
sampling frequency [9]. These are locked to an AXIOM145ULN, 10 MHz ultra low noise and high stability reference oscillator [10]. The two frequencies must be locked
to the 10 MHz reference, but at the same time, their mutual ratio 𝑓𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 /𝑓𝑅𝐹 must be exactly 8/9 in order to achieve
synchronous sampling and quadrature demodulation as explained in the previous section. At the same time, the phase
locked loop (PLL) must not degrade the noise performance
of any of the oscillators.
In order to achieve the exact 8/9 frequency ratio, two direct
digital synthesizers (DDS) with carefully chosen frequency
tuning words were used as a rational frequency dividers. The
RF and sampling frequencies are divided down to 10 MHz
where they are compared and locked to the 10 MHz reference.
However, the quantized and integer nature of DDS causes
the absolute value of the output frequency to be slightly
off with respect to the ideal 101 280 000.000 Hz, namely
101 280 000.685 Hz. It could be trimmed to the exact value
by lowering the frequency of the 10 MHz reference (by
about 7 parts per billion), but as the Linac3 is a free running
machine, it does not represent a problem if left uncorrected.
Important is to have the two frequencies perfectly locked in
an exact ratio (here 8/9), which was achieved.
The phase noise performance of each oscillator was measured and the PLL bandwidths were carefully and individually adjusted to obtain the best possible phase noise values
for the complete system. Integrated jitter of the sampling
clock, measured in the band of 1 Hz to 3 MHz is approximately 3.2 ps. Very narrow PLL bandwidths and rather
limited tune range of the high performance OCXOs require
a sophisticated locking procedure controlled by a microcontroller. The master clock generator also serves as clock
distributor and a reference line for the Linac3.

RF Feedbacks and Generation of Functions

𝐼𝐷𝐸𝑀𝑂𝐷𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒2 = −𝑥4 − 𝑥5 + 0 ⋅ 𝑥6 + 𝑥7
= 𝐼𝐼𝑁 ⋅ (1 + √2) − 𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡

It can be seen that the fast demodulator does not treat the
ADC offset equally for both quadrature channels, and the
sign is inverted for the phase 1 and 2. As the ADC offset
is assumed constant at the time scale of the demodulation
period, the problem can be fixed by calculating the ADC
offset separately and subtracting it from the ADC stream
before it reaches the demodulation stage:

(6)

One of the changes introduced by the new digital LLRF
system was the way the RF pulse parameters are defined in
the machine. The former analogue system used so called
knobs, which were directly outputting an analogue voltage
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to control phase shifters and attenuators in the feedback. The
translation of the knob value to a phase, or amplitude was
not linear and setpoints and other parameters were defined
in arbitrary units. The new digital LLRF system is designed
to use calibrated physical units (degrees, kiloVolts etc.) to
control the setpoints or loop gain values what is appreciated
by the Accelerator Beam Physics group operating Linac3.
As beam loading in Linac3 is negligible, a simple
proportional-integral regulation loop is sufficient to control the field in the accelerating structures. The feedback is
implemented entirely in Cartesian coordinates. Setpoint and
loop gain values during the RF pulse are dynamically generated by an on-chip function generator. A function consisting
of up to 16 piece wise linear segments for each parameter
provides great flexibility in RF pulse shaping. The currently
adopted control strategy is to start the RF pulse in an open
loop mode (by setting both gains to zero) at a ramp rate compatible with the cavity filling time and gradually increase
the feedback gain. To prevent accumulation of a large error
during the cavity filling time, the integral gain is ramped
from an intermediate value to the final value only when the
pulse reaches the plateau and the field precision is needed.
Controlled cavity filling and loop gain scheduling minimizes
the transients (both in amplitude and time) optimally using
the power amplifiers. This will become even more important
for the 350 kW solid state amplifiers foreseen for the RFQ
and Cavity 1 structures.

RF Pulse Parameter Measurement
A state of the art digital LLRF system offers the possibility to acquire a time series of important signals in the
feedback controller and use them for monitoring or real time
analysis. An adaptive algorithm was implemented in the
LLRF controller FPGA to measure numerous pulse parameters like amplitude/power, peak amplitude/power, phase,
phase modulation, or deviation from setpoint just to name
few.
Pulse analysis in the FPGA also allowed to implement the
RF breakdown interlock. The system monitors the reflected
power waveform. In case an activity is detected at the portion
of the RF pulse where it is not expected, the breakdown interlock records the event. A single RF breakdown is not considered dangerous for the machine, however more frequent
breakdowns indicate a degradation or emerging problem.
Limits for 10-minute and 24-hour are implemented.

Cavity Resonance Control
Cavity resonance control in machines which are playing
dynamically changing cycles might be a challenging problem. In case of CERN’s Linac3, the resonant frequency is
controlled by piston tuners (one or two per structure). In
order to reduce the number of tuner movements, it is not
desirable to move the tuners after each RF pulse, or cycle.
Instead the pulse measurement subsystem described in the
previous section provides an information about the overall
level of reflected power within defined time windows and

the tuning system slowly follows to keep the reflected power
within acceptable values for the solid state amplifiers.
Normal conducting linacs which do not have sophisticated
control systems are typically difficult to start from cold, e.g.
after a planned shutdown, or simply a longer duration RF
fault. The new Linac3 digital LLRF system is capable to
measure the cavity tune state and calculate the exact resonant
frequency using controlled, low power RF pulsing and a
cavity model. The tuning system then prepares the cavity
for pulsing at cold, significantly reducing the cavity start up
time.

AUTOMATION OF OPERATION
The new, consolidated Linac3 RF system is fully automated, greatly facilitating its operation. A sophisticated sequencer goes through four fundamental states: OFF, Standby,
Ready for RF and ON. Each state has defined actions to transit to the state, actions when in the state, conditions to transit
to the state and conditions to stay in the state. The sequencer
continuously checks hundreds of conditions and when transiting states it executes defined actions in a precisely defined
order. Such a sequencer allowed only two control buttons be
exposed to the operation team ”RF ON” and ”RF OFF” (plus
cavity voltage and phase program of course). Our approach
simplifies the Linac operation and guarantees that the RF
system easily starts and recovers after any fault, intervention, or a technical stop. The faults are recorded, logged and
communicated to the operators in a human readable form
reducing number of calls to RF specialists.
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CONCLUSION
CERN’s Linac3 RF system underwent a major renovation
and consolidation during the Long Shutdown II (2018-2020).
The obsolete analogue LLRF system of Bunching, Ramping and Debunching cavities was replaced by a state of the
art, fully digital one, providing significantly improved operational flexibility, comfort and robustness, as well as improved
precision and stability.
The project will continue by the second phase during the
year-end-technical-stop of 2022-2023. It is foreseen to replace the 350 kW tube amplifiers of RFQ and Cavity 1 by a
solid state equivalent. The new amplifiers will be accompanied by a new digital LLRF and modern PLC controls.
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ONLINE CORRECTION OF LASER FOCAL POSITION USING
FPGA-BASED ML MODELS
J. Einstein-Curtis∗ , S.J. Coleman, N.M. Cook, J.P. Edelen, RadiaSoft LLC, Boulder, CO, USA
S. Barber, C. Berger, J. van Tilborg, Lawerence Berkeley National Lab, Berkeley, CA, USA
Abstract
Ultrafast lasers play an increasingly critical role in the generation, manipulation, and acceleration of electron beams
for High Energy Physics applications. Laser plasma accelerators enable order of magnitude improvements in accelerating gradient and promise compact tunable GeV electron
beam sources, while novel photocathode systems permit
fundamental advances in electron beam manipulation for
accelerator and radiation applications Advances in fast feedback systems are required to stabilize laser performance at
kHz repetition rate operation against environmental fluctuations. A field programmable gate array (FPGA) based
digital control system, coupled with responsive optics, can
provide rapid and precise stabilization of ultrafast lasers. A
collaboration between RadiaSoft and the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory BELLA Center to develop, test, and deploy these systems across a range of beamlines operating at
>1 Hz repetition rate, including 1 kHz systems, was created.

INTRODUCTION
Laser plasma accelerators (LPAs) rely upon accurate control of ultrafast lasers, typically Ti:Sapph and Nd:Yag amplifier systems [1]. The BELLA Center at Lawerence Berkeley
National Laboratory (LBNL) features several ultra-short
pulse, high-energy beamlines to develop LPAs. These accelerators require highly repeatable, stable interaction points to
generate high-quality electron beams, which necessitates a
collection of active and passive controls to mitigate environmental, mechanical, and component variations.
Recent work has primarily focused on enhancing transverse beam stability [2]. This paper describes a a strategy to
address focal position stability, leveraging a machine learning (ML) enhanced wavefront diagnostic in tandem with a
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) controller to correct focal position at a kHz-scale rate. By building a model
of wavefront at the interaction point, it is possible to use a
non-perturbative measurement to calculate the focal position.

FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT
The initial model was created for the BELLA HTU laser
system, shown in Fig. 1. This beamline operates with 1
kHz seed pulses and a 1 Hz full-power pulse. A HASO
FIRST Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor was used as the
ground-truth imaging device of the interaction and postinteraction region, with the pre-interaction region sensor
a Thorlabs WFS20-7AR. A Xilinx Zynq ZCU104 FPGA
∗

joshec@radiasoft.net

Table 1: Optimal lens movement vs focal shift and beam
size change. Focus shift is per mm lens translation. Beam
size change is change per mm lens translation.

Transmissive Amp3-in
Transmissive Amp4-in
Reflective Amp4-out

Size Change

2mm
2mm
1mm

x1.348
x1.046
x1.002

evaluation kit was used for testing to provide flexibility during the prototype phase, including a variety of customizable
I/O, well-supported manufacturer-provided software, and a
variety of processing options in support of ML operations.

FOCAL POSITION INVESTIGATIONS
To determine the optimal lenses to move for a focal shift,
we looked at the magnitude of the shift at final focus and
the (unwanted) increase in beam size throughout the optical chain. Table 1 summarizes these parameters for three
different lenses in the telescope.
From these simulations we determined that the reflective
Amp4-out is not ideal as a motorized correction optic for
focal location because it is more weakly responsive, shifting
the focus by only 1 mm per mm translation. Moreover, the
off-axis reflective geometry introduces beam centroid kicks,
even in response to relatively mild beam size variations.
Ultimately, we determined the Amp4-in telescope is the best
choice.
To verify our model, we measured the focal location vs
lens separation at high power. Our measurement used a comparable method of capturing leakage from the final steering
mirror thus measuring raw focal location without the need
for further calibration or renormalization. The inset of Fig. 2
provides details of the measured focal position and radius
of curvature taken from the wavefront sensor.
When comparing measurements to the simulation, we
note that the focus shift per mm stage motion depends on the
nominal Amp4-in lens separation. For a perfectly collimated
beam entering the − 𝑓1 /+ 𝑓2 telescope, and for a perfectly
collimated beam leaving the telescope (lens separation is
𝑓2 − 𝑓1 ), the slope change is 2mm focus shift per 1mm change
in lens separation.
However, for the situation where the lens separation is
NOT equal to 𝑓2 − 𝑓1 , for example because the input beam has
a divergence or the output beam is not perfectly collimated,
this slope will have a different value.
By overlapping the experimental data (red circles) with
the simulation (blue circles), we find a good agreement for
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Figure 1: Diagram of HTU laser system at LBNL, highlighting the proposed correction scheme. Machine learning
techniques are used to correlate a fast, non-perturbative sensor (2) with a high-quality, but perturbative wavefront sensor
(1) which cannot be used for online correction. The resulting online diagnostic is used to deduce variations away from
the desired focal position, which is then corrected for prior to the next shot by changes made to a transmissive lens beam
expander (3).

Figure 2: Focal location vs lens separation.

Figure 3: Representative dataset variation in fitted 𝑍2 calculation.

one very specific initial lens separation offset (circa -6 mm).
The slope at this separation is 1.52mm focal position shift
for every 1mm lens motion. Figure 2 confirms this result.
This validates the use of a telescoping optic configuration for making controlled adjustments to the laser focal
position. This design was validated through simulation and
experimental measurement.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Several datasets were collected to examine changes in focal position on a shot-by-shot basis. The intra- and inter-shot
variation over time, as shown in Fig. 3, show millimeters of
variation in the calculated radius of curvature, highlighting
the need for correction schemes.
Examining the extrapolated focal positions from each
dataset reveals significant discrepancies between the two
sensor measurements. Figure 4 shows a correlation plot
between the two sensors, for which the raw correlation, as
measured by the Pearson’s coefficient between computed
radius of curvature, is only 0.45.
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Figure 4: Raw HASO/ThorLabs correlation.

Due to the lack of correlation between the two sensors
using raw pixel data, it became necessary to develop a preprocessing flow and system model to accurately capture
systematic differences in the two measurements. We thus
developed and trained a set of neural network models with
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Table 2: Correlation Values for Different Data
Dataset

Pearson Correlation

Zernike fits only
CNN - pixel data only
FFNN - pixel data only
FFNN - pixel data & Zernike fits

0.45
0.63
0.82
0.87

IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 5: Feed-forward network accuracy.

the aim of improving the correlation between the two devices.
The output for the trained network was a prediction of the
radius of curvature, to be compared against the HASO WFS
measurement.
Our initial efforts considered two different types of neural networks – convolutional neural nets (CNN) and more
general feedforward neural nets (FFNN). Each network was
trained using PyTorch, an open source library for developing
machine learning models.
CNNs are designed to operate on images as inputs and
are useful for computer vision applications. Our CNNs
were trained using 12 × 12 pixel-by-pixel image data of the
wavefront from the Thorlabs WFS. We found that the CNN
produced only modest improvements in the correlation, to
upwards of 0.63 from the initial value of 0.45. We thus
transitioned to exploring more general FFNNs.
Our FFNN architecture featured 2-4 fully connected hidden layers, ReLU activation functions, and implemented a
robust scaler on inputs and outputs. These features were
chosen to be fast-executing and compatible with our FPGA
deployment strategy. We concluded that the FFNN consistently produced better results than the CNN, but did exhibit
tradeoffs between input space size and network complexity,
with implications for performance at high repetition rate.
The best correlation was found by augmenting the pixel
data with additional Zernike polynomial fitting terms; we
explored several different strategies for generating the fit.
Using the Thorlabs toolkit to produce a 5th order fit provided
an additional 16 terms to include in the input space of the
network, and improved dataset correlation to as high as 0.87,
using only two hidden layers, as shown in Fig. 5.
Using external fitting libraries, such as the Mahotas library [3], permitted higher order fits, such as a 28-value,
6th-order fit. However, increasing the fit complexity showed
diminishing returns, as correlations did not improve significantly, while speed of execution declined. Using a 6th-order
fit does enable a network to be trained using only fitting data
(28 inputs), and can result in comparable performance to
that of the full set of pixel values. Table 2 summarizes the
correlation performance for each of our approaches.

A full correction implementation was prototyped using
the FPGA system and was tested on the bench to meet-orexceed the operational requirements of the HTU beamline.
This implementation utilized the Xilinx Vitis AI toolkit in
conjunction with the Xilinx Deep Learning Processor (DPU)
to minimize the use of custom FPGA designs and software.
Due to driver limitations of the Thorlabs WFS20 sensor,
in particular being limited to a Windows-based platform,
the sensor was unable to be directly connected to the processing platform. This necessitated the use of an alternative
data communication channel. This channel was created in
Python using ZeroMQ, and tested to transfer wavefront data
to the processing platform at the limit of the sensor capture
rate (about 0.9 kHz). Validation data from model development was used to test the model processing performance,
and achieved a better than 5 kHz throughput, with wellunderstood bottlenecks and limitations. Due to the minimal
number of outputs, additional output data processing should
not over-burden the system, enabling performance that meets
the 1 kHz seed pulse rate on the HTU beamline.

CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a model of the BELLA Center
HTU beamline interaction region and developed a correction
method for the focal position. This model, in conjunction
with slow controllers, corrects for measured system variations in simulation. This method has been demonstrated
in prototype hardware using simulated data and meets-orexceeds the necessary performance requirements with room
for expansion and increased model complexity as needed.
Limitations exist in that variations between seed and fullpower pulses might require multiple models for proper correction. Plans exist to continue this work on additional beamlines to develop a flexible, plug-and-play framework for additional LPAs.
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Abstract

Table 1: ILC Parameters for the 500 GeV Stage [2]

The International Linear Collider (ILC) is a proposed
electron-positron collider targeting collision energies from
250 GeV to 1 TeV. With design luminosities of order
1034 cm−2 s−1 , a beam-based, intra-train feedback system
would be required near the Interaction Point (IP) to provide nanometre-level stabilisation of the beam overlap in
the collisions. Here we present results from beam-tracking
simulations of the 500 GeV ILC, including the impact of
beam-trajectory imperfections on the luminosity, and the
capability of the IP feedback system to compensate for them.
Effects investigated include the position jitter introduced by
the damping ring extraction kicker, short-range and longrange wakefields, and ground motion. The feedback system
was shown to be able to correct for beam-beam offsets of up
to 200 nm and stabilise the collision overlap to the nanometre
level, within a few bunch crossings.

INTRODUCTION
The International Linear Collider [1] (ILC) is a proposed,
next-generation, electron-positron collider, with an initial
collision energy of 250 GeV and options for upgrades including stages at 500 GeV and 1 TeV [2]. The ILC could be
used for precision tests of the properties of the Higgs boson [2]. The 500 GeV-stage parameters are given in Table 1.
The electrons would be produced with a DC photo-cathode
gun, accelerated in a 5 GeV injector linac and injected into a
3.2-km-long damping ring (DR). The bunches would be individually extracted from the DR to the Ring To Main Linac
(RTML) using a fast extraction kicker. The beam would then
be transferred to the Main Linac (ML) for acceleration to
full energy and transferred to the Beam Delivery System
(BDS) which would bring the beam to a focal point at the
interaction point (IP).
The luminosity, ℒ, of a linear collider is given by [3]
ℒ = 𝐻𝐷

𝑁2
𝑛 𝑓,
4𝜋𝜎∗𝑥 𝜎∗𝑦 𝑏

rebecca.louise.ramjiawan@cern.ch

maximise the luminosity and reduce beamstrahlung, the
beam is designed to collide with 𝜎𝑥 >> 𝜎𝑦 .
An intra-train beam position feedback system [5] has been
proposed for stabilising collisions at the IP; a schematic of
the system is shown in Fig. 1. The deflection of an outgoing beam, caused by the misalignment of the two incoming
beams at the IP, is measured with a stripline beam position
monitor (BPM) [7] ∼4 m downstream of the IP. A compensating angular deflection is applied via a kicker ∼ 8 m
upstream from the IP. If the offsets of the outgoing electron
bunches are measured, the incoming positron bunches are
corrected and vice versa, thus reducing the additional latency from signal propagation time. For bunch-by-bunch
feedback, the system latency must be less than the 554 ns
bunch separation. The design, construction and tests of a
prototype bunch-by-bunch IP feedback system are presented
in [8], demonstrating that the ILC IP feedback system latency, resolution and dynamic-range requirements were met.

Figure 1: FONT IP feedback system layout [6].
As 𝜎𝑥 >> 𝜎𝑦 , here we focus on the more challenging
vertical plane. The feedback system should operate over a
±200 nm range of relative vertical bunch position offsets
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Value
5 Hz
1312
2 ×1010
554 ns
300 µm
1.8 × 1034 cm−2 s−1
474 nm
5.9 nm

(1)

where 𝐻𝐷 is the luminosity enhancement from the focussing
between opposing bunches, and the remaining terms are
defined in Table 1. The strong electromagnetic fields at
collision produce ‘beamstrahlung’ [4], which increases the
energy spread of the beam and is characterised by the parameter, Υ, with ⟨Υ⟩ ∝ 1/(𝜎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦 ). Therefore, to both
∗

Parameter
Repetition frequency (𝑓)
Bunches per pulse (𝑛𝑏 )
Particles per bunch (𝑁)
Bunch separation
Bunch length at IP
Peak luminosity (ℒ)
Horizontal beam size at IP (𝜎∗𝑥 )
Vertical beam size at IP (𝜎∗𝑦 )
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at the IP. For a 250 GeV beam, this corresponds to a BPM
dynamic range of ±1400 µm and a kicker angular deflection
range of ±60 nrad [8].

ILC SIMULATIONS
The beam transport in the ML and BDS were simulated
with the tracking code PLACET (version 1.0.3) [9], the
beam-beam interaction at the IP with GUINEA-PIG (version
1.2.0) [10], and the IP feedback system with Octave [11].
The 2016 ILC lattice (RC2016X) [12] was used with beam
parameters as specified in [2]. Bunches tracked through an
ideal lattice to the IP had r.m.s bunch sizes 𝜎𝑥 = 472 nm,
𝜎𝑦 = 5.8 nm and 𝜎𝑧 = 295 µm in the horizontal, vertical and
longitudinal planes, respectively.
The individual bunch extraction from the DR means that
shot-to-shot variation in the extraction kicker voltage would
produce angular beam jitter at the entrance of the RTML [13].
Several feedback systems are proposed throughout the machine to manage beam jitter, including a feed-forward loop
in the turnaround of the RTML to correct for DR extraction
kicker jitter [14]. A 5 Hz cascaded feedback system comprising 5 feedback loops would stabilise pulse-by-pulse orbit
variations in the ML. An IP angle feedback system would
correct the beam orbit through the final focus [15], therefore
stabilising the beam angle at the IP.
Four ground motion models were considered, each measured in a diferent location: model K (based on measurements from KEK, Japan) and model C (DESY) are noisier models, and models A (CERN) and B (Fermilab) are
quieter [16, 17]. Ground motion can be characterised as
‘slow’ (<1 Hz) and ‘fast’ (>1 Hz). A feedback system acting
between successive beam pulses could correct for ground
motion at frequencies <5 Hz but fast ground motion would
require intra-train feedback.
Wakefields induced, e.g. at bellows, flanges and transitions between beam pipes, together with the transverse
beam jitter, increase the beam emittance. Intra-bunch
(‘short-range’) wakefields generate 𝐸-𝑧 coupling within the
bunch [18], whereas inter-bunch (‘long-range’) wakefields
created by the first bunches in the train impart transverse
kicks to subsequent bunches. These were modelled using
wake potentials for the fourteen most destructive modes
based on measurements at the ATF2 [19].
The angle of deflection and luminosity from collisions
between misaligned bunches at the IP are given in Fig. 2. The
peak luminosity was simulated to be 1.79 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 ,
dropping to 99% with an offset of 0.3 nm. The extrema of
the deflection-angle curve are at ±230 nm, outside of which
the IP intra-train feedback would erroneously estimate the
bunch offset from the deflection angle.
The IP feedback system uses the deflection-angle curve
as a mapping between the offset measured at the BPM and
the offset at the IP, therefore, it is essential to understand
the behaviour of this function. The deflection-angle curve
depends on the charge of the bunches, 𝑁, this is shown in
Fig. 3(a) for charges between 10% and 110% of the nominal
TUPOST011
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(a)

Figure 2: Normalised luminosity (red) and deflection angle
(blue) vs. relative vertical IP offset.
value. For lower bunch charges, the maximum deflection
angle is reduced and occurs at a smaller offset leading to
a reduced resolution of the position measurement. The deflection angle also depends on 𝜎𝑥 and 𝜎𝑦 ; this is shown in
Figs. 3(b) and (c). As with reducing 𝑁, for larger 𝜎𝑥 the
resolution of the measurement of the relative beam-beam
offset is significantly reduced. For the scan of 𝜎𝑦 values, at
larger offsets the curves converge because the change in the
bunch distributions become negligible compared with the
𝑦-offset. Therefore, the system should be relatively robust
to variations in 𝜎𝑦 .

IP FEEDBACK SYSTEM SIMULATION
Simulations of the ILC and the IP feedback system were
used to study the beam stabilisation in the presence of wakefield effects, ground motion and bunch jitter. The IP feedback corrector was modelled with a 0.1% kick error and the
BPM with a 1 µm resolution. Angular jitter was added to
simulate the DR extraction kicker jitter, corresponding to a
10% beam-size increase at the IP, as suggested in [20]. A
random seed of ground-motion model K, was applied for 0.2
seconds to the electron and positron beamlines; for studies
of other ground motion models see [21]. The relative Final
Doublet jitter was simulated to have a standard deviation of
100 nm at frequencies below 5 Hz.
For the IP feedback system, Proportional-Only feedback
was simulated; the results are presented in Fig. 4. For further
results with Proportional-Integral control and the application
of filters see [21]. With a gain of 1, nearly all of the luminosity was recovered by the second bunch, as all of the bunch
trains were within the capture range of the feedback system.
The luminosity for the subsequent bunches is limited by the
BPM resolution and bunch-to-bunch jitter.
To account for uncorrelated effects such as bunch-tobunch jitter and BPM resolution, the gain of the feedback
should be reduced correspondingly. The effect of the gain
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(a)

(a)

(b)
(b)

Figure 4: (a) Normalised luminosity vs. bunch number for
simulations of 100 error seeds with Proportional-Only IP
feedback operating. Data points show the mean luminosity
and the shaded region the standard deviation. (b) Vertical
bunch-bunch offset at the IP for a single seed of each. The
feedback gains are given in the legend of (a).

(c)

Figure 3: Deflection angle vs. vertical beam-beam offset at
the IP, where the colour of the line denotes the (a) charge,
(b) horizontal and (c) vertical bunch sizes at the IP, given as
a multiple of the respective nominal value.

choice is illustrated in Fig. 4. For a lower gain, the beam
takes longer to converge; however, even with a gain as low
as 0.1 the luminosity is almost fully recovered by bunch 40.
With a train of 1312 bunches this represents a luminosity
loss of only a few percent. For a real system the feedback
gain would be set slightly lower than unity in order to make
the system more robust to noise and errors.
If the gain is set too high, e.g. for 𝑔 = 1.9, the system takes
longer to converge and a lower final luminosity is achieved,
with the over-correction causing ‘ringing’ (see Fig. 4(b)).

For 𝑔 = 0.1, 1.0 and 1.9, the luminosity reaches 97%, 95%
and 92% of the design value, respectively. The feedback
gain could also be varied with bunch number along the train,
with an initially higher gain to quickly reduce the offset and
a reduced gain later to achieve the highest final luminosity.

CONCLUSION
We have presented the results from simulations of the
proposed 500 GeV ILC IP feedback system. Sources of
beam instability were modelled including wakefields, jitter
sources and ground motion. The impact of these effects
on the beam-beam offset and luminosity were studied together with the potential of recovering luminosity with an
intra-train IP feedback system. The ideal luminosity was
simulated to be 1.79 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 and the maximum deflection angle to be 360 μrad. Within its dynamic range,
the IP feedback was shown to maintain the luminosity at
95% of the design value, where the remaining luminosity
loss stemmed from the finite BPM resolution and the uncorrelated bunch-to-bunch jitter. More complex feedback
algorithms should be explored, taking into account the fre-
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quencies and magnitudes of the various contributions to
beam instability.

[12] https://bitbucket.org/whitegr/ilc-lattices/.
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SIRIUS STORAGE RING RF PLANT IDENTIFICATION
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Abstract
The design configuration of the Sirius Light Source RF
System is based on two superconducting RF cavities and
eight 65 kW solid-state amplifiers operating at 500 MHz.
The current configuration, based on a 7-cell normal conducting PETRA cavity, was initially planned for commissioning
and initial tests of the beamlines. A digital low-level RF
(DLLRF) system based on ALBA topology has been operating since 2019. Sirius is currently operating in decay mode
for beamline tests with 100 mA stored current. During the
commissioning, several studies were carried out to increase
the stored current with stable beam. This paper presents a
study using parametric data-driven models to identify the
Storage Ring RF plant, aiming to optimize the DLLRF PI
control parameters.

The PicoDigitizer from Nutaq [6] houses the Virtex-6
SX315T FPGA and two FMC boards: a 16-channel 14-bit
125 MSPS ADC board and a 8-channel 16-bit 250 MSPS
DAC board.
Regarding the many features available in LLRF, some
were particularly useful for this study:
• IQ Digital Modulation/Demodulation
• PI Loops for Cavity Voltage Control in IQ (rectangular)
or Polar loops
• Phase Shifters and Gain control on each DAC’s outpus
and ADC’s Input
• Fast Data Logger (FDL) for fast data acquisition and
post-mortem analysis
• Conditioning mode with a 10 Hz square-modulated RF
Drive output.

LINEAR MODEL
INTRODUCTION
Sirius’s current Storage Ring RF system is operating with
a 7-cell normal conducting cavity driven by a 130 kW RF
Plant consisted of two 65 kW solid state amplifiers (SSA).
THe RF System is controlled by a digital low-level RF
(DLLRF) [1] based on the ALBA’s design to achieve 0.1 %
amplitude and 0.1 ° phase stability under normal operating
conditions [2, 3].
Until now, the DLLRF controller parameters were tuned
with a pragmatic approach to ensure beam stability. In order to optimize these parameters, improving output disturbance rejection, and mitigate longitudinal instabilities [4], a
study has been conducted to identify the RF plant and find a
parametric polynomial model that can be used along with
MATLAB’s Control Toolbox [5] to fine tune the PI loop.
The methods and results of this study are discussed in the
following sections.

System modelling and identification are very useful tools
to extract information about a system from measured inputoutput data and to aid the design of high-performance controllers [7]. There are multiple ways of representing a system,
but some are especially suitable for system identification, as
they are based on well-established algorithms [8].

Parametric Polynomial Models
In this study, linear discrete representations fits well for
this application. A general discrete model can be written as
follows:
�(�) =

�(�)
� (�)
�(�) +
�(�),
�(�)� (�)
�(�)� (�)

(1)

with � being the delay operator, that is �(�)� −1 = �(� − 1),
�(�) a white Gaussian noise and �(�), �(�), � (�), � (�),
and � (�) the following polynomials:

RF PLANT STRUCTURE
Figure 1 shows a block diagram from the Sirius Storage
Ring RF System.

� (�) = 1 + �1 �
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IQ
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Pre
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Figure 1: Sirius RF Plant block diagram.
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�(�) = � 1 � −1 + · · · + � �� � −��

� (�) = 1 + � 1 � −1 + · · · + � �� � −��

Power
Sour ce

LLRF

�(�) = 1 − � 1 � −1 − · · · − � �� � −��

RF Cavity

� (�) = 1 + �1 �

−1

+ · · · + � �� �

(2)

−��

+ · · · + � �� � − �� .

From the generic model shown in (1) we can obtain simpler models useful for the identification of several types of
systems. For this study, an Output Error model, shown in
Eq. (3) was chosen to describe the RF Plant.
�(�) =
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�(�)
�(�) + �(�)
� (�)
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�(�) = �� (�)���(� � �) − � � (�)���(� � �),

(4)

where � � (�) and � � (�) are, respectively, the In-Phase and
Quadrature base-band envelopes.
The transmission of �(�) over a system with impulse response ℎ(�) can be obtained from the convolution product:
(5)

�(�) = ℎ(�) ∗ �(�).

where � � (�) and � � (�) are, respectively, the output In-Phase
and Quadrature base-band envelopes.
Therefore, two linear models must be found when modeling the system: one for the straight impulse response ℎ � (�)
and one for the crossed impulse response ℎ � (�).

DATA PROCESSING
Using the FDL and Conditioning Mode, a set of data was
collected from the RF plant in open loop. As previously
demonstrated in Eq. (6), two sets of transfer functions must
be modeled: a straight one, which can be obtained by driving
the I input and measuring the I output (same for Q input
and output), and a crossed one, which can be obtained by
driving the I input and measuring the Q output (same for Q
input and I output). The data obtained by driving the I input
only can be seen in Fig. 2a, linearized around the operating
point. The output was measured in the cavity, acquired by
the LLRF. Similar data was obtained by driving Q only, in
addition to other amplitude values.
The IQ data collected is digitized by the PicoDigitizer
at a 41.6 MHz sample rate. Despite the large frequency
resolution, the LLRF can only perform in a bandwidth of
a few tens of kHz. Therefore, the data can be filtered and
decimated without loosing useful information, thus reducing
the noise and the identification algorithms runtime.
Furthermore, an oscillation around 60 Hz is noticeable.
A notch filter was applied to mitigate this noise.
Figure 2b shows the data after the processing described
previously.

RESULTS
MATLAB’s System Identification Toolbox [10] were used
to estimate the functions and compare with validation data.
This comparison can be seen in Fig. 3.
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Equations (7) and (8) present, respectively, the estimated
straight (�� ) and crossed (�� ) transfer functions.

�� =

�� =

1−

0.0315� −1 − 0.02851�−2
+ 4.068�−2 − 2.391�−3 + 0.5548�−4
(7)

3.228� −1

0.07778�−1 − 0.07649� −2
1 − 2.197� −1 + 1.238�−2 + 0.1991�−3 − 0.2381� −4
(8)

A way to validate the complete model is by applying a
linear combination of the measured data on its input. To do
so, the block diagram shown in Fig. 4, built on MATLAB’s
Simulink, was used to obtain the results that can be seen in
Fig. 5

CONCLUSION
The estimated models were able to satisfactorily describe
the RF plant dynamics around the operating point. Despite
the limitations, it can be used to fine tune the LLRF PI loops
by making use of MATLAB’s Control Toolbox. Further
studies should be conducted to refine the models and include
beam-loading effects.
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CONCEPT AND DEVELOPMENT OF
65 kW SOLID-STATE RF AMPLIFIERS FOR SIRIUS
M. H. Wallner∗ , R. H. A. Farias, A. P. B. Lima, CNPEM, 13083-100, Campinas, Brazil
Abstract
4th

Sirius is a
generation synchrotron light source currently operating with 100 mA stored beam and one room
temperature RF cavity driven by two 65 kW solid-state amplifiers (SSAs). After installation of the cryogenic plant, two
superconducting (SC) RF cavities are planned to replace
the room temperature cavity. Each SC cavity is going to be
driven by a 250 kW RF signal at 500 MHz, resulting from
the combination of four 65 kW RF SSAs. Due to the recent
development of 900 W solid-state power amplifier modules,
a new topology was proposed for the four amplifiers that still
need to be constructed. For the amplifier’s combining stage,
a cavity combiner with 80 input ports was simulated. For
the dividing stage, 8-way and 10-way power splitters were
designed. The general scheme of the amplifier is presented,
as well as simulation and measurement results.

INTRODUCTION
4th

Sirius is a
generation synchrotron light source located
in the city of Campinas, Brazil. It comprises a 350 MeV,
3 GHz linac, a 2 Hz booster and a 3 GeV, 500 MHz storage
ring. It is currently able to store a stable 100 mA electron
beam, accelerated by a room temperature 7-cell PETRA
cavity. This cavity is driven by two solid state amplifiers,
each one able to deliver up to 65 kW RF power. After the
cryogenic plant installation, the PETRA cavity is expected
to be superseded by two superconducting (SC) CESR B-cell
cavities to enable the storage of higher beam currents. To
achieve 350 mA, each cavity will require up to 250 kW at
500 MHz, so more RF amplifiers are necessary.
The Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS) was
one of the first facilities of its kind to employ solid state
technology on RF amplifiers, along with SOLEIL. LNLS’
late 2nd generation synchrotron light source operated for
10 years with solid state amplifiers (SSAs) on its storage
ring with positive results. Its benefits, like modularity, high
MTBF and efficiency, absence of high DC voltages, among
others, are well known. Therefore, solid state technology
continues to be the choice for RF amplification at Sirius’
storage ring.
The two 65 kW SSAs currently operating will also be
employed for one of the SC cavities, along with other two
amplifiers of the same topology that are being assembled
and will be tested on the second semester of 2022. For the
other SC cavity, a new solid-state power amplifier module
has been developed in 2021 and has shown better efficiency,
as well as higher gain and output power level. For several
reasons, these amplifier modules would be incompatible
with the current SSA topology, so an effort has been made to
∗
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devise a new topology, which includes a different RF power
splitting and combining scheme.
The following sections are dedicated to briefly present RF
devices of the proposed RF amplifier, as well as studies to
evaluate key parameters for future operation.

AMPLIFIER MODULE
The desgined amplifier module has been already mentioned in a previous conference, along with the performance
of some prototypes [1]. It was able to output 900 W in the
workbench reliably, but could not handle full reflected output power at the isolator due to poor thermal management
of the RF termination, which was only rated for 800 W.
Therefore, an aluminum case with embedded copper tube
was designed to assure better thermal dissipation. Thermal
simulations were carried out to optimize the copper tube
path and location. Minor changes on the RF and bias circuit
were also made. Moreover, some room inside the case was
left to house an eventual control board dedicated to gate
bias control and data acquisition. Finally, a 1200 W RF
termination was selected for the new version.
The modified aluminum cases will arrive soon and fine
tuning of the RF parameters will be done on the workbench.
After that, the production of a test batch will be launched.
Fig. 1 presents a detailed 3D drawing of the assembled amplifier module.

Figure 1: Top view of the amplifier module mechanical
assembly CAD.

POWER DIVIDERS
8-Way Divider
Each amplifier module will be driven by one of the output
ports of an 8-way RF power divider. It is built by cascading 2way Wilkinson power dividers three times. It isolates output
ports and prevents failing modules from impacting other
modules’ input power. This device was simulated in HFSS
and a prototype was assembled and soldered in-house and
is presented in Fig. 2. Main RF parameters are presented
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in Table 1. Difference between measured amplitude and
phase of the output ports was not greater than 0.3 dB and
1.5°, respectively.

Figure 2: Top view of the 8-way divider prototype.

Table 1: Performance of 8-way Divider
Parameter
Input Return Loss
Output Return Loss
Insertion Loss - 9.03 dB
Isolation

Value
> 23 dB
> 28 dB
< 0.37 dB
> 40 dB

The 8-way divider was tested with up to 2 adjacent ports
open and 50 W input power. The resistors’ measured temperatures were at least 40 °C lower than the maximum temperature provided by the manufacturer. The device was deemed
able for operation and a pilot batch is under procurement.

10-Way Divider
A 10-way divider was designed to feed each of the amplifier’s 8-way dividers. It consists of quarter-wavelength
microstrip lines of approximately 50√10 Ω. Because the 8way divider can keep an input return loss (RL) greater than
13 dB for two open output ports, impedance modulation of
the outputs of the 10-way divider are kept at a safe level to
suppress meaningful deviations of nominal amplitude and
phase values between ports.
This device was simulated in HFSS and showed an input
RL greater than 30 dB at 500 MHz, and insertion loss (IL)
on its output ports only 0.1 dB away from the ideal value.
The assembly of the 10-way divider is underway and should
be completed in a couple of months. Figure 3 presents a
view of the detailed 3D CAD of the device.

Figure 3: View of the 10-way divider mechanical CAD.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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CAVITY COMBINER
A cavity combiner (CaCo) was chosen as the method to
combine the output of 80 amplifier modules. Historically,
amplifiers employed at LNLS’ machines were combined
with cascaded coaxial combiners, which were called “combiner trees”. This topology usually shows an overall lower
combining efficiency than a combiner cavity, which translates to more modules being employed just to generate heat
instead of useful RF power. Moreover, cabling becomes troublesome as the power level of modules increase, so direct
assembly into the cavity wall is planned for future amplifiers. This also helps to improve the combining scheme’s
efficiency.
The CaCo working principles’ are similar to other structures already presented in the literature [2]. Input magnetic
loops have the same size and, to achieve the same transmission coefficient to the output port, some of them need to be
rotated depending on its relative height on the structure due
to the assymetry of the magnetic field strength. This parametric study was done in HFSS, and the maximum phase
shift difference from input ports to output was found to be
as high as 10°.

CaCo’s Efficiency Study
A study was carried out to assess the cavity combiner’s
ruggedness to amplitude and phase deviations due to imperfect manufacturing processes of preceding input devices.
For a given set of amplitude and phase standar deviations,
1.107 samples of 80 input waves were generated. Then, they
were sorted in regard to phase in an ascending order as to
counterbalance the cavity magnetic field’s assymetry. Finally, the input waves were operated in the scattering matrix
of the CaCo, and the structure’s efficiency was gathered from
the scattered waves and the mean efficiency value for each
case was calculated. The mean efficiency and its standard
deviation can be found in Fig. 4. It is seen that the combining
efficiency of the structure can reach over 98 % for some sets
of amplitude and phase deviations.

Figure 4: CaCo mean efficiency (left) and its standard deviation (right) for sets of sampled input waves.
TUPOST013
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Faulty Modules’ Operation
It was also analyzed how amplifier module’s faults can
impact the necessary input power levels to achieve 65 kW on
the CaCo’s output. A faulty module is represented by zero
input power on an input port that was randomly selected.
The input power of the operational ports are considered to
be the same and the maximum incident power for each case
was extracted. This procedure was iterated 5.107 times for
faults ranging from 1 to 4 modules. Figure 5 presents the
probability for values of maximum incident power in any
input port of the strucutre, along its mean value and standard
deviation.

the following months. The structure will be tuned by varying
the input couplers’ rotation and key parameters, like the
cavity unloaded and loaded quality factor, will be extracted.

Figure 6: View of the proposed cavity combiner 3D CAD.

AMPLIFIER’S SUBSYSTEMS

Figure 5: Maximum incident power for (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3
and (d) 4 faulty modules on random input ports.
It can be seen that, based on power levels already achieved
on the workbench, the structure may operate with up to 3
faulty amplifier modules without impacting overall operation
of the storage ring’s RF plant. It is important to note that
mean values may be higher if amplitude and phase deviations
of the input waves are considered. These deviations will be
evaluated after the production takes place.
The incident and scattered (total) power flow on the input
ports did not exceed 1 kW for any case considered, which is
the maximum power rating of the module’s circulator. Also,
the mean phase of the output power signal did not seem to
change considerably with respect to faulty modules.

Manufacturing Process
A calendering process of an aluminum sheet, followed
by soldering of both ends and fine machining of the inner
surface will be attempted to build the lateral wall of the
CaCo. With this procedure, it is expected to significantly
reduce manufacturing costs in comparison to machining an
aluminum block. Two walls with roughly half the CaCo’s
height will be produced and assembled together with flanges.
The outer side of the cylinder will be machined to produce
flat surfaces to install magnetic loop’s flanges.
Figure 6 presents a detailed 3D drawing of the CaCo and
some of its key components. Detailing of all the mechanical
pieces is underway and a prototype will be manufactured in
TUPOST013
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Besides the RF devices already mentioned, the amplifier
will house a pre-amplifier crate to amplify the signal coming
from the low-level RF system and feed the 10-way divider
input. Several off-the-shelf DC converter solutions are being
analyzed to comprise the amplifier. Critical parameters are
AC/DC conversion efficiency and the possibility to tune the
drain bias voltage to operate the amplifier module’s on high
efficiency indepedently of the amplifier’s output power level.
A control and interlock system will also be integrated to
the amplifier to allow for safe operation and communication
with Sirius’s EPICS-based control system. The company
PiTec, which designed some of Sirius beamlines’ photon
detectors, is collaborating with CNPEM to provide solutions
regarding all aspects of the amplifier design, and will assist in
the production and testing of the structures [3]. A schematic
of the amplifier is presented in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Schematic of the SSA’s RF system.

CONCLUSION
A new topology of solid-state amplifiers was proposed to
accomodate new power amplifier modules that were developed for Sirius’s storage ring RF system. Several RF devices
were simulated and fabricated to assess future amplifiers’
operation. Simulation results have shown that the devised
configuration is able to provide a 65 kW output RF signal at
500 MHz, even considering non-ideal cases. A prototype of
the amplifier is expected to be assembled and operated in
the second semester of 2022, and production of the 4 units
will start in 2023.
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SIRIUS STORAGE RING RF SYSTEM STATUS UPDATE
A. P. B. Lima*, D. Daminelli, M. H. Wallner, F. K. G. Hoshino, I. C. Almeida, R. H. A Farias
Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory, CNPEM-LNLS, Campinas, Brazil
Abstract
Sirius's nominal operation phase consists of two
500 MHz CESR-B type superconducting cavities, each being driven by four 65 kW solid-state amplifiers, and a passive superconducting third harmonic cavity. Currently a
normal conducting 7-cell PETRA cavity is being used
along with two 65 kW RF amplifiers and was recently able
to achieve 100 mA stored current. The performance of the
storage ring RF system and the updated installation plans
update are presented and discussed.

filters are being preventively replaced during scheduled
maintenances, as degradation of the module's current consumption is observed.

INTRODUCTION
Sirius's storage ring RF system is currently operating
with a 7-cell normal conducting cavity driven by a 130 kW
RF plant comprised of two 65 kW solid-state amplifiers
(SSA) and controlled by a digital low-level radio frequency
(DLLRF) based on ALBA's platform [1]. Sirius has been
operating in decay mode for beamline tests with 100 mA
stored current [2].
The RF system for Sirius's storage ring will be comprised of two CESR-B type superconducting (SC) cavities
in its final design configuration to provide the 3 MV gap
voltage required for the operation with 350 mA storage
current. The final RF design also contemplates the installation of a SC passive third harmonic cavity.

CURRENT SYSTEM STATUS

Figure 1: Sirius RF SSAs efficiency (dashed) and gain
(solid).
Figure 2 shows the number of amplifier modules that
have failed so far. To date, only 2 out of 264 transistors
from the modules have failed during the conditioning
phase of the SSAs before their installation in the machine.
5
4

Sirius's RF system has been in operation for over two
and a half years. Trips concerning the RF system are mostly
related to the cavity pressure or temperature. The following
subsections will discuss further aspects related to the system performance and operation at the present status.

3

Performance

0

Figure 1 shows the SSAs global efficiency and gain.
Each SSA operates with about 55 kW output power at
100 mA stored beam current. At this operating point, the
global efficiency is about 50% and the gain is around
51 dB. At maximum output power (65 kW) the amplifiers
operate with efficiency around 60% as usual for a class AB
amplifier.
The two SSAs have been operated for roughly 15 thousand hours with reliability close to 100% since the installation and commissioning of the Sirius RF system. Even
though the SSAs are not being the cause of any trip of the
RF system during operation, a considerable number of
modules had to undergo some sort of maintenance, where
17.8% of the modules had to be repaired, most of them due
to poor quality of one pi-filter in the gate bias circuit. These
faults had no effective impact on the system and these
____________________________________________
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SSA Tower #1
SSA Tower #2

2
1

Figure 2: Repaired amplifier modules over the years.

Operation
Since the 7-cell cavity is in operation for a longer period
than initially planned, some optimizations were made. This
cavity has no HOM damping, but the operating temperature was adjusted to minimize the impact of these HOMs
and guarantee the beam stability, supported by the longitudinal BbB system, designed to operate with a beam current
up to 100 mA [3]. Despite the absence of HOM dampers,
it is possible to accumulate about 85 mA of a stable beam
without longitudinal BbB feedback.
Sirius is currently operating in decay mode with current
starting at 100 mA during beamlines users run with bunchby-bunch (BbB) and slow orbit feedback (SOFB) systems
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enabled. The gap voltage in the cavity is about 1.8 MV and
the control temperature is 42.5 °C.
The cavity voltage standard deviation was around 0.15%
in amplitude and 0.13° in phase during operation with
100 mA stored beam. Figure 3 shows the cavity voltage
spectrum around the RF frequency in three different operating conditions: without beam and the DLLRF operating
in an open and closed loop, and with stored beam (approximately 70 mA) and the DLLRF operating in a closed loop.
Open loops without beam

Close loops without beam

Table 1 summarizes the current and final RF system.
Table 1: Storage Ring RF System Parameters

Cavity type
Number of cavities
RF Voltage (MV)
Beam current (mA)
Eloss/turn IDs (keV)
Number of SSA
RF Power/Cav (kW)
Harmonic cavity

Current RF
system
7-cell NC
1
1.8
100
200
2
130
-

Final RF
system
CESR-B
2
3.0
350
400
8
250
1

Cryogenic System
Close loops with beam (

)

Figure 3: Cavity voltage spectrum.
It is observed harmonic components noises around
60 Hz and 64 Hz. These spectral lines are lower than 65 dBc and might be generated in the DLLRF DAC and/or
LLRF up-conversion frontend.
Figure 4 shows the square root of the integrated voltage
squared of these spectrums. Further studies and strategies
to mitigate the instabilities and suppress the observed
noises are being carried out. One approach to optimizing
the DLLRF controller parameters is being made through
the RF system plant identification [4].

Concerning the cryogenic system, some equipment, such
as the gaseous helium (GHe) tanks has already been delivered. Construction of platforms to accommodate these
tanks is underway. Each tank can store up to 100-cubic meters of GHe, which is enough to store all the helium in the
cryogenic plant. It will comprise two compressors and one
oil removal system along with a spare. A 4000 liters liquid
helium (LHe) Dewar will keep SC cavities at 4.2 K for
longer periods. A manifold box will enable the installation
of a valve box from a SC cavity without having to halt the
cryogenic plant operation. Besides, some cryo-plant utilities and a liquid nitrogen (LN2) distribution system are under request for quotation and will soon be hired.

Superconducting Cavities
The SC cavities were purchased from RI (Research Instruments GmbH). The first cryogenic module (CM1) has
already been delivered, as shown in Fig. 5. The second cryogenic module (CM2) Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) was
performed at the beginning of June 2022, and it will be prepared for delivery in the following months.

Figure 4: Square root of integrated voltage squared spectrum.

INSTALLATION PLANS UPDATE
Delays due to the long process of the selection and contract of the company responsible for the construction of
Sirius's cryogenic plant impacted the initial plans for installing the superconducting cavities. The two SC cavities
installation are expected to take place in 2024. The SC passive third harmonic cavity will be installed to improve
beam lifetime and reduce thermal losses in the vacuum
chamber.

MC7: Accelerator Technology
T08: RF Power Sources

Figure 5: Visual inspection of the CM1 on-site.

Harmonic Cavity
A passive third harmonic cavity parameters specification
and studies of its impact on the machine are being carried
out [5]. Considering Sirius's parameters, the nominal harmonic voltage required for an optimal flat potential well
will be about one-third of the main RF voltage foreseen
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during operation with the two CESR-B superconducting
cavities. A beam lifetime increase of around 4.5 times is
expected for a uniform filling pattern.
A collaboration between Sirius's and Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF) is expected to be established for the development of a third harmonic superconducting cavity for Sirius. SSRF has designed, built and installed a SC harmonic cavity that is operating since last
year.
SSRF's cavity includes a room temperature tuner with a
control system that might be suitable to reach optimal operating conditions for the machine [6].

Assembling in Progress
Figure 7 shows the assembling of the next two RF amplifiers that will compose one of the SC cavities RF plants
together with the two SSAs already in operation.

RF Amplifiers
The current RF system with 7-cell normal conducting
(NC) cavity will be decommissioned and the twos, LLRF
rack, Interlock system, high-power circulator and load
from this plant will be rearranged in the RF room to a new
spot to drive one of the SC cavities. A second RF plant will
be assembled for the second SC cavity, which will include
another rack with the same LLRF system using the new
design of amplifiers [7]. Each plant will include a 4-way
High Power Waveguide Combiner for the full combination
of four SSA. Figure 6 illustrates the planned layout for the
final RF system design.
SSA #5

SSA #6

SSA #1

SSA #2

New
SSA towers

Current
SSA towers
SSA #7

SSA #8

SSA #3

SSA #4
DLLRF #1

DLLRF #2

MO

Figure 7: SSA being assembled.

CONCLUSION
For over two and a half years the storage ring RF system
has been operating with no major issues. The amplifiers
and the DLLRF proved to be reliable for the current operation mode, as well as the cavity is working properly, and
efforts to improve the performance of the system are in progress. The infrastructure for the final design of the Sirius
RF system is advancing as well.
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CM2

CM1

Figure 6: Layout of the RF system for the SC cavities.
Since the design of the first SSA [8], new LDMOS devices were introduced into the market. For the second SC
cavity four new amplifier towers are being developed
based on a newly released LDMOS transistor (BLF978P)
with higher gain and efficiency. The new amplifier module
with this transistor is under development and the last four
SSAs will be manufactured by a local company. Following
the trend seen in other facilities regarding cable-less and
high efficiency RF combining solutions, efforts are being
made to design and manufacture an 80-input cavity combiner (CaCo) [7].
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COMMISSIONING AND FIRST RESULTS OF AN X-BAND LLRF SYSTEM
FOR TEX TEST FACILITY AT LNF-INFN
L. Piersanti ∗ , D. Alesini, M. Bellaveglia, S. Bini, B. Buonomo, F. Cardelli, C. Di Giulio,
E. Di Pasquale, M. Diomede, L. Faillace, A. Falone, G. Franzini, A. Gallo, G. Giannetti, A. Liedl,
D. Moriggi, S. Pioli, S. Quaglia, L. Sabbatini, M. Scampati, G. Scarselletta, A. Stella, S. Tocci,
L. Zelinotti, INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, Via Enrico Fermi 54, 00044, Frascati, Italy
Abstract
In the framework of LATINO project (Laboratory in Advanced Technologies for INnOvation) funded by Lazio regional government, the commissioning of the TEst stand
for X-band (TEX) facility has started in 2021 at Frascati National Laboratories of INFN. Born as a collaboration with CERN to test high gradient accelerating
structures, during 2022 TEX aims at feeding the first
EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB X-band structure prototype.
During 2021 the commissioning has been successfully carried out up to 48 MW. The power unit is driven by an X-band
low level RF system, that employs a commercial S-band
(2.856 GHz) Libera digital LLRF (manufactured by Instrumentation Technologies), with an up/down conversion stage
and a reference generation and distribution system able to
produce coherent frequencies for the American S-band and
European X-band (11.994 GHz), both designed and realized
at LNF. The performance of the system, with a particular focus on amplitude and phase resolution, together with klystron
and driver amplifier jitter measurements, will be reviewed
in this paper. Moreover, considerations on its suitability
and main limitations in view of EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB
project will be discussed.

klystron from CPI LLC (USA), and a K400 450 kV solid
state modulator from Scandinova (Sweden). The repetition
rate will be at least 50 Hz. A new control room has been
realized and equipped, and a concrete shielded bunker has
been built to host the structures under test. A Memorandum
of Understanding has been also signed with CERN, to profit
from the well established experience on X-band technology
acquired with the operation of the XBOX test stands. In fact,
the test-facility will be also used to test and condition CLIC
structures. TEX will be also an R&D and test facility for
X-band RF components, LLRF systems, beam diagnostics,
vacuum technologies and control system in view of INFN future accelerator EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB [4, 5] that will
be built at LNF. This project foresees in fact the construction
of a X-band linac booster up to 1 GeV, working with a target
accelerating gradient of 60 MV/m.
A sketch of the TEX area is reported in Fig. 1, where
the modulator cage, the bunker and the waveguide network
CAD design is reported.

INTRODUCTION
The TEX facility [1] is one of the pillars of the LATINO
project [2], funded by Lazio regional government, that aims
to provide companies and the scientific community with
the advanced technologies and skills developed in the field
of particle accelerators for research, medical and industrial
applications. Its commissioning has started in November
2021 at INFN National Laboratories of Frascati with the
Site Acceptance Test (SAT in the following) of the RF power
unit [3]. During these preliminary tests also the LLRF system has been commissioned, showing some promising results, but also highlighting some critical aspects concerning,
for instance, sample rate, front-end and back-end bandwidth,
which are particularly important for a future LLRF system
development for an X-band driven linac.

TEX TEST FACILITY
The TEX facility main goal is to test at high power X-band
RF components at LNF. Waveguide devices and accelerating structures could be conditioned at this frequency in the
facility, which is supplied by a VKX8311A 50 MW, 1.5 µs
∗
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Figure 1: 3D CAD drawing of the TEX facility experimental
area.
The SAT of the RF power unit took place in November
2021, once the building air conditioning and civil engineering works have been completed. The entire waveguide network is now in place up to the final RF splitter right before
the accelerating structure input coupler (where two 25 MW
RF loads have been connected in parallel for the high power
tests instead). Using this RF layout, it was possible to reach
48 MW, with a pulse length of 150 ns at 50 Hz repetition rate
during the SAT. In Fig.2 is shown the waveguide network
outside (left) and inside (right) the bunker.
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Figure 2: Pictures of the waveguide network in the klystron
area (left) and inside the bunker (right).

A detailed description of the development of the TEX
X-band LLRF system is reported in [10]. The system RF
source is an ultra low phase noise Rohde&Schwarz synthesizer (SMA100B). The core of the system is based on a
commercial S-band (2.856 GHz) Libera LLRF (purchased
from Instrumentation Technologies, and whose performance
has been already reviewed in [8, 9] for a similar architecture). In addition, a custom up/down converter and reference
generation stages, that translate the carrier frequency to the
European X-band (11.994 GHz) and viceversa, have been
both developed at LNF. It has been installed and commissioned in Fall 2021 prior to the modulator SAT. The LLRF
system is hosted in the rack room adjacent the control room.
A picture of the Low-Level RF rack is shown in Fig. 4

To ensure a safe and repeatable accelerating structure
test, aiming to reach the nominal accelerating gradient minimizing the operation time, a complex automatic conditioning/interlock algorithm has been foreseen, implemented and
preliminarily tested during the modulator SAT [6]. In its final version, it will include also an online measurement of the
produced dark current and of the breakdown rate, to safely
guide the conditioning process. An EPICS based Telegram
integration has been also deployed for the alarms handling
of the facility [7].

LLRF SYSTEM COMMISSIONING
A block diagram of the whole RF layout including the
BOC pulse compressor (that will allow the simultaneous conditioning of two structures in parallel, and will be installed in
a second phase) is shown in Fig. 3 with a particular emphasis
on the LLRF system and all the RF signals picked-up for
diagnostics and feedback.

Figure 4: TEX LLRF rack.

Figure 3: TEX RF system block diagram. It includes also
the BOC pulse compressor that will be added in a second
phase.

As visible from the picture, in addition to the up/down converter and the reference generation some ancillary systems
have been also developed, in particular: (i) a splitter stage for
klystron forward and reverse power signals, which are needed
by the RF mask digitizer (12-bit, 3.2 GS/s Wavecatcher [11])
employed for pulse to pulse breakdown detection [12,13]; (ii)
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a trigger and interlock distribution, to safely inhibit the RF
pulses generation whenever the machine protection system
detects a possible threat.
The RF signals picked-up by the directional couplers are
routed to the LLRF system front-end by means of Andrew
FSJ1-50 1/4 inch phase stable cables. Even though the phase
stability requirement is not strictly necessary in a test facility, i.e. where no beam is going to be accelerated, we
have chosen such cables to test their performance (e.g. in
terms of long term drifts) also in view of the EuPRAXIASPARC_LAB TDR.
During the SAT, signals from the DC1 and DC2 have been
acquired and all the LLRF system functionalities have been
successfully tested. Some preliminary measurements have
been carried out aiming at characterizing the amplitude and
phase jitter on the klystron output power, which is one of
the most important parameters to qualify the stability of the
power source. In Fig. 5 the outcome for 20 MW, 300 ns pulse
amplitude (left) and phase (right) stability measurements are
shown, while table 1 summarizes the results. Very promising
jitter values have been obtained: 0.04 % and 20.7 fs rms for
amplitude and phase respectively. These performance are
compatible with state of the art solid state power sources,
and represent a strong groundwork for the future X-band
linac facility EuPRAXIASPARC_LAB.

maximum RF level at the LLRF front-end is 6 dBm, while
the Libera LLRF could accept signals up to 10 dBm. Then,
considering that the filling time of X-band structures usually
ranges between 150 ns and 200 ns, the available measurement window of 8.6 µs results too wide and the sampling
frequency too low (one ADC sample every 8.4 ns). This, together with a back-end and front-end bandwidth respectively
of 16 MHz and 5 MHz, represents a major limitation with
such short pulses, especially if fast pulse modulations are
required.

CONCLUSION
In Fall 2021 the LLRF system of the TEX facility has been
successfully commissioned and the first RF pulses have been
delivered to the RF loads to condition the waveguide network
and to test the RF power unit during the modulator SAT. A
final power of 48 MW, 150 ns at 50 Hz repetition rate has
been reached before the end of the SAT. Some preliminary
performance of the X-band LLRF system have been evaluated. Promising results have been obtained, with a measured
amplitude and phase jitter of the klystron forward output
power of 0.04 % and 20.7 fs respectively. As soon as the facility will start its experimental activity, more detailed tests
on the LLRF system will be carried out.
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Figure 5: Measured amplitude and phase jitter of klystron
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300 ns at 50 Hz repetition rate RF pulses.
Table 1: RF Jitters Preliminary Measurement
KLY FWD

Amp. jitter

Phase jitter

Time jitter

0.04 %

0.0894 deg

20.7 fs

As soon as the facility will start its experimental activity,
an extensive measurement campaign will be carried out to
confirm and optimize these results at full power (maximizing
the signal dynamics on the front-end), to identify all the
phase jitter contributions (LLRF, driver, klystron) and to
evaluate the Libera LLRF noise floor.
The LLRF system reviewed in this paper, certainly suitable for a test stand, it does not seem the optimal choice
for an X-band based linac for various reasons. First of all,
the high conversion loss (≈ 14 dB) of the down-converter
stage limits the dynamic range of the front-end. In fact,
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STATUS OF LLRF AND RESONANCE CONTROL DEDICATED
ALGORITHMS EXTENSION FOR PolFEL
W. Jalmuzna, W. Cichalewski, A. Napieralski, P. Sekalski,
Lodz University of Technology, Lodz, Poland
Abstract
PolFEL (POLish Free Electron Laser) is the new superconducting-based facility, which is under construction in
Poland. It will provide a continuous electron beam with energy up to 160 MeV, which will be converted to light pulses
with wavelengths as short as 150 nm. CW (Continuous
Wave) operation of the superconducting linear accelerator
with narrow bandwidth and high electromagnetic field gradient (presumably above 30 MV/m for single structure)
creates new challenges while dealing with RF field stability, the influence of mechanical de-tuning of resonating
structures and must consider all limits induced by power
amplifiers and cryo-system. The real-time control algorithm responsible for RF field, motor tuners, and piezo control must strictly interact with each other to provide the satisfactory performance of the whole facility. In addition,
constant monitoring of such parameters as detuning, bandwidth, power margins of the amplifier, state of cavities
must be done. The paper presents the status of implementation of PolFEL's LLRF Controller (extending GDR to
other modes of operation as SEL, PLL) and Piezo Controller (both hardware and firmware layers).

INTRODUCTION
PolFEL (Polish Free Electron Laser) is the free electron
laser facility, which is under construction in Poland. The
main operation modes of its superconducting based linear
accelerator will be Continuous Wave (CW) and Long
Pulse. The accelerator itself will consist of 4 cryo-modules
with 8 TESLA superconducting cavities in total and will
provide continuous electron beam with energies from
120 MeV up to 160 MeV. The beam will be passed through
VUV undulators to generate radiation with wave lengths
staring at 0.3 mm down to 150 nm (50 nm for third harmonic) – the total photon pulse energy will reach 100 uJ
with repetition rate of 100 kHz. After leaving undulators,
the beam will be used for neutron generation or Compton
scattering experiments. The estimated end of construction
and commissioning of the whole facility is in 2023.
PolFEL will use relatively high accelerating electromagnetic field gradients (presumably above 30 MV/m for single structure). Work in such conditions requires either high
input power (which exceeds limits achievable by existing
high-power amplifiers and power distribution systems) or
increase of input power coupling, which corresponds to
Loaded Quality of the resonator and in the result narrows
down system bandwidth to several Hertz. Under these circumstances any detuning of the resonating frequency of the
cavity (either caused by microphonics or Lorentz Force)
will have big influence on stability of the RF Accelerating
field (up to the point where no operation is possible).
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Therefore, it must be compensated by interaction between
cavity tuning system/algorithms based on piezo actuators
and dedicated RF control algorithms with special functionality related to out of band operations.
The Department of Microelectronics and Computer Science, Lodz University of Technology, with all its experience gathered during work in such experiments as Flash,
EuXFEL and ESS, is involved in design and development
of several subsystems of the facility.

SCOPE OF WORK
As part of the work, dedicated hardware device for resonance control system will be designed and manufactured.
It will be implemented in a form of standalone integrated
19’’ box and will contain at least 18 piezo drivers able to
drive 16 piezo stacks (2 per superconducting cavity) in
LINAC section and additional 2 stacks at RF-Gun cavity.
Resonance Control Hardware must be integrated with
other uTCA based systems (especially LLRF) to provide
consistent platform for algorithm execution and control
system integrations. These will be achieved by using external communication links and special adapters on LLRF
system side.
In addition to the hardware platform, the several control
algorithms will be implemented. These are divided into
two groups:
• Field Control Algorithms -The algorithms must ensure
overall stability of the RF Accelerating Field parameters to deliver electron beam of required quality and
provide additional information for other systems (i.e.
resonance control) and operators to improve operation
and prevent unexpected faults.
• Resonance Control Algorithms - The algorithms and
hardware subsystems for piezo control must be able to
compensate both Lorentz Force Detuning (LFD) and
frequency deviations caused by environmental mechanical vibrations (microphonics). This can be
achieved using such algorithms like online cavity parameters identification and adaptive noise compensation.
As stated before, both groups of the algorithms implemented must exchange data and closely interact with each
other to make the operation with required field parameters
possible.

RESONANCE CONTROLLER
REQUIREMENTS
The superconductive cavities are mounted inside cryomodule using fixture equipped with motor tuner and two
piezo stacks. In many applications one of the stacks is used
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as mechanical actuator, while the other one is used as a piezo sensor to read back mechanical properties. Depending
on the set-points used during operation, the total LFD [1]
and microphonics detuning may exceed range achievable
by single actuator – in such cases both piezo elements will
be used as actuators to increase the tuning range.
To relax requirements induced on resonance control
layer, special modes of LLRF operations are needed. Such
modes as Self Excited Loop (SEL) or VCO mode allow efficient cavity loading at resonance possible and are not influenced by effective detuning, but do not allow precise
phase control.
Piezoelectric stacks used for TESLA type cavities are
commonly available also for other applications. They are
driven by monopolar high voltage rated up to 200 V at
room temperature, however, for HEP operations they are
cooled down well below 4K where the piezo elements
might be operated in bipolar mode with lower amplitude.
The typical piezo stack used for TESLA cavities has a capacitance of around 3 uF and length of 3 to 4 cm. The elongation for voltage up to 120 V is in range of few microns
which is sufficient to compensate the Lorentz force and microphonics and change the resonance frequency of the cavity in range of hundreds of Hertz (depending on the cavity
Q factor). The control signals bandwidth is in a range well
below 1 kHz since the mechanical reaction of cavity is
around 300 Hz [2][3].
Direct approach which assumes that piezo is a capacitor
shows that maximum current which should be delivered by
piezo driver can be calculated via formula:
𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = ±𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋

Which shows that the Imax should not exceed 188mA in
case of Vpp=100 V, C= 3 uF and fmax=200 Hz:
𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = ±100𝜋𝜋 ⋅ 3 × 10−6 ⋅ 200 = ±188𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

There are many online calculators like the one presented
on PiezoDrive [4] website. However according to observation and experience from previous experiments, the impedance of piezo stack should not be considered as a pure capacitor. The admittance of piezo ceramics changes with the
voltage amplitude, the temperature, and the mechanical
load, to up to 200 % of the unloaded, small-signal, roomtemperature value. The results of research are presented by
piezo stack manufacturer at their website. Such a change
must be taken into consideration when the control system
is designed to avoid overcurrent issue and overheating of
the device. Moreover, there are many studies about the
power consumption change of powered piezo stack. The
conclusions from previous experiments show, that the control system should be able to provide at least x2 the current
calculated from small signal analysis.

RESONANCE CONTROLLER
HARDWARE

• DRTM-PZT4
• PZT16 Piezo Box
Both modules were developed at DESY [5] for the purpose of FLASH and XFEL facilities and their functionality
is already verified. Due to the used form factors, there are
several limitations (i.e. limited number of channels on
PZT4 module), but in general they could be used for the
purpose of PolFEL (although in some conditions driven to
the limit).
Additional integrated piezo driver modules (from PiezoDrive company) were analyzed and measured:
• PDm200 - +/-100 V drive signal capable of delivering
of up to 120 mA rms current (>300mA peak current)
• MX200 – 0-200 V drive signal with up to 500 mA rms
current (1 A peak current).
Parameters of both modules were measured (output currents, bandwidth, output voltages) and compared with
manufacturer specs. Despite some inconsistencies have
been found, the modules are capable to fulfil all PolFEL’s
requirements.
The ready to use verified piezo driver platforms used in
already working facility seem to be natural choice for PolFEL’s solution. Unfortunately, unstable situation on component market causes long production delays and it cannot
be estimated when the platforms will be available. This collides with facility schedule.
For the abovementioned reason it has been decided to
implement custom solution using stable piezo driver modules manufactured by external vendor, which have reasonable delivery time. The modules will be mounted in a 19’’
box and configured in bridged configuration, extended by
additional electronics such as medium speed ADCs and
DACs to provide control signals and additional layer of
communication links to interact and integrate with control
system.
The structure of the specified controller is presented in
Figure 1. The device is equipped with 9 driver channels
able to drive +/- 100 V voltage with 550 mA RMS output
current using bridged configuration. The additional 9 inputs can be used to interface with piezo sensors. If the operation mode of accelerator requires driving of both piezo
stacks, the channel structure can be reconfigured using
dedicated relays to provide single ended 200 V drive signal
and appropriate bias voltage. The box will integrate with
uTCA systems using dedicated RTM module.

CONTROL ALGORITHMS
The scope of work covers implementation of the various
RF field control algorithms. Due to the overall mode of operation of the machine, special considerations must be
taken.

During definition of hardware specification, several off
-the-shelf components were considered:
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Figure 1: Structure of Resonance Controller Box.
Detuning and power margin analysis shows that Generator Driven Resonator (GDR) mode itself will not be sufficient to load the cavities under the required conditions.
• LFD Compensation - Excessive LFD caused by high
accelerating field gradients requires direct interaction
between LLRF controller and resonance control system. The LFD will be compensated using Proportional-Integral (PI) feedback controller with additional
Feed Forward tables using actual detuning measured
by LLRF control system. To further relax requirements for compensation algorithms and high-power
amplifier chains, additional Self Excited Loop (SEL)
mode will be implemented on the RF field controller
side.
• Microphonics Compensation - Resonance Control part
must also handle all disturbances caused by external
mechanical vibrations visible on the cavities. The experiments show that the best way to do it is to use various Adaptive Noise Cancellation (ANC). As the part
of the application ANC VSS LMS [6] block will be
implemented.
• Cavity Parameter Identification - The LLRF filed controller must implement additional algorithms to identify cavity parameters, which will be used as part of
diagnostics, fault prevention and other compensations.
These includes Loaded Q, Cavity Detuning and Expected Cavity Response
• High Power Amplifier Linearization

SIMULATION/VERIFICATION
INFRASTRUCTURE
The availability of the similar facilities (superconducting, CW, high EM gradient) around the world is very limited and developed algorithms will not be tested on the real
machine (or tested in a very limited way) before commissioning. For this reason, the dedicated system simulator has
been implemented. It includes modelling of RF and mechanical properties of the superconducting TESLA cavities. The whole setup is also extended by simple piezo
driver and piezo element model to be able to test compensation/operation modes. The prepared setup can be used on
the High Level using such tools as MATLAB as well as on
the HDL simulator level or even directly on hardware side
(implemented in FPGA). The simulator became the part of
TUPOST016
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dedicated FPGA firmware running on FPGA based evaluation board. The structure of the algorithm test-bench is
presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Structure of the Test-Bench.
The test-bench can be used for both HDL simulations
and execution on the real hardware. In both cases input and
output data is delivered from external tools (MATLAB, python scripts or others) These provides effective and fast
way to simulate functionality, verify resource usage and
test real hardware timing properties of implemented designs.

STATUS AND TIME SCHEDULE
The part of the work described in the paper is already
completed including analysis of the available piezo solutions and market research, initial measurements of COTS
modules to evaluate declared and actual parameters, initial
specification of piezo boxes and interfaces, high Level
Language Implementation of cavity models, implementation of HDL and co-simulation test benches and their integrations into MATLAB environment.
The remaining tasks including production of piezo boxes
as well as final implementation and tests of algorithms in
the real environment are to be completed until commissioning of the PolFEL facility in 2023.

SUMMARY
The paper presents the general concept, schedule, and
status of selected firmware/hardware components of LLRF
system of PolFEL. The infrastructure is under development
and will be finished by the end of 2023. Special focus is
placed on hardware part of resonance control system.
The analysis and executed test and measurements show
that we are ready and able to start design works and fulfil
assumed schedule of the facility.
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Abstract
The LLRF (Low-Level Radio Frequency) system optimizes energy transfer from the superconducting resonator to
the accelerating beam. At ESS, one LLRF system regulates
a single cavity. This digital system’s hardware platform is
the MTCA.4 standard. The system has been co-designed
by ESS, Lund University, and the PEG (Polish Electronic
Group) consortium. The PEG is also responsible for the
system components design, evaluation, and production (like
Local Oscillator Rear transition module, piezo tuner driver
RTM, RTM carrier board, and others). The PEG delivers a
hardware/software cavity simulator, an LLRF system teststand, and provides necessary integration and installation
services required for complete system preparation for the
linac commissioning and operation phase. The paper summarizes the PEG work on the development and preparation
of the LLRF systems for the ESS elliptical structures. The
efforts concerning hardware and software components prototyping and evaluation are discussed. Moreover, we present
the current status of the project, including components mass
production, integration, and installation work.

INTRODUCTION - LLRF SYSTEMS FOR
ESS ELLIPTICAL RESONATORS
The Low-Level Radio Frequency (LLRF) control system’s
primary goal is to provide optimal energy transfer from the
cavity to the accelerated particles beam.
The ESS project foresees a single cavity regulation
scheme (see Fig. 1). The presented diagram describes the
system setup for spokes and elliptical cavities. But the general idea was the unification of different system types. The
MTCA.4 [1] standard provides enough versatility by means
of dedicated sub-modules configuration ability for given system kind. The set-up of the controller comprises of different
hardware modules [3]. Some of them were designed and
delivered by PEG (RTM carrier, LO-RTM, Piezo driver).
The consortia members responsibility includes also LLRF
system integration and installation at the ESS linac side.
The elliptical cavity simulator and complete system loop
∗
†
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test-stand enabled reliable verification of the LLRF system
components and set-up.

Figure 1: Overview of the LLRF system [2].

MTCA.4 HARDWARE MODULES
DESIGNED BY PEG
RTM Carrier AMC Module
The RTM Carrier (Fig. 2) is low cost FPGA based
MTCA.4 AMC module, dedicated for supporting LO RTM
(Fig. 3) and Piezo RTM (Fig. 4) boards in the LLRF systems. Board is equipped in Artix-7 FPGA device, it has
also 1GB of DDR3 memory and covers PCIe x2 and Low
latency Links (direct board-to-board connections) on the
MTCA backplane. In the LLRF system architecture, the
RTM Carrier board provides minimal functionality that allows RTMs to operate. The general required functionality
of the board is: communication with the RTM via ZONE
3, powering RTM devices, communication with the other
devices using PCI-Express on the backplane, data processing in the FPGA, fulfilling all the other requirements for the
AMC board defined in the MTCA.4 standard.

Figure 2: RTM Carrier AMC module.
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Local Oscillator RTM Module
The LO Rear Transition Module (LO RTM) generates and
distributes clock ( 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓 /6 = 117.403 MHz) and LO (𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∗
23/22 = 736.439 MHz or 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∗29/28 = 729.578 MHz) signals synchronous to an externally fed 704.42 MHz reference.
To follow the input phase noise in wide offset bandwidth, the
clock signal is generated by a frequency divider and the LO
using a frequency divider, mixer, and band-pass filter (direct analog scheme). The signal conditioning path includes
amplifiers, alternators, and power dividers.
The LO RTM communicates with an AMC via the Zone3
connector. The AMC can set the board parameters (enable/disable the clock signal, enable/disable the LO signal,
select the IF, configure the attenuation, and others) as well
as read out the input and output powers.
Long-term tests of Revision 1.2 (see Fig. 3) validated the
design.

Tests performed on the local dedicated test stand and all
types of the prototype cavities (spokes, M-Beta and H-Beta)
allowed for tailoring the design and device performance to
the system owners’ needs.

CAVITY SIMULATOR
Cavity Simulator [5] (see Fig. 5) was designed to help the
LLRF developers to test their system before connecting it to
the actual equipment. This device simulates the behavior of
the superconducting cavity used at medium and high beta
sections of the ESS linac. The simulated phenomena include
cavity dynamics, piezo detuning, and beam current. The
model of the amplifier is also included in the simulation
scope.
The device is based on a high-performance FPGA with a
set of data converters and a dedicated RF frontend. In total,
it consists of seven modules. Six of those were designed
internally by the Institute of Electronic Systems. The input
signals from the LLRF control system are digitized. Those
signals are then processed inside the FPGA firmware, and
the responses are generated and converted through DAC to
analog and RF signals.

Figure 3: Photo of the LO RTM Revision 1.2.

Piezo Driver RTM Module and Power Supply
The PEG group delivers the hardware module [4], which
the main purpose is to provide a command signal to the
resonators’ fine tuners. The solution comprises two major
components. One is the RTM (Rear Transition Module)
format board (MTCA.4 standard) that handles high voltage
control signal waveforms generation and signals monitoring
(acquisition) named HPD-200 (see Fig. 4). Other component is an external power supply unit that delivers necessary
HV to the HPD-200 module. The RTM module paired with

Figure 4: Photo of the Piezo RTM Revision 2.1.
the AMC RTM carrier board provides all required functionalities for piezo operation and diagnostics. The piezo driver
controller can generate the DC voltage and AC components
and pre-defined customized wave-forms shapes of the signal.
System configuration allows for work with different cavity
types. While M-Beta and H-Beta elliptical cavities accept
uni-polar excitation ranging from 0 to 200 V, the spoke ones
can operate -40V to 160 V. Considering cavities dynamics,
we have specified that piezo driver should be able to work
with up to 1 kHz bandwidth to cover desired tuning control
needs.

Figure 5: Photo of the cavity simulator front panel.

TEST STAND
The PEG established local LLRF hardware and software
test stand for system integration and particular sub-modules
verification. The consortium delivers various HW and SW
modules tested individually. Still, testing of the integrated
system with conditions similar to regular operation is essential to correctness and performance determination. Availability and configuration flexibility are significantly higher than
the real (cryomodule) system option with lower operation
cost. The test stand integrates the complete configuration
of the LLRF related MTCA.4 modules in the single rack.
Additionally, the control loop is closed via the cavity simulator that is paired with the LLRF part. The CS contains
also the reference and clock signal generators, which make
the test-stand fully standalone structure.

LLRF SYSTEM RELATED FIRMWARE
MTCA.4 Modules Firmware
The ESS delivers the firmware framework and the main
accelerating field controller software implementation. The
PEG handles the FW packages that comply with the framework guidelines. One is the board support package (BSP)
for the RTM carrier board, that gives access to the module’s
major components and peripherals. Other is the LO-RTM
dedicated FW assures access to the board registers, allowing
for the clock (CLK) and LO signals configurations. Finally,
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the piezo driver FW enables configuration and management
of the piezo channel modes (actuator or sensor). It also
defines and provides interface to the memory used for the
piezo excitation waveforms storage. It implements the acquisition channels that contain the data from the PD voltage and
current output measurement, as well as the piezo signals.

MMC Firmware
The RTM carrier and Piezo-RTM modules (by PEG) are
equipped with dedicated MMC processors. This allows for
an IPMI functionality integration. The firmware developed
for these controllers provided access to the various types
of sensors (voltage, temperature, etc) present on the board
and also other hardware information like Field-replaceable
Unit (FRU) records. The latest MMC FW version integrates
support for both AMC and RTM PEG modules.

OTHER HARDWARE MODULES
PSS Switch
The PSS Switch is a device to turn off the RF power going
to Klystron if Personal Safety Systems detect an emergency.
The device is based on an RF relay manufactured by Radial.
The control signal comes directly from the PSS controller.

Pin Diode
The PIN-Diode module (Fig.6) is a fast RF-gate, which
shall block the RF signal going from the LLRF system to
the klystron, when the Machine Protection System (MPS)
event occurs. Signal that indicates the RF-stop condition is
delivered to the board using optical fiber. Special attention
was paid to the behaviour of this device in case of power
loss, to ensure that in such case there will be no signal transmission. The device has Ethernet interface which is used to
query device status and allows MPS system testing.

Figure 6: PIN-Diode.

Electron Pick-up
The aim of the Electron-pickup is to measure the the
current generated in the superconducting cavities due to the
multipacting phenomenon. If this current exceeds provided
threshold, an interlock signal is generated and transmitted
using optical fiber interface to the MPS. In contrast to PINDiode, this board does not receives, but generates the the
interlock signal.

RF Splitbox
The RF Splitbox [6] is responsible for distributing the
RF signal inside the LLRF racks (see Fig. 8). The device
consists of 9 custom-designed power splitters optimized
to achieve the lowest possible phase drifts and very low
crosstalk between the channels. The device is manufactured
in different versions for different parts of the ESS accelerator.

Figure 8: Photo of the RF Splitbox.

LLRF SYSTEMS INSTALLATION
The general procedure for LLRF system testing and installation includes following steps: assembly the MTCA crate
in laboratory, test the crate in the laboratory with the cavity
simulator (Fig. 5) - check if LLRF works (Factory Acceptance Test - FAT), install the crate in the klystron gallery,
perform the inner rack cabling, repeat the crate test in the
klystron gallery with the cavity simulator attached to the
patch-panel on the top of the rack (Site Acceptance Test SAT).
Due to various global circumstances, as of now, the installation of LLRF system has been delayed, only 8 LLRF
system has been officially installed in February 2021. The
subsequent installations has been postponed due to global
market situation, especially in case of ordering electronic
components, cables and other materials and devices.

SUMMARY
As of now, the PEG partners concluded the design and
prototype phases for most components. Verification of the
final design versions took place in the dedicated LLRF tests
stand and in the accelerator environment with a single (MBeta resonators) cryomodule facility.
For most of the HW module types, mass production took
place. In the case of the RTM carrier and LO-RTM, they
are ready for installation in the M-Beta dedicated systems.
The piezo driver systems needed additional prototyping run
because of the device specification change. The mass production process for the rest of the HW is ongoing and will
finish by the end of 2022.
Integrated LLRFs are now in operation in different facilities at the PEG and ESS sides. The systems installation
activities are ongoing in the klystron gallery hall of the linac
- to be concluded by mid of 2023. This deadline may change
depending on existing the global market situation related to
the supply chain problems and semiconductor crisis.
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W. Cichalewski∗ , TUL-DMCS, Lodz, Poland
J. Sekutowicz, DESY, Hamburg, Germany and NCBJ, Swierk, Poland
LLRF SYSTEM STRUCTURE

Abstract
The CW operation becomes more attractive mode of beam
and RF operation, even for infrastructures initially developed
as pulsed experiments. Compared to the short (single ms)
pulse the CW or long pulse (LP) operation allows for a more
relaxed bunch scheme and enables higher bunch quantities
during the experiment run. The Long Pulse operation scenario is one of the possible EXFEL modes of work in the
future. LLRF systems that work in CW (and LP) are in
operation worldwide. Most of them are dedicated to single
cavity control. The XFEL dedicated system is capable of
multi-cavity cryomodules vector-sum operation. In such
a configuration switching from short-pulse operation into
long-pulse with the existing limitations from the allowed
cryo heat load level, average input power per coupler (and
others) can be extremely challenging. For this setup the support from the dynamic resonance control system is essential.
This paper summarizes efforts towards the successful vectorsum operation of the X-FEL type cryomodule in the LP
operation mode. Modifications to the original LLRF setup
together with challenges of narrow bandwidth operation in
moderate and high gradients are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Current Low Level Radio Frequency (LLRF) control systems offer more and more versatility and flexibility that can
cover a wide scope of applications to be realized by the same
set-up.
The system designed and developed initially for accelerating field parameters regulation in short (millisecond scale)
pulse operation fulfills CW operation requirements too.
One such example is the LLRF system of the EXFEL
project. The facility is in operation since 2017. Although the
design nominal operation parameters foresee up to around
1,4 ms pulses with a 10 Hz repetition rate the work on the CW
and LPO upgrade possibilities started already in 2011. Over
last years, different studies have taken place to determine
the necessary modification for the controller system. At the
same time, the work continued on system usage limitations
determination and environment restrictions.
Majority of the CW and LPO work took place at the Cryo
Module Test Bench (CMTB) facility at DESY (Hamburg,
Germany). This facility operates single TESLA cavities cryo
module that comprises 8 niobium structure. It can operate
either the short pulse (using klystron) or CW/LPO (using an
IOT prototype) in 2K temperature conditions.
∗
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The LLRF system of the DESY facilities (like FLASH or
EXFEL) [1] is the controller capable of multi-cavity operation configuration. It optimizes the electro-magnetic field in
8 up to 32 resonators (4 cryomodules) strings. The implementation diagram with the simple proportional feedback
loop configuration is summarized in Figure 1. The single

Figure 1: Overview of the LLRF system main RF control
loop.
RF controller generates a command signal for all resonators
simultaneously. Based on the vector sum information, the
error signal reflects the difference between the desired pulse
shape and the actual field in cavities. The system allows for
different resonator impact adjustments using single rotation
and scaling parameters configurations. The other control
loop dedicated and more engaged during the CW and LPO
operation is the one that provides fine frequency tuning of
each cavity (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Overview of the cavity resonance control structure.
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The piezoelectric-based system takes care of the dynamic
compensation of the resonator frequency shifts from the
required value [2]. The controller structure for the piezo operation incorporates different mechanisms capable of cavity
tuning excitation generation:
• Integrator controller,
• Active Noise Cancellation (ANC),
• custom feed-forward tables.
• Proportional controller.
Different components play different roles in frequency mismatch reduction. The proportional part handles rapid detuning changes while the integral one compensates for slow
changes between 10 to 15 Hz. The ANC mechanisms incorporated in this solution provide tuning for mechanical
disturbances originating from the microphonics. Finally, the
feed-forward tables minimize the repetitive error determined
during the pulse to pulse operation (not suitable for the CW
scenario).

Figure 3: The cavity probe spectral density of 8 cavities in
the cryomodule (in [MHz]) with the microphonics disturbances peaks visible.

LPO CONDITIONS AND CHALLENGES
Used LPO approach defines the long pulse system excitation as 1Hz repetition rate pulses with defined duty factor.
Typically, DF ranges from 10 to 50%.
The transfer from the short-pulse to the CW or the LPO
has some consequences. Among the others, the changes
impact the RF-related environment of the cavity. First, the
high-power RF sources are not flexible enough to work in
all regimes. The investigation is ongoing on the devices
that can satisfy short-pulse and CW operation with enough
power margin to cover cavity string consumption.
Moreover, the input couplers that deliver RF power to the
cavity cannot sustain the high average power load required
for the CW/LPO operation with comparable conditions (like
23-25MV/m field gradient). Although they can work with up
to 400 kW excitation, it is only acceptable during the short
time pulses (1-2 ms duration, 10 Hz repetition rate). The
tolerable average power level should not exceed a couple of
kilowatts. The average power reduction demands coupling
change between the cavity and its input antenna. Resulted
loaded quality factor modification allows for comparable
field parameters achievement with less input power needed.
The drawback of this is the resonator configuration, with a
narrow bandwidth conditions (down to ca. 30 Hz in case
of TESLA cavities). This situation makes the cavity more
susceptible to the gradient reduction because of the mechanical microphonics sources present in the environment (see
Figure 3). The dominant frequencies of 30 Hz, 40 Hz, 49
Hz and 57 Hz can be determined from this figure.
With the LPO operation also the Lorentz Force Detuning
(LFD) plays a significant role in narrow-band setup (see
Figure 4).
The resonance curve of the cavity bends because of the
LFD pressure on the cavity walls. The walls stiffness determines the size of this effect. Narrow bandwidth conditions

Figure 4: The cavity gradient (in red and green) in function
of the cavity detuning (1V of piezo voltage corresponds to 8
Hz detuning).
and high gradient operation can lead to the ponderomotive
drops of the field gradient. As depicted in the figure, the dynamic recovery mechanism may require an extensive range
of the piezo tuner regulation to cope with this issue.
Taking above into the consideration the careful and sophisticated tuning control is required.

VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS FOR
IN-PULSE RESONANCE CONTROL
Different configurations of the detuning controller evaluation took place. The initial work included only the ”I”
controller usage for the detuning reduction. As first step the
piezo tuner range optimization took place. This regulation
overhead assured reliable system response even in the case
of the monotonic (ponderomotive) drop. Still higher (above
15 MV/m) gradient operation was not possible due to the
microphonics impact.
The unwanted mechanical resonance mode excitation occurred thanks to different disturbances introduced to the
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cavity from outside and the non-optimal cavity filling process in the presence of the LFD. The significance of resulting
oscillations was high enough to block effective cavities operation.
Next, ANC filters enhanced the controller functionality
(implemented in the system). Both mechanisms working
together allowed for microphonics impact reduction. Still,
the cavity filling phase caused the detuning that required
extensive compensation from the RF power side and strong
LLRF feedback loop gain conditions.
Afterward, custom FF tables helped to reduce the repetitive detuning present during the initial filling phase. An
adaptive algorithm helped to optimize initial excitation of
the piezo actuator that released the unnecessary RF power
overhead engaged in the resonator standing wave build-up.
Finally, the work focused on the controller application
firmware settings adjustment. The goal was to extend the
integral loop bandwidth. With this approach, the piezo actuator could follow the in-resonance filling of the cavity field
and track the detuning changes over the whole RF pulse
duration. The microphonics impact reduction was out of the
”I” loop range, but the ANC could reduce these unwanted
disturbances.

Figure 6: LLRF system vector sum amplitude regulation
performance (dA/A in [%]) in time.
almost completely fulfill this requirement for the whole measurement period.

ACCELERATING FIELD REGULATION
RESULTS
For the LPO study, the LLRF generated pulses with different (pre-defined) duty factor pulses with a 1 Hz repetition
rate. The Figure 5 contains an example of the cavity response
to this kind of pulse.

Figure 5: Long pulse operation of the 8 cavities (different
colors) in single EXFEL type cryomodule (amplitude response - left, phase response - right).
The particular cavity may have different gradient level
from the neighbouring structure. Still it is worth to underline
that they are all controlled by a single LLRF system that
provides a signal to all of them at the same time. Different
loaded quality factor or waveguide distribution determine the
power portion that goes to particular resonator. In the case
of such multi-cavity systems, the regulation of the whole
LLRF vector-sum field envelope parameters is taken into
consideration.
The LLRF loop performance achieved for 13 MV/m average gradients and the duty factor of around 55% showed
satisfactory results (see Figures 6 and 7).
The amplitude regulation level defined for the EXFEL
system is at the level of dA/A = 0.01%. Achieved results
TUPOST018
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Figure 7: LLRF system vector sum phase regulation performance (dP in [deg]) in time.
The phase requirements are at the level of dP = 0.01 deg.
Results at the level of 0.4 to 0.5 deg achieved during that
study are not satisfying specified limits. The main error
ingredient came from the oscillations caused by microphonics. The reason was not the optimal configuration of the
ANC filters at the time of the study. We consider this to
be a potential field of improvement for future work on that
system.
Even though the achieved results did not fulfill tight regulation requirements in 100% we can already use the system
in this configuration for the successful operation of the later
stages (like EXFEL L3 section) of the long electron linac.

SUMMARY
The work summarizes efforts toward the LLRF system
transformation between short-pulse and Long-pulse operation scenarios. The work on the system allowed to identify
some of the potential risks and costs of such transformation
(like narrow bandwidth operation).
Performed study provided clear recommendations about
especially fine tuning system configuration and performance.
Achieved results (from the accelerator in situ environment CMTB) only slightly deviate from the defined limits and give
some space for improvements in future design improvements
endeavour.
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EVALUATION OF PIP-II MASTER OSCILLATOR COMPONENTS ∗
I. Rutkowski † , K. Czuba, A. Šerlat , Warsaw University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland
B. E. Chase, E. Cullerton, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory/PIP-II, Batavia, Illinois, USA
• direct analog.

Abstract
The Proton Improvement Plan-II (PIP-II) is a planned
proton facility at Fermilab. The short- and long-term beam
energy stabilization requirements necessitate using a highquality Master Oscillator (MO). The consecutive sections
of the Linac will operate at 162.5, 325, and 650 MHz. The
phase relations between reference signals of harmonic frequencies should be kept constant, and the phase noise should
be correlated in a wide bandwidth. The possibility of simultaneously meeting both requirements using popular frequency
synthesis schemes is discussed. The ultra-low noise floor of
the fundamental source is challenging for other devices in the
phase reference distribution system. Therefore, the sensitivity to operating conditions, including impedance matching,
input power level, and power supply voltage, must be considered. This paper presents a preliminary performance test
of critical components selected for the PIP-II Master Oscillator system performed using a state-of-the-art phase noise
analyzer.

INTRODUCTION
The Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-II) is a plan of
enhancement to the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) accelerator complex [1], the key component
which is a 800 MeV superconducting radio-frequency linear
accelerator made up of three consecutive sections operating
at 162.5, 325, and 650 MHz. In addition, 1.3 GHz signal is
needed to generate the high speed FPGA clock and a feedback for the phase reference line. The short- and long-term
beam energy stabilization requirements necessitate using
a high-quality Master Oscillator (MO). The reference generation will be combined with the distribution system to
minimize the number of components. The MO will produce the lowest operating frequency, and harmonics will be
generated at the beginning of a corresponding section.
The phase relations between reference signals of harmonic
frequencies should be kept constant, and the phase noise
should be correlated in a wide band (1 MHz or more). With
these two aspects in mind, we will investigate the main
classes of synthesizers:
• indirect digital,
• direct digital,
∗
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An indirect digital synthesizer utilizes a Phase Lock Loop
(PLL) with an integer or fractional frequency divider. The
loop bandwidth is limited (typically below one hundred
kHz) due to the high gain of a low phase noise VCO and
insufficient phase margin. The phase relation is maintained
constant by the loop.
A direct digital synthesizer (DDS) uses a numerically
controlled oscillator feeding a digital-to-analog converter,
both synchronized by the same clock. Without increasing the
input clock internally (typically using an additional PLL), a
DDS can not generate an output signal of a frequency higher
than the reference. This limitation renders it unsuitable for
this application.
The direct analog approach uses frequency dividers, mixers, and filters to produce and select the desired spectral
component at the mixer’s output. Within the band-pass, the
device closely follows the PN of the reference, with the additional noise induced by the optional divider and the mixer.
In the direct methods, there is no loop guaranteeing the
phase relations.
In all three aforementioned methods, the frequency ratio
𝑓𝑜𝑢𝑡
( 𝑓𝑖𝑛 ) can be fractional. If the allowed ratios are limited
to natural values (in this application, this limitation is not
prohibitive), other techniques can be employed. Non-linear
elements like step recovery diodes generate a train of very
fast pulses occurring one every cycle of the input signal. A
notch filter selects the desired harmonic. The noise correlation bandwidth is determined by the filter (making it easy
to obtain a wide bandwidth), but the phase relation is not
guaranteed.
No architecture simultaneously fulfills both requirements.
Since the phase can be stabilized with an auxiliary circuit,
the harmonic generation technique was selected as it can
provide the lowest residual noise.
Fermilab and Warsaw University of Technology (WUT)
are collaborating on the design of the MO and the phase reference line for PIP-II. In the following sections, the measurement results of the proposed MO and frequency multipliers
are presented. Unless otherwise noted, the measurements
were performed at WUT in a Faraday cage using a Rhode
& Schwarz FSWP phase noise analyzer. The jitter will be
given as an integral in the 10 Hz to 1 MHz band.

MASTER OSCILLATOR
A vibration isolated narrow-band voltage controlled oscillator generating 10 MHz and 162.5 MHz output signals
was custom-made by Wenzel for the linac. Figure 1 shows
the measured phase noise spectra of both signals as well
as the calculated spectrum of the 10 MHz signal perfectly
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Figure 1: Phase noise spectra of 10 MHz and 162.5 MHz signal at the ouptut of a vibration isolated narrow-band voltage
controlled oscillator made by Wenzel. For comparison, the low frequency trace was perfectly translated to the higher
frequency.
up-converted to 162.5 MHz. The VCO was free-running,
with tuning input grounded. The two signals are locked up
to around 200 Hz (the frequency at which the up-converted
and high-frequency traces cross). Up to 10 dB of 1/f noise is
added to the 162.5 MHz signal within the locking bandwidth.
This noise slope goes down to below -180 dBc/Hz when it
crosses with white noise. The jitter of the signals equals
23.60 fs and 22.90 fs (10 MHz and 162.5 MHz, respectively).
The source of the spur at 180 kHz was not determined.
First measurements were performed using Agilent
E5052B Signal Source Analyzer (see Fig. 2). The results
differ either because of the instrument’s limited sensitivity
or different loading of the filter at the MO output.

FREQUENCY DOUBLERS
Wenzel’s Integrated Frequency Multipliers (IFM) 1R series of devices was selected for evaluation based on:
• multiplication factor
• integrated filters
• integrated amplifiers
• output power
• residual phase noise level
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Figure 2: Phase noise spectra of measured frequency multipliers normalized to the highest frequency (1300 MHz).

Figure 3 shows the measured phase noise spectra of all signals, which were all normalized to the highest frequency
(1300 MHz). The devices add very little noise below 10 kHz.
The noise floor is raised by around 10 dB by the first stage,
2 dB by the second, and less than a dB by the last stage. The
significant increase in the 10 kHz - 1 MHz bands translates
to a minor rise in the total jitter, which equals 21.35, 23.82,
and 23.88 fs. The first result is smaller than the reference,
which can be attributed to measurement error.
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Figure 3: Phase noise spectra of measured frequency multipliers normalized to the highest frequency (1300 MHz).
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Figure 4: Amplifiers’ phase noise comparison.

AMPLIFIERS
Although the source and the active frequency multipliers
have output power levels above +10 dBm, the signals must
be amplified due to losses in cabling and circuits. Three
models were tested:
• TQP7M9103 from Qorvo (1W High Linearity Amplifier),
• LHA-1H+ from Mini-Circuits (Ultra High Dynamic
Range Monolithic Amplifier, max P1dB at +22.7 dBm),
and
• ZX60-P103LN+ from Mini-Circuits (Low Noise Amplifier, max P1dB at 23.8 dBm).
Figure 4 shows the measured phase noise spectra of signals
at the output of each device fed with the MO reference signal.
The input power level was adjusted (individually for each
amplifier) to minimize the jitter. All devices add residual 1/f
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and white noise, which is 20 dB above the input level in the
worst case. However, this does not translate to a significant
increase in the integrated jitter, which equals 22.69, 23.93,
and 19.72 fs.

CONCLUSIONS
The selected MO provided a very high-quality signal. Its
phase noise in the 30 kHz - 5 MHz band is so low that all
other devices in the chain (amplifiers and frequency multipliers) add 10 to 20 dB of white noise, which still only
insignificantly rises the total jitter.
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THE CERN SPS LOW LEVEL RF: THE BEAM-CONTROL
A. Spierer†, P. Baudrenghien, J. Egli, G. Hagmann, P. Kuzmanovic, I. Stachon, M. Suminski,
T. Wlostowski, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) Low Level RF
(LLRF) has been completely upgraded during the CERN
long shutdown (LS2, 2019-2020). The old NIM and VME
based, mainly analog system has been replaced with modern digital electronics implemented on a MicroTCA platform. The architecture has also been reviewed, with synchronization between RF stations now resting on the White
Rabbit (WR) deterministic link. This paper is the first of a
series of three on the SPS LLRF upgrade. It covers the
Beam-Control part, that is responsible for the generation of
the RF reference frequency from a measurement of the
magnetic field, and beam phase and radial position. It
broadcasts this frequency word to the RF stations, via a
White Rabbit network. The paper presents the architecture,
gives details on the signal processing, firmware, hardware
and software. Finally, results from the first year of beam
commissioning are presented (2021).

OVERVIEW OF THE LLRF UPGRADE
The CERN LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU) project plans
doubling the proton intensity extracted from the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) for injection into the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC), therefore requiring a major upgrade [1].
Also planned is the doubling of the Lead ion beam intensity
in the LHC, using a slip-stacking scheme in the SPS [2].
The Beam-Control has been upgraded along with the
200 MHz Cavity-Controllers [3,4] and the high level RF
system. The two additional RF cavities (now six in total)
and the need to control them individually called for a new
architecture. The transition from a mostly analog to a digital system allows for new RF manipulations and an improvement of the beams’ characteristics. In addition, parts
of the system were aging and were difficult to maintain.
After the long shutdown (January 2019 - March 2021),
the SPS commissioning with beam started in mid-April
2021 and the first proton beam was accelerated to 450
GeV/c by mid-May. During the year proton beams were
delivered to the following experiments: Fixed Target,
AWAKE and HiRadMat. From October to December, tests
were conducted with the SPS Lead ion beam and with low
intensity protons extracted to the LHC transfer lines. The
first quarter of 2022 was dedicated to beam intensity increase and fine tuning of the different beams for the start
of physics.

ARCHITECTURE
The new architecture relies on the White Rabbit (WR)
technology [5] to synchronize the RF generation in different nodes. As shown in Figure 1, the newly developed
___________________________________________

† arthur.spierer@cern.ch

LLRF devices are all connected to the same WR network
and reconstruct their clocks for sampling and signal processing from the WR data stream.
The Beam-Control computes and broadcasts an ethernet
RF frame on the WR network. It contains Frequency Tuning Words (FTW, among which the instantaneous revolution frequency) that are inputs for the distributed Numerically Controlled Oscillators (RFNCO). To generate the RF
synchronously in every node, we use the fixed latency feature of the WR streamers [5]. The RFNCO core also provides frequency and amplitude modulation signals used for
ions Fixed Frequency Acceleration (FFA) [6].
White Rabbit Switch
B-field

RF frame

Beam-Control

NCO

NCO

NCO

NCO

NCO

NCO

NCO

NCO

NCO

NCO

NCO

NCO

WR2RF

NCO

NCO

Synchro.

Beam pick-ups

200MHz Cavities

Figure 1: The SPS LLRF architecture.
The MicroTCA platform is used to host the Beam-Control and Cavity-Controllers’ boards, providing controls and
high bandwidth over PCIe for data acquisition.

THE BEAM-CONTROL SYSTEM
A Zynq System on Chip (SoC) is used to implement the
digital signal processing and interfaces. The processing is
balanced between the ARM CPU (turn by turn update) and
the programmable logic for RF pre-processing (see Fig. 2).
The output of the Beam-Control is a set of FTWs and
setpoints sent at the revolution frequency (~43 kHz). The
FTW format allows for a 2 mHz resolution at 200 MHz.
Table 1: The WR RF Frame Content
Fields
FTW [main, on (FFA), program]
ΔFTW slip-stacking [group 1, 2]
Controls [modulation rate, resets]
Cavity setpoints [1..6][Amp., Phase]

Size in bits
3*48
2*32
1*16
6*32

For slip-stacking, a separate frequency ramp is provided
for each of the two cavity groups (ΔFTW in Table 1), to let
the two batches slip toward each other [6].
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Figure 2: The Beam-Control processing flow.

Frequency Program
The Beam-Control receives a measurement of the bending field (B-train) from a dedicated WR network and computes the RF frequency program with a precision better
than 10 mHz at 200 MHz.
For the LHC and AWAKE beams, rephasing to external
reference signals (common frequency) must take place at
flat top before extraction. The reference signals are sampled at 1.25 GHz using an FPGA serializer, and the beam
is rephased to be extracted in the correct position.

Beam Based Feedback Loops
When completed, the new LLRF will use signals from
three radial and three phase pick-ups (PU). Among these,
one radial and one phase processing chain will use wideband PUs (2.5 GHz bandwidth) with signals digitized at
5 Gsps, followed by processing resulting in a bunch per
bunch measurement. These chains (beam phase and beam
radial position modules, Fig. 2) are presently being designed. They should be commissioned in summer 2022.
So far, we have used narrow-band acquisition chains,
consisting in a resonant 200 MHz PU or a wideband PU
followed by a 200 MHz Band-Pass filter. These narrowband beam signals are direct-sampled and processed with
a fixed 125 MHz clock. The SPS RF frequency sweeps during acceleration and is regenerated digitally by the
RFNCO, to be used for Direct Down Conversion (DDC).
The obtained base band signal is resampled [7] from the
fixed 125 MHz sampling to an RF-synchronous ~200 MHz
sampling, resulting in bunch-by-bunch measurements with
reduced bandwidth (averaged over ~50 RF buckets).
The phase loop error is the phase difference between the
beam pickup signal and the sum of the cavity voltages. The
latter is computed from a bunch-by-bunch stream coming
from the six Cavity-Controllers (see GBLink in the Hardware section).
The narrow band radial loop error is obtained from the
two electrodes of a transverse pickup fed to a 200 MHz
bandpass filter and a 90° hybrid. Thanks to the hybrid, the
measured phase difference between the two channels is
then proportional to the position of the beam. The same
processing can thus be used as for the phase measurement.
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For the synchro loop error, which locks the beam on the
frequency program, we use the phase difference between
two outputs of the RFNCO: One with the loops contributions and one with the frequency program only (main and
program in Table 1). The phase loop is always active and
the beam energy is regulated by using either the synchro
loop or the radial loop, as is classic in hadron synchrotrons
[8].
To generate optimal loop gains along the accelerating
ramp, we use the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) formalism. It is based on a state space model that includes the
longitudinal beam dynamics (synchrotron oscillation) and
the feedback variables. Two matrices govern the speed of
the regulation: The error weighting matrix Q and the regulation cost R. The larger the elements of Q versus R, the
faster the regulation. Given the state space model and the
Q and R matrices, we obtain feedback gains resulting in a
stable regulation for the synchro/phase and radial/phase
loop systems, see Fig. 3. These feedback gains configure
floating point biquadratic filters that output a correction to
the RF frequency, as shown on Fig. 2.
Beam with radial and phase loop state space model

Weighting matrices
Linear
Quadratic
Regulator

Gains

Figure 3: LQR optimal gains for the radial and phase loop,
with 𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠 the synchrotron frequency in rad/s and the state
variables: 𝜙𝜙�𝑛𝑛 the phase error, 𝑅𝑅�𝑛𝑛 /𝑅𝑅0 the relative radial displacement and 𝛤𝛤𝑛𝑛 its integrated version.

The loop errors are computed once per turn and are the
result of averaging over a certain range of bunches. With a
masking system, we can select which bunches are counted
in the average. This system allows to track individual
groups of bunches and to implement two separate phase
loops during the ions slip-stacking manipulations [6].
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To damp injection phase or energy errors during the injection of successive batches, and to prevent dipole-mode
coupled bunch instabilities, we have implemented a longitudinal damper that applies a phase modulation in quadrature with the detected oscillation. From the beam pickup
signal, after filtering with an IIR filter matched to the synchrotron tune, the 10 MHz bandwidth damping signal ∆𝜙𝜙
is sent over the GBLink to the cavities phase setpoint.

Fast RF Manipulations

The Beam-Control can manipulate the six 200 MHz cavities phase and amplitude independently, within a beam
revolution. The setpoints are sent over WR along with the
FTWs. This is used for bunch rotation, to either increase
the momentum spread for slow extraction (Proton Fixed
Target physics) or to shorten the bunch for the AWAKE experiment. In the first case, the beam is shortly put on the
unstable RF phase so that the bunch lengthens, then the RF
jumps back to the stable phase and the bunch rotates in
phase space. When the momentum spread is largest the total voltage is reduced to zero by full counter-phasing and
the beam is slowly extracted via a quadrupole driven 2/3
integer resonance. In the second case, the voltage is first
adiabatically reduced creating a long bunch and then increased rapidly resulting in bunch rotation. It is extracted
when the length is the smallest.
For ions slip-stacking, the interleaved bunches are recaptured by a rapid voltage increase and 100% amplitude modulation is applied within the turn [6,9]. A real-time measurement of the batch displacement allows to precisely time
the recapture.
Finally, a pre-calculated phase noise waveform can be
sent for controlled longitudinal emittance blow-up [10].

HARDWARE
The Beam-Control is based on a MicroTCA Advanced
Mezzanine Carrier (AMC) with a Zynq UltraScale+
(AFCZ). Two FMCs are attached: A 4-channel 125 Msps
14 bits ADC and a 32 Digital I/O interface. The Rear Transition Module (RTM) supports up to sixteen 10 Gb links
among which we use two for WR. The four boards are
shown on Figure 4. We use commercially available components, apart from the ADC FMC that is developed at
CERN. The boards are under open hardware license and
available from Creotech. The same hardware is used for the
5 Gsps sampling modules by replacing one of the FMCs
with the Vadatech FMC217.

Figure 4: Beam-Control hardware, from left to right, the
two FMCs, the AFCZ carrier and the QSFP-SFP RTM.

voltages) or fixed latency 125 Msps clock synchronous
data (Longitudinal Damper). The developed GBLink protocol relies on Xilinx Aurora streaming channels and WR
for synchronization and tagging. The links between BeamControl and Cavity-Controllers are depicted in Figure 1.

CONTROLS
To configure the hardware for several types of accelerating cycles and beams, the settings are managed through the
LHC Software Architecture (LSA). The settings and functions (settings varying during the cycle) are automatically
generated using either conditional values or computed ones
from higher-level physics parameters (momentum, bucket
area, …). The settings are archived to allow exploration
and roll-back. For remote observation and diagnostic, several Megabytes of bunch-by-bunch and turn-by-turn data
are extracted at each cycle.

ISSUES
Although the beam commissioning was rather quick, we
suffered reliability issues of some of the MicroTCA commercial products, such as power supplies, Front End CPU
or crate management boards. We also have a strong dependency on the WR technology and complex clocking
schemes, which resulted in the loss of RF alignment after
crashes/reboots. Most of these issues are solved now.
With the use of LQR generated gains, we have observed
instabilities at high energy that might be explained by discrepancies between the beam/machine model and reality.
We hope that reducing the processing delay (not included
in the model) will help in this regard, as for now the phase
loop aggressiveness must be reduced at high energy.

RESULTS
A series of beams were accelerated on schedule with the
new LLRF system and fine-tuned for experiments and machine developments: LHC beams extracted with rephasing
at 450 GeV/c; AWAKE runs with 1ns long bunches using
a voltage jump at extraction; Fixed Target beams with slow
extraction RF manipulations; Lead ion beams with Fixed
Frequency Acceleration (FFA) and slip-stacking on a 300
GeV/c intermediate plateau, to reduce spacing from 100 to
50 ns. In addition, the LLRF is so far accepting the intensity increase towards HL-LHC, with the longitudinal
damper in operation.
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We use the 10 Gb links over copper to transmit either
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THE CERN SPS LOW LEVEL RF: LEAD IONS ACCELERATION
P. Baudrenghien†, J. Egli, G. Hagmann, A. Spierer, T. Wlostowski, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
This paper is the third of a series of three on the Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS) Low Level RF (LLRF). Its focus
is the upgrade concerned with the acceleration of Lead ions
for injection into the LHC. Lead ions are far from relativistic at injection into the SPS. Therefore, the classic acceleration scheme at constant harmonic number (h=4620)
does not work as the RF frequency swing does not fit
within the cavity bandwidth. Fixed Frequency Acceleration (FFA) is therefore used. The upgraded LLRF uses a
completely new implementation of the FFA, based on a
Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NCO) implemented as
an FPGA IP in the Controller of each cavity. In addition,
the 2022 scheme for LHC ions filling calls for slip-stacking
of two families of bunches, 100 ns spacing, to generate a
50 ns spacing after interleaving. The paper presents the key
components for FFA and ions slip-stacking as implemented
in the new system, together with successful first tests performed in Autumn 2021.

solution was proposed in the late eighties and made operational, the Fixed Frequency Acceleration (FFA): Given that
the beam fills less than half the circumference, and thanks
to the small filling time of the cavities, we can apply 100%
Amplitude Modulation (AM) during a turn with the RF ON
during beam passage only. Frequency Modulation (FM) is
applied in synchronism, with a fixed frequency chosen
within the cavity bandwidth during the RF ON segment,
and a variable frequency during the rest of the turn, adjusted to have a fixed 4620 RF periods during one revolution [5].

MOTIVATION
The LHC Injector Upgrade project (LIU) aims at the
doubling of the total intensity of the Lead ion beam in the
LHC with 50 ns bunch spacing [1]. The SPS injector (CPS)
cannot provide the 50 ns spacing; the nominal scheme
therefore calls for injection of several batches of 100 ns
spaced bunches in the SPS and reduction of the bunch spacing to 50 ns using momentum slip-stacking in the SPS to
interleave bunches from the several batches [2].

THE SPS LEAD ION CYCLE
The new SPS ion cycle for LHC filling was tested in November 2021. Figure 1 shows the cycle used: Momentum
in red color (from 17 Z GeV/c to 450 Z GeV/c with a slipstacking plateau at 300 Z GeV/c), DC beam current in yellow. The test cycle included the injection of two batches,
each containing four bunches spaced by 100 ns. In 2022
the operational LHC filling cycle will include the injection
of up to fourteen four-bunches batches from the CPS, with
150 ns gap between batches. The SPS flat bottom will
therefore be much longer.

Figure 1: The SPS short ion cycle used in 2021 for settingup momentum slip-stacking.
As explained in two companion papers [6, 7] the new
LLRF architecture relies on the White Rabbit (WR) to keep
the RF stations in synchronism [8]. The WR is a deterministic network, with fixed latency, distributing numerical
data including Frequency Tuning Words (FTW) in our application, and providing a reset timing, at the start of each
cycle. The clock of all digital electronics is recovered from
the WR data stream [8, 9]. The RFNCO IP core is implemented in each station (see Fig. 2). Thanks to the WR architecture, different instances of the RFNCO will generate
the exact same RF waveform at distant locations.

Fixed Frequency Acceleration
All SPS proton beams are accelerated with a fixed harmonic number h=4620. The bandwidth of the six 200 MHz
accelerating cavities (Travelling Wave type) covers the required frequency range [3, 4]. With Lead ions, on the other
hand, the required frequency variation exceeds the cavity
bandwidth, if the harmonic number is kept constant. A
___________________________________________

† Philippe.Baudrenghien@cern.ch

Figure 2: The RFNCO IP core.
The WR transmits the FTWH1 that corresponds to the
revolution frequency, and the FTWH1,ON that encodes the
RF ON frequency reduced to harmonic 1. It generates the
instantaneous RF phase RF (sawtooth), after multiplication
by h=4620, and addition of a sawtooth H1,FSK (for
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Frequency Shift Keying) that has a positive slope during
the RF ON segment and negative during the rest of the
turn. The FPGA clock is a fixed 125 MHz. Without special
care this would result in an unacceptable jitter of the RF
ON phase with respect to the bunch passage at each new
turn. The block marked FSK FTW calculation
computes a (small) phase correction, applied at each turn,
to restore the constant RF ON phase at the bunch passage.
Also indicated is the Reset signal (Rst) coming from the
WR and applied at the beginning of the cycle with
constant latency to all stations. Recall that the 125 MHz
clock is also recovered from the WR and therefore
identical at all nodes. The scheme therefore guarantees
identical RF phase wave-forms RF at all stations
through the cycle. The RFNCO also provides the
toggling for the 100% AM modulation (not indicated in
the figure).
The LLRF implements beam-based loops, as is classic
in Hadron machines [6]. During filling (17 Z GeV/c, =7)
we use a combination of Phase and Synchro loop. The RF
ON frequency is set at the exact harmonic 4653
(divisible by 11) to allow locking the CPS for bunch into
bucket transfer with the 1:11 CPS:SPS ratio of radii. After
filling (only two injections in the test cycle of Fig. 1) and
before ramping, the RF ON frequency is moved to 200.1
MHz that is the center of the 200 MHz cavity band [4].
The ramping is per-formed with Phase and Radial loop.
The use of a Radial loop is classic for transition crossing.

Transition Crossing and Stabilization
With the RF ON kept at 200.1 MHz, the RF OFF frequency will increase as the average remains equal to 4620
times the revolution frequency. The two frequencies become equal at some time, before transition ( tr=22.77).
From then on, the FSK is switched off (no more FM modulation) and acceleration proceeds with fixed harmonic
number h=4620. But the 100% AM modulation is kept.
Measurements carried out in 2018, with the old LLRF,
have shown that longitudinal instability occurs after transition crossing. It was proposed to stabilize the beam with
the two 800 MHz harmonic cavities [2]. The 800 MHz
LLRF has been renovated in 2015, and it was not intended
to use it for the ions’ acceleration then. So, it cannot be
used during FFA, nor during transition (fast jump of
stable phase). With modifications to the firmware, we
could switch it on after transition. As it will remain
operational through the slip-stacking gymnastic, with
two groups of 200 MHz cavities at different frequencies,
we dedicate one 800 MHz to each group and regulate its
phase to the vecto-rial sum of the corresponding three 200
MHz cavities. Fig-ure 3 shows the bunch peak line density
from the start of the acceleration ramp to the end of the
300 Z GeV/c plateau where the beam was dumped
during this test. The spike marks the transition
crossing. Signs of instability are clearly visible
thereafter. Comparing the red and blue traces we see
that the resulting peak line density after tran-sition is
almost doubled with the 800 MHz ON. This is in good
agreement with the simulations [2].
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Figure 3: Stabilization after transition crossing. Bunch
peak line density without (red) and with 800 MHz (blue).

Momentum Slip-Stacking Plateau
Upon arrival on the plateau, we switch the Radial loop
OFF and replace it with the Synchro loop, to keep precise
registration of the phase of the two beams during the slippage [6]. We now have one phase loop per beam, looking
at the relevant bunches only. To identify these, we use
a bunch mask per beam, that is continuously updated to
dis-regard overlapping locations [6]. Figure 4 shows the
four successive steps. It displays the bunches of the two
beams (blue and red) in momentum versus time. At the
top we have the situation when arriving at the plateau,
with 100 ns between bunches. As indicated by the arrows
the blue beam is pushed towards the positive momentum
while the red beam sees its momentum reduced. That
results in the situ-ation on the second trace. The slippage
is piloted by the RFNCO (Fig. 2): The frequency offset
FTWH1,slip is re-ceived from the WR frame and will
create the two RF fre-quency bumps (in opposite
directions).

Figure 4: The steps of slip-stacking from top to bottom.
Figure 5 (top) shows the AM modulation before slipstacking starts. All cavities are pulsing in synchronism,
during (almost) half the turn, providing a 9000 ns long flat
portion well sufficient for both beams (3000 ns maximum
per beam and a 2000 ns gap in between).
To ensure a stable motion of the bunches inside their
buckets we need to minimize the perturbation from the
other unsynchronized group of RF cavities. The closer the
two beams are in frequency (energy) the stronger the perturbation is. We therefore need to take extra care at the beginning of the slip-stacking process when we start to separate the two beams (step 1 in Fig. 4). For that reason, amplitude modulation on the two groups of RF cavities is applied during the slip-stacking process: Only one group is
switched on when the corresponding beam passed by
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(Fig. 5, bottom two traces).

Cycle time run from top (injection) to bottom. At the top
left we see the injection of the first batch of four
bunches. Then, 3.6 seconds later, the second batch is
injected with a 5000 ns turn offset. During the slipstacking we see the two beams moving closer until
the bunches are interleaved resulting in eight
bunches spaced by 50 ns. Although some intensity is
escaping, due to the insufficient voltage when merging
the buckets (step 4 in Fig. 4), the implementation
works.

Figure 5: AM modulation before and during slip-stacking.
The two beams now drift closer as they follow opposite
frequency bumps (step 2 in Fig. 4) and will eventually superpose partially. But the energy separation is now maximal, set at a value that minimizes the disturbance between
the two buckets. The second group of cavities is invisible
[2]. Overlap is not a problem for the Beam based Phase
loop either, thanks to the masking policy: We disregard
the buckets where the Pick-Up signal contains
disturbance from the other beam. The Beam Control
contains two RFNCOs, configured to track the two
beams. When the dif-ference is equal to 50 ns (ten RF
buckets at 200 MHz), it sends a trigger, via the WR, that
nulls the frequency bump and rises the voltage, thereby
merging the buckets of the two groups of cavities [6]
(steps 3,4 in Fig. 4).

Ramping up to 450 Z GeV/c
The acceleration from 300 Z GeV/c to 450 Z GeV/c
pro-ceeds with Synchro and Phase loop active. The Phase
loop now includes measurements from all bunches. On
flat top the beam is rephased to the LHC references and
extracted.

RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the results achieved with a test cycle in
November 2021. Refer to the DC beam current (yellow
trace). We have two injections of a four-bunches batch
with 100 ns spacing (in each batch). We lose about 15 %
of the intensity at the start of the ramp, due to capture
losses. An-other 5% is lost in the first portion of the ramp
at transition crossing. After the 300 Z GeV/c slipstacking gymnastic we lose another 15% caused by the
insufficient RF voltage. The RF cavities had been moved
out of the tunnel, opened, and re-installed during the
2019-2020 shutdown. In 2021 re-conditioning was very
lengthy. In addition, two stations (TX-Cavity) were
limited in power due to arcing in the power lines. The
cause was discovered during the 2021 End-of-Year
break only. It has now been cured. So, we are confident
that performances will improve in 2022 as addi-tional
voltage will be available.
Figure 6 shows the time evolution of the individual
bunch intensity. Each horizontal trace plots bunch
intensity in a portion of a turn (6.25 µs). Cycle time runs

Figure 6: 2-D color-coded plot of the beam intensity. The
horizontal axis is the position in the turn (samples spaced
by 25 ns), the vertical axis is the cycle time with injection
at the top.

CONCLUSIONS
Little time (two weeks) was available in 2021 for the test
cycle. Yet the results are very encouraging: The upgraded
RF has proven capable of all gymnastics required to produce the 50 ns bunch spacing. The fixed latency RFNCO,
together with the WR link, allow for precise complex RF
phase and amplitude manipulations as required for FFA and
slip-stacking. In 2022 more RF voltage will be available
and transmission will improve. The first ions will be available to the SPS on October 3rd. We then have three weeks
to make the cycle operational in the SPS, followed by two
weeks when ions will not be available. We must be ready
for the LHC ions transfer with 50 ns bunch spacing on Nov
10th.
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THE CERN SPS LOW LEVEL RF: THE CAVITY-CONTROLLER
G. Hagmann†, P. Baudrenghien, J. Egli, A. Spierer, M. Suminski, and T. Wlostowski,
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
This paper is the second of a series of three on the Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS) Low Level RF (LLRF) upgrade.
It covers the 200MHz Cavity-Controller part, that is responsible for the regulation of the accelerating field in a
single SPS cavity. When the SPS is used as Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) proton injector, the issue is the high beam
loading that must be compensated to guarantee longitudinal stability and constant parameters over the bunch train.
That calls for strong One-Turn Delay Feedback (OTFB)
and Feed-Forward (FFWD). The SPS is also accelerating
Lead ions (Pb). There the issue is Frequency-Modulation
(FM) and Amplitude-Modulation (AM) over the turn (so
called Fixed Frequency Acceleration - FFA) plus RF gymnastics for the new ions slip-stacking. The paper reviews
the functional requirements, presents the block diagram,
then gives details on the signal processing, firmware and
hardware. Finally results from the first year of beam commissioning are presented (2021).

MOTIVATIONS
NEW FUNCTIONALITIES
The SPS was restarted in April 2021 after a Long-Shutdown (LS2, 2019-2020) during which the LLRF system
was upgraded to achieve the beam performance required
for the SPS as High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) injector
[1].

Bunch Intensity
For protons, the SPS bunch intensity will double during
run 3 to reach 2.3e11 p+/bunch at extraction to the LHC [2,
3]. The new LLRF has improved the compensation of the
beam loading to reduce the cavity impedance and prevent
longitudinal coupled-bunch instabilities that have limited
the bunch intensity to 1.4e11 p+/bunch in the SPS before
LS2 [2].
For LHC high intensity beam and AWAKE single bunch
beam, the RF voltage required, exceeds the average power
of the amplifiers. Therefore, the LLRF now operates with
100% AM to exploit the maximum RF peak power.
Complete renovation of the FFWD and Longitudinal
Damper (LD) was required to integrate the new architecture. The old FFWD implementation proved very noisy,
and the old LD design did not effectively follow the change
of optics resulting in the increase of synchrotron frequency.

Ions Slip-stacking
For ions, the target is a doubling of the LHC beam intensity with 50 ns bunch spacing [4]. The new LLRF must implement momentum slip-stacking to produce 50 ns spacing
____________________________________________
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from two batches of bunches at 100 ns spacing [5]. Moreover, the One-Turn Delay Feedback (OTFB) is now operational for ions with FM and 100% AM over the turn.

Obsolescence
The upgrade of the entire SPS LLRF was motivated by:
the critical obsolescence of the electronics where some
modules were designed in the late 70’s; the lack of LLRF
control required to produce the new proton and ion beams;
the installation of two additional 200 MHz travelling wave
cavities.

ARCHITECTURE
Figure 2 shows the SPS LLRF architecture [1] based on
the White-Rabbit network (WR) and on Numerically Controlled Oscillators (RFNCO) to synchronize all RF stations. The Beam-Control [6] computes the Frequency Tuning Word (FTW) for harmonic h=1 (revolution frequency)
and sends it over WR to the Cavity-Controllers. The Cavity-Controllers (one instance per cavity) regulate the cavity
field and reduce the beam loading by measuring the cavity
voltage and the beam current to produce the correcting RF
drive to the power amplifier.

RF Feedback
The RF feedback is the core of the Cavity-Controller. It
contains two branches as shown in Fig. 1. The low-pass
branch, switched on before injection, is a classic RF feedback regulating the cavity voltage with a 1 kHz bandwidth
centered at the RF frequency.
The high pass branch is a One-Turn Delay Feedback
with gain on the revolution frequency sidebands. It compensates the transient beam loading and prevents longitudinal instabilities linked to the impedance on the synchrorevolution sidebands. A triple comb filters is implemented
[1] and operates at a fixed processing clock. The biquad
structure of the comb filters and the loop delay both include
a variable fractional delay tracking the changing revolution
period during the acceleration.

Figure 1: RF Feedback and One-Turn Delay Feedback.
As shown in Fig. 2, the cavity voltage (Vcav) cable and
power amplifier introduce a delay and therefore a phase
shift that varies with the RF frequency. The FIFO on the IQ
demodulator local oscillator at ω0 cancels this phase shift.
As this delay is different amongst the cavities and because
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Figure 2: SPS 200 MHz Cavity-Controller.
the Beam-Control needs the voltage seen by the beam to
compute the vector sum of all cavities, only the delay from
the cavity to the LLRF must be compensated. Therefore,
the phase rotator after the demodulator re-injects the phase
shift due to the delay between the modulator and the cavity.
Moreover, for FFA operation, the rotator acts as a velocity
compensation phase shifter. The OTFB is switched on only
after injection, one turn after the FFWD. This prevents a
transient with double compensation on the second turn.

Figure 3: SPS Feed-Forward.

Feed-Forward

Voltage Setpoint

Together with the OTFB, the FFWD [7, 8] compensates
the transient beam loading in the cavity. As shown in
Fig. 3, it measures the RF component of the beam current
from a wideband pickup. This signal is then processed by
a digital filter (HFFWD) to generate a drive that will best
compensate for the beam induced voltage. The digital filter
is implemented as a 32 taps Finite Impulse Response (FIR).
The filter coefficients are calculated from the cavity model.
As the demodulation is synchronous to the RF frequency
ω0 and not to the cavity center frequency ωc, the FIR is inserted between a modulator and demodulator at Δω0= ω0ωc, so that the FFWD response does not change with the
RF frequency.
The FFWD reuses the OTFB architecture. The FIFO
depth is set to get a fraction of one turn as the azimuthal
position of the pickup and the cavity are different. The variable delay keeps the compensation synchronous to the
beam during the acceleration.

Figure 4 shows the Voltage Setpoint core. The amplitude
and phase setpoint are received over the WR link from the
Beam-Control with one turn granularity. This allows great
flexibility for the RF gymnastics [6].
The Cascade Integrator Comb (CIC ,16 μs response) interpolates the voltage steps, thereby reducing RF peak
power demand. The LD contributions (amplitude dV, phase
dp) received over a dedicated point-to-point serial link, are
added vectorially to the amplitude and phase setpoints. In
AM operation, the amplitude setpoint is modulated by the
trapezoidal waveform of the AM shaper synchronized
within the turn by the RFNCO.
The CORDIC translates the setpoint (amplitude, phase)
to cartesian coordinates (I,Q) before the (possible) excitation noise is added. The noise feature is used for controlled
emittance blow-up [9].
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The enhanced Rear Transition Module (eRTM) reconstructs the sampling and processing clocks from the WR
serial data stream, by means of a very low noise PhaseLocked-Loop (PLL), filtering the WR master oscillator
[11]. It also generates the local oscillator for the up-modulator mixer (REF) and optional down-modulator mixers
(LO). The external analog front ends provide signal switching and attenuation for LLRF calibration and independent
loop measurements.
Figure 4: Voltage Setpoint.

PolarLoop
The PolarLoop (see Fig. 2), developed for the LHC RF
first [10], compensates for the power amplifier drifts in
gain and phase shift. It measures the cavity forward power
(IcFwd) from a coupler in the RF power line and keeps it
equal to the OTFB (plus FFWD) output used as setpoint.
The cable and amplifier delay create a phase shift with the
RF frequency. The FIFO on the IQ demodulator ω0 cancels
this phase shift so that the baseband IcFwd vector is phase
invariant with the RF frequency. The gain and phase loops
of the PolarLoop are switched on in the RF ON sequence
before the OTFB is closed. This restores the OTFB openloop phase in case of amplifier drifts. It also compensates
for the power amplifier gain non-linearity and reduces its
amplitude and phase noise, caused by the ripples in the
high-voltage supply, in a small 1 kHz band.

Delay Compensation Mechanism
For 100% AM and FM operation, the feedback loops
must operate only part of the turn when the RF voltage is
pulsed. Inside the Cavity-Controller, the input signals to
the PolarLoop and OTFB are time aligned with FIFOs on
the setpoint inputs to compensate for the digital processing,
cables and amplifier delays inside the loops.

HARDWARE
The 200 MHz Cavity-Controller shown in Fig. 2 is implemented on a MicroTCA platform with all six 200 MHz
cavities in a single crate. For each cavity, a pair of Advanced Mezzanine Card (AMC) and Rear Transition Module (RTM) are used. The AMC hosts the analog-digital converters, one FPGA, the WR interface and the 10 Gbits
point-to-point interface. The RTM receives the 200 MHz
RF inputs, applies analog processing and sends the signals
to the AMC for direct sampling at a fixed frequency clock
of 125 MHz. After sampling, the RF appears around
50 MHz (2x125 MHz-fRF) and finally it is digitally downmodulated to baseband. Before the Digital-to-Analog Conversion (DAC), the baseband RF drive is digitally up-modulated to an Intermediate Frequency (IF) around 23.5 MHz
(ω1). Then the analog IF is up-modulated back to 200 MHz
with a fixed frequency local oscillator (REF) at 223.5MHz.
The RF switch is controlled by the LLRF from the FPGA
and by the RF power controller (PLC) on charge of protections. The Fiber-To-Copper Interface (FTCI) converts the
optical interlock received from the PLC to an electrical signal connected on the RTM.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
The new SPS LLRF was successfully commissioned in
2021 and the pre-upgrade performances were quickly exceeded. The OTFB, longitudinal damper and RF blow-up
are in operation. The LHC proton beam (25 ns bunch spacing, 72 bunches per batch, bunch length below 1.65 ns) was
accelerated to top energy with one batch of
1.85e11 p/bunch, and four batches of 1.4e11 p/bunch.
AWAKE single bunch reached an intensity of
3e11 p/bunch and 1 ns bunch length at extraction. To
achieve the target HL-LHC beam intensity of
2.3e11 p/bunch, the LLRF will exploit amplitude modulation to reach the amplifier peak power (maximum RF voltage) and the Feed-Forward.
A test Lead ion beam was also accelerated in 2021 using
the fixed-frequency acceleration and the momentum slipstacking to 50 ns bunch spacing with injected batches at
100 ns bunch spacing [5].
The SPS LLRF is the first operational system on the MicroTCA platform in the CERN accelerator complex. The
problems faced during 2021 commissioning such as CPU
erratic crashes, cooling issues and RF phase non-reproducibility have all been solved. The platform has shown major
benefits over the former VME systems, such as a drastic
increase of the bus bandwidth which allows fast and long
acquisition buffers. The compactness, embedded diagnostics tools, hot-swap capability and power supply redundancy are very useful.
The LLRF architecture and the fixed frequency clocking
bring a level of modularity which allows the commissioning of the Cavity-Controllers independently of the BeamControl. The RF phase noise injected by the LLRF was a
critical specified parameter for the system and no visible
effect on the beam has been seen. The recovery of the sampling clock from the WR data stream has proven to achieve
excellent performances.
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A NEW BEAM LOADING COMPENSATION AND BLOWUP CONTROL
SYSTEM USING MULTI-HARMONIC DIGITAL FEEDBACK LOOPS IN
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Abstract

φ

As part of the LHC Injectors Upgrade, the CERN Proton
Synchrotron Booster (PSB) has been upgraded with new
wide-band Finemet cavities and a renovated Low-Level Radio Frequency system with digital cavity controllers implemented in FPGAs. Each controller synchronously receives
the computed revolution frequency, used to generate 16 harmonic references. These are then used to IQ demodulate
the voltage gap and modulate the 16 RF drive signals each
controlled through a Cartesian feedback loop (with individual voltage and phase control). The sum of these digital
drive signals is then sent to the cavities. In addition, a configurable blow-up system providing a sinusoidal or custom
noise pattern can be used to excite the beam. An embedded
network analyzer allows studying the stability of the feedback loops of the individual harmonics. The 16 harmonic
feedback loops have been successfully operated during 2021,
allowing to reduce the beam induced voltage and control the
longitudinal emittance of the beam. In this paper we present
the system architecture as well as the performance of the
complete cavity controller during operation in the PSB.

INTRODUCTION
The Low Level Radio Frequency (LLRF) system of the
CERN Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) has been significantly upgraded during the Long Shutdown 2 (LS2) as part
of the LHC Injectors Upgrade project [1]. In order to cope
with the new wide-band Finemet™ cavities [2], the new
LLRF system is capable of controlling the phase and amplitude of 16 harmonics of the revolution frequency, and
includes extra functionalities not present in the previous
system.
The LLRF system of the PSB has been conceived to be
fully modular, meeting the accelerator architecture. This
system belongs to a family of LLRF systems used to operate
several machines at CERN [3]. An overview of the system
architecture can also be found here [4].
The PSB consists of 4 superposed rings with 3 straight
sections used for Radio Frequency (RF) cavities. The High
Level Radio Frequency (HLRF) system provides a single
RF drive and voltage gap monitor signal for each ring and
straight section. The cavity controller feedback loops in
the LLRF system have been designed to cope with these
12 systems individually.
As already shown in simulations [5] and during the previous beam tests [4], the induced voltage in the cavities would
∗

diego.barrientos@cern.ch
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Figure 1: Building blocks of the multi-harmonic digital feedback system implemented in FPGA. Demodulator, feedback
loop and modulator blocks are replicated 16 times.
compromise the longitudinal stability of the beam. Thus, a
precise system including individual phase and magnitude
control of the voltage in the cavity is required.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 shows an overview of the multi-harmonic digital
feedback loops implemented in Field-Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGA). The voltage gap is digitized with a fixed
frequency clock at about 122.7 MHz. This signal is digitally demodulated into 16 IQ pairs using a multi-harmonic
source. For each harmonic, there is a cavity rotator allowing
to individually control the cavity phasing. These are used
to compensate different delays of the gap return cables of
the different cavities. Moreover, it is used to set the phase
of the RF signal in the cavities to be same in the 3 straight
sections as perceived by the beam.
The setpoint (SP) of the feedback loop is set using a voltage function for each individual harmonic. The loop rotator
allows using a phase function for each individual harmonic
to insure loop stability. This rotator subtracts the cavity rotator phase in order to make both controls independent. The
setpoint generation includes a limiter to avoid driving the
cavities beyond their operating frequency range or setting a
setpoint beyond the voltage acceptance limits. It also provides a mechanism to ramp the voltage up or down when an
overflow condition is detected.
IQ values produced after the loop rotator arrive at the
modulator, which applies a feed-forward compensation in
gain and phase before up-modulating them using the corresponding harmonic local oscillator signal. All harmonics
are then summed digitally and converted to the analog RF
drive signal sent to the HLRF system.

Multi-harmonic Source
In order to increase the regulation bandwidth (decrease
electronics delay), reduce cabling and optimize the resources
usage, all harmonic feedback loops for the same cavity
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are implemented in the same device, by means of a multiharmonic local oscillator (MHLO) source [6].
This MHLO source relies on the synchronous distribution
of the revolution frequency over the 3 boards controlling the
voltage in one ring. The implementation has been carefully
chosen to minimize the FPGA resources and to ease the
timing closure.

150
0.9

• No need to use a complex Digital Direct-Synthesizer
(DDS) scheme.
• Digital converters operated at their optimal frequency.
• Harmonic distortion out of band. Maximum oversampling ENOB gain.
However, a reliable Frequency Tuning Word (FTW) distribution and absolute synchronism between system-wide
Numerically Controlled Oscillators (NCO) are required. Special care has been taken to filter aliasing bands while keeping
a constant gain over the whole frequency range.

Feed-forward Compensation
For a good feedback loop stability, the RF drive is changed
in a feed-forward manner compensating gain and phase. This
system allows to cope with gain and phase non-linearities
across the complete chain: from RF drive to voltage gap
monitor. Through this, the closed-loop gain and phase margins can be optimized.
The feed-forward compensation tables are computed by
measuring the gain and phase response of the system in the
whole frequency range. This measurement is only performed
during commissioning as the response is expected to remain
the same. At system initialization, the values of these tables
are populated in the hardware.
The frequency step size is selected in order to cover the
whole operating frequency range, as the number of rows in
the tables is constant. Four values are stored for each row in
the table: gain, gain slope, phase and phase slope. During
operation, for each frequency value of each harmonic, a set
of gain and phase compensation values are computed by
interpolation.
An example of feed-forward compensation values is presented in Fig. 2. In this example, measurement values have
been taken between approximately 975 kHz up to about
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Another fundamental change in the implementation
paradigm of the new digital LLRF system for the PSB is the
introduction of fixed frequency clock operation scheme [7],
being already used in other machines of the same LLRF
family [3].
While traditionally, LLRF systems have been using a
sweeping frequency clock following the revolution frequency
changes, the new LLRF system in the PSB uses a fixed frequency clock scheme having, among others, the following
advantages:
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Figure 2: Example of the values of an operational feedforward compensation table. The gain and phase compensation values are computed for different frequency values.
The slope values are used for interpolating the actual gain
and phase corrections.
20 MHz. Outside of the measurement range, the phase values are extrapolated. Other values are kept constant to the
last measured value. Gain values are normalized at the maximum gain, having other frequencies attenuated to obtain
a constant system gain. Phase values continuously wrap
around the minimum and maximum phases (180 degrees)
as expected.

Embedded Network Analyzer
A new feature of the PSB LLRF system is the embedded
network-analyzer. This mechanism allows measuring the
closed loop response by injecting a controlled modulation
around the main carrier frequency in addition to the setpoint
(see Fig. 1). The acquired response can be then used to
evaluate the loop stability. The embedded network analyzer
can be used on any harmonic.
An example of network analyzer acquisition is shown in
Fig. 3. From the acquired data (in closed-loop), the openloop response and the gain and phase margins can be computed. The feedback loops for all the harmonics have been
scanned over different frequencies in the range of operation
in order to optimize all loop parameters.

Longitudinal Blow-up
The new longitudinal blow-up mechanism allows introducing a phase modulation with a sinusoidal or noise pattern
excitation imposed on the RF drive signal being sent to the
cavities. The blow-up system acts at the MHLO source by
modifying the phase of all the reference signals for the different harmonics. The configuration includes the frequency
and amplitude of the modulation as well as the moment in
the accelerator cycle to be applied. It can also be configured
to be applied to a specific harmonic, via the cavity rotator
previously presented.
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Figure 3: Embedded network analyzer acquisition and computation of open-loop response. The average gain margin is
10.24 dB whereas the average phase margin is 60.10 degrees.
When exciting the MHLO source, the resulting RF waveform will preserve its shape. In contrast, when using an
individual harmonic, the blow-up system will change the RF
bucket shape. Currently, the PSB is being operated with sinusoidal modulation on harmonic 10 whereas other blow-up
mechanisms are being investigated [8].

COMMISSIONING AND OPERATION
RESULTS
During the commissioning of the new LLRF system in
the PSB [8], new feedback loops were put into operation.
For the first time, 16-harmonic feedback loops were capable
of controlling the electric field in the Finemet™ cavities and
successfully reduce the induced voltage in the cavities. As an
example, Fig. 4 shows the difference on the detected voltage
on harmonics 3 to 16 when operating without and with the
16-harmonic feedback loops. This figure shows the successful removal of the induced voltage in the cavities, and therefore a better control of the beam. This scheme has allowed
producing all operational beams with the required beam
characteristics within the LHC Injectors Upgrade project.
While measuring the response of the system and optimizing the feedback loops configuration, improvements on the
HLRF system were identified [9]. These modifications have

been shown to have a more stable system response, which
would allow for optimizing the loops responses and their
stability.

CONCLUSION
A new system for precisely controlling the RF voltage in
the PSB cavities has been put in operation during LS2. This
system includes 16-harmonic feedback loops for a better
suppression of the induced voltage in the new wide-band
Finemet™ cavities, which have also been put in operation
during this period. New features have been added in order to
provide a better control of the longitudinal emittance of the
beam and an easier system configuration and diagnostics.
In the future, an optimization of the loop configurations
is foreseen with the modified HLRF system. New features
will also be available as required.
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BEAM COMMISSIONING OF THE NEW DIGITAL LOW-LEVEL
RF SYSTEM FOR CERN’S AD
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LLRF OVERVIEW

Abstract
CERN’s Antiproton Decelerator (AD) has been re-furbished and equipped with a new digital Low-Level RF
(LLRF) system, successfully commissioned in 2021.
The new LLRF system routinely captures and decelerates more than 3E7 antiprotons from 3.5 GeV/c to 100
MeV/c in successive steps, interleaved with cooling periods. It implements the frequency program, beam phase/radial and cavity amplitude/phase feedback loops. An extraction synchronization loop allows transferring a bunch of
antiprotons to the Extra Low ENergy Antiproton ring
(ELENA). The LLRF parameters are controlled by a dedicated application and operational modes such as bunched
beam cooling have been successfully deployed.
This paper gives an overview of the LLRF commissioning and challenges. Hints on future steps are also provided.

INTRODUCTION
CERN’s Antiproton Decelerator (AD) has been re-furbished to provide reliable operation to the Extra Low ENergy Antiproton ring (ELENA), now its sole user. Upgrades included replacing the ferrite-based decelerating
High-level RF (HLRF) system with one based on Finemet® alloy. A new Low-Level RF (LLRF) system was
commissioned in 2021 to carry out beam and cavity loops.
Table 1 shows the momentum and revolution frequency
values at each flat-top. Figure 1 shows the typical AD production cycle and its RF segments, i.e. cycle parts where
the RF is active. The current cycle duration is 115 s.
Table 1: AD Flattop Momentum and Frequency Values
Flat-top
FT1
FT2
FT3
FT4

Momentum
3.57 GeV/c
2 GeV/c
300 MeV/c
100 MeV/c

Revolution frequency
1.589478 MHz
1.487728 MHz
500.465 kHz
174.155 kHz

Layout
The AD LLRF belongs to the LLRF family operational
in several CERN machines [1] and is a customised version
of the ELENA LLRF [2]. Figure 2 shows a schematic view
of the system and of its available functionalities. An initial
description is available elsewhere [3]; here only previously
un-mentioned features are outlined.
One Highland V346 waveform generators module,
hosted in a separate VME crate and controlled by the AD
LLRF, gives the reference to the AD extraction synchronisation loop. Harmonics of this signal provide timings to the
AD extraction/ELENA injection kickers as well as the
ELENA LLRF injection reference. The same module generates fixed trains at the flattops frequencies used by spectrum analysers for cooling setup. A remotely controlled
programmable amplifier increases the signal level within
the cycle for debunched beam data acquisition/analysis.

System Operation
The AD beam is decelerated in successive steps, called
RF segments. The four segments now used in operation are
shown in red in Figure 1; different segments can be used
for test purposes. The beam is adiabatically bunched at the
start of each segment and is debunched at its end. An exception is the last segment where an extraction synchronisation loop permits extracting a single bunch to ELENA.
Beam phase/radial loops stabilise the beam and keep it in
the centre of the pipe. A voltage/phase cavity loop maintains the desired voltage in the cavity. The sampling period
of the digital loop is 12.5 µs thus allowing a satisfactory
bandwidth of several kHz. Features such as deceleration
harmonic number, voltage program and loop gains are defined and loaded onto the LLRF on a “per segment” basis.
Other operational modes such as bunched beam cooling
and bunch rotation at extraction are available.

LLRF BEAM COMMISSIONING
Overview

Figure 1: AD production cycle.

___________________________________________
___________________________________________

† maria.elena.angoletta@cern.ch

The AD LLRF commissioning planning included 13
working days in July 2021, interleaved with cooling commissioning periods. The cooling commissioning was
longer than expected hence the overall AD LLRF commissioning overflowed into ELENA’s one. Antiproton physics
was started timely on August 24th, 2021 whilst setup activities continued for one more month.
Four weeks of beam commissioning were allocated to
AD/ELENA in April 2022 to restart the machines after the
winter shutdown. This second commissioning slot allowed
us to deploy new features devised during the 2021 run.
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Figure 2: AD LLRF and longitudinal diagnostics. Keys: FMC – FPGA Mezzanine Card, DDS –Direct Digital Synthesiser,
ADC – Analogue-to-Digital Converter, DAC – Digital-to-Analogue Converter, SFP – Small Form-factor Pluggable
Transceiver, LPU/TPU – Longitudinal/Transverse Pick-Up, CTRV – Timing Receiver Module, MEN A20 – Master
VME board, RTM – Rear Transition Module, ObsBox – custom acquisition/processing module, SPEC – Simple PCI
Express carrier module, Highland V346 – waveform generator module.

HLRF Operation
The LLRF implements a digital servoloop at the deceleration harmonic. The servoloop is based on [I,Q] coordinates and has a bandwidth of some kHz, well adapted to
AD operation. Table 2 shows the maximum voltage profile
the LLRF permits as a function of frequency. A high-tolow voltage transition window avoids steps in the voltage
program which could cause the loop response to overshoot.
The LLRF controls in real time a gap relay that shortcircuits the HLRF during cooling periods to avoid interfering with them. The gap relay takes about 84 ms to change
status. In the 2021 run a strong line was visible at the RF
frequency on cooling actions for AD’s lower plateaus. The
installation of one additional gap relay in 2022 reduced this
effect. More investigations are under way.
Table 2: HLRF Voltage as a Function of Frequency

the upgraded orbit system could not cope with a harmonic
change in 2021 hence a deceleration at h = 1 only was carried out. The measurement problem was later solved and
we now decelerate at h = 3 on the third RF segment.

Frequency Correction and Loops Contribution
The Btrain value received by the LLRF to compute the
frequency program is simulated. Inaccurate values and imprecise magnet current regulation require adding a correction to the frequency program during the cycle. This allows
the LLRF to deposit the beam at the correct energy at the
end of an RF segment and to capture it properly after the
cooling step. Figure 3 shows the frequency correction and
the contributions from various loops for a typical AD cycle.

Frequency range
Max Voltage
[kHz]
[Vpeak]
2000 - 500
3500
500 - 480
Decreases linearly 3500 V→500 V
480 – 145
500
Elsewhere
0

RF Harmonics
The decelerating harmonic h selectable in an RF segment depends on the frequency range and on the corresponding HLRF voltage profile. The preferred scheme was
to use h = 1 on all segments apart from the third one (300
to 100 MeV/c), where h = 3 was foreseen. Unfortunately,
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Figure 3: Upper plot: voltage program and revolution frequency. Lower plot: frequency correction function and
loops contribution. The horizontal scale is the cycle time.
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The new LLRF implements a beam radial loop, previously unavailable. The input for the radial loop is the orbit
position calculated in real time by the orbit system and
transferred to the LLRF via optical fibre.

LLRF Setup
Contrary to other machines, the AD cycle length can
change for example to accommodate longer cooling periods. LLRF parameters such as timings, harmonics and
functions are automatically adapted to the new requirements, avoiding manual intervention of an RF expert. This
is carried out by the AD cycle editor and by the AD RF
cycle editor. Figure 4 shows the RF cycle editor available
since 2022. The lines corresponding to the four operational
segments are highlighted in red and depend on the underlying, complex AD cycle structure (“ELTAG” column).
The editor allows setting the deceleration voltage (“Voltage
H1” column) as well as its adiabatic changes (“Threshold
H1” column). The decelerating harmonic is given in the
“Harmonic” column together with the rotation parameters
(“Phase H1” and “Delay H1” columns) used to calculate
the cavity-to-beam phase, which is the phase loop input.
The rotation values on the first line are used when an RF
segment comprises several lines in the editor. The execution of a bunch rotation prior to extraction can be enabled.

LLRF COMMISSIONING CHALLENGES
The AD cycle is composed of interleaved deceleration
and cooling periods. The AD commissioning is thus inherently sequential as each RF segment can be setup only once
the preceding cooling step is operational. The AD cycle
lasts about 2 minutes, hence data observation is slow.
The 2021 AD commissioning occurred in summer and
experts were often unavailable. Furthermore, it happened
in parallel with the restart or operation of other systems
supported by the same team.
The AD LLRF commissioning however profited heavily
from experience in its twin machine ELENA, whose commissioning was started in 2017 and where the main LLRF
features were first deployed and validated.

INITIAL BEAM ACHIEVEMENTS
AD extracts routinely to ELENA a single bunch of about
3 E7 antiprotons. The post-upgrade AD deceleration efficiency reaches 87% and is similar or better than what was
previously achieved.
The AD cycle lasts five seconds longer than before the
upgrade. This is partially due to the deceleration carried out
at h = 1 in all RF segments owing to the initial orbit system
limitations. In 2022 we could operate at harmonic h = 3 on
the third segment. This will allow cycle shortening.
Figure 6 shows a tomogram [4] of the bunch at extraction in 2021 and after bunched beam cooling. A satisfactory
bunch length of 170 ns for 2.1 E7 particles was obtained.

Figure 4: RF cycle editor from the 2022 AD run.
The RF cycle editor sets two LLRF timings per segment
to define the “End capture” and “Start debunching”. It also
sets the “Start RF segment” and “End RF segment” timings
according to the selected adiabatic voltage changes. The
LLRF timings are derived from these timings. Examples
are the timings to start/stop the phase (SPL/EPL) and the
radial (SRL/ERL) loops. This mechanism allows to load all
new LLRF segment parameters (INCYINIT) and the gap
to open (SOPENGAP) before voltage is requested from the
HLRF. Figure 5 shows the general mechanism of timing
control in a segment. Other timings required for the hardware setup specific to each RF segment are not shown.

Figure 6: Beam tomogram before extraction.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The commissioning of the new AD LLRF was challenging but successful: antiproton physics started as planned
and the LLRF system worked reliably. New desired features, identified in the 2021 run, were deployed in 2022.
Future work to further optimise the system setup and to
improve the diagnostics capabilities, especially bunched/
debunched beam parameter measurements, is planned.
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Abstract
The multiple systems involved in the operation of particle accelerators use diverse control systems to reach the
desired operating point for the machine. Each system needs
to tune several control parameters to achieve the required
performance. Traditional Low-Level RF (LLRF) systems are
implemented as proportional-integral (PI) feedback loops,
whose gains need to be optimized. In this paper, we explore
Machine Learning (ML) as a tool to improve a traditional
LLRF controller by tuning its gains using a Neural Network
(NN). We present the data production scheme and a control parameter optimization using a NN. The NN training is
performed using the THETA supercomputer.

like the cavity gain and cavity bandwidth, the closed-loop
bandwidth and latency, and the amplitude set-point. However, this automation does not guarantee optimal parameters.
Furthermore, drift in the system parameters would require
to perform characterization of the cavity and the closed-loop
system parameters multiple times.

INTRODUCTION
The LLRF system is in charge of controlling the amplitude and phase of the electromagnetic field that drives superconducting RF (SRF) cavities. For facilities like the Linac
Coherent Light Source II (LCLS-II), tight requirements for
amplitude and phase are defined: 0.01% and 0.01 degrees,
respectively [1]. The quality of the X-rays produced by this
type of facilities depends on the quality of the electron beam.
LLRF systems wit a single source single cavity configuration, like the one for LCLS-II, use traditional PI loops for
amplitude and phase control, having a total of 4 parameters
to be tuned. Tuning these parameters takes into account
quantities like the cavity gain and cavity bandwidth, the
closed-loop bandwidth and latency, and the amplitude setpoint. In this paper, we propose a ML-based tuning of the
LLRF controller parameters, which uses a NN to calculate
the optimal proportional and integral gains to minimize amplitude and phase errors. We also present a data production
scheme based on simulations and an algorithm for stochastic
optimization [2].

LLRF MODEL AND DATA PRODUCTION
Traditional LLRF controllers for particle accelerators are
PI controllers like the one shown in Fig. 1. It usually consists of a couple of feedback loops: one for amplitude and
one for phase. Therefore, the controller has 4 parameters:
proportional and integral gains for amplitude and phase.
Tuning this parameters is not a trivial task and can be time
consuming for control room operators, specially when the
accelerator has a large amount of SRF cavities (280 SRF
cavities in the case of the LCLS-II). The tuning process can
be automated based on control theory and the desired behaviour of the closed-loop, taking into account quantities
∗

jorgedc@unm.edu

Figure 1: Simplified diagram of a traditional PI LLRF controller.
In this paper, we propose a tuning process to minimize
the amplitude and phase stability errors, and a NN can be
trained to learn this optimization. In the next subsections,
we explain the cavity model and the simulations of the cavity
field feedback loop.

Cavity Model
A multi-cell SRF cavity can me modeled as a group of
RLC circuits (resonant circuits), each one corresponding
to an eigenmode of the cavity. Figure 2 is the equivalent
RLC circuit of each eigenmode. The differential equations
that describe the electrodynamics of the systems are derived
in [3] and result in the following set of equations:
(1)

𝑑𝜃
= 𝑤𝑑 ,
𝑑𝑡

(2)

𝑑𝑆
= −𝑤𝑓 𝑆 + 𝑤𝑓 𝑒−𝑗𝜃 (2𝐾𝑔 √𝑅𝑔 − 𝑅𝑏 𝐼),
(3)
𝑑𝑡
where 𝑉 is a representative measure of each mode’s energy,
with magnitude 𝑆 and phase 𝜃, 𝑤𝑑 is the detuning frequency
and 𝑤𝑓 is the cavity bandwidth. 𝐾𝑔 is the incident wave
amplitude, which represents the power that drives the cavity,
𝑅𝑔 is the coupling impedance of the beam, and 𝐼 represents
the beam current.
Using this model for simulations and data production, we
have simulated a LLRF closed-loop under different setting
points of RF power and electron beam current. Additionally,
different levels of cavity frequency detuning and measurement noise can be applied to the simulations.
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Figure 2: Cavity’s circuit model of a resonant mode.

Closed Loop Simulations
Following the example of the CMOC code [3], we developed our own Python code to simulate a feedback LLRF
loop. It consists of a cavity, a power source (a Solid State
Amplifier in the case of the LCLS-II) and a PI controller.
The following perturbations are implemented: beam loading
disturbances, cavity detuning and measurement noise. The
effects of these perturbations in the stability of the cavity
are explain in detail in [4, 5]. It is important to clarify the
cavity detuning model: it is a sinusoidal variation of the
cavity resonant frequency. Notice that the frequency of this
sinusoidal variation represents the frequency of the detuning
source (for example, a pump) and the amplitude represents
the effective detuning of the cavity (for example, 15 Hz of
detuning), which also has units of Hz.
In Fig. 3, the top plot shows a cavity field (blue curve)
reaching the set point (dotted black line) due to the action of
the control signal U (red curve). We can see the saturation
of the power source for the first 12 ms of the simulation,
and the effect of 10 Hz detuning (oscillating at 200Hz) in
the control signal U. We can also see the effect that beam
loading has over the control signal U, when more power is
required when the beam is present (from 15 ms to 25 ms).
The bottom plot of Fig. 3 shows a detail of the cavity’s
voltage signal to see how it is affected by the perturbations:
we see the oscillations due to microphonics, the noise related
to the measurement noise, and an undershoot and overshoot
related to the start and end of the beam. Notice that this plot
starts at 15 ms. The upper and lower limits for amplitude
stability are shown for reference. The magnitude of the
effects related to the perturbations mentioned above is a
function of the control parameters (proportional and integral
gains). In the next section we explain how to optimized this
parameters to minimize the stability error.

CONTROL PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION
The 0-dB crossing of the closed-loop depends on the proportional gain 𝑘𝑝 . Figure 4 shows the relation between 0-dB
crossing (and therefore 𝑘𝑝 ) and the RMSE of the cavity’s
field amplitude. There is an optimal 𝑘𝑝 that minimizes the error. Applying an algorithm for stochastic optimization using
TUPOST027
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Figure 3: Top: Simulation of the LLRF closed-loop with
beam loading disturbances, cavity constant detuning and
measurement noise. Bottom: Detail of the cavity’s field.

Figure 4: Relation between 0-dB crossing (or proportional
gain) and RMSE of cavity’s field amplitude.
the Python library Noisyopt, described in [2] and represented
by the following equation:
min 𝑓 (𝑘𝑝 ) = min
𝐸[𝐹(𝑘𝑝 , 𝜉)],
𝑥
𝑘𝑝

(4)

one can find the optimal value of the gain. In Eq. (4), 𝑓 (𝑥)
represents the RMSE error as a function of the gain, which
cannot be directly evaluated, and 𝐹(𝑥, 𝜉) represents the function that we can simulate and their dependency on a noise
𝜉. Using the optimization algorithm and the simulations of
the closed-loop LLRF system described above, the results
of the optimization are shown in Fig. 5. The algorithm can
find the optimal gain.
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Simulations of a closed-loop LLRF system have been
implemented based on the CMOC software engine. An algorithm for stochastic optimization called Noisyopt has also
been implemented to calculate the optimal proportional gain
that minimizes the RMSE of the cavity’s field amplitude.
An ML-based LLRF controller has been proposed. For the
training of the ML, data is produced with the implemented
software for simulations and with the Noisyopt algorithm.
We plan to develop and deploy the proposed ML-based controller to test it with a cavity emulator.
Figure 5: Optimization results.

ML ARCHITECTURE
A diagram of the ML-based LLRF control system proposed in this paper is shown in Fig. 6. For the optimization
and data production phase, 𝑥0 represents the inputs to the
optimization algorithm and to the training of the ML. 𝑥0
is the cavity detuning, measurement noise, beam current
and amplitude and phase set-points of the cavity’s field. 𝑦
represents the optimal gains calculated by Noisyopt. 𝑥0 and
𝑦 together built the training dataset for the ML. Once the ML
is trained, it will be able to calculate the optimal gains, 𝑦,̃
for conditions not seen before, 𝑥0̃ , and the LLRF controller
will use this optimized gains online.
For the optimization and data production phase, and learning phase, we use the resources of the THETA supercomputer at the Argonne Leadership Computer Facility [6]. The
experimental phase should be implemented along with the
LLRF controller in an FPGA, or in an upper level of software.
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SMALL TALK ON AT
P. Schnizer, W. S. Khail and J. Bengtsson
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, BESSY, Berlin, Germany
Abstract
Tracy 3 — was implemented by the 3rd author by pursuing
a first principles approach, aka Hamiltonian dynamics for an
on-line model to guide the ALS and LBL comissioning in the
early 1990s. With its origin as a Hamiltonian based pascal
online model used 90 –- it is the core of today’s accelerator
tool box. These Hamiltonians have not been changed. Software design has evolved since then: C++ and in particular
its standardisation C++11 and C++2xa. In this paper we outline our strategy of modernisation of tracy: reorganisation
of the beam dynamics library in cleanly designed modules,
using well proven open-source libraries (GSL, armadillo)
and so on. Furthermore, Python and Matlab Interfaces based
on modern tools are being pursued. We report on the interface design, the status of modernisation. This project
has been renamed to thor-scsi-lib and is available at Github.
Collaboration’s welcome.

INTRODUCTION
The Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin is looking into modernising and upgrading its own synchrotron light source
BESSY II next to the one it operates on behalf of PTB, the
light source MLS. These will now transit to a 4th and 3rd
generation light source. In parallel the existing light sources
BESSY II and MLS are constantly upgraded. These upgrades require proper tools for modelling these accelerators
for predictable results.
Software concepts, introduced in the sixties (e.g. at Xerox
Palo Alto with the development of Small Talk) are now being
readily available in commonly spread languages: C++, in
particular in its form of C++11 or Python. Furthermore
interfacing between these languages simplify developing
flexible user interfaces.
Tracy in its different implementations has been used to
guide the control of the non-linear dynamics for robust design for predictable results for [1] ans the beam dynamics
model – with related controls algorithms – was also used for
on-line models for e.g. [2]. The beam performance predictions of Tracy gave sufficient confidence that MAX IV was
proposed and funded [3]: a machine that has revolutionised
the synchrotron light source landscape by introducing several paradigm shifts [4]. The code base of Tracy, however,
was always adapted to the different project needs; essentially
by a solo effort. Project dead lines prevented to modernise
the code base and update it.
BESSY II is providing a digital twin with a “numerical
engine” based on the Hamiltonian framework already provided by Tracy [5]. Given that the modernised software
architecture & code base has a significantly changed in-
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terface the project name was changed to Thor Scsi. The
code is available at https://github.com/jbengtsson/
thor-scsi-lib. In this paper we outline the main changes
that the code base underwent. .

FOUNDATIONS
Thor Scsi is based on the traces of Tracy 2 and Tracy 3.
It is “self consistent”: i.e. based on an Hamiltonian formulation and it is symplectic. The same Hamiltonian and
integration method are used for tracking or computing the
global properties of the lattice: e.g. linear optics, radiation
effects and driving terms; engineering tolerances for a realistic lattice are consistent: e.g. the effects of magnetic
roll angles studied in particle tracking will also effect the
calculated vertical emittance. The charge of the tracked particles can be defined at compile time: it defaults to electrons.
Mathematical details are given in [5].

UPGRADED CODE BASE
At the start of the refactoring the code base was still a
result of the procedural programming paradigm. So the
classes were redesigned. Each element can be seen similar
to a LEGO block (see also Figure 1). Two coordinate systems are used: a left handed global coordinate system [5]
and a left handed local one. Apart from the drift type, all
elements are calculating in local coordinate space. These
coordinate transformations are handled by implementing the
Euclidean group in delegates of the classes “LocalGalilean”
or ““LocalGalileanProt”. The first transforms from global
to local coordinates by a general rotation and translation,
while the 2nd to the magnet’s natural local coordinates, which
generates the horizontal edge-focusing for dipole magnets.
The later one not only translated the global to local by
location and translation but furthermore allows handling a
non sector bend magnet . Thick lenses are implemented
here as Drift-Kick-Drift sequences. Here the kick element
uses a field interpolation object to obtain the strength of the
magnetic field at the particle location. Thus the magnetic
field representation is not limited to solely Taylor expansion
or Beth’s representation [6] but any 2D field representation (expansion to higher dimensions is considered to be a
straightforward extension) .
At the current stage only part of the elements existing
in Tracy have been ported to Thor Scsi, in particular: drift,
marker, beam position monitor, magnetic multipole (dipole,
quadrupole, sextupole), cavity. Radiation effects are delegated to registered objects: thus the user has full control for
which elements radiation shall be computed. Tracking or
global parameter computations are implemented propagating a state space object through the beamline elements: a
phase space floating point vector for tracking, or a truncated
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Figure 1: Class hierachy used within Thor scsi.
power series object for global property computations. An
observer can be registered to each element: thus the user
can inspect after each pass the properties the state space
properties at entrance or exit.
The lattice parser of FLAME is reused here to build the
abstract syntax tree. The elements are then instantiated by a
factory: here FLAME’s code base was adapted to Thor scsi
needs.

Python Interface
Many different scientific computational tools have been
implemented in the python language: thus an interface was
considered mandatory. Here Thor Scsi uses pybind11 [7]
for providing a Python interface. It was found that its design
turns wrapping C++ objects to nearly a “configuration task”.
Furthermore objects managed by C++ smart pointers can
be handled transparently: thus user can now exchange the
field interpolation object of the field kick. So it is quite easy
for the user to swap multipole objects or implement a field
provided by a nonlinear kicker [8] or a classical copper based
telephone transmission cable.
Next steps will focus on making element handling more
flexible and on simulations for the impact of engineering
tolerances on the performance of the system. Propagation
or tracking could be seen as applying a sequence of filters
on a phase or state space. Thus adding an element should
be as straight forward as inserting an element to a sequence.
Given that the accelerator object is using a list object of
C++’s standard template library (STL) this will be straight
forward to implement: only some tweaking is required to
keep consistently with other objects internal to the accelerator object, which provide further convenient handling to the
user: e.g. simple functions to find elements with the same
name in a consistent fashion.

Robust Design Studies
Any practical lattice design must be validated that it can
deliver required performance parameters given the accuracy
that can be obtained during manufacturing. These studies
are typically performed using the distribution of different
design parameters as being forecast during the design of the
different elements or by the variation of these parameters
obtained during manufacturing follow up.
Typically different sets are generated using a pseudo random number generator and the distribution factors. Thus
the settings can be replayed at a later stage given that the
pseudo random generator is called for the same sequence of

parameters as before. Design studies however will first concentrate on one set of parameters (e.g. alignment tolerances)
and later on others (e.g. main magnet strength).
Therefore these design studies are supported by “commands” in the following manner:
1. commands that describe a random distribution
2. commands that will apply a variation to a given property
of the element
The user thus creates a sequence of command objects that
describe the random distribution to be applied to the different properties. Provided machinery allows converting the
distribution commands to a set of deterministic commands
using a user supplied random number generator. This give
the user full control on creating the distribution next to the
precise set of property changes that will be applied to the
accelerator. Simple functions will be provided for common
tasks.
This two stage approach allows separating the distribution
description from the actual sample. Furthermore as long as
the sequence of commands describing distributions sequence
is only extended at its end, the sequence properties can be
replayed. The user still can filter out commands, that should
not be applied during this part of the study.

MODERNISING CODE BASE: LESSONS
LEARNED
Recommendation
Many scientific code bases of today have been used for
decades. The authors assume that also other frequently used
codes have not been actively maintained to follow more
modern language or software engineering standards. This
section is split up in a part that first describes how the this
code modernisation would be conducted if done again. Then
we describe how we did it. We hope this comparison is
helpful for any reader facing a similar issue.
First recommendations address topics to cover before starting: definition of target and basis. The target should address
why the code base is upgraded and what it should provide
afterwards (e.g. conforming to some language standard, following certain design patterns). Together with this step it
is worthwhile to define the start basis: i.e. the particular
version, branch or similar of the different existing code bases.
A cross check with the original author(s) comes in natural
and can provide insights beyond the existing documentation.
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During this process it is recommended to review which parts
of the code base could be today provided by well written,
well documented, existing libraries. This step should be
rounded up with a search for an appropriate automated documentation tool: this comes in handy for the next steps as
typically documentation tools provide also “bird eyes” view
of the code base and its design.
Second step should address refactoring preparation: it
should define a work plan which allows identifying which
steps will require “a rip apart and reassembly” of the code
base; this will be motivated further below. Furthermore the
build and test system should be investigated: these tools will
define the turn around time of any single later step. As these
will be run frequently, their upgrade should be considered
rather early in the refactoring process. Parallel to that test
bases should be implemented: even if these are not full
functional test these could be implemented as “total function
test” and can be used as “safety warnings” to recognise if
code refactoring broke some rather typical use case.
Then recommendations would be to start refactoring with
an upgrade of the code base to a modern language standard
as far as feasible in a straight forward manner (e.g. for
C++ reducing name space pollution using the name-space
“std::” explicitly, moving towards modern input output).
Recommendations are to limit the code changes to the ones
that still can be checked with the available test case. The idea
is that language fixes will not increase the number of code
lines the following major changes will touch. Furthermore
even if the next steps are not executed, the available code
base will be in a better shape than before.
After the above steps have been completed recommendations would be to start with the change that is considered
the largest intervention to the code base or to its core. It is
recommended that the full function test is executed after this
change, even if it requires a compatibility layer. Target is
to be able to run as many original programs and tests that
show that the code is still producing the same results are
obtained as original code. This will build confidence that the
refactoring did not introduce major bugs. The other changes
are advised to execute in a similar manner.
As soon as the major upgrade is finished recommendations
would be to distribute it to as many friendly users as possible,
even or in particular if the API has not stabilised: this will
give feed back on the achieved upgrades and help discovering
remaining bugs.

How We Did It
In our case the start was a code base that was originally
implemented in Pascal. It was then machine translated to
C and latter transformed to a C++ library. This library was
then used and adapted for a considerable time span.
Upgrade started that one of the authors replaced C structs
with STL objects. The build system was improved for speed
up. Language was modernised, but not consistently: these
updates happened then during the large interventions: thus
more code lines than necessary were touched at this step,
which made bug search more tedious.
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First refactoring was introducing class hierarchy (see
Fig. 1) followed by replacement of the hand written parser
with FLAME’s one. Boost based unit tests were added in
parallel. Cross checks were made to verify that the code
produced the same output as the original code.
During the last step a Python interface was implemented
using pybind11. This revealed requirements that Python had
to the C++ code base. Furthermore one could interact and
explore interface design on a much higher level.

A New Backend for AT?
AT is commonly used for evaluating the performance of
synchrotron light sources; it’s core is based on Tracy 2 code
base and provides a Python interface. The code base above
could be used as modernisation starting point for AT’s code
base. A transition to matlab’s C++ API could be worthwhile
at this step too.
AT allows propagating many particles at once utilising
today ubiquitous parallel processing features: similar functionality can be provided using C++’s templated implementation of the element’s propagate method: thus combining
this functionality in a single object.

CONCLUSION
Thor Scsi is a refurbished modernised code base of the
venerable Tracy, which has been used as design tool for various light sources or back end for online models. In this paper
the main changes and concepts ere highlighted next to further steps to be implemented. Main changes are separating
propagation from field interpolation and delegating radiation
calculation to dedicated classes. A fully transparent Python
interface is provided using pybind11. The authors welcome
any collaborations.
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ONLINE OPTIMISATION OF THE TRANSFER LINE FROM UNILAC
TOWARDS SIS18 AT GSI USING A GENETIC AUTOTUNE ALGORITHM
S. Reimann∗ 1 , GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
1
also at IAP, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The object of investigation was a 75 m long section of the
transfer line from UNILAC to synchrotron SIS18 behind
stripping and charge separation. Starting point was the beam
transformer GTK3DT4, where the reference current 𝐼0 for
the optimization was measured. End point was the beam
transformer GTK7DT3. The original intention was to optimize the entire beam transport up to the injection point
of the SIS18, but the last two transformers GTK8DT7 and
GTK9DT8 could not be used due to a technical defect.
The manual setup of the transfer line usually takes 1-2
hours. Since the SIS18 allows cycle times of < 1 s (in FAIRbooster mode 2.7 Hz operation is foreseen [1]) and different
ion types and charge states can be requested from pulse to
pulse, the transfer channel is designed for a corresponding
repetition rate and all magnets can be pulsed with a frequency
up to 10 Hz. The high repetition rate is an ideal condition
for automatic optimisation procedures.

SIMULATION
A simulation was carried out to check the general feasibility and to find the optimal operating parameters for the
genetic algorithm [11]. For the particle tracking the TK
Lattice, measured and reconstructed by Y.El Hayek [12]
(Fig. 1) was used. The standard deviation of fluctuations of
the actual current of the power supplies were measured to
0.1% for quadrupoles and 0.04% for steerer magnets. These
values were included in the simulation. The measuring accuracy of the transformers (0.3%) was also considered in
order to represent the conditions of the real machine as close
as possible. Several simulations were carried out to find
the parameter set for the fastest possible convergence of the
genetic algorithm. The fitness function to be minimized
(1) represents the sum of the beam losses, measured via
∗
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Due to the complexity of GSI’s accelerator facilities and
it’s upcoming expansion FAIR [1], various methods for optimising accelerator settings are currently being studied to
increase efficiency and to minimise the need for manual
intervention. Besides a necessary improvement of the accelerator models [2–5], a better reproducibility of settings and
the development of feedback systems [6, 7], also heuristic
methods are in the focus of the investigation [8–10]. This
work presents the results, recently achieved in optimising
the transfer line from UNILAC towards SIS18 (TK) using a
genetic Autotune algorithm.
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Figure 1: lattice of the transfer line (top = horizontal, bottom
= vertical): blue elements are vertical focusing and red elements are horizontal focusing quadrupoles, cyan elements
are bending dipoles.
four consecutive beam transformers with the transmission
𝐼
𝜏𝑖 = 𝐼 𝑖 weighted with a factor 𝑤𝑖 . Compared to the fit0
ness function which directly evaluates the beam losses, the
slightly modified version converges more reliably.
4

(1)

𝐹 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 (1 − 𝜏𝑖 )
𝑖=0

For this work, the same implementation of a genetic algorithm was used as in [13]. All parameters were scanned
[14]. The algorithm is quite robust against hyperparameter
changes, as can be seen from the example of mutation probability (Fig. 2). The optimal parameters for the given transfer
line are listed in Table 1.

transmission [%]
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Table 1: GA Parameters
name

parameter description

value

𝐼
𝑁𝑘

number of individuals
number of most performing individuals kept for next generation
variance of individuals chosen for
reproduction (0...best, 1..worst)
probability of each gene to mutate
probability of a gene to be replaced
probability for crossing over at each
gene
weight factor

120
1

𝜎𝑠
𝑝𝑚
𝑝𝑟
𝑝𝑐
𝑤

0.13
0.38
0.0001
0.52
2.7

EXPERIMENT SETUP
For the experiment a completely stripped argon beam
40 18+
Ar
with an energy of 8.6 MeV/u was used. In order
to prevent unnecessary activation, a pilot beam was used
for the optimisation. The beam current was reduced to less
than 100 µA on the reference transformer to additionally
prevent the measuring range limits from being crossed and
thus to avoid switching the beam transformers measuring
range during the optimisation process.
For the beam time the high current source was in operation,
which limited the repetition rate to 𝑓𝑟 = 1 Hz. Unfortunately
a promising run could not be completed due to a technical
defect. Since the remaining experiment time was only 𝑡 =
40 min and because 𝑡 ⋅ 𝑓𝑟 = 𝐺 ⋅ 𝐼, the final run had to be
limited to 𝐺 = 20 generations.
For the genetic algorithm the parameters from Table 1
were used and during the optimisation 2400 different settings
were tested (corresponding to 20 generations) with one beam
pulse each.

RESULTS
After the optimization time of 40 minutes, a total transmission of 𝑇 = 70% could be achieved. Figure 3 shows the development of the transmission over the optimisation process
at 4 consecutive beam transformers. The constantly limited
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Figure 3: development of the transmission with regard to
the reference transformer GTK3DT4.
Fitness value developed as in Figure 4. It is not yet visible
that it is approaching a lower plateau, so it is to be expected
that a longer optimization time would result in a further
improvement.
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generation

Figure 4: development of fitness value during the online
optimization process.
Low magnet excitations were not particularly preferred
by the algorithm, so steerer magnets were not optimized to
a low angle if this was not explicitely necessary to avoid
losses. Therefore all profile grids show more offset than one
would expect from a manual setup (Fig. 5).

CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
The transfer channel is an ideal application for the autotune algorithm and should be further investigated and optimized. Both, setup time and transmission results are at least
equivalent to manual tuning.
The entire channel should be optimized again in full length
under normal operating conditions. For this purpose, an
interruption protection must be implemented so that after
interruptions it is not necessary to start the optimisation
again from the beginning.
If the SIS18 fast beam transformer can be integrated into
the optimization process, the injection efficiency could be
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generation

F

With optimized parameters a convergence in 250 generations could be achieved. The same parameters were then
used for the experiment with the real machine.
Although theoretical data exist for the transfer line, setting these values directly almost always leads to suboptimal
settings with poor transmission which needs further manual
optimization. Reasons for this are, among others, the use of
different ion sources which produce different initial beam
conditions, the use of different isotopes, different settings of
the previous accelerator sections to optimize their imaging
properties and the general but small variation of currents of
the power supplies. A reproducibility of older setting data is
also not given for these reasons. The model must therefore
be better understood or alternatively in this work an autotune
procedure was applied.

transmission between reference transformer GTK3DT4 and
GTK4DT3 suggests that the setup of the beam line before
the reference transformer was not optimal and the resulting mismatch could not be corrected with the intermediate
quadrupole doublet GTK4QD2. For the 54 m long section
from GTK4DT3 to GTK7DT3 the final transmission was
𝑇 = 86%. For comparison: with manual tuning, values of
up to 83% could be reached for this section within a similar
optimisation time during the FAIR phase 0 physics run in
2020.
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[7]

[8]

[9]

Figure 5: profile grid measurements of the best setting, left the horizontal pane left and right - the vertical pane.
optimized directly. In this case the difficulty is to coordinate
the synchronous access to parameters of the new FAIR settings management system [15], which is already in use from
SIS18 downstream, and the legacy GSI control system used
at UNILAC. If successful, further LSA top level parameters
could be used for optimization and thus the complete injection process could be optimized online, as already suggested
in [16].
A parallel simulation can eliminate total losses and thus
reduce the number of cycles required. It has also been suggested that the BOBYQA algorithm [17] instead of a genetic
algorithm can lead to a slightly faster convergence [18].

[10]

[11]
[12]

[13]
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SLS 2.0, THE UPGRADE OF THE SWISS LIGHT SOURCE
A. Streun∗,1 , Paul Scherrer Institut, 5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland
1 on behalf of the SLS 2.0 project team
Abstract
The Swiss Light Source (SLS) will be upgraded by replacing the storage ring in the existing hall in 2023Ű24. The SLS
lattice build from 12 triple-bend arcs operating at 2.4 GeV
is replaced by a 12×7-BA lattice operating at 2.7 GeV to
increase hard X-ray brightness by a factor 60. The layout is
constrained by the existing tunnel to 288 m circumference,
nevertheless a low emittance of 158 pm is realized using
longitudinal gradient and reverse bends. Dynamic aperture
is suicient to start with classical injection based on a 4kicker bump. An upgrade path for on-axis injection with fast
kickers has been implemented. Small beam pipes of 18 mm
inner diameter and corresponding reduction of magnet bores,
and the use of permanent magnets for all bending magnets
enables a densely packed lattice and contributes most to a
reduction of total power consumption of the facility by 30%.

INTRODUCTION
The Swiss Light Source (SLS) started user operation in
2001. Today it is fully equipped with a set of 18 beam lines
and delivers about 5000 h of user beam time per year at
excellent availability (98.5% average 2012-21) and stability
(<1 µm) rms at front ends). However, with the advent of
modern difraction limited storage rings (DLSR) of multibend achromat (MBA) type it became clear, that the SLS
emittance of 5.0 nm at 2.4 GeV would no longer be competitive, and planning for an upgrade started in 2014. Project
funding was secured by end of 2020, and the technical design
report was published one year later [1]. Between fall 2023
and end of 2024 the existing storage ring will be exchanged
by a new one providing much lower emittance of 158 pm
at 2.7 GeV, to be installed in the existing tunnel with radial
source point shifts limited to ±70 mm. The combination of
lower emittance and higher beam energy provides a factor
60 increase of hard X-ray brightness (>10 keV), which will
be further enhanced by means of new undulators of shorter
period. Long period elliptic undulators on one side, and
superbends of up to 5 T peak Ąeld on the other side, will
support experiments spanning a photon energy range from
6 eV to 80 keV. Routine user operation will resume by mid
2025. In this report we will summarize the upgrade concept
and highlight the most challenging issues.

LATTICE
The minimum emittance of a storage ring scales approximately inversely with the third power of circumference, thus
the SLS is handicapped by its comparatively small circumference of 288 m. In order to get competitive emittance a
new lattice cell was developed. It employs reverse bends
∗
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(RB), which are realized by slightly shifting the horizontally
focusing quadrupoles radially away from the storage ring
center, and longitudinal gradient bends (LGB), which are
realized in the most simple conĄguration as a sandwich of a
pure dipole between two vertically focusing combined function magnets (VC) of lower Ąeld: in the periodic unit cell of
an MBA the RB suppresses the dispersion at the LGB center,
where the Ąeld is highest, in order to minimize quantum
excitation, which is the source of emittance [2].
The transverse gradients in the RBs and VCs increase the
horizontal damping partition and thus further reduce emittance on expense of higher energy spread. A regular 7-BA
arc was found as best compromise between low emittance
and feasibility in terms of technology and non-linear dynamics. A summary of the most important lattice parameters for
SLS (without the FEMTO insertion for laser beam slicing
and without undulators) and for SLS-2.0 is given in Table 1.
Table 1: SLS and SLS 2.0 Lattice Parameters (bare lattice
→ all undulators closed)
Parameter

Units

Circumference
Beam energy
Hor. emittance
Vert. emittance
Energy spread
Radiation loss
Beam current
Beam lifetime

[m]
[GeV]
[pm]
[pm]
[10−3 ]
[keV]
[mA]
[h]

SLS

SLS-2.0
288.0

2.41
5030
5Ű10
0.88
574
400
≈ 10

2.70
158 →131
10
1.15 →1.04
689 →900
≈ 11

The alternative of a hybrid-MBA [3] as used for other
projects, mainly for larger rings at higher energy, was investigated too. However for SLS a regular MBA was found to
better fulĄll the requirements on emittance reduction, available straight length and beam lifetime while still providing
suicient transverse dynamic aperture for of-axis injection.
In order to follow the footprint of the existing storage
ring as close as possible, the 12 arcs are connected by 6
short, 3 medium and 3 long straight sections. Although
the footprint thus has 3-fold symmetry and the linear beam
optics as shown in Fig. 1 has no periodicity at all due to a
high-beta optics in the injection straight, the (on-momentum)
non-linear optics is tuned to 12-fold symmetry by adjusting
the phase advance of all arcs to the same value irrespective
of the type of the adjacent straights.
As a compromise between brightness and beam lifetime,
the vertical emittance is set to about 10 pm by means of
22 skew quadrupoles per arc generating closed bumps of
vertical dispersion while suppressing betatron coupling in
the straight sections.
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Figure 1: Optical functions for one half of the SLS 2.0 lattice, starting with the injection straight.

VACUUM SYSTEM
Emittance reduction in MBA lattices is based on miniaturization in order to accommodate more cells in a given
length. Low dispersion allows the beam pipe dimensions to
be reduced while still providing suicient momentum acceptance to get reasonable Touschek lifetime. Non-evaporable
getter (NEG) coating of the vacuum chambers reduces photon stimulated desorption and provides distributed pumping
to achieve ultra-high vacuum even in narrow beam pipes.
Miniaturization then is limited by the onset of instabilities
due to the resistive wall impedance, which scales inversely
with the second (longitudinal), resp. third (transverse) power
of the beam pipe dimensions.

Figure 2: Cross-section of SLS 2.0 dipole chamber in comparison to the SLS chamber [1], and Ąrst prototypes.
To minimize the resistive wall impedance, the SLS 2.0
vacuum chamber with 18 mm inner diameter as shown in
Fig. 2 is made from copper covered with a thin (500 nm)
NEG layer. Together with a careful design of the tapers and
other transitions, this results in a typical safety margin of
factor 2Ű3 with respect to single bunch instability thresholds.
The octagon shape has some advantages when manufacturing the chamber from two halves. The Ćat surfaces are
ideal for connection of cooling channels and for inserting
BPM buttons in the 45◦ -planes. Copper as material provides good thermal conductivity. Stainless steel inserts at
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the corrector magnets reduce eddy currents and increase
the frequency range of the orbit feedback to 320 Hz (0 dB
point). Arc chambers of 18 m length will be assembled
without bellows and baked and NEG-activated in an oven
before inserting them into the storage ring by means of a
crane with a special support structure. An average pressure
below 10−9 mbar (CO-equivalent) is expected to be reached
after 100 Ah of beam dose.

MAGNETS
The unit cell of the 7BA is only 2165 mm long but includes the LGB-triplet made from a dipole and two combined function bends, two reverse bends, three sextupoles,
three octupoles with quadrupole and skew quadrupole functions, two correctors, a beam position monitor (BPM) and
an absorber. As a consequence the magnets are close to each
other and the Ąelds are rather high in order to provide the
strong focusing required for low emittance (cell tunes are
0.429/0.143).
All 348 bending magnets are realized with permanent
magnets (PM) in order to save coil spaces and to reduce the
magnet power consumption of the new storage ring by 60%
compared to the existing one.
Some of the PM-based magnets are rather large in yoke
diameter (up to 75 cm) and have high pole-tip Ąelds exceeding 1 T, thus the stray Ąeld afects the yoke of neighboring
magnets and even saturates it partially, if the magnets are
too close. If the neighboring magnet is rather weak like
the orbit correctors or the octupoles, its properties change
signiĄcantly, such that it acquires an ofset, i.e., an asymmetric range of operation, or that the axis moves depending
on its excitation, which is in particular problematic for the
quadrupole function of the octupole to be used for beam
based alignment. This cross-talk issue turned out to be a major challenge and required careful optimization of distances,
insertion of shielding plates and 3D-simulation of magnet
ensembles with multipole Ąts to Ąeld maps and tracking [4].
Depending on their neighborhood magnets have to be
tuned individually to obtain the desired optical properties.
All PM-based magnets use identical Nd2 Fe14 B-blocks of
30 × 47 × 54 mm3 size with Ni-Fe shunts to stabilize temperature dependence to 0.01%/◦ C and moderator plates to
allow the magnet to be tuned in a range of a few %.
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Figure 3: Permanent reverse bending magnet [1].

Figure 3 shows one of the reverse bends. Actually it is a
horizontally focusing quadrupole shifted by 3.4 mm radially
away from the storage ring center to get a small, negative
bending angle.
All non-bending magnets are electric. This includes 108
quadrupoles for matching to the straight sections with gradients up to 98 T/m, 288 sextupoles, 264 octupoles with
additional quadrupole and skew quadrupole coils and 2 × 112
orbit correctors. Octupole and corrector circuits are driven
by more than 1000 identical 5A-power supplies.
SLS 2.0 will start with four superbends of 2.1 T peak Ąeld
which are also based on PM-blocks but with reduced center
gap for Ąeld enhancement. Two of them will be exchanged
later for superconductive dipoles with a peak Ąeld variable
between 3 and 5 T [5].

INJECTION
The predicted dynamic aperture of the storage ring is
suiciently large and magniĄed further by local high-beta
optics (see Fig. 1) to enable classical of-axis injection reusing the existing set of four kickers of the SLS. However, in
the course of miniaturization, the existing 3 mm thick eddy
current septum will be replaced by two, a thick in-air septum
and a 1 mm thin in-vacuum septum.
In order to reduce the perturbation of the stored beam due
to injection and to cope with reduced dynamic aperture in
alternative optics modes, a development program towards
on-axis injection is under way: two fast kicker modules will
be installed in the second straight section.
In a Ąrst stage a pulse of 10Ű20 ns will be applied to
perform aperture sharing, i.e., the injected bunch is kicked
half-way in towards the reference orbit, while 5Ű10 bunches
of the stored beam are kicked half-way out. Injected and
stored bunches then oscillate around the reference orbit and
merge due to radiation damping. By reducing the pulse
length, the perturbation can be limited to fewer, ideally only
one bunch.
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In the second stage a super-fast pulse of < 2 ns and double
amplitude will be applied and the injected bunch is delayed
by about 1 ns in order to kick it onto the reference orbit
(i.e., on-axis) and of-phase into the RF bucket, while little
afecting the stored bunch in the center of the bucket. Thanks
to the large momentum acceptance of the lattice (> 4%) the
injected bunch then can perform a synchrotron oscillation
and merge into the stored bunch.
The fast kicker is realized in two modules each made
from four 100 mm long strip-lines. Between the two modules space is left for a 2 m long undulator. Collimators
and a special electrode design are required to protect the
kicker blades from synchrotron radiation. In the Ąnal stage
the kicker will provide 1 mrad deĆection for true on-axis
injection.
Figure 4 shows a measured pulse and the corresponding
deĆection by one of eight strip lines.

Figure 4: Fast kicker pulse, deĆection by one strip-line and
positions of stored and injected bunches [1].
Unlike other upgrade projects, SLS 2.0 does not require
a major upgrade of the injector, since the existing booster
synchrotron has a maximum energy of 2.7 GeV and, thanks
to its large circumference of 270 m, delivers a horizontal
emittance of only 12 nm [6], which can be reduced further
to 1Ű2 nm through emittance exchange [7]. Only the boosterto-ring transfer line will be modiĄed to adapt it to the new
ring layout and enhance its diagnostics capabilities.

CONCLUSION
Despite tight constraints from the existing building, the
SLS 2.0 upgrade project will realize competitive performance thanks to a new multi-bend achromat lattice incorporating longitudinal gradient and reverse bends. Extensive use
of permanent magnets enables a densely packed lattice while
reducing power consumption. Cross-talk issues require careful optimization and simulation. Upgrade paths for on-axis
injection and 5 T superbends have been implemented.
This paper allowed only a few interesting or challenging
issues to be highlighted, and the interested reader is referred
to our technical design report [1] for more details and reports
on other systems like undulators, RF, girders, diagnostics,
etc.
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A PYTHON FRAMEWORK
FOR HIGH-LEVEL APPLICATIONS IN ACCELERATOR OPERATIONS
J. Chrin, V. Erçağlar, T. Schietinger, Paul Scherrer Institut, 5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland
Abstract
A Python graphical framework providing reusable components to facilitate the development of accelerator applications, that meet the basic requirements of experts and
operators alike, is presented. Such a collective approach
serves to bridge the gap between the expert developer and
the operational team, resulting in applications that are inherently cohesive, durable and easily navigable. The operational advantages and underlying principles are exemplified
in a reference application that provides executable examples
of customary practices, and further highlights a number of
composite and control system-enabled widgets.

PERSPECTIVE AND MOTIVATION
The development of high-level applications crosses the
domain of several groups, each possessing a distinctive skill
set and ambition. Typically the ‘expert’ application is developed by the scientist, engineer, whose primary interest is in
providing an interface that details the hardware capabilities
of the system. The ‘operator’ application on the other hand
may require only a condensed view and one that offers automated procedures geared towards the everyday operation
of the accelerator. Other, beam dynamics, applications will
undertake specific measurements crucial to the optimization
of the accelerator, and may further require interaction with
accelerator models, message reporting capability, and the
means to store and retrieve data resulting from their analyses. Many such measurements and procedures are first
deployed by the expert in the commissioning phase of the
accelerator before ultimately being delegated to machine
operators once routine operation is established. The diversity of developers, however, inevitably leads to a variety of
frameworks and appearances, with some duplication in that
similar functionalities are instigated in different manners
and with a non-uniform behaviour. These subtle details of
cross-domain application development are acknowledged to
add to the tasks and challenges faced by the operator [1, 2].
This inadvertent disparity between applications, however,
can be alleviated by supplying a controlled, coordinated, and
configurable graphical interface wherein common functionality is provided through predetermined inputs with well
defined responses. Applications then become inherently
homogeneous, and developers are further relieved of implementing peripheral tasks, releasing time to prioritize their
particular area of interest.
In the following, a Python graphical framework is described that provides a base class that can be inherited by the
application developer, and adapted to specific needs. The
focus is on the components and methodology that constitute
the framework, rather than any specific application that is

built upon the infrastructure, as applied within the context
of SwissFEL and the Swiss Light Source (SLS).

A PYTHON GRAPHICAL FRAMEWORK
The Python programming is presently enjoying a high
profile within the accelerator community being the preferred
language for application development at facilities of various
size [3, 4]. While scripting is regarded as gratifyingly intuitive and powerful, our applications are inherently graphical
and this in itself adds a new level of complexity. To this
end, PyQt, a Python graphical user interface (GUI) module
that connects to the Qt C++ framework [5, 6], is the prevailing choice. Significantly, in this work, Qt modules are
imported through the QtPy abstraction layer [7] allowing
our framework to be used effortlessly across Qt versions.
The Qt library provides much functionality, with numerous classes. Its specific application domain of windows, widgets, layouts, colours, shapes, and more, however, presents
the developer with expansive possibilities to interrogate and
discern before converging on a finely-tuned appearance. Furthermore, and rather critically, any complex physics analysis,
or any other resource intensive operation having a long running time, needs to be delegated to a separate thread. Here,
Qt’s dedicated thread support is a fitting option given that
our applications interact with other components of the Qt
library. In this way, the main thread remains responsive at all
times, widgets with read backs continue to be updated, and
user interaction, where permitted, is not interrupted. Such
considerations are a prerequisite in gaining a satisfactory
user experience. Once these challenges are overcome, the
programmed solutions may be presented to the developer in
a reusable form.

Apps4Ops: A Characteristic Style
The GUI implementation class follows Qt’s customary
‘main-window-style’ approach that offers predefined options
for user input in the form of a menu bar, toolbar, status
bar, a central widget, and dock windows. The adoption of
such a ready-made, integrated approach, at the outset, is an
important factor in achieving a polished, intelligible, and
navigable user interface. The static visualization of data
is accomplished through the comprehensive Matplotlib library [8, 9]. For the display of continuous, real-time data,
however, the PyQtGraph [10] library, based on Qt’s GraphicsView framework, is preferred for its speedier response
time. The principle components that constitute the framework, and other practicalities that play a part in achieving
the desired homogeneity among applications, coupled with
an optimized user experience, are elaborated.
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Control System-enabled Widgets The low-level control system is built on the EPICS (Experimental Physics
and Industrial Control System) framework [11], which comprises an extensive set of software tools tailored to the needs
of particle accelerators and large-scale experiments. Interaction with the EPICS-based control system is established
through a proven C++ abstraction layer [12–14], for which
high-performance bindings to Python have been provided
using the Cython technology [15]. Several control systemenabled Qt widgets, and composites, have been made available. These connect to a gateway module that handles their
connectivity management, propagates updates, and ensures
their display conforms to the recognized style.
Configuration The provision of an application framework that spans across different accelerators requires a multifaceted configuration mechanism that allows the generic, the
accelerator-specific, and the application’s user behaviour to
be configured via a hierarchy of configuration files. Their
tasks may be numerous, hence only certain representative
usage is outlined here.
At the core level, a Qt style sheet file defines the appearance of GUI elements, including fonts, sizes, and colour
schemes, in accordance with the stipulated style guide. In
addition, a configuration file storing simple data structures
in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format [16], provides
information such as default menu options, and the destination of various output files. The second level configuration
file provide handles to several accelerator-specific parameters, e.g., exposing the EPICS channels that constitute the
accelerator-specific header widget. The application’s user
configuration file may be as extensive as the user requires.
It can also be used to enact a number of predefined widgets
and associated tasks, e.g., checkboxes that control simulated
runs, debug options, etc., and also to formulate further GUI
components that provide input parameters that dynamically
feed into the application and its analysis tasks. A destination
subpanel for analysis results, typically in graphical form, can
also be entered.
The configuration files, and other small resources files
such as icons and help pages, are registered and safe guarded
in an accelerator-dependent resources file from which a
Python module is generated. The resource module is then
imported by the application, from where the files can be
accessed directly. No assumptions need then be made about
the location of the files, or the application’s working directory; with help files also incorporated into the resources
module, no external web help pages need be summoned.
The default generic and accelerator level configurations can
also be replaced by user-supplied files through command
line interface flags.
Initialization Applications are expected to initialize as
speedily as is feasible. Faster times can be achieved by
assigning any time-intensive ‘loading’ method to a singleshot timer with zero-timeout; the loading method is then
executed when the event queue next allows, i.e., once the
main window initialization is complete. Another helpful
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approach is to inform the application at startup of its associated channels. The underlying EPICS client library allows
connections to be established in unison with a single call.
Having connections established in advance of widget creation allows pertinent information concerning the channels
to be readily available to any associated widget and allow
its configuration to be determined dynamically and spontaneously. These data are further stored locally and can
be recalled in the event of a channel being unavailable at
start-up time. The widget is automatically reconfigured once
a connection is established. Likewise, other application’s
settings, such as the window dimensions and positions, will
have been previously optimized, remembered locally, and
recalled on startup, providing consistency between sessions.
Nevertheless, despite these optimizations, where complex
applications may still take a few seconds to startup, which
is invariably the case, a so-called ‘splash screen’ is shown
ahead of the forthcoming main window display to reassure
the user that the application is indeed loading. A progress
bar on the splash screen further informs the user of the time
remaining for the application to initialize.
Finalization Best practice for a tidy application exit
dictates that any pending actions are first completed or at
least interrupted gracefully. This may entail checking if
any analysis threads are still running and that control system parameters are restored to their pre-measurement values.
Explicitly releasing application resources, such as those managing EPICS connectivity, reassures the developer of sound
memory management in the underlying libraries.
Menu Bar and Toolbar Menus and toolbars furnish a
GUI with a convenient graphical presentation of user commands that perform specific tasks. Placements in the main
window’s menu bar are grouped into submenus consisting
of a list of logically related pull-down items. A dynamically
created menu bar is provided for operations on files, as necessitated for the display of recently used files, while other
static menu bars are provided for performing peripheral tasks
such as:
• initiating output actions, e.g., saving data to HDF5
files [17], reporting to the electronic logbook [18],
• capturing images and screenshots,
• connectivity to printers,
• interrogating the standard output file, clearing entries
in the message log window,
• displaying procedural help pages and information that
discloses ‘behind-the-scenes’ details, such as software
versions and the application responsible,
• enabling a tidy exit.
Actions to application-specific items can be customized
by the user by resetting the base class implementations. The
application menu items are selected by the application’s user
configuration file.
The toolbar, located immediately below the horizontal
menu bar, is populated with icons that provide quick access
to the most commonly used commands.
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Central Widget An accelerator-specific header widget
takes ownership of the top area of the central widget. It
displays the most pertinent information related to the current status of the machine. The remainder of the central
widget is partitioned into dedicated subpanels that serve as
destination locations for operator/expert input parameters to
measurement procedures, the visualization of results, and
the display of log messages. The partition of the central
widget can be configured to the application’s needs through
the application-specific configuration file.
Message Reporting The use of a carefully considered
message reporting interface ensures a consistent set of data
is delivered to the log window. Mandatory information includes the origin and timestamp of the message, coupled
with a severity level. The data are supplemented by a number
of optional fields that are filled at the discretion of the user.
In the event of a fatal condition that prevents the application
from continuing, the provision of the developer to supply a
meaningful and helpful message, that may also propose a
solution, can hasten the return to normal operation.
Analysis Module An example analysis module which
inherits Qt’s thread class demonstrates the proposed analysis
procedures. Input data from the operator or expert panels
are automatically propagated to the analysis class. These,
together with the analyzed data, are encapsulated into dictionaries for subsequent display and storage. Stored data can be
recalled into the application and reanalysed, thereby demonstrating the seamless integration of logged and real-time
accelerator data into the same framework. Interthread communication, as required for progress updates and message
reporting, is accomplished through Qt’s distinctive signal
and slots mechanism.

Deployment and Experience
A generic, skeleton application exemplifying features of
the graphical framework acts as a reference for developers.
An application that makes typical use of the infrastructure
is shown in Fig. 1. The emphasis has been on creating fastidious modules to help ensure excellent operational ability.
Even the simplest of push buttons must execute its task impeccably and be equipped to act with integrity in the event
of an anomaly. The adoption of the framework ensures that
applications have recognizable buttons and icons that lead to
predictable actions, and accelerates the creation of user interfaces by relieving developers of implementing peripheral
tasks, thereby releasing time to concentrate on their particular area of interest. The involvement of both graduate and
undergraduate students in research and creative activities
is also an integral part of our organization; their use of the
framework increases productivity and readies their work for
operational use. It further promotes sustainability in that
only a single framework need be maintained and extended
for basic application needs.
The deployment of the framework has proven to be an
iterative process as essential feedback is returned from a

Figure 1: An example of an application using the ‘mainwindow-style’ framework. It comprises a menu bar, a toolbar, an accelerator-specific header widget, customized epicsenabled widgets, a status bar, and partitions for operator and
expert inputs and procedures, the visualization of data, and
the display of log messages.
focus group of users. The sharing of their experience, the
problems encountered, and subsequent proposals, feature in
a collective decision on the evolution of an application. The
collaborative approach brings flexibility into our section,
promotes inter-department activities, and equally broadens
our own horizon.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Several common, peripheral requirements for high-level
applications have been identified and incorporated into a
dedicated graphical framework that serves as a foundation
for the development of applications that are collectively cohesive, functional, durable, and navigable. The Apps4Ops
software architecture has encompassed several renewed efforts as our understanding of operator requirements, and
the capabilities of the underlying software, has advanced
with experience. It has now been applied to a number of
beam dynamics applications developed by accelerator physicists1 achieving a level of homogeneity and consistency that
is shaping the evolution of high-level applications for operations at the existing SwissFEL and the upcoming SLS
2.0 [19, 20].
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BOLINA, A SUITE FOR HIGH LEVEL BEAM OPTIMIZATION:
FIRST EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE ADIGE INJECTION
BEAMLINE OF SPES
V. Martinelli, L. Bellan, D. Bortolato, M. Comunian, E. Fagotti,
P. Francescon, A. Galatà, D. Marcato, G. Savarese,
INFN Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Legnaro, Italy
Abstract
A high-level software BOLINA (Beam Orbit for LINear
Accelerators) has been designed to fully characterise and
automatically correct the ion beams trajectory, to help operators during the beam transport with an easily scalable
suite for LINACs. Currently, the high-level software, interfaced with an EPICS control system, acts on accelerator
devices to preserve the beam quality, including beambased alignment and, if needed, dispersion-free steering
software. The suite has been developed to satisfy and commutate the software easily on different machines, using interceptive/not interceptive diagnostics. The software was
designed for ELI-np and now is under test at Legnaro National Laboratories of INFN using the installed accelerators
complex. BOLINA has been successfully tested on the
Adige Injector 1+ beamline of the SPES Project, where the
system response matrix is measured on interceptive beam
diagnostic by varying both electrostatic and magnetic
steerers. This paper describes results and strategies to reduce trajectory residuals close to the diagnostic resolutions
and their effectiveness to prepare the commissioning of
LINACs.

INTRODUCTION
The study of beam dynamics under ideal conditions is
fundamental and the first step to designing particle accelerators. Deviation from the ideal trajectory causes emittance growth and beam degradations or losses.
In a real accelerator many fields and misalignment errors
of unknown location and magnitude must be expected.
Some uncertainties include diagnostic offsets produced
both by mechanical displacements and by biases in the
electronics readout, others by misalignment of the magnetic centre of the quadrupole or by the electromagnetic
centre of accelerating structures. Many other such errors
can cause unexpected beam trajectories that degrade the
beam quality and force operators to correct it using steering
magnets. Especially for user facilities, to speed up the machine set-up, it is fundamental to have a fast online correction suite.
The BOLINA (Beam Orbit for LINear accelerators) software, designed to help accelerator operators, provide simultaneous optimization of the orbit, finding the trajectory
that maximises the beam transport and preserve the emittance to reach the accelerator’s nominal parameters. For
guarantees the flatness of the orbit, consisting of the simultaneous zeroing of the beam position monitor offset readings, the one-to-one correction algorithm is used. The

renowned algorithm [1, 2] in BOLINA is used by minimising a Χ in Eq. (1)
𝜒

∣ 𝑏⃗

𝑹 θ⃗ ∣

(1)

knowing the beam position offset 𝑏 ⃗ on the diagnostics
and the response matrix previously measured by varying
the steerer sets θ⃗.
The most interesting part of the BOLINA diagnostic and
correction suites is the machine independency. This highlevel software is meant to be interfaced with the EPICS
control system and to manage accelerator devices to allow
beam diagnostic measurements.
BOLINA routines are written in Python: it is fully machine-independent and can be automatic re-used for any
type of accelerators by changing just the layout file.
Thanks to its characteristics, it has been possible to test
and develop rapidly the BOLINA correction suite for
ADIGE Injector 1+ beamline [3].

INTEGRATION WITH THE CONTROL
SYSTEM
The EPICS [4] IOC of BOLINA is divided into different
databases. The database defines the functionality of the
IOC: which process data it provides, how the data is handled and stored. The database can contain any number of
records, each of which belongs to a specific record type.
For BOLINA we use five different databases, shown in Fig.
1 one for each type of record.

Figure 1: The BOLINA IOC flowchart: dark blue boxes
represent the different databases, in light blue the corresponding records and their characteristics.

The RUN database contains all the information of the
source and of the beam line characteristics, this is useful to
save data in an appropriate way, remembering the beam dynamics characteristics of the specific run like the beam
charge, the particle charge, and the beam energy along the
beamline. This is used to archive data and remember which
accelerator and which beam belongs to it. This allows reuse, saving the calibration file, previous beam response
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matrix and start a new correction from previous conditions.
Belongs to the LAYOUT database records that define the
machine elements along the beam-line axis (s-axis).
This defines moreover the names of the Beam Profilers
and steerer records corresponding to the PVs. In the
STEERER and BEAM PROFILER, database records are
property of steerer and beam profiler while the records
used for the PyEpics Finite State Machine pertain to the
BOLINA database.
The Finite State Machine (FSM) uses Pysmlib [5], a useful free software that can be redistributed and/or modified
under the terms of the GNU General Public License. This
fully useful Python library helps to create event-based finite state machines (fsm) for Epics Control System. Full
integration with Epics Channel Access protocol is provided
via PyEpics. The user can connect to Process Variables by
defining an FSM input /output (I/O) and can therefore access its values and changes via convenient methods. The
FSM used methods to process events triggered by the UI
(User Interfaces). If the process variable of the BOLINA
database’s records is true (green lamp) the process continues otherwise it waits. The First process is the calibration,
necessary to measure the response Matrix R: to start calibration the user needs to enable the steerer used for the automatic trajectory optimization, then the calibration starts
by varying steerers and measuring the corresponding beam
deflection on the Beam Profiler. When the user finishes the
calibration, the beam matrix found can be saved with an
appropriate SAVE/LOAD system. After the saving, the
user can run the optimization and quickly (in less than a
second) the user visualizes the corrected steerer values.
The user can then decide to set the new steerer value or not.
Another big improvement necessary to test the BOLINA
correction consists of the correction of possible broken
wires of the Beam Profile Grid. The wires are corrected by
replacing the broken wire with a linear approximation.

EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGIES AND
GOALS
The BOLINA project was born to implement the highlevel software for ELI-NP-GBS [3] with online diagnostics
and correction suites. ELI-NP-GBS is a very innovative
Compton source with the aim of generating photon beams
with an energy range between 1- 20MeV, characterized by
unprecedented performances in terms of mono-chromaticity, brilliance, spectral density, tunability and polarization.
The aim of the BOLINA project for ELI-NP-GBS criticalities is to maximize the overlap area between the laser
beam and the electron beam and preserve the beam brightness. These characteristics are critically dependent on unwanted beam trajectories or BPMs offsets that cause a
wrong beam paths and consequently an emittance degradation.
Thanks to BOLINA’s characteristics, it has been possible
to test and develop rapidly the BOLINA correction suite
for ion beamlines and ion injectors.
Two main issues have been investigated to adapt the BOLINA suite to ion accelerators. Without thinking of the big
TUPOST035
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differences between the two accelerators type, the bigger
feature concerned the use of a different type of diagnostic.
In ELI-NP-GBS we use non intercepting diagnostics,
Beam Profile Monitors (BPM) while in ADIGE we use intercepting diagnostics Beam Profiler Grids (BPG). This
has been resolved weighting the diagnostic differently; the
diagnostic closer to the steerer weights more than the farther; if the diagnostic is not inside the beamline the weight
is set to zero. The second issue was to change the matrix
dimension on-run by the operator, considering or not some
steerer magnets or BPG. From beam dynamic simulation
studies, for longer accelerator like TANDEM-ALPI, at
INFN laboratories of Legnaro, it is more convenient to divide the line in areas and optimise the LINAC stepwise following the beam line from the source to the end.
The goal of BOLINA is to bring the beam onto the
golden trajectory defined with the quadrupole shunting
technique. This is a technique for determining the quadrupole magnetic centre by varying the quadrupole strength
and measuring the resulting deflection of a beam on downstream BPMs. The trajectory so determined is called, in
this paper, the golden trajectory.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
BOLINA has been tested on the ADIGE (Acceleratore
Di Ioni a Grande carica Esotici) injector [6] equipped with
a surface ionization source [7, 8] able to produce alkali 1+
beam, an electrostatic beam line coupled to a magnetic
beam line, where charge multiplication is accomplished by
implementing an Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR)
based charge breeder.
The injector is totally integrated in the SPES (Selective
Production of Exotic Species) beam line [9-11], to allow
the post-acceleration of neutron-rich radioactive nuclei,
with a mass range A = 80÷160, produced by inducing fissions in a multifoil UCx target and is now in an advanced
phase of installation. ADIGE up to now is used to start testing the charge breeder prior to the injection of radioactive
ions.

Figure 2: A schematic view of the 1+ beam line of the
ADIGE injector.
A schematic view of the 1+ beam line of the ADIGE injector is shown in Fig. 2: allows the use of different ion
sources, derived directly from the models will be coupled
to the SPES target. The beam is extracted through a 3 mm
hole, by applying a maximum voltage of 40 kV on a single
gap extraction system, whose distance can be adjusted under vacuum. The beam passes through two couples of X-Y
electrostatic steerers (±2 kV max), necessary to correct
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possible beam misalignments and is then be focused by an
electrostatic quadrupoles triplet (ET1 in Fig. 2) to the first
beam instrumentation box (BI.01 in Fig. 2), equipped with
a faraday cup, two beam profile monitors and selection
slits. Such box is mounted at the object point of the 1+ selection dipole: it is a 90°, 750 mm radius magnet, with entrance and exit angles of 26.6° and a pole gap of 110 mm.
Another beam instrumentation box (BI.02 in Fig. 2) is
placed at the image point of the dipole and another electrostatic quadrupoles triplet (ET2 in Fig. 2) further focuses the
beam, that arrives at an emittance measurement device
(EMD in Fig. 1) two X-Y magnetic steerers (MG.01
MG.02 in Fig. 2) (±5 A max) are placed before and after
the dipoles to allow the correct the beam trajectory.
For BOLINA first experimental proof we used the line
described previously composed by the two diagnostics
BI01 and BI02 and two couple of X/Y steerers, two electrostatic and two magnetic with very different steps, 1V for
ES1 and 1A for MG1/MG2. The orbit response matrix R is
very reproducible and can be reused for more days. The
orbit response matrix, R, as measured by estimating the orbit difference from correctors kicks and then applying the
calibration algorithm to construct the response matrix. Using the quadrupole shunt algorithm, we find the best orbit
or golden orbit defined as the orbit that pass through all the
centre of the beamline elements. The errors in the beam
centroid definition were caused mainly by the beam centroid drift on the diagnostic. Measuring the drift of one day
we verified a fluctuation of the centroid readout of 2mm
mainly due to the diagnostic resolution and electronic
readout. To reduce the fluctuation, the centroid position
that we used was the average of the last 10 mensurated values.
The algorithm corrects horizontal and vertical centroid
independently and bring the beam in less than 1 second to
the golden orbit.
Due to small correlations we need to repeat the procedure once the other orbit is corrected, this happen especially when the uncorrected beam position is very far from
the diagnostic center or when the beam is almost lost. In
Fig. 3 is reported an example of uncorrected position 10
mm out from the golden orbit. We obtained good results in
ADIGE using BOLINA when all the steerer were turned
off, at the first iteration BOLINA brought the beam close
to the golden orbit.

Figure 4: Each line shows the residuals measurements on
the two Beam Profiler for every BOLINA correction.

CONCLUSION
The BOLINA’s first experimental results are in line with
the expectations. The measured residuals are close to the
beam centroid position measured variance (± 0.2 mm).
The software is fast and can be automatic re-used for any
type of accelerator starting from a layout file.
Soon, BOLINA will be tested on other ion accelerators
of the INFN Legnaro Laboratories. BOLINA is integrated
in the control system of ADIGE injector and will help operators during the commissioning phase.
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RECONSTRUCTION OF TRANSVERSE PHASE SPACE FROM
TRANSVERSE FEEDBACK DATA FOR REAL TIME EXTRACTION OF
VITAL LHC MACHINE PARAMETERS
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Accelerator Systems department, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
V. Stopjakova, UEF FEI, Slovak University of Technology, Bratislava, Slovakia
Abstract
The LHC transverse feedback system (ADT) provides
bunch by bunch, turn by turn, normalized and digitized beam
position signals from four pick-ups per plane and for each
beam. Together with already existing powerful computerbased observation systems, this data can be used to reconstruct in real-time the transverse phase space coordinates
of the centre-of-charges, for each individual bunch. Such
information is extremely valuable for machine operation, or
transverse instability diagnostics.
This paper aims on discussing and evaluating methods
of combining four position signals for such analysis in the
presence of noise and with active transverse feedback. Comparisons are made based on the extraction of vital parameters
like the fractional tune or transverse activity. Analytical and
numerical results are further benchmarked against real beam
data.
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𝐴[𝑛] = abs {𝑥[𝑛]} .

(1)

1
𝑥[𝑛 − 1
1
arg {
}=
(𝜑[𝑛 − 1] − 𝜑[𝑛]) . (3)
2𝜋
𝑥[𝑛]
2𝜋

For the analytic evaluation, we implicitly assume that the
beam is centred in the pick-ups and we observe betatron
oscillations, i.e. (𝑦)2 + (𝑦′ )2 = const. Furthermore, for
our assessment, we shall use a damped, complex-valued
harmonic oscillator as beam model, which provides for the
𝑘 th beam position monitor at the 𝑛th turn the phase space
coordinates as follows,
𝑛

(4)

𝑥𝑘 [𝑛] = 𝐴0 𝑒−𝑗𝜙𝑘 (𝛼 ⋅ 𝑒−𝑗𝜔0 ) .

Here, 𝐴0 and 𝜙𝑘 are initial conditions, 𝛼 accounts for
an amplitude decay and 𝜔0 = 2𝜋𝑄𝑓 represents the angular
frequency at the fractional betatron tune 𝑄𝑓 .

PHASE SPACE RECONSTRUCTION
In order to satisfy Eq. (1), and by acknowledging that the
ADT Beam Position Monitors readily provide normalized
readings, we are looking for indirect methods to obtain slope
samples from beam position measurements.
In the following, we evaluate two methods for combining
beam position data of four LHC pick-ups, identified as a
spatial and a temporal phase shift in Ref. [5]. The first
combines the information of several beam position monitors
based on their longitudinal distribution in the accelerator,
the later relies on processing the history of recorded beam
position data using filter kernels.
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(2)

If 𝐴[𝑛] decreases over time then the transverse activity is
considered to be damped, whereas growing values provide
an indication of transverse instability.
Equivalently, the fractional tune, 𝑄[𝑛], follows from
phase space data by observing the phase component 𝜑[𝑛] =
arg {𝑥[𝑛]} of Eq. (1), specifically, the relative phase advance
between consecutive turns, described as,

𝑄[𝑛] =

During the LHC Long Shutdown II the LHC transverse
feedback system (ADT) [1] was subject to an upgrade of
its Beam Position Monitor (BPM) hardware, aiming for an
improvement of the system’s noise floor [2]. New low-noise
beam position hardware is now available for LHC Run III,
providing independent processing of 16 dedicated pick-ups.
This allows for a total of four beam position streams per plane
and per beam, representing the transverse centre-of-charges
of each individual bunch.
This data is available in real-time to the LHC Transverse
Feedback system for damping and stabilizing the beam, as
well as to the computer-based observation system ADTObsBox [3]. The ADTObsBox is capable of recording and
processing all digital data streams from the available pickups at full data rate (bunch-by-bunch or 40 Msps, with 16 bit
resolution), for instance, to combine the data in real-time
and extracting valuable metrics of the ADT performance
(e.g. transverse activity) or the beam itself (bunch-by-bunch
fractional tune).
One considerably useful representation of transverse motion is the use of phase space coordinates, readily described
in Ref. [4] as an analytic signal 𝑥[𝑛], expressed as,
𝑥[𝑛] = 𝑦[𝑛] + 𝑗𝑦′ [𝑛].

Here, the transverse normalized phase space coordinates
𝑦[𝑛] and 𝑦′ [𝑛] represent normalized position data respectively the corresponding normalized slope values at turn
index 𝑛.
From the notation in Eq. (1) we can immediately derive
a measure of transverse beam activity, denoted by 𝐴[𝑛], as
the modulus – or amplitude – of the complex vector,
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Spatial Method
This method relates the data measured by two or more
independent beam position monitors at different longitudinal
azimuths. Fig. 1 outlines the case for 𝑁 = 2 signal sources.
For this method, the beam position monitors should have a
betatron phase advance ideally between 60𝑜 < (𝜙2 − 𝜙1 ) <
120𝑜 .
𝑎!!

Σ
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Figure 1: Spatial phase space reconstruction: in-phase term
𝑦𝐼 [𝑛] and quadrature component 𝑦𝑄 [𝑛] calculated from vectorial rotation and combination of two beam position sequences 𝑥1 [𝑛] and 𝑥2 [𝑛].
For the case of the LHC ADT, the data provided by individual beam position monitors 𝑦𝑘 [𝑛] are meticulously timealigned during setting-up, with index 𝑛 corresponding to the
same bunch data at the same turn. Therefore, using the “Pickup Vector Sum” algorithm from Ref. [5] it can be shown
that, choosing appropriate mixing coefficients 𝑎11 and 𝑎12 ,
the position signal 𝑦𝐼 [𝑛] in Fig. 1 of a virtual beam position
monitor can be constructed, such that
𝑦𝐼 [𝑛] = 𝑎11 𝑦1 [𝑛] + 𝑎12 𝑦2 [𝑛].

(5)

Equivalently, applying the same approach of pick-up signal mixing, and by taking into account an additional 90𝑜
phase advance compared to the virtual beam position used
for Eq. (5), we obtain the representation of the slope, 𝑦𝑄 [𝑛],
described as
𝑦𝑄 [𝑛] = 𝑎21 𝑦1 [𝑛] + 𝑎22 𝑦2 [𝑛].

𝑥𝑆 [𝑛] = ℎ0 [𝑛] ∗ ∑ (𝑎1𝑘 + 𝑗𝑎2𝑘 ) ⋅ 𝑦𝑘 [𝑛].
𝑘

The asterisk operator (∗) represents the discrete-time convolution of the weighted BPM signals with an additional finite impulse response (FIR) filter of impulse response ℎ0 [𝑛],
allowing shaping of the input noise. When no filter is used,
this method has zero group delay and therefore it is suitable
for applications requiring low latency.

Temporal Method
Referring to [4], this reconstruction method obtains the
slope signal as the 90𝑜 phase rotated version of the position
data utilizing digital filters.
As outlined in Fig. 3, bunch-by-bunch data 𝑦𝑘 [𝑛] provided
from individual Beam Position Monitors passes through a
pair of matched filter kernels, denoted as ℎ𝐼 [𝑛] as ℎ𝑄 [𝑛]. The
filters’ even and odd symmetric impulse responses generate
in-phase (𝐼) and quadrature output signals (𝑄), which can
be combined afterwards thanks to an identical group delay.

Beam
Position
Monitor 1

ℎ! [𝑛]
𝑦# [𝑛]
ℎ" [𝑛]

(7)

Vector
Rotation
𝜙#
𝑦! 𝑛

(6)

The pair of Eq. (5) and (6) represent Cartesian coordinates,
describing the reconstructed phase space for an arbitrary
longitudinal position. It is a convenient practice to chose
the ADT kicker position as reference for the phase space
reconstruction. By using the same longitudinal reference
this technique is further expandable for using multiple beam
position monitors – four in the case of the LHC ADT – as
shown in Fig. 2.
We therefore obtain an analytic signal 𝑥𝑆 [𝑛] = 𝑦𝐼 [𝑛] +
𝑗𝑦𝑄 [𝑛] as the reconstructed normalized transverse phase
space based on a scalar combination of real-valued position
sequences, 𝑦𝑘 [𝑛], using
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Figure 2: Spatial combination of four beam position streams.
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Figure 3: Temporal phase space reconstruction using
matched digital filters ℎ𝐼 [𝑛] and ℎ𝑄 [𝑛] on the input data
stream 𝑦𝑘 [𝑛] of four Beam Position Monitors.
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It is worth noting that the calculated FIR filter output pairs
readily represent phase space coordinates at the longitudinal
position of the corresponding monitor. Therefore, to aggregate four pick-ups to an arbitrary longitudinal reference
location, the individual output vectors need to be aligned
before summing their contributions. This is done by a vector rotation, 𝜙𝑘 , towards a common longitudinal position
(e.g. to the location of the ADT kicker).
The analytic signal 𝑥𝑇 [𝑛] = 𝑦𝐼 [𝑛] + 𝑗𝑦𝑄 [𝑛] obtained from
the temporal method can therefore be described as,
𝑥𝑇 [𝑛] = ∑ (𝑦𝑘 [𝑛] ∗ (ℎ𝐼 [𝑛] + 𝑗ℎ𝑄 [𝑛]) 𝑒𝑗𝜙𝑘 ) .

(8)

𝑘

With a short 5 taps kernel length, these filters are tuned
to exhibit nominal transmission at the fractional tune for the
corresponding plane, rendering them applicable for a tune
range exceeding ±0.02 around the target tune [4].

RESULTS
To evaluate the expected performance we model the inherent noise from each Beam Position Monitor as an independent additive white Gaussian noise process, 𝑒[𝑛] (𝑒[𝑛] = 0,
noise power 𝑒2 [𝑛] = 𝜎2𝑒 ), which is added to the desired
noise-free position signal, 𝑦𝑝 [𝑛],
𝑦[𝑛] = 𝑦𝑝 [𝑛] + 𝑒[𝑛].

(9)

The convolution in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) with selective FIR
filters lets signals close to the target tune pass unaltered
in amplitude, but shapes the noise power for out-of-band
signals. For the example of the in-phase filter (equivalent for
the quadrature component), the noise power follows from,
2

𝜎2𝐼 = 𝜎2𝑒 ∑ ∣ℎ𝐼 [𝑚]∣ .

(10)

phase exhibit measurement noise following the assumed
normal distribution (standard deviations 𝜎𝐴 respectively
𝜑rms ), however, due to the filtering their spectral density is
no longer white.
Furthermore, for 𝐴[𝑛] << 10𝜎𝐴 the observed phase vector resembles a uniform distribution, with an arbitrary phase
value between [−𝜋, 𝜋], providing no useful information on
the fractional tune. Numerical simulations using Eq. (4)
and a BPM noise floor of 𝜎𝑒 = 0.219 m (taken from [2])
indicate that a minimum signal to noise ratio (SNR) of
20 log10 (𝐴[𝑛]/𝜎𝑒 ) ≥ 30 dB is required to obtain an RMS
tune variation of 𝜎𝑄 better than 10−3 .
This value is confirmed by measurements of LHC injection transients, shown in Fig. 4 as an example, where the
turn-by-turn fractional tune of one individual bunch is reconstructed from 4 LHC BPMs using the method described
by Eq. (8). The red trace indicates the 16-turns moving average of the instantaneous fractional tune 𝑄𝑇 [𝑛] (in gray),
and with the RMS tune error depicted in black. Between
2000 and 2500 turns after injection the oscillation amplitude
has decayed to an SNR of approx. 30 dB, and the measured
RMS tune variation 𝜎𝑄 = 1.1 ⋅ 10−3 , which is in excellent
agreement with the numerical prediction.

0.32
0.318
0.316
0.314
0.312
0.31
0.308

𝑚

The overall noise contribution is further reduced by the
superposition of 𝑁 = 4 Beam Position Monitors, leading to
a final RMS noise amplitude,
𝜎𝐴 = 𝜎𝑒 √

𝜎𝐼 𝜎𝑄
.
𝑁

(11)

It can be shown that the activity defined in Eq. (2) with
noise present according to Eq. (9) follows the well known
Rice probability distribution. The expected RMS amplitude
noise follows the RMS input noise, reduced by filtering and
by the combination of 4 BPMs. For example, in the case the
filter kernels listed in [4] are used for the temporal method,
then the expected total process gain is 9.2 dB.
The measurement noise also affects the observable fractional tune (Eq. (3)) from the reconstructed phase space data
𝑥𝑇 [𝑛], with the RMS phase noise given as,
𝜑rms = atan

𝜎𝐴
𝐴0

(12)

At this point it is worth noting that, for large amplitudes
𝐴[𝑛] >> 10𝜎𝐴 , the reconstructed values for amplitude and

0.306
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Figure 4: Fractional tune from reconstructed transverse
phase space using 4 LHC BPMs using the temporal method.

CONCLUSION
The suggested methods are both valid candidates for reconstructing the transverse phase space in real-time. With
the spatial method being attractive for the analysis of fast
beam transients, for example during injection transients and
with 5 turns damping time, both methods profit from the
suppression of out-of-band noise using filter kernels which
improves the SNR.
Potentially, more elaborate filter response functions can
be designed to lower the SNR even further, for instance by
processing the beam position data of 100 to 1000 turns.
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AUTOMATED INTENSITY OPTIMISATION
USING REINFORCEMENT LEARNING AT LEIR
N. Madysa∗ , V. Kain† , CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
R. Alemany Fernandez, N. Biancacci, B. Goddard, F. M. Velotti, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
High intensities in the Low Energy Ion Ring (LEIR) at
CERN are achieved by stacking several multi-turn injections from the pre-accelerator Linac3. Up to seven consecutive 200 µs long, 200 ms spaced pulses are injected from
Linac3 into LEIR. Two inclined septa, one magnetic and
one electrostatic, combined with a collapsing horizontal orbit bump allows a 6-D phase space painting via a linearly
ramped mean momentum along the Linac3 pulse and injection at high dispersion. The already circulating beam is
cooled and dragged longitudinally via electron cooling (ecooling) into a stacking momentum to free space for the following injections. For optimal intensity accumulation, the
electron energy and trajectory need to match the ion energy
and orbit at the e-cooler section.
In this paper, a reinforcement learning (RL) agent is
trained to adjust various e-cooler and Linac3 parameters to
maximise the intensity at the end of the injection plateau.
Variational Auto-Encoders (VAE) are used to compress longitudinal Schottky spectra into a compact latent space representation as state input for the RL agent. The RL agent
is pre-trained on a surrogate model of the LEIR e-cooling
dynamics, which in turn is learned from the data collected
for the training of the VAE. The performance of the VAE,
the surrogate model, and the RL agent is investigated in this
paper. An overview of planned tests in the upcoming LEIR
runs is given.

INTRODUCTION
LEIR [1, sec. 4] is an ion synchrotron equipped with an ecooler. It is situated in the CERN accelerator chain between
Linac3 and the Proton Synchrotron (PS).
In nominal operation mode, it receives ions from Linac3
at 4.2 MeV per nucleon in seven consecutive pulses per
cycle. The pulses have a spacing of 200 ms and are 200 µs
long. They are injected into LEIR via 6-D phase space painting with a collapsing horizontal bump and a momentum
sweep. The latter is achieved with the debunching and the
ramping radio-frequency (RF) cavity at the exit of Linac3.
While circulating, each pulse is cooled and longitudinally
dragged by the e-cooler and stacked in a narrow phase space
volume to make space for the next pulse. Once all pulses are
injected, the beam is dragged back to nominal momentum,
captured into bunches and accelerated to the nominal target
beam rigidity. (For lead ions, this target corresponds to an
energy of 72.2 MeV per nucleon.) It is then finally ejected
into the transfer line towards the PS.
∗
†

nico.madysa@cern.ch
verena.kain@cern.ch

Ten parameters have been identified as crucial for this
process: the start and end phase of the ramping and the debunching RF cavity; the electron gun voltage at the start
and end of e-cooling; as well as the orbit positions (𝑥, 𝑦)
and angles (𝑥 ′ , 𝑦′ ) at the e-cooler, controlled by orthogonal
orbit bumps.
These parameters 𝑝⃗ require frequent adjustment to ensure
that LEIR maintains its beam intensity in the ring after RF
nom = 10 × 1010
capture (𝐼R,cap ) above the nominal target 𝐼R,cap
charges. Since LEIR entered operation in 2005, these parameters have been optimised manually by the operations
team. This is time consuming and often based on trial and
error. Instead, we propose an automatic system based on
machine learning that maximises beam intensity in a fast
and deterministic manner.
Data acquisition at LEIR takes several seconds per machine interaction. This precludes approaches that require
many evaluations of the loss function, particularly gradientbased optimisation and model-free RL. Instead, we present
an approach based on a surrogate model. Using a limited
amount of data, we use supervised learning to train a model
of LEIR’s injection process and its dynamics at flat bottom,
then optimise this surrogate numerically and via RL.

DATA TAKING
Two runs of data were taken at the end of 2021 under
nearly identical machine conditions. Run 1 occurred on
November 8 and took 4293 samples over 15.5 h, Run 2 on
November 13 and took 4414 samples over 18 h.
Each sample recorded the following features:
• the parameters before (𝑝𝑛−1
⃗ ) and after the change (𝑝𝑛⃗ );
• the change itself, Δ𝑝𝑛⃗ ∶= 𝑝𝑛⃗ − 𝑝𝑛−1
⃗ ;
• the longitudinal Schottky spectrum after the change;
• the beam intensity after Linac3 and in the LEIR ring.
For both runs, the machine was first set up to the same
parameters, which had been found by manual optimisation.
This was recorded as the first sample. Then, for the rest of
the run, parameter settings were sampled from a uniform
distribution. They were applied to the machine and a new
sample was recorded.
Samples were discarded if their settings violated safety
limits. If the Linac3 intensity dropped below a certain
threshold due to temporary faults, recording was temporarily suspended until it returned to expected levels.
During Run 1, parameters were sampled from a comparatively narrow distribution around the optimum; for Run 2,
the distribution was widened and almost all samples had a
very low intensity. This ensured that the data set contained
a comparable amount of high- and low-intensity samples.
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SURROGATE MODEL
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where 𝑥 is the Schottky spectrum, 𝐿MSE is the mean squared
error, 𝐷 and 𝐸 are the decoding and encoding half of the
VAE, 𝐷KL is the Kullback–Leibler divergence to a standard
normal distribution 𝒩, and 𝛽 is its weight factor. By forcing the latent representation 𝑧 = 𝐸(𝑥) to follow the distribution 𝒩, it is possible to generate artificial Schottky spectra by evaluating 𝐷(𝑧 ∼ 𝒩).
A good VAE can be found in two steps: first, 𝛽 is set
to zero and the number of latent variables 𝑁𝑧 is varied to
find the smallest value that gives a nearly minimal 𝐿MSE .
Then, 𝑁𝑧 is held constant and 𝛽 is varied to minimise 𝐷KL
while keeping 𝐿MSE low and the latent variables uncorrelated. Overfitting is prevented via early stopping. The data
is split 90–5–5, meaning that 5 % are set aside for online
validation and another 5 % for post-training evaluation.

120

𝐿tot (𝑥) = 𝐿MSE (𝐷(𝐸(𝑥)) , 𝑥) + 𝛽𝐷KL (𝐸(𝑥)),
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Figure 1: The collected data over beam intensity 𝐼R,cap and
coeﬀicient of determination 𝑅2 .
The final VAE uses 𝑁𝑧 = 12 and 𝛽 = 0.005. The coeﬀicient of determination is 𝑅2 = 0.59 ± 0.14, and is slightly
higher for low- than for high-intensity samples, as Fig. 1
shows. An example of its output is shown in Fig. 2. The
latent variables have a mean 𝜇𝑧 = −0.02 ± 0.04, a standard
deviation 𝜎𝑧 = 0.92 ± 0.10 and are almost uncorrelated.

Intensity Model
The next step is to associate each latent vector 𝑧 with our
figure of merit, the beam intensity 𝐼R,cap . For this task, a
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) has been trained and evaluated on another 90–5–5 split of the data.
TUPOST040
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To train RL algorithms effectively, adequate state information is necessary. To this effect, a 𝛽-variational autoencoder [2] compresses each collected Schottky spectrum
into a small latent vector 𝑧 with only the most important information. The goal of a 𝛽-VAE is to reproduce its input as
closely as possible. The loss term to minimise is
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Figure 2: A Schottky spectrum from the training data set
(left) and its reconstruction by the 𝛽-VAE (right).
The resulting model has a prediction error (mean and
pred
true ⟩ = (−0.1±0.9)×1010
− 𝐼R,cap
standard deviation) of ⟨𝐼R,cap
charges, which is an acceptable amount. The median absolute error is 0.2 × 1010 charges, which indicates that the
mean is dominated by few samples with large errors.

Dynamics Model
The last piece is a model of the system dynamics. For
this purpose, an MLP has been trained on the mapping
(𝑧𝑛−1
⃗ , Δ𝑝𝑛⃗ ) ↦ 𝑧𝑛⃗ . Parameter changes are used instead of
absolute values in order to maintain the process’ Markov
property despite subtle effects that cause the machine’s optimal working point 𝑝∗⃗ to change over time (drifting).
The recorded dataset under-samples the region of small
parameter changes, ‖Δ𝑝‖⃗ ≈ 0, a common problem in highdimensional phase spaces. Because small Δ𝑝⃗ should lead
to small changes in 𝑧,⃗ the original dataset is concatenated
with a “zero-action” dataset (mapping (𝑧𝑛⃗ , 0) ↦ 𝑧𝑛⃗ ) of the
same size. Again, a 90–5–5 split has been used for training.
The evaluation is performed separately on the unmodified
and the zero-action portion.
The trained model shows near-perfect performance on the
zero-action dataset: The correlation coeﬀicient 𝑐𝑖 between
predicted and target values is close to one for all 𝑧𝑖 . For the
real data, the 𝑐𝑖 average at 0.54 and are spread nearly uniformly in the range [0.25, 0.90]. A principal-component
analysis shows that generally, components with higher importance also are predicted with higher accuracy.

PARAMETER OPTIMISATION
Using these models, an optimisation problem has been
constructed that is a surrogate of the real machine. It uses
the CERN Common Optimisation Interfaces (COI) [3] for
compatibility reasons.
For numerical optimisation, BOBYQA [4, 5] has been
chosen as a black-box optimiser that operates on bounded
spaces with few function evaluations. For each episode, an
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RESULTS
Table 1: Evaluation Results. 𝑃 is the Fraction of Episodes
nom = 10 ×
in which an Algorithm has Reached the Target 𝐼R,cap
10
10 Charges. 𝐿 is the Mean Number of Steps per Episode,
Δ𝐿 its Standard Deviation.
Algorithm

𝑃/%

𝐿 ± Δ𝐿

BOBYQA (Global)
BOBYQA
SAC
PPO
TD3

46.3
40.8
36.7
35.7
33.3

2300 ± 500
76 ± 18
15 ± 7
16 ± 6
15 ± 7

The results are summarised in Table 1. The highest success rate is achieved by the globally optimising BOBYQA.
Classic BOBYQA shows slightly worse performance, but
cuts the number of function calls by a factor of 30. The RL
algorithms all show moderately worse performance while
cutting episode length by an additional factor of 4.5.
As Fig. 3 shows, the success rate depends greatly on the
beam intensity before optimization. In cases where the mainit > 8 × 1010 charges),
chine is only slightly mistuned (𝐼R,cap
all algorithms perform about equally well with a success
rate of 𝑃 ≈ 95 %. It also shows that most of the unsuccessful episodes are those for which almost no beam is injected.
Figure 4 shows that BOBYQA restores some amount of
intensity in almost all cases. By contrast, the RL agents end
about 20 % of episodes with almost no intensity. They also
nom because this is where their
show a sharp drop-off at 𝐼R,cap
episodes are terminated in any case.

CONCLUSION
A reasonably accurate surrogate model of the LEIR machine has been trained using a 𝛽-VAE and two MLPs.
We find that BOBYQA recovers some amount of beam
in almost all cases, even if almost no beam is captured after
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Figure 3: Success rate of the various algorithms over initial
init . For each point, this selects evaluation
beam intensity 𝐼R,cap
episodes with at least this 𝐼R,cap before optimization and
nom has been reached.
shows the fraction of them in which 𝐼R,cap
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TD3
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Figure 4: ROC curve of the various algorithms. It shows
the fraction of the evaluation episodes in which at least the
given 𝐼R,cap has been reached.
injection. Global optimisation performs slightly better than
the default, but becomes prohibitively long on the real machine, where each data acquisition takes several seconds.
Conversely, if the machine is already close to the nominal target intensity, all algorithms perform equally well. In
this case, RL algorithms reach the target in fewer than 20
steps, whereas BOBYQA needs 21 steps for its bootstrapping phase alone.
During LEIR commissioning in the summer of 2022,
we plan to compare the surrogate model to the machine,
verify the BOBYQA results (in particular the success rate)
and evaluate the RL agents that have been trained off-line.
Another promising avenue to explore are model-based RL
agents that are trained on-line on the machine. The VAE
presented here will remain useful there, as it provides a
means to extract meaningful state information from the observed Schottky spectra.
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initial 𝑧0 ∼ 𝒩 is sampled. The goal is to find a Δ𝑝∗ that
minimises −𝐼R,cap as predicted by the surrogate model. Optimisation is done once with and once without global minimisation. Both variants are evaluated over 1000 episodes.
For RL, three algorithms have been used: SAC, PPO and
TD3, all from the Stable Baselines 3 package [6]. They are
trained for 1 000 000 steps and evaluated over 10 000 episodes. TD3 and SAC use normal-distributed action noise
with 𝜇 = 0, 𝜎 = 0.1.
The episodes work similarly to BOBYQA, except that the
RL agents adjust the parameter change Δ𝑝⃗ with a series of
nom .
increments Δ(Δ𝑝𝑛⃗ ) to find a point at which 𝐼R,cap > 𝐼R,cap
This avoids using the dynamics model iteratively, which
would accumulate prediction errors and become unstable.
(𝑛)
nom is always negative, except
The reward 𝑟𝑛 = 𝐼R,cap
− 𝐼R,cap
for steps that end an episode successfully. Episodes also end
after 20 steps or if ‖𝑧‖22 grows beyond the domain on which
the intensity model has been trained.

Fraction of successful episodes
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EXPERIENCE WITH COMPUTER-AIDED OPTIMIZATIONS
IN LINAC4 AND PSB AT CERN
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1
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MACHINE SAFETY

Abstract
Currently, accelerator optimizations are routinely performed with the help of computer algorithms that allow
to fully automatize these tasks. However, their efficiency,
speed, and implementation time largely vary among them. In
LINAC4, a few optimization tasks were targeted using different algorithms found by conducting a comparative analysis.
We present the problems for which computer algorithms
were used and the results of our comparative study.

INTRODUCTION
Numerical methods in accelerator performance optimization have become a standard. A dedicated framework, called
GeOFF [1], has been developed at CERN to facilitate the
exploitation of optimizing algorithms. This generic optimization framework acts as a high-level interface between
the CERN accelerator control system and different algorithms, such that only the problem-specific code needs to be
developed. Another advantage is the possibility to choose
from a wide range of different conventional optimizers, and,
if needed, switch between them. In this article we describe
the tools and the achieved results for LINAC4 and for the
PSB extraction recombination line.
In 2020 LINAC4 replaced LINAC2 as the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) injector. It accelerates negative
hydrogen ions (H- ) to the kinetic energy of 160 MeV [2]. It
is a normal conducting linear accelerator operating at a frequency of 352 MHz. The linac was constructed and commissioned in stages between 2013 and 2016 [3–6]. Reliability
runs took place in 2017 and 2018 [7, 8]. The commissioning
of the transfer line connecting it to the PSB took place in
2019 and of the charge exchange injection in 2020 [9].
The PSB is a synchrotron made of four superimposed
rings. At injection, each (H- ) beam pulse is vertically distributed over the rings, and at ejection the proton bunches
are recombined vertically to follow the same trajectory when
sent to the PS or the ISOLDE experimental facility.
For the problems described in this document, it was not
practical to build a model through simulation, nor was it efficient to employ full-scale approximation using, e.g., neural
networks. Some of the optimized quantities depend on factors that cannot easily be controlled and eventually change
with time, making it difficult to model these phenomena
reliably. Alternatively, the model could be learned from
accelerator data. However, this approach would require extensive beam time. Therefore, for the studies presented here,
we opted for efficient algorithms for handling cases with
limited data, like numerical optimizers and linear correction
via Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [10, 11].

Computer-driven optimizations must be carefully programmed because, in most cases, the beams have destructive
potential. An algorithm may decide to test settings corresponding to significant beam losses, which could lead to
accelerator failure. Particle accelerators such as LINAC4
and the PSB are protected with multiple interlock systems,
but one cannot afford to rely solely on them when running
an optimization algorithm. Instead, the allowed parameter
ranges and step sizes must be set such that any increase
in beam losses stays within the acceptable ranges, and the
penalty for the beam loss is significantly higher than the
other terms in the objective function. It should be ensured
that losing the beam is not a way to find an optimum value.
Because of the aforementioned safety considerations and
the importance of the speed in finding an optimum, we concentrated on Derivative-Free Optimization (DFO) methods
that use a deterministic approach and discarded Bayesian
optimizers for initial tests. There exist different machinespecific limits for the elements in the accelerators. Suppose
the parameter space breaches one of the element’s machinespecific limits. If an out of range settings is attempted then,
in the best case, an exception is thrown halting the program
or the device stops with a fault. To ensure that this does
not happen, the program changes a given parameter scale
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 to be within the allowed range 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 = |𝑐 − 𝑠0 |, where
𝑐 is the machine constraint and 𝑠0 initial condition for this
parameter. Every parameter has its own 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 . The same
applies for 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 . As a result, the relative parameter change
will be smaller than it initially would be, but inconsequential
for the algorithm’s performance.

DERIVATIVE-FREE ALGORITHMS
For the studies presented here, we focused on a branch
of DFOs called model-based methods. Here a surrogate
model of the objective function is constructed, defining the
next iteration by seeking to minimize this model inside a
trust region. One such method is COBYLA [12] and it employs linear approximations of the objective and constraint
functions. The approximations are formed by linear interpolation at 𝑛 + 1 points in the space of the parameters and
are regarded as vertices of a simplex. The model is equivalent to a 1st-order Taylor expansion and at each step its
accuracy is improved asymptotically. By extending this to a
2nd-order Taylor expansion, the trust-region minimization
can now take curvature into account. An example of such an
algorithm is BOBYQA [13]. However, the quadratic model
comes at the price of making the model construction and
the trust-region minimization more difficult.
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The CERN GeOFF framework has been implemented in
Python, using the SciPy implementation of COBYLA and
the Py-BOBYQA of BOBYQA. Py-BOBYQA is an opensource package, which includes robustness to noise strategies
and many other parameters that can be adjusted for optimal
performance.

OPTIMIZATIONS
LINAC4 Chopping Efficiency
The chopper is composed of a pair of electrostatic kickers
installed in the Mid Energy Beam Transport (MEBT), between the Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) and the first
Drift Tube Linac (DTL1) accelerating cavity. It removes
unwanted bunches by deviating them towards a dedicated
in-vacuum dump. This includes the pulse head, i.e., the first
200 µs where the pulse intensity is not yet constant, the 2 µs
gaps in the pulse corresponding to the rise time of the kickers at the PSB distribution and the bunches that would fall
outside the PSB longitudinal acceptance. The chopping efficiency is important because any remaining particles would
be accelerated by the RF system and lost at higher energies.
For the head of the LINAC4 beam pulse, there is a dedicated in-vacuum dump installed in the device distributing
the beam to the 4 PSB rings, however, it can only tolerate
maximum 70 W of beam power.
The efficiency optimization involves setting eight trajectory correctors and ten quadrupoles to minimize the intensity
of the unwanted bunches and maximize the intensity of the
wanted ones. The intensity is measured with a Beam Current
Transformer (BCT) located just behind the chopper dump
and the sum signal of a Beam Position Monitor (BPM) downstream of DTL1. The BPM has a much higher bandwidth
compared to the BCT and, therefore, provides more accurate
time-resolved measurements. Three pulses are measured for
each tested setting, and the average values are used in the
penalty function evaluation.
To ensure that the algorithm does not generate any dangerous beam losses the penalty function has a special term. If
the beam loss is bigger than 1% then then the square of the
intensity difference is added with a weight of 106 . Additionally, the maximum step size is kept small and the algorithm
is allowed to change the settings in a limited range close to
the initial values.
We compared the performance of COBYLA and
BOBYQA, with and without the noise switch enabled. The
best result was obtained using BOBYQA with the noise flag
on. On the other hand, it needed 120 iterations versus 30
iterations of COBYLA. While both managed to increase the
beam intensity by the same amount, BOBYQA reduced the
remaining intensity of the pulse head after the chopper dump
by almost a factor of two.

PSB Extraction and Recombination
The bunches from the four PSB rings are extracted sequentially and after the recombination they need to have the
same trajectory. In the first step of this process three bending
TUPOST041
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magnets (BE) create a closed orbit bump in the horizontal
plane. The kickers (KE) send the beam towards the septum
(SE). SE has one common power supply for all four beams,
and the same applies for the three BE magnets. Each of the
rings has only two high energy orbit corrector magnets to
regulate position and angle at extraction independently for
each ring. However, these create orbit oscillations all around
the ring, which should be avoided.
This optimization problem is complex partly because of
the relatively large number of parameters (>20) and because
some are common to all beams. Naturally, the aim is to minimize signals of the Beam Loss Monitors (BLM). The BPMs
position reading should also be as small as possible. There
are several vertical correctors installed in the recombination
system. On the other hand, due to lack of space, there is
only one horizontal corrector per beam.
The quality of the trajectory overlap at each BPM is quan4
tified as 𝑞 = ∑𝑟=1 (𝑝𝑟 − 𝑝𝑟 )2 , where 𝑝𝑟 is position reading
for beam from ring number 𝑟 and 𝑝𝑟 is the mean value. The
penalty function is a sum of four main components, each
having separate weights: the sum of 𝑞’s for all BPMs in the
transfer line, the sum of BLM signals squared, the sum of
position readings squared in the rings and in the transfer
lines. The highest weight was put on the BLM signals and
then on the recombination quality.
For this case, both COBYLA and BOBYQA were compared. The algorithms had to be rerun a few times to reach
a satisfactory solution. This was most probably related to
the initial step size being small. It was always set to a minimum value that changed observed quantities by a measurable
amount to minimize the risk that the tested settings provoked
significant beam losses and induced interlocks. In the automatic optimization, the trajectories were successfully overlapped without increasing the BLM signals. However, it
failed to reduce loss and improve overlap simultaneously,
even in cases when the weight for the BLM part was increased. The poor shot-to-shot stability of these signals,
reaching 20% of the amplitude, could be one of the reasons.
In the final optimized configuration the beam losses were
reduced by ten-fold with respect to the operational setting
in 2021. Observing the trajectory evolution during the optimization allowed us to understand relations that the algorithm eventually failed to capture. For example, by changing
the ejection position for two beams simultaneously, one
could avoid losses when adjusting the septum at the second recombination stage. In these cases, we applied the
correction and restarted the optimization program.
Due to the high number of parameters, COBYLA optimized by a factor four more quickly than BOBYQA. However, the final result was worse. It seems that the knowledge
of the nominal settings and certain correlations between the
parameters were important factors for the final result, most
likely related to the high non-linearity of the problem.
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Figure 1: Comparison of optimization speed between SVD,
COBYLA and BOBYQA.

Dispersion Free Steering
In LINAC4, the vertical position variation along the pulse
is much more pronounced than the horizontal one and can
exceed 1 mm. The origin of this effect is not yet clear. It
could be related to imperfections in the chopper amplitude
or to vertical alignment issues. In the LINAC4 accelerator
hall the floor has risen by about 4 mm over the years and
the alignment of the RFQ is extremely delicate to perform.
The downstream elements were aligned to create a smooth
transition and the resulting beam performance is now within
the accepted range.
In an attempt to minimize the position variation, Dispersion Free Steering (DFS) [14, 15] was implemented. This
consists of a simultaneous correction of the trajectories and
of the measured dispersion. We look for the trajectory corrector setting such that a cavity phase change does not change
BPM readings. The beam energy was changed by varying
phases in selected cavities at the beginning of the linac. This
unfortunately did not change the energy uniformly all along
the linac, but rather created a beating pattern.
In a simulation we compared COBYLA, BOBYQA and
SVD [11], see Fig.1. For this particular problem, we concluded that SVD is by far the quickest method among the
ones tried out. This is due to the practicability of describing
the problem linearly by performing linear mapping between
trajectories measured at BPMs to the change in corrector
strength in the form of a matrix. This linear equation can
further be solved in a least-square sense via SVD. An additional advantage is that we can archive the response matrix
and reuse it in the future.
The measured dispersion and trajectory was successfully
minimized in single iteration in both planes. Figure 2 shows
the achieved improvement in the horizontal plane. We could
then confirm that with the obtained steering the trajectory
sensitivity to phase changes in all cavities was reduced. However, the vertical position variation along the pulse was not
improved indicating that it has a different origin than dispersion. The measured emittance was also not significantly
improved.

Figure 2: Horizontal position variation upon buncher cavity
phase change (top) and trajectory (bottom) along LINAC4.
Orange circles illustrate initial values and blue triangles optimized ones. Green line represent the algorithm prediction
for the corrected values.

CONCLUSIONS
Automatic optimization tools have been implemented for
chopping and dispersion-free steering in LINAC4, as well
as for beam extraction and recombination in the PSB. In all
the cases they successfully improved the performance.
For the problems that are linear, or nearly linear, such as
trajectory steering and Dispersion Free Steering, SVD is the
fastest algorithm. Additionally, the SVD response matrix
can be saved and reused on the next occasion if the conditions do not change in time. For other applications, such as
extraction and recombination, we found that Derivative-Free
Optimization methods are the most suitable ones and we
used COBYLA and BOBYQA algorithms.
The consistently better performance of BOBYQA in comparison to COBYLA is due to the higher number of interpolation points required by BOBYQA (2𝑛 + 1) to approximate
the Hessian. Meanwhile, for COBYLA, it is sufficient with
𝑛 + 1 for the Jacobian. The number of interpolation points
for BOBYQA can be adjusted to a minimum of 𝑛 + 1 interpolation points to achieve quicker convergence, at the expense
of a less satisfactory result.
COBYLA, being a re-framing of steepest descent, starts
optimizing already in the discovering phase. That is, while
constructing the full simplex, if one of the vertices yields
better results, this setting is put immediately. Due to the lack
of curvature information in this model, the result is not as
satisfactory as with BOBYQA.
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Abstract
Controlled longitudinal emittance blow-up in the CERN
SPS is necessary to stabilize high-intensity beams for the
High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) by increasing the synchrotron frequency spread. The process consists of injecting
bandwidth-limited noise into the main RF phase loop to
diffuse particles in the core of the bunch. The setting up of
the noise parameters, such as frequency band and amplitude,
is a non-trivial and time-consuming procedure that has been
performed manually so far. In this preliminary study, several
optimization methods are investigated to set up the noise
parameters automatically. We apply the CERN Common
Optimization Interfaces as a generic framework for the optimization algorithm. Single-bunch profiles generated with
the BLonD simulation code have been used to investigate
the optimization algorithms offline. Furthermore, analysis
has been carried out on measured bunch profiles in the SPS
to define the problem constraints and properly formulate the
objective function.

INTRODUCTION
Ensuring the longitudinal stability of high-intensity LHCtype beams in the CERN SPS is mandatory. This is achieved
by using the fourth harmonic RF system in combination with
controlled longitudinal emittance blow-up. Both techniques
enhance Landau damping by increasing the synchrotron
frequency spread within the bunch [1, 2].
For the controlled longitudinal blow-up, bandwidthlimited phase noise is injected into the beam phase loop
locking the bunch phases to the main RF system operating
at 200 MHz. The noise generation is critical: it requires a
band-limited excitation spectrum (pink noise) which follows
the variation of the small-amplitude synchrotron frequency
𝑓𝑠0 during the acceleration ramp [3]. The input parameters
for the noise generation algorithm are the low and high cutoff
frequencies (normalized with respect to 𝑓𝑠0 ) that define the
excitation band, 𝑓low and 𝑓high respectively, and the desired
amplitude, 𝑎, of the noise. The frequencies 𝑓low and 𝑓high
are ideally chosen to target the core of the bunch without
affecting the tails. Beam stability can be reached by finding
the optimal values of these three settings during the time the
blow-up is active.
Adjusting the blow-up settings was done manually in the
past, and it needed to be reviewed when significant changes
in beam parameters occurred, e.g. increased bunch intensity.
Therefore, a study of the feasibility of applying automatic
∗
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optimization methods to provide longitudinal stabilization
of the beam was performed.
For this purpose, the search for proper noise settings is defined as an optimization problem integrated into the CERN
Machine Learning (ML) project [4]. This activity aims at
bringing numerical optimization, machine learning, and reinforcement learning into day-to-day operation at the CERN
accelerator complex. In addition, we propose an objective
function based on the width at different heights of the longitudinal bunch profile, as a means to quantify its shape.
In this paper, after briefly presenting the generic optimization tool employed, the implementation of an automatic
procedure to optimize the longitudinal emittance blow-up in
the CERN SPS is described. The novel objective function
is applied, and results from offline and online optimization
runs are shown and analyzed.

GENERIC OPTIMIZATION TOOLS
AT CERN
Optimization is fundamental to improve the performance
of the accelerator facilities [5]. From this wide experience,
a tool for generic optimization has been developed.
The Common Optimization Interfaces (COI) aims at unifying multiple approaches into a single generic optimization application supported by a graphical user interface, the
Generic Optimization Frontend and Framework (GeOFF).
COI is the software running numerical optimization and reinforcement learning on CERN accelerators facilities. Currently, several algorithms are already implemented in the
application, e.g. Bound Optimization BY Quadratic Approximation (BOBYQA) [6], Constrained Optimization BY Linear Approximation (COBYLA) [7], Nelder Mead [8], and
Powell’s conjugate direct method [9].
Ideally, the COI can manage every optimization problem
encapsulated in an appropriate structure, as described in [4].
This means that it is sufficient to properly formulate the problem, and COI dynamically selects this implementation of
classical single-objective optimization, reinforcement learning, or both, depending on the supported approaches.

LONGITUDINAL BLOW-UP CONTROL
The goal is to ensure the desired bunch emittance and
distribution at the SPS flat-top, by exciting the core of the
bunch with a band-limited noise, without exciting the bunch
tails. Often, the settings are kept constant for the entire duration of the noise injection for simplicity, while in principle
they could be defined by time-dependent functions.
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OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The objective function is the core of every optimization
problem as it provides the evolution of the controlled system
to the optimizer. It is called loss function if an optimization
problem seeks to minimize the objective function, while it
is called reward function if the aim is to maximize it. In
this section, we propose an objective function that easily
adapts to minimization and maximization problems just by
changing its sign.
A simplified description of the bunch profile is given by its
width 𝑤 at different relative heights with respect to the peak,
which are defined as percentages of the peak value. Figure 1
shows a profile with the widths at 20%, 50%, and 80%. The
values are calculated by a custom algorithm that is called
Full Width at Different Levels (FWDL) by similarity with
the conventional Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM).
100%
80%
50%
20%
0%
1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

time [ns]

3.0

3.5

4.0

Figure 1: Example of widths (black) at different percentages
of the normalized peak of a simulated bunch profile (blue).
Moreover, functions of the width can provide a partial
representation of the bunch profile. Each one is a feature of
the bunch, and we will name it a factor, or 𝑓 (𝑤). It is possible
to determine the quality of the factor, or 𝑄𝑓 , by providing
the desired width values, 𝑤∗ , and an allowed tolerance, 𝑘.
The modularity of the approach allows combining multiple
factors to quantify the bunch profile in terms of bunch length
and shape. Therefore, the objective function, named Bunch
Factor (BF), is given by the sum of the qualities taken into
consideration for the optimization, BF = ∑𝑓 𝑄𝑓 , while the
TUPOST042
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quality 𝑄𝑓 is calculated as follows:
2
⎧
𝑓(𝑊)
{log2 ( 2𝑘 × ( 𝑓(𝑊
∗ ) − 1) ) ,
𝑄𝑓 = ⎨
{0,
⎩

𝑓(𝑊)

2

if ( 𝑓(𝑊 ∗) − 1) >

2
𝑘

otherwise

where 𝑓 (𝑊 ) can be a function of multiple widths 𝑤.
The minimum of the quality function is zero by definition
since it is the default result when the factor satisfies half of
the tolerance required. This ensures a well-defined optimal
region regardless of the optimization method. Only half of
the tolerance is considered to define a threshold for the maximum value which fulfills the requirements. As an example,
Fig. 2 shows the quality of the Bunch Length Factor (BLF)
which corresponds to the width at 50% of the peak. This is
actually used in combination with the quality of the Bunch
Shape Factor (BSF), the ratio between the widths at 80%
and 20%, to provide the objective function.

𝑄𝐵𝐿𝐹 [a.u.]

The blow-up takes place during the acceleration ramp,
and the time available is limited: the blow-up can only start
when the size of the bucket is sufficient. It has to be large
enough to avoid losing particles when the bunch is excited.
Additionally, it must finish before the start of the transverse
scraping close to the arrival at flat-top.
Each parameter of the blow-up can be scanned only in a
limited range. The noise is ineffective if the amplitude is
too small, while, if the noise amplitude is too high, there is
a risk of excessive losses. A well-targeted frequency band
increases the emittance as it excites the core of the bunch
only. A wrong frequency band (e.g. 𝑓low too low) might excite
the tails of the bunch and degrade the longitudinal beam
quality. Similarly, 𝑓high too high might excite quadrupolar
single-bunch or coupled-bunch oscillations.
An automatic procedure to speed up the process of finding
the optimal frequency band and amplitude, and to guarantee
the final result, is investigated.

Peak percentage
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Figure 2: 𝑄𝐵𝐿𝐹 (blue) as a function of BLF. The vertical
black line indicates the target value of 1.65 ns. The area
shaded in grey corresponds to the ±10% tolerance. The
dashed horizontal line is the threshold to fulfill the given
tolerance.
The proposed objective function was validated by comparison with the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) over a
dataset of 16065 simulated profiles. Similarly to [10], each
simulation started 200 ms before the start of the ramp with
a 2.9 ns long matched (4𝜎) bunch and ended at extraction.
The accelerator and RF programs were those of the highintensity (1.5 × 1011 protons) single-bunch LHC-type beam
in the SPS at the end of the 2021. The phase noise setting
used in the simulation setup are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Phase Noise Parameters Range used in Simulation
Parameter

Min.

Max.

Step

𝑎
𝑓low
𝑓high

0.00
0.50
0.80

5.00
0.90
1.10

0.10
0.02
0.02

Both metrics identify the best simulated profile as the
one obtained by applying the following blow-up settings:
amplitude 0.40, margin low 0.74, and margin high 1.02 (see
Fig. 3). The maps for amplitude 0.40 are shown in Fig. 4,
where BF objective function provides a more constrained
optimal region. The tolerance for both 𝑄𝐵𝐿𝐹 and 𝑄𝐵𝑆𝐹 was
set to 0.1%.
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The promising results obtained in simulations prove the
feasibility of solving the problem with the generic optimization tool of the CERN ML project. Therefore, the next step
was to apply the same approach with beam in the SPS, based
on the online acquisition of bunch profiles.

4
3
2
1
1.0

2.0

1.5

2.5

time [ns]

3.0

3.5

4.0

Figure 3: Best-simulated profile (blue) compared to the
target one (red) and all grid scan profiles (grey area).
max

0.9
1.0
1.1
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0.5

0.7
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0.8

0.9
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0.8
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0.8

0.9

1.1

0.6

0.5

0.7
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0.8

min

0.9

(b) RMSE

Figure 4: Map of objective functions for 0.40 amplitude.
Bunch Factor (a) and the RMSE (b) are comparable in the
distribution of minima and maxima.

RESULTS

obj. func. [a.u.]

settings [a.u.]

Initially, the optimization was performed on the simulated
dataset introduced previously by running the different algorithms available within the COI. BOBYQA was selected
for the beam tests in the SPS, thanks to its better performance in terms of convergence and number of iterations. In
the simulated dataset, the settings available are defined by
the discrete values shown in Table 1. However, in reality,
settings can have much finer granularity. For this reason,
data interpolation is needed every time settings between the
grid points are required. Given the desired setting values,
the returned profiles are linearly interpolated by averaging
according to the closest discrete settings.
Figure 5 shows an example optimization run using simulated data. The settings converge to their optimal values
that minimize the objective function. BF is calculated at
two times during the SPS cycle, i.e. the end of the noise
injection, and at extraction, and the sum of the two values is
the total cost. The desired bunch factors are based on target
parabolic profiles with bunch lengths of 1.80 ns and 1.65 ns
respectively within ±5% tolerance.

1
0.5
0

0

5

10

# iteration

(a) Settings

15

Parameter

Min.

Max.

𝑎
𝑓low
𝑓high

0.00
0.60
0.80

0.60
0.80
1.00

1.0

(a) Bunch Factor

1.5

Table 2: Phase Noise Parameters Range used in the SPS
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10
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(b) Objective function

Figure 5: One scan example of automatic blow-up optimization in the simulation: amplitude (blue), margin low (red),
and margin high (green) in (a); objective function in (b).

As shown in Table 2, settings ranges are more restricted
than for the simulated data, e.g. to avoid excessive beam
losses. Nevertheless, the objective function and the tolerances were maintained as in the simulation. Due to the
operating cycle, the target bunch lengths were set to 1.90 ns
and 1.85 ns respectively. One example of optimisation with
BOBYQA in the real machine is shown in Fig. 6.
obj. func. [a.u.]

0

settings [a.u.]

intensity [a.u.]

5

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

5

10

# iteration

(a) Settings

20

3
2
1
0

0

5

10

20

15

# iteration

(b) Objective function

Figure 6: One scan example of the automatic blow-up optimization in the SPS: amplitude (blue), margin low (red),
and margin high (green) in (a); objective function in (b).
Despite the difference between simulations and real-world
measurements, BOBYQA has been able optimize the bunch
profile by controlling the blow-up parameters. Both in simulation and in the SPS, the objective function has been minimized bringing the bunch profile closer to the desired one.

CONCLUSIONS
The feasibility of controlling the longitudinal blow-up in
the CERN SPS by automatically optimizing the bandwidthlimited noise injected in the phase loop has been proven.
Based on the studies on a simulated dataset, a novel objective function, the Bunch Factor, has been defined, validated,
and used for the preliminary optimization tests. By showing
the best performance between the optimization algorithms
available in the Common Optimization Interfaces, BOBYQA
has been selected for online tests in the SPS where the bunch
profile has been successfully optimized. Further steps in
these studies include: e.g. multi-staged optimization (where
the injected noise varies in subsequent time intervals), the
use of reinforcement learning, and the application to multibunch beams.
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A NOVEL METHOD FOR DETECTING UNIDENTIFIED FALLING
OBJECT LOSS PATTERNS IN THE LHC
L. Coyle∗ , CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
A. Lechner, D. Mirarchi, M. Solfaroli Camillocci, J. Wenninger, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
F. Blanc, D. Di Croce, T. Pieloni, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland

Understanding and mitigating particle losses in the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) is essential for both machine safety
and efficient operation. Abnormal loss distributions are telltale signs of abnormal beam behaviour or incorrect machine
configuration. By leveraging the advancements made in
the field of Machine Learning, a novel data-driven method
of detecting anomalous loss distributions during machine
operation has been developed. A neural network anomaly
detection model was trained to detect Unidentified Falling
Object events using stable beam, Beam Loss Monitor (BLM)
data acquired during the operation of the LHC. Data-driven
models, such as the one presented, could lead to significant
improvements in the autonomous labelling of abnormal loss
distributions, ultimately bolstering the ever ongoing effort
toward improving the understanding and mitigation of these
events.

This paper will focus on a specific type of particle loss
event referred to as an Unidentified Falling Object (UFO) [1,
2].

Unidentified Falling Objects
UFOs are a very fast and localized loss events caused
by micrometer sized dust particles which interact with the
particle beams. UFOs have been the cause of many beam
dumps in the past and as such, a detection algorithm named
UFO-Buster was developed to monitor these events, including those that remain below the dump threshold of the BLM
system [1, 3]. A loss map with a UFO event is presented in
Fig. 2.
Normalized losses [a.u.]
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INTRODUCTION
To monitor particle losses, the LHC is equipped with over
3000 BLMs placed along the circumference of the machine,
see Fig. 1. This vast BLM array provides a very detailed
account of the amount, the location and time evolution of
particle losses occurring in the LHC at any given moment.
The LHC BLM system provides data on many different time
scales called Running Sum (RS), ranging from 40 𝜇s to 1.9 s.
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Figure 2: An example loss map with a UFO event indicated,
fill 6648 on 2018-05-06 at 20:01:23

UFO BUSTER
Algorithm Description
The UFO-Buster continually monitors the BLM signals
and when a series of criteria are met, the event is labeled as
UFO candidate and is added to a UFO event database. The
main criteria is that 2 BLMs within a distance of 40 m must
exceed a dose rate threshold, usually set to 1×10−4 𝐺 𝑦/𝑠, and
that the event duration must be on the millisecond timescale,
see [1] for details.

UFO Dataset
Figure 1: BLMs on the LHC
The spatial distribution of particle losses across the LHC
is referred to as a loss map. These loss maps provide key
information to identify loss mechanisms, but also to ensure
a proper alignment of the LHC collimators. They are monitored throughout machine operation and are heavily relied
upon throughout the commissioning phase for the setup of
the machine protection related accelerator components.
∗
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The UFO-Buster’s UFO assignments are used to create a
dataset of known UFO events on which to train the model in
a supervised manner. For this study, only UFOs occurring
in the arc sections of the LHC, during the stable beam mode
of physics runs in 2018 were considered. In total 744 UFO
events were used with each of these UFO containing loss
maps consisting of 3595 individual BLMs, resulting in an
initial dataset of shape 744 × 3595.

MACHINE LEARNING MODELLING
The objective is to create a machine learning model capable of identifying UFOs within operational loss maps, using
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Before training the model, a significant amount of preprocessing is performed.
Rolling Window Firstly, a rolling window transformation is applied with a window of the typical size of a UFO
induced particle shower. A window size of 33 BLMs was
chosen. After this transformation we obtain a dataset of
shape 2674680 × 33.
Augmentation In order to help generalize the model,
the samples which contain UFOs were augmented by adding
their mirrored representations to the dataset. This, in essence,
adds the other beam’s response to the dataset.
Balancing In order to help with the learning process,
it generally is advised to have a relatively balanced dataset.
In our case, there are naturally more windows which don’t
contain UFOs than windows which do. For the regression
model, balancing was performed by duplicating the underrepresented UFO windows. Whereas for the classification
model, sample weighting was used.
Normalization Each window feature of the dataset is
normalized so as to obtain a null mean and a standard deviation of 1.
With 𝑥𝑖 the data contained in the 𝑖 𝑡 ℎ column of the dataset,
∀𝑖 ∈ [0 . . 𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛𝑠 − 1]
(1)

Model Description
For both models a 2 layered Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [6] model was used. The networks were devoloped using the TensorFlow libraries [4, 5]. Each layer is

954
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Figure 3: The BLM signals close a UFO event along with
the computed window label

made up of a convolutional and a max pooling step. The convolutional layer learns a multitude of filters which convolve
over the spatial dimension of the input data. By stacking
multiple convolutional layers it is possible to learn more
complex patterns in the input data. The max pooling layer
is a down-sampling method which is typically paired with
convolutional layers. Max pooling layers keep only the maximal value of non-overlapping subregions of the layer’s input.
This transformation reduces the complexity of the model,
reduces overfitting and provides the model with some translation invariance properties. For both models, the hyperparameters of the convolutional layers were optimized using
random search. The regression model’s loss function used
is Mean Absolute Error and the classification model’s loss
function is Binary Crossentropy [8]. Both models use the
Adam optimizer [7].

Training
The dataset is split into training, validation and testing
with ratios 0.6, 0.2, 0.2 respectively. The learning rates of
the models are decreased during training and the training
is stopped once their loss metrics have converged. The loss
functions during training are shown in Fig. 4.
0.00100
Training loss
Validation loss 0.00075
Learning rate
0.00050

0.07
0.06

Label Assignment For the regression model, the labels
are assigned following a triangle distribution centered on the
UFO with the same width as the rolling window. Resulting
in each loss map window being assigned a label based on
how centered it is on the UFO, the window perfectly centered
on the UFO is assigned the label 1 and decays to zero as the
window slides away from the known UFO location.
For the classification model, the labels are easier to compute. Simply, any window which overlaps with the known
location of the UFO is labelled as 1 and any which don’t are
labelled as 0.
See Fig. 3 for the window labels of an example UFO for
both models.
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(a) Regression model
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the UFO-Buster dataset. Two different models were trained,
a binary classification and a regression model. The distinction between these models lies in the format of their output
data, the regression model will be trained on values which
indicate how centered the input is on a UFO, whereas the
classification model will be provided a binary output, i.e.
whether the input contains a UFO or not.
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Figure 4: Training and validation loss functions during training along with the decreasing learning rate in red for both
models.
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Evaluation and Tuning

Normalized losses [a.u.]
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Figure 6: Various performance metrics computed while
scanning the sensitivity threshold for both models.

desired to capture as many UFOs as possible, as such the
lower sensitivity threshold of 0.40 was chosen.

Regression model out ut
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1.00

False neg. rateFalse pos. rate Accuracy

Once the models are trained, when provided an input, they
output a scalar value which we can interpret as the models’
confidence that the provided input contains a UFO event.
The models’ output across an entire loss map containing
a UFO event is shown in Fig. 5. The models’ output is
maximal and reaches 1 at the location of the UFO and is
lower for nominal BLM signals, i.e. BLM signals of regular
losses. For both models, we can also observe some lower
peaks throughout the loss map, however the classification
model is drastically more noisy.
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Figure 5: A loss map containing a UFO event (fill 6648 on
2018-05-06 at 20:01:23) along with both models’ output
across the full loss map.
We are left with the task of determining the optimal sensitivity threshold above which an input sample is said to
contain a UFO and below which it does not.
Sensitivity Tuning The trained models’ predictions on
the test dataset were used to tune the sensitivity. The threshold value was scanned and various performance metrics were
used to quantify the models’ performances.
Since the regression model has a better performance, i.e.
higher accuracy, lower false positive rate and comparable
false negative rates than the classification model, as it is
possible to verify in Fig. 6, we will focus the last part of this
study on the regression model.
A couple working points were considered. Taking the
working point with a threshold at 0.40 reduces the false
negative rate while maintaining a reasonable false positive
rate. However, using a higher threshold such as 0.85 reduces
further the false positive rate at the expense of the false
negative rate, see Table 1 for specific values.

Width threshold tuning In addition to the sensitivity
threshold a second tunable parameter was added to remove
some noise in the model’s prediction. As UFOs produce
highly localized losses, multiple BLMs in close proximity
produce high signals when a UFO occurs. To make use of
this property, a threshold on the width of consecutive positive assignments was introduced and tuned using a similar
approach as the sensitivity threshold. The effect of both
thresholds on the final UFO assignment is shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Effect of the thresholds on the final UFO assignment (fill 6648 on 2018-05-06 at 20:01:23).
Using both thresholds the model is able to capture 100%
of the UFOs while discarding 98% of the non UFO data.

Table 1: Performance of the Regression Model for 2 Working
Points

CONCLUSION

A procedure for utilizing the UFO-Buster’s UFO assignments
to train a machine learning UFO detection model was
Sensitivity False neg. rate False pos. rate Accuracy
developed. Two types of CNN models were trained, tuned,
0.40
0.0134
0.0046
0.9953
evaluated and compared, of which, the regression based
0.85
0.0201
0.0001
0.9998
model performed best. Work is ongoing towards further
improving the models by optimizing the data preprocessing
For our application, minimizing the false negative rate is methodology and increasing the amount of data on which
the best approach since a high identification probability is the model is trained through synthetic data generation.
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FORTUNE TELLING OR PHYSICS PREDICTION? DEEP LEARNING FOR
ON-LINE KICKER TEMPERATURE FORECASTING
F. M. Velotti, ∗ M.J. Barnes, B. Goddard, I. Revuelta
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The injection kicker system MKP of the Super Proton
Synchrotron SPS at CERN is composed of 4 kicker tanks.
The MKP-L tank provides additional kick needed to inject
26 GeV Large Hadron Collider LHC 25 ns type beams. This
device has been a limiting factor for operation with high
intensity, due to the magnet’s broadband beam coupling
impedance and consequent beam induced heating. To optimise the usage of the SPS and avoid idle (kicker cooling)
time, studies were conducted to develop a recurrent deep
learning model that could predict the measured temperature
evolution of the MKP-L, using the beam conditions and
temperature history as input. In a second stage, the ferrite
temperature is also estimated putting together the external
temperature predictions from accurate thermo-mechanical
simulations of the kicker magnet. In this paper, the methodology is described and details of the neural network architecture used, together with the implementation of an ad-hoc
loss function, are given. The results applied to the SPS 2021
operational data are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The restart in 2021 after the Long Shutdown (LS) 2 of the
CERN accelerator complex was the first year where all the
upgrades of the LHC Injector Upgrade (LIU) project were
deployed with the goal of achieving the High Luminosity
(HL) LHC brightness requirements [1, 2]. The brightness
increase is achieved by doubling the intensity per bunch of
the beams and reducing the transverse emittances [3].
The SPS injection system comprises a septum system,
MSI, and a kicker system, MKP. The kicker system is composed of four tanks, The first three are used to inject 14 GeV
beams, and the last one, the so-called MKP-L, aids to inject
the 26 GeV beam for LHC physics.
The MKP-L is one of the main limiting systems to the
maximum storable beam intensity in the SPS. Due to beam
induced heating via broadband coupling impedance, the
MKP-L temperature rises at a rate much higher than all other
MKP kickers, risking the ferrite to reach the Curie temperature and inducing significant out-gassing. This translates
in reduced availability of the system, as machine operation
has to stop to restore safe conditions. Such stops are in the
order of many hours due to the large thermal inertia of the
MKP-L kicker modules.
In order to optimise the machine time and to avoid idle
time, we propose a data-driven model to estimate the MKPL temperature readings starting from beam parameters and
expected operational scenarios. The limitation of such an
∗
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approach are the temperature probe locations, as they are
not on the ferrite directly. In this paper we summarise the
purely data-driven model and its application. We present the
thermo-mechanical simulation studies that aim to model the
full heat transfer from the beam induced power deposition
in the ferrite, and finally we give an overview on how to
combine the two approaches using PINN.

Brief Physical Model Description
The MKP-L showed a factor of three to four larger temperature increase with high intensity beam operation than the
other MKP kickers [4]. This is due to the large real longitudinal beam impedance of the MKP-L. The beam induced
power loss can be written as:
∞

Δ𝑊 = (𝑓0 𝑒𝐼𝑏 𝑁𝑏 )2 ∑ (|Λ(𝑘𝜔0 )|2 ℜ [𝑍|| (𝑘𝜔0 )])

where 𝑓0 is the revolution frequency, 𝐼𝑏 𝑁𝑏 is total number of
particles in the accelerator, Λ(𝑘𝜔0 ) is the normalised beam
spectrum and ℜ [𝑍|| (𝑘𝜔0 )] is the real part of the longitudinal
impedance of the kicker. From simple considerations, the
temperature variation due to Δ𝑊 power loss is [5]:
𝑑
Δ𝑊
𝑇=
𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝑡ℎ
𝑑𝑡

(2)

where 𝐶𝑡ℎ is the thermal capacitance and 𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 is the cooling
factor. In order to extend the calculation to a different location in a kicker module, one considers a simplified model of
the heat propagation:
𝜕𝑇
𝑘 𝜕2 𝑇 Δ𝑊 (𝑥, 𝑡)
=
+
𝜕𝑡
𝜌𝐶𝑝 𝜕𝑥 2
𝜌𝐶𝑝

(3)

where 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity, 𝜌 is the density of the
material and 𝐶𝑝 is the specific heat capacity. Solving Eq. (1)
and Eq.( 3), one can compare data from the temperature
probe, as measured in the SPS, with expected temperature
of the same location in the MKP-L module.

LONG SHORT TERM MEMORY MODEL
FOR TEMPERATURE PREDICTIONS
Deep neural networks are not designed to deal with timeseries, where causality imposes well determined constraints.
To solve this problem, the proposed architecture was the socalled recurrent neural network (RNN [6]) which exploits
recursion to deal with sequences with time dependence. Due
to practical issues [7], pure RNN are not very common
anymore and they have been replaced with Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM) networks [8].
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Figure 1: (Top) Temperature measured and reconstructed
at the PT100 sensor using the described LSTM-based NN.
(Bottom) Relative error of the reconstruction when predicting for the whole period length.
Classic time-series forecasting use multi-feature inputs
from the past to forecast the future evolution of those quantities. In our case, and in most of particle accelerators problems, we are interested in feeding the model with exogenous
inputs of the future time intervals to predict. This can be
seen as the forcing term of our Initial Value Problem (IVP).
Also, we are interested in predicting very far ahead in time
and hence exposing the LSTM layers to their own noise is
fundamental.

Data Structure and Model Architecture
In order to build a complete dataset the following beam
characteristics were selected from the accelerator logging
system: integrated intensity for 25 ns bunch spacing beams,
mean and minimum bunch length and peak bunch intensity,
all averaged along 5 min of machine operation. The quantities, together with the measured temperature, are arranged
to form input sequences of 40 time steps long. The sequence
to predict is finally 30 time steps long: 𝑌 ̂ = 𝑁𝑁(𝑋); 𝑋 ∈
𝑡(−40, 0]; 𝑌 ̂ ∈ 𝑡[1, 30]. The framework used to design and
train the NN is PyTorch [9]. The network architecture that
better suited the problem and the amount of data available
for training is composed by two LSTM layers with 170 units,
every layer is followed by a dropout layer with 50 % probability and finally a linear layer for the output prediction. The
loss function used for training the NN weights is calculated
comparing the whole output sequence and not just the single
time step prediction.

PREDICTION OF MKP-L MEASURED
TEMPERATURE
The data used for training and validation spans from 2015
to 2018 high intensity runs. All data were aggregated in
TUPOST044
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periods, which were chosen in case of breaks of operation
longer than 6 h. These periods are then used to test the NN
predictions for sequences which are much longer than those
used at training time.
The full dataset adds up to about 2500 data points which
were split in 90% training and 10% validation. Such a large
imbalance was chosen because the final testing is done on
prediction of sequences longer than NN was trained on, as
just discussed. There is a large difference in amount of
data between heating and cooling due to the way data were
collected - this is one of the main concerns for the result of
the trained model.
The result of the forward pass of the NN on each of the
periods available in the full dataset is shown in Fig. 1. Even
for long periods, which extend more than five times the
sequence length used in training, the NN successfully reconstructs the measured temperature. The error is less than 4 °C
also for completely unseen data during training.

TOWARDS FERRITE TEMPERATURE
ESTIMATION
The MKP-L injection kickers are of transmission line
type, consisting of 22 cells per module [4]. A cell is constructed from a C-core ferrite sandwiched between HV plates.
Ground plates interleave with the HV plates to form parallel
plate capacitors. The thermal contact conductance (TCC) between ferrite and HV plates is an important parameter for the
extraction of heat energy from the ferrite. As mentioned in
the introduction, there is strong interest to predict the temperature of the ferrite so that SPS operation can be fine-tuned to
avoid the ferrite reaching its Curie temperature, as there is a
relatively long thermal time-constant for cool-down. Several
MKP modules have PT100 temperature sensors mounted on
a side-plate, which is at ground potential. The approach was,
for a given beam and thus predicted power deposition in the
ferrite yoke, model the non-linear beam induced power deposition [10] using ANSYS and compare the measured and
predicted temperatures in the location of the PT100. A balance between precision and computational resources must
be reached, as a large number of simulations are carried out
to tune the parameters of the model. Thus, the model was
kept as simple as feasible, neglecting all non-critical parts
for thermal analysis. The non-linear beam induced power
deposition, in the ferrite yokes, results in the first yokes to
see beam being heated the most [10]: hence, the first three
cells are modelled in ANSYS.

Building the Model: Tuning the Parameters and
Difficulties
The mesh, especially at thermal contacts between surfaces
of material (e.g. ferrite and HV plate), must be carefully
defined, as the programme does not always define it correctly
by default. Measurements to determine the emissivity of
various surfaces and the TCC were carried out. For the
TCC, the value was measured in air. However, in reality the
TCC in vacuum is likely lower – but the measurement serves
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as reference for an initial value in the ANSYS simulations,
to be subsequently tuned by iterating simulations. Before
iterating the model, the influence of the TCC upon the rate
of cooling of the ferrite, in a simplified model, was verified
analytically.
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During the iteration process, the relative influence of parameters was determined. In terms of heat radiation, small
changes to the emissivity of the plates (HV and GND) resulted in the predicted temperature, at the position of the
PT100, changing significantly. Deriving an accurate value
of TCC between the HV plates and the ferrite yokes is a
challenge: the temperature of the PT100 location is not sensitive to this TCC, whereas the temperature of the ferrite is
sensitive (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Influence of TCC between HV plate and ferrite.
Top: temperature simulated by ANSYS at PT100 location.
Bottom: temperature predicted for first two ferrite yokes.

Capacitive pickups (CPUs) are installed at the input and
output of the kicker magnet: a CPU faces the HV input and
output busbars, respectively. The electrical delay time of
the module is determined from the measured CPU signals:
the delay of each cell is proportional to the square root of
the cell’s inductance. If the ferrite is at the Curie temperature its relative permeability reduces to one [11]. Thus, the
delay from the CPUs can be used as a diagnostic [12, 13]
and provides input to the ANSYS simulations as it helps
to set a minimum value for TCC between a ferrite and HV
plates. Figure 3 shows a plot of the delay of a central cell (i.e.
neglecting end effects) versus the real relative permeability
of the ferrite of the cell. The delay depends upon this permeability and thus how close the ferrite temperature is to its
Curie point: the imaginary relative permeability is also temperature dependent [11] and, thus, the beam induced losses
will also decrease as the Curie temperature is approached.
Hence, during SPS operation, the ferrite permeability may
not reduce to one, but instead reach a state where the beam
induced losses balance the radiated and conducted thermal
energy.
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Figure 3: Cell delay versus relative permeability of ferrite.

PHYSICS INFORMED NEURAL
NETWORK EXTENSION
The time-consuming ANSYS simulations could be replaced with a Physics Informed Neural Network (PINN),
following the very promising results shown for both the NN
and the pure ANSYS simulations. The idea is to use a very
similar NN architecture to model the temperature prediction
and then regularise the training using a physics-informed loss
function. It will be composed by different terms: reconstruction loss of temperature, initial and boundary conditions (as
simulated in a specific case with ANSYS) and the PDE loss.
The specific heat capacity, the TCC and the other systemdependent terms will be either input from measurements
or represented with dedicated NN. In this way, a complete
surrogate model will be available to assess the ferrite and the
PT100 temperature for well defined beam conditions. Also,
once the model will be fully verified, an interlock directly
on the predicted ferrite temperature could be envisaged.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The MKP-L is one of the main limiting elements to store
high intensity per bunch in the SPS due to its beam coupling
impedance. To predict the temperature evolution of this
system, an LSTM-based NN was trained using available
data of high intensity SPS operation. Such a model was then
used in operation to calculate the time needed for cool-down.
To estimate the actual ferrite temperature from the available measurements, a full ANSYS model of the MKP-L was
developed and initial results were presented. The model is
capable to precisely reproduce the measured temperature,
but the uncertainty on the TCC translates in too many solutions available for the ferrite temperature evolution. To
bridge between ANSYS simulations and the empirical NN,
PINN is proposed. Work is still ongoing to finalise such a
model. Dedicated measurements to help the estimation of
TCC and other system parameters are foreseen, which will
also be used to constraint and validate the PINN predictions.
The approach presented is very general and hence applications to other systems, such as LHC injection kicker MKI
and SPS extraction septum ZS are being evaluated.
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Abstract
Machine learning and numerical optimisation algorithms
are getting more and more popular in the accelerator physics
community and, thanks to the computing power available,
their application in daily operation more likely. In the CERN
accelerator complex, and specifically on the beam transfer
systems, many promising numerical tools have been put
in place in the last years. Some of the state-of-the-art machine learning models have been explored and used to solve
problems that were never fully addressed in the past. In
this paper, the most recent results of application of machine
learning and numerical optimisation for injection, extraction
and transfer of beam from machine and to experimental areas are presented. An overview of the possible next steps
and shortcomings is finally discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The CERN accelerator complex went through a large
refactoring over the last few years with the LHC Injector
Upgrade project. All the accelerators are now capable of
providing better beam brightness, which has the final goal
of feeding High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC). Nevertheless,
all the experiments linked to the different injectors will also
benefit from the increase in performance.
Transfer lines, injection and extraction systems have been
a core part of the machine renovations, not only with new
hardware but also with new analysis methodologies and
more thorough studies. One of the possible sources of performance boost is to move manual tuning and scanning of
system parameters to numerical methods. This is highly
relevant in cases where models are not available, where instrumentation is not adequate, as well as situations where
the machine time is expensive or not always available.
In this context, numerical optimisers and machine learning algorithms can play a significant role to boost our system
performance, improve stability and speed up commissioning
and tuning. Taking as an example the impressive progress
across the accelerators in the world, in this paper we summarise the effort ongoing to test and explore ML techniques
on beam transfer systems and transfer lines in the CERN
accelerator complex.
∗
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NUMERICAL OPTIMISERS
APPLICATIONS
During recent years, many of the most common and powerful numerical algorithms are made available to simple implementation via the Python Package Index (PyPI). Thanks
to the support of python in the CERN control system, the
application of numerical methods directly to the accelerators
is now streamlined. Also, thanks to the additional software
layer put in place [1], we now have available a simplified
manner to deploy solutions via numerical optimisations to
problems which were addressed with lengthy manual scans.

Transfer Line Steering with BLMs
The Proton Synchrotron (PS) routinely delivers protons
to the neutron Time-of-Flight (n_TOF) experiment via the
FTN transfer line. From the same extraction channel, the PS
provides anti-protons to the Anti-proton Decelerator (AD)
after production via the proton-target interaction at the end
of the so-called FTA line. Both transfer lines are equipped
with almost no beam diagnostics for steering or beam size
measurements, but beam loss monitors (BLM) are available along their lengths. To address both steering issues,
derivative-free numerical optimisers are now applied to minimise the BLM readings. The main algorithm used for this
type of minimisation is BOBYQA [2] as it was the one showing the best results in terms of convergence and machine
time needed. Studies to assess the performance of different
algorithms are ongoing.

Slow Extraction Losses Optimisation
The Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) physics program is
dominated by the North Area (NA) users, which are provided
with a 400 GeV beam which is split among three primary
targets. The protons provided to the NA are slowly extracted
from the SPS using third-integer resonant slow extraction [3].
The main drawback of this technique are the beam induced
losses at the electrostatic septum (so-called ZS), due to the
direct interaction of primary protons with the anode wires.
The main contribution to the approximately 3% proton lost
at the ZS is the wires’ alignment, as the projected size on
the beam transverse coordinate increases in case of misalignment. In order to reduce to the minimum the effective
thickness of the ZS, numerical optimisers have been shown
to successfully reduce the time needed for this procedure [4].
This is now routinely applied and the time has also been
significantly reduced using the BOBYQA algorithm: it went
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Figure 1: (Top) Images produced at the SPS BTV just upstream of the absorber block as obtained from simulations (first
row) and as generated by the trained. (Bottom) Comparison between labelled generative parameters for the data used for
training (first row) the VAE and the data used for testing (second row). All data shown are normalised to the totality of the
dataset.
from an almost 8 h manual procedure to less than 30 min. In
the same context, a large effort at CERN has produced the
conception and development of the so-called crystal shadowing concept to reduce the amount of protons impinging
on the ZS wires [5]. A silicon bent crystal is used as gapopener in the separatrix to deplete the part of the beam that
will hit the wires. Depending on the relative alignment of
the crystal with respect to the separatrix, different deflection
regimes arise, as documented in [5]. Channelling is the most
profitable one for the local shadowing concept, where a loss
reduction of about 45% was shown to be possible in the
SPS [5]. In volume reflection, a 20% loss reduction was observed in the same machine configuration. Both alignment
regimes require many extractions to scan both crystal position and angle. As detailed in [6], numerical optimisers were
exploited to speed up and simplify this procedure. Depending on the optimiser choice and initial conditions, the crystal
can be aligned both in channelling and in volume reflection.
Channelling is reached for most of the different initial conditions, although convergence to Volume Reflection (VR)
has been observed in about 30% of the optimisations.

DEEP NEURAL NETWORK
APPLICATIONS
Data available in the accelerators span from time-series
to images, but they can also be more “exotic” such as sound
TUPOST045
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signals or element vibrations. Very well known descriptive
models are available for most of the phenomena to treat,
but in many cases, noise or other imperfections make the
accuracy of the prediction of low quality. Also, the computational cost may be very high when particle simulations are
needed and this usually not compatible with online analysis.
Different applications have been investigated: recurrent
Neural Networks (NN) to predict the beam induced heating
on a kicker system, deep NN to interpolate the non-linear
relation between current and field in the SPS dump kickers,
and several other deep NN to make simple surrogate models
to speed up parameter scans and optimisers’ experiments.
In this section, applications of deep NN for analysis of
screen images is presented.

Convolutional Neural Networks for BTV Image
Analysis
The SPS and LHC beam dump systems are equipped with
dedicated BTV [7] just before the absorber block of their
dump systems. The pattern formed by the bunches hitting
the surface of the screen contains information regarding
the kickers that have originated the dump and the beam
characteristics at that moment. In the LHC, a dedicated
system takes care of checking that the pattern of the beam on
the screen is indeed in agreement with the expectations, but
rather often the analysis fails due to imperfections and noise,
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but nothing to do with failures. In this context, we propose
to use convolutional NN, specifically a slight modification of
Variational Auto Encoders (VAE [8]) to retrieve anomalous
dumps and to reconstruct the dump system configuration
that generated that anomaly. As the simulations for both
systems are of great accuracy, the proposed solution is to
train a VAE with a modified loss function on simulated data
and then deploy it on real BTV data.
In Fig.1-top, the results of training for the SPS beam dump
system is shown compared with the original images. In Fig.1bottom, the generative parameters predicted are correlated
with the original labels - in most cases, the agreement is
excellent but for other parameters, the information extraction from the BTV image is not straightforward and this is
reflected in the quality of the reconstruction.
Work is ongoing to deploy the trained VAE on real BTV
data and first results are very e ncouraging. The reconstruction accuracy of the images can be used as metric to isolate
anomalies and latent dimension prediction of the generative
parameter to suggest which system has not performed as
expected.

ANOMALY DETECTION
Beam transfer equipment such as kicker systems are critical components with potential significant i mpact o n the
global performance of the entire machine complex. Identifying root causes of malfunctions is currently tedious, and
may become infeasible in future systems due to increasing
complexity. Looking to automate this with machine learning, a collaboration between CERN and KU Leuven was
founded in 2017 in the framework of FCC Studies.

LHC Injection Kicker Installation
Several iterations of the study have yielded an anomaly
detection pipeline which includes pre-processing, detection,
post-processing and evaluation. Merging large quantities of
data of different, asynchronous sources was an unexpected
challenge. Gaussian Mixture Models and Isolation Forests
are used as the main unsupervised detectors, but any detector
can easily be plugged into the system. During evaluation,
the detector predictions are compared to manual e-logbook
entries which constitute a noisy ground truth. Lastly, expert knowledge has been incorporated by means of semisupervised clustering with COBRAS [9]. A grid search allows
for hyper-parameter optimisation across the entire pipeline,
which has yielded very promising results [10] as shown in
Table 1.
The model, trained on historical data, flags unexpected
behaviour in unseen data. Incorporation into an expert application for daily usage is still pending.
Table 1: Incorporation of Expert Feedback From 2017
Yields Improved Performance for 2018 with GMM
detected
undetected

anomaly
6
1

normal
2
1437

LHC Beam Dump and Pipeline Generalisation
With the previous positive results in mind, the scalable
pipeline and code-base have been generalised so that they
can easily be applied to various beam transfer systems installations which have all different hardware configurations with
various specificalities. A single configuration file contains
all needed parameters.
This approach was tested on the most challenging installation, the LHC Beam Dumping System (LBDS) with 60
high-voltage pulse kicker generators with ample data. Due
to the size of the stored data, local pre-processing was not
possible anymore and a shift to Apache Spark™ clusters,
available through the CERN logging team, was made. This
has brought huge execution improvements but at the same
time complicates some non-partitionable operations such as
the required forward-fill after merging data from different
sampling domains. In addition the pipeline was extended
with explainability tools, needed for this use-case due to
the low number of anomalies only (i.e. hard to train) and
a high dimensionality (i.e. >1000). Among others, new
evaluation and ranking methods have been added such as
Recall@k and a HBOS score. The ground truth labelling
process was altered to be more representative of a real world
scenario. Lastly, an in-depth analysis of the detected anomalies was performed using an improved web-application to
up the precision and recall for the LBDS.
Although the detector correctly detects anomalies, the
LBDS dataset still raises questions about the practical application of this detector due to the high number of false
positives. Especially the fact that some individual features of
the LBDS dataset perform better than the full dataset should
be investigated, as indicated by Claessens [11].

CONCLUSION
Experimentation and testing of machine learning algorithms is well advanced for the CERN accelerators beam
transfer systems. A series of successful examples were
briefly presented, spanning from numerical optimisation,
neural networks to anomaly detection. More applications
are being investigated, with special focus on system automation and online system monitoring. Work is ongoing to
deploy these methods in daily operation, to finally quantify
the performance gain in terms of manpower saved, beam
quality and setting up time.
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MACHINE LEARNING APPLIED FOR THE CALIBRATION OF THE HARD
X-RAY SINGLE-SHOT SPECTROMETER AT THE EUROPEAN XFEL
C. Grech∗ , M. Guetg, Deutsches-Elektronen Synchrotron, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
G. Geloni, EuXFEL, Schenefeld, Germany
Abstract
Single-crystal monochromators are used in free electron
lasers for hard x-ray self-seeding, selecting a very narrow
spectral range of the original SASE signal for further amplification. When rotating the crystal around the roll and pitch
axes, one can exploit several symmetric and asymmetric reflections as established by Bragg’s law. This work describes
the implementation of a machine learning classifier to identify the crystal indices corresponding to a given reflection,
and eventually calculate the difference between the photon
energy as measured by a single-shot spectrometer and the
actual one. The image processing techniques to extract the
properties of the crystal reflection are described, as well as
how this information is used to calibrate two spectrometer
parameters.

INTRODUCTION
Hard X-Ray Self-Seeding (HXRSS) is based on the
principle of using crystal monochromators to narrow down
the spectral range of self-amplified spontaneous emission
(SASE) free electron lasers (FELs) whilst increasing the
peak spectral brightness [1, 2]. In its simplest configuration,
a self-seeded XFEL consists of an input undulator and an
output undulator separated by a single crystal monochromator. In order to ease heat loading effects at high repetition
rate and low photon energies, at the European XFEL
(EuXFEL) we installed two cascaded HXRSS systems at
the SASE2 undulator line, as shown in Figure 1.
HXRSS can only be achieved when the incident beam
hits the crystal at the Bragg angle corresponding to the
seed frequency for a specific reflection. Thus, the seeded
XFEL output is reliant on the diffraction process in the
crystal, which highly depends on the crystal orientation
with respect to the incident beam direction. The crystal
orientation can be controlled in pitch and roll by means of
dedicated stages, where the pitch angle 𝜃𝑝 can move in the
range 30° ≤ 𝜃𝑝 ≤ 120°. The yaw plane controlled by 𝜃𝑦 is
kept constant and unchanged throughout operation. Figure 1
shows the crystal rotational convention considered in this
work. The pitch rotation axis is orthogonal to the beam
incident direction and parallel to the floor, while the roll
rotation axis has an axis lying parallel to the beam incident
direction when 𝜃𝑝 = 0°.
The HIgh REsolution hard X-ray single-shot (HIREX)
spectrometer installed at the SASE2 undulator beamline of
the European XFEL is employed to measure the spectrum
∗

christian.grech@desy.de

Figure 1: EuXFEL’s SASE2 undulator two-crystal hard xray self-seeding scheme.
of individual photon pulses. The spectrometer is based on
diamond gratings, bent crystals, and a MHz-repetition-rate
strip Gotthard detector [3]. An X-ray Gas Monitor (XGM)
detector provides a complementary measure of the total
x-ray pulse energy, without spectral information. The
pySpectrometer photon diagnostic software developed for
the European XFEL [4] is used to monitor the measured
spectrum, as well as control the calibration of the HIREX
spectrometer. Two spectrometer calibration parameters can
be controlled through this diagnostic tool: the reference
energy and the pixel calibration. The reference energy
parameter 𝐸0 provides an absolute energy value, as a
reference for the measured spectrum. It does not necessarily
correspond to the seeding energy. The second parameter,
the pixel calibration, is defined as the change in energy
corresponding to a displacement of one pixel, with respect
to the pitch angle.
Identifying the actual photon energy to obtain the desired
crystal reflection can be arduous. In fact, there often are
many neighbouring (in terms of pitch angle and photon energy) reflections, and it can be difficult to identify the actual
one based on visual inspection. Machine Learning (ML)
methods applied to particle accelerator controls are becoming more common, with the focus being on the efficient
use of large amounts of sensor data. In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a machine learning technique, which
can be applied at any XFEL facility utilising a monochromator crystal setup to identify crystal reflections, and as a
result to identify the operational absolute photon energy. In
this study, data obtained at the EuXFEL over two years of
HXRSS commissioning and operation is considered, with
photon energies ranging from 6 keV to 18 keV. A measurement model is developed based on Bragg’s law, and is used
to train a classifier that can identify the crystal reflection.
Crystal pitch angle and photon energy scans in the form of an
image are obtained from the spectrometer, fed to the model
and all reflections present in the image are identified. In the
end, this information is used to update the two spectrometer
calibration parameters. Figure 2 summarizes the complete
process from obtaining the image to determining the calibra-
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Figure 2: Schematic technique of the absolute energy calibration based on the machine learning to predict the crystal
reflection identifier.
tion values. This approach can be potentially used to speed
up crystal-based setups at XFEL machines and contribute
to the calibration of energy measurement instruments.

MEASUREMENT MODEL
Whilst Bragg law defines the relationship between the
crystal rotational position and the photon energy (𝐸𝑝ℎ ), it
does not consider systematic errors due to the crystal misalignment in the beamline. This work considers five corrective parameters that can be applied to match the theoretical
model to the actual (or expected) crystal behaviour. Eq.1
shows the proposed measurement model for the absolute
photon energy 𝐸𝑝ℎ , where 𝑓𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑔 represents Bragg law. The
pitch angle error (𝛿𝜃𝑝 ) is a constant associated with a fixed
deviation from the actual pitch angle, and similarly the yaw
angle error (𝛿𝜃𝑦 ) in the case of the yaw angle. The roll angle
error is linearly associated with the pitch angle, represented
by two constants (𝑘𝑟1 , 𝑘𝑟2 ) as shown in Eq. 2.
𝐸𝑝ℎ = 𝑓𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑔 (𝜃𝑝 + 𝛿𝜃𝑝 , 𝜃𝑟 + 𝛿𝜃𝑟 , 𝜃𝑦 + 𝛿𝜃𝑦 ) + 𝛿𝐸

(1)
(2)

𝛿𝜃𝑟 = 𝑘𝑟1 + 𝑘𝑟2 𝜃𝑝

Finally, 𝛿𝐸 represents the offset between the set spectrometer reference energy and the actual photon energy. This
value is not fixed but can vary from one measurement session
to another, depending on the spectrometer initial setup.

FEATURE EXTRACTION
Using pySpectrometer, when a monochromator crystal
is rotated in one of the axes, the photon energy measured
from the single-shot spectrometer can be correlated with
the angle of rotation and exported for further processing.
The information in the form of an image highlights any
reflection present, as shown for example in Figure 3a).
In order to segment the information in the foreground
from the background, thresholding is applied using the
method proposed by Yen [5]. This creates a binary image as
shown in Figure 3b). In addition, morphological closing is
performed. Morphological closing is useful for filling small
holes from an image while preserving the shape and size of
the objects in the image. The closing operation dilates an
image and then erodes the dilated image, using the same
structuring element for both operations.
TUPOST046
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Figure 3: Example of a) a captured image, b) a processed
version (binarization, dilation, erosion) and c) the detected
lines (Hough Transform).
For the identification of lines within the binary images,
the classical Hough transform method is implemented.
For each pixel in the foreground, a number of lines are
plotted going through it, all at varying angles (𝜃). The
Hough transform accumulates contributions from all pixels
in the detected edge. The distance between an origin
point and each pixel is calculated, and when multiple
points have similar (𝑟, 𝜃) values, these are considered
to pertain to the same line. In this way, a number of
lines can be detected from the image as shown in Figure 3c). As a result, several line properties, namely the line
slope, intercept and centroid co-ordinates can be determined.
In order to be able to match the detected lines with the measurement model curves, tangent lines are generated for each
Bragg curve in the measured pitch angle range. This makes
the comparison between the measurement model curves and
the detected lines possible as both datasets consist of straight
lines.

CLASSIFIER TRAINING
A machine learning classifier is used to match detected
image lines with the tangent lines derived from the
measurement model. The classifier considers the features
of a given reflection line, and predicts the corresponding
Miller indices [ℎ, 𝑘, 𝑙]. Comparing three multi-class
classifiers, the k-nearest neighbors algorithm is found
to be the best fit for this scenario. The nearest neighbor
algorithm is a supervised machine learning method that
creates ’neighborhoods’ for objects with similar features.
The category of an unclassified point is found by comparing
the point features against those of the previously classified
𝑘 neighbors, which exist as a subset of a larger space of
previously classified points.
The classifier is trained with the properties of the tangent
line of the measurement model as input (slope, intercept,
centroid pitch angle, centroid energy) and the reflection
identifier as output. The algorithm calculates the proximity
between the measurement model features and the features
in the detected lines and picks the closest class. Once the
model is trained with the measurement model tangent infor-
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mation, the detected line properties are used as inputs and
an identifier is obtained for each line.

ABSOLUTE ENERGY CALIBRATION
Once an identifier is obtained for each detected reflection,
the vertical offset between the two lines can be determined,
which corresponds to the 𝛿𝐸 parameter in Eq. 1. As a result the spectrometer reference energy parameter 𝐸0 can be
relatively adjusted by this amount to calibrate the absolute
energy value. The pixel calibration can also be adjusted by
comparing the slope of the measured curve with the model
curve and applying the gain between the two values. A PyQt
GUI tool integrated with pySpectrometer provides users with
the ability to upload an image, perform feature extraction,
train the classifier, identify the reflections and recalculate
the spectrometer calibration parameters.

RESULTS
Thresholding Accuracy
The identification of straight lines from the captured images by thresholding the image is not a perfect method for
noting all visible lines, as some faint lines can be mistaken
for noise or background. In addition the accuracy is lower
in cases where the contrast between foreground and background is low. By default lines with a slope of zero or infinity
are ignored to avoid identifying measurement artifacts as
reflections. From over 200 images containing 446 lines (visible and faint lines), the Yen thresholding method is able to
extract 303 of these lines, corresponding to an accuracy of
68 %. What makes this method desirable for this scenario is
the very low number of false positives (line detection where
no reflection is present), which amounts to 3 lines in over
200 images.

Classifier Performance
Three classifiers are compared in this study: the nearest
neighbor, random forest and decision tree algorithms. The
performance criteria used for the comparison are the precision score, recall score, F1 score, and balanced accuracy
score. The precision score for multi-class classification can
be defined as the sum of true positives (TP) across all classes,
divided by the sum of true positives and false positives (FP)
across all classes. This is shown in Eq. 3.
𝐶

𝐶

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ∑ 𝑇 𝑃𝑐 / ∑ (𝑇 𝑃𝑐 + 𝐹𝑃𝑐 )
𝑐=1

(3)

𝑐=1

The recall score, on the other hand sums the true positives
across all classes, and divides by the sum of true positives
and false negatives across all classes, as shown in Eq. 4.
𝐶

𝐶

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = ∑ 𝑇 𝑃𝑐 / ∑ (𝑇 𝑃𝑐 + 𝐹𝑁𝑐 )
𝑐=1

(4)

𝑐=1

The F1 score is the harmonic mean of both the precision
and recall score. The balanced accuracy score in multi-class

Figure 4: Normalized confusion matrix.
classification cases is introduced to deal with imbalanced
datasets. This is true in this case as some reflections are
represented more than others. The balanced accuracy score
is the average of recall obtained on each class. Table 1 shows
a comparison between these classifiers. Across all performance metrics, the nearest neighbor algorithm was found to
perform better than the other two algorithms.
Table 1: ML Classifier Comparison
Classifier

Nearest
Neighbor

Random
Forest

Decision
Tree

Precision score
Recall score
F1 score
Bal. Accuracy

0.81
0.83
0.79
0.87

0.78
0.75
0.74
0.84

0.74
0.73
0.71
0.82

DISCUSSION AND PROSPECTS
In this work, we proposed a method for determining the
absolute photon energy based on the identification of crystal
reflections. Crystal reflections are first scanned at different
pitch angles using the spectrometer, and the image obtained
is binarized. With a 68 % extraction rate and a very low
false positive rate, lines with a high intensity and good contrast from the background can be detected using the Hough
Transform method. A ML classifier then compares a preset
measurement model and the extracted lines and identifies the
reflections based on different line properties. The confusion
matrix in Fig. 4 shows which reflections were successfully
identified, with most errors noted in cases where multiple
parallel lines occur close to each other (for example classifying [1, -1, -1] as [1, -1, 1]). Improvements in the future
can be made in extracting more information from the raw
images by trying different image processing techniques.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A VIRTUAL DIAGNOSTIC FOR ESTIMATING KEY
BEAM DESCRIPTORS
K. R. L. Baker∗ , I. D. Finch, S. Lawrie, A. Saoulis,
ISIS Neutron and Muon Source, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, U.K.
S. Basak, J. Cha, J. Thiyagalingam
Scientific Machine Learning, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, U.K.
Abstract
Real-time beam descriptive data such as emittance, envelope and loss, are central to accelerator operations, including
online diagnostics, maintenance and beam quality control.
However, these cannot always be obtained without disrupting user runs. Physics-based simulations, such as particle
tracking codes, can be leveraged to provide estimates of
these beam descriptors. However, such simulation-based
methods are computationally intensive requiring access to
high performance computing facilities, and hence, they are
often non-realistic for real-time purposes. The proposed
work explores the feasibility of using machine learning to
replace these simulations with fast-executing inference models based on surrogate modelling. The approach is intended
to provide the operators with estimates of key beam properties in real time. Bayesian optimisation is used to generate
a synthetic dataset to ensure the input space is efficiently
sampled and representative of operating conditions. This is
used to train a surrogate model to predict beam envelope,
emittance and loss. The methodology is applied to the ISIS
MEBT as a case study to evaluate the performance of the
surrogate model.

INTRODUCTION
An ultimate goal at accelerator facilities is to produce a
high quality, efficient and reliable beam. However, due to
the quantity and complexity of the systems involved, significant operator intervention is required to maximise these
objectives. If key beam descriptors such as the envelope,
emittance, bunch length and beam loss levels are known, it
is easier for operators to identify and rectify the cause of
a problem to restore the machine back to optimum performance levels. In reality, accessing these descriptors can be
difficult for a variety of reasons. The measurements may be
physically impossible to take, require disruptive measurements to the beam which would result in user down-time
or there may be limited space available for the necessary
diagnostic equipment.
Physics simulations can be used to estimate these beam parameters given a set of control parameters. Their dependence
on fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) makes them impractical
for use in real-time applications as a single simulation can
take on the order of days to complete.
A possible solution is to make use of data-driven techniques such as machine learning to replicate these expensive
∗
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calculations at much shorter timescales. These models can
then be linked into control systems to produce real-time
estimates for key beam descriptors to allow operators to
diagnose and respond to problems more accurately.
For the purpose of this study, we take the new Medium
Energy Beam Transport (MEBT), to be installed in the ISIS
linear accelerator [1] as part of an ongoing upgrade [2] , as a
case study. As ISIS has evolved organically over time [3], the
physical space available for the MEBT is limited; even more
so for additional diagnostic equipment. It is therefore an
ideal candidate to test the practicality of a surrogate model.

DATA GENERATION
For a virtual diagnostic to be useful, the input space used
to train the machine learning model must be comparable
to that seen during operation. We therefore define the controllable parameters in the MEBT (cavity and quadrupole
strengths) as Gaussian variables from which we can sample
to generate the input space. The mean of each Gaussian is
the optimum setting found during the MEBT’s design phase,
while the standard deviation is calculated using a minimum
and maximum operating range that is assumed to represent
95% of the data.
Parameters over which the machine operators have no
control, such as the incoming beam position, emittance and
beam current are defined as uniform random variables that
can take any value between a given maximum and minimum.
Combining both sets of inputs results in 17 different input
features for the machine learning model.
Randomly combining accelerator machine settings will
inevitably lead to unfavourable combinations which lead
to losses well above the permitted operational levels. To
circumvent this issue we intelligently sample the input space
using a Bayesian optimisation to select combinations of
inputs that would result in low losses that reflect expected
operating conditions more accurately. As running each new
set of inputs selected by the Bayesian optimisation loop is
embarrassingly parallel, we were able to generate a data set
of 2136 simulations using the lume-astra [4] Python interface
to Astra [5] by utilising multiple CPUs.

DATA PROCESSING
Each simulation used a different combination of 17 scalar
input parameters and produces spatial 200 length arrays
of the emittance (𝜖 𝑥 𝑦𝑧 ), transverse envelope (𝜎𝑥 𝑦 ), bunch
length (𝜎𝑧 ), longitudinal energy spread (Δ𝐸) and loss along
the length of the MEBT.
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For simplicity, the arrays were converted to scalar values
by reassigning the distance along the MEBT (the z-value) as
one of the inputs, a similar approach to that used by Pestourie
et al [6] to reduce the complexity and dimensionality of the
problem. Applying this transformation allows us to apply
traditional data processing techniques for regression problems to our data, such as logging, clipping and z-scaling, as
well as expand the number of machine learning architectures
that could be used. This generated a data set of 18 input
values and 6 scalar output values for each of the 200 z-values
along the length of the MEBT, multiplying the size of the
2136 simulation data set by 200.
After the first models were developed using this data set,
it was noticed that increasing the last quadrupole strength
towards the exit of the MEBT would result in the beam
distribution changing near the entrance, a non-physical result.
We diagnosed this as correlations the model was learning
between inputs, potentially introduced by the active learning
process used to generate the data set. To mitigate this effect
we masked the downstream inputs for any given z-value by
setting their value to the mean of the data set.

SURROGATE MODEL
The virtual diagnostic used a simple feed forward neural
network architecture, consisting of a model with 4 branches,
one for each beam ‘descriptor’. Each branch contained 5
layers of 128 nodes followed by 1 layer with 16 nodes and a
final output layer of 1 or 2 nodes depending on the number
of outputs in a given group of descriptors. Each of the
layers was separated by a Dropout layer with a rate of 0.1
for regularisation [7], as well as a Batch Normalisation layer.
The output of each of these branches is concatenated to form
the final output layer of the surrogate.
TensorFlow[8] and Keras [9] implementations were used.
Training minimised the mean squared error over a maximum of 300 epochs using early stopping and a scheduled
decreasing learning rate with the Adam [10] optimiser.
A baseline model that predicted the mean value for each
output at each z-position achieved a mean squared error of
0.991 on the validation set which consisted of 25% of the
total data set. Our surrogate was able to achieve an error of
0.0275. Predictions for a single simulation (200 data points)
could be generated in 39.6 ± 0.9 ms on a i7-10750H CPU.
In our experience it took native Astra 1 day to complete
the same simulation meaning we are able to achieve a time
improvement of more than 6 orders of magnitude.
Table 1: 𝑅2 values computed from the predicted and true
values for each of the model’s seven outputs
Loss

𝜎𝑥

𝜎𝑦

𝜖𝑥

𝜖𝑦

ΔE

𝜎𝑧

0.965

0.995

0.988

0.953

0.920

0.995

0.997

Table 1 shows the results of the model across each of the
outputs. It is evident that the model is able to predict 𝜎𝑥 𝑦𝑧
and ΔE to high level of accuracy, but struggles with 𝜖 𝑥 𝑦
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Figure 1: Example output of the virtual diagnostic, predicting the beam loss and 𝜎𝑥 . True output is indicated by the
blue line, while model predictions are given by the orange
line.
and the loss. Figure 1 illustrates the difference in prediction
between the loss and the envelope.
Clearly, surrogate modelling provides a feasible alternative to physics simulations for predicting beam descriptors
in real time. However, beam behaviour in the live machine
can vary significantly from simulations. In order to evaluate
the true efficacy of the virtual diagnostic, it needs to be integrated into the control system and validated against live
data. This will not be possible until the MEBT is installed
on the ISIS Linac, but will form the basis of future work.

UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION (UQ)
Both accuracy and model uncertainty are of key importance in delivering a useful virtual diagnostic for operators,
particularly when using it to inform a decision making process. Although Bayesian Neural Networks and Gaussian Processes are considered the gold standard in uncertainty quantification, the size of our data set (approximately 320,000
training points) made it impractical to apply these methods
using the computing resources we had available. Instead,
alternatives were evaluated, which consisted of an ensemble
model [11, 12], a dropout model [13], a quantile regression
model [14] and a variance model [15]. In each case, the same
architecture as that of the basic surrogate model was used.
Each technique was evaluated against standard UQ metrics
such as sharpness, dispersion and calibration and negative
log likelihood (NLL) , as outlined in Tran et al. [16] to determine if any of these methods could sufficiently represent the
trustworthiness of our virtual diagnostic.
On first inspection, the results in Table 2 look promising
across all of the models except for the variance model, which
was the only model to predict the mean and variance in one
shot. This suggests that the basic surrogate’s architecture was
not sufficient for this model to be able to learn a generalised
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Table 2: Key metrics for evaluating a model’s ability to quantify its own uncertainty
Model

𝑅2

RMSE

Sharpness

Dispersion

NLL

Time (s) (1 CPU)

Ensemble
. Variance
Dropout
Quantile

0.976
0.923
0.971
0.964

0.159
0.286
0.174
0.197

0.051
0.100
0.053
0.192

0.051
0.211
0.044
0.264

9.70e5
2.17e6
1.61e6
6.27e5

29.868
5.522
29.817
19.949

Figure 2: Comparison of UQ metrics for the A) ensemble and B) quantile regression models. Blue lines indicate the beam
loss while orange lines represent 𝜎𝑥 . Error bars in the parity plots indicate the 95% confidence interval predicted by the
model. The solid line in the central plots represents the sharpness while the dotted line represents the dispersion of the data.
representation of the data as well as the other models, which
is reflected in its poor accuracy r esults. However, it showed
promise particularly in its execution times compared to other
models (which rely on repeat executions), so future work
will consist of optimising this architecture to reduce the
overfitting seen during training.
Meanwhile, the ensemble, dropout and quantile regression models are all able to predict the outputs to a similar
level of accuracy as the model without UQ. As all models
struggle to represent the beam loss and emittances accurately,
comparison of the uncertainty quantification is redundant as
the prediction itself is inaccurate. This is illustrated by the
parity plots of the loss in Figs. 2A and 2B.
Although the low sharpness values across all of the models
look promising initially, closer examination of Fig. 2A and
B shows this is a result of poor calibration. The ensemble
and dropout models are highly overconfident, indicated by
a line falling below the ideal on the right hand side of the
calibration plot in Fig. 2A. In practice, operators should not
trust the model’s assessment of its own confidence, as the
uncertainty in the model is in fact higher than is portrayed. In
contrast, the quantile model suffers from under confidence,
as shown by its calibration curve falling below the ideal line
on the left hand side. Practically, this would be illustrated
by a broad 95% confidence interval around the predictions
which, if seen regularly, would cause operators to disregard
the model’s output.

These results tell us that while the models are capable
of being used as a virtual diagnostic to predict the beam
descriptors, we are not yet confident enough to deploy any
of the uncertainty quantification methods in practice. Investigation into recalibration [17] may provide a solution to our
calibration issues in future.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The present work has illustrated that surrogate modelling
is a viable alternative to physics simulations for providing estimates of key beam descriptors in real time to a high degree
of accuracy. However, none of the uncertainty quantification techniques explored within the work are suitable for use
by the operators. Subsequent work will involve validating
the efficacy of the virtual diagnostic with live machine data
once the MEBT is installed and investigating alternative UQ
techniques.
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Abstract
THz radiation has many applications, including medical
physics, pump-probe experiments, communications, and security systems. Dielectric grating structures can be used
to generate cost-effective THz radiation, synchronous to
a relativistic beam based on the Smith-Purcell effect. We
present a 3D simulation study for the THz radiation emitted
from an inverse-designed grating structure after a 3 GeV
electron bunch traverses through it. Our farfield simulation results show a narrowband emission spectrum centred
around 881 μm, close to the designed value of 900 μm. The
grating structure was experimentally tested at the SwissFEL
facility, and our simulated spectrum shows good agreement
with the observed one.

skipping the hardships of brute force optimization. Inverse
design is such an approach which can be used to devise
photonic structures by searching a much broader space of
fabricable devices.
Here we present the 3D simulation study of the THz radiation from such a structure designed using the inverse design
algorithm [12] and present the comparison with the experimental observation. The structure which we used for investigating the THz radiation was designed using the inverse
design method. The optimization process was performed
for a single unit cell in a 2D finite-differences frequencydomain simulation (FDFD). Periodic boundary conditions
were applied in the direction of electron bunch propagation

INTRODUCTION
THz radiation sources are extremely useful in electron
acceleration [1–3], wireless communication [4], material
and biomedical sciences [5, 6]. The wavelength of this
radiation lies between the microwave and infrared regime
of the electromagnetic spectrum. Several methods such
as optical rectification [7, 8], vacuum tubes and integrated
circuits [9, 10] have been used to generate THz radiation.
Among these, the Smith-Purcell effect is a cost-effective and
compact alternative [11]. Being a precursor of a free electron
laser (FEL), this effect is the radiation of light when charged
particles pass along periodic metallic or dielectric grating
structures. For an electron bunch with relativistic velocity
ratio 𝛽, the wavelength 𝜆 and direction of emitted radiation
𝜃 is related to the grating periodicity 𝑎 by the following
Smith-Purcell equation
𝜆=

𝑎 1
( − cos 𝜃) ,
𝑛 𝛽

(1)

where 𝑛 is the order of the harmonic mode.
Recent advances in computational optimization have
paved the way for designing the optical structures algorithmically, purely based on the desired performance and thus
∗
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Figure 1: The dielectric grating structure optimized by inverse design approach (top view). Full 3D structure with the
base which was experimentally tested in the SwissFEL [13]
laboratory and used in 3D time domain simulation. The
electron bunch travelled along the grating periodicity direction and the THz radiation was obtained in its perpendicular
direction (inset) [14].
and to imitate free space, perfectly matched layers were used.
The design was aimed for narrowband THz radiation from
ultrarelativistic electrons. In contrast to the conventional
metallic gratings for Smith-Purcell radiation, a dielectric
structure was used as it has a 1-2 order of magnitude higher
damage threshold than metals [15]. The 3D version of the
optimized structure is shown in the Fig. 1. The structure was
scaled to have a length of 45 mm and a height of 6 mm and
fabricated by a 3D printer using stereolithography (SLA)
technique. For the dielectric material, Formlabs high temTUPOST049
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perature resin was used as it was highly compatible with
vacuum after curing at 250∘ C [16] .

3D TIME DOMAIN SIMULATION
The full 3D time-domain simulations for obtaining the
THz radiation spectrum was performed in CST Studio
suite [17]. The electron bunch parameters are given in the
Table 1.
Table 1: Electron Bunch Parameters
Bunch Parameters

Value

Energy
Transverse width
Longitudinal width
Cutoff length

3 GeV
0.1 mm
0.2 mm
0.4 mm

Due to the extensive computational resource requirement for
smaller mesh cell resolutions, the simulation was performed
for a longer in time electron bunch than it was used in the
experiments. Regardless, this approximation would provide
a realistic spectrum for the emitted radiation as the bunch
length is still significantly shorter than the targeted central
wavelength. Figure 2 shows the simulated time dependent
electric field at a probe placed 200 mm far from the grating
structures and at 𝜃 = 90∘ (angle convention from the Fig. 1).
The periodic oscillations with multiple frequencies would be
the reason of several peaks in the frequency domain (Fourier
plane).

Figure 2: Time-dependent electric field at a far distance
(200 mm) from the dielectric structure.
Figure 3 shows the electromagnetic spectrum obtained
in CST using its inbuilt farfield monitor at multiple THz
frequencies with a wide angular dependence. The radiation
is peaked at an angle ≈ 90∘ and at a frequency of 0.34 THz.
Figure 4 shows the strong agreement between the theoretical
Smith-Purcell radiation peaks (orange) and the simulated
spectrum (blue).
To ensure the usage of sufficient resolution, mesh cell
convergence study was performed for the time-domain simulations. This study suggested that a hexahedral type mesh
cell having 15 𝜇m of minimum size was enough for accurate
results.

COMPARISON OF SIMULATION WITH
MEASUREMENT
The grating structure was installed in the ACHIP chamber
of the SwissFEL laboratory. A Michelson interferometer
TUPOST049
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Figure 3: THz radiation spectrum as a function of emission
angle obtained by doing a frequency scan at the farfield
monitor in CST.

Figure 4: Validation of the THz peaks emitted at different
angles from the CST simulation versus the analytical SmithPurcell equation.
was designed for autocorrelation measurements. A 3.2 GeV
electron bunch was sent through the grating structure. The
emitted radiation was focused through a lens and then passed
through the interferometer before being measured at a detector.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of simulated and the measured electromagnetic spectra. Black curve shows the spectrum measured at SwissFEL laboratory. The green curve
is the 3D time-domain simulation in CST and the orange
curve is a 3D frequency-domain simulation in COMSOL.
The grey color window is the detector’s angular acceptance
window. The frequency domain spectra is quite narrow compared to the measured one. This is because this simulation
considers periodic boundary conditions and the simulation
is performed for a single grating period. This suggests that
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the structure theoretically can emit more narrowband radiation, which could be achieved by increasing the number
of grating periods. The time domain simulation matches
well with the measured spectra and both are approximately
peaked at 881μm. The driving bunch charge was scanned
to verify the coherence scaling of energy with the bunch
charge.

Figure 5: Measured and simulated emission spectrum.
Black curve is experimental, orange and green curves are
frequency-domain and time-domain simulations [14].

CONCLUSION
We have presented the 3D time-domain simulation study
for obtaining THz radiation from an inverse-designed grating structure and presented its comparison with frequencydomain simulations and the measured spectra. The method
and the results would have potential applications in future
pump-probe experiments and in designing tunable light
sources. This kind of design method can provide narrowband
and coherent THz radiation at arbitrary wavelengths which
would be extremely hard to generate through conventional
sources. There is a slight mismatch between the broadness
of the time domain spectra and the measured one, and it
occurs because of limitations of resolution in both measurements and experiments, which can be surely improved. The
structure was fabricated at a resolution of 140 μm, which can
be enhanced by present micro/nano lithography techniques.
The inverse design was performed for a 2D grating structure
and in principle can be developed for 3D optimization. The
resolution of the time-domain simulation can be improved
by greater computational resources.
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LIVERPOOL CENTRE FOR DOCTORAL TRAINING FOR
INNOVATION IN DATA INTENSIVE SCIENCE*
C. P. Welsch†, University of Liverpool/Cockcroft Institute, UK
Abstract
The Liverpool center for doctoral training for innovation
in data intensive science (LIV.INNO) is an inclusive hub
for training three cohorts of students in data intensive science. Starting in October 2022, each year will train about
12 PhD students in applying data skills to address cutting
edge research challenges across astrophysics, nuclear, theoretical and particle physics, as well as accelerator science.
This framework is expected to provide an ideal basis for
driving science and innovation, as well as boosting the employability of the LIV.INNO PhD students.
This paper gives examples of the accelerator science
R&D projects in the center. It includes details about research into the optimization of 3D imaging techniques and
the characterization of photocathodes for accelerator applications.

INTRODUCTION
Analysis and manipulation of Big Data has long been a
specialty of researchers in STFC-funded research areas.
The new Center for Doctoral Training (CDT) LIV.INNO
will provide training for three cohorts of PhD students
through an interdisciplinary approach [1]. At the University of Liverpool (ULIV) and Liverpool John Moores University (LJMU), we have an outstanding track record in the
design, construction and operation of scientific instruments
and the science they enable. This had led to strong links
with many research laboratories and industry partners. The
CDT will capitalize on the wider research and training activities at both partner universities where data science is an
identified priority research theme. Amongst others, the
CDT will benefit from a range of existing initiatives, such
as the Virtual Engineering Centre (VEC), the strategic partnership between UoL and STFC Daresbury, as well as the
new £12M Digital Innovation Facility (DIF) .
Liverpool researchers have an excellent track record in
delivering science for STFC: At UoL the accelerator science group based at the Cockcroft Institute, particle physics and nuclear physics groups have the highest rate of
STFC funding per academic in the UK, attracting more
than £70M of funding from STFC over the past decade.
Our Physics department has designed, built and contributed detectors to many particle and nuclear physics experiments, including ATLAS, LHCb and ALICE at the LHC,
g-2, T2K, SNO+, proto-DUNE, LZ, AGATA, NuSTAR,
AWAKE, HLLHC and R3B. The data analysis on these detectors and many running experiments and those that have
recently completed data taking is aided by more than 100
____________________________________________
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PhD students. The very large data volumes from these experiments has given staff and PhD students expertise in
data handling, data reduction techniques and the management of systematic uncertainties in these very large-scale
analysis tasks. We have also developed code to run on nontraditional processor architectures, the integrated data acquisition, trigger and data compression required for
readout systems and simulation of all of the expected and
some of the possible physics processes the detectors will
be sensitive to. Research will be complemented by the
strong involvement of our Mathematics and Computer Science departments which contribute additional skills and
important links with external partners. The 14-strong
STFC-supported Theoretical Physics group in MS access
national high-performance computing (HPC) facilities
such as DiRAC to perform lattice field theory simulations
for particle, nuclear and condensed matter physics, and employ machine learning techniques for complex problems
such as the classification of string theory vacua.
We are very experienced as coordinator of large-scale
postgraduate training initiatives, having coordinated training networks worth more than 20M€ for almost 100 Marie
Curie Fellows across physics, engineering and life sciences. We have also hosted THE very successful STFC
CDT LIV.DAT with LJMU between 2017 and 2020 with
around 40 PhD students trained in recent years [2]. These
initiatives have driven inclusivity and equality of opportunity: In our OMA network [3], 47% of the Fellows were
female, in our CDT LIV.DAT, our students acted as ambassadors for the national IOP Bell Burnell fund to improve
diversity in physics [4], and the LIV.INNO Director was
one out of only five (and the only male) invited representatives within the 2021 UK country delegation at the International Conference on Women in Physics (ICWIP) where
he presented Liverpool EDI initiatives [5] and an update on
progress made in the UK [6].
The Astrophysics Research Institute (ARI) of LJMU
consists of 55 academic, technical, admin and research
staff and more than 40 research students. ARI carries out
fundamental research across a wide area of the STFC priority astronomy areas: galaxy evolution, numerical simulations of galaxy formation, star formation and stellar evolution, time domain astrophysics and astronomical instrumentation. ARI research connects well to Big Data, e.g. execution and analysis of massively-parallel numerical simulations of cosmic structure formation, and in time-domain
astrophysics covering gamma-ray bursts, super luminous
supernovae, and potential electromagnetic counterparts to
gravitational wave sources. Central to the ARI’s time domain activities is the Liverpool Telescope, the world’s largest fully robotic telescope, located on La Palma in the Canary Islands, owned and operated by LJMU and nationally
funded by STFC.
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RESEARCH
Managing, analyzing and interpreting large, complex
datasets and high rates of data flow is a growing challenge
for many areas of science and industry. Recent years have
witnessed a dramatic increase of data in many fields of
science and engineering , due to the advancement of
sensors, mobile devices, biotechnology, digital
communication and internet applications. Very little
targeted training is provided internationally, and in the UK
in particular, to address a growing skills gap in this area.
LIV.INNO provides a comprehensive training programme
to its three student cohorts to address this problem. The
focus of the centre is on addressing the data challenges
presented by research in astronomy, nuclear, theoretical,
particle and accelerator physics. R&D is structured across
the following 3 main work packages: Monte Carlo methods
and High Performance Computing, Artificial Intelligence
and Machine Learning, and Data Analysis. Detailed R&D
plans, including student placements were agreed at the
project start and supervisory teams identified so that
student can be recruited right after project start.
• Monte Carlo (MC) methods and HPC are powerful
tools for everything from modelling the birth and evolution of the universe to performing the numerical integrals needed to calculate cross sections for particle interactions;
• Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning
(ML). Optimization techniques that can exploit deep
structures and race-tuned implementation of Deep
Learning on GPUs have resulted in pervasive and successful application of ML across the Big Data arena;
our researchers are at the forefront of this research;
• Data Analysis. Projects will have students working on
both STFC core physics topics and to expand the skills
into wider applications. This will connect their work to
the R&D basis generated in WP2 and expand it to the
problem of combining data from different sources and
providing an efficient analysis in view of the research
goals.
All work packages are highly relevant for accelerator
science. Beam control and manipulation, beam dynamics
studies and detailed analysis of beam diagnostics output
data all directly benefit performance enhancements. This is
true for linear and circular machines, as well as for various
particle species and beam energies, i.e the results within
LIV.INNO are highly relevant for a large number of projects within accelerator science. In the following, examples
of two specific accelerator R&D projects are given.

Optimization of 3D X-ray Imaging Systems
Digital tomosynthesis (DT) allows 3D imaging by using
a ~30° range of projections instead of a full circle as in
computed tomography (CT). The technique promises patient doses ~10 times lower than CT and similar to 2D radiography, with a diagnostic ability that is significantly better than 2D radiography and similar to that of CT. In addition, cold-cathode field emission technology allows the integration of tens of X-ray sources into source arrays that

are smaller and lighter than conventional X-ray tubes. The
distributed source positions avoid the need for source
movements and company Adaptix Ltd has demonstrated
stationary 3D imaging with this technology in dentistry, orthopaedics, veterinary medicine and non-destructive testing applications.
One project in LIV.INNO that will start later in 2022 will
focus on upgrading this cutting edge technology to specifications suited for chest DT. This will include computer
aided design studies into a system with a number of source
arrays, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Multi-FPS DT systems designed by Ipioni and
drawn in FreeCAD. White boxes: FPSs, purple cones: Xray beams, transparent box: phantom, blue box: FPD.
Chest DT systems commonly operate at 120 kV, but lowering the accelerating voltage to around 90 kV could produce similar image quality at a fixed effective dose or even
fixed emitted photon flux [7, 8]. Therefore, upgrading
Adaptix’ portable, compact DT systems to 90 kV could
bring cheaper, lower dose chest 3D X-ray imaging to
smaller clinics and patients’ bedside.
Initial Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of this upgrade
have already been carried out, involving the development
of Ipioni, a software for computer-aided designs (CAD) of
multi-FPS DT systems necessary for covering the larger
volume of the chest, see Fig. 1. FLUKA [9] simulations
were provided the necessary background information on a
single monochromatic electron pencil beam of various energies incident perpendicularly on an infinitely wide, 20
μm thick X-ray target of undisclosed material. This revealed optimized combinations of accelerating voltage and
target thickness with high photon yield [10].
A LIV.INNO student will further optimize the imager
technology through Monte Carlo studies and experimental
campaigns involving both, movable X-Ray sources and
cold cathode arrays.

Characterization of Photocathodes
The search for high-performance photocathodes is a priority in the field of particle accelerators. Characterization
measurements for four Caesium Telluride photocathodes
synthesized at CERN were recently carried out and are presented in detail elsewhere at this conference [11]. The
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photocathodes were transported under ultra-high vacuum
and analyzed at STFC Daresbury Laboratory, using ASTeC's Multiprobe for surface characterization via XPS and
STM, and the Transverse Energy Spread Spectrometer
(TESS) [12] for Mean Transverse Energy measurements.

Figure 2: Comparison between extracted MTE values and
estimated relative QE values based on known gain parameters and optical power for the CsTe P6 cathode at illumination wavelengths of 236 nm - 436 nm at both room and
cryogenic temperatures.
Figure 2 shows the calculated relative Quantum Efficiency
for one of the photocathodes which generally declines as
the illumination wavelength increases. Future studies will
focus on the detailed modelling and experimental verification of the emission characteristics of various cathode materials. The intention is to identify the optimum materials
and preparation techniques to achieve the highest levels of
electron beam brightness, with the lowest intrinsic emittance and the longest operational lifetime. The project will
also continue the development, optimization and exploitation of TESS for the characterization of novel photocathode electron source materials.

TRAINING
The projects within LIV.INNO are very demanding in their
own right - in combination within each student cohort and
across all three cohorts, they will allow our students to
tackle some of the big challenges in using Data Science to
advance STFC science and drive innovation with identified
partners. The training is designed to provide skills that
boost the employability of the center’s students:
• Focused research skills and techniques through cutting edge R&D projects;
• Broader scientific experience via realization of placements and participation in workshops and Schools, including interdisciplinary exposure;
• Research project management, communication and
presentation skills via a complementary skills School
in the first year, supported by Fistral. Outreach activities will be completed by the students and communicated internationally using the established communication channels of ULIV and LJMU.
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•

Understanding of the benefits of an inclusive environment, by integrating Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) in all aspects of the CDT.
• Interpersonal skills, accepting responsibility, working in teams, networking will be developed through
project work, a student-organized charity event, and involvement in events open also to external delegates,
such as the CUWIP 2023 which will be hosted in Liverpool and an LIV.INNO outreach Symposium at the
ACC in 2024. This will encourage networking and ongoing development of relations to complement conference participation encouraged in the wider community.
• Awareness of private sector constraints and
knowledge of Intellectual Property (IP) rights and
management via industrial mentors and secondments,
close collaboration with and coaching by the Business
Development Manager (BDM) based in UoL Physics,
complemented by training through IPR helpdesk webinars.
• Career management, CV writing, interview techniques, proposal preparation and entrepreneurship
will be covered in an advanced researcher skills School
in the final year and through commercialization mentoring by supervisory teams.
LIV.INNO’s training program has been developed to create future leaders in data intensive science, with a focus on
three scientific areas. The CDT’s students will undertake
training on a cohort basis, with the opportunity to personalize their program. They will complete a four-year program which includes the award of a PGCert in Big Data
after completion of 120 credits in year 1. The program will
be delivered by academic staff from both partner universities and supported by external partners, potential employers and users in Data Science. In years 2-4, students will
continue to develop skills and expertise in response to their
Development Needs Analysis (DNA), whilst engaging
with the various international events organized by the
CDT. This will include placements at identified businesses
and research institutions in areas that fall outside the core
of their PhD to broaden their skills and enhance their employability, and to apply STFC data skills to help address
real-world challenges. The kickoff meeting of the new center [13] attracted more than 100 experts in May 2022 and
also saw the official launch of the LIV.INNO video [14].

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The LIV.INNO CDT will start in October 2022 with a
first cohort of around a dozen PhD students. They will
carry out interdisciplinary research across three scientific
work packages, all related to Data Intensive Science. Research plans were illustrated on the example of two projects focusing on accelerator science R&D and a brief overview of the training program was also given. The center
benefits from outstanding research partnerships in the UK
and abroad and has attracted high interest from research
organizations and businesses from its launch.
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USING DATA INTENSIVE SCIENCE FOR
ACCELERATOR OPTIMIZATION*
C. P. Welsch†, University of Liverpool/Cockcroft Institute, UK
Abstract
Particle accelerators and light sources are some of the
largest, most data intensive, and most complex scientific
systems. The connections and relations between machine
subsystems are complicated and often nonlinear with system dynamics involving large parameter spaces that evolve
over multiple relevant time scales and accelerator systems.
In 2017, the Liverpool Centre for Doctoral Training in Data
Intensive Science (LIV.DAT) was established. With almost
40 PhD students, the centre is now established as an international hub for training PhD students in data intensive science. This paper presents results from studies carried out
in LIV.DAT into novel high gradient accelerators with a focus on the data science techniques that were used. This includes studies into inverse-designed narrowband THz radiators for ultra-relativistic electrons, simulation of the transverse asymmetry and inhomogeneity on seeded self-modulation of beams in plasma, as well as studies into the physical aspects of collinear laser injection in Trojan Horse laser plasma experiments.

INTRODUCTION
In 2017 LIV.DAT, the Liverpool Centre for Doctoral
Training in Data intensive science was established.
LIV.DAT has quickly established itself as a center of excellence in data science, across a significant part of STFC research, including nuclear, particle and astrophysics, as well
as accelerator science. The center also acts as a model for
training cohorts of student in Data Intensive Science and
currently trains 36 PhD students [1].
Recent years have witnessed a dramatic increase of data
in many fields of science and engineering, due to the advancement of sensors, mobile devices, biotechnology, digital communication and internet applications. Very little
targeted training is provided internationally to address a
growing skills gap in this area. LIV.DAT provides a comprehensive training program to its students to close this
skills gap through a cutting-edge research program.

• High Performance Computing (HPC) and Machine
Learning (ML) using computing clusters to simulate
cutting edge physics and engineering problems that
cannot be dealt with on desktop computers;
• Data Analysis across the entire spectrum of physics research.
All three work packages are highly relevant for accelerator science R&D. In the following, selected research highlights from studies that are presented at this year’s IPAC
conference are given.

Inverse-Designed Narrowband THz Radiators
for Ultra-relativistic Electrons
THz radiation sources are extremely useful for a wide
range of applications and a number of methods [2-4] have
been used to generate this radiation with lies between the
microwave and infrared spectrum. Amongst these methods, the Smith Purcell effect has proven to provide a cost
effective and compact solution [5].
Recent advances in computational design and optimization have paved the way for designing the underpinning
optical structures algorithmically and thus allowing computer-guided structure optimization. LIV.DAT student
Gyanendra Yadav has successfully carried out 3D-simulation studies into the generation of THz radiation from
structures designed using the inverse function algorithm
[6]. These have formed an important contribution to experiments demonstrating the capabilities of such radiators [7].

SELECTED RESEARCH RESULTS
The focus of the LIV.DAT center is on addressing cutting-edge research challenges by using state-of-the-art data
science techniques across three scientific work packages:
• Monte Carlo (MC) methods as tools to address a wide
range of physics problems, from the dynamic behaviour of galaxies, cross sections in specific particle interactions to dose delivery planning in ion beam therapy;
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Measured and simulated emission spectrum. The
black curve shows experimental data, whilst the orange and
green curves show results from frequency domain and time
domain simulations, respectively [7].
Full 3D time domain simulations for obtaining the resulting THz radiation spectrum were performed in the established simulation code CST Studio [8]. Figure 1 shows
the resulting electromagnetic spectrum as obtained in CST
Studio in direct comparison with experimental data and
frequency domain simulations. It can be seen that an
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excellent agreement overall was found with a radiation
peak at 90 degrees and at a frequency of 0.34 THz.
The method and results have excellent potential for application in future pump-probe experiments and in designing tuneable light sources. It shows a pathway towards narrowband and coherent THz radiation sources at arbitrary
wavelength which would be extremely hard to generate
through conventional sources.

Transverse Asymmetry and Inhomogeneity on
Seeded Self-Modulation of Beams in Plasma
The Advanced Wakefield Experiment (AWAKE) in 2016
became the first every proton-beam-driven plasma wakefield acceleration (PWFA) experiment [9-11]. Protonbeam-driven PWFA (PDPWFA) works by driving an electrostatic Langmuir wave in a plasma channel, using a relativistic beam of charged particles. The electromagnetic
fields of the proton beam leads to transverse attraction of
plasma electrons towards the beam’s propagation axis, setting up an oscillation. The finite speed of the beam hence
sets up a series of high and low electron density regions
near the axis in its wake, at a characteristic ‘plasma wavelength’, between which the longitudinal electric field can
reach up to 50 GV/m - three orders of magnitude higher
than a conventional RF accelerator. A relativistic witness
beam injected at the right position into this wakefield can,
in principle, continuously gain energy from the plasma
wakefield. Using the SPS proton beam as a driver as in
AWAKE allows limitations on acceleration length due to
energy depletion as with an electron beam driver to be
overcome. The stability of particle bunches undergoing
seeded selfmodulation (SSM) over tens or hundreds of meters is crucial to the generation of GV/m wakefields that
can accelerate electron beams. LIV.DAT student Aravinda
Perera used 3D particle-in-cell simulations in QuickPIC
[12] and compared the results to an analytical model of
seeded self-modulation (SSM) of elliptical beam envelopes
using linear wakefield theory [13]. The extracted scaling
law shows good agreement of power-law scaling, see
Fig. 2. The coefficient of the fitted curve is slightly higher
than in the model, likely due to simplifying assumptions
made for the radial profile.

Collinear Laser Injection at the FACET-II E-310
Trojan Horse Experiment
The Facility for Advanced Accelerator Experimental
Tests (FACET-II) is a test accelerator infrastructure at
SLAC dedicated to the research and development of advanced accelerator technologies. LIV.DAT student Monika
Yadav and co-workers performed simulations of electron
beam driven wakefields, with collinear lasers used for ionization injection of electrons [14]. Using the fully relativistic 3D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation code OSIRIS
[15], they ran simulations of the E-310 experiment, using
the parameters expected at FACET-II. The longitudinal
electric field inside the bubble is shown in Fig. 3. The peak
accelerating field in the bubble of 40 GV/m can clearly be
seen. The magnitude of the radial fields are dependent on
the beam and are highly sensitive to betatron oscillations
and current fluctuations. The electric fields at the wake vertex and drive should be lower than the ionization threshold
of the HIT gas to ensure that there is no uncontrolled injection which could degrade the beam quality.

Figure 3: On-axis longitudinal wakefield evolution of the
blowout when propagating through the pre-ionized plasma
channel [14].
As the wavelength of the betatron radiation is significantly smaller than the scale of the PIC simulation, the resulting radiation was calculated by importing the particle
trajectories from the PIC code into a Liénard–Wiechert
code. Because most of the betatron radiation in this experiment will be generated by the drive beam, diagnosing the
witness beam through betatron radiation presents a significant challenge and detailed simulation studies are key to a
full understanding of the underpinning physics processes.

TRAINING

Figure 2: Scaling law for growth rate as a function of beam
aspect ratio, h [13].

The training program in LIV.DAT builds on existing
modules drawn from the University of Liverpool’s MSc in
Big Data Science. All students undertake 45 credits from
this MSc program in their first year, including mandatory
courses on data mining and data analysis.
In addition, the center is offering a wide-ranging training
program in close collaboration with other major training
initiatives. To date, this has included an international
school on Monte Carlo Simulations [16], researcher skills
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training with researchers from the innovative training networks AVA [17] and OMA [18], an HPC training week
hosted by Tech-X in spring 2019, as well as an STFC Summer School on Data Science in 2020 [19]. LIV.DAT has
also co-organized a major Symposium on Accelerators for
Science and Society in summer 2019 with contributions
made by all of its students and talks now available via the
event website [20].
The center has also developed a Massive Open Online
Course (MOOC) on Data Science which took full advantage of Liverpool’s virtual learning environment Canvas. It will form the basis of the core training program for
PhD students in Liverpool’s new STFC Center for Doctoral
Training for Innovation in Data Intensive Science,
LIV.INNO which will start later this year [21]. LIV.DAT
also organizes a monthly seminar that covers wider R&D
in Data Science and this is open to participants from around
the world [22].
Finally, a particularly unique element of the center is that
each student undertakes an industry placement for a minimum duration of six months, working on a topic outside of
their core PhD project. This helps broaden their skills and
expertise and boost their employability.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The LIV.DAT Center for Doctoral Training started in
October 2017 and is currently training 36 PhD students in
data intensive science techniques across a wide range of
fundamental and applied research. The importance of these
techniques for accelerator optimization was highlighted in
this paper on the example of three accelerator science R&D
projects which rely on high performance computing techniques. A brief overview of the broad training program that
the center is offering was also given. The new CDT
LIV.INNO will continue delivering cutting edge data science training to cohorts of students and the wider community for years to come.
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Abstract
The Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) at Michigan State University produced and identified the first rare
isotopes demonstrating the key performance parameter and
completion of the project. An important next step toward
FRIB user operation includes fast tuning of the Front End
(FE) decision parameters to maintain optimal beam optics.
The FE consists of the ion source, charge selection system, LEBT, RFQ, and MEBT. The strong coupling of many
ion source parameters, strong space-charge effects in multicomponent ion beams, and a not well-known neutralization
factor in the beamline from the ion source to the charge selection system make the FE modeling difficult. In this paper,
we present our first effort toward the Machine Learning (ML)
application for automatic control of the beam exiting the FE.

INTRODUCTION
FRIB houses a powerful heavy-ion linear accelerator to
produce wide spectrum of rare isotope species of variety
of charge states [1–3]. Such an unprecedented capability
requires a frequent switch of primary beam ion species followed by optics tuning in FE. Therefore, fast FE beam optics
tunning as well as maintaining the beam quality is crucial
for the mission. We have been successfully utilizing the NelderMead [4] – a simplex method – for automated fast tuning
of FE upon initialization of the beam commissioning. This
optimization algorithm decides the next optimal decision
parameters to be evaluated based only on a few data points
that form a simplex over the decision parameter domain. If
we can exploit all the data points we visited since the start
of the optimization, we may get more sample-efficient1 decision. Furthermore, if the all the historical (or archived)
data from past operations is somewhat consistent2 , we may
able to exploit it to enhance the sample efficiency even more.
In this regard, we develop and test the prior-mean-assisted
Bayesian optimization (pmBO) where the prior model is
trained over the historical (or archived) data. We are also
creating surrogate models of physics simulation of FE for
∗

†
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2
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By “sample efficiency”, we mean a faster optimization in terms of the
number of objective evaluations. This does not necessarily mean a faster
optimization in terms of the wall clock.
Here we mean the consistency of historical (or archived) data in a sense
that the present machine status in terms of the relationship between the
decision parameters and the objective of interest is not very far from most
of the past machine statues (due to machine drift) when the data was
collected.

fast and large data collection purposes so as to realize the
application of pmBO for FE tuning.

PRIOR MEAN ASSISTED BAYESIAN
OPTIMIZATION
The ML methods for the online beam tuning that are
reported until today may be in largely two categories: reinforcement learning (RL) and surrogate model assisted
optimization (SMAO) [5–7]. The Bayesian optimization
(BO) belongs to the latter category. In general, compared
to RL, SMAO is more sample efficient but less robust to
the machine drift, and heavier in numerical complexity [8].
Furthermore, SMAO is, generally, not suitable for continuously tunning due to the assumption of static problems and
the numerical complexity3 . Nevertheless, we find SMAO,
(especially BO) is a good fit for our purpose due to the ability
to incorporate the historical (or archived) data naturally in
terms of the prior model as well as the sample efficiency.
And the numerical complexity problem can be relieved if
optimization converges in a few steps thanks to the good
prior model. Finally, once the optimization converged, we
can use either a pre-trained (off-policy, offline) RL or traditional control algorithms like the Extremum-Seeking for
continuous tunning for adaption to the machine drift [9].
In this section, we present how we model the data reflecting the effect of the machine drift, and exploit the data for
optimization on two test problems: Rosenbrock and Rastrigin functions:
ℜ���� (�1 , �2 , . . . , � � ) =

�−1 
︁

ℜ���� (�1 , �2 , . . . , � � ) =

�−1
︁
�=1

2

+

(1 − �� ) 2
100

��2 − cos (2�� � )
−1
�

(1)

These are commonly used objective functions for benchmarking optimization algorithms. Figure 1 shows them for
the 2-dimensional case.

Historical Data Model
We assume that the system dynamics in terms of the
objective � (·) of interest is fully describable by the decision parameters � �������� , and known � ���� � and unknown
� ������ � environmental parameters except for small noises
� ∼ N (0, 0.01):
� = � (� �������� ; � ���� � , � ������ � ) + �
3

(2)

It involves with the surrogate model training and optimization over the surrogate model or an acquisition function that is a function of the surrogate
model.
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Figure 1: Rosenbrock 2D (left) and Rastrigin 2D (right).
where � is the observed objective. For example, � ��������
may include beam steering magnets, � ���� � may include
magnet settings that are not included in � �������� , and
� ������ � may include unknown injected beam condition,
magnet misalignments, calibrations and etc. This way, we
are modeling the machine drift over time in terms of the
variation of the unknown environmental parameters.
We write the full historical data set by:
D � ��� = {�, � �������� , � ���� � , � ������ � }

(3)

(4)

For test purposes, we generate a hypothetic historical data
by uniform random sampling over the input domain [−2, 2] �
of the Rosenbrock and Rastrigin functions where � is the
dimension of the input domain. And assign decision parameters and known and unknown environmental parameters
over the input domain.

Prior Mean Model
We train a neural-network (NN) �� , where � is the NN
parameters, to represent the prior mean model as a function
of � �������� and � ���� � such that
� = argminE D (�� (� �������� , � ���� � ) − �) 2

(5)

�

To illustrate, we visualize a prior mean model for 2dimensional Rosenbrock function assuming 1 decision parameter � 1 = � �������� and 1 unknown environmental parameter � 2 = ������� � such that
� (� �������� ; ������� � ) = ℜ���� (� �������� , ������� � )
A hypothetic historical data D � ��� is shown on the left plot
of Fig. 2. Since only � 1 is known, our prior mean model
trained over D is 1-dimensional. Note that the prior mean
model shown on the right of the Fig. 2 captures the overall
shape of the projections (onto � 1 ) of the 2D Rosenbrock.
Although it may depend on the problem at hand, this example illustrates that the dynamics of the objective in terms
of � �������� can be approximately captured into the prior
mean model even if the training data was taken from various
machine status ( that is modeled by change of ������� � ).
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This allows us to train a posterior model, conditioned to the
prior mean model �� , that can adapt to the current machine
status (i.e. current values of � ������ � ) using fresh data that
is collected on the fly during the optimization. Then SMAO,
with the posterior as the surrogate model, can quickly guide
us to the next decision parameters for evaluation.

Benchmark

and distinguish it from the data that can be recorded:
D = {�, � �������� , � ���� � }

Figure 2: Left: hypothetic historical data D � ��� shown in
red dots. Background color represents ground truth 2D
Rosenbrock. Red lines correspond to the projections shown
on the right plot. Right: Trained prior mean model (orange)
over D and projections (blue) of the 2D Rosenbrock onto
� �������� at fixed � ������ � ∈ D � ���

For better confidence, we benchmark pmBO, BO, and
NelderMead with 100 trials. For each trial, the initial decision parameters and environmental parameters are randomly
chosen. The result for 2 dimensional Rosenbrock with 1
decision parameters, 1 unknown environmental parameters
is shown in Fig. 3. The results for 14 dimensional Rosenbrock and Rastrigin functions with 10 decision parameters, 2
known and 2 unknown environmental parameters are shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. In addition to these, in
all other benchmarks we did with different combinations of
parameters’ dimensionality, pmBO 4 outperformed 5 vanilla
BO that is not aware of the historical data.

SURROGATE MODEL OF SIMULATION
The reliability of the prior mean model depends on the
training data distribution and size. For example, for a 10dimensional problem, one may need about 106 data points
(assuming 4 points in each dimension). If the experimental
data collection rate is about 5 seconds, the 1 million data
points require 2 months of operation. In addition, machine
operation tune is often limited to near-optimal settings which
prevent the generality of the historical data distribution. In
this regard, we are creating surrogate models of physics
simulations. In FE simulation, nearly half of the computation
time is spent in RFQ. As a visual illustration, we created a
longitudinal aperture surrogate model for RFQ as in Fig 6.
4

5

We used the size of the training data (which represent hypothetic historical data) for the prior mean model to be min(4� , 106 ) where � is the
dimensionality of the problem so that the data size is exponential to the
dimensionality while limited to 1 million.
NelderMead performance strongly depends on the initial size of the simplex. Here, we used 0.05% of the bounds of each dimension to create
points of the initial simplex around the initial decision parameters.
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Figure 3: Benchmark of pmBO, BO, and NelderMead for 2D
Rosenbrock problem assuming 1 decision and 1 unknown environmental parameter. 100 trials of optimization performed
while ������� � are randomly chosen and fixed during each
optimization. The thick line is the average over all the trials.
The shade represents the trial population from 20% to 80%.
The width of the shade is large because of different values
of ������� � . “GPLCB” represents BO with the Gaussian
Process surrogate model and Lower Bound Limit acquisition
function. “GPLCBwPrior” represents pmBO.

Figure 5: Benchmark: 14 dimensional Rastrigin (10 decision, 2 known, 2unknown environmental parameters).

Figure 6: Longitudinal RFQ aperture surrogate model in
black and white and the beam density.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Figure 4: Benchmark: 14-dimensional Rosenbrock (10
decision, 2 known, 2unknown environmental parameters).
100 trials of optimization performed while � ���� � , and
������� � are randomly chosen and fixed during each optimization.
Note also that, if simulation time is about 1 minute, the 1
million data requires 1 year of computation with a single
CPU. To be practical in terms of the number of simulations,
we reduce the dimensionality by splitting the FE, section
by section, so that each section contains only 7 or 8 tunable
parameters. Such a simulational surrogate model can be used
to generate low-fidelity (in the sense that the real machine
may be different from the physics model) data. The highfidelity data that is archived from real machine operation
may be used to correct the prior mean model that is trained
using low-fidelity data. Further details and results regarding
the simulational surrogate model will be reported elsewhere.

In an effort toward fast tunning of FRIB FE, we developed and tested prior-mean-assisted Bayesian optimization (pmBO) on arbitrary dimensional test functions: Rosenbrock and Rastrigin functions. We modeled hypothetic historical data over the test functions in consideration of machine drift over time. Throughout our tests, we observed
pmBO outperforming vanilla BO. Such success is conditional on enough data size for the prior mean model training.
We are creating surrogate models of physics simulations for
FRIB FE so as to generate large data for the high-dimensional
prior mean model. Further details of the simulational surrogate modeling will be reported elsewhere.
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Abstract
As the world’s first electron cooler that uses radio frequency (rf) accelerated electron bunches, the low energy
RHIC electron cooling (LEReC) system is a nonmagnetized
cooler of ion beams in RHIC at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Beam dynamics in LEReC are different from the more
conventional electron coolers due to the bunching of the
electron beam. To ensure an efficient cooling performance
at LEReC, many parameters need to be monitored and finetuned. The alignment of the electron and ion trajectories
in the LEReC cooling sections is one of the most critical
parameters. This work explores using a machine learning
(ML) method - Bayesian Optimization (BO) to optimize the
trajectories’ alignment. Experimental results demonstrate
that ML methods such as BO can perform control tasks
efficiently in the RHIC controls system.

INTRODUCTION
The Low Energy RHIC electron Cooler (LEReC) is commissioned by the Collider-Accelerator Department (C-AD)
at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) to increase the
collision rate [1] at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC). During 2020 and 2021 runs, LEReC has proven to
be successful in increasing the ion luminosity at RHIC.
Figure 1 shows the layout of the LEReC system at BNL.
Electrons are generated by the gun and accelerated to 1.6 2 MeV by the superconducting rf cavity to match the energy of ions in RHIC. The electron bunches have a frequency of 704 MHz, and they are grouped into 30 - 36
macro-bunches with a frequency of 9 MHz. The accelerated
electron bunches then travel through the transport line to
interact with the ions in two cooling sections (CS) in the
“Yellow” and “Blue” RHIC ring, each 20 meters long, connected by a 180-degree bend. Thus, ions in both rings of
the collider can be cooled simultaneously. After interacting
with the ions, the electrons are extracted from the Blue CS
and discarded in the beam dump.
In the two cooling sections, ions experience a cooling
force from the co-traveling electrons due to Coulomb interaction. As a result, the energy spread of the ion beam
is reduced, and its phase-space density is increased [2, 3].
One of the key factors affecting the magnitude of the cool∗
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Figure 1: LEReC system layout (not to scale).
ing force, hence affecting the cooling performance, is the
relative angle of the electron beam trajectory with respect to
the ion beam.
In this work, we use a machine learning (ML) method
called Bayesian optimization (BO) to optimize the electronion trajectory alignment by matching the electron and ion positions observed at all of the beam position monitors (BPMs)
in the cooling sections.
Bayesian optimization (BO) is a powerful tool for finding
the optimum of an expensive objective function 𝑓 with as few
samples as possible. It contains two important components:
a surrogate model, which learns and then predicts the behavior of the objective function, and an acquisition function,
which determines quantitatively which inputs are most likely
to generate optimal output. Bayesian optimization is applied
in various fields, including finance, engineering, environmental science, and robotics. A basic BO background and
some of its applications are detailed in [4].
To perform trajectory optimization at LEReC, preliminary
simulation studies were conducted using both BO and another ML method called Q-Learning on the LEReC system
simulator [5]. After obtaining satisfactory results from the
simulation studies, we present in this paper the experimental results from testing the BO method on the real LEReC
system. A more detailed description of the experiment, including simulation studies and BO algorithm structures, can
be found in [6].

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Preliminaries
Due to its high magnetic rigidity, the ion beam has a
straight trajectory in the LEReC cooling sections. The lowerrigidity electron trajectory is controlled by 8 pairs of horizontal/vertical correctors and is monitored by 8 BPMs in
each cooling section. Currently, there is an orbit correction program in place to manipulate correctors based on
the BPM feedback, so electrons always stay at desired positions throughout the cooling sections. After calibration,
the straight ion trajectory is kept at the center of the cooling
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bpm1

Algorithm 1 Initial Sampling Routine

Objective Function Sensitivity
During the experiment, we discovered that the ion beam
size data1 is noisy, as shown2 in Fig. 3. This means when
1
2

The ion beam size is measured by H-jet [7] and the plot shows the rms
values
Logged data displayed by system tool “LogView”.
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Figure 2: 40 training points sampled throughout the input
range of [−3, 3] mm using Algorithm 1.
calculating cooling rate 𝜆 = (1/𝛿)(𝑑𝛿/𝑑𝑡), the large noise
present in point value 𝛿 (ion beam size) causes instability in
the objective function. Figure 4 shows this phenomenon. For
samples 7 to 11 and 13 to 17, we can see that the objective
values change too quickly even when the inputs have converged to the optimal positions. As a result, the algorithm is
confused and diverges because it does not learn the correct
correlation between inputs and outputs.

Figure 3: An example of the noise in real-time transverse
ion beam size data during the experiment.
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section. Therefore, the electrons should also be tuned to the
center position (𝑥 = 0, 𝑦 = 0). Bayesian optimization (BO)
offers an independent method to find the optimized electron
trajectories. It serves both as an alternative approach and as
a validation to the current beam-based alignment routine in
case there are still errors in the BPM offsets.
The objective function for this experiment is the transverse
cooling rate 𝜆, defined as the decreasing speed of the transverse ion beam size 𝛿. It is calculated as 𝜆 = (1/𝛿)(𝑑𝛿/𝑑𝑡).
More negative 𝜆 means faster cooling, so the goal is to
maximize −𝜆 by tuning electron positions with the orbit
correction program.
This experiment only considers the first 4 BPM measurements due to the limited machine time. The BO algorithm
is trained on 40 initial samples, in which the beam moves
within a range of [−3, 3] mm for all BPMs. The sample
inputs span the entire range with a fixed step size, but a uniformly random noise is added to the designed sample value
for each step size. This sampling routine ensures the algorithm learns the objective function behavior in an organized
manner while also not getting redundant information with
the added randomness. Algorithm 1 outlines the detailed
procedure of the sampling process.
Figure 2 shows the initial sample inputs and the corresponding objective values. We can easily see the pattern of
the output values in the bottom plot, thanks to the systemic
iteration of the inputs. The higher cooling rates are generated by input positions close to 0, which is consistent with
the original assumption.

Objective

Require: Observation dataset 𝒟𝒩 , random sampling function 𝑓𝑅 ,
random sampling radius 𝑟, step size 𝑆, statistic period 𝑡𝑠 .
1: Set 𝒟𝒩 = ∅.
2: Set an anchor point 𝑥𝑎𝑐ℎ = −3.
3: Set the initial operation 𝑠𝑜𝑝 = ‘+’.
4: for 𝑡 = 1, 2, … , 40 do
5:
if 𝑥𝑎𝑐ℎ is outside of the range [−3, 3] then
6:
Reverse 𝑥𝑎𝑐ℎ to the previous value, flip 𝑠𝑜𝑝 = −𝑠𝑜𝑝 .
7:
end if
8:
Randomly uniformly sample around the anchor point,
𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑓𝑅 (𝑥𝑎𝑐ℎ , 𝑟).
9:
Set the BPMs at 𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤 .
10:
Collect transverse beam size data during 𝑡𝑠 , and calculate
the cooling rate as 𝑦𝑛𝑒𝑤 = (1/𝛿)(𝑑𝛿/𝑑𝑡).
11:
Add (𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝑦𝑛𝑒𝑤 ) to the dataset 𝒟𝒩 .
12:
According to the 𝑠𝑜𝑝 , modify the anchor point by a step size
𝑥𝑎𝑐ℎ = 𝑥𝑎𝑐ℎ + / − 𝑆.
13: end for

bpm2
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Figure 4: Demonstration of the volatility of the original
objective function. The objective changes too fast (bottom)
even when the algorithm converges to the optimal locations
(from steps 7 to 11 or 13 to 17). This behavior eventually
leads to the divergence of the algorithm (after step 17).
To smooth out the noise, we utilize a new parameter, called
the number of averaging points, in our formula to calculate
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the cooling rate. Instead of using point values, the cooling rate is now calculated by 𝜆 = (1/𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝛿))(𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝑑𝛿)/𝑑𝑡).
Averaging provides stability to the objective behavior, making it easier for the algorithm to learn and converge. The
number of ion beam size points 𝛿 to average is defined as the
“Number 𝑁” of the BO algorithm, a parameter that controls
the sensitivity of the objective function. Figure 5 demonstrates the different behaviors in the objective function for
different choices of 𝑁 values. The larger the 𝑁 value is, the
less sensitive the objective is.

method agrees with and therefore validates the traditional
orbit correction program and BPM calibrations.

Figure 7: Electron beam trajectory data during optimization
process.

FUTURE WORK

Figure 5: Effects of different numbers of averaging points on
the objective’s behaviors, which in turn affect the behavior
of the BO algorithm.

Results
After experimenting with different 𝑁 values, we pick a
𝑁 value of 15, and the optimization results are shown in
Fig. 6. The BO algorithm converges quickly, reaching a close
neighborhood of the real optimum (𝑥 = 0, 𝑦 = 0) in 3 steps.
It is worth noting that the objective values (bottom plot)
from the Bayesian samples (point 40 to 60) are lower than
the ones from the first 40 initial samples due to averaging,
but the process becomes more stable, as shown by the error
bars. This feature helps the algorithm to converge quickly.

There are many areas of accelerator operation where machine learning techniques such as Bayesian optimization can
be applied. One possible future project is applying Bayesian
optimization to the Coherent electron Cooling (CeC) experiment at RHIC, which is a different electron cooler design
being tested at BNL. Similar to LEReC, the CeC experiment also requires high-quality electron beams to interact
with and cool ions in RHIC. Currently, the CeC system
still requires time-consuming manual tuning by experienced
operators to obtain desirable electron beams with efficient
qualities. Bayesian optimization can make this tuning process automatic and much faster. There are many promising
variants of Bayesian optimization that can be experimented
with. Two such variants, physics model-informed (PMI)
BO and Contextual Gaussian Process (CGP), are discussed
in [6]. PMI BO is faster than the general data-informed
BO by incorporating a physics data model, and BO with
GCP can optimize dynamic systems with varying environmental factors. Another BO variant worth exploring for
future projects is multi-objective BO (MBO). Since MBO
can optimize multiple objective functions simultaneously,
this would be extremely useful for beam optimization in
particle accelerators as multiple beam parameters (i.e., peak
current, slice emittance, and slice energy spread) usually
need to be optimized together. Studies of MBO applications
are also ongoing at other accelerator facilities. One recent
approach is presented in [8].

CONCLUSIONS
Figure 6: Final experiment results using averaging number
of 15.
Figure 7 shows the electron trajectory logged during the
optimization process. It indicates that the BO algorithm can
tune electrons from the farthest positions (−3 mm) back to
the optimal positions and maintain the trajectories. Furthermore, the optimal solution (𝑥 = 0, 𝑦 = 0) found by the BO

In this work, we apply a machine learning technique called
Bayesian optimization to maximize the cooling rate in the
LEReC system. Experimental results show that the BO
algorithm effectively finds and maintains electron positions
for optimal cooling performance. This success opens up
possibilities of trying various machine learning methods to
improve operations in the RHIC complex, as well as in the
future Electron-Ion Collider (EIC).
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Abstract
The HiRES beamline at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (USA) is a state-of-the-art compact accelerator providing ultrafast relativistic electron pulses at MHz repetition
rates, for applications in ultrafast science and for particle
accelerator science and technology R&D. Using HiRES as
testbed, we seek to apply recent developments in machine
learning and computational techniques for machine learningbased adaptive control, and eventually, a full control system
based on global feedback. The ultimate goal is to demonstrate the benefits of such a suite of controls to UED, including increased temporal and spatial resolution. Concrete
steps toward these goals are presented, including automatic,
model-independent tuning for accelerators, and energy virtual diagnostics with direct application to improving UED
temporal resolution.

INTRODUCTION
Because of the complexity of accelerators and their natural parameter movement, both in the short and long term
(hereafter, jitter and drift, respectively), accelerators could
see major improvement from machine learning (ML). The
application of ML has been shown to solve or mitigate a
plethora of accelerator control and diagnostic problems, for
example, for navigating efficiently the multi-dimensional
parameter space to find control set points [1, 2], for inverting
a large parameter space to make a parasitic diagnostic [3,
4], or for non-destructive virtual diagnostics [5, 6]. Further, ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) has benefited from
ML-based static models and virtual diagnostics [7, 8]. The
advantages of static ML models are incontrovertible, but
they have limits. For example, it is an open question as to
how an optimal ML-based control system should treat a system when parameter drift brings a the state of the machine
outside the training set [9]. At HiRES [10], a state-of-theart MHz-class UED facility with short, high 6-D brightness
∗
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beams, a model-independent optimization method is detailed
for dealing with this case. Further work is shown to apply
time of arrival virtual diagnostics to increase the short- and
long-term stability of the already-state-of-the-art stability at
HiRES to the 10−4 level and below. Such work will make
up the building blocks of an adaptive control and global
feedback system, with application to UED measurements.

Figure 1: The HiRES beamline, from [10].

INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF
ML-ENHANCED OPERATIONS
The ultimate goal is to demonstrate the benefits of such
a suite of controls to UED, including increased temporal
and spatial resolution. The inital experimental results, showcasing the potential for enhanced stability and autonomous
operations, are shown.

Adaptive Control
Extremum seeking (ES) [11–13] is a powerful, modelindependent optimization routine that can be applied to optimize quickly and control particle accelerators. It has myriad uses for particle accelerators, including optimizing an
electron beam via automatic tuning of accelerator parameters [14] to tuning the latent space of a convolutional neural
network-based digital twin of the accelerator to make it more
robust to drifting parameters [9]. This work seeks to combine these approaches to build a tool for adaptive, on-line
control of accelerators.
Often, when operating an accelerator, it is necessary to
change modes of operation. At HiRES, ES was demonstrated
to be able to follow a moving cost function. In this example,
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data was taken on VS2 (as shown in Fig. 1). The quadrupoles
in Q1 were the parameters on which ES was optimizing. To
find a starting point, a coarse grid quadrupole scan was
performed and interpolated using a four-layer feed-forward
neural network. Inputs were the three quadrupole settings.
Outputs were the root-mean-square transverse beam sizes.
Minimization of the NN of the following cost function was
performed:
𝑓 (𝑞1 , 𝑞2 , 𝑞3 ) = |𝑥𝑟𝑚𝑠 | + |𝑦𝑟𝑚𝑠 | + |𝑥𝑟𝑚𝑠 − 𝑦𝑟𝑚𝑠 |

(1)

to find the optimal quadrupole settings to make a small,
round beam. Using the resultant point as a starting point, a
sinusoidally varying cost function was introduced, as shown
in Fig. 2. As can be seen, ES keeps the cost function low by
varying the beam size as necessary.

Figure 3: ES minimizing a static cost function (Eq. 1)
in variable, drifting conditions. Top: Cost function with
and without ES feedback. Middle: RMS beam size in ydimension with and without ES. Bottom: RMS beam size
in x-dimension with and without ES. Note that the feedback
does not sacrifice beam size in x to make y smaller.
Figure 2: ES minimizing a variable cost function: RMS
beam sizes and corresponding targets. Inset: cost function
minimization.
Another situation that often requires operator expertise is
the compensation of large parameter drifts. In fact, severe
enough drifts for a static, ML-based system will require operator intervention, if the system drifts outside of the range
of the training set. As a trial, at HiRES, such a severe drift
was induced by moving upstream parameters and was compensated by means of the ES algorithm. The data for this
experiment were acquired using a PI-MAX 4 intensified
camera at approximately 2 Hz on DD (see Fig. 1). The second quadrupole of the first quadrupole triplet in the dogleg
(Q1 in Fig. 1) was varied in a sinusoidal pattern. As can
be seen from Fig. 3, ES was able to keep the cost function
(Eq. 1) minimized by only varying the three quadrupoles in
the second triplet. The nominal case of keeping the three
quadrupoles constant is also shown. It is worth noting that
beam sizes in the both dimensions remained small, so long
as the rate of change of the drift was sufficiently small.
ES is shown to be a powerful tool for automatic, modelindependent optimization of a changing system, in two cases:
1) if the system needs to change, and 2) if the system changes,
but the objective stays the same. As such, this will be a
powerful building block for a ML-based control system if
the system changes outside the training of the model.
TUPOST055
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Increasing Stability Beyond State-of-the-Art
Beam stability is critical to consistent and ideal beam
operation. For example, for UED, the temporal resolution
of the pump-probe experiment is
2
2
𝜏 = √Δ𝑡𝑒2− + Δ𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟
+ Δ𝑡𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟
+ Δ𝑡𝑉2 𝑀 ,

(2)

where Δ𝑡𝑒− is the electron bunch length, and Δ𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 is the
laser pulse length. These quantities can be reduced using a
bunching cavity and laser compressor, respectively. Δ𝑡𝑉 𝑀
is the velocity mismatch term, which can be neglected for
thin samples. Δ𝑡𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the time-of-arrival jitter between
the laser pulse and electron bunch, which can be reduced
using feedback methods and what this work seeks to reduce
further.
HiRES already has near state-of-the-art stability, which
approaches Δ𝐸/𝐸 stability of 5𝑥10−5 at short time scales,
when feedback is turned on, thanks to the 102 MSPS FPGAenabled feedback. Drifts on the order of minutes to hours,
however, inflate the overall relative energy variation to approach 4𝑥10−4 . In general, it is desired to remove both jitter
and drift, but different models for different timescales may
be required.
The unknown aspects of parameter drift make for an ideal
case for a non-static model; sparse models, where time information is not encoded in the model, may not perform
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well in a case that is dominated by such a drift. Time series
analysis is a field that has applications to changing systems,
from scientific (e.g. [15, 16]) to stock markets (e.g. [17,
18]). In time-series analysis, future targets are predicted by
present and/or past predictors and the order matters. The
decision as to whether to include predictors from the current
shot is dependent on multiple factors (see Fig. 4), including
prediction speed, and prediction accuracy without including
the current shot.

The virtual diagnostic uses two cavity probes (amplitude
and phase), the forward (amplitude and phase) and reverse
(amplitude and phase) RF power, the laser phase and the
laser position on a virtual cathode camera to predict the
position on VS2.
Due to data save rates and camera acquisition times, RF
waveforms and beam images are acquired at 1 Hz, downsampled from the high repetition rates of the HiRES facility.
Extra care must be taken to ensure that the downsampling
results in synchronized data (i.e. the RF and camera shots
must align). Further, alignment on the 1 Hz level must also
be checked; save delays can exceed 1 second.
Because of the stable nature of a CW-type gun, multiple
beams can be produced from the gun for each RF pulse, at
the laser repetition rate of 250 kHz. Considering the signalto-noise ratio of the images, up to 10 beams were averaged
for each image. These beams are each only 4us apart, and
even short-term jitter is expected to be on on a timescale
longer than 100us, given the quality factor of the gun.

Figure 4: Left: only past predictors (gray) are used to predict
the present target (green). Right: Present predictors are
included in the prediction of the present target.
Another consideration is whether to use past targets in
the prediction of the next target. This can be particularly
helpful in the case where unknown parameter drift is driving
a change that is not visible in the predictors. However, for a
virtual diagnostic, in the testing set, previous measurements
of the target are not available. One technique is to include
previous predictions from the virtual diagnostic in the next
prediction (See Fig. 5).

Figure 6: Linear regression prediction with hardware feedback off.
The 10−4 RMSE shows much potential for improving stability; one could reduce the overall temporal jitter using this
method: 1) by using the virtual diagnostic for feedback or
2) for UED, by using the virtual diagnostic to order shots by
time of arrival. Improved modeling, time-series prediction
and reducing noise in measurements is planned and promises
even better results.

Figure 5: Left: training dataset where past predictors and
measurements (gray) are used to predict the present target
(green). Right: Testing dataset where past predictions replace measurements where necessary (blue).
As a first test, sparse prediction of beam x-position on
VS2 in the dogleg (see Fig. 1) was attempted using multiple
linear regression. The final 10% of shots were held in reserve
for a test dataset. See the inset of Fig. 6 for the results of
the regression. Note that on an hours-long timescale, the
RMSE in the test dataset is more than a factor of two smaller
than the fluctuations with the hardware feedback turned on.

CONCLUSION
In this work, concrete steps toward a novel adaptive control and global feedback system with direct application to
UED are presented. First, such a control system will need
to have an automated, model-independent feedback system
robust to changes that bring the system outside of the training set. ES is shown to perform adequately for that purpose.
Second, the already state-of-the-art energy stability is shown
to be able to be improved using simple, linear regressionbased virtual diagnostics. These virtual diagnostics will be
incorporated into such a novel control system for feedback.
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Abstract
SLAC MeV-UED, part of the LCLS user facility, is a
powerful “electron camera” for the study of ultrafast molecular structural dynamics and the coupling of electronic and
atomic motions in a variety of material and chemical systems. The growing demand of scientific applications calls
for rapid switching between different beamline configurations for delivering electron beams meeting specific user run
requirements, necessitating fast online tuning strategies to
reduce set up time. Here, we utilize multi-objective Bayesian
optimization(MOBO) for fast searching the parameter space
efficiently in a serialized manner, and mapping out the Pareto
Front which gives the trade-offs between key beam parameters, i.e., spot size, q-resolution, pulse length, pulse charge,
etc. Algorithm, model deployment and first test results are
presented.

INTRODUCTION
Machine learning(ML) and artificial intelligence(AI) have
revolutionized many computational and real world tasks in
recent years, from autonomous driving, protein folding prediction [1] to fusion reactor control [2]. Speeding up and aiding online optimizations of complex particle accelerators is
one of the key areas where AI/ML can make substantial contributions [4–10]. At MeV-UED [3], the growing demand of
scientific applications calls for highly automated and rapid
switch between different machine configurations for delivering electron beams meeting specific user run requirements,
necessitating fast online tuning strategies to reduce set up
time. At mean time, rapid R&D activities are undergoing for
enabling future science applications, which pose additional
challenges for beam tuning and optimizations.
We utilize AI/ML based techniques for speeding up online beam tuning at MeV-UED. In particular, the recently
introduced Multi-Objective Bayesian Optimization(MOBO)
scheme [8] was used for searching the parameter space efficiently in a serialized manner, and mapping out the Pareto
Front which gives the trade-offs between key beam parameters, i.e., spot size, q-resolution, pulse length, pulse charge,
etc. This method uses a set of Gaussian Process(GP) surrogate models, along with a multi-objective acquisition function, to reduce the number of observations needed to converge by at least an order of magnitude over current methods,
i. e., Multi-Object Genetic Optimization (MOGA), and is
∗
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‡
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thus a critical step toward online multi-objective optimization on real accelerator systems.

MULTI-OBJECTIVE BAYESIAN
OPTIMIZATION
The goal of multi-objective optimization is to search the
input parameter space and minimize(for simplicity, here we
discuss the minimization case) the vector objective function
f(x) = { 𝑓1 (x), 𝑓2 (x), ..., 𝑓 𝑀 (x)}. Usually, there is no single solution x∗ that simultaneously minimizes all objectives.
Instead, objective vectors are compared using Pareto domination: an objective vector f(x) dominates another vector
f(x′ ) if 𝑓𝑚 (x) ≤ 𝑓𝑚 (x′ ) for all 𝑚 = 1, ..., 𝑀 and there exists
at least one 𝑛 such that 𝑓𝑛 (x) < 𝑓𝑛 (x′ ). The Pareto Front
(PF) P is the set of non-dominated objective vectors which
gives the optimal trade-offs between objectives. Thus the
goal of a Pareto optimization algorithm is to identify the PF
within a pre-specified budget of function evaluations. Hypervolume(HV) is an often used metric to evaluate the quality
of a PF, the HV quantifies the hypervolume(area in the 2 objective case) of the set of points dominated by P intersected
with a region of interest in objective space bounded below
by a reference point r (see Figure 1). MOBO attempt to
maximize HV during the optimization process. Given a set
of 𝑁 observations:𝐷 𝑁 = {(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), ..., (x 𝑁 , y 𝑁 )},
each objective is modeled as an independent GP surrogate
model:

Figure 1: Multi-objective optimization, Pareto Front is
formed by non-dominated vectors in the objective space,
the optimizer attempts to maximize Hypervolume(HV) during the optimization process.
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Figure 2: UED beamline layout and MOBO work flow.

𝑓𝑚 (x) ∼ GP 𝑚 [𝜇 𝑚 (x), 𝑘 𝑚 (x, x′ )]

(1)

Where 𝜇 𝑚 (x) is the predicted mean of objective function
𝑓𝑚 (x) and 𝑘 𝑚 (x, x′ ) is the covariance function(kernel) based
on the objective function behavior(A common kernel is the
radial-basis function(RBF) [11]). To proceed with optimization, a scalar acquisition function need to be constructed
to find points which are likely to maximally increase the
Pareto Frontier HV. Different acquisition functions such as
Expected Hypervolume Improvement(EHVI) [12], Parallel
Expceted Hypervolume Improvement(qEHVI) [13] and Upper Confidence Boundary Hypervolume Improvement(UCBHVI) [12] were proposed for application under different
conditions. For the application of online optimization at
MeV-UED, we choose UCB-HVI for it’s simplicity and low
computation cost, especially in high-dimensional objective
spaces. The UCB-HVI acquisition function describes an
optimistic view of the HV improvement:
𝛼𝑈𝐶 𝐵−𝐻𝑉 𝐼 (𝜇, 𝜎, P, r, 𝛽) B 𝐻 𝐼 (P, 𝜇 −

√︁

𝛽𝜎, r)

IMPLEMENTATION AT SLAC MEV-UED
The MOBO optimizer was deployed on SLAC PCDS
server(Figure 2) capable of interfacing UED EPICs system

996

So far, most studies on AI/ML for accelerators have focused on proof-of-principle tests of methods under narrow
operating conditions, i. e., sampling in small range, low
dimensional parameter space or optimizing a single object [7, 10]. This is mainly due to the difficultness of taking sufficient amount of data in multi-dimensional parameter/objective space(usually 102 – 103 data points needed and
for each data point, multiple beam property measurements,

(2)

Where the predicted mean 𝜇 and uncertainty 𝜎 in objective space is weighted by a hyperparameter 𝛽. When 𝛽 ≪ 1
the acquisition function prioritizes exploitation and when
𝛽 ≫ 1 it prioritizes exploration. Combining the GP surrogate model and acquisition function, MOBO optimization
can be performed. For each optimization step, the algorithm
updates the GP surrogate model and decide which point to
measure next based on output of the acquisition function, by
this way the PF can be mapped out in a serialized manner.

TUPOST056

for beamline control, fast data acquisition, as well as performing online data processing/surrogate modeling and archiving
data on the LCLS data system(psana). Beam spot size at
sample plane was measured using a YAG screen coupled to
a Questar Microscope with spatial resolution better than 10
𝜇𝑚, q-resolution(equivalent to beam spot size at diffraction
detector) was measured using a P43 phosphor screen coupled to Andor EMCCD. Pulse charge was obtained using
integrated beam intensity with calibration based on Faraday
cup measurement. Electron pulse length was measured using
a high field enhancement THz streaking structure [14, 15]
developed at SLAC.

Table 1: Beamline Parameters Varied During MOBO Optimization
Parameter
Initial pulse charge
Gun amplitude
Gun phase
1𝑠𝑡 collimator diameter
Gun solenoid strength
2𝑛𝑑 solenoid strength
Steering magnets

Range

Unit

10 - 100
70 - 90
40 - 60
100 or 200
0.1 - 0.25
0.1 - 0.3
varies with 𝐸 𝑘
and Sol settings

fC
MV/m
degree
𝜇𝑚
T
T
-
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Figure 3: Serialized beam property measurements. (a) beam
profile at sample plane (b) virtual cathode (VCC) image (c)
beam profile on diffraction detector (d) beam streaked in
horizontal using a high field enhancement THz structure,
horizontal width corresponds to pulse length.
such as pulse length, spot size, emittance measurements need
to be performed). Other practical challenges further complicate the process, for example, beam steering always need to
be re-optimized when changing RF cavity amplitudes/phase
or tuning focusing elements, also it is often time consuming
to change certain variables such as gun amplitude(must do
it adaptively to follow cavity temperature change), UV spot
size/ pulse length, etc.
To resolve the above issues, a specific data acquisition(DAQ) program was designed and integrated with
MOBO. The DAQ automatically switches between different beam detectors and the THz timing structure so that
measurements of spot sizes and pulse length at different
beamline locations can be quickly performed in a serialized
manner(Fig. 3). System parameters were archived simultaneously for surrogate modeling. In addition, manual aid to
steering/timing was included. When it needed, the operator
can manually tune the steering coils to kick the beam through
the collimator and THz structure, as well as tune the THz
delay stage to match time of arrival of e-beam and Thz pulse
and place the beam at zero-crossing to perform temporal
measurements. At mean time, the recorded steering coil and
delay stage settings were used to train the surrogate model
for predicting correct settings in the following measurements.
By using these methods, 102 – 103 high quality data points
can be obtained during a several hours run.

RESULTS
MOBO optimization was performed at SLAC MeVUED beamline. Beamline parameters including gun amplitude/phase, solenoid strengths, initial pulse charge, collimator diameter and steering magnets, etc., were varied
to produce electron beam with various pulse length, spot
size, q-resolution and pulse charges for the use in different
ultrafast electron diffraction experiments. Table 1 illustrates
the beamline parameters varied during MOBO optimizations. For each run, at least 2 objectives, e. g., spot size vs
q-resolution, or pulse length vs q-resolution were assigned,
the optimizer first acquire 10 randomly sampled points in the
parameter space and built the GP surrogate model, then run

Figure 4: q-resolution vs spot size optimizations, Pareto
Front highlighted.

Figure 5: Pulse length vs q-resolution optimizations, Pareto
Front highlighted.

MOBO to explore the parameter space and obtain the hypervolume and Pareto Front in objective space. For spot size vs
q-resolution optimizations, in total > 2100 data points were
taken with various initial pulse charge, beam energy and
collimator settings. For pulse length vs q-resolution/spot
size optimizations, > 160 data points in total were taken.
Figure 4 illustrates the spot size vs q-resolution optimization result with initial pulse charge 10 fC and 200 𝜇𝑚 collimator inserted, complete hypervolume(red) and Pareto
Front(blue) was obtained within 140 measurements. Pareto
Front shows clear trade-off between spot size at sample plane
and rms q-resolution on the diffraction detector, the smallest
spot size was down to 23 𝜇𝑚 rms with rms q-resolution
−1
up to 0.275 Å (left most data point on the Pareto Front).
q-resolution gets better with larger spot size and levels off
while spot size > 45 𝜇𝑚 rms, the corresponding smallest
−1
rms q-resolution was 0.165 Å .
Figure 5 illustrates the rms pulse length vs q-resolution optimization result with initial pulse charge 10 fC and 200 𝜇𝑚
collimator inserted, complete hypervolume(red) and Pareto
Front(blue) was obtained within 120 measurements. Similarly, Pareto Front shows clear trade-off between temporal
−1
and q-resolution, in the case of best q-resolution (0.165 Å ),
rms pulse length was up to 109 fs. Pulse length gets smaller
with larger q-resolution, and was found to be down to 66 fs
−1
rms with q-resolution = 0.22 Å .
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CONCLUSION
AI/ML based beam optimization was implemented at
SLAC MeV-UED. Particularly, a MOBO optimizer was deployed on SLAC PCDS server, in combination with a specifically designed DAQ, the optimizer was capable of performing serialized beam property measurements and obtain the
Pareto Front which gives trade-offs between key beam parameters, i. e., rms pulse length vs q-resolution, q-resolution
vs spot size, etc. Further developments include adding beam
parameter constraints [8] using Xopt [16], physics informed
optimizations [9], as well as adding emittance vs pulse length
optimizations which will be particularly beneficial for improving the UED machine performance.
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Abstract
Online optimization is crucial during accelerator operations to achieve satisfying machine performance. Optimization algorithms such as Nelder-Mead simplex, Gaussian
process (GP), and robust conjugate direction search (RCDS)
have been widely used in accelerator online optimization
scenarios. The usual way of doing online optimization in
accelerator control rooms (ACR) is to write a script that
connects the algorithm to the problem. This approach would
accrue code fragments that are difficult to maintain and reuse,
plus the optimization progress can not be easily monitored
and controlled. In this study, we propose an optimization
platform named Badger to tackle the obstacles in ACR online optimizations. The design philosophies and features of
Badger would be introduced and discussed.

applied in online optimization scenario. However, more considerations must be taken in the accelerator control rooms
(ACR), to boost the efficiency of the machine tuning tasks in
daily operations: 1) The tasks are usually repeated hundreds
of thousands of times, so rerunning a task should be as easy
as possible, 2) optimization data for all history runs should
be archived and logged properly, for future references, 3)
optimizations are required to be strictly safe – no violations
on variable hard boundaries would be tolerated, and 4) the
optimization progress must be monitorable and controllable
– the operators should be able to pause/resume/terminate
a task according to the situation. We developed Badger –
an online optimization framework that was designed with
ACR usage in mind – that accounts for all the requirements
above. Badger has been tested and verified to work in ACR
of SLAC, DESY, and BNL.

INTRODUCTION
Modern large-scale accelerator facilities become more
and more complicated, in consequence, the performance of
the accelerators in operation usually differs from the design.
Online optimization during operation is the key to bridging
the gap between the designed properties and the ones in action, to achieve satisfying machine performance [1–7]. One
obstacle to applying various algorithms in machine tuning
tasks is that different algorithms usually work in different
ways, the users have to write wrapper code to adapt the algorithms to their cases. This approach is not ideal since the
number of the wrapper scripts would increase with time, and
consequently makes it hard to manage and reuse these machine tuning-related scripts. Another drawback of creating
a wrapper script for every new machine tuning task is code
redundancy. For example, a large chunk of similar optimization progress visualization code needs to be written again
and again – it is essential to see the optimization progress on
the fly, although the visualization code itself is trivial and
distracting.
The issues described above can be solved by employing
an optimization framework that has a wide range of built-in
algorithms, provides a straightforward way to create a custom optimization problem, and can monitor the optimization
progress in some way. Xopt [8], Ocelot optimizer [9], and
Teeport [10] are good candidates of optimizers that can be
∗
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CONCEPTS
Badger abstracts an optimization run as an optimization
algorithm interacts with an environment, by following some
pre-defined rules. As visualized in Figure 1, within an
optimization routine, the environment is controlled by the
algorithm and tunes/observes the control system/machine
through an interface, while the users control/monitor the
optimization flow through a graphical user interface (GUI)
or a command-line interface (CLI).

Figure 1: The architecture of Badger. The algorithm accepts
an evaluate function provided by Badger as an argument,
while the evaluate function sends trail solutions to be evaluated to the environment. Environment talks to the machine
through an optional interface, to get or set the process variable (PV) values. The data flow during the optimization goes
through the Badger core (shape in blue) and the optimization
progress can be monitored/controlled by the Badger GUI or
CLI (not shown in the plot).
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Algorithms, environments, and interfaces in Badger are
all managed through a plugin system and could be developed
and maintained separately. The application interfaces (API)
for creating the plugins are very straightforward and simple,
yet abstractive enough to handle various situations.
As mentioned above, there are several terms/concepts
in Badger, and their meanings are a little different from
their general definitions. We will briefly go through the
terms/concepts in Badger in the following subsections.

Routine
An optimization setup in Badger is called a routine. A
routine contains all the information needed to perform the
optimization: 1) The optimization algorithm and its hyperparameters, 2) the environment in which the optimization
would be performed, and 3) the configuration of the optimization, such as variables, objectives, and constraints.
To run an optimization in Badger, the users need to define
the routine. Badger provides several ways to easily compose
the routine so that the users are not required to write it by
hand.

Interface
An interface in Badger is a piece of code that talks to the
underlying control system/machine. It communicates to the
control system to 1) set a process variable (PV) to some
specific value, and 2) get the value of a PV. An interface
is also responsible to perform the configuration needed for
communicating with the control system, and the configuration can be customized by passing a params dictionary to
the interface.
The concept of the interface was introduced to Badger
for better code reuse. The users don’t have to copy-n-paste
the same fundamental code again and again when coding
the optimization problems for the same underlying control
system. With this concept, users could simply ask Badger
to use the same interface, and focus more on the higherlevel logic of the optimization problem. One thing worth
mentioning is that interfaces are optional in Badger – an
interface is not needed if the optimization problem is simple
enough (such as an analytical function) that can be directly
shaped into a Badger environment.

Environment
An environment is Badger’s way to (partially) abstract
an optimization problem. A typical optimization problem
usually consists of the variables to tune, and the objectives to
optimize. A Badger environment defines all the interesting
variables and observations of a control system/machine. An
optimization problem can be specified by stating which variables in the environment are the variables to tune, and which
observations are the objectives to optimize. Furthermore,
one can define the constraints for the optimization by picking
up some observations from the environment and giving it a
threshold.
Note that in Badger, one environment could support multiple relevant optimization problems – just put all the variables
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and observations to the environment, and use routine config
to select which variables/observations to use for the optimization.

Routine config
A routine config is the counterpart of optimization problem abstraction regarding the environment. An optimization
problem can be fully defined by an environment with a routine config. On top of the variables and observations provided by the environment, routine config tells Badger which
and how variables/observations are used as the tuning variables/objectives/constraints. Combining the environment
and routine config, Badger would compose an evaluate
function with the following signature:
Y, I, E, Xo = evaluate(X),
where X denotes the variables, Y the evaluated objectives, I
the inequality constraints, E the equality constraints, and Xo
the readout of the variables. This evaluate function would
be sent to the algorithm once the optimization starts.
The reasons to divide the optimization problem definition into two parts (environment and routine config) are: 1)
Better code reuse, and 2) operations in ACR usually require
slightly changing a routine frequently, so it’s good to have an
abstraction for the frequently changed configurations (routine config), to avoid messing with the optimization source
code (the environment class).

FEATURES
Once the users create their custom environments for Badger, Badger provides 3 modes to investigate, inspect, manage,
compose, and run the optimization routines. Various features
are available for each mode, most of the core functionalities
are shared across the 3 modes, while a few features are exclusive in the particular mode. The following subsections would
introduce the key features of the 3 modes, respectively.

CLI mode
In the command line mode, users could view the Badger
meta information and settings by running:
badger
To list all the available plugins, or inspect a specific plugin,
this command is provided:
badger algo/env/intf [PLUGIN NAME]
To view all the predefined routines, or examine/run one
particular routine:
badger routine [ROUTINE NAME] [-r]
And finally, to create and run a routine:
badger run -a ALGO_NAME [-ap ALGO_PARAMS] \\
-e ENV_NAME [-ep ENV_PARAMS] \\
-c CONFIG_FNAME [-s ROUTINE_NAME]
When the routine is running, the evaluated trail solutions
would be printed as a table in the terminal. The current
optimal ones would be highlighted.
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GUI mode
In a terminal where Badger is available, execute the following command:
badger -ga
would launch the Badger GUI.
Badger GUI provides a more comprehensive feature set
compared to the other two. As shown in Figure 2, users
could navigate through the history runs, filter out the interesting predefined routines, inspect the details regarding one
routine, run and monitor a new optimization, and control
the optimization progress (pause/resume/terminate/etc).

Figure 3: Badger routine editor. With the routine editor,
users could select the optimization algorithm and environment to use, change the hyper-parameters for the algorithm
and the environment, and configure the variables, objectives,
and constraints (VOCs) of the routine.

Figure 2: Badger main GUI. Users could browse/search
through predefined routines, view the routine details, navigate through the history optimization runs, copy the interested optimization data, etc.
Users can also create a new routine based on a predefined
one or from the ground up, in the Badger routine editor as
shown in Figure 3.
With the Badger GUI, users could easily exploit the benefits that Badger core provides. It’s the recommended mode
to use in general.

API mode
Since Badger is a python package, it can be used the usual
way as any other python package – being imported and used
as a library. Badger provides get_algo(), get_env(),
and get_intf() interfaces to grant the users access to the
available plugins in Badger, so that the users could integrate
Badger into their own workflows.

EXTENSIBILITY
Plugin system
Algorithms, interfaces, and environments are all plugins
in Badger. A plugin in Badger is a set of python scripts,
a YAML config file, and an optional README.md. Plugins can be developed and maintained separately and once

released, they could be integrated into Badger by simply
putting the whole plugin folder under a specific directory
managed by Badger.
One interesting property of Badger plugins is that plugins
can be nested – the plugin developer can use any available
plugins inside the newly created ones. Say, one could combine two environments and create a new one effortlessly,
thanks to this nestable nature of Badger plugins. The users
could explore the infinity of possibilities by nesting plugins
together with their imagination.

Extension system
The extension system is another way to extend Badger’s
capabilities, and in a sense, it is more powerful than the plugin system, since it could make a batch of existing algorithms
available in Badger in a few lines of code.
With the extension system, Badger could use any existing
algorithms from another optimization package. Currently,
Badger has an extension for Xopt [8]. More extensions are
planned to be implemented soon (for example, Teeport [10]
extension for remote optimization).

CONCLUSION
We developed a plugin-based optimization platform Badger, which is designed specifically for online optimization
scenarios in the accelerator control rooms. Badger provides
CLI, GUI, and API modes to satisfy the needs under various
circumstances. New optimization problems can be incorporated into Badger by creating custom environment plugins.
Badger’s capability could be easily extended through its plugin and extension system. More information can be found
on the Badger homepage https://slac-ml.github.io/Badger.
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PyEmittance: A GENERAL PYTHON PACKAGE FOR
PARTICLE BEAM EMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS
WITH ADAPTIVE QUADRUPOLE SCANS∗
S. A. Miskovich† , A. Edelen, C. Mayes
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, California, CA 94025 USA
Abstract
The emittance of a particle beam is a critically important parameter for many particle accelerator applications.
Its measurements guide the initial tuning of an accelerator and are typically done using quadrupole or wire scans.
Quadrupole scans are time-intensive, and it can be difficult
to determine scan values that provide a good emittance measurement. To address this issue, we describe an adaptive
quadrupole scan method that automates the determination
of the scan range. With a given initial set of scanning values, our method adapts the range to capture the waist of the
beam, and returns the Twiss parameters and a measure of
the beam matching at the measurement screen. With the
added capability to repeat beam size measurements when
needed, this method provides a reliable measurement of the
emittance even with sub-optimal initial conditions. To efficiently integrate these measurements into Python-based
machine learning optimizations, the method was developed
into a Python package, PyEmittance, at the SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory. We present the experimental tests
of PyEmittance as performed at the Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS) and the Facility for Advanced Accelerator
Experimental Test (FACET-II).

INTRODUCTION
Emittance is a conserved property of a particle beam that
characterizes its volume or area in the position-momentum
phase space of the particles. A low emittance is desired for
ensuring that the entire beam is transported with minimal
losses, and is crucial the performance of X-ray free-electron
lasers (FELs). The transverse beam emittance 𝜖 represents
the area of the beam in the transverse planes defined by the
positions and momenta, 𝑥 and 𝑝 𝑥 in the horizontal plane, and
𝑦 and 𝑝 𝑦 in the vertical plane. In the following, all references
to the emittance indicate the transverse emittance.
The emittance is often measured using a single quadrupole
scan with invasive wire or screen beam size measurements [1]. The quadrupole strength is varied over some
range, and the consequent change in beam size is measured
at a downstream wire (or screen). The range over which
the scan is performed is typically selected by trial and error,
and requires adjustment when upstream beam line elements
are changed. For applications requiring efficient and robust
∗

†

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, under DOE Contract
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Energy Sciences.
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emittance measurements, such as automated tuning algorithms or machine learning (ML) based optimizations, this
process is inefficient and limiting. Additionally, the current
MATLAB-based emittance measurement software at SLAC
National Accelerator Laboratory (SLAC) is difficult to integrate with modern ML software being run and deployed on
the machine.
In this paper, we present PyEmittance, a new Python
package that provides general beam emittance measurements
with adaptive quadrupole scans [2]. We show the benefit
of the adaptive measurements method when robustness and
automation are crucial, and present the test measurements
performed at SLAC, at the Linac Coherent Light Source
(LCLS) and the Facility for Advanced Accelerator Experimental Test (FACET-II).

IMPLEMENTATION
While PyEmittance can be used as an out-of-the-box
emittance calculator given a data set of quadrupole strengths
and corresponding beam sizes, the data acquisition and adaptive scanning available in the package are useful in cases
where hand-tuning of the quadrupole scanning range is unavailable, or when efficient and robust measurements are
needed. The package has optional functions that can be performed ahead of calculating the emittance for a flexible way
of obtaining a robust emittance measurement. The general
method to run a measurement follows the steps below:
1. Select initial scan of 3+ points within some predefined
quadrupole range (can be random or specified by the
user) and acquire transverse beam sizes for each initial
scan point.
2. Given the data collected, calculate a new adapted scanning range to better capture the beam waist. Acquire
new beam size measurements within the adapted range
(the number of points measured is specified by the user).
3. Check the symmetry of the obtained curve, and if
needed, acquire new beam sizes to evenly sample on
each side of the minimum.
4. Remove any points beyond the turning point(s) of the
curve to maintain a concave curve. If the number of
points is now below the number specified, add points
within the final range.
5. Finally, calculate the emittance and the match.
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This is done for each transverse plane separately to provide
the ability to measure the emittance when the beam waists
are at different quadrupole values. This is helpful when
measuring the emittance at locations along the beamline
away from the beam waist, or when running ML optimization
or characterization algorithms that explore regions where
the injector optics are not near optimal.

Emittance Computation
In the variable quadrupole strengths method that we use
here, the transfer matrix elements are varied by changing the
strength of a quadrupole lens located upstream of a screen (or
wire). Given a quadrupole at location 𝑠0 , and a screen at location 𝑠1 , we calculate the emittance from the reconstructed
beam matrix 𝚺0 at location 𝑠0 following the transformation
𝚺1 = R · 𝚺0 · R𝑇 ,
where 𝚺1 is the beam matrix at 𝑠1 , and R is the total transfer matrix of the beamline components between 𝑠0 and 𝑠1 .
If electromagnetic elements are located between 𝑠0 and 𝑠1 ,
the total transfer matrix R is provided by the user in the
PyEmittance configuration files (obtained from an external computation or optical model). Otherwise, the drift
length and scanning quadrupole length, defined in the configuration files as well, are used to compute the transfer
matrix. The components of 𝚺 are given by 𝜎𝑖 𝑗 = ⟨𝑥𝑖 𝑥 𝑗 ⟩,
where ⟨ ⟩ denotes an average over all particles in the beam,
and the components of the transverse phase-space vector
x are (𝑥, 𝑝 𝑥 , 𝑦, 𝑝 𝑦 ). At 𝑠1 , we measure the beam size, i.e.
𝜎11 = ⟨𝑥 2 ⟩, for at least 3 different quadrupole settings, and
we deduce the elements of 𝚺0 by solving the system of equations defined by
1
2
0
0
2
0
𝜎11
= 𝑅11
𝜎11
+ 2𝑅11 𝑅12 𝜎12
+ 𝑅12
𝜎22
.

Given a data set of quadrupole strengths, beam sizes, and
errors, we fit the measured data using a 𝜒2 -minimization
technique, followed by a pseudoinverse method to solve the
0 , 𝜎 0 and 𝜎 0 .
resulting system of equations and obtain 𝜎11
22
12
For more details, see Ref. [3]. This computation is done for
both transverse planes, and the emittance for each is obtained
following the relationship
√︃
2 .
𝜖 = 𝜎11 𝜎22 − 𝜎12
In the following, all references to beam emittance refer to the
normalized transverse emittance given the geometric mean
of the transverse emittance values. The Twiss parameters
and the match are also computed and returned based on
user-defined model Twiss parameters.

Data Acquisition
In order for the software to measure the beam sizes when
needed, a function interfacing with the machine (or simulation) needs to be defined. This function sets the machine to
the desired configuration and measures the beam spot size at
the defined location, then returns the sizes and errors on the
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Figure 1: Example of data selection based on the inflection
point of the resulting polynomial fit. The blue points are
selected to be used in the emittance measurement.

measurements for the horizontal and vertical planes. Given
that the user can define this function, PyEmittance can be
used with any model or machine that is capable of returning
beam size predictions or measurements for a given injector
configuration.
In this work, PyEmittance was used with LCLS simulations (surrogate model and Bmad model [4]), the LCLS
copper injector line, and the FACET-II injector line. For
the latter two, PyEpics [5] was used to interface with the
control system. In all cases, the package requires system
details to be set in the configs directory that define the
settings required for the measurement. Some examples of
how this is set up is shown the examples directory in [2].

Adaptive Range Selection and Measurement
When running a measurement, initial quadrupole values
have to be defined, typically 3–4 points within the valid
range. This data is used to determine a new range in each
plane that will scan more finely around the minimum of the
beam size: the initial points within some specified cutoff
(typically around 2× the minimum) are fitted (if 3 or more
points obey that constraint) with a second degree polynomial
fit with the quadrupole values as the 𝑥-coordinates, the beam
sizes squared as the 𝑦-coordinates, and the beam sizes and
their errors as weights. The resulting coefficients are used
to determine if the fit is concave, in which case the new
range is taken to be from the minimum of the data to the
scanning range limit, in the direction of decreasing beam
size. Otherwise, the intersection of this polynomial with
some upper limit of the beam size squared is determined to
be the new range, if within the allowable scanning range,
otherwise it is set to the range limits. The upper limit has
been set empirically to 2× the minimum beam size squared
(or an approximation if the two do not intersect). A userspecified number of data points is then measured using the
user-defined beam size measurement function and added to
the data set.
Next, the symmetry of the parabola is checked for each
plane. If more points are needed on one side of the minimum,
the number and location (uniformly spaced) of the points
are determined, and they are measured and added.
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Figure 2: Left: Initial scan based on 3 points selected given
an approximate quadrupole range of [−5, 0]. Right: Final
emittance scan with the full adaptive method presented here.
The last check performed is useful when the scanning
range is too large and deviations from the convex parabolic
shape is seen towards the edges. In these cases, the switching
points in the data are computed, and points outside of the
convex region are removed. An example of this is shown
in Fig. 1, where the gray and blue points indicate the data
to be removed and to be used, respectively. If the resulting
data set has less than the user-specified number of points, an
optional function is run to add points uniformly around the
existing data within the final convex scanning range.
In all of the above, the data can be reused so no measurements are repeated within a scan if the ranges overlap.
An example of running an emittance scan in simulation
mode using this method is shown in Fig. 2. The left image
shows the initial scan given 3 quadrupole strength values
naively selected within an approximate quadrupole range
of [−5, 0]. The right plot displays the final curve using
the procedure described above, requiring 5 points within the
final range. The emittance value can be 10–15% lower and its
uncertainty reduced by 50% using this method compared to
measurements done by randomly selecting scanning values
along the quadrupole range as shown in the left plot.

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
The PyEmittance package is being used at SLAC to measure the emittance at the LCLS and the FACET-II injector
lines. Both non-coherent optical transition radiation (OTR)
screens and wires were used to measure the beam spot sizes.
In the case of OTR screens, the image processing was done
within the PyEmittance package.
We compared the measurement outputs of PyEmittance
to measurements using the existing MATLAB software at
SLAC and found the results to be in agreement when the
scanning ranges are similar. Figure 3 shows a comparison of
the scans with each method for both machines. Note that for
the MATLAB scans, the quadrupole range was iteratively
hand-tuned to obtain the final measurement displayed. As
we expect, PyEmittance finely scans around the minimum
to the desired scale, and the closer the hand-tuned MATLAB
and PyEmittance ranges get, the closer the outputs.
An advantage of a Python package is the ease of integration with other Python-based software being developed at
SLAC and elsewhere, especially for online tuning and MLbased procedures. We have used several ML-algorithms
with PyEmittance to optimize the emittance in LCLS and

Figure 3: Top: Comparing emittance measurements in
LCLS to the existing MATLAB application. Bottom: Comparing emittance measurements in FACET-II.
FACET -II, with efficient and reliable performance. Example evaluation functions that algorithms can call are given
in pyemittance.emit_eval_example in [2].

CONCLUSION
We present PyEmittance, a new Python package for general particle beam emittance measurements with adaptive
quadrupole scans. It is designed for robust and flexible
integration with other Python-based software, with online
accelerators, and with simulation software. Future work includes improved configuration settings for interfacing with
machines/simulations, support for bunch length measurements, and for multi-wire emittance measurements. It is an
open source software, and can be installed via the command
pip install pyemittance. Contributions and suggestions to the GitHub repository [2] are welcome.
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STATUS OF THE SUPERCONDUCTING SOFT X-RAY FREE-ELECTRON
LASER USER FACILITY FLASH
M. Vogt∗ , Ch. Gerth, K. Honkavaara, M. Kuhlmann, J. Roensch-Schulenburg,
L. Schaper, S. Schreiber, R. Treusch, J. Zemella,
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Germany†
Table 1: FLASH 2021 Operational Parameters

Abstract
The XUV and soft X-ray free-electron laser FLASH at
DESY is capable of operating two undulator beamlines simultaneously with up to several thousand bunches per second. It is driven by a normal conducting RF photo-cathode
gun and a superconducting L-band linac. FLASH is currently undergoing a substantial refurbishment and upgrade
program (FLASH2020+). The first 9-months installation
shutdown started in November 2021. Here we report on
the operation in 2021 and present main upgrades during the
ongoing shutdown.

THE FLASH FACILITY
The superconducting XUV and soft X-ray FEL (freeelectron laser) facility FLASH at DESY [1–5] can provide up
to 500 bunches per train at 10 trains per second. Each train
is typically divided into two sub-trains for the two beamlines
with a variable transition time to cover the rise time of the
extraction kickers and the adaption between the RF flat tops
for the sub-trains. The bunches are generated in a normal
conducting 1.3 GHz RF-photo-cathode gun using a Cs2 Te
cathode and 3 independent injector lasers [6, 7] capable of
producing bursts of UV pulses with up to 1 MHz1 . Laser 1
and 2 generate equally spaced pulses with a duration of 4.5 ps
and 6.5 ps (rms) respectively, while laser 3 can generate arbitrary pulse patters within a 1 MHz raster and rms pulse
durations from 0.8 ps to 1.6 ps. Each laser has an independent attenuation system. Laser 1 and 2 share a common BSA
(beam shaping aperture) optimized to produce beam spots
on the cathode suited for medium to high bunch charges,
while laser 3 has an independent BSA adapted (reduced bore
diameters) in particular to low charges. Therefore the bunch
charges and temporal patterns for the two beamlines can be
chosen rather independently, while keeping the space charge
effects in the injector to a large extent comparable.
FLASH uses seven TESLA-type superconducting
1.3 GHz RF-modules with 8 cavities with 9 cells each for
beam acceleration. Bunch compression is realized in two
stages: A first RF-module plus a 3rd harmonic linearizer
followed by the first C-type dipole chicane operated at
146 MeV; and two more superconducting RF-modules
followed by the 2nd S-type dipole chicane operated at
450 MeV. The following 4 RF-modules constitute the main
linac and allow acceleration up to 1250 MeV and under
∗
†
1

vogtm@mail.desy.de
for the FLASH team
up to 3 MHz is possible in 5 Hz operation. And the 3 inj. lasers could be
interleaved and sent to one beamline
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Parameter (𝑒 − ,𝛾)
beam energy
bunch charge
1𝜎 (inj)
𝜀⊥,n
bunches/sec.

FLASH1
GeV
pC
µm

undul. gap
undul. period
photon pulse energy
photon wavelength
spectr. width (FWHM)
pulse duration (FWHM)
photons/pulse
average brilliance
peak brilliance

mm
µJ
nm
%
fs
(∗)
(∗)

FLASH2

0.38 – 1.25
20 – 1000
0.5 – 1.0
1 – 5000
fixed
variable
27.3
31.4
1 – 500
1 – 1000
4.2 – 51
4 – 90
0.7 – 2
0.5 – 2
< 30 – 200
1011 – 1014
1017 – 1021
1028 – 1034

(∗): s −1 mrad −1 mm −1 /0.1%bw

certain conditions deceleration down to 380 MeV. All RF
stations are equipped with versatile LLRF (low level RF)
controllers suited for long pulse operation and capable
of generating distinct RF flat tops for the two sub-trains
allocated for the two undulator beamlines. The flexible laserand LLRF systems generate a great amount of freedom to
meet the different needs of independent experiments at the
two undulator beamlines.
The sub-trains for the two beamlines are separated with
a kicker/septum scheme consisting of 3 vertical flat top
kickers and a horizontal Lambertson (DC) septum. The
extraction beamline into FLASH2 contains a DC dipole
to potentially send beam into a 3rd beamline (FLASH3)
that houses the FLASHForward plasma wakefield acceleration experiment [8, 9]. For the time being FLASH2 and
FLASH3 can only be operated exclusively. FLASH1 has
six 4.55 m long fixed gap undulators while FLASH2 has
twelve 2.39 m long variable gap undulators. Both undulator
beamlines are dedicated SASE (self-amplified spontaneous
emission) FELs. FLASH1 also houses a seeding experiment
Xseed [10] in preparation of the seeding beamline to be
built for the FLASH2020+ upgrade project [11–13]. In addition FLASH1 contains a THz undulator that uses the spent
𝑒 − –beam from the FEL to generate THz radiation for pumpprobe experiments. Both beamlines contain transverse deflecting RF structures for longitudinal diagnostics: An Sband structure (LOLA) [14] located upstream of the mainundulators (downstream of Xseed) in FLASH1; and two
variable polarization X-band structures (PolariX) [15–17]
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downstream of the undulators in FLASH2. Finally the beams
are dumped in two dumps, each capable of taking 100 kW
of beam power which is far beyond our typical operational
range. Table 1 summarizes the most essential parameters of
the run year 2021.

2021 OPERATIONS
In January 2021 the two PolariXes have been installed
in the FLASH2 beamline. Since then their RF components
have been conditioned and the system has become a valuable
tool for tuning FLASH2 [17]. The run year 2021 was ended
by the first of two long shutdowns within the FLASH2020+
project. Still more than 6700 h of beam time were achieved
with an availability of 97%. The actual beam time distribution is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: FLASH operations statistics 2021.
The beam time in FLASH is divided as follows: About
60% of the beam time should be reserved for FEL photon
user experiments, 30% for machine- and photon beamline
development dedicated to improve the performance and the
operation of the facility, and 10% for general accelerator
science and R&D. Machine set up and tuning is performed
prior to every experiment, whenever experimental parameters are changed, and of course whenever necessary after an
interruption. Beam time for each photon user experiment is
scheduled contiguously, with preferably one experiment per
week per beamline.
Downtime (∼3%) in 2021 was dominated by a couple of
major events. Some of them caused by manufacturing nonconformities, others by aged hardware, and a non-negligible
fraction by external power-glitches that tripped sensitive
equipment. Most faults from the first two categories can and
will be addressed by hardware upgrades during the present
shutdown. The trips of special equipment due to powerglitches have been analyzed and measures to mitigate the
impact of power-glitches will be taken where possible with
reasonable effort.

Highlights
An experiment analyzing the relaxation timescales in core
level photo excited molecules, required simultaneous lasing
at 17.7 nm and 5.9 nm, both with maximum attainable pulse
energy, with pulse durations below 50 fs, for 40 bunches at
a bunch frequency of 100 kHz. On the one hand it has been
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shown that HLSS (harmonic lasing self-seeded) [18, 19] is a
good candidate for high pulse energy in the 3rd harmonic, but
unfortunately the fundamental wavelength is mostly eroded
in this scheme and the remains cannot even be transported
to the photon experiment since the focal points of the two
different colors are far away from each other. On the other
hand, two-color lasing [20] based on alternating undulator
gaps offers the possibility to generate the focal point of both
wavelength close to each other, but the underlying physics
does not take advantage of the harmonic relation of the two
wavelengths to and hence lacks the high output power in
the 3rd harmonic. Therefore, a mixture of both configurations was chosen at FLASH2: The first 3 undulators were
set to to 17.7 nm to allow the fundamental wavelength to
gain bunching on the fundamental and the 3rd harmonic
generation. The downstream undulators were set up with
alternating gaps for two-color lasing for increasing the pulse
energy of the fundamental as well as the 3rd harmonic and
get a source point at a similar position at the end of the
undulator beamline. It should be noted that at given beam
energy the dynamical range of the wavelength (determined
by the undulator gap) is about a factor of 3, i.a.w. two-color
lasing at fundamental and 3rd harmonic is at the edge of
what is possible by design in FLASH2. Pulse energies of
about 30 µJ for the 17.7 nm and several µJ for the 5.9 nm
where achieved. The photon pulse duration was estimated
and tuned using the PolariX transverse deflecting structure
in FLASH2. The PolariX measurements suggested that the
pulse duration was in fact < 50 fs. The experiment will be
described and analyzed in greater detail in [21].
In a proof of principle experiment it was shown for the first
time worldwide, that a simultaneous operation with SASE
in one beamline (FLASH2) and HGHG external seeding in
a second beamline (Xseed in FLASH1) driven by a common
accelerator is possible [22]. The electron beam phase space
required for seeding is quite different from the one required
for SASE. It turned out that at FLASH the range for varying
the RF-parameters of the accelerating modules between the
flat top regions for the beam for FLASH1 and FLASH2 is
sufficient to tailor electron bunches with the required longitudinal properties for HGHG seeding simultaneous to SASE
lasing. While Xseed was seeding one bunch per train, trains
of 200 bunches were lasing in FLASH2.

THE CURRENT 2021/22 SHUTDOWN
FLASH is currently in an upgrade shutdown within the
FLASH2020+ project [11–13]. The shutdown is also used
for general refurbishments like upgrade of the cryogenic
facility and the cooling water systems. It started November
2021 and beam operation will resume in September 2022.
This first of two “long shutdowns” is dedicated mostly to the
upgrade of the FLASH injector (FLASH0). Figure 2 shows
a sketch of FLASH after this shutdown.
A new injector laser system is being installed.
The first bunch compressor chicane is shifted downstream
to generate space for a laser heater [23] right before the
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Figure 2: Sketch of FLASH after successful completion of the 2021/22 shutdown (not to scale).
chicane. In order to generate the required space the matching section downstream of the chicane had to be optimized
and shortened. For performing an optimal four-screen measurements of emittance and betatron mismatch, the optics
will have to be temporarily modified from the transport optics used in standard operations. The laser heater beamline
consists of a vertical 4-dipole-bump around the in-coupling
mirror followed by an undulator — both in a dispersion free
beamline. The over-shearing of the laser-induced energy
modulation will be performed in the first compressor chicane, which also provides the out-coupling bump for the
spent laser beam. This set up will be able to increase the
intrinsic slice energy spread from the natural 3 keV to about
10 keV. Micro-bunching studies [24] suggest that this will
suffice to diminish the micro-bunching gain substantially.
The two RF-modules between the 1st and the 2nd bunch
compression chicane have been replaced by refurbished
XFEL prototype modules with an excellent performances
in terms of cavity gradients. Moreover the RF-distribution
systems of the first two of the main-linac modules have been
optimized and upgraded to the standard of the other modules.
These two upgrades are expected to increase the maximum
attainable beam energy by at least 100 MeV to 1.35 GeV. In
addition the cryogenic system undergoes a major refurbishment.
A weak point of the previous design was the absence of a
matching section between the first and the second compression stage. Therefore the old S-type chicane was taken out
and a new, shorter C-type chicane is currently being installed.
The new chicane has two combined quad/skew-quad packs
in its dispersive arms to allow for correcting longitudinal-totransverse intra bunch correlations. However, these magnets
require a round vacuum chamber, so that either the chicane
can only be used at one fixed deflecting angle (→ 𝑀56 ), or
the chicane needs to be mechanically movable so that the
vacuum chamber can follow the beam for varying deflection
angles. The latter option is being installed at FLASH and
Fig. 3 shows the current status of the assembly.
In FLASH1 the Xseed experiment is being upgraded with
new diagnostics and movable quadrupoles.
In FLASH2 space has been generated for a helical APPLEIII 3rd harmonic afterburner undulator. The last planar undu-
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Figure 3: Current assembly status of the 2nd compression
chicane (02.06.2022).
lator has been moved upstream to the start of the undulator
string. The last two upstream matching cells have been upgraded with new diagnostics: a bunch compression monitor
(diffraction radiator), a bunch arrival time monitor, and an
additional OTR screen. All modifications in the upstream
sections of FLASH2 have been successfully finished. The
delicate new vacuum chamber for the afterburner will be
installed during the current shutdown, while the actual afterburner is scheduled for 2023. Since the beamline is already
being prepared in this shutdown, installing the undulator
should be possible within a 2 weeks time slot.
Recommissioning of FLASH facility with beam is scheduled to start in September 2022.
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THE NEW FLASH1 BEAMLINE FOR THE FLASH2020+ PROJECT
Mathias Vogt∗ , Johann Zemella,
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Germany
Abstract
The 2nd stage of the FLASH2020+ project will be an
upgrade of the FLASH1 beamline, downstream of the injector/linac section FLASH0 which is currently being upgraded.
The currently existing beamline drives the original planar
fixed gap SASE undulators from the TTF-2 setup, a THz
undulator that uses the spent electron beam and deflects the
e-beam into a dump beamline capable of safely dumping
several thousand bunches per second. The updated beamline
has been designed for EEHG seeding with 2 modulators, 3
chicanes, and a helical Apple-III undulator beamline as seeding radiator, followed by a transverse deflecting (S-band)
structure for longitudinal diagnostics. The separation of the
electron beam from the FEL beam will be moved upstream
w.r.t. the old design to create more space for the photon
diagnostics and will be achieved by a 5deg double-bendalmost-achromat. To allow enable high power THz radiation
output from a moderately compressed seeding beam, a post
compressor will be installed. The capability of dumping the
the long bunch trains safely may and will not be compromised by the design. This article describes the beamline
concept and some details on the part downstream of the
radiator.

INTRODUCTION
FLASH the, Free-electron LASer in Hamburg [1, 2], is
currently undergoing a substantial upgrade and refurbishment project, FLASH2020+ [3, 4]. Flash consists of four
functionally distinct sections: the common part (injector,
linac), called FLASH0, the two independent undulator beamlines FLASH1 & FLASH2, and the experimental beamline
FLASH3. The superconducting linac supplies sufficiently
long RF pulses (flat top for beam operation up to 800 µs),
to serve both, FLASH1 and FLASH2, with sub-trains of up
to several hundred bunches at every RF-pulse. The pulse
repetition frequency is 10 Hz.
While FLASH0 upgraded and refurbished in the current
shutdown [2], FLASH1 will be basically completely rebuilt
in 2024/25.

Conceptual Overview of the Beamline
So far FLASH1/2 are plain SASE (Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emission) FELs (Free-Electron Lasers). The new
FLASH1 beamline, however will be optimized for high repetition rate HGHG (High Gain Harmonic Generation) and
EEHG (Echo-Enabled Harmonic Generation) external seeding [3] within the project. SASE is an extremely powerful
FEL mechanism, but external seeding enhances the control
∗

vogtm@mail.desy.de
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over properties of the produced FEL radiation, i.p. the longitudinal coherence, substantially [3]. Seeding, i.p. EEHG,
is a delicate two-stage process: The bunch, with incoming
PSD (phase space distribution) Ψ0 and reference energy � 0 ,
is overlaid in the first undulator (modulator UM1) with the
first seed laser beam (L1). Overlaid means transverse overlap for a finite distance (undulator length) (→ �, � ′, �, � ′),
temporal overlap, and that the energy of the seeded slice is in
resonance with the laser beam L1 in undulator UM1. Then
the energy modulation from L1 and UM1 is strongly oversheared in the first magnetic chicane (CH1), and the bunch is
overlaid in the second undulator (modulator UM2) with the
second seed laser beam (L2). The conditions on overlay are
just the same as in UM1. In addition the distance between
the two modulation stages (M1,M2) should be as short as
possible, so that the delicate over-sheared PSD from M1 is
not distorted by spurious dispersion, intra-beam scattering,
etc. Finally the modulated, over-sheared, and re-modulated
PSD is moderately sheared in the second magnetic chicane
(CH2) to enhance the higher order Fourier harmonics of the
charge density that will seed the FEL process in the radiator.
In order to make the above, highly intricate procedure operationally feasible, the beamline needs a sophisticated design
and advanced high-quality hardware.
In addition FLASH1 has a long wavelength electromagnetic undulator which uses the spent � − -beam for the generation of THz radiation for highly synchronized pump-probe
experiments. However, high THz pulse energy requires
that a significant fraction of the bunch is concentrated in a
structure smaller than the wavelength of the radiation. This
is typically achieved by a spike-like longitudinal structure.
The moderately compressed and highly linear seeding bunch
does not such features. Hence a post-compressor chicane
was designed to located downstream between FEL radiator
and THz undulator. Finally the beam is vertically bent into
the dump beamline capable of safely disposing of 100 kW
beam power.
Here we give an overview of the FLASH1 beamline with
emphasis on the “non-photon” sections, namely the collimation and matching section, the chicanes, the longitudinal
diagnostics and the THz and dump beamline. The “photonrelated” sections of the beamline, namely the modulators
and the radiator will be described in greater detail in [5].

BEAMLINE DETAILS
The beamline is split into several functional sections as is
shown in FIg. 1
The 1st collimator is located downstream of the last accelerating module. FLASH1 has a 2nd collimator close to
the start of the in-coupling chicane (InC) in FL1MOD1.
The optics has been optimized so that almost all transverse
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Figure 1: Schematic layout [6] of the FLASH1 beamline: top: FL1DIAG-FL1MOD2 (Δ� = 33.43 m) / center: FL1RADIFL1BURN (Δ� = 39.18 m) / bottom: FL1LOLA-FL1DUMP (Δ� = 38.86 m). Each line is to scale but they vary in overall
length.

Figure 2: CAD drawing from FL1LOLA to FL1DUMP.
halo particles beyond 15 � will be caught. The section contains six quadrupoles, every 2nd with an embedded striplineBPM, each 4 horizontal and vertical steerers, 2 toroids, and
a screen station. The is will enable steering and re-matching
the beam out of the linac into the seed modulator section
independently of FLASH2.
The modulator sections FL1MOD1/2 contain the two chicanes needed for the EEHG external seeding process as
briefly explained in subsection . An additional chicane InC
is needed for in-coupling of the first seed laser. This chicane has only two operational states: active, for inserting the
in-coupling mirror, and flat, for retracted mirror. The two
seeding chicanes (and the post-compressor chicane PoC)
need to be fully tunable during set up of the FEL Process.
Because of the delicacy of the seeding process this requires
almost perfect chicanes in the complete tuning range. All chicanes should guarantee an �56 -reproducibility of 1.0 × 10−3 ,
spurious dispersion < 1 mm and an orbit-closure under tuning of < 200 µm which is already technically challenging.
Table 1 shows the minimum required beam offsets and the
�56 tuning ranges (for inserted and retracted in/out-coupling
mirrors where applicable). The large tuning ranges are challenging because they imply strong constraints on the field
quality, and simultaneously large good-field regions. All
magnets should comply to |��d�/�d� | < 5 · 10−4 inside the
good-field region. In addition the spacial constraints in the
bounded footprint of FLASH enforce rather small magnets.S
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Table 1: Chicane Specifications
chic.

beam offset

InC
CH1
CH2
PoC

≥
≥
≥
≥

7.5 mm
20.0 mm
7.5 mm
0.0 mm

�56 m. in

�56 m. out

—
400 µm - 14.5 mm
40-350 µm
—

∼ 0 µm
0-250 µm
0-300 µm
0-75 mm

Table 2: Dipole Specifications
Bend
for

angle
/◦

InC
CH1
CH2
PoC

0, 1.3-1.5
0, 0.4-4.0
0, 0.1-0.7
0, 1.0-8.0

length
/mm

gap
/mm

≤
≤
≤
≤

≥
≥
≥
≥

350
450
300
500

25
25
25
35

good-field
/mm
≥ 50
≥ 170
≥ 50
≥ 320

Table 2 shows the design constraints on the chicane dipoles
in the FLASH1 beamline. The sections also contain the
two modulator undulators, each bordered by two 0.6 m long
intersections equipped with a beam position monitor (BPM),
a quadrupole with �/�-mover, a screen station, 2 beam loss
monitors (BLMs) and �/�-steering using air-coils or small
ferrite coils.
The radiator undulator section consists of eleven APPLEIII-type undulator segments bordered by twelve 0.6 m long
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Figure 3: Optics: FL1LOLA to FL1PARC.
Figure 2 shows a 3D-CAD drawing of the FLASH1 beamline downstream of the undulator. The transverse deflecting
structure LOLA already in use in the current FLASH1 beamline will be moved downstream of the radiators. For this
the wave-guides have be extended so that the S-band modulator and klystron can stay in their old place at the price
of a higher RF attenuation. LOLA [7] will be installed to
streak horizontally so that the vertical dispersion of the post
compressor chicane, about 0.3 m at full angle, serves as an
energy spectrometer perpendicular to the streak plane. The
optics, shown in Fig. 3 has been optimized to achieve resolutions of about � � ≈ 20 fs, � � ≈ 100 keV, depending on
the attainable streak angle.
In order to early-on separate the � − -beam from the FEL
photon beam, a 5° quasi-DBA using standard FLASH chicane dipoles has been designed. By simple algebra one can
show that the geometric �56 of a symmetric double bend
arc vanishes iff the transverse dispersion is matched. The
absolute small, negative longitudinal dispersion of the two
dipoles themselves is retained so that this extremely simple
structure is only a quasi-DBA.

product of chirp and dispersion. Since the typical chirp of a
bunch optimized for HGHG/EEHG seeding is presumably
small, a relatively large, fully tunable �56 was chosen for
the design. The specifications of the chicane and its dipoles
can be found in Tables 1 and 2. The dipole specifications
are extremely challenging. Therefore a numeric feasibility
study was performed on the magnet by the DESY magnet
design group. Figure 4 shows a field map of a quarter-dipole.
Despite the locally high Field (up to 2 T) and the unavoidable saturation effects the magnet fulfills the field quality
and good-field constraints sufficiently well to be a candidate for production. The PoC chicane also serves as energy
spectrometer for the LOLA diagnostics. A screen/cameras
system which allows high resolution imaging for a large variety of chicane deflection angles is currently being designed.
The post compressed bunches with enhanced peak current
and some nonlinear spiky shape will enhance the THz pulse
energies from the THz undulator — at the price of a reduced
synchronicity of FEL and THz pulses due to the �56 of the
post compressor. As a side effect, of the earlier separation
of the electron beam from the FEL photon beam, the THz
beam from the moved undulator is also better separated
from the FEL, so that THz and FEL diagnostics can easier
be disentangled.
In the new design the dump was relocated to generate
more space in the beamline to enable post-compression of
the electron beam for THz generation, to early-on separate
photons from electrons for generating more space for the
photon diagnostics, and to mitigate the radiation dose from
the dumpline at the photon electronics. Downstream of the
THz undulator a vertical bending magnet sends the � − -beam
into the dump pit and separates the electrons from the THz
beamline. This improves operability of the new dumpline
because the transverse geometric coupling, inherent in the
old design due to a tilted dipole, was removed by disentangling the geometry via the use of dedicated horizontal and
vertical dipoles.
The beamline designed for FLASH1 is finished and the
component design is close to finalization. We are looking
forward to installing the new beamline in the 2024/35 shutdown.
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Figure 4: Field-map of a quarter of the proof of principle candidate for chicane dipole for PoC (by courtesy of Alexander
Aloev (DESY-MEA)).
Downstream of the horizontal quasi-DBA will be the
vertical post compressor C-chicane PoC. The compression
� := (1 + ℎ�56 ) −1 with longitudinal dispersion �56 and the
(negative) bunch chirp ℎ := �⟨� (�)⟩⊥ /�� depends on the
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE T20 BEAMLINE
FOR THE LUXE EXPERIMENT AT THE EUROPEAN XFEL
S. D. Walker∗ , N. Golubeva
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
The Laser Und XFEL Experiment (LUXE) at the EuXFEL aims to explore hitherto unprobed regions of quantum electrodynamics characterised by both high-energy and
high-intensity. This will be accomplished by leveraging the
electron beam provided by the EuXFEL and an intenselyfocused laser to study electron-photon and photon-photon
interactions. The LUXE experiment will be placed in the
empty XTD20 tunnel and to this end a new beamline, T20,
will need to be installed to deliver one bunch per bunch train
to LUXE. The T20 beamline feature a total bend angle of
6.7°, which, combined with the very short bunches provided
by the EuXFEL raises concerns regarding the deleterious impact of coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) on the bunch
emittances. As the LUXE experiment has specific beam
size requirements at its IP, these effects and the limits on the
focus must be characterised. In this paper the T20 beamline
design and its final focus are outlined. Furthermore, the
impact of collective effects on the beam quality at the LUXE
IP are discussed, and finally a means to mitigate the impact
of these effects and improve the beam quality at the LUXE
IP is shown.

INTRODUCTION
The European X-Ray Free Electron Laser (EuXFEL) [1]
in Hamburg, Germany, is a 3.1 km-long multi-user facility
capable of providing hard and soft x-rays to various experiments and has been operating successfully since 2018. To
maximise the number of operable experiments using the
electron beam, the main accelerating linac branches into
two beamlines at the 2 km mark, to a hard x-ray undulator
to the left (SASE2), and to hard and soft x-ray undulators
straight ahead from the main linac (SASE1 and SASE3, respectively). Further installations of undulators are planned
in the future, firstly hard x-ray undulators in the left branch
after SASE2 [2], and then construction of an entire new
branch to the right in 2029 (requiring a new tunnel to be
drilled). However, as a small section (≈ 50 m) of this new
tunnel has already been dug, there is a period of opportunity
before 2029 where this tunnel section (called XTD20) may
house an experiment which uses the high-quality electron
beam provided by the EuXFEL for novel particle physics
searches. This is how the LUXE experiment [3] fits into the
broader EuXFEL programme.
The LUXE experiment will operate parasitically off the
main XFEL linac in the XTD20 tunnel, taking one electron
bunch per bunch train (out of 2700 bunches per train) and
∗
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collide it with an intensely-focused laser. As the future installation of undulators in a whole new branch from the linac
has long been planned, the beamline arc, called T20, which
transfers the beamline to the XTD20 tunnel has already undergone considerable development during the main EuXFEL
design process [4–6].
The extreme bunch conditions at the EuXFEL present
challenges at LUXE. Specifically, the electron bunches at
the end of the linac will generally be very short (𝜎𝑧 ≈ 5 µm)
due to requirements in the downstream undulators. At these
short bunch lengths and high energies (14 GeV to 17.5 GeV)
the bunch will radiate partially coherently in all typical EuXFEL bending magnets likely to be used in any T20 arc
design [7]. Furthermore, the overtaking criterion, shown
in Eqn. 1, is satisfied in these same magnets at these bunch
lengths, meaning that steady state CSR fields will dominate
and that the projected and slice emittances are liable to be
diluted due to these self-fields.
𝑅𝜑3
> 𝜎𝑧
(1)
24
In this paper, recent developments in the T20 beamline
design and its use for LUXE are presented and discussed.
Specifically, this involves integrating the arc into the current
switchyard design and the design of the final focus system, as
well as beam dynamics simulations featuring full collective
effects, with particular focus on the impact of CSR on the
focus spot size. Finally, an alternative compression scheme
in the main linac is discussed as a means to achieve the
required focus at the LUXE IP.
𝐿s =

T20 BEAMLINE AND
FINAL FOCUS SYSTEM FOR LUXE
The Switchyard
The switchyard featuring both T20 and LUXE and its
relation to the other beamlines is shown in Fig. 1. The
extraction system will employ a Lambertson septum-kicker
pair to extract the beam from the main linac. Although only
one bunch per train will be used by the LUXE experiment,
the rise time of the extraction kicker, at 2 µs, mandates that
an additional ten bunches must be dumped upstream of the
switchyard.

The Final Focus
The final focus system for LUXE will use four quadrupoles
making up the inner triplet and two quadrupoles for the
matching section. The vertical and horizontal dispersions
are brought to zero at the end of the arc and before the matching section. Two possible focuses are considered assuming
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Figure 1: The horizontal and vertical views of the switchyard. For clarity, only magnets leading up to the LUXE
experiment are shown. Dipoles and quadrupoles are shown
in blue and red, respectively. Unpowered magnets are shown
translucent.

Figure 2: The betatron and dispersion functions for the T20
and LUXE beamline for the 𝛽∗ = 2.3 m case and the focus
at the IP. The lattice is displayed in between the two plots,
with dipoles in blue and quadrupoles in red.
Table 1: Expected Beam Properties at the LUXE IP

an emittance of 1.4 mm mrad (the assumed emittance as outlined in the LUXE CDR [3]), one corresponding to a spot
size of 5 µm (the original expected focus size at the IP) and
another corresponding to 10 µm. The reason for this is that
the smaller 𝛽∗ requires more quadrupole tuning upstream of
the final focus quadrupoles and matching section into the arc.
Consequently, 𝛽∗ = 2.3 m, which corresponds to the 10 µm
focus is instead now considered to be the benchmark case
due to its relative simplicity. The decrease in the luminosity
as a result of this larger spot size is projected to have an
acceptable impact on the interaction rates at the IP.
Finally, the LUXE experiment will operate in two modes,
one where the electron beam is focused at the IP (electronphoton collisions), and another where the electron beam is
focused at a tungsten target 8.5 m upstream of the IP (photonphoton collisions) [3]. The LUXE final focus design supports both configurations, with the optical configuration
corresponding to the focus at the IP shown in Fig. 2.
The beam properties assumed at the IP for the sake of the
final focus design are shown in Table 1. Although the beam
energy is assumed to be 16.5 GeV, the arc and final focus
design has sufficient redundancy built into it that the beam
can be transported to the IP from the linac with the required
IP spot size at a beam energy of up to 20 GeV, although it
should be mentioned that the beam energy at the EuXFEL
is unlikely to reach 20 GeV during the expected lifespan of
LUXE.

BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
FOR LUXE
To date the electron beam at the LUXE experiment has
been assumed to be Gaussian in all six dimensions of phase
space. However, in reality the beam transverse and longitudinal profiles will differ from this ideal considerably due to
collective effects upstream of the experiment. Therefore, to
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Parameter
Beam energy
Bunch charge
Spot size
Beta function
Distance to IP
Bunch length
Emittance

Symbol

Value

Unit

𝐸
𝑞
𝜎
𝛽∗
𝐿∗
𝜎𝑧
𝜀

11.5 to 17.5
250
5 to 10
0.58 to 2.3
8.5
40
1.4

GeV
pC
µm
m
m
µm
mm mrad

sufficiently determine the beam’s expected shape and size at
the IP, one must simulate the electron beam across the 2.1 km
from the gun to the LUXE IP, accounting for all collective
effects. Furthermore, as shown in Table 1, the emittance
transmitted to the IP from the linac has been assumed to
be 1.4 mm mrad, however to accurately determine the actual
beam size attainable at the IP, the final emittance at the IP
must be calculated.
One code typically used for simulating the full length of
the EuXFEL, often referred to as start to end simulations, is
ocelot [8]. The application of ocelot to EuXFEL beam
dynamics simulations is outlined in more detail in [9]. For
simplicity the same simulation configuration as described
in that paper is also used here [10], modified only to add the
T20 arc and LUXE to the beamline (𝛽∗ = 2.3 m) to match
the LUXE CDR [3]. This configuration is typical of the
sort used for generating ultra-short bunches for lasing in the
undulators.
The phase space at the IP is shown in Fig. 3, which shows
that for a typical EuXFEL bunch, the transverse emittances
at the LUXE IP are larger than expected and the spot size
will be larger than 10 µm. As this increase in the emittance is
most likely due to CSR, lengthening the bunch can mitigate
this effect and help to preserve the transverse emittances.
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Figure 3: The phase space distribution at the LUXE IP at
16.5 GeV using a similar radio frequency working point (i.e.,
bunch compression) as for lasing.
This can be done by adjusting the radio frequency (RF)
parameters in the upstream accelerating modules to reduce
the chirp and subsequent post-chicane bunch length.
The transition time between two RF phases (whilst maintaining the same final central energy) is given by
𝑡=

𝑣 1 sin (𝜑1 − 𝜑2 )
,
𝜌 cos 𝜑2

(2)

where 𝑣 1 is the initial voltage, 𝜑1 and 𝜑2 are the initial and final phases, respectively, and 𝜌 is the vec limit, which defines
how much time transitioning between two RF working points
takes. At the EuXFEL 𝜌 = 0.5 MV µs−1 and is defined per
RF station, where there are four accelerating modules per
station.
A full semi-analytical treatment of RF configurations for
bunch compression is outlined in [11]. Here, however, a
simplified model is used where the known good RF configuration is simply adjusted by reducing the chirp in L1 and
L2 by reducing the phase by up to 1.03° and 0.5°. These
two values correspond to slightly more than the maximum
Δ𝜑 achievable in 2 µs, the rise time of the kicker, and were
calculated using Eqn. 2. A range of RF configurations up to
these values were simulated in start to end simulations using
ocelot. The subsequent emittances at the LUXE IP are
shown in Fig. 4, and whilst there is some periodic behaviour
also impacting the emittances, it is clear that the 2 µs for the
kicker to rise is ample time to reduce the compression to
adequately preserve the beam emittance at the LUXE IP.
The transverse phase space projections for the fully compressed beam are shown alongside those of the partially
decompressed beam in Fig. 5. The reduced transverse emittances approach those at the switchyard. Assuming the smallest plausibly achievable 𝛽∗ (0.58 m) at the IP, an emittance
of 0.6 mm mrad in the switchyard, and a maximum energy of
17.5 GeV, the focus size can perhaps be brought down to as
low as 3.2 µm, far below the LUXE CDR value of 10 µm [3].

CONCLUSION
In this paper the lattice design for the T20 arc and LUXE
final focus were described. Simulated beam properties were
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Figure 4: The relationship between time spent reducing the
chirp with the RF in L1 and L2 and the simulated emittance
at the LUXE IP. The chosen larger 𝛽∗ and smaller energy
are used to present a reasonable worst-case scenario.

Figure 5: The transverse phase space projections at the
LUXE IP with and without decompression, using one of the
optimal working point shown in Fig. 4. The beam sizes are
simply the standard deviations of the coordinates, whereas
the projected emittance in Fig. 3 is the RMS emittance.

presented and it has been shown that using the decompression scheme it should be possible to satisfy the requirements
laid out in the LUXE CDR, in particular a spot size lower
than the minimum required will likely be achievable. This
may enable the experiment to benefit from a brighter luminosity or enable more longitudinal space for the experiment.
Regardless, the simulated IP beam distributions will be used
for Monte Carlo LUXE detector simulations. Future work
primarily involves validating this decompression scheme
in the EuXFEL, specifically that such decompression can
indeed be achieved within the 2 µs of the kicker rise time.
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VIRTUAL COMMISSIONING OF THE EUROPEAN XFEL
FOR ADVANCED USER EXPERIMENTS AT PHOTON ENERGIES
BEYOND 25 keV USING LOW-EMITTANCE ELECTRON BEAMS
Y. Chen∗ , F. Brinker, W. Decking, M. Scholz, L. Winkelmann, Z.-H. Zhu†
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Notkestr. 85, 22607 Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
Growing interests in ultra-hard X-rays are pushing forward the frontier of commissioning the European X-ray
Free-Electron Laser (XFEL) for routine operation towards
the sub-ångström regime, where a photon energy of 25 keV
(0.5 Å) and above is desired. Such X-rays allow for larger
penetration depths and enable the investigation of materials
in highly absorbing environments. Delivering the requested
X-rays to user experiments is of crucial importance for the
XFEL development. Unique capabilities of the European
XFEL are formed by combining a high energy linac and the
long variable-gap undulator systems for generating intense
X-rays at 25 keV and pushing the limit even further to 30 keV.
However, the FEL performance relies on achievable electron
bunch qualities. Low-emittance electron bunch production,
and the associated start-to-end modelling of beam physics
thus becomes a prerequisite to dig into the XFEL potentials.
Here, we present the obtained simulation results from a virtual commissioning of the XFEL for the user experiments at
25 keV and beyond, including the optimized electron bunch
qualities and corresponding FEL lasing performance. Experimental results at 30 keV from the first test run are presented.

iments since 2017. At a nominal electron beam energy of
14 GeV, stable, high-intensity SASE performance is achieved
at photon energies up to 14 keV in routine user runs [8–10],
while in test runs, good lasing signals towards 25 keV have
been achieved with only limited tuning time. The actual
lasing capability of the European XFEL in an even deeper
sub-ångström emission regime is not yet demonstrated, although relevant theoretical studies have been carried out
in [11, 12] under specific working modes and conditions.

SIMULATION
Here we present the obtained results from a virtual commissioning of the EuXFEL by start-to-end beam physics
simulations and SASE optimization at high photon energies
of 25 keV and above. Table 1 shows typical machine operation parameters which are employed correspondingly in the
follow-up numerical studies. The codes OCELOT [13] and
GENESIS [14] are used. The EuXFEL photoinjector [15] is
optimized in the simulations taking into account the collective effects as studied in detail in [16]. The close-to cathode
beam dynamics is carefully considered using the 3D approach as reported in [17].

INTRODUCTION
Linear accelerator based self-amplification spontaneous
emission (SASE) free-electron lasers (FEL) produce extremely short, brilliant and coherent X-ray pulses [1–7]. This
made it possible using the X-rays to probe distances at the
atomic scale and explore the dynamics of atomic and molecular process on their natural length and time scale. The
XFEL has greatly set forward the frontiers of resolving the
structure of matters with X-rays over the last decade.
The XFELs capable of operating at short wavelengths of
0.10 nm to 0.01 nm, that is, at high photon energies of about
12.40 keV to 123.98 keV, can provide the so-called hard Xrays in the sub-ångström regime. These hard X-rays are of
significant importance to temporally and spatially-resolved
analysis and reconstruction of materials with various degrees
of crystallinity. Harder X-rays above 12.40 keV are more
beneficial to characterizing semi and noncrystalline materials, observing structural in-situ phase transitions, acquiring
structural information, reconstructing material spatial distributions, etc.
At the European X-ray Free-Electron Laser (EuXFEL) [2],
hard X-ray pulses have been delivered for routine user exper∗
†
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Table 1: Machine Operation Parameters
Parameter
Bunch charge
Bunch shaping aperture a
Cathode laser pulse shape
Cathode laser pulse lengthb
Cathode accelerating gradient
Beam energy at BC0c
Beam energy at BC1
Beam energy at BC2
Beam energy downstream L3d
R56 at BC0
R56 at BC1
R56 at BC2
Undulator periode
Undulator length
a
b
c
d
e

Value
250
1.0
Gauss
3.0
56.7
130
700
2400
16300
-50
-50
-30
4
175

Unit
pC
mm
n/a
ps
MV/m
MeV
MeV
MeV
MeV
mm
mm
mm
cm
m

in diameter
root mean square value
BCi stands for the i-th bunch compression stage, see Fig.1.
L3 stands for the main linac, see Fig.1.
for the undulators in SASE1 and SASE2 beamlines, see Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the slice emittance of an optimized electron bunch at the injector exit (i.e. in section I1 as shown
in Fig. 1). This is done by scanning the phase of the gun
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of the European X-ray Free-Electron Laser. I1: injector section; Li: the i-th linear accelerator;
BCi: the i-th bunch compressor. SASEi: the i-th undulator beamlines in which SASE1 and SASE2 are hard X-ray lines
while SASE3 is a soft X-ray line.
and the solenoid strength in the gun section. Thermal emittance of the photocathode is considered as the lower limit
of an overall optimized bunch emittance [18]. At the European XFEL, cesium-telluride cathodes are used, the thermal
emittance of which may intrinsically depend on the manufacture recipe. Here our optimization results are shown
for three different thermal emittance values of the cathode,
0.85 𝜇m/mm (blue), 0.99 𝜇m/mm (black) and 1.11 𝜇m/mm
(red). The case with a thermal emittance of 0.99 𝜇m/mm is
selected based on previous studies (as reported in Ref. [19])
for further tracking simulations.

lengths are about 8 m and 10 m. The figure insets show the
power distributions by the end of the undulator beamlines.
In these simulations, both linear and quadratic tapers are
optimized. An average beta function of 32 m is applied.

Figure 3: Bunch qualities in front of the undulator beamline
SASE1. Left: peak current (left axis) and slice energy spread
(right axis); Right: slice horizontal (green) and vertical (red)
emittance.

FIRST TEST RUN UP TO 30 keV
Figure 2: Optimized slice emittance at the injector exit considering different thermal emittance values of the cesiumtelluride cathodes as tested at PITZ [19].
Figure 3 presents the optimized bunch qualities at the
undulator beamline (i.e. SASE1 in Fig. 1) entrance via startto-end beam physics simulations. RF parameters (amplitude
and phase) of the accelerators (i.e. I1, L1, L2 in Fig. 1) are
optimized compressing the bunch to 4.5 kA peak current
after the second compression stage (i.e. BC2 in Fig. 1)
according to the available accelerating voltages of the facility.
The beam energy set-points and momentum compaction
factors at individual bunch compression locations are given
in Tab. 1. Collective effects through the whole accelerator
beamline such as wakefields, space-charge and coherent
synchrotron radiation are all included. As shown, the left
plot illustrates an obtained bunch peak current of about 4.5
kA (left axis) and a slice energy spread of about 3.5 MeV
(right axis). The right plot gives the bunch horizontal (green
bars) and vertical (red bars) slice emittance.
Using the obtained bunch distribution as shown in Fig. 3,
SASE optimization is carried out. As shown in Fig. 4, an
optimized SASE intensity of about 1.8 mJ and 0.5 mJ are
shown at 24.579 keV for SASE1 (left) and 30.235 keV for
SASE2 (right), respectively. The corresponding fitted gain
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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First test run of the EuXFEL aiming for high photon energies above 25 keV was carried out last year on the request of
the on-site users at DESY. Due to a temporary technical limit
in the transport capability of the photon beam line, a target
photon energy of 24 keV was preliminarily determined for
SASE1 and 30 keV was requested for SASE2.
After short-term SASE tuning, in both SASE1 and SASE2
undulator lines the electron bunch lased at the aimed photon energies. The HIgh REsolution hard X-ray single-shot
(HIREX) spectrometer [20] was used to verify the achieved
photon wavelengths to be 24.579 keV and 30.235 keV at
SASE1 and SASE2, respectively. The SASE spectrum at
30.235 keV is shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted, that for
the first time, the FEL facility has ever been operated at such
high photon energies. It is also worth mentioning that fairly
good lasing intensities have been achieved in both beamlines
at these photon wavelengths in the sub-ångström working
regime.
Figure 6 shows the overall FEL performance panel corresponding to the test run in October 2021. As shown, about
0.8 mJ SASE intensity is achieved at 24.58 keV (0.5 Å) at
SASE1 and about 0.3 mJ is obtained at 30.24 keV (0.4 Å)
at SASE2. Additionally, the SASE3 beamline is simultaneously lasing undisturbed at 1 keV with an intensity of 10
mJ [9] during SASE tuning for the other two undulator lines.
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Figure 4: Simulated SASE intensities at 24.58 keV (left) and 30.24 keV (right) for beamlines SASE1 and SASE2, respectively.

Figure 5: SASE spectrum detected by HIREX [20] for
SASE2 with a central photon energy of 30.235 keV.

CONCLUSION
Virtual commissioning of the European XFEL is performed based on start-to-end electron beam physics simulations and SASE performance studies at high photon energies
up to 30 keV in the sub-ångström working regime. The optimized simulation results have shown millijoule-level lasing
performance. First short-term test run of the EuXFEL in
October 2021 has demonstrated SASE intensities of about
0.8 mJ and 0.3 mJ at 24.58 keV and 30.24 keV, respectively,
which, to the best of our knowledge, are the highest demonstrated SASE intensities at these wavelengths of the hard
X-rays that are delivered to the users. More detailed characterization of the whole accelerator and undulator beam
lines is planned. Comprehensive numerical and experimental studies will follow to reduce the existing discrepancies
between measurement and simulation.
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Figure 6: First test run of the EuXFEL delivering hard Xrays of about 0.8 mJ and 0.3 mJ at photon energies of 24 keV
and 30 keV for SASE beamlines 1 and 2, respectively, with a
simultaneous SASE pulse delivery of about 10 mJ at 1 keV
for the SASE beamline 3.
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Abstract
External seeding techniques like high-gain harmonic generation (HGHG) and echo-enabled harmonic generation
(EEHG) have been proposed and proven to be able to generate fully coherent radiation in the EUV and X-ray range.
A big challenge is to combine the advantages of seeding
schemes with high repetition rates. For seeding at a high repetition rate, an optical resonator scheme has been introduced
to recirculate the radiation in the modulator to seed the high
repetition rate electron bunches. Earlier studies have shown
that a resonator-like modulator combined with an amplifier
in high gain harmonic generation (HGHG) configuration can
be used to generate radiation whose wavelength can reach
the water window region. This scheme overcomes the limitation of requiring high repetition rate seed laser systems. In
this contribution, we present start-to-end simulation results
of this oscillator-amplifier FEL scheme.

INTRODUCTION
For over ten years, SASE FELs [1] have been delivering
radiation to users in XUV and X-ray wavelength range. However, SASE suffers from poor longitudinal coherence and
large shot-to-shot fluctuations due to the stochastic behavior of the start-up process. To overcome these limitations,
several external seeding techniques like high-gain harmonic
generation (HGHG) [2] and echo-enabled harmonic generation (EEHG) [3, 4] have been proposed and proven to be
able to generate fully coherent radiation in the EUV and
X-ray range. The continuous wave (CW) machines with superconducting accelerator technology can deliver a million
pulses per second. However, the repetition rate of current
laser systems with sufficient power to modulate the electron
beam is limited to the kilohertz range.
For seeding at a high repetition rate, an optical resonator
scheme has been introduced to recirculate the radiation in the
modulator to seed the high repetition rate electron bunches.
Earlier studies have shown that a resonator-like modulator
combined with an amplifier in an HGHG configuration can
be used to generate radiation whose wavelength can reach
the water window region [5, 6]. This scheme overcomes the
limitation of requiring high repetition rate seed laser systems.
The usage of the oscillator-amplifier setup for a seeded FEL
is a promising approach to reach short wavelengths at the
high repetition rates based on superconducting linear accel∗
†
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erators. In this contribution, start-to-end simulation with a
more realistic electron beam is conducted for this scheme.

THE LAYOUT
High-Gain Harmonic Generation has been proposed and
proven to be able to generate fully coherent radiation in a
single pass. In this process, the electron beam achieves an
energy modulation in a modulator. The energy modulation
is converted into a density modulation in a dispersive section.
Finally, the electron beam which has sufficient bunching in
the desired harmonic of the seed laser will generate fully
coherent FEL radiation in the amplifier.
The layout of oscillator-based HGHG is shown in Fig. 1.
Different from a regular single-pass HGHG, this scheme
has an optical cavity which consists of simple transportation
mirrors and focusing mirrors. In addition, the intra-cavity
modulator is longer to achieve higher gain and compensate the losses in the cavity. The power of the radiation is
amplified by its interaction with the electron bunch in the
intra-cavity modulator, and the optical field is stored in the
cavity to seed the next electron bunch. The modulated electron beam is guided to the following dispersion section to
achieve sufficient bunching in the desired harmonic of the
seed laser. Finally, it generates radiation at a harmonic of
the modulator wavelength in the amplifier.

Figure 1: A possible design for the implementation of an
HGHG seeded Oscillator-Amplifier.

SIMULATIONS
Start-to-end simulation is carried out for this oscillatoramplifier scheme. ASTRA is used to track the particles
from the gun to the end of the injector, which considers
longitudinal space charge and microbunching instability effects. ELEGANT is utilized to track the particles in the
linac and bunch compressors, which considers the coherent
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synchrotron radiation (CSR) and incoherent synchrotron radiation (ISR) effects. For the external seeding schemes, FEL
will get beneficial performances when the electron beam has
a smoother longitudinal phase space. In our case, we use
the electron beam which has a flat top current distribution
based on a longitudinal phase space shaping technique [7].
The parameters of the electron beam are presented in Table 1
and the longitudinal phase space and corresponding current,
energy spread, emittance distribution are shown in Fig. 2.

Table 1: Simulation Parameters
Electron beam
Energy
Uncorrelated energy spread
Peak current
Emittance
Charge
Bunch length
Intra-cavity modulator

8 GeV
0.9 MeV
1500 A
0.2 mm·mrad
100 pC
150 fs

Modulator length
period length
K value
Amplifier

12 m
80 mm
12.7

Amplifier length
period length
K value

28 m
50 mm
4.7

the build-up regime, the reflectivity is high enough to build
up the desired peak power for seeding. To reduce the net
gain in the modulator, we reduce the total reflectivity in the
cavity for the simulation.

Figure 2: (a) Longitudinal phase space of the electron beam
and corresponding current distribution at the end of the
Linac. (b) The energy spread (blue line) and emittance
(orange) distribution of the electron beam.
The FEL simulations are performed with Genesis 1.3 [8]
and the optical field manipulation is done with ocelot [9],
which accounts for the slippage, reflectivity and focusing.
Some parameters for simulation are presented in Table 1. In
this case, the oscillator starts from shot noise which means
there is no need of the seed laser. The complete process can
be divided into two phases namely the "build-up regime"
and the "steady-state regime". The net gain per pass in the
build-up regime needs to be positive to build up the peak
power required for seeding. For the steady-state regime, the
net gain needs to go back zero to keep the balance between
the power gain and the oscillator power loss. For a transition
from positive gain to zero net gain, the gain has to be reduced.
Several different methods to control the power gain were
discussed in Ref [10]. In this contribution, we control the
net gain by adjusting the total reflectivity of the cavity. In
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Figure 3: Pulse energy evolution at the end of the intra-cavity
modulator.
In this case we use the simulation parameters summarized
in Table 1 and the intra-cavity modulator is resonant at 13.5
nm wavelength. As shown in Fig. 3, 15 passes are required
in the build-up regime to reach an energy modulation of 7.5
with reflectivity of 6%. After traveling through a dispersion
section, the electron beam has 4% bunching at 11th harmonic
of the resonant wavelength, which is sufficient for initiating
coherent radiation in the amplifier. From the 15th pass and
onwards, the total reflectivity is reduced to 3.5% to keep the
zero net gain.
After the whole system enters the steady-state region, the
stabilities in frequency domain and time domain for the final
FEL radiation are shown in Fig. 4. The power profiles
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OUTLOOK
In this contribution, we presented start-to-end simulation
results of the oscillator-amplifier scheme for seeding at high
repetition rates. The simulation results show that high power,
fully coherent soft X-rays with photon energy of 1 keV can
be achieved by this scheme. Further studies have to be performed on the material for the mirrors and focal properties
of the optical components. In addition, we need to design
an optical cavity in detail.
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Abstract
X-ray free-electron lasers (FEL) have contributed to many
frontier applications of nanoscale science which benefit from
its extraordinary properties. During FEL commissioning,
the beam status optimization especially orbits correction is
particularly significant for FEL amplification. For example,
the deviation between beam orbit and the magnetic center
of undulator can affect the interaction between the electron
beam and the FEL pulse. Usually, FEL commissioning
requires a lot of efforts for multi-dimensional parameters
optimization in a time-varying system. Therefore, advanced
algorithms are needed to facilitate the commissioning procedure. In this paper, we propose an online method to optimize
the FEL power and transverse coherence by using a twin
delayed deep deterministic policy gradient (TD3) algorithm.
The algorithm exhibits more stable learning convergence and
improves learning performance because the overestimation
bias of policy gradient methods is suppressed.

INTRODUCTION
X-ray free-electron lasers (FEL) open new chapters to various frontiers of scientific applications in biology, chemistry,
and material science for its abilities to generate femtosecond
and nanoscale pulses with gigawatt peak power and tunable
wavelength down to less than 0.1 nm [1–3]. In recent years,
several FEL facilities worldwide are constructed and operated successfully, which indicates a new era of X-ray science.
To ensure the stable operation of FEL facilities, a robust and
collimated beam orbit is generally required to achieve precise overlaps between the electron beam and radiation. The
deviation between the beam orbit and the center of magnetic
elements can induce a significant decrease in the peak power
and transverse coherence of FEL radiation [4].
For a traditional FEL commissioning, beam orbit alignment can be roughly achieved by adjusting the current of
correctors. However, the precise beam orbit alignment is
usually difficult to be implemented and the beam orbit can
change with the variation of beam status. Moreover, the
effect of beam orbit alignment will also rely on the beam
orbit stability. Therefore, manual beam orbit alignment and
optimization require a lot of efforts in the accelerators which
is a time-varying dynamics system of multi-dimensional parameters [5, 6]. In recent years, deep reinforcement learning
(DRL) methods have been adopted in the commissioning
∗
†
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and optimization of FEL facilities since they can work at
different operating points and do not require labeled datasets
compared to supervised learning methods [7, 8].
This work proposes an online optimization method in
FEL based on a model-free off-policy actor-critic algorithm
tailored to Markov decision processes. The modified DRL
method can achieve good convergence and reduce overestimation by improving policy gradient approaches. Due to
practical restrictions such as radiation safety and the potential for damage to the hardware of facility from erroneous
online state, optimization with previous FEL simulation is
usually the preferred solution. In this paper, we assess the
algorithm in a simulated FEL environment firstly, and the
simulation results of two methods are compared.

TWIN DELAYED DEEP DETERMINISTIC
POLICY GRADIENT
As a subfield of machine learning, reinforcement learning
(RL) has advantages in solving control tasks that conform
to Markov decision processes [9]. In tasks with sufficient
nonlinearity, complexity and time-varying systems like the
FEL tuning process, RL is a more appropriate consideration
than traditional control methods.
Reinforcement learning aims to find the optimal policy
𝜋 𝜑 , with parameters
Í 𝜑, by maximizing the discounted sum
of rewards 𝑅𝑡 = 𝑇𝑖=𝑡 𝛾 𝑖−𝑡 𝑟 (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎 𝑖 ), where 𝛾 is a discount
factor. The action-value function describes the expected
return after taking an action in state 𝑠𝑡 following policy 𝜋:
𝑄 𝜋 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎 𝑡 ) = 𝐸 𝑠𝑖 ∼𝐸,𝑎𝑖 ∼ 𝜋 [𝑅𝑡 |𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎 𝑡 ]
The function can be estimated recursively through Bellman
equation:
𝑄 𝜋𝜑 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎 𝑡 ) = 𝐸 𝑠𝑡+1 ∼𝐸 [𝑟 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎 𝑡 ) + 𝛾𝑄 𝜋𝜑 (𝑠𝑡+1 , 𝜋 𝜑 (𝑠𝑡+1 ))]
A neural network function approximator parameterized by
𝜃 𝑄 can be trained by minimizing the loss:
𝐿 (𝜃 𝑄 ) = 𝐸 𝑠𝑡 ∼𝐸,𝑎𝑡 ∼ 𝜋𝜑𝑖 [(𝑄(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎 𝑡 |𝜃 𝑄 ) − 𝑦 𝑡 ) 2 ]
where 𝑦 𝑡 = 𝑟 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎 𝑡 ) + 𝛾𝑄(𝑠𝑡+1 , 𝜋 𝜑 (𝑠𝑡+1 )|𝜃 𝑄 ).
Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) is a modelfree Q-Learning method in continuous action space [10] by
combining Deep Q-network [11] and Deterministic Policy
Gradient [12]. However, the performance of the Q-learning
algorithm is known to be influenced by the systematic overestimation of values because of the output prediction noise [13].
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If overestimation bias accumulates, policy updates will be
negatively affected during the FEL online optimization with
relatively large orbit jitter. As a potential solution, Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (TD3) [14] solves
the problem by using several techniques on the DDPG. Figure 1 describes the structure of TD3.
The first technique is Clipped Double-Q Learning. In
TD3, additional bias can be reduced by learning two Qfunctions and selecting the smaller Q value:

the radiation can get saturation with 6 undulators as shown
in Fig. 2, thus 6 correctors are used to correct the orbit and
ensure a better FEL amplification. Before optimization, we
have added horizontal and vertical offsets of about 0.120.15 mm at the very beginning of the undulator because the
entrance parameters of the actual facility are not always ideal.
With these offsets, the laser power dropped from 1.16 GW to
around 0.05-0.18 GW. Misalignments between undulators
are not considered during the training.

𝑦 𝑡 𝑎𝑟 𝑔𝑒𝑡 = 𝑟 + 𝛾𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑄 𝜃𝑖′ (𝑠′ , 𝜋 𝜑1 (𝑠′ ))

Table 1: Main parameters of the simulation

𝑖=1,2

Unlike the actor-critic network, the target update is presented
by two critic networks. The value target in Clipped Double Q-learning contributes no additional overestimation as
compared to the standard Q-learning target.

Parameter

Value

Beam average energy
Peak current
Energy spread
Average beam radius (RMS)
Undulator length
FEL wavelength

1.5 GeV
800 A
0.014%
50 𝜇m
126 × 2.35 cm
3.72 nm

Figure 2: Layout of the undulator system. Six undulator
segments are used for SASE amplification to saturate at the
typical wavelength.
Figure 1: Structure of Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic
Policy Gradient.
Less frequent policy updates in TD3 allow the value network to become more reliable and error-free, resulting in a
lower variance value estimate and a better policy network.
The parameters are updated according to 𝜃 ′ ← 𝜏𝜃 + (1−𝜏)𝜃 ′ ,
which maintains a small temporal difference error and slows
down the updating process.
Adding noise to the target policy and averaging over minibatches can reduce the impact of inaccuracies induced by
function approximation error:
𝑦 = 𝑟 + 𝛾𝑄 𝜃 ′ (𝑠′ , 𝜋 𝜑 ′ (𝑠′ ) + 𝜖)
𝜖 ∼ 𝑐𝑙𝑖 𝑝(N (0, 𝜎), −𝑐, 𝑐)
Moreover, a regularization approach can be used in the
training stage to smooth the target policy and solve the overfitting issue of value estimate in the deterministic policy.

FEL SIMULATION
Simulations with GENESIS 1.3 [15] are carried out using
the typical parameters of the Shanghai Soft X-Ray Free Electron Laser User Facility (SXFEL-UF), as given in Table 1,
to test RL methods at different setpoints. In this simulation,
the methods of TD3 and DDPG are used to correct the orbit
between the undulators and achieve the SASE FEL optimization. According to the simulated result with an ideal orbit,
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In the optimization process, actions performed by the
agent are the magnetic strengths of six correctors in the horizontal and vertical directions. The electron beam trajectory
is a group of position coordinates of the electron beam along
the undulator line, and it is also the state of the environment.
To maximize the FEL power, we set the reward function as
𝐼/𝐼0 − 1, where 𝐼 is the current power of each step and 𝐼0 is
the initial power before optimization with orbit offsets.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the FEL simulation environment, we utilize TD3 and
DDPG with the parameters listed in Table 2 to conduct beam
tuning trails with different random seeds. The learning rate
of actor network is 0.0001 and critic network is 0.0003.
Actor and critic networks have two layers, with 256 and 512
nodes respectively. Each trail runs for about 2000 steps. The
learning results with TD3 and DDPG agents are shown in
Fig. 3. According to Fig. 3, the reward function converges as
the learning process of TD3 agent accumulates, and the FEL
power gets saturation finally. Whereas, the DDPG agent
cannot be able to get the stabilization condition in limited
episodes.
Figure 4 shows the initial FEL gain curve and optimized
FEL gain curves with these two methods in a tuning task.
In our optimization, a special case with an initial offset of
150 𝜇m at both horizontal and vertical positions is adopted to
simulate the actual FEL facility with a nonideal entrance orbit. For this case, there will be an offset between the optimal
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Table 2: Network parameter settings of DDPG and TD3
algorithm
Parameter
Actor learning rate
Critic learning rate
Deep neural network size
Batch size
Optimizer
Discount factor

Value
0.0001
0.0003
256 × 512
128
Adam
0.99

Figure 6 shows the initial beam orbit and optimized beam
orbit with DDPG and TD3 method. For an actual FEL amplification, a relatively straight orbit can ensure better interaction between the electron beam and radiation. Therefore,
we try to find a straight and optimized orbit to obtain a better FEL amplification in our simulation, as shown in Fig. 6.
According to Fig. 4, we can also find that the final peak
power with TD3 optimization is larger than that with no
optimization and DDPG optimization.

Figure 5: Estimated value and true value of DDPG and TD3
in FEL optimization.
Figure 3: Learning curves comparison between TD3 and
DDPG agents for the FEL tuning tasks. The shaded area
represents the range of confidence intervals when aggregating 10 training curves with randomly initialized network
parameters by an estimator.

Figure 6: The initial beam orbit and optimized beam orbit
with DDPG and TD3 methods.

Figure 4: The initial FEL gain curve and optimized FEL
gain curves with DDPG and TD3 optimization.

CONCLUSION

orbit and the magnetic center of undulators as well. According to Fig. 4, TD3 algorithm optimizes the output power from
the initial 0.078 GW to 0.813 GW approximately, which is
significantly higher than the DDPG algorithm. In Fig. 5, the
true value is estimated using the average discounted sum
of rewards over randomly initialized 10 steps following the
current policy. Compared with TD3, there exists an apparent overestimation bias that occurs on the DDPG learning
procedure. Rapidly rising values but limited laser power
gains during DDPG optimization indicate inaccurate action
evaluation and problematic strategy updates.

We have tried to optimize the electron beam trajectory
in undulators by using policy gradient methods to simultaneously control multiple corrector magnets. According
to the preliminary simulation results, TD3 can considerably enhance the learning speed and performance of DDPG
because it addresses the overestimation bias issue. The proposed method can perform tasks that involve management of
more magnetic parameters and more complex requirements
by simply modifying network structure since no prior physical knowledge and datasets are required. This method is
being tested in the SXFEL facility, and it may be applied to
the FEL optimization for the whole undulators and varying
wavelengths in the future.
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Abstract
The undulator systems at the European XFEL consist of
two hard X-ray systems, SASE1 and SASE2, and one soft
X-ray system, SASE3. All three systems are equipped with
planar undulators using permanent neodymium magnets.
These systems allow the generation of linearly polarized
radiation in the horizontal plane [1]. In order to generate
variable polarization radiation in the soft X-ray range, an
afterburner is currently being implemented behind the
SASE3 planar undulator system. It consists of four
APPLE-X [2, 3] helical undulators UE90. The project,
called SASE 3 Variable Polarization, is close to being put
into operation. All four helical undulators have been
installed in the tunnel during the 2021-2022 winter
shutdown. This paper describes the status of the project and
the steps toward its commissioning. It also presents lessons
learned during the implementation of the project.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HELICAL
AFTERBURNER
The basic principle of the project is the possibility of
using planar undulators to generate a micro-bunched
electron beam. This beam is then directed to a system of
helical undulators, which generate a laser emission of the
desired polarization. Based on this, the technical
characteristics of the helical undulators were calculated so
that the energy spectrum of photons generated by the
helical undulators overlapped the energy spectrum
generated by the planar undulators. Simulation spectra of
the photons generated by the helical undulator and
comparison with the spectrum generated by the planar
undulators for different energies of the electron beam are
presented in detail in [4]. After the magnetic
measurements, the boundary values of the K parameters of
the undulators were determined. These values for different
____________________________________________
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types of polarization are presented in Table 1. It also shows
the photon energy ranges generated by the UE-90
undulator by varying only the gap for linear horizontal
(LH), linear vertical (LV), circular clockwise (C+), circular
anticlockwise (C-), and 45° linear polarization modes. It
should be mentioned that the maximum photon energy for
the SASE3 beamline transport system is 3 keV.
Table 1: K Values and Generated Photon Energies
Polarization
LH/LV/C+/Cmode
K-Range
9.40 − 3.37
Photon Energy Range [keV]
@8.5 GeV
0.169 − 1.141
@11.5 GeV
0.309 − 2.088
@14 GeV
0.457 − 3.095
@16.5 GeV
0.635 − 4.299
@17.5 GeV
0.715 − 4.835

Linear
45°/135°
6.62 − 2.36
0.332 − 2.012
0.608 − 3.684
0.902 − 5.459
1.252 − 7.583
1.409 − 8.530

Magnetic Measurements
Magnetic measurements of the undulator were
performed using a Self-Aligned Field Analyzer with Laser
Instrumentation (SAFALI) system designed and provided
by Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). The magnetic field was
measured using a Senis 3-Axis Hall Probe I3C-03D. Two
robots mounted on either side of the undulator were used
to shim the magnets. These robots allowed shimming the
magnets of both upper and lower magnetic structures.
More details about the program and the results of magnetic
measurements for UE90 undulators presented in [5].

FINDINGS AND CORRECTIONS
Initial measurements and calibration of the undulator
were performed for the LH polarization mode. A strong,
unexpected change in the magnetic field integrals was
observed during the measurements in LV1 mode.
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In order to study the problem, the measurements of the
magnetic field integrals at the LV1→C-→LH→C+→LV2
transition were carried out. The measurements showed a
jump change in the field integrals in the region of circularly
polarized C- and C+ modes (see Fig. 1).

transition. The results showed that the magnet was
displaced by approximately 180µm in a stepwise manner
at the point of change of the magnetic field, which
corresponds to the circularly polarized mode (see Fig. 3).
After clamping the magnet with a large force applied to the
fixing plate, by increasing the torque of the fixing screw to
~2 Nm, the magnet jumping displacement was eliminated.
The residual deformation of ~40µm is due to elastic
deformation of the fastening mechanism and is
approximately the same for all magnets.

Figure 1: Bx field integral by transition LV1→C→LH→C+→LV2 and LV2→C+→LH→C-→LV1 before
and after tightening the fixing screw.
During the transition LV1→C-→LH mode and further
LH→C+→LV2 a constant number of clicks could be
heard. In addition, during the transition LV1→C→LH→C+→LV2 and back LV2→C+→LH→C-→LV1, a
hysteresis of the jump change in the field integral was
observed.

Figure 3: Displacement of the magnet measured by
transition LV1→C-→LH→C+→LV2 before and after
tightening the fixing screw.
Further magnetic measurements showed no jump change
in the field integrals at the transition of the LV1→C→LH→C+→LV2 polarization mode. The hysteresis of the
magnetic field integral also disappeared at the transition
LV1→C-→LH→C+→LV2 and back LV2→C+→LH→C→LV1 (Fig. 1).
After eliminating the problem, the question arose as to
how stable the mechanical magnet mounting system is and
whether it is susceptible to plastic deformation. For this
purpose, 9000 transitions LV1→C-→LH→C+→LV2 and
back LV2→C+→LH→C-→LV1were performed at
minimum gap. The following magnetic measurements
showed no change in the performance of the undulator and
had no effect on its calibration.

TEST OF MECHANICAL STABILITY OF
THE UNDULATOR
Figure 2: Mechanical measurements setup.
After a series of magnetic and mechanical
measurements, the suspicion fell on a mechanical
instability of the mounting of the magnets. To confirm this
hypothesis, mechanical measurements of one of the
suspected magnets relative to the girder on which this
magnet was mounted were made (Fig. 2).
The measurements were performed using a capacitive
sensor inserted in the gap between the magnetic structures.
The distance between the sensor and the magnet was
measured
during
the
LV1→C-→LH→C+→LV2
TUPOPT014
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After correcting the above problem by further tightening
the screws on all of the undulators, serial magnetic
measurements and calibration of the undulators was
performed on all four undulators. The final parameters of
the undulators were close to each other and were within the
specification [5]. After calibration of the last undulator,
another test was performed to verify the stability of the
mechanical and magnetic properties of the undulator. This
undulator was removed from the laboratory using a crane
and placed on the transport pedestals. A test drive of the
undulator was carried out using an air cushion vehicle
designed for the installation of the undulators in the tunnel.
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Afterwards, the undulator was brought back to the lab with
the crane. Subsequent magnetic measurements showed that
the difference between the parameters of the undulators
before and after this procedure did not exceed the
measurements error.

VACUUM CHAMBER INSTALLATION
AND ALIGNMENT
One more successful experience was gained by the
incorporation of a new vacuum chamber developed for the
UE90 undulators [6].
The vacuum chamber was installed before transporting
the undulators to the tunnel. The horizontal and the vertical
compensation coils were integrated into the vacuum
chamber. The vacuum chamber, equipped with the coils
and prepared for water-cooled connection, was inserted
into the gap between the magnetic structures that was open
to the maximum. It was then mounted to the alignment
stations on either side of the undulator. These stations
allow horizontal and vertical translation of ±5 mm with a
resolution of 10 µm and rotation of ±10° with a resolution
of 0.01º. A specially designed system of capacitive sensors
measuring the distance between the surfaces of the
magnets and the vacuum chamber was used for feedback
during the vacuum chamber alignment [6]. The alignment
was considered complete when the value deviations for all
measured channels were less than 100µm. Experience with
the UE90 undulators has shown that the maximum
deviation does not exceed 60µm. After the alignment was
completed, the gap of the undulator was set to its minimum
position. Final verification of no contact between the
vacuum chamber and the magnets was performed by
pulling a 60 µm thick Kapton film through the gap between
the magnetic structures and the vacuum chamber.
The stability of the chamber, the simplicity of the
alignment and positioning measurement systems allowed
the installation and final alignment of the vacuum chamber
to be completed within a few hours.

COMMISSIONING OF THE HELICAL
AFTERBURNER
All four undulators were installed in the tunnel during
the winter shutdown of 2021/2022. They were connected
to the control system and prepared for commissioning. The
commissioning program was designed to use beam time
during the so-called machine development weeks.
However, the helical afterburner was not to prevent users
from conducting experiments between the aforementioned
weeks. For this purpose, the undulators were set up in the
so-called zero-light mode. In this mode the magnetic
structures are set in a position in which the K parameter is
very close to zero and the compensation coils are loaded
with values which result in a minimal deflection of the
electron beam from its orbit. This mode was used during
the first passage of the electron beam through the system
of four APPLE-X undulators. The compensation coils were
loaded with the values obtained during magnetic
measurements in the laboratory. The first pulses of the 14
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A06: Free Electron Lasers

GeV electron beam passed through the new undulator
system without any losses.
During the following machine development week,
calibration measurements were performed for all
compensation coils. Beam deflection measurements were
also made when magnetic fields measured in the laboratory
for the C+ mode were applied to these coils. These
measurements showed that using these values, the
maximum deflections did not exceed 20µrad.
The first lasing was obtained on the 5th of April during
the second week of machine development. After installing
the planar undulators in the reverse tapered position and
tuning the APPLE-X undulators to the resonance
frequency of 900 keV, the lasing in C+ mode was obtained
immediately. By optimizing the beam orbit, the position of
the phase shifters, and the reverse tapering value, a 30-fold
increase in the intensity of the circularly polarized light
relative to the linearly polarized light generated by the
planar undulators was achieved (Fig. 4). The average pulse
energy was 800µJ. After that, lasing was obtained at the
same frequency in C-, 45°, LV and LH modes. On the same
day lasing was also obtained at 700 keV for the C+, C-, and
LH modes.

Figure 4: Intensity increase of circularly polarized
radiation after tuning the APPLE-X undulators to 900 keV
resonance frequency.
A further commissioning program unfortunately was not
carried out. The reason is the failure of a large number of
linear and rotary encoders, which are used to determine the
position of the gap and the longitudinal shift of the girders.
The suspected reason for these failures is excessive gamma
radiation in the area of the helical afterburner. At the time
of this writing, measures have been taken to eliminate the
causes of the increased radiation, build shields for the
encoders, and repair or replace the failed encoders in the
shortest possible time. Upon completion of this activity, the
further commissioning program will continue. The main
objectives are, firstly, to suppress the linearly polarized
radiation from the planar undulators and achieve a high
level of ~99.9% of the radiation generated by the
afterburner, and secondly, to prepare the afterburner for
smooth operation for users.
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STATUS OF THE THz@PITZ PROJECT – THE PROOF-OF-PRINCIPLE
EXPERIMENT ON A THz SASE FEL AT THE PITZ FACILITY∗
T. Weilbach, P. Boonpornprasert, G. Georgiev, G. Koss, M. Krasilnikov, X. Li,
A. Lueangaramwong, F. Mueller, A. Oppelt, S. Philipp, F. Stephan, DESY, Zeuthen, Germany
BEAM LINE DESIGN

Abstract
In order to allow THz pump–X-ray probe experiments at
full bunch repetition rate for users at the European XFEL,
the Photo Injector Test Facility at DESY in Zeuthen (PITZ)
is building a prototype of an accelerator-based THz source.
The goal is to generate THz SASE FEL radiation with a mJ
energy level per bunch using an LCLS-I undulator driven by
the electron beam from PITZ. Therefore, the existing PITZ
beam line is extended into a tunnel annex downstream of the
existing accelerator tunnel.
The final design of the beam line extension consists of a
bunch compressor, a collimation system and a beam dump
in the PITZ tunnel. In the tunnel annex one LCLS-I undulator is installed for the production of the THz radiation
with a quadrupole triplet in front of it for matching the beam
parameters for the FEL process. Behind the undulator two
screen stations couple out the THz radiation, for measurements like bunch compression, pulse energy or spatial and
transverse distribution. A dipole separates the electron from
the THz beam and a quadrupole doublet transports the electron beam to the beam dump. The installation progress will
be presented.

INTRODUCTION
The European XFEL plans to expand the wavelength range
for pump-probe experiments into the THz-regime for probing the samples. Therefore different options for the THz
generation were studied [1, 2]. For the accelerator based
source the installations for a proof-of-principle experiment
at the Photo Injector Test Facility at DESY in Zeuthen (PITZ)
are nearly finished. Here the THz radiation is produced using
a Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emission (SASE) FEL in an
LCLS-I undulator [3], driven by the electron bunches from
the PITZ accelerator. Start-to-End simulations for this setup,
i.e. beam energies of 16 to 22 MeV/𝑐 and a peak current of
200 A (i.e. 4 nC bunch charge), yielded a THz pulse energy
of about 0.5 mJ at a wavelength of 100 µm [4, 5].
A schematic overview of the current PITZ beam line as
well as the extension (red dashed box) currently under installation, is shown in the top part of Fig. 1. The electrons are
generated in the gun, accelerated up to ≈ 7 MeV/𝑐, before
further acceleration by the booster to the final energy of
≈ 22 MeV/𝑐 takes place. The different diagnostic devices,
e.g. HEDA1, EMSY and TDS, allow for a measurement of
the six dimensional phase space of the electron beam and
therefore to characterize the photo-injector performance.
∗
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For the THz@PITZ project the PITZ beam line had to be
modified and also had to be extended into a second tunnel.
A bunch compression chicane was added to the beam line in
tunnel 1 allowing the generation of THz radiation with lower
bunch charges than the planed 4 nC by maintaining the peak
current of the electron beam through longitudinal compression [6]. In addition to that, it enables the investigation of
seeding methods for the THz generation [7]. Two quadrupole
triplets, one in each tunnel, were added for the matching of
the electron beam into the undulator. Additionally, a collimator system reduces the number of halo particles and dark
current before the beam enters tunnel 2. This should reduce
the beam loss in the undulator significantly.
The beam line in tunnel 2, where the undulator is installed,
starts with a dipole magnet, which is used as a switchyard
to serve a second beam line in the future [8]. In addition to
the matching quadrupole triplet, two additional quadrupole
magnets and a dipole for the deflection of the beam to the
high power beam dump are installed. The beam dump in
the straight section will only be used to set up the beam or
for moderate to average power operation. In total, five new
BPMs were installed to measure beam position and charge.
These are located in the chicane, in front of the wall as well
as in front and behind the undulator. The last one is located
in front of the new beam dump in tunnel 1 to ensure beam
transportation to the dump.
In total three screen stations for THz diagnostics, one in
front of and two behind the undulator, are installed. The
first one is used for bunch compression measurements when
the bunch compression chicane is used. In addition it can
be used for coupling in seeding radiation for future seeding
experiments and it will be used to calibrate the positions
of the THz mirrors behind the undulator. The two screen
stations behind the undulator are equipped with mirrors to
deflect the THz radiation vertically to a view port where
it is coupled out of the vacuum system and guided to the
THz diagnostic table. The THz diagnostic setup is used to
measure the total pulse energy, the polarization as well as
the transverse and spectral distribution with a pyro detector,
a Michelson interferometer set-up and a THz camera. + A
detailed 3d-model of the design of the beam line extension
is shown in Fig. 1 (bottom).

INSTALLATION PROGRESS
During the installation of the beam line in both tunnels,
additional infrastructure work was carried out in parallel.
This included power, pressured air and gas supply in both
tunnels as well as cable pulling for the new beam line eleTUPOPT016
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the complete PITZ beam line (top). The beam line extension for the THz@PITZ project is
surrounded by the red dashed box, while the CAD model of the beam line extension is shown in more detail in bottom of
the figure.
ments. Also the integration of the new power supplies into
the PITZ control system as well as the development of a new
stepper motor controller for the screen stations and other
motorized stages.
Since the measurement of the undulator field showed a
longitudinal gradient, which was strong enough to deflect
the beam by more than the diameter of the vacuum chamber,
a large correction coil to compensate for the gradient was
designed and build along with smaller coils to allow for a
beam deflection inside the undulator for FEL gain curve
measurements [9].

Tunnel 1
After the removal of some parts of the beam line in tunnel
1 including the beam dump, the installation of the beam
line extension began. Most of the work was carried out
after the gun exchange shut down in parallel to the gun
conditioning. Without the beam dump the measurement
program was limited, so the priority was to install the new
beam dump including the shielding and the ladder system,
to get over the beam line and the dump, as soon as possible.
Due to the layout of the vacuum system and the location of
valves, this required the installation of the bunch compressor
chicane with its four dipole magnets, the screen station and
the BPM as well as the permanent magnet and two of the
three new quadrupoles.
Since the operations permit had to be updated for a beam
operation in both tunnels the connection of the tunnels could
only happen after receiving the updated permission. Afterwards, the tunnels was connected through the core hole and
TUPOPT016
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the missing beam line elements in tunnel 1 were be installed,
i.e. the last quadrupole, the collimator, the screen station
with the BPM and the beam shutter, which together with
the permanent magnet will be used to allow for a separate
tunnel operation in the future.
All beam line elements and support frames were aligned
using a laser tracker. After connecting the vacuum system,
a leak test was performed and the whole new beam line was
pumped for several days to reach the operation pressure of ≈
1 × 10−8 mbar with the ion getter pumps running. In Fig. 2
a picture of the finished installation at the end of tunnel 1 is
shown.

Tunnel 2
In tunnel 2 the support structures for the straight section of
the beam line as well as all beam line elements (Quadrupoles,
screen stations and BPMs) are installed and aligned. The
switchyard dipole is the last element that has to be aligned
and afterwards the installation of the bellows and beam pipes
connecting the beam pipe through the wall with the undulator and to the beam dump will be installed. This includes the
missing valves to close the vacuum system and the pumping
of the complete beam line in tunnel 2 to get ready for commissioning. The pictures show the status of the installation
work in front of (Fig. 3) and after the undulator (Fig. 4).
The high power beam dump after the deflection of the
dipole with a screen station and a BPM in the dispersive
section is under construction in the workshop. It will be
installed during the commissioning period and allows for
higher bunch charges and thus higher beam power operation.
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Figure 2: Picture of the finished beam line installations in
tunnel 1. The last two dipoles of the bunch compressor
chicane, the chicane screen station, the permanent magnet
and the beam shutter are highlighted. The other elements,
e.g. the collimator and another screen station are covered by
the ladder system, which is on top of the new beam dump.
For the first beam in the undulator the beam dump in the
straight section will be used since it is planned to run with a
100 nC bunch charge during the first commissioning stage.
Screen
station

Screen
stations
Figure 4: In the straight section all support structures for the
beam line elements as well as the two screen stations and
the dipole to separate electron and THz beam are installed
and aligned. The bellows and beam pipes connecting the
undulator and the beam dump are ready for installation. The
dispersive section with the high power beam dump is currently in production.
Meanwhile the last cables will be pulled and the connections
(power, pressured air and control system) for all beam line
elements are being done as well as the integration into the
control system.
While the installation progresses additional work on the
THz diagnostics as well as the preparation for the commissioning are ongoing. We expect to have the first beam in the
undulator by the end of June.
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Figure 3: Most of the beam line elements in front of the
undulator are installed and aligned. The switchyard magnet
support frame was modified and will be aligned shortly and
after that the missing bellows and beam tubes to connect the
beam line to the undulator vacuum chamber can be installed.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The installation of the beam line extension for the
THz@PITZ project is nearly completed and the preparatory
work for the commissioning of the beam line has already
started. The final parts of the beam line, mostly bellows and
connecting beam pipes, will be installed till mid of June followed by pumping of the whole vacuum system in tunnel 2.
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START-TO-END SIMULATIONS
FOR BUNCH COMPRESSOR AND THz SASE FEL AT PITZ∗
A. Lueangaramwong† , X. Li, P. Boonpornprasert,
M. Krasilnikov, F. Stephan, DESY Zeuthen, Zeuthen, Germany
Abstract
The magnetic bunch compressor was designed as part
of a THz accelerator source being developed at the Photo
Injector Test facility at DESY in Zeuthen (PITZ) as a prototype for pump-probe experiments at the European XFEL.
As an electron bunch is compressed to achieve higher bunch
currents for the THz source, the beam dynamics in the bunch
compressor was studied by numerical simulations. A startto-end simulation optimizer including coherent synchrotron
radiation (CSR) effects has been developed by combining
the use of ASTRA, OCELOT, and GENESIS to support the
design of the THz source prototype. In this paper, we present
simulation results to explore the possibility of improving the
performance of the THz FEL at PITZ by using the developed
bunch compressor.

INTRODUCTION
An accelerator-based THz source prototype for pumpprobe experiments at the European XFEL is in the final stage
of installation at the Photo Injector Test Facility at DESY
in Zeuthen (PITZ). The electron beam from the RF gun is
further accelerated to a beam momentum of ∼17 MeV/c
by the CDS booster cavity. In order to achieve a THz Selfamplified spontaneous emission (SASE) free electron laser
(FEL) with pulse energy in the mJ-range, highly spacecharge-dominated electron beams such as 4 nC beams with
a bunch current of about 160-200 A are set as a nominal
setting [1–3] with a challenge in beam transport and matching to the undulator. Alternatively, relatively-lower-charge
beams such as 1.5-2.5 nC beams with an average bunch
current near 200 A are considered as an option when using
a bunch compressor [4]. In this option, the lower-charge
beams may also provide experimental benefits such as less
challenges in beam transport and matching, etc.
The bunch compressor using a magnetic chicane has been
foreseen and assigned as a part of the prototype for various
applications such as the SASE FEL, seeded FEL, superradiant radiation, etc [4, 5]. The chicane consists of four rectangular dipole magnets with identical strength and length. Due
to limited available space in the PITZ tunnel, this chicane
has a vertical bending plane with an angle of 19 degrees in
order to make a vertical clearance above the original PITZ
beamline components. These dipole magnets are obsoleted
from the HERA beamline [6]. While the magnetic field
of the dipole magnet is yet to be measured, the effective
length of each dipole of 0.327 m is estimated from the mag∗
†
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netic field simulation via the program CST Studio Suite [7].
Therefore, 𝑅56 of this chicane is 0.215 m.
We study the bunch compressor option at PITZ by simulating the beam dynamics and SASE FEL. A start-to-end
simulation optimizer has been developed by combining the
use of the programs ASTRA [8], OCELOT [9], and GENESIS 1.3 [10] to support our test experiments on the THz
source prototype. Note that coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) effects influencing the performance of the bunch
compression was discussed in [4]. In this paper, we report simulation results such as optimized FEL pulse energy
with booster phases as a beam-energy-chirp tuning knob,
while discussing possible beam transports using available
quadrupole magnets.

START-TO-END BEAM DYNAMIC
SIMULATION
The start-to-end beam dynamic simulation [4] was previously developed with a combination of the programs ASTRA [8], OCELOT [9], and IMPACT-t [11]. ASTRA is
firstly used to track the electron from the cathode to the
booster, and then OCELOT and IMPACT-t are set up to
investigate the bunch compression performance including
CSR effects. While the CSR simulation with OCELOT
is benchmarked with IMPACT-t, IMPACT-t is replaced by
OCELOT for faster optimization in the investigation of beam
transport and FEL performance. The FEL performance parameters such as saturation length and pulse energy are estimated by both the program GENESIS and a semi-analytical
calculation of M. Xie’s solutions in the framework of the
one-dimensional model [12, 13] implemented to OCELOT
evaluation functions. In this semi-analytical calculation,
when the electron bunch is much longer than the FEL cooperation length (∼400 𝜇m), the electron bunch is sliced and
the SASE power growth of each slice is estimated.

SIMULATION OF BEAM TRANSPORT
AND MATCHING IN CHICANE
Since several quadrupole magnets prior to the chicane
at PITZ are installed [14], it is possible to transport the
beam with constraints. In this study, the first constraint
is described by a following mathematical condition at the
middle 𝑧-position of the chicane with the Courant–Snyder
(CS) parameters,
𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0.

(1)

This condition is applied to all cases in a scan of bunch charge
and booster phase. Note that other constraints can also be
TUPOPT017
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Figure 1: Evolution of root-mean-squared transverse beam
size (left) and Courant–Snyder parameter 𝛼 (right) of a 17
MeV/c beam with a bunch charge of 1.5 nC along a beam
path 𝑠 throughout the chicane ending at 0.453 m downstream
to the final dipole magnet, where 𝑠 = 0 indicates the location
with a longitudinal distance of 0.238 m prior to the first
dipole magnet.
The second constraint dictates the beam transport and
matching after the chicane. Due to limited available space
in the PITZ tunnel [14, 16], only one quadrupole magnet
is installed at 0.45 m downstream to the chicane exit. To
transport the beam with a distance of 3.8 m from the chicane
exit to a quadrupole triplet, installed for matching the beam
into the undulator, solutions with relatively low beam size
and divergence in one of the transverse axes at the chicane
exit is preferred. Thus, the horizontal root-mean-squared
(rms) beam size 𝜎𝑥 at the chicane exit must be smaller than
the vertical one 𝜎𝑦 .
Once such a solution is obtained, the simplex algorithm
is again combined with OCELOT to instead tune strengths
of several quadrupole magnets prior to the chicane in order
to achieve the earlier-solved CS parameters. Here the beam
distribution simulated by Astra is taken as input. Figure 1
shows the transport of a model beam of 1.5 nC along the
chicane, where a beam waist (𝛼𝑥 , 𝛼𝑦 ∼ 0) is achieved in both
horizontal and vertical planes in the middle 𝑧-position of the
chicane. Meanwhile, the beam is small and converging in
the horizontal plane but is large and diverging in the vertical
plane. This guarantees the further transport of the beam
using the single quadrupole that follows the chicane.
TUPOPT017
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In this section, we firstly discuss the semi-analytical calculation and its results for LCLS-I undulator parameters.
The semi-analytical calculation is performed by solving
the M. Xie’s solutions with the compressed beam parameters [12, 13] in order to obtain an optimized CS parameter
𝛽𝑥 giving maximum FEL pulse energy. Then the optimized
𝛽𝑥 becomes a primary goal of tuning quadrupole magnet
strengths prior to the undulator by the simplex algorithm
with beam tracking to the undulator using OCELOT including the space charge effect. Furthermore, several constraints
such as CS parameters 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0, rms transverse beam
size along the tracking 𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦 < 4 mm are implemented to
the goal of the simplex algorithm.
In this study, we scan the bunch charge, booster phase, and
the (ASTRA) initial Gaussian laser pulse length to find the
maximum FEL pulse energy, see details of the parameters
in [4]. Due to the space charge effect, 𝛽𝑥 from the tracking
with the calculated quadrupole magnet strengths is larger
than the optimized 𝛽𝑥 and FEL pulse energy in the case of
1.75 nC bunch charge drops from 950 to 276 𝜇J. Note that
the initial laser pulse length is represented in full width at
half maximum (FWHM).
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In order to obtain solutions of Eq. (1), the simplex algorithm [15] is combined with the use of OCELOT including
the space charge and the CSR effects. First, OCELOT generates a Gaussian distribution at the selected position in front
of the chicane – a reference screen position – with assumed
CS parameters and beam emittance obtained from ASTRA
simulation and tracks the beam to the middle 𝑧-position of
the chicane in each iteration. The simplex algorithm is used
to find the CS parameters that satisfy the condition defined
by Eq. (1). Solutions of the simplex algorithm depend on initial guesses of CS parameters, since Eq. (1) does not define
a unique beam transport.
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considered in a future study to support beam transport to the
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Figure 2: Optimized FEL pulse energy via the semianalytical calculations and corresponding booster phase with
respect to MMMG phase as a function of a bunch charge
with initial laser pulse length of 6, 8, 10, and 12 ps (FWHM).
Figure 2 shows the results of the semi-analytical calculation with a resonant wavelength of 100 ± 2 𝜇m, as the
saturation length is under 4.6 m. They preliminarily indicate
that the maximum FEL pulse energy is obtained from the
initial laser pulse length of 8 ps in FWHM with optimized
booster phases for each bunch charge. Note that all optimized booster phases correspond to under-compression in
the chicane, see Fig. 6 in [4] showing the full compression
phases. Therefore, we further investigate FEL simulations
with GENESIS using the initial pulse length of 8 ps FWHM
and the expected bunch charges in the same scan method.
GENESIS is also used to perform FEL simulations with
a 3.4-meter-long LCLS-I undulator (currently installed at
PITZ for proof-of-principle experiments). In the first step
using GENESIS, a simulated transverse beam profile after
the compression is represented by CS parameters. Thus,
CS parameters are optimized (by scanning) for maximum
FEL pulse energy simulated by GENESIS, while the original
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transverse emittance is maintained. For simplicity, the CS
parameters 𝛽𝑥 = 2.605, 𝛽𝑦 = 0.231, 𝛼𝑥 = 0.695, 𝛼𝑦 =
2.174 are obtained from the scan using a 2.5 nC beam with
booster phase 𝜙2 of -32 degree with respect to maximum
mean momentum gain phase (MMMG phase) and are set for
all study cases using bunch charge of 1.5-2.5 nC and booster
phases between -24 and -32 degree.
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Figure 4: Evolution of the rms transverse beam size (left)
and FEL pulse energy (right) of 17-MeV beam with a bunch
charge of 1.75 nC along the longitudinal axis throughout
LCLS-I undulator via GENESIS.
Figure 3 shows GENESIS results for the beam with initial laser pulse length of 8 ps FWHM. They show reasonable agreement with the earlier semi-analytical calculations, whereas the GENESIS simulation yields the relatively smaller FEL pulse energy. For instance, the FEL
pulse energy of ∼250 𝜇J is obtained for the 17-MeV beam,
which is slightly lower than the semi-analytical result. As a
result of the CS parameter scan, Fig. 4 shows that rms transverse beam size of the 17-MeV beam with a bunch charge
of 1.75 nC is expected to be smaller than 1 mm, while the
FEL pulse energy does not reach the saturation.
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Abstract
FERMI is undergoing a series of upgrades to keep the
facility in a world-leading position. The ultimate goal of
the development plan consists in extending the facility
spectral range to cover the water window and above, and
to reduce the minimum pulse duration below the characteristic lifetime of core hole electrons of light elements. We
present here the main elements of this upgrade strategy.

INTRODUCTION
The upgrade involves deep modifications of the linac
and of the two FERMI FELs with the ambition of extending the FEL performances and the control of the light produced to include the K-edges of N and O, the L23-edges of
elements of the third period, and early elements of the
fourth period (Sc to Cr). One of the main requisites of this
upgrade is the preservation of the uniqueness of FERMI:
the possibility to control the properties of the radiation by
seeding the FEL with an external laser system. Through the
control of the microbunching formation in the electron
beam the seed allows amplification of almost Fourier transform-limited pulses [1–3], to synchronize the FEL pulses
with unprecedented precision to an external laser [4] and
to control many pulse properties, such as phase and coherence [5,6]. The extended photon energy range will allow
resonant experiments (XANES, XMCD, SAXS, CDI,…)
exploiting several important edges (life-time in the range
of few fs), larger wave-vector (non-linear optics), ultrafast
chemistry (conical intersections, lifetime 0.5 – 10 fs) [7].
Presently, the spectral range up to 310 eV is covered by the
two FELs: FEL-1 and FEL-2; the first provides photons in
the range 20-65 eV, the second in the range 65-310 eV. In
view of the upgrade, the photon energy distribution between the two FELs has to be adapted to the upgraded scenario, with FEL-1 still covering the low photon energy
range, but extended to reach a photon energy of 100 eV
(see C. Spezzani et al., these proceedings), and FEL-2 dedicated to the high energy range, from 100 eV to about
550 eV.
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FEL-2 UPGRADE
To extend the FEL-2 spectral range to the oxygen Kedge, two options were considered, either by using EEHG
directly, or with a cascade employing both EEHG and
HGHG techniques in the “fresh-bunch” injection technique
now used on FEL-2. The implementation of the first solution, EEHG, requires a first large dispersion chicane of up
to 15 mm for optimized EEHG operation. This makes the
scheme prone to a number of effects which may result in a
degradation of the FEL spectral purity and of the FEL gain
in the final radiator [8, 9]. The large chicane is indeed an
amplifier of microbunching instability (MBI). A second issue is the emission of incoherent synchrotron radiation
(ISR) and the intra-beam scattering (IBS) along the chicane. These two effects are the source of mixing of the filamented phase space that produces the high harmonic
bunching in EEHG after the second chicane, a factor reducing the bunching at the entrance of the amplifier.
All these effects would be mitigated in a scheme where
the chicanes have a lower dispersion. This is the reason
why we considered the second option, where the EEHG
generates a seed that is then used in fresh-bunch to seed a
second HGHG stage, similar to what is done in the present
FEL-2 configuration. The present double-stage HGHG
with fresh-bunch scheme can be upgraded by converting
the first stage to an EEHG configuration aimed at reaching
harmonics of the order of 30. The second stage would then
up-convert the output of the first stage to harmonics of the
order 120-130 as required.
This configuration needs a much lower dispersion, of the
order of 4-5 mm, which is only a factor two larger than the
one used in the FERMI EEHG experiment. We analysed
the four different configurations of seeded FELs shown in
Fig. 1 and selected the most promising one with the aim of
extending the seed coherence to the highest harmonic orders.
The explicit dependence of the pulse peak power on the
various parameters and for linear polarization is shown in
the plots represented in Fig. 2. Table 1 lists the parameters
used in the calculations.
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of the four configurations analysed, in order from top to bottom: High-gain harmonic generation (HGHG as in FEL-1), double stage, high-gain harmonic generation with fresh-bunch injection technology.
(HGHG+FBIT as in FEL-2), Echo-enabled harmonic generation (EEHG), Double stage, echo-enabled harmonic generation with fresh-bunch injection technology. (EEHG+FBIT).
configurations. Pure HGHG cannot reach this wavelength
and is excluded from the comparison.
Table. 1 Reference Beam/seed Parameters
Beam parameter

Value (unit)

Energy
Energy spread
Current
Emittance

1800 (MeV)
200 (keV)
1000 (A)
0.8 (mm mrad)

Seed parameters

Value (unit)

Seed wavelength range λ𝑠𝑠

240-266 nm

Seed1 time duration
FEL parameters

100 fs
Value (unit)

Polarization

Figure 2: Dependence of the estimated FEL output power
on electron beam emittance, energy spread and beta
(Twiss) parameter. Assumptions: wavelength of operation
2 nm, linear polarization. Other parameters as listed in
Table 1.
Any degradation of the beam parameters with respect
to the reference values of Table 1 has an effect on the FEL
output power. The figures show a higher sensitivity to the
beam quality of the HGHG+FBIT configuration, if compared to the one of the EEHG+FBIT and pure EEHG
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linear

HGHG+FBIT shows worse performances in all the
conditions because of the large harmonic orders required
in both stages to reach harmonics of order 130. The pure
EEHG scheme was considered with ten undulators in the
final amplifier. Its performance is comparable to
EEHG+FBIT, but requires a much larger 1st dispersion
(12-15 mm vs. 5 mm in EEHG+FBIT) and is prone to amplification of microbunching instability. In this pure EEHG
scheme a lower bunching factor is available at the amplifier, making this configuration sensitive to the gain in the
final amplifier. Larger gain requires a longer amplifier and
enhances the amplification from “shot-noise”, i.e. the
SASE background. Another disadvantage associated with
the large chicane required by pure EEHG is the effect on a
chirped e-beam where current spikes at the head/tail could
further enhance SASE emission. Figure 3 indicates the
EEHG+FBIT configuration as the more robust solution to
reach the 2 nm target wavelength.

SIMULATIONS
The performance of the pure EEHG and EEHG+FBIT
schemes at 2.1 nm was evaluated by running time-
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dependent GENESIS 1.3 [10]. The parameter optimization
was achieved by analytical estimates and by running preliminary steady state simulations. Figure 3 shows the
power (left) and spectrum (right) after 8 radiators, in both
pure EEHG and EEHG+FBIT configurations, when an intensity close to saturation is reached in the seeded part of
the electron-beam. The electron-beam current, energy, and
energy spread profiles at the end of the FERMI linac (just
before the first modulator) were calculated using the particle tracking ELEGANT [11] simulations. The results were
obtained using smoothed electron-beam profiles, corresponding to initial peak bunching (at the radiator entrance)
of around 1.5%. The smoothing procedure was calibrated
averaging out modulations on the scale shorter than approximately 5 μm, as could be expected according to the
laser heater configuration. These simulations were run with
5 106 particles per slice and include effects in the chicane
such as intra-beam scattering and wakefields, which significantly affect the output, especially at short wavelengths.

shows a residual but visible SASE background after eight
undulator modules.
The above results show that using a pure EEHG configuration, the FEL output at such short wavelengths is sensitive to the level of microbunching and starts getting affected by SASE emission. The EEHG+FBIT simulation instead is less affected by the SASE background, and the differences between Figs. 3 and 4 are probably due to the collective effects in the chicane that were not included in Fig.
4. Comparing the pure EEHG and EEHG+HGHG configurations (c.f., Figs. 3 and 4), the latter performs significantly better in terms of the spectral quality because of a
lower contribution from SASE background.
We have presented a partial view of the pathway for the
upgrade of the FERMI FEL facility over a time span of
about nine years. The facility is undergoing technological
transformations that will allow the extension of the spectral
range to the target of the carbon to oxygen K-edges. The
reader is addressed to ref. [7] for a more comprehensive
overview.
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contamination of SASE background in the pure EEHG
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particles used in the simulation and on the smoothing procedure applied, but even the “smoothed” case of Fig. 3 still
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Abstract
In order to extend the FERMI FEL spectral range over
the whole water window, we are developing an upgrade
strategy that is based on the implementation of the Echo
Enabled Harmonic Generation scheme.
The strategy is structured as follows: during a first phase,
the single cascade FEL-1 branch will be adapted to operate
either in EEHG or in HGHG. This upgrade can be achieved
with relatively low cost and impact on FERMI operations
and will extend the spectral range, and improve spectral
quality and flexibility of FEL-1. Furthermore, it will
provide a versatile test bench opening the possibility to
explore in detail the EEHG scheme potentialities in the
operation of the facility. This will contribute to identify and
address the possible issues related to the second and more
critical phase of the upgrade project: the upgrade of FEL2. These two phases will proceed in parallel to an upgrade
of the LINAC where we will increase the maximum energy
of operation. Solutions aiming at a peak beam energy of
1.8 and 2.0 GeV are under study.
In this contribution, we will focus on the upgrade of the
FEL-1 branch that has already started and is foreseen to
provide light to users with the new configuration by spring
2023.

INTRODUCTION
The FERMI Free Electron Laser (FEL) facility is in
operation since 2010 and provides to the user community
ultrashort coherent pulses in the VUV- XUV range (100 –
4 nm) [1]. It works in the so-called High Gain Harmonic
Generation (HGHG) scheme making use of a tunable
external UV laser to create the needed bunching at high
harmonic order. FERMI offers two FEL amplifier lines
operating in single (FEL-1) and double (FEL-2) cascade
mode. This layout permits to cover the above-mentioned
wavelength range with nearly transform limited XUV
pulse and GW peak power at a repetition rate of 50 Hz.
The main limitation of the HGHG technique is related to
the reduction of the ratio between bunching at a given
harmonic and energy spread as the harmonic order
increases. On FEL-1, efficient bunching for harmonic
amplification can be created up to approximately harmonic
15 in single cascade. This is the limiting factor for
achieving shorter wavelengths on this FEL line.
EEHG has been successfully tested at FERMI in 2018
[2]: implementing a temporary modification of the FEL-2
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layout, we have demonstrated high gain lasing in EEHG
mode up to harmonic 45 in a single cascade.
The need to increase the photon energy of FEL-2 by a
factor of 2 with respect to the current limit requires a
significant change in the FEL-2 layout and a change in the
undulator parameters. This may affect the FEL-2 capability
to be operated in a wavelength range extended from 20 nm
to 2 nm. As a result, the FEL-2 upgrade is planned in
parallel with an upgrade of FEL-1, such that the 20 – 10
nm can be also covered by FEL-1.
The upgrade of FEL-1 is realized with relatively modest
impact on the original layout. It has been scheduled early
in time with respect to the one of FEL-2 also to contribute
to form our experience in running an EEHG seeded FEL
for users and to provide additional studies of EEHG at very
high harmonics, which will help in steering the design of
FEL-2 in the technical definition of the final FEL upgrade.
Echo-enabled harmonic generation (EEHG) was first
proposed by G. Stupakov [3] as a means to overcome the
limitations of the standard HGHG scheme, posed by
incoherent energy spread, in reaching extremely high
harmonic numbers (e.g., n>100) for generation of soft Xray radiation when starting from the radiation from an
external, ultraviolet seed laser.
Seed 2

Seed 1
M1

Ds1

M2

Ds2

R

Figure 1: A sketch of the EEHG configuration.
Unlike the standard HGHG scheme that for high
harmonic number n has the coherent bunching fraction
𝑏 decaying exponentially as 𝑛 , EEHG when properly
tuned leads 𝑏 decaying only as 𝑛 / in the absence of
other effects such as incoherent intrabeam scattering. Figure 1 illustrates schematically the EEHG approach. At the
beginning, a seed laser (seed-1) at wavelength 𝜆 together
with a short modulator induces a moderate, coherent energy modulation on the input electron beam. The dispersive
section that follows is sufficiently strong such
≫ 𝜆 , thus shearing the longitudinal phase
that 𝑅
space and, at a given phase, leading to multiple, alternating
bands of large and small density as a function of the energy.
The first part of the EEHG configuration is devoted to the
generation of this energy modulated beam distribution. The
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second part is the same as an HGHG configured FEL, i.e.
the electron beam passes into a second modulator section
where it interacts with a second seed laser (whose
wavelength 𝜆 may or may not be equal to 𝜆 ) producing
new energy modulation on top of the sheared bands
produced in the first section. A second chromatic
dispersion is then tuned in strength to rotate these ripples
by approximately 𝜋/2 in their longitudinal phase. The
resultant phase space is rich in harmonic content and, for
appropriate choices of seed laser and dispersion section
strength, can be tuned to produce an echo effect whose
maximum bunching appears at a net harmonic n >> 1
relative to the initial seed wavelength (see Figure 3 of
Ref. [3]). EEHG exhibits a lower sensitivity to electronbeam energy modulations induced by self-fields during the
acceleration and compression. The first dispersion required
for EEHG leads to strong damping of beam modulations
leading to FEL spectral sidebands [4-6]. EEHG is
therefore particularly promising in reaching high order
harmonics of the seed, not only for the possibility of
inducing electron-beam density modulation with a lower
energy spread with respect to that required in HGHG, but
also for the possibility of getting a cleaner spectrum, with
less sidebands and closer to the Fourier limit.

FEL-1 UPGRADE
We analyze the steps required for the upgrade of FEL-1
and we show simulation results of this FEL beamline in the
new setup.
Although simulations indicate that the first chicane R56
value for FEL-1 EEHG operation must be of the order of ~
3 to 5 mm at 1.8GeV, this device was designed to reach a
maximum dispersion of R56 ~ 12 mm as it will allow
detailed studies of EEHG, important for the future upgrade
of FEL-2. In order to get such a large dispersion, the
chicane requires few meters of space. Moreover, to operate
in the EEHG scheme it is necessary to add a second
modulator and a second dispersive section after this. The
second UV seed laser will be injected in the middle of the
first chicane.
All these implementations can be obtained only with a
reconfiguration of the FEL-1 layout: the first two radiators
will be displaced to the end of the radiator chain (after the
present position of radiator 6) as shown in Figure 2, leaving
6.2 m of space available for the full chicane system,

including beam control and diagnostic systems (BPMs,
screens, correctors, quadrupoles, …).
In order to convert FEL-1 to EEHG the following
modifications and components are required:
- The first two radiators of the FEL amplifier are shifted to
the end of the undulator chain
- A first large chicane (R56 up to 12 mm) is installed
between the first and second modulators.
- In the middle of this first chicane a diagnostic/seedinjection chamber is installed
- A second modulator is installed after this first chicane.
- A second tunable UV seed laser is required.
- A second chicane (R56 up to 200 μm) follows the second
modulator.
- New diagnostics and reorganization of the existing one
(beam position monitors, multi-screens, bunch arrival
monitor), is needed to adapt to the new layout.
In the framework of the upgrade plan of FERMI (Main
Beam Dump, Linac, …) the EEHG implementation on
FEL-1 is expected to be completed by the end of 2022.
After commissioning, the new scheme will provide light to
users starting from spring/summer 2023. The FEL-1
upgrade is scheduled to have minimum impact on the
scientific program of FERMI and will occur during the
ordinary shutdown (SD) periods. The status and plans for
the FEL-1 upgrade project are the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.

In 2021 we completed the technical design of all parts,
purchased the main elements, started the
reorganization of the diagnostics.
2022: we are purchasing the remaining components,
seed-2 installation in seed laser rooms (spring SD),
preparation of the undulator hall, move of the first two
radiators at the end of the undulator chain, installation
of the new vacuum chambers, second modulator and
dispersive section, completion of the diagnostics
system, installation of the optical transport for seed-2
(summer SD).
Winter SD 2022/2023: installation of the first
dispersive section, of the injection/diagnostic station
and of the in-tunnel optical table for seed-2.
2023: EEHG commissioning will be conducted during
the first part of the year. We plan to deliver light to
users in the 10-20 nm range by the end of the first
semester.

Figure 2: Schematic layout of the changes from the current FEL-1 layout (top) to the one for EEHG (bottom).
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The new configuration will also allow operation of the
FEL in the usual HGHG mode and in all the advanced
schemes (two color, two pulses, coherent control, …) [7 11]. In particular, the new design is optimized to work in
HGHG for wavelength longer than 20 nm, and in EEHG in
the 10 – 20 nm range.
A campaign of simulations was carried out to predict the
behavior of the new layout of FEL-1 in the EEHG and
HGHG configuration. We present here one example of
numerical calculation of the performance expected from
the new layout at 10 nm in EEHG. The calculation was
performed using GENESIS 1.3 simulation code [12].
During the EEHG test preformed on FEL2, it was
necessary to increase the energy spread of the electron
beam to a value of 200-280 keV by means of the laser
heater in order to have the most efficient EEHG lasing. Our
explanation of this observation is that an increased energy
spread is needed to suppress the microbunching
instabilities that are amplified by the large R56 of the first
chicane. Evidence collected with an OTR screen placed
downstream of the undulators seems to confirm this
hypothesis. For this reason, in the simulation we used for
the energy spread a value of 220 keV.
Table 1: Electron Beam, Seed Lasers and FEL Parameters
used for the Numerical Calculation
Beam parameter

Value (unit)

Energy
Energy spread
Current
Emittance

1660 (MeV)
220 (keV)
700 (A)
1 (mm mrad)

Seed parameters

Value (unit)

Seed1 wavelength

260 nm

Seed2 wavelength

260 nm

Seed1 power

11 MW

Seed2 power

23 MW

Seed1 time duration
Seed2 time duration
FEL parameters

120 fs
90 fs
Value (unit)

R561

4.5 mm

R562

176.6 μm
26

Harmonic Number
Polarization

circular

Table 1 contains the list of parameters used in the simulations and Figure 3 reports the evolution of the power and
spectral profiles of the radiation during the growth along
the undulator. The spectrum is quasi-gaussian with a narrow bandwidth and a small sideband content (below 1%).
The time bandwidth product at the end of the radiator is
1.40 the Fourier limit.
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Figure 3: Left: power profile after 3,4,5 and 6 undulators.
Right: spectrum shape after 3,4,5 and 6 undulators.
In summary, the simulations are definitely encouraging
and show that in EEHG mode the pulse energy can exceed
100µJ at 10 nm.
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UNDULATOR TAPERING STUDIES OF AN ECHO-ENABLED HARMONIC
GENERATION BASED FREE-ELECTRON LASER
F. Pannek∗ , W. Hillert, University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany
S. Ackermann, E. Ferrari, L. Schaper, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany

INTRODUCTION
In the Echo-Enabled Harmonic Generation (EEHG) seeding scheme [1] density modulations at high harmonics of the
seed laser wavelength are imprinted on an electron bunch
before it is injected into a subsequent undulator radiator for
free-electron laser (FEL) emission. Due to the pre-bunched
electron beam the ampliﬁcation in the radiator develops fast.
A long radiator section makes it crucial to adjust the undulator strength of the individual radiator modules along the
beamline to exceed the saturation power of the FEL [2, 3].
In the following, diﬀerent undulator tapering methods
and their eﬀect on the spectro-temporal characteristics of
the FEL radiation are studied for an EEHG based FEL at
4 nm. For this, numerical simulations with the FEL code
GENESIS1.3, v4 [4, 5] are carried out within the parameter
range of the future FLASH2020+ upgrade [6] of the FEL
user facility FLASH at DESY [7–9].

EEHG SETUP
The longitudinal phase space distribution of the electron
bunch is manipulated in two undulators, so-called modulators, where the electrons interact with a seed laser and
are modulated in energy. The resulting energy modulation
amplitudes 𝐴1 and 𝐴2 are expressed as a multiple of the
rms beam energy spread 𝜎𝐸 . Each modulator is followed by
∗
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Table 1: Simulation Parameters for EEHG at 4 nm
Electron Beam
𝐸
𝜎𝐸
𝐼p
𝜀n
𝜏e

Seed Lasers

1.35 GeV
150 keV
500 A
0.6 mm mrad
314 fs

𝜆1
𝜆2
𝜏1
𝜏2

300 nm
300 nm
150 fs
50 fs

EEHG
𝐴1
𝐴2
𝑅56,1
𝑅56,2

5
3
7.05 mm
81.25 μm

5

500

4

400

3

300

2

200

1

100

0
−150 −100 −50

0
50
time (fs)

current (A)

The free-electron laser (FEL) user facility FLASH at
DESY is currently undergoing an upgrade which involves the
transformation of one of its beamlines to allow for external
seeding via so-called Echo-Enabled Harmonic Generation
(EEHG). With this seeding technique it will be possible to
provide stable, longitudinal coherent and intense radiation
in the XUV and soft X-ray regime at high repetition rate. To
ensure an eﬃcient FEL ampliﬁcation process, sustainable energy exchange between the electrons and the electromagnetic
ﬁeld in the undulator is mandatory. Adequate adjustment of
the undulator strength along the beamline allows to compensate for electron energy loss and to preserve the resonance
condition. The impact of this undulator tapering on the temporal and spectral characteristics of the EEHG FEL radiation
at 4 nm is investigated by means of numerical simulations
performed with the FEL code GENESIS1.3, version 4. Different tapering methods are examined and it is shown that
speciﬁc tapering of the undulator strength allows to exceed
the FEL saturation power while maintaining a clear temporal
and spectral shape of the FEL pulse.

a chicane to create longitudinal dispersion 𝑅56,1 and 𝑅56,2 .
Parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table 1. The
current distribution as well as the power proﬁles of the two
seed lasers are Gaussian, where 𝜏 is the full width at half
maximum. Proper adjustment of the EEHG setup results in
a peak bunching of about 5 % at the entrance of the radiator,
as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the energy spread in the area
with high bunching increases up to 635 keV.

bunching (%)

Abstract

0
150

100

Figure 1: Bunching at 4 nm and current proﬁle (calculated
within 300 nm slices) before entering the radiator.

UNDULATOR TAPERING
The radiator beamline is made up of 11 helical undulator
modules of 𝐿 u = 2.508 m length with a 𝜆u = 33 mm period
length. Quadrupoles located between the modules are used
for proper matching, resulting in an average rms transverse
electron beam size of 𝜎𝑥,𝑦 = 45.5 μm along the radiator. The
undulator strength 𝐾 = 𝐾rms is set to a constant value along
each individual module. The undulator strength 𝐾r derived
from the FEL resonant condition for a resonant wavelength
of 𝜆r = 4 nm serves as reference:
𝜆u 
(1)
1 + 𝐾r2 ) ,
2𝛾r2
where the initial electron energy is given by the Lorentz
factor 𝛾r .
𝜆r =
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i) no tapering
ii) iterative tapering
iii) linear tapering
iv) linear tapering
v) quadratic-linear tapering
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3

4 5 6 7 8
radiator module

9 10 11

Figure 2: Diﬀerent methods of undulator tapering.

Iterative Tapering
Radiator modules 1–3 are ﬁxed to the same initial 𝐾 value
and not varied during the optimization procedure. Modules
4–11 are initially opened, that is, the undulator strength is
set to zero. Starting with the fourth radiator module, each
radiator module is scanned for maximum radiation power at
the end of the beamline and set to the respective optimum 𝐾,
before proceeding with the next module. After optimizing
the last module, the process is repeated in reverse order for
several iterations until convergence is achieved within the
desired accuracy (dashed red curve in Fig. 2).

Linear Tapering
The undulator strength is decreased linearly along the
radiator modules. The linear dependency results in a tradeoﬀ
between small detuning at the initial stage of the beamline
and large detuning at the end, where the electrons lose more
energy (green curve in Fig. 2). The radiation power can
be maximized when starting the linear tapering after six
modules (magenta curve in Fig. 2).
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Quadratic-Linear Tapering
The optimum undulator strength can be calculated by the
detuning parameter 𝐶:

2
𝐶
𝐾 = 𝜆r 𝛾02
−1.
(2)
−
𝜆u 𝜋
Following the general law of undulator tapering presented
in [3], the detuning along the undulator distance 𝑧u can be
ﬁtted by two coeﬃcients 𝛼tap and 𝛽tap and the start position
𝑧 0 of the tapering:
 4𝑁 2  

 1 
𝐶ˆ = 𝛼tap ( 𝑧ˆu − 𝑧ˆ0 ) arctan
+ 𝑁 ln
, (3)
2𝑁
4𝑁 2 + 1
where the Fresnel number 𝑁 is given by 𝑁 = 𝛽tab /( 𝑧ˆu − 𝑧ˆ0 ).
𝐶 = Γ𝐶ˆ and 𝑧u = Γ/𝑧ˆu are scaled with the gain parameter
Γ=

 𝐼 8𝜋 2 𝐾 2  1/2
0
.
𝐼A 𝜆r 𝜆u 𝛾03

(4)

Here, 𝐼A ≈ 17 kA is the Alfvén current and the beam current
𝐼 is set to the peak value 𝐼p of the current distribution. The
parameter 𝛽tap = 8.5 · 𝐵 is approximated by the diﬀraction
parameter
2 2𝜋
𝐵 = 2Γ𝜎𝑥,𝑦
.
(5)
𝜆r
Since this approach provides a continuously changing
𝐾 (𝑧 u ) along an inﬁnitely long undulator, the arithmetic mean
value of 𝐾 (𝑧u ) is calculated within distances of 𝐿 u and used
for the corresponding radiator module in the FEL beamline.
To account for the initial detuning of Δ𝐾 = −0.05 %, 𝐾0
and 𝛾0 in Eq. (4) and Eq. (2) are adjusted accordingly.
The parameter 𝛼tap as well as the start 𝑧 0 of the undulator
tapering are scanned for maximum radiation power, as shown
in Fig. 3. Optimum tapering is achieved for 𝛼tap = 2.52 and
𝑧 0 = 3.25 · 𝐿 u = 8.151 m, meaning a tapering start within
the fourth radiator module. The corresponding 𝐾 values
(orange curve in Fig. 2) are in good agreement with the ones
found by the iterative method.
6

1.0

5

0.8

4

0.6

tap

3
0.4
2
0.2

1
4
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8

10 12
z0 (m)

14

normalized power

Time-dependent simulations have shown that the pulse
energy of the FEL radiation is maximized after the ﬁrst radiator module when the 𝐾 value is detuned by Δ𝐾 = −0.1 %
with respect to 𝐾r . However, simulations have also shown
that, after tapering, an initial detuning by Δ𝐾 = −0.05 %
results in slightly higher ﬁnal peak power at the end of the
beamline. Note that the inﬂuence of the ﬁrst few radiators
on the spectral properties is rather negligible after tapering,
but to start from a common basis, all radiators are initially
detuned by this value.
In the following, diﬀerent methods are utilized to ﬁnd
optimum undulator strengths: linear tapering, quadraticlinear tapering and iterative tapering. For each method, the
𝐾 values of the radiator modules are scanned for maximum
radiation power at the end of the beamline. The optimization
is based on steady-state simulations, which do not consider
time-dependent eﬀects such as slippage. Figure 2 shows the
corresponding optimum sets of 𝐾 values.

K/Kr (%)
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Figure 3: Radiation power (normalized) resulting from
steady-state simulations of the radiator beamline with diﬀerent tapering received from Eq. (2).
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Figure 4: (a) Evolution of the pulse energy (in linear and logarithmic scale) and (b) normalized power proﬁles for diﬀerent
tapering methods along the radiator beamline. Radiator modules are indicated in gray. (c) Temporal and (d) spectral proﬁles
of the FEL radiation at the exit of the radiator beamline for diﬀerent tapering methods. The expected saturation power is
indicated as a dashed gray line. For the not tapered case, the proﬁles close to saturation are also shown as dashed blue lines.

Results
Based on the presented optimum sets of 𝐾 values, timedependent simulations of the whole EEHG and FEL beamline are performed. Figure 4a shows the resulting energy
in the radiation pulse along the radiator for each tapering
method. The pulse energy is calculated by integrating the
power from −20 fs to 25 fs. The evolution of the normalized
power proﬁles along the beamline is illustrated in Fig. 4b.
The corresponding power proﬁles as well as the spectra after
the last radiator module are shown in Fig. 4c and 4d.
Following the 3D approximation given in [10,11] yields a
saturation power of 𝑃sat ≈ 0.33 GW. Note that saturation is
reached approximately within the 6th radiator module, and
in the untapered case additional energy is extracted from the
electrons due to an onwards slipping radiation pulse.
The highest peak power of about 2.3 GW is achieved
for the iterative method and the quadratic-linear tapering
(dashed red and orange curve). Here, the pulse energy is a
factor of 4 larger than for the untapered case, a factor of 9
compared to the pulse energy close to saturation after the 6th
radiator module. Already a linear tapering starting with the
second module is suﬃcient to increase the pulse energy and
to restore a Gaussian-like spectrum (green curve). Higher
peak power and intensity can be achieved when initializing
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the linear tapering close to saturation (magenta curve). Note
that this method also provides the highest peak intensity, but
a smaller peak power and pulse energy than the iterative and
quadratic-linear tapering methods. Analysis has shown that
this is due to a diﬀerent transverse ﬁeld distribution, which
is also aﬀected by the undulator tapering.

CONCLUSION
Highest peak power is achieved by tapering each radiator
module one by one iteratively. Similar results are obtained
from quadratic-linear tapering based on a ﬁt formula. Linear
tapering showed comparable results when starting close to
the saturation point. Results suggest that also the transverse
ﬁeld distribution should be taken into account when tapering.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AT SOLARIS NATIONAL
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION CENTRE
A. I. Wawrzyniak †, P. Andryszczak, G. Cios, K.Guła, G.W. Kowalski,A. M. Marendziak,
A. Maximenko, R. Panaś, T. Sobol, M. Szczepaniak, J. Wiechecki, M. Wiśniowski, , M. Zając
SOLARIS NSRC, Krakow, Poland
A. Curcio, CLPU, Salamanca, Spain
H. Lichtenberg, Hochschule Niederrhein University of Applied Sciences, Krefeld, Germany
Abstract
SOLARIS National Synchrotron Radiation Centre is under constant development of the research infrastructure. In
2018 first users were welcomed at three different experimental stations. Up to now 5 end stations are available at
SOLARIS for experiments at 4 beamlines, and 4 new
beamlines are under construction. In 2021 new front end
for POLYX beamline was installed and degassed. Moreover, ASTRA beamline components were installed and first
commissioning stage has stared. Additionally, a plasma
cleaning station has been designed, built and is currently
tested. Apart of the beamlines, upgrades to the linac and
storage ring operation have been done. During the COVID19 pandemic the software for remote injection process was
developed and is used on daily basis. The transverse beam
emittance measurement on the visible light beamline LUMOS was implemented and gives results that are complementary to the Pinhole beamline. Within this presentation
the overview of the recent developments with insight to the
details to be presented.

Bonn University (Germany) and SOLARIS. In the first half
of 2020 the front end section of the beamline was installed
(Fig. 1a). The main degassing process of the front end components was finished in June 2020 and the pressure level
with the photon beam at 300 mA electron current in the
storage ring was below 9.7e-9 mbar. In 2021 the main
beamline components downstream from SOLARIS´ radiation shield wall were installed (Fig. 1b). A diagnostic module with a fluorescence screen and a wire-type X-ray beam
position monitor is used to visualize and determine the
white beam’s position and profile. A compact differential
ion pump maintains the pressure difference of 4–5 orders
of magnitude between the diagnostic module (base pressure 1.0e-9 mbar) and the fixed exit beam Lemmonier type
double crystal monochromator (1.0e-5 mbar). The high
vacuum operating pressure of the monochromator allows
to quickly exchange crystal pairs in order to cover the target energy range.

INTRODUCTION
SOLARIS National Synchrotron Radiation Centre is operating in Krakow, Poland since 2015. It consists of 600
MeV injector with thermionic RF gun and 1.5 GeV storage
ring of 96 m circumference with 6 nm rad emittance [1-2].
The facility was built with tight cooperation with MAXIV
Laboratory in Sweden. Nowadays SOLARIS is under constant development of the research infrastructure. In 2018
first users were welcomed at three different experimental
stations. Up to now 5 end stations are available at SOLARIS for experiments at 4 beamlines, and 4 new beamlines are under construction. Moreover in 2022 the experimental hall extension works has just stared, which will allow for long beamlines accommodation.

NEW INSTALLATIONS
ASTRA Beamline
ASTRA is a compact bending magnet beamline designed
for X-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements in the
tender and hard X-ray range (1 – 15 keV). The beamline
has no windows between the source point and the monochromator in order to minimize absorption of low energy
photons [3]. The project is an international collaboration of
Niederrhein University of Applied Sciences (Germany),
the Synchrotron Light Research Institute (SLRI, Thailand),
___________________________________________

† adriana.wawrzyniak@uj.edu.pl
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Figure 1: (a) Front end section, (b) main beamline components downstream the radiation shield wall.
In Autumn 2021, the first EXAFS spectra at the beamline were measured in transmission. During commissioning in January 2022, key performance parameters such as
energy resolution (e.g. for InSb(111) at the sulfur K edge:
ΔE/E = 7.0e-4), photon flux (1.0e10 ph/s/0.1 A) and spatial
stability of the monochromatic beam were evaluated. After
recording XAS spectra of various reference compounds
over the full energy range, experiments were carried out in
cooperation with “friendly users” at different absorption
edges, e.g. Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, Fe, Ni, Zn, Sb and U in
transmission mode. The obtained high-quality data shows
the outstanding potential of this new beamline for academic and industrial research. The beamline was opened
for the spring 2022 call for proposals and received a large
interest from both Polish and international users. Within
the EU project SYLINDA a compact vacuum X-ray spectrometer for high energy resolution fluorescence detection
was recently added to the beamline, and the beamline staff
performs its commissioning. Implementation of fluorescence and surface-sensitive total electron yield
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measurement modes will follow in the near months. As future upgrades in situ experiments and combinations of
XAS with complementary techniques are planned.

The Front End Section for POLYX
The front end section for POLYX beamline consists of
several components which performs the following roles:
protection of personnel and devices against radiation and
enabling safe access into the optic hutch, when the beamline is closed; limit/restrict the thermal load from the synchrotron light for the components located downstream of
the front end section; protection of the vacuum in the storage ring and ensuring pumping system and pressure level
measurement in this section and to monitor the position of
the synchrotron light.
To fulfil presented functionality, we have defined sequence of the devices presented in Fig. 2. With presented
sequence it is able to monitor beam position by keeping the
XBPM device at the hot front end part and define radiation
cone delivered to the beamline using dedicated slits unit.
The front end section is finished with cooled beryllium
window which separates the vacuum between the storage
ring and the beamline during normal operation.

window, last fragile component of the front end, was postponed. In the meantime, all necessary instructions, and procedures on how to proceed in the event of a beryllium window breakage was developed and implemented at Solaris.
Installation of beryllium window in filter assembly and
trigger unit vacuum chamber (FATU) was performed after
delivery. After successful radiation tests of scattered radiation at the experimental hutch the remaining front end section components (exit fixed mask and filters) were able to
degas. We have noticed also quick improvements of the
vacuum pressure level during degassing process of the second part. Finally, we have reached values below 6e-9 mbar
with full beam (450 mA) at front end sector and below 4e8 mbar with beam at each one of six filters at FATU chamber downstream ratchet wall. With the achieved parameters
the section is ready for normal operation.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
Plasma Cleaning Station
Contamination of the surfaces of optical elements
i.e., mirrors, gratings and lenses with carbon is still one
of the main problems of soft X-rays beamlines. Reduced
intensity of synchrotron radiation in the K-edge carbon
region and deterioration of optics surface parameters like
roughness and reflectivity is the most common
consequence of carbon contamination. Many techniques
and cleaning procedures were developed at synchrotron
and laser facilities to address this problem [4-7].
Table 1: List of Antenna and Plasma Generator Parameters
Parameter

Figure 2: The scheme of the front end section. Main components from right to left: FM1 (fixed mask1), HA (heat
absorber), FV (fast valve), XBPM (X-ray beam position
monitor), SLITS (white beam slit unit), FLSC (fluorescent
screen), SS1&SS2 (cooling double safety shutters), FM2
(fixed mask2), FATU (Filter assembly trigger unit) and
BWIN (beryllium window).
The front end section was installed at experimental hall
on the dedicated Test Stand after delivery. Mechanical assembly, subsystem checks, leak checks, before and after
bakeout, were performed during user operation time before
shutdown. Installation of the front end in the storage ring
took place during summer shutdown. Front end was installed under overpressure of the nitrogen without additional bakeout. Whole operation including connection of
compressed air, cooling water, cabling and PLC integration
with storage ring took over three weeks. Personal Safety
System (PSS) and Machine Protection System (MPS) were
implemented and tested after installation. After shutdown
it was necessary to allocate one week for degassing purpose. All components exposed to the beam (the heat absorber, XBPM, white beam slits and cooling safety shutters) were conditioned gradually. Significant improvement
of pressure, average lower than 1e-9 mbar, was achieved
after 20Ah of electron beam dose. Delivery of beryllium
TUPOPT024
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Value

Supply current AC 230 V

11 A

Output power

max +50 dBm

Optimal output power

(1)

+48 dBm

Output VSWR

1.7 U

Output signal format/modulation

Continuous
wave

Optimal working frequency

37.560 MHz

Operating frequency range

12 – 50 MHz

Nominal operating frequency

13.560 MHz

External input signal level

max +1 dBm

Internal signal oscillator:
- output signal format
- output signal level(1)
- frequency range

sinewave
-6.6 dBm
0.0001–50 MHz

(1)

Frequency 37.560 MHz
At SOLARIS we have constructed low pressure RF
plasma cleaning station to deal with carbon contamination.
Our system is equipped with an aluminium antenna installed in the vacuum chamber that can fit optical elements
inside. Antenna is connected with the in-house developed
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plasma generator via vacuum N-type connector. Antenna
and plasma generator basic parameters are listed in Table 1.
Low pressure plasma is generated in oxygen, nitrogen or
air. Clean gases are introduced into the vacuum chamber
via dosing valve. We ignite plasma at the pressure range
5e-1 to 5e-3 mbar and by the 47 dBm (50 W), 37.560 MHz
frequency RF signal.

APSF, which corresponds to the angular emission from a
single electron [9], and then deconvolving the measured
distribution with ideal APSF. The final result looks artificially smooth (Fig. 3b), nevertheless for the purpose of a
first test this has been considered satisfactory. A more reliable approach, to be followed in the future, may be the
direct measurement of the APSF.

LUMOS Diagnostic Beamline Upgrade
The LUMOS diagnostic beamline exploits optical synchrotron radiation (SR) for longitudinal bunch profile and
transverse emittance measurements. Currently, the beamline is operated with green light centered at 500 nm. Longitudinal bunch profiles are measured with a streak camera
(model SC-10 by Optronics). The optical setup of LUMOS
for the emittance measurement (based on an image of the
light source) consist of three lenses: the first is placed in
vacuum, while the remaining two on an optical table in the
hutch. It provides emittance measurements that are complementary to a second diagnostic beamline, PINHOLE,
operated in the X-ray region of the synchrotron spectrum
[8]. LUMOS also includes an optical setup for the detection of the angular distribution of the synchrotron radiation
via a light transport system coupled to a CCD camera. Beside standard information on beam position fluctuations
(based on the jitter of the image centroid), or on the decay
of the beam current (based on the decrease of the light intensity on the camera), further diagnostic usage of SR angular distribution at Solaris are currently under test. Among
the latter there is the retrieval of the beam energy. The
standard way of measuring the beam energy in the ring,
currently adopted at Solaris for daily operation, passes
through the measurement of the magnetic rigidity. This
means that the beam energy is retrieved based on the setpoint of electric current in the bending magnets. This kind
of approach for the beam energy measurement is confirmed
by means of other techniques [2]. The relation between the
rms width of the angular distribution 𝜓
of 𝜎 -polarized
SR at the wavelength 𝜆 and the bending radius 𝜌 is given
by [9]:
𝜓

= 0.4097

= 0.4097

(Eq. 1)

Therefore, the measurement of the rms width of the angular distribution of 𝜎 -polarized SR at a fixed wavelength
can yield the bending radius. Expressing the bending radius
through the magnetic rigidity finally relates the rms angular width to the setpoint of electric current 𝐼 in the bending
magnets and to the beam energy 𝛾𝑚𝑐 . Indeed, the bending magnetic field 𝐵 is a function of 𝐼 , i.e. 𝐵 = 𝐵 𝐼 . The
elementary charge 𝑒 , the electron mass 𝑚 and the speed
of light in vacuum 𝑐 are constants.
A first test of beam energy measurement based on the
above-described approach, i.e. measuring the rms width of
the angular distribution of 𝜎 -polarized SR and then retrieving the beam energy given a certain bending field. An
image of the measured angular distribution and the vertical
profile are given in Fig. 3. A vertical Angular Point Spread
Function (APSF) has been retrieved starting from the ideal
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 3: Measurement of angular distribution of 𝜎 -polarized SR (a) and vertical profile of the measured beam (red
line) and retrieved vertical angular distribution of σpolarized SR(blue line) (b).
The angular resolution we have on the measurement in
Fig. 3 is > 20 𝜇 rad, while the beam divergence is expected
to be of the order of 1𝜇 rad. We have obtained a final result
for the beam energy 1.54 ± 0.14 GeV, which is in
agreement with the energy measurement based on the
magnetic rigidity, which gives 1.51 GeV.
A near-future development of the LUMOS beamline will
concern the measurement of the filling pattern by means of
a fast photodiode.

One Button Machine Software
During the COVID-19 pandemic new software
development was done in order to support remote
operation. One Button Machine (OBM) software that was
developed and implemented in the control room allowed
for automatic sequencing of all injection process starting
from beam dump up, injection, energy ramping up to beam
delivery to the users. The software started as a simple
injected current limiter for safe remote injection in case of
communication failure. Then, more and more steps of the
injection procedure were added. In its current form, almost
full procedure can be done automatically, with an operator
only running selected sequences in order. The application
features most relevant parameter readout, automatic stop
on interlock, two cavity power increase modes and
automatic configuration of beamline frontends and
insertion devices for operation. It has become a great dayto-day operation tool, useful as well for tuning linac
parameters during injection, and as a training cheat sheet
for new operators.
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Abstract
PolFEL - Polish Free Electron Laser will be driven by a
continuous wave superconducting accelerator consisting
of low emittance superconducting RF electron gun, four
accelerating cryomodules, bunch compressors, beam
optics components and diagnostic elements. The accelerator will split in three branches leading to undulators producing VUV, IR and THz radiation, respectively. Two
accelerating cryomodules will be installed before a dogleg
directing electron bunches towards IR and THz branches.
Additional two cryomodules will be placed in the VUV
branch accelerating electron bunches up to 185 MeV at 50
kHz repetition rate. Moreover, the electron beam after
passing the VUV undulator will be directed to the Inverse
Compton Scattering process for high energy photons
experiments in a dedicated station. In order to measure
and optimise the electron beam parameters along the
entire accelerator the main diagnostics components like
BPMs, charge monitors, YAG screens, coherent diffraction radiation (CDR) monitors and beam loss monitors are
foreseen. Within this presentation the concept of the electron beam diagnostics will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The Polish Free Electron Laser, PolFEL, proposed in
2009, and accepted for the Polish Roadmap for Research
Infrastructures, is to be constructed in two phases. First
phase is designed with lower electron energy and second
– with more accelerating sections and maximum electron
energy up to about 600MeV. The electron beam will be
generated in the all superconducting gun (ASG) and accelerated in TESLA cavities, housed in HZDR/RI-like
cryomodules. After passing through two cryomodules
(with two RF-cavities each), electrons will be directed to
THz and IR undulators or, after going through bunch
compressors, further accelerated by remaining two cryomodules. The fast electrons will go to VUV undulators
and then into electron experimental stations, e.g. Inverse
Compton Scattering experiments and neutron generation
station. The undulators will be made of permanent magnets, for VUV, IR and THz branches. The layout of the
PolFEL is presented in Fig. 1.
The features, which make PolFEL a unique facility is
___________________________________________
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the use of both superconducting gun technology and superconducting cavities, which make possible to operate in
continuous wave regime and low emittance. The SRF gun
provides important advantages compared to hot injectors:
operation in CW mode and significant reduction of RF
power dissipation [1], although it still remains immature.

Figure 1: The layout of PolFEL facility with diagnostics
components distribution.
The most important parameters of PolFEL electron accelerator are listed in Table 1 [2, 3].
Table 1: The Parameters of Polfel Electron Beam
(Maximal Values, Continuous Wave Mode)
Parameter

Gun

Bunch charge [pC]
Rep. rate [kHz]

250

VUV

IR

THZ

100

250

250

50

50

50

50

Bunch length [ps]

10

0.4

1.2

1.2

Beam energy [MeV]

4

154

79

79

Beam current [μA]

12.5

5

12.5

12.5

Beam power [W]

50

770

988

988

Sliced emittance
[um*rad]

0.2-1.0

<0.5

1.4

1.4

DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTS
Beam Position Monitors
For the whole PolFEL linac 40 Beam Position Monitors
(BPMs) are required in order to trace the beam position in
the horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) planes as an input for a
trajectory feedback system. Based on the resolution requirements that were set up to 10 µm along the linac,
button BPMs similar to the ones used in European XFEL
machine will be used in the warm sections.
If better resolution will be required especially in the
undulator sections, the cavity BPMs with the resolution
<1 µm are to be considered as an option or future upgrade.
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Moreover up to 6 energy BPM (EBPM) are planned to
be installed in the bunch compression and dispersive
section to deliver precise information about energy and
energy fluctuations in the bunch compressors. The goal is
to reach a few μm resolution while measuring wide distributions in a wide, but flat, vacuum chamber.
As a readout electronics LIBERA Spark is considered
for usage.

Current Monitors
The beam intensity will be measured by current transformers (CT), which are installed in each warm intersection. Few types of toroid are considered for PolFEL linac.
Bunch charge and transmission through the accelerator
has to be determined with < 5% absolute accuracy and
1% resolution. Thus, two Turbo-ICT are planned to be
installed to allow the calibration of the high(er) resolution
BPM charge measurement. Additionally fast current
transformers with the bandwidth not less than 0.5 GHz
and rise time >2 ns are planed to be installed in few linac
sections. Integrating current transformer are meant to be
employed in order to measure the charge with 1% of
relative resolution.
In addition to the nominal beam current also dark current emitted by RF resonators at high gradients is created.
Especially dark current from the gun can be transported
through the entire machine. Therefore 2 dark current
monitors (DCM)[4] which were developed for European
XFEL will be installed in the gun section and before the
VUV undulators section in order to control dark current
propagation and optimise the collimation efficiency.

Beam Loss Monitors
Beam loss monitor (BLM) will be operated in two
modes: as a beam-tuning device, based on a regular losses, and as a safety system, based on an irregular losses.
Additionally, based on BLMs one can assess the longterm exposure, along with dosimetry and other dedicated
systems.
The main purpose of BLM for PolFEL is the beam loss
detection. The BLMs will be mounted outside vacuum
vessel in several places of linac. The selection of the
BLM type was based on main important parameters as
high dynamic range, high sensitivity and failsafe protection. The numerical investigations and experimental tests
were done in order to design and build a fast plastic scintillator coupled with miniature photomultiplier (PMT).
The design of the BLM detector is composed of H11901
miniature photomultiplier [5] and EJ-232 scintillator [6].
The detector design is presented in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Scheme of a prototype version of BLM detector.
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The main factors which decided on the components
choice were small size, fast timing, integrated HV supplier and voltage divider, and relatively low price. The prototype, consisted of these components is under construction and will be tested thoroughly using the available
sources and accelerators at NCBJ and SOLARIS.

Universal Monitor Chamber
An universal chamber will combine YAG screen, Faraday cup (FC) and radiator. It will consist of two separable
parts: the first will house FC and YAG in a single shaft,
the second will contain a radiator coupled with a GHz
system settled at the external breadboard.
The YAG screen and the radiator target shall be configured to be watched from opposite sides of the chamber.
A simplified THz spectrometer with related optics can
be used for diagnostics of the bunch length and/or for
monitoring the bunch compression as explained in the
section “Longitudinal profile”. The optics for the THz
spectrometer will be all placed outside the camber in air,
via a viewport made of transparent material, if the distance between the radiator and the viewport is shorter
than 20 cm. The optical elements composing the THz
spectrometer will be concave mirrors, band-pass filters
and detectors (Schottky diodes or pyroelectric).
Existing FCY chamber replicated form Solaris must be
adopted for radiator.
Being the radiator hollow, one
possibility will be to keep the radiator permanently inserted across the beam path. However, this aspect shall be
clarified by means of simulations and measurements, for
the generated wakefields may induce unwanted “kicks”
on the electron beam. Nevertheless, such effects are minimized with a proper symmetric alignment of the beam
with respect to the radiator, and they are strongly damped
for relatively low charges/long bunches. The radiator will
be on a motorized stage, to keep the possibility to remove
it from the beam axis.

BEAM SIZE MEASUREMENTS
Transversal Profile
The transverse beam size and the beam emittance are
within the set of most important parameters for the FEL
beam characterisation. Therefore, emittance measurement
stations (EMS) have to be available at several positions
along the linac. For the PolFEL the EMS are planned in
the gun diagnostics section, upstream the first cryomodule, downstream the bunch compressors and downstream
the last cryomodule. The stations will be equipped with
transvers beam size monitors as optical transition radiation monitors (OTRs) or/and YAG screens, as well as wire
scanners. Few methods to measure the emittance are proposed, at low energy pepper pot method whereas at higher
energies the quadrupole-scan method with single or multiple monitors is planned.
Additionally, synchrotron radiation monitors in the
bunch compressors and post-undulator beamlines to determine the energy distribution, as well as simple screens
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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for beam verification that is most important for start-up
and early commissioning stage.

Longitudinal Profile
Coherent radiation in the THz range of the electromagnetic spectrum can be emitted by ultra-short particle
beams, with a bunch length of the order of picoseconds or
less. Radiation mechanisms are manyfold, and among
them one can include diffraction and transition radiation
[7]. Transition radiation is the radiation emitted when the
beam crosses the boundary of two media with different
indices of refraction. Diffraction radiation is the radiation
emitted when the beam passes in the vicinity of such a
boundary. It is customary to say that radiation is emitted
when charged particles are accelerated, as for the case of
synchrotron radiation. This scenario is not so evident for
the case of transition/diffraction radiation. In order to
understand this phenomenon, we shall consider that when
a charged particle is accelerated an abrupt change of the
electromagnetic field associated to the charge occurs,
which can be seen as a damped oscillation. Such a perturbation in the electromagnetic field can propagate out of
the source: this is what we call radiation. In the case of a
charged particle crossing two different media, the electromagnetic field around the charge undergoes an abrupt
change due to the boundary condition: in fact, polarization fields abruptly are formed and can propagate out of
the source, in particular as diffraction radiation. If the
transition occurs between vacuum and a metallic foil, the
polarization fields are localized to the surface of such foil,
since they are strongly absorbed in the bulk material.
Therefore, the radiation pattern keeps memory of the
status of the electron beam at the plane of the vacuum-foil
interface. For example, the Coherent Diffraction Radiation (CDR) spectrum is related to the bunch duration, for
it is emitted at wavelengths that are longer than the bunch
length. A proper mathematical formulation shows that the
coherent radiation spectrum is proportional to the square
of the bunch form-factor, which is the Fourier transform
of the longitudinal profile. Thus, the radiation power is
proportional to the square of the bunch charge and increases with decreasing bunch length. Variations in the
bunch peak current can be easily monitored in the
(sub-) THz by detectors like Schottky diodes [8, 9].
Among the operational types of diagnostic tools for the
reconstruction of the longitudinal phase-space of ultrashort beams are those based on infrared (IR)
spectroscopy.
The
most commonly used IR
spectrometers at the FEL facilities are normally operating
in a scanning mode and are not fast enough to be
applicable for monitoring variations of the bunch length
in single shot [10]. Techniques as the ones based on
Electro-Optical-Sampling can solve such issues but they
are rather complicated [11]. On the other hand, any
non-scanning single bunch spectrometer may suffer
from the low amount of available intensity. If what
is sought is only an indication for the bunch
compression more than the full temporal profile of
the accelerated bunches, then whatever source of
coherent radiation cou-pled to a power-detector can
MC2: Photon
Sources and
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as the recorded power is increasing while shortening the
bunch length [12]. Coherent radiation in the (sub-)THz
can be coupled out of the beamlines through transparent
windows, then transported in air towards power-detectors.
For the purposes of PolFEL diagnostics, it was decided to
use CDR radiation which allows for non-destructive
bunch length measurements. The idea is based on the
power balance of CDR radiation collected by Schottky
diodes in different ranges of sub-THz radiation. The spectral distribution of CDR depends on the longitudinal profile, the charge and energy of the electron bunch, as well
as the geometric properties of the radiator. An example of
spectral-angular distribution of emitted CDR intensity is
presented in Fig. 3, for beam parameters similar to the
ones expected for the PolFEL machine.

Figure 3: CDR spectral-angular distribution. Calculations
for bunch of length 1 ps rms (gaussian), charge 250 pC,
and energy 80 MeV. The radiator diameter has been set to
5 cm with 1 cm diameter hole for non-destructive diagnostics.
From the spectral-angular distribution of CDR it is possible to extrapolate information on the emitting bunch. In
fact, the ratio of spectral intensity of two frequencies,
high and low, increases while compressing the bunch
length, i. e. the radiation yield in the high-frequency part
of the spectrum grows faster when the bunch length is
minimized. This is the principle of the diagnostic method
to be used at PolFEL. Furthermore, if the general shape of
the bunch profile is known by other diagnostics (or just
assumed with reasonable arguments/simulations), the
absolute value of bunch length can be measured via the
ratio of detected radiation yield at different frequencies
[8,9].
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DESIGN AND STATUS OF FAST ORBIT FEEDBACK SYSTEM AT SOLARIS
G. W. Kowalski∗ , K. Guła, R. Panaś, A. I. Wawrzyniak, J. Wiechecki
National Synchrotron Radiation Centre SOLARIS, Kraków, Poland
Abstract
SOLARIS storage ring has been built with basic set of
diagnostic and feedback systems. FOFB system, as much
more advanced and not as critical for startup was envisioned
as later addition to the design. Now, we are in the process
of implementing this addition. The system’s workhorse is
Instrumentation Technologies Libera Brilliance+ with its
Fast Acquisition data path and customizable FPGA modules. Feedback algorithm running in hardware provides
fast calculations and direct communication with fast power
supplies. The hardware installation is almost finished with
configuration and software works running in parallel. First
measurements of response matrix and proof-of-concept tests
were performed.

DESIGN OF SOLARIS DOUBLE-BEND
ACHROMAT (DBA) MAGNET CELLS
The SOLARIS storage ring consists of 12 double bend
achromat (DBA) cells (Fog. 1). Conceptually, the magnet
design is identical to MAX IV 1.5 GeV storage ring. All
magnet elements are machined out of one solid block of
iron, about 4.5 m long. The magnet design is optimized for
1.5 GeV beam energy, but since SOLARIS injector currently
operates at 0.5 GeV it has been evaluated for that energy as
well [1].

DESIGN OF SOLARIS ORBIT FEEDBACK
SYSTEMS
Slow Orbit Feedback (SOFB)
The Slow Orbit Feedback system is used for initial beam
positioning and maintaining a stable orbit. This system uses
36 beam position monitors (BPMs) (3 per DBA cell) and
72 corrector magnets (3 per plane per DBA cell) [2]. The
SOFB correctors are much stronger than the FOFB ones,
with current range of ±11.5 A. This allows for correction of
larger beam displacement, but comes at the cost of increased
current rise time and thus reduced correction frequency.
During standard user operation the SOFB system runs with a
frequency of 0.25 Hz or 0.33 Hz, with theoretical maximum
of 1 Hz. Software-wise, there are currently two applications
used interchangeably: the Matlab MML-based solution [3]
and a TangoFeedback based application integrated into the
control system [4].

Fast Orbit Feedback (FOFB)
The Fast Orbit Feedback application is a system used
for the stabilization of the electron beam and is thought to
∗

g.kowalski@uj.edu.pl

achieve a stable photon beam for users. It consists of several subsystems that together actively monitor and stabilize
the beam position. The main reference is an ideal orbit (socalled golden orbit) which is implemented into the control
system and used as a reference for all calculations. The
orbit position is established in real-time via BPMs. The
BPMs used by the FOFB system are the same ones used
by SOFB. The orbit correction uses 24 dual-plane corrector
magnets for fast positioning around the storage ring. Once
the deviation of the electron beam from its golden orbit is
detected, the control signal calculated from the orbit correction bumps magnets towards the setpoint. Each value is
unique for each of the magnets and depends on its location
around the storage ring and displacement measured at that
point. The heart of the system is Libera Brilliance+ (LB+)
instruments used for the calculation of the electron position.
The closed-loop control follows in several stages: beam position measurements, orbit data concentration from several
LB+ instruments into the single orbit data packet, interlock
status check, orbit correction calculation, and streaming of
the magnet data to the serial output module of LB+.

FOFB COMPONENTS OVERVIEW
BPM Pickups
The SOLARIS storage ring uses 36 quarter wave diagonal
button pickups, 3 per DBA cell. There are two types of
sensor heads arrangement: type I used at both ends of DBA
cell is aligned directly along diagonal coordinates, and type
II used at the centre of DBA with heads aligned along vertical
axis [3].

Libera Brilliance+ Instruments
Libera Brilliance+ is a high precision beam position measurement device from Instrumentation Technologies. Single
instrument can support up to 4 BPM modules and provides
different data paths for different purposes, all of which can be
accessed simultaneously. Out-of-the-box support for MRF’s
digital timing protocol greatly simplifies control, triggering
and synchronization. The optional GDX and SER modules
provide a framework for orbit feedback applications running
entirely inside the device.

Itest Fast Power Supplies
Itest BE5495 power supplies are magnet power supply
modules specifically designed for Fast Orbit Feedback applications. The available current range is ±2 A with 10 kHz
setpoint change frequency. The modules support communication over Ethernet and RS485 serial link, and are mounted
in Itest BN210 chassis.
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Figure 2: Fast corrector magnet.

Fast Corrector Magnets
The fast corrector magnets are small ferrite core/copper
coil quadrupole magnets based on design by MAXIV Laboratory and manufactured by Scanditronix (Fog. 2). The
correctors are wired as two separate magnets for correcting
the orbit in X and Y planes. Each DBA cell has two fast
correctors mounted at both ends, in places where stainless
steel vacuum chamber was mandated by design.

Fast Acquisition Archiver
For FOFB diagnostics and fast phenomena observation
the Diamond Fast Acquisition (FA) Archiver is used, which
continuously captures the accumulated Fast Acquisition orbit
data [5]. The archive currently uses a dedicated 320 GB
hard disk and spans about 26 h of data. Instead of dedicated
sniffer hardware, a HP 560SFP+ 10 Gbit network interface
card is used, which features two SFP ports. This will allow
archiving of fast corrector magnet data as well in the future.

LOW LEVEL SYSTEM DESIGN
On the low level, the FOFB system uses an algorithm
developed by Instrumentation Technologies together with
MAX IV Laboratory [6]. The algorithm consists of data
aggregation from multiple BPM boards, matrices multiplication and PI controller. Finally, resulting corrector setpoints
are pushed out via optical link or serial connections directly
to power supplies. The global orbit data is combined with
desired golden orbit and multiplied by SVD-decomposed
corrector response matrix. For operation, only hardware
links such as optical links, LVDS and serial connections
are used. This, combined with the fact that the calculations
are done exclusively in FPGA chips ensures no network related delays and makes the feedback loop independent of the
control system. The system is controlled via timing system
events.

CONTROL SOFTWARE
Despite on-hardware design of the FOFB system, several
control application are needed for controlling the feedback
state and configuration of parameters.
Figure 1: Layout of magnets and BPMs inside DBA cell.
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Response Matrix Measurement
An application for measurement of corrector response
matrix has been developed (Fog. 3). It allows measurements
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Figure 3: Response matrix measurement application.
in different configurations controlling the power supplies
either via Libera instruments or directly via the control system. For each corrector, an entire fast acquisition buffer of
each BPM is retrieved. At the response matrix calculation
stage, an operator can either use single samples from these
buffers or calculate over mean or median value of multiple
samples. With magnet control via control system, magnet
error, as indicated by the power supply, can be taken into
account as well. The output of the application can be saved
as raw measurement data or calculated response matrix. The
response matrix can be reformatted for the Libera instrument
and loaded into its registers. Feeding response matrix data
into Liberas is a work in progress feature.

Figure 4: FOFB control application.

Control Application
A simple application for controlling the feedback loop
has been developed (Fog. 4). Currently, it can be used to
send FOFB commands via timing system and to check Libera Grouping status and status and configuration of magnet
outputs. It can also be used for manual control of the corrector magnets. The detailed FOFB loop status, interlock and
saturation registers display and parameter manipulation are
work in progress features.

PROJECT STATUS
Currently, all hardware installations have been finished.
Hardware connections were verified and tested. First proofof-concept measurements and test runs were performed (Fog.
5). The core of the work focuses now on experimentally
determining parameter values, control software development
and solving problems as they arise. The machine studies
time is shared with other new developments [7], but we
expect to have first FOFB-enabled operations this year.
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Figure 5: FOFB test run; rapid switching between two stable
positions. Beam image from Pinhole diagnostic beamline.
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Abstract
An accelerator-based THz source is under development at
the Photo Injector Test Facility at DESY in Zeuthen (PITZ).
The facility can produce high brightness electron beams
with high charge and small emittance. Currently, a study
on development of a tunable high-power THz SASE FEL
for supporting THz-pump, X-ray-probe experiments at the
European XFEL is underway. An LCLS-I undulator, a magnetic chicane bunch compressor, and THz pulse diagnostics
have been installed downstream the previously existing setup
of the PITZ beamline. Additional to the SASE FEL, a possibility to generate superradiant THz undulator radiation
from short electron bunches is under investigation, which
is the focus in this study. Numerical simulations of the superradiant THz radiation by using sub-picosecond electron
bunches with energy of 6 - 22 MeV and bunch charge up
to 2 nC produced from the PITZ accelerator are performed.
The results show that the radiation with a spectral range of
0.5 to 9 THz and a pulse energy in the order of sub-µJ can
be obtained. The results from this study can be used as a
benchmark for the future development.

INTRODUCTION
The PITZ facility can produce high brightness electron
beam with small emittance by using a photocathode RF
gun [1]. The photocathode laser system can generate various
temporal pulse shapes including flattop, Gaussian, and 3D
(ellipsoidal) profiles [2]. The electron bunches have a beam
energy up to 22 MeV and a bunch charges up to 4 nC. The
transverse emittance is around 1 - 10 mm.mrad and the
energy spread is about 0.5%. The peak current of the present
beamline can be adjusted up to 200 A.
The PITZ facility develops the RF electron guns for
FLASH and the European XFEL [3, 4]. Thus, characteristics of the electron beam produced from the RF electron
guns at PITZ and the European XFEL are identical. The
European XFEL has planned to perform pump-probe experiments by using x-ray and THz pulses. The PITZ accelerator
is suitable to be used to develop a prototype for a high power
tunable THz source for this experiment because the THz
radiation generated at PITZ will have the same pulse train
structure and is synchronized with the x-ray pulses at the
∗

European XFEL [5]. The THz pump and X-ray probe experiment requires THz pulses with µJ - mJ pulse energies.
Frequency of the emitted radiation covers the range of 0.1 30 THz, which is equivalent to a wavelength range of 3 mm
- 10 µm [6]. There are four options to produce THz pulses
at PITZ, including SASE FEL, seeded FEL, coherent transition radiation and superradiant FEL. This paper focuses on
the superradiant or coherent undulator radiation technique.
It requires ultra-short and high-charged electron bunches.
When the electron bunch length is equal to or shorter than the
radiation wavelength, the radiation emitted from different
undulator poles overlaps and interferes constructively. This
leads to coherent radiation pulse with intensity proportional
to number of electron squared. Therefore, the possibility to
generate the superradiant THz FEL from high brightness
electron bunches produced at PITZ was investigated.
The basic setup of the accelerator and beamline at the
PITZ facility consists of a photocathode RF gun, a booster
cavity, and several electron beam diagnostics. To develop
the beamline to be an intense THz source, a chicane bunch
compressor, an LCLS-I undulator magnet, and THz pulse
diagnostics have been inserted at the end of the previously
existing setup. The LCLS-I undulator magnet, which is a
planar permanent undulator magnet with a period length of
30 mm and an undulator parameter of 3.58, will be used as
a radiation source. Specifications of the LCLS-I undulator
magnet are shown in Table 1. The vacuum chamber of the
undulator magnet is rather small. This significantly affects to
electron beam dynamics and generation of the THz radiation.

Table 1: Specification of the LCLS-I Undulator Used at the
PITZ Facility
Specifications

Value

Type
Period length (mm)
Number of periods
Total length (m)
Peak magnetic field (T)
Undulator parameter (K)
Vacuum chamber size (mm)

Planar
30
113
3.42
1.28
3.58
11×5
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PARAMETER SPACE OF ELECTRON
BEAM PROPERTIES

beam with a shorter bunch length generates the undulator
radiation with higher pulse energy.

This section presents the influence of electron beam properties of the PITZ accelerator on characteristics of the superradiant THz pulse. The SPECTRA program [7] was used for
superradiant radiation calculation in this study. One of the results from the SPECTRA program is the angular flux density,
which refers to the number of photons emitted per second
per solid angle into a relative photon energy bandwidth of
0.1%. To get a common optical property, the angular flux
density is simplified to the spectral energy for a single electron. Then, the radiated energy of a single electron can be
obtained by integrating over all frequencies [8]. Thus, the
total pulse energy of an electron bunch is calculated from the
radiated energy of a single electron, the number of electrons
per bunch, and the bunch form factor. For parameter space
study, the longitudinal distribution of the electron bunch
was assumed to be the Gaussian distribution and thus the
Gaussian form factor was used to calculate the total pulse
energy expressed in this section.

Manipulation of Electron Bunch Length, Bunch
Charge and Pulse Energy
Dependency of electron bunch length and bunch charge
on total pulse energy of the superradiant undulator radiation
was studied for the electron beam energies of 7, 8, 10, 17,
and 22 MeV, which provide radiation with first harmonic
frequencies of 0.5, 0.7, 1, 3, and 5 THz, respectively. From
a technical note of terahertz science at European XFEL published in [6], many applications require intense THz radiation with pulse energy of at least 10 µJ for all frequencies.
Thus, the limitation of dependency between bunch length
and bunch charge to obtain the pulse energy of 10 µJ for
different radiation frequencies was investigated as plotted in
Fig. 2.

Limitation of Coherent Part of Undulator Radiation
The coherent part of the total pulse energy relates to the
bunch length of electron beam. Figure 1 shows the total
pulse energy at the first harmonic for different electron bunch
lengths based on the LCLS-I undulator specifications and
the electron beam properties at PITZ. The bunch charge was
fixed to 500 pC and the beam energy was varied from 6 to
22 MeV for tuning the radiation wavelength.

Figure 1: Pulse energy and square modulus of form factor
at fundamental harmonic for electron beam with rms bunch
lengths of 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1000 µm. Solid lines refer
to the pulse energy and dot lines are square modulus of form
factor.
The figure show that the pulse energy and the form factor drop significantly at wavelengths shorter than about the
doubled bunch length. These present clearly the difference
between incoherent and coherent radiations. The pulse energy of the coherent part is up to 10 - 100 µJ for a bunch
length shorter than 100 µm. It is 109 times higher than that
of the incoherent part. This conforms extremely to the theoretical suggestion that the coherent radiation is proportional
to the number of electrons squared, while the incoherent
radiation scales with the number of electrons. An electron
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Figure 2: Dependence of bunch length and bunch charge
of electron beam to get a THz pulse energy of 10 µJ for
different frequencies at first harmonic.
The first noticeable point from Fig. 2 is the bunch charge
should be greater than 90 - 200 pC in order to generate the superradiant THz radiation with pulse energy of 10 µJ at PITZ.
The electron beam with lower average energy produces the
radiation with a longer central wavelength. Thus, it can have
a longer bunch length than that of the electron beam with
higher average energy to achieve the same order of the radiation pulse energy. As an example at the bunch charge
of 2000 pC, the possible highest bunch length is around 90
fs for a 22 MeV electron beam (relates to a frequency of 5
THz), while the possible highest bunch length of a 7 MeV
electron beam (relates to a frequency of 0.5 THz) can be
longer up to about 830 fs. This is consistent with electron
beam production at PITZ. A higher energy electron beam
can be compressed to have a shorter bunch length than a
lower energy electron beam after passing through a bunch
compressor.

PULSE ENERGY CALCULATION FROM
SIMULATED ELECTRON BEAM
Start-to-end (S2E) beam dynamic simulations of 17 MeV
electron beams with bunch charges of 10 - 2000 pC were
performed by [9]. In the simulation, the electron beam
was produced from a photocathode RF gun and accelerated
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through the booster cavity to the chicane entrance by using
the ASTRA code. Then, the simulation from the chicane
to the undulator entrance was carried out by using program
IMPACT-T [10]. For each bunch charge, the booster phase
was optimized to get a result of full compression or the
shortest rms bunch length at the undulator entrance. The
optimization results show that the rms bunch length covers
from 200 - 1600 fs for the bunch charge of 10 - 2000 pC.
To calculate the total pulse energy of the superradiant
radiation, the bunch form factor should be evaluated first
by assuming the electron beam as the Gaussian distribution
or using the Fourier transform of the longitudinal beam
profile. The simulated electron beams with different bunch
charges have not only different bunch lengths but also various
longitudinal beam distributions as illustrated in Fig. 3. These
indicate that the longitudinal profile of the electron beam
after passing through the magnetic chicane is a non-Gaussian
distribution due to the space charge effects and the coherent
synchrotron radiation effect in the chicane.

Electron beam properties from the S2E simulation were
used to calculate the total pulse energy of an electron bunch.
The simulated electron beam has an energy of 17 MeV and
produces the radiation with central frequencies of 3, 9, and
15 THz for the first, third, and fifth harmonics, respectively.
The result in Fig. 5 shows that the total pulse energy at
the first harmonic is in the order of sub-nJ to 100 nJ. The
maximum pulse energy can be reached at the electron bunch
charge of around 600 - 700 pC because the rms bunch length
drops significantly and resulting in appropriate manipulation
between bunch length and bunch charge. The pulse energy
at the third and fifth harmonics is lower than 0.01 nJ. To get
higher pulse energy, the bunch length should be shorter at
all bunch charges. Dashed lines refer to FWHM bandwidth
of the spectrum for the first three harmonics. The spectral
bandwidths of all harmonics get broader when the electron
bunch charge is higher as a result of larger energy spread.

Figure 5: Radiation pulse energy of simulated electron beam
with bunch charge of 10 - 2000 pC.
Figure 3: Longitudinal profiles of simulated electron beams
for bunch charges of 10, 100, 1000, and 4000 pC.
The form factor calculated from the Fourier transform of
the longitudinal beam profile was chosen for evaluating the
total pulse energy in this section. The longitudinal profiles of
the simulated electron beam with bunch charges of 10, 100,
1000, and 4000 pC (Fig. 3) were used to calculate square
modulus of the form factor shown in Fig. 4. The electron
beam profile with a short bunch length provides a broad
form factor and thus the coherent part of the superradiant
radiation occupies a broad frequency range.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The superradiant THz radiation at the PITZ facility was
calculated by using the SPECTRA program. From the parameter space study, a total pulse energy of 10 µJ within the
frequencies of 0.5 - 5 THz and 5 - 9 THz can be accomplished
at the first and third harmonics, respectively, if an electron
beam has average energy of 7 - 22 MeV, bunch charge of
90 - 2000 pC, and bunch length of 90 - 830 fs. However,
the results from S2E simulation show that the superradiant
radiation with total pulse energy in the order of sub-µJ at the
first harmonic can be produced from 17 MeV electron beam
with bunch charge of 10 - 2000 pC and bunch length of 200 1600 fs. To get higher pulse energy, the operating parameters
of the PITZ beamline, such as laser pulse length, gun phase,
and quadrupoles matching upstream the chicane, should be
optimized more in order to achieve a short electron bunch.
In addition, a low-energy electron beam should be considered because it generates a long central wavelength and thus
the acceptable bunch length can be longer to perform the
coherent radiation.
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INTRODUCTION
Terahertz (THz) radiation occupies the frequency gap between microwave and infrared in the electromagnetic spectrum with the frequency in the range from 0.3 to 10 THz (100
- 1000 µm) [1]. With the dominant feature of the THz radiation having low photon energy, it is non-ionizing radiation
that does not cause damage on living tissues. Furthermore,
it can penetrate non-conducting materials i.e. plastic and
wood and can be absorbed by water [2]. It thus has been used
in many areas such as the semiconductor industry, biological
science, quality control of food, medical imaging, security,
environmental science, etc. [3, 4].
The aim of this study is to design and develope the system
to generate coherent THz undulator radiation at the PBPCMU Electron Linac Laboratory (PCELL), of the Plasma
and Beam Physics (PBP) Research Facility, Chiang Mai
University (CMU) in Thailand. The energy of electron beam
produced from our accelerator can be adjusted from 5 to
30 MeV. In our work, we chose the electron energy in a
range of 5 to 16 MeV.
∗

𝐾2
𝜆𝑢
(1
+
+ 𝛾 2 𝜃 2 ),
(1)
2
2𝑛𝛾 2
where 𝑛 is the harmonic number, 𝛾 is the Lorentz’s factor
and 𝜃 is the radiation observation angle. In this research, we
consider only the fundamental frequency, thus the harmonics
number is unity (n = 1) and we observe only on-axis of the
radiation (𝜃 = 0).
The undulator parameter 𝐾 is defined as a function of
undulator magnetic field intensity (𝐵0 ) and undulator period
length (𝜆𝑢 ) as using 𝐾 = 0.934𝐵0 [𝑇]𝜆𝑢 [𝑐𝑚]. According to
Eq. (1), the radiation in the THz domain was calculated by
taking into account the electron energy and the undulator
period length. The relationship between these variables is
plotted in Fig. 1 for the undulator period length of 100 mm,
which was already optimized by compomizing between available space in the accelerator hall and the aimed radiation
wavelength.
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1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4

K-parameter

A linear accelerator system at the PBP-CMU Electron
Linac Laboratory is used as an electron source for generating coherent THz radiation and MIR-FEL. To achieve high
power THz radiation, the super-radiant technique using prebunched electrons and undulator magnet is utilized. In this
study, we investigate the generation of such radiation with
comparable properties as the FEL. The beamline composes
of a 180◦ magnetic bunch compressor, a 2 m-electromagnet
undulator, quadrupole magnets and diagnostic devices. This
work includes the undulator design and investigation on
properties of electron beam and THz radiation. Based-on
the results of beam dynamic study, the optimized electron
beams have an energy in a range of 10-16 MeV, a bunch
charge of 100 pC, and a bunch length of 300 fs. The radiation with frequency covering from 0.5 to 3 THz yields a
peak power of 5.21 MW at 1.15 THz. This information was
used as an initial parameter for undulator design by using the
CST-EM Studio software. It has 19.5 periods with a period
length of 100 mm. The design results show that the maximum magnetic field is 0.2317 T. The results of this study are
used as the guidline for construction of the undulator and
the THz-FEL beamline.

In this paper, we present the approach to design the electromagnet undulator for generating THz radiation using the
super-radiant technique. This THz source will be utilized
for a variety of purposes, including THz spectroscopy and
pump-probe experiments.
The THz radiation can be emitted as a synchrotron radiation when electrons traveling in a sinusoidal magnetic field
through an undulator magnet. The frequency of the radiation
is determined by the electron energy and the strength of the
undulator magnetic field (K-parameters) as Eq. (1) [5].

Total…electron…ener
gy…(MeV)

Abstract
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8
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1

2
3
4
5
Frequency…(THz)

6

Figure 1: The relation between electron energy and radiation
frequency as a function of radiation frequency for different
undulator parameters (𝐾), where the undulator period length
is equal to 100 mm.
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Figure 2: The 2D drawings of electromagnetic undulator and its dimensions without conducting coil.

ELECTROMAGNETIC UNDULATOR
Undulator Design
The electromagnetic undulator was designed by using the
CST-EM Studio software [6] to provide a three-dimensional
(3D) magnetic field (𝐵 𝑥 , 𝐵 𝑦 , 𝐵 𝑧 ). To bend electrons in horizontal direction, magnetic field in vertical direction (𝐵 𝑦 ) is
used. Thus, in this study, we focus on the magnetic field 𝐵 𝑦
along the travelling axis (z-axis) of electron beam.
Based on the relation in Eq. (1), the period length (𝜆𝑢 )
of undulator magnet was calculated and its optimized value
is equal to 100 mm. Therefore, based on the required THz
radiation wavelength and the energy of electron beam produced from our accelerator, the maximum K-parameter of 2
was designed. The design parameters are listed in Table 1.

Magnetic Simulation
To achieve 3D magnetic field distribution (𝐵 𝑥 , 𝐵 𝑦 , 𝐵 𝑧 ),
CST-EM Studio software was used for simulaition. With
the optimum number of coil turns per pole of 236 turns,
the average peak magnetic field is equal to 0.2267 T, which
corresponds to the maxumum applied current for main poles
and correcting poles of 6 A and 3 A, respectively.
The simulation results of the vertical magnetic field (𝐵 𝑦 )
intensity along z-direction and x-direction are shown in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. This magnet design has
a magnetic field uniformity with the field difference of less
than 0.9 µT. For x-direction, the uniform magnetic field
length is around 10.5 mm.

Table 1: PCELL Accelerator and Undulator Specifications
Parameter
Electron kinetic energy
Bunch charge
Energy spread
Bunch length
Undulator period length
Undulator gap
Number of periods
Number of poles (including end poles)
Undulator length

5-16 MeV
100 pC
<3 %
100 fs
100 mm
15 mm
18.5 periods
39 poles
2m

Figure 2 shows the dimensions of the designed electromagnet undulator without a conducting coil. This undulator
has 18.5 periods for the main poles and one period for the
corrective poles resulting in the total of 39 periods.
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Figure 3: A normalized vertical magnetic field intensity 𝐵 𝑦
along z-direction obtained from CST-EM studio simulation.
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is proportional to the number of electron squired (𝑁𝑒2 ) and
it can be calculated by [5].
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Figure 4: Simulated vertical magnetic field intensity 𝐵 𝑦
along x-direction.

Conducting Coil Design
The magnetic field of this undulator magnet can be adjusted by changing the applied electric current to the conducting coil. The optimized results from the simulation
suggest that the optimum number of turns per pole is equal
to 239 turns and the maximum applied current of 6 A is required to produce the maximum magnetic field is 0.2317 T.
With this applied current, the conducting coil can work without cooling system. It was found from the optimization that
the diameter of the wire for the conducting coil is 1.829 mm,
which the copper wire No. 15 in the Standard Wire Gauge
(SWG) can be used.

THZ RADIATION CALCULATION
Total pulse energy (𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡 ) of radiation emitted from relativistic electron travelling though the undulator magnetic
field is devided into two terms; incoherent and coherent
radiations which can be defined as written Eq. (2) [5].
𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑊1𝑒 𝑁𝑒 [1 − 𝑓 (𝜔)] + 𝑊1𝑒 𝑁𝑒2 𝑓 (𝜔),

(2)

where 𝑊1𝑒 is the radiated energy of single electron, and
𝑓 (𝜔) is the longitudinal bunch form factor, which can be
expressed as [5].
𝑓 (𝜔, 𝜎𝑡 ) = 𝑒𝑥 𝑝(−𝜔2 𝜎𝑡2 ).

(3)

The bunch form factor [5] is used to described the longitudinal distribution of the electrons in the bunch, which
assumed to be the Gaussian-distribution in this study. This
equation (Eq.(3)) is written as a function of radiation frequency (𝜔) and longitudinal Gaussian-length in term of the
time domain bunch length (𝜎𝑡 ).
Therefore, the emitted energy of the electron is directly
depends on the relationship between electron bunch length
in space domain (𝜎𝑧 ) and radiation wavelength (𝜆𝑟 ). To
reach the high radiation energy, the electron bunch length
should be shorter than the required radiation wavelength
(𝜎𝑧 ≤ 𝜆𝑟 ). The energy of the coherent radiation term (𝑊𝑐𝑜ℎ )
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3𝜖0 𝜆𝑢

(4)

where 𝑁𝑢 is the number of undulator periods, 𝛾 is the
Lorentz’s factor of electron, and 𝐾 is the undulator strength
parameter.
With the optimized parameters as mensioned in the previous section, the radiation energy of the electron pulse can be
calculated by using Eq. (2). The calculated radiation pulse
energy is equal to 2.63 µJ at 1.15 THz, which corresponds
to the peak power of about 5.21 MW.

CONCLUSION
The electromagnetic undulator for generating coherent
THz radiation by using super-radiant technique has been
developed at PCELL. The CST-EM Studio software was
used to model and simulate the 3D magnetic field distribution of the undulator. The optimum undulator period length
and gap are 100 mm and 15 mm, respectively. With the optimized design, the maximum magnetic field of 0.2317 T
can be achieved by applying exiting current of 6 A to the
conducting coil of 239 turns per coil. By utilizing optimized
electron beam parameters together with this undulator design, the frequency of radiation can be adjusted in the range
from 1 THz to 3 THz. The maximum pulse energy of radiation is equal to 2.63 µJ at 1.15 THz with the peak power
of 5.21 MW. The results of this study are used as guidline
for construction of the electromagnetic undulator and the
super-radiant THz beamline at PCELL.
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Abstract
The infrared free-electron laser (IR FEL) project is
established at Chiang Mai University (CMU) in Thailand
with the aim to provide experimental stations for users
utilizing accelerator-based coherent terahertz (THz) and
mid-infrared (MIR) radiation. Main components of the accelerator system include a thermionic radio-frequency
(RF) gun, an alpha magnet as a bunch compressor and energy filter, a travelling-wave RF linear accelerator (TW RF
linac), a THz transition radiation (THz TR) station, two
magnetic bunch compressors and beamlines for MIR/THz
FEL. The system commissioning is ongoing to produce the
beams with proper properties. Simulation results suggest
that the oscillator MIR FEL with wavelengths of 9.5-16.6
μm and pulse energies of 0.15-0.4 μJ can be produced from
60-pC electron bunches with energy of 20-25 MeV. The
super-radiant THz FEL with frequencies of 1-3 THz and
700 kW peak power can be generated from 10-16 MeV
electron bunches with a charge of 50 pC and a length of
200-300 fs. Furthermore, the coherent THz TR with a spectral range of 0.3-2.5 THz and a pulse power of up to 1.5
MW can be obtained. The MIR/THz FEL will be used for
pump-probe experiments, while the THz TR will be used
in Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and time-domain
spectroscopy (TDS).

Figure 1: A layout of the IR FEL facility at PCELL consisting
of areas for accelerator and experimental stations.
___________________________________________

*

INTRODUCTION
Ultrashort electron and photon pulses, especially in the
femtosecond time scale, have become important tools for
various applications in life science and materials science
[1]. Accessibility to such short pulses is being offered at
the PBP-CMU Linac Laboratory (PCELL) of the Plasma
and Beam Physics (PBP) Research Facility, Chiang Mai
University (CMU). At PCELL, we are especially interested in using ultrashort electron pulses to produce coherent THz radiation, MIR radiation and X-ray.
The establishment of the infrared free-electron laser (IR
FEL) facility at PCELL includes the development of accelerator system, stations and beamlines for generating THz
transition radiation (THz TR), MIR FEL, THz FEL, shortpulsed electron and X-ray as well as advanced experimental stations including FTIR spectroscopy, THz TDS
and pump-probe experiments. This facility will be the first
facility of its kind in Thailand and South-East Asia. The
layout of the whole facility, including areas for the accelerator and the experiments is presented in Fig. 1. All buildings and infrastructure for both areas are already available
and ready for installation of new accelerator components
and experimental setups.

ACCELERATOR AND BEAMLINES
The accelerator system consists of a thermionic RF gun
for producing electron beam with maximum kinetic energy
of ~2 MeV, an alpha magnet for bunch compression and
energy filtering, a TW linac for further accelerating the
beam to reach energy in a range of 10 - 25 MeV. Two magnetic bunch compressors for MIR-FEL and THz-FEL
beamlines are installed downstream the linac.
The advantage of PCELL facility comes from the original design of our electron accelerator system, which was
constructed to produce electron beams with ultra-short
bunch length in scale of femtosecond [2]. The electron
beam with a bunch length as short as 180 fs was experimentally obtained [3]. Figure 2 shows the present setup of
the accelerator system, radiation station and beamlines in
the radiation shielding accelerator hall. Installation of
beamline components is underway and it is expected to be
completed in 2023. There are two stations for generating
THz TR and short-pulsed electron/X-ray, and two beamlines for generating MIR and THz FEL.
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Figure 2: Current setup of the accelerator and beamlines.

THz Transition Radiation (THz TR) Station
The electron beam with ultrashort bunches allows us to
apply the transition radiation technique for producing the
coherent THz transition radiation (CTR), which is generated when electron beam passing through an interface between two media with different dielectric constants. A thin
Al-foil is used as a radiator, which can be considered as a
vacuum-conductor interface. The radiator is tilted at 45o
facing the electron beam direction, thus, emitting backward
TR perpendicular to the beam axis. At a wavelength about
or longer than the electron bunch length, the TR radiation
becomes coherent.
At our facility, it was experimentally shown that the THz
TR obtained from 8-MeV electron bunches with a length
of 300 fs covers the spectrum range of 5 - 60 cm−1 (0.15 1.80 THz) and the 10-MeV electron bunches with a length
of 200 fs provide the spectrum range of 5-80 cm−1 (0.152.4 THz) [4, 5]. Currently, the RF system of the linac has
been upgraded and electron beams with maximum energy
of about 20 - 25 MeV are expected. The THz TR with
broader spectral range (0.3 – 2.5 THz) and higher output
pulse power (up to 1.5 MW) is aimed. Table 1 shows expected parameters of electron beam and THz TR produced
from our system.
Table 1: Parameters of Electron Beam and CTR [6]
Parameter
Beam energy (MeV)
Bunch charge (pC)
Electron bunch length (fs)
Frequency (THz)
Pulse energy (μJ)
Peak power (MW)

Value
22
60
200 - 300
0.3 - 2.5
0.17 - 0.25
0.9 - 1.5

MIR-FEL and THz-FEL Beamlines
To extend the capability of our facility, two 180o-magnetic bunch compressors consisting of dipole, quadrupole
and steering magnets are installed downstream the THz TR
station. Two separate radiation beamlines for MIR and
THz FEL are located following the bunch compressor systems. The FEL can be produced by various techniques. At
our facility, two techniques are employed.
The first technique called “the oscillator FEL” is used to
generate the MIR FEL. The main components of this
beamline are a permanent undulator magnet and an optical
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A06: Free Electron Lasers

cavity, which consists of two gold-coated copper mirrors
placing at the two ends of the undulator [7]. The MIR FEL
pulses are extracted from the optical cavity through a coupling hole in the upstream mirror and transported from the
accelerator hall to the experimental area. The MIR FEL
with tunable wavelength of 9.5 - 16.6 μm is expected to be
produced from the 60-pC electron beam with energy of 22
to 25 MeV. The simulated FEL pulse energy is in a range
of 0.15 - 0.4 μJ.
Another technique called the “pre-bunch FEL” or the
“super-radiant FEL” is used to generate the THz FEL. In
this beamline, ultrashort electron bunches with high peak
current are produced before injecting them into the field of
electromagnetic undulator. The microbunching process
does not occur in this case since the electron bunches already have a length of equal or shorter than the radiation
wavelength. The THz radiation is coherently emitted from
electrons in the bunch. The radiation emitted from different
undulator poles along the beam trajectory overlaps and interferes constructively. This leads to properly add up of the
radiation in the forward direction and results in the enhancement of the radiation intensity that is proportional to
the electron number squared.
The beam dynamic simulation results suggest that the
50-pC electron bunch with energies of 16 and 10 MeV will
have rms bunch lengths of about 200 and 300 fs at the undulator entrance, respectively. This will yield the THz FEL
with tunable frequency in a range of 1 - 3 THz. The maximum radiation peak power of about 700 kW is expected at
1 THz. Specifications of electron beam and radiation for
MIR and THz FEL are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Electron Beam and Radiation Parameters for
MIR and THz FEL at PCELL [7, 8]
Parameter
Beam energy (MeV)
Bunch charge (pC)
Electron bunch length (fs)
Wavelength (μm)
Frequency (THz)
Radiation pulse length (ps)
Pulse energy (μJ)
Peak power (MW)

MIR FEL
22 -25
60
200
9.5 – 16.6
18.1 – 31.6
~1
0.15 – 0.4
≤ 0.4

THz FEL
10 - 16
50
200 - 300
100 - 300
1-3
0.2 - 0.3
0.07
≤ 0.7

Short-pulsed Electron/X-ray Irradiation Station
Since the accelerator system at PCELL is capable to produce ultrashort electron bunches, it has potential to conduct
the study of “FLASH radiotherapy experiment”. The experimental set up will be installed at the end of the accelerator straight section for irradiation with
• short-pulsed electron beam with energy of 6 - 25 MeV,
1 - 4 μs macropulse, 0.3 - 1.0 ps microbunch and high
current (variable),
• short-pulsed parametric x-radiation with energy of 1035 keV while using 15 to 20 MeV electron beam and
a Si- crystal at observation angles of 10o - 45o.
TUPOPT029
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EXPERIMENTAL STATIONS
The THz TR and MIR/THz FEL produced from our system will be employed as the light source for THz-FTIR
spectroscopy, THz TDS and pump-probe experiment.

THz-FTIR Spectroscopy
THz-FTIR is the most basic technique that utilizes the
typical wide radiation spectrum in a MIR wavelength between 2 to 30 μm and a FIR wavelength between 30-1000
μm. The THz-FTIR spectrometer displayed in Fig. 3 including an external light source input port with matching
optics is already available at our facility. The THz TR with
wavelengths 120 - 1000 μm (0.3 – 2.5 THz) will be transported from the accelerator hall to this input port. With
such a high radiation intensity than a Hg-lamp in a conventional THz-FTIR spectrometer, measuring liquid samples
will be easier with higher transmitted/reflected signal.
Since the THz TR is a coherent broadband radiation with
radial polarisation, we can use essential design optics to select the polarization before transporting it into the FTIR
spectrometer. Then, the measurement on polarization respond of materials can be conducted.

diagram of the planed THz TDS setup is shown in Fig. 4.
Similar systems are under the development at the TeraFERMI laboratory using also the THz TR and at the AIST
laboratory using the coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR)
[9 -11]

MIR and THz FEL Pump-probe Spectroscopy
The study of chemical processes in extremely short timescales lies in the area of femtochemistry, which was made
possible with the use of short-pulsed lasers [12-13]. The
appropriated technique used for studying ultrafast molecular processes is a “pump-probe spectroscopy”. In this technique, an ultrashort laser pulse is split into two portions; a
pump beam and a probe beam, with time delay between
them. The pump beam is used to excite the sample, leading
to a non-equilibrium state whilst the probe beam is used to
monitor the pump-induced changes in optical properties,
e.g., transmittance and reflectance, of the sample. Measuring the optical properties as a function of time delay between the arrival of pump and probe pulses provides information about relaxation of the sample. A picture illustrating a working principle of pump-probe spectroscopy using
the MIR/THz FEL is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 3: Bruker Vertex 80v FTIR spectrometer with a
light source input port for THz TR.
Figure 5: A drawing of a single-colour pump-probe spectroscopy using MIR/THz FEL as a light source.

CONCLUSION

Figure 4: A diagram showing major components in the
planned THz TDS setup at PCELL.

THz Time-domain Spectroscopy (THz TDS)
Another interesting technique is the THz TDS, which
provides information of the sample’s effect on both amplitude and phase of the THz radiation. The THz TDS is ideal
for studying low-energy dynamics in matters such as interand intramolecular vibrations and phonon modes. The THz
TDS system using the THz-TR together with an available
femtosecond laser at PCELL will be developed. The synchronization between the repetition rates of the commercial
femtosecond laser and the THz TR is very challenged. A
TUPOPT029
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An accelerator-based IR/THz FEL facility is under the
construction at Chiang Mai University, Thailand. This project was officially launched in 2019 and planned to be
ready for applications in 2024. Development of experimental stations using THz-FTIR spectroscopy, THz TDS,
and pump-probe experiment is proceeded. The proof-of
principle experiments using these stations are dedicated to
“Astrochemistry experiment”, “perovskites” and “metal
oxides” for application in solar cell and “ionic liquids” for
potential application in energy storage. The ultimate goal
of this facility is to become the first user IR/THz FEL facility in South-East Asia that opens for all researchers from
Thailand and Asian. It will provide experimental stations
and advanced tools for frontier researches and applications
in material science, biotechnology and medicine.
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Abstract
At the PBP-CMU Electron Linac Laboratory, the system
to generate MIR-FEL using the electron linac has been developed. In this contribution, the design and simulation results
of the MIR-FEL generation system are presented. The system is designed as the oscillator-FEL type consisting of two
mirrors and a 1.6-m permanent planar undulator. The middle of the undulator is determined as the laser beam waist
position. Both two mirrors are the concave gold-coated copper mirrors placing upstream and downstream the optical
cavity, which has a total length of 5.41 m. The FEL is designed to coupling out at a hole with diameter of 2 mm on
the upstream mirror. The optical cavity is optimized to obtain high FEL gain and high FEL power using GENESIS 1.3
simulation code. The electron beam with energy of 25 MeV
is used in the consideration. As a result, the MIR-FEL with
central wavelength of 13.01 µm is obtained. The optimum
upstream and downstream mirror curvatures are 3.091 m
and 2.612 m, respectively, which give the Rayleigh length of
0.631 m. This optical cavity yields the power coupling ratio
of 1:1000 and the FEL gain of up to 40%. The extracted
MIR-FEL peak power in 100 kW scale is obtained at the
coupling hole. The construction of the practical MIR-FEL
system is conducted based on the results from this study.

INTRODUCTION
At the Plasma and Beam Physics Research Facility, Faculty of Science, Chiang Mai University (PBP-CMU), the
research team of the PBP-CMU Electron Linac Laboratory
(PCELL) has developed an electron linear accelerator system
(linac) to produce ultra-short electron bunches. The system
has been upgraded to have a potential to accelerate electron
beam with a kinetic energy of up to 25 MeV [1]. With this
electron beam, we aim to produce free electron laser (FEL)
in mid-infrared (MIR) and terahertz (THz) regimes using
two undulator systems. The radiation generation system is
separate into two sections; one for the MIR-FEL generation
and the other is for the THz-FEL generation. The top-view
layout of this system is illustrated in Fig. 1.
In this study, the MIR-FEL section is designed. In this
section, there is a Halbach-type permanent magnet undulator
with a length of 1.6 m [2] obtained from KU-FEL facility,
Kyoto University, Japan, in 2018. It was used to generate the
∗
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Figure 1: Layout of the accelerator system together with the
MIR- and THz-FEL generation system at PCELL.
first MIR-FEL at the KU-FEL facility in 2007 using 25 MeV
electron beam [3]. Then, this undulator was transferred to
PCELL with the aim to generate the first MIR-FEL in SouthEast Asia region. The MIR-FEL generation at PCELL is
designed as an oscillator type consisting of two concave
mirrors at two ends of the MIR-FEL section. This paper
presents the design of the optical cavity and optimization of
the mirror curvatures to obtain high MIR-FEL output power
and large FEL gain using a computer simulation. The FEL
simulation code named GENESIS 1.3 [4] with the modified
version from KU-FEL facility [5] is used for estimating the
MIR-FEL power evolution in multi-round trips. The timeindependent mode was applied assuming that the electron
beam current in the longitudinal axis has a uniform and
continuous distribution.

DESIGN OF MIR-FEL
GENERATION SYSTEM
Figure 2 presents the layout and positions of the optical
mirrors and the 1.6-m undulator for the MIR-FEL system at
PCELL. The middle of the undulator is determined as the
laser waist position where the laser beam has the smallest
transverse size. The total length of the optical cavity is
5.405 m that contains 102 FEL pulses with repetition rate
of 2,856 MHz. Both two concave mirrors are gold-coated
copper mirror that have the reflectivity of 99%. At the center
of the upstream mirror, there is a hole with diameter of
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A06: Free Electron Lasers
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Figure 2: Top-view layout of the MIR-FEL section at PCELL.
2.0 mm suggested by [5] to extract the MIR-FEL out of the
optical cavity to the diagnostic station. The electron beam is
transported from the accelerator to the MIR-FEL section via
a 180∘ bunch compressor, and finally dumped at the beam
dump. Between the bunch compressor and beam dump, the
electron beam is designed to move through the undulator to
radiate and interact with the radiation in the cavity. The path
of the electron beam is illustrated as the dashed yellow line in
Fig. 2. In this study, the expected electron beam with kinetic
energy of 25 MeV is used, where its parameters are listed
in Table 1. The 1.6-m undulator has 40 periods of magnetic
fields with and the period length of 4.00 cm. The magnetic
field distribution was measured at PCELL, which yields the
maximum value of 0.29 T. This distribution is calculated to
the rms undulator strength (𝐾𝑟𝑚𝑠 ) at peak positions, which
has the average value of 0.756. These parameters are used
in the FEL simulation to investigate the FEL wavelength and
the MIR-FEL lasing condition.
The FEL simulation is initialized by the electron beam
parameter at the undulator entrance and the initial undulator
radiation with a single wavelength. The initial radiation peak
power is set as the spontaneous power of about 0.1 W. Theoretically, the calculated spontaneous radiation wavelength
for this system is 12.6 µm. However, the FEL simulation
with the uniform 𝐾𝑟𝑚𝑠 distribution of 0.756 results that the
radiation power is dropped when the electron beam passes
through the undulator. Then, the radiation wavelength is
surveyed to obtain the radiation power gain condition. Consequently, the FEL simulation with a wavelength of 13.01 µm
Table 1: Parameters of the Expected Electron Beam at MIRFEL Section
Parameter

Value

Kinetic energy
Energy spread
Macro-bunch duration
Bunch charge
Peak current
Normalized emittance in x-axis
Normalized emittance in y-axis
Rms beam size in x-axis
Rms beam size in y-axis

25.0 MeV
±0.5 %
≤ 5 µs
100 pC
50 A
3 mm⋅mrad
3 mm⋅mrad
1 mm
1 mm

MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A06: Free Electron Lasers

provides the highest gain. This wavelength is determined as
the central FEL wavelength in this system and used for the
further FEL simulation in this study.
The FEL simulation with the undulator strength distribution is performed. It results that the radiation power gain
cannot be obtained because of the electron beam off-axis
in the horizontal direction by the non-uniform 𝐾𝑟𝑚𝑠 distribution. Therefore, the horizontal deflecting angle of the
electron beam trajectory is optimized. Consequently, the
electron beam at the undulator entrance should have the horizontal deflecting angle of 2.04 mrad to obtain the highest
radiation power gain. In the next step, the mirror curvatures
of both two mirrors are considered to provide a high-power
and high-gain MIR-FEL output.

MIRROR CURVATURE OPTIMIZATION
The mirror curvatures are optimized by using the Gaussian propagation calculation, where the curvature corresponds to the radiation wavefront curvature. This is varied
by the Rayleigh length when the laser wavelength is fixed
at 13.01 µm. The relation between the mirror curvatures
and the Rayleigh length is shown in Fig. 3(a). These values
are conducted in the FEL simulation in multi-round trips
scheme. Since the electron macro-pulse duration at PCELL
is limited to be less than 5 µm and the light traveling time
in a round trip is approximately 36 ns, the FEL simulation
of 140 round trips is conducted. As a result, the radiation
power rises exponentially and reaches the saturation power
in 10 - 100 MW scale.
Subsequently, the MIR-FEL gain at the exponentially increasing of radiation power is investigated as well as the
saturated intracavity power and extracted power at mirror
hole. They are plotted against the Rayleigh length in Fig. 3(b)
as the normalized values. The graph shows that the optical
cavity with long Rayleigh length yields high extracted FEL
power but low FEL gain, while the intracavity FEL power
remains constant. Due to high extracted power and high
gain is needed, it is challenge to select the optimum point.
Hence, the multiplying weight (𝑀) of the FEL gain and the
extracted power is examined for assisting the optimization.
The 𝑀 value must be the maximum to present high-power
and high-gain FEL conditions as required. The evaluation
of 𝑀 value is presented in Fig. 3(c), where the data are fitted
TUPOPT030
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Figure 3: Relations of Rayleigh length to (a) the upstream
and downstream mirror curvatures, (b) FEL gain, saturated
intracavity and extracted powers, and (c) the multiplying
weight 𝑀 between FEL gain and extracted power.
by the 3rd-order polynomial. The trend of 𝑀 value suggests
that the peak at the Rayleigh length is about 0.6 - 0.7 m.
Finally, the optical cavity parameters with the Rayleigh
length of 0.631 m is selected for the MIR-FEL optical cavity
at PCELL. The upstream and downstream mirror curvatures
are 3.091 m and 2.612 m, respectively. In this cavity, the
evolution of the intracavity and extracted MIR-FEL powers
in 140 round trips are investigated as presented in Fig. 4
together with the FEL gain percentage. It reveals that the
MIR-FEL peak power increases exponentially with the gain
percentage of 40% and reaches the saturated MIR-FEL intracavity peak power of about 100 MW within 3 µs. The
saturated extracted FEL power at the mirror hole is about
100 kW, which yields the FEL power coupling ratio of about
1:1000.

SUMMARY
The MIR-FEL optical cavity with the cavity length of
5.41 m is designed and optimized using GENESIS 1.3 simulation program to obtain high FEL output power and high
FEL gain. The electron beam with energy of 25-MeV is
used in the FEL simulation. The optimum upstream and
downstream mirror curvatures are 3.091 and 2.612 m, respectively. This cavity provides the MIR-FEL with the cenTUPOPT030
1076

tral wavelength of 13.01 µm and the power gain of up to
40%. The MIR-FEL is extracted at the 2.0-m coupling hole
with the saturated peak power in 100 kW scale within 3 µm
and the coupling ratio of 1:1000. This optical cavity design is adopted to the construction of the MIR-FEL section.
However, this study is based on the time-independent mode,
which neglects the longitudinal distribution of the electron
beam. Thus, the further FEL simulation with GENESIS
1.3 code will be performed in the time-dependent mode to
concern the longitudinal distribution of electron beam as in
actual situation.
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SIMULATING BEAM TRANSPORT WITH
PERMANENT MAGNET CHICANE FOR THz FEL
A. Fisher∗ , Y. Park, M. Lenz, A. Ody, P. Musumeci† , UCLA, Los Angeles, USA
R. Agustsson, T. Hodgetts, A. Murokh, RadiaBeam Technologies, Santa Monica, USA
Abstract
Free electron lasers are an attractive option for high average and peak power radiation in the THz gap, a region of
the electromagnetic spectrum where radiation sources are
scarce, as the required beam and undulator parameters are
readily achievable with current technology. However, slippage effects require the FEL to be driven with relatively long
and low current electron bunches, limiting amplification
gain and output power. Previous work demonstrated that a
waveguide could be used to match the radiation and e-beam
velocities in a meter-long strongly-tapered helical undulator, resulting in 10% energy extraction from an ultrashort
200 pC, 5.5 MeV electron beam. We present simulations
for a follow-up experiment targeting higher frequencies with
improvements to the e-beam transport including a permanent magnet chicane for strong beam compression. FEL
simulations show >20% extraction efficiency from a 125 pC,
7.4 MeV electron beam at 0.32 THz.
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Figure 1: Dispersion diagram for a waveguide FEL. Electrons (red) in free space can only be resonant at a single
frequency, whereas a waveguide allows interaction over a
large bandwidth.

INTRODUCTION

ZERO-SLIPPAGE RESONANCE

Compact and efficient high average and peak power radiation sources are in high demand for scientific and industrial
applications including time-domain spectroscopy, high field
resonant and non-resonant excitation of solid state systems,
and THz-based imaging for medical and security [1, 2]. Free
Electron Lasers (FELs) use the ponderomotive interaction
between an electromagnetic wave and a relativistic electron
beam copropagating in a magnetic undulator and are an attractive source in the 0.1-10 THz range as the necessary
undulator and beam parameters are easily achievable [3, 4].
Addition advantages include high peak power and repetition rates limited only by the electron beam provided. FEL
facilities have already played an important role in the development of THz science [5–10], with more facilities coming
online [11–13] and being planned for the future [14–16].
Our previous experiment [17] showed that by using a
waveguide to contain diffraction and match group velocities, a 10% extraction efficiency could be achieved from
an ultrashort 200 pC, 5.5 MeV beam. After reviewing the
zero-slippage conditions in a waveguide FEL, we investigate
a proposed follow-up experiment to double the frequency of
THz produced. We discuss improvements to the beamline,
a design for a tunable permanent magnet chicane, and the
consequences of increasing the resonant frequency. Start to
end simulations are presented for the electron beam transport
and FEL interaction.

The zero-slippage FEL interaction requires satisfying the
traditional FEL phase resonance condition, (𝑘𝑧 + 𝑘𝑢 ) = 𝛽𝜔𝑐
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𝑐2 𝑘

𝑧

and the group-velocity or zero-slippage condition, 𝜔 𝑧 =
𝛽𝑧 𝑐. In these expressions, the longitudinal wavevector 𝑘𝑧
and radiation frequency 𝜔 are connected by the waveguide
dispersion relation 𝜔2 /𝑐2 = 𝑘𝑧2 + 𝑘⟂2 where 𝑘⟂ = 1.8412/𝑅
for the TE11 circular waveguide mode [18], 𝑅 is the waveguide radius, 𝑘𝑢 = 2𝜋/𝜆𝑢 where 𝜆𝑢 is the undulator period,
and 𝑐𝛽𝑧 is the longitudinal beam velocity in the undulator.
Figure 1 illustrates the large bandwidth interaction when
the phase velocity (point) and group velocity (slope) are
adequately matched.
It can be shown from these conditions that the resonant
frequency at zero-slippage is given by 2𝜋𝑓𝑧𝑠 = 𝑐𝑘𝑢 𝛽𝑧0 𝛾2𝑧0
where 𝛾𝑧0 = 𝛾0 /√1 + 𝐾 2 . For relativistic beams, 𝛾0 =
𝑘⟂ √
1
𝑘𝑢

+ 𝐾 2 and we see that for given waveguide and undulator parameters, the resonant beam energy is uniquely
determined.
To maintain resonance with the decelerating electrons, the
magnetic field strength must be strongly tapered along the
undulator to enhance the stimulated superradiant radiation
emission (TESSA) of the electrons [19].
A final consequence of the zero-slippage conditions is
that the ratio of the helical beam trajectory radius to the
𝑟
1
𝐾
waveguide radius is 𝑚𝑎𝑥
≤ 0.543 with an
𝑅 = 1.8412
√1+𝐾 2

upper bound independent of frequency.
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It is important to demonstrate the scalability of the waveguide FEL interaction to higher frequencies in the THz gap
for broader scientific application. In Table 1 we list the
simulated parameters for an experiment doubling the target
frequency to 320 GHz. Electron beam parameters are quoted
at the undulator entrance.
Table 1: Simulation Parameters
Electron Beam

Chicane

14.5
0.7%
139 𝜇m, 122 𝜇m
90 𝜇m
5 mm⋅mrad

𝛾
𝜎𝛾 /𝛾
𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎 𝑦
𝜎𝑧
𝜖𝑛,𝑥 , 𝜖𝑛,𝑦

Undulator

8 mm
270 mT
30deg
0.05 m

Waveguide

2.18
3.2 cm
30

𝐾𝑟𝑚𝑠,0
𝜆𝑢
𝑁𝑢

Gap
𝐵𝑦
𝜃𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑
𝑅56

Material
Radius

Cu
1.6 mm

0.2
0.15
0.1

a)

0.05
0

-0.05

b)

-0.1

-0.15

3.95

4

4.05

4.1

4.15

4.2

4.25

4.3

required by beamline real estate constraints limited the minimum spotsize. The mismatched e-beam experienced betatron oscillations in the undulator, reducing charge transmission and degrading the interaction. We have since added a
solenoid 30 cm before the undulator to supply the necessary
focusing strength to match the 7.4 MeV e-beam into the undulator while the quadrupole triplet is used to symmetrize
the beam at the solenoid.
At longer wavelengths, compression of the ebeam could
be achieved by tuning the amplitude and phase of a booster
linac to both accelerate the beam to the resonant energy and
provide an energy chirp to compress the e-beam in the drift
to the undulator. Limitations on the maximum accelerating
gradient and drift length remove this option for achieving a
significant bunching factor at shorter wavelengths. Lengthening the beam by stretching the laser pulse illuminating
the cathode reduces space charge effects and strengthens the
chirp from the linac, but is still insufficient and would result
in large energy spread.
We have instead designed a tuneable permanent magnet
chicane using the modeling software RADIA [20] that can
achieve compression with a reduced energy chirp, minimizing the e-beams energy spread in the FEL interaction.
Figure 2 shows the RADIA model for a single chicane magnet where field lines from the 5 cm x 5 cm blue permanent
magnets are guided across the trapezoidal-shaped 8 mm gap
via iron yokes. The small bending radius (10 cm) results
in a large deflection (30 deg) of the ebeam and significant
transverse focusing effects. We chose to split the focusing
equally between the x and y directions using a 15 deg shaping of the poles between magnets 1,2 and 3,4. Each chicane
magnet has an iron shim that can be adjusted to divert field
lines, reducing the peak field by 20% in order to align the
electron beam or adjust the R56.
Quad Triplet Chicane
1.5

Figure 2: RADIA model of chicane.
We note that targeting higher frequencies relaxes a couple
experimental constraints. First, the diffraction of the produced radiation is diminished, allowing easier transport to
and within the THz diagnostics. We have also redesigned
and shortened the vacuum system immediately after the undulator to remove apertures that could clip the THz beam.
Secondly, the radius of the electron trajectory is reduced, increasing the tuning precision for hall probe and pulsed wire
measurements which are practically limited to the magnetic
axis by the enclosed helical geometry.
The challenges of an experiment producing higher frequency THz include focusing to a smaller matched spotsize determined by undulator focusing and compressing to
achieve bunching factors that can seed the FEL interaction.
A quadrupole triplet was previously used to focus the
e-beam into the undulator, but the large distance (1.2 m)
TUPOPT032
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Figure 3: Electron beam transport.
The linac induced energy chirp and chicane field strengths
can be tuned to compress beams with relativistic factors in
the range 𝛾 = 14 − 16, enabling us to study the energy
resonance of the zero-slippage regime.
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Figure 3 shows the beamline transport done with the General Particle Tracer code [21] for a 2 ps FWHM laser pulse.
After exiting the chicane, the strongly divergent e-beam is
focused with the solenoid into the undulator. Although space
charge effects will be increased when the beam is both focused and compressed at the exit of the chicane, simulations
show a bunching factor of >0.8 is still achieved with only a
40% growth in the transverse emittance.
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Figure 4: FEL interaction along undulator.
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CONCLUSION
Simulations show promising results for operating the zeroslippage waveguide FEL at higher frequencies with 20%
energy extraction from a 125 pC, 7.4 MeV beam. This
highlights the importance of our beamline improvements
including a solenoid for transverse focusing and a permanent magnet chicane to achieve significant bunching factors
at shorter wavelengths. Demonstrating full transmission
through the undulator at the resonant energy would imply
more aggressive tapering could be achieved with a large
bunch charge. Future work could include recirculating a
fraction of the produced radiation to seed successive passes
in the undulator [23].

-2

50

To physically achieve a smaller waveguide radius, we
place a tight fitting copper pipe inside the vacuum waveguide. This is an improvement from before when the stainless
steel vacuum pipe doubled as the waveguide, introducing
noticable power loss in the waveguide. At the same time,
the copper waveguide will be supported by the vacuum pipe.
simplifying the alignment.
Figure 4 shows the FEL interaction along the undulator
with an impressive 20% average deceleration of the electron
beam producing a 20 ps, 175 𝜇J THz pulse. These results
emphasize the importance of strong bunching and full charge
transmission in the FEL interaction. Figure 5 shows the large
bandwidth of the zero-slippage resonance, with frequency
components extending beyond 0.4 THz.
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MODELLING OF X-RAY VOLUME EXCITATION OF THE XLO GAIN
MEDIUM USING FLASH
P. Manwani∗ , N. Majernik, B. Naranjo, J. B. Rosenzweig, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, USA
E. Galtier, A. Halavanau, C. Pellegrini, SLAC, Menlo Park, CA, USA
Abstract
Plasma dynamics and crater formation of laser excited
volumes in solids is a complex process due to thermalization, shockwave formation, varying absorption mechanisms,
and a wide range of relevant physics timescales. The properties and interaction of such laser-matter systems can be
modeled using an equation of state and opacity based multitemperature treatment of plasma using a radiation hydrodynamics code. Here, we use FLASH, an adaptive mesh
radiation-hydrodynamics code, to simulate the plasma expansion following after the initial energy deposition and
thermalization of the column, to benchmark the results of
experiments undertaken at UCLA on optical laser ablation.
These computational results help develop a quantitative understanding of the material excitation process and enable
the optimization of the gain medium delivery system for the
x-ray laser oscillator project [1].

INTRODUCTION
The x-ray laser oscillator, termed XLO [1], is a project at
the Stanford Linear Accelerator Facility (SLAC) to induce
population inversion of the electrons in copper using an xray free electron laser (XFEL) to deliver pump pulses to
enable stimulated emission in the at the K𝛼 line of the gain
medium. The proposed gain medium is a liquid jet of copper
sulphate or a solid copper foil. This gain medium needs to
be rapidly replaced so each subsequent pulse, spaced at ∼30
ns, has fresh material [2, 3]. The required speed of the target
depends on the crater geometry left by the x-ray pulse and
simulations using FLASH (adaptive mesh hydrodynamic
code solver) [4, 5] will be used to understand the laser plasma
interaction and resulting ablation. We use this code to study
the plasma evolution as particle-in-cell codes are computationally intensive at these densities. The FLASH code
supports a tabulated equation of state (EOS) and opacity
based multi-temperature model for plasmas. This is important as the thermodynamic properties of materials at high
temperatures and pressure cannot be modelled using a power
law. Specifically, we use the tabulated EOS and radiative
opacity from the PROPACEOS [6] database that calculates
the ionization using the Saha model [7] which yields the
ionization degree of a plasma at a equilibrium temperature.
There are two kinds of interaction regimes that we want
to investigate using this code: optical and x-ray ablation.
FLASH has capabilities to model both types of interactions,
albeit with some assumptions on the initial conditions; these
will be described below. Experiments were performed to
∗

optically ablate copper foils to benchmark the FLASH simulations and these results are presented in the context of the
XLO project.

OPTICAL ABLATION
During the development of the sample delivery system,
it is challenging to get access to XFEL pulses for iterative
testing. Instead, we turn to the use of an optical laser to approximate certain aspects of the laser-target interaction. Two
elements in particular are of the greatest interest for target
development: characterizing the longitudinal oscillations
caused by the ablation of the target and the longevity of the
target as more and more damage is done. The constraints on
the allowed oscillation (<30 µm) and target lifetime (∼hours)
are discussed in [3].
Since the optical laser cannot be focused as tightly as
an x-ray pulse (10s of µm vs 100s of nm) and since the
interaction is largely at the surface, rather than a volume
interaction, the expected impulse from the optical laser is
a worst case scenario. Using a Nd:YAG laser (max energy,
500 mJ/pulse) and a short focal length lens (100 mm), the
energy of the laser pulse was reduced until the focused beam
was barely able to create a hole through the 25 µm thick
foil. Then, the spatial profile of the focus was measured
using a CCD, the temporal profile was measured with a fast
photodiode, and the energy was recorded using a pyroelectric
laser energy meter. These measured parameters informed
the simulation settings, detailed in Table 1. The ablated foils
were imaged using a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
with the results are shown in Fig. 1. These benchmarked,
optical laser simulations will be compared to simulations
of the XFEL-target interaction to confirm that the impulse
and crater size of the optical case are, indeed, representative
of a worst case scenario. Finally, the target will be exposed
to a series of optical laser shots; if the target satisfies both
the longevity and oscillation requirements (characterized by
laser Doppler vibrometry) we may be confident that it will
perform well when installed on an XFEL beamline.
Table 1: Laser Parameters
Parameter

Value

Unit

Laser energy, 𝐸𝑙
Laser wavelenth, 𝜆𝑙
Pulse duration (FWHM)
Beam diameter (before lens)
Focal length (lens)
Beam waist (1/𝑒2 )

77
1064
20
6
100
35

mJ
nm
ns
mm
mm
µm

pkmanwani@gmail.com
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Figure 1: SEM images of optical laser induced craters to benchmark simulation results. Top left A sequence of optical laser
shots were taken on a copper foil, varying the longitudinal location relative to the focus. Shots upstream and downstream
of the focus are less effective at penetrating through the foil. Top center A shot taken slightly away from the laser waist.
Although material has been ablated and ejected, the foil was not penetrated. Top right The backside of the foil at a crater
formed near the laser focus. The copper has been deformed backwards. Bottom row A series of images of the same crater,
formed near the laser focus, at different SEM magnifications and tilt angles.
Table 2: Simulation Parameters for optical ablation
Parameter

Value

Unit

Simulation window (r,z),
Grid cells
Mesh refinement level
Target temperature
Target width
Target melting point (artificial)
CFL
Number of rays (laser)

(60, 60)
(80, 80)
1
300
20
1,358
0.05
10,000

µm
K
µm
K
-

The simulations were performed using the above described laser and simulation parameters shown in Table 3.
The current implementation of FLASH treats the laser beam
in the geometric optics approximation. Beams are simulated
as of rays that are traced through the domain based on the
local refractive index, which is updated each timestep. The
energy deposition of the laser pulse is modelled in FLASH
based on the inverse bremsstrahlung power in each cell and
is dependent on the local electron number density and local
electron temperature gradient. The simulation was run for
60 ns, over which time a crater is created. FLASH considers
the solid target as a high density gas and this gas diffuses
at these timescales. This diffusion was artificially stopped
by stopping the hydrodynamic evolution of the gas below
the melting point. A plasma plume is created initially by
the laser and it continues to grow as material is ejected out.
The energy deposition typically occurs at the edge of the
TUPOPT034
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foil and interacts with the plasma plume. The high density
of the plasma reflects the bulk of the laser rays and the results in the electron temperature attaining its highest point
away from the surface. The crater formed at the end of the
simulation is shown in Fig. 2. The crater shape and size
resemble the craters observed in the experiment but the laser
does not penetrate the copper foil. This might be due to
several reasons: the timescales of crater formation might
be larger than the timescales of the simulation; the energy
deposition model in FLASH might be missing some relevant
physics; and artificially stopping the diffusion of the solid
might stop the pressure shocks from deforming the material
and propagating through the target. A possible solution to
the latter problem would be to use the quotidian equation of
state (QEOS) [8] to simulate the material characteristics of
the solid, which achieves negligible total pressures for cold
solids by allowing the electron pressure to be negative [9].

X-RAY ABLATION
In the XLO project, the gain medium will be ablated by
x-ray pulses. In this case, the x-rays are absorbed volumetrically, and create energetic electrons due to photoionization
and Auger decay. Auger transitions are more probable in
lighter elements, while x-ray yield is dominant in heavier
elements. Copper has an x-ray yield of 40% while the rest of
the energy is contained in the Auger electrons. These Auger
electrons collide with other electrons and ions and thermalize to create a high temperature plasma column. Solving for
the electron temperature analytically is challenging as all
ionization levels and cross sections need to be considered.
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Figure 2: Simulation snapshot showing the crater formed
in the solid copper foil 60 ns after the optical laser induced
surface ablation.

The timescales for temperature equilibration vary for the
ion and electrons and is on the order of a tens of ps for the
ions compared to tens of fs for the electrons if we use the
Landau Spitzer model for weakly coupled and fully ionized
plasmas [10]. The pulse length of the XFEL beam at SLAC
is 20 fs (FWHM) and the laser target interaction occurs at
short time scales compared to the electron ion equilibration
time. Therefore, a two temperature treatment is necessary
to simulate the physics. X-ray ablation cannot be simulated
directly in FLASH, but the two temperature plasma can be
simulated. The physical dimensions of the two temperature
plasma column can be found by using the attenuation length
of the XFEL pulse while its diameter can be assumed to be
the width of the XFEL pulse.
Table 3: Simulation Parameters for x-ray ablation
Parameter

Value

Unit

Simulation window (r, z)
Grid cells
Mesh refinement level
Target temperature
Target width
Plasma column electron temperature
Plasma column ion temperature
Plasma column width
Attenuation length
CFL

(40, 30)
(400, 400)
2
300
20
1.2 × 106
300
100
4
0.1

µm
K
µm
K
K
nm
µm
-

We assume that the ion temperature does not change and
consider the processes after the initial electron-electron equilibration. The electron temperature of the plasma column
was determined by considering the dominant processes of
photoionization and Auger decay and an upper limit for the
initial condition was estimated to be around 100 eV. The
attenuation length of copper at 9 keV is about 4 µm and the
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 3: Simulation snapshot showing the expansion of the
solid foil 2 ns after the XFEL induced volume excitation.
temperature of the plasma column along the copper foil was
exponentially decayed using this factor.
The simulation was modelled using a 2D cylindrical geometry The simulation for the case discussed above is shown
in Fig. 3. An analytical treatment is necessary to obtain the
exact electron temperature of the plasma column but experiments can be performed to obtain a rough estimate for it.
These simulations can then be used to understand the plasma
expansion dynamics. The numerical results from FLASH indicate solid target option offers better damage control, while
maintaining good lasing performance. A liquid jet of copper
solution requires larger pump intensities and therefore is
more prone to instantaneous damage.

FUTURE STEPS
Laser ablation is a multi-spatial and temporal scale problem. While the experiment presented above investigates the
very late times of the material mechanical relaxation (e.g.
spallation), the hydrodynamic simulations only access the
first few 10s of ns of the laser energy absorption physics
in the material (e.g. via shock wave propagation and lattice deformations). Using high resolution X-ray imaging
techniques at XFEL as demonstrated at the Matter in Extreme Conditions [11, 12] of LCLS, we would be able to
bridge the gap by investigating the first few 100s ns of the
laser/matter interaction with sub-micron and sub-ns resolution directly inside the material. Direct comparison between
experimental data and simulation would be enabled, greatly
improving our understanding of the laser/matter interaction
regime relevant for the XLO project.
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INTRODUCTION OF WESTWOOD LINEAR ACCELERATOR TEST
FACILITY IN UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LOS ANGELES
Y. Sakai, O. Camacho, P. Manwani, G. Lawler, N. Majernik, G. Andonian, B. Naranjo, O. Williams,
A. Fukasawa, J. Rosenzweig
University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California 90095, USA
Abstract
An electron linear accelerator test facility located on
UCLA's southwest campus in Westwood, SAMURAI, is
presently being constructed. A RF-based accelerator consists of a compact, 3 MeV S-band hybrid gun capable of
velocity bunching to bunch lengths in the 100s fs range
with 100s pC of charge. This beam is accelerated by an 1.5
m S-band linac with a peak output energy of 30 MeV which
can be directed to either a secondary beamline or remain
on the main beamline for final acceleration by a SLAC 3
m S-band linac to an energy of 80 MeV. Further acceleration by advanced boosters such as a cryo-cooled C-band
structure or numerous optical or wakefield methods is under active investigation. In combination with a 3 TW
Ti:Sapphire laser, initial proof of principle experiments
will be conducted on topics including the ultra-compact xray free-electron laser, advanced dielectric wakefield acceleration, bi-harmonic nonlinear inverse Compton scattering, and various radiation detectors. Furthermore, development of a tertiary beamline based on an ultra low emittance, cryo-cooled gun will eventually enable two-beam
experiments, expanding the facility's unique experimental
capabilities.

INTRODUCTION
Owing to the establishment of basic beam physics research and experience through the high energy beam experiments, demand for compact lower to medium energy
electron linear accelerators has been increased these days
in a wide range of communities. Significant interest can be
seen for radiation productions in the photon energy of THz,
Extreme UltraViolet (EUV), soft X-ray, hard X-ray to the
MeV Gamma-ray regime which requires different electron
beam parameters depending on the required radiation's
characteristics. These are spectral brightness, polarization,
coherency, and ultimate discrepancy between each purpose
may be total intensity per pulse or average flux. As nature
of university laboratory focusing on feasibility studies, including optimization of interaction point, beam manipulation and unique detection system, we are looking for following list of a examples of pulsed photon production and
related topics capable by a method of Dielectric WakeField
Acceleration (DWFA) [1], Ultra Compact Free Electron
Laser (UCFEL) [2], nonlinear Inverse Compton Scattering
___________________________________________
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(ICS) [3] utilizing a University laboratory scale compact
electron linac:
• THz-DWA
♦Non destructive material, pump probe, imaging of a
Molecular - Plasmonics
♦Low energy e-beam manipulation
• EUV-UCFEL(Coherent 13.5nm, ΔE/E < 10-3)
♦Metrology for such as precision mask manufacturing for lithography (< resolution 5 nm)
♦R & D and calibration of multilayer optics
• Soft X-ray-UCFEL (with compact tunable undulator)
♦Contrast imaging of a nanoscale structure of biological samples ( > 1 μm thickness) through water window (hv = 2.3 - 4.4 nm)
♦Photoemission spectroscopy for low Z material
♦Polarization sensitive soft x-ray microscopy
• Hard X-ray ICS
♦Data collection for photon activation with nano particle
♦Energy dependent radiography of high Z material
♦Crystal optics R & D including polarization aspect
• Gamma-ray ICS
♦Polarization sensitive Nuclear photonics [4]
♦High energy gamma detector [5]
In this regard, electron linac based on S-band RF cavities
at average energy of 80 MeV is under construction as a
basic infrastructure to expand these studies in Westwood,
Los Angeles. In addition, initial infrastructure of 3TW Ti:
Sapphire laser (Coherent Inc., Model: Astrella, Hydra) allows us to enhance e-beam manipulation studies via Inverse Free Electron Laser(IFEL) [6] or Laser Plasma
Wakefield Acceleration covering laboratory astrophysics
such as space plasma simulator [7].
In the context of optimization of beam interaction points,
realization of high gradient and low emittance cryo-temperature C-band gun is under rigorous investigation. A
peak surface field at the cathode 240 MV/m, twice as high
as conventional field, could have a potential to lower emittance down to 50 nm rad regime by suppressing beam expansion, due to space charge force, which inversely proportional to beam kinetic energy ~1/γ2 [8].

OVERVIEW OF THE TEST FACILITY
As shown in the schematic diagram of Fig. 1, the main
beam line starts as a Beam Line East (BL-E) from South
toward North. A S-band Hybrid gun [9] composed of
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standing wave RF gun section and short traveling wave
linac for velocity bunching generate ∼3-4 MeV e-beam
with charge and emittance as shown in Table 1 based on a
GPT (Pulsar Physics, General Particle Tracer code) simulation. As a standard operation, 0.5 nQ charge compresses
the beam down to ~ 1 ps with the peak current ~120 A with
approximate energy spread ΔE/E~0.3 % at z = 1.5 m from
the gun cathode. The hybrid gun is driven by SLAC XK 5

Klystron of RF output ~25 MW with flat top pulse length
4 μs. Majority of RF energy, ~70-90 %, travels from the
gun section toward 1.5 m S-band linac (RI Research Instruments GmbH, P95861, 2856 MHz, Shunt impedance > 50
MOhm/m) to accelerate electron energy up to ~30 MeV for
downstream beam experiments. During commissioning
phase, low energy experiments are under consideration as
follows:

Figure 1: Overview of Westwood Linear Accelerator Test Facility in University of California Los Angeles.
Table 1: S-band Hybrid Gun Output Characteristics at z = 1.5m from Photo Cathode Driven by 25 MW RF Input
Q [nC]
0.1
0.25
0.5
0.75
1.0
2.0

ε [μm rad]
0.6
1.1
2.0
2.9
3.8
7.5

Δx, Δz [μm], z=0

σx,y , σz, [μm]

Spot size, length

Eave [MeV],
ΔE/E[%]

928, 174
1260, 236
1590, 298
1817, 341
2000, 375
2520, 472

3.871, 0.19
3.867, 0.26
3.865, 0.33
3.865, 0.38
3.865, 0.42
3.869, 0.55

1018, 290
1407, 394
1803, 496
2087, 568
2318, 626
2995, 790

PHASE I
• Characterization of velocity bunching (3 MeV)
♦Energy-emittance measurement
♦CTR Bunch length measurement
• Higher current far infrared FEL (18 MeV)
♦UCLA-KIAE undulator [10, 11]
• DWA de-chirper [1, 9]
♦Longitudinal phase space optimization for FEL
• Beam energy modulation by PWA (10-30 MeV)
♦For space plasma simulator [7]
• Soft X-ray ICS (30 MeV)
♦3 TW Ti: Sapphire laser interaction
• Compton gamma magnet spectrometer R&D
♦MeV Bremsstrahlung radiation spectrum [5]
TUPOPT035
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I, peak [A]

z=1.5 m
41
76
121
158
191
303

Especially, compactness of velocity bunching without
bending magnet at low energy operation allows us to to
uniquely compress symmetric beam at current I >100s A
range. For the high gain UCFEL feasibility studies, as the
gain length is proportional to LG0 ∼ I-1/3, interesting electro
dynamics will be investigated. In parallel, development of
cryo C-band gun will be started in the beam line East (BLE) area. In order to freeze beams just after the output of the
gun at beam energy of < 10 MeV, existing S-band TWT
short linac or eventually high gradient C-band linac will be
inserted for downstream experiments to appreciate the advantages of the anticipated low emittance e-beam at 100
pC range. In BL-W, the 30 MeV electron propagates
through the SLAC 3 meter S-band linac for further accelMC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A23: Other Linac-Based Photon Sources
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eration at average energy up to 80 MeV or is branched toward BL-E through a 20 deg dispersive sectio for phase II
experiments within couple of years:

Ultimately these studies will contribute to the realization
of compact EUV UCFEL or Gamma-ray nonlinear ICS
light sources eventually.

STATUS UPDATE

PHASE II

• Cryo temperature 1.6 cell gun development (BL-E)
• Bunch compression, CSR study (18 MeV)

♦20 deg dispersion section with Hybrid gun tuning
• 80 MeV e-beam commissioning (BL-W)
Eventually, the 80 MeV e-beam would be further accelerated through an advanced accelerator such as high gradient C-band linac [12] or branched to Beam Line Center
(BL-C):
PHASE III
• Ultra low emittance Far infrared FEL (BL-E, 18 MeV)
• Two beam experiments (BL-E&W)
• UCFEL-IFEL compression study (BL-W, 70 MeV)
• Nonlinear ICS (BL-C, 70 MeV, 10 TW laser)
• High gradient C-band linac examination (> 70 MeV)

Commissioning of the 3 MeV section is underway as indicated in photos of XK 5 Klystron, the Hybrid gun and n
Ti: Sapphire laser system in Fig. 2. SLAC XK5 Klystron
has been re-evaluated to generate peak power 28 MW with
input LLRF power of ~400 W as shown in Figure 3. At this
peak power, pulse width of PFN waveform width 5 μs will
suffice requirement of Hybrid gun operation at 25 MW RF
input. Meanwhile, generation of UV laser pulse at wavelength 266 nm upto 500 μJ per pulse by Ti: Sapphire laser
is confirmed which allows flexible parameter space scan
for the Hybrid gun characterization associated with pulse
length, bandwidth, spatial distribution and polarizations including bunch train formation. In parallel, initial commissioning of the 3TW Ti: Sapphire system has been completed leading to a construction of an additional amplifier
for 10 TW laser experiments.

Klystron gallery
S-band Hybrid gun section
Ti: Sapphire laser room
Figure 2: Status update of Westwood linear accelerator test facility in UCLA.
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Figure 3: RF characteristics of a SLAC XK5 Klystron for commissioning of the S-band Hybrid gun. Left: Klystron RF
output waveform, Center: PFN waveform for Hybrid gun input, Right: LLRF input vs Klystron RF output.

CONCLUSION
As an introduction of the 80 MeV linear accelerator test
facility in university laboratory scale, planned experiments
of advanced photon science as well as high gradient accelerator studies through commissioning phases are overviewd. Together with a dedicated gun test facility
MOTHRA lab in UCLA Hilgard currently aimed for a development of a C-band cryo cooled 0.5 cell gun [13], productive feasibility studies will be initiated. Status updates
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A23: Other Linac-Based Photon Sources

will continue to be reported in this conference series in
coming years.
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TWO AND MULTIPLE BUNCHES WITH THE LCLS COPPER LINAC*
F.-J. Decker†, W. Colocho, A. Halavanau, A.A. Lutman, J.P. MacArthur, G. Marcus, R.A. Margraf,
J.C. Sheppard, J. Turner, S. Vetter, SLAC, Menlo Park, CA, USA
Abstract
Two, four, and even eight bunches were accelerated
through the copper linac. Two and four bunches were delivered successfully to photon experiments in both the hard
(HXR) and soft (SXR) LCLS x-ray lines. In this paper we
will concentrate on the more challenging issues, such as:
the BPM deconvolution for both bunches, RF kicks at
longer separations, tuning challenges, bridging the communications gap between the photon and electron side, the
lower bunch charges for the eight bunch case, and rapid
timing scans over several ns. We will describe some of the
developed solutions and plans for the rest.

INTRODUCTUION
Two bunch running is now quite well established, only
longer time separation of 220 ns and beyond are more
problematic. For a general reference, see [1].

FOUR AND EIGHT BUNCHES
Eight bunches, 0.7 ns apart were accelerated in the LCLS
copper linac and brought onto the dump screen (Fig. 1).
The differences are quite obvious and come from the different intensities from the laser pulses onto the gun cathode.

Multi-Bunch Generation
The Multi-Pulse Pulse-Stacker (MPPS, see Fig. 2 in [2])
splits, delays and combines light pulses of two laser (Coh1,
Coh2) into four pulses each. In Figure 1 the order is: Coh1
B1+B2+B3+B4 then Coh2 B1+B2+B3+B4. Bunches 3
and 4 from each laser have lower intensity and Coh1 was
lower than Coh2. Lower charge bunches get off the cathode
faster and in the end get compressed more. The charges
were quite far away from equal (12.5% each). The deviations from that number in percent were: -6, +7, -29, -26,
+22, +40, -6, -2, making the 6th bunch about twice as intense as the 3rd one. The average charge of 60 pC was about
a third of the typical intensity.

Charge Sensitivity
Even though the phase change due to charge is quite
small the effect on peak current and therefore CSR kick is
large, see Fig. 2 and 3. Besides the initial difference in
charges which were caused by a not ideal 50/50 splits, it
was recently found that some of the mirrors for the delayed
bunches were clamped so hard that the mirrors deformed
and caused the delayed laser pulses to a more elliptical than
round shape and therefore causing some intensity loss due
to apertures. For two bunches a charge difference can be
used for tuning.
____________________________________________

*Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Contract DE-AC02-76SF00515.
† Decker@SLAC.Stanford.edu
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Figure 1: Eight bunches 0.7 ns apart on the OTR dump
screen. The time resolving transverse cavity XTCAV was
detuned in temperature so the eight bunches don’t overlap
in time (horizontal). The vertical dimension is proportional
to energy. All bunches are over-compressed (top), while
for the middle the compression was reduced (-32° to -30°),
so bunches B2, B5 and B6 were under-compressed. At the
bottom (at -29° in L2 phase) all are under-compressed. The
energy slope along the bunches of about +2% is real. It was
not corrected at the time.
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(blue). It gets trickier for four or more bunches and RF manipulation techniques like in [4] have to be deployed. C)
RF phase changes of a few degrees when the SLED pulse
is early are quite a concern and are the cause that the second pulse is typically further compressed and therefore has
more peak current, see Fig.4 (green).

Charge [nC]

Figure 2: BC2 peak current (blue) [and BC1 *10] versus
charge. The time separation (dotted versus dashed) comes
from the fact that the scan was done in “zig-zag” mode (going up and down) so a small phase drift during a scan can
be easily detected since feedbacks had to be off.

Figure 4: Energy (blue, inverted) and peak current (green,
in kA) at BC2 versus SLED RF timing. While there are two
points with the same energy (red circles, 218.5 ns apart) the
phase of L2 is different by a few degrees and therefore the
peak compression is quite different by a factor of two.

Phase Change during SLED Pulse

Charge [nC]

Figure 3: CSR induced transverse kick causing a trajectory
change up to 0.3 mm after BC2, or about six times the RMS
beam size (Data form 28-Jul-2021 11:03:18).

Reduced Tuning Parameters
For four and even more for eight laser pulses the tuning
parameters are restricted compared with two pulses. The
easiest way to see this are the delays. Timing of the two
lasers plus one delay stage gives three parameter for four
delays. This is similar for intensities, therefore one bunch
cannot be adjusted in time or charge or direction. For the
eight pulse case we get an additional delay stage, so four
parameter for eight bunches. They should be equal “automatically”, but typically they are not.

TWO BUNCHES WITH BIG SEPARATION
There are three main issues concerning two bunches
with long separation of >200 ns. A) They experience different RF kicks and therefore have different trajectory in
the undulator. How we solve that with kickers is described
in another paper [3]. B) Equal energies for two bunches can
be achieved by timing the SLED RF pulse, see Fig. 4
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The phase change can have different causes. An obvious
cause can be an RF with different phase entering or exiting
on purpose, by a mistuned SLED cavity, or a different modulator high voltage and therefore a different phase. But
even with perfect phase control the sudden change in amplitude due to the 180° phase jump which creates the SLED
pulses causes different frequencies, which travel with different speeds along the three meter accelerating structure
or disc loaded waveguide (DLWG). This causes a changing
phase when the peak amplitude starts exiting the DLWG
[5]. This effect could be counteracted by an I and Q waveform control of the RF allowing an independent amplitude
and phase control.

Signals Used for Tuning
The Beam Positions Monitors (BPM) show the trajectory of the beam through the accelerator, the undulator and
finally to the dump. For two bunches the normal BPM system shows a vector sum, so a special deconvolution software was developed. Since there were changes for the undulator BPMs and their digitizers another quick way was
to just time every other BPM electronics so that they
showed mainly only one bunch (Fig. 5).
After the bunches are overlapped enough (<0.1 mm) the
fine tuning is done using the gas detector or even more preferred a signal closer to the experiment. Going through a
monochromator and detecting the two bunches with a fast
diode their intensities are plotted versus electron energy
and can therefore be aligned in energy and equalized in intensity (Fig. 6).
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Rapid Timing Scan
A rapid timing scan of the bunch separation over a few
minutes could be done in the 38 to 54 ns range where wakefields are weak and RF kicks still quite similar. A whole
oscillation period of a diamond crystal could be measured.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STEPS

Figure 5: BPM orbit display. In the undulator the timing of
for the BPM digitizer gate was setup to only measure one
or the other bunch when they were 218.5 ns apart. This
gave enough signal to tune them to have finally the same
orbit.

There are a few parameters which have to be right for
multiple bunches and two bunches to create equally good
x-ray laser pulses in the undulator. They are mainly the trajectory in the undulator and the peak current. The trajectory
gets influenced by wakefields, RF and CSR kicks, and
launch conditions, but can be controlled by four fast kickers (two already installed). The final peak bunch current is
determined by the timing of the bunch with respect to the
RF phase in L2. A difference can come from the initial
beam arrival time into L2 caused by different charges, different Schottky phases (laser phases), and/or phase differences of the injector stations, often the L1X phase difference is used for tuning. But also the phase of L2 is different
on both sides of the peak amplitude of the SLED pulse.
Equal charges are critical for multiple bunches (>2). Getting longer and maybe variable delays for multiple bunches
is an even more significant challenge. The split and delay
on the laser table could have a longer fixed path and therefore delay, but at some point the energies will be too different and an RF waveform control for amplitude and phase
has to be implemented. Since the split and delay uses some
paths twice for the four bunch mode, and some even four
times for eight bunches, the tuning parameters are reduced.
This should have advantages like one setup for four, but are
different due to launch conditions (reflected versus transmitted or laser profiles).
The two bunch setup has all the tuning parameters available due to the use of two different lasers. Different separation delays have unique challenges. From 0.35 ns to
about 10 ns wakefield kicks dominate. The BPM vector
sum is pretty low at (n+1/2) * 7 ns, so these delays should
be avoided when running with beam based feedbacks.
Phase variations in L2 at long delays need to be controlled.
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Figure 6: Fast Intensity Monitor (FIM) signal de-convoluted for two bunches 7 ns apart (top). The individual intensities are then plotted versus the electron beam energy
(bottom). The successful data transfer from the photon side
to the accelerator side made this plot possible in real time
for tuning.
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LCLS MULTI-BUNCH IMPROVEMENT PLAN: FIRST RESULTS
A. Romero, A. Halavanau, A. Krasnykh, A. A. Lutman, T. Beukers, J. Hugyik,
A. Le, K. Luchini, E. Jongewaard, A. Sy, A. Ibrahimov, L. Borzenets, M. M. Petree,
A. Benwell, A. Marinelli, F. J. Decker
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Stanford University, Menlo Park CA, USA
Abstract
LCLS copper linac primarily operates in a single bunch
mode with a repetition rate of 120 Hz. Presently, several inhouse projects and LCLS user experiments require doubleand multi-pulse trains of X-rays, with inter-pulse delay spanning between 0.35 and 220 ns. We discuss beam control
improvements to the copper linac using ultra-fast stripline
kicker, as well as additional photon diagnostics. We especially focus on a case of double-pulse mode, with 220 ns
separation.

INTRODUCTION
LCLS has been offering ns-spaced hard x-ray (HXR) pulse
trains to users for a several years [1]. The multi-bunch performance of the LCLS copper linac has been largely impaired
by variations of RF phases in different klystrons, accelerating
sections’ misalignment [2], and, as a result, differences in
the HXR undulator trajectories. Recently we have proposed
to improve the performance of the LCLS multi-bunch mode
by introducing ultra-fast e-beam TEM stripline kickers in
the linac beamline. The choice of kicker technology was
dictated by the minimum attainable pulse separation with the
current state-of-the art electronics, and possible extension
in the future to 8 or more pulses in a train. We designed and
built two 0.3 m stripline structures, and installed them into
the LCLS LI21-9 section. The details of the stripline design
have been provided in [3]. The beamline installation model
is presented in Fig. 1.
To energize the striplines, we designed and built a versatile system, with broadband high power solid-state amplifiers
for the multi-bunch mode, and state-of-the-art solid state
pulsers (based on drift step-recovery diodes (DSRD)) for
the two-bunch mode. The amplifiers have been procured
from the R&K company, and can output up to 1 kW of RF

V-kicker

FIRST EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have commissioned the first two stripline kickers (𝑋
and 𝑌 ) in LI21-9 section of the LCLS copper linac. The
kickers were first energized with the strongest 7 kV pulse
to verify no arcing or breakdown was occurring. We then
proceeded with energizing the stripline structures together
with the e-beam, and observing the corresponding trajectory
responses.
Figure 2 shows e-beam 𝑋 deflection as a function of time
of arrival at the stripline structure, which has been powered
with an RF waveform, generated with an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) procured from Tabor Electronics and
high power R&K amplifiers. The AWG clock was externally
synchronized with a custom in-house built frequency multiplier which generated 1.428 GHz signal multiplying 119
MHz master oscillator clock by 12. We see that despite a
quite "unconventional" application of the amplifiers in the
pulsed mode, the e-beam transverse jitter remains the same
across the waveform. Due to the full waveform tunability,
we were later able to control pulse trains with the separations
as small as 2 ns, and enhance x-ray intensity delivery in the
multi-pulse user experiment.

H-kicker
+ HV

load

load

power in CW mode, and with 10 kHz - 300 MHz bandwidth.
The feasibility and early design of the high-voltage pulsers
based on DSRD technology has been presented in Ref. [4].
We have built two pulser units corresponding to the principal schematics in Fig. 2, D in Ref. [4], with the maximum
attainable voltage of ± 5 kV.

load

- HV

load

+ HV

- HV

e-beam direction

Figure 1: CAD model of the LCLS copper linac LI21-9
section installation.
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Figure 2: Scanning e-beam time of arrival through an arbitrary waveform generated by a pair of two solid-state amplifiers.
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DEMONSTRATION OF CBXFEL-LIKE
LASING
We then proceeded with testing high voltage pulsers. It
was previously determined that a substantial orbit correction
is needed for large, several tens of ns, pulse separations; see
Ref. [2]. This regime is envisioned for the Cavity-based
XFEL (CBXFEL) project. CBXFEL is aimed to build first
hard x-ray regenerative amplifier, using LCLS HXR undulator line. In the initial phase, CBXFEL will operate with two
LCLS bunches spaced by 218 ns. Previous attempts to generate this configuration in the LCLS copper linac have been
largely unsuccessful, due to significant differences in beam
compression and undulator trajectories. While our kicker
system does not address the issues of e-beam compression,
we demonstrated that with two kickers and quadrupole tuning we can obtain CBXFEL-like lasing configuration.
In the experiment, we first set up a two-bunch configuration, with two UV laser pulses impinging on the LCLS
photocathode, 218 ns apart, and providing two IR pulses for
the laser heating downstream. We then obtained two electron bunches with similar longitudinal phase-space (LPS) in
the HXR undulator line.
The two-pulse orbit had a residual 270 𝜇m trajectory difference in the undulator line in 𝑋-plane, which was corrected via corresponding kick in the 𝑋-stripline, acting on
the second bunch. A raw waveform of the HXR gas intensity
monitor was used as a diagnostics, showing a fairly equal
XFEL intensity in both pulses, of up to 200 𝜇J (Fig. 3). We
note, that due to the ultra-fast kickers currently available
only in one location, the full (𝑥, 𝑥 ′ , 𝑦, 𝑦 ′ ) correction is not
yet possible. It is, however, possible to readjust phase advance of the machine lattice, and rematch the e-beam into
the HXR undulator, under the assumption that both bunches
have identical Twiss parameters. We will continue to investigate the best re-matching procedures, before the next pair
of kickers is installed.

Amplitude (arb.)

With the first two kickers successfully installed and commissioned, we will move to the next phase of the project
which includes two more kickers to be installed in LI22-9
section, roughly 70 deg. away in phase advance. This will
allow us to control full trajectory, without readjusting the
phase advance via quadrupole tuning. After that, the photoinjector laser infrastructure will be upgraded, in order to
support larger pulse separations and increased number of
pulses [5].

SUMMARY
We presented first experimental results as well as a comprehensive plan towards more robust multi-bunch operation
of LCLS. When enabled, multi-bunch mode will allow for
many new in-house and user experiments. It will also serve
as test source for future ultra-high repetition rate XFELs.
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Abstract
In this paper we’ll describe the status of the FASTGREENS experimental program where a 4 meter long
strongly tapered helical undulator with a seeded prebuncher
is used in the high gain TESSA regime to convert a significant fraction (up to 10%) of energy from the 220 MeV
electron beam from the FAST linac to coherent 515 nm radiation. We’ll also discuss the longer term plans for the
setup where by embedding the undulator in an optical cavity
matched with the high repetition rate from the superconducting accelerator (3 MHz or 9 MHz), a very high average power
laser source can be obtained. Eventually, the laser pulses
can be redirected onto the relativistic electrons to generate
by inverse compton scattering a very high flux of circularly
polarized gamma rays for polarized positron production.

INTRODUCTION
Improving the conversion efficiency of relativistic electron
beam power into coherent short wavelength radiation is at the
center of both scientific and industrial interests as it would
enable light sources to reap the benefits of 100 years development in charged particle accelerator technology on how
to be extremely efficient in terms of wall-plug energy usage.
In the X-ray it would facilitate ultrahigh intensity X-ray laser
pulses for single shot coherent imaging and Schwinger-field
physics exploration, in the EUV it would meet the demands
of fast throughput material processing (EUV-lithography)
and at visible wavelengths it would enable high efficiency,
high average and peak power lasers. It is helpful to note
here how state-of-the-art X-ray sources based on the Free
Electron Laser principle take advantage of only a minimal
fraction (< 0.1%) of the available power stored in the beam
and most of it is is simply wasted on the beam dump.
The TESSA program aims at fundamentally addressing
this current limitation in electron-based coherent radiation
generation by exploiting a deeper understanding of the interaction of relativistic electrons with the electromagnetic
field in tapered undulator systems, leveraging the progress
in high brightness beam generation and control.
The physical concept behind our approach is the so-called
Tapering-Enhanced-Stimulated-Spontaneous-Amplification
regime of FELs where high intensity seed and pre-bunched
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electron beams are used in combination with strongly
tapered undulators to sustain high gradient deceleration over
extended distances and convert a large fraction of the beam
energy into coherent radiation [1]. The main advantages of
this coupling scheme are the absence of nearby boundary
or media (i.e. this is a vacuum plane-wave interaction), so
that there are basically no mechanisms for the energy to
flow out of the particle-field system. In TESSA, the initial
conditions for the system allow for particle deceleration at a
very high average energy exchange rates (typically in excess
of 10 MV/m) larger than in any known FEL, in order to
beat the onset of sideband instabilities which have been
known for decades to set the limit on tapered FEL energy
exchange [2]. Previous experiments based on the TESSA
concept [3] demonstrated efficiencies as high as 30% in
the far-infrared. Nevertheless, they were carried out in a
very low gain amplification regime resulting in a strong
background signal from the seed laser which precluded
obtaining direct measurements of the transverse and spectral
profiles of the amplified radiation. A recent application of
the TESSA concept in the THz regime demonstrated 10%
conversion efficiency in 1 m long tapered helical undulator
at 160 GHz [4].

Scientific and Technical Goals
The TESSA initiative at FAST is an FEL experiment
aimed at demonstrating high extraction efficiency lasing
(10% e-beam to light conversion) in a strongly tapered
seeded regime in the visible range of the electromagnetic
spectrum (initial tuning at 515 nm) with two stated scientific
goals:
• The demonstration of single pass record high energy
extraction efficiency from a relativistic electron beam
in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
• The first experimental measurements of spectral and
transverse profile characteristics of the radiation amplified in the TESSA regime of operation.
Both of these goals would represent significant breakthroughs for the development of future high efficiency light
sources.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the proposed FAST-GREENS beamline. The beam moves from right to left. The
injection chicane creates an offset in the electron beam trajectory to allow the injection of the input seed laser on axis. A
modulator-chicane module is used to prebunch the beam at the seed wavelength. The energy is then extracted from the beam
using four 1 m long undulator sections, separated by a quadrupole doublet to control the transverse beam size. Post-undulator
diagnostics section includes matching quadrupoles, and a spectrometer dipole for beam energy measurements.
Upon successful demonstration of these goals, we would
extend the FAST-GREENS research program to include
other experiments which would take advantage of the unique
high average power characteristics of the FAST linac.
In particular we would run the linac in pulse train mode
and embed the TESSA beamline in an optical resonator in
order to study the physics of the TESSA oscillator including
the issues of the start-up and the establishment of longitudinal and transverse eigenmodes in the lasing [5]. Assuming
an input beam power at the 10 kW level, even a 10% energy
conversion efficiency would realize a 1 kW laser system.
Note that given the pulse format and duty cycle (0.1%) of
the FAST linac, the intrapulse peak power of the radiation
approaches MW-levels.
This enormous level of visible laser power would enable
gamma-ray production using inverse Compton scattering
of the TESSO output with the relativistic electron beam.
Preliminary estimates for the flux from such source yield
1011 ph/sec, higher than any other gamma-ray source available [6].
An interesting high energy physics application of the highflux circularly polarized gamma-rays is to send the beam
into a solid target for polarized positron generation. This is
currently the main mechanism proposed to supply this particle species to the future linear colliders. In current design
the source is based on gamma-ray generated by a 120 GeV
passing through 100 m of undulator, but a compact, fully
independent source based on ICS can significantly simplify
the system and potentially allow for even higher polarization degree [7]. For all these reasons (and in recognition
of the radiation wavelength), we have adopted the acronym
FAST-GREENS: a Gamma-Ray high Efficiency ENhanced
Source at the FAST Linac. While the long term goals of
the program are well recognized and supported by the entire collaboration, this initial proposal will not address the
experimental challenges in these long-term developments,
and focus on the first proposed set of experiments.
A schematic of the FAST-GREENS beamline is shown
in Fig. 1. The wavelength for the experiment is selected
based on the availability of the strong seed signal. As the
Yb-based laser previously purchased for the experiment provides pulses at 1030 nm, the choices are restricted to 515 nm
or 257.5 nm. The THESEUS undulator has the flexibility
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A06: Free Electron Lasers

to reach the UV region of the spectrum, but this would require increasing the beam energy to > 300 MeV and would
also pose tighter requirements on beam emittance and unnecessarily complicated diagnostics. Henceforth, we then
propose to tune the system at 515 nm where the linac can be
conservatively operated at 220 MeV, the undulator tuned at
the already demonstrated magnetic field amplitude of 0.75 T
with a larger gap.
Table 1: Design Parameters for FAST-GREENS Experiment
Parameter
Beam Energy
Bunch Charge
Peak Current
Bunch Length, FWHM
Normalized Emittance
Uncorr. Energy Spread, FWHM
Resonant Wavelenght
Input Seed Power
Laser Rayleigh Range
Undulator Period
Undulator K

Unit
MeV
nC
A
ps
mm-mrad
keV
nm
GW
m
mm

Value
220
1
600
1.6
3
220
515
1
1.5
32
2.3-2

Nominal parameters for the FAST beam are reported in
Table 1. The experiment is designed assuming an electron
beam with 1000 pC charge, compressed to 0.6 kA by the
magnetic chicane compressor with a normalized emittance
of < 3 mm-mrad and a relative energy spread of 0.1%. The
intense green seed pulse of nominal peak power 1 GW (2 mJ
in 2 ps in order to homogeneously seed the entire bunch temporal current profile) is obtained from a recently purchased
laser system from Amplitude that will be installed in a newly
refurbished laser room located above the FAST linac. During the initial phase (Stage 0) of the experiment, the laser
will not be needed and therefore the implementation plan
for this component of the system is still subject of ongoing
discussions within the collaboration.
Genesis simulations are performed to optimize the tapering of the undulator and indicate that up to 10% efficiency
could be reached in the system. The results are shown in
Fig. 2. Significant efforts are currently ongoing to explore
different approaches to shape the temporal profile of the
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Figure 2: Results of Genesis simulation showing the design tapering and resonant energy along the undulator. The radiation
and e-beam spot sizes and the bunching factor evolution are also shown.
electron beam from the FAST linac in order to match it to
the TESSA application. Due to slippage effects it is of great
importance to achieve the high peak current in a relatively
long (1.5 ps or so) region of the electron beam while at
the same time maintaining good emittance and low energy
spread.
The experimental plan for FAST-GREENS has been divided in stages or phases where the various components
can be added sequentially to the beamline. There are many
advantages of a staged approach as it will allow to establish running conditions for the experiment in a time more
compatible with the facility operation and the collaboration
schedule, leaving ample time to implement improvements to
the beamline. The initial phase of the experiment has been
termed Stage 0 and will include propagation of the electron
beam in the injection chicane, prebuncher, and first undulator
section without any seed laser. The goals of this phase will
be to establish alignment and transverse matching through
the system, develop and commission the e-beam diagnostics, and demonstrate of undulator break-section components
(quadrupole doublet and phase-shifter).
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Abstract
X-ray Free-Electron Laser Oscillators (XFELOs) and Xray Regenerative Amplifier FELs (XRAFELs) are currently
in development to improve longitudinal coherence and spectral brightness of XFELs [1]. These schemes lase an electron
beam in an undulator within an optical cavity to produce
X-rays. X-rays circulate in the cavity and interact with fresh
electron bunches to seed the FEL process over multiple
passes, producing progressively brighter and more spectrally pure X-rays. Typically, the optical cavities used are
composed of Bragg-reflecting mirrors to provide high reflectivity and spectral filtering. This high reflectivity necessitates special techniques to out-couple X-rays from the
cavity to deliver them to users. One method involves “Qswitching” the cavity by actively modifying the reflectivity
of one Bragg-reflecting crystal. To control the crystal lattice
constant and thus reflectivity, we use an infrared (IR) laser
to heat a buried boron layer in a diamond crystal. Here, we
build on earlier work [2] and present the current status of our
Q-switching diamond, including implantation with 9 MeV
boron ions, annealing and characterization.

Micro Analysis of Materials (CMAM) at the Autonomous
University of Madrid. 200 x 200 µm areas were implanted
with fluences of 5 × 1015 , 1 × 1016 ,1.5 × 1016 2 × 1016 and
2.5 × 1016 ions/cm2 by scanning a focused beam of boron
ions in a spiral rastering pattern.
Following implantation, five high-temperature in-vacuum
annealings at 900, 950,1150, 1300, and 1450 °C were performed to heal implantation damage. 900 and 950 °C annealings were performed in a UHV chamber heated by a filament
under 2.7 × 10−8 mbar or better vacuum. The filament was
heated to the target temperature, then annealed for 1 hr. The
1150, 1300, and 1450 °C annealings were performed in a
Red Devil G vacuum furnace manufactured by R. D. Webb
Company Inc under 1 × 10−4 mbar or better vacuum, similar
to [4]. The furnace was ramped up at 2 °C/min, annealed for
3 hr, then ramped down at 3 °C/min to 700 °C and cooled.
During this process, we did see some graphitization, as
shown in Fig. 1, but not on our regions of interest.

INTRODUCTION
In Q-switching an optical cavity, as described in [2], an
IR laser heats a region of a Bragg-reflecting mirror, actively
modifying its reflectivity, and enabling out-coupling of Xrays. A crystal used for this purpose must have a uniform
rocking curve (less than the rocking curve width of 8 µrad
for 9.831 keV X-rays reflecting off diamond 400 planes) over
a region the size of the X-ray beam ∼40 µm. The crystal
must also absorb IR light strongly. Diamond has thermal
dissipation properties which make it ideal for use in in a
cavity-based XFEL. A buried boron layer can be implanted
to increase the IR absorption of diamond for Q-switching.

IMPLANTATION AND ANNEALING
A high-temperature-high pressure (HPHT) diamond, described in [2] was implanted as described in [3] with 9
MeV boron ions using the microbeam line at the Center for
∗
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Figure 1: 1x images of HPHT diamond. A) Pre-implantation,
B) Post-implantation, Post 1450 °C annealing.

CHARACTERIZATION
We performed several measurements to characterize healing in the boron-implanted regions.

IR Transmittance
To show implantation increases IR absorption, we measured IR transmittance. A Thorlabs CPS780S laser diode
beam was expanded, collimated and transmitted through our
sample. A Thorlabs FL780-10 780 nm filter selected the
signal wavelength before a Mako G-319C POE camera.
The post 1450 °C annealing case is shown in Fig. 2. The
IR transmittance of un-implanted diamond and the region
of lowest doping is similar, 66 - 69 %, and the more highly
doped regions transmit less IR light, 15 - 26 %. To account
for variation in transmittance across the diamond, we also
TUPOPT039
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Figure 2: IR transmittance, post 1450 °C annealing. A) IR transmittance image. B) IR transmittance by region. C)
Transmission of regions versus a region of un-doped diamond directly outside it. Error bars are standard error of the mean.
compared transmittance in each boron-implanted region to
the un-implanted diamond directly surrounding it. We found
the lowest doping reduced transmission of 6 %, versus 45 51 % for the highest doping. This suggests the least doped
region absorbs only slightly more IR than pure diamond,
while the highly doped regions absorb much more IR.

Micro-Raman Spectroscopy
To assess healing of boron-implanted regions, we performed micro-Raman spectroscopy. A Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope with a 514 nm laser and a Leica 20x/.40 N
Plan Epi objective was used on a ∼1 - 4 µm area spot.
Pure diamond has a sharp peak in the micro-Raman specta
at 1332 cm−1 , as shown in Fig. 3. After implantation, the
1332 cm−1 peak decreased for all implanted regions. After
1450 °C annealing, the 1332 cm−1 peak for the lowest borondoped region recovered to 83 % of the height of the diamond
reference peak. However, the more highly boron-doped
regions have a much smaller 1332 cm−1 peak, less than 3 %
of the diamond reference peak. This suggests annealing at
1450 °C may somewhat heal the crystal lattice of a region
doped with boron at a 5 × 1015 ions/cm2 fluence, but higher
fluences do not heal. Annealing also changes the microRaman background, consistent with earlier studies [5].

White-Light Topography
We performed a topography measurement on the implanted regions using a Zygo NewView, a 3d white light
interferometer. For measuring the entire surface, stitching
measurement was performed using a 2.75x objective.
As shown in Fig. 4, pre-annealing, the boron-implanted
regions had a surface bulge of 50-160 nm. Post-annealing,
the lowest boron-doped region decreased to a 10 nm bulge
in some regions, while increasing to 100 nm on one edge.
Additionally, annealing increased the surface bulge in the
higher boron-doped regions. This suggests annealing promoted rearrangement of the diamond crystal lattice in the
boron-implanted regions, and the diamond was not able to
fully heal, especially in the highly doped regions.

at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory by reflecting 10 keV X-rays off diamond 400 lattice
planes. The post 1450 °C annealing RCI was performed at
beamline 10-2 of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Light
Source at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory by reflecting 9.831 keV X-rays off diamond 400 lattice planes [6]. Images were collected as the crystal was rotated, and a Gaussian
fit was performed to find rocking curve center and FWHM.
In Fig. 5, annealing decreased overall deviation in the
rocking curve center. It also decreased deviation of the
rocking curve center in the implanted regions. However,
even in the lowest boron-doped region there are still 10 µrad
deviations in the rocking curve center, which are detrimental
to Q-switching. We note that for pre-annealing dataset, the
crystal was rocked left/right, versus up/down in the post
1450 °C dataset, explaining differences in RCI structure.

CONCLUSION
Characterization of the boron-implanted and 1450 °C
annealed diamond showed moderate healing of the
5 × 1015 ions/cm2 fluence region, and little healing at higher
fluencies. While the increase in IR transmittance, recovery
of the 1332 cm−1 micro-Raman peak, and reduction in surface bulge in white-light topography are all signs of healing
in the lowest doped region, the 10 µrad deviations in RCI
still make the diamond challenging for Q-switching use.

Rocking Curve Imaging

In future work, we must increase uniformity of the RCI
within the boron-doped regions while keeping IR absorption high. The structure in the RCI within the boron-doped
regions is likely due to implanting ions in a rastering pattern.
For a more uniform RCI, future studies should use a large ion
beam with a mask, rather than rastering. To avoid reduction
in IR absorption with annealing, one might forgo annealing
and reflect off the opposite surface of the crystal. The back
is less damaged by the boron implantation, as boron ions
passed through the front as they were implanted in the crystal. One could machine a diamond drumhead from the back
surface of the crystal such that the boron-implanted regions
are 5 µm below the reflecting surface.

To assess X-ray reflectivity in the Boron-doped regions,
we performed RCI. The pre-annealing RCI was performed

Future diamond boron-implantions should produce a uniform RCI, enabling Q-switching of a cavity-based XFEL.
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Figure 3: Micro-Raman Spectroscopy. A) Pre-annealing, B-C) post 1450 °C annealing.

Figure 4: White light topography. Left plots show surface height across full area of crystal, center and right plots show line
scans where a quartic background term has been removed. A) Pre-annealing, B) post 1450 °C annealing.

Figure 5: RCI Imaging, including RCI center and FWHM for spots 2 and 1. A) Pre-annealing, B) post 1450 °C annealing.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A06: Free Electron Lasers
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HIGH-POWER ATTOSECOND PULSES VIA CASCADED
AMPLIFICATION∗
P. L. Franz† , Z. Guo, R. Robles, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA
D. K. Bohler, D. Cesar, X. Cheng, T. Driver, J. P. Duris, A. Kamalov, S. Li,
R. Obaid, N. S. Sudar, A. L. Wang, Z. Zhang, J. P. Cryan, A. Marinelli,
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA, USA
Abstract
The timescale for electron motion in molecular systems is
on the order of hundreds of attoseconds, and thus the timeresolved study of electronic dynamics requires a source of
sub-femtosecond x-ray pulses. Here we report the experimental generation of sub-femtosecond duration soft x-ray
free electron laser (XFEL) pulses with hundreds of microjoules of energy using fresh-slice amplification in two cascaded stages at the Linac Coherent Light Source. In the
first stage, an enhanced self-amplified spontaneous emission
(ESASE) pulse is generated using laser-shaping of the electron beam at the photocathode. The electron bunch is then
delayed relative to the pulse by a magnetic chicane, allowing
the radiation to slip onto a fresh slice of the bunch, which
amplifies the ESASE pulse in the second cascade stage. Angular streaking will be used to characterize the experimental
pulse durations.

matched to the chirp of the electron beam at the current spike
to produce the initial enhanced self-amplified spontaneous
emission (ESASE) [3] pulse. The bunch is then delayed
relative to the pulse by a second magnetic chicane, allowing
the radiation to slip pass the initial lasing region to be overlapped with a fresh slice of the bunch and be amplified in
the second cascade stage (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Schematic of the two-stage cascade.

INTRODUCTION

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Valence electronic motion in molecular systems is on the
order of hundreds of attoseconds. Consequently, the timeresolved study of electron dynamics requires a source of
sub-femtosecond pulses.
The X-Ray Laser-Enhanced Attosecond Pulse Generation
(XLEAP) collaboration is an ongoing project for the development of attosecond capabilities at the Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS). The XLEAP project has previously
demonstrated the generation of isolated soft x-ray attosecond pulses with pulse energy millions of times larger than
any other source of isolated attosecond soft x-ray pulses,
with a median pulse energy of 10 µJ and median pulse duration of 280 as [1]. Here we report recent development of a
high power attosecond mode via cascaded amplification of
the x-ray pulse. We experimentally demonstrate generation
of sub-femtosecond duration soft x-ray free electron laser
pulses with hundreds of microjoules of energy.

The XLEAP project has experimentally demonstrated the
generation of soft x-ray pulses with hundreds of microjoules
of energy using cascaded amplification in two FEL stages
at LCLS, the highest energy shots having over 300 µJ of
pulse energy. These higher energy pulses also have sufficient
bandwidth to have sub-femtosecond duration near the fourier
transform limit (Fig. 2). Previous XLEAP configurations
have been within a factor of 2 of the fourier transform limit
[1].
In the electron beam phase space, energy loss from reamplification in the second stage is seen as the lasing spike in
the head of the beam (Fig. 3). The ESASE pulse is initially
lased at the current spike near the center of the beam, and
is then slipped ahead to the fresh, non-chirped head of the
beam. Energy loss from lasing in the head is visible for
the higher energy shots, indicating that amplification of the
ESASE pulse is taking place.

CASCADED AMPLIFICATION

CONCLUSION

A density perturbation is introduced in the electron beam
by laser pulse stacking at the photocathode [2]. The perturbation is amplified to a high current spike by acceleration
and beam compression in downstream wigglers and a magnetic chicane. In the first cascade stage, the undulator taper is

The preliminary results suggest we can deliver a high
power, sub-femtosecond duration soft x-ray mode at LCLS.
This set-up is scalable to the upcoming high repetition rate
at LCLS-II. Future work will use angular streaking [4] of
the experimental soft x-ray pulses to reconstruct the temporal profile of the x-ray pulses and characterize peak power.
Additionally, the broadening of bandwidth with pulse energy is characteristic of superradiant lasing (Fig. 4). It is
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Figure 4: Distribution of bandwidth and pulse energies.The
broadening of bandwidth with pulse energy is characteristic
of superradiant lasing.
Figure 2: Example spectra are shown for shots with different
pulse energies. The highest energy shots have sufficient
bandwidth for generation of sub-femtosecond pulses.
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of interest to further study the lasing process in the second
stage through start-to-end simulations.
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ELECTRON TRANSPORT FOR
THE LCLS-II-HE LOW EMITTANCE INJECTOR*
Y. Nosochkov†, C. Adolphsen, R. Coy, C. Mayes, T. Raubenheimer, M. Woodley,
SLAC, Menlo Park, CA, USA
Abstract
The Low Emittance Injector (LEI) is a recent addition to
the LCLS-II High Energy (LCLS-II-HE) Project under design at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. It will provide a second beam source capable of producing a low
emittance electron beam that increases the XFEL photon
energy reach to 20 keV. The LEI will include an SRF electron gun, a buncher system, a 1.3 GHz cryomodule, and a
beam transport system with a connection to the LCLS-II
beamline and a stand-alone diagnostic line. The LEI
transport beamlines and diagnostic are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The Low Emittance Injector (LEI) [1] is a recent addition to the LCLS-II High Energy (LCLS-II-HE) Project
[2]. It will (1) improve the beam brightness to increase the
XFEL photon energy reach to 20 keV and (2) provide a
second injector for higher LCLS-II availability. The goal is
to achieve the LEI transverse beam emittance of 0.1 mmmrad at 100 MeV energy and 100 pC bunch charge. The
LEI will include a state-of-the-art SRF electron gun, a
buncher system, an 8-cavity 1.3 GHz cryomodule (CM00),
and a beam transport system with a dogleg connection to
the LCLS-II beamline and a stand-alone diagnostic line.
The LEI will be installed in a separate tunnel parallel to the
LCLS-II injector tunnel – see plan view in Fig. 1, where
the LEI is at the top of the figure and the LCLS-II injector
is at the bottom. The LEI beam can be either (1) delivered
to the LCLS-II beamline for further transport to undulators
or (2) sent into a straight-ahead diagnostic line for standalone operation.
This paper primarily describes the LEI beam transport
and diagnostic systems downstream of the CM00 cryomodule. The aforementioned transport include: (1) a
matching section downstream of the cryomodule, (2) an
achromatic dogleg connection from the LEI to the LCLSII beamline, and (3) a diagnostic line that supports measurements of bunch emittance, energy, charge, spatial profile, and beam halo and dark current. As a future upgrade,
a horizontal RF deflecting cavity (TCAV) [3] and RF cavity BPMs are proposed to be added in the reserved spaces
which will enable measurements of bunch length, slice energy spread, and vertical slice emittance. For a cost-effective design, the beamlines are made as compact as possible
based on the existing magnets and devices or existing designs at SLAC. The location of the LEI connection to the
LCLS-II is carefully selected; it does not require any modification to the existing LCLS-II beamline components,
____________________________________________
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and the LCLS-II beam can operate normally when the LEI
is in stand-alone operation.

LEI MAIN BEAMLINE
Figure 1 shows the layout of the LEI and LCLS-II injector tunnels and the beamline components. The initial design is based on 6-m distance between the LEI and LCLSII injector lines, however there is a plan to increase the separation. The latter will not affect the present design except
lengthening the dogleg.
The LEI main beamline transports the beam to the
LCLS-II. It starts at the SRF gun followed by a buncher
system, an 8-cavity 1.3 GHz cryomodule (CM00), an optics matching section, and a dogleg which connects the LEI
to the LCLS-II injector beamline. The LEI and LCLS-II are
merged in the free area of the LCLS-II Laser Heater (LH)
where the LEI optics match is done using six downstream
LH quadrupoles.
When the LEI beam is delivered to the LCLS-II, the
beam from the LCLS-II injector must be turned off. Alternatively, the LEI beam can be directed to the LEI diagnostic line for beam measurements in stand-alone operation.
In this case, the dogleg dipoles are turned off, and the beam
from the LCLS-II injector can operate normally.
The matching section downstream of the CM00 consists
of four quadrupoles. It accommodates vacuum components, a beam halo and dark current collimator, and reserves space for a future horizontal RF deflector. The four
quadrupoles along with an upstream CM00 quadrupole are
sufficient for match to the downstream dogleg optics including scenario where the incoming lattice functions are
altered due to upstream errors or design updates. Steering
correctors and BPMs are included for orbit correction.
The dogleg section creates a 35° horizontal angle to direct the LEI beam towards the LCLS-II beamline. The
bending is performed by two pairs of 17.5º horizontal dipoles located at the beginning and end of the dogleg. The
four dipoles and eight quadrupoles are positioned symmetrically relative to the dogleg center. Optics functions in the
dogleg and the upstream matching section are shown in
Fig. 2 calculated using MAD8 [4].
The dogleg is designed to cancel both linear and second
order dispersion in order to suppress the chromatic emittance growth; the emittance preservation was confirmed in
tracking simulations. The linear dispersion is cancelled using a double-bend achromat (DBA) cell at each end of the
dogleg. The second order dispersion (see Fig. 2) is cancelled by constraining the horizontal phase advance between the DBA centers to 2π. Quadrupoles are powered
symmetrically, yielding symmetric beta functions, which
were minimized. Each dogleg quadrupole has a BPM and
a steering corrector next to it for orbit correction.
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Figure 1: Plan view layout of the LEI and LCLS-II injector tunnels and beamlines.
two ±35º vertical dipoles lower the beam path by 1.4 m,
directing it to 6-kW dump.

Figure 2: Beta functions and first and second order dispersion in the dogleg and the upstream matching section.
The dogleg R56 is 12.3 mm and T566 is 0.5 m. With the
small bunch energy spread (<0.1%) in this region, these
terms have negligible impact on the longitudinal phase
space. The sufficiently large DBA dispersion allows energy
collimation using an energy collimator near the center of
the first DBA cell. The collimator adjustable aperture will
be set for 3% of full-width energy acceptance in the dogleg.
The design also reserves more than 4 m of free space at the
dogleg center to accommodate a 1.5-m long radiation
shield wall and three beam stoppers; they are required to
allow occupancy in one injector tunnel while the other operates with beam.
Optics match from the LEI dogleg to the LCLS-II beamline is done using six LCLS-II Laser Heater quadrupoles
downstream of the merge point. When the dogleg dipoles
are off, the LH quadrupoles are set to their nominal LCLSII strengths for beam operation from the LCLS-II injector.
When the dogleg dipoles are turned on, the LEI beam is
delivered to the LCLS-II, and the strengths of the six LH
quadrupoles are set for a match with the LEI beam.

Figure 3: Elevation view of the diagnostic line and the upstream matching section.
The diagnostic line supports measurements of bunch
emittance, energy, charge, spatial profile, and beam halo
and dark current. The optics starts with four matching
quadrupoles followed by two 90° FODO cells and two
±35º vertical dipoles that form a dogleg. Each quadrupole
has an associated steering corrector and BPM for orbit correction. The optics is matched to the same incoming lattice
functions as in the LEI dogleg; it is shown in Fig. 4. Due
to the use of existing type dipoles with special edge angles,
the latter create an additional focusing as seen in Fig. 4.

LEI DIAGNOSTIC LINE
The LEI can operate in stand-alone mode by turning off
the dogleg dipoles. In this case, the beam after the matching section proceeds straight-ahead into the LEI diagnostic
section instead of being diverted towards the LCLS-II. Elevation view of the matching and diagnostic lines is shown
in Fig. 3, where the first disabled dogleg dipole (BXDLI1)
is depicted by a dashed box. At end of the diagnostic line,
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Figure 4: Lattice functions in the diagnostic line.
The two 90° FODO cells provide proper conditions for
measurement of the projected transverse emittance using
four fast wire scanners located at center of each half-cell
[5]. Beam size at the wires is 30 µm yielding 10% resolution with 12.5 µm diameter Al:Si wires which have been in
use in LCLS [6]. Lattice functions can be also measured
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with the four wires. As a future upgrade, RF BPMs are proposed to be added upstream of each wire scanner to enable
correction of beam position jitter during the measurements.
The first dipole at end of the diagnostic line serves as a
spectrometer which allows high resolution energy spread
measurements at the downstream OTR screen. The dipole
creates large vertical dispersion (0.54 m) at the OTR where
the vertical beta function is minimized, hence the measured
vertical beam size is dominated by the dispersion and,
therefore, correlates with the energy spread. A stripline
BPM between the dipole and the OTR is used to assist with
these measurements. In the future, it is proposed to replace
this BPM with two RF-cavity BPMs placed on each side of
the dipole to enable jitter correction during the measurements. The second diagnostic dipole cancels the vertical
angle before the dump which significantly reduces the
backscattered radiation from the dump into the LEI tunnel.
Beam charge in the spectrometer is measured using a
Faraday Cup (FC), which is combined with the OTR in one
custom-made device, and a Bergoz Integrating Current
Transformer (ICT) included after the second diagnostic dipole (see Fig. 3).
A 2856 MHz horizontal RF deflecting cavity (TCAV) is
proposed to be added to the LEI in the future that is similar
to the one in the LCLS [3]. It will be located in the matching section as shown in Fig. 4. A horizontal kick from the
TCAV will allow evaluation of the bunch length by measuring the horizontal beam size on the spectrometer OTR
and the slice energy spread by measuring the vertical beam
size. For these measurements, the quadrupole focusing will
be adjusted to provide the optimal horizontal phase advance of π/2 (mod π) between the TCAV and the OTR. The
latter will increase the phase advance in the two FODO
cells with wires to 114.9º, which is less optimal for the
emittance measurements on the wires. Hence, for an additional emittance measurement capability, a second OTR
screen is included just after the second wire scanner (see
Fig. 3). This will allow a separate measurement of the projected emittance using the technique of a quadrupole scan
at this OTR [5, 7]. With the TCAV upgrade, the scan can
be also used in combination with the TCAV kick for measurement of vertical slice emittance. For this measurement,
the OTR location is optimized to provide closest to π/2
(mod π) horizontal phase advance from the future TCAV.

MAGNETS AND DEVICES
For a cost-effective project, the LEI magnets, correctors
and diagnostic devices are based on existing designs at
SLAC. The magnet types are selected based on the required
field strength and Beam Stay Clear (BSC) aperture. The
BSC is consistent with the LCLS-II BSC definition using
conservative assumptions of 1 µm normalized emittance,
±2 mm orbit errors, ±1% energy jitter, and a core energy
spread of ±0.5% for the LEI beam delivered to the LCLSII and ±1.9% when using the diagnostic line.
Starting from the cryomodule, there are 21 LEI quadrupoles and 6 dipoles. The number of magnet power supplies
is minimized taking advantage of the optics symmetry in
the dogleg, two periodic FODO cells in the diagnostic line,
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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and identical strength dipoles in each of the dogleg and the
diagnostic lines.
The LEI orbit correction system employs various types
of steering correctors and BPMs. Five X/Y corrector pairs
are distributed in the Low Energy Beamline (LEB) after
the gun (see Fig. 1). One cold X/Y corrector package is included in each cryomodule (buncher and 8-cavity). Correctors and most BPMs in the matching, dogleg and diagnostic
sections are placed next to quadrupoles to maximize their
efficiency. The matching section X/Y correctors are arranged as a pair but powered independently. The dogleg
and diagnostic line use separate X or Y correctors.
The LEI BPM system includes two stripline BPMs in the
LEB, one cold button BPM per each cryomodule (buncher
and 8-cavity), and 21 stripline BPMs in the downstream
lines. The BPMs are part of the orbit correction system and
can also measure bunch charge. Stripline BPM between the
diagnostic spectrometer dipole and the downstream OTR
is used to assist with energy spread measurements. This
type BPM normally has two strips on the top and two strips
on the bottom, thus providing large horizontal aperture.
But due to the large vertical dispersion in the spectrometer
this BPM is rotated by 90º to yield the required large vertical aperture. As a future upgrade, this BPM is proposed to
be replaced with an RF cavity BPM. The upgrade plan also
calls for an additional RF BPM upstream of the spectrometer dipole, an RF BPM at exit of the cryomodule, and four
RF BPMs next to the four wire scanners. They will enable
pulse-by-pulse jitter correction, and provide more accurate
position, energy and bunch charge measurements.
The four diagnostic fast wire scanners can handle a beam
rate of up to 0.6 MHz. They are placed periodically in two
90º FODO cells for measurement of projected emittance.
The LEI profile monitor system includes (1) two YAG
profile monitors which are part of multi-function device
containing also four collimators and a Faraday Cup in the
LEB, (2) a diagnostic spectrometer OTR screen which is
combined with a Faraday Cup in a custom-made device
and used for energy spread measurements, and (3) an OTR
near the second wire scanner for an alternate projected
emittance measurement using quadrupole scans. The future
TCAV upgrade will enable measurements of the bunch
length and slice energy spread at the spectrometer OTR,
and the vertical slice emittance at the other OTR.
The bunch charge monitors include one Bergoz ICT and
a Faraday Cup in the LEB, the FC downstream of the spectrometer dipole, and the ICT before the diagnostic dump.
The LEI collimation system includes four interchangeable collimators with different fixed aperture in a multifunction device in the LEB which will collimate the beam
halo and dark current from the gun. A fixed aperture beam
halo and dark current collimator is included just after the
CM00 cryomodule. Finally, an energy collimator is included in the first DBA cell of the dogleg where the beam
size is dominated by horizontal dispersion.
A radiation protection shield wall and three beam stoppers will be installed near the center of the LEI dogleg (see
Fig. 3). They are required to allow access to one injector
tunnel while the other injector operates with beam.
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Abstract

operate the oscillator. As a first step toward the realization
of
XLO we will have a two-pulse pump regenerative
We report the progress in the design and construction of
amplifier.
a population inversion x-ray laser oscillator (XLO) using
LCLS as an x-ray laser pump, being developed by a SLAC,
FAST MOVING SOLID TARGET
CFEL, University of Hamburg (Germany), University of
Wisconsin, Josef Stefan Institute (Slovenia) and UCLA colIn our initial work on XLO we considered using a
laboration. In this proceeding, we will present the latest
high-speed
jet of a copper nitrate solution as the pump
XLO design and numerical simulations substantiated by our
pulse
target
[5]. Preliminary experiments with the liquid
first experimental results. In our next experimental step
jet
have
shown
that at extreme x-ray power densities the
XLO will be tested on the Coherent X-ray Imaging (CXI)
liquid
ma-terial
undergoes through a process of violent
end-station at LCLS as a two pass Regenerative Amplifier
expansion
on
tens
of nanoseconds time scale [6, 7]. This
op-erating at the Copper 𝐾𝛼1 photon energy of 8048 eV.
fact
prevents
the
use
of simple liquid jet systems in the
When built, XLO will generate fully coherent transform
XLO-like
experiments.
While an ultra-fast liquid jet is
limited pulses with about 50 meV FWHM bandwidth. We
technologically
possible,
it requires a substantial
expect the XLO will pave the way for new user
development
and
installation
effort, and is outside of the
experiments, e.g. in inelastic x-ray scattering, parametric
scope
of
our
project.
down conversion, quantum science, x-ray interferometry,
We therefore considered using a fast spinning solid
and external hard x-ray XFEL seeding.
target. There are several advantages of solid w.r.t liquid
target. First, a larger, about 10 times, density of copper
INTRODUCTION
atoms allows to reduce pump pulse requirements from
A population inversion X-ray laser oscillator, several mJ, as in the original proposal, to tens of µJ. The
XLO, pumped by an X-ray FEL like LCLS at SLAC, will reduced pulse intensity is much easier to be achieved at the
provide high intensity, transform limited pulses, XFEL, and it drastically reduces the heat load on the cavity
opening-up new experimental possibilities in the in-coupling crystal; see Ref. [1, 5]. The target thickness
exploration of atomic and molecular systems at the has been optimized in the state-of-the-art simulation
angstrom/femtosecond
space
and
time
scale, XLO-sim toolbox that will be described in detail
interferometry, X-ray quantum science and more. We elsewhere [8]. The optimum target width was found to be
discuss in this paper several experimental and simulation 25 µm; see Fig. 1. We refer the reader to Refs. [9, 10] for
steps that the XLO collaboration is taking to realize the oscil- a detailed description of the target assembly and XFEL
lator. Our present efforts are mainly addressed to a precise induced damage.
determination of the extent of the damage done by the X-ray
Cu foil
pump pulse to the gain medium, the development of a solid
108
7
copper, high speed, gain medium target that would provide
10
fresh copper material to the pumping pulses, repetition of
106
the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) [1–4] gain mea105
surement with and without external seeding, optical cavity
1045
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
z ( m)
alignment using Si crystals, advanced 3D numerical simulations. In addition, we are working to generate from LCLS Figure 1: Simulated number of photons after the first pass
the train of pump pulses separated by about 30 ns needed to in the XLO.
Nphot

Nphot(z)
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Figure 3: Top view of the first XLO experiment in the
CXI hutch at LCLS.

At the exit of the gain medium, the x-ray radiation may
possess certain degree of coherence, as it can be seen in
Fig. 2. However, it should be noted, that due to the
sponta-neous nature of the initial XLO pulse, similar to
SASE of the electron beam, intensity fluctuations may
occur. Therefore, the purpose of Bragg crystal cavity is not
only to return the radiation but to also drastically improve
the coherence.
We performed the initial cavity design investigation
as-suming flat perfect Silicon crystals and ideal Be
compound refractive lenses (CRL). The cavity layout is
presented in Fig. 3. In brief, four flat perfect Si (4,4,4)
crystals (C1-C4) make up a cavity, recirculating the x-ray
beam in a clock-wise direction. Crystals C2 and C3 have
adjustable positions to enable cavity length tunability, from
8500 mm to 10 500 mm. The cavity radiation is refocused
with a CRL onto the target foil. XLO cavity crystals have
been procured from Sarton Works (Japan) in a form of 1
inch cubes (C1-C3) and 50 µm membranes (C4). We
characterized the crystal reflectivity using in-house
rocking curve imaging (RCI) setup at SSRL beamline 10-2;
see Ref. [11], and compared it with the ana-lytical formula
for crystal reflectivity. We found the crystals to be very
close to perfect, as it is expected from highest grade
Silicon; see Fig. 4. The dispersive nature of the Bragg
reflection results in spectral-angular acceptance, that can be
described in a form of DuMond diagram; see Fig. 5. X-ray
propagation through the thin Silicon membrane (C4) is investigated using the adapted multi-slice method, recently
presented in Ref. [12].
In addition, a significant collimation is expected through
the CRL element.
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Figure 4: Rocking curve maps of the XLO crystal 1
(thick Si block, left) and crystal 4 (thin membrane, right).

PLANNED EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The initial demonstration of XLO will be done with Si
(444) crystals, in back-scattering bow-tie geometry. The
LCLS-II HXR undulator will be tuned to provide 9 keV
pump pulses, with the first 3-4 undulators will be used for
seeding with 8 keV. We note that due to the Lorentzian
nature of the atomic lines, it is possible to seed the stimulated emission process in Copper at 𝐾𝛼1 line, even 10 eV
away from it in energy. The latter fact allows for the most
of the “seeding” SASE pulse to enhance the probability of
emission, while not being recirculated in the cavity [13].
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Figure 2: Simulated x-ray radiation profile at the exit of the
copper target: Wigner’s time-frequency distribution (top)
and angular and spectral-angular distributions (bottom) after
the first pump pulse.
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Figure 5: DuMond diagram of the ideal bow-tie x-ray Si
(4,4,4) cavity as shown in Fig. 3.
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In the upcoming round of XLO experiments we will first
focus on the demonstration of target replenishment and cavity performance. We will measure the target damage as a
function of pump intensity, and determine the minimum
rotation speed needed for target replenishment. After that,
we will proceed with establishing the cavity reflections. The
XLO beam will be sent onto C1, and the crystal will be
rocked around the theta axis to find Bragg reflection. The
reflection intensity will be optimized with a highly sensitive
PIPS diode at the C2 location, and the exercise will be repeated for C2 and C3. Finally, after the alignment of crystal
C4 will be done by placing the diode behind it and rocking it
to minimize the signal on the diode. In order to continue the
cavity alignment, namely making sure the reflections stay in
plane, we will introduce an intra-cavity diagnostics element,
thin Si membrane, followed by the fast photodiode. Using
this diagnostics we can ensure multiple cavity roundtrips.
After the cavity studies, we will proceed with generating two consequtive XLO pulses ∼ 30 ns apart. We will
use the LCLS multi-bunch capabilities [14]. The two- and
multi-bunch performance of the LCLS copper linac has been
recently improved by introducing two stripline-style kickers
in early in the machine [15].

SUMMARY
XLO, when built, will become an additional highly coherent hard x-ray source at LCLS, enabling many potential
new experiments. A vibrant program is underway at LCLS
to perform first cavity experiments in the near future.
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Abstract
Since end of the year 2020 the energy recovery linac
(ERL) project bERLinPro of Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin
(HZB) has been officially completed. But what is the status
of this facility, the next scientific goals in the framework of
accelerator physics at HZB, what are the perspectives? To
reflect the continuation of this endeavor and the broadening
of applications of this machine from high current SRF based
energy recovery concept up to an ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) facility producing shortest electron pulses, the
facility is now named Sealab, Superconducting RF Electron
Accelerator Laboratory. In this contribution, an overview of
lessons learned so far, the status of the machine, the coming
set up and commissioning steps with an outlook to midterm
and future applications will be given. In summary, Sealab
will expand, including the ERL application, and become a
general accelerator physics and technology test machine to
employ UED as a first study case and will also be an ideal
testbed to investigate new control schemes based on digital
twins or machine learning methods.

STATUS OF THE BERLINPRO PROJECT
In end of 2020 the ERL facility bERLinPro [1] accomplished the project phase by finalizing the building, setup of
all technical infrastructure and installation of all major components of the warm machine. In summer 2021 also the final
part of the beamline vacuum system with the recirculator
was closed and assembled under ISO5 cleanroom conditons
(see Fig. 1), as all of the machine to allow to preserve the
high level particulate free environment for proper operation of the SRF cavity systems of photo-injector, booster
module of the injector line and any future linac installation in the main recirculator. Currently, the facility is in
its final assembly and commissioning phase for diagnostics,
cryo-plant, SRF modules and photo-cathode laser system.
Growing of high quantum-efficiency photo-cathodes and research in improved recipes is being continued and presented
here [2]. After being operated in a dedicated laboratory [3,
4], the SRF photo-injector underwent a refurbishment pro∗
†
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Table 1: bERLinPro/SEALab Parameters
Parameter
Beam energy (MeV)
𝐼avg (mA)
Laser freq. (MHz)
RF freq. (MHz)
𝜖norm (mm mrad)
𝜎t (ps)
Bunch charge (pC)

ERL

Injector/UED

50
100
1300
1300
1 (0.6)
2 (0.1)
77

6.5-10/2
6-10/0.0025
50, 1300
1300
0.6/0.03
0.02-2
0.05-400

gram [5, 6] to recover the cavities and improve the installations and assembly routines. The focus is currently on
finalizing the cryo-module and produce first beam from the
photo-injector only, followed-up by the booster installation,
for which the high power coupler processing is close to be accomplished [7]. Figure 2 displays an overview of the whole
accelerator, whereas Table 1 summarizes the main parameters of the high current ERL and variable current injector
setup implementing the two cathode laser systems at 50 and
1300 MHz [8].

Figure 1: A view on the vacuum system of the bERLinPro
accelerator.
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Figure 2: An overview of the bERLinPro/SEALab accelerator.

FROM bERLinPro TO SEALab
The bERLinPro project phase aimed at the setup and
commissioning of a compact test accelerator for the energyrecovery linac mode. The goal was to demonstrate that
the choice of systems enables generation, acceleration and
recovery of a high brightness beam at high average current.
These goals demand that the accelerator systems can be run
with a very large range of beam parameters. For example
during commissioning, first turns and setup of the electron
optics is usually done at beam currents of several in the pA
to nA range, with low charge bunches with 1 to 10 pC sent
out at repetition rates from 1 Hz to 1 kHz. Already in this
range all accelerator systems like the photoinjector [3] with
drive laser and all necessary diagnostics tools must be able to
run with these currents spanning three orders of magnitude.
After establishment of first turns and the electron optics for
transverse and longitudinal matching, the beam current will
be increased up to the 10 to 100 mA regime, increasing by six
orders of magnitude. This is done by increasing the bunch
charge up 77 pC (design bunch charge) and by increasing
the repetition rate from kHz to 1.3 GHz (design repetition
rate) for the ERL mode. In this regime beam loss control
and stability of the SRF controls is of paramount importance.
Again the photoinjector and the diagnostics need to work in
the regime. All in all, we have here an accelerator which is
capable to run with a very broad range of beam parameters.
This makes the accelerator very attractive not only for ERL
related applications, but also for other relevant topics. One
can imagine that the bERLinPro photoinjector serves as
injector for an FEL class linear accelerator running in CW
mode or stand-alone for electron scattering experiments.
To map out the parameter space for these applications and
to formulate a scientific program for the accelerator postbERLinPro phase we organized a workshop to brainstorm,
discuss and prioritize ideas [9]. The main themes discussed
during this workshop were performance studies with the
photoinjector, utilization as an accelerator test facility, CW
SRF cavity/module tests and pilot experiments running the
accelerator for multi-color radiation generation (IR/THz,
Compton X-rays, ultrafast electron pulses).

Performance Studies of the Photoinjector
For performance studies with photoinjector the goal was
to define some quick wins with the existing setup or with
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A18: Energy Recovery Linacs (ERLs)

relatively minor modifications what can be impactful within
five years. Previous attempts for ERLs approaching high
beam power were often limited by the performance of the
injector, mainly aspects related to beam halo generation,
transport and associated losses, beam quality preservation
in the merger section. Investigations into microbunching,
related to mitigation and enhancement strategies, could also
be undertaken with the photoinjector. With the transversedeflecting RF structure [10] plus spectrometer magnet 6D
phase space measurements could be possible in the straight
line after the injector as well as in the post-merger linac axis
line. With this setup the magnitude and evolution of microbunching can be studied as function of cathode material,
drive laser pulse shape and longitudinal beam dynamics.

SRF Tests for Cavities and Modules
Multiple opportunities exist at bERLinPro/SEALab to test
the performance of individual SRF cavities and complete
SRF cavity modules. The first being on the main linac [11]
axis following the merger, the second on the straight line in
the return arc. Full module tests probing for beam break-up
instability in case the SRF cavity operating frequency can be
adjusted by the return arc for 180 deg of RF phase advance
are possible. Parallel tests of a short cryomodule with single
cell prototypes, even with more exotic concepts (like dualaxis cavities [12]), could be arranged in the straight line of
the recirculation arc. Here also investigations into higher
order modes (HOMs) at high beam current with variable
bunch patterns are possible. As a test case a joint study has
been undertaken to discover potential pitfalls and remedies
for the integration of the MESA main linac module [13]

Multi-color Radiation Source
The setup of the accelerator allows the generation of electron pulses with a broad range of parameters, which could be
transported to various locations in the electron beamline (see
Fig. 3 for a footprint of bERLinPro/SEALab with options
for radiation sources).
For example in the straight injection line beam energies
from 1 to 6.5 MeV can be made available. In the recirculation
loop, after acceleration with a main linac module, beam
energies at a few 10 MeV could be reached. At repetition
rates below 50 MHz, switching between pulse properties
could even be done online, resulting in a continuous pulse
train where high and low intensity pulses are interleaved.
This opens up the possibility to run the facility in multicolor mode with tightly synchronized pulses at low and
high energy. Let’s consider an application which needs
tightly locked pulses of different nature, like a pump/probe
experiment. In this setup the material under investigation
could be pumped with strong IR or THz pulses generated by
high intensity electron pulses sent through an undulator or
bending magnet in the recirculation line. Two kinds of THz
sources could be imagined: A broadband, single or few cycle
source (THz UHB) and a narrowband source with high peak
power (THz HPP) [14]. The broadband and the narrowband
IR/THZ sources could be operated simultaneously. For this,
TUPOPT048
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Figure 3: Footprint of the bERLinPro/SEALAb accelerator with overlays for multi-color radiation source opportunities.
the linac needs to accelerate e.g. 10 MHz bunch train for the
undulator source with 1 MHz bunch train for the broadband
dipole source. At the end of the first 180 deg arc, the beam
can be split into two by means of the normal-conducting or
SRF separator. This would allow independent longitudinal
match (for bunch compression) for the two beams.
The material can be probed by ultra-short electron pulses
from the straight injector line [15]. With this combination
of IR/THz pump and electron probe pulse methods based
on ultra-fast electron scattering like UED or UEM could be
implemented at SEALab. The repetition rate needs to be
flexible as condensed matter pump/probe experiments can be
performed with kHz repetition rate while gas and liquid jet
experiments can utilize MHz range. Energy-recovery can be
included for the high intensity pulses enabling a sustainable
operation mode for the facility.
The science case for a multi-color scheme with ultra-fast
electron prove pulses has many applications in fields like
materials science to understand coupling phenomena and
energy flow in 2D materials and to perform in-operando
studies of hetero-structures like solar cells. In chemistry to
observe molecular dynamics in gas phase samples and for
macro-molecular imaging in the liquid phase. Liquid phase
experiments are also fundamental to biology applications,
to study the DNA and RNA for early cancer marker and
proteins.

ERL Aspects
Energy-recovery linac specific questions could be addressed already with the SRF photoinjector including investigations into halo formation, emittance preservation during
initial acceleration and microbunching causes and mitigation
strategies and also proving the high current related problems
like beam driven wakefield interactions with the surrounding vacuum system and the required level of diagnostics
and machine protection [16, 17]. These investigations are
mandatory for the commissioning of any high average current, high brightness electron injector as e.g. for the PERLE
project [18]. A detailed description of the European strategy for future accelerators and colliders also shines light on
TUPOPT048
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the potential application of ERLs as an efficient, even more
sustainable large scale science driver, to which SEALab
can potentially contribute with injector and linacs studies
in both, the high brightness and high beam power regime.
More information can be found here [19].

CONCLUSION
SEALab will offer a wide range of possible experiments
for accelerator research and development and its potential
applications covering a large range of beam parameter space
to serve from short pulse-low charge UED measurements
up to full high brightness, high current ERL studies and due
to its flexibility nearly all combinations of parameters in
between, e.g. as a FEL injector or a THz source. Currently,
the refurbishing of the SRF photoinjector is ongoing, that
first RF test and beam will be expected early 2023, followedup by the booster module installation allowing also for the
full UED pilot studies described in [15].
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INVESTIGATION OF POLARIZATION DEPENDENT THOMSON
SCATTERING IN AN ENERGY-RECOVERING LINEAR ACCELERATOR
ON THE EXAMPLE OF MESA∗
C. L. Lorey, Institut für Kernphysik, JGU, Mainz, Germany
A. Meseck1 , Institut für Kernphysik, JGU, Mainz, Germany
1 also at Helmholtz Zentrum, Berlin, Germany
Abstract
At the Johannes Gutenberg University (JGU) in Mainz, a
new accelerator is currently under construction in order to
deliver electron beams of up to 155 MeV to two experiments.
The Mainz Energy-recovering Superconducting Accelerator
(MESA) will offer two modes of operation, one of which is
an energy-recovering (ER) mode. As an ERL, MESA, with
it’s high brightness electron beam, is a promising accelerator for supplying a Thomson back scattering based Gamma
source. Furthermore, at MESA, the polarization of the electron beam can be set by the injector. The aim of this work
is to provide a concept and comprehensive analysis of the
merit and practical feasibility of a Thomson backscattering
source at MESA under consideration of beam polarization
and transversal effects. In this paper, an overview and results of our semi analytical approach to calculate various
Thomson back scattering light source scenarios at MESA
will be given. Furthermore we will discuss the benefits of
using polarized electrons in combination with a polarized
laser beam.

INTRODUCTION
The Mainz Energy-recovering Superconducting Accelerator (MESA) at the Institute for Nuclear Physics (KPH)
of the JGU Mainz is being built for two modes of operation for two respective experiments. In the external beam
(EB) mode, in which an electron beam of 150 µA current
will be accelerated to an energy of 155 MeV, the accelerated
particle bunches will be dumped after interaction with the
target. In the energy-recovery (ER) mode, a beam current
of 1-10 mA will be accelerated to an energy of 105 MeV.
After the experiment, the spent electron bunches re-enter the
accelerating cavities with a phase shift of 180° with respect
to the RF field. Now synchronized to the cavity RF in deceleration phase, the electrons transfer the energy back to the
RF field, allowing for an elegant way to recover the energy
stored within the electron bunches before dumping the beam.
The acceleration takes place in two superconducting MESA
Enhanced Elbe Cryomodule (MEEC) cavities, a modified
version of ELBE style cryomodules. Each pass through a
cryomodule increases the electron energy by 25 MeV. [1]
In the MESA injection system [2], the electron beam spin
polarization can be set via 2 solenoids and 2 Wien filters
in both ER and EB mode, albeit at a lower beam current
of 150 µA instead of 10 mA (numbers are potentially sub∗
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ject to change in development). [3] It is known that the spin
polarization of both photon and electron beam affects the
scattering cross section and energy spectrum both [4]. Ways
to potentially make use of the polarization dependent properties are to be explored.
Implementation via dedicated Thomson scattering arc into
the MESA layout was discussed in last year’s IPAC paper [5]
and will omitted from this year’s. Due to the low impact on
the electron beam, another option is to implement a Thomson
scattering experiment parasitically into an existing MESA
beam line. In this scenario, the Thomson scattering experiment can only be conducted during another MESA mode
activity, but the necessary changes to the overall MESA layout would be reduced.
This report is structured as follows:
Sections 1, polarized Thomson scattering with recoil, summarizes the mathematical foundation of our calculations and
introduces the aspect of polarization. In section 2, the results
of our calculations for an example scenario are discussed.
Lastly, section 3 gives a brief outlook on future tasks.

POLARIZED THOMSON SCATTERING
WITH RECOIL
The term Thomson scattering, or Thomson back scattering, is used to describe the process in which photons scatter
quasi-elastically on free electrons. It is the low incidence
photon energy limit of Compton scattering. While in literature we find definitions in which the recoil experienced by
the electron is zero, others are writing about a process in
which the recoil is merely low. In this release, we are following the latter. As we are expecting relativistic electrons, our
calculations are taking place in Lorentz boosted reference
frames using four-vector algebra. The Lorentz factor � ∗ of
the boosted system is defined by the relation between the
overall energy contained in the laboratory frame � ��� to that
contained in the center of mass frame � �� :
��� = � ∗ =

�
� ���
� � + ℎ�
≃√
=
√
� ��
� � �2 1 + Δ
1+Δ

(1)

While � ��� is the sum of the initial electron � � and photon
energy ℎ�, � �� can be expressed for unpolarized beams via
2ℏ� 2
relativistic recoil factor Δ ≡ 2ℎ��
�0 + � 2 (� � � � + � � � � +
0

� � � � ) where � � & �� (� = (�, �, �)) are the photon respectively electron momenta in 3D and � 0 is the electron rest
energy.
Transforming the reference frame and with it each four-
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Figure 1: a) Normalized unpolarized interaction cross section dependent on observation angle � for different magnitudes of
recoil Δ. With increasing observation or scattering angle �, the electron recoil factor Δ, a parameter of initial photon and
electron energy, has a growing impact on the Thomson cross section. b) Longitudinal phase space Δ�/�� of electron beam
post collision under a small scattering angle � → 0. This scenario assumes a collision between 2000 linearly polarized
1030 nm laser photons and 2000 electrons accelerated by 155 MeV as part of a 4.81 · 106 electrons bunch. The group of
scattered electrons with reduced energy is visibly found wholly outside of the unscattered phase space. The energy transfer
′
′
from electrons to photons results in a scattered gamma radiation of � �ℎ ≈ 310.66 keV or � ≈ 0.004 nm.
vector into the center of mass (��) or rest frame allows
for the calculation of the electron to photon energy transfer
using elastic collision energy conservation. The electron
four-vector in the center of mass frame depends on recoil
factor Δ and scattering angles � �∗ , �∗ :
ª
©� �∗ ª © � � �2 √2+Δ
2 1+Δ ®
 ® 
®
 ® 
Δ sin � ∗ cos � ∗ ®
 ∗® 
 � � ® � � � 2√�1+Δ ®
®
 ®=
®
 ® 
 � ∗ ®  � � Δ sin√��∗ sin �∗ ®
®
 �®  �
2 1+Δ
®
 ® 
®
 ® 
∗
Δ cos ��
∗
��
�� � √
2
1+Δ
¬
« ¬ «

(2)

The final result of the calculations needs to be transformed
back into the laboratory frame to make meaningful statements about a Thomson backscattering experiment. Accordingly, for the scattered photons in the laboratory frame, we
arrive at eq.3.
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(3)
Eq.3 has been re-derived and corrected of printing errors
encountered in published literature ( [6], [7]). Aside from
scattered radiation energy, flux is also of high interest for
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the evaluation of a potential gamma source:
�=

�� � � �
��
4���2

(4)

This is a function of the number of electrons and photons
�� , � � per 2D interaction area 4��� multiplied by repetition rate � and Thomson cross-section �� . The latter is a key
factor of high variation depending on circumstances. The
classical Thomson cross section is given by
��,����. =

8�� �2
3

(5)

with � � being the electron radius. For a more detailed spatial
distribution of cross section values, we use the Klein-Nishina
cross section for the scattering of photons and electrons,
which depends on the scattering angle and initial particle
energies eq. 6. The angular differential form expressed with
Δ is:

2 

��
2
1 + cos2 � ′
2
= ��
�� ′ �� ′
2 + Δ(1 − cos � ′)
2


2
2
′
Δ (1 − cos � )

1+
sin � ′
2 1 + cos2 � ′ (2 + Δ (1 − cos � ′))
(6)
Results of this approach for unpolarized particle beams can
be found Fig. 1a and 1b.
It is known that electron and photon beams are influenced
in their interaction by their spin polarization qualities [4].
For example, the helicity dependent cross section [8] can be
expressed as
��
�� = ��,����.
+ 2� � �� �1

(7)
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where � � �� is the mean helicity of the photon and electron
beam and �1 the helicity influenced part of the overall cross
section



2
5
1
1
2�0
�1 =
1+
ln(� + 1) − +
−
�
�
2 � + 1 2(� + 1) 2
(8)
We can see a strong divergence of the energy dependent

AccelencE to describe a realistic photon distribution. This
will allow us to further improve the accuracy of our calculations and investigate the feasibility of alternative incident laser solutions such as Magic Mirror or Optical Cavity
schemes. [10] As this PhD work will conclude with the presentation of several scattering scenarios for MESA and a
connected feasibility study, knowing the limitations and possible improvements on the laser side is valuable. For this, we
also aim to include the impact of polarization on the recoil
strength in our code.
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RECONSTRUCTION AND BEAM-TRANSPORT STUDY OF
THE cERL DUMP LINE FOR HIGH-POWER IR-FEL OPERATION
N. Nakamura†, Y. Tanimoto, N. Higashi, K. Harada, M. Shimada, T. Uchiyama, T. Nogami,
A. Ueda, S. Nagahashi, T. Obina, R. Takai, H. Sagehashi, K. Nigorikawa, O. Tanaka,
R. Kato, H. Sakai, High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, Tsukuba, Japan
Abstract
Infrared (IR) SASE-FEL emission was successfully
generated for macro pulses of about 1 μs with the
maximum repetition rate of 5 Hz at the cERL. In the future,
high-power FEL operation will be planned to increase
electron bunches drastically with energy recovery.
Therefore, the dump line was redesigned and reconstructed
to increase the momentum acceptance and to improve the
magnet system for avoiding serious beam loss in the high
power FEL operation. Furthermore, the first beamtransport study was performed by transporting the beam
directly from the injector to the beam dump through the
reconstructed dump line. In this paper, we present the
reconstructed dump line and the beam-transport study. The
new dump line can be a model for dump lines of highpower ERL-FELs.

as shown in Fig. 1. In the FEL operation, we have so far
used Burst mode, where the electron beam is dumped
without energy recovery at the movable dump before the
dump line. In the high-power FEL operation, the highcurrent beam is decelerated in the main linac for energy
recovery and transported to the beam dump through the
dump line.

INTRODUCTION
A significant FEL pulse energy was generated at the
cERL IR-FEL [1] in Burst mode where a macro pulse of
about 1 μs is repeated at the maximum frequency of 5 Hz.
In the next step, high-power FEL operation in CW mode
should be carried out with energy recovery by increasing
electron bunches drastically. However, momentum spread
of the electron beam increases due to the FEL emission and
the space charge effects and may cause serious beam loss
by exceeding the momentum acceptance of the cERL
downstream of the FEL. Therefore, we reconstructed the
dump line in Autumn 2020 to greatly increase the
momentum acceptance and to improve the magnet system
for more flexible beam control. Then we carried out the
beam-transport study of the new dump line in March 2021
by injecting the beam directly from the injector without
passing the recirculation loop.

MOMENTUM ACCEPTANCE
Beam loss must be efficiently suppressed in the highpower FEL operation at the cERL [2] in terms of radiation
safety and machine protection, because the beam current is
much increased in CW mode as compared that in Burst
mode. The electron beam can have large momentum spread
due to the FEL emission and the longitudinal space charge
effects and cause significant beam loss at the dispersion
sections by exceeding the apertures of the beam ducts. To
avoid it, the momentum acceptance downstream of the FEL
must be sufficiently large compared to the momentum
spread of the electron beam. The main dispersion sections
downstream of the FEL are the 2nd arc and the dump line
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Layout of the cERL including the two dispersive
sections, the 2nd arc and dump line, downstream of the IRFEL with the dispersion functions.
The momentum acceptance is defined with the
maximum dispersion function ηx, max and the beam-duct
aperture Ax in the dispersion section by the following
equation.
𝐴
𝛥𝑝
(1)
𝑝
𝜂 ,
In Eq. (1), the effect of the betatron beam size is neglected
for simplicity.
In the cERL, two beams with different momenta pass for
energy recovery between the exit of the injector and the
entrance of the dump line. In the injection and dump
chicanes, the lower-momentum beam is deflected by 16
degrees for injection and dump and the higher-momentum
beam makes closed bump orbits. The ratio of the lower and
higher momenta must be less than 1/5 in order that the
higher-momentum beam does not hit the beam ducts in the
injection and dump chicanes. Therefore, the beam energy
at the dump line must be 3.5 MeV or lower when the beam
energy in the recirculation loop including the FEL and the
2nd arc is set to 17.5 MeV. Table 1 shows the parameters of
the two dispersion sections downstream of the IR-FEL, the
2nd arc and the dump line before and after the
reconstruction. The values within parentheses in the table
are the momentum acceptances of the dump line
normalized by the momentum at the 2nd arc for comparing
the momentum acceptances of the different momenta. The
normalized
momentum
acceptance
before
the
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reconstruction is significantly smaller than that of the 2nd
arc. This means that beam loss at the dump line can be the
largest in the cERL. Therefore, we decided to redesign and
reconstruct the dump line for the purpose of improving the
normalized momentum acceptance up to that of the 2nd arc
at least. The parameter values for the dump line after the
reconstruction are also shown in Table 1 and described in
detail in the next section.
Table 1: Parameters of the 2nd Arc and the Dump Line
Before and After Reconstruction
2nd arc
Beam energy
Aperture
Maximum dispersion
Momentum acceptance

17.5 MeV
35 mm
1.4 m
2.50 %

Dump line before reconstruction
Beam energy
Aperture
Maximum dispersion
Momentum acceptance

3.53 MeV
42.45 mm
0.523 m
8.12 % (1.62# %)

Dump line after reconstruction
Beam energy
3.53 MeV
Aperture
48.70 mm
Maximum dispersion
0.341 m
Momentum acceptance
14.28 % (2.86# %)
#

moved as upstream as possible (40 cm upstream) and as a
result the maximum dispersion function was reduced from
0.523 to 0.341 m as shown in Table 1. The normalized
momentum acceptance of the dump line was increased
from 1.62 to 2.86 %, which is larger than that of the 2nd arc.
The number of the quadrupole magnets in the dump line
was increased from four to five to control the beam more
flexibly. QM1, QM3 and QM5 have sub-coils for tuning
the horizontal and vertical beam orbits. The rastering
magnet [3], which scans the beam position horizontally and
vertically for reducing the thermal load on the beam dump,
was also moved from just after QM3 to just after QM5 so
that the beam position and size at the beam dump should
not depend on field strength of the quadrupole magnet. The
layout of the rastering magnet and the beam dump is shown
in Fig. 3. The distance between them is 697 mm. The
rastering image at the beam dump is estimated by using the
beam position movement at the screen monitor CAM32,
which is placed at 216 mm from the rastering magnet. The
screen monitors CAM31 and CAM32 with the half
aperture of 50 mm were reused in the new layout. The
beam position monitor BPM48 with the aperture of 42.5
mm was reused and BPM49 was renewed to increase the
half aperture to 50 mm. The current transformer (CT) was
removed.

Normalized by the beam momentum at the 2nd arc

RECONSTRUCTION OF DUMP LINE
The layout of the dump line before and after the
reconstruction is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3: Layout of the rastering magnet and the beam
dump.

BEAM-TRANSPORT STUDY
The first beam-transport study of the reconstructed dump
line was carried out on March 18 in 2021. The beam line
used for the study and the direction of the beam transport
are shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 2: Layout of the cERL dump line before (upper) and
after (lower) reconstruction. The beam line with the dump
chicane, the local lead shield and the CCD cameras for the
screen monitors (SCMs) are the same before and after the
reconstruction and omitted in the upper figure.
In the reconstruction, the aperture of the circular beam
duct downstream of the first quadrupole magnet QM1 in
the dump line was increased from 42.45 to 48.70 mm in
inner radius. The beam duct is made of stainless steel with
2.1-mm thickness. The maximum aperture was limited by
the bore radius of the quadrupole magnets (51 mm) in the
dump line. Furthermore, the quadrupole magnet QM1 was
TUPOPT051
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Figure 4: Layout of the used beam line and the beam
direction in the beam-transport study.
In the study, the electron beam with the bunch charge of
60 pC was operated in Burst mode, which was the same as
that of the IR-FEL operation. The injection energy in front
of the main linac with two superconducting cavities, ML1
and ML2, is 5 MeV and the used parameters from the
electron gun to the entrance of ML2 were the same as those
of the FEL operation carried out in March 2021. The beam
energy is 10 MeV between ML1 and ML2. The beam was
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decelerated by using the ML2 cavity and transported to the
dump line in the beam-transport study, though it was
accelerated to about 17.5 MeV in the FEL operation.
The 10-MeV beam between the ML1 and ML2 cavities
was decelerated to 3.5 MeV in the ML2 cavity. First the RF
amplitude and phase of the ML2 cavity were adjusted to
decelerate the beam on crest to 3.5 MeV. Figure 5a shows
the beam profiles measured by CAM31 and CAM32. The
measured horizontal and vertical beam sizes in rms were
3.6 and 2.5 mm at CAM 31 and 3.4 and 1.1 mm at CAM32.
Next the RF phase of the ML2 cavity was shifted by 30
degrees with keeping the beam energy at 3.5 MeV by the
RF amplitude. In this off-crest deceleration by the ML2
cavity, the momentum spread became very large compared
to that of the on-crest deceleration. This experimentally
simulated an electron beam with a large momentum spread
caused by the IR-FEL emission and/or the space charge
effects. The horizontal beam size greatly increased to about
12 mm at CAM31 (ηx ~ 0.28 m) as shown in Fig. 5b.
However, the beam sizes could be well controlled within a
few mm at CAM32 by the new magnet system in the dump
line.

Figure 7 shows the betatron and dispersion functions, the
momentum spread and beam sizes in rms from the ML2
cavity to the beam dump for the off-crest deceleration of
the ML2 cavity. The optics design and beam simulation
were performed by using the simulation code Elegant [4]
with the initial distribution at the center of the main linac
calculated by GPT [5]. The longitudinal space charge
(LSC) effects and coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR)
effects were taken into consideration in the Elegant
simulation. The momentum spread reaches to about 3.4 %
and the maximum horizontal beam size exceeds 11 mm. As
shown in Fig. 7d, the new magnet system of the dump line
can well adjust both horizontal and vertical beam sizes to
about 2 mm at the beam dump, which is suitable for the
rastering system. The simulation result is roughly
consistent with the measurement result of the beamtransport study.

Figure 5: Profiles of the 3.5-MeV beam observed at
CAM31 and CAM32 for the (a) on-crest and (b) off-crest
deceleration of the ML2 cavity.

Figure 7: (a) Betatron and (b) dispersion functions, (c)
momentum spread and (d) beam sizes along the dump line
from the ML2 cavity to the beam dump calculated for the
off-crest deceleration.

The beam was transported to the beam dump while the
beam position was transversely being scanned by the
rastering magnet. Figures 6a and 6b show traces of the
beam positions measured at CAM32 with the rastering
magnet on for on-crest and off-crest deceleration of the
ML2 cavity. The rastering circle size in this study was set
to 6.6 – 6.8 mm at CAM32 in diameter and hence 21 – 22
mm at the entrance of the beam dump. The rastering
frequency was set to 10 Hz, at which the beam position
filled the rastering circle twice and returned to the initial
position.

SUMMARY
We summarize our presentation on the reconstructed
dump line and the beam-transport study below.
• The largest beam loss had a possibility of occurring at
the dump line in the high-power IR-FEL operation at
the cERL, because the dump line had the minimum
normalized momentum acceptance.
• The dump line was reconstructed in Autumn 2020 to
improve the momentum acceptance by 76 % and to
enhance flexibility of the magnet system in beam
control.
• The first beam-transport study was done in March
2021 and as a result the beam was successfully
transported with rastering on to the beam dump
through the reconstructed dump line.
• The new cERL dump line is expected to well work in
the high-power FEL operation and to serve as a model
for dump lines of high-power ERL-FELs.

Figure 6: Beam position movement by the rastering magnet
at CAM32 for the (a) on-crest and (b) off-crest deceleration
of the ML2 cavity.
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PROPOSAL FOR NON-DESTRUCTIVE ELECTRON BEAM DIAGNOSTIC
WITH LASER-COMPTON BACKSCATTERING AT THE S-DALINAC ∗
M. Meier† , M. Arnold, J. Enders and N. Pietralla
Technische Universität Darmstadt, Department of Physics,
Institute for Nuclear Physics, Schlossgartenstr. Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract
To recover a large fraction of energy from the accelerator process in an energy-recovery linac, experiments,
secondary-beam production, and beam diagnostics must be
non-destructive and/or, hence, feature a low interaction probability with the very intense electron-beam. Laser-Compton
backscattering can provide a quasi-monochromatic highly
polarized X-ray to 𝛾-ray beam without strongly affecting the
electron beam due to the small recoil and the small Compton
cross-section. Highest energies of the scattered photons are
obtained for photon-scattering angles of 180°, i. e., backscattering. A project at TU Darmstadt foresees to synchronize
a highly repetitive high-power laser with the Superconducting DArmstadt electron LINear ACcelerator S-DALINAC,
capable of running in energy recovery mode to realize a laserCompton backscattering source with photon beam energy up
to 180 keV. The source will be first used as a diagnostic tool
for determining and monitoring key electron-parameters, in
particular energy and the energy spread at the S-DALINAC
operation. Results are foreseen to be used for optimizing the
design of laser-Compton backscattering sources at energyrecovery linacs.

INTRODUCTION
Bright, monochromatic and tunable X-Ray to 𝛾-ray
sources of very small spot size are necessary for a wide
range of applications from diffraction and spectroscopy in
material and radiography and tomography biomedical science [1, 2] to photo nuclear reactions [3] like nuclear resonance fluorescence or photo fission [4]. Photon beams
with energies in the range from 1 keV to 200 keV are mostly
generated in synchrotrons with undulators. These facilities
usually have the disadvantage that they are very large and
would require electrons in the high GeV range for higher
photon energies. For these cases, more and more Compton
backscattering sources have become increasingly interesting [5]. By combining small storage rings and novel laser
systems, the size of laser-Compton backscattering (LCB)
sources can be reduced to less than 100 m2 [6]. But also
with conventional accelerators photon energies far above
1 MeV can be generated. Here the inverse Compton effect
is used, where a photon, at an angle of 180°, is scattered by
a relativistic electron, thereby gaining energy. The photons
∗
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get Lorentz boosted in the direction of electrons, giving the
characteristic radiation cone, with an opening angle proportional to 1/𝛾 and the typical maximum energy in head-on
geometry [7] of 𝐸𝛾 = 4𝛾2 𝐸𝐿 with the laser photon energy
𝐸𝐿 starting from infrared up to ultraviolet and the Lorentz
factor 𝛾 = 𝐸𝑒 /𝑚𝑒 𝑐2 , where 𝑐 is the speed of light and 𝑚𝑒 is
the rest mass of the electron. Thus, it takes electrons with an
energy of approx. 240 MeV to scatter laser photons in the
infrared region to produce photons with an energy greater
than 1 MeV. In most cases, due to the use of lasers, the energy of the incident photon is much less than the rest energy
of the electron, making the recoil of the electrons negligible. Also, the effective cross section of the scattering is very
small, which keeps the probability of multiple scattering low.
Therefore LCB is perfect suited as in beam experiment at
energy-recovery linacs (ERL) [7]. ERL-based LCB sources
are expected to feature higher brightness from high duty
factor and increased beam currents with low emittance and
energy spread. Another useful aspect of LCB is the ability
to monitor the electron beam non-destructively in its energy
and energy spread [8–10].
This contribution focuses on the proposed design, feasibility, and investigation of an LCB source at the thricerecirculating S-DALINAC, with the possibility to operate
as ERL [11].

COMPTON BACKSCATTERING
Compton backscattering occurs when a photon with energy 𝐸𝐿 hits a relativistically moving electron with energy 𝐸𝑒
and is backscattered. Energy is transferred from the electron
to the photon. The recoil factor 𝑋 = (4𝐸𝑒 𝐸𝐿 )/(𝑚𝑒2 ) [12]
indicates how strong the energy loss and thus the influence
on the electrons is. The energy of the scattered photons 𝐸𝐿′
can be calculated by [13]
𝐸𝐿′ =

(1 − 𝛽 cos(𝜃𝑖 ))𝐸𝐿
𝐸

(1 − 𝛽 cos(𝜃𝑠 )) + (1 − cos(𝜃𝑟 )) 𝐸𝐿

(1)

𝑒

for electrons with 𝛽 = 𝑣/𝑐, 𝑣 the average speed of the electrons, 𝑐 the speed of light, 𝜃𝑖 the angle between the incident
photons and electrons, 𝜃𝑠 the scattering angle of the scattered photons and the electron beam axis and 𝜃𝑟 = 𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑠
the reflecting angle between incident and scattered photons.
From eq. (1) it can be concluded that the desired photon
energy can be achieved by adjusting both the original electron and photon energy. However, this can also be achieved
in a small ranges by an angle-dependent positioning of the
target or detector to the beam axis of the scattered photons, a
variation of 𝜃𝑟 . The highest photon energy can be achieved
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by a head-on collision 𝜃𝑖 = 180∘ , see Eq. (1). Looking at
the detection angel of 𝜃𝑟 = 0∘ the Eq. (1) simplifies to
′

𝐸𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

4𝛾2 𝐸𝐿
4𝛾2 𝐸𝐿
=
1+𝑋
1 + 4𝛾2 (𝐸𝐿 /𝐸𝑒 )

(2)

including the recoil 𝑋 [12]. By using lasers with photon
energies in the visible range, we are in the limit region X«1,
i.e. in the Thomson regime.
The energy bandwidth Δ𝐸𝐿′ /𝐸𝐿′ of the scattered photons
depends on many parameters of the electron and laser beam.
First of all, the collimation angle 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑠 , described by the
acceptance angle Ψ = 𝛾𝐶𝑀 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥
≪
1 with the Lorentz
𝑠
factor in the center of mass (CM) system [12],
𝛾𝐶𝑀 =

𝐿𝐴𝐵
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝐸𝑒 + 𝐸𝐿
≈
𝐸𝐶𝑀
√4𝐸𝑒 𝐸𝐿 + 𝑚𝑒2

(3)

assuming 𝐸𝑒 ≫ 𝐸𝐿 and 𝛾 ≫ 1. The Bandwidth also depends on, the relative energy spread 𝛿𝛾/𝛾, the normalized
emittance 𝜖𝑛 and the rms spot size 𝜎𝑒 (Gaussian phase
space distribution (GPSD)) at the interaction Point (IP)
of the electron beam, the laser bandwidth Δ𝐸𝐿 /𝐸𝐿 , the
laser wavelength 𝜆0 , the laser focal spot size 𝜔0 (GPSD)
at IP, the beam quality factor 𝑀 2 and the laser parameter 𝑎0 = 6.8(𝜆0 𝜔0 )/√(𝑈𝐿 (J))/(𝜎𝑡 (ps)), with 𝑈𝐿 (J) being
the lase pulse energy in Joule and 𝜎𝑡 (ps) being the pulse
length in pico seconds. The relative scattered photon bandwidth [12] is given by
√
2
′
Δ𝐸𝐿 √
Ψ2 /√12
𝑃̄ 2
2 + 𝑋 Δ𝛾 2
⎡
⎤
√
= ⎢
+
⎥ + [( 1 + 𝑋 ) 𝛾 ]
′
2
𝐸𝐿
1 + √12𝑃̄ 2 ⎦
⎷⎣ 1 + Ψ
4
𝑎2 /3
𝑀 2 𝜆0
1 Δ𝐸𝐿 2
+[
] +[
] +[ 0 2 ]
1 + 𝑋 𝐸𝐿
2𝜋𝜔0
1 + 𝑎0 /2

2

(4)

with the term 𝑃̄ = (√2𝜖𝑛 )/(𝜎𝑒 √1 + 𝑋). The most influence
on the relative bandwidth is given by the first term, resulting
in a high dependency to the collimation angle and the electron beam parameters, i.e. energy, rms size and emittance.
The last important parameter for the design of a LCB
source is the expected photon flux. This results from the
luminosity ℒ multiplied by the Compton cross section 𝜎
[13]. For head-on collisions the number of scattered photons
per second is given by
𝒩 = ℒ𝜎 =

𝑁𝑒 𝑁𝐿 𝑟
𝜎
2𝜋 (𝜎2𝑒 + 𝜎2𝐿 )

(5)

with 𝑁𝑒 and 𝑁𝐿 the number of electrons and photons respectively For lim𝑋→0 𝜎 = 𝜎𝑇 (1 − 𝑋) [12] the Compton cross
section becomes the Thomson cross section 𝜎𝑇 = 66.5 fm2 .

LASER-COMPTON BACKSCATTERING AT
S-DALINAC
The S-DALINAC
The S-DALINAC delivers energies of up to 130 MeV with
average currents of up to 20 µA at this energy with a repetiTUPOPT052
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Figure 1: Schematic floor-plan of the S-DALINAC. The
LCB-Source is placed in the third recirculation beam line,
consisting of two vacuum chambers, the coupling chamber
and the interaction chamber. The generated X-ray beam are
detected by a LEPS.
tion rate of 3 GHz. It was operated as first ERL in Germany
in 2017 [11], and was successfully operated as multi-turn
ERL in 2021 [14, 15]. It is planned to install the LCB setup
in the third recirculation beam line of the accelerator, where
the electrons will reach an energy of up to 99 MeV and thus
we can expect photons of up to 180 keV, see Fig. 1.
These photons will be detected by a Low-Energy Photon
Spectrometer (LEPS). The laser system is set up further away
from the accelerator due to possible damage from radiation.
Therefore, it is necessary to guide the laser beam to the
interaction point via a approx. 40 m long beam transport.

Coupling Chamber Design
From the theoretical description of the Compton effect,
we know that the maximum possible energy, see Eq.(1),
and the maximum possible flux, see Eq. (5) and [13], are
achieved by a head-on collision of the two beams. Moreover, it simplifies the timing synchronization of the laser
pulses with the electron bunches as well as the theoretical
consideration and the back-calculation from the scattered
photon energy to the electron energy, for later diagnostics.
It is necessary to get the laser beam on the beam axis of
the electrons for a head-on collision. For this purpose, an
off-axis parabolic mirror will be used. It deflects the laser
beam by 90° and focuses it with a focal length of 2 m on
the IP to a focal spot size of 𝜔0 = 100 µm without aberration. This provides a Gaussian shaped, high-intensity focus
with long Rayleigh length 𝑧𝑅 = (𝜋𝜔20 )/(𝑀 2 𝜆0 ) of approx
23.5 mm. The electron beam and also the scattered photons can pass the parabolic mirror through a small hole of
𝑑0 =1.7 mm. For the laser beam, this means an intensity
loss of approx. 2% with a beam size of 𝜔𝐿 = 8.5 mm at the
mirror. This can be estimated with 𝑅 = exp[−2(𝑑0 /2𝜔𝐿 )2 ].
The electron-beam transmission was tested during a beam
time with a dummy version of the mirror and a beam deposition of 0.67% ± 0.56% was measured. The designed
coupling chamber is shown in Fig. 2. The five-axis optical
table and the linear optical stage are for pre-alignment of
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hall, another telescope is used to get the desired beam width
for the parabolic mirror to achieve the correct focal spot size
at the IP.

Background Measurement

Figure 2: CAD drawing of the coupling chamber. With
the off-axis parabolic mirror, the laser beam is antiparallel
overlapped with the electron beam and focused. The mirror
has a hole so that the electron beam can pass through.The
transparent barrel is only for illustration purposes.
the parabolic mirror to the electron axis, and to extract the
mirror from the beam axis. An alignment target checks the
correct overlap of the two beams in advance. The active
adjustment and stabilisation of the laser focus position during operation of the LCB source will be done by additional
mirrors in front of the parabolic mirror and by an exact copy
of the actual beam-line with a second identical parabolic
mirror with which the light is focused on a position sensitive
quadrant detector.

Laser System and Laser Beam Simulation
Since the first design approach of the LCB source at the
S-DALINAC should have a geometry as simple as possible
and be flexible in position, each pulse of the laser is superimposed only once with an electron bunch. The laser has to
be powerful enough to deliver a sufficient flux to be able to
detect the scattered photons. In addition, a high repetition
rate is preferred, since the S-DALINAC runs at a frequency
of 3 GHz. To obtain a good intrinsic bandwidth through the
laser, it is also necessary to have the lowest possible beam
quality factor 𝑀 2 and a small energy bandwidth Δ𝐸𝐿 /𝐸𝐿 .
Furthermore, a good synchronisation of the laser system and
the accelerator as well as a stable long-term operation is
necessary. Ytterbium-based laser systems have proven suitable for this purpose. These have a wavelength of 1030 nm
and an average output power of >100 W at around 100 kHz
repetition rate. This results in a pulse energy in the range of
1 mJ. The 𝑀 2 factor is below 1.3 and the energy bandwidth
is close to the Fourier limit for 3 ps long pulses.
The complete optical setup including beam transport of
40 m and off-axis parabolic mirror was simulated with Zemax OpticStudio [16], verify the correct optics and to have
possible aberrations under control. The influence of the hole
in the parabolic mirror on the laser beam was tested. As a
first version, a Galileo telescope (no intermediate focus) was
used before the beam transport in order to increase the beam
diameter from the laser and to decrease the divergence and
thus the expansion of the beam width over the long distance.
Downstream of the beam transport (40 m), in the accelerator
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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To verify that the scattered photons can later be measured
by the LEPS, a background measurement was made during
the operation. The S-DALINAC was operated at 85 MeV
electron energy, i.e., the energy amounted to 65 MeV in the
third recirculation. In Fig. 3 the measured energy spectrum
is shown in orange. The different peaks can be assigned to
the calibration sources on the one hand and to radioactive
background. In future experiments, the identified elements
can be used for energy calibration. The blue line shows the
Compton edge of the simulated LCB photons for the design
source parameters. It is shown that the count rate of the
scattered photons is three times higher than the background
at this energy.
133 Ba (34% / 62 %)
30.63 keV / 30.97 keV
LCB simulation
Compton edge
77.8 keV
241 Am (36%)

59.54 keV

Pb (X-Ray)
75 keV

Pb (X-Ray)
72.8 keV

133 Ba (11% / 3.5 %)
34.99 keV / 35.8 keV

133 Ba (32%)
81 keV

Pb (X-Ray)
85 keV

Figure 3: Energy spectrum, with measured background radiation during operation of S-DALINAC captured by LEPS
(orange) and the same spectrum with simulated LCB beam
hitting the detector at the same position (blue). As calibration sources 133 Ba and 241 Am were used.

CONCLUSION
For this proposal all necessary analytical calculations were
made and also a small simulation program was achieved.
The design of the LCB Source is finalized and a selection of
laser systems was made. The purchase of the laser system
is currently in a tender process. A background radiation
measurement in the accelerator hall was performed. It was
successfully demonstrated by comparison with simulations
of the LCB source, that the detection of the scattered photons
will be possible. With this final design it will be possible
to generate photons with energies up to about 180 keV at
a bandwidth of ≥0.6 % with a photon flux ranging from
10 Ph/s at collimation angle of 100 µrad for the lowest bandwidth with up to 2.4 × 103 Ph/s in an collimation angle of
1 mrad at a bandwidth of 2.9 %. Based on these results, the
individual components are now purchased and installed. A
first test run is planned for next year.
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STUDY OF BUNCH LENGTH MEASUREMENT BY FORWARD
COHERENT SMITH-PURCELL RADIATION
H.Yamada†, F. Hinode, S. Kashiwagi, T. Muto, S. Miura, K. Nanbu, K. Kanomata,
I. Nagasawa, H. Saito, K. Shibata, K. Takahashi and H. Hama,
Research Center for Electron Photon Science, Tohoku University, 982-0826 Sendai, Japan
A bunch length monitor with non-destructive and singleshot capabilities using the Coherent Smith-Purcell Radiation (CSPR) is under development at the Research Center
for Electron Photon Science, Tohoku University. Since the
angular distribution of CSPR reflects the longitudinal
bunch length, it is expected that measurements of the peak
position of the emission angle can be used to discriminate
changes in the bunch length, which making it possible to
monitor relative bunch length fluctuations. A concept of the
monitoring system and the status of preliminary measurements for development are presented.

INTRODUCTION
So far, the attempts for a bunch length measurement using the coherent radiation have been studied by many researchers, with the radiation sources including the SmithPurcell Radiation (SPR) [1-4]. For reliable bunch shape
measurement with CSPR, it is necessary to know a grating
factor accurately. The grating factor is a complicated function that depends on the grating geometry and the radiation
angles, which is generally obtained only numerically, and
the obtained results depend on the model used and are not
clear so much [5]. Apart from the absolute bunch shape
measurement, non-destructive and single-shot measurement would be useful for beam control in accelerators,
even if it could only monitor relative fluctuations of the
overall bunch length. Such application may be found in
next-generation plasma-based accelerators, which can produce ultra-short bunch with the fs level but tend to be less
stable from shot-to-shot [6]. It is expected that such monitor can be realized by adopting SPR. It is also worth noting
that, in CSPR spectrum measurement, a compact measurement system can be constructed, because a separate spectrometer is not required unlike other radiation such as transition radiation. We aim to study experimentally whether
such application of CSPR is possible at a test accelerator,
t-ACTS, which can stably generate a short bunch beam less
than 100 fs in average by applying the velocity bunching
to a multi-bunch beam from a thermionic RF-gun. In the
following, we describe the concept for monitoring the relative bunch length variation and then present the status of
preliminary measurements for the development.

relationship between the radiation wavelength 𝜆 and the
polar observation angle 𝜃;
𝑑 1
cos𝜃
1
𝜆
𝑚 𝛽
where 𝛽 is v/c, d is the period length of the periodic structure, and m is the order of the radiation. In the Surface Current (SC) model [8] the energy dI emitted per unit solid angle dΩ by a single electron passing at a distance h above
the grating is given by
𝑑𝐼
2ℎ
𝑍
𝑚 𝛽
2𝜋𝑞
𝑅 exp
,
2
𝑑Ω
𝜆
𝑑 1 𝛽cos𝜃
where Z is the length of the grating, q is the electron charge
and 𝑅 is the grating factor. The quantity 𝜆 in Eq. (2) is
“evanescent wavelength” and defined with the azimuthal
angle 𝜙 by
4𝜋
.
3
1 𝛾 𝛽 sin 𝜃 sin 𝜙
𝜆 ≡
𝛾𝛽𝜆

Bunch Length Variation Monitor Using CSPR
Since the emission angle of SPR has a dispersion relation
as shown in Eq. (1), the change in bunch length can be observed as the difference in peak position in the angular distribution of CSPR intensity. Figure 1 (a) shows an example
of the angular distribution for the various bunch lengths
calculated based on the SC model, with d = 600 μm, h =
500 μm, and beam energy and charge of 20 MeV and 10pC,
respectively. The grating period affects not only the radiation intensity but also the shape of angular distribution
through the grating factor, so it must be determined in consideration of actual experimental conditions. The 600 μm
period in this preliminary measurement was determined by
two points: the magnitude of the change in peak angle
when the bunch length was changed, and the limitation of
the angular range for detecting radiation in the current setting. The single-shot measurement can be realized by placing multiple detectors on the circumference with different
70
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Peak position(deg)
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BUNCH LENGTH VARIATION MONITOR
Smith-Purcell Radiation
SPR is obtained when electrons pass over a metal surface
with a periodic structure [7] and has a characteristic
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Figure 1: Calculated angular distribution of SPR for various bunch length; 75fs, 100fs, 125fs, and 150fs(a) and dependence of the bunch length on the peak position of emission angle of CSPR (b).
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emission angle and measuring them simultaneously. Figure
1 (b) shows the dependence of bunch length on the peak
emission angle for the case in t-ACTS. If the peak angle
can be measured with a resolution of 5 degrees, a bunch
length difference of 25 fs can be distinguished.

EXPERIMENT

emission angle. A background measurement was made by
replacing the grating with a “blank” block which has the
same geometry, but no grooves on the block surface.
(a)
downstream
Upstream

t-ACTS
The multi-bunch electron beam generated by a specially
designed rf-gun (ITC-RF gun [9]) and an alpha magnet can
be compressed to very short bunch less than 100 fs by further applying velocity bunching in a 3m long accelerating
structure [10]. Table 1 shows the beam parameters in tACTS. The SPR chamber is located 2 m downstream from
the exit of the accelerating structure.
Table 1: Beam Parameters
macro-pulse duration
Number of bunches
Beam energy
Beam emittance
Bunch charge
Bunch length (𝜎 )

~2.0 μs
~5700(per macro-pulse)
20 MeV
~3 πmm mrad
3 ~10 pC
80~100fs

Z-cut Quartz

grating

Window

(b)
beam
Optical path
length 300mm

30 ~ 90 deg

Experimental Setup
Before demonstrating the single-shot measurement, we
first perform a preliminary measurement to make sure that
the response of the bunch length can be observed properly.
For this purpose, a single detector was scanned over an
emission angle of about 30 to 90 degrees in the experiment.
Another purpose of this preliminary experiment is to investigate the effects of background caused by the beam. A
sawtooth-shaped grating with a pitch of 600 μm and an inclination angle of 12 degrees was prepared. The frequency
of the SPR emitted from this grating at an observation angle of 60 degrees is estimated to be 1THz. The number of
grooves of the grating is 20. This grating block was
mounted on the movable base to adjust the distance between the beam and the grating surface. A screen for observing the position and profile of the beam is installed on
the same movable base. Figure 2 shows the layout to measure the angular distribution of the CSPR. To cover a wider
angular range than our previous measurement [11], a Z-cut
quartz window with an effective diameter of 100 mm was
prepared as shown in Fig. 2 (a). In order to reduce the absorption of THz waves by water the entire optical system
outside the vacuum was purged with dry air. CSPR was detected by pyroelectric detector THZ5I-BL-BNC(GentecEO), which has high sensitivity and wide bandwidth in the
terahertz frequency region. For the measurement of the angular distribution of the CSPR, this THz detector was
moved to scan the angle from 32 to 90 deg, keeping the
optical path length to 300 mm as shown in Fig. 2 (b). For
the measurement of the frequency spectrum of CSPR, entire system was replaced to the Michelson interferometer
as shown in Fig. 2 (c). Interferometer can be also moved
from 60 to 32 degrees to measure the spectrum at each
TUPOPT053
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(c)

Figure 2: SPR measurement system the front (a) and top
view (b), and Michelson interferometer (c).

MEASUREMENT
Figure 3 shows the angular distributions measured with
the 600 μm period grating and the blank block. Comparing
the radiation intensities from both blocks, we can deduce
that the background contribution, including the diffraction
radiation generated at the edges of the grating block, is
about 10%. Since the transverse beam size at the grating
position is less than one-fifth of the beam-grating distance
of 0.5 mm, the background due to beam loss at the grating
block was less significant than at other positions. As shown
in Fig. 1 (a), the decrease of the signal intensity in the
smaller emission angle less than 45 degrees looks consistent with the bunch form factor of 100 fs bunch length,
but there observed the unexpected structure in the angular
distribution. Since there is no similar structure in the BG
distribution, CSPR seems to have such a distribution. To
confirm the wavelength dependence of the emission angle,
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does not pass through the vacuum window at a shallow incident angle, etc.

0.2

signal intensity[a.u.]

SPR
blank

0.15

0.005
0.004

0.1
intensity [a.u.]

60

0.05

0

0

which is the definite feature of SPR, the spectrum was
measured while changing the observation angle of a Michelson interferometer. Figure 4 shows an example of the
interferogram taken at the observation angle of 60 degrees,
which results in a nearly monochromatic radiation spectrum.
0

0

1

-0.01

2
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Frequency(TH z)
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5

Figure 5: Measured spectra for the observation angles at
45, 50, and 60 degrees.
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Figure 6: Angular distribution of total power of peaks in
SPR spectrum. The solid line shows the fundamental mode
only and the second-order harmonic is included for the dotted line.
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Figure 3: Measured angular distributions with the 0.6 mm
period grating and the blank block.
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Figure 4: Example of interferogram taken at the observation angle of 60 degrees.
Figure 5 shows the measured spectra for the observation
angles at 45, 50, and 60 degrees. The intensity of fundamental mode for 50 degrees is smaller than the others,
while the second-order harmonic has a larger amplitude.
Figure 6 shows the angular distribution of the total power
of the peaks in the SPR spectrum, measured by sweeping
the interferometer from 32 to 60 degrees at 2.5-degree
steps. The solid line shows the fundamental mode only and
the second-order harmonic is included for the dotted line.
The angular distribution measured by the interferometer reproduces the same structure as shown in Fig. 3. It was also
found that the second harmonic also has a different distribution from the SC model. The observed dispersion relation of the emission angle supports that the observed radiation is CSPR. However, it is unclear whether the experimental setup causes this structure of the angular distribution, or the evaluation based on the SC model is not valid
for our current setup. To solve this cause, we are currently
considering the preparation of new gratings with a different
geometry, and modification of the layout so that the SPR
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A23: Other Linac-Based Photon Sources

In this study, we are trying to apply a method which can
monitor the relative bunch length fluctuations by simply
measuring the peak of the emission angle of CSPR. In the
preliminary measurement, we observed the angular distribution of CSPR and found that the decrease of the radiation
intensity in the smaller emission angle is consistent with
the bunch form factor of 100 fs bunch length, apart from
the unexpected structure in the distribution. Modifications
to the experimental setup are currently under consideration
to investigate the cause of the unexpected angular distribution, and then the response of the bunch length to the radiation spectrum will be confirmed in that setup. Further research will be carried out with a view to applying it to monitors for fs-level ultra-short bunches expected in the laserbased accelerators.
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Abstract
The accelerator system at the PBP-CMU Electron Linac
Laboratory (PCELL) of the Plasma and Beam Physics (PBP)
Research Facility is used to generate terahertz (THz) coherent transition radiation (CTR). Due to broad spectrum, it can
be used as a light source for THz time-domain spectroscopy
(TDS) to measure both the intensity and phase of the THz
signal. This contribution presents the generation of THz-TR
produced from 10 – 25 MeV electron beams. Compressed
electron bunches with a length in femtosecond scale are used
to generate the THz-TR employing a 45°-tilted aluminum
(Al) foil as a radiator. The radiation properties including
angular distribution and radiation spectrum are measured
at the TR station in the accelerator hall and at the TDS station in the experimental area. The radiation spectral range
covering up to 2.3 THz with a peak power of 0.5 – 1.25
MW is expected. The collection efficiency and influence of
optical components on the radiation properties were studied.
The results show that the considered effects have a significant impact on the TR properties. Results from this work
will be used in the TR characterization that is needed to be
interpreted carefully.

INTRODUCTION
THz radiation is an electromagnetic wave with a frequency
range of (0.3 − 3) × 1012 Hz. This frequency range corresponds to rotational and vibration modes of many molecules.
Therefore, it can be used to study, e.g., characteristics of
intermolecular bonds by using THz spectroscopic technique
[1–4]. One of the most promising sources for THz spectroscopy is linac-based coherent THz radiation from ultrashort electron bunches [5–9]. With an electron bunch as
short as femtosecond scale, the radiation emitted from all
electrons in the bunch add up coherently and has high intensity, which is proportional to the number of electrons in
the bunch squared. The shorter electron bunches provide
the broader THz radiation spectrum with higher radiation
intensity. At PCELL, CTR has been generated from electron bunches with a length of about 200 fs [10–13]. The
∗
†
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features of intense, coherent and broadband spectral range
of THz-TR leads to the interest on using it as a light source
for THz-TDS, which has the advantage to measure both the
intensity and phase of electric fields from THz radiation.
This allows us to determine not only the absorbance of the
sample, but the complex refractive index [14]. The design
and development of the THz-TDS system at PCELL require
several aspects, which are generation and characterization
of THz-TR, transportation of the THz-TR from the radiation
station in the accelerator hall to the application room where
the TDS system will be located. In this study, we report the
characterization of the CTR produced from short electron
bunches with an average energy in a range of 10 – 25 MeV.
The radiation properties including radiation spectrum and
angular distribution are investigated. Furthermore, we evaluated some effects that affect the transmission efficiency in
the Michelson interferometer for radiation spectrum measurement.

METHODOLOGY
At our facility, a train of electron bunches is generated
from a thermionic cathode radio-frequency (RF) electron
gun with a maximum kinetic energy of about 2 – 2.5 MeV.
The electron bunches are then accelerated by an RF linear accelerator (linac) to reach kinetic energy of about 8 – 25 MeV.
The electron bunches are compressed to have a bunch length
of 100 – 300 fs at the CTR experimental station downstream
the linac by using an alpha magnet and velocity bunching
process in the linac. At the CTR station, an Al foil with a
thickness of 25 µm and a diameter of 24 mm is used as a
radiator by placing it 45◦ with respect to the electron beam
direction. The backward TR is emitted at the radiator surface
and is collimated by a goal-coated parabolic mirror placing
at its focal point in the vacuum chamber below the center
of the radiator. The collimated radiation is then guided to
pass through a high density polyethylene (HDPE) window
as shown in Fig. 1. The radiation then enters the measuring
system. The HDPE window has a diameter of 32 mm and a
thickness of 1.25 mm. The radiation spectrum is measured
using the Michelson interferometer. The CTR with a spectral range of upto 2.3 THz and a peak power of 0.5 - 1.25
MW is expected.
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when the acceptance angle is 𝜋/2. The radiation has maximum intensity around the angle of 1/𝛾. However, a large
fraction of radiation is emitted at larger angle. The collection
of the radiation within an experimental acceptance angle is
therefore important.

Figure 1: The setup for backward CTR generation and
Michelson interferometer for radiation spectrum measurement.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Collection Efficiency and TR Angular Distribution
Transition radiation from an electron is originated at the
point of incidence and is emitted in a radiation cone. With
45◦ incidence, the angular distributions of backward TR with
different electron beam energies are illustrated in Fig. 2. For
this case, the angular distribution are slightly asymmetric in
horizontal cross section and this asymmetry is reduced with
higher electron energy. As seen from Fig. 2, the radiation

Figure 3: Collection efficiency of transition radiation as a
function of electron beam energy (𝛾) with different parabolic
mirror diameter (D).
For the setup to transport the TR to the measuring system,
a parabolic mirror is used to collect the diverse radiation
to become a parallel beam. The acceptance angle is then
limited by size and position of the mirror. This mirror has
a diameter of 25.4 mm and is placed at its focal point of
76.2 mm. The experimental acceptance angle is equal to
0.165 rad. The radiation of 25.03 % and 39.61 % of the total
radiation intensity is collected for electron with energy of
10 MeV and 25 MeV, respectively. To study the influence of
the mirror size, the collection efficiencies at different size of
mirror are plotted as a function of electron energy in term
of 𝛾 as indicated in Fig. 3. At a fixed position of parabolic
mirror, the acceptance angle is increased when the mirror
size is increased. For the parabolic mirror with the diameter
(D) of 25.4 mm, the efficiency is lower than 50 % for all
energies. Thus, the plan to improve the collection efficiency
by increasing the size of mirror is considered at PCELL.

Evaluation of CTR Spectrum

Figure 2: Backward angular distributions of TR for various
electron energies with (a) horizontal cross section and (b)
vertical cross section.
from electron with low energy has large opening angle and it
becomes smaller when the electron has higher energy. The
radiation opening angle are ±49 mrad and ±20 mrad for
electron energies of 10 and 25 MeV, respectively. When
observing the radiation, it is collected over a solid angle.
The collection efficiency is increased with the increasing
of acceptance angle 𝜃 𝑎 and reaches 100% of total radiation
TUPOPT054
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Michelson interferometer is used for measurement of radiation spectrum and electron bunch length. The effect that
must be considered is the diffraction due to finite aperture in
the radiation propagation. Then, the size of mirrors used in
the interferometer is optimized to find the best performance
of the system. The energy transmission of the radiation
through the Michelson interferometer is calculated by using Fraunhofer diffraction, assuming circular apertures [15].
The energy transmission can be considered as a ratio of
energy contained within the second surface and the total
energy [16]. As shown in Fig. 1, from the diagram, the
radiation from the first parabolic mirror “P1 (diameter of
25.4 mm)” travels through the HDPE window, then it enters
the Michelson interferometer. The radiation impinges on
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reduce the distance from P1 to M1 as limited by the length
of vacuum pipe.

Figure 4: Energy transmission through the original setup
(set 1) versus the radiation wavenumber.
flat mirrors “M1 (diameter of 50.8 mm)” and “M2 (diameter of 50.8 mm)”, then reflected back to the beam splitter
before collected by the parabolic mirror “P2 (diameter of
25.4 mm)” onto the detector. The HDPE window is placed
at distance 76.2 mm away from P1. The flat mirror M1 is
placed in Michelson interferometer with the distance from
HDPE window of 367.3 mm. The distance between the flat
mirror M1 and the parabolic mirror P2 is 215.9 mm. The
calculated energy transmissions based on the above setup
are shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 6: Coherent transition radiation spectra showing the
effect of mirror diffraction for electron beam with energy of
10 MeV and bunch length of 40 µm.
For new P2 having diameter of 50.8 mm (2 inches) and
new M1 having diameter of 76.2 mm (3 inches), the energy
transmission values are shown in Fig. 5. In the improved
design, the energy higher than 90% can be transmitted for
wavenumber higher than 10 cm−1 (0.3 THz). This also
means the low-frequency suppression is reduced. The CTR
spectra comparing effect of optical instruments are shown
in Fig. 6. The spectra were calculated by using 10 MeV
electron beam with a bunch length of 40 µm and ignoring
the effect from transverse beam size. By increasing the size
of M1 and parabolic mirror P2, the spectrum has less cutoff
at low wavenumber.

CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Energy transmission through the setup with improved design (set 2) versus the radiation wavenumber.
The energy transmission at HDPE window, flat mirror
M1 and parabolic mirror P2 is determined with respect to
the total energy on parabolic mirror P1. On the last surface,
we found that the energy more than 80% are obtained for
wavenumber higher than 10 cm−1 . The low frequency is suppressed due to the diffraction caused by optical components.
The main suppression can be seen from the flat mirror resulting from the long traveling distance from P1 and the small
size of the flat mirror. To improve the energy transmission,
the size of M1 and P2 mirror are increased since we cannot
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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THz CTR is generated at PCELL by using femtosecond
electron bunches of 8 – 25 MeV. The emitted radiation has
high intensity and the spectrum is broad covering up to 2.3
THz. The backward TR transverse profile is asymmetric
along the horizontal direction due to the 45◦ tilted radiator. The collection efficiency in term of electron energy is
calculated and found that it increases with higher energy
of electron because the radiation has smaller angular distribution. The efficiency can also be improved by increasing
the mirror size. For radiation spectrum evaluation, the frequencies lower than 0.3 THz are suppressed due to mirror
diffraction in the interferometer.
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USING SURROGATE MODELS TO ASSIST
ACCELERATOR TUNING AT ISIS
A. A. Saoulis∗ , K. R. L Baker, H. V. Cavanagh, R. E. Williamson,
ISIS Neutron and Muon Source, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, U.K.
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Abstract
High intensity hadron accelerator performance is often
dominated by the need to minimise and control beam losses.
Operator efforts to tune the machine during live operation
are often restricted to local parameter space searches, while
existing physics-based simulations are generally too computationally expensive to aid tuning in real-time. To this end,
Machine Learning-based surrogate models can be trained
on data produced by physics-based simulations, and serve
to produce fast, accurate predictions of key beam properties, such as beam phase and bunch shape over time. These
models can be used as a virtual diagnostic tool to explore
the parameter space of the accelerator in real-time, without
making changes on the live machine. At the ISIS Neutron
and Muon source, major beam losses in the synchrotron are
caused by injection and longitudinal trapping processes, as
well as high intensity effects. This paper describes the training and inference performance of a neural network surrogate
model of the longitudinal beam dynamics in the ISIS synchrotron, from injection at 70 MeV to 800 MeV extraction,
and evaluates the model’s ability to assist accelerator tuning.

INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) has emerged as a valuable tool
across many sub-disciplines within accelerator physics. Recent work has demonstrated its potential in control [1–3],
tuning and optimisation [4–7], and virtual diagnostics [8–10].
Several of these recent advances rely on ML-based surrogate models [11, 12], which can offer an accurate substitute
for traditional physics-based simulations with several orders
of magnitude reduction in computation time. This paper
will focus on training a parameter-to-image convolutional
neural network (CNN) that takes the initial beam parameters and machine settings as input to reconstruct simulationgenerated images representing key beam properties in the
ISIS synchrotron.
At the ISIS Neutron and Muon source up to 3 × 1013
protons per pulse are accelerated from 70 MeV to 800 MeV
by a 50 Hz rapid cycling synchrotron [13]. The majority
of beam losses at the facility occur in the synchrotron, due
to injection and longitudinal trapping processes as well as
high intensity effects. Since operators must rely on feedback
from the live machine during tuning, they are restricted
to making small, incremental changes to ensure important
operational constraints such as low loss are always satisfied.
∗

This approach can be time-consuming for operators, and
such a restricted parameter space search is likely to yield
sub-optimal local minima for a given optimisation problem.
A method for searching the parameter space without such
constraints is clearly desirable, and physics-based simulations can be leveraged to address this. However, since these
simulations are generally too computationally expensive to
aid tuning in real-time, fast-executing surrogate models may
offer an alternative that allows for real-time use in the control
room to aid machine tuning.

Modelling the ISIS Synchrotron
The accelerator physics group at ISIS has developed a C++
turn-by-turn physics-based simulation of the longitudinal
dynamics of the ISIS synchrotron [14]. The simulation takes
in a wide range of inputs that define properties of the injected
beam as well as how the RF settings vary over the 10 ms
injection cycle, and outputs several bunch properties at each
turn, including longitudinal bunch charge distribution and
emittances.
One key measurement that is frequently used as a diagnostic during tuning is an image representing the evolution of
the longitudinal charge density of a bunch in the synchrotron
over time, see Fig. 1. Each row represents the longitudinal
charge distribution of the bunch at a particular turn. This is
referred to as a “waterfall plot” by ISIS operators, and can be
used to quickly diagnose the state of the synchrotron by identifying common unstable modes such as oscillations in the
mean phase and root mean square bunch length. The CNN
models explored in this paper were trained to reconstruct
these waterfall plots from simulation data.

Figure 1: Left: Waterfall plot acquisition from a single beam
position monitor in the ISIS synchrotron. Right: Simulationgenerated waterfall plot. The bunch charge distribution
evolves from injection at the bottom of the plot to extraction
at the top over the 10 ms acceleration cycle.
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DATASET GENERATION
The physics-based simulation takes in a set of 5 scalar
parameters, representing important beam properties including injection energy mismatch, intensity, and space-charge
effects, as well as three time series as input. The time series define how the 1RF gap volts, the 2RF gap volts, and
the 2RF phase difference vary over the 10 ms acceleration
cycle. Each time series was interpolated at a fixed set of
17 points across the 10 ms cycle, leading to 3 × 17 time
series inputs. This gave a total of 56 inputs to be fed into
the surrogate model. The scalar parameters were randomly
sampled within reasonable ranges defined by the accelerator
physics experts. Sampling of the time series inputs required
more care, and proved to be of key importance in producing
a useful surrogate model.
The last three years of historical machine settings were
analysed, over which the machine settings were generally
stable. The mean and ranges of the machine settings were
calculated, and the sampling strategy was adapted to ensure
that the entire range was covered over many samples.
A scheme of adding the mean historical settings to a combination of element-wise Gaussian noise and continuous
random variations was adopted, see Fig. 2. The continuous random variations introduced local correlations in the
time series, preventing the large losses and instabilities that
come with mismatched RF buckets in the synchrotron, while
avoiding global correlations that would distort the model’s
learning process. The random noise helped to mitigate the
problem of the surrogate model over-relying on local correlations in its inputs to make predictions.

downsampled and interpolated to generate a 200 × 100 pixel
image representing the waterfall plot output of each simulation. 11000 points were used for training the model, and
the remaining 4000 points were split equally into validation
and test sets, used for hyperparameter tuning and model
evaluation respectively.

MODEL TRAINING
Initially, a simple parameter-to-image CNN architecture
was experimented with and underwent hyperparameter tuning. The model was trained to minimise the 𝐿2 pixel-wise
error between the ”ground truth” simulation-generated waterfall plot and the surrogate model generated reconstruction.
All model training and evaluation was done using TensorFlow [15] and Keras [16], using the default Adam optimiser.
The final architecture employed, given in Fig. 3, achieved
low reconstruction loss and successfully reproduced most
key features in the waterfall plots.

Figure 3: The base model consisted of 5 fully-connected
layers with 256 nodes each, followed by 4 blocks of upsampling, batch normalisation, and transposed convolutional
layers. ReLU activations used everywhere.

Figure 2: Three example synthetic time series inputs (solid
orange, blue, and green lines), overlaid onto the historical
machine settings statistics.
This final sampling strategy was used to generate 15000
input-image pairs, generated by running the physics simulations in an embarrassingly parallel fashion across 100
CPUs. The turn-by-turn longitudinal charge density was
TUPOPT057
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One issue that became apparent, however, was the model’s
inability to reproduce high frequency oscillations in the
mean position of the bunch over time. These oscillations can
be caused by a mismatch between the incoming beam and
the RF bucket, and may be indicative of growing instabilities
in the bunch. Accurately reproducing these oscillations in
the surrogate model was therefore important from an operational point of view. Many different standard loss functions
and architectures were explored to achieve this.
Some success was found using a GAN architecture (by
appending a discriminator to the base model) that adversarially learnt features in the waterfall plots [20]. Finally, a
custom loss term that explicitly compared the amplitude of
oscillation over time between the ground truth waterfall plot
and the reconstruction was added to the loss function. This
greatly improved reproduction of these oscillations in the
ML-generated images. Results are shown in Table 1, with
some example reconstructions given in Fig. 4.
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Table 1: Performance metrics of the investigated architectures and loss functions on the hold-out test set. None of the
modifications significantly improved 𝐿2 pixel loss. Only the custom loss model and the GAN architecture, which was
trained adversarially to learn features beyond pixels, significantly improved reproduction of mean phase oscillations.
Performance
Metric
𝐿2 Pixel Loss (×10−5 )
Oscillation Loss

Base Model

𝐿1 Pixel Loss
ResBlock
[17]
Decoder [18]

6.36
0.128

5.91
0.110

6.07
0.107

cVAE [19]

GAN [20]

Custom Loss

6.03
0.132

8.67
0.075

6.25
0.063

Figure 4: Two example simulation-generated waterfall plots alongside the reconstructions of the different models. Mean
phase oscillations are identified by the high frequency horizontal spikes along the plots, which many models fail to reproduce.
All models that were only trained on a pixel-wise loss
function failed to reproduce the oscillations consistently, irrespective of the complexity of the architecture employed.
Predicting the exact turn numbers (i.e. the exact row on the
waterfall plot) of the peaks and troughs of the oscillations
is an extremely difficult problem without relying on the numerical integration of a physics-based model; the surrogate
model likely learned to smooth over the oscillations since it
could not predict the exact pixels. An oscillation-dependent
loss term provided a training signal that taught the surrogate
model to mimic the amplitude of the mean phase oscillations,
rather than reproduce them pixel-wise. This behaviour was
sufficient as operators are primarily interested in qualitative
features of the oscillations, such as amplitude and rough
position. This approach could be extended to other features
that a simple pixel-wise loss function fails to fully capture.

EXPERIMENTAL DEPLOYMENT
An attempt to evaluate the performance of a zero-shot
transfer from simulation to live operation was made in the
last ISIS operating cycle. A GUI was developed to allow for
simple interfacing between the control system and the model.
Unfortunately, due to operational issues at ISIS stemming
from several recent upgrades, the synchrotron RF settings
were undergoing large, frequent changes in the run-up to
deployment. It was therefore not possible to train a model
over the live RF settings in time for deployment. Once
machine settings at ISIS stabilise, it is hoped that a proper
evaluation of the surrogate model can be undertaken.

CONCLUSION
Once an efficient strategy for sampling the large input
space of this problem was developed, it was straightforward
to develop an ML-based surrogate with a simple architecture
that could accurately reconstruct most important features in
the target waterfall plots. In addition, hand-crafted loss terms
provide an avenue to reconstructing qualitative features that
are important to operators where pixel-wise loss does not
suffice. The rapid-executing surrogate shows potential to
aid machine tuning by providing operators with real-time
feedback during parameter space searches.
The difficulties encountered in evaluating the model on the
live machine highlight a serious shortcoming of ML-based
surrogate models: such surrogate models are only useful
insofar as stable operating conditions can be guaranteed.
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A MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH TO ELECTRON ORBIT CONTROL
AT THE 1.5 GeV SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE DELTA
D. Schirmer∗
Center for Synchrotron Radiation (DELTA), TU Dortmund University, Germany
Abstract
Machine learning (ML) methods have found their application in a wide range of particle accelerator control tasks.
Among other possible use cases, neural networks (NNs) can
also be utilized for automated beam position control (orbit
correction). ML studies on this topic, which were initially
based on simulations, were successfully transferred to real
accelerator operation at the 1.5–GeV electron storage ring
of the DELTA accelerator facility. For this purpose, classical fully connected multi-layer feed-forward NNs were
trained by supervised learning on measured orbit data to
apply local and global beam position corrections. The supervised NN training was carried out with various conjugate
gradient backpropagation learning algorithms. Afterwards,
the ML-based orbit correction performance was compared
with a conventional, numerical-based computing method.
Here, the ML-based approach showed a competitive orbit
correction quality in a fewer number of correction steps.

INTRODUCTION
Stable electron orbit control is an important task especially
for modern synchrotron light sources. For this purpose, singular value decomposition (SVD) of the orbit response matrix is a standard numerical tool at storage rings worldwide.
An alternative concept applies machine learning techniques
as an heuristic method, inspired by the pioneering work
done at NSLS/BNL [1]. Since 2018, machine learning (ML)
based orbit correction (OC) methods have extensively been
studied and applied at DELTA [2–5], a 1.5–GeV electron
storage ring operated as a synchrotron light source [6] and
a new facility for ultrashort pulses in the VUV and THz
regime [7, 8].

MACHINE OPERATION
The OC hardware setup of the DELTA storage ring consists of 54 beam position monitors (BPMs) which determine
the position in both orbit planes simultaneously as well as 30
horizontal and 26 vertical corrector magnets (steerers) [9].
The ML methods, which were successfully tested by means
of simulations on a DELTA storage ring OC model, were
applied to the real storage ring.

ML-Data Acquisition
Compared to the uncoupled case in previous real machine
studies [3], now a dedicated data acquisition script randomly
varies all steerer strengths in both planes at once within intervals from typically ±200 mA up to ±500 mA. The interval
∗

detlev.schirmer@tu-dortmund.de

limits are a compromise between risk of beam losses and
minimizing relative measurement errors due to the limited
steerer strength resolution of 2.4 mA. After each perturbation, the steerer strength changes and the emerging closed
orbit differences in both planes are measured, error-cleaned
(e.g., deleting of hardware and software related readout errors) and recorded. The data pool noise level was estimated
to approximately 2% caused by the combined error of BPM
and steerer strength readback accuracies, mainly dominated
by the limited steerer strength granularity.

Weighted Beam Position Monitors
To increase the impact of orbit deviations at more important storage ring positions (e.g., synchrotron radiation source
points or the injection region) each BPM can be assigned
BPM as a diagonal
with an individual weight factor. With w̃x,z
matrix of BPM weight factors, the weighted closed-orbit erw can be evaluated as a scalar quantity for both planes
ror χx,z
(x, z) by
−→
−
→
w
BPM
= w̃x,z
· (∆d x,z + R̃x,z · ∆I x,z ) .
(1)
χx,z
2

The goal for an orbit correction algorithm is to minimize
w for arbitrary orbit deviathe residual closed-orbit error χx,z
−→
tions ∆d x,z with respect to any desired reference orbit. The
product of the response matrix R̃x,z and the steerer strength
−
→
changes ∆I x,z in Eq. 1 can be determined by means of a
reverse NN (see Fig. 1). It can also be trained with the experimental data patterns, but now each squared network error
BPM 2
e2p j = (oBPM
p j − t p j ) must be weighted by an individual
BPM weight factor wBPM
as follows:
pj
R
=
Emse

P
N
1 Õ 1 Õ BPM BPM BPM 2
w
(op j − t p j ) .
P p=1 N j=1 p j

R
The reverse mean squared NN error Emse
sums up the
squared differences between all numbers of neurons N at
the NN target t and output o for a specific quantity of data
patterns P. Thus, the reverse trained NN, as a representation of the orbit response matrix R̃x,z , is able to determine
−→
orbit deviations ∆d x,z at all BPMs for given steerer strength
−
→
w in
changes ∆I x,z . Afterwards, the weighted orbit error χx,z
Eq. 1 can be minimized using a numerical optimizer, e.g.,
the BFGS Quasi-Newton method [10]. In addition, the optimizer itself has also been replaced by a pre-trained NN. For
this purpose, the optimizer has to pre-calculate the optimum
→
w -values for all measured orbit deviations −
χx,z
∆d x,z . These
data pairs again serve as labeled input/target data to train a
dedicated NN as an optimizer substitute.
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of the neural network topology
for a full x,z-coupled orbit correction at the storage ring
DELTA. The input layer represents 54 BPMs for each plane,
fed by measured orbit deviations. It is connected via a ’hidden’ layer with the output values for 56 corrector magnets
(HK1-30, VK1-26). The correction considers both transverse coordinates (x,z) as well as their coupling. In total, the
network consists of approx. 17700 connections (red lines,
only partially shown). For reverse training, the input and
output layers are swapped.

Neural Network Training
Since each corrector strength variation normally affects
the beam displacement at all BPM positions in the storage
ring, a fully connected feed-forward neural network (FFNN)
was specified as the NN connection architecture. Thus, NNs
to be trained by the experimental data are composed of three
layers with a total of 272 neurons (108/108/56) and approximately 17700 weights and biases (see Fig. 1).
The supervised network training was tested with various conjugate gradient backpropagation learning algorithms.
Most effective learning was achieved with scaled conjugate
gradient (scg) algorithms [11]. Typical forward and reverse

Figure 2: Supervised NN training, based on a scaled conjugate gradient (scg) backpropagation algorithm, with experimental data (blue) and verification of the NN performance
with an additional ’unseen’ validation test data set (green).
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training curves for pure training data (blue) and the related
validation data sets (green) are shown in Fig. 2. In both cases,
the network output error is reduced continuously, without
over- or under-fitting issues, mainly limited by the data noise
level. The best forward validation performance with an
Emse -value of 7.3 · 10−4 A2 was reached with no significant
improvement beyond approx. 1600 scg-training iterations
applying a full batch training. The reverse training reduced
R to 1.2 · 10−2 mm2 after about
the network output error Emse
700 iterations. In both cases, the network’s fitness gains approximately three orders of magnitude compared to the starting values, which indicates sufficient fitness performance.
Hence, conventional NNs are able to learn and generalize the
correlation between orbit deviations and the related steerer
strength variations.

BENCHMARK RESULTS
The performance of the ML-based OC program was
benchmarked against a recently implemented numerical approach [12, 13] at different comparison terms. The tests
considered actual reference settings, which include the currently valid reference orbit and the corresponding weight
factors (wf) for all K BPMs in operation. Various arbitrary
steerer-induced orbit errors have been enforced (a–d) in both
orbit planes, respectively (hk/vk). The benchmark results
are compared in Fig. 3 (ML-based) and Fig. 4 (numerical)
separately for each orbit plane.
In addition, typical but not pre-trained sources for orbit
disturbances have been provoked. This includes unmatched
closed orbit bumps (e.g., injection dc-bump), strong sextupole strength changes (SF/SD) or ramping of insertion
devices (e.g., the undulator U250). The benchmark results

w for different steererFigure 3: Weighted rms orbit error χx,z
induced (hk/vk) orbit disturbances (a-d) compensated iteratively by the ML-based OC program. Due to x,z-coupling,
the provoked deviations appear in both orbit planes. A total
of 18 steps were required to compensate for all disturbances
(a-d). In comparison to Fig. 4, similar final residual orbit
errors are achieved in significantly fewer iteration steps.
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w to benchmark the
Figure 4: Weighted rms orbit error χx,z
orbit correction quality and convergence for a conventional
numerical method [12, 13]. The correction was performed
iteratively for the same steerer-based (hk/vk) orbit distortions
(a-d) as presented in Fig. 3. In total, 30 steps were required
to compensate for all disturbances (a-d).

Figure 6: Correction for different scenarios of enforced orbit
deviations (e-j) performed with a conventional numerical
orbit correction program [12, 13]. In this case, in total 33
steps were needed to compensate the same perturbations
(e-j) as depicted in Fig. 5.
supervised learning were compensated with analogous quality. After each provoked error, the residual weighted orbit
error converged to less than 3 mm, which corresponds to
several ten µm in real beam offset.
In direct comparison, the standard numerical OC method
requires more orbit correction steps to compensate the same
provoked orbit disturbances. The residual weighted orbit
error converged also to less than 3 mm, but overall, in these
benchmark examples, the standard OC version needs in total
63 steps (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 6) compared to 44 steps for the
ML-based implementation (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 5).

SUMMARY

Figure 5: Individual ML-based correction steps to compensate orbit deviations caused by different error sources (e-j)
which were not included in the training data sets. Although
these types of error sources were not considered during NN
training, all disturbances (e-j) could be compensated in 26
steps.

are shown in Fig. 5 (ML-based) and Fig. 6 (numerical)
for each plane separately. In all plots, the residual orbit

 2  1/2
w ≔ 1 ÍK
BPM
quality χx,z
is scored by the
i=1 wx,z · ∆x,z i
K
weighted root-mean-squared value (wrms) over all K BPMs
in both orbit planes (x, z).
As can be seen from the graphs, both OC programs worked
similarly stable and they were able to compensate all enforced orbit disturbances without any beam losses. The
ML-based OC needs approximately 2 to 4 orbit correction
iterations to equalize the individually provoked orbit deviations. Even distortions (e–j), which have not trained during

A machine learning-driven orbit correction algorithm has
successfully been implemented at the 1.5–GeV electron storage ring of the DELTA accelerator facility. The achieved remaining orbit error is similar to the results of standard SVDlike correction approaches. In general, ML-based methods
require fewer correction steps which leads to faster orbit
correction convergence. Because ML techniques based on
training with real machine data, this method automatically
incorporates storage ring imperfections (e.g., alignment errors) and non-linearities (e.g., magnetic fringe fields). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that NNs were also able
to cope with beam disturbances that had not been trained
before. In addition, even changes of BPM offsets, e.g. due
to realignments of individual lattice magnets, can be taken
into account, simply by editing the related orbit reference
data file. Therefore, retraining of the entire neural network
is not required. In general, once successfully trained, the
NN-based application showed high reliability, numerical
stability and robustness.
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MACHINE LEARNING METHODS FOR CHROMATICITY CONTROL AT
THE 1.5 GeV SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE DELTA
D. Schirmer∗ , A. Althaus, T. Schüngel
Center for Synchrotron Radiation (DELTA), TU Dortmund University, Germany
Abstract
In the past, the chromaticity values at the DELTA electron
storage ring were manually adjusted using 15 individual sextupole power supply circuits, which are combined into 7 magnet families. To automate and optimize the time-consuming
setting process, various machine learning approaches were
investigated. For this purpose, simulations were first performed using a storage ring model and the performance
of different neural networks based models was compared.
Subsequently, the neural networks were trained with experimental data and successfully implemented for chromaticity
correction in real accelerator operation.

INTRODUCTION
DELTA is a 1.5–GeV electron storage ring facility operated by the TU Dortmund University as a synchrotron light
source [1] and as a facility for ultrashort pulses in the VUV
and THz regime [2, 3].
In recent years, different machine learning (ML) based
projects have been investigated to support automated monitoring and operation of the DELTA electron storage ring
facility [4]. This includes self-regulating global and local
orbit correction of the stored electron beam [5, 6] and a betatron tune feedback [7]. In addition, a ML-based electron
transfer rate (injection) optimization is in preparation [8].
So far, the storage ring chromaticity values have been
adjusted empirically based on experience. The setting of desired target values can only be achieved by time-consuming
trial and error. For this reason, ML-based algorithms for
automated chromaticity adjustment were investigated, very
similar to the already implemented ML-based betatron tunes
control [7].
In previous studies, the workflow was successfully simulated on a storage ring model. Therefore, the correlation
between sextupole magnet strength changes and the related
chromaticity shifts was investigated. In this case, the magnets were grouped via software in four horizontal and three
vertical focusing families. Here, clear correlations were identified during training of conventional 3-layered feed-forward
neural networks (NNs), without any over- or underfitting issues. Afterwards, the trained NN-based models were able to
match the chromaticity to any desired value in the simulated
storage ring. Some results are summarized in [4] and [8].
∗

detlev.schirmer@tu-dortmund.de

Figure 1: Distribution of 3000 chromaticity shifts (top) invoked by uniformly randomized strength variations of 15
independent sextupole power supplies (PS) circuits (bottom).
The data are obtained by AT optics simulations based on a
DELTA storage ring lattice model.

ML-BASED SIMULATED
CHROMATICITY CONTROL
To increase the degree of freedom for automated chromaticity control, we repeated the pre-studies, but now utilizing all 15 sextupole PS circuits individually. A detailed
lattice model of the DELTA storage ring served as the basis
for x,y-coupled optics and chromaticity (ξx , ξy ) computations within the Accelerator Toolbox (AT) framework [9,10].
To acquire suitable ML training data, the sextupole strengths
were randomly varied for all 15 PS individually and for each
strength change setting, the associated chromaticity shifts
were calculated. Fig. 1 visualizes the corresponding AT
simulation results.
These labelled data pairs (strength variations and chromaticity shifts) were used for supervised training of multilayered NNs. The NNs serve as surrogate models for the
chromaticity determination, which afterwards are applied to
automatically adjust and control the chromaticity values.
Fig. 2 illustrates a sample application for a simulated
chromaticity matching run performed with a 3-layered NN
which has been trained by scaled conjugate gradient (scg)
back-propagation [11] applying the data depicted in Fig. 1.
The natural chromaticity (ξx = −21, ξy = −8) which occurs
with all sextupoles switched off (0. iteration) can be adjusted
to full chromaticity compensated values (4. iteration, ξx =
ξy = 0) by the ML-based control loop. The step size (number
of iterations) depends mainly on the granularity (∆ξx,y ) of
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Figure 3: FFT beam spectrum from turn-by-turn orbit data
recorded at a dedicated BPM. Before (blue) and after (red)
cavity radiofrequency (RF) variation. The horizontal and
vertical chromaticities are calculated by determining the
betatron tune peak shifts induced by the cavity RF variation.
Figure 2: Example for verification of NNs trained by simulated data (see Fig. 1) and applied to the DELTA storage
ring model. The desired target values for compensated chromaticity (goal: ξx = ξy = 0) were reached in 4 iterative
steps (red curves) starting at the setting for natural chromaticity (ξx = −21, ξy = −8, sextupoles switched off). The
corresponding sextupole strength adaptions are shown in
blue lines. In total, 15 individual power supplies (PS) are
available to operate 7 sextupole magnet families. They are
grouped in four horizontal (top: SF1, SF2, SF3, SS3) and
three vertical (bottom: SD1, SD2, SS4) focusing families.
The indices number the individual PS circuits.

the training data (see Fig. 1). During the magnet settings, all
strengths remain below the maximum limit of 4 [1/m3 ] and
single PS circuits adjust slightly differently in some cases.

REAL MACHINE OPERATION
A similar approach was adapted for real machine operation. Here too, all seven sextupole families were split into
15 individual PS circuits. For chromaticity determination
in real storage ring operation, the cavity radiofrequency
(RF) must be shifted and then the tune shifts ∆Q are determined via a FFT spectrum from turn-by-turn orbit data at a
dedicated beam position monitor (BPM). See Fig. 3 as an
example. With ∆Q = ξ · ∆p/p follows for the chromaticity
ξ = ∆Q · p/∆p = −αc h∆ fβ /∆ fRF . ∆ fRF corresponds to
changes of the cavity radiofrequency, ∆ fβ is the measured
betatron frequency shift, h is the harmonic number and the
momentum compaction factor αc = (∆L/L)/(∆p/p) relates
the relative orbit path length change ∆L/L to the relative momentum change ∆p/p. The precision of the FFT method is
limited to plus or minus half a spectrum bin, which is in our
case ±2.5 kHz, corresponding to a fast tune measurement
resolution of ±1 · 10−3 [12]. To enable rapid data acquisition
(DAQ) on the one hand but to avoid beam losses on the other
hand the RF shift was stepwise adjusted to a limit of ±6 kHz.
This corresponds to a maximum tune shift of approximately
±1·10−2 and results finally in a limited chromaticity measurement precision of about 0.2 (see the top of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).
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In dedicated data mining shifts a Python/EPICS-based DAQscript varied randomly individual PS current values related
to a nominal sextupole reference setting and then measured
the corresponding chromaticity changes (∆ξx,y ). To avoid
beam losses the magnet current variations were limited to
+/-15% (uniformly and Gaussian distributed) and were additionally extracted if sextupole magnet hardware limits were
exceeded. Due to the limited chromaticity measurement resolution, the values pile on a fixed ∆ξx,y -grid. The histogram
plot (see Fig. 4) shows the number of measurements with
the same chromaticity shift per bin. The measurement for
each data pattern took about 20 seconds. After data cleaning of mismeasurements, we obtained 2749 data patterns
which were again used for training of classical multi-layered,
fully-connected feed-forward NNs. The regression results
obtained from the application of a trained NN are shown
exemplarily in Fig. 5. In this example the validation regres-

Figure 4: Distribution of 2749 measured chromaticity shifts
(cleaned data) invoked by uniformly and Gaussian randomized strength variations of 15 independent sextupole power
supplies circuits (bottom). Due to granularity constrictions
of the chromaticity measurements, all values are distributed
on a resolution-limited grid (top).
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Figure 5: Comparison between measured data and model
predictions of a scaled conjugate gradient back-propagation
(scg, [11]) trained NN-based surrogate model. The complete
set of 2749 experimental data patterns was divided into 70%
for pure network training and 15% of the data are applied as
"unseen" data sets for validation and test, respectively. The
R-values rate the correlation quality between experimental
data and NN model prediction.
sion coefficient is calculated to R = 0.92, indicating high
modelling capabilities for chromaticity predictions. To make
a prediction on how to improve the chromaticity a weightingfunction-driven optimization algorithm, like Bayesian optimization using Gaussian Processes (GP) [13–15], scored
the output of the NN-based surrogate models. If required,
the score function can also consider additional boundary
conditions, e. g. maximum sextupole strength, beam lifetime or PS current stepsize. Afterwards, the optimization
results (new predicted sextupole strength settings) are applied to the storage ring. Then the associated chromaticity
corrections are experimentally measured (see above), giving
new start values for the next optimization iteration until the
desired target chromaticity is reached. An example of such
a chromaticity matching procedure is shown in Fig. 6 (red
curves). In this case, 10 steps were necessary to obtain the
target values (ξx = ξy = 0) starting at ξx = −10, ξy = −4.4,
which were obtained with sextupole magnets operated at
half nominal strength. The maximum and minimum step
sizes depend mainly on the ∆ξx,y -granularity of the training
data sets. The corresponding sextupole strength changes are
also depicted in Fig. 6 (blue curves). This showed, that the
originally identical family values split into different values
during the matching run. This reflects the asymmetry of the
real machine optics. For comparison, the same optimization
was carried out, but now while maintaining the fixed sextupole family membership (see Fig. 7). In both examples, the
desired chromaticity (ξx = ξy = 0) was achieved in about
10 iterations without exceeding the technical current limit of
15 A. More detailed studies are currently being conducted.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Figure 6: Example application to test NNs trained by experimental data (see Fig. 4) and applied to the real storage ring.
The desired target values for compensated chromaticity (target: ξx = ξy = 0) were reached in 10 iterative steps starting
with chromaticity values of ξx = −10 and ξy = −4.4.

Figure 7: The same optimization run as shown in Fig. 6.
Here with fixed magnet family affiliations, grouped in 4 horizontally and 3 vertically focussing PS circuits. Therefore,
the lines of the indexed sextupole PS circuits lie on top of
each other.
priate for chromaticity control in simulation as well as in
the real storage ring operation. Splitting the PS-families
into individual PS circuits has increased the flexibility to
approach arbitrary chromaticity settings. Further studies
need to be conducted to understand the different correction
behaviour in simulation and the real storage ring operation,
respectively. Work is currently in preparation to implement
the entire ML-workflow on a dedicated ML-server applying
software container (Docker [16]) techniques. In the future
ML-based methods could additionally be extended to optimize the sextupole settings with respect to dynamic aperture
and thus to increase the stored beam life time.

It has been shown that classical machine learning methods
like conventional feed-forward neural networks are appro-
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EPICS-BASED TELEGRAM INTEGRATION FOR CONTROL AND ALARM
HANDLING AT TEX FACILITY
D. Moriggi∗ , S. Pioli, F. Cardelli, C. Di Giulio, P. Ciuffetti
INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, Italy
Abstract
TeXbot is a Telegram bot developed in python language
used to notify in asynchronous way event in TEX (TEst stand
for X-band) facility at Frascati National Laboratories. The
application has been realized making use of framework such
as telepot and pysmlib, to interface with Telegram and with
EPICS environment respectively.
The bot make able the user to subscribe to multiple topic
in order to be automatically notified in case of different
set up of the machine or when an interlock occurs on a
single component. Furthermore the user can request accurate
information about subsystem of the accelerator by simply
make use of special commands and token in Telegram app.

INTRODUCTION
In any industrial context it is present the need to have
information delivered in the fastest way as possible.
In this environment the Telegram TeXbot solution can
be deployed, since it can control and handle alarm when a
subsystem goes in an interlock state or certain event occurs
to the system.
The bot is developed at National Laboratory of Frascati
and running at TEX (EuPRAXIA TEst stand for X-band)
facility and is capable of sending automatic live messages
through Telegram app displaying information on particle
accelerator system state.
The final user can start joining private chat and once inserted the correct password can initiate conversation with
bot asking for precise information about the TEX facility.
Through text recognition the bot can answer by sending information directly or can eventually submit different kind of
menu used to let user choose the appropriate content.
Moreover the consumer can handle subscription to specific categories in order to receive accurate notifications on
certain devices in real-time, or also ask for the chart representing the history for a particular component in a given
time span.

The second Python library used to create state machine
capable of handling events during system operations and
making able the bot to communicate with EPICS is pysmlib
[3], which is built on top of PyEpics and therefore guarantees
a perfect integration with EPICS Channel Access.
The last is flask [4] used to realize the back-end component
responsible to make available API to retrieve and manipulate
data coming from the EPIC S Archiver Appliance [5, 6]
used to store data of the TEX facility.

ARCHITECTURE
The main four components that constitute the overall architecture are shown in Fig. 1 and it will be described in the
following:
• the EPICS Channel Access
• TeXbot, the Telegram bot
• Flask back-end for retrieval
• EPICS Archiver Appliance
The first fundamental requirement for this kind of setup is the
need of EPICS CA (Channel Access), that once a connection
it’s established with it, make the system able to retrieve live
information on PVs (Process Variables) of the TEX facility.
Then obviously comes the TeXbot that could be thought
and refer to it as a listener in the framework, because it is
distributed in reading-mode respect to data, interrogating
the CA and sending raw information to Telegram user.
Another component is represented by the back-end service that behave in its own container and it is responsible
to exposes APIs used to retrieve manipulated information
coming not only from live data, but even from the archived
ones.
The last independent service that runs in its dedicated
container is the EPICS Archiver Appliance, which is devoted
to handle a layered data storage by saving information in
three different area depending on its date of acquisition.

FRAMEWORK
This system is realized thanks to the integration of multiple framework each devoted to a different type of functionalities. The first to be mentioned is Telepot [1], a Python
repository downloadable from pip, the packet manager for
Python, that encapsulate Telegram API (Application Program Interface) [2] making able to build up and control the
bot.
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FUNCTIONALITIES
TeXbot
Once registered to the TeXbot inside Telegram App, it is
possible to start interacting with it. Then the first thing to
do it is to authenticate yourself by submitting a pre-shared
password to the application, in order to be authorized to send
commands and visualize data.
The interaction with bot is performed through the implementation of token recognition, to perform common operation of visualizing general information, retrieve data, register
to particular categories or produce plot for certain variables.
Moreover multiple menu are implemented to make a collection of different portion of the data, helping the end user
to visualize detailed information on the particle accelerator
of TEX facility.
Recognized Tokens In the following it will be described
a list of token words that can be sent to the TeXbot in order
to perform a specific action.

• /history <category> last <timeSpan> - it will provide a
downloadable chart representing the history of the PVs
belonging to selected category in a given time span
(hours, days, months) (Fig. 2c)

(a) /help command

(b) /tex command

(c) /history command

(d) /subscription command

• /password - used as a first command when starting the
TeXbot, authenticate the user to the bot
• /info - shows general information on the system and the
developer
• /help - shows an help to make clear how use the commands (Fig. 2a)
• /tex - it shows a menu, let the user the possibility
to choose among different collection of information
(Fig. 2b):
– Status Tex - shows overall information of the facility, modulator status, vacuum status on components
– Source Status RF - shows precise information
about RF (Radio Frequency) source
– LLRF - shows information about Low Level Radio Frequency signal
– Vacuum - shows another sub-menu for each subsystem: klystron, Wave Guide and RF-loads to
monitor the respective vacuum
– Safety - show the operational state and if the patrol
has been performed
• /categories - shows which categories of information
can subscribe to
• /subscribe /unsubscribe - open another sub-menu
used to subscribe/unsubscribe to categories and receive/cancel live message when certain event occurs
(Fig. 2d)
• /subscription - shows active user’s subscriptions
(Fig. 2d)
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Figure 2: Screenshot.
In Fig. 2 are presented some features of TeXbot.
EPICS State Machine The core functionalities responsible for the interconnection with EPICS Channel Access
are delegated to pysmlib, that is devoted to realize a FSM
(Finite State Machine).
At the start the FSM is in a basic state and with high priority continuously poll specific PVs belonging to a category
to be supervisioned given that represent an important part
of the system that can raise an alarm.
As long as no alarm occurs it waits for message arriving
from TeXbot and when this occurs, the FSM will compose
the message to be redirected to the user who made the request.
The logic implemented by the state machine can be seen
on the flowchart in Fig. 3. From the idle state the first check
is about interlock, if one or more occurs the system then
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evaluate if anyone is subscribed to that category to which
ilk belong, if so the message is sent else the system return
to idle state.
If no ilk occurs, the state evaluate if any messages arrived
from Telegram, if so then the data are retrieved from backend
or Channel Access and sent to telegram user in form of
message or image.

is responsible for archiving pre-defined set of PVs, following
for each of them a precise policy for storaging.
In order to store data, the EPICS Archiver Appliance uses
ProtocolBuffers (PB) serialization mechanism by Google,
moving the information from the closest layer, the Short
Term Store (STS), dedicated to last data in order of arrival,
to the farther layer, the Long Term Store (LTS), dedicated
to the oldest data produced. Moreover it also make you able
to query the database through its APIs.

CONCLUSION

Figure 3: Logic flowchart.

Back-End
To perform more complex operations on data, a back-end
service has been created making use of Flask, that exposing
APIs to other services can extend in a powerful way the
possibility to aggregate, manipulate information and control subsystem. This kind of service behaves as a bridge
establishing connection among different component in the
architecture and making this framework fully extendable in
terms of services and capabilities.
The back-end is mainly used, at this stage, for the interaction with the EPICS Archiver Appliance, that is used to store
data and from which can be query the database to retrieve
raw data.

EPICS Archiver Appliance

TeXbot can represent a possible solution integrated and
developed upon Telegram and EPICS, respectively one of the
most downloaded application on mobile application market
nowadays and one of most used framework for controlling
system, solving different kind of problem in a given technological research and industrial environment.
It in fact can handle in real time alerting messages and
can be extremely expandable under a newly presented architecture, representing a powerful solution deployable in
a relative low time and guaranteeing high reliability and
stability.
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The EPICS Archiver Appliance by Shankar et al. is the
subsystem that has been deployed in its own container and it
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L. A. Rossi, L. Sabbatini, G. Scarselletta, M. Scampati, S. Strabioli, S. Tocci, R. Zarlenga
INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, via Enrico Fermi 54, Frascati, Italy
Abstract
In 2021 started the commissioning of the TEX (TEst stand
for X-band) facility at the Frascati National laboratories of
INFN. This facility has been founded in the framework of the
LATINO (Laboratory in Advanced Technologies for INnOvation) project. The current facility layout includes a high
power X-band (11.994 GHz) Radiofrequency (RF) source,
realized in collaboration with CERN, which will be used for
validation and development of the X-band RF high gradient technology in view of the EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB
project. The RF source is based on a CPI VKX8311 Klystron
and a solid state ScandiNova k400 modulator to generate a
maximum RF output power of 50 MW at 50 Hz, that will
be mainly used for accelerating structure conditioning and
waveguide components testing. In this paper the layout, the
installation, commissioning and stability measurements of
this source are described in detail. The test stand will be
soon operative and ready to test the first X-band accelerating
structure prototype.

laboratories and companies. This is a project funded by the
government of “Regione Lazio” aimed at promoting and
increasing the technology transfer between research centres of excellence and the surrounding economic framework.
In November 2021 started the commissioning of the TEX
RF source with the site acceptance test of the modulator
and the commissioning of the LLRF and Control system.
The TEX Layout and the main results obtained during these
preliminary tests are shown below.

TEX FACILITY LAYOUT
TEX is located at the building 7 of the Frascati national
laboratory of INFN, that has been completely refurbished.
As reported in [4], the TEX facility includes a control room,
a rack room, the X-band source cage and a concrete bunker
in which the RF devices and high gradient structures to be
tested will be installed. The rack room hosts all the ion
pumps controllers, the rack of the EPICS control system and
the LLRF system.

INTRODUCTION
The X-band (11.994 GHz) was chosen as the basic RF
technology for the realization of the booster of the EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB Linac [1, 2]. This project aims
at constructing a free electron laser source based on a normal conducting RF Linac and a plasma acceleration module
to generate a high brightness 1 GeV electron beam. The
X-band is at present the most advanced RF technology, with
demonstrated capability of providing accelerating gradients
up to 100 MV/m and beyond. Achieving top level performances requires great expertise in the RF design, fabrication techniques and conditioning procedures. For this reason, as part of the preparatory activities related to the EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB project, a high-power test stand
for X-band (TEX) has been commissioned at INFN Frascati
National Laboratory. The purpose of this source is mainly to
test and condition RF devices and high gradient accelerating
structures but it will also allow R&D activities on LLRF
systems, beam diagnostics, vacuum and control system. Its
design has been done in collaboration with CERN and so
the facility will be also used to test and condition structures
for the CLIC project.
Through the LATINO project [3], it will be also accessible to external users, including national and international
∗
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Figure 1: TEX RF Source layout.
The TEX RF power source layout is based on a Solid State
Scandinova K400 modulator and a VKX8311A Klystron
which was given to us by CERN on permanent loan. A
sketch of the current TEX layout is reported in Fig. 1. At
full specifications it will be able to produce RF pulses of
50 MW long 1.5𝜇𝑠 with a rep rate of 50 Hz. Table 1 shows
the main parameters of the RF Source.
The pulsed modulator (Fig. 2) is capable to reach 430 kV
with a maximum average power of 50 kW. The RF pulse
at the klystron input is preamplified by a solid state drive
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Table 1: RF Source Main Parameters
Parameter

Unit

Value

Frequency
Bandwidth
Peak RF Power
Average RF Power
RF Pulse length
Repetition Rate
Voltage at the cathode
Klystron Current
Gain
Efficiency
HV pulse length

MHz
MHz
MW
kW
𝜇s
Hz
kV
A
dB
%
𝜇s

11 994
100
50
3.75
1.5
50
430
330
48
48
3.5

amplifier model AM61-12S-66-61PR4 (manufactured by
Microwave Amps Ltd) up to 1.2 kW. The Low-Level RF is
based on the Libera LLRF, a commercial system realized
by Instrumentation Technologies. This system works at the
American S-band frequency (2856 MHz) and it has been
adapted to work at the European X-band 11994 MHz by
means of an Up/Down Converter developed at our laboratory
together with the RF reference generation and distribution
system. A detailed description of the TEX LLRF system,
together with the firsts measurements performed during the
SAT of the source, are reported in [5, 6].
At the klystron output a WR90 waveguide of total length
approximately equal to 9 m transports the high power pulses
inside a concrete shielded bunker, in which the RF device
or the high gradient accelerating structure to be tested will
be installed. The waveguides operate in extremely high
vacuum, with a pressure lower than 10−10 mbar to avoid
internal arcs due to the high peak power conveyed to the
accelerating structures. This vacuum pressure is obtained
by using 5 non evaporable getter (NEG) ion pumps plus an
additional ion pump placed at the klystron output. The RF
signals (Forward and Reverse) are sampled by means of two
directional couplers placed at the klyston output and at the
device under test (DUT) input. An additional directional
coupler in air has been installed between the RF driver output
and the klystron input to monitor the power at the tube input.
In a second phase of the development of this station, the
installation of an BOC (Barrel Open Cavity) pulse compressor along the waveguide is foreseen to increase the available
power of the source and being able to supply more than one
structures at the same time.

Figure 2: RF Source of the TEX facility.

Figure 3: Current waveguide layout at the klystron output.

SOURCE COMMISSIONING
In September 2021 the civil work for the building refurbishment ended and started the RF Source commissioning.
The Driver amplifier has been integrated in the modulator
rack and the klystron has been installed into the modulator
tank. Then, the solenoid electromagnet, the source cooling
system have been wired and the output waveguide of the
klystron has been connected to the waveguide system termiMC7: Accelerator Technology
T08: RF Power Sources

Figure 4: Current waveguide layout inside the bunker.
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based Telegram integration has been also deployed for the
interlocks and alarms handling of the RF Source, as reported
in [8]. During these preliminary tests, performed during the
source SAT, the Output characteristic curve of the klystron
have been reconstructed for a pulse length of 150 ns by using
the directional couplers FWD signals at the input and at the
output of the tube. A peak output power of 48 MW with
a 150 ns pulse length at a 50 Hz repetition rate has been
reached. The curves, obtained with two different voltage
set of the modulator, are reported in Fig. 5. Before the end
of the SAT, some preliminary measurements in terms of
amplitude and phase jitter of the klystron forward output has
been performed trough the LLRF System, measuring 0.04%
and 20.7fs respectively and are reported in [6].
Figure 5: Output power versus input power curves of the
klystron.
nated on two high power RF loads with a splitter. The current
configuration of the waveguide system at the klystron output
and inside the bunker is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Before
the NEG activation the waveguide system from the klystron
RF window up to the loads has undergone a soft baking
with heating tapers wrapped along the entire length of the
waveguide itself. Baking was carried out continuously at
140°C for 4 days, bringing the guide, once cooled, to a final pressure lower than 10−10 mbar. This procedure made it
possible to speed up the subsequent conditioning operation.
In parallel to this activity the modulator interface has been
integrated in the EPICS control system framework and the
Libera LLRF system with the Up/Down converter have been
installed. More information about the TEX control system
and its commissioning can be found in [7]. The cables connecting the directional couplers output to the LLRF System
have been calibrated by using both power meter and vector
analyzer measurements.
After all the subsystems installation, the high voltage modulator Site Acceptance Test (SAT) has started. During this
test the modulator has been tuned to obtain the required design parameters. At the end the procedures the stability and
flatness of the modulator pulse were accurately measured
with a measurement system consisting of an oscilloscope,
a differential amplifier and an isolation transformer. The
measured pulse flatness was about ±1.5% and the pulsed to
pulse stability was 14ppm.
To guarantee a safe conditioning of the klystron and waveguides system an automatic procedure has been developed
and integrated in the EPICS control system. This routine
allows handling the different interlocks from the modulator, vacuum and RF system and gradually increase the RF
feedback set level, of the klystron Output signal, following a
sigmoidal curve. After a breakdown, it decrease the power
and turns on the RF trigger after vacuum restoring. It’s still
being tested an algorithm for managing cluster of discharges
and a system of real time detection of breakdown on RF
signals based on machine learning [7]. Moreover, an EPICS
TUPOPT061
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CONCLUSION
By the end of 2021 and beginning of 2022 the TEX Facility has been successfully commissioned and all the subsystems have been installed and tested. The complete waveguide
system has been baked and installed up to the position of the
accelerating structure prototype inside the concrete shielded
bunker. The performances of the RF source in terms of jitter
and Pulse to Pulse amplitude stability have been measured
during the modulator SAT, with a peak output power of
48 MW, 150 ns pulse length at 50 Hz. After these encouraging results, the test station will became fully operative and
ready to test the first EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB accelerating structure prototype by the end of 2022. An upgrade of
the facility is currently under study with the possibility of
installing a second X-band RF source to double the available
testing stations and the conditioning capability of TEX.
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A DATA-DRIVEN ANOMALY DETECTION ON
SRF CAVITIES AT THE EUROPEAN XFEL
Abstract
The European XFEL is currently operating with hundreds
of superconducting radio frequency cavities. To be able to
minimize the downtimes, prevention of failures on the SRF
cavities is crucial. In this paper, we propose an anomaly
detection approach based on a neural network model to predict occurrences of breakdowns on the SRF cavities based
on a model trained on historical data. We used our existing anomaly detection infrastructure to get a subset of the
stored data labeled as faulty. We experimented with different
training losses to maximally profit from the available data
and trained a recurrent neural network that can predict a
failure from a series of pulses. The proposed model is using
a tailored architecture with recurrent neural units and takes
into account the sequential nature of the problem which can
generalize and predict a variety of failures that we have been
experiencing in operation.

INTRODUCTION
The superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) cavities are
responsible for accelerating beams which are used in the
European X-ray Free Electron Laser (EuXFEL) to obtain
extremely brilliant X-ray photon light.
Particle accelerators use the cavity resonators operating
in radio-frequency spectra to accelerate particles by synchronization with their frequency. The cavities accelerate and
energize particles by the induced alternating electric field.
For superconductivity, it is necessary to maintain the cavities cooled to very low temperatures, usually near absolute
zero, with a cryogenic system. The cryogenic system maintains the temperature to preserve the superconductivity. The
superconductivity minimizes the losses through the wall to
a minimum and thus almost all RF power can be transmitted
to the passing beam.
EuXFEL is currently operating 784 SRF cavities and it
is necessary to use automated algorithms to prevent failures. One kind of failure we are particularly interested in
are quenches. A quench is when cavity walls lose their superconductivity due to temperature breakdown. It leads to a
loss of superconductivity and energy is dissipated through
the cavity walls (the surrounding helium bath is heated up)
thus the quality factor decreases, i.e. efficiency decreases.
Although the quench limits are experimentally tested and set
in the firmware to hard limits, there are numerous situations
where the cavity can quench due to e.g. degradation which
lowers quench limits.
EuXFEL SRF cavities are operating in pulsed mode, therefore we have available a sequence of waveforms with a fixed
length. The current quench detection system at EuXFEL
∗
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Figure 1: Two examples of amplitudes of healthly (top) and
quenching amplitudes (bottom). Probe p, forward f and r
signals are depicted red, green, and blue respectively.
is observing the quality factor [1]. It is one of the classic
methods for the detection and prevention of such quenches.
In [2] an online approach for quench detection based on the
calculation of detuning and bandwidth on superconducting
cavities is presented which is specially tailored to continuous wave operation. A model-based approach for anomaly
detection on cavities is shown in [3]. In [4, 5] the parity
space method is used to detect anomalies on SRF cavities.
Recently data-driven machine learning approaches [6, 7] are
used for cavity breakdown prediction on cavities.
Our currently deployed quench detection server [1] provides a daily overview of probable quenches. Recently, EuXFEL created a dataset of events that are probable faults.
The availability of such a labeled dataset allowed us to experiment with data-driven machine learning models. This
paper presents a study of data-driven anomaly detection to
detect faults on RF cavities tailored to the case of EuXFEL.
We demonstrate that vanilla data-driven machine learning
methods can be trained to predict potential failures with very
limited access to training data labeled as faulty.
The structure of this paper is the following: First, we describe the procedure of preprocessing data. Then, we present
details of the proposed architecture used for the prediction
of faults. Lastly, we show the results of our approach on a
test set using different data-driven approaches.

METHOD
Notation
At a time moment 𝑡 we observe a pulse which consists of
three types of complex-valued waveforms: probe p, forward
f, reflected r, see Fig. 1. Each event consists of a series of
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h2 =LSTM(h1 )

ϕ=Linear(h2 )

input=256, output=256

input=256, output=64

h3 =Linear(h2 )
input=256, output=1

s = ∥ϕ (h2 ) − c∥2

SAL

input=64, output=1

l = Sigmoid(h3 )

BCE

input=1, output=1

Figure 2: The architecture consists of two LSTM layers. The final linear (green) layer has either 64-dimensional output for
a model trained with SAL or 1-dimensional for a model trained with BCE loss. As an input, the network receives a series of
signals where a pulse is a 1092 dimensional vector x. For the SAL, the anomaly score 𝑠 is obtained by calculation of the 𝐿2
distance of the output of the feature layer 𝑓𝜃 (x) from c. For the model trained with BCE, the likelihood 𝑙 of a healthy signal
is obtained after the application of the Softmax function.
pulses, where all waveforms are 1.82 ms long and sampled
at 1 MHz. This yields 1820 values per waveform.

Preprocessing
Processing the entire 1820 values of each waveform
is unnecessarily redundant and computationally and dataintensive, therefore we further subsampled each waveform
to 182 values. Furthermore, for ease of data handling, we
further transformed each type of waveform from amplitude
and phase to the IQ coordinates. In summary, we stack a
series of transformed IQ waveforms, i.e. 1092 values per
pulse x. We further perform normalization of each waveform
independently to the (0, 1) range.

The Model
We experiment with two models. One is based on semisupervised anomaly loss (SAL) the other with binary crossentropy loss (BCE). For both models, we use identical architecture with recurrent units, but the final layers are slightly
different. The proposed model consists of stacked Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) units with a linear unit, see
Fig. 2. The first LSTM layer encodes the input x into
256-dimensional vector h1 , which is further passed another
LSTM layer h2 with identical dimensionality as h1 . The
choice of architecture is not arbitrary. Most of the available
training data is recorded with less than 250 pulses. Therefore to cover the entire time range of the labeled faults, we
designed a two-layer network where input and hidden recurrent neural units have 256 hidden units. This should provide
sufficient freedom to train the temporal relations that are
contained in individual training events.
Semi-supervised Anomaly Detection Values from h2
are presented into the final linear layer that produces a
64-dimensional vector 𝜙. We refer to transformed inputs
into the final linear layer as features 𝑓𝜃 (x). Calculation of
anomaly score 𝑠 is performed by measuring the 𝐿2 distance
of the input’s features 𝑓𝜃 (x) from a common centre c.
Classifier Unlike the model trained with SAL, the classifier trained with BCE has a single binary value that signifies
if the output is faulty or not, therefore the last vector h2 is
fed into a linear unit with just one output ℎ3 . A sigmoid unit
can be used to obtain a likelihood of a healthy signal 𝑙.

Optimization
The critical component of our model is a proper loss
function. Since we have only a few labeled training data
as a fault, the BCE may suffer from biases toward healthy
data. For this purpose, we adopted SAL [8] defined over 𝑁
training samples as
𝐿(𝜃) =

1 𝑁
∑ ‖𝑓 (x ) − c‖2 + 𝜂‖𝑓𝜃 (x𝑖 ) − c‖𝑦2𝑖 .
𝑁 𝑖 𝜃 𝑖

The first term is a one-class loss [9] that fits the input
data regardless of label. The second term is the SAL [8]
which takes into account the category of the input data x by
exponentiating by 𝑦. Variable 𝑦 signifies if x is an anomaly
or not. Intuitively, if 𝑦 is not an anomaly, then the value is set
to 1 and the optimization trains the network and c to move as
close as possible. Contrarily, if 𝑦 is a (known) anomaly, the
value is set to −1 and it intuitively moves the network 𝑓𝜃 (x)
and c away from each other thus increases the anomaly score
for such samples. Since we have a small set of partially
labeled data that contains various types of faults, the trained
model mostly adapts to standard operations in healthy data
with a noticeable emphasis on unhealthy data which are
moved away from each other. The benefit of SAL is that
features 𝑓𝜃 (x) reveal information about various faults in the
feature space since it optimizes distances in it. It potentially
allows further analysis with very little supervision because
the network itself plays a role of a bottleneck. It is important
to note that unlike [8], we update c during optimization.
We also evaluated the LSTM model with BCE loss. It
requires minor changes in architecture and the output of h2
is replaced with a single-valued binary output ℎ3 . After
applying sigmoid, we have a likelihood 𝑙 of a healthy pulse.
This architecture has an important merit because evaluation
provides a likelihood of whether the input is an anomaly or
not and avoids the need to specify a threshold.
Each event consists of a sequence 𝐾 of pulses (x1 , … x𝐾 ).
For healthy events, the loss is calculated for all pulses in the
event, in case of faulty events only the last event is trained.

EXPERIMENTS
Faulty data was detected by an available quench detection
server [10]. Faulty events consist of 250 pulses or less with
usually 200 pulses before the event and 50 afterward.
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Figure 3: Histograms of anomaly scores 𝑠 trained with SAL (Top) and likelihoods 𝑙 trained with BCE (Bottom) for different
datasets. (Top) The events sampled from trained months (Jan, Feb) have very low anomaly score 𝑠 and the highest scores
are always below 0.35. Events sampled in March have an increase in anomaly scores since there are seasonality effects that
might be labeled as an anomaly. (Bottom) Likelihood of a healthy last pulse 𝑙 of a model trained with BCE loss.
Table 1: Evaluation of model trained models on two test
sets. The test set consists of samples randomly sampled
from available data. March 2022 is sampled over the entire
month to test how the model responds to long-term untrained
events.

Method
SAL
BCE

TP
103
96

Test set
TN
FP
7691
0
7685
6

Jan, Feb, Anomaly

FN
9
16

March 2022
TN
FP
35034 952
34869 1117

Jan, Feb, March

Table 1. The threshold for labeling an event as an anomaly
was all scores exceeding one times the standard deviation of
all scores in the test set. Slightly better performance than
BCE is noticeable on the healthy test set sampled in March
2022, where 952 events were identified as a fault. This can
further be identified in the right image in Fig. 4, where a
part of the healthy events of March 2022 noticeably deviates
from the trained datasets for January and February 2022.
The model trained with BCE wrongly identified 6 healthy
events (FP) as faulty and 16 faulty events were not identified
(FN). The model also performs slightly worse on the March
2022 test set by identifying 1117 healthy events as faulty.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 4: T-SNE Embedding [11] of feature outputs 𝑓𝜃 (x)
of SAL on the last pulse in the event. (Left) Training and
testing events from Jan 2022 (green), Feb 2022 (blue) and
anomaly (red). (Right) Training and testing events from Jan.
2022 (green), Feb 2022 (blue) and March 2022 (red).
The healthy data were equally sampled and downloaded
from our DAQ system [12]. Healthy events usually have 250
or 500 pulses. The training data are sparsely sampled from
all available stations over a period of five months.
We have 81922 healthy events and 1331 labeled faulty
events available. The test set is randomly sampled with 7803
healthy and 102 faulty events. Additionally, we created one
test set with only healthy events over a period of March 2022
to test how models react to novelty.

Evaluation
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We evaluated both approaches after 50 epochs trained
with ADAM. Table 1 and Fig. 3 show their comparisons.
The model trained with SAL performs better on the test
set, where none of the healthy events was wrongly identified
(FP) and only 9 faulty events were not identified (FN), see
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In this paper, a data-driven and model-free approach to
detecting cavity anomalies is shown. We show a training
model which can bypass the disproportionally many healthy
training samples by using a SAL [8] and compare it with
BCE. The SAL allowed us to train the proposed model with
an abundance of healthy data. As a byproduct, the model is
trained to project inputs to a feature space that reveals the
potential for further classification of different types of faults.
Experiments show that our method can identify a large
part of faults in our test set. One of the major limitations is
that waveforms may vary over longer periods. This causes a
noticeable increase in false positives for events from different
time periods.
In the future, since the lower-dimensional features of the
SAL model still carry the information about a fault, we
would like to experiment with different models to achieve
better interpretability of the features and distinguish between
different types of faults. Since the dimensionality of features
is much smaller, this should also require smaller training
datasets. Additional insights can also be revealed by using
generative models for anomaly detection [13] instead of
discriminative ones.

We thank Julien Branlard for his helpful suggestions and
corrections on the paper.
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PVECHO - VSYSTEM/EPICS BRIDGE

Abstract
The ISIS Neutron and Muon Source at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory is a pulsed source used for research in
material and life sciences. A linac and synchrotron accelerate protons to produce neutrons in two spallation targets.
The accelerators are currently operated using commercial
Vsystem control software. A transition to the EPICS control system is underway, with the end goal of a containerised system preferring the pvAccess protocol. We report
the progress of this transition, which is being done without
disrupting ISIS operations. We describe a bidirectional interface between Vsystem and EPICS that enables the two
control systems to co-exist and interact. This allows us to
decouple the transition of controls UI from the associated
hardware. Automated conversion of the binary-format Vsystem control screens has been developed that replicates the
current interface in EPICS, allowing minimal retraining of
operators. We also outline the development of EPICS interfaces to standard and unique-to-ISIS hardware, reuse of
and managing continuity of existing long-term data archiving, the development of EPICS interfaces to standard and
unique-to-ISIS hardware, and migration of alerts.

INTRODUCTION
The accelerators at the ISIS Neutron and Muon Source
[1, 2] at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory currently operates using Vsystem [3] commercial control system software.
A transition to the open source EPICS control system [4]
is in progress. (Note that ISIS Experiment Controls has
already transitioned to the use of EPICS [5].) One of the
requirements of this transition is that operations must not be
interrupted. For this reason the two control systems will be
run in parallel during the transition.
There are a variety of different ways to configure an EPICS
control system and so a number of high-level decisions had
to be made before beginning the transition work. Some of
the decisions driving the ISIS accelerator controls transition
are:
• to prefer pvAccess [6] over Channel Access
• to prefer IOCs (or equivalents) in containers on centrally managed servers
• to deploy Phoebus [7] for user interaction
Other decisions have been deferred, these include:
• selection of technology for long-term archiving of PVs
• selection of alarm handler software
∗

ivan.finch@stfc.ac.uk
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To allow the simultaneous use of Vsystem and EPICS
during the transition period software called PVEcho [8] has
been developed to act as a bridge between the two control
systems. PVEcho allows changes in the channels or process
variables (PVs) of one control software system to be reflected
immediately in the other. PVEcho is divided into two parts –
v2e and e2v – depending on whether the underlying hardware
interface is managed by Vsystem or EPICS respectively. In
light of the decision to prefer pvAccess, PVEcho only fully
supports this EPICS protocol.
If the hardware interface is managed by Vsystem then v2e
creates a set of EPICS process variables which mimic the
Vsystem channels, reflecting the changes in those channels
and if modified via EPICS propagating the change to Vsystem. This allows Phoebus screens to be deployed to control
and monitor hardware for which Vsystem interfaces exist
without needing to move the associated hardware interfaces
immediately to EPICS IOCs.
If the hardware interface is managed by EPICS then e2v
similarly acts as a bridge to propagate values to Vsystem
channels and to propagate any changes to those Vsystem
channels back to the matching EPICS PV. Thus hardware
interfaces may be moved to EPICS without requiring all
associated Vsystem control screens or scripts to be ported
at the same time.
This approach allows the two major areas of the transition
work – transition of hardware interfaces and transition of
control screens (and scripts) – to be decoupled.

CONVERSION OF CONTROL SCREENS
ISIS operations are managed from a Main Control Room
(MCR) which is staffed at all times. The MCR crew are
the principal users of the control system, using the alarm
system and control screens to interact with hardware across
the accelerators and targets. The control screens are also
used by machine physicists during setup of ISIS before a user
run, tuning of the machine during the run, and for studies of
the properties of the machine. Equipment owners access the
control screens during commissioning of their equipment
and for routine inspection and monitoring during operation.
There are more than 800 Vsystem control screens accessible through the ISIS control system. Transitioning these
screens to Phoebus represents a very significant conversion
effort. The initial plan was for this to be done manually by
contractors. However, a technical alternative was developed.
The Vsystem control screens are created and run by Vdraw
[9] and are stored in binary encoded files. Software writ-
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ten in Python was developed to automatically convert these
to the XML data format used for Phoebus control screens.
The automatic conversion is not perfect so most converted
screens needs to be manually edited.
In Fig. 1 we show the results of the automatic conversion
of a complex screen. Fig. 1(a) shows the original Vsystem
screen and (b) the screen after automatic conversion. Some
manual editing is still required; (c) shows the final Phoebus screen after this has been done. The data displayed is
provided by the v2e component of PVEcho, demonstrating
decoupling of the transition of control screens from that of
the hardware interfaces.
(a)

and demonstrate reliability of the entire technology stack
before further automatically converted screens are deployed.
The conversion software is still under development and
it is necessary to rerun the automatic conversion to capture
improvements to the converted screens. In a simple conversion this overwrites any manual adjustments made to the
converted screen. For this reason we are currently testing
a smarter automatic conversion which preserves previous
manual edits.
Work is also underway on developing standards for Phoebus UI components and colours.

SUPPORT FOR ISIS-SPECIFIC IOCS
Common Industrial Protocol

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Original Vsystem screen, (b) screen converted
to Phoebus by VCDparser, (c) converted screen after manual
corrections.
The screen shown in Fig. 1 displays vacuum levels and
their histories for the ISIS Synchrotron. The manuallycorrected Phoebus screen (c) has been run for more than a
full user cycle in the ISIS MCR, in parallel with the Vsystem
screen (a). This is intended to allow feedback from the crew

ISIS Target Station 1 (TS1) has run for over 35 years without significant structural improvement. During the planned
long shutdown of 2021–22 a large scale upgrade of TS1 [10]
began, with commissioning planned for September 2022. As
part of this upgrade the existing control systems hardware
has been replaced with newer Omron PLCs. ISIS Targets
have previously interfaced with Vsystem over the FINS protocol, but this is considered obsolescent and will be replaced
with the CIP protocol [11].
No hardware interface between Vsystem and CIP has been
previously developed. A decision was taken not to develop
such an interface and instead to control the new hardware
through EPICS.
There are two unusual requirements for this new EPICS interface. The first is that some PVs have complex time-based
hysteresis requirements to trigger alarms, and the second
was that alarm threshold values and associated alarm messages be controlled from the PLCs (single source of truth).
To meet these requirements a CIP data structure which encapsulated all the required data was agreed. An array of
these structures would be read from the PLCs. Python code
using the PvaPy [12] and cpppo [13] libraries was developed
to read this array of structures and convert it into a set of
EPICS PVs.
Unfortunately in testing it was determined that the reading
of the array was too slow. Even after optimisation it took over
15 seconds to read a large array of the agreed structures. This
was due to the combination of the maximum data window
size (~2000 bytes) and other issues with the purchased NJ101
PLCs. For this reason the agreed system had to be revised
and two parallel arrays for the value and the alarm state of
the PVs created. It is possible to read these smaller arrays
of numbers in less than 0.5 seconds, while a parallel loop
reads the array of full structures more slowly.

CPS, PXI and Other Interfaces
The majority of Vsystem channels at ISIS interface with
CPS crates [14], custom hardware based on a CompactPCI
backplane. An XML web service running on the crates is
used to read and write data. The same XML system is used to
interface with code running on a smaller number of National
Instruments PXI crates.
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An EPICS interface using PvaPy was developed and tested
to interface with the CPS and PXI systems. It is now planned
to replace this custom solution with a more conventional
IOC using the asyn module. In the future these systems may
become an exception to our preference for server deployed
IOCs and run their own IOCs directly.
Conventional EPICS IOCs running in Docker using the
FINS and Modbus protocols have also had test deployments.

ARCHIVING CONTROLS DATA
Vsystem has built-in logging functionality called Vlogger
[9]. However, at ISIS the primary tool for logging controls
data is InfluxDB which collects data from Vsystem via the
MQTT message protocol and Telegraf metrics collection
agent [15]. The data is visualised using Grafana dashboards.
The EPICS Archiver Appliance [16] has been deployed at
ISIS and is logging data from the CIP PLCs described above.
At this early stage in the transition most of our controls data
still originates with Vsystem and is stored in InfluxDB. For
any cross-analysis it is useful to have all data within one
system, and tools have therefore been developed to allow
EPICS data to be stored in our existing InfluxDB system.
When PVEcho’s e2v component is properly configured it
passes data through Vsystem which is automatically logged
by our existing infrastructure. In addition, software named
pvxs-archiver [15] has been developed which can directly
write monitored EPICS PVs to InfluxDB.
We plan to evaluate the EPICS Archiver Appliance against
InfluxDB. One of the principal advantages of the EPICS
Archiver Appliance is its integration with Phoebus. However,
it may be possible to develop an interface for InfluxDB which
implements the same web API which allows Phoebus to
access data from the EPICS Archiver Appliance. It remains
to be determined if this is an optimal use of developer effort.

ALARMS
Alarm display and acknowledgement at ISIS is currently
primarily handled by the Valarm [9] component of Vsystem.
Because of the operational importance of correctly displaying alarms it is anticipated that this will be one of the last
components transitioned to EPICS.
However, as described the new TS1 PLCs will use EPICS
and some of those PVs will need to trigger alarms in the
MCR. The e2v component of PVEcho will be used to bridge
the alarmed PVs to Vsystem channels, and be responsible
for setting the correct alarm state.
In the longer-term as the transition continues the ISIS
MCR will switch to an EPICS alarm handler, and PVEcho
will be responsible for ensuring the legacy Vsystem alarms
are visible to it. This handler has not yet been selected.

CONCLUSION
EPICS Phoebus screens are being tested in the ISIS MCR,
enabled by automated conversion of control screens and the
PVEcho bridge to the existing Vsystem control system. With
the commissioning of TS1, testing will begin of end-to-end
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EPICS (from hardware interfaces to display in the MCR with
alarms and long-term archiving). We expect rapid progress
in transitioning control screens and hardware interfaces to
EPICS in the near-term.
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Abstract
The goal of the NSLS-II online optimization project is to
improve the beam quality for the user experiments. To increase the beam lifetime and injection efficiency, we have
developed a model-independent online optimization of
nonlinear beam dynamics using advanced algorithms, such
as Robust Conjugate-Gradient Algorithm (RCDS). The optimization objective is the injection efficiency and optimization variables are the sextupole magnet strengths. Using
the online optimization technique, we increased the NSLSII dynamic aperture and reduced the amplitude-dependent
tune shift. Recently, the sextupole optimization was successfully applied to double the injection efficiency up to
above 90% for the high-chromaticity lattice being developed to improve the beam stability and to increase the single-bunch beam intensity. Minimizing the beam perturbation during injection is the second objective in this project,
realized by online optimization of the injection kickers. To
optimize the full set of kicker parameters, including the
trigger timing, amplitude, and pulse width, we upgraded all
kicker power supplies with the capability of tunable waveform width. As a result, we have reduced the injection transient by a factor of 29, down to the limit of 60 μm.

INTRODUCTION
The Facility Improvement Project “Methods of online
optimization of NSLS-II storage ring concurrent with user
operations” was dedicated to developing a set of software
tools for online optimization of beam dynamics and minimization of the injection transients. The online optimization approach is based on the use of the measured beam
and machine parameters to evaluate performance functions, which are optimized using advanced algorithms designed to work reliably in noisy environments.
In the frameworks of this project, we planned to explore
and improve the performance of the optimization algorithms. We use beam-based model-independent online
methods to improve the injection efficiency and beam lifetime by direct optimization of sextupoles. For the minimization of the injection transients [1-4], the specific plan
was to optimize the matching of Storage Ring (SR) injection kickers [5-7].
We expect the NSLS-II user community to benefit from
the reduced top-off injection frequency, improved beam
stability, and transparent injection. Since nonlinear beam
dynamics is a subject of high scientific interest, we believe
the results of this project will be beneficial not only for
NSLS-II but also for other present and future light sources.
____________________________________________
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STUDY RESULTS
Optimization of Sextupoles to Increase DA
To test the RCDS optimization algorithm [8], we loaded
the high chromaticity 7 lattice. The injection efficiency was
decreased to around 20%. The RCDS online optimization
of sextupoles recovered the injection efficiency up to 90%
at the second iteration. In this experiment, we found two to
three iterations were adequate to achieve the optimal solution. Extra iterations were not so effective, the injection efficiency went from mild improvement to no improvement
at all. The evolution of the power supply currents of the
NSLS-II sextupole families is shown in the right plot of
Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Two iterations of the RCDS online optimization
of sextupoles for the high chromaticity 7 lattice: injection
efficiency (left) and the sextupole settings (right).
We characterized the dynamic aperture (DA) for the
NSLS-II operational lattice. We injected a beam of 2 mA
current in 50 bunches, which were well aligned on the flat
top of the pinger pulse. Then, we gradually increased the
pinger voltage and recorded the beam current measured by
the DCCT. Figure 2 shows the horizontal (left) and vertical
(right) DA before (red) and after (blue) RCDS online optimization. We have achieved a more than 20% increase in
the horizontal DA with no change in the vertical DA. We
also analysed the measured betatron tune shift with amplitude and observed a reduction of the horizontal tune shift
with amplitude by a factor of two.

Figure 2: Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) DA before
(red) and after (blue) sextupole optimization in the 3DW
lattice.
We successfully applied the sextupole optimization to
the lattice with high chromaticity, +7, in both horizontal
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and vertical directions. High chromaticity provides fast
damping of betatron oscillations allowing us to reduce the
bunch-by-bunch feedback gain. This helps to improve the
beam size stability in the operations with small vertical
emittance. High chromaticity is also useful to increase the
single-bunch beam intensity, so the other application of this
lattice is the new operation mode with high-intensity
bunches for time-resolved experiments.

Minimization of the Injection Transient
For the injection, four pulse kickers create a horizontal
orbit bump in the injection straight section [6,7]. The orbit
outside the bump is unperturbed if the kickers are perfectly
matched. Any mismatch of the kicker pulses results in the
residual beam oscillation around the ring perturbing the
user beam. The online optimization was applied to provide
the top-off injection with minimized perturbations of the
beamline user operations. Optimizing the matching of four
injection kickers helps to reduce the perturbation of the
stored beam orbit and achieve a more transparent injection.
Initially, all the kickers were set to the operational values with the same kicker amplitude. We did the optimization in three steps with different combinations of the knobs
[9]. First, we varied amplitudes of 3 kickers and monitored
the residual betatron oscillation during the injection in one
fixed RF bucket. This step showed very fast convergence
(within one hour) and minimized the injection transient
from 1.2 mm down to 0.15-0.2 mm peak-to-peak, which is
dominated by the kicker shot-to-shot variation. Then, with
the optimized kicker amplitudes, we varied the timing delays of 3 kickers and repeated the same optimization process. As predicted, these two steps worked very well to
minimize the injection transient of a certain injected bunch,
but other bunches in the train still have a large transient. In
the last step, we varied both amplitude and timing with excitation of all the bunches from 0 to 1000 with a step of
100, in the same way as the top-off injection. The objective
function is the average RMS value of each bunch. Although the knobs were set close to the optimal values after
the first two steps, the optimization took a much longer
time, about 4 hours, to reach the minimum. We observed a
dependence of the residual oscillation on the number of the
injection bucket, illustrated by Fig. 3.

global optimization of 1000 buckets filled with 22 mA (magenta). The global optimization of the pulse amplitude and
timing of the injection kickers reduces the injection transient by a factor of six from 1.2 mm down to 0.2 mm.

Reduction of Timing Jitter
The timing jitter caused by the timing system only
should be smaller than 15 ps. Using the event generator
transistor-to-transistor logic output channels providing the
triggers for the injection kickers, we confirmed that the jitter is mainly caused by the kicker system itself.
The time jitters of all 4 injection kickers were similar,
about 2 ns in RMS and 4-5 ns in FWHM depending on
where the measurement was performed. A smaller jitter of
about 4 ns was measured right at the pulser, and jitter of
5 ns was measured after the delay line. Each kicker has
10 IGBTs connected in series and triggered by fiber optical
receivers. Based on the diagnostic measurements, we concluded the time jitter comes from the fiber optics receiver.
A new trigger board was designed, manufactured, and
tested. It provides a significant reduction of the timing jitter
by a factor of 10, from 2 ns down to 200 ps. For each of the
4 SR injection kickers, 11 boards (1 master fan-out and 10
stage trigger boards) are needed. All 44 trigger boards were
replaced sequentially during the maintenance days in MayJune 2019. The performance was evaluated before and after the installation of new trigger boards by analysis of 180
kicker waveforms to extract the timing and amplitude jitters:
• A reference waveform is obtained by averaging 180 injections.
• Each waveform is subtracted from the reference waveform.
After the installation of new trigger boards for injection
kicker 1, 180 waveforms were taken for all 4 kickers. The
processed data show the cosine-like patterns for kickers 2,
3, and 4, which indicates the timing jitter of these kickers,
except kicker 1. To extract the timing jitters, the cosine-like
patterns were normalized by (amplitude · 𝝎) [10]. As
shown in Fig. 4, the timing jitter of kicker 1 is on the noise
level; the timing jitters of the other three kickers are about
2 ns peak-to-peak. After the upgrade of new trigger boards
for all 4 kickers, their timing jitters have gone down to the
noise level, as shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 3: RMS value of BPM turn-by-turn data vs the injection bucket: before optimization (black), after optimization of the first 20 buckets (red), after global optimization
of 1000 buckets (magenta).
The RMS values of the measured oscillations are shown
before the optimization (black), after the optimization with
Figure 4: Data were taken at 05/13/19 with upgraded k1.
the first 20 buckets filled with 1.6 mA (red), and after the
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Figure 5: Kicker waveforms measured on 06/10/19 with all
4 upgraded kickers.

Implementation of Tunable Kicker Waveform
Mode analysis of the SR injection kickers provides the
information of the amplitude deviation, timing offset, and
waveform width deviation [10]. Four pulsers have been designed, manufactured, tested, and installed. The tuning slot
is activated by a stepper motor to vary the inductance and,
therefore, the width of the kicker pulse. The motion of the
stepper motor is precisely controlled by the integrated motion control functions of a SIEMENS 1215C DC/DC/DC
PLC. The achieved tuning range of 70 ns meets the specification with nanosecond precision, as shown in Fig. 6.
Then, the associated control program was developed,
tested, and installed.

readback with a timing error significantly smaller than the
duration of a bucket (2 ns). Now, the BPMs can be used as
a diagnostic tool for the online optimization of the injection
transient.
Figure 7 presents the results of the injection transient optimization, the RMS residual oscillations are shown as a
function of the injection bucket number before (black) and
after (blue) the first RCDS online optimization, after fixing
the trigger timing jitter (magenta), after implementing the
adjustable width of the kicker waveform (red), and after
fixing the BPM alignment issue (green and cyan). With the
reliable BPM turn-by-turn readback for the buckets from 1
to 1000, we have achieved the targeted injection transient
of 70 μm, which is close to the ultimate limit of 60 μm determined by the design of the off-axis injection scheme
[5-7].

Figure 7: The measured injection transient as a function of
bucket number. The injection transient is reduced to 60 μm,
with the total improvement by a factor of 20.

CONCLUSION

Figure 6: Unit conversions from the motor position to the
variation of the kicker pulse width.

Optimization with Full Set of Kicker Parameters
The kicker hardware upgrade reduces the trigger timing
jitter down to 1 ns in RMS and provides a tunable pulse
width with a 1 ns precision in a range of 70 ns. The upgrade
allows us to optimize the injection transient with a full set
of parameters, including the amplitude, trigger timing, and
pulse width of all 4 injection kickers.
However, there were some issues related to the BPM
turn-by-turn readback, which distorted the measurement of
injection transients. We found that the BPM turn-by-turn
data had a shot-to-shot variation of the injection transient
larger than usual for the RF buckets in the range of 0-300
and 800-1200. The misalignment of the BPM timing in the
turn-by-turn mode was identified at the top of the list of
leading causes. Then, all BPMs were realigned with respect to timing event 47 for all RF buckets from 0 to 1200.
As a result, we have an improved BPM turn-by-turn

By applying RCDS online optimization, we increased
the horizontal dynamic aperture by 20% for the operational
lattice. Using the same approach, we improved the injection efficiency from 40% to 90% for the newly developed
lattice with high chromaticity.
Ultimately, we have minimized the injection transient by
matching the injection orbit bump via online optimization
of the Storage Ring injection kickers including the timing
delay, pulse amplitude, and pulse width. First, we reduced
the timing jitter of the injection kickers from 4-5 ns down
to 1 ns by the upgrade of the fiber-optical fanout trigger
boards with the new design. Then, simulation studies indicated that for the minimum injection transient of 60 µm,
the pulse widths of all kickers need to be adjusted with nanosecond precision. We have completed the hardware
modifications of the injection kicker power supplies and
achieved the desired range of 70 ns to adjust kicker pulse
width, the nanosecond tuning precision has been demonstrated too. The goal was to reduce the injection transient
down to a level that would be nearly transparent to most of
the beamline users, about 60 μm. We have minimized the
RMS injection transient down to 70 μm, which is close to
the target value. We plan a few experiments with NSLS-II
beamlines to check the residual injection transient effects
on the X-ray beam quality. After these final tests, the optimization results are ready to be implemented in regular
user operations.
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Abstract
Micron-level alignment of the undulator line is required
for successful operation of linear accelerator based high
gain free electron lasers to produce powerful radiation at Xrays’ wavelengths. Such precision in the straightness of the
trajectory allows for an optimal transverse superposition between the electrons and the photon beam. This is extremely
challenging and can only be achieved via beam-based techniques. In this paper we will report on the dispersion-free
steering approach implemented at SwissFEL, that helped
achieving improved performance for both the hard and soft
X-ray beamlines.

INTRODUCTION
SwissFEL [1] is a free-electron laser (FEL) user facility,
based on the SASE principle, delivering ultrashort photon
pulses in the X-ray regime. For a schematic representation
of the facility, see Fig. 1. The electrons needed for FEL production are generated in a normal conducting photocathode
gun and accelerated through a normal conducting linac. The
gun and booster sections, before the first bunch compressor,
employ S-band technology. All the other accelerating cavities, divided for convenience into 4 linacs, are at C-band
frequency. Two magnetic chicanes are used to compress the
pulse duration. An X-band harmonic cavity is also installed
and used to linearise the phase space before compression.
Two different photoinjector lasers are used to generate two
electron bunches with temporal separation of 28 ns. This
allows parallel operation of two distinct FEL beamlines.
The electrons of bunch 1 are accelerated to the required
energy and injected in the Aramis undulator, for hard-Xray generation in the 2–12 keV photon energy range. The
typical electron beam energies are 3–6 GeV, depending on
the requirement of the specific user experiment. Bunch 2
electrons are extracted after Linac 2, using a combination of
resonant kicker and septum, and they are injected at 3 GeV
in the Athos branch for soft-X-ray production. The photon
energy range of the second beamline is 0.25–1.9 keV. Both
beamlines can operate in parallel at a full repetition rate of
100 Hz.
The Aramis undulator [1] consists of 13 in-vacuum
variable-gap modules, each 4 m-long, interleaved with
0.75 m break sections containing a sub-µm resolution BPM,
a quadrupole magnet and a phase shifter. Athos [2] on the
other hand consists of 16 out-of-vacuum Apple-X modules of 2 m length with break lengths of 0.8 m, housing
∗
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a CHIC-chicane instead of the phase shifter [3]. Each
quadrupole/BPM pair is mounted on a remotely controlled
plate with travel range of 1 mm in the horizontal and vertical
planes for alignment purposes in both the Aramis and Athos
undulator beamlines. The BPM offsets relative to the centre
of the quadrupoles can be corrected via software. The undulator modules can also be remotely aligned, in the horizontal
and vertical plane, both in offset and angle.
To achieve best lasing performance in a reproducible way,
the alignment of the quadrupole magnets is critical. The
electron and photon beams must be transversally superimposed inside the undulator for efficient FEL amplification.
The maximum allowed transverse misalignments should be
better than 10 µm. Such extreme tolerances are not achievable using traditional alignment techniques (tunnel survey),
hence it is necessary to implement beam-based alignment
(BBA) techniques.

PROCEDURE
Originally developed for the LCLS [4] and successfully
demonstrated at PAL [5] and EuXFEL [6], the dispersionfree steering BBA is a procedure that allows finding a straight
electron beam trajectory along the undulator line. The
straightness of the trajectory inside each of the undulator
module relies instead on the correct compensation of first
and second field integrals, corrected using dedicated coils
set according to feed-forward tables. The procedure allows
the reconstruction of the position of the quadrupoles with
respect to a straight line as well as the offsets of the BPMs
by measuring and minimising the dispersion along the beamline. It is based on measuring the electron beam trajectories
for widely different energies in order to distinguish between
magnetic kicks, caused by quadrupole offsets or other spurious kicks, which scale linearly with energy, and BPM offsets,
which are energy independent [4, 5]. Critical for the success
of the procedure is that the transport optics till the entrance
of the beamline stays constant when changing energy, while
nothing must be changed in the undulator beamline.
In the case of SwissFEL, for such wide energy changes
we follow different strategies depending on the beamline. In
the case of Aramis, we put off timing the RF of successive
accelerating cavities in Linac 3, see Fig. 1, such that the
beam energy is varied from 5.9 GeV to 3 GeV. We usually
consider four energy steps, equally spaced in inverse electron beam energy, such that the strength of the quadrupole
magnets varies by the same amount (while staying at the
same current). In the case of Athos, we change the acceleration settings of Linac 2, see Fig. 1, while compensating the
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the SwissFEL accelerator and FEL lines. Design parameters are also shown, as well as
the typical operation energies for the different sections. Two bunches, separated by 28 ns, are generated at the gun using
two different photoinjector lasers. The first bunch is sent to the Aramis beamline (hard X-rays), while the second bunch is
extracted after Linac 2 using a resonant kicker and septum and, through a switchyard, injected into the Athos beamline (soft
X-rays). Image reproduced from [7].
energy change using Linac 3 to maintain lasing in Aramis.
This allows for the beam based feedbacks, mostly acting
on bunch 1, to keep stable the transverse and longitudinal
beam properties for both bunches in the common part of the
machine.
In the case of Athos we vary the beam energy between
3 GeV and 2 GeV. In the future, it will be possible to use the
dedicated C-band station at the beginning of the Athos beamline also for the BBA, although with reduced energy variation (±250 MeV). For both beamlines we go from higher to
lower energy settings. At each energy, we save the machine
settings to have a faster set-up in successive iterations of
the BBA procedure. Together with appropriate cycling of
the magnets, such a strategy allows for better reproducibility of the measurement conditions, which in turn help the
convergence of the procedure. The BBA is now routinely
performed with the gaps of the undulators closed. It was
only done with open undulators at the beginning, to establish
reasonable starting conditions and minimise the deposited
radiation dose on the devices.
For a successful BBA, injection offset and angular errors,
coming from the upstream Linac, must be evaluated and corrected. Our approach is to use two pairs of steering magnets,
one for each plane, installed on two quadrupoles preceding
the part of the undulator beamline for which the BBA is
applied, to correct the trajectory along the full undulator
line. This is performed either temporarily modifying the settings of the trajectory feedback or using dedicated trajectory
correction tools. We ignore the readings of the two BPMs
attached to these two quadrupole magnets in this phase.
At the end of the BBA, the offsets of the launch BPMs
are adapted so that they read zero and the corresponding
quadrupoles are moved to minimise the corrector current,
thus achieving an appropriate injection into the FEL beamline. The trajectory feedback configuration is finally restored:
the correction loop runs along the full undulator line to compensate for spurious kicks from the undulators or the chicanes, when their parameters are modified, like changing the
undulator gap to tune the photon energy. The full procedure
requires a few hours for each of the beamlines.
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RESULTS
The typical convergence of the procedure is achieved in 3
or 4 loops, with the initial one giving the largest corrections.
We usually repeat the procedure until the correction amplitude is below 5 µm in the case of Aramis and 10 µm in the
case of Athos.
In Fig. 2, a comparison of the results of two different
BBAs, performed one year apart on the Aramis beamline,
are reported. One can clearly see that the BPM offsets are
very similar in the two cases (orange and red curves), once
the launch region is excluded. This indicates that the relative
offset between quadrupoles and BPMs is quite stable. The
quadrupole positions are instead different in the two cases.
This is probably due to the different quadrupole strengths
in the two cases, as well as different undulator parameters.
In the case of Athos, the vertical plane shows a smooth
behaviour of the positions, whereas in the horizontal plane
we typically observe an alternating up-down behaviour. This
could be explained by residual kicks present between two
quadrupoles, either due to a sign error in the correction tables
for the first- and second-order integral of the undulators or
the CHIC chicanes. We plan to further investigate this effect
by performing dedicated BBAs with different correction
signs, as well as for different polarisation settings of the
undulator modules.
In Fig. 3, we report the average trajectory for the four
BBA energies (a, b) and root-mean-square (rms) variation
(c, d) for the Athos beamline. Panels (a, c) refer to the
case before the BBA, (b, d) to the case after the BBA. The
locations of the 16 undulator modules are shown as red boxes.
The reduction of the trajectory variation for the different
energies is clear, in particular comparing the rms before and
after the BBA. The average of the rms trajectory variation is
decreased from 290 µm to 4 µm for the horizontal plane, and
from 93 µm to 2 µm in the vertical plane. The BPM with
average significantly different from zero and rms larger than
20 µm corresponds to the location between the two kicker
magnets used to correct the injection error in the beamline,
which can be different for each energy. Such results clearly
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We presented the BBA procedure and results for SwissFEL, for both the Aramis (hard X-rays) and the Athos (soft
X-rays) beamline. The BBA helped establishing robust and
reliable operations for both FEL beamlines. Both Aramis
and Athos deliver >1 mJ photon pulse energy in their respective energy ranges. The procedure works also in the presence
of spurious trajectory coupling, as observed between the horizontal and vertical plane in Athos, even though it is not
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Figure 2: Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) positions of the
elements along the Aramis beamline at the end of two BBA
procedures, performed one year apart. One can clearly see
that the BPM offsets are very similar in the two cases (orange and red curves), if the launch region is excluded. This
indicates that the relative offset between quadrupoles and
BPMs is quite stable. The quadrupole positions, however,
are different in the two cases.
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Figure 3: Average trajectory for the four BBA energies (a,
b) and root-mean-square (rms) variation (c, d) for the Athos
beamline. (a, c) refer to the case before the BBA, (b, d) to
the case after the BBA. The locations of the 16 undulator
modules are shown as red boxes. One can clearly see the
reduction in the trajectory change for large energy changes,
indicating a significant reduction in the dispersion, and hence
in the straightness, of the beamline.
explicitly included in the model. The BBA helped in obtaining good performance, as well as in improving the transverse
photon beam shape. It has been fundamental in reducing or
eliminating beam clipping due to the small aperture of the
Athos vacuum chamber.
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As reported in [5], the BBA procedure could find a bowlike solution in case of large misalignment of the undulator modules when constraints on the offsets are imposed
(bounded solution). The unconstrained solution is instead
immune to such bow-like solutions [5], although being characterised by larger uncertainties in the reconstruction. The
behaviour is due to the quadratic dependence on energy (not
linear as for quadrupolar kicks) when passing off-axis in an
undulator and can lead to sub-optimal performance.
To minimise such an effect we implemented an EPICS
based server, monitoring the positions of the quadrupoles
(undulator follower), that adapts the position of the undulator girders, in order to maintain their relative alignment
established either during the tunnel survey phase (∼100 µm),
or improved by photon based techniques [8].
During the December 2021 Athos BBA, we actually observed the bow formation when we tried to disable the automatic undulator follower. By comparing the bounded and
unbounded solutions for the BBA inversion problem, using
the same input trajectories, we noticed a significant bow-like
trend for the quadrupole offsets, in particular for the horizontal plane. This was also confirmed looking at the pointing of
groups of undulators on a photon imager, which confirmed
the presence of the bow. This confirmed the necessity of
following the movement of the quadrupoles induced by the
BBA and eventual pointing corrections with the undulators,
e.g., keeping the undulator follower enabled. Such an approach maintains the relative alignment between undulators
and quadrupole magnets. Using the unbounded approach
in January 2022, we were able to recover a bow-free trajectory, with improved transverse profile and overall better FEL
performance. When comparing with the results reported
in [5], the usage of short 2 m modules for Athos has the
advantage of relaxing the required alignment precision, allowing us to utilise the unconstrained solution despite its
larger uncertainty when compared to the constrained one.
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OF QUADRUPOLES AND UNDULATORS

[mm]

demonstrate a significant reduction of the dispersion, and
hence to the improved straightness of the beamline.
After proper alignment of the beamline components, a
pointing correction towards the user stations can be required.
It is usually performed by physically shifting all the components as a line, relying on new targets for the trajectory
feedbacks for small final adjustments.
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Abstract
The KEK LUCX facility is a linear accelerator devoted
to the beam instrumentation R&Ds for present and future
accelerator systems and colliders. Also, it is used for the
development of a compact and intense source of monochromatic X-rays based on the Compton backscattering
phenomena and for development of cost-effective LLRF
feedback systems. We aim to achieve RF-gun Laser-toRF&RF-to-RF phase stability of 0.35°(RMS) and amplitude stability of 0.07%(RMS) with implementation of the
Digital LLRF feedback based on commercially available
FPGA board and digital trigger system.
As the first step to achieve that level of stability, present
RF phase and amplitude jitters were measured using timeand frequency-domain techniques. After that, jitter influence on beam parameters after RF-gun and main solenoid
magnet was simulated with ASTRA tracking code and results were cross-checked during LUCX facility beam operation. Finally, a stable digital trigger system and digital
LLRF phase monitor based on SINAP EVG&EVR and
STEMlab 125-14 modules were implemented.
This report demonstrates the results of Laser-toRF&RF-to-RF phase and amplitude jitter measurements
cross-checked with ASTRA simulation and real beam parameters measurements.

INTRODUCTION
The KEK LUCX facility [1] (Fig. 1) is the compact linear accelerator employing an Nd:YAG laser system to generate a multi-bunch electron beam of a Cs:Te photocathode
and accelerate it in a 3.6-cell S-band (2856 MHz) standing
wave RF-gun and 12-cell S-band standing wave booster.
The beamline electron optics includes a solenoid, quadrupole, steering and bending magnets. Beam diagnostics include Inductive Current Transformers (ICTs), button type
Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) and ceramic luminophore
screen (DMQ), YAG and OTR screens. With the help of
Nd:YAG laser it is possible to generate a nC bunches of the
picosecond duration. The development of a compact and
intense source of monochromatic X-rays based on the
Compton backscattering [2] at the KEK LUCX facility
faces a few technical challenges affecting the stability of
X-ray photon flux characteristics due to Laser-to-RF, RFto-RF phase and amplitude jitter. Therefore it was decided
to develop a new LLRF feedback system for S-band RFgun and 12-cell accelerating structure to achieve 300 fs
phase stability of the accelerating field 2856 MHz using
___________________________________________

† popovkon@post.kek.jp.

cost-effective and commercially available FPGA boards
[3]. The realistic way to stabilize RF and timing systems to
the abovementioned level is to employ a digital trigger/gate/delay generators, digital Low-Level RF (LLRF)
and digital feedback systems.
The common trigger/timing distribution systems are
semi-analogue solution, which are based on the NIM Linear Synchronization modules fed by a Signal Generator
Continuous Wave and analogue NIM FANOUTs, gate generators, NIM/TTL or TTL/NIM level converters with digital CAMAC/VME time delay modules. Many of the LLRF
distribution systems are still based on NIM frequency dividers/multipliers, power dividers, RF amplifiers and attenuators modules with semi-analogue feedback modules
of a different architectures (I/Q demodulators, CPU, FPGA
[4] with implemented PID controllers, I/Q modulator)
based on different standards (VME, microTCA, etc).
Moreover, all three subsystems should be phase-locked on
each other.
It was decided to follow the cutting-edge approach to
achieve extremely low Laser-to-RF and RF-to-RF phase
jitter of a 300 fs (RMS) of 2856 MHz at KEK LUCX. It is
based on a digital multichannel programmable trigger/delay/gate generator as a stand-alone module (Highland
Technology [5], Berkley Nucleonics [6] or SINAP
EVG&EVR [7]), as well as utilizing the optical fibers for
LLRF distribution instead of coaxial RF cables. Furthermore, modern cost-effective feedback systems can be
based on RedPitaya FPGA boards (for example STEMlab
125-14 [3]) which can sample the down-converted from
2856 MHz to 10 MHz signals. These feedback systems
have 2 ADC input and 2 DAC output channels for RF
pulses from RF-gun and 12-cell booster and a separated input channel for a trigger signal and external synchronized
RF clock.

STABILITY MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES
It was necessary to measure KEK LUCX facility RF
phase&amplitude stability as initial step of the timing and
feedback systems upgrade, thereafter simulate its jitter influence on the beam characteristics along beamline, especially at Compton Interaction Point (IP). The Tektronix
DPO 7354 oscilloscope with DPX option [8] was used to
measure Laser-to-RF and RF-to-RF phase&amplitude stability. The “interpolation” measurement mode with
40 GSa/s sampling rate and 250 fs/point resolution was set
during these measurements. The display horizontal scale
was equal to 62.5 ps.
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Figure 1: KEK LUCX facility beamline layout. Abbreviations: St - steering magnet, Q - quadrupole magnet doublets, 
B - bending magnets, DMQ - ceramic luminophore screen, YAG is the yttrium aluminium garnet screen.
Measured Laser-to-RF and RF-to-RF short-term jitters
were equal to 4.7 ps and 1.5 ps of S-band 2856 MHz frequency (see Figs. 2 and 3).
However, Laser-to-RF short-term jitter was decreased
down to 2.5 ps of S-band after the SINAP EVG&EVR trigger and digital clock modules [7] implementation into
LUCX timing system. CW signal stability of RF gun
Nd:YAG laser system oscillator was analyzed separately
with Agilent E5052A Signal Source Analyzer [9]. The
phase noise map shows no spurs and high integrated jitter
at 2.826 ps from 10 Hz to 40 MHz frequency offset for 357
MHz carrier frequencies of Nd:YAG laser.

Figure 2: Laser-to-RF short-term stability measurement result within 100 machine cycles at 3.13 Hz. Laser-to-RF
short-term jitter is equal to 4.7 ps.

Figure 4: Nd:YAG laser oscillator phase noise map.

KEK LUCX STABILIZATION
SIMULATION

Figure 3: RF-to-RF short-term stability measurement result
within 100 machine cycles at 3.13 Hz. RF-to-RF shortterm jitter is equal to 1.5 ps.
The internal conventional oscilloscope “Time Delay”
measurement function was applied to quantify phase&amplitude jitter value. The 100 waveforms were sampled in
each measurement and the same approach was applied to
measure RF-to-RF phase&amplitude jitter between RFgun and 12-cell booster.
TUPOPT066
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The ASTRA (A Space Charge Tracking Algorithm) code
[10] was chosen to simulate the beam dynamics in the
LUCX beamline. 3D space-charge forces along the whole
beamline and the Schottky effect at the RF-gun are accounted during the simulation tracking (see Fig. 5) which
is started from the photocathode and finished at MS3G
screen monitor (see Fig. 1).
Transverse beam size at the Compton IP is calculated as
92x51 ȝm2 for 250 pC charge, longitudinal size as 1.2 mm
or 4 ps, while energy spread is 80 keV (or ¨E=0.357% of
ୣ =21.34 MeV) and normalized transverse emittance is
7.180 ʌ mrad mm x 4.129 ʌ mrad mm. However, the realistic beam parameters are also defined by machine Laserto-RF and RF-to-RF phase&amplitude jitter.
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Figure 5: KEK LUCX facility beamline simulation in ASTRA. (a): transverse size (RMS) vs position along beamline,
(b): beta function vs position along beamline.
Luckily, it is possible to take into account the random
distributed errors of the beamline components’ parameters
at the ASTRA code.
Also, the influence of abovementioned jitters on the
beam characteristics at the Compton IP was simulated.
Laser-to-RF and RF-to-RF phase&amplitude jitter of
2.5 ps and 1.5 ps transfers to 1.14 ps RMS time of flight
(TOF) jitter, which leads to 28.5% synchronization error
with laser pulse at the Compton IP, because electron beam
longitudinal RMS size is 1.2 mm or 4 ps. Moreover, beam
mean energy jitter and energy spread jitter are both equal
to 20 keV, which is 25 % of beam energy spread at 80 keV.
The value of Laser-to-RF jitter induces bunch charge jitter
of 12.3 pC or 4.93% of 250 pC via the Schottky effect.
RF system and its instabilities lead to transverse horizontal emittance jitter of 0.87ʌ mrad x mm (or 12.18% of
7.14ʌ mrad x mm), transverse vertical emittance jitter of
0.27ʌ mrad x mm (or 6.54% of 4.13 ʌ mrad x mm).
Laser-to-RF and RF-to-RF jitter will be decreased to
300 fs after the introduction of the feedback system and
further optimization of the LUCX facility timing, LLRF
and feedback systems.
Decreased subsystems jitter values will influence on the
beam parameters at IP roughly 10 times less than before
the upgrade (see Fig. 5). Especially, the biggest TOF and
transverse emittance jitters’ values will be about 10 times
improved.
TOF jitter and the Compton laser phase jitter at IP (see
Fig. 4) induce the collision rate loss of a 40-50%. Therefore, Compton X-ray photons rate loss will be 4-5% after
the upgrade. The spectral purity jitter will be decreased by

10 times, because it is mainly limited by the transverse
emittance mean value and its jitter at IP as [11]:
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where ߪா௫ is the Compton X-ray photons energy spread,
ܧ௫ is the Compton X-ray photons mean energy, ߝ is the
normalized transverse beam emittance, ߪ௧ is the transverse RMS beam size, ߪா is the electron beam energy
spread, ܧ is the electron beam mean energy.
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are the Compton X-ray photons

spectral purity mean values before and after the upgrade.
Conventional indirect error calculation gives the spectral
purity jitter in absolute units as:
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CONCLUSION
KEK LUCX facility timing, LLRF, and feedback subsystems upgrade will increase stability of RF system jitter
up to 300 fs, which will improve Compton X-ray photons
spectral purity jitter 10 times and collision rate losses from
40-50% down to 4-5%.
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Abstract
We designed a trigger timing distribution system for MicroTCA.4-based (MTCA.4) electronics and developed a
new advanced mezzanine card (AMC) and a level converter module for this purpose. A trigger signal is transmitted through a high-speed serial data stream in an optical
fiber. This AMC has five optical transceivers, one for receiving trigger signals from upstream and four for fanouts
to downstream. A master AMC distributes trigger timing
signals, trigger counts, and event data and slave modules
generate trigger output signals with appropriate delays according to the received event data and the local setting for
each output channel. The trigger timing of each output can
be precisely adjusted with the interval of 509 MHz or
238 MHz clocks. The timing can also be fine-tuned by
~80 ps tap delay. The timing jitter was measured to be approximately 40 ps std., which is significantly smaller than
the clock period of the reference clock and sufficient for
most applications. The developed trigger system has been
utilized in SPring-8, SACLA, and NewSUBARU, and various accelerator components are synchronously operated
with sufficient timing accuracy.

INTRODUCTION
A particle accelerator has many components that need
precise synchronization among them, such as electron and
ion sources, pulsed rf sources, pulsed power supplies, beam
diagnostics, etc. The control sequence of these components
is getting complex and the data amount is also increasing
thanks to the evolution of control and data acquisition electronics. MicroTCA.4 (MTCA.4) [1] is one of the electronics platforms to process large-volume data and it is employed in many accelerator facilities.
In the third-generation light source, SPring-8, for example, the electron beam injector was switched from the combination of linac and booster synchrotron to the linac of the
x-ray free-electron laser (XFEL), SACLA [2]. To inject an
electron beam in parallel with XFEL operation, the accelerator components must be controlled shot-to-shot by an
intelligent triggering system. Therefore, we developed a
trigger signal distribution system based on MTCA.4 to synchronize the accelerator components and generate flexible
trigger signals for complex operation sequences.
This trigger system was installed into SPring-8, SACLA,
and NewSUBARU [3]. The new 3 GeV light source “NanoTerasu” in Tohoku, Japan [4], also employed this trigger
system. In this article, we describe the design and performance of the trigger signal distribution system.

DESIGN
Requirements
Since the distance between accelerator components can
be in kilometer order, it is hard to transmit high-speed signals through a long metal cable. Therefore, the trigger signal should be distributed by fiber optical links. More than
10 trigger outputs are necessary on the front panel, backplane, and Zone 3. Some signal inputs are also needed for
trigger inputs and some other controls. The trigger signal
must be synchronized to the acceleration rf frequency of
509 MHz or 238 MHz used in SPring-8, SACLA, NewSUBARU, etc.
Since most of the accelerator components are also synchronized to the power line frequency of 50 or 60 Hz, the
trigger signal should be generated with this repetition rate.
We call this as a master trigger. The timing of the trigger
signal from each output channel should be precisely delayed for up to 20 ms (period of 50 Hz) from the master
trigger. The resolution of the timing control should be
0.1 ns level and the jitter should be well below 0.1 ns std.
for precise timing adjustment within the acceleration rf period. The trigger output should be turned on or off shot-tothot according to a given output pattern.
Some frequency-divided signals from the acceleration rf
clock are also demanded, such as a revolution clock of a
storage ring, for example. Some asynchronous triggers unrelated to the accelerator repetition rate are also needed. By
generating an asynchronous trigger from an alarm signal,
we can take data from various components at this alarm,
which can be useful for postmortem analysis.
Since each accelerator component requires a different
trigger input level, the trigger system should deliver appropriate levels of trigger signals. Some components may accept only single-ended signals and some may need differential signals. Since an MTCA.4 board is difficult to generate various output levels and cope with various connector
types, an additional interface module is needed.

Trigger Signal Distribution
Based on the requirements described above, we considered the concept of the trigger system. The schematic diagram of the trigger distribution network is shown in Fig. 1.
The trigger signal is generated and distributed by a newly
developed MTCA.4 advanced mezzanine card (AMC).
The master module of the trigger AMC receives an external
master trigger signal (60 Hz maximum) and the trigger signal is embedded in a high-speed serial data stream and
transferred by optical fibers. The trigger AMC was
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the trigger signal distribution system.
designed to receive one optical trigger signal and transmit
four copies of the signal. Each trigger AMC can generate
tens of trigger signals for various accelerator components.
The serial data stream from the master AMC also sends
supplemental information for the next trigger, such as a
trigger number and event data, just after each trigger code.
Each entry of the event data consists of an event code and
a common delay. The event code is assigned to each output
channel of a slave module, and if the received event data
has the event code of the channel, a trigger signal is emitted
from the channel. The delay of the trigger timing from the
master trigger is the sum of the common delay from the
master and the local delay set to the slave channel. A 24-bit
counter is used for the delay generation and the maximum
delay time is 33 ms for a 509 MHz case.
The trigger output rate for each event can be the same as
the master trigger rate and it can be reduced to 1⁄� by
sending an event code for every � triggers. Four tables that
define the trigger pattern are prepared with a maximum
length of 64 shots. This length is enough to cover how to
generate the triggers for more than one second. We can
generate arbitrary patterns by updating the contents and
switching the table index every second or so.
The trigger module is also equipped with some frequency dividers of the acceleration rf signal. These frequency-divided signals can be output from any specified
channel. Some asynchronous triggers at any timing can
also be delivered to all the slave AMCs for data taking for
postmortem analysis at an alarm signal from an accelerator
component.

Trigger AMC
We designed the hardware of the trigger AMC to realize
the trigger distribution functions described above. The
block diagram of the trigger AMC is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Trigger signals are processed by a field-programmable gate
array (FPGA), Xilinx XC7K325T.
This AMC has 5 Small Form-factor Pluggable (SFP) optical transceivers on the front panel and they are connected
to high-speed serial ports on FPGA (so-called GTX). One
is to receive the optical trigger signal and the others are to
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the trigger AMC.
fan out the signal. A high-density connector of VHDCI-68
is mounted on the front panel and 32 low-voltage differential signals (LVDS) are integrated (16 inputs and 16 outputs). Since the AMC backplane has 8 pairs of bus lines
(TX/RX 17-20) shared by all the AMC slots, multipoint
LVDS (M-LVDS) transceivers are used for these lines to
receive or transmit trigger signals. A 4-lane PCI express, 5
GTX links, and module management controller (MMC)
lines are also connected to the AMC backplane for communication with a CPU and other modules. The Zone 3 connector is also utilized to distribute trigger signals: 16 inputs,
16 outputs, and 2 GTX links. These I/Os can be used by a
Rear Transition Module (RTM) to distribute more trigger
signals from the rear side.
The clock signal for the FPGA can be selected from the
front panel, Zone 3, AMC backplane (TCLK), and an internal oscillator. Both 509 MHz and 238 MHz can be applied to the external clock input. The FPGA itself is driven
by the clock frequency of around 250 MHz (509 MHz / 2
or 238 MHz) and the trigger signal can be generated by
both rising and falling edges. Therefore, the delay precision
is approximately 2 ns with this clock. To adjust the timing
more precisely, the tap delay function of the FPGA is also
implemented. The resolution of the tap delay is approximately 80 ps and the number of maximum taps is 32
(~2.5 ns maximum). Therefore, we can adjust the timing
with ~80 ps resolution within the ~2 ns period.

Level Converter
For the interface between the trigger AMC and various
accelerator components, we also developed a trigger level
converter. The block diagram of the level converter is
shown in Fig. 3. The level converter has an FPGA, Xilinx
XC7S50, that is connected to VHDCI-68, LEMO, and
SMA connectors on the front panel, and M12 X-coded connectors on the rear panel. The logic level of the VHDCI-68
is LVDS and the number of I/Os is 16 inputs and 16 outputs.
The LEMO connectors are driven by low-voltage transistor-transistor-logic (LVTTL) transceivers and there are 8
inputs and 16 outputs. The SMA connectors are driven by
50 Ω LVTTL buffers and the number of outputs is 8. The
rear panel has 8 M12 X-coded connectors that are driven
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the level converter.
by M-LVDS transceivers. LVDS signals from the M12
connectors are suitable for relatively long transmission
lines and noisy environments. The signal transmission network among the I/O connectors can be freely configured
by the FPGA firmware.

PERFORMANCE

Figure 4: Oscilloscope waveforms from the timing jitter
measurement. The external 238 MHz clock is shown in (a),
and the trigger outputs from the slave and master AMCs
are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. The oscilloscope was
triggered by the rising edge of the trigger output from the
master AMC (c).
AMCs are used. The system had no serious failure for more
than one-year operation.

Trigger Distribution Function
We confirmed all the trigger distribution functions implemented in the trigger AMC. The optical link between
the AMCs was appropriately established and the master
trigger signal and the event data were distributed to all the
slave AMCs. The trigger output timing was precisely delayed from the master trigger timing for a given delay. The
trigger output pattern for each channel was also confirmed
to be correct as configured to the event table on the master
AMC and to the local setting on the slave AMC. An asynchronous trigger was also distributed appropriately and a
frequency-divided clock output was generated correctly.

Timing Jitter
Timing jitter between the trigger outputs of master and
slave AMCs was evaluated. The master and slave AMCs
are connected by an optical fiber and their trigger outputs
are observed by a high-speed oscilloscope. The clock frequency was 238 MHz and both the master and slave AMCs
are driven by the external clock. A 10 Hz master trigger
signal was generated by a pulse generator and fed into the
trigger AMC.
The result from the jitter measurement is shown in Fig. 4.
The timing jitter between the two trigger outputs from master and slave AMCs was 42.5 ps std. and that between the
clock signal and the master AMC output was 40.1 ps std.
These jitters are significantly smaller than the clock period
and sufficient for most accelerator applications. Some timing-critical components may require one order of magnitude better jitter performance than this result. Even in this
case, although a high-speed flip-flop is needed for retiming
the trigger signal with the reference clock, enough jitter
performance can be realized by additional electronics.

Reliability for Long term Operation

SUMMARY
To synchronize various accelerator components based on
MTCA.4, we designed an intelligent and precise trigger
distribution system and developed a trigger AMC and a
level converter. The trigger signal and supplement information were appropriately delivered by high-speed serial
data links through optical fibers. The trigger timing and
output pattern were appropriately controlled by using the
event data distribution function. The output timing was
precisely adjusted by counting the clock of 509 MHz or
238 MHz. The tap delay with ~80 ps step enabled fine-tuning of the output timing within the clock period. Other
functions, such as frequency-divided signal output and
asynchronous trigger distribution were also implemented.
We evaluated the timing jitter of the trigger output and the
result was approximately 40 ps std., which is sufficient for
most applications. This timing system was installed to
SPring-8, SACLA, and NewSUBARU, and various
MTCA.4-based electronics are precisely synchronized
with each other.
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This timing system has been in use at the NewSUBARU
since Feb. 2021. One master trigger AMC and four slave
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TRANSVERSE AND LONGITUDINAL MODULATION OF
PHOTOINJECTION PULSES AT FLUTE
M. Nabinger∗† , C. Sax∗ , M. J. Nasse, J. Schäfer, C. Widmann, C. Xu, A.-S. Müller
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract
To generate the electrons to be accelerated, a photoinjection laser is used at the linac-based test facility FLUTE
(Ferninfrarot Linac- Und Test Experiment) at the Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology (KIT). The properties of the laser
pulse, such as intensity, laser spot size or temporal profile,
are the first parameters to influence the characteristics of
the electron bunches. In order to control the initial parameters of the electrons in the most flexible way possible, the
laser optics at FLUTE are therefore supplemented by additional setups that allow transverse and longitudinal laser
pulse shaping by using spatial light modulators (SLMs). In
the future, the control of the SLMs will be integrated into a
machine learning (ML) supported feedback system for the
optimization of the electron bunch properties. In this contribution, the first test experiments and results on laser pulse
shaping at FLUTE on the way to this project are presented.

INTRODUCTION
Modern and future accelerator projects require electron
beams with an exceptional combination of high brightness
and low emittance. As a consequence, in recent years there
has been a strong interest in the improvement of RF photoinjectors [1–3]. Of particular interest is the tailoring of
the photoinjection pulse properties [4]. Arbitrary shaping
of the drive laser pulse in both transverse and longitudinal
directions provides a powerful tool to significantly influence
and control the electron bunch characteristics.
Among the most promising devices for realizing individual pulse shaping are liquid crystal SLMs, pixel-based
electro-optical components that allow a modulation in phase
and/or intensity of the incident light. The working principle
of the phase-only modulating SLMs, which are used in this
work, is shown in Fig. 1. The birefringent liquid crystal
molecules (LCM) are embedded in several cells/pixels between pairs of electrodes on a silicon substrate, protected by
a glass layer on top. In such a setup - also known as liquid
crystals on silicon (LCoS) - the orientation of the LCM can
be changed by applying a voltage to the cell, which leads to a
change of the effective refractive index seen by the incident
light wave. As a result, the phase of the reflected wave can
be modulated for every pixel independently.
In order to create arbitrary images, the voltages corresponding to the phase shift for each single pixel in the array
must be controlled entirely. This is achievable by computing
and applying a 2D phase distribution or phase mask, also
known as a computer generated hologram (CGH). For the
∗
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Figure 1: Working principle of an SLM with embedded
LCM. By applying a voltage, the orientation of the LCM
can be changed and thus the phase of the incident light can
be modulated.

calculation of a CGH, several algorithms can be used, for
instance the Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) algorithm, which is
based on inverse Fourier transforms.
At the linac-based test facility FLUTE at KIT, a 800 nm
Ti:Sa laser with 35 fs bandwith-limited pulse length is used
for photoinjection. The copper photocathode requires a conversion of the wavelength to 266 nm by third harmonic generation. Such nonlinear processes and also the subsequent
relatively complex beam path with many optical elements
are difficult to take into account in the conventional calculation of CGHs. This leads to distortions of the final image
on the photocathode. Hence, a simple application of the GS
algorithm is insufficient. Therefore, first approaches to MLassisted control of pulse modulation by SLMs have been
introduced [5, 6]. Recently, promising attempts have been
investigated and further developed at FLUTE [7].
In this paper, we present two test setups and the achieved
results for transverse and longitudinal pulse shaping using a
LCoS-SLM at FLUTE at KIT. Here, a commercially available Hamamatsu LCoS-SLM X13138-02 optimized for a
wavelength range of 800 nm ± 50 nm with a resolution of
1024×1272 pixels was used. In addition, a first integration of
an SLM into the photoinjection path of FLUTE was realized.
We present the first transversely modulated photoinjection
pulses at FLUTE and the resulting double electron beam.

PULSE SHAPING TEST SETUPS
Transverse Modulation
As schematically shown in Fig. 2a, the transversal test
setup was realized by using a widened linearly polarized
red alignment laser of 638 nm wavelength to allow simple
initial optimization of the CGH calculations. Despite the
wavelength mismatch in terms of optimal use, the SLM
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic drawing of the transverse pulse modulation test setup at FLUTE. The laser light (here 638 nm)
is modulated by the SLM using a calculated hologram. Afterwards it is displayed as an amplitude image via a Fourier
transform in the focal plane of a converging lens. (b) Amplitude image of the ’KIT’ logo with clearly visible zero-order
beam (unmodulated light). (c) Blazed grating phase mask and (d) resulting splitting into the different diffraction orders. (e)
Amplitude image of the ’KIT’ logo with suppressed zero-order beam by superpositioning the phase mask from (c) and only
using the first diffraction order of (d).

Figure 3: (a) Schematic drawing of the longitudinal pulse modulation test setup at FLUTE. The incident laser pulse is first
split into its spectral components via a transmission grating and then imaged by a cylindrical lens onto the SLM. After
modulating the imaged line spectrum, the pulse is spectrally reassembled and measured. (b) Measurement result (blue with
uncertainty band) of generated spectral top-hat pulse shape. The unmodulated pulse is shown in green, the difference in red.
still functions acceptably in the visible red spectrum. After
coupling the laser light onto the SLM surface, a CGH was
calculated with an in-house developed Python program using
the GS algorithm and applied to the device. Subsequently,
the reflected beam was sent through a lens, here acting as
a Fourier lens, resulting in an amplitude image in the focal
plane. By this, arbitrary manipulations in the image plane
can be achieved, for example a picture of the ’KIT’-logo
(Fig. 2b).

In order to eliminate the strong unmodulated light component (also called zero-order beam) visible in the middle of the amplitude image generated in this way, different approaches [8] were tested. One possibility is to use a
blazed-grating phase mask (Fig. 2c) and consequently split
the light into different diffraction orders (Fig. 2d). Applying
the superposition-principle, i.e. adding up the CGH from
Fig. 2a and the grating from Fig. 2c would result in multiple
copies of the image, one for each diffraction order. Since
only the zeroth diffraction order contains unmodulated components, these can be successfully suppressed by filtering a
higher order (Fig. 2e).

Longitudinal Modulation
A longitudinal modulation of the laser pulse shape with
a phase-only SLM can be achieved via a modulation of the
different spectral components of the laser pulse. To do this,
the spectral components are imaged on the pixels of the
SLM. For the longitudinal tests at FLUTE we used the setup
illustrated in Fig. 3a. The ultra-short laser pulse is spatially
split in its spectral components with a transmission grating.
The spectrum is imaged via a cylindrical lens onto the SLM
surface and can then be modulated individually.
The subsequent reassembling of the pulse is realized by
a mirrored imaging system, so that all optical components
form a well known zero-dispersion-4 𝑓 -system [9]. Afterwards, diagnostics like an autocorrelator can be used to
measure and characterize the temporal properties of the
modulated pulse or a spectrometer to analyze the spectral
shape. For the ideal arrangement of all components shown
in Fig. 3a simulations were performed in advance to achieve
the best possible resolution for the available SLM size (not
shown here, see [10]).
We used this setup to generate a spectral top-hat pulse,
as shown in Fig. 3b. The measured unmodulated reference
laser pulse from the FLUTE photoinjection Ti:Sa laser system (green curve) with a spectral range from 760 nm to
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830 nm was modulated using a blazed grating phase mask
with horizontal blaze lines, leading to a diffraction in vertical
direction. Vertical stripes with the horizontal grating lines
on the SLM allow the control of each wavelength individually. By looking at a side order, one can not only avoid
interfering unmodulated (zero-order beam) parts, but also
regulate the intensity of the spectral components by choosing the appropriate blaze angle. Thus, the frequency range
of interest can be attenuated and for example fringe regions
of the spectrum can be eliminated. The next step planned is
to move from a spectral top-hat pulse shape to a temporal
one. To do this, the spectrum must be modulated with a sinc
function, which corresponds to the Fourier transform of the
top-hat function from time to the frequency domain.

PHOTOINJECTION PULSE MODULATION
Recently, initial experiments on modulation of photoinjection pulses have been performed at FLUTE. For this purpose,
an LCoS-SLM was integrated into the beam path using a
pair of flip mirrors to allow easy switching between beam
operation with and without SLM. In this setup, the SLM was
placed in the beam path to the electron gun approximately
40 m before the photocathode surface.
For the first photoinjection pulse modulation experiments,
a blazed grating phase mask was used again. Here the programmed grating properties, like grating constant and blaze
angle, were chosen in such a way that the zeroth and first
diffraction order could both be observed on the cathode
surface with a similar intensity and a separation in the submillimeter range. After modulation, the effects on the resulting electron beam were observed.
The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 4 as falsecolor images of the laser intensity on the cathode surface
(left column) and the electron density on a YAG screen (right
column), respectively. The screen for electron detection is
placed at the end of the beamline at about 3 m after the cathode. As expected, a division of the laser spot into 2 focal
points could be observed on the cathode. As a guide to the
eye, a dashed white line was drawn through the reference
spot to show the left-shifted modulated first diffraction order. Since the overall intensity was not changed, the weaker
pulses can be explained by the intensity splitting as well as
modulation losses.
As a direct consequence of the two laser pulses on the cathode, the generation of two co-propagating electron beams
was observed (Fig. 4 bottom right). Similar to the laser intensity, less charge per electron bunch could be detected and
the first order beam was a bit weaker than the zeroth order
beam. Also noticeable is the vertical offset of the second
bunch, which is due to the off-axis propagation relative to
the solenoid’s magnetic axis. This effect is to be expected if
the beam axis does not coincide with the magnetic axis [11],
and could be used to perform specific and efficient studies on
the alignment of a solenoid magnet in comparable machines.
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Figure 4: False color images of the photoinjection UV laser
pulse on the cathode seen by a camera (left column) and
the resulting electron beam visualized on a YAG screen
(right column). In the top row, the unmodulated laser and
electron spot is shown. In the bottom row, the laser pulse was
transversely modulated via a blazed-grating phase mask on
the SLM causing the emergence of a second laser spot (first
diffraction order), which in the end is resulting in a double
co-propagating electron beam. Corresponding reference
laser pulses or electron bunches (zeroth diffraction order)
were marked with a white dashed line as a guide to the eye.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
At the linac-based test facility FLUTE at KIT, two laser
shaping setups were realized for transverse and longitudinal
pulse modulation. Here, a calculation of CGHs for the generation of arbitrary amplitude images was implemented. In
addition, measures for the reduction of unmodulated light
components were tested and a spectral top-hat pulse shape
could be successfully generated. Furthermore, a first implementation of an SLM in the photoinjection path at FLUTE
was realized, resulting in the creation of spatially displaced
co-propagating electron bunches. This represents a crucial
step for future advanced beam modulation projects to study
bunch and machine characteristics, and also paves the way towards an ML-supported feedback system including injection
laser and machine parameters.
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Abstract
A rich variety of dielectric, optical, acoustic/piezoelectric, ferromagnetic properties of ferroelectric and multiferroic composite materials open a new perspective for the development of modern accelerators with new type of electron acceleration and control system. A Self-propagating
High-temperature Synthesis (SHS) technology for obtaining ceramic materials, based on (1-x)BiFeO3–xBaTiO3
compositions with various dopant (MgO, MnO, etc.) to get
electrically controlled phase tuning and amplitude modulating ultrafast devices has been developed.
The general parameters of the SHS process (temperature
and propagation velocity of the combustion front) are
measured. The dependences of microstructure (grain size,
density, and porosity), as well as electro physical properties
of the prepared samples on compaction and sintering thermodynamic variables, such as the pressing pressure and
duration, sintering temperature, sintering duration and atmosphere, heating and cooling rates, are experimentally investigated.

INTRODUCTION
Perovskite ferroelectrics and multiferroics are multifunctional materials characterized by a rich variety of properties, such as dielectric, optical, acoustic/piezoelectric,
ferromagnetic, etc. These properties may be controlled by
external stimuli like electric and/or magnetic fields, temperature and mechanical stress. Nevertheless, multiferroics
are the best when it comes to multifunctionality. They combine ferroelectric, ferromagnetic and piezoelectric, etc.
properties.
The dielectric permittivity of BSTO and BFO-BTO can
be altered very rapidly by an applied bias voltage pulse that
make them extremely attractive for high-energy accelerator applications as fast switchers and high-power controlling tuners [1-4].
Since multiferroics combine magnetic and electric properties in the same phase and can present a coupling between
the magnetic and electric properties (the induction of a
magnetization by an electric field), they provide a new perspective for devices design and can be used to construct
new RF phase rotator/shifter (phase and amplitude modulator) based on the simultaneously change of dielectric and
magnetic penetration in ferroelectric under the impact of
external field [5-7].
____________________________________________
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Ba1-xSrxTiO3 and (1-x)BiFeO3–xBaTiO3 compositions
with MgO and MnO2 dopant fully satisfy the requirements
for a fast electrically-controlled tuner for Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and for high-power fast RF phase
shifters to be used for the spallation neutron source (SNS)
vector modulation applications. The research and previous
calculation of properties of Ba1-xSrxTiO3 carried out by A.
Kanareykin, E. Nenasheva, et al., show that these materials
can be used as key elements of the tunable and switching
accelerator components, providing the dielectric constant
of the material in the range of 400-500, loss tangent less
than (2-5)×10-3 at 10 GHz and the tunability factor (defined
as a ratio of the dielectric constant at zero biasing field to
that at a specific applied electric field) in the range of 1.151.20 at a 5 V/µm (50 kV/cm) biasing field [8]. In this work
[1-y][(1-x)BiFeO3–xBaTiO3]-yMn solid solutions are suggested which are multiferroic. Both dielectric and magnetic
permeabilities of [1-y][(1-x)BiFeO3–xBaTiO3]-yMn solid
solutions can be controlled by an electric field [9,10]. Till
now ferroelectric perovskites were used to solve the aforementioned problems, thus, [1-y][(1-x)BiFeO3–xBaTiO3]yMn multiferroic compositions open new perspective and
are the most promising materials for accelerator applications as typical representatives of ferroelectric solid solutions.
In this paper self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) technologies for obtaining high-quality ceramic
materials based on (1-x)BiFeO3–xBaTiO3 compositions
with various dopants (MgO, MnO, etc.) are presented
which will be used for getting electrically controlled phase
tuning and amplitude modulating ultrafast facilities. These
tools can be used in accelerator technologies, particularly
at AREAL linear accelerator, which is currently operating
at CANDLE Synchrotron Research Institute, for adjusting
the 3 GHz wave phase and amplitude used at the accelerating structures [11, 12].

EXPERIMENTS AND PROPERTES
INVESTIGATION
The powders of Mn-doped (1-x)BiFeO3–xBaTiO3 complex oxide have been produced by SHS from powder mixtures of Bismuth oxide, Bi2O3, (99.975% purity), Iron oxide, Fe2O3, (99.5% purity), Manganese dioxide, MnO2,
(99.9% purity), Barium peroxide, BaO2, (99.9% purity),
Titanium oxide,TiO2, (99.5% purity), Titanium, Ti, (99.9%
purity) and Iron, Fe, (99.9% purity). Materials were synthesized according to the following chemical scheme:
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[1-y][(1-x)(1/2Bi2O3+(1-K)/2Fe2O3+KFe)+
x(BaO2+(1-k)TiO2+kTi)]+yMnO2+O2=
[1-y][(1-x)BiFeO3–xBaTiO3]-yMn

(1)

where k and K are the factors, controlling the exothermicity of the mixture, x and y are the amounts of acceptor
dopants, x is taken 0.25, 0.3 and 0.5, y is taken 0.03.
The green mixtures of the desired reactants were prepared by dry mixing in PULVERISETTE 6 Planetary
Ball Mill with 200 rpm for 30 minutes. The diameter
and height of the pots are 80 mm and 100 mm, respectively.
A portion of metals (Ti or/and Fe) was replaced by its
oxide (TiO2 or/and Fe2O3) by changing the values of k
or/and K, to control reaction temperature and propagation
velocity of the combustion front. The general parameters
of the SHS process (temperature and propagation velocity
of the combustion front [13]) are measured (Fig. 1). Temperature is measured by C-type (tungsten) or B-type
(Pt30%Rh-Pt6%Rh) 0.1 mm diameter thermocouple
placed in the centre of the pellets.

reactor but undesirable processes of sintering and agglomeration increase (Fig. 2).

a)

b)

Figure 2: SEM images of 0.3BaTiO3-0.7BiFe0.97Mn0.03O3
composition after SHS. a) K=0.2, k=0.2; b) K=0.3, k=0.6.
The influence of the amount of combustible in the green
mixture on the conversion degree of the initial charge to
the final product has been investigated. For this, the series
of the powder were synthesized at different regimes and
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) at room temperature (Siemens D5000), using the CuKa radiation, in the
10° < 2θ< 130° range with 0.01° step size and an acquisition time per step of 10.6 s. And the maximum quantity of
a required phase is formed (Fig. 3) when the content of
metal powder in the charge is within the limits of 9…11
wt.% (7-9% for Fe, and 2% for Ti).

a

b
Figure 1: Combustion temperature (Tc) and velocity (Uc)
vs. amount of the combustible in the initial mixture: a) Ti
is 2%; b) Fe is 2%.
Experiments have shown that the threshold value for k is
0.5 (if K=0) and for K is 0.25 (if k=0). Only at greater values of k and K, the process can proceed under the self-sustaining mode. The greater the value of combustible (k and
K), the higher are the combustion temperatures and velocity (Fig. 1). It should also be noted that high combustion
velocities provide high output rates of the product from the

Figure 3: Relative intensity vs. amount of the combustible
in the initial mixture for 0.3BaTiO3 –0.7BiFe0.97Mn0.03O3
composition.
In order to make dense ceramic pellets with desired
properties, preparation of powder with the grain sizes about
0.2…5 um is required [14]. As a result of calculations and
series of experiments, it is found out that the optimal grinding regimes and conditions by PULVERISETTE 6 planetary ball mill are as follows: the relationship of the volume
of charge (material to be milled) and milling bodies/balls
should be 1/4…1/3; wet ball-milling is faster than dry-milling, but its disadvantage is that the liquid must be removed.
Acetone has been used as a milling medium to form a
freely flowing cream. Efficient milling is obtained when
the volume of acetone is between 100 and 200% of the volume of the charge. The quantity of the grinding body/ball
has been taken 70% of the pots volume. The milling
body/ball charge contains 4...8 mm of sizes (the largest diameter being of the order of a tenth of the diameter of the
pot). The rate of rotation (ωd) of the base disk is 400…600
rev/min. The milling duration is 7 hours.
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Synthesized Mn-doped BF–BT powders are pressed into
disks of 6…12 mm in diameter and 5...7 mm thick by
pressing uniaxially. It is experimentally found out that optimal pressures of pressing to decrease the linear shrinkage
factor and increase the density of ceramic samples are
about 6000 kg/cm2.
BF–BT based pellets are sintered between 700 °C and
1000 °C in an electric furnace and air atmosphere under
controlled heating/cooling rates of 2.5 °C/min with dwell
time of 2 hrs.
The dependence for the linear shrinkage factor and gaspenetrability of samples vs. sintering temperature has indicated that intensive sintering begins with 880 °C (Fig. 4),
and the maximum density of the samples is practically obtained at 950 °C (it is important that the main phase is
0.7BiFe0.97Mn0.03O3–0.3BaTiO3).
KL
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Figure 4: The linear shrinkage factor and density of
0.7BiFe0.97Mn0.03O3–0.3BaTiO3 ceramic samples vs. sintering temperature.
Densification studies were carried out both by direct
measurements of the sample density and linear shrinkage
after sintering at a specified temperature and by dilatometry. Relative density is measured based on dimensions and
weight of the pellets (88…90%, i.e. 5.9…6.1 g/cm3).
The Au electrodes are deposited by magnetron sputtering
for the bias voltage. The dielectric response of the test
structures is measured using a HP 4285A LCR-meter and
an Agilent N5230 vector network analyzer in the frequency
range 0.01-4 GHz. Figure 5 shows the dependences of the
tunability factor (ε(0)/ε(E) and μ(0)/μ(E)) versus electric
field.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
It is established that the threshold value for k is 0.5 (if
K=0) and for K is 0.25 (if k=0), only at greater values of k
and K, the process can proceed under the self-sustaining
mode. Experiments have shown that the temperature
(900…1700 °C) and propagation velocity (0.5…4 mm/s)
of the combustion front depend on the amount of combustible (Fe and/or Ti have been changed from 3% to 11%),
particle size of the initial components (dispersion was 1-5
µm), relative density, as well as the pressure of oxygen and
mechanical activation of green mixture. By controlling
these critical parameters, powders with the desired/controllable stoichiometry and microstructure are produced. The
phase structure investigation shows no other phases when
the amount of combustible was about 10% (where Fe-8%,
Ti-2%).
As a result of calculations and series of experiments, it
is determined that optimal grinding regimes and conditions
are as follows: the volume relationship of the charge (material to be milled) and milling bodies/balls should be
1/4…1/3; acetone has to be used as a milling medium to
form a freely flowing cream. Efficient milling is obtained
when the volume of acetone is between 100 and 200% of
the volume of the charge. The quantity of the grinding
body/ball has been taken 70% of pots volume. The milling
body/ball were of 4...8 mm in size (the largest diameter being of the order of a tenth of the diameter of the pot). The
rate of the rotation (ωd) of the base disk is 400…600
rev/min. The milling duration is 7 hours.
BF–BT based pellets are sintered between 700 °C and
1000 °C in an electric furnace and air atmosphere for 2 hrs
under controlled heating/cooling rates of 2.5 °C/min. The
dependence for linear shrinkage factor and gas-penetrability of the samples vs. sintering temperature indicates that
intensive sintering begins with 880 °C, and the maximum
density of the samples is practically obtained at 950 °C.
The tunability factors (ε(0)/ε(E) and μ(0)/μ(E)) for dielectric and magnetic permeability are in the range of 1.221.27 and 1.18-1.19 respectively at 60 KV/cm biasing field.
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SURROGATE MODELLING OF THE FLUTE LOW-ENERGY SECTION
C. Xu∗, E. Bründermann, A.-S. Müller, J. Schäfer, and A. Santamaria Garcia
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract
Numerical beam dynamics simulations are essential tools
in the study and design of particle accelerators, but they can
be prohibitively slow for online prediction during operation
or for systematic evaluations of new parameter settings. Machine learning-based surrogate models of the accelerator provide much faster predictions of the beam properties and can
serve as a virtual diagnostic or to augment data for reinforcement learning training. In this paper, we present the first results on training a surrogate model for the low-energy section
at the Ferninfrarot Linac- und Test-Experiment (FLUTE).

INTRODUCTION
Compared to single beam dynamics, collective effects are
computationally more expensive to calculate. For example,
a detailed space charge particle tracking simulation often
takes minutes to run and thus makes parameter optimization
or training of machine learning algorithms on simulation
data very time consuming or even infeasible. A surrogate
model can be used to provide rapid evaluations and replace
the time-consuming simulations by approximating the outputs. Common methods to build a surrogate model include
Gaussian process regression, random forests, and deep neural networks (NN) [1–3]. In addition, surrogate models
could be used as virtual diagnostics, predicting valuable
information of the beam in a non-destructive way, e.g. the
longitudinal phase space of the electron bunches [4, 5]. In
this paper, we present the development of a neural network
surrogate model of the low-energy section at the Ferninfrarot Linac- und Test-Experiment (FLUTE). We describe
the training process and compare the NN-predicted bunch
properties to both simulations and measurement data. Finally, we discuss applications of the surrogate model as an
online virtual diagnostic and as a training environment for
other algorithms.

TRAINING THE SURROGATE MODEL

Figure 1: Schematic layout of FLUTE low-energy section
with the inputs to the surrogate model marked with an orange
box. Figure adapted from [6].
∗
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Figure 1 shows the schematic layout of the low-energy section of the the KIT linac-based test facility, FLUTE [7]. The
electrons are generated at the RF photoinjector and accelerated up to 7 MeV. The input layer of the surrogate model NN
consists of 4 neurons representing the bunch charge, the RF
gun phase, the RF gun maximal gradient, and the solenoid
magnetic field. The output layer returns 6 scalar values representing the bunch properties, namely the transverse beam
size 𝜎𝑥 , bunch length 𝜎𝑧 , mean energy 𝐸, relative energy
spread 𝜎𝐸 , normalized transverse emittance 𝜖𝑥 , and percentage of the remaining particles. These bunch properties can
also be measured using the diagnostic devices [8], so that
the model can be further retrained and fine-tuned to match
the measurement results.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the fully connected neural network.
The 4 machine parameters are fed into the neural network
with 3 hidden layers, each with 32 neurons.
Table 1: Input parameter range used to generate training data
Input Parameters
Charge
Gun phase
Gun max. gradient
Solenoid B-field

Range

Unit

1 to 30
175 to 235
50 to 100
0.08 to 0.2

pC
deg
MV/m
T

We use a fully connected feed-forward NN with 3 hidden layers, as shown in Fig. 2, each layer with 32 neurons
and the hyperbolic tangent function (tanh) as the activation
function. The size of the network is chosen to sufficiently
approximate the transfer map from photocathode to linac,
but not too large so that it fully memorizes the dataset. In
such a case, the network will not be able to generalize to
unseen scenarios. The NN is implemented using the opensource library pyTorch [9]. The training data consists of 104
samples randomly selected from the parameter space listed
in Table 1. For each parameter setting, the bunch properties
are obtained via an ASTRA tracking simulation. The NN
training parameters are summarized in Table 2. The input
and output parameters are min-max normalized, mapped to
[0,1] intervals, to speed up the training process. The output
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normalization ensures that each predicted bunch property is
equally weighted in the loss calculation. We use the Adam
optimizer with a batch size of 64, initial learning rate of
10−3 , and train for 200 epochs to prevent overfitting. The
loss function is defined as the mean squared error (MSE)
between the predicted and target bunch properties.

strength lead to larger 𝜎𝑧 due to under- or over-focusing of
the bunch. The minimum beam sizes, marked as white stars,
are very comparable, with 𝜎𝑥 = 0.166 mm for the ASTRA
simulation and 𝜎𝑥 = 0.164 mm for the NN prediction.
1

Transverse beam size σx [mm]
2

3

4

5

Table 2: Neural network training parameters
Value

Loss function
Batch size
Optimizer
Learning rate
Epoch

MSE
64
Adam
10−3
200

ASTRA simulation

The trained model is then evaluated on test data, consisting of 103 random parameter settings to which the NN
is not trained on. The prediction error is shown in Fig. 3,
where almost all the predicted values show good agreement
to the target outputs. The prediction of the mean energy
𝐸 is slightly lower than the target values, but the overall
discrepancy is still well under 0.1 MeV.
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Figure 4: Example of 2D subspace with fixed RF gun phase
at 200 deg and gradient 75 MV/m by ASTRA 10×10-grid
scan (left) and NN surrogate 50×50-grid prediction (right):
transverse beam size 𝜎𝑥 depending on solenoid B-field and
bunch charge, where the minima are marked as white stars.

SURROGATE MODEL APPLICATIONS
Virtual Diagnostics
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Figure 3: Prediction error on the test data for each output
variable: (a) transverse beam size, (b) bunch length, (c) mean
energy, (d) relative energy spread, (e) remaining particles,
and (f) transverse emittance.
Once the surrogate model is trained, it can predict the
beam properties very fast. As an example, Fig. 4 shows a
2D subspace of the 4D input parameter space of the transverse beam size 𝜎𝑥 depending on the solenoid B-field and
bunch charge. The left plot is generated by ASTRA simulations with a 10×10 grid, which takes ∼5 h for serial execution. The right plot is a 50×50 grid predicted by the
trained NN surrogate, which only takes milliseconds in total. As shown in the figure, the NN-predicted beam sizes
have a similar structure as the ASTRA simulation results,
e.g. the solenoid field required to minimize the beam size
at the screen is slightly increasing with the bunch charge
due to space charge effects. Deviations from the ideal field

One goal of this study is to use the surrogate model as
an online virtual diagnostic for accelerator operation. This
could provide shot-to-shot predictions of the beam parameters in a non-destructive manner. For example at FLUTE
the energy is measured destructively with a spectrometer
dipole magnet, also shown in Fig. 1. The bending angle
of the dipole magnet is proportional to the bunch energy
for a fixed magnetic field. By varying the magnetic field,
the bunch can be deflected and observed on an yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG) screen in the spectrometer arm, where
the energy can be determined from the bunch position. Even
with an automated procedure, an energy measurement could
take up to several minutes, because the dipole needs to be
cycled, so that the remnant field does not further affect the
normal operation. In order to validate the surrogate model,
we compared its results to energy measurements [10] as
shown in Fig. 5. For each data point, an ASTRA tracking
simulation and surrogate model prediction is performed with
the corresponding accelerator parameters. The computation
time of the surrogate model is within a millisecond, which is
again negligible compared to ∼1 h of required ASTRA simulation time and several hours for actual beam time. Both,
the surrogate predictions and the ASTRA simulation results,
correspond very well to the measurement data with a deviation of under 0.1 MeV. It is interesting to note that the
NN was only trained with data within the intervals shown
in Table 1, particularly with a minimum gun gradient of
50 MV/m. This corresponds to a gun power of ∼3.8 MW, so
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the model extrapolated to an unseen parameter range for the
first few points in Fig. 5(a), showing good agreement with
the measurement results. To further improve the prediction
results, the NN model can be partially retrained on measurement data. This could not only reduce the discrepancy
between simulation and measurement, but also mitigate the
long-term drifts of the accelerator components.
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Figure 5: Energy measurements (green triangles) for (a)
a power scan and (b) a phase scan of the gun, compared
to ASTRA simulations (blue squares) and surrogate model
predictions (orange stars). The residuals are the differences
to the measurement values. Each measurement is averaged
from 20 shots with a standard error of ca. 0.1%.

Fast Evaluation for Other Algorithms
Recently, reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms have
been used in the accelerator physics field for the automation of control tasks [11, 12], such as autonomous beam
focusing at ARES [13]. Autonomous bunch control with
RL is also being considered at FLUTE. RL can also be used
for more ambitious goals such as beyond human level control tasks [14–16]. However, the training process of the RL
agents is notoriously time consuming, often taking millions
of steps. Therefore, it is unpractical to train RL directly on
computationally intensive physics simulations or accelerators with a low repetition rate. Thanks to the fast computation time of the surrogate model, it can also be used as a
training environment for reinforcement learning. Although
the surrogate model has certain discrepancy compared to the
actual accelerator, training on it will allow the RL agent to
learn roughly the policy and minimize the beam time needed
to retrain on the accelerator.
TUPOPT070
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Training a single surrogate model for the whole accelerator including every magnet is unpractical, as the minimum
number of training samples required to reasonably represent
the accelerator increases exponentially with the number of
parameters. For example, generating 104 training samples
used in this study took about 10 hours, whereas 108 simulations are needed to generate samples with same density for
8 input parameters. This corresponds to about 14 years of
computation time on the same system. One way to mitigate
this is by reducing the parameter space via training surrogate models around some fixed working points. Otherwise,
one can also train different models for different stages at the
accelerator and connect them for a start-to-end prediction.
Despite these limitations, the low-energy section surrogate
model can also be used to speed up the optimization of other,
more sample efficient algorithms of the full accelerator. For
instance, we also developed a Bayesian optimization (BO) algorithm to optimize for intense THz radiation at FLUTE [17].
Due to its exploratory behaviour, the algorithm sometimes
samples at undesired operational settings. The surrogate
model presented in this study can optimally constrain the
parameter space to explore by excluding the settings where
the electron bunch has, for example, a large beam size or
a large energy deviation when entering the linac. In this
way the optimization can be more efficient compared to the
presented BO attempt.

We trained a NN surrogate model for the low-energy section at FLUTE, which is able to predict important bunch
properties like beam size and energy fast and accurately. The
prediction results are compared to both ASTRA simulations
and measurement results, showing very good agreement.
We plan to integrate the surrogate model prediction into the
EPICS control system used at FLUTE, so that this could be
a daily support tool used in accelerator operation. In the
future, more input parameters will be added to the model by
reducing the parameter ranges. The outputs will be extended
from scalar variables to complete phase space images of
the electron bunch. Finally, we plan to build another surrogate model for the second part of FLUTE, which takes
the predicted phase space information of the low-energy
section model as input and further predicts the bunch properties at the end of the accelerator. With those two surrogate
models connected, we can perform online optimization and
tailor the bunch properties to meet different experimental
requirements.
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Abstract
Eight of the medium and high beta cryomodules delivered to ESS by CEA are tested at CEA before delivery; the
two medium and high beta prototypes and the three first of
each type of the series. The goal of these tests is to validate
the assembly and the performances on few cryomodules
before the next cryomodules of the series are delivered to
ESS. This paper summarizes the general results obtained
during the tests at 2 K and at high RF power,
Pmax = 1.1 MW. The cavities reach the ESS requirements,
Eacc = 16.7 MV/m (Medium beta) and 19.9 MV/m (High
beta) with an efficient compensation of the Lorentz detuning by the piezo tuner over the full RF pulse length of
3.6 ms at 14 Hz. After the successful tests at CEA, the first
cryomodules have been shipped to ESS where the final acceptance test are performed.

INTRODUCTION
In the framework of its In Kind contribution for the construction of the ESS accelerator [1, 2], CEA developed a
stand to perform the tests of the elliptical ESS cryomodules
at high RF power (Fig. 1). The goal of these tests is to validate the quality of the assembly and the performances of
few cryomodules before the next cryomodules of the series
are delivered to ESS and tested there [3, 4].
We have already tested seven cryomodules over eight
scheduled; the 2 medium and high beta prototypes (CM00
and CM30), 3 medium beta cryomodules of the series
(CM01, CM03 and CM05) and the 2 first high beta (CM31
and CM32).
Previous papers have already presented test results obtained on the medium beta cryomodule demonstrator
CM00 [5]. This paper presents a summary of the results we
have obtained during the tests of the seven cryomodules.

THE TEST STAND
The test stand is about 100 m from the cryomodule assembly hall. It is equipped with a liquefier that can deliver
90 l/h of 4 K LHe at 1.1 bar to the 2000 l Dewar close to
the cryomodule. The cryomodule is equipped with an internal Hampson heat exchanger (HX) that is well adapted
to the supercritical helium fluid used at ESS, but is not
adapted for diphasic helium at 1 bar containing a too high
rate of bubbles. This caused some difficulties in the first
tests performed on the prototype CM00. We fixed this issue
adding a small phase separator to remove part of the GHe
generated in the last 10 meters of cryogenic line between
TUPOTK002
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the Dewar and the cryomodule. This small phase separator
allows the HX to run and we obtain an easy regulation of
the 2 K LHe level above the cavities.
The thermal shield is cooled at 80 K with LN2. This is a
second difference with the ESS nominal cryogenic conditions where the liquefier delivers 40 K GHe at 20 bars to
cool the thermal shield.
The RF power source is a 704 MHz klystron with a
home-made modulator. It can generate 1.1 MW RF pulses
of 3.6 ms length at 14 Hz. The RF distribution line (Fig. 1)
is equipped with an RF switch that can send the RF power
in one of the two branches at the entrance of the test stand.
Each branch is equipped with a power divider that can distribute the power in one cavity or two cavities. We can test
one cavity at a time, or two maximum together. Test with
the four cavities running altogether is not possible at CEA.
The cryogenic and tuners control/command system is
based on Muscade/Anibus. The RF control/command system is based on EPICS.

Figure 1: Test stand of ESS cryomodule at CEA.

RF POWER TESTS AT 2 K
The duration of each test was about 3 months for the first
cryomodules. This duration is now reduced to about five
weeks; two weeks for the installation in the test stand, cavity vacuum pumping and coupler conditioning at room
temperature and three weeks for the test at cold.
We systematically perform the RF conditioning of the
power couplers at room temperature before cooling down
the cavities. The power couplers are conditioned in about
4 h to 7 h. This short duration can be reached thanks to the
high pumping speed group, roughly 60 L/h that allows to
recover quickly acceptable pressure when high degassing
occurs during RF conditioning (Fig. 2).
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The operations linked to the connection of the high speed
pumping group, including baking, takes about five days
duration.

Figure 2: High speed pumping group (~60 L/h) connected
to the beam gate valve of the cavity string.
Power couplers conditioning starts when the pressure is
lower than 1. 10-8 mbar with a threshold set at 5 10-8 mbar.
Standard RF conditioning of the power couplers consists in
automated cycles of RF power ramps up to 1.1 MW applying short pulses and low repetition rates at the beginning,
progressively increasing at each cycle the pulse length up
to 3.6 ms and the repetition rate up to 14 Hz. Pmax is limited
at 400 kW for pulse lengths longer than 500 µs. Each coupler is equipped with 4 diagnostics for the protection: a
Penning pressure gauge, an electron pickup and a window
for an arc detector on the vacuum side of the ceramic window. An arc detector is also on the air side of the ceramic
window. The diagnostics signals are monitored (Fig. 3) and
electronics provide the fast protection of the couplers
(< 20 µs) with the diagnostics signals.

Figure 3: Typical ramps of RF power during coupler conditioning at room temperature.
The doorknobs are equipped with an antenna bias system
that we never use during RF conditioning of the power couplers.
The duration of cooling from 300 K to 2 K is typically
two days before regulating the LHe level above the cavities. The four tuners, fixed on the cavities and helium tank
through weak thermal contacts, need more than four days
before reaching temperatures lower than 30 K (Fig. 4).
The power couplers are conditioned a second time at
cold, during the time the cavities are cooled from 4 K to
2 K. We generally never observe any sign of activity during
this phase, except in one coupler (among the 28 tested) that
needed some more conditioning after the cooling phase.

MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 4: Temperature of a cavity 1 and of its tuner during
cooling down of CM01.
For all the cryomodules, the static heat load (without RF
and with closed cryogenic valves) was measured around
18 W, as expected with the thermal shield cooled at 80 K.
The cavities at 2 K could be tuned at the ESS frequency
of 704.42 MHz. All tuners have shown similar linear frequency shift responses 0.97 Hz +/- 0.04 per motor step for
medium beta and 0.92 Hz +/- 0.04 per motor step for high
beta. The hysteresis is very small (< 30 Hz) and difficult to
measure precisely. The small hysteresis compared to the
1 kHz band width of the cavity/couplers allows an easy
tuning at the nominal frequency 704.42 MHz.
The frequency shift due to the piezo stacks with a static
voltage of 150 V is 650 Hz +/- 40 for the medium beta cavities and 590 Hz +/- 50 for the high beta cavities.
The power couplers Qext have been found close to the
targets: Qext = 7.35 +/- 0.56 105 for medium beta (target
7.5 105) and Qext = 6.64 +/- 0.26 105 for high beta (target
6.5 105).
Once the cavity is tuned at 704.42 MHz, the accelerating
field is slowly increased starting with short RF pulses at
low repetition rate and low RF power. All cavities needed
careful RF conditioning. Typical RF pulses monitored are
shown on Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Electron pickup and arc detector signals of an RF
pulse during conditioning.
Green and purple curves in Fig. 5 show activity in the
cavity and the coupler. When this activity is detected, we
stop ramping up the RF power and wait until the signals of
the activity disappear (green and purple curves flat in background). Then the RF ramp up restarts until the next barrier
that is treated the same than the previous one. The repetition rate can be sometimes increased for a faster conditioning. It requires generally 6 to 8 hours before reaching the
maximum field at the nominal pulse length 3.6 ms and repetition rate 14 Hz.
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Medium beta and high beta cavities reach the ESS nominal field as shown in Fig. 6. RF power pulses are applied
in 4P/P mode to decrease the filling time. Lorentz forces
detuning is compensated with some klystron frequency detuning and with the piezo of the tuner. Simple square piezo
pulses show good efficiency for compensation. The tests
have been performed in open loop.

and induce, by bremsstrahlung, gamma rays which react
with the Nb93 of the cavity sheets and produce Nb92m.
About 100 days after the test, the radioactivity of the cryomodule has decreased below the natural background of
radioactivity. However special transport procedures have
to be applied for components that have been radio-activated. These procedures will be applied for the three high
beta cryomodules tested at CEA and transported to ESS.

CONCLUSION

Figure 6: Cavity pulses at ESS nominal field (medium beta
16.7 MV/m left and high beta 19.9 MV/m right).
The estimations of the cavity heat loads have been performed measuring the power sent to the cavity heaters after
switching on or off the RF power of the cavity and keeping
the LHe level and pressure constant. Typical heat loads
measured on the medium beta cavities at nominal field is
about 1 to 2 W (specification: 5 W per cavity) and about
4 W for high beta cavities (specification: 6.5 W per cavity).
Few cavities showing high electron field emission have
higher dissipation. A high beta cavity dissipates about 7 W
at nominal field.
All the cavities have shown electron field emission at
different levels. Eight X-ray GM detectors, two scintillators and two neutron detectors are arranged around the cryomodules. Results obtained with this set of detectors are
presented in [6].
We never detected any neutron during the test of medium
beta cryomodules but we have detected neutrons with the
high beta cryomodules when we activated the cavity in position 4 that showed high field emission. These two high
beta cryomodules have been radio-activated. A NaI(Tl)
scintillators detected radioactive Nb92m with the main
gamma decay ray at 934 keV and a half-life of 10.2 days.
For cryomodule CM31, we could simulate a scenario that
can describe the observations of the main radioactivity
spots that were found in front of cavities 3 and 2. In this
scenario, electrons are emitted at the 1st iris of cavity in
position 4 (Fig. 7).

Figure 7: Trajectories of electrons emitted at the 1st iris in
a high beta cavity at the nominal field 19.9 MV/m.
The electrons are accelerated by the cavity and can exit
with an energy of 15 MeV. They can hit the next cavities
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Seven ESS elliptical cryomodules over the eight scheduled have been successfully tested at CEA. The main performances are within the ESS specifications. The medium
beta cryomodules of the series tested at CEA, CM01,
CM03 and CM05, have been shipped to ESS Lund. The
tests performed at ESS confirmed the results obtained at
CEA. The transports from CEA to ESS on the 1450 km
long road have not degraded the cryomodules performances. The high beta cryomodules CM31 and CM32
tested at CEA are going to be shipped applying the procedures for radio-activated components.
The production of the elliptical cryomodules at CEA is
now in the industrial phase, with a delivery throughput of
about 1 cryomodule per month. All the remaining cryomodules will be only tested at ESS, except a last high beta
cryomodule, CM33 that will be tested at CEA before.
ESS needs seven medium beta cryomodules and two
high beta cryomodules for starting the beam operation. Six
medium beta and one high beta are already delivered and
the last will be delivered soon. The assembly of the seventh
medium beta cryomodule is almost complete and this cryomodule should be shipped before summer 2022.
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Abstract
The 352.21 MHz Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ)
for the European Spallation Source ERIC (ESS) has been
delivered by the end of 2019 by CEA/IRFU. The RFQ is
designed to accelerate a 70 mA proton beam from 75 keV
up to 3.62 MeV. It consists of a 4-vane resonant cavity with
a total length of 4.6 m. Two coaxial power loop couplers
feed the RFQ with the 1.4 MW of RF power required for
beam operation. This paper first presents the main systems
required for the RFQ conditioning. Then it summarizes the
main steps and results of this high power RF conditioning
completed at ESS from June 9 to July 29, 2021 in order to
achieve the nominal field for a pulse length of 3.2 ms at the
repetition rate of 14 Hz.

INTRODUCTION
CEA/IRFU was in charge of the RFQ design [1], manufacturing [2], installation [3], and conditioning at ESS
(Lund). An important step towards beam commissioning is
the high power conditioning in order to achieve the nominal field for the proton acceleration. During this procedure
where the power, width and repetition rate of the RF pulses
sent to the cavity are increased gradually, confined gasses
and water are released from the cavity surface and electrical sparks and discharges even out surface imperfections.
The high power conditioning of RFQ (Fig. 1), was realized
in 7 weeks following a period of extensive tests in the overall system chain.

Figure 1: ESS RFQ.

RFQ ANCILLARY SYSTEMS
RF System
The RF power system for the RFQ is comprised of the
660 kVA modulator (115kV/100A amplitude, 3.5 ms width
and 14 Hz repetition rate), the klystron, and the RF distribution system. RF produced by the klystron is guided
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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through waveguides (in addition to a power split towards a
dummy load) to the symmetrically placed coaxial cavity
couplers. The forward power requirements for operation
are expected to be 1.4 MW (729 kW for cavity plus
225 kW beam loading and 30% margin for LLRF feedback
evaluated during the bead-pull measurement campaign in
December 2019 [3].

Low Level RF System
The Low Level RF system monitors and adjusts the amplitude and phase of the cavity. Stable operating frequency
is achieved by tandem operation of LLRF and RFQ water
system by regulation of the temperature in the 4 cooling
loops. During RFQ conditioning, a feedback control loop
adjusts the frequency of the provided RF power to compensate for cavity detuning during heating. Although in
normal operations LLRF systems measures the detuning of
the cavity and adjusts the water temperature to regulate
cavity resonant frequency.

Vacuum System
In order to achieve nominal vacuum level (7 10-8 mbar)
during beam operation, 10 turbo pumps are installed at the
RFQ. Two cold-cathode gauges are installed at the beginning and the end of the cavity body and two at the couplers
for monitoring the cavity vacuum levels during conditioning process.

Local Protection System
Local protection system (RF-LPS) is structured as a multistate machine to manage interlocks in the entire system
chain with different response times: a slow interlock module with interlock times of some milliseconds and a fast
interlock module with response times less than 20 microseconds. There are multiple interlock conditions that can
lead to the shut-off of the RF power.
During conditioning the forward power from the klystron was limited to 800 kW or 400 kW for each arm feeding the two couplers. Electric breakdowns or sparks lead to
significant power reflections monitored by the reflected
power interlock. Because of the high reflection during the
filling time of the cavity and at the end of the RF pulse this
area is masked out and excluded from the interlock monitoring. Moreover electric field breakdown inside the cavity
leads to a drop of the field with a speed faster than the usual
field decay time. The RF decay interlock detects this slope
with the pickup used by the LLRF and switch off the RF
power.
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Couplers are equipped with electron pickups (45 V voltage bias) to measure the current due to multipacting activity and RF power is switched off when electron activity
transcends a defined threshold.
For the detection of arcs inside the couplers two viewports are mounted on the vacuum and air side, fitted with
fibers going to an arc detection system. A fast interlock is
triggered in case illuminance exceeds a threshold of about
1 lux un the coupler.
The cavity-local protection system is composed by 32
temperature sensors to monitor the surface temperature of
each quadrant of the RFQ body and the couplers.
RFQ system status and interlocks are constantly monitored through the EPICS based control system graphical
user interfaces (Fig. 2).

gradually to 3.2 ms. Subsequently power levels are increased until the detection of next multipacting zone. It is
notable that, the elimination of multipacting areas had to
be redone after any conditioning pause for several days.
During high power conditioning, coupler activity was
negligible and progress was limited by vacuum hardware
interlocks inside the cavity.
In order to facilitate and accelerate the conditioning procedure, an automatic conditioning application was used in
combination with start-up and auto reset scripts. Depending on the nature and/or the severity of the interlock the RF
power was restored for the next RF pulse or after several
seconds either at the same power level before interlock or
reduced.
Gradually the frequency of all interlocks were reduced
(Figs. 3 and 4) and system achieved nominal field with stable operation (Fig. 5).

Figure 3: Number of reflection interlocks vs time.
Figure 2: EPICS view of Local Protection System.

RFQ CONDITIONING
The RFQ conditioning campaign can be divided in three
phases: 1. low power conditioning, 2. high power conditioning and 3. nominal operation. During these phases the
power level, pulse width and repetition rate are adjusted by
monitoring the vacuum levels, spark rates and overall system interlocks. Sparks and breakdowns are essential for the
procedure of the cavity conditioning. Although, the interlock thresholds and conditioning strategy have to be carefully fine-tuned in order to protect system components
from damage. RF power supplied to cavity is switched off
in less than 20 µs under the presence of sparks, vacuum
pressure increase due to outgassing or any other sort of interlock.
Low power conditioning (100-300 kW zone) focuses on
the conditioning of the couplers and was firstly performed
at a dedicated test bench at CEA-Saclay. This power zone
is mainly dominated by electron activity in the 2 coaxial
couplers due to multipacting effects. Multipacting is also
linked to outgassing and a small amount of light is sometimes measured by the arc-detectors located in the vacuum
side.
Conditioning strategy included power sweeps to detect
multipacting areas and outgassing through monitoring
electron current and vacuum pressure. In order to eliminate
electron current at a specific power level and reduce outgassing, the repetition rate was increased up to 14 Hz.
Once stability achieved, the pulse width was also increased
TUPOTK003
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Figure 4: Number of hardware vacuum interlocks vs time.

Figure 5: Peak vs Average Power during conditioning.

X-RAY MEASUREMENTS
Throughout the conditioning process, an effort was
made to evaluate cavity vane voltage by detecting and analysing the bremsstrahlung x-ray radiation emitted by the
electrons released and accelerated into the RFQ [4]. The
measurements were performed using an AMPTek
XR-100CdTe X-Ray Gamma Ray detector installed on a
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vacuum flange close to the end of the RFQ, where the design cavity voltage reaches 120 kV, and calibrated with
known radioactive sources (251Am 125 Eu). X-ray measurements were performed for multiple power levels and the
spectra were acquired, processed and compared with voltage pick-up measurements. Results disclosed a consistency
with the designs specification and the power levels estimated during RFQ tuning (Fig. 6).

voltage stays in the 2% requirements. These measurements
will be used to periodically check the RFQ field profile in
order to detect potential cavity deformation.

Figure 7: Error of voltage profile for different RF pulse
configurations.

CONCLUSION

Figure 6: X-ray based voltage measurements.

LONG RUN TESTS
After the achievement of stable cavity field, long run
tests and studies were conducted with the aim of observing
cavity stability in case of an interlock. For high-power operation, all the temperature setpoints for the cooling loops
are set at 28.8°C. In this mode, with stable power, the cavity frequency is maintained to within ±1.5 kHz of the RF
frequency. However, when power is interrupted, a variation
of ±40 kHz was observed and the power must be ramped
in steps and LLRF frequency tracking is required to restore
power. This agrees well with thermal simulations of the
cavity [5]. In any case, power is restored to the cavity at
nominal level in a time period of 3 minutes.

CAVITY VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS
Field acquisition is performed with 20 RF pickups distributed on each quadrant of the RFQ body along with an
additional RF-pickup is saved for LLRF system feedback.
These 20 measurements are used to reconstruct inter-vane
voltages vs. abscissa along the RFQ and to evaluate field
perturbation. Several measurements were made and processed (from short pulse at low power to the nominal pulse
at the maximum power). These measurements have been
done after about ten minutes of thermal stabilization for the
cavity.
The first lower power record (data from 27/07/2021 at
50 kW, 1 Hz, 300µs) is used for calibration with the last
beadpull measurement and all the next measurements are
compared to this one. Figure 7 shows that the reconstructed
voltage varies smoothly over the full power range. Therefore, the RFQ is stable at all power levels and the cavity
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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A seven week period was held at ESS for RF conditioning of the RFQ. At the end of this period, it was successfully demonstrated that the RFQ can stably operate at
112% of the required RF power. At nominal power, 96% of
availability is achieved.
It was also demonstrated that the cooling skid performance exceed design specifications and was able to maintain the cavity frequency to ±1.5 kHz during stable operation. Following a period of downtime, full RF can be restored within 3 minutes.
Since October 2021, the RFQ has been undergoing beam
commissioning [6, 7]. Further development and testing are
in progress to determine optimal operating parameters for
LLRF, interlocks and skid control loops.
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TIME RESOLVED FIELD EMISSION DETECTION DURING ESS
CRYOMODULE TESTS
Enrico Cenni†, Matthieu Baudrier, Guillaume Devanz, Luc Maurice, Olivier Piquet
CEA Université Paris-Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Abstract
At CEA-Saclay we are currently testing the European
Spallation Source (ESS) high beta cryomodules (CM).
Each cryomodule is equipped with four superconducting
elliptical cavities with their ancillaries (fundamental power
couplers (FPC), frequency tuners and magnetic shields).
The cavity is designed to accelerate protons with relativistic speed about beta=0.86 and operate at an accelerating
field of 19.9MV/m. During cryomodule test, operational
parameters are inspected by powering up one cavity at the
time. A dedicated gamma ray detection system has been
designed and installed around the cryomodule in order to
have a more precise insight into field emission phenomenon occurring during cryomodule operation. Recently we
were able to obtain time resolved data concerning radiation
emerging from the cavities due to field emission.

INTRODUCTION
In addition to the production of the 30 medium and high
beta cryomodules of the European Spallation Source (ESS)
LINAC, CEA performs the high RF power tests of two prototype CMs and of the three first CMs of each type assembled in Saclay. CEA currently tested two CM prototypes [1] and three from the medium beta section series,
which will be re-tested at ESS test stand. Part of the testing
operation consists in assessing the dose rate around the CM
during operation [2]. At CEA we keep developing detectors, simulation codes and analysis tools in order to better
understand field emission phenomena during CM testing
and detect possible source of contamination on the cavity
surface.
We present here the most recent application of plastic
scintillator for gamma detection during the first two high
beta series cryomodule tests (i.e. CM31 and CM32). The
four cavities installed in the cryomodule were manufactured and prepared by Research Instrument under the supervision of UKRI Daresbury. The string assembly was
carried out at CEA Saclay by a subcontractor, while the
power test was performed by CEA staff [3].

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
In Saclay we are equipped with a 704 MHz cryomodule
test stand where it is possible to assess their performance
by operating close to working conditions. A first set up has
been described in previous publications [4,5], here we will
focus on the newly designed gamma detection system developed at CEA.

___________________________________________

Cavities and Cryomodule
The cryomodule accommodates four high beta cavity
manufactured with fine grain high purity niobium [6]. In
Table 1 are summarized the most significant cavity RF parameters.
Table 1: Design Parameters for High Beta Cavities [6]
Design parameters
Geometrical beta - βgeom
Nominal gradient Eacc [MV/m]
Q0 at nominal gradient
G [Ω]
R/Q [Ω]
Epk/Eacc
Bpk/Eacc [mT/(MV/m)]
Epk@nominal Eacc [MV/m]
Bpk@nominal Eacc [mT]

Value
0.86
19.9
>5x109
241
435
2.2
4.3
43.8
85.6

Gamma and Neutron Diagnostic Systems
Part of the testing activities consist of radiation dose profile measurements with respect to cavities voltage, RF
pulse structure and cavity position.

Figure 1: Plastic scintillators, block (left) and fibres bundle
(right).
The current set up consist of two NaI(Tl) scintillators
connected to a photo multiplier and a multichannel analyser and eight Geiger-Muller (GM) counters (LB6500H10 connected to a LB5340 data logger). The power tests
are performed mostly one cavity at the time. Six G-M are
placed around the vacuum vessel close to the powered cavity, while the remaining two are always fixed at the cryomodule ends. On Figures 2 and 3 are shown their location
when cavity #2 is powered, GM1 to GM6 are for low dose
rate while GM7 and GM8 are for high dose rate. A neutron
detector (LB6411) is installed close to the bunker wall
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(about 3 m from the beam axis). Finally a gamma ray detection system based on plastic scintillators (blocks and fibres), shown in Figure 1, has been developed allowing a
pulse by pulse radiation measurement, and some of its design parameters are summarized in Table 2.

confirm the correlation by suppressing the corresponding
radiation using the FPC high voltage biasing system which
inhibits electron multiplication inside de FPC.

Figure 2: ESS CM, scintillators NaI(Tl) and plastic (yellow
dots) and a dose rate GM detectors (numbered red circle).
Table 2: Plastic Scintillator Detection System Parameters
Parameters
Scintillator rise time [ns]
Scintillator decay time [ns]
Wavelength max. [nm]
Attenuation length [cm]
Refractive index
Efficiency [ph./1Mev e-]
PM rise time [ns]
PM peak sensitivity [nm]
Control system rise time [µs]

Value
[Block/Fibres]
1/0.9
3.3/2.1
435/425
400/380
1.58
9200/10000
0.57
400
∼8

Figure 3: Plastic scintillators set up during cryomodule test,
the block is on top of the beam pipe while fibres are
wrapped round it, in the picture is shown the GM06 side.

DATA ANALYSIS
At first we will focus showcasing some plastic scintillators applications during CM testing and the usage of simulation tools in order to have a better understanding of field
emission phenomena (i.e. neutron production). In Figure 4
is shown the radiation measured when the cavity is powered with a square pulse of 500 µs reaching 20 MV/m. It
shows a clear correlation between the electron current
measured in the FPC and the radiation detected, meaning
that part of electron produced in the FPC are able to enter
the cavity and hence being accelerated. We were able to
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T07: Superconducting RF

Figure 4: CM32, CAV4 excited with 500µs square pulse,
the maximum Eacc is about 20MV/m (black). Electron current detected by the pick-up in the fundamental power coupler (cyan) and the radiation detected by the plastic scintillator at the cryomodule ends, block at GM1 position (red)
block at GM6 position (green) and fiber (blue).
Figure 5 displays a second example that shows the sensitivity of the plastic scintillators system. It is clearly visible the radiation modulation due to Lorentz force detuning.

Figure 5: CM32, CAV1 excited with nominal pulse, the
maximum Eacc is about 21.2 MV/m (black), radiation detected by block at GM1 position, close to cavity (red), radiation detected by block at GM6 position (green) and from
fiber (blue).

Particle Tracking and Particle Shower Simulation
Part of our cryomodule testing routine consists also in
data analysis by means of particle tracking code and Monte
Carlo simulations. This allows us to have a better insight
into field emission phenomena occurring during testing
and in future operation. Typically two codes with a set of
post processing tools are used, one is for electrons tracking
within the cavities (based on Fishpact [7]) while the second
(Geant4 [8]) allows the simulation of particle and matter
interaction (e.g. bremsstrahlung radiation due to electron
impacts).
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The tracking code consist of a Runge-Kutta integration
algorithm (4th order) of relativistic particle dynamics. Electrons trajectories are computed from the emitter (typically
on the cavity iris) to the landing point. They are then used
as an input for the Geant4 model. In Figure 6 is shown an
example related to neutron production described in the next
section. The trajectories calculated by Fishpact (Figure 8)
are used in Geant4 (top of Figure 6) allowing the calculation of photon flux, radiation dose and neutron production
around the cryomodule (bottom Figure 6).

Figure 6: Cut view with electron trajectories in red (top)
and photon flux (bottom) from Geant4 model.

Neutron Production
During cryomodule test we observed neutron production,
in Figure 7 dose rates are reported (red bar for gamma integrated other the radial position and gray bar for neutron),
cavities are powered at 20 MV/m (except for CAV1 that
was limited at 17.5 MV/m) and RF pulse of 3.6 ms with
14 Hz repetition rate.

Figure 7: CM31 Dose rate over all radial detectors for photons and single point dose rate for neutrons. CAV1 is operated at 17.5MV/m, while all the other at nominal pulse.
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In order to better understand the phenomenon we took
advantage of the suite of codes that we normally use for
field emission and high energy photons radiation.
The scenario that seems to be most probable is the following:
1. Field emission occurs in cavity position 4 (CAV4),
most likely on the first iris in the second cell.
2. Electrons are accelerated by CAV4 and the impact the
adjacent CAV3, as shown in Figure 8.
3. Electrons with kinetic energy between 12 and 15 MeV
(when the cavity is operated at 20 MV/m) impact the
cavity inner surfaces.
4. A considerable part of the electrons emitted current
impact the CAV3 beam pipe towards CAV2.
5. Electrons are slowed into the Niobium of the cavity
and produce bremsstrahlung radiation.
6. The produced photons have enough energy to excite
the giant dipole resonance of Niobium nuclei [9,10]
and produce neutrons with the following reaction
.
γ+𝑁𝑏 → 𝑛 𝑁𝑏
decays with a half-life of 10.15 days emitting
7. 𝑁𝑏
a photon of 934.44 keV that we observe in the gamma
spectra once the cavities are powered off.

Figure 8: Electrons trajectory originated in CAV4 and impacting on CAV3, while CAV4 is operated at 20MV/m.

SUMMARY
We have implemented a set of tools in order to detect and
analyse radiation produced by field-emitted electrons impacting on cavity surface. A new detections system based
on plastic scintillator has been developed and deployed
during cryomodule test, providing valuable information
concerning the radiation generated by field emission phenomena pulse by pulse. Simulation tools have been also
improved in order to model particle tracking and particle/matter interaction in a realistic cryomodule environment.
These sets of tools have proven to be valuable in order
to understand field emission behaviour and its effects during cryomodule test. Some applications are showcased
here: (1) Lorentz force detuning effect on the radiation pattern was observed proving the system sensitivity. (2) Possibility to observe and distinguish between the radiation
generated by electrons produced in the couplers and the
ones coming from cavity surface. Finally (3) neutron generation, which sometime occurs during cryomodule operation, was simulated allowing to determine the most likely
activation scenario.
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MITIGATION OF PARASITIC LOSSES IN THE QUADRUPOLE
RESONATOR ENABLING DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF
LOW RESIDUAL RESISTANCES OF SRF SAMPLES
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Abstract
The quadrupole resonator (QPR) is a dedicated sampletest cavity for the RF characterization of superconducting
samples in a wide temperature, RF field and frequency range.
Its main purpose are high resolution measurements of the
surface resistance with direct access to the residual resistance
thanks to the low frequency of the first operating quadrupole
mode. Besides the wellknown high resolution of the QPR,
a bias of measurement data towards higher values has been
observed, especially at higher harmonic quadrupole modes.
Numerical studies show that this can be explained by parasitic RF losses on the adapter flange used to mount samples
into the QPR. Coating several micrometer of niobium on
those surfaces of the stainless steel flange that are exposed to
the RF fields significantly reduced this bias, enabling a direct
measurement of a residual resistance smaller than 5 nΩ at
2 K and 413 MHz.

INTRODUCTION
This contribution addresses the key results of our study
on parasitic losses in the QPR and their mitigation. For a
comprehensive discussion and further details see [1].
The surface resistance of superconducting radio frequency
(SRF) cavities is commonly approximated by
𝑅S = 𝑅BCS + 𝑅res =

𝑎𝑓 2
Δ
exp (−
) + 𝑅res
𝑇
𝑘B 𝑇

(1)

with intrinsic BCS resistance (𝑅BCS ) and a residual resistance (𝑅res ). 𝑅BCS depends on a material parameter (𝑎) and
the superconducting energy gap (Δ), the contributions to
𝑅res are less well understood and are still under investigation. Hence, for R&D on materials, coatings or surface
treatments aiming at application in SRF cavities, precision
measurements of the surface resistance are required.
The QPR provides high resolution measurements in a
wide parameter space of temperature and RF field at three different frequencies [2–5]. With a first operating quadrupole
mode at about 415 MHz, 𝑅BCS at 2 K is typically smaller
than 2 nΩ, enabling direct measurements of 𝑅res . Operational experience indicates a bias of measurement data towards a systematically overestimated 𝑅S , limiting the accuracy at low 𝑅S and hence especially impacting 𝑅res [6–8].
∗
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Figure 1: Representative measurement results of different
niobium on copper films as well as for a bulk Nb sample at
415 MHz. The BCS resistance is fitted using Eq. (1).
As an example, Fig. 1 shows a series of measurements of 𝑅S
vs. temperature for different Nb on copper films as well as
for a bulk Nb sample (JN5). The results show that at the first
quadrupole mode (𝑓 ≈ 415 MHz), 𝑅res is larger than 20 nΩ,
even for the bulk niobium sample.
A calorimetric compensation technique is used to derive
the sample’s 𝑅S at the actively stabilized temperature of
interest. Comparing the levels of DC heater power that
are required in thermal equilibrium either with or without
applied RF field, directly gives the RF dissipated power and
hence 𝑅S according to
𝑅S =

Δ𝑃
2𝑃diss
= 2𝑐 DC
𝑃𝑡 𝑄𝑡
∫sample ||𝐻||2 d𝑆

(2)

with transmitted power 𝑃𝑡 , pickup coupling 𝑄𝑡 and calibration constant 𝑐. It is important to keep in mind, that any
heating occurring in the thermal system of the sample assembly will be interpreted as 𝑅S of the sample.
We will see that the observed behavior of biased 𝑅res
is dominated by parasitic losses on the normal conducting
sample adapter flange. Coating this flange with niobium
reduced this bias at the first quadrupole mode by more than
10 nΩ. At 1.3 GHz this improvment is even larger where
due to a reduced damping in the coaxial gap a measurement
of 𝑅res hitherto was impossible.
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
The QPR sample chamber assembly consists of a top-hatshaped superconducting part and a stainless steel adapter
flange as shown in Fig. 2. An indium wire provides the
vacuum seal separating the inner insulation vacuum of the
sample chamber from the resonator volume. The assembled
sample chamber is inserted into the QPR from below, acting
as an inner conductor of a coaxial line. All flanges are made
from stainless steel, all other parts are manufactured from
high RRR bulk niobium. Further details about the QPR can
be found in [5].

Niobium

XXX
XX
XX

Stainless steel
@
@

Heater

Indium
 gasket



Figure 2: Cross section of the sample assembly mounted into
the QPR. The actual sample surface is given by the circular
top area positioned at close distance to the QPR pole shoes.
To study possible sources of parasitic losses and their impact on the measurement accuracy, the entire measurement
process was translated into a numercial simulation model in
CST Studio Suite [9].
First, the surface power density that locally heats up the
field-exposed components is determined numerically by
eigenvalue calculations. To estimate the contribution of
the parasitic heating originating merely from the mounting
of the sample into the resonator, the electrical conductivity
of niobium at cryogenic temperatures is assumed to be infinitely high compared to the finite values of the surrounding
materials (data taken from [10]).
In a second step, the steady-state temperature is calculated.
Due to the nonlinear thermal behavior of the underlying materials, this simulation has to be restarted again and again
once the magnitude of the RF field has changed. Thermal
conductivities of the involved materials are taken from refs.
[11, 12]. Based on earlier work, thermal boundary resistances are neglected since measurement data can be reproduced succesfully in simulations with volumetric thermal
conductivities only [7]. The superfluid LHe bath surrounding the QPR is modeled using a fixed-temperature boundary
condition at 2 K. An exemplary temperature distribution is
visualized in Fig. 3.
In step 3, the situation without applied RF field is considered by calculating steady-state temperature distributions
from various power excitations of a dedicated heater underneath the sample surface. From the resulting sample
temperatures as a function of the excitation power allows the
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Cavity
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@
@
Figure 3: Simulated temperature distribution due to power
dissipation on normal conducting materials (flanges and
copper and indium seals) in the lower part of the QPR.
effective sample heating power for the different heat sources
is obtained, which then allows to quantify the influence of
artificial heating in terms of an additional surface resistance
originating from parasitic heating effects.
Comparing the baseline scenario with the case of a
niobium-coated sample adapter flange (see Fig. 4) indicates
that the unacceptable heating of the sample is mainly attributed to a few surfaces that are easily accessible for coatings without the need for a major rework of the resonator
itself. For further details see [1].

Cavity
Flange
@
@
Figure 4: Simulated temperature distribution for the case of
a niobium coated sample adapter flange.

SAMPLE AND FLANGE PREPARATION
The sample tested in this study consists of a bulk copper
substrate coated with 45 µm of niobium by DC magnetron
sputtering at INFN Legnaro [13].
The adapter flange used to mount the sample into the QPR
is a double-side CF100 flange from 1.4429-ESU (316LN
ESR) material. After the baseline measurement, the flange
was coated by high power impulse magnetron sputtering
(HiPIMS) at a temperature of 400 °C and a sample bias
of −50 V DC at the University of Siegen. The resulting
niobium coating thickness is approximately 12 µm.

SURFACE RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
Measurement data of the exact same sample before and after coating the adapter flange is shown in Fig. 5. All datasets
of 𝑅S vs. RF field (at constant temperature) show a “jump”
TUPOTK005
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in 𝑅S at about 30 mT. The field level at which the jump
occurs depends weakly on temperature, while the amplitude
remains constant. This can be interpreted as a “Q-switch”
behavior of the sample, independent of the adapter flange
[14]. The visible “jump” in 𝑅S data at the same field level
and with the same amplitude for baseline and Nb coated
flange test excludes significant errors coming from the RF
measurements or possible mounting issues.

Surface resistance Rs (n )
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Figure 5: Surface resistance vs. RF field results for the baseline and the Nb coated flange test at different temperatures.
Thanks to the strong suppression of RF dissipation on
the niobium coated adapter flange, especially at higher frequencies, measurements of 𝑅S were possible at all three
quadrupole modes at temperatures down to 2 K. Measurement data taken at a constant level of RF field together with
fits extrapolating 𝑅res according to Eq. (1) is shown in Fig. 6.
Fit results for baseline measurement and the test with niobium coated flange are given in Table 1. Note that thanks
to the low frequency of about 415 MHz and sample temperatures down to 2 K the uncertainty in 𝑅res is less than
1 nΩ. Baseline values for 𝑅S of about 25 − 30 nΩ at the
first quadrupole mode near 415 MHz are typical values, also
compared to other samples (see Fig. 1).
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Figure 6: 𝑅S vs. 𝑇 for the coated flange at three quadrupole
modes. 𝑅res is extrapolated from fits using Eq. (1).
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Freq.
𝑅S (2.0 K) 𝑅S (4.5 K)
Setup
Baseline 413 MHz
28.7 nΩ
110 nΩ
niobium 417 MHz
4.7 nΩ
74.2 nΩ
844 MHz
15.2 nΩ
284 nΩ
coated
flange 1285 MHz 33.8 nΩ
696 nΩ

𝑅res
28.5 nΩ
4.2 nΩ
13.1 nΩ
31.6 nΩ

This study clearly shows that the application of a superconducting niobium coating on the stainless steel adapter
flange at the far end of the coaxial gap between quadrupole
resonator and QPR sample solved the problem with systematic errors from which the QPR suffered in the past. The 𝑅S
vs. T measurement with the Nb-coated adapter flange shows
a reduction by 24 nΩ over the entire temperature range at
the first quadrupole mode. The measured 𝑅S values are now
comparable with the ones obtained in SRF cavity measurements. Up to now, no sample-test cavity has demonstrated
absolute 𝑅S values lower than 5 nΩ. At the third quadrupole
mode 𝑅S values lower than 35 nΩ have been achieved, boosting the accuracy of the QPR to an unprecedented level.
The measurements of 𝑅S vs. RF magnetic field show
that the error in 𝑅S – originating from parasitic losses in
the stainless steel adapter flange – is nearly independent of
temperature and RF field strength (see Fig. 5). This was
expected from the numerical simulations because the dissipated power depends quadratically on the RF field amplitude
for both, superconductors and normal conductors. Hence,
the contribution of parasitic losses to the observed 𝑅S mainly
affects the measurement accuracy of 𝑅res and can be treated
as a systematic bias. On a side note, the measurement precision, i.e. the reproducibility, has always been very good, and
was not further improved by the flange coating. It is conceivable that a dependence on temperature or RF field amplitude
could originate from temperature dependent thermal conductivities, however, this would only be a second-order effect
and could not explain the measured data.
Establishing coated flanges as a new standard for QPR
samples opens up new possibilities for the RF characterization of superconducting samples, e.g. investigating possibly
frequency dependent 𝑅res .
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SYSTEMATIC INVESTIGATION OF
FLUX TRAPPING DYNAMICS IN NIOBIUM SAMPLES
F. Kramer∗ , S. Keckert, O. Kugeler, J. Knobloch1 , Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, Berlin, Germany
1
also at Universität Siegen, Siegen, Germany
Abstract
Trapped magnetic flux in superconducting cavities can
significantly increase surface resistance, and, thereby, limits
the cavities’ performance. To reduce trapped flux in cavities,
a better understanding of the fundamental mechanism of flux
trapping is vital. We develop a new experimental design:
measuring magnetic flux density at 15 points just above
a niobium sheet of dimensions (100 x 60 x 3) mm with a
time resolution of up to 2 ms and a flux resolution better
than 0.5 µT. This setup allows us to control the temperature
gradient and cooldown rate, both independently of each
other, as well as the magnitude and direction of an external
magnetic field. We present data gathered on a large-grain
sample as well as on a fine-grain sample. Our data suggests
that not only the temperature gradient but also the cooldown
rate affects trapped flux. Additionally, we detect a non-trivial
relationship between trapped flux and magnitude of applied
field.

INTRODUCTION
Rising demands on modern accelerators can in many cases
only be met with superconducting cavities. This is especially
true of accelerators intended to operate in continuous wave
(CW) mode. Nonetheless, when operating superconducting cavities in the radio frequency (RF) range losses occur.
These losses stem from non-vanishing surface resistance
of superconductors in RF fields. A significant part of the
surface resistance is caused by trapped flux: A perfect superconductor expels all magnetic flux when it transitions
from normal conductivity to superconductivity. In contrast,
real-life superconductors are not perfect, they trap magnetic
flux lines. These lines oscillate in an RF field generating
losses [1]. Since these cavities are operated at a temperature
around 2 K, and 1 W of dissipated power requires close to
1 kW of wall plug power, the cryoplants needed to cool these
cavities are a major cost driver for SRF accelerators, which
is why reducing surface resistance is crucial. This permits
the construction of larger machines, and reduces costs of
smaller ones.
The approach to reducing trapped flux presented in this
paper is to get a better understanding of the fundamental
mechanism of flux trapping before trying to minimize it. To
this end, we have built an experiment to measure trapped
flux in samples instead of cavities [2]. This allows us to
independently control the parameters which might have an
influence on trapped flux (temperature gradient, cooldown
rate, magnetic field). It also increases the number of possible thermal cycles drastically (∼300/day instead of ∼1/day).
∗
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Since the samples are large flat sheets, the geometric effects
that arise from demagnetisation are readily separated from
effects due to the material’s properties. .
First, the setup will be presented in more detail. Then,
experimental data will be presented, where the parameters
mentioned above (temperature gradient, cooldown rate, magnetic field) are investigated.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Trapped flux in the SRF context is typically investigated
using cavities [3–6]. However, experiments with cavities are
costly and time consuming. Most importantly, the cavity’s
geometry complicates the control of cooldown parameters.
It also affects how flux is trapped [7, 8]. The new setup
remedies these problems:
The sample is a flat sheet of dimensions (100 x 60 x 3) mm.
It is carefully clamped in between two copper blocks at the
top, and bottom (Fig. 1a). These blocks can be heated with
two independent heaters. Purpose of the blocks is to have
the electric heaters as far away from the sample as feasible,
so magnetic field created by the heaters does not reach the
sample. The temperature of the sample is monitored with up
to eight Cernox sensors that are glued directly on the sample
(not shown in Fig. 1a). On the back side of the sample a
PCB with 15 AMR sensor [9] groups is mounted barely
touching the sample. In each group, three AMR single axis
sensors are combined to measure the full magnetic field
vector. To measure the trapped flux as closely to the sample
as possible the PCB is designed such that the center of the
sensor groups have a distance of only 2.3 mm to the sample.
All AMR sensors are calibrated to three Fluxgate sensors.
The horizontal component of the magnetic field is controlled
with two Helmholtz-coils, and the vertical component is
created with a solenoid wrapped around the cryostat (Fig. 1b).
Since the cryostat is not shielded the earth magnetic field is
compensated with the coils as well.
The magnetic field sensors can be recorded with a time
resolution of up to 2 ms with a multi-channel readout system [10]. This allows us to record the dynamics during the
cooldown with a very high resolution. The Cernox sensors
are wired in a way that allows us to record them with this
system as well. This reduces the minimal readout time from
500 ms (Lake Shore [11]), to 10 ms (reducing the readout
time further creates a lot of noise). This is vital for fast
cooldowns (< 1 s).

Measurement Procedure
The setup is cooled with helium gas. To achieve this the
setup is mounted above a liquid helium bath. By evaporating
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front magnetic field can pass through the sample, whereas,
below it the field gets pushed around it. This also results in
an increased magnetic field above the phasefront (130 µT in
the second row from the top instead of 100 µT of the applied
field).

(a) Experiment

(b) Cryostat

Figure 1: Picture of experimental setup. Niobium sample
with copper blocks, and PCB on the left, and cryostat with
Helmholtz-coils, and solenoid on the right.
helium with a heater cold gas rises, and cools down the
experiment. By adjusting the heater power, gas flow can
be controlled. The sample is then heated above 𝑇𝑐 with
two independently PID controlled heaters via the copper
blocks. By setting different temperatures at the top and
bottom of the sample, a temperature gradient is achieved.
The gradient is kept constant during cooldown by lowering
the set temperatures to both heaters simultaneously. The
rate at which the set temperature is lowered controls the
cooldown speed and can be independently regulated.
While the sample is still normal conducting the earth’s
magnetic field is compensated and the coil currents that are
required for this are noted down. Then, a magnetic field is
applied and the sample’s temperature is lowered until it is
fully superconducting. After it is superconducting the saved
coil currents for the earth’s field compensation are applied.
The magnetic field measured at this time is the trapped flux
in the sample.

RESULTS
Results presented in this section were recorded at two
samples. Most of the presented data was recorded with a
large-grain sample consisting of only two crystals with the
grain boundary running horizontally through the middle of
the sample. The other sample is a fine-grain sample. Both
samples are cut out of cavity grade Niobium (RRR = 300).
The samples are directly cut out from an untreated sheet and
were not treated chemically subsequently.
To give an impression of the data taken with this setup
a 3D representation of the magnetic field data is shown in
Figs. 2a and 2b. In both figures a flux density of 100 µT was
applied perpendicular to the sample’s surface. In Fig. 2a the
sample is only partially superconducting. The colors give an
approximation of the position of the transition area between
normal- and superconducting (from here on called ”phasefront”). The position is only guessed by the magnetic field
data and not based on temperature data. Above the phaseMC7: Accelerator Technology
T07: Superconducting RF

(a) Partially sc

(b) Fully sc

Figure 2: 3D representation of the measured field at the 15
sensor positions. On the left the sample is only partially
superconducting. On the right it is fully superconducting
and the earth’s magnetic field is compensated. Therefore,
the measured flux stems from trapped flux in the sample.
In Fig. 2b trapped flux in a fully superconducting sample
is depicted.

Trapped Flux v. Temperature Gradient
In the following, measurement results investigating the dependency of trapped flux on temperature gradient is shown.
To record this data a magnetic flux density of 100 µT was applied perpendicular to the sample’s surface and the cooldown
rate was set to 0.07 K/s. For each cooldown a different temperature gradient was set. After the sample was fully superconducting the trapped flux was measured. In Fig.3 the
resulting trapped flux is depicted for both the large-grain as
well as the fine-grain. All trapped flux data in the following
figures is measured in the middle row of the AMR sensor
groups.
There is a striking difference between fine-grain and largegrain: For temperature gradients larger than 0.15 K/cm the
large-grain sample expels all flux, whereas, the fine-grain
sample never traps less than (54 ± 2) µT.
The model proposed by Kubo [12] (black fit) does not
the fit the recorded data. This might be caused by the fact
that the proposed model is only valid at small fields and
the 100 µT at which this data was recorded does not fulfil
this assumption. This data might, therefore, be valuable
to extend the model. A function that fits the data well is
exp(−∇𝑇 2 ) (red fit) but there is no theory developed yet to
motivate this fit.

Trapped Flux v. Ambient Field
In this section trapped flux is investigated in dependency
of the flux density of the applied field. Now, the temperature
TUPOTK006
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gradient was fixed for each measurement series. During a
series the magnetic flux density was then changed in 20 µT
steps from −180 µT to 200 µT for each cooldown. Several
series were recorded for different temperature gradients. In
all series the cooldown rate was fixed at 0.07 K/s. Figure 4
shows the results.
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Figure 4: Trapped flux in the middle row versus the magnitude of applied flux density.
The most prominent feature is that flux is only trapped
above a threshold field. The threshold field increases with
increasing temperature gradient and for no temperature gradient (blue) it is zero. Once the threshold is reached the
dependency on the magnetic field strength seems to be linear and the slope of the line is decreasing with increasing
temperature gradient.

Trapped Flux v. Cooldown Speed
To examine how trapped flux is influenced by cooldown
speed a flux density of 100 µT is applied perpendicular to
the sample’s surface and the temperature gradient is kept
constant during a measurement series. The cooldown rate
is then varied between 0.01 K/s and 2.3 K/s. The results are
shown in Fig. 5
The transition time denotes the time it takes the sample to
become completely superconducting once it starts at the botTUPOTK006
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100

101

102

Figure 5: Trapped flux in the middle row versus transition
time. ”Transition time” is time it takes the sample to become
completely superconducting once it starts at the bottom.
tom. With the logarithmic x-axis the dependency becomes
very clear: Trapped flux increases with decreasing transition
time. At least this is true for transition times below roughly
10 s, above that trapped flux seems to be independent of
cooldown speed. This hints at a viscous force keeping the
flux lines in the superconductor. This also means that ”fast”
cooldowns for cavities are good because they create a large
temperature gradient, but if they are to fast trapped flux
might actually be increased due to the speed.
Additionally we see again that larger temperature gradients have the potential to expel significantly more flux.
It should be noted that the data is very noisy. This is due
to fact that cooldowns are harder to control the faster the
cooldown speed. Therefore, the temperature gradient can
very between data points and the cooldown speed might
change slightly during a cooldown.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Threshold field

-150

0
10-1

Transition Time [s]

Figure 3: Trapped flux in row 3 versus temperature gradient
across the sample for both large- and fine-grain. Because of
the distance from the sensors to the sample, 100 µT trapped
flux in the sample results only in 96 µT measured by the
sensors, this is indicated in the plot with a black line.
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The experiments with samples confirmed existing findings, that larger temperature gradients decrease trapped
flux [3], and that large-grain traps less flux than finegrain [13]. But since the samples are cycled much quicker
than cavities the curves are recorded with a high resolution.
Since the data can be easily be recorded at different field
levels this experiment might be used to extend the theory
developed by Kubo.
In addition to that, the recorded data shows how flux only
gets trapped when the external field exceeds a certain threshold field and how too fast cooldowns lead to more trapped
flux.
For future measurements it is planned to perform surface
and heat treatments on the samples. Additionally, we plan to
test coated samples. With the help of this data it is planned
to develop a phenomenological model that describes flux
trapping.
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Abstract
New CH-DTL cavities designs of the planned Helmholtz
Linear Accelerator (HELIAC) are developed in collaboration of HIM, GSI and IAP Frankfurt. The linac, operated
in cw-mode with a final energy of 7.3 MeV/u, is intended
for various experiments, in particular with heavy ions at
energies close to the Coulomb barrier for research on SHE.
Twelve sc CH cavities are foreseen, divided into four different cryostats. Each cavity will be equipped with dynamic
bellow tuner. After successful beam tests with CH0, CH3 to
CH11 are being designed. Based on the experience gained
so far, optimizations will be made, which will lead to both
an increase in performance in terms of reducing the peak
fields limiting superconductivity and a reduction in manufacturing costs and time. In order to optimize manufacturing,
attention was paid to design many parts of the cavity, such as
lids, spokes, tuner and helium shell, with the same geometrical dimensions. In addition, a tuner test rig was developed,
which will be used to investigate the mechanical properties
of the bellow tuner. For this purpose, different simulations
were made in order to realize conditions as close as possible
to reality in the test bench.

CH cavities, one solenoid and two superconducting bunchers.
In august 2018 the design of nine 216.816 MHz
sc CH-cavities (CH3 to CH11) for the HELIAC has
started [18]. The design of these nine cavities is based
on the design of the CH1 and CH2 cavities [3]. During
this design process, various adjustments were made to
the design. A modular cavity design for superconducting
CH cavities was developed at IAP, which simplifies
manufacturing and thus reduces both production costs and
time. In addition to the design cavities, a bellow tuner
test bench was designed, which will be used to test the
mechanical properties of the bellow tuners made of niobium.

CAVITY DESIGN
The basic design of the nine 216.816 MHz sc CH cavities
is the same for all cavities (see Fig. 1). They differ only in
some parameters like the number of gaps, the gap lengths,
the radius and the total length. All cavities are designed to
incorporate two static tuners for frequency adjustment during
manufacture and two dynamic bellow tuners for frequency
adjustment during operation.

INTRODUCTION
The HELIAC at GSI in collaboration between IAP, GSI
and HIM is a superconducting cw-operated Linac to be built.
Since UNILAC, which is currently being upgraded as part of
the FAIR project, will no longer be suitable for superheavy
element (SHE) synthesis experiments, HELIAC will replace
it for these experiments [1]. For this purpose, a demonstrator
cavity CH0 has already been designed, built and successfully
tested [2]. After this two identical cavities CH1 and CH2
were designed, built and also successfully characterized in
a cold test [3]. Through various experiments at GSI,HIM
[2, 4-8] and IAP [9-17] as well as different adaptations and
investigations of the CH cavity design, different experiences
could be gained. The entire HELIAC will consist of a total
of four cryomodules, each containing three superconducting
∗
†

Work supported by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF, contract no. 05P21RFRB2)
conrad@iap.uni-frankfurt.de
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Figure 1: Layout of CH-cavity CH4 without helium vessel.
The basic design of all cavities is the same except for the
number of gaps, the gap lengths, the radius and the length.
The radius of the individual cavities increases steadily
from CH3 to CH11, since the increasing beta causes the gap
mean distances to increase from cavity to cavity and thus
the capacity on the beam axis decreases. The total length of
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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the cavities, on the other hand, varies strongly, since the gap
mean distances are larger, but the number of gaps decreases
(see Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Graphic representations of the geometric differences of the cavities CH3 to CH11
Special attention was paid to optimizing the design of
the new cavities in terms of performance. For this purpose,
particular attention was paid to reducing the peak fields.
Compared to the two predecessor cavities CH1 and CH2,
the peak fields were significantly reduced in almost all cavities. Thus, CH1 and CH2 showed an 𝐸peak /𝐸a = 6.5 and
a 𝐵peak /𝐸a = 8.5 [3]. The values for cavities CH3 to CH11
are shown in Fig. 3.

the respective sizes of the cavities. This modular system
allows to use the tools and supports needed for the production
again and again, so that no additional costs or time are needed
for the production of those. Figure 4 shows the geometry
of the identical spokes and lids for all cavities. The excess
material can then be adapted to the geometric requirements
of the cavity.

Figure 4: Representation of the spokes (right) and lids (left)
of all nine cavities.
The helium tanks of all cavities will also have identical
radii. They are designed to have the maximum possible
diameter. The four cryomodules are designed for cavities
with a total radius of 325 mm. So the radius of the helium
tank is 320 mm, so that there is still sufficient space for work
during assembly in the cryomodules. Since the cavities
radii differ within the tanks, the amount of liquid helium
decreases from CH3 to CH11 (see Fig. 3), however, the
amount of liquid helium is sufficient for cooling to 4 K.

TUNER TEST BENCH

Figure 3: Plot of the values for 𝐸peak /𝐸a and 𝐵peak /𝐸a of
the cavities CH3 to CH11 as well as the total volume of the
helium reservoir in liter.

Modulare Design
In addition to optimization in terms of performance, great
attention was paid to simplifying the manufacturing. After
discussions with several manufacturers, a modluar cavity
design was developed based on their experience. The spokes,
the lids, the flanges, the tuners and the helium tank are all
manufactured with the same geometry and then adapted to
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T07: Superconducting RF

When the dynamic bellow tuners of cavity CH1 were measured for the first time, it was noticed that hysteresis effects
already occur even with a slight overload. For this reason,
it was decided to set up a bellows tuner test bench to investigate hysteresis effects due to material fatigue as well as
the maximum load capacity of the material before fracture
occurs. Since the dynamic bellow tuners of superconducting
CH cavities are firmly welded to the cavity, damage to the
bellow tuners means damage to the cavity, which would lead
to a cost- and time-intensive repair and downtime. To set
up the test bench, a pillbox cavity will be modified so that
the tuner can be cooled with liquid nitrogen and the resonant frequency can be measured to determine the possible
deformation.
The greatest difficulty of the modification is the required
cooling. Since niobium becomes more flexible at low temperatures, it is necessary to operate the test bench at low
temperatures in order to be able to make a realistic prediction for the later operation. It was decided to first operate
the test bench with liquid nitrogen, since cooling with liquid
helium represents an enormous financial and safety effort.
In order to be able to operate the test bench safely with liquid
TUPOTK008
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nitrogen, a filling system was developed with which the tuner
can be filled with liquid nitrogen (see Fig. 5). This includes
a filling lance, so that the tuner can be filled from below,
and a nitrogen cup, which prevents uncontrolled spattering
during filling.

Figure 5: Planned filling system of the tuner test bench.
Since the intended pillbox cavity has a much larger radius
than the later CH cavities, the bellow tuner to be examined
must be adapted. Since the wall thickness of the tuner is
only 1 mm, a thicker tube is used for the extension of the
tuner than for the later tuners in order to exclude possible
additional degrees of freedom (see Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Bellow tuner adapted for tuner test bench.
In order to keep the manufacturing costs for the adapted
tuner as low as possible, all parts that are not of interest for
the actual investigation will be made of titanium, since titanium has a similar thermal expansion coefficient as niobium
and is also less expensive. Thus, in the end, only the head
and the bellows of the tuner will be made of niobium. Additional simulations were made to check whether the thickness
of the titanium tube or the length of the niobium tube between the niobium head and the titanium tube has an effect
on the validity of the test bench (see Fig. 7).
It could be shown that only the bellow is decisive for
the displacement and the mechanical load of the tuner (see
Fig. 8).

CONCLUSION
Based on the design of the CH1 and CH2 cavities, a total
of nine new superconducting CH cavities were developed for
the HELIAC at GSI in Darmstadt. A modular cavity design
TUPOTK008
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Figure 7: Simulation results done with CST Studio Suite [19]
regarding the displacement and internal stress with respect
to the length of the niobium tube between the niobium head
and the titanium tube. The force of 438.25 N was thereby
iteratively determined in simulations as the force required
to displace the tuner ≈1 mm.

Figure 8: Simulation done with CST Studio Suite [19] of
the displacement of the tuner in tension and compression. It
can be seen that only the bellow contracts or expands under
both forces.
could be developed, which allows to reduce the production
costs as well as the production time of these nine cavities.
In addition to this simplification of production, it was also
possible to significantly increase the performance of the
cavities. Also a bellow tuner test bench was developed based
on an existing pillbox cavity. A cooling concept for liquid
nitrogen was developed, which allows a safe and efficient
operation of the test bench. The tuner to be tested was
successfully adapted to the requirements of the test bench
without compromising the validity of the test bench, which
was confirmed in additional simulations.
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Abstract
Goethe University (GU), Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung (GSI) and Helmholtz Institut Mainz (HIM) work
in collaboration on the Helmholtz Linear Accelerator (HELIAC). A new superconducting (sc) continous wave (cw)
high intensity heavy ion linear accelerator (Linac) will provide ion beams with maximum duty factor up to beam energies of 7.3 MeV/u. The acceleration voltage will be provided
by sc Crossbar-H-mode (CH) cavities, developed of Institute for Applied Physics (IAP) at GU. Cavity preparation
is researched and optimized towards widely used elliptical
multicell cavities. A standardized preparation protocol for
CH cavities is researched in collaboration between GU, GSI
and HIM on a 360 MHz 19 gap CH prototype. Compared
to baseline measurements, a 120°C 48 hour bake produced
higher maximum gradient, decreased intrinsic quality factor and a shorter cavity conditioning phase. As a critical
preparation step, High Pressure Rinsing (HPR) with ultra
pure water will be performed at HIM and is currently in
preparation. HPR cycles were successfully tested on a CH
dummy with a new nozzle layout that is optimized towards
CH cavity geometry.

BASELINE MEASUREMENTS
Coupler Re-Design
Cavity preparation is performed on a 360 MHz 19 gap CH
prototype. The cavity was stored for over ten years with inserted nitrogen gas. After first examination, the cavity had a
different coupler installed than in past measurement. A new
coupler for an expected intrinsic quality factor of 7 × 108 [1]
was necessary for the following cold tests at 4K. Therefore,
dummy couplers of different coupling strength were build
and measured in the clean room at Frankfurt university. Simulations and measurements at room temperature resulted in
an intrinsic quality factor of 𝑄0 = 4300. Stem length differs in 1.5 mm increments and three different coupler head
pieces were build, see Fig. 1. An ideal coupling strength
was found for a dummy coupler length of 128.5 mm with
a quality factor of 3.16 × 108 . Confirmation measurement
∗
†

Work supported by BMBF Contr. Nr. 05P21RFRB2, HGS-HIRe and
HFHF
P.Mueller@iap.uni-frankfurt.de
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Figure 1: Dummy parts on the right were tested to achieve
critical coupling strength at room temperature. Center
dummy components are of similar dimensions to the previously installed coupler on the left and were used to determine
the required length adjustment.
of the final coupler of 128.3 mm length resulted in a quality
factor of 2.97 × 108 .

Cold Test
Cold tests at 4K were performed with the newly installed
coupler. RF parameter results of all referenced tests in this
proceeding are summarized in Table 1. An intrinsic quality
factor of 𝑄0 = 109 and coupling strength 𝛽 = 2.6 were
measured during low level tests. This put the quality factor
of the new coupler to 3.69 × 108 which varies from room
temperature measurements. The coupler reacts very sensitive to small displacements. Cooldown to 4 Kelvin from
room temperature could have led to displacement by thermal
shrinkage. Subsequent power test showed a diminished maximum electrical field compared to 2007 measurements, with
a drop from 8 MV/m to 3 MV/m. Intrinsic quality factor
decreases at an electric field of 𝐸 = 3 MV/m with the onset
of field emission. Analysis via Fowler-Nordheim equation
delivers an amplification coefficient greater than 𝛽 = 3500
compared to 2007’s 𝛽 = 240. This increase suggests an
accidental insertion of particles. Possible causes are a short
ventilation of the cavity during the prolonged storage time
period or the dummy coupler tests and installation.
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Nozzle Layout

Table 1: RF Parameter Results
Paramter

2007[1]

Baseline

Post Bake

𝑄0
𝛽
𝑄𝐿
𝐸𝑎,𝑚𝑎𝑥 [𝑀𝑉 /𝑚]

7 × 108
4.5
1.2 × 108
7

109
2.6
2.7 × 108
3.7

8 × 108
1.5
3.2 × 108
4.4

The 360 MHz CH prototype can only be rinsed through
the beam line. For this reason, the standard nozzle layout of
15∘ spray angle is not optimal to cover critical areas where
field emission could occure. These areas with high electrical
field were identified via CST RF simulations [2] and include
all drift tube, stem and girder surfaces, see Fig. 3. CST RF

120∘ C 48H BAKE
Bake Setup
As first preparation step a 120∘ C 48h bake was performed
at IAP. The bake setup can be seen in Fig. 2. The cavity
was heated with three heatbands to 120∘ . Two layers of
aluminium foil allowed for a more evenly distributed temperature. Temperature was monitored with three platin temperature sensors and a thermal imaging camera. Temperatures
were confined in a span from 113∘ to 132∘ . A pumping
station supplied a cavity vacuum of 2.1 × 10−7 Bar at room
temperature. During the bake a rise to 5 × 10−6 Bar with a
subsequent descent to 3 × 10−7 Bar over the course of the
treatment. After cooldown, the cavity reached a vacuum
pressure of 2.5 × 10−8 Bar and was prepared for the next
cold test at 4 Kelvin.

Figure 3: CST simulations of the 360 MHz CH prototype.
Left view shows a close-up of the electric field in the stem
area is shown. Center view shows an overview of cavity
geometry for high electric field surfaces. Right view shows
a close-up of the field distribution for drift tube surfaces.
eigenmode simulations scale electromagnetic field inside
the cavity to 1 J of field energy. The simulations have been
scaled to the electric field of the highest performance in
2007 with 𝐸𝑎 = 7 MV/m. A critical field of 10 MV/m has
been chosen, at which a given surface is considered to be
susceptible to field emission. As stated above, all surfaces of
stems, drift tubes and girder satisfied the condition. Optimal
coverage is achieved with two different spray angles of 27∘
and 69∘ . The 27∘ nozzle was custom made and successfully
tested with a CH dummy cavity at HIM. The 69∘ spray angle
is covered by a conventional flat fan spray nozzle.

HPR Setup at HIM

Figure 2: Installation of heating bands on the left. Three
heating bands of 5 m length were attached to the cavity. Two
layers of aluminium foil were wrapped around the cavity to
ensure proper convection.

Cold Test
Compared to the baseline measurements, the conditioning
time was shortened to two days from five days. This suggests
that bake recipes of this type could be a useful treatment
option for multipacting reduction. Low level measurements
showed a decrease in intrinsic quality factor to 8 × 108 from
109 . The electic field limit increased slightly to 3.6 MV/m
from 3 MV/m with an onset of field emission at 3 MV/m.

HPR PREPARATION
One of the most important surface treatment options of
sc cavities is the High-Pressure-Rinse with ultra pure water.
Treatment will be performed in collaboration with HIM in
Mainz.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Cleanroom at HIM consists of different sections with
different ISO-classifications [3]. Through a material air
lock, the pre-cleaned cavity is brought into cleanroom 1
with ISO-class 6 , where the cavity is further cleaned with
two ultrasonic baths and flanges are dismantled. The HPR
cabinet with ISO-class 4 is located between cleanroom 1 and
cleanroom 2 with ISO-class 4. The cavity is placed on top of
a rotating table that is adjustable on three points. The wand
moves vertically during rinsing programs and water pressure
up to 100 Bar is supplied by the system from SPEC. After
HPR treatment the cavity is placed into cleanroom 2, where
the cavity dries under laminar flow and is reassambled.

CH Dummy Cavity Test
Geometric parameters of the CH prototype include an
aperture of 25 mm and length of 1050 mm. These dimensions combined with the wand diameter of 14 mm cause the
HPR treament to be challenging. The decision was made to
practice on a CH dummy cavity of same aperture. All parts
of the dummy were cleaned in either an ultrasonic bath or by
hand before the assembly in cleanroom 1. The wand showed
an offset from the center of the beam axis, see Fig. 4. During
table rotation, a slight cavity precession due to a cavity tilt
was observed. HPR cycles up to 100 Bar of water pressure
were successfully tested. Wand vibrations visibly increase
during rinses of the drift tubes. For 90 Bar the maximum
TUPOTK009
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vibration amplitude was observed to be smaller than 1.1 mm.

mounting system was installed to the cavity and went through
a series of minor adaptations. The cavity was cleaned in the
ultrasonic bath of cleanroom 1. It was decided to dismantle
before ultrasonic cleaning, due to unknown contamination
inside the blind holes of all flanges. Conductivity sink was
used to finish the pre-cleaning process before first alignment
tests inside the HPR cabinet. The wand was placed closely to
the top of the cavity as reference. Cavity precession was not
noticeable under rotation, but the wand showed displacement
from center. The cavity is currently stored in cleanroom 2
and wand adjustment will be performed after this conference.

REFERENCES
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Figure 4: CH dummy cavity during first inspection prior to
tested HPR cycles.
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HPR of the 360 MHz cavity is currently in preparation.
A cleanroom mount was developed and build by IAP. The
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NITRIC ACID SOAKING AFTER IMPERFECT FURNACE TREATMENTS
R. Ghanbari†, M. Wenskat, C. Bate, W. Hillert,
Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany
A. Dangwal Pandey, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
Annealings of niobium cavities in UHV or nitrogen atmospheres are crucial for the performance in the later cryogenic tests and operation. Recovery methods for imperfect annealing conditions have been discussed, and a more
recent proposal, the so-called "nitric acid soak" has been
studied here in detail. It shows surprising recovery potential, albeit the unclear origin of this improvement. We present our investigation on the several potential origins. For
this, we used SEM, SIMS and XPS measurements of niobium samples to study the surface morphology and contaminations. We can reject the favored hypothesis on the
origin of the improvement, and propose an alternative
origin.

INTRODUCTION
As niobium (Nb) cavities are a key technology of linear
collider, the properties of the inner surface play a crucial
role to increase cryogenic performance of cavities [1, 2]. In
such manner, different annealing treatments in UHV or nitrogen (N2) atmosphere have been done on the surface of
niobium [3-5] and different recipes have been presented to
improve reproducibly of cavities [6, 7]. To reduce the impact of a pollution within the furnace, the usage of niobium
caps during the anneal is now an established method [8, 9].
Moreover, Jefferson Lab reported using nitric acid (HNO3)
soak as an effective recovery method, even though the
origin of the improvement is not clear yet [10]. Previous
reports show that sulfur (S), titanium (Ti) and tin (Sn) contaminations are detrimental to the cavity performance [6,
11]. Nitric acid soak was already utilized to recover cavities which are polluted with indium (In) contamination
[12]. The advantages of nitric acid are, that it does not dissolve the protective niobium pentoxide layer and is able to
dissolve many metal contaminations [13]; hence this acid
is a preferred candidate for a recovery of a Nb surface.
At DESY, we struggle with cavity deterioration after annealing procedures in sub-optimal atmospheres, causing
formation of Nb carbides on the surface of cavities [3, 9].
Therefore, nitric acid soak as a recovery method is a potential interesting approach. This paper is organised as follows. We devote next sections to a discussion on hypotheses as possible origins of the cavity-performance improvement, our approach and, finally, the structural properties of
Nb surface before and after using nitric acid soak, through
SEM (scanning electron microscope), SIMS (Secondaryion mass spectrometry) and XPS (X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy). Then we briefly report results of our study
in the concluding section.
___________________________________________
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ORIGIN OF THE IMPROVEMENT
In order to plan our study of the nitric-acid-soak effect
on cavity performance, we discuss possible origins of the
improvement. To this end, Nb carbides and metal contaminations are suggested as recommended nominees to deteriorate cavity performance during furnace treatment which
are supposed to be removed by nitic acid soak [14, 15]. We
also propose dissolving interstitial carbon as another possible origin based upon results in a preceding report [16].
Detail of hypotheses are given in the subsequent paragraphs.

Dissolving Niobium Carbides
As nitrogen infusion exhibit improvements of the performance for the Superconducting Radio Frequency (SRF)
cavities, DESY tried to establish an appropriate nitrogen
infusion recipe in an imperfect furnace [9]. Niobium carbide formation, star-shaped β-Nb2C structures, were
founded as the cause for the performance deterioration [8,
9]. Nb carbides are not only the origin of increased losses,
but also cause the cavity to quench [9, 17]. Dissolving niobium carbides during nitric acid soak is the favoured assumption for the origin of the improvement. For this, we
have studied sample surface with SEM before and after a
nitric acid soak.

Dissolving Interstitial Carbon
SIMS results of a recent study, illustrate significant reduction of interstitial carbon concentration for nitric-acidsoaked samples [16]. A mechanism which can cause such
a dissolution of interstitial carbon was not identified. To
investigate this new hypothesis, we compared the carbon
concentration before and after the nitric acid soak using
SIMS.

Dissolving Metal Contaminations
Besides hydrocarbons and metallic contaminations in
the furnace environment are detrimental to the performance of SRF cavities [6]. As Sn contamination is a considerable issue for Jefferson-Lab cavities after exposure to
the furnace with and without caps [15], we have scanned
our samples using XPS for such a contamination and plan
a nitric acid soak for samples which showed such a contamination.
In the following section, we present the details of our
samples used for this study.

OUR APPROACH
First, we identified 4 samples which are contaminated
with Nb carbides from previous annealing studies (samples
#1-4, see Table 1) to test the first assumption. To control
TUPOTK010
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for changes of surfaces, we did SEM measurements before
and after the nitric acid soaking. Furthermore, we have
chosen samples #1 and #2 to undergo a SIMS measurement
before and after nitric acid soaking to test the second assumption. Moreover, we identified one sample to show Sn
contamination using previous XPS measurements. Finally,
one sample was found (sample #5, see Table 1). However,
this sample was dropped in the cleanroom after annealing
and we have to confirm that the source of the Sn contamination is a common furnace problem. Regardless of the
origin, we can use this sample to investigate the effect of
nitric acid soak on Sn contaminations as a third assumption.
The history of the samples which are used in this study
are summarized in Table 1. All samples are conical finegrain RRR300 Nb samples made from European XFEL
sheets. They have been soaked in nitric acid with a 65%
concentration for 30 minutes.
Table 1: Summary of Used Samples
Sample

Treatment

Measurements

#1

N2 infusion @120C in
Nb box in furnace

SEM, SIMS

#2

N2 infusion @160C in
Nb box in furnace

SEM, SIMS

#3

N2 infusion @160 in
furnace

SEM

#4

2h @800C in Nb box in
furnace

SEM

#5

N2 infusion 48h @120C
in furnace

XPS

RESULTS
In this section, we separately report the results of the
beforementioned measurements and discuss them.

SEM Measurement
As we mentioned in the preceding section, to have a
comparable result, we did measurements before and after
nitric acid soaking at the DESY NanoLab [18]. SEM
measurements for 4 samples with different history of
treatment are illustrated in Fig. 1. Left images belong to
before nitric acid soaking and right images belong to after
nitric acid soaking. In these images, the star-shaped
crystals are β-Nb2C structures which formed on the
surface, but protrude the material up to 200nm. When
we carefully compare before and after images, we
cannot find any differences due to nitric acid soak,
even for sample #4 which was saturated by the contaminations. There is no difference in size, concentration
and shape of Nb carbide structures. Hence, we reject the
hypothesis of dissolving Nb carbides with nitric acid.

TUPOTK010
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Figure 1: SEM measurements (a), (c), (e) and (g) before,
(b), (d), (f) and (h) after nitric acid soaking for samples #1,
#2, #3 and #4, respectively from top to bottom.

SIMS Measurement
To make a comparison between the interstitial carbon
concentration before and after the nitric acid soak, results
of the SIMS measurement for samples #1 and #2 is
depicted in Fig. 2 parts (a) and (b), respectively. It is noted
from this figure that there are negligible changes after nitric
acid soaking and dissolving interstitial carbons is not
confirmed. But, as it is shown on the figure, some carbon
removal appeared in the first 2 nm on the surface of Nb
samples. If the surface of a cavity is not saturated with
carbon, as it is the case for our samples, can this carbon
removal be significant enough to be the origin of the
observed cavity improvement?

XPS Measurement
To investigate the composition of elements on the
surface of Nb samples before nitric acid soaking, we
present the corresponding XPS measurement in Fig. 3. To
prove Sn removal, after nitric acid soaking, we sent this
sample for the second XPS measurement and the result is
pending.
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Figure 3: XPS measurement of sample #5. The two peaks
at 458 and 495 eV are due to a Sn contamination of the
niobium surface.

Figure 2: SIMS measurement of (a) sample #1 and (b)
sample #2. Shown in the interstitial concentration,
normalized to the Nb signal as a function of depth for
carbon before (black dashed line) and after (red solid line)
the nitric soak. The blue dotted line depicts the oxygen
signal, to help identify the transition between the surface
and native niobium oxides and the metallic bulk niobium.

CONCLUSION
Nitric acid soak improves the performance of cavities;
however, the reason is still unknown. The present article is
concerned with hypotheses behind improved performance
of imperfect-treated cavities due to nitric acid soak as a
recovery method. The SEM measurements in Fig. 1
demonstrate that, in our samples, Nb carbides are not
removed after 30 min nitric acid soaking which was a
favoured origin of the improvement. SIMS measurements
before and after nitric acid soaking are presented in Fig. 2,
indicate that interstitial carbon contamination is not
changed, while the carbon concentration in first 2nm
decreased after recovery. One has to be noted that the
majority of the SIMS carbon signal comes from amorphous
carbon, as the density of Nb carbides was sparse on the
surface. We cannot say certainly, that this amount of
removal is enough to be the origin of the improvement. But
with a less severe carbon polluted cavity surface, because
of a better furnace pressure, it is reasonable to assume that
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T07: Superconducting RF

the previous amount of carbon is detrimental to the cavity
performance. And that the removal of the amorphous
carbon, not forming Nb carbides, certainly would recover
the performance. Hence, the SIMS measurement is not in
contradiction with the SEM measurement, as the
amorphous carbon is simply not visible this way.
Furthermore, the XPS measurement (Fig. 3) of one Nb
sample presents Sn contribution, similar to the results from
[6]. We used this sample to study dissolving of Sn
contamination due to nitric acid soaking and the result after
the treatment is pending. As the beneficial of using nitric
acid soak on the cavity performance has been proved
before [10], we will continue this study to convincingly
find out an origin or origins of the improvement.
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COMMISSIONING OF A NEW MAGNETOMETRIC MAPPING SYSTEM
FOR SRF CAVITY PERFORMANCE TESTS∗
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(a) Applied Magnetic Flux: 0 T - LHe Temp: 2 K
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Abstract
Many accelerator projects such as the ILC would benefit
from cavities with reduced surface resistance (high Q-values)
while maintaining a high accelerating gradient. A possible way to meet the requirements is the so-called nitrogeninfusion procedure on niobium cavities. However, a fundamental understanding and a theoretical model of this method
are still missing. One important parameter is the residual
resistance ratio (RRR) which is related to the impurity content of the material. We report the investigated RRR on
samples in a wide temperature range in a vacuum and under
a nitrogen atmosphere. This comparison made it possible
to make statements about the differences in the concentration of nitrogen by varying the temperature. The samples
are pure cavity-grade niobium and treated in the same manner as cavities. For this purpose, a small furnace dedicated
to sample treatment was set up to change and explore the
parameter space of the infusion recipe. Care was taken to
achieve the highest level of purity possible in the furnace
and in a pressure range of 1 ⋅ 10−8 mbar in order to meet the
high requirements of nitrogen infusion.

NITROGEN INFUSION ON SAMPLES
In [1] a recipe was reported that drastically improved the
performance in quality factor and accelerating gradient of superconducting 1.3 GHz TESLA-type cavities. The formula
calls for a three-hour heat treatment at 800°C under vacuum,
followed by a ramp down to and hold at 120°C. A partial
pressure of nitrogen (3.3 ⋅ 10−2 mbar) is provided during the
48-hour hold at 120°C. The latest cavity treatment recipes
( [1–4]) have shown that we are far away from the possible
theoretical limit of achievable SRF performance, many areas of the possible parameter space of cavity treatments are
still unexplored. Therefore, excessive sample studies were
performed in a dedicated vacuum oven also allowing for
nitrogen-infusion investigations. At room temperature, the
pump system saturates at an end pressure of 𝑝 < 5⋅10−8 mbar.
The RRR value is an interesting parameter that should be
examined in more detail for correlation with the cavity performance, since it is also directly related to the mean free
path [5]. In this study, the RRR value is examined when the
temperature of the nitrogen infusion is varied.

RESIDUAL RESISTIVITY RATIO - RRR
The electrical resistivity following from the Mathiessen
rule [6] for metals at low temperatures can be written as the
sum of
𝜌 = 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑠 + 𝜌𝑝ℎ (𝑇 ),
(1)
∗

christopher.bate@desy.de
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where 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑠 describes the residual resistivity at 𝑇 = 0 K that
is predominantly evoked due to electron-impurity scattering and scattering on lattice defects while 𝜌𝑝ℎ is caused
by the temperature dependent electron-phonon scattering.
The residual resistivity scales linearly with the impurity conΔ𝜌
centration 𝐶𝑖 as 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑠 = ∑ Δ𝐶𝑖 𝐶𝑖 and hence Eq. (1) can be
𝑖
written as
Δ𝜌𝑖
𝜌=∑
𝐶 + 𝜌𝑝ℎ (𝑇 ),
(2)
Δ𝐶𝑖 𝑖
Δ𝜌

with Δ𝐶𝑖 being the resistance coefficients. The coefficients
𝑖
for some important impurities are given in Table 1. The
RRR is defined as the ratio of the electrical resistance at
room temperature to the residual one at 4.2 K
RRR =

𝜌(295 K)
.
𝜌(4.2 K)

(3)

However, since the critical temperature of niobium is with
𝑇𝑐 = 9.2 K, above the temperature of liquid helium, the value
of 𝜌(𝑇𝑐 = 9.2 K) is used or extrapolated down to 𝜌(4.2 K).
The RRR value is sensitive to changes in surface impurities
due to diffusion during heat treatments in vacuum conditions or under certain gas atmospheres and after chemical
surface treatments. The extent to which the nitrogen treatment changes the RRR value was therefore investigated on
niobium samples.
Table 1: Resistance Coefficients for Different Elements [7]
Determined by Resistance Measurements on Niobium Intentionally Contaminated by Impurities
Δ𝜌𝑖
Δ𝐶𝑖

Element
Ωm
(10−11 𝑤𝑡.𝑝𝑝𝑚
)

O
2.64

N
3.49

C
3.33

Ta
0.12

Zr
0.6

RRR 4-PT CONTACT METHOD
Small fine grain (50 𝜇m grain size on average) niobium
samples cut from cavity material, to a size of (2.88 x 3
x 42) mm, were used. To evaluate the effect of nitrogen
infusion on sample RRR values, a 4-point-contact approach
was chosen. The sample holder is shown in Fig. 1. The
sample is immersed in liquid helium for the warm-up and
cool-down procedures. Since 𝜌 = 𝑈/𝐼 it follows by Eq. (3)
that the RRR at 𝑇𝑐 is determined by
𝑅𝑅𝑅9.2 K =

𝑈(295 K)
.
𝑈(𝑇𝑐 ≈ 9.2 K)

(4)

A Keithley Digital-Multimeter is used to measure the voltage, which has an accuracy of about 1 nV and a magnitude
of about 2 mV thanks to the use of a pre-amplifier and a
TUPOTK012
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Table 3: RRR at 9.2 K Values before and after the Infusion
Treatment with Nitrogen (w N) and in Permanent Vacuum
(w/o N) (Errors are 68% Confidence Level)
Inf T

Figure 1: Photograph of a niobium sample clamped in the
holder for RRR measurement via 4-pt contact method.
polarity-reversal device. The overall error thus consists of
the voltage measurement resolution multiplied by the error
estimated from the temperature estimation in quadrature.
The whole systematic and absolute accuracy, including that
which can be attributable to deviations generated by assembling and disassembling the samples, has been demonstrated
decisively in [8] to be in the range of 2-3%.
A total of ten niobium samples were used, with five of them
receiving a nitrogen infusion at temperatures ranging from
120 to 400°C. A cycle was performed by raising the temperature to 800°C over 3 hours under vacuum conditions
and then to the desired temperature (120°C to 400°C) over
48 hours with the introduction of nitrogen (3.3 ⋅ 10−2 mbar).
The remaining 5 samples were subjected to the same temperature treatment without nitrogen, that is, under vacuum
conditions.
Before the actual infusion treatment the samples received a
BCP of 20 minutes to remove the damage layer and clean the
surface. The samples were then baked at 800°C in vacuum
for 3 hours. Two of the samples were measured before and
after the 800°C baking and the results are shown in Table 2
which remained unchanged within the measurement accuracy. Large decrease in RRR after baking at 800°C would
have indicate contamination in the oven. To clean the surface
again after the 800°C baking the samples received another
short BCP of 2 minutes. The samples then were treated with
the baking cycles (800°C for 3 hours → ramp down to the
infusion temperature ”Inf T” for 48 hours) and measured.
Table 3 summarizes the results of the RRR measurements at
Table 2: RRR(at 9.2 K) Values from Two Fine Grain Samples
before and after 800°C Baking in Vacuum for 3 Hours (Errors
are 68% Confidence Level)
RRR(initial 800°C)

RRR(after 800°C)

ΔRRR

275 ± 6
288 ± 6

281 ± 5
293 ± 6

5±7
5±8

different infusion temperatures with nitrogen and in vacuum.
The difference between before and after the treatment is denoted as ΔRRR = RRRafter − RRRinitial A decrease of the
RRR after baking in a vacuum system indicates that a diffusion process must have taken place due to contamination.
Since no decrease was observed for only baking at 800°C
(table 2) the afterward combination of the 800°C with the
TUPOTK012
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RRR(initial) RRR(after) ΔRRR

400°C w N
330°C w N
260°C w N
160°C w N
120°C w N
400°C w/o N
330°C w/o N
260°C w/o N
160°C w/o N
120°C w/o N

295 ± 4
296 ± 4
289 ± 5
296 ± 8
293 ± 6
304 ± 6
288 ± 5
293 ± 7
292 ± 6
281 ± 5

252 ± 4
247.4 ± 2.6
238.6 ± 2.9
259 ± 5
265.7 ± 1.9
274 ± 5
253 ± 6
256 ± 5
256 ± 5
248 ± 4

−43 ± 5
−48 ± 5
−50 ± 6
−37 ± 9
−28 ± 6
−30 ± 8
−34 ± 8
−37 ± 9
−36 ± 7
−32 ± 6

additional infusion temperature for 48 hours in one baking
cycle is suspected to be the main cause for the observed
change in RRR. We assume that these same processes also
take place in the presence of nitrogen in addition to the penetration of nitrogen into the surface. Therefore, it should be
possible to make statements about the pure nitrogen process
by comparing these two RRR changes.
The change in ΔRRR before and after the treatment without
nitrogen compared to the samples treated with nitrogen is
shown in Fig. 2. No significant changes are observed be-20
with Nitrogen
no Nitrogen

-25
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-40
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-50
-55
-60
100
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Figure 2: ΔRRR between before and after infusion treatment. The temperature was first heated to 800°C for 3 hours
and then ramped down to the on the x-axis shown infusion
temperature for 48 hours. Errorbars are 68% confidence
level.
tween treatment with and without nitrogen at 120°C and
160°C. It would be expected that the change between treatment with nitrogen and treatment without nitrogen in the
ΔRRR would be reduced as the infusion temperature is
reduced, as less and less nitrogen would diffuse into it. However, although the data is insufficiently precise to establish
this, the trend of the data indicates that less interstitialdiffusion into the sample for infusion temperatures above
260°C happened.
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NITROGEN CONCENTRATION
CALCULATED FROM RRR VALUES

CONCLUSION

From Eq. (2) follows that the residual resistance can be
written as the sum of the contamination resistances depending on the respective concentration 𝐶𝑖 . This with Eq. (3)
leads to
𝜌𝑝ℎ (295 K) 1.45 ⋅ 10−7 Ωm
RRR ≈
=
.
(5)
Δ𝜌𝑖
𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑠
∑
𝐶
𝑖 Δ𝐶𝑖

𝑖

The material has an initial contamination, Δ𝜌𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 defining
RRR𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 . After the treatment in vacuum conditions an additional contamination Δ𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑤 will be present. It can be
assumed to be composed of any contamination from the
interior of the oven. This leads to
−7 Ωm⋅
RRR𝑛𝑜𝑁
𝑎𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 1.45 ⋅ 10

(

Δ𝜌𝑛𝑜𝑁
𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡
𝑛𝑜𝑁 + Δ𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝐶
𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡
)
𝑛𝑜𝑁
Δ𝐶𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑛𝑒𝑤
Δ𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡

(6)

−1

.

For the treatment when nitrogen is added the RRR is then
given simply by an additional term as
−7 Ωm⋅
RRR𝑤𝑁
𝑎𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 1.45 ⋅ 10

(

Δ𝜌𝑤𝑁
Δ𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑤
Δ𝜌𝑁
𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑤𝑁
𝐶 +
𝐶
+
𝐶 )
𝑤𝑁 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡
Δ𝐶𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑛𝑒𝑤 Δ𝐶𝑁 𝑁
Δ𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡

(7)

−1

.

This transforms to
𝐶𝑁 =

Δ𝐶𝑁
⋅
Δ𝜌𝑁

Δ𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑤
1.45 ⋅ 10−7 Ωm Δ𝜌𝑤𝑁
𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑤𝑁
⎛
⎜
⎟.
−
𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 −
𝐶𝑛𝑒𝑤 ⎞
𝑤𝑁
𝑤𝑁
Δ𝐶
Δ𝐶
𝑛𝑒𝑤
RRR
𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡
𝑎𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟
⎝
⎠

(8)

The concentration of nitrogen can then be deduced from
𝐶𝑁 =

1.45 ⋅ 10−7 Ωm
Δ𝜌𝑁
Δ𝐶𝑁

⋅

1
1
1
1
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟,
−
−
+
𝑤𝑁
𝑤𝑁
𝑛𝑜𝑁
𝑛𝑜𝑁
⎝ RRR𝑎𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 RRR𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 RRR𝑎𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 RRR𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 ⎠
Δ𝜌𝑁
Δ𝐶𝑁

(9)

where
=
is taken from Table 1. The
results from Table 3 with Eq. (9) give nitrogen concentrations
for the respective infusion temperature shown in Table 4.
3.49 ⋅ 10−11

Ωm
𝑤𝑡.𝑝𝑝𝑚

Table 4: Nitrogen Concentration in wt.ppm Calculated from
RRR Values in Table 3 by Eq. (9)
Inf T

𝐶𝑁 (wt.ppm)

400°C
330°C
260°C
160°C
120°C

0.9 ± 0.5
0.8 ± 0.6
1.0 ± 0.6
0.04 ± 0.6
−0.5 ± 0.5
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It was possible to establish that a change in impurity concentration in the bulk occurs differently between N infusion
at different temperatures and the same heat cycle without
nitrogen by measuring the RRR on fine grain samples. At
temperatures above 260°C, the deterioration is higher for the
treatment with nitrogen injection. The results show evidence
that other impurities than nitrogen influence the interaction
kinetics and that the vacuum environment is critical. A redistribution and increase of oxygen in the bulk is thought
to be involved, and the nitrogen infusion appears to have an
impact as well for temperatures above 260°C.
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Abstract
Recent technological advances and material treatments
have pushed Nb superconducting radio frequency (SRF)
cavities to their maximum RF performance. A novel approach for overcoming this limitation is the coating of multilayers by PEALD (plasma-enhanced atomic layer deposition) onto the interior surface of a cavity. Specifically,
SIS (superconductor-insulator-superconductor) multilayers provide magnetic screening of the bulk Nb cavity,
increase the field at which the vortex penetration starts, and
lead as a consequence to higher quality factors of the cavity. Note, ALD is closely related to chemical vapor deposition and bases on sequential self-limiting gas-solid surface
reactions facilitating conformal coatings with sub-nm precision even on complex substrates such as the interior of a
cavity. As a preliminary study for potential SIS SRF cavities, we investigated AlN-NbTiN multilayers grown by
PEALD in a supercycle approach. Different compositions
and post-deposition thermal treatments have been investigated with respect to their superconducting properties, stoichiometry, and crystallinity.

strong increase of the first flux penetration in a thin film
(where d<<λ), type II superconductors with Tc > TcNb, and
consequently lower surface resistance, can be used without
being limited by their lower Bc1bulk. Moreover, the SIS layers provide a significant magnetic shielding of the bulk
cavity, block the propagation of local vortices and prevent
avalanches which would cause a quench. Therefore, SIS
structures improve the SRF cavity performance and can
lead to an increase in the accelerating field and the RF performance. Specifically, A. Gurevich calculated this enhancement assuming a 50 nm of Nb3Sn deposited on a Nb
bulk cavity with an insulating interlayer would push up the
field from B0≈180 mT to B0≈280 mT, and triple the quality
factor Q.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past decades, bulk niobium has been the material of choice for SRF cavities, since it satisfies the requirement of having a high critical temperature (TcNb=9.2 K)
and high lower critical field (Bc1Nb=170 mT), being
widely investigated [1]. Different surface treatments have
continuously improved the RF performance pushing up the
accelerating field into the intrinsic material limit (B0≃200
mT; Eacc≃50 MV/m) [2]. This field limitation for SRF
cavities is established by the superheating field Bs corresponding to the maximum magnetic field that the superconductor can withstand before the Meissner state becomes
unstable and vortices penetrate at the superconductor surface defects which, at the low operating temperature,
would develop a flux avalanche and cavity deterioration
[3,4]. Thus, alternative superconductors with higher vortex
penetration fields are needed in order to achieve higher acceleration gradients.
In this framework, an alternative approach proposed by
A. Gurevich [5] may allow for applying higher accelerating fields while preventing vortex dissipation and revealing low RF surface resistance at the same time. This idea
bases on the formation of alternating thin superconducting
and insulating layers (SIS multilayers, see Fig.1) onto the
inner surface of an SRF cavity (see Figure 1). Due to the
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Figure 1: SIS multilayers for SRF cavities concept. The
magnetic field is attenuated by the multilayers, leading to
a reduction to a value that is lower than Bc1bulk for a bulk
Nb cavity.
In addition, the use of other superconductors with lower
BCS resistance, such as Nb3Sn, NbN or NbTiN, [6] offers
the possibility of increasing the operating temperature to
4.2 K, resulting in a significant cryogenic cost reduction.
Good superconductors for SIS multilayer SRF applications need to have higher Tc, larger Δ, and lower normal
conducting resistivity than bulk Nb. Some of the compounds which satisfy the aforementioned requirements are
A15-compounds (such as Nb3Sn, Nb3Al, and V3Si) and
Nb B1-compounds (such as NbN and NbTiN). In particular, our studies are based on previous results on binary and
ternary Nb nitrides, since both present high Tc (TcNbN=17.3
K and TcNbTiN=17.8 K) [6]. However, the binary NbN cubic
δ-phase (phase of interest) is metastable at room temperature, and has a very high normal conducting resistivity,
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while the incorporation of Ti contributes to the stabilization
of the cubic phase and reduction of the normal conducting
resistivity.
NbTiN alloys can be deposited by physical vapor deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and
atomic layer deposition (ALD), being the latter the deposition technique chosen for our studies. ALD bases on a sequence of self-limiting gas-solid surface reactions and allows for conformal and smooth coating of highly structured, three-dimensional substrates without shadowing effect and with sub-nm thickness resolution, which makes it
particularly interesting for coating the internal surface of
SRF cavities. The deposition process of NbTiN by thermal
ALD alternates metal chlorides precursors (NbCl5 and
TiCl4) and NH3. However, it has been shown that the reducing power of NH3 is insufficient [7] and an additional
Zn pulse—as source of Zn contaminants—as a reducing
agent is needed to obtain high-quality films. In addition,
the use of metal chlorides precursors can introduce chlorine contamination [8] on the deposited films. Finally, as
vaporous HCl is formed as by-product which is highly corrosive. Therefore, plasma-enhanced ALD (PEALD), which
enables the use of metalorganic precursors, may improve
the quality of the deposited films, can lower deposition
temperature, and could be a potentially better technique for
the deposition of NbTiN on SRF cavities than thermal
ALD. Moreover, PEALD enables AlN deposition, which is
a promising candidate for the insulating layer, to enhance
the superconducting properties of NbTiN films [9].

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
We investigate the deposition of superconducting
NbxTi1-xN and insulating AlN films grown on Si wafer by
PEALD utilizing metalorganic precursors and a H2/N2
plasma. The precursors used were trimethylaluminum
(TMA) for Al, tetrakis(dimethylamino)titanium(IV)
(TDMAT) for Ti, and (t-Butylimido)tris(diethylamino)niobium(V) (TBTDEN) for Nb, and were maintained at room
temperature, 70 ºC and 90 ºC respectively. The deposition
temperature was set to 250 ºC and the plasma power to 300
W.

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of deposition cycles of
AlN and supercycles of NbxTi1-xN.
The deposition process is sketched in Fig. 2 and begins
with the AlN PEALD cycle, which consists of the alternation of TMA precursor and plasma exposures separated by
purge steps. This AlN cycle is repeated l-times, to reach the
desired thickness. Subsequently, PEALD ofNbxTi1-xN is
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performed in supercycle fashionconsisting of PEALD cycles for the deposition of NbN (alternation of TBTDEN
pulse and plasma exposure) and TiN cycles (alternation of
TDMAT pulse and plasma exposure). Hence, the composition of the deposited NbxTi1-xN films can be modified by
varying the ratio of NbN cycles to TiN cycles run within
the PEALD supercycle. Herein, we studied eight different
Nb:Ti composition ratios ranging from pure TiN up to a
Nb-rich NbTiN thin film.
After the PEALD, thermal annealings have been performed at 1000 ºC in pure N2. Two different annealing procedure have been studied: (i) with a ramping rate of 60
ºC/min at a base pressure of 1E-3 mbar, which is denominated rapid thermal annealing (RTA), (ii) with 3.33 ºC/min
at 2.5E-6 mbar, denominated slow thermal annealing
(STA).
High pressure rinsing (HPR), which is a key process for
the surface preparation of high field superconducting cavities, has been performed on a Nb conical substrate coated
with 15 nm AlN and 30 nm NbTiN films to explore the adhesion of the multilayer film on the Nb bulk material.

RESULTS
The structural, compositional, and superconducting
properties of 25 nm NbxTi1-xN films on an AlN layer has
been studied as a function of the ratio of the relative number of Nb cycles inside the PEALD supercycle and in dependence on the post-deposition treatment.
The film composition was analysed using EDX, for eight
different NbxTi1-xN compositions defined by the supercycle approach. The linear relationship between the Nb/Ti
film composition and the NbN/TiN ALD cycles demonstrates the well-defined control of the elemental composition of our films (see Fig. 3). Note, the slightly smaller
value than unity for the compositional ratio as a function
of time indicates a slightly smaller growth rate for NbN
compared to TiN which is expected because of the larger
and more bulky molecule TBTDEN.

Figure 3: Elemental composition ratio of Nb to Ti in
NbxTi1-xN films as a function of the Nb to Ti supercycle
ratio, measured by EDX. The red line represents the linear
relationship between the elemental composition and the
PEALD supercycle with slope of 0.941 and R2=0.999.
Superconducting properties of the thin films have been
measured in an MPMS Dynacool system. In general, the
resistance tends to increase as the temperature decreases
resembling a semiconductor behavior, more prominent for
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larger amounts of Nb present in the NbTiN compound as
highlighted in Fig. 4. Note, that the composition which reveals the highest Tc as-prepared is Nb0.66Ti0.33N, with a Tc
of 7K.

Figure 5: Comparison of the superconducting transition of
as-deposited, after RTA and after STA 75 nm NbTiN films.
Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) has revealed
that the crystallization after thermal annealing of the films
depends on the annealing procedure, namely STA and
RTA. No signal for Kikuchi lines can be identified in Fig.
6 for the as-deposited thin film, while after applying RTA
recrystallization can be observed and even more significantly after STA.

Figure 4: Top: resistance as a function of temperature for
different NbxTi1-xN compositions. Bottom: critical temperature as a function of the relative number of Nb cycles inside the supercycle.
In order to prove the validity of the multilayer deposited
by PEALD for SRF cavity coating, we have studied
whether these films can resist the typical cavity surface
preparation process. Hence, a Nb substrate coated by the
15 nm AlN and 30 nm NbTiN on top has been gone under
high pressure rinsing (HPR). The EDX spectrum after performing 7x HPR (standard cavity treatment) presents Al, Ti
and Nb indicating that the coating remains after such a surface treatment (not shown here).
A post-deposition thermal annealing at 1000 ºC has been
studied in order to enhance the superconducting properties
of 75 nm NbTiN films. Two different thermal treatments
have been investigated, and in both cases, the Tc and the
resistance of the films have been improved (see Fig. 5). The
NbxTi1-xN composition with the highest Tc after thermal
annealing was Nb0.75Ti0.25N which is in contrast to the asdeposition values. The highest Tc observed in our study
amounted to 15.9 K after STA of Nb0.75Ti0.25N thin films,
higher than the values so far obtained by thermal ALD (8.5
K [10]) and by PEALD (13.2 K [11]).
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Figure 6: Electron diffraction patterns (Kikuchi lines) for
as-deposited, after RTA, and after STA samples, where one
can clearly see no signal for the as-deposited ones, a weak
signal for the RTA samples, and a remarkable signal for
the STA samples.

CONCLUSIONS
Insulating AlN and superconducting NbTiN films have
been synthesized by PEALD. The characterization of such
multilayers serves as a first stepping stone on the path towards SIS multilayers deposited by PEALD on SRF cavities. The effect of their composition and post-deposition
annealing on the Tc has been studied. Two different annealings, with different temperature ramping rates and base
pressures, namely rapid thermal annealing (RTA) and slow
thermal annealing (STA), have been investigated. The results show an improvement of Tc as well as resistance for
both kinds of annealing. However, STA reveals better film
properties with the highest Tc of 15.9 K and the lowest resistance above Tc for a 75 nm thin film. Kikuchi lines obtained from electron diffraction show that the crystallinity
of the films is enhanced by the post-deposition annealing.
The NbxTi1-xN composition which presents the highest Tc,
changes for the as-deposited, being the composition
Nb0.66Ti0.33N, while after annealing it is the Nb0.75Ti0.25N.
The EDX spectrum exhibits Al, Ti and Nb peaks,
demonstrating that the thin films survived seven high pressure rinsing processes, treatment typically done for surface
preparation cavities.
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REFURBISHMENT OF SRF CAVITIES AND HOM ANTENNA COATING
STUDIES FOR THE MAINZ ENERGY-RECOVERING
SUPERCONDUCTING ACCELERATOR (MESA)∗
P. S. Plattner† , F. Hug, T. Stengler
(KPH) Fachbereich Physik Institut für Kernphysik, Mainz, Germany
Abstract

Source
(STEAM,100 keV)

The commercial available cryomodules of the
ELBE/Rossendorf-type, produced by Research Instruments (RI), found use in various superconducting
accelerators. Requirements for the cryomodules changed
in the last two decades. In particular, this was the case for
the Mainz Energy-Recovering Superconducting Accelerator
(MESA), so the so-called MESA Enhanced Elbe-type
Cryomodule (MEEC) was produced by RI to fulfil the
specific requirements for MESA. In addition, an ELBE-type
cryomodule from the decommissioned Accelerator and
Light In Combined Experiments (ALICE) from Daresbury,
United Kingdom1 , was gifted to us. The ALICE module
needs a refurbishment to fulfill the requirements for MESA.
Therefore, the investigation of a possible use as a spare
cryomodule started as well as a study for using coated HOM
antennas. This includes a clean room treatment with a high
pressure rinse (HPR). The existing clean room structure at
the Helmholtz Institut Mainz (HIM) will be used for this
purpose. Through corona regulations it was not possible
to perform a HPR with the ALICE cavities till now, but an
injector cavity from the S-DALINAC could be refurbished
successfully in 2021.

INTRODUCTION
Currently, a cryomodule of ALICE [1] is under refurbishment at the Institut für Kernphysik at the Johannes
Gutenberg-Universität Mainz. This Module contains two
1.3 GHz TESLA/XFEL-type cavities like the MESA MEEC
[2] modules. It is planned to test Higher Order Mode (HOM)
antennas with a coating of better superconductors, like
Nb3 Sn and NbTiN at a later stage. With further modification,
the ALICE module will finally become a spare cryomodule
for MESA. These modifications include an upgrade of the
tuner, HOM antennas and Helium port. It is expected that
coated HOM antennas allow better damping of HOMs and
thus enable the transport of more beam current.

MESA Layout
Figure 1 shows the lattice of MESA [3]. The injector
includes the Small Thermalised Electron Source at Mainz
(STEAM), MESA Low Energy Beam Apparatus (MELBA)
and MilliAMpere BOoster (MAMBO) and accelerates the
polarised and unpolarised electrons up to an energy of
∗
†
1

The work received funding by BMBF through 05H21UMRB1.
pplattne@uni-mainz.de
We would like to thank the Daresbury Laboratory for their generous gift.
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Spin manipulation
section

Chopper/Buncher
system
MELBA

MAMBO

Injector
(5 MeV)

Cryomodule 1
(25 MeV)
MARC0

P2 experiment
Cryomodule 2
(25 MeV)

5 MeV beam dump
MAGIX

Figure 1: MESA lattice with a normal conducting injector
and superconducting main accelerator. Two superconducting
cryomodules prepare the electron beam for the experiments
by MESA.
5 MeV. The two superconducting cryomodules drive the
main accelerator and provide an energy gain of 100 MeV for
MAGIX in the energy-recovering (ER) mode and 150 MeV
for the P2 and BDX in the beam dump mode. Table 1
compares the key parameters of ALICE and MESA. The
cryomodules are similar as they are both based on the
ELBE/Rossendorf design [4]. Since MESA is planned to run
in the ER mode with a factor of 100 higher beam currents,
it is necessary to refurbish the ALICE module and modify
it for the use in MESA.
Table 1: Comparison of the Key Parameters of ALICE and
MESA
Parameter
𝑄0
Field gradient
Beam current (ERL)
RF Frequency
Cavities

MESA

ALICE

1.25 × 1010
5 × 109
12.5 MV m−1 12.9 MV m−1
1(10) mA
13 µA
1.3 GHz
1.3 GHz
9-cell
9-cell
XFEL/TESLA XFEL/TESLA

REFURBISHMENT OF SRF CAVITIES
Clean Room Infrastructure at HIM
For the clean room treatment of the Niobium cavities the
existing clean room infrastructure at HIM is used. It contains
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Figure 2: Sketch of the clean room infrastructure at HIM [5].
two clean rooms from different ISO classes (see Fig. 2).
The first clean room fulfills the requirements for the ISO 6
class. Here the cavities are cleaned from the outside in an
ultrasonic bath and brought into the HPR. The cavity
leaves the HPR from clean room 2 which fulfills the ISO 4
requirements. In this room the cavity can dry after the
HPR and be prepared for the next steps.

Clean Room Handling
For testing the the cleanroom handling and HPR performance a 3 GHz 6-cell cavity from S-DALINAC accelerator
[6] at TU Darmstadt, Germany, has been tested first. The cavity from Darmstadt was brought into the clean room through
the material entrance where the outer surface got coarse
cleaning. The cavity was then brought through robot arms to
the ultra sonic bath system (USB), (see Fig. 3). Here the
outside of the cavity got cleaned in an ultrasonic bath, which
was heated up to 40 °C and contained Tickopur as a cleaning
solvent. After 30 minutes in the active ultra sonic bath the
cavity was brought into the ultra pure water rinse. Here was
measured the electric conductivity of the out flowing water
monitored. When a value between 0.055 − 0.1 µS cm−1 of the
electrical conductivity of the out flowing water was reached
one could state that the outer surface is particle free. Then the
cavity was ready for the inner surface treatment with the
HPR. The HPR receipt includes pre-rinse, scrub-rinse and
post-rinse. The pre-rinse and post-rinse cycles have a
pressure of 20 bar. The scrub-rinse uses a pressure of 95 bar
to clean the inside of the cavity. During the HPR the
conductivity of the out flowing water was monitored again to
identify when the surface was particle free. In the following
the cavity was brought in clean room 2 and dried there for 2
days. The cavity was then wrapped up in the clean room and
prepared for the transport back to Darmstadt. At
Darmstadt, the cavity was installed back into the accelerator.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T07: Superconducting RF

Figure 3: 1. cavity on the robot arm of the USB system; 2.
cavity in the active USB; 3. cavity in the ultra pure water
rinse.

Results at the S-DALINAC
After cleaning and integration back into the accelerator.
The quality factor 𝑄 0 was measured in-situ. The performance stability of the cavity increased compared to the measurement before the HPR at the cost of a lower value of
𝑄0. In Fig. 4 the results of both measurements are shown.
Before the HPR was performed, the accelerating field was
limited to 2.3 MV m−1 through a quench of the cavity. The
quality factor of the cavity reduced from (1.5 ± 0.2) × 108
to (4.6 ± 0.2) × 107 for unclear reasons after the HPR. The
cavity reached the designed field gradient with an increased
power dissipation into the cryostat. The HPR could remove
the source of the field e mitter. The cavity is operating at
S-DALINAC successfully since re-integration.
TUPOTK014
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Figure 4: In-situ measurements of the quality factor at different accelerating field g r adients. The quality factor before
HPR was stable till 2 MV m−1 and quenched afterwards. After the HPR the quality factor was overall reduced, but higher
field gradients were a chieved. The field emitter which caused
the quench was removed through the HPR [7].

Status of the ALICE Module
Before the ALICE cavities can receive a clean room
treat-ment, they need to be unmounted from the cryomodule
(see Fig. 5). This process includes the following steps:
Table 2: Steps of Disassembling the ALICE Cryomodule
Step Description
1

The outer shell has to be freed from beam
guide accessories, Helium and Nitrogen port
and RF-power coupler
The end caps have to be removed
The shield has to be opened
The nitrogen shield has to be disassembled
Installation of the rail system to remove
the coldstring
Remove the bellow which connects the cavities
Remove the tuning system from the cavities
and install blind flanges by power coupler,
antennas and cavities
Installation of the transport cage for clean
room treatment

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

At the moment one cavity is at the last two steps, while the
other cavity needs an acetone treatment to clean oil residuals
from an oil leak into the Helium vessel.

HOM ANTENNA COATING STUDIES
In a later stage of MESA it is planned to have a beam current of 10 mA in continuous wave mode. Nb HOM antennas
were tested at the CEBAF (Continous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility) [8] with XFEL/TESLA 1.5 GHz cavities and
showed that the critical temperature of Nb was reached by a
heat load of 43 mW. Since the cooling power for the HOM
antenna is limited to 1.25 W, simulations with CST of the
TUPOTK014
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Figure 5: Steps of disassembling a cryomodule: 1. Fully
equipped end cap; 2. Removed end cap and cut super isolation foil; 3. Opened shield; 4. Installed rail system; 5.
Coldstring on the mounting rag and covered with super isolation foil; 6. Separated cavities.
heat distribution are ongoing. First result of the simulations
are that the pure Nb HOM antennas can heat up over the
critical temperature of Nb. If the antenna heats up above its
critical temperature, a quench of the whole system would
be triggered. A possible solution are coatings with higher
𝑇𝐶 superconductors like Nb 3Sn [9] and NbTiN [10, 11].
They have higher critical field, currents and temperatures.
Simulations of the coated HOM antennas can provide an estimation of the performance gain of the coated antennas. The
coating will be done with our research cooperation partners
from University Hamburg and TU Darmstadt which both
have the needed sputtering systems and experience which
are necessary for the coatings.

CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
With the cavity from Darmstadt, it could be shown that a
surface refurbishment of SRF cavities with the existing clean
room at HIM could be performed successfully. However, the
drop of the quality factor cannot be explained right now and
is part of ongoing research. A following HPR in the next
maintenance phase could improve the quality factor but this
would imply decommissioning of the successfully running
S-DALINAC injector. The refurbishment of the ALICE
cavities is ongoing and the first HPR will be performed soon.
The simulation for the HOM antennas show the need for
coated antennas. The coated antennas will be tested first at
the ALICE cavities after their refurbishment.
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HOM COUPLER DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION
FOR THE FCC-ee W WORKING POINT
S. Udongwo∗ , University of Rostock, Rostock, Germany
S. Gorgi Zadeh, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
R. Calaga, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
U. van Rienen, University of Rostock, Rostock, Germany
Abstract
A 2-cell 400 MHz superconducting radio-frequency cavity with improved damping has been designed as an alternative to the baseline 4-cell cavity for the W working point of
the future circular lepton collider (FCC-ee). For this cavity,
the longitudinal higher-order modes’ (HOMs) impedance
stay under the beam stability threshold value. This paper,
therefore, focuses on the design of the HOM couplers for the
purpose of damping the high-impedance transverse HOMs.
The resulting impedance of the HOM-damped cavity is then
calculated and compared with the impedance limit set by
synchrotron radiation.

INTRODUCTION
The Future Circular electron-positron Collider (FCC-ee)
is planned to operate with beam energies from 45.6 to
182.5 GeV and beam currents from 5.4 to 1390 mA [1].
The purpose is to study the properties of the Z-, W- and
Higgs boson and the top and anti-top (tt)̄ quarks. The beam
current of 147 mA of the W working point requires particular care to strongly damp the HOMs excited by the beam.
A 2-cell superconducting radiofrequency (SRF) elliptical
cavity has been designed for the W working point of the
FCC-ee [2]. The geometric dimensions of the cavity are
given in Table 1. Figure 1 shows the longitudinal and transverse impedance plots of the cavity. It can be seen that the
frequency of two high impedance modes, the TE111 and
TM110 modes, 487 MHz and 520 MHz, respectively, are
below the TE11 cut-off frequency of the beampipe to which
they can couple. The 𝑅/𝑄⟂ of the modes are 15.46 Ω and
26.35 Ω, respectively. The LHC hook-type HOM coupler
design is thus adopted [3] for the damping of these two
modes. This coupler is particularly designed for the strong
damping of the modes in the first dipole passband. The
general requirements of such HOM couplers are to extract
as much energy as possible from the potentially parasitic
modes while rejecting the fundamental mode (FM).
Table 1: Geometric Dimensions of the Designed Cavity
(C3794 ), The Parameters Correspond to the Common Definition used for Parametrizing an Elliptical Cavity [2]

Figure 1: Longitudinal and transverse wakefield impedance
plot for the designed cavity (simulated wakelength = 100 m).

HOOK-TYPE HOM COUPLER
The design methodology of the hook coupler in [3] follows
the analysis of an approximate lumped element circuit model
followed by a conversion to a 3D geometric model. This type
of coupler has been developed from such a circuit model first
and then translated to a 3D equivalent geometry as shown
in Fig. 2 [3, 4].
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Figure 2: Lumped element circuit model and CST Studio
Suite® 3D model.
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was not observed in any of the analysed regions. Figures 6
and 7 show the plots of the electron evolution with time for
different accelerating electric field values.

HOM Hook-Type Coupler

Figure 4: The hook-type coupler transmission curves.
Table 2: S-parameters of the Hook-type Coupler at Parasitic
HOM Frequencies

[MHz]

𝑆TE11 (0∘ Pol)
[dB]

𝑆TE11 (90∘ Pol)
[dB]

𝑆TM01
[dB]

400.79
488
520

na
-3.32
-0.03

na
-28.03
-19.76

-110.99
na
na

The design of this coupler begins from the geometric variables in [4, p. 87]. Starting from this model, the geometric
variables are optimized for the designed cavity by performing a sweep over the variables which control the maximum
transmission amplitude and frequencies as given in Table
3.3 in [3]. Since the TM010 mode of the cavity couples to
the TM01 mode of the beampipe, and the TE111 and TM110
modes couple to the TE11 mode, it could be avoided to simulate the complete cavity-coupler assembly. Instead, Port 3
shown in Fig. 3 was excited with the TE11 and TM01 modes
to mimic the transmission of the TM010 , TE111 and TM110
modes from the cavity to Port 1 of the coupler.
Figure 4 shows the transmission curves of the optimized
coupler. The longitudinal and transverse impedance plots
of the cavity are also shown in dashed lines in Fig. 4. This
is to show that the max transmission points correspond to
the impedance peaks. The rejection of the FM is also seen
at 400.79 MHz. The transmission of the first peak of the
TE11 mode S-parameter curve can be lower than that of
the second peak because the 𝑅/𝑄⟂ of the TE111 mode is
lower than that of the TM110 mode. The S-parameters of
the designed coupler at the frequencies of the TM010 , TE111
and TM110 modes of the cavity are given in Table 2. The
dimensions of the designed coupler are shown in Fig. 5.

MULTIPACTING
The regions labelled Cn and C2t in Fig. 2 were suspected to
potentially support multipacting. Multipacting simulations
were carried out with CST Spark3D [5] for field values up to
the cavity operation field value of 10 MV/m. Multipacting
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 6: Electron evolution vs time in region Cn .

Figure 7: Electron evolution vs time in region C2t .
To get an idea of the electric field values for which multipacting could occur in Cn , the region was approximated
as a parallel plate capacitor and the field value and impact
energy at which multipacting would likely occur were estimated analytically as in [6]. For a gap distance of 3 mm
and frequency of 400.79 MHz, the field value and impact
energy at which multipacting occurs were calculated to be
3.44 × 104 V/m and 65.8 eV, respectively. This corresponds
to an accelerating field of about 230 MV/m of the FM. A 3D
simulation was performed and multipacting was observed
between 219 MV/m and 332 MV/m assuming a first crossover energy 𝐾1 of 60 eV for the secondary emission yield.
This indicated that multipacting only occurs at extremely
high field values compared to the working 𝐸acc and therefore
does not cause problems for cavity operation.

MOUNTING OF HOM COUPLERS
A single HOM coupler is not sufficient to achieve the
required damping of the HOMs below the transversal stability threshold of the W. Two, three and four couplers were
TUPOTK015
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Table 3: Quantities of Interest for Parasitic HOMs
2HC1FPC

TE111

TM110 /TM∗111

Hook Coupler Mode

𝛼𝑖
𝑓 [MHz]
𝑅/𝑄⟂ []
𝑄ext
𝑍⟂ [k/m]
𝑓 [MHz]
𝑅/𝑄⟂ []
𝑄ext
𝑍⟂ [k/m]
𝑓 [MHz]
𝑅/𝑄 []
𝑄ext

[135∘ , 135∘ ]
487.63
5.64
698.22
40.25
520.96
9.125
3693.35
368.05
149.38
149.40
0.078
0.0068
2.9e3
1.24e4

3HC1FPC

4HC1FPC

[90∘ , 180∘ , 310∘ ]
487.49
5.18
545.32
28.87
520.29
10.42
1219.91
138.63
148.83 149.075 149.259
0.104
0.040
0.072
7.41e4
7.37e4
7.35e4

[45∘ , 135∘ , 225∘ , 315∘ ]
486.19
4.45
424.50
19.22
516.36/555.88*
8.41/0.16*
120.13/1115.09*
10.93/13.04*
149.18 149.24 149.33
0.125
0.118
0.017
8.1e4
7.5e4
1.0e5

149.40
0.024
7.4e4

*The TM110 mode has the second-highest impedance value for the 2- and 3-hook couplers systems. The TM111 mode has
the second-highest impedance value for the 4-hook couplers system. 𝑍⟂ = (2𝜋𝑓 /𝑐) ⋅ 𝑅/𝑄⟂ ⋅ 𝑄ext [4].
In the 2-, 3- and 4-hook coupler systems, a lower order
mode with a frequency of 149 MHz is trapped in either
of the designed hook couplers. This mode is one of the
eigenmodes of the hook-type coupler that is determined by
the shape of the coupler. The relevant quantities of interest
of these modes are recorded in Table 3. These modes were
also reported in [7]. They are to be studied to ascertain if
they are potentially parasitic.

CONCLUSION

Figure 8: Wakefield and lossy eigenmode transverse
impedance values for 2-, 3-, and 4-hook coupler systems.

A HOM coupler has been designed to dampen the parasitic
HOMs of the proposed cavity design for the W operating
point of the FCC-ee. For sufficient damping of the dipole
modes below the transversal impedance stability threshold
of the W working point, four of the designed couplers were
used. It was also shown that the HOM coupler does not
multipact up to the operating field value.
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Abstract
Pushing beyond the existing bulk niobium SRF cavities
is indispensable along the path towards obtaining more
sustainable next generation compact particle accelerators.
One of the promising candidates to push the limits of the
bulk niobium is thin film-based multilayer structures in the
form of superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS). In
this work, S(I)S multilayer structures were coated by high
power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS), having industrial upscaling potential along with providing higher
quality films with respect to conventional magnetron sputtering techniques (e.g., DCMS), combined with (PE)-ALD
techniques for deposition of the ex-situ insulating layers.
On the path towards formulating optimized recipes for
these materials to be coated on the inner walls of (S)RF
cavities, the research focuses on innovating the best performing S(I)S multilayer structures consisting of alternating superconducting thin films (e.g., NbN) with insulating
layers of metal nitrides (e.g., AlN) and/or metal oxides (e.g.,
AlxOy) on niobium layers/substrates (i.e., Nb/AlN/NbN) in
comparison to the so-called SS multilayer structures (i.e.,
Nb/NbN). This contribution presents the initial materials
and superconducting and RF characterization results of the
aforementioned multilayer systems on flat samples.

INTRODUCTION
The next generation compact particle accelerators require higher performances with reduced infrastructural and
operational costs. In order to realize these goals, innovative
solutions are needed to overcome the theoretical field limit
along with the technological challenges set by the existing
bulk niobium superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) cavity technology, which has been the leading accelerator
technology for both high-energy and high-luminosity accelerator applications so far [1].
One of the promising candidates to push the limits of the
bulk niobium is coating (S)RF cavities with alternating thin
film-based multilayer structures in the form superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS).
According to the theory related to the alternating multilayer structures proposed by A. Gurevich [2], especially
for bulk niobium cavities, the simplest alternating multilayer structures (SIS), made of superconductive thin films
with thicknesses less than the London penetration depth of
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the cavity wall material, are expected to enhance not only
the quality factor (Q0) with lower surface resistance Rs , but
also the vortex penetration field by means of the insulating
layers, leading to sustain the Meissner state at higher accelerating gradients (Eacc), by delaying the RF vortex dissipation, and the related strong RF dissipation beyond the
thermodynamic critical field of Nb (Bc (Nb)) so as to take
advantage of higher Tc superconductors (e.g., B1 and A15
compounds such as NbN and Nb3Sn, respectively) without
being penalized by their relatively small lower critical field
(Bc1) with respect to the Bc1 of Nb (200mT).
Theoretically, the SIS structure is a stronger candidate to
increase the theoretical field limit as well as the onset of
the vortex penetration thanks to the presence of the insulating layer, provided that the optimum layer thicknesses and
material combinations are realised, as compared to the SS
bilayer structure without any insulating layer; yet, the SS
bilayers are also worth studying as being a simpler structure with promising RF performance of the SRF cavities by
enhancing the onset of the vortex penetration to some extent owing to the SS boundary [3].
The emergence of the novel scalable sputtering technologies such as high-power impulse magnetron sputtering
(HiPIMS) has provided the SRF community another tool
to improve the quality of the deposited films by providing
denser microstructures, more uniform morphologies, and
homogenous crystalline phases in the recent years. Owing
to its higher peak power magnitudes applied to the sputtering cathode in pulsed modes at certain duty cycles, HiPIMS technique yields highly ionized denser plasmas, as
compared to conventional physical vapor deposition techniques, allowing more effective control of the kinetic energy of the sputtered species with high ionization fraction,
arriving onto the substrate surface, by tuning the deposition
parameters (i.e., substrate bias) [4].
Aside from HiPIMS, atomic layer deposition (ALD) has
also drawn interest from the SRF community recently, especially for depositing insulating layers in multilayer structures [5].
The first investigations of the novel parameter space for
HiPIMS-coated S(I)S structures, incorporating also (PE)ALD-coated insulating layers as well as the further developments of the previously studied SIS structures, based on
the QPR sample tests, are detailed in this paper.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The multilayer S(I)S structures in the form of Nb/(AlN/
AlxOy)/NbN, as illustrated in Fig. 1, were coated mainly
onto silicon as witness samples in order to study in detailed
the deposition parameters as well as onto the bulk Nb and
the OFHC Cu substrates for comparison of the substrate
material effects on the deposited films.

Figure 1: The schematic representation of the designed
S(I)S structures together with their chosen deposition techniques.
The superconducting layers were coated by (reactive)HiPIMS via a fully automated coating machine (CC800) of
CemeCon AG GmbH at University of Siegen as shown in
Fig. 2.

Figure 2: The overview of the sputtering machine (CC800)
capable of DCMS and HiPIMS at University of Siegen
(USI) - adapted from [6].
The coating machine contains three cathodes powered
by ADL DC power supplies. The RRR 300 niobium sputtering target with dimensions of 88×100×10 mm3, installed
on the central cathode, which can be operated at either
DCMS or HiPIMS mode, is used for the deposition of both
Nb and NbN superconducting thin films under 100% argon
gas (99.999 Vol-%) and argon/nitrogen reactive gas-mixture atmospheres, respectively. The aluminium target, with
dimensions of 490×100×10 mm3, located next to the Nb
target, as shown in Fig. 2, was used to coat in-situ AlN insulating layers (DCMS-AlN*) under 100% nitrogen gas
(99.999 Vol-%) atmosphere similarly as detailed in [7].
The adjustment of the deposition pressures of both normal
and reactive sputtering processes was done via the mass
flow controllers and the resulted process pressures were
monitored via the Baratron capacitance manometer. The
programmable shutter system is used to protect sputtering
targets from any unwanted contamination during the baking, MF etching, and target cleaning as well as the deposition procedures.
The realization of uniform thickness profiles along the
inner walls of the cavities is indispensable for practical accelerator applications. In order to obtain uniform film
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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thickness profiles, a special machine code has been developed via GUI programming for CC800 which allowed the
rotatable table of the machine to be rocked at a certain rocking angle in front of the sputtering target during the deposition procedures. The measured distance is 55 mm when
the table stays stationary opposite to the target system.
Based on the initial parameter studies [6] as well as some
previous studies [7,8], the process temperature was kept
constant at 400°C, corresponding to 180±5°C on the substrate surface. The HiPIMS parameters such as frequency
[Hz] and pulse width [µs] were kept at constant values of
1000 Hz and 100 μs for most of the deposition processes
of both Nb and NbN films based on the initial optimizations done in the range of 1000 to 2000 Hz, and 60 to 200
µs for the frequency, and the pulse width, respectively. The
applied substrate bias was in DC mode in all deposition
processes. The other parameters are detailed in Table 1.
Table 1: The Certain Window of the Novel Deposition
Parameters for HiPIMS-coated S(I)S Structures
Material

Cathode
Power
[W]

Substrate
Bias
[V]

Deposition
Pressure
[mbar]

N2 Content [%]

Nb
(AlN*)
NbN

600-900
3500
600-750

0-50
0
0-50

2.0 × 10-2
6.0 × 10-3
2.0-2.7 × 10-2

0
100
8, 9

The ex-situ insulating layers, AlN and AlxOy, were
coated at CHyN / UHH by (PE)-ALD, and thermal ALD
techniques, respectively.
The superconducting properties (e.g., the superconducting critical temperature (Tc), and the entry field (Ben ~ Bc1)
of the deposited samples were characterized at IEE SAS
via the vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) technique.
The deposition parameters of HiPIMS-coated SIS and
SS structures, analysed with Cu-QPR sample tests at HZB,
are detailed in Table 2.
Table 2: The Deposition Parameters of S(I)S Structures
Material

Cathode
Power
[W]

Substrate
Bias
[V]

Deposition
Pressure
[mbar]

N2 Content
[%]

Nb
(AlN*)
NbN

400
3500
400

50
0
50

8.0 × 10-3
6.0 × 10-3
2.5 × 10-2

0
100
10

The materials characterizations of all deposited films
were done via SEM, EDX, and XRD at USI.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The duty cycle of HiPIMS plays a crucial role in obtaining high quality thin films with desired morphological and
microstructural properties. As shown in Fig. 3, the lower
duty cycle depositions of HiPIMS-coated NbN films tend
to promote better structural morphologies while leading to
the formation of δ-NbN phase with (200) orientation compared to the higher duty cycle depositions which seem to
result in less desired film morphologies and microstructures while enhancing δ-NbN (111) phase formation.
TUPOTK016
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a)

c)

b)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 3: The SEM images of HiPIMS-coated NbN at: a)
1000 Hz, b) 2000 Hz, c) 60 µs, d) 200 µs. The X-ray diffractograms of the aforementioned films as a function of:
e) frequency, f) pulse width.
As expected, the application of the negative substrate
bias seems to enhance the density of the films relatively
compared to the unbiased HiPIMS coating of SS structures
(NbN films on Nb layers); however, the crystalline structure transits into completely non-superconducting phase
(e.g., Nb5N6) from the desired δ-NbN (111) phase, as
shown in Fig. 4, in particular at these high cathode powerdepositions (the bottom layer: Nb (at 900W) / the top layer:
NbN (at 750W)).

c)

Figure 5: The substrate material effects on the crystallinity
of the HiPIMS-coated NbN films.
Table 3: The VSM Results of HiPIMS-NbN coated on
Different Substrates
Substrate

Ben [Oe]

1. ALD-Alumina / Si

80

Tc [K]
15

2. PE-ALD-AlN / Si

100

15

3. Bulk Nb

1060

15.8

4. Bulk Cu

110

16.1

As seen in Fig. 6, the insulating layer changes the morphology of SIS as compared to the SS structure.

a)
c)

b)

a)
Figure 6: The SEM images of surface and cross-section of
a) SIS, and b) SS structures. c) The EDX data of SIS.

b)

Figure 4: The SEM images of SS structures: a) at 0 V, b) 50 V. c) The crystallinity shift as a function of bias.
Along with the surface quality of the substrate (i.e., cavity surface), onto which thin films are to be coated, the material of the substrate is paramount important too as it
changes not only the material properties, but also the superconducting properties significantly as shown in Fig. 5
and Table 3. The best crystallinity as well as the highest
critical superconducting temperature for HiPIMS-coated
NbN films was observed on bulk copper substrate. Both exsitu insulating layers, thermal ALD-coated AlxOy and PEALD-coated AlN, seemed to suppress Tc values compared
to the bulk metallic substrates in correlation to the induced
poorer crystallinity in HiPIMS-coated NbN films.
TUPOTK016
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CONCLUSION
The recent studies regarding the RF performance of HiPIMS-coated SIS versus SS structures with the improved
quadrupole resonator (QPR) yielding higher resolution
measurements of flat samples [9], point out that both multilayer structures enhance Q0 similarly [10]. Further investigations are needed to establish stronger correlations between S(I)S structures and their SRF performance.
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COMBINED IN-SITU QEXAFS AND XRD INVESTIGATIONS ON
Nb-TREATMENTS IN N2 GAS ATMOSPHERES
AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES*
P. Rothweiler†, F. Eckelt, L. Voss, S. Paripsa, D. Lützenkirchen-Hecht††,
University of Wuppertal, Wuppertal, Germany
Abstract
Thin polycrystalline Nb metal foils were treated in N2
gas atmospheres at elevated temperatures of 900 °C up to
1200 °C. A combination of transmission mode Quick Xray absorption spectroscopy (QEXAFS) at the Nb-K-edge
and X-ray diffraction (XRD) used in parallel were used to
investigate changes in the atomic short and long-range
structure of the bulk Nb-material in-situ. A dedicated
high-vacuum heating cell with a base pressure of 10-6
mbar was used to perform the heat treatments under a
vacuum and nitrogen gas atmosphere. The treatments
typically included (i) a preheating at 900 °C under highvacuum, (ii) treatment in 3 mbar nitrogen gas at the desired temperature, and (iii) cooling down to room temperature under vacuum conditions. The QEXAFS and XRD
data were collected in parallel during the entire process
with a time resolution of 4 s. While the samples treated at
900 °C show the typical N-uptake to the octahedral interstitial sites, the samples treated at higher temperatures
show the growth of distinct niobium nitride phases.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays almost all Nb-cavities used for particle accelerators are treated in N2-atmospheres to improve their
performance, in particular Q-factor, accelerating gradient,
superconductivity, etc. Therefore, several different treatment recipes like the Nb-doping [1], Nb-infusion [2] or
mid-T-bake [3] have been worked out, variating the
treatment temperature duration and used gas pressures.
Recent studies on the N-doping have shown that the Natoms are likely to occupy the interstitial octahedral sites
of the Nb unit cells [4]. Additional to this effect Nb is
known to tend to build up Nitrides with growing temperatures. This is crucial information to treat the cavities in
the way wanted. In the presented work thin Nb metal
foils are treated in N2-atmospheres at temperatures
between 900 and 1200 °C, investigated by using insitu EXAFS and XRD measurements. In the following,
the first prom-ising results of the ongoing studies will be
presented.

oil-free turbo-molecular pump (base pressure 10-6 mbar),
and a combination of fine leak and magnetic valves to
control the treatment process. The main chamber has two
air-cooled Kapton windows and a ZnSe-window for infrared-temperature measurements. Additionally, there are
two thermocouples inside the cell. The experiments were
performed at Beamline P64, PETRA III at Desy [6], for
the XRD measurements a Pilatus 100K pixel detector was
used.

Figure 1: Photography of high-temperature vacuum cell
[6] at P64 PETRA III at Desy mounted on the beamlines
diffractometer and the Pilatus 100K pixel detector in the
upper right-hand corner. The inset in the upper left-hand
corner shows an Nb-metal-foil in the sample holder underneath the heat shield., the inset below shows the cell’s
air-cooled ZnSe- and Kapton windows.
The treatments (Fig. 2) typically consist of a preheating phase in a vacuum at a temperature of 900 °C for
60 min (if not mentioned differently in the following,
temperatures are measured at the heater), followed by the
treatment in a 3 mbar N2-atmosphere at a dedicated temperature. After this, the cooldown is performed under
vacuum conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The EXAFS and XRD measurements were
performed in a dedicated high-temperature vacuum cell
(Fig. 1) [5]. The cell features a ceramic heating plate
allowing tem-peratures up to 1200 °C (heating rate
~350 °C/min), an
___________________________________________
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Figure 2: Time course of an exemplary treatment process
consisting of three steps: (i) heating in vacuum at 900 °C
of 60 min, (ii) treatment in N2 gas atmosphere at a pressure of 3.3 mbar and a certain temperature between 900
°C and 1200 °C and (iii) the cool down to room temperature under vacuum condition.

Figure 3: EXAFS and XANES data of an Nb-metal-foil
treated in an N2 atmosphere for 60 min at 900 °C and a
pressure of 3.3 mbar with the time development from blue
to green.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following, the results of the in-situ XRD and
QEXAFS investigations will be shown.

The QEXAFS Measurements
Figure 3 shows the time development of the X-ray absorption near-edge spectra (XANES) of an Nb-metal-foil
treated in an N2 gas atmosphere for 60 min at 900 °C and
a pressure of 3.3 mbar. The time development is shown
from blue to green. In the data it can be seen, that during
the process there is a slight edge shift to higher energies
visible, so there is no oxidation measurable, which would
cause a more pronounced shift in the binding energy,
while the N-uptake to the octahedral interstitial sites of
the Nb unit cell is the reason for it. At the same time, the
N-uptake causes a change in the XANES structure. Here
isosbestic points are visible that hint towards the assumption of the presence of just two different phases in the
sample which consists of normal Nb unit cells and Nb
unit cells with an N-atom in the octahedral interstitial site.
This could already be shown in previous investigations
[4].
For the foil treated at 1100 °C (Fig. 4) a shift of the absorption edge to higher energies can be obtained. This
underpins the assumption of oxidation at this temperature
from the XRD data is either caused by nitrogen or oxygen. Additionally, the development in the XANES is more
intense than for the foil treated at 900 °C. This will be
caused by the oxidation as well, but at the same time by a
faster N-uptake to the octahedral interstitial sites caused
by higher activation energy. At the same time, an out
washing of the isosbestic points is notable which is a sign
of the development of at least one additional phase. To get
a clearer result on which of the two new phases is the
more dominant one phase fits have to be done in the future as well.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 4: Time development from blue to green for the
EXAFS and XANES data of an Nb-metal-foil treated for
60 min at 1100 °C in an N2 atmosphere at a pressure of
3.3 mbar.

The XRD Measurements
While the data of the Nb-foil treated at 900 °C did not
show any visible changes in the XRD data during the
treatment, this can be explained by the fact, that the
amount of Nb unit cells with N-occupied interstitial octahedral sites is still below a percentage of 2 % [4] (apart of
small reversible changes caused by the heating and cooling itself). The foil treated at 1100 °C shows changes in
the diffractogram during the time of processing. This time
development is shown in Fig. 5 (a) as a comparison of the
heated sample before and after the treatment. Fig. 5 (b)
shows reference data of the Nb cubic and hexagonal unit
cell and for beta-Nb2N. It is visible that the Bragg-Peaks
of the cubic Nb-metal cell, that exist already before the
treatment show a slight shift to smaller angles after the
treatment. This might be caused by the uptake of N to at
least some of the octahedral interstitial sites of Nb-cubic
unit cells. Additionally, during the treatment new peaks
arise that can be related to the beta-Nb2N unit cell, which
is the typical phase for Nb with an amount of up to 10 %
of N atoms, and the hexagonal Nb-metal unit cell. This
unit cell normally occurs typically in high-pressure or
very high-temperature environments. For this phase, additional investigations have to be performed to evaluate the
TUPOTK018
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reason for its formation. Additionally, phase fits of the
data should be performed in the near future.
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Figure 5: (a) XRD data of the hot Nb-metal-foil before
(red) and after (black) the treatment in the N2 atmosphere
for 60 min at 1100 °C and a pressure of 3.3 mbar, (b)
calculated reference diffractograms for cubic (black) and
hexagonal Nb-metal unit cells (red) as wells as the betaNb2N phase unit cell (green).

CONCLUSION
According to the results shown for the QEXAFS measurements significant different processes could be obtained
for treatments at 900 °C and 1100 °C. While the sample
treated at 900 °C shows evidences for the N-uptake into
the interstitial octahedral sites of the Nb-cubic unit cell,
the sample treated at 1100 °C seemed to develop at least
three different phases and the XANES data shows a higher impact of structural changes in the short range. This
assumption is supported by the result from the in parallel
measured XRD data. Here the treatment showed a high
impact even on the far range structure of the sample in
form of peak shifting and the development of new peaks
related to the hexagonal Nb-metal phase and the betaNb2N phase. For further, more precise assumptions additional phase fittings of the QEXAFS- and XRD-data
should be performed in the near future.
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Abstract
INFN LASA is developing some PIP-II 𝛽 = 0.61 cavity
prototypes so to setup a high-Q recipe allowing to reach
the PIP-II performance target in view of the series production. A single cell cavity was treated with a baseline recipe,
whereas a multicell cavity underwent a mid-T bake step as
final surface treatment. Both cavities were then tested at the
LASA vertical experimental facility. The test results are here
reported and discussed. Basing on the satisfactory results
so far obtained, a strategy for the qualification and upgrade
of the LASA vertical test facility is outlined.

INTRODUCTION
INFN LASA is appointed to build 40 650 MHz 𝛽 = 0.61
superconducting cavities that will constitute the low-beta
(LB) section of the PIP-II Linac. Specifications for operation
in the machine are 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 = 16.9 MV m−1 with a 𝑄0 ≥ 2.4 ⋅
1010 . Given such challenging target, the treatment recipe
has been based on Electropolishing (EP) as main surface
removal treatment. The bulk EP will be the starting point of
a so-called “high-Q” surface recipe.
The definition of the whole treatment sequence is under
way. In parallel with the activities carried out at FNAL [1],
INFN-LASA is conducting an analogous R&D effort, on
single and multi-cell cavity prototypes, manufactured at the
company Zanon Research & Innovation Srl. Some of the
cavities were shared with FNAL, in sake of a joint effort on
many technical issues that need to be addressed. The final
goal is the definition of the specifications for the fabrication
of the forthcoming cavity series production.

PROTOTYPES TREATMENT VALIDATION
STRATEGY
The first phase of the treatment optimization activity consisted on the setup of the Electropolishing plant operating at
the company Zanon Research & Innovation Srl. The facility
is the same employed in the series production of XFEL [2]
and LCLS-II [3] 1.3 GHz superconducting cavities. Due to
the different size and geometry of PIP-II LB cavities, the
treatment parameters were finely tuned by several short EP
trials carried out on the single-cell prototype B61S-EZ-002
so to optimize smoothness, removal rate and iris/equator
removal ratio [4]. Pivotal was the installation of Aluminum
cathode enlargements in correspondence of the cells, which
noticeably increased the current density at the equators.
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Afterwards, the activity proceeded with the definition of a
baseline treatment recipe, which served as a reference for the
forthcoming treatments. Among the various recipes which
are nowadays available, the so-called mid-T bake [5] and the
2/0 nitrogen doping [6] were chosen as possible candidates,
since they guarantee high-Q operation at a medium accelerating field. The aforementioned recipes are discussed here
in the specific case of the PIP-II 650 MHz LB cavity.

The Baseline Recipe
The baseline recipe was applied on the single cell cavity
B61S-EZ-002. The treatment steps went along the same
lines of the XFEL 1.3 GHz cavity production, in the “final
EP” scheme. At first, a bulk EP of 150 µm removed the
damaged layer on the inner RF surface. Then, the cavity
was heat treated at 800 °C for 2 hours to degas the hydrogen
adsorbed by the Niobium during the fabrication and the surface treatment. After this, the cavity proceeded with a 25 µm
final EP. Differently to XFEL, the “cold” EP regime was
adopted. In this variant, a lower acid temperature (around
8 °C) is used so to yield a lower average temperature on
cavity surface (around 12 °C). Cold EP allows to obtain
a smoother surface and a more uniform removal over the
cavity [7], therefore limiting non-linear losses increasing
power dissipation at higher fields [8]. Eventually, the baseline recipe ended with the low temperature baking (48 hours
at 120 °C in UHV conditions), whose goal is to get rid of
the high-field Q-slope.

The Nitrogen Doping Recipe
Nitrogen doping allows to obtain high Q values at medium
accelerating fields, and it has been applied with success
during the LCLS-II cavity production. Anyway, some issues
emerged in the case of 650 GHz LB cavities [1]. The anti-Q
slope typical of 1.3 GHz cavities is absent even though a
decrease in BCS surface resistance is evident. On the other
side, an increase in residual resistance was also noticed, due
to an increase in trapped flux sensitivity. A 𝑇 > 900 °C
annealing is needed to recover the magnetic flux properties
of the material. This in turn may affect the mechanical
stability of the cavity. The impact of these issues on the
cavity operation in the cryomodule is under investigation.
The first trials of doping performed by FNAL confirmed
that nitrogen doping recipe enables higher Q operation w.r.t.
baseline treatments. INFN-LASA will apply the same recipe
on the B61S-EZ-003 single cell cavity. After a bulk EP
treatment of 150 µm, the cavity will be annealed in UHV at
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900 °C for 3 hours. Then, the temperature will be ramped
down to 800 °C to perform the nitrogen doping procedure in
the so called “2/0” scheme. This consists of a 2 min nitrogen
injection at a 25 mTorr pressure without any soak period
before the ramp-down to room temperature. Eventually, the
cavity will proceed with a final cold EP. The final removal
amount is essential so to perfectly tune the nitrogen interstitial concentration at the RF surface. Due to the different
shape and size, this value is expected to be different from
the LCLS-II case. The definition of the optimum removal is
currently under investigation.

Table 1: Prototype Cavities Processing Strategy
Cavity
B61S-EZ-002
(single cell)

B61-EZ-002
(multi-cell)

The Mid-T Bake Recipe
Aiming to find an alternative high-Q treatment, the mid-T
bake recipe was chosen. This recipe has been successfully
employed [5, 9] with outstanding performances in terms
of 𝑄0 values at low and medium fields, also for 650 MHz
cavities [10], even though the impact of such treatment on
the residual resistance is still under study. This recipe was
applied on the multicell B61-EZ-002 cavity.
Such recipe started with the same sequence of operations
of the baseline, up to the final cold EP. Afterwards, the cavity
is baked at 300 °C for 3 hours under UHV, so to allow the redistribution of oxygen content in the subsurface layer, which
inhibits the hydride segregation which would introduce additional losses in the RF layer [11]. After that, the cavity
was exposed to air so to allow the regrowth of the 𝑁𝑏2 𝑂5
layer. No additional surface removal has to be performed, so
to not affect the oxygen profile. Particular care was therefore
undertaken to preserve surface cleanliness during the 300 °C
bake itself and on the following preparation steps.
The status of INFN LASA experimental activity on PIPII prototypes is summarized in Table 1. In addition to
what already stated, a mid-T bake treatment is foreseen on
the baseline-treated single cell B61S-EZ-002, with a higher
annealing temperature (900 °C). Multi-cell cavity B61S-EZ002 will instead undergo a complete jacketing procedure so
to validate the fabrication sequence up to installation in the
cryomodule. The fate of cavity B61-EZ-003 will depend
upon its experimental performances.

B61S-EZ-003
(single cell)

1st treatment

2nd treatment

“Baseline”:

“Mid-T bake”:

150 µm bulk EP
800 °C 2h HT
25 µm cold EP
120°C 48h bake

“Mid-T bake”:

30 µm bulk EP
900 °C 3h HT
5 µm cold EP
300 °C 3h bake

“Jacketing” :

150 µm bulk EP
800 °C 2h HT
5 µm cold EP
300 °C 3h bake

Tank welding with
full diagnostics
equipment

“𝑁2 doping:”

to be planned

150 µm bulk EP
900 °C 2h HT
2/0 𝑁2 @ 800 °C
7 µm cold EP

out. The test was then repeated, and a slight degradation
of 𝑄0 at high fields was noticed, together with the increase
of radiation of an order of magnitude. This behavior is
probably due to a change in the emitter topology induced
by local RF heating. By fitting these radiation data with
the Fowler-Nordheim law, one indeed obtains 𝛽 = 120 and
𝛽 = 180 field enhancement factors for the first and second
test, respectively.

VERTICAL TEST RESULTS
After the treatment, cavity B61S-EZ-002 and B61-EZ002 were tested in INFN LASA vertical test facility. The
cryostat allows to reach temperatures as low as 1.5 K. The
cavity test stand is equipped with diagnostics for quench
events (second sound, fast thermometry) and field emission
(photodiodes, external proportional counter and NaI scintillator) [12]. Typical cooldown rate is around 1 K min−1 so
the residual magnetic field (max. 8 mG) in the cryostat inner
volume is expected to be completely trapped.
The vertical test result for single cell cavity B61S-EZ002 is shown in Fig. 1. In the first test at 2 K the cavity
reached 30 MV m−1 , with high-field Q-slope and moderate
field emission (FE in the following) starting at 15 MV m−1 .
In order to mitigate FE, a 40 min RF processing w carried
TUPOTK020
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Figure 1: 𝑄0 vs 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 for single cell B61S-EZ-002 before
and after high-field RF processing. The radiation level is
also shown on the secondary axis.
The vertical test result for multi-cell cavity B61S-EZ-002
is shown in Fig. 2. In the first test at 2 K the cavity experienced some multipacting activity between 7 and 12 MV m−1 ,
associated with radiation. Then, the behavior suddenly
changed just above 20.8 MV m−1 , with the abrupt rise of radiation and a Q-degradation. The test was then repeated again
from low fields so to avoid He-bath instabilities. At first,
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this second rise followed the same trend of the previous one.
Then, the radiation started to rise from 14 MV m−1 , with a
simultaneous drop of the 𝑄0 . The radiation level exponentially increased up until the cavity quenched, at 23 MV m−1 .
This can be explained assuming the irreversible activation
of a field emitter induced by RF heating at high fields. Such
mechanism has been already described in [13]. Comparing

Figure 3: experimental and simulated 𝑄0 vs 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 for cavity
B61-EZ-002 test #2. The calculated 𝑃𝐹𝐸 is plotted on the
secondary axis. The emitter position is shown in the insert.

Figure 2: 𝑄0 vs 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 for multi-cell B61-EZ-002 before and
after emitter activation. The radiation level is also shown on
the secondary axis.
the two curves shown in Fig. 2, one can state that the Qvariation at a given field level is due to the power dissipated
in electron current, 𝑃𝐹𝐸 , which is drained from the RF field
in the cavity. This contribution adds to the power dissipated
by cavity walls, 𝑃𝑑 , so that the overall dissipated power becomes 𝑃𝑑′ = 𝑃𝑑 + 𝑃𝐹𝐸 . Hence, the 𝑄0 in presence of FE is
given by 𝑄0′ =

(𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑙)2
𝑅 ′ .
𝑄 𝑃𝑑

Rearranging, one obtains:
𝑅

1
1
𝑄 𝑃𝐹𝐸
=
+
′
𝑄0 𝑄0 (𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 𝑙)2

(1)

Where 𝑄0 refers to the first test (no FE) and 𝑄0′ to the second
(with FE). 𝑃𝐹𝐸 is a function of 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 and, considering energy
conservation, can be calculated as 𝑃𝐹𝐸 = 𝑇1 ∑ 𝐸𝑘 , namely
𝑅𝐹
the sum of the impact energies of electrons emitted in a RF
cycle divided by the RF period.
Basing on these considerations, the impact of FE has been
modeled by a simulation based on Fishpact [14] code. More
details on the program will be given in a future article. The
experimental data reported in Fig. 2 were used to evaluate
the FE contribution to the Q drop in the second test due to
the emitter activation. A 𝛽=300 field enhancement factor
was derived by fitting the dose rate vs 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 with the FowlerNordheim law. Such value has been used to reconstruct
the FE-generated electron pattern for every 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 value, by
probing different emission sites until a matching between
simulated electron impact energies and the X-ray spectrum
measured by the scintillator is found. The calculated overall
power 𝑃𝐹𝐸 was then used to reconstruct the second test
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curve 𝑄0′ starting from the first test 𝑄0 , by means of equation
(1). Assuming an emitter surface of S=1 × 10−15 m2 placed
nearby iris 2, one obtains the calculated curve shown in
Fig. 3. The resulting site is shown in the insert.

CONCLUSIONS
The R&D acvitiy on PIP-II LB cavity prototypes at INFN
LASA is ongoing. At the present day, a single cell cavity
was processed by means of a baseline recipe and a multicell
cavity was processed by a mid-T bake based recipe. In the
next future, new surface treatments are planned. According
to the experimental results here shown, cavity performances
approach the qualification goal of 𝑄0 ≥ 2.4 ⋅ 1010 at 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 =
16.9 MV m−1 . It must be stressed that the tests were done
in a slow cooldown regime so that the Q-values are affected
by the contribution of residual magnetic field. The future
infrastructure upgrades are expected to boost these values
above the qualification target.
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Abstract

Table 1: ESS Medium Beta Cavities Main Parameters

The INFN LASA contribution to the European Spallation Source ERIC (European Research Infrastructure Consortium) Superconducting Linac is focused on supplying
36 cavities for the Medium Beta section of the proton accelerator. Twenty eight cavities have been fully qualified
and delivered to CEA for integration into the cryomodules.
We present the status of the activities dedicated to completing our contribution both by applying alternative surface
treatments with respect to the series vertical BCP and by
procuring new cavities.

INTRODUCTION
The European Spallation Source (ESS) ERIC will be,
once in operation, the most intense neutron source in the
world [1]. ESS make use of a superconducting linac section
to accelerate a 62.5 mA proton beam to an energy of 2 GeV.
This powerful beam will then be delivered to a target station
for producing a neutron beam by the spallation process [2].
The 5 MW beam will be pulsed at 14 Hz with each pulse
being 2.86 ms long. This long pulse operation is a real challenge and, to achieve this and save in cost, superconducting
cavities are required and they need to operated at high accelerating gradient.
INFN Milano - LASA contributes, as part of the Italian InKind contribution, to the Medium Beta (� = 0.67) Section
of the ESS Superconducting Linac with thirty-six cavities
that will boost the proton beam energy from 216 MeV up
to 571 MeV [3, 4]. Table 1 reports the key parameters of
the INFN MB cavities. Ref. [5] reports a discussion on
the rationale for the cavity electromagnetic and mechanical
parameters selection and the path towards the final design
of the resonator.
In this paper, we briefly present the status of the project
and then we will report on the results of the cavities tested
so far. A dedicated section is reserved for discussing ongoing activities related to the qualification of the last batch
of cavities needed to complete our contribution.

PROJECT STATUS
The ESS Medium Beta cavity production is now in a well
advanced phase.
The description of the production process and of the related Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC)
∗
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Parameter
Riris
Geometrical �
�-mode Frequency
Acc. length
Cell-to-cell coupling k
�-5�/6 mode sep.
Geometrical factor G
Optimum beta, �� ��
Max R/Q at �� ��
Eacc at �� ��
Epeak /Eacc
Epeak
Bpeak /Eacc
Q0 at nominal gradient
Qext

Value
50 mm
0.67
704.42 MHz
0.855 m
1.55 %
0.70 MHz
198.8 Ω
0.705
374 Ω
16.7 MV/m
2.55
42.6 MV/m
��
4.95 ��/�
>5×109
7.8×105

steps have been already presented in previous papers (see
[6] for the most recent update).
Here, we only remind that the production of the cavities is
divided, also for QC, in five Acceptance Levels (AL) namely:
• AL1: Cavity after Electron Beam welding
• AL2: Cavity Bu˙ered Chemical Polished and RF tuned
• AL3: Cavity integrated and ready for Vertical Test
• AL4: Cavity successfully tested in cryogenic operation
• AL5: Cavity delivered to CEA for integration into cryomodule
Twenty eight cavities have successfully reached the final
step AL5 and are now integrated at CEA in the cryomodule
named CM01 to CM07, hosting four cavities each.
In Fig. 1, we report the result of the qualification test
i.e. the quality factor (� 0 ) versus the accelerating gradient
(� ��� ) measured at 2 K at the AMTF facility in DESY [7].
All the qualified cavities have a very high � 0 in the region
of 2×1010 at low accelerating field. Even at the reference
ESS goal gradient of 16.7 MV/m, the quality factor is well
above 1×1010 With respect to the ESS Reference Power
(ERP), the performance of the Medium Beta cavities allow
operation between one half and one fourth of the foreseen
nominal cryogenic power.
Figure 2 reports the measured X-ray level reached during
the previous mentioned test versus the accelerating field for
the detector placed below the cavity. A second detector
is placed on top of the cryostat during operation [8]: this
TUPOTK021
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Figure 1: ESS Medium Beta Cavities qualification power rise at 2 K, the nominal working temperature. ERP corresponds
to the cryogenic power consumption at the ESS goal of 5×109 at 16.7 MV/m.
detector usually measures lower radiation level w.r.t. the
lower one and hence it has not be considered in this analysis.
The lower orange band in the plot corresponds to the
detection limit of the apparatus at DESY. The Vertical yellow
region is the region where it is possible to have multipacting
(MP) activity [9]. Finally the vertical line shows the ESS
reference gradient. Besides few cavities, all the qualified
cavities shows no or very limited activity.
The only few cavities that showed X-ray emission during
test had, anyhow, radiation level acceptable for operation in
the Linac and were accepted by ESS. It is also worthwhile
to mention that only one cavity showed radiation consistent
with a soft MP activity in the resonator during test and that
could be easily processed away.

Figure 2: ESS Medium Beta Cavities X-ray emission during
power rise. "Orange" band represents the threshold limit of
the detection system while the "Yellow" area indicates the
MP region of the MB cavity.
TUPOTK021
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NEW CAVITY PROCESSES
A big e˙or t is on-going to qualify the low performance
cavities. We deeply analyzed all the main steps relative to
the production process at the company, searching for possible critical issues. A first successful result was obtained
designing a new head for the HPR system that allowed a better cleaning of the cell steep wall, leading to a suppression
of the field emission and, consequently, of the full recovery
of one cavity (see ref [6]). On other cavities, HPR was not
as successful as on the previous mentioned cavity. The performance of the cavities not yet qualified is reported in Fig.
3. The plot shows that we have two kind of low performance
cavities, the first limited by Eacc , the second limited both
by Eacc and Q0 , with a significant Q drop already at low
gradient.

Figure 3: Power rise for ESS MB cavities that do no reach
specifications.
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All low performance cavities are not a˙ected by field
emission. For the low Eacc and low Q0 cavities, the Q drop
already at low accelerating fields is a hint of a consistent
dissipating e˙ect without radiation. An hypothesis raise
after results obtained during the inner optical inspection performed on low performance cavities that revealed the presence of grooves, mainly distributed along the cell steep wall
and on the iris areas. We did several analysis on cell surface,
also using replicas that we analyzed by 3D optical microscope. Models presented in literature [10, 11] attributed to
these features a dissipation mechanism compatible with our
measurement. To overcome this issue, we started to develop
several recovery strategies, mainly trying to improve BCP
process parameters (see [12]) and also investigating possible
other surface treatments that might reduce the final surface
roughness like Electropolishing (EP) and rotational BCP.

Electropolishing - Retreatment of Cavity M024
Cavity M024 barely reached 8 MV/m with a significant
Q-drop in its first vertical test, as naked cavity, performed
at the INFN LASA test facility. In order to improve its
performance, the cavity underwent a new surface processing
procedure, based on EP as main surface treatment. The goal
of this treatment is to exploit the smoothing e˙ect of EP [13]
so to get rid of - or at least mitigate - the many geometrical
defects which emerged on the cavity surface after the bulk
BCP treatment.
The EP plant at the vendor was already optimized for the
treatment of PIP-II 650 MHz prototypes, whose shape and
size is similar to that of the ESS Medium Beta cavities. The
main upgrades were the installation of Aluminium enlargements on the cathode in correspondence with cavity equators,
to locally increase the current density, and the installation of
an additional external water chiller to control the temperature increase due to the EP reaction at irises and beam tubes,
if needed. In the case of ESS cavity re-treatments, a 23 °C
temperature set-point on cavity external surface has been
chosen to drive the EP reaction to equilibrium. Before the
EP process itself, a polarization curve vs � was acquired
to verify that the process parameters are set so to operate in
the current plateau regime needed for benefit the smoothing
e˙ect of EP.
Cavity M024 underwent a 100 µm total EP removal. Applied voltage was 17 V, which resulted in an average removal
rate of 0.17 µm/min. At the end of the treatment, the cavity
was visually inspected to check the surface finishing. Being
this satisfactory, the cavity proceeded to the following processing steps. At first, a 10 hours long 600 °C annealing in
UHV conditions so to get rid of the hydrogen introduced by
the treatment. Afterwards the cavity was tuned to goal frequency and field flatness. A final 10 µm EP was performed
in the "cold" regime, namely with a 12 °C temperature setpoint on cavity surface, with the intent of increasing surface
smoothness. In this case, a 0.09 µm/min average removal
rate is obtained. This data are in line with the one obtained
during the treatment of PIP-II LB prototype cavities [14].
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The first indications from the vertical test of cavity M024
are encouraging in term of accelerating field and quality
factor but further studies are still necessary for a final assessment.

Rotational BCP
Seven out of ten not yet qualified cavities have been already integrated into the He-tank. Integrated cavities have
the additional constrains that there is no possibility to tune
them and we have a marginal frequency budget to respect
the frequency goal set by the project.
For this reason, it is important to identify a solution capable to recover the cavity with the tank, for cost e˙ectiv eness
and time sparing. To proceed along this way, we have sent
cavity M028 to Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) that
has developed a horizontal BCP treatment. This treatment,
di˙erentl y from the vertical BCP process used during the
series production, should allow for a more uniform removal
with possibly less topological features on the surface.
M028 was sent to ANL in Summer 2021 and treated by
removing 25 µm as measured by Ultra Sound technique after
the process. The cavity came back to Italy and prepared for
vertical test. The cavity will be tested at CEA by the end of
June 2022.

New Cavity Production
To mitigate possible further delays, we have also started
the production of four additional cavities that will be treated
with EP process to avoid possible contribution from topological imperfections. All the cavities have been welded and
ready for EP bulk treatment.
Two of the cavities will be tested before proceeding with
integration to validate the new processing cycle. Afterwards,
all the cavities will be integrated and prepared for the qualification test at DESY before their delivery to CEA, foreseen
for the end of 2022, for integration into the cryomodule.
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CONCLUSION
The Italian In-Kind contribution to the ESS project with
the Medium Beta cavities is on going. Twenty eight out of
thirty six cavities have been delivered for integration into
the cryomodules.
An intense activity, devoted to the qualification of the
final eight cavities needed to complete the contribution, is
progressing along di˙erent paths aiming to recover both
integrated cavities as well as unjacketed cavities.
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Abstract
The status of INFN LASA contribution to the PIP-II project at Fermilab is reported in this paper. Experimental results and ongoing activities on prototypes are summarized
together with the development of related testing infrastructures. The series production of the 38 INFN LASA designed, 5-cell cavities with beta 0.61 for the LB650 section
of the PIP-II linac recently commenced, the status of major
procurements and associated activities is here below conveyed. All cavities will be produced and surface treated in
industry to reach the unprecedented performances required, qualified through vertical cold test at state-of-the
art infrastructures and delivered as linac-ready at the string
assembly site.

INFN LASA CONTRIBUTION
The Fermilab Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-II) Linac
[1, 2] is designed to deliver a 1.2 MW H -beam upgradable
to multi-MW to enable LBNF and DUNE neutrino physics
projects. The 800 MeV beam will be injected into the upgraded Booster Ring via a linac-to-booster transfer line and
it will then proceed to the Main Injector Ring.
The PIP-II linac features a flexible time structure for its
0.55 ms, 2 mA beam pulse in order to satisfy different experimental needs, with radiofrequency (RF) repetition rate
of 20 Hz pulsed but with components capable of supporting
continuous-wave (CW) operations.
A key section of the linac is the 650 MHz superconducting part with geometric beta factor of 0.61 (LB650) that
currently encloses 36 five-cell elliptical cavities in 9 cryomodules, accelerating beam from 177 MeV to 516 MeV.
Target cavity accelerating gradient is set at 16.9 MV/m
with a quality factor higher than 2.4 1010, an unprecedented
working point for this type of resonators.
INFN LASA firstly provided a novel electromagnetic
and mechanical design for the LB650 cavities [3], fully
compatible to the performances and technical interfaces
posed by the project as well with beam pipes and flanges,
power coupler, helium tank, tuner.
On December 4th, 2018, the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) and Italy’s Ministry of Education, Universities and
Research (MIUR) signed an agreement to collaborate on
the development and production of technical components
for PIP-II [4]. Following this milestone, on June 28th, 2021,
INFN president, A. Zoccoli, officially signed the finalized
INFN PIP-II Project Planning Document (PPD) [5].
INFN in-kind contribution will cover the needs of the
LB650 section of the linac, namely:
• Grand total of 40 SC cavities (36 plus 2 spares, and 2
initial prototypes) delivered as ready for string assembly, equipping a total of 9 cryomodules.
___________________________________________
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• Qualification via vertical cold-tests provided by INFN
either through the LASA test stand or through a qualified cold-testing partner infrastructure.
• Dual Acceptance Review, initially on INFN responsibility upon cold qualification and later under project
responsibility at the string assembly site.
• Compliance to the PIP-II Technical Review Plan, the
procedure issued by DOE and Fermilab in order to
meet PIP-II technical, schedule and budget commitments.

PIP-II LB650 CHALLENGES
A successful cavity design is the result of an interplay of
multiple state-of-the-art competences existing at INFNLASA in electromagnetic, mechanical and technical domains [6].
PIP-II LB650 cavities are themselves among the key scientifical challenges of the whole project, requiring:
• An unprecedented quality factor for these resonators,
e. g. more than four times higher than that of ESS cavities at a similar gradient.
• The proper surface treatment recipe, based in ElectroPolishing etching (EP), must be developed and qualified on these low-beta resonators.
• Assessment of High-Order Modes (HOMs) risks so
that neither instabilities nor additional cryogenic
losses pose critical issues.
• Deep understanding of Lorentz Force detuning, pressure sensitivity and mechanical leading parameters as
rigidities, yield limits, stresses [7]. PIP-II operational
scenario is an uncharted territory in terms of cavity detuning control, especially in view of foreseen pulsed
operation of these high loaded-Q cavities.
• Potential mutual compliancy to both European pressure vessel directives (PED) and U.S. codes (ASME)
shall be resolved.

PROTOTYPES AND OTHER
PRE-PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES
In total, seven PIP-II LB650 prototype cavities have
been produced counting both single and multi-cell, and
three of them are shared with Fermilab since early 2020 for
a joint development effort (Fig. 1).
The actual status and perspectives of each of these prototype cavities is resumed here below, more insights are instead reported in M. Bertucci at al. at this conference [8].

B61S-EZ-001 Single-Cell
• High-Q recipe at FNAL [9]: 160 μm bulk EP + 900˚C
heat treatment (HT) for 3 hours +2/0 N-Doping at
800°C + final EP.
TUPOTK022
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• Test at Fermilab-VTS, project goals met.
• Next: re-test at INFN LASA in view of the crucial harmonization of testing infrastructure performances and
outcomes.

B61S-EZ-002 Single-Cell

cavity region. In addition, current cryogenic transfer lines
setup and liquid helium mass flow availability at the LASA
infrastructure only allow for a small temperature time rate
across transition, about 1 K/min, therefore the reported residual field could be assumed as completely trapped.

• Baseline recipe: 150 μm bulk EP + 800˚C HT for 2
hours + 25 μm final EP + 120˚C bake for 48 hours.
• Vertical Test (VT) qualified at LASA (Fig. 1) without
fast cooling and active residual magnetic field compensation capabilities.
• Next: surface refresh, 900°C HT followed by mid-T
bake recipe. Re-test later in 2022.

B61S-EZ-003 Single-Cell
• Target recipe is High-Q treatment with 900°C HT and
N-doping.
• VT planned at LASA in 2022.

Figure 2: INFN B61_EZ_001 LB650 cavity for PIP-II after
final electron-beam welding.

B61-EZ-001
• Surface treated and successfully qualified at Fermilab
VTS both as naked and as jacketed [9]. Now targeted
for dressed, horizontal cavity test in Fermilab STC.
• Title transferred from INFN to Fermilab/DOE.

B61-EZ-002
• Prepared by INFN (Fig. 2) with 150 μm bulk EP +
800˚C HT for 2 hours + final cold EP + 300˚C bake
for 3 hours.
• Successful VT at LASA in October 2021 (Fig. 3) without fast cooling and active B-field compensation capabilities.
• Currently being jacketed in industry making use of
FMS-like [10] system to preserve the already qualified
inner cavity surface during the helium vessel integration process.
• Qualification VT is foreseen at LASA in 2022.

Figure 1: Q-vs-Eacc results for the INFN LB650 single cell
cavity test at LASA test stand, compared to PIP-II specifications.
Differently than Fermilab VTS [11], LASA VT infrastructure has its residual magnetic field value minimized
only by passive shielding and about 8 mG are left in the
TUPOTK022
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Figure 3: Q-vs-Eacc results for the INFN LB650 cavity test
at LASA test stand, compared to PIP-II specifications.

LASA INFRASTRUCTURE UPGRADE
LASA cavity vertical cold-test infrastructure has been
upgraded in many aspects in view of the LB650 cavities
qualification and in order to align to state-of-the-art test facilities in the PIP-II collaboration.
An inner, cylindrical magnetic shield in Cryoperm© has
been realized and installed to further reduce the residual
magnetic field in the cavity region of the test cryostat.
Cryogenic capabilities of SRF testing facility at LASA
have also been expanded on different fronts the goal being
a more efficient cold measurement strategy with less downtimes and capable to operate in continuous wave (CW)
mode.
• Higher cryogenic power for CW operation has been
achieved, from about 40 to 60 W @ 2 K (32 mbar) by
upgrading cold gas pumping line and pumps skids.
• Cryostat re-filling systems at 2.0 K – 32 mbar by
means of a counter-flow heat-exchanger followed by a
Joule-Thomson expander installed and commissioned.
Installed below the last copper thermal shield of the
vertical insert, this solution is designed to shorten the
amount of time used for liquid helium accumulation
while also extending, when needed, the cavity testing
time.
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Further upgrades are also being put in place for the vertical test insert in use for the PIP-II cavities (Fig. 4):
• Faster cool-down rate at SC transition through an optimized distribution of biphasic helium flow toward
and around the cavity.
• Active compensation of residual magnetic field
through Helmholtz coils, initially installed and commissioned for a LB650 single cell.

ments are met throughout the entire cavity cycle and
changes or non-conformances are properly handled.
The Quality Assurance and Control strategy includes, for
instance, defining quality requirements for procurement,
manufacture, assembly and testing processes, maintaining
necessary documentation, monitoring production quality
performance and identify opportunities for improvement or
review quality procedures.
An INFN PIP-II Quality Planning Workshop is to be held
this month to consolidate expectations and resources in
both teams.
The INFN Risk Management Plan document has also
been released together with a Risk register tailored to the
INFN scope of work.
A substantial effort is being put by INFN and partners’
teams in the scope of harmonizing quality controls at various laboratories by means of a Quality Control Alignment
Matrix and through the collaborative activity of the PIP-II
Quality Control Coordination Group.
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Figure 4: LASA VT inserts. On the left the one in use for
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Abstract
Nb3Sn Superconducting radiofrequency (SRF) cavities
has been researched and developed at Center for Applied
Superconducting Accelerator (CASA), KEK. One of effective tools for research on the performance of SRF cavities
is a temperature mapping (T-map) system for detecting
small increases in temperature. It is a thermometer array
positioned precisely on an outer surface of cavity wall.
Thermometer should cover at least from the range of typical operating temperature of 4 K to the transition temperature of 18 K, for the Nb3Sn SRF cavities. Therefore, carbon
resistor can not be used as a cheap thermometer due to low
sensitivity at this temperature range. In this proceeding, we
report the results of the test for various commercially available diodes as a thermometer for T-map system. The sensitivity, stability and the repeatability are measured, cooled
by a GM cryocooler.

INTRODUCTION
The key parameter of a superconducting radio frequency
(SRF) cavity are quality (Q) factor and accelerating gradient. One of effective method to investigate the performance
of SRF cavity is a temperature mapping (T-map) system for
detecting small increases in temperature while operating
SRF cavity [1, 2]. The T-map system consists of thermometer arrays positioned precisely on external surface of a
cavity wall. The number of thermometers used in ranges
from hundreds to thousands. There are commercially available thermometers with high accuracy and long-term stability. The price is, however, costly to use for the T-map
system. Previously, the T-map system has been researched
and developed by using resistor as a thermometer for low
temperature. Many articles have been published describing
their properties, such as resistance R and temperature T (RT curve) data [3, 4]. One of the advantages of a resistance
thermometer is that they can use a current-reversal technique to cancel the effects of thermal electromotive force
(thermal EMF). Nevertheless, the disadvantage is the small
change of resistance with temperature. It was found that the
resistance thermometer has a good accuracy and reproducibility at temperature below 4 K [5]. In contrast, the use of
a diode as thermometer makes wider operating temperature. The advantage of diode is that they have high sensitivity thermometer over the 1 K to 500 K temperature range
[6].
Center for Applied Superconducting Accelerator
(CASA)
at KEK has researched and developed next
___________________________________________
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generation of surface material for SRF cavities, that is
Nb3Sn. Owing to a higher critical temperature (Tc) of
Nb3Sn (∼18 K) comparing to Nb (∼9 K), Nb3Sn has allowed it to achieve higher Q factor than Nb in an operating
temperature of ∼4 K.
In this research, therefore, we focus on experimentally
investigate the behaviour of commercially available diode
as a cheap thermometer for low temperature use. The scope
of this research is to examine sensitivity, stability and repeatability of many types of commercially available diodes
from 2.7 K to 77 K cooled by a GM cryocooler.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental set up is shown in Figure 1. It consisted of a GM cryocooler inside the cryostat to maintain
the operating temperature from 2.7 K to 77 K, and a test
section for installing diode sensors. As described later,
commercially available diodes were installed to the test
section. The stainless steel plate (3mm-SUS), with a dimension of 120×120 mm, and 3 mm in thickness, was inserted between 2nd stage of a cryocooler and the test section
for thermal barrier, and thermal stability.
Cryocooler

1st-stage
Vacuum
chamber
MLI
1st-stage
thermal
shield

3mm-SUS

2ndstage

2nd-stage
thermal
shield

Test section

Temperature sensor

Figure 1: The experimental set up.

Test Section
The test section is shown in Figure 2. It has a dimension
of 120×120 mm, and 20 mm in thickness, made by copper.
It was designed for installing of nine diodes. There were
different sizes of holes for several types of the diodes, and
area for calibrated temperature sensor (DT-670 Silicon
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diode from Lake Shore) at the middle. There were also four
resistance heaters, with 10 ohm and 25 W, for controlling
the temperature of the test section.

Heater

10Ω 25W

Photo IC
For diodes
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Laser LED

Diode Voltage

10Ω 25W

was also plotted as a reference calibrated temperature sensor. The diode voltages increase with decreasing of the
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Figure 2: The test section.

Figure 3: Diode voltage versus temperature curve.

Commercially Available Diode

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
In order to ensure the experimental setup cooled by a
GM cryocooler, all diodes were also cooled by liquid nitrogen and their output voltage were compared at 77 K. Identical results were obtained for both cases. The diodes voltage was measured with the function of a temperature by
excitation constant current 10 μA to determine the sensitivities from 2.7 K to 77 K. Nine diodes that have good sensitivity were selected to test the stability and the repeatability. The stability, which is defined as standard deviation
of diodes voltage with sampling rate of 2 Hz for 10 minutes
(1,200 data) at each temperature. Finally, the repeatability
was also evaluated, by comparing the measured diodes
voltage of several test process rounds (test process round:
cooling down → experiment → warming up).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The experimental results of sensitivity, the stability, and
the repeatability of the diodes were reported in this section.

Sensitivity
Here, the sensitivity of a diode is defined as the change
in the diode voltage per unit change in temperature. The
diode voltage was measured at steady state for each temperature between 2.7 K to 77 K. Figure 3 shows plot of the
diode voltage and temperature (V-T curve) for seventeen
diodes. The data of DT-670 silicon diode from Lake Shore
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1-Blue LED Cannonball type
2-Green LED Cannonball type
3-Red LED Cannonball type
4-Orange LED Cannonball type
5-Red LED Surface mount type
6-Red LED Surface mount type
7-Yellow LED Surface mount type
8-Red LED Surface mount type
9-Laser LED
10-SBD SurfaceMount
11-SBD SurfaceMount
12-SBD SurfaceMount
13-SBD SurfaceMount
14-SBD-SiCSBD
15-Zenner SurfaceMount
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Several types of diodes were tested, namely, light emitting diode (LED), Schottky barrier diode (SBD), Zenner
diode, and Photo IC diode. There were seventeen of diodes
tested which are four LED cannonball types, four LED surface mount types, an LED laser type, four SBD surface
mount types, an SBD SiCSBD type, a Zenner diode surface
mount type, a Zenner diode normal type, and a Photo IC
diode.
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Figure 4: Sensitivity versus temperature curve of selected
diodes for stability and repeatability test.
temperature, and dramatically increase below the temperature of 40 K. In the Figure 3, it can be found that the same
type of diodes has similar temperature response. The LED
laser type and the photo IC diodes have temperature response similar with DT-670 silicon diode. Figure 4 shows
the sensitivity versus temperature for seventeen diodes. In
the Figure 4, it can be found that when consider temperature higher than 4 K, Two-red LED surface mount type (6
and 8) have high sensitivity of 294 mV/K (highest sensitivity) and 246 mV/K at 6 K and 5 K, respectively. They
have good sensitivity at the range of 3–40 K. Two LED
cannonball types (3 and 4), two LED surface mount type
(5 and 7), and Zenner diode normal type (16) have sensitivity of 50–125 mV/K, approximately, at the range of 3–
20 K. Two LED cannonball types (1 and 2), LED laser type
(9), all SBD surface mount types (10–13), Zenner surface
mount type (15) and Photo IC diode (17) have low sensitivity of 5–25 mV/K, approximately, at the range of 3–20
K but still this value is consistent with the one for DT-670.
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Remarkably, the sensitivity of the SBD SiCSBD type (14)
significantly increases at 30 K and again at 3 K. It could be
useful for an application below 3 K.

Stability and Repeatability
Before testing the stability and repeatability of diodes,
six diodes were selected (limited number of diodes installed in the test section) by considering of 1) high sensitivity: especially around 4 K to 20 K, 2) shape: for mounting and low heat capacity, and 3) low heat generation: low
diode voltage (this experiment used current of 10 μA). It
found that the selected diodes mostly were LED surface
mount type since they have high sensitivity and shape may
be suitable for installing at external surface of cavity wall.
It would also be better to select several types of diodes to
test and compare the results, thus one of LED cannonball
type, Zenner diode normal type, and one of the highest sensitivities of SBD surface mount type (even low sensitivity)
were also selected. Therefore, diode number 4, 6, 7 ,8, 12,
and 16 were selected.
Figure 5 (a)–(f) show experimental result of six-selected
diodes, in which stability (solid data) and repeatability
(open data) are plotted. The data for DT-670 silicon diode
are also shown as the reference. The stability and repeatability were evaluated as the standard deviation (SD) of
measured data. The value of SD of diode voltage was cali180
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SUMMARY
The experiment results, with excitation current 10 μA,
show that the sensitivities at 4 K are 224, 22, 112 mV/K for
LED, SBD, and Zenner, respectively. Their stability and repeatability are respectively 10 mK and 50 mK. The experimental result of commercially available diodes with sensitivity, stability, and repeatability are satisfied to employ
the diode as a thermometer not for only T-map of Nb3Sn,
which cool by a GM cryocooler, but also for general purpose of low temperature experiments.
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Figure 5: Standard division of stability and repeatability
tests: (a) LED cannonball, (b) Red LED surface mount, (c)
Yellow LED surface mount, (d) Red LED surface mount,
(e) SBD surface mount, and (f) Zenner diode.
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brated to temperature using the data in Figure 3. It is the
SD of measured diode voltages with sampling rate 2 Hz for
10 minutes (1,200 data), and the SD of four-rounds of test
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MULTIPACTING SIMULATION ON HALF-WAVE RESONATOR FOR
200 MeV ENERGY UPGRADE OF KOMAC PROTON LINAC*
J.J. Dang†, H.S. Kim, H.-J. Kwon, S. Lee,
Korea Multi-purpose Accelerator Complex,
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Gyeongju, Korea
Abstract
A superconducting radio frequency cavity has been developed for proton beam energy upgrade from 100 MeV to
more than 200 MeV at KOrea Multi-purpose Accelerator
Complex (KOMAC). The half-wave resonator (HWR) is
designed for the SRF linac. 350 MHz, beta = 0.56 HWR is
designed to provide 3.6 MV accelerating voltage. After the
electromagnetic design study and the electromagnetic –
mechanical coupled analysis, an analysis on a multipacting
(MP) of the HWR was carried out. The MP simulation was
performed by using the CST Particle Studio. To understand
a feature of the MP occurrence in the HWR, a particle-incell (PIC) simulation was conducted while changing various conditions such as an RF amplitude, an RF phase, and
a primary electron emission surface.

and it consists of an inner conductor, an outer conductor,
short plates connecting conductors, and ports for a RF
power coupler, beam transport, and rinsing.

INTRODUCTION
Figure 2: Cutaway drawing of the HWR designed by KOMAC.

Figure 1: Layout of the 100 MeV proton linac at KOMAC
and upgrade plan.
The linac at KOMAC has provided a 100 MeV beam for
the proton irradiation research since 2013. Although the
proton linac is stably operated, the upgrade of the linac is
continuously requested to expand the application field including a spallation neutron source. Various proposals for
enhancing the performance of the proton accelerator are
discussed, and basic research is conducted. One such basic
study is the study on the superconducting RF (SRF) linac
that accelerate the 100 MeV proton beam as shown in
Fig. 1. The RF design study and electromagnetic (EM) mechanical coupled analysis on the HWR were conducted
and presented [1]. The driving RF frequency of the HWR
is 350 MHz which is RF frequency of the 100 MeV linac.
The optimum beta and the accelerating voltage of the cavity are 0.56 and 3.6 MV. The HWR is depicted in Figure 2.,
___________________________________________

* This work was supported through KOMAC operation fund of KAERI by
the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government (MSIT) (KAERI-524320-22).
† jjdang@kaeri.re.kr
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After EM and mechanical analysis, the multipacting
simulation was carried out using this design. The MP is a
phenomenon that is an exponential growth of the electron
by a secondary electron emitted at the surface impacted by
an electron accelerated by the RF field. The MP causes
problems such as unnecessary RF power consumption and
limiting accelerating voltage. In the SRF cavity, the MP
leads to additional heat load on the cavity surface, even
causes loss of superconductivity [2]. Therefore, the characterization of the MP is required to improve cavity design or
perform cavity processing. Thus, the MP simulation was
conducted, and the simulation set up and result are presented in this paper.

MULTIPACTING SIMULATION MODEL
AND SET UP
Simulation Tool
The MP simulation was conducted using the CST Studio
Suite [3] because the CST provides integrated system for
the analysis on the RF field and the particle behavior. Also,
the CST material library supports an advanced secondary
electron emission model called as Furman-Pivi model [4].
The CST includes the particle-in-cell (PIC) solver and
tracking solver for particle simulation. In this study, the
particle-in-cell (PIC) solver was utilized for the MP simulation. Although requires more computing resource and
computational time compared to the TRK solver, it provides detailed data such as the number of electrons over
TUPOTK024
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time and 3 D position monitor for the MP analysis. Thus,
instead of using the PIC solver, calculation time could be
reduced using GPU acceleration and a symmetric model.

Model, Meshing and Set Up
The KOMAC HWR has no symmetry due to the rinsing
and the power coupler port, but a symmetric model in
which the corresponding ports were removed was introduced to simplify the problem. However, since the CST
particle solver does not offer the symmetric boundary condition for the particle, a reflection wall that reflects all incident electrons was used to implement the symmetry. This
configuration of the symmetric model was developed refer
other work [4]. The 1/8 symmetry model is shown in
Fig. 3. The 300oC bakeout niobium (Nb) which is one of
the materials provided by the CST was assigned to the
HWR cavity.

Figure 3: 1/8 symmetric HWR cavity model and reflection
walls for MP simulation.
The 350 MHz RF field calculated by the eigenmode
solver was imported into the PIC solver for the MP simulation. An additional thin layer vacuum model adjoining
the cavity wall was made because the multipacting is affected by the EM field near the surface. A local mesh option limiting maximum cell size to less than 1 mm was assigned on the outer layer to enhance mesh density. More
than 6 million tetrahedral mesh cells were used for the EM
field analysis, and it can be confirmed that two different
mesh density options were applied as shown in Fig. 4 (a).
Meanwhile, a hexahedral mesh is only allowed in the PIC
solver. Approximately 62 million hexahedrons were used
for the particle simulation as shown in Figure. 3 (b).

The MP simulation should be conducted under various
conditions such as RF amplitude, RF phase, and primary
electron emission surface. The simulation was performed
on four RF phases with a difference of 90 degrees from 10
degrees to 280 degrees, and on the accelerating gradients
in the range of 0.5 to 10 MV/m. Also, the PIC simulation
time duration was ten RF periods (28.6 nanoseconds).

Post-processing
An exponential growth rate coefficient (α) and averaged
secondary emission yield (<SEY>) are representative values to evaluate intensity of the MP and defined as
𝑁 𝑡 =𝑁 𝑒

〈𝑆𝐸𝑌〉 =

I
I

(1)

=𝑒

(2)

where the t is time, T is RF period and N is number of electrons [4]. These values can be obtained from results of the
PIC solver. The PIC solver returns results such as the number of electrons over time data, collision and emission current data. A Matlab-based post-processing program was
created to quickly and consistently process many results
calculated by combinations of various simulation conditions. This post-processing program reads the result files
and calculates α and <SEY> according to the above equations. The α is determined by exponential fitting of the
number of electrons over time data. The <SEY> is the average value obtained by dividing the emission current by
the collision current for about 5 RF periods. An example of
the Matlab-based post-processing result is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Matlab-based post-processing program.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTIPACTING
IN 350 MHZ HWR

Figure 4: (a) Tetrahedral mesh used for the EM analysis
and (b) hexahedral mesh used for the particle simulation.

TUPOTK024
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Figure 6 shows the exponential growth rate coefficient
calculated for the accelerating gradients in the range of 0.5
to 10 MV/m. There are narrow MP barrier near low electric
field of 1 MV/m and wide MP barrier between 4 and 6.5
MV/m. This MP characteristics is similar to those reported
in other work [5-9]. The MP of the first barrier occurs between the inner and the outer conductor. The MP of the second barrier is generated near the short plate. It is a typical
two-point first-order MP in the HWR. Also, according to
the reference 5, this MP depends on a height of ellipse in
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the short plate cross section [6]. Therefore, it is expected
that the wide MP barrier can be mitigated by design optimization.

[4] G. V. Romanov, P. Berrutti, and T. N. Khabiboulline, “Simulation of Multipacting in SC Low Beta Cavities at FNAL”, in
Proc. IPAC'15, Richmond, VA, USA, May 2015, pp. 579-581.

Figure 6: Calculated exponential growth rate coefficient
over accelerating gradient.

[5] Z. Li, L. Ge, W. Hartung, J. P. Holzbauer, K. Ko, and J.
Popielarski, “Multipacting Simulation and Analysis for the
FRIB Superconducting Resonators Using Track3P”, in Proc.
LINAC'10, Tsukuba, Japan, Sep. 2010, paper THP092, pp.
959-961.
[6] Z. Zheng et al., “Multipacting Suppression Modeling for Half
Wave Resonator and RF Coupler”, in Proc. LINAC'12, Tel
Aviv, Israel, Sep. 2012, paper TUPB060, pp. 612-614.
[7] E. N. Zaplatin et al., “IFMIF-EVEDA SC beta=0.094 Halfwave Resonator Study”, in Proc. SRF'09, Berlin, Germany,
Sep. 2009, paper THPPO015, pp. 569-573.
[8] Zhang, C., et al., “Multipacting analysis for half wave resonators in the China ADS”, Chinese Physics C, vol. 39,
117002, 2015.
[9] M. Pekeler et al., “Performance of a Prototype 176 MHz
Beta=0.09 Half-Wave Resonator for the SARAF Linac”, in
Proc. SRF'05, Ithaca, NY, USA, Jul. 2005, paper TUP39, pp.
331-333.

doi:10.18429/JACoW-IPAC2015-MOPMA018

SUMMARY
The HWR type superconducting RF cavity has been developed at KOMAC to increase the proton energy from 100
MeV to more than 200 MeV. The study on the multipacting,
one of the key issues of the SRF cavity design, was conducted using the PIC solver of the CST Studio Suite. To
simplify the model and enhance mesh density, the symmetric HWR model without the rinsing and the coupler port
was introduced for the MP simulation. The simulations
were performed on the various RF phase, accelerating gradient and primary electron emitting surface. The MP barriers were confirmed at low and medium accelerating gradient. The MP at the low accelerating gradient occurs between the inner and outer conductors. The MP at the medium accelerating gradient is the two-point first-order MP
called as a horseshoe.

FUTURE WORK
The simulation and study on the multipacting will be
conducted continuously. The effect of the short plate height,
the rinsing port and the coupler port on the MP will be researched. Also, based on the MP simulation result, the design improvement of the HWR is carried out.
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DESIGN STUDY OF THE THIRD HARMONIC SUPERCONDUCTING
CAVITY FOR A BUNCH LENGTHENING
J. Yoon1,2 , E. S. Kim∗1 , J. Han2 , H. S. Park2 , E. Kako3
1 Dept. of Accelerator Science, Korea University, Sejong, South Korea
2 Kiswire Advanced Technology Ltd, Daejeon, South Korea
3 High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Tsukuba, Japan
ELECTROMAGNETIC DESIGN

Abstract
The bunch lengthening by the 3rd harmonic cavity reduces the electron collisions in a bunch and increases the
Touschek lifetime of a storage ring. We performed the multiphysics simulations including the electromagnetic, thermal,
and mechanical analysis of the cavity. In the electromagnetic
simulation, the geometry is optimized for the required performance of the cavity. The elliptical double-cell geometry
is selected to increase the accelerating voltage and reduce
the power losses of the cavity. Thermal/mechanical analyses
were performed to check the deformation of the thermal and
pressure contraction. The prototype cavity does not require
the power coupler as it is a passive type. The conceptual design and copper prototype of the 3rd harmonic cavity will be
described in this paper. Based on this design, the fabrication
of Niobium cavity is in progress.

Basic Geometry and Parameter Sweeping
The basic geometry of the 3rd harmonic superconducting
cavity (HSC) is adopted as an elliptical cavity. The 3rd
HSC has relatively low accelerating voltages and gradients.
Therefore, we chose the low loss geometry to minimize the
power loss of the cavity [2].
Figure 1 shows variations of the shunt impedance divided
by unloaded quality factor due to the changes in the bore
radius. If the bore radius changes, the diameter of the cavity
also changed for the target resonant frequency. Therefore, the
horizontal axis is expressed as a ratio of radius and diameter.
We can reach the R/Q to 90 Ω by the adjustment of a ratio
of the cavity. However, the strength of higher-order modes
(HOM) are not negligible [3]. Therefore, we will suppress
it with HOM absorbers and design progress is ongoing.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The design requirements of the cavity are shown in Table 1.
The resonant frequency ( 𝑓res ) of the 3rd harmonic cavity
is 1499.631 MHz as the frequency of the main cavity is
499.877 MHz. The main features are a passive type and
superconductor. In the case of a passive cavity, it can be
operated without a power coupler.
Table 1: Design Requirements of the 3rd Harmonic SRF
Cavity
Parameter

Value

𝑓res
Type
RF voltage
(𝑅/𝑄)per cell

1499.631 MHz
Passive, Superconductor
800 kV
90 Ω

∗

eskim1@korea.ac.kr
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𝑅
𝑓0
)per cell
𝑄
𝛿𝑓

Number of Cells
Figure 2 shows the geometry of the cavities, and the main
parameters are listed in Table 2. The double-cell geometry
can reach the required accelerating voltage at lower accelerating gradient. This geometry has also a lower strength of
the surface magnetic field compared to the single cell.

The shunt impedance divided by the unloaded quality
factor (R/Q) is calculated by Eq. (1) [1]. Since the beam
current and accelerating voltage of the cavity are 400 mA and
800 kV, the R/Q and 𝛿 𝑓 (detuning frequency) is calculated
as 90 Ω and 69.5 kHz.
𝑉 = 𝐼𝑏 (

Figure 1: R/Q variations due to the bore diameter.

(1)

Figure 2: Geometry of the cavity: (left) Single-cell and
(right) Double-cell.

Lorentz Force Detuning
The electromagnetic field induces the surface current on
the wall of the cavity. For this reason, the Lorentz pressure
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Table 2: Performance of the Cavities
Parameters

Single cell

Resonant frequency
𝐸 peak /𝐸 acc
𝐻peak /𝐸 acc
R/Q
Required 𝑉acc
𝐸 acc in operation
𝐵peak in operation

Double-cell

1499.631 MHz 1499.647 MHz
2.07
2.23
4.08 mT/(MV/m)
95.7 Ω
190.8 Ω
800 kV
8 MV/m
4 MV/m
32.5 mT
16.35 mT

is also generated on the surface of the cavity. Therefore, the
coefficient of the Lorentz force detuning (LFD) is related to
2 )
the accelerating field and frequency shift. (Δ 𝑓 ∝ 𝑘 𝐿 𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐
[4]. The results of the LFD analysis with the fixed beam
tube are listed in Table 3. The presence of the stiffener
decreases the effect of the Lorentz force. Therefore, we add
the stiffener between the cells for the stability of the cavity.

results are listed in Table 5. Our target frequency of the cavity at room temperature is confirmed to be 1500.455 MHz.
Table 5: Frequency Tuning Table
0
1
2
3

Process

𝚫 𝒇 [𝒌 𝑯𝒛]

𝒇𝝅 [𝑴 𝑯𝒛]

Operation (4.5 K)
Cool down (293 K to 4.5 K)
Vacuum pumping (0.13 MPa)
BCP (200 µm)

N/A
-2126.22
-35.24
2985.88

1499.631
1497.505
1497.469
1500.455

RF MEASUREMENTS AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE
Half-cell

Table 3: Lorentz Force Detuning Factor (𝑘 𝐿 ) and Deformation
Status
w/o stiffener
w/ stiffener

𝒌 𝑳 [𝑯𝒛/(𝑴𝑽/𝒎) 2 ]

Max. Deform [mm]

-7.26
-3.52

1.59 × 10−5
8.12 × 10−6

THERMAL/MECHANICAL ANALYSIS
Thermal and Pressure Contraction
The operating temperature of the 3rd HSC is 4.5 K for the
superconducting state. Moreover, the inside of the cavity is
a vacuum status to reduce obstruction of beam acceleration.
Therefore, the thermal/pressure contraction occurs due to the
low temperature/vacuum pumping, respectively. In this case,
the deformed geometry affects the resonant frequency of the
cavity. The results of the deformation by the contraction are
listed in Table 4.

Figure 3: The set-up status of the RF measurement for a
half-cell.
Figure 3 shows the RF measurement set-up for a copper
half-cell. Copper contact plate increases the RF contact
surface due to the small errors at the surface of the fabricated
model [6]. From this measurement, we find the frequency
sensitivity of the remaining length at the equator section
of a half-cell. Figure 4 shows the frequency variation due
to the changes in the remaining length. In the case of the
presence of the frequency errors in a half-cell, we can adjust
the resonant frequency of a half-cell by trimming the equator
section.

Table 4: Thermal/Pressure Contraction
Cause of
deform.

𝚫𝒇
[kHz]

Max. Deform.
[mm]

Max. Stress
[MPa]

0.337

5.51 × 10− 4

4.48 × 10− 3

6.96

Temperature -2126.22
(293 K to 4.5 K)
Pressure
-35.24
(atmosphere to vacuum)

The maximum stress is under the allowable peak stress
of Niobium [5]. However, the difference in the resonant
frequency is -2.13 MHz due to thermal contraction, which
is bigger than pressure contraction. The results of the deformation indicate that the effect of the contraction and volume
change due to buffered chemical polishing (BCP) should be
considered. Therefore, we calculate the target frequency of
the cavity geometry after the electron beam welding, and the
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Figure 4: The effect of the trimming length of a half-cell.

Dumbbell
In the case of the dumbbell, the resonant frequency is
detected as combined of each half-cell. Therefore, we use
the perturbation tip to check the resonant frequency of the
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Figure 5: The set-up status of the RF measurement for the
dumbbell.
individual half-cells [7]. Figure 5 shows the RF measurements set up for a copper dumbbell and the results of the
measurement are listed in Table 6. In the case of dumbbell
number 2, the difference in each half-cell is bigger than that
of dumbbell number 1. However, the difference and error
of the perturbed frequencies are 813 kHz and 0.05 %, respectively. Therefore, we fabricate the dumbbells to copper
cavities.
Table 6: Unperturbed ( 𝑓 𝜋 ) and Perturbed ( 𝑓 𝑝,𝑙, 𝜋 and 𝑓 𝑝,𝑟 , 𝜋 )
Frequencies of Each Dumbbell
Parts

𝒇𝝅
[MHz]

𝒇 𝒑,𝒍,𝝅
[MHz]

𝒇 𝒑,𝒓 ,𝝅
[MHz]

( 𝒇𝒑,𝒍,𝝅 - 𝒇𝒑,𝒓 ,𝝅 )

𝚫𝒇

No. 1
No. 2

1504.642
1504.325

1504.073
1503.013

1504.277
1502.2

-0.204
0.813

Copper Cavity
Figure 6 shows the fabricated copper cavity and the bead
pull test bench. Copper cavities were fabricated by the
Kiswire Advanced Technology (KAT). We chose the cylindrical type of bead, and the diameter and length are the same
as 8 mm. In the case of the 8 mm bead, the difference in the
resonant frequency is 0.8 MHz. We also set up the tuning
plate to adjust the resonant frequency of each cell. The role
of the end plates is the adjustment of the center of a bead.

Figure 7: The results of the bead pull test: (Up) copper
cavity No.1 and (Bottom) copper cavity No. 2.
ring. The cavity is based on an elliptical and a passive type,
which has a simple shape compared to an active type due
to absence of power couplers. Electromagnetic design and
thermal/mechanical analysis were performed to derive an
optimum geometry. We fabricate copper cavities to check
fabrication processes and test procedures at room temperature. The field flatness of copper cavities is 97 % without
tuning process. A futher review for the fabrication of a Niobium cavity is in progress, and the vertical test is scheduled
for the end of 2022.
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Figure 6: (Left) the fabricated copper cavity and (Right) the
bead pull test-bench.
Figure 7 shows the results of the bead pull test. The
field flatness of each cavity is 97.25 % and 96.7 %. The
reason for the low field flatness of the copper cavity number
2 is an imbalance of the resonant frequency of a dumbbell.
However, It is expected that an imbalance of cells can reduce
by tuning procedures.

CONCLUSION
The 3rd harmonic superconducting cavity is designed
to improve the performance of the 4th generation storage
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Abstract
We present an overview and description of the elliptical
cryomodules test activities at Lund Test Stand 2. During
2021 the test facility was commissioned with one prototype, and four series medium beta modules have now been
successfully tested at ESS in Lund. This activity allowed
the joint ESS and IFJ PAN team to develop all the procedures and the necessary automated tools for the different
phases of the site acceptance test campaign (e.g. incoming
inspections, coupler conditioning, cooldown strategies,
tuning to resonance and electromagnetic/cryogenic performance verification). During the initial test period techniques for diagnostics of limiting mechanisms have been
developed and improved up to a consolidated and mature
state for the rest of the test campaign. Tests results and the
initial statistics is presented and commented.

INTRODUCTION
Cryomodules and cavities for the ESS linac [1] are inkind contribution by several of the project partners (CEA,
STFC, INFN, IJCLAB). The Lund Test Stand, TS2, is dedicated to medium and high beta elliptical cryomodules site
acceptance tests, SAT. TS2 operation is made possible with
the long-term presence of the IFJ PAN at Lund team for the
whole duration of the elliptical cryomodule test activities.
ESS and IFJ PAN act as a single team for everyday operation from cryomodule transport [2], incoming inspection,
to definition and execution of tests protocols and finally to
the preparation for installation in the ESS tunnel.

CRYOMODULE DOCUMENTATION
The design and individual component documentation
packages, as received by the in-kind partners, are stored in
the ESS central engineering documentation management
system (CHESS), for the long-term maintenance needs of
the facility. These include quality documentation and calibration data for instrumentation. The received documentation is further extended during the TS2 workflow, to document the ESS SAT activities for the component acceptance.

Figure 1: Phases of the TS2 cryomodule test activities.

SRF Incoming Reception and Cavity Data
Cavity data is collected from in-kind partners during the
follow-up of the component handover, from fabrication at
vendors, installation in the modules, and to the shipment to
ESS. This data is collected and consolidated in the ESS
cavity database, ESSCDB[3]. The ESCSDB is used after
the module reception to store all incoming and verification
measurements. This allows to follow cavities history, collect in-kind calibration coefficients (e.g. the field calibration constant 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡 and the transmitted power antenna quality
factor 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡 from vertical tests), create incoming reports and
manage cryomodules configurations. The reports are constantly used in the receiving station and in the control room
during tests to cross check the measured performance with
the experience reported during the activities at the in-kind
partners laboratories. Figure 2 shows an example.

CRYOMODULE TEST CYCLE
The cryomodule testing workflow is split in phases and
at each phase a number of test reports are produced. Phases
and the flow of testing phases are illustrated in Fig. 1. Incoming inspections include: mechanical, electrical, vacuum and cavity frequencies surveys.
*

Figure 2: The ESSCDB allows to summarize the main cavity data (bandwidth, frequency evolution and deviations).
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MODULE TEST AND OPERATION
Warm and Cold Coupler Conditioning
Coupler conditioning is needed to reach the nominal
coupler power levels, both at warm and after cooldown.
This phase has been automated using an EPICS procedure
which runs through a cycle of steps defined at CEA (with
different forward power, pulse length, repetition rate, and
amplitudes) using vacuum as control variable and monitoring EPU (electron pick up) and AD (arc detector) waveforms. In standing wave mode (as it is during CM test with
no beam), the full power sent to the coupler must not exceed 300 kW for pulse lengths above 0.5 ms, at any repetition rate, whereas peak power can extend to 1.2 MW for
shorter pulse lengths, at any repetition rate.
The full coupler conditioning sequence and the operator
interfaces are shown in Fig. 3. The sequence runs in a nominal time of 3 h and 30 m, for a minimum of 14 h of RF
operation per module in each of the warm conditioning and
cold conditioning stages before tuning the cavity to the operating frequency. Vacuum evolution and the occurrence of
interlocks or severe multipacting activity can increase the
nominal time for the conditioning of the RF surfaces.

Figure 4: Power coupler conditioning statistics for the
modules tested at ESS. CM04 was the first CM that
reached ESS with no prior exposure to RF at Saclay.

Cavity Tuning
During cavity tuning to resonance, it is crucial to determine the initial cavity parking frequency, to compute the
expected pi-mode shift and to verify that the tuner frequency sensitivity matches the expected nominal value of
~20 kHz per tuner shaft turn. The high-level tool [5] shown
in Fig. 5 (which will also be used later during the commissioning of the linac) allows controlling the tuner process
without requiring the use of additional RF instrumentation
(e.g. VNA) or the need to setup frequency tracking by PLL
or SEL configurations. The tool relies only the analysis of
the cavity field pick up data and its postprocessing (by Fast
Fourier Transform FFT). The needed steps to resonance
and the parking frequency are stored for the future linac
commissioning activities.

Figure 3: Power coupler conditioning tools and steps. On
the top the conditioning user interface. From bottom left to
bottom right: AD and EPU waveforms and the CEA sequence for coupler conditioning in standing wave mode.

Figure 5: Cavity tuning tools. The picture shows the evolution of the frequency shift, monitored using the FFT of
transmitted power Pt, during the cavity tuning (following
arrows flow). Frequency sensitivity is monitored for every
system (last step on bottom right) to check the design parameters are met.

Figure 4 reports the current ESS conditioning experience
from the prototype CM00 to the first four series CM. It is
to be noted that the prototype and three series modules
were tested at CEA, and were therefore subjected already
to a conditioning process in the Saclay test bunker [4].
CM04 was the first CM reaching ESS with no prior testing
at CEA and did not show a substantial increase of the conditioning time with respect to the minimal nominal time
needed by the process. Some moderate evolution occurred
during a few of the couplers, mainly for CM01.

One important asset of TS2 is the redundant RF power
monitoring capabilities for the assessment of systematic
calibration uncertainties. The power reading (Pf, Pr and Pt)
is done from several directional couplers along the RF path
and using different sensors. Cavity gradient, Eacc, is evaluated through the implementation of several methods: computing stored energy from the reflection trace, from the vertical test calibration coefficient and from the overcoupled
calculations from forward power Pf, as shown in Fig. 6.
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The power is read both by the LLRF receivers and by
off-the-shelf power meters (to mitigate uncertainties).
Agreement within different Eacc calculations is generally
within 10-15%, but further analysis is under development.

Figure 8: Four cavity operation in open loop. Left: natural
filling time. Right: filling time for nominal ESS RF pulse.

Field Emission
Cavity field emission is monitored during the conditioning and at the operating Eacc, using scintillator detectors [6].

Closed Loop Operations
Figure 6: On the left and center insets: Eacc calibration using Pt read from LLRF and off-the-shelf power meters. The
loaded Q, Ql, is computed from the decay and 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is assessed by the overcoupled relations. On the right the reflected power method, which relies on calculation of the
stored energy, from the reflected power trace.

Cavity Conditioning
After calibration the cavities are usually conditioned,
one by one, up to the nominal gradient in open loop, by
increasing pulse length and ramping the power. Cavity
multipacting levels are processed by monitoring arc and
electron signals. For most of the cavities the conditioning
has been extended to higher fields until reaching the coupler administrative limit of 300 kW at long pulses. Figure 7
shows the cavity conditioning interface.

The ESS LLRF system [7] is being developed in parallel
with the commissioning of the TS2. Closed loop operation
became available only during CM04 test and will be reported in future publications.

Cryogenic Operations
Once moved in the test bunker, the cryomodule is connected to the permanent valve box and auxiliary circuits.
All cryogenic circuits are checked for leaks to ambient, insulation vacuum and beam vacuum. The circuits are then
conditioned by successive pump and purge cycles.
Before cool down, the proper functioning of each device
and diagnostics instrumentation is verified with the control
system. The cool down of the cryomodule is then started
by first initiating cooling the thermal shield to 35 K and
then the accelerating cavities to 4.5 K providing also a
steady flow supply to the power couplers double wall cooling. Once a He-I bath liquid is established, the cool down
to a superfluid He-II bath at 2 K is engaged by reducing the
pressure of the helium bath to 31 mbar. The control system
takes care of maintaining stable level and temperature conditions for the cavity tests.
Static and dynamic heat load measurements [8] take
place towards the end of the tests, when the cryomodule
has reached a steady state condition. A survey for systematic errors on temperature, level and pressure is performed.

Test Throughput

Figure 7: The cavity conditioning interface, showing the
LLRF power traces and the trends of the conditioning process (e.g. power levels, vacuum, arc and electron activity).

Four Cavity Operation
The RF system at TS2 consist of two klystrons feeding
each two of the cavities in the module by means of a variable power divider. After conditioning each cavity to the
nominal operation pulse, all cavities are run simultaneously for the dynamic heat load measurement, by acting on
the power distribution system, as shown in Fig. 8.

MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Table 1 shows the test duration and the goal. The prototype CM was extensively used to qualify the cryogenic and
RF infrastructure prior to the series.
Table 1: Test Duration (Days in Bunker)
Goal
40

CM00
597

CM01
133

CM03
119

CM05
70

CM04
71

CONCLUSIONS
TS2 is in operation for the testing of the ESS elliptical
cryomodules. One prototype and four series medium beta
modules have been tested and the facility is ramping to its
nominal throughput to deliver one module per month.
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FIELD EMISSION MEASUREMENTS AT LUND TEST STAND
C.G. Maiano∗ , N. Elias, E. Laface, P. Pierini, L. Sagliano, M. Wang
European Spallation Source ERIC, Lund, Sweden
E. Cenni, CEA-IRFU, Gif-sur-Yvette, Paris France
Abstract
We present here a description of field emission (FE) measurements set-up developed for elliptical cryomodules test
activities at Lund Test Stand 2. A test campaign of field
emission measurements has been developed and optimized
during cryomodules tests. The scintillator detectors (and
their respective shields), chosen for these measurements,
have been characterized and optimized. The field emission
application has been developed and integrated in the cryomodules tests operator interface. The Initial test results are
presented and commented.

INTRODUCTION
The Test Stand 2 (TS2) at ESS in Lund, Sweden, is dedicated to medium and high beta supeconducting cryomodules (CMs) site acceptance test (SAT). During 2021 the test
facility was fully commissioned with one prototype module. Between 2021 and first half of 2022 four medium beta
modules of the series were successfully tested. The Field
Emission (FE) measurements were set-up during the first
CM test in order to develop the methodology to assess onset
of field emission during module tests. Only partial data is
thus available for this first module, CM01.
The goals of the measurements are:

Figure 1: Detectors shielding of varnished bricks and supports. On the left the frontal side is shown; on the right the
back side is shown. The thickness is 50 mm thick. The top
view is shown in the middle, where the shielding roof has
been removed to show detector position.

The lead shielding is 50 mm thick and covers frontally
and laterally the detectors. The shielding has a window aperture of 10 x 10 mm. In the measurements presented in this
paper the shielding was closed to avoid detector saturation.
Dedicated measurements of the detector dead time vs. front
aperture will be performed during the testing of the next
modules. The two detectors have been calibrated with 137 Cs

• to quantify the field emission energy endpoint and to
collect the count rate increase vs accelerating gradient,
Eacc , to make an assessment where the field emission
starts;
• to compare measurements taken during CMs tests with
the results from Vertical Tests (VT)[1];
• to build an overview of FE spatial distribution with the
goal of quantifying the emitted radiation with respect
to the direction of the beam-line.

MEASUREMENTS SET-UP
To perform FE measurements, scintillators detectors
(NaI(Tl) crystals) were chosen [2]. Two GAMMA-RAD
5 gamma rays spectrometers from Amptek (3 x 3 inches
scintillators provided with photomultiplier PMT) were chosen as a single, integrated and portable module. The energy
resolution of the detectors is less than 7% on the 133 Cs line
at 662 keV.
A dedicated shielding has been designed and realized to
be able to detect potential high x-rays count rate (Fig. 1).
∗
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Figure 2: Overview of test stand 2 bunker. The detector 2
was placed along the longitudinal axes of the cryomodule;
the detector 1 was used in two configurations: one orthogonal to the symmetry axes of the module and the another on
the opposite side with respect to detector 2.
(661 keV) and 60 Co (1173 and 1332 keV plus the sum peak
at 2505 keV) and no additional source above 3 MeV is available. This implies that the measurements at 8 MeV, that
is our activation threshold, is evaluated with extrapolation
from the calibration with a certain error.
The detectors were placed according to the Fig. 2.
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TESTS OF THE FIRST FOUR MODULES
OF THE SERIES
For each module tested at Lund Test Stand 2 [3] two kind
of field emission measurements are taken for each cavity:
energy spectrum and count rate vs. accelerating gradient.
We measure also the field emission energy spectrum with
the four cavities in the module powered at a gradient Eacc of
16.7 MV/m, the nominal ESS pulse length of 3.2 ms and a
repetition rate of 14 Hz.
As an example, we present the results of cavity 4 which
is hosted in medium beta elliptical module CM04. For this
cavity, the VT field emission reported in the INFN dataset
starts just above 15 MV/m (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: VT result. Field emission starts at 15 MV/m with
dose rate that ranges from 10−4 to 10−2 mGy/min. Plot
generated from the ESS Cavity Database from the VT test
data provided by INFN [4].

Figure 4: Field emission measured in cavity 4. Top: detector
1. Bottom: detector 2. Both energy spectra and count rate
vs Eacc are shown.

The CM test was performed with the detector 1 in orthogonal position (see Fig. 2). Both scintillators measured a sharp
increase in count rate just above 15 MV/m, but detector 1
measured an energy endpoint of 3.2 MeV, while detector
2, along the beamline, measured 5.8 MeV. The results are
shown in Fig. 4 and the count rate vs. Eacc is in good agreement with the VT test. The measurement shows that the
field emission is not purely along the beamline direction.
Scintillator detectors Operator Interface (OPI) is now fully
integrated in cavity conditioning OPI (Fig. 5).

MODULES RESULTS
During 2021 and first half of 2022 four modules of the
series have been tested: CM01, CM03, CM04 and CM05 [5].
The agreement between VT and CM field emission onset (in
terms of Eacc ) is shown in Table 1 while a more qualitative
assessment about the presence of field emission in VT and
CM tests is in Table 2.
Among the 16 cavities in the four cryomodules tested,
13 showed a qualitative agreement between VT and CM
field emission behavior, two show emission only during CM
testing (M020 and M034) and one suffered a problem in the
data acquisition (M030). The RF surfaces of the M020 and
TUPOTK027
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Figure 5: Operator User Interface for cavities conditioning.
The detectors energy spectra and count rate are integrated
and easily accessible for operators.
M034 cavities may have been contaminated between the VT
and the CM tests.
A precise comparison of the field emission evolution as
function of Eacc is more complex to assess. For example,
for cavities M014, M025, and M031 the maximum power to
the couplers was limited at 300 kW to avoid electrical breakMC7: Accelerator Technology
T07: Superconducting RF
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Table 1: FE comparison between VT and CM test. For
CM04 detector 1 was transverse to the CM, while detector
2 was on the beamline. For CM05 both detectors were on
the beamline
CM

4

Cavity
from
1 to 4

VT field
emission
[MV/m]

M014

From 17
to 19
none
none

M016
M030
M031
5

M025

From 15
to 23
From 12
to 18
at 19

M029
M034

none
none

M023

CM
field emission
[MV/m]
Detector1 Detector2
From 17
From 17
to 18
to 18
none
none
From 15
From 15
to 19
to 19
From 15
From 15
to 18
to 18
From 10.5
From 12
to 14.5
to 17.5
From 15
From 15
to 17
to 17
none
none
From 15
From 15
to 18
to 18

Table 2: FE comparison between VT and CM test. For
CM04 detector 1 was transverse to the CM, while detector 2
was on the beamline. For CM03 and CM05 both detectors
were on the beamline
CM

3

4

5

Cav

M007
M018
M020
M011
M014
M016
M030
M031
M023
M025
M029
M034

FE
energy
det. 1
[MeV]
4
4
3
5
4
none
N/A
3.2
6
<4
none
6

FE
energy
det. 2
[MeV]
3
4
4
5
3
none
N/A
5.8
6
6
none
6

T07: Superconducting RF

CONCLUSION
Initial results of the field emission measurements on the
elliptical medium beta cryomodules have been presented.
Field emission energy spectra and count rate during power
ramp up has been performed on almost all cavities in CMs
tested until now. The comparison between VT and CM
showed a rather good consistency, which will be further
explored for the remaining module production. The field
emission spatial distribution study shows that there is emission in both longitudinal and transversal directions of the
cryomodule. These studies will continue during the next
elliptical modules at ESS test stand in Lund.
The same technique of X-Rays analysis applied to the evaluation of RFQ voltage was developed at ESS and presented
on paper TUPOTK030 [7].
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TUNING OF SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITIES USING THE FFT OF
TRANSMITTED POWER
E. Laface∗ , C. G. Maiano, P. Pierini, M. Wang, European Spallation Source ERIC, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
We implemented a method to tune the ESS superconducting cavities based on the spectral analysis of the high resolution data available from the Low Level RF system (LLRF)
for the transmitted power, without the need of connecting
a network analyzer or any other dedicated instrumentation
along the RF chain. A frequency peak up to 4 MHz off from
the resonating frequency can be detected and used to control
the stepper motor of the tuner until the cavity is stretched to
the proper length to reach the correct operation frequency.
Experience of its use at the ESS Test Stand 2 (TS2) facility
at Lund during cryomodule acceptance testing is presented.

proach was used to tune the 1.3 GHz SRF cavities at the
European XFEL, DASY, Hambourg, Germany [3].

THE FFT TECHNIQUE FOR TUNING
The technique is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the FFT of the
transmitted power signal is shown at three different positions
during the motion of the tuner. The signature peak of the
detuned frequency in the upper plot is shifted of 45 kHz
with respect to the 704.42 MHz design frequency, and in the
lower plots it moves towards the klystron frequency due to
the tuner motion.

INTRODUCTION
The European Spallation Source superconducting linac
is composed by 36 elliptical cavities with geometric 𝛽 of
0.67 and 84 elliptical cavities with geometric 𝛽 of 0.86. The
cavities are assembled in groups of 4 per each cryogenic
module as described in [1, 2] and operate at the frequency of
704.42 MHz, accelerating the proton beam from 216 MeV
up to the 2 GeV.
Superconducting cavities are fabricated with a lower frequency than the operational one and, once cooled down in
a bath of helium at 2.0 K, the thermal contraction brings
them close to the goal frequency, but not with the needed
accuracy imposed by the small cavity bandwidth. The final
adjustment needs to be done with a tuner that stretches the
cavity through the action of a step motor. In order to follow
the tuning process, one of the standard techniques consists
in monitoring the S21 cavity transmission with a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). The use of VNA S21 requires either
to modify the high power RF wave-guide distribution system (RFDS) inserting matched transitions and disconnecting
the pickup cables, or to inject the signals from the strongly
attenuated ports in the directional couplers of the RFDS,
with additional amplifier stages. Both methods introduce
risks in the linac installation (RFDS leaks, missing cable
re-connections) and is time consuming.
In all modern LLRF systems the cavity pick up (PU) for
the transmitted signal is available with a high sampling rate
(∼10 mega samples per second) along the pulse. Its analysis in the spectral domain provides sufficient accuracy to
identify the narrow cavity resonance in the noisy pattern of
the highly detuned (∼200 band widths) system. The pulsed
klystron power, which has a carrier frequency of 704.42
MHz, has Fourier components that fall into the cavity resonance, and these appear with a clear signature peak in the
spectral analysis of the transmitted signal. A similar ap∗
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Figure 1: Fast Fourier Transform of the transmitted power
in three moments of the tuning process for the 3rd cavity
in the cryomodule CM01. The peak moves toward the zero
(carrier RF frequency) when the cavity is approaching the
driver frequency of the klystron, and in the last step it is no
longer visible.
The method has been initially implemented at the ESS
TS2 as a high level application that acquires (here at 1 Hz)
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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the down-sampled transmitted power amplitude from the
LLRF system, digitized in an array of 35000 samples with
a sampling rate of 8.386 MHz in a 4.174 ms time window.
The data is then subjected to an FFT transformation that has
an un-aliased reach of approximately 4 MHz from the carrier
frequency. DC component minimization is performed by
subtraction of the mean value of the signal.
The analysis of the FFT data can isolate the cavity frequency signature that can be followed during the process
and correlated to the motor position information to derive
and verify the design frequency tuning coefficient.

Far Tuning
The cavity frequency depends on the tuner motor position,
which is available in the control system as an EPICS Process
Variable (PV). We are then able to evaluate the correlation of
the frequency versus the number of steps and verify the linearity of the system over almost the full range [4], as shown
in Fig. 2. The position of the stepper motor is indicated by

The slope of the linear interpolation gives −0.98 Hz per
full motor step that is comparable with the expected design
value for the tuner of 0.95 Hz per full motor step [4].

Approach to Resonance
Once the detuning frequency is below 10 kHz the FFT
analysis becomes unreliable because the detuned peak is too
close to the DC component and the mechanical position may
be affected by a small hysteresis if inversion occurs in the
last steps of the tuning process.
When the cavity frequency is close to the drive klystron,
the transmitted power starts to build up in the cavity and
the small frequency difference between the cavity frequency
and the driver frequency appears as a ”beating” modulation
over the transmitted power.
The number of beating peaks present in the transmitted
power in 1 ms gives a visual indication of the approximate
detuning frequency and allows a further adjustment with the
sensitivity of 1 Hz/step. An example of three moments of
this tuning process is represented in Fig. 3.
Transmitted power
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Figure 2: Frequency versus motor steps.
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P [mW]

the number of full steps performed by the motor controller.
A full turn of the motor axis corresponds to 200 full steps.
The motor is equipped with a 1:100 gearbox to rotate the
main tuner screw with a 1.5 mm pitch that actuates a double
leverage system with ratio 1:17 which produces the cavity
elongation. The combined effect of the cavity frequency sensitivity (217 kHz/mm) and the mechanical reduction results
in a nominal design sensitivity of 190 Hz/motor turn (200
full steps), that is 0.95 Hz/full step.
The function that relates the frequency to the steps fits
very well with an RMS error on the frequency of ±10 Hz
except for the two regions at the opposite extremes. At the
beginning, when the tuning range is between 0 and 10000,
the tuner did not establish a full mechanical coupling between the cavity and the tuner. At the ending of the range
during the final tuning process between 158000 and 164000,
the data can deviate from the linear behaviour due to the
small mechanical hysteresis shown by the tuning leverage
upon inversion of motion and due to the loss of accuracy
in the peak identification when it reaches the carrier DC
component.
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Figure 3: Amplitude of the transmitted power close to the
resonance, in the first ms of the RF pulse. Top: the 8 peaks
indicate a 8 kHz detuning. Middle: After correction of approximately 4000 steps the cavity has a remaining detuning
of 4 kHz. Bottom: After a further tuning of 4000 steps the
cavity is on resonance and the signal does not show oscillation, but the usual filling characteristic of an SRF cavity,
with a long fill time.

Fine Tuning
When the cavity frequency approaches the klystron frequency within a fraction of its bandwidth (∼1 kHz), the last
TUPOTK028
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tuning action can be performed by flattening the transmitted
power phase. When the input and the transmitted power are
at the same frequency the phase is flat, as it can be seen in
Fig. 4.
Phase
780 Hz detuned
Tuned

−1.6
−1.8

φ [rad]
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Figure 4: Fine tuning of the cavity in the last bandwidth
fraction from the resonance. In blue the phase is not flat, it
means that the input and the transmitted frequencies are not
the same and the motor can be adjusted until the phase is
flat as in the red plot. The detuning from the blue and the
red plots was of 780 Hz.

EPICS IMPLEMENTATION
The method described above was developed during the
TS2 testing of the first cryomodule (CM01) of the ESS series,
after a direct frequency check with a VNA. The procedure
was firstly implemented as a high level scripting application
in Python.
After this successful test the method was ported to a full
EPICS IOC module (based on the AreaDetector generic
module) and a full EPICS graphic interface developed for
the operations.
This version is now routinely used in the test facility to
tune the 36 medium 𝛽 and 84 high 𝛽 cavities with the same
conceptual procedure described in this paper, integrated in
the operational screens as shown in Fig. 5. A further version
is being developed for the regular commissioning of the
superconducting linac.

CONCLUSIONS
We presented a procedure to tune the superconducting
cavities of the ESS linac based on the FFT analysis of the
transmitted power. The FFT is used during the far tuning
to bring the system within reach of the klystron frequency
from the parking position starting the cavity excitation. The
frequency beating between the two systems is then used to
approach the cavity bandwidth to the klystron frequency.
Finally, the phase of the cavity is finely flattened in order to
have the cavity to resonate exactly at the klystron frequency.
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Figure 5: The FFT method implemented in the OPI for
normal operations. Top: the frequency spectrum. Bottom:
Frequency versus motor steps.
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OPEN XAL STATUS REPORT 2022
A. Zhukov∗ , A. Hoover, A. Shishlo, ORNL, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA
J. F. Esteban Müller, E. Laface, Y. Levinsen, N. Milas,
European Spallation Source ERIC, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
The Open XAL accelerator physics software platform has
been developed through international collaboration among
several facilities since 2010. The goal of the collaboration is
to establish Open XAL as a multi-purpose software platform
supporting a broad range of tool and application development in accelerator physics and high-level control (Open
XAL also ships with a suite of general-purpose accelerator applications). This paper discusses progress in beam
dynamics simulation and updated application framework
along with new generic accelerator physics applications. We
present the status of the project at each participating facility
and a roadmap for continued development.

SNS STATUS
The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) continues to use
Open XAL as the main control room accelerator physics
tool. The SNS switched to the latest Java 17 LTE release in
Control Room. Several new features were implemented for
linac tuning and emittance measurements in the ring.

Scaling Magnets in Superconducting Linac
One routine operational task in the SNS is to rescale the
magnetic fields in the ring and transport lines after changing
the final beam energy in the linac. Until recently, this task
was performed with the Open XAL Energy Manager application. Since Energy Manager has a complicated logic and
interface, it has been replaced by an addition to the Superconducting Linac (SCL) Tuner Wizard. The new addition
to SCL Wizard measures the final beam energy in the linac
and rescales the downstream magnetic fields accordingly. A
screenshot of the magnet scaling addition is shown in Fig. 1.
On the left panel, there are new buttons for initialization
and setting new values, and a list of all beam transport lines
after the SCL. The user can calculate the scaling coefficients
for H- ions or protons (the SNS beam is composed of Hbefore the stripping foil in the ring, then protons after the
foil) by using the functionality of the top right panel. The
user can also choose particular beam lines and magnets for
scaling. The red color is a warning sign that some of the
power supplies in the sequence will not be able to set the
calculated field.

Cavity Failure Test in SCL
The Cavity Failure Test addition to the SCL Tuner Wizard
application (Fig. 2) demonstrates an automated retuning
procedure of the SCL in the case of the failure of one of the
SCL cavities. Before starting this part of the SCL Wizard,
∗
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Figure 1: Magnet scaling part of the SCL Tuner Wizard
Open XAL application.
the user should define which cavity should be monitored,
save and prepare Amplitude Feed Forward waveforms for
the downstream cavities that will be used in the correction,
and define the goal for a detuning parameter for the failing
cavity. The algorithm and successful results of using this
test are described in [1]. The Cavity Failure Test addition is
not intended to be used during SNS production: this type of
cavity failure is not critical to the SNS availability metrics
and is handled by operators with thorough documentation
of the circumstances of the event.

Figure 2: Cavity Failure Test Addition to SCL Tuner Wizard.

4D Emittance Measurement in SNS Ring
A critical component of efforts to produce an approximately self-consistent beam [2] in the SNS ring is to measure the four-dimensional (4D) beam emittance [3] during
accumulation. The 4D emittance can be reconstructed from
at least four horizontal, vertical, and diagonal wire-scanner
measurements with different transfer matrices connecting
the wire-scanner and reconstruction locations [4]. An Open
XAL application has been developed to carry out this measurement using four wire-scanners in the ring-target beam
transport (RTBT) section of the SNS.
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The first task of the application is to optimize the lattice
optics for the reconstruction. Control of the phase advances
between each wire-scanner is limited: there are two power
supplies associated with the quadrupoles in the wire-scanner
region — one controls quadrupoles {QH18, QH20, QH22,
QH24} and the other controls quadrupoles {QV19, QV21,
QV23, QV25}. The application allows the user to control
the horizontal and vertical phase advances at the final wirescanner by varying the strengths of these quadrupoles while
ensuring that the beam size is kept small in the wire-scanner
region and at the spallation target.
The second task of the application is to perform the reconstruction in the control room. Transfer matrices and beam
sizes are extracted from data files containing the measured
beam profiles and the PVLoggerID from the time of the
measurement. The 2D projections of the reconstructed covariance ellipsoid are displayed along with the measurement
lines. Measurements can be grouped to compute the emittances as a function of time during accumulation. Figure 3
shows the application GUI after performing a multi-optics
reconstruction of a production beam.

The model was updated to include links between readback
and setpoint PVs. There is also a new method to set a value
to a PV and wait for the readback to match the setpoint within
a tolerance. This was found to be quite useful, for example,
for scanning the LEBT Iris, which has a rather slow stepping
motor.
Finally, since the electromagnets at ESS are controlled
by setting a current value, not a field value, we included
an option to define a conversion factor between field and
current so that we can set the current from the Open XAL
model. This means that the virtual accelerator now also
creates current PVs, which is useful for testing applications.

Transverse Matching Script
In the last commissioning, we tested the first version of
the transverse matching application. It is a Python script
that uses widgets to control and analyze the wire scanners
in the MEBT section. To keep the application as simple as
possible, only the step size and start/stop positions for the
scans are configurable by the user. The script launches the
selected wire scanners simultaneously and saves the data in
a HDF5 file. The file can be loaded in the same application,
which performs a Gaussian fit on the profiles and displays
the measured sigmas against the default or live optics in
the linac. One can then search for initial beam envelope
parameters such that the difference between the model and
measured beam sizes at the wire positions is minimized.
Figure 4 shows an example of the analysis of data acquired
from 3 wires compared to the machine optics (design or live)
and fitted initial beam parameters.

Figure 3: Emittance measurement application.

ESS STATUS
Since our last report [5], the main efforts at ESS have been
to improve the code quality and prepare the applications
needed for the next stages of beam commissioning, which
include the RFQ, MEBT, and the first DTL tank. It is the
first time we have used Open XAL to control quadrupole
magnets and RF cavities at ESS.

Online Model
We continued extending the Open XAL online model to
match the specific requirements of the ESS Linac.
A new solver was implemented, called SynchronousTracker, which computes the synchronous phase in the RF
cavities. This feature is useful when cavities are described
using field maps or multiple RF gaps.
TUPOTK029
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Figure 4: Example of data acquired from 3 wires compared
to the set optics and fitted initial beam parameters.

Accelerator Simulator
After the commissioning of the ion source and the LEBT,
we realized that the LEBT Application [6] was very useful.
We developed a new application, called Accelerator Simulator, that generalizes the LEBT application for any section of
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the linac. It allows us to perform simulations using design or
live settings, and to display measurements from diagnostics.

Figure 5: Screenshot of the Accelerator Simulation application.
Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the Accelerator Simulator
application. On the left panel, the user can select sequences
and elements. On the right panel, the settings of the elements are shown, both design values and live parameters.
Finally on the bottom part, the user can define simulations
and modify the initial parameters.

Logbook Integration
In Sept. 2021, we switched our logbook server at ESS
from ELOG [7] to Olog [8], but both servers coexisted during some time. To make it possible to write post entries
in any logbook, a new logbook extension was developed.
The extension looks for service providers implementing the
logbook service, which can be included as plugins. Two
plugins are available now, one for Olog and one for ELOG.
The extension supports more than one plugin at the same
time.
The FxApplication extension was also upgraded to use
this new logbook extension. A screenshot of the new entry
dialog is shown on Fig. 6.

Scanner Application
Scanner application continues to be one of the most used
applications during ESS commissioning. A generic multidimensional scanner has many use cases. The application has received numerous minor fixes and improvements.
HDF5 output is now standard and has been reworked to
more closely resemble the Nexus formatting we intend to
use at ESS. CSV export was added. The aforementioned
set and verify readback functionality is now used by this
application. We changed the scan order to “sawtooth style”
which is important for elements that can trip the machine if
changed too rapidly, e.g., solenoids. We added an option to
include a reversed scan as well as a one-by-one scan, which,
instead of scanning all combinations of the selected parameter space, scans one parameter at a time while keeping the
other parameters at their reference values.

Figure 6: Dialog to post a new entry in Olog from Open
XAL JavaFX applications.
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X-RAYS ENERGY MEASUREMENTS DURING THE RFQ CONDITIONING
AT THE EUROPEAN SPALLATION SOURCE
E. Laface∗ , C. G. Maiano, R. Zeng, European Spallation Source ERIC, Lund, Sweden
O. Piquet, CEA Paris-Saclay - DRF/Irfu/DACM, France
Abstract
The Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) was conditioned at the European Spallation Source during spring 2021.
We used part of the conditioning time to estimate the accelerating potential within the RFQ analyzing the x-rays
bremsstrahlung radiation emitted by the electrons released
and accelerated in the RFQ. The results of these measurements are in good agreement with the theoretical prediction.

The detector and Digital Pulse processor, (Fig. 2) were installed on a flange outside the fourth slot of the fifth RFQ
module at a distance of 3.03 m from the beginning of the
RFQ (Fig. 3).

INTRODUCTION
The Radio Frequency Quadrupole, [1] section 3.2 and [2],
is an accelerating, focusing and bunching structure located
after the Ion Source and Low Energy Beam Transport at the
European Spallation Source in Lund, Sweden. This structure
has the goal of accelerating the 62.5 mA of proton beam
from 75 keV to 3.6 MeV at a frequency of 352.21 MHz with
a repetition rate of 14 Hz for a pulse of 2.86 ms. In order
to achieve this goal, the RFQ needs several weeks (in our
case eight) of conditioning, where the power, the repetition
rate and the length of the pulse are gradually increased up
to the nominal level. The conditioning phase removes the
residual contaminants deposited on the surface, as well as
surface imperfections, making the device stable in terms of
operations.
A side effect of the RFQ powering is that some electrons
are generated and accelerated within the RFQ itself and,
when those electrons hit the surface they release the energy
as x-rays that can be measured outside the RFQ structure.
The distribution of energies among the electrons follows the
spectrum of bremsstrahlung, and in particular the maximum
reachable energy (the asymptotic behaviour) is expected to
be the potential produced withing the RFQ. This gives a
method to measure the potential produced in the RFQ for
each applied power [3–5].

THE X-RAYS DETECTOR
The x-rays measurements were performed using CdTe
detector from Amptek: Model XR-100-CdTe is a high performance x-rays detector, pre-amplifier, and cooler system
using a 5 × 5 × 1 mm3 Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) diode
detector mounted on a two-stage thermoelectric cooler. Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) crystal is the sensor material for
direct conversion of the x-rays radiation [6]. This high-Z
semiconductor material (Cd with Z=48, Te with Z=52) provides excellent stopping power and thus high efficiency in
the desired energy range (see Fig. 1).
∗
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Figure 1: Detector efficiency (1 mm thick crystal).

Figure 2: Detector.
After some tests of setup it was decided to avoid the use
of a shielding liner for the installation of the x-ray detector
because the copper of the RFQ and the stainless steel of the
flange was sufficient to shield the low energy x-rays avoiding
the saturation of the detector.

Calibration
Before starting to acquire the measurements we did a
calibration of the detector, using isotopes with lines in the
energy region of interest, which is from 0 to 120 keV. The
selected sources for the calibration were:
•

241 Am

with lines at 13.81, 17.70, 20.70, 26.34 and
59.54 keV as in Fig. 4
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Figure 4: Calibration with 241 Am source.
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Eu Spectrum
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Figure 3: Detector installed on the RFQ flange.
Counts

600

•

152 Eu

Fig. 5

with lines at 39.52, 45.41 and 121.78 keV as in

400
Channel 760 = 45.41 keV

The linear function between channels and energy is obtained
with a best fit between the calibrated points (Fig. 6). The
residual error of the fit, that is of 0.3 keV, is used as error in
the energy measurement of the instrument.

0
0

120

The detector configuration was selected starting from
Amptek general guideline, fine tuned for our specific case.
Parameters like detector voltage and and peak time were
unchanged, since the energy resolution had been already
optimized at the vendor: nominal: 25 mm2 crystal shows
< 1.5keV FWHM at 57 Co 122 keV line. The total number
of channels of 2048 and the gain of 12 were chosen to focus
on the energy detection window from 0 to slightly above
120 keV (the maximum energy peak visible in the spectrum
was 152 Eu line at 121.78 keV). No pile-up rejection mode
(PUR) option was activated since the rate of events was
sufficiently low: no dead time was measured at any power
level.

100

The x-rays spectrum was acquired for each value of the
forward power from 450 to 800 kW with steps of 50 kW. The
pulse that was sent to the RFQ was, for all the acquisitions,
the nominal one: 2.86 ms of flat top pulse with a repetition
rate of 14 Hz. For each set-point the data were acquired
for a time long enough to see a clear signal over the noise
background. This means that the time of acquisition at low
power was much longer than the time of acquisition at high
power because the rate of detected x-rays was lower at lower
power. For this reason, the counts per channel are normalized with time in the data analysis, such that the comparison
is homogeneous. A background measurement, that is at
zero power in the RFQ, was acquired during a shutdown,
normalized to the acquisition time and subtracted from the
power measurements. The measured background is due to
TUPOTK030
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Figure 6: Calibration fit.
natural radioactivity of the materials surrounding the detector. Isotopes like 232 Th and 40 K are , with high probability,
contained in the concrete walls and Compton continuum
extends to low energy region where our ROI sits.
The acquisitions showed a clear bremsstrahlung pattern
in the performed measurement, as an example we show the
acquisition spectrum at 650 kW in Fig. 7.
The spectrum was analyzed to identify the limit in energy
of the electrons. This limit is, in first approximation, when
the linear component of the spectrum intercept the zero of
the counts. The first step is to identify the linear region
applying a movable average with a windows of 20 channels.
The size of this window was chosen after several test with
different sizes in order to reduce the noise maintaining, at the
same time, the underlying physics. The linear fit is then performed on the most linear region (the largest identified that
minimize the quadratic error between the linear fit and the
data). Finally the value of the zero intersection is evaluated
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Figure 7: Example of a spectrum: 650 kW of inward power at
14 Hz, 2.86 ms. The error reported here in the measurement
is only the residual of the linear fit, the full error must account
also the instrument error from the calibration procedure as
previously described. The background was subtracted from
a background measurement done when the power in the RFQ
was zero. The residual background from natural activity and
cosmic rays is visible as the counts after the bremsstrahlung
region.
Table 1: Energy vs. Power in the RFQ. Theoretical estimation and values measured from the bremsstrahlung electrons.
The point at 500 kW was rejected because the power was
changed during the measurement and the final value cannot
be estimated.
Power [kW]
450 ± 4.18
550 ± 6.87
600 ± 6.90
650 ± 8.45
700 ± 10.71
750 ± 9.00
800 ± 8.40

Theoretical [keV]
86.5
95.63
99.89
103.96
107.81
111.67
115.33

Measured [keV]
89.27 ± 1.74
95.51 ± 3.51
99.57 ± 6.56
102.33 ± 11.86
106.67 ± 7.12
109.14 ± 9.81
112.26 ± 28.62

as the maximum energy of the bremsstrahlung electrons,
with the error estimated as the square root of the residuals.
The measured value was compared with the theoretical
estimation based on the model of the RFQ. The values are
reported in Table 1. The point at 500 kW was rejected
because we discovered during the analysis that the power
in the RFQ was not kept constant during the measurement,
generating a spectrum that was not possible to use for the
linear extrapolation.
The errors reported in Table 1 for the measured values are
the square root of the residuals of the linear fit combined with
the error of the detector. The errors on the power readings are
the errors between the set-point and the real value of power
applied to the RFQ. The overview of the measurements
with errors and the theoretical value is in Fig. 8 where,
for comparison, was it added also the value of the voltage
measured in the power meters (PK) installed in the RFQ
scaled at the position of the x-ray detector. The error on
the PK signal is the nominal power meter calibration error ,
around 0.2 dB, that corresponds to 5%.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 8: Energy vs. power plot. The solid line is the
theoretical value, the blue dots are the x-rays measurements
with the error bars in green; the orange dots are the measured
voltage in the RFQ from the PKs, reported with their errors
for comparison.

CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the bremsstrahlung x-rays produced by the
electrons in a RF device such as the RFQ can be exploited to
estimate the maximum accelerating field generated within
the device. We proved that the obtained values from the
measurements at different powers, from 450 to 800 kW in the
RFQ, are in good agreement with the theoretical estimation
from the model and from the readings obtained by the power
meter PKs. The main source of errors in the analysis is the
noise in the fit that can be reduced with long acquisition
time.
We also proved that the ESS RFQ is producing an accelerating field according to the design and it is ready for the
next phase of operations that is the beam commissioning.
A similar technique of x-ray analysis was applied to the superconducting cavities at the ESS, using different kind of
detectors, and the results are available on paper TUPOTK027
in this conference [7].
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A FIRST 6 GHz CAVITY DEPOSITION WITH
B1 SUPERCONDUCTING THIN FILM AT ASTeC *
A. Hannah†, R. Valizadeh, O.B. Malyshev, STFC/DL, Daresbury, Warrington, UK
V.R. Dhanak, The University of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK
G. Stenning, STFC/RAL, Didcot, UK
V. A. Garcia Diaz, E. Chyhyrynets, C. Pira, INFN/LNL, Legnaro, Padova, Italy
Abstract
Nb3Sn, NbTiN and NbN are superconductors with critical temperatures of 18.3, 12.6-17 and 11.6-17.5 K, respectively, these are higher than that of Nb at 9.3 K. Hence, at
4 K, they have an RF resistance, an order of magnitude
lower than that of Nb, which leads to quality factors above
those of Nb. In recent years, there has been an extensive
effort converting Nb cavities into Nb3Sn. Alloying the top
inner layer of the cavity using Sn diffusion at a high temperature has had some degree of success, however, the reproducibility remains a major hindering and limiting factor.
In this study, we report on the PVD deposition of NbTiN
inside a 6 GHz cavity, using an external magnetic coil configuration. The deposition is done at an elevated temperature of about 650 °C.
We report on the superconducting properties, film structure and its stoichiometry and surface chemical state. The
films have been characterised with SEM, XRD, XPS, EDS
and SQUID magnetometer.

INTRODUCTION
500 MHz Copper cavities coated with a thin Nb film (1.5
to 5 µm), have been operational since 1980 in various particle accelerators [1]. However, their performance has only
matched those of bulk Nb cavities at moderate accelerating
gradient of up to 8.6 MV/m. In the past two decades, due
to advancement in thin film deposition technology and better understanding of surface preparation, there has been a
coordinated effort by the SRF community to push the performance of thin film, SRF cavities to a level that can compete with bulk Nb, at high-accelerating gradients of up to
20 MV/m.
Furthermore, this advancement allowed materials with a
critical temperature (Tc) higher than Nb, to be synthesised
on copper substrates, with superconducting properties
matching their respective bulk materials.
Using materials with Tc higher than for Nb, such as NbN,
Nb3Sn, NbTiN, MgB2, etc., as well as multilayer structures,
allows us to reach parameters that are unreachable for existing RF cavities:
___________________________________________
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• Increasing the quality factor Q, reduces the heat produced, and, hence, the electricity consumption of the
cryogenic system during the RF cavity operation.
• Using high Tc superconducting materials allows to operate RF cavities at 4.2 K instead of 1.9 K, used for the
high-performance Nb cavities, more than doubling the
efficiency of the cryogenic system.
• Increasing the cost-effective acceleration field E (at
present the minimum cost is achieved at just over 30
MV/m) will result in massive saving in the infrastructure (tunnel, LHe supply and He recovery lines, electric cables, controllers, cryostats, pumps, etc), for example 20% increase in the acceleration field allows
20% reduction in the acceleration line (compare: a 4km long tunnel for EU-XFEL instead of a 5-km long
one, or 50-km long tunnel for ILC instead of 60-km).
This improvement goes by a few routes.
Other alloy forms of Nb, known as A15, such as Nb3Sn
or Nb3 Al, with a higher Tc, a potentially higher critical ﬁeld
Hc2, leading to potentially signiﬁcant cryogenics cost reduction if the cavity operation temperature is 4.2 K or
higher. Single crystal, high quality films have been
achieved on a single crystal MgO [2, 3], sapphire and single crystal copper substrates, but more effort is needed for
translating these remarkable results onto real 3D geometry
cavity.
Multilayer film of Superconductor/Insulator/Superconductor (SIS) should provide a much higher Ea than a single
layer film [4].
Currently, thin film SRF cavity production is based on
PVD processes, where sputtering is the preferred method
due to its ease of scalability, moderate conformability and
above all its ability to control the film morphology and microstructures. The SRF thin film synthesis by sputtering
process owes much of its success to being a single element
thin film (mostly Nb). Synthesis of an alloy SRF thin film
on a 3D geometry such as cavity is much more challenging.
At ASTeC (UKRI/STFC Daresbury Laboratory), alloysuperconducting material such as Nb3Ge, Nb3Sn, V3Si,
NbTi, NbTiN and NbN have been successfully synthesized
on various flat substrates either using alloy target or by cosputtering, i.e., by sputtering simultaneously two constituents on a temperature-controlled substrate. In co-sputtering, the achieved composition is dependent on the relative
positions of the target and the substrate. The perfect stoichiometry can then be obtained by manipulating these positions. However, the control of the stoichiometry may be
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difﬁcult over the large areas of accelerating cavities, especially if the stoichiometry range for the A15 and B1phase
is narrow.
The (plasma-enhanced) chemical vapour deposition
(PE)CVD of either single (Nb) or alloy superconducting
material (NbTiN and NbN) has also been used at ASTeC to
deposit mainly on flat substrates [5, 6]. In this process, one
or more precursors, present in vapor phase, chemically react, and form a solid ﬁlm, on a substrate at the appropriate
temperature. The deposition rate and the structure of the
ﬁlm, depends on the temperature and reagent concentration. The control of the temperature and gas ﬂow uniformity over the entire cavity surface may be difﬁcult with
complex geometries.
Combinations of the two-deposition process of PVD and
CVD can overcome the shortfall of each individual process. The hybrid physical chemical vapor deposition
(HPCVD) which combines physical and CVD has been
shown to produce high quality MgB2 thin film on various
2D flat substrates. The high temperature used in HPCVD
favors excellent epitaxy and crystallinity, yielding RRR
values in excess of 80.
Recently, we extended the HPCVD process to synthesis
alloy superconducting thin film MgB2 on a 3D geometry
substrate, by using magnetron sputtering for one of the elements of the alloy (Mg), using a single element wire, and
providing the remaining element of the SC alloy (B) in vapor form [7]. The plasma from the magnetron sputtering
facilitated the decomposition of the precursor, and hence,
allowed the chemical reaction to take place at a much lower
permitted temperature onto a copper cavity.
Based on the success above, the next step is to synthesis
superconducting films on to the inner surfaces of RF cavities. For this purpose, we have designed a new set up to be
able to deposit inner surface of a 6 GHz copper cavity at
ASTeC.
6 GHz copper cavities, made by spinning at INFN, are
delivered to ASTeC, after being etched and polished and
ready to be deposited on, are used for this project.

DEPOSITION FACILTY
Figure 1 shows the picture of the cavity deposition
chamber (a), the closed cavity assembly flange (b and c).
Due to a small aperture of the cavity iris (which is about
19 mm diameter), the magnetic field for magnetron is provided by an outer coil, see Fig. 1(a). The entire deposition
chamber is confined within the coil gap. The flange assembly is consisting of a donut shaped plate, which clamp the
cavity to the CF200 flange. Six halogen lamps are mounted
at the outer periphery of the plate to provide heat for a high
temperature deposition, a K-type thermocouple is also
clamped to the cavity to measure the cavity temperature
while it is being heated. A heat shield consisting of three
concentric stainless-steel cylinders separated by a 1 mm
gap between adjacent cylinders. A 3 mm diameter Nb rod
wrapped with a 1-mm diameter Ti wire, is inserted into the
centre of the cavity, which provide a deposition target. The
deposition was done in a reactive environment of Kr (60%)
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and N2 (40%). The deposition parameters are shown in Table 1.

Figure 1: A 6 GHz closed cavity deposition: closed cavity
deposition system (a), a cavity assembly flange without (b)
and with a heat shield (c).
Table 1: Deposition Parameters for NbTiN Coating of a
6 GHz Cavity
Power

150 W

Current

0.16 A

Voltage

644 V

Pulse frequency

350 kHz

Duty cycle

1.1 µs

Deposition time

1 hour 30 min

Deposition pressure

3.6 × 10–2 mbar

Mag current

7.51 A

Deposition temperature

650 °C

The deposition was carried out using an Advance Energy
pinnacle plus, in pulsed DC mode, to provide a higher concurrent ion bombardment, during deposition, and hence
produce a high-density thin film.
Prior to NbTiN deposition, a thin layer of Nb was deposited. The second layer of NbTiN was deposited on Nb
coated copper cavity after exposure to air for changing a
target. After deposition, the cavity was cut in two section
and is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the cavity is uniformly coated with a golden colour, which is the signature
colour related to transition metal nitride.

RESULTS
The planar and X-section SEM, of a section cut from the
equator of the cavity is shown in Fig. 3. It illustrates that
the film transition between each layer is smooth, and no
significant damage at the Nb and NbTiN interface is observed, despite the fact that the NbTiN layer was deposited
post deposition of Nb, and after the Nb layer was exposed
to air. The Nb layer thickness is estimated to be about
1.1 µm and the NbTiN layer is about 2.2 µm. the crack observed in the film is due to post cutting and stretching of
the sample.
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Figure 2: A 6 GHz closed copper cavity deposited with a
double layer Nb/NbTiN.

Figure 3: (a) Planar and (b) X-section SEM images of dual
layer Nb/NbTiN film.
The ratio of Nb to Ti as determined by EDX analysis,
varied from 0.8 to 1 for different spots on the sample. The
critical temperature, determined by SQUID magnetometry
was found to be around 15 K with slow transitions. This
can be a consequence of non-uniform composition, as
shown in Fig. 4 (b). This is lower that we achieved in flat
samples, which was 17.5 K [3]. The first field of penetration is about 30 mT, and the Hc2 is higher than the range set
in the squid measurement. The magnetisation curve is free
of any flux jumping, illustrating the film is free for any
deep level defects, as shown in Fig. 4 (a).

Figure 4: (a) A magnetization curve measured at 4 K and
(b) magntization under contant 100 Oe for varing
temperature from 20 to 5 K.
Figure 5 shows the XRD spectra carried out in grazing
angle. It shows that the film is synthesised in equiaxial
grains. As well as NbTiN peaks, Cu peaks are also
apparent. This is due to the sample size, avoiding the edges
needs a larger samples, which in this cavity area is not
possible. The PDXL2 software has been used to caculate
the grain size, which was estimated to be on average
15 nm, with a lattice constant of 4.327 A, which is inline
with reported values in literature resulting to Tc of 14 to
15 K [4].
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Figure 5: Grazing angle XRD of NbTiN Film.
The EDS provides bulk composition information. It does
not provide information as to how the elements are related.
Furthermore, it is very inaccurate in estimating the amount
of N or O. NbTiN is a ternary compound and the synthesis
of superconducting phase B1 is very much dependent on
its adequate stoichiometry. In order to determine the chemical state of the compound, the film was examined by Xray photoelectron spectroscopy XPS, the results are presented in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: XPS spectra of Ti2p and Nb 3d region scan of
NbTiN samples.
XPS can only reveal information from the first 10 nm of
the sample surface. In this case, it depicts that both Nb and
Ti in film are at their nitride state. However, in both cases,
oxide state of both Nb and Ti are also present. The latter is
due to surface oxidation, when surfaces are exposed to air.
Nevertheless, the oxide states only exist at the surface.
Optimizing the deposition process with 6 GHz cavities
allows to reduce the costs in comparison to 1.3 GHz cavity:
smaller cavities require less copper, quicker production,
less chemistry use, for surface polishing, smaller deposition chamber, less usage of the deposition target and less
use of expensive LHe for the RF test. After defining the
most promising film coating with 6 GHz cavity, these results will be applied to deposit a 1.3 GHz cavity.

CONCLUSION
The new 6 GHz cavity deposition performed well and
the first B1 superconducting NbTiN cavity coating has
been achieved at ASTeC. The target configuration needs
some degree of optimisation, but proved to be effective
where an alloy target in cylindrical form does not exist.
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Abstract
The research on superconducting thin films for future
radio frequency (RF) cavities requires measuring the RF
properties of these films. However, coating and testing thin
films on full-sized cavities is both challenging and timeconsuming. As a result, films are typically deposited on
small, flat samples and characterised using a test cavity. At
Daresbury Laboratory, a facility for testing 10 cm diameter
samples has recently been commissioned. The cavity uses
RF chokes to allow physical and thermal separation between
itself and the sample under test. The facility allows for surface resistance measurements at a resonant frequency of 7.8
GHz, at temperatures down to 4 K, maximum RF power
of 1 W and peak magnetic fields of a few mT. The main
advantage of this system is the simple sample mounting procedure due to no physical welding between the sample and
test cavity. This allows for a fast turnaround time of two to
three days between samples. As such, this system can be
used to quickly identify which samples are performing well
under RF and should require further testing at higher gradient. Details of recent upgrades to this facility, together with
measurements of both bulk niobium and thin film samples,
will be presented.

INTRODUCTION
Bulk niobium superconducting radio frequency (SRF)
cavities are close to reaching their theoretical performance
limits in terms of accelerating gradients and 𝑄 factors. As
a result, there is a push to develop cavities using materials
beyond Nb. These include, but are not limited to, Nb3 Sn,
NbN, NbTiN, MgB2 . The materials are deposited as thin
films, typically on copper cavities. The main reasons for this
are: Cu is cheaper than Nb, it is more easily machinable and
it benefits from a higher thermal conductivity.
The performance of thin films is usually studied on small,
planar substrates. The main advantage over full cavity depositions is that small samples are much cheaper to produce
and easier to deposit on. Also, some of the new materials
being investigated are not yet developed enough to deposit
on cavities. Having planar samples also allows for easier
measurements under DC conditions and surface analysis
techniques.
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In order to study the performance of planar samples under
RF conditions, a facility at Daresbury Laboratory has been
developed over the past few years. This system allows us
to measure the surface resistance, 𝑅𝑆 , of small samples
under RF conditions. The main advantage of this facility,
compared with other RF testing facilities around the world
[1], is the ability to test samples with a short two to three day
turnaround time. This would importantly allow for the rate of
sample characterisation to keep up with sample production.
The ultimate goal will be to follow up the sample tests
with additional measurements using other facilities at Daresbury Laboratory. Future modifications to a magnetic field
penetration facility on site [2] will allow testing of the same
samples under DC conditions in order to obtain measurements of critical magnetic fields and relate the DC and RF
superconducting properties. This, combined with surface
analysis, will help identify the best performing thin films
that will be worth up-scaling to full cavity tests.
This paper reports on the current status of the facility as
well as sample measurements to demonstrate its capabilities.

FACILITY OVERVIEW
The test cavity used for studying the RF properties of
planar samples, was first reported in [3]. The cavity itself is
a bulk-Nb half cell (∼ 31 mm diameter) surrounded by three
quarter-wavelength chokes. The entire structure is 104 mm
in diameter and 12 mm thick, shown in Fig. 1.
The cavity is mounted to an oxygen-free high conductivity
(OFHC) Cu plate in a liquid helium (LHe) free cryostat
cooled by a Gifford-McMahon cryocooler. This plate is able
to reach a base temperature of 3.5 to 4 K. Details of this
cryogenic facility can be found in [4]. A previous setup
for this cavity used a LHe cryostat [5]. However, with a
sample testing time of 2 weeks, this was considered to be
too long, despite achieving lower base temperatures of 2.5
K. The LHe-free cryostat instead allows for a much faster
sample testing time of just 2-3 days, not to mention the
environmentally sustainable benefits from not using LHe
supplies.
The choke structures allow for a small vacuum gap between the sample and cavity whilst minimising RF leakage.
A 1 mm spacer made from G-10 is used to maintain this
gap, allowing the two to be thermally and physically isolated.
Therefore no welding is required between the sample and
cavity. This is another reason why the system allows for easy
sample changeover and short testing times.
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Separation of the cavity and sample allows for measurements of 𝑅𝑆 using an RF-DC compensation method. A
recent redesign of the sample holder, allowing for optimal
control of the sample temperature, 𝑇𝑆 , has enabled us to
use this method. This technique utilises heaters and Cernox
thermometers connected to the sample holder in order to
measure the change in DC heater power required to maintain
a stable 𝑇𝑆 after RF is switched on. This change in heater
power is equivalent to the RF power dissipated on sample,
from which the average 𝑅𝑆 of the sample is measured. This
method fully described in [6].
The facility, up until recently, only used a single coupler.
The stored energy, 𝑈, required for measuring the surface
magnetic field on the sample, 𝐵𝑆, 𝑝𝑘 , was measured from
the reflected 𝑆11 signal. However, this method relied on a
large number of cable calibrations in order to calculate the
forward power into the cavity, introducing additional errors.
To overcome this and improve the accuracy of measurements
of 𝑈, the system has been slightly modified in order to facilitate a pickup coupler. This will enable measurements of
transmitted power and directly determine 𝑈. This also provides more accurate measurements of 𝐵𝑆, 𝑝𝑘 . Simulations in
CST [7], showed that the pickup coupler could be positioned
in the middle or outer chokes surrounding the cavity whilst
minimising the radiation leakage. These positions also avoid
the formation of fano resonances which occur due to the interference between the fundamental cavity mode frequency
and nearby choke mode frequencies. The modified cavity
and facility illustrating the positioning of the pickup probe
is shown in Fig. 1.
Overall, the facility is currently able to make measurements of 𝑅𝑆 at a resonant frequency, 𝑓0 = 7.8 GHz, 𝑇𝑆 from
4 to 10 K and 𝐵𝑆, 𝑝𝑘 ≤ 0.8 mT. It can measure 𝑅𝑆 versus
𝐵𝑆, 𝑝𝑘 at constant 𝑇𝑆 as well as 𝑅𝑆 versus 𝑇𝑆 at constant
𝐵𝑆, 𝑝𝑘 .

Figure 1: A schematic showing the mounting of the cavity
and sample to the stage 2 plate of the cryostat. The choke
cavity is shown underneath indicated holes drilled in the
middle and outer chokes for pickup coupler insertion.

ments. The treatments tried were de-grease with isopropanol
(A), de-grease with acetone followed by an ultra-pure water
(UPW) bath (B) and 600 ◦ C bake (C).

FACILITY COMMISSIONING
Bulk Nb Sample
During commissioning, the facility has demonstrated that
both the sample and cavity can reach a minimum 𝑇𝑆 = 3.9 K
after approximately 12 hours of cooling. After some adjustments to the RF system, a maximum 𝐵𝑆, 𝑝𝑘 ≈ 0.8 mT was
reached.
The easiest way to demonstrate the capabilities of the facility was to test a bulk Nb sample. This also provides a
baseline for future thin film sample measurements. The sample tested was approximately 100 mm in diameter, 50 mm
thick and had a 𝑅𝑅𝑅 ≈ 400. Also, it had not received any
surface treatments or high pressure rinse pre-testing.
Measurements of 𝑅𝑆 vs 𝑇𝐶 /𝑇𝑆 for this sample are shown
in Fig. 2, where 𝑇𝐶 is the critical temperature (𝑇𝐶 = 9.2 K
for Nb). Due to the current lack of a chemical treatment
facility at our lab, it was decided to repeat the measurements on this sample with different sample treatments to see
which would provide the lowest 𝑅𝑆 and indicate whether our
measurement procedure is sensitive to different sample treatTUPOTK033
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Figure 2: 𝑅𝑆 vs 𝑇𝐶 /𝑇𝑆 at constant 𝐵𝑆, 𝑝𝑘 = 0.45 mT. A
- de-grease with isopropanol, B - de-grease with acetone
followed by an UPW bath and C - 600 ◦ C bake.
At 4.2 K, a theoretical BCS resistance of ≈ 15 μΩ is
expected for the Nb sample tested. The results shown in
Fig. 2 indicate a clear difference in 𝑅𝑆 between each of
the treatments. The de-grease with acetone followed by an
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ultra-pure water rinse shows the lowest 𝑅𝑆 and hence the
lowest residual resistance. The treatment with isopropanol
has increased 𝑅𝑆 due to the formation of a lossy film on the
Nb surface. Also, any treatment with a solvent should be
followed with an UPW bath to remove any solvent remaining
on the surface. Finally, the 600 ◦ C bake results in trapped
hydrogen on the surface resulting in increased losses as well.
The aim will be to repeat these measurements after buffered
chemical polishing to remove the hydrogen layer.
Whilst commissioning the facility, measurements of 𝑅𝑆
vs 𝐵𝑆, 𝑝𝑘 at fixed temperature have also been demonstrated,
as shown in Fig. 3. These measurements show consistent
values of 𝑅𝑆 at low 𝐵𝑆, 𝑝𝑘 as expected. Due to microphonics
and laboratory radiation controls, the facility is currently
limited to low 𝐵𝑆, 𝑝𝑘 . A phase-locked loop control system
is in the process of being implemented to overcome the
limitations caused by microphonics.

Figure 3: 𝑅𝑆 vs 𝐵𝑆, 𝑝𝑘 at 𝑇𝑆 = 4.6 K. A - de-grease with
isopropanol, B - de-grease with acetone followed by an UPW
bath.
With this facility, the shift in resonant frequency, Δ 𝑓 , can
also be resolved as a function of 𝑇𝑆 . This is shown in Fig. 4.
It demonstrates the sharp decrease in resonant frequency
around 𝑇𝐶 due to the sample becoming normal conducting.

Nb on Cu Samples
In addition to measuring bulk Nb, two Nb on Cu samples
were tested for the first time. Both films were deposited by
pulsed DC magnetron sputtering onto 100 mm diameter Cu
disks which were mechanically polished with a diamond
abrasive. Sample 1 was deposited after heating to 600◦ C
and sample 2 at room temperature. Measurements of 𝑅𝑆 vs
𝑇𝐶 /𝑇𝑆 are shown in Fig. 5.
The purpose of these tests were mainly to show that the
facility could measure thin films as well as bulk samples.
The 𝑅𝑆 measurements of the two samples are comparable
to the lowest bulk Nb 𝑅𝑆 measurements from Fig. 2. Both
samples exhibit rapid increases in 𝑅𝑆 at 𝑇𝐶 (𝑇𝐶 /𝑇𝑆 = 1) as
expected. The results also show that 𝑅𝑆 is slightly lower for
sample 2 compared to sample 1 over the temperature range.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 4: Δ 𝑓 vs 𝑇𝑆 .

Figure 5: 𝑅𝑆 vs 𝑇𝐶 /𝑇𝑆 for the two Nb on Cu samples at
constant 𝐵𝑆, 𝑝𝑘 .
Though Surface analysis of these two samples has yet to be
made to investigate the difference. It should also be noted
that the sample heater power and temperature stabilise in
a much shorter time for Cu samples compared with bulk
Nb. The Cu samples also have smaller errors on 𝑇S due to
a higher thermal conductivity and hence a better thermal
contact with the sample holder.

CONCLUSIONS
The capability to measure 𝑅𝑆 of flat samples under RF
conditions has now been demonstrated using both bulk Nb
and Nb on Cu samples. By operating in a LHe-free environment, samples can be tested down to 𝑇𝑆 = 4.1 K and
𝐵𝑆, 𝑝𝑘 ≤ 0.8 mT. As a result, the facility will be a useful
tool to study thin film samples under RF conditions at a rate
of 2 to 3 sample tests per week.
Further improvements are ongoing, however these will not
affect any current sample tests. The main improvement will
be the addition of a phase-locked loop control system. This
will utilise the newly installed pickup coupler by locking the
input on resonance whilst aiming to remove the effects of
microphonics. It will allow for critical coupling of the input
antenna resulting in higher 𝐵𝑆, 𝑝𝑘 ≤ 10 mT.
TUPOTK033
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EVALUATING THE EFFECTS OF NITROGEN DOPING AND OXYGEN
DOPING ON SRF CAVITY PERFORMANCE∗
H. Hu† , Y.-K. Kim, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA
D. Bafia, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL, USA
Abstract
Superconducting radiofrequency (SRF) cavities are resonators with extremely low surface resistance that enable
accelerating cavities to have extremely high quality factors
(Q0 ). High Q0 decreases the capital required to keep the
accelerators cold by reducing power loss. The performance
of SRF cavities is largely governed by the surface composition of the first 100 nm of the cavity surface. Impurities
such as oxygen and nitrogen have been observed to yield
high Q0 , but their precise roles are still being studied. Here,
we compare the performance of cavities doped with nitrogen
and oxygen in terms of surface composition and heating
behavior with field. A simulation of the diffusion of oxygen into the bulk of the cavity was built using COMSOL
Multiphysics software. Simulated results were compared to
the actual surface composition of the cavities as determined
from secondary ion mass spectrometry analysis. Understanding how these impurities affects performance allows us to
have further insight into the underlying mechanisms that
enable these surface treatments to yield high Q0 .

INTRODUCTION
The role of impurities in Nb is critical in SRF cavity
performance. Nitrogen doped cavities have displayed high
quality factors (Q0 ) of > 4 × 1010 and high accelerating
gradients (E𝑎𝑐𝑐 ) of > 38 MV/m [1]. Recent work has shown
that low temperature baking (LTB), which relies on diffusion
of oxygen from the native oxide, mitigates high field Q-slope
(HFQS) and improves Q0 at high E𝑎𝑐𝑐 [2]. Motivated by
these studies on LTB, we conduct initial studies on a new
treatment technique called oxygen doping, also referred to
as oxygen alloying, which achieves doping-like performance
but without any extrinsic impurities [3]. Oxygen doping diffuses oxygen from the native oxide following Fick’s second
law to achieve a uniform concentration of impurities in the
first 100 nm of the surface [3]. Solutions to this diffusion
process have been analytically obtained in Refs. [4, 5]. We
take an alternative approach by simulating the diffusion process of oxygen into niobium. With this simulation, we can
associate cavity performance with an impurity profile such
that the oxygen doping treatment can be fine tuned for the
desired performance.
This work presents an initial study evaluating and understanding the precise roles of oxygen and nitrogen in enabling
∗
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high Q0 . We find that even in the absence of nitrogen, we
can achieve doped-like anti-Q slope performance, as well
as high Q0 and E𝑎𝑐𝑐 . The biggest discrepancy seems to lie
in the turning on of additional loss mechanisms at higher
fields, driving both higher resistance as well as causing significant heating within the cavity. Further work is required
to optimize this treatment and understand the causes of these
high field losses. Initial data supports that oxygen doping a
promising treatment comparable to nitrogen doping.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
One single cell, TESLA shaped Nb cavity with resonant
frequency of 1.3 GHz was first baselined with an 800∘ C degas and 40 µm electropolishing (EP) removal [2]. The cavity
was then treated with subsequent steps of baking and chemical processing. First, the cavity was in-situ baked at 200∘ C
to diffuse oxygen from the native niobium oxide into the
bulk. Next, the cavity underwent two rounds of HF rinsing
to strip the oxide, leaving the Nb metal untouched. Following each HF rinse, the cavity was exposed to air to allow
a new, undepleted Nb2 O5 layer to form [6]. The regrowth
process consumes about 2 µm of Nb but otherwise, the impurity profile of the rf layer is unaffected [6]. After each
treatment, the cavity was tested to find Q0 vs. E𝑎𝑐𝑐 at both
2 K and low T (< 1.5 K) in continuous wave (CW) operation
to determine the decomposition of surface resistance into
BCS and residual resistances [7]. Before testing, the cavity
was evacuated and assembled with resistance temperature
detectors (RTDs), flux gates at the equator, and Helmholtz
coils. The cavity was cooled to 4.2 K with the fast cool down
protocol to minimize the possibility of trapping magnetic
flux [2].
In addition to Q0 and E𝑎𝑐𝑐 , we also investigated how
the cavity heated with increasing fields using thermometry
mapping (TMAP) [8]. 576 carbon RTDs were installed on
the outside of the cavity during assembly. The temperature
at each RTD was recorded periodically during CW testing.
In parallel with cavity testing, we also treated cavity cutouts
of 1 cm in diameter to the same treatments as the single cell
cavity. These samples were analyzed with time of flight
secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) to associate
performance with surface composition [9].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We compare the performance for each of our three treatment steps with that of a nitrogen doped single cell cavity
that was treated with 2/0 + 5 µm EP nitrogen doping [1].
Data for the nitrogen doped cavity is from Ref. [8].
TUPOTK034
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Figure 1: Q0 vs. E𝑎𝑐𝑐 data taken at 2 K acquired at Fermilab
VTS system.

Figure 3: R𝑟𝑒𝑠 vs. E𝑎𝑐𝑐 data of the temperature independent
resistance without trapped flux contribution.

Q0 vs E𝑎𝑐𝑐
Figure 1 plots the behavior of Q0 vs E𝑎𝑐𝑐 at 2 K. During the 200∘ C × 20 hr test, the cavity experienced an initial quench at around 19 MV/m from field emissions. This
trapped magnetic flux and decreased Q0 . The test after
HF rinse 2 experienced a quench due to multipacting at
20 MV/m, which prevented data from being taken until
25 MV/m and also trapped flux. All three tests had final
quenches around 33-34 MV/m. Although the peak quality
factor of about 4.2 × 1010 is not as high as that of a nitrogen
doped cavity, it is still excellent performance. In addition,
we observe a phenomenon known as the anti-Q slope that
is characteristic of nitrogen doped cavities in which 𝑄0 increases with 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 . This displays the potential of oxygen doping as a treatment capable of achieving high performance
comparable to nitrogen doping.

BCS Resistance
BCS surface resistance (R𝐵𝐶𝑆 ) in shown Fig. 2. R𝐵𝐶𝑆
is very similar for all three tests. The initial decrease in
BCS resistance with accelerating gradient is what drives the
anti-Q slope phenomenon [1]. The similarities in the BCS
resistance, despite the additional HF rinses, suggests that
the differences in Q0 vs E𝑎𝑐𝑐 are not driven by impurities in
the rf layer. Compared to that of a nitrogen doped cavity, we

see that minimum R𝐵𝐶𝑆 is about the same, but at high fields,
oxygen doped cavity has significantly higher R𝐵𝐶𝑆 . This
indicates there are additional sources of loss for the oxygen
doped cavity that are not present in the nitrogen doped one
that are turned on at higher fields.

Residual Resistance
The temperature independent residual resistance (R𝑟𝑒𝑠 ) is
displayed in Fig. 3. Any contribution from trapped magnetic
flux has been subtracted from the data shown. We see that
after the 200 ∘ C × 20 hr in-situ bake, the R𝑟𝑒𝑠 is moderately
low. After the first HF rinse, we expected R𝑟𝑒𝑠 to decrease,
but observed a counter-intuitive increase instead, suggesting
that the depleted oxide was not completely refreshed, as the
suboxides that grow during baking are metallic and weaken
the overall superconductivity. Thus, the cavity was HF rinsed
a second time. After the second HF rinse, R𝑟𝑒𝑠 decreased as
expected. Regrowing the native oxide appeared to mitigate
some of the sources of loss, indicating that the growth of
suboxides from in-situ baking may have driven lower Q0 .
Compared to the nitrogen doped R𝑟𝑒𝑠 , we observe a similar
minimum value, but again, the resistances are significantly
higher for the oxygen doped cavity at higher accelerating
gradients. For the rest of this paper, we will solely consider
data from the cavity after the second HF rinse since we
believe that we have a full undepleted native oxide to enable
better comparison with a nitrogen doped cavity.

TMAP and Heating Profile

Figure 2: R𝐵𝐶𝑆 vs. E𝑎𝑐𝑐 data showing the temperature
dependent component of resistance at 2 K.
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Figure 4 is a temperature map of the entire cavity just
before a quench occurs. The color scale is logarithmic with
the actual temperature of each sensor displayed in mK. There
is minimal heating in the cavity except at the equator, where
at the point of highest heating (also the location of initial
quench), the temperature change is 390 mK.
The heating profile for a particular sensor is acquired by
recording the change in temperature as a function of peak
magnetic field for each TMAP. Figure 5 shows the heating
profile at the quench location. This heating profile is compared to that of a nitrogen doped cavity which also quenched
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Figure 4: Map of the temperature within the cavity at quench.
Quench location is labeled in red.

Figure 6: SIMS data showing impurity profiles for three
different baking times (data from Ref. [9]) and simulation
results from COMSOL.

CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Heating profile at the location of quench.
near the equator. On a log-log scale, if the change in temperature is due to pure joule heating, we would expect there
to be a slope of 2 according to Ohm’s law. At low fields, the
slope is 2.18, but there is a sudden discontinuous change in
slope to 9.36. The drop in temperature at H𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ≈ 80 mT is
a result of the cavity losing resonance due to multipacting.
In the 10 minutes it took to recover resonance, the cavity
had cooled down significantly. The discontinuity in slope
suggests the turning on of additional loss mechanisms, leading to a temperature change that is 40 times greater that
what is observed in a nitrogen doped cavity. The exact loss
mechanisms that turned on at higher fields are still under
investigation.

COMSOL
Figure 6 shows the data from SIMS of oxygen concentration as a function of depth [9]. The data displays the change
in the surface composition after 3, 19, and 45 hr of baking
at 205∘ C. Data for the normalized surface composition is
from Ref. [9]; the signal of O− /Nb− is normalized for ease
of comparison with simulated results. We built a simplified
simulation in COMSOL Multiphysics using the transport of
diluted species (tds) interface of the 1-dimensional diffusion
of oxygen from the surface into the niobium bulk. We assumed that the initial concentration of oxygen was constant
and that the niobium did not have any oxygen impurities
initially. Figure 6 also contains the simulated curves at these
three times, and the simulated results have good agreement
with the collected SIMS data. Further work involves developing the simulation for the diffusion of oxygen into a
non-pure bulk.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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We observed that oxygen doping and nitrogen doping
treatments yield similar rf performance. From the residual
resistance, we see that eliminating suboxides and regrowing
the native oxide led to an increase in quality factor. For
both residual and BCS resistance, the oxygen doped cavity
had much higher resistance at higher accelerating gradients
compared to that of a nitrogen doped cavity. The heating
profile acquired from TMAP data confirmed this since there
is substantial heating in the oxygen doped cavity that is
not present in the nitrogen doped one that could possibly be
from the loss mechanism turning on at higher fields. Overall,
more studies are required to delineate the role that oxygen is
playing in SRF cavity performance. Oxygen doping seems
to be a viable replacement for nitrogen doping, but more
tests are needed to assess the robustness of this treatment. A
complete sweep of the oxygen doping parameter space may
reveal unprecedented performance for cavities which could
enable the next generation of accelerators.
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Abstract

OBSERVATIONS FOR THE CVD COATING

Nb3 Sn is the most promising alternative material for
achieving superior performance in Superconducting RadioFrequency (SRF) cavities, compared to conventional bulk
Nb cavities now used in accelerators. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is an alternative to the vapor diffusion-based
Nb3 Sn growth technique predominantly used on bulk niobium cavities now and may enable reaching superior RF
performance at reduced cost. In collaboration with Cornell,
Ultramet has developed CVD process capabilities and reactor designs to coat copper SRF cavities with thick and thin
films of Nb and Nb3 Sn. In this paper, we present our latest
research efforts on CVD Nb3 Sn-on-copper SRF cavities, including RF performance test results from two 1.3 GHz SRF
cavities coated by Ultramet.

Ultramet was able to achieve Nb3 Sn coatings on coupons
(≈ .75 ” × .75 ”) with a Sn content of 24 − 25% using the
processing developed during this project. However, scaling
up the Nb3 Sn CVD process to obtain coatings with a consistent 24 − 25% Sn content over large surface areas (e.g.: ILC
cavities) has been found to be challenging. This is reflected
in the RF test results presented below.
Both cavities had some degree of substrate surface texture/terrain issues/distress that might explain the low quality
factors discussed below. This also encourages further copper cavity substrate manufacturing process and conditioning
process development. Annealing at high temperatures might
improve the surface structure, but the low melting point of
copper makes that difficult. The Nb3 Sn coating had a crack
in the beam tube section of SN 38-39. When Ultramet performed Nb3 Sn coatings directly on bare copper cavities (no
CVD Nb interlayer) early in the project, there were no cracks
in the Nb3 Sn coating. This might be explained by a much
thicker coating of Nb3 Sn of ≈ 50-100 𝜇𝑚 initially, versus the
current thickness, 13-25 𝜇𝑚 of Nb3 Sn on the surface. This
crack might suggest the CVD Nb interlayer was too thin in
the latest coating in that particular section, which is an issue
that can be fixed with more process development. The CVD
Nb interlayer was intended to function as a CTE-bridge to
relieve stress between coating and substrate.
An optimized copper-Nb3 Sn ILC cavity (even with a thin
CVD Nb interlayer) would reduce the per-cavity Nb raw
material requirements by over 90% as compared to bulk Nb
cavities.

INTRODUCTION
Nb3 Sn is the most promising material for next-generation
SRF cavities, as it can reach a 𝑇𝑐 as high as 18 K and has
the potential to double the gradients achieved by Nb [1].
Achieving higher operating gradients would decrease overall
length and cost, while a high 𝑇𝑐 would lead to an important
reduction in cryogenic costs.
A vapor diffusion-based growth process for Nb3 Sn has
given the best RF results from current growth methods [2],
but it still performs well below the ultimate predicted limit
of this material. Defects and surface roughness are limiting
factors of these films so exploring alternative Nb3 Sn growth
methods is important for improving performance beyond
current limits.
The SRF Group at Cornell tested two 1.3 GHz singlecell SRF cavities. They are comprised of copper substrates
with thin-film interior surface coatings of niobium interlayer/CTE(coefficient thermal expansion)-bridge and Nb3 Sn
formed via chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The coating
was performed by industry partner Ultramet using unique
CVD precursor materials developed by researchers at Florida
State University.
The copper cavity substrates were fabricated by Niowave
(welded) and Bailey Tool (seamless). The high thermal
conducting copper substrates were used to promote efficient
heat dissipation for added thermal stability [3] and reduce
per-cavity Nb requirements. Detailed RF performance test
results are presented for the two cavities identified as SN
38-39 (welded) and SN 4 (seamless).
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Figure 1: SN 38-39 cavity on the RF testing insert under
vacuum.
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SN 38-39 CAVITY TEST
Figure 1 shows an image of the cavity on the RF test insert. The mean free path, the critical temperature 𝑇𝑐 , the
energy gap Δ and the residual resistance determine the characteristics of the Nb3 Sn film on the surface. These all give
information about the quality of the superconducting film.
The 𝑄 versus 𝐸 curve at 4.2 K and at temperatures below
4.2 K give information on the overall performance of the
cavity and can be correlated with the other measurements.
The critical temperature for SN 38-39 is determined to
be 𝑇𝑐 ≈ 16.5 K, by measuring flux expulsion when the
Nb3 Sn film transitions from the normal conducting to the
superconducting state.
The mean free path of the superconductor is determined
by measuring the frequency of the cavity versus temperature.
In practice the measurement is performed by warming the
cavity from 4.2 K to the critical temperature 𝑇𝑐 of the superconductor. The change in frequency is related to the change
of penetration length of the RF fields in the superconductor,
and that change in penetration length can be used to calculate
the mean free path.
The measurement of the quality factor versus temperature
can be directly related to the resistance of the superconductor versus temperature using the geometry factor of the
cavity [4]. The resistance versus temperature data can be
used to extract the energy gap and the residual surface resistance. In practice the cavity is cooled down below 4.2 K
and measurements of the quality factor versus temperature
are performed at a constant accelerating field.

Figure 3: Q versus E, SN 38-39, at T = 1.9 K. The curve is
relatively flat after a strong initial Q drop.

Figure 4: 𝑅 (Ohm) vs 1/T (1/K)) for SN 38-39.

around a few 𝜇 Ohms, too high to determine the BCS resistance and energy gap Δ. The high residual resistance is
likely due to surface contamination due to surface contamination at the end of the CVD process. A similar behaviour
of low 𝑄 0 was seen initially on the CVD Nb cavities. After a brief electropolishing, 𝑄 0 improved significantly, as
detailed in [3], proving that surface contamination was the
cause of bad performance. As a final note, it is an artifact
of the measurement that the resistance seems a little lower
at higher temperatures. At higher temperatures the fields
at which the measurements were taken were systematically
smaller.

Figure 2: Q versus E at 𝑇 = 4.2 K for SN 38-39.
Figure 2 shows the Q versus E plot at 4.2 K for the cavity
SN 38-39. There is a strong initial Q drop at low fields with
an overall low quality factor. The curve is relatively flat after
a strong initial Q drop.
For comparison, vapor diffusion Nb3 Sn cavities formed
on bulk niobium cavities routinely reach 𝑇𝑐 ≈ 18 K and
𝑄 0 ≈ 2 × 1010 at T= 4.2 K.
At 𝑇 = 1.9 K, the Q versus E curve drops quickly and
becomes flat at higher fields, as seen in Figure 3. At both
1.9 K and 4.2 K, the cavity did not quench, but the field
was limited by maximum RF power. Also, the value of the
quality factor is similar to the quality factor at T = 4.2 K.
Results from Q versus T testing for SN 38-39 are shown
in Figure 4. The residual resistance was determined to be
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Figure 5: Frequency versus temperature fitting for SN 38-39.
Figure 5 contains the frequency versus temperature fit.
The mean free path obtained from the analysis of 𝑓 versus
𝑇 is 0.385 nm. This is much smaller than Nb3 Sn mean
free path obtained for state-of-the-art vapor diffusion Nb3 Snniobium cavities, which is ≈ 2 nm [5]. The small mean free
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path suggests that there is an abundance of defects in the
surface layer, or significant impurities present.

SN 4 CAVITY TEST
An image of the cavity on the testing insert is shown in
Figure 6. The measured performance of this cavity is similar
to that of SN 38-39. The critical temperature is 𝑇𝑐 ≈ 16.5 K.
The Q versus E curve is shown in Fig. 7 and, as before,
there is a strong initial 𝑄 0 drop and the fields are limited
by maximum RF power, not by a quench. Q versus T was
not measured as the residual resistance was too high to get
information on BCS resistance and the energy gap. Figure 8
shows the analysis of frequency versus temperature for SN 4,
and the mean free path (mfp) is determined to be 0.083 nm.
This mpf is again much smaller than the mean free path
for state-of-the-art vapor diffusion Nb3 Sn cavities on Nb
substrates.

Figure 9 is an image of the Nb3 Sn coating on the inside
of seamless cavity SN 4. Upon removing the cavity off the
insert following the RF test, Cornell researchers noticed
“dust” of unknown composition from inside of the cavity. It
was speculated that the change in temperature caused some
of the Nb3 Sn coating to dislodge off from the cavity interior.

Figure 9: Image of the Nb3 Sn coating at the inner surface
of RF test cavity SN 4 and location where dust residue was
noticed upon removal of the RF test insert.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 6: SN 4 cavity on the testing insert under vacuum.

Figure 7: Q versus E for SN 4 at 4.2 K.

These cavities are the first-ever fabricated CVD Nb3 Snon-copper SRF cavities, and they were successfully tested
at Cornell. Uniform and robust CVD Nb, and CVD Nb3 Sn
coatings in the A15 phase were formed on copper cavity
substrates of the 1.3 GHz single-cell ILC design.
The measured quality factors of the two Ultramet CVD
Nb3 Sn cavities are low in comparison to those of state-ofthe-art vapor diffusion Nb3 Sn-Nb cavities. This is thought
to be in part due to a very high residual surface resistance,
observed to be in the 𝜇 Ohm range. The critical temperature is around 𝑇𝑐 = 16.5 K, which suggests that there are
non-ideal relative concentrations of Nb and Sn present on
the surface of the cavity. For comparison, vapor diffusion
Nb3 Sn-Nb cavities reach 𝑇𝑐 ≈ 18 K and 𝑄 0 ≈ 2 × 1010 at
𝑇 = 4.2 K. The mean free paths for SN 4 and SN 38-39
are quite small compared to that seen in high performing
vapor diffused Nb3 Sn-Nb cavities (𝑚 𝑓 𝑝 ≈ 2 nm), discussed
in [5]. The small mean free path for both cavities suggests
that there are significant defects in the surface layer, and/or
that there are impurities.
These are promising initial results and future work is
needed for CVD process scaling to optimize Sn-to-Nb ratio
consistency, increase mean free path, reduce residual surface
resistance, and continue copper cavity fabrication process
development.
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Abstract
Niobium-3 tin (𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛) is a high-potential material for
next-generation Superconducting Radiofrequency (SRF)
cavities in particle accelerators. The most promising growth
method to date is based on vapor diffusion of tin into a niobium substrate with nucleating agent tin chloride (𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2 ).
Still, the current vapor diffusion recipe has significant room
for realizing further performance improvement. We are investigating how different chemical treatments on the niobium
substrate before coating influence the growth of a smooth
and uniform 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 layer. More specifically, this study focuses on the interaction between the 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2 nucleating agent
and the niobium surface oxides. In this paper, we present
preliminary results of the comparison of the effect of different chemical treatments (with different pH values) on the tin
droplet distribution on niobium after the nucleation stage of
coating.

INTRODUCTION
Niobium-3 tin is a promising material for next-generation
SRF cavities, due to its higher critical temperature and higher
superheating field in comparison to other SRF materials.
Many labs, including Cornell, Fermi Lab, Jefferson Lab, and
KEK have continuing research and development projects focusing on improving 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 growth. [1–9] The most promising growth method to date is based on vapor diffusion of tin
into a niobium substrate with nucleating agent of tin chloride. The oxide layer of 𝑁𝑏2 𝑂5 on the surface of niobium
plays an important role in the binding of the nucleating agent
(𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2 ) [2, 7, 10], and this research focuses precisely on optimizing the oxide layer to get a more uniform distribution
of tin after the nucleation step.
Previous studies have shown 𝑁𝑏2 𝑂5 to be a very active
catalyst for many processes as a result of its surface acidity
and molecular binding sites [11, 12] . Different 𝑁𝑏2 𝑂5 surface structures and acidities have been shown to have varying
abilities to bind to other molecules, making some structures
better suited for our nucleation process. There are many
ways to adjust the surface acidity, including water, solvent
mixes, and surfactants. Temperature treatments can be used
to modify the structure of the binding sites, with a higher
temperature treatment leading to lower surface acidities.
In this study, we used varying solvent mixes to vary the
surface acidity before nucleation, and changed the nucleation
temperature to observe its influence on the binding of 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑙2
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onto our 𝑁𝑏2 𝑂5 surface. The ideal chemical treatment will
yield a uniform and dense tin droplet distribution. After the
nucleation step, we expect to see tin droplets in the nucleation
sites, as well as a very thin Sn-Nb film. [7]

PREPARATION OF SAMPLES
Pre-Coating Chemical Treatments
All samples were electropolished and anodized before
the chemical treatments. The list of treatments and their
corresponding pH value is shown in Table 1, with sample
−1 being the non-treated sample.
Table 1: Summary of Chemical Treatments
Sample # Chemical pH
Treatment
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

𝐻2 𝑂
𝐻2 𝑂2
𝑁𝑎𝑂𝐻
𝑁𝑎𝑂𝐻
𝑁𝐻𝑂3
𝑁𝐻𝑂3
𝐻𝐶𝑙
𝐻𝐶𝑙

4.7
11
9
3
5
5
3

Figure 1: Samples after chemical treatments, before coating.
Samples 0 through 8 are shown in Fig.1 starting from the
top left, after the chemical treatments and before the coating.
Note that they are all slightly different colors, due to the
different chemical treatments.
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(a) Sample −1

(b) Sample 2

(c) Sample 7

(d) Sample −1, processed

(e) Sample 2, processed

(f) Sample 7, processed

Figure 2: Examples of SEM images for samples -1, 2 and 7 shown in subfigures (a) through (c), and their corresponding
processed masks using ImageJ shown in subfigures (d) through (f).

𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 Coating

Analyzing Uniformity of Tin Droplets

The coating profile of the samples is shown in Fig. 3. The
nucleating agent was heated at 435C, while the tin source
was heated to a higher temperature in order to have an excess
of tin during nucleation to minimize tin depleted regions.
The coating of the samples was stopped after the nucleation
step.

As a qualitative measure of the uniformity of the nucleated
tin ”droplets” distribution on the niobium substrate, we took
SEM images of multiple 10 µm wide regions on each sample.
These images were processed using ImageJ software, with
the StarDist plugin. Examples of one SEM image and its
corresponding processed image for each sample analyzed
to date is shown in Fig. 2. To analyze the uniformity of the
tin droplets on our samples, we used a Nearest Neighbor
Macro on ImageJ on the processed images to find the average
distance from the six nearest neighbors for each droplet on
the images. The statistics of the average distance between
nearest neighbors is used as a qualitative metric to measure
how uniform each sample is. More specifically, we use the
standard deviation of the distribution of these distances. The
smaller the standard deviation is, the fewer clusters are found
on the sample.
Another figure of merit for the quality of each sample is
the density of the droplets. When comparing two samples
with a similar standard deviation of the six nearest neighbors
metric, we deduce that the most promising coating is the
one with the higher density of tin droplets.

Figure 3: Temperature profile for 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 vapor diffusion
based growth. Coating was stopped after the nucleation
step.

CHARACTERIZATION METHODS
In order to determine the optimal chemical treatment, we
used surface characterization techniques of SEM (Scanning
Electron Microscope) and EDS (Electron Dispersive Spectroscopy) to image the nucleated samples, and then used the
image processing software ImageJ [13] for the processing
of the images.
TUPOTK036
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EDS Analysis of Tin Droplets
In order to confirm that the droplets in the SEM images
are really tin, and to quantify the Sn-Nb thin film we were expecting, we used EDS to get the average atomic percentages
of selected elements, in our case tin and niobium.
Using the same processing software as for the previous section, we calculated the % area covered by the white droplets
shown in Fig. 2 (d)-(f), and compared it against the % ratio
of tin to niobium from the EDS scan.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The results from the analysis of the distribution of the
average distance of six nearest neighbors are plotted in
Figure 4 for samples -1, 2 and 7. Sample 2 has the biggest
standard deviation, which corresponds to more clusters in
the sample. The density of droplets for sample 2 is 5.49
droplets per µm2 . The untreated sample (-1) and the low
pH sample 7 have similar standard deviations, however,
sample 7 has a higher density of 7.56 in comparison to 4.66
droplets per µm2 of the untreated sample, making it the
most promising treatment so far.

Figure 5: Plot of EDS ratio of tin to niobium versus the
calculated % area covered by the droplets in the processed
SEM images.
substrate preparation, which will then be tested on a 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛
coated cavity.
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CONCLUSION
We have laid groundwork to qualitatively compare the
effect that different chemical treatments of the niobium substrate have after the nucleation step of vapor diffusion based
𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 growth. One of these methods is comparing statistics
of the average distance between the six nearest neighbors
of the nucleated droplets. Preliminary results indicate a difference in the distribution of nucleation sites between a low
and high pH, the lower pH value having a more uniform
distribution. Additionally, the lower pH sample has a higher
droplet density compared to the untreated sample, making
it the most promising treatment so far. Future work entails
taking more SEM and EDS data to determine optimal Nb
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STATUS UPDATE ON CORNELL’S SRF COMPACT CONDUCTION
COOLED CRYOMODULE∗
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Abstract
A new frontier in Superconducting RF (SRF) development is increasing the accessibility of SRF technology to
small-scale accelerator operations which are used in various
industrial or research applications. This is made possible by
using commercial cryocoolers as a cooling source, which
removes the need for expensive liquid cryogenics and their
supporting infrastructure. In addition, the use of Nb3 Sncoated cavities allows for efficient operation at 4.2 K. Cornell University is currently developing a new cryomodule
based on a conduction cooling scheme. This cryomodule
will use two pulse tube cryocoolers in place of liquid cryogenics in order to cool the system. A new 1.3 GHz cavity
has been designed with a set of four niobium rings welded at
the equator and irises which allow for a direct thermal link
between the cavity and cryocooler cold heads. The cavity
will use two coaxial RF input couplers capable of delivering
up to 100 kW total RF power for high-current beam operation. This coupler design was modified from the Cornell
ERL injector couplers, including simplifications such as removing the cold RF window and most outer bellows, while
retaining inner bellows for adjustable coupling.

INTRODUCTION
Reports from the U.S. DOE and national labs indicate
that small-scale accelerators producing beams of a few MeV
can be used for important applications in various fields such
as medicine, environmental progress, national security and
more [1, 2]. Although these operations would benefit from
the vastly improved efficiency of SRF technology, the complexity and cost of the required liquid helium infrastructure
quickly becomes prohibitive. However, the combination of
current cryocooler technology and Nb3 Sn-coated cavities
has opened a new path to utilizing SRF technology. Today’s
cryocoolers are capable of removing a couple watts of heat
at 4 K [3], while steady improvements to Nb3 Sn coatings
have produced cavities which operate reliably and efficiently
at 4.2 K with accelerating fields relevant to the applications
mentioned [4–10]. Therefore, demonstrating that Nb3 Sn
cavities can successfully operate while being cooled with
cryocoolers in place of liquid helium will represent a major step forward in making SRF technology accessible to
small-scale industry applications.
∗
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Previous studies conducted at Cornell demonstrated the
feasibility of this concept. These studies achieved the firstever demonstration of a conduction-cooled SRF cavity operating continuously at 10 MV/m [11]. In addition, it was
found that if the cryocooler is allowed to cool the system
down freely, significant thermal gradients will be created
across the cavity, leading to poor performance [12]. Therefore, controlling the cooldown is a requirement when using
crycoolers for SRF applications. These studies also showed
that placing heaters on the cavity irises provided the most
precise and repeatable control of thermal gradients during
cooldown [12]. We would like to acknowledge that important
progress has also been made at Fermilab [13] and Jefferson
Lab [14], in which different implementations of conduction
cooling assemblies were examined.
Cornell is now designing a new compact cryomodule
which will use two cryocoolers in place of liquid cryogenics.
The system will have a single-cell 1.3 GHz Nb3 Sn-coated
cavity powered by two coaxial couplers. The couplers will
deliver a total of 100 kW RF power to a 100 mA beam with
the cavity operating at 10 MV/m; see Table 1.
Table 1: Cryomodule Operating Specifications
Property
Frequency
Energy Gain
Max Current
Max Power

Value

Units

1.3
1
100
100

GHz
MeV
mA
kW

ACCELERATING CAVITY
The SRF cavity used in our cryomodule is based on the
design for the 1.3 GHz 2-cell injector cavities from Cornell’s
ERL [15]. For the new cryomodule, the cavity has been
modified to a single-cell design (see Fig. 1) and will be
coated with Nb3 Sn to enable efficient 4.2 K operation. The
primary additions to the cavity design are the Nb thermal
intercept rings located outside of the cavity equator and
irises. The equator ring design is inspired by Fermilab’s
study on a 650 MHz cavity [13]. The equator rings extract
the cavity’s primary heat load, while the newly-designed
iris rings extract smaller heat loads and serve as mounting
locations for heaters. All four rings can be seen attached to
the cavity in the bottom-right image of Figure 1.
Thermal modelling was performed in Ansys to study the
effectiveness of this design. This modelling includes the
full beam line extending out to the vacuum vessel walls at
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Figure 1: Top: temperature profile of the full beam line with
locations of thermal boundary conditions indicated. The
1.5 W value was calculated based on benchmark operation of
10 MV/m at 4.2 K. Bottom-left: detailed view of cavity and
thermal link temperature profile. Bottom-right: all cavity
parts have been fabricated.
room temperature. The section of beam line between the
cavity and 45 K intercepts has a wall thickness of 0.5 mm to
minimize the heat load at 4.2 K. A preliminary design for a
5N aluminum thermal link between the cryocooler 2nd stage
cold heads and the cavity is included. The top image of Fig. 1
shows the locations of the thermal boundary conditions.
The full beam line temperature profile and a detailed profile of the cavity and thermal link can also be seen in the
top and bottom-left images of Fig. 1, respectively. The modelling shows that there is only a 0.02 K thermal gradient
across the cavity equator and thermal intercept rings, which
indicates that this design successfully achieves even cooling
across the cavity. The resulting heat loads at 45 K and 4.2 K
are well within the limits of the two cryocoolers. The load
at 45 K is entirely due to static heat leak from room temperature, while most of the load at 4.2 K comes from RF losses;
Table 2 lists specific values.

RF INPUT COUPLER
As with the cavity, the base design of the RF input coupler
was taken from the twin coaxial input coupler design from
Cornell’s ERL injector cryomodules [16]. Changes to this
design were made to enable conduction cooling, as well as
making the coupler simpler and more compact.
One major change which addresses both goals is the removal of the cold RF window. This reduces the heat load
at 45 K by removing a significant source of heating while
also greatly simplifying the overall design. Next, we implemented an “RF shield” design which was inspired by
the input couplers recently designed at Fermilab [17]. This
shield is anchored at 45 K and protects most of the stainless
steel outer conductor from RF power during operation. This
removes the need for copper plating, which in turn reduces
the amount of heat transferred to 4.2 K. In our design, the
shield is also extended towards the warm end in order to
protect the outer bellows. Various other modifications, such
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as the removal of all liquid cryogenic heat intercepts, were
made to simplify and shorten the design as well as minimize
reflections in the coupler.
A quarter-wave transformer was inserted at the inner bellows, resulting in an S11 parameter below −60 dB across
the full extension range of the bellows. Figure 2 shows the
S11 parameter when the inner bellows are set to their nominal extension. The antenna geometry was reoptimized to
achieve a Qext of 2 × 105 for optimal beam loading when
the coupler is maximally extended. At minimal extension
we have a Qext of 1.77 × 106 , which provides variation in
the coupling strength by a factor of 9. Many of the core
components discussed are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: S11 parameter for the optimized coupler across a
frequency range of 0.5 to 3 GHz. The minimum of −67 dB
occurs at the operational frequency of 1.3 GHz.
Thermal modelling was performed in Ansys to ensure the
validity of the new coupler design. Dynamic heat loads due
to RF power were first calculated in CST Microwave Studios
and then applied to the Ansys model. Radiative heat loads
were added to the relevant surfaces of the inner and outer
conductors, while a convective heat flow was added to the
inside of the inner conductor in order to simulate air cooling.
The resulting temperature profile can be seen in Figure 3.
The maximum temperatures reached are 311 K on the outer
bellows and 335 K on the end of the antenna. There is a
clear temperature difference between the RF shield and the
outer conductor at the warm and cold end, indicating that
good thermal isolation is maintained. As before, the heat
loads at 45 K and 4.2 K are easily manageable, with the most
significant contribution being the dynamic load at 45 K due
to RF losses; see Table 2.

CRYOMODULE
The primary design goals for the new cryomodule structure are simplicity, compactness, and minimized static heat
loads to the cold mass. In general, a significant amount of
simplification comes from the removal of typical cryogenic
systems in favor of the cryocoolers. We chose to implement
a rectangular space frame with G10 support rods between the
vacuum vessel and frame as well as between the frame and
the cavity, Springs attached to the rods offer flexibility for
thermal contraction, while G10 offers very low thermal conductivity; in the current design, the G10 rods only transmit
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Table 2: Total Heat Loads in the Cryomodule
Source
Cavity + Beam Tubes
Coupler
G10 Support Rods

45 K Static/Dynamic/Total (W)

4.2 K Static/Dynamic/Total (W)

21.30 / 0.00 / 21.30
1.44 / 16.05 / 17.49
0.34 / N/A / 0.34

0.16 / 1.49 / 1.65
0.14 / 0.02 / 0.16
0.02 / N/A / 0.02

56.6
110

1.99
4.1

All sources (incl. 2x coupler)
Cryocooler Limits (PT420 + PT425)

TOTAL HEAT LOADS
Table 2 shows all of the heat loads that have been calculated for the components discussed previously, as well
as the combined cooling capacity of the Cryomech PT420
and PT425 units which will be used [3]. Some sources of
heat, such as radiation and instrumentation, have not been
calculated yet as many designs are still in progress.
Figure 3: Temperature profile of the input coupler with
50 kW RF power. Locations of thermal anchors and intercepts, as well as core design components, are indicated.

0.34 W of heat from room temperature to the space frame
and 0.02 W from the space frame to the cavity.
The space frame will be encased by thin (∼1/8”) panels
which provide thermal shielding from room-temperature radiation; both the space frame and thermal shield panels will
be made of 5N aluminum and anchored to the first stage of
the cryocoolers at 45 K. The thermal links at both 45 K and
4.2 K will include flexible foil straps which are also made
of 5N aluminum. The use of foil straps allows for differential thermal contraction between different components
connected to the cryocoolers. Figure 4 shows a CAD model
of the current iteration of the cryomodule design. The 4.2 K
thermal link is not shown for clarity purposes.

FUTURE STEPS
The fabrication of all the cavity parts has been completed,
and electron beam welding has started. Once the cavity is
welded, it will receive baseline chemical treatments and be
prepared for a vertical test in a helium bath later this summer.
The core features of the input coupler design are complete
and the final details are in progress. Once finished, the designs will be sent to an outside vendor for manufacturing;
this is scheduled to occur by September 2022. Lastly, the design of the remaining cryomodule components will continue
to be revised and improved. We aim to begin fabricating
parts as they are ready in late 2022.

CONCLUSION
Significant progress has been made in the design and initial construction of the core components for a new cryocoolerbased cryomodule. The 1.3 GHz Nb3 Sn-coated cavity design was successfully modified from the 2-cell injector cavities from Cornell’s ERL in order to accommodate the replacement of liquid cyrogenics with conduction cooling. A
similar process was performed to create the design for the
new high-power RF input coupler. Thermal modelling on
both components result in heat loads within the limits of the
cryocoolers. Design work has also begun on the cryomodule
and several core structural components such as the space
frame, thermal shield, and G10 support rods.
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Abstract
Our goal is to develop new materials and protocols for
the growth and preparation of thin-film and layered superconductors for next generation SRF cavities with higher
performance for future accelerators. We are working primarily with 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 to achieve this goal, as well as other
materials which aim to optimize the RF field penetration
layer of the cavity. This contribution gives an update on our
most recent 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 simulations and cavity test results. A
deeper insight into RF loss distribution and dynamics during cavity testing is gained using a new global high-speed
temperature mapping system (T-Map).

able to read all of the sensors simultaneously at a maximum
sample rate of 50k samples/s [8, 9].
The T-Map is used to take short exposure snapshots and
dynamic long exposures of heating events that the cavity
experiences during RF testing. These can capture when a
cavity ceases superconductivity (quenches), giving us insight into where and why the cavity is heating up. We are
interested in better understanding quench mechanisms so
that they can be resolved and higher fields achieved. 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛
cavity performance is still well below the theoretical limit.
An example of such a quench is shown in Fig. 1, where the
initial limiting mechanism is multipacting.

INTRODUCTION
𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 is well acknowledged as a promising material for
the improvement of superconducting radio-frequency (SRF)
cavity performance [1]. Its critical temperature of 18 K is
nearly double that of 𝑁𝑏’s, which is only 9.2 K, making for
lower losses during operation. Additionally, the superheating field of 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 is ∼425 mT compared to ∼220 mT for
pure 𝑁𝑏 [2], meaning that much higher accelerating gradients are achievable with the theoretical potential to reach
90 MV/m [3, 4]. Improvements to the SRF community’s
understanding of 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 and how to optimize it’s usage continues to be a priority for the SRF community. Many labs,
including Cornell, Fermi Lab, Jefferson Lab, and KEK have
continuing research and development projects focusing on
𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 [5–7].
Our goal is to develop new protocols for the growth and
preparation of thin-film and layered superconductors for next
generation SRF cavities with higher performance for future
accelerators. We present here our latest work on 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 cavities produced using a vapor diffusion based coating process.
Achieving higher accelerating gradients and/or a lower RF
dissipation would have a ripple effect of advancements in
other fields from fundamental particle physics to medical
accelerators to food sterilization.

Figure 1: Example of a suspected multipactor quench captured on the T-Map.
Later in the same test, the same cavity that produced the
multipacting in Fig. 1 changed to a quench caused by a defect
on the RF surface of the cavity as seen in Fig. 2 caused by a
defect on the RF surface of the cavity. We were interested
in better understanding what the T-Map was seeing, so we
turned to simulations to see if we could create a reliable
model.

THE CORNELL HIGH SPEED GLOBAL
TEMPERATURE MAPPING SYSTEM
Cornell uses the a high-speed global temperature mapping system (T-Map) to see in real time what temperature
fluctuations are occurring on the surface of a cavity during
RF testing. This system uses over 600 Allen-Bradley carbon
resistors to monitor local temperatures at a resolution on the
order of 100 𝜇K at helium bath temperatures of 2 K. The
high-speed DAQ electronics developed for this system are
∗
†
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Figure 2: Example of a quench due to a surface defect captured on the T-Map.

THERMAL SIMULATIONS
In order to better understand the quench mechanisms
shown by T-Map studies, thermal models of the 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛
film and 𝑁𝑏 substrate were done using a simulation of a
𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛–𝑁𝑏 substrate – 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 layered surface, as shown in
TUPOTK038
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Fig. 3. The simulation uses an over-relaxation method to
solve for thermal equilibrium [2].

Figure 3: Diagram of a simulated point heat-source. The
material has three layers – 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 on the vacuum surface,
𝑁𝑏 substrate, and then 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 on the outside of the cavity.

layer and see the 𝑁𝑏-𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 interface, which is typically tindepleted. Tin-depletion causes strong RF dissipation, which
is less than ideal. Creating a thinner 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 film must be
balanced with its need for uniform thickness.
Motivated by these results, the next step was to create a
cavity with a thinner 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 layer. A coating profile that produced a 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 film of ∼1.5 𝜇m was tested on a 𝑁𝑏 1.3 GHz
ILC-shape single-cell cavity. The cavity was subsequently
tested several times, however both the first and second tests
were limited to 14 MV/m and 17 MV/m respectively by field
emission. This is not believed to be the ultimate limit of the
cavity, as these quenches appeared to be due to contamination and not material qualities.

𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 is known to be more thermally unstable than pure
𝑁𝑏 [2], so it is more susceptible to premature quench due
to heating from small defects (Fig. 4). Fortunately, these
simulations also revealed that a 𝑁𝑏 substrate can stabilize a
𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 film, preventing a normal conducting region in the
film from growing to the critical size to cause a quench by
conducting heat away more quickly. The flat region below
100 𝜇m agrees with experimental data, putting the quench
field of a typical 1.3 GHz 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 cavity at approximately 60
– 70 mT, which has a film thickness of ∼3 𝜇m [2].

Figure 5: Quench field of various thicknesses of 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 films
on a 𝑁𝑏 substrate vs. the radius of the normal conducting
region from thermal modelling.

ELIMINATION OF THE SECOND BCS
RESISTANCE GAP

Figure 4: Quench fields of various materials as a function
of the radius of the normal conducting region from thermal
modelling.
The next question to consider was how to use this result
to improve cavity performance. The conclusion we came to
was that a thinner film would be more stable as confirmed by
simulations summarized in Fig. 5. As previously mentioned,
𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 cavities produced at Cornell have a film thickness
of ∼3 𝜇m. If a cavity with a film thickness of ∼1 𝜇m were
produced, it would have the potential to more than double
the quench field.
To produce such a thin film while retaining uniform thickness would be challenging. Patchy thin regions would cause
issues where the RF field would penetrate through the 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛
TUPOTK038
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Another area of interest for 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 cavity performance
came from observing the behavior of the BCS resistance,
which is the temperature dependent part of the surface resistance. We would expect that the relationship between
the BCS resistance and the inverse temperature to be linearly related in a data set like the one shown in Fig. 6. The
data from a standard coating 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 cavity instead shows a
curved shape with higher than ideal resistances, especially
below ∼4.5 K where the operating range for the cavity is.
The predicted cause is that the coating contained a mixture
of 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 and forms of tin-depleted 𝑁𝑏 − 𝑆𝑛, where the ratio
of tin to niobium is not exactly 3 to 1. Tin-depleted 𝑁𝑏 − 𝑆𝑛
species have worse superconducting properties than stoichiometric 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛, exhibiting both higher BCS resistances
and lower critical temperatures [2]. The presence of these
tin-depleted 𝑁𝑏 − 𝑆𝑛 species would negatively affect cavity
performance.
In an attempt to mitigate these effects, tin availability
was increased earlier in the coating process. This was done
as part of the same cavity coating process as the thin film
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FUTURE WORK
As previously mentioned, the thin-film cavity that utilized
the new coating process discussed above quenched early
due to contamination on previous tests. The intention is to
re-test it this summer. Our lab also continues to work on
improving 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 growth in other ways [10]. We are also
exploring new geometries, like the reentrant cavity, whose
𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 coating is shown in Fig. 8.
Additional work being done by Cornell’s SRF group in
the near future includes the use of other novel materials for
SRF cavities.

Figure 6: Measured BCS resistance vs. inverse temperature
for a 1.3 GHz cavity with a typical 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 coating scheme
with a best fit line.

cavity discussed above. The resulting coating exhibited a
far more linear fit in the logarithmic BCS resistance vs. inverse temperature data as shown in Fig. 7. Up to the noise
level of 10−9 Ω, the data has a linear behavior, implying
that the increased tin availability during the coating process
dramatically reduced the presence of tin-depleted regions.
Additionally, the values of the BCS resistance were much
lower, implying a potential for higher performance. This
reduction in BCS resistance is a direct result of decreasing
tin-depleted 𝑁𝑏 − 𝑆𝑛 species present, which have far poorer
superconducting properties as discussed above. A standard
𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 cavity produced by Cornell has a BCS surface resistance of ∼8 nΩ at 4.2 K, however this new coating has a
surface resistance of ∼3.5 nΩ at 4.2 K.

Figure 8: 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 coating on the LR1-3 reentrant cavity.

CONCLUSION
The preliminary results of working with improved vapor
deposition based 𝑁𝑏3 𝑆𝑛 coatings are very promising. The
increase in tin availability during the coating process has
reduced the BCS surface resistance via decreasing the other
𝑁𝑏 − 𝑆𝑛 species typically present. This, combined with a
thinner coating, is predicted to increase the quality factor
and accelerating gradient, and a proof of principle cavity
awaits retesting.
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Abstract
The Electron Ion Collider (EIC) under construction at
Brookhaven National Laboratory is a high luminosity
collider as the next major research facility for the nuclear
physics community. Among the numerous RF subsystems
in the EIC, the electron storage ring (ESR) fundamental
RF cavities system is one of the most challenging. This
system will handle a high beam current of up to 2.5 A and
replenish up to 10 MW of beam power losses from synchrotron radiation (SR) and high-order modes (HOM).
Variable coupling is required in the cavities due to the
wide range of required total RF voltage and beam current
combinations. In this paper, we will present the status of
the design and future plans.

EIC ESR CAVITY DESIGN
EIC ESR is a high current electron storage ring required to operate at various beam energy (5-18GeV) and
beam current (0.23-2.5A average, with one abort gap) [1,
2]. Up to 10 MW of beam power will be provided by 1718 SRF elliptical cavities of 591 MHz, installed in single
phase. The required total cavity voltage and beam current
ratio for different operation energies results in the wide
range of cavity Qext (factor of ~15) if optimal coupling/detuning is desired. Even if we allow some reflected
RF power for the low energy operations when extra RF
power is available, a factor of 6-10 variation in the Qext
is still needed for the conventional operation with all
cavities in the same focusing phase.
One possibility is to operate some cavities in reversed
or defocusing phase (RPO). For low energy operations,
this configuration can increase the single cavity voltage
while keeping the vector sum of voltage the same. Transient beamloading induced by the abort gap for low energy/high current operations can also be mitigated, in combination of a low R/Q design. This concept has been
demonstrated at SuperKEKB [3], although long term
operation risks need to be studied further. With RPO, it’s
possible to operate the ESR cavities at fixed Qext of
~3.5×105, as shown in Table 1. We design the cavity with
two coax fundamental power couplers (FPCs) using pringle shaped tips and nominal Qext of 3.5×105 per cavity,
and use external stub tuners to adjust Qext as needed.
The baseline of the cryomodule design contains a single
symmetric cavity, with beampipes tapered to 75 mm radius to match the largest available gate valve possible to fit
in the space available for the ESR. Two single-cavity
cryomodules will be arranged in one straight between two
___________________________________________
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quadrupole magnets. The possibility to integrate two
cavities in a single cryomodule is still under study, which
may provide further space and cost savings.
The ESR cavity started with a symmetric design by F.
Marhasuser, which is currently the baseline in the EIC
CDR [1]. Recently we proposed an asymmetric design.
On one side of the beampipe it has the same 137 mm
radius as the symmetric design and tapers to 75 mm, and
a 75 mm radius beampipe on the other side without
tapering. Figure 1 compares the geometry of the two
designs. The asymmetric design has similar figure of
merits as the symmetric design, as shown in Table 2.
The opened up 137 mm radius beampipe helps to lower
the fundamental mode R/Q as well as to damp HOMs
in both designs. However, the asymmetric design is
obviously more compact longitudinally; it also provides
more room for the coupler, which will determine the
transverse size of the cryomodule.
Each ESR cavity will use two beamline absorbers
(BLAs) to damp the HOM. The BLA is assumed to be a
cylindrical warm SiC absorber SC35 from CoorsTek,
using the shrink-fit fabrication technique, similar to the
BLA used by APS-Upgrade but in a larger radius [4, 5].
In the asymmetric design, the 75 mm radius BLA is about
half the length of the 137 mm BLA and provides similar
or better attenuation. Figure 2 shows the CST model of an
asymmetric version of the cavity with FPCs include the
doorknob transitions, Qext tuning stubs, and BLAs.
The maximum voltage of each ESR cavity is 4 MV,
and the gradient is 15.8 MV/m, which is reasonable for a
high current SRF cavity.
Table 1: Estimate of ESR Cavity Power and Qext for
Different Operation Cases, Assuming 18 Cavities in Total
Beam energy
18GeV 10GeV
5GeV
Beam current (A, exc gap) 0.271
2.841
2.841
Beam current (A, average) 0.25
2.616
2.616
Beam power/cav (kW)
501.3
597
189.8
V total (MV)
61.5
21.7
9.84
All
Vcav (MV)
3.42
1.21
0.55
FocusQext per cav
3.2E5
3.3E4
2.4E5
ing
373.1
Pfwd/FPC, kW 311.7
392.7
RPO,
Vcav (MV)
3.73
3.9
Focus
Qext
3.5E5
3.5E5
Cav
373.8
Pfwd/FPC(kW)
161.8
RPO,
Vcav (MV)
3.9
3.65
Defocus
Qext
3.5E5
3.5E5
Cav
373.1
Pfwd/FPC, kW
151.6
# of def cav
6
8
Margins added for beam current (higher than nominal)
Beam power includes SR and HOM losses
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a)

b)
Figure 1: ESR cavity; a) symmetric, b) asymmetric.

One FPC of the ESR cavity needs to handle up to 400
kW forward RF power and provides up to 300 kW of
beam power, with some reflected power due to gap transient as well as imperfect matching. In case the cavity is
operating at the nominal Qext (stub tuners not engaged),
the RF field in the FPC is already high, causing heating in
the FPC as well as possible breakdown. The situation will
be even worse when the stub tuner is engaged, generating
a standing wave which could be a few times higher than
the forward power.
The FPC field can be simulated with CST frequency
domain solver. Beam loading is imitated by a ring on the
cavity equator with complex surface impedance. The
impedance needs to be adjusted for each simulation case,
so that the S11 results from the detuning scan of the cavity match the analytical solution. Figure 3 shows the case
that a symmetric cavity operates at 4 MV and 600 kW
beam loading, with 200 kW reflected power. Field data
are imported into ANSYS for thermal simulation of the
warm-to-cold transition. A few more cases with stub tuners need to be added, and a few iterations are needed to
optimize the window location and warm-to cold-transition
design.

HOM ANALYSYS
Monopole HOM Impedance and Power

Figure 2: ESR cavity with BLA, FPC and Qext
tuning stub, asymmetric design.

Table 2: Basic Parameters of the ESR Cavity Designs
Parameters
R/Q (Circ. Def) (Ω)
Epk/Eacc
Bpk/Eacc (mT/(MV/m))
G (Ohm)
FPC tip penetration (Qext~3.5E5)
Approximate total length
(gate valve to gate valve)

Sym
37
2.13
4.87
293
1 mm
3.75 m

Asym
38
2.01
4.87
307
3 mm
2.8 m

FPC FIELD WITH BEAM LOADING

Figure 3: Surface H-field for the case of 600kW beam
loading, 800kW RF forward power, and 4MV voltage,
without Qext tuning (intrinsic Qext=3.5×105), symmetric.
TUPOTK040
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The total monopole impedance budget threshold of the
18 cavities is set at Z×f=26kΩ-GHz, and the goal is 1/10
of that. HOM impedance spectrum of the two designs is
studied with CST eigenmode solver as well as long range
CST wakefield simulation, and some results are confirmed with SLAC’s T3P code. The spectrum is calculated
from 200m and 400m wake potential, and extrapolated to
wake potential of the infinite length. The results for the
asymmetric design are shown in Fig. 4, with the model
containing the doorknob with electric boundary. All the
modes meet the impedance goal except that some resonances in the FPC are between the goal and the threshold
(removed from the eigenmode results in Fig. 4). Most of
those FPC modes can be better damped with more realistic boundary, and the rest of them can be optimized by
fine tuning the FPC design.
Table 3: Loss Factor (V/pC) of Two ESR Cavity Designs,
20 mm Gaussian Bunch, Excluding the Fundamental Mode
Cases
Sym Asym
bare cavity, tapered to 75mm
0.128 0.097
Bare cavity with 2 BLAs, tapered
0.276 0.238
FPC shorted, Qext=3.5E5, tapered, no 0.133 0.112
BLA
Qext=3.5E5 with doorknob, tapered, 2 0.283 0.252
BLAs
Monopole HOM power is estimated from short range
CST simulation. The short range loss factors of the symmetric and asymmetric designs are shown in Table 3, with
various FPC and BLA setup. By eliminating one taper, the
asymmetric design has better loss factor. We compared
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the loss with the impedance spectrum extrapolated from
long range wake. The result for the asymmetric case is
slightly lower than the short range result, implying that
the impedance peaks avoided the major excitation lines.

load of the large BLA is only slightly higher than the
symmetric cavity case (9.8 kW under the same beam
parameters). The 7 mm bunch will increase the large BLA
heat load to ~20 kW level. Further optimization of the
BLAs is also planned.

Dipole Impedance

Figure 4: Monopole HOM impedance of the EIC ESR
cavity asymmetric design.

Figure 5: Single bunch HOM loss time integral in BLAs
of the asymmetric cavity.
With the 27.6 nC per bunch and 2.5 A beam current, we
can estimate that the total HOM power for the 20 mm
bunch length in the tapered asymmetric cavity with BLAs
and FPCs will be 17.4 kW, using the loss factor from the
CST short range wake simulation. The worst case of 7
mm bunch length will be simulated in the future, but the
loss is expected to double the number from the case of 20
mm, to around 35 kW.
We also made a CST wake simulation monitoring the
power flow into the BLAs and beampipes in the asymmetric cavity, as shown in Fig. 5. The length of the simulation is limited to 60 ns due to storage space usage of the
simulation. The total loss in the BLA and beampipes
integrated over the 60 ns is about 91% of the HOM loss
factor, which is sufficient to estimate the total HOM power going into different destinations. With the 20 mm
bunch length, on the cavity’s large beampipe side, about
11.1 kW will be absorbed by the BLA, 1.1 kW will leak
through the gate valve and mostly absorbed by the BLA
of the next cavity; on the cavity’s smaller side, 4.9 kW
will be absorbed by the BLA, 0.2 kW will leak out to the
next cavity or the rest of the storage ring. The total heat
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T07: Superconducting RF

Figure 6: Dipole HOM impedance of the EIC ESR cavity
asymmetric design.
Similar to the monopole impedance, we estimated the
dipole impedance of the asymmetric cavity with both
eigenmode solvers and the long range wakefield solutions, as shown in Fig. 6. The total impedance threshold
for all 18 cavities is 12 MΩ/m. We used a simplified
model without the doorknobs and the windows in this
simulation to reduce the meshing, generating stronger
FPC modes, which are also removed manually from the
eigenmode results. The realistic boundary should be able
to bring down those high impedance FPC modes. There is
only one cavity dipole mode close to the impedance goal,
and the other cavity dipole modes are all well damped.

CONCLUSION
We have made extensive simulation studies on the EIC
ESR cavities, especially with two versions of designs, one
symmetric and one asymmetric. The cavity parameters
and HOM study results of both designs so far meet the
design requirements. The two designs have similar performance, while the asymmetric design is obviously more
compact. A few more tasks such as the multipacting study
are still pending before the downselect of the cavity
shape, planned to be completed soon. The optimization in
the BLAs and FPCs can continue while the prototype
cavity body is being fabricated. The option of double
cavity cryomodule also needs to be explored.
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Abstract
Over the last several years, alloying of the surface layer
of niobium SRF cavities has been demonstrated to
beneficially lower the superconducting RF surface
resistance. Nitrogen, titanium, and oxygen have all been
demonstrated as effective alloying agents, occupying
interstitial sites in the niobium lattice within the RF
penetration depth and even deeper, when allowed to
thermally diffuse into the surface at appropriate
temperatures. The use of nitrogen for this function has been
often termed “nitrogen doping” and is being applied in the
LCLS-II and LCLS-II HE projects. We report
characterization studies of the distribution of nitrogen into
the exposed niobium surface and how such distribution is
affected by the quality of the vacuum furnace environment
in which the doping takes place, and the complexity of
nitride crystal growth on different grain orientations of
surface niobium. Using state-of-the-art quantification
methods by dynamic secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) depth profiling in niobium, we identify several
phenomena involving furnace-sourced contamination. We
also highlight a potential issue with N2 flow constraints
from the flange “caps” used during heat treatments.

INTRODUCTION
The thermal diffusion of interstitial nitrogen into the
surface of Nb has been demonstrated to yield reduced rf
surface resistance under conditions that are very useful for
CW SRF accelerator applications. This alloying of the Nb
lattice, commonly called “nitrogen doping”, reduces the
electron mean free path within the rf penetration depth and
is also strongly suspected of inhibiting the formation of
lossy hydrides at low temperatures.
The common process for introducing nitrogen into the
niobium surface is via provision of low-pressure N2 gas at
800 °C into a vacuum furnace at the end of a hydrogen
degassing run. Several exposure-time (min)/subsequent
anneal-time (min) process combinations have been tried,
the most common of which are 2/6, 2/0, and 3/60. The first
was chosen for use in LCLS-II [1], the second for LCLS-II
HE [2]; the third has seen limited use, but yielded the best
performing 9-cell cavities to date (see Fig. 1).
While the basic process has proved stable enough for
major project exploitation, variations in performance
obtained by different cavity processors motivated research
into the sources of process vulnerabilities. We report here
the fruit of this research.
___________________________________________

* Work supported by U.S. DOE contract DE-AC05-06OR23177.
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Figure 1: Best-performing N-doped 9-cell cavities to date.
Cavities were fabricated by Zanon, with all chemistry, 3/60
doping, 10 µm EP, cleanroom work, and testing performed
at Jefferson Lab.
A key feature of this nitrogen doping process is that the
desirable interstitial nitrogen is largely mediated by the
growth of crystalline nitrides on the niobium surface. The
details of the near surface growth dynamics of these
nitrides is complex—depending on Nb grain orientation,
grain boundary angles, and also surface contamination.
To first order, the standard process removes the nitrides
decorating the niobium surface via a shallow electropolish.
This presents one of the process optimization challenges:
how much material to remove to leave “good” quality
surface while still leaving behind sufficient Nb with
beneficial interstitial N content. The projects made
empirical choices that meet project requirements. Analysis
of comparably treated samples, however, reveals
complexities that contribute to performance variabilities.
Another open question has been the source of
performance differences when nominally the same process
is applied at different institutions. We would like to
understand the source of performance variability that
results from use of different vacuum furnaces. The designs
of furnaces in use vary considerably. We examined
differences in residual surface contamination found on
samples and correlated that with resultant nitrogen
concentration profiles. The results highlight the need for
minimized carbon sources and well-designed “caps” to
intercept evaporative metals, particularly those that derive
from prior use of the furnace with other materials.
This research has been enabled by two parallel
developments, the establishment of high-quality standard
samples with appropriate grain size and surface flatness to
enable high-quality dynamic SIMS measurements
including implant standards, and the refinement of stateof-the-art dynamic SIMS characterization techniques via
the PhD work of Jonathan Angle at Virginia Tech [3].
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COMPLEXITY OF NITRIDE
FORMATION
Initial characterizations of the nitrogen content into the
surface of “N-doped” niobium was simply one
dimensional. Surface uniformity was assumed. Close
examination reveals complexity, however, that may bear
on eventual rf cavity performance consistency and
limitations.
Nitride structures, principally Nb2N, on the surface are
highly correlated with the host Nb grain orientation. SEM
examination correlated with electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD) characterization illustrates that the
precipitating nitrides have a preferred orientation with
respect to the host niobium grain. As we reported in 2019,
we also found that the chemical reactivity of the surface
after exposure to nitrogen at high temperature is
dramatically different than that of familiar niobium [4],
such that exposure to HF removes >1 micron, leaving the
nitride crystals exposed on the surface.
Absence of nitrides near many grain boundaries suggests
enhanced N migration into the surface which would result
in non-uniform N distribution near the surface (Fig. 2).
Samples given controlled 5 µm EP reveal apparent nitrides
on some subsurface grain faces, raising the prospect of
occasional “deep” nitride features remaining if EP removal
depth is inadequate. Perhaps this is a contributor to
occasional cavity field limitations.

cover open cavity ports work well to inhibit evaporative
metal accumulation on interior “protected” surfaces.
Significant residual pressure of carbon species at high
temperature has the effect of blocking nitrogen absorption,
reducing the occurrence of surface nitrides and reducing
the resulting interstitial nitrogen concentration. One
vendor’s furnace demonstrated the very strong impact that
contamination can have on nitride growth and subsurface
nitrogen concentration level, as illustrated by the nitrogen
and carbon depth profile measurements in Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Example SIMS spectra showing Ti and Fe on an
exposed sample treated in the JLab furnace.

a)

Figure 2: An as-doped Nb grain boundary showing an
absence of nitride crystals near one side of the boundary.

b)

VACUUM FURNACE QUALITY EFFECTS
ON DOPED SURFACES
The vacuum quality of furnaces used for N-doping can
affect cavity surface contamination and also impact
nitrogen absorption and effective doping of the eventual rf
surface. Controlled samples were co-treated with cavities
in several different furnaces, providing one sample
“exposed” to the furnace and one “protected” inside the
cavity. These samples were then surveyed for residual
contamination using a Cameca 7f dynamic SIMS in mass
spectrum mode. Exposed Nb surfaces get contaminated
with foreign species during 800 °C bake. See example in
Fig. 3. (A detailed report is in preparation.) “Caps” used to
TUPOTK042
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Figure 4: Effect of unusually high furnace contamination
on exposed and protected samples. SIMS depth profiles of
a) carbon, and b) nitrogen, during a 3/60 N-doping run.
Although not yet quantified, varying furnace quality
translates into varying finished N-doping concentrations,
so this is a process vulnerability to be carefully addressed.
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VARIABILITY OF N2 GAS LOAD DURING
DOPING
During the doping process, a mass flow controller is
used to supply high-purity N2 gas into the furnace,
attempting to sustain a regulated pressure of ~20 mTorr in
the furnace chamber during the typically 2 min of gas
exposure. Subsequently, the gas supply is terminated and
the gas is pumped out. Using careful mass increase
measurements, Ari Palczewski quantified the mass of
nitrogen absorbed per unit area of niobium during such a
2-minute exposure at 800 °C [5]. The analysis
characterized the parabolic growth rate, kp, of surface
nitrides, assuming that only a small fraction of the nitrogen
diffuses into the surface.
kp = (massN/area)2/t = 1.1×10-5 g2/(m4*s) (1)
The interior surface area of the ILC/XFEL/LCLS-II 9cell 1.3 GHz cavities is 0.902 m2. With exposure t of 120 s,
one finds the expected interior N2 absorption is 32.8 mg,
1.17×10-3 mol, or 7.05×1020 N2 molecules. It is interesting
to note that, assuming ideal gas behavior, at 20 mTorr at
800 °C, the cavity volume (0.0243 m3) holds 7.3×10-6 mol,
so 161 “fillings” of each cavity are required to satisfy the
nitrogen absorption target.
To prevent evaporative transmission of furnace materials
onto the sensitive interior surfaces, it is standard practice
to “cap” the ports of the niobium cavities during their
furnace heat treatments. Each production site has its own
particular practice for implementing these “caps”, typically
involving a combination of bent niobium sheets and
niobium foils. For cleanliness, these capping materials
receive chemical etching prior to each use. This results in
their gradual thinning and eventual need for replacement.
If every port is wrapped tightly with foil, the result may be
too low conductance for sufficient N2 gas to enter the
cavity to satisfy the intended absorption. The following
simplified analysis attempts to set the scale at which
process reproducibility will be a concern.
The gas net effusion rate, ΦN, through an orifice with
area A may be characterized by

ΦN = ΔP A Na/sqrt(2πMRT).

(2)

Here, ΔP is the pressure differential across the orifice, A is
the opening cross-section area, M is the gas molar mass, T
is the gas temperature, Na is Avogadro’s number, and R is
the Ideal Gas constant. Initially at least, ΔP is 20 mTorr =
2.67 Pa. M = 0.028 kg/mole; T = 1073 K. As the pressure
in the cavity approaches equilibrium, the mass flow
decreases toward zero. If the equivalent orifice size is too
small, the cavity will not receive the intended N2 exposure.
The result is a throttling effect on the gas available for
absorption by the cavity interior surface.
Figure 5 depicts the maximum N2 available to the 9-cell
cavity interior surface as a function of net effective
effusion hole size through the “capped” ports relative to the
amount of N2 that would be absorbed at in 2 minutes at
20 mTorr were there no throttling effect. The blue curve
bounds the maximum nitrogen available through this
orifice as if the interior were to never develop any pressure,
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T07: Superconducting RF

i.e. instant thorough N absorption. The dashed curve
depicts an estimate of the maximum interior surface
absorbed N compared with the target intended amount.
When this curve is less than one, insufficient N absorption
is guaranteed. In this regime, small changes in “capping
tightness” result in significant variability of N absorption,
which in turn would yield inconsistencies in eventual
cavity performance.

Figure 5: Estimated N2 absorption reduction with “tight”
caps during N-doping.
This simplified analysis is adequate basis for caution
against “tight” foil wrap “caps” and suggests confident
provision of >4 cm2 reproducible effective opening size to
the interior of the typical 9-cell cavity in order to avoid
having uncontrolled process variability in the nitrogen
doping of production cavities. Engineered solid caps with
indirect open holes and well-defined generous conductance
is recommended. Such were used for the cavities in Fig. 1.

CONCLUSION
The use of nitrogen as an interstitial dopant in surface
niobium of SRF cavities is beneficial for reduction of
surface resistance. The production processes used to obtain
the beneficial surfaces have three challenging aspects
addressed here. (1) Surface nitrides grown in complex
ways in the near surface, sometimes extend farther into the
surface than anticipated. (2) Variability of furnace vacuum
quality must be quantified and controlled to realize
reproducible doped surfaces. (3) Practical designs for
“capping” of cavity ports during “doping” operations must
not significantly restrict N2 gas flow into the cavity as it is
absorbed. We note that these challenges are not at issue
when the native surface oxygen is used as the interstitial
dopant for the same beneficial SRF effect [6-10].
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Abstract
Superconducting radio frequency (SRF) cavities are fundamental building blocks of modern particle accelerators.
When we cool these cavities at cryogenic temperature
~2 – 4 K, we can get optimum performance by minimizing
RF losses on the inner cavity surface. However, temperature-independent residual losses in SRF cavities cannot be
prevented entirely. One of the leading sources of residual
losses in SRF cavities is trapped magnetic flux. The flux
trapping mechanism depends on different surface preparations and cool-down conditions. We have designed, developed, and commissioned a combined magnetic (B) and
temperature (T) mapping system using anisotropic magneto-resistance (AMR) sensors and carbon resistors to
study the flux trap mechanism in 3 GHz single-cell niobium cavities. In this contribution, we present the preliminary results of the newly commissioned B & T mapping
system.

INTRODUCTION
Niobium (Nb) is an elemental superconductor used to
fabricate cavities, the fundamental building block of modern particle accelerators. Superconducting radio frequency
(SRF) cavities are resonators, which can be excited by the
rf field to get the maximum electric field along their axis.
SRF cavities operate at cryogenic temperatures 2-4 K to
reduce the temperature-dependent, BCS surface resistance.
However, the temperature-independent residual resistance
provides a lower limit to the quality factor, Q0, of the SRF
cavities. There are several contributors to the residual
losses [1, 2], a major one being the magnetic flux trapped
on the cavity surface. To understand the mechanism of
trapped flux on the cavity surface, diagnostic tools are in
high demand.
We have designed, developed, and commissioned a combined magnetic and temperature map (B&T map) system
using anisotropic magneto-resistance sensors (AMR) and
carbon resistors to study the flux trap mechanism in 3 GHz
single-cell niobium cavities. This contribution presents the
preliminary results of the newly commissioned B & T mapping
system.
___________________________________________
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND
PROCEDURE
Thermometry System
The temperature map system was designed based on the
system originally developed at Cornell University for
1.5 GHz cavities [3] and adopted at Jefferson Lab for
1.3 GHz and 1.5 GHz cavities [3, 4]. There are 88 AllenBradley carbon resistors (100 Ω) in the T-map system,
which are used as resistance-temperature devices (RTD).
Their sensitivity is ~10 Ω/mK at 2 K. Details about the fabrication of the thermometer can be found in [3, 4]. Eight
printed circuit boards (PCB) of G10 material are designed
and machined to place the 11 thermometers in contact with
the cavity surface. Figure 1 shows a picture of a thermometer board. The spacing between each thermometer is
~1 mm. The thermometers were excited by ~5 µA current
at 2 K so that the typical voltage drop across 7 kΩ resistors
is ~35 mV.

Figure 1: Complete thermometry board.
The SCXITM system from National Instrument was
used to measure the voltage across 88 thermometers. Four
SCXI-1102 modules are connected to a single SCXI-1001
chassis. Each SCXI-1102 module is capable of multiplexing 32 differential inputs. A Keithley 2400 source meter
was used to provide the excitation voltage to the thermometers. The helium bath temperature was measured as the
average of the temperature measured with four calibrated
Cernox sensors and a Lakeshore 218 temperature monitor.

Magnetometry System
Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of a magnetic
field sensor assembly. It consists of two AMR sensors [5MC7: Accelerator Technology
T07: Superconducting RF
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11]: AMRt and AMRr. AMRt measures the tangential component of the magnetic field on the cavity surface whereas
AMRr measures the radial component of the magnetic
field. The AMR sensors were calibrated at liquid He temperature in a separate setup. A total of 40 magnetic field
sensor assemblies were used, each with 2 AMR sensors.
Eight printed circuit boards (PCB) of G10 material are designed and machined to place 5 B-sensors in contact with
the cavity surface. The spacing between each sensor is
~12 mm. Figure 3 shows a picture of a board with five Bsensors.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of B-sensor.

the AMR sensors, and a power supply was used to provide
a supply voltage of 9 V to the sensors. The instrument control and data acquisition were performed using programs
written in LabVIEWTM.

Electrical Connection and Final Assembly
Four half-ring aluminum plates are attached to the bottom and top beam tubes of the cavity. Each ring contains
16 radial grooves with 22.5° angular spacing, into which
thermometry and B-sensor assembly boards are alternated.
Figure 4 shows the B-sensor and thermometry boards being inserted in the grooves of the rings. Sixteen twistedpair flat ribbon cables connect the sensor boards to a feedthrough box mounted on the test stand top plate. The signals were routed from the feedthrough box to the data acquisition system using sixteen shielded jacketed ribbon cables.

Figure 4: Thermometry and B-sensors board assembled to
the cavity.

Experimental Procedure

Figure 3: Complete B-sensor board.
The PXIe system from National Instrument was used to
measure the voltage from AMR sensors. Four PXIe-4302
modules were connected to a PXIe-1075 chassis. A PXIe8360 controller was connected to the PXIe-1075 chassis.
Data were acquired with a computer with a PCIe-8361 remote controller card. A pulsed current source (model 2611,
Keithley Instruments, USA) is used to drive the flip coil of
TUPOTK044
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The experimental procedure was as follows:
 The 3 GHz large grain Nb cavity labeled “FH3F” [12]
was high-pressure rinsed with ultra-pure water and assembled in the cleanroom. The cavity was evacuated
on a vertical test stand and the B & T system was assembled onto the cavity, outside the cleanroom.
 The test stand was inserted in a Dewar at JLab’s Vertical Test Area. The residual magnetic field at the cavity location was ~3 mG. A current pulse of 300 µs
width and 150 mA amplitude was applied to the Bsensors to reset their magnetization. After that, the
cavity was cooled to ~10 K > Tc. We measured the Bsensors’ offset voltages in a low residual DC magnetic
field, Ba ~3 mG.
 Ba was varied by changing the current in the compensation coils wound around the Dewar and then we performed cool-down to 4.3 K with either ΔT ~ 5 K along
the cavity axis (“fast” cool-down) or ΔT ~ 0.15 K
along the cavity axis (“slow” cool-down). Once cooldown was done Ba was lowered to ~3 mG.
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 Once the cavity is immersed in liquid helium (4.2 K),
the He bath pressure was lowered to 23.5 Torr, corresponding to a temperature of 2 K. The RTDs calibration was done between 4.2 K to 2 K. At the same time,
Q0(T) was measured at a low RF field.
 Q0(Eacc) was measured at 2 K along with B &T maps.

RESULTS

Figure 7(a) shows, as an example, the temperature distribution on the cavity surface recorded by the T-maps at
18 MV/m, just before the quench. Figure 7(b) shows the
quench location (270o-3rd) detected by T-map during the
quench. Both T-maps were taken during the RF test after a
slow cool-down at ~115 mG. B-maps taken during quench
after slow cool-down at ~30 mG and ~115 mG are shown
in Figs. 8 (a) and (b), respectively.

Figure 5 shows the quality factor versus accelerating
gradient measured with different cool-down conditions in
different magnetic fields. In all tests, the cavity performance was limited due to quenching at ~19 MV/m, corresponding to a peak surface magnetic field of 80.4 mT.
There was no detectable field emission in any of the RF
tests.
Figure 7: T-map just before quench (a) and during quench
(b).

Figure 5: Quality factor versus accelerating gradient measured at 2 K after fast cool-down (solid symbols) and after
slow cool-down (empty symbols).
Figure 6 shows the residual resistance versus the applied
magnetic field.

Figure 8: B-map during quench after slow cooldown with
~30 mG (a) and ~115 mG (b). Notice the difference in the
B-scale.

CONCLUSION
We have designed, developed, and commissioned a new
B&T mapping system for 3 GHz cavities. The first result
of the newly commissioned system showed that the T-map
system is capable of detecting hot spots and quench locations on the surface of the 3 GHz SRF cavity. Different distribution of trapped flux was measured after different cooldown and residual B-field, however, no variation in magnetic field distribution was observed during the quench,
likely due to magnetic sensors being far from the quench
location.
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MAGNETIC FIELD MAPPING OF 1.3 GHz SUPERCONDUCTING RADIO
FREQUENCY NIOBIUM CAVITIES*
I. Parajuli†, G. Ciovati 1, J. Delayen, A. Gurevich, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, USA
1
also at Jefferson Lab, Newport News, USA
Abstract
Niobium is the material of choice for building superconducting radiofrequency (SRF) cavities, which are fundamental building blocks of modern particle accelerators.
These cavities require a cryogenic cool-down to 2 – 4 K for
optimum performance minimizing RF losses on the inner
cavity surface. However, temperature-independent residual losses in SRF cavities cannot be prevented entirely.
One of the significant contributors to residual losses is
trapped magnetic flux. The flux trapping mechanism depends on different factors, such as surface preparations and
cool-down conditions. We have developed a diagnostic
tool: a magnetic field scanning system (MFSS) using Hall
probes and anisotropic magneto-resistance sensors to study
the spatial distribution of trapped flux in 1.3 GHz singlecell cavities. The first results from this newly commissioned system revealed that the trapped flux on the cavity
surface might redistribute with increasing RF power. The
MFSS was also able of capturing significant magnetic field
enhancement at specific cavity locations after a quench.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
AND PROCEDURE
Figure 1(a) shows the experimental setup of MFSS. It
consists of two brackets supported by a rotating gear system. The gear system is driven by a stepper motor connected to a rotary feedthrough outside the cryostat and allows moving the brackets one full turn in either direction
around the cavity. Limit switches are installed to determine
the initial and final positions. The angular resolution of the
system is 6.8 × 10-3 degrees, corresponding to 13 µm. The
initial design of the MFSS made use of a cryogenic stepper
motor on each bracket to allow moving the sensors along
the cavity contour in the vertical direction [12]. However,
the movement of the sensors below ~100 K was unreliable,
and we opted for a fixed number of sensors in each bracket.
One bracket holds eight Hall probes (HPs) as shown in Fig.
1(c), such that they can measure the radial magnetic field

INTRODUCTION
Superconducting radio frequency (SRF) cavities are fundamental building blocks of modern particle accelerators.
Niobium (Nb) is an elemental superconductor that is most
commonly used to build SRF cavities, which operate at liquid helium temperature, 2-4 K. By operating them at such
low temperatures the surface resistance due to quasiparticle oscillation under an RF field can be significantly reduced. However, temperature-independent surface resistance referred to as residual resistance is also present,
limiting the maximum achievable quality factor, Q0, of
SRF cavities. There are several contributors to the residual
losses [1, 2]. A significant one is magnetic flux trapped on
the cavity surface. To understand the contribution of
trapped flux on residual resistance a diagnostic tool is in
high demand. We have designed, developed, and commissioned a magnetic field scanning system (MFSS) that can
be used to study trapped flux in SRF cavities. MFSS was
developed to use two types of magnetic field sensors: a)
Hall probes and b) Anisotropic magnetoresistive (AMR)
sensors. Details about the AMR sensor can be found in references [3-10]. The choice of sensors in the MFSS setup is
discussed in Ref. [11]. In this contribution, we will discuss
the initial results of the newly commissioned MFSS.
___________________________________________
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Jefferson Science Associates, LLC under U.S. DOE Contract No. DEAC05-06OR23177.
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Figure 1: MFSS setup assembled on a 1.3 GHz niobium
cavity along with Helmholtz coils (a), AMR sensors attached on a bracket (b), and Hall probes attached on another bracket (c).
on the cavity surface. The other bracket consists of sixteen
AMR sensors as shown in Fig. 1(b). Out of sixteen AMR
sensors, eight AMR sensors can detect the tangential component of the magnetic field (AMRt), and the remaining
eight can measure the radial component of the magnetic
field on the cavity surface (AMRr). Each AMRr sensor is
~3 mm away from the corresponding AMRt sensor. The
sensors are located in the high RF magnetic field region of
the cavity, with sensor No. 1 being the farthest below the
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equator and sensor No. 8 being the farthest above the equator. The sensors make a spring-loaded contact with the cavity, in order to measure the magnetic field at the cavity surface. To measure Hall voltage from Hall probes, an 8-channel, 24-bit data acquisition module (USB2AD, AREPOC,
Slovakia) was used, whereas a 16-channel data acquisition
unit (model 2701 digital multimeter with a model 7701
low-voltage multiplexer, Keithley Instruments, USA) was
used to measure the voltage from the AMR sensors. More
details about both sensors can be found in reference [11].
The experimental procedure was as follows:
• Prepare the cavity and assemble it in the cleanroom.
• Assemble the MFSS on the cavity and cool to ~10
K > Tc. Measure sensors offset voltages in low
ambient DC magnetic field, Ba ~ 3 mG.
• Apply Ba up to 115 mG with Helmholtz coils and
cool down to 4.3 K with ΔT~5 K along the cavity
axis (“fast” cool-down) or ΔT~0.15 K along the
cavity axis (“slow” cool-down).
• After the cavity is immersed in LHe, reduce Ba to
~0.5 mG and measure a magnetic field map of the
cavity surface (“B-scan”).
• Reduce the He bath temperature to 2 K, while
measuring Q0(T) at a low RF field.
• Measure a baseline B-scan at 2 K with no RF field
in the cavity.
• Measure Q0(Eacc) at 2 K and perform a B-scan at
5 MV/m, 20 MV/m, and close to the maximum
Eacc.

RESULTS
The cavity being tested is a 1.3 GHz single-cell cavity of
the TESLA shape [13], made of high purity large-grain Nb.
Eight RF tests were conducted during this study, four after
slow cool-down, and four after fast cool-down.
Figure 2 shows the plots of residual resistance versus applied magnetic field. Following Eqs. (2) and (3) of Ref.
[14], the flux trap sensitivity was found to be 0.28 nΩ/mG,
and the trapping efficiency was found to be 29%.

Figure 3 shows Q0 as a function of the accelerating gradient, Eacc. All RF tests were limited by the high-field Qslope [15, 16] up to ~33 MV/m, corresponding to a peak
surface magnetic field of ~136 mT. Multipacting between
18 and 22 MV/m was found in some of the tests. In one
instance, (RF test after slow cool with 110 mG), the cavity
was quenched during testing due to becoming partly uncovered from the liquid helium. During the quench event,
there were no field emission.

Figure 3: Quality factor (Q0) versus accelerating gradient
(Eacc) recorded during high-power RF tests at 2 K after fast
cool-down (empty symbols) and after slow cool-down
(solid symbols).
The change in a magnetic field (ΔB) relative to the initial
value, without any RF field in the cavity at a certain location measured as a function of the peak surface RF magnetic field (Bp/Eacc = 4.12 mT/(MV/m)) is shown in Fig. 4.
From Fig. 4, it is clear that the change in the magnetic
field (ΔB) varies with changing accelerating gradient.
Figure 5 shows the magnetic field measured by HP8 and
AMR8 just after the cavity quenched. At ~325o, all three
sensors detected significant enhancement in the magnetic
field. We suspect that the location with high trapped flux
after quench corresponds to the quench location.
Figure 6 shows the change in magnetic field distribution
at 5, 20, and 30 MV/m compared to 0 MV/m. In Fig. 6(d),
we see that the magnetic field detected by HP8 near 320o
is significantly high after the quench, compared to other
parts of the cavity surface and at the beginning of the RF
test. Comparing Fig.6 (a), (b), and (c) there seems to be a
local re-distribution of the trapped flux with increasing RF
field. The average total trapped flux measured by the Hall
probes was 81.5 ± 2.3 mG, 81.2 ± 1.8, and 81.7 ± 1.5 mG
at 5 MV/m, 20 MV/m, and 30 MV/m, respectively.

Figure 2: Residual resistance versus applied magnetic
field. Solid and dashed lines are weighted linear fits to the
corresponding data.
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Figure 6: Change in radial magnetic field ΔB measured by
Hall probes versus azimuthal angle θ measured at (a) 5
MV/m, (b) 20 MV/m, (c) 30 MV/m, and (d) zero RF power
after the quench. The measurements were made at 2 K after
a slow cool-down in an applied field of ~115 mG.

CONCLUSION

Figure 4: Change in the magnetic field (ΔB) measured by
Hall Probes (top plot), AMR radial (middle plot), and
AMR tangential (bottom plot) sensors versus Bp at selected
locations, identified by the pair (sensor number, θ).

We have designed, developed, and commissioned a new
tool to study trapped flux in SRF single-cell cavities. The
initial results of the MFSS applied to a large-grain Nb cavity suggest that the flux trapped at the cavity surface may
redistribute with an increasing RF field. Also, most of the
trapped flux moved to a specific location of the cavity after
the cavity was quenched. In near future, we are planning to
perform systematic studies of the different cavities with
different treatments.
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OPTIMIZATION OF A 600 MHz TWO-CELL SLOTTED
WAVEGUIDE ELLIPTICAL CAVITY FOR FCC-ee
S. Gorgi Zadeh∗ , F. Peauger. I. Syratchev, O. Brunner, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The radio-frequency (RF) system of the future circular
lepton collider (FCC-ee) must cope with different machine
parameters ranging from Ampere-class operation required
for the Z-peak working point to the high-gradient operation
for the tt ̄ threshold. The Superconducting Slotted Waveguide
Elliptical cavity (SWELL) concept was recently proposed
as an alternative to the challenging RF baseline design of
the FCC-ee. In this paper, random optimization methods
are used to minimize the peak surface magnetic field and
the maximum longitudinal impedance of the higher order
modes (HOM) of a two-cell 600 MHz SWELL cavity. In
the next step, the waveguide slots are optimized to first have
a smooth transition from the cavity to the slots to avoid large
peak surface fields and second to achieve high transmission
at dipole mode frequencies and low transmission at fundamental mode frequency while keeping the design compact.

INTRODUCTION
The strong wakefield effects in the radio frequency (RF)
cavities of the Future Circular lepton Collider (FCC-ee) at
the Z and W working points are one of the many problems
facing the RF design of FCC-ee [1, 2]. A Superconducting
Slotted Waveguide Elliptical cavity (SWELL) with two cells
and four slots at 600 MHz is proposed in [3] as a possible
efficient alternative for the baseline design of FCC-ee described in [4]. The SWELL geometry consists of four quadrants separated by narrow waveguide (WG) slots that provide
strong damping of transversal higher-order modes (HOM).
The SWELL cavity has several advantages compared to the
standard elliptical cavities such as: heavy transversal mode
damping via WG slots, easier access to the cavity surface
for niobium coating, no welded joints at high magnetic field
zones of the cavity, and a robust shape against microphonics. The SWELL design has very weak interaction with
transverse-magnetic (TM) monopole modes, i.e., the fundamental mode (FM) and the monopole HOMs which can have
a large longitudinal impedance. This paper aims to optimize
the design of the SWELL cavity to untrap the longitudinal
HOMs (thus eliminating the need for additional HOM couplers), minimize the peak surface magnetic field, and have
strong damping of the dipole modes via WG slots.

ELLIPTICAL CAVITY OPTIMIZATION
The elliptical cavity forms the basis of the SWELL cavity
and must be designed first. Parametrization of a two-cell
elliptical cavity is shown in Fig. 1. The two cells are assumed to be identical and the inner and outer half-cells can
∗
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Figure 1: Parametrization of a two-cell elliptical cavity. In
the simulations 𝐿bp is assumed to be 4𝐿i .
have different shapes. Since the WG slots of the SWELL do
not damp the longitudinal HOMs, we try to minimize the
peak of the real part of the longitudinal impedance of the
HOMs (ℜ(𝑍∥,𝑓 >𝑓FM )) when designing the elliptical cavity.
Low max(ℜ(𝑍∥,𝑓 >𝑓FM )) normally degrades the normalized
magnetic field on the cavity surface (𝐵pk /𝐸acc ). Maintaining
a low surface electromagnetic (EM) field is another critical
design parameter, as surface fields are expected to enhance
in the next step when WG slots are connected to the cavity.
Thus, the following problem is formulated for the optimization of the elliptical cavity:
minimize

𝑅i , 𝐴i , 𝐵i , 𝑎i , 𝑏i
𝑅e , 𝐴e , 𝐵e , 𝑎e , 𝑏e

subject to

(𝐵pk /𝐸acc , max(ℜ(𝑍∥,𝑓 >𝑓FM )))
𝑓FM = 600.00 MHz , 130∘ ≥ 𝛼i &𝛼e ≥ 90∘ .
(1)

The FM frequency (𝑓FM ) is set fixed and wall angles are
maintained in an acceptable range as constraints. Ten geometric parameters can be varied in the optimization problem.
𝐿i and 𝐿e are fixed at a quarter of the wavelength of the FM,
and 𝑅eq is used to tune 𝑓FM . The geometric constraints in
the optimization problem is given in Table 1.
Table 1: Lower Bound (LB) and Upper Bound (UB) of the
Optimization Parameters
(𝑅i ) (𝑅e ) (𝐴i , 𝐴e , 𝐵i , 𝐵e ) (𝑎i , 𝑎e , 𝑏i , 𝑏e )
LB [mm] 85 100
50
20
UB [mm] 105 105
110
80
To find a Pareto front between the two objective functions
of Eq. (1), we used the genetic algorithm (GA) method as implemented in Matlab’s global optimization toolbox [5]. For
each individual (candidate solution) of GA, a 1D optimization problem on 𝑅eq was first solved to tune 𝑓FM to 600 MHz,
then an eigenvalue problem was solved with Slans [6] to
calculate 𝑓FM and 𝐵pk /𝐸acc , and a wakefield simulation was
done with ABCI [7] to obtain max(ℜ(𝑍∥,𝑓 >𝑓FM )). The resulting Pareto front is shown in Fig. 2. In the next step,
Monte-Carlo (MC) method was applied in the neighborhood
of the selected geometry from the GA method (shown by
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Figure 2: The two objective functions of Eq. (1) plotted for
all individuals in the GA method (10000 samples). Point C
was selected for the SWELL design.
green marker in Fig. 2) to minimize 𝐵pk /𝐸acc without deteriorating max(ℜ(𝑍∥,𝑓 >𝑓FM )). This could slightly improve the
result as shown by the yellow marker in Fig. 2. The shapes
of four cavities on the Pareto front and their respective longitudinal impedances are shown in Fig. 3. A small volume
around the equator ellipse of the cavity helps to untrap the
longitudinal HOMs at the cost of a higher 𝐵pk /𝐸acc . The
geometric data and some performance parameters of the
selected optimized cavity (point C in Fig. 2) are shown in
Table 2.
300
250
200
150

In the next step, four narrow WG slots with a width of
10 mm must be placed perpendicular to the cavity surface.
The slot WG increases the peak surface EM field at the
slot entrance. The use of large fillet radii at the connection
point is not sufficient to alleviate surface field enhancement.
Therefore, the azimuthal symmetry of the cavity is broken
by adding a straight profile on the cavity surface right before
the cavity-slot connection point, as shown in Fig. 4(a). This
method helps to reduce the FM field near the slot entrance.
The two important parameters affecting the EM surface fields
are the angle of the straight profile (𝛼str ) and the fillet radius
at the intersection (𝑅fillet ).
𝛼str

FM magnetic field

𝑅fillet
(a) Parametrization of the cavity to slot-entrance connection
8.0
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Figure 4: Parameter study of cavity-slot connection to minimize peak surface fields.
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A parameter study was performed to find an acceptable
value for 𝛼str and 𝑅fillet as shown in Fig. 4(b). For each point,

102

Table 2: Geometric Gata and Some Figures of Merit of the
Optimized Elliptical Cavity.

100

𝑅i
𝐴i
𝐵i
𝑎i
𝑏i
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
87.0
54.3
87.4
53.5
67.0
𝑅e
𝐴e
𝐵e
𝑎e
𝑏e
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
102.5
52.4
86.2
67.6
61.4
𝑅eq
𝐿i = 𝐿e
𝛼i &𝛼e
𝑘∥
𝑓FM
[mm]
[mm]
[°]
[V/pC]
[MHz]
242.313 124.91 111.9&105.2 0.335
600.00
𝑅/𝑄
𝐺
𝐵pk /𝐸acc
𝐸pk /𝐸acc 𝐺.𝑅/𝑄
[Ω]
[Ω]
[mT/MV/m]
[-]
[Ω2 ]
167.1
210.5
5.93
1.99
3.52×104

10-2

10-4

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3

f [GHz]

(b) Longitudinal impedance derived from 100 m wakelength

Figure 3: The shapes and the longitudinal impedances of
the four points highlighted in Fig. 2.
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𝑅eq of the original cavity is changed to bring 𝑓FM to 600 MHz.
Large 𝛼str decreases the peak surface fields, but above 25°
an increase in 𝐵pk /𝐸acc is observed because at this point
the location of the maximum magnetic field jumps from
the slot-entrance to the straight-to-circular profile junction.
Finally, a value of 𝛼str = 25° and 𝑅fillet =10 mm is selected,
and the optimum 𝑅eq for frequency tuning is 239.457 mm.
The increase in the 𝐵pk /𝐸acc and 𝐸pk /𝐸acc , compared to the
initial elliptical cavity, is around 10% and 12%, respectively.

at frequencies where we expect high transversal impedance
(typically in the first dipole passband). The dimensions of
the WG slot are thus varied to maximize transmission at
these frequencies (see Fig. 6). The external quality factor of
the mode with the highest transversal impedance is ∼ 154.
The longitudinal and transversal impedance of the SWELL
cavity calculated by the wakefield solver of the CST Studio
Suite® [8] is shown in Fig. 7.
0

WG SLOT DESIGN

−20
S [dB]

The SWELL cavity is made up of four tightly clamped
quadrants each precisely machined into a copper block and
coated with a layer of superconducting material. Two coaxial couplers are added to each WG slot for HOM extraction,
as shown in Fig. 5. Each coaxial coupler is terminated with
a standard feedthrough. There is a very weak leakage of the
FM field into the WG slot that is aggravated by a small misalignment of the quadrants. To prevent FM energy extraction
by the coaxial couplers, a lambda half-coaxial rejecter with
a T-shape of about 250 mm length was first used in [3]. This
length could be reduced by a factor of about two by adding a
capacitance gap at the end of the rejecter, as shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 6: Scattering curves of the WG slot between port 1
and port 2 of Fig. 5 for the first two WG modes. 𝑍⟂ shows
the transversal impedance of the elliptical cavity.
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Figure 7: Longitudinal and transversal impedance of the
SWELL cavity compared with the previous design [3]
(dashed lines). Impedances are obtained from wakefield
analysis with 200 m wakelength and a beam offset of 5 mm
from the cavity center.
Figure 5: A full picture of the SWELL cavity with two
coaxial couplers per slot (top-left) each equipped with a FM
rejecter (top-right).
The geometry of the WG slot is optimized before it is
connected to the SWELL cavity. For this reason, the slot
entrance and the feedthroughs are terminated by WG ports,
and the transmissions between the ports are calculated. The
first objective is to have a notch at the FM frequency. This
can be achieved by changing the dimensions of the rejecter,
i.e. the total length and the gap. Compared to the lambdahalf rejecter, the FM notch of the rejecter with gap has a
wider bandwidth. Additionally, the lambda-half rejecter has
a notch at harmonics of the FM frequency while with this design the second notch occurs at higher frequencies as shown
in Fig. 6. The second objective is to maximize transmission
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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CONCLUSION
The SWELL cavity, despite its many advantages, does
not damp the longitudinal modes of the cavity and has high
surface EM fields compared to an equivalent standard elliptical cavity. In this paper, these two problems were addressed
using GA and MC methods by designing a SWELL cavity
that has no trapped longitudinal mode, while minimizing
the surface magnetic field. The WG slots and the coaxial extractors were also optimized to have high damping of dipole
modes and a rejection at the FM frequency. The SWELL
design is a work in progress, and other results of this work
such as multipacting analysis, frequency tuning mechanism,
module design, etc. will be presented in a dedicated paper.
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UPGRADE OF ELSA’S BOOSTER SYNCHROTRON RF
WITH A SOLID STATE POWER AMPLIFIER
M. Switka∗ , K. Desch, D. Elsner, F. Frommberger, P. Hänisch
Physics Institute, University of Bonn, Germany

INTRODUCTION

The synchrotron is a strong focusing combined-function
machine operating at a 50 Hz cycle. The magnetic guiding
field is produced by a power supply combining AC and DC
currents at a ratio of 𝐼AC /𝐼DC = 1.0689. To increase the
∗
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BOOSTER OPERATION SCHEME

where 𝑐0 , 𝑐𝐵̇ and 𝑐𝐵4 are machine-specific coefficients and
𝑈bl is the induced beam load voltage. The operation scheme
is visualized in Fig. 1 for different selectable extraction energies.

injection

From 1967 to 1987 today’s booster synchrotron of the
ELSA facility was operated as 2.5 GeV machine serving nuclear physics experiments [1]. The RF system consisted of
two 500 MHz DESY-type resonators powered by a single
40 kW CW klystron of type F 2008 or KAP 1216A1 . The
RF was guided through 3 18 " and 43-98 rigid coaxial lines
towards both operating resonators through a ”T-junction”
splitter, before which the line impedance was pre-matched
from 50 Ω to 25 Ω. In front of the cavity in each branch
the RF was coupled via a door-knob coupler into a WR1800
waveguide, in which a 11 dB water-cooled ferrite isolator
with insertion loss < 0.4 dB protected the source from reflections, e.g. when the beam loading changed with beam
current or impedance mismatching occurred from cavity
detuning.
Serving as 1.2 GeV injector for the ELSA storage ring [2],
the synchrotron has been operated with a single cavity, fed
through the original klystron and power transmission setup
with decommissioned ”T-junction”. The original analogue
low-level RF (LLRF) system remained operational, but the
RF magnitude feed-forward generator was upgraded from
analogue circuitry to a microcontroller-based version in
2011 [3]. A replacement of the klystron amplifier was recently carried out and first beam was accelerated using the
new solid-state power amplifier in February 2022.

(1)

𝑈acc = 𝑐0 + 𝑐𝐵̇ 𝐵̇ + 𝑐𝐵4 𝐵4 + 𝑈bl ,

B/T

The 1.6 GeV booster synchrotron of the ELSA facility
at the University of Bonn uses a DESY-type RF resonator
which has been driven by a conventional klystron amplifier
since its early days in 1967. The setup was modified to serve
the ELSA stretcher ring as booster synchrotron in 1987,
but the RF infrastructure was barely altered. As repairs of
the reliable, but antiquated RF source became foreseeingly
impossible due to the lack of spare part availability, the
replacement of the klystron amplifier chain in favour of a
state-of-the-art solid state amplifier was carried out. We
describe the replacement and the operation experience with
the new RF power amplifier.

dynamic aperture at injection, the RF power is switched
on with delay, allowing the orbit to drift away from the
injection septum with increasing bending field. At the zerocrossing and at the peak field two trigger signals 𝑡(𝐵 = 0)
and 𝑡(𝐵max ) are generated. The derivative of the magnetic
field 𝐵̇ is measured through a pick-up coil.
The required acceleration voltage 𝑈acc corresponds to the
̇ the losses due to the emission
increasing guiding field (∝ 𝐵),
of synchrotron radiation (∝ 𝐵4 ) and beam loading:

Uacc / kV

Abstract
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Figure 1: Magnetic guiding field (top) and corresponding
feed-forward signal for the RF amplitude (bottom) for different extraction energies and negligible beam loading. The RF
power remains switched off at injection and after extraction.
To accelerate 𝐼beam = 15 mA to 1.2 GeV at an overvoltage
factor of 𝑞 = 𝑈cav /𝑈acc = 1.4, amplifier RF power
𝑃amp =

2
𝑈cav
+ 𝑈acc ⋅ 𝐼beam + 𝑃loss
2𝑅s

(2)

of ∼ 1.7 kW peak is required for ideal booster operation.
Therein, the cavity’s shunt impedance is 𝑅S =9 MΩ and we
assume an ideal coupling coefficient of 𝜅 ∼ 1, resulting in
a loaded shunt impedance of 𝑅SL ≈ 𝑅S /2. The power loss
due to the 15 m long transmission line (including the ferrite
isolator) is 𝑃loss < 0.5 dB. For low current applications (e.g.
serving the detector test community), nano-ampere beam
currents are injected into the storage ring, which is achieved
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by intentionally reducing the booster RF power to favour the
loss of electrons at the injector.

RF AMPLIFIER UPGRADE
Despite of reliable and robust RF operation over multiple
decades, the consequence of potential failure of antiquated
components with limited or no spare part availability and
the corresponding risk of significant machine downtime
(compare e.g. with [4]) has lead to the decision to replace
the klystron amplifier system. As solid state power amplifiers
are well established and generally have reduced footprints
and power consumption, at ELSA this omits the necessity
to operate an outdated 10 kV dry-type transformer, which is
currently located within the booster ring.

Solid State Power Amplifier
A commercially available 10 kW solid state power amplifier2 (SSPA) was purchased, installed and connected to the
existing 43-98 coaxial line close to the center of the booster
synchrotron, where convenient adaption was possible (see
Fig. 2). The key performance parameters of the amplifier

Table 1: Performance Parameters, Manufacturer Test Report
Performance parameter

value

max. output power
max. power gain
# of transistors
Wall plug efficiency

10 965 W
76.4 dB
16 (∼ 625 W / unit)
𝜖 = 49.8 % @ 10 kW
20 % @ 2 kW
−5.4 dBm
𝜏rise = 50 ns, 𝜏fall = 17 ns

max. input power
RF rise time and fall time

prohibited if the cavity condition is in an unready state due
to insufficient water flow, body temperature or vacuum pressure. A TCP/IP interface allows communication via MODBUS protocol and updates the accelerator control system
with multiple status values and internal measurements, such
as input, forward and reflected RF powers or the individual transistor currents. This allows for online monitoring
and early identification of ageing and deviating components.
For example, Fig. 3 shows the monitored transistor currents
and their power-normalized standard deviations for multiple
accelerator runs at differently set output powers.

Itran / A

10
8
6

Pamp / kW

4

Figure 2: Image of the solid state RF amplifier with connected coaxial line in front of the former klystron rack
gallery.
are listed in Table 1. The device is of modular design and
consists of two interchangeable transistor racks with 8 power
transistors mounted on each. The SSPA was fully compatible with the existing low-level RF system, merely the input
power level had to be limited to the maximum allowed power
level of −5.4 dBm. The RF rise time of 50 ns is about two
orders of magnitude faster than the cavity rise time of 𝜏 ≈
12 𝜇s.

σ(Itran /Pamp ) / A
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Figure 3: Currents from the 16 power transistors (top), the
corresponding forward power (center) and the standard deviation for the different power-normalized transistor currents
(bottom) for different booster runs since February 2022.

Device Control
The SSPA operates an internal safety PLC which monitors the states of various subcomponents as well as internal
and external interlocks. For example, RF amplification is
2

Manufactured by SigmaPhi (JEMA), France
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The SSPA input power level (compare with Fig. 1) is
modulated by an LLRF feed-forward signal. The RF control
assembly, including the SSPA, is illustrated in Fig. 4. The
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DEVELOPMENT OF Zynq SoC-BASED EPICS IOC FOR
KOMAC REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM*
Y.G. Song†, S.Y. Cho, J.H. Kim, S.P. Yun,
Korea Multi-purpose Accelerator Complex, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Korea
Abstract
The KOMAC proton accelerator consists of a 100 MeV
linear accelerator and beam lines for beam services. Devices of various form factors are used as control systems in
accelerator control systems and beam diagnosis systems.
With the recent upgrade of the control system, a Zynqbased control system has been developed that enables the
latest technology and low cost. The Zynq-based DAQ system was developed by adopting Digilent's Zybo z7 series
board and AD7605 analog-to-digital data acquisition system. The Zybo z7 is an embedded software and digital circuit development board built around the Xilinx Zynq-7000
family. The Zynq is based on Xilinx All Programmable
System-on-Chip (AP SoC) architecture, which tightly integrates a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor with Xilinx7-series Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) logic.
The AD7605 is a 4-channel and 16bit ADC with 300 kSPS
on all channels. The Zynq SoC-based DAQ system will be
used for beam feedback control and RF signal monitoring
at KOMAC. This paper introduces the development of configurations for the development of Zynq-based control systems, programmable Logic (PL) builds, and Linux and EPICS porting.

INTRODUCTION
The KOMAC linac and multi-beam lines were designed
to provide users with a proton beam under various beam
conditions. Representative specifications of the KOMAC
linac are maximum beam energy of 100 MeV, and peak
beam current of 20 mA, and the adjustable repetition rate
is up to 120 Hz. The KOMAC has four beam extraction
points at 20 and 10 MeV for proton beam utilization [1].

Figure 1: Beam Diagnostic Layout installed on 100 MeV
Linac and beam lines.

The accelerated proton beam from the linac is transmitted to the target room via the beam lines. Figure 1 illustrates the beam diagnostic systems located on the Linac and
beamlines. Various diagnostic equipment for beam diagnosis are used in linear accelerators and beam lines. The control system processes beam signals from the 100-MeV
linac and beam lines and support remote access. Then the
beam waveform and beam parameters are visualized in real
time. The beam diagnostic equipment in the target compartment was also equipped with a Beam Position Monitor
(BPM) and an AC Current Transformer (ACCT). Figure 2
shows the equipment of the radiation testing facilities.

Figure 2: Equipment in radiation impact testing facilities.
When irradiating beams in irradiation test facilities, AC
current transformer and faraday cup are used as beam diagnostic equipment to measure beam current. The beam
user is required to monitor the accumulated amount of irradiation in real time. The configuration diagram of the
system for integrated control of these devices is shown in
the Fig. 3 [2].

Figure 3: Integrated control interface for target room.

___________________________________________
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The beam charge amount is measured and a control system is implemented to measure the beam flux per pulse in
real time and block the beam for the accumulated flux. Accordingly, KOMAC decided to develop a new, more efficient control system for beam current measurement and
equipment control. In particular, we design and develop a
high-performance based data acquisition system using
Zynq-7000 [3] architecture platform for high-speed, realtime embedded system-based application design.

was built using the Vivado design suite and the petalinux.
Figure 5 shows SoC/FPGA basic design using Vivado and
Zynq device.

DESIGN OF SOC BASED DAQ
The beam width is a maximum of 1ms, so that it has a
timing of at least 1.3ms to measure the beam signal. Therefore, when an external trigger signal is generated, the Zynq
FPGA records the sampled data in the buffer for 1.3ms. The
ADC and Zynq (FPGA) are used to develop a DAQ system
for measuring beam current of the Linac and beamlines. It
also closes the beam shutter or stops the beam extraction
trigger of the KOMAC timing system [4] to block the beam
according to the measured result. The requirements of
ADC and Zynq are as follows.
 ADC requirements
: 0~10V (input), 300KS/sec sampling
: Input 4 channel / analog output 4 channel
: 1-channel external trigger input (TTL)
: 1-channel trigger output (TTL)
 Zynq requirements
: XC7Z020-2CLG400I with FPGA
: ARM Cortex-A9
: Installing EPICS IOC
 Integrated voltage signal by beam current
 Analog output occurs when input threshold value is exceeded
The Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System
(EPICS) middleware used in large accelerators is used for
communication and interface of embedded control systems
[5]. EPICS IOC is built into Zynq SoC's PS and ADC data
processing is implemented in PL. It generates EPICS Process Variables (PV) to provide remote control and monitoring services. The schematic diagram of Zynq and ADC for
input/output signals is shown in Fig 4.

Figure 5: Zynq SoC/FPGA basic design.
The Zynq uses an AXI interface between PS and PL. The
PL reads the ADC periodically. When trigger occurs, ADC
data is sequentially read and stored in the BRAM. Interrupt
occurs when the count of the data stored in the BRAM is
the count required (currently 1.3 ms count). The interrupt
is input to the PS and delivered to the kernel. When the
kernel module catches interrupt, it generates a signal
through a specific process of EPICS IOC. When an EPICS
IOC receives a signal, it reads the data of the BRAM and
generates the waveform data. In order for the kernel module to register the EPICS IOC process, each time the EPICS
IOC is started, unload the kernel module and load it anew.
For the architecture design of data acquisition system,
AXI peripheral interconnect block is used to interface
Zynq processing system with all peripheral interfaces as
shown Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Block diagram of data acquisition system

Figure 4: System configuration diagram of Zynq and ADC
for input/output signals.

Build DAQ System
Digilent zybo-z7-20 and Analog Device AD7605 ADC
[6] were adopted for the development of Zynq SoC-based
remote control system. For the development of the ADC
device and the Zynq SoC, the development environment

For IP access, we can check the address connected to the
AXI in the Vivado project, and access to the IP is possible
through the address. The data is read/write using a pointer
connected through memory mapping. If signal is caught in
the signal handler function, a function that acquires waveform data is called. The operation of the control system accumulates data by acquiring data from the ADC for a predetermined time and averaging the data for a set time when
the external trigger is input. If this accumulated data is
greater than a predetermined value, an output signal is generated and a beam shutter is driven. The assembled DAQ
system was self-tested as shown in Fig.7, and the performance of Zynq PL and PS was confirmed.
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Figure 7: Zynq SoC-based EPICS IOC

EPICS IOC
It uses the petalinux tool to build EPICS on Xilinx Zynq
FPGA. After setting up the Xilinx petalinux compiler,
cross-compile the EPICS base using the Xilinx cross-compiler. The Petalinux tools offers everything necessary to
customize, build and deploy Embedded Linux solution on
Xilinx processing systems. We customize the boot loader,
linux kernel, linux application. EPICS IOC uses the asynPortDriver of the asyn module to construct the IOC for the
Zynq-based DAQ system. When interrupt occurs, a signal
is generated in the kernel module, and the signal is caught
in the application, and a waveform function is called to obtain waveform data. The waveform function generates data
and then calls the callback function. The beam current is
array-type data that is allocated to PV of EPICS waveform
record, and the waveform data is calculated using waveProce module to calculate statistics of the region of interest. The analog output signal of the DAQ system is used to
stop the beam extraction trigger or close the beam shutter
after the measured data and the threshold are compared.

Figure 9: CSS top view for beam current monitoring

CONCLUSION
We decided to develop a new and more efficient control
system for beam current measurement and equipment control. We designed and developed a low-cost, high-performance based data acquisition system using Zynq-7000 architecture platform for a real-time embedded system. The
control system using a single chip can measure the beam
current in the KOMAC Linac and beamlines, and it was
verified that it can be used as a control signal to control the
timing output trigger to extract the proton beam or to close
the beam shutter. Based on the stability of the evaluation
board, it is planning to develop it as a single system using
Zynq chips.
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DESIGN STUDIES ON A HIGH-POWER WIDE-BAND RF COMBINER FOR
CONSOLIDATION OF THE DRIVER AMPLIFIER OF THE J-PARC RCS
H. Okita∗ , F. Tamura, M. Yamamoto, M. Nomura, T. Shimada, M. Yoshii, C. Ohmori, Y. Sugiyama,
K. Hasegawa, K. Hara, J-PARC Center, JAEA & KEK, Tokai-mura, Japan
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Abstract
A power upgrade of the existing 8-kW solid-state driver
amplifier is required for the acceleration of high intensity proton beams on the J-PARC 3-GeV Rapid Cycling Synchrotron.
The development of a 25-kW amplifier with gallium nitride
(GaN) HEMTs, based on 6.4-kW modules is ongoing. The
combiner is a key component to achieve such a high output
power over the wide bandwidth required for multi-harmonic
RF operation. This paper presents the preliminary design
of the combiner. The circuit simulation setup and results,
including the realistic magnetic core characteristics and frequency response of the cable, are reported.

INTRODUCTION
In the J-PARC 3-GeV Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS),
the consolidation of the amplifier chain of the RF system is
desired [1]. The solid state amplifier is one of the important
components of the amplifier chain. The output power and
bandwidth of the existing solid state amplifier are 8 kW and
450 kHz–5.1 MHz, respectively. For the high power beam
acceleration, improvements in both the output power and
bandwidth are desired.
The development of the 25-kW amplifier with gallium
nitride (GaN) HEMTs is ongoing. The target bandwidth
is 100 kHz–10 MHz. The 25-kW amplifier consists of
four 6.4-kW amplifier modules and one 25-kW combiner
as shown in Fig. 1. In the current design, the bandwidth of
the 6.4-kW amplifier module sufficiently covers our requirements. Hence, the realization of the high power combiner
with the target bandwidth is the key of the development of
the amplifier.
Transmission line transformers (TLTs) are the primary
component of the 25-kW combiner. TLTs have wide bandwidths and high transmission efficiencies. A typical TLT
consists of magnetic cores and transmission lines. To realize
a wide bandwidth, it is necessary to design TLTs with a short
cable length and a large number of winding turns.
Beyond 1 kW, the TLT design is challenging. Since high
power coaxial cables are generally thick and stiff, the cable
length and winding turn of the coil are inevitably longer
and fewer. Furthermore, the power loss in the magnetic
core should also be taken into account. We develop the TLT
model using the electric circuit simulator, which can evaluate
the bandwidth and power loss in the core considering the
actual cable characteristics and complex permeability. A
preliminary design of the 25-kW combiner is presented.
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Figure 1: The configuration of 25-kW GaN amplifier.

OVERVIEW OF THE 25 KW COMBINER
The 25-kW combiner consists of three 2-way combiners as
shown in Fig. 1. The 2-way combiner has four ports and consists of six TLTs as shown in Fig. 2. When 𝑃𝐴 and 𝑃𝐵 are input to ports A and B, ports C and D output 1/2(√𝑃𝐴 −√𝑃𝐵 )2
and 1/2(√𝑃𝐴 +√𝑃𝐵 )2 , respectively. When 𝑃𝐶 and 𝑃𝐷 are input to ports C and D, ports A and B output 1/2(√𝑃𝐶 −√𝑃𝐷 )2
and 1/2(√𝑃𝐶 + √𝑃𝐷 )2 , respectively.

Figure 2: The configuration of the 2-way combiner [2].
The bandwidth of the 25-kW combiner depends on the
TLT design. The cable attenuation due to the skin effect
degrades the high frequency response. Cables with a low attenuation and short length should be employed. The isolation
of the TLTs is associated with the low frequency response.
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If the isolation is insufficient, common mode signals are
excited in the coaxial cables which causes the degradation of
the low frequency response. Thus, a large number of turns
and low loss magnetic core should be preferred to realize
the required low frequency response.

CIRCUIT SIMULATION MODEL OF TLT
A circuit simulation model of TLTs is developed with
LTspice [3]. Our model contains the skin effect, common
mode propagation, and complex permeability, which are not
trivial in LTspice simulations, to evaluate the bandwidth and
core loss. The details of the TLT model are described below.
The developed TLT model consists of the coaxial cable
model and core model. Figure 3 depicts the coaxial cable
model. To simulate the skin effect, the parallel circuit consists of multiple resistors (𝑅1–𝑅6) and inductance (𝐿2–𝐿6)
is introduced [4]. This parallel circuit represents a conductor
line divided into multiple concentric circles. The number of
stages in the parallel circuit varies depending on the accuracy
and the upper frequency limit. In this case, the number of the
stages is six. The values of each resistance and inductance
are determined by the property of actual cables. Details in
derivation of each resistance and inductance are described in
Ref. [4], and Ref. [5] provides the computational programs.
The coaxial cable model also includes the technique to
simulate the common mode propagation. LTspice provides
“TLINE” for simulating the signal propagation in a transmission line. However, “TLINE” only supports a single
transmission line mode. To calculate the common mode
signal propagation, we use two “TLINE” as shown in Fig. 3,
which is recommended in the example simulation code provided by LTspice.

by the ”arbitrary behavioral voltage sources” [6]. The behavior of the voltage source 𝑉 (𝑠) can be controlled using the
Laplace variable 𝑠 = 𝑗𝜔. 𝑉𝐿 (𝑠) and 𝑉𝑅 (𝑠), corresponding
to the inductance and resistance of toroidal cores, are
𝜇0 𝑡𝑁 2
𝑏
(ln ) (𝐼1 (𝑠) + 𝐼2 (𝑠)) and
2𝜋
𝑎
2
𝜇 𝑡𝑁
−𝑠
𝑏
𝑉𝑅 (𝑠) = 𝑠 𝜇′′ 0
(ln ) (𝐼1 (𝑠) + 𝐼2 (𝑠)),
|𝑠|
2𝜋
𝑎
𝑉𝐿 (𝑠) = 𝑠𝜇′

(1)
(2)

where 𝜇0 is the magnetic permeability in vacuum, 𝑎, 𝑏 and 𝑡
are the inner and outer radius and thickness of toroidal cores,
respectively, 𝐼1 (𝑠) and 𝐼2 (𝑠) are the current inner and outer
conductors of coaxial cables, and 𝑁 is the number of turns.
The parameters 𝜇′ and 𝜇′′ are introduced to the simulation model using the fitting function 𝑔(𝑥), which is given in
Ref. [6] as
𝑔(𝑥) =

10𝑘2 log10 𝑥+𝑙2
,
1 + 10(𝑘2−𝑘1) log10 𝑥+(𝑙2−𝑙1)

(3)

where 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 , 𝑙1 , 𝑙2 are the parameters derived from the curve
fitting of complex permeability data. Figure 4 shows the
magnetic core model for FINEMET (FT-3L) core [7]. The
curve fitting is performed on the complex permeability data
of FT-3L in the frequency range of 10 kHz–10 MHz.

Figure 4: The toroidal core model considering the complex
permeability with LTspice. Parameters shown in this figure
are for FINEMET (FT-3L).

DESIGN OF 25-kW COMBINER

Figure 3: The coaxial cable model considering the skin
effect and common mode signal propagation with LTspice.
Parameters shown in this figure is for LMR-400-FR cable.
Magnetic cores with the complex permeability (𝜇 =
𝜇′ − 𝑗𝜇′′ ) can be represented by an equivalent circuit, which
consists of resistance and inductance varying with frequencies. In LTspice, ”arbitrary behavioral voltage source” is
used to simulate the frequency-dependent resistance and
inductance. Figure 4 shows the toroidal coil model considering the complex permeability. Toroidal cores are represented
TUPOTK051
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The overview of the 25-kW combiner is shown in Fig. 5.
Two types of TLTs are designed, corresponding to each
transmission power. For the TLT at the output port (TLTA), the transmission power is 25.6 kW. For the other TLTs
(TLT-B), the transmission power is less than 6.4 kW.
For coaxial cables, LMR series from Amphenol [8], which
have a high power handling and flexibility, are employed.
LMR-900-FR and LMR-400-FR are employed for the TLTA and TLT-B, respectively. For the magnetic core, FT-3L,
which has a high relative permeability with a low core loss,
is employed.
For the TLT-B, a toroidal coil with a single core is designed thanks to the small minimum bend radius (25.4 mm)
of LMR-400-FR. For the TLT-A, the minimum bend radius
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 7: Core loss of the designed 25-kW combiner calculated using LTspice.
Figure 5: Overview of the 25 kW combiner.

Figure 6: Bandwidth of the designed 25-kW combiner calculated using LTspice.
of LMR-900-FR is not sufficiently small (76.2mm) to implement a single core configuration. Therefore, a coil with
multiple magnetic cores is designed. The cable length is set
to 4 m. The number of turns for each TLT is 4 and 20 for
the TLT-A and TLT-B, respectively.
The LTspice model of the 25-kW combiner is developed
using the TLT model described in the previous section. The
simulated bandwidth of the combiner is shown in Fig. 6. To
observe the bandwidth clearly, the frequency range is set
to 100 Hz – 1 GHz. In the frequency range out of 10 kHz
– 10 MHz, for the complex permeability, the extrapolation
of the fitting results is used. The drop in the gain at the
higher frequency side is due to the skin effect, while the
low frequency side is due to the common mode propagation.
The bandwidth of the designed 25-kW combiner sufficiently
covers our requirement, from 100 kHz to 10 MHz. Figure 7
shows the core loss. The core loss is expected to be very
low, approximately 10 W maximum.

SUMMARY
The development of the 25 kW amplifier with GaN
HEMTs is ongoing for the consolidation of the RF system
in the RCS. Design studies for the 25-kW combiner, which
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is a key component of the 25-kW amplifier, are conducted.
Circuit simulator models that include the skin effects, common mode propagation, and complex permeability, which
are essential for evaluating bandwidth and core loss of the
combiner, have been developed. The preliminary design
of the 25 kW combiner is established. The circuit simulation result shows that the designed 25-kW combiner has
a wide bandwidth and a low core loss, which covers our
requirements. A prototype of the 25kW combiner is to be
constructed.
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Abstract
In order to accelerate a high intensity beam in the RCS,
a large amplitude of the rf current is provided by a tube
amplifier to compensate a heavy beam loading. Tetrode vacuum tubes are used in the RCS, and the control grid voltage
enters into a positive region to feed such a large rf current.
The positive grid biasing affects the waveform of the control
grid voltage; it is deformed due to the induced control grid
current under the condition of the multi-harmonic rf driving.
Furthermore, the DC bias voltage drop on the control grid is
observed because of the exceeding the ability for the control
grid power supply. We describe the influence of the positive
grid biasing in the RCS.

INTRODUCTION
The Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (JPARC) Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS) has been conducting beam commissioning to minimize beam loss at the
design beam power of 1 MW [1]. One of the most important issues for stable beam acceleration is compensating the
heavy beam loading at the rf system. A beam loading compensation system based on the rf feedback method has been
successfully commissioned [2, 3].
A final-stage amplifier with tetrode vacuum tubes provides
a large amplitude of the anode current into the rf cavity to
compensate the heavy beam loading at the high intensity
beam acceleration. The acceleration voltage pattern generated by a low-level rf system is amplified by a solid-state
amplifier and fed into the control grid of the tube. The large
amplitude of the anode current is driven by the large amplitude of the control grid voltage. The operation point of the
tube in the RCS is set as the anode voltage of 12 kV and the
control grid DC bias voltage is around −350 V, while the
amplitude of the control grid driving voltage is often larger
than 350 V. Thus, the positive grid biasing happens during
the acceleration.
A part of the anode current flows into the control grid under the condition of the positive grid biasing and it is added
to the current for the acceleration voltage pattern provided
by the solid-state amplifier. Two tetrode vacuum tubes are
installed in the final-stage amplifier to drive the cavity in
a push-pull mode, and the acceleration voltage pattern is
divided by a power splitter and fed into each control grid.
The waveform of the voltage is in counterphase on each control grid and the shape is symmetric without positive grid
∗
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biasing. However, the symmetricity is broken because the
current provided by positive grid biasing is not in counterphase on each control grid in the RCS. This is one of the
influences of positive grid biasing.
Furthermore, the current flow into the control grid caused
by positive grid biasing is added to the current to sustain a
DC bias voltage of around −350 V. Although the voltage
is provided by a control grid power supply under the control of the constant voltage mode, the DC bias voltage can
not be sustained when the positive grid biasing exceeds the
capability of the control grid power supply. In such a case,
the sudden drop of the DC bias voltage is observed leading
to a further increase in the output power of the solid-state
amplifier.
We describe the influence of the positive grid biasing on
the RCS rf system.

POSITIVE GRID BIASING
Control Grid Circuit
Figure 1 shows the schematic view of the control grid
circuit in the final-state amplifier. First, the acceleration
voltage pattern signal amplified by the solid state amplifier
is divided by the power splitter. The power splitter is fabricated as the waveforms on the two output ports are in the
counterphase to drive the cavity in the push-pull mode.
After that, a bridged-T type all-pass network is applied to
the control grid circuit as shown in Fig. 1. The impedance
seen from the input side of this network always becomes
50 Ω over any frequency, if the following conditions are
satisfied:
1
𝐿 =
𝑅𝐶cg
(1)
2
1
𝐶 =
𝐶cg ,
(2)
4
where 𝐶cg is a capacitance of the control grid. The control grid voltage has low-pass characteristics and the upper
cut-off frequency is 2/𝑅𝐶cg . The RCS uses Thales TH589
tetrode and its 𝐶cg is around 1.3 nF. In this case, the cut-off
frequency becomes 4.9 MHz when 𝑅 is 50 Ω.
The control grid DC bias voltage is provided by two control grid power supplies connected to the all-pass network
as shown in Fig. 1.

Asymmetric Voltage
Figure 2 shows that the measured control grid voltage and
current at the 1-MW beam acceleration. The upper graph
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Figure 2: The measured results of the control grid peak
voltage and control grid current.

shows the peak voltage detection of the control grid voltages during the acceleration period. The black line indicates
the control grid of one vacuum tube (named CG1) and the
red one indicates that of the other tube (named CG2). The
peak voltage is above 0 V during almost all of the acceleration period; this means the positive grid biasing happens
in the region. The lower graph shows the current provide
by the control grid power supply during the acceleration
period. The timing when the current flows into the control
grid coincides with the timing that the positive grid biasing
occurs.
Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the waveforms of the control
grid voltage and current at the middle of the acceleration.
The upper graph shows the measured waveform for the con-
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trol grid voltage; the black line indicates CG1 and the red
line indicates CG2. The control grid voltages are above 0 V
during the short time range on the both waveforms. The
lower graph shows the estimated waveform of the control
grid current. As can be seen, spiking currents flow into the
control grids when the voltage is above 0 V.
The important point is that the control grid current is not
symmetric on both control grids. As mentioned above, the
acceleration voltage pattern is divided by the power splitter
in counterphase for both control grids; however, the voltage peak is not counterphase due to the multi-harmonic
operation. The control grid voltage includes not only the
fundamental acceleration voltage but also the beam loading
compensation up to the third harmonic [2, 3]. Consequently,
the waveform of the control grid voltage is far from the pure
sinusoidal as shown in Fig. 3 and the peak position of the
voltage is shifted from the counterphase.
The asymmetric control grid current causes the deformation of the waveform for the control grid voltage. Table 1 shows the amplitude of the control grid voltage for
each harmonic. As can be seen, the amplitude of each harmonic is not symmetric on both control grids; this should
be originally symmetric without positive grid biasing. The
deformation of the waveform becomes larger as the control
grid current increases. This deformation of the control grid
voltage affects the accuracy of the analysis for the vacuum
tube operation [4]. The analysis should take into account
the control grid waveform deformation in the case of the
positive grid biasing.

Bias Voltage Drop
Figure 4 shows the measured control grid DC bias voltage
and current during the acceleration. The upper graph shows
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Table 1: Amplitude of the Control-Grid Voltage for Each
Harmonic on Both Control Grids
Fundamental harmonic
Second harmonic
Third harmonic

CG1
351 V
223 V
99 V

CG2
392 V
180 V
140 V

CG current
Anode
Screen grid
Control grid
Cathode

e-

e-

Bleeder
resistor
current

Bleeder
resistor
250 ƒ‚

-V
0

Control
Grid
PS

Figure 5: Current flows provided by the control grid power
supply and the tube.

CG1 PS voltage (V)
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the resistor value to 200 Ω as concern about the tube operation point. For further reduction of the resistor value,
consolidation of the control grid power supply is required.
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Figure 4: Control-grid DC-bias voltage drop and controlgrid current.
the CG1 DC bias voltage, and the lower graph shows the current of the CG1 power supply. As can be seen, a sudden DC
bias voltage drop happened in the middle of the acceleration
period.
This phenomenon is understood as the control grid power
supply exceeds its capability as shown in Fig. 5. The power
supply is under control of the constant voltage and some
current is constantly flowing into a bleeder resistor of 250 Ω.
When the control grid DC bias voltage is set as −343 V, the
current of 1.37 A is provided into the resistor from the power
supply. On the other hand, the direction of the control grid
current supplied by the tube is opposite to the current into
the resistor. If the control grid current exceeds the resistor
current, the current direction of the power supply is reversed.
Consequently, the power supply is forced to decrease the
output voltage under the power supply control. The threshold
of this phenomenon is indicated by pink lines in Fig. 4.
In this case, the tube operation point is suddenly changed
and the solid-state amplifier should feed more power to sustain the control grid driving voltage during this region. This
is a severe condition for the solid-state amplifier because the
output power reaches its limitation when the control grid
current increases more. One solution to decrease the voltage drop is reducing the resistor value. We have changed
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We have investigated the influence of the positive grid
biasing in the RCS. The control grid voltage is above 0 V
during most of the acceleration period to provide the large
anode current into the cavity for compensating the heavy
beam loading.
One of the influence is the deformation of the waveform
at the control grid voltage. The control grid current is asymmetric on both control grids due to the multi-harmonic rf
driving in the RCS. It is essential to include the deformation
to estimate the vacuum tube operation accurately.
The other influence is the sudden drop of the control grid
DC bias voltage. This is caused when the control grid current
supplied by the tube exceeds the current flowing into the
bleeder resistor provided by the control grid power supply.
This phenomenon is severe for the solid-state amplifier to
drive the control grid because the sudden drop means a
change in the tube operation point, and it is necessary to
feed more power by the solid-state amplifier. In order to
decrease such a drop, the reduction of the bleeder resistor
value is essential and we have slightly changed the value.
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Abstract
The injector linear accelerator (LINAC) for the CEPC
requires a higher efficiency klystron with 80 MW output
power than S band 65 MW pulsed klystron currently operating in LINAC of BEPCII to reduce energy consumption
and cost. The efficiency is expected to improve from the
currently observed 42% to more than 55% and output
power will be improved from 65MW to more than 80 MW
with same operation voltage. In this paper, BAC bunching
method is applied for klystron efficiency improvement.
The optimization of the gun and solenoid parameters is
completed with 2-D code DGUN and then 3-D code CST.
The preliminary design of the cavity parameters is also
completed in 1-D disk model based AJDISK code and then
further checked by 2-D code EMSYS. Finally, new klystron prototype will be fabricated in Chinese company after
design parameters are determined.

INTRODUCTION
After the discovery of the Higgs particle at Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) in 2012, a 240 GeV Circular Electron Positron Collider (CEPC) was proposed at institute of high energy physics (IHEP), China [1]. The design of CEPC RF
source system includes CW klystron for CEPC collider and
pulsed klystron for CEPC LINAC. In order to reduce the
energy consumption and cost, the main goal of the klystron
design is efficiency improvement. Several methods have
been proposed to increase the efficiency of a klystron.
These methods can be divided into two main categories:
The first kind is a multi-beam klystron (MBK) which has
several low perveance beam-lets because lower perveance
usually corresponding to higher efficiency [2]. Each beamlet carries a small amount of current, but the total current
can be large. The other kind focuses on novel bunching
mechanisms. Based on this idea, the core oscillation
method [3], bunching-alignment-collection (BAC) [4], and
core stabilization method (CSM) [5] are proposed.
The RF power source system of CEPC LINAC includes
75 sets of pulsed klystron operating at a frequency of
2860 MHz. The power of these klystron are excepted to be
80MW so that the gradient of the accelerating structure will
be 22 MV/m as shown in Fig. 1 [1]. Based on the existing
S band 65 MW klystron currently applied in the BEPCII
LINAC injector, the BAC method will be adopted to increase the klystron efficiency from 42% to 55% to meet the
CEPC power requirement. Table 1 compares the parameters of the klystron operating in BEPCII and the proposed
___________________________________________
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BAC-based klystron. The output power will be improved
from 65 MW to 80 MW with the same beam power.

Figure 1: Accelerating structure of CEPC LINAC.
Table 1: Klystron Parameters
Parameters
Operating frequency
Output power
RF pulsed width
Beam voltage
Beam current
Beam perveance
Efficiency

Original
2856 MHz
65 MW
4 μs
350 kV
414 A
2.0 μP
42%

BAC-based
2856 MHz
80 MW
4 μs
350 kV
414 A
2.0 μP
55%

BAC METHOD
The BAC method consists of 3 stages: traditional bunching, alignment velocity spread of electrons and collecting
outside electrons [6]. Compared with COM bunching
mechanism, BAC method can shorten the length of klystron besides improving efficiency. The present BEPCII
S band 6 5MW klystron has 6 cavities in its interaction section. In order to apply BAC method, we insert 4 additional
cavities including 2 second harmonic cavities between the
4th and 5th cavity of the original klystron. Various codes,
such as AJDISK [7], EMSYS, MAGIC, KLYC and CST,
can be used for klystron dynamic simulation. The 1-D code
AJDISK is suitable for the preliminary optimization of the
interaction section parameters. Based on AJDISK, a 1-D
automatic optimization code via NSGA-II was developed
at IHEP. With this code, the length of the drift tube between
the cavities and the cavity characteristic parameters such as
frequency, R/Q and coupling coefficient are optimized to
obtain a maximal efficiency. And then these parameters are
further checked by 2-D code EMSYS combined with the
parameters of gun and solenoid.
Figure 2 shows the 1-D AJDISK simulation result of the
original klystron and the proposed BAC-based klystron.
With the help of the four new cavities, the process of the
electron core oscillation and the process of collecting ‘particle-outsiders’ is accelerated. Therefore, compared with
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the original klystron, more outside particles are collected
by the interaction section of the BAC klystron at the output
cavity. The 1-D efficiency is improved from original 49%
to 64%.

optics simulation. Figure 4 compares the magnetic field
value of the BAC-based klystron and that of the original
one. The result is also checked by 3-D code CST. Figure 5
and Table 3 shows the comparison of beam optics simulation result in DGUN and CST. The maximum of the beam
radius is below 8.65 mm, and the beam ripple is less than
5%.

Figure 2: 1-D simulation result in AJDISK.

GUN AND SOLENOID
The prototype of the electron gun for the new BACbased klystron is optimized from that of the original one.
Table 2 compares the parameters of the previous gun and
the new one. While keeping the parameters like beam voltage and beam current same, the radius of the drift tube is
decreased from 15.986 mm to 12.3mm to cut off the second
harmonic wave. With the same fill factor 70%, the radius
of the beam should be 8.65 mm. Figure 3 shows the electric
filed on z axis around one of the second harmonic cavities
with 12.3 mm drift tube radius. That means it will be safe
if the distance between each cavity is more than 40 mm.
Table 2: Comparison of the Gun Parameters
Parameters
Beam voltage
Beam current
Beam perveance
Drift tube radius
Beam radius

Original
350 kV
414 A
2.0 μP
15.986 mm
9.45 mm

BAC-based
350 kV
414 A
2.0 μP
12.3 mm
8.65 mm

Figure 4: Comparison of the magnetic field on z axis.

Figure 5: Beam optic simulation result in DGUN and CST.
Table 3: Beam Optic Parameter in DGUN and CST
Parameters
Beam perveance
Beam maximum radius
Beam minimum radius
Beam ripple

DGUN
1.978 μP
8.54 mm
7.93 mm
3.7%

CST
1.997 μP
8.64 mm
8.02 mm
3.6%

2-D DYNAMIC SIMULATION

Figure 3: The electric field on z axis around a second harmonic cavity.
The solenoid of BAC-based klystron are also re-designed based on the original one. Because we have extended the length of the interaction section to achieve a
higher efficiency, it is necessary to have a longer magnet
that also has a stronger field at the output cavity to suppress
the stronger space-charge effect [8]. The value of the magnetic field is firstly simulated by 2-D code POISSON SUPERFISH [9] and then input to 2-D code DGUN for beam
TUPOTK053
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Because of the limitation of 1-D code, we have to check
the parameters obtained from AJDISK with 2-D code and
even 3-D code. With beam optic parameter from DGUN,
the dynamic simulation of interaction section is firstly done
in the 2-D code EMSYS. Figure 6 shows the comparison
of the simulation result of the original klystron and the new
BAC-based klystron. As is shown in these two situations,
more electrons are bunched at the output cavity of BACbased klystron than that of the original one. The 2-D efficiency simulation result increase from original 45% to
54%, 10% lower than 1-D simulation result. From our experience, however, the efficiency simulation result in EMSYS is usually 5% lower than that in AJDISK. To solve this
problem, we have tried to adjust the mesh density in EMSYS, but there was no obvious change in the result. The
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optimization work is still ongoing now, and there are also
some other possible problems we need to find out in further
study.

Figure 6: Beam and energy profile simulated by EMSYS

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
For the design of the CEPC LINAC klystron, we try to
apply the novel bunching mechanism known as BAC
method to the current BEPCII LINAC klystron. Now, the
gun and the solenoid are well optimized according to the
new requirement. The efficiency result simulated by 1-D
code AJDISK is shown 64% while the 2-D simulation result in 2-D code EMSYS is 54% which is 5% lower than
our expectation. The optimization work will be continued
in the future. And then we will check the dynamic simulation result in 3-D code CST. Besides, the cooling system
and the output window should also be re-designed due to
the increase of the magnetic field and the output power. We
hope the fabrication of the first prototype of CEPC LINAC
klystron will start in Chinese company as soon as possible.
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Abstract
Solid state amplifiers are being increasingly used as RF
power sources in accelerators around the world. Two solid
state amplifiers with different output power and frequency
have been applied in beam test system of PAPS at IHEP. A
10kW solid state amplifier operating at 1.3 GHz is used to
feed a normal conducting buncher. A 650 MHz solid state
amplifier with the output power of 150 kW is used to feed
two 2-cell superconducting cavities. So far, the debugging
and acceptance test of solid state amplifiers have been finished. During the beam test system commissioning and operation, all solid state amplifiers operate stably. In this paper, the specifications and high power test results of solid
state amplifiers are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The beam test system for platform of advanced photon
source technology R&D (PAPS) is used to test key technologies of 650 MHz superconducting radio frequency
(SRF) system, which is mainly composed of a photocathode DC-Gun, a 1.3 GHz buncher, two 650 MHz 2-cell superconducting cavities in a crymodule and a beam dump.
According to the physical design requirements, the
buncher and two superconducting cavities require RF
power of 10kW and 150kW respectively. With the progress
of transistor technology, the output power and efficiency of
a single transistor has been greatly improved. The high
power can be obtained by combination of numerous transistors. Up to date, the power capability of solid state amplifier (SSA) can extend from a few kW to several hundred
kW, and the operating frequency from less than 100 MHz
to above 1 GHz [1-6]. Compared with vacuum electronic
tube, there are many advantages for SSA such as high reliability for redundancy design, high flexibility for module
design, high stability, absence of warm-up time and reasonable efficiency [7]. So the SSA is a priority RF power
source for beam test system of PAPS. In this paper, the
specifications and high power test results of solid state amplifiers are presented.

ensure isolation between modules and withstand the full
reflection power. The status data of every power module
such as voltage, current and temperature are monitored.
Also, interlock is necessary for external faults like low water flow rate and over excitation. The mean time between
failures (MTBF) should be larger than 20,000 hours, and
less than 5% of the power modules fail per year. The failure
of 2 power modules for each tower can still run. After combining the power of four power amplifier towers, the maximum power can achieve more than 150 kW. The output
port is standard WR1500 waveguide. In June 2021, the acceptance test of 650 MHz SSA was completed. Figure 2
shows the relation between input power and output power.
The maximum output power reach 159 kW with less than
1dB compression. The 1dB bandwidth is larger than 2 MHz
and the total efficiency is about 42%. Figure 3 shows that
the harmonic power is less than -50 dBc. Figure 4 indicates
that the amplitude and phase stability is less than 0.2% and
0.15° respectively. The high power test results of 650 MHz
SSA are summarized in Table 1. All performance indicators
meet the requirement of beam test system.

Figure 1: 650 MHz/150 kW SSA.

650 MHz/150 kW SSA
The 650 MHz solid state amplifier with the output power
of 150 kW is used to feed two 2-cell superconducting cavities, which is manufactured by Beijing BBEF Science &
Technology Co., Ltd (BBEF) in China. It consists of a control cabinet and four power amplifier towers, as shown in
Fig. 1. Each tower can produce RF power of more than
45 kW by combining 64 power modules. The single power
module must include circulator and absorbing load to

Figure 2: Transfer curve.
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Figure 3: Harmonic test.

Figure 5: 1.3GHz/10 kW SSA.

CONCLUSION

Figure 4: Amplitude and phase stability test.
Table 1: 650 MHz/150 kW SSA Test Results
Parameters
Frequency(MHz)
Output Power(kW)
Gain(dB)
Bandwidth(MHz)
Amplitude stability
Phase stability
Harmonic(dBc)
Efficiency at 150 kW

Requirements
650
≥150
≥70
≥2
≤1%
≤1°
< -30
≥40%

Test
650
159
73.1
≥2
≤0.2%
≤0.15°
-50
42%

The 10kW solid state amplifier operating at 1.3 GHz is
used to feed a buncher, as shown in Fig. 5, which is manufactured by Chengdu Kaiteng Sifang Digital Radio & TV
Equipment Co., Ltd (KTSF). The output port is standard
WR650 waveguide. The high power test results of 1.3 GHz
SSA are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: 1.3 GHz/10 kW SSA Test Results
Requirements
1.3
≥10
≥2
≤1%
≤1°
< -30
≥40%
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ONE YEAR OF OPERATION OF THE NEW WIDEBAND RF SYSTEM
OF THE PROTON SYNCHROTRON BOOSTER
G. Gnemmi∗ , M. Paoluzzi, S. Energico, M. Haase, C. Rossi, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Within the LHC Injectors Upgrade project, the PS Booster
(PSB) has been upgraded. Both the injection (160 MeV) and
extraction (2 GeV) energies have been increased, bringing
also changes in the injection beam revolution frequency, the
maximum revolution frequency, and the beam intensity. To
meet the requirements of the High Luminosity LHC a new
RF system has been designed, based on the wideband frequency characteristics of Finemet® Magnetic Alloy and solidstate amplifiers. The wideband frequency response (1 MHz
to 18 MHz) covers all the required frequency schemes in the
PSB, allowing multi-harmonics operation. The system is
based on a cellular configuration in which each cell provides
a fraction of the total RF voltage. The new RF system has
been installed in 3 locations replacing the old systems. The
installation has been performed during 2019/2020, while
the commissioning started later in 2020 and relevant results
for the physics have been already observed. This paper describes the new RF chain, the results achieved and the issues
that occurred during this year of operation, together with
the changes made to the system to improve performance and
reliability.

INTRODUCTION
The new RF system is based on a cellular configuration in
which each cell provides a fraction of the total RF voltage,
up to a peak voltage of approximately 700 V per cell across
a frequency range from a few hundred kHz up to 20 MHz.
Each cell is built around a vacuum chamber with a ceramic
gap at its center and two Finemet disks, one on each side.
A solid state amplifier is driving the two sides of the gap
with opposite phase signals. To prevent overheating, the
cells are water-cooled. Three new RF systems have been
installed in the PSB tunnel in sections 5L1, 7L1 and 13L1.
Each RF system is composed of 4 cavities, corresponding
to the 4 vertically stacked rings of the PSB. Each cavity is
equipped with 12 cells arranged in two groups of 6. The
voltage requirements in each ring are: 8 kV for acceleration
at the beam revolution frequency at h1 (from 1 to 1.8 MHz),
8 kV for bunch shaping at h2 and 4 kV for blow-up at h10 [1].
The cavities installed in the 3 sections provide the required
voltage.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The new amplification chain, shown schematically in
Fig. 1, is located partly outside the ring and partly in the
tunnel.
∗
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the new RF system for one ring.
The amplification chain begins on the surface where the
RF input signal, provided externally by the beam control electronics, is fed through a passive compensation circuit to offset the frequency-dependent attenuation caused by the long
cables from the surface to the ring. Subsequently, the signal
passes through a 330 pF series capacitor which, together
with the pre-driver input impedance, forms a high-pass filter
compensating the low-pass response of the Finemet amplifier. Then the signal is fed into two amplifiers in sequence,
gaining up to this node ∼23 dB at the reference frequency of
1 MHz. Subsequently, the signal is driven through a splitter
that partitions it onto 16 outputs; 12 of them are used to feed
the 12 Finemet amplifiers composing a cavity. Due to the
splitting, each of the outputs provides a signal attenuated of
∼12 dB in the entire frequency spectrum of interest.

Figure 2: Block diagram of main components of a Finemet
amplifier.
The signals from the splitter are fed into the Finemet
amplifiers. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the push-pull
amplifier, outlining its main components: the RF driver,
the dampening resistive network, the two differential halves,
each with an input circuit and 8 power MOSFETs and the
combiner. The RF driver acts as a high impedance push-pull
stage composed of a VRF151G dual power MOSFETs, driving in parallel the gates of all the 16 power MOSFETs in the
final stages; eight of these modules are combined together,
the same for the other eight and driven in anti-phase to obtain
a differential output. Additionally, a radiation compensation
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network for MOSFETs’ bias has been implemented in the
amplifier, in order to mitigate the threshold gate voltage drift
due to the received radiation dose. The wideband response
of the Finemet alloy allows multi-harmonic operation but
introduces as well longitudinal impedance extending over
many revolution frequency harmonics, requiring special attention in compensating the beam loading. Therefore in
the amplifier a fast RF feedback network is implemented,
which is necessary to control the gap impedance and partially
compensate the beam loading; additional compensation is
provided by the new digital system of the low-level RF (or
LLRF). Details can be found in [2, 3]. Finally, through an
additional compensation circuit, the monitor signal of each
cell is brought back to the surface. At last, the signals pass
through a new amplifier that allows to measure each of the
output signals, as well as the summed output signal. The
power level of the monitoring signals has a general scaling
of 2 kV/V as referred to the gap voltage. Figure 3 shows the
transfer function of an entire cavity.

the 16 power MOSFETs in parallel; the failure of some
components leads to the failure of the whole amplifier.
After identifying the faulty components, more robust
substitutes were selected. As a preventive measure, it
was decided to gradually replace these components in
all amplifiers.
• Some screws fastening the connection between the
16 output modules and the +40 V DC power supply
were found not to be properly tightened. This led to
increased contact resistance, eventually causing overheating and damage to the amplifier, necessitating its
replacement. Once the problem was identified, it was
decided to proceed with a check of all the screws.
Both replacement campaigns are now underway and will
continue over the next years. In the amplifiers where the
substitution already took place, no further issues have been
observed during one year of operation.

RF Output Distortion in the Finemet Amplifier

Figure 3: S21 magnitude and phase measurement of an
entire cavity (12 cells) of the new RF system.
In terms of achievable accelerating voltage, the system has
been built with a reserve above the nominal requirements,
so that the cavity can operate normally with up to 2 out of
12 cells unavailable. To increase system reliability, each cell
has an independent DC supply and control electronics.
Several parameters can be monitored from the control
room on the surface. The system is also protected by a PLC
continuously reading critical signals, detecting unexpected
conditions and shutting the equipment down in case of errors.

CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED DURING
THE COMMISSIONING
Assembly Faults
During the beam commissioning, some Finemet amplifiers needed to be replaced and repaired due to mechanical
and quality issues. The subsequent investigation identified
two causes of failure:
• Some low quality components mounted on the Finemet
RF driver led to the failure of some amplifiers in the
first months of operation of the new RF systems. The
RF driver acts as a push-pull stage driving the gates of
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T08: RF Power Sources

During the start-up of the new RF systems, differences in
the RF output signals have been noticed among the different
Finemet amplifiers. The amplifiers had mainly two problems:
some of them showed distortion of the output RF signal in
the frequency range used for acceleration and bunch shaping
(h1 and h2, or approximately 1 to 4 MHz). In addition, all
the amplifiers showed distortion of the signal in the range
from 7 to 10 MHz. Figure 4 shows these two types of issues;
as visible, the RF signal is distorted, and so is the summing
current of the 16 output circuits.

Figure 4: Example of the RF output distortion for Finemet
amplifiers: in blue, the RF output signal of a single cell; in
red, the summing current of the 16 output circuits. On the left
side, the test was performed with a frequency sweep from
1 to 4 MHz; on the right, with a sweep from 1 to 10 MHz.
Due to the frequency patterns used during the operation,
the distortion in the 1-4 MHz range is suspected to be the
cause of an additional problem experienced during the first
year of operation: the failure of several 100 Ω/100 W resistors in the feedback network. On the other hand, the distortion between 7-10 MHz was considered a possible cause
of a problem with the digital electronics of the LLRF. At
the start of commissioning, it was noted that the new digital
feedback system was not able to reach the specifications for
harmonics from h8 to h16, thus implying lower efficiency
in reducing the beam loading in this frequency range [4].
TUPOTK055
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A number of tests and measurements were carried out,
aiming to understand the source of the problem and to provide a valid solution for increasing the reliability of the
amplifiers. Particular attention was given to the resistive
network connecting the RF driver circuit and the two input
circuits. This connection is realized by a network of 12 resistors (4 branches, 3 parallel resistors in each). These resistors
should dampen resonances to prevent instability. Initially,
resistors of 3.3 Ω each were installed, yielding a resistance
of 1.1 Ω for each branch. After several experiments, it was
found that 8 Ω resistance for each branch (3x24 Ω) leads to
improved stability. Figure 5 shows that after the modification of the resistive branch a clear improvement of the RF
output signal is obtained.

Figure 5: Example of the RF output after resistors modification for Finemet amplifiers. The RF output signal of a
single cell in blue and the summing current of the 16 output
circuits in red. On the left side the test was performed with
a frequency sweep from 1 to 4 MHz while on the right with
a sweep from 1 to 10 MHz.
Tests were carried out to evaluate the proposed solution
quantitatively; the most relevant results follow. First, harmonic distortion was measured for the 2nd and 3rd harmonics,
sweeping the fundamental frequency across the range of interest (1-18 MHz). Results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7,
highlighting a reduction in the power of the 2nd harmonic
throughout most of the frequency range. For the 3rd harmonic, an improvement is seen mainly in the range from 4 to
16 MHz, however, the power outside this range is sufficiently
low to be easily controllable by the digital electronics of the
LLRF.
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Figure 7: Power level of the 3rd harmonic relative to the
fundamental frequency.
the peak, as well as an increase of the peak impedance,
necessitating an adjustment of the operational parameters
of the digital systems in the LLRF. However, this change is
made easily via software configuration.
Following the promising results, the resistive network replacement campaign for all the Finemet amplifiers is now
underway and will continue over the next years. In the amplifiers where the substitution already took place, no further
issues have been observed during a year of operation.

Figure 8: Cell Gap impedance with amplifier and RF feedback before and after the resistors modification.

CONCLUSION

Figure 6: Power level of the 2nd harmonic relative to the
fundamental frequency.
Also the gap impedance has been measured and compared
with values obtained before the modification. Figure 8 shows
that the change in the circuit causes a frequency shift of
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After years of prototyping and tests, a completely new
RF system has started to operate in the PSB. The availability achieved during the first year of operation has been over
99%, thanks also to the redundancy of the cells. The changes
described earlier have contributed to the increase in the reliability of the Finemet amplifiers. During the beam commissioning it was possible to reach a beam intensity of 1013
protons per bunch and all the beams for users were produced
within the required specifications. Thanks to the flexibility
of the new RF systems, it was possible to use the 3rd harmonic to further lengthen the bunch and also take advantage
of bandwidth-limited phase noise for controlled longitudinal
emittance blow-up [5]. Over the coming years the consolidation of the system will continue.
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INNOVATIVE MAGNETRON POWER SOURCES FOR
SUPERCONDUCTING RF (SRF) ACCELERATORS*
M. Neubauer, M. Popovic, R. Johnson, R. Lentz, M. Neubauer, T. Wynn
Muons, Inc., Batavia, IL 60510 USA
R. Rimmer, H. Wang
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA 23606 USA
Abstract
A magnetron suitable for 1497 MHz klystron replacements at Jefferson Lab will be constructed and tested with
our novel patented subcritical voltage operation methods
to drive an SRF cavity. The critical areas of magnetron
manufacturing and design affecting life-cycle costs that
will be modeled for improvement include: Qext, filaments,
magnetic field, vane design, and novel control of outgassing. The most immediate benefit of this project is to make
SRF accelerator projects more affordable for NP and other
users of SRF Linacs. One of the most attractive commercial applications for SRF accelerators is to drive subcritical
nuclear reactors to burn Light Water Reactor Spent Nuclear
Fuel (LWR SNF). A 1 GeV proton beam hitting an internal
uranium spallation neutron target can produce over 30 neutrons for each incident proton to allow the reactor to operate far below criticality to generate electricity or process
heat while reducing high-level waste disposal costs. This
commercial application has the additional attribute of addressing climate change.

INTRODUCTION
The construction, replacement, and operating costs for
klystron power sources now used for superconducting RF
(SRF) accelerators are high. In their most cost-effective
configuration, one high-power klystron drives several SRF
cavities that have separate requirements for phase and amplitude control, requiring additional phase and amplitude
control devices for each cavity. Magnetron RF power
sources for single cavities can cost much less and operate
at much higher efficiency than klystrons, but they do not
have the phase and amplitude control or lifetime needed to
drive SRF cavities for NP particle accelerators.
Starting in 2021, Muons Inc. (MUONS) has been working with Richardson Electronics (RELL), a supplier of
many commercial vacuum tubes, including magnetrons
used for industrial applications. The RELL production-line
approach to manufacturing quantities of tubes according to
MUONS designs and specifications has started and has already been applied to the first prototype of the 1497 MHz,
15 kW tube (built under STTR grant DE-SC0013203) that
can be the basis for a plan to replace CEBAF klystrons. The
payback time for the replacement in power savings alone
has been estimated to be about 5 years. In the next months,
the prototype will be power tested at RELL and shipped to
JLab for tests. Figure 1 shows the prototype 1497 MHz
magnetron in the bakeout oven at RELL.
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: The prototype 1497 MHz magnetron in the
bakeout oven at RELL, showing the ion pump used for
conditioning.
In order to properly compensate for microphonic and
Lorenz detuning of SRF cavities, injection locked magnetron techniques will need to be developed. MUONS has
numerical simulation models and experimental demonstrations at 2.45 GHz that have generated patents and predictions of a broader range of power control, better phase stability, higher efficiency, and longer tube lifetime with subcritical anode voltage operation. One patent, for example,
describes the operation of a pulsed magnetron that does not
require an expensive HV modulator.

TECHNICAL APPROACH
One purpose of this proposed project is to bring on board
a manufacturing partner, Richardson Electronics, and incorporate and study various techniques that will enhance
the magnetron operation for NP applications:
• Further investigate operating in sub-critical conditions with injection locking signals
• Minimize the life-cycle costs
• Novel surface coatings to eliminate outgassing from
the iron polepieces
• Model injection-locking magnetron design variables
which may improve injection-locking gain, for example: Qext and number of vanes.
• Filament voltage control to minimize thermal proficle due to return electrons
• Permanent magnet design to replace solenoid field
while keeping the trim coil for amplitude modulation
Several areas are described below, along with design elements for optimization the life-cycle costs of refurbishing.
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Novel Magnetron Techniques for SRF Cavities Subcritical Voltage
Muons, Inc has previously investigated the idea of
changing the electric and magnetic parameters of a single
magnetron fast enough to follow the frequency jumps due
to vibrations of the cavity. However subcritical voltage operation has been invented that not only solves the problem
of phase and power control, but has the added advantages
of improved efficiency, simpler construction (no trim magnet needed), and the promise of longer tube lifetime.
Muons, Inc. supported the development of a kinetic
model of magnetron generation [1], substantiating a novel
method of power control in the range ≈10 dB based on a
wide-range current control in a magnetron driven by a -10
dB resonant injected signal (US Patent No: 10374551).
This novel method of magnetron control of SRF cavities
has benefitted from developments in theory, simulations,
and experimental measurements. Figure 2 shows the first
demonstration of the wider range of power control in a
magnetron using such an injection-locking signal range
and rxesults of measurements, red line shows extrapolation
with B-spline fit [2].

Eliminate Surface Outgassing
A novel addition to magnetron production is proposed:
applying a non-evaporable getter coating to the surfaces of
the magnetron. In this way, the outgassing surface is converted to a pump. It is the iron polepieces and cupronickel
seal rings that tend to have trapped gases in microscopic
pipes due to the manufacturing of either bar or sheet stock.
Typically, bar stock is used for seal rings while sheet stock
is used for polepieces. Yet for some pole piece configurations the orientation of the vacuum pipes will always lead
to contamination of the vacuum and neither sheet nor bar
stock will eliminate “pipes” from influencing the vacuum
integrity of the magnetron. This is a novel approach in
magnetron construction and could have significant improvement on the life-cycle costs, shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Power vs Cathode Voltage. With no injection
locking signal, the red points showthe allowed range of
power. The black points show the wider range of power of
the same tube with a -10 dB locking signal.

Life Cycle Costs
The lifecycle costs for any magnetron RF system includes both extended operating times and reduced refurbishing costs. A significant market is already in play which
includes reworking magnetrons by replacing the filament
stalk and other components and selling the refurbished tube
at one-half the cost of a new tube. Improving the processes
by which this occurs with the lowest possible cost is a benefit to both the customer and manufacturer. In this project
we will explore the design changes which make this process most cost effective.
Areas to study depend to a large extent to the manufacturer’s established processes. For example, the use of RF
brazing as opposed to furnace brazing is a quicker process
but requires the additional fixturing required to maintain
concentricity and uniformity of heating. RELL has the RF
braze equipment, tooling, and personnel who have relied
upon this technique. Their expertise will be utilized in designing assemblies and specific tooling requirements to
implement these process manufacturing techniques.

MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 3: This is a typical output window assembly and
the surfaces to be coated are indicated.
This approach to using getter coatings have been experimented with some success at various storage ring designs
around the world. The trick in the case of using this technique in a magnetron is to find the right surfaces to coat.
Our experiments will include the iron parts as noted above
that are typically plated to copper to reduce RF losses. The
region between the antenna and the output polepiece is possible location. Other locations will be experimented with.

Qext (QL)
Qext is classically determined to maximize the efficiency of the magnetron by limiting the amount of power
that is dissipated on the anode and antenna. Qext has not
been optimized for the injection locking operation of the
magnetron. There have been studies that have identified a
relationship between the Qext and the amount of power required to injection lock the magnetron over a given
TUPOTK057
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bandwidth. This becomes one of the factors in limiting how
much gain the system can achieve.
Typically, Qext is chosen based on the balance of thermal loading of the anode structure and the antenna. The
higher the Qext, the more energy is dissipated in the resonant structure; the lower, the hotter the antenna. However,
in this stage of the analysis we will be determining the optimum Qext for injection locking. Since RF energy will be
added to the magnetron from the injecting signal, the Qext
may be optimized higher in value. This is typically not
done for non-injection locked magnetrons.

Filament
The standard operational technique to extend the life of
the magnetron is to lower the filament voltage to compensate for the back heating of the filament due to returning
electrons and ions, to reduce the buildup of evaporants onto
the anode. Typically, this is a prescribed process built into
the power supply reducing the filament voltage by specific
voltage levels. The most efficient system would include an
active feedback system which tests the operation of the
magnetron power level as a function of filament voltage.
Continual verification of the lowest possible filament voltage given the operating demands on the magnetron would
provide for the longest life.
In addition, the resistivity of the filament is a measure of
the temperature. It can be used in the feedback loop to
maintain a constant temperature. The technique is straight
forward, however the time constant of such a feedback
loop is rather large due to the thermal mass of the filament.
In this project a feedback system will be designed and
tested for optimizing the filament for extended life operation.

Magnetic Field
The magnetic field requirements for a magnetron are
well established and experimentally determined using an
electro-magnet. For the TJNAF application, a permanent
magnet design will both improve efficiency and reduce
costs. In this project, a permanent magnet design will be
incorporated that has been optimized for the amplitude
modulation of the magnetron. This means the electro-magnet used for amplitude modulating the magnetron will be
in parallel with the permanent magnet which provides the
biasing. This allows for a unique operating condition that
may include a slight adjustment of the biasing field while
modulating the current which drives the amplitude modulation. This would imply the use a voltage waveform for
the AMing electro-magnet with an adjustable DC component. The material of the permanent magnet will also be
chosen with regard to the thermal stability of the material.
Samarium cobalt is a common choice in the microwave
tube industry as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: SmCo5 has a much lower temperature coefficient
than Nd.

TECHNICAL GOALS
A magnetron suitable for 1497 MHz klystron replacements at Jefferson Lab will be constructed at RELL and
power tested with our novel patented subcritical voltage
operation methods in preparation to drive an SRF cavity.
The critical areas of magnetron manufacturing and design
affecting life-cycle costs that will be modeled for improvement include: Qext, filaments, magnetic field, vane design,
and novel control of outgassing.

TECHNICAL BENEFITS
The most immediate benefit of this project is to make
SRF accelerator projects more affordable for NP and other
users of SRF Linacs. In terms of capital cost, for example,
a cost projection by ANL for a 1 GeV 20 MW proton accelerator that cost $800M using IOTs for rf power was reduced by $180M using magnetrons in place of the IOTs.
The reduction in operating cost as described above for the
CEBAF machine by using magnetrons instead of klystrons
had a payback time of 5 years due to electricity cost savings.
One of the most attractive commercial applications for
SRF accelerators is to drive subcritical nuclear reactors to
burn Light Water Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel (LWR SNF).
A 1 GeV proton beam hitting an internal uranium spallation
neutron target can produce over 30 neutrons for each incident proton to allow the reactor to operate far below criticality to generate electricity or process heat while reducing
high-level waste disposal costs. This commercial application has the additional attribute of addressing climate
change.
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Abstract
We have designed, built, and tested a new magnetron
tube that generates RF power at 1497 MHz. In the tests so
far, the tube has produced CW 9 kW RF power, where the
measured power is limited by the test equipment. The final
goal is to use it to power superconducting (SC) cavities.

that is enclosed in a ceramic dome. The cathode stalk has a
2 liter/s ion pump and connectors for high voltage and filament power input. These elements are shown in Figures
2a and 2b.

INRODUCTION
This tube was designed under DOE NP STTR that Mike
Neubauer directed as the PI. The design itself was primarily the work of Alan Dudas working with our advisors from
California Tube Laboratory (CTL), Tony Wynn and Ron
Lentz. The tube, shown in Figure 1, was constructed by
companies in California, but final repairs, reassembly, and
testing were done at Richardson Electronics (RELL) in Illinois.
Figure 2a: Picture showing 10 cavities, straps, and antenna
posts attached to the vanes of the anode body.

Figure 2b: Antenna attached to anode body.
Figure 1: Tube at RELL ready to be baked.

DESIGN
This tube is like a 75 kW CW 915 MHz tube designed
and built by CTL. The water-cooled tube has 10 strapped
cavities. Power is extracted using a three-legged antenna
___________________________________________

* Work supported by DOE NP STTR DE-SC0013203 and Muons Inc.
and Jefferson Lab CRADA JSA 2016S004
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The design process involved special consideration regarding heat distribution and removal. The biggest concern
with heat dissipation was related to the cathode stalk. After
assembling the filament, the temperature of the helical filament was measured in a Bell jar for several different currents. The conclusion was that 75 amps and around 8 volts
will create conditions for large electron emission.
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The tube was then shipped to Illinois in May of 2021 and
the first low power test was attempted on 21 Sept of 2021
at RELL. The measurements gave a resonant frequency of
1.64 GHz insead of the design value of 1.495 GHz and the
power coupling was too small. The decision was made to
open the tube again and a short was found on one of the
strapped rings. After repair and before vacuum closing, the
frequency was verified using two loop measurements. The
frequency was 1.53 GHz, the coupling reasonable and the
tube was baked and pinched off.

Figure 5: Anode body and water-cooling T distributions.
Figure 3: Cathode filament temperature distributions.

RF and Thermal Simulations

In low power tests of the tube showed similar characteristics as was seen in simulations. Figure 6 shows the model
of the tube and launcher. Figure 7 shows the Smith Chart
of the first measurements.

To simulate E&M and thermal characteristic of the tube
we use COMSOL [1]. The same program was used in the
design stage. Figure 3 shows the cathode temperature distribution under 600 W of filament power. Figure 4 shows
the E-field of eigen frequency solution for the pi-mode.
Figure 5 shows the anode body temperature distribution including cooling water-flow.

Figure 6: COMSOL Model of Tube and Launcher.

Figure 4: Electric field for pi-mode.
The program has shown its usefulness at initial stage of
low power testing when it, together with measurements, indicated a problem with the tube that stopped us from putting high power into a malfunctioning tube.

Low Level RF Test
Initial assembly of the tube was done in summer of 2020
in California. The test discovered a water leak in the anode
body and the tube was opened and the leak was repaired!
TUPOTK058
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Figure 7: Qs from model and low level ‘measurements’.
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RF POWER TEST

V_a(kV), I_a(A), P_rf(kW) &
B(T)
Axis Title

On December 15, 2021, power was generated for the
first time. Due to the lack of cooling on the dome and terminals a decision was made not to run with power more
than 3 kW. Next two months were used to modify the
launcher and terminal connetions. The system has cooling
for power up to 30 kW. As of the middle of March of 2022
we have achieved steady operation (Figure 8, 9 and 10),
with power up to 8 kW.

parameters 1.6 and 0.04 suggested in the Vaughan paper
[2]. There was no attempt to adjust these parameters to reproduce exactly measured power and efficiency. Assuming
that this model is correct, the internal loss of power is not
small, ~ 20% but an improvement of unloaded Q can lead
to the increase of tube efficiency.
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Figure 10: RF power, anode voltage and current vs. magnet
field.

Figure 8: RF signal spectrum and power read while generating CW 7.5 kW for hours.

7.5 kW, 1510MHz, 3dB
df=550kHz, Q=2700
0
1.505E+09
-20

1.51E+09

1.515E+09

-40

Figure 11: Calculated quantities using Vaughan model.

-60

There is a simple way to understand the results of the
measurements. The power supply is a constant current
source. So, setting the anode DC current to some value, let
say 1.5 Amp, forces the power source to adjust the anode
voltage to some value for a particular magnetic field value.
If the magnetic field is increased, that means electrons are
more squeezed near the cathode, so to be able to pull the
requested current, the power supply has to increase the anode voltage.

-80

Figure 9: RF signal at 7.5 kW, single trace.
All taken data so far can be reproduced using the
Vaughan [2] model, if at ~7.5 kW output power, 10% of
input DC power is spent on cathode back bombardment.
Input in the model is geometry of the tube dimensions and
the Q’s of the tube has used the numbers produced in simulations,
If the model is correct, as can be seen from plot, this tube
can easily produce 20 kW CW RF with efficiency above
70% with a power supply capable of 4 Amps at anode voltage ~9 kV Amps assuming 4% back bombardment of the
cathode. This should be also power level at which the filament input power can be cutoff but the emission maintained by the back bombardment.
As can be seen from the Vaughan model (Figure 11), the
dominant loss is from transverse motion term and back
bombardment of cathode is not the dominate loss mechanism. Displayed quantities are calculated using (arbitrary)
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T08: RF Power Sources

CONCLUSION
The Muons, Inc. prototype 1497 MHz tube has been
commissioned and factory tested. On May 23, 2022, the
tube was delivered to Jefferson Lab for further tests and to
develop magnetron systems to drive SC RF cavities.
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MODELING O AND N ALLOYING IN Nb FOR SRF APPLICATIONS*
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Abstract
Impurity alloying Nb has ushered in highly efficient superconducting radio frequency cavities. Modeling impurity
diffusion profiles for superconducting radio frequency
(SRF) applications will be crucial for developing next generation accelerators and engaging with modern theories to
enhance performance. Here we describe modeling of oxygen and nitrogen alloying in Nb.

INTRODUCTION
Superconducting radio frequency cavities are the building blocks of contemporary particle accelerators. Major
particle accelerators utilize SRF technology to facilitate
fundamental research. In Nb SRF cavities, trace impurities
can have tremendous impact. With quality factors, Qo, exceeding the previous state of the art by 2-4, LCLS-II and
LCLS-II HE [1, 2] will employ nitrogen-alloyed Nb for
their continuous wave accelerators. A goal remains to develop impurity diffusion models to tune interstitials optimally to modify 𝑄 and 𝐸 for an intended application.
This work requires the use of secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). The high depth resolution and ability to
quantify trace impurities makes SIMS the premier tool for
testing diffusion models and parameter determination using the measured impurity depth profiles.
While Nb approaches its intrinsic limits, an opportunity
presents itself to explore its ultimate limits via impurity
management and nanostructuring [3-9] to reduce the surface resistance and increase the accelerating gradient. An
important vector of RF surface resistance modification is
electron mean free path tuning via alloying using various
impurities [10-16]. Impurities greatly affect sensitivity to
trapped flux [17-20] and a normal-conducting hydride precipitate blocking effect [21-24] which constitutes another
vector of RF surface resistance optimization which must be
carefully considered in managing impurities. Thorough exploration of these topics will optimize SRF properties for
Nb and the lessons learned may be applicable to future materials [25, 26] in an effort to reduce the footprint and capital cost of future accelerators.

EXPERIMENTAL
SIMS measurements were made using a CAMECA 7f
Geo magnetic sector SIMS instrument on Nb samples as
described elsewhere [27]. The primary ion beam, made of
Cs+, is accelerated using a potential of 5 kV and sample
potential of -3 kV for an impact energy of 8 keV. The Cs+
_____________________
*Work supported by U.S. DOE contract DE-AC05-06OR23177.
† lechner@jlab.org
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ion beam was rastered over an area of 150 × 150 μm2 with
the collected data coming from a 63 × 63 μm2 area in the
center of the larger raster. Quantitation of the SIMS oxygen
depth profiles was made using an implant standard to convert the ion signal to impurity concentration [28, 29]. Here,
we used an O implant standard dosed with O at 2×1015 atoms/cm2 at 180 keV by Leonard Kroko Inc to quantify the
O composition of the RF penetration layer and beyond by
detecting 16O- in conjunction with a 93Nb- reference signal.

NITROGEN ALLOYING
Alloying a Nb SRF cavity with N involves vacuum heat
treating the cavity at 800 °C for 3 hours for H degas, exposure to N at 800 °C and a post-alloy anneal as shown in
Fig. 1. After heat treatment, the cavity is electropolished 57 μm to remove lossy phases on the surface. Gonnella et
al. [30, 31] showed that a diffusion model [32] fit their
SIMS data reasonably well at depths greater than 10 μm,
but was incapable of reproducing a depletion of interstitial
N near the surface. No further modeling was pursued.

Figure 1: Furnace temperature and pressure profile relevant
for N-alloying of Nb SRF cavities.
The N diffusion model of [32] accounts for a two-phase
system consisting of a growing nitride layer on the surface
and interstitial N migrating toward the bulk. Given nitrides
populate the surface in such doping schemes for SRF [13],
such a diffusion model may be a good starting point, however several convenient approximations are voluntarily forfeited when the alloying is chosen to be performed during
a short time compared to the annealing process and furnace
cooldown. These facts require that a model of N alloying
relevant for SRF cavities must incorporate the following:
1. A sink term describing the depletion of N near the surface. 2. An annealing step. 3. Accurate understanding of N
uptake. 4. Accurate understanding of the N diffusion coefficient.
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A method of solution to describe this system can start
with the model of [32] in the metal. The concentration of
N is given by
𝑐

𝐶

𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐

(1)

where 𝑐 , 𝐶 , 𝐶 , 𝐶 , 𝐶 , and 𝐶 ∞ are nitrogen
concentration boundary conditions, 𝛾 and 𝜙 are
proportionality constants, 𝑡 is the doping time, 𝐷 and
𝐷 are the diffusion coefficients [32]. Equation 1 sets up
the initial concentration profile, shown in Fig. 2(a) in blue,
and used to advance to completion of an annealing step
under a new diffusion equation with a sink
𝐷

𝑆.

(2)

The solution of this annealing step is shown in Fig. 2(a)
in red and the evolution of the diffusion equation from our
initial condition in blue to red is shown in Fig. 2(b). Here
𝑆 is the sink term describing the removal of nitrogen at the
surface which could be due to a reduction of solubility at
reduced N pressure and temperature [33] or condensation
of nitrides, and 𝑡 is the annealing time. Using this solution
scheme, it is possible to incorporate the aforementioned requirements for an adequate diffusion model for this system
as shown in Fig. 2.

Despite the ability to capture the form of the diffusion
profile, a detailed understanding of the sink term, boundary
conditions and diffusion coefficients must be pursued with
their temperature dependencies. Such a diffusion model
with determined parameters could engage modern theories
of RF superconductivity to enhance accelerating fields [6,
9]. Because of the diffusion lengths involved at 800 °C for
a few minutes, lengthy depth profiles must be carried out.

OXYGEN ALLOYING
Recently Posen et al. [34] showed that heat treatments at
~300 °C for a few hours produced quality factors rivalling
those of N alloyed cavities. Ito et al. [35] showed that heat
treatment of cavities between 300–400 °C resulted in a rise
of the quality factor followed by a decay of the quality factor upon higher temperature heat treatments. Such a result
is consistent with a hypothesis that an alloying agent had
been introduced and diffused away. SIMS measurements
[27] of samples heat treated between 140–350 °C showed
an influx of oxygen at ~0.1 at. % and consistent with
Ciovati’s model of native oxide dissolution and oxygen diffusion [36] and the breakdown of the native oxide measured by XPS [37].
The dissolution of oxide can be described by
𝑁𝑏 𝑂 → 2𝑁𝑏𝑂

(3)

which obeys the rate law
𝑘 𝑇 𝑡 𝐴

(4)

where reactant A represents Nb2O5. To test the model beyond the analysis presented in [27], samples were vacuum
heat treated with a ramp rate of 1 °C/min to a maximum
temperature and then allowed to cool at 1 °C/min or slower.
Sample temperatures measured during vacuum heat
treatment are shown in Fig. 3(a). To model an arbitrary
temperature profile of a real furnace for the Nb2O5 oxide
dissolution, we employ the one-dimensional Fick’s second
law with a time dependent temperature,
,

,

𝐷 𝑇 𝑡

𝑞 𝑡, 𝑇 𝑡

.

(5)

The initial concentration of oxygen in the NbOx system is
given by the interstitial concentration of oxygen residing in
the oxide layer, 𝑐 𝑥, 0
𝑣 𝛿 𝑥 . Starting from the rate
law, Eq. 4, of oxide dissolution, the O produced using a
time-dependent temperature is related to the source term by
∝𝑞

Figure 2: (a) Solution to the Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 before (blue)
and after annealing (red). (b) Concentration colormap evolution of the initial condition (blue line) of Eq. 1 advanced
in time towards completion of the annealing step (red line).
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𝑢 𝑘 𝑇 𝑡

exp

𝑘 𝑇 𝑠

𝑑𝑠 𝛿 𝑥 (6)

Utilizing the method of reflection and superposition
[38], the diffusion equation is subjected to the boundary
0 . SIMS
conditions 𝑐 𝑥 ∞
𝑐 and 𝑐′ 𝑥 ∞
depth profiles of those samples are shown in Fig. 3(b). The
calculation and fittings in Fig. 3(b) were made with
MATLAB using the temperature profiles in Fig. 3(a). The
parameters used to generate the plot in Fig. 3(b) are
presented in Table 1. The largest spread in parameters
comes from the oxygen released from the oxide, 𝑢 , which
TUPOTK059
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is consistent with the spread in the SIMS relative
sensitivity factor (RSF) measured elsewhere [29].
Table 1: Parameters used to Generate Fig. 3(b) Fits
𝑢 (at. % nm)
𝜈 (at. % nm)
A ×109 (1/s)
𝐸 (kJ/mol)
𝐷 (cm2/s)
𝐸 (kJ/mol)

NL298
200
3.5
1
132
0.076
118

NL321
253
3.5
1
132
0.059
120

NL324
167
3.5
1
133
0.062
119

N which may suffer from gas conductance [39, 40] and requires challenging multi-micron surface removal, the O-alloying process is conformal due to its oxide covering the
surface, allowing Nb cavities of all geometries and Nb thin
film resonators [25] to be O-alloyed. These processes could
be to create tailored impurity profiles [6, 9] to produce high
gradient and high quality factor cavities for future accelerators. Oxygen alloying-based profile tailoring process is
patent pending [41].
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SIMULATIONS OF MISCUT EFFECTS ON
THE EFFICIENCY OF A CRYSTAL COLLIMATION SYSTEM∗
M. D’Andrea† , D. Mirarchi, S. Redaelli,
CERN, European Organization for Nuclear Research, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland
Abstract
The concept of crystal collimation relies on the use of
bent crystals which can coherently deflect high-energy halo
particles at angles orders of magnitude larger than what is obtained from scattering with conventional materials. Crystal
collimation is studied to further improve the collimation efficiency at the High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HLLHC). In order to reproduce the main experimental results
of crystal collimation tests and to predict the performance
of such a system, a simulation routine capable of modeling
interactions of beam particles with crystal collimators was
developed and recently integrated into the latest release of
the single-particle tracking code SixTrack. A new treatment
of the miscut angle, i.e. the angle between crystalline planes
and crystal edges, was implemented to study the effects of
this manufacturing imperfection on the efficiency of a crystal
collimation system. In this paper, the updated miscut angle
model is described and simulation results on the cleaning
efficiency are presented, using configurations tested during
Run 2 of the LHC as a case study.

INTRODUCTION
Crystal collimation is an advanced collimation technique
that exploits the peculiar properties of materials with highly
ordered atomic structure. Depending on their impact angle,
charged particles can get trapped in the potential well generated by neighboring crystalline planes, oscillating in relatively empty space and traversing the crystal for its full length
with reduced probability of inelastic interactions. This process, called crystal channeling, allows a bent crystal to steer
charged particles with necessary impact conditions [1, 2].
This concept has been studied at CERN as a way to improve the collimation performance of the LHC by steering
beam halo particles onto a single absorber [3–5]. Since 2016,
a complete test stand composed of four single-sided crystal
collimators (two per each circulating beam, one on the horizontal plane and one on the vertical plane) has been installed
in the LHC betatron collimation system [6–8]. A standard
secondary collimator with jaws made of carbon fiber composite (CFC) can be used to safely intercept and dispose of channeled halo particles for heavy ion beams with a total stored
energy up to 20 MJ, while only low-intensity proton beams
are sustainable with the current setup [9]. An extensive test
campaign conducted during Run 2 of the LHC (2015-2018)
demonstrated the improved cleaning provided by crystal
collimation of 6.37 𝑍 TeV Pb ion beams [4, 5], leading to
the integration of this technology in the HL-LHC baseline.
∗
†
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Crystal collimation is planned to be used in operation with
Pb ion beams already in Run 3 (2022-2025) [10, 11].
To reproduce key experimental results and predict the performance of a crystal collimation system, a dedicated simulation routine was developed and recently integrated in the
latest version of SixTrack [12–15], a single-particle tracking
code widely used at CERN for simulating beam dynamics
in circular accelerators. This code performs a symplectic
and fully chromatic tracking of protons and ions [16–18]
through a magnetic lattice which includes all machine elements affecting the beam dynamics (such as magnets, RF
cavities, etc.). A specific version of SixTrack, which can
treat interactions of beam particles with the constituting material of machine elements [19, 20], is used for collimation
studies to predict the distribution of losses in the accelerator ring. A dedicated routine models coherent interactions
between charged particles and bent crystal collimators via
a Monte-Carlo simulation [21–24], which was extensively
benchmarked against experimental data [3, 4, 24–27]. Only
simulations with proton beams are supported by this routine.

DEFINITION OF MISCUT ANGLE AND
UPDATED GEOMETRICAL MODEL
Crystal collimation simulations for LHC consider perfectly cut crystals, with planes aligned to the lateral surface
facing the beam. In reality however, a non-zero angle, called
miscut angle, is unavoidable and causes a series of edge
effects that can hinder the performance of a crystal collimation system. In particular, channeled particles travel inside
the crystal for different lengths depending on their impact
parameter, i.e. the distance between the impact point and
the lateral side (𝑥𝑐𝑟𝑦 in Fig. 1, while 𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑦 is the longitudinal
direction tangent to the curvature of the crystal), and acquire
different deflections. This is particularly relevant for the

Figure 1: Geometrical model for negative (left) and positive
(right) miscut in the reference frame of the bent crystal.
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Figure 2: Simulated deflection resulting from a single passage of 450 GeV protons through a silicon crystal (4 mm
length, 50 𝜇rad bending) with impact parameters of 30 and
40 nm, as a function of the impact angle.
LHC, as impact parameters between tens of nm and a few
𝜇m are expected on collimators [28]. For this reason, these
effects need to be properly evaluated in simulation. With
the integration of the crystal routine in the latest version of
SixTrack [29], the treatment of the miscut angle was revised.
Rather than using a straight crystal approximation as was
originally done [21], the updated miscut angle model is
based on a geometrical description of the bent crystal. The
model is schematically depicted in Fig. 1, where the crystal is
represented as a blue box and the relevant geometrical points
are shown. Using the crystal dimensions and bending radius
as input parameters, the exit point of a channeled particle is
calculated as the intersection of the tilted crystalline plane
passing through the impact point with either the exit face
of the crystal or one of the lateral faces, depending on the
impact parameter. The effective path length inside the crystal
and total deflection are computed and used in the calculations
related to the interactions of the particle with the crystal.
The consistency of the new treatment was verified by
simulating the single passage of a 450 GeV proton beam
through a silicon crystal with a bending angle of 50 𝜇rad
and a miscut angle 𝜃𝑚𝑐 of -10 𝜇rad. As shown in Fig. 2, the
miscut angle shifts the angular range for which channeling
is possible, while the impact parameter, which is fixed for
all particles, changes the deflection. Regions corresponding
to other types of coherent interactions also shift as expected,
maintaining the pattern observed in single-pass measurements and confirming the consistency of the treatment.

SIMULATED PERFORMANCE IN
PRESENCE OF A MISCUT ANGLE
The effects of a miscut angle on the performance of a crystal collimation system at the LHC are evaluated by loss pattern simulations, taking into account the complex multiturn
dynamics of a circular accelerator and using the collimator
settings explored in 2018 tests for potential use in operation.
In this configuration, the standard collimation system of the
LHC is kept at nominal settings to fulfill machine protection requirements, while crystal collimators are inserted at a
slightly tighter aperture than the primary stage and drive the
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T19: Collimation

Figure 3: Simulated loss pattern in IR7 with protons for crystal collimation in operational configuration with no miscut
on the horizontal plane of Beam 1 at 6.5 TeV.

Figure 4: Impact conditions at a crystal collimator with
negative (left) and positive (right) miscut angle.
cleaning performance by intercepting all diffusive primary
beam losses [11]. The cleaning efficiency provided by this
configuration was tested with Pb ion beams of up to 4 MJ
stored energy, showing an improvement of up to a factor
8 with respect to the standard system. To study miscut effects, the loss pattern on the horizontal plane of Beam 1 was
simulated for proton beams, considering a silicon crystal
with a bending angle of 50 𝜇rad. Particular focus is put on
the limiting location of the machine, i.e. the IR7 Dispersion
Suppressor (IR7-DS) located downstream of the betatron
collimation insertion, since off-momentum products of the
interaction of halo particles with upstream collimators are
lost in this high-dispersion region. The simulated loss pattern for a perfectly cut crystal is shown in Fig. 3, with three
clusters (indicated by numbers) in the region where superconducting magnets are located. These losses are typically
a factor 10 lower than for the standard system [22, 30].
When considering a non-zero miscut angle, the crystal is
tilted in the opposite direction to restore the alignment between crystalline planes and impacting beam at the entrance
face, mimicking the operational procedure that minimizes
local losses at the crystal to find the optimal channeling orientation. Negative and positive values of the miscut angle
produce distinct effects which are discussed separately.

Negative Miscut Angle
In presence of a negative miscut angle, particles that hit
the crystal collimator with impact parameters smaller than a
few hundreds of nm can exit from the lateral side facing the
beam rather than from the exit face, as shown in the left frame
of Fig. 4. The signature is similar to that of the dechanneling
TUPOTK060
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Figure 5: Integral of IR7-DS loss clusters in simulations for
negative miscut angle values.
process, during which particles initially trapped between
crystalline planes lose channeling conditions while traveling
through the crystal, acquiring a reduced deflection.
The total losses per unit length for each cluster and the
sum over the whole IR7-DS are used as an indicator of the
cleaning performance of the collimation system, shown in
Fig. 5 as a function of the miscut angle. An increase by a
factor 1.5 is observed for 𝜃𝑚𝑐 = -25 𝜇rad, and by even larger
factors as the absolute value of the miscut angle increases.
This behavior was investigated in detail by reconstructing
the history of simulated particles that are lost in the IR7-DS
and their interactions with upstream collimators. Particles
with impact parameters of a few tens of nm, resulting in
a deflection of only a few 𝜇rad, manage to escape from
the IR7 collimation insertion at the first passage without
interacting with the secondary collimator used to intercept
the channeled beam. These nearly on-momentum particles
travel through the ring for an entire turn before impacting
on a different secondary collimator (with the jaw located on
the other side of the beam pipe with respect to the crystal)
and getting subsequently lost in the IR7-DS. Simulations
for 𝜃𝑚𝑐 = -100 𝜇rad show that the total losses decrease by
about 23% when retracting the jaw of this collimator, as the
escaping particles interact again with the crystal after a few
turns. Such settings, not considered so far, could be explored
at the LHC as a potential mitigation measure to improve the
efficiency of the system in presence of a large miscut angle.
It is important to note that simulated particles have impact
parameters of up to 10 𝜇m due to the intrinsic halo generation in SixTrack, which needs to be further refined for these
studies. In a real machine, with generally smaller impact
parameters, these effects could become more significant.

Positive Miscut Angle
In presence of a positive miscut angle, the compensation
tilt of the crystal brings the lateral face further towards the
beam than the entrance face. Particles are then more likely to
enter the crystal from the side, where the crystalline planes
are not aligned to the direction of incoming particles, as
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shown in the right frame of Fig. 4. Thus, the probability of
experiencing amorphous interactions is increased.
5000 turns in the machine were simulated for each value
of the miscut angle, a number which was deemed enough to
make sure that all particles entering the collimation system
are absorbed. However, the analysis of the number of particles surviving until the end of each simulation showed that
this setup was not sufficient to fulfill this requirement. The
average deflection of particles that experience amorphous
interactions with the crystal is zero, in analogy with multiple
Coulomb scattering in a material without an ordered atomic
structure, and only a small fraction of the crystal length behaves like an amorphous material. Thus, these particles keep
traveling in the ring and interact with the crystal multiple
times before finally acquiring a deflection large enough to be
lost. As the probability of amorphous interactions increases
for positive miscut angles, the cleaning process becomes
slower and a much higher number of turns is required to
lose the same amount of particles, making simulations quite
heavy in terms of computational power. The possibility to exploit volunteer computing projects using internet-connected
computers (such as LHC@HOME, based on BOINC [31])
will be considered to address this issue.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
An updated geometrical model of the miscut angle was
implemented in the SixTrack simulation routine for the interaction of protons with crystal collimators. This model
was used to evaluate potentially detrimental effects on the
efficiency of a crystal collimation system at the LHC. The
settings explored for use in operation with Pb ions during
Run 3 of the LHC were chosen as a case study for simulations. For negative values of the miscut angle, an increase
of the total losses in the IR7-DS is observed with respect to
a perfectly cut crystal, to be considered on top of the factor
∼10 reduction provided in simulations by crystal collimation with respect to standard collimation for proton beams.
Based on the results showed in this paper, an absolute value
of 10 𝜇rad can be defined as the tolerance for the miscut
angle for collimation applications, but simulations of Pb ion
beams are needed for a definitive conclusion.
Further studies are required to verify these findings and
compare them with experimental results. During Run 3,
different collimator settings featuring the retraction of the
secondary collimator that intercepts particles deflected by
small angles in case of negative miscut can be explored to
assess if the good performance of the system demonstrated in
2018 could be further improved. The case of positive miscut,
on the other hand, needs to be studied further in simulations,
possibly exploiting volunteer computing projects to achieve
the high computational power needed for this setup.
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Abstract
Crystal collimation relies on the use of bent crystals to
coherently deflect halo particles onto dedicated collimator
absorbers. This scheme is planned to be used at the LHC to
improve the betatron cleaning efficiency with high-intensity
ion beams. Only particles with impinging angles below
2.5 𝜇rad relative to the crystalline planes can be efficiently
channeled at the LHC nominal top energy of 7 𝑍 TeV. For
this reason, crystals must be kept in optimal alignment with
respect to the circulating beam envelope to maximize the
efficiency of the channeling process. Given the small angular acceptance, achieving optimal channeling conditions is
particularly challenging. Furthermore, the different phases
of the LHC operational cycle involve important dynamic
changes of the local orbit and optics, requiring an optimized
control of position and angle of the crystals relative to the
beam. To this end, the possibility to apply machine learning
to the alignment of the crystals, in a dedicated setup and
in standard operation, is considered. In this paper, possible
solutions for automatic adaptation to the changing beam
parameters are highlighted and plans for the LHC ion runs
starting in 2022 are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
In the context of the intensity upgrade foreseen by the
High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) Project [1, 2], collisions
with high-intensity ion beams close to the HL-LHC baseline will be delivered already during Run 3 of the LHC [3],
starting in 2022. An upgrade of the collimation system is
crucial to ensure high-efficiency operation in these demanding conditions, since losses generated by high-intensity ion
beams were already close to the quench limits of the superconducting magnets in Run 2 [4–6].
Crystal collimation is an innovative collimation technique
that has been extensively studied over the course of Run 2
as a way to improve the cleaning efficiency of the LHC collimation system [7–13]. This concept exploits the property
of materials with highly ordered atomic structure to capture
charged particles with suitable impact conditions in the potential well generated by neighbouring crystalline planes, a
process called crystal channeling. Bent crystals can thus be
used to efficiently steer beam halo particles by forcing them
to follow the curvature of the crystal itself. Since channeled
∗
†
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particles oscillate in the relatively empty space between
crystalline planes, inelastic interactions with the constituting
atoms of the crystal are greatly suppressed, reducing the
production of off-momentum particles. After the promising
results obtained in first beam tests during Run 2 [14–18], it
is planned to use crystal collimation in Run 3 for operation
with ion beams, for which a standard secondary collimator
can be safely used to intercept the channeled halo [19].
Achieving and maintaining optimal channeling conditions
is a crucial element of the setup of a crystal-based collimation system. Only particles whose incident direction is
close enough to the direction of the crystalline planes can
be caught in the potential well and be efficiently channeled.
This process defines an acceptance angle for the channeling
phenomenon, which is heavily dependent on the particle energy and changes during dynamical phases of LHC operation,
reaching values as low as about 2.5 𝜇rad for energies close to
7 𝑍 TeV. The crystal goniometer assembly is equipped with a
high-resolution goniometer with a piezo actuator [20–22] to
align its orientation to the beam halo. However, even when
achieved, optimal channeling conditions can be easily lost in
case of changes in beam dynamics, if the crystal orientation
is not promptly and precisely adjusted.

CHALLENGES FOR THE OPERATION OF
CRYSTAL COLLIMATORS
The optimal channeling orientation can be identified using Beam Loss Monitors (BLMs) [23, 24] that are ionization chambers placed around the ring to detect secondary
showers produced by the interactions of beam particles with
machine equipment. In total, around 3500 of these monitors
are installed in the LHC. By monitoring losses at the crystal
location while it is slowly rotated (a procedure called angular scan), a characteristic pattern can be measured when
different coherent interactions of beam particles with the
crystalline planes become dominant. As can be seen in the
top frame of Fig. 1, the optimal channeling orientation corresponds to a minimum in the loss pattern observed at the
crystal location during the scan, called channeling well (2),
due to the decreased probability of inelastic interactions.
Given the limited angular range of the region of interest
(only a few tens of 𝜇rad) and the relatively low reduction
factor of local losses for raw data, identifying the optimal
channeling orientation online is particularly challenging.
Correspondingly, an increase of losses at the location of the
secondary collimator used to intercept the channeled halo
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 1: a) Raw BLM signal in which the channeling pattern
and the increase of losses on the corresponding secondary
collimator can be identified. b) Autocorrelation of the crystal
signal showing positive values for all lags.
can be observed. On one side of the channeling well, a volume reflection plateau (3), where particles bounce off of the
crystalline planes instead of being channeled and losses are
slightly higher, can be seen. Two amorphous plateaus (1),
where the orientation is so far away from optimal channeling
that the crystal behaves like a standard collimator, are visible
at the edges of the scan.
Three tasks, distinguished by progressively smaller angular range and applied in different scenarios, have been
identified for the operation of crystal collimators:
• Task 1: Angular scan in the full angular range of the
goniometer. This is performed to find the optimal channeling orientation of a crystal collimator in the initial
setup after the installation in the machine, or if the reference orientation of the goniometer was lost. This
first setup step is particularly difficult as this characteristic pattern spans only a few tens of 𝜇rad, while the
rotational range of the goniometer is of 20 mrad.
• Task 2: Short angular scan (i.e. only around the channeling well). This procedure is done to verify the optimal orientation found in previous measurements and
features a much smaller range (a few 𝜇rad), requiring a more detailed analysis of BLM patterns. This
is important to check fill-to-fill variations and assess
the long-term stability of the system, which was never
tested to the extent of the planned operational use.
• Task 3: Continuous monitoring of losses while the
crystal is kept in channeling. The aim of this task is
to recognize if the optimal orientation is being lost not
only because the crystal is moving, but also because of
changes in the beam dynamics. Being able to adapt and
compensate these changes is important to ensure stable
performance of crystal collimation during operation.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 2: a) Raw BLM signal in which the channeling pattern
cannot be identified and its b) autocorrelation. The signal
shows a weak autocorrelation for all lags.
The possibility to use machine learning to achieve and
continuously monitor channeling conditions by recognizing
these loss patterns has been explored, to potentially automatize the process while making it less dependent on human
inputs and less error-prone. This work started by tackling
task 1 as a first step. While preliminary results show that the
machine learning model developed in [25] can be used to
classify the signal increase at the secondary collimator, as
the profile is similar to that of a collimator spike, an entirely
new model needed to be developed to recognize the peculiar
shape of the channeling well. The algorithm design and
results are presented.

MACHINE LEARNING MODEL FOR
CHANNELING WELL CLASSIFICATION
The limited dataset used in this initial work consists of
about 150 sets of 1 Hz BLM signals gathered during machine
development studies with proton and Pb ion beams in 2018.
The segmented BLM signals have been evenly distributed
into two classes in the following way: 63 signals belonging
to the channeling class (Fig. 1) and 83 signals belonging to
the non-channeling class (Fig. 2). In Fig. 1 a BLM signal profile with the characteristic pattern of channeling conditions
and the three sections of the full angular scan are shown.
The first analysis performed, in order to exploit the differences between the signals of the two classes under study,
has been the autocorrelation analysis. The autocorrelation
represents the degree of similarity between a signal and a
lagged version of itself over successive time intervals [26].
Low correlation could be a symptom of randomness in the
signals, while strong positive autocorrelation is symptom
of high predictability. Therefore, this analysis was adopted
because it allows to visually verify randomness differences
in the signals of the channeling and non-channeling classes.
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The vertical axis of the autocorrelation plot is given by:
𝑅ℎ =

𝐶ℎ
𝐶0

(1)

where 𝐶ℎ is the autocovariance function:
𝐶ℎ =

1 𝑁−ℎ
∑ (𝑌 − 𝑌)(𝑌𝑡+ℎ − 𝑌)
𝑁 𝑡=1 𝑡

(2)

and 𝐶0 is the variance function [27]:
𝑁

∑𝑡=1 (𝑌𝑡 − 𝑌)2
.
(3)
𝑁
As it can be seen in the lower frame of Fig. 1, the raw
BLM signal belonging to the channeling class shows an autocorrelation that starts at value 1 and slowly declines, which
is the signature of “strong autocorrelation”. In Fig. 2, on
the other hand, a pattern cannot be seen as the autocorrelation is always under 0.5 for all lags and the signal is mostly
random. Therefore from this analysis it was possible to identify differences between the signals belonging to the classes
under study. This difference can be exploited by a machine
learning algorithm to distinguish and classify signals.
𝐶0 =

Table 1: Network Architecture Layers and Parameters
Layer
1D CNN
Batch Normalization
ReLu
Dropout
Global Average Pooling
Dense

Output Shape
(None, 430, 64)
(None, 430, 64)
(None, 430, 64)
(None, 430, 64)
(None, 64)
(None, 1)

The structure of the convolutional neural network (CNN)
listed in Table 1, originally proposed in [28], was developed
with the use of the deep learning library Keras [29] with
TensorFlow [30] for the backend and it has been adapted
to the problem under study. Before feeding the data into
the first CNN layer a Z-Score normalization at each signal
is applied, such that they have the properties of a standard
normal distribution with mean 𝜇 = 0 and standard deviation
𝜎 = 1 [31]. The developed model consists of a 1D convolutional layer followed by a batch normalization layer, a
rectified linear unit activation function and a dropout layer
(with a 0.2 frequency rate) adopted to reduce overfitting.
The aforementioned structure is repeated three times and is
closed by a 1D global average pooling layer and a dense layer
with one neuron with a sigmoid activation function. The
choice of the latter allows to output a probability, precisely
the probability that the time series analyzed shows a pattern
compatible with channeling.
The evaluation metric adopted in this work is the precision,
i.e. the ratio between true positives and the sum of true
positives and false positives:
Precision =
TUPOTK061
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True Positive
.
True Positive + False Positive

(4)

A true positive is a BLM signal that presents the channeling pattern correctly classified by the model, while a false
positive is a time series that represents a spurious signal
misclassified by the model. This was chosen among the
available evaluation metrics because false detection of a collimator under channeling conditions is more harmful than
not detecting channeling conditions.
In this first exploratory study, the proposed model has
been trained by using 80% of the randomly shuffled dataset
and has been tested on the remaining 20%. An Adam optimizer was used to accelerate the gradient descent process
and the loss function utilized was the binary cross-entropy.
Furthermore, the early stopping technique with a patience
parameter of 50 was adopted in order to prevent overfitting.
The CNN achieved a precision of 96.15% on unseen BLM
signals with proton and ion beams. This is a promising result
considering the limited dataset, and indicates that convolutional neural networks can be applied to tackle task 1.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The precise alignment of crystal collimators is a fundamental aspect of their use to improve the cleaning performance of the LHC collimation system, given the challenges
posed by the small angular acceptance of the channeling
process. In preparation for the use of crystal collimation in
the 2022 Pb ion run at the LHC, advanced control algorithms
were explored to achieve and continuously maintain optimal
channeling orientation during extended operation, identifying in particular three separate tasks: full angular scan, short
angular scan and continuous monitoring. In this work, the
possibility to apply machine learning techniques to these
operational scenarios was considered, tackling task 1 as a
starting point. Following a detailed analysis of BLM signals
collected during 2018 machine development activities, a
new deep learning framework that makes use of convolutional neural network was proposed to classify the signals
and identify the signature of an optimal channeling orientation. Despite the limited dataset, the developed model has
shown excellent results in terms of precision and demonstrated reliability in the application of machine learning to
task 1. A further step is to improve model confidence by
using a larger dataset. This work will then be expanded in
future studies in order to address the two remaining tasks,
possibly by exploiting further the spike detection model already developed in [25], implementing the analysis of higher
frequency BLM signals for more granularity, and classifying
additional BLM signals other than those at the crystal and at
the secondary collimator. Machine development activities
are planned to take place during Run 3 of the LHC to deploy
and test these models.
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SETTINGS FOR IMPROVED BETATRON COLLIMATION IN THE FIRST
RUN OF THE HIGH LUMINOSITY LHC∗
B. Lindstrom, A. Abramov, R. Bruce, R. De Maria, P. Hermes, J. Molson, S. Redaelli,
F. Van der Veken, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The current betatron collimation system in the LHC is
not optimized to absorb off-momentum particles scattered
out from the primary collimators. The highest losses are
concentrated in the downstream dispersion suppressor (DS).
Given the increased beam intensity in the High Luminosity
LHC (HL-LHC), there is concern that these losses could risk
quenching the superconducting DS magnets. Consequently,
a dedicated upgrade of the DS has been studied. However,
at this stage, the deployment for the startup of the HL-LHC
is uncertain due to delays in the availability of high-field
magnets needed to integrate new collimators into the DS. In
this paper, we describe the expected collimation setup for the
first run of the HL-LHC and explore various techniques to
improve the collimation cleaning. These include exploiting
the asymmetric response of the two jaws of each primary
collimator and adjusting the locally generated dispersion in
the collimation insertion.

INTRODUCTION
An efficient control of beam losses is essential in the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to ensure efficient operation
and avoid quenches of the superconducting magnets [1, 2].
For this purpose, two dedicated cleaning insertion regions
(IRs) exist in the LHC lattice, the momentum cleaning in
IR3 and the betatron cleaning in IR7. In these insertions, a
well-defined transverse hierarchy of collimators is deployed
to diffuse and absorb the energy carried by the beam halo,
before they impact on the superconducting magnets [3–5].
Nevertheless, there is inevitably some leakage of particles
from the collimators. The fraction of particles lost in the
aperture defines the cleaning efficiency. The majority of
leaked particles have large momentum offsets and are immediately lost in the dispersion suppressor (DS), where the
first dispersion peaks occur downstream of the IR.
The High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) project [6] aims
to increase the bunch population from the LHC nominal
value of 1.15 × 1011 to 2.3 × 1011 protons. The expected
increase of losses in the IR7 DS might induce quenches in
the superconducting dipole magnets located there [2]. Thus,
it was foreseen to replace one of the main dipole magnets
(8.33 T, 14.3 m) by two 11 T dipoles of 5.5 m each, opening
up space for a new collimator, TCLD [7]. Their deployment,
foreseen for Run 3 (2022-2025) [8], is postponed due to
delays in the 11 T dipole production. Their availability for
Run 4 (2029-2032) [9], the first run of HL-LHC, is under
evaluation. In Run 3, proton intensities reach a maximum of
∗
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80 % of the HL-LHC target [10]. For ion beams, the absence
of the TCLDs is mitigated by crystal collimators [11–13].
This paper introduces the Run 4 proton baseline scenario.
Due to the uncertainty of the TCLD installation, as well
as other changes to the operational scenario [14], alternative improvements to the cleaning performance must be explored [15]. In view of this, the effect of increased single
pass dispersion and asymmetric collimator jaws is analyzed.

BASELINE SCENARIO
The Run 4 optics and collimation settings are detailed
in [14,15]. A normalized emittance of 2.5 µm rad and a beam
energy of 7 TeV are assumed. Due to impedance concerns
with the larger bunch population, it was decided to retract the
IR7 primary collimators (TCP) by 1.8 𝜎 (𝜎 is the RMS beam
size), together with a 1𝜎 retraction of the IR6/7 secondary
collimators (TCS), IR7 absorbers (TCLA) and IR1/5 tertiary
collimators (TCT) compared to the nominal settings for
15 cm 𝛽∗ [2]. The design report settings are referred to as
”tight settings”, while the new proposal is called ”relaxed
settings”. A summary of key settings can be found in Table 1,
where the number in the collimator name refers to the IR in
which they are located. Note that the TCL/TCT settings in
units of 𝜎 depend on the 𝛽∗ .
Table 1: Comparison of some optics parameters and collimator settings between Run 4 [15] (relaxed) and the nominal
HL-LHC design [6].
Parameter
𝛽∗𝑚𝑖𝑛 [cm]
bunch population [1011 𝑝+ ]
TCP7 [𝜎]
TCS7 [𝜎]
TCLA7 [𝜎]
TCDQ6 [𝜎]
TCS6 [𝜎]
TCT1/5 [𝜎] (for 𝛽∗𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
TCL1/5 [𝜎] (for 𝛽∗𝑚𝑖𝑛 )

Run 4
20
2.3
8.5
10.1
13.7
11.1
11.1
13.2
16.4

Design
15
2.3
6.7
9.1
12.7
10.1
10.1
10.4
14.2

Particle losses are simulated in SixTrack [16, 17] coupled
to FLUKA [18–21], using optics version HLLHCV1.5 [22].
Losses on the accelerator aperture are binned over the length
of the accelerator, in 10 cm long bins. The energy lost into
the aperture is normalized to the total energy lost in the
collimators, as well as the bin length. Losses are referred to
as horizontal or vertical depending on whether their primary
impacts are on the horizontal or vertical primary collimators.
A set of simulated loss maps, zoomed into the IR7 region,
is shown in Fig. 1, for the 𝛽∗ =20 cm settings in Table 1: (a)
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(a)

(a)

(b)
(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Example loss maps zoomed into IR7 for a few
cases. (a) is for relaxed settings including the TCLD at
𝛽∗ =20 cm, (b) excludes the TCLD and (c) has a dispersive
orbit bump and TCLAs offset by 3 𝜎.
includes the TCLD (nominal, upgraded layouts), while in
(b) and (c), the layout without the TCLD is assumed. There
are three main loss clusters in the DS (blue). The TCLD cuts
the latter two almost completely, while the losses in the first
cluster are cut by up to 83 %. The relaxed collimator settings
increase the DS losses by 5 %. The goal is to mitigate the
worsening as much as possible, for a possible scenario without the TCLD. There is no significant difference for different
𝛽∗ configurations since the IR7 optics remain unchanged.

CLEANING IMPROVEMENTS WITH
EXISTING HARDWARE
Comparing the cleaning efficiency of the two jaws of the
horizontal TCP individually, the positive (left, as seen by the
beam) jaw has about a factor of two better efficiency than the
negative (right) jaw. This has been demonstrated in measureMC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 2: Tracks of particles scattered out of the horizontal
primary collimator jaws, (a) for negative jaw and (b) for positive jaw. Blue/Red particles survive, Green/Orange particles
would be lost in the DS if not for the secondary collimators, Cyan/Magenta particles leak out and are lost in the DS.
Black lines are collimators and gray are the aperture.
ment using both ion beams [8], and protons [23]. In Fig. 2
the tracks of particles scattered out of the jaws are plotted.
The same distribution, mirrored about the horizontal axis, is
used in both cases. The tracks are not symmetric around the
center and tend towards the negative in the first part. The
particles lose energy during their interaction with the TCPs,
and their tracks are offset by the single pass dispersion generated by a downstream dipole magnet. Depending on the
phase of the betatronic motion, the actual collimator cut of
the secondary collimators into the beam is deeper for the
particles coming out of the positive jaw. Conversely, there
are more particles from the negative jaw that manage to exit
the collimation system without being intercepted. These particles have large momentum offsets (mean 6.75 TeV, sigma
0.18 TeV) and are consequently lost in the DS region where
the dispersion function starts rising.
From this it is apparent that the cleaning efficiency could
be improved by increasing the dispersion. Another possibility is to offset selected collimators. Both methods are
explored below.
Dispersion is created by dipole magnets and displaces
the trajectories of off-momentum particles. In IR7 there
are four horizontal corrector magnets that can be used to
create a closed orbit bump of 9.3 mm. The n1 aperture (see
definition in [24]) calculation gives a smallest value of 18.9𝜎
which is considered acceptable. The orbit is shown together
with the nominal and new single pass dispersion in Fig 3.
The maximum absolute single pass dispersion in the right
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Figure 3: Comparison of the single pass dispersion starting
at the primary collimators for the nominal case (solid lines)
and the orbit bump (dashed lines).

Figure 4: Comparison of the average losses in the first DS
cluster for the different scenarios. B1(2) refers to beam 1(2),
while H refers to horizontal and V to vertical loss maps.

part is increased from 22 mm to 35 mm at the first peak and
from 3 mm to 25 mm at the second peak. This leads to a
tightening of the momentum cut at the secondary collimators
from approximately 10 % to 7 %. This cut mainly affects
particles that would end up in the first loss cluster in the DS.
The TCLA settings can be changed to catch more of the
particles that are otherwise lost in the DS. There are however
several constraints that must be fulfilled: the collimator hierarchy (TCP-TCS-TCLA) must be respected with margins for
optics imperfections [25], the gaps should not be reduced
since this increases the impedance [26], and the TCLA must
be in the shadow of the dump protection collimator (TCDQ)
such that it does not see primary losses during asynchronous
beam dumps [27]. For these studies, the TCLA gap was kept
constant, while the center of the jaws was shifted horizontally by three sigmas, in the last two collimators. The phase
advance from the extraction kicker magnets is such that the
beam is displaced in the same direction as the TCLA offset.
A loss map for the case with a TCLA offset of 3 𝜎 and the
dispersive orbit bump is shown in Fig. 1c. There is a clear
reduction in the first loss cluster, although the second and
third clusters are not improved significantly.

factor of two larger than would be achieved through the installation of the TCLD. However, the 11T dipoles are expected
to have a larger quench limit than the standard dipoles [28].
Care has to be taken that the aperture is protected in presence
of the orbit bump and that the TCDQ to TCLA hierarchy
is not affected for asynchronous beam dumps. Otherwise
these methods are achievable in operation without major
impact and show potential for dealing with a possible lack
of TCLDs in Run 4.

DISCUSSION
A summary of the average loss levels in the first DS cluster
for the different scenarios is shown in Fig. 4. The dispersive
orbit bump can improve the total DS cleaning efficiency by
up to 25%, mainly through a cut of losses in the first cluster.
Adding an offset of 3 𝜎 to the final horizontal TCLAs provides a further improvement, reaching a 35 % cut compared
to the nominal relaxed settings. To catch the losses in the
second and third clusters, where the momentum offset of the
lost particles is smaller (average of 1.4 % instead of 5.1 %),
one would need larger orbit bumps or collimator offsets than
compatible with the aperture and collimation hierarchy.
The first DS cluster is under normal conditions the one
with the largest losses, making it the most critical. The losses
integrated over this cluster can be reduced to levels about a
TUPOTK062
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The collimator performance can still be optimized further
by also increasing the beta functions at the TCPs, as studied
in [29], which both increases the normalized kicks on the
scattered particles, and the single pass dispersion in IR7.

CONCLUSIONS
The consequences on the collimation cleaning performance with proton beams due to the new baseline for HLLHC Run 4 were presented. The required relaxed collimator
settings lead to a worsening of the local cleaning efficiency
by up to 8 %. It is uncertain whether or not the TCLD in
IR7 can be installed due to the potential unavailability of
11T dipoles – if not, there is a further worsening by about a
factor of ten. The betatron losses are mainly due to particles
with large momentum offsets. Consequently, orbit bumps
that increase the single pass dispersion at the collimators
can partially mitigate this increase. Offsetting some of the
collimators around the beam axis can help further. Combining the two techniques, an improvement by up to 35 % in
the total DS losses was achieved in simulations.
Previous estimates [2] indicate that the dipoles in IR7 are
close to the quench limit. With the 35 % reduction demonstrated in this paper, pending a final assessment through energy deposition simulations and measurements in the LHC,
especially of the peak losses, there is good hope that there
will be sufficient margin.
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

Abstract
The Chopper Dump in the Linac4 accelerator at CERN is
a beam-intercepting device responsible for the absorption
of the 3 MeV H– ion beam produced by the Linac4 source
and deflected upstream by an electromagnetic chopper. It
allows a portion of the beam, which would otherwise fall
into the unstable region of the radiofrequency buckets in
the Proton Synchrotron Booster, to be dumped at low energy with minimal induced radiation. It may also be used
to absorb the entire beam. With peak currents of 25 to 45
mA and shallow penetration, this results in large deposited
energy densities, thermal gradients and mechanical stresses.
Additional constraints arise from geometric integration, vacuum and radiation protection requirements. Material selection, beam-matter interaction studies and thermo-structural
analyses are important aspects of the design process. The
Chopper Dump underwent modification in 2019 following
observed material degradation in the original version of the
device. The experience gained, modifications made and
observations noted since then are detailed herein. Against
this background, the design and analysis of an upgraded
device, intended to cope with future operational conditions,
is outlined and discussed.

Nickel-Coated Device
The original dump, first operated in 2013, consisted of a
GlidCop® AL-60 core (Fig. 1a) – a dispersion-strengthened
copper-based metal-matrix composite desired for its high
thermal conductivity and good mechanical properties – with
the internal surface coated in nickel to reduce activation [3].

Observed Degradation
In 2019, material degradation in the form of delamination
and local melting of the nickel was observed (Fig. 1b), a
concern for device integrity and potential introduction of
debris in the beamline. Subsequent analysis concluded that
the degradation was a result of a loss of local heat conduction
due to subsurface cracks or voids in the coating, potentially
caused by plastic deformation and low-cycle fatigue during
the pulse-cooldown cycle [2]. Hydrogen implantation and
blistering was identified as another possible cause.

INTRODUCTION
Chopping of the 3 MeV H– beam in CERN’s Linac4 accelerator allows bunches that would fall into the unstable region
of the radiofrequency buckets of the PS booster to be dumped
at low energy [1]. A chopping system consisting of electrostatic plates and quadrupole magnets is used to deflect particles vertically onto a conical dump in the medium energy
beam transport (MEBT) line. Chopping at low energy minimises the required chopping element strength and induced
radiation, but results in more demanding low-penetration
conditions for the absorbing surface. The dump must absorb
the entire beam when required and dissipate the resulting
heat so as not to exceed material limits on temperature or
stress. Additional challenges in the design arise from tight
geometric constraints, vacuum and radiation protection.
Material degradation in a previous version of the dump
prompted installation of a modified version during 2019 [2].
This has operated successfully at 25 mA peak dumped current but is predicted not to withstand future conditions up to
45 mA. Activation due to 65Zn production also restricts long
term use. A project to consolidate the dump is ongoing.
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Figure 1: (a) GlidCop® core, (b) damaged Ni coating [2].

Modifications
A modified version of the dump with the nickel coating
removed (except for a small region at the aperture) was
installed in August of that year. With the beam impinging
directly on the GlidCop® substrate, this provides better heat
conduction and increased resilience owing to the material’s
superior thermo-mechanical properties. Device activation
is increased but acceptable in the short term.

Operation and Subsequent Inspection
The modified device has operated during Linac4 commissioning and the start of Run 3 during 2019-2022. An
inspection in the 2021 year-end technical stop observed no
sign of melting or delamination problems as experienced in
the previous device. Some minor changes were noted, however are not thought to have a significant impact on continued
operation in 2022. These included discolouration (darkening) approximately in the region of beam impact (Fig. 2)
thought to be caused by migration of intrinsic carbon to the
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surface of the copper. This phenomenon, particularly under
annealing temperatures and in the presence of hydrogen (of
which the beam is a source), is detailed by studies on the
chemical vapour deposition of graphene [4, 5].
Reflective surface marks could indicate some minor deterioration of ridges left behind after machining. However, no
worsening of damage to the remaining nickel at the aperture
of the dump was observed. Finally, it was noted that the
beam impact position appears further downstream than the
nominal case, potentially putting at risk downstream equipment and supporting the inclusion of a more comprehensive
alignment system in future.

Figure 3: CAD model vertical cross section – graphite
core (1) with cooling jacket (2).

Beam-Matter Interaction Studies
The Fluka Monte-Carlo simulation code [11, 12] was used
to simulate the beam-material interaction. This provided
a distribution of deposited energy density throughout the
material, highlighting the shallow penetration of around
20 µm into the conical surface and high deposited energy
densities up to 34.2 kJ/cm3 per pulse in the 45 mA case.

Finite Element Studies
Figure 2: 2021 inspection – GlidCop® surface.

UPGRADE
Whilst operating successfully at 25 mA dumped current,
finite element studies indicate the dump cannot withstand
higher intensities planned for the future [6]. Radiological
constraints on production of 65Zn from direct exposure of
copper to the beam also prohibit its use in the long term.
The upgrade currently underway is specified to withstand
peak dumped currents of 27 mA (Run 3) and 45 mA (Run
4) with dumping of the entire 800 µs pulse at 0.83 Hz. This
results, respectively, in 81 kW and 135 kW pulse power, and
54 W and 90 W average power (an 80% increase on the existing 25 mA specification which yields 75 kW pulse power
and 50 W average power). The exclusion of highly conductive copper as a material option makes managing the
concentrated energy deposition an even greater challenge.

Thermal (steady-state and transient) and structural (steadystate and quasi-static) finite element analysis (FEA) was
completed in ANSYS® Workbench 2020 R2 [13].
A two-scale modelling approach consisted of a coarse
global model (Fig. 4) of the core and cooling jacket plus a
finer sub-model of the beam-intercepting surface.

Conceptual Design

Figure 4: Global model – temperature plot (end of pulse).

The initial idea was to create a device similar to the existing one, but using Inconel® 625 (a nickel superalloy) as the
core material. However, whilst this offered advantageous
properties, mechanically and radiologically (as isotopes produced in nickel are short-lived) [7], its low thermal conductivity resulted in unacceptably high temperatures.
This prompted a more comprehensive redesign (Fig. 3)
with R4550® isostatically-formed graphite [8], which is used
extensively in beam-intercepting devices [9, 10]. However,
its porosity means it cannot serve as the vacuum chamber nor
host water-cooling channels. Hence, a shrink-fitted stainless
steel jacket with a helical cooling channel was introduced
with a precise interference to ensure good thermal contact.
A 3-point adjustable support platform and fiducial markers were included to facilitate full control of the alignment.

Meshing created a global model with 432 000 elements
and a sub-model with 78 000 elements with sizing controls
used to match the array of energy deposition data. Element
aspect ratio was unavoidably high; however, with small deformations and well-formed elements, this was deemed acceptable and confirmed by basic mesh convergence studies.
Thermal boundary conditions in the global model consisted of a convection condition applied on the water-cooling
channel with 25 °C fluid temperature and a heat transfer coefficient of 7000 W/m2 K, plus the beam loading applied as
a 2D surface heat flux (flattened from the 3D energy deposition array). Then, in the sub-model, temperatures from the
global model were transferred to the cut boundary surfaces,
and the beam loading was applied with a higher-fidelity
three-dimensional distribution of heat generation.
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Structurally, the shrink-fitting pre-stress was accounted
for by including the real interference in the global model
geometry and resolving the contact to a specified penetration
tolerance at the beginning of the simulation. A fixed support
boundary condition was applied on the downstream jacket
edge which will be welded to the downstream flange. In the
sub-model, cut-boundary displacements were transferred
from the global model. In both cases, the temperature results from thermal simulations were applied to simulate the
thermal stress.
The sub-model results (Table 1) indicated, in the 45 mA
case, a peak temperature of 1054 °C. Although high, this remains below the limits imposed by the onset of sublimation.
Table 1: Selected Thermo-Structural FEA Results – Full
Dumping of 800 µs Pulse
Result

27 mA

45 mA

Steady state max. temperature [∘ C]
Transient peak temperature [∘ C]
Minimum principal stress [MPa]

35.2
629.8
(-)46.9

42.2
1054.2
(-)75.7

Stresses in the core are generally compressive owing to
the shrink-fitting stress. In the region of maximum stress,
bi-axial compression dominates. The failure criterion is
therefore considered simply as when the minimum principal
stress exceeds the compressive strength. For bi-axial compression, this is consistent with the Mohr-Coulomb criterion
implemented in ANSYS®. Comparing the worst case minimum principal stress with an ultimate compressive strength
of 130 MPa yields an acceptable factor of safety of 1.7.
The calculation to specify the shrink-fitting interference
between the core and cooling jacket was carried out analytically in the first case, using the Lamé equations for thick
cylinders, and later with finite element simulations. Manufacturing limitations required that calculations be made at
the limits of the tolerances so as to ensure sufficient interface
pressure and acceptable stresses in all cases. The diametric
interference specified was 30-70 µm.

Fatigue
A phenomenological S-n curve assessment of fatigue due
to the 0.83 Hz pulse-cooldown cycle highlighted slim safety
margins, although uncertainties were large owing to a lack
of material data. A second calculation considered that the
cyclic stresses are extremely superficial, and that even if a
crack were to exist on the inner core surface penetrating to a
depth of 0.3 mm (where the stress is effectively non-cyclic),
the crack tip stress intensity factor would likely not exceed
the fracture toughness and the crack would not propagate.

Cooling System Performance
Cooling system calculations were performed with analytical equations using the empirical Dittus-Boelter correlation
for calculation of the Nusselt number and thus the heat transfer coefficient. With the 6 mm square channel specified, this
TUPOTK063
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yielded an estimated heat transfer coefficient of 7000 W/m2 K
which was then applied in the FEA studies.
Preliminary CFD analysis broadly confirmed the analytical findings, although velocities near the inner wall may be
reduced by centrifugal effects. However, the system is not
considered particularly sensitive to this as critical temperatures are dominated by local conduction on a short timescale.

Microstructural Effects
Whilst temperatures in the homogeneous FEA were well
below sublimation point, there is some concern that isolated grains in the microstructure of graphite with reduced
capacity for conduction could reach higher temperatures.
An analytical micro-model of an isolated 10 µm grain of
graphite with the peak deposited energy density applied and
radiation to the surrounding bulk material modelled by the
Stefan-Boltzmann law indicated temperatures may indeed
reach sublimation point.
In a parallel approach, integrating the specific heat capacity over temperature up to 3800 K yields an energy requirement of 7050 kJ/kg. Filtering the energy deposition map
by this threshold gives a region (accounting for up to 45%
or 48 J of energy deposition) in which isolated grains may
adiabatically reach this temperature. If a sublimation energy
requirement of 41 900 kJ/kg is now considered (adding latent heat to the previous figure), and assuming that 1% of
the material consists of isolated grains, then the sublimation
rate is estimated as 1.14 × 10−8 kg per pulse.
If sustained, this equates to 0.034 g per hour, which would
be unacceptable. However, as isolated grains sublimate,
the vulnerable portion of material is expected to deplete,
meaning sublimation may cease after an initial ”bake-out”
period. Re-condensation and deposition may also occur.
Experimental tests in a 45 keV test stand are planned to
assess this potential for surface degradation under low energy
beam conditions.

Device Production
Trials have been carried out to verify the assembly process and associated precision manufacturing requirements.
Shrink-fitting requires that the core and jacket be heated to
250 °C such that different degrees of thermal expansion generate a clearance to allow insertion of the core. Metrology
analysis of the interface surfaces will ensure compliance
with tolerances and reduce uncertainty over the interface
pressure, thermal contact and stresses in the core.
The graphite will also undergo vacuum firing treatment to
reduce outgassing at high operational temperatures, followed
by residual gas analysis to assess vacuum compliance.

CONCLUSIONS
Building on past operational experience, a new design
for CERN’s Linac4 Chopper Dump has been proposed and
analysed. Whilst further studies on the integrity of graphite
under shallow beam penetration are ongoing, the device is
foreseen to be installed in 2022/23.
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HL-LHC CRAB CAVITY HOM COUPLERS:
CHALLENGES AND RESULTS∗
J. Mitchell† , R. Calaga, E. Montesinos, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
To compensate for the detrimental effect of the crossing angle on luminosity production in the High Luminosity
Large Hadron Collider’s (HL-LHC) interaction regions, superconducting crab cavities (vertical and horizontal) will be
installed at the two interaction regions of the ATLAS and
CMS experiments. Both cavity designs use multiple Higher
Order Mode (HOM) couplers to reduce beam instabilities
and heat loads caused by the very high proton current in
the HL-LHC. The conceptual RF designs of the HOM couplers are firstly presented, evaluating HOM damping requirements, fundamental mode rejection and dynamic heat load
constraints. A special focus is given to the coupler’s characteristic impedance (Z0 ), to improve the robustness during
transport and operation. Following this, RF measurements
of the HOM couplers before installation and when installed
on the superconducting cavities are detailed, analysing deviations from the simulated case.

INTRODUCTION
The ‘dressed’ Double Quarter Wave (DQW) [1,2] and Radio Frequency Dipole (RFD) [3,4] crab cavities are shown in
Fig. 1, highlighting the Higher Order Mode (HOM) couplers
used in each case.

Figure 1: Double Quarter Wave (DQW) and Radio Frequency Dipole (RFD) ‘dressed’ crab cavities, highlighting
the HOM couplers and feedthroughs.
∗
†
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The DQW cavity uses three on-cell, coaxial, superconducting HOM couplers [2] to damp the HOMs, whist providing a stop-band at the cavity’s fundamental mode frequency
of 400 MHz. In addition to the three on-cell couplers, a
beampipe coupler is used to damp two horizontally polarised
transverse modes, for which there is a field node at the position of the three other HOM couplers.
The RFD crab cavity uses a Vertical and Horizontal
HOM Coupler (V-HOMC and H-HOMC) [5] to damp high
impedance transverse HOMs in the respective planes. The
H-HOMC is also used to damp modes with a large longitudinal impedance. In order to minimise fundamental mode
leakage, the two couplers are mounted on waveguide ‘stubs’
with cut-off frequencies above 400 MHz. An additional
band-stop ladder filter is incorporated into the H-HOMC’s
geometry to provide further rejection.

TRANSPORT CONSIDERATIONS AND
CHANGING Z0 FROM 50 TO 25 Ω
Both cavity designs, ancillaries and RF feedthroughs will
be manufactured and assembled in several locations across
Europe, the United States and Canada. During the prototyping phase, the RF feedthroughs (Fig. 1) were identified as
a potential risk in the final cryomodule transport to CERN.
With a characteristic impedance of 50 Ω, the inner conductor at the Alumina (Al2 O3 ) [6] window has a diameter of
only 3 mm. The forces associated with air, sea and road
transport [7] impose stresses which put the feedthroughs at
risk of deformation and fracture - resulting in an unusable
cryomodule.
To improve the robustness of the feedthroughs, the characteristic impedance of the HOM couplers was changed from
50 to 25 Ω, in order to increase the inner conductor diameter at the window to 14 mm (when optimised for the full
bandwidth). Simulations showed that changing the CERN
feedthrough design to the new characteristic impedance increased the ultimate tensile stress by a factor of 4. To test
the hypothosis, feedthroughs with inner diameters of 6 and
14 mm were manufactured (3 mm, i.e. 50 ohms, was simply too small to manufacture). Physical drop tests of HOM
coupler assemblies showed that the feedthroughs with the
larger diameter could sustain a drop of at least 2 times that
of the 6 mm versions [8], validating the principle.

SIMULATIONS
The simulated impedance spectra for the two cavities,
with HOM couplers adapted and tuned for the new characteristic impedance, are shown in Fig. 2. The imposed limits
were 200 kΩ and 1 MΩ/m for the longitudinal and transverse modes respectively. In addition to the improved strucMC7: Accelerator Technology
T07: Superconducting RF
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tural rigidity of the feedthroughs, both cavity impedance
spectra are within the design specifications and, in the
case of the DQW, slightly improved with respect to several
low frequency HOMs of concern (primarily the 580 MHz
mode) [2].

136

cavities will be dressed with 25 Ω ancillaries. The proceeding results will detail the measurements and qualifications
for this system, presenting the first validations with the new
characteristic impedance.
For qualification measurements, the 25 Ω characteristic
impedance had to be transformed to that of standard RF
measurement equipment (i.e. Z0 = 50 or 75 Ω). To achieve
the transformation, broadband impedance transformers were
designed for the two HOM couplers.
The transformers are shown in Fig. 3 and were qualified
by measuring two connected ‘back-to-back’, ensuring that
the transmission was within the simulated design. The simulations of the broadband transformer qualifications predicted
S21 > -0.5 dB over the entire frequency range. The measurements deviated from this prediction by 0.25 dB at two high
frequencies (1.6 and 1.8 GHz). However, since the minimum S21 was -0.75 dB, the single adapters were qualified
as having S21 < -0.5 dB over the entire range.

468.5

Figure 3: Broadband impedance transformer (Z0 = 25 to
Z0 = 50).
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Figure 2: HOM impedances for the DQW (blue ‘+’) and
RFD (red ‘x’) crab cavities dressed with 25 Ω ancillaries.
Notably, each cavity has a ‘high power’ mode due to its
longitudinal impedance and close proximity to a bunch spacing harmonic of an HL-LHC type beam (𝑡𝑏𝑏 = 25 ns) [2].
The damping of these modes is sufficient to ensure a maximum forseen HOM power < 1 kW. Furthermore, the power
handling of a 25 Ω coaxial line is empirically > 10 % larger
than that of a 50 Ω coaxial line [9].
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HOM coupler qualifications on a test-box allow prediction
of the damping before cavity installation and the ability to
strategically assign the most appropriate coupler to a given
cavity [2]. For the H-HOMC, a test box was developed with
the US-AUP collaboration to characterise the transmission
response. A ‘mask’ was developed to qualify the couplers,
ensuring they would provide sufficient rejection of the fundamental mode and a large enough transmission at the HOM
frequencies, allowing the cavity HOMs to be damped sufficiently. The test box layout and measurement results of
the first 3 H-HOMCs manufactured at CERN are shown in
Fig. 4.
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MEASUREMENTS AND QUALIFICATIONS
Thus far in the project, one test DQW cryomodule has
been completed and was successfully tested with beam in
2018 [10] in the SPS. The ancillaries for this prototype used
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Each H-HOMC measurement fit within the mask, qualifying the couplers and showing that the tolerances applied
from the simulation studies were sufficient. The spread of
the measured stop-band frequencies was 20 MHz. Notably,
the deviation of the high frequency response between the
three couplers was so low that it was not possible to strategically assign a given coupler to a specific cavity for HOM
damping; the small ‘spread’ gives a strong indication that
the manufacturing processes used are reproducible.

RFD Vertical Tests
Following the test box qualifications, the ancillaries and
impedance transformers were installed and tested on the
cavity at the operational temperature of 2 K. Using S21
measurements between the ancillaries, the frequency and
quality factor of each mode was measured and compared to
the simulated value. The measurements are shown in Fig. 5.

Table 1: Percentage Deviation of the Measured HOM Characteristcis from the Simulated Case
Cavity
SPS DQW 1
SPS DQW 2
SPS RFD 1
SPS RFD 2

Δ𝑓
-0.29 ± 0.14 %
-0.44 ± 0.23 %
-0.12 ± 0.12 %
-0.03 ± 0.07 %

Δ𝑄𝑒
3.2 ± 57.0 %
18.8 ± 51.1 %
17.4 ± 34.4 %
18.9 ± 49.8 %

an insight into the HOM characteristic deviation for similar
‘axially asymmetric’ cavities planned for future machines.
In addition to the HOM characteristic measurements, operational thresholds were imposed on the fundamental mode
leakage and characteristics of the RFD’s 750 MHz HOM.
The acceptance criteria and results for the two cavities are
detailed in Table 2. Both cavity/ancillary systems met the
acceptance criteria and were validated for ‘cryostating’ in
the UK.
Table 2: RFD HOM Coupler Acceptance Tests
Acceptance Criteria
Fundamental mode
Q𝑒(𝑓0) > 3.0×109
750 MHz HOM
728 < f [MHz] < 754
150 < Q𝑒 < 500

RFD1

RFD2

5.0×1010

> 9×109

752.40
181

752.34
158

CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Measured and simulated HOM frequencies and
quality factors for the two prototype dressed RFD crab cavities.
‘Detrimental modes’, i.e. HOMs with high impedance
or high power, are highlighted in the plot. Generally, the
simulated characteristics align well with the measurements
for both cavities. For RFD1, there is one detrimental mode
at 1470 MHz that is measured with a quality factor 3.8 times
larger than the simulated value. This mode will be studied in
the cryomodule tests and during tests with SPS beam. The
deviation of frequency and quality factor of each mode was
calculated and is detailed in Table 1, alongside the values
for the DQW crab cavity [2].
These values quantify HOM deviation from the simulated
case for the HL-LHC crab cavities, allowing a stochastic
analysis of potential beam-cavity interactions. As the crab
cavities are not manufactured using the same methods as
those for typical accelerating cavities, the analysis provides
TUPOTK064
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For improved robustness, the characteristic impedance
of the crab cavity HOM couplers was changed from 50 to
25 Ω.
Using impedance transformers, the H-HOMC couplers
for the RFD were qualified on a ‘test-box’. The two RFD
ancillary sets were then installed onto the cavities and tested
at 2 K. Their performance was assessed by comparing HOM
parameters with simulations, evaluating them against several
acceptance criteria and measuring the fundamental mode
leakage. The HOM parameter measurements provided a first
look into the deviation of manufactured crab cavity systems
from that of simulations.
The qualified dressed cavities confirm the feasibility of
using the 25 Ω couplers.
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DESIGN OF A PASSIVE SUPERCONDUCTING HARMONIC CAVITY FOR
HALF STORAGE RING
Y. Wei*, J. Pang, B. Du, D. Jia, S. Zhang and G. Feng†, National Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory,
University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, China
H. D. Zhang, C. P. Welsch, Cockcroft Institute and University of Liverpool, Daresbury, UK
Abstract
Higher harmonic cavities, also known as Landau cavities, have been proposed to improve beam lifetime and provide Landau damping by lengthening the bunch without
energy spread for stable operations of present and future
low-emittance storage rings. This contribution presents design of a passive superconducting 3rd-harmonic cavity (super-3HC) for the planned Hefei Advanced Light Facility
(HALF) at University of Science and Technology of China.
It is designed to provide 0.43 MV at 1499.4 MHz for the
nominal 2.2 GeV, 350 mA electron beam, and 1.44 MV
main RF voltage in storage ring. Through optimizations it
has a low R/Q < 45 Ω, which has potential to achieve a
good bunch lengthening. Higher-order-modes are strongly
damped using a pair of room-temperature silicon carbide
(SiC) rings to meet the requirement of beam instabilities.
In addition, preliminary engineering design for the super3HC cryomodule is also described in this contribution.

INTRODUCTION
Hefei Advanced Light Facility (HALF) [1] is a soft Xray and Vacuum Ultra-Violet (VUV) fourth-generation diffraction-limited light source which is planned to be constructed by National Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory
(NSRL), University of Science and Technology of China
(USTC). The HALF storage ring employs modified hybrid
6BA lattice as the baseline lattice to generate a beam with
85 pm·rad emittance, 350 mA current and 2.2 GeV energy
[2]. The storage ring parameters are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: HALF Storage Ring Parameters
Parameters
Energy reference particle
Average current
Circumference
Energy spread
Nature emittance
Momentum compaction
Energy loss per turn (1st
Term)

____________________________________________

Value

𝑬𝑬𝟎𝟎 [GeV]

2.2
350

h

800

C [m]

~480

𝝈𝝈𝐩𝐩

0.00062

𝑰𝑰𝟎𝟎 [mA]

Harmonic number

Energy loss per turn (2
Term)

Symbol

nd

𝜺𝜺𝒆𝒆

𝜶𝜶

𝑼𝑼𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬 [MeV]
𝑼𝑼𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬 [MeV]

85 pm·rad
0.00009
~0.4
~0.6

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
In order to suppress the emittance diluting caused by the
intrabeam scattering effect and increase the beam Touschek
lifetime in storage ring, a passive superconducting 3rd-harmonic cavity (super-3HC) is employed to lengthen the
beam bunches. Then the HALF storage ring has double RF
systems: the main one and harmonic one. In such a storage
ring, the voltage V(τ) seen by an electron in the beam with
arrival time τ is
𝑉𝑉(𝜏𝜏) = 𝑉𝑉1 cos(2𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓rf 𝜏𝜏 + 𝜙𝜙1 ) +
𝑉𝑉m cos(3 × 2𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓rf 𝜏𝜏 + 𝜙𝜙m ),

(1)

where 𝑉𝑉1 and 𝑉𝑉m are the voltage amplitude of the main and
harmonic RF cavities, respectively, 𝑓𝑓rf is the frequency of
the main RF cavity, 𝜙𝜙1 and 𝜙𝜙m are the phases of the synchronous particle in the main and harmonic RF cavities,
respectively.
To compensate for the energy loss per turn 𝑈𝑈s = 𝑒𝑒𝑉𝑉s , it
is required that 𝑉𝑉(0) = 𝑉𝑉s for the synchronous particle.
The longitudinal dynamics in the double RF systems described by Eq. (1) has been comprehensively discussed, together with optimal conditions for bunch lengthening [3].
Thus we obtain the optimum parameters for HALF double
RF systems consisting of a single main superconducting
cavity and a single super-3HC, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: HALF Storage Ring Double RF Systems
RF System Parameters
Energy loss per turn
Main frequency
Harmonic frequency
Main voltage
Harmonic voltage
Main phase
Harmonic phase
Main quality factor
Harmonic quality
factor
Harmonic detuning angle
Bunch lengthening factor

Tousheck life time
ratio

Symbol
𝑼𝑼𝐬𝐬 [MeV]

𝒇𝒇𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫 [MHz]

𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫 [MHz]
𝑽𝑽𝟏𝟏 [MV]

𝑽𝑽𝐦𝐦 [MV]
𝝓𝝓𝟏𝟏 [°]

1st
Term
~0.4

~0.6

499.8

499.8

1499.4

1499.4

1.20

1.44

0.374

0.43

70.53

𝝓𝝓𝐦𝐦 [°]

90.0038

𝝍𝝍𝒎𝒎 [°]

89.9962

𝑸𝑸𝟏𝟏

𝑸𝑸𝐦𝐦

𝝈𝝈𝐭𝐭𝐭𝐭 /𝝈𝝈𝐭𝐭𝐭𝐭

𝑹𝑹𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓

2nd
Term

65.37
90.0044

1E9

1E9

2E8

2E8
89.9956

5.7

5.9

6.1

6.2
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RF DESIGN OF THE SUPER-3HC
A single-cell superconducting cavity, which is capable of
providing an accelerating voltage of ≥ 0.43 MV, is chosen
for the super-3HC.

(a)

Geometry Optimizations

Given that the electron speed of 𝛽𝛽 = 1, the cavity gap is
determined to be 100 mm. A cavity based on TESLA-shape
is chosen for the super-3HC. CST Microwave Studio [4] is
used for the modelling which can be seen in Fig. 1.
Through the tracking simulations [5], it was found that a
super-3HC with a R/Q < 45 Ω is necessary to ensure a good
bunch lengthening for the HALF storage ring. Through optimizations, the RF parameters are obtained for the super3HC, as shown in Table 3.

(b)

Figure 2: The R/Q of monopole (a) and dipole (b) modes
for the super-3HC.

SiC HOM Damper

Figure 1: Geometrical modelling for the super-3HC.
Table 3: Optimized RF Parameters for the Super-3HC

A pair of silicon carbide (SiC) rings is chosen for HOMs
damping because of its promising property, such as broadband, low loss and sufficiently high conductivity at room
temperature. The super-3HC connected with thermal transitions, SiC dampers, a sliding tuner, and taper transitions
is modelled as a whole, which can be seen in Fig. 3. The
total HOMs load is expected to be less than 5 kW.

RF parameters
𝜋𝜋 mode frequency f [MHz]
𝑅𝑅 ⁄𝑄𝑄 [Ω]

1499.4

Unloaded quality factor 𝑄𝑄0 [4.5 K]

2 × 108

𝐸𝐸p ⁄𝐸𝐸acc

𝐵𝐵p ⁄𝐸𝐸acc [mT/(MV/m)]

Higher-order-modes Analysis

39
2.14
5.46

Higher-order-modes (HOMs) are components of the
wakefield and can be excited by electron beam traversing
an accelerating cavity. These modes may affect the beam
stability and cause an additional refrigeration load to the
superconducting cavities if left unchecked. This is critical
for high-current storage ring where the impedance growth
has to be well managed. HOMs in the super-3HC are calculated by using CST Microwave Studio [4]. Figure 2 gives
R/Q for monopole and dipole modes at super-3HC.

MC7: Accelerator Technology
T07: Superconducting RF

Figure 3: The whole system of the super-3HC.
The impedance threshold are calculated as
𝑅𝑅Lthresh =

𝑅𝑅Tthresh =

2(𝐸𝐸0 ⁄𝑒𝑒 )𝑄𝑄s

(2)

2(𝐸𝐸0 ⁄𝑒𝑒 )

(3)

𝑓𝑓L 𝐼𝐼b 𝛼𝛼𝜏𝜏z

𝑓𝑓rev 𝐼𝐼b 𝛽𝛽x,y 𝜏𝜏x,y

where 𝑅𝑅Lthresh and 𝑅𝑅Tthresh are longitudinal and transverse
impedance threshold, 𝑓𝑓L is the longitudinal HOMs frequency, 𝐸𝐸0 is the beam energy, 𝑄𝑄s is the synchrotron
tune, 𝐼𝐼b is the average beam current, 𝛼𝛼 is the momentum
compaction, 𝜏𝜏x,y,z is the damping time, 𝑓𝑓rev is the revolution frequency, and 𝛽𝛽x,y is the 𝛽𝛽 function at the location of
super-3HC. The calculated impedance of monopole and dipole modes for the whole system (see Fig. 3) is shown in
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Fig. 4. It can be clearly seen that these impedances are
lower than those of thresholds. This means that using a pair
of SiC rings is sufficient for damping HOMs to meet the
requirement.
(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Conceptual cryomodule design for the super3HC.

CONCLUSION
A passive superconducting 3rd-harmonic cavity consisting of a single cell with TESLA-shape has been designed
for the HALF storage ring. HOMs damping by using a pair
of SiC rings has been analysed, which meets the requirement of beam instabilities. In addition, a preliminary design for the super-3HC cryomodule has been completed.
Further studies are undergoing including the frequency
tuner and low level RF control system development.

Figure 4: Impedance of monopole (a) and dipole (b) modes
as compared to the thresholds for the super-3HC.

PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING DESIGN
FOR CRYOMODULE
The super-3HC system requires that the cavity have an
intrinsic quality factor, 𝑄𝑄0 = 2 × 108 , in order that cavity
wall losses and heat to the helium bath are manageable.
High 𝑄𝑄0 of ~1010 is not needed and, therefore, the operating temperature is relaxed to be 4.5 K. At 4.5 K, the static
power loss is required to be smaller than 15 W while dynamic power loss is calculated to be about 12 W for an accelerating voltage of 0.43 MV.
In order to ensure that the super-3HC works normally at
4.5 K [6], a cryomodule consisting of a vacuum vessel, a
thermal shield (cooled by liquid nitrogen to 77 K), two
magnetic shields (reducing earth-magnetic field by a factor
of 5), and a liquid helium vessel (with pressure fluctuation
of 1200 mbar ±1 mbar) is required. The preliminary mechanical design of cryomodule has been completed, as
shown in Fig. 5. The whole assembly including this cryomodule and other sections (sliding tuner, taper transitions,
valves, and bellows) is expected to be fitted in a straight
section of 2 meters. The cryomodule length is determined
to be 800 mm in order to allow a reasonable length for the
taper transitions. The total loss factor for such an assembly
is calculated to be 1.9 V/pC.
TUPOTK065
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF A FUTURE AUSTRALIAN LIGHT SOURCE
R. T. Dowd∗ , M. Atkinson, R. Auchettl, J. W. Chi, Y-R, Tan, D. Zhu, K. Zingre,
Australian Synchrotron ANSTO, Melbourne, Australia
Abstract
ANSTO currently operates the Australian Synchrotron, a
3 GeV, 3rd generation light source that begun user operations
in 2007. The Australian synchrotron is now halfway through
its expected life span and we have begun planning the next
light source facility that will eventually replace it. This
paper describes the conceptual design of an entirely new
light source facility for Australia, which makes use of the
latest advances in compact acceleration technology and 4th
generation lattices.

into its storage ring. The full energy injector allows for
’top-up’ mode operation of the storage ring, which requires
frequent, small injections of beam to keep the storage ring
current within a few percent of maximum at all times. The
Australian Synchrotron’s accelerator systems were installed
and commissioned between 2005 and 2006, with first light
in July 2006. It entered into full user operations in July 2007.
Since then, it has delivered approximately 5000 hours of user
beam per year and maintained a world-leading reliability of
∼ 99%.

INTRODUCTION

UPGRADE VS NEW FACILITY

The Australian Synchrotron light source was commissioned in 2006 and begun operations in 2007. It was designed and delivered to be a world-class synchrotron radiation facility that could meet the needs of 95% of the
Australian user community. Since then it has performed
with world-leading reliability, has achieved record coupling
control [1] and is currently undergoing an expansion of its
beamline suite to continue to service the Australian user
community. The Australian Synchrotron is halfway into its
expected 30 year lifetime and it is now the appropriate time
to consider how best to service the Australian Synchrotron
user community beyond the 15 year horizon.

The Going into the Future, a new or upgraded facility
will still need to provide for 95% of Australia’s diverse user
community as it will be the only light source facility within
thousands of kilometres. This necessitates a design in which
a wide range of X-ray energies can be utilised, ensuring a
broad range of synchrotron based techniques are catered for.
It also makes a reduction of dark time during any upgrades
a priority.
A study into an upgraded lattice utilising the existing
216 metre storage ring [2] which we have labelled AS-U.
This lattice was severely constrained by the available space,
resulting in a design that would have considerable design
challenges while still delivering an emittace that would place
it at the tail end of what is achievable by 4th generation light
sources. Therefore we have embarked on a design study of
a new facility, allowing for a larger ring, new injector and
possibility of an associated FEL facility.

OVERVIEW OF EXISTING FACILITY
The Australian Synchrotron Light Source is a 3rd Generation Light source facility (Figure 1. It operates a 200 mA,
3 GeV electron beam producing synchrotron radiation for a
suite of beamlines. It has 14 fold symmetry and currently
services 10 beamlines, with another 8 being currently built.

Figure 1: Layout of the Australian Synchrotron light source.
It uses a full energy injector system comprising of a 100
MeV linac and 3 GeV booster synchrotron to inject beam
∗

rohan.dowd@ansto.gov.au
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NEW LIGHT SOURCE DESIGN
One of the main constraints in upgrading the existing
Australian Synchrotron was the small circumference of the
storage ring (216m) which limited achievable emittance and
pushed up the RF requirements. Lowering the beam energy
to alleviate this is not compatible with user requirements for
good flux at high photon energies. Therefore we are now
considering a larger ring design on a new or ’greenfield’ site.
One of the features of ultra-low emittance lattices is that
they have smaller dynamic apertures, requiring injection of
low emittance beams, ideally from a linear accelerator, for
efficient capture. With the increasing use of higher gradient
accelerating technologies and in line with current local research programs in compact accelerator technology, we have
decided to use an X-band linear accelerator as a full energy
injector for the new storage ring. The new facility will therefore be close in layout to MAX IV Light source arrangement,
with the linac injecting into the storage ring from the outside
of the ring (Figure 2). Using CLIC X-band RF technology
with accelerating gradients of around 70 MV/m will allows
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for full 3 GeV acceleration with a linac of approximately
100m or less.

to accommodate the unit cell, while maintaining an even
and high numbered periodicity. 24 sectors will allow for
sufficient numbers of 4𝑡 ℎ generation beam-lines for the local
user community. The lattice parameters are shown in Table
1.

Figure 3: Magnet geometry for one sector of the ringaround-the-ring 600 m lattice. Dark Blue: Longitudinal
gradient dipole. Light Blue: reverse bend. Green/yellow:
Quadrupole families. Red: Sextupoles.
Table 1: Main Parameters of the AS2 Lattice, the Existing
AS Lattice and the Previously Studied Upgrade Lattice (ASU)

Figure 2: Possible Layout of a new Australian light source,
with FEL option shown.

Par.
𝜖𝑥
Circ.
Energy
𝛼𝑐
𝑈0
𝛿𝐸
Natural 𝜎𝑧
Coupling

AS
10348.8 pm
216 m
3 GeV
0.0021
0.93 MeV
0.103 %
29.37 ps
1%

AS-U
308 pm
216 m
3 GeV
-0.00135
1.95 MeV
0.162 %
9.19 ps
5%

AS2
17 pm
600 m
3 GeV
-2.85e-6
0.577 MeV
0.0874 %
0.96 ps
5%

Injector
The Injector linac will closely follow the design of the
linac used in the CompactLight design study [3], which
ANSTO contributed to. The H2020 CompactLight project
used CERN X-band accelerating technology developed for
CLIC to create a X-ray free electron laser design that is
more compact and with lower operating costs than current
FELs. Using a design based on CompacLight will allow
for an associated FEL facility to be built, either initially, or
as a future upgrade. The first ∼ 100m of this linac will be
sufficient to provide 3 GeV electrons for the storage ring
and future design work will explore both a short 3 GeV
injector linac and the injector + FEL option. The injection
scheme into the storage ring will utilise off-axis injection
via a nonlinear kicker magnet (NLK), which is used to alter
the trajectory of the injected particles into the acceptance of
the storage ring without perturbing the stored beam. This
method of injection has been adopted several other facilities
successfully and the Australian Synchrotron is currently
developing such a magnet for future use in the existing light
source.

Storage Ring Lattice
A 600 m, 24 sector Storage Ring was designed based on
the longitudinal gradient and reverse bend lattice concept
[4]. Each unit cell is a 7-Bend acromat with geometry is
shown in Figure 3. A ring symmetry of 24 sectors was
selected because it allowed significantly long straight lengths
(6 m per sector) and allowed a long sector length of 25 m,
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Figure 4: Betatron 𝛽 𝑥 (red) and 𝛽 𝑦 (blue) optical functions
for one sector.
As it can be seen from Table 1, we are able to achieve
an ultra low emittance of 17 pm·rad with a 600m, 24 sector
Storage Ring. This preliminary lattice design requires more
optimisation to ensure a large dynamic aperture and other
considerations so we would expect the final emittance to
increase somewhat. However an emittance of around 50
pm·rad can be reasonably expected.
1. We are able to obtain an extremely ultra-low emittance
of 17 pm (compared to our current 216 m lattice emittance of 10349 pm and the 216 AS-U lattice design of
308 pm).
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of the radio frequency and an optimal harmonic RF system
would increase the bunch length and the Touschek lifetime
for the electron beam in the new storage ring by around
4.5 times. Based on the operation experience of other facilities [6] [7], the achievable elongation factor is approximately
2-3 times. Tracking studies will be conducted at a later stage
to determine the impact on stability and lifetime for proposed
designs taking transient beam loading into account.
The latest advancement in new technologies for RF systems in the last ten years and the industrialisation are promising and an important factor in decision making for future
upgrades. The new key technologies are:
Figure 5: Dispersion 𝜂 𝑥 function for one sector.
2. Our RAR design has low Energy Loss Per Turn of
0.58 MeV which relaxes the requirements for RF to
compensate for this loss of energy.
3. This lattice design has a very low peak 𝜂 𝑥 (see Figures 4 and 5). Large peak 𝜂 𝑥 (> 0.08 m) severely limits
the maximum momentum acceptance (MA) possible.
Based on other similar designs by SLS-2 and ALS-U
we do not expect the MA to be a issue at such a large
circumference.
4. The 600 m lattice design is not constrained to a small
momentum acceptance - this is important for beam
lifetime as even with a large RF acceptance, a large momentum acceptance is needed for an acceptable beam
lifetime.
5. The large number of sectors insures future proofing for
any space needed for 5th generation upgrades.
The preliminary design presented in this chapter requires
further optimisation to ensure the optimal magnetic strength
configurations have been selected.

RF Systems
Our default position will be to continue to use 500 MHz
as the storage ring RF frequency, due to the maturity of the
technology and its widespread use in light sources. We have
long operational experience with copper HOM damped accelerating cavities and will seek to use a design similar to
that already used at the Australian Synchrotron [5]. With the
lowered synchrotron losses of the larger ring circumference
we can support a 500 mA beam with 5-6 cavities operating at
180 kW (depending on operating voltage). Our experience
with our current RF systems has shown the reliability advantages in having redundancy in the design, so 6 independent
systems would be the preferred choice.
In depth studies of the impedance and instability thresholds are still to be done, however it would be reasonable to
assume that a harmonic cavity system would be required
to elongate the bunch and avoid certain instabilities. The
harmonic cavity is assumed to operate at the third harmonic
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• High power high frequency transistors to replace classical electron tube applications such as klystrons, IOT’s,
thyratrons or tetrodes by:
– High power UHF solid state amplifiers (SSPA)
and efficiencies >50 percent
– High power solid state modulators for cw and
pulsed applications and efficiencies > 98 percent
in cw.
• High efficiency klystrons pushing the efficiency from <
50 up to 90 percent
There is a strong trend towards CW UHF SSPA up to a
few 100 kW, a hot topic for high RF power for accelerator
projects but too early to favour a technology. However some
recent advancements in multi beam klystron design may
reinvigorate the technology and make it an attractive option
for high efficiency, High power RF. We will keep a watching
brief on technology over the next few years as our design
matures.

CONCLUSION
A Preliminary concept has been designed for a new 4th
Generation Australian light source facility, capable of reaching < 50 pm𝑐𝑑𝑜𝑡rad horizontal emittance. This will provide
the Australian user community with a world class replacement light source when the current light source reaches the
end of its life, with no dark time. Future work will be to
initiate a full design study over the next few years to deliver
a complete conceptual design of this proposal.
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Abstract
SIRIUS is a Synchrotron Light Source Facility based on
a 3 GeV electron storage ring with 518 m circumference
and 250 pm.rad emittance. The facility was built and is operated by the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory
(LNLS), located in the CNPEM campus, in Campinas, Brazil. The accelerator commissioning and operation has been
split into 2 phases: Phase0, corresponding to the initial accelerator commissioning with 6 beamlines, has been completed, and the project is now in preparation for Phase1,
with full accelerator design performance and 14 beamlines
in operation. We report on the status of SIRIUS last year
operation and ongoing activities towards achieving completion of Phase1.

INTRODUCTION
SIRIUS is the new Brazilian synchrotron light source
based on a 3 GeV electron storage ring, comprising a 20cell 5BA magnetic lattice with 250 pm.rad emittance. It is
one of the three 4th generation storage-ring-based light
sources in operation worldwide. The new facility can house
up to 40 beamlines based on insertion devices or low field
(0.6 T) and high-field (3.2 T) bending magnets of the lattice, covering an energy range from infrared to hard x-rays.
The project commissioning is planned to take place in 2
Phases: Phase0 with 100 mA and 6 beamlines, and Phase1
with full accelerator performance at 350 mA in top-up
mode, conclusion of 14 beamlines, high performance insertion devices, support labs, and computing infrastructure.
Phase0 has been completed by the end of 2021 and the project is now preparing to complete Phase1 by mid 2024. All
facility instruments were optimized for cutting-edge experiments in agriculture, environmental science, health, and
energy experiments, spanning diverse scientific programs
strategic for Latin American science and technology.
In this report, we present the SIRIUS current operation
status, and the preparation for achieving Phase1 parameters.

PRESENT PERFORMANCE
Presently, the SIRIUS storage ring is operating regularly,
delivering beam for users shifts, for machine studies and
subsystem tests. In 2022, 3408 hours are scheduled for
user’s shifts, 1272 hours for machine studies and subsystem tests with beam, and 1944 hours for installations and
maintenance with access to the accelerators tunnel. The remaining hours are shared between machine recovery from
longer stops, special tests and shutdown period.
There are presently six beamlines in operation in science
commissioning mode. Five beamlines are based on
____________________________________________
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adjustable phase (APU) commissioning undulators, and
one beamline is from a dipole source.
For user’s shifts, the SIRIUS storage ring is running with
100 mA in current decay mode with 2 injections per day, in
uniform filling pattern mode with 864 bunches.
The stored current is presently limited by the RF system,
consisting of a 500 MHz room temperature Petra 7-cell RF
cavity, without HOM dampers, driven by 2x65 kW solid
state amplifier towers. This cavity is temporarily being
used while the final system is not available. The stored current was achieved after a careful work of temperature tunning of the Petra7 cavity. The final RF system will comprise 2 superconducting 500 MHz cavities driven by total
power of 8x65 kW, and a superconducting passive third
harmonic cavity.
Figure 1 shows the machine reliability, defined as the delivered beam time to the experiments within programmed
time, over the last 13 months. The overall reliability in this
period is 94.7%. During this period, the mean time between
failures (MTBF) was 38 hours and the mean time duration
of each failure was about 2 hours. There were 23 beam interruptions, with a concentration in the beginning of 2021.

Figure 1: Machine reliability from March 2021 to March
2022.
The storage ring linear optics is close to design after correction using the LOCO algorithm applied to the machine
with orbit corrected after calibration of BPM offsets with
BBA. Presently, BBA and LOCO calibrations are routinely
performed to check for machine conditions after maintenance periods. Optics symmetry is restored using both
quadrupole family strength adjustments and individual
quadrupole trim coil adjustments, as can be seen in Figure
2, where the measured betatron function at BPMs using the
principal component analysis (PCA) in shown. The betabeat at BPMs is corrected to 2.2% rms and 1.8% rms respectively, in the horizontal and vertical planes.
The measured beam lifetime at 100 mA is 17 h for 3%
emittance ratio and for uniform filling. It is limited by the
Touschek scattering effect. An experiment to measure the
contribution of each effect to the total lifetime using 2
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single bunches in the machine, one with high and the other
with low current, is described in Ref. [1].

Figure 2: Measured betatron functions at BPMs after calibration of the linear optics with LOCO and of BPM offsets
with BBA. Dots are measured values and lines are values
from the nominal model.

Orbit Stability
The requirements for beam orbit stability for SIRIUS has
been initially set as better than 10% of the rms beam size
in all three coordinates. It is expected that tighter beam stability requirements will be possible to be met in the future,
as perturbation sources are identified, and feedback systems are implemented and perfected.
Presently, orbit stability is provided by the slow orbit
feedback system, with crossover frequency at 1 Hz. Other
key stabilizing mechanisms, the fast orbit feedback system
with 1 kHz crossover frequency, the local correction based
on feedforward tables to compensate for reproduceable ID
perturbations, and the top-up operation mode, that will
guarantee an almost constant heat load at the beamlines,
are being planned to be implemented during this year.
The orbit spectrum has been measured using BPM data
acquired at 25 kHz sampling rate at 2 BPMs, one in a nondispersive and the other in a dispersive region. The measurements show a higher perturbation peak at the mains frequency of 60 Hz for all cases. For BPMs in dispersive regions, there is an additional perturbation peak in the horizontal orbit around 1.5 kHz (synchrotron frequency) as
shown in Figure 3. This peak is related to horizontal oscillations induced by energy oscillations excited by RF noise
(around harmonics of 64 Hz).

Figure 3: Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) orbit spectrum measured at 2 BPMs, one in a non-dispersive region
(dark curve) and other in a dispersive region (light curve).
Figure 4 shows the integrated orbit spectrum measured
at a non-dispersive location in the ring, where the
TUPOMS002
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contribution of the 60 Hz perturbation is evident. The
source of this perturbation is being investigated, as reported in Ref. [2]. The measured values are compared to
the requirement of 10% of the beam size.

Figure 4: Integrated spectrum from BPM data acquired at
25 kHz sampling rate. The dashed lines represent the requirement of 10% of beam size.
Other main sources of perturbation under investigation
are: (i) 24-hour period drifts measured at the most sensitive
beamlines, correlated to daily temperature variation, (ii) 2
Hz perturbations associated with the booster ramping rate,
and (iii) short term perturbations from the pulsed magnets,
such as the septa leak field and nonlinear kicker residual
field at the stored beam position (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Stored beam orbit transient perturbation due to
septa leak field (left) and nonlinear kicker (right). Dashed
lines indicate one rms beam size.

Injector Optimization
The SIRIUS injector consists of a 150 MeV Linac and a
3 GeV full energy synchrotron booster installed in the same
tunnel as the storage ring. The booster lattice has been optimized for low emittance (3.5 nm.rad @ 3 GeV) and resulted in a small value for the momentum compaction factor (ac=7.2x10-4). At design stage, we have overlooked the
contribution of the change in revolution frequency during
acceleration, a known effect in the acceleration of heavier
particles, that is generally negligible in electron synchrotrons with large momentum compaction factor. As the RF
frequency is fixed, locked to the storage ring’s frequency,
the effect appears as an energy offset, and consequently,
orbit offset along the ramp, more important at low energy.
In our case, the energy mismatch at injection energy was
about 1.5%. A major booster realignment was performed in
January 2022 to match its revolution period at injection energy to the RF frequency. The frequency mismatch has thus
been transferred to the high energy part of the ramp, where
the beam is more robust. The efficiency of the booster ramp
increased from about 15% to about 70%, with losses still
occurring at low energy. See detailed report in Ref. [3].
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An emittance exchange in the booster has also been implemented to improve the booster-to-storage ring injection
efficiency, as reported in Ref. [4].

Collective Effects

electron beam, acquisition and development of undulators
required for the beamlines, completion of sample preparation and pre-characterization laboratories, completion of
computing infrastructure for data storage and processing.

The storage ring currently operates in decay-mode with
maximum current of 100 mA. Beam stability at this intensity in terms of collective effects is granted by temperature
tunning of the Petra7-cell RF cavity and the closed loop
operation of three bunch-by-bunch feedback systems, one
for each plane.
The systematic characterization of the storage ring in
terms of impedance and collective effects has started recently and the first results are reported in Ref. [5].

RF System
SIRIUS storage ring current RF system is operating a 7cell room temperature PETRA cavity driven by a 130 kW
RF plant comprised of two 65 kW solid state amplifiers
(SSA) controlled by a digital LLRF. In its final design configuration, the RF system will employ two CESR-B type
superconducting cavities, driven by eight 65 kW SSAs operating at 500 MHz. The installation of the two SC cavities
is expected to take place in the second half of 2023, after
the installation of SIRIUS cryogenic plant. The final RF
design also contemplates the installation of a SC passive
third harmonic cavity.
The RF system has been in continuous operation for over
two years. During this period, the two SSAs have operated
for about 15 thousand hours with a reliability close to
100%. See details in Ref. [6].

Vacuum System
The SIRIUS storage ring is based on fully NEG-coated
vacuum chambers. Considering the complexity of the system, the installation went well and was performed in a short
time. The expected static pressures were achieved right after the vacuum installation. Despite few problems that have
been faced during the commissioning, the vacuum has been
performing well, and pressures have decreased as expected
with beam conditioning. A fast conditioning has been observed for the NEG-coated chambers, and the design dynamic pressure of 3x10-12 mbar/mA was achieved with a
beam dose of about 60 A⸱h. Figure 6 shows the normalized
average dynamic pressure rise as a function of beam dose.
Also, we have been successfully using the Neon venting
process for vacuum interventions, and until now, none of
the vacuum chambers of the SIRIUS arc sectors had to be
reactivated.

SIRIUS PHASE1 PROJECT PLAN
Recently the Brazilian Federal Government has approved funding that will allow for the completion of
Phase1 of the SIRIUS project by mid 2024. This funding
will allow for the conclusion of 14 beamlines and their associated experimental stations, implementation of the final
RF system required for operation at the nominal current of
350 mA, completion of the orbit monitoring and correction
systems required to achieve the high stability of the
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 6: Normalized average dynamic pressure rise (ΔP/I)
as a function of the beam dose.
Table 1 compares the presently achieved key performance parameters with the target parameters for Phase1.
For several beamlines, the acquisition of undulators is in
the critical path. The in-house development of Delta undulators has been delayed, and a new undulator baseline plan
has been established including commercial undulator options. A study to define the best alternatives for each beamline is in progress, and the in-house development of Delta
undulators continues in parallel.
Table 1: SIRIUS Key Performance Parameters
Parameter
Beam energy [GeV]
Current [mA]
Injection mode
Emittance [pm.rad]
Orbit stability
Beamlines
*

May 2022
3.0
100
decay
250*
> 40% s
6

Phase1
3.0
350
top-up
250
< 10% s
14

not measured yet

NEXT STEPS
The SIRIUS project has completed the initial Phase0
commissioning phase by end of 2021 and is now focused
on completing Phase1 in about two years from now, by mid
2024, an ambitious goal in terms of schedule. The priorities
for this year regarding the accelerators include placing the
order for commercial IDs for the critical beamlines, placing
the order for the superconducting passive third harmonic
cavity, completing the fast orbit feedback (FOFB) system,
implementing the top-up mode at 100 mA, and commissioning the emittance measurement beamline. For the next
year, the priorities are related to the installation and commissioning of the final RF system with superconducting
main cavities and higher harmonic cavity that will allow
reaching the nominal current of 350 mA.
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PRESENT STATUS OF OPERATIONS

Abstract
The Canadian Light Source (CLS) has been in operation
for users since 2005 and recently commissioned its 22nd
photon beamline. In 2021 the CLS implemented and commenced top-up operations at 220 mA. This new mode, for
CLS, has been extremely well received by our scientific
users. The storage ring is still RF power limited and require
a second RF cavity to move towards realising the design
goal of 500 mA. The 250 MeV electron injector complex for
the CLS booster synchrotron ring dates back to the original
linac from 1962 and the Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory and is in needs of an upgrade. This paper will give an
overview of the present status of the accelerator systems for
user operations and the operational improvement plans for a
second RF cavity in the storage ring and a new linac.

The CLS injector [3] makes use of the repurposed linac
from the Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory which was
established in 1964. Some improvements have been made
to increase the performance of the linac over the years. For
example two of the last three original 5 m long 2856 MHz
Varian accelerating structures from 1964 have been replaced
by two 3 m long 2856 MHz SLAC structures. The original
structures were suffering from corrosion, vacuum leaks and
water leaks, requiring regular RF reconditioning to reach
full power. The space created by using shorter SLAC structures allowed for the installation of additional diagnostics,
including YAG screens and cameras, FCTs and cavity BPMs
in between each of the new structures.

INTRODUCTION
The CLS [1] has been in operation since 2005 but is only
now starting to realise some of the design goals for the machine (Fig. 1). The primary goal has been the completion
of the 22 beamlines [2], the last of which was completed in
2021. Also realised in 2021 is Top-Up Mode (Fig. 2), which
has drastically improved the performance of the machine
and provide a better quality beam for our users. Yet the
facility to be able to stay competitive need to operate with
at least 220 mA of current in any given configuration of the
insertion devices installed in 9 straights of 12. The machine
is powered by one Superconducting RF cavity and a second
one is needed to reach higher beam currents due to power
limits. Yet the machine has been designed for a 500 mA of
operation and getting more RF power from new type of RF
power system like Solid State amplifier will definitely be a
game changer in terms of performance and reliability.

One of the statistic that is of utmost importance for a
research infrastructure which duty is to be a production
facility of science is the up-time of its tools. All facilities
aim to have an up-time or availability to be 100% meaning
that all scheduled time for the photon user community is
delivered. CLS aimed at delivering up to 4200 hrs of user
beam with an uptime above 95%. The integrated hours
planned and delivered up to June 2022 for this year is shown
in Fig. 3.

Figure 1: CLS accelerator complex overview.

Figure 3: User beam availability and integrated beam delivered for 2022.
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Figure 2: Typical 24 hours of user top-up mode.

The uptime of CLS is provided in Fig.4 since 2017. Another important consideration is the comparison of this beam
availability to other facilities. It is to be noted that most of
the photon user facilities aim to deliver between 4000 to
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5000 hours of beam to its user community. Not being able
to follow the reliability trend can be detrimental to scientific
excellence and may also affect revenue through the "pay for
beam" access mode. This last access mode is usually used
by the private sector, and reliability and repeatability of the
photon beam shot by shot is crucial.

Figure 5: CLS MTBF compared to selected labs.

Figure 4: CLS Beam Availability compared to selected labs.
In 2018, the CLS suffered 7 months of no user beam due to
a failure of the 1978 era e-gun. Due to the high profile of CLS
in Canada, the failure made local and national press [4, 5] and
accounted for very low beam availability that year. In 2020,
the COVID-19 pandemic also hampered beam delivery. CLS
was in the middle of replacing an ID when restrictions came
into force and the machine was out of operations for many
months until staff could return to complete the work. User
beam was resorted for a special COVID-19 only run which
lasted several months before more maintenance was required
on IDs for the new beamlines. In 2021, the Liquid Helium
cryogenic transfer line broke at the end of a maintenance
shutdown and two months of operation were lost to repairs.
Despite its age, the lack of redundancy in some critical systems, CLS remains competitive for its uptime and in providing quality beam to its advanced beamlines. In international
bench marking, CLS users have a very high scientific output
with many high impact journal publications and citations.
A compliment to the beam availability statistics is the
Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) and Mean Time to
Recover (MTTR) from a failure or trip. Although, not all
facilities may count the same way, CLS considers a failure
or a trip each time the beam in the storage ring is lost. The
following figures allows for the comparison of those statistics
between facilities in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
CLS tends not to suffer from many trips and they are in
general fixed very quickly allowing for rapid beam recovery
– thanks to the good response and knowledge of the staff.
However, due to ageing components, some repairs require
extensive work as replacement parts are not always available.
The absence of redundancy for many key systems, for example a second RF cavity or a second e-gun, have resulted
in long down time – sometimes over one week and several
time over a few months. This is a very difficult situation
both for the Machine Division as well as for the Science
Division that has the duty to provide beam for the external
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Figure 6: CLS MTTR compared to selected labs.
users. CLS attempts to alleviates the issues, by prioritising
the procurement of newer components or upgrading system
through either i) in-house development (e.g. orbit correction
system [6]) or ii) collaboration projects [7]. During user
runs, CLS usually reserves one 8 hour shift per week to
maintenance and another three development shifts, either for
maintaining reliability of the machine or for photon beam
quality by tackling noise issues, beam alignment or curbing
loss of flux etc.

Completed Upgrades
Not discussing the installation of new components, two
major upgrade were delivered. In mid-2021, CLS started topup mode for users as the standard operating mode at 2.9 GeV
and 220 mA. The beam current is now limited by the RF
power we can deliver from one cavity and will be increased
with the installation of a second cavity which in the process
of being delivered. The top-up consolidation campaign shall
be finished by the end of June 2022, but already many users
have been praising this mode which has been promised since
2005. Since our user run start in January 2022, over the
1452 hours of beam delivered 1232 hours were in top-up.
The second project that has seen completion is the orbit
correction system. The new system, although not as fast
as the one installed in other facilities, due to the limitation
by our existing electronic, allows a much better control of
our beam orbit and gives us the possibility to introduce
noise at different frequency and with different amplitude
for diagnostics. This has provided the machine group an
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invaluable tool to help determine if noise seen at a beam line
is due to the electron beam.

FUTURE UPGRADE PLANS 2023-2029
So far some of the causes of the most common trips of
the Storage ring is due to power supplies of various magnets
(∼ 75%) as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. Although those trips
are not dominating the statistics for the number of trips, they
do result in the most hours of lost beamtime.

Figure 7: Categorised number of trips from 2018-01-18 to
2022-05-22.

is fed by a klystron, however for the new cavity the plan is to
install a solid state amplifier to take advantage of the modern modular technology and remove another single point of
failure. In the past year CLS has suffered a klystron and a
sklystron high voltage supply failure, so for emergency has
secured an spare klystron from the Paul Scherrer Institute.
Finally, CLS is preparing the purchase of a new linac
and electron source to be able to operate between 1 Hz to
60 Hz. The CLS injection system can only operate at a
1 Hz repetition rate, but for RF conditioning and possible
future expansion to a higher rep-rate short pulse facility,
higher repetition rates should be possible. The new linac
will be normal conducting and SLED driven [8] as to save
cost on RF stations. The new linac will be operating at a
harmonic of the 500.040 MHz RF frequency of the booster
and storage ring. The current linac from the 1960’s is not
synchronized, hence a lot of charge is lost at injection into
the booster synchrotron. In addition, the existing e-gun has
a continuous S-band bunch train, while the new linac and
e-gun specification is for a 500 MHz sub-harmonic bunching
system from the start of the linac to more efficiently deliver
beam to the 500 MHz booster ring. Presently the booster
capture efficiency is around 40% due to a combination of a
frequency mismatch, transfer line optics and energy spread
mismatch and large a dispersion function at points in the
booster ring. The new linac project will provide an opportunity to re-tune the injection system and install any additional
new diagnostics required to improve the injection efficiency.

SUMMARY

Figure 8: Hours lost by categories from 2018-01-18 to 202205-22.
To remediate to this issue, CLS plans to upgrade the power
supplies of its correctors and is currently putting is effort and
resources on working on the power supply bank that feeds
our Storage ring bend dipoles. This particularly old power
supply caused a loss of almost a week of beam operation
with 2 days being user operation.
A upgrade of the Low Level RF (LLRF) system for the
CLS booster ring was recently completed [7] and on the
back of this success an upgrade of the storage ring LLRF
is also planed. CLS has purchased from Research Instrument GmbH a new superconducting RF (SRF) cavity and
cryomodule which is expected to be installed in the ring in
the coming years. It shall release the stress of operation of
the current SRF cavity and shall improve the reliability of
the operation. In addition, it will enable the storage beam
current to be increased above 220 mA which is now limited
by RF power. In order for this activity to have any impact, a
second RF amplifier is also required. The present SRF cavity
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In 2021 the CLS completed the primary goals of the facility to be operating 22 beamlines in top-up operations for
users. A concerted effort is now being made to improve the
beam availability above 95% through replacing end-of-life
components and building in redundancy on the machine.
The coming period to the end of the decade the main CLS
plans include the replacement of the linac, the addition of a
second SRF cavity to the storage ring and the installation of
an RF solid state amplifier for the storage ring.
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Abstract
Previous CDR studies for the SOLEIL Upgrade project
have converged towards a lattice alternating 7BA and
4BA HOA type cells providing a low natural horizontal
emittance value in the 80 pm.rad range at an energy of
2.75 GeV. This lattice adapts to the current tunnel
geometry as well as to preserve as much as possible the
present beamline positions. The TDR lattice is an
evolution of the CDR one including longer short straight
sections, better relative magnet positioning, and the
replacement quadrupole triplets by quadruplets for
improving flexibility of optics matching in straight
section. The SOLEIL upgrade TDR lattice is then
composed of 20 HOA cells with a two-fold symmetry, and
provides 20 straight sections having four different lengths
of 3.0, 4.2, 8.0, and 8.2 m. This paper reports the linear
and the non-linear beam dynamic optimization based on
intense MOGA investigations, mainly to improve the
energy acceptance required to keep a large enough
Touschek beam lifetime. Some future directions for
performance improvement are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
SOLEIL is the French third generation light source
routinely operated for external users since 2008 with a
low electron beam emittance of 4 nm·rad at an energy of
2.75 GeV in high intensity (500 mA, multibunch) and
temporal structure (e.g. 8 bunches) modes [1,2]. After 15
years of successful operation, a series of feasibility
studies were initiated for a possible upgrade of the storage
ring with a significantly lower emittance. The approach
taken is to employ all useful methods to reduce the
emittance while respecting the geometric constraints such
as the circumference of the ring and the available straight
sections, in order to limit the impact on the existing
beamlines and the building costs.

LATTICE LAYOUT
The current lattice of the SOLEIL storage ring is
composed of 16 modified two-bend achromat cells, 8 of
which have short straight sections between the dipoles,
altogether giving a total of 24 straight sections covering
up to 46% of the 354.1 meter long circumference [3] with
3 different lengths: 4×12, 12×7, and 8×3.8 m. This
compact lattice provides a natural horizontal emittance of
4 nm.rad at an energy of 2.75 GeV.
Alternating 7BA and 4BA cells was then identified
during the Conceptual Designe Report phase (CDR) [4,5]
as the natural solution to best fit the current beamline
(BL) positioning and leave the tunnel shielding wall
unchanged [3, 4]. The TDR reference lattice is then
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composed of 20 HOA cells alternating 7BA and 4BA
cells (Fig. 1), giving a natural horizontal emittance of 84
pm.rad at an energy of 2.75 GeV. In addition, the optical
β-functions are focused down to low values (~1.5 m) in
the short and medium sections for insertion devices (ID).
The main comparison parameters are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Main Lattice Parameters
Emittance (2.75 GeV)
Circumference
Straight section number
Long straight length
Medium straight length
Short straight length
Straight sec. length ratio
Betatron tunes
Mom. comp. factor
RMS energy spread
Energy loss per turn w/o
IDs
Damping times (ms)
RMS Nat. bunch length
RF Voltage

Actual
4 nm.rad
354.1 m
24
12 m
7m
3.8 m
46 %
18.16 10.23
4.4 10-4
0.1 %

Upgrade
84 pm.rad
353.5 m
20
8.00 / 8.35 m
4.20 m
3.00 m
25 %
54.2 18.3
1.05 10-4
0.091 %

917 keV

458 keV

3.3/3.3/6.6
15.17 ps
2.8 MV

7.7 /14.4 /12.2
8.5 ps
1.8 MV

EVOLUTIONS FROM THE CDR
The first evolution was to change the matching sections
from triplet to quadruplet of quadrupoles and to
significantly rearrange their implantation for a much
better mechanical integration of magnets, BPMs and
crotches. In addition, all these quadrupoles became pure
permanent magnets. The TDR lattice is then fully based
on permanent magnets for all dipolar and quadrupolar
main fields. Other magnets (sextupoles and octupoles) are
naturally kept electromagnetic. To preserve optics tuning
capabilities, 196 auxiliary thin air-cooled quadrupolar
electromagnets were added along the arc cells. Added to
the quadrupolar fields available in all the octupoles
leading to a total of 412 quadrupolar correctors. In
parallel, the nominal working point was shift away from
the coupling resonance (Fig. 2). In terms of risk analysis,
a coupling value of 30% with white noise excitation was
finally preferred to the non-linear dissonance condition
during injection process.
In addition to the ID beamlines, the ring must provide
high magnetic fields for BLs on dipoles even if their
number and location are not yet completely decided. To
be more flexible, the second evolution was to split the 76
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Figure 1: Super period optical functions of the 7BA-4BA SOLEIL upgrade lattice producing an emittance of 84 pm.rad.
long combined bending magnets into three parts. The
central part, which houses the peak field without
transverse gradient, is interchangeable and can provide a
standard field of 1.2 T as well as higher fields of 1.8 T
and up to 3 T. The two-side field plateau, providing the
transverse gradient, remains unchanged regardless of the
central peak field value (Fig. 3). This superbend will also
be very valuable for the dedicated diagnostics stations.
Overall, the 3 T field magnet has a negligible impact on
the various equilibrium synchrotron parameters if their
number is limited to 6.

Figure 2: Evolution of the working point in the tune
diagram from CDR to TDR lattice.

Figure 4: Double low beta optics for the two canted long
beamlines (up) and comparison of the horizontal
trajectory with the actual one (down).

Figure 3: Longitudinal variation over half long bending
magnet: main field (up) and gradient (down).
TUPOMS004
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The last evolution consisted in perfectly setting up and
aligning the two long canted beamlines as well as the
double low vertical beta functions by means of an
additional triplet of quadrupoles (Fig. 4). With an overall
straight section length shorter than the actual one and the
need to control the dispersion function, we also had to
modify the adjacent arc bends in order to completely fit
the geometry as well as the optical functions. The
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resulting optics is very similar to today’s and provides a
vertical beta function of about 2 m at the center of each
in-vacuum undulators.

magnitude, reaching 1022 photons/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1%b.w.,
pm.rad) in the SOLEIL photon energy range of interest
between 1 and 4 keV. The IBS induced emittance growth

BEAM DYNAMICS
The main proposed injection scheme is based on the
horizontal on-momentum and off-axis scheme [6]. Using
Multipole Injection Kicker (MIK) [7] as key component
should make the Top-up injection quasi transparent for
the users with a field-free region along the path of the
stored beam. The MIK generates over one turn a flat top
deflection maximized at x = -3.5 mm from the central
axis. To enlarge the horizontal Dynamic Aperture (DA),
larger  functions ( β x =12.7 m and β z=2.7 m ) are
provided in the injection section. A third or fourth
harmonic cavity system will be installed half of long
straight section [6] in order to lengthen the beam by a
factor of 3 to 4, increase the Touschek beam lifetime as
well as to reduce the Intra Beam Scattering (IBS) effect.
We must respectively achieve an on-momentum DA of at
least 5 mm at injection location as well as at least 3 hours
of Touschek beam lifetime without any bunch
lengthening. These target values must be satisfied in the
presence of all possible errors (alignment errors, magnet
systematic and random errors, insertion devices, injection
magnet jitters, etc.).
The first step of the optimization was performed only
by targeting the on-momentum DA and limiting the offmomentum tune shifts using simple sextupole and
octupole scans with the code OPA [8]. The next step
involved AT [9] and MOGA [10] iterations to be able to
control both DA and energy acceptance to increase the
Touschek beam lifetime. The Figures 5 and 6 exhibit
respectively the on and the off-momentum aperture using
FMA technics for the diffusion index [11] calculated at
the injection point for the ideal lattice. The energy
acceptance along the lattice typically ranges from -4% to
+3.5%. According to the Piwinski’s model, the Touschek
beam lifetime reaches 3.7 hours in the high brilliance
operation mode of 500 mA (416 × 1.2 mA) before any
bunch lengthening, at zero current bunch length, and with
emittances of 84 and 25 pm.rad respectively in H-plane
and V-plane (30% coupling). The vacuum lifetime is
much larger with about 20 hours at 500 mA and a 10-9
mbar (100% nitrogen) dynamic mean pressure (expected
after 100 A.h accumulated beam). The impact of the
systematic multipoles and errors are still under
investigations with latest results reported in [12]. In
parallel, dynamics optimization with MOGA-ELEGANT
[13] based on large scale high performance computer was
also recently started. At present times, based on simplified
constraints, gives equivalent results.

CONCLUSION
The new SOLEIL Upgrade baseline lattice achieves a
low natural horizontal emittance in the range of 84
pm.rad. The brilliance at 500 mA and 30% coupling (25
pm.rad) (30% coupling) increases by up 2 orders of
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 5: On-momentum DA at injection point.

Figure 6: Off momentum horizontal DA at injection point.
and limited beam lifetimes can be mitigated to an
acceptable level by means of a third (or fourth) harmonic
RF cavity to lengthen the bunch.
Work will continue to focus on the dynamic aperture
the momentum acceptance optimization to ease up the
injection and accumulation schemes for the first day and
daily operation. Another important topic is related to the
impact of the magnet crosstalks due both to the
compactness of the lattice and the combined magnet
design. Modeling of the ID impacts on beam dynamics
will continue as well as the mechanical integration of the
crotch absorber and the diagnostics components. Beam
collimation studies and machine protection will soon be
initiated as a priority.
The SOLEIL Upgrade design remains aggressive in
terms of parameters. It makes extensive use of permanent
magnet technology, accommodates a small (12 mm
diameter) beam NEG coated vacuum vessel, and narrow
photon extractions and requires brand new a low
emittance booster (5 to 10 nm.rad [14]). No critical
obstacles have been encountered so far in the project.
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L. S. Nadolski∗ , G. Abeille, Y.-M. Abiven, N. Béchu, F. Bouvet, P. Brunelle, M.-E. Couprie,
X. Delétoille, S. Ducourtieux, S. Duigou, A. Gamelin, C. Herbeaux, N. Hubert, M. Labat,
J.-F. Lamarre, V. Le Roux, A. Lestrade, A. Loulergue, O. Marcouillé, F. Marteau, A. Nadji,
R. Nagaoka, M. Nouna, Y. Rahier, F. Ribeiro, G. Schaguene, K. Tavakoli, M.-A. Tordeux,
Synchrotron SOLEIL, L’Orme des Merisiers Saint-Aubin, BP 48 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France
Abstract

Table 1: Storage Ring Main Parameters

SOLEIL is both a 2.75 GeV third generation synchrotron
light source and a research laboratory at the forefront of
experimental techniques dedicated to matter analysis down
to the atomic scale, as well as a service platform open to
all scientific and industrial communities. We present the
performance of the accelerators delivering extremely stable
photon beams to 29 beamlines. We report on the commissioning of a superbend magnet replacing a standard 1.71 T
dipole with a 2.84 T narrow peak permanent magnet-based
dipole. It required local modification of the lattice to compensate linear and nonlinear optics distortions introduced by
the new magnet field. The latest measurements made with
a Multipole Injection Kicker are also reported. Work on
the NEG test bench and its dedicated front-end for a 10 mm
inner diameter vacuum pipe and other major R&D areas are
also addressed in the frame of the SOLEIL upgrade.

Parameters
Energy
Circumference
Natural chromaticities (H/V)
Natural Emittance
Number of Cells/Symmetry
Tunes (H/V)
RF frequency (harmonic number)
Total RF Voltage

Values
2.75 GeV
354.097 m
-53/-19
4.0 nm · rad
16/1
18.155 / 10.229
352.197 MHz (416)
2.8 MV

ACCELERATOR PERFORMANCE
Since January 2008, the synchrotron SOLEIL [1, 2] has
been providing external users with high stability, high flux
and high brightness photon beams. Among the 29 beamlines (BLs), 20 are on insertion devices (IDs), 9 on bending
magnets including 2 IR beamlines: 27 diverse IDs are daily
operated (gap/phase) by the users (2 in-vacuum in-vacuum
cryogenic permanent magnet undulators (CPMUs), 6 invacuum undulators (IVUs), 13 Apple-II type undulators, 4
electromagnetics IDs, and 2 wigglers). The overall facility
has been performing at a high level during the year 2021:
4935 hours (including 32 h of radiation safety tests) with a
beam availability of 98.4 % and a record meantime between
failure (MTBF) of 109 hours. All five operation modes were
delivered in top-up mode of injection (availability: 99.7 %;
MTBF: 25h) keeping the current within ±0.5% of its nominal value for the uniform and hybrid mode with a distribution
given by Fig. 1. The year 2021 showed a significant increase
of machine dedicated time (1431 h) to commission several
innovative systems as described in the following section.

MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
Lattice Modification for the ROCK BL Superbend
The storage ring (SR) lattice features a one-fold symmetry
based on a modified double-bend achromat structure [3]
allowing the space for 24 straight sections (see Table 1).
One of the long straight sections, SDL13, hosts two canted
∗
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Figure 1: Filling pattern distribution during the year 2021.
BLs accommodating a double beta waist in the vertical plane
for the simultaneous closure of the two 2 m long CPMUs at
5.5 mm minimum gap [4, 5].
Since August 2021, another major modification of the lattice has been introduced: the nominal 1.71 T dipole source
of the ROCK beamline was replaced with a superbend, an
permanent magnet 2.84 T dipole developed in-house (Fig. 2).
A full week was necessary to complete its commissioning
and the campaign of radiation safety test in order to qualify
the storage ring and all beamlines with the superbend. The
first photon beam was recorded by the ROCK beamline on
August 27, 2021; two days later a flux increase by a factor 7.4
was measured at a photon energy of 40 keV as predicted. The
additional focusing of the superbend was locally compensated using LOCO [6] and the strong chromatic contribution
of the high field sextupolar component was first corrected
globally before further MOGA-based [7] sextupole optimization enabling to recover most of the dynamic aperture and
then a better injection rate. The latest performance results in
an average total beam lifetime of 12 hours at 500 mA with
an injection efficiency closed to 86 % for the bare lattice.
TUPOMS005
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Additional losses are produced at the location of the ROCK
squeezed vacuum chamber aperture and scrapers have been
slightly further closed to concentrate the residual losses in
the over-shielded injection area.

pipes and its machinery the next year. The new station will
be fully compatible with the upgrade project of the accelerators and beamlines. Its environmentally friendly design will
save 50 % of the electricity consumption and 80 % of the tap
water consumption. Connection to the synchrotron building
is planned for mid-2024, during a dedicated shutdown. The
construction work activity is carefully monitored in term of
induced mechanical vibrations and potential impact on the
photon beam stability.

Other Improvements

Figure 2: Longitudinal magnetic field profile of the superbend (red) and nominal dipole (blue).

Towards Transparent Injection
Since January 2021, a new R&D pulsed magnet is installed in the storage ring: the Multipole Injection Kicker
(MIK) is the key element both for compact injection and
for reducing the residual closed orbit oscillations observed
by some beamlines each time the electron beam is injected
during top-up (typically every 2 to 3 min in uniform filling
pattern). Its commissioning is described in [8] and the latest results to quasi-transparent injection in [9]. The MIK
device kicks the injected beam by 2.2 mrad at an amplitude
of 10.3 mm from the stored beam in the horizontal plane
without producing any magnetic field on the trajectory of
the latter. Fine beam-based alignment resulted in a reduction of the stored beam disturbances from 30 % less than
2 % of the horizontal beam size. The residual magnetic
field defect in the vertical plane was thoroughly analyzed
and an active correction was designed using a single-turn
pulsed corrector located in the injection section. The experimental measurement of disturbance of the stored beam
is reduced from 250 % of the vertical beamsize with the
nominal four-kicker injection to the limit of detection using
new turn-by-turn high performance diagnostics [10]. The
injection with the MIK device makes the injection almost
completely transparent with improved injection efficiency
due to the lower requirement in term of dynamic aperture.
Heating-up observations of the MIK device and comparisons
with simulations are presented in [11].

Utility Upgrade
The main PLC controlling the aging cooling station supplying the fluids for the accelerators and beamlines was
replaced during last October shutdown, pending the construction of a new cooling station. This latter is funded by
the French economic recovery plan: all call-for-tenders were
issued in December 2021 and the civil engineering work of
the new T7 host building started early 2022 and will continue
until the end of this year before the installation of the cooling
TUPOMS005
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The MRSV (Visible Synchrotron Light Monitor) beamline was upgraded in January 2021 with a new extraction slit
mirror equipment and a more efficient cooling system: the
collected photon flux is increased by more than a factor of 2.
This diagnostic beamline is now being used to commission
innovative equipment like the turn-by-turn Kalypso Camera [10] and high resolution beamsize measurement using
polarization in preparation for the SOLEIL Upgrade. Efforts
are also being made to reduce the facility energy footprint.
Following the upgrade of 3000 modules of the RF system
solid state amplifiers (SSA), which increased efficiency from
48 % to 55 %, the multi-year renewal of SSA power supplies has begun: an expected efficiency increase will lead
to an annual reduction in consumption of up to 1.75 GW h.
Faced with the obsolescence of the Libera-Electron BPM
electronis, the chosen strategy [12] consists first of all in
modernizing the fast orbit feedback system (FOFB) presently
embedded in the BPM electronics. The selected platform
is based on micro-TCA technology which will comply with
the SOLEIL Upgrade requirements with lower latency time
aiming at a DC–1 kHz correction bandwidth. Its commissioning is expected late spring 2023. The BPM electronics
will then be upgraded in a time frame of two years before
the upgrade dark period.

UPGRADE PROGRESS REPORT
The SOLEIL Upgrade project is currently in the Technical
Design Report Phase (TDR). The project [13–15] is divided
into 2 phases of 5 years each for accelerators, beamlines and
related infrastructure, 20 years after the facility was open
to users, keeping SOLEIL competitive and complementary
with the ESRF-EBS. The new reference lattice features a
84 pm · rad natural emittance with 30% coupling using white
noise excitation. The lattice provides 100 times brighter
beams, and adapted beamlines keeping the broad energy
range of the present SOLEIL, from THz to hard X-rays.
In phase 1, priority is given to 6 beamlines needed to be
relocated (2 IR, 1 UV, 2 soft X-ray BLs, 1 tender X-ray BL)
and flagship BLs benefiting fully from the small emittance.
The other BLs will get upgraded in the second phase only.
If funding were received early 2024, the dark period could
begin in August 2027 for 18 months. After a commissioning
period of 6 months, high brightness and coherent photon
beams will be available for all 29 beamlines by summer
2029.
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TDR Lattice
As described in [16], the unique 7BA-4BA lattice has
been modified to fit the present IVUs by increasing the short
straight sections to 3 meters while keeping the ring geometry
compatible with the present shielding walls. All dipoles, reverse bends and quadrupoles are permanent magnets; lattice
tunability was improved, first mechanical integration was
achieved. The 20-cell ring presents a 2-fold symmetry. The
MIK-based injection is housed in a single long straight section. The opposite section will host a 5-meter long undulator
dedicated to produce low energy-photons. The other two
long straight sections are equipped with a quadrupole triplet
at their centers to generate a double vertical low-beta waist.
One of them will accommodate two canted CMPUs of the
present long high stability nano-beamlines. The combined
long dipoles of the 7BA cells are divided in 3 parts to allow
the central part to be replaced by a superbend for a limited
number of BLs. The overall performance of the TDR lattice
is reported in [16], robustness studies in [17].

Injection
The Top-up injection uses, as a key component, a miniaturized MIK device, where the beam is injected at 3.5 mm from
the axis in the horizontal plane [18]. To achieve high injection efficiency a new full energy booster ring is required [19]
(5.2 nm · rad, 25 ps RMS bunch for 3 MV, 14BA lattice). Injection efficiency of 100 % is not yet fully reached in the
presence of all injection and multipole errors. Building the
thick extraction injection septa in permanent magnet is being considered to drastically reduce the time jitter in the
horizontal plane.

Operation Modes
500 mA in uniform filling pattern is considered as the
primary mode of operation. Time resolved experiments
will benefit from single bunch, and 8 symmetrically spaced
bunches (possibly 16 or 32 under study). The hybrid mode
was discarded since the transient beam loading in the harmonic cavities strongly degrades the beam performance. The
short beam lifetime (2-3 hours) and the IBS (Intra Beam
Scattering) effect make the use of a harmonic cavity mandatory. The main RF system is based on four ESRF-EBS
normal conducting cavities. The harmonic RF-technology
is being evaluated among passive superconducting, passive
and active normal conducting systems. The stability limits
of superconducting system is given in [20].

Magnets
A very large variety of magnets must be built: 41 types,
7 superbends with 3 T or 1.7 T magnetic field for a total
number of 1296 magnets. Their design and prototyping are
actively progressing. The final design of the 3-part dipole
prototype will be launched as well as the second quadrupole
prototype without correction coils. A 8200 T m−2 sextupole
integrating dipolar correctors and a 100 000 T m−3 octupole
with normal and skew quadrupole corrector capacity will be
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A05: Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

launched. The cross-talk between magnets (yoke-to-yoke
distance 50 mm) and the photon beam extraction require
careful evaluation due to the high compactness of the lattice.

Vacuum System
The minimum magnetic bore diameter of 16 mm allows a generic chamber to be defined with a 12 mm of
inner diameter. Dipole vacuum vessels are critical to design with 1.945 kW to dissipate and a high power density
(60 W mm−2 ): the simple round tube with soldered/brazed
cooling pipe version had to be discarded. For every achromat a generic chamber was designed based on copper alloy (Cu-OFS or CuCrZr) made of 3 parts: keyhole shape
with antechamber (with a 3 mm gap between the 12 mm ebeam and the 16 mm photon-beam pipes), crotch absorber
with standard pumping in direct copper. Additional thermomechanical simulations are underway to ensure that the temperature never exceed 40 °C for compatibility with the magnet thermo-shims. Impedance issues were considered at an
early stage of the conception. Design of a specific RF-Gate
Valve with VAT company which integrates a MO flange
adapter [21] with a modified RF mechanism reduced to a
16 mm bore diameter. Wake fields and wake loss factors
are simulated to choose the best mechanical candidate and
optimized the NEG type and coating thickness. The proofof-concept phase for high-stakes chambers has begun to
evaluate any technical showstoppers with potential technical
partners for vacuum chambers and absorbers. Consideration of resistive wake field and gas scattering lifetime led to
the choice of a full distributed Ti-Zr-V NEG coating with
an average thickness from 0.5 to 1 µm targeting an average
pressure lower than 1 × 10−9 mbar at 500 mA to be reached
for an integrated dose of 100 A h. In the framework of a
collaboration with SAES Getter, Photon Stimulated Desorption (PSD) yields for 3 different 1 meter long-chambers with
63, 20, 10 mm diameters were studied and the yields were
compared before and after activation of a standard NEG. No
down-scaling issues were identified with standard 1 µm NEG
coating. The sorption capacity in small diameter chambers
is comparable to published data of standard chambers.

Undulators
As regards the IDs, most of them will be re-used at the
restart of SOLEIL with minor technical changes for the existing IVUs. For the soft X-rays polarized photon beamlines,
the choice between the 2 APPLE-II of the straight section
or DUAL undulator is being considered. Construction of
DESIRS undulator is considered as a priority since SOLEIL
Upgrade cannot house the previous 10 m long ID HU640. A
candidate could be a 5 meter long permanent magnet DELTA
AP250 device providing photons from 5 to 40 eV with at
least 95 % of linearly and circularly polarized photons. The
other existing insertion devices will be gradually replaced
by a new generation of CPMUs. Photon extraction for lowenergy photon remains a challenge since the small diameter
vacuum chambers intercept most of them.
TUPOMS005
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Abstract

and 𝑤𝑡 define a different scaling for the dispersion and tunes.

A new optics correction application (Fit and Improvement
of Linear Optics, FILO) was designed and set in place for the
ESRF-EBS storage ring. The widely used software LOCO
is not available at ESRF and despite a few trials to set it
in operation, it has been decided to write a new code. The
application is flexible, may be used via the control system
simulators and is adapted to a user friendly operation thanks
to a wizard mode. Some features of LOCO are copied over,
some others are yet to be implemented. The measurement
of on and off-energy response matrices using slow or fast
steerers is integrated in the same application. Results obtained with this application are presented together with an
overview of the future developments.

INTRODUCTION
Optics correction are necessary at synchrotron radiation
storage rings (SR) to reach and maintain the user service
mode (USM) properties in terms of beam equilibrium emittance, coupling and lifetime. The data necessary to perform
optics corrections are either BPM turn by turn data [1] or
orbit response matrix and dispersion [2]. We describe in this
paper the matlab [3] application set up at ESRF to perform
the second kind of measurements. Experimental results
of ESRF-EBS optics correction and measurements can be
found in [4, 5].

OPTICS CORRECTIONS FOR EBS
The optics of the ESRF-EBS storage ring are corrected
routinely upon each restart of the accelerators. These corrections are not necessary during user operation, but only after
interventions on the magnets. Usually simply restoring orbit
and tunes is sufficient to recover the expected operational
performances in terms of beta-beating and coupling. Optics
corrections are intended here as the adjustment of normal
and skew quadrupole strengths based on the measurement of:
1) a partial orbit response matrix (𝑂𝑅𝑀 see Eq. (1) with 𝑥ℎ,𝑣
the orbit at the usable BPMs and 𝜃𝐻,𝑉 the steerers strengths)
and 2) the response of beam in the horizontal and vertical
plane to a shift of RF frequency (see Eq. (1)).
𝑂𝑅𝑀(ℎ,𝑣),(𝐻,𝑉 ) =

Δ𝑥ℎ,𝑣
Δ𝑥ℎ,𝑣
, 𝜂ℎ,𝑣 =
Δ𝜃𝐻,𝑉
Δ𝑓𝑅𝐹

(1)

The signals to be corrected to their theoretical values are
described by the vectors 𝐷𝑛,𝑠 in Eq. (2) and (3) where the
subscripts 𝑛 and 𝑠 refer to normal or skew, the weights 𝑤𝜂
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𝐷𝑛 = [𝑂𝑅𝑀ℎ,𝐻 , 𝑂𝑅𝑀𝑣,𝑉 , 𝑤𝜂 𝜂ℎ , 𝑤𝑡 𝜈ℎ , 𝑤𝑡 𝜈𝑣 ]

(2)

𝐷𝑠 = [𝑂𝑅𝑀ℎ,𝑉 , 𝑂𝑅𝑀𝑣,𝐻 , 𝑤𝜂 𝜂𝑣 ]

(3)

𝐽𝑛,𝑠 in Eq. (4) is the derivative of 𝐷𝑛,𝑠 for a given error.
𝐽𝑛,𝑠 =

Δ𝐷𝑛,𝑠
Δ𝑉𝑛,𝑠

(4)

The computation of 𝐽𝑛,𝑠 is performed numerically based
on the lattice model. The quantities 𝑉𝑛,𝑠 refer to any variable
that the user wants to use to fit the lattice model such to reproduce the measurements. This usually include the normal
and skew quadrupole correctors gradients, beam position
monitors scale and rotation errors, steerers gains and tilts.
The fit is performed using an singular value decomposition
𝑐𝑜𝑟
pseudo-inversion in order to compute the values of 𝑉𝑛,𝑠
that would yield a vector 𝐷𝑛,𝑠 as close as possible to the
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 .
measured one 𝐷𝑛,𝑠
𝑐𝑜𝑟 = 𝐽 −1 (𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 − 𝐷𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 )
𝑉𝑛,𝑠
𝑛,𝑠
𝑛,𝑠
𝑛,𝑠

(5)

The values of the fitted variables (sometimes assumed
as measured lattice errors) are included in the optics model
to create a fitted optics model. This model is then used to
compute the skew and normal quadrupole corrections in two
possible ways:
• applying the fitted normal and skew quadrupole errors
to the lattice, or,
• in the general case of correction locations not strictly
identical to the errors fit locations, computing the
normal and skew quadrupole resonant driving terms
(RDTs) and correcting them as described in [6].

MEASUREMENT
The procedure to perform optics correction is the following:
1. measure initial emittances
2. measure an orbit response matrix with a given subset
of steerers and BPMs
3. measure the frequency response at the same BPMs
4. select a series of variables to fit the measured quantities
5. prepare 𝐽𝑛,𝑠 (see later sections)
6. construct a fitted lattice model
7. compute normal and skew quadrupole corrections
8. plot expected results for inspection by the user
9. apply correction
10. measure the final emittances and dispersion
TUPOMS006
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ORM Measurement

Jacobian Computation

The measurement of the 𝑂𝑅𝑀 requires particular care
due to the specificity of the ESRF-EBS magnets. The correctors are of two kinds: stand alone and additional coils on
sextupoles. There are 288 horizontal and vertical steerers
𝜃𝐻,𝑉 . Despite acting on the same yoke, all the steerers and
correctors are mostly decoupled providing the required field
(horizontal steerer, vertical steerer or skew quadrupole) without visible contributions to the other multipole components.
However, all fields manifest hysteresis effects. In particular, when setting a steerer to a given value and returning
it to its original setting the final orbit is different from the
original one. The orbit residual is small (∼1 µm), but over
a whole partial 𝑂𝑅𝑀 (64/288 steerers) measurement the errors are accumulated, making the orbit drift from its initial
position and thus sampling different optics. For this reason
the measurement sequence is the following for each steerer:

The computation of the large matrices 𝐽𝑛,𝑠 may be specified and run within the application in three different ways:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

measure the initial orbit 𝑥(ℎ,𝑣),𝑖𝑛𝑖
set the given steerer to 𝜃 = 𝜃0 + Δ𝜃
measure the orbit
set the given steerer to 𝜃 = 𝜃0 − Δ𝜃
measure the orbit
set the given steerer to 𝜃 = 𝜃0
measure the final orbit 𝑥(ℎ,𝑣),𝑓 𝑖𝑛
correct the Δ𝑥(ℎ,𝑣) = 𝑥(ℎ,𝑣),𝑓 𝑖𝑛 − 𝑥(ℎ,𝑣),𝑖𝑛𝑖 orbit using
the steerer concerned if 𝑠𝑡𝑑(Δ𝑥(ℎ,𝑣) ) is above a given
threshold (0.1 µm).

When the measurements are started from an empty machine
(no beam) correctors cycling is performed, powering all
steerers to +2Δ𝜃𝐻,𝑉 , then −2Δ𝜃𝐻,𝑉 then to their operation
point. This action may be done with beam only for small
values of Δ𝜃𝐻,𝑉 . The ORM measurmenet may fail for unexpected reasons. The files that make the measurements are
made such that (with a manual intervention) a large part of
them may be recovered. The ORM measurement may be
performed via the DC Power supplies or the fast AC power
supplies used for the fast orbit feedback [7]. Both measurements are available via the FILO application with adequate
modifications to the user input. For example, among others,
the fast measurement may be performed at any stored current, while the slow one requires currents below 5 mA. It
is worth to mention that also for the fast RM measurement,
hysteresis issues make it necessary to correct the orbit after
each steerer modulation.
Off-energy Measurement It is also possible to measure
off-energy orbit response matrix. The software limits the
RF frequency shift in this case to avoid loosing the beam
(on a beam position interlock) at high current or too large
energy shift. Such measurements are used in [8] to determine optimal sextupole settings. Also in this case the user
input interface is modified for this specific measurement,
for example, reminding the user to manually return the RF
frequency to the initial setting.
TUPOMS006
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• using the analytical formulas in [9] (still under test)
• using the matlab parallel computing toolbox [10]
• using the ESRF slurm cluster [11]
In all of the cases the computation is done using AT [12]
based on the selected optics model and on the parameters
(BPMs, correctors, errors 𝑉𝑛,𝑠 , ...) selected via the interface. The large matrices (up to several Gbytes) are usually
computed off-line, ahead of the measurement and simply
loaded when required. If parameters are changed a new
computation is automatically triggered.
Hardware The application is developped in matlab2020b using AT [12] for optics calculations and appdesigner [13] for the interface. A specific machine with 64
CPUs and Ubuntu20.04 operating system has been installed
to run the FILO application as fast as possible in control
room. This machine is used for other purposes when not
needed for operation. Due to the large size of the arrays
involved in the computation, the feature of matlab to exploit
the available cores for example for SVD is really appreciated.
On the other hand when using the matlab parallel computing
feature, the memory use is of the order of 1-2 Gbytes for each
core required for parallel computation, sensibly reducing the
reactivity of the interface.

USER INTERFACE AND WIZARD MODE
The application allows to select most of the parameters
relevant to the correction of optics and to save them for
later use as a configuration file. The parameters that may be
chosen are:
• steerers and BPMs to use for measurement (the non
usable ones are excluded a priori)
• error types and locations: normal and skew quadrupole
errors at sextupoles and quadrupoles, BPM and steerers
gain and rotation
• the part of the arrays 𝐷𝑛,𝑠 to use
• the elements to use to compute the correction
• the parameters for the computation of the fitted model
(𝑤𝜂 , 𝑤𝑡 )
• plotting and display options
The standard non-expert user is not required to specify any
of these parameters. She/He is instead prompted through a
wizard mode to set up the accelerator and verify the progress
of the measurement until the final correction. The user interface is depicted and explained in the following figures.
The initial panel in Fig. 1 allows selection of the global
parameters and gives the possibility to load/save the application settings. In this panel and always visible at the bottom
of the window, is the presently used TANGOHOST. This
allows to be able to verify immediately if the application
is running in the real accelerator or in the control system
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Figure 1: View of the FILO application initial panel with
global settings.

Figure 2: View of a FILO application wizard dialog box.
simulator [14]. The user usually presses the button ”Run
full sequence”. This triggers a wizard mode going from
measurement to correction and eventually verification. Messages such as the ones in Fig. 2 are prompted to ask the
user for non automated actions. In some cases, messages
are given simply as acknowledgment. Figure 3 shows the
progress of the measurement. The user is not allowed to
interact with the application while actions are taking place.
When the measurement is over the application immediately
fits the data to the selected (or default) optics model. This
action is visualized in a dedicated tab (Fig. 4). A similar
tab is shown during the computation of correction. Finally
the application asks the user (see Fig. 5) to apply or not a
given fraction of the computed normal and skew quadrupole
corrections. Setting this fraction to 0 later will remove the

Figure 3: View of the FILO application when measuring an
ORM.
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Figure 4: View of the FILO application during the definition
of a fitted optics model.

Figure 5: View of the FILO application final message before
sending new strengths settings to correct optics coupling
and dispersion.
correction from the SR if, for some unexpected reasons, it
has to be removed. After the measurement it is possible to
verify the fit quality by looking at the fitted and measured
dispersion and beta-beating visualized in dedicated panels.

CONCLUSIONS
The FILO application is presently operational and used for
several studies such routine optics correction, ORM vs stored
current and off-energy ORM. It is nevertheless cumbersome
and should be integrated in the control system similarly to
other applications. Namely this means a computational core
made from a Tango Device Server (potentially in python
[15]) and a separated user interface. The fluidity of the matlab user interface is in fact not at the same level of other JAVA
control room applications (the FILO application freezes).
The FILO application has been designed to allow flexible
measurement and correction of the optics for the EBS storage
ring. It is usable by non expert but has some graphical issues
probably linked with the large files handled and the wish
to exploit parallel computation within matlab. The FILO
application is mostly used by the authors during machine
development periods, thus not impacting user operation: It
will stand as an upgrade to previous solutions until a more
professional application is developed. The software is specific to EBS and it is not easy to migrate to other machines.
Also, no complete automation is provided, to maintain awareness in the user concerning the actions conducted during the
measurement and in all its different options.
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A LONG BOOSTER OPTION FOR THE ESRF-EBS 6 GeV STORAGE RING
S. Liuzzo, N. Carmignani, L.R. Carver, L. Hoummi, T. Perron, S. White
ESRF, Grenoble, France
Abstract
Despite the several fruitful upgrades undergone, the
present injector complex of the ESRF-EBS has a rather large
horizontal natural emittance at extraction of > 60 nm rad.
Several light sources [1–3] have adopted booster injectors
fitting in the same tunnel as the main SR. The study of such
an injector is shown in this paper for the ESRF-EBS. The
proposed solution is based on a DBA lattice structure with
five quadrupole families and two sextupole families. The
possibility to install this long booster on the internal wall of
the ESRF storage ring tunnel is assessed and the adequate
distances are analyzed. The possibility to keep the existing
injector is also considered in order to use this additional ring
as an accumulator ring. Injection and extraction schemes
are described.

INTRODUCTION
After the successful upgrade of the ESRF-EBS storage
ring (SR) lattice to HMBA [4] injection efficiency is below
the design, reaching at most 85% in User Service Mode
(USM) while the simulations predicted up to 95% injection
efficiency [5]. The simulations assumed a smaller injected
beam in the storage ring and larger errors than those observed in the SR. Also the measured dynamic aperture of
the EBS SR is about 1 mm less than the expected one (see
[4]). Moreover future upgrades will potentially have a detrimental impact on injection efficiency, such as the possibility
to reduce insertion devices minimum gaps below 6 mm. For
these reasons several options have been studied to upgrade
the injectors of the ESRF storage ring and in particular the
full energy booster, toward a lower injected beam horizontal emittance [6–8]. In this paper we study only one of the
options considered: a long booster fitting the same tunnel
of the storage ring. This option is not easily feasible due to
the limited space in the tunnel, but it is studied in order to
compare performances.

Table 1: ESRF-EBS Long DBA Booster Magnet Gradients
Required at 6 GeV
B
QF1
QD2
QD3
QF4
SF2
SD2

𝐿

𝐾𝐿

𝐾𝐵𝜌

3.5 m
0.6 m
0.6 m
0.6 m
0.6 m
0.2 m
0.4 m

98.1748 mrad
0.3822 1/m
-0.3992 1/m
-0.3065 1/m
0.3121 1/m
0.7034 1/m2
-2.5523 1/m2

0.5614 T
12.7489 T/m
-13.3172 T/m
-10.2232 T/m
10.4108 T/m
70.3909 T/m2
-127.7056 T/m2

(imagine for example septa dipoles). Considering the SR
magnets, about 1 m free space remain between booster and
SR. Further investigation will define the optimal value of the
harmonic number of the booster to allow maximum flexibility for the main SR filling patterns. The option to install the
booster at a different vertical height is also envisaged, but
not studied in the present document. The possibility to place
the booster on top of the existing storage ring is discarded
for geometry and maintenance issues.
The optics for one cell of the proposed ESRF-EBS long
booster are shown in Fig. 1.
Compared to classic DBA cells [9] there are only two sextupole families and the defocusing sextupole and quadrupole
in the center of the cell are swapped, to allow for larger separation and increased beta functions at the sextupoles. The
straight sections are kept, but may be shortened if needed.
The ring is composed of 32 cells, corresponding to the main
SR cells. The maximum magnet gradients presented in
Table 1 are easily achievable. The relevant parameters at
6 GeV are available in Table 2, in particular producing an
equilibrium emittance of 6.2 nm rad.

LATTICE
The double bend achromatic (DBA) lattice has been simplified and scaled to the appropriate length. Considering
a common RF frequency with the main storage ring, the
length is defined by the harmonic number of the storage
ring minus a given value. For the lattice presented here, the
main SR harmonic number is 992 and the booster harmonic
number is set to 979. This value is chosen as it gives a distance between the storage ring beam and the booster beam of
1.76 m, fitting within the minimum total available distance
of about 1.90 m and leaving 14 cm from the wall to be occupied by the magnet’s yokes. Even if this space seems limited,
ramped magnets have a smaller profile that standard magnet
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 1: Magnets layout for a 32 cells DBA booster injector.
Only two sextupole families will be required.
A total of seven synchronous ramped power supplies are
needed for: one dipole family, four quadrupole families and
two sextupole families. The magnets lengths are as much
TUPOMS007
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Table 2: ESRF-EBS Long DBA Booster Parameters at 6 GeV
Circumference
# cells
ramp
repetition rate
𝜖ℎ,6.0𝐺𝑒𝑉
vertical emittance
energy spread
momentum compaction factor
bunch length (I=0 A)
tune
natural chromaticity
operation chromaticity
Energy loss / turn
RF voltage
RF frequency
harmonic number
damping times

832.918 m
32
0.2-6GeV
4 Hz
6.24 nm
10 pm
8.60 10−4
6.24 10−4
6.10 mm
25.230 22.300
-53.90 -33.4
1.4, 2.2
3.2 MeV
9.0 MV
352.2 MHz
979
10.4 10.4 5.2 ms

as possible identical for each multipole, to minimize design
requirements to 4 magnets. Movers may be envisaged on
several or all quadrupoles to allow for orbit correction and
on several or all sextupoles to correct optics. Presently the
cell design does not require combined function magnets, as
the horizontal equilibrium emittance is already 6.24 nm rad.
Including a gradient in the dipoles is possible, and may be
tested in future versions of this design.
Figure 2 depicts a zoom of the injection region for the
booster and storage ring layout including an dummy transfer
line.

and synchronous to the main booster dipoles, to allow tuning
of the extracted beam energy.
Perturbations induced on the SR beam by the ramped
booster power supply have not been addressed at this stage.

Injection and Extraction
The relatively long space available in the straight sections
allows to introduce the on-axis injection and extraction elements. Figure 3 shows the extraction region, where a 3 mrad
kicker with a rise time of about 1 µs allows for extraction to
a septum placed at 16 mm from the horizontal beam axis.
A slow bump may be used (as it is presently the case at the
ESRF) to approach the beam at the septum blade, before
the extraction kick. The required strength for the extraction kicker is in this case strongly reduced. The solution
envisaged for the injection is identical and symmetric.

Figure 3: Trajectory of extracted beam in the horizontal
plane.

Dynamic Aperture
Figures 4 and 5 present the dynamic aperture (DA) and
longitudinal momentum acceptance (MA) for the booster
lattice at full energy with random errors of 70 µm and corrections as computed in AT [10] with tracking simulations
for 512 turns.

Figure 2: Survey of the extraction-injection region of the
EBS facility considering a full energy booster in the same
tunnel as the main storage ring.
The design is automatically rescaled as a function of the
selected harmonic number for the booster.
A dummy transfer line is matched to the correct geometry
and reasonable optics for display purposes. The line uses
the same dipoles of the booster lattice with modified field
to match the required geometry. Two septa of −25 mrad for
the booster to transfer line extraction and three septa (two of
25 mrad and one of 5 mrad) for the injection in the main SR
are included in the design. The passage off axis in the SR
injection quadrupoles is not considered for this transfer line
design (it is just a dummy transfer line, a dedicated optic has
not been studied). The transfer line is imagined as ramped
TUPOMS007
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Figure 4: On-energy dynamic aperture starting at center of
straight section and tracking a 6 GeV beam for 512 turns
with errors.
Assuming 1 mm thick stainless steel elliptic vacuum chambers with apertures of 30x10mm everywhere the dynamic
aperture feels a good fraction of the available space.

Working Point
To define the optimal working point and verify the tunability range of the lattice, tune and chromaticity scans are
performed. Figure 6 shows an example of such studies.
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Figure 5: Momentum acceptance with and without errors
for 2 cells of the DBA lattice for a long EBS booster injector
or accumulator with 𝑉𝑅𝐹 = 7𝑀𝑉.

Figure 6: Average local momentum acceptance and D.A. at
injection vs tune working point. The size of the circles is
proportional to the horizontal negative DA; the maximum
and minimum are marked by red text.
In the image, the circle sizes correspond to DA and the
color to the average local momentum acceptance over 2 cells
at 6 GeV. Iso-horizontal-emittance lines are also drawn and
show a sharp dependence of the natural horizontal emittance
on the horizontal tune. Small (1 µm) random errors are set in
all quadrupoles and sextupoles to make more sensitive spots
visible. The adjustment of the lattice is possible in the whole
range studied, with an optimum for 𝜈ℎ,𝑣 = [0.15, 0.35]
range in both planes. Optimal tunes and chromaticities are
presently set as in 2. Tunes could be moved to (0.23, 0.30)
accepting a small degradation on the horizontal emittance.

Errors and Corrections
For the correction of orbit, three movers on the first,
central and last quadrupoles in the cell may be envisaged.
Movers on quadrupoles are presently in use at the ESRF
booster and proved to be very effective [11]. Movers instead
of correctors also allow to have corrections at all energies
during the ramp and avoid the installation of dedicated correctors in the lattice. Presently the optics includes eight
beam position monitors (one for each quadrupole) per cell.
Those may be reduced to 4/6 bpms per cell with later studies,
considering the correct phase advance between bpms. The
present setup is imagined to allow individual quadrupole
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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beam based alignment. The correction of optics could be
performed assuming horizontal and vertical movers on sextupoles for quadrupole and skew quadrupole field generation (the dipole contribution from sextupole movements is
ignored, as orbit correction will recover it). In the simulations presented the optics corrections are omitted. Errors
of 70 µm rms (truncated at 2𝜎) are set in all magnets and
a full commissioning-like set of simulations is performed
following [5] and shown in Fig. 7. The injection efficiency is
considered for on-axis injection and with an injected round
beam of 500 nm rad, 1 mm bunch length and 1.0 % energy
spread, originated from a 0.2 GeV Linac [12].

Figure 7: Off-energy max(𝑥 > 0) dynamic aperture for 10
lattices with errors of 70 µm rms in all magnets and correction of first turns, orbit, tunes and chromaticity.
Injection efficiencies of 100% (linac to booster) and orbit and optics correction at the level of 3rd generation synchrotron light sources are achieved for each seed.

CONCLUSIONS
A booster injector for the EBS storage ring has been designed to fit the same tunnel of the main SR. The emittance provided at full energy by this booster design is below
6.3 nm rad and allows for injection efficiency of ∼ 100% in
the main SR storage ring [4]. The DBA lattice design is very
flexible and tunable and has still large margin to reduce the
required magnet gradients keeping the overall performances.
Simulations of commissioning-like corrections and tuning
exploiting magnets on movers instead of electromagnet correctors, show that the design is tolerant to errors. The same
design could be used as an accumulator instead of a booster,
with fixed magnetic fields, if swap-out injection is needed.
The definition of transfer line optics and the assessment of
the impact of eddy currents are still to be performed.
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LIFETIME CORRECTION USING FAST-OFF-ENERGY RESPONSE
MATRIX MEASUREMENTS
S.M. Liuzzo, N. Carmignani, L.R. Carver, L. Hoummi, T. Perron, B. Roche, S. White
ESRF, Grenoble, France
Abstract
Following the measurements done at MAX-IV [1], we try
to exploit for the ESRF-EBS Storage Ring (SR) off-energy
response matrix measurement for the optimization of Touschek lifetime. The measurements performed with fast AC
steerers on- and off-energy are analyzed and fitted producing
an effective model including quadrupole and sextupole errors. Several alternatives to extrapolate sextupoles strengths
for correction are compared in terms of lifetime. For the time
being none of the corrections could produce better lifetime
than the existing empirically optimized set of sextupoles.

INTRODUCTION
The ESRF-EBS SR Touschek lifetime is optimized routinely using an empirical approach [2]. In the recent paper
by Olsson et al. [1] it was shown that it is possible based on
on- and off-energy orbit response matrix measurements to
determine a set of sextupoles able to improve the lifetime,
by correcting the off-energy optics of the SR.
Having seen the promising results presented, the Nonlinear optics from off-Energy Closed Orbit (NOECO) technique
shown in [1] is applied to the EBS SR. This paper reports
about the initial simulations and the preliminary results obtained during the first two dedicated experimental shifts.

NOECO CORRECTION
The NOECO correction exploits the dependence on sextupole strengths of the off-energy orbit response matrix. A
cor is computed based
set of normal sextupole correctors 𝐾sext
on two off-energy orbit response matrices (ORM) and dispersion (𝜂ℎ ) measurements by solving the following system
of equations using a SVD pseudo-inverse:
𝑉=

(𝑂𝑅𝑀, 𝛼𝜂 𝜂ℎ )+𝛿 − (𝑂𝑅𝑀, 𝛼𝜂 𝜂ℎ )−𝛿
𝜕𝛿
𝜕𝑉
𝑉measured − 𝑉model =
𝐾 cor
𝜕𝐾sext sext

(1)
(2)

where V is a vector including the variation of all the ORM
elements and horizontal dispersion with respect to an energy
deviation 𝛿 and 𝛼𝜂 is a weight to determine the relative
balance among ORM and 𝜂ℎ correction (initially set to give
similar amplitude to the dispersion response compared to
the ORM and then empirically tuned). Only the diagonal
blocks (horizontal response to an horizontal steerer and vertical response to a vertical steerer) of the ORM are used.
The Jacobian 𝜕𝑉 /𝜕𝐾sext is computed numerically using the
Matlab [3] version of Accelerator Toolbox (AT) [4]. In the
analysis all the BPMs are considered equal and no weight
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 1: Lifetime before and after NOECO correction for
10 simulated lattices including errors and corrections with
identical 𝛼𝜂 and number of singular values. Three seeds out
of ten require ad-hoc tuning of 𝛼𝜂 and number of singular
values in order to improve the lifetime.

Figure 2: Local momentum acceptance for the first cell of
the EBS SR for the design lattice without errors, a lattice
with errors and the same lattice with sextupole corrections
computed using NOECO.
factor is used. For the details of the correction we refer to
the original paper.

SIMULATIONS
Simulations of the NOECO correction were done in AT
using lattices with realistic errors and corrections based
on a commissioning-like simulation loop [5]. For most of
the seeds considered the computed lifetime improved after
NOECO correction, as shown in Fig. 1. With a change of
the singular values or of the weights 𝛼𝜂 , seeds 2, 4 and 8
had their simulated lifetime improved compared to the one
without NOECO sextupole correction. The local momentum
acceptance for the first cell of the SR is compared in Fig. 2
before and after correction to the one without any errors.
The NOECO correction effectively restores the ideal momentum acceptance. The injection efficiencies contextually
computed for each seed do not show significant variations
(<1%). The sextupole errors present in these lattices are
taken from a random Gaussian with standard deviation of
0.35% of the main sextupole field as defined by the magnet
TUPOMS008
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design simulations [6]. The sextupole corrections strengths
obtained with NOECO are of the same amplitude but uncorrelated. The corrections are small compared to the main
magnet gradients, and well within the available power supply
limits. An energy shift of 0.33 % is used in these simulations.

MEASUREMENTS
Given the promising results in simulations, two dedicated
machine time shifts were devoted to the test with beam of
the NOECO correction.
The capability to measure off-energy ORM and dispersion was included in the operation optics correction application [7]. Due to the large number of ORM necessary, the
ORM measurement was done using the Fast Orbit Feedback
AC steerers.

Fast Orbit Response Matrix
Fast ORM are measured exciting sequentially the 96 AC
steerers of the ring with a sine wave signal and detect the
resulting orbit variation amplitude at the same frequency
with the 320 BPMs in the ring. The excitation frequency
is 21 Hz such that it is well below the cut-off frequency of
the steerers limited by the screening effect by the vacuum
chamber. The average orbit is kept constant by running the
fast orbit feedback (FOFB) with reduced PID parameters
to have a slow time response (of the order of 1 second) as
described also in [7]. Measuring two ORM (horizontal and
vertical) takes approximately 5 minutes, which has to be
compared to approximately 1 hour required to measure the
response matrix with the legacy method using DC kicks.

Measurement Procedure
All measurements were preceded by an optics correction
(fitting of the measured ORM to the theoretical one [7]) to
determine the quadrupole (19 per cell) and skew quadrupole
(9 per cell) strengths for the model and by a chromaticity
measurement. The optics correction guarantees that the offenergy measurements are minimally polluted by initial optics
modulation. The measured chromaticity is used to match the
reference lattice chromaticity in order to provide the correct
tunes off-energy. Variations of frequency of 100 Hz were
applied in order to obtain the necessary 𝛿 = 0.33% energy
deviation, as used in simulations. Larger frequency shifts of
200 Hz were also tested without an evident gain in correction
performance.
All BPMs not providing appropriate signals (bad electronics, cabling issues, large rotations or scale factors, ...) were
excluded from the retrieved data. Finally 310 out of 320
BPMs are used to fit all the 192 sextupoles for the NOECO
correction. The ORM repeatibility was tested in the past and
showed variations of the computed correction below 1 %
when comparing two consecutive measurements. Considering the BPMs resolution of 80 nm at 10 kHz and the magnets
power supplies stability, the resolution of a fast ORM measurement is estimated to be better than ∼0.04 µmrad−1 . The
TUPOMS008
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Figure 3: Sextupole pattern set in the SR for test of the
NOECO correction scripts. The single magnet mistuned is
correctly identified by the correction algorithm.

Figure 4: Beam lifetime for the operation setting (red), with a
sextupole mistuned (yellow) and for several NOECO correction parameters (blue). The best set of correction parameters
is shown in purple.
expected maximum amplitude of 𝑉 ⋅ 𝛿 is for comparison
83 µmrad−1 .
Once the two ORM and dispersion datasets at +𝛿 and −𝛿
to compute 𝑉measured (see Eq. 1) were collected a Matlab
script would compute the Jacobian based on the present SR
optics. The same script would analyze the data collected
to apply the NOECO correction to finally provide a set of
sextupoles corrections to be set to the SR.

Tests of NOECO Correction
The first test was reduced to a single source of error, localized in a SF focussing sextupole. A random magnet was
selected and set to ∼ 50% of its nominal strength. The
pattern of sextupoles correction proposed by NOECO was
clearly indicating the specific sextupole as the source of
discrepancy in the measurement, as shown in Fig. 3.
The 𝛼𝜂 weight and the number of singular vectors used for
pseudo-inversion were varied to find the optimal ones. Settings with fixed chromaticity were also produced. Figure 4
shows the lifetime measured at high current and with fixed
vertical emittance at 𝜖𝑣 =10 pm, normalized to 200 mA.
The mistuned sextupole has a significant impact on the
beam lifetime, reducing it from 21 h to 3 h. The NOECO
correction restored in this test the lifetime to 14 h. This
is positive, as it proves that the algorithm can be used to
spot sextupole issues. However, the lifetime after correction
is not completely recovered. In fact all other sextupoles
apart the mistuned one are modified and by a larger amount
compared to the existing corrections, thus erasing their positive effect on lifetime [2]. This may be also due to lack
of reiteration of the correction, to a poor measurement (for
example not excluding some bad signal BPM) or to a lack
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Figure 5: Correction strengths of the first 115 normal sextupoles empirically optimized for operation and randomly
set to reduce the lifetime.

Figure 6: Beam lifetime for the operation setting (red), with
a sextupole correction to zero (red), with random sextupole
corrections (yellow) and for the best NOECO correction
(purple).
in the nonlinear part of the optics model. The same exercise
was done with a SD defocussing sextupole magnet. In this
case, the magnet was not identified individually, however
the lifetime was partially restored as for the SF sextupole
case. A further test was performed introducing in the SR
random sextupoles correction values (192 sextupoles) such
as to obtain a lifetime reduction. The values were chosen
empirically. For the peculiar configuration during measurements the Touschek Lifetime was reduced from 40 h to 10 h
by sextupole correction strengths extracted from a Gaussian
distribution with standard deviation of 0.4 m−2 (∼ 3% of the
main sextupole field). These are about ten times larger than
the values corrected in the initial simulations. The NOECO
correction was then applied and a sextupole correction setting was defined. The random setting and the computed
correction are presented in Fig. 5.
There is no correlation among the two settings, however
the lifetime after correction is almost as good as in the case
with all sextupole corrections set to zero, as can be seen in
Fig. 6.
Referring to Fig. 6 the lifetime for the empirically optimized operation sextupole setting is also shown. The
NOECO correction is again able to recover a good fraction of the lost lifetime due to the random sextupole settings,
but it is unable to reach the performances obtained by simply setting all sextupoles to their design gradients, thus not
applying any correction at all. The sextupole corrections
(obtained by empiric optimization) presently set in the SR
are about 1% of the main sextupole fields, three times larger
then the values used for simulations.
A final test was performed, starting from zero correction
strengths, to seek for an equivalent or improved operation
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 7: Beam lifetime for the operation setting (red), with
a sextupole correction to zero (yellow), with NOECO correction (blue). The best set of correction parameters is shown
by a green edge.

setting defined by NOECO. The zero correction strengths
settings has a purely periodic pattern, except for the 12 sextupoles adjacent to the injection. The individual calibration
factors of the sextupoles are included in such setting. Also,
all sextupoles are combined function with steerers and skew
quadrupoles, with a calibration curve taking in account also
the main sextupole main coil in order to provide the correct strengths for all multipoles. The sextupole currents are
thus not periodic, with variations up to more than 3% in
each family. In case the NOECO correction could find a
better solution than the one obtained by empiric optimization with specialized knobs, then a large amount of machine
dedicated time could be spared, avoiding empirical optimizations during storage ring restarts activities. The test was in
fact a failure. As shown in Fig. 7 the NOECO correction
could not produce any solution with lifetimes similar to the
ones used for operation. It could however, in some of the
cases tested, mildly improve the zero sextupoles correction
strengths setting.

CONCLUSIONS
The NOECO correction tested for the EBS SR has shown
a great potential in simulations and in spotting localized
sextupolar errors. Nevertheless it was not possible for the
moment to obtain a better sextupole setting compared to the
operational one. Future machine dedicated time will be devoted to further study the NOECO correction. In particular
those will take place after a better non linear model of the
lattice optics will be available. Slow ORM measurements
(without FOFB) with larger energy deviation at low currents
(to avoid safety interlocks) will be investigated. To obtain
the best possible measurement, refined and updated ORM fit
procedures will be investigated, in particular looking at the
BPM and correctors scale and rotation factors and applying
a more restrictive selection on the BPMs used for correction,
if needed. Individual BPM weights will be measured and
included as shown in the original work in [1]. A NOECO
correction including also skew sextupole components will
be considered. Finally, more iterations of the NOECO correction will be applied in a sequence until convergence of
the computed corrections.
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Abstract
USER-MODE OPERATION
The European Synchrotron Radiation Facility - Extremely Brilliant Source (ESRF-EBS) is a facility upgrade
allowing its scientific users to take advantage of the first
high-energy 4th generation storage ring light source.
In December 2018, after 30 years of operation, the beam
stopped for a 12-month shutdown to dismantle the old storage ring and to install the new X-ray source. On 25th August 2020, the user programme restarted with beam parameters very close to nominal values.
This paper reports on the present operation performance
of the source, highlighting the ongoing and planned developments.

Despite the restrictions due to the Covid-19 pandemic,
most beamlines were able to take beam on August 2020.
The main beam parameters, chiefly beam intensity, lifetime
and emittances, were already reached [9]. Since that date,
the beam was continuously delivered to the users. During
the second and third confinements in France, USM delivery was reduced to three and four days/week, respectively.

INTRODUCTION
The ESRF, located in Grenoble France, is a facility supported and shared by 22 partner nations. This light source,
in operation since 1994 [1 - 3], has been delivering 5500
hours of beam time per year on up to 42 beamlines. The
chain of accelerators consists of a 200 MeV linac, a 4 Hz
full-energy booster synchrotron and a 6 GeV storage ring
(SR) 844 m in circumference. A large variety of insertion
devices (in-air, in-vacuum and cryo-in-vacuum undulators,
as well as wigglers) are installed along the 28 available
straight sections. Bending-magnet radiation, now produced
by short bends and wigglers, is used by 12 beamlines.
Since 2009, the ESRF has embarked on an upgrade programme of its infrastructure, beamlines and accelerators.
The second phase (2015-2022), saw the design and the installation of a new storage ring based on a hybrid multibend achromat (HMBA) replacing the double-bend lattice
[4 - 7]. Reducing the horizontal emittance from 4 nm rad
down to 133 pm rad (Table 1) allows a dramatic increase
in brilliance and coherence.
Started in 2015, the project was conducted in four years
for the design, procurement and assembly. The down time
for the installation was slightly less than one year. After 6
months of commissioning, the beam was back for the users
on 25th August 2020, the target date [8 - 13].
Table 1: Main Parameters of the Old and New SR
Units
GeV
m

ESRF
ESRF-EBS
Energy
6
6
Circumference
844.4
844
Lattice
DBA
HMBA
Current
mA
200
200
Lifetime
h
50
23
Emittance H
pm rad
4000
133
Emittance V
pm rad
4
10*
(*) Vertical emittance increased from 1 to 10 pm rad.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A05: Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

Figure 1: First USM Day on 25th August 2020
and delivery in April 2022.

Beam Lifetime
Even though a vertical emittance of about 1 pm rad could
be achieved after coupling correction, the electron beam is
voluntarily blown up vertically in order to reach an operational lifetime. Tests performed with the most sensitive
beamlines indicated that 10 pm rad was an acceptable vertical emittance. Vacuum conditioning and optics tuning
[14] led to a stable operational lifetime longer than 20
hours with the emittance artificially kept at 10 pm rad by a
dedicated feedback loop (see Fig. 1).
Most of the electron beam losses are localized at the two
shielded collimators for radioprotection safety and to protect insertion devices from demagnetisation [15]. The efficiency of the relocation is around 50% instead of the
planned 80%. The closure of the collimators is tuned so as
to reduce losses on the undulators as much as possible, with
a maximum accepted reduction of the total beam lifetime
of 8%, with ID gap open. Beam loss references just after
the insertion devices were taken in 2018. The objective is
to maintain the same level of losses with undulators closed.

Beam Stability and Top-up
Despite the reduction of the horizontal emittance, the
beam stability fulfils today the beamline requirement. Associated to the slow orbit correction, a fast orbit feedback
stabilizes the orbit up to 100 Hz motion to a residual motion of 0.8% and 2.8% of the horizontal and vertical beam
size. A task force has been established to monitor and further improve the beam orbit against different sources of
perturbation. Those occurring during top-up injections are
disturbing and even preventing some beamlines from acquiring data during these (short) periods. Off-axis injection
TUPOMS009
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similar to the one of the old machine has been implemented
for EBS. Dedicated tests have been performed with the
most sensitive beamlines to characterize all injection-related sources of perturbation. Tuning of the injection perturbation damping system was a main priority during the
last months [16, 17]. For the septum, a feedforward compensation is very effective, correcting most of the orbit distortion with more than one order of magnitude. The disturbances induced by kickers in the horizontal plane (and
vertical by either coupling or tilted magnets) benefited
from the implementation of a slow ramping injection
kicker power supplies (70 μs instead of 1 μs). The damping
system is operational and drastically improve beam motion
and blow-up. Nevertheless, it still requires at least a factor
two in the reduction to make it acceptable for the most demanding beamlines. Improvements are still on going, but
the system is very close to its limit. The top-up frequency
has been reduced from one every 20 minutes to one every
hour, to limit disturbance to the beamlines. Today, this
problem is a limitation for the full exploitation of EBS.

Filling Modes
Since the start of USM, seven different modes have been
delivered (see Fig. 2). In mutibunch, (7/8+1 and uniform
modes), nominal parameters have been delivered, namely
an intensity of 200 mA for a lifetime greater than 20 hours
with a stabilized vertical emittance of 10 pm rad. However,
during first tests in 16 bunch filling mode, one of the kicker
ceramic chambers broke down due to overheating and mechanical weakness. As the increase of temperature is a direct consequence of the intensity per bunch and the number
of bunches, the delivery of time-structured modes took
place at a reduced current. The current was limited to the
equivalent power deposit in the 7/8+1 delivery (196+4
mA). The new slow power supplies of the injection kickers,
allowed to exchange the kicker ceramic chambers by existing spares with same design but coated with an increased
layer, in order to decrease the power deposit. The current
in 16 bunches could be increased from 35 to 75 mA during
machine time and delivered at 65mA. However, issues
with damaged RF fingers at the ends of one cryo-in-vacuum undulator imposed yet another limit on the total current in this filling mode until newly designed RF fingers
are installed.

Figure 2: Distribution of beam modes (nominal current in
red, delivered current in black).
TUPOMS009
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For time structure modes, the vertical emittance blow-up
is fixed at 20 pm rad in order to keep a reasonable lifetime
and maintain 1-hour top-up. All time-structured modes
have been delivered with a purity of more than 10-9 between the filled and empty buckets with a cleaning process
applied in the booster and occasionally in the SR.

RELIABILITY AND STATISTICS
Despite the installation of thousands of brand new pieces
of equipment and software, the reliability of the new accelerator complex is comparable to that of the old machine in
its last years (see Table 2 and Fig. 3). Operation was disturbed by a few long failures, mostly from sub-systems not
specifically linked to the EBS design (such as aluminium
NEG-coated vacuum chambers during commissioning,
failure of the RF master source and a damaged 20 kV high
voltage cable). Two problems of copper deposits in the SR
cooling system were observed during the first half of 2021.
The copper clogging in the orifice of the magnet flow meters has now been drastically reduced by regular checks of
the flowmeters and by improving the absolute filtration in
all cells. The copper deposits in the needle valve of the absorbers is temporary solved by increasing the flow rate.
Additional actions are in progress to solve both issues.
One of the most complex hardware to set up for operation was the magnet power supply (PS) system for which
we moved from shared PS to individual DC-DC converters
associated with a 360 V DC distribution network. Despite
the increased amount of equipment (more than 1000 PS)
and the complexity of the layout, the reliability of the system has been remarkable since the early days of operation.
It has mostly suffered from low-level control access weakness and from interfacing with the communication network, which are now solved. The hot-swap function, which
should even increase the reliability, has been successfully
tested and should be gradually put in operation.
The 13 HOM-damped single-cell cavities fed by klystrons and solid state amplifiers (SSA) have proved extremely reliable and were easy to condition to the nominal
voltage and beam current [18]. Nevertheless, during the
last run of 2021, an air leak occurred on cavity 7 coupler.
The coupler was first varnished and then exchanged. An air
leak appeared again on this new coupler after only a few
days of operation. It was varnished and the cavity put in a
passive mode after a sizeable modification of the waveguide network, the first ten cavities sharing the same klystron. To prevent this type of intervention and down time, it
is planned to feed each cavity with its own SSA in the upcoming years. The coupler was exchanged during winter
shutdown and reconditioned during the restart. No more
problems occurred since and the investigation of the ceramic did not show defects. The statistics for the two runs
of 2022 are excellent with a drastic reduction of the number
of failures and without long interruptions.
From January 2021 to May 2022, over the 6627 refills,
only 187 were skipped (2.8%). This good result should be
mitigated by the fact that with 1 hour toping up frequency,
the operator is able to follow the refills and intervene on
the fly to solve problems.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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4Th Harmonic Cavities

Table 2: Machine Statistics (until May 2022)
Availability (%)
Mean time between
failures (hrs)
Mean duration of
a failure (hrs)

2018
98.5
104.3

2020
96.1
46.0

2021
96.4
66.4

2022
99.5
137.2

1.60

1.80

2.42

0.63

4th harmonic RF system is being designed to lengthen
bunches (up to a factor 3) in timing modes, with the goal
of increasing the lifetime and maintain the top-up injection
frequency at 1 hour. It will consequently minimize the radiation losses onto the insertion devices and the total injected charge, which is a strong regulation limitation.
Bunch lengthening will also contribute to the brilliance increase allowing an operation without the large vertical
blow-up for the same lifetime. In addition it will help in
avoiding microwave instabilities, reducing the heat-load
and stress of critical chambers and improve injection efficiency. The design of an active damped copper cavity is
progressing well. Depending of the project priority, the system could be in operation in 2026.

Injector Upgrade

Figure 3: Distribution of failures in number and time.

OPERATION-RELATED DEVELOPMENT
The priority of the first year of operation was to consolidate the operation of the new SR. Along sizeable machine
time devoted to the understanding of equipment behaviour
and to correct malfunctioning, a dense development programme of insertion devices for the upgraded beamlines is
taking place [19]. The accelerator division has also progressed with new projects in order to continue to improve
the availability, stability and brilliance of the source.

New Ceramic Chambers
Since the start-up of EBS, the ceramic chambers of the
kickers and shakers turned out to be weak points, leading
to drastically limit the current in timing modes. A programme to re-design and manufacture new chambers with
different production techniques is ongoing. New chambers
should be available in 2023. Retrieving reliable and full
performance in time structure is a priority for operation.

Solid-State Amplifiers (SSA)
Presently, the first 10 RF cavities are fed by a single klystron transmitter [18], with a spare ready to take over. Due
to the obsolescence of klystrons and in order to improve
the redundancy and flexibility to repair, these will be replaced by 10 SSA. The amplifiers are already in production and will be progressively put in operation until 2026.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A05: Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

Further reducing the injection perturbation is important for
the nano-focussing beamlines. In parallel to the development of the damping system, new injection schemes are
under evaluation. A solution based on non-linear kickers
looks promising [20]. The present injector underwent a series of upgrades during the last decade [2]. Depending of
the injection scheme, a larger upgrade is envisaged and different solutions are being studied [21]. Among them, a new
booster lattice using the same configuration with more
quadrupole families is under study and could be implemented without large modifications. By reducing the horizontal emittance from 83 to 54 nm, it is expected to improve the injection efficiency, presently at about 70%.
Spare magnets and vacuum chambers are also needed to
ensure a long-term reliable operation.

Mini-Beta Optics
High-energy (i.e. high-undulator harmonics) experiments
could benefit from an improved brilliance achieved with
low-gap short undulators installed in the middle of a
straight section, associated to reduced beta functions. This
project still requires more beam dynamics study and a test
bench will be installed in ID31 for this purpose.

CONCLUSION
After one and a half year of dismantling, installation and
commissioning, the ESRF is back to normal and reliable
operation with a largely increased brilliance. Despite the
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, users recovered the
beam on the scheduled day and with remarkable performances. Since then, the operation was stabilized with
downtime and machine availability similar to those of the
old source. Time structure operation and the reduction of
injection perturbation are the main remaining issues. Several projects are also ongoing to further push the performance.
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A. Jankowiak, B. Kuske, A. Meseck, M. Titze, M. Sauerborn, J. Viefhaus, J. Völker
Helmoltz-Zentrum Berlin, BESSY, Berlin, Germany
Abstract
Since 2020 a detailed discussion about a BESSY II successor is ongoing at Helmholtz Center Berlin (HZB) and its
user community in order to define the science and layout
of the new facility. Still free locations close to BESSY II
have triggered a discussion about a greenfield project, but
in-house upgrade solutions have also been investigated. As
a special boundary condition, BESSY III has to meet the
requirement of the Physikalische Technische Bundesanstalt
(PTB) for radiation sources for metrology applications and
bending magnet sources for tender X-rays. A Conceptional
Design Report is in preparation. Here, we give a status report
including a first parameter space, technical specifications
and a first candidate for the linear lattice.

THE BESSY III REQUIREMENTS &
OBJECTIVES
A first sketch of the upgrade discussion of BESSY II
with its user community and the envisaged parameter space
has been given in [1] and is briefly summarized in Table 1.
The main objectives and also largest changes compared to
BESSY II are the increase of energy up to 2.5 GeV and the
decrease of emittance down to 100 pm rad, motivated by the
science case request for diffraction limited radiation with
adjustable polarisation up to 1 keV photon energy from the
1st undulator harmonics.
Table 1: Main Parameters of BESSY II and BESSY III
Parameter
Energy
Circumference
# of straights
Emittance 𝜖0
𝛽𝑥,𝑦 in straights
mom. comp. 𝛼𝑝

BESSY II

BESSY III

1.7 GeV
240 m
16 with 5.0 m
5 nm rad
(1.2, 1.2) m
7.0e-4

2.5 GeV
∼ 350 m
≥ 16 with 5.6 m
100 pm rad
< (3, 3) m
> 1.0e-4

Further demands on the lattice are under discussion. For
example, small 𝛽𝑥,𝑦 functions of < 3 m in straights and the
operation of round beam in order to match the electron beam
and photon beam phase space within the undulators. And
the momentum compaction 𝛼𝑝 was chosen to be >1.0 × 10−4
in order to achieve reasonable bunch length and lifetime and
not be dominated by collective effects. Owing to capacity
reasons, at least one bending magnet source within the sector
is also needed to deliver radiation in the soft-to-tender range,
e.g., 1 keV to 10 keV.
The developments on ”TRIBs / Two orbit operation” over
the last years at BESSY II [2, 3] motivate the task to study
∗
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such beam optics and operation scheme for BESSY III and
investigate the impact on the achievable parameters compared to a standard user mode with one orbit [4].
Due to the long standing partnership since BESSY I
(1981) with the PTB, Germany’s national institute for standards & metrology, an absolutely mandatory demand on the
BESSY III facility is to provide a radiation source, usable as
primary radiation standard, i.e., an absolute, predictable and
traceable radiation source for metrology purposes. For that
the deflecting, magnetic field around the source point has to
be known to highest precision and be accessible for a NMR
probe measurement. As the measurement sensor itself has
certain spatial dimensions of (10 x 10 x 10) mm3 volume, a
purely homogeneous magnet field is required at least for this
volume or along the orbit of the electron beam. This is best
realized with a purely homogeneous dipole magnet, which
has to be included in the lattice. A combined function bend
with gradient, i.e., changing magnetic field in the horizontal
plane, which is often used in the mulitbend-achromat (MBA)
unit cell, is therefore not a good choice. The request for the
homogeneous metrology bend strongly influenced our lattice design process towards a first baseline lattice, which
will be mainly discussed in this contribution.

THE BESSY III LATTICE DESIGN
APPROACH
The development process towards a first baseline lattice
for BESSY III could be broken down into three steps, which
will be explained in the following.
• First tries, technical limitations & the choice for a
Higher Order Achromat (HOA),
• 1st milestone lattice: ”Simplest HOA” with only two
chromatic sextupole families and integer tunes,
• 2nd milestone lattice: first non-linear optimization.

First Tries, Technical Limitations & HOA
First lattice attempts like a 16-period 9MBA based on
the ALS-U design or a 18-period 5MBA resulted in very
ambitious magnetic specifications, which have triggered a
discussion about the hardware limits and technical realization. Within the CDR phase, the decision has been made
to follow a more conservative ansatz and rely on already
existing magnet technology, e.g., conventional state-of-theart iron yoke electromagnet technology for multipoles. The
CDR magnet specifications have not been driven to technical
limits, and are listed in Table 2. Sticking to the technical
limits and keeping the circumference of ∼350 m a 6MBA
compared to 7- or 8MBA seems to be the best solution in
respect to emittance and the momentum compaction factor.
The 5MBA does not allow to implement a HOA with strong
TUPOMS010
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Table 2: Technical Limits for Magnets
Magnet type
homogeneous dipole magnet
combined fct. bend (2 pole)
combined fct. bend (4 pole)
quadrupole
sextupole
minimum spacing
bore diameter
vacuum pipe diameter

Max. Value
< 1.3 T
< 0.8 T and 15 T/m
< 0.8 T and 30 T/m
< 80 T/m
< 4000 T/m
0.1 m
25 mm
18 mm

focusing, i.e., the horizontal tune of 𝑞𝑥 = 0.5 would drive the
𝛽𝑥 function towards zero within the main bend of the MBA
unit cell, giving no stable solution and a phase advance of
𝑞𝑥 = 0.25 does not reach the envisaged emittance.
In order to deliver a robust design with good control of
non-linear beam dynamics, also with regards to TRIBs operation close to a 3rd resonance, we chose the Higher Order
Achromat (HOA) approach, fixing the phase advance between the two chromatic sextupole families within the MBA
unit cell.
Due to symmetry reasons, we decided to include the homogeneous metrology bend right from the beginning in the
MBA structure to have 16 completely symmetric cells as
starting point. In principle, there are then two configurations, shown in Fig. 1, how the metrology bend can be
implemented in a MBA structure.

quadrupol doublet or triplet to shape the 𝛽𝑥,𝑦 functions
within the ID and set the tune.
In order to set up the optics for the two lattices presented
in Fig. 1, we carefully investigated all three basic building
blocks (UC, DSC, MC) under the same constraints to come
up with the most reasonable solution.

1st Milestone Lattice - Linear Beam Dynamics
In a first step, we set up our 1st milestone lattices following strictly the HOA approach. That means that the phase
advance for the MBA UC was chosen to be 𝑞𝑥,𝑦 (UC) =
(0.4, 0.1), resulting for a 6MBA with 5 unit cells in a phase
advance of (2.0, 0.5). The phase advance of the section was
chosen to be (2.75, 0.8125) to achieve an integer tunes for
the whole ring of (44,13) in order to cancel all higher order
resonance driving terms. The two families of chromatic
sextupoles have been used to fit the chromaticity to zero.
By sticking to this strict constraints both lattice types
could be set up in best way and compared in detail. Here we
will only discuss some findings about the UC, depicted in
Fig. 2, whereas more detailed explanation about the basic
design choices for the BESSY III MBA lattice can be found
in [5]. Setting up the unit cell by equally distributed bending

Figure 2: UC for the CF (left) and SF (right) lattice.
angles between UC and DSC, have not allow to reach the 𝜖0
value and 𝛼𝑝 factor defined in Table 1. The impact on 𝜖0
and 𝛼𝑝 of the reverse bend have been studied for both lattice
types, shown in Fig.3. Due to the additional length given by

Figure 1: Combined function (CF) MBA unit cell lattice and
separated function (SF) (bottom).
In the upper plot the homogeneous bend (or separated
function bend (SF)) is placed at the beginning and end of
the MBA structure as matching bend. The inner unit cells of
the MBA structure are set up with combined function bends
(CF) as mainly used in most MBA lattices. In the bottom
plot the configuration is swapped. The inner unit cell bends
are homogeneous SF bends and the outer matching bend
is realised with vertical focusing as CF bend. Both lattices
have been set up, investigated and compared in detail.
All HO-MBA lattices consists of the same building blocks:
the central MBA unit cell (UC) with main bend, two chromatic sextupoles and vertical and horizontal focusing, the
horizontal one as reverse bend; the dispersion suppression
cell (DSC), which is mainly a slightly modified half unit cell
with the purpose to take out the dispersion for the straight,
and finally the matching cell (MC), i.e., the straight with
TUPOMS010
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Figure 3: Impact of reverse bend on emittance and momentum compaction factor for CF (left) and SF (right) lattice.
the DSC and MC, the momentum compaction factor for the
UC has to be ∼ 2.0 × 10−4 for the UC, to achieve an overall
value of 1.0×10−4 , which limits the reachable emittance. By
increasing the main bending length (reducing the bending
field) or decreasing the bending angle the emittance goal
could be achieved. For 16 straights, a section need to bend
by 22.5°, with a 6 MBA structure the matching bends with
2*2.25° and the main UC bends with 4*4.5°. In order to
reach the emittance of 100 pm rad, the bending angle for the
UC was decreased in the CF lattice down to 4.25° and for
the SF lattice down to 4.0° with magnetic field of 0.6 T to
0.8 T.
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Another important point was the arrangement of the different magnet types within the UC. For the CF lattice only
one permutation is possible. The horizontal focusing reverse
bend can be switched with the mainly horizontal correcting
sextupole, i.e., the outer one, so that the sextupoles would be
positioned next to each other. In this case the main parameters (UC length, emittance, momentum compaction factor)
change only by a few % whereas the integrated sextupole
strength needed to fit the chromatity to zero is increased by
25%. The arrangement for both UCs (CF, SF) have been
chosen in this way that the sextupole strength to correct
the natural chormaticity is minimised in order to introduce
non-linear magnetic fields as little as possible.
The best arrangement for the SF lattice is shown in Fig. 2.
Compared to the CF lattice, it is worth to mention, that the
mainly vertical correcting sextupole is close the main bend
instead of the vertical focusing quadrupole. An interesting
result is that the integrated sextupole strength for the SF lattice and so the sextupole length is reduced by 50% compared
to the CF lattice due to better 𝛽 functions and dispersion at
the positions of the sextupoles. The UCs are nearly equal in
length. The space saved with the combined function bend is
lost due to the larger chromatic sextupoles in the CF case.
For 3rd generation lightsources a CF lattice could achieve
a factor two smaller emittance, 𝜖0 = 𝐶𝑞 𝛾2 𝑗 𝐼5𝐼2 , compared to
𝑥
a SF lattice due to the increased damping partion number 𝑗𝑥 .
With the introduction of the reverse bend by the SLS2, which
also increases 𝑗𝑥 , same emittances become accessible with
an SF lattice with less integrated sextupole strength at nearly
same length.

2nd Milestone Lattice - Non-linear Dynamics
So far the 1st milestone lattice has still integer tunes and
is not optimised for non-linear beam dynamics. With our
first non-linear optimisation we tried to confine the tune
shift with momentum (TSWM) as well as with amplitude
(TSWA). The TSWM is shown for both lattices in Fig. 4
in dashed lines for only two chromatic sextupole families
and in solid lines with individual sextupole strength. The
idea was to use the existing non-linear elements, i.e., the
chromatic sextupoles, before introducing further elements.
Therefore another non-integer working point was chosen
and the chromatic sextupoles have been splitted. For the CF
lattice the innermost sextupole has the biggest impact on
the TSWM, whereas for the SF lattice it is the outermost.
By treating all sextupoles individually, the TSWM could be
reduced for the CF lattice from Δ𝑞𝑥 = 0.45 down to 0.16 at
Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 4% and for the SF lattice the TSWM could be reduced from Δ𝑞𝑥 = 0.32 down to 0.05. Currently the impact
of harmonic octuples is under investigation for the control
of the TSWA. The aim is to reach a tune confinement or
TSWM and TSWA behaviour similar to MAX IV or SLS2.0.
The first baseline lattices are shown in Fig. 5, both with a
circumference of ∼ 350 m, emittance of 100 pm rad and 𝛼𝑝
of 1.1 × 10−4 . The TSWM and TSWA indicate an advantages for the SF lattice with respect to non-linear dynamics.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A05: Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

Figure 4: TSWM for CF and SF lattice for 1st (two chromatic
sextupole families) and 2nd milestone lattice (individual chromatic sextupoles).
All lattice studies presented here have been done with OPA

Figure 5: First baseline lattices for BESSY III.
(great tool!). Misalignment and tolerance studies will follow
soon to verify the robustness of both lattices and further optimise the non-linear behavior with more sophisticate tracking
software as TRACY, elegant or madx.

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
A first baseline BESSY III lattice have been developed by
a deterministic lattice design approach. The basic building
blocks of a MBA lattice (UC, DSC, MC) have been studied carefully and combined to a robust sector cell (LEGO
appraoch) with reverse bend. The lattice with a homogeneous bend in the UC reaches similar parameters than with
a combined function bend.
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PROGRESS TOWARDS EEHG SEEDING AT THE DELTA STORAGE RING∗
B. Büsing† , A. Held, H. Kaiser, S. Khan, C. Mai, A. Radha Krishnan,
Zentrum für Synchrotronstrahlung (DELTA), TU Dortmund, 44227 Dortmund, Germany
Abstract
Seeding of free-electron lasers (FELs) with external laser
pulses triggers the microbunching process such that the spectrotemporal properties of coherently emitted FEL radiation
are under better control compared to self-amplified spontaneous emission. High-gain harmonic generation (HGHG)
based on the interaction of electrons with a single laser pulse
is routinely applied at a few FELs, and echo-enabled harmonic generation (EEHG) with a twofold laser-electron interaction has been demonstrated. Both schemes can be adopted
in storage rings for the coherent emission of ultrashort radiation pulses. Coherent harmonic generation (CHG) is
the counterpart to HGHG without FEL gain. It has been
employed at several storage rings and presently provides
ultrashort pulses in the vacuum ultraviolet regime at the
1.5-GeV electron storage ring DELTA operated by the TU
Dortmund University. EEHG, which allows to reach higher
harmonics of the seed wavelength, has not yet been implemented at any storage ring but is pursued at DELTA as an
upgrade plan. The paper presents the layout of the envisaged
EEHG facility, and it reviews simulation studies and the
technical progress towards EEHG seeding at DELTA.

ECHO-ENABLED HARMONIC
GENERATION (EEHG)
Based on a twofold laser-electron interaction, the seeding
scheme echo-enabled harmonic generation (EEHG) [1] is a
promising method to provide ultrashort radiation pulses in
the femtosecond regime of wavelengths in the extreme vacuum ultraviolet at storage rings. Co-propagating laser pulses
and electron bunches in two undulators (modulators) tuned
to the laser wavelength lead to energy modulations, which
are converted by dispersive chicanes after the modulators
into a complex density modulation, so-called microbunches.
laser

modulator

laser

r adiator

modulator
chicane

chicane
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Figure 1: Magnetic setup for EEHG, corresponding longitudinal phase space distributions and the final longitudinal
electron density.
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Here, the first chicane is strong and forms thin stripes
in the longitudinal phase space, while the second weaker
chicane generates the microbunches. These michrobunches
lead to coherent emission of radiation in the successive radiator tuned to a harmonic of the laser wavelength. The
scheme is depicted in Fig. 1.

EEHG AT DELTA
Currently the short-pulse facility at DELTA, a 1.5-GeV
storage ring operated by the TU Dortmund University, is
based on the coherent harmonic generation scheme (CHG)
[2, 3] where only one laser-electron interaction takes place.
Modulator, chicane and radiator are realized within a single
undulator U250 as shown in Fig. 2 (top). A Ti:sapphire
laser system enables seeding with 800 nm laser pulses or
their second harmonic.

Storage Ring Optics
To implement EEHG, the short-pulse facility needs to be
remodeled to create a long straight section where all components can be arranged directly in one straight section, see
Fig. 2 (bottom). The magnet positions were determined by
several boundary conditions regarding the beta functions in
the modulators to match the laser and electron bunch size,
an achromatic straight section to not disturb the longitudinal
phase space and to keep the optical functions outside the
modified section unchanged as to not influence the other
beamlines [4]. To fulfill all the requirements, simulations of
the optics of the present and future ring were performed with
the simulation code elegant [5]. The resulting main parameters of present and future ring are listed in Table 1 and Fig. 3
shows the beta functions of the two setups. Simulations of
the dynamic aperture have also been performed [6].
Table 1: Main Parameters of the DELTA Storage Ring
Parameter

Present

EEHG

electron beam energy
1.5 GeV 1.5 GeV
circumference
115.20 m 115.21 m
hor. tune
9.19
8.59
vert. tune
3.28
3.55
mom. comp. factor
4.9 ⋅ 10−3 4.7 ⋅ 10−3
rel. energy spread
7 ⋅ 10−4 7 ⋅ 10−4
hor. emittance
16 nm rad 22 nm rad
max. hor. beta function
45 m
22 m
max. vert. beta function
51 m
25 m

MAGNETS
The quadrupole magnets as well as the girders and power
supplies of the present setup will be reused. The 10° dipoles
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Figure 2: Present (top) northern part of the storage ring with an undulator separated into three parts for CHG and the future
modifications to enable a long straight section for EEHG (bottom) with dipoles in blue and quadrupoles in orange.
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Figure 3: Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) beta function 𝛽 versus longitudinal position 𝑠 of the present optics
(blue) and the future EEHG optics (red). Inside the modified
area (gray), the maximum beta function is reduced by more
than a factor of two. Outside the EEHG region the beta
function does not change significantly.

Simulations of the laser-electron interaction were performed using elegant to define the parameters of the chicanes [8]. The strong first chicane will consist of five magnets of three different lengths and alternating polarity to
reduce the maximal horizontal deflection, while the weaker
second chicane consists of four identical magnets. Simulations of the magnetic field using CST-Microwave Studio [9]
were carried out to specify the coil properties. The mechanical design of the chicanes is now fixed (see Fig. 4) and the
main parameters are listed in Table 3. The design of the
girders for the chicane magnets is under development.
1st chicane

92

1.

330 mm

are generated by powering the coils of the present 7° dipoles
with a higher current.

440 mm

110 mm

110 mm

Undulators
The currently used undulator U250 will be reused as radiator in the EEHG setup, and two new shorter undulators
U200 with an period length of 200 mm including their girders were procured and will be used as modulators. A test
bench to measure the magnetic field properties has been
built and one of the new undulators was characterized [7].
The main parameters of the undulators are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Main Parameters of the New Undulators U200 and
the Undulator U250
Parameter

2nd chicane
m
75
0.

m

U200

U250

pole gap
40 mm 50 mm
total length
1.85 m 4.85 m
period length
200 mm 250 mm
number of periods
7
17
max. 𝐵-Field
0.62 T 0.76 T
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A05: Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

Figure 4: Mechanical design of the strong first chicane (left)
and the weaker second chicane (right).
Table 3: Main Parameters of the Designed Chicanes
Parameter
total length
No. of magnets
max. current
max. 𝑅56
max. hor. deflection

1st Chicane 2nd Chicane
1.92 m
5
500 A
1.73 mm
11.15 mm

0.75 m
4
400 A
0.20 mm
5.38 mm

VACUUM CHAMBERS
Due to the small gap of the new undulators, new vacuum chambers with reduced height were manufactured for
these devices. New chambers to couple in the laser pulse
TUPOMS011
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and couple out the EEHG radiation in the 10° dipoles were
designed taking the laser beam size into account. A preliminary concept for the arrangement of newly manufactured
and existing vacuum chambers including necessary bellows,
beam position monitors, flanges for external vacuum pumps
and built-in pumps, was developed and is shown in Fig. 5.
Simulations of the vacuum concept are currently being carried out.

existing vacuum chamber
new vacuum chamber
modified vacuum chamber

beam position monitor (BPM)
bellows and valves

CONCLUSION
The upgrade of the short-pulse facility of the DELTA
storage ring from CHG to EEHG requires a modification of
about a quarter of the ring. Several tasks like simulations
of the laser-electron interaction and optics, procurement of
new undulators and vacuum chambers, and the design of the
chicanes, have been completed. A preliminary arrangement
of vacuum chambers and a concept of the vacuum system
was carried out. A twofold energy modulation of the same
electrons within one electron bunch was demonstrated with
the current setup. All these points look promising for the
first implementation of EEHG at an electron storage ring.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Figure 5: Chamber layout of the envisaged EEHG-based
short-pulse facility, reusing existing chambers (green), modified chambers (yellow) and introducing new chambers (red).
Beam position monitors (blue) as well as bellows and valves
(orange) are considered.

SUCCESSFUL TWOFOLD
LASER-ELECTRON INTERACTION
In 2017, a first experiment demonstrated that a twofold
laser-electron interaction can be achieved with the current
setup. The 400 nm laser pulses generated in a second harmonic generation (SHG) unit and the residual 800 nm laser
pulses were focused in the first and last section of the U250,
here serving as two modulators with a chicane in between.
The delay between the pulses can be controlled optically via
a delay stage and fine-tuned by the chicane. The used experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6. The successful twofold
energy modulation of the same electrons was verified by
measuring the influence on the generated terahertz radiation and on the beam lifetime. Further details can be found
in [10].
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Abstract
At the synchrotron light source DELTA operated by the
TU Dortmund University, the short-pulse facility employs
the seeding scheme coherent harmonic generation (CHG)
and provides ultrashort pulses in the vacuum ultraviolet and
terahertz regime. Here, the interaction of laser pulses with
the stored electron bunches results in a modulation of the
longitudinal electron density which gives rise to coherent
emission at harmonics of the laser wavelength. The spectral
and temporal properties of such coherent short pulses can be
manipulated by the seed laser and magnetic chicane properties. CHG spectra at several harmonics of the 800 nm seed
laser were recorded using an image-intensified CCD (iCCD)
camera and a newly installed XUV spectrometer. Numerical
simulations to calculate the spectral phase properties of the
seed laser from the observed spectra were carried out.

INTRODUCTION
Synchrotron radiation is a vital tool in studying the properties of matter in a variety of experiments, thanks to its
characteristics such as high intensity, collimation and tunable wavelength. However, the minimum pulse length is
limited by the electron bunch length which is in the order of
several tens of picoseconds. These pulses lack the temporal
resolution to probe the atomic processes taking place on
the sub-picosecond scale. On the other hand, conventional
mode-locked lasers can produce light pulses in the femtosecond regime but are usually of long-wavelengths. Coherent
harmonic generation (CHG) [1] is a technique that combines
the advantages of these two radiation sources to produce
coherent femtosecond light pulses of short wavelength.
CHG is similar to the high-gain harmonic-generation seeding scheme used for free-electron lasers (FEL), but without
the FEL gain in conventional storage rings [2–4]. As depicted in Fig. 1, CHG is based on a laser-electron interaction
in an undulator that is tuned to the seed laser wavelength
(modulator). This results in a sinusoidal modulation of the
electron energy, which is transformed into a density modulation (microbunches) via a magnetic chicane. In a subsequent
undulator (radiator), the microbunches produce coherent
emission at harmonics of the laser wavelength. Since the
laser pulse only modulates a very short slice of the electron
bunch, the resulting coherently emitted pulse will also have
a pulse length comparable to that of the laser pulse.
The power of the CHG radiation at the 𝑛th harmonic of
the laser wavelength 𝜆 is given by
∗
†
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Figure 1: Magnetic setup for CHG, corresponding longitudinal phase space distributions and final longitudinal electron
density.

𝑃𝑛 (𝜆) ∼ 𝑁𝑒2 𝑏2𝑛 (𝜆)

(1)

where 𝑏𝑛 is the bunching factor and 𝑁𝑒 is the number of
modulated electrons. For the CHG scheme, the bunching
factor is given by [5],
𝑏𝑛 = |𝐽𝑛 (𝑛𝐴𝐵)|𝑒−

𝑛2 𝐵2
2

(2)

where 𝐴 = Δ𝐸max /𝜎𝐸 is the relative energy modulation amplitude and 𝐵 = 𝑅56 𝑘𝜎𝐸 /𝐸0 is the dimensionless chicane
parameter. Here 𝑅56 is the matrix element of the chicane
describing its longitudinal dispersion, 𝐸0 is the nominal
beam energy, 𝜎𝐸 is the rms energy spread and 𝑘 = 2𝜋/𝜆.
When seeded with a laser pulse, the energy modulation amplitude 𝐴 follows the pulse shape of the laser. Due to this
non-uniform energy modulation, the chicane parameter influences the pulse shape of the CHG radiation. As can be
seen in Fig. 2, at an 𝑅56 of 45 𝜇m (green line) where the
bunching is maximized, the resulting CHG radiation will
be a single bell-shaped pulse. For stronger chicanes, e.g.
100 𝜇m (red line), microbunching occurs for the electrons
with a lower energy modulation at the head and tail of the
modulated slice, while the electrons at the centre with maximum energy modulation are overbunched. Consequently,
this results in separate pulses originating from different longitudinal positions. This allows one to manipulate the CHG
pulse shape by tuning the laser and chicane properties, as
demonstrated in the case for FERMI [6].
The spectral content of the CHG pulses does not only depend on 𝑅56 , but also on the wavelength distribution along
the seed pulse. A laser pulse can be expressed in the frẽ
quency domain in terms of spectral amplitude 𝐸(𝜔)
and
spectral phase 𝜙(𝜔)
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Figure 3: (Left) Simulated CHG spectra for a seed pulse
with zero frequency chirp. (Right) Simulated spectra for a
seed pulse with strong chirp.
Figure 2: Intensity plot of theoretical bunching factor as a
function of longitudinal position and chicane strength 𝑅56
(top). Bunching factor squared as a function of time along
the specified lines in the top figure (bottom).

̃
𝐸(𝜔)
= |𝐸0̃ (𝜔)|𝑒−𝑖𝜙(𝜔)

(3)

, where 𝜙(𝜔) can be expanded into a Taylor series as
1
𝜙(𝜔) = 𝜙(𝜔0 ) + 𝜙′ (𝜔0 ).(𝜔 − 𝜔0 ) + 𝜙″ (𝜔0 ).(𝜔 − 𝜔0 )2
2
1 ‴
+ 𝜙 (𝜔0 ).(𝜔 − 𝜔0 )3 + ... .
6
(4)
Here, the second-order term 𝜙″ , called group delay dispersion (GDD), introduces a linear frequency chirp to the
laser pulse. If the seed pulse is not chirped the successive
pulses have the same frequency which result in interference
fringes in the CHG spectra at high 𝑅56 values as shown in
Fig. 3 (left). Instead, if the seed pulse has strong frequency
chirp, the successive maxima of the bunching factor would
result in maxima at specific frequencies in the CHG spectra,
see Fig. 3 (right)).
Studies exploring the spectral and temporal properties
of the CHG radiation have been carried out previously at
DELTA [7], but interpreting the spectra was difficult due to
the higher-order dispersion present in the seed pulses. In this
work, we attempted to include the effects of higher-order
spectral phase on the spectral and temporal properties of the
CHG radiation.

THE DELTA SHORT-PULSE SOURCE
At the university-based 1.5 GeV electron storage ring
DELTA, a short-pulse facility based on the CHG scheme is
being operated to produce ultrashort synchrotron radiation
pulses in the vacuum ultraviolet wavelength regime [4]. Relevant parameters of the storage ring, the undulators and the
laser system are given in Table 1.
Pulses from a titanium:sapphire laser system are focused
directly through a beamline into the electromagnetic undulator U250 or are frequency-doubled first. The 7 up-
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Table 1: Parameters of the DELTA Short-pulse Facility
storage ring circumference
electron beam energy
beam current (single-/multibunch)
horizontal emittance
relative energy spread (rms)
bunch length (FWHM)

115.2 m
1.5 GeV
20/130 mA
15 nm rad
7×10−4
80 ps

modulator/radiator period length
number of modulator/radiator periods
undulator periods used as chicane
max. modulator/radiator K parameter
max. chicane 𝑅56 (@ 800 A)

0.25 m
7
3
10.5
∼ 170 𝜇m

laser wavelength
pulse energy @ 800 nm
min. pulse length
repetition rate

800 nm
8 mJ
40 fs
1 kHz

stream/downstream periods of the U250 act as modulator/radiator for CHG with a chicane between them. A diagnostics
beamline is used to observe the spatial and temporal overlap of the laser pulse and the electron bunch with the help
of screens and a streak camera. The laser-electron overlap
is optimized by maximizing the intensity of THz radiation
from a dipole magnet downstream.

OBSERVATION OF CHG SPECTRA
The spectra of the CHG radiation are recorded using a
Czerny-Turner-type spectrometer equipped with an imageintensified CCD (iCCD) camera [8]. Wavelengths down to
190 nm can be recorded using this method, which covers
the 2nd , 3rd and 4th harmonic of the seed wavelength. For
observing even shorter wavelengths, a new XUV spectrometer was installed recently which can record spectra down to
30 nm [9]. Presently a MgF vacuum window blocks wavelengths below around 130 nm which needs to be removed
to probe CHG radiation at higher harmonics. Nevertheless,
with the current configuration, it is possible to record CHG
spectra up to the 6th harmonic (133 nm) of the seed wavelength. Shown in Fig. 4 are the observed CHG spectra for
the 2nd , 4th and 6th harmonic of the 800 nm seed without
(left column) and with (right column) frequency chirp. It
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can be seen that when seeding with an unchirped laser pulse,
pronounced spectral fringes appear at large 𝑅56 values as
expected. On the other hand, seeding with a strongly chirped
laser pulse results in a parabolic feature similar to the simulations. The asymmetry observed in the spectral features
may be attributed to the higher-order dispersion in the seed
laser pulse.

Figure 5: Observed and predicted CHG spectra for different
settings of the laser compressor at the 2nd harmonic of the
seed laser wavelength.
compressor and the GDD of the laser pulse was observed
(Fig. 6 (left)), while there was no clear trend for the TOD in
relation to the compressor length (Fig. 6 (right)). The results
suggest that the asymmetry visible in the spectra could be
due to a large negative TOD (> 40000 fs3 ) present in the seed
laser pulse because of the compressor under-compensating
the TOD introduced by the pulse stretcher. A more detailed
study using direct measurements of the spectral and temporal properties of the seed pulse, such as frequency resolved
optical gating (FROG) [12], is required to confirm the effects
of higher-order dispersion on the CHG spectra.
Figure 4: Observed CHG spectra for the 2nd , 4th and 6th
harmonic of the seed laser wavelength with unchirped seed
pulse (left) and with strong positive chirp (right).

COMPARISON WITH SIMULATIONS
The spectra of CHG radiation were simulated for seed
laser pulses with various laser spectral phases. Emphasis
was given to the effect of GDD and third-order dispersion
(TOD) (𝜙‴ in Eq. (4)) on the observed spectra. A convolutional neural network (CNN) [10] was designed using
TensorFlow [11] to predict the GDD and TOD from the
CHG spectra given as input. The CNN was trained on a
set of over 4000 numerically simulated spectra for different
combinations of GDD and TOD. Using the trained model,
the GDD and TOD were predicted from spectra recorded for
different spectral phases. The phase was controlled using
an optical compressor based on a pair of gratings. Figure. 5
shows the observed and predicted spectra using the CNN for
two different compressor settings.
The trained neural network could reconstruct the spectral
features observed for different compressor settings by predicting the GDD and TOD of the seed laser pulse. A linear
relationship between the distance between the gratings in the
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A05: Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

Figure 6: Predicted GDD and TOD values for different compressor settings. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of predictions from ten individually trained identical
models.
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NOVEL HIGH REPETITION RATE CW SRF LINAC-BASED
MULTISPECTRAL PHOTON SOURCE
P. Evtushenko†, Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf
Institute or Radiation Physics, Dresden, Germany
Abstract
We discuss a design of a CW SRF linac-based photon
facility for the generation of MIR-THz and VUV pulses at
high repetition rates of up to 1 MHz. The MIR-THz
sources would cover the frequency range from 0.1 to
30 THz with the pulse energies of a few 100 µJ. The use of
the CW SRF linac and the radiation source architecture will
allow for high flexibility in the pulse repetition rate. Conventional superradiant THz sources, driven by electron
bunches shorter than the radiation wavelength, would
cover the wavelength range from 0.1 THz to about
2.5 THz. A different approach is developed to extend the
operation of the superradiant undulators well beyond the
few THz. For this, a longitudinally modulated electron
bunch would be used to achieve significant bunching factors at higher frequencies. The proposed VUV FEL would
use the HGHG FEL scheme. It will allow the construction
of a unique, fully coherent, high repetition rate source operated with about 30 µJ pulse energy at the first harmonic
in the design wavelength range. An FEL oscillator, operating at a wavelength 3-5 times longer than the HGHG system, can generate the seed required for the high repetition
rate HGHG scheme.

HIGH-FIELD MIR-THZ SOURCE
The Radiation Source ELBE at Helmholtz-Zentrum
Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) is a user facility based on a
1 mA - 40 MeV CW SRF LINAC. ELBE operates several
high-repetition-rate IR and THz sources. Two FEL oscillators operating with a 13 MHz pulse repetition rate cover
wavelength range from 5 through 250 µm and can deliver
pulse energy of a few µJ. A superradiant undulator delivers
0.3 – 2.5 THz pulses at a few 100 kHz and pulse energy of
a few µJ and operates simultaneously with a single-cycle
coherent diffraction radiation source, which provides pulse
energies of a few 100 nJ. There is a strong interest from the
IR FEL and THz user community for pulse energies up to
1000 µJ! Another critical parameter of the required MIRTHz pulses is it's electrical field, which needs to reach a
few MV/cm level. To achieve the required high pulse energies, a design of a new facility is under development.
One part of the new facility concept is a conventional
superradiant undulator driven by a strongly compressed
bunch. It is planned to operate the new facility with the
bunch charge of 1 nC. It is also planned to use a secondorder bunch compressor to remove the 2nd order RF curvature imprinted by the 1.3 GHz LINAC. In this case, microbunching instability estimations suggest that it will be
___________________________________________
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possible to compress the bunch to about 200 fs (RMS).
This will allow to increase the pulse energy to about
100 µJ, but only in the frequency range up to about 2 THz
[1]. For the frequency range from 1.5 through 30 THz a
different concept is being developed. Here instead of a
strong bunch, compression longitudinal beam density modulation will be used. The scheme is inspired (naturally) by
the FEL interaction process. The proposed scheme will operate similarly to HGHG FEL radiating at the first harmonic or an optical klystron. First, the beam energy will be
modulated by a photon beam copropagating with the electron beam in an undulator-modulator. The energy modulation will be converted to a density modulation in a dispersive section. The modulation will be done at the wavelength of the desired radiation. We plan to operate such a
source in the wavelength range from 10 µm through
250 µm. HGHG FEL theory shows that to maximize the
beam bunching factor, the amplitude of the energy modulation needs to be comparable with the slice energy spread.
Linear, 1D micro-bunching instability theory predicts allows estimating the growth of the slice energy spread to
~ 50 keV for the 1 nC bunch when it is accelerated to
50 MeV. For the concept robustness we assume that the energy modulation amplitude up to 200 keV might be necessary. An assumption of 1 m long modulator-undulator leads
to the required amplitude of the modulating optical (MIRTHz) pulses of 40 MV/m with the pulse length of a few ps.
We argue that such modulating photon pulses in the
wavelength range from 10 µm through 250 µm, with the
requirements of (a) complete wavelength tunability and (b)
repetition rate of up to 1 MHz, can be generated only by an
FEL. Moreover, we intend to use the intracavity optical
pulse of an FEL oscillator to relax the electron beam requirements. FEL modelling based on the set of J. Dattoli’s
analytical formulas [2], aided by empirical correction factors introduced by S. Benson, shows that for any wavelength in the required range, the intra-cavity pulse can provide electrical fields of at least five times higher than the
required one. For such modelling we assume (a) the use of
an undulator with period of 100 mm and 40 periods, (b)
electron beam parameters as presently used at ELBE:
bunch charge of 77 pC, the RMS pulse length of 0.5 ps, the
longitudinal emittance of 50 keV-ps, and transverse normalized emittance in both planes of 10 mm-mrad, and (c)
an optical resonator with Rayleigh length of 1 m. We are
considering implementing such an optical resonator as a
ring resonator. Two undulators would be installed on the
ring-resonator; one for the FEL generation and another for
the high bunch charge beam energy modulation. A somewhat more detailed description of the proposed system layout can be found in [3].
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CW VUV FEL SYSTEM
On the landscape of synchrotron sources, the wavelength
range from about 50 nm through 250 nm is not covered by
any fully coherent (longitudinally and transversally), shortpulse (~ 100 fs), high-repetition-rate (MHz - class) facility.
This is the gap in the wavelength range between the
FLASH FEL facility operating at wavelengths shorter than
50 nm and the fourth harmonic of IR table-top laser systems. Such a source is proposed to be one of the key components of the new HZDR user facility.

LINAC and Electron Beam Parameters
Parameters of the electron beam play a crucial role in the
performance of free-electron lasers (FEL). Here single
bunch parameters and average beam current must be considered. The new photon source is envisioned as a user facility where very high reliability will be required. Hence,
proven accelerator and beam technologies are preferable.
We assume the use of ELBE accelerating modules [4]. The
modules are made of two 9-cell TESLA-type SRF cavities
and were initially designed at HZDR in collaboration with
Stanford University. Several such modules have been in
routine operation at the Radiation Source ELBE since 2001
and demonstrated reliable operation with an average current of up to 1.6 mA [5]. We are assuming the operation of
the SRF LINAC with an accelerating gradient of
12.5 MV/m.
An efficient FEL operation requires a transverse (geometric) emittance smaller than λ/4π. With the shortest
planned wavelength of 50 nm and 300 MeV necessary
beam energy, we obtain the requirement on the transverse
normalized emittance γλ/4π to be smaller than 2.3 mmmrad. Considering that some transverse emittance degradation during beam transport and bunch compression is inevitable, we plan for the transverse emittance at the injector
exit of about 1 mm-mrad. The required transverse emittance was demonstrated by APEX - the normal conducting,
VHF, CW electron gun developed at LBNL - which will be
used for the LCLS-II facility. The very high voltage
(400 kV) DC photo-electron gun developed at Cornell University has demonstrated transverse emittance smaller than
0.5 μm at a bunch charge of 77 pC. Calculations show that
such a combination of transverse emittance and bunch
charge should be obtainable with the 3.5-cell 1.3 GHz SRF
gun, which has been developed at HZDR [6].
Peak current is another critical parameter. For estimating
the VUV FEL performance, an RMS bunch length of
200 fs is assumed. Experience with existing or previously
operational accelerating system [7], supported by beam dynamics considerations, shows that such bunch length will
be reliably achievable for 100 pC bunch charge at the beam
energy of 300 MeV. It is envisioned that second-order linearization of the longitudinal phase space will be used.
One of the most critical, for an FEL, beam parameters is
the uncorrelated energy spread. Micro-bunching instability
estimations show that we shall expect the slice energy
spread to grow to about 100 - 200 keV when the electron
beam is accelerated to 300 MeV.
TUPOMS013
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Estimated FEL Parameters
Reliable estimation of realistic FEL parameters can be
made with the help of universal Ming Xie scaling [8]. Here
we use the set of parameters described in the previous section to estimate the performance of the possible VUV FEL
based on the existing SRF LINAC technology used at the
Radiation Source ELBE. The central role in the Ming Xie
scaling is played by the dimensionless parameter:
𝜌=

∙

∙

⁄

,

(1)

where 𝐾 is the RMS undulator parameter, 𝛾 is the relativistic Lorentz factor, 𝑛 is electron beam density, 𝑒 is the
electron charge, 𝑚 𝑐 is the rest mass of the electron, and
𝜆 is the radiation wavelength. For the wavelength range of
interest and assuming the electron beam parameters set as
described above 𝜌 is about 2.5e-3. It was shown [9] that the
saturation level of the FEL pulse intensity is described in
𝑃
, where 𝑃
terms of 𝜌 as 𝑃 = 1.6 𝜌 1 + 𝜂
is the peak beam power, and 𝜂 is the universal scaling function describing the reduction of the FEL efficiency due to
the finite electron beam quality. Assuming that wavelength
tuning is performed by changing the beam energy while
≈ 1, where maxikeeping the undulator parameter 𝐾
mum FEL gain is achieved, we estimate the pulse energies
on the order of 30 μJ for the entire wavelength range of
interest. The universal scaling also allows estimating the
undulator length necessary to achieve the saturation intensity. This is described in terms of the gain length parameter
𝐿 = 𝜆 ⁄4𝜋 √3𝜌, where 𝜆 is the undulator period. Numerical modeling, in agreement with experiments, has
shown that about 20 gain lengths are necessary to achieve
the saturation intensity when FEL starts from noise. When
the FEL process begins with a non-negligible bunching
factor present in the electron beam, the required undulator
length becomes shorter depending on the combination of
the electron beam parameters. Assuming an undulator period of 25 mm, and the set of electron beam parameters described above, we estimate the undulator length for the saturation to be about 9 m.
A byproduct of an FEL operation is the generation of coherent harmonics. Both even and odd harmonics were experimentally observed. [10]. The power of the 2nd and 3rd
harmonics were experimentally shown to be at the level of
1 % of the power at the fundamental wavelength. Thus,
when an FEL operates near saturation with pulse energy at
the level of 30 µJ, it automatically generates radiation with
2- and 3-times shorter wavelength than the fundamental
one with the pulse energy at the level of 300 nJ. For the
system described here, this means that radiation with wavelength down to 16.7 nm (75 eV photon energy) would be
generated at such pulse energy levels at a repetition rate up
to 5 MHz. This presents a significant interest for the potential user community of the CW VUV FEL.

FEL Scheme
Two key ideas of the source under consideration are (a)
to provide fully coherent, transform-limited pulses with
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statistical and spectral properties better than the SASE process allows and (b) that availability of the high-repetitionrate CW electron beam allows the construction of an FEL,
which does not rely on a single pulse process. Thus, the
present baseline of the VUV FEL design is a high gain harmonic generation (HGHG) amplifier [11], with a seeding
FEL oscillator driven by the CW electron beam.
For an HGHG amplifier, a sub-harmonic optical seeding
pulse is necessary. For low repetition rate, normal conducting LINAC-based systems table-top laser systems are used
for seeding [12]. For an MHz-class repetition rate system,
most likely, a different solution will be needed. We plan to
study the capabilities and limitations of a possible table-top
laser-based seeding scheme when developing the technical
design. However, at this point, we consider an FEL oscillator operating at the wavelength 3 - 5 times longer than
the HGHG amplifier to be the first design option.
As mentioned earlier, we expect the uncorrelated energy
spread to grow to about 100 - 200 keV due to the microbunching instability. For optimal HGHG performance, the
energy modulation amplitude needs to be comparable with
the slice energy spread. For 200 keV energy modulation of
300 MeV electron beam within 1 m long modulator-undulator, a co-propagating optical beam with an optical peak
intensity of about 250 MV/m is needed. Assuming the radius of the optical modulating mode of 0.3 mm, which is a
few times larger than the radius of the electron beam for
stability and reliability reasons, leads to a peak power of
the optical mode of 20 MW, or the pulse energy of 16 μJ.
Modeling of an FEL oscillator shows that much higher optical peak power can be achieved by the FEL’s intra-cavity
pulse. We calculate the intracavity peak power, assuming
the same set of electron beam parameters as for the HGHG
amplifier, but used to generate radiation in the wavelength
range from 150 nm through 450 nm. We also consider the
use of broadband mirrors for the optical resonator to allow
easier wavelength tunability and consider bare aluminum
the primary mirror material candidate. Assuming 20 % total loss per round trip (10 % on each mirror), we calculate
the intracavity peak power of 780 MW at 150 nm and
500 MW at 450 nm. Assuming 30 %, round trip loss results
in 430 MW at 150 nm and 280 MW at 450 nm. Hence, an
FEL oscillator operating at a pulse repetition rate of about
5 MHz is considered the primary seeding source candidate
for the HGHG amplifier.

Driver Accelerator Configuration
The VUV FEL will need beam energy up to about
300 MeV. It is envisioned that a 5 MHz - 100 pC beam with
an average current of 0.5 mA will be needed to drive the
seeding oscillator. Another beam, interleaved with the first
one, generated by the same electron source and accelerated
in the same LINAC would be used for the HGHG amplifier. The pulse repetition rate of the second beam would be
flexible with the upper limit of 5 MHz. The overall average
current of the beam would be in the range between 0.5 mA
and 1 mA. The SRF LINAC modules used at ELBE can
accelerate higher average currents. The 1.6 mA operation
was demonstrated already, and we estimate that a reliable
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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2 mA operation is possible. We can use this capability of
the SRF LINAC to accelerate the CW electron beam with
an average current of up to 2 mA to make the accelerator
system more compact and less costly. We envision using
150 MeV LINAC in a recirculation set up similarly to the
Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF)
[13]. In our case, a two-pass recirculation setup would be
used. Estimates show that this would allow reducing the
system cost by ∼ 5 to 6 M€. The recirculation LINAC has
several beam transport elements not present in a singlepass LINAC. Two 180° arcs will be used to make the recirculation loop. The merger - the area where the beam
with energy between 5 and 10 MeV from an injector and
150 MeV beam from the recirculation loop are put to one
beam trajectory going into the LINAC for the first and second pass of acceleration, will be needed. At the exit of the
LINAC, a spreader separates the two beams with energies
of 150 MeV and 300 MeV without using any fast beam
switching elements. One fast beam separation system will
be needed to split the 10 MHz beam into the two beams –
for the seeding oscillator and the HGHG amplifier. A prototype of the RF separator was designed and is being manufactured at HZDR within the program of the new facility
development [14].
It is reasonable to expect that TESLA type SRF resonators, used within the ELBE modules, when prepared using
modern methods of cleaning and treatment, can operate
with the gradient of 12.5 MV/m (and even higher), essentially without field emission. The 150 MeV LINAC will
need six ELBE-type accelerating modules with twelve accelerating cavities in total. The total length of such a
LINAC would be about 22 m. Preliminary considerations
suggest that the entire recirculation LINAC system, including an injector and the recirculation loop, would fit into a
radiation enclosure with internal dimensions of about 41 m
by 11 m. Figure 1 shows the layout of the proposed CW
VUV FEL system schematically. The critical elements of
the system are shown to scale.

Figure 1: Schematic Layout of the VUV FEL system.

CONCLUSION
With the help of existing SRF LINAC (TESLA) technology used at HZDR by the Radiation Source ELBE in CW
mode, a new, worldwide unique photon source-user facility
could be constructed. Such a facility would allow combining in experiments high-field (>MV/cm) MIR-THz and
fully coherent, transform-limited VUV pulses at a very
high repetition rate. The two sources would operate simultaneously with < 100 fs synchronization level. HZDR will
complete conceptual and technical design reports of the facility within the next few years.
TUPOMS013
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PETRA IV STORAGE RING DESIGN
I. Agapov∗ , S. Antipov, R. Bartolini, R. Brinkmann, Y.-C. Chae, D. Einfeld,
T. Hellert, M. Hüening, M. Jebramcik, J. Keil, C. Li, R. Wanzenberg
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
PETRA IV [1–5] will be a diffraction-limited 6 GeV synchrotron light source with an emittance of 20 pm rad at DESY
Hamburg. The TDR phase is nearing completion, and the
lattice design is being finalised. The lattice will be based on
the six-bend achromat cell with extensive use of damping
wigglers. The key challenges of the lattice design are finding
the balance between emittance minimisation and non-linear
beam dynamics performance, and adapting the lattice to a
collider-type tunnel geometry of the PETRA facility, with
the long straight sections and low degree of superperiodicity. We present the lattice design and the beam physics
aspects, focusing on the beam dynamics performance and
optimisation.

OVERVIEW
Lattice Design Goals and Constraints
The next generation of photon science experiments would
greatly benefit from hard x-ray (10-50 keV) photon beams
with a high degree of transverse coherence and brightness
levels in excess of 1022 phot./mm/mrad/0.1%BW. These unprecedented levels of brightness and coherence are achieved
by using improved undulator technologies such as cryogenic
in-vacuum or superconducting devices, but first of all, by
generating electron beams of extremely low (tens of pm
rad) emittance. These levels are achievable in a 6 GeV synchrotron of 2.3 km circumference such as PETRA by employing the multi-bend achromat (MBA) lattices [6]. While
theoretically very low emittances (in the pm range) are possible, the design parameters are set taking realistic constraints
into account, that will be discussed further. Taking these
constraints into account, the goals were set to deliver emittances of below 30 pm rad and beam currents of up to 200
mA. In PETRA IV, similar to PETRA III [7], only part of the
lattice can be equipped with insertion devices. PETRA IV
will feature a new experimental hall with additional beamlines significantly increasing the total space available for
insertion devices (see Fig. 1). Outside of the experimental
halls, i.e. for about half of the circumference, the machine
should follow the existing tunnel. The tunnel has a width of
only about 3.1 m, which together with the need for cables,
escape routes, and other infrastructure elements, constrains
the machine geometry transversely to an envelope of about
10 cm. PETRA III was designed to make most use of the
limited number of ID straights. This was achieved by, first,
having a short DBA ( [8]) cell of ca. 23 m length that has
sextupoles removed, with the chromaticity correction distributed to the FODO cells of the rest of the ring; and second,
∗
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by extensively exploiting the so-called canting, i.e. operating two insertion devices in one straight, with a corrector
magnet used to introduce an angle (of 1 mrad, 5 mrad, or
20 mrad depending on location) in the electron trajectory
between two devices, thus separating the radiation cones and
allowing multiple beam-lines per insertion straight section.
While preserving the whole arrangement of source points
is impossible when no significant emittance deterioration is
allowed, many beam-lines can be kept, significantly simplifying the logistics when a ca. 23 m cell is adopted. For those
several beam-lines that feature a 20 mrad canting angle, the
dispersion generated in the straight is such that the influence
of insertion devices on emittance is prohibitively strong.
Canting angles larger than ca. 5 mrad are not compatible
with the low emittance ring design. Only moderate technological advances wrt. e.g. achievable magnet gradients are
permissible to allow project implementation in the nearest
future with minimal R&D effort on magnet technology.

Key Challenges
The design objective of the PETRA IV lattice is to maximize the brightness delivered by a portfolio of insertion
devices. As with all low-emittance ring designs, there is
a number of trade-offs to be considered: The most significant technical limitation in the low emittance ring design is
the maximum achievable quadrupole and sextupole strength.
Without this limit (and neglecting any nonlinear dynamics
limitations) the natural emittance can be made almost arbitrarily small. The maximum gradient is limited by the field
saturation limits of commonly available magnetic materials.
The field gradients can be further increased by reducing the
bore radius. With decreased bore radius the implementation
of the vacuum system becomes challenging and the effect of
impedance increases. These considerations lead to limiting
the maximum achievable magnet strength to about 115 T/m
and the minimum bore radius to about 9 mm. Another important factor is the relative length of insertion devices with
respect to the ring circumference (filling factor). Since the
emittance is generated in the arcs, its minimization could be
achieved by reducing the filling factor, while for maximizing the experimental throughput larger filling factor would
be beneficial. In practice, ID straight section length of approx. 5 m for a cell length of approx. 23–25 m is the best
compromise for PETRA IV. Further, emittance can be minimized by either extensively exploiting damping wigglers,
or creating lattices with a large partition shift (i.e. shifting
the damping from the longitudinal to the transverse plane).
Both approaches can at the same time lead to increased
beam energy spread. The energy spread is detrimental to
the brilliance. The exact effect depends on parameters of the
TUPOMS014
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Figure 2: Layout of the H6BA cell. The difference between
damping wiggler and undulator cells is only in the insertion
device used in the straight section.
Figure 1: Layout of the PETRA IV facility. Existing experimental halls (Max von Laue, Peter P. Ewald, and Ada
Yonath) will be reused. An additional experimental hall
(”Extension West”) will be constructed.

insertion device, the experiment performed, and the x-ray
optics, and is not discussed here. Energy spreads above 0.1%
are generally undesirable. Special attention is deserved by
the assessment of errors on the machine performance. All
light sources based on MBA lattices suffer from increased
sensitivity to alignment errors: strong focusing quadrupoles
in conjunction with strong sextupoles to compensate the
large natural chromaticity of these lattices create substantial
feed-down effect and machine instability with alignment
errors that are below what is realistically achievable. Socalled machine bootstrapping is required to set up and run
the machine. Demonstration of this procedure is necessary
for all future projects, and the experience of MAX IV and
ESRF-EBS showed that these procedures are adequate and
the design parameters can be adjusted in relatively short
time. Nevertheless the error analysis played an important
role in the PETRA IV lattice selection,and is discussed in
more detail in [9]. The storage ring feeds up to approx. 30
undulator insertions (photon beam can be further split to
allow more experimental stations). The storage ring will
operate in two modes: brightness mode with 1920 stored
bunches (4 ns spacing) with the total current of 200 mA and
the timing mode with 80 bunches and total current of 80
mA. Other operation modes consistent with 2 ns minimum
bunch spacing, single bunch current limitation of approx. 1
mA and total current limitation of 200 mA are conceivable.
Intra-beam scattering and Touschek effects contribute significantly to the emittance growth and the decrease of beam
lifetime. These effects are mitigated by having sufficiently
large number of buckets with a 500 MHz RF system and
single bunch lengthening with a 3rd harmonic (1.5 GHz
system).
TUPOMS014
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THE H6BA LATTICE
The storage ring has a geometry inherited from the HEP
programme of PETRA in the 1970s, which is unusual for a
synchrotron radiation facility. It has eight arcs, four straight
sections of approx. 108 m length, and four straight sections
of approx 64 m length. Each arc is composed of nine hybrid
six-bend achromat (H6BA) cells (see Fig. 2). Moreover,
some of the long straight sections feature insertion devices
of approx. 10 m length. Special triplet optics is used to
focus the beam in this insertion (see Fig. 3).

Achromats
Two cell types are used for the eight octants. One cell type
features a user insertion device (ID), while the other type a
damping wiggler (DW). The bending angle of each achromat
is 5∘ , the total number of achromats is 72. Due to geometrical
reasons the cell length of these two cell types are slightly
different. To keep some of the positions of source points of
existing undulator beamlines of PETRA III in the Max vonLaue Hall a cell length of 23 m has to be used there. This will
avoid costs for relocating existing beamlines. Achromats
with a length of 23 m will also be used in the new extension
hall West. In five octants a shorter cell length of 22.75 m
is required due to geometrical constraints of the existing
tunnel. In these cells damping wigglers will be installed.
These cells have an identical magnet arrangement with a
shorter ID straight. In addition the strength of quadrupole
magnets up- and downstream of the DWs have to be changed
to make the phase advances and the beta functions of both
cell types nearly equal.
A quadrupole triplet up- and downstream of the ID straight
is used to focus the beta functions to 𝛽𝑥 = 𝛽𝑦 = 2.2 m in the
center of the ID which is near the optimum beta functions.
The dispersion function at the IDs is zero to avoid emittance
contribution of the undulators when the gaps are closed. As
a compromise between small beta functions and a feasible
quadrupole design the maximum gradient in the triplet was
limited to 115 T/m. The other quadrupoles in the achromat
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have gradients of 100 T/m or less. Between the insertion
straight and the section for chromaticity correction there are
two dipoles with both longitudinal and transverse gradients
(combined-function magnets). A focusing quadrupole is
in between. All dipole magnets have a vertical defocussing
field. This makes the cell more compact and helps to increase
the horizontal damping partition number 𝐽𝑥 and reduce the
emittance. Both dipoles consists of four permanent magnet
blocks. The chromaticity correction section has a dispersion
bump which consists of a symmetric arrangement of four
quadrupoles with three sextupoles and two octupoles in between. The chromatic sextupoles are placed near the peaks
of horizontal and vertical beta functions. The octupoles are
installed near large horizontal beta function and dispersion
function to correct mainly the second order chromaticity.
Between the dispersion bump and a focussing quadrupole
in the center of the cell there is another combined-function
dipole which is longer compared to the other two dipoles.
It consists of six blocks of permanent magnets. The cell
is reflected m irror-symmetrically. The betatron phase advance between the groups of sextupoles is close to 𝜋 in both
planes. There are nine beam position monitors, and seven
orbit correctors per cell per plane.

Figure 3: A long straight section featuring 10 m long lowbeta insertions for the flagship IDs (north straight).

Damping Wigglers
The damping wigglers are considered to be part of the
cell optics, and bring down the lattice emittance from approx. 43 pm rad to 20 pm rad. This allows to have less
aggressive optics compared to e.g. seven-bend achromat
lattices: ultra-large circumference of the PETRA ring makes
the peak dispersion function of a seven-bend achromat lattice
smaller, thus resulting in the need for stronger sextupoles
and inferior beam dynamics. The damping wigglers allow
to recover the emittance at the cost of RF power and some
energy spread growth. During operation of PETRA IV the
users IDs contribute partly to the reduction of the emittance
if their gaps are closed. For the case that all gaps of undulators are open around 40 damping wigglers of 4.44 m length
and a sin-like field of 0.85 T would be needed to achieve 20
pm rad.

Figure 4: Injection straight (south east).
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Straight Sections
The eight arcs are connected by the long straight sections
of different t ypes. These straight sections are matched to
minimize their impact on the beam dynamics, as discussed
further. The long straights come in several types. First there
are four long straight sections (N, S, W, E) and three shorter
long straight sections (SW, NW, NE) that comprise low-beta
insertions at the beginning and the end of the straight, and
FODO-like matching in between. The long and short version
of such straight have similar design, and the long version
is shown in Fig. 3. The injection section in South-East is
shown in Fig. 4. It features a peak of the horizontal beta
function of 46 m where the injection septum is placed, thus
minimizing the footprint of the septum blade on the
acceptance. The RF will occupy the straight section N. The
lattice parameters are presented in Table 1.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Table 1: Parameters of the H6BA lattice (zero current)
Parameter

Value

Tunes 𝜈𝑥 ,𝜈𝑦
Natural chromaticity 𝜉𝑥 ,𝜉𝑦
Corrected chromaticity 𝜉𝑥 ,𝜉𝑦
Momentum compaction factor 𝛼𝐶
Standard ID space
𝛽𝑥,𝑦 at ID, standard cell
𝛽𝑥,𝑦 at ID, flagship IDs
Nat. hor. emittance 𝜀𝑥 with IDs
Rel. energy spread 𝛿𝐸 with IDs

164.18, 68.27
−230, −196
6, 6
3.3 × 10−5
4.9 m
2.2 m, 2.2 m
4 m, 4 m
20 pm rad
0.91 × 10−3
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Abstract
PETRA IV can benefit from the fine control of the girders
that carry the storage ring elements to achieve the design
beam performance. Based on the corrector magnet strength
pattern it is desired to realign girders to stay within the alignment tolerances. In the current PETRA III configuration, the
girders in the Max von Laue Hall are equipped for remote
alignment, however, those have not been moved since their
initial installation and the alignment system is currently not
connected to the control system. In preparation for PETRA
IV, a movement test of one of the PETRA III girders should
confirm the ability to safely and precisely remote control the
equipment based on an optics model that describes the effect of the girder movement on the orbit. This paper studies
the feasibility of this test and prepares an initial mock-up
experiment to be performed on a spare girder.

Girder re-alignment based on corrector current data has
been successfully performed in other machines [7]. The
reconstruction however depends on the actual machine and
its properties, like optics, phase advances and arrangement
of girders. Therefore, the procedure and model have to be
proven individually for each machine.
In PETRA III the Max von Laue Hall (MvL) is equipped
with girders that have a remote controllable alignment system
(see Fig. 1). However, here the girders are not moved during
beam operation, the system has only been used during the
initial installation of the elements in the tunnel in 2009.
Thanks to the large tolerances, potential movements or drifts
are well compensated by the orbit correction system.

INTRODUCTION
The PETRA III storage ring at DESY [1] is currently one
of the world’s brightest synchrotron light facilities in the hard
X-ray range. It is planned to be upgraded to PETRA IV [2,3],
which will be operated with an ultra-low emittance providing
diffraction-limited hard X-ray beams with more than two
orders of magnitude increase in brightness and coherence
compared to its precursor. Owing to the lower emittance,
PETRA IV will have a factor of two lower alignment and
aperture tolerances with respect to PETRA III. Nevertheless,
PETRA IV should be build within and extend the existing
infrastructure of PETRA III, where the buildings are based
on tunnels and halls from different construction periods.
Investigations at PETRA III related to long-term orbit
stability and its correlation to environment parameters, including the tunnel temperature and the mechanical movement of different tunnel segments with respect to each other,
revealed that without countermeasures the expected ground
motion could potentially impact the machine performance
of PETRA IV [1, 4, 5].
Similar to other light sources, the storage ring elements in
the lattice of PETRA IV will be placed on girders that mechanically connect and carry a group of elements, such that
those can be assembled, transported and aligned as a unit. In
order to counteract the misalignment introduced by ground
motion and temperature effects, the girders will feature a
remote controlled alignment system. Based on the corrector
strength patterns and a response matrix, alignment corrections will be applied to individual girders and so provide an
alignment stability within the required tolerances [6].
∗

Figure 1: Top: View of a girder installed in the PETRA III
tunnel downstream of an undulator (yellow element on the
left), carrying three quadrupole magnets. Bottom: Zoom of
the motor and encoders installed on the cam-based alignment
system connecting the supporting feet to the girder table.
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It is of crucial importance for the PETRA IV performance
prospects to understand the limits of the girder-responsematrix model and the accuracy with which this procedure
can be performed. Therefore, it was proposed to perform
a girder movement test in PETRA III in December 2022
just before the start of the winter shutdown. The knowledge
compiled in the preparation and execution of this experiment
concerning technical requirements and the automation of the
alignment is a valuable input for the design of the PETRA IV
system.
This paper evaluates the feasibility and risks of the controlled movement of a single girder in the Max von Laue
Hall. Identified challenges and limits are presented, as well
as the plans for a proceeding lab test on a spare girder.

BEAM-BASED GIRDER REALIGNMENT
A girder response matrix, based on the machine optics,
can be used to find the relation between girder offset (i.e.
collective offset of all elements on a girder) and the required
corrector settings to eliminate the effect on the beam orbit.
By inverting this matrix, systematic offsets in the operational
corrector currents can reveal locations of misaligned girders.
However, this requires that the matrix has full rank and is
non-singular.
The girder response matrix of PETRA III shows a good
ability for localised corrections. However, the limited coverage of correctors and the phase advances within the Double Bend Achromat cells lead to the fact that some girders
share certain corrector magnets, which influences the position resolution and the ability to clearly reconstruct the
misalignment of individual girders. In general, a girder misalignment is corrected by a combination of the few most
efficient correctors nearby. Simulations have shown that the
reconstruction of girder offsets works better in the horizontal
plane compared to the vertical plane.
The last survey measurements, taken in 2014, show that
the misalignment in the MvL Hall is dominated by girder
misalignment. Preliminary results of the girder position
reconstruction are in agreement with the survey data, but
show a more diffused localisation, distributed over a set of
adjacent girders.
Even though PETRA III is very different to PETRA IV
with respect to the response matrix and sensitivity to misalignment, it is important to prove that the model transforming orbit corrections into girder movements is adequate.
Especially the experience with the, for this purpose nonoptimised, optics helps to evaluate potential limitations in
the design phase and opens the opportunity to foresee countermeasures.

case technical limitations, especially concerning the installed
girder motors and vacuum system, have to be taken into account.

Girder Motors
All girders in the MvL Hall are equipped with cam movers,
motors and position encoders for precise positioning of the
electron beamline (see Fig. 1). The motors have been used
during the initial installation process of the girders in the
tunnel before the vacuum equipment was connected.
Currently the motors cannot be moved. The motors and
encoders have been sitting unused in the harsh radiation environment of the accelerator tunnel for years. Their individual
condition in terms of functionality, ageing and radiation
damage have to be examined before they are put back in operation. The system is not connected to the control system.
The only possibility to drive the desired position change is
connecting an external computer that runs the control software to an individual girder. The optimised position data
from 2009 is available to be used as reference and backup
point even if the girder’s encoder is damaged or lost its position information. As mentioned, the movement procedure
has not been performed for many years and needs thus be
validated again in a mock-up before moving any tunnel girder
(see below).

Vacuum System
The junctions of the beam pipe and vacuum system between the girders are connected with fixed joints. The bellows (see Fig. 2) that are installed, mostly around the undulators, can cope only with longitudinal movement. As shown
in Fig. 3, those bellows feature a stiff connection clamp that
allows to freely move longitudinally, but blocks any transverse movement. This design aims to protect the RF fingers
to lose contact and prevent movement against the undulator
chamber. However, it did not foresee any girder movement
or realignment after connection. Moving the girder would
not only cause forces to the bellow, but also upstream to
the fixed connection towards the undulator chamber and
the Beam Position Monitor (BPM), and downstream to the

IDENTIFIED CHALLENGES
Since general girder re-alignment is not foreseen in
PETRA III, several technical issues make a complete realignment of all installed girders in the MvL Hall difficult.
For this reason, the proposed experiment concentrates on
re-aligning only a single girder. Nevertheless, even in this
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Figure 2: Bellow installed in the tunnel downstream of an
undulator (left) followed by a BPM and upstream of a girder
(right) carrying a red quadrupole.
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magnets and survey monitoring, providing an optimal setup
for the here proposed experiment.
The girder itself can be seen as a rigid body that rests on
cam movers at both ends. The actual girder movement is
performed with motors and encoders that are installed on
the cam mover axis of the support feet (see Fig. 1).
A dry test sequence executing the following steps is foreseen:
• Equipping the support feet of the spare girder with
motors in the survey lab (which requires lifting off the
girder from the support).
• Initial test of the motor equipment and remote-control
software on the bare support feet.
• Installation of the spare girder on the support.
• Start, intermediate and end position measurement.
Figure 3: CAD model of the components inside the bellow.
The RF fingers are shown in light orange in the middle of
the picture, on the top and bottom between the two yellow
wheels the stiff connection clamp is shown as blue rods that
are placed in the green cylinders.
chamber in the following magnets and BPMs. A movement
within the elastic range of the guiding rods seems acceptable
in the order of up to ±300 µm [8].
In order to secure the vacuum equipment further and avoid
girder movements above the tolerance, the girder alignment
system features an additional safety installation that limits
the lateral movement between two girders by an electrical
connection (‘limit switch’).
The beam pipe has about one fix point per girder that
connects the pipe and the support structure either by a stiff
fixed metal plate that avoids movement in any direction or
by lying connections that allow longitudinal shifts. Between
fix points the beam pipe is hovering closely (down to the
order of tens of micrometers spacing) but without touching
the elements. A touching of the beam pipe and magnets
would lead to a mechanical connection and might cause
damage when the magnets move, e.g. by thermal expansion
when switching on/off the magnet current. It has to be evaluated by a visual inspection before any girder movement is
performed, whether there is enough space within the elements to perform the desired amount of movement without
touching.

PROPOSAL FOR DRY MOVEMENT TEST
The described technical issues make it risky to perform
this test immediately in the tunnel. In order to get more
familiar with the equipment, develop a safe procedure and
detect unknown problems, a dry movement test is planned
on the spare girder in a lab environment.
The available spare girder is been used for a transport
test, which requires it to be equipped with an aligned set of
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• Remote controlled movement.
• Evaluation of the error between executed and requested
movement.
Only if all these preparatory tests are successful the movement of an actual PETRA III girder in the accelerator tunnel
would be considered. The dry movement test is foreseen
from May 2022. For the dry test, but especially for the tunnel test, it is crucial to continuously monitor the performed
movement and vacuum related parameters to guarantee the
safety of the accelerator equipment.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The feasibility to remotely move one of the girders in PETRA III storage ring has been evaluated. Several technical
challenges have been identified that impose limitations on
the movement amplitude and the selection of the girder to
adjust. A dry test procedure has been proposed for a proceeding lab experiment, which will give opportunity to train
and optimise the execution procedure before applying any
movement on the actual accelerator equipment in December
2022.
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A PIPELINE FOR ORCHESTRATING MACHINE LEARNING
AND CONTROLS APPLICATIONS
I. Agapov∗ , M. Böse, L. Malina
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Notkestr. 85, 22607 Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
Machine learning and artificial intelligence are becoming
widespread paradigms in control of complex processes. Operation of accelerator facilities is not an exception, with a
number of advances having happened over the last years. In
the domain of intelligent control of accelerator facilities, the
research has mostly been focused on feasibility demonstration of ML-based agents, or application of ML-based agents
to a well-defined problem such as parameter tuning. The
main challenge on the way to a more holistic AI-based operation, in our opinion, is of engineering nature and is related
to the need for significant reduction of the amount of human
intervention. The areas where such intervention is still significant are: training and tuning of ML models; scheduling
and orchestrating of multiple intelligent agents; data stream
handling; configuration management; and software testing
and verification requiring advanced simulation environment.
We have developed a software framework which attempts
to address all these issues. The design and implementation
of this system will be presented, together with application
examples for the PETRA III storage ring.

RATIONALE
One of the promises of AI technology for research facilities is the increased automation of operation. A significant
progress has been achieved in recent years in understanding
the potential of AI and ML for accelerator operation. A
usual common feature of the developed ML solutions is the
increased complexity of the software and the algorithms:
so, a Neural Network (NN)-based controls approach usually requires a more complex software stack, model storage,
model tuning and re-training. In our previous work [1] we
realized that being a more powerful representation in control
problems, NNs can be prohibitively complex compared to
more simple linear control approaches, as the results have
to be constantly interpreted and evaluated, and the software
stack common in data science becomes unsatisfactory for
robust on-line applications. Significant human intervention
was always required, making the operation not more but
less autonomous. Based on this experience we started developing a software framework that would help address these
issues. The framework allows execution and communication
of services, each responsible for a certain subset of tasks
necessary for intelligent control and operation.
Services with well-defined functionality and interfaces.
All operations are performed by services. A service performs well-defined action such as orbit correction, retraining
∗
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Figure 1: Basic states for autonomous operation.
a model etc. Each service has a well-defined API, with standard operations being starting, stopping, and re-configuring.
An arbitrary number of services can be running, any functionality can be implemented as soon as the API is adhered
to, and automatic service discovery is allowed.
Distributed deployment and communication bus. All
services have access to a common communication bus, and
are able to send and receive messages. A message header
contains information such as the addressed service (or broadcast) and the body contains an arbitrary set of instructions
and data in the form of a dictionary. Services can run anywhere on the network, and the system can be transparently
scaled up by deploying certain services on an HPC cluster.
Decentralized architecture While the software does not
impose any constraints on the kind of services that are being
run, the design is geared towards the needs of autonomous
operation, based on the following paradigm (see Fig. 1):
there are a number of services related to machine startup,
that can include: health checks of various subsystems, firstturn steering and trajectory correction, orbit correction, optic
correction, accumulation (top-up). A supervision service
monitors the machine startup and decides if the startup has
been accomplished successfully, in which case transition
into the "use run" mode can be performed, otherwise failure
handling is activated, which can either attempt to resolve
the issue autonomously or transition into manual mode. In
the user mode a number of monitoring and slow correction
services are active. A user run can either end normally
or in a failure. A failure resolution can be attempted in
an autonomous mode, or manual control can be initiated.
Failure handling is one of the most important aspects of
autonomous operation, with research activities ongoing.
Digital twin: simulation mode. The software follows
the methodology of OCELOT [2, 3] where the so-called MachineAdaptors are used to encapsulate the control systems
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Figure 3: Workflow framework to implement services.

Figure 2: Schematic of the proposed software framework.
specifics, and keep most of the code control system agnostic,
which ensures easy portability between facilities. Here we
make one step further and introduce a digital twin. It is
implementing as a database of machine parameters (such
as magnet settings, the BPM readings etc.) and set of services that can either update this database on a regular basis
or be triggered by a certain parameter change (e.g. closed
orbit is recalculated when a corrector setting changes). Complex dynamics models (such as the ground motion) can be
implemented.
The concept is schematically represented in Figure 2.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
acss is implemented in a microservice architecture in
which each service is running in an isolated process in a
Docker container [4]. The Docker containers are orchestrated with Docker-Compose [5]. Services in acss are communicating with each other by publishing and subscribing
to events over Kafka [6].
acss has core services which are needed for the basic
functionality, shown in Fig. 3. The fist one is the register
service which is responsible for health checks and to ensure
that the names of every service is unique by holding a list of
all registered services.
The second core service is the observer service which is
responsible for storing processed messages in a key-value
store and provides a Rest API for checking if a message is
processed. This is needed to interact with acss by interactive computing platforms like Jupyter because acss internal
communication is asynchronous.
The last core service is the machine service which is the
switch between simulation or real machine. This switching
is realized by changing the read/write method of the machine service at the initialization phase. In simulation mode
the machine service is reading an writing from a database
which is reflecting the simulation. In production mode the
machine service is reading directly form the accelerator specific control system. The machine service is also responsible
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for processing write commands which are published by the
proposal event. After each writing the machine service publishes what has changed on the machine event topic.
Beside core services there are user services which are
programmed by the user. The user have to inherit from a
service base class and overload the defined abstract member
functions. In the current implementation there are two service base classes. The first one is simulation service which
is for writing a simulation for a specific physical effect. Each
simulation service is subscribed to the machine event and
will be triggered when a new machine event is published.
The second is the agent service which is foreseen for implementing algorithms which are making proposals based on
machine observations. This proposals will be published on
the proposal event topic.

USER STORIES / USE-CASES
In the following we highlight some user stories/use-cases.
• Starting and stopping services via web interface:
– Starting agents/services: only agents that are in
the repository can be started
– All running agents/services and simulations
should be seen on the web interface
• Writing own agents/services, simulations and adapter
by users:
– For Simulations:
∗ Multiple simulations can run at the time
– For agents/services:
∗ Multiple agents/services can run at the time
∗ The user can reconfigure parameters while
the agents/service is running
∗ An agent/servics can be triggered by other
agents/services
∗ An agent/service can set and get parameters
for the simulation and for the real machine
∗ The user can write machine parameter to the
real machine/simulation and wait until the
parameter are written or fire and forget
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∗ The user can write multiple write commands
at once to the real machine/simulation
∗ An agent/service can wait for one or multiple
simulations to be finished
∗ The agents/services should communicate
with each other over a standardised protocol
• The user can switch easily between simulation and real
machine
• The user can start, stop, list, and trigger agents via
Jupyter notebook
– The user can wait for agents to be finished
• A user should have his own session with his own resources (e.g. agents, simulations, etc.) which is decoupled from other user sessions in order to not interfere
other users

BEAM TESTS
The pipeline was tested extensively at the PETRA III
storage ring at DESY using the orbit correction agent as an
example. The orbit correction using the SVD approach is
standard, and is easy to implement and cross-check with
existing software. The goal of the tests was to understand
the modalities and interfaces when the orbit correction is
triggered in a way that does not allow for direct interaction
with a user. A pipeline featuring an orbit correction service
was running in the controls network, and the service was
triggered through a Jupyter notebook script. The service
was tested in advance in simulation model on the digital
twin. Main lessons lessomns learned were as follows:
i. Re-configuring the algorithm (e.g. excluding malfunctioning BPMs or orbit correctors, adjusting SVD cutoffs etc.)
is often required and implementing appropriate APIs for on
the flight service reconfiguration was necessary.
ii. Judging the success, number of iterations, and stopping
criteria is easy for an expert by often difficult to implement
algorithmically, and it is very likely that in the initial phases
of an autonomous system deployment the exit to the manual
mode is to be expected often.
iii. Generally, paradigm for testing is of paramount importance. While the "physics" algorithms can be tested on the
digital twin, a lot of errors are happening in the hardware
communication layer, and introducing another communication layer makes testing the system non-trivial. Based on
this experience, logging capabilities were improved substantially.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The current implementation of the acss pipeline core is
available under [7]. Some service examples for PETRA III

can be found under [8]. A number of algorithms is available
as python code but not yet as an acss service for PETRA
III. Table 1 lists the status of service implementation. Note
that failure handling capabilities are not yet worked out in
detail and require special attention beyond pure software
engineering. Beyond storage ring functionality, there are
plans to implement sets of acss services for linear accelerator
operation.
Table 1: Status of Service Implementation for PETRA III
Service

Status

Orbit/optics sim., static
Orbit/optics sim., with ground motion
First-turn threading
Orbit correction
Orbit measurement AC dipole
Optics measurement ORM
Undulator gap compensation calculation
TM-PNN [1] retraining
Failure handling

Needs R&D
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ERROR ANALYSIS AND COMMISSIONING SIMULATION
FOR THE PETRA-IV STORAGE RING
T. Hellert∗ , I. Agapov, S. A. Antipov, R. Bartolini, R. Brinkmann, Y. Chae,
D. Einfeld, M. Jebramcik, J. Keil, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
The upgrade of the PETRA-III storage ring into a diffraction limited synchrotron radiation source is nearing the end
of its detailed technical design phase. We present a preliminary commissioning simulation for PETRA-IV demonstrating that the final corrected machines meet the performance
design goals.

INTRODUCTION
The PETRA-IV project [1] for upgrading the 2.3-km
6-GeV PETRA III storage ring to a diffraction-limited synchrotron radiation source is nearing the end of its detailed
technical design phase.
Alignment errors and multipole errors in magnets are
usual sources of machine imperfection. While the allowed
multipole errors are not dissimilar to what has been specified
and achieved at many accelerator facilities, i.e. at the 5⋅10−4
level, the sensitivity to alignment is significantly increased
due to the combined strong nonlinearities and focusing. This
places emphasis on the need for realistic modeling of the relevant errors, the development of efficient beam orbit/optics
correction schemes, with the goal to establish feasible error
tolerance specifications and ensure rapid commissioning.
In this paper we present a preliminary commissioning
simulation and performance results of a statistical ensemble
of corrected machines for the current baseline error assumptions. This procedure follows the standard approach used in
MBA simulated lattice commissioning [2–4].

SIMULATION SETUP AND ERRORS
The storage ring has a geometry inherited from the HEP
programme of PETRA in the 1970s, which is unusual for a
synchrotron radiation facility. It has eight arcs, four straight
sections of approx. 108 m length, and four straight sections
of approx 64 m length. Each arc is composed of nine hybrid
six-bend achromat (H6BA) cells, of which a schematic can
be seen in Figure 1. A selection of lattice parameters can be
found in Table 1. A total of 643 CMs in both planes, 288
skew quadrupole correctors and 786 BPMs all suitable for
turn-by-turn evaluations are available.
RMS machine-errors are assigned according to the values reported in Table 2, with each error source following a
Gaussian distribution truncated at ±2𝜎.
Performance of the uncorrected lattice: To start to gain
some insight into the lattice performance we studied the
particle dynamics in the presence of all the errors included
in our model (misalignments, calibration errors, etc.) but
∗
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Figure 1: Lattice and magnet layout within one cell. Shown
are (from top to bottom): the betatron and the dispersion
functions, the the distribution of magnets and girders, the
phase advance and the distribution of skew quadrupole and
dipole corrector magnets and BPMs for orbit correction.
Table 1: Selected Lattice Parameters
Parameter

Value

Tunes 𝜈𝑥 /𝜈𝑦
Natural chromaticity 𝜁𝑥 /𝜁𝑦
Corrected chromaticity 𝜁𝑥 /𝜁𝑦
Momentum compaction factor 𝛼𝐶
Standard ID space
𝛽𝑥,𝑦 at ID, standard cell
𝛽𝑥,𝑦 at ID, flagship IDs
Nat. hor. emittance 𝜀𝑥 with IDs, zero current

135.18 / 86.27
-232 / -155
6/6
3.3 10−5
4.9 m
2.2 m, 2.2 m
4 m, 4 m
19 pm rad

Table 2: Magnet and BPM Errors. Distributions applied in
simulations are truncated 2𝜎 Gaussians.
Error Type

rms value

Girder rolls
Girder trans. offset
Magnet trans. offset
Magnet rolls
Quad. calibration
Dip./Sext. calibration

200 µrad
100 µm
30 µm
200 µrad
0.5E-3
1E-3

Error Type
BPM offset
BPM roll
BPM noise (TbT)
BPM noise (CO)
BPM calibration
CM calibration

rms value
30 µm
0.4 mrad
20 µm
0.1 µm
2%
2%

before any correction to the orbit or linear optics. This
provides an interesting way to draw comparisons with other
machines [2–4]. The study scaled all the errors from Table 2
by the same multiplicative scaling factor; thus, an error
scaling factor of 1 corresponds to the nominal errors.
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Figure 2: Lattice properties before correction for different
scaling factors of the nominal error set. The plots are: the
fraction of lattice realizations at which the closed orbit exists
(upper left), the rms dynamic aperture (upper right), and the
rms closed orbit deviation (lower left) and beta beat (lower
right). The calculations in the top images were done with
(dashed) and without (solid) physical apertures.
For each lattice realization we calculated the rms closedorbit deviation (COD), the dynamic aperture, and the betafunction distortion Δ𝛽/𝛽. The evaluation was performed
with and without the physical aperture model. Results for
500 error realizations are shown in Fig. 2. At about 10 %
of the nominal error amplitude the closed orbit exists in
nearly 100 % of the cases (upper left plot) and drops to
virtually zero at an error scaling-factor of 0.5. The closed
orbit was deemed to exist if the AT findorbit6() function
successfully converged to a solution.

COMMISSIONING SIMULATION
Commissioning simulations have two goals: to validate
the lattice design and correction schemes informing the errortolerance specifications, and to help prepare for the machine
actual commissioning.
Our approach is to devise automated trajectory/orbit and
optics corrections that can be applied to a statistically significant population of lattice-error realizations without ad hoc
intervention. The lattice performance is evaluated by monitoring the dynamic- and local momentum aperture, typically
representing the results in terms of cumulative distribution
function (CDF) and range of likely outcomes.
On large machines like PETRA-IV with over 10000 elements in the lattice file, multi-turn, multi-particle tracking
takes a considerable amount of time. In order to produce
meaningful results for a variety of error assumptions in an
ongoing lattice optimisation- and design process we decided
to take short cuts at various stages, like for example not
modeling stored beam BBA. Instead, we use conservative
estimations on the expected results and assign them artificially at the corresponding correction step. A future version
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A05: Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

of the commissioning simulations will close the gaps and
include a full start to finish tracking simulation.
1st turn threading: Initially the beam is expected to get
lost within the first quarter of the ring. The first step in the
correction chain is to establish transmission through one turn
using a feedback-like iterative trajectory correction approach.
At first we use a relatively large regularisation of the inverse
1-turn response matrix which gets decreased subsequently
after establishing 1-turn transmission to further decrease the
BPM readings.
Trajectory BBA: Storing beam with the assumed initial
BPM offset of 500 µm is not possible for most error seeds.
Thus, a turn-by-turn BBA procedure as described in [4] is
applied. In dedicated studies we found that BPM offsets
of 50-100 µm rms at this stage are achievable. However,
in order to speed up the simulation we perform a pseudoBBA routine by artificially realigning the BPMs w.r.t. to
their neighbouring quadrupole magnet and conservatively
assume 150 µm rms BBA accuracy.
Sextupole ramp up: At this point the large natural chromaticities are limiting the beam transmission and degrading
the multi-turn BPM readings. Ramping up the sextupoles
in steps of 1/10 of their nominal strength while applying
the previously described trajectory feedback after each step
works reliably and increases the overall beam transmission
significantly.
Orbit- and tune correction: At this point the beam transmission is sufficient to allow for the reliable measurement of
the closed orbit. Therefore, the simulation is switched from
turn-by-turn to orbit mode and orbit feedback is applied.
The correction is performed in a loop successively decreasing the parameter 𝛼 in the Tikhonov regularisation
used to calculate the pseudo-inverse matrix. The loop is
halted when the rms BPM reading stops decreasing. After
each iteration of orbit feedback a tune correction is applied.
Since there are more BPMs then CMs in the machine the
final corrected BPM reading is about 50 µm rms.
BBA: After successfully storing beam a BBA procedure
can be applied. We have not yet implemented this routine in
the correction chain but reduce the BPM offset with respect
to their neighbouring quadrupole magnet to 100 µm rms in
the cells and 50 µm in the straight sections. Furthermore,
we assume a BBA procedure can be performed on the skew
quadrupole magnets in the sextupoles in order to align the
BPMs adjacent to the sextupoles with 30 µm rms. Future
iterations of the commissioning simulation will include these
steps in full detail.
LOCO: LOCO-based linear optics correction [5, 6] is
done in a sequence of steps. We found that a major reason
for the correction to perform poorly is a significant orbit
change between the response matrix measurement and the
final correction. While orbit feedback is applied after each
lattice correction step which keeps the BPM readings at
their pre-LOCO values, if the phase advances change significantly the orbit itself might differ. Thus, the response
matrix measurement is repeated multiple times within the
optics correction scheme.
TUPOMS018
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Figure 3: Cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of beta
beat (left) and horizontal emittance (right) after performing
linear optics correction.

chromaticity correction are applied after each step. This
procedure of measuring a response matrix and applying 3
correction steps is repeated 3 times. The current optics
correction is optimised for robustness as we routinely test
different error specifications. At a later stage of the design
process we will work on reducing the amount of required
beam time.
Results of the final machines can be found in Figs. 3
and 4. The relatively large beta function error is due to the
fact that the dispersion weight is set relatively high in order
to minimise the emittance. Dynamic- and local momentum
aperture are within the design goals to allow for off-axis
injection [7] and sufficient life time.

CONCLUSION
A preliminary commissioning simulation for the PETRAIV storage ring is presented, including first turn threading,
BBA and optics correction. While not all correction steps
are modelled with full realism yet, conservative assumptions
on the correction results are used to determine that the final
corrected machines meet the performance design goals.
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COLLIMATION STRATEGY FOR THE LOW-EMITTANCE PETRA IV
STORAGE RING
M. A. Jebramcik∗ , I. Agapov, S. A. Antipov, R. Bartolini, R. Brinkmann, D. Einfeld, T. Hellert,
J. Keil, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), 22607 Hamburg, Germany

The Touschek effect is the major mechanism leading to
losses in PETRA IV [1, 2]. Reason for this is the small
beam size and large bunch current. Assuming some pessimistic 5 % beta-beating along the machine, a beam lifetime of roughly � = 5 h in the so-called Timing mode (80
high-current bunches with 1 mA bunch current each) and
� = 30 h in the Brightness mode (200 mA distributed on
1600 bunches) is expected. It is therefore crucial to investigate the loss locations of these off-energy particles since
the residual-gas scattering lifetime is envisaged to be at
least � = 50 h [3] and is therefore of minor interest. The reduced beam lifetime implies that a power loss in the 170 mW
range (Timing mode) will be constantly distributed along the
aperture and may cause the demagnetization of permanent
magnets within the combined-function dipoles (DLs), undulators and wigglers [4]. It is important to identify locations
for potential collimators to intercept these particles before
impacting these sensible magnets.

TOUSCHEK-EFFECT LOSSES
Although the dose that determines the risk of inflicting
damage onto sensitive hardware has not been estimated yet,
∗
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(m), Dx (cm)

The ESRF-EBS project uses collimators (scrapers) located at the dispersion bump in the achromat cell to intercept off-energy particles [5]. This strategy is also a potential
option for PETRA IV. PETRA IV’s hybrid six-bend achromat (H6BA) cells feature a peak dispersion of � � = 55 mm
and � � = 48 mm at the location of the potential collimator
(approximately 20 cm active material). The optics function
and the respective collimator location is shown in Fig. 1. It
is worth mentioning that only a handful of collimators are
required in PETRA IV and these will be placed in the last
cell of the octants that feature the damping wigglers with
long straight section following the collimators. This way,
the collimation does not take place in the arcs featuring the
regular undulators, and it is avoided that these are interacting
with a potential shower.

Dx

15

x
y
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y

LOSS MECHANISMS IN PETRA IV

Potential collimator locations

5

(m),

The beam-intensity losses in the proposed PETRA IV electron storage ring that will replace DESY’s synchrotron light
source PETRA III will be dominated by the Touschek effect
due to the high bunch density. The beam lifetime will only
be in the range of 5 h in the timing mode (80 high-intensity
bunches) leading to a maximum power loss of 170 mW
along the storage ring (excluding injection losses). To avoid
the demagnetization of the permanent-magnet undulators
and combined-function magnets, this radiation-sensitive
hardware has to be shielded against losses as well as possible.
Such shielding elongates the lifetime of the hardware and
consequently reduces the time and the resources that are
spent on maintenance once PETRA IV is operational. This
contribution presents options for collimator locations, e.g.,
at the dispersion bump in the achromat cell, to reduce the
exposure to losses from the Touschek effect and the injection process. This contribution also quantifies the risk of
damaging the installed collimation system in case of hardware failure, e.g., RF cavity or quadrupole failure, since the
beam with an emittance of 20 pm could damage collimators
if there is no emittance blow-up.

it is important to intercept most Touschek-effect losses to
elongate the hardware lifetime substantially in any case.

0

x
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Figure 1: Placement of the collimator within the H6BA cell
of PETRA IV. The collimator is located on the falling flank
of the dispersion function in the second dispersion bump.
An alternative for collimators in the achromat cells is
the introduction of artificial dispersion bumps in the long
straight sections for the cost of a larger emittance due to its
contributions to the radiation integrals of PETRA IV. Since
most of the long straight section feature two ∼10 m long
drifts for accommodating undulators for flagship beam-lines
while not all of these slots are occupied, a design idea could
be creating the artificial dispersion bumps in multiple of
these unoccupied undulators slots. A test has shown that
the increase in terms of the emittance for two such of these
bumps is in the range of Δ� � ≈ 1.5 pm for � � = 40 mm
in the center of the artificial dispersion bumps. Hence, an
increase of Δ� � ≈ 1.5 pm is already a 7.5 % emittance increase. This is the reason this design choice is not envisaged
and may only be considered if the there is no other effective
way of intercepting off-energy particles after the PETRA IV
accelerator layout has been finalized.
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Simulation of the Touschek effect
In the following, the collimation efficiency of collimators
being placed within the H6BA cell is analyzed. PETRA IV
features five arcs comprising damping wigglers and three
arcs providing synchrotron radiation to beam lines via respective undulators. Hence, collimators could be placed in
the last cell of these five arcs. In order to study the effect
of the collimator gap as well as the number of collimators,
half-gap scans for two, four and ten collimators were performed. The result showed a very weak dependence of the
collimation efficiency on the number of collimators. Hence,
four collimators that are dedicated to intercept losses from
the Touschek effect are envisaged at this point in time. These
horizontal collimators will also be able to intercept particles that are injected with a large horizontal action � � (see
next section). The Touschek effect simulation is carried
out via the built-in functionality of Elegant [6]. Elegant
follows a Monte-Carlo approach for tracking these particles.
In order to save computation time, only particles outside
the local momentum acceptance (roughly at ±4 % energy
deviation for PETRA IV) are tracked trough the machine.
The half-gap scan with four collimators is displayed in Fig. 2.
The overall collimation efficiency is slightly lackluster and
is potentially insufficient as only approximately 65 % of all
Touschek-effect losses are intercepted for acceptable collimator gaps. More than 30 % of the losses get lost at non-critical
locations; however, this feature has to be considered with
caution since the aperture model may still change slightly.
The concept of artificial dispersion bumps in the machine to
achieve better collimation could be revisited in the future.
100

lost particles (%)
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instead of other locations. The half-gap width for the horizontal collimators that counteract losses from the Touschek
effect is set to Δ� = ±4.5 mm and coincide with the horizontal acceptance � � = 2.19 µm that matches the value of the
expected DA [7]. The vertical collimators have to shield the
in-vacuum undulators. To achieve this, two collimators are
installed in the southern straight section with vertical phase
advance of Δ� � ≈ �/2 limiting the vertical acceptance to
� � = 0.39 µm. Figure 3 shows the restriction of the transverse acceptance of PETRA IV with inserted collimators.
The contribution of all collimators to the overall impedance
budget is going to be in the 5 % range.

Figure 3: Left: Plot of the aperture limitations projected in
the normalized �–� ′ space with all collimators being inserted.
Right: Analogous plot for the �–� ′ space.

collimators
non-critical location
insertion devices
permanent DL magnets
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SID slots
perturbed DA
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Figure 2: Distribution of losses caused by the Touschek
effect in dependence on the half-gap width of the horizontal
collimators at the dispersion bump in four H6BA cells.

INJECTION LOSSES
The regularly appearing offsets of the injected beam in
terms of its six-dimensional properties has not been studied
in detail yet; however, a collimation system that intercepts
large transverse and longitudinal actions can be studied now
and estimates for the offsets at a later stage can then be embedded into this study. For this purpose, uniform ellipses
in �–� ′, �–� ′ and �–Δ�/� spaces respectively are injected
and the location of the loss is determined. Ideally, all particles end up hitting a collimator (hard-edge model assumed)
TUPOMS019
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Figure 4: The plots show the initial coordinates of the injected particles with the colors indicating the location of
impact on the aperture. While the top left (top right) plot
shows the result for a large horizontal (vertical) action � �
(� � ), the bottom plot shows the analogous tracking for a
bunch with up to Δ�/� = ±10 % energy offsets.
The loss locations when large ellipses in phase space are
injected are shown in Fig. 4. The first two plots show the
effectiveness of the collimators to intercept particles just outside the acceptance (green dots). Only for large horizontal
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A05: Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

COMPONENT FAILURE
In the previous sections, vertical as well as horizontal
collimators were inserted into the machine to protect the
machine against large transverse actions and particles featuring large energy offsets. Inserting these collimators into
PETRA IV with a tiny beam size, however, carries the risk
of damaging the collimators (and other devices) if, e.g., the
RF voltage fails (RF-OFF scenario) or a quadrupole fails.To
determine a potential risk for the aperture, a code that calculates the energy diffusion on the aperture from tracking data
is used to determine the maximum energy density per unit
mass (d�/d�)max (dose) on that grid. The functionality of
the code is beyond the scope of this contribution; however, it
is based on equations given in Ref. [11]. The calculation of
the dose is performed for different random seeds for random
magnet misalignments. To reduce the energy density on
the machine aperture, a kicker that fires once a hardware
failure or beam instability is detected can be used to induce
filamentation due to amplitude detuning. The dose values
with and without such a kicker that induces filamentation is
studied for a potential RF-OFF scenario with the previously
mentioned horizontal and vertical collimators inserted into
the machine. An example evolution of the beam sizes in case
a horizontal kicker fires the same moment the RF cavities
switch off are shown in Fig. 5. The RF-OFF scenario is of
utmost important since slowly reducing the RF voltage may
become the desired way of terminating the beam if there is
not dedicated extraction [11] (currently tried to be avoided).

RF failure scenario
In the following the RF-OFF scenario is studied with the
collimators being inserted. The study is performed for different machine seeds. To showcase the effectiveness of a horizontal kicker to induce filamentation, the peak dose along
the circumference is compared between the plain scenario
and the scenario with such a kicker. The RF-OFF scenario is
studied with 20 random seeds for transverse magnet offsets.
The result is shown in Fig. 6. From the plot can be seen that
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0.0020

beam size (m)

actions in the � � > 3.1 µm range, particles avoid the collimators and manage to hit damping wigglers (black dots) and
DLs (red dots). The misfiring of a single strip-line kicker
module [8, 9] that generate the injection bump [10] would
cause a central action offset of roughly Δ� � = 0.33 µm, i.e.,
the misfiring of a single module is well covered by the collimators. In the absence of the full injection bump, the central
action offset of the injected beam is in the Δ� � = 3.5 µm
range with a pulsed 1-mm thick septum [10]. Particles with
such a large action value void the collimators. The bottom
plot in Fig. 6 shows the �–Δ�/� phase space and gives
insight regarding the fact why the collimation of Touschek
scattered particles is imperfect: While most of the off-energy
particles hit the collimators, there is a window in terms of
energy offsets roughly centered around Δ�/� = ±6.5 % in
which particles impact other parts of the machine like, e.g.,
undulators, damping wigglers or permanent-magnet dipoles.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the beam size in an error free machine
with the RF voltage switching off and the horizontal kicker
firing (Δ� � = 8.5 nm action shift) both in turn number 130.
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Figure 6: Displayed is the peak dose of 20 error seeds
for different transverse misalginments (overlaid) with (blue
crosses) and without (red dots) a horizontal kicker that applies a central action shift of Δ� � = 8.5 nm.
a rather large peak dose (d�/d�)max > 100 J/g is inflicted
onto the elements that are cloose to the beam (collimators,
IDs). Noteworthy is the a hit with a peak dose of 260 J/g
onto a SID slot. This behaviour is highly worrisome; however, Fig. 6 also shows that a applying a horizontal kick the
moment the RF fails heavily reduces the peak dose with a
maximum among all 20 error seeds of 36 J/g. Such a value
could be small enough if such a scenario rarely occurs. A
stronger kick can be even more effective as long as it does
not immediately lead to stripping particles along the physical
aperture. The effectiveness of a kicker to reduce the peak
dose in case of a quadrupole fails requires further research as
the dose heavily depends on the quadrupole polarity, speed
of the field reduction and kicker strength and direction. The
ESRF-EBS project [12] features a back-up system to avoid a
beam loss in case of a quadrupole failure. The usage of such
a system at PETRA IV has also to be analyzed in the future.

CONCLUSION
Collimators within the H6BA cells intercept Touschekeffect particles with an efficiency up to the 65 % range. If
the performance is insufficient, other strategies to protect the
machine against Touschek-effect losses may have to be revisited. Additional vertical collimators are required to protect
the in-vacuum undulators from particles with large vertical
action during the injection process. A kicker that causes
the blow-up of the beam size seems to mitigate high peak
doses in the RF-OFF scenario. An emergency dump systems
does not seem necessary at this point in time; however, the
quadrupole-failure scenario has not been fully studied and
understood yet. Until this point, detailed radiation-shielding
simulations have not yet been carried out.
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LONG-TERM ORBIT STABILITY IN THE PETRA III STORAGE RING
L. Liao∗ , M. Schaumann, M. Bieler, J. Keil, C. Li, R. Wanzenberg,
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Notkestr. 85, 22607 Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
The study of long-term orbit stability in the PETRA III
light source plays an important role for the design of its
upgrade to PETRA IV. The PETRA III tunnel is made of
individual segments that move against each other. Here, the
long-term drifts of the tunnel ground that are mostly introduced by temperature variations, are of the highest concern
for the PETRA IV alignment tolerances and orbit stability.
This paper studies the evolution of the beam orbit and corrector magnet currents over several years and correlates tunnel
movement to RMS orbit drifts.

INTRODUCTION
The third-generation light source PETRA III in Hamburg
is operated since 2009. An overview of its tunnel layout is
shown in Fig. 1. The naming convention to identify locations in the storage ring follows geographic directions. As
indicated in Fig. 1, PETRA III provides synchrotron light in
the hard X-ray range to its users in the three experimental
halls, the so-called Paul P. Ewald Hall (Ewald Hall) in the
North, the Max von Laue Hall (Laue Hall) in the North-East
and the Ada Yonath Hall (Yonath Hall) in the East.
The storage ring tunnel was build from individual tunnel segments in 1976 to host the electron-positron collider
PETRA I. It is constructed of 82 segments [1] with varying length: the major part (57 segments) are 24 m long, the
shortest segment measures only 10.4 m, and the three experimental halls build the longest segments with up to 286.0 m
(Laue Hall).
Natural ground motion and temperature effects lead to
tunnel movements that are not only visible on the particle
beam orbit during operation, but that are large enough to
create cracks in the wall at every point where tunnel segments
connect to each other or to the experimental halls. The
movement of these tunnel segments is transferred to the
girders and support feet, on which the magnets and other
beamline equipment are installed. Therefore, this movement
contributes to the misalignment error and, as seen as well in
other storage rings [2, 3], this will affect the long-term orbit
stability.
For the upgrade to the ultra-low-emittance storage ring
PETRA IV [4, 5] it is again foreseen to reuse parts of the
existing tunnel. Because of the smaller alignment tolerances,
it is important to study the long-term orbit stability of PETRA III in the scope of the risk management strategy for
PETRA IV.
∗
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Figure 1: Overview of the PETRA III tunnel layout. Location OR139 (139 m right of East hall) is highlighted (red) as
the location of the tunnel motion measurement presented in
Fig. 2.

TUNNEL MOVEMENT
The relative movement between two adjacent tunnel segments is monitored in ten locations around the tunnel. These
mechanical measurement devices provide data in three dimensions, however only in form of a point like position information. This means that possible tilts or rotations of the
tunnel segments to each other remain invisible. The detailed
study of the tunnel motion, including the analysis of this
mechanical position data and its correlation to environment
parameters is presented in Ref. [6].
As an example, Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the longitudinal (in beam direction) and horizontal (radially pointing
towards the outside of the ring) position change between the
Yonath Hall and the tunnel segment connecting to it on the
downstream end (labelled OR139, indicating the position
139 m to the right of the East (Ost in German) symmetry
point, see also Fig. 1). The data over 1.5 years clearly shows
a periodic pattern that can be correlated to the temperature
changes induced by the normal-conducting magnet cycles,
but also to the seasonal change of the outside temperature [6].
The longer the tunnel has time to cool down after switching
off the magnets, the larger the floor offset becomes. This
effect is especially evident in the longitudinal plane (orange
line), where during winter shutdowns tunnel movements in
the order of a few millimetres have been observed. Figure 2
highlights the period of the winter (orange shade) and summer (green shade) shutdowns that are the longest cool down
periods. But also the shorter service weeks, that usually
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Figure 2: Transverse (blue) and longitudinal (orange) movement measured at the floor connecting the Yonath hall with
the tunnel at position OR139. The periods of the winter
(orange shade) and summer shutdowns (green shade) are
highlighted. In relation to Fig. 3, the blue shades mark the
duration of the service week in March 2020 (time A to B)
and the warm up period (time C to D) after the proceeding
service week in April 2021.
last a few days and are scheduled roughly every six weeks,
clearly affect the tunnel movement. As an example, the blue
shaded area between point A and B mark the duration of the
service week in March 2020. The period between point C
and D indicates the warm up period following the service
week in April 2021. These two periods are further analysed
below and in Fig. 3.

LONG-TERM ORBIT STABILITY
In the following the influence of the tunnel movements
on the circulating beam is investigated. As mentioned, the
tunnel movement leads to misalignment of beamline elements, that causes changes of the beam position all around
the ring. The orbit feedback continuously corrects the orbit
to the set reference. This keeps the relative beam positions
at the Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) with respect to the
reference orbit small, while the information on the misalignment change are encoded in the corrector strengths. In order
to look at long-term orbit drifts, the bare orbit
𝑋𝑏𝑎𝑟 𝑒,𝑖 = 𝑀𝑖 𝑗 ∗ 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 , 𝑗 + 𝑋 𝐵𝑃 𝑀,𝑖

(1)

at each BPM 𝑖 needs to be calculated from the measured orbit
𝑋 𝐵𝑃 𝑀,𝑖 and the corrected orbit, using the orbit response
matrix 𝑀𝑖 𝑗 and the corrector kick angles 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 , 𝑗 for each
corrector 𝑗.
For better comparability, it is convenient to look at a difference orbit rather than absolute bare orbits, which is calculated as
Δ𝑋𝑏𝑎𝑟 𝑒,𝑖 = 𝑀𝑖 𝑗 ∗ Δ𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 , 𝑗 + Δ𝑋 𝐵𝑃 𝑀,𝑖 .

(2)

Figure 3 compares the bare orbit difference (bottom) for the
two intervals marked in Fig. 2. The corresponding orbit at
the BPMs (top) and the corrector kick angles (middle) are
as well shown.
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Figure 3: Calculated bare orbit difference (bottom) and underlying difference orbit at the BPMs (top) and corrector
kick angles (middle) taken for the two periods marked with
the red points in Fig. 2. The blue line represents the difference induced over the length of the service week between
time A and B. The orange line represents the time period
between C and D taken during the warm up after the proceeding service week. The orange, green and blue shades
represent the areas of the three experimental halls.

From the bare orbit differences (bottom) in Fig. 3 it can be
seen that the orbit drift during either a cool down or a warm
up period, lasting each about 10 days, is with an RMS of
1090 𝜇m (cool down) and 682 𝜇m (warm up), considerably
large. Further it can be observed that the orbit offset swaps
sign when comparing the cool down and warm up periods.
The tunnel walls perform a contraction induced by the falling
tunnel temperature and contrarily expand again when heating
up after resuming beam operation. As can as well be seen
from Fig. 2, the tunnel movement in these two periods goes
in opposite directions, thus does the orbit offset. From the
corrector strength changes (middle plot) it is evident that the
largest corrections are needed in and around the Ewald and
Yonath halls and at the exit of the Laue hall.
For the study of long-term beam stability, bare orbits are
analysed since the beam restart in 2018. Since the extension project started with the construction of the two new
experimental halls (Ewald and Yonath halls) in 2014, new
undulators and components were installed in the accelera-
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periods in the order of days and weeks. Those are responsible for the noisy appearance of the data displayed in Fig. 4.
Figure 5 however shows that the orbit drifts throughout beam
periods are quite smooth, while sudden jumps occur only
when the machine is switched off for at least several days.
The bare orbit drift in the horizontal plane is bigger compared to the vertical, which can be explained by the existence
of dipoles for electron steering and the fact that the orbit is
more sensitive to misalignment error in this direction.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Figure 4: Top: Long-term evolution of the transverse bare
orbit (blue and cyan circles, right scale) in comparison to the
tunnel movement in the horizontal (red, left scale) directions
at location OR139. The green shaded area marks the time
period shown in Fig. 5. Bottom: Outside temperature.

Figure 5: Top: Zoom of Fig. 4 into the summer period
March to August 2021. The red arrow mark the dates of the
weekly machine study or maintenance days. The green areas
represent the service weeks and summer shutdown, during
which the machine is off for a few days to several weeks.
Bottom: Tunnel temperature at position close to OR139.

This paper qualitatively analyses the effect of movement
of the tunnel segments on the PETRA III electron orbit.
The longitudinal movement of tunnel segments has been
measured to reach up to a few millimetres over the duration
of winter shutdowns. The transverse movement is usually
smaller. However, at the connections of the experimental
halls to the adjacent accelerator tunnel also the transverse
motion reaches the order of a millimetres. While the longitudinal tunnel motion is dominated by the temperature
change inside the tunnel, i.e. operational state of the normal
conducting magnets, the transverse motion shows a stronger
correlation to the sinusoidal seasonal temperature change.
Since the beam orbit is more sensitive to transverse magnet misalignment, the outside temperature dominants the
observed pattern on the RMS orbit drift over the year. Nevertheless, shutdowns and service days lead to sudden jumps
on the RMS orbit drift when comparing bare orbits before
and after the interruption. It needs more study to evaluate
whether the shutdown length can be quantitatively related to
the expected RMS orbit drift.
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The Synchrotron Light Source PETRA III is one of the
core facilities at DESY offering each year more than 2000
users outstanding opportunities for experiments with hard
X-rays of exceptionally high brilliance. In the seventies
PETRA was originally built as an e− − e+ collider, which
was later used as a pre-accelerator for the HERA leptonhadron collider. After the end of the HERA collider physics
program in 2007 the PETRA ring was converted into a dedicated 3rd generation synchrotron radiation facility, called
PETRA III [1].
Beam operation started in 2009 [2] and 14 beamlines in
the Max von Laue hall are operational since 2011. Because
of the high demand for additional beamlines, the lattice of the
ring was redesigned to accommodate additional beamlines
in the framework of the PETRA III extension project. In
2014 two tunnel sections of about 80 m each in the North and
the East of the PETRA ring were completely reconstructed
and new experimental halls were build. The storage ring
was recommissioned in 2015 [3]. The present layout of
PETRA III is shown in Fig. 1, including the experimental
halls of the extension project: Paul P. Ewald in the North
and Ada Yonath in the East. Presently, 25 beamlines are
operational. The operational parameters are summarized in
Table 1. In total 80 m of wigglers are installed in the straight
sections in the West and the North to achieve the horizontal
emittance of 1.3 nm.
In the framework of the PETRA IV project, it is foreseen to upgrade the existing synchrotron radiation source
PETRA III to a synchrotron radiation source with an ultralow emittance, based on a multi-bend achromat, which was
pioneered at MAX IV [4] and ESRF-EBS [5, 6]. Unique
new experiments and scientific opportunities will be made
possible. The project includes the construction of a new ex-
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At DESY the Synchrotron Light Source PETRA III offers
scientists outstanding opportunities for experiments with
hard X-rays of exceptionally high brilliance since 2009. The
light source is operated mainly in two operation modes with
480 and 40 bunches at a beam energy of 6 GeV. With the
completion of the last milestone of the extension project in
summer 2021, which brought the new dipole beamline P66
into operation, 2022 is the first year where almost 5000 hours
of user run time could be scheduled. This paper will review
the statistics of availability and failures over the years and
provides a detailed description of the operation in 2021.
Additionally, an outlook for the next runs is given.
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Figure 1: Layout of PETRA III.
Table 1: PETRA III Parameters
Parameter

PETRA III

Energy /GeV
Circumference /m
Total current /mA
Number of bunches
Bunch Population /1010
Emittance (horz. /vert.) /nm

6
2304.0
120
100
480
40
0.5
12.0
1.3 / 0.01

perimental building in the West of the PETRA ring. The conceptual design report was published in 2019 [7]. Presently,
the project team is preparing a technical design report [8].

INSTALLATION OF
A NEW DIPOLE BEAMLINE
During the winter shut-down 2020–2021 and in the summer shut-down 2021, a new beamline P66 was successfully
installed close to the Paul P. Ewald hall in the North East
of the PETRA ring, see Fig. 2. The beamline P66 is the
first dipole beamline of the PETRA III facility, dedicated
to VUV luminescence and reflection spectroscopy experiments. Thanks to essential efforts of all technical groups, all
shut-down activities could be finished within the schedule.
First synchrotron light from the dipole was guided to the
absorber of the beamline on 30 July 2021. A mirror reflects
the light then from the accelerator level upwards to the experimental hutch, which is located in building 47k on top
TUPOMS021
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Figure 3: PETRA III availability per calendar week in 2021.

Fault

Figure 2: Dipole magnet and front-end components of the
dipole beam P66 in the PETRA III tunnel.
of the PETRA III tunnel between the FLASH experimental
hall ’Kai Siegbahn’ and PETRA III experimental hall ’Max
von Laue’.

2%
29%
USER Run

USER OPERATION IN 2021
After the 2020/21 winter shut-down regular user operation
was resumed on 15 March 2021, after a short commissioning period of about two weeks. Originally, 4824 h of beam
time were planned for the user run. Nevertheless, due to
the COVID19 pandemic the schedule had to be revised to
accommodate a home office period at the beginning of January, resulting in a delayed start of the activities in the winter
shut-down. Fortunately, any further impact of the pandemic
on the installation work and the user operation could be
mitigated with additional safety measures. Considering the
challenging condition of a pandemic in 2021, a good resilience of the user operation of PETRA III was achieved
and finally 4632 h of beam time could be scheduled for the
user run. In addition to the regular user run, 1003 h of test
run time could be planned for the users.
The necessary maintenance was done in five dedicated
service periods distributed over the year and additionally
during the three-week long summer shut-down period. On
Wednesdays, user operation was interrupted by weekly regular maintenance or machine development activities, which
is usually followed by a test run until the next morning.

Operation Modes
During user runs, the storage ring was operated in two
distinct modes characterized by their bunch spacing. In the
“continuous mode” 120 mA were filled in 480 evenly distributed bunches, corresponding to a bunch spacing of 16 ns.
The “timing mode” allows users to perform time-resolved
experiments and is thus characterized by a considerably
larger bunch spacing of 192 ns, corresponding to 40 evenly
distributed bunches with a total current of 100 mA.
Apart from the different filling patterns, two optics configurations are provided. While the so-called ’high-beta optics’
TUPOMS021
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51%
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11%

Maintanance
MD

TEST Run
Figure 4: The distribution of the machine time during the
year 2021.
is the standard configuration and used for the main part of
the user run, the ’low-beta optics’ is setup to deliver a more
narrow photon beam to the beamline P07, which enables
this beamline to perform different kinds of user experiments,
usually only for a few weeks per year. In both optics configurations either filling pattern is used. The beta functions at
the other beamlines remain unchanged.

Availability
High reliability is one of the key requirements for a synchrotron radiation facility. The key performance indicators
are availability and mean time between failures (MTBF).
In 2020, the average availability was 98.8%, which was a
new record for PETRA III. Unfortunately, this high level
of availability could not be maintained in 2021, where the
scheduled 4632 h of beam time were delivered to the users
with a good but not excellent availability of 97.3%.
The evolution of the achieved availability during user run
is presented in Fig. 3 as a function of the calendar week. The
light blue line shows the average availability until the current
week. During 22 out of 37 operational weeks the target of
98% (red horizontal line) was reached or exceeded. During
six weeks even 100% could be achieved. Only a few, but
major faults significantly affected the average availability
in 2021: a water leak in the injectors in week 17, a complicated problem with the multibunch-feedback electronics in
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PETRA III Performance Trend
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The Synchrotron Light Source PETRA III, one of the
core facilities at DESY, is operated with a high availability
in two operation modes with 480 and 40 bunches at a beam
energy of 6 GeV. The technical design of the upgrade project
PETRA IV is strongly supported with a study program.
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problem with the switches of the injection kicker causing
several beam dumps between weeks 43-49. The final distribution of the achieved time for the different machine states is
shown in Fig. 4. In total 62% of the year beam was delivered
to the experiments, out of which more than 50% of was spent
in user run.
In Fig. 5 the evolution of the yearly availability, number
of faults per 1000 h and the MTBF during user run time is
shown since the last year before the extension project was implemented in 2015. A clear trend of continuous performance
improvement from one year to the next could be achieved.
This availability statistics are based on a metric that is in
agreement with internationally recognised performance characteristics, and does not include ’warm-up’ time after each
fault.

STUDIES AND PLANS
Currently several studies are performed at PETRA III
that support the technical design for the planned upgrade to
PETRA IV. The areas of particular interest include beam
stability concepts [9], accelerator physics and beam dynamics [10], but also prototyping for technical subsystems [11].
In particular, in the summer shut-down 2022, it is planned to
prepare the installation of a new single cell cavity and new
beam current monitors to test prototype components with
beam for the upgrade project PETRA IV.
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Abstract
In a Light Source, unused synchrotron radiation is being
distributed along the walls of the chambers. Due to the
small conductance of the chambers, vacuum pumping will
be based on the distributed concept, and then non-evaporable getter (NEG) coating is extensively used. The vacuum
chambers are made of copper alloys tube, and cooling circuits are welded to the chamber to remove the heat load
from the radiation generated. Filler metal creates a brazed
joint between the water-cooling pipe and the vacuum
chamber body. The thermal conductivity of the fillers is
less than the vacuum chamber body. On the other hand, the
velocity of the water in the cooling pipe is a critical parameter in thermal calculations that must be taken into account.
So, in this paper, we study and investigate the effects of the
filler metal and the cooling water velocity on cooling the
NEG-coated chambers.

INTRODUCTION
The ILSF storage ring lattice is based on 20 five-bent
achromats; Each achromat contains three unit cells and two
matching cells. The unit cells have a 3.9° bending magnet,
while the matching cells deflect the beam 3.15° [1]. The
radiation of these five dipole magnets is uniform in the horizontal direction (plane of the storage ring), while in the
vertical direction, it follows a narrow Gaussian profile.
The irradiate power and the radiation power density on
the vacuum surface are simulated by Synrad+ software [2].
It is assumed that the chamber body will absorb all the radiation, and no reflection would happen. Hence, the facets'
sticking factor has been considered equal to 1. The cooling
of this chamber and its challenge will be studied in the present work.
The commonly used thermal absorber design criteria
are [3]:
𝐶𝐶 𝑊𝑊
should
1. The maximum cooling wall temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
be lower than water boiling temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑔𝑔 at the
pressure of the water in the cooling tubes
𝐶𝐶ℎ
2. The maximum temperature of the chamber 𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
must
be significantly lower than the melting point of the
copper and the brazing temperature.
3. The maximum temperature rise in the chamber should
be less than 300°C for Glidcop and 150°C for oxygenfree high thermal conductivity (OFHC) copper, which
are also used at APS [4].

____________________________________________

THEORY
The total radiative power of all the bending magnets in a
ring is determined by the electron's energy 𝐸𝐸 [𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺], the
bending magnet's field 𝐵𝐵 [𝑇𝑇], and the electron beam current 𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏 [𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚], as the following equation [5]:
(1)
𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 [𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘] = 26.6𝐸𝐸 3 [𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺]𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏 [𝐴𝐴]𝐵𝐵[𝑇𝑇]
Correspondingly, the power density on the beam axis can
be obtained as follows:
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑊𝑊
(2)
�
�|
= 5.44𝐸𝐸 4 [𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺]𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏 [𝐴𝐴]𝐵𝐵[𝑇𝑇]
𝑑𝑑Ω 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 2 𝜓𝜓=0
Since the magnitude of the magnetic field in the dipoles
of the ILSF storage ring is about 𝐵𝐵 = 0.567 𝑇𝑇 according
to Eq. (2), at a current of 400 mA and an energy of 3 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺,
the total output power due to synchrotron radiation will be
162.95 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘. It means that for 100 dipole magnets in the
ring, each bend chamber wall receives 1.05 kW radiation
power.
A maximum value of 8.35 𝑊𝑊/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚2 for the power density
has been obtained analytically.
Most of the power will be distributed along the watercooled vacuum chambers. So, a cooling circuit channel is
welded to each chamber to remove the heat load from the
radiation generated as seen in Fig. 1. In this research, a simple model of a curved vacuum chamber in a dipole without
photon extraction is studied to investigate the thermal effects, as seen in Fig. 2. Although the electrons travel parallel with the chamber in a curved path but the radiant photons go in a straight line. So, significant radiation collisions
will be happen along the second half of the chamber.
Therefore, the initial part of the chamber will have an ambient temperature, while the final part will be warm due to
the radiation, as discussed here.

Figure 1: The ILSF chamber cross-section view.

Figure 2: Simple model of the vacuum chamber in a dipole
without photon extraction.
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The vacuum chambers of the ILSF storage ring will be
fabricated using an oxygen-free copper alloy. The small
amount of silver in this alloy helps the chamber increase its
resistance to softening.
The velocity of water in the cooling pipes should be less
than 3 𝑚𝑚⁄𝑠𝑠 to keep the flow-induced vibrations within acceptable levels and larger than 1 𝑚𝑚⁄𝑠𝑠 to avoid the accumulation of air in the circuits.
A filler metal (such as SN100C) will be used to create a
low-temperature brazing joint between the water-cooling
pipe and the vacuum chamber body. The thermal conductivity of this alloy is less than the conductivity of copper.
The thermal conductivity coefficient of OFS copper is
388 𝑊𝑊 ⁄𝑚𝑚°𝐾𝐾 while the thermal conductivity coefficient of
SN100C is 64 𝑊𝑊 ⁄𝑚𝑚°𝐾𝐾 . A thickness of 1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 against
brazed filler metal has been considered in the thermal simulations, which is a strict assumption. Nevertheless, it will
be sure that it will not encounter any problems in practice.
The effect of this filler conductance has been studied in this
work.

SIMULATIONS
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model is based
on the fundamental equations governing fluid dynamics:
mass, momentum, and energy conservation. CFD helps anticipate fluid flow behavior based on mathematical models
using software tools. This method is widely used and accepted as a proper engineering tool in the industry. The
CFD simulation process involves several different steps involved in fluid flow analysis.

Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
FEA is a famous method to solve numerically differential equations moving up in engineering and mathematical
modeling. The FEA subdivides an extensive system into
smaller, simpler parts called finite elements to solve a problem. The thermal analysis of the presented chamber has
been performed based on FEA. The ANSYS software [6]
is used to simulate the thermal distribution of the chamber
body. The result of the thermal analysis will be used for
stress analysis in the next step.
The heat generated on the vacuum chamber's inner surfaces is transferred to the water that passes through the
cooling pipe by the convection process. Several quasi-experimental equations are available to calculate the convective heat transfer coefficient from the pipe wall to the water. Since the heat is transferred from the hotter body to the
water pipe walls, the heat absorbed is approximately equal
to the radiation heat.
In FEA, cooling is entirely defined by the convective
heat transfer coefficient and water temperature.
CFD modeling has not been commonly used in the past
for absorber cooling calculations in the synchrotrons. In
Ref [7] authors refer to a heat transfer film coefficient value
that varies from 10 to 20 𝑊𝑊 ⁄𝑚𝑚2 °𝐾𝐾 with no or little precisions concerning the cooling channel dimensions and the
flow rate.
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For our case, it is decided to study a simple model of a
cooling channel with a water flow rate (1-3𝑚𝑚⁄𝑠𝑠 ), to extract
the maximum and average heat transfer coefficient in the
cooling tube wall. Also, the maximum and average temperatures of the chamber body are interesting to compare with
FEA results. All CFD simulations were made using the k-ε
turbulence model [8], and then it is compared with the results of FEA.
Heat transfer coefficient ℎ will be calculated by ANSYS
from the equation 𝑞𝑞 ′′ = ℎ(𝑇𝑇 𝐶𝐶 𝑊𝑊 − 𝑇𝑇 ∞ ) where 𝑞𝑞 ′′ is the
heat transfer rate, 𝑇𝑇 𝐶𝐶 𝑊𝑊 is the cooling wall temperature and
𝑇𝑇 ∞ is the temperature of the reference. The cooling calculations using CFD have been done with three different
flows. In this method, it is assumed that the inlet water temperature is 25 degrees. Heat flux due to synchrotron radiation colliding with the inner wall of the vacuum chamber
was calculated using Synrad+ software. The cooling tube
was hypothesized to be brazed into the vacuum chamber
with a filler material with about 1 mm thickness. The maximum and average temperature of the vacuum chamber
was simulated using Fluent software [6]. The maximum
wall temperature of the cooling pipe is too critical since it
should be less than the boiling temperature of the cooling
water.
The heat transfer coefficient between the wall of the
cooling tube and water was calculated by the software. Calculated convection coefficients at different locations of the
cooling tube wall have different values because the wall
temperature of the cooling pipe can be different in dissimilar locations, Figs. 3 and 4. The maximum value of the
convection coefficient of the cooling pipe wall and the average of this quantity for the whole wall are obtained that
all listed in Table 1.

Figure 3: CFD simulations of temperature distribution with
3 m⁄s flow rate.

Figure 4: CFD simulations of heat transfer coefficient between the wall of the cooling tube and water with 3 m⁄s
flow rate.
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Table 1: CFD Results for Different Water Flow Rates
Flow
rate
(𝐦𝐦⁄𝐬𝐬)
3
2
1

𝐡𝐡𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚
(𝐖𝐖⁄𝐦𝐦𝟐𝟐 °𝐂𝐂)
5800
4080
2257

𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂
𝐓𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐀𝐀𝐀𝐀
(℃)

𝐡𝐡𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌
(𝐖𝐖⁄𝐦𝐦𝟐𝟐 °𝐂𝐂)
22500
17800
11800

𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂
𝐓𝐓𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌
(℃)

44
51
71

74.5
78.5
98

𝐂𝐂 𝐖𝐖
𝐓𝐓𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌
(℃)

50
60
87

In the next step, with the heat transfer coefficient obtained with CFD, the cooling calculations of the chamber
with the FEA modeling were performed, Figs. 5 and 6.
Cooling calculations were done with the maximum value
of the heat transfer coefficient and its mean value, which
are shown in Table 2. In this method, a single convection
coefficient should be considered for the entire wall of the
cooling pipe chamber. As with the CFD method, the maximum mean temperature of the chamber is simulated.

Figure 5: FEA simulations of temperature distribution with
h = 22500 W⁄m2 °C.

conduction is assumed to be equal to the copper. For the
average chamber temperature, this difference is about 2℃;
the results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Simulation Results, Assuming the Thermal
Conductivity of Filler Material as the Same as the Thermal
Conductivity of Copper
Flow rate
(𝐦𝐦⁄𝐬𝐬)
3
3
2
2
1
1

h
(𝐖𝐖⁄𝐦𝐦𝟐𝟐 °𝐂𝐂)
22500
5800
17800
4080
11800
2257

𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂
𝐓𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐀𝐀𝐀𝐀
(℃)

32
44
33
52
36
71

𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂
𝐓𝐓𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌
(℃)

66
89
68
101
73
136

CONCLUSION
To estimate the amount of heat transfer coefficient in
vacuum chamber cooling simulations, cooling simulations
with different flow rates were done by FEA. After obtaining the heat convection coefficient in these simulations, it
was seen that the maximum amount of heat convection coefficient of the cooling pipe and water could be used in finite element calculations. In the process of welding the
cooling pipe to the vacuum chamber, in practice in some
places the distance between them may be more than usual.
Such a gap will be filled by the filler. The filler at the welding place increases the temperature of the chamber locally.
Considering the maximum temperature of 150℃ for the
chamber and a filler with a thickness of 1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 increases
the maximum temperature of the chamber by 8℃, which is
not negligible in the calculations and may lead to further
problems. So, it is recommended to consider the maximum
temperature of 140℃ on the design level for the enclosures.
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Figure 6: FEA simulations of temperature distribution with
h = 5800 W⁄m2 °C.

Table 2: FEA Simulation With the Heat Transfer
Coefficient Results Obtained From CFD
Flow rate
(𝐦𝐦⁄𝐬𝐬)
3
3
2
2
1
1

h
�𝐖𝐖⁄𝐦𝐦𝟐𝟐 °𝐂𝐂�
22500
5800
17800
4080
11800
2257

𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂
𝐓𝐓𝐀𝐀𝐀𝐀𝐀𝐀
(℃)

34
46
35
54
38
73

𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂
𝐓𝐓𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌
(℃)

74
96
76
109
81
143

𝐂𝐂 𝐖𝐖
𝐓𝐓𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌
(℃)

37
61
39
75
44
113

Assuming that the material used as a filler in welding has
the same heat transfer coefficient as the copper, the chamber cooling simulations have been done again. Comparing
the results with the situation in which the actual conductivity of the filler was considered can help us understand this
effect. For our simple case, considering the filler thermal
conductivity, FEA thermal analysis shows that the maximum temperature of this chamber is about 8 degrees higher
than a similar chamber in which the filler's thermal
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THE ELETTRA 2.0 PROJECT
E. Karantzoulis†, A. Fabris, S. Krecic, Elettra – Sincrotrone Trieste, Trieste, Italy
Abstract
The project status of the future Italian 2.4 GeV fourth
generation light source Elettra 2.0 that will replace the
third-generation light source Elettra is presented. Elettra
2.0 will be the ultra-low emittance light source that will
provide ultra-high brilliance and coherence and at the same
time aims to provide very short pulses for time resolved
experiments.

INTRODUCTION
Located on the outskirts of Trieste, Italy, Elettra operates
for users since 1994 being the first third generation light
source for soft X-rays in Europe. During those 27 years,
many improvements were made in order to keep the
machine updated and therefore competitive with the other
more recent and modern light sources already designed to
operate in top-up. Following the successful set in operation
of the full energy injector in 2008, after 14 years of energy
ramping, Elettra established top-up operations [1] in spring
2010, although not originally designed for it. Operating in
top-up proved to be, and still is, very beneficial for the
machine [2].
Although Elettra performs very well and is serving the
user community with excellent results, in order to keep the
light source competitive for synchrotron research and
enable new science and new technology developments,
after 28 years of operation the diffraction limited storage
ring Elettra 2.0 is going to replace Elettra.

ELETTRA STATUS
Elettra operates 24 hours/day, seven days a week
delivering more than 5000 hours/year of synchrotron light
from infrared (IR) to hard x-rays to 28 beam lines. Ten of
them are served by bending magnets. Two beam-lines use
light from a superconducting 49-pole, 64-mm period, 3.5 T
wiggler.
Many types of insertion devices are installed such as
planar, polarizing, electromagnetic, superconducting
including canted APPLE II type undulators occupying all
the eleven available long straights while the dispersive
short straights are also used for short insertion devices such
as the 1 m long double APU (Adjustable Phase Undulator)
device serving the TwinMic beam line.
The machine consists of a 100-MeV linac, a 2.5 GeV
booster and a 2.0/2.4 GeV storage ring. For about 75% of
user-dedicated time Elettra operates at 2 GeV while for the
remaining 25% it operates at 2.4 GeV, being the only
facility to operate at two energies (both in top-up). The
main operating modes are multi-bunch with a dark gap of
42 ns and hybrid i.e. multi-bunch with one (for time
resolved experiments) or two single bunches (distant 40 ns
†emanuel.karantzoulis@elettra.eu (2022)
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in a dark gap of 120 ns for pump and probe experiments).
In 2021, hybrid mode user beam time amounted to 30 % of
the total user beam time. The operating intensities are
310 mA at 2 GeV and 160 mA at 2.4 GeV with 5 mA single
bunch(es) added when in hybrid mode.
The total availability, i.e. including the power outages, is
97% and the Mean Time between Failures (MTBF) is
higher than 75 hours. The mean maximum time between
failures is currently at about 321 hours with peaks at 451
hours. The top-up availability to the total user scheduled
time for 2021 was 99 %.

ELETTRA 2.0: OVERVIEW
Already since 2014 discussions with beamline
responsibles, users and partners started in order to define
the requirements of the new machine described in a series
of papers [3-9] resulting to a preliminary but otherwise
complete Conceptual Design Report (CDR) [8]. Since
2017 a series of workshops with the users and partners
established some new and final requirements. Thus, it has
been decided to operate mainly at 2.4 GeV while letting
open the possibility to operate for some time and for a
limited percentage of user time also at 2 GeV. It has also
been requested to let open the possibility of creating short
pulses as small as 0.5-1 ps (fwhm) for time resolved
experiments using vertically deflecting (crab) cavities that
are planned to be installed in section 2 of the ring. All other
long straight sections will be occupied by insertion devices
with the exception of the injection straight (section 12). It
has been also requested to increase the intensity to 400 mA,
the available slots for insertion devices and to install superbends and in vacuum undulators. The constraints were to
keep the same circumference, to keep the present injection
scheme and to minimize the dark time to 18 months.
The Elettra 2.0 project was approved by the Italian
Government in 2019 and according to the current schedule
the new machine will start serving the users at the end of
2026. Since some of the original requirements, as appeared
in the CDR, have changed, based on the new revised
requirements an enhanced version of our S6BA (symmetric
six bend achromat) was produced namely S6BA-E
(symmetric six bend achromat-enhanced), see Fig. 1, by
using longitudinal gradient (LG) dipoles (Fig. 2) and
reverse bends. Although most of the CDR part is still valid,
a new Technical Design Report (TDR) was produced and
is available since June 2021 [10].

ELETTRA 2.0: CHARACTERISTICS
The enhanced symmetric six bend achromat (S6BA-E)
lattice (Fig. 1) has a total length equal to that of the present
Elettra, i.e. 259.2 m and is made of 24 symmetric arcs, 12
long straights and 12 short straights sections, it has a 12fold symmetry and is invariant under relative position
shifts between them. Thus, the short straight sections in the
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arcs are created without appreciable change of the optics
functions, increasing thus the slots available for insertion
devices. Each arc consists of 3-unit cells of the TME
(theoretical minimum emittance) type i.e. :
• 3 dipoles, of which one at 0.8 T with vertical field
gradient and two with combined transverse (<
22 T/m), and longitudinal gradient (1 and 1.46 T)
(Fig. 2),
• 8 quadrupoles (< 50 T/m) four of which are shifted
at 5.16 mm to give the required reverse-bend angle
of -0.4 deg each and
• 10 combined sextupoles (< 4500 T/m2) (4 with
correctors, 2 harmonic with correctors and 2 with
skew quadrupole coils) and
• 2 combined multipoles (octupoles with correctors).
The working point is (33.25, 9.2-9.4) and the natural
chromaticity (-71, -68) corrected to +2 in both.
The two arcs are separated in the middle by a short
straight section of 1.26 m free space for installing the rf
cavities, equipment or short undulators or wigglers while
the free space of the long straights connecting the sections
is 4.85 m long for installing insertion devices. With that
choice of lengths, the transverse position of the Elettra 2.0
beam lines on the long straight sections compared to the
ones in the present Elettra is almost coincident.

Figure 1: Elettra 2.0 S6BA-E lattice.
The total number of magnets is 552 with 192 corrector
coils and 171 BPMs. For the fast correction (fast orbit
feedback) 96 additional coils will be used.
The magnets will be powered independently, although
they may be grouped in families and are mostly water
cooled.
The bare emittance is 212 nm-rad (149 pm-rad at 2 GeV)
at 1% coupling i.e. a factor of 50 reduction from the present
machine and will increase the brilliance up to 2-3 orders of
magnitude at 10 keV and about 36 times at 1 keV compared
to that of the present machine. Also, the coherence level
will be increased by a factor of 60 at 1 keV. The twiss
functions of the lattice are shown in Fig. 1.
At full coupling, the emittances become respectively 100
and 70 pm-rad however there is no need or request to
operate at full coupling.
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Figure 2: LG half-dipole magnet profile.
Another interesting point of the lattice is that, due to its
low momentum compaction of 1.3e-4, it can naturally
provide a short stable electron bunch below 10 ps (fwhm)
for 100 mA total current and acceptable lifetime of 12 h.
However, the use of crab cavities will allow both long
pulses at 400 mA for the majority of the users plus short
photon pulses of few tilted bunches for the beamlines that
request time resolved capability [11].

Figure 3: Pulse length at each beamline.
In Fig. 3 the shortest photon pulse duration and single
pulse relative flux are summarized, for 10 keV photon
energy. DR and IM mean drift optics and imaging optics
respectively. For many beamlines the pulse durations is ≤
3.5 ps fwhm. The minimum slit half-aperture is 5 µm in
drift mode and 2 µm in imaging mode.
Elettra 2.0 will have three new micro-spot beam lines
that the present machine cannot support, namely the
µXRD, µXRF and HB-SAXS beam lines. To meet the
requested performance, in-vacuum undulators (IVU) of at
most 5 mm aperture will be used. Simulations show that
IVUs with kmax=2 and 20 mm period at 2.4 GeV will
provide the 7th, 9th, 11th and 13th harmonics with the
required flux of 1014 ph/s/0.1%bw on the sample and
energy range, while the brilliance is > 1021
ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% BW (Fig. 4) at 10 keV. Some
already existing IDs will be reused including the super
conducting 3.5 T wiggler and additionally 5 short straight
sections will be occupied by short wigglers (2) and short
undulators (3).
The hard X-ray imaging (life and material science)
requires 1013 ph/s at 50 keV while the absorption x-ray
fluorescence requires the same flux at 35 keV, and can be
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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satisfied using three super-bends (SB) of peak field at 6 T.
When all insertion devices and SBs are included the
emittance at 2.4 GeV reads 214 pm-rad and the energy loss
due to radiation is 620 keV which for 400 mA translates to
248 kW power lost to radiation. Moving any ID field from
zero to maximum changes the beam dimension by less than
1%.

Figure 4: Old and new IDs brilliance.
The dynamic aperture (DA) including all (errors,
chambers, ids) is about ±5 mm horizontally and ±2 mm
vertically permitting off axis injection and at the same time
permitting the tilted bunches having a vertical projection
of ±1.2 mm. Simulations have shown that efficient orbit
corrections are achieved with < 1 mrad kick of the
correction coils.
A passive superconductive third harmonic cavity (S3HC) lengthens the bunch for stability and lifetime. The
intra-beam scattering without the effect of the S-3HC at
400 mA will increase the emittance from 212 to 275 pmrad (30% increase) while including the effect of the S-3HC
the emittance will increase to 235 pm-rad (11% increase).
No ion trapping instabilities are expected.
The vacuum chamber will be rhomboidal with 20x30
mm external dimensions mainly made of copper with some
parts in aluminum (long straights) and also stainless steel
(dipole chambers). Most parts of the chamber will be
covered with 500 nm NEG. The impedance budget is
comparable to that of the present machine, being about
0.85 Ohm longitudinal (0.24 Ohm effective) and
564 kOhm/m transverse giving a tune shift of about 0.8 kHz/mA (present Elettra gives -0.6 kHz/mA). The
longitudinal loss factor is 21 V/pC giving a parasitic power
loss at about 7 kW when the effect of the third harmonic
cavity is included. The single bunch microwave threshold
is about 0.25 mA and the TMCI (Transverse Mode
Coupling Instability) about 6 mA.
The average Touschek lifetime including errors and all
is about 6 h at 2 MV total rf voltage and 3% coupling while
including the effect of S-3HC it becomes 18 h.

FURTHER DETAILS
The 3-D detailed design including all insertion devices
and front ends is almost completed. In Fig. 5 the view of
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an arc is shown. On the left of the picture a rf cavity is
shown installed in a short straight section.

Figure 5: Elettra 2.0 arc view.
Almost all parts of the machine are defined. All types of
magnets have been specified, designed and ready for the
call for tender. The power supplies are reduced into 3
families:
• A: 300 A unipolar units: 80 units (including spares),
COTS (commercial of the shelf),
• B: 100 A unipolar units: 500 including spares, inhouse design + COTS power part,
• C: 20 A bipolar units: 480 including spares in-house
design and special unipolar/bipolar units: 250+
units, in-house controller, Dipole B80 Trim coil, fast
feedback correctors.
Prototypes for vacuum chambers, girders and many
other parts are ordered expecting calls for tender next year.
Each section will have 8 girders consisting of granite slabs
long from 1.2 to 1.5 m, 0.6 m large and 0.3 m thick. Frontends are defined. Prototyping is ongoing as well as
discussions with potential manufacturers. The injection
system will use 2 kickers, 2 septa and 1 anti-septum. The
emittance swap technique will be used.
For the RF system [12], the four Elettra 500 MHz rf
cavities presently in operation will be re-used. Each cavity
will be installed in a short straight section and each one will
be powered by a new130 kW solid state amplifier (SSA).
The four SSAs have been already outsourced to industry
and the first one is now already in operation in Elettra. As
for the low-level rf, a digital system will be implemented.
The actual Elettra will stop running in July 2025 and
Elettra 2.0 will start giving light to the users in November
2026.
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Abstract
Currently, the Free electron laser user facility FLASH
at DESY is undergoing a significant upgrade involving the
complete transformation of one of its beamlines to allow
external seeding. With the Echo-Enabled Harmonic Generation (EEHG) seeding method, we aim for the generation
of fully coherent XUV and soft X-ray pulses at wavelengths
down to 4 nm. The generated FEL radiation is sensitive to
various electron beam properties, e.g., its energy profile imprinted either deliberately or by collective effects such as Coherent Synchrotron Radiation (CSR). In dedicated particle
tracking simulations, one usually makes certain assumptions
concerning the beam properties and the collective effects to
simplify implementation and analysis. Here, we estimate
the influence of some of the common assumptions made
in EEHG simulations on the properties of the output FEL
radiation, using the example of FLASH and its proposed
seeding beamline. We conclude that the inherent properties
of the FLASH1 beam, namely the negatively chirped energy
profile, has dominant effect on the spectral intensity profile
of the radiators output compare to that of the CSR induced
chirp.

INTRODUCTION
Echo-Enabled Harmonic Generation (EEHG) [1] is an external seeding technique for Free Electron Lasers (FEL). In
comparison with the classical Self Amplified Spontaneous
Emission (SASE) scheme, seeding techniques offer temporally coherent, narrow-bandwidth FEL radiation with much
better shot-to-shot stability [2]. In comparison with other
seeding schemes, EEHG provides higher conversion efficiency at high harmonics of the seed laser wavelength and
more robustness with respect to the initial beam quality [3].
FLASH2020+ [4] is a major upgrade of the existing FLASH
(Free electron LASer in Hamburg) facility, which includes
the reconstruction of the FLASH1 beamline to allow external seeding. The EEHG option in FLASH1 beamline will be
used to generate soft X-ray radiation with wavelengths down
to 4 nm. The realization of EEHG is more challenging at
shorter wavelengths because of the precise phase space transformations in the dedicated seeding section of the beamline
at higher harmonics. The essential components of the seeding section are the two modulators and the two magnetic
chicanes, as depicted in Fig 1. Each component induces
∗
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specific longitudinal energy correlations, which have to be
carefully chosen and transported through the beamline. Any
deviations from the design beam parameters at each point
of the beamline could have a detrimental effect on the performance of EEHG-based FEL. Therefore, it is crucial to
investigate this section’s dynamic beam parameters in detail. Particle tracking simulations are a widely used tool
for investigating beam dynamics, which can help anticipate
detrimental effects and indicate ways of mitigating them. At
the same time, the accuracy of the simulations in each particular case is restricted by the underlying approximations
and assumptions. Some of these assumptions are related to
the functionality of the simulation code. For example, in
EEHG simulations performed with Genesis 1.3 [5] the
effect of Coherent Synchrotron Radiation (CSR) in the chicanes is not taken into account, even though it can have a
noticeable effect on the electron beam parameters [6]. Other
assumptions are made deliberately by the user to make the
implementation or interpretation of the simulations more
straightforward. For example, while tracking the electron
beam through the EEHG seeding section with elegant [7],
one can neglect the initial electron beam energy chirp. The
effect of the initial electron beam energy modulations on
EEHG itself is well studied elsewhere (see, e.g., [8]), but
an interplay between the initial chirp and the modulations
induced by the CSR might be possible. In this work, we
use the example of the future EEHG beamline at FLASH to
see how the assumptions mentioned above can change the
properties of the output FEL radiation.

modulator 1 chicane 1 modulator 2 chicane 2
seed 1

radiator

seed 2
Figure 1: Schematic of the simulated setup.

METHODS
The simulations are performed in two steps. First, we
start at the entrance of the first EEHG modulator, where the
electron distribution is generated by elegant according to
the beam parameters specified in Table 1. Two ideal matched
initial electron beam distributions are considered: in one,
the energy chirp is 0 MeV/ps (no chirp), and in the other
−15 MeV/ps, which is the expected value for 4 nm working
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point in FLASH1. All other beam parameters are the same.
The beam is then tracked in elegant through the seeding
section (shown in Fig. 1) up to the entrance of the radiator
section. The parameters of the seeding section are given in
the Table 1, where 𝐴1,2 is the energy modulation in terms of
the initial energy spread in the first and the second modulator
(1,2)
respectively and 𝑅56
is the dispersion strength of the first
and the second chicane respectively. In this work, we neglect
the CSR in the second chicane as well as in both modulators,
because it is expected to be much less pronounced than in
the strong first chicane. The CSR in the first chicane is calculated by the built-in method [9] implemented in elegant’s
CSRCSBEND element. The method uses 1D-model to calculate longitudinal CSR-induced energy kicks along the dipoles
of the chicane and applies them to the electron bunch. The
model calculates the CSR in free space, ignoring the effect
of the resistive chamber walls of the chicane. The effect of
shielding and wakefields from the chamber walls will be
considered in future work. Further information about the
element and the application of the model can be found in
elegant’s manual [10].
The particle distribution at the entrance of the first radiator,

see that the energy profile of the electron beam changes in
the presence of the CSR especially in the region of the high
current. Based on the results of [6] we expect an effect on
the spectrum of the output FEL radiation. One can also see
from the plot that the amplitude of the CSR-induced energy
modulation is much smaller than the initial chirp.
Figure 3 shows the spectrum of the FEL output in the

Table 1: Simulation Parameters
Initial beam parameters
Central energy
Slice energy spread
Bunch length rms
Peak current
Normalized emittance

1350 MeV
150 keV
96 µm
500 A
0.6 mm⋅mrad

Seeding section parameters
Seed lasers wavelength
𝐴1
(1)
𝑅56
𝐴2
(2)
𝑅56

300 nm
3.10
7.05 mm
5.18
81.25 µm

Target wavelength
Length
Undulator period

4 nm
2.508 m × 11
3.3 cm

Radiator section parameters

produced by elegant, is then converted into the format of
GENESIS particle distribution and imported into the simulation for the radiator section. The most important parameters
of the radiator are also given in Table 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 (a) shows the energy profile of the initial electron
beam with (dashed blue line) and without (solid blue line)
the initial −15 Mev/ps energy chirp. The plot also shows
the current profile (solid black line) for the reference. Figure 2 (b) shows the energy profile of the electron beam at
the exit of the first chicane in the cases with (orange lines)
and without (blue lines) the CSR effect. From the plot, we
TUPOMS024
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Figure 2: (a) - Energy profile of the initial electron beam
with the current profile (solid black line); (b)- Energy profile
of the electron beam at the exit of chicane 1. The head of
the bunch is on the left.
vicinity of the target wavelength when power saturation in
the radiator is reached. From the plot, we immediately see
that the quality of the spectrum has deteriorated because of
the CSR-induced energy modulation. Despite the complex
shape of the spectrum, we see indications that the maximum
radiation power is shifted due to the CSR (see Table 2). We
also estimate the RMS bandwidths of the spectra, which
are given in Table 3. From this consideration, we conclude
that the RMS bandwidth of the FEL radiation changes by
one order of magnitude for the unchirped electron beam
due to the CSR. Finally, we repeat the simulations for the
case when the initial electron beam has a linear chirp of
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Figure 3: Spectral shape of the EEHG FEL pulse in the
saturation mode in the case of no initial electron beam energy
chirp.
Table 2: Resonant Wavelength Shift
Initial chirp

no CSR (10−4 nm)

CSR (10−4 nm)

0 MeV/ps
−15 MeV/ps

3.73 (0.009%)

2.66 (0.007%)
5.31 (0.013%)

Table 3: RMS Bandwidths of the Output FEL Spectra
Initial chirp

no CSR (10−4 nm)

CSR (10−4 nm)

0 MeV/ps
−15 MeV/ps

0.17
0.81

1.31
1.11

−15 MeV/ps. Figure 4 shows the spectral shapes with (solid
orange line) and without (solid blue line) the CSR for the
initially chirped electron beam. The plot also includes the
spectrum for the CSR-affected unchirped beam (shaded orange) from Fig. 3 for the reference. One can see that the
multiple peak structure is not observed in the spectrum with
the chirp present. This result is in agreement with the theory
from [6], that the multiple peaks in the spectrum originate
from the regions of the bunch, which have different local
chirp values. When a relatively strong initial linear chirp
dominates the electron beam energy profile, this mechanism
of spectral broadening is expected to have less importance
than the spectral broadening due to the initial electron beam
energy chirp described in [8]. From the bandwidth values
given in Table 3 we see that the relative spectral broadening
due to the CSR is only about 30% for the initially chirped
electron beam. The wavelength shift due to the CSR is still
observed; however, it is comparable to the bandwidth in this
case.

Figure 4: Spectral shape of the EEHG FEL pulse in the
saturation mode in the case of 15 MeV/ps initial electron
beam energy chirp.
output FEL radiation spectrum. We considered the energy
profile of the electron beam at the exit of the first chicane
with and without CSR (in free space) effects in the chicane.
In addition, we simulated the spectral shape of the FEL
radiation by the beam in both cases. From comparing the two
cases, we have concluded that taking CSR into account can
significantly affect the EEHG-based FEL radiation spectrum.
The effect of CSR on the spectrum in the presence of a linear
energy chirp in the electron beam was investigated as well.
We concluded that the effect of the CSR-induced energy
modulation in the presence of the chirp is significantly less
critical. Future work will extend this work to include internal
beam scattering and the effects of chamber walls.
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Abstract
ALBA is working on the upgrade project that shall
transform the actual storage ring, in operation since 2012,
into a 4th generation light source, in which the soft X-rays
part of the spectrum shall be diffraction limited. The project has been officially launched in 2021 and a White
Paper presenting the main concepts of the upgrade will be
published in 2022. The storage ring upgrade is based on a
6BA lattice which has to comply with several constraints
imposed by the decision of maintaining the same circumference (269 m), the same number of cells (16), the same
beam energy (3 GeV), and as many of the source points as
possible unperturbed. The lattice optimization has
achieved an emittance of 140 pm rad, which is a factor 30
smaller than that of the existing ring, but with a cells
compactness that presents technological challenges for
the magnets, vacuum, diagnostics, RF systems and injection elements designs that are being investigated through
an intensive R&D program.

INTRODUCTION
The main goal of the accelerator upgrade for ALBA II
is the transformation of ALBA into a diffraction limited
storage ring, which implies the reduction of the emittance
by at least a factor of twenty.
The upgrade has been conceived as a cost and time effective process, to be realized before the end of the decade and profiting at maximum from the existing infrastructures, in particular the building which is now hosting
the facility. It has been decided that the storage ring (SR)
upgrade will be done without any major modification of
the shielding tunnel. Furthermore, the requirement of
maintaining the Insertion Devices (IDs) as close as possible to their present position will preserve them operative
for ALBA II and will imply minor modifications to the
beamlines.
Another important decision has been the determination
of the beam energy of ALBA II, which will be maintained
at 3GeV, after having considered several factors. First, the
circumference of the SR is constrained to be about 270 m
in order to reuse the tunnel; and since we want to preserve
also the IDs position, a sixteen-cell geometry is imposed.
With these constraints the length of the arcs is too short
for obtaining a substantial reduction of the beam emittance at higher beam energies, also considering that the
emittance scales with the square of the energy. Another
consideration is related to the injector: increasing the
energy of the SR would require replacing the whole
booster, which increases the cost of the project and
lengthens its realization.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A05: Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

LATTICE
In order to fit these goals and constrains, an extremely
optimized lattice design based on a six bend achromat
(6BA) has been conceived [1], whose main parameters
are listed and compared with the ones from ALBA in
Table 1.
Table 1: List of ALBA and ALBA II Parameters
Parameter
Emittance, pm rad
Circumference, m
Energy, GeV
Number of Cells
Number of straights
Straight ratio, %
Tunes (hor, ver)
Mom. Comp. Factor
Beam current, mA
Energy loss/turn, keV
Nat. bunch length, ps

ALBA
4600
268.8
3.0
16
4 / 12 / 8
36
(18.16, 8.36)
8.9e-4
250
1023
15

ALBA II
140
268.8
3.0
16
16
24
(43.68, 11.67)
0.8e-4
300
845
6

The choice of a 6BA is the result of an optimization
work, performed with a tracking code developed on purpose [2], aiming to balance the demand for both, a low
emittance and a large as possible dynamic aperture and
momentum acceptance, maintaining a limit to the maximum quadrupolar and sextupolar fieds in the magnets;
together with the geometrical constrains due to the available space, and the fixed position of the insertion devices.
The new 6BA optics allows for a reduction of the horizontal natural emittance by about a factor 30, while keeping the current ALBA cell length. The overall ring symmetry is preserved: the lattice is composed by 16 cells
organized in 4 quadrants.
All arcs have the same low-emittance lattice, but four
straight sections have high-betas, see Figure 1. One of
them is required for the injection, two more are for RF
cavities and one is available for an ID.

Figure 1: Dispersion (top) and b-functions (bottom) along a
quadrant of the 6BA ALBA-II lattice.
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Nowadays we are working on the optimization of the
high-beta sections by replacing the quadrupole triplet by a
doublet, so that more space shall be available for the injection elements and for the RF cavities.

Full Coupling Operation
Lifetime is expected to be dominated by the Touschek
scattering due to the small emittance, in particular the
vertical emittance is foreseen to be of the order of only a
few pm rad.
To limit beam losses and increase lifetime, a solution
under investigation consists on leaking part of the horizontal emittance on to the vertical plane by exploiting the
coupling resonances. By matching the horizontal and
vertical tune is thus possible to obtain full coupling with
an effective horizontal and vertical emittance of
90 pm rad; improving substantially the lifetime, and allowing almost round beam at the ID positions, where both
beta functions are very similar. Studies at ALBA are being
carried out to assess its viability [3].

MAGNETS
Up to nine different types of magnets are needed to fulfil the requirements imposed by the 6BA lattice. In total,
ALBA II will be equipped with 592 individual magnets,
whose main parameters are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Characteristics of the Different Types of Magnets for ALBA II Storage Ring
Magnet
description
Bending
with transversal
gradient
Antibending
with transversal
gradient
Quadrupoles

Types

Length
[m]

Field
[T]

Gradient
[T/m]

QD
QDS

0.867
0.631

1.009
0.819

-15.41
2.03

QF
QFS

0.297
0.297

-0.394
-0.425

70.05
70.05

Q1
Q2

0.200
0.350

-31.54
83.16

Q3

0.200

-109.83

Quadrupoles
(injection)

IQ1

0.200

89.71

IQ2

0.350

-69.61

IQ3

0.200

44.70

SH
SV

0.297
0.631

Sextupoles

Gradient
[T/m2]

4936
-4084

As a baseline all the magnets are considered electromagnets since, due to the compactness of the ALBA II
lattice and, for a proper lattice and orbit correction, it is
required to have all of them tuneable.
However, since the upgrade it is not foreseen until
2029, a R&D program has been started [4] in order to
investigate the possible options for implementing permanent magnets (PM) into the ALBA II magnets, either with
full PM design, or in hybrid configuration: with PM and
coils for tuneability, see Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Technological choices for the magnets depending on
the source of the magnetic flux: electromagnets (EM), pure
permanent magnets (PM) or hybrid designs.

VACUUM SYSTEM
Initial considerations assume that the smallest magnet
aperture is 20 mm. In order to leave space for the magnets
and chambers tolerances and drifts, a clearance of 1 mm
between chamber wall and the magnets yokes is foreseen.
Assuming 1 mm chamber wall thickness, the effective
inner diameter of the vacuum chamber is about 16 mm.
Preliminary vacuum chamber layout shows that the
tightest segments are the intersection between QD dipoles
where there are four sextupoles and the anti-bending
magnet. These intersections spaces will not allow for
lumped pumps or many chamber size transitions, being
the longest and smaller vacuum chamber segment.
So, NEG coated vacuum chambers is a must to ensure
proper pressure level. We consider that the chambers will
be coated all along the ring, with possible small (75 l/s)
lumped pumps at bending magnet antechambers.
Simulations with the Synrad+ and Molflow+ [5] have
been done with NEG coating yield at the irradiated surface and a sticking factor at the rest, assuming a negligible thermal desorption with this treatment. The results are
shown in Figure 3, where the vacuum profile is computed
considering a global sticking coefficient of 0.01, and
considering 100 Ah of conditioning. In these conditions,
an average pressure of about 1e-9 mbar will be achieved
for 300 mA.

Figure 3: Left: Molflow+ PSD Desorption map and Dynamic
pressure map. Right: Pressure profile (with NEG).

RF SYSTEM
The main RF system of ALBA will be reused for ALBA
II, since its operation parameters will be very similar. The
nominal frequency will be kept at 500 MHz.
In the case of ALBA II the use of a 3rd harmonic system (3HS) is mandatory for increasing the bunch length in
order to meet the lifetime specifications and to reduce the
Intra Beam Scattering transverse blow-up. For this purpose, a RF system operating at 1.5 GHz will be installed
in ALBA II. A prototype of the 3rd harmonic cavity has
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been designed and prototyped by ALBA [6], and it’s being tested in collaboration with DESY and HZB [7].
In summary, ALBA II will have six cavities working at
the fundamental frequency of 500 MHz, and four 3rd
harmonic cavities at 1.5 GHz. Both will be active normal
conducting HOM damped cavities. Table 3 shows the
main parameters of both systems.

upgraded machines. It can be seen that the expected brilliance increase will depend strongly on the photon beam
energy: from a factor 6 at 100 eV, passing through a factor
13 at 1 keV, and up to a factor 20 at 10 keV.

Table 3: Main RF Parameters for the ALBA II Storage Ring
Parameter

Fundamental
RF system

3rd Harmonic
RF system

Unit]

Frequency
Cavity Voltage
Number of cavities
Coupling factor
Shunt Impedance
Quality factor
Synchronous phase
Bunch lengthening
Transmitter power
Power to beam

500
500
6
2.4
3.3
29500
159
95
54

1,500
200
4
0.53
1.2
14000
-7.5
2.55
9
-8

MHz
kV
MOhm
degrees
kW
kW

The bunch lengthening expected with this double RF
system is estimated to be 2.55, with a lifetime larger than
4 hours for a 300 mA beam current in multi-bunch mode.

INJECTION SYSTEM
The existing ALBA booster, thanks to its large circumference, delivers a beam emittance as small as 9 nmrad,
already suitable for the injection into the upgraded storage
ring.
Injection into the new storage ring will be more difficult compared to the existing ring, mainly due to the
strong reduction of the horizontal dynamic aperture and
the reduced injection straight length to 4 m.
The best scheme that fulfills these conditions is injecting with a single fast pulsed multipole kicker magnet
installed in the same straight section as the septum magnet. The multipole kicker under study for ALBA II is a
novel design, called Double Dipole Kicker (DDK), where
8 conductor rods are arranged in order to produce a sextupole-like behaviour around the center, resulting in zero
field at the stored beam position and a field peak at the
injected beam position [8].
Such topology presents the advantage that allows producing almost pure dipole field when only 4 out 8 rods
are powered, so that it can be used for on-axis injection
during the commissioning.

PHOTON SOURCES
One of the aims of the ALBA II upgrade project is to
keep all the Insertion Device (ID) beamlines already installed or currently under design at their present locations.
Therefore, on day one ALBA II will make use of the current set of IDs.
From the point of view of the photon delivery performance, the existing IDs will benefit from the foreseen 30fold decrease of the electron beam emittance. Figure 4
shows a comparison between the spectral brilliance calculated for the undulator-type IDs in the present and the
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 4: Comparison of the spectral brilliance for undulatortype ID sources operating in the present ALBA (dashed lines),
and in the upgraded ALBA II (solid lines) storage ring.

In a similar way, the change in the transverse coherent
fraction, which measures how close the source is to the
diffraction limit, is shown in Figure 5. Calculations have
been performed with SPECTRA [9] within Gaussian
approximation.
The improvement in the coherent fraction will range
from a factor 2 at low energy up to a factor 30 at high
energies.

Figure 5: Horizontal coherent fraction, for the present storage
ring (dashed lines) and for the upgraded ALBA II (solid lines).

In the case of wiggler-type IDs, the gain in brilliance is
smaller, and strongly dependent on the effective source
size as determined by the amplitude of the electron beam
oscillations inside the device.

CONCLUSION
Upgrading ALBA to an ultra-low emittance, 4th generation, light source ALBA II is feasible, while maintaining
the same tunnel, the same injector, and the same insertion
devices source points as of today, reaching a factor 30
reduction of emittance, down to 140 pm rad.
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3HC – THIRD HARMONIC NORMAL CONDUCTING ACTIVE CAVITY
COLLABORATION BETWEEN HZB, DESY AND ALBA*
F. Perez, J. Ocampo, A. Salom, P. Solans, ALBA Synchrotron, CELLS, Barcelona, Spain
M. Ebert, R. Onken, P. Hülsmann, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
W. Müller, TEMF, Darmstadt, Germany
W. Anders, V. Duerr, T. Loewner, A.N. Matveenko, M. Ries, L. Shi, Y. Tamashevich, A. Tsakanian
HZB, Berlin, Germany
Abstract
A collaboration agreement between the HZB, DESY and
ALBA institutions was signed on 2021 in order to test the
3rd harmonic normal conducting, HOM damped, active
cavity designed and prototyped by ALBA [1]. The test will
involve low power characterization of the fundamental
mode, bead pull measurements to fully determine the HOM
characteristics, a full high power conditioning to validate
the power capability of the cavity, and finally, the installation of the cavity in the BESSY II storage ring in order to
test the cavity in real conditions with beam. In this paper
the low power, bead pull and conditioning results will be
presented. The cavity has been installed at BESSY II on
May 2022 to be tested after the summer shutdown.

With the main difference that the damping mechanism of
the HOMs at the end of the dampers it is not an in-vacuum
ferrite absorber, but a broad band antenna which couple the
power to an external load, so called TransDampers, see
Figure 1.
Detailed information of the cavity design can be found
at [6], and of the prototype construction† and acceptance
test at [1].

INTRODUCTION
The interest of the three parties of the collaboration on
harmonic cavities is motivated mainly by the 4th generation
upgrade projects that are under development by each of the
parties, i.e. ALBA II [2], Petra IV [3], MLS II and
BESSY III [4].
ALBA has designed and built a prototype of a 3rd harmonic normal conducting, HOM damped, active cavity [1],
and the goal of the collaboration is to fully test this cavity
in order to validate its performance, with the final goal of
installing it at the BESSY II ring to be actively tested with
beam.
The cavity is active, so it is part of a whole 1.5 GHz RF
system, which is composed by different parts provided by
the different members of the collaboration:
• 1.5 GHz cavity prototype – by ALBA
• 15 kW solid state amplifier – by HZB
• Waveguide system – by DESY
• Digital LLRF – by ALBA
• Controls – by HZB

CAVITY
The cavity is a down-scaled version at 1.5 GHz, of the
500 MHz HOM damped normal conducting cavity installed in ALBA, which was based on the EU-design developed at BESSY [5].
___________________________________________

* Collaboration agreement RCN-CIN202100124, BOE Resolution 8506 of
May 14th, 2021. Published in May 21st, 2021.
†

The prototype construction was co-funded by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) within the Framework of the Smart Growth Operative Programme 2014-2020.
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Figure 1: 1.5 GHz cavity, HOM damped with Ridged Circular waveguide and TransDampers.

E-M SIMULATIONS
At the design stage, electromagnetic simulations of the
fundamental and of the HOMs were performed, but with
the final design which was used for the construction of the
prototype, the simulations have been repeated within the
collaboration, together with the Institut für Teilchenbeschleunigung und Elektromagnetische Felder (TEMF).
After simulating the modes, at the moment of its identification, it was realised that due to the small cavity body of
a 1.5 GHz cavity the HOM couplers attached to it are relatively large, resulting in disturbed higher modes which cannot be classified into TM- and TE-types. Only mixed forms
appear, which can be called HEM modes (Hybrid Electromagnetic modes).
The electrical axis and beam axis of the cavity does no
longer coincide, and sometimes the electrical axes are also
skewed. This is mainly due to the fact that the three HOM
couplers are distributed asymmetrically in longitudinal direction. In addition, each mode splits up to a passband of
four coupled modes, due to the three HOM dampers plus
the cavity body. Thus, a tremendous number of modes are
formed, with most of the modes being irrelevant to particle
dynamics.
The aforementioned phenomena lead to the following
consequences: the undisturbed, non-attenuated cavity cannot be compared to the attenuated cavity at all; and the
TUPOMS028
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shunt impedances calculated, or measured by the classical
methods, especially the transverse shunt impedances, are
not suitable for checking the impedance budgets.
According to the previous remarks, we have chosen the
following method to calculate a mode spectrum with CSTMWS.
A beam slightly offset from the beam axis excited the
HEM-modes, with a very small beam offset 5 mm horizontally and 5 mm vertically from the beam axis. The excited
electric fields in three different directions were then determined in the central plane of the cavity and plotted against
frequency.
Figure 2 shows the electric field spectrum in the beam
direction (green curve), and in the two directions perpendicular to it.
Table 1 shows the longitudinal R/Q-values of those
modes from the spectrum in Figure 2 with R/Q-values
larger than 1,65 Ω (1% of the fundamental mode). For the
calculation of the R/Q-values the transit time factor was
taken into an account.

Figure 2: The electric field spectrum of HEM-modes excitable by a slightly off axis beam.
Table 1: A List of HEM-modes from the Spectrum with
Longitudinal R/Q-values Larger than 1,65 Ω
Mode
Frequency
R/Q [Ω]
Number
[GHz]
4
1,500
165.5
11
1,821
3.4
14
1,905
2.1
20
1,994
6.3
27
2,105
47.6
31
2,189
3.4
32
2,198
8.7
61
2,885
7.0
62
2,885
1.7
87
3,271
2.0
100
3,364
3.5
The only mode with a relatively strong value is the mode
27 at 2.1GHz, a TM011 like mode, which is potentially important for longitudinal beam dynamics. We have crosschecked mode list against longitudinal beam coupling impedance by launching a Gaussian bunch with a bunch
length of 4.0 mm. The Figure 3 shows the magnitude of the
impedance along with the estimated coupled bunch instability (CBI) threshold. The spectrum appears relatively
clean, all the HOMs are sufficiently damped, and are well
under the operation threshold of BESSY II.
TUPOMS028
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Figure 3: Coupled bunch instability threshold (CBI) for
BESSY II, and HOM spectrum.

BEAD PULL MEASUREMENTS
Measurement System
A fully automated system was developed and build at
HZB in order to perform the bead pull measurements to
characterize the HOMs of the cavity. In Figure 4 some details of the system are shown.

Figure 4: Bead pull measurement system.
The bead pull system consists of two motorized two-coordinate tables to move a bead in the transversal plane, and
a motor to pull the bead longitudinally. A VNA, synchronized with the longitudinal motion of the bead, tracks the
phase variation of the cavity mode at a fixed frequency.
Metal syringe needle (10mm x 1.3mm), metal ball
(3.3mm Pb), or a dielectric ball (10mm) were used as
beads. A GUI was developed to automate the measurement
for pre-chosen set of frequencies on a transversal mesh.

Experimental Results
The first measurement was performed on the fundamental mode, to confirm the expected shunt impedance from
the simulation and from the fabrication acceptance test [1].
In Figure 5 can be seen the result of the bead pull measurement, which gives the expected value, as in table 2.

Figure 5: Bead pull measurements of the fundamental
mode at 1.5GHz.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Table 2: Fundamental Mode Measured with Bead Pull
Frequency
QL
Impedance [MΩ]
[GHz]
1.499
1,46
9200
Figure 6 shows an example of the measured data of two
HOMs.

controls and the digital LLRF, the high power RF conditioning started in mid-April.
After a couple of weeks combining pulsed conditioning
and continuous power vacuum cleaning, the power of 14
kW was reached, with a very moderate temperature increase on the different hot points of the cavity, demonstrating the proper cooling of the cavity; and reaching a good
vacuum, below 1e-8 mbar.
Finally, a three days test of continuous operation at
12.5 kW was performed, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 6: Measured data from two HOMs, for different
bead pull position (mesh in the picture on the right, red circle is the vacuum chamber inner radius).
The full data analysis of the HOMs measurements have
not been yet done, since many modes have been measured
and the data analysis it is not straight forward, mainly due
to the fact that most modes are not ideal TM or TE modes.
This is due to the strong asymmetry of the cavity caused by
the many open ports (input power coupler, plunger, three
damping arms and the diagnostics pick-up loop) and the
very small volume of a 1.5GHz cavity, as mentioned in the
previous e-m simulation paragraph.
In any case, we have performed a worst-case estimation
of the impedance value of the considered most dangerous
modes with the result that they are below the critical threshold of BESSY II, as simulated, so the installation of the
cavity in the ring has been considered safe. Test in the storage ring shall demonstrate it in the near future.

CAVITY CONDITIONING

Figure 8: Three days power test. Vacuum level (in log
scale), forward power (in dBm), and temperature (at coupler flange) at 12.5kW cw power.

CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS:
INSTALLATION IN BESSY II
After all the tests performed in the lab, it has been
demonstrated that the cavity complies with all the expected
requirements in terms of fundamental shunt impedance,
HOM damping, and power capability.
So, at the end of May the cavity was moved, and installation in the tunnel started. Figure 9 shows the cavity installed in the tunnel.

High Power Test Bench System
The cavity was installed in the testing infrastructure
SUPRALAB@HZB, at the HoBiCaT bunker with all the infrastructure and safety requirements in place.
The pictures of the Figure 7 show the cavity, the solidstate amplifier (SSA) with the waveguides exiting in vertical from the SSA, and the controls and Digital LLRF, installed in the lab.

Figure 9: Third harmonic cavity installed in the BESSY II
storage ring.
Figure 7: a) Cavity, b) Solid State Amplifier, and c) Controls and Digital LLRF.

Conditioning Results
After installation of the systems, cross checking of cooling and cabling connections, commissioning of the
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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The restart of BESSY II is foreseen in August 2022.
Along the month, several tests with beam will be performed in order to demonstrate the feasibility of the 3rd harmonic active RF system for bunch elongation and lifetime
increase.
If successful, the cavity may be running in users’ operation of BESSY II until the end of 2022.
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STATUS OF THE PETRA IV MACHINE PROJECT
R. Bartolini, I. Agapov, A. Aloev, R. Bacher, R. Böspflug, H-J. Eckoldt, D. Einfeld, J. Hauser,
M. Hüning, P. Hülsmann, N. Koldrack, B. Krause, C. Kula, L Lilje, G. Loisch, R. Onken,
A. Petrov, J. Prenting, S. Pfeiffer, H. Schlarb, M. Thede, M. Tischer,
DESY, Notkestraße 85, 22607, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
DESY is planning the upgrade of PETRA III to a fourthgeneration light source, providing high brightness, quasi
diffraction limited hard X-ray photons. The project is underpinned by the construction of a new storage ring
PETRA IV, based on a 20 pm accelerator lattice using a
hybrid 6-bend achromat concept. We review here the status
of the machine project, the latest development in the different technical subsystems, the status of the engineering integration and the plans for the implementation of the new
ring in the existing PETRA III tunnel.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
The PETRA IV machine project aims at the construction
of an ultra-low emittance storage ring delivering operating
at 6GeV with a 20 pm emittance, to be installed in the existing 2.3 km PETRAIII tunnel. Significant changes to the
machine concept were made since the CDR [1]. The
PETRA IV complex will reuse the existing LINAC-II (450
MeV) and the PIA accumulator ring. A new low emittance
booster DESY-IV, will replace the existing DESY-II
booster. The storage ring will follow the geometry of the
old PETRA collider with 8 octants made of arcs, each hosting nine H6BA cells, connected by long straight section as
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Layout of the PETRA IV accelerators and the experimental Halls.
Given the constraints on the DESY campus, only three
octants can host beamlines (OCTU). The facility will reuse
the PIII experimental halls and will build a new experimental hall covering two octants of the ring in the West.
The remaining octants (OCTA) will host Damping Wiggler
for the control of the emittance. The design operational parameters of the storage ring are reported in Table 1. The
present timeline assume that, in funding will be available
by mid-20204, the PETRA III shutdown will starting in
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A05: Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

January 2027, and with two years dark period, the machine
operation can restart in January 2029.
Table 1: PETRA IV Main Parameters
Energy
Emittance (with DW)
Rel. energy spread (with DW)
Loss per turn
Momentum compaction
x, y, (at IDs)
RF voltage (main, 3HC)

6 GeV
20 pm
9.010-4
4.19 MeV/turn
3.310-5
2.2m; 2.2m
8 MV, 2.4 MV

LATTICE
The H6BA lattice is a modification of the H7BA developed for the ESRF-EBS. The main improvement consists
in the replacement of the quadrupole doublet in the undulator straight section, with a triplet allowing a better control
of the optics function for matching the electrons and the
photons phase space. Dispersion bumps are generated to
locate the chromatic sextupole families. The central part of
the H7BA section is simplified to two quadrupole gradients
with a phase advance of  in both planes, unlike (3, ) in
(H, V) as in H7BA. This sextupole pairing allow a very
effective chromatic correction. Figure 2 shows the optics
function in the H6BA cell.

Figure 2: H6BA optics functions and layout from MAD-X.
The cell design is relaxed to provide an emittance of 43
pm. The target emittance of 20 pm is achieved by using
damping wiggler in the straight section of the five octants
that will not host beamlines. Details of the beam dynamics
optimisation are reported in a companion paper [2].

MAGNETS
The H6BA cell consists of 6 dipoles, two of which are
combined longitudinal and transverse gradient dipoles
TUPOMS029
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(DLQs) and four combined dipole quadrupoles (DQs). The
cell has 17 quadrupoles arranged in eight families, six sextupoles arranged in two chromatic families, four octupoles
and a total of seven correctors. The dipoles are all designed
from permanent magnets. The DLQs consist of four modules with a dipole field of 0.6 T to 0.3 T while the DQ have.
The quadrupoles triplet in the straight section requires a
relative high gradient of 115 T/m, achieved with an aperture of 11 mm and high permeability pole. Figure 3 shows
the 2D cross section with the relative magnetic field map.

support that allow the accurate alignment and the possibility of shifting the dipoles during the NEG activation of the
dipole chambers.

Figure 4: 3D layout of the first girder of the H6BA cell.

Figure 3: 2D cross section foe the high gradient quadrupole
PQA of PETRA IV.
The total power consumption of the magnet systems
amounts to 3 MW. Further details of the magnets optimisation are reported in a companion paper [3].

GIRDERS
Numerical simulation of the misalignment errors of the
orbit and optics correction of the H6BA lattice showed that
a set of four girders per cell is adequate in controlling their
impact on the beam dynamics misalignments. The distribution of the magnet in the cell require girders of 4.8 m and
4.2 m length, of three different types, the last one being the
symmetric of the first one.
The girder design is based on the topological optimisation of the structure, based on the FEA optimisation of the
structure using as constraints the stiffness, the eigenfrequencies, and the minimisation of the weight. The girders
should not have eigenfrequencies below 30 Hz although
higher eigenfrequencies designs will be favoured (above
50 Hz). The overall weight of the fully loaded girder must
not exceed 12 tons due to the quality of the concrete slab
in the old tunnel part of the PETRA IV tunnel. The naked
girder weight less than 5 tons. The outcome of the topological optimisation is shown in Fig. 4.
A comparison with more familiar welded box structure
has revealed that the constraints on the eigenfrequency
content can be met with significantly lighter structures. The
topological optimised girder can be built with a cast iron
manufacturing process. For large series production like the
288 girders to be installed in PETRA IV, it turns out that
cast iron process are not more expensive than standard
welded boxes. Fixation and final alignment of the magnet
in the girder will be ensured by the use gluing pots for all
resistive magnet. Experience at PETRA III [ref] shows that
30 m rms magnet-to-manet alignment can be reached.
The dipole magnets (DLQs and DLs) will have a moveable
TUPOMS029
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The girders will be supported on both ends with movers
for all degree of freedom. The baseline design foresees the
remote control of the adjustment of the position of the girders, limited to ±0.5 mm. This is considered sufficient to
control the alignment girder-to-girder to within 100 mm
using beam-based alignment strategies currently tested in
PETRA III [4]. Larger offsets will require manual intervention in the tunnel and are limited to ±3 mm for every axis.
Wedge movers will be used at support points at the vertical
direction and a special designed rail for movements in the
transverse and beam direction.

VACUUM
The vacuum system of PETRA IV will make extensive
use of small aperture NEG coated chambers. The arc sections are based on a cylindrical pipe with inner radius 10
mm and outer radius 11.5 mm except for triplet where the
shape will be elliptical with inner dimension inner radius
will be 20 mm x 13 mm.
The sectioning of the vacuum pipes will follow the four
girders structure of the cell with one valve to separate the
cell vacuum. The absorbers in the arcs are located at the
end of DL2. Extraction of the photon pipe is achieved with
6 mm internal vertical aperture through the magnetic poles
of the PQD quadrupole whose vertical pole-to-pole distance is limited to 11 mm. Preservation of the canted angle
(2.5 mrad) of some of the PETRA III beamline requires a
complex photon extraction shown in Fig. 5 that is currently
under investigation and will require modification of some
of the magnets yokes.
Vacuum pressure simulations show that NEG coated
chamber can provide an adequate pressure level better than
10-8 bar after 100 Ah. In situ NEG activation is foreseen by
means of thin heat tapers of 400 m thickness.

Figure 5: Photon extraction from canted beamlines.

RF
PETRA IV will operate the main RF system at 500 MHz,
based on 24 normal conducting single cell HOM damped
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RF cavities. This will be newly procured and guarantee an
improvement over the seven-cell cavities used in PETRA
III. The main RF system will provide 800 kW synchrotron
losses and the nominal voltage is 8 MV. An active third
harmonic cavities system consisting of 24 cavities operating at 1.5 GHz is foreseen to guarantee the bunch lengthening required for stable operation. Extensive use of SSA
will provide the required power both at 500 MHz and 1.5
GHz.

currently under power test at BESSY with the plan to install it in the BESSY-II ring in summer 2022. The HC active system allows large flexibility to set amplitude and
phase at different operating currents for optimal bunch
lengthening at different currents. A total voltage of 94 kV
per cavity and with a shunt impedance of 1.5 M per cavity, it requires 3.33 kW per cavity. This power will be provided by 10 KW SSA transmitters. The total power budget
for the HC is 240 kW.

Main RF

Total RF Power

The 24 500 MHz HOM damped cavities are a development of the original BESSY design (shown in Fig. 6). They
guaranteed a well controlled HOM spectrum that allows
operation in brightness mode and timing modes. They will
be grouped in 6 RF stations, each driving a block of 4 cavities with their own SSA transmitter. Each cavity must deliver a voltage of 333 kV (transit time corrected from the
475 kV in the cavity gap) that is well within the maximum
voltage that can be safely operated. With a shunt impedance of 3.4 M per cavity, the power input to each cavity
is 37.4 kW for replacing the beam energy and 16.3 kW
foreseen for the copper loss in the cavity. Including 5%
transmission losses we foresee a total input power 56.4 kW
per cavity.

The total RF power of the main and HC system is about
2.9 MW. The cooling system of the RF stations will need
to provide cooling of the power generated at the SSA and
of the power damped in the cavity walls for a total of about
3.3 MW.

ENGINEERING INTEGRATION
The engineering integration of the accelerator elements
is made with the CAD software NX [ref]. The PETRA IV
elements are inserted in a DESY wise CAD system containing also the buildings and associated infrastructure. An
automatic scripting allows to place the elements in the 3D
reference system of the accelerator directly from a MADX output. The CAD system is linked to a central database
based in Teamcenter that allows to link each element with
the corresponding documentation (e.g. specifications and
later procurement reports). Figure 7 shows the current
CAD model of one girder with the magnetic elements, vacuum chambers, water manifold and cabling. This model allows a precise check of the clashes of the elements and is
an essential tool in the engineering integration of the subsystems.

Figure 6: 500 MHZ HOM BESSY-type damped cavity.
The RF system is dimensioned to provide high availability and reliability to guarantee continues beam operation in
case of failure of one cavity and even in case of failure of
one full RF station. In this case operation with 20 cavities
the voltage required raises to 400 kV. In this case the power
dissipated in the cavity raises to 23.5 kW per cavity, the
power to o the beam is 44.8 kW and the total power requested is 72 kW including 5% transmission losses. Each
cavity is fed by a SSA that can deliver 110 kW to buffer a
range of failure scenarios. The efficiency of the SSA is
50%. The total power budget for the main RF system is
therefore about 2.6 MW in normal operation.

Harmonic RF Cavities

Figure 7: CAD model of fully loaded girders in the H6BA
cell.

CONCLUSION
We presented the status of the PETRA IV machine project. The design and prototype of the main subsystems is
well advanced and will be ready for the completion of the
Technical Design Report to be delivered by end of 2023.

PETRA IV will operate an active NC at 1.5 GHZ, supposed to be operated at ideal bunch lengthening with 2.4
MV. fed from SSA. The HC design is based on a single cell
HOM damped cavity developed in a collaboration between
ALBA-HZB-DESY. A prototype was built at ALBA and is
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EVENT TREE MODEL FOR SAFETY RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
OF HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON 1.2 GeV RADIATION
MONITORING SYSTEM DESIGN*
P. Aim-O†, N.S. Pamungkas1, M. Sophon, N. Sumano, P. Kulthanasomboon,
S. Ruengpoonwittaya, K. Manasatitpong, A. Thongwat
Synchrotron Light Research Institute, Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand
1
Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand
Abstract
The SPS Radiation Monitoring System II (SPSRMS-II)
has been designed to measure the ionizing radiation which
is generated from the high-energy electron 1.2 GeV.
SPSRMS-II design shall be performed to assure an adequate performance system to prevent the radiation exposure of workers and the public in the synchrotron facility.
The research purpose is to evaluate the frequency of failure
of real-time radiation monitoring system design that might
be happened from the abnormal case which is unable to
transfer the important radiation dose continuously. An
Event Tree Analysis (ETA) had been approached to evaluate the safety reliability of the SPSRMS-II which is a
method of deducing possibilities and outcomes in chronological order. The chance of unfavourable consequences
that can cause harm and result from the chosen initiating
event has been determined using this method. The scenario
results showed that reliability was increased from
99.9197%±19.5921% to 99.9217%±19.5928% (95% confidential level) after adding redundancy in all the devices.
The reliability assessment results of SPSRMS-II are presented.

INTRODUCTION
High electron energy 1.2 GeV provides radiation from
infrared (IR) to low-energy X-rays for various user programs. It comprises a 40-MeV linac, a 1.2 GeV booster, a
1.2 GeV storage ring, and a transport line connecting the
booster and the storage ring [1]. The bremsstrahlung of
runaway electrons driven by a strong electric field in the
environment produces X-rays, gamma-rays, and neutron
radiation in a synchrotron facility [2]. For detecting and
measuring radiation, a range of equipment are determined.
For each hazard scenario, a Safety Instrumented Function (SIF) is developed to first recognize the need and then
act to get the system to a safe state. The level of risk reduction that a SIF is required to provide is defined by the
Safety Integrity Level (SIL). SIF provides SIL, which represents the degree of risk reduction. The appropriate SIL is
critical for ensuring the desired level of safety while designing a SIF [3]. A higher SIL level typically means a
more sophisticated system with greater installation and
maintenance expenses [4]. However, the study of SIF and
SIL for high-energy electron facilities was very limited.
Researchers have recently proposed the ETA technique as
___________________________________________
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one of the quantitative risk management techniques; however, practical applications of ETA to the risk management
of high-energy electrons of 1.2 GeV in this study remain
limited.
This study will undertake a preliminary investigation of
the linked instrument in radiation detection and measurements and safety reliability analysis of high-energy electron 1.2 GeV radiation monitoring system design using the
event tree model to evaluate the frequency of failure per
year, the probability of failure, and the reliability. The results of this study provide physical insight into the complex
system of radiation monitoring of the proposed design.

METHODOLOGY
Risk Analysis
A checklist technique can be used to verify what the most
potential risk is. The historical data was used to evaluate it
at the beginning stage.

Mean Time to Failure (MTTF)
Mean Time to Failure (MTTF) measures the reliability
of non-repairable items and equals the meantime expected
until the first failure of a component, assembly, or system.
First, the total work of the instrument was calculated using
Eq. (1) follows [5]:
Total work = Total workday x Total work hour
(1)
After that, Eq. (2) was used to calculate MTTF.
MTTF = Total work / Total unit of instrument(s) (2)

Failure Rate
In the calculations of reliability engineering, the failure
rate (λ; Lambda) is considered to represent the expected
failure intensity assuming the component is fully operational in its initial condition. The formula [Eq. (3)] is given
for repairable and non-repairable systems respectively as
follows [5]:
Failure rate per unit (λ) = 1 / MTTF
(3)

Reliability
The reliability of a system follows an exponential failure
law, which indicates that as the period considered for reliability calculations passes, the reliability of the system decreases. Eq. (4) was used to calculate the reliability [5].
Reliability (R(t)1) = e-λt
(4)
Then, the failure probability of the unit instrument was
calculated using Eq. (5) [5].
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Failure (F(t)) = 1- R(t)
(5)
Due to some improvements, there will be redundancies
for certain instruments. The reliability of redundant instruments was calculated using Eq. (6) [5].
Reliability (t) with redundant = (R1+R2) / (R1xR2)
(6)
Where R1 and R2 are the reliability of the first and second
instruments, respectively, and n is the total unit of instrument.

EPICS IOCs was successfully implemented in 3 GeV synchrotron radiation in Taiwan studied by Cheng et al (2013)
[10]. The SPSRMS-II design was presented in Fig. 1.

Event Tree Analysis (ETA)
The ETA may be used to identify all possible accident
situations and sequences in a complicated system by evaluating all relevant unpredicted incidents [6]. Event trees
can be contracted in a variety of ways. They usually use
binary logic gates, which have only two alternatives such
as success/fail, yes/no, and on/off. They usually begin on
the left with the beginning event and work their way to the
right, branching out as they go.

Safety Instrumented Function (SIF) and Safety
Integrity Level (SIL)
Safety Integrity Level (SIL) is a measure of the SIF’s
performance, in terms of Average Probability of Failure on
Demand (PFDavg) [7]. Safety integrity levels are related to
the average probability of failure per year (see Table 1).
Table 1: Safety Integrity Level and PFDavg [8]

Figure 1: Architecture of SPSRMS-II 1.2 GeV facility.

Reliability Analysis
The reliability diagram of SPSRMS-II is shown in Fig.
2. After the improvement was implemented, the reliability
raises from 99.9197 percent to 99.9226 percent. It means
that additional devices, such as EPICS IOCs, improve the
design's reliability. EPICS IOCs are enormous systems that
must be able to transport and store large amounts of data,
as well as be dependable and fail-safe. The presence of redundancy in the system confirmed by Ding et al. (2017)
could increase the reliability of the system [11].

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Identifying the Initial Events
Initial events have been selected based on historical data
from the high-energy electron 1.2 GeV facility from 2012
to 2022 data. By evaluating the historical data of the facility, the electrical problem would lead to the performance of
the radiation monitoring instrument during operating time.

Safety Function Selection
The current condition of the Radiation Area Monitoring
System (RAMS) in the SPSs facility provides exposure
data in line graph, however; it is not clear enough for users
and workers to read. Therefore, this study will develop a
new design of the line graph to a digital number and improve the user-friendly interface display. The new design
of radiation monitoring systems was called Siam Photon
Source Radiation Monitoring System-II (SPSRMS-II).
EPICS IOCs proposed in SPSRMS-II consists of set
software components and tools that Application Developers use to create a control system [9]. All the data of exposure rates will be collected and reported directly both in
graphical and digital numbers in GUI. The utilization of
TUPOMS030
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Figure 2: Reliability diagram SPSRMS-II design.

Event Tree Analysis (ETA)
The electricity blackout event was used to analysis in the
scenario. Figure 3 shows the structure of the event tree used
for identifying RAMS design associated with the case of
electricity blackout. The success or failure of the applied
monitoring system device has been identified on the top of
each branch of the event tree as either “S” for the success
event or “F” for the failure event.
The alphabets from A to J are the sequence of the devices
in SPSRMS-II design including the path probability of success shown in Table 2. First, for the electricity blackout
event, it was calculated assuming that there are 6 events (6
days) of blackouts during the operation time (365 days).
Then, the frequency of initial event (I) of the blackout was
0.016438 failure/year (fblackout= 6/365= 0.0164384). The
probability of instruments functioning (success) during the
blackout was noted by P1. It is P (ABCDEFG | electricity
blackout) = (PSA)(PSB)(PSC)(PSD)(PSE)(PSF)(PSG) =
0.999880959. Therefore, the frequency of the event can be
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calculated by multiplying the frequency and probability of
the event. For example, P1 has a frequency of failure (f1)
of 1.64227 x 10-2 failure/year (f1=fblackout x P1).
Table 2: SPSRMS-II Designs Device and Probability

CONCLUSION
The result showed that the probability of failure of radiation monitoring systems failed to present the radiation exposure rate was 4.933765x10-37 (f=8.11029x10-39 failure/year) in the RAMS design decreased to 1.2176x10-69
(f=2.0015x10-71 failure/year) in the SPSRMS-II designs. It
is considered that the electricity blackout as the initial
event of the scenario yielded SIFs with a SIL-4. It revealed
that the safety reliability analysis using an event tree model
is an effective tool for assessing and quantifying possible
consequences, as well as proposing solutions for unpredictable environmental circumstances like unreported radiation exposure rates.
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4.93376E-37
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Figure 3: ETA (for electricity blackout) RAMS design.
The RAMS design resulted in the probability of the radiation monitoring failing to report the radiation exposure
was 4.933765 x 10-37 (f=8.11029 x 10-39 failure/year). By
using the same step calculation of ETA for the SPSRMS-II
design, the probability of failure was decreased to 1.2176
x 10-69 (f=2.0015x10-71 failure/year). In this study, the presence of EPICS IOCs resulted in a decrease in the failure
frequency system the new design reported the radiation exposure rates immediately. Additionally, the redundancy
technique was also affecting the decrease of the failure frequency [11].

SIF/SIL Classification
Based on the calculating result of PFDavg, the initial
event of blackout in the failure of radiation monitoring design both ARMS and SPSRMS-II design showed in SIL-4.
This study resulted higher SIL than previous research by
Rao et al (2012) in high-energy electron facility [12]. The
proposed design was not changing the SIL; however, the
probability and frequency of the event was decreased. According to Gabriel et al (2018), ETA or risk graph was classified in SIL determination and calcination as a simple
method and practically cost effective [13].
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FILL PATTERN FOR REDUCING TRANSIENT BEAM LOADING AND
ION-TRAPPING IN THE DIAMOND-II STORAGE RING
T. Olsson∗ H.-C. Chao, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
Abstract
The Diamond-II upgrade will replace the existing Diamond storage ring with a multibend achromat lattice providing higher brightness to the users by reducing the emittance
and increasing the beam energy. The new storage ring will
require a harmonic cavity that lengthens the bunches to increase the Touschek lifetime as well as mitigate instabilities
and suppress the emittance blow up from intrabeam scattering. It is expected that the ring will have to operate with
gaps in the fill pattern for ion-clearing, but that will lead to
transient beam loading resulting in reduced bunch lengthening. The length and occurrence of the gaps therefore have to
be determined as a trade-off between the requirements for
transient beam loading and ion-trapping. This paper presents
simulations of both effects for the Diamond-II storage ring
to find an optimal fill pattern.

INTRODUCTION
An upgrade is planned of the Diamond Light Source to
replace the existing storage ring with a multibend achromat
lattice which provides higher brightness for the users by reducing the emittance and increasing the beam energy [1, 2].
The new Diamond-II storage ring is planned to operate with a
passive harmonic cavity to increase the Touschek lifetime, reduce intrabeam scattering and mitigate instabilities by lengthening the electron bunches. The existing Diamond storage
ring is mostly operated with a fill pattern with 900 bunches,
resulting in a single gap of 74 ns for ion-clearing. It is anticipated gaps will also be required in the fill pattern for
the new ring to avoid ion instabilities. Gaps however give
rise to transient beam loading which when operating with
a harmonic cavity results in a variation of the phase and
bunch length over the bunch train as well as a reduced average bunch lengthening [3]. Previous studies for Diamond-II
have shown that a similar fill pattern as the one currently operated will give rise to significant transient beam loading [4]
and a new fill pattern which gives larger bunch lengthening
is therefore required. This paper presents simulations of the
transient beam loading and ion instabilities for the DiamondII storage ring for different gap configurations. The purpose
is to find the optimal fill pattern when considering the requirements of both effects as well as the best approach to
minimise the impact on the bunch lengthening in case of
issues with ion instabilities during commissioning.
This paper focuses on the fill pattern for the standard
mode, but the existing storage ring is also operated for a
couple of weeks per year in a hybrid mode with a 3 nC
bunch in the middle of a longer gap for timing users. A
hybrid mode is also under study for the Diamond-II storage
∗
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ring, but depending on the gap length required by the users
it will give rise to significant transient beam loading. For
this mode other options for increasing the lifetime may need
to be considered, such as increasing the vertical emittance
or operating at lower currents. More details about the hybrid
mode can be found in [1].

MACHINE AND CAVITY PARAMETERS
The machine parameters used in the simulations can be
seen in Table 1. Closing all the insertion devices (IDs) reduces the equilibrium emittance [1, 5], resulting in a reduction of the horizontal emittance whereas the vertical emittance is planned to be kept at 8 pm rad with an emittance
feedback. In these simulations it has been assumed that
this is achieved by betatron coupling, but a new emittance
feedback based on excitation at a synchrotron sideband is
currently under development [6]. The effect of intrabeam
scattering on the emittance has not been included. The IDs
also have a significant impact on the damping times.
Table 1: Machine Parameters for the Diamond-II Storage
Ring with Open and Closed Insertion Devices
Open IDs
Energy [GeV]
Circumference [m]
Harmonic number
RF frequency [MHz]
Tune (h/v)
Chromaticity (h/v)
Momentum compaction
Nominal current [mA]
RF voltage [MV]
Emittance (h/v) [pm rad]
Energy spread [%]
Energy loss/turn [MeV]
Damp. time (h/v/l) [ms]

Closed IDs

3.5
560.561
934
499.511
54.15/20.27
2.0/2.3
1.04⋅10−4
300
1.42
2.53
153.7/8
113/8
0.094
0.11
0.723
1.68
9.7/18.1/16.0 5.7/7.8/4.8

The ring will operate with eight active normal conducting
main cavities and one passive superconducting third order
harmonic cavity [1]. Table 2 shows the parameters used for
the cavities. The main cavities correspond to the EU HOMdamped cavities already under test in the existing Diamond
storage ring [7] whereas the harmonic cavity is based on
the CEA Super-3HC cavity used at SLS and Elettra [8]. As
can be noted, the total R/Q of the main cavities is higher
than for the harmonic cavity and they therefore dominate
the transient beam loading.
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Table 2: Cavity Parameters
Number of cavities
Cavity harmonic
Shunt impedance [Ω]
Q factor
R/Q per cavity [Ω]
Total R/Q [Ω]

Main

Harmonic

8
1
3.944⋅106
33 000
119.5
956

1
3
1.768⋅1010
2⋅108
88.4
88.4

TRANSIENT BEAM LOADING
Simulations of the transient beam loading have been conducted in Elegant [9,10] including RF feedback in the main
cavities, beam loading in both main and harmonic cavities
and longitudinal broadband impedance [11]. The simulations were done using 10 000 particles per bunch and the
beam tracked until it had reached equilibrium. With a superconducting harmonic cavity it is not possible to achieve
the commonly used flat potential conditions where both the
first and second derivative of the total voltage are zero at the
synchronous phase [12], but the cavity can still be tuned to
achieve similar bunch lengthening. This nominal tuning has
been found using the method presented in [13]. For the main
cavities, the power coupling and detuning have been used
which minimise the reflected power [14]. Figure 1 shows
the time shift over the bunch train, bunch length and lifetime
gain as a function of the number of gaps for the case with
closed IDs and the nominal 300 mA current. Similar results
are found for the bare lattice. The lifetime gain is calculated
compared to a bunch of 0.6 nC charge (corresponding to a
uniform fill) which has the natural bunch length. The results
show that operating with a single gap in the fill pattern which
is commonly done today at many synchrotron light sources
gives the strongest transient beam loading. Increasing the
number of gaps helps to increase the lifetime gain up to a
point where the bunch length no longer increases and the
lifetime gain instead starts to decrease due to the increased
bunch charge. The optimal is to operate with the shortest
gaps possible and with 2-3 gaps depending on the gap length.
Then the transient beam loading is drastically reduced compared to operating with the existing fill pattern (900 bunches,
1 gap).

ION INSTABILITIES
Simulations of ion instabilities were also conducted in
Elegant. In this simulation the electron beam is modelled
using macroparticles tracked in 6D along the ring whereas
the ion beam is modelled as macroions generated at specified
interaction points representing the ion line density for the
section between two points. Also in this simulation 10 000
particles were used per electron bunch, but it was sufficient
to only generate a single macroion per bunch pass through
an interaction point. The simulations were performed for 97
interaction points along the lattice chosen based on the variation of the ion critical mass number [15] which describes
TUPOMS031
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Figure 1: Time shift over the train, bunch length and lifetime
gain for different gap lengths as function of the number of
gaps for the case with closed IDs and 300 mA current. The
lifetime gain is calculated relative to a 0.6 nC bunch with
the natural bunch length.
how the ion-trapping is distributed along the ring. The vacuum pressure was included as a s-dependent pressure profile
based on vacuum calculations assuming 100 Ah conditioning time and unsaturated NEG coating. The mean pressure
for the four gases included in the simulation can be seen in
Table 3. The generation of different ion species depends
on their ionisation cross sections, which are dependent on
the electron energy. Ionisation cross sections are usually
only measured up to the keV scale, but a formula exists to
extrapolate to higher energies [16, 17]. The ionisation cross
sections used in the simulation can also be seen in Table 3.
In the simulation both the kick from the ions to the electron
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beam and the corresponding kick from the electron beam to
the ions are calculated. So far, the kick has been calculated
assuming that the charge distribution is Gaussian in both
transverse planes for both the electrons and the ions.
Table 3: Mean Pressure Values Extracted from S-dependent
Pressure Distribution after 100 Ah Conditioning Assuming
Unsaturated NEG Coating and Ionization Cross Sections at
3.5 GeV Electron Energy
Gas
H2
CO
CO2
CH4

Mean pressure
[mbar]
3.37⋅10−10
0.84⋅10−10
0.67⋅10−10
1.19⋅10−10

Ionisation cross
section [Mb]
0.369
1.81
2.88
2.11

Figure 2 shows the maximum average ion line density over
the ring and the maximum vertical oscillation after 1000
turns as function of the number of gaps for the case with
closed IDs and the nominal 300 mA current. Similar results
are found for the bare lattice despite the difference in horizontal emittance since the ion-trapping is dominated by the much
smaller vertical beam size. In these simulations the nominal chromaticities have been used and neither impedance
or harmonic cavity been included. Since the growth rate of
the ion instabilities varies with time due to the interaction
between the ions and the electron beam it is non-trivial to fit
an exponential growth rate which accurately describes the
growth and therefore the maximum amplitude after 1000
turns is used here instead as a measure of the growth rate. It
can be seen that the existing fill pattern (900 bunches, 1 gap)
actually gives rise to a larger vertical oscillation after 1000
turns than fill patterns with a shorter single gap despite lower
average ion density. This is showing the characteristics of
ion instabilities where a strong instability can have a reduced
growth rate with time because of the effect on the electron
beam. The results show that it is preferable to operate with
many short bunch trains rather than fewer longer trains. Especially, the results show that for a fill pattern with the same
number of bunches better ion-clearing can be achieved with
several short gaps instead of a single long one.

CONCLUSION
The simulations show that operation with a single gap
in the fill pattern which is commonly done today in many
synchrotron light sources is not optimal for neither reducing the transient beam loading or the ion-trapping. Instead,
operating with several shorter gaps can provide both good
lifetime gain and ion-clearing. A fill pattern of 5 gaps of
7 buckets has therefore been chosen for the standard mode
of the Diamond-II storage ring. This leads to 4 trains of
180 bunches and 1 train of 179 bunches which fits well with
the maximum bunch train achievable from the Diamond-II
booster. This fill pattern provides a lifetime gain around 3.8
times while keeping the growth rate of the ion instabilities
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 2: Maximum average ion line density and vertical
oscillation for different gap lengths as function of the number
of gaps for the case with closed IDs and 300 mA current.
within a magnitude expected to be possible to damp with
multibunch feedback. The simulations also show that in case
of issues with ion instabilities during commissioning it is
favourable for the bunch lengthening to add additional gaps
rather than making them longer.

FUTURE WORK
Further studies of the ion instabilities including charge
variation, impedance and multiple ionisations are planned.
In addition, studies using a bi-Gaussian model in both transverse planes for the ion distribution are also planned, especially with focus on studying the effect on the emittance in
addition to just the centroid motion. Also studies of other currents, other pressure conditions and including a transverse
multibunch feedback are planned.
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PERFORMANCE OF THE DIAMOND-II STORAGE RING COLLIMATORS
H. Ghasem, J. Kallestrup, I.P.S. Martin, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
Abstract
Particle losses in a storage ring are unavoidable and it is
very important to capture them and protect the machine
from any possible damage. For this purpose, 6 collimators
have been introduced in the Diamond-II storage ring lattice. This paper describes the main layout of the collimators with their corresponding impact and performance.

INTRODUCTION
There are many sources of particle loss in storage rings.
The lost particles may hit the vacuum chamber affecting
the pressure profile or cause damage to diagnostic instruments or in-vacuum insertion devices. As such, it is essential to provide a means to collect them and ensure machine
protection. In this paper, we present investigations into the
performance of the collimators for the various loss mechanisms.

LAYOUT OF COLLIMATORS
Many different locations and numbers have been investigated for the collimators and finally a 6-collimator
scheme has been selected for the Diamond-II storage ring
[1, 2], 3 horizontal and 3 vertical. The general layout of the
ring including the collimators is displayed in Fig. 1. The
blue and red lines indicate which are the horizontal and vertical collimators respectively.

Figure 1: General layout of the collimators in the DiamondII storage ring.
All the collimators are placed in the downstream half of
the dispersion bumps following the mid-straights. Optics at
this point are favourable for collimation as the dispersion
and beta-functions are relatively large, meaning the oscillation amplitudes for both on and off-momentum particles
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will also be large. This location is also relatively free from
engineering restrictions making it an obvious choice.

LATTICE PERFORMANCE
Inserting collimators into the ring will affect many accelerator parameters such as the dynamic and momentum
apertures, injection efficiency (IE) and lifetime. A study of
different values of horizontal and vertical collimator gaps
has been carried out to determine the optimum compromise
between machine protection and machine performance. All
the plots in the lattice and collimator performance sections
are the average over 20 seeds of errors and the ELEGANT
[3] is employed for the calculations. The average dynamic
aperture (DA) is displayed in Fig. 2. As expected, closing
the collimator gaps leads to reduction in the DA. The top
plot in Fig. 2 reveals that keeping the half gap of the vertical collimators (VGAP) at ±1.5 mm and closing the half
gap of the horizontal collimators (HGAP) leads to shrinkage mainly in the horizontal DA, while keeping HGAP at
= ±3.5 mm and closing VGAP results to more drastic situation with smaller DA in both planes (bottom plot).

Figure 2: Mean dynamic aperture at the centre of the long
straight section for various gaps of horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) collimators. VGAP in the top plot is set to
±1.5 mm while HGAP in the bottom plot is kept at ±3.5
mm.
The mean momentum aperture (MA) for one super period is shown in Fig. 3 for various HGAPs and VGAPs. All
momentum aperture curves overlap for the cases of high
HGAPs and VGAPs, while a significant decrease in MA is
TUPOMS032
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found below ±2.5 mm HGAP and ±0.5 mm VGAP. The
mean lifetime and mean injection efficiency (IE) as a function of the collimator half-gaps is plotted in Fig. 4. By closing the HGAP to less than ±3.5 mm, the total lifetime substantially reduces. Although the IE is still 100% for a
HGAP of ±3.0 mm, a reasonable safety margin on top of
±3.0 mm is desirable. This is because the IE starts to drop
at this gap and therefore ±3.5 mm for the HGAP could be
an optimum number from the IE point of view. Based on
the results, and to have a vertical DA not less than the 1
mm needed to ensure a safe injection and reasonable lifetime, a HGAP of ±3.5 mm and VGAP of ±1.5 mm has been
selected as the nominal operating values to initiate investigation of collimator performance. For further details,
please see Ref. [4].

respectively. The reduction in beam energy and particle
transmission during the tracking are plotted in Fig. 6.

Figure 4: Mean lifetime (top), and mean IE (bottom) versus
half gap of collimators. VGAP in the blue curve is set to
±1.5 mm while HGAP in the red curve is kept at ±3.5 mm.

Figure 3: Mean momentum aperture in one super period for
various gaps of horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) collimators. VGAP in the top plot is set to ±1.5 mm while
HGAP in the bottom plot is kept at ±3.5 mm.

Figure 5: Mean percentage of particle losses due to RF off
as a function of location in the ring.

COLLIMATION PERFORMANCE
To evaluate the performance of the collimators, four different loss mechanisms were considered. These are: RF
switch-off, to cover RF trips or deliberate beam dumps,
Touschek losses, gas scattering losses (both elastic and inelastic) and injection losses. Of these, the first two processes are expected to be dominant.

RF Off
The effectiveness of the collimators at collecting the lost
particles due to turning the RF cavity off was found by
tracking 1000 particles in a Gaussian distribution. The loss
locations are recorded, and the fraction of particles collected by the collimators are extracted from the data. Figure 5 shows that the majority of the losses will be collected
by the first vertical collimator in the ring. Blue and red dash
lines represent the locations of the H/V collimators
TUPOMS032
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Figure 6: Reduction in beam energy and particle transmission during tracking with RF cavity off.
Six watch points have been placed next to the collimators
and one at the centre of the long straight section (LSS) to
record variation of the beam parameters. Due to the
presence of synchrotron radiation in the simulation, the
beam energy reduces to around 3.35 GeV before the
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particles are lost. The deviation of the beam centroid from
the nominal orbit is displayed in Fig. 7, showing that the
centre of the beam is offset by around 3 mm horizontally
and 1.5 mm vertically when it is lost.

Figure 7: Variation of the beam amplitude during tracking
through the ring with RF cavity off, horizontal (top), vertical (bottom).

assessed by deliberately mis-steering the injected beam for
the single bunch aperture sharing injection [5] and recording where particles were lost. The degree of mis-steering
was adjusted in order to give injection efficiencies in the
range 65%-75%. The results from both planes are shown
in Fig. 10 where the losses for all different mis-steerings
are added together. It is found that the septum blade will
expectedly catch some electrons for mis-steered beams and
remaining losses are all caught by the collimators. The vertical collimators are found to be very effective in collecting
all losses for vertically mis-steered beams.

Figure 9: Location of losses due to elastic and in-elastic
scattering effects.

Touschek Effect
For the Touschek losses, the loss points are found by
tracking particles at different scattering locations around
the ring, gradually increasing the momentum deviation of
the particles until they are lost on an aperture. The
ELEGANT [3] code based on Monte Carlo method is
employed for this purpose. Figure 8 shows the loss
locations.

Figure 10: Location of losses during injection with missteered beams.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Figure 8: Location of losses due to the Touschek effect.

Gas Scattering
The “elastic_scattering” and “inelastic_scattering”
commands in ELEGANT [3] are employed to compute the
particle loss distributions due to these gas scattering
processes. The results are shown in Fig. 9 and reveal that
the collection of lost particles is not very efficient by the
collimators. However, due to the long lifetime, these two
scattering processes are less relevant compared with the
other ones.

Injection
In the case of injection losses, the injection efficiency is
expected to approach 100% for the selected collimation
scheme. As such, the effectiveness of the collimators was
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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A collimation scheme using six collimators is introduced
for the Diamond storage ring upgrade to capture the particles lost due to different loss mechanisms. The half gaps of
the horizontal and vertical collimators are set to ±3.5 mm
and ±1.5 mm based on their impacts on nonlinear beam dynamic aspects. Table 1 provides a summary of the collimator efficiency.
Table 1: Percentage of Lost Particles Captured by the Collimators, HGAP = ±3.5 mm, VGAP = ±1.5 mm
Loss mechanism
RF switch-off
Touschek scatter
Elastic gas scatter
Inelastic gas scatter
Injection, hor. mis-steer
Injection, ver. mis-steer

All collimators (%)
96.0 ± 5.0
68.8 ± 3.6
21.4 ± 0.4
34.5 ± 0.3
81.4 ± 16.6
99.9 ± 0.2
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DIAMOND-II STORAGE RING DEVELOPMENTS AND PERFORMANCE
STUDIES
I.P.S. Martin, H.-C. Chao, R.T. Fielder, H. Ghasem, J. Kallestrup, T. Olsson, B. Singh, S. Wang,
Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, U.K.
Abstract
The Diamond-II project includes a replacement of the
existing double-bend achromat storage ring with a modified
hybrid 6-bend achromat, doubling the number of straight
sections and increasing the photon beam brightness by up
to two orders of magnitude. The design and performance
characterisation of the new storage ring has continued to
progress, including a switch to an aperture-sharing injection
scheme, freezing the magnet layout, studying the impact of
IDs, developing a commissioning procedure and investigating collective effects. In this paper we present an overview
of these studies, including final performance estimates.

INTRODUCTION
The lattice design for the Diamond-II storage ring remains
largely unchanged since the work presented in [1], with the
majority of effort focussed on developing the engineering design and characterising the performance of the lattice under
realistic conditions [2]. This paper presents an overview of
these studies. For reference, a plot of the Twiss parameters
for a single cell spanning long, mid and standard straights is
shown in Fig. 1 and a summary of the main lattice parameters for the nominal optics is given in Table 1.

DIAMOND-II STORAGE RING
Lattice Modifications
Although the magnet layout and nominal optics remains
unchanged, minor modifications have been made to accommodate the evolving engineering design. The largest change
has occurred on the mid-to-long straight (ML) and mid-tostandard straight (MS) girders to create space for the collimators. This has involved small shifts in the BPM locations and
relocating one of the fast corrector magnets from between
the DQ and DL dipoles to be inside the dispersion bump.
Six collimators have been added to the lattice to provide
machine protection against lifetime and injection losses, in
addition to the beam-dumps occurring due to RF switch-off.
The collimators have been located at the downstream half
of the MS and ML girders where the dispersion and betafunctions are large, with a total of three collimators in each
plane. Optimal gaps of ±3.5 mm horizontally and ±1.5 mm
vertically were arrived at after an extensive investigation
into the collection efficiency and the impact on lifetime and
injection. Details of these studies can be found in [3].
A review of the magnet strength limits has been conducted,
the purpose of which was to ensure there is sufficient tuning
range to allow for future changes to the machine optics and
nonlinear optimisation. These studies included:
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A05: Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

Figure 1: Twiss parameters for one M-H6BA cell including
long, mid and standard straight sections.
Table 1: Summary of Diamond-II Lattice Parameters
Parameter

Bare Lattice

Circumference (m)
Tot. Bending Angle (deg)
Betatron Tunes
Nat. Chromaticity
Mom. Comp. Factor

561.561
388.8
[54.15, 20.27]
[-67.6, -88.5]
1.04 × 10−4

Parameter
Nat. Emittance (pm.rad)
Nat. En. Spread (%)
RF Voltage (MV)
Nat. Bunch Length (ps)
En. Loss per Turn (MeV)
𝜏𝑥 (ms)
𝜏𝑦 (ms)
𝜏𝐸 (ms)

Bare Lattice

IDs Closed

161.7
0.094
1.4
12.5
0.72
9.7
18.1
16.0

121.0
0.110
2.5
11.7
1.68
5.7
7.8
4.8

• scanning the fractional tune within Qx = 54 to 55 and
Qy = 20 to 21, maintaining the ‘-I’ and cell phase advance constraints;
• stepping the horizontal integer tune from 54.2 to 62.2;
• increasing the chromaticity in integer steps from [+2,
+2] to [+10, +10] at fixed tune point;
• running MOGA optimisations with a variety of constraints and variable parameters.
Two alternative operating modes using the nominal lattice
hardware were found during this study, one with reduced
beta-functions at the IDs to improve the phase-space matching to the photon beams, the other with smaller natural emittance [4]. These have smaller dynamic aperture and lifetimes
than the baseline lattice and are under consideration for a
future ‘brightness’ upgrade.
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The Diamond-II storage ring design includes hardware
capable of supporting a variety of injection schemes. The
majority of equipment is located in the first long straight
section (I01), with four single-bunch stripline kickers located
in the first mid-straight (K01). A schematic of I01 is given
in Fig. 2. The straight contains the following: one thick (3
mm) and one thin (1 mm) septum magnet; four DC chicane
magnets for adjusting the position and angle of the stored
beam with respect to the injection septum; four 6 𝜇s halfsine dipole kickers for bumping the stored beam towards the
septum plate.

The ability to commission and operate the storage ring in
the presence of field and alignment errors has been crosschecked using the Simulated Commissioning Toolbox [6].
The planned correction procedures were able to restore the
design optics to the percent-level and to recover the lifetime
and dynamic aperture to close to the ideal values.
A significant source of error comes from the cross-talk
between the magnetic fields. For Diamond-II, the minimum
magnet separation was set to 75 mm for the hard-edge model.
The resulting cross-talk was studied by inserting thin-lens
elements between the magnets and setting the integrated
multipole components according to OPERA models of the
combined elements. Without correction, the cross talk was
found to cause orbit distortions of ∼0.7 mm and a vertical
tune-shift of almost 1 unit. However, this can be almost fully
corrected by simply adjusting the nominal magnet setpoints
and B-fields to anticipate the cross-talk.
One final source of optics perturbation comes from the
insertion devices (IDs). The existing storage ring contains
28 IDs, the majority of which will be retained or upgraded
for Diamond-II. In addition, a number of new beamlines
will be installed in the mid-straights and in straight I17. To
compensate the perturbations due to these IDs a combination of a static LOCO correction, active shim wires on the
APPLE-II IDs and a tune feedback is foreseen [7].
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Figure 2: Injected and stored beam trajectories in I01 for
late-stage commissioning and initial user operation.
The following injection stages are foreseen:
1. initial beam threading using the dipole kickers set for
on-axis injection;
2. first accumulation using the dipole kickers set for
aperture-sharing injection;
3. late-stage commissioning and initial user operation using the dipole kickers set for closed orbit bump;
4. transparent top-up injection using single-bunch
stripline kickers set for aperture-sharing injection.
The single-bunch aperture sharing injection scheme
shown in Fig. 3 has been adopted for top-up in user time
due to its superior transparency compared with the standard
four-kicker bump [5]. Assuming pulse durations below 3 ns,
only 1 out of 899 stored bunches will be perturbed by the
striplines during injection, thereby keeping the photon beam
intensity stable to 0.1 %. As such, the largest perturbations
are anticipated to come from septum leakage fields. Studies of aperture-sharing injection have also demonstrated the
process is robust to realistic steering and focussing errors in
the transfer line as well as to pulsed magnet jitter.
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Figure 3: Trajectory of stored and injected bunches during
aperture sharing injection. The striplines are at s = 13 m.
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Collective Effects
An impedance database has been constructed for the
Diamond-II vacuum chambers including both resistive-wall
and geometric components. The resistive wall contributions
have been calculated using ImpedanceWake2D [8] (including NEG coatings) and the geometric contributions modelled
using CST [9]. This data was normalised with the local 𝛽function and combined in a single impedance element to be
used in the one-turn-map tracking model [10].
Single-bunch instability thresholds were determined for a
variety of conditions, with good agreement found between
tracking studies and analytical predictions [11]. In the longitudinal plane, the microwave instability threshold was 2 mA
with IDs open increasing to 2.5 mA for IDs closed, compared
to the nominal bunch currents of 0.3 mA in standard mode
and 1.6 mA in hybrid. In the transverse plane, a minimum
chromaticity of [+1, +1] is required to achieve the hybrid
bunch current. Studies of coupled-bunch instabilities are
ongoing. Early results using purely resistive-wall impedance
in the transverse and main cavity higher-order modes in the
longitudinal indicate additional measures such as a bunchby-bunch feedback will be required if the target 300 mA in
standard mode is to be achieved [12].
A passive super-conducting harmonic cavity will be installed, similar to the ones in use at Elettra and SLS [13, 14].
Inclusion of this cavity will have a number of benefits, including increasing the Touschek lifetime, raising the instability
thresholds described above and reducing in the impact of
intra-beam scattering (see Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Impact of IBS on the horizontal emittance including longitudinal impedance (𝜖𝑦 = 8 pm.rad). The bunch
charge in standard mode is highlighted.
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FINAL PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES

Parameter
Horizontal Emittance
Energy Spread
Bunch Length
Touschek (without HC)
Touschek (with HC)
Coulomb
Bremsstrahlung
Total (without HC)
Total (with HC)

Bare Lattice

IDs Closed

163 pm.rad
0.095 %
49.1 ps

120.0 pm.rad
0.109 %
48.1 ps

2.8 ± 0.1 h
8.2 ± 0.3 h
60.0 ± 7.2 h
277.5 ± 0.5 h
2.6 ± 0.1 h
7.0 ± 0.2 h

2.8 ± 0.1 h
8.8 ± 0.5 h
59.7 ± 7.4 h
276.6 ± 0.7 h
2.6 ± 0.1 h
7.5 ± 0.4 h

FUTURE STUDIES
Further work is planned to refine and update the
impedance model as the engineering work progresses, alongside updates to the error-model and cross-talk effects used
during simulated commissioning. Further improvements to
the nonlinear lattice is also desirable, either through numerical optimisation or via re-configuring the sextupole families.
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Table 2: Equilibrium Beam Parameters in Standard Mode
and Average Lifetime Components over 40 Seeds

Figure 5: Average dynamic (top) and momentum (bottom)
apertures after simulated commissioning.
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Figure 6: Bunch-dependent Touschek lifetime (standard
mode, with IDs).

Gas lifetime (h)

To compute the expected beam lifetime in standard mode
(300 mA, 899 bunches, 𝜖𝑦 = 8 pm.rad), the results from
simulated commissioning have been used to calculate the
expected dynamic and momentum aperture over 40 seeds.
These are shown in Fig. 5, for which the collimator apertures are found to dominate. The bunch-dependent Touschek lifetime can be calculated from the momentum acceptance, including the impact of IBS, longitudinal broadband
impedance, IDs, harmonic cavity and physical apertures
(see Fig. 6). The gas lifetime as a function of conditioning
dose is shown in Fig. 7. This has been computed using the
s-dependent pressure profile for both saturated and unsaturated NEG coating. A summary of the equilibrium beam
parameters is given in Table 2. The gas lifetimes are quoted
for 100 Ah conditioning time and unsaturated NEG.
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Figure 7: Gas Lifetime as a function of conditioning dose.
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TUNABILITY AND ALTERNATIVE OPTICS FOR
THE DIAMOND-II STORAGE RING
H. Ghasem, I.P.S. Martin, B. Singh, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
Abstract
When defining the magnet specifications, a key consideration is that the hardware should be flexible enough to
allow some contingency for future tuning requirements or
for alternative lattice solutions to be implemented. To define the required tunability of the magnets, we have investigated two lattice solutions for the Diamond-II storage
ring upgrade, one with reduced beta functions at the
straight sections for improved matching to the photon
beam and one with an ultra-low emittance of 87 pm with
IDs. In this paper, the linear and nonlinear beam dynamic
issues as well as the photon beam brightness for these two
options will be presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
In order to define the required tuning ranges and specifications for the different magnet types a number of investigations have been carried out. These include:
• Scanning the fractional tune point within the cell Qx =
54 to 55 and Qy = 20 to 21 whilst maintaining the phase
advance constraints and nominal chromaticity.
• Keeping the fractional tune point constant but stepping
the horizontal tune in integer units from 54.2 to 62.2,
maintaining the phase advance constraints and nominal
chromaticity.
• Increasing the chromaticity in integer steps from [+2,
+2] to [+10, +10] at fixed tune point.
• Running MOGA optimisations with a variety of constraints and variable parameters, including adjusting
the Twiss parameters at the sextupole or ID locations,
altering the phase advance constraints and reconfiguring the sextupole families and allowing the chromaticity to vary.
The results of these investigations were used to develop
the individual magnet designs, including altering the magnet lengths to either free-up space or keep peak gradients
within practical limits.
An important principle when considering alternative optics is that the reference trajectory for the electron beam
must remain fixed to avoid shifting the beamline sourcepoints or altering which parts of the vacuum chamber are
illuminated by synchrotron radiation. The consequence of
this is that, if different optics were to be implemented at a
later stage that involved changing the gradients in the antibends, the transverse offsets of the anti-bend (AB) magnets
would need to be adjusted in proportion to the change in
gradient to keep the bend angle constant. The OPA [1] and
ELEGANT [2] codes have been employed for the
optimizations. The final magnet strength limits adopted for
the magnet specifications and imposed on the lattice tuning
studies are given in Table 1.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Table 1: Magnet Strength Limits Used for Magnet Designs
and During Lattice Optimisation Studies
Magnet

Parameter

Quadrupole
Anti-bend (highgradient)
Anti-bend (lowgradient)
Skew-quadrupole
Sext. (narrow bore)
Sext. (wide bore)
Octupole
Hor./Ver. corr.
Hor./Ver. fast corr.

Gradient (T/m)
Gradient (T/m)
Offset range (mm)
Gradient (T/m)
Offset range (mm)
Gradient (T/m)
Gradient (T/m2)
Gradient (T/m2)
Gradient (T/m3)
Bend angle (mrad)
Bend angle (mrad)

Max.
Value
90
80
2.5 to 3.6
60
3.4 to 7.8
2.0
5000
3500
70000
1.0
0.02

LINEAR BEAM DYNAMICS
An illustration of the tunability of the lattice is given by
the two alternative solutions shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Optical functions in a unit cell, low beta (top) and
low emittance (bottom) optics.
The first of these (referred to as the low beta solution)
shows an optimisation where the beta functions at the ID
source points have been reduced to give a better matching
of the electron beam phase space to the intrinsic photon
beam size and divergence, thereby increasing the brightness. In the second solution (referred to as the low emittance solution) the horizontal tune point has been further
TUPOMS034
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increased to give a reduction in the equilibrium emittance.
To have a robust nonlinear beam dynamic performance, 3π
and π radians phase advance between the focussing chromatic sextupoles across the mid straight section have been
maintained in both solutions (the ‘-I transformer’). The
main parameters of the lattices are given in Table 2.
Table 2: Main Parameters of the Different Lattice
Alternatives
Parameter
Horizontal tune
Vertical tune
Emittance (pm)
En. spread (%)
Emittance + IDs (pm)
En. spread + IDs (%)
Mom. Comp. (×10-4)
Hor. Chromaticity
Ver. Chromaticity
Long str.
βx
Stand. str.
(m)
Mid. str.
Long str.
βy
Stand. str.
(m)
Mid. str.
Long str.
ηx
Stand. str.
(mm)
Mid. str.

Base line
54.15
20.27
161.7
0.094
121.1
0.108
1.04
-67.6
-88.5
8.21
5.53
2.26
3.50
2.32
1.68
5.6
0.6
22.0

Low β
58.14
21.27
152.2
0.093
114.9
0.108
1.11
-68.4
-113.7
5.53
1.50
1.60
2.99
1.50
1.30
4.8
0.5
20.0

Low ε
62.18
20.30
105.8
0.091
86.5
0.108
0.96
-90.4
-112.4
6.45
2.58
2.24
3.30
2.39
1.32
0.8
-0.6
22.9

Figure 2: (top) on-momentum, (bottom) off-momentum,
DA (left) and corresponding FM (right) in the low beta lattice.

NONLINEAR BEAM DYNAMICS
After correcting the natural chromaticity to around +1.5/
+1.5 in both solutions, the driving terms were minimized
to help control the tune shift with energy and amplitude and
to provide largest dynamic aperture (DA) and momentum
aperture (MA). The on/off energy DA at the centre of the
long straight section (LSS) and corresponding frequency
map (FM) are given in Fig. 2 for the low beta and in Fig. 3
for the low emittance lattice alternatives respectively. Afterwards, 6D tracking was conducted including radiation
emission, the RF cavity, and the physical apertures for 20
seeds of errors. The resulting DAs are displayed in Fig. 4.
In comparison with the base line lattice (please see Ref. [3,
4]) and as can be expected, there is a clear reduction in the
dynamic aperture as the horizontal tune point is increased.
A comparison of the momentum aperture between the lattices is shown in Fig. 5. As with the dynamic aperture, there
is a clear reduction in momentum acceptance when moving
between the lattices. This is also reflected in the lifetime
calculations given in Table 3.
Table 3: Lifetime Related Parameters for Different Lattice
Alternatives, Without IDs
Parameter
RF voltage (MV)
Bunch length (mm)
Touschek Lifetime (h)
TUPOMS034
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Base line
1.42
3.74
2.00

Low β
1.25
4.22
0.60

Low ε
1.25
3.82
0.59

Figure 3: (top) on-momentum, (bottom) off-momentum,
DA (left) and corresponding FM (right) in the low emittance lattice.

Figure 4: The mean on-momentum dynamic apertures at
the centre of the long straight section.
A systematic study of to what extent either option would
affect the brightness has been carried out. Three different
IDs placed in Long, Mid. and Standard straight sections
(LSS/MSS/SSS) have been studied to evaluate the radiation brilliance from IDs in these lattices. The main ID parameters used for calculating the radiation properties are
given in Table 4 and the corresponding brilliances up to
third harmonic are displayed in Fig. 6.
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Figure 5: The mean momentum apertures for one super period of the ring.
Table 4: ID Parameters Used for Brightness Calculations
Parameter
Length (m)
Period length (mm)
No. of period
Gap (mm)
K
B field (T)

ID at
MSS
1.54
19.70
78
4
2.24
1.22

ID at
SSS
1.99
17.60
113
4
2.30
1.40

ID at
LSS
1.99
18.4
108
5
2.09
1.22

As shown in Fig. 6, the radiation brilliance coming from
an ID in the MSS in the low beta lattice is almost the same
as from the same ID in the low emittance lattice and represents an increase of 20% compared to the base line lattice.
Substantial radiation increase is seen from IDs in the standard straight section for both options. An ID in the SSS has
an increase in brilliance of a factor 2 in the low beta lattice
and an increase of 70% in the low emittance lattice. For the
case of an ID in the LSS, there is a 20% increase in the
radiation brilliance in the low beta option and a 35% increase from the same ID in the low emittance lattice. The
brilliance curves were calculated using SPECTRA [5].

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Optimisation of the low beta and low emittance lattices
is ongoing work, with further improvement in dynamic aperture and lifetime desirable. At this stage, no in-depth
analysis of either option has been completed, but it is considered unlikely that either option could reach the performance of the base line lattice. To cope with the smaller DA,
an injection scheme based on enhanced aperture-sharing
[6] has been studied and the results reveal that efficient
beam injection would be achievable in the low beta solution. A swap out injection will be necessary for the low
emittance lattice alternative. As such, options such as these
are only being considered for a future ‘brightness’ upgrade
for Diamond-II. This would allow the performance of the
upgraded injector complex to be established beforehand
and would only be considered after a reasonable period of
routine user operation with base line lattice has been completed.
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Figure 6: Radiation brilliance from typical IDs, at mid
straight section (top), at standard straight section (middle)
and in the long straight section (bottom).
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EMITTANCE FEEDBACK FOR THE DIAMOND-II STORAGE RING USING
RESONANT EXCITATION
S. Preston∗ , T. Olsson, B. Singh, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
SIMULATION SETUP

Abstract

INTRODUCTION
In synchrotron light storage rings, the emittance of the
beam must be controlled during operations to stabilise the
source brightness and lifetime for users as conditions vary
due to long-term drifts and insertion device (ID) gap movement. At the existing Diamond storage ring, the vertical
emittance is kept at 8 pm rad by a feedback which modifies the skew quadrupole strengths [1], but this introduces
betatron coupling and vertical dispersion. An upgrade of
the ring is planned [2] to significantly reduce the horizontal
emittance, meaning the new Diamond-II storage ring will
require a larger coupling to reach the same vertical emittance, affecting the off-axis injection. Studies at BESSY II
and MAX IV [3–6] have shown that the emittance can be
blown up by driving the beam at a synchrotron sideband.
The purpose of those studies was to increase the emittance
of a single bunch to provide light for timing users while
operating with a multi-bunch fill pattern [7], but at Diamond
the same method is planned to be used for an emittance
feedback acting on all bunches without affecting the optics.
The emittance will be measured using the existing pinhole
cameras and then the feedback will adjust the gain of an
excitation from the multi-bunch feedback striplines, to keep
the emittance at the target value. The vertical emittance will
first be corrected to a few pm rad using LOCO [8] and then
increased to 8 pm rad with the emittance feedback. This
paper presents simulations of the effect of linear and nonlinear optics as well as impedance on the optimal excitation
frequency for the Diamond-II storage ring.
∗

Simulations were performed in Elegant [9, 10] including
broadband impedance given by the sum of the resistive-wall
and geometric contributions [11]. A bunch of 1,000 particles
was tracked to equilibrium using a one-turn map including
radiation damping, quantum excitation and non-linear optics
terms (second and third order chromaticity, and amplitudedependent tune shifts). The bunch was excited vertically
using a zero-length kicker with a sinusoidal kick angle given
by
� = � cos(2���)

(1)

where � is the maximum kick angle, � the excitation frequency and � the arrival time at the kicker.

SIDEBAND DISTORTION
Figure 1 shows the beam oscillation and size as a function
of excitation frequency. The symmetry of the synchrotron
sidebands is broken by the impedance and non-linear terms.
The impedance widens and shifts them closer to the tune
while the non-linear terms narrow the lower sidebands.
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RMS oscillation [µm]

In the Diamond Light Source storage ring, the vertical
emittance is kept at 8 pm rad during operation to maintain
the source brightness for the users. This is achieved by a
feedback which modifies the skew quadrupole strengths, but
has disadvantages such as the introduction of betatron coupling and vertical dispersion. For the proposed Diamond-II
upgrade, the storage ring will have a much smaller horizontal emittance, meaning a significantly larger coupling would
be required to reach the target vertical emittance, negatively
affecting the off-axis injection process. To solve this problem, a feedback using the transverse multibunch feedback
striplines to drive the beam at a synchrotron sideband is
planned. By driving the beam resonantly in this way, the
emittance can be increased without modification of the optics. This paper describes simulations of the effects of linear
and non-linear optics on the excitation as well as the impact
of the machine impedance for the Diamond-II storage ring.
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Figure 1: Beam oscillation and size as a function of excitation frequency due to linear chromaticity, non-linear terms
and impedance at nominal bunch current 0.32 mA and vertical chromaticity 2.33 for a kick angle of 50 nrad. Black
lines mark the nominal positions of the vertical betatron tune
(solid) and synchrotron sidebands (dashed).
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Figure 2 shows how the beam oscillation and size vary
with current due to transverse impedance. The effect comes
from the vertical impedance as the horizontal contribution
has no impact. At the upper synchrotron sidebands, the beam
oscillation and size decrease with current while the opposite
is true at the lower sidebands. It is also seen that the tune
peak bifurcates and becomes weaker with current, for both
the beam oscillation and size. Typically, the first synchrotron
sidebands produce the greatest increase in size to oscillation compared to the second sidebands, but with increasing
current, the second lower sideband also produces a large
increase in beam size and maintains a comparatively small
oscillation, making it a potential candidate for excitation.
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Figure 3: Beam oscillation (top) and size (bottom) as a
function of current due to longitudinal impedance at vertical
chromaticity 2.33 for a kick angle of 50 nrad. Non-linear
terms and transverse impedance are not included.
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Figure 2: Beam oscillation (top) and size (bottom) as a
function of current due to transverse impedance at vertical
chromaticity 2.33 for a kick angle of 50 nrad. Non-linear
terms and longitudinal impedance are not included.

Longitudinal
Figure 3 shows how the beam oscillation and size vary
with current due to longitudinal impedance. The upper and
lower synchrotron sidebands demonstrate similar behaviour
and shift closer to the vertical betatron tune, while becoming
broader as the bunch current is increased.

Transverse + Longitudinal
Figure 4 shows the ratio of the beam size to the oscillation
including both transverse and longitudinal impedance to
highlight how the optimal excitation frequency changes with
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current. For low current, the first lower synchrotron sideband
produces the largest ratio, but at nominal bunch current (0.32
mA) the first upper sideband becomes better. The figure
also shows that the sidebands are sensitive to changes in
linear chromaticity. The first upper synchrotron sideband is
the best candidate at chromaticity 1, becoming broader at
high currents, but with increasing chromaticity and current
there is little difference in exciting between upper and lower
sidebands. In general, higher chromaticity produces larger
ratios.

EMITTANCE GROWTH
As the emittance of the beam changes due to ID gap
changes and other external factors, the feedback will have to
adjust the kick angle given by the stripline kicker to maintain
the target emittance. It is therefore of interest to understand
the relationship between kick angle and emittance increase.
If the emittance increase at the chosen excitation frequency
is small, it will have to be compensated for with a larger kick,
increasing the oscillation of the beam. The maximum kick
angle used in the simulations was far below the technical limitations of the multi-bunch feedback system which implies
that compromising between the ratio and size is irrelevant
for Diamond-II, since a large blow up of the emittance can
be achieved with a very small kick angle. In Fig. 5, it can be
seen that the emittance grows quadratically for small kick angles whereas the beam size grows linearly. It is also shown
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(b) Vertical chromaticity 2.33
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Figure 5: Relative increase in beam size (�/�0 ) and emittance (�/�0 ) at the first upper synchrotron sideband as a
function of kick angle due to linear chromaticity, non-linear
terms and impedance at the nominal bunch current 0.32 mA
and vertical chromaticity 2.33.
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ratio between beam size and oscillation. The studies also
show that both the non-linear optics terms and impedance
cause a broadening of the sidebands, which suggests that
the beam can be excited at a large range of frequencies to
achieve emittance increase. The impedance however has a
much larger effect on the optimal frequency than the nonlinear terms for the nominal current and target emittance of
the Diamond-II storage ring. Studies are ongoing of the effect of a harmonic cavity since the ring is planned to operate
with a passive superconducting third order harmonic cavity.
Benchmarking between simulations and measurements is
also planned at the existing Diamond storage ring to understand how well the simulations predict the real behaviour
with current. Of special interest is how the magnitude of the
kick angle in simulation compares to the required kick angle
in the machine to achieve the same emittance increase. It is
also of interest to study if the multi-bunch feedback can help
to mitigate the beam oscillation driven by the excitation and
thus improve the ratio between the beam size and oscillation.

(c) Vertical chromaticity 3
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Figure 4: Ratio of the mean beam size to RMS oscillation
as a function of current due to transverse and longitudinal
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that the impedance has a significant effect on the growth
rate. As the kick angle is increased to hundreds of nrad,
amplitude-dependent tune shifts start to dominate, which
causes the growth of the emittance to plateau.
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COMMISSIONING OF THE LOWER EMITTANCE LATTICE AT SPEAR3∗
K. Tian† , J. Corbett, S. Gierman, X. Huang, J. Kim, J. Langton, N. Parry, J. A. Safranek,
J. J. Sebek, M. Song, Z. Zhang
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, California, USA
Abstract
SPEAR3, commissioned in 2004, is a third-generation
light source at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory.
The low emittance lattice with an emittance of 10 nm had
been operated for over a decade until the recent commissioning of a lower emittance lattice with the 7 nm emittance.
The new lattice, with additional flexibility to adjust the sextupoles, has pushed toward the design limit of double-bend
achromat lattice in SPEAR3. In this paper, we will elaborate on our commissioning experience for the new lattice in
SPEAR3.

SPEAR3 standard DBA cell performance, it was determined
to increase the horizontal tune by one unit to achieve emittance reduction. After explorations of the working point and
phase advances of the matching cells, two lower emittance
lattices were developed as upgrade options: 7 nm lattice
and 6 nm lattice [1]. Selected parameters of these lattices,
such as betatron tunes, emittance, effective emittance, horizontal/vertical beta functions at the ID straights, and the
horizontal dispersion at the ID, are listed in Table 1. The
parameters of the previous 10 nm lattice are listed for comparison.
Table 1: Lattice Parameters

INTRODUCTION
By adopting a compact double-bend achromat (DBA) lattice design, SPEAR3 is efficient in achieving low emittance.
However, with the growing number of next generation synchrotron radiation light sources under construction, there is
a strong desire to push the limit of the lattice to lower emittance to benefit high brightness user experiments. Lower
emittance lattice development efforts started in 2011. As a
result, two lattice options, 6 nm lattice and 7 nm lattice, were
developed [1]. Several hardware upgrades were identified
to pave a pathway to user operation of the lower emittance
lattice. First, the pulser of the second injection kicker, K2,
was required to be upgraded to provide a stronger kick. This
was completed in summer 2014. In the same year, new sextupole power supplies were added to break up the standard
cell sextupoles from two large strings power supplies to eight
smaller groups. The additional degrees of freedom allow
simultaneous optimization of dynamic aperture and momentum aperture. The injection septum upgrade [2], which was
completed in summer 2019, was essential to the operation of
the lower emittance lattice. The new septum wall thickness
was reduced from 5.4mm to 2.5 mm to provide efficient injection with the smaller dynamic aperture in the new lattice.
The last hardware upgrade was the beam dump modification to address the radiation safety requirement. Following
the installation of the beam dump in April 2021, SPEAR3
has started user beam operation in 7 nm lattice with highly
reliable performance.

10 nm
𝜈𝑥 , 𝜈𝑦
𝜖 𝑥 (nm), w/IDs
𝜖 𝑥,𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 (nm)
𝛽 𝑥,𝐼 𝐷 (m)
𝛽 𝑦,𝐼 𝐷 (m)
𝐷 𝑥,𝐼 𝐷 (m)

7 nm

14.106,6.177
9.6
10.1
8.85
4.86
0.10

15.10,6.16
6.7
7.2
8.96
5.29
0.11

6 nm
15.32,6.18
6.1
6.7
9.46
5.24
0.12

The lower emittance lattices boost the beam brightness
significantly from the 10 nm lattice. Their effective emittances are 7.2 nm and 6.7 nm, respectively. Considering
other factors such as the increased horizontal beta function
in the 6 nm lattice, the two lattices offer comparable performance for most user experiments in SPEAR3. However, the
6 nm lattice is more challenging in terms of nonlinear beam
dynamics, which is critical for efficient beam injection to
the storage ring. Therefore, the 7 nm lattice was developed
as the working option to serve as the initial operation lattice
after the required hardware upgrades.
12
10

DCCT current
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LATTICE OPTIONS
SPEAR3 has a race-track layout with 14 standard DBA
cells and 4 matching DBA cells. The standard DBA cells
need to be matched to the four matching cells of the two long
straight sections. Based on the results of a global scan of the
∗
†
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Figure 1: Dynamic aperture of different lattices.
During the development of the 7 nm and 6 nm lattices, various online optimization methods have been used to increase
the dynamic aperture [3-5]. We believe that, after extensive
nonlinear optimizations, we have explored the full potential
of these two lattices. We compare the optimized dynamic
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aperture, measured by pulsing the K1 injection kicker for
the 10 nm, 7 nm, and 6 nm lattices in Fig. 1. The dynamic
aperture of the 7 nm lattice is adequate to deliver reliable
injection performance identical to that from the 10 nm lattice
for the user operations. However, the 6 nm lattice injection
improvement is still ongoing.

reaches the minimum near the center of chamber and opens
to the maximum at both ends. As a result, it is unlikely to
trap RF modes in the structure. This is verified by the wake
potential calculated up to 1 meter behind the bunch tail.

3G DUMP MODIFICATION

The 7 nm lattice commissioning for user operations followed right after the installation of the new 3G dump. The
major task during the commissioning was to conduct beam
based measurements on the physical aperture of the new 3G
dump to confirm it would be the primary loss point in the
ring. Two different techniques were applied for the 3G dump
aperture characterization, namely beam based aperture scan
and RF beam loss measurement with a beam loss detector.

For personnel radiation protection, SPEAR3 needs to control the electron beam loss points at adequately shielded
areas. A preferred location to capture the electron beam loss
is at the standard cell 3(3G) area, where a high nonlinear
dispersion bump is deliberately introduced at the focusing
quadrupole, 3G QFC. The vacuum chamber for the 3G QFC,
built in 2003, had a welded insert serving as the beam dump
by reducing the horizontal half aperture from the nominal
42mm to 30mm. The 3G dump had been sufficient for the
10 nm lattice to capture more than half of the lifetime beam
loss and nearly all RF dump beam loss. However, tracking
simulations show that this is no longer the case for the lower
emittance lattices. With the 6 nm lattice, the septum is the
main loss point for both types of beam loss. For the 7 nm
lattice, the lifetime loss mostly occurs at the septum, but
the RF dump loss distributes at different insertion devices
depending on the magnet gap settings of the in vacuum insertion devices. Therefore, the operation of the lower emittance
lattice of SPEAR3 required a modification to the horizontal
aperture of the 3G dump. After numerical simulations, it
was determined that the aperture of the 3G dump should be
changed from -32mm to -15mm.
The new 3G dump, as shown in Fig. 2, is carefully designed for easy installation on top of the existing dump. This
design provided us a cost effective solution without the need
of building a new chamber and also enabled us to install the
dump within a short period of time in early 2021.

Figure 2: New SPEAR3 3G dump (purple) fitting on top the
original dump(red).
Smooth transitions were included in the design of the new
3G dump to minimize the impedance effects. The longitudinal loss factors, 𝑘 𝑙 , of the new and original 3G dump were
calculated using the time domain simulation code, T3P [6].
The results show that 𝑘 𝑙 of the new structure is -3.5𝑚𝑉/𝑝𝐶
in comparison with -0.08𝑚𝑉/𝑝𝐶 of the original 3G dump.
Although this is a relatively significant increase over the
previous impedance, it is still small. The estimated beaminduced heating to the dump from the normal operating
SPEAR3 beam, 500mA beam in 280 bunches, is only about
2.4𝑊. In addition, the transverse aperture of the 3G chamber
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3G DUMP BEAM CHARACTERIZATION

Aperture Scan
In a typical beam based aperture scan, a series of local
orbit bumps with increasing amplitude was created using corrector magnets until the beam loss occurred at the physical
aperture. At the 3G dump, the strength of the horizontal corrector magnets is insufficient to generate the required bump
to probe the physical aperture. Instead, we first created a
small amplitude DC bump at the 3G dump, then increased
the amplitude of one of the injection kickers, K1, gradually
until the beam was kicked out. Finally, we conducted tracking simulations for 200 turns to determine the loss point
using the calculated beam orbits during the scan. In the
tracking simulation, we set up the horizontal corrector magnets based on the actual closed orbit with the DC bump and
K1 with the voltage corresponding to the beam loss and
the calibration factor of 1.21 𝑚𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑘𝑉. One should note
that the loss point can be either the 3G dump or the septum
chamber because they are the limiting horizontal aperture
in the ring, both in the -x direction. Therefore, we examined the turn by turn orbit at both locations in the tracking
simulations. We conduced three scans with different DC
bump magnitudes in 3G-QFC: dx=0 𝑚𝑚, -1 𝑚𝑚, and -3
𝑚𝑚, to ensure the beam would be lost at the 3G dump. The
tracking results based on these scans are illustrated in Fig. 3.
It appears that without an orbit bump, the beam was lost at
the septum, which has the half aperture of 15mm in the -x
direction. After adding the DC bump of -1mm or -3mm, the
loss point changed from the septum to the 3G dump. The
two scans indeed showed about 300 𝜇𝑚 difference for the
3G dump aperture, which is reasonable when taking into
account the possible discrepancies between the numerical
calculations and the actual machine. More importantly, both
results indicate that the as-built 3G dump aperture is smaller
than 15mm, the expected value we would like to have.

Beam Loss Measurement
As described earlier, in the 7 nm lattice, when cutting
off the storage ring RF power abruptly, according to the
tracking studies, the beam loss will be captured mostly at the
3G dump if its physical aperture in the -x direction is less
than 15mm. However, if a local orbit bump is applied to the
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Figure 3: Tracking simulation results at the 3G dump (top
row) and the septum(bottom row) for 3G dump aperture scan
with different orbit bump.

beam orbit at the 3G dump in the +x direction, away from
the dump, at some points, the RF dump loss can distribute
to other locations. This process was simulated in tracking
studies by changing the 3G dump aperture. Several Libera
beam loss detectors(BLDs) and beam loss monitors(BLMs)
[7] were acquired and installed in SPEAR3 before the start of
the 7 nm lattice operational commission. One detector was
installed at each location of the 3G dump and the septum.
With these detectors, we were able to perform RF beam
dump studies and compare with the tracking results. During
the experiment, we filled a single bunch of 4mA in SPEAR3
with the 7 nm lattice loaded. The SPEAR3 RF was turned
off abruptly with different DC bumps at the 3G dump, while
the BLDs near the 3G dump and the septum were triggered
to acquire the raw ADC data. The measurement data for the
BLDs are compared in Fig. 4.

loss event to a fast analog pulse lasting for about 20 𝑛𝑠. The
ADC of the BLM samples this analog signal at a sampling
rate up to 125𝑀 𝐻𝑧 or a sampling period of 8 𝑛𝑠. As a result,
an isolated beam loss event should show up as a peak being
formed by about 3 sampling points. However, due to the
large number of electron lost when cutting off the RF, loss
signals pile up and form broader peaks lasting nearly one
turn as shown in Fig. 4. These broader peaks were seen in
the BLD signals at the 3G dump and the septum. The lower
envelope of the signals at the 3G dump appear to have larger
amplitude and last longer when comparing the signal profiles
in Fig. 4(a) and (b). This can suggest that the 3G dump has
much higher loss event rates resulting more significant signal
pile-up. Another observation from the BLD signals is that
the beam appears to be gone completely within 30 turns
after the RF is cut off. The results with different orbit bumps
away from the 3G dump are shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d).
They correspond to beam bumps of 0mm, 1.5mm, 2mm,
2.5mm, 3mm, 3.5mm, and 4mm, respectively, at the 3G
dump. The signal profiles at the 3G dump change little when
the beam bump is smaller than 3mm (green line).When
the DC bump is larger than 3mm, the BLD signals have a
reduced lower envelope and look similar to the signals from
the septum BLD. We believe the integrals of the BLD signals
in these measurements have strong correlations to the local
beam loss rates, therefore we plot the results in Fig. 5 along
with the tracking simulation results with different 3G dump
apertures. If we correlate the turning points in the two plots,
we conclude that the 3G dump aperture is about 14.25mm,
which is consistent with results from the aperture scan.
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SUMMARY
After a multi-year effort, the 7 nm lattice for SPEAR3 was
commissioned and delivered for user operation with reliable
performance. The transition from the 10 nm lattice to the
7 nm lattice was smooth, thanks to the early beam dynamics
and lattice optimization studies of the lattice. On the other
hand, the 6 nm lattice still requires optimization in injection
efficiency before delivering for user operations.

Figure 4: Raw ADC signals of the BLDs at 3G dump and
Septum for the RF beam dump measurements
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Abstract
We propose an optimization algorithm, Safe Robust Conjugate Direction Search (RCDS-S), which can perform accelerator tuning while keeping the machine performance
within a designated safe envelope. The algorithm builds
probability models of the objective function using Lipschitz
continuity of the function as well as characteristics of the
drifts and applies to the selection of trial solutions to ensure
the machine operates safely during tuning. The algorithm
can run during normal user operation constantly, or periodically, to compensate the performance drifts. Simulation and
online tests have been done to validate the performance of
the algorithm.

INTRODUCTION
Online optimization is an effective approach to find accelerator settings with high performance. Efficient optimization algorithms are key to online optimization. Popular
optimization algorithms for online accelerator applications
include Nelder-Mead simplex [1], robust conjugate direction
search (RCDS) [2], particle swarm [3], and Bayesian optimization [4]. During an optimization run, as the algorithm
gradually discovers machine settings with high performance,
it can also produce solutions with poor performance, which
cannot be tolerated for normal user operation. Therefore,
online optimization is usually performed during dedicated
machine development or study shifts. However, in many
cases, an ideal machine setting will not maintain the high
performance during the long period of user operation. Small
variations in the accelerator components, caused by or coupled with variations of the surrounding environment, can
cause the machine performance to drift with time.
In this study, we propose a safe tuning method that can
be used during user operation. The new algorithm is called
safe robust conjugate direction search (RCDS-S). It employs
iterative one-dimensional (1-D) optimization over a conjugate direction set in a similar manner as the RCDS method.
However, its 1-D optimization is done by a more prudent
and informed fashion, which employs a probability model
of the objective function to assess the risk of exceeding a
safety threshold by the trial solution.

THE RCDS-S METHOD
Our goal of the study is to develop an optimization method
that can be used to optimize accelerator performance during
user operation by keeping the performance above a certain
∗
†
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threshold. Such a method could be termed “safe” optimization algorithm. A safe optimization algorithm could be used
to compensate the performance drift with time, as it can run
in the background continuously, periodically, or as needed.
In the following, we first discuss the uncertainty of the objective function as it is probed. By constructing a probability
model of the uncertainty and using it to guide the selection
of new trial solutions, we devised a safe 1-D optimization
method. Combining this safe 1-D optimization method and
the conjugate direction search method, we arrived at the new
algorithm, RCDS-S.

Modeling Uncertainty of Objective Function
In this study, we assume the optimization problem to be a
minimization problem, with measurement error (noise) and
time-dependent error (systematic drift). Firstly the gradient
of the objective function has to be limited for a safety setting. We assume the objective function to be L-Lipschitz
continuous, which means for any x, x0 ∈ D, where D is the
domain of the function, we have,
∥𝑓 (x) − 𝑓 (x0 )∥ ≤ 𝐿 ⋅ ∥x − x0 ∥ .
On the other hand, without further information about the
specific optimization problem, the drift can be modeled as
a random walk process. Under this assumption, the uncertainty of the measurement becomes a time varying random
variable,
𝑦 = 𝑓 (x) + 𝜖(𝑡),
where 𝜖(𝑡) ∼ 𝑁(0, 𝜎2𝑛 + 𝑡𝜎2𝑑 ). Here 𝜎𝑛 is the noise level,
𝜎2𝑑 represents the increase of the variance within a unit time
interval, and 𝑡 the time elapsed from a reference point.
Given the safety threshold ℎ, to guarantee 𝑦 ≤ ℎ we have:
ℎ − 𝐸max

𝜖̂ ≤

√2𝜎2𝑛 + 𝑡 ⋅ 𝜎2𝑑

,

(1)

here 𝐸max is the maximum expected value of objective 𝑦
at point x which satisfies 𝐸max (x) = 𝑦0 + 𝐿 ⋅ ∥x − x0 ∥, and
𝜖 ̂ ∼ 𝑁(0, 1).

1D Safety Exploration
For a 1D problem, given a few observations, the safety
probability of each candidate can be computed with Eq. (1).
The idea is that each observation would provide safety information for all the other candidates along the direction, based
on the relative measurement time and position with regard
to the candidate of interest, and the final safety probability
of one candidate can be determined by combining the safety
information from all the observations. One example safety
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probability distribution along a normalized 1D domain is
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Snapshot of the safety probability along the viable
range at the end of 1-D safety exploration. Safety probability
curve is calculated with the 8 given observations. The order
of sampling is indicated by the number on top of each observation. Orange triangles denote the observations, blue curve
shows the calculated safety probability, the safety region
with safety probability threshold 𝑝𝑠 = 0.9 is highlighted in
green.
Once the safety probability is available for each candidate,
the exploration algorithm would pick one that is safe enough
(i.e. the safety probability exceeds a specific threshold, such
as 𝑝𝑠 = 0.9) and could extend the explored region the most,
as the next solution to sample.

Figure 3: Evolution of the safety probability during a safety
exploration on the drifting 1-D test problem. Red dot denotes the time and position of the corresponding sampled
point. The safety probability is calculated with the Gaussian
random walk drift model.
in previous sections and the use of parabolic fitting to determine the minimum [2], we arrive at the RCDS-S algorithm.
In the algorithm implemenation, we choose to normalize all
parameters to within the range of [0, 1]. Two most critical
hyper-parameters in the modeling of the safety probability
are the Lipschitz constant 𝐿𝑣 in normalized decision space
and the drift rate 𝜎𝑑 in time. Choosing good values for these
two parameters is crucial to the safety performance of the
proposed algorithm.

Figure 2: Parabola fitting at the end of each acquisition.
The purple dashed vertical line indicates the peak position
found by the fitting, the purple region around the peak line
shows the uncertainty of the peak position, calculated by the
covariance matrix of the parabola fitting.
After evaluating the new sampled solution, a parabola
fitting would be performed with the current observations
to locate the optimal solution, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.
If the fitting could bracket the optimal position with relatively small uncertainty, the safety exploration is terminated
and the optimal solution would be reported, otherwise the
procedure above is repeated until: 1) the parabola fitting
succeeds, or 2) no more safety candidates are available, or
3) maximum attempts exhausted. The process of a complete
safety exploration is visualized in Fig. 3.

The RCDS-S Algorithm
Combining the scheme of iterative 1-D optimization over
conjugate directions [5], the safety 1-D exploration discussed

Figure 4: Determination of the hyper-parameters for the
kicker bump matching test problem. Left: variation of objective function over time; right: objective function vs. parameter scan in two directions.
The hyper-parameters can be obtained before applying the
algorithm to a specific problem by analyzing historic data
or performing additional measurements. Examples of the
parameter-determination scans are shown in Fig. 4.

TEST RESULTS
Simulation and experimental studies were conducted to
test the performance of the RCDS-S algorithm in online
optimizations for drifting problems. The test problem is
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kicker-bump matching for a storage ring, with a 2-D decision
space. In the test, the strength of one kicker, K1, is modulated
in a sinusoidal form to simulate the systematic drift, as shown
in
2𝜋
2𝜋
𝑣(𝑡) = 𝑣0 + 𝜎𝑑 [sin (
(𝑡 + 𝑡0 )) − sin (
𝑡 )] ,
𝑝
𝑝 0

(2)

where 𝑝 is the drifting period, 𝜎𝑑 the drifting amplitude, 𝑡0
the time origin, 𝑣0 the initial value of the modulated variable.
The strengths of the other two kickers, K2 and K3, are
used as tuning knobs of the optimization problem. The
rms turn-by-turn horizontal orbit from 256 turns of residual
oscillations is used as the objective function.

Simulation Test
For the simulation tests, we set 𝑝 = 800, 𝜎𝑛 = 3 µm,
𝜎𝑑 = 0.1 µm per evaluation period. Based on the two prescans discussed in the last section, the Lipschitz constant 𝐿
and strength of Gaussian random walk 𝜎𝑔 are chosen to be
2000 and 0.2, respectively. The safety threshold ℎ can be
varied to change the safety search difficulty. In the tests, the
safety threshold is set to 40 µm, which is only slightly higher
than most of the observed values of the noisy objective at
the initial solution.

threshold. RCDS is also very efficient for the test problem.
However, since it is not aware of the safety threshold, the
proposed solutions are not guaranteed to be safe.

Experimental Test
For the experimental tests, the voltage amplitude of one
kicker (K1) is modulated with a period of 800 data points,
with an interval of 2 seconds between data points. The noise
level was measured right before the algorithm test and was
found to be 5 µm. The initial solution is the same as the
operation setting which would give the best objective if the
system is not drifting.
Two rounds of tests were performed with the experimental
setup. For the first round, the safety threshold is set to 60 µm.
As it succeeded, we set the safety threshold to 50 µm for the
second round. The results for the second round are shown
in Fig. 6, where the objective function for RCDS-S for one
modulation period is compared to the results of RCDS and
the case without tuning.

Figure 6: RCDS-S on the kicker-bump matching experiment
on the SPEAR3 storage ring, with safety threshold 50 µm.

Figure 5: RCDS-S for kicker-bump matching in simulation.
Orange dots in the top plot show the objective drift caused
by the modulated kicker strength at the initial solution. The
modulation on K1 along with the evolution history of K2
and K3 are shown in the bottom plot.
The tests have been run multiple times, and the performance is stable. A typical test is shown in Fig. 5. The top
plot compares the objective function over one modulation
period for three cases: no optimization, tuning with RCDS,
and tuning with RCDS-S. The test result shows that RCDS-S
is able to follow the drift and seek the optimum while keeping the objectives of the trial solutions well below the safety
TUPOMS037
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The experimental performance is similar to the simulation
cases for both RCDS-S and RCDS. The objective function
has a larger variance for the evaluated trail solutions in experiments. This could be due to the higher measurement
noise level.

CONCLUSION
In this study, we propose an optimization algorithm
(RCDS-S) that combines robust conjugate direction search
and a new 1-D safety exploration algorithm to optimize
noisy, drifting machine performances online, while keeping
the machine performance within a designated safe envelope.
The proposed algorithm has been successfully tested on simulated and experimental accelerator tuning problems.
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RFQ NEWGAIN: RF AND THERMOMECHANICAL DESIGN∗
P. Hamel† , N. Sellami, M. Desmons, O. Piquet, B. Prevet, CEA-IRFU, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Transmisson Line Model (TLM)

Abstract
A new injector called NEWGAIN will be added to the
SPIRAL2 Linear Accelerator (LINAC) [1], in parallel with
the existing one. It will be mainly composed of an ion source
and a Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) connected to the
superconductive LINAC of SPIRAL2. The new RFQ will accelerate at 88.05 MHz particles with charge-over-mass ratio
(Q/A) between 1/3 and 1/7, from 10 keV/u up to 590 keV/u.
It consists of a 4-vane resonant cavity with a total length of
7 m. It is a CW machine that has to show stable operation,
provide the request availability, have the minimum losses in
order to provide the highest current to the superconductive
LINAC and show the best quality/cost ratio. This paper will
present the preliminary RF design and the thermomechanical
study for this RFQ.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the NEWGAIN project is to develop a new
injector, consisting of an ion source (type: superconductive
ECR) and a RFQ (A/q = 7), for the SPIRAL2 LINAC. It will
enable GANIL to provide ion beams of worldwide highest
intensities (from proton to uranium), thus opening up unprecedented opportunities for nuclear structure and reaction
studies at the extremes of the chart of nuclides from N=Z
nuclei at the proton dripline to super-heavy species, including the discovery of new elements, and the production of
radioisotopes. It also makes it possible to extend the use
of SPIRAL2 beams to interdisciplinary research as well as
applications.
The NEWGAIN RFQ cavity RF is very close to the SPIRAL2 RFQ cavity, currently operating in GANIL as they
both operate at the same frequency. The choice is made to
assemble the cavity mechanically, the same as SPIRAL2, in
order to skip the complex process of brazing of such large
cavity sections. The RF design and thermomechanical study
follow the procedure developed at CEA and presented in [2].

RF DESIGN

From a microwave point-of-view, a RFQ is merely a
waveguide-based circuit, consisting of small 3D devices at
the end regions, connected by multiple segments of waveguide with constant cross-section. Thus, this RF circuit is
modeled as a transmission line model composed of capacitances and inductances as illustrated in Fig. 1:

Figure 1: TLM. Left: electrical circuit corresponding to the
geometry. Right: 4-wire line equivalent circuit.

Cross-section Design
The final RFQ will be made of seven 1-m long sections.
Since the vane voltage has to be constant along the RFQ, the
cutoff frequency of the cross-section has to be also constant.
For an easier manufacturing process, the radius of the cavity
has been set constant. Thus, the inductance, proportional
to the surface cross-section, will also be constant. From
these considerations, the capacitance has also to be constant.
Despite the vane radius and the mean distance of the vane to
the axis being constant along the RFQ, the sine shape of the
modulation implies a modification of the vane from cell to
cell, to adjust the capacitance. One geometrical parameter,
called J1, has been selected for profile tuning taking into
account ease of machining: this parameter is adjusted piecewise linearly to best fit the required voltage profile at a lower
cost. The geometry cross-section and the J1 position are
illustrated in Fig. 2:

Beam Dynamic Specifications
The modulations of the RFQ vanes have been optimized
using the TOUTATIS solver. At the end of this optimization,
the Kilpatrick limit remains below 1.6 and the vane voltage
is constant, at 70 kV, along the RFQ. The RFQ length, about
7 m, ensures a frequency distance of about 1 MHz between
the accelerator mode and neighboring dipole modes which
have to be avoided. This will guarantee stability during the
operation.
∗
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Figure 2: Cross-section geometry.
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Capacitance Calculation
Each cell is simulated with CST and COMSOL eigenmode
solvers. The magnetic flux 𝐻⃗ through the cross-section 𝑆 is
integrated and the capacitance 𝐶 for a cell of length 𝐿𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 , is
derived from the voltage 𝑉:
𝑉 = ∫ 𝜔𝜇0 𝐻⃗ 𝑑𝑠⃗
𝑆

(1)

and from the stored energy 𝑊:
𝐶=

2𝑊
2𝑊
=
⃗ 2
𝑉2
𝐿𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 [∫𝑆 𝜔𝜇0 𝐻⃗ 𝑑𝑠]

(2)

The resulting capacitance remains constant along the RFQ,
about 37.3 𝜇𝐹/𝑚. The comparison between COMSOL and
CST depicted in Fig. 3 shows a good agreement, lower than
0.5%:

Figure 4: 2D inductance vs. tuner insertion.

• center of curvature of each electrode tip is located in a
square with side 2𝑡, centered at its theoretical location;
• electrode tip radius error is bounded by ±𝛿.
Parameters 𝑡 and 𝛿 are varied in the intervals [40 µm,60 µm]
and [10 µm,30 µm] respectively. Each pair (𝑡, 𝛿) defines a
capacitance relative error volume. Tuner position limits
are then calculated according method described in [4], assuming constant inductance slope. A 30% safety margin
is then added on either side of range, and results are corrected according to actual inductance slope. As shown in
Table 1, tuner position limits approximately remain in a
[−3 mm,91 mm] interval provided that 𝑡 + 𝛿 is lower than
80 m.
Figure 3: Parallel capacitance.

Tuner Considerations
Fine tuning process, described in [3], will be performed
with standard stubs. The number of stubs, two per section per
quadrant (4x2x7 in total), their spacing (502 mm) and their
diameter (130 mm) are directly related to the manufacturing
accuracy and final thermal losses. Tuner 2D inductance
slopes required by TLM are derived from CST simulations
and are presented in Fig. 4.
They exhibit a linear behavior and are roughly independent of tuner location. Bead-pull measurements are used to
sense longitudinal magnetic field 𝐻𝑧(𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝑧) vs. abscissa
𝑧 at some transverse location (𝑥0, 𝑦0) in RFQ quadrants.
This transverse location is set to get a minimum perturbation on the magnetic field for a 90 mm tuner insertion. On a
field point located at 𝑧 =125 mm from the tuner center the
perturbation is lower than 0.5%.

Manifacturing Accuracy
Tuner position limits required to compensate for mechanical construction errors are derived from inter-vane capacitance errors. Tolerances on electrodes tips are defined by
the two numbers 𝑡 and 𝛿 :
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T06: Room Temperature RF

Table 1: Tuner Position Limits in mm vs 𝑡 and 𝛿
𝛿 = 10 m
𝛿 = 20 m
𝛿 = 30 m

𝑡 = 40 m
[13 ; 77]
[6 ; 84]
[-3 ; 91]

𝑡 = 50 m
[7 ; 84]
[-2 ; 91]
[-18 ; 98]

𝑡 = 60 m
[-2 ; 90]
[-16 ; 97]
[-50 ; 104]

THERMOMECANICAL DESIGN
RF Optimization and Thermal Management
The RF power induces a heat deposit in the copper of
the RFQ cavity that must be removed through a strategic
positioning of the cooling channels. The main goal for optimizing the hydraulic system within the cavity and its components is to limit the structural deformation and hence control
the shape and the frequency of the RFQ cavity.
2D coupled RF-thermomechanical calculations produced
the final hydraulic distribution of the channels implemented
in the RFQ cavity based on a similar strategy used for SPIRAL2. The 2D design optimized the deformation of the
overall cavity so that under nominal operating conditions,
the targeted frequency for the cavity is reached.
TUPOMS038
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3D Thermomechanical Model
The 3D model is constructed using a quarter geometry of
the RFQ with 2-planes symmetry (Fig. 5). RF couplers, are
not included in the model. Their impact should be limited
only to the weight as they have their own cooling channels.
Each vane is cooled thanks to 4 dip-tubes while the outer
tube of the cavity is cooled using 2 channels per quadrant (8
channels for the tube per section) as represented in Fig. 5.
Separately, 2 dip tubes serve to cool each tuner and a single
duct is attached to each end plate.

Figure 7: Longitudinal and radial displacement of the RFQ
body.
vane undercut tip reaches 40 m deformation but the impact
on the frequency shift is minimal.

Figure 5: cooling channels within the cavity.

3D Thermal and Structural Results
The temperature distribution in the RFQ cavity and its
components is illustrated in Fig. 6 for a heat deposit of
110kW (+20% margin) and a 20 °C water inlet temperature. The maximum temperature in the RFQ body is 38.5 °C
and is located in the high power region at the upper vane
undercut. The temperature does not exceed 31 °C for the
tuners and 28 °C for the stabilizing rods mounted on the
endplates.

Figure 8: Radial displacement at the vane tip and the cavity
upper wall.

CONCLUSION
From the beam dynamic specifications, the RF design
has been presented, defining electrical model parameters
such as capacitances and inductances. Slug tuners will be
used to compensate manufacturing errors and to achieve the
expected inter-vane voltage. The mechanical stress induced
by RF heating is evaluated. Mechanical deformations are
small enough and won’t modify the cavity performances.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF HIGHER-ORDER-MODES (HOM) IN THOMX
STORAGE RING RF CAVITY
M. El Khaldi, JN. Cayla, H. Monard, Université Paris-Saclay, CNRS/IN2P3, IJCLab, Orsay, France
M. Diop, F. Ribeiro, SOLEIL, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Abstract
The RF system of the ThomX storage ring consists in a
500 MHz single cell copper cavity of the ELETTRA type,
powered with a 50 kW CW solid state amplifier, and the
associated Low-Level RF feedback and control loops. The
low operating energy of 50-100 MeV makes the impedances of the cavity higher order modes (HOMs) particularly critical for the beam stability. Their parasitic effects
on the beam can be cured by HOM frequency shifting techniques, based on a fine temperature tuning and a dedicated
adjustable plunger. A cavity temperature stability of
± 0.1 °C within a range from 30 up to 70 °C is achieved by
a precise control of its water-cooling temperature. On the
other hand, the tuning of the cavity fundamental mode is
achieved by changing its axial length by means of a mechanical tuner. In order to insure a fine control of the HOM
frequencies, a good knowledge of their characteristics is
mandatory. The main parameters of the fundamental and of
the HOMs up to 2.2 GHz versus temperature have been
measured at low power using a vector network analyzer
(VNA).

INTRODUCTION
ThomX is a Compton source project in the range of the
hard X rays (45/90 keV). The machine is composed of a
50/70 MeV injector LINAC and a storage ring where an
electron bunch collides with a laser pulse accumulated in
a Fabry-Perot resonator. The final goal is to provide an Xray average flux of 1012 – 1013 ph/s. The emitted flux will
be characterized and used for experiments by a dedicated
X-ray line [1]. Different users are partners in the ThomX
project [2], especially in the area of medical science [3] and
cultural heritage [4]. Their main goal is the transfer of experimental techniques currently developed on large synchrotron rings to more compact and flexible machines.
ThomX is a demonstrator built on the Paris-Saclay university campus. The THOMX LINAC is presently under commissioning (Phase 1: 100 pC, 50 MeV at 10 Hz).
The RF system for the ThomX storage ring is described
in [5]. It consists in a 500 MHz single cell cavity of the
ELETTRA type, powered with a 50 kW CW solid state
power amplifier (SSPA), and the associated Low-Level RF
feedback and longitudinal and transverse feedbacks.
When a bunch traverses a high Q resonator like a RF
cavity, it excites its higher order modes (HOMs). The induced long-term electromagnetic wakefields act back
on the bunch over many revolutions and therefore can
cause beam instabilities resulting in degradation of the
beam quality or even beam losses.
In a low energy ring like ThomX, the natural damping
time is so weak (~ 1 s) that a stationary stable condition can
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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never be reached during the beam storage time, which is as
short as 20 ms. On the other hand, it is sufficient to maintain the instability growth time larger than the beam storage
time in order to keep at tolerable level the effect on the
beam. That requires very strong attenuation of the cavity
HOM impedances, typically by a few 103.
There are essentially two methods of coping with such
HOM impedances, either a strong de-Qing of the HOM
resonances [6, 7] or a tuning of their frequencies away from
the beam spectral lines to prevent resonant excitations [8].
With the former it is difficult to reach attenuation factors
larger than a few 102 over a wide frequency range. The latter, which consists in controlling the HOM frequencies, is
better suited to a small circumference machine like
ThomX, where the beam spectral lines spacing i.e. revolution frequency frev =16.67 MHz is very large as compared
to the HOMs bandwidth.
That led us to choose the ELETTRA type cavity which
allows applying this technique in combining three tuning
means. The HOM frequencies are precisely controlled by
proper setting of the cavity water cooling temperature
within a range from 30 up to 70 °C with a stability of
± 0.1 °C, while the fundamental frequency is recovered by
means of a mechanical tuner which changes the cavity
length. Besides, a movable plunger (HOMFS) provides another degree of freedom for tuning the HOM frequencies.
In order to insure a fine control of the HOM frequencies,
a good knowledge of their characteristics is mandatory.
The main parameters of the fundamental and of the HOMs
up to 2.2 GHz versus temperature have been measured at
low power using a vector network analyzer (VNA).
As it will be hard to cope with all these modes only by
applying the tuning technique, one relies on the longitudinal and transverse feedbacks in order to bring additional
damping.

RF CAVITY
One 500 MHz single cell cavity of the ELETTRA type,
powered with a 50 kW CW SSPA, will provide the required
RF voltage of 500 kV. It is made out of OFHC copper and
equipped with 8 equatorial connecting ports: 3 large ones
for the input power coupler, the pumping system, the
plunger tuner and 5 smaller ones for vacuum and RF monitoring and temperature monitoring sensors. It is water
cooled by means of copper pipes, brazed on its external
wall surface. Its temperature can be set within a range from
30 up to 70 °C with a stability of ± 0.1 °C by re-circulating
the cooling water through an appropriate heat exchanger
(cooling rack), The cavity cut-off tube (Ø 100 mm) will be
connected to the octagonal shaped vacuum chamber by
means of two 30 cm long tapers, made of 316 L stainless
steel and bellows. The cavity assembly is shown in Fig. 1.
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The main parameters of the ThomX are shown in
Table 2 which were considered in the calculation of the
CBI growth rate.
Table 2: Nominal ThomX Parameters

Figure 1: ThomX cavity assembly.
The frequency of the fundamental cavity mode is kept
tuned to 500.023 MHz by means of the tuning cage that
stretches or compresses the axial length of the cavity. The
limit of the continuous frequency is given by the elastic
limit of the copper in the neck region of the cavity. This
limit corresponds to a maximum frequency change of
± 150 kHz. The main parameters of ThomX RF cavity are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Fundamental Mode Parameters
Parameter
Resonant Frequency
Unloaded Quality Factor
Effective shunt impedance
Coupling factor
Max. Accelerating Voltage
Power loss @ 600 kV

Value
500.023 MHz
41308
3.56
1.52
600 kV
52.3 kW

HIGHER ORDER MODE TUNING
In the storage ring (SR), the interaction of the beam with
a cavity HOM impedance can lead to Coupled Bunch Instabilities (CBI). The CBI growth rate, Gm depends on the
frequency detuning between the HOM resonance and the
coupled bunch mode frequencies:
𝐺

Parameter
Nominal energy, E/e
Maximum beam current, Ib
Revolution frequency, frev
RF frequency, fRF
Harmonic number, h
Circumference, C
Momentum compaction: α
βH, βV @ cavity location
Synchrotron frequency, fs
Betatron frequency, fβH / fβV

Value
50 MeV
16.67 mA
16.67 MHz
500.023 MHz
30
18 m
0.0143
3.46 m, 2.66 m
337 kHz
2.83/10.67 MHz

Following the technique developed at ELETTRA [8], the
HOM tuning is controlled via the cavity temperature which
can be set between 30°C and 70°C with accuracy better
than ± 0.1 °C. For any change of temperature, the tuning
loop keeps constant the fundamental frequency by mechanical deformation of the cavity. Adjustable HOM plunger
(HOMFS) provides an additional degree of freedom for the
optimization procedure.
The knowledge of the numerical and measured parameters of the most effective HOM is therefore mandatory to
foresee any interaction with the electron beam. The cavity
characterization is done with an input coupler (IPC) and all
the RF picks up and choosing for each mode the ports that
better suit the HOM frequency excitation. The cavity is
tested at low power using a VNA after its final installation
on the ThomX site to characterize all the HOM resonances
up to 2.2 GHz (Fig. 2) in order to check and identify the
monopole and dipole modes that could have the strongest
impact on the beam stability.

(1)

Where Qm and fm are respectively the HOM quality factor and HOM frequency; 𝑓 𝑝 1, 2, … ∞ are the coupled bunch mode frequencies:
𝑓

𝑝. 𝑓

𝑓
𝑓

𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒
/

(2)

Where fs, fβ H/V and frev are respectively the synchrotron,
betatron and revolution frequencies.
𝑘

𝛼. 𝐼 . 𝑓 . 𝑅 ⁄ 2. 𝑄 . 𝐸 ⁄𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔. 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝛽 / . 𝐼 . 𝑓 . 𝑅 ⁄ 2. 𝐸 ⁄𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛. 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒

(3)

Where α is the momentum compaction, Ib the stored
beam current, Rsm the HOM shunt impedance, Qs the synchrotron tune, (E/e) the energy of the electron beam and
βH/V the betatron function, Horizontal/vertical, at the cavity
location. The stability is ensured if the CBI growth rate is
lower than the natural radiation damping rate.
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Figure 2: Frequency spectrum of all modes trapped into the
cavity up to 2.2 GHz.
The results are listed, as an example at temperature
35°C, in Table 3 for the longitudinal and Table 4 transverse
(dipole) modes, which are trapped into the cavity, namely
with a resonance that is lower than 2.2 GHz. Overlapping
between beam harmonics and harmful HOMs like L1, L3
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and T3 in the ThomX cavity can be avoided by choosing
an appropriate cavity temperature and HOMFS position.
Table 3: Longitudinal Cavity Parasitic Modes
Mode
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9

fm(MHz)@35°C
950.4
1056.55
1417.06
1514.52
1603.65
1892.17
1956.22
2094.72
2102.97

Qm
38412
43532
33300
27750
21400
31500
51550
22650
27400

Rsm (kΩ)
1084.1
24.12
155.5
138.5
184.8
12.7
78.79
2.3
199.8

Due to the asymmetries in the cavity geometry, each dipole mode generates two polarizations, Horizontal (H) and
vertical (V), resonating at slightly different frequencies.
Only one polarization could be measured for mode T4.
Table 4: Transverse Cavity Parasitic Modes
Mode
T1H
T1V
T2H
T2V
T3H
T3V
T4
T5H
T5V

fm(MHz)@35°C
742.36
742.51
745.40
746.33
1114.48
1115.13
1204.42
1239.74
1241.21

Qm
45840
44393
44272
43127
48712
37198
31983
31974
36665

Rsm (MΩ/m)
3.58
3.58
11
11
16.4
16.4
0.14
4.25
4.25

From the measured HOM frequencies we could then
compute the CBI growth rates and produce temperature
maps as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Experimental results
show a large stable temperature window (50 – 60 °C) that
can be used in operation with a beam to avoid any excitation of a longitudinal and transverse HOM.

Figure 4: CBI Growth rate (Gm) of the dipole modes as a
function of the cavity temperature.
In addition to the tuning technique, transverse and longitudinal feedbacks is implemented to bring additional
damping.

CONCLUSION
ThomX cavity is fully equipped, intensively tested,
checked and installed in the ThomX storage ring (SR) to
be ready for RF conditioning and beam operation. Few
days after the bake out the 10-10 mbar ultimate vacuum
pressure range has been successfully reached. The commissioning of the ThomX SR “phase 2” will start after obtaining the authorization from the French Nuclear Safety Authority (ASN).
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Abstract
Neutron research in Europe is mainly based on various
nuclear reactors that will be successively decommissioned
over the next years. This means that despite the commissioning of the European Spallation Source ESS, many neutron
research centres, especially in the medium flux regime, will
disappear. In response to this situation, the Jülich Centre
for Neutron Science (JCNS) has begun the development
of a scalable, compact, accelerator-based High Brilliance
neutron Source (HBS). A total of three different neutron
target stations are planned, which can be operated with a
100 mA proton beam of up to 70 MeV and a duty cycle of up
to 6 %. The driver Linac consists of an Electron Cyclotron
Resonance (ECR) ion source followed by a LEBT section, a
2.5 MeV double Radio-Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) and
35 normal conducting (NC) Crossbar H-Mode (CH) cavities.
The development of the cavities is carried out by the Institute
for Applied Physics (IAP) at the Goethe University Frankfurt
am Main. Due to the high beam current, all cavities as well
as the associated tuners and couplers have to be optimised
for operation under high thermal load to ensure safe operation. In collaboration with the GSI Centre for Heavy Ion
Research as the ideal test facility for high power tests, two
cavities and the associated hardware are being designed and
will be tested. The design and latest status of both cavities
will be presented in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
RF cavities that are operated with high duty cycles or with
high beam currents must, on the one hand, have an efficient
cooling concept that limits the maximum temperature within
the cavities. On the other hand, corresponding tuners must
be able to compensate for the frequency change caused by
the heating of the cavity and the RF power couplers must be
optimised accordingly to ensure stable long-term operation.
The GSI Centre for Heavy Ion Research has a long history
of developing and operating various types of RF resonators,
making it an ideal test facility for both cavities and the asso∗

m.basten@gsi.de
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ciated infrastructure. In collaboration with JCNS and with
strong support by the HBS Innovationspool Project, two NC
cavities together with the associated tuners and power couplers have been optimised for operation in continuous wave
(CW) mode. These cavities will be used as prototypes for
the HBS project [1–3] as well as for a new CW operated
HElmholtz LInear ACcelerator (HELIAC) [4–8] which is
currently under development at GSI and Helmholtz-Institute
Mainz (HIM) [9, 10]. HELIAC will continue to enable experiments with long pulses and high repetition rates previously
provided by the UNIversal Linear ACcelerator (UNILAC),
which will in future provide high-intensity short-pulse beams
for the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) [11–
18]. The HELIAC itself comprises a NC injector based on
an ECR ion source, an RFQ and two Interdigital H-Mode
(IH) cavities [19] followed by four cryomodules with superconducting (SC) CH-type cavities [5, 20, 21]. Together, they
allow for an acceleration of heavy ions (A/Z ≤ 6) to variable
output energies ranging from 3.5 MeV/u to 7.3 MeV/u, with
an energy spread less than ±3 keV/u. The overall parameters
of the HELIAC are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Design Parameters of the HELIAC
Mass/charge
Max. beam current
Repetition rate
Output energy
Output energy spread
Frequency NC injector
Frequency SC accelerator

≤6
1 mA
continuous wave
3.5 – 7.3 MeV/u
±3 keV/u
108.408 MHz
216.816 MHz

Both NC injector DTL cavities are based on the concept of Alternating Phase Focusing (APF), which applies
synchronous phase changes between negative and positive
phases to provide for successive transversal and longitudinal
focusing during the acceleration [22]. This allows long accelerating sections with full transmission without the need
for additional magnetic focusing elements.
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CAVITY LAYOUT
Two IH-type cavities of the HELIAC injector based on an
APF beam dynamics concept were designed and optimised
to serve as test cavities for the HBS project. Each cavity
consists of a middle frame covered by two half-shells, as
shown in Fig. 1. Since the stems and drift tubes are fixed
on top of the girders with screws and nuts in the specified
position, they can only be cooled indirectly via the girders.
To ensure a most efficient cooling of the girders it is crucial
that the cooling channel inside each girder is as close to the
surface as possible. For this reason, the middle frame is
milled together with the two girders as one component from
a block of forged mild steel, which has a higher thermal
conductivity than stainless steel.
Upper cover

Lower cover

Middle frame

Coupler-flange
Pickup CF 40
rotatable

Tuner-flange CF 63

Coupler-flange PowerCoupler CF 100 rotatable

Vacuum-flange CF 160

Table 2: Maximum simulated temperature of APF-IH 1
and APF-IH 2 for the optimistic, pessimistic and realistic
simulations

Coupler-flange
Pickup CF 40
rotatable
Tuner-flange CF 63

RF-shielding grid

Vacuum-flange CF 160

Beam-flange CF 100

Vacuum-flange CF 160

Lower cover

Beam-flange CF 100

Coupler-flange Pickup CF 40 rotatable

Middle frame

Upper cover

Diagnosisflange CF 40

Diagnosisflange CF 40

Coupler-flange Power-Coupler CF 100 rotatable

Figure 1: Transversal (top) and longitudinal (bottom) crosssection through the technical construction of the APF-IH
cavities, consisting of a middle frame and two cavity halfshells, as well as three tuners for frequency adjustments.

MULTI-PHYSICS SIMULATIONS
To determine critical parameters like the maximum temperature and the resulting frequency shift due to the mechanical deformation of each cavity, we used CST Microwave
Studio [23]. The electromagnetic fields and power loss distribution simulated with the eigenmode solver were used as
input for the thermal solver to determine the temperature
distribution in each cavity. This temperature distribution
was then used as input for the mechanical solver to determine
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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the deformation of each cavity. Finally, these results were
used in the eigenmode solver to determine the frequency
shift resulting from the mechanical deformation due to the
temperature distribution.
By default, the thermal solver of CST assumes ideal thermal contact between contacting components and thus represents an optimistic estimate. In order to obtain on the
one hand a realistic and on the other hand a pessimistic
estimate of the temperature distribution in each cavity, a
thermal resistance was defined at all crucial transitions,
limiting the heat transfer between the individual components. For the pessimistic estimate, a thermal resistance of
1 × 10−3 K m2/W was used between the girders and the stems
as well as between the cooling water and the surrounding
material. This thermal resistance corresponds to an air gap
of approx. 26 µm and refers to the data from comparable
applications at the Compact Intense Fast NEutron Facility
CIFNEF [24, 25]. Since the worst thermal contact will be between the stems and the girders, a reduced thermal resistance
of 1 × 10−4 K m2/W was applied to the cooling water, while
the full thermal resistance of 1 × 10−3 K m2/W was kept between the girders and the stems to get a realistic estimate of
the temperature distribution in each cavity.

Max. simulated
Temperature / K
Optimistic
Pessimistic
Realistic

APF-IH 1

APF-IH 2

350
429
413

360
487
441

The thermal resistance surrounding the cooling water compensates for the fact that the cooling water was kept at room
temperature in all simulations and neither the cooling water flow nor the increase in cooling water temperature were
taken into account. The results of APF-IH 1 and APF-IH 2
for all three cases are shown in Table 2 while the temperature
distribution for the realistic case is shown in Fig. 2.
Table 3: Maximum simulated deformation of APF-IH 1 and
APF-IH 2 caused by the optimistic, pessimistic and realistic
temperature distribution
Max. simulated
Deformation / mm
Optimistic
Pessimistic
Realistic

APF-IH 1

APF-IH 2

0.19
0.43
0.30

0.45
1.03
0.59

In the next step, the different temperature distributions
were used to simulate the resulting mechanical deformation.
Due to the temperature gradient along the individual stems
and the large surface area of the two half-shells, the strongest
deformations occur in the middle of the half-shells and along
TUPOMS041
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Figure 3: Combined tuning range of all tuners for APFIH 1 and APF-IH 2 with nominal tuner position at ℎTuner =
230 mm for APF-IH 1 and ℎTuner = 270 mm for APF-IH 2.
Figure 2: Temperature distribution of APF-IH 1 (top) and
APF-IH 2 (bottom) for the realistic case with thermal resistance of 1 × 10−3 K m2/W between stems and girder and
1 × 10−4 K m2/W between cooling water and surrounding
metal at their design gradient. Simulated with CST.
the stems. The expansion of the individual stems causes the
drift tubes to move against each other away from the beam
axis, while the half-shells are pushed apart. The maximum
simulated deformation of APF-IH 1 and APF-IH 2 for the
different temperature distributions is shown in Table 3.

+330 kHz and -825 kHz for APF-IH 1 and between +450 kHz
and -640 kHz for APF-IH 2, as shown in Fig. 3. This is just
sufficient for APF-IH 1 but not enough to compensate the
expected −550 kHz of APF-IH 2. For this reason the nominal tuner height of APF-IH 2 will be increased to extend
the tuning range towards positive frequency deviations. The
final layout and parameters of both cavities can be found
in [19].

CONCLUSION

In the final step, the simulated mechanical deformation of
each cavity was used to determine the resulting frequency
shift using CST’s eigenmode solver. The simulated frequency change in each cavity for the optimistic, pessimistic
and realistic temperature distribution is shown in Table 4.

Two IH cavities based on an APF beam dynamics scheme
have been designed and optimised for CW operation in an
heavy ion linear accelerator. Both cavities also serve as
prototypes for the upcoming HBS project in order to test
long-term operation at high power levels. Detailed MultiPhysics simulations have been performed to determine and
optimise the temperature distribution in both cavities and
evaluate the mechanical deformation and resulting resonance
frequency change. This frequency change can be compensated for by the combined tuning range of three tuners in
each cavity, which keep the cavities at the design resonance
frequency at different duty cycles. The presented cavities
are thermally and mechanically suitable for CW operation
with a cooling concept that allows a comparatively low temperature increase at high RF power levels. Both cavities
are currently in production and will be delivered in summer
2023 to be copper-plated and tested at full RF power.

TUNING CONCEPT
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Table 4: Simulated frequency change of APF-IH 1 and APFIH 2 due to the deformations caused by the optimistic, pessimistic and realistic temperature distributions
Frequency change / kHz
Optimistic
Pessimistic
Realistic
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APF-IH 1
-139
-460
-334

APF-IH 2
-241
-821
-547
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Abstract
The demand for neutrons of various types for research
is growing day by day worldwide. To meet the growing
demand the Jülich High Brilliance Neutron Source (HBS)
is in development. It is based on a high power linear proton
accelerator with an end energy of 70 MeV and a proton beam
current of 100 mA. After the injector and the MEBT is the
main part of the accelerator, which consists of about 36 CHtype cavities. The design of the CH-type cavities will be
optimized in terms of required power, required cooling and
reliability and the recent results will be presented in this
paper.

HBS
The High Brilliance Neutron Source (HBS) as a project
was first presented and published in 2015/2016 [1] [2]. The
goal is to have a source which relies on a proton linear accelerator with a high current to achieve the level of existing
medium to high flux neutron sources in terms of neutron
brilliance and flux. To reach that goal, the following specification need to be fulfilled by the linear accelerator, summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: HBS Top-Level Requirements [3]
Parameter
Final energy
Peak beam current
Particle type
Peak beam power
Average beam power
Beam duty factor
RF duty factor
Pulse length
Repetition rate

Specifications
70 MeV
100 mA
Protons
7 MW
952 kW
13.6 %
15.3 %
208/833/2000 s
96/24/48 Hz

After the requirements are set the technology for acceleration needs to be specified. In general the shunt impedance is
higher for drift tube structures used for acceleration at lower
energies. For example are very efficient H-mode drift tube
cavities available at low energies. Above 100 MeV superconducting cavities become the better choice in comparison
to normal conducting cavities. Because of the inefficiency
of normal conducting structures at high energies, this is also
valid for accelerators with a low duty cycle. More general,
normal conducting cavities are better suited for high currents at low energies and a low duty cycle. The opposite is
true for superconducting cavities. Both technologies have
∗
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Figure 1: Classification of HBS into three different categories regarding superconducting and normal conducting.
their down and upsides. Superconducting structures need
a complex cooling system with an onsite helium infrastructure and R&D of those structures binds a lot of resources
for simulations and prototyping. Furthermore they are very
sensible to impurities, contamination, etc. While having an
accelerator with a high beam current of 100 mA the required
RF-power is mainly driven by the required beam power. This
even applies for normal conducting structures. Looking at
a superconducting cavity, which in case of HBS provides
2.5 MeV, a RF-power of about 250 kW plus an safety margin
is needed [4]. In comparison a normal conducting structure
will require about 100 kW more RF-power. After looking
at the pros and cons and having the rough time schedule in
mind, the decision falls on normal conducting cavities.

CH TYPE CAVITIES
The 176.1 MHz linac should be as efficient as possible
while being as modular as possible, easy to maintain and

Figure 2: Side view of cross section of the used design for
the HBS CH cavities.
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Figure 3: Side view of the cooling design from the CH
cavities.

have a low R&D effort. To meet those requirements with
normal conducting accelerating cavities the list of types
was narrowed down to two, namely IH-structures (interdigital H-mode structure) and CH-structures (crossbar H-mode
structure). Due to better thermal handling of CH cavities
while only being a little less efficient in comparison to IH
cavities CH type cavities will be used for the linac. The
proposed design is shown in Fig. 2.
To handle the expected thermal load of 12 kW/m a sophisticated cooling design was developed for the CH cavities.
The highest current will be on the stems, and thus the highest thermal load. Also in the middle section of the tank are
hot spots possible due to the TE211 -Mode, which is used
for acceleration. The cooling design consists of 24 cooling
channels for the tank, two for the lids, one for each tuning
device and one for each stem. A view of the side of the
cooling design is shown in Fig. 3 and a view of the front
is shown in Fig. 4. The results of a thermal simulation and
thus the operation of the cooling design is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 4: Front view of the cooling design from the CH
cavities.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 5: Results of thermal simulation of one example
CH cavity. low temperatures are displayed in blue and the
highest temperatures are displayed in red. The hottest spot
in this example has a temperature of around 61 � 𝐶.
Due to the high safety margin in terms of power the hottest
spot in the cavity reached around 61 � 𝐶.

DESIGN ITERATION
To handle the design of over 40 CH cavities a python
program is in development. The idea behind the program is
the process shown in Fig. 6. After creating a first version
of the beam dynamic simulation one will have an ideal gap
voltage distribution. With this distribution one can generate
the designs for the more than 40 CH cavities required. En-

Figure 6: Concept of iterations process for the HBS main
linac.
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suing one can start first the RF simulations and afterwards
the thermal simulations. As a result one will get the real gap
voltage distribution of the CH cavities which then can be
used to correct and modify the beam dynamic simulation.
This iterative process will converge at some point and one
will get the final design for manufacturing.

CONCLUSION
The prototype design from late 2021 needs 43 CH type
cavities to reach 70 MeV, of which 4 cavities are rebuncher
cavities. Since the particle distribution is still undergoing
optimization [5] this design is not the final design but a
thoroughly estimated proof of principle design.

CURRENT RF RESULTS
With the assistance of the program under development the
43 CH cavities of the prototype beam dynamic design could
be created, simulated and evaluated. The RF and thermal
simulations are done with CST Studio Suite. After the RF
simulations have finished one will get several relevant RF
properties of the cavities from the program, for example
the shunt impedance 𝑍eff , shown in Eq. (1). The values
of 𝑍eff used in this proceeding are 90 % values to include
imperfections from manufacturing. The subsequent thermal
simulations are calculated with a duty cycle of 20 % and
additional power safety margin of 20 %.
𝑍eff =

2
𝑈eff
𝑃loss 𝐿

(1)

The shunt impedance of the 43 cavities along with the
corresponding Kilpatrick factor is plotted in Fig. 7. The
length in Eq. (1) is due to the design of the cavities not
the total length but the sum of the 𝛽𝜆/2 lengths, which
represents the length on the beam axis. For the thermal load
the total length was used. The results of the simulations are
summarized in Table 2 along other key parameters.
Table 2: Estimated Parameters of CH Cavities
Parameter
Frequency
Input energy of first cavity
Output energy of last cavity
Shunt impedance
Aperture diameter
Voltage
Gradient
Amplifier power
Total power per cavity
Thermal load
No of cavities
RF Structure
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Specifications
176.1 MHz
2.5 MeV
70 MeV
20 − 52 M/m
35 mm
0.5 − 2.5 MV
1.1 − 2.4 MV/m
100 − 500 kW
60 − 380 kW
12 kW/m
≈ 43
CH-DTL

Figure 7: Results of the late 2021 design with 43 CH cavities.
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present the mechanical vibration measurements during
Abstract
Because of strong mechanical vibrations of the electrodes and its sensitivity to changes of thermal load, the
operational stability of the existing 4-rod RFQ at the High
Charge State Injector (HLI) at the GSI Helmholtz Centre
for Heavy Ion Research in Darmstadt, Germany, could not
be ensured for all planned operating states. To resolve this
issue and ensure stable injection into the HLI, a new RFQprototype, optimized in terms of vibration suppression and
cooling efficiency, was designed at the Institute of Applied
Physics (IAP) of Goethe University Frankfurt. To test the
performance of this prototype and demonstrate the operational stability in terms of mechanical vibration as well as
thermal load, high power tests with more than 25 kW/m
were performed at GSI. After initial conditioning, detailed
vibrational measurements during high power RF operation
using a laser Doppler vibrometer were performed, which
were then compared to previously conducted simulations
using ANSYS. Ultimately, the ability for stable operation
up to high power levels with an efficient vibration suppression and moderate heating have clearly been demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION
To meet the increasing requirements in terms of beam
quality and RF duty cycle for the planned HLI upgrade program, a new 4-rod RFQ has been commissioned and integrated into the High Charge State Injector (HLI) at GSI in
2010 [1]. To achieve the HLI operating frequency of
108 MHz and reduce the RF power dissipation to less than
60 kW, as provided by the designated power amplifier at
that time, this RFQ design features a large stem distance of
173 mm as well as a thin profile of the RFQ electrode rods
to reduce capacitance. These structural properties favor increased mechanical vibrations of the electrodes; especially
at the levitating electrode overhangs and the inter-stem sections [2]. The electrode vibrations periodically alter the
overall capacitance of the RF structure, resulting in an impedance mismatch, which leads to modulated power reflections. This poses significant problems for the tuning of the
RF frequency by the plunger tuner [3]. To identify the
problematic vibration modes of the existing HLI-RFQ,
comprehensive structural-mechanical simulations as well
as vibration measurements using a laser Doppler vibrometer were conducted. Based on this analysis a newly revised
4-rod RFQ prototype with 6 stems was designed and tested
at high average power levels (>25 kW/m) at GSI. Here we

high power operation together with a comparison to simulations using CST Studio Suite [4] and ANSYS [5].

MODAL ANALYSIS
One of the defining properties of mechanical oscillation
is the eigenfrequency of the observed mode. If the frequency of the mode corresponds to a multiple of the frequency of excitation, amplified harmonics can arise.

Numerical Simulations
With specialized simulation software, like the ANSYSprogram package, it is possible to simulate the behavior of
a rigid body under the influence of an applied force. For
the here presented results, two different methods of simulation have been performed. First, a harmonic simulation,
in which a harmonic load is applied, and second a transient
simulation in which it is possible to define force-pulses and
analyze the response of the object [6]. Even though the harmonic simulation does not yield good quantitative results
for the performed experiment, it is a good method to determine the dominant modes of the structure, which are
shown in Fig. 1.
To make assumptions regarding the amplitudes of existing oscillations, a much more time-consuming transient
simulation is needed. Here it is possible to define the duration, orientation, and amount of an applied force. Using the
square relation between the Lorentz force acting on the
electrodes (𝐹𝐹L ) and the power inside the cavity (𝑃𝑃C ) it is
possible to tune the simulated force to a corresponding one
which existed during experimental measurements.
The simulated velocity and displacement of an interstem section is presented in Fig. 2. The strong visible displacement to negative magnitudes is due to restrictions in
implementing the force: In reality, due to the very high frequency utilized in the cavity, the electric field would
quickly oscillate for every position on the electrode. The
corresponding force would therefore change between its
maximal value and zero approximately every 10 ns. This is
nearly impossible to implement into the software. The way
the force was implemented is as a constant applied force
with a pulse duration of 6.5 ms, which is applied evenly to
the whole electrode and therefore resulting in a stable position in negative displacements, around which the electrode oscillates. The simulated results regarding vibration
velocity and displacement are shown in Fig. 2.
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expectations very well. The horizontal velocity in dependence of the frequency is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 1: Simulated horizontal velocities in dependence of
the frequency.

Figure 3: RFQ with Laser-vibrometer.

Figure 4: Measured horizontal velocity for the maximum
overhang.
The resulting velocity and displacement, that a structure
experiences, depends largely on their position. While the
overhang experiences the strongest measured velocities of
up to 1 mm/s were the velocities and the pulse structure
for the inter-stem section hardly visible. Here, the maximum obtained values were in the range of 0.5 mm/s for a
much higher power value.
Figure 2: Simulated results for an inter-stem section of the
electrode with a force corresponding to 22 kW/m.

Experimental Examination
Before RF-conditioning started, an intense modal analysis has been performed using a 3-D-Laser-Vibrometer. For
this measurement, the electrodes were stimulated in various means, as is described in [2].
During high power tests at the GSI, it was possible to
conduct vibrometer measurements with active RF-power.
The setup for such measurements is depicted in Fig. 3. Due
to the lack of space in the bunker, it was only possible to
use one scan head of the vibrometer, turning the possible
three-dimensional observation into a one dimensional one.
Even though that was the case, the results match the
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COMPARISON WITH SIMULATIONS
In addition to the measurement of the excitation in dependence of the frequency, absolute values for the velocity
were obtained. The measured velocities of three different
parts of the overhang as well as the with them calculated
displacement is depicted in Fig. 5. It is clearly visible, that
the absolute values for velocity and displacement increase
the father away from the stem the measuring point is. In
addition to different amplitudes, the time of excitation varies as well. For example, the points of highest velocity and
displacement for the maximal overhang is right between
the ones for the central and minimal overhang. A possible
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explanation for this behaviour would be the higher inertia
of the first one.

Nevertheless, accounting for the needed approximations in
the simulations regarding how the force was implemented,
the results are surprisingly close together.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
With the help of an advanced laser vibrometer, it was
possible to measure the RF-power induced vibrations of
the electrode in a situation of high-power conditioning.
Additionally, several simulations were conducted to test
their ability to predict the amplitude and frequency of these
vibrations. To be able to conduct those in a reasonable time
span several approximations in terms of the application of
the force must be made. These, of course, change the reliability of the simulation results. Keeping this in mind, it is
remarkable how close some of the simulation results are to
the experimental values. Especially regarding the velocity
of the overhang and the displacement of the inter-stem section, where the deviations are very small. Contrary to that,
the deviations between simulated and measured deviations
of the overhang and the velocities of the inter-stem section
are roughly 50 %. But even in these cases, the simulations
are appropriate to estimate the rough order of displacement
and vibration velocity.
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Figure 5: Measured vibrational velocity (bottom) as well
as the calculated horizontal displacement (top) for three
different parts of the overhang section of an electrode. The
values were obtained for a power level of 17.4 kW/m.
Table 1: Comparison of Simulated and Measured RMS
Values
Overhang
simulated displacement / m
measured displacement / m
simulated velocity / m/s
measured velocity / m/s

2.4 × 10

−7

1.4 × 10−7
4.5 × 10−4
4.5 × 10−4

Inter-stem
4.4 × 10−8
3.5 × 10−8
9.1 × 10−5
1.8 × 10−4

To better compare the results from simulations with the
conducted measurements, the RMS values of them have
been calculated and are shown in Table 1. In both cases,
the simulated displacements surpass the measured ones.
For the velocities, the simulated and measured RMS values
for the overhang are an exact fit. Sadly, this cannot be said
about the equivalent values for the inter-stem section.
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Abstract
Emerging high power THz sources pave the road for THzdriven acceleration of ultra-short bunches, and enable their
manipulation for diagnostic purposes. Due to the small
feature sizes of THz-guiding devices new methods are necessary for their electromagnetic characterization. A new
technique has recently been developed which characterizes
THz waveguides with respect to their dispersion relations
and attenuation. Here, the method is applied to circular
waveguides, partially Ąlled with polymer capillaries of different thicknesses, to Ąnd a suitable size for THz driven
streaking at 287 GHz. Further, rough 3d-printed metallic
waveguides are measured to study the efect of roughness
on attenuation and phase constant. In general, additive manufacturing techniques show promise for advanced integrated
designs of THz driven structures.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been growing interest in Terahertz (THz) radiation as driving source for particle accelerators [1Ű5] due to the availability of emerging laser-based
high-power sources [6, 7] and promises in supporting higher
Ąeld gradients than conventional RF-driven structures. Beyond acceleration, THz driven structures are also studied
for beam manipulation, for instance, as transverse deĆecting
structures [8Ű12] to measure the bunch length with high resolution. One potential design is based on dielectric loaded
waveguides which proĄt from higher streaking voltage and
reduced non-linearities of the Ąeld distribution [13, 14]. Due
to the small feature size on mm-scale, established characterization methods from radio-frequency structures are diicult
to apply. Laser-based techniques partially take over, for
instance, in measuring waveguide dispersion [15]. Alternatively, a new RF-based approach has been proposed by
the authors to characterize THz structures by their dispersion [16]. The method does not rely on the integrated phase
shift, but is able to provide local information within the
waveguide.
In the present work, the inner radius of a dielectric loaded
waveguide, formed by inserting a polymer capillary in a circular metallic waveguide, is adjusted to match synchronous
phase velocity, � �ℎ = �, to the design frequency of 287 GHz.
The design frequency is based on a THz generation setup
located at the REGAE facility [13, 17] at DESY. Frequency
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tunability of the THz source restricts the waveguideŠs phase
synchronous mode to 286 GHz to 288 GHz.
Further, the dispersion of pure metallic waveguides fabricated by selective laser melting (SLM) is measured. Due
to the rough surface the diameter of the cross-section can
only be estimated by microscopy. The measured dispersion
allows to determine an efective diameter due to the electromagnetic response.
The Ąrst chapter brieĆy recapitulates the experimental
setup and the analysis method. In the second chapter, measurements on a metallic waveguide equipped with polymer
capillaries are presented. Aiming for a speciĄc design frequency at which the mode propagates synchronously with a
potential bunch, the optimal capillary loading is determined.
Afterwards, experiments on 3D printed, pure metallic waveguides are shown. Finally, an outlook is given towards an
accelerator-based experiment.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND NETWORK
MODEL

Figure 1: Experimental setup. (1) Extender waveguide port
(2) Horn antenna (3) Integrated horn-waveguide structure
(4) Movable obstacle. Reproduced from Ref. [16]
The main part of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.
Scattering parameters are measured via a Rohde & Schwarz
ZVA67 vector network analyzer (not shown) to which a frequency extender ZC330 is connected, spanning the band
from 220 GHz to 330 GHz. A pyramidal horn antenna is
attached to the waveguide port of the extender. The waveguide under test, which is monolithically integrated with its
conical horn coupler, is mounted in a distance of about 7 cm.
A reĆecting obstacle is placed inside the waveguide from the
other side. The obstacle is mounted on a linear translation
stage to scan the reĆection position in sub-wavelength steps.
The position sweep shifts the phase of �11 of the device
under test. Multiple reĆections between the reference port
(�)
and the test device distort the S-parameter �11
measured
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by the VNA. An error network model has been derived to
describe the response. The out-coupling horn, the free space
section, and the in-coupling horn are combined into a single
error network. The measured response of the total system is
modelled as
(�)
( � , �) = � +
�11

�
� −2( �+��)�

−�

(1)

,

where � = � + �� is the propagation constant, and �, �, �
are parameters combining the error terms, like directivity,
source match and reĆection tracking. All parameters are
frequency dependent. To determine the dispersion relation
(�)
of the integrated waveguide, the measured set �11
(�; � )
is analyzed independently for each frequency point. The
model Eq. (1) is Ątted via a non-linear least-squares method
(�)
to each �11
(�), where eight real unknown parameters are
taken into account. The error terms are complex-valued. If
the scanning range is not suicient to resolve the attenuation,
the parameter space can be reduced to seven unknowns since
� = 0 is assumed.

WAVEGUIDES LOADED WITH 3D
PRINTED POLYMER CAPILLARIES
The split-block waveguide presented in [16] is successively loaded with six additively manufactured polymer capillaries. The waveguide has an experimentally determined radius of (0.66 ± 0.01) mm. The capillaries are printed by the
ASIGA MAX X UV385 DLP printer. Moiin Tech Clear has
been chosen as resin and its permittivity has been measured
in advance, �� = 2.92 ± 0.02. Using the design frequency,
outer radius and permittivity, the required inner radius � to
achieve � �ℎ = � is calculated analytically. Due to the uncertainty in �� and potential air gaps between capillary and
metallic wall, the measured phase synchronous frequency
may deviate substantially. Therefore, the capillaries have
been printed with varying radii close to the design value,

� �ℎ ( � ) = � 0 +

�1
,
�

(2)

where � 0 , � 1 are the Ąt parameters. This approximation is
valid in the vicinity of � �ℎ = � and the thickness of the
dielectric � − � must be smaller than the inner radius. The Ąt
is plotted in Fig. 2 and a crossing of � �ℎ = � is found in the
frequency range of interest, close to 287 GHz. Although the
higher order mode is mainly excited, it is reasonable to assume that the fundamental mode is also excited substantially.
The capillary with � = 0.52 mm mounted in the metallic
waveguide is suitable for future experiments involving THzbeam interaction.

METALLIC 3D PRINTED WAVEGUIDES
The experimental method is also applied to characterize
horn-waveguide devices fabricated by additive manufacturing of steel (316L), also called metallic 3D-printing. The
waveguides have been designed with varying inner radius between 0.75 mm to 0.95 mm to achieve phase velocities close

1.20

1.15

vph /c

covering the range from 0.5 mm to 0.55 mm. The actual size
may deviate due to shrinkage. But the goal is to optimize
the parameters adjustable for the printing process.
Figure 2 shows the measured phase velocity dispersion for
the six waveguides of diferent polymer size, focusing on the
frequency range and phase velocity range of interest. First,
it is observed that in all waveguides higher order modes
are predominantly excited above ≈ 280 GHz. The current
model in Eq. (1) assumes a single-mode excitation which
is why it is the modes are not separated. Further, the Ąrst
two measurements, � = 0.5 mm and � = 0.51 mm, show
a crossing of the speed of light dispersion already below
the higher order mode threshold. The fundamental HE11
mode propagates phase synchronously with a hypothetical
ultra-relativistic beam at (262 ± 2) GHz and (276 ± 2) GHz.
Both cases demonstrate the feasibility of the method, but the
frequencies lie outside the tunability range of the dedicated
THz source. Although the third dispersion line shows the
jump to a higher order mode, its course indicates a crossing
of � �ℎ = � by extrapolation from the data points below
the jump. A non-linear least-squares Ąt is applied to the
truncated data, using the approximate model

1.10
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0.51
0.52
0.53
0.54
0.55
fit

1.05

1.00
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mm
mm
mm
mm
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Figure 2: Phase velocity dispersion of the dielectric loaded
waveguide with polymer capillaries of diferent size as lining.
The Ąt of the third measurement approximates � ph ( � ) with
Eq. (2). The orange region marks the goal frequency band.
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Figure 3: (a) Photograph of two 3D-printed steel waveguides.
(b) Microscope image of the largest waveguide.
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to �. Figure 3(a) shows a photograph of two of the Ąve studied
devices. Each waveguide has been inspected by microscopy
in advance of the dispersion measurement. The microscope
image of the largest waveguide is shown in Fig. 3(b) as an
example. A rough surface is observed, making it diicult
to make out a clear edge. The overlaid circles estimate the
aperture size to be (0.91 ± 0.04) mm in radius. While the
range of uncertainty covers the designed radius of 0.95 mm
it will be shown later that the deviation is systematic. The
uncertainty reĆects the surface variation.
Figure 4 shows the analysis of the Ąve measurements. The
increase in cross-section size goes along with a decreasing
phase velocity, as expected. Due to the comparably large
dimensions the waveguides are all inherently overmoded
which is not only observable as jumps to higher order modes.
For instance, � �ℎ ( � ) of the 0.95 mm waveguide shows wiggles below 280 GHz which are explained by multimode excitation. The Ąt of Eq. (1) is less accurate if the analyzed
signal �11 (�) shows a strong beat pattern. The same wiggles are observed even for the small aperture waveguide,
� = 0.75 mm, but only above 280 GHz.
The dispersion relations can be utilized to determine an
efective radius by Ątting the analytic dispersion model of a
purely metallic waveguide. The data points are truncated at
the jump for the least-squares method in order to restrict the
data to a single mode. Table 1 lists the nominal design radii,
the radii determined by microscopy, and the radii derived as
Ąt parameter. All measured radii, both by microscopy and
dispersion relation, are smaller than the design value. In the
Ąrst case, the analysis is imprecise due to the rough surface.
Assuming the efective radius is close to the mechanical
radius, the measurements reveal a systematic deviation of
about 0.07 mm. This indicates a misconĄguration of the
SLM machine, which has later been conĄrmed by internal
quality assurance and by the manufacturerŠs maintenance.
As purely metallic waveguides the 3D-printed structures
are not directly applicable to beam based experiments without further modiĄcation since � �ℎ > �. Further, surface
roughness must be reduced since a signiĄcant amount of
power is dissipated otherwise. As an example, the atten-

1.40
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Figure 4: Measured dispersion, � �ℎ ( � ), for Ąve steel waveguides with varying inner radius.
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No.

nominal (mm)

microscopy (mm)

Fit (mm)

1
2
3
4
5

0.75
0.8
0.85
0.90
0.95

0.69 ± 0.06
0.71 ± 0.06
0.80 ± 0.04
0.88 ± 0.05
0.91 ± 0.04

0.678
0.727
0.776
0.824
0.876

uation of a smaller printed waveguide (� = 0.45 mm) has
been analyzed, resulting in � ≈ 15 Np m−1 = 130 dB m−1
at the central frequency. Assuming a bulk conductivity of
1.3 × 106 S m−1 , the attenuation would be about 7 Np m−1 =
60 dB m−1 if the surface were perfectly smooth. The roughness is measured by a proĄlometer, Ra = 8 µm, Rz = 50 µm.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
A dielectric loaded waveguide has been optimized with
respect to the phase synchronous frequency by varying the
dimensions of the dielectric layer. The polymer capillary
with an inner radius of 0.52 mm satisĄes the condition of
� �ℎ (287 GHz) = � for the fundamental mode. Due to phase
slippage, excited higher order modes will have no net efect
on a potential electron bunch but lower the energy coupled
to the preferred fundamental mode. Due to mechanical constraints the optimized waveguide presented here cannot be
utilized as transverse deĆecting structure for the planned
experiment at the REGAE facility. At the time of writing, a
new waveguide is being manufactured which Ąts inside the
experimental chamber, and potentially mitigates the excitation of higher order modes. Following the present work, the
dimensions of the dielectric capillary will be optimized for
287 GHz, taking into consideration that the beam at REGAE
is not ultra-relativistic.
The current status of metallic 3D-printing requires further surface Ąnishing, like electropolishing, and studies to
improve their performance as THz waveguides. The experimental setup supports these eforts, providing insights on
the fabricated devices. Here, the dispersion relation led to
an efective radius which strongly deviates from the design
value.
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Abstract
High Current Injector (HCI) is an upcoming heavy ion
accelerator facility at Inter University Accelerator Centre
(IUAC), New Delhi, INDIA and it will serve as an alternative injector to the existing Superconducting Linear
accelerator(SC-Linac). HCI is designed to achieve the maximum energy gain of 1.8 MeV/u for the ions, including the
Noble gasses and metallic ions, having 𝐴/𝑞 ≤ 6. It consists
of an 18 GHz high temperature superconducting electron
cyclotron resonance ion source, multi-harmonic buncher,
Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ), spiral buncher and six
interdigital H-mode Drift Tube Linac (IH DTL) cavities operating at 97 Mhz resonant frequency. The RFQ accelerates
the ions from 8keV/u to 180keV/u energy and the six DTL
cavities are used to achieve the maximum energy gain of 1.8
MeV/u. Recently, the bunched beam of 𝑁 5+ was successfully
accelerated through RFQ and six IH-DTL cavities and we
achieved the designed energy goal, which is an important
milestone of this project. These results validated the design
parameters of all RF cavities, accelerating to achieve the
designed energy goal of 1.8MeV/u. Here, present status and
future plans of the project shall be presented.

INTRODUCTION
HCI was envisaged to meet the requirement of higher
beam intensity ( tens of e𝜇A) and provide almost all the ions
from the periodic table including the Nobel and metallic ions
to the existing beam time user [1-3]. Higher beam current
intensity endorse the scientist to probe the low cross-section
reactions processes. There is another possibility to produce
the higher charge state from HCI and allowing higher energetic charged particle beams for the injection into SC-Linac.
This project has been started early in 2005-06 including
the design of a compact HCI building, beam optics, layout,
prototyping of its major beam line components, indigenous
development of RF cavities and their control systems. In
this context, the low level RF and beam test of the individual
RF components, installed in the beam line, have been carried out to check their performances and functionalities time
to time. The commissioning of HCI up to first achromatic
bending magnet was completed in the mid of 2019-20 in
∗
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Beam Hall III at IUAC Delhi and it was kept ready for the
beam acceleration and design validation of its energy gain.
A control room was also established to keep an eye on all
the parameters of individual system during the first beam
test. After the installation of all beam line components up to
the first achromatic analyser bending magnet, N5+ (A/q=2.8)
beam was successfully accelerated and the first major milestone of this project was achieved in the year of 2021 in spite
of having Covid-19 pandemic spread worldwide. In order
to validate the designed energy gain from each of the RF
cavities, N5+ beam was accelerated through all individual
cavities one by one and the output energy gain was verified
by applying the required analysing magnetic field. In this paper, the HCI design goals, major components, layout, beam
test results, cavities performances during test, present status
and future projections shall be discussed.

HCI DESIGN GOALS AND
MAJOR COMPONENTS
HCI consists of mainly an 18 Ghz High Temperature Superconducting Electron Cyclotron Resonance Ion Source
(HTSC-ECRIS), Multi-harmonic Buncher (MHB), 48.5
Mhz Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ), 48.5 Mhz Spiral
Buncher and six interdigital H-mode Drift Tube Linear Accelerator (IH-DTL) cavities operating at 97 Mhz resonant
frequency along with the other beam line components like
dipole and quadrupole magnets and associated beam diagnostic devices [4]. The final design plan and its 3D layout
based on the calculated beam optics is shown in Fig. 1 and
its major components are discussed here.

HTSC-ECR Ion Source
18 Ghz HTSC-ECRIS is one of its own kind of ion source
covering almost all the ions from the periodic table up to
𝑈 238 . It was developed with the collaboration of PANTECHNIK, France and IUAC Delhi, INDIA and known
as a PKDELIS [5]. It produces the large amounts of highly
charged positive ions and currents higher than those available from the existing Pelletron accelerator at IUAC. In the
ECRIS, the plasma potential plays an important role in the
optimization of longitudinal focussing and transportation of
the beam through the HCI beam line.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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perature variations but could be controlled by regulating the
flow of cooling water. A 120kW, 48.5Mhz (M/s. QEI Corp.,
USA) Tetrode vacuum tube based RF amplifier is used for
powering the cavity. The RFQ cavity is already powered up
to 40kW. At present, a new coupler is designed, fabricated
and installed into the cavity to handle power up to 100kW.

Spiral Buncher
The spiral buncher installed upstream to first DTL cavity,
is designed to further bunch the beam up to 1ns (FWHM)
and match the longitudinal input parameters required at the
entrance of first DTL accelerator. The spiral type openended quarter-wave 𝜆/4 resonator is opted for bunching due
to its high shunt impedance, mechanical and vibrational
stability [8, 9]. It’s frequency is 48.5 Mhz and was preferred
due to having a larger longitudinal acceptance. SB requires
maximum 1kW RF power to generate the desired gap voltage
80kV. To minimise the longitudinal beam emittance growth
further in HEBT, two more SBs shall be installed during the
commissioning of HCI beam line to SC-Linac.
Figure 1: Schematics of (a)HCI design and (b) 3D layout.

High Voltage Deck and Beam Transport
The ion source, along with an analysing magnet,
quadrupole lenses and steerers have been placed on a 200 kV
high voltage deck. The source can be operated up to 30 kV
extraction as per the requirement. By optimising the high
voltage, analyser magnetic field (on deck) and accelerating
columns parameters, the required beam energy (8keV/u) of
the desired species can be obtained at the RFQ entrance.

Multi-Harmonic Buncher
The beam from the source is a continuous (DC) beam and
any conventional RF accelerator may not be able to adiabatically bunch and accelerate the beam efficiently. MHB,
operating at the fundamental frequency 12.125 MHz with its
two higher harmonics (24.25 and 36.375 MHz), is used to
bunch the DC beam up to 2 ns (FWHM) [6]. The bunched
beam is focussed at RFQ entrance for further beam acceleration.

Radio Frequency Quadrupole
RFQ plays a significant role in the HCI for the double
action namely beam acceleration and transverse focussing
[7]. Here, the bunching is not done so efficiently by RFQ,
then we have placed an external buncher (MHB) to reduce
the length of the RFQ. The operational frequency of RFQ
is 48.5 Mhz and it is designed to accelerate the ions from
8keV/u to 180keV/u energy and installed downstream to
MHB. Bunching action of MHB increases the transmission
efficiency of the RFQ by providing the bunched beam about
2ns (FWHM) at the RFQ input. 2.5 meter long RFQ consists
of four-modulated rods having 70kV inter-vane voltage. It
was found that the frequency is very sensitive to room temMC7: Accelerator Technology
T06: Room Temperature RF

Drift Tube Linear Accelerator
Finally, the time focussed beam coming out from the spiral
buncher enters into six numbers of normal temperature IHDTL cavities following the KONUS beam optics for further
beam acceleration. DTLs are operational at 97 Mhz frequency and designed to accelerate the beam from 180keV/u
to 1.8MeV/u [10]. The transverse focussing is performed
using miniature quadrupole triplets installed externally between two consecutive DTL cavities whereas the longitudinal focussing is maintained by using the inbuilt integrated
bunching section (first three RF gaps) in the DTL2-5 cavities.
DTL cavities are operating in CW mode and such cavities are
characterized by a high capacitive load contribution of the
accelerating electrodes that provide the longitudinal electric
field components for the beam acceleration. To minimize the
electric capacitance of IH-DTLs, KONUS beam dynamics
was adopted in design. The electrical design and simulation
of DTL cavities has been done using CST Microwave Studio
whereas the beam dynamics and generation of the drift tube
geometry was carried out using the LANA code. The various characteristic parameters of the RFQ and DTL cavities
are given in Table 1.

COMPACT BEAM DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM
Transverse Beam Diagnostics
A compact beam diagnostics along with the conven-tional
Faraday cup and beam profile monitors, were indigenously
fabricated and installed to measure the current and profiles
at the entrance of each of the DTL cavities to keep minimum
space between DTL cavities and to avoid beam losses [11].

Longitudinal Beam Diagnostics
The beam needs to be focussed in time before the injection into the RFQ and DTL cavities. This task is performed using a multi harmonic buncher (MHB) and spiral
TUPOMS045
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Table 1: RF Cavity Parameters for HCI
Cavity Paramters
Frequency (Mhz)
Cavity Length(m)
No. of RF Gaps
Designed E. Gain (MeV/u)
RF Power for 𝐴/𝑞 ≤ 6(𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑊)
RF Power for A/q=2.8(in kW)
Energy Gain for (𝑁 5+ )(𝑀𝑒𝑉)
Analysing Mag. Field (𝑁 5+ )(𝐺)
E. Gain Validation

RFQ

DTL1

DTL2

DTL3

DTL4

DTL5

DTL6

48.5
2.5
42
0.18
80
17
2.5
1906
Validated

97
0.39
11
0.32
5
1.1
4.5
2683
Validated

97
0.69
13
0.55
11
2.4
7.7
3517
Validated

97
0.90
13
0.85
18
3.9
11.9
4373
Validated

97
0.94
11
1.15
18
3.9
16.1
5086
Validated

97
0.92
11
1.46
24
5.3
20.4
5731
Validated

97
0.82
9
1.8
25
5.5
25.2
6364
Validated

buncher.This was measured using Fast Faraday Cups (FFC)
installed in HCI. One coaxial type FFC is installed downstream to RFQ whereas other stripline FFC is placed just
before the first DTL cavity to measure the bunch length of
accelerated beam. The bunch length at the entrance of first
DTL was measured to be 1.6 ns during first ( 𝑁 5+ ) beam
test but the beam tuning optimization is underway for the
further improvement.

BEAM TEST RESULTS AND
DESIGN VALIDATION
The first beam test was planned in HCI for the acceleration of 𝑁 5+ beam having A/q 2.8. The ariel view of HCI
accelerator facility can be seen in Fig. 2. There were
various RF power levels required for each of the cavity to
achieve the designed acceleration voltages and energy gains.
Since, high power RF conditioning of the RFQ and six DTL
cavities were completed for this test in the early of 2021
and the cavities were kept ready for the beam acceleration.
Maximum RF power required for RFQ and six DTL cavities
to get the design energy gain for 𝑁 5+ were calculated and
shown in Table1.

accelerated 𝑁 5+ beam by RFQ was found to be more than
90% whereas it was found from 75% to 90% for the DTL
cavities. In order to increase the transmission efficiency by
each of the RF cavities and analysed beam current intensity,
we followed the iterative process of optimization of transverse and longitudinal beam tuning during the operation.
We found that the phase and amplitude tuning of all RF cavities (MHB, RFQ, SB and DTLs) surely improves the beam
transmission at the output. Though, the intensity of 𝑁 5+
beam after the first achromatic bend was achieved with more
than 150 enA in the first full beam line test but the beam
tuning optimization is underway for further improvement
in the beam transmission. The final output beam energy
(1.8MeV/u) was confirmed by the analyzer magnetic field
which was found very close to the theoretical calculation.

CONCLUSION
We found that 𝑁 5+ beam was successfully accelerated
through all RF cavities and we crossed an important milestone of this project after achieving the designed goal of
1.8MeV/u energy gain. The results validated the design features of all individual RF cavities and subsystems including
the control system.
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Figure 2: Arial-view of HCI in Beam Hall-III.
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Abstract
The muon g-2/EDM experiment is under preparation at
Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC), and
the muon linear accelerator for the experiment is being developed. A Disk-and-Washer (DAW) cavity will be used
for the medium-velocity part of the accelerator, and muons
will be accelerated from 𝑣/𝑐 = 𝛽 = 0.3 to 0.7 with the
operating frequency of 1.296 GHz. Machining, brazing, and
low-power measurements of a prototype cell reflecting the
design of the first tank of DAW were performed to identify fabrication problems. Several problems were identified,
such as displacement of washers during brazing, and some
measures will be taken in the actual tank fabrication.�In this
paper, the results of the prototype cell fabrication will be
reported.

INTRODUCTION
At Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC),
an experiment using muons accelerated by a linac is planned
to measure the anomalous magnetic moment of muons and
to search for the electric dipole moment [1]. A 1296 MHz
disk and washer (DAW) cavity is being developed for use in
the medium-velocity section of the muon linac [2]. DAW
cavity is a type of coupled cavity linac (CCL) consisting
of disks, washers, and supporting stems. DAW CCL has
many advantages, such as high shunt impedance and high
coupling between the accelerating and coupling cells, but
has the disadvantage that many adjacent modes are difficult
to analyze. For this reason, there are only a few cases where
it is actually employed [3]. However,�recent improvements
in computational capabilities have made it possible to design
cavities including stems that fully account for 3D electromagnetic fields. The muon DAW consists of three modules
with four or five tanks per module, and each tank has 11
acceleration gaps. The tanks are connected to each other by
bridge couplers (bc), and each bc is equipped with an electromagnetic quadrupole doublet for focusing. Each module
is driven by a 2.5 MW L-band klystron. The configuration
of the muon DAW is shown in Fig. 1.
∗
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Figure 1: The configuration of the muon DAW. Schematic
of the entire accelerator and 3D model of the 1st tank with
bc is shown.

PROTOTYPE CELL FABRICATION
The cavity shape has been carefully studied using the CST
MW studio [4], and fabrication of the cavity was begun in
2021. Prior to the first tank, a prototype cell was fabricated,
and several tests were conducted to identify problems in the
fabrication process and to study countermeasures. Configuration of the prototype cell is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Configuration of prototype cell.
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Figure 4: A schematic diagram of problems found in the dimensional measurements after brazing. Left : Position of the
upper side washer sinks against disk. Center : Poor parallelism between washers and disk. Right : Defect in concentricity
between washers and disk. In reality, the upper and lower washers have their stems out of phase by 90°, and each washer
has two stems, but for the sake of clarity, the figures show them as if they had one stem in phase with each other.
Disk and Washers are made of oxygen-free copper, and
stems are made of stainless steel with copper plating. Dimensional measurements of each part of the prototype cell after
machining showed that each dimension was within ±30 µm
of the design value.

Effects of Brazing
Brazing was performed with the configuration shown in
Fig. 3 to evaluate the effect of brazing. Visual inspection after brazing did not reveal any flaws or discoloration that could
affect functionality, and vacuum testing showed no problems
with the helium leakage of less than 1.3 × 10−10 Pa�m3 /s. On
the other hand, dimensional measurements of prototype cell
after brazing identified several problems. The displacement
of the washer was observed only on the upper side, and deterioration of parallelism and concentricity was observed on
both the upper and lower sides, but was more pronounced
on the washer on the upper side.�A schematic diagram of
these problems is shown in Fig. 4.�Table 1 summarizes the
deviations between the measured and designed values in
the dimensional measurements after brazing. During brazing, the upper washer is supported only by the joint with
the stems, so it is deformed by the weight and lowered in
position (Fig. 5). In contrast, the lower washer is fixed by
the base, so there is no problem. In addition, a gap occurs
between the positioning jig and the washer during brazing
due to the difference in thermal expansion coefficient. As
a result, the upper washer is supported only by the stem,
which moves and its effect appears on the lower side, which
is thought to deteriorate the parallelism and concentricity of
the upper and lower washers (Fig. 6).
Table 1: The summary of the deviations between the measured and designed values in the dimensional measurements
after brazing.
Washer position (upper side)
Difference from design value
Parallelism
Taget value
Measured value
Concentricity
Target value
Measured value

−0.678 mm
0.1
0.595 (upper side)
0.132 (lower side)

Figure 3: The configuration for brazing.

Figure 5: Schematic diagram of cause of displacement of
upper side washer.�The upper side washer is supported at
only two points at the joint with the stems, and it is thought
that the load was concentrated at these two points, causing
deformation during brazing.

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of causes of parallelism and
concentricity deterioration. The gap between the�positioning
jig and washer causes the jig to tilt, which in turn causes the
upper washer to shift significantly and the lower washer to
shift as a result.
To solve these problems, two-step brazing is being considered for brazing in the actual cavity. First, a washer is
brazed only on the lower side, which is fixed with the base
and not deformed, and then turned over and another washer
is brazed on the lower side. At this time, additional jigs are
used to prevent the position of the first brazed washer from
being lowered. A schematic diagram of two-step brazing
is shown in Fig. 7.�In addition, the jig material is changed
so that the coefficient of thermal expansion of the jig and
washers are the same to prevent gaps during brazing.

0.1
0.362 (upper side)
0.245 (lower side)
Figure 7: A schematic diagram of two-step brazing.
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Pressure Test
A pressure test of the cooling channel was also performed.
The displacement from the reference plane was measured
at the cooling channel position and in the radial direction
by applying pressure to the cooling channel. The outer circumference of the washer was used as the position reference
plane (no deformation). No deformation was observed at the
test pressure of 0.3 MPa, but a deformation occurred at the
test pressure of 0.9 MPa.�The deformation occurred in the
yellow-colored area in Fig. 8, and the maximum deformation
encountered was about 500 µm (Fig. 9).�The deformation
is thought to be caused by pressure added to surfaces other
than the cooling channel due to insufficient brazing. �It is
expected to be possible to deal with this problem by adding
brazing foil material and increasing the brazing strength
when fabricating the actual cavity.

Figure 10: A example of frequency measurement result with
the prototype cell.

CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE PLANS
Each part of the first tank has already been machined.
Photographs of the disk, washer, and stem for the first tank
actually fabricated are shown in Fig. 11. The brazing and
performance evaluation of the first tank will be completed
during 2022, and the cavities for the remaining tanks will
be fabricated sequentially.

Figure 8: A schematic diagram of the pressure test.

Figure 11: Photo of disk (left), washer, and stem (right)
for the first tank.

CONCLUSION

Figure 9: The deformation measured by the pressure test.

Low-Power Measurement

The prototype cell was fitted w ith e nd p lates a nd
low power measurements were made.Test results are
shown in Fig. 10. There was a difference of about 5 MHz
between the measured accelerating mode frequency and
the simulated design value. The other modes also
deviated from the sim-ulation within 0.7%. Similar
results were obtained for the coupling mode. Although
the cause of the deviation is not fully understood, it is
considered to be due to deformation caused by brazing
and displacement of the washers. It is expected that
measures taken during brazing will improve this
frequency deviation from the design value.
TUPOMS046
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The muon g-2/EDM experiment is under preparation at
J-PARC, and the muon linear accelerator for the experiment
is being developed. A DAW cavity will be used for the
medium-velocity part of the accelerator. Prior to the
fabrication of the first tank of the DAW, a prototype cell
was used to identify fabrication problems and establish
a fabrication method. Problems such as washers shifting
during brazing were found, and countermeasures were
discussed. Based on these findings, brazing of the first
tank will be completed, and low-power tests are
scheduled to be conducted during this fiscal year.
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Abstract
The Canadian Light Source, at the University of Saskatchewan, is a 3rd generation synchrotron light source located in the city of Saskatoon, Canada. The facility comprises a 250 MeV LINAC, a full energy booster and a
2.9 GeV storage ring. The radiofrequency system in the
booster consist of two 5-cell cavities feed with a single
SSPA. The analogue LLRF for the booster has been recently replaced by a digital LLRF based in the ALBA design with a Picodigitizer, a stand-alone commercial solution provided by Nutaq. Also, the firmware of the new
DLLRF is configurable to allow operation with a superconducting cavity feed with one amplifier, thus providing the
possibility to replace the CLS SR LLRF as well. The main
hardware components, the basic firmware functionalities
and the commissioning measurements of the new DLLRF
for the CLS booster will be presented in this paper.

HARDWARE
The main DLLRF components are:
• Picodigitizer: FPGA mother board + FMC boards for
ADCs and DACs + mezzanine Mestor with digital
GPIO bus.
• Front Ends: RF signals down-conversion, RF drives
up-conversion and LO generation with MO reference.
• Digital Patch Panel: Connectors and voltage level
conversion between DLLRF and RF plants sub-systems.
• Level translator: CLS designed hardware for extra
voltage conversion and electrical isolation.
• Power Supply Unit: Supplies for the active components of the DLLRF.
All DLLRF hardware components, except for the PSU,
have been allocated inside an EMI rack (see Fig. 1).

INTRODUCTION
The CLS was first funded in the University of Saskatchewan in 1999. After a short period of construction and commissioning, operation for users started in 2005. The SR is
a 2.9 GeV machine of 170.88 m long. It consists of 12 double bend achromat (DBA) cells. A 500 MHz radiofrequency system restores the energy of the electrons by
means of a CESR-B superconducting cavity feed with a
300 kW klystron. [1,2].
The CLS booster is a full energy synchrotron of 102 m
length. The lattice consists of a modified 28-fold supersymmetric FODO lattice that provides the required space
to install the two DORIS-type 5-cell cavities in one straight
section [3]. A beam up to 10 mA is captured from the
LINAC and accelerated to nominal energy with a repetition
rate of 1 Hz.
A single SSPA able to provide up to 100 kW feeds the
two cavities of the booster. After a high power isolation circulator, the power is split in two branches with a magic-T.
The cavities were first installed at the proper distance to
assure the right phase difference between them. Nevertheless, a phase shifter at each branch is used to assure this
condition, since the phase in the cavities cannot be controlled individually with the LLRF.
In order to replace the analogue control system in the
CLS booster, a new DLLRF has been developed based in
the ALBA design which was implemented at SIRIUS [4]
and modified in order to be able to drive two 5-cell cavities
with two plunger each feed by a single SSPA.
Also, the ALBA DLLRF design has been modified to
meet the CLS SR requirements, i.e., to be able to drive one
or two superconducting cavities with one or two amplifiers.
This will allow to install the new DLLRF in the SR also.

TUPOMS049
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Figure 1: DLLRF components inside the EMI rack.

Picodigitizer
It is a stand-alone board solution provided by Nutaq, that
contains a Virtex-6 SX315T FPGA and two FMC boards,
one with 16 ADCs channels of 14 bits capable to operate
up to 125 MHz and another with 8 DACs of 16 bits up to
250 MSPS. The resolution of the ADCs is better than
0.06 % rms in amplitude and 0.04 º rms in phase. The SNR
is better than 70 dB [5].
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A digital interface mezzanine board is also included, the
Mestor Breakout Box. It provides up to 32 GPIO used for
driving external RF components such as motor controllers,
pin diodes and LLRF interlocks outputs or receiving digital
inputs from vacuum controllers or external interlocks.

Front Ends
The down-converter front end transforms the incoming
500 MHz RF signal into a 20 MHz IF signal by means of a
mixer and a 480 MHz Local Oscillator (LO). The IF signal
is sent then to the ADCs.
Isolation between IF channels in the down-converter
crate was found to be limited due to crosstalk in the LO
distribution splitter. Adding an 8 dB attenuator while maintaining the specified input levels to the mixers increased
the isolation. Final measured isolation was >77 dB as
measured at the down-converter IF channels. Figure 2
shows the scheme of the LO distribution inside the
down-con-verter crate.

FIRMWARE
Cavities Configuration
DLLRF can be configured for three different operating
modes:
• Mode 1: Two single-cell cavities feed either with one
transmitter each or one for both.
• Mode 2: One single-cell cavity with one high power
transmitter.
• Mode 3: Two 5-cell cavities with one high power
transmitter.
1st and 2nd configuration allow CLS to upgrade the SR
LLRF system with option to install a new superconducting
cavity in the SR feed with the existing amplifier or with a
dedicated one. 3rd mode is the current CLS booster configuration.

Chains
Two independent virtual cavities, hereafter referred to as
chain A and chain B, have been implemented in the firmware and allow the operation of the different modes; specially for modes 1 and 3, in which two cavities must be
controlled with one single amplifier. In these configurations, the amplitude and phase loop is computed in chain A
and is responsible for the drive generation towards both
cavities, whereas the tuning loop and the interlock handling
for each cavity is computed in the correspondent chain.

Amplitude and Phase Loop

Figure 2: Down-converter LO distribution scheme with
new attenuators highlighted in red.

The DLLRF allows the user to choose between different
input signals to be controlled: Cavity 1 voltage, Cavity 2
voltage, SSPA Forward power or the vector sum of Cavity
1 and Cavity 2. This last option is the one chosen for nominal operation at CLS. A digital phase shifter has been implemented on each cavity signal reading in order to add
both amplitudes in phase and avoid destructive additions
of the total voltage as shown in Fig. 3.

The up-converter crate transforms the IF signal from the
DACs to the required RF signal. It also allocates the Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCXO) needed to generate both
the IF and the 80 MHz clock signal to be used for FPGA
sampling, thus assuring the proper condition for the IQ demodulation. The VCXO is phased locked with a 10 MHz
reference signal provided by the facility. The pin diodes for
fast RF drive cut off are allocated also in the up-converter
crates.

Digital Patch Panel and Level Translator
GPIO coming from Mestor board signals are split and
merged in several connectors in order to be sent to appropriate RF sub-system in the Digital Patch Panel crate.
In addition, CLS designed and built a level translator to
convert between different voltage levels such as LVTTL,
TTL or 24 V. The level translator provides also electrical
isolation.

Figure 3: Vector sum of cavity 1 and cavity 2 voltages for
different phase shifters in cavity 2.
An extra digital phase shifter has been implemented for
the total vector sum and for the rest of signals to be controlled to avoid positive feedback instabilities in the loop.
Loops can either be set to IQ rectangular loops or polar
loops.
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Fast Interlocks
DLLRF implements a supervision in all the RF input signals. If a certain level is reached, the interlock is set and
latched. The interlock is propagated then by means of digital output towards different subsystems. Particularly to the
pin diode, that is opened in less than 1 us. The interlock
threshold is adjustable by the user.
The end switches of the plungers in the cavities are also
monitored. Finally, a manual alarm can be generated by the
DLLRF and trigger an interlock condition as well.
All of the interlocks can be disabled and also a
timestamp is provided in order to arrange up to 8 different
interlocks in time.
When an interlock is detected, the systems is set to a safe
mode in which the drive is decreased and the loops are disabled. A manual reset is required for the interlock condition
to be cleared. If more than two cavities are controlled with
a single drive, interlocks in both cavities will open the pin
diode.

Slow Interlock
The system provides a specific digital input that will trigger the slow interlock. In this case, before opening the pin
diode, the DLLRF drops the drive according to an adjustable time value. Only when the minimum drive has been
reached, the pin diode will be opened. A 50 ms slow interlock event can be observed in Fig. 4.

All the ramping parameters such as bottom and top amplitude and phase and the rising and falling time, are adjustable by the user. Figure 5 shows the maximum and
minimum nominal power of the CLS booster achieved
with the new DLLRF system, which are 52 kW and 350
W respec-tively, thus meaning a nominal operation
dynamic range of more than 21 dB.

Figure 5: Booster ramping. Yellow: RF envelope.
When the ramping is first triggered, the top level is increased progressively according to a user adjustable setting, so that the total rms power sent to the cavity is also
slowly increased.
Tuning and field flatness can be enabled only for the top
of the ramp.

CONCLUSIONS
The DLLRF for the booster CLS, based in the ALBA
system, has been successfully installed, commissioned and
adjusted for nominal operation in the facility.
It has been demonstrated the feasibility of the system
for injection according to CLS nominal operation.
Figure 6 shows the capture of the beam in the booster and
extraction to SR at high energy, together with RF power
for two consecutive injection cycles.
The flexibility of the system will allow CLS to install the
DLLRF also in the SR.

Figure 4: Slow interlock. Yellow: RF envelope. Pink: Interlock trigger.

Booster Ramping
CLS booster is ramping at 1 Hz according to a specific
profile defined in Table 1.
Table 1: Ramping Time Parameters

Stage
Bottom
Rising
Top
Falling

TUPOMS049
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Time [ms]
166
306
183
216

Figure 6: Booster injection. Yellow: Parametric Current
Transformer; Green: Fast Current Transformer; Lilac: RF
envelope.
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PROTOTYPE FABRICATION OF AN ACTIVE NORMAL CONDUCTING
THIRD HARMONIC CAVITY FOR THE ALBA STORAGE RING*
J. R. Ocampo, J. M. Álvarez, B. Bravo, F. Pérez, A. Salom, P. Solans, ALBA Synchrotron, CELLS,
Barcelona, Spain
Abstract

Body and Damper Waveguides

ALBA has designed a normal conducting active 1.5 GHz
HOM damped cavity for the active third harmonic RF system for the ALBA Storage Ring (SR), which also will serve
for the upgraded ALBA II. The third harmonic cavity at
ALBA will be used to increase the bunch length in order to
improve the beam lifetime and increase the beam stability
thresholds. A prototype has been constructed by the company AVS in collaboration with VITZRO TECH. This paper presents the design of the cavity, the constructed prototype, the Acceptance Tests measurements, and future plans.

The cavity is a pillbox-type resonator with nose cones
[3]. In order to damp HOM excited by the beam into the
cavity, three circular ridged waveguides with a cut-off frequency of 1.72 GHz are brazed into the body in such a way
that there are no discontinuities in the copper to avoid overheating in the base of the dampers, see Fig. 2, as experienced with the 500 MHz original design [4].

INTRODUCTION
ALBA has designed a prototype of a 1.5 GHz normal
conducting HOM damped cavity, based on the 500 MHz
EU damped cavity design [1]. In addition to scaling down
the dimensions to adapt to the higher resonant frequency,
the HOM absorbers have been replaced by transitions to
coaxial N-type connectors named Transdampers. This design allows extracting the power of HOMs excited by the
beam to external loads, eliminating the need for complicated ferrite absorbers [2].
The cavity has been manufactured in collaboration between the Spanish company AVS and the South-Korean
company VITZRO TECH.

CAVITY COMPONENTS
The main part of the cavity comprises the resonant cavity
body, the waveguide sections of the three HOM dampers,
the beam pipe ports as well as ports for the rest of components: Transdampers, pick-up antenna, tuner and input coupler, see Fig. 1.

Figure 2: Inner view of the cavity body. Courtesy of
VITZTRO TECH.
After manufacturing all components of the cavity, the
resonant frequency was adjusted by shortening the length
of the nose cones, as the resonant frequency of the cavity
has a strong linear dependency on this dimension. The
length of the nose cones is controlled by the radius of the
roundness at the end of the nose cone. Figure 3 shows the
simulated and measured values during the adjustment of
the resonant frequency.
1500

Cavity resonant frequency
[MHz]
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Figure 3: Simulated and measured resonant frequencies
during adjustment. Data courtesy of VITZRO TECH.

Transdampers
Figure 1: Components of the 1.5 GHz cavity.
___________________________________________

* This project is co-funded by the European Regional Development
Fund (ERDF) within the Framework of the Smart Growth Operative
Programme 2014-2020.
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The Transdampers take the HOM power extracted by the
damper arms out of the cavity. They are made out of two
components: a transition from circular ridged waveguide to
rectangular waveguide and a wideband transition from rectangular waveguide to coaxial [3]. Finally, a commercial
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broad band coaxial vacuum feed-through is used to take the
power to a standard RF load.
After manufacturing of the Transdampers finished, they
were tested by connecting transitions in pairs directly and
checking the S parameters. The reflection is in the order of
-5 dB or better until approximately 4 GHz, Fig. 4. Further
optimization is possible by adjusting the dimensions and
position of the antenna in the rectangular to coaxial transition.

design at 45º in order to keep the ability to undercouple or
overcouple the cavity. For the simulations, using the CST
eigenmode solver, the height of the loop base was modified
trying to match the cavity quality factor Q0 to the external
quality factor Qext to obtain β=1 in (1), where β is the coupling factor.
(1)
𝛽
In order to confirm the simulation before manufacturing
the loop, a wire test was performed by installing the coupler with a wire of roughly the same length, Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Wire loop (left) and S11 of wire inserted in the
cavity body (right). Courtesy of VITZRO TECH.

Power is coupled with an inductive loop fed by a standard EIA 3-1/8 coaxial line. Two alumina disks hold the inner conductor in place and provide vacuum isolation.
Measurements on the initial prototype revealed that the
fundamental mode of the cavity could not be excited with
the coupler. Simulations showed that the ceramic windows
were causing a high reflection. The distance between ceramics was increased and the thickness of one of the alumina windows was reduced to fix the issue,
Figs. 5 and 6.

The cavity is equipped with a plunger that allows to
change the resonant frequency. Initially when inserting the
plunger in the cavity, a degradation of the quality factor
was measured around the central frequency of the cavity,
see Fig. 8.
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Figure 4: 2 GHz to 5 GHz S11 (top) and S22 (bottom) of a
pair of Transdampers. Courtesy of VITZRO TECH.
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Figure 5: Original coaxial (left) and modified (right).

Figure 6: S parameters of the old and new coaxial lines.
In order to find the position of the loop with respect to
the cavity body that allows critical coupling, both the
height of the loop and the angle of it respect to the magnetic
field of the mode have to be adjusted. The angle was set by
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T06: Room Temperature RF

Figure 8: Resonant frequency of the cavity and loaded
quality factor versus plunger position.
EM simulations using the CST eigenmode solver revealed a mode in the plunger caused by an undesired cavity
present in the top of the manipulator, see Fig. 9. The resonant frequency of this mode is very close to the fundamental mode of the cavity, to the point where both modes resonate at the same frequency for a plunger position of approximately 30mm. In order to avoid exciting the plunger
mode, the top of the manipulator was filled with a metal
cylinder that divided the undesired cavity in two smaller
cavities, shifting the resonant frequency of that mode away
from the fundamental frequency of the cavity.
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Table 2: Center Frequency Measurements

Figure 9: Plunger cavity with mode (left) and with suppressor installed (right).
After installing the suppressor, the quality factor was
measured again to confirm that the mode is no longer disturbing the cavity and that the quality factor remains almost
constant along the tuning range, see Fig. 10.
1.506

6700
6600

1.502

6550
6500

1.500
f0 [GHz]

1.498

6450
6400

QL

1.496

6350

Loaded quality factor

6650

1.504
Frequency [GHz]

Parameter
S11
β
Bandwidth
Loaded quality factor (Ql)
Unloaded quality factor (Q0)
Transmission from input coupler
to pick-up antenna

Value
-50.8
1.006
214
6995
14.031
-45.9

Unit
dB
kHz

dB

Finally, the transmission from one Transdamper to another Transdamper through the cavity body was measured,
Fig. 12. This confirmed that the dampers operate only
above the predicted 1.7 GHz [3] and also confirm that the
dampers can effectively couple and damp modes from the
cavity body, even though a bead-pull measurement is still
required to quantify the achieved damping.
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Figure 10: Resonant frequency of the cavity and loaded
quality factor versus plunger position after installation of
suppressor.

SITE ACCEPTANCE TEST (SAT)
Once the cavity was received at ALBA, see Fig. 11,
the central frequency of the cavity ant tuning range
was measured, results show in Table 1.
Table 1: Tuning Range Measurements
Parameter
Central frequency (f0)
Plunger position at f0
Maximum frequency (fmax)
Plunger position at fmax
Minimum frequency (fmin)
Plunger position at fmin
Tuning range

Value
1.497948
31
1.504156
44
1.491739
0
12.417

Unit
GHz
mm
GHz
mm
GHz
mm
MHz

At the central frequency position of the plunger and with
the input coupler adjusted to provide a β =1, the cavity’s
fundamental parameters were measured, which are summarized in Table 2.
The cavity was connected to a turbo molecular pump.
After 72 hours of pumping the achieved pressure was 3e-7
mbar. An RGA analysis was also made in which contamination of hydrocarbons was around 3 orders of magnitude
below the partial pressure of water.
TUPOMS051
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Figure 11: Cavity prototype during the SAT.
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Figure 12: Transmission between two Transdampers
through the cavity body.

CONCLUSION
A 1.5 GHz normal conducting HOM damped cavity prototype has been successfully manufactured and preliminary
tests confirm the performance predicted in simulations.
Further testing such as bead-pull, RF conditioning and test
with electron beam to validate the design as a viable cavity
for a 3rd harmonic system is being conducted in the frame
of a collaboration between HZB, DESY and ALBA [5].
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CONSIDERATONS FROM DEPLOYING, COMMISSIONING, AND
MAINTAINING THE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR LCLS-II UNDULATORS*
M. A. Montironi†, C. Andrews, G. Marcus, H.-D. Nuhn
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA
Abstract
Two new undulator lines have been installed as part of
the Linac Coherent Light Source upgrade (LCLS-II) at
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. One undulator
line, composed of 21 horizontally polarizing undulator segments, is dedicated to producing Soft X-Rays (SXR). The
other line, composed of 32 vertically polarizing undulator
segments, is dedicated to producing Hard X-Rays (HXR).
The devices were installed, and the control system was deployed in 2019. Commissioning culminated with the
achievement of first light from the HXR undulator in the
Summer of 2020 and from the SXR undulator in the Fall
of 2020. Since then, both undulator lines have been successfully providing x-rays to user experiments with very
limited downtime. In this paper, we first describe the strategies utilized to simplify the deployment, commissioning,
and maintenance of the control system. Such strategies include scripts for automated components calibration and
monitoring, a modular software structure, and debugging
manuals for accelerator operators. Then, we discuss lessons learned which could be applicable to similar projects
in the future.

INTRODUCTION
Two new undulator lines have been installed as part of
the Linac Coherent Light Source upgrade (LCLS-II) at
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. One undulator
line, composed of 21 horizontally polarizing undulator segments, is dedicated to producing Soft X-Rays (SXR). The
other line, composed of 32 vertically polarizing undulator
segments, is dedicated to producing Hard X-Rays (HXR).
Details of the motion control system design and implementation are discussed in [1] and [2] and a brief overview is
provided in the next section. Devices installation, deployment of the control system, and functional checkout commenced in the Summer of 2019 and was completed in the
Spring of 2020. Commissioning culminated with the
achievement of first light from the HXR undulator in the
Summer of 2020 and from the SXR undulator in the Fall
of 2020. Since then, both undulator lines have been successfully providing x-rays to user experiments with very
limited downtime. In this paper, we focus on the undulators
motion control and first describe the strategies utilized to
simplify the deployment, commissioning, and maintenance
of the control system. Then, we discuss lessons learned
which could be applicable to similar projects in the future.
___________________________________________

* Work supported by Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, contract DE-AC02-76SF00515
† alexmon@slac.stanford.edu
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UNDULATOR LINE ARCHITECTURE
The LCLS-II undulator lines are organized in a repetition
of identical segments called cells. Each cell being composed of an undulator segment and of an interspace break.
The interspace supports a quadrupole magnet, vacuum
components, beam diagnostic components and a phase
shifter. An SXR undulator cell is shown in Fig. 1 with the
main functional components numbered. The undulator segment (1) is positioned upstream of the interspace pedestal
and plate (2). The BPM, quadrupole magnet, and vacuum
components (3) are mounted on the interspace plate together with a phase shifter (4).

Figure 1: SXR undulator cell with main functional components numbered.
An HXR undulator cell is shown in Fig. 2 with the main
functional components numbered. The undulator segment
(1) is mounted on the same girder as the downstream interspace plate (2). This plate supports a quadrupole magnet, a
BPM, a phase shifter, and vacuum components (3).

Figure 2: HXR undulator cell with main functional components numbered.
For each cell, the undulator motion control system provides users with the ability to set and read back the undulator segment gap and K value, and the relative position of
the segment magnetic axis with respect to beam path. It
also allows to change the pointing of the undulator line
through a system of cam movers [3]. The phase shifter motion control system allows to monitor and set the phase
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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shifter gap and phase integral. A temperature monitoring
system allows to measure the temperature of the undulator
segment and phase shifter magnets. The information is then
used to scale the calculation of the K and phase integral
value based on the devices gap.

Soft X-Ray Undulators (SXU) Motion Control
Architecture
The gap of each SXR undulator segment is actuated by
four servomotors with brakes coupled with a zero-backlash
drive system. The actuators on the upper strongback utilize
on-axis BiSS-C (33 bit) rotary absolute encoders for position and velocity feedback. Linear absolute BiSS-C (26 bit)
encoders are used to measure the gap at the upstream and
downstream end of the device. The two motors on the
lower strongback utilize these encoders for position feedback. A custom Aerotech chassis containing four Ensemble
CP10 drives allows coordinated control of the four undulator actuators. The vacuum chamber of each undulator
segment is supported by the upstream and downstream interspaces and, together with the rest of the interspace components, can be positioned with five Degrees-Of-Freedom
(DOF) through a cam system. This system is actuated by
five stepper motors, one for each cam, receiving position
feedback from rotary potentiometers. Two linear potentiometers, one at each end of the undulator segment, are used
in conjunction with Aerotech autofocus functionality to
maintain the undulator magnetic axis aligned with the
beam path as the undulator line is repointed [1]. The gap of
each SXR phase shifter is actuated through a servomotor
with brake. A linear absolute BiSS-C (32 bit) encoder is
used to measure the phase shifter gap and to provide feedback information to the gap motor. A custom Aerotech
chassis containing five MP10 and one CP10 Ensemble
drives is used to control the motion of the interspace cam
movers and of the phase shifter. A Beckhoff system composed of a communication module and five RTD modules
is mounted on the undulator frame and is used to monitor
ten RTDs for each cell. The RTDs measure the temperature
of the undulator and phase shifter magnets and of other
components. The temperature readback is used to scale the
undulator K and phase shifter phase integral calculations.
Each Aerotech motor controller and Beckhoff controller is
connected to the accelerator control network and accessed
through an EPICS soft IOC as described in [1].

Hard X-Ray Undulators (HXU) Motion Control
Architecture
The gap of each HXR undulator segment is actuated
through four Animatics SmartMotors with integrated
brakes and incremental encoders coupled with a gear system. SSI and BiSS-C (26 bit) absolute linear encoders are
used for closed loop gap control at the EPICS level. Coordinated motion between the four SmartMotors is achieved
through a CAN network. An equivalent approach is used to
control the gap of the HXR phase shifter. A single SmartMotor with integrated brake and incremental encoder is
used to actuate the device. A linear SSI absolute encoder
measures the phase shifter gap and is used for close loop
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T31: Subsystems, Technology and Components, Other

gap control at the EPICS level. Each segment girder, supporting the undulator and the downstream interspace components, can be positioned in space with five DOF through
a cam system [3]. Each cam is actuated by a SmartMotor
receiving position feedback at the EPICS layer from a calibrated rotary potentiometer. Motion control and interfacing with the accelerator distributed control system is implemented through a crate with an MVME3100 single
board computer running an EPICS IOC on RTEMS. The
crate communicates with the hardware through Industry
Pack (IP) cards on Acromag AVME-9760 carriers. The
VME-based IOC controls the motion of the HXR undulator, cam movers, and phase shifter. An analogue to digital
VME IP card is used to interface with ten RTDs mounted
in various locations along the girder. As for the SXR line,
the RTDs are used to scale the undulator K and phase
shifter phase integral calculations.

Undulator Line Control System
The control system for the undulator line was designed
to have a modular and repetitive structure based around the
undulator cell. This approach was adopted both at the local
motor controller level and at the EPICS level. Coordinated
control of each undulator line is then achieved through a
set of Matlab scripts. This approach allows to operate each
undulator cell independently from the neighbouring ones
and simplifies deployment and maintenance. For example,
it allows to swap undulators or perform maintenance on a
cell without affecting the neighbouring ones. As discussed
in the previous sections, at the motor controller level this
is achieved through a dedicated controller for each device.
At the EPICS layer, this is achieved by avoiding hard-coding device-specific information in substitution files and by
having separate executables for each functional component. For example, the same substitution file is used for all
SXR undulators and the same executable is used for all
HXR undulators. All device-specific information such as
offsets or calibration coefficients is specified in configuration files and loaded at IOC boot time. This approach allows to avoid over-relying on autosave and restore functions while maintaining a single version of the functional
code. It also allows to minimize the number of code
changes when a bug is fixed, or a new feature is added.
The same approach was applied to user displays. A single
set of display files was created and is loaded for each cell
through macros. The same colour and information organization scheme was also used in the displays for each line
to simplify locating information and operators training.

UNDULATORS COMMISSIONING AND
OPERATION
Commissioning of the motion control system for the undulator line commenced in the Summer of 2019. The modular design of the hardware and software allowed the control system commissioning team to work in parallel with
the undulators installation and metrology teams. It also allowed the controls team to simultaneously work on devices
at different stages of the checkout process. The commissioning effort relied heavily on formalized checklists to
TUPOMS052
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ensure consistency in the checkout process and to provide
a unique place to record data. However, some of the most
repetitive tasks were automated using scripts to minimize
the risk of errors. For example, the calibration of the rotary
potentiometers measuring the angular position of the cam
movers for the undulator girders was automated through a
Python script. The script allows to move each cam one full
rotation while recording the voltage of the corresponding
rotary potentiometer. A linear potentiometer measuring the
vertical displacement of the girder is also used as a reference for the calibration. Once the data is collected, a linear
fit is applied to the rotary potentiometer voltage versus cam
angle data set. The coefficients are used in EPICS to calculate the cam angular position from the potentiometer voltages. Figure 3 is an example of the resulting calibration
plot showing the linear and rotary potentiometer voltages
versus the motor angle. The calculated linear interpolation
coefficients are also shown.

Figure 4: SXR Undulator segment linear potentiometer
calibration curve.

Figure 5: Undulator line overview display.

CONCLUSION

Figure 3: Girder rotary potentiometer calibration plot with
calculated linear interpolation coefficients.
A similar script was created to automate the process of
calibrating the linear potentiometers measuring the relative
position between each SXR undulator segment magnetic
axis and the vacuum chamber. During the calibration process, starting with the undulator centred on the vacuum
chamber, a set of known displacements is applied manually
to each linear potentiometer and the corresponding voltage
is recorded. The automated script interacts with the users
by prompting them to apply a specific displacement and
then automatically recording the voltage. Figure 4 is an example of the calibration plot created.
Since the undulators were commissioned in 2020, features were added to improve robustness to the most common failure modes. For example, checks were added to
prevent users from actuating the gap of an SXR undulator
segment if its magnetic axis is not centred on the beam
path. Also, as shown in Fig. 5, the displays were improved
to provide more granular indications of the status of each
cell and thus simplify investigations by non-experts. Documentation on how to use the devices and how to resolve
most common issues or how to avoid them was also crated
with the objective of training new engineers and accelerator operators.
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In this paper we have discussed the implementation and
commissioning of the motion control system for the LCLSII SXR and HXR undulators. The modular design was discussed, together with scripts for automated calibration of
components. Future work will involve improving processes for automated detection and resolution of faults. Upgrades to the aging VME-based control architecture of the
HXR undulators will also be considered.
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START-TO-END SIMULATIONS OF THE LCLS-II HE FREE ELECTRON
LASER
D. Cesar∗ , G. Marcus, H.D. Nuhn, T. Raubenheimer, SLAC, Menlo Park, USA
J. Qiang, LBNL, Berkeley, USA
Abstract
In this proceeding we present start-to-end simulations of
the LCLS-II-HE free electron laser. The HE project will
extend the LCLS-II superconducting radio-frequency (SRF)
linac from 4 GeV to 8 GeV in order to produce hard x-rays
from the eponymous hard x-ray undulators (26 mm period).
At the same time, soft x-ray performance is preserved (and
extended into the tender regime) by using longer period
undulators (56 mm period) than were originally built for
LCLS-II (39 mm period). Here we use high-fidelity numerical particle simulations to study the performance of several
SASE beamline configurations, and compare the resulting
x-ray energy, power, duration, and transverse properties. Using the LCLS-II normal-conducting gun, we find that the
x-ray pulse energy drops off rapidly above 15 keV, while
using the lower emittance beam from a proposed SRF gun,
we improve the cutoff to 20 keV.

LCLS-II HE
The next generation of free electron laser (FEL) facilities [1–3] is being built with superconducting radiofrequency (SRF) accelerators which can deliver beam at
MHz repetition rates in order to simultaneously provide
both high average and high peak power x-ray pulses. The
LCLS-II HE project [4] plans to extend the operation of
the LCLS-II facility from 4 GeV to 8 GeV by installing a
new (SRF) linac downstream of the bunch compression and
before the beam switchyard which delivers beam to the undulators. The SRF linac can be fed by two injectors: the
LCLS-II very high frequency (VHF) injector; and a new
(planned) superconducting, low emittance injector (LEI) [5,
6]. After being accelerated to 8 GeV the beam(s) can then be
distributed to either hard or soft x-ray undulators, as shown
in Fig. 1.
Doubling the beam energy will boost the resonant photon energy by a factor of four, allowing the 26 mm period
hard x-ray undulators to produce first-harmonic photons out
to 20 keV. At such small wavelengths 3D effects [7] greatly
impact the gain length, and so the new low emittance injector is being designed to deliver (rms) emittances as low as
0.1 um. Simulations show that this lower emittance dramatically improves the yield above 15 keV and allows us to take
full advantage of the 8 GeV beam.
At the same time, the existing 39 mm (𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈ 5.4) period LCLS-II soft x-ray undulators will be unable to produce
photon energies below 1 keV when the electron beam energy
is 8 GeV. In order to reach the often requested C (285 eV), N
(400 eV), and O (532 eV) k-edges the HE project currently
∗
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Figure 1: Cartoon of the LCLS-II HE facility (excluding
the normal conducting, ”copper” accelerator). Two injectors
(the LCLS-II VHF gun and a new low emittance injector
(LEI)) can feed an 8 GeV linac. A beam switchyard delivers
these beams to the HXR line (bottom) or the SXR line (top).
plans to replace the existing 39 mm period soft x-ray undulators with longer, 56 mm period undulators (𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈ 9.2)
(rather than build a 4 GeV extraction line). Increasing the
undulator period from 39 mm to 56 mm allows the 8 GeV
beam to be resonant with lower photon energies, but it also
increases the physical gain length. For fixed photon energy,
beam current, emittance, and focusing lattice, the Pierce
𝐾𝜆

2/3

parameter, 𝜌 ∝ 𝛾1 ( 𝜎𝑟𝑢 ) , increases by only 10% from
4 to 8 GeV, while the 1D gain length 𝐿𝑔 ∝ 𝜆𝑢 /𝜌 increases
by more than 30% [7]. The HE program plans to add extra
undulator segments to make up the difference (one design
under study is shown in Fig 1).

START TO END SIMULATIONS
High fidelity numerical particle simulations have an established history of use for modeling and optimizing facility
design. Here we use the IMPACT suite for the accelerator [8,
9], and then we use GENESIS [10] to model the FEL lasing
process. The IMPACT codes include, where necessary, the
effects of shot noise, 3D space charge, RF and resistive wall
wakefields, coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR), and interbeam scattering; while GENESIS models the FEL instability
slice-wise, in the slowly varying envelope approximation.
This approach has been benchmarked at LCLS [11] and was
used extensively during the development of LCLS-II [12,
13].

Electron Beam
In Fig. 2 we show three sample electron beams delivered
to the HXR undulator: 20 pC and 100 pC beams from the
LCLS-II VHF injector, as well as a 100 pC beam from a low
emittance injector. The (core) beam quality is summarized
in Table 1. The low emittance injector has the best beam
quality, while the 20 pC has the worst. However, the 20 pC
beam still has use in reducing the average electron beam
power and also creates for creating a shorter FEL pulse
(20 fs vs 40 fs) that is less sensitive to 3D effects than the
TUPOMS053
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Figure 2: Example phase space of the LCLS-II HE scH
(superconducting to hard) beam path from start-to-end simulations. (A) 100 pC from the LCLS-II injector (B) 20 pc
from the LCLS-II injector (C) 100 pC from a lower emittance injector. The head is to the right (positive ‘time’).
comparable 100 pC beam. All three beams show slice-byslice variation in the transverse beam parameters, due largely
to CSR during bunch compression. To optimize the FEL
process we match the beam core to the unudulator lattice
rather than the projected beam.

Figure 3: Gain profile for the three electron sources delivered to the soft (A) and hard (B) x-ray lines. The breaks
correspond to the location of chicanes (which are turned off
here). Notice how the gain of the LEI beam is significantly
faster at high photon energy.
emittance. We see that the 20 pC typically produces lower
peak power (due to its reduced beam power), but that in the
18 keV case it actually catches up to the 100 pC beam due to
its reduced emittance. The performance boost for the LEI is
even more dramatic, and it obviates the importance of high
beam quality for producing these high energy photons.

FEL
The FEL is simulated by sampling the output of the IMPACT particle tracking and importing it into a realistic lattice in GENESIS which includes focusing, resistive wall
wakefields, and interspace breaks (see Table 2). To reduce
simulation time, only the portion of the beam between the
dashed lines in Fig. 2(A) is imported into GENESIS (the
“core” used for matching is only half of this extent). The
complicated longitudinal-transverse correlations present in
the electron beam are faithfully reproduced in GENESIS and
become imprinted on the photon beam as a slice-dependent
source size, position, and pointing.
The undulators are given an piece-wise linear (undulatorby-undulator) approximation to a quadratic taper (𝐾 =
𝐾0 + 𝐾1 𝑧 + 𝐾2 (𝑧 − 𝑧0 )2 Θ(𝑧 − 𝑧0 )) whose parameters are
chosen to maximize pulse energy. The linear rate 𝐾1 is
chosen to match the average energy loss in the beam core
(due to wakefields and spontaneous undulator radiation), the
quadratic rate 𝐾2 is chosen by simplex optimization, and the
starting point 𝑍0 by a greedy algorithm which assumes the
starting point should be shortly before saturation and increasing with photon energy. By optimizing on pulse energy, we
find a taper which is a compromise between tapering for the
core electrons and the mismatched head and tail electrons.
For large 𝐾 (low photon energy) the gain lengths of all
three beams being studied are quite short (see Fig. 3), such
that we must taper quite strongly (and differently for each
beam). Due to diffraction, this can be challenging around
the chicane breaks (see Fig 1, [14–16]), but it illustrates our
capability to easily support two-color lasing.
For low 𝐾 (high photon energy) the the gain lengths are
much longer, and we see can see clearly the effect of reduced
TUPOMS053
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Figure 4: Pulse energy for the three electron sources delivered to the soft (A) and hard (B) x-ray lines. The high core
brightness of the LEI beam allows it lase more efficiently at
short wavelengths.
In Fig. 4 we summarize the saturated FEL pulse energy
as a function of photon wavelength for the SXR and HXR
lines. In all cases we see that the 20 pC beam produces the
least energy, while the LEI produces the greatest. We can
observe a general difference between the SXR and HXR,
however, in that the SXR line is less sensitive to photon
energy. This is because the HXR line runs out of unudlators
in the exponential regime, while on the SXR line we have
enough undulators to taper well past saturation (especially
when driven by the LEI). The large number of undulators on
the SXR line are needed to improve performance for more
advanced modalities such as two-color x-ray generation and
self-seeding [14, 15, 17].
The high-resolution numerical particle tracking simulations performed here allow us to realistically model the gain
length and ultimately the electron-to-photon efficiency of the
entire system. But beyond emphasizing the importance of
core beam brightness, using the realistic beam in FEL simulations allows us to also accurately model the FEL source size
and divergence, including complicated correlations originating from CSR in the electron beam. For example, in Fig. 5
we show the electron beam density (from the LCLS-II VHF
injector) in the z-x (longitudinal-bend) plane near the end of
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Table 1: Core Beam Parameters. 100pC from LCLS-II VHF Unless Otherwise Labeled.
𝐼 [kA]
𝜖𝑥 [um] (rms)
𝜖𝑦 [um] (rms)
Δ𝛾𝑚𝑐2 [MeV] (rms)

HXR

HXR 20 pC

HXR LEI

SXR

SXR 20 pC

SXR LEI

1.35
0.25
0.28
1.12

0.52
0.18
0.17
1.08

1.65
0.13
0.13
1.71

1.35
0.27
0.28
1.12

0.52
0.19
0.17
1.1

1.65
0.14
0.13
1.73

Table 2: Undulator Lattice Elements Used in This Study
HXR
SXR

𝜆𝑢 [cm]

𝑁𝑢 /cell [#𝜆𝑢 ]

𝐿cell [#𝜆𝑢 ]

𝐾max

∫ 𝐵′ 𝑑𝑙 [T]

26
56

130
60

155
78

>2.44
>9.21

4
4

Our simulations suggest that a new lower emittance injector
would extend the HXR range out as far as 20 keV.
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Figure 5: Longitudinal-transverse coupling in (A) the near
field profile of a 16 keV x-ray beam and (B) the electron beam
particle density (for 100pC beam from LCLS VHF injector).
The correlations originate from CSR induced energy loss
during compression of the electron beam.
the HXR undulator as compared to the near-field profile of
16 keV HXR photons. The snaking of the electron beam is
faithfully replicated in the near-field profile, albeit with some
blurring since we are nearing saturation and there is notable
radiation from previous undulators (where, a betratron phase
advance away, the electron profile is flipped). The effect is
strongest in the near-field, but the model shows significant
oscillation in the far-field as well.
In addition to these centroid oscillations, the photon beam
undergoes some slice-by-slice variation in spot-size and
divergence. But, since these have a weaker dependence on
the electron beam parameters, they are most notable at the
outer 10% where the electron beam is most mismatched.
Overall the centroid oscillation is the biggest effect, leading
to an increase in the projected etendue of the photon beam.

CONCLUSION
High resolution numerical particle simulations allow us
to create a realistic model of the LCLS-II HE FEL beam.
We use this model to validate and optimize the design of the
accelerator and undulator beamlimes, as well as to estimate
the ultimate performance of the FEL. Our simulations show
that the soft x-ray line can achieve as much >0.4% electronto-x-ray efficiency from 0.25 keV through the 5 keV tender
range. The hard x-ray line achieves similar efficiency near
5 keV, but falls off rapidly as we run out of space to taper.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Abstract
One of the primary limitations on the achievable accelerating gradient in normal-conducting accelerator cavities
is the occurrence of vacuum arcs, also known as RF breakdowns. A recent study on experimental data from the CLIC
XBOX2 test stand at CERN proposes the use of supervised
machine learning methods for predicting RF breakdowns.
As RF breakdowns occur relatively infrequently during operation, the majority of the data was instead comprised of
non-breakdown pulses. This phenomenon is known in the
field of machine learning as class imbalance and is problematic for the training of the models. This paper proposes
the use of data augmentation methods to generate synthetic
data to counteract this problem. Different data augmentation
methods like random transformations and pattern mixing
are applied to the experimental data from the XBOX2 test
stand, and their efficiency is compared.

INTRODUCTION
The RF cavities of the Compact LInear Collider (CLIC)
are designed to operate at a gradient of ∼100 MV/m [1].
One of the primary limitations on the achievable gradient
in normal conducting RF cavities is the occurrence of RF
breakdowns, which can degrade a passing beam and potentially result in damage to the cavity surface [2–4]. In order
to minimize the impact of breakdowns during the cavity
commissioning and operation, CERN’s CLIC test stands [5]
employ an automatic conditioning algorithm [6, 7]. The algorithm monitors how frequently breakdowns occur during
operation and dynamically adjusts the gradient based on a
preset breakdown-rate threshold [8]. In this approach, the
handling of breakdowns is therefore purely reactive, thus
breakdowns cannot be prevented beforehand.
In a recent study, a deep learning approach was proposed
with the goal of (1) performing data-driven breakdown investigation and (2) studying the possibility of adopting a
predictive conditioning algorithm. The study was based on
historical data of the CERN XBOX2 test stand, consisting
of 124 505 healthy RF pulses and 479 breakdown events [9].
Previously, it has been noted that breakdowns occur predominantly in groups as opposed to isolated, single events.
This observation has led to the classification of breakdown
events as either primary breakdowns, which are purely
stochastic, and followup breakdowns, which are thought
to be a consequence of the previous breakdown [10]. Using
the XBOX2 data, neural networks were able to predict the
∗
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occurrence of followup breakdowns. However, the prediction accuracy varied depending on different data used for the
prediction, e.g. for different adopted parameters for cavity
powering. This variation indicates that the models were not
able to generalize well to unseen data [11]. Specifically, the
bad generalization is due to the low number of breakdown
events compared to the number of healthy events, i.e. the
so-called high class imbalance. We therefore investigated
the use of time series data augmentation methods for improving the generalization capabilities of CLIC breakdown
prediction. The basic principle of these methods involves
generating synthetic patterns that resemble real data to better
represent the underlying distribution of the underrepresented
class in the data set. This is an established practice for image
recognition tasks [11–13] and is also used for speech and
audio [14, 15].
The paper is structured as follows: first, a summary of the
prior work is given, including a description of the data and
model used in our study. Next, an overview of the augmentation methods used in this paper is presented. Finally, the
conducted experiments are described, and their results are
discussed.

PRIOR WORK
This section summarizes the prior work which this work
builds upon, including a description of the data set used in
the study, and a description of the RF breakdown prediction
models used.

XBOX2 Data Set
The XBOX2 test stand is one of three experiments used
to test the prototype 12GHz RF components for the CLIC
project at CERN. Fundamentally, the test stand is composed
of a 50 MW klystron, pulse compressor, and high-power RF
load. A more detailed description of the setup is available
elsewhere [7, 9].
In 2018 this test stand produced 90 GB of data during an
operational period of six months, consisting of so-called
trend and event data [9]. The trend data contains 30 different
scalar values such as temperatures and pressures measured at
different locations in the test-stand. The event data consists
of time-series measurements of the RF signals at different
locations in the waveguide network and the current detected
by two Faraday cups. A summary of the data is given in
Fig. 1. Here, two features of the forward travelling wave
signal F2 (see fig. 2), namely the maximum (blue) and the
pulse width (green), are shown with respect to the RF cavity
pulses. Additionally, the cumulative breakdown count (red)
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consider generative models due to the computational cost
and their high number of parameters. Furthermore, due to
the non-periodic nature of the XBOX2 data, decomposition
models are deemed inapplicable. Illustrations of all applied
methods are seen in Figure 2.

Random Transformation

Figure 1: Overview of the conditioning period, of all data
analyzed [9]. It shows the maximum of the power amplitude
of the forward travelling wave signal F2 (blue), its pulse
width (green), and the cumulative breakdown count (red).
is plotted. The yellow area represents the periods with constant operational settings used for further analysis, leading
to a total of 479 breakdowns and 124 505 healthy RF pulses,
as not every pulse is stored. Given the previously observed
probabilistic behavior of breakdowns, the data is further
divided into 229 primary and 250 followup breakdowns.
Primary breakdowns were defined as not having occurred
within 3000 pulses of the previous breakdown, corresponding to one minute of operation in the test stand, which has a
pulse repetition rate of 50 Hz.

Modelling of RF Breakdowns
In [9], a number of neural network architectures were
investigated to predict breakdowns using trend data and event
data. These two experiments were further split into the
prediction of primary breakdowns and followup breakdowns.
Formally, the prediction of breakdowns is defined as finding
a model 𝑓 (·) that uses the observed data x𝑖 to predict the
label (healthy or breakdown) of the next time stamp 𝑦 𝑖+1 ,
where 𝑖 is the current time step.
The model performance is measured using the Area under
the Receiver operating characteristics curve (AR) [16]. This
score is defined as the probability that a model will classify
a randomly selected breakdown event as more likely to be
a breakdown than a randomly selected healthy event. An
AR score of 100% means that the model is able to perfectly
predict the class labels, and a score of 0% corresponds to a
classifier which predicts all labels wrong.
Primary breakdowns proved to be difficult to predict with
available event data, whereas it was possible to predict followup breakdowns with an AR score of up to 89.7% ± 8.1%.
We aim at further improving the Fully Convolutional Network (FCN), achieving this result, with data augmentation.

DATA AUGMENTATION
The XBOX2 data consist of a number of time series, therefore we focus on time series augmentation methods, which
can generally be divided into four categories: random transformations, pattern mixing, generative models and decomposition models [11]. In this study, we only consider random
transformation methods and pattern mixing. We do not
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Random transformation methods apply different types of
transformations to the data, in order to generate new synthetic samples. Random transformation methods assume that
the transformations are representative of the data characteristics [11], i.e. they can be introduced without changing the
fundamental nature of the signals. Typically, augmentation
methods alter the values, the time steps or the frequencies
in a signal, i.e. transformations take place in the magnitude,
time, or frequency domain. In the case of the XBOX2 data,
frequency transformations are not applicable, as the data is
not periodic.
A simple random transformation method in the magnitude
domain is noise addition, also known as jittering. Here,
a noise vector 𝜶 is sampled from a zero mean Gaussian
∼ N (0, 𝜎 2 ), which is then added to a data sample x to
generate a synthetic sample x′ such that x′ = x + 𝜶. Adding
noise has been shown to improve generalization of neural
networks [17].
Another similar strategy, known as magnitude scaling
[18], scales the data sample by a Gaussian scaling vector
𝜷 ∼ N (1, 𝜎 2 ), such that x′ = x · 𝜷. A more advanced
version of this approach is known as magnitude warping
[18]. Here the scaling vector is based on interpolation from
a cubic spline 𝑆 with 𝑘 knots, with the knots being drawn
from a Gaussian ∼ N (1, 𝜎 2 ).
Random transformation methods that act in the time domain include warping and slicing methods. Window slicing
generates new samples by only selecting a certain percentage 𝑊 of the available samples, and interpolating back to
the original number of samples. Warping in time involves
perturbing the individual data point of a sample in time.
Given a warping function 𝜏, defined by a cubic spline 𝑆 with
𝑘 knots drawn from a Gaussian distribution ∼ N (1, 𝜎 2 ),
a new sample is found as x′ = 𝑥 𝜏 (1) , . . . , 𝑥 𝜏 (𝑡 ) , . . . , 𝑥 𝜏 (𝑇 ) ,
with 𝑇 being the sample length.

Pattern Mixing
Pattern mixing techniques seek to generate synthetic samples by mixing features of multiple data samples. In its
simplest form, pattern mixing takes the mean between two
or more signals of the same class. However, this method
might remove distinguishing features from the signal, due
to smoothening from the mean operator.
A popular method for pattern mixing is known as Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [19].
The SMOTE method takes a sample of the minority class x
and randomly selects a 𝑘-nearest neighbor xNN . The absolute difference between them is then found and scaled by a
random scalar 𝜆 ∼ U (0, 1), and the new sample is found as
x′ = x + 𝜆|x − xNN |.
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Table 1: Best AR Scores for Various Implemented Augmentation Methods
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Figure 2: Illustration of augmentation techniques applied to
a forward travelling wave signal F2 from the XBOX2 data
set.

EXPERIMENTS
To test whether data augmentation is beneficial for the
prediction of RF breakdowns, a series of simulation experiments have been carried out. For each of the selected data
augmentation methods, we train the FCN model following
the approach of [9]. Each augmentation method includes
a number of hyperparameters, which we choose based on
recommended values from literature [11].
In all our data augmentation methods, we oversample
the minority class and take only 2.5% of healthy events,
i.e. 3113 events, similarly to prior work [9]. Considering
the whole data set, we augment 3113 healthy and all 250
followup breakdowns, to acquire 3113 healthy and 3113
followup breakdowns. Data augmentation aims to remove
the class imbalance, making class weighting used in previous
work [9], not always necessary. The best results of each
method are summarized in Table 1. Methods with class
weighting are marked with (*).
To fairly assess the model performance with data augmentation, a train on synthetic test on real paradigm is used.
This means that the models are trained on a training set containing synthetic data, however, the validation and test set
is kept untouched. In this manner, the performance using
data augmentation can directly be compared to the baseline
model trained without data augmentation.
The periods of stable operation are used for 𝑘-fold crossvalidation. This means that one group is set aside as a validation set, using the rest for training. Each stable operation
is used as a validation set once. The mean AR score is then
reported as AR 𝜇 with standard deviation AR 𝜎 . After finetuning manual model parameters, the model is finally trained
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In Table 1, we present the results obtained from applying data augmentation methods to the XBOX2 data when
predicting followup breakdowns. When comparing the results using no data augmentation to the results with data
augmentation, a slight increase in the mean AR score on
the validation set is seen for jittering, magnitude warping,
time warping and SMOTE. Magnitude scaling and window
slicing instead show a slight decrease. The SMOTE method
achieves the largest improvement over no data augmentation and yields an improvement of 1.3%, when keeping the
class weighting from the previous study. The best result
achieved with no class weighting was for time warping, with
an improvement of 1.1%.
Looking at the standard deviation, all augmentation methods yield a significant decrease. This means that the performance of the trained model varies less on different validation
sets when using data augmentation, and that the models are
able to generalizes better, independently of the stable operation period. The best performance, with respect to AR 𝜎 ,
was achieved by jittering which decreased the standard deviation by 5.2% compared to no augmentation, yielding a
standard deviation of 2.9%. Note, that ARt is only used to
validate the model’s generalization capabilities by testing
whether ARt is within AR 𝜇 ± 2AR 𝜎 .

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated different techniques to improve existing RF breakdown prediction models through
the use of data augmentation methods applied to time series
data from CERN’s XBOX2 test stand. We conclude that data
augmentation improves the standard deviation of our model
independent of the technique, making the used model more
robust and generic. The performance of the model, however,
only improve slightly dependent on the technique. The best
performance was achieved using the SMOTE method, keeping the class weighting from the original study. SMOTE
improved the average model performance by 1.3% and decreased the standard deviation by 2.9%. The achieved results
provide new insights for the development of a proactive and
dynamic conditioning algorithm for CLIC RF cavities.
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Abstract
The control system of the accelerators at CERN stores and
analyzes more than 200 million dumps of high resolution
data recordings every year in the Post Mortem (PM) system. A continuous increase in the complexity of the Large
Hadron Collider’s (LHC) systems and the desire to collect
more accurate data requires continuous improvement of the
PM system. Recently, the PM system has been modernized
ahead of the third operational Run of the LHC. The upgraded
system implements well known data engineering principles
such as horizontal scaling, stateless services and readiness
for extensions. This paper recalls the purpose of the PM
service and its current use cases. It presents its modernized
architecture, reviews the current performance and limitations of the system, and draws perspectives for the next steps
in its evolution.

INTRODUCTION
The particle beams and the magnet circuits of the LHC
store unprecedented amounts of energy. An uncontrolled
release of this energy would cause significant damage to
the accelerator complex, requiring extensive repairs which
considerably reduce the available time of the accelerator to
produce physics [1].
Therefore, it is imperative to verify the correct behavior of
the accelerator’s many control and protection systems after
each beam dump. Furthermore, it is important to understand
the origin of the termination of a physics fill (beam dump)
and the conditions under which the event occurred to decide
whether the next beam injection is safe or whether a device
is behaving faulty. Since 2008, the PM system has stored
and used data recorded at the moment of a beam dump by
thousands of devices installed in the LHC to reliably provide diagnostic assistance, verify device behavior, explain
unexpected events, and ultimately guarantee the safe and
efficient operation of the LHC [2]. In addition to providing
machine protection, PM also aides with monitoring and tuning of the Super-Proton-Synchroton (SPS) for performance
optimisation.
During CERN’s recent Long Shutdown 2 (LS2) from 2018
to 2022, the PM system underwent substantial upgrades in
areas of data collection, storage, and access, to address the
drawbacks identified in the previous architecture [3]. The
first section of this paper explains the current use cases of
the system. The second section outlines the modernized
architecture, giving detailed explanation of data collection,
data storage, data access, event building, data analysis, and

the data model. Finally, the limitations of the new system
are highlighted and the vision for the future is discussed.

USE CASES
The PM system needs to be able to reliably collect, store,
analyze, expose and persist large amounts of data arriving as
a discontinuous stream with load peaks both for storing and
retrieving data during events between quiet hours. Table 1
summarises the different PM use cases.

Deterministic Time Constraints
For deterministic time constraint use cases, the data sent
to the PM system must be analyzed within an exact time
frame to provide operators with critical in-time information.
During SPS Quality Checks (SPSQC), operators need to
monitor and tune certain accelerator parameters for each
successive cycle of the accelerator to improve the overall
performance. A cycle has a minimum length of 10 seconds
in which the the beam is injected, accelerated, and extracted.
This means that PM must reliably collect, store, and analyze
a high volume of data within 10 seconds. Other CERN applications of deterministic time constraint use cases are the
Injection Quality Checks (IQC) for checking the quality of
beam injections into the LHC [4], and Extraction Post Operational Checks (XPOC) for checking that a beam extraction
occurred under nominal conditions [5].

Non-Deterministic Time Constraints
For non-deterministic time constraints, the data collection,
storage, and analysis do not have to be complete in a strict
time frame. There are two main use cases that are not bound
by deterministic time constraints. Global Event Analysis for
analysing events affecting all device domains in the LHC
and Global Powering Analysis for analysing events affecting magnet powering devices such as Quench Protection
Systems (QPS) [6] and power converters in the LHC.
Table 1: PM Use Cases
Use Case

Type

Global Event Analysis
Powering Event Analysis
SPSQC
IQC
XPOC

Non-deterministic
Non-deterministic
Deterministic
Deterministic
Deterministic
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Figure 1: PM Architecture. Arrows represent the data flow
inside the PM system.

ARCHITECTURE
The starting point of data in the PM system is the devices
monitoring various domains of the accelerator. For instance,
Beam Loss Monitors (BLM) [7] monitor the amount and
location of particles lost around the accelerator. Devices
have an internal, high-frequency, rolling buffer with data
which is frozen and sent to a data collector when an event
occurs. An event is for example a beam dump, where the
circulating beam is extracted from the accelerator. Since
storing data for analysis is crucial, data sending is a blocking operation. Devices also have fallback strategies such
as retrying the send operation and sending to a dedicated
fallback data collector. Figure 1 shows the architecture of
the PM system with the flow of data and header information.

Data Collection
The data collector is a thin, yet important layer that is responsible for receiving data from the devices and forwarding
it to permanent storage. It also sends data to the aggregator
service which combines data from all data collectors into
a single stream (see Event Building section). It acts as an
abstraction layer between devices and storage, preventing
devices from accessing storage directly and making them
unaware of changes to the underlying storage technology
and structure. Devices and data collectors communicate via
the CERN Controls Middleware (CMW) Remote Device
Access 3 (RDA3) protocol [8].
Devices are data collector agnostic, which has the advantage that devices and their targets are loosely coupled which
allows for greater maintainability and easier scalability of
the overall system. This gives PM the flexibility to integrate
additional and novel use cases for accelerators other than the
LHC. Furthermore, by allowing any device to send data to
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any data collector it is possible to distribute the load of the
data collection process more evenly, benefiting performance.
Following an event, devices are assigned a data collector
with the help of a load balancer and a Eureka discovery
service. Devices request a data collector and receive its
address as determined by a round robin algorithm. To avoid
a bottleneck at the service discovery layer, multiple Eureka
instances serve available data collectors to devices. Devices
use a single Eureka URL which is resolved to a specific
Eureka instance via a Domain Name System (DNS) server.
Upon a DNS refresh, devices will receive a different Eureka
instance from which they request data collectors.

Data storage is an important aspect of the PM system. The
storage needs to have high availability to serve numerous
clients, high capacity for the growing use cases and data
complexity, and high read and write throughput for fast data
availability. It also needs to be fault tolerant and to allow
concurrent access. To satisfy these requirements, PM uses
a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) by
Oracle [9] since 2019. Due to the heterogeneity of data
recorded by devices, it is stored in the DB as compressed
JSON [10] strings. Storing data as JSON has the added
benefit of permitting devices to change their schema without
forcing DB schema changes as well as allowing for advanced
queries using the Spark API. Following the post-LS2 test
beam and powering tests campaign [11], the DB of the LHC
PM system reached a size of 2TB. Because of the special
requirements of the SPSQC use case which sees a high volume and high velocity of data being sent to and analyzed by
PM (∼190 TB in 2021), SPSQC data is stored in a dedicated,
separate database with a data retention of 2-4 weeks.

Data Access
Users of PM data need to have a consistent and reliable
access to the data saved in storage. An important aspect
is to prevent direct access to storage to avoid unintentional
or malicious data corruption. Additionally, any changes to
underlying storage technology and/or structure should not
force users to make adaptations, as this would make modifications to the overall system more costly. To meet these
requirements, PM clients access data via a read-only Representational State Transfer (REST) [12] API that utilises
caching for fast access and serves multiple language technologies. With the REST API, users are decoupled from
the storage and the system provides data consistency and
integrity, and minimises the impact of storage changes on
users. In addition, the storage agnosticism of the REST API
adds more flexibility and further minimises the effect of
a storage technology change, setting PM up for the future.
The REST API exposes endpoints for all PM data types and
returns data in JSON [10] format.

Event Building
To allow for an efficient analysis, the device data needs
to be first grouped into events. The grouping is done by the
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event builder service, using the header information of the
device data. To decouple the event builder from the data
collectors, it does not directly subscribe to all data collectors
that received data, but instead uses a subscription client to
receive header information of the device data from an intermediary aggregator service. The aggregator is responsible
for combining header information of data streams coming
from the various data collectors into a single data stream that
can then be used to build an event or read by other interested
clients. Data collectors write to the aggregator and as soon
as the event builder receives data from the aggregator, it will
start a collection time window where all data arriving within
that window will be associated with a single event. Using
the patterns of the data dumps, the event builder will create
an event that functions as a label for all of the received data.
For example, if data only came from QPS devices and power
converters, the event will be characterised as a powering
event. Following creation, the event is sent to a data collector and into storage, where it is accessible to clients via the
REST API for analysis.

Data Analysis
The analysis of an event provides information to operators and equipment experts whether all accelerator systems
have been functioning correctly and, in the case of the LHC,
whether the operation can be continued safely. As soon as
an event is built, it can be analyzed by the event analysis
framework. For each analyzed event, the analysis framework creates an analysis session, which contains the overall
analysis result. To analyze an event, the analysis framework
fetches all data that is associated with the event from the
REST API and passes it to the various analysis modules.
The analysis consists of multiple domain specific analyzes
performed by separate modules. Each module produces its
own analysis result and is triggered automatically, e.g. to
give immediate feedback after a beam dump. For further
analysis, they can also be triggered manually by an operator
or system expert. The result of an analysis module can be
fed into other analysis modules. Finally, all analysis results
are combined into the overall analysis result, which indicates
success or failure. Like the device data and the events, all
analyzes results are persisted into storage via the data collection process, after which they are available through the
REST API.

Data Model
There are four different types of PM data: raw data, event
data, analysis results and analysis sessions. Raw data is
gathered by devices in the accelerator and may only contain
primitive values and arrays, complex objects are not supported. Each instance of raw data can be linked to a single
event or stand alone. Event data is always referencing multiple raw data instances which were likely sent by devices
following the same event such as a beam dump. The same
event can be analysed multiple times and therefore produce
multiple analysis sessions. For instance, an event analysis
may first be triggered automatically and then later manually

by an equipment expert. An analysis result is part of an
analysis session which points to all module analysis results
produced as part of that session.

OUTLOOK
Rest API Scaling
Currently a single REST API instance is serving all clients,
which may cause data availability and service performance
problems in the future, due to new demands and use cases.
Therefore, the goal is to provide horizontal scaling as well
for the REST API to increase the availability and overall
robustness of the system in the long-term.

Data Collection
The current round robin algorithm for the load balancing
does not take into account the actual load of each data collector when assigning them to devices. In the future, the
goal is to implement fair load balancing such that devices are
assigned to data collectors based on the load they experience.

Data Storage
In the long term the relational Oracle database shall be replaced by using the NextGen Common Accelerator Logging
Service (NXCALS). NXCALS is a CERN logging system
based on Hadoop Big Data technologies using cluster computing power [13]. This would allow PM clients to leverage
the Spark API for more complex queries on top of the storage and to directly retrieve the data they are interested in
instead of first fetching data through the REST API and then
distilling it down into useful information. Furthermore, as
users often analyze PM and logging data together, they will
be able to use the same API for their analysis. Currently,
NXCALS does not fully meet the performance criteria of
the PM use cases. This is especially the case with the low
latency requirements for data availability and analysis, and
limitations of the size of data dumps.

CONCLUSION
Post Mortem is a reliable system for collecting, storing,
and analysing millions of high resolution data recordings
originating from thousands of control and protection systems
in CERN’s accelerators. The upgrades implemented during
LS2 have transformed PM into a system with scalability and
maintainability at its core. Through horizontally scalable
and device-domain agnostic data collectors, the data collection process has become more robust and fault-tolerant. A
RDBMS for data storage and REST API for data access offer
stronger guarantees for data consistency and availability and
increases robustness to future changes of storage technology.
All of this means that PM is able to meet the growing set of
use cases with and without deterministic time constraints.
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DESIGN STUDY OF HOM COUPLERS FOR
THE C-BAND ACCELERATING STRUCTURE
D. Kim†, E. I. Simakov, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, USA
Z. Li, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, USA
S. G. Biedron, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, USA
Abstract
A cold copper distributed coupling accelerator, with a
high accelerating gradient at cryogenic temperatures
(~77 K), is proposed as a baseline structure for the next
generation of linear colliders. This novel technology improves accelerator performance and allows more degrees
of freedom for optimization of individual cavities. It has
been suggested that C-band accelerating structures at
5.712 GHz may allow to maintain high efficiency, achieve
high accelerating gradient, and have suitable beam dynamics with wakefield damping and detuning of the cavities. The optimization of the cavity shape was performed,
and we computed quality factor, shunt impedance, and
beam kick factor for each of the proposed cavity geometries using CST Microwave Studio. Next, we proposed a
configuration for higher order mode (HOM) suppression
that includes waveguide slots running parallel to the axis
of the accelerator. This paper reports details of the parametric study of performance of the HOM suppression
waveguide, and the dependence of HOM Q-factors and
kick factors on the cavity’s and HOM waveguide’s geometries.

CALCULATION FOR Q-FACTORS
AND KICK FACTORS
Seven different cavity geometries were optimized by
SLAC and were simulated using eigenmode solver in
CST Microwave Studio. The cavity geometries are shown
in Fig. 1. In the CST simulation, periodic boundary condition was adopted along the longitudinal direction of each
cell. Symmetry boundary conditions were used to calculate different monopole and dipole modes. A size of the
mesh for the structure was 18 cells per wavelength. For
each mode between 5 and 20 GHz, we calculated correct
phase advance, the Q-factors, and the kick factors. Here,
the phase advance (φ) can be expressed as
𝜑𝜑 (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟) =

𝜔𝜔×𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑐𝑐

.

(1)

INTRODUCTION
In the higher energy physics accelerator community,
developing multi-TeV scale e+e- linear colliders is considered to be one of the major goals [1-3]. High-gradient Cband cryo-cooled normal-conducting radio-frequency
(NCRF) cavities are highly promising for this application.
The new concept for RF power coupling to the accelerating cavities was recently proposed and is called the disbributing coupling where the RF power is delivered directly to each cell of the structure from a parallel feeding
waveguide. This novel system allows to increase RF efficiency and the achievable accelerating gradient. In addition, each single resonator can now be optimized to deliver maximum energy to the beam. Operating copper accelerators at cryogenic temperatures (~77 K) increase shunt
impedance and reduces breakdown rates.
As a preliminary study of the advanced NCRF structures, we simulated several C-band accelerating cavities
and computed Q-factors and wavefield kick factors for
the TM monopole and dipole modes using CST Microwave Studio [4]. Next, we designed waveguide damping
slots and HOM damping features for wakefield suppression and simulated the reduction of Q-factors due to
damping.
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: 7 different cavity geometries. a and t indicate
the iris radius and iris thickness, respectively.
Figure 2 illustrates the electric field patterns in two different modes in cavity 1. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the fundamental working mode (TM010) with a Q-factor of
13,000 was found at 5.712 GHz. Figure 1(b) shows the
electric field magnitude in the first dipole mode (TM110)
with a Q-factor of 17,000 at 9.247 GHz.
The results of computation of the Q-factors and
kick/loss factors for longitudinal and transverse wakefields are shown in Fig. 3. For monopole mode, ohmic
wall losses (Q0) and longitudinal kick factors from each
cavity are shown in Fig. 3(a). The highest quality factor
was about 23,000 for the mode at 14.84 GHz. The peak
value of the longitudinal loss was about 100 V/pC/m at
the fundamental mode. With a small offset as 0.4 mm in x
axis, dipole mode’s Q0 and transverse kick factors were
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computed. At 17.616 GHz, the peak values of the Q0 and
the excited transverse wakefield kick factor were 30,300
and 15 V/pC/mm/m, respectively. Since the dipoles are
the most dangerous transverse wakefields, they must be
suppressed by various damping mechanisms.

dipole modes in the frequency range from 5 to 40 GHz.
Figure 4 shows the design of waveguide slots and HOM
damping loads. We worked to optimize the geometry of
the HOM load for cavity 1 with the iris radius of 2.0 mm
and iris thickness of 1.5 mm. The relevant parameters of
the HOM suppression simulation are summarized in Table
1. Length of the waveguide was varied from 30 to 50 mm.
Each of the waveguide slots had two 0.5 mm thick
straight HOM loads in x-z plane, and the length of those
loads increased along the waveguide slot. Electrical conductivity on the artificial damping loads was set to
100 S/m. The waveguide thickness was varied to increase
damping effect for each dipole mode.

Figure 2: (a) TM010 monopole mode in x-z and x-y planes
at 5.712 GHz, and (b) TM110 dipole mode in y-z and x-y
planes at 9.247 GHz.

Figure 4: Schematic design of waveguide slots and HOM
damping load.

Figure 3: (a) Q-factors and longitudinal loss in monopole
modes, and (b) Q-factors and transverse kick factors in
dipole modes.

HOM SUPPRESSION STUDY FOR CAVITY 1
In our simulations, we aimed to suppress the transverse
wakefield kick factor to less than 6.6 V/pC/mm/m following references [5, 6]. It must be noted that cryogenic temperatures with reduced losses in copper will increase the
transverse kick factors. In order to reduce the wakefield
kick and Q-factors, we designed waveguide slots and
HOM damping loads to provide strong absorption to all
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Table 1: Parameters of Waveguide Slots and Damping
Loads
Parameter
Length of waveguide slot
Thickness of waveguide
Length of damping load
Thickness of damping load

Value (mm)
30 to 50
0.5 to 2.0
18 to 38
0.5

The fundamental TM101 mode was always at the frequency of 5.712 GHz with the Q-factor of 13,700. In
contrast, frequencies of the dipole modes were slightly
changed (< 20 MHz) affected by the length and the thickness of the waveguide. The goal of this simulation was to
reduce the Q-factors of all dipole modes to below 1,000,
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and the product of two values, transverse kick factors and
damped Q (Q1), should be small enough for HOM suppression. Figure 5 shows simulation data with no damping
loads (red plus signs) and with damping loads (blue
crosses). Most of the Q-factors from the dipole modes
were substantially reduced by the damping waveguides.
However, some dipole modes did not couple well with
damping loads and maintained high quality factors
(>5,000). The products of kick factor and Q1 were higher
than 10,000 V/pC/mm/m at 9.247, 12.201, 17.558, and
34.414 GHz, and those frequencies required further studies with different geometries of the waveguide.
In this simulation, we varied waveguide’s thickness and
length to determine the change of damped quality factors.
Thickness of damping waveguides was fixed as 0.5 mm.
Location of each damping load was adjusted following
the variation of straight waveguide’s thickness. Four different frequencies mentioned above were performed. As
shown in Fig. 6, we observed all damped Q factors were
reduced as the waveguide thickness increased. The dipole
mode at 17.558 GHz showed a different tendency comparing other dipole modes. The highest value of the Q
factor was found for the 1.0 mm thick waveguide. And,
even with 2.0 mm thick waveguide, damped Q values
were still higher than 5,000. This mode needs to be further investigated.

Figure 6: Dependence of Q-factors for various dipole
modes on thickness and length of damping waveguides.

Later, we also plan simulations of 20-cell distributed
coupling structures using Omega3p and ACD codes.
From this simulation, we will be able to compare the
results of the attenuated high Q-factor obtained from CST
simulations with results from Omega3p.
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Abstract
This paper reports the design and status of high gradient
testing of the benchmark C-band three-cell radio-frequency (RF) cavity. Modern applications such as X-ray
sources require accelerators with optimized cost of construction and operation, naturally calling for high-gradient
acceleration. At Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
we commissioned a C-band Engineering Research Facility
of New Mexico (CERF-NM) powered by a 50 MW,
5.712 GHz Canon klystron. The test stand is capable of
conditioning accelerating cavities for operation at surface
electric fields in excess of 300 MV/m. CERF-NM is the
first high gradient C-band test facility in the United States.
An important milestone for this test stand is demonstration
of conditioning and high gradient testing of the most basic
high gradient RF cavity of geometry that has been extensively studied at other frequencies, such as X-band. The
cavity is the three-cell structure with the highest gradient
in the central cell and two coupling cells, and the ratio of
the radius of the coupling iris to the wavelength a/Ȝ=0.105.
This paper reports current conditioning status, achieved
gradients, and other characteristics measured during the
high-power operation of this cavity.

INTRODUCTION
High gradient C-band (5.712 GHz) accelerator structure
research is ongoing at Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) motivated by a number of LANL-specific mission
needs. LANL has proposed a high gradient C-band upgrade
to Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) proton
linac to increase the final energy of the proton beam to
3 GeV. Material science research at LANL may benefit
from a powerful directional high-repetition-rate X-ray
source of 43 keV photons that may be produced by a
42 MeV electron beam through Inverse Compton Scattering (ICS). Achieving high gradient in normal-conducting
radio-frequency (NCRF) copper-based accelerator structures requires understanding of copper alloys behavior under extreme electromagnetic fields and at its core is the material science problem which LANL is perfectly positioned
to address leveraging its extensive expertise in material science and metallurgy [1].
We have recently commissioned the C-band Engineering Research Facility of New Mexico (CERF-NM) [2]. The
CERF-NM is built around a 50 MW 5.712 GHz Canon
klystron that produces 50 MW pulses with the pulse length
between 300 ns and 1 microsecond, repetition rate up to
___________________________________________
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200 Hz, and is tunable within the frequency band of
5.707 GHz to 5.717 GHz. The RF power from the klystron
is coupled into WR187 rectangular waveguide. The power
is split into two halves by a magic tee that is installed at the
klystron’s output and protects the klystron from excess reflected power that may come from the device-under-test.
The WR187 waveguide brings power into a 3 foot by 4 foot
lead box that provides radiation protection to equipment
and operators. The lead box is radiologically certified for
dark currents with electron energy up to 5 MeV and average current up to 10 μA.
Many cavities that we plan to test at CERF-NM are to be
coupled on axis to reduce peak surface magnetic fields.
Thus, the mode launchers were designed and fabricated for
the test stand. The mode launchers convert the TE10 mode
of the rectangular WR187 waveguide into the TM01 mode
of the cylindrical waveguide for the on-axis coupling. Four
mode launchers were fabricated and conditioned up to the
maximum input power of 10 MW. For more details on the
mode-launcher design, fabrication, and testing see ref. [3].
One of the first cavity tests to be performed at CERFNM aimed to establish the benchmark for high gradient
performance at C-band. For this test we designed and fabricated a three-cell test structure with the ratio of the iris
radius, a, to the wavelength, Ȝ, of a/Ȝ=0.105. The structure
was a direct scale of the similar test structures fabricated
and tested by other institutions at the frequencies of X-band
and S-band [4,5]. This exact cavity shape is most commonly used to make comparison between high gradient
performance of cavities fabricated of different alloys and
by different fabrication methods. Testing the cavity of this
most common shape at the frequency of 5.712 GHz allows
us to eliminate the effects of specific cavity geometry on
the high gradient performance and compare high gradient
performance of C-band structures to that of the higher frequency structures (X-band) and lower frequency structures
(S-band).
This paper summarizes the design parameters of the
a/Ȝ=0.105 test cavity, describes the results of fabrication
and cold-testing of the two copper cavities, and reports the
initial results of the high gradient testing of the first cavity
and achieved peak surface fields.

DESIGN OF THE
a/Ȝ=0.105 BENCHMARK CAVITY
The scaling and design of the test cavity was performed
with the CST Microwave Studio [6]. Distribution of the
magnitude of the electric field in the three-cell structure is
shown in Fig. 1 (top). The maximum electric field in the
two coupler cells was approximately two times smaller
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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than in the central cell that was designed to be subject to
the highest surface fields. The structure had three resonant
modes and the frequency of the highest (ʌ-mode) was
tuned to 5.712 GHz (Fig 1. (bottom)). The final design parameters of the cavity are summarized in Table 1.

frequencies were found to be well within the bandwidths
of the klystron and the mode-launchers, and the measured
field profile looked very reasonable, tuning of the cavities
was not performed.

Figure 1: CST Microwave Studio design of the C-band
a/Ȝ=0.105 cavity: distribution of the electric field’s magnitude (top), Reflection coefficient versus frequency (bottom).
Table 1: Design Parameters for the C-band Three-cell
Benchmark a/Ȝ=0.105 Cavity
Frequency

5.712 GHz

Cell length

1.034 inches

Iris radius, a

0.217 inches

a/Ȝ

0.105

Q

12682

E/¥P[MW]

87.1 MV/m

H/¥P[MW]

127 kA/m

FABRICATION AND TESTING OF THE
a/Ȝ=0.105 BENCHMARK CAVITIES
Fabrication of the two cavities was done commercially
by Dymenso, LLC in San Francisco, CA [7]. The threecells were fabricated with the high precision milling and
brazed together in a hydrogen oven. A photograph of the
two fabricated cavities is shown in Fig. 2 (top). The cold
test was performed by connecting a mode launcher to the
input flange of the cavity and measuring the reflection coefficient (S11). The on-axis electric field profile was measured with a beadpull to ensure the correct field distribution
between the central cell and the two coupling cells. The
results of the cold-test and beadpull for the first cavity are
shown in Fig. 3. The cold-test and beadpull results for the
second cavity looked very similar. The frequency of the
first cavity in air was measured to be 5.7122 GHz that corresponded to the resonance frequency in vacuum of
5.7139 GHz. The frequency of the second cavity in air was
measured to be 5.7120 GHz that corresponded to the resonance frequency in vacuum of 5.7137 GHz. Since both
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T06: Room Temperature RF

Figure 2: Photograph of the two fabricated C-band
a/Ȝ=0.105 cavities (top), Photograph of the C-band
a/Ȝ=0.105 cavity installed for high gradient testing at
CERF-NM (bottom).
The two cavities were delivered to Los Alamos and the
first cavity was installed at the CERF-NM for high gradient
testing in May of 2022. The photograph of the high gradient test setup inside of the lead box is shown in Fig. 2 (bottom). The diagnostics on the waveguide line included the
directional coupler installed right before the mode launcher
to measure forward and reflected power and the Faraday
cup for dark current measurements. Ion pumps were installed before the mode launcher and right after the cavity
to ensure good vacuum during conditioning.
The first cavity is currently being conditioned to the
highest gradient. At this point the conditioning is finished
at the pulse lengths of 400 ns and 700 ns up to the highest
input power of 10 MW. Estimated achieved peak fields in
the cavity are Esurf=260 MV/m, Hsurf=380 kA/m. Conditioning at the pulse length of 1000 ns is currently in progress. Upon conclusion of the high gradient conditioning
the probabilities of breakdown in the cavity will be mapped
at different pulse lengths as functions of the peak surface
fields and the pulse heating.
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fabrication, one cavity will be fabricated of copper-silver
alloy with 0.085% of silver, and another one of copper-silver alloy with 2% of silver. LANL’s team recently came up
with a theoretical prediction that a copper-silver cavity
made of an alloy with higher concentration of silver should
be able to condition to higher peak surface fields and accelerating gradients [9].
The newly established C-band high gradient test facility
is open to collaborators. Beyond operating CERF-NM,
LANL has plans for further development of its C-band accelerator capabilities. As a next step, LANL plans to construct the C-band accelerator test facility for cathode, accelerator, and material science studies. A radiation protection vault was identified on LANSCE mesa capable of accommodating an electron beam with the beam power up to
20 kW. The new location will house a cryo-cooled copper
rf photoinjector with a high quantum-efficiency cathode
and a high gradient accelerator section. The ultimate goal
for the test facility would be to demonstrate production of
a 42 MeV electron beam in a very compact footprint and
generate 43 keV photon bursts for material science studies.
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Figure 3: Cold-test results for the first C-band a/Ȝ=0.105
cavity: S-parameter measurements (top), beadpull measurements of the electric field profile on-axis (bottom).

CONCLUSION AND PLANS
In summary, this paper reported the design, fabrication,
cold testing of the two benchmark three-cell a/Ȝ=0.105
copper cavities, and the initial results of high gradient conditioning of the first cavity. At LANL we commissioned a
new C-band high gradient test facility CERF-NM, and high
gradient testing of accelerator cavities has commenced.
The two side-coupled proton accelerator cavities have already been tested at CERF-NM and the results of these
tests are reported in [8]. The mode launchers were designed
to convert the TE10 mode of the rectangular waveguide into
the TM01 mode of the cylindrical waveguide for on-axis
coupling into the test cavity. The mode launchers were successfully conditioned, and the first cavity with the on-axis
coupling is now undergoing the high gradient testing. The
maximum power of 10 MW was coupled into the cavity at
the pulse lengths of 400 ns and 700 ns. Later in 2022 we
plan to condition and test the second a/Ȝ=0.105 copper cavity fabricated by milling and brazing. After that we plan to
test several cavities of the same geometry fabricated with
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Abstract
This paper reports the results of high gradient testing of
the two C-band (5.712 GHz) normal conducting 𝛽𝛽=0.5 accelerating cavities. The first cavity was made of copper and
the second was made of copper-silver alloy with 0.085%
silver concentration. The tests were conducted at the CBand Engineering Research Facility of New Mexico
(CERF-NM) located at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
Both cavities achieved gradients more than 200 MeV/m
and surface electric fields more than 300 MV/m. The
breakdown rates were mapped as functions of peak surface
fields. The gradients and peak surface fields observed in
the copper-silver cavity were about 20% higher than those
in the pure copper cavity with the same breakdown rate. It
was concluded that the dominant breakdown mechanism in
these cavities was not the pulse heating but the breakdown
due to very high surface electric fields.

INTRODUCTION
Accelerators are essential for numerous applications in
National Security (NNSA, DoD), medicine, discovery science and industry. These applications require accelerators
with optimized cost of construction and operation, naturally calling for high-gradient acceleration. At Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL), we started a new project
with the major goal to use a multi-disciplinary approach
that includes accelerator design, molecular dynamics simulations, and advanced manufacturing of metals to develop
high-gradient, high-efficiency radio-frequency (RF) structures for both compact and facility-size accelerator systems
[1]. Recently, we commissioned a high gradient test stand
called C-band Engineering Research Facility of New Mexico (CERF-NM) that allows high gradient testing of Cband accelerating structures [2]. As a part of a collaboration with Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) National Accelerator Laboratory, LANL has completed testing two high gradient C-band accelerator cavities designed
for operation with the proton beam traveling at half of the
speed of light (β=0.5). These cavities are part of research
on a compact accelerator-based beam delivery system that
will deliver protons to medical accelerators used for cancer
therapy. The benefit of using protons over X-ray photons
for cancer treatment is that the particle beams are more
____________________________________________
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precise and target-oriented and cause less damage to neighboring healthy tissues compared to photon-based therapy.
However, delivering hadron beams such as protons or light
ions require accelerators on gantries that are larger and
more expensive than conventional radiation therapy machines and gantries. The particle beams also have slow energy scanning rates, which increases the overall treatment
time and makes the success of treatment susceptible to patient motion. In addition, the full potential of these machines is compromised because the slow methods used to
adjust beam energies, also introduce additional energy and
momentum spread in the beam. SLAC goal is to enable 3D
scanning over a tumor volume of up to 4 liters in both transverse and longitudinal dimensions [3]. The cavities that are
described in this paper are used to adjust the energy of the
proton beam for longitudinal variation in dose deposition.
They are designed for optimal operation with 150 MeV
protons with a radial port for coupling power and no onaxis coupling. Each accelerating cell in the linac will be
individually powered so that the phase can be adjusted for
the beam energy and vary rapidly and dynamically. This
allows the linac to maintain its efficiency whether accelerating or decelerating the beam within a range of at least 50
MV/m.

Figure 1: A photograph of the two 𝛽𝛽=0.5 accelerator cavities fabricated at SLAC (right). A photograph of the copper
cavity installed on the test stand for high gradient testing
(left)

HIGH GRADIENT TESTING SYSTEM
(CERF-NM)
CERF-NM, is powered by a Canon klystron capable of
producing peak power of 50MW with operating pulse
length up to 1 µs at a maximum repetition rate of 200 Hz.
TUPOMS060
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The cavities under test are installed in a lead box to protect
operators from X-rays generated by dark current. The photograph of the installation is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity is
water-cooled continuously during testing. The klystron
output power is split into two halves with a magic tee and
then fed to the cavity through a directional coupler and
WR187 waveguides. The waveguides were conditioned up
to a maximum power of 30 MW, whereas the klystron was
conditioned to full power 50 MW. During testing, the base
pressure was 5 × 10−7 torr. Thermocouples were attached
to the body of the cavity and RF windows to monitor temperature rise at the time of testing. There are two directional couplers and one Faraday cup for diagnostics purpose. The first directional coupler was placed immediately
after the klystron and the other just before the cavity for
measurements of incident and reflected powers. The Faraday cup was placed at the beam pipe after the structure to
measure dark current which is indicative of vacuum breakdowns at the cavity being tested. All the data such as pulse
count, breakdown pulse count, number of breakdowns, and
real-time monitoring of signals are collected by a national
instruments PXIE chassis that implemented in FPGA oscilloscope for real-time measurement. The control systems
analysis code which is known as FEbreak was able to
achieve a 95% pulse capture efficiency [4]. The details of
the test stand, its capabilities are reported in [2].

TESTING OF SLAC BETA=0.5
ACCELERATOR CAVITIES
Table 1: Characteristics of the SLAC β=0.5 Cavities
Cu

Cu-Ag

5.71205 GHz
1.18 cm

5.711325
1.18cm

77.78 MΩ/m

79.33 MΩ/m

81.19 �𝑃𝑃[𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀]
MV/m

82.81
�𝑃𝑃[𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀]
MV/m

Hp *Z0 /Ea

1.25

1.25

Qext

9742

9805

2*τ

269.75ns

272.04ns

Frequency
Length
Shunt impedance
Ea
Ep/Ea

2.26

2.26

We tested two cavities fabricated by SLAC. One cavity
was made of a pure high conductivity copper, and the other
one was made of a copper-silver alloy with 0.085% of silver. The photographs of the two cavities are shown in Figure 1 (right). The cavities were cold-tested and tuned to the
frequency close to 5.712 GHz. Both cavities were tested at
the pulse length of 700 ns and 1 μs. Copper cavity was also
tested at the pulse length of 400 ns. We could not test copper-silver cavity at this pulse length due to limitation on
reflected power of the Canon klystron. The repetition rate
was kept at 100 Hz through the whole testing. The cold test
TUPOMS060
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and coupling results were reported in and the computed
characteristics of the two cavities are shown in Table 1.
The testing of cavities proceeded as follows. We started
with conditioning the cavity and waveguide components to
the highest gradient and then conducted high gradient testing of the cavities and mapped breakdown probabilities.
The schematic for this experimental procedure is shown in
Fig. 2. We conditioned the cavities first with 100Hz rep rate
and lowest power. Next, we raised power in 0.5MW increments and recorded number of breakdowns (BD) in an
hour. We continued increasing power until we reached to a
power level where the number of BDs in an hour was more
than one hundred. At this power level, we counted BDs for
several hours to ensure that the number of BD is consistently more than one hundred. When this happened, we recorded this power level, and this was set as maximum operational power level for that pulse length. The same process
was repeated at longer pulse lengths.
After conditioning was complete for all pulse lengths,
we proceeded with breakdown mapping. We started at the
maximum operational power level and counted number of
breakdowns for several hours in a row until we got consistent number of breakdowns for two contiguous hours.
When we achieved consistent BDs for certain power level,
we recorded it and moved to a lower power level by reducing input power by 0.5MW. A typical RF forward and reflected pulses from the cavity testing are shown in Fig. 3.
Modelled input pulses using measured Q factors of the cavity are also shown for comparison. The shape of reflected
pulses provided estimate of the coupling factor beta of the
cavity which was found to be close to 0.92.

Figure 2: Conditioning and high gradient testing procedure
for SLAC copper and copper silver cavities.

Figure 3: Typical measured 700 ns pulse shape for high
gradient testing of SLAC copper and copper-silver cavity.
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We also modeled pulse shape from measured cold-tested
S-parameters previously reported in [5]. The model shows
reasonable agreement with measured pulses.

HIGH GRADEINT TESTING RESULTS
After collecting data using FEbreak [4], we processed
the data with a routine developed in MATLAB. Using the
forward and reflected pulse shapes, we calculated gradient,
peak surface electric, and surface magnetic fields. We also
computed breakdown rates for both copper and copper-silver cavities by calculating number of breakdowns per pulse
length per meter. Breakdown rates were plotted as functions of peak surface electric and surface magnetic fields.
The breakdown maps are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Both
copper and copper-silver cavities achieved peak surface
electric fields higher than 300 MV/m and peak surface
magnetic fields higher than 450 kA/m. The fields in the
copper-sliver cavity were about 20-25% higher than in the
pure copper cavity. We also observed pulse heating for both
cavities, which is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Breakdown rates as a function of peak pulse
heating during the pulse.

CONCLUSION
In summary, we tested two SLAC 𝛽𝛽=0.5 cavities fabricated for proton beam delivery intended for radiation therapy. The cavities were tested at CERF-NM test stand at
LANL. The testing was conducted at pulse lengths of 400
ns, 700 ns and 1 μs for pulse repetition rate of 100Hz. Using the collected breakdown data from high gradient testing of the cavities, we concluded that copper-sliver structure supported 20% higher peak fields than pure copper.
Both cavities achieved peak surface electric fields greater
than 300MV/m. Although we observed pulse heating for
both these cavities, it was determined that there are other
factors such as geometric and material properties that contributed to breakdown rates for each pulse length.
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RF SYSTEM DESIGN FOR ELETTRA 2.0
C. Pasotti†, M. Bocciai, L. Bortolossi, M. Rinaldi, Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste, 34149, Italy
Abstract
The Elettra 2.0 low emittance light source project aims
to a substantial increase of the brilliance and coherence
fraction of the source improving, at the same time, the storage ring stability and reliability. The Radio Frequency (RF)
system plays a pivotal role in the beam quality, stability and
reliability for the user operation.
This paper will cover the design and the implemented
strategy to meet these features for the Elettra 2.0 RF system. Starting point of the new RF design is the final choice
of the RF frequency, 500 MHz, and the available room,
1260 mm, to install the accelerating cavities.
Thanks to the 500 MHz frequency choice, some components of the new RF system for Elettra 2.0 are already installed and set into operation in the current Elettra storage
ring. Their features and performance’s optimization can
therefore start well in advance with respect to the foreseen
operation the new Elettra 2.0 storage ring.

INTRODUCTION
The preliminary design of the RF system for the Elettra
2.0 presented in [1] has continued to grow according to the
following guidelines.
 The stated RF frequency is 500 MHz.
 Normal conducting accelerating cavities.
 RF power source based on solid state transistors.
The Elettra 2.0 RF system main parameters are listed in
Table 1.
Table 1: Elettra 2.0 Main Specification
Storage Ring Parameters
Energy (GeV)
Current (mA)
Momentum Compaction
RF Frequency (MHz)
Harmonic Number
Energy Spread
Energy Losses, maximum (keV)
Beam Power (kW)
Accelerating Voltage total (MV)

2.4
400
1.2 10-4
499.654
432
1.0 10-3
670
268
2.0

Considering the guidelines and the required beam power
the number of cavities and RF power amplifiers has been
set. Four independent and equivalent RF plants fulfil the
Elettra 2.0 parameters that means four amplifiers and four
cavities. The possibility to add a fifth RF plant to increase
the total available RF power is kept ready. This backup
plan foresees the re-use the one of the two Elettra IOT
transmitters, the spare cavity and the spare RF passive
components with a minimal impact on the planned budget
but it is conditionally subordinated to identify a free room

to host the fifth cavity into the crowded Elettra 2.0 storage
ring. Therefore the four Elettra RF plant are under revamping to match the Elettra 2.0 parameters.

Figure 1: Schematic blocks of the RF plant.
Each RF plant can be subdivided in blocks as shown
with green dashed squares in Fig. 1. All these blocks will
be upgraded but the accelerating cavity. The existing
“Elettra type” cavity that matches the available short
straight section room is re-used achieving a good compromise between the cost saving and the attainable performances. The amplifier and the RF power run and passive
high RF power components must be brand new due to the
RF power increase. The Digital Low Lever RF and the dedicated local fast interlock are going to be designed according to the state of the art of the digital electronic.
The master oscillator and the low power RF signal distribution that have never suffered from any fault during
more than 28 years of operations of Elettra will also be recycled contributing to the green economy.
The confirmation of the 500 MHz as a RF frequency has
cleared the path for the procurement of the high RF power
passive components such as high power circulators, loads,
wave guides and, mainly, of the RF power amplifiers. The
Elettra 2.0 project has given the chance to move towards
the solid state technology using RF power transistors that
now easily achieves more than 100 kW of output power at
500 MHz in a quite compact room. The contracts for the
high RF power components are running now even if
slowed down a little due to the raw materials shortage on
the market and difficulty in obtaining new component.
However this delay is not yet on the critical path.
The Booster RF plant, a 2.5 GeV ring used together with
a 100 MeV Linac as the injector of the Elettra machine, is
qualified also for the Elettra 2.0 project. A proposal to raise
the available Booster RF power is under discussion. Today
the RF power available for the Booster is 18 kW. The second 80 kW Inductive Output Tube (IOT) transmitter dismantled from the storage can be installed in the Booster RF
plant allowing the Booster natural bunch length decreasing
of 30% and thus predisposing the beam quality foreseen in
the new Elettra 2.0 ring. This solution is almost free of
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charge but, very likely IOT production is going to be discontinued in the next years.

ELETTRA CAVITY
The “Elettra type” cavity has operated more than 28
years, its performances and reliability are well known. Table 2 shows the requested and attainable accelerating cavity parameters for the new Elettra 2. 0 storage ring.
Table 2: RF Cavity Parameters
Parameters for one cavity
Accelerating Voltage (keV)
Losses (kW)
Power to the Beam (kW)
Total power (kW)
Coupling Factor
Overvoltage Factor
RF Acceptance (%)
Synchrotron Freq. (kHz)
Robinson limit current (mA)

needed
500
38
67
105
2.77
2.99
3.5
2.94
460

reachable
575
50
67
117
2.34
3.43
4
3.18
490

Four cavities can score 2 MV of total accelerating voltage with the possibility to achieve 2.3 MV.
The RF cavities are the main source of the storage ring
impedance that can spoil the high brilliance achieved by
the emittance reduction of Elettra 2.0. The Elettra type cavity is not equipped with any dedicated High Order Modes
(HOMs) dampers allowing high narrow band impedances
along all the HOMs frequency spectrum. Transverse and
longitudinal instabilities and beam losses can occur when
the beam spectrum overlaps the HOMs frequencies. Currently the Elettra storage ring beam quality and stability is
achieved by shifting the cavity’s HOMs spectrum changing the cavity volume by means of a movable plunger and
a cavity volume temperature control. This shift avoids any
dangerous interaction between the beam and HOMs spectrum. The possibility to implement the very same strategy
for Elettra 2.0 has been evaluated taking into account the
60% increase of the average current and the 2.4 GeV operating energy. Results are promising and the frequency shift
required for Elettra 2.0 lies in the same range of the one
needed for Elettra.
The Elettra 2.0 vacuum chamber transverse smaller sizes
offer a new challenge: the HOMs trapped in the section between the cavity beam circular ports having 100 mm diameter and the rhombus-shaped vacuum chamber of 20 mm
height and 30 mm wide. The cavity is connected to the vacuum chamber by means of two symmetrically displaced
circular bellows, two vacuum valves and eventually, a really short and sharp tapers that accomplish the transverse
size matching as shown in Fig. 2. A dedicated study of any
beam port trapped modes field and associated impedances
is mandatory and their characterization up to 5 GHz by
means of the Ansys HFSS software tool and the bead-pull
measurement method on the whole system composed by
“cavity + bellows + tapers” is planned.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 2: Elettra 2.0 cavity lay out.
The third harmonic passive superconducting cavity and
the bunch by bunch longitudinal feedback system in operation today on the Elettra storage ring are nevertheless
mandatory tools to suppress any residual coupled-bunch
instability in the Elettra 2.0 storage ring.
Nevertheless the implementation of four 500 MHz cavities in the short straight sections of Elettra 2.0 seems feasible without major complications while the cost saving by
using the same accelerating structures accompanied with
all the operational experience and know-how gained during all those years of operation has made this choice very
attractive.

130 kW AMPLIFIER
Following the Italian public procurement tender procedure, a contract was awarded to Cryoelectra for the procurement of four identical transmitters based on the Solid
State Amplifier technology (SSA) running 130 kW in continuous wave (CW) at 500 MHz. The contract was signed
in June 2019 and the installation and Site Acceptance Test
(SAT) of the first SSA was initially planned within December 2020. The goal was to anticipate the installation of the
SSA in the Elettra RF plants to cope with the klystron base
amplifiers ageing. The SAT and installation of the first SSA
on the Elettra occurred in October 2021, almost ten months
later.
Main reason of this delay was the COVID-19 pandemic
spread that has slowed down the production rate almost
everywhere. But this delay gave also Cryoelectra the
chance to develop a new modular design of the SSA to better combine the RF pallets on the intermediate high power
module. Each RF pallet board, composed by a single transistor and its insulating circulator, seats directly on the /4
coaxial combiner reducing the need of flexible cables and
improving thus the combining efficiency. The single high
power module unit installed in the machine is shown in Fig.
3. Sixteen RF pallets are combined in a high power module
unit. The module is tested up to more than 10 kW with a
measured efficiency greater than 60%. The SSA achieves
130 kW by combining fifteen high RF power modules.
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Elettra radioprotection and control systems and to the connection to the accelerating cavity. This installation was
fully transparent to the Elettra’s users and now the new
SSA has already accumulated 3700 hours of operation at
50 kW CW with no failure at all but a short stop due to the
wrong threshold interlock set for the mains phase detection. The 50 kW amount is the Elettra required power for
this RF plant.
FAT and SAT have been fully compliance with the Tender specification. The SSA has overcome 66 hours nonstop duration test at 130 kW CW with no troubles, the
measured wall-plug efficiency at nominal power is 52%
but it drops at lower RF power level if the transistor drain
voltage is kept constant. Gain stability is in the same range
of the R&S NRP-Z81 power sensor measurement uncertainty. The redundancy test has been carried out with some
power supplies and RF pallet boards in off state lasting four
hours with no trouble at 130 kW thanks to the very good
headroom of the design.

Figure 3: Single 10 kW RF power module.
The Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) of the first SSA was
performed with several remote connection sessions and the
SSA delivery was approved after a successful FAT.
The first SSA installed in the Elettra service area is
shown in Fig 4. On the SSA back there is still the klystron
based amplifier.

Figure 5: SSA phase noise at 130 kW.
In view of the Elettra 2.0 and the beam quality the low
phase modulation (PM and amplitude modulation (AM)
noise of the SSA is an asset. The measured PM is shown in
Fig 5. The SSA PM and AM measured noise has spanked
the klystron based of more than 30 dB. Unfortunately the
second installation planned in April has been postponed to
October 2022 due to the missed delivery of off-the-shelf
components.

CONCLUSION

Figure 4: 130 kW 500 MHz amplifier.
The SSA was commissioned and set into operation on
the accelerating cavity in the service gallery in three working weeks during the Elettra scheduled shut down. The first
week was dedicated to the positioning, mechanical installation and alignment of the machine, the second to the SAT
performed on a perfectly matched 50 ohm load at nominal
RF power and the third to the integration of the SSA in the
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The RF system design for Elettra 2.0 is ongoing and the
cavity and amplifier milestones choices are done. The set
into work of the first SSA in Elettra has been a success even
if it is running at RF power level well below its capability.
The SSA installation has been the first step towards the
Elettra 2.0 project for the RF system.
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OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF 26 POWER STATIONS
AT 400 kW - 352 MHz
C. Pasotti∗ , A. Cuttin, Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.A., Trieste, Italy
Abstract
The spoke cavities section of the European Spallation
Source (ESS) linac will be powered by 26 Radio Frequency
Power Stations (RFPSs). Each RFPS delivers 400 kW of Radio Frequency (RF) power at 352.21 MHz in pulsed mode at
a repetition rate up to 14 Hz and a 5 % duty cycle, thanks to a
twin tetrodes RF power sources integration. This equipment
belongs to the Italian In-Kind Contributions (IKCs) to ESS.
Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.A (Elettra) is responsible
for the development, manufacturing and commissioning of
the RFPSs and is managing the RFPS manufacturing contract awarded to European Science Solutions s.r.l (ESS-It).
So far, 24 units have been delivered and, by mid 2022, the
entire contribution, plus a complete spare unit, will be delivered to ESS. The overall performance of the RFPSs, the
lessons learned, and the optimizations adopted along the
manufacturing process and the difficulties that the COVID19 pandemic has posed along the way are presented in this
contribution.

INTRODUCTION
The European Spallation Source (ESS) project has the
objective of generating neutrons by spallation reaction of
protons on a tungsten rotating target at an average beam
power of 5 MW. It is carried out by more than 20 European
partner laboratories, and hosted by Sweden and Denmark [1].
As a founding member of ESS European Research Infrastructure Consortium, Italy participates to the project as an
In-Kind (IK) partner.
Within this framework, the Radio Frequency Power Stations (RFPSs), provided by European Science Solutions s.r.l
(ESS-It) with the supervision of Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste
S.C.p.A (Elettra), represent one of the Italian In-Kind Contributions (IKCs) to ESS [2]. They will power 26 spoke
cavities, installed in the first segment of the superconducting
section of the proton linac.
After nearly two years of manufacturing and testing,
mainly carried out during the COVID-19 pandemic with
an innovative approach [3], the main results of 26 Factory
Acceptance Tests (FATs), out of 27, are presented, providing
new insights about this IKC. As of the date of writing, 24
RFPS units have already been delivered to ESS, with only
the last batch to be shipped.
The manuscript is organized as follows: the next section
offers an overview of the RFPS and its sub-systems; then,
the FAT protocol is detailed in its main steps. After that, the
RFPS performance is presented in terms of Radio Frequency
(RF) key parameters, resulting from FAT measurements;
finally the results are discussed and next steps proposed.
∗
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Figure 1: FAT setup. The six-racks RFPS is shown with the
middle covers removed, revealing the twin cavities configuration. On the far left, the rack of the required instruments.

RFPS OVERVIEW
With a very compact design, the RFPS achieves 400 kW
of peak power at 352.21 MHz, with a pulse length up to
3.5 ms and a repetition rate up to 14 Hz [4].
It consists of two identical branches, each one having
a Solid State Driver (SSD) (KDP10000) followed by a
tetrode-cavity Power Amplifier (PA) (Thales TH595A and
TH18595A). The two branches are fed by a single RF distribution module, which provides amplitude adjustment on
one arm, and phase adjustment on the other. The signals are
then added together by means of a 3 dB hybrid combiner.
The RFPS features an original Supervisory Control System (SCS) that combines standard Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC) equipment with specifically designed Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) boards for handling the
interlocks in a fast way (in the order of 1 × 10−6 s with respect to 1 × 10−3 s specified for the tetrode).
In Fig. 1, a RFPS can be seen in the typical FAT setup.
From left to right, the first rack holds the SSDs, the RF distribution module, the Human Machine Interface (HMI) and
the main PLC module of the SCS. The second rack is dedicated to 4 screen and control grid Power Supplies (PSs), and
Alternate Current (AC) distribution. In the middle, the twin
TH18595A cavities are placed, together with their ancillary
equipment. The fifth and sixth rack contain the High Voltage
(HV) PS, supplying the anodic voltage to both tetrodes. It
features a switching power converter, a capacitor bank, a
solid state series switch. and a FPGA module of the SCS.

FAT OVERVIEW
The FAT process is conceived in a way that allows to individually test the RFPS sub-systems, and, at the same time, to
avoid useless downtime between subsequent steps. The test
sequence is such that the machine is progressively put into
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Figure 2: Evaluation of gain at different stages of the amplification chain.
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Figure 3: Visualization of the effect on the gain of the temperature change of the coolant.
operation, from the simple turn-on of the AC main breaker,
up to the generation of the full RF power, thus optimizing
the time required to carry out the entire procedure.
The optimal sequence of checks foreseen by the FAT protocol is as follows:
1. Interlocks managed by the FPGA-based boards.
2. Interlocks managed by the PLC SCS.
3. Direct Current (DC) and RF signals calibration.
4. Hard Remote Control Port (HRCP).
5. Tuning of TH595A tetrodes and RF output power 𝑃out
optimization.
6. RFPS gain and RF efficiency.
7. Electrical grid consumption and flicker compensation.
8. Pulse parameters and HMI data.
9. Pulse repetition rate and RF driving signal.
10. Intra-Pulse and Pulse-to-Pulse output signal quality.
11. Duration test: RFPS working at 400 kW for 24 h.

RFPS PERFORMANCE
With respect to the FAT protocol previously detailed, this
section presents the main results. Many of the verifications
(including, but not limited to, items 1, 2 and 4) essentially
have a Pass/Fail outcome. In case of a Fail, the majority (if
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not all) of the times, the main reason was the infant mortality
of some sub-assembly, due to manufacturing defects. Also,
such tests ensure that the RFPS can be safely operated, and
that it is able to protect itself and the operator.
With this in mind, it is of interest to look at the results that
provide a characterization of the RFPSs from an RF point
of view. The evaluation of the gain at the output (𝐺 RFPS ),
and at intermediate amplification stages (𝐺 SSD , 𝐺 TH595A ) of
each RFPS is as follows.

Gain Evaluation
After the calibration step of item 3, digital readings presented by the HMI are considered trustworthy, within the
accuracy of said calibration, and therefore 𝑃out measurements can be obtained directly by recording the the HMI
display.
For every RFPS, the input 𝑃in and output 𝑃out power levels
were recorded at predefined intervals, so as to have consistent
data sets. The readings from the HMI included also measurement of voltages, currents, and temperatures of the considered stages. Readings were taken from 50 kW to 300 kW
at 50 kW increments, and also at 325, 350, 375, 380, 390,
400 kW, thus having care to refine the power level increment
towards the end of the linear region.
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At this point, the gain of the RFPS and of its intermediate amplification stages can be evaluated. In Fig. 2, gain
of KDP10000 SSD (𝐺 SSD ), the TH595A tetrode (𝐺 TH595A ),
and of the overall RFPS (𝐺 RFPS ), is shown, respectively,
for each unit. While the RFPS plot presents 26 traces,
KDP10000 and TH595A plots show twice the traces, because of the twin configuration. Each plot displays the minimum and the maximum values resulting from the measurement.

Temperature Correlation
Readings from the HMI also include the temperature of
the cooling water, therefore allowing to correlate the gain
variations with it. By adding this information, one obtains
Fig. 3, where the colour of each data point corresponds to
the temperature of the coolant at the inlet.
This evaluation is of interest because of the nature of
the cooling system available at the test facility of ESS-It.
Indeed, it features an open-air heat exchanger; therefore the
cooling water can only be as cool as the surrounding ambient
temperature. Such limitation affected the measurements, that
were therefore subject to seasonal variations.
To further prove the impact of this constraint, Fig. 4 shows
the inverse correlation between the gain and the temperature
variation during the 24 h duration test of item 11. For each
data group, the lower the temperature, the higher the gain.
This is also the reason why the gain 𝐺 is shown with
respect to 𝑃out , and not as usual with respect to 𝑃in . While
the latter approach allows to better see the linear region of
an amplifier, the visualization of Figs. 2 and 3 is the only one
that allows to compare the performance of each unit with
respect to the others in a meaningful way.

DISCUSSION
By comparing results of Fig. 2 with technical specifications [5], it is possible to state that the RFPS as a unit, and
individually the tetrode and SSD, meet their requirements
with margin to spare.
Specifically, all the RFPSs achieve the required gain
(𝐺 RFPS ⩾ 76 dB) already at the lowest output power level

Gain 𝐺RFPS [dB]

84.74

CONCLUSION
The IKC of 26 RFPSs (plus one spare), supervised by
Elettra, is almost completed, with 26/27 units tested and
24/27 units delivered. Measured data behave in accordance
with the test conditions and technical expectations. RF performance indicators are satisfactory with margin. Further
data analysis will provide a comprehensive characterization
of the RFPS system.
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Abstract
The Electron Ion Collider (EIC) under construction at
Brookhaven National Laboratory aims to produce luminosities of up to 1034 cm−2 s−1 . The machine will operate over
a broad range of collision energies with highly polarized
beams. The coexistence of highly radiative electrons and
nonradiative ions produces a host of unique effects. In order
to maximize the luminosity, the beam-beam collision parameters are pushed to limits achieved only in collisions with
equal species. Moreover, collisions occur with a 25 mrad
crossing angle; the resulting luminosity reduction is compensated to lowest order by crabbing both beams by means
of transverse RF oscillators. Keeping the beams stable under
these conditions is challenging. The average polarization
of electron and light ion beams must be 70%. Beams therefore must be injected fully polarized and polarization must
be well preserved during beam acceleration and collision.
Electron beam currents are up to 2.5 A, which is associated
with a number of collective effects that need to be controlled.
Hadron beam currents of 1 A are effected by the electron
cloud effect, which will be suppressed by low secondary
electron-emission yield (SEY) vacuum chamber coating.
Strong hadron cooling will reduce and stabilize the hadron
beam emittance and will boost the luminosity by a factor
of three. These are some of the accelerator science challenges and the corresponding cures and resolutions that are
described in this report.
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INTRODUCTION
EIC, an ultimate electron microscope to be built at
Brookhaven National Laboratory, provides the capability
to look inside the nucleon. The EIC enables the study of
the contribution of quarks and gluons to nucleon spin and
mass. To answer this question, achieving high luminosity
from polarized beams with variable center-of-mass energy
is essential [1].
The center-of-mass energy in electron-proton collisions
ranges from 29 to 141 GeV, accomplished by colliding
5 − 18 GeV electrons with 41 − 275 GeV ions. The peak
luminosity is 1034 cm−2 s−1 , which will be achieved by colliding 10 GeV electrons with 275 GeV protons. Two IRs are
considered in EIC. The first one is designed at IR6, and the
second one is reserved at IR8 for future upgrade.
Figure 1 presents the schematic diagram of the EIC layout.
Ion beams from protons to uranium will be accelerated to
desired energy and stored in the Hadron Storage Ring (HSR),
which will use existing RHIC complex. Strong Hadron Cooling will be used to maintain the required emittance of the
flat hadron beam. An Energy Recovery LINAC (ERL) is
being designed to provide electron beams for cooling. The
Electron Storage Ring (ESR), which will be installed in the
existing RHIC accelerator tunnel, will operate at three fixed
energies. The polarized electrons will be injected from the
Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS) [2].

LUMINOSITY
In EIC, electron and hadron beams will cross with a horizontal angle of 25 mrad to avoid parasitic collisions. Crab
cavities tilt the ion and electron bunches in the 𝑧 − 𝑥 plane
by half the crossing angle to compensate for the geometric
luminosity loss, as shown in Fig. 2. Table 1 lists the key
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Table 1: EIC Key Design Parameters for Highest Luminosity
Parameter

Unit

Proton

Electron

Circumference
m
3833.89
3833.98
Particle energy
GeV
275
10
Bunch intensity
1011
0.668
1.72
# of Bunches
1160
Crossing angle
mrad
25
𝛽∗ at IP
cm
80/7.2
45/5.6
𝜎∗𝑥 /𝜎∗𝑦 at IP
μm
95/8.5
Bunch length 𝜎𝑧
cm
6
2
Energy spread 𝜎𝛿
10−4
6.6
5.5
Transverse tunes
0.228/0.210 0.08/0.06
Longitudinal tune
0.01
0.069
Beam-beam
0.012/0.012 0.07/0.10
parameter
Luminosity
cm−2 s−1
1034

Figure 1: Schematic layout of EIC accelerator systems.
parameters to achieve the highest luminosity. The corresponding beam-beam parameters are 0.1 for electrons, and
0.012 for protons. Similar beam-beam parameters have been
successfully demonstrated in routine operations at lepton
or hadron colliders, such as KEKB, RHIC and LHC [3–5].
Their successful combination in EIC has been demonstrated
by weak-strong and strong-strong simulations [6].

Figure 2: EIC local crabbing compensation scheme.

mitigated if the working point moves to (0.228, 0.210). The
leading resonance line for this working point is 4𝜈𝑥 +𝑝𝜈𝑧 = 1.
The second family of synchro-betatron resonances is also
weak as the working point is far from the main diagonal
line. The second order harmonic crab cavity, which can be
used to flatten the nonlinear offset, turns out to be useful in
weak-strong simulations [8].
Beam-beam interactions can cause coherent instabilities.
We carried out a systematic tune scan of the electron beam
with the fixed tunes of the proton beam [9]. The electron
horizontal tune must avoid the range from 0.1 to 0.14. The
nominal electron working point (0.08, 0.06) avoids vertical
size blow-up and coherent beam-beam instability.
The second IR is reserved for EIC future upgrade. However, with the same beam-beam parameters, the sum luminosity will be reduced to half when the bunches collide twice
per turn. A possible method is to change the electron bunch
filling patterns [10]. By shifting the half electron bunches
with 3 RF buckets, each bunch will collide at either IR6 or
IR8, and two IRs will share the total luminosity. Figure 3
shows the collision pattern.

Synchro-betatron resonances have to be avoided in the
hadron beam. Particles in the head and tail of the proton
bunch have different horizontal offsets due to the sinusoidal
waveform from the crab cavity voltage,
Δ𝑥 = −𝜃𝑐 [

sin (𝑘𝑐 𝑧)
− 𝑧]
𝑘𝑐

(1)

where 𝜃𝑐 is the half crossing angle, and 𝑘𝑐 is the crab cavity
wave number.
There are two kinds of synchro-betatron resonances excited by nonlinear horizontal offset: 𝑚𝜈𝑥 + 𝑝𝜈𝑧 = 1 and
2 (𝜈𝑥 − 𝜈𝑦 ) + 𝑝𝜈𝑧 = 0 [7], where 𝜈𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 are tunes. The first
causes significant horizontal emittance growth, while the
second contributes vertical emittance growth. Theoretical
studies and simulations suggest that the emittance growth is
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A19: Electron - Hadron Colliders

Figure 3: Collision pattern with two IRs in EIC.
To remove some of physical interferences between rings,
transfer lines, and cooler ERL in IR2, ESR is proposed to
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be tilted by ∼ 200μrad to avoid vertical bends. Figure 4
illustrates the concept. The rotating axis goes through both
interaction points: IP6 and IP8. Additional vertical crabbing
is needed to compensate for the luminosity loss and avoid
proton emittance growth [11].

Studies with two IRs are underway. The transient effects
of electron beam replacement on proton beam emittance is
small (< 1%) with realistic injection errors [17].

LINEAR BEAM OPTICS
The main challenges of IR design are to fulfill multiple
purposes with very tight space, as shown in Fig. 5. The 𝛽
functions are strongly focused at IP. The crab cavities require
high 𝛽𝑥 , specific horizontal phase advance, and enough
installation space. The IR also has to accommodate spin
rotators and the detector [18, 19].
2.0

where 𝑃∞ , 1/𝜏, and 𝑃0 are the asymptotic polarization, the
polarization rate, and the initial polarization, respectively.
At 18 GeV with the refill time of 2.5 minutes, 16% asymptotic polarization corresponds to 70% average polarization.
Spin simulation with magnet errors shows that the average
polarization of at least 70% is achievable with one IR [16].
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The EIC physics program requires highly polarized
hadron and electron beams with alternating spin orientation for the electron bunches. The present hadron injector,
the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS), will be reused
for EIC. RHIC has provided polarized proton beams over
a wide energy range during the past decade [12]. Four additional Siberian snakes for a total of six snakes will be
installed in HSR. With a proper arrangement of snakes in
HSR and an additional reduction of emittance growth in
AGS, the polarization is expected to reach 70% at 275 GeV
beam energy. This upgrade also allows the operation of
polarized deuteron and 3 He beams. Spin rotators based on
helical dipole magnets will be used to transform the vertical
beam polarization in the arcs into longitudinal polarization
at IP [13].
Polarized electrons are produced in the source with 85%
longitudinal polarization [14]. The RCS, which injects at
full energy into the ESR, is designed to be free of intrinsic
spin resonances in the entire energy range from 400 MeV to
18 GeV. This is accomplished by enforcing a 96-fold lattice
periodicity [15].
The electron bunches are injected into the ESR with high
transverse polarization of 85% in the desired spin direction. The Sokolov-Ternov self-polarization process leads to
a build-up of electron polarization in the direction opposite
to the vertical guiding field. Stochastic photon emission
leads to a randomization of the particle spin directions. As
a result, the polarization varies with time as
𝑃(𝑡) = 𝑃∞ (1 − e−𝑡/𝜏 ) + 𝑃0 e−𝑡/𝜏
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the ESR tilt.
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Figure 5: Layout of the EIC IR6.
Crab cavities impart 𝑧−dependent transverse kicks. We
can define the crab dispersion as [20]
𝜁=(

𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑥 ′ 𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑦′
,
, ,
)
𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑧

(3)

The crab dispersion closure is a challenge. Ideally, two thin
crab cavities separated by 𝑛𝜋 phase advance form a closed
crab dispersion bump. Due to the tight space constraint, the
horizontal phase cannot match exactly to 𝜋/2 in both ESR
and HSR. The downstream crab cavity has to be moved to
∼ 3𝜋/2 to close the bump in ESR. In HSR, there is no space
to move away the crab cavities. The crab dispersion bump is
not closed. As a result, the crab cavity voltages are adjusted
to match the condition 𝜁∗ = (12.5 mrad, 0, 0, 0).
The vertical crabbing is another issue. Many sources lead
to non-zero vertical crab dispersion, such as the tilted ESR
and the detector solenoid. Vertical crab dispersion will couple the longitudinal and vertical dynamics, resulting in a
significant luminosity loss. Skew quadrupoles are feasible
and efficient to control vertical crabbing. In ESR, the required skew component strength is 1.2 T/m [21]. In HSR,
it may combine with the global decoupling system.
The crab dispersion is distorted by RF phase and amplitude noise. RF noise causes the transverse emittance growth
which is proportional to the crossing angle squared [22].
Compared with High-Luminosity LHC, EIC sensitivity to
RF noise is 4000 times higher, and the emittance growth
tolerance is 3 orders of magnitude higher. The RF noise
threshold for the HSR will be hard to achieve. A dedicated
feedback system is needed [23].
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Designing spin rotators for a broad range of energies is
also a challenge. ESR spin rotator design is based on a
combination of solenoids and horizontal bending magnets.
Figure 6 shows the configuration of ESR spin rotator. In
general, the spin precesses around vertical axis in dipoles,
and longitudinal axis in solenoids. This structure is capable
of rotating the spin from vertical axis to longitudinal axis in
a wide energy range between 6 GeV and 18 GeV [24]. Spin
matching of spin rotator optics minimizes beam depolarization, especially at 18 GeV [25].

Figure 6: ESR spin rotator configuration.

DYNAMIC APERTURE
HSR reuses arcs of both Yellow and Blue RHIC rings.
The dynamic aperture of the hadron ring has been determined by particle tracking and benchmarked with similar
calculations for RHIC data. The simulations demonstrate
that the hadron beam has sufficient dynamic aperture after
the linear chromaticity is corrected by two families of sextupoles. More sextupole families are available for further
DA optimization [26].
However, IR magnetic field errors play an important
role in hadron ring dynamic aperture reduction. Artificial
random magnetic field errors are assigned to all IR dipoles
and quadrupoles to evaluate their impacts on dynamic aperture. The tolerances are then determined from long term
tracking with the beam-beam interaction.
The magnetic field error is defined as
𝑁max

beam-beam should be better than 5𝜎 to guarantee a decent
proton beam lifetime. A 3𝜎 drop in DA is observed from
head-on to crabbed collision. With crab cavities, particles
with 𝑧 ≠ 0 will see additional horizontal offset in IR magnets and sample larger IR field errors, which causes DA
reduction. To minimize this effect, the IR field errors has to
be controlled within 10−4 with 𝑅 = 60 mm at dipoles and
𝑅 = 45 mm for quadrupoles. [26].
In ESR, the optimization goal for dynamic aperture and
momentum acceptance is chosen as 10𝜎 in 3 planes. The
DA of 18 GeV lattice with a 2nd IR is the most challenging one. The phase advance of the arc FODO cell is set
to 60∘ at lower energies and 90∘ at 18 GeV. The stronger
focusing enhances the chromaticity. The second IR results
in a significantly large off-momentum 𝛽-beating. Although
this can be mitigated by setting the phase advance between
IPs to an odd multiple of 90∘ , the compensation is far from
sufficient due to the asymmetry of the IRs. In particular, the
RMS energy spread at 18 GeV is substantial, reaching 0.1%.
It leads to the required momentum acceptance as large as
1% ∼ 10𝜎. Furthermore, the fractional tunes, which are
selected by beam-beam study and spin dynamics, cannot be
used as free parameters in the optimization. Their closeness
to integers makes chromatic compensation harder.
There is no space in IR for local chromatic compensation.
The 𝛽-beating and chromaticity from the final focusing doublet are corrected in the neighbouring arc section. Phase
trombones are needed to align the phase to the arc sextupoles.
Harmonic sextupoles in IR2 are used to correct the thirdorder resonances. The second-order dispersion is corrected
with two independent sextupoles [27].
Figure 8 shows the final dynamic aperture with all corrections. The design criteria of ∼ 10𝜎 in all three planes is
achieved for the 90∘ lattice at 18 GeV with two IRs.

𝑛

(𝑥 + i𝑦) ⎤
Δ𝐵𝑦 + iΔ𝐵𝑥 = 𝐵(𝑅) ⎡⎢10−4 ∑ (𝑏𝑛 + i𝑎𝑛 )
(4)
𝑅𝑛 ⎥⎦
𝑛=0
⎣
where 𝑅 is the reference radius. Figure 7 shows the DA
tracked by 106 turns with a momentum spread of 3𝜎𝛿 .
Based on RHIC operational experience, simulated DA with
Figure 8: Dynamic aperture for ESR 18 GeV, left: bare lattice, right: with beam-beam interaction, crab cavity, detector
solenoid, and crab dispersion control by skew quadrupoles.
10𝜎 aperture is achieved in 3 planes.

COLLECTIVE EFFECTS

Figure 7: Dynamic aperture in HSR with IR magnetic field
errors.
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A19: Electron - Hadron Colliders

To achieve the luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1 , both desired
beam currents – 1 A for protons, 2.5 A for electrons – are limited by collective effects. The calculation and optimization
of various vacuum components are ongoing. The impedance
budget is in progress [28].
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In ESR, the single bunch instability threshold is above
the requirement for stable operation. Beam-induced heating is a problem. Many components require water cooling.
The beam-beam interaction provides a large tune spread to
Landau damp transverse coupled-bunch [29] and ion instability [30]. The proton beam emittance growth is sensitive
to the electron bunch arrival time jitter in the crab cavities.
Therefore, a longitudinal damper is needed to limit coherent
longitudinal beam oscillation in the presence of longitudinal
coupled bunch instability [31].
With the current RHIC beam pipe, HSR is vulnerable
to electron cloud instability and high resistive losses from
beam-induced currents. The vacuum chamber of the HSR
superconducting magnets and their cold interconnects will
be updated with a beam screen to present sufficiently low
impedance and low SEY [32].
Crab cavities produce a time varying horizontal kick that
can lead to transverse coupled bunch instabilities. Figure
9 shows the growth rate of the transverse coupled bunch
mode for a crab system with an external 𝑄 = 3 × 106 . An
effective way is to add sufficient RF feedback to the crabbing
RF system. Feedback with 𝑄eff = 600 appears adequate for
the ESR crab cavities. In HSR, the adequate feedback is
𝑄eff = 300 for 197 MHz, and 𝑄eff = 600 for 394 MHz [33].

Figure 10: Simulation results for the RMS momentum
spread versus beam intensity with different numbers of
macro-particles.
growth times are 2−3 hours. The cooling time must be equal
to or less than the diffusion growth time from all sources.
Strong Hadron Cooling (SHC) will boost the luminosity in
the range of EIC by a factor of 3 − 10, as shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 11: EIC electron-proton peak luminosity versus
center-of-mass energy.

Figure 9: Growth rate versus horizontal fractional tune for
the transverse coupled bunch mode of a crab system with an
external 𝑄 = 3 × 106 , for 275 GeV protons with 3 different
physical models. The blue line is the ratio of the transverse
resistance to the peak value of the transverse resistance.
The number of macroparticles can influence the results of
a simulation. In EIC, with no radiative damping, the dependence of the growth rates on the number of macroparticles
has to be included in realistic studies. Figure 10 simulates
the momentum spread versus the beam intensity in the presence of the longitudinal wake field for 5 GeV electrons. The
actual momentum spread can be obtained by extrapolating
the number of macroparticles to real particle numbers [34].

STRONG HADRON COOLING
To maintain a luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1 , it is necessary to cool the hadron beams to balance emittance growth
rates due to Intrabeam Scattering (IBS) thereby allowing to
keep the same hadron beam for long collision runs. With
the parameters in Table 1, IBS longitudinal and transverse
WEIXGD1
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SHC is realized in the form of micro-bunched electron cooling. This scheme is essentially a high-bandwidth
stochastic cooling system, with an electron beam acting as
the pickup and kicker, and a micro-bunch instability used to
amplify the imprint the protons leave on the electron beam
in the pickup section. Accelerator design of the SHC is
underway [35, 36].
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Abstract

Table 1: Parameter List of the Z Machine with 4 IPs

In order to achieve a high luminosity in the future electronpositron circular collider (FCC-ee) very intense multi-bunch
colliding beams should have nanometer scale transverse
beam sizes at the collision points. For this purpose the emittances of the colliding beams are chosen to be very small,
comparable to those of the modern synchrotron light sources,
while the stored beam currents should be close to the best
values achieved in the last generation of particle factories. In
order to preserve beam quality and to avoid collider performance degradation, a careful study of the collective effects
and techniques for their mitigation is required. The current
status of these studies is discussed in the paper.

Parameter

INTRODUCTION
The Future Circular Collider (FCC) is a challenging
project that includes, in a single tunnel of about 100 km, both
hadron [1] (FCC-hh) and electron-positron [2] (FCC-ee) colliders in the CERN area. The electron-positron machine
will operate in four different stages corresponding to four
energies, 45.6 , 80, 120 and 182.5 GeV, which will allow
to study the properties of the Higgs, W and Z bosons, and
top quark pair production thresholds with unprecedented
precision.
In this paper we focus our study on the collective effects
and instabilities of the lowest energy machine. The parameter list which we refer to, and shown in Table 1, has been
updated with respect to that of the conceptual design report [2] (CDR). Therefore, previously evaluated impedances
and related instabilities [3–6], as well as electron cloud and
other effects [7–9], need to be reviewed.
The combined effect of beam-beam interaction and beam
coupling impedance, which has a strong impact on the stability of the colliding beams, is particularly important for
this machine. The beam-beam interaction alone has already
given rise to new effects, such as beamstrahlung [10], coherent X-Z instability [11] and 3D flip-flop [12]. The beam dynamics becomes even more complex when also the wakefield
effects are included [13–16]. Indeed, the combination of
the beam-beam interaction with the longitudinal impedance
reinforces the X-Z coherent beam-beam instability reducing
and shifting the stable tune areas. In ref. [15], in order to find
a stable tune area with the original CDR parameters, two
mitigation techniques, that is the use of the harmonic cavities
∗
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Value

Circumference (km)
91.174
Beam energy (GeV)
45.6
Bunch population (1011 )
2.53
Bunches per beam
9600
RF frequency (MHz)
400
RF Voltage (GV)
0.12
Energy loss per turn (GeV)
0.0391
Longitudinal damping time (turns)
1167
Momentum compaction factor 10−6
28.5
Horizontal tune/IP
55.563
Vertical tune/IP
55.600
Synchrotron tune
0.0370
Horizontal emittance (nm)
0.71
Verical emittance (pm)
1.42
Bunch length (mm) (SR/BS)∗
4.37/14.5
Energy spread (%) (SR/BS)∗
0.039/0.130
Piwinski angle (SR/BS)∗
6.35/21.1
𝜉𝑥 /𝜉𝑦
0.004/0.152
Horizontal 𝛽∗ (m)
0.15
Vertical 𝛽∗ (mm)
0.8
Luminosity/IP (1034 /cm2 s)
181
∗ SR: synchrotron radiation, BS: beamstrahlung
and an increase of the lattice momentum compaction factor,
have been proposed. The updated parameter list has now a
lattice with a momentum compaction factor twice that of the
CDR. Additionally, another relevant change with respect to
the CDR is the possibility of using 4 interaction points (4
IPs) instead of 2 IPs, as requested by particle physicists.

IMPEDANCE MODEL
Since FCC-ee is an evolving project, the machine
impedance model is undergoing constant changes. Indeed,
for several devices, as, for example, the collimators and
injection kickers, a design has not been defined yet. Additionally, for some other devices, refined models for the
determination of the coupling impedance are in progress.
As a consequence, we report here the latest evaluation of
some important contributions that already demonstrates how
this machine can become critical due to collective effects.
The resistive wall represents the most important
impedance source of FCC-ee [3]. For its evaluation we
have considered a circular beam vacuum chamber with a
radius of 35 mm and with two small lateral winglets necessary to place synchrotron radiation absorbers and to attach
WEOXGD1
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10000
0
V/pC

the localised vacuum pumps. The model of the beam pipe
that we have used is shown in Fig. 1. It is made of copper
with a thickness of 2 mm having a NEG coating of 150 nm
for mitigating the electron cloud build-up in the positron
machine and for pumping reasons in both rings. Behind
the copper, we have a 6 mm of dielectric (air) and then an
infinite layer of iron.

10000
20000
30000

4

2

0

2
4
mm

bellows
BPM
RW
RF cavities
RF tapers
total wake
bunch shape
6
8 10

Figure 2: Longitudinal wakefield of 0.4 mm Gaussian bunch.

40000
30000
20000

SINGLE BUNCH COLLECTIVE EFFECTS
Beam dynamics simulations with the inclusion of the
effects of the above described wakefields have been performed by means of PyHEADTAIL code [18], the results
of which were preliminary compared with other tracking
codes [19, 20].
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Figure 3: Transverse wakefield of a 0.4 mm Gaussian bunch.
The rms bunch length 𝜎𝑧 and energy spread 𝜎𝑝 as a function of the bunch population in presence of the longitudinal
wakefield are shown in Fig. 4. The microwave instability
threshold is around 2 × 1011 , about 20% lower than the nominal bunch intensity. We remind, however, that the microwave
instability should be suppressed in collision due to higher
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The second important contribution to the machine coupling impedance is given by the bellows. The latest realistic CAD model has been provided by the CERN vacuum
group [17]. In order to avoid tapers which could contribute
to the machine impedance, also the bellows have two lateral
winglets like the vacuum chamber. Particular care has been
dedicated to the study of the effect of RF shielding with small
RF fingers used to ensure the electric contact between the
two sides of the shielding. The contribution of the shielding
is fundamental to suppress the low frequency resonances
due to the bellows which otherwise would lead to a high
impedance value. The complexity of the simulations due
to the small mesh size, necessary to proper model the tiny
fingers of the shielding, led to time consuming simulations
and to the need of important computational resources.
The overall latest impedance model takes into account,
in addition to the resistive wall and to 20000 bellows, also
4000 beam position monitors and the RF system formed by
52 single cell cavities and 2×13 tapers 500 mm long which
guarantee a transition from 50 to 150 mm circular pipe inside
each cryomodule. The total short range longitudinal and
transverse wakefields of a 0.4 mm Gaussian bunch used as
Green function in simulations, together with the different
contributions, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
It is important to note that, except for the resistive wall and
the bellows, all the other devices give a small contribution.
The impedance of the collimation system is still under study.

V/pC/m

Figure 1: Beam pipe for the resistive wall impedance.
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Figure 4: Bunch length 𝜎𝑧 (left) and energy spread 𝜎𝑝 (right)
as a function of the bunch population.
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Figure 5: Real part of the tune shift of the first azimuthal
transverse coherent oscillation modes normalised by the
synchrotron tune 𝑄𝑠0 as a function of bunch population.
energy spread and the longer bunch. In any case this behaviour helps us to understand possible problems related
to single bunch beam dynamics that may arise during the
commissioning phase of the machine without beam-beam.
For what concerns the transverse beam dynamics, the
most dangerous effect is the shift of the frequency of the
coherent azimuthal mode ’0’ towards the mode ’-1’, giving
rise to the so-called transverse mode coupling instability
(TMCI) which, differently from the microwave, can result in
beam losses. Coherent frequencies of the transverse modes
are derived from PyHEADTAIL results by using the method
described in [21]. In Fig. 5, we show the real part of the
tune shift (with respect to the unperturbed betatron tune)
of the first azimuthal transverse coherent oscillation modes,
normalised by the unperturbed synchrotron tune 𝑄𝑠0 as a
function of the bunch population. Simulations include the
effect of the longitudinal wakefield which, through the synchrotron tune shift and spread, in particular of the ’-1’ mode,
reduces the TMCI threshold up to about 𝑁𝑝 = 1.8 × 1011 .
Similarly to what we observe in the longitudinal plane, we
expect that also here the beamstrahlung will play a beneficial
role. Additionally, the bunch-by-bunch transverse feedback,
necessary to damp the transverse coupled bunch instability
due to the resistive wall at low frequency, can give a useful
contribution to reduce the shift of the ’0’ mode [22], thus
increasing the TMCI threshold.

BEAM BEAM WITH 4 IPs
Due to a combination of different challenging beam parameters, such as very small emittances, small beta functions in the interaction points, a large Piwinski angle combined with the crab waist collision scheme [23, 24], and
very high intensity, the beam-beam interaction gives rise to
some important effects already mentioned in the introduction. Among them, one of the most critical for the machine
performances is the coherent horizontal-longitudinal (X-Z)
instability [11]. It is produced by the beam–beam interaction
with large Piwinski angle and it is excited by the localised
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A17: High Intensity Accelerators

Figure 6: Normalised horizontal beam size 𝜎𝑥 /𝜎𝑥,0 as a
function of the horizontal tune for a bunch population of
𝑁𝑝 = 2.8×1011 at different chromaticities with 𝛽∗𝑥 = 10 cm.
horizontal beam-beam force in the IPs. The instability manifests itself with a transverse beam size blow-up that can
severely limit the stable tunes areas where the design luminosity can be achieved.
In previous studies [13–15, 25], the importance of the longitudinal impedance on the stability regions of the horizontal
tune was highlighted. We have then performed simulations
by including, at the same time, both effects: beam-beam interaction and longitudinal impedance. As a result, with the
updated parameters, no stable region in the horizontal tune
range 𝑄𝑥 = 0.53 − 0.57 was found. Also the chromaticity, in
such conditions, didn’t help to stabilise the beam. Since the
X-Z instability threshold is inversely proportional to the horizontal betatron function at the interaction point, we reduced
the 𝛽∗𝑥 from 15 cm of table 1 to 10 cm and we managed to
find two regions of stability around 𝑄𝑥 = 0.56, as shown in
Fig. 6, even at beam intensities higher than the nominal one
(𝑁𝑝 = 2.8 × 1011 ). Also a positive chromaticity, in this case,
increases the stability of the machine [26].

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have reviewed the single bunch collective effects with the updated parameter list of FCC-ee. The
microwave and TMCI instability thresholds due to the machine coupling impedance evaluated so far are both below
the nominal intensity. However they are strongly influenced
by the beamstrahlung which results to have an important
mitigation effect. In turn, also beam-beam interaction and
beamstrahlung are strongly influenced by the longitudinal
coupling impedance and self consistent studies must take
into account both effects at the same time.
We finally obtained a stable working point by reducing the
horizontal betatron function at the IP. It is however important
to underline that the update of the impedance model can
change the stability conditions and it is necessary to look for
additional tools that can be used to mitigate the collective
effects for such a challenging machine.
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ELECTRON ACCELERATOR LATTICE DESIGN
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Abstract
We present a new 'green energy' approach to the 60 GeV
electron Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) of LHeC using a
single beam line made of combined function permanent
magnets, using a Fixed Field Accelerator (FFA) design
with very strong linear gradients. We are basing our design
on recent successful commissioning results of the Cornell
University and Brookhaven National Laboratory ERL Test
Accelerator “CBETA” in 2019-20 [1-6].

INTRODUCTION
• Future Electron Ion Colliders (EICs) could be ‘green
energy colliders’ as Energy Recovery Superconducting Linacs (ERLs) can be used to make energy fully
recovered.
• Electron beam is brought back to the linac by a single
permanent magnet beam line without requiring electric
power, reducing the estimated wall power of 100 MW
in the present LHeC design to a negligible power for
arcs.
• The single beam line transports all electron energies at
once using the Fixed Field Alternating Gradient (FFA)
principle with very strong focusing.
• The design is based on experience from the successful
commissioning of the Cornell University and
Brookhaven National Laboratory Energy Recovery
Test Accelerator – ‘CBETA’.
• The green EIC of the CERN Large Hadron Collider LHeC is presented, as well as an alternative design for
the PERLE ERL.
• The FFA non-linear gradient design is a racetrack
shape, where, as in CBETA, the arcs are matched by
an adiabatic transition to the two straight sections.
• Two 8.57 GeV superconducting linacs, replaced the
10 GeV linacs in the previous design, are placed on
both sides of the Interaction Region (IR) to reduce the
power of synchrotron radiation loss significantly.

PREVIOUS CBETA EXPERIENCE
The Energy Recovery Linac CBETA built with a single
permanent magnet beam line was successfully commissioned in 2019-2020 showing a perfect transport of electrons passing 4 times in acceleration and three with energy
recovery with an energy range between 42 to 150 MeV.
One of the major new achievements during the commissioning was full energy recovery and proof of principle for
___________________________________________
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the FFA large momentum transport and arc to straight adiabatic orbit merging achieved for the first time in the history of fixed field accelerators. The same principle is proposed for the LHeC lattice. We are basing our confidence
in this proposal on the previous FFA experimental confirmation and on the well-established new permanent magnet
technology in CBETA.

PRESENT AND PROPOSED LHEC
The LHeC design assumed two superconducting linear
accelerators, each being capable of an acceleration of 10
GeV, and three accelerating and three decelerating passages through both linacs for the electron beam with a racetrack layout with a maximum electron beam energy of 60
GeV. This proposal replaces the three arcs for accelerating
and decelerating electron passes, with a single line FFA arc.
The two 10 GeV linacs are replaced with two 51.72 GeV
linacs but at the same side of the racetrack with interaction
region. This reduces the synchrotron radiation loss in the
arcs as the maximum electron energy in the arcs is reduced
from 60 GeV to 51.72 GeV. The 60 GeV beam is brought
into collision with one of the LHC hadron beams. The racetrack shaped electron accelerator can therefore lie tangentially to the existing LHC machine as shown in Fig. 1 [7].

Figure 1: Proposed layout of the LHeC at CERN [7].
The initial goal of the LHeC assumes a total wall plug
power consumption of 100 MW for the electron beam. This
proposal significantly reduces the wall plug power using
the permanent magnets reducing the total installation cost
as the three arcs are replaced with one. The updated LHeC
design has a peak current from the source of 20 mA and
total currents within the SRF cavities of more than 120 mA
with accelerating 3 × 20 mA and decelerating 3 × 20 mA.
A comparison between the previous LHeC design and this
proposal is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
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towards IR for the collisions with the proton beam. The lattice design of the FFA arc for transferring three energies
17.14 GeV, 34. 29 GeV, and 51.43 GeV is shown in Fig. 4.
The combined function FFA arc permanent magnets have
open gaps on both sides of the horizontal aperture, as
shown in Fig. 5, allowing synchrotron radiation to be adsorbed outside.

Figure 2: Present LHeC design layout.

Figure 3: The FFA’s LHeC proposal layout.
The electron beam is brought from injector to the first
8.57 GeV linac upstream of the IR and continues from the
first pass to the second 8.57 GeV linac getting to the FFA
transition from the straight to the arc with energy of
17.143 GeV. At the same place after the second pass the
electron beam energy is 34.286 GeV and after the third pass
51.429 GeV.

Figure 5: Defocusing (left) and focusing (right) combined
function magnet for the FFA LHeC arc with beams in the
middle.
Table 1: Magnet Properties
Defocusing
magnet

Focusing
magnet

L (m)

0.696

2

G (T/m)

106.6

-61.92

B (T)

-0.163

-0.163

-0.532

0.272

34.8

5.89

Parameter

Bmax(T)
2

Area(cm )

Lattice Optimization Towards Reduction of the
Synchrotron Radiation Loss
The synchrotron radiation power loss in the electron storage or acceleration rings occurs when electrons are bent in
the magnets:
𝑃

Figure 4: The FFA Arc Lattice Design.
The electron beam from the second arc passes the first
linac exiting with 60 GeV energy and it is extracted
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∙𝛾 𝑁

𝐼

(1)

Where ‘e’ is the elementary charge, e0 is the vacuum permittivity, γ is the relativistic factor, Ncell is the total number
of cells in the arcs, LQF and LBD are the lengths of the focusing and defocusing combined function magnets, respectively, and the RQF and RBD are the bending radii in the
magnets calculated from the average of the magnetic fields
in the magnets as RQF=BRHO/<BQF>, and IB is the beam
current IB-QF =ecN /LQF or IB-BD =ecN/LBD. The optimum
lattice properties to obtain the smaller synchrotron radiation overall power loss are shown in Table 2. The electron
current in the LHeC previous design of 6.6 mA produced
the limitation on the synchrotron radiation power loss of
15 MW.
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Table 2: Synchrotron Radiation Power Loss for 6.6 mA
Electron
Energy
(GeV)

R@QF

R@BD

Power
loss in
QF

Power
loss in
BD

Total
Power
loss

51.43

-682.1

-535.1

5.511

0.046

5.56

34.29

746.8

-277.8

0.059

2.32

2.38

17.14

447.4

-117.1

0.160

0.814

0.97

8.92
As shown in the Table 2 the total synchrotron radiation
power loss in the FFA design for the same current of
6.6 mA is less than 15 MW Po=8.92 MW mostly due to the
reduction of the highest energy fin the arcs from 60 to
51.43 GeV. For the new LHeC limit of 20 mA with the
maximum power lost due to synchrotron radiation loss of
45 MW is reduced by this FFA proposal to 27 MW! Gain
in luminosity is 1.68.

covering the energy range between 155-755 MeV is shown
in Fig. 9.

Figure 8: Orbit offsets, betatron functions and dispersion
functions for electron energies of 305, 605, and 905 MeV.

PERLE Design with the FFA as in CBETA
The present design of the PERLE, a Powerful Energy
Recovery Linac for Experiments, emerged from the design
of the Large Hadron Electron Collider as a 3-turn racetrack
configuration with a linac in each straight as shown schematically in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Schematic of the previous ‘PERLE’ design.
The CDR of the LHeC in 2012 assumed an electron current of 6.8 mA to reach the initial design luminosity of 1033
cm−2 s−1. The default electron beam current of the LHeC is
now 20 mA, and this value has now been adopted for
PERLE. The multi-turn, high-current, small-emittance
configuration, and the timeline of PERLE make it a central
part of the European plans for the development of energyrecovery linacs.
A proposal for the FFA type like CBETA for PERLE is
shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Schematic of the FFA PERLE design.
The left side covers energy ranges between 305 and 905
MeV with orbit offsets, betatron functions and the dispersion functions, is shown in Fig. 8, while the right-side arc
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A19: Electron - Hadron Colliders

Figure 9: Orbit offsets, betatron functions and dispersion
functions for electron energies of 155, 404, and 755 MeV.
New PERLE parameters for LHeC are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: New PERLE Beam Parameters [7]
Parameter
unit
value
Injection Energy
MeV
6
Electron Beam Energy
MeV
500
Average beam current
mA
20
RF frequency
MHz
801.58

CONCLUSIONS
Lattice solutions are proposed for the PERLE design with
a single arc line and for LHeC. A new LHeC proposal replaces the 2 x 10 GeV linacs and three arcs, with 2 x 8.57
GeV linacs and one arc per side. This is a cost-effective
solution as there are no magnet power, power supplies or
cabling with a single arc to transport all three energies 14%
less linac. It reduces the synchrotron radiation in arcs to
8.9MW instead of 15MW for 6.6 mA current, hence provides 1.68 times larger luminosity for the same limit on the
total power loss from synchrotron radiation. At 45 MW
limit, instead of 20 mA the FFA solution can provide
33.6 mA.
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Abstract
The Beijing Electron Positron Collider II (BEPCII) has
achieved a series of achievements in high energy physics
study. Along with the deepening of the research, more important physcis is expected in higher energy region (> 2.1 GeV).
As the upper limit of BEPCII design energy is 2.1 GeV, an
urgent upgrade is required.
To achieve a higher luminosity at higher energy, the number of RF cavities is expected to be doubled. In this paper,
an alternative lattice design for the upgrade of BEPCII is
studied. The survey of the RF region is modified in contrast
to the baseline design to accommodate two RF cavities in
each ring. The dynamic aperture tracking result show that
the lattice could meet the injection requirement of BEPCII
beam with reasonable margin.

INTRODUCTION
The Beijing Electron Positron Collider II (BEPCII) [1] is
a two-ring eletron positron collider running in the tau-charm
energy region. The upper limit of designed beam energy
of BEPCII is 2.1 GeV, with an optimized performance at
1.89 GeV. The commissioning of BEPCII started at 2007,
and since then, a series of achievements has been achieved
in high energy physics study. Along with the deepening of
the research, more important physcis is expected in higher
energy region (> 2.1 GeV) [2]. An urgent upgrade is required for BEPCII to ensure the competitive advantage in
high energy physics study.
To improve the performance at higher energy, BEPCII
is expected to upgrade the RF system from one-cavity to
two-cavity per ring, so as to dramatically boost the cavity
voltage. The arrangement of elements in BEPCII is very
compact, so finding enough space for the extra cavity in each
ring is not trivial. In this paper, we show one novel layout
that successfully provides enough space for two cavites in
each ring by shifting the north crossing point to the east by
8 meters in contrast to the baseline design to accommodate
two RF cavities in each ring [3]. The lattice design and the
dynamic aperture tracking result in the new layout will be
shown.

PARAMETER DESIGN
To minimize technical crisis and avoid heavy workload,
BEPCII has chosen the classic scheme, which is maintaining
the small Pinwinski angle, and raising the beam current and
∗

yuch@ihep.ac.cn
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Table 1: The designed parameters and the comparison with
the present BEPCII operation parameters at the energy of
2.35 GeV

RF voltage [MV]
𝛽 𝑦 ∗ [cm]
bunch current (mA)
bunch number
SR power (kW)
𝜉 𝑦,𝑙𝑢𝑚
𝜖 𝑥 [nm·rad]
coupling %
bucket height
𝜎𝑧,0 [cm]
𝜎𝑧 [cm]
Lum[1032 𝑐𝑚 −2 𝑠 −1 ]

BEPCII

BEPCII-U

1.6
1.5
7.1
56
110
0.029
147
0.53
0.0069
1.54
*1.10=1.69
3.5

3.3
1.35
7.5
120
250
0.036
152
0.35
0.011
1.04
1.3
11

cavity voltage at the same time to achieve a much higher
luminosity at higher beam energy.
When optimizing the parameters, the synchrotron radiation power is restricted to 250 kW, the bunch number is
limited to 120, the bunch current is kept as low as possible
for each cavity voltage. Also, for each cavity voltage, the
vertical 𝛽 function at the IP 𝛽 𝑦 ∗ is chosen according to the
bunch length, then the coupling of emittances is then chosen
according to the beam beam parameter 𝜉 𝑦0 .
The designed parameters and the comparison with the
present BEPCII operation parameters at the energy of
2.35 GeV are shown is Table 1.

MODIFICATION OF THE RF REGION
Current layout of the RF region is shown in Fig. 1 We can
see from Fig. 1 that the north crossing point is in the middle
of the hall with higher roofing, the two RF cavities which are
currently in running in BEPCII are placed at the two ends
of the hall. Away from the hall, is the normal tunnel with a
height of 3.5 m. The total length of the straight section at
RF region is about 20 m.
According to design of present BEPCII RF cavities [4],
the height of the RF cavity is 2.75 m, the inner conductor
of the coupler is installed upright with a length of about
1 m. To ensure the coupler can be maintained and replaced
online, an extra height of 1m is needed for pulling out the
inner conductor. Thus, the requirement of tunnel height for
installing RF cavities is > 3.75 m. The tunnel height of
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Table 2: The amplitude comparison of the six bends before
and after the survey modification.
Magnet
Name

Figure 1: Current layout of the north crossing region.

BER

BPR

R1OMB00
R1OMB01
R1OWB2
R1IAMB
R2OMB00
R2OWB2

Current
Bending
Angle (rad)
0.13
0.15
0.020
-0.15
0.13
0.020

New Bending Angle
(rad)
0.12
0.17
0.043
-0.13
0.14
0.014

Figure 2: Sketch of how the RF region is modified.
BEPCII is 3 m, thus the cavities must be installed within
the hall to guarantee online maintainance. The length of
each RF cavity is 3.5 m, the connection section between two
cavities is about 0.5 m. So the total longitudinal drift space
for installing two cavities is 7.5 m.
To make space for installing two cavities in the hall, we
move the RF cavity and part of the straight section downstream, from the outer ring to the inner ring, and rearrange
the position of the quadrupoles. For BPR ring, we keep the
position of the RF cavity unchanged, and move the same
length of straight section as have done in BER from the inner
ring to downstream of present cavity, as sketched in Fig. 2.
To ensure the positron bunch have the same distance to
the front and back electron bunch when passing through the
north crossing point, the time difference between positron
and electron bunches passing through the north crossing
point has to be (𝑛 + 0.5)𝑇, namely the distance difference
between positron and electron bunch from IP to the north
crossing point is (𝑛 + 0.5)𝜆,with 𝑇 the period of the RF system and 𝜆 the wavelength of the RF system. This condition
is already satisfied in current BEPCII layout, so the length of
the moved straight section has to be 𝑛𝜆. Taking into account
of the width of the RF cavity is 1.1 m, which is comparable to the transverse distance between BER and BPR, the
cavities of the two rings can only be aligned interlaced, so
extra spacing will be needed for interlacing the cavities. The
RF frequency of BEPCII is 499.8 MHz, here we choose the
integer number 𝑛 = 14,i.e., the length of the moved straight
section is 8.40 m.
The newlayout with the RF cavities in position is sketched
in Fig. 3.

LATTICE DESIGN
To make enough space for the straight section, the weak
bend R1OWB and R1IWB in BER and BPR are also removed. The survey change in BER is locally compensated
by tuning the neighboring three bends downstream the north
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Figure 3: The newlayout after moving the straight sections.

crossing point. While the survey change in BPR is compensated by R1IAMB and the two bends downstream the north
crossing point. The circumferences of two rings are kept
constant during the survey modification.
The amplitude change for the six bends are listed in Table 2. We can see from Table 2 that, all the bends except
R1OWB2, the strengths are either reduced or increased
within 20% of the original strengths,which is within the
tunability of the magnets, so these bends do not need to be
replaced in the upgradation. For the magnet R1OWB2, the
strength is doubled in the new design, this magnet will be
upgraded by replacing the excitation coil to have the required
strength.
Due to the modification of the RF region, the lattice needs
to be rematched.The main matching conditions are: dispersion free at the RF cavities position; the working points kept
the same as current BEPCII design; the maximum 𝛽 functions at the cavites is less than 15 m. The optics functions
of BER and BPR after rematching is shown in Fig. 4.
The quadrupoles in the arcs adjacent to the RF section
are used to match the RF section to the ring. The optics
functions which are changed in the matching is circled with
dashed line in Fig. 4. We can see that the optics functions
of BER and BPR become asymmetric in the new layout. In
order not to cause emittance growth, the H function has to
be handled with care during the matching process.
We use the code SAD [5] to do the chromatic correction
and dynamic aperture tracking. The multi-objective code
MODE [6] is used for the optimization. In each ring, 36
sextupoles, which are independently powered with 18 power
supplies are used for the chromatic correction and DA op-
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Figure 4: Optics functions of BER (left) and BPR(right) after rematching.

Figure 5: Dynamic aperture of BER (left) and BPR(right) after optimization.
timization. For a beam energy of 2.35GeV and a cavity
voltage of 3.3MV, the optimization result is shown in Fig. 5.
The result is calculated by tracking 126 particles 1000 turns
around the ring. The vertical emittance used to calculate
the vertical beam size here is taken to be the same as the
horizontal emittance.

accordingly. The emittances are kept in new lattices. The
dynamic aperture tracking result show that the lattice could
meet the injection requirement of BEPCII beam with reasonable margin. A much higher luminosity could be foreseen
at higher energy of 2.35 GeV with the new design.

SUMMARY
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Abstract
Laser-plasma based ion accelerators require suitable highrepetition rate target systems that enable systematic studies
at controlled plasma conditions and application-relevant particle flux. Self-refreshing, micrometer-sized cryogenic jets
have proven to be an ideal target platform. Yet, operation of
such systems in the harsh environmental conditions of high
power laser induced plasma experiments have turned out to
be challenging. Here we report on recent experiments deploying a cryogenic hydrogen jet as a source of pure proton
beams generated with the PW-class ultrashort pulse laser
DRACO. Damage to the jet target system during application
of full energy laser shots was prevented by implementation
of a mechanical chopper system interrupting the direct line
of sight between the laser plasma interaction zone and the
jet source.

INTRODUCTION
Laser-driven particle sources have been studied extensively over the last two decades[1]. The interest originates
from unique beam properties that are useful for a number
of applications ranging from ultrafast electromagnetic field
probes [2, 3] and high flux neutron converter for material radiography [4] through isochoric heating of warm dense matter [5] and inertial confinement fusion [6] to injection sources
for conventional accelerator structures [7] and medical applications [8–10]. Ongoing research in this field aims for
the realization of a sufficiently high repetition rate which is
needed to achieve application-relevant particle yields. Therefore target systems are required that are suitable for the challenges arising from the high laser shot rates. This includes
target insertion and alignment as well as mitigation of debris
produced by the evaporation of the target material during
the shot potentially causing coating and damage of sensitive
optical components. Recently developed renewable cryogenic jets allow for debris-free operation and rapid injection
of fresh targets [11, 12]. No debris is produced as the mate∗
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rial is gaseous at ambient temperatures and removed by the
vacuum pumps.
The target system has to withstand the harsh environment
of the high-power laser plasma interaction. When the laser
pulse hits the target, energy is transferred to target electrons
which can be accelerated to relativistic energies. This results
in broad emission of radiation as the electrons recirculate
inside the target and further interact with the laser light. The
most energetic electrons are emitted from the target, building
up charge separation fields, that lead to the acceleration of
ions. The charge imbalance in the interaction region drives
return currents in the target assembly, and the radiation pressure from the high intensity laser launches spherical shock
waves which have a component along the jet axis. These
combined effects of energy dissipation into vacuum (radiation, charged particles) or within the bulk of the target may
not only cause problems with electronic systems (motors,
diagnostics etc..) but can also damage the jet target system
itself (the nozzle aperture in particular).
At laser powers in the 100 TW range, cryogenic hydrogen
jet targets were successfully implemented and operated in a
number of experiments [13–15]. Damage was mainly prevented by focusing the laser at a sufficient distance from the
target source. This comes at the cost of increased shot-toshot fluctuations due to the pointing jitter of the flowing jet.
Extending the scope of applications of laser-driven beams
demands higher particle energies that can only be realized
with petawatt-class laser systems. This intuitively worsens
the potential for damage. Besides further increasing the
distance between target source and interaction point which
would substantially decrease the hit rate, replacing the damaged part after every shot was the second option until now.
Clearly, both options are incompatible with systematic studies with high repetition rates and therefore more advanced
methods are needed.
In this paper, we report on implementation and demonstration of two new methods to shield the target system from
damage caused by the high-power laser plasma interaction.
First, the solid jet between the interaction point and the tar-
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get system is interrupted by the help of a cutting laser pulse
synchronized to main driver laser pulse. This prevents the
energy transfer in the bulk of the target. The second approach
is the use of mechanical cutting with a rotating blade completely blocking the line-of-sight between interaction zone
and nozzle. Such chopper systems are an established technology in atomic and molecular gas jets as velocity filters.
The increased protection requires temporal synchronization
of the blade position. The mechanical cutting technique
enabled systematic studies with PW-class laser systems and
the jet target. This allows the proton acceleration performance to be evaluated at different experimental settings (e.g.
different temporal laser pulse shapes) which benefits from
the virtually unlimited number of shots possible with the
self-replenishing jet target.

with up to 23 J energy on target and a duration of 30 fs yielding peak intensities of about 6.8 ⋅ 1021 W/cm2 at a focal spot
size of 2.6 µm (FWHM). A solid hydrogen jet target [11, 12]
was produced by injecting pure liquid hydrogen at a temperature of about 18 K through an aperture of 5 µm diameter
into vacuum where evaporative cooling caused solidification.
With a velocity of around 100 m/s, the jet is continuously
refreshing. Time-resolved high resolution shadowgraphy
images were recorded employing an off-harmonic optical
probe laser system (515 nm wavelength) [17] to characterize
and align the hydrogen jet. Laser-accelerated protons were
recorded by a Thomson parabola spectrometer (TPS), implemented in laser forward direction. The TPS was equipped
with a microchannel plate (MCP) containing a phosphor
screen that was imaged onto a camera for on-line readout.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In the harsh environment of the high-power laser plasma
interaction, radiation and charged particle emission as well
as the energy transferred along the jet axis can damage the
target system (see Fig. 1). The micrometer-sized aperture
nozzle is hereby the most fragile part and by that prone to
being damaged, as demonstrated by the microscopic images
of a nozzle before and after a single laser shot without protection measures in Fig. 1a and b, respectively. The laminar
flow of the liquid through the nozzle gets disturbed or even
completely blocked and the jet operation stops. As such, only
a very limited number of shots would be achievable when
using this setup without additional protection. To mitigate
the damaging effect, two concepts for shielding the aperture
were implemented and tested. While laser cutting only disrupts the solid connection between the interaction point and
the sensitive nozzle, mechanical cutting completely blocks
the direct line-of-sight.
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solid H2
jet
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cutting laser:
Ecut ~ mJ, τ ~ 100 fs
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PW laser
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Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental setup: DRACO
PW laser pulses (red) are focused onto a cylindrical cryogenic hydrogen jet target (light blue). A synchronized optical
probe laser pulse with 515 nm wavelength (green) was used
as a backlighter for shadowgraphy imaging. A Thomson
parabola spectrometer (TPS) was positioned along the laser
propagation direction for proton energy spectra measurement. Strong charged particles and electromagnetic radiation emission as well as laser-driven currents and shocks
from the laser-plasma interaction impact the 5 µm nozzle
aperture (a) and destroy it in a single laser shot (b).

PW laser
pulse

time delay

Figure 2: a) Arrangement of the cutting laser beam featuring
an energy 𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑡 on the mJ-level, a pulse duration 𝜏 ≈ 100 fs
and a focal spot size of 50 µm. The cutting beam hits the jet
target 400 µm above the focus position of the high-intensity
laser with a time offset of several tens of nanoseconds. Optical probing images (b) indicate a few 100 µm wide gap in
the solid jet 10 ns after the irradiation with the cutting pulse.
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The experimental setup for laser proton acceleration is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The Titanium:Sapphire based laser system DRACO[16] is used to deliver linearly polarized pulses
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Laser Cutting
A cutting laser beam is introduced into the experimental setup (Fig. 2a) to study if interruption of the cryogenic
jet can prevent damaging of the nozzle. The cutting pulse
was generated from a portion of the high-intensity beam
and focused to a spot size of 50 µm. Irradiation with pulse
energies 𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑡 of at least 0.3 mJ is sufficient for ionizing the
solid hydrogen as the peak intensity of the laser pulse is estimated to be in the order of 1014 to 1015 W/cm2 (depending
on 𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑡 ) and thus larger than the barrier-suppression ionization threshold for hydrogen atoms (1.37 × 1014 W/cm2 ) [18].
After a duration of 10 ns the solid hydrogen is completely
vaporized on 180 µm length (see left image in Fig. 2b) and
a gap in the jet is formed which represents the introduced
interruption. This duration is sufficiently short with respect
to the delay of several tens of nanoseconds between cutting
and high-intensity laser pulse. Intuitively, an increase in
pulse energy to 𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑡 = 0.8 mJ (right image in Fig. 2b) leads
to a larger gap size as the ionization threshold intensity is
exceeded within a larger area. It is important to note that
the laser cutting does not result in any observable modifications of the solid jet in the region where the interaction of
the high-intensity laser takes place with the target at about
0.4 mm below the cutting region.
However, the application of laser cutting during highpower shots resulted in little improvement only as the jet
did not stop immediately but became unstable due to accumulating damage to the aperture. The energy emitted by
radiation and charged particles (traveling across the vacuum
gap) is therefore assumed to be the main cause of nozzle
damage and needs to be shielded mechanically. As a positive
outcome for future studies, laser cutting enables precise and
stable generation of gaps in the target, jet snippets which
may be of particular interest for investigating mass limited
targets [19].

Mechanical Chopper
A second approach to mitigate the aperture damage is to
utilize a mechanical cutting device, referred to as mechanical
chopper, that intercepts the energy transfer along the jet and
blocks the line-of-sight. Crucial for the error-free operation
is a precise synchronization of the blade position in time and
space with respect to the laser pulse arrival. The upper limit
for the temporal synchronization is defined by the duration
that the jet needs to travel the distance between the nozzle
and the interaction point. For a typical distance of 10 mm
and a flow velocity of ≈ 100 m/s, a precision better than
100 µs is required. A more accurate synchronization, of
course, allows for a smaller distance to the nozzle and thus
improved target stability.
For the implementation in the experiment, a fast spinning
blade is used, which is inserted between the aperture and
the interaction point and which is driven by a direct current
electric motor. The blade is made of few millimeters long,
diamond-shaped metal pins (1 mm in size) on the outer edges
of a center section made of plastic to isolate the motor from
WEIXSP1
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return currents. The rotation of the electric motor is synchronized to a 10 Hz laser trigger signal by a phase-locked
loop motor speed controller (based on Thorlabs MC2000BEC) as illustrated in Fig. 3a. The blade rotates with a much
higher frequency, typically 75 Hz, to increase the relative
phase stability. The actual blade rotation is further detected
by a light sensor consisting of a laser diode and a photodiode.
The light sensor provides feedback to the controller allowing
to adjust the rotation speed with respect to the trigger signal.
The on-shot position of the blade is measured and adjusted
using a low magnification imaging system using the probe
laser to achieve the cutting synchronized to the irradiation
with the high-intensity laser pulse. The recorded image in
Fig. 3b illustrates the situation where the cut edge is positioned about 2 mm above the interaction point. Momentum
transfer from the blade causes a small curl at the edge of
the jet resulting in a deflection of the target within the first
0.5 mm below the cutting point. However, the jet stability
is not affected at greater distances. A study of the temporal
stability of the mechanical cutting is shown in Fig. 3c. The
blue data points indicate the position of the edge of the cut
(see probe image in Fig. 3b) for 90 consecutive images at
1 Hz. The stability of the edge position can be characterized
by a standard deviation of 0.6 mm while 1.6 mm marks the
highest offset from the average.
The implementation of the mechanical chopper in the
laser-plasma experiment showed that damage to the aperture
was successfully prevented by cutting the jet and blocking
the line-of-sight. This enabled systematic studies of laser
proton acceleration at the petawatt level.

LASER PROTON ACCELERATION
RESULTS
During a measurement campaign of several days, more
than 1000 high-intensity laser shots were focused onto the
cryogenic jet without damaging the aperture demonstrating the success of the chopper concept. Broadband proton beams were accelerated with large divergence from the
plasma similar to what was published in [13] for lower laser
pulse energies. Cut-off energies of proton energy spectra
measured along the laser main axis being characteristic for
the accelerator performance are given in Fig. 4 for one day of
operation. Consecutive shots applied at different laser pulse
energies on target are shown. Starting at low values, the
laser pulse energy was slowly increased while monitoring
for potential damage to the target system. No degradation
could be detected with respect to the maximum proton energies as shown by the consistent trend of the data points in
Fig. 4. Protons with a kinetic energy above 4 MeV, the lower
detection threshold of the TPS, were detected in at least 90%
of the shots. The large shot-to-shot fluctuation is caused by
the non-perfect spatial overlap of the laser focus spot and the
target that can be independently monitored using the optical
shadowgraphy images. While best performance is obtained
for perfect hits, larger lateral distance to the jet axis is in
general yielding lower maximum proton energies.
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Figure 3: a) Schematic drawing of the components of the mechanical chopper (DC motor with a rotating blade, a light
barrier, a motor controller and a laser reference signal). b) A shadowgraphy image generated by back-illumination with the
optical probe beam, that is synchronized to the high-intensity laser, shows the chopper blade (black bar in the top of the
image), the cryogenic jet in the bottom of the image and the cutting edge. The chopper blade is located 4 mm below the
nozzle. c) Characterization of the stability of the mechanical chopper. Red and black horizontal lines illustrate the position
of the blade as well as the interaction point. Blue dots indicate the position of the jet edge obtained from probe images for
90 consecutive images at 1 Hz. The blue shaded area illustrates the standard deviation interval.
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Figure 4: Maximum proton energies measured in laser forward direction for a total of 268 consecutive shots of a single
experiment day using different pulse energies on target (displayed at the top). The very same nozzle was used without
observing any noticeable performance degradation during the following days of the experiment.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We demonstrated laser proton acceleration using an ultrashort pulse PW-class laser systems with a self-refreshing,
debris-free cryogenic hydrogen jet target. Recording of a
large number of shots was enabled through the implementation of a chopper device that effectively protects the target
system from damage due to radiation generated in the laserplasma interaction. It allowed for systematic studies of proton and ion acceleration regimes in a variety of experimental
configurations (to be published elsewhere [20]). It should
be noted that such chopper concepts could also be of interest

for other target systems where small sensitive nozzles are
applied to produce solid or liquid targets for high-power laser
experiments [15, 21–23].
In order to further increase the shot-to-shot stability in the
experiment, an improved chopper assembly is under development utilizing e.g. a high precision position feedback. The
new system guarantee a strongly decreased timing jitter of
the rotating blade in the order of few microseconds and will
therefore allow to operate the laser plasma interaction even
closer to the nozzle. Besides the improved synchronization,
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the goal is to design a compact assembly to minimize the
footprint around the target interaction point.
As an interesting alternative beyond the rotating device,
compact piezo driven chopper systems are under consideration. The smaller form factor of piezo designs and much
simpler synchronization to the laser pulse arrival time may
allow for more flexible on-demand operation schemes.
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Abstract
Interest in high intensity generators of neutrons for basic
and applied science has been growing, and thus the demand
for an economical neutron generator has been growing. A
major driver for the development of high intensity neutron
generators are studies of neutron disturbance in integrated
circuits, for which a compact generator that can be easily
accommodated in an ordinary size lab would be highly desirable. We have investigated possible designs for neutron
generators based on the D-D fusion reaction, which produce direction dependent mono-energetic neutrons with
carry-off energy larger than 2.45 MeV. Specifically, we
find a negative deuterium ion beam most attractive for this
application, and plan to construct such a system with a negative deuterium ion beam of 200 keV energy and 100 mA
current as a prototype of this concept.

INTRODUCTION
The National Institute for Quantum Science and Technology (QST, Chiba) hosted a long-standing program of
neutron irradiation of biological specimens under pathogen-free background conditions, the Neutron exposure Accelerator System for Biological Effect Experiment
(NASBEE). Neutrons were produced by 4 MeV positive
hydrogen and deuterium ion beams striking on a beryllium
target through the 9Be(p,n) and 9Be(d,n) reactions [1]. Unfortunately, due to the large size of the neutron generating
system, and its high operational cost, its operation had to
be terminated.
Similarly, there is an unmet need of widely available
neutrons for radiation effect studies on integrated circuits.
Such studies are imperative, particularly for electronics in
space and high-altitude flight, as cosmic rays collide with
nuclei in the atmosphere, producing approximately ten
neutrons per cm2 per hour. These cosmic rays create secondary neutrons of 1 MeV or higher [2]. These neutrons
undergo scattering in integrated circuits and cause soft errors in them, also known as single-event upsets. Soft errors
are a phenomenon by which one or more bits within the
data on the semiconductor device have their values reversed. A soft error does not damage the semiconductor device itself. Given the large and growing number of highaltitude aircrafts and satellites being deployed, there is a
great need for chip testing and certification capacity, particularly with fast neutrons, but below 3 MeV. This need
____________________________________________
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also points to the necessity of new types of neutron generators [3].
In Japan, accelerator driven neutron generators based on
the 9Be(p,n) reaction are commonly used; these involve the
acceleration of protons to ~10 MeV directed onto a beryllium target. There are currently many neutron generators
of this kind are available [4]. However, the requirement of
an ion source and an accelerator makes this design very
large and very expensive. Furthermore, the target area becomes highly activated due to the high neutron flux emitted
at all angles, not just those neutrons impinging on the sample of interest. The maintenance expenses likewise are not
small.
The two examples above, from the biomedical and semiconductor sectors, are indicative of the general demand for
commercial neutron applications, and which are increasing
over all energy ranges. Thus we would like to develop a
compact neutron generator with its power supply system,
that could be affordably acquired, and occupy an ordinary
size laboratory room of a university or a private company.

D-D REACTION BASED NEUTRON
GENERATORS
Neutron generators based on the D-D fusion reaction,
and isotopically producing neutrons of carry off energies
larger 2.45 MeV (zero deuterium ion incident kinetic energy) have a long and successful history. The mono-energic
energy-angle distribution changes only as a function of incident deuterium ion energy. One design of a deuterium ion
source-driven neutron generator, based on a self-loading
target [5], has been developed and utilized for a broad
range of basic and applied science interests (geochronology, medical isotope studies, nuclear data for reactor design, etc.) at the Nuclear Engineering Department of University of California Berkeley.
The near mono-energetic neutrons with an energy of approximately 2.8 MeV at zero degrees with respect to the
deuterium ion beam direction was obtained. The basic concept for this particular device, the High Flux Neutron Generator (HFNG) owes to K.-N. Leung, with elaborations and
upgrades being carried out largely by students and postdocs [6,7].
In the HFNG, positive deuterium ions are accelerated up
to 125 keV after extraction from the high atomic ratio RFdriven plasma ion source. The symmetric planar watercooled (cathode) target is positioned in between two opposing plasma ion sources, 10 cm away on each side
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(although typically only one is used). The target has a thin
slot machined edgewise in it, allowing a cassette of small
samples to be inserted within 8 mm of where the beam
strikes the target, i.e. the production point of the neutrons
[6,7]. As the target is at negative high voltage, secondary
emission electrons from the target will accelerate back to
the ion source, impeding the beam irradiation and damaging the ion source, unless these secondary electrons are
suppressed. In the case of the HFNG, suppression of secondary electrons is accomplished by a specially designed
shroud around the target, held at a more negative voltage,
e.g. if the target is at –100 kV, the shroud would generally
be at –102.5 kV; this solution worked very well. To produce a large number of neutrons and produce a flat profile
at the sample cassette, multi-aperture electrodes are used.
An electrode with only a single aperture is used, when one
wants to measure a cross section as a function of energy
over the available range 2.2-2.8 MeV. This can be done accurately and all at once, with a sample holder that positions
different samples at several angles with respect to the
plasma beam axis, taking advantage of the energy-angle
correlation of the emitted neutrons.
The target is made of a thin layer either welded or explosion-bonded onto the water-cooled copper plate. Titanium
is a very favourable target both due to its good thermal
properties, but most importantly due to its very high (and
reversible) affinity for hydrogen, which allows the surface
of the target to be fully loaded within half an hour, at which
time the HFNG reaches maximum neutron output. Under
continuous bombardment of deuterium ions, the titanium
eventually erodes, requiring a fresh target to be swapped
in; this feature of the source is only a minor inconvenience
and not a fundamental problem, solved by having two or
three targets whereby one is undergoing a replacement of
its titanium layer while the irradiation continues with a
fresh target. A maximum of 1010 n/sec was obtained continuously under best conditions, resulting in a flux on the surface of small samples in the slot well of 10(8-9) n/cm2-sec.

for JT 60, a large plasma confinement tokamak for nuclear
fusion experiments. Twenty-five years ago a 10-A negative
deuterium ion beam had been accelerated up to 410 keV
and 2.3×1012 n/sec neutrons were detected near the watercooled cylindrical copper beam dump [9]. At that time
those neutrons had been considered to be an obstacle to the
development of a NBI. This is a demonstration that 1012
n/sec can be produced with a 10 A 400 keV negative deuterium ion beam striking on a copper target.
A RF deuterium multi-cusp ion source (without filaments) was developed at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), in which RF antenna is placed outside
the ion source chamber [10]. Its maintenance under the influence of radiation is very simple since the antenna is located outside the vacuum. A long service interval for the
ion source is also possible. If we replace the filaments with
the RF antenna in the QST negative ion source, we can
construct a new neutron generator of which the generator
maintenance is much easier. This new neutron generator
combines the RF negative deuterium multi-cusp ion source
and the copper target, and will be very compact.

PROPOSAL OF 100 mA 200 keV
NEGATIVE ION BEAM SYSTEM
We would like to construct a negative deuterium ion
beam system of 100 mA 200 keV as a possible compact
neutron generator, using a water-cooled copper target. The
heat conductivity of copper is very high and the copper target is effectively cooled and maintain neutron production
for a long time without a target replacement. The deuterium
ion source is situated at ground potential while the copper
target is at a high positive potential. A vacuum system with
gas handling apparatus and a special water circulation system to supply the target with cooling water will be employed. A 13.56 MHz RF power generator will be used to
operate the multi-cusp deuterium ion source. A dc high
voltage supply is needed to accelerate negative deuterium
ions up to 200 keV. See Figure 1.

NEUTRON GENERATOR USING
A NEGATIVE DEUTRIUM ION BEAM
In principle, secondary emission electrons do not arise
when negative ions impinge on a positive biased target. If
negative ions are employed, one does not need a shroud
with finite aperture to control the secondary emission electrons and therefore one can achieve an even larger ion extraction area with a multi-aperture cathode. In this case, the
neutron output is simply limited to the negative deuterium
ion beam current. Another positive feature is that there is
no molecular negative deuterium ion. A single aperture
(~1-mm-diameter) negative deuterium ion source is already in use at the Sandia National Laboratory neutron
generator [8]. However, a negative deuterium ion source
with multi-aperture electrodes has not yet been utilized for
neutron generators even though it is being used in neutral
beam injection systems (NBIs) for a future fusion reactor.
A large area negative deuterium ion source with filament cathodes has been developed at QST, Naka as NBIs
WEOXSP1
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Figure 1: A conceptual image of the compact negative deuterium ion neutron generator.
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CONCLUSION
We plan to construct a prototype compact neutron generator which consists of a negative deuterium ion beam
system with a copper target; this will position us to demonstrate an effective D-D fusion mono-energetic neutron generator, in which neutron energies depend on the direction.
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ALL OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF A DUAL GRATING
ACCELERATOR STRUCTURE
S. Crisp ∗, A. Ody, P. Musumeci
UCLA, Los Angeles, USA
Abstract
Dielectric laser accelerators have thus far relied on custom
nanofabrication of structures. Moving toward MeV scale
energy gain requires longer structures which, when made
of 2 gratings, are difficult to bond with nm level precision.
The efficiency of dual grating structures depends highly on
both offset and gap, which has thus far only been measurable
by observed transmission and modulation of electrons. We
present a structure constructed of commercially available
gratings which allow for full flexibility in gap and offset. This
structure is then optically characterized, matching diffraction
order intensities to simulation results.

INTRODUCTION
The Accelerator on a Chip International Program (ACHIP)
seeks to use dielectric laser accelerators (DLAs) to shrink
accelerators to the sub-millimeter scale. The nonrelativistic
regime has had success in obtaining net acceleration and
attosecond bunching using nanofabricated pillar based structures made from B:Si [1, 2]. Fused silica has a high damage
threshold for femtosecond-class laser pulses, allowing for
GV/m gradients as demonstrated in the relativistic regime
[3–5]. These relativistic structures are dual grating structures, meaning they are simple to fabricate in addition to
having built-in filtering – electrons that do not get accelerated simply hit the glass, and do not obfuscate a modulation
signal.
The ability of the structure to convert input laser intensity
into acceleration, known as the structure factor, depends
critically on the gap size and relative offset of the gratings.
Prior structures have been made by bonding two gratings
together[6], which has made characterizing them without the
use of an electron beam difficult. Up to now, the only way to
probe gap size was to measure transmission with an electron
beam and infer offset from structure factor. As the DLA
effort drives toward higher interaction lengths and therefore
longer structures, characterizing the structures outside of
using an electron beam is useful to conserve beam time and
compensate for resulting dynamic effects [7, 8].
In this paper, we discuss the optical characterization of a
dielectric structure made of 2 independently mounted gratings. Measurements are compared to simulation of the relative weight of the +-1 diffraction lobes off a dual grating
structure. The diffraction measurement can be performed
in air, with the use of only a small laser diode. In addition,
it can also be done in-situ, with the structure installed on
the beamline, in order to fine-tune the relative offset of the
gratings during a beam-on DLA run.
∗
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Figure 1: A) The 4 mmx4 mm grating is inset on
5 mmx8 mm x0.625 mm piece of fused silica. The future
electron direction is denoted by the z direction, and is perpendicular to the grating direction. This is mounted using
an aluminum filled epoxy on three points, one in the center
of the grating side, and 2 on the edges away from the grating.
This creates a flat plane and minimizes glass warping as the
epoxy dries. Holes below and to the sides of the lower grating allow the first diffraction orders to be measured. B) Head
on view of the assembled grating structure. C) A schematic
defining the relative offset as the distance between opposing
grating teeth and gap as the absolute distance between the
two gratings.

ASSEMBLY
The DLA structures are constructed using two commercially available gratings, shown in Fig. 1. These gratings
have 800 nm periodicity, allowing them to be driven by a
780 nm laser. In order to have full flexibility in grating
mounting, a number of motorized and manually controlled
degrees of freedom are implemented, as described in Table
1. Simulations indicate that at gaps larger than 800 nm, the
structure factor of a DLA is greatly reduced. This scale
requires the use of a piezo motor assembly for gap and angle
control.
The upper grating sits in a 2-D translation mount, which
is itself mounted in a kinematic mount. This allows coarse
control of x, x’, and z’, and fine control of the offset, z.
The lower grating sits atop a 3 piezo motor assembly. This
is mounted on a vertical translation stage, which is itself
attached to a rotation stage. This combination allows fine
and coarse control of the gap, y, as well as fine control of
every angle, x’, y’, and z’. The only dimension not finely
controlled via motor is x; this is set by a finely threaded
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Table 1: List of all the available degrees of freedom in the fully mounted gratings described in order from top to bottom. X,
y, and z refer to the relative displacement between the two gratings; z corresponds to offset and is the beam direction and y
corresponds to gap.
Component
a: Kinematic Mount
b: 2-D Translation Mount
c: Piezo Mount
d: Translation Mount
e: Rotation Mount

Dimension
x’, z’
x,
z
y,
x’, z’
y
y’

Control
3 100 TPI Screws
x: 100 TPI Screw
z: Stepper motor
3 Piezo Motors
Micrometer
Micrometer

Range
x’, z’: ±50 mrad
x: 2 mm
z: 2 mm
y: 12 µm
x’, z’: ±1.2 mrad
2 mm
±120 mrad

Resolution

z: 0.25 µm
y: 0.4 nm
x’, z’: 0.1 µrad
1 µm
1 mrad

the gap size to less than 1 mm while retaining the overlap of
the reflected spot. As the gratings get closer to one another,
thin film interference in the reflected spot starts to become
visible.
This interference is in the form of flat, dark fringes in the
reflected spot. These represent deviations from flatness by
�/2; their width is indicative of the slope between glass, and
the linearity is representative of the surface flatness. For
example, if there are 10 visible fringes across the grating in
the reflected interference, this corresponds to a 3.175 µm deviation, or � ′ =794 µrad. Before the piezo motor can be used
for final flatness and gap tuning, the kinematic mount must
be used to bring the flatness within 0.2 µrad. Finally, the rotation � ′ is set by removing interference from the diffracted
laser spots.

ABSOLUTE GAP MEASUREMENT

Figure 2: A 635 nm diode laser is incident from above and
goes through a polarizer and then beam splitter before hitting
the grating assembly. The zeroth order reflected spot can
be viewed via the beam splitter reflection. The first order
transmitted spots diffract to paper on either side of the grating
assembly and are viewed by a camera looking from above.
Component labels correspond to Table 1.
screw to maximally overlap the etched section of the silica
piece.
To begin assembly, the gratings are attached to their respective mounts at three points with an epoxy, and then put
together into a 60 mm cage system with a large gap of 3 mm.
Then, a 635 nm laser with 3 mm spot size is input perpendicularly from above, as seen in Fig. 2.The reflected m=0 spots
are visible, redirected by the beamsplitter. When the gratings are first installed, the reflected spots are clearly visible
far from one another; by using the top kinematic mount they
can be overlapped. The kinematic mount is used to bring

Before moving to diffraction, a reference gap position
must be found. The zero gap position where the two gratings
are fully in contact with one another is the only intrinsic
reference position available. To measure this, the m=0 order
reflection spot is viewed as gap size is changed by the translation mount. The laser is apertured such that the spot size
is 400 µm at the structure, and only the flat glass is sampled,
not the grating. When the reflected spot no longer changes
in tandem with the gap adjustment, the micrometer is backed
out about 5 �m. At this point the piezo motors can be used
for fine adjustment.
Using a camera to measure the intensity of the reflected
spot, a scan over gap is taken. The angle between gratings
is optimized to maximize difference between maximum and
minimum intensity. After this optimization, a final scan is
performed, as seen in Fig. 3. The behavior here is that of an
etalon with low reflectance �; the transmittance function is
given by
�=

1
1+

4�
(1−�) 2

sin2 ( 2� ))

(1)

where the phase shift incurred when the input laser with
wavelength � is perpendicular to the surface is given by
 
2�
2��.
(2)
�=
�
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Figure 3: On top, a measurement of the intensity of the m=0
order reflected spot of a 532 nm diode as it changes with gap
size. Below, piezo value is plotted against inferred actual gap.
There is a clear linear regime in which peak to peak distance
is the expected 266 nm, after which deformation appears and
piezo value no longer correlates directly with gap size. The
desired 800 nm gap occurs before this nonlinear regime.

The refractive index � is 1 and � is the gap size. Figure 3
shows the sinusoidal intensity curve over the coarse of a gap
scan. When the piezo motor hits about 3.5 µm, it appears
that deformation begins to occur. Assuming there would
be one additional minima, at the actual 0 gap position, one
can infer the absolute gap size. It is critical that there is
no deformation at the 800 nm to ensure flatness across the
structure during acceleration runs.

OFFSET-GAP SCAN
Once the zero gap position is found, the input laser diode
is switched to � =635 nm and moved to be incident on the
grating. The diffraction spots are viewed on two pieces
of paper on either side of the DLA structure. An overhead
camera records the intensity of the m=-1,+1 order diffraction
spots. A scan over gap is performed by moving the piezo
motor in small increments, after which the offset stepper
motor is moved by at least 100 nm.
Lumerical simulation and diffraction measurement results
for a 2-D scan in gap and offset are seen in Fig. 4. Because
the diffraction intensities are periodic, this diagnostic can
be used only to give relative gap size. However, one can
combine this data with a known zero gap position to find the
absolute gap. By comparing simulation to data, the offset
and therefore the structure factor of the double grating can be
extracted. With a gap size of 800 nm and offset of −300 nm
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Figure 4: On top, simulation results of a 635 nm linearly
polarized beam diffracting through a fused silica double
grating structure. Polarization is set perpendicular to the
structure. The m=+1 and m=-1 diffraction intensities are
added together to acquire the scans above. Scans over gap
and offset on bottom are compared to simulation to fit to
offset and relative gap. There is good qualitative agreement
between data and simulation. Red x’s designate the location
of optimal accelerator parameters.
the structure factor, or ratio of peak gradient to incident field,
is maximal with a value of 0.16.

CONCLUSION
A fully flexible commercial grating based DLA structure
has been assembled and optically characterized. The relative
intensity of diffraction spots of a low power laser diode are
used to find the offset and gap between two independently
mounted gratings. This can be used to assemble DLA structures prior to beamline access or in-situ to tune for optimal
offset during runs. This is a key step in developing longer
accelerator structures to enable higher interaction lengths,
and therefore MeV scale acceleration in DLA structures.
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mm-WAVE STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT FOR HIGH GRADIENT
ACCELERATION*
E. C. Snively†, A. Gabriel, M. A. K. Othman, A. Sy, E. A. Nanni,
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, U. S. A.
Abstract

ACCELERATOR DESIGN

We report on the design of high shunt impedance accelerator structures operating near 100 GHz. Simulations of
the cavity geometry and RF coupling are performed in ANSYS-HFSS and using SLAC’s parallel electromagnetic
code suite ACE3P. We present experimental results for
structures fabricated from copper, niobium, and copper
plated with NbTiNi. We report on techniques for tuning
these high frequency structures. A mm-wave accelerator
cavity enables not only a high achievable gradient due to
higher breakdown thresholds, but also reduced fill times
which decrease pulsed heating and allow for higher repetition rates.

INTRODUCTION
Accelerators operating in the mm-wave regime offer an
attractive opportunity to reach accelerating gradients of
hundreds of MeV/m and repetition rates exceeding 1 kHz.
Recent research exploring the high gradient performance
and breakdown statistics of mm-wave structures has
demonstrated gradients up to 225 MeV/m [1,2]. The cavity
geometry in this case was designed to match X-band cavities used in previous experiments, allowing direct comparison of the breakdown statistics collected in both frequency
regimes [3,4]. The research presented here builds on this
foundation of high-power mm-wave tests with measurements of cavities matching the first-generation geometry,
along with a second-generation cavity geometry for higher
shunt impedance. The challenge of extending the mmwave structure is met with a side-coupled cell design for a
distributed power coupling manifold [5]. Tuning techniques adapted for the mm-wave regime are tested with
first-generation cavities.

A key difference between the first-gen and second-gen
cavity design is the approach to power coupling. Figure 1
shows microscope images of fabricated cavities of each
type. Both structures are π-mode standing wave cavities
resonant near 100 GHz. The first-gen cavity has large iris
apertures which facilitate power coupling on-axis; the second-gen cavity has a side-coupled power feed and small
iris apertures (330 µm) with reentrant nose cones. Measurements taken with a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) to
characterize the first-gen structures must rely on coaxial
probes aligned within the beam pipe. Measurements of the
second-gen structure use WR-10 waveguide connections
routed to each cavity as shown in Fig. 2a. The re-entrant
nose cones and small iris apertures enable a high shunt impedance, around 440 MΩ/m, while significantly reducing
coupling between cells as shown in the HFSS simulations
of the field profiles in Figure 2.

Figure 2: (a) HFSS simulation of the 4-cell side-coupled
second-gen prototype with power driven at 93.9 GHz into
the first cell. (b) HFSS simulation of the 3-cell first-gen
design with peak field intensity localized in the central cell.

Figure 1: (a) Microscope image of a “first-generation”
mm-wave cavity (110 GHz) with power coupling on-axis.
(b) Microscope image of a “second-generation” cavity (94
GHz) with re-entrant nose cones and side power coupling.
* Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy Contract No. DE-AC0276SF00515, SLAC LDRD project 21-014 and Internal Agency Agreement 21-0007-IA (MIPR HR0011150657).

The length-scale of mm-wave structure fabrication
pushes the limits of conventional machining technology.
To test the feasibility of fabricating the second-gen cavity
geometry with features like the side-coupled waveguide
feeds and re-entrant nose cones, the four-cell prototype geometry shown in Fig. 2a was designed. Machining tolerances for the re-entrant nose cone feature were informed
by the results of a mm-wave cavity design study for a beam
driven power extractor [6]. The waveguide routing of the
4-cell second-gen cavity prototype allows for the characterization of each cell individually, without the added complexity of a power distribution manifold that would require
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shorting neighbouring cells. The WR-10 waveguide connections greatly improve the simplicity and reproducibility
of the cold test procedure, as compared to the coaxial probe
method used on the first-gen structures.

First-gen prototype structures were modified to allow access to a 1 mm thick cavity wall. The position of the tuning
fixture relative to each cell was determined by pairs of
mounting holes, offset to accommodate the short period.

COLD TEST AND TUNING RESULTS
Measurements of the transmission coefficient in firstgen structures fabricated out of copper, niobium, and copper plated with NbTiNi are shown in Figure 3. During cold
test, the structures were clamped with stainless steel shims
between the split-block halves to shift the resonant frequencies down. Three resonances, corresponding to the 0,
π/2, and π-modes, are visible in the 3-cell structures. S-parameter measurements of the 4-cell second-gen prototype
fabricated from copper are shown in Figure 4. HFSS simulations of the predicted S-parameter values are shown
with a dashed pink line. The spread in resonant frequency
between the 4 cells is 46 MHz, reaching a maximum of 122
MHz away from the design frequency of 93.99 GHz.

Figure 3: Network analyzer measurement of S21 performed
using coaxial probes inserted along the beam pipe of 3-cell
first-gen structures fabricated from Cu, Nb, and NbTiNi.
The initial tuning approach for the first-gen structures
relied on stainless steel shims of variable thickness, producing an overall shift down in the resonant frequencies.
Conventional tuning pins brazed to the wall of each cavity
would allow targeted tuning of the relative frequency between cavities, but the cell period in a mm-wave structure,
roughly 1.6 mm, is too small for this approach. An alternative method to achieve this targeted tuning was developed
using a demountable tuning fixture, as shown in Figure 5a.

Figure 4: (a) Reflection coefficients at each port of the 4cell second-gen structure prototype. (b) Transmission coefficients between neighboring cells. The transceiver and
receiver were moved to the corresponding ports for each
measurement. HFSS simulations of the S-parameters are
shown with a dashed pink line.
The resonant frequencies of the 3 modes in the firstgen structure were monitored continuously using coaxial
probes. The tuning pin fixture was moved to each cell in
sequence. VNA measurement were saved before and after
each step in the process as shown in Figure 5c. Because of
the strong coupling between cells in the first-gen structure,
pressure on the wall of one cell contributes to a frequency
shift in all three resonant modes. However, the effect on
each mode differs for the 3 cells, resulting in non-uniform
shifts during the intermediate steps in the tuning process,
see Figure 5d. The measurements shown in Fig. 5 are recorded after the tuning pin fixture was removed from each
cavity position. The rebound between the measured resonant frequency while the tuning pin pressed against a cell
wall and after it was removed averaged 158 MHz.

Figure 5: (a) Photograph of the outer surface of split-block halves of a 3-cell linac prototype, modified to allow access
with a tuning pin. Tuning fixtures can be attached on both sides with mounting holes determining the cavity targeted by
the tuning pin. (b) The inner surface of one half of the slab showing the 3-cell geometry. (c) Network analyzer measurement of S21 performed using coaxial probes inserted along the beam pipe during tuning. (d) Plot showing the change in
resonant frequency of the 0, π/2, and π-modes in the 3-cell structure after the tuning pin was removed.
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The tuning procedure illustrated in Fig. 5 was designed
to test the limits of the feasible tuning range with this fixtured tuning pin approach. The measured frequency shift
exceeded by more than an order of magnitude the expected
tuning range required for a structure matching the fabrication specs of the second-gen prototype measured in
Figure 4. Tuning with this fixtured tuning pin approach can
only shift the resonant frequencies up. The fabricated second-gen prototype was consistently below the design frequency, suggesting this approach may be sufficient.
A preliminary technique for targeted tuning down in frequency was also investigated. In this case a tuning pin was
pressed against the cavity wall from the inside of the structure, leaving a depression as shown in Figure 6a. The significant disadvantage of this approach is that the structure
must be disassembled during the modification of the cavity.
For this preliminary test, each half of every cell received a
pin indentation, resulting in an overall shift in the three resonant frequencies observed in the first-gen structure by an
average of 63 MHz. Further study is needed to develop a
procedure with the precision and repeatability that would
be required for this tuning approach, given that the resonant frequency cannot be actively monitored during tuning.
The features produced by the pin indentation will also require additional study to determine whether discontinuities
in the surface are generated which may impact rf properties
and surface fields under high power testing.

Figure 6: (a) Microscope image of a mm-wave cavity with
tuning indent (white arrow) from pin pressed against the
inside wall. (b) Network analyzer measurement of S21 performed using coaxial probes inserted along the beam pipe
of a 3-cell copper structure, before and after pin tuning
technique. The π-mode has shifted down by 47 MHz.

DISTRIBUTED COUPLING
To extend the side-coupled cavity geometry to multi-cell
structures with efficient power coupling, a distributed
waveguide manifold was designed, as shown in Figure 7.
Simulations of this 16-cell structure predict up to 3 MeV
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energy gain for 1 MW of dissipated power. The quasi-optical coupling horn shown if Fig. 7a is adapted from previous high-power tests with the first-gen structures.

Figure 7: (a) CAD model of the 16-cell distributed coupling linac with quasi-optical coupling horn. (b) Vacuum
space of the linac and horn. (c) ACE3P simulation with cutout view of on-axis electric field. (d) View of the linac vacuum space showing power distribution waveguides.

CONCLUSION
The designs presented here establish a method of scaling a mm-wave accelerator cavity to a multi-cell structure
that is optimized for maximum shunt impedance. These innovations set the groundwork for high power testing of an
extended distributed coupling multi-cell mm-wave accelerator, capable of reaching high gradients with input powers at the level of a MW. The tuning techniques reported
here achieve a range more than sufficient to compensate
for the frequency variations measured in fabricated prototypes. With continued advances in mm-wave source technology and the development of active pulse gating and
compression techniques [7-9], this technology will be
poised to enable compact accelerators providing >100
MeV on the sub-meter scale with repetition rates on the order of 1 kHz. This new operating regime will open doors
to novel capabilities in a wide range of applications, from
advanced radiation therapy techniques, like spatially fractionated high dose rate direct electron therapy, to improved
accessibility for accelerator-based discovery science with
compact cost-effective high gradient systems.
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Abstract
To provide HL-LHC performance, the CERN LHC injector chain underwent a major upgrade during an almost
2-year-long shutdown. In the first half of 2021 the injectors were gradually re-started with the aim to reach at least
pre-shutdown parameters for LHC as well as for fixed target beams. The strategy of the commissioning across the
complex, a summary of the many challenges and finally
the achievements will be presented. Several lessons were
learned and have been integrated to define the strategy for
the performance ramp-up over the coming years. Remaining limitations and prospects for LHC beam parameters at
the exit of the LHC injector chain in the years to come will
be discussed. Finally, the emerging need for improved operability of the CERN complex will be addressed, with a
description of the first efforts to meet the availability and
flexibility requirements of the HL-LHC era while at the same
time maximizing fixed target physics output.

SCOPE OF THE LHC INJECTORS
UPGRADE
The LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU) project aimed at increasing the intensity and brightness in the injectors to match
the HL-LHC requirements [1] for both lead (Pb) ions and
protons (shown in Fig.1). This goal required a series of major upgrades in all accelerators of the LHC injector chains,
which are detailed in [2, 3]. The main items will be briefly
summarised in the following.
To double the brightness reach of the PSB, the 50 MeV
proton linac, was replaced by the 160 MeV Linac4 accelerating 𝐻 − and requiring a charge exchange injection into
the four rings of the PSB. The higher PSB extraction energy
required an increase of the PSB magnetic fields as well as
the replacement of its main power supply and RF systems.
In the PS, the next accelerator in the chain, the injection
energy increase to 2 GeV (in combination with optimized
longitudinal beam parameters at the PSB-PS transfer) was
∗
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Figure 1: This plot shows the required emittance and bunch
intensity for protons at the end of the injector chain. It corresponds to 2.3 × 1011 protons per bunch in 2.1𝜇m emittance.
These parameters have to be achieved for 288 bunches of 25
ns spacing. The measured performance before Long Shutdown 2 (LS2), before the LIU upgrades were installed, are
shown in green. The parameter limitations of the different
machines after the upgrade are indicated with the shaded
regions.

needed in order to maintain the same space charge tune
spread with double the beam brightness.
Also in the PS, longitudinal feedback, reduction of the
impedance of the 10 MHz RF system and implementation of
multi-harmonic feedback systems on the high frequency RF
systems were required to increase the threshold of the longitudinal coupled bunch instabilities that previously limited
LHC beams.
In the SPS, the 200 MHz RF power was increased by
adding two new 200 MHz power plants, changing to a pulsed
operation mode and rearranging the 200 MHz cavities to
reduce their impedance and the beam loading effect with
LHC-type beams. A reduction of the cavity High Order
Modes (HOM) was achieved through the installation of specially designed couplers. A new low-level RF (LLRF) system for the 200 MHz RF system was also implemented to
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allow for more flexibility, beam loss reduction and new RF
beam manipulations [4–6].
To increase the threshold for longitudinal beam instabilities the focusing quadrupole (QF) flanges were impedance
shielded. The attached vacuum chambers were coated with
amorphous carbon (a-C) to alleviate transverse electron
cloud effects. However, beam induced scrubbing is still
necessary to prepare the SPS for operation with the nominal
25 ns bunch spacing, as the vast majority of the main dipoles
remains uncoated.
To cope with the larger beam intensity and brightness,
the SPS injection protection devices were upgraded and a
new main beam dump designed and installed. The extraction protection and collimators were exchanged, and new
interlocking systems added.
Finally, an important fraction of the beam instrumentation, vacuum systems, and general services were renewed to
increase performance and reliability. This included a completely new beam position electronics acquisition system.
For LHC-type Pb ions, HL-LHC performance per bunch
was already achieved in 2018 due to the many previous improvements to Linac3 and LEIR [7], but only with 100 ns
bunch spacing instead of the required 50 ns. An additional
three bunch scheme in LEIR and 75 ns spacing in the PS was
developed that could achieve 70 % of the HL-LHC luminosity performance. The remaining item to be established post
LS2 to achieve the 50 ns spacing is momentum slip stacking
in the SPS, requiring the new 200 MHz LLRF system.

START-UP STRATEGY
The overall commissioning schedule can be found in the
LS2 master plan [8]. It included a 3 month shift due to the
general lockdown for COVID-19 early 2020. No other schedule changes were integrated. To prepare for the restart of the
injectors in 2020 - 2021, individual system tests by the equipment experts were scheduled during the shutdown period,
followed by extended periods of hardware commissioning
from the control room. The hardware commissioning period
also included full integration tests (so-called dry runs) with
operational software. The final commissioning phase was
the period of stand-alone beam commissioning with variable
length for each accelerator of the injector chain. The goal
with beam for the year 2021 was to re-establish the 2018
performance for LHC as well as all fixed target beams and
prove the technical feasibility of ion slip stacking with the
new LLRF system of the SPS.
Given the number of accelerators and complexity of beam
production involved, the common coordination meeting only
discussed strategy, synergies and general controls infrastructure (e.g. online check lists). Additionally, dedicated commissioning teams were formed per accelerator with their own
coordination structure and follow-up on beam dynamics, operations and equipment. To ensure consistent commissioning strategy with this decentralised approach, ”Operational
Readiness Analysis” (ORA) reviews were organised with
the goal to review status, identify any missing components
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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for machine commissioning and operation, define actions
and timelines to follow up and to share knowledge and experience across machines. A number of experts across the
machines joined these ORA reviewers. The general feedback
from this exercise was that, despite the significant amount
of preparation involved, the process and feedback was very
beneficial and helped towards the success of the start-up.

Lessons Learned
The LIU project profited from a professional planning
unit for the construction and installation phase of LS2 who
organised the various teams, ensured readiness and reduced
co-activity in the tunnel to a minimum. For software readiness no such coordination was available and in particular the
final software layer in the form of control room applications
was not part of the system project definitions or coordination.
As a consequence, for many systems, software interfaces to
equipment and full integration into control room software
was late (in many cases tools only became available in the
course of the 2021 physics run). As a possible improvement
for the availability of the full software stack from day 1, a
global software readiness coordinator for the next winter
shutdowns as well as long shutdowns is under discussion.
Another point to be optimised is the contingency management between the various phases from shutdown to hardware
commissioning and beam commissioning. Whereas the start
dates for the various physics runs were kept unchanged, part
of the shutdown work slipped into the hardware commissioning phase and part of the hardware commissioning and
equipment check-out ended up during beam commissioning
or even the physics run due to accumulated delays. The
consequence was an important reduction of commissioning
time. This strategy only worked for the post-LS2 start-up
due to the flexibility and commitment of many teams. For future start-ups after long shutdowns, however, more emphasis
needs to be placed on a realistic planning at sufficient detail including also electronics and controls infrastructure. In
case of delays, clear prioritisation is required with potentially
more frequent schedule updates for the entire complex.
Last but not least, a number of aperture bottlenecks impacted the beam commissioning. In the PS, a spurious object
left in the aperture by mistake was not trivial to find. Local
PS aperture measurements cannot be done easily with the
available corrector strength at injection energy, and the problem caused in addition significant activation [9]. As a consequence, alternative strategies for aperture measurements
in the PS were explored afterwards. As a recommendation
for consolidation and new accelerators, the capability for
local aperture measurements at injection or even lower energy should be included in the hardware requirements for all
machines. In the SPS, several aperture problems were also
encountered which could have been prevented with improved
quality assurance at design time: however, as aperture measurements are routinely done during beam commissioning,
they were detected and repaired quickly.
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Impact of Hardware Faults in 2021

Other Issues

Given the amount of equipment installed during LS2, it
was not surprising to have a long list of hardware faults or
prolonged debugging in all machines during 2020 - 2021.
Most faults were repaired during the run and only caused
temporarily reduced availability. In the SPS, 2623 faults
were registered. It is the last accelerator in the injector chain
and thus this number also comprises faults in the chain upstream. The corresponding downtime was 885.3 h resulting
in an average availability of only 73.4 % (some weeks with
only about 40 %), compared to 85 % for a standard year.
See Table 1 for an overview of the availability across the
complex in 2021.
Some equipment issues needed the winter shutdown for
final mitigation with significant impact on peak performance
and/or integrated performance during 2021. In this category
we find the faults with the new SPS access system, which
was severely impacted by issues with non-radiation hard
electronics in the tunnel, the limited RF voltage with the
SPS 200 MHz cavities due to slow conditioning and arcing
in two RF power lines as well as limitations coming from
one of the vertical dump kickers (MKDV1) of the newly
installed SPS beam dump system. The reduced RF power
and kicker vacuum problems limited the achievable intensity
and number of bunches with LHC-type beams in 2021, see
Fig. 2 for the kicker vacuum behaviour with 25 ns beams.
The access system in the SPS was upgraded during the winter
shutdown 2021-2022, the weak vertical beam dump kicker
was exchanged, the 200 MHz RF cavities further conditioned
and the two power lines repaired during the time without
beam.

The LIU upgrades had been thoroughly studied and prepared for many years. Nevertheless, surprises were still
discovered with beams and in particular the new beam parameters at start-up. A few examples are given below.
The magnet of the new vertical Beam Gas Ionisation monitor in the PS introduced an unprecedentedly strong skew
sextupole resonance [10], needing compensation when using
the magnet for vertical profile measurements. The magnet
was exchanged during the winter stop 2021-2022 for a magnet with improved multipolar behaviour [9].
The nominal optics for the HiRadMat facility led to breaking the Be vacuum window in the line twice due to the
smaller LHC beam emittances for the same intensity out of
the PSB. HiRadMat can currently only run with blown-up
emittances corresponding to a brightness of 2.5 𝜇m emittance at 1.2 × 1011 protons per bunch. An upgrade of the
facility to cope with LIU brightness is being studied.
The smaller vertical emittance for the SPS fixed target
beams increased the losses on the splitter magnets towards
the North Area targets and hence the background in the
experimental hall. As mitigation, the vertical emittance was
increased in the PSB for this type of beam.

Table 1: Average Availability of the Injectors During 2021
Accelerator
LINAC4
PSB
PS
SPS

expected
[%]

obtained 2021
[%]

95
90
87
84

97.4
94.5
88.1
73.4

Figure 2: Vacuum behaviour of MKDV1 during 2021, showing deconditioning with time. The vacuum interlock threshold was set to 5 × 10−8 mbar due to poor HV performance.
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ACHIEVEMENTS TOWARDS HL-LHC
PARAMETERS
LINAC4 had an excellent availability in 2021, and also
delivered very stable intensities for all LHC-type beams
(about 0.3 - 0.6 % stability). See [11] for details.
The first brightness curves measured in the PSB were already close to the LIU target early in 2021. After a campaign
of resonance compensation [12], optimisation of the working point as well as correction of the beta beating introduced
by the injection chicane [13] in August 2021, the brightness
could be even further improved, see Fig. 3 (the emittance
plateaus at lower intensities due to e.g. scattering on the
injection foil and injection errors). The PSB delivers beams
at a brightness that surpasses expectations and is also not
intensity-limited for LHC-type beams. Further parameter
improvements can thus be expected.
The PS could recover LIU bunch intensities of 2.6 × 1011
protons per bunch with a stability margin up to 2.8 − 2.9 ×
1011 protons per bunch. Above these values longitudinal
parameters are degraded and quadrupolar coupled-bunch instabilities are observed. If however the 40 MHz RF system is
used as Landau system in bunch shortening mode, sufficient
damping is provided at even the highest intensities.
The longitudinal emittance at the transfer from PSB to PS
in 2021 was chosen to be 2-2.25 eVs (3 eVs is the final value
for HL-LHC performance). The PS brightness under these
conditions follows the prediction as can be seen in Fig. 4.
More details about the performance of the PS in 2021 can
be found in [9, 14].
As mentioned earlier, the 2021 bunch intensity reach in
the SPS was limited due to the vacuum threshold on the first
vertical dump kicker and insufficient RF voltage, but also due
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Figure 3: Emittance as function of intensity in the PSB
early 2021 and August 2021. The brightness surpasses LIU
project target values.

Figure 5: Bunch length extracted to AWAKE at 400 GeV as
a function of bunch intensity. AWAKE requires 1 ns long
bunches after bunch rotation, which is achievable after LS2
for higher bunch intensity.
were achieved. More work is required to obtain HL-LHC
brightness, Fig. 7, although a test at 3 eVs longitudinal
emittance from the PSB gave emittances at injection with
significant margin to the HL-LHC brightness target (purple
dots in Fig. 7).

Figure 4: Obtained brightness for 25 ns beams in 2021 for
the PS.
to spurious vacuum spikes of the horizontal dump kickers
and beam induced heating of the four modules inside the last
injection kicker magnet vacuum tank (MKP-L). Still, stable
beam conditions could be established for HiRadMat runs in
2021 at 4 × 72 bunches with 1.2 × 1011 protons per bunch.
The record bunch intensity in 2021 was 1.6 × 1011 protons
per bunch accelerated to flattop in 72 bunches. The success
of the longitudinal impedance reduction campaign was also
demonstrated in measurements with long bunches. The
peak at 1.4 GHz disappeared and the microwave instability
for the high intensity single bunch beam for AWAKE was
suppressed, see Fig. 5.
During the winter stop 2021 - 2022, the problematic vertical dump kicker was exchanged and the SPS access system
modified. The kicker exchange required a prolonged period
of scrubbing where also the limitations of the injection kicker
had to be folded in (i.e. 50 % of time scrubbing, 50 % of
time cooldown). Together with the additional voltage and RF
power and optimised longitudinal blow-up, 1.85 × 1011 protons per bunch could be reached in 72 bunches at 450 GeV
with the required LHC bunch length of 1.65 ns, see Fig. 6.
More batches at this intensity are excluded currently due to
the vacuum issues with the horizontal dump kickers. At injection energy, bunch intensities up to 2.2×1011 in 4 batches
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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Figure 6: Evolution of maximum, mean and minimum bunch
length through the SPS cycle with controlled longitudinal
blow-up for a bunch intensity of 1.8×1011 protons per bunch.
The bunch length at the end of acceleration is compatible
with LHC injection requirements.

Figure 7: Emittance as a function of bunch intensity for
72 bunches at injection in blue (≈ 2 eVs in PSB) and purple
(3 eVs in PSB), 4 × 72 before the ramp in red and 72 bunches
at 450 GeV (the SPS-to-LHC transfer energy) in green.
As the final highlight during 2021, the technical feasibility
of momentum slip stacking could be demonstrated in the SPS
WEIYGD1
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with 6 + 6 batches of 4 Pb ion bunches, reducing the bunch
spacing from 100 ns to 50 ns at a 300 GeV intermediate
plateau in the ion cycle, see Fig. 8 for slip stacking with two
4-bunch batches. For details on the successful Linac3 and
LEIR commissioning in 2021, see [15].

Figure 8: Evolution of the bunch position measured by
the wall current monitor during slip stacking of 2 4-bunch
batches on 11/11/2021.

CHALLENGES DURING RUN 3
The LHC had only a two week pilot run in 2021 and will
start its first physics run after LS2 at an increased energy of
6.8 TeV per beam in 2022. LHC Run 3 will end at the end
of 2025 with the start of LS3 for the HL-LHC installation.
The planned bunch intensity ramp-up in the injectors for
the coming years is shown in Fig. 9. In 2023, the LHC can
expect 1.8 × 1011 protons per bunch routinely out of the SPS.

need to be established. The continuous loss mechanism
in the SPS at flat bottom energy needs to be understood,
and reproducibility is also a concern. The energy matching
(between PS and SPS, as well as SPS and LHC) together
with various other parameters need to be adjusted whenever
LHC-type beam is taken. Hysteresis seems to be playing
a significant detrimental role. All these aspects are being
studied in machine development sessions with the strong
limitations currently of the MKP-L beam-induced heating.
The present MKP-L tank will be replaced, during the winter
shutdown 2022-2023, by a tank containing four modules
with a specially designed serigraphy to significantly reduce
beam induced heating [18].
To address reproducibility (and counteract hysteresis), a
test of so-called ”dedicated LHC filling” is planned for summer 2022. In this mode the SPS would only serve LHC
physics during the LHC filling period without playing other
beams in parallel. In addition, machine learning algorithms
are being developed to predict hysteresis and dynamic effects
from eddy currents for different magnet types. Automation,
together with machine learning and numerical optimisation,
has become part of the operational toolkit for efficient commissioning, fault finding and performance stabilisation. Optimisation algorithms are routinely used at most accelerators. Examples are setting-up of 200 ns batch spacing in the
SPS with constraints from injection kickers and transverse
dampers, resonance compensation in the PSB and the PS,
LEIR injection efficiency optimisation and stabilisation and
e-cooling optimisation in LEIR with reinforcement learning
and computer vision on Schottky spectra [19, 20]. This is
only the beginning of a general effort to globally optimise
the throughput of the injectors for fixed target physics and in
particular also minimise the turn-around time for the LHC
while running with beam parameters at the edge of stability.

CONCLUSION

Figure 9: Planned bunch intensity ramp-up in the injectors
until installation of HL-LHC.
Most of the remaining challenges to reach HL-LHC parameters in the injectors concern the SPS. At this moment it
is not clear yet whether conditioning of the horizontal dump
kickers can be expected in the long run. Machine development studies are aimed at investigating the cause of the
spurious vacuum spikes. In addition, studies are required to
define the optimal working point at injection energy taking
into account bunch-by-bunch tune shifts and space charge at
the highest brightness and bunch intensities [16]. Strategies
need to be developed for setting up the longitudinal blow-up
for maximum robustness [17]. Transmission at 26 GeV is
strongly influenced by the longitudinal beam quality from
the PS and the optimal transfer parameters and methods
WEIYGD1
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During Long Shutdown 2 in the years 2019-2020, the upgrade of the LHC injectors to reach the brightness and intensity target for the HL-LHC era was completed. Equipment
installation was followed by an extended commissioning
phase where the functionality of the different equipment upgrades was tested and new operational modes prepared. The
goal of the first run after the shutdown was to re-establish
pre-shutdown parameters for LHC as well as fixed target
beams in the CERN accelerators. Nevertheless, LINAC4
and PSB were already delivering HL-LHC parameters in
2021 and PS early 2022. The remaining challenges concern
the SPS, where limitations from various kicker systems and
slow conditioning of the RF cavities define the pace towards
HL-LHC bunch intensities. As of 2023, bunch intensities
> 1.8 × 1011 protons per bunch can be expected at the end
of the injector chain. Reproducibility and efficiency remain
a concern with beams at the edge of stability. Automation,
machine learning and various optimisation techniques are
being developed to globally optimise the CERN accelerator
complex performance.
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RECENT RESULTS OF BEAM LOSS MITIGATION AND EXTREMELY
LOW BEAM LOSS OPERATION OF J-PARC RCS
P. K. Saha∗ , K. Okabe, T. Nakanoya, Y. Shobuda, H. Harada,
F. Tamura, H. Okita, M. Yoshimoto
J-PARC Center, JAEA and KEK Joint Project, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, Japan
Hideaki Hotchi, KEK, Tokai, Ibaraki-ken, Japan
Abstract
In the 3-GeV RCS (Rapid Cycling Synchrotron) at JPARC (Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex), multiturn H− charge-exchange injection is performed by using
a thin stripped foil. The residual radiation at the injection
area caused by the uncontrolled beam loss occurred by foil
scattering of the circulating beam is a serious issue for regular maintenance works. In addition, the beam loss at the
collimator section and its downstream caused for a large
emittance beam also should be reduced, especially at high
intensity operation. For that purpose we have minimized
injection beam size and implemented a smaller size stripper
foil. The circulating beam hitting rate is reduced by using a
smaller foil, while an optimized vertical angle of the smaller
injection beam for vertical transverse painting also gave a
reduction of the circulating beam emittances and resulted
a further significant beam loss mitigation at the collimator
section and its downstream. As a result, the residual radiation after user operation at 700 kW beam power was also
measured to be significantly reduced.

and varying vertical angle of the injection beam by using
two vertical painting magnets (PBV1,2) placed at the injection beam transport (BT) [2, 3]. The average foil hits of the
circulating beam at a painting area of 200 𝜋 mm mrad for
the MLF can be kept to only 7 , but similar to other facilities
the residual radiation at the injection area caused by the foil
scattering beam losses is very high even at a lower beam
power [4–7]. The foil thickness is 333 𝜇𝑔/𝑐𝑚2 to achieve a
stripping efficiency of 99.7 %, while the un-stripped beams
are further stripped to protons by secondary foils and disposed at the injection beam dump (I-Dump) [8]. Due to
nonlinear nature of the space charge (SC) effect, the beam
loss at high-intensity also increases non-linearly, especially
at the collimator section and affects the downstream 1st arc
section. The beam loss reduction at the collimator section
is also highly important for stable operation at 1 MW beam
power in a near future. In this research we have succeeded
to reduce both uncontrolled beam losses at the injection area
caused by the foil scattering of the circulating beam as well
as the beam losses caused by the beam halos at the collimator
section and its downstream.

INTRODUCTION
The 3-GeV RCS at J-PARC delivers high intensity proton
beam to both MLF (Materials and Life Science Experimental
Facility) and the MR (30-GeV Main Ring Synchrotron) [1].
The injection beam energy is 400 MeV, which is accelerated
to 3 GeV at repetition rate of 25 Hz and simultaneously
delivered to the MLF and MR. The designed beam power
is 1 MW (8.33×1013 protons/pulse), while at the latest it
is 800 kW to the MLF and nearly 800 kW equivalent beam
power to the MR. As more than 90 % of the beam is delivered
to the MLF, a beam loss reduction in the RCS for operation
to the MLF is highly important.
Due to multi-turn (307 turns in 0.5 ms) charge-exchange
injection of H− performed by using a stripper foil, the foil
scattering beam losses of the circulating beam is the dominant uncontrolled beam loss and high residual radiation
sources at injection area. Figure 1 shows a layout of the RCS
injection area and a schematic view of the transverse painting (TP) process performed at injection. The TP at injection
is adopted to produce a wider beam profile required by MLF
to minimize beam density on the neutron production target
as well as to reduce circulating beam hitting rate on the foil
by large betatron oscillation occurred by varying horizontal
closed orbit with 4 horizontal painting magnets (PBH1-4)
∗
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Figure 1: Layout of the RCS injection area and a schematic
view of the TP process at injection. The PBH1-4 and PBV12 are used for horizontal and vertical painting, respectively.

PRESENT APPROACH AND NUMERICAL
SIMULATION RESULTS
Figure 2 shows a schematic view of our present approach.
We minimized vertical size of the injection beam at the 1st
stripper foil by manipulating its vertical twiss parameter (𝛽𝑦 )
to reduce vertical size of the foil. The foil hitting rate of the
circulating beam and the corresponding beam losses caused
by the foil scattering can be thus reduced. A smaller vertical
size of the injection beam allows us to reduce both sides
of the vertical foil instead of a single side if done for the
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horizontal size, as the foil is horizontally mounted. Figure 3
shows the measured vertical profiles of the injection beam at
the 1st foil location for an original 𝛽𝑦 of 8 m and minimized
one of 2.4 m depicted by the black and red lines, respectively.
The original width of 2 mm (𝜎) was reduced to nearly half of
1.1 mm to cover well by a vertical foil size of 14 mm. There
was no missing H− measured at the I-Dump. It is worth
mentioning that the existing magnet configuration and the
aperture of the BT gives a 𝛽𝑦 minimization of around 2m.

Figure 2: Present approach to reduce circulating beam hits
on the foil by minimizing vertical size of the injection beam
at the foil and using a smaller size vertical foil.

βy = 8 m
βy = 2.4 m

4

caused by the large amplitude particles at the collimator
section can also be reduced with a smaller injection 𝛽𝑦 .
Figure 5 shows numerical simulation results of beam survival for 𝛽𝑦 of 8 m (black) and 2.4 m (red). The simulation
was done for a beam power of 700 kW by taking into account
measured twiss parameters of the injection beam including
foil scattering of the beam passing through the foil and all
realistic machine parameters. The vertical foil size for a
bigger and smaller 𝛽𝑦 was 20 mm and 14 mm, respectively.
A significant beam survival can be improved with a smaller
𝛽𝑦 by reducing the total beam loss as much as 45 %. In this
simulation the average of foil hits of each injected particle
for a smaller 𝛽𝑦 and a smaller foil was also estimated to
be nearly 30 % reduced as compared to that for a bigger 𝛽𝑦
with a bigger foil. A reduction of the foil hits would thus
reduce the uncontrolled beam loss and the corresponding
residual radiation at the injection area caused by the large
angle foil scattering of the beam.
100
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βy = 2.4 m
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Figure 4: Schematic view of vertical TP done by varying
𝑦′ of the injection beam. The 𝑦′ can be minimized for a
smaller 𝛽𝑦 while keeping a same painting area to reduce
large amplitude particles in the circulating phase space.
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Vertical position (mm)

Figure 3: Measured vertical profiles of the injection beam
at the foil. The profile width (𝜎) by manipulating 𝛽𝑦 was
reduced to 1.1 mm from that of its original 2 mm.
Figure 4 shows a schematic demonstration of vertical
TP done by changing vertical angle (𝑦′ ) of the injection
beam by using VPB1 and VPB2. The edge of the injection
beam determines the maximum painting area, where a 𝑦′
of −3.4 mrad gives a painting area of 200 mm for the MLF.
As emittance of the injection beam is unchanged, then the
beam ellipse for a smaller 𝛽𝑦 is changed as shown in the
right figure. The angle of the injection beam can be thus
minimized to keep the painting area unchanged. Such an
optimization of the vertical painting improves vertical beam
distribution by minimizing the number of large amplitude
particles as compared to that with a bigger 𝛽𝑦 of the injection
beam. While due to SC effect the maximum beam emittance
goes beyond 200 mm mm at high intensity, the beam loss
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Figure 5: Simulation results of beam survival improvement
at 700 kW by minimizing injection 𝛽𝑦 from 8 m to 2.4 m
and reducing the foil size 20 mm to 14 mm, respectively.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Similar to the simulations, we also performed experimental studies for beam loss and foil hit measurements by using
two 𝛽𝑦 of the injection beam. Figure 6 shows measured
signals of the beam loss monitors (BLM) placed at the collimator and the 1st arc sections. Each BLM signal is integrated for the whole cycle of 20 ms (injection to extraction).
The measurement was done an equivalent beam power of
700 kW. The beam loss with a minimized 𝛽𝑦 of 2.4 m (red)
was measured to be 42% reduced in average as compared
WEOYGD1
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to that with an original 𝛽𝑦 of 8 m (black), where more than
50% reductions have also been obtained at several points. It
is worth mentioning that the absolute beam losses at the 1st
arc section is comparatively much lower than the collimator
section. The high voltage of the BLM devices are set higher
to measure even a lower beam loss signal. The measurement
result is quite consistent with simulation result as shown for
a beam survival improvement (Fig. 5).
1st arc section

BLM’s signal (Arb. units)

Collimator section
0.3

βy = 8 m
βy = 2.4 m

Figure 8: Comparison of residual radiation (on contact) at
the injection, collimator and 1st arc sections with a bigger
(black) and smaller (red) 𝛽𝑦 measured after 1 month operation at 700 kW beam power. The residual radiation by
implementing a smaller 𝛽𝑦 was significantly reduced.
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Figure 6: Measured beam loss as a function of BLM’s ID
at a beam power of 700 kW. A beam loss reduction of 42 %
(in average) is obtained by minimizing the injection 𝛽𝑦 .
We have also measured a reduction of circulating beam
hitting rate on the foil for a smaller 𝛽𝑦 and a smaller foil at
1 MW beam power. The measurement was done by using
a plastic scintillator counter type BLM placed 90 o above
the foil in the horizontal direction. Secondary particles such
as, 𝛾 rays were measured, generated from the lost primary
protons at the nearby beam pipe due to large angle scattering at the foil. The measurement result is shown in Fig 7.
A reduction of the signal intensity for a smaller 𝛽𝑦 (red)
as compared to that for a bigger 𝛽𝑦 reflects a reduction of
the foil hits, which was obtained to be 30% from a ratio of
the integrated signals, and was also consistent with an expected reduction of 27%. A similar reduction of the residual
radiation at the injection area can be thus expected.
0
BLM signal (V)
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Figure 7: Measured signals of secondary particles generated
from the lost primary protons caused to large angle foil
scattering during injection period. A foil hit reduction of
30% was achieved with a smaller 𝛽𝑦 .
We have implemented a smaller injection 𝛽𝑦 and a smaller
vertical size foil of 14 mm for RCS operation at 700 kW
beam power. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the measured
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residual radiation (on contact) at the injection, collimator
and 1st arc sections after operation with a bigger (black)
and smaller (red) injection 𝛽𝑦 . For each case, the operation
was performed for 1 month and measurement was done after
4 hours cooling from beam stop. Similar to the measured
beam loss, the residual radiation was also successfully reduced significantly by implementing a minimized injection
𝛽𝑦 . It is worth mentioning that a reduction of the residual
radiation outside the collimator section, such as injection
and 1st arc section have significant importance due frequent
access on these areas for regular maintenance works. At
present RCS beam power to the MLF is increased to more
than 800 KW, and there is no issues with using a smaller
size foil. A smaller size foil with a smaller injection 𝛽𝑦 will
also be tested at 1 MW beam power at the end of June 2022.

SUMMARY
We have achieved a significant reduction of the beam loss
at J-PARC RCS by minimizing 𝛽𝑦 of the injection beam
and reducing vertical size of the stripper foil. The 𝛽𝑦 was
minimized to 2.4 m from 8 m and the corresponding vertical
size (in 𝜎) was reduced to 1.1 mm from 2 mm so as the
vertical foil size to 14 mm from 20 mm, respectively. The
average foil hits of each circulating proton was measured to
be 30 % reduced and was consistent with an estimated value
of 27 %. The uncontrolled beam loss at the injection area
caused by foil scattering of the circulating beam as well as
the beam losses at the collimator section and its downstream
at a beam power of 700 kW was obtained to be 42 % reduced
in average, which was also consistent to that expected in the
numerical simulation. As a result, the residual radiation after
1 month operation at 700 kW beam power with a smaller 𝛽𝑦
was measured to be significantly reduced as compared to
that with a bigger 𝛽𝑦 . A smaller 𝛽𝑦 and a smaller size foil
have been successfully implemented for the present RCS
operation at 800 kW and will also be tested at 1 MW beam
power operation in June 2022.
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ISOCHRONOUS MODE OF THE
EXPERIMENTAL STORAGE RING (ESR) AT GSI
S. Litvinov, R. Hess, B. Lorentz, M.Steck
GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract
The isochronous optics of the ESR is a unique ion-optical
setting in which the particles within a finite momentum
acceptance circulate at constant frequency. It is used for
direct mass measurements of short-lived exotic nuclei by
a Time-of-Flight method. Besides the mass spectrometry,
the isochronous ESR has been used as an instrument for
the search of short lived isomers stored in the ring, which
was performed in 2021 for the first time. Introduction to the
isochronous mode of the ESR, recent machine experiments
with the new LSA control system will be presented here.
Possible improvements of the isochronous optics at the ESR
and perspectives of the isochronous mode at CR, FAIR will
be outlined.

INTRODUCTION
The stable primary beams are accelerated by the linear accelerator UNILAC to an energy of 11.4 MeV/u and then by
the synchrotron SIS18 to energies 100–1000 MeV/u at the
facility GSI [1]. They impinge on a thick (1-8) g/cm2 production targets and then secondary beams of several hundred
MeV/u are produced via fission or fragmentation and separated in flight either by the FRagment Separator (FRS) [2] or
in the straight transfer line from the SIS18, injected and
stored in the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR) [3] (see
Fig. 1).
The ESR is a unique instrument for the physics experiments with highly charged ions. The ESR is operated for
accumulation, storage, cooling and deceleration of heavy ion
beams in the energy range from 4–400 MeV/u. The decelerated beams can be used for in ring experiments or can be
fast extracted either to the low energy CRYRING [4] (with
extraction energy of 10 MeV/u) or to the Heavy Ion TRAP
facility (HITRAP) [5] with the extraction energy of 4 MeV/u.
It is a symmetric ring with two arcs and two straight sections
and a circumference of 108.36 meters. The ESR consists of
6 dipole magnets (deflection angle is 60∘ ) and 10 quadrupole
families (20 quadrupoles in total). For the second-order corrections 8 sextupole magnets are installed in the arcs. Each
dipole magnet is equipped with 17 special correction coils
(102 in total) which smooth the radial magnetic field in the
good field region of ±110 mm of the dipole.
The ESR can be operated at a maximum magnetic rigidity
of 10 Tm. For reducing transverse and longitudinal emittances of the stored ion beams, the ESR is equipped with the
electron cooler which is installed in one of straight sections
of the ring. In another straight section the internal gas-jet
target and TOF detector are installed (see Fig. 1). The relative change of revolution time T (or revolution frequency 𝑓)
WEOYGD3
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Figure 1: Layout of the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR).
Dipoles, focusing, defocusing quadrupoles and sextupoles
are marked by light blue, red, blue and pink colors correspondingly. Positions of the electron-cooler and the TOF
detector are indicated in the straight sections.
due to different mass-to-charge ratio 𝑚/𝑞 and velocity 𝜐 of
the stored ions circulating in the ring can be written:
−

𝛾2
Δ𝑓 Δ𝑇
1 Δ(𝑚/𝑞)
Δ𝑣
=
= 2⋅
+ ( 2 − 1) ,
𝑓
𝑇
(𝑚/𝑞)
𝑣
𝛾𝑡
𝛾𝑡

(1)

where 𝛾 is the relativistic Lorentz factor and 𝛾𝑡 is the transition energy of the ring. If the second term in Eq. (1) becomes
negligible, then the revolution time defines 𝑚/𝑞.
To achieve this condition, two complimentary methods are
developed and successfully used in the ESR. In the Schottky Mass Spectrometry (SMS) [6] the velocity spread is
reduced by the electron cooler to about 10−7 depending on
the intensity. Thus, the disturbing second term in Eq. (1)
gets eliminated. The revolution frequencies are measured
by Schottky pick-ups installed in the other straight section
of the ESR. The disadvantage of this technique is that the
electron cooling takes at least a few seconds thus limiting
the accessible nuclides.
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To measure masses of extremely short-lived exotic nuclei,
which are not accessible with the SMS, a special isochronous
ion-optical setting of the ESR was developed [7, 8]. In the
Isochronous Mass Spectrometry (IMS) [9] 𝛾 of the injected
ions is chosen to be equal 𝛾𝑡 . Thus, the second term in the
right hand side of Eq. (1) also gets equal to zero and particles
become isochronous. The revolution time of the circulating
ions is measured with a TOF detector [10]. This detector is
equipped with a thin carbon foil (20 µg/cm2 ) where the secondary electrons are released at each turn of the circulating
ion. These electrons are then detected by a channel plate
detector. After several ten turns the revolution time can be
determined with a good accuracy. The clear advantage is
that cooling is not needed and nuclei with half-lives down
to a few ten µs can be measured.

ISOCHRONOUS MODE
RECOMMISSIONING
In 2021 the isochronous setting of the ESR was recommissioned with the new LSA (LHC Software Architecture) [11]
control system for the coming experiment of the search rare
two-photon decay of highly charged ions in the isochronous
ring. A carbon beam 12 C6+ at energy of 370 MeV/u was injected in the ESR via the direct transfer line from the SIS18.
Due to the half-aperture of a kicker magnet, the beam can
only be injected on the outer closed orbit which is about of
Δ𝑝/𝑝 ≈ +0.2% from the central one.
A dependency of the revolution frequency of the stored
beam from its velocity (or momentum) is a most important
property of the isochronous ring and called the isochronicity
curve (or cooler curve). To measure it, the energy of a stored
beam is changed by applying the electron cooler voltage and
the corresponding revolution frequency shift is recorded.
To match the isochronous condition in first order, experimentally, one has to either change the extraction energy of
SIS18 (change the 𝛾) or to change slightly the isochronous
optics of the ESR (match the 𝛾𝑡 ). One of the defocusing
quadrupole magnets in the arc is very sensitive to the 𝛾𝑡
and indifferent in a small range to the other ring properties.
Changing the strength of this quadrupole in a range of few
percents and measure the isochronicity curve we could find
the best isochronous condition. This procedure was repeated
in the physics experiment, the results are illustrated in Fig. 2.
After first-order isochronicity correction, higher order nonlinearities become visible. In order to investigate an effect
of the dipole correction coils KP on the isochronicity we
have switched most powerful of them one at time off and
measured the corresponding curves. The result is illustrated
in Fig. 3. The understanding of their nonlinear behavior
will help to build a more accurate ion-optical model of the
isochronous ESR. An analysis of individual contribution of
the dipole correction coils to the isochronicity curve is in
progress. Based on it, a new correction scheme was calculated using 4 families of sextupole magnets in contrast
to the previous empirical experimental setting using 2 famMC4: Hadron Accelerators
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Figure 2: The isochronicity curves corresponding to the
different strengths of one defocusing quadrupole family
GE01QS3D of the ESR. The strength of 1% higher than
default one shows a good agreement of 𝛾𝑡 = 1.3956 with a
beam 𝛾. The injection orbit Δp/p=+0.2% has been chosen
as a starting point for the measurements. The sextupole setting was not applied.

Figure 3: The effect of most powerful dipole correction coils
on the isochronicity. The injection orbit Δp/p=+0.2% has
been chosen as a starting point for the measurements. The
sextupole setting was not applied.
ilies made in 2000. The new scheme was applied in the
experiment (see Fig. 4 below).

ISOCHRONOUS ESR FOR THE NUCLEAR
TWO-PHOTON DECAY
In 2021 the Schottky Mass Spectrometry (SMS) was applied in the Isochronous mode of the ESR for the first time to
search for rare nuclear two-photon decay. It is an electromagnetic decay mode of an atomic nucleus whereby a nucleus
in an excited state deexcites by emitting two gamma photons
simultaneously, while the emission of a single gamma ray
is strictly forbidden for low energy 0+ →0+ transitions by
angular momentum conservation. IMS enabled us to measure nuclear isomers with lifetimes as short as a few tens of
ms since the electron cooling of the beam is not required.
Instead of the conventionally employed TOF detector, the
newly developed highly-sensitive non-destructive resonant
WEOYGD3
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NEW DESIGNS OF SHORT-PERIOD UNDULATORS FOR PRODUCING
HIGH-BRIGHTNESS RADIATION IN SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCES
E. Wallen ∗ , Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California, USA
Abstract
We review modern state-of-the-art and new concepts of
undulators planned for new generation light sources. Both
superconducting and permanent-magnet-based insertion devices feature unique solutions to reach high precisely tunable
fields in the period range of 10-18 mm, 2-4 meters in length
and with the ID gaps of less than 5 mm. The same quest for
small gaps and shortest possible period length exists also for
elliptically polarizing undulators. A review of new designs
in Europe, Asia and Americas will be in the focus of this
presentation.

INTRODUCTION
Today’s state of the art light sources, such as 3rd generation synchrotron radiation storage rings, diffraction limited
storage rings, and linear accelerator free electron lasers are
all using undulators for the production of high brightness
synchrotron radiation.
In order to push the photon energy spectrum to higher
photon energies, without increasing the energy of the accelerator electron beam, the period length should be as short
as possible.
For short wavelength planar polarization, in-vacuum undulators is the main workhorse at light sources. For elliptically
polarized light, small gap elliptically polarizing undulators
are installed around a thin extruded aluminum vacuum chamber. The most common elliptically polarizing undulator type
is the APPLE II type.
A recent development is that the new diffraction limited
storage rings, as well as free electron lasers, allow the installation of round small diameter vacuum chambers, which
opens up possibilities for new undulator concepts.
The intention with this presentation is to give an overview
of the development of short period undulators, both planar
and elliptically polarizing.

IN-VACUUM UNDULATORS
After the first proposal to build and install an in-vacuum
undulator at KEK in Japan [1], there has been a tremendous evolution of the in-vacuum technology. The main initial driver of the development of in-vacuum undulators was
SPring8 in Japan [2,3]. Other laboratories have followed and
in-vacuum undulators have been further developed at, for
example, the ESRF in France [4] and PSI in Switzerland [5].
For example, the 100 m long rows of in-vacuum undulators at the SACLA FEL is an impressive achievement [6].
The SwissFEL has a comparable installation of in-vacuum
undulators at the ARAMIS beamline [5].
∗
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The in-vacuum undulator technology is fully mature and
industrial partners can deliver complete undulator systems
with individual undulator lengths of 5 m or more. The grade
of magnet material used in the hybrid type magnet structure
stands the elevated temperatures during the initial vacuum
bake-out after installation and vacuum problems are rare.
Mechanical problems are also rare [7]. The main problem
with in-vacuum undulators is that, being close to the smallest
aperture in the accelerator, they may be exposed to demagnetization, showing reduced radiation properties and changing
multipole contents [8]. The maximum field strength is limited by the maximum remanence of the rare earth alloys used.
Some enhancement of the field is obtained by carefully surround the poles, which are made of soft magnetic material,
with permanent magnet material.

CRYOGENICALLY COOLED IN-VACUUM
UNDULATORS
The shortcomings of the in-vacuum undulator, with sensitivity to radiation induced demagnetization and the limit put
by rare earth materials at room temperature, were addressed
by suggesting to cool the magnet rows down to cryogenic
temperatures and that make use of the increased remanence
and intrinsic coercivity of the magnet material at low temperatures [9].
In principle, the change from running cooling water to
keep the in-vacuum undulator at room temperature, to instead run a cryogenic fluid or install cryocoolers to keep the
magnet rows at cryogenic temperatures, is minor. In practice, however, it is rather complicated. Finding solutions to
the problems given by the various thermal expansion rates
of the mechanical supports structure, the magnet material
properties that change with temperature, and the necessity
of carrying out magnetic measurement in-situ under vacuum
in the undulator have been challenging.
By a major effort carried out at several laboratories [10–
16], the challenges have been overcome and the cryogenically
cooled undulator technology is now a mature technology
and it is possible to order cryogenically cooled undulators
from industry. The maximum length is however limited to
about 4 m.

SUPERCONDUCTING UNDULATORS
Superconducting wavelength shifters and wigglers have
with success been used at synchrotron light sources for
decades and the experience from these application regarding
cryostats, cryocoolers, heat loads, winding techniques, and
current leads was valuable for the development of superconducting undulators.
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Superconducting undulators can reach even higher fields
that cryogenically cooled in-vacuum undulators. Superconducting undulator are radiation hard and can stand lost electron beams and hard x-rays without degrading. The superconducting coils will quench at the radiation incident but
recover after the coils have cooled down again.
The development of superconducting undulators using
NbTi to the level of commercialization has been driven by
the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology [17] and APS at Argonne [18]. The performance can be further enhanced by
using Nb3Sn wires that, however, requires an elaborate heat
treatment after winding, which leads to further technical
complications [19].
The superconducting coils are wound with a bobbin winding around a core of iron with grooves for the wire. The
winding is without interruption and the wire length needed
is on the order of 5 km. The end sections consist of a gradual
decrease of the number of turns in the last few slots. Due
to the non-linearity of the iron in the magnet structure and
mechanical imperfections, small superconducting correction
coils are installed in the beginning and end of the undulator. The achievable phase error of the undulator depends
greatly on the mechanical precision obtained during machining and winding. The RMS phase error can be brought
down by using adjustable spacers between upper and lower
coils [18]. Cryocoolers are used in combination with a liquid
He bath [17] or conduction cooling [18].

ELLIPTICALLY POLARIZING
UNDULATORS
Elliptically polarizing undulators (EPU) give control of
the polarization of the emitted light. With four rows of
magnets, arbitrary polarization, both elliptical and inclined
planar polarization, can be achieved.
In the same way as for undulators with planar polarization,
there is a quest for the shortest possible period length for
elliptically polarizing undulators (EPU), which means that
the magnetic gap should be as small as possible.
EPUs are normally mounted at the straight sections using
an extruded aluminum vacuum chamber that allows the magnet rows operate down to a gap of about 10 mm. Recently,
the first in-vacuum EPU was installed at a storage ring [20].
The In-vacuum APPLE-II EPU is featuring force compensating magnets, interlaced support points for the magnet rows,
and a staggered arrangement of the support columns through
the vacuum tank.
The recent development of diffraction limited storage
rings and free electron lasers has made it possible to use a
round vacuum chamber and bring the permanent magnets
closer to the beam compared to standard EPUs, which has
enabled a new development trend beyond the APPLE-II type
EPUs.
An X-type undulator has been developed at the PSI [21–
24]. The PSI X-type undulator is featuring a cast iron frame,
a round vacuum chamber, adjustable magnet holders for
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robot tuning, and a moveable wedge system to adjust the
radial position of the magnet rows.
A similar, but longer, X-type undulator is being developed
at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBL). Figure
1 shows the 4 m long LBL X-type undulator. The LBL
X-type undulator is built using a modular approach where
smaller parts are mounted on a flat granite table. Crossed
bearings for the radial and phase motion is used in order to
get a compact construction. Hydraulic actuators are used
for both the radial and phase motion. The full length of
the LBL X-type undulator is 4 m. The present status of the
development is that a 1.2 m long demonstrator unit, 1/3 of
full size undulator, is being assembled, commissioned, and
tested.

NOVEL CONCEPTS FOR UNDULATORS
High temperature superconductors (HTS) are very tempting to use for undulators since they can operate at temperatures above liquid helium temperatures, which make the use
of cryocoolers more efficient since they can absorb larger
heat loads at higher temperatures.
A very promising test has been carried out using REBCO
HTS tape to wind a similar coil [25] to the coils used for
the APS superconducting undulators [18]. A current density
above 2 kA/mm2 was reached at the test.
Staggered superconducting undulators, where bulk blocks
of HTS are arranged in a row in a solenoidal field, have
the potential to reach high field strengths for short period
undulators [26–30].
The HTS tapes can also be structured by making cuts in the
wire and stack multiple layers of them into an arrangement
that gives a short period undulator [31, 32].

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Since its introduction 30 years ago, the in-vacuum undulator technology has gone through a tremendous evolution
and is now a fully mature technology. In-vacuum undulators
populate 3rd and 4th generation light sources all around the
world.
The cryogenically cooled in-vacuum undulators have over
the past decade evolved to a mature technology. Compared
to in-vacuum undulators, they have even higher magnetic
fields and radiation hardness.
Superconducting undulators have over the past few years
matured into mature technology. Superconducting undulators have even higher fields than cryogenically cooled invacuum undulators.
The established technology with APPLE II type EPUs can
be operated at small gaps at straight sections having small
cross section vacuum chambers, and in that way reach short
period lengths.
The above mentioned workhorses for synchrotron radiation production will likely dominate the field of undulators
for light sources over the foreseeable future.
The 4th generation light sources with diffraction limited
storage rings have opened up the possibility to have small
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Figure 1: Overview of the mechanical system of the 4 m long LBL X-type undulator.
circular vacuum chambers in the straight sections of storage
rings in addition to linac based FELs, which has led to a
development of X-type undulators.
A possible breakthrough in the application of high temperature superconductors may lead to a new direction for
the development of short period undulators with planar polarization.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH UNDULATOR RADIATION,
EMITTED BY A SINGLE ELECTRON∗
I. Lobach† , Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, IL, USA
S. Nagaitsev1 , A. Romanov, A. Shemyakin, G. Stancari, Fermilab, Batavia, IL, USA
1 also at The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA
Abstract
We study a single electron, circulating in the Fermilab
IOTA storage ring and interacting with an undulator through
single and multi-photon emissions. The focus of this research is on single-photon and two-photon undulator emissions. We begin by using one Single Photon Avalanche
Diode (SPAD) detector to detect the undulator radiation photons and search for possible deviations from the expected
Poissonian photon statistics. Then, we go on to use a twophoton interferometer consisting of two SPAD detectors
separated by a beam splitter. This allows to test if there is
any correlation in the detected photon pairs. In addition,
the photocount arrival times can be used to track the longitudinal motion of a single electron and to compare it with
simulations. This allowed us to determine several dynamical
parameters of the storage ring such as the rf cavity phase
jitter and the dependence of the synchrotron motion period
on amplitude.

the number of periods 𝑁u = 10.5 and the period length
𝜆u = 5.5 cm. The wavelength of the fundamental was
𝜆1 = 𝜆u (1 + 𝐾u2 /2)/(2𝛾 2 ) = 1.16 µm, where 𝛾 = 188.6
is the Lorentz factor. The second harmonic was in the visible wavelength range. We used a Single Photon Avalanche
Diode (SPAD) [12] as a detector, which was mostly sensitive to the visible light with detection efficiency of up to
65 %. We also used two edge-pass filters to only collect
the radiation between 550 nm and 800 nm. The radiation
was focused on the sensitive area of the detector (180 µm)
by a single focusing lens with a focal distance of 180 mm,
see Figs. 1(a),(b). The radiation was collected in a large
angle > 1/𝛾. The SPAD detector produced a 10-ns-long
TTL pulse at each detection event. Its dead time (20 ns)
was shorter than the IOTA revolution period (133 ns). Our
data acquisition system (Fig. 1(c)) allowed us to record the
revolution number and the arrival time relative to the IOTA
revolution marker for each detection event for as long as
1 minute at a time.

INTRODUCTION
In our previous experiments [1–3] with an electron bunch
we showed that turn-to-turn fluctuations var(N ) of the number of detected undulator radiation photons per turn N have
two contributions: (1) a Poissonian contribution equal to
⟨N ⟩, due to the discrete quantum nature of light, and (2)
a collective contribution ∝ ⟨N ⟩ 2 , related to the interference between the fields generated by the electrons in the
bunch. In this paper, we get rid of the collective contribution by considering a single electron circulating in the
Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) storage ring at
Fermilab in order to thoroughly study the quantum fluctuations and verify that they follow the Poissonian photostatistics var(N ) = ⟨N ⟩, predicted by [4–7]. This research is
motivated by the surprising observation of sub-Poissonian
photostatistics (var(N ) < ⟨N ⟩) in synchrotron radiation
reported in Ref. [8] in a similar experiment setting. In addition, we will use the recorded detection times to study the
synchrotron motion of a single electron in IOTA [9], similar
to previous experiments in Novosibirsk [10, 11].

APPARATUS
In our experiment, a single electron circulated in IOTA
with a revolution period of 133 ns and an energy of
96.4 MeV. The undulator parameter is 𝐾u = 1.0 with
∗
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PHOTOSTATISTICS MEASUREMENTS
In the optimal focusing, the measured photocount rate was
24.7 kHz, or one photocount per 304 revolutions in IOTA
(on average). The dark count rate of the SPAD detector was
108 Hz. In addition, we used a 5-ns-long gate around the
expected detection arrival time, which allowed us to reduce
the effective dark count rate to 4.0 Hz.
Before any analysis of the photostatistics, it was important to realize that the SPAD detector is binary. It produces
the same type of pulses (TTL, 10-ns-long) no matter how
many photons are detected per one pass. The collected turnby-turn data can be represented as a sequence of zeros and
ones only. Therefore, we had to alter our original expectation of Poissonian photostatistics to a sequence of Bernoulli
trials, i.e., there is a probability 𝑝 of a detection at every
revolution, and a probability (1 − 𝑝) of no detection. In
our case, 𝑝 = (3.29 ± 0.02) × 10−3 . Figure 2 illustrates
the comparison between the expectation (for a sequence of
Bernoulli trials) and the measurement for (a) the distribution of interarrival times and for (b) the distribution of the
number of photocounts in a certain time window. In both
cases, the 𝜒2 goodness-of-fit test [13, p. 637] results in a
P-value [13, p. 140] above the conventional 0.05 threshold.
This means that the null hypothesis (exponential or binomial
distribution, respectively) cannot be rejected.
We have also carried out some measurements with an
upgraded setup consisting of two SPAD detectors separated
by a beam splitter [14]. In this case, the photon number
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Figure 1: (a) Layout of IOTA, electrons circulate clockwise. (b) Light path from the undulator to the detector (not to scale).
(c) Block diagram of the data acquisition system.

Figure 2: (a) The measured distribution of interarrival times between the photocounts and a fit by a geometric distribution.
(b) The measured distribution of the number of photocounts in a time window equal to 𝑛 = 1000 IOTA revolutions and a fit
by a binomial distribution.
resolution was improved, since there were three possible
outcomes for each pass: 0, 1, or 2 detection events. Still, so
far we have not observed anything unusual. There was no
statistically significant correlation or anticorrelation in the
two detectors.

SYNCHROTRON MOTION STUDIES

Figure 3: Illustration of the fitting procedure for determination of the synchrotron motion period and amplitude.
Figure 3 illustrates the detection time relative to the IOTA
revolution marker as a function of the IOTA revolution number. The observed sinusoidal motion is, in fact, the synchrotron motion of a single electron. The deviations from
the sinusoidal fit are due to the time resolution of the SPAD
detector (about 0.4 ns rms). On a larger time scale, the amplitude of the synchrotron motion grows and decreases randomly due to the quantum excitation and radiation damping.
We decided to compare the measured arrival times with a
simulation of the synchrotron motion. In our simulation [15]
we use the following transformation of the relative energy
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deviation 𝛿𝑖 and the rf phase 𝜙𝑖 of a single electron from
turn 𝑖 to turn 𝑖 + 1,
𝛿𝑖+1 = 𝛿𝑖 +

⟨𝑈⟩ J𝐸
𝑒𝑉0
𝑈𝑖 − ⟨𝑈⟩
,
(sin 𝜙𝑖 − sin 𝜙 𝑠 ) −
𝛿𝑖 −
𝐸0
𝐸0
𝛽2 𝐸 0
(1)

𝜙𝑖+1 = 𝜙𝑖 − 2𝜋𝑞𝜂 𝑠 𝛿𝑖+1 + 𝜉𝑖 ,

(2)

where 𝑒 is the electron charge, 𝐸 0 = 𝛾𝑚 𝑒 𝑐2 = 96.4√︁MeV, 𝑚 𝑒
is the electron mass, 𝑐 is the speed of light, 𝛽 = 1 − 1/𝛾 2
is the relativistic velocity parameter, 𝑉0 = 380 V is the
rf voltage amplitude, 𝑞 = 4 is the rf harmonic number,
𝜂 𝑠 = 𝛼𝑐 − 1/𝛾 2 = 0.070 83 is the phase slip factor (variation
of 𝜂 due to variation of 𝛾 is negligible), 𝛼𝑐 = 0.070 86 is
the momentum compaction factor, J𝐸 = 2.64 is the longitudinal damping partition number [16, p. 445], 𝑈𝑖 is the
radiation energy loss at 𝑖th turn, 𝜉𝑖 is the rf cavity phase jitter
at the 𝑖th turn. We model 𝜉𝑖 as a random variable following a normal distribution with a standard deviation 𝜎𝜉 . We
refer the reader to [16, Eq. (3.28)] for the symplectic part
of the transformation. The derivation of the synchrotron
damping term, − ⟨𝑈⟩ J𝐸 𝛿𝑖 /𝐸 0 , is described in [16, pp. 438–
445]. The quantum excitation term, −(𝑈𝑖 − ⟨𝑈⟩)/(𝛽2 𝐸 0 ),
is considered in [17]. The energy kick at the synchronous
phase 𝜙 𝑠 compensates for the average energy loss due to
the synchrotron radiation, i.e., 𝑒𝑉0 sin 𝜙 𝑠 = ⟨𝑈⟩. The average emitted energy per turn in an isomagnetic ring is [16,
pp. 434–435] ⟨𝑈⟩ = 8𝜋𝛼𝛾𝑢 𝑐 /9 = 10.9 eV, where 𝛼 is the
fine-structure constant, 𝑢 𝑐 = 3ℏ𝑐𝛾 3 /(2𝜌) = 2.8 eV is the
critical energy [17, Eq. (11)], 𝜌 = 70 cm is the electron
trajectory radius in the dipole magnets, ℏ is the reduced
Plank constant. The isomagnetic ring approximation works
well in IOTA, the radiation in the undulator is negligible
compared to the bending magnets. The average number
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Figure 4: Amplitude of the synchrotron motion of a single electron as a function of time. In the simulation, the rms rf
phase jitter is 𝜎𝜉 = 6.0 × 10−5 rad.

Figure 5: Panel (a) shows the comparison of the measured and simulated distributions of the synchrotron motion amplitude.
The best agreement is achieved at the rms rf phase jitter 𝜎𝜉 = 6.0 × 10−5 rad. Panel (b) shows the synchrotron motion
period as a function of the synchrotron motion amplitude.
of photons emitted
per turn in an isomagnetic ring is [17]
√
⟨N ⟩ = 5𝜋𝛼𝛾/ 3 = 12.5. To simulate the number of emitted
photons at 𝑖th revolution, we use a Poisson random number
generator with the expectation value ⟨N ⟩ = 12.5 . To simulate the energies of these photons, we use the Monte Carlo
generator described in Ref. [17]. The sum of these energies
gives 𝑈𝑖 .

Fig. 5(b) is calculated from a 25-ms-long interval of time.
The measured and the simulated synchrotron motion periods agree rather well, which shows that we understand the
parameters of the IOTA ring well.

Using our computer code we can generate the data points
as in Fig. 3 for a long interval of time, e.g., 1 minute. By
fitting the data with short pieces of sinusoidal curves (as in
Fig. 3) one can plot the synchrotron motion amplitude as a
function of time, see Fig. 4. We cannot compare the measurement and the simulation in this way directly, because it
is a stochastic process. However, we can compare the distributions of the synchrotron motion amplitudes. Figure 5(a)
illustrates such a comparison, where the simulation results
are presented at three different values of the rms rf phase
jitter 𝜎𝜉 . We can conclude that in IOTA 𝜎𝜉 ≈ 6.0×10−5 rad.
We considered more values of 𝜎𝜉 than illustrated in Fig. 5(a).
Further, using the same piecewise sinusoidal fit we can plot
the synchrotron motion period as a function of the synchrotron motion amplitude, see Fig. 5(b). Every point in

To conclude, in our experiment with a single electron
and a binary photon detector, we have not yet observed any
deviations of the undulator radiation photostatistics from a
memoryless Bernoulli process. Our measurements with two
SPAD detectors did not reveal any correlation or anticorrelation in the detected photon pairs. Currently, the next phase of
experiments is under preparation, namely, the Mach-Zehnder
interferometry of undulator radiation [14]. The detection
arrival times can be used to study the synchrotron motion of
a single electron and to infer some dynamical parameters of
the storage ring, such as the rms rf cavity phase jitter and the
synchrotron motion period as a function of amplitude. This
diagnostics of the longitudinal motion can complement the
diagnostics of the transverse motion [18, 19] and facilitate a
complete 3D tracking of a single electron in a ring.
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Abstract
The ThomX accelerator beam commissioning phase is
now ongoing. The 50 MeV electron accelerator complex
consists of a 50 MeV linear accelerator and a pulsed mode
ring. It is dedicated to the production of X-rays by Compton
backscattering. The performance of the beam at the interaction point is demanding in terms of emittance, charge, energy
spread and transverse size. The choice of an undamped ring
in pulsed mode also stresses the performance of the beam
from the linear accelerator. Thus, commissioning includes a
beam based alignment and a simulation/experimental matching procedure to reach the X-ray beam requirements. We
will present the first 50 MeV electron beam obtained with
ThomX and its characteristics.

THOMX ACCELERATOR DESCRIPTION
ThomX [2–4] is a compact Compton scattering source
hosted in the Paris-Saclay scientific university campus (Orsay, France). The goal is to demonstrate the production of
hard X-rays (45 keV) with a flux of 1011 -1013 ph/s. The
ThomX accelerator complex is composed of a linear accelerator combined with a 50 MeV electron ring. The ThomX
linear accelerator is composed of two main warm RF components: the RF gun and the accelerating section that boosts the
electrons to the final energy for the ring injection. ThomX
RF gun has mainly the same design as the CTF3 model
[5, 6] with a nominal RF field amplitude to be reached of
80 MV/m. The accelerating section is lent by Synchrotron
SOLEIL. To achieve a final energy of 50 MeV, the energy
gain in the section must be 45 MeV [7].
The compactness of the ring allows a high repetition rate
of the electron bunch at the Compton interaction point to
maximize the X-ray flux. Due to the short Touschek lifetime
at this low energy, the ring does not operated in a damped
mode, but in a pulsed mode [8]. In such a case, a single
electron bunch is injected in the ring every 20 ms. Then,
Radiation damping is negligible during the storage time as
it is in the order of 1 second. The 20 ms cycle has been
chosen to prevent the electron beam degradation due to the
Compton collisions that produce the x-rays, and collective
effects as Intrabeam scattering [9].
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Since the quality of the X-ray production is mostly determined by the electron beam characteristics [10–12], the
lack of radiation damping in the ring makes a high quality
electron beam essential at the exit of the linac. In fact, the
emittance at the interaction point will be dominated by the
one achieved by the linac and the transfer line. So the characteristic of the beam coming from the linac should avoid
emittance degradation in the transfer line due to collective
and chromatic effects. The electron beam properties at the
exit of the transfer line strongly dominate the subsequent
particle dynamics in the ring and the ultimate machine performances at the interaction point. So, a dedicated tuning of
the linac is necessary.
During May 2021, Phase I authorization from the French
Nuclear Safety Authority was given. It implies that the
beam parameters be limited to 100 pC, 50 MeV, and 10 Hz
of repetition rate of the RF source and a limitation on the
linac straight section with the impossibilities to send the
electron beam into the transfer line and then the ring. The
paper first presents the conditioning stage of the linac RF
cavities, then the first beam established in 3 days at 37 MeV,
and finally the characterisation and optimisation stages that
are currently underway.

FIRST ELECTRON BEAM
Different working points have been prepared for 100 pC,
500 pC, and 1 nC. The beam parameters are summarized
in Table 1. The first commissioning phase allowed us to
accelerate up to 100 pC maximal charge with an expected
emittance value of 2 𝜋 mm mrad according to a rms spot
size of 0.3 mm.
Table 1: Summary of the Linac Performances
Charge (nC)
rms Laser transverse size (mm)
Energy spread at linac output (%)
Normalised Emittance linac output (𝜋 mm mrad)

1
0.5
0.25
4.4

0.5
0.4
0.25
3

0.1
0.3
0.25
1.5

Following authorization from the French Nuclear Safety
Authority (ASN) for the first phase (100 pC, 50 MeV at 10
Hz), the RF conditioning of the ThomX linac was carried
out from July to October 2021 in several phases. RF cavities
should be conditioned by applying progressive RF power to
the system. Up to 9 MW RF power at 10 Hz, LIL section
was conditioned in two days in June 2021 as it was in use
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before. Whereas the RF gun was first conditioned at 1 Hz
and 5 MW in three weeks in September 2021. An other
week was needed to reach 6 MW at 10 Hz on October. This
dissociation enables us to successively commission all the
beam equipment.

Figure 2: Raw ICT signal versus time at the gun exit (blue)
and at the linac exit (red) taken the 6th of October 2021.
use of the equipment, the human machine interface and the
measurement scripts have been improved. The beam quality
and performances were also improved.

BEAM CHARACTERISATION

Figure 1: Image retrieved from the YAG:Ce sreen light
emission from the electron beam at the exit of the RF gun
(Top) and at the linac exit (Bottom) the 6th of october 2021.
The 4th of October, the linac commissioning team imaged the first beam from the gun on a YAG screen located
1.2 m from the photocathode [13], as shown in Fig. 1. While
waiting for the commissioning of the ICT, the maximum
energy phase was adjusted thanks to the knowledge of the
behavior of the beam at the exit of the gun (transverse dimension, charge). In this context, we adjusted the RF phase
to optimize the energy at the gun’s exit. Two solenoids that
surround the RF gun are used as a standard emittance compensation scheme. In addition, the solenoids are able to
“match” the beam emittance into the first accelerating cavity [14, 15]. The 5th of October, a day of conditioning of
the gun was required with the concomitant operation of the
solenoids current that we gradually increased. The 6th of
October, the focused beam at the entrance of the section was
transmitted to the end of the linac. The Fig. 2 shows the raw
ICT signals at the gun exit and at the section entrance with
90% transmission. The presence of dark current is clearly
indicated with the non zero background level. On October
7, energy measurements were made employing the steerers
in the absence of a dipole. Results at the gun exit are shown
in [13].
Once the gun was conditioned, the electron beam at the
linac exit was obtained within three days. Since then, the
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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At the output of the gun, several diagnostics are available
to characterize the beam, an ICT for charge measurement,
a screen station for dimensional measurement, and a BPM
stripline. The most important parameter to control is the
phase between the RF gun and the laser impinging onto the
photocathode. A measure of the beam charge as a function
of the gun RF phase is shown in Fig. 3. The phase extension
of about 100 degrees is obtained very quickly. We recover
the typical shape given by the Schottcky effect. Indeed, the
charge increases according to the voltage at the cathode. The
phase giving the maximum charge is shifted by about 40
degrees (value depending on the accelerator gradient) compared to the phase that gives the maximum energy. This is
because the electrons are emitted at rest energy, and slide
relative to the accelerating wave. Thus the phase giving the
maximum energy gain does not coincide with the phase giving the maximum field at the cathode [16]. The gun output
energy was also qualified using the relationship between the
deviation given by the corrections and the beam energy. The
results are shown in Fig. 3 and are in agreement with the
measurements of the RF signal amplitude.

Figure 3: Charge and kinetic energy measured at the exit
of the RF gun versus its RF phase the 30th of May 2022.
The energy measurements were provided by a steerer and a
screen spaced by 0.77 m.
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Finally, around the phase of maximum charge, corresponding to the RF focusing maximum, the beam barycentre moves
linearly with the RF phase in the case of a laser misalignment.
The slope increases with misalignment, and the two axes
are unrelated. A measurement of the beam barycenter as a
function of phase allows the laser alignment to be corrected
using a driven mirror. Figure 4 shows a case of optimization
of the alignment of the laser that is converging to a beam on
the electromagnetic axis of the RF gun.

phase-dependent energy measurement was performed using
the steerer after the accelerator section combined with the
screen at the end of the linac. The 50 MeV was obtained on
the 26th of October. Three weeks were devoted to increase
the performance in terms of load, alignment, accelerator
gradient of the gun, as well as the repetition rate. The rise
to nominal performance (100 pC, 50 MeV, 10 Hz) was a priority in order to initiate the ASN administrative procedure
as soon as possible to obtain the phase II authorization ,
which will allow us to inject into the storage ring and to use
a spectrometer as an additional diagnostic to optimise the
linac parameters.
To end this paper, a three gradient measurement of the
emittance at the linac is presented in Fig. 5. A normalised
emittance of 4 𝜋 mm mrad was measured, corresponding to
twice the nominal value to be reached at 100 pC. The order
of magnitude obtained is therefore comforting for the further
optimisation of the linac for injection into the ring.

Figure 4: Barycenter of the electron beam versus the RF
phase of the gun for different position of the laser on the
cathode. The beam position is measured with a BPM located at 0.6 m from the cathode. X indicated the horizontal
direction while Y the vertical one.
The behavior of the beam barycentre is monitored as a
function of the RF phase 0.6 m downstream the cathode with
a BPM for phase values around the one giving the maximum
charge. The slope is progressively reduced by adjusting
the remote control mirror of the laser. The turquoise curve
corresponds to the optimized case. The barycentre of the
beam aligned on the electromagnetic axis is here off axis
with respect to the zero reference of the BPM, highlighting an alignment problem on the machine head. Magnetic
components of a few gauss were identified. Mechanical
interventions were carried out to reduce these components.
The focusing solenoid at the exit of the gun is equipped
with a translation and rotation stage so that it can be aligned
with the electromagnetic axis of the gun. Two methods
are used: a classical least-squares optimisation by matrix
transport, and an optimisation method based on a correction
function. The alignment allows the focusing at the entrance
of the accelerator section to be optimised while looking
at the beam at the exit of the section 9 m downstream the
cathode.
The use of two steerers upstream of the accelerator section
is required to ensure 100% beam transmission. Indeed, the
diameter of the cells is 19 mm, allowing very limited freedom for the beam trajectory along the 4.5 m of acceleration.
The beam can currently be transmitted with and without an
RF field in the cavities. We thus obtain a 5 MeV beam at
9 m from the cathode viewed on the screen station using the
solenoids as the only focusing element. With an RF field
in the section, the phase shifter on the RF guide side of the
section is used to adjust the relative phase between the beam
at the section entrance and the RF field in the section. A
WEOYSP2
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Figure 5: Rms transverse dimension measured on the 6th
of April 2022 on the YAG screen located 9 m from the photocathode as a function of the last quadrupole current of a
series of three quadrupoles. The emittance is obtained using
least mean square methods with transport matrices from the
accelerator toolbox of Matlab Midle Layer [9]. 𝜖𝑥𝑛 is the
rms transverse horizontal normalised emittance measured
and 𝜖𝑦𝑛 is the vertical one.

CONCLUSION
The first ThomX linac electron beam of has been produced
on October 4, 2021. Nominal parameter of charge, energy,
repetition rate were achieved three weeks after on the 26th of
October. Even optimization are still needed to reach all the
nominal parameters as emittance, the beam is ready to be
sent in the transfer line [17]. First X-rays are foreseen during
the year 2023 depending on the national safety authorization
deliveries.
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OPERATION EXPERIENCE WITH SESAME RF SYSTEM
D. Foudeh, N. Sawai, A. Kurdi, SESAME Synchrotron, Allan, Jordan
Abstract
SESAME RF system has been in operation for five
years during which the operational beam current has been
increased from 100 mA to 300 mA. The higher operational
beam current with the need to have longer beam lifetime to
reduce number of injections per day, required higher forward RF power, on the other hand; more attention needed
to be paid to monitor and tackle the current driven High
Order Modes and to respect the limitation on the forward
RF power coming from the solid-state amplifiers. In this
paper we describe the RF system and report on the challenges we faced in addition to the operational experience
we had with the RF system.

MASTER OSCILLATOR
In the commissioning period of the machine there was a
frequent need to change the master oscillator (MO) frequency which was unfortunately causing a trip in the RF
system even with steps of tens of hertz. It appeared that
MO was losing its phase at the frequency change leaving
the D-LLRF with no reference signal, consequently creating a high reflected power tripping the RF system. Figure 2
shows the amplitude and phase of RF signals relative to the
reference channel, where forward and reflected jumps are
associated with the frequency change at about 106 μs into
the record, resulting in an interlock trip at 110 μs [2].

INTRODUCTION
SESAME is an international third-generation light
source that has been hosting users since Jul.2018. The storage ring (Table 1) is filled with current that reached
300 mA in the last year, at 1Hz repetition rate using
800MeV injector, then its energy is ramped up to 2.5 GeV.
Due to the long beam lifetime, around 24h at 300 mA, one
injection per day is sufficient for users.
Table 1: Operational Main RF Parameters
parameter
unit
value
Circumference
m
133.2
RF
MHz
499.671
Energy
GeV
2.5
Current
mA
300
Filled buckets
≈198
Harmonic number h.
222
keV
603
Energy Losses per turn
Momentum compaction factor
0.00828
No of cavities
4
RF Voltage
MV
1.8
SESAME storage ring RF system is composed of four
identical plants where each has one Elettra cavity powered
by 80kW solid state amplifier (SSA) through WR1800
waveguide (Fig.1). The RF plant is controlled via digital
low level RF (D-LLRF) system from DIMTEL. The RF
system had been installed and commissioned in 2016 while
the first beam stored beginning of 2017 [1].

Figure 1: Top view for 4x80 kW RF plants.
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Figure 2: Post-mortem showing FWD phase change.
To avoid this situation; a temporary setup had been implemented to change frequency via FM DC-coupled modulation which preserves phase continuity. This setup required a frequency counter to keep measuring the MO frequency. Later, the old MO was replaced by a new phasecoherent signal generator model HS9001B manufactured
by Holzworth which is free of phase glitch regardless to the
step size of frequency change with about -10 dB phase
noise improvement.

80 KW SOLID STATE AMPLIFIER
The 80 kW SSA is composed of 160x550 W RF modules
whose outputs are combined using a set of coaxial combiners arranged in (8x10x2x1) scheme. Similarly, the driving
signal is buffered by another 5 modules and then split into
1x5x4x8 scheme. Operational voltage of modules ranges
from 46 to 50 VDC which is chosen as the default operational DC voltage. The power supplies are assembled in 5
groups, installed on the top of SSA cabinet, each has
16x2kW power supply modules. The SSA showed high reliability during machine operation, only 30 out of 660 RF
modules had transistors repaired and one 2 kW power supply was found defected out of 340 rectifiers. Due to the
proven performance of SSA, an in-house 4 kW SSA was
assembled from the spare modules to be used for booster
RF plant. The new amplifier replaced the old 2 kW commercial TV amplifier.
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DIGITAL LOW-LEVEL RF
SESAME uses LLRF9 from Dimtel for Booster and
Storage rings, many features are available in the system
that allow better control and diagnose for the RF plant, i.e.,
network and spectrum analysers are used for cavity tuning
and feedback loops calibration, time data acquisition to
clarify the behaviour once a trip happened and a klystron
phase loop correction is used to handle all phase disturbances between LLRF9 output and cavity forward power to
keep the cavity phase constant. Feedback loops settings are
optimized for the machine operational current 300 mA
while voltage calibration of LLRF9 were based on synchrotron measurement at low current, beside these features; LLRF9 voltage is programmable to follow designed
patterns consisted of 512 points.
A good example of diagnostic time acquisition tool is the
post-mortem feature which had proven to be extremely
beneficial for diagnosing RF trips, Fig. 3 shows an arc interlock event captured by LLRF9.

Figure 3: captured interlock with an arc in cavity4.
At about –0.5μs into the record, an RF arc generates reflected power in cavity4, resulting a trip at -0.11 μs since
ref power trips at 15 kW, note the rapid decay in cavity4
probe signal as compared to cavity3 that complies with the
expected loaded quality factor ≈12000, after RF drive is
removed due to machine protection; cavity3 generated reflection as expected. For safety and machine protection,
beam dump is performed through LLRF9 interlock I/P.

enough to operate the machine with good stability conditions. In addition to temperature control method; a plunger
system is used to shift the HOMs that hardly can be moved
by temperature, HOM shifter was needed only for cavity3
by inserting the plunger 8mm while others are fully out.
Due to SSA’s thresholds levels; cavity RF power conditioning in the pulse mode was limited to values less than
380kV due to the high RF power transients that tripped
SSA, that could be worked around by using the beam itself
as will come later.
Recently, cavities coupling factors were increased from
1.9 in average to 2.3 to minimize the reflected power at
300 mA, as this process requires breaking the vacuum to
rotate the cavity main coupler, Nitrogen gas were used instead of air to break the vacuum and showed the possibility
to condition the cavities by RF power without the need for
baking out.

RF OPERATION WITH BEAM
Minimum required voltage/cavity for injection is 70 kV
but with increasing injected current; more voltage is
needed to compensate for the beam loading, after many trials; 130 kV were chosen for injection process, higher voltages would lower injection efficiency.
As the cavity HOMs are the main source of the machine
instabilities, it was very important to adapt a system that
can track all instability modes and display it graphically as
in Fig. 4, the first adapted system was based on the scope
LC574A1-500 MHz digitizer, the raw data of the BPM hybrid measured signal is sent to a PC with MATLAB code
[3] to analyze it and present the whole 222 beam modes,
Fig. 5 illustrates the setup of the instability monitor. Later,
the scope was replaced by Libera Bunch-by-Bunch processors (one per plane) upgraded with Diamond Light Source
firmware & EPICS drivers, the instability monitor helped
in optimizing cavities temperatures [3].

RF CAVITIES
Four Elettra RF cavities are used for SESAME storage
ring. In normal operation; gap voltage used is 430kV/cavity to accommodate 300 mA in the SR. Elettra cavity does
not support damping system for High Order Modes
(HOM), instead; it utilizes the ability to operate the cavity
at specific temperature intervals where HOM’s will not be
excited. A precise temperature control of the cavity is
achieved by a special cooling rack that is connected to the
main cooling circuit through a heat exchanger on its primary side while the cavity is on its secondary side within a
closed circuit. Cavity temperature regulation accuracy
should be within ±0.05C°, however, the regulation accuracy reached so far is ≥±0.15 due to the long distance between the cavity and its cooling rack (≈12m) with many 90ᵒ
elbows, nevertheless, temperatures windows found for the
four cavities (49.7, 56, 63.5, and 51 respectively) are good
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 4: longitudinal instability during injection.

Figure 5: Schematic of initial setup of instability monitor
using LC574A1 oscilloscope at 500MS/s sampling.
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During injection, the coupled bunch instabilities are
clearly seen on the instability monitor, nevertheless, these
instabilities at low energy are not critical where injection
up to 350 mA was achieved. The energy ramp starts directly after reaching the desired current, where a set of
scripts load and trigger ramping curves for both magnet
and RF systems. Figure 6 shows the SR filling and energy
ramp processes.

with good number of hours, i.e.; before code; lifetime at
200 mA was 36h as in Fig. 8 while with the script is ON
reaches 52h as in Fig. 9.

Figure 8: Lifetime with RF voltage fixed 430KV/cavity.

Figure 6: SR injection and ramping process.
On the way to 2.5GeV, excited modes can be seen clearly
on the instability monitor up to 1.8GeV then start to get
weaker up to about 2.48GeV where all excited modes are
strongly suppressed due to shorter machine damping times
τx/τy/τz: 2.7/2.3/3.7msec, respectively.
As SESAME machine runs in the decay mode; it was
very important to optimize the RF in order to increase the
stored beam and lifetime, that goal was achieved by two
approaches:
1st.: increasing the stored beam to 300mA after improving the vacuum in cavities, since RF conditioning in the
pulse mode was not possible for more than 380kV we had
to get use of the beam itself as a load to clean the cavities
by controlling the energy ramping process manually, one
can see the effect on vacuum spikes during energy increase
as in Fig. 7 when 250mA limit was exceeded, this process
would be repeated every time more current is required
since pressure will be excited then energy ramping process
would become straight forward with no interruptions.

Figure 9: Lifetime during RF voltage increase up to
500KV/cavity.
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CONCLUSION
The SESAME system has performed very well, 300mA
beam is routinely stored at 2.5GeV with very good stability
and look forward for 325mA in the near future which might
require implementing Bunch-by-Bunch feedback for any
possible instabilities.
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2nd.: getting use of the available power while the beam
is decaying; by running a script that keeps checking every
RF station forward power which once is less than a specific
value, i.e.; 75kW the code will increase the voltage gradually but not to exceed 540kV, this active increment of voltage during beam decay helps to increase the beam lifetime
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DESIGN OF AN LPA-BASED FIRST-STAGE INJECTOR FOR A
SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE
Xueyan Shi1,2,∗ , Haisheng Xu1,†
1Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China
2University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China
Abstract
Study of plasma-based acceleration has been a frontier
of accelerator community for decades. The beam quality
obtained from a laser-plasma accelerator (LPA) becomes
higher and higher. Nowadays, the combination of LPAs
and the conventional RF accelerators attracts quite some
research interests. One of the interesting directions to go is
to replace the LINAC of a synchrotron light source by an
LPA. However, there are still challenges, e.g., the energy
stability of the electron bunches, to be solved. In this paper,
we present a preliminary physical design of a 500 MeV
LPA-based first-stage injector for a synchrotron light source.
Preliminary study for suppressing the energy deviation of
the electron bunches generated by LPA is also presented.

INTRODUCTION
Laser-plasma accelerator (LPA) has become an important
direction in future particle accelerators because of the high
accelerating gradient. In the past years, there were many
researches for improving the beam quality of LPAs, such as
the beam energy [1], energy stability [2] and bunch charge.
The future LPAs are expected to be used in many applications, such as FELs, light sources, and colliders. We are
interested in the application of LPAs in synchrotron light
sources.
Synchrotron light sources have been widely used in different fields. A s f ar a s w e k now, m ost o f t he existing
synchrotron light sources consist of LINACs, booster synchrotrons, and storage rings. The LINACs and boosters are
usually called the ”injectors” of the storage rings, which are
used to generate electron bunches and to accelerate electron
bunches to the desired energy of the storage rings. It would
be very interesting if the injectors of storage rings can be
replaced by LPAs because it would reduce the size of the
injector significantly. However, it requires several GeV level
beam energy and very good stability to the LPA. Therefore,
we believe that it’s reasonable to consider using an LPA to
replace the injector of booster (LINAC) as the starting point,
saying, lower expectation at the beginning.
However, the few percent level central energy jitter and
energy spread of electron bunches generated by LPAs (e.g.,
approximately 2.4% central energy jitter and 4% energy
spread presented in [2]) are still not small enough for injection into the booster (a typical value of energy acceptance
±3%). Several schemes [3–6], therefore, were proposed
to suppress the energy spread of electron bunches, such as
∗
†

shixueyan@ihep.ac.cn
xuhs@ihep.ac.cn

the passive plasma dechirper which can reduce the energy
spread but not the central energy deviation. One of the most
promising approaches is to combine a chicane with an active
dechirper [7, 8], this scheme, in principle, can reduce not
only the energy spread but also the central energy jitter of
electron bunches. The principle is to add a nearly linear
negative energy chirp (energy-position correlation, the energy of particles decrease from bunch head to tail) to the
bunch by a chicane with positive 𝑅56 (high energy particles
will run to the head and the lows will run to the tail), then
use the longitudinal wakefield generated by the dechirper to
compensate the chirp, so as to reduce the energy deviation.
On this basis, in order to meet the demands of synchrotron
light sources, we wonder whether the scheme works if we
keep increasing the charge of the injected electron bunch.
We found that there are three main challenges: (1) the
severe beam loading effect will destroy the linearity of longitudinal wakefield 𝐸 𝑧 in the active plasma dechirper (APD)
which works in the nonlinear regime; (2) the bunch length is
subjected to the plasma wavelength of APD, which in turn is
limited by the increasing laser peak power; (3) the chromatic
effect in the quadrupoles makes it difficult to focus the RMS
beam size within the radius of the plasma bubble.
Here we present the preliminary design of a beamline
starting from a LPA, followed by a triplet, a magnetic chicane, and an APD, showed in Fig. 1. The rest of this
manuscript is arranged as follows: Section II gave the typical parameters of an electron bunch, which was used as the
initial bunch in the following design and simulations, generated by an LPA. Then, the considerations in the selection of
the main parameters were described in Section III, followed
by the basic design of the Twiss parameters of the beamline
in Section IV. Section V showed the main simulations results in the APD. Conclusions and discussions were given
in Section VI.

Figure 1: Elements from left to right: laser plasma accelerator, triplet, chicane and active plasma dechirper.

ELECTRON BUNCH FROM AN LPA
Since it’s a very big topic to study how to generate high
quality electron bunches in a LPA, we didn’t really go into
details of this topic. We just assume that the LPA can provide
the initial electron beams we used which are not from the
LPA simulations but generated by MATLAB according to a
set of LPA beam parameters [4, 9]. The main parameters of
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the generated electron bunch are listed in Table 1. Figure 2
shows the longitudinal phase space and the transverse real
space of the generated electron bunch.
Table 1: Initial Beam Parameters
Parameters
Beam design energy
RMS energy spread
Norm. RMS emittance
RMS bunch length
RMS beam size

Value
500 MeV
0.94 %
2 𝜇mrad
2 𝜇m
2.2 𝜇m

𝑧
𝑛 𝑝 is, the higher the 𝑑𝐸
is and the shorter the length of the
𝑑𝜉
bubble will be, which means a smaller 𝑑𝜉 then a larger 𝑑𝑊
𝑑𝜉
if keep the maximum energy deviation 𝑑𝑊 unchanged in
the electron bunch. So one may need to do simulations to
choose an appropriate 𝐿. In addition, the formula above will
not be user-friendly when the beam loading effect becomes
heavier resulting in a nonlinear longitudinal wakefield 𝐸 𝑧
𝑧
in the APD, because in that case, the 𝑑𝐸
𝑑 𝜉 isn’t a constant at
each 𝜉 anymore.

BEAMLINE
According to the parameters selection in last section, we
determined a 𝑅56 = (𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝜉) −1 = 2𝑚𝑚. Since 𝑅56 ≈
2𝜃 2 (Δ𝐿 + 2𝐿 𝐵 /3) [10], with the artificial length of the magnetic dipole 𝐿 𝐵 , and the calculated bending angle for reference particle 𝜃, one can calculates the drift length Δ𝐿
between the 1st (3rd) and the 2nd (4th) dipole in the chicane.
Then we did twiss matching for this beamline by code ELEGANT to get the optimized strength of the quadrupoles
which listed in Table 2. Figure 3 shows the evolution of
twiss parameters along the beamline.

Figure 2: The longitudinal phase space and transverse x-y
real space of the initial electron beam generated by MATLAB.

PARAMETERS SELECTION
Through rough estimations and simulations, we find that
the APD parameters play a decisive role in the parameters
selection of the whole design.
Since the APD is driven by a laser pulse and the plasma
density doesn’t have to match with the laser, we started the
consideration from the laser parameters (peak power 𝑃 and
spot size 𝑤 0 ) and the plasma parameters (plasma density
𝑛 𝑝 ) simultaneously. We summarized three trade-offs to decide these three main parameters. To get a larger dechirping
𝑧
strength ( 𝑑𝐸
𝑑 𝜉 , the slope of the longitudinal wakefield provided by APD) which avails to weaken the beam loading
effect mentioned in the last section, one should choose a: (1)
larger 𝑃, meanwhile a higher cost and difficulty; (2) smaller
𝑤 0 , meanwhile need to focus the electron beam to a smaller
size in transverse direction; (3) larger 𝑛 𝑝 , meanwhile generate a strong limit to the bunch length which is not conducive
to weaken the beam loading effect. Considered the tradeoffs, the final APD parameters we thought reasonable are a
laser peak power 𝑃 = 150 TW, a laser wavelength 𝜆0 = 800
nm, a pulse duration 𝜏 = 25 fs, a laser spot size at focus
𝑤 0 = 33.4𝜇𝑚, resulting in a peak normalized vector potential of 𝑎 0 = 2. By simulations, we chose a plasma density
𝑛 𝑝 = 2.5 × 1016 𝑐𝑚 −3 for the APD. Actually, at the same set
𝑑𝑊
𝑧
of laser parameters, according to the formula 𝑒 𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝜉 𝐿 = 𝑑𝜉 ,
where 𝑒 the elementary charge, 𝐿 the length of the APD,
𝑑𝑊
𝑑 𝜉 the energy chirp of the bunch added by the chicane, 𝜉
is the longitudinal coordinate of the particle, the higher the
WEOZGD1
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Figure 3: The evolution of twiss parameters along the beamline.

Table 2: Magnets in Beamline
Magnet
Quad 1
Quad 2
Quad 3
Dipole 1-4

Length

Strength

0.1 m
0.1 m
0.1 m
0.2 m

45 T/m
69 T/m
45 T/m
0.4 T

Since the chromaticity of the present beamline wasn’t corrected, two new issues have arisen: (1) the beam size of the
500 MeV bunch was too large, which won’t affect the beam
transport in the APD but the statistical results of the central
energy and the energy spread of the bunches because the particles beyond the bubble won’t experience the wakefield to
gain energy compensation so that the final transfer efficiency
will be reduced further; (2) bunches with same inital beam
size but different central energy will be focused to different
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Figure 4: The transverse x-y real space (left) and the longitudinal phase space (right) of the electron beam with central
energy of 500 MeV before (top) and after (bottom) the pinhole.
final beam sizes at the exit of the beamline resulting in different degrees of beam loading effect in the APD. Therefore,
aiming to the two issues, (1) we calculated the relationship
between the energy deviation and the arrival time of particles and made a translation to both the 𝜉 and 𝛿 dimensions
of the 500 MeV particle to get the 𝜉 and 𝛿 of other energy
particles to ensure that bunches with different central energy
have the same transfer efficiency; (2) we tentatively added
an pinhole with radius of 25 𝜇𝑚 between the chicane and
the APD to cut off the particles beyond the bubble, resulting
in a beam transfer efficiency approximately 60 %. The corresponding transverse real space and longitudinal phase space
are showed in Fig. 4 . Following the above approaches, we
prepared seven electron bunches of different central energy
jitter from -2% to +3% with the transfer efficiency errors
caused by the energy collimator less than 0.33%.
In future work, we will try to use sextupoles placed at the
center of the chicane and add another triplet at the entrance
of the APD to study whether these methods can solve these
problems in our design.

ACTIVE PLASMA DECHIRPER
SIMULATIONS FOR DIFFIERENT
BUNCH CHARGE

as the same position as the no loading situation. Choosing
different p hase w ill g ive d ifferent le ngth of AP D. In
gen-eral, when suffering from a heavier beam loading
effect, we choose the phase that can keep the central
energy of the bunch with design energy unchanged.
The simulation result shows that the central energy deviation was reduced from 0.51 MeV to 0.22 MeV and the
energy spread was suppressed from 0.29% to 0.24%. The
almost constant energy spread is the result of the almost
"flattened" effective 𝐸𝑧 , showed in Fig. 5. Wherever the
particles, at bunch head for high energy or bunch tail for
low energy, they see the same value of 𝐸𝑧 , which means
that particles with different energy deviation experience
almost the same energy compensation, hence the energy
spread can not be effectively suppressed.
Then we tested the effectiveness of the APD for an
electron bunch with central energy of 510 MeV. The
simulation shows that the central energy deviation can be
finally reduced down to 0.01 MeV. However, the energy
spread increased from 0.29% to 0.36%.
Then we tested more central energy deviations in the range
of ±2%. The significant reduction of the energy deviations of
all the five cases can be seen in Fig. 6. Actually, each
plasma bubble enters only one bunch at a time. For
compar-ison purposes, we draw these bunches together.
The specific final central energy deviations and energy spread
are listed in Table 3. In addition, to let the bunch continue to
propagate has no contribution to the elimination of the beam energy

𝑧
chirp, because the 𝑑𝐸
𝑑 𝜉 will decrease as the propagation dis-

tance of the laser increases, so the beam loading effect will
𝑧
become more obvious to even change the sign of the 𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝜉 ,
despite that the bunch charge doesn’t change from beginning
to end.

Figure 5: The 𝐸 𝑧 in the APD for 50 pC electron bunch with
(green) and without (black) beam. The red line is the bunch
charge density profile.

We did simulation of the APD for different bunch charge
by code WarpX.

50 pC
We first did a simulation for an electron bunch at a relative
low charge of 50 pC, with central energy of 500 MeV to see
how it works.
To find a suitable phase for this bunch is the first step. Due to
the beam loading effect, the zero point of the field isn’t

200 pC
Next, we increase the bunch charge up to 200 pC to see
what will happen under a heavier beam loading. Actually, for
the same APD, the selected phase is different from different
bunch charges. Just because the zero phase changes with the
charge, the range of central energy that can be held in the
bubble varies. In general, the phase of the high charge bunch
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Figure 6: The longitudinal phase space before and after the
APD (𝐿 = 5.6𝑚𝑚) of five 50 pC electron bunches with
central energy deviations of -10 MeV, -5 MeV, 0 MeV, 5
MeV, 10 MeV, from left to right respectively.

Figure 7: The longitudinal wakefield 𝐸 𝑧 in the APD for 200
pC electron bunches with different central energy.

Table 3: The final central energy deviation and energy spread
after the APD of 50 pC bunches with initial central energy
deviation from -10 MeV to 10 MeV
Designed Central
Energy (MeV)

Central Energy
Deviation (MeV)

Energy
Spread

490
495
500
505
510

-0.68
-0.19
0.22
0.05
0.01

0.41%
0.28%
0.24%
0.24%
0.36%

Figure 8: The longitudinal phase space before and after the
APD (𝐿 = 5.7𝑚𝑚) of five 200 pC electron bunches with
central energy deviations of -10 MeV, -5 MeV, 0 MeV, 5
MeV, 10 MeV, from left to right respectively.

is further back than that of the low charge bunch, which is
further away from the laser. Therefore, for a higher bunch
charge like 200 pC, the backward-moving phase makes it
occur an offset to a slightly higher energy range, comparing
to the above 50 pC situation. Figure 7 shows the 𝐸 𝑧 seen
by each bunch when they propagated 2.3 mm long. We
can see that the severe beam loading effect h as severely
disrupted linearity of 𝐸 𝑧 resulting in an increased energy
spread but benefits the central energy deviation correction
of bunch with high energy . The reason is that, for example,
for the 510 MeV bunch, most of the particles in the bunch
experience a higher 𝐸 𝑧 to get more energy compensation
than it should have. Figure 8 shows the longitudinal phase
space of five bunch with energy deviation from -10 MeV to
10 MeV before and after passing through the same APD. The
specific initial and final central energy deviation and energy
spread are listed in Table 4. The RMS central energy jitter
and energy spread of these first five bunches are 0.83% and
1.20%. The RMS central energy jitter and energy spread of
these last five bunches are 0.34% and 1 .07%. Figure 9 and
10 are the corresponding longitudinal phase space and 𝐸 𝑧
of the last five bunches.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Preliminary studies showed that the scheme chicane plus
active plasma dechirper managed to reduce the central energy deviation and energy spread simultaneously for relatively low bunch charge situations such as 50 pC. The
achieved energy spread now is still not as good as the previous work using X-band cavity as the dechirper because of
WEOZGD1
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Table 4: The final central energy deviation and energy spread
after the APD of 200 pC bunches with initial central energy
deviation from -10 MeV to 15 MeV
Designed Central
Energy (MeV)

Central Energy
Deviation (MeV)

Energy
Spread

490
495
500
505
510
515

-8.50
-3.49
-0.44
0.70
1.10
1.08

1.50%
1.39%
1.07%
0.94%
0.90%
0.93%

Figure 9: The longitudinal phase space before and after the
APD (𝐿 = 5.7𝑚𝑚) of five 200 pC electron bunches with
central energy deviations of -5 MeV, 0 MeV, 5 MeV, 10 MeV,
15 MeV from left to right respectively.

the short bunch length limited by the plasma density. However, it seems acceptable for the application as an injector of
booster synchrotrons. Further optimizations of the APD de-
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Figure 10: The longitudinal wakefield 𝐸 𝑧 in the APD for
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sign may help control the energy spread better. We extended
the study to higher charge situations, which was challenging
due to heavier beam loading. Preliminary results showed
that central energy deviation can be reduced even for 200
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Abstract
Finally, after two years of many virtual-only events,
IPAC22, the International Particle Accelerator Conference
2022, could be held in person in Bangkok, Thailand, from
June 12-17, 2022.
Following up on the conclusions reached in the Industrial Session of IPAC21, remotely hosted by the Laboratório Nacional de Luz Síncrotron (LNLS) in Campinas, Brazil, the industrial session of IPAC22 had the opportunity to
renew the discussions along with new ideas and opportunities. At IPAC22 (Fig. 1), an innovative and integrated approach was adopted, and new impactful strategies were discussed and proposed to foster a true and realistic as well as
effective and global accelerator ecosystem/network.
One key point of the session was that the collaborative
and fertile environment between industry and research laboratories will continue to be crucial for the successful development and implementation of the technologies required in the next years. These collaborations and associated technological developments will have to satisfy and
allow the progress foreseen in exponentially growing markets such as those of particle accelerators.
The session also discussed the importance of universities
for basic and more advanced technology insertions into the
labs and industry as well as for the workforce pipeline. Further, we also discussed the importance of interactions with
governments and not-for-profits, e.g. professional societies, consortiums.
Enhanced across the board collaboration will be beneficial both for industry and for advancing the science, technology and engineering (STE): when well-integrated, accelerators help solve global problems, as proven in solving
societal puzzles such as in developing the COVID vaccines, and the industry can grow, this brings in more tax
income, more budgets for STE, more applications, etc. in a
virtuous circle.
During the Industrial Session of IPAC22, much was discussed considering the different points of industry, laboratories, universities, and other collaborating entities. The
aim was to generate and compile novel ideas and concrete
actions on how best to implement and apply strategies that
would help the integration and co-innovation between industry and collaborators for STE, with the purpose of
building a global, collaborative accelerator economy: making accelerator-based research sustainable over the long-

term, increasing at the same time the benefits of particle
accelerators for society are the main challenges to the accelerator community in the century after next.

INTRODUCTION
Particle accelerators are at a crucial moment in their evolution. In this critical phase, innovation is drastically
needed, to overcome the limitations in, for instance, the
sustainability of large accelerator for fundamental research
and in the integration of advanced data science and control
for remotely-stationed medical accelerators, as well as to
foster the ongoing transition of accelerator technologies towards STE and society.
Traditionally, innovation for particle accelerators and
their peripherals takes place in scientific laboratories, possibly supported by a network of universities, and then either remains in the domain of the laboratory or is “transferred” to industry. This scheme worked quite well in the
past but is now showing its limitations because on the one
hand the breadth and complexity of new technologies feeding into new accelerators is beyond the capabilities of a
single laboratory or national network, and on the other
hand because the risk and costs of transforming ideas into
“products” is often beyond what can be afforded by the
shrinking budgets of public research institutions.
Times have changed: the particle accelerator community
is entering the age of open innovation where ideas and
know-how have to be shared between scientific institutions
and companies, to improve high technology products and
to identify new products and markets.
Creation of an innovation ecosystem based on community, trust, openness, creativity, connection is needed, with
the long-term goal to create a common language and a
common working ground between academia and industry,
and to favor exchanges – in both directions.
Of course, to achieve these goals we must face many
challenges. Administrative issues (on both sides!), rigid
corporate culture in large companies, agreement on sharing
of responsibilities and risks, IP management, keeping competition for series production, are among the many obstacles to overcome to create a real academia-industry innovation ecosystem. But for each of these problems there are
solutions, and all problems can be solved if there is mutual
trust and if we overcome the traditional mentality of industry as “supplier”, and instead we go towards considering
industry as a “co-innovator”.
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Figure 1: IPAC22 Industrial Session, J. C. Rugsancharoenphol, H. Priem, E. Bradotti, M. Vretenar, S. Biedron, S. Sheehy,
R. Geometrante.
Aware of the above challenging context, IPAC22 Industry Session goals were to analyse the actual situation from
the points of view of laboratories, university, and industry,
both small businesses and large multi-national ones, so to
provide pioneering answers to the post pandemic issues,
and to initiate and address concrete actions with major impacts on the creation of a collaborative habit were innovation in STE can exploit all its potentials, extending beyond
the discovery science and spanning most of the aspects of
our lives.

STYLES BUILDING A GLOBAL
AND COLLABORATIVE
ACCELERATOR ECONOMY
As part of the discussion resulting from IPAC22 industrial session, synchrotron technology was identified both as
an enabling platform and as a stimulator of high precision/deep tech industry in Thailand (but also worldwide),
as long as the development of the awareness of the importance of particle accelerator technology to industry is
well understood.
In this context, building bridges between individuals
both in lab-based- and university-based-STE and industry
becomes extremely relevant, and a more integrated approach is needed. In fact, despite innovation based on accelerator-born technologies are proven to be useful for
many different industries, sometimes the detachment and
lack of inter-communication between labs and universities
with industry could be an obstacle.
We believe that integration will benefit both worlds as
additional funding, time-to-market (speed) concepts, and

innovation will enter the science community. In return, this
will significantly benefit innovation in market segments
such as semiconductor, health, energy, and controls, expanding the industry business towards other markets.
This will increase the awareness of the importance of the
accelerators and accelerator facilities worldwide as their
technological improvements can be translated into a direct
social and economic impact through innovative industrial
applications.
This creates a virtuous circle beneficial for both industry
and science as research generates innovation that generates
economic growth that provides the resources to finance research).
A real academia-industry innovation ecosystem can create disruption, as happening in Australia where the existing
national-scale collaboration in accelerator science ACAS,
Australian Collaboration for Accelerator Science, is relaunched with industry members as a core player and a new
laboratory (X-LAB) is developing industrial partnerships
to enable translation of technologies.
The impact of disruptive accelerator technologies on human health and high technologies is becoming a reality
while Australia is entering a new era for accelerator development and applications, including new activity in medical
accelerators, space technologies, and advanced materials
development.

Fostering a New Role of Industry in Big Science:
I.FAST Example
In the last 10-20 years, the huge expansion and standardisation of particle accelerator technologies has created a
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wide pool of innovative companies specialised in accelerator technologies, in most cases run by scientists or engineers with an academic background. These companies are
creative, flexible, innovative, continuously looking for new
markets and new applications, and have the experience required to translate the ideas and needs of accelerators into
innovative technologies for the accelerator and industrial
markets. What is needed are schemes to support early involvement of industry in the R&D of new accelerator technologies, to profit of the experience, creativity, and resultoriented approach of industrial companies.
A good example in this direction is the new I.FAST (Innovation Fostering in Accelerator Science and Technology), an innovation-oriented programme to support particle accelerator R&D launched by the European Commission in 2021, for a duration of 4 years and a budget of
10 Meuros. Most of the activities within the project have
one or more industrial partners that are fully “co-innovators”, participating from the early stage in the R&D, and
giving their contribution to the development of prototypes
at different Technology Readiness Levels. Early participation of industry guarantees faster feedback on the technological requirements, and an easier adoption of industrial
standards and technologies, resulting in simpler and less
expensive final products – and a consistent sharing of
ideas. I-FAST is a seed to propel innovation. We need to
share this model globally.

The Quest for the Miniature Accelerator: Wishful
Thinking, or a Key to Expanding the Particle Accelerator Market?
Particle accelerators have a wide potential to expand beyond their present boundaries; they are a unique tool to access the atomic and subatomic world with many applications in the medical, industrial, environmental, and security
fields. Already now, out of the more than 30’000 accelerators in the world only 1% operate for fundamental research
- 95% are used as everyday instruments for medicine and
industry and the remaining 4% is used in applied research.
What is needed to make more applications accessible to
accelerators? A key direction is the “miniature accelerator”, an accelerator that is “transportable”, requires minimum electrical power and minimum human set-up and intervention, and produces a “usable” beam of particles. The
known applications of miniature accelerators are multiple,
in medicine (cancer therapy and isotope production), and
industry (ion beam analysis, neutron and X-ray radiography, beam treatment), but many more applications are
under study and this field could grow drastically. We need
to propel how fast this market can grow – the better the
technologies, the faster they will go to market. Small
(“miniature”) accelerators can be excel-lent entry points
for new companies entering the field, or for consortia of
accelerator equipment producers willing to produce and
commercialise a complete accelerator.

Present Status and Opportunities for Implementing Disruptive Technologies Arising in Particle
Accelerator R&D Industrial Market
We need to realize, rather accept, that it is not just industry that contributes to the global accelerator industry. Industry, national and federal labs, academia, government,
and Not-for-Profits (e.g. user organizations, professional
societies, etc.), and international organizations are all contributors. Of utmost importance is to realize that the people,
the people from a variety of disciplines, are what really
makes a difference for the accelerator economy.
Here only are a few examples of the efforts made to grow
the accelerator economy in the United States.
Many federal studies have expanded the legislative
(Congressional) interest in accelerators [1-5]. Based on
these studies and their findings, the Department of Energy
(DOE) Office of Science (SC) just reorganized in part because of the need for US Accelerator activities. The new
office, the Accelerator R&D And Production (ARDAP)
Office - was recently established [6]. Calls for proposals
for funding are expected to be released annually through
this new ARDAP office.
There are plenty of opportunities for collaboration in this
space. Laboratories play as centers of partnership to help
seed industry. Places such as the Accelerator Test Facility
(ATF) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) serve as
test-beds for new facilities as well as for industry. The combination of electron and laser beams is unsurpassed the
world over [7]. Facilities such as the Los Alamos Neutron
Science Center (https://lansce.lanl.gov) are key facilities
for materials science, radio-isotope production, and radiation effects testing [8,9] all critical to industry. The ongoing
and planned activities at Brookhaven National Laboratory
for radiation testing [10] and with Brookhaven and industrial collaborations for future radiation effects testing [11]
are critical components of the lab, government and industrial triad. Unique laser-driven ion sources for radiation
therapy due to the high-radiation doses in a short pulse are
being explored through collaborations hosted at the Extreme-Light Infrastructures (ELI) in Prague at the ELI. Further, the semiconductor industry can benefit greatly from
accelerator technologies from methods of lithography to
critical dimension small x-ray scattering. One infrastructure at the BNL ATF is particularly interesting to novel materials studies. One of only a handful on the planet, access
allows investigation of novel materials using MeV ultrafast
electron diffraction (MUED) with pump-probe [12].
The reality is that access to many facilities is difficult as
many are oversubscribed. This is the reason that many proposals are focusing on future, smaller facilities that might
not offer every benefit of the larger user facilities with
complimentary materials and computational resources, but
do deliver beam useful for many studies. For instance, the
UC-XFEL study [13] was critical and we are pursuing additional funding (Proposals submitted, Rosenzweig and
Biedron et al., 2022.) to pursue the various systems and
subsystems of this facility.
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Access is critical to accelerators. In fact, as Joel England
pointed out on the first day of this conference, the accelerators on a chip are coming of age. Through the team that
was funded by DOE (SLAC lab) and the Gordon and Betty
Moore Foundation (NFP) with participants from
Universities (Stanford University, Purdue, Erlangen, TU
Darmstadt, UCLA, Tel-Aviv University, Techion; Industry:
Tech-X and Labs: SLAC, DESY, PSI, LLNL, they have developed accelerators through standard semiconductor industry fabrication processes [14]. These have great promise in many areas including industry, and the collaboration
entities demonstrate the diversity of breadth of the expertise of the persons on this effort.
We also are trying to link to quantum information science systems with accelerators [15,16]. We are working on
a storage-ring quantum device to serve part of the quantum
revolution efforts. This is a collaboration between two laboratories, three universities, and industry.
The complimentary facilities for data science, such as
the
Argonne
Leadership
Computing
Facility
(https://www.alcf.anl.gov) are needed for data analysis,
simulation, training of ML models, etc. This synergy between accelerator and laser facilities with computing facilities is well-documented [17].
One major area of opportunity for particle accelerators is
sustainability.
Bridges, for instance, exist everywhere on the planet, but
it is clear from recent incidents, such as that in Genoa, Italy
as well as in Pennsylvania that infrastructure inspection is
critical. Our colleagues in Japan have devised fairly compact technologies to accomplish infrastructure probes [18].
There are ripe opportunities for electron-beam-based remediation of wastewater and other waste streams [19]. Concepts such as accelerator driven or transmutation of nuclear
systems [20] could enhance the proven utility of nuclear
power energy systems [21].

Figure 2: The Ultimate Cyclotron – an Accelerator in
Space, courtesy the University of Chicago.

A model for university-laboratory-industry partnership
is that of the National Science Foundation’s Center for
Bright Beams (https://cbb.cornell.edu) based out of Cornell. Specific deliverables are identified in each year’s strategic plan for knowledge transfer, including to industry
with its 8 university partners.
Disruptive technologies being with humans. Maybe Enrico Fermi [22] actually meant by his accelerator encompassing the Earth idea that accelerators (and other analytical research tools) would in a figurative way encompass
the Earth (Fig. 2).
We need the people and collaborations and combining of
resources to be disruptive to drive us to disruptive technologies.

IMMEDIATE ACTIONS TO ADDRESS
Both labs and industry, with their university partners are
aiming at creating a real innovation ecosystem around particle accelerators, pushing from the open science to a new
era of open innovation.
The long-term goal must be creating a common language
and a common working ground between academia and industry, and to favour exchanges – in both directions.
To address these critical issues, we need innovation developed in a collaborative environment between laboratories and industry: the network of innovative companies is
a crucial asset of the particle accelerator community
IPAC22 Industry Session team spurs to build of bridges
between science and industry that will enable future innovation and future science programs and will develop
awareness of how important particle accelerator technology is to industry and vice versa.
We have discussed and studied concrete actions to be
taken and checked year after year, from one IPAC to the
other, so to create a continuous flow of information and
proposals throughout next Industry Sessions, to monitor
the steps effectively taken and to plan the new ones.
Our conclusions and outputs are summarized in the following list:
 Have an annual IPAC technology transfer and partnership award open to nominations for industry as well as
teams (e.g. industry, labs, academia, government,
NFPs). Each person on the team would receive a
plaque presented in the awards session. The committee
would be led by an industry person with a mixture of
industry, labs, academics, NFPs, and government persons.
 Have a small workshop as part of the conference with
subject areas of discussion for sparking collaboration.
 Have training sessions on key business activities.
 Have the industry session as a main session, deconflict
with other sessions. We need parentship across the
board in general, all need to attend.
 Foster the submission of scientific papers from Industry - there are lots of scientists working in the companies publishing in quality archival journals.
 Foster more of "business related" papers, posters, and
talks from the industry. It is important to know a thing
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or two from the other side of the fence such as the business model of target industry in order to commercialize the research
 Share documents such as model templates for IP
agreements, memorandums of understanding, etc.
 A message to Industry: foster Industry aggregations/cooperation/consortia etc. which include start-up
and small businesses.
 Promote diversity not only in terms of gender and minorities but including different educational backgrounds, essential for the development of new models
of collaboration, innovation and business.
IPAC22 Industry Session team believes that IPAC could
become the launch point for of a new style of Industry Session, to foster the integration between labs and companies
with concrete actions.
This is not about wishful thinking, we want this session
to be a valuable reality.
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TRAPPING OF NEUTRAL MOLECULES
BY THE ELECTROMAGNETIC BEAM FIELD∗
G. Franchetti1 , GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
F. Zimmermann, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
1 also at HFHF, Frankfurt, Germany
Abstract
Trapping phenomena are common in physics and are of
relevance for the accelerators. We discuss the phenomenon
of neutral molecule trapping into the beam electromagnetic
potential and highlight the potential influence on the vacuum
density. The effect of molecule agglomerates is discussed
for high energy accelerators.

INTRODUCTION
At large accelerator laboratories, such as GSI [1], CERN
[2], or BNL [3], the vacuum pressure in the beam pipe of storage rings ranges from 10−8 to 10−10 Pa. In cryogenic rings
[4], the vacuum pressure 𝑝 may reach a level of 10−13 Pa
or less, at a low temperature 𝑇. A low vacuum pressure
ensures a low density of atoms and molecules, according to
𝑛 = 𝑝/(𝑘 𝑏 𝑇), with 𝑘 𝑏 the Boltzmann constant. The residual
gas density 𝑛 is a key quantity defining the “beam lifetime”.
In fact, the presence of neutral vacuum molecules in accelerator beam pipes lead to occasional collisions between
beam particles and vacuum molecules, which may create
several undesirable effects, ranging from the emission of
beamstrahlung photons by beam electrons or positrons, over
the stripping of electrons from partially stripped heavy-ion
beam particles, to the fragmentation of the neutral molecule
itself. The consequences of the beam-gas collisions may
vary between a mild drop in the beam lifetime to a nearly
catastrophic phenomenon, as in the case of a dynamical vacuum instability [5]. More generally, the presence of ionized
gas molecules or liberated electrons inside the accelerator
beam pipe can have undesired consequences, such as the
creation of an electron cloud [6–10].
In this paper, we present a study of the dynamics of
neutral molecules under the effect of the beam electromagnetic fields. We discuss a possible accumulation of neutral
molecules in the vicinity of the beam [11], with potential
negative impact on the beam lifetime.

DYNAMICS OF NEUTRAL MOLECULES
AND APPROXIMATIONS
At first sight, neutral particles are not affected by an electromagnetic field unlike particles carrying an electric charge.
However, the situation can be different for neutral molecules
which may exhibit a non-homogeneous charge distribution.
To first order, this charge distribution 𝜌(®
𝑟 ) is characterized
∗

This work was supported, in part, by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme under grant agreement
No. 101004730 (I.FAST).

MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
D12: Electron Cloud and Trapped Ion Effects

∫
by its electric dipole moment 𝑝® = 𝑟®𝜌 𝑀 (®
𝑟 )𝑑𝑣. A similar discussion applies to the intrinsic magnetic field of a
molecule, which may be characterized by a magnetic dipole
moment 𝜇.
®
In general, the geometry of a molecule is not rigid, but
exhibits an equilibrium configuration of its elementary particles subject to internal restoring forces, which, for example,
give rise to natural vibration states of the molecule around an
equilibrium mechanical geometry. The frequency of these
internal oscillations is high and, therefore, we consider the
geometry as rigid to a good approximation.
The effect of a homogeneous electric or magnetic field on
a molecule with a dipole moment is to inflict a torque. If the
field is not homogeneous a net force on the center of mass
will also arise. These forces and torques are as follows [12]:

𝜏® = 𝑝® × 𝐸® + 𝜇® × 𝐵®
(1)
𝐹®cm = ( 𝑝® · ∇) 𝐸® + ( 𝜇® · ∇) 𝐵®
We observe that in both cases the torque in Eq. (1) disappears
when the dipole moment has either the same or the opposite
direction of the corresponding field. A stability analysis
shows that the dipole moment dynamics is stable only if the
dipole moment has the same direction as the field. Clearly,
it is difficult that a molecule may simultaneously have 𝑝®
® However, in our study we
and 𝜇® aligned with 𝐸® and 𝐵.
consider only molecules equipped either with an electric
dipole moment (EDM) or with a magnetic dipole moment
(MDM). For example, in the case of an EDM molecule, the
equation of angular motion of 𝑝® is
𝑑2𝜃
𝑛ˆ = 𝜔2𝐸 𝑝ˆ × 𝐸ˆ ,
𝑑𝑡 2

(2)

where 𝑝ˆ and 𝐸ˆ designate unit vectors in the direction of
® respectively, and 𝑛ˆ is the unit vector orthogonal
𝑝® and 𝐸,
®
ˆ The angle 𝜃 is the angle between 𝑝® and 𝐸.
to 𝑝ˆ and 𝐸.
√︁
The quantity 𝜔 𝐸 = 𝑝𝐸/𝐼𝑖 , characterizes the oscillation
ˆ
frequency of 𝑝ˆ around the equilibrium direction
√︁ 𝐸, and
similarly, for MDM molecules we find 𝜔 𝐵 = 𝜇𝐵/𝐼𝑖 .
We denote with 𝐼𝑖 the moment of inertia of the molecule,
which for a bi-atomic molecule is 𝐼𝑖 = 12 𝑚𝐿 2 , with 𝐿 a
characteristic length of the molecule and 𝑚 an atom mass.
The solution of Eq. (2) for small 𝜃 is a harmonic oscillations of 𝜃 around the equilibrium direction (𝜃 = 0) with
the characteristic angular frequency 𝜔 𝐸 . This frequency of
oscillation is typically fast. For example, in a molecule of
H2 O the electric dipole moment is 𝑝 = 1.87 D, being D the
unit of Debye, 1D = 0.2082 eÅ. An equivalent bi-atomic
molecule, i.e. with equal dipole moment and the equal momentum of inertia, will have size 𝐿 = 0.65 Å, hence we
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√
find 𝜔 𝐸 / 𝐸 ≃ 4.44 × 108 (rad/s) (m/V1/2 ) . This formula
shows that even a modest electric field of 𝐸 = 1 V/m will
make 𝑝® oscillate with 𝜔 𝐸 = 4.4 × 108 rad/s, or a frequency
of ≃ 70 MHz.
It is convenient to define 𝑝® = 𝑝 0 𝑝,
ˆ and 𝐸® = 𝐸 0 𝐸®𝑛 , where
𝑝 0 is the strength of the EDM, and 𝐸 0 is the maximum
electric field in the region considered. Hence, with this
definition | 𝐸®𝑛 | ≤ 1, and | 𝑝|
ˆ = 1 and the dynamics of the
center of mass under the force given by the second formula
of Eq. (1), reads
𝑝0 𝐸0
𝐼𝑖
𝑑 2 𝑟®cm
=
( 𝑝ˆ · ∇) 𝐸®𝑛 = 𝜔2𝐸 ( 𝑝ˆ · ∇) 𝐸®𝑛 ,
𝑀
𝑀
𝑑𝑡 2

(3)

where here 𝑀 is the mass of the molecule. The ratio
𝐼𝑖 /𝑀 yields the square of an effective molecule length,
which is always less than the size of the molecule 𝐿, that
is 𝐼𝑖 /𝑀 ≤ 𝐿 2 . Therefore, we find that |𝑑 2 𝑟®cm /𝑑𝑡 2 | ≤
Í
𝜔2𝐸 𝐿 2 𝑖=1,3 |𝜕 𝐸®𝑛 /𝜕𝑥𝑖 | . The last term of this formula somehow measures the gradient of the normalized electric field.
If this term is not too large, the dynamics is strongly controlled by 𝐿 which is approximately of the order of one
Angstrom or 10−10 m. This effect becomes more visible if
we re-scale the time in units of the period of oscillation of
the EDM 𝜏𝐸 = 2𝜋/𝜔 𝐸 , that is if we take the re-scaled time
as 𝜏 = 𝑡/𝜏𝐸 . Then Eq. (3) becomes
∑︁ 𝜕
𝑑 2 𝑟®cm
2 2
≤
(2𝜋)
𝐿
𝐸®𝑛 .
(4)
𝜕𝑥
𝑑𝜏 2
𝑖
𝑖=1,3
This formula says that during the time of one EDM oscillation Δ𝜏 = 1 the change of normalized velocity is negligible
because 𝐿 is very small, and this means that the motion of
the molecule in this interval of time is “almost” uniform
with velocity 𝑣 cm = |𝑑 𝑟®cm /𝑑𝑡|. The molecule motion will
exhibit a local curvature radius 𝑟 𝑐 of the circle tangent to
the trajectory. Therefore the quantity 𝑣 cm /𝑟 𝑐 is the instantaneous angular velocity of rotation of the center of mass. If
this angular velocity is always much smaller than the natural
instantaneous angular velocity 𝜔 𝐸 , i.e. if
𝑣 cm
≪1,
𝜔𝐸 𝑟 𝑐
then an initially aligned EDM to 𝐸® will keep being aligned
to 𝐸® in the subsequent motion. This comparison of two
frequencies is typical for requiring a condition of an adiabatic
principle. The radius of curvature 𝑟 𝑐 depends also on the
gradients of the electric field, and for smooth electric fields,
𝑟 𝑐 will never be too small. At 𝑇 = 2 K, a molecule of
H2 O has an rms thermal velocity of 𝑣 cm ≃ 43 m/s, and
even assuming a curvature radius of 𝑟 𝑐 = 10−5 m, for 𝜔𝑒 =
4.4 × 108 rad/s, this would yield 𝑣 cm /(𝜔 𝐸 𝑟 𝑐 ) ≃ 0.01.
If the initial orientation of the EDM has instead another
® then the EDM will oscillate around the
direction than 𝐸,
electric field, and the average of the EDM positions will still
® but with a smaller effective strength (as
be aligned to 𝐸,
coming from the averaging process).
We next explore the dynamics of neutral molecules under
the assumption that the EDM/MDM is aligned with the elec-
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tric/magnetic field generated by the beam in an accelerator
(“close alignment” condition).

FORCES FROM THE BEAM FIELD
For an axi-symmetric coasting beam, the beam fields have
a strength that is rotational symmetric, that is 𝐸® = 𝐸 (𝑟)®
𝑟 /𝑟,
and 𝐵® = 𝐵(𝑟) 𝑟®/𝑟 × 𝑧ˆ, with 𝐸 (𝑟), 𝐵(𝑟) the modulus of the
electric and magnetic field at radius 𝑟, and 𝑧ˆ the unity vector pointing to the direction of motion of the beam. The
field 𝐸 (𝑟), 𝐵(𝑟) are completely defined by the particle distribution in the coasting beam. As the fields created by the
coasting beam are only on the transverse plane, and we consider the molecules with EDM or MDM aligned with the
beam field, then the dipole moment must be 𝑝® = 𝑝 𝑟®/𝑟 for the
EDM molecules and 𝜇® = 𝜇 𝑟®/𝑟 × 𝑧ˆ for the MDM molecules.
Here 𝑝 is the EDM strength and 𝜇 the MDM strength in
absence of external fields. Inserting these “always aligned”
dipole moments in Eq. (1) we find the following force


𝑑𝐸 (𝑟) 𝑟®
𝐵(𝑟)
+𝑝
.
(5)
𝐹®cm = −𝜇
𝑟
𝑑𝑟
𝑟
This is the total force valid for the special case of a molecule
having both 𝑝,
® 𝜇® aligned with the respective field, but for
our study we consider only molecules having either EDM
or MDM. Note, in Eq. (5), the appearance of the derivative
of 𝐸 (𝑟), which is rather counter-intuitive, and is the result
of requiring the dipole moment alignment.
By considering a beam with a Gaussian particle distribution, the strength of the electric and magnetic field is
dependent only on the radial distance of a particle from the
beam center according to



𝜎
1 𝑟2
𝐼
1 − exp −
,
(6)
𝐵(𝑟), 𝐸 (𝑟) ∝ ×
𝜎 𝑟
2 𝜎2
with 𝐼 the beam current, and 𝜎 the rms beam size. Consequently, the force on the center of mass of the molecule
is not the usual one created by space charge but assumes
a peculiar pattern sketched in Fig. 1 (see in [11] for more
details).
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Figure 1: Forces exerted on the center of mass of a molecule,
as a function of normalised transverse position. Note the
substantial difference between EDM (black markers), and
MDM (red markers), but also the difference with respect to
usual space-charge forces expected from the beam fields.
For the EDM case, the force disappears at 𝑟 𝑒 /𝜎 ≃ 𝜋/2:
note that 𝑟 𝑒 depends only on the beam size and not on the
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beam current. Note also that in Fig. 1 the force becomes
discontinuous through the origin. This is a consequence
of the finite value of 𝐸 ′ (𝑟), 𝐵(𝑟)/𝑟 in the origin, contrarily
to the strength of 𝐸 (𝑟), 𝐵(𝑟) which goes to zero at 𝑟 = 0,
hence removing the discontinuity. This behaviour of 𝐹cm is
valid if the molecule is aligned with the field. However, an
instantaneous flip of the orientation of the dipole moment
because of the flip of the force is not possible. Therefore,
Eq. (5) will not hold for molecules going through the beam
center, as these will lose the “close alignment” condition,
and their dynamics will become more complex, since the
force 𝐹cm will acquire a coupling with the orientation of
the dipole moments. However, this anomaly applies only to
those particles that cross the beam center, and these are a
minor fraction of all molecules possibly found in the beam
pipe.

TRAPPING BY THE BEAM FIELD
The first hint of molecule trapping is from Fig. 1 where
we see for a Gaussian distribution the existence of the equilibrium radius 𝑟 𝑒 /𝜎 ≃ 𝜋/2. Molecules in the vicinity of this
radius are focused to oscillate around 𝑟 𝑒 . An indicator of
the focusing strength is the natural frequency of oscillation.
By expanding the force around 𝑟 𝑒 the equation for small oscillations becomes linear, and a harmonic motion will take
place. The angular frequency of this oscillation is
√︂
𝑒
𝑝
𝐼,
(7)
𝜔≃
10 2𝜋𝜖0 𝑀𝑐𝜎 3
where here 𝑒 = 2.718... is the Euler number, not to be confused with the electron charge. The effect of this focusing force can be visualized by tracking the motion of the
molecules. We take a set of cold molecules, i.e. with initial
𝑑𝑥/𝑑𝑡 = 0, equally distributed on the horizontal plane while
keeping 𝑦 = 0.
The result of tracking few particles is shown in Fig. 2
(top) where the oscillation pattern around 𝑟 𝑒 is clearly visible. Figure 2 (middle) presents the same simulation with
more molecules, leading to a complex structure produced
by the special choice of initial conditions. However, if we
repeat the same simulation for cold molecules randomly
populating the transverse section of the beam pipe the resulting trajectories do not produce a clear structure, as we
can see in the bottom picture of Fig. 2. To complicate the
matter further, rarely molecules will have 𝑑𝑥/𝑑𝑡 = 0, as the
initial conditions of the neutral molecules are determined
by the thermodynamics of a gas in equilibrium. At equilibrium the molecules follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity
distribution, which is characterized by the transverse rms
velocity
√︂
𝑘 𝑏𝑇
𝑣 𝑟 𝑚𝑠 =
,
(8)
𝑀
where 𝑘 𝑏 is the Boltzmann constant, and 𝑇 is the molecule’s
temperature. Therefore, it is not straightforward even to
assess whether a molecule is trapped or not.
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Figure 2: Trajectories of test molecules started at rest along
the horizontal axis and aligned with the beam field. The top
picture presents the trajectories of a few particles, clearly
revealing that these particles oscillate around 𝑟 𝑒 (the red
lines). On the abscissa, the time is scaled in units of the
oscillation period near 𝑟 𝑒 , i.e. in the unit of Δ𝑡 = 2𝜋/𝜔.
The middle picture shows a similar simulation, but now
with 49 molecules. The bottom picture instead displays the
trajectories of particles randomly placed in the 𝑥 − 𝑦 plane.

To assess whether a molecule is trapped by the electromagnetic beam field, we have to invoke a more general principle.
The equation of motion of molecule center of mass, in a
“closely aligned 𝑝”
® condition, reads
𝑀

𝑑𝐸 (𝑟) 𝑟®
𝑑®𝑣
=𝑝
,
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡 𝑟

here for simplicity we have dropped the label 𝑐𝑚 from 𝑟 and
𝑣. By multiplying both sides by 𝑣® we easily get
1 2 𝑝
𝑣 − 𝐸 (𝑟) = 𝐷 ,
2
𝑀
where 𝑣 2 = 𝑣 2𝑥 + 𝑣 2𝑦 and 𝐷 is a constant determined by the
initial condition. Note the very peculiar situation that 𝐸 (𝑟)
becomes the potential in the energy conservation equation.
From this formula, it is clear that a particle is trapped only if
𝐷 < 0. Next, we observe that the electric field generated by
an arbitrary axisymmetric beam distribution has the general
form
1 𝐼 𝑟 
𝐸 (𝑟) =
𝑓
,
2𝜋𝜖0 𝑐 𝜎
𝜎
with 𝑓 (𝑢) a function that depends on the type of transverse
distribution: for the Gaussian distribution, it is the term after
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the “×” in Eq. (6). Therefore,
1 2 𝑝 1 𝐼 𝑟 
𝑣 −
𝑓
= 𝐷.
2
𝑀 2𝜋𝜖0 𝑐 𝜎
𝜎

(9)

As previously mentioned, the initial condition of a molecule
is strongly influenced by Eq. (8), as the initial 𝑣 𝑥0 , 𝑣 𝑦0 of
a molecule located at 𝑟 0 are determined by a MaxwellBoltzmann distribution characterized by the rms velocity
given in Eq. (8). Therefore 𝑣 𝑥0 = 𝜉 𝑥 𝑣 𝑟 𝑚𝑠 , 𝑣 𝑦0 = 𝜉 𝑦 𝑣 𝑟 𝑚𝑠
with 𝜉 𝑥 , 𝜉 𝑦 two independent random numbers generated
from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with unitary velocity spread. Hence the constant 𝐷 of Eq. (9) is found
as
1 𝑘 𝑏𝑇 2
𝑝 1 𝐼  𝑟0 
(𝜉 𝑥 + 𝜉 𝑦2 ) −
𝑓
=𝐷.
2 𝑀
𝑀 2𝜋𝜖0 𝑐 𝜎
𝜎
This formula shows that it is convenient to define the temperature
1
𝐼
𝑇 𝑝∗ =
𝑝,
(10)
𝜋𝜖0 𝑘 𝑏 𝑐 𝜎
a quantity resulting from a combination of beam properties
such as beam current 𝐼, beam size 𝜎, and the dipole moment
strengths 𝑝. Therefore, we find that the trapping of a particle,
i.e. 𝐷 < 0, requires
𝑇 𝑝∗  𝑟 0 
<0.
(11)
𝜉 𝑥2 + 𝜉 𝑦2 −
𝑓
𝑇
𝜎
This expression allows an interpretation of the meaning
of 𝑇 𝑝∗ . If the temperature of the molecules 𝑇 is lower than 𝑇 𝑝∗
there is a higher chance that a particle (i.e. the 𝜉 𝑥 , 𝜉 𝑦 , 𝑟 0 ) satisfies Eq. (11), and hence is trapped into the beam potential.
Now we extend the meaning of “trapping” referring it to a
particle that does not collide with the beam pipe while being
under the influence of the beam fields. Even in this case the
ratio 𝑇/𝑇 𝑝∗ is the key quantity determining the number of
trapped particles: the smaller it is the more molecules get
trapped.

DYNAMIC EFFECTS
ON VACUUM DENSITY
In the previous section, we showed that 𝑇/𝑇 𝑝∗ determines
how many particles are trapped in the beam potential. Figure 2 (middle) suggests that the trapped molecules may
evolve with trajectories that lead to special high-density
structures in the transverse space. At the same time, Fig. 2
(bottom) shows that, for a random spatial position of cold
molecules, the molecule density pattern is not so clearly
visible. Hence, a more thorough investigation is necessary
to unravel the general properties of the system.
We continue the study by tracking a gas of molecules initially being in thermal equilibrium, i.e., having temperature
𝑇, and the EDM strength 𝑝 is chosen so as to create a specific trapping temperature 𝑇 𝑝∗ . The complete randomness of
the initial molecule distribution in a circular pipe and their
random velocity, together with the axial symmetry of the
beam suggests that the local molecule density evolves axisymmetrically as well. A large number of macro-molecules
are tracked and at a constant intervals of time, the average
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Figure 3: Top: Radial density evolution for EDM molecules
for 𝑇/𝑇 𝑝∗ = 0.02. Bottom: Beam density enhancement as
function of 𝑇/𝑇 𝑝∗ (form Ref. [11]).
radial molecule density is computed from the distribution
for all radii in the vacuum chamber. The result for the case
𝑇/𝑇 𝑝∗ = 0.02 is shown in Fig. 3 (top), where the full simulation is presented. It is visible that the molecule density varies
and pinch within one oscillation 𝑛𝑜𝑠𝑐. of molecules around
𝑟 𝑒 . Afterward, the peak density lowers a little and remains
stable at 𝜌/𝜌0 ≃ 3.6. Note that the region of 𝑟/𝜎 < 0.5 is
evacuated as those molecules are strongly repelled towards
𝑟 𝑒 . In conclusion, Fig. 3 (top) shows that the effect of the
beam field for a specific 𝑇/𝑇 𝑝∗ is of enhancing the initial
molecule density 𝜌0 of a certain factor 𝜌max /𝜌0 at a certain
specific radius, and also that the radial molecule density has
a certain spread that we may quantify via statistical analysis (average and standard deviation). A more global survey
of the dynamical effect of the beam field on the density of
the molecules is obtained by repeating the simulation as
for Fig. 3 (top), but for a different 𝑇/𝑇 𝑝∗ . The result of this
scan is shown in Fig. 3 (bottom). The black curve shows
the dependence of the 𝜌max /𝜌0 from 𝑇/𝑇 𝑝∗ , and exhibits a
very interesting pattern: for 𝑇/𝑇 𝑝∗ larger than one, we find
𝜌max /𝜌0 = 1, so that no effect on the molecules is detected,
this is a sort of “hot gas limit” because the thermal motion of
the molecules is too strong and wins over the forces exerted
by the beam. The contrary is the case if 𝑇/𝑇 𝑝∗ is less than
one. The density enhancement becomes stronger for smaller
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𝑇/𝑇 𝑝∗ , and reaches a limit of 𝜌max /𝜌0 ∼ 19 for 𝑇/𝑇 𝑝∗ → 0
(“cold gas limit”). These results further confirm that 𝑇 𝑝∗ has
the role of trapping temperature.

ARE AGGREGATES OR FLAKES MORE
SENSITIVE TO THE BEAM FIELD?
The trapping temperature of Eq. (10), can be understood
as a general trapping temperature 𝑇 ∗ = 1/(𝜋𝜖0 𝑘 𝑏 𝑐) ( 𝑝𝐼/𝑆),
˜
with 𝑆 denoting the characteristic length scale of trapping,
and 𝑝˜ = 𝑝 or 𝜇/𝑐 (see the next section). The remarkable
property of the trapping temperature is that it does not depend on the mass of the molecules, but only on their dipole
moment 𝑝.
˜
Suppose that the neutral molecules in the beam pipe carry
the dipole moment 𝑝˜ and that the beam has the parameters
(𝐼, 𝜎), so that there is a certain trapping temperature 𝑇 ∗ .
As previously discussed, the fraction of trapped molecules
depends on 𝑇/𝑇 ∗ . Now also suppose that a process of agglomeration or clustering will take place, involving groups of
𝑁 molecules. The resulting flakes will have a dipole moment
𝑝˜ 𝑓 ∼ 𝑁 𝑝,
˜ so that the trapping temperature of these flakes
will be 𝑇 𝑓∗ ∼ 𝑁𝑇 ∗ . We observe that the flakes are in the vacuum pipe and in thermal equilibrium with the environment
(i.e., with the other molecules and beam pipe); hence they
will also have the temperature 𝑇. It follows that the amount
of trapped flakes is now governed by 𝑇/𝑇 𝑓∗ ∼ (𝑇/𝑇 ∗ )/𝑁.
Therefore, if the temperature of the accelerator is approximately equal to the trapping temperature of the vacuum
molecules, then for the flakes 𝑇/𝑇 𝑓 ∼ 1/𝑁, and clustering
of, for example, 𝑁 ∼ 100 molecules will bring the flake
component of the vacuum closer to the cold gas limit shown
in Fig. 3 (bottom). As a consequence an enhancement of
𝜌max /𝜌0 will occur.
We also observe the following interesting features of the
EDM molecules. The time scale of the pinch process is given
by the frequency of the oscillation of molecules around 𝑟 𝑒 ,
i.e. Δ𝑡 = 2𝜋/𝜔, but we easily see that Eq. (7) can also
be written as 𝜔2 = (𝑒/20) (𝑘 𝑏 𝑇 𝑝∗ )/(𝑀𝜎 2 ). Therefore, the
angular frequency 𝜔 will not be altered by the clustering
process as long as 𝑝 𝑓 = 𝑝𝑁. The physical reason for the
higher sensitivity of flakes to the beam field is that the force
on the flakes is ∼ 𝑁 times larger, but for a mass also 𝑁
times larger. Hence, the acceleration of the flakes will be the
same as for the other, regular
√ molecules, while the thermal
velocity of the flakes will be 𝑁 smaller, rendering the initial
conditions of the flakes more susceptible to the trapping
process.

DYNAMICS AND TRAPPING
OF MDM MOLECULES
For MDM molecules the analysis is similar, the magnetic
field 𝐵(𝑟) from the axisymmetric beam is
𝑟 

𝜇0 𝐼
𝑓
,
2𝜋𝜎
𝜎
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(12)

and the equation of motion of the center of mass is
𝑀

𝑑®𝑣
𝐵(𝑟) 𝑟®
= −𝜇
.
𝑑𝑡
𝑟 𝑟

(13)

∫𝑢
The energy conservation, defining 𝑁2 (𝑢) = 0 𝑓 (𝑢 ′ )/𝑢 ′ 𝑑𝑢 ′ ,
reads
∗
𝑟 
𝑣 2 𝑘 𝑏 𝑇𝜇
+
𝑁2
=𝐸,
2
2𝑀
𝜎
where
1
𝐼 𝜇
𝑇𝜇∗ =
.
(14)
𝜋𝜖0 𝑘 𝑏 𝑐 𝜎 𝑐
This expression shows that particle trapping in the beam
pipe is again governed by 𝑇/𝑇𝜇∗ . The equation of motion
Eq. (13) is more transparent in the following form
∗
𝑑®𝑣
1 𝑘 𝑏 𝑇𝜇 h 𝜎  𝑟  i 𝑟®
=−
𝑓
,
(15)
𝑑𝑡
2 𝑀𝜎 𝑟
𝜎 𝑟
and shows that the larger 𝑇𝜇∗ the faster the dynamics of neutral molecules because of the beam field. As mentioned
earlier the instantaneous flip of a dipole moment is not possible, hence this equation will not be valid for the MDM
molecules that cross the beam center. Note that the function
in the square brackets of Eq. (15) vanishes only at 𝑟 → ∞,
therefore, differently from the case of EDM molecules, we
cannot define any natural frequency 𝜔 as in Eq. (7), where it
was characterizing the period of the EDM pinch process. A
scan over 𝑇/𝑇𝜇∗ also shows that for MDM molecules there is
a cold limit (see Ref. [11]), which reaches maximum density
values an order of magnitude higher than that for EDM; compare Fig. 3 (bottom). Lastly, we remark that the discussion
on the sensitivity of EDM flakes equally applies to MDM
flakes, with the same conclusions.

OUTLOOK
We have analyzed the motion of neutral molecules
equipped with EDM, or MDM, and investigated the effect of
the beam field on such molecules. According to our study,
the trapping of molecules is controlled by a temperature
𝑇 ∗ which directly can be compared with the vacuum temperature 𝑇. The general indication is that a local density
enhancement is likely if 𝑇/𝑇 ∗ < 1. The potential presence
of aggregates amplifies the effect of the beam. We have
shown that, in consequence, flakes are more prone to being
trapped. The dependence of the forces on the field gradient
indicates that the application of solenoid magnets, whose
fringe fields exhibit a high gradient, will disrupt the dynamics that the beam imparts on the neutral molecules. Hence,
local installation of weak solenoid magnets could mitigate
the formation of high density structures [13, 14]. More detailed analyses are needed to quantify the effect of breaking
the “close alignment” condition, and the dynamical change
of beam density in the case of bunched beams.
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Abstract
Longitudinal bunch shaping using transverse deflecting
cavities (TDC) was recently proposed [Gwanghui Ha et al.,
Phys. Rev. Accel. Beams 23, 072803, 2020]. This configuration is well suited for shaping the current profile of
high-charge bunches since it does not use dipole magnets,
and therefore, is not prone to deleterious effects arising from
coherent synchrotron radiation. An intercepting mask located downstream of the first TDC, which introduce a spatiotemporal correlation, transversely shape the beam. Downstream of the second TDC, upon removal of the cross-plane
correlation, the bunch is temporally shaped. In this paper,
we investigate longitudinal bunch shaping with an X-band
TDC powered by an X-band, short-pulse wakefield Power
Extraction and Transfer Structure (PETS), where the wakefield from the drive beam propagating through the PETS
is the power source. We describe the RF designs of the
X-band TDC and the configuration of the overall shaping
system. Finally, we explore via beam-dynamics simulations
the performances of the proposed shaper and its possible
application to various bunch shapes relevant to beam-driven
acceleration and coherent radiation generation.

INTRODUCTION
Longitudinal bunch shaping demonstration has been actively investigated to achieve high-gradient accelerating field
through structure or plasma-based accelerators and to improve the acceleration efficiency of the witness beam through
those advanced accelerators. In particular, experimental
demonstrations have been carried out to generate the electron beam where the longitudinal distribution is triangle,
thus being used as a drive source in the wakefield accelerator, increasing the transformer ratio of the wakefield to
be larger than 2 [1–3]. In order to increase the transformer
ratio and high-gradient at the same time, drive beam charge
should be increased further given that the beam energy is
fixed [4].
For the manipulation of high-charge beam, we can consider well-developed beam manipulation techniques such as
emittance exchange beamline [5–7], shaping of the laser [8],
and energy-correlation-based shaping method [9–11]. How∗
†
‡
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ever, those methods have limitations for the high-charge
beam manipulation due to i) coherent synchrotron radiation
(CSR) and ii) space charge force.
To overcome the limitations on the beam manipulation
with high-charge beam, use of transverse-deflecting cavity
(TDC) arises an alternative solution [12–15]. The TDCbased beamline is straight line; we do not need to consider
the effects of the CSR. In addition, this shaping method is
used where the beam to be shaped is relativistic. Therefore,
we do not significantly consider the space charge effects.
In this paper, we will show the X-band TDC powered by
Power Extractor and Transfer Structure (PETS) installed at
the Argonne Wakefield Accelerator (AWA) facility. X-band
TDC-based longitudinal bunch shaping system will also be
shown. In addition, the bunch shaping results with mask,
obtained by the particle tracking results, will be presented.

TDC-BASED SHAPING SYSTEM
A schematic view of the TDC-based shaping system is
shown in Fig. 1. Note that this shaping method is based on
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Figure 1: Schematic vewi of the TDC shaping system. Beam
propagates from left to right. At different positions from 𝐴
to 𝐸, electron beam phase spaces are shown.
preceding studies reported in Refs [12,15]. It consists of two
TDCs. In between TDCs, mask and quadrupole magnet are
installed. From the position 𝐴 to 𝐸, slice distribution (𝑧 − 𝑥)
and (𝑧 − 𝑥 ′ ) are shown. From 𝐴, as the beam propagates
through the TDC, the beam is kicked in longitudinal plane,
and 𝑧-slice information is projected into (𝑥 − 𝑦) plane. Then,
using the mask, the longitudinal distribution is tailored. The
quadrupole magnet installed inside the system is to rotate
the horizontal divergence, changing the angle of (𝑧 − 𝑥 ′ )
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phase space. Since the beam is still tilted, this transverselongitudinal correlation should be removed. This removal
can be performed by using the second TDC.
In order to perfectly remove the correlations (𝑧 − 𝑥) and
(𝑧 − 𝑥 ′ ), one should moderately choose the strength of the
TDC kick and quadrupole magnet with given drift spaces.
Using the first-order transfer matrix of TDC and thin lens
approximation of the quadrupole magnet, the condition can
be obtained, as shown in Eqs. (1–2) [15].
𝑓1 =

(𝐿1 +

𝐿𝑐
) (𝐿2
2

+

𝐿𝑐
)
2

𝐿1 + 𝐿2 + 𝐿𝑐
𝜅2 =

(1)

,

2𝐿1 + 𝐿𝑐
𝜅 ,
2𝐿2 + 𝐿𝑐 1

(2)

where 𝑓1 is the focal length of the quadrupole magnet, 𝐿1,2
are the drift spaces, 𝐿𝑐 is TDC length shown in Fig. 1, and
𝑒𝑉
𝜅1,2 are the TDC kick strength (𝜅 = 𝑝𝑐⟂ 2𝜋
𝜆 ). 𝜆 is RF
wavelength. If Eqs. (1–2) are satisfied, then the transverselongitudinal correlations after the system become zero.

X-BAND TDC
We will mainly have discussions with X-band TDC where
the operational frequency is 11.7 GHz. The advantage of
using X-band TDC at the AWA facility is following: A Power
Extractor and Transfer Structure (PETS) [16] is installed in
the facility, which creates up to 400 MW RF power [17, 18]
by using 60 MeV, 450 nC drive electron bunch train. In
addition, since the pulse length from the PETS is about
10 ps, it is expected that the breakdown limit is improved by
using the short pulse. Therefore, length of the TDC can be
kept small, while the kick strength 𝜅 can remain very large,
leading to the reduction on the overall length of the shaping
system.
Figure 2 shows the X-band TDC structure. It consists
of two independent cells, and the power is fed by means
of 3-dB coupler. Operational frequency is 11.7 GHz, and
fundamental mode is TE11 mode. Therefore, the deflecting
and streaking of the beam is mainly performed with the
transverse time-dependent electric field. In order to make a
phase difference in between two cells to be 𝜋/2, which is a
fundamental property of 3-dB coupler, the spacing between
two cells should satisfy the condition 𝐿 = 𝜆4 + 𝑛𝜆 where 𝑛
is integer. In our design, 𝐿 is chosen to be approximately
19.2 mm.

on-axis transverse fields (MV/m)
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Figure 3: X-band TDC structure. (a) cut view of the structure.
(b) cut view installed in the vacuum chamber.
Table 1: The AWA Drive Beam Parameters
Parameter

Value

Energy, 𝐸
Energy spread, 𝜎𝛿
Charge, 𝑄
Initial FWHM UV length, 𝜎𝑡

60.00 MeV
1.79%
40.00 nC
3.00 ps

EM field of the TDC can be seen in Fig 3. An incident
power to the TDC is 1 W, and the peak 𝐸𝑥 field gradient is
found to be around 41 kV/m; when the incident power to the
TDC becomes 100 MW, then the peak 𝐸𝑥 field gradient will
be around 410 MV/m.

SHAPING SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
AND START-TO-END SIMULATION
RESULTS
In this study, start-to-end simulations have been performed
with the OPAL simulation code [19], which supports 3D
space charge force calculation.
RMS beam envelope along the TDC shaping system is
illustrated in Fig. 4. Input of the electron beam is obtained by
the tracking simulation of the drive linac section including
four quadrupole magnets downstream of the linac section.
The initial beam parameters are shown in Table 1; The initial
beam envelope at the beginning of the system was optimized
by using the DEAP Python module [20] for Multi-Objective
Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) together with the OPAL simulation.
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Figure 2: X-band TDC structure. (a) cut view of the structure.
(b) cut view of the structure installed inside the vacuum
chamber.
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Figure 4: RMS beam size along the TDC-based shaping
system.
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In this shaping system, there are two constraints; i) 5.0 mm
diameter of TDC aperture, and ii) 25 mm of beam pipe
diameter. Since the aperture size of the TDC is very small,
RMS beam size along the TDC should be less than 1.0 mm.
In addition, additional quadrupole magnet is installed to
control the vertical beam size matched with the aperture size
of the second TDC. In particular, position and strength of
the quadrupole magnets, and the strength of second TDC
were moderately chosen to satisfy all the constraints as well
as the shaping condition. Optimized parameters are listed
in Table 2. Finally, it is worth noting that the entire length
of the shaping system is around 1.0 m.
We mainly discuss the bunch shaping for triangular distribution. The final shaped beam and its comparison with
the initial slice distribution before the TDC-based shaping
system are also shown in Fig. 5. The longitudinal density
(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (𝑥−𝑦) distribution (a) at the entrance of the shaping
system and (b) after the shaping system. Head is at positive
𝑧, whereas the tail at negative 𝑧.
distribution becomes the triangular shape. Beam charge after the system is 12.63 nC, and total bunch length becomes
9.43 ps in time. Since the final task through this bunch shaping is to demonstrate the high-transformer, high-gradient
wakefield generation through the dielectric structure, the
target parameters are i) beam charge of larger than 10 nC
and ii) total bunch length of less than 10 ps. Therefore, the
obtained beam parameters satisfy the target parameters.
In terms of the shaping quality, as marked with yellow
dashed lines in Fig. 5(b), there is short ramp region at the
beam tail. From the peak to the zero density, its length is
about 0.4 ps in time. This is mainly due to the horizontal
beam parameters such as RMS beam size and emittance at
the mask. The (𝑧 − 𝑥) slice distributions along the mask
position are described in Fig. 6. At the mask position, the

(a)

Not
good
region

0.40 ps

Figure 6: (𝑧 − 𝑥) distribution (a) before the mask and (b)
after the mask.

horizontal beam size is minimized as shown in Fig. 4 where
there is no TDC. Fig. 6(a) shows the distribution right before
the mask position where the TDC is turned on. Therefore,
we can find the horizontal beam distribution along the slice
where the beam is tilted by the TDC. Around the core of the
slice, however, there are some halo particles. It is mainly due
to the second-order aberrations around the drift-quadrupole
section. The particles placed in ”not good region” Fig. 6(a)
have larger and mismatched slice phase space compared to
that in ”good” region. When the beam is cut by the mask, the
halo particles build up the degradation of the shaping quality
as shown in Fig. 6(b), and that build-up by the horizontal
beam size in addition to the emittance [15] affects the final
shaping quality. Therefore, to improve the shaping quality,
horizontal beam size and emittane should be minimized, and
the slice horizontal phase space should be aligned along the
longitudinal slice.

CONCLUSION
We verified that the longitudinal bunch shaping with Xband TDC powered by the PETS is feasible; beam charge
after the TDC-based shaping system is about 12.63 nC, and
total bunch length is 9.43 ps in time, which satisfy the target
parameters for structure wakefield experiments. As a future
work, we will discuss the shaping for other distributions such
as doorstep and bunch train distributions. In addition, using
the pre-shaped UV pulse, we will investigate the improvement of the charge capturing efficiency of the TDC-shaping
system.

Table 2: Optimized TDC Shaping System Parameters
Parameter

Value

TDC1 𝐸𝑥,𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
TDC2 𝐸𝑥,𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
Q1 strength 𝑘1
Q2 strength 𝑘2
Quadrupole magnet length
Drift from TDC1 end to Q1 front
Drift from Q1 end to Q2 front
Drift from Q2 end to TDC2 front

75.00 MV/m
35.32 MV/m
10.000 T/m
-10.314 T/m
0.12 m
0.412 m
0.100 m
0.160 m

(b)
Good
region
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F. Antoniou, H. Bartosik, P. Baudrenghien, X. Buffat, R. Calaga, Y. Papaphilippou,
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
T. Mastoridis, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, US
A. Wolski, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK
Abstract
Crab cavities are a key component of the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) upgrade, as they aim to mitigate the
luminosity reduction induced by the crossing angle. Two
superconducting crab cavities (CCs) were installed in the
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) at CERN in 2018 to demonstrate their operation in a proton machine for the first time.
An important point to consider is the transverse emittance
growth induced by noise in the CC RF system. During a first
experimental campaign in 2018, the measured emittance
growth was found to be a factor of 4 lower than predicted
by analytical models. In this paper, the effects of transverse
beam coupling impedance on emittance growth driven by
CC RF noise are presented and the results of the second experimental campaign, which took place in the SPS in 2022,
are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Crab cavities (CC’s) are key components for achieving the
luminosity goals in HL-LHC, in particular to optimize the
luminous region in the detectors [1]. Transverse emittance
growth due to noise in the CC RF system 1 is a concern, as it
degrades luminosity [3]. In order to define the specifications
for acceptable noise levels for the design of the HL-LHC CC
RF system, an analytical formula predicting the transverse
emittance growth caused by such noise has been derived and
validated through HEADTAIL simulations [4]. However,
to gain confidence in the validity of the theoretical model
benchmark against experimental data was deemed necessary.
During a dedicated experiment that took place in the SPS
in 2018 with the prototype CCs, the measured emittance
growth was found to be a factor four (on average) lower than
expected from the theory [5]. The reason for this discrepancy remained unresolved for some time, as detailed studies
excluded the possibility that the discrepancy is a result of
some error in the analysis of the experimental data or the
actual level of noise in the CCs.
It was recently found that the transverse beam coupling
impedance, which is not included in the above mentioned
theory, may impact the noise-induced emittance growth and
∗

†
1

Work supported by the HL-LHC project and partially by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of High Energy Physics, under
Award Number DE-SC-0019287
natalia.triantafyllou@cern.ch
Past studies with CC RF noise performed in KEKB with leptons can be
found in Ref. [2].

may therefore explain the experimental observations. In
particular, PyHEADTAIL [6] simulations including the accurate SPS impedance model [7] demonstrated that the noiseinduced emittance growth is suppressed by about a factor
four for the experimental machine conditions [5]. In this paper, the damping mechanism from the transverse impedance
is discussed and the measurements that took place in 2022
in the SPS aiming to validate the impedance as the source
of the discrepancy are presented.

EMITTANCE GROWTH FROM CRAB
CAVITY NOISE AND SUPPRESSION FROM
BEAM COUPLING IMPEDANCE
Amplitude and phase noise in the CCs result in emittance
growth through decoherence. The noise generates momentum kicks which drive betatron oscillations of the particles.
If the noise spectrum overlaps with the betatron tune distribution, the betatron oscillations can reach large amplitudes
which translate the oscillations to emittance growth [4, 8].
The impact of CC amplitude and phase noise to bunch
motion can be different. In particular, the momentum kicks
from amplitude noise are out of phase by 90∘ from the phase
noise kicks [4]. Given that in its usual operational mode
the CC RF wave has its zero crossing at the longitudinal
bunch center, amplitude noise kicks the head and the tail
of the bunch in opposite transverse directions, resulting in
intra-bunch (head-tail) oscillations. On the other hand, the
phase noise induces mostly a centroid shift of the bunch,
corresponding to a dipole mode, in which the transverse
oscillations at each point along the bunch are in phase.

Emittance growth suppression mechanism
PyHEADTAIL simulations including the SPS impedance
model [7] revealed that decoherence of the dipole oscillations and thus the phase-noise-induced emittance growth is
suppressed once the coherent betatron tune is shifted outside of the incoherent tune spectrum. A similar effect of
decoherence suppression was studied in the past [9–12] in
the context of beam-beam modes. It was shown that when
the coherent tune is outside the incoherent spectrum only
part of the energy from the noise kick drives incoherent motion, resulting in irreversible emittance growth, while the
rest of the energy from the noise kick is absorbed by the
coherent mode, which can be damped. By separating the
coherent and incoherent tunes, transverse impedance leads
to an effective suppression of phase-noise-induced emittance
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Figure 1: Frequency spectrum of the vertical bunch centroid motion for the SPS tests, calculated over 106 turns with 5 ⋅ 104
macroparticles for Qy,rms = 3.44 ⋅ 10−5 (left) and Qy,rms = 3.08 ⋅ 10−4 (center). Emittance growth due to CC phase noise
(right) for the two different values of Qy,rms . The emittance increase for Qy,rms = 3.44 ⋅ 10−5 is significantly smaller.
growth. Recently, this approach was adapted for configurations featuring linear detuning and a complex tune shift from
a collective force, supporting the simulation results [13].
The emittance growth suppression from transverse
impedance was studied with PyHEADTAIL simulations
for the parameters used during experiments in the SPS, as
shown in Table 1. It is important to note that during the 2018
experiments the Landau octupoles in the SPS were switched
off. However, intrinsic non-linearities in the machine lead
to a residual rms tune spread estimated to be ∼ 3 ⋅ 10−5 [5].
Therefore, for the emittance growth experiments in the SPS
at 270 GeV with 3 ⋅ 1010 protons per bunch, the small tune
shift of ∼ 3⋅10−4 from the transverse impedance is sufficient
to move the coherent mode out of the incoherent spectrum.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1 (left), which shows the vertical
spectrum of the centroid (coherent) oscillation of a bunch
as simulated with PyHEADTAIL. The initial bunch was
generated with Gaussian distributions in transverse and longitudinal planes and an initial vertical offset of 0.2 times the
vertical beam size. The bunch population of 3⋅1010 particles
was represented by 5⋅104 macroparticles and tracked for 106
turns. The frequency spectrum of the centroid was obtained
from Fourier analysis of the turn-by-turn centroid motion. It
is evident that the coherent mode is outside of the incoherent
spectrum. The simulation was repeated for a larger value of
rms tune spread, 3 ⋅ 10−4 which is achieved by introducing
additional amplitude detuning. For this case (Fig. 1, center),
the coherent tune lies within the incoherent spectrum.

Fig. 1 (right). In this simulation 5⋅105 macro-particles were
used and the tracking was performed for 105 turns. Twenty
simulation runs were conducted, to reduce the uncertainty
of the results, for a white phase noise with power spectral
density of 1.68 ⋅ 10−10 rad2 /Hz. The noise power is much
higher than in reality to get significant emittance growth
during the course of the simulation. The emittance growth
over the course of the simulation is comparable to that during
a coast though. The emittance evolution in each run is shown
in Fig. 1 with thin lines. The emittance growth rate was found
from a linear fit. The mean growth rate is computed over all
runs and is shown for two different cases of incoherent tune
spread by the thick lines in Fig. 1. The emittance growth
rates for the rms tune spreads of 3⋅10−5 and 3⋅10−4 were
found to be 10 nm/s and 25 nm/s respectively. These results
indicate a clear suppression of the emittance growth for the
case where the coherent mode lies outside of the incoherent
spectrum.

Sensitivity to amplitude-dependent tune shift

The preceding analysis suggests that the suppression of
the emittance growth as a result of the transverse impedance
depends on the tune spread resulting from amplitude detuning. This dependence was studied with PyHEADTAIL,
following the procedure described above for the emittance
growth simulations. The simulation was repeated for a large
range of amplitude detuning coefficients used to represent
the detuning that would result from use of the SPS Landau
Table 1: Parameters in the SPS CC emittance growth studies.
octupoles. The focus is on the vertical plane, since the SPS
CC’s provide vertical deflections.The results are shown in
Parameters
Values
Fig. 2, where the lower horizontal axis shows the equivalent
Beam energy, 𝐸
270 GeV
octupole strength of one family of Landau octupoles (that afVertical tune, 𝑄𝑦
26.18
fects mainly the vertical detuning), and the upper horizontal
Chromaticity, 𝑄𝑥′ , 𝑄𝑦′
∼0.5, ∼0.5
axis shows the corresponding rms tune spread for the initial
Vertical beta function at CC, 𝛽𝑦,CC
76.07 m
transverse emittance of the beam. Without wakefields, the
CC voltage and frequency, 𝑉CC / 𝑓CC 1 MV / 400.8 MHz emittance growth rates agree (within the errorbars) with the
R.m.s. bunch length, 𝜎rms
1.83 ns
values predicted from the theoretical model, independent of
the tune spread. With wakefields included, a suppression of
The emittance growth due to phase noise is simulated the emittance growth is observed and indeed depends on the
for the same set of parameters and the results are shown in overlap of the incoherent tune spread with the coherent tune.
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Figure 2: Simulated emittance growth due to CC phase noise
with and without impedance effects for different values of
vertical tune spread introduced by the Landau octupoles.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 2022
Another experimental campaign took place in SPS in 2022
to investigate effects of impedance and amplitude detuning
on emittance growth from CC phase noise. Achieving a good
understanding of the 2018 results is essential for developing
confidence in the theoretical model and its predictions for
the HL-LHC. The emittance growth measurements in 2022
were performed following the same procedure as in 2018 [5]
and for very similar machine and beam conditions, as listed
in Table 1.
The CC noise was a mixture of phase and amplitude noise,
however the contribution of amplitude noise to the total emittance growth was insignificant (about 6%). The phase noise
was applied on the first betatron line only, with a power
spectral density of 3.4 ⋅ 10−11 rad2 /Hz. Different octupole
settings were tested with the aim of reproducing the behavior
shown in Fig. 2. In the limited time available for the measurements, only five different octupole strengths could be
used, kLOD = ±5 m−4 , 10 m−4 and 15 m−4 ; the last value of
octupole strength is expected to restore the growth rate to almost the values predicted from the theoretical model [4]. For
each setting the bunch evolution was recorded for about 30
minutes by acquiring repeated wire scanner measurements
and then performing a linear fit. For the measurements of
each setting a fresh bunch was used. The results are summarised in Fig. 3.
The background emittance growth observed in the SPS
without any noise injected in the CC (𝑑𝜖𝑥 /𝑑𝑡 = 0.81 m/h and
𝑑𝜖𝑦 /𝑑𝑡 = 0.84 m/h) is subtracted from the measured values.
Even though past studies [5] considered the total measured
emittance growth given by 𝑑𝜖𝑦 /𝑑𝑡 + 𝑑𝜖𝑥 /𝑑𝑡 to account for
coupling effects, in 2022 measurements the growth in the
horizontal plane seems independent from the growth in the
vertical.
Figure 3 shows a clear dependence of the measured vertical emittance growth rate on the octupole strengths which is

Figure 3: Measured emittance growth for different octupole
settings. The growth predicted from the analytical model
without taking into account the impedance induced emittance growth suppression is ∼ 19 m/h.
qualitatively close to what is expected from the simulations.
However, there is some uncertainty about the level of quantitative agreement. In particular, the measured emittance
growth for the large octupole strength appears already in
agreement with the analytical prediction within the errorbars. Further measurements are needed for more octupole
settings to check the full dependence on amplitude detuning.
The experimental results of 2022 demonstrate that
impedance effects indeed suppress the emittance growth
induced by CC phase noise and seem to explain the experimental observations of 2018. However further studies are
needed towards better quantitative agreement between measurements and simulations.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
During the SPS CC tests in 2018, it was found that theoretical calculations of the transverse emittance growth from CC
RF noise overestimated the measurements by a factor 4. Simulations with PyHEADTAIL indicated that the discrepancy
might be explained by impedance effects, in particular when
the coherent tune is shifted outside of the incoherent spectrum. The simulations also indicated a strong dependence
on amplitude detuning: this was tested experimentally in the
SPS in 2022. The results show good qualitative agreement
with the expected impact of impedance and amplitude detuning: they represent a proof of concept for the mechanism of
emittance growth suppression from transverse impedance.
Further dedicated experiments in the SPS are planned, and
aim at refining the experimental observations by varying the
octupole strengths over a larger range, investigating the impact of linear chromaticity and the sensitivity to transverse
instabilities. Finally, the understanding developed from these
studies will be applied to the HL-LHC, in order to characterize the long-term emittance evolution and to define limits
on the acceptable noise levels for the CC’s.
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MEASUREMENTS OF RADIATION FIELDS FROM A CERAMIC BREAK
Y. Shobuda, T. Toyama, M. Yoshimoto, S. Hatakeyama
J-PARC Center, JAEA/KEK, Ibaraki, Japan
Ceramic break on downstream side
Ceramic break on upstream side

Abstract
Ceramic breaks are used in synchrotrons for many purposes. For example, they are inserted between the MultiWire Profile Monitor (MWPM) on the injection line at the
Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS) in J-PARC to completely
prevent the wall currents accompanying beams from affecting the MWPM. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of
suppressing beam impedances and the radiation fields from
the ceramic breaks, it would be preferable that the inner
surface of the ceramic break is coated with Titanium Nitride
(TiN), or covered over capacitors. In this report, we measure
the radiation fields from the ceramic break with and without
capacitors as well as the beam profile and investigate the
effect of the ceramic breaks on the measurements.

RCS

500 mm

ground plates

LINAC

loop antennas
MultiWire Profile Monitor
(MWPM1)

Capacitors

Figure 1: MWPM1 and the ceramic breaks without (left)
and with capacitors (right).

1s

1s

1s

INTRODUCTION
The RCS in J-PARC [1] has been realizing the highintensity beams [2–4] by accumulating H− injection beams
from the LINAC. During the injection painting process [5],
the H− beams are transformed into the proton beams after being hit on the foil at the injection point. When two bunched
beams, each containing 4.15 × 1013 particles per bunch, are
accelerated from 400 MeV to 3 GeV at a repetition rate of
25 Hz, a 1 MW beam can be performed at the RCS.
Precise adjustment of the injection beams on the phase
space area during the painting process is important to realize
the high intensity beams with low beam loss rate. Hence,
seven MWPMs [6] are installed, where MWPM1 is on the
injection line to the RCS, MWPM2-5 are on the merging
area in the RCS, and MWPM6-7 are on the dump line to measure the unstripped H− beams. Based on the design concept
of RCS, MWPM1 is sandwiched by two ceramic breaks to
completely prevent the wall currents with H− beams from interfering with the measurements with MWPM1 (see Fig.1).
On the other hand, suppressing beam coupling
impedances [7, 8] is a critical issue to accomplish high
intensity beams. Since the impedance of ceramic breaks
is closely related to the radiations from the ceramic
break [9–13], covering capacitors on the ceramic breaks
is an effective way to suppress both the impedance and
radiations from the ceramic breaks. Therefore, it is
important to directly measure the radiations from several
types of ceramic break, and investigate the effects of
ceramic breaks on the monitors.
The MWPM1 and the ceramic breaks next to it are good
tools because the residual dose around there is kept below
at most ten micro-sievert per hour even after 4 hours of
830 kW beam operation stop of the RCS. In this report, we
measure the radiations from 15 mm long ceramic break with
101 mm inner and 111 mm outer radii beside MWPM1 by
which the transverse beam profile is measured under several

μ

μ

μ

Figure 2: Signals if the ceramic break is covered by capacitors (left), or by Al with (center) and without beams (right).
conditions, after test-measuring the magnetic field in the
electromagnetic anechoic chamber in JAXA [14].

MEASUREMENTS OF THE TRANSVERSE
BEAM PROFILE
MWPM1 consisting of 27 wires measures the transverse
beam profile in 𝑢 and 𝑣 axes, which are tilted 45◦ from the
horizontal and vertical axes. Each wire moves 0.1 mm/s
filling the intervals of respective wires, while 100 LINAC
beams pass there with a 1 Hz repetition rate [6]. The integration of respective wire signals over 4 ms after being excited
by a hit of the beam provides the beam density at the wire
positions, so that a smooth bunch distribution is obtained
after 100 LINAC beam shots.
Here, let us cover the ceramic break on the downstream
side by twelve 1𝜇F capacitors [15] with 2 MHz resonant
frequency or by Aluminum (Al) sheet to investigate the
effects on the beam profiles. The measured 27 wire signals
are shown in Fig. 2. We can identify the noise from 0 to
0.7 ms in both cases (left/center). Though the capacitors
are expected to suppress the low-frequency components of
currents, high-frequency components contribute to the noise.
This is a systematic error by the trapezoid bump magnets [16]
at the injection area on the RCS rather than the wall currents
with beams because it is excited even in the case without
beams (see the right). As a result, it can be eliminated in
principle to produce the smooth beam profiles.
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μ

Figure 3: Wire signals (left) and beam profiles (center/right).

Finally, we have identified that the noise is excited through
the ground plates in Fig. 1. After the plates are removed, the
error diminishes on the signals even when the downstream
and upstream ceramics are covered over capacitors and Al,
respectively, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 3, and no integration gate dependence is found in the produced distribution
in the center/right figures, where the red and blue lines are
obtained by setting the integration gates over 0-4 ms and
0.7-4 ms on the signals, respectively. The identification of
the noise path enables the capacitors to perfectly suppress
the adverse effect on the monitors from the nearby magnets.

MEASUREMENTS OF RADIATIONS
PVM-1001 Pulse generator

z
Antenna

F/H
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Figure 4: The frequency dependence of measured magnetic
flux (left), and the measurement setup including a photo of
the ceramic break in the shield room in JAXA (right).

ated a pulse with a rise time of 5 ns and a fall time of 5 ns
with a flat top time of 60 ns. The port on the downstream side
and the antenna were connected to an oscilloscope [21] via
40 dB attenuator [22], and 15m coaxial cable [23], respectively. The position of the antenna is specified by (𝑙 𝑥 , 0, 𝑙 𝑧 )
in the right figure. By rotating the antenna, we measured the
magnetic flux in the longitudinal and vertical directions.
Figure 5 shows the simulations by CST [24] and 300 time
averaged measurements. The upper-center/right and the other
panels show the signals at the downstream port and magnetic
fields at (𝑙 𝑥 , 0, 𝑙 𝑧 ), respectively. The simulations for metal
are calculated after the ceramic break is replaced with a perfectly conductive (PEC) pipe. The measured magnetic field
is obtained after integrating the measured induced voltage on
the antenna over time under the assumption that the magnetic
flux is constant in the loop. The upper-center/right panels
illustrate the modulated pulses monitored at the downstream
port due to the impedance mismatch, which is significant for
the ceramic break without TiN coating. The input pulse of
simulation is 100 times lower than that of measurement, making both results of radiations different by 2 orders, sustaining
both output pulses in the same order. The simulations and
measurements are in agreement except in the case where
the antenna is positioned at (200 mm, 0, 0), which means
that the uniformity of the magnetic flux on the antenna is
significantly violated in the loop. Hence, the antennas are
placed at (270 mm, 0, 0) even in the nearest position at the
following measurements in the RCS. The measured purple
solid and brown dashed lines are almost identical and only
the vertical component 𝐻 𝑦 is excited under this idealistic
environment, as suggested by the simulation and theory [13].
Moreover, the measurements demonstrate that the magnetic
field is significantly shielded by TiN coating with 10 nm
thickness as expected [9–12].
Simulations

Now, let us investigate whether the capacitors can suppress
the radiation around the ceramic break beside MWPM1, after
measuring the magnetic fields from a 10 mm long ceramic
break with and without TiN coating in the electromagnetic
anechoic chamber in JAXA by using a 30 mm diameter loop
antenna [17] whose upper resonant frequency is 1.5 GHz.
The left figure of Fig. 4 shows the frequency dependence of
measured magnetic flux divided by the magnetic field at the
center of the loop. The red and blue lines show the real and
imaginary parts, while the dashed lines show the calculated
theoretical results [18].
The right figure of Fig. 4 shows a schematic of the measurement setup and a photo of the ceramic break in the shield
room in JAXA, where the ceramic breaks are supported by
the metal stand ensuring the ground path for the wall current [11]. The ceramic breaks were sandwiched between two
stainless-steel chambers. The inner conductor was placed in
the center of chambers, making a coaxial structure with 50 Ω
characteristic impedance. The upstream side was connected
to the pulse generator [19], which was amplified up to 1 kV
by the pulse voltage module (PVM-1001 [20]). We gener-
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Simulations

Measurements

Measurements

Figure 5: Simulations and measurements.
Now, let us measure the radiation from the ceramic break
when H− beam with 𝛽 = 0.7, 90 ns width, and −4.45 nC
passes through it in the RCS. The longitudinal beam shape
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Figure 6: The observed wall current (upper-left) and magnetic fields (the others) from the ceramic breaks, which are
averaged over 256 times.
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Figure 7: The simulation setup (upper-left), the input beam
(lower-left), and the simulated magnetic fields (right).
is measured by a wall current monitor to be confirmed. The
positions of eight antennas are identified by [ch1 (270 mm,
0, 90 mm), ch2 (270 mm, 0, 0 mm), ch3 (270 mm, 0, −110
mm)], [ch10 (540 mm, 0, 170 mm), ch4 (540 mm, 0, −150
mm)], and [ch9 (800 mm, 0, 90 mm), ch8 (800 mm, 0, 0
mm), ch5 (800 mm, 0, −110 mm)], where (ch1, ch3), (ch10,
ch4), and (ch9, ch5) are almost symmetric for 𝑧 = 0 plane.
Figures 6 and 7 show the measurements and simulations
without capacitors neither TiN coating. Compared to the
test-stand case, the situation is too complicated to perform
accurate simulations from viewpoints of modeling the real
environment. Then, the simulation setup is simplified as in
the left panel of Fig. 7. Nonetheless of the simplification, the
results feature the measurements, because 𝐻 𝑦 partially reflects the longitudinal bunch shape, is almost symmetric for
the 𝑧 = 0 plane, and systematically decreases as 𝑙 𝑥 increases
in both the simulations and measurements. The shape distortion may be found by more precisely observing the tail part
of 𝐻 𝑦 . Though the simulation suggests the radiations should
not be emitted in the longitudinal and horizontal directions,

Figure 8: The simulation and measurement setups (left),
simulated and measured magnetic fields (right) at ch1 (270
mm, 0, 90 mm) and ch4 (540 mm, 0, −150 mm).
they are produced in the measurements owing to the objects
in J-PARC. One drawback of this simplified simulation is
that the results are 1.5 times larger than the measurements,
which may be improved by modifying the input pulse shape.
Now, let us simulate two cases, where the capacitors are
attached to the downstream only, or PEC is covered over the
upstream only. As shown in Fig. 8, the simulations suggest
the radiations from both ceramics can be comparable at
ch1, although the distances from the downstream and the
upstream to ch1 are 285 mm and 650 mm, respectively. The
corresponding measurements at ch1 reveal the contribution
from upstream is not negligible. Hence, let us compare
the results of ch1 with ch4, where the distances from the
‘upstream’ ceramic breaks to ch1 and ch4 are both 650 mm,
when the capacitors are attached only to the ‘downstream’
ceramic break because theoretical results predict that the
magnetic fields are enhanced near the chamber wall [13].
Both the simulations and measurements demonstrate the
enhancement, nonetheless of the existence of MWPM1.
To cure the situation, let us cover the upstream ceramic
break with Al sheet (or capacitors) as well as the downstream
one with capacitors, as shown in Fig. 8. The simulations and
measurements in Fig.8 demonstrate the remarkable suppression of the radiations. Practically, the ceramic break with
10 nm thin TiN coating can be more beneficial because the
induced voltage on the ceramic break can provide the precise
bunch shapes [11], suppressing the radiations.

SUMMARY
Since the chamber walls significantly enhance the magnetic field from the ceramic breaks, simplified simulations
are effective to evaluate it when the ceramic breaks are close
to monitors. The noise stemming from the ground should
be carefully investigated when we cure the ceramic breaks.
This work was supported by KAKENHI (17K05124).
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FULL COUPLING STUDIES AT ALBA
Z.Martí∗, G.Benedetti, M.Carlà, U.Iriso, and L.Torino
ALBA-CELLS Synchrotron, Cerdanyola del Vallès, Spain
Abstract
As other low emittance machine upgrades ALBA-II proposal considers operating in full coupling. In such configuration the horizontal emittance is further reduced while
the lifetime is increased at the price of working close to
equal fractional tunes. This mode of operation has not been
adopted by any existing light source to date, and it presents
a few disadvantages, like the optics degradation, injection
efficiency reduction and beam size stability. In this paper
the above mentioned difficulties are studied for the present
ALBA storage ring in full coupling conditions.

INTRODUCTION
To ensure a proper beam lifetime, several future low emittance light sources designs [1–4] rely on the ability to operate
on or next to the coupling resonance 𝑄𝑥 = 𝑄𝑦 + 𝑛, where
𝑄𝑥,𝑦 are the horizontal and vertical tunes and 𝑛 is an integer. Such constraint on the working point is not used on
the operation of existing light sources, which has triggered
several studies in such working conditions [5–7]. The injection schemes, the physical apertures aspect ratio and the
non-linear strength of future low emittance light sources
differ substantially from present machines. The experience
in present light sources in full coupling can not be extrapolated directly, however achieving a good agreement with
simulations is a first step towards relaying on this type of
operation.
Working in full coupling changes the constraints given
by the collective effects. Up to now, for the ALBA case we
have found that such changes are mostly beneficial.
Other groups [8, 9] have studied the possibility to generate the same full coupling effects in terms of lifetime gain
and horizontal emittance reduction without the considerable
optics design constraint of the coupling resonance condition. In that case an AC skew quadrupolar field excited at
a 𝑄𝑥 − 𝑄𝑦 frequency is used. Some first tests have been
performed in the present ALBA machine in order to check
our understanding of such technique and in the future this
possibility will be further explored for the ALBA-II design.
None of the above is used in present light-sources, instead, in the case of the EBS, a vertical dipolar white noise
excitation has been successfully used in operation [10].

LATTICE CONFIGURATIONS
Full coupling operation of future low emittance lattices requires an optimization of the coupling strength |𝐶0 | [11]. On
one side, a larger 𝐶0 implies a wider coupling resonance, and
so a more stable machine operation (against power supply
noise, insertion device errors, etc). On the other hand, near
∗
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the resonance a high coupling strength produces an optics
distortion which potentially translates to worse dynamical
aperture and injection efficiency.
Our simulations for ALBA-II indicate that the optics correction near the coupling resonance requires also tuning the
skew quadrupole correctors. Therefore, the distribution of
the skew quadrupole strengths should be a key issue. In this
first work we have not studied that in detail.
When setting up the full coupling lattice, the optics was
first corrected with LOCO [12] without applying any skew
quadupole change. Based on that same normal quadrupole
settings, the measurements described in the next sections
have been carried out for three different skew quadupole
configurations:
• corrected: LOCO based skew quadrupoles (applied
after two iterations);
• not corrected: no skew quadrupoles applied with;
• anti corrected: LOCO based skew quadrupoles applied
with opposite polarity.
Each of the configurations was later analyzed with a LOCO
measurement. Here the coupling strength has been calculated using the analytical formula described in [11]. The
optics degradation in terms of beta beating is between 2.5%
and 5.7% which we think should have no major effects on
the measurements.

COUPLING MEASUREMENT
The global coupling in a ring is typically defined as the
emittance ratio 𝑘 = 𝜖𝑦 /𝜖𝑥 which in this case is measured in
two different methods:
• from the emittance ratio at the pinhole locations;
• from the turn by turn (TbT) action transfer ratio at the
beam position monitors (BPM).
The first method consists in calculating the emittance from
the measured beam sizes 𝜎𝑥,𝑦 at the pinhole cameras, the
modelled optical functions (obtained via a LOCO measurement) 𝛽𝑥,𝑦 and 𝜂𝑥,𝑦 and the modelled energy spread 𝜎𝛿 :
𝜖𝑥,𝑦 =

𝜎2𝑥,𝑦 − (𝜎𝛿 𝜂𝑥,𝑦 )2
.
𝛽𝑥,𝑦

(1)

The second method is described in [13]. In this case the TbT
BPM readings after a pinger kick are analyzed via Fourier
decomposition. The two main spectral lines (the horizontal
and vertical tunes, as here we assume no other relevant lines)
amplitudes 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 determine the action transfer. The
amplitude squared 𝑎2 (proportional to the action) along the
turns 𝑛 can be expressed as:
𝑎2 = 𝑎12 + 𝑎22 + 2𝑎1 𝑎2 cos ((𝑄1 − 𝑄2 )2𝜋𝑛 + 𝜇1 − 𝜇2 ) ,
(2)
WEOZSP4
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where 𝑄1,2 , and 𝜇1,2 are the corresponding tunes and phase
obtained in the Fourier analysis. The coupling is defined
as the ratio of the sums of the transferred actions and the
motion action:
𝑘𝑇 𝑏𝑇 =

2𝑎1 𝑎2
.
𝑎12 + 𝑎22

(3)

This calculation is visualized in Fig. 1 showing a real TbT
acquisition and the action transfer ratio calculation. In that
case the signal decay constant was also fitted in the analysis
to account for the radiation damping.
Decoherence in the TbT measurements is difficult to distinguish from action transfer. To avoid it we acquire the data
after having reduced the chromaticity to 0.5 in both planes
while ensuring that the beam is stable. Also a filling pattern
with just one tenth of the buckets of the ring is used which
limited the stored current to 20 mA in all the measurements.
According to our simulations using AT [14] for the ALBA
lattice the coupling 𝑘 using Eq. (1) and 𝑘𝑇 𝑏𝑇 using Eq. (3)
are equivalent.

TUNE SCAN THROUGH THE RESONANCE
The ALBA usual working point is (0.152, 0.362), but
to operate near full coupling we used a new optics at
(0.161, 0.161). We use a specific “step tune” function to
minimize the optics beating along the tune scan and keep it
in all cases < 5% .
To calculate the beam emittance, we rely on 2 x-ray pinhole cameras taking light from 2 different dipoles [15, 16].
We take the emittance as the average between the two values,
while the error bar is taken from their difference (the repeatability of the individual measurement is bigger than the
discrepancy between them). The pinhole calibration error
was measured to be < 2% using a beam based technique,
consisting on fitting the response of the beam centroid at the
pinhole to all the orbit corrector magnets.
For the TbT coupling measurement, the average over 120
BPMs for 10 acquisitions of up to 2000 turns is use. That is
equivalent to roughly 2 ms which makes this measurement
more suitable to detect fast variations of the coupling. In this
case the repeatability of the individual BPM measurement
and the discrepancy between BPMs are at the same level.
The tune measurement is done using the same 120 BPM
TbT data but only for the first 32 turns using the technique
described in [17], so that the measured tune is weakly affected by the coupling (as the action transfer effect is largely
avoided). Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that due to
the noise in the magnets power supplies, the tunes at each
working point have an rms fluctuation of (2.6, 1.2) ⋅ 10−4 in
the (hor, ver) planes.
The results of the coupling measurements with the pinhole and TbT techniques are shown in Fig. 2. The fitted
coupling stregth is displayed in the legend. The adjusted
LOCO model’s tune is scanned to simulate the coupling
along the scans (dashed lines).

Figure 1: TbT measurement showing almost 100 % action
transfer. The upper plot shows the TbT readings (light blue
line) and the amplitude (black line) obtained from the two
higher spectral lines. The lower plot shows the squared
amplitude (blue area, proportional to the denominator in
Eq. 3) and the transferred squared amplitude (yellow area,
proportional to the numerator in Eq. 3).
For both measurement techniques, the coupling strength is
fitted assuming the following relation close to the resonance:
𝑘 = 𝛼1 +

𝛼2
1+

Δ2
(𝐶0 +𝛼3 Δ)2

,

(4)

where 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 and 𝛼3 are fitting parameters representing
respectively the residual (operation) coupling (in the order
of 0.005), the coupling max amplitude, and the assymetry
around the tune resonance. Δ = 𝑄𝑥 − 𝑄𝑦 is the tune difference.
WEOZSP4

Figure 2: Coupling measurements and simulation through
the resonance. TbT coupling is shown in the left hand side
plot, the pinhole based measurements are shown on the right
hand side plot and the LOCO simulations are shown in both
plots with dashed lines.
Unlike the TbT measurements and the LOCO simulations,
the pinhole based measurements do not reach the 100% couMC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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pling in any case. Both the beam size measurement and the
LOCO fit may carry significant systematic errors while the
TbT measurement does not relay on any calibration. For
these reasons we tend to rely more on the measured TbT coupling. The measured TbT coupling strength is around 20%
below the simulated value from the LOCO model except in
the corrected coupling case.

DYNAMIC APERTURE AND INJECTION
EFFICIENCY
In order to measure the horizontal Dynamic Aperture
(DA), we use a single injection kicker sequentially increasing its voltage until the beam is lost. At each voltage step
the TbT position at the BPM before and after the injection
section is recorded up to 15 times, during this time the beam
loss monitor (BLM) integrated counts are also acquired (10
seconds integration). We define the horizontal DA as the average of the maximum TbT position of the two BPMs for the
voltage step that has the maximum total BLM counts. The
same lattices and beam parameters of the previous section
are used. The Injection Efficiency (IE) was averaged during
the injection process from 0 mA to 20 mA . The measurements were acquired with two different configurations of the
vertical scraper, at the usual operation position (±4.75 mm)
and at an open position (±10.0 mm).
In all simulations the septum magnet is assumed to be at
its design position of -16 mm.
Table 1 shows the obtained results. The DA agreement
with respect to the LOCO simulations is quite remarkable
in all cases except with the not corrected skews and closed
vertical scraper. For this particular case the DA measurement
seems as good as in all the other cases with the scraper open,
however the IE is quite lower. So far, this discrepancy is not
well understood.
Table 1: Measured DA and IE for the three skew quadrupole
settings and both vertical scraper positions. The values in
brackets correspond to the simulated DA values.
V. scraper
corrected
not corrected
anti corrected

DA [mm]
Closed
Open
14.6 (15.4) 14.8 (15.4)
14.6 (10.0) 14.6 (15.1)
6.3 (6.3)
14.8 (15.0)

IE [%]
Closed Open
84
91
70
91
5
87

STABILITY THRESHOLDS
Both the single bunch and multi bunch threshold have
been measured for the three lattices considered. As in the
case of the standard machine, the single bunch current threshold is 8.5 mA at zero chromaticity. In the multi bunch case,
the current threshold in full coupling was 65 mA while with
the standard lattice it was 40 mA.

SKEW AC EXCITATION
In order to excite with an AC skew quadrupolar field, the
4-electrode tune excitation strip-line cables are swapped.
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

Since the tunes do not need to coincide, the standard ALBA
lattice with tunes (0.162, 0.372) is used. In this case the
TbT coupling measurement as previously described is not
possible. First because the skew quadrupole strength given
by the strip-line is small (7.8 ⋅ 10−5 m−1 ) and it takes 10000
turns to share the emittance, which is much longer than the
damping times, so the TbT signals do not resemble those
of Fig. 1 at all. Also because in the case of the AC induced
coupling the TbT data of one plane does not contain the tune
line of the other. Since TbT data is not acquired, the standard
operation conditions are used regarding both to the beam
filling pattern (440 out of 448 buckets) and the chromaticity
(3 units in each plane).

Figure 3: Coupling pinhole measurements scanning the stripline frequency.
Figure 3 shows the average of the two pinholes for up to 6
different measurements while scanning the tune resonance
using the stripline frequency. We are still trying to improve
or simulations to include both the radiation damping and
the power supply noise. So far we obtain a peak coupling of
0.066 (measured 0.012) and a coupling strength 4.1 ⋅ 10−4
(measured 5.6 ⋅ 10−4 ).

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have determined that LOCO based simulations are
able to describe reasonably well highly coupled lattices. That
gives confidence in the possibility to design and foresee the
operation of future light sources working in full coupling.
We expect that this good agreement with simulations will
allow to specify a tune stability tolerance for ALBA-II given
the injection constrains on dynamical aperture and the users
requirements for beam size stability. In future works we
should explore the possibility to produce the same coupling
strengths distributed differently along the ring so that the
optics effects are minimized.
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RADIATION LOAD STUDIES FOR SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS IN
A 10 TeV MUON COLLIDER
D. Calzolari∗ , B. Humann, C. Carli, A. Lechner, G. Lerner, F. Salvat-Pujol, D. Schulte, K. Skoufaris
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Among the various future lepton colliders under study,
muon colliders offer the prospect of reaching the highest
collision energies. Despite the promising potential of a
multi-TeV muon collider, the short lifetime of muons poses
a severe technological challenge for the collider design. In
particular, the copious production of decay electrons and
positrons along the collider ring requires the integration of
continuous radiation absorbers inside superconducting magnets. The absorbers are needed to avoid quenches, reduce
the heat dissipation in the cold mass and prevent magnet
failures due to long-term radiation damage. In this paper,
we present FLUKA shower simulations assessing the shielding requirements for high-field magnets of a 10 TeV muon
collider. We quantify in particular the role of synchrotron
photon emission by decay electrons and positrons, which
helps in dispersing the energy carried by the decay products.
For comparison, selected results for a 3 TeV muon collider
are also presented.

INTRODUCTION
Circular muon colliders offer the prospect of reaching
significantly higher center-of-mass energies than electronpositron colliders, since the latter option is limited by the
synchrotron radiation emission. The design of muon colliders is, however, less mature and involves various technical
challenges [1]. The recently formed International Muon
Collider Collaboration [2] aims to address key design questions for a multi-TeV collider, with a center-of-mass energy
√𝑠 of 10 TeV or even higher. Despite the Lorentz boost,
multi-TeV muons still have a relatively short mean lifetime
in the laboratory frame 0.1 s for √𝑠=10 TeV and hence they
rapidly decay while circulating in the collider ring. The
decay electrons and positrons carry on average around one
third of the muon energy, while the rest escapes in the form
of neutrinos. Contrary to 𝑒− /𝑒+ colliders, where the heat
load is from synchrotron radiation from the primary beam, in
the muon collider case it is arising from secondary particles
generated by the decay. The resulting power dissipated by
those amounts to several 100 W per meter [2]. This poses a
significant challenge for the collider design due to the instantaneous heat deposition and cumulative radiation damage in
the collider equipment. To sustain the radiation load, superconducting magnets need to be protected with a continuous
absorber. The absorber must fulfil different purposes, as preventing beam-induced quenches, reducing the thermal load
to the cryogenic system, and avoiding magnet failures due to
∗
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the cumulative dose in insulators and atomic displacements
in superconductors [3].
Radiation load studies for muon collider magnets have
been previously carried out in the scope of the US Muon Accelerator Program (MAP) [4]. These studies [5–10] focused,
however, on lower center-of-mass energies √𝑠=0.125-4 TeV.
In this paper, we present a first generic shielding assessment
for the arc magnets of a higher-energy collider with a centerof-mass energy of √𝑠=10 TeV. For comparison, we also show
results for a √𝑠=3 TeV machine. The studies were carried
out with the FLUKA particle shower code [11–13], which
is the standard code at CERN for accelerator shielding applications. The beam parameters considered in this paper
(see Table 1) have been scaled from the design parameters
previously adopted by the MAP collaboration. The collider
design foresees two counter-rotating muon bunches of opposite charge, which share the same vacuum chamber. To
reach the desired design luminosity, new bunches need to be
injected multiple times per second. We assume that bunches
are injected with a frequency of 5 Hz and that all injected
muons decay in the collider ring. This assumption is justified since the luminosity burn-off in the collision point is
small compared to the number of decays. We also neglect
possible beam halo losses on the aperture.

SIMULATION MODEL
To derive general conclusions, we do not consider a specific arc lattice, but we model a generic string of dipoles,
with magnetic fields of 7 T and 10.4 T for the 3 TeV and
10 TeV machines, respectively. The power dissipated by
decay electrons and positrons per unit length is comparable
in both colliders (about 500 W/m) due to the different ring
circumferences. Previous shielding studies for muon colliders considered different magnet design options, including
open mid-plane dipoles, where the decay products impact
on an absorber located at a larger radius than the coils [5–7].
This design has some advantages in terms of heat load management, but adds some complexity to the magnet design.
Table 1: Parameters
Beam energy
Bunch intensity
Number of bunches
Injection frequency
Circumference
Arc dipole strength
Power lost in 𝑒+ /𝑒− per beam

√𝑠=3 TeV

√𝑠=10 TeV

1.5 TeV
2.2 × 1012
1
5 Hz
4.5 km
7T
400 W/m

5 TeV
1.8 × 1012
1
5 Hz
10 km
10.4 T
500 W/m
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Figure 1: Geometry of the arc section. In detail, the different
components of the dipole magnets are reported.
In this paper, we consider a conventional magnet design like
in the LHC, with coils on the mid-plane.
For each study (√𝑠=3 TeV and √𝑠=10 TeV), a dedicated
FLUKA model was implemented, consisting of a sequence
of 9 dipole magnets separated by 20 cm long drift regions.
Each dipole magnet was assumed to be 6 m long and straight.
The magnet string is long enough to model the longitudinal
build-up of particle impacts on the aperture. In absence of
a detailed magnet engineering design, a cylindrical symmetry was assumed for the dipole geometry. As depicted
in Fig. 1, the innermost element is a tungsten shield with
an internal radius of 5 cm and a thickness of 3 cm. This
approach follows previous studies within MAP, where such
tungsten absorbers were first proposed [5–10]. The assumed
shielding aperture shall be considered as tentative as the
actual aperture requirements still have to be studied. The
aperture will depend on the necessary beam clearance and
must be large enough to properly fit the beam. For simplicity,
we did not include any beam screen in the calculations.
The shielding needs to be kept at a higher temperature
than the magnet cold mass to evacuate the shower-induced
heat load efficiently. Here we assume a gap of 1 mm between
the W shielding and the cold bore of the magnet. This gap
and the thermal separation of the shielding and cold mass require further studies, which are out of the scope of this paper.
The assumed gap is certainly insufficient for thermal evacuation purposes, but shall represent a conservative scenario
for the radiation load studies. We further model a 0.5 mm
thick Kapton insulation layer between the cold bore and the
coils, which is the closest organic material to the beam. This
insulation is followed by a 1.5 mm liquid helium layer impregnating the inner and outer coils, whose thicknesses are
1.5 cm each. Those dimensions follow typical accelerator
magnets. The coils are embedded in stainless-steel collars,
which are surrounded by the magnet yoke. The tungsten
liners continue in the interconnects and are complemented
by 5 cm thick tungsten shields protecting the magnet front
faces.
Considering the generic nature of this study, we model a
fixed-size Gaussian beam envelope with 𝜎=100 𝜇m, without
any beam divergence. During the muon decay process, two
neutrinos and a first generation lepton (𝑒+ /𝑒− ) are emitted.
Neutrinos do not cause any harm to accelerator components
and they are neglected here. On the contrary, the charged
WEPOST001
1672

products interact with the elements of the collider, depositing
their energy locally in downstream magnets. With ultrarelativistic muon beams, the produced electron/positrons
will follow Michel’s spectrum [14]. The decay electron and
positrons are overbent by the strong dipole fields due to
their lower magnetic rigidity compared to the stored muons.
Consequently, they impact on the inner edge of the shielding
within a few tens of meters from the decay position. While
travelling inside the beam vacuum of a magnet, the electrons
and positrons emit synchrotron photons and therefore lose
energy. Due to their small mass, this is a non-negligible
effect. Considering a charged particle moving in a magnetic
field, the energy emitted per unit length is [15]:
Δ𝐸 =

𝑒2
𝐸4
6𝜋𝜖0 (𝑚0 𝑐2 )4 𝜌2

(1)

This means that a 1 TeV electron traveling in a 10 T field
will radiate 1.26 GeV per centimeter, a substantial amount
of energy. The emitted photons travel almost parallel to the
electron trajectory, with a very small angular divergence.
Contrary to the electrons/positrons, the synchrotron photons
are spread over the external and internal sides of the magnet aperture. An accurate account of synchrotron photon
emission by the decay particles is hence important in the
simulation study. This feature has been added recently in
the FLUKA code [12] and has been used here. We adopted
1 MeV and 300 keV transport cuts for electrons/positrons and
photons, respectively. This choice is an adequate tradeoff between an accurate simulation and fast CPU times. All results
reported below include the contribution of both beams.

POWER DEPOSITION
With the 3 cm-thick tungsten shielding considered in this
study, the total heat deposition in the dipole cold mass is
found to be 5 W/m for the 3 TeV collider and 7 W/m in
the 10 TeV collider, respectively (compared to the initial
500 W/m). This shows that the harder decay spectrum in the
10 TeV machine does not significantly increase the amount
of direct heat deposition in cryogenic magnets. Figure 2
displays the transverse power density distribution in the most
loaded coil cross section close to the magnet end (the values
are about 15-20% lower in center). In the 10 TeV machine,
the power density distribution is more dispersed between the
internal and external sides due to the synchrotron photons
emitted by the decay electrons and positrons. The power
density on the external side (due to photons) is almost as high
as the power density on the inner side, where decay electrons
and positrons are lost. On the contrary, with a 1.5 TeV beam
in the 3 TeV machine, the synchrotron radiation contribution
is not as prevalent. Instead, the dominating component of
heat deposition is the direct impact of 𝑒+ /𝑒− on the shielding.
The figure of merit to quantify the quench margin is
the radially averaged power deposition density in the inner coils. For both collider energies, the maximum averaged
power density is less than 1.5 mW/cm3 . For comparison,
the quench levels is about 15-20 mW/cm3 for the bending
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Figure 2: Power deposition density (left), cumulative dose (center) and DPA (right) in the coils of a generic arc dipole in
muon collider (top: √𝑠=3 TeV, bottom: √𝑠=10 TeV). The center of the collider ring is on the left side. The dose and DPA
values were scaled to 10 years of collider operation.
dipoles of the LHC (8.3T, NbTi cables) [16, 17], and is expected to be 70 mW/cm3 for the future 11 T Nb3 Sn HL-LHC
magnets [18]. We hence conclude that the found values are
safely below the quench level. The actual margin will depend
on the choice of coil technology and operating temperature.

CUMULATIVE RADIATION DAMAGE
The ionizing dose deposited in organic components of
collider ring magnets can lead to a degradation of material
properties, with loss of bonding strength and embrittlement.
This increases, for example, the risk of mechanical failure or
premature quenches [19]. The tolerable dose limit depends
on the choice of materials for coil impregnation, insulation,
spacers etc and is typically estimated to be a few 10 MGy
[19]. Figure 2 shows the cumulative dose distribution in the
coils after 10 years of collider operation. We consider 200
days of operation per year with the parameters reported in
Table 1, under the conservative assumption of 100% machine availability. The simulations indicate that the peak
dose at the inner edge of the coil reaches almost 30 MGy
for the 3 TeV collider and almost 40 MGy for the 10 TeV
collider, respectively. About 20% higher values can be observed for Kapton insulation around the cold bore. These
values are at or even exceed the acceptable limits of typically
used materials [3]. Despite the small cross section of photonuclear interactions, secondary photons can give rise to a
sizeable number of neutrons in a muon collider. These neutrons are the main source of atomic displacements in magnet
coils, which can affect the properties of the superconductor.
Experimental irradiation studies showed that the critical temMC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A02: Lepton Colliders

perature of Nb3 Sn samples starts to degrade above ∼10−3
Displacements per Atom (DPA) [20]. In both collider options, the simulated peak DPA in the coils remains below
this value, within a range of 1 − 2 × 10−4 DPA accumulated
over 10 years. For comparison, similar values are reached
in the inner triplet magnets of the HL-LHC after 3000 fb−1
and they are considered acceptable [3]. Since displacement
phenomena are dominated by neutrons, they have a lower
dependence on the shielding thickness.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a first generic shielding study for
the dipole arc magnets of a 10 TeV muon collider. The
study showed that the absorber requirements are similar for
a 10 TeV and a 3 TeV machine if the power loss per unit
length is similar in both cases. The increased dispersion of
the energy by synchrotron photons is beneficial in a 10 TeV
collider as it reduces the peak load on the inner side of
the aperture. The study shows that the cumulative dose in
organic magnet components (insulators, spacers etc.) is
one of the most limiting factors, which guides the shielding
requirements. With a 3 cm W absorber and a beam aperture
of 5 cm, the ionizing dose is expected to reach critical values
after 10 years of operation. A slightly thicker shielding is
hence needed to allow for some safety margin. Although
the studies in this paper were based on generic assumptions
and without a real accelerator lattice, they provide a first
numerical estimate of the expected radiation load in the arcs
of a 10 TeV muon collider.
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SYNCHROTRON RADIATION IMPACT ON THE FCC-ee ARCS
B. Humann∗1 , F. Cerutti, R. Kersevan, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
1 also at TU Wien, Vienna, Austria

Synchrotron radiation (SR) emitted by electron and
positron beams represents a major loss source in high energy
circular colliders, such as the lepton version of the Future
Circular Collider (FCC-ee) at CERN. In particular, for the
operation mode at 182.5 GeV (above the top pair threshold),
its spectrum makes it penetrate well beyond the vacuum
chamber walls. In order to optimize its containment, dedicated absorbers are envisaged. In this contribution we report
the energy deposition studies performed with FLUKA to
assess heat load, time-integrated dose and particle fluence
distribution in the machine components and the surrounding
environment. Different choices for the absorber material
were considered and shielding options for electronics were
investigated. Furthermore, possible positions for the booster
ring were reviewed from the radiation exposure point of
view.

The lepton machine of Future Circular Collider (FCCee) is one option for a future accelerator at CERN. With a
circumference of around 91 km, it is meant to collide electrons and positrons at four different energies ranging from
45.6 GeV (Z mode) to 182.5 GeV (ttbar mode) [1]. In a lepton machine, synchrotron radiation (SR) is a major source of
beam energy loss impacting the accelerator. Therefore, it is
necessary to assess its effects on the magnets and the tunnel
environment. These studies are performed with FLUKA
[2–4], a Monte Carlo particle transport and interaction code,
with which the energy deposition caused by the SR in the
FCC-ee collider arcs was simulated.
SR is electromagnetic radiation emitted tangentially by
charged particles that follow a curved trajectory. The energy
loss per turn, Δ�, is given as
�2
�4
,
(1)
3�0 (� 0 �2 ) 4 �
indicating the high impact of SR in electron and positron
colliders due to the small rest mass, � 0 , of these particles.
In Eq. 1, � is the elementary electric charge, �0 the vacuum
permittivity, � the energy of the circulating particles and
� is the bending radius, equal to 10.76 km for the FCCee machine [5]. This leads to Δ� 182.5 GeV = 9.2 GeV/turn
and Δ� 45.6 GeV = 0.036 GeV/turn. The critical energy ��
is defined as splitting the emitted photon spectrum in two
equal parts in terms of integrated power [6]. Its expression
Δ� =

∗

3 �3
� 3 [���]
ℏ�
≈ 2.21 · 10−6
[���]
2 �
�[��]
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INTRODUCTION

�� =

182.5 GeV = 1.25 MeV, being � the relativistic
yields ��
Lorentz factor. For the operation mode at 45.6 GeV,
where the energy is a factor 4 lower, the critical energy
45.6 GeV = 19 keV. Figure 1 shows the SR photon spectra
is ��
for the two extreme energies of colliding beams in FCC-ee,
emphasising the very different penetration capacity of the
emitted radiation, which in the Z mode is fully absorbed by
the vacuum chamber walls.

dN/dlog(E)
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Figure 1: SR spectra for the 45.6 GeV and 182.5 GeV FCCee operation modes, as generated by FLUKA. Their integral
gives the amount of photons emitted by the electron/positron
beam over 1 cm.
By design, the SR power shall be constant for all operation modes and amount to 50 MW per beam. This implies
a current of 5.4 mA for the highest operation energy and
1390 mA for the lowest one.

SIMULATION SETUP
For this study, a representative 140 m long periodic cell
of the FCC-ee arc was simulated, as displayed in Fig. 2.
It consists of 5 dipoles (MB), 5 quadrupoles (MQ) and 4
sextupoles (MS), that are held at room temperature. Two
dipoles have a length of 21 m and the other three are 24 m
long. The MQs have a length of 3 m and the MSs, that are
placed in pairs before the first two MQs (according to the
clockwise direction), have a length of 1.3 m. The MB and
MQ geometries are based on the technical drawings of the
already existing prototypes [1], while the MS model was
extracted from an early stage sketch.
Three different SR shielding options are investigated. The
main focus is on the shielding performed with dedicated photon absorbers. In total, 25 absorbers per beam with a length
of 30 cm each are placed every 5-6 m inside the MB and MQ
vacuum chamber, in order to prevent the latter from being
directly impacted by the SR. They are made of a CuCrZr
alloy, which has good absorption and mechanical properties.
In the following, they are referred to as "copper absorbers".
As an alternative, absorbers made out of a tungsten alloy
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Table 1: Absorbed power per element type for the different absorber (ABS) layouts and the continuous shielding
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Figure 2: Top view of the arc cell, displaying the magnets at beam level and the circulating beams (B1...beam
1, B2...beam 2).
(Inermet 180®), that offers better absorption properties but
has a higher cost, are considered. For comparison, a continuous tungsten alloy shielding, inspired by the lead one of the
former LEP accelerator pipe, is studied [7]. Due to lack of
space inside the MQs and MSs, it is only implemented in the
MBs. The accelerator structure is embedded in a realistic
tunnel geometry (see Fig. 3) [1].

sorber. There is a significant difference for the magnets, with
better protected dipoles in the case of continuous shielding and tungsten absorbers. On the other hand, for the
quadrupoles and sextupoles the absorbed power is much
higher for the case of continuous shielding, due to its interruption inside them. The tunnel walls are more impacted
in the copper case, by a factor 2.5. Finally, the vacuum
chambers take 10 W/m in the absorber cases and more than
350 W/m for the continuous shielding, which highlights a
major challenge for the latter option.

Long Term Radiation Effects

Figure 3: Localized absorber (on the left) and continuous
shielding (on the right) in a dipole.
For each accelerator component, the thermal load is assessed. Moreover, the distribution of the accumulated ionising dose is calculated to estimate long term radiation effects
such as material degradation. This is not critical for the
FCC-ee arc warm dipoles, because their coils do not contain any organic insulator. On the other hand, it plays an
important role to define the electronics equipment lifetime.
In this regard, also Si-1 MeV neutron equivalent fluence,
thermal neutron equivalent fluence and high energy hadron
equivalent fluence are relevant quantities, that are used to
anticipate cumulative and stochastic damage in electronics
[8]. In the following, the ttbar mode current of 5.4 mA is
used for normalization. Time integrated results refer to one
year of operation which is assumed to be 1×107 s.

SIMULATION RESULTS
Power Deposition on the Accelerator Components
Over the considered 140 m long arc cell, the SR emitted by
the two circulating beams deposits 167 kW. Comparing the
layouts with absorbers and continuous shielding, a different
sharing is obtained, as detailed in Table 1.
The same amount of power goes onto the continuous tungsten shielding and the copper absorbers, while the tungsten
absorbers get about 15% more. On average, this corresponds
to 2.6 kW per copper absorber and 3.1 kW per tungsten abWEPOST002
1676

Radiation levels in the tunnel affect layout and infrastructure choices that have to be finalised within the next
20 years. Three-dimensional dose maps were calculated
over the whole tunnel volume and Table 2 reports reference
values in air at beam height and one metre above. For the
absorber cases, on the machine plane a higher dose is observed inside the ring, due to the SR photon reflection by the
internal beam absorbers. As for the particles reflected by the
external beam absorbers, they are intercepted by the doubleC shaped structure of the dipoles. As previously indicated
by integral power results, the tungsten absorbers assure a
reduced leakage. Nevertheless, the continuous shielding
yields here the lowest dose values here, with the noticeable
exception of 1.2 MGy peaks in correspondence of the MQs,
where no shielding is implemented.
Table 2: Annual dose levels in the tunnel for the different
absorber schemes. For the beam level, data for the external
(ext.) and internal (int.) side of the ring is given.
Tungsten

Copper

Continuous

Beam level, ext.
Beam level, int.

100 kGy
500 kGy

600 kGy
1 MGy

200 kGy
200 kGy

Above beam

100 kGy

300 kGy

120 kGy

The picture changes above the collider. There the dose
is more homogeneously distributed in both absorber cases,
with higher values found again for the copper case. With the
continuous shielding, one gets 120 kGy per year, but at the
locations of the MQs, featuring larger doses for the same
reason as before.
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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These results confirm that the ideal placement of the
booster ring is above the collider due to the lower dose levels. For the electronic equipment, the reported dose levels
are by far too high. For comparison, annual values of few
Gy are expected in the LHC arcs after the High Luminosity
(HL) upgrade [9]. Hence, a dedicated shielding has to be
elaborated, as discussed in the next section.
While the dose levels are rather different for the three
SR shielding options, the estimates of Si-1 MeV neutron
equivalent fluence, associated to the cumulative damage to
electronics by non-ionising energy losses, are similar. They
give about 2×1012 cm−2 per year, which is two orders of
magnitude higher than the HL-LHC reference value. It has
to be noted that for the different absorber materials, different
relative contributions by neutrons and electromagnetic particles are observed. Tungsten has a lower neutron production
threshold for photo-nuclear reactions as well as a higher absorption power for electromagnetic particles, which means
that in this case, the neutron contribution to the Si-1 MeV
neutron equivalent fluence in the tunnel is not negligible.
With copper absorbers, as a consequence of the higher photoneutron production threshold, the electromagnetic contribution is by far dominant, despite the much lower efficiency
of electrons and positrons in inducing atom displacements,
which is compensated by their high abundance.

dN/dlog(E) in cm-2

10-12
10-13
10-14

While the absence of the additional layer leaves the neutron spectrum almost unaltered through the relatively thin
concrete and lead layers, Figure 5 shows the evolution of
the photon spectrum from the tunnel air volume through
the lead layer down to the shielded area ideally reserved for
electronics, where a marked attenuation can be appreciated
as a function of the lead thickness.
10-8
10-10
10-12
10-14
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Figure 4: Annual neutron fluence spectrum with statistical
error in the tunnel volume. The thermal peak is visible on
the left.
The thermal neutron equivalent fluence is similar in all
three cases and is of the order of 2×1011 cm−2 per year. The
high energy hadron equivalent fluence drops to 2×108 cm−2
per year, one order of magnitude less than in the HL-LHC
arcs, since the neutron spectrum hardly exceeds a few MeV
in the FCC-ee, as seen in Fig. 4.

ELECTRONICS SHIELDING SCHEME
As mentioned above, standard electronics cannot withstand the expected dose levels in the FCC-ee tunnel, even
with the various measures for SR absorption put in place. To
address this problem, specific shielding layouts are investigated. They are located in the bottom external corner of the
tunnel, where the dose distribution decreases. Continuous
concrete or lead walls of different thickness (1 cm, 3 cm and
10 cm) are tested for the copper absorber case that leads to
the worst dose scenario in the tunnel (see Table 2).
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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Tunnel
Shielding, 1cm
Shielding, 3cm
Shielding, 10cm
Electronics, 1cm
Electronics, 3cm

10-16
10-18

10-15

10-17

Behind a 10 cm concrete shielding, the dose is reduced
to a value roughly similar to the one achieved with a 3 cm
lead layer, namely 50 kGy. The feasibility of a significantly
thicker lead layer, potentially assuring not to exceed 1 kGy,
requires further follow-up. In fact, a 10 cm lead layer would
also reduce by two orders of magnitude the Si-1 MeV neutron equivalent fluence, being particular effective for the
electromagnetic component that dominates this quantity, as
earlier discussed. On the other hand, the attenuation of the
neutron component, ruling high energy hadron equivalent
fluence and thermal neutron equivalent fluence values, calls
for a shielding optimization by means of an external layer of
borated polyethylene. This slows the neutrons down and captures them, with the lead layer absorbing secondary gamma
rays.

10-3

10-2

10-1
Energy in MeV

100

Figure 5: Photon fluence spectra with statistical error in
the indicated regions of the FCC-ee arc tunnel for different
lead shielding thicknesses, referring to the copper absorber
layout. No curve is given in the electronic equipment region
for the 10 cm case, due to poor statistics.

CONCLUSION
Energy deposition studies to assess the effects of SR in the
FCC-ee arc were performed with FLUKA. Three different
SR shielding options were tested. Two of them are based on
localized absorbers made out of CuCrZr and Inermet180®,
and the third option is a continuous shielding attached to the
winglets of the dipole vacuum chambers. Each of the copper
absorbers catches on average 2.6 kW, rising to 3.1 kW for
the tungsten ones. The dose levels on the beam plane are
up to a factor 2 to 5 higher than above the collider, therefore
the placement of the booster machine on top is preferable.
Standard electronics cannot withstand the radiation levels in
the tunnel, so a preliminary scheme for a dedicated shielding
was studied, quantifying its mitigation margins.
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Abstract
Starting from LHC Run 3, a first upgrade of the LHCb
experiment (Upgrade I) will enable operation with a significantly increased instantaneous luminosity in the LHC
Insertion Region 8 (IR8), up to 2 ⋅ 1033 cm−2 s−1 . Moreover, the proposed second upgrade of the LHCb experiment
(Upgrade II) aims at increasing it by an extra factor 7.5 (up
to 1.5 ⋅ 1034 cm−2 s−1 , as of Run 5) and collecting an integrated luminosity of 400 fb−1 by the end of Run 6. Such an
ambitious goal poses challenges not only for the detector but
also for the accelerator components. Monte Carlo simulations represent a valuable tool to predict the implications of
the radiation impact on the machine, especially for future
operational scenarios. A detailed IR8 model implemented
by means of the FLUKA code is presented in this study.
With such a model, we calculated the power density and
dose distributions in the superconducting coils of the LHC
final focusing quadrupoles (Q1-Q3) and separation dipole
(D1) and we highlight a few critical issues calling for mitigation measures. Our study addresses also the recombination
dipole (D2) and the suitability of the present TANB absorber,
as well as the proton losses in the Dispersion Suppressor
and their implications.

INTRODUCTION
The High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) is meant to extend
the physics discovery potential of the LHC experiments in
the next two decades, reaching a proton–proton integrated
luminosity of 3000 to 4000 fb−1 in the ATLAS and CMS
detectors [1]. The LHCb experiment, placed in the Insertion
Region 8 (IR8), was originally designed to operate at a lower
luminosity (2⋅1032 cm−2 s−1 ) with respect to the two general
purpose LHC experiments and looks to explore complementary physics to ATLAS and CMS [2]. The LHCb detector
is a single arm forward detector placed close to the vacuum
chamber. The LHCb maximum luminosity was limited on
purpose to guarantee the primary vertex detection. Recently,
a first upgrade (LHCb Upgrade I) has been implemented
during the Long Shutdown 2 (LS2 from December 2018 to
mid-2022) enabling operation with a significantly increased
instantaneous luminosity of up to 2 ⋅ 1033 cm−2 s−1 . Nevertheless, the Upgrade I does not fulfil the ultimate precision
goals for many key observables, as described in [3], and
∗
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therefore, a second upgrade of the LHCb experiment (Upgrade II), proposed for installation in LS4, aims to reach a 7.5
times higher instantaneous luminosity (1.5 ⋅ 1034 cm−2 s−1 )
to collect an integrated luminosity of 400 fb−1 by the end of
the HL-LHC era. Such an ambitious goal poses challenges
not only for the detector but also from the point of view of
the sustainability and safety of the LHC. The key points are
related to the absence of the protection elements installed
instead in IR1 (ATLAS) and IR5 (CMS), and considered
so far unnecessary in IR8 due to the lower peak luminosity,
e.g. TAS and TAN absorbers and TCL collimators [4]. The
objective of this study is to provide an overview of the main
challenges associated to the Upgrade II, concerning the potential radiation induced degradation of LHC magnets, the
possibility to operate the superconducting ones without recurrent occurrence of quenches (i.e. transition to the normal
conducting state due to radiation heat), and the increased
heat load on the cryogenic system. Consequent mitigation
measures are introduced.
LHCb
Q1

Q2A Q2B

Q3

D1

MBXWS
Figure 1: 3D top view of the FLUKA geometry including
the muon detector of the LHCb detector (on the left) and
the LHC final focusing triplet quadrupoles (Q1-Q2A-Q2BQ3) and separation dipole (D1). The short warm dipole
compensator (MBXWS) is also indicated.

THE FLUKA MODEL OF IR8
A detailed IR8 model implemented by means of the
FLUKA code [5–7] is used in this study. The accelerator section has been assembled using a dedicated Python-based tool,
called Linebuilder [8]. In addition to the lattice elements, the
model of IR8 features the detector, the experimental cavern
and the LHC tunnel, including service tunnels and alcoves.
Figure 1 shows the geometry layout on the right side of the
Interaction Point 8 (IP8). The presence of the LHCb dipole
produces a deflection of the circulating beam on the horizontal plane. This magnet is designed to operate with two
WEPOST003
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opposite polarities, in order to collect the same integrated
luminosity for either configuration. Its kick is compensated
by three warm dipoles: the MBXWH placed on the left side
of IP8 and two shorter magnets (MBXWS) in front of either
final focusing triplet. The FLUKA model extends downstream towards the separation dipole (D1), where there is
the transition from a single pipe to two separate vacuum
chambers. The first element embracing both pipes is the
TANB absorber, recently installed to protect the recombination dipole (D2) from the luminosity increase planned for
Run 3. Moreover, the geometry covers the matching section
(MS) and the dispersion suppressor (DS). The simulation
parameters used for this study are reported in Table 1. The
radiation shower across IR8 originates from proton–proton
inelastic nuclear interactions in IP8 (including diffractive
events). External vertical crossing is desirable for the LHCb
physics programme because of the symmetry between the
two detector magnet polarities, which simplifies the treatment of systematic uncertainties [9].

Figure 2: Longitudinal profiles of peak power density in
the superconducting coils along the triplet and the D1 on
the right side of IP8 (at z=0). Values are averaged over the
cable radial thickness with a 2∘ azimuthal resolution and
normalized to 1.5 ⋅ 1034 cm−2 s−1 .

Table 1: Simulation Parameters Used for the FLUKA Simulation Studies After the Upgrade II [9]
p-p collisions √𝑠
Non-elastic cross section
Ext. half crossing angle
Integrated luminosity
Instantaneous luminosity

14 TeV
80 mb
200 rad in vertical plane
Final target 400 fb−1
1.5 ⋅ 1034 cm−2 s−1

FINAL FOCUSING QUADRUPOLES
The superconducting magnets of the final focusing triplet
are particularly exposed to the collision debris. In the ATLAS and CMS insertions, the closest quadrupole to the IP
(Q1) required a front absorber (called TAS) already at the
design luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1 . Our new IR8 results
are shown in Fig. 2 and indicate that, as expected, on the IP
side of the Q1 the peak power density in the inner superconducting coils exceeds the quench limit1 of 13 mW/cm3 [10].
Furthermore, the calculation of the respective dose after
400 fb−1 , assuming that half of the integrated luminosity
is collected with either polarity of the LHCb spectrometer, yields a maximum of about 50 MGy, well above the
estimated quadrupole damage limit of 30 MGy [11]. As a
consequence, a protection strategy is necessary both to avoid
the quench risk and reach the desired integrated luminosity
target. The proposed solution [4] is the integration of an
absorbing material inside the yoke of the MBXWS, around
the beam pipe (with the resulting element denominated as
MBXWS-TAS). The simulation of the MBXWS-TAS, embedding a tungsten shield, provides a reduction of more than
a factor two (see Fig. 3), down to a level already safely exceeded during the Run 2 operation at 2 ⋅ 1034 cm−2 s−1 in
ATLAS and CMS.
1

A value three times lower was taken as LHC design limit.
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Figure 3: Longitudinal profiles of peak power density in the
Q1 superconducting coils on the right side of IP8 (at z=0),
as in Fig. 2 (in black) and with the MBXWS-TAS tungsten
shield (in red). Only the case of downward polarity of the
LHCb spectrometer is shown, but the same effect is achieved
for upward polarity.
The total power absorbed by the Q1 on the right side of
IP8, which is more impacted than the one on the left (due to
the geometry asymmetry), decreases from 220 W to 183 W,
if one assumes that the shield extends up to a distance of
5 cm from the vacuum chamber center on either side in the
horizontal plane. The global heat load requires a major
upgrade of the cryogenic system that is presently limited to
handle about 50 W for the whole triplet-D1 string.

SHORT WARM COMPENSATORS
Despite its larger distance from IP8, the short warm compensator MBXWS is more exposed to radiation induced
degradation than the long compensator, since it is impacted
by more energetic forward angle particles. In particular, the
coils above and below the vacuum chamber, on the IP face
of the magnet, may be subject to accumulated dose values
that overcome the insulator resistance. The simulated peak
dose almost reaches 140 MGy after 400 fb−1 (see Fig. 4),
possibly causing a failure of the warm dipole [12]. In order to prevent it, the installation of a tungsten absorber on
the vacuum chamber in front of the coils can be effective.
Figure 4 indicates that a longitudinal thickness of 7-8 cm
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could be sufficient to preserve the magnet functionality until
achieving the final integrated luminosity target.

Run 3 luminosity increase. Our simulation results show
that its protection role is fulfilled even for the Upgrade II
luminosity targets, since it keeps the peak power density
in the D2 superconducting coils below 2 mW/cm3 and the
peak dose below 12 MGy. Nevertheless, the D2 total load is
50 W for the LHCb downward polarity, which is higher than
the respective HL-LHC value in IR1 and IR5. Moreover,
the TANB itself will need a cooling system to dissipate the
absorbed power, which has been evaluated to be up to 150 W.

MATCHING SECTION AND
DISPERSION SUPPRESSOR

Figure 4: Transverse dose distribution in the upper coil on
the IP face of the MBXWS.1R8 after 400 fb−1 , considering the addition of protective tungsten pieces of different
thickness. The colored areas represent the damage ranges
as described in [12].

SEPARATION DIPOLE - D1
In Fig. 2, a second weak point is identified as the superconducting D1, whose limits, with regard to both quench
risk and coil insulator damage, remain to be reviewed. In
particular, the LHCb downward polarity configuration features challenging maxima on both extremities of the dipole.
Thanks to its larger coil aperture, it is in principle possible
to replace the actual D1 beam screen with a smaller one,
identical to the Q3 beam screen, and this way leave room
for increasing the thickness of the cold bore wall. Figure 5

Figure 5: Longitudinal profile of peak power density in the
D1 superconducting coils on the right side of IP8 (at z=0)
for LHCb downward polarity, as in Fig. 2 (in black) and with
a 5.5 mm thicker cold bore stainless steel wall (in red).
shows that such a measure can remove the problem on the
non-IP side. In order to substantially reduce the IP side peak,
the upstream prolongation of the thicker beam tube shall be
considered.

RECOMBINATION DIPOLE - D2
As earlier mentioned, the new TANB absorber has been
already installed to protect the D2 recombination dipole from
the neutral component of the collision debris, in view of the
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A01: Hadron Colliders

From preliminary studies carried out on the left side of
IR8, the expected peak power density in the coils of the
quadrupoles of the MS (Q4, Q5, Q6 and Q7) is below
2 mW/cm3 and peak dose values are less than 3 MGy. This
puts in question the necessity of the TCL physics debris
collimators. On the other hand, high energy protons losses
in the DS impact the even half-cells, corresponding to the
peaks of the optical dispersion function, with the largest
power deposition taking place in the half-cell 8. Predicted
levels are compatible with operational and lifetime limits
of main dipoles and quadrupoles [10, 11], but require further investigations for corrector dipoles, whose radiation
resistance is deemed to be significantly lower. In particular,
the MCBC in half-cell 8 may call for the installation of one
TCL collimator, to be placed at the end of the Long Straight
Section (LSS).

CONCLUSIONS
The proposed LHCb Upgrade II implies the design and
implementation of mitigation measures on the accelerator
side to cope with the desired luminosity increase. A TASMBXWS can effectively decrease the peak power density
and dose in the Q1 coils to safe levels. For the protection of
the MBXWS frontal coils, tungsten pieces of suitable length
are necessary. The adoption of a thicker beam tube was
proposed to reduce the expected radiation peak on the D1
non-IP extremity. It could be effective also for the other peak
on the D1 IP side if prolonged upstream over a sufficient
length. The TANB turns out to properly fit its D2 protection
role also in the Upgrade II scenario. An upgrade of the
cryogenic system is required for the final focusing triplet
string and, to a lesser extent, for the recombination dipole.
No evidence for the necessity of the TCL collimator scheme
in IR8 was found, except for one element to be placed at the
end of the LSS to protect the MCBC corrector in half-cell 8
from detrimental degradation.
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Abstract
The Future Circular electron-positron Collider (FCC-ee)
is designed for high precision particle physics experiments.
This demands a precise knowledge of the beam energies,
obtained by resonant depolarization, and from which the
center-of-mass energy and possible boosts at all interaction
points are then determined. At the highest beam energy
mode of 182.5 GeV, the energy loss due to synchrotron radiation is about 10 GeV per revolution. Hence, not only the
location of the RF cavities, but also a precise control of the
optics and understanding of beam dynamics, are crucial. In
the studies presented here, different possible locations of
the RF-cavities are considered, when calculating the beam
energies over the machine circumference, including energy
losses from crossing angles, a non-homogeneous dipole distribution, and an estimate of the beamstrahlung effect at the
collision point.

INTRODUCTION
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] with 27 km circumference is presently the world’s largest particle collider and has reached an instantaneous luminosity of about
2×1034 cm−2 s−1 . Its luminosity upgrade, the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) [2] aiming at levelling the luminosity
around 5 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 , will be commissioned in 2029 and
is planned to be operating until the 2040s.
Following on from the HL-LHC, a sequence of one possible future lepton and one hadron collider is studied within
the framework of the Future Circular Collider (FCC) Feasibility Study, launched by CERN Council in 2021. The
FCC integrated project [3] foresees first the construction of
an approximately 100 km tunnel incorporating the lepton
collider FCC-ee [4]. In a second stage this is followed by a
hadron collider, FCC-hh [5]. The FCC-ee is an electroweak,
Higgs and top factory, and is set to operate at four distinct
energy stages of 45.6, 80, 120 and 170-185.5 GeV, allowing
for precision measurements of the Z-, W-, and Higgs-bosons,
and the top quark, respectively.
One major change with respect to the CDR design with
12 insertion regions and 2 interaction points (IPs), is that
the present baseline features a 4-fold symmetry and 4-fold
super-periodicity, and foresees only 8 insertion regions and
surface sites (PA, PB, PD, PF, PG, PH, PJ, PL) connected
by arcs, with 4 IPs (PA, PD, PG, PJ), and a total circumference of 91 km [6]. A schematic layout of the current
FCC-ee layout is shown in Fig. 1. The lepton bunches are injected from the booster at nominal energy into the main rings
(top-up injection). RF-cavities are installed in the collider
∗
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straight sections without an IP, and are compensating for all
energy losses, primarily from synchrotron radiation (SR),
but also from beamstrahlung and others. For example, at the
top-energy about 5 % of the beam energy is lost within one
revolution due to SR. Recent preliminary civil engineering
studies [7] suggest that PH and PL are the most favorable
ones for hosting an RF-system, with PF possibly another,
more difficult option. For the data taking around the Z-pole
and the W-pair threshold, only one RF-section is used, providing almost equal centre-of-mass (ECM) energies in all
interaction points. At tt̄ threshold, two RF-sections are necessary, and thus different RF configurations are considered
in this work.
Since the FCC-ee is designed for high-precision physics
experiments, the exact knowledge of the ECM and the collision energy boost at all interaction points is demanded.
Various factors impact the ECM, such as the placement and
number of the RF-sections, energy losses, non-zero dispersion, chromatic 𝛽-functions, optics errors, orbit offsets, or
beam-beam effects [8]. First results of the ECM and the
boosts at all interaction points for the newest FCC-ee lattices are presented here, taking into account SR and beamstrahlung losses. Other contributions are not considered and
will need to be evaluated carefully in future studies.
The simulations presented in the following are performed
for the Z- and the tt̄-lattices. At tt̄ the beam energy is about
3 times higher than for the initial stage, implying a significant
energy loss per turn due to SR. Operation with transversely
polarised pilot bunches for precise (10-100 keV) beam energy calibration, using the technique of resonant depolarisation, is envisaged for Z-pole and W-pair operation. At
PA
PL

PB

PJ

PD

PH

PF
PG

Figure 1: Schematic FCC-ee layout with eight insertion
regions. The four IPs are marked with a blue cross. Points
suitable to host a RF-system are marked with a red dot.
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Table 1: Selected FCC-ee Beam Parameters
Beam energy [GeV]
Full crossing angle [mrad]
Radiation losses/turn [GeV]
Beamstrahlung/beam/IP [MeV] 1
RF Voltage [GV]
RF Frequency [MHz]
1

Z
45.6
30
0.04
0.31
0.1
400

tt̄
182.5
30
10
14
5 + 6.7
400 + 800

Approximate values, estimated using beam parameters from [6].

SYNCHROTRON RADIATION LOSSES
Charged particles traveling through a guiding magnet
loose energy, which is known as SR. The average energy
loss for a particle through a dipole with bending radius 𝜌 is
given in the literature, e.g. [10], by
∫
2 𝑞0 3 4
1
Δ𝐸 [eV] =
d𝑠
(1)
𝛽rel 𝛾rel
3 4𝜋𝜖0
𝜌2
with the relativistic factors 𝛽rel and 𝛾rel , the unit charge 𝑞 0
and the vacuum permittivity 𝜖0 . SR is implemented in MADX [11] as an extension, which takes into account normal and
skew dipole, quadrupole and sextupole fields, together with
the orbit at the start and the end of the element [12]. MADX also allows for tapering, where the element strengths are
reduced according to the radiation losses and thus reducing closed orbit distortions [13]. Thus, tapering reduces the
losses from radiation since the dipole strength decreases synchronously to the lost energy. In the present FCC-ee optics
all dipole strengths are adjusted individually, resulting in
a closed orbit distortion in the order of a few nm [14]. SR
losses depend on the local beam energy, which is updated in
the MAD-X twiss-module twice for each element. However,
the energy used to calculate the radiation losses remains
unchanged and is equal to the one corresponding to the nominal beam energy. The losses are, hence, over-estimated for
energies lower than the nominal one and vice versa. Over the
whole circumference, however, the effect on the total losses
is negligibly small. Nevertheless, it is presently investigated
in the MAD-X implementation.

BEAMSTRAHLUNG
Particles from two colliding bunches experience the electromagnetic field of the respective opposing bunch, which
leads to particular SR emitted during the collision, which
is called beamstrahlung. In first approximation, for circular colliders, the beamstrahlung does not change the mean
of the energy distribution for colliding particles at the IP.
WEPOST007
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However, photon emissions at the collision point occurring
over numerous turns lead to an increased energy spread and
bunch length [8, 15]. The energy loss from beamstrahlung
can be evaluated using Lifetrac [16], a Monte-Carlo simulation tool for quasi-strong-strong beam-beam simulations.
Using few input parameters such as the beam energies, the
bunch population, the crossing angle, the bunch length and
the emittances, it is possible to compute the energy loss at
the interaction point per IP. At the Z- and the tt̄-pole the
energy loss from beamstrahlung per IP and beam is approximately 0.31 MeV and 14 MeV, respectively, which is also
given in Table 1. We model the effect of beamstrahlung
by a RF-cavity with a constant energy loss at the four IPs.
Analytical descriptions to estimate beamstrahlung have recently been published [17, 18], allowing to evaluate the approximate losses by numerical integration. It is planned to
implement such analytical formalism in form of a beamstrahlung element in the code MAD-X, to allow estimating
losses dynamically, e.g. in the matching module.

ECM AND BOOSTS
The beam energies are calculated using MAD-X, including SR losses and tapering. If beamstrahlung losses are
included, a constant energy loss is assumed in all IPs. Dedicated RF-matching is performed to minimize the differences
between the two beams, while keeping the average beam energy over all lattice elements at 45.6 and 182.5 GeV, respectively for the Z- and the tt̄-lattice. With the beam energies
for the positron and the electron beam, 𝐸 + and 𝐸 − , the ECM
is calculated by
√︁
ECM = 2 (𝐸 + 𝐸 − ) cos (𝜃/2) ,

(2)

considering also the crossing angle at the IP, 𝜃. ΔECM is the
absolute difference with respect to twice the average beam
energy, i.e. 91.2 and 365 GeV, respectively. The boost is
here defined as 𝐸 + − 𝐸 − .
A
45.62

B

45.60
45.58A
0
0.02

0.00

D
e+
e-

E [GeV]

higher energies the ECM energy will be obtained directly
from the experiments using 𝑒 + 𝑒 − → 𝑍𝛾 events with a sufficient precision of a few MeV [8]. Selected FCC-ee beam
parameters are compiled in Table 1, further information can
be found in [4, 9].
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Figure 2: Beam energies (top) and ECM (bottom) at the
Z-pole with and without beamstrahlung (BS) at the IPs with
a RF-section in PH.
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Figure 3: Beam energies (top) and ECM (bottom) at the
tt̄-mode with and without beamstrahlung at the IPs for symmetrically placed RF-sections in PL and PF.

Figure 4: Beam energies (top) and ECM (bottom) at the
tt̄-mode with and without beamstrahlung at the IPs for asymmetrically placed RF-sections in PL and PH.

Z-pole: The present design foresees one RF-section,
placed here in PH, with 0.1 GV and 400 MHz and thus both
beams are accelerated there. The total emitted SR per revolution is about 40 MeV, 0.09 % of the nominal beam energy.
Since the beams are travelling in opposite direction, using
one RF-section leads to an almost identical ECM at all four
IPs, even if beamstrahlung losses are included, as seen in
Fig. 2. The absolute difference with respect to twice the
beam energy is in the order of a few keV. The boosts are
roughly ±10 MeV (PA and PD) and ±30 MeV (PJ and PG).
Interestingly, the absolute sum of the boost are almost identical to the losses caused by SR and beamstrahlung.
tt̄-mode: Two RF-sections are required for the tt̄-mode.
One 6.7 GV with 800 MHz is assumed to be installed in
PL. The location of the second RF-section with a 5 GV,
400 MHz is either in PF, and thus symmetrically placed four
arcs later, or asymmetrically in PH (see also Fig. 1). For the
symmetric placement option the energy difference between
the maximum and the minimum beam energy for each beam
is 5.00 GeV, which is equivalent to the losses over over half a
revolution. Although the impact of beamstrahlung losses are
small compared to SR, they enhance the difference in ECM
at the IPs, as seen in Fig. 3. Combined with not identical
RF-cavities, the ECM at the IPs is shifted with respect to
365 GeV by approximately 11 MeV (PA and PD) or −47 MeV
(PG and PJ). The boosts are about 2.6 GeV (PA and PG) and
−2.5 GeV (PD and PJ). With a placement of the RF-sections
in PH and PL the difference of the maximum and minimum
is larger and about 7.56 GeV, resulting from beams emitting
SR over up to 6 arcs before compensation. This placement
enhances the asymmetry of the energy loss for both beams,
and by including beamstrahlung, the differences in ECM are
more severe and result in 43 MeV, −30 MeV, 34 MeV, and
−150 MeV, respectively, for PA, PD, PG and PJ, as shown
in Fig. 4. The boosts are 5.2 GeV, 0.2 GeV, −4.9 GeV, and
−0.2 GeV, respectively. Although asymmetrically placed RFsections would introduce an initial asymmetry, it is presently
presumed that these differences between the four IPs are

small enough for physics requirements [19]. Recent studies [20] also investigate in a less challenging 2-cell cavity
design with a 2.48 GV, 400 MHz RF-system in PL together
with a 9.19 GV 800 MHz one in PH, which could further
enhance the energy imbalance.
Measurement Prospects: Resonant depolarization for
transversely polarized pilot bunches together with a polarimeter is presently envisaged to determine the average beam energy, where first requirements are explored
in [21, 22]. Complementary studies [8] show the possibility
of measuring the boost with a precision of 50 keV per IP by
analysing 106 dimuon events (𝑒 + 𝑒 − → 𝜇+ 𝜇 − (𝛾)), which are
acquired within 5 min at the Z-pole. Interestingly, studies
in [23] investigate in the design of a beamstrahlung monitor,
for continuous measurements with colliding bunches.

MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A02: Lepton Colliders

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The FCC-ee aims at performing high precision physics
experiments and thus demands a precise knowledge of the
ECM and boosts at all four IPs, where first results for the
Z- and the tt̄-pole are presented here. Synchrotron radiation losses lead to a non-constant beam energy, and beamstrahlung at the IP enhances this asymmetry further. Nevertheless, in the case of the Z-pole with one RF-section, the
ECM is almost identical at the four IPs. At the tt̄-pole with
two RF-sections, the ECM and boosts strongly depend on
their placement. Placing them in PH and PL introduces a
systematic asymmetry between the ECM within the range of
about 200 MeV, which is so far considered to be acceptable
for physics requirements. The ECM and boosts will also
need to be evaluated for the W- and the ZH-pole.
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After more than 3 years of shutdown the LHC is again
operational in 2022. Experience from the previous Long
Shutdown (LS) has shown that the local errors in the triplet
quadrupoles changed significantly between Run 1 and Run 2,
and first measurements in 2022 unveil further changes. In the
LHC, feed-down from the Interaction Region (IR) non-linear
corrections to linear errors requires an iterative approach
between the two types of corrections. In this article we
describe the key measurements and corrections performed
in 2021 and 2022 until the write-up of this report.
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INTRODUCTION
The Run 3 presents a new set of challenges for the optics
commissioning. Run 2 was started with a moderate 𝛽∗ of
80 cm and it was then reduced in yearly steps [1, 2]. This
gave time to optimize the corrections iteratively as well as
focusing on the linear optics in the first 2 years, shifting
the focus to the nonlinear IR contributions in the rest of the
run. Another challenge is the increase of the range in the
operational 𝛽∗ for physics [3], requiring accurate corrections
for a larger number of optics. Run 3 optics features the
largest telescopic squeeze factor [4] used in operation so
far, implying the largest arc 𝛽 functions and the consequent
enhancement of arc optics errors. The Run 3 energy has
been increased from 6.5 TeV in Run 2 to 6.8 TeV which could
have some consequences for the magnetic field quality.
In 2021 a dedicated beam test took place at injection energy. This period allowed to measure and correct the optics
at injection. In this article we outline the linear measurements at injection and give a snapshot of the status of the
LHC commissioning to date. A full picture is unfortunately
not available since the LHC commissioning is still ongoing.

INJECTION
The first measurement of the injection optics, during the
beam test, revealed a surprisingly large 𝛽-beating compared
to what was measured in Run 2. This triggered some investigations and the optics error was localised using the
Segment-by-Segment (SbS) technique [5] to come from the
RQTL7.R3 quadrupole. Its Beam 1 and Beam 2 powering
was swapped as also found in 2008 [5]. This swap was accidentally re-introduced during the Long Shutdown 2. A
change on the software side fixed the issue within hours
restoring global 𝛽-beating to the same level as in Run 2. A
global optics correction reduced peak 𝛽-beating to about
10% which is well within the requirements for machine pro-

MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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Figure 1: 𝛽-beating at injection before and after global corrections for the LHC Beam 1 in the 2021 beam test.
tection. The measured 𝛽-beating before and after correction
is shown in Fig. 1.
The optics was also re-measured in 2022 with the same
global corrections and even though a small degradation of a
few percent was observed in the peak 𝛽-beating it was still
acceptable for operation.

FIRST OPTICS MEASUREMENTS AT
6.8 TEV
In order to determine the Interaction Region local corrections the optics was squeezed down to 𝛽∗ = 30 cm without
any optics corrections. This is the smallest 𝛽∗ ever reached
in the LHC without triplet corrections. The measurement
revealed a peak 𝛽-beating of around 150% which is also the
highest ever measured in the LHC. The usual procedure to
compute local IR corrections was followed. It consists of
taking turn-by-turn data with the AC-dipole [6] and performing K-modulation for the most inner quadrupole (Q1) left
and right of IP1 and IP5 [7]. The local corrections calculated in Run 2 were all based on the SbS technique [5, 8].
In Run 3 two additional methods based on Action-PhaseJump (APJ) [9–12] and Machine Learning (ML) [13–15]
were used. The SbS and APJ techniques are using both
the AC-dipole turn-by-turn data and the results from the
K-modulation while the ML currently only uses the Turnby-Turn (TbT) data. The three different methods performed
well but the ML was less local in the correction and therefore the choice was then between the SbS and APJ. Even
though the corrections are different in strength, see Tab. 1,
they had almost identical impact on both the phase and the
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Table 1: Local correction strengths for end of proton Run 2
compared values calculated using APJ and SbS in Run 3.
The polarity indicates the sign of the 𝐾-value of the magnet.
Circuit

Δ𝑘 (10−5 m−2 )

Polarity

Run 2

APJ

SbS

LSA

IR1

ktqx1.l1
ktqx1.r1
ktqx2.l1
ktqx2.r1
ktqx3.l1
ktqx3.r1

1.23
−1.23
0.65
−1.0
1.22
−1.22

0
0
1.15
−0.87
1.94
−2.88

1.23
−1.23
0.41
−0.70
1.22
−1.22

+
+
+

IR5

ktqx1.l5
ktqx1.r5
ktqx2.l5
ktqx2.r5
ktqx3.l5
ktqx3.r5

2.0
−2.0
0.26
1.48
1.49
−1.49

0
0
0.38
0.93
3.40
−2.46

2.25
−2.10
0.16
1.35
2.25
−2.10

+
+
+

QY, X: (10 ± 1) 103 m
QY, X: (32 ± 2) 103 m

Qy [10 3]
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1
1

2018
2022

0.4
0.2
0.0

fect of local errors. The coupling corrections are found very
close to Run 2 with a slightly weaker correction in IR1 [18].
The method that has been used is based on matching the
change in the coupling Resonance Driving Terms (RDTs)
𝑓1001 and 𝑓1010 close to the IP [5]. However, there is still the
uncertainty in how to balance the skew quadrupoles left and
right of the 𝛽∗ IPs. In order to find the best balance, which
has an impact on the IP beam size [19], a new method is
being used in this run. This method breaks the symmetry of
the IR optics by creating a rigid betatron waist shift for both
beams and planes at the IP. In this way the local coupling
error at the IP causes a change of the global coupling, which
is significantly easier to measure [20, 21].
However, even with the local corrections optimized there
are also coupling sources coming from the arcs. These are
corrected with the global coupling knobs that use dedicated
skew quadrupolar families located in the arcs with two degrees of freedom. The measurement is either performed with
the ADT-AC dipole or with the AC-dipole [22,23]. However,
when there is a significant variation of the coupling along
the machine a dedicated correction is needed that freely utilizes the skew quadrupoles in all the arcs in order to flatten
| 𝑓1001 |. Figure 5 shows | 𝑓1001 | and | 𝑓1010 | before and after the
arc-by-arc correction was applied for Beam 1.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
0.000 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.012 0.014 0.016
2Jx [ m]

Figure 2: Amplitude detuning measured in 2018 and in 2022
for Beam 1 with the same IR octupolar corrections.
𝛽-functions, as seen in Fig. 3. We can also observe that the
corrections calculated in Run 2 were not fully compatible
with what was measured in Run 3 1 . The difference of the
local phase beating between Run 2 and Run 3 is smaller than
what was observed between Run 1 and Run 2 [16].
Both the APJ and the SbS corrections were tested in the
machine and the resulting 𝛽-beating was very similar between the two sets of corrections. In Fig. 4 the 𝛽-beating
before and after corrections is shown. The corrections used
for IP1 were calculated with APJ while for IR5 they were calculated using SbS. The reason for this was that K-modulation
in this configuration gave results slightly closer to the model.
Local corrections at IP2 and IP8 were also implemented,
based on SbS, but they have a much smaller impact on the
overall 𝛽-beating due to the larger 𝛽∗ and hence smaller
𝛽-function in the triplet magnet.

COUPLING CORRECTION

The optics commissioning in the LHC has been off to
a good start. The incorporation of the local corrections in
the triplet region brought down the 𝛽-beating from 150% to
below 20% at 𝛽∗ = 30 cm and we are for the first time using
corrections based on the APJ method. The coupling has
been corrected to a low level thanks to local corrections and
the arc-by-arc and global coupling approaches. However,
there is still a long way to finalize the optics commissioning.
Arcs have to be scrutinized to decide if optics corrections
with orbit bumps at sextupoles are needed as in Run 2 experiments [8]. Global optics corrections still need to be applied
once the reference orbit with crossing angle is established,
followed by fine tuning of the IP 𝛽∗ and coupling aberrations
using novel measurement techniques, as the rigid waist shift
or resorting to scans monitoring luminosity. Non-linear IR
corrections need to be re-computed as first measurements
point towards a larger amplitude detuning than in Run 2, as
shown in Fig. 2. These require orbit scans to determine local
sextupolar and octupolar corrections. For the first time it has
been planned to implement dodecapolar corrections in the
IRs [24]. Non-linear corrections in Run 2 demonstrated to
be instrumental in the control of Landau damping, minimizing feed-down to the linear optics and improving the quality
of optics measurements [2].

The local IR coupling corrections were first calculated
during the injection beam test and then reiterated after the
optics was squeezed to 𝛽∗ = 30 cm, hence enhancing the ef1

The compared corrections are from the proton-proton run. A small correction was also applied for the Ion Run in 2018 [17]
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Figure 3: IR1 Vertical (top) and IR5 Horizontal (bottom) phase deviation between measurement and model run as a segment,
or from a model with Run 2 corrections (with opposite sign to mimic errors). Left plots are for Beam 1 and right plots for
Beam 2.
Table 2: The measured 𝛽∗ before and after the Local Corrections were trimmed in for the 𝛽∗ = 30 cm optics.
IP 1 𝛽∗ [cm]

Virgin
After Local

Beam 1
H
V
66.6 ± 1.2 46.6 ± 0.5
32.4 ± 0.3 30.5 ± 0.3
B1_Before_LocalCorr

Beam 2
H
V
40.2 ± 0.7 129.5 ± 2.3
31.6 ± 0.4 28.3 ± 0.1
B1_After_LocalCorr

Beam 2
H
V
34.8 ± 0.5 52.9 ± 1.0
28.7 ± 0.3 31.2 ± 0.2

B1_30cm_Before_Correction

B1_30cm_After_Correction
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Figure 4: The measured 𝛽-beating at 𝛽∗ =30 cm before and
after local corrections for Beam 1.
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MUON COLLIDER BASED ON GAMMA FACTORY,
FCC-ee AND PLASMA TARGET ∗
J. Farmer, A. Latina, F. Zimmermann† , CERN, Meyrin, Switzerland
A.P. Blondel, U. Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland
M. Antonelli, M. Boscolo, INFN-LNF, Frascati, Italy
Abstract
The LEMMA-type muon collider generates muon pairs
by the annihilation of 45 GeV positrons with electrons at
rest. Due to the small cross section, an extremely high
rate of positrons is required, which could be achieved by a
“Gamma factory” based on the LHC. Other challenges with
the LEMMA-type muon production scheme include the emittance preservation of muons and muon-generating positrons
upon multiple traversals through a target, and the merging of
many separate muon bunchlets. These two challenges may
potentially be overcome by (1) operating the FCC-ee booster
with a barrier bucket and induction acceleration, so that all
positrons of a production cycle are merged into one single
superbunch, instead of storing ∼10,000 separate bunches;
and (2) sending the positron superbunch into a plasma target.
During the passage of the positron superbunch, the electron
density is enhanced more than 1000-fold without any increase in the density of nuclei, so that beamstrahlung and
Coulomb scattering are essentially absent. We investigate
prospects and difficulties of this approach, including emittance growth due to filamentation in the nonlinear plasma
channel and due to positron self-modulation.

INTRODUCTION
The LEMMA scheme for a muon collider is based on the
annihilation of positrons with electrons at rest [1]. The cross
section for continuum muon pair production e+ e− → 𝜇+ 𝜇−
has a maximum value of about 1 𝜇b at a centre-of-mass
energy of ∼0.230 GeV, which corresponds to a e+ beam
energy of about 45 GeV, exactly as required for the FCCee operating at TeraZ factory and provided by the FCC-ee
full-energy booster [2, 3].

MUON PRODUCTION BASED ON FCC-ee
Challenges with the LEMMA-type muon production
scheme relate to the emittance preservation of muons and
muon-generating positrons upon multiple traversals through
a target, and the merging of many separate muon bunchlets, due to production by many separate e+ bunches and
numerous e+ bunch passages [4].
These challenges may potentially be overcome by:
(1) Operating the FCC-ee booster with a barrier bucket
and induction acceleration, so that all positrons of a cycle
are merged into one single superbunch, instead of ∼ 10, 000
separate bunches.
∗
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(2) Sending the positron superbunch from the booster
into a plasma target, where, during the passage of the e+ superbunch, the electron density is enhanced more than 1000
fold without any significant density of nuclei, hence beamstrahlung and Coulomb scattering essentially absent.

POSITRON SUPERBUNCH
As described in the FCC-ee Conceptual Design Report
[2], the FCC-ee booster can accelerate 3.5 × 1014 positrons
every 50 s. Using the much more powerful Gamma Factory
e+ source, with a rate of 1016 –1017 e+ s−1 [5], provided
by laser excitation of partially stripped heavy-ion beams in
the LHC or FCC-hh, and injecting into the booster during
one or a few seconds, of order 1017 e+ can be accumulated,
at the booster injection energy of ∼20 GeV. The positrons
can be captured into a single barrier RF bucket, with a final
length of ∼ 5 m, where the longitudinal density would be
about 1000 times higher than the peak bunch density in the
collider ring (without collision). The stability of this beam
configuration would need to be examined, e.g., with regard
to microwave and TMCI thresholds.
Accelerating the long superbunch containing 1017 e+ by
25 GeV requires a total energy of 0.4 GJ, or, if accelerated
over 2 s, about 200 MW of RF power. This translates into
an induction acceleration voltage of ∼2 MV per turn, which
is three orders of magnitude higher than the induction voltage of the KEK digital accelerator [6], but about 10 times
lower than the induction RF voltage produced at the LANL
DARHT-II [7], at much higher or lower repetition rate, respectively. On the ramp and at top energy, the full bunch
length 𝑙𝑏 can conceivably be compressed to the assumed
𝑙𝑏 ≈ 5 m, by squeezing the gap of the barrier bucket (which
requires substantially more voltage for the barrier RF system)
– also see [6, 8]. Tentative parameters of the e+ superbunch
are compiled in Table 1. We assume that the booster ring
runs near the coupling resonance so that the emittance is
shared between the two transverse planes. The matched beta
function inside a plasma of e− density 𝑛𝑒 is estimated as
𝛽𝑥,𝑦 ≈ (𝛾/(2𝜋𝑛𝑒 𝑟𝑒 ))1/2 . For a typical initial plasma e−
density of 𝑛𝑒 = 1023 m−3 , this leads to an initial matched
beta of 7 mm, decreasing to 0.2 mm, as a result of e− accumulation. The e− oscillation wavelength 𝜆𝑝 ≈ √2𝜋/(𝑟𝑒 𝑛𝑒+ )
is ∼5 𝜇m.

PLASMA TARGET RESPONSE
As the 45 GeV e+ beam enters the plasma, the plasma
electrons will move to compensate the beam charge. However, the charge density of the e+ beam is extremely high,
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Table 1: Tentative Parameters of the Positron Superbunch
Sent Onto the Plasma Target
parameter
beam energy
tot. bunch length
bunch population
transv. rms emittance
init. 𝛽 at plasma entrance
init. rms beam size

symbol
𝐸𝑏
𝑙𝑏
𝑁𝑏
𝜀𝑥,𝑦
𝛽𝑥,𝑦
𝜎𝑥,𝑦

value
45
5
1000
135
7
1.0

unit
GeV
m
1014
pm
mm
𝜇m

initially 4 × 104 times the unperturbed plasma density. Neutralising this charge would require a cylinder of electrons at
the unperturbed plasma density with a radius ∼ 250 𝜇m, far
larger than the plasma skin depth.

tion causes the electrons to bunch together, increasing their
density. Near the beam axis, shown in Fig. 1 (b, bottom),
the electron density is further enhanced, up to 4 × 1027 m−3 ,
even exceeding the high central density of the positron beam.
This occurs due to “trapping” of plasma electrons which
oscillate transversely about the driver. This behaviour can
be understood by considering the trajectories of a slice of
plasma electrons as the drive beam passes through them,
shown in Fig. 2. Particles at large radii oscillate about their
equilibrium position, while particles at small radii reach the
beam axis, resulting in oscillations about the driver. These
oscillations are not ordered, and so particles can exchange
energy, as in the Dawson sheet model of plasma wavebreaking [12]. This allows some fraction of particles to achieve
large transverse momenta, resulting in their ejection from the
plasma. Other particles, meanwhile, lose transverse momentum, becoming trapped in oscillations of smaller amplitude,
leading to the high-density peak on the beam axis. This
process of wavebreaking has been predicted for the AWAKE
experiment [13] with an underdense proton driver [14]. We
note that these simulations are extremely challenging due
to the disparate scales involved, and further work is being
carried out to verify full numerical convergence.

Figure 2: Electron trajectories at different radii during the
passage of the positron bunch, simulated by LCODE.

t = 0.0 ps
t = 3.3 ps
t = 6.7 ps
t = 10.0 ps
t = 13.3 ps

20

Figure 1: Transverse profiles of the plasma electron density
as the positron bunch passes through the plasma, simulated
with LCODE for the initial bunch distribution. The mean
density over different distances behind the head of the beam
are shown over a radial distance of up to 100 𝜇m from the
beam (a) and a zoom over 1 𝜇m around the beam (b).
Simulations carried out with the 2D quasistatic particlein-cell code LCODE [9–11] show that the electron density
in the vicinity of the driver is greatly enhanced, as seen in
Fig. 1 (a, top), allowing charge neutralisation over a radius
of only 20 𝜇m. This enhancement of the plasma electron
density is primarily due to the “return current” of the plasma
electrons, which are dragged along by the beam. This moWEPOST009
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Figure 3: Electron density at the entrance of the plasma as a
function of radial position for different time steps, simulated
by RFTRACK, with only positron fields acting on electrons;
during 3.3 ps the positron bunch advances by 1 mm.
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Figure 4: Concept of a 100 TeV 𝜇 collider based on FCC-hh and FCC-ee. In one of the FCC-hh rings, partially stripped
heavy ions are collided with a pulsed laser to generate intense high-energy gamma rays that are converted into positrons,
which are accumulated, then accelerated, and injected into a barrier bucket in the FCC-ee booster ring. The resulting
superbunch is brought to a positron energy of 45 GeV, with induction acceleration, where the superbunch is extracted an
sent into a hollow plasma channel, leading to a plasma electron density enhancement and, thereby, amplified annihilation
into muon pairs. The muons are accelerated in a modified SPS and LHC, to be finally injected and accelerated in the second
FCC-hh collider ring. This is a modified version of the scheme presented in Ref. [3].
While the code LCODE simulates the “steady-state”
plasma response to the beam, another code, RFTRACK [15,
16], is presently being upgraded to model the edge effects
as the beam enters the plasma, and to explore the resulting
positron emittance growth. A preliminary result, with electrons experiencing only the fields of the positrons, is shown
in Fig. 3, where the peak electron density, averaged on a
coarser scale, reaches 𝑛𝑒 ≈ 1026 m−3 within 13.3 ps.

MUON PRODUCTION RATE
For the simulated plasma electron density 𝑛𝑒 ≈ 4 ×
1027 m−3 , as in Fig. 1 (b, bottom), the positrons annihilate
into muon pairs at a rate of 4 × 10−7 m−1 .
Considering a 100 m long plasma channel yields ∼ 4 ×
1012 𝜇 pairs per incident positron superbunch, with an initial
muon energy of ∼22 GeV (and an initial lifetime of 0.5 ms
at this energy).
Overall, the described scheme, sketched in Fig. 4, would
produce about 1012 muon pairs per cycle, with a cycle length
of order 3 s. Even at an energy of 50 TeV, the muons would
decay with a lifetime of only 1.1 s. This kind of cycle/lifetime
ratio of about 3:1 might still be considered acceptable. On
the other hand, for collision at 7 TeV muon beam energy in
the existing LHC ring, the muon lifetime would be only 0.15
s, and the scheme would be considerably more challenging.
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A09: Muon Accelerators and Neutrino Factories

FUTURE STUDIES AND OPTIONS
Since the positron bunch will be mismatched to the nonlinear plasma response, some filamentation and transverse
emittance growth will result, perhaps by as much as two orders of magnitude. However, the initial positron geometric
emittance from the booster can be extremely small (subnm horizontally and pm level vertically [2]). The resulting
transverse emittance of the produced muons will need to be
simulated and optimized, by adjusting positron beam parameters and the optical functions at the entrance to the plasma.
As a next step, muon generation by e+ e− annihilation in —
and the subsequent muon transport through — the plasma
will need to be included in these simulations. If the emittance of the muon beam emerging from the plasma target is
small enough, subsequent plasma acceleration stages can be
considered for rapidly increasing the muon beam energy.
Along the way, a phase rotation (bunch compression) of
the muons may be required, since the initial bunch length
of ∼5 m, for the positrons or resulting muons, will still
be too long for collider operation. While, in the scheme
presented, no muon accumulation is foreseen, adding a 140
m accumulator ring, like the one designed for a thin target
in Ref. [4], could allow sending, instead, multiple shorter
positron bunches through the plasma.
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CONTROLLING e+ /e− CIRCULAR COLLIDER BUNCH INTENSITY BY
LASER COMPTON SCATTERING∗
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T.O. Raubenheimer, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA, U.S.A.
BEAM PARAMETERS

Abstract
In the future circular electron-positron collider “FCC-ee”,
the intensity of colliding bunches must be tightly controlled,
with a maximum charge imbalance between collision partner
bunches of less than 3–5%. Laser Compton back scattering
could be used to adjust and fine-tune the bunch intensity.
We discuss a possible implementation and suitable laser
parameters.

INTRODUCTION
In the future circular electron-positron collider FCC-ee,
the intensity of colliding bunches must be tightly controlled,
through frequent top-up injections, with a maximum charge
imbalance between collision partner bunches of less than 5%
on the Z pole and less than 3% at the other collision energies
[1–3]. If the charge imbalance exceeds this tolerance, due
to the strong effect of beamstrahlung on the bunch length,
a “flip-flop” effect [4] results, with the more intense bunch
shrunk and the weaker bunch blown up. This is the reason
why, when filling the machine from zero, a “bootstrapping”
injection scheme [3] is proposed with alternate injections of
small portions of the design intensity into the RF buckets
accommodating a colliding pair of electrons and positrons.
In this paper, we consider the possible use of laser Compton back scattering to adjust and fine-tune the bunch intensity,
in one or both collider rings, between subsequent top-up injections. The laser of the Compton polarimeter [5] could
be used for this purpose, provided that its laser power is
increased to a sufficiently high value.
The same approach could be applied with a dedicated laser
in the full-energy booster (which alternatingly serves as injector to both collider rings), in order to pre-adjust the bunch
intensity to the instantaneous needs of the collider, prior to
each beam extraction from the booster and top-up injection
in the collider. This could be particularly interesting if the
pre-injector linac operates in a multi-bunch mode, which
may require precise intensity adjustments downstream, before top-up injection, to accord with the respective intensity
pattern of the collider at that moment in time.
Finally, the laser Compton back scattering could also be
used, as a last resort, to remove single bunch pairs from
the stored fill pattern in the collider, after experiencing a
beam-beam flip-flop effect, so as to make space for injecting
a fresh pair of bunches, restarting at zero bunch current.
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We consider FCC-ee Z pole operation where the beam
size is largest, the beam energy lowest, and the number of
bunches the highest. In several respects, this represents the
most difficult case.
At a beam energy of 45.6 GeV the geometric emittances,
according to the FCC Conceptual Design Report [1], are
𝜀𝑥 = 0.27 nm, and 𝜀𝑦 = 1 pm. With local beta functions of
CP
𝛽CP
𝑥 = 140 m and 𝛽𝑦 = 30 m at the polarimeter [6], we
CP
obtain the rms beam sizes 𝜎CP
𝑥 ≈ 200 𝜇m and 𝜎𝑦 ≈ 5 𝜇m.
The vertical beam size considered in an earlier study [5] was
about 5 times larger.
Other beam energies of interest relate to the FCC-ee operation at the WW threshold (80 GeV), or at the ZH production
peak (120 GeV), and the tt̄ running (182.5 GeV).

LASER PARAMETERS
The laser pulse length is not critical for our application, as
long as the trajectory of electrons or positrons overlaps with
the path of the full laser pulse. A pulse duration of order 1
ns or higher would be acceptable. Long pulse lengths imply
a lower instantaneous peak power and may, thereby, avoid
damage to optical mirrors and other components.
A Ti:sapphire J-class kHz laser system is ready to be built
today [7–9]. Specifically, we consider a laser system operating with 1 J pulses at 3 kHz (the revolution frequency),
with an average power of 3 kW, which translates to the same
average laser power as for LBNL’s k-BELLA initiative (3 J
at 1 kHz) [10]. A wavelength of 800 nm, obtainable from a
Ti:sapphire laser, corresponds to a photon energy of 1.5 eV.
We note that, instead, previously [5] considered a laser wavelength 𝜆 of 532 nm, as could be provided by a frequencydoubled Nd:YAG laser. As an encouraging example, in
2021, a 1 J laser with 1 kHz repetition rate at 𝜆 = 515 nm
was demonstrated by frequency doubling temporally shaped
square 2 ns pulses from a cryogenically cooled Yb:YAG
laser in LBO crystals [11].
While a laser system like k-BELLA’s appears sufficient for
an application targeting single or few bunches, we were informed that LLNL is in the process of developing extremely
high average-power laser concepts with Tm-based materials
[12]. Such a Tm:YLF laser, operating at a wavelength of
2 𝜇m, could potentially provide much higher energy, photon intensity, and average power, which would render the
proposed technique more flexible, and which would, in particular, allow the intensity of many bunches to be controlled
simultaneously.
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COMPTON CROSS SECTION
The energy spectrum of the Compton scattered electrons
is characterized by the parameter 𝑥 defined as
𝑥=

4𝐸𝑏 𝐸𝛾
𝑚𝑒2 𝑐4

cos2

𝛼0
,
2

(1)

where 𝐸𝑏 denotes the beam energy, 𝑚𝑒 the electron mass, 𝑐
the speed of light, 𝛼0 the full crossing angle between laser
pulse and electron beam, 𝐸𝛾 the photon energy, or 𝐸𝛾 =
ℎ𝑐/𝜆𝛾 with ℎ𝑐 = 1.24 eV 𝜇m and 𝜆𝛾 the laser wavelength.
Considering the case of head-on collision (𝛼0 = 0) and the
Ti:sapphire laser wavelength of 𝜆𝛾 = 800 nm, the scattering
parameter evaluates to 𝑥 = 15.3 × 0.046 × 1.5 ≈ 1.08 at the
Z pole, 1.9 at the WW threshold, 2.8 at the ZH production
peak, and 4.3 at the tt̄ energy. At 𝑥 > 4.8, e+ e− pairs would
be created in the collisions of high-energy photons with laser
photons. This regime is avoided for all beam energies of the
FCC-ee at the assumed 800 nm wavelength; see Table 1.
The maximum energy of the Compton scattered photons
(or energy lost by the electrons) is ∼ 𝑥/(1 + 𝑥)𝐸𝑏 , which
̄ This
varies from 51% (Z) to 81% of the electron energy (tt).
high a peak value, in combination with the rather flat cross
section, suggests that almost all the Compton scattered electrons will be outside the ring momentum acceptance (at most
3%) and be lost from the beam.
The total Compton cross section depends on 𝑥 as [13]
𝜎0 (𝑥)

=

2𝜋𝑟𝑒2
4
8
([1 − − 2 ] ln(1 + 𝑥)
𝑥
𝑥 𝑥
1
1
8
+ [1 −
]+ ) .
2
𝑥
(1 + 𝑥)2

The scattering probability per electron or positron and
per passage through the laser pulse then becomes 𝑛𝛾,⟂ 𝜎0 ∼
10−4 , implying a ∼1% reduction in bunch intensity over 100
turns (30 ms).
Figures 1 and 2 show an example simulation, where an
CP
electron beam of size 𝜎CP
𝑥 = 200 𝜇m and 𝜎𝑦 = 5 𝜇m,
represented by 30,000 macroparticles, collides with a round
laser spot of 𝜎0 = 400 𝜇m, over 3000 turns, based on the
polarimeter set up.

(2)

Values for the four different operation energies of FCC-ee
are compiled in Table 1.
Table 1: Compton 𝑥 Parameter and Total Unpolarized Scattering Cross Section for Different FCC-ee Beam Energies,
Assuming a Laser Wavelength of 800 nm and head-on Collision
beam energy [GeV]
45.6
80
120
182.5

𝑥
1.08
1.9
2.8
4.3

𝜎0 [mbarn]
360
289
244
199

Figure 1: Simulated initial (top) and final horizontal distribution (bottom) of 30,000 macroparticles representing
CP
an electron beam of 𝜎CP
𝑥 = 200 𝜇m and 𝜎𝑦 = 5 𝜇m, colliding with an 1-J laser pulse at 800 nm wavelength and
𝜎0 = 400 𝜇m, on each of 3000 turns. The initial distribution is normalized to a total charge of 1.

COMPTON COLLISION
BEAM LOSS RATE
The number of photons in a 1 J Ti:sapphire laser pulse is
𝑁𝛾 ≈ 4 × 1018 . Assuming a round laser spot with an rms
size 𝜎0 = 400 𝜇m (two times the horizontal particle beam
size), we find an integrated transverse density at the center
of the collision equal to
𝑁𝛾
𝑛𝛾,⟂ =
≈ 4 × 1024 m−2 .
(3)
2𝜋𝜎20
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The FCC-ee polarimeter configuration proposed in [5]
realizes near-head-on collision 𝛼0 = 1 mrad using a dipole
that deflects the unperturbed electrons after collision and
also serves as a spectrometer for the scattered electrons.
More precisely, this polarimeter design assumes collision at
the upstream end of a 24 m long dipole magnet with a field
of 13.5 mT.
The detailed polarimeter layout would set specifications
on the Rayleigh length, spot size, laser pulse length, etc.
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of 2.5 m, to obtain the assumed 400 𝜇m rms spot size at
the Compton collision point for the Ti:sapphire laser wavelength of 𝜆 ≈ 800 nm, the rms laser spot size on a mirror at
a distance of 5 m from the CP would be less than 1 mm, for
𝑀 2 = 1. This configuration is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Controlled decrease of bunch charge over 3000
turns, for the simulation of Fig. 1, where 30,000 macroparCP
ticles represent an electron beam of 𝜎CP
𝑥 = 200 𝜇m, 𝜎𝑦 =
5 𝜇m, colliding with an 1-J laser pulse at 800 nm wavelength
and 𝜎0 = 400 𝜇m, once per revolution. The initial bunch
charge was normalized to 1.
For an ideal Gaussian laser beam, the rms laser beam
spot size varies with the longitudinal distance from the focal
point, 𝑠, as
𝜎(𝑠) = √

𝜆𝑍𝑅
𝑠2
𝑠2
(1 + 2 ) = 𝜎0 √1 + 2
4𝜋
𝑍𝑅
𝑍𝑅

(4)

with 𝜆 the laser wavelength, 𝑍𝑅 = (4𝜋𝜎20 )/𝜆 the Rayleigh
length, and 𝜎0 = (𝑍𝑅 𝜆/(4𝜋))1/2 the rms laser spot size at
the Compton collision point (CP), taken to coincide with the
laser focal point.
Reference [5] considered 𝑍𝑅 = 1.48 m, 𝜆 = 532 nm,
and an rms laser spot size of 𝜎𝛾 = 250 𝜇m. Here, at our
chosen laser wavelength of 𝜆 = 800 nm, the laser spot size
𝜎0 = 400 𝜇m, which we require, implies a Rayleigh length
𝑍𝑅 = 2.5 m. Even with this larger value of 𝑍𝑅 at a distance
𝑠 of 10 m from the CP the rms laser size amounts to 1.6 mm,
and at a distance of 25 m to 8 mm, in case of a Gaussian
laser beam. A laser beam rms width of 8 mm is quite large.
Additionally, and in reality, the laser beam is likely not to
be a pure Gaussian, but it may feature a larger divergence
or an enlarged focal spot. The deviation from a Gaussian is
characterized by the 𝑀 2 number, as
𝜎2𝑀 (𝑠) = 𝜎2𝑀,0 + 𝑀 4

𝜆2
𝑠2 ,
16𝜋2 𝜎2𝑀,0

(5)

where 𝜎𝑀,0 ≥ 𝜎0 . Equality is reached for a pure Gaussian
beam, characterized by 𝑀 2 = 1.
To limit the laser spot size on the mirrors of the surrounding optical cavity set up, we could consider a head-on collision at the center of a 10 m long dipole. The mirrors could
then be situated about ±5 m from the IP with the center
offset by ∼3 cm from the beam assuming a 4 kG dipole field
and 50 GeV beam energy. Again selecting a Rayleigh length
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A02: Lepton Colliders

Figure 3: Sketch of the Compton collision inside a single 10
m long dipole, as described in the text.
Alternatively, a simple low-field chicane in a straight
might be even easier and less invasive. We also note that a
uniform spot across the beam may actually not be needed.
If we just focused on the core, the effective emittance would
increase by a small amount due the resulting removal of
particles preferentially from the center of the beam, similar
to the mechanism discussed in [14], but a small, transient
emittance increase might not be a problem. This hypothesis
could be confirmed in beam-beam simulations.

SUMMARY
Fine tuning of individual single-bunch intensities in the
two FCC-ee collider rings and in the FCC-ee full-energy
booster, at the sub-percent level, can be accomplished by
laser-Compton scattering with a state-of-the-art or near stateof-the-art laser system at a few kW average power. Our study
suggests that this approach may provide the necessary level
of control of charge equality in colliding bunch pairs, so
as to avoid beam-beam flip-flop effects [4]. Tailoring the
intensity of many bunches simultaneously would, however,
require a more advanced laser system, capable of providing
100 kHz laser pulses with an average power of 10s to 100s
of kW, during a fraction of a second.
The same technique of laser-Compton scattering could
also be employed to gradually eliminate, from the collider
rings, any individual spoilt bunches or bunch pairs, e.g. ones
for which a beam-beam flip-flop effect has unwantedly occurred. Until now, for FCC-ee, the only known solution
for recovering from such a flip-flop phenomenon had been
dumping both beams by firing pulsed kicker magnets.
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Abstract
In order to maximize the luminosity production time in
the FCC-ee, top-up injection will be employed. The positron
and electron beams will be accelerated to the collision energy in the booster ring before being injected with either
a small transverse or longitudinal separation to the stored
beam. Using this scheme essentially keeps the beam current
constant and, apart from a brief period during the injection
process, collision data can be continuously acquired. Two
top-up injection schemes, each with on- and off-momentum
sub-schemes, viable for FCC-ee have been identified in the
past and are studied in further detail to find a suitable design for each of the four operation modes of the FCC-ee. In
this paper, injection straight optics, initial injection tracking
studies and the effect on the stored beam are presented. Additionally, a basic proxy error lattice is introduced as a first
step to studying injection into an imperfect machine.

INTRODUCTION
The Future Circular Collider (FCC) study includes focus
on a high energy and high brightness electron-positron collider (FCC-ee) to serve the international scientific community through the 21st century. Part of this proposed project is
reaching unprecedented luminosity in an electron-positron
collider. The FCC-ee design luminosity is to be more than
10,000 times greater than what was achieved at the Large
Electron Positron collider (LEP), the previous highest energy electron-positron collider, when operating with a beam
energy of 45.6 GeV [1].
Within the FCC-ee study there are four different working
points for energy of the collisions, initially in the Z-pole
energy range and moving through increasing operation energies to the 𝑡𝑡 ̄ threshold [1]. Some basic parameters of the
four operation modes of the proposed machine are shown
in Table 1. First studies, presented in the following, focus
on operation in Z-mode (45.6 GeV beam energy) due to
the importance of machine protection with its high, 20 MJ
stored beam energy.
In order to maximize the luminosity of the FCC-ee top-up
injection is required to maintain the beam current and allow
for continuous, full-energy collisions [2]. LEP used fill and
ramp injection which provides lower integrated luminosity
due to the decay of the colliding beam current and lost collision time during injection and ramping of the ring. When
using top-up injection beams are accelerated to collision energy in a booster ring before being injected into the collider
ring. This allows the collider to stay in almost constantly
∗

patrick.hunchak@usask.ca
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Table 1: Selection of FCC-ee parameters for the four operation modes. From Table 1 in Ref. [1].
Beam Energy
(GeV)
Beam Current
(mA)
Horizontal Emit.
𝜖𝑥 (nm ⋅ rad)
Vertical Emit.
𝜖𝑦 (pm ⋅ rad)
Luminosity/IP
(1034 cm2 s)

Z

WW

ZH

𝑡𝑡 ̄

45.6

80

120

175/182.5

1390

147

29

6.4/5.4

0.27

0.84

0.63

1.34/1.46

1.0

1.7

1.3

2.7/2.9

230

28

8.5

1.8/1.55

in collision mode. Top-up injection has been successful in
the colliders at both KEKB and SLAC and the integrated
luminosity gain was as much as 50% [3]. Top-up is also a
mainstay for modern lightsources.

Top-Up Injection Schemes for FCC-ee
Two viable top-up injection schemes have been identified
for the FCC-ee: conventional orbit bump injection and multipole kicker injection (MKI) [2]. In the former, dipole kickers
are used to introduce a bump in the orbit of the stored beam
which brings it closer to the injection septum and reduces
the separation of the stored and injected beams. Both beams
are then bent back towards the design orbit within one turn,
where the injected beam undergoes betatron oscillations until synchrotron radiation causes it to damp and join the stored
beam.
In multipole kicker injection a specially designed magnet with a low-field region on-axis and significant off-axis
field minimizes the disturbance of the stored beam while
providing the kick required to store the injected beam which
then damps to join the stored beam [4–6]. Though the stored
beam passes through the low-field region of the MKI magnet,
it is affected due to the finite width of the zero-field region.
By introducing a compensation kicker upstream of the MKI
magnet the emittance blow-up can be minimized. An MKI
design for FCC-ee has been proposed previously, and studies
of the feasibility of the injection hardware for each mode,
including the injection septa and kickers are ongoing [2, 7].
Each of the two viable injection schemes also has an offmomentum option, where the injected beam has a fractional
difference in energy compared to the stored beam. The injected beam is stored directly on a dispersive orbit to separate
it from the stored beam. Damping occurs in the longitudinal
WEPOST011
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Figure 1: Injection straight optics for on-momentum orbit
bump or multipole kicker injection with septum and kicker
locations marked.
plane and the transverse oscillations of the injected beam
will be minimized. Because of these flatter trajectories in
the straight sections off-momentum injection also has the
benefit of reducing radiation doses for the experiments, as
observed at LEP [8]. In total with the orbit bump and multipole kicker injection for both the on- and off-momentum
cases, four types of injection are considered. Studies are
ongoing to quantify each of the injection schemes in terms
of injection efficiency in the presence of errors.

SIMULATION OF INJECTION
The injection studies are performed on a 2 interaction
point (IP) lattice similar to the one presented in the Conceptual Design Report [1]. The optics for the injection
straight, suitable for both on-momentum orbit bump and
on-momentum MKI are shown in Fig. 1 [9]. The injection straight’s notable features are the large horizontal betafunction at the injection septum to minimize the effective
size of the septum in terms of beam sigmas, and the matched
beta functions at the planned locations for the kicker magnets
[2].
Off-momentum orbit bump injection requires dispersion
at the injection septum so that the injected beam can be
placed directly on a dispersive orbit. Using MAD-X [10], the
optics in the insertion was rematched to introduce dispersion
at the septum, required for the off-momentum conventional
injection. The same phase advance as for the on-momentum
optics was kept, and matched to the arc optics. The dispersion is 1 m at the septum, which gives sufficient separation
for injected beam with a momentum offset of 𝑑𝑝/𝑝 = 1%.
These optics, shown in Fig. 2, are very similar to those in
Fig. 1 except with the added dispersion peak at the septum.
For off-momentum MKI a larger dispersion at the multipole kicker is required. However, for the given layout no
optics were found that provide a sufficiently large dispersion
at the MKI.
WEPOST011
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Figure 2: Injection straight optics for off-momentum conventional orbit bump injection with septum and kicker locations
marked. Optics not suitable for off-momentum multipole
kicker injection.
First simulations have focused on on-momentum MKI
injection. The horizontal phase advance between the septum and the MKI is 90∘ for compatibility with conventional
injection. For the MKI, the beam is injected such that it
interacts with the flat high-field region of the MKI field. As
expected, with both the dynamic aperture and physical aperture above 15 𝜎𝑥 [11] tracking of an on-momentum injected
beam shows no losses around the ring.
Simulating the MKI’s impact on the stored beam showed
that an uncompensated MKI increases the stored beam size
at the IP by a factor of 5. With the upstream compensation
kicker active, the beam size at the IP is corrected to design
stored beam levels. Figure 3 demonstrates how the compensation works by introducing the distortion upstream, which
evolves 180∘ through phase space to the MKI where it receives an identical kick to eliminate the disturbance. These
simulations show both the efficacy and the importance of
the compensation kicker for MKI injection.

Misalignments and Magnet Errors
To evaluate the injection efficiency of the injection
schemes in a more realistic machine, errors must be introduced to the simulations. Misaligned lattices, magnet errors,
and their corrections are currently being studied in detail for
the 𝑡𝑡 ̄ lattice [12]. For these injection studies in Z-mode, a
simpler approach is chosen.
Small misalignments of the arc quadrupoles and bending
dipole magnets are used to generate errors that approximate
those after a full error implementation and correction. The
tunes and chromaticities are then matched to the original
values after the errors are applied. For one set of errors
the RMS beta-beating is found to be 2.1% in both planes
which is within the target range of 1-5% RMS beta-beating
found in the full tuning studies. The maximum orbit error is
3 mm and the RMS orbit error is 300 µm, both of which are
deemed too large compared to the 250 µm maximal orbit
deviation in the tuning studies. Next steps will include a
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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Figure 4: Dynamic Aperture for ideal lattice with onmomentum injection optics, as shown in Fig. 1. Dynamic
aperture is greater than the 15𝜎 requirement for injection.

Figure 3: Stored beam distribution as it enters and exits the
MKI magnet without the compensation (top) and with the
compensation magnet (bottom). Without compensation the
stored beam is distorted by the MKI. With the MKIC the
distortion is introduced 180∘ phase advance upstream of the
MKI which then flattens it, constraining the distortion to
between the injection kickers.
simple orbit correction to reduce the orbit deviation in the
lattice with simplified errors.
The dynamic aperture for the base optics (Fig. 4) was
found to be greater than 30 𝜎 in both the horizontal and
the vertical which is much greater than the 15 𝜎 required to
store the 5 𝜎 injected and stored beams for these injection
approaches. When the proxy errors are included the DA
drops to 20 𝜎 in the horizontal (Fig. 5) which is still sufficient
for injection. However, full tuning studies show that realistic
errors are not yet able to be corrected to a point where the
DA is sufficiently preserved [12, 13].
Dynamic aperture was determined using tracking of onmomentum particles for 2500 turns (one transverse damping
time) through a thin, tapered lattice with a basic aperture
model and synchrotron damping implemented in a MAD-X
simulation.
Studies are ongoing to evaluate injection efficiency and
disturbance of the stored beam in the presence of errors.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Dynamic Aperture for lattice with on-momentum
injection optics, as shown in Fig. 1, with proxy errors included. Dynamic aperture is reduced but still greater than
the 15𝜎 requirement for injection. Full tuning studies show
DA is not yet this well preserved [12, 13].
45.6 GeV Z mode has been chosen due to the machine protection concern resulting high stored beam current. We currently have developed optics for three of the four injection
approaches considered for FCC-ee, and have successfully
simulated injection into the ideal, 2 IP machine for Z mode.
Further design of the injection straight is required to achieve
optics for off-momentum MKI injection. Introduction of
errors to the 2 IP lattice used in these studies to investigate
the injection efficiency of the different methods is underway. Beyond this, study of beam-beam interaction with the
injection process will be important to consider.
Studies will need to be repeated for higher energy operation modes, as well as for a 4 IP lattice. In a 4 IP lattice the
layout of the injection insertion will need to be adapted to
include a beam crossing.

Top-up injection is required to maximize the integrated
luminosity of the FCC-ee collider ring. Operation in the
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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FEASIBILITY OF SLOW-EXTRACTED HIGH-ENERGY IONS FROM THE
CERN PROTON SYNCHROTRON FOR CHARM
M.A. Fraser ∗ , R. Garcia Alia, P.A. Arrutia Sota, K. Bilko, N. Charitonidis, S. Danzeca, M. Delrieux,
M. Duraffourg, N. Emriskova, L.S. Esposito, A. Guerrero, O. Hans, G. Imesch, E.P. Johnson, G. Lerner,
G. Pezzullo, I. Ortega, D. Prelipcean, F. Ravotti, F. Roncarolo, A. Waets, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The CERN High Energy Accelerator Mixed-field
(CHARM) High-energy Ions for Micro Electronics Reliability Assurance (CHIMERA) working group is investigating
the feasibility of delivering high energy ion beams to the
CHARM facility for the study of radiation effects to electronics components engineered to operate in harsh radiation
environments, such as space or high-energy accelerators.
The Proton Synchrotron (PS) has the potential of delivering
the required high energy and high-Z (in this case, Pb) ions
for radiation tests over the relevant range of Linear Energy
Transfer (LET) of ∼ 10 − 40 MeV cm2 mg−1 with a >1 mm
penetration depth in silicon, specifically for Single Event Effect (SEE) tests. This contribution summarises the working
group’s progress in demonstrating the feasibility of variable
energy slow extraction and over a wide range of intensities.
The results of a dedicated 5.4 GeV/� Pb ion beam test are
reported to understand the performance limitations of the
beam instrumentation systems needed to characterise the
beam in CHARM.

The focus of the working group last year was demonstrating the feasibility of variable energy operation of both
the slow extraction system in the PS and the network of
transfer lines that transport the beam to the CHARM facility. In parallel, other studies also continued to understand
the performance of instrumentation to characterise the ion
beam in CHARM, to control the intensity in the transfer
line with a collimation system and FLUKA [4, 5] studies to
understand pollution from fragmentation of the beam as it
passes material on the beam line, such as interceptive beam
instrumentation devices and vacuum windows.

VHE HEAVY ION BEAM REQUIREMENTS
The PS is capable of delivering slow extracted VHE heavy
ion beams suitable for mimicking the effects of galactic cosmic rays with a kinetic energy range of ∼ 70 − 5400 MeV/�
in spills of a few 100 ms in length. Due to the non-linear
variation of the LET as a function of range in silicon, the
lower end of the PS’s energy range is most attractive for Pb
(≲ 1000 MeV/�), see Fig. 1.

INTRODUCTION TO CHIMERA
The CHIMERA working group at CERN is studying the
feasibility of exploiting the PS to provide Very High Energy
(VHE), > 100 MeV/� heavy ion beams for space applications, such as the qualification of active semiconductor
components and boards. Lead ions are available for exploitation in the CERN accelerator complex within the framework
of the LHC heavy ion programme [1]. Combined with the
recent renovation of the East Area during Long Shutdown 2
(LS2) [2], the CHARM facility offers a unique opportunity
to increase the limited availability and accessibility of beam
time in Europe required for breakthrough research and innovation in the field. The CHIMERA activity falls inside
the scope of the collaboration between CERN and the European Space Agency (ESA) who are supporting the study. A
proposal has also been recently submitted to the European
Union’s HORIZON programme call “Strategic autonomy in
developing, deploying and using global space-based infrastructures, services, applications and data 2021” under the
name High-Energy Accelerators for Radiation Testing and
Shielding (HEARTS) [3]. The objective of the proposal is to
facilitate 2 − 3 weeks of heavy ion beam time annually as of
2023, for both CERN internal users, and external academic
and industrial users.
∗

mfraser@cern.ch
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Figure 1: Range in silicon vs. LET for different heavy ions
and the energy range of Pb available at the East Area [6].
The beam specification is summarised in Table 1, highlighting the main challenges at the PS including (i) guaranteeing the wide-range of beam energy and LET, (ii) providing
reproducible spills at the relatively low beam intensities required to respect SEE testing standards and (iii) delivering
a uniform beam distribution over a range of different test
devices.

SLOW EXTRACTION AND BEAM
TRANSFER DEVELOPMENTS
Building on the experience of first slow extraction tests
of ions to the East Area before LS2 [7–9], regular machine
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Table 1: Beam specifications for a VHE heavy ion test facility for space applications at CERN PS
Parameter

CHIMERA spec.

Ion species
Kinetic energy [MeV/�]
LET [MeV cm2 /mg]
Beam spot area
Beam spot homogeneity [%]
Average flux [ions/cm2 /s]
Spill length [ms]
Spill uniformity [%]

lead (Pb)
70 - 5400
10 - 40
up to 20 × 20 cm2
uniform, ±10
102 - 105
∼ 400
±20

development studies were performed in 2021, starting with
protons and culminating with a dedicated two-day Pb-ion
run at the end of the year.

Electrostatic Septum Limitation
The electrostatic extraction septum cannot be used for
partially stripped ions because of the presence of 50 �m
thick aluminium foils installed in the high field region to
avoid residual gas ionised by the circulating beam provoking
high spark rates. The foils strip the ion beam and cause the
entire beam to be lost in the machine before being extracted.
Instead, the electrostatic septum was bypassed by turning off
its local extraction bump and the partially stripped ions are
extracted directly over the magnetic septum. The additional
beam loss and induced radioactivation from the degraded
extraction efficiency can be neglected at the low intensity
of the ion beam. In the framework of heavy ions for LHC,
studies are ongoing to investigate the acceleration of fully
stripped ions, however, stable regulation of the main power
converters at the already very low injection energy in the PS
first needs to be demonstrated.

Dedicated External Beam Dump
The East Area renovation included the installation of a
dedicated external beam dump that could be used in parallel
to operation for slow extraction studies with low intensity
proton or ion beams. Although limited by radiation protection reasons to approximately 2 × 1011 protons per spill,
the external dump still allowed the studies discussed in this
contribution to advance at a quicker pace than before LS2.

Variable Energy Slow Extraction & Transfer
It is envisaged to prepare a set of PS cycles with a range of
different extraction energies and to provide full energy variability by installing degraders in CHARM. Even the setup of
a few cycles at different energies will add a significant overhead to an already busy operational schedule. Dedicated
studies were performed in 2021 to better understand and
operate the slow extraction cycle. The control of the tune
in the PS is complicated at high energy because the integrated dipole and quadrupole components of the combined
function main magnets saturate differently as the current
of the main power supply is increased. As a consequence,
WEPOST012
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when approaching saturation the machine does not scale
with momentum and non-linear corrections are needed using auxiliary circuits called the Pole Face Windings (PFW),
which also provide the additional degrees of freedom needed
for both tune and chromaticity control.
A low intensity pilot bunch of a few ×109 protons could
be accelerated through transition to flat-top in a bare machine (without PFW). When the machine is ramped gently
on a flat-top plateau at a kinetic energy of 23 GeV the tune
is observed to vary. The same measurement repeated on
the proton injection plateau with a lower kinetic energy of
2 GeV showed no such variation and demonstrated that the
machine scales linearly when the main units are operated far
from saturation. Additionally, a slow droop of the tune was
observed on both injection and extraction plateaus, which
was attributed to the presence of eddy currents coming from
a range of different sources. Correcting and adjusting these
non-linear effects are required in every cycle. In 2021 empirical corrections were applied using the PFW to keep the
tune and chromaticity of the extracted (on-resonance) particles constant throughout the spill [10, 11] on the operational
proton cycle.
The scalability of the machine when the main magnets are
not in saturation is a good result for CHIMERA, which will
help the setup of most irradiation campaigns requested at the
lower end of the energy spectrum (≲ 1000 MeV/�). To this
end, an important effort
has been made to incorporate the
∫
transfer functions: �� (�)�� → � (�) of as many magnetic
circuits as possible into the control system. However, it is
still to be understood how quickly a new cycle can be set-up
by scaling an optimised cycle with momentum.
The situation is similar in the transfer lines but easily
compensated with magnetic measurements and non-linear
transfer functions available for all magnets installed during
renovation. The main difficulty encountered in the transfer line was hysteresis effects of the switching dipoles and
regulating the magnets at very low currents.
Low energy slow extraction was demonstrated on the injection plateau for protons (2 GeV) and Pb ions (70 MeV/�).
The 2 GeV proton beam was transferred to the external beam
dump by scaling the transfer line with momentum, however
the 70 MeV/� Pb-ion beam was not observed at the dump;
probably due to energy straggling in the vacuum window or
due to the very low currents in the transfer magnets, which
may limit the lower energy range available to CHIMERA
without the additional use of energy degraders.

Intensity Control Techniques
Different techniques for adjusting and reducing the intensity are being investigated. Collimation in the transfer line
is being investigated as a way of controlling the intensity but
suffers from the drawback that it strongly couples intensity
with beam size and distribution. A good variability could be
achieved simply by adjusting the sweep of the tune through
the third-integer resonance and extracting only a fraction of
the circulating beam, before dumping the remaining beam
internally. The lower range of the achievable beam intensity
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accelerated to flat-top is limited by the need for the RF system to operate in closed-loop. Future studies will investigate
acceleration in open loop or by accelerating in closed-loop
with a higher intensity pilot bunch that could be disposed of
by fast extraction before slow extraction commences. The
lowest intensity that can be delivered by LEIR and Linac3
needs to be understood. Noise excitation techniques will
also be investigated to extract very slowly and in a controlled
manner.

Transfer Line Studies
It was difficult to achieve a good transmission between
the PS and the experimental target in CHARM using the
quadrupole settings from the MAD-X model after the East
Area renovation; the settings had to be adjusted and optimised empirically. After a campaign of optics measurements
(kick response and quadrupole strength scans) exploiting the
available Beam TV (BTV) screens the problem was identified as a wrong assumption in the MAD-X model of the
initial beam parameters slow extracted from the PS. The
likely cause is the strong effect of the fringing fields in the
second half of main unit 62 seen by the extracted beam as it
leaves the synchrotron [12]. Instead of being focused, the
extracted beam is defocused with a strength thrice that experienced by the circulating beam. Unfortunately, the stray
fields change as the main unit saturates and do not scale
with energy. To combat this issue the BTVs have been fitted with filter wheels to avoid the saturation observed on
the measured profiles and allow accurate measurements of
the beam parameters at extraction to use as input for the
MAD-X model. Additional beam loss monitors will also be
installed to help with transfer line setup. All transfer line
magnets can be operated and controlled in normalised magnetic strengths from the optics model. Other developments
now allow for a readout of the beam size and position in the
transfer line throughout the spill. In addition, the available
instrumentation has been interfaced with CERN’s generic
steering program (YASP) so that steering corrections can
be computed and applied online, which will vastly speed up
the setup of the lines at different beam energies.

Beam Spot Size and Distribution
The transfer line optics model including the characterisation of the extracted beam parameters will be exploited to
design the final focus for CHIMERA, most likely with the
installation of higher-order multipole magnets to create a
uniform distribution over a large area [13].

Safe Transport of Low Energy Primary Beams
Before the recent East Area renovation there was a small
but non-zero probability that low energy primary beams
could enter and be transported by the secondary magnets
into the secondary experimental area. The East Area is now
designed with a safety feature to ensure that primary beams
cannot enter the secondary zone thanks to a forced vertical
production angle. This is important as it means that the rest
of the East Area can continue operation in parallel to low
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport

energy proton and ion operation to CHARM, without the
need to consign the power converters in the secondary areas.

2021 HEAVY ION TEST CAMPAIGN
The approval for sending low energy ion beams to
CHARM in parallel to proton operation was not complete
before the start of the short two-day heavy ion test campaign on 13 - 14 November 2021. Nevertheless, a successful
campaign was carried out with Pb54+ ions extracted at an
equivalent rigidity to the nominal proton beam with a kinetic
energy of 5.4 GeV/�. The scaling of the transfer line to match
the rigidity of the fully stripped Pb82+ beam downstream
of the first vacuum window was validated and the extracted
intensity was varied by over a wide range from ∼ 106 − 109
ions per spill. Once the extraction and transfer was setup
the main focus was on beam characterization of the beam
instrumentation systems, in terms of intensity and profile. A
fast extracted ion beam was provided for calibration studies
using a fast beam current transformer (fBCT).
At the lowest intensity achieved of ≲ 106 ions per spill,
the secondary emission monitors (XSEC and XION [14])
showed good linear behaviour, however further work is
needed to calibrate the absolute intensity as problems were
encountered with the fBCT. It was difficult to adjust the
intensity with the tune sweep at very low intensity whilst
maintaining a spill length of 400 ms. The spill quality monitor (BCCGA, N2 gas scintillator [15]) could have provided
the diagnostic needed but was overlooked and will be investigated further in 2022. At > 106 ions per spill there
was no well-defined linear relationship between the different
secondary emission devices. The Multi Wire Proportional
Chamber [16] showed promising results but could not profile
the lowest intensity beams with good resolution, however
the gas intensity was not optimised and the signal level could
be increased in the future.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The effort driven by the CHIMERA working group towards low intensity, variable energy slow extracted ion
beams has improved our understanding of the PS slow extraction cycle and led to the development of tools that are already
making operation easier. The feasibility of slow extraction
down to injection energy has been demonstrated and efforts
are ongoing to improve the magnetic reproducibility of the
PS and its magnetic measurement system, as well as to better
understand and compensate the dynamic eddy currents, all
of which affect the slow extraction cycle. Although more
work is needed to understand and quantify the operational
resources needed for variable energy extraction at even lower
intensities, the objectives for 2022 remain ambitious with
the goal of attempting a first pilot run of a high-energy ion
SEE test campaign at CHARM over two weeks in November 2022, including external users from ESA. Future efforts
will concentrate both on calibrating and optimising existing
beam instruments for the low intensity, variable energy ion
beams, as well as installing dedicated beam instrumentation.
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IN DAILY OPERATION

Abstract
The CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) routinely
delivers proton and heavy ion beams to the North experimental Area (NA) in the form of 4.8 s spills. To produce
such a long flux of particles, resonant third integer slow extraction is used, which, by design, foresees primary beam
lost on the electrostatic septum wires to separate circulating from extracted beam. Shadowing with thin bent crystal
has been proposed and successfully tested in the SPS, as
detailed in [1]. In 2021, a thin crystal was used for physics
production showing results compatible with what measured
during early testing. In this paper, the results from the 2021
physics run are presented also comparing particle losses at
extraction with previous operational years. The setting up of
the crystal using numerical optimisers is detailed, with possible implementation of reinforcement learning (RL) agents
to improve the setting up time. Finally, the full exploitation
of crystal shadowing via multi-array crystals is discussed,
together with the performance reach in the SPS.

INTRODUCTION
The CERN-SPS delivers approximately 3.5 × 1013 p every 15 s to serve a large number of fixed target experiments
in the NA. Particles are extracted via resonant third-integer
slow extraction. For most of these experiments, the integrated protons delivered along the year is a fundamental
figure of merit. As documented in [1], the main limiting
factor to the number of particles that can be extracted from
the SPS Long Straight Section (LSS) 2 is limited by the electrostatic septum (ZS) activation. The losses are unavoidable
for classic third-integer slow extraction as the concept relies
on separation between circulating and extracted beam via a
thin septum blade which directly sees the primary beam.
To reduce the number of particles impinging on the ZS
wires, in [1, 2] was proposed the exploitation of silicon bent
crystals [3, 4]. Thanks to this technique, loss reduction up to
about 45% was measured in the SPS and up to four times is
expected, with better exploitation of machine non-linearities
and a thicker crystal (non-local crystal shadowing [1]).
In this paper, the results from a full year of experience
with the crystal for septum shadowing and the methodology
used to efficiently align it are presented. Also, we propose a
manner to further reduce losses during slow extraction using
Multiple Volume Reflection Array (MVRA [5]) crystals.

CRYSTAL SHADOWING
∗
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The tests carried out in 2018 in the SPS showed that the
crystal installed in LSS2 could reduce the beam induced
losses on the ZS by about 20% when operating in volume
reflection (VR) and up to 45% in channelling.
The main concerns about the channelling regime was the
beam stability and the possibility to transport the beam to
the NA targets. The first was addressed testing channelling
stability during the first part of the physics run. It was possible to maintain this regime for weeks without the need to
re-align the crystal. This was possible only for extracted
intensities lower than 1 × 1013 p, due to the losses arising
from losing the channelled beamlet along the transfer line
to the targets. Attempts to adjust the transfer line optics and
steer the beamlet together with the main beam were made, as
proposed in [6], but measured losses remained unacceptable
for daily operation. The impossibility of transporting the
channelled beamlet through the transfer line is believed to
be related to the inconsistencies observed in the transport
line optics, which still remains unsolved.
The transport of VR beamlet is a much simpler task as the
deflection angle is only 15 µrad. It was decided to use VR
in operation for the full physics year, as the loss reduction
was measured to be about 20%. Figure 1 shows the losses
as a function of time starting from 2018 (no crystal in the
SPS during operation), through 2021 (crystal in VR) to the
first month of operation in 2022 (crystal still in VR). The
large loss reduction achieved is a combination of the crystal
operating in VR and the new ZS, which was exchanged
before 20211 . The lower loss regime visible between July
and August 2021 was thanks to the crystal in channelling.

Crystal Alignment
To align the crystal to the beam separatrix takes in the
order of 150 machine cycles as accurate position and angle
scans are needed to find channelling or VR and shadowing.
For the SPS, this corresponds to a downtime for the physics
users of more than 1 h due to unstable beam conditions. In
order to speed up the setting up time, numerical optimisers
were used. The very accurate tracking model available [1]
was used to fit a deep neural network-based surrogate model,
Fig. 2. Such a model is a fully connected neural network
composed of 3 layers and 256 neurons per layer, with hyperbolic tangent as activation function.
In this manner, numerical optimisers were tested and the
most performant chosen for machine operation. The algorithms tested are summarised in Fig. 3. Their performance
1

The ZS assembly was exchanged with a new one where the wire support
were chosen as the straightest among those available.
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Figure 1: Normalised losses evolution in the LSS2 extraction channel as a function of time. The three colours represent the
different operational years. The dashed lines are the mean over the different years.

FURTHER LOSS REDUCTION
Local shadowing is limited to a maximum of factor two
loss reduction, regardless the thickness of the crystal [1]. In
order to achieve a better loss reduction, the concept of nonlocal shadowing was proposed in [2], where the maximum
loss reduction achievable using a more favourable location
in the SPS could be increased to a factor of four. So far this
has been only observed in simulations and machine tests to
start benchmarking the simulations are foreseen for this year.
Building on the results obtained with local shadowing and
WEPOST013
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is compared using the so-called performance profile 𝜌𝑠 , as
proposed in [7]. A set of 500 different initial conditions were
randomly picked in the surrogate model validity domain and,
for each of them, a full optimisation with a maximum of 100
neural network calls was performed. It is clear that the best
performance was obtained for the Bayesian optimiser. This
is due to the complexity of the objective function landscape
(Fig. 2), as all the other algorithms have strong performance
bias on convex functions. All other algorithms have a success
rate to find channelling lower than 50%. Such an algorithm
was tested in daily operation and convergence obtained as expected. An example of this optimisation procedure is shown
in Fig. 4, showing convergence to channelling in 60 iterations. Due to the operation in VR, BOBYQA is now used
as default algorithm to set up the crystal in VR, in case the
machine orbits drifts. Thanks to these algorithms, the setting
up time of the crystal for physics operation was decreased
to about 30 machine cycles.
The results presented in the previous subsection open the
way to evaluate different methodologies, as Reinforcement
Learning (RL). A possible state description for the RL agent
is identified as the SPS closed orbit together with the absolute
settings for the crystal position and angle. The obvious
reward would be the extraction efficiency, defined as: 𝑟 =
−𝜖𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 , where 𝜖𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 is the sum of the losses recorded in the
LSS2 extraction channel. The minus sign is to force the
agent to favour settings to quickly find channelling, as every
iteration with the environment will reduce the cumulative
reward over the episode. Work is ongoing to assess the
feasibility of this proposal both in simulations and with the
operational crystal in the SPS.
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Figure 2: Simulated relative losses as a function of position
and angle of the crystal installed in LSS2. (Top) Tracking simulations. (Bottom) Neural network based surrogate
model.
the encouraging simulations of non-local shadowing, further
loss reduction can be obtained exploiting the efficiency of
VR. As proposed in [5], it is possible to stack together a series
of thin bent crystals and align them either in channelling
or VR. For the latter, the disadvantage is the low deflection
angle achievable, but the key benefit is the high efficiency of
the process. In a very first approximation, the array efficiency
will scale with number of crystals used: 𝜖𝑀𝑉 𝑅𝐴 ∼ 𝜖𝑁
𝑉 𝑅,
where 𝑁 is the number of crystals and 𝜖𝑉 𝑅 is the efficiency
of a single crystal. In case of the crystal used for the SPS
tests, a VR efficiency of about 98% was estimated [8]. Under
these very simple assumptions, the expected loss reduction
would be in the order of a factor ten, assuming that the
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making the transport to the targets of such a beam a feasible
task.
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Figure 5: Simulated relative losses evolution as a function
of the MVRA deflection for both local (red) and non-local
(blue) position of the crystal.
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Figure 4: Example of measured successful setting up of the
crystal in the SPS in channelling using Bayesian optimiser.
The evolutions of angle and position are reported in normalised coordinate between -1 and 1.
deflection angle is sufficient to completely jump the wires.
This was tested with tracking simulations using the tools
described in [1]. In Fig. 5, the relative loss reduction derived
for different combinations of crystals composing the MVRA
is shown, for both local and non-local shadowing. In Fig. 5,
an artificial continuous deflection is used, which is of course
not realistic and shown only for illustrative purposes.
From tracking simulations, a maximum of ten fold loss
reduction seems possible, when using MVRA in non-local
shadowing. This is achieved with 5 crystals of 1.8 mm thick
and 2 mm long, with a VR coherent deflection angle of
15 µrad.
For a MVRA of 5 crystals, the expected horizontal phase
space at the electrostatic septum is shown in Fig. 6. Due
to the small deflection angle generated by the MVRA, the
phase space area occupied by the extracted beam (non-zero
field region of the septum) is not increased significantly,
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Figure 3: Success rate (expressed as performance profile)
as a function of relative losses obtained for six different
algorithms.
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Figure 6: Simulated phase space at the ZS when using 5crystal MVRA in non-local shadowing configuration.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The SPS electrostatic septum shadowing concept was
used operationally since the restart in 2021. A consistent loss
reduction of about 30% is achieved in the last two operational
years and only a few drifts were observed. Operational
setting up of the crystal in channelling and VR was addressed
with numerical optimisers, showing significant improvement
in setting up time. We also laid the foundation for the testing
of RL agents to fully automatise the process of alignment.
Finally, to further reduce losses on the extraction septum, MVRA crystals were evaluated in simulations showing
a possible factor 10 loss reduction, if used in a non-local
configuration. Initial tests of the non-local shadowing concepts are ongoing in the SPS, which will help determine the
feasibility and performance reach of such a concept.
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STUDIES ON PRE-COMPUTATION OF
SPS-to-LHC TRANSFER LINE CORRECTIONS
C. Bracco∗ , F. M. Velotti, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The injection process in the LHC gives a non-negligible
contribution to the turnaround time between two consecutive physics fills. Mainly due to orbit drifts in the SPS, the
steering of the SPS-to-LHC transfer lines has to be regularly
performed in view of minimising injection oscillations and
losses, which otherwise would trigger beam dumps. Moreover, for machine protection purposes, a maximum of twelve
bunches has to be injected after any TL steering to validate the actual applied corrections. This implied at several
occasions the need to interrupt a fill to steer the lines and
introduced a further delay between fills. Studies are performed to evaluate the option of pre-calculating the required
TL corrections based on SPS orbit measurements during the
LHC magnet ramp down and the reconstruction of the beam
position and angle at the SPS extraction point.

INTRODUCTION
The transfer of 450 GeV proton beams from the Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS) to the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) occurs through two ∼3 km long transfer lines (TI2 for
Beam 1 and TI8 for Beam 2, Fig. 1). Two conventional fast
extraction systems [1] are installed in Long Straight Sections
6 (LSS6) and 4 (LSS4) of the SPS [2] to convey the beams
respectively to TI2 and TI8. The circulating beam is extracted towards the lines by means of horizontal closed orbit
bumpers, fast pulsed kickers (MKE) and DC magnetic septa
(MSE and MST). Similarly, the injection in the LHC [3] is
obtained by deflecting the beams from the transfer lines onto
the closed orbit, with fast kickers (MKI) and septa (MSI),
which are installed in straight section 2 (IR2) for Beam 1
and 8 (IR8) for Beam 2.

Figure 1: Layout of the transfer lines connecting the SPS
extraction to the LHC injection points.
The LHC filling process consists in transferring up to 288
bunches of at least 1.2 ⋅1011 protons each, corresponding to
∗
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a stored energy of 2.5 MJ and, after the injectors upgrade [4],
up to 4.8 MJ per injection can be achieved. A system of six
collimators (TCDI) [5], placed at a relative phase advance
of 60∘ , is installed towards the end of each transfer line
to protect the LHC aperture from particles injected with
dangerously large amplitudes (>5 σ). These collimators
consist of two carbon-based jaws which are centered with
respect to a reference trajectory that allows to minimize the
injection oscillations into the LHC and is defined during the
commissioning period.

TRANSFER LINE STEERING
A good control of the parameters at the LHC injection
points, in terms of optics, position and angle, is crucial for
luminosity performance and machine protection reasons. A
periodic steering of the transfer lines, onto the pre-defined
references, has to be carried out to keep the injection oscillations below 1 mm (peak-to-peak) and minimise the losses at
the TCDIs. Small losses at these collimators create showers
which can trigger the sensitive beam loss monitors (BLM)
installed at the nearby LHC magnets and cause beam aborts
during the fill [6]. Despite several mitigation measures
(shielding, electronic filters and temporary BLM inhibition)
were put in place to avoid these unnecessary dumps, a regular correction of the lines has to be performed to compensate
for unavoidable trajectory drifts and keep them below 0.5 σ
at the TCDIs (350 μm in average). An r.m.s. trajectory
of 350 μm is considered as the target for the studies presented in the following. Each trajectory steering has to be
validated by injecting maximum 12 bunches of 1.2 ⋅1011
protons, which is considered as a safe beam, to verify that
the correction algorithm worked properly and the correctors
pulse at the right current. This procedure might require more
iterations and thus several low intensity injections while the
nominal LHC filling schemes foresee only one 12-bunch
train. A dedicated steering time has to be accounted for and
this can delay the turnaround [7] between two consecutive
physics fills and thus impact the integrated luminosity. The
drift of the SPS orbit is considered as the main source of the
observed trajectory deviations [8]. The possibility of precomputing the needed transfer line corrections, based on the
orbit measured in the SPS during the ramp-down of the LHC
magnets, is analysed in this paper. This would allow to use
the only 12-bunch train to validate the applied corrections
and continue filling the machine with a non negligible gain
in physics time.

THE MODEL
The studies presented in the following are purely theoretical and focus on the steering in the horizontal plane for
WEPOST014
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Figure 2: Example of orbit drift in the SPS and consequent effect on the beam trajectory in TI2 and the first-turn orbit in the
LHC (Beam 1, horizontal plane). Three correctors at the beginning of TI2 are used to flatten the trajectory in the line and
minimise the injection oscillations in the LHC.
Beam 1; equivalent considerations hold for both planes and
beams.
A stitched model of the SPS ring, the TI2 line and the
full LHC was built with MAD-X [9]. A drift of the SPS
orbit, corresponding to a ∼1.5 mm peak-to-peak variation
of the trajectory in the line and the first-turn orbit in the
LHC, was obtained by slightly mis-aligning all the SPS
quadrupoles (black line in Fig. 2). Three TI2 horizontal correctors (MCIAH = 2.653 μrad, MCIAH = -11.939 μrad and
MCIAH = 0.004 μrad) allow to flatten the r.m.s. trajectory,
both in the line and the LHC, from ∼800 μm to ∼70 μm (red
line in Fig. 2), which is well below the previously mentioned
targets. In principle, the knowledge of the pointing vector
(i.e. position 𝑥 and angle 𝑥 ′ ) at the SPS extraction should be
sufficient to determine the expected variation of the downstream horizontal trajectory with respect to the reference and
thus the required corrections. For these studies, 200 different
SPS orbits were built, by randomly misaligning quadrupoles,
corresponding to an average r.m.s. of 770±360 μm. The
feasibility of pre-computing the transfer line steering is assessed.
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No direct measurement of the beam position and angle
at SPS extraction exists and, moreover, the Beam Position
Monitors (BPM) in the extraction region (BPCE) have a very
poor accuracy due to the large aperture required to fit the
closed orbit bumps. The signal from all the ring position
monitors is used to reconstruct the orbit and calculate the
pointing vector at extraction (one example is shown in Fig. 3,
blue stars). A random r.m.s. error of 120 μm is applied to
all BPMs to account for their accuracy and possible shot-toshot orbit variations. The beam position and angle at each
WEPOST014
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Figure 3: Example of orbit reconstruction starting from
the readings of all ring BPMs (blue stars) when applying a
random r.m.s error of 120 μm (green stars).
location is calculated using the fitting functions [10]:
𝑥 = 𝑎√𝛽𝑥 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜇𝑥 + 𝜙0 ) + 𝐷𝑥
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𝑥′ =

Δ𝑝
𝑝

(1)

𝑎
Δ𝑝
[𝛼𝑥 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜇𝑥 + 𝜙0 ) + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜇𝑥 + 𝜙0 )] + 𝐷𝑥′
(2)
𝑝
√𝛽𝑥

where 𝛽𝑥 and 𝛼𝑥 are the Courant–Snyder parameters, 𝜇𝑥
the betatron phase advance, 𝐷𝑥 and 𝐷𝑥′ the dispersion and
its derivative while 𝑎, 𝜙0 and Δ𝑝/p are the fit free parameters (𝜙0 and Δ𝑝/p represent the initial betatron phase and
momentum spread, respectively). The computation of 𝑥 and
𝑥 ′ at the SPS extraction point is performed by using the
nominal optics parameters corresponding to the reference
closed orbit. The distribution of the deviations between the
actual pointing vectors, as given by the MADX model, and
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport

those obtained with the fitting functions, for all the simulated
orbits, is presented in Fig. 4. The standard deviation of the
errors on the position and angle are 210 μm and 7.7 μrad,
respectively.
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Figure 4: The distribution of the errors on the computed
positions (blue curve) and angles (red curve) with respect to
the actual values given by MADX is shown.

COMPUTED CORRECTIONS
The 𝑥 and values calculated with the fit can be used
to assess the corrections needed to steer the line. Typically,
with the MICADO automatic algorithm of MADX, the optimum correction is achieved by using 3-5 correctors and
up to 10-15 μrad. The error on the calculated angles is
equivalent to the proposed correction and this could translate in a noticeable amplification instead of the damping of
the original oscillation. For this reason, the computation of
the steering was performed using 13 out of the 25 available
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correctors and limiting the maximum kick to ±5 μrad to
eliminate single sources of large amplitude oscillations.
Figure 5 shows an example of a successful pre-computed
steering where the peak-to-peak oscillation, induced by an
SPS orbit drift (black line), is reduced from ±700 μm to
below ±120 μm (red line). The correction calculated using
the actual pointing vector would further reduce the final
amplitude by a factor of four (green line).
The proposed method strongly depends on the quality of
the fit and the relative uncertainty on 𝑥 and 𝑥 ′ at the extraction
point; not all the calculated corrections were as effective as
the previous one. In total, 76.5% of the applied steering
reduced the amplitude of the original oscillation but only
52.2% allowed to stay below the target r.m.s. trajectory of
350 μm (Fig. 6). Wrong corrections increased the oscillation
in average by a factor of 2.3 and up to a factor of 4.4.

25000

30000

Figure 5: Transfer line trajectory and LHC injection oscillations induced by an orbit drift in the SPS (black line). The
results of the steering performed based on the actual 𝑥 and
𝑥 ′ values at extraction (green line) and those obtained with
the fitting curves are also plotted.
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Figure 6: The effectiveness of the computed steering for
the 200 scenarios analysed is presented. A smaller orbit,
after correction (negative values of red line), implies that
the amplitude of the original oscillation was indeed damped.
In about half of the cases the correction brought the final
r.m.s trajectory below the target of 350 μm (blue lines).

CONCLUSIONS
The possibility of performing the steering of the LHC
transfer lines, based on the calculation of the position and
angle at the SPS extraction point by fitting all the ring BPMs,
has been studied. The effectiveness of the correction is
highly dependent on the quality of the fit and, in ∼25%
of the analysed cases, larger amplitude oscillations were
excited instead of being damped. About half of the steerings
brought the r.m.s. trajectories below the 350 μm target. The
benchmark with real measurements and corrections will
be performed. As a general remark, it looks evident that
this method is not sufficient to prevent dedicated time for
steering. Moreover, the drift of the elements in the transfer
lines is not taken into account. Parallel studies are ongoing
to develop a machine-learning-based optimiser which will
allow an on-line check and correction of the lines during
each fill.
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Abstract
Conventional slow extraction driven by a tune sweep perturbs the optics and changes the presentation of the beam
separatrix to the extraction septum during the spill. The
constant optics slow extraction (COSE) technique, recently
developed and deployed operationally at the CERN Super
Proton Synchrotron to reduce beam loss on the extraction
septum, was implemented at MedAustron to facilitate extraction with a tune sweep of operational beam quality. COSE
fixes the optics of the extracted beam by scaling all machine settings with the beam rigidity following the extracted
beam’s momentum. In this contribution the implementation
of the COSE extraction technique is described before it is
compared to the conventional tune sweep and operational
betatron core driven cases using both simulations and recent
measurements.

INTRODUCTION

A solution to this can be achieved with COSE [2], where
the whole machine’s beam rigidity 𝐵𝜌 (or reference momentum 𝑝 ref = 𝑞 · 𝐵𝜌, where 𝑞 is the particle’s electric charge)
is scaled synchronously with the tune sweep. All magnets
in the lattice must follow the same ramp from their respective 𝐵𝑛,start to 𝐵𝑛,end for COSE to be performed successfully,
where 𝐵𝑛 represents the 𝑛-th order multipole of the magnetic
field. In order to determine magnet field strength sweep, it
is sufficient to enforce a constant optics as follows,
𝑘 𝑛,start = 𝑞

𝐵𝑛,start
𝐵𝑛,end
=𝑞
= 𝑘 𝑛,end .
𝑝 start
𝑝 end

(1)

Since 𝑝 end = (1 + Δ𝑝/𝑝) 𝑝 start , one can write,
𝐵𝑛,end
= (1 + Δ𝑝/𝑝),
𝐵𝑛,start

(2)

illustrating that the magnetic strengths must be scaled by the
same relative change in momentum.

The MedAustron synchrotron employs a betatron core
driven slow extraction to perform nominal operation. Another common slow extraction technique relies on ramping
up (or down) some or all quadrupoles in the machine to vary
betatron tune of the circulating beam towards the resonance.
Implementing a tune sweep based method in MedAustron
is interesting academically [1], as the machine was not designed to operate in such a way. Furthermore, MedAustron has contemplated performing bunched multi-energy
extraction in order to speed up operation, which cannot be
performed with the betatron core.

CONSTANT OPTICS SLOW EXTRACTION
There are certain issues with conventional tune sweep. As
the tune is swept the radial position of the on-resonance separatrix moves along the dispersion vector due to the changing
extracted momentum, rendering ineffective the superposition of separatrices achieved via the Hardt condition. Moreover, particles with different momenta ‘see’ different optics
at extraction, due to the fact that they have different magnetic
rigidities. These effects can be partially compensated with a
dynamic extraction bump, but it complicates operation.
∗
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Figure 1: Steinbach diagram illustration of COSE.
An interesting way of conceptualising COSE is as the
betatron core extraction in a different frame of reference. A
particle with longitudinal momentum 𝑝 has a tune distance
𝛿𝑄 = 𝑄 ′𝑥

Δ𝑝
𝑝 − 𝑝 ref
= 𝑄 ′𝑥
.
𝑝
𝑝 ref

(3)
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The betatron core brings this quantity towards zero (towards
the unstable region) by varying 𝑝, while COSE does so by
varying 𝑝 ref . The main difference between the two methods
is that for COSE the extracted beam’s longitudinal momentum changes over time. Figure 1 shows the COSE extraction
in a Steinbach diagram. Notice how the resonant tune 𝑄 res
and the reference tune 𝑄 𝑥 move together through the different momenta of the stack. Ideally, one would also scale the
extraction septa and all the transfer line magnets downstream
in a synchronous manner to compensate for the changing
extracted momentum. We did not perform this scaling for
these studies due to the added technical complications of
such an operation at MedAustron.

(a) Betatron core.

Table 1: Extraction Simulation Parameters
Parameter

Value

# of particles
Kinetic Energy [MeV]
Δ𝑝/𝑝
𝑁
[mm.mrad]
𝜖 𝑥,𝑅𝑀𝑠
𝑁
[mm.mrad]
𝜖 𝑦,𝑅𝑀𝑠

105
250
0.004 (uniform)
0.519
0.519

electrostatic extraction septum (ESE). It can be seen that the
nominal and COSE schemes produce identical portraits with
all separatrices aligned at the blade of the ESE, as expected.
Nevertheless, it is important to reiterate that the extracted
momentum will vary over time for COSE. On the other hand,
in 𝑄-sweep a large angular variation of separatrices with
different Δ𝑝/𝑝 can be observed. This is because of the nonzero dispersion vector at the ESE. The simulated extracted
horizontal phase spaces for each scheme are shown in Fig. 3.
The variation observed during the 𝑄-sweep results in a large
horizontal emittance blowup, in addition to an increase in
beam loss on the ESE’s blade for the 𝑄-sweep technique.

(b) 𝑄-sweep.
(a) Betatron core.

(c) COSE.

Figure 2: Horizontal phase space trajectories at ESE during
extraction for each scheme in simulation. Each color represents a different initial Δ𝑝/𝑝.

(b) 𝑄-sweep.

MEASUREMENTS AND SIMULATION
RESULTS
In this section, MedAustron’s nominal extraction scheme
(betatron core driven) is compared to traditional 𝑄-sweep
and COSE. Both particle tracking simulations and measurements are presented and discussed. The main simulation
parameters are shown in Table 1.
Figure 2 shows the simulated phase space trajectories of
particles with different initial Δ𝑝/𝑝 at the location of the
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(c) COSE.

Figure 3: Horizontal phase space distributions at ESE for
each scheme in simulation. Extracted particles are shown in
black and lost ones in red.
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Beam Size Comparison
We first focus our attention on the extracted distributions
obtained from simulation. Table 2 lists the fitted root-meansquare (RMS) emittances from the extracted distributions
shown in Fig. 3 (and the respective vertical profiles, not
shown). COSE produces a similar transverse beam profile
as the betatron core extraction, while 𝑄-sweep results in a
much larger beam with a factor 10 increase in the horizontal
emittance. Vertical emittances remain identical, as expected.

the nominal (betatron core driven) slow extraction procedure
through simulation and measurements. While 𝑄-sweep results in a large horizontal emittance blowup (factor 10) and
an increase in losses by 30%, COSE manages to produce
beam of operational quality. Beam size measurements agree
with simulation, but losses could not be compared due to

Table 2: Extracted Emittances for Each Scheme from Simulation
Scheme
Betatron core
𝑄-sweep
COSE

𝜖 x,RMS [mm.mrad]

𝜖y,RMS [mm.mrad]

0.04
0.4
0.04

1.8
1.8
1.8

The simulation results can be compared to the measurements by using a Scintillating Fibre Hodoscope (SFX) located in the High Energy Beam Transfer line (HEBT), which
transports the beam from the ring to the irradiation rooms.
One can compare the simulated transported distribution to
the integrated intensity measured by the SFX throughout the
spill. Figure 4 shows this comparison for each scheme in the
horizontal plane. Measurements and simulation agree qualitatively, showing that COSE produces very similar results to
the nominal scheme, while 𝑄-sweep results in a larger beam.
All schemes were practically indistinguishable from each
other in the 𝑦-plane, both in measurements and simulation.

(a) Betatron core.

(b) 𝑄-sweep.

Beam Loss Comparison
In order to study losses in simulation, the whole ESE is
considered as a black body object (including its thin blade),
i.e. all particles that impact the equipment are immediately
absorbed and lost. For our studies, the most relevant features
of the ESE are that the blade has an effective thickness of
0.1 mm and that the gap between the anode and cathode is
15 mm in width and large enough in height not to play a role
in the losses. COSE and the nominal scheme produce similar losses (9.5% and 9.4%, respectively) while traditional
𝑄-sweep causes losses to increase by 30 % (12.3% losses).
Regarding measurements, no beam loss monitors were available near the ESE nor the magnetic septa. However, prompt
beam loss monitoring improvements are planned in the future in order to expand on these results.

CONCLUSION
Traditional 𝑄-sweep and COSE were implemented at the
MedAustron synchrotron. Both schemes were compared to

MC4: Hadron Accelerators
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport

(c) COSE.

Figure 4: SFX horizontal integrated intensity, both simulated
and measured.
the lack of beam loss monitors near the ESE. These studies
serve as a proof of concept of the COSE extraction method
in medical synchrotrons that rely on the Hardt condition.
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Abstract
A collimation system is under study for the FCC-ee to
protect the machine from the multi-MJ electron and positron
beams and limit the backgrounds to the detectors. One of
the key aspects of the collimation system design is the setup
of simulation studies combining particle tracking and scattering in the collimators. The tracking must include effects
important for electron beam single-particle dynamics in the
FCC-ee, such as synchrotron radiation. For collimation, an
aperture model and particle-matter interactions for electrons
are required. There are currently no established simulation frameworks that include all the required features. The
latest developments of an integrated framework for multiturn collimation studies in the FCC-ee are presented. The
framework is based on an interface between tracking codes,
pyAT and Xtrack, and a particle-matter interaction code,
BDSIM, based on Geant4. Promising alternative simulation
codes and frameworks are also discussed. The challenges
are outlined, and the first results are presented, including
preliminary loss maps for the FCC-ee.

INTRODUCTION
The lepton Future Circular Collider (FCC-ee) is a design study for a future 97.5 km-long electron-positron collider with 4 operating modes at beam energies in the range
45.6–182.5 GeV, which would be part of the CERN accelerator complex [1]. In order to maximise the discovery potential
and the luminosity, parameters such as the centre-of-mass
energy for collisions, the stored beam energy, and the total
synchrotron radiation power will be pushed beyond past and
present lepton colliders. The stored beam energy reaches up
to 20.7 MJ for the 45.6 GeV operation mode, which is comparable with the stored beam energy during Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) operation with heavy-ion beams [2]. This
is a new regime for lepton machines, in which beam losses
could risk to damage equipment or quench any of the superconducting elements. A collimation system is therefore
being designed for the FCC-ee [3, 4], not only to control
detector backgrounds from synchrotron radiation (SR), but
also to protect the collider from beam losses during both
normal operation and failure scenarios.
Simulations are important tools for the collimation system design. Collimation tracking studies are the first step
∗
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in determining the performance, where a distribution of
particles corresponding to a selected beam loss scenario is
tracked in a machine model with the collimators and the
mechanical apertures included. For machines where beam
losses can exceed the limits for safe operations, like the
LHC, FCC-hh, and FCC-ee, it is important to track the particles out-scattered from the collimators. The requirements
for collimation simulations are hence accurate and efficient
tracking in the magnetic lattice, modelling of the scattering
in the collimators, and accurate aperture loss recording. For
lepton beams, synchrotron radiation (SR) must be supported
in the particle tracking. In addition, due to the significant
SR energy loss, the magnet strengths in the FCC-ee are adjusted to follow the beam energy around the ring (called
optics tapering). This is essential for maintaining a centered
closed orbit and must be included in the simulations. The
goal of this study is to develop and benchmark a simulation
framework that fits all the requirements for collimation simulations in the FCC-ee. The FCC-ee is a novel study in many
aspects, also for optics design, model preparation, and particle tracking [5]. In the early design stages, it is necessary to
consider and explore different software tools and pick the
most appropriate ones for the studies. Tests and benchmarks
are essential to ensure reliable and reproducible results, so
the aim is to achieve adequate agreement between at least
two software frameworks for each aspect of the studies.

SOFTWARE TOOLS
Different software tools were considered for FCC-ee collimation, including MAD-X [6], Merlin++ [7], pyAT [8],
SixTrack [9], and Xtrack [10]. For the LHC, the most common software for collimation simulations is SixTrack in
combination with a scattering routine for collimator interactions [11, 12], which can be built-in [13] or a coupling to
FLUKA [14, 15]. In the SixTrack-FLUKA coupling framework [16–18], SixTrack performs tracking in the magnetic
lattice and FLUKA simulates the physics interactions in 3D
geometry models of collimators. While lepton beams can be
defined and tracked in the SixTrack-FLUKA coupling, SR is
not supported, which makes this framework less suitable for
FCC-ee studies. In the current work it is used for benchmarks
in an artificial configuration without radiation and tapering.
Following evaluation and initial testing, a coupling between
a particle tracking code and a Monte Carlo physical interaction code was selected also for FCC-ee. For the tracking,
pyAT and Xtrack were chosen for further testing and developMC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
T19: Collimation

SIMULATION SETUP
The newly developed frameworks are used to simulate
losses on collimators for an FCC-ee reference scenario, selected to be betatron collimation for the 182.5 GeV mode.
While not having the highest stored energy, this scenario
is chosen because the effects of SR on the beam dynamics
are the strongest and the beam energy is the highest. The
optics is for the 2-interaction point (IP) Conceptual Design
Report (CDR) layout and only a two-stage betatron collimation system is included, without off-momentum or SR
collimators [4, 30]. Starting from a MAD-X lattice specification, the pyAT model is prepared from the thick-lens
lattice model by the Xsequence package [31]. A thin-lens
lattice model is exported to both SixTrack and Xtrack (using
cpymad [32] for Xtrack).
The mechanical aperture model is derived from the first
aperture studies in the full FCC-ee ring [33]. It uses a simplified main dipole aperture definition, a 35 mm-radius circle,
for all dipoles and quadrupoles, with additional aperture
transitions in the Machine Detector Interface (MDI) region,
where the beam pipe has a radius of 15 mm. The accuracy and the longitudinal resolution of the aperture losses
are refined in each simulation. SixTrack and pyAT use interpolated aperture markers during tracking, while Xtrack
performs a post-processing back-tracking of losses. The
losses are binned in 10 cm intervals for the loss maps. The
collimator design parameters are tentatively taken from the
LHC, with 60 cm primary and 1 m secondary collimators,
made of carbon-fibre-composite (CFC). Studies of optmised
collimator design are ongoing. A beam distribution is generated to impinge the horizontal primary collimator with an
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
T19: Collimation
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ment. PyAT is a Python interface to the Accelerator Toolbox
(AT) [19] library, which is actively used for beam dynamics
studies in light sources, for example at ESRF [20, 21]. It
supports lattice manipulation and tracking, including optics,
tapering, damping time computation, matching and tuning,
6D tracking with SR, and aperture loss recording. Xtrack
is a new general-purpose particle tracking code, part of the
XSuite collection of packages. It supports 6D tracking of
electron and positron beams with SR, including secondary
particles produced in collimator interactions, optical function calculations, and aperture loss recording. For the physical interactions inside collimators, a coupling to BDSIM
is developed for both pyAT and Xtrack. BDSIM [22–24]
is a software package for simulation of radiation transport
and charged particle backgrounds in accelerator beamlines,
based on the Geant4 toolkit [25–27]. A dedicated interface
to BDSIM was developed recently for coupling to tracking
codes for collimation applications [28, 29]. The interface
enables the automatic preparation of collimator models and
sets up the Geant4 3D geometry, the materials, the physics
lists and the interaction cuts. Particles are transferred to and
from the tracking code at runtime, similar to the SixTrackFLUKA coupling mechanism. As future development, a
coupling to FLUKA is also envisaged.
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Figure 1: Loss map for collimation losses in the full FCC-ee
ring, showing results from SixTrack-FLUKA (top), XtrackBDSIM (middle), and pyAT-BDSIM (bottom).
impact parameter of 1 m and 5×106 positrons are tracked for
700 turns through an ideal machine without imperfections.

RESULTS
Loss map studies are performed for the three simulation
frameworks: SixTrack-FLUKA, Xtrack-BDSIM, and pyATBDSIM. The loss maps show the cleaning inefficiency 𝜂 =
𝐸loss,Δ𝑠 /(𝐸loss, total Δ𝑠), where 𝐸loss is the integrated energy
of the losses and Δ𝑠 is a region of 𝑠. The results for the case
without radiation and tapering can be seen in Fig. 1.
The aperture losses around the full ring from all three
frameworks show good agreement, with integrated losses
in the main loss clusters matching within 30%. SixTrack
and Xtrack show a particularly good agreement for all loss
clusters observed. In pyAT, an additional loss spike is observed at 𝑠 = 48.8 km and the location of the large loss
cluster at 𝑠 = 97.5 km is shifted upstream, relative to the
other simulations, due to small differences in the aperture
model interpolation. It should also be noted that SixTrack
and Xtrack use identical thin-lens lattice models and the
same tracking algorithms, while pyAT slices the thick-lens
lattice internally and uses different algorithms. Future benchmarks should consider the effects of the numbers of slices
WEPOST016
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TCP.A.B1
TCP.B.B1
TCS.B1.B1
TCS.A1.B1
TCS.A2.B1
TCS.B2.B1

𝜂ST
m−1
0.363
0.091
0.068
0.317
0.261
0.003

𝜂XT
m−1
0.272
0.098
0.065
0.347
0.289
0.002

𝜂PA
m−1
0.249
0.103
0.065
0.366
0.295
0.002

𝜂XT
𝜂ST

[]
0.75
1.08
0.97
1.09
1.11
0.75

𝜂PA
𝜂ST

[]
0.69
1.14
0.96
1.15
1.13
0.70

Table 2: Comparison of Primary Particle Losses for All Loss
Map Cases Simulated in Xtrack-BDISM and pyAT-BDSIM,
5 × 106 Particles are Tracked for 700 Turns in All Cases
Scenario
Xtrack
pyAT
pyAT rad.
Xtrack rad.
Xtrack rad. (quant.)

Losses [%]
99.72
99.89
98.74
93.20
96.08

Last loss turn
700
700
78
81
700
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Table 1: Comparison of Collimator Cleaning Inefficiency 𝜂
between SixTrack-FLUKA (ST), Xtrack-BDSIM (XT), and
pyAT-BDSIM (PA) for the Loss Maps Without Radiation
and Tapering
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and the effects of the dipole and quadrupole fringes. In the
collimation insertion, a general agreement is also observed
in the collimator and aperture losses. A comparison of the
losses on collimators is listed in Table 1, showing agreement
within 30 % for all cases. In this region, the agreement is
better between Xtrack and pyAT, while SixTrack shows significantly lower aperture losses immediately downstream of
the collimators. A possible source of the differences is the
collimator geometry. FLUKA uses realistic LHC collimator models, with jaw tapering and a collimator tank [17],
while BDSIM uses block jaws with the active length of the
collimator. Additional benchmarks with identical geometry, and multi-turn loss analysis must be performed to fully
understand the differences observed.
Loss maps simulations were also performed with radiation
and tapering in Xtrack-BDSIM and pyAT-BDSIM, with SR
damping modelled as an average effect. In Xtrack, a loss
map was also simulated with quantum fluctuations enabled.
The quantum fluctuations in Xtrack are modelled via random
photon emission, using the same formalism as in MAD-X.
The resulting loss maps are shown in Fig. 2.
The loss pattern in the ring is similar to the case without
radiation and tapering, which can be qualitatively explained
by the fact that the largest losses occur during the first few
turns. The main differences with the case without radiation
and tapering are an altered collimator loss distribution and
a significant increase in the losses around 𝑠 = 97.5 km.
For the scenario with only average SR damping modelled,
particles circulating on a longer time frame are damped, and
the losses have a cutoff around turn 80, as shown in Table 2.
When quantum fluctuations are enabled, the losses continue at a lower rate for all turns simulated. This leads to
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Figure 2: Loss map for collimation losses in the full FCC-ee
ring, showing results from pyAT-BDSIM (top) and XtrackBDSIM (middle) with only radiation damping enabled, and
Xtrack-BDSIM (bottom) with quantum fluctuations enabled.

diffusive losses seen in the majority of the ring. The results presented are preliminary, but they demonstrate how
the SR can lead to potentially important changes in the loss
distribution.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The first software frameworks for collimation simulations
in the FCC-ee, Xtrack-BDSIM and pyAT-BDSIM, have been
developed and benchmarked against SixTrack-FLUKA without radiation and tapering, showing good agreement. Preliminary loss maps studies with radiation and tapering have
been performed and good agreement is also observed for
this case. Additional benchmarking of the particle tracking
and collimation interactions is required in the future to fully
validate the new tools. Planned future developments include
implementing a coupling to FLUKA and introducing other
dynamic effects, such as beam-beam interactions.
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
T19: Collimation
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DESIGN OF A COLLIMATION SECTION FOR THE FCC-ee∗
M. Hofer† , A. Abramov, R. Bruce, K. Oide, F. Zimmermann, CERN, 1211 Geneva, Switzerland
M. Moudgalya, T. Pieloni, EPFL, 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland
Abstract
The design parameters of the FCC-ee foresee operation
with a total stored energy of up to about 20 MJ per beam,
exceeding those of previous lepton colliders by almost two
orders of magnitude. Given the inherent damage potential, a
halo collimation system is studied to limit backgrounds and
protect the machine hardware, in particular superconducting
equipment such as the final focus quadrupoles, from sudden
losses. The different constraints that led to dedicating one
straight section to collimation will be outlined. In addition,
a preliminary layout and optics for a collimation insertion
are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The first stage of the Future Circular Collider (FCC) integrated program, the FCC-ee [1], is a proposed double-ring
e+ e− collider with a circumference of about 91 km. Four operation modes are foreseen, with beam energies of 45.6 GeV,
80 GeV, 120 GeV, and 182.5 GeV, referred to as 𝑍, 𝑊𝑊,
𝑍 𝐻, and 𝑡 𝑡¯ running. At 45.6 GeV, the beam current reaches
1.4 A, whereas only 6.4 mA are stored at 182.5 GeV.

from the experience of the LHC collimation design. The
purposes of the FCC-ee collimation are to limit the detector
background and to protect sensitive equipment from beam
loss induced damage or quench, e.g., the superconducting
final-focus quadrupoles.

FCC-ee DESIGN
Since the publication of the FCC-ee conceptual design
report [1], the design has undergone several changes. Those
with implications on collimation are most notably, the circumference reduction from 98 km to 91 km motivated by a
more favourable placement of the surface sites [9]. While
the previous tunnel layout featured only a left/right symmetry, the new layout features a four-fold periodicity, a configuration providing the option to have either two or four
interaction points (IP). Figure 2 shows the new 4-IP layout.

Figure 2: Assumed layout of the FCC-ee.

Figure 1: Comparison of stored beam energy between FCCee, LEP2, PEP-II, HERA, and SuperKEKB.
In Fig. 1, the stored beam energy for the different FCC-ee
modes is compared to other lepton colliders [2–5]. The
stored beam energy of about 20 MJ per beam at the Zoperation mode exceeds those of present and past e+ e− colliders by about two orders of magnitude. The energy stored
in either FCC-ee beam is still a factor ∼ 20 lower than the
energy contained in each of the two proton beams of the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which is being successfully
handled by a multi-stage collimation system. The stored
beam energy of the FCC-ee is similar to the one expected for
lead ion operation at the High Luminosity LHC [6,7]. Given
the damage potential in case of beam loss, as is illustrated
by incidents at SuperKEKB [8], a dedicated two-stage halo
collimation system will be installed in the FCC-ee, profiting
∗
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A final decision on the actual number of IPs will be taken
at a much later moment in time. Here, we consider only the
optics with 4 IPs and, correspondingly, 4 low-beta insertions.
Two arc optics configurations will be used in FCC-ee, one
for the two lower energy operation modes 𝑍 and 𝑊𝑊, and
another for the modes 𝑍 𝐻 and 𝑡 𝑡¯. This change is necessary to
achieve the target horizontal emittance at the higher energy
modes, while keeping a large momentum compaction 𝛼 𝑝 at
the low energy modes [10]. For the most recent layout [11],
the phase advance over the FODO cell will be 90◦ /90◦ in
all cases, with a variable cell length. In the lower energy
modes, the cell will be twice as long compared to the high
energy modes. The different arc layouts and the resulting
optics are illustrated in Fig. 3.
The studies reported in the following focus on the 𝑍 and 𝑡 𝑡¯
modes of operation, which correspond to the highest beam
current and the largest energy loss from synchrotron radiation, respectively.

APERTURE MODEL
The collimation design requires a detailed aperture model
around the ring, allowing to identify loss locations and bot-
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(a) Arc optics for 𝑡 𝑡¯ operation
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(b) Arc optics for 𝑍 operation

Figure 3: Comparison of the half-cells in both lattices.
tlenecks. Recently, the aperture model for the FCC-ee was
completed and first studies to identify the aperture and momentum bottlenecks were conducted [12]. For most parts
of the machine, the aperture is modelled as a circular beam
pipe with a radius of 35 mm. While the FCC-ee beam screen
design features winglets in the horizontal plane, this conservative circular approximation is used to simplify and speed
up computations. The beam pipe radius in the final-focus
quadrupole is 15 mm. Following recent updates of the interaction region design [13], the central beam pipe radius
was further reduced down to 10 mm near the collision point.
Additionally, a synchrotron radiation (SR) mask is installed
after the last final focus quadrupole upstream of the IP. The
aperture around one interaction point is illustrated in Fig. 4.

final focus quadrupole. The aperture bottleneck is located in
the horizontal plane in both cases. Recently, it was proposed
to reduce the 𝛽∗𝑥 at the 𝑍-mode from 15 cm down to 10 cm
to mitigate a coherent instability [16]. The lower 𝛽∗𝑥 results
in a larger 𝛽-function in the final focus quadrupole, and accordingly the beam stay clear decreases from 19.3 𝜎𝑥 , as
shown in Fig. 5b, to 15.8 𝜎𝑥 . The momentum bottleneck is
located in one of the quadrupoles after the interaction point
in the case of 𝑡 𝑡¯, whereas for the 𝑍 mode, it lies in the focusing quadrupoles of the arc. This difference is caused by the
change in cell length and associated increase of dispersion
in the arcs, which can be seen by comparing Figs. 3a and
3b.
In past studies of top-up injection in the FCC-ee, the minimum aperture requirement for an on-momentum beam was
set to 15 𝜎𝑥 for all operation modes [17]. In both the 𝑍
and 𝑡 𝑡¯ operation mode, the minimum beam stay clear is
sufficiently above this number such that a collimation hierarchy can be established. On the other hand, the optics
with 𝛽∗𝑥 = 10 cm for the 𝑍 operation shows little margin
and further studies are required. The minimum aperture requirement for top-up injection was based on the assumption
that the size of the beam coming from the booster is equal
to the one of the collider. Studies are currently ongoing to
refine this requirement, accounting for the smaller emittance
from the booster and an optics mismatch between transfer
line and collider [18], which should decrease the aperture
requirement.

COLLIMATION INSERTION LAYOUT
Figure 4: Model of the aperture close to the interaction point.
The clearance of the beam to the aperture in terms of
beam size is calculated using the APERTURE module in
MAD-X [14]. The optical tolerances, shown in Table 1,
which are based on the results of the low emittance tuning
studies for FCC-ee [15] and alignment tolerances for different magnet groups used therein were also used as input
for the aperture studies. Using the described parameters,
the design emittances and the latest optics for the operation
modes, the beam stay clear and momentum acceptance for
the 𝑍 and 𝑡 𝑡¯ were calculated and are shown in Fig. 5.
Table 1: Tolerances used in the MAD-X aperture module.
The complete list is found in [12].
Maximum radial closed orbit uncertainty
Beam size increase from 𝛽-beating
Parasitic dispersion

250 µm
1.1
0.0

Note that here, no aperture limiting collimators and SR
collimators have been included apart from the aforementioned masks close to the final focusing quadrupole. For the
𝑡 𝑡¯ operation mode, the aperture bottleneck is located in the
last dipole upstream at the IP, whereas in the 𝑍 mode, it is the
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Given the damage potential of the FCC-ee beam, a twostage collimation system was chosen as a first approach,
similar to LEP [19, 20] and LHC [21–23]. Installation of
the collimation system in one or more straight sections is
favoured for multiple reasons. The use of a straight section
allows orders of magnitude larger 𝛽-functions compared to
the arc cells, leading to larger collimator half gaps. This is
beneficial both for mechanical alignment and impedance.
Moreover, the dispersion and 𝛽-functions can be decoupled
to a certain degree in a straight section, allowing independent
tuning of the betatron and momentum cuts.
While the four shorter straight sections (A, D, G, J) will
house the experiments, the RF cavities will be installed in
the two long straight sections H and L on the right hand
side. The location for the RF was chosen as access to the
surface sites and infrastructure is preferential there [24]. As
such, the 2.1 km long straight section F was chosen for the
collimation system, with the straight section B potentially
hosting the hardware for the top-up injection.
A candidate layout was integrated and matched to the two
different arc optics. The optics and location of the collimators are presented in Fig. 6. With the long straight section
located between two experimental insertions, the incoming
beam will be on the outside and has to cross to the inside.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2 and follows from the FCC-ee
IR design which foresees the incoming beam to be on the
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(a) Beam stay clear and momentum acceptance for 𝑡 𝑡¯

(b) Beam stay clear and momentum acceptance for 𝑍

Figure 5: Comparison of beam stay clear and momentum acceptance.
inside and with only a weak bending upstream of the IP to
limit the energies of the SR photons emitted towards the
IP [25]. Therefore, a beam crossing was installed in the middle of the insertion. The distance of 400 m between the 15 m
long dipoles was chosen such that the critical energy of the
synchrotron radiation from those dipoles does not exceed
that of the arc dipole. Both the betatron and momentum
cleaning need to be located in one straight section. In the
candidate layout, the betatron collimation section is located
upstream of the beam crossing and features low dispersion.
The momentum collimators will be located downstream of
the beam crossing, where the dispersion is large. This split
insertion allows to independently tune the betatron and momentum collimator settings. A combined system, where the

(a) Collimation layout for 𝑡𝑡 running

primary collimator is both aperture and momentum bottleneck, could feature a lower number of collimators. However,
the cuts in such a system are tightly coupled and can only
be independently adjusted by rematching the optics. For a
given location of the primary collimator, the location of the
secondary collimators is then chosen such that the phase
advance from the primary collimator is [26]
√︃
!
𝑛22 − 𝑛21
𝜇 = arctan
,
(1)
𝑛1
where 𝑛1 and 𝑛2 are the openings of the primary and secondary collimators in units of RMS beam size. Based on
the requirements for top-up injection, the opening of the horizontal primary collimator is tentatively set to 𝑛1 = 15 𝜎𝑥 .
Assuming a retraction of 2 𝜎 for the secondary collimators
in this plane, those are then set to 𝑛2 = 17 𝜎𝑥 . In the case of
𝑡 𝑡¯ operation mode, the secondary opening slightly exceeds
the beam stay clear at the bottleneck. Further studies will
explore tighter mechanical tolerances for specific elements
to increase the beam stay clear, and review the top-up injection needs. For the vertical plane, the chosen collimator
openings are 𝑛1 = 80 𝜎𝑦 and 𝑛2 = 90 𝜎𝑦 for the primary and
secondary collimator, respectively, which can be compared
to the minimum beam-stay-clear of 91 𝜎𝑦 at 𝑡 𝑡¯ and 110 𝜎𝑦
at 𝑍.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

(b) Collimation layout for Z running

Figure 6: Collimation section optics at low and high energy.
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The FCC-ee will face a stored beam energy which is
unprecedented for a lepton collider. To protect sensitive
machine equipment and limit backgrounds, a collimation
system is being developed, partly inspired by the LHC’s. A
first aperture model of the FCC-ee was implemented and
the aperture bottlenecks were identified. A first design of a
collimation system has been developed, with separate betatron and momentum cleaning systems in one long straight
section. The detailed design and efficiency of the proposed
system is to be studied through simulations, which is an
ongoing effort [27].
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Abstract
The LHC heavy-ion program with 208 Pb82+ beams is foreseen to benefit from a significant intensity upgrade in 2022.
A performance limitation may arise from ion fragments scattered out of the collimators in the betatron cleaning insertion,
which risk quenching superconducting magnets during periods of short beam lifetime. In order to mitigate this risk, an
alternative collimation technique, relying on bent crystals as
primary collimators, will be used in future heavy-ion runs. In
this paper, we study the power deposition in superconducting
magnets by means of FLUKA shower simulations, comparing the standard collimation system against the crystal-based
one. The studies focus on the dispersion suppressor regions
downstream of the betatron cleaning insertion, where the
ion fragment losses are the highest. Based on these studies,
we quantify the expected quench margin expected in future
runs with 208 Pb82+ beams.

INTRODUCTION
Within the scope of its heavy-ion physics program, the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will store and collide fully
stripped 208 Pb82+ beams with energies up to 7 Z TeV and
beam intensities up to 2.23×1011 ions [1, 2]. In case of beam
losses, even a small fraction of this energy can perturb the
accelerator performance by leading to magnet quenches, a
phenomenon during which a superconducting (SC) magnets transit from SC to normal-conducting state due to the
heat deposited by particle showers. While the stored beam
energy in the high-luminosity (HL) era [3] is expected to
reach 20 MJ [2] for heavy ions, only a few 10 mW/cm3 of
energy deposited in SC coils is enough to quench a magnet
[4, 5]. Therefore the multistage betatron and momentum
collimation systems of the LHC are essential to protect the
machine against unavoidable beam losses [6].
Collimators are the closest elements to the circulating
beam and represent the last line of defense against potential
damage in case of accidental beam losses. They are also essential for preventing beam-induced quenches, which would
limit the integrated luminosity due to the lengthy recovery
of cryogenic conditions. The design goal is that no quenches
occur in case of a beam lifetime drop to 0.2 h over a period
of ten seconds [3], which translates into a maximum allowed
halo loss rate of 3.64×108 ions/s in the HL era. However, the
betatron collimation system, located in the insertion region 7
∗
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(IR7), exhibits a reduced cleaning efficiency for 208 Pb82+
ions compared to protons due to ion fragments scattered
out of the collimators. Extrapolating from previous simulations [7] and experimental studies [8, 9], those fragments
risk to induce magnet quenches during HL operation if the
lifetime drops to the design value. The most exposed cold
magnets are located in the dispersion suppressors (DS) and
arcs downstream of IR7 [7–10]. Novel collimation measures
had to be developed accordingly to avoid such quenches [3].
As a primary solution to reduce the risk of halo-induced
quenches in heavy-ion operation, it is considered to substitute a dipole in the DS with shorter, but higher field magnets (11 T), creating space for an additional collimator [3].
Presently, the installation of this assembly is, however, postponed. As an alternative solution, a crystal-based collimation setup will be used featuring bent crystals of a few millimeters length [11–13]. Making use of the electromagnetic
potential in their crystalline structures, bent crystals will
deflect halo particles through their atomic planes. This phenomenon called channeling can deviate incoming particles
at large angles of up to tens of r̆ad onto an downstream absorber, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Due to the reduced probability
of hadronic fragmentation and electromagnetic dissociation
in the crystal and due to the large impact parameter on the
channeled beam absorber, the crystal-based system reduces
the fragment leakage to the DS and arc. So far the crystalbased collimation setup has only been used during dedicated
tests [11–13] and in low-energy proton physics runs [14],
but will be employed in regular heavy-ion operation from
2022.

Figure 1: Principle of a crystal-based collimation setup,
deflecting the primary beam halo onto an absorber. In reality,
many more collimators are used (not shown for simplicity).
Figure inspired by Ref. [3]
.
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Figure 2: Simulated and experimental BLM signals for crystal-based Pb collimation in IR7 (6.37 𝑍TeV). The exerimental
data derive from a test in 2018. The beam direction is from left to right. The acronyms TCPCH, TCSG, TCLA, MB, MQ
represent the horizontal crystal, secondary collimators, shower absorbers, dipoles and quadrupoles, respectively.
Numerical simulations are indispensable for understanding and predicting the power deposition in the coils of magnets with this collimation technique. A simulation chain has
been developed previously at CERN [15], where the energy
deposited by lost particles is computed through a coupling of
the particle tracking code SixTrack [16–18] with the Monte
Carlo code FLUKA [19–21]. The simulation chain has been
benchmarked for standard Pb collimation cleaning (without
crystals) by comparing simulated and measured Beam Loss
Monitor (BLM) signals [10, 22, 23]. Recently, a model describing coherent effects of high-energy particles in crystals
[24] has been incorporated into FLUKA [20], making it
possible to simulate a crystal-based setup through the same
simulation chain. First particle loss map simulations with
this new routine are presented in [25]. In this paper, we
present a first quantitative comparison of simulated BLM
signals with a crystal channeling study carried out in the
2018 heavy-ion run at 6.37 𝑍TeV [12, 13]. Based on this new
benchmark, we then quantify the power deposition inside
SC coils during operation with HL-LHC beams, comparing
the standard collimation system with a crystal-based one.

SIMULATION BENCHMARK
Different experiments with Pb beams were performed in
2018 to test crystal-assisted collimation configurations [12,
13]. The installed and tested crystals were single-sided devices intercepting one side of the beam halo in the horizontal
or vertical plane. The objective of these tests was to assess
the collimation system performance for low intensity beams
at injection and top energy. The measured BLM patterns
indicated a significant reduction of fragment leakage to SC
magnets in the DS and arc. Figure 2 presents an absolute
comparison between BLM simulations and measurements
for one of the beam tests at 6.37 𝑍TeV. The test was performed with the clockwise rotating beam (Beam 1) using
the collimator settings summarized in Table 1 (first column).
The test was carried out by inserting a strip-crystal (called
TCPC in Table 1) in the horizontal plane. The regular primary collimators (TCPs) as well as secondary collimators
upstream of the crystal (TCSGs𝑢 𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑚 ) were retracted
compared to their nominal position. The secondary collima-
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tors downstream of the crystal (TCSGs𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑚 ) and the
active shower absorbers (TCLAs) were maintained at their
usual gap. The BLM dose values recorded during the test
(red curve) were normalized by the number of lost ions in
IR7 using fast beam current transformer measurements. The
simulation results are shown by the blue curve. As initial
condition in the simulation, it was assumed that the 208 Pb82+
beam halo impacts at a certain distance from the horizontal
crystal edge, located on the left side of the beam. The actual
impact parameter is not well known and might vary between
loss events. Here a value of 1 µm was assumed [25]. The
statistical error of simulated BLM signals is at most a few
percent for the highest signals in the insertion region, but
can be up to 20 % in the DS and the arc.
The overall agreement between simulation and experiment
in Fig. 2 is remarkably good. The simulation reproduces well
the measurement pattern over several orders of magnitude
for more than 130 monitors distributed over 700 m of beam
line. A factor 3 discrepancy is observed at some collimators
and needs further investigation. Nevertheless, the BLM pattern provides an even better agreement in the DS compared
to what was achieved for the simulation of standard heavy
ion collimation [10, 22, 23]. The simulated BLM patterns
in cell 9 and 11 are almost identical to the measurements,
giving confidence that the FLUKA model accurately reproduces the power deposition inside the SC magnets in both
cells. A previous benchmark for Beam 1 standard collimation indicated an underestimation by a factor 5 in cell 13
Table 1: Beam 1 Collimation Apertures as Defined in [10]
during the 2018 Test and for HL-LHC Heavy-Ion Simulation Studies [12,13]
Collimators
TCPs
TCSGs𝑢𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚
TCPC
TCSGs𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚
TCLAs

Crystal
test

Standard
HL

Crystal
HL

9
8.6
5
6.5
10

5
6.5
/
6.5
10

5
6.5
4.75
6.5
10
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Figure 3: Radially averaged peak power density profile in
the cold magnet coils for HL-LHC Pb ion operation (beam
lifetime of 0.2 h) comparing the use of crystal collimation
with the standard configuration. Horizontal black lines indicate the respective estimated magnet quench levels.

[23], which was attributed to possible machine imperfection
(e.g. magnet alignment). An overestimation of a factor 5 is
now observed for the Q13, which is yet to be understood.

POWER DEPOSITION IN MAGNETS
The ion beam intensity is expected to increase in future
runs, from 1.54×1011 Pb ions (733 bunches) per beam in
Run 2 to 2.23×1011 Pb ions (1240 bunches) per beam in
Run 3 (starting in 2022) and beyond. The operational conditions will also become more challenging because of an
increase of the beam energy to 6.8 𝑍TeV (Run 3) and further
to 7 𝑍TeV (from Run 4). This will increase the power deposition in cold magnets, while at the same time the quench
margin will reduce due to the higher magnet currents. In
this section, we present power deposition studies for the cold
DS and arc magnets downstream of IR7 for a beam energy
of 7 𝑍TeV.
Compared to the benchmark study in the previous section,
we assume for the HL crystal simulation setup that collimators remain at their nominal position, but the crystal (TCPC)
is positioned 0.25𝜎 closer to the beam than the TCPs, ensuring the deflection of the primary beam halo onto the absorber.
This setup is compared to a standard configuration without
crystal. The assumed collimator settings are summarized
in Table 1 (second and third column). Figure 3 presents the
longitudinal peak power density profile in the coils of DS
and arc magnets for the standard and the crystal-assisted collimation system in green and blue, respectively. All results
were scaled to HL-LHC beam intensities, assuming a beam
lifetime of 0.2 h. During steady-state beam losses, the heat
deposited by showers in the Rutherford cables has time to
spread across the cable cross section [4]. The power density
values shown in Fig. 3 were hence radially averaged over
the cable width. Furthermore, the results were corrected
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empirically based on the differences found in simulation
benchmarks. The Beam 1 benchmark study for the standard
collimation system in Ref. [23] indicated that the simulation
underestimates the power deposition in cells 9 and 11 by
a factor 2 and in cell 13 by a factor 5. The corresponding
factors were applied on top of peak power densities in Fig. 3.
For the crystal-assisted system, a factor of 5 was applied
only to the power density in cell 13, following the benchmark results in the previous section. As shown in the figure,
the crystal-based setup reduces the maximum power density
in all magnets by a factor of three or more, except in the
most upstream MB.
Over the past two physics runs, a combination of electrothermal simulations, FLUKA power deposition studies and
dedicated experiments during LHC operation improved the
understanding of quench levels [4, 9, 26]. Assuming steadystate beam losses, an energy of 7 𝑍TeV and the most pessimistic cooling model for the magnets, these amount to
∼20 mW/cm3 for the main bending dipoles (MB) and about
∼40 mW/cm3 for the main quadrupole magnets (MQ) [9].
Some uncertainty still remains since some of the past experiments [26] possibly indicate even lower values when
extrapolating to 7 𝑍TeV.
The simulated power densities for the standard system indicate that a quench cannot be avoided. Similar conclusions
were found previously for Beam 2 studies [7]. On the other
hand, the simulated peak power density with the crystalbased setup is about factor 1.5 below the quench level in the
most exposed MB and a factor 4 below in the most exposed
MQ. The actual margin might, however, be less depending
on the real quench level of dipoles at 7 𝑍TeV. In addition,
not all crystals exhibited the same reduction factor as the
one studied in this paper. The results nevertheless suggest
that crystal-assisted collimation has the potential to avoid
magnet quenches in case of lifetime drops to 0.2 hours.
Power deposition simulations for the DS collimator option
with 11 T magnets, carried out for Beam 2, indicated a factor
of 3 quench margin for the most exposed magnet (11 T
dipole) [27]. The present studies suggests that a crystalbased setup cannot yield the same margin, but is still a very
promising baseline for Run 3.

CONCLUSION
We presented for the first time an estimate of the quench
margin for crystal collimation with a 7 𝑍TeV heavy ion beam
in HL-LHC operation. The study relies on a first benchmark
of measured BLM signals against FLUKA BLM response
simulations for a crystal test carried out in 2018. The simulation indicates that crystal collimation provides a satisfactory
reduction of the power density in superconducting magnets
located downstream of the betatron cleaning insertion. Assuming HL-LHC beam parameters, the power deposition for
losses on Beam 1 should remain below the expected quench
limits in case of a 0.2 h beam lifetime. A separate assessment
is needed for the counter-rotating beam.
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Abstract
During some periods in its second physics run (20152018), the LHC has been operated with 208 Pb82+ ion beams
at an energy of 6.37 𝑍TeV. The LHC is equipped with a
betatron collimation system, which intercepts the transverse
beam halo and protects sensitive equipment such as superconducting magnets against beam losses. However, hadronic
fragmentation and electromagnetic dissociation of heavy
ions in collimators generate off-rigidity particles, which can
be lost in the downstream dispersion suppressor, putting
the magnets at risk to quench. An accurate modelling of
the beam-induced energy deposition in the collimation system and superconducting magnets is important for quantifying possible performance limitations arising from magnet
quenches. In this paper, we compare FLUKA shower simulations against beam loss monitor measurements recorded
during the 2018 208 Pb82+ run. In particular, we investigate
fast beam loss events, which led to recurring beam aborts
in 2018 operation. Based on these studies, we assess the
ability of the simulation model to reproduce the observed
loss patterns in the collimation and dispersion suppressor
region.

INTRODUCTION
Complementing its rich proton physics programme, the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN also stores and collides fully stripped heavy ion beams (208 Pb82+ ) [1]. Heavyion operation typically takes place in the last few weeks
before the regular winter shutdowns. In the second LHC
physics run (2015-2018), a heavy ion energy of 6.37 𝑍TeV
and a beam intensity of 1.54×1011 Pb ions (733 bunches)
was achieved. While the LHC has been designed to store
3.8 MJ per Pb ion beam, it significantly surpassed this value
during Run 2 (12.9 MJ) because of the higher-than-nominal
intensity [2]. The stored energy is expected to reach an even
higher value of 20-20.5 MJ in future runs due to a further
increase of the ion energy (6.8-7 𝑍TeV) and beam intensity
(2.23×1011 Pb ions, 1240 bunches) [2]. In case of beam
losses, even a small fraction of the stored beam energy can
perturb the LHC performance by leading to superconducting (SC) magnet quenches, a phenomenon during which a
SC magnet transits from SC to normal-conducting state due
to the heat deposited by particle showers. Therefore, the
LHC is equipped with multistage betatron and momentum
∗
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collimation systems, which are indispensable for protecting
the magnets against unavoidable beam halo losses [3].
The collimation systems are organized in well defined
hierarchies of more than 100 collimators, which are placed
at different transverse positions from the beam. The beamintercepting components of collimators, called jaws, accommodate blocks most commonly of carbon-fiber composite
(CFC), Inermet-180 (tungsten alloy), or MoGR (from 2022)
[3, 4]. Each collimator is composed of two jaws. Most of the
collimators are located in two insertion regions (IRs), IR7
for betatron cleaning and IR3 for off-momentum cleaning.
Operational experience showed that betatron losses dominate over momentum ones. The betatron collimation system
exhibits a reduced cleaning efficiency in Pb runs compared
to proton runs due to the leakage of secondary fragments to
downstream dispersion suppressor (DS) magnets [5]. These
secondary ions are the result of hadronic fragmentation and
electromagnetic dissociation in collimator blocks, mainly
in the primary collimators, which are the first collimators
intercepting beam halo particles in the collimation hierarchy.
Due to the large dispersion function in the DS, the fragments
are lost in distinct lattice cells depending on their magnetic
rigidity. Once the Pb ion energy and intensity increases
in the future runs, these fragments risk to induce magnet
quenches in case the beam lifetime drops to the design value
of 0.2 h [4].
Numerical simulations are indispensable for understanding and predicting the power deposition in coils of DS magnets. In order to assess performance limitations and quench
margins, an advanced simulation chain has been developed
at CERN for studying collimation losses [6, 7]. The simulation chain couples the particle tracking code SixTrack [8,
9] with the Monte Carlo code FLUKA [10–12]. An initial
BLM near Primary in IR7
BLM near Secondary in IR7
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Figure 1: Time profiles of a fast beam loss event measured
with BLMs in Run 2 heavy ion operation (28/11/2018). The
BLMs were located in the IR7 collimation insertion.
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Figure 2: Simulated and experimental BLM signals per Pb ion lost in IR7. The beam direction is from left to right. The
labels MQ, MB, TCP and TCSG represent quadrupoles, dipoles, primary and secondary collimators, respectively.
simulation benchmark of the tool for heavy ion collimation
losses was carried out in 2015, based on beam loss monitor
(BLM) measurements recorded in a controlled beam loss
experiment [13, 14]. In this paper, we present a first comparison of simulated BLM signals against measurements
from regular heavy ion operation. In particular, we study
fast beam loss events, which gave rise to recurring beam
aborts in the 2018 heavy ion run (see Fig. 1) [15].

FAST LOSS EVENTS IN RUN 2
Fast beam loss events were recorded during the 2018
heavy ion run, leading to peak loss rates up to a factor of 100
higher than in normal operation [15]. All events occurred on
the clockwise rotating beam (Beam 1). The events consisted
of multiple loss spikes, which repeated with a 8-12 Hz frequency and exhibited different amplitudes. Each spike lasted
about 20-30 ms. Two BLM signals recorded during one of
the events (28/11/2018) are shown Fig. 1. In red is a BLM
located near the primary collimator, which first intercepts
the transverse beam tail. In blue is a BLM located further
downstream at a secondary collimator, which intercepts secondary showers and fragments from upstream collimators.
The same oscillations could be seen on all BLMs in the IR7
hierarchy of Beam 1. The events exceeded the BLM abort
threshold after multiple oscillations, causing a protection
dump during 6 out of the 48 planned physics fills [15].
Before any physics run, the betatron cleaning system is
qualified by intentionally creating high losses in the horizontal or vertical planes using the transverse damper (so-called
loss map). It was observed that the beam loss patterns during
the fast loss events observed in operation are qualitatively
the same as the beam loss map for horizontal losses around
the ring, but with a difference in magnitude. This indicates
that the fast loss events generate betatron losses, which were
correctly captured by the collimation system.

BENCHMARK OF BLM SIGNALS
In order to benchmark the simulation chain, BLM response simulations were performed for the 2018 machine
configuration. In this year, asymmetric settings were used
for the right and left jaw of the Beam 1 primary collimator
(5𝜎 and 5.5𝜎, where 𝜎 is the transverse beam size as deMC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
T19: Collimation

fined in [14]). These asymmetric gaps, which were needed
for reducing the leakage to a tertiary collimator, effectively
resulted in a one-sided beam cleaning at the horizontal primary collimator. Secondary collimators and active absorbers
were positioned at 6.5𝜎 and 10𝜎 (both jaws), respectively.
As initial condition, it was assumed that the 208 Pb82+ halo
impacts at a certain distance from the edge of the primary
collimator’s right jaw (horizontal plane). The actual impact
parameter is not well known and might vary between loss
events. Here a value of 1 𝜇m was assumed, because it leads
to the highest fragment leakage to the DS [7, 14]. In Fig. 2,
the simulated BLM signals in IR7 and the adjacent cold
region (blue curve) are compared to the measured BLM
signals (red curve). The measurements were averaged over
the different loss events described in the previous section.
For each event, the dose values were time-integrated over
the loss duration and normalized by the number of ions lost
in IR7 during this event. The number of lost ions is the
main cause of uncertainty in the study as the losses were
close to the achievable resolution of the beam current transformers. The experimental error bars in the figure give the
standard deviation of normalized signals from the different
loss events. The statistical error of simulation results is a few
percent for the highest signals in the IR, but can reach 20%
in the DS, which is sufficient for comparing BLM patterns.
An excellent agreement spanning a few orders of magnitude can be observed between simulated and experimental
BLM signals. Nevertheless, some discrepancies are found
around the primary collimators (around 200 m upstream of
IR7) and in the DS (300-450 m downstream of IR7) and the
arc (around 560 m). As can be seen in the figure, the simulations overestimate the signals near the primary collimators
by about a factor five. In order to assess the possible cause
of this overestimation, we investigate the effect of different
impact conditions below. In the DS (cells 9 and 11), the
simulations are about a factor of two lower than the measurements. A factor 5 underestimation is observed in cell 13 and
could be due to the very localized loss location making it
very sensitive to any imperfections (e.g. magnet alignment).
The different discrepancies found in this study were to some
extent also observed in the previous benchmark based on
the controlled beam loss test in 2015 [13, 14]. The underestimation in the DS was, however, a factor 2.5 larger in the
WEPOST019
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Figure 3: Simulated and measured BLM pattern around the
primary and the first secondary collimators. The yellow
and blue curves take into account the spread of multi-turn
impacts on the primary collimator, whereas the green dots
assume that all ions always impact on the same position.
previous study. This can partly be explained by the choice of
a larger impact parameter in the previous simulation; tracking studies indicated that an impact parameter larger than
1 𝜇m reduces the leakage to the DS [7, 14]. The present
results show that even the worst case impact parameter still
leads to an underestimation in the DS. In addition, the previous benchmark was performed for Beam 2, which can be
subject to a different leakage than beam 1.

SENSITIVITY TO INITIAL CONDITIONS
In order to probe the sensitivity of BLM signals at the
primary collimator to the beam loss conditions, different
sub-𝜇m impact parameters were studied. Figure 3 presents
BLM patterns around the primary and first secondary collimators, considering impact parameters of 0.1 𝜇m and 1 𝜇m
on the primary, respectively. The results show only a little
dependence on the initial condition. The reason is that the
impacts are smeared out by the multi-turn beam dynamics,
considering that not all Pb ions will be subject to an inelastic
nuclear collision or to electromagnetic dissociation during
the first impacts. As a consequence, the ions can make several turns in the machine and can impact at a larger position
with respect to the collimator edge in subsequent turns. A
lower initial impact parameter increases the number of turns
after their first impact and leads to a more diluted impact
distribution. This increases the average impact parameter
and therefore the BLM signals are very similar between the
different cases.
The figure also shows a non-physical case (green dots),
where the spatial spread of multi-turn impacts on the primary collimator is not simulated. Instead, Pb ions surviving
the impact and making another turn in the machine were
artificially loaded again at their initial position on the primary (0.1 𝜇m from the edge). This study case shows smaller
discrepancies of BLM signals near the primaries and the first
secondaries, possibly indicating that the multi-turn spread inside the right jaw of the primary collimators is overestimated
in the other simulations (blue and yellow lines) .
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Figure 4: Energy loss map on the DS aperture downstream
of the betatron cleaning insertion. The most abundant heavy
isotopes are shown.
heavy fragments with a magnetic rigidity allowing them
to reach the DS. Those particles are the ones responsible
for the subsequent particle showers that produce the BLM
signals. The losses in the different cells are dominated by
different Pb and Tl isotopes, with a mix of lighter fragments
(not shown) in the first loss cluster. The loss position is
closely correlated with the magnetic rigidity and therefore
the ion species. Heavier isotopes of a given element are lost
further downstream. For example, the losses in cell 13 are
composed of Pb206 ions, while lighter Pb isotopes are lost
in cells 9 and 11. Considering the systematic differences
between simulated and measured BLM signals, the energy
loss map suggests that the underestimation of measurements
in the DS is not due to a single isotope species, but can
likely be attributed to multiple ones. In one of the most
exposed magnets (MB.B9R7 in Fig. 4), both light and heavy
fragments are possibly underestimated. This would indicate
that the discrepancy between simulation and measurements
is probably not due to individual isotope production yields
in collimators. As observed in proton collimation studies
[13], the reason for the discrepancies could be a possible
underestimation of the leakage in general, probably caused
by machine imperfections, which are not accounted for in
the simulation.

CONCLUSIONS
Based on fast beam loss events observed in Run 2 operation, this paper presented a benchmark of the SixTrackFLUKA coupling for heavy ion beam collimation. Taking
into account the complexity of ion-matter interactions and
fragment production in collimators, the simulation chain
yields a satisfying agreement with measurements, which
gives confidence in our understanding of operational beam
losses. In particular, the simulation reproduces BLM signals
in the dispersion suppressor within a factor of two. This is an
important finding since the fragment leakage to DS magnets
remains the main bottleneck for heavy ion collimation.

Figure 4 shows the energy loss map on the DS aperture,
identifying the contributions of some of the most abundant
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EIC HADRON SPIN ROTATORS∗
V. Ptitsyn, J. S. Berg, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, USA
Abstract
The Electron-Ion Collider in BNL will collide polarized
electrons with polarized protons or polarized 3 He ions. Spin
rotators will be used to create the longitudinal beam polarization at a location of the EIC experimental detector.
Helical spin rotators utilized for polarized proton operation
in present RHIC will be reused in the EIC Hadron Storage
Ring. However, due to a significant difference of EIC and
RHIC interaction region layouts, the EIC spin rotator arrangement has several challenges. Turning on the EIC spin
rotators may lead to a significant spin tune shift. To prevent beam depolarization during the spin rotator turn-on,
Siberian Snakes have to be tuned simultaneously with rotators. The EIC spin rotators must be able to operate in a wide
energy range for polarized protons and polarized 3 He ions.
The paper presents the challenges of spin rotator usage in
the EIC and remedies assuring the successful operation with
the rotators.

INTRODUCTION
The scientists and engineers of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and Tomas Jefferson National Accelerator
Laboratory (TJNAF) are continuing design developments
of Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) which shall be built in BNL.
Essential feature of this collider is the use of highly polarized beams of electrons, protons and 3 He ions. Spin rotators
are used in both electron storage ring (ESR) and hadron
storage ring (HSR) of the EIC to produce longitudinal beam
polarization orientation in the collision point where an experimental detector is located. In this paper we revise how
the spin rotators in the HSR are used for controlling polarization direction of polarized protons and polarized 3 He ions.
The EIC HSR will re-use much of the hardware of existing
RHIC rings [1]. This includes the RHIC spin rotators which
have been very successfully used over many years in RHIC
polarized protons runs. The Siberian Snakes used in RHIC
for proton beam polarization preservation on acceleration
ramp and at the store, will be also re-used in the HSR, but the
number of the Snakes in the storage ring will be increased
to six [2]. Both Siberian Snakes and spin rotators have a
similar basic structure, based on a sequence of four helical dipole magnets [3, 4]. The magnets of Siberian Snakes
can be tuned, if needed, to select an appropriate orientation
of Snake axis, which allows adjusting the spin tune. By
adjusting helical magnets of the spin rotator one can convert the vertical spin to arbitrary direction in the horizontal
plane (with some limits discussed later in this paper). This
is needed since in both RHIC and HSR the lattice contains
bending magnets between rotators and the interaction point,
∗
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giving requirements for polarization orientation after rotator
varying with the beam energy.

SPIN ROTATOR LAYOUT IN HSR
The layout of the EIC interaction region differ drastically
from the RHIC IR layout. The EIC IR is more complex
than the RHIC one. It must provide collisions of electrons
and hadrons in wide beam energy range, integrating forward
acceptance detector elements into accelerator structure, arranging fast beam separation and crab-crossing scheme, and
managing electron synchrotron radiation. The positioning
of spin rotators in the EIC HSR is also very different from
RHIC.
The Figure 1 shows the schematics of RHIC IR with the
rotators. Each rotator consists of four helical dipole modules, with each module being one helical period long. The
letters L and R in Fig. 1 denote the helical magnet helicity
(left-handed or right-handed). And plus and minus signs
characterize the sign of horizontal magnetic field at the entrance of each helical magnet. The first and last rotator
magnets have the same field (𝐵1 ), and second and third magnets have the same field (𝐵2 ). The rotators are located at 60
meters distance and 3.7 mrad bending angle from the RHIC
interaction point. It is important to note that the net bending
between the spin rotators in RHIC is zero and, therefore, the
second rotator just realizes inverse spin transformation as
compared with first rotator. The spin transformation from
the entrance of first rotator to the exit of the second one
is unit transformation. Hence, the RHIC rotator system is
completely spin transparent.

Blue
ring
Yellow
ring

Figure 1: The spin rotators in the RHIC interaction region.
There is a pair rotators in both Blue and Yellow rings of
RHIC.
The Figure 2 shows the schematics of the EIC IR with
HSR spin rotators. The vicinity of the interaction point is
crowded with magnets, detector elements and crab-cavities.
Thus, the spin rotators have to be pushed further away from
the IP, both in terms of distance and bending angles. Also,
the spin rotators in the HSR can not be placed symmetrically
with respect to the IP. The Table 1 summarizes the location
information for the RHIC and HSR spin rotators. The sign
of bending angle is defined following the beam trajectory.
One can note that there is a considerable left-right asymmetry in bending angle distances of HSR rotators. As a
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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consequence, the net bending angle between spin rotators is
non-zero. Thus, the spin rotator layout in the HSR is more
complicated than in RHIC. It creates several issues that have
to be considered in the accelerator design work.
Table 1: The Rotator Locations in RHIC and EIC HSR
Distance
from IP

Bending angle
from IP

RHIC Rotator 1
RHIC Rotator 2

61.4 m
61.4 m

3.675 mrad
-3.675 mrad

HSR Rotator 1
HSR Rotator 2

97.8 m
103.8 m

-17 mrad
61.35 mrad

(L,R,L,R) not having perfect longitudinal polarization at
41 GeV is a serious issue not acceptable for EIC physics
experiments. Fortunately, a simple solution exist. Changing the sequence of helical magnets in second rotator from
(L,R,L,R) to (R,L,R,L) leads to the not-accessible energy
ranges listed in bottom row of the Table 2. At this rotator configuration the longitudinal polarization at 41 GeV
can be provided. The change of magnet sequence can be
simply done by rotating the whole rotator by 180 degree
around vertical axis, which should be realized during the
HSR installation.
4

B1
B2

3

Siberian
Snake
Rotator 2

Rotator 1

Magnetic field, T

2
1
0
-180 -140 -100

-60

-20

20

60

100

140

180

-1
-2
-3
-4

Figure 2: The layout of HSR interaction region area. The
spin rotators are plotted as green boxes. The Siberian Snake
is shown as a pink box.

ENERGY RANGE COVERAGE
The first issue is related with the energy range coverage of
the spin rotators. The EIC requirements state that the HSR
needs to provide polarized beams at following energies:
1. protons: 41 GeV, 100-275 GeV
2. 3 He ions: 41 GeV, 100-183 GeV/u
Are spin rotators capable to produce the longitudinal polarization at all required energies? To answer this question
one needs to start with the characteristic plot of the spin rotator based on four helical magnets ( Fig. 3). This plot relates
the fields of rotator helical magnets with spin orientation
in the horizontal plane after the rotators (for vertical spin
at the rotator entrance). It also takes into account 4 T field
limit of actual RHIC spin rotator magnets. Due to this field
limit there is some range of polarization orientations in the
horizontal plane which can not be produced. Combining
this information with the bending angle data in Table 1 one
can convert the data for polarization orientation into the data
for beam energy. One should take into account that both
longitudinal spin orientations (either +1 or -1) at the IP are
acceptable. The conversion has to be done individually for
the rotators on left and right side of the IP, and then results
have to be combined. The final results of this conversion
are summarized in Table 2 where the beam energy ranges
at which the longitudinal polarization of proton can not be
achieved are listed. While having small not-accessible energy ranges between 250 and 257 GeV should not be a big
problem, for the second rotator configuration used in RHIC
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A19: Electron - Hadron Colliders

Polarization orientation angle, degree

Figure 3: The characteristic plot shows relations between
rotator fields and the spin orientation after the rotator for
protons. The spin orientation angle is counted from the
longitudinal axis.
Table 2: The Proton Beam Energies Where the Longitudinal
Polarization Can Not Be Realized
2nd rotator
helicity configuration

Energies (GeV)

(L,R,L,R)

36-44, 250-257

(R,L,R,L)

143-151, 226-232

The characteristic plot of the spin rotator for 3 He beam is
shown in Fig. 4. All polarization orientations can be created
by the spin rotator. Thus, the longitudinal polarization can
be created at all energies of 3 He . Also, multiple sets of
magnetic fields of rotator magnets for a particular longitudinal orientation exist, simplifying operational choices, for
instance allowing to minimize the orbit excursion inside the
rotators.

TURNING ON SPIN ROTATORS
Due to significant orbit excursion happening inside the
rotator at the injection energy the spin rotators are turned on
at the store energy. Since the net bending angle between the
rotators in the HSR is non-zero the spin tune can be affected
by the rotator turn on. The spin tune can be obtained from
one-turn spin transformation matrix. The transformation
matrix calculation should include six Siberian Snakes which
will be used in the HSR, one in each sextant. When the
WEPOST020
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Figure 4: The characteristic plot shows relation between
rotator field 𝐵1 and the spin orientation after the rotator for
3 He ions. The spin orientation angle is counted from the
longitudinal axis.

rotators are off the spin tune is defined by orientations of the
rotation axes of the Siberian Snakes (called Snake axes):

Figure 6: The spin tune shift during the rotator ramp, with
applying the snake axis angle change in the Siberian Snakes
shown in Fig. 7.
60

55

Snake Axis Angle , degree

-4

50

45

40

35

30
0

3

𝜈𝑠𝑝 =

1
∑(𝛼 − 𝛼𝑠,2𝑖−1 )
𝜋 𝑖=1 𝑠,2𝑖

(1)

60

80

100

Figure 7: The Snake axis angle change applied on the spin
rotator ramp to compensate the spin tune excursion.

CONCLUSION
The spin rotators used presently in RHIC will be re-used
in the EIC Hadron Storage Ring. But, since the locations
of the spin rotators in the HSR differ considerably from
their RHIC locations several issues arise in the HSR. First,
the longitudinal polarization can not be achieved at some
beam energies for protons. Changing the order of magnets
in second rotator ensures the longitudinal polarization at 41,
100 and 275 GeV, which are energies of most interest for
physics experiments. Second, the turning on spin rotators at
275 GeV produces significant spin tune shift. This spin tune
shift can be compensated by tuning Snake axis angles of six
Snakes used in the HSR during the spin rotator field ramp.
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ramped to their required values at 275 GeV.
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Abstract
Our main goal is to describe and model the energy transfer
from laser to particles, in the transparent regime of laserplasma interaction in the ultra-high intensity regime, and
using the results obtained to optimize laser ion acceleration. We investigate the case of an ultra high intensity
(1022 W/cm2 ) ultra short (20 fs) laser pulse interacting with
a near-critical density plasma made of electrons and protons
of density 5 nc (where 𝑛𝑐 = 1.1 ⋅ 1021 cm−3 is the critical
density for a laser wavelength of 𝜆 = 1 µm). Through 2D
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations, we study the optimal target thickness for the maximum conversion efficiency of the
laser energy to particles. Theoretical modelling of the predominant laser-plasma interaction mechanisms predicts the
particle energy and conversion efficiency optimization. Our
studies led to an optimization of the target thickness for
maximizing electron and proton acceleration.

consider a Gaussian laser profile, linearly polarized. The
laser intensity is 𝐼 = 1022 W/cm2 corresponding to a
normalized field amplitude of 𝑎0 = 85, where 𝑎0 =
0.85√𝐼𝑊/𝑐𝑚2 /1018 𝑊 /𝑐𝑚2 𝜆𝜇𝑚 . The laser wavelength is
𝜆 = 1 µm and the laser transversal width is 25 µm. The
pulse duration is 20 fs.
The plasma is made of electrons and protons and the
initial proton and electron densities are equal 𝑛𝑖0 = 𝑛𝑒0 .
The density has a uniform profile and the initial density is
𝑛𝑒0 = 5 nc , where 𝑛𝑐 = 1.1 ⋅ 1021 cm−3 is the critical density
for 𝜆 = 1 µm. The target transversal width 𝐿𝑦 is 30 µm and
the target thickness 𝐿𝑥 increases from 5 µm to 50 µm.
The simulation box size is 60 × 120 µm divided in 3840 ×
7680 cells and the number of particles in each cell is 30
for each particle species. The simulations are performed
with SMILEI [9] on the Curta machine of MCIA computing
facility [10].

INTRODUCTION
At the interaction of an ultra-high intensity laser pulse
(𝐼 ≥ 1018 W/cm2 ) with a plasma, the laser energy is transferred to the plasma constituents which are accelerated up
to relativistic velocities for electrons. This energy transfer depends on the initial target and laser parameters [1–3],
as well as on the interaction regime [4]. The absorption of
laser energy determines the characteristics of the accelerated
particles. There are multiple optimization models for maximizing the absorption of energy and the particles energies,
depending on the interaction regime [5–8].
In this paper we analyse the case of an ultra-high intensity
ultra-short laser pulse interacting with a near critical density
target. We want to optimize the transfer of the laser energy
to the particles and using the results obtained, to maximize
the energy of the accelerated particles. In the first section is
described the 2D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation setup. In
section 2 we report a dependence of the laser energy transfer
on the target density. Section 3 presents the results on the
optimization of the target thickness for maximizing electron
and proton acceleration, which are in good agreement with
the theoretical predictions. Finally, the main conclusions
and perspectives are summarized in Section 4.

SIMULATION SETUP
The 2D PIC simulation setup consists of an ultra high
intensity laser pulse interacting with a plasma (the target is considered fully ionized) as shown in Fig. 1. We
∗
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Figure 1: 2D PIC simulation setup: an ultra high intensity
laser pulse irradiating a fully ionized target.

RESULTS ON ENERGY ABSORPTION
Fig. 2 shows the temporal evolution of the total energy in
the simulations box. The initial electromagnetic laser energy
is transferred to the plasma and is converted into 3 coefficients: 𝐴 - the absorption coefficient representing the sum
of the total kinetic energy of the particles and the radiation
emitted by the electrons (see inset in Fig. 2) divided by the
initial laser energy; 𝑅 - the reflection coefficient representing the energy of the part of the laser which is reflected by
the plasma and 𝑇 - the transmission coefficient representing
the energy of the part of the laser which passes through the
target, both divided by the initial laser energy. The emission
of radiation by electrons is simulated by two models: the
continuous Landau-Lifshitz model 𝜀𝑟𝑎𝑑 for low energy photons and a stochastic Monte Carlo model for the high energy
photons [11].
Our goal is to maximize the absorption coefficient, by
minimizing the other coefficients.
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Figure 2: Time evolution of the total energy in the simulation box: 𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑚 - the electromagnetic energy; 𝜀𝑘𝑖𝑛 - the total
kinetic energy of the particles; 𝜀𝑟𝑎𝑑 - the energy radiated
by electrons; 𝐴 - the absorption coefficient; 𝑅 - the reflection coefficient; 𝑇 - the transmission coefficient. The target
parameters are: the density 𝑛𝑒0 = 5 nc and the thickness
𝐿𝑥 = 10 µm. The laser parameters are: the normalized field
amplitude 𝑎0 = 85, the pulse duration 𝜏𝐿 = 20 fs FWHM
and the focal spot size 𝑤0 = 12.5 µm FWHM.
The variation of the absorption coefficient with the target
thickness is illustrated in Fig. 3. The absorption coefficient is
increasing gradually with the target thickness until it reaches
a plateau. After reaching the plateau, additional plasma will
not significantly change the absorption coefficient. For the
initial target density of 5 nc , the plateau is reached at a target
thickness of 20 µm, where 89% of the laser energy was converted in kinetic energy of the particles. By increasing the
target thickness we successfully minimized the transmission
coefficient to 𝑇 ≤ 2%. However, a part of the laser pulse
is reflected by the target, and the reflection coefficient depends on the target density. Consequently, we will define
the optimum thickness 𝐿0 for the laser energy absorption,
as the thickness for which the absorption coefficient 𝐴 does
not change with more than 2%.
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Figure 3: The absorption coefficient vs target thickness
from 2D PIC simulations for 𝑛𝑒0 = 5 nc , 𝑎0 = 85, 𝜏𝐿 =
20 fs FWHM and 𝑤0 = 12.5 µm FWHM.

RESULTS ON PARTICLE ACCELERATION
Electron Sources
At the interaction between the laser pulse and the target,
the hot electrons predominantly absorb laser energy due
to their high charge-to-mass ratio. They travel through the
target and eventually reach the rear side of it. The protons,
WEPOST021
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The maximum electron energy after traveling through the
simulation box was measured. The variation of it with the
target thickness is shown in Fig. 5. The electron energy is
maximized for low thicknesses, where the laser pulse is not
fully absorbed and passes through the target. After reaching
the maximum absorption, the maximum electron energy is
stabilized in all cases at a value around 500 MeV.
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Figure 4: Electron energy spectrum from a 2D PIC simulation at 408 fs for 𝑛𝑒0 = 5 nc , 𝐿𝑥 = 10 µm, 𝑎0 = 85, 𝜏𝐿 =
20 fs FWHM and 𝑤0 = 12.5 µm FWHM.
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having a much lower charge-to-mass ratio move behind. This
charge displacement gives rise to a strong quasi-electrostatic
charge-separation field at the rear side of the target which
in turn, accelerates the rear located protons and reinject the
not very energetic electrons back inside the target, forming
a return current. For a target thickness of 10 µm, the maximum value of this quasi-electrostatic field in the 2D PIC
simulation is 128 TV/m. The ultra relativistic electrons escape the electrostatic potential and propagate in the vacuum
behind the target.
We obtained a broad energy spectrum for electrons, as
shown in Fig. 4. The low energy electrons population represents the electrons which recirculate inside the target, and
the high energy electrons population represents the electrons which escape the target at the rear side. The average
energy of the electrons with the energy higher than 5 MeV
is 17 MeV and the cutoff energy is 840 MeV.
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Figure 5: Maximum electron energy vs target thickness
from 2D PIC simulations for 𝑛𝑒0 = 5 nc , 𝑎0 = 85, 𝜏𝐿 =
20 fs FWHM and 𝑤0 = 12.5 µm FWHM.

Proton Sources
To study the proton acceleration mechanisms we consider
that the target is made of two species of protons, front and
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Figure 6: Proton phase space from a 2D PIC simulation
for 𝑛𝑒0 = 5 nc , 𝐿𝑥 = 10 µm, 𝑎0 = 85, 𝜏𝐿 = 20 fs FWHM
and 𝑤0 =12.5 µm FWHM. The inset describes the initial
repartition of protons inside the target. The main proton
acceleration mechanisms are RPA and TNSA.
The variation of the maximum proton energy with the
target thickness is shown in Fig. 7. The maximum proton energy is optimum for a 10 µm target thickness, which
is very close to the Brantov theoretical prediction 𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑡 =
0.5𝑎0 𝜆𝑛𝑐 /𝑛𝑒0 [15]. At this thickness, 57% of the laser energy was converted in particle kinetic energy. For higher
target thicknesses, the maximum proton energy decreases
strongly. This is due to the spread of the hot electrons over a
larger volume in the target, which results in a lower density
of hot electrons, and in turn a lower quasi-electrostatic field
and a lower energy for the accelerated protons.
The theoretical prediction for the maximum proton energy
for a plasma expansion-like mechanism is given by [16]:
𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑇 𝑁𝑆𝐴 = 2𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑡 ln2 {𝑡𝑝 + √𝑡𝑝2 + 1}

(1)

where 𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑡 is the average energy of the hot electrons and 𝑡𝑝
is the normalized acceleration time which is computed using

1000
[MeV]

rear protons, named after their position in the target structure as shown in the inset of Fig. 6. The laser pulse comes
from the left side and initially irradiates the front side of the
target. For a high laser intensity and an overdense target, the
laser pressure pushes masses of electrons, creating a strong
electric field which accelerates the front located ions in the
forward direction, a process known as Radiation Pressure
Acceleration (RPA) [12]. In addition, as explained in the previous section, at the rear side of the target is created a strong
quasi-electrostatic field which accelerates the rear located
protons in the forward direction, a process known as Target
Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA) [13, 14]. The RPAaccelerated protons can reach the rear side of the target where
they are re-accelerated by the TNSA quasi-electrostatic field.
In the simulations performed, the most energetic protons
were originating from the rear side of the target as can also
be seen in the protons phase-space from Fig. 6. The TNSA
quasi-electrostatic field appears also in the front side of the
target due to plasma expansion, accelerating backwards the
front located protons.
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Figure 7: Maximum proton energy vs target thickness
from 2D PIC simulations for 𝑛𝑒0 = 5 nc , 𝑎0 = 85, 𝜏𝐿 =
20 fs FWHM and 𝑤0 = 12.5 µm FWHM.
the total heated plasma volume, as found in the simulations.
The expected maximum proton energy is 800 MeV which is
in good agreement with the simulation value of 820 MeV.

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
We studied the transfer of energy of an ultra high intensity
ultra short laser pulse to a near critical density target. We
aimed to maximize the absorption of energy, by minimizing
the transmission and reflection coefficients. The optimum
thickness to maximize the absorption of energy was 20 µm
for an initial target density of 5 nc , which corresponds to an
absorption coefficient of 89%. We found a dependence of
the absorption coefficient on the target density, which should
be further investigated. Next steps could also include the
study of the variation of the absorption coefficient with the
laser parameters. Our studies lead to the optimization of
the target thickness for maximizing particles energies. The
main particles characteristics are summarized in Table 1
assuming that the 2D simulation results are valid over the
laser transverse dimension in the z-direction to calculate the
charge.
Table 1: Particle Beam Characteristics for 5 nc , 𝐿𝑥 = 10 µm,
𝑎0 = 85, 𝜏𝐿 = 20 fs FWHM and 𝑤0 = 12.5 µm FWHM
Particle

Maximum
energy

Total energy
>300 MeV

Total charge
>300 MeV

Electron
Proton

1.1 GeV
820 MeV

2.37 J
19.5 J

5.2 nC
47 nC
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Abstract
A new, low-energy branch is being designed for the H2
beamline at the CERN North Experimental Area. This new
low-energy branch would extend the capabilities of the current infrastructure enabling the study of particles in the low,
1–13 GeV/c, momentum range. The first experiment to profit
from this new line will be NA61/SHINE (SPS Heavy Ion and
Neutrino Experiment), a multi-purpose experiment studying
hadron production in hadron-proton, hadron-nucleus and
nucleus-nucleus collisions at the SPS. However, other future
fixed target experiments or test-beam experiments installed
in the downstream zones could also benefit from the lowenergy particles provided. The proposed layout and expected
performance of this line, along with estimates of particle
rates, and considerations on the technical implementation of
the beamline are presented in this contribution. A description on the instrumentation, which will enable particle-byparticle tagging, crucial for the experiments scope, is also
discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Various neutrino experiments across the globe have shown
significant interest in comprehensive hadron production measurements, especially in the low momentum regime, between
1–13 GeV/c. This demand has arisen due to the comparatively large uncertainties on the cross sections in these energy
ranges which in turn has led to significant uncertainties in
neutrino flux predictions [1]. To meet these requests, studies for the development on a new, custom made low-energy
beamline has been underway for the past two years. This
beamline would be housed in North Experimental Area [2]
at CERN and would be serving the NA61/SHINE experiment [3] as a first user. NA61/SHINE is a fixed target experiment with the aims of: a) advancing the understanding of
onset of deconfinement and the search for the critical point
of strongly interacting matter [4] and b) obtaining precise
hadron production measurements for improving calculations
of neutrino beam flux in long-baseline neutrino oscillation
experiments [5]. Additionally, the new line will enable a
new range of measurements that today are not achievable
with the current infrastructure. The new branch would be designed as an insertion to the H2 line by including a target to
produce low-energy particles, which would be subsequently
captured, momentum selected and transported downstream.
∗

carlo.mussolini@cern.ch

The development of this beamline will also expand the
experimental capabilities of the CERN’s North Area (NA),
currently allowing the delivery of beams a with minimum
momentum of ∼30 GeV/c to all experiments, including
NA61/SHINE. This is due to two reasons. Firstly, the H2
beamline, originally designed in the 1970s, was optimised
for very high energy (300 GeV/c) beams. The power supplies
used are therefore incapable of stably providing the currents
required to operate at low energies. Additionally, secondary
beams in the H2 line are produced at a primary target, T2 [6],
which is located 600 meters upstream of the NA61/SHINE
experiment. It is obvious that a large majority of the low
energy (1–13 GeV/c particles) produced at T2 would decay
before reaching the experimental detectors. Therefore the
only way to tackle these issues is via the construction of a
wholly new tertiary branch of the H2 line, where the tertiary,
low-energy particles are produced closer to the experiment,
inside the surface hall.

TRANSVERSE OPTICS
The beamline, shown in Fig. 1, consists of a target where
the secondary, low-energy particles are produced [7]. Downstream, a high-acceptance quadrupole doublet, consisting of
two large-aperture quadrupoles with opposite polarities, captures and maximises the number of accepted particles. The
beam is then focused in the middle of a four-bend achromat,
to momentum select the particles. Just before the experiment,
a quadruplet focuses the beam onto the NA61/SHINE target,
located just before the experiment’s Time Projection Chamber (TPC). In the current layout envisaged, only components
currently available at CERN, with well know properties,
dimensions and performances, have been employed. The
quadrupoles are large aperture ‘QPL’ magnets, while the
dipoles are ‘MBPL’ type magnets [8].
The newly developed optics have an intrinsic momentum
resolution better than 2%, however, momentum bites as low
as 1% can be reached at the cost of particle rate. Figure 2,
obtained using MAD-X PTC [9], shows the betatron oscillations of particles transported by the beamline for a beam
with nominal momentum of 13 GeV/c. It is important to note
the focusing of the beam in both the horizontal and vertical
planes at the NA61/SHINE target, a critical parameter for
the experiment.
These optics have been developed using a novel multiparameter optimisation technique which requires scanning
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Figure 1: Top view of the low-energy beamline in the NA, with the path of the beam shown in black and travelling from left
to right. In the image, the quadrupoles can be seen in blue, the dipoles in green, and the NA61/SHINE TPC is located on
the far right of the image. The shielding currently present in the NA can also be seen in the image.
Table 1: Simulations predicting the particle yields reaching
the NA61/SHINE target when using the high-yield target.
The table shows yields per spill and per day. A typical
datataking scenario for NA61/SHINE consists of approximately 10 days per run.

Figure 2: Particle tracks transported through the beamline
at 13 GeV/𝑐. A track’s colour represents the percentage
difference, 𝛿p, between that particle’s momentum and the
nominal momentum. Blue tracks represent 𝛿p < 5%, green
tracks 𝛿p < 10%, and orange tracks 𝛿p < 20%.

Momentum

Particle

Yield/spill

Yield/day

2 GeV/c

𝜋+
p
𝐾+
e+

220
100
0
960

6.6 × 105
3.0 × 105
0
3.9 × 106

13 GeV/c

𝜋+
p
𝐾+
e+

5200
650
320
380

1.5 × 107
2.0 × 106
9.7 × 105
1.1 × 106

the parameter space available to the beam designer within
the physical constraints of the beamline, such as maximum
length or maximum magnet strength. From these scans, one
can receive the various figures of merit for the beamline such
as the acceptance, position of the focal point and so on. In
this technique [7], the beam-line has been optimised to meet
the requirements of the NA61/SHINE experiment, its first
user.
By simulating these optics and tungsten targets, which
have been optimised for a high hadronic yield [7], in
G4Beamline [10] we have obtained the particle rates per
day shown in Table 1. The table summarises the number
of expected particles at both the low and high end of the
momentum range of the beamline. The results of the simulations are given per SPS spill, assuming a rather conservative
106 primary particles impinging on the new secondary target per spill and assuming 3000 daily spills from the SPS
towards the NA.

old Cherenkov counters (XCET) will be used. The time of
flight will enable the tagging of particles in the lower end of
the momentum range, while the XCETs will be used when
operating at higher energies. The full scheme for particle
identification consists of two scintillating detectors, acting
as the start and end point of the ToF, a scintillating fiber to
provide the total count of particles, and three XCETs.
Below 4 GeV/c, a time of flight spanning a 40 m distance,
with a time resolution of 500 ps is able to successfully resolve the protons and the pions, while any positrons present
can be vetoed by an XCET counter. At higher momenta,
the beamline will rely on the XCET detectors to identify
particles. The momenta at which these detectors will be
used, their pressures and which particles will produce a scintillation signal can be seen in Table 2. In addition to the
total number of charged particles present, given by the scintillating fibers, it will be possible to obtain the number of
particles for each relevant secondary species.

INSTRUMENTATION AND PARTICLE
IDENTIFICATION

LAYOUT AND RADIATION PROTECTION
Change Between Configurations

A key requirement for NA61/SHINE has been to have
accurate and reliable particle-by-particle tagging for the secondary particles which reach the end of the beamline. As the
beamline’s nominal momentum range is from 1–13 GeV/c,
a combination of time of flight (ToF) detectors and thresh-
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As this beamline is to be implemented in CERN’s EHN1
surface hall, it must be designed in a way to enable the rapid
switch between H2 in standard mode and H2-LE and in a
way that the insertion of the low energy branch does not
come at the expense of the current capabilities of the H2
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Table 2: Pressures in each XCET and the particles which
will be causing a signal in each of the detectors at different
momenta. The change from CO2 to He in XCET1 has been
done to ensure that no pions will trigger the detector.
Momentum

XCET1

XCET2

XCET3

4-7 GeV/c

1 bar CO2
[𝑒 + ]

1.75 bar CO2
[𝑒 + , 𝜋]

8 bar CO2
[𝑒 + , 𝜋, k]

7-10 GeV/c

7.5 bar He
[𝑒 + ]

1.5 bar CO2
[𝑒 + , 𝜋]

3.5 bar CO2
[𝑒 + , 𝜋, k]

>9 GeV/c

7.5 bar He
[𝑒 + ]

1 bar CO2
[𝑒 + , 𝜋]

2 bar CO2
[𝑒 + , 𝜋, k]

Figure 4: The prompt ambient dose equivalent produced by
proton beam impinging on the secondary target of the new
low energy line. The preliminary results suggest that the
dose can be contained well by the concrete shielding. The
critical area is the corridor, above the beamline and shielding
and connected via the “access to beamline area”.

prompt and activation field needs to be studied in detail. A
first study of the prompt radiation can be seen in Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Spotsize of the beam reaching the NA61/SHINE
detector for the (a) old and (b) new optics of H2 at 400 GeV/c,
assuming all collimators are fully open.
beamline. For a rapid switch between H2 and H2-LE, it
will not be possible to completely remove the magnets and
replace them with the other beamline’s component, as this
requires an intervention time of the order of tens of days. To
get around this, we envision a system with magnets placed
on rails, such that the magnets can be moved in and out of
the beam as necessary. This requires the magnets for the
low-energy beamline and the H2 beamline to be adjacent to
share these rails, which requires significant modification of
the H2 line. These changes are currently being investigated.
It is important to ensure that the H2 line will be able to
continue providing the same beams to the experiments downstream after undergoing these modifications. Thus, optics
equivalent to those currently being used by NA61/SHINE for
the 400 GeV/c runs and for the ion runs have been calculated.
These new optics have been found to provide a beam with
extremely similar properties to the ones currently available,
with the additional benefit of slight increase in acceptance.
Figure 3 presents the spotsize generated by the new optics
compared to the current optics; nearly the same spotsize is
being delivered to NA61/SHINE.

Radiation Protection Considerations
CERN’s Radiation Protection rules pose limitations on
the prompt ambient dose equivalent in areas in the surface
halls, like EHN1 [11]. Since a high intensity beam will be
impinging on the secondary target of the new branch, the

The results, calculated with the FLUKA code, have been
normalised to 107 400 GeV/c protons as a pessimistic scenario.The results of this preliminary study, show that the
prompt dose is of the order of a few µSv/hr in the corridor
outside the H2 beamline area. The radiation seems to be
contained inside the simulated concrete shielding. This first
estimate suggests that the radiation footprint of the beamline is not dramatically different from other similar places at
CERN, such as the target station of H2-VLE [12, 13]. The
exact shielding modifications necessary will be studied in
the next months.

SUMMARY
In this work, we discussed the current design status, as
well as an outlook on the performance of a novel, low-energy
beamline branch, currently being developed for the H2 beamline at the CERN North Area. The beamline is proposed to
be constructed and commissioned in the next years.
This work focused on presenting the final optics of the
low energy beamline, along a brief discussion on the particle
rates that are expected to reach the experiments. In addition
to this, significant work has gone into the study of the implementation of this line in the EHN1 hall, as well as on the
challenging optimisation necessary for switching between
the proposed low-energy branch and standard operation.
These studies have lead to a proposal of a system of rails
alongside the replacement of existing magnetic elements
with new ones. The changes this system implies for the
H2 beamline have been found to improve the quality of
beams that can be delivered to the users of the beamline.
Additionally, preliminary studies have shown that issues
concerning RP are unlikely to arise. All results presented
in this paper have been found to well satisfy the current
requirements of the low energy programme of NA61/SHINE
as a first user of the new line.
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Abstract

NA60+

The Physics Beyond Colliders initiative aims to exploit
the full scientific potential of the CERN accelerator complex and its scientific infrastructure for particle physics studies, complementary to current and future collider experiments [1]. Several experiments have been proposed to fully
utilize and further advance the beam options for the existing fixed target experiments present in the North and East
Experimental Areas of the CERN SPS and PS accelerators.
We report on progress with the RF-separated beam option
for the AMBER experiment, following a recent workshop
on this topic. In addition we cover the status of studies for
ion beams for the NA60+ experiment, as well as of those for
high intensity beams for Kaon physics and feebly interacting
particle searches. With first beams available in 2021 after
a CERN-wide long shutdown, several muon beam options
were already tested for the NA64mu, MUonE and AMBER
experiments.

The NA60+ experiment plans to receive a beam of 107
lead ions per 10 s long spill at momenta of 30 – 158 A GeV/c.
Operating for several weeks a year, the collaboration envisages to study the production of muon pairs and open charm
final states. A new proposal of placing the detector in the
H8 beam has been examined [2]. A more compact detector,
additional shielding , installation of beam instrumentation, a
modification of the zone access, and new beam optics have
been developed by BE-EA, to be tested in 2022. A Letter
of Intent by the collaboration is in preparation and expected
soon.

INTRODUCTION
The Physics Beyond Colliders (PBC) initiative is subdivided into several working groups, each with its independent,
yet complementary goal. The Conventional Beams Working
Group (CBWG) is a working group in the accelerators and
technology sector, with the task of focusing on studies for
fixed-target experiments using beams from the Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) and the Proton Synchrotron (PS). The
experiments served by the SPS are located in the two experimental halls EHN1 and EHN2, as well as in the experimental
cavern ECN3 in the North Area (NA).

EHN1
EHN1 hosts currently both the NA61/SHINE and NA64e
experiments.
∗

carlo.mussolini@cern.ch

NA61++
The NA61/SHINE collaboration is focusing on studies
on the onset of deconfinement and on various neutrinorelevant cross section measurements. Its intended successor,
NA61++, aims at continuing measurements with ion and
hadron beams as before, but with 10 times higher beam intensity. Radiation measurements and simulations have been
performed and it has been shown that for higher intensities,
the shielding around the new PSD calorimeter has to be significantly reinforced. Furthermore, NA61++ intends several
detector upgrades, which have been partly completed during
the CERN Long Stop 2 and the annual shutdowns. For the
NA61++ neutrino program, a new, low-energy branch is being designed. This new branch would extend the capabilities
of the current infrastructure enabling the study of particles
in the 1 – 13 GeV/c momentum range. Such a beamline will
enable having measurements requested by several neutrino
experiments, such as T2K, Hyper-K, DUNE, and others [3].

NA64e
The NA64 experiment is searching for sub-GeV dark matter candidates with the help of secondary electron beams
in the H4 beam line [4], relying on synchrotron radiation
tagging and tracking, as well as calorimetry to eliminate
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contamination by other particles in the beam line, usually
present at the percent level. The intensity has been ramped
up over the years, up to 2 × 107 electrons per spill. A new experimental area has been designed to host a semi-permanent
experimental setup, which is now ready. The experiment
took already first data at the new location and now is aiming
for a total of 1012 electrons on target.

AMBER: Phase II - RF-Separated Beams

EHN2
The EHN2 hall houses the COMPASS experiment [5],
completing its physics program with a measurement of the
d-transversity distribution by 2022. Several new ideas were
submitted in the context of PBC [6], proposing to exploit
the available high intensity muon and hadron beams.

NA64µ
The NA64µ experiment [7] proposes to search for a dark
photon and a new massive gauge boson coupling. The first
phase requires a narrow 160 GeV/c muon beam with a divergence of less than 1.5 mrad with an intensity in the order of
105 to 106 µ/s to cover the (𝑔 𝜇 − 2) favoured parameter space
for the new gauge boson with 5 × 1010 µ on target. For Phase
2, the experiment will concentrate on light dark matter candidates with a requested intensity of 107 µ/s. The experiment
will occupy a space of 30 m length. Various compatibility
and integration studies have been performed along-with optics studies for these proposals [8]. In 2021, NA64µ had their
first pilot run in the M2 beamline during which a new set of
muon beam optics was validated. A space 13 m upstream of
the COMPASS experiment was upgraded with user infrastructure including gas, power, and DAQ space. A first test in
2021 was followed by a longer run in the beginning of 2022,
collecting 4 × 1010 µ on target.

MUonE

AMBER: Phase I
The AMBER/NA66 collaboration [10] proposes measurements of the proton charge radius, Drell-Yan, and antiproton production cross-sections amongst others. For these
measurements, the available conventional muon and hadron
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The AMBER collaboration is interested in high-intensity
and high-purity Kaon beams of both charges, which is limited by the particle production spectrum from protons on
target and by radiation protection limitations on the full
beam. To improve the purity of Kaons in the M2 beamline,
AMBER aims to use an RF-separated beam, i.e. placing two
transversely deflecting RF cavities at a distance LRF , and
tuning the relative phases of the two RF waves, such that the
species of interest can receive a net transverse kick, while
the rest is dumped.
A first set of beam optics versions with different beam
parameters have been designed [11] with special attention
to the beam emittance at the cavities. A focused beam with
large divergence is compared to various optics with more parallel beams. The resulting intensities and purities achieved
for these different optics versions are shown in Fig. 1.
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The MUonE experiment [9] intends to measure the
hadronic vacuum polarisation as the main contributor to
the uncertainty of the (𝑔 𝜇 − 2) measurement. It requires a
low-divergence 160 GeV/c muon beam with the maximal
deliverable intensity of the M2 beamline of 5 × 107 µ/s. The
longitudinal size of the final experiment is expected to be
40 m, which requires substantial modifications to the end of
M2. In 2021, MUonE had a parasitic run with one tracking
station while NA64µ was running as the main user. In 2022,
they plan to have a run towards the end of the year with
three tracking station. The parallel beam optics required for
MUonE have been validated during the 2021 beam commissioning. For the physics run with full setup, all downstream
magnets will be moved out, for which a rail system is being
designed to limit the changeover times.

WEPOST024

beams with the current experimental setup of COMPASS
would be used, complemented with upgrades to a set of detector systems. In 2021, AMBER tested their TPC for the
Proton Radius Measurement with a 160 GeV/c muon beam.
In 2022, 60 to 250 GeV/c hadron beams, required for their
anti-proton cross-section measurement, have been tuned and
validated.

Kaon intensity in 106 kaons per spill
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Figure 1: Intensities and purities for the RF separation in
the M2 line for different beam configurations at the cavity
locations. The solid red curve shows the Radiation Protection limit [11].
The Atherton parameterization [12] predicts the maximum intensity of Kaons in the conventional hadron beam
at the experiment to 2.4 % of the total beam intensity, only
considering losses due to decays. Given the radiation protection limit on the overall intensity, this results to about
107 per spill. Figure 1 shows different beam configurations
at the positions of the two sets of cavities. The advantage
of the increased beam parallelism can be seen from the
𝑅12 = 50 mm mrad−1 curve as 𝑅12 is roughly proportional
to the beam size at the cavities. Even though losses due to
the small cavity iris need to be accepted, in this case the
intensity remains constant at the highest purities. Therefore,
the divergence needs to be limited as much as possible at the
cavities. The 𝑅12 = 7.5 mm mrad−1 optics (black crosses)
has been chosen as the compromise between the beam parallelism and the transmission through the cavity aperture.
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Preliminary results for the beam optics study are promising. Further optimization of the beam optics is ongoing,
including investigation of sensitivities to imperfections that
influence the achievable performance. In a next step, cavities
with circular polarization will be also studied.

ECN3
The underground cavern ECN3 currently houses currently
the NA62 experiment. Several proposals involving future
upgrades of NA62 and complementary experiments are envisaged. The Kaon-focused experiments have been recently
merged under the acronym HIKE, short for High Intensity
Kaon Experiments. This includes an NA62-like setup with
charged kaons with at least four times the current intensity,
data taking in a dedicated beam dump mode (NA62-BD),
and the neutral channel equivalent to NA62, KLEVER. Recently, also an off-axis beam dump experiment, SHADOWS,
was added to the ideas for high intensity experiments at
ECN3.

NA62 High Intensity
The NA62 experiment is expected to reach its goal of a
10 % measurement of the branching ratio of 𝐾 + → 𝜋 + 𝜈 𝜈¯
until the next Long Stop at CERN. So far, the measurements
are compatible with standard model predictions, for which
recently a better precision at the level of 5% has been reached.
Thus, data taking at higher intensities is envisaged to match
the theory error, including an extensive upgrade of the NA62
apparatus. In order to withstand higher intensities in the
order of a factor 4 to 6 higher than currently being delivered,
beam intercepting devices have to be upgraded, such as
the T10 production target and the proton dump (TAX) .
Studies for this are complemented by radiation protection
considerations as well as a bypass beam option around the
T4 target, after which the proton transfer line towards T10
starts.

Since test runs and simulations showed that the dominant
background is caused by muons, current studies evaluate the
optimal magnetic field configuration to maximally reduce
this background at the relevant veto-detectors [13, 14]. In
a recent beam test in the end of 2021, the newly developed
concept for mitigation of muons showed a reduction by a
factor 200 with respect to the original configuration. There
are further ideas for background reduction using all available magnets in the K12 beam line that are currently being
followed-up.

SHADOWS
Complementary to NA62-BD, an off-axis experiment located besides the K12 beam line is currently under consideration, tentatively named SHADOWS [15,16]. The experiment
would run fully parasitically to NA62-BD and focus on the
search for feebly interacting particles shortly after the beam
dump, thereby potentially enhancing the physics reach of
the setup. Strong synergies are expected between the two
beam dump experiments, which share the main backgrounds
of muons and neutrinos. First simulations suggest that the
SHADOWS experiment will benefit from a magnetic muon
sweeping system as shown in Fig. 2 [13]. Possible design
options for such a system are studied as well as its impact
on NA62-BD and potentially also on NA62 data taking.

KLEVER
KLEVER aims to measure the branching ratio of 𝐾 𝐿 →
𝜋 0 𝜈𝜈 to a precision of around 20%, supplementing the 𝐾 + →
𝜋 + 𝜈𝜈 measurement currently being performed by NA62.
This will allow for a set of strong constraints on new physics
models, potentially further illuminating the anomalies being
observed in the flavour sector. An extensive design study
for the beamline and detector has been made in terms of
signal yield, background rejection and radiation protection
concerns. It was found that a prohibitive background from
Λ0 decays necessitates displacement of the target upstream
and lengthening of the cavern downstream, subject to further
study.

NA62-BD
Employing the possibility to move in the proton beam
dump of the NA62 transfer line, NA62 is also able to run
in beam dump mode. Such an experiment uses the available NA62 detectors to search for dark matter candidates.

Figure 2: Simulated muon-induced background at the
SHADOWS detector (marked in red) excluding (left) and
including (right) a dedicated muon sweeping magnet.

CONCLUSION
We have highlighted the large diversity of new experiments that are currently being studied by the Conventional
Beams Working Group of Physics Beyond Colliders. Many
of these experiments have already been approved while some
others are nearing the proposal stage. The experiments range
from upgrades of currently existing ones to brand new proposals complimentary to LHC and HL-LHC with relatively
minor modifications to the existing infrastructure.
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A HIGH POWER PROTOTYPE OF A HARMONIC KICKER CAVITY
Gunn Tae Park, Gregory Grose, Jiquan Guo, Adam O’Brien, Sarah Overstreet, Robert Rimmer,
Scott Williams, and Haipeng Wang, Jefferson Lab, Newport News, VA 23606, USA
Abstract
In this paper, we report the progress on a harmonic kicker
development as an injection device for the Rapid Cycling
Synchrotron (RCS) of the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC). A
harmonic kicker, a beam exchange device that can deflect
the beam at an ultra-fast time scale (a few ns), has been developed in Jefferson Lab [1], [2]. The high power prototype
that can deliver more than a 100 kV kick at 7 kW was recently fabricated and will be tested with a beam at Upgraded
Injector Test Facility (UITF) in Jefferson Lab.

INTRODUCTION
A harmonic kicker is a normal conducting RF device that
delivers a deflecting kick on incoming bunches selectively
over an ultra-fast time scale (∼ ns). This becomes possible
with an elaborate combination of five harmonic modes (see
Fig. 1), which can be straightforwardly accommodated in
a co-axial structure of the quarter wave resonator (QWR).
Its first prototype was developed based on 95.2 MHz with
a potential application as a beam exchange device to the
Circulator Cooler Ring (CCR) of the Jefferson Lab Electron
Ion Collider (JLEIC) [3].

kickers—one with 147.8 MHz plus its third harmonic and
the other with 2nd harmonic—can generate a sharp kick on
injected bunches at a multiple of 𝑓kick = 73.9 MHz, while not
affecting passing bunches at 𝑓bunch = 591 MHz (For more
details, see [7]).
For a successful aforementioned operation, building and
stably maintaining the designed kick profile (Fig. 1) in the
real cavity is of critical importance. This is in turn achieved
by the precise tuning of the frequencies, amplitudes, phases
of all the harmonic modes. Thus during the fabrication of
the cavity, special efforts were made to avoid geometry deformation on frequency-sensitive region of the cavity (for
accurate frequency control), for precise insertion/alignment
of tuning plungers (frequency) and power coupler antenna
(for phase and amplitude via RF coupling 𝛽’s and also frequency) so that the deviation in those RF parameters during
operation is well-within tolerance limit of the amplifier and
control system (the LLRF and tuning system).
Table 1: The Figures of Merit for a Harmonic Kicker Cavity
(𝑓 : Freq. of Harmonic Modes, 𝑅/𝑄0 : Shunt Resistance
Over Quality Factor, 𝑃wall : Wall Loss, 𝛽 : RF Coupling
Constant, 𝐺 : Geometry Factor, 𝑉k : Kick Voltage, The
Numbers are for the High Power Operation as Originally
Intended)
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Figure 1: The temporal harmonic kick profile. The red dots
correspond to the bunches at 476.3 MHz.
The upcoming second prototype (see Table 1 for the figures of merit), based on 86.6 MHz, is vacuum tight and
prepared for the high power operation with the thermal analysis and cooling scheme applied, as well as for high current
operation with its beam-coupling impedance checked [4].
This prototype can be beam-tested demonstrating its capability to selectively deflect the beam on MHz time scale. We
plan the beam test at the UITF in Jefferson Lab. A successful test outcome would solidify the feasibility of the cavity
as a beam injection device in the RCS of the EIC [5], [6],
which is a recently found application of the kicker. In the
RCS (as per a default 4-bunch scheme), a pair of a harmonic
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport

FABRICATION OF THE KICKER CAVITY
The kicker cavity parts were made of OFC (Oxygen free
copper) and fabricated along two sub-assembly lines. One
is an outer tube-line, where the parts were joined mostly by
brazing, and the other is inner conductor-line, where the parts
were machined and electron beam welded. In Figs. 2 and 3,
two sub-assemebly groups are shown. The outer tube group
in Fig. 2 is made from 4 mm thick OFC tube with multiple
ports brazed into. Brazing was done in a high vacuum furnace (see Fig. 2a) at 1035∘ (for 30 minutes) with a standard
filler alloy 65Cu/35Ag. During the braze, the deformation
of the cavity occurred despite the rounding clamps and other
fixtures, around the port joints in particular. Consequently,
the multiple repair brazes of the ports with the filler alloys
at lower melting temperatures were inevitable (see Fig. 2b).
The outer tube after going through many brazing cycles softWEPOST025
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ened, vulnerable to further deformation. The inner conductor
group in Fig. 3 was fabricated by CNC-machining (Fig. 3a)
of the OFC tube and electron-beam welding (Fig. 3b).
As a final joint between the two subassemblies, “S-bond”
low temperature brazing [8] replaced the EBW that was
initially considered. The welding parameters were not giving
a consistent performance on the full-penetration. Brazing
also does not have a material shrinkage during the process,
reducing uncertainty in the RF frequency shifts.

(a) The outer tube going into the braze furnace.

(b) The outer tube sub-assembly being leak-checked after
the ports were brazed.

Figure 2: The outer tube sub-assembly.

rication and installation processes would involve inevitable
frequency changes. Table 2 lists “the target frequency” that
each procedure must achieve (after the procedure is done).
Table 2: The Target Frequency Table as Obtained from the
Simulation (The Numbers Listed are in Unit of MHz After
the Procedure)
Procedure
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Fab. complete

Evacuation

Operation

86.588
259.774
432.956
606.138
779.319

86.613
259.850
433.081
606.313
779.543

86.6
259.8
433
606.2
779.4

In practice, the frequencies may have been shifted away
from the target at the fabrication complete point, due to
various fabrication errors. To access and compensate such
frequency shifts, the fabricated sub-assemblies were assembled “clamped-up” before the final joint and the designated
region of the cavity is trimmed away while tracking the
frequencies. One can then obtain frequency response rate
against trimming, which can be used to determine the final
length of each part to reach the target frequency. The baseline trimming is a pair of cuts on both the outer and center
conductors by the same amount. As shown in Fig. 4, the
simulation predicts a linear fractional frequency response
𝛿𝑓 /𝑓 ∼ 1.2 × 10−3 /mm against the (baseline) trimming with
all the slopes being (almost) identical. This implies that
unlike a single frequency cavity case, the trimming of a
harmonic kicker cavity can shift all the frequencies by the
same fraction, but can not make the spread among the modes
narrower. Thus the goal of the trimming is to bring the frequency (possibly the median deviation of the mode or the
most power consuming mode, i.e., the 5th mode) to the target
as close as possible, while leaving finer tuning for the rest
of the modes to the tuner.
1.0015
86.6 MHz
259.8 MHz
433 MHz
606.2 MHz
779.4 MHz

1.001
1.0005

fractional frreq.
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(a) The center conductor CNC- (b) The center conductor submachined for multiple tapering. assembly in the welding chamber.

Figure 3: The center conductor sub-assembly.
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Figure 4: The fractional frequency response to trimming.

CLAMP-UP BENCH TEST
Frequency Tuning Scheme

Measurements & Analysis

The nominal RF frequencies of the kicker cavity at its
operation must be approached step by step because the fab-

The bench setup is shown in Fig. 5. The installation was
done with great efforts for exact nominal insertions.
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age (either by trimming or welding) was measured with the
shims between the cap and the conductor tube. The sensitivity of the top-hat flange against insertion was measured
using the shim between the flanges.
Table 3: The Various RF Measurements in Clamp-up Test
(The Numbers Between Parenthesis are from Simulation and
𝛿𝑓 is a Fractional Frequency Change)
Mode
1st
2nd
Figure 5: The kicker cavity placed in the cage for the bench
test. Its orientation is upside down for measurement convenience.
The frequency spectrum (𝑆12 ) for the five harmonic modes
as it appears in the VNA measurement is shown in Fig. 6
and also listed in Table 3, which is in a good agreement
with the prediction by the simulation except for the 5th
mode, whose measurement heavily depended on the flange
joint—to achieve nominal gap distance, the top-hat flange
was “lifted up” by inserting the second gasket as a shim. The
effects of field leakage through the gasket is the biggest on
the 5th mode.

3rd
4th
5th

𝑓

𝑄𝐿

𝛽

𝛿𝑓 /Δsh

𝛿𝑓 /Δbc
10−3 /mm
-0.064
(-0.066)
-0.069
(-0.071)
-0.072
(-0.078)
-0.049
(-0.096)
-0.556
(-0.130)

MHz

-

-

10−3 /mm

86.410
(86.391)
259.050
(259.183)
431.900
(431.962)
604.610
(604.770)
778.186
(777.594)

3202
(3276)
5685
(4434)
10428
(5766)
7776
(6863)
2065
(7333)

0.69
(0.74)
0.57
(1.21)
0.02
(1.22)
0.2
(1.20)
0.33
(1.25)

-1.20
(-1.21)
-1.20
(-1.22)
-1.27
(-1.24)
-1.26
(-1.27)
-1.00
(-1.29)

Finally, the tuning matrix elements for a tuner were measured by receding the plungers with additional gasket in
between the flanges and given in eq.(1). The matrix elements 𝒯𝑖𝑗 (𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, ⋯ , 5) in eq.(1) correspond to the
frequency change (in MHz) of the 𝑖th mode against the 𝑗th
plunger insertion by 1 mm. In comparison with the simulated prediction (the numbers between parenthesis), the
elements involving lower order modes are almost identical
with each other, while those involving higher order modes
have some small discrepancy. This close agreement would
lead to (fractional) frequency tuning range of 5 × 10−4 (for
all five modes), as predicted by the simulation.
𝒯=

Figure 6: The harmonic mode spectrum on the VNA.
The RF coupling measurements was based on 𝑆11 (linear
scale) min/max (asymptotic) value, from which the coupling
was obtained via approximate analytical formula.
The measurements/simulation are listed in Table 3. In
particular, the 1st mode has a very good agreement with the
simulated prediction. The other modes have poorer agreements. The possible explanation could be lower (unloaded)
quality factor (𝑄0 ) than expected due to a poor RF contacts
among the clamped up parts, lower copper conductivity, and
dirty RF surface. We expect the improvement on 𝑄0 after
the final joint (by S-bonding) and chemical polishing. Also
listed in Table 3 are frequency sensitivity of various inserted
parts. The sensitivity of center conductor cap against shrinkMC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

−0.018
−0.010
−0.002
0.009
0.014
⎤
(−0.019) (−0.012) (−0.003) (0.008) (0.011) ⎥
0.007
0.023
−0.039
−0.026
0.030 ⎥
⎥
(0.005) (0.025) (−0.043) (−0.034) (0.021) ⎥
0.054
−0.103
0.035
−0.108
−0.002 ⎥⎥
(0.047) (−0.114) (0.032) (−0.116) (0.003) ⎥
−0.056
0.037
−0.127
−0.046
−0.039 ⎥⎥
(−0.068) (0.035) (−0.159) (−0.094) (−0.045) ⎥
⎥
−0.208
−0.097
0.027
−0.007
−0.164 ⎥
(−0.226) (−0.099) (0.076) (0.029) (−0.121) ⎦
(1)
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE FCC-ee BEAM DUMPING SYSTEM
A. M. Krainer∗ , W. Bartmann, M. Calviani, Y. Dutheil, A. Lechner, A. Perillo-Marcone,
B. Andreu-Muñoz, F.-X. Nuiry, R. Ramjiawan1, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
1 also at John Adams Institute, Oxford, UK
Abstract
The Future Circular electron-positron Collider (FCC-ee)
will feature stored beam energies of up to 18 MJ. This is a
factor 100 higher than any current or past lepton collider. A
safe and reliable disposal of the beam onto a beam dump
block is therefore critical for operation. To ensure the survival of the dump core blocks, transversal dilution of the
beam is necessary. To reduce the complexity of the system and guarantee high system availability, an optimized,
semi-passive beam dumping system has been designed. The
main dump absorber design has been optimized following
recent studies for high energy dump block materials for
the LHC High Luminosity upgrade. First simulations regarding the radiation environment of the dumping system
have been carried out, allowing the definition of preliminary
constraints for the integration with respect to radiation sensitive equipment. The performance of the system has been
evaluated using Monte-Carlo simulations as well as thermomechanical Finite-Element-Analysis to investigate potential
material failure and assess safety margins. An experiment
at the CERN HiRadMat facility has been carried out and
preliminary results show good agreement with simulations.

Table 1: Parameters for different beam energies and physics
modes [9]
Z

WW

ZH

tt̄

Beam Energy [GeV]

45.6

80

120

182.5

Bunches / beam

12000

880

272

40

2.02

2.91

1.86

2.37

17.7

3.28

0.97

0.28

Bunch population

[1011 ]

Stored beam
energy [MJ]

EXTRACTION LINE LAYOUT
The extraction line is located in one of the short (∼ 1.4 km
long) straight sections. Since the extraction line is shorter
than the full length of the straight section, flexibility for placement of other components is ensured. In Fig. 1 a schematic
overview of the extraction system is shown, whereas a detailed description of this system is given in [10]. The overall
length of the system is mainly defined by the chosen deflection angle of ∼ 7 mrad and the resulting lateral separation
between the main ring and the beam dump.

INTRODUCTION
To ensure operation of the FCC-ee, beam disposal needs
to be done in a safe and controlled way within one turn of
the beam following a dump trigger event. The nominal operation foresees on average 2 beam dumps per day, as outlined
in the FCC-ee Conceptual Design Report [1]. Depending on
the operation mode, stored beam energies range from 0.3 MJ
up to 18 MJ (see Table 1). To ensure the survival of the beam
dump core, the beam has to be diluted. In previous studies
a dilution system, similar to the one currently used for the
LHC, was assumed [2]. There, dilution is achieved by using
dedicated pulsed kicker magnets, followed by ∼ 700 m of
drift space before the dump block [3]. This dilution system
works very well, but also introduces actively driven components and therefore a potential risk of dilution failure. To
ensure high availability of the system and also minimizing
the number of potential points of failure, a new semi-passive
beam dumping system has been designed, using a defocusing
triplet structure and passive beam diluters (spoilers). Particle
transport simulations have been executed using the FLUKA
Monte Carlo code [4–6], as well as finite element analysis,
using the LS-DYNA [7, 8] explicit mechanical solver, 2-way
coupled with an iterative thermal solver. In this paper the
performance of this system is shown for Z pole operation,
which is the most challenging due to the stored energy[1].
∗

alexander.krainer@cern.ch
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the FCC-ee extraction
system [10].

DILUTION SYSTEM
The full semi-passive dilution concept is described in [10].
Dilution of the beam is achieved in 2 steps. First the extracted
beam is blown up by a defocusing magnetic triplet structure and ∼ 600 m of drift space to increase the transversal
beam spot size from 𝜎x × 𝜎y = 0.5 mm × 0.024 mm at the
triplet, to 𝜎x × 𝜎y = 11.3 mm × 1.2 mm at the first spoiler.
Secondly, three consecutive spoilers, made of isostatic
graphite, are placed in the beam path to create dilution by
multiple-Coulomb interactions. After another 70 m of drift
space the beam spot size at the front of the beam dump is
𝜎x × 𝜎y = 21 mm × 11 mm. The full beam is then absorbed
by the beam dump block.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the FCC-ee dump block design,
showing the material for the dump core and the vessel.

Following the experience gained with the LHC beam
dump, a similar design for the dump was chosen, including
recent studies and improvements for LHC Run 3 operations
[3]. The dump consists of a 4.3 m long core enclosed in a
titanium vessel. The core is separated in blocks of different
materials and densities to progressively absorb the beam
(see Fig. 2).

Energy Deposition
FLUKA energy deposition studies where carried out by
simulating the extraction line from the first spoiler to the
dump. The starting particle distribution was sampled using
the beam optics parameters at the location in front of the
first spoiler. The longitudinal peak energy density profile in
the dump core is shown in Fig. 3. The results were normalized using the beam parameters in Table 1 for Z operation.
The highest peak of ∼ 1.9 kJ/g is located in the low density
graphite section. This is about 30 % lower than peak values
in the LHC beam dump [3]. In Table 2 an overview of the deposited energy in the system per component is shown. From
the total beam energy of 17.7 MJ, 95.4 % are absorbed.

500

0
0

50

100

150

200
250
s [cm]

300

350

400

Figure 3: Longitudinal peak energy density distribution
along the dump core, normalized to J/g for a full beam impact.
during Run 2, another important factor is the fast dynamic
displacement response of the dump, as this gives indications
for potential stresses on supporting structures as well as the
dump shell. After the beam impact, the dump experiences
a longitudinal "stretching" mode (Fig. 4a) as well as a fast
"breathing" mode in the transversal direction (Fig. 4b). Both
displacement motions are more than one order of magnitude
smaller compared to the LHC beam dump block during LHC
Run 3. Notably, due to the central impact and symmetric
energy deposition, no bending mode is observed.
0.3

upstream
downstream

0.2
displacement [mm]

BEAM DUMP

750

250

0.1
0.0

−0.1
−0.2

Table 2: Breakdown of absorbed beam energy within the
dumping system
Component

Absorbed Energy [MJ]

% of total

0.01

0.06

16.78

94.75

Dump Vessel

0.10

0.56

Total

16.89

95.37

Spoilers
Dump Core

0

Using these energy deposition results as input, thermomechanical simulations were carried out to investigate the
mechanical response of the dump. With an average bunch
spacing of 19.6 ns and a bunch train spacing of ∼ 5.5 µs
the full beam impact happens within ∼ 300 µs [1]. A peak
temperature of 1200 °C is reached in the low density section
of the dump. This can be considered acceptable for the
graphite core and safe for operation since the LHC graphite
dump core during LHC Run 3 (and in the HL-LHC era)
will experience higher peak temperatures during a nominal
beam dump [3]. Following the experience with the LHC
WEPOST026
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Figure 4: Dynamic response of the beam dump block. a)
the longitudinal response is shown for the upstream and
downstream faces. b) shows the transversal response at the
upstream, middle and downstream location. The transverse
vibrations are superimposed on the longitudinal vibration.
Using the Christensen failure criterion [11], potential material failure of the graphite dump core blocks was assessed.
The Christensen criterion gives the probability of failure
with respect to the compressive and tensile strength of the
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A17: High Intensity Accelerators

material. For all graphite materials, conservative values of
130 MPa for compressive strength and 40 MPa for tensile
strength were used, which are average properties for the isostatic graphite grade considered here. In Fig. 5 the maximum
value of the failure criterion is shown over time. The value
stays well below the critical limit of 1 and a safety factor
of 5 can be assumed. In a recent experiment at the CERN
HiRadMat facility [12, 13], high energy beam impacts on isostatic graphite as well as carbon-carbon materials have been
studied. During this experiment temperatures and stresses,
similar to ones shown shown here, have been achieved and
first post irradiation examinations show no detectable damage [14].

alent fluence where used. For thermal neutrons the peak
value of 2 × 109 cm−2 , at the main ring, is again 2 orders
of magnitude lower than in the arcs, the HEH eq. fluence
is higher with a maximum value of 1.5 × 1010 cm−2 . Additional shielding could be necessary if electronics are placed
next to the beam dump, if SEEs are a concern.
50
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Figure 5: Chsitensen-Failure-Probability for the graphite
part of the beam dump core over time.
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RADIATION ENVIRONMENT
Eliminating the need for a separate extraction tunnel reduces the cost of the beam dumping system significantly.
However, this results in having the beam dump in the straight
section in close proximity (within a few meters) to the collider ring. It is therefore necessary to investigate the radiation
environment along the extraction line to ensure compatibility with electronics in that region. To assess cumulative
radiation damage, the annual dose as well as the Silicon
1 MeV-neutron equivalent (Si-1 MeV eq.) fluence have been
simulated with FLUKA for one year, assuming 200 days of
operation with 2 beam dumps per day. For the dump block
50 cm of iron shielding were assumed. Dose (Fig. 6a) and
Si-1 MeV eq. fluence (Fig. 6b) are shown along the straight
section at the location of the main ring, which corresponds
to a horizontal separation from the extraction line of 4.5 m at
the first spoiler, up to about 5 m at the dump block. Additionally, the contribution of the dump block is shown for both
parameters. Comparing this to the total dose clearly shows
that the main contribution comes from showers induced in
the spoilers. For the Si-1 MeV eq. fluence it is exactly the
opposite, where the main contribution comes from the dump
itself. Compared to the radiation environment in the arc
of the main ring [15], which is dominated by synchrotron
radiation, the annual dose coming from the beam dump is
more than 4 orders of magnitude smaller. The Si-1 MeV eq.
fluence is ∼ 1 order of magnitude lower than in the arcs. To
estimate Single Event Effects (SEEs) High Energy Hadron
equivalent (HEH eq.) fluence and thermal neutron equivMC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A17: High Intensity Accelerators
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(b)

Figure 6: Radiation environment along the main ring in
the straight section, starting from the location of the first
spoiler, for one operational year (200 days with 2 dumps/day).
a) Integrated dose. b) Silicon 1 MeV-neutron equivalent
fluence.

CONCLUSION
An updated design of the FCC-ee beam dumping system
has been presented and first evaluations regarding performance and thermo-mechanical response have been done.
The presented beam dump system is capable of absorbing
stored beam energies of 17.7 MJ as foreseen for the Z operation mode of the FCC-ee. Simulations regarding potential
material failure in the dump core have been carried out and
results show a safety factor of 3 against material failure.
Shortly after beam impact, vibrations and relative displacements of up to 1 mm have been observed which need to
be taken into account for the support structure of the beam
dump. Regarding the placement of the beam dumping system within the accelerator complex, first simulations of the
radiation environment along the extraction line have been
done. Compared to the arc, all values (with the exception of
HEH eq. fluence) are much lower. However, they still need
to be taken into account for the placement of electronics
sensitive to radiation damage. Especially considering Single Event Effects in operation critical equipment, additional
shielding might be necessary.
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FIRST START-TO-END SIMULATIONS OF
THE 6 GeV LASER-PLASMA INJECTOR AT DESY
S. A. Antipov∗ , I. Agapov, R. Brinkmann, Á. Ferran Pousa, M. Jebramcik, A. Martinez de la Ossa,
M. Thévenet, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, 22607 Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
DESY is studying the feasibility of a 6 GeV laser-plasma
injector for top-up operation of its future flagship synchrotron light source PETRA IV. A potential design of such
an injector involves a single plasma stage, a beamline for
beam capture and phase space manipulation, and a X-band rf
energy compressor. Numerical tracking with realistic beam
distributions shows that an energy variation below 0.1%,
rms and a transverse emittance about 1 nm-rad, rms can be
achieved under realistic timing, energy, and pointing jitters.
PETRA IV injection efficiency studies performed with a conservative 5% beta-beating indicate negligible beam losses
for the simulated beams during top-up. Provided the necessary progress on high-power lasers and plasma cells, the
laser plasma injector could become a competitive alternative
to the conventional injector chain.

INTRODUCTION
Using plasma as an accelerating medium has been attracting attention in the accelerator community for years,
promising unmatched accelerating gradients and thus compact, energy-efficient acceleration [1]. Laser-plasma acceleration (LPA) in particular has shown significant progress,
achieving (although in different setups) GeV energies [2],
narrow energy spectrum [3], and low emittance [4]. Recently, the LUX LPA at DESY demonstrated a percent level
of energy stability during a 24 hour long operation run [5].
This progress encourages considering an LPA as a possible injector for various applications. In a synchrotron light
source, an LPA injector could be used to accumulate charge
in the storage ring, significantly lowering the load on the
conventional injector chain. The proposed injector is based
on an active energy compensation scheme [6], utilizing an
X-band rf cavity to compensate potential energy fluctuations
of the LPA beam [7]. A low-energy demonstrator of the approach, based on the existing driving laser infrastructure [8]
as well as already demonstrated plasma cell performance, is
presently being designed at DESY [7].

to compensate for beam losses (e.g. from Touschek effects)
and keep the total charge in the ring constant, while also
maintaining bunch-to-bunch charge fluctuations within 10%.
To achieve an efficient off-axis injection the rms geometric
emittance would have to be ≲ 1 nm and the rms relative
energy spread and variation well below 1% [10].
A research on a suitable 6 GeV plasma cell parameters is
currently under way at DESY. While it is in its early stage,
preliminary numerical simulations show that with a single
LPA stage driven by a ∼ 20 J laser pulse could generate
suitable beams. Figure 1 shows the LPA beam that has been
obtained using a bayessian optimization [11] in the FBPIC
particle-in-cell (PIC) code [12], taking into account the laserplasma interaction, wakefields, beam loading, and a plasma
density downramp [13]. The electron bunch at the exit of
the plasma cell has a charge of 87 pC, a transverse emittance
below 1 nm, rms divergence < 0.2 mrad, rms bunch length
of 3 μm, and an rms momentum spread of 10−2 (Table 1).
This LPA beam can then be captured and manipulated by a
specially designed beamline.

BEAMLINE DESIGN
The injector beam line is based solely on proven conventional technology and pursues three main objectives: (a)
capture the LPA electron beam with minimum chromatic
emittance degradation; (b) improve its energy spread and
stability to a sub-permille level; (c) match the optics functions to those at the injection point of PETRA IV (Table 1).
Figure 2 (top) depicts a schematic view of the beamline
and its linear lattice functions (bottom). First, the LPA
beam is captured by a triplet of strong quadrupole mag-

LPA BEAM FOR TOP-UP INJECTION
PETRA IV is a future 6 GeV fourth generation light
source [9]. In its Brightness operation mode it will store
1900 electron bunches of 1 nC each with a ∼ 5 h lifetime.
In its baseline scenario the machine will use an off-axis accumulation scheme to top up beam intensity as well as for
the initial filling. In the off-axis accumulation mode one
would have to top up about 100 pC at a 1 Hz repetition rate
∗

Sergey.Antipov@desy.de

Figure 1: Estimated parameters of a potential LPA beam.
Top – a longitudinal distribution of bunch energy spread;
bottom – bunch current and normalized slice emittances.
Results of an FBPIC [12] simulation; head is on the right.
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Table 1: Beam Parameters at the Entrance and at the Exit
of the Beamline, Charge Transmission and the Final Energy
Spread were Computed for a Realistic LPA Beam Distribution
Parameter

Plasma cell exit

Final

-2.6, -2.1
6.4, 5.7 cm
4.6, 1.7 𝜇m
87 pC
1.2 × 10−2

0, 0
46, 6.8 m
5.3, 2.0 𝜇m
84 pC
5 × 10−5

Twiss 𝛼 (x,y)
Twiss 𝛽 (x,y)
Norm. 𝜖 (x,y)
Bunch charge
Energy spread, rms

nets1 , followed by drift space for laser beam removal and
diagnostics. Afterwards, an S-chicane with well separated
𝛽-functions and four sextupoles corrects the chromatic emittance increase in the horizontal plane. This weak chicane
with 𝑅56 = 5 mm also serves as a pre-stretcher, increasing
the rms bunch length from ∼ 3 to ∼ 50 μm in order to mitigate coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) effects in the
main chicane that follows. The main chicane is composed of
four strong dipoles with a collimator in the middle. The large
horizontal dispersion allows an efficient momentum collimation at ±3%. The 𝑅56 of the chicane is 10 cm, i.e. it creates
an energy-position correlation (chirp) of 60 MeV/mm. Then
an X-band RF dechirper corrects energy deviation. Using
an active dechirper one compensates both the beam energy
spread and the jitter of its central energy. Table 2 lists key
parameters of the beamline components.
The total required RF voltage is about 250 MV, or 5%
of what be needed for a conventional linac to accelerate the
particles to 6 GeV. Given the high gradients achievable in
state-of-the-art X-Band structures, the total length of the
RF section could be within 5 m. A suitable X-band cavity
design is being developed in the scope of the CompactLight
project [14], where a set of four cavities powered by a 50 MW
RF station would be capable of providing accelerating voltages above 200 MV. Given the relatively large length of the
RF bucket laser-to-RF synchronization can be done with allRF technology. A similar system at FLASH offers timing
stability at a 100 fs level.
The total length of the beamline is 37 m, which together
with ∼ 10 m required for the laser beam focusing would
bring the total length of the LPA injector to ∼ 50 m.
Table 2: Parameters of Key Beamline Elements

1

Element

Length

Strength

Capture quads
S-chicane dip.
Chromatic sextupoles
Main chicane dip.
12 GHz dechirper

50 cm
70 cm
30 cm
175 cm
500 cm

𝐺 ≤ 82 T/m
𝐵=1T
𝑆 ≤ 550 T/m2
𝐵 = 1.45 T
𝑉 = 250 MV

We assume magnets with a field gradient up to 100 T/m, a length of 50 cm,
and a bore radius of 12.5 mm, similar to Ref. [15]
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Figure 2: Beamline optics functions from the plasma cell to
the PETRA IV injection magnet. Dipoles are shown in blue,
quadrupoles in red, sextupoles in green, and the X-Band RF
in orange.

PARTICLE TRACKING
We tracked the LPA beam through the beamline using the
Ocelot tracking code [16], taking into account linear optics,
RF, collimation, and CSR effects. Under ideal conditions
nearly all charge from the LPA, 84 pC reaches the end of
the beamline. The beam is stretched in the transfer line
to 0.7 mm rms, its rms energy spread reduces to 5 × 10−5 ,
and the transverse emittances are preserved at a level of 0.5,
0.2 nm (hor., vert.).
In a real world, the mean energy and chirp of the LPA
beam will vary, for example, due to variations of the bunch
charge resulting in different levels of beam loading. Recent
experiments at LUX [5, 11] give confidence that, with moderate improvements to the laser stability, a central energy
stability of 1% rms can be expected. In order to assess the
injector’s performance under such conditions, we performed
a series of tracking simulations varying the central energy of
the bunch, while keeping the remaining parameters constant.
We assumed a normal distribution of the central energies
with an rms spread of 1%. Thus, the average electron energy
at the exit of the LPA was 6003 ± 78 MeV. On top of that,
we also assumed a Gaussian timing jitter between the LPA
drive laser and the rf of 𝜎tj𝑡 = 100 fs rms. After passing
through the active dechirper the energy spread decreased, as
expected. The average value and variation are 6000 ± 5 MeV,
which corresponds to a relative stability at the 8 × 10−4 level
(Fig. 3). The particles that do not fit into the ±3% acceptance are stopped by the collimator. This results in a slight
shot-to-shot variation of the bunch charge: 83 ± 4 pC.
On top of energy and timing jitters one should expect an
LPA pointing jitter of the magnitude of beam divergence at
the exit of the plasma cell. Our analysis shows that this jitter
is likely to dominate the final projected emittances at the end
of the transfer line. To quantify the effect we performed an
additional scan, randomly adding a Gaussian pointing error
with a standard deviation of one rms beam divergence to
both transverse planes (0.2 and 0.1 mrad respectively). The
results are depicted in Fig. 4; the average final transverse
emittance is ∼ 1 nm in both planes.
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Figure 3: Simulated electron beam spectra at the exit of the
plasma target (top) and after the X-band cavity (bottom).

Figure 4: Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) emittances at
the beamline exit for a 1 𝜎 LPA pointing angle jitter.

Figure 5: Damping of injection oscillations in the LPA beam.
Left – horizontal, right – longitudinal phase space.

INJECTION EFFICIENCY SIMULATION

the top up, removing the need for aperture sharing or bunch
rotation. It is also expected to be significantly more power
efficient, although this is beyond the scope of this article.

In order to complete the picture we studied the efficiency
of injection of the LPA beam into the PETRA IV light source
using element-by-element tracking in Elegant [17] with a
realistic aperture model and optics errors. We assumed a conservative 5% rms 𝛽-beating with 20 error seeds. On top of
that, we assumed a 100 fs timing and 1𝜎 (0.2 mrad) pointing
angle jitter of the LPA beam. The initial injected beam offset was 5.5 mm, corresponding to an off-axis accumulation
injection. The beam was represented by 104 macroparticles
and tracked for 5000 turns (1.5 synchrotron damping times).
In all cases injected bunch oscillation rapidly decayed with
no losses (Fig. 5), except for one macroparticle in one error
seed. This encourages expecting a 99.99% top-up injection
efficiency in a real machine.

COMPARISON TO THE CONVENTIONAL
INJECTOR CHAIN
The conventional injector chain of PETRA IV consists
of an L-band linac followed by a booster synchrotron
DESY IV [18]. When operating in a top-up accumulation
mode the chain will deliver bunches with 19 nm horizontal
and 2 nm vertical emittance, 20 mm rms bunch length and
2.6 × 10−3 rms energy spread. To accumulate this beam in
PETRA IV a bunch rotation in the transfer line or an aperture
sharing injection scheme is required [10]. Given that large
bunch charges are not necessary for accumulation, an LPA
injector could deliver beams of similar or better quality for

CONCLUSION
Using an X-band active energy compensation scheme one
can achieve sub-permille levels of energy variation in LPA
beams. The proposed design of a 6 GeV injector offers competitive beam parameters for a top-up operation, promising
∼ 80 pC per shot in ∼ 1 nm emittance under realistic jitters and pointing angle tolerances. For the PETRA IV ring
such beam parameters translate into injection losses below
100 ppm in the injected beam, as confirmed by a realistic
tracking study with conservative optics errors.
Compared to the conventional injector chain, the LPA
injector is compact, requiring only about 50 m of space,
while at the same time capable of delivering beams of similar
of higher quality for the accumulation. The relatively small
beam transverse emittance also removes the need to perform
bunch rotation or aperture sharing in order to achieve high
injection efficiency.
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Abstract
When designing a laser-plasma acceleration experiment,
one commonly explores the parameter space (plasma density, laser intensity, focal position, etc.) with simulations
in order to find an optimal configuration that, for example,
minimizes the energy spread or emittance of the accelerated beam. However, laser-plasma acceleration is typically
modeled with full particle-in-cell (PIC) codes, which can
be computationally expensive. Various reduced models can
approximate beam behavior at a much lower computational
cost. Although such models do not capture the full physics,
they could still suggest promising sets of parameters to be
simulated with a full PIC code and thereby speed up the
overall design optimization.
In this work we automate such a workflow with a Bayesian
multitask algorithm, where each task has a different fidelity.
This algorithm learns from past simulation results from
both full PIC codes and reduced PIC codes and dynamically
chooses the next parameters to be simulated. We illustrate
this workflow with a proof-of-concept optimization using the
Wake-T and FBPIC codes. The libEnsemble library is used
to orchestrate this workflow on a modern GPU-accelerated
high-performance computing system.

INTRODUCTION
Laser-plasma accelerators (LPAs) are a promising acceleration technology that could have applications in high-energy
physics, medicine, and materials science [1]. Many of these
applications require finely tuning the different parameters
of a given setup (e.g., plasma density, laser intensity, beam
profile) in order to attain optimal performance (e.g., optimal
beam quality). This design optimization is usually done by
running a particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation for each prospective set of parameters in order to assess its corresponding
performance (often quantified by a single objective function
such as the final beam energy spread). Because these simulations are computationally expensive, however, one would
like to make informed choices about which set of parameters
to evaluate, so as to find the optimal configuration with as
few simulations as possible.
One method to find these parameters is Bayesian optimization [2], whereby a Gaussian process model [3] of the
objective function over the parameter space is progressively
learned. At each iteration of this method, the model sug-

gests the most promising set of parameters to be assessed by
the simulation, and the simulation result is in turn used to
update and refine the model. Importantly, the feasibility of
Bayesian optimization for automated tuning of LPA setups
has recently been demonstrated [4, 5].
A further step to reduce computational cost is to perform
some of the simulations at a lower fidelity. Indeed, a number
of reduced codes for laser-plasma acceleration have been developed that make different types of approximations. These
approximations can result in dramatically faster simulations,
at the cost of a potential loss of accuracy. Examples of these
approximations include assuming cylindrical symmetry [6],
averaging over the fast laser oscillations [7], or assuming the
wakefield to be quasi-static [7, 8].
Here we show that incorporating lower-fidelity simulation
output from reduced PIC codes into a Bayesian optimization method can reduce the overall computational cost of
obtaining a high-fidelity solution by an order of magnitude.
The combination of PIC codes with different fidelities into
a single optimization is enabled by the multitask Bayesian
optimization (MTBO) algorithm [9, 10], a special case of
multifidelity optimization that operates with two levels of fidelity (i.e., two tasks): an inexpensive, low-fidelity model for
broad parameter exploration and a computationally demanding, high-fidelity model for which only a reduced number
of well-targeted simulations are performed. Incidentally,
we note that other types of multifidelity algorithms have
also been shown to perform well in a number of problems,
including with multiobjective optimization [11].

MULTITASK BAYESIAN OPTIMIZATION
The MTBO algorithm [9, 10] builds a Gaussian process
model [3] of the simulation output (a scalar that quantifies
beam quality in our case) as a function of both the vector of
design parameters 𝑥 (e.g., plasma density, beam profile parameters) and the fidelity 𝑑. (We let 𝑑 = 1 denote low-fidelity
and 𝑑 = 2 the high-fidelity, and we denote the respective simulation output at a given fidelity by 𝑓𝑑 (𝑥).) Accordingly, the
correlation kernel used inside the Gaussian process model
depends on both the parameters 𝑥 and the fidelity 𝑑 and is assumed to be of the form 𝑘((𝑑, x), (𝑑 ′ , x′ )) = 𝐵𝑑𝑑 ′ 𝜅(𝑥 − 𝑥′ ),
where 𝜅 is typically a Mattérn kernel [3] and 𝐵 is a 2×2 symmetric matrix. In practice, the coefficients of 𝐵 (as well as the
parameters of 𝜅) are hyperparameters that are automatically
determined by maximizing the marginal likelihood of the
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previously observed data. In particular, 𝐵12 quantifies the
apparent level of correlation between low- and high-fidelity
results.
Given this model, the algorithm performs an iterative loop
whereby, at each iteration, the following occurs:
• 𝑛1 “promising” points in parameter space {𝑥𝑖 }𝑖=1,..,𝑛1
are chosen by maximizing an acquisition function (typically, the expected improvement [3]) based on the Gaussian process model for the high-fidelity output 𝑓2 (𝑥).
• These 𝑛1 points {𝑥𝑖 }𝑖=1,..,𝑛1 are evaluated by using
the low-fidelity simulations, and the Gaussian process
model is updated based on these new simulation results.
• The updated Gaussian process model for 𝑓2 is evaluated
on the 𝑛1 original points {𝑥𝑖 }𝑖=1,..,𝑛1 , and the 𝑛2 points
(with 𝑛2 < 𝑛1 ) that give the highest values are selected.
• These 𝑛2 points are evaluated by using the high-fidelity
simulations, and the Gaussian process model is updated
based on these new simulation results.
Thus, unlike other methods that dynamically choose the
fidelity of each evaluation, the MTBO algorithm uses fixedsize batches for low-fidelity and high-fidelity evaluations.

PROOF-OF-PRINCIPLE STUDY
The effectiveness of the multitask approach is demonstrated here by means of a proof-of-principle optimization
study combining the simulation codes FBPIC [12] and WakeT [13]. While FBPIC provides a high-fidelity, fully electromagnetic PIC description of the LPA physics in quasi-3D
geometry [6], Wake-T allows for inexpensive simulations
by using a reduced quasi-static wakefield model with 2D
cylindrical symmetry [14] and an envelope model [15] for
the laser driver.
The setup to be optimized is an LPA stage acting as an
energy booster for an externally injected beam. Given a fixed
laser driver, the goal of the optimizer is to tune the current
profile of the electron beam so that beamloading minimizes
the energy spread while maintaining high charge [16–18].
More specifically, although the wakefield varies in time because of dephasing, depletion, and diffraction, an optimal
current profile must be found that, on average, results in
uniform acceleration along the beam. This issue is generally
addressed with simulations or directly in experiments [4,
19].
In this study the current profile of the beam is chosen to
be trapezoidal (known to be the optimal profile for an idealized plasma bubble [17]) and is defined by four optimization
parameters: the current at the head, 𝐼h ; the current at the tail,
𝐼𝑡 ; the length of the beam, 𝐿𝑏 ; and its longitudinal position
in the wake, parameterized as Δ𝑧l,h = 𝑧𝑙 − 𝑧h , which corresponds to the distance between the position of the head of
the beam, 𝑧h , and the center of the laser driver, 𝑧𝑙 . To achieve
both low energy spread and high charge, we combine these
two quantities into a single objective function to maximize:
WEPOST030
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𝑓 = 𝑘𝑄 𝐸MED [GeV]/𝑘MAD , where 𝑘𝑄 = 𝑄tot /𝑄ref is the ratio
between the total beam charge 𝑄tot and a reference charge
𝑄ref = 10 pC and where 𝑘MAD = Δ𝐸MAD /Δ𝐸MAD,ref is
the ratio between the beam relative energy spread Δ𝐸MAD ,
measured as the median absolute deviation (MAD), and a
reference Δ𝐸MAD,ref = 0.01. 𝐸MED is the median energy of
the beam. The use of MAD and MED variables provides
a robust measure of the energy distribution of LPA beams,
which typically feature long, low-charge energy tails [4, 19].
The laser driver considered for this study has an energy
𝐸𝐿 = 10 J, a FWHM duration 𝜏FWHM = 25 fs, a spot size
𝑤0 = 40 µm, a wavelength 𝜆0 = 800 nm, and a peak normalized vector potential 𝑎0 ≃ 2.6. The plasma density profile is
a simple 10 cm-long flat-top profile with an on-axis electron
density 𝑛𝑒,0 = 2 × 1017 cm−3 and a parabolic profile in the
radial direction for laser guiding 𝑛𝑒 (𝑟) = 𝑛𝑒,0 + 𝑟 2 /(𝜋𝑟𝑒 𝑤04 ).
The externally injected electron beam has an initial energy
𝐸𝑏,0 = 200 MeV with an RMS energy spread of 0.1 %. Its
transverse phase-space is elliptical, featuring normalized
emittances of 𝜖𝑛,𝑥 = 3 µm (horizontal) and 𝜖𝑛,𝑦 = 0.5 µm
(vertical). This difference between the horizontal and vertical emittances can typically be observed in beams from LPAs
based on ionization injection as a result of the laser polarization [4]. The beam parameters exposed to the optimizer can
vary in the following predefined ranges: 𝐼ℎ ∈ [0.1, 10]kA,
𝐼𝑡 ∈ [0.1, 10]kA, 𝐿𝑏 ∈ [1, 20]µm, and Δ𝑧𝑙,ℎ ∈ [40, 60]µm.
The FBPIC simulations are performed by using the
boosted frame technique [20, 21] with a Lorentz boost factor of 25. They have longitudinal and radial resolutions of
𝑑𝑧 = 𝜆0 /80 and 𝑑𝑟 = 0.6 µm, respectively, and use three
azimuthal modes in order to properly describe the ellipticity
of the particle beam. Each simulation is performed on a
single NVIDIA A100 GPU with a typical execution time of
∼45 min. The Wake-T simulations feature longitudinal and
transverse resolutions of 𝑑𝑧 = 𝜏FWHM /20 and 𝑑𝑟 = 0.6 µm,
respectively. Each simulation is performed on a single core
of an AMD EPYC 7643 CPU with a typical execution time
of 4 min to 6 min. The entire multitask optimization is carried out on one compute node with 96 CPU cores and 4
GPUs. One GPU is reserved for the optimizer, which uses
the Ax implementation of the MTBO algorithm [22], while
the other three are allocated for FBPIC simulations. With
this setup, the optimizer is able to perform batches of either
𝑛1 = 90 concurrent low-fidelity simulations with Wake-T
or 𝑛2 = 3 concurrent high-fidelity simulations with FBPIC.
The allocation of GPU and CPU resources to the different
simulations, as well as the coordination and communication
between the simulations and the optimizer is handled by the
libEnsemble library [23].
The typical evolution of a multitask optimization run is
visualized in Fig. 1(a). The large number of Wake-T simulations allows for broad parameter exploration, so that only the
most promising configurations are evaluated with FBPIC. Although the outcomes of the Wake-T and FBPIC simulations
do not fully agree, the clear correlation between them (see
Fig. 1(b)) allows the optimizer to gain valuable information
from the low-fidelity simulation output.
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Figure 3: (a) Plasma wakefields 5 cm into the LPA as obtained from FBPIC (top) and Wake-T (bottom) for the optimal set of parameters. (b) Longitudinal phase space at the
end of the FBPIC simulation.
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and their Wake-T counterparts for the same run as in (a).
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For comparison, a series of Bayesian optimization runs
with a standard single-fidelity algorithm are also performed.
These runs consist exclusively of FBPIC simulations and are
performed on the same hardware (i.e., batches of 3 simulations running on NVIDIA A100 GPUs). For both the multifidelity and single-fidelity cases, the optimization starts with
a first batch of simulations using randomly chosen points
within the parameter space [24]. Thus, each optimization run
evolves differently. To account for this effect, we performed
6 independent multitask optimization runs and single-fidelity
optimization runs. As seen in Fig. 2, the multitask algorithm
exhibits an average ∼10× speedup over the single-fidelity
approach.
Overall, the simulation with the highest score corresponds
to a case with 𝐼ℎ = 4.70 kA, 𝐼𝑡 = 4.67 kA, 𝐿𝑏 = 6.57 µm and
Δ𝑧𝑙,ℎ = 52.8 µm. This results in a total charge of 142 pC, an
energy of 2.6 GeV (MED), and a narrow energy spread of
0.11 % (MAD). A view of the final longitudinal phase space
of the beam, along with a snapshot of the plasma wakefields
calculated by FBPIC and Wake-T, is shown in Fig. 3. As
expected, differences in the plasma wake can be seen due to
the different approximations made by each code.
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Figure 2: Average (thick line) and standard deviation
(shaded area) of the evolution of the objective function
𝑓 = 𝑘𝑄 𝐸𝑀𝐸𝐷 /𝑘𝑀𝐴𝐷 with the multitask and single-fidelity
algorithms. Six runs (thin lines) were performed for each
case. The multitask line includes the values of only the
objective evaluated at high fidelity (FBPIC).

This proof-of-principle study demonstrates that the proposed multitask approach effectively combines the output
of simulation codes of different fidelity to speed up the optimization of an LPA stage by a factor of ∼10. This automated
process, which is able to extract useful information from
simulation evaluations with reduced-model codes, enables
cost-effective optimization of laser-plasma accelerators in
large parameter spaces while retaining a high-fidelity result.
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Abstract
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) Run 22
physics program consisted of collisions with vertically polarized proton beams at a single collision point (the STAR
detector). During initial startup of the collider, power outages damaged two of the coils in one of the RHIC helical
dipole snake magnets used for polarization preservation in
the Blue ring. That snake was reconfigured for use as a
partial snake. We will outline some of the remediating measures taken to maximize polarization transmission in this
configuration. These measures included changing the colliding beam energy from 255 GeV to 254.2 GeV to adjust
the spin closed orbit at store and adjustment of the field in
the other helical dipole in the Blue ring to improve injection
spin matching. Later in the run, the primary motor generator for the AGS (the injector to RHIC) failed and a lower
voltage backup had to be used, resulting in a period of lower
polarization. Other efforts include detailed measurement of
the stable spin direction at store and the commissioning of a
machine protection relay system to prevent spurious firing
of the RHIC abort kickers.

INTRODUCTION
The RHIC physics program in Run 22 required 16 weeks
of colliding beam operations with 255 GeV polarized proton
beams at one interaction point (the STAR detector). An
additional sixteen days of collider operation were allotted
for coherent electron cooling (CeC) experiments with gold
beam which is discussed elsewhere in these proceedings [1].
The figures of merit for the STAR physics programs were
𝐿𝑃𝑏2 (for their forward physics) and 𝐿𝑃𝑏 𝑃𝑦 (for their midrapidity physics program), where 𝐿 is the luminosity and 𝑃𝑏
and 𝑃𝑦 are the polarizations of the Blue and Yellow beams
respectively. Each program required an integrated figure of
merit of 120 𝑝𝑏−1 , which, assuming 55% average polarization in each beam, requires an integrated luminosity of about
400 𝑝𝑏−1 . It was also required that the instantaneous luminosity be leveled near a target value of 1.35 × 1032 𝑐𝑚−2 𝑠−1 ,
which was accomplished using beta squeezes throughout
the store. A nominal 8 hour store began at 𝛽∗ = 1.5 m,
squeezed to 1.2 m 3 hours into the store, and to 1.0 m at
6 hours into the store.
∗
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Figure 1: Integrated luminosity, 𝐿 (black) and figures of
merit 𝐿𝑃𝑏2 (blue) and 𝐿𝑃𝑏 𝑃𝑦 (red). Shaded regions show
pre-run projections.

Delivered integrated luminosity and figures of merit are
shown in Fig. 1.These delivered figures of merit correspond to total STAR-reported sampled figures of merit of
117.2 𝑝𝑏−1 (mid-rapidity) and 128 𝑝𝑏−1 (forward), which
are97.7% and 107% of the respective targets.

HELICAL DIPOLE FAILURE
The primary method for preserving polarization during
the RHIC acceleration ramp is a pair of helical dipole magnets (so-called Siberian snakes) in each ring. These snake
magnets, placed opposite one another at 3 and 9 o’clock in
the ring, each provide a full 180°spin rotation about an axis
in the horizontal plane at ±45°to the beam direction. In this
configuration depolarizing resonances are avoided since the
design spin tune is fixed at 0.5 and the stable spin direcion
aligned vertical at all energies [2].
Each RHIC snake consists of four helical modules (labeled #1-#4 in beamline order) [3]. In ordinary operation,
the modules are wired in pairs, #1 with #4 and #2 with #3. In
the first two weeks of beam operation, two coils in the Blue
snake at 9 o’clock were damaged in two separate power outage incidents. After each incident, resistance measurements
indicated that one of the coils had developed an open (coil #2
was damaged in the first incident and coil #4 in the second).
Fortunately, the coils can be individually rewired from outside the cryostat. Wiring coils #1 and #3 in series, with coil
#1 in the reversed polarity from normal operation, produces
a “partial” snake, one that rotates the spin by < 180° in one
pass. In the modified configuration, the partial snake rotated
the spin by 163° about an angle still in the horizontal plane,
but at only −42° to the longitudinal axis.
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This deviation from an ideal snake configuration caused
depolarization due to mismatch of the stable spin field at
injection. This mismatch was addressed by adjusting the
opposing Blue snake at 3 o’clock to adjust that stable spin
direction at the injection point. Details of the compensation
can be found in [4].
The partial snake configuration also causes the spin direction to deviate from vertical at store energy. This causes
systematic error in both the STAR physics data and polarimeter measurements. A scan of the store beam energy was
performed over a range of 253.82 GeV to 254.87 GeV (the
nominal store energy) in an attempt to precess the stable spin
direction into an optimized configuration. The spin direction
was measured with both the proton-carbon polarimetry (pC)
in IR12 and with the STAR detector local polarimetry in
IR6. A store energy of 254.2 GeV was selected as the best
option for the spin closed orbit. The results are summarized
in Table 1. Note that both STAR and the pC polarimeters
can only measure the transverse components of the stable
spin direction, so what is reported is the angle with respect
to the vertical of the projection of the stable spin direction
onto the transverse plane. Since the total asymmetry measured during the scan did not change substantially, it was
inferred that the energy change did not substantially change
the (unobserved) longitudinal component. Note that there is
a spin tilt in both rings with even full snakes due to machine
imperfections.

at 254.2 GeV. Preliminary analysis of these data indicate
that the longitudinal component during Run 22 was <10%
in both rings (i.e. |𝑛𝑧 |/|𝑛|̂ < 0.1), which is acceptable for the
physics program.
There are no spin rotators at the location of the pC polarimetry in IR12. There the longitudinal component was
measured by scanning the horizontal orbit angle at the polarimeter and measuring the horizontal component of the
polarization. For a given orbital angle change Δ𝜃, the stable
spin precesses by 𝐺𝛾Δ𝜃, where 𝐺 is the anomalous magnetic ratio and 𝛾 the Lorentz factor. The machine aperture
allowed a maximum angular range of ±350 µrad, which produced ±9° of spin precession. Figure 2 shows the measured
radial component of the stable spin direction during the scan
together with a sinusoidal fit. Though the measurement
range is small, it is enough to constrain the sinusoidal fit
with sufficient precision. The measurement indicates a spin
tilt away from vertical of 7.8° ± 3.4° and 7.4° ± 3.0° in Blue
and Yellow respectively, oriented toward the longitudinal.
This corresponds to a <1% change in the calibration of the
polarization measurements.

Table 1: Transverse Spin Tilt Angle w.r.t. Vertical (Degrees)
Ring

Location

Energy [GeV]
255
254.2

Blue

pC
18
0
STAR
5
0
Yellow pC
-1
5
STAR
5
7
Stastical uncertainty for pC and STAR angle
measurements are 3 and 0.5 degrees respectively.

STABLE SPIN DIRECTION
MEASUREMENT
Only the two transverse components of the polarization
are observable by the pC and STAR polarimeters, but knowing the hidden longitudinal component is important both for
systematic errors in the physics data and polarimeter calibration. One way to gain access to the hidden component is
to effect a known, local rotation of the stable spin to bring
all or part of that component into the transverse plane.
The STAR IR contains a pair of spin rotators, normally
used to rotate the nominally vertical stable spin into the
longitudinal direction for double-spin asymmetry physics
measurements [2]. That same rotation takes an initial residual longitudinal component and rotates it into the transverse
plane, where it is measurable by the STAR detector. This
measurement was made for both the Blue and Yellow beams
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Figure 2: Measured radial component of the stable spin
direction at the RHIC pC polarimeter as a function of spin
precession induced by local horizontal orbit angle changes
(Blue ring in left plot, Yellow on the right). Dashed lines
indicate sinusoidal fit.

MACHINE PROTECTION
In order to protect against unexpected firing of the RHIC
abort kickers, asynchronous to the bunch train (a so-called
’prefire’ event [5]), mechanical relays were added to their
triggering path. These relays prevent accidental discharges
of the thyratrons into the magnet load, but also add several
milliseconds of delay between the time a fault is detected and
the time of a (justified) beam abort. Compensating for this
delay requires detecting fault conditions earlier and to that
end, the RHIC machine protection was upgraded to include
additional inputs, such as detection of current faults in select
orbit corrector magnets and additional conditioning on beam
position signals (e.g. absolute position, rate of change and
coherent motion). These systems were successfully commissioned as a whole during high energy operation for the first
time during Run 22. With the full system engaged, there
were no prefire events during beam operation in Run 22. A
detailed account can be found in [6].
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WESTINGHOUSE OPERATION
Six weeks into beam operation in RHIC, the Siemens motor generator, which powers the AGS main magnet, failed
due to overheating of the motor brush rings. Diagnosis and
correction of the failure took 7.5 weeks in the middle of
the run, during which the AGS main magnet was powered
using an older backup Westinghouse motor generator. The
Westinghouse is rated for lower power than the Siemens, requiring an acceleration rate that is half as fast, which caused
increased depolarization from resonance crossings. The
Westinghouse also regulates current less well cycle-to-cycle
and over time, which reduces the effectiveness of some resonance crossing techniques, like tune jumps in use at the AGS
that rely sensitively on the timing of the correction [7]. Drift
in the Westinghouse current regulation was improved by
supply feedback loop gain adjustments and a potentiometer
upgrade, but not to the same tolerance achievable with the
Siemens. The Siemens was put back into service after roughening the surface finish of the collector rings and realigning
the motor brushes eliminated the overheating problem.
During steady state operation with the Westinghouse (excluding setup time), the polarization measured via the hydrogen jet at RHIC store was 49%. This is a relative 8%
lower than the 53% polarization measured during steady
state operation with the Siemens. The slower ramp rate had
negligible impact on the luminosity. The figure of merit for
the 7.5 weeks of Westinghouse operation was therefore 15%
lower than the pre-run expectations.

POLARIZATION
The grand average polarization for all RHIC physics fills
during Run 22 as measured by the hydrogen jet polarimeter
is 50.4% in Blue and 49.5% in the Yellow beam. This grand
average, however, includes all of the unanticipated setup and
reconfiguration time necessary to compensate for both the
damaged helical dipole and the AGS motor generator failure.
Figure 3 shows the beam polarization by RHIC fill for the
full run, broken into periods of different operating configurations. The lower polarization periods associated with
operation prior to optmizing the partial snake configuration
and with setup and operation with Westinghouse are clearly
visible.
By the end of the run, operating with Siemens and with an
optimized snake configuration, the polarization in both rings
was 53%, close to the pre-run expectation of 55% (which
was based on the Run 17 experience [8]). For the Blue beam,
transmission efficiency of polarization between the AGS and
RHIC in the optimized setup was very similar to Run 17
performance with full snakes, indicating that operation with
a partial snake in RHIC is a viable option in case of similar
failures in the future.

CONCLUSION
RHIC operation in Run 22 was hindered by two major
equipment problems: two failed helical dipole modules and
a weeks-long failure of the AGS primary motor generators.
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A01: Hadron Colliders

Figure 3: RHIC store polarization, measured with the hydrogen jet for Run 22 physics fills. The shaded region marks
operation with the Westinghouse motor generator (Siemens
otherwise). The run is divided into (1) initial setup with nonoptimal partial snakes in Blue (2) regular operation with
Siemens and optimized partial snakes, (3) setup period for
Westinghouse (4) steady state operation with Westinghouse
and (5) steady state operation after return to Siemens. Horizontal lines show period averages.
Nevertheless, physics goals for the run were substantially
met. In addition, progress was made in fully characterizing
the stable spin direction at STAR and the polarimetry and a
machine protection upgrade was successfully commissioned.
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Abstract
Laser-based plasma accelerators (LPA) have successfully demonstrated their capability to generate high-energy
electron beams with intrinsically short bunch lengths and
high peak currents at a setup with a small footprint. These
properties make them attractive drivers for a broad range
of different applications including injectors for RF-driven,
ring-based light sources. In close collaboration the
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), the Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology (KIT) and the Helmholtz Institute
Jena (HIJ) aim to develop a 50 MeV plasma injector and
demonstrate the injection into a compact storage ring. This
storage ring will be built within the project cSTART at
KIT.
As part of the ATHENA (Accelerator Technology
HElmholtz iNfrAstructure) project, DESY will design,
setup and operate a 50 MeV plasma injector prototype for
this endeavour. This contribution gives a status update of
the 50 MeV LPA-based injector and presents a first layout
of the prototype design at DESY in Hamburg.

INTRODUCTION
The development and operation of laser plasma accelerators have achieved significant milestones in the last years.
The demonstration of generating and accelerating high energy [1], reproducible and stable [2], few-fs short [3] electron beams over several hours raises the hope to drive various applications with LPA-based facilities. In addition, a
better understanding of injection processes and plasma effects [4] as well as the implementation of machine learning
tools [5] pushes the achievable beam quality beyond wellknown limits of this technology.
One innovative application of LPAs will be the usage as
next generation of new driver-technology for storage rings
and ring-based light sources. Beside a small footprint of the
setup, the big potential of LPAs lies in their capability of
generating electron beams with short bunch lengths and
high peak currents. In particular, these features will allow
to increase the current performance of synchrotron light
sources. Physics on much shorter time scales can be investigated with the radiated photon beam. Further, the radiation
spectrum can be extended far into the THz regime [6].
___________________________________________
* Work supported by ATHENA, a project of the Helmholtz Association.
† eva.panofski@desy.de
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Three German research institutes, DESY, KIT and HIJ,
have started a collaboration for first proof-of-principle
studies on an LPA-based plasma injector for the large acceptance, compact storage ring of the cSTART project at
KIT. DESY is designing a 50 MeV plasma injector prototype, whose status will be reported in this contribution.

LASER-PLASMA INJECTOR PROJECT
The laser-plasma injector project is part of the ATHENA
program [7]. Since 2018, ATHENA supports to build an
R&D infrastructure platform in Germany to demonstrate
the applicability of plasma-based accelerators in different
fields. The application as an injector requires from the LPA
a stable, reproducible, high quality electron beam with controlled transverse emittance and energy spread. Consequently, the accelerator design, available diagnostics and
active feedback loops must be adapted for this purpose.
The injector prototype will be designed, setup and commissioned at DESY Hamburg. After successful demonstration of electron beams with injector-type quality, the facility will be used for injection into the large-acceptance,
compact storage ring of the cSTART project at KIT [8-10].
Foreseen as an R&D facility the special lattice of the ring
has been carefully optimized to handle an electron beam
injected from an LPA with ultra-short bunch length, relatively large emittance and large energy spread compared to
a beam accelerated by an RF system. An injection energy
of 50 MeV has been chosen in order to enable the comparison of the performance of two injectors, FLUTE, a
50 MeV linear RF accelerator and the LPA injector [11].
Table 1 lists the key parameters of the storage ring [12].
Table 1: Parameters of the cSTART Lattice
Parameters
Circumference
Beam energy
Momentum acceptance
Momentum compaction
Dynamic aperture (horz./vert.)

cSTART lattice
43.2 m
50 MeV
±5.5%
(-1 to +2)∙10-2
15 mm/10 mm

The storage ring within the cSTART project is currently
in procurement. The latest lattice design of the compact
storage ring is displayed in Figure 1 [12].
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cSTART

Figure 1: Lattice of the compact storage ring in the
cSTART project at KIT (dipoles blue, quadrupoles red,
sextupoles green, octupoles brown) [12].
In order to operate the LPA injector in Karlsruhe, KIT
provides initially a commercial laser system, which will
generate pulses up to 1.5 J and 30 fs long at a repetition rate
of up to 10 Hz. KIT is additionally designing the transfer
beamline from the plasma injector to the storage ring [13].
The overall goal of the collaboration will be the successful
demonstration of the full-energy injection and storage of
an LPA-generated electron beam.

LPA INJECTOR PROTOTYPE AT DESY
The prototype of the 50 MeV plasma injector will be
built at DESY in the upcoming months and years. Hereby,
the focus will be to generate and characterize electron
beams with the acceptance parameters of the compact storage ring of cSTART. KALDERA, a next-generation,
100 TW LPA drive laser, which shall reach in final stages
a repetition rate of 1 kHz, will be used to operate the prototype at DESY.
The first operation phase of KALDERA will provide
similar laser parameters as the drive laser at KIT, although
the focus of the KALDERA laser operation will be more
on an enhanced stability.
Started in 2020, the plasma injector project at DESY is
currently in the design phase. In a first step, a capillary type
plasma source filled with a nitrogen-hydrogen gas mixture,
was designed [14]. Simulations with the particle-in-cell
code FBPIC [15] have successfully demonstrated the acceptance parameters for electron beam injection, which are

mainly defined by the design and the boundary conditions
of the cSTART storage ring as well as the available drive
laser at KIT. Beam parameters obtained in FBPIC simulation results are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Electron Beam Simulation Results of the Current
Target Design Displayed at the Target Exit
Parameters
Energy
Repetition Rate
Bunch charge
Rel. energy spread
Norm. emittance
RMS divergence

simulation results
50 MeV
10 Hz
(20 ± 5) pC
2 to 3%
µm range
1 to 2 mrad

The minimum achievable relative energy spread at the
plasma injector is limited by the relatively small target energy of 50 MeV. While the rms energy spread is minimized
by optimized beam injection mechanism and relying on
beam loading [4], the simulations with our laser and target
parameters results in an increased relative energy spread of
the 50 MeV beam above 2%. The significant relative energy spread itself has an impact on the chromatic fraction
of the transverse emittance added during beam transport
after the target. Controlling the emittance in the transverse
plane by focusing elements close to the target exit is mandatory.
The plasma injector facility will be setup at SINBAD,
the former DORIS tunnel at DESY [16]. Therefore, the infrastructure in the tunnel and the rack rooms is currently
prepared for the injector installation planned in 2023. After
commissioning and the demonstration of the required injection parameters during operation, the LPA-based injector is forseen to be transferred to the test facility site at KIT
beginning of 2025.

Plasma Injector Layout
The plasma injector setup at DESY will consist of a vacuum chamber with the focusing optics, laser diagnostics
and the plasma source with alignment. The vacuum chamber is followed by an electron beamline providing optics
and diagnostics for beam manipulation and characterization. The first layout design of the total plasma injector
beamline is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: First layout of the plasma injector prototype at DESY.
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Target Chamber Design
The design of the target chamber is ongoing. Figure 3
presents a first sketch of the rectangular vacuum chamber.
One mirror will guide the KALDERA laser to the parabola,
which will focus the 60 mm beam along a focal length of
900 mm into the plasma target. The leakage beam of the
last folding mirror before the target will be used for online
diagnostics of the laser. Further, the laser can be de-coupled
to an additional diagnostics station that allows to optimize
the laser beam properties in the focus position (plasma target). The target chamber is split into two sections by a wall,
each section pumped by a separate turbo pump. This system allows differential pumping between the laser focusing
and the target area and supports the usage of continuous
flow plasma targets.

Finally, the drive laser is coupled out of the beamline and
can be further investigated by output diagnostics. The collimated electron beam is sent to a short diagnostics section
including beam position monitor, profile screen and spectrometer, which enables to measure and optimize the electron beam quality in terms of charge, beam size, transverse
emittance, energy and energy spread. A second quadrupole
doublet in the beamline allows to create a round electron
focus of 0.29 mm at the electron spectrometer roughly
4.6 m after the plasma target. Simulation results are displayed in Fig. 5.

Figure 3: First sketch of the target vacuum chamber.

Electron Beamline
The plasma injector setup at DESY also foresees an electron beamline for beam manipulation and characterization
purposes, which follows the target chamber. A quadrupole
doublet is planned to catch the divergent electron beam,
which will exit the plasma target. In order to control the
chromatic emittance growth of the beam, the two quadrupoles will be installed as close as possible to the electron
source. Since the strongly divergent drive laser is co-propagating to the electron beam the yoke design of a standard
DESY quadrupole has been adapted for the laser to pass.
Multi-objective optimization and simulations with the
particle tracking code ASTRA [17] were performed to find
best settings for the beam optics to generate a focused or
collimated beam at defined positions. Figure 4 shows the
beam size and transverse emittance evolution of an LPA
beam collimated by a quadrupole doublet. The results are
promising as they show that the strong growth of the divergent beam of 2 mrad is captured to 𝑥 = 0.25 mm and
𝑦 = 0.91 mm. The emittance is almost constant after the
quadrupoles along the beamline with 𝜀 , = 1.9 mm mrad
and 𝜀 , = 6.0 mm mrad. The asymmetry in the transverse
plane as well as the still existing divergence in the x-plane
results from the fact that a quadrupole doublet instead of a
triplet is used. At KIT the shown beam distribution was
used to simulate the transport of the beam through the
transfer line and the injection into the cSTART storage
ring. All optics were matched and the injection of the
50 MeV beam met all requirements [13].
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Figure 4: Transverse beam size and normalized rms emittance evolution of the collimated beam. Plasma target exit
at z=0 m, quadrupole duplet at z=0.16 m and 0.36 m.

spectrometer

Figure 5: Focus of the symmetric electron beam at the spectrometer at 4.6 m. Second quadrupole doublet at z=2.26 m
and 2.46 m.

SUMMARY
This contribution presents the status of the 50 MeV LPAbased injector project at DESY for the injection into the
storage ring of cSTART at KIT. The layout of the prototype
including the design of the target chamber is introduced.
Simulations with ASTRA have been successfully demonstrated that the electron beam can be collimated by the first
quadrupole doublet and match the injection requirements.
A fully operational and optimized laser-driven plasma injector is expected at KIT during the year 2025.
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MAGNETIC CHARACTERIZATION OF A SUPERCONDUCTING
TRANSVERSE GRADIENT UNDULATOR FOR COMPACT LASER
WAKEFIELD ACCELERATOR-DRIVEN FELS∗
K. Damminsek† , A. Bernhard, A. W. Grau, H. J. Cha, M. Ning, S. C. Richter, R. Rossmanith,
Y. Tong, A.-S. Müller, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract
A transverse gradient undulator (TGU) is a key component compensating for the relatively large energy spread
of Laser Wakefield Accelerator (LWFA)-generated electron
beams for realizing a compact Free Electron Laser (FEL). A
superconducting TGU with 40 periods has been fabricated
at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). In this contribution, we report that the superconducting TGU has been
commissioned with nominal operational parameters at an
off-line test bench. An experimental set-up for mapping the
magnetic field on a two-dimensional grid in the TGU gap
has been employed for the magnetic characterization. We
show the first preliminary results of these measurements
showing the longitudinal quality, the transverse gradient and
the transient behaviour of the superconducting TGU field.

INTRODUCTION
A superconducting transverse gradient undulator (TGU)
demonstrator with 40 periods has been designed and constructed at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) [1]
with the purpose of proving the technical feasibility of shortperiod and high-transverse gradient undulators as well as
experimentally demonstrating the TGU’s capability to generate narrow-bandwidth radiation in spite of a large energy
spread of the electron beam. The TGU scheme has been
discussed as a viable solution to enable Free Electron Lasers
(FEL) driven by laser wakefield accelerators (LWFA) [2]. A
schematic layout of a LWFA-driven TGU radiation source
or FEL is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a LWFA-based electron source, a dispersive beam transport line, for example
a dogleg chicane, and the TGU. The design parameters of
the superconducting TGU demonstrator under investigation
here are listed in Table 1.

Figure 1: Schematic layout of a LWFA-based Transverse
Gradient Undulator radiation source [3].
∗
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Table 1: Design parameters of the superconducting TGU
demonstrator [4, 5]. 𝐸 0 denotes the nominal beam energy.
Parameter
Relative energy acceptance
(Δ𝐸/𝐸 0 )
Period number (𝑁u )
Period length
Gap width (at 𝑥(𝐸 0 ))
Magnetic flux density on axis 𝑥(𝐸 0 )
Undulator parameter (at 𝑥(𝐸 0 ))
Transverse K gradient
SC wire material
Operating current

Value

Unit

±10

%

40
10.5
2.40
1.1
1.10
150
Nb-Ti
750

mm
mm
T
m-1
A

The TGU has been commissioned and investigated using
its own cryostat, designed and manufactured by the company
CRYOVAC, Germany. The cold mass is conduction-cooled
employing a liquid-Helium thermosiphon scheme. The cooldown of the TGU to operating temperature (4.3 − 4.4 K)
takes about 9 days [6].

MAGNETIC POWERING TEST
For the magnetic powering tests the two superconducting coils constituting the TGU were connected in series and
powered through two pairs of high temperature superconductor (HTS) current feedthroughs with an ampacity of 600 A
each, as schematically depicted in Fig. 2. Example TGU coil
temperature recordings during the powering test are shown
in Fig. 3.

Figure 2: Circuit diagram of the TGU during the powering
tests and magnetic measurements. The undulator coils are
connected in series which allows to power the undulator
coils through two parallel-connected pairs of 600 A-HTS
feedthroughs up to the quench limit at 850 A.
In this example, the current is ramped with a ramping
speed of 0.2 A s−1 from 0 to 700 A, leading to a temperature
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Figure 5: Photo of the 7-Hall probe array attached on a
MACOR ceramic plate for electrical isolation from the TGU
and the measurement system (left) and 2-D cross-sectional
view in the transversal plane (right) [9].
Figure 3: Current ramp and temperature recorded at the
TGU coil formers during a powering test with a ramp rate
of 0.2 A/s. The temperature curve shows the eddy current
heating during ramping and the slow eddy current [7, 8]
decay at constant operating current
increase from 4 39 to 4.94 K due to eddy current heating in
the coil former. Then, the current was further ramped in steps
of 25 A in order to avoid reaching critical conditions in terms
of temperature and flux density at the conductor. In this way,
the TGU safely reached its nominal operating current of
750 A and could be powered up to a maximum stable current
of 850 A, which is consistent with earlier powering tests in
a liquid Helium bath [1] and demonstrates the reliability of
the cooling design.

MAGNETIC CHARACTERIZATION
The magnetic field measurement system consists of longitudinal sliding system attached to the cold mass. The slide,
carrying an array of seven Hall probes placed at equidistant
transverse positions, is moved by a magnetically coupled linear translation unit operating at ambient temperature. This
setup allows recording a 2-D field map by scanning the seven
Probes in longitudinal direction. A diagram explaining the
cryogenic-temperature part of the measurement system, a
photo of the 7-Hall probe array and a 2-D sectional view in
the transversal plane are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively.

Figure 4: Magnetic field measurement system installed with
the TGU [9].

The 7-Hall probe array shown in Fig. 5 (left) was manufactured by AREPOC s.r.o, Slovakia. The sensitivities of the
seven Hall probes are around 52 mV/T at 4.2 K with an operating current of 10 mA applied. The transverse positions
of the Hall probe centers with respect to the center of the
TGU are 9.30 , 6.75 and 4.20 mm for probes No. 1 , 4 and
7 [1], respectively.
In this configuration, the magnetic field measurements
were performed at coil temperatures ranging from 5.8 to
6.3 K due to a considerable heat load through the magnetic
measurement system, therefore using rather small applied
current values between 10 and 50 A. In addition, the measurement could only be performed for 31 out of the 40 periods of the TGU due to mechanical restrictions of the sliding
system. An example measured magnetic field map is presented in Fig. 6.
A preliminary evaluation of the transverse flux density
slope at the longitudinal position of a flux density maximum
is shown in Fig. 7. The displayed error bars account for
the statistical and the a priori known systematic errors of
the measurement. A comparison with the also displayed
expected flux density values calculated from an OPERA3D model of the TGU shows a fair agreement The relative
transverse magnetic field gradient is given by:
𝛼 [1/m] =

(1)

The relative transverse flux density gradient at the transverse position of the beam center, at 30 A, is estimated to be
−162 m−1 .
Figure 8 shows the temporal behaviour of measured magnetic fields. The full field is not reached immediately after
the current ramp, but shows an exponential asymptotic drift
due to the presence of inter-turn and coil-to-former short
circuits. The time constant of the exponential is 𝜏 = 1400 s.
The reported field measurements and scans were performed
after a transient time of 5𝜏 = 7000 s. I should be noted that
the flux density measurements shown here are very sensitive
to misalignments of the Hall probe array due to the large
flux density gradients present in the TGU gap. A detailed
analysis of the systematic measurement errors in line with a
development of correction schemes for those errors which
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Figure 6: Example result of the magnetic field distribution along parallel axes at the transverse positions of Hall probes 1, 4
and 7 at a TGU operating current of 30 A. The longitudinal resolution is 0.5 mm.

Figure 7: Transverse magnetic fields measured form 7-Hall
probe array and the field generated from the ideal position
of the Hall probes dependent on distances from the TGU
center at a TGU operating current of 30 A.
can be directly determined from the measured data is ongoing. In the following step, an updated OPERA-3D model
will be created which reproduces the observed real field properties and which will then be employed for particle tracking
and radiation field calculations in order to reveal the effect
of the measured field properties on the TGU performance.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The superconducting TGU has been stably operated at up
to 850 A in its own, conduction cooling-based cryostat. The
magnetic flux density was mapped along seven equidistant,
parallel longitudinal axes spanning 31 out of the 40 periods
of the TGU. Due to the elevated heat load introduced by
the measurement system, the field measurements were per-
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Figure 8: Normalized magnetic flux density amplitude measured by 7-Hall probe array as a function of time. Field
values were normalized to the maximum field value measured by Hall probe number 7.

formed at around 5-6 K and accordingly low applied current
values between 10 and 50 A (1.3 to 6.7 % of the nominal
operating current). Because the system is iron-free, however,
the flux density scales proportional to the applied current,
and the measured field maps are fully representative. Therefore, in the following steps, reliable conclusions on the TGU
field quality and the expected radiation and FEL performance
will be drawn.
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SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS AS DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR
PLASMA-FILLED CAPILLARIES∗
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Abstract
The research concerns the study of the plasma sources
for plasma-based accelerators (PBAs) at the SPARC_LAB
test-facility (LNF-INFN). The interest in compact accelerators, overcoming the gigantism of the conventional radiofrequency (RF) accelerators, is growing in High Energy
Physics. The plasma-based accelerating gradients can attain
the GV/m scale. At the SPARC_LAB test-facility, a plasma
device is under development. It consists of a capillary in
which one or more inlets inject neutral gas (Hydrogen), ionized by a high-voltage (HV) discharge. Electron density
has been measured as a function of time through the Stark
broadening profiles of the Balmer line.

using a high-voltage (HV) discharge [2] or an ionizing laser
pulse [10]. The plasma is dynamically formed shot-by-shot
with a typical lifetime of a few tens of microseconds, its
stability and reproducibility are essential features for the
quality of the accelerated electron bunch. The plasma characteristics inside the gas-filled capillary depend on several
parameters like its pressure and temperature, the applied
voltage, the geometric of the capillary itself. The shape and
the position of the gas injectors can influence the shot-toshot stability and uniformity of the plasma. The features of
the plasma inside and just outside the capillary are fundamental for preserving the electron bunch quality during the
acceleration.

INTRODUCTION

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The cutting-edge generation of accelerators based on
plasma technology can force electron bunches to GeV energies within centimeter lengths [1, 2]. Such high accelerating
gradients are produced by electron density modulations induced in the plasma by an intense and ultra-short laser pulse
(Laser Wakefield Acceleration, LWFA) or a relativistic electron bunch (Particle Wakefile Acceleration, PWFA) [3–6].
The innovative acceleration technique proposed by Tajima
and Dawson [7] in 1979 has prompted an expansive and
rapidly extending field of research desiring to decrease the
typical dimensions of the accelerating frames to the smallscale and invent futuristic miniaturized devices. This technique attains huge accelerating fields up to GV/m compared
to the conventional radio-frequency (RF) technology limited to MV/m. The particle wakefield acceleration exploits
the electric fields of a plasma wave compelled by a relativistic electron bunch used as a driver [8]. Such fields
can be efficiently applied to a trailing bunch, the witness,
which accumulates a part of the energy deposited by the
driver. The experiment at the SPARC_LAB test-facility has
been performed within the EuPRAXIA framework [9] by
employing two bunches, a driver tracked by a witness (accelerated beam), propagating in a plasma confined in a 3
cm/long discharge capillary. Various methods are employed
to generate the plasma from a neutral gas, such as Hydrogen,

The overall setup used to form and characterize the plasma
behavior has shown in Fig. 1. The main component for
plasma-based accelerators is a plasma-discharge capillary.
It is a 3D-printed capillary tube, filled with Hydrogen by
means of two injectors. Different diameters (1 and 2 mm)
were tested.
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Figure 1: Scheme of the experimental set-up used at the
SPARC_LAB test-facility to form and characterize plasma in
a gas-filled capillary. An optical path is designed for guiding
the plasma light into the spectrometer. L1, L2, represent
lenses and M1, M2 indicate mirrors. The Copper electrodes
have mounted on the capillary extremities. An Nd: YAG
laser probe of 532 nm is used for the optical alignment.
We used capillaries with different geometries to oversee
how the geometry can affect the plasma density distribution.
Two gas inlets inject the Hydrogen gas inside the channel by
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a gas generator. A high-voltage source [11] supplies power
to produce the current discharge along the capillary through
two Copper electrodes mounted on the capillary extremities.
The gas flows inside the channel and is controlled by an
electro-mechanical valve. The gas injection frequency is set
to 1 Hz using a valve aperture time of 3 ms to preserve the
vacuum (≈ 10−7 mbar) inside the chamber shot-by-shot. A
pressure regulator controls the inlet pressure from 10 - 15
mbar. The plasma diagnostic system consists of an imaging
spectrometer (iHR Fully Automated Imaging Spectrometer
iHR320), an optical path to transfer the plasma light into
the spectrometer, and an intensified camera (Andor iSTAR
20) to record images. The 600 g/mm grating allows a resolution of ≈ 0.06 nm in the considered spectral range. The
focal length of the spectrometer grating is 320 mm, and its
aperture ratio is f/4.1. An intensified camera is connected
to the spectrometer and acts as a detector. Ultimately, a
delay generator (Stanford Research DG535) synchronizes
all individual events such as the gas injection, the voltage
pulse, the valve opening time, the triggering of the camera,
and the plasma density measurements. Consequently, by
delaying the camera trigger, snapshots at different times are
detectable. Such a diagnostic system allows a time-resolved
measurements of the electron density in the capillary.

SPECTROSCOPIC PLASMA
DIAGNOSTICS
The particle wakefield acceleration (PWFA) is bottomed
on the interaction between plasma and electron bunches,
depending on the longitudinal and transverse plasma electron density distribution inside the capillary [7, 12, 13]. The
plasma density modulation generated by a driver bunch leads
to the formation of strong electric fields that provide accelerating gradients in the GV/m scale, proportional to the square
root of the plasma electron density 𝑛𝑒 [14]. The so-called
Dawson limit represents the maximum longitudinal electric
field E0 associated with an electron plasma wave. It depends
precisely on the square root of the electron density 𝑛𝑒 of the
considered plasma [15]:
𝜔𝑝 𝑚𝑒 𝑐
𝑉
𝐸0 [ ] =
≃ 96 √𝑛𝑒 [cm−3 ];
𝑚
𝑒

(1)

𝑒 and 𝑚𝑒 being the charge and the mass of the electron
respectively, c the speed of light in vacuum, and 𝜔𝑝 the
electron plasma frequency. At a given plasma density, the
Langmuir wavelength 𝜆𝑝 = 2𝜋𝑐
𝜔𝑝 conditions the transverse
and longitudinal dimensions of bunches that contribute to
the plasma acceleration, either for the driver or the witness.
Since the plasma wavelength sets the length of the plasma
bubbles, where is the accelerating electric field, the witness
bunch must be injected at the accurate time [7, 16]. Hence, a
spectroscopic technique based on the Stark-broadening effect
is employed to detect the plasma electron density during the
gas ionization within the capillary [17, 18]. In plasma the
Stark effect produces the broadening of spectral lines due to
the electric field of the charged particles. The dependence

of the Stark broadening on the density of the plasma can be
exploited to determine the density itself [19]:
3

𝑛𝑒 [cm−3 ] = 8.02 × 1012 (

(2)

2

where the parameter Δ𝜆𝑆 is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Stark-broadened spectral line in nm
fitted by a Cauchy distribution. The parameter 𝛼 1 is a func2
tion of the electron density and the temperature, that can
be considered almost constant within our typical electron
temperature range of 1 – 4 eV and plasma density of 1016 1017 cm−3 [17]. The light radiated by excited Hydrogen
atoms at different wavelengths in the visible spectrum refers
to the Balmer spectral lines (H𝛼 , H𝛽 , H𝛾 , and H𝛿 at 656.2
nm, 486.1 nm, 434 nm, and 410.1 nm, respectively). Indeed,
to retrieve the plasma density, the Balmer H𝛽 line is considered. By measuring the FWHM of the H𝛽 line, we can
obtain the plasma electron density. The parameter 𝛼 1 for
2

H𝛽 line for the density of the order of 1017 cm−3 is 0.919
nm [17]. There are numerous physical mechanisms that can
produce the line spectral broadening. These include Natural
broadening, the Doppler broadening due to the thermal motion of the particles, and the Stark broadening related to the
electric fields produced by charged particles in the plasma.
The transverse profile of the Balmer beta line fitted with a
Lorentzian (Stark effect) in Fig. 2 is illustrated.

Figure 2: Balmer beta line measurements: a) transverse profile of the Balmer beta line corresponding to the cut aa’ with
the overlapped Lorentzian fit (Stark effect) and the contribution of the Doppler effect calculated for a plasma temperature
of 2 eV, and b) image of the spectral line acquired via the
ICCD camera.
Compared to a 16 nm Stark broadening, the Natural (0.3
nm) and the Doppler ones (0.06 nm) are absolutely negligible
in our case. The goal of this research activity is to produce
a variable electron density relative to 1016 -1017 cm−3 for
the corresponding plasma wavelength, 𝜆𝑝 , in the range of
300-100 𝜇m [20–22]. The time dependence of the plasma
density is obtainable by scanning the relative delay between
the discharge trigger (the starting point of the current profile)
and the acquisition time on the camera. Thus, it is feasible to
characterize the plasma evolution as a function of the plasma
recombination time. According to Paschen’s law (used to
evaluate the breakdown voltage), the ionization mechanism
of a gas column depends on both the neutral gas pressure
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and the applied voltage at the capillary ends [23]. Therefore,
for a plasma density of the order of 1017 cm−3 the pressure
inside the capillary is set in the range of 10 - 20 mbar. During
the operations, a voltage of 12 kV is applied and the plasma
current of 400 A is measured. The electron temperature, 𝑇𝑒 ,
is a valid indicator of the quality of the plasma produced in
the capillary [24]. Indeed, the plasma density distribution,
the capillary’s walls deformations, the radial uniformity of
the plasma, the ionization degree [11, 25], and preserving
the bunch quality are strongly dependent on the axial plasma
temperature. Assuming a quasi-static model (QSM), an
estimation of the temperature on the axis of the capillary
is [26]:
𝑇𝑒 [eV] ≈ 5.7(

𝐼 [kA]
𝑟cap [mm]

2

(3)

)5 ,

where 𝐼 is the pulse peak current in kA, 𝑟cap the capillary
radius in mm, and 𝑇𝑒 the on-axis electron temperature. For
a 3 cm/long capillary with a peak current of 400 A, 1 mm, or
2 mm/diameter, an on-axis temperature of 5.2 eV and 3.2 eV,
respectively, is expected. Although this estimation does not
include the temporal evolution of the plasma it is sufficient
to know if the plasma that will be produced is completely
ionized.

RESULTS
Through Eq. 2, the plasma density is retrieved as a function of plasma recombination time and illustrated in Fig. 3.
Therefore, by varying the relative delay time, the temporal
evolution of the plasma density is achievable as a function of
plasma recombination time. Moreover, by acquiring several
more than one shot with the same delay time, it is feasible to
study the shot-to-shot variation of the plasma density at the
various instants of the discharge. Thus, we have studied the
time dependence of the shot-to-shot variation of the plasma
density. The mean density profile for every delay time is
evaluated along the capillary longitudinally averaged over
50 independent shots. The time-resolved (from 900 to 2100
ns) spectroscopic density measurements using these two capillaries reveal that the density expands gradually after gas
breakdown, arrives at its peak around 1017 cm−3 , then diminishes over time. Moreover, we observed that expanding the
capillary diameter leads to a reduction of the plasma density
distribution. The maximum plasma density for a capillary
in 1 mm/diameter starts from 1.3 × 1017 cm−3 and reaches
a maximum of 7.3 × 1017 cm−3 , while in 2 mm/diameter,
it varies between 0.5 × 1017 cm−3 and 1.37 × 1017 cm−3 .
For both capillaries, the electron density has a parabolic
trend starting from 900 to 2100 ns after the formation of
the plasma current. To understand many of the effects that
occur during the ionization of the plasma inside the capillary, it is essential to consider the electron-ion collision
frequency [27]:
3

𝜈𝑒𝑖 [sec−1 ] = 3 × 10−6 𝑍 𝑛𝑒 ln Λ(𝑇𝑒 )− 2 ,
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where 𝑛𝑒 is the electron density, 𝑇𝑒 the electron temperature,
ln Λ the Coulomb logarithm, and 𝑍 the ion charge in units
of the elementary charge (𝑒).

(4)

Figure 3: The variation of averaged electron density as a
function of delay time after the discharge trigger in the targeted capillaries of 3 cm/long-1 mm/diameter and 3 cm/long2 mm/diameter with a double-inlet system. The reported
error bars represent the standard deviation calculated by 50
independent plasma density profiles (in a duration of 100 ns
gate width).
The plasma density in the capillary with a larger diameter
(2 mm/diameter) is lower than the device with a 1 mm/diameter (see Fig. 3). This density reduction depends on the
time of the heating produced by the electric discharge since,
during the triggering of the electric discharge, there is less
containment of the plasma. Since the plasma is less dense,
the electron-ion collisions that determine the heating of the
gas-plasma decrease.

CONCLUSION
A spectroscopic technique has been used based on the
Stark effect for plasma density characterization inside the
gas-filled plasma-discharge capillary. One of the main objectives of the new acceleration techniques is to preserve
the quality of the electron bunch injected into the plasma
section with a high (GV/m) field gradient. Therefore, by
studying the shot-to-shot variation of the plasma density
evolution as a function of time, the effects of the plasma
behavior on the electron bunch passing within the capillary
can be controlled. Moreover, we studied how the geometry
of the capillary itself can affect and rule the plasma density
behavior. We have observed that the capillary geometry
modifies the electron distribution, which can be effective
for attaining the required properties of the electron bunches
used for particle acceleration.
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Abstract
In the Phase 2 of the AWAKE first experimental run
(from May to November 2018), an electron beam was used
to probe and test proton-driven wakefield acceleration in a
rubidium plasma column. The witness electron bunches
were produced using an RF-gun equipped with a Cs2Te
photocathode illuminated by a tailorable ultrafast ultraviolet (UV) laser pulse. The construction of the UV beam optical system enabled appropriate transverse beam shaping
and control of its pulse duration, size, and position on the
photocathode, as well as time delay with respect to the ionizing laser pulse that seeds the plasma wakefields in the
proton bunches. Variable photocathode illumination provided the required flexibility to produce electron bunches
with variable charge, emittance, and injection trajectory
into the plasma column. In this work, we analyze the overall charge capture and shot-to-shot reproducibility of the
proton-driven plasma wakefield accelerator with various
UV illumination and electron bunch injection parameters.

INTRODUCTION
In the AWAKE experiment, an electron bunch is used to
probe the proton-driven wakefield acceleration in plasma.
During the initial experimental run in 2018, the first
demonstration of electron beam acceleration was successfully achieved [1]. The experiments confirmed that the injected 19 MeV electron beam was in a 10 m long plasma
cell, with a maximum energy gain of up to 2.0 GeV. The
shot-to-shot performance of this accelerator was still not
comparable to standard linac-based electron accelerators.
With a view on improving parameters such as charge capture rate and overall acceleration efficiency, the AWAKE
Run 2 experiment is currently being prepared. The goal is
to achieve a charge capture efficiency and an energy gain
of over 90%, while producing 10 GeV high charge electron
beams [2].
To accomplish this goal the electron beam parameters at
the plasma entrance must be accurately controlled, including: the pointing jitter, size, charge and emittance of the
electron bunches. With the aim of understanding the sensitivity and limitations of AWAKE’s experimental setup, we
study here the influence of the several of those parameters
on the overall charge capture and reliability measured during the first experimental run.
___________________________________________
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In the AWAKE experiment, a 400 GeV proton beam is
extracted from the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS)
and utilized as a drive beam for wakefields in a plasma column to accelerate electrons. The plasma is generated in a
10 m long rubidium vapour source via the over-the-barrier
ionization employing a high intensity laser field. In this
scheme, an ultrafast infrared laser pulse (~100 fs) co-propagates with the SPS proton beam and initiates a self-modulation process at the front of the plasma column. As a consequence, the long SPS proton bunch (𝜎z=12 cm) is heavily
modulated into a train of longitudinal micro-bunches
which in turn drive a periodic wakefield [3, 4], as shown in
Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The oblique electron injection arrangement: an
electron bunch of variable charge and size 𝜎e is injected
into the plasma wakefields at an angle αi.
The injection of electrons into the wakefield is carried
out at an angle and a distance zf with respect to the plasma
entrance. This is done to avoid the loss of electrons at the
density transition region at the entrance of the plasma cell
(defocusing region in Fig. 1). In this arrangement, the electrons approach the central axis in the region of constant
plasma density and therefore get trapped into the established plasma wave.
The required injection angle αi and radial offset of the
electron beam at the orifice placed at the entrance of the
plasma cell are small enough so the oblique injection does
not require any hardware changes in the facility design, as
compared to the on-axis injection. According to early theoretical models, the parameter space for good trapping is
quite large when compared to the electron beam portrait
[5, 6], so no fine-tuning of the injection angle or focus
point is required for the best performance.
In this paper, we further present experimental results regarding the electron acceleration performance by varying
some of the main electron beam parameters, including position, angle, size, emittance and charge. The goal is not to
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identify a single, optimal parameter set for the witness
bunch, but rather to quantify approximately the impact of
these various parameters on the reliability of the acceleration, providing thus feedback for future design decisions.
We also show experimentally that under favorable circumstances, the efficiency of the charge capture of the
wakefields can surpass 10%. The results are accompanied
by measurements of electron beam emittance and extracted
bunch charge in relation to the photoinjector UV beam parameters in the experimental parameter space during the
AWAKE first experimental run.

production of bunches with normalized emittances from
less than 2 mm·mrad to up to 37 mm·mrad.

EXPERIMENTS
The electron bunch is supplied by the electron beam photoinjector consisting of an RF-gun and a booster structure
[7]. The electron bunch in the RF-gun is produced using a
photoemission driven by an UV beam generated from the
AWAKE main laser system. The laser system comprises a
mode-locked fibre laser oscillator locked to a RF reference,
a pulse stretcher, a series or Ti:Sapphire multi-pass amplifiers, and two separate grating pulse compressors (one dedicated to the ionizing beam, and a second one for generating the UV pulses for electron beam), see [8] for more details regarding this system.
For the current experiments, the UV compressor grating
was set to a position corresponding to a pulse duration of
5.2 ps FWHM. The main path connecting the UV generation area with the electron gun was arranged inside a
straight vacuum pipe of 14.2 m length. This UV beam
transfer system was designed to ensure a maximal stability
of the beam and conformity to laser safety requirements.
A motorized iris was then imaged onto the photocathode
plane using a combination of reducing telescope (M=1:2)
and a single lens with the focal length of 1000 mm, producing a final beam size on cathode. Steering of the UV
beam was performed using a motorized mirror mount with
high precision. A motorized filter wheel equipped with a
set of neutral density filters was used for varying the energy
of UV laser pulses, while the laser energy meter provided
online reading of the pulse energy. The length of the UV
optical path was adjusted to match arriving of electron
bunches to the plasma source with ionizing laser pulses.
The RF-gun was equipped with a highly efficient Cs2Te
photocathode that was produced in the CERN photoemission laboratory and showed a quantum efficiency of QE ~
20%. The QE dropped to ~ 2% after two years of operation.
The produced electron bunch length was measured using a
streak camera, yielding a FWHM duration of Δ𝜏e ~ 4 ps,
roughly matching the UV pulse duration.
This setup enabled to vary the UV spot size, fluence and
energy independently, which in turn allows for adjustment
of the electron bunch charge and emittance. The performance in terms of emittance and charge of the resulting
electron beam is summarized in Fig. 2. Here the iris position corresponds to the size of the aperture used, which
modulates the exact size of the UV beam on cathode. With
this setup it was possible to vary the charge of the electron
beam from 100 pC up to approximately 1 nC. In terms of
emittance, the different illumination conditions allowed the

Figure 2: Electron beam charge and emittance for various
UV photocathode illumination configurations by adjusting
OD filtering and Iris positions (corresponding to UV pulse
energy and spot size on cathode).
The RF-gun accelerates then the electron bunches to an
energy of 5.5 MeV, and the booster can add a maximum
energy of 16 MeV. More details of the electron beamline
performance can be found in [7].
The core of the experiment is a 10-m-long rubidium vapor source: a long, fluid-heated heat exchanger evaporates
rubidium at 180 °C – 230 °C to reach the required vapor
density of 0.5 – 10 × 1014 atoms/cm3. We used beam-position monitors (BPMs) to measure the position of the proton
and electron beams along the beam line and scintillating
screens (BTVs) to measure their transverse bunch profiles
[9].
To inject and accelerate the electrons, we spatially and
temporally overlapped them with the plasma wakefields
[10]. This means that the electron and proton beam trajectories have to cross within the plasma cylinder. To investigate the acceleration process and to characterize the wakefields, we injected the electron bunches at various locations
of the plasma entrance and at various angles with respect
to the proton beam trajectory. We observed that the highest
capture and acceleration efficiency occurred when the electron beam was injected ∼1 m downstream from the entrance [11]. This was therefore the baseline setup for the
subsequent acceleration experiments.
Figure 3 shows the average charge capture for various
parameters of the electron bunch. The capture is maximum
(6%) for small emittance and charge and decreases for
larger emittances. The maximum recorded charge (orange
stars) show that it is possible to achieve a capture >16%.
For low emittance electron beams, acceleration events
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were observed in less than 10% of the runs, whereas for
large emittance this number raised to more than 80%.
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Figure 3: Measured charge capture rate for various input
electron beam emittances. Green circles show the average
charge capture rate (error bars are the standard deviation)
and the orange stars show the maximum recorded capture
rates.
A rather obvious conclusion from this test was that electron beams with low emittance can spatially overlap better
with the wakefield accelerator capture window. This optimized spatial matching directly provides a higher charge
capture rate. However, it is worth noting that the overall
accelerated charge in this situation was essentially equivalent to that measured for high electron beam emittance and
charge, which was in the range of 10 – 15 pC. The deviation in charge capture rate decreased as the emittance was
increased, owing to the larger electron beam size at the injection point (and consequent immunity to spatial jitter).
Overall, the average capture rate obtained was in the range
of 2 - 3% for successful shots. The results, however, portray the possibility of higher charge capture rates employing this acceleration scheme, with a maximum experimentally measured capture rate of more than 16% (corresponding to 40 pC of accelerated charge) for the best shot. Note
that here the driving phenomena for the capture efficiency
is not electron beam initial emittance but rather the resulting beam size and spatial overlap with the wakefields at the
injection point.
The spatial jitter of the electron beam at the injection
point was estimated to be of several 100s of microns in rms,
which allowed to effectively ‘map’ the wakefield accelerator spatial acceptance window experimentally. For this we
relayed on precise BPM readouts averaged over 1 second
prior to each proton shot to estimate the crossing point of
the electron beam into the plasma employing the techniques described in [11]. The rms transverse size σe at the
crossing point is one of the factors that contributes to the
charge capture efficiency. Measuring the size near the
crossing point is therefore important. In our experiments,
the range of electron beam sizes at the crossing point varied
from σe = 0.19 – 0.55 mm, and they were estimated from
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averaged measurements at the entrance of the plasma cell
for different UV setups.
To effectively inject the witness bunch into the wakefields, its transverse size must be comparable to the transverse extent of the plasma wakefields. This is given by the
plasma skin depth 𝑐/ 𝑛 𝑒 /𝜖 𝑚 (where 𝑛 is the plasma
electron density, 𝑒 the elementary charge, 𝜖 the vacuum
permittivity and 𝑚 the electron mass). For the range of
plasma electron densities used in our experiments, the skin
depth corresponded to values of just below 0.5 mm.
With the extracted values of the electron beam transverse
size σe, the relative position at the injection point, and the
measured accelerated charge, we can now ‘map’ the overall
spatial charge capture rate by including enough spatially
distributed shots. The resulting plot is a convolution of the
different electron beam transverse distributions with the
spatial acceptance window of the wakefields, with an amplitude proportional to the electron capture rate per unit
area. The results of this normalized ‘map’ are shown in
Fig. 4. As it can be observed, the convolved width was approximately 0.5 mm in both X and Y axes, matching the
expected skin depth of the plasma wakefields.

Figure 4: Results of the spatial convolution of the input
electron beam (amplitude was scaled with the average
charge capture rate and normalized) with the spatial acceptance window of the wakefields. The white crosses
show all electron beam estimated locations.

CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have experimentally measured the spatial wakefield acceptance map that enables high charge
capture rate by varying the electron beam characteristics in
terms of size, position, trajectory, and emittance. We found
that, under optimized conditions, the charge capture rate is
larger than 15% (~40 pC of accelerated charge for a 385 pC
injected electron bunch), therefore approaching the theoretical limit of ~40%. In addition, we have studied the acceptable electron beam position jitter that enables consistent electron acceleration and compared it with the theoretically calculated wakefield acceptance map.
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COMPARING METHODS OF RECOVERING GAMMA ENERGY
DISTRIBUTIONS FROM PEDRO SPECTROMETER RESPONSES
M.H. Oruganti, B. Naranjo, J.B. Rosenzweig, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, USA
M. Yadav, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK
INTRODUCTION
As high energy atomic and subatomic particles interact,
they emit gamma radiation in a wide range of energies, all of
which can be used to determine the nature of the original interacting particles. To calculate the energy levels of the photons emitted, the new pair spectrometer (PEDRO) channels
the photons through several Beryllium nuclear fields; since
the photons of interest will likely have energies between
10 MeV and 10 GeV, those photons will produce electronpositron pairs through the nuclear field interaction [1].
Under a magnetic field, the electrons and positrons bend
in opposite directions (due to their opposite charges) and
at different angles (due to their differences in energies). A
series of spaced out cells measure the number of electrons or
positrons that strike at that location, which has some relation
to the energies associated with the photons that generated
those electrons and positrons.
The goal of this paper is to compare several methods of
reconstruction and determine which best predicts original
energy distributions based on simulated spectra.

METHODS
When considering electron-positron pair production from
photon interactions with nuclear fields, it is important to
recognize the linear relationship between the energy distribution of photons and the spectrometer’s response. This
linear relationship can be modeled as follows:
 𝛼1,1
𝛼1,1 · · · 𝛼1,64   𝑥 1   𝑦 1 

 𝛼2,1
𝛼2,1 · · · 𝛼2,64   𝑥 2   𝑦 2 

 ..
..
..  ×  ..  =  ..  (1)
..
 .
.
.
.   .   . 

𝛼128,1 𝛼128,1 · · · 𝛼128,64   𝑥64   𝑦 128 

 
 

In the above system of equations, and throughout the rest
of this paper, the x-vector will refer to the original distribution of photons based on their energies. While the energy values will become more relevant when interpreting the model’s
output, the numerical values that split the energy distribution
into logarithmic bins were chosen out of convenience. The
y-vector will always refer to the electron-positron spectrum
PEDRO outputs in response to the corresponding x-vector,
or incoming photon energy distribution.

Possible Methods of Recovery
To determine the best method of recovering the x-vector
given a y-vector, several methods of computation were explored and compared when applied to standardized test cases.
The three methods included machine learning, combining
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the model with the Maximum Likelihood Estimation algorithm, and QR decomposition.
Machine Learning (ML) Using Eq. (1), training data
was synthesized from creating arbitrary energy distribution
(each bin containing a random number of photons between
0 and 1 × 1010 ) and multiplying each x-vector by the matrix
to generate the corresponding spectrum (or y-vector) that
PEDRO would measure. To simulate real world noise from
electrons being scattered during the pair production process,
low-level noise vectors were calculated and added to the
y-vectors.
Table 1 summarizes the model’s architecture. The model
used the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.005 over
600 epochs. Mean Squared Error was chosen as the loss function for the model, which was constructed using Python’s
Keras library [2].
Table 1: A Summary of the ML Model to Predict Incoming
Gamma Spectra Based on Positron-Electron Detection
Layer
(type, bias, activation)

Output
Shape

Param
Num

dense (Dense, true, linear)
dense1 (Dense, true, linear)

(None, 64)
(None, 64)

64
64

Maximum Likelihood Estimation + Machine Learning (Hybrid) Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) is
an algorithm that, given an initial guess for the solution of
an equation, iteratively converges to the nearest solution that
is the most probable. It converts the issue of calculating
the original energy distribution based on the PEDRO output
from an analytical problem to a statistical one to estimate a
series of parameters [3].
While the MLE algorithm does not require training like
the ML model, it does require a guess that is sufficiently close
to the true solution of Eq. (1). Given the utility of machine
learning, it is possible to provide a customized guess for
every y-vector: the ML model’s guess. This combination
serves as a hybrid approach to recovering the original energy
distribution as opposed to pure ML or QR Decomposition
(as will be seen in the next section).
QR Decomposition The software’s goal was to effectively invert the response matrix R so given a PEDRO
spectrum, the originating x-vector could be recovered. This
method of recovery required no additional information beyond the matrix to be decomposed (in this case, R).
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𝑅ˆ = 𝑄ˆ ∗ 𝑆ˆ

(2)

In this decomposition, 𝑄ˆ is a square orthonormal matrix,
ˆ 𝑄ˆ 𝑇 , is its inverse matrix. As
meaning the transpose of 𝑄,
such:
ˆ ∗ 𝑥 => 𝑄ˆ 𝑇 𝑦 = 𝑄ˆ 𝑇 𝑄ˆ ∗ 𝑆𝑥
ˆ
ˆ = ( 𝑄ˆ 𝑆)
𝑦 = 𝑅𝑥

(3)

ˆ = 𝑄ˆ 𝑇 𝑦 = 𝑏
=> 𝑆𝑥

(4)

(a) Monoenergetic case.

(b) Bienergetic case.

Figure 1: Discrete reconstructed gamma energy distributions
using machine learning.

Now, finding the x-vector is reduced to determining which
solution will minimize the following function:
ˆ − 𝑏|| 2
𝑓 (𝑥) = || 𝑆𝑥

(5)

Minimizing f(x) will result in a solution for Eq. (4), meaning using the least-squares optimization algorithm will provide the most likely energy distribution. Before implementing this algorithm, the values of the matrix 𝑆ˆ must be accounted for to determine whether the function is strongly
convex to guarantee a unique solution. In this case, the function’s second derivative did have strictly positive eigenvalues.
Therefore, using the least squares optimization algorithm
will avoid the issue of converging on potentially multiple
solutions. After generating the QR decomposition, like the
other approaches, this algorithm was tested against both
discrete cases and more continuous cases.

(a) Non-linear compton scatter- (b) Quantum electrodynamics
ing case.
case.

(c) Filamentation case.

Figure 2: Smooth reconstructed gamma distributions using
machine learning.

Test Cases
To determine the efficacy of each of the approaches, there
were a total of 5 standardized test cases that each method
was applied to. They are listed as follows:
• Monoenergetic: The original spectrum contained only
108 photons in the 2nd bin
• Bienergetic: The original spectrum contained only
108 photons in the 2nd bin and 1010 photons in bin
42
• Smooth cases that were derived from past experiments
(Non-Linear Compton Scattering, Quantum Electrodynamics, Filamentation)

Maximum Likelihood Estimation + Machine
Learning (Hybrid)
In the discrete cases (see Fig. 3), the hybrid approach
correctly predicts the location and heights of the peaks associated with the energy ranges of the photons. All of the
other energy bins, according to the MLE prediction, contain
anywhere ranging from 1 to 105 photons. The predicted frequency of photons approaches 0 when entering the 10 GeV
range after the rightmost peak in both cases.

RESULTS
Machine Learning
In the discrete cases in Fig. 1, the trained ML model
appears to predict peaks at the correct bins where the photons
were located in terms of their energies. However, the scale of
the prediction is several orders of magnitude higher than the
true frequency of photons. The surrounding non-peak bins
are also shown to have a large number of photons (despite
the spectra being monoenergetic or bienergetic respectively);
these bins contain predictions that are around 1-4 orders of
magnitude below the peak photon frequencies.
In the smooth cases, as shown in Fig. 2, the model failed
to predict the distribution and had an error of several orders
of magnitude.

(a) Monoenergetic case.

Figure 3: Discrete reconstructed gamma energy distributions
using hybrid approach.
In these smooth cases (see Fig. 4), the hybrid approach
follows a similar pattern to the ML model’s predictions.
Here, the hybrid approach predicts the correct pattern of
distribution between bins 1 and 30. Towards the higher end,
however, there are gaps in the predicted frequencies, as if it
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the least promise on its own due to scaling issues, but the

(a) Non-linear compton scatter- (b) Quantum electrodynamics
ing case.
case.

(a) Non-linear compton scatter- (b) Quantum electrodynamics
ing case.
case.

(c) Filamentation case.

Figure 4: Smooth reconstructed gamma distributions using
hybrid approach.
is predicting the absence of photons in some of the energy
ranges.

QR Decomposition
Looking at the predicted distributions for spectra generated from monoenergetic and bienergetic distributions in
Fig. 5, the QR decomposition method predicts the peaks and
their locations in photon frequency almost perfectly.

(a) Monoenergetic case.

(b) Bienergetic case.

Figure 5: Discrete reconstructed gamma energy distributions
using QR decomposition.
In all three of the smooth distributions (see Fig. 6), there
appears to be only one graph present. The QR decomposition
method generates a distribution almost perfectly overlaps
with the original distribution. Across all of the energy bins,
the QR decomposition method predicts the correct pattern
and frequencies of photons.

ANALYSIS
Looking at the figures, the QR decomposition approach
clearly provides the most accurate reconstructions of photon
energy distributions from the PEDRO spectra. The other
two approaches have regions of energy where the predictions
differ by orders of magnitude from the true solution, making
them problematic and unreliable. The ML approach showed
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(c) Filamentation case.

Figure 6: Smooth reconstructed gamma distributions using
QR decomposition.
MLE-ML Hybrid approach helped solve some problems by
correcting the predicted frequencies’ order of magnitude.
The unpredictable end behavior seems to suggest the values that the model was processing may have overflowed
(meaning the computer was unable to process the numbers
and may have defaulted the values to 0). This indicates that
while the ML approach may have been sound, computational
limitations prevented its execution from reaching acceptable
levels of accuracy.
The comparison of these methods and the uniqueness of
the QR solution helped increase confidence in the method’s
ability to reliably reconstruct energy spectra, as it outperformed the other two methods. While QR decomposition
worked acceptably well in this scenario, it is not guaranteed
to generalize to other reconstruction situations with a linear
representation.
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ABSTRACT
We report on challenges and details of the E-310 experiment which aims to demonstrate low emittance beam production from a plasma photocathode using a collinear injection
laser at FACET-II. We performed simulations of planned
experiments using the Particle-in-Cell code OSIRIS and
examined the mitigation of beam hosing and drive beam
depletion. We simulated the generated X-ray betatron radiation and discuss planned radiation diagnostics for the
experiment.

INTRODUCTION
The Facility for Advanced Experimental Tests II (FACETII) [1] is a test facility at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory primarily dedicated to research and development
of advanced acceleration technologies. One of the experiments planned at FACET-II is the E-310, which aims to
demonstrate the creation of ultra low emittance electron
beams from a plasma photocathode. E-310 builds on the
E-210 experiment at the original FACET facility which first
demonstrated a plasma photocathode[2]. A Plasma photocathode works by mixing two species of gas inside a vacuum
chamber: a low ionisation threshold (LIT) gas and a high
ionisation threshold (HIT) gas. We plan to use hydrogen
and helium, respectively. A laser pre-ionizes the LIT gas
and forms a plasma channel through which the beam propagates, forming a blowout bubble[3]. The second laser is
used to locally ionize the HIT gas within the blowout[4],
which produces electrons in the bubble which are accelerated by the wake and form the witness beam. The E-210
experiment which demonstrated this principle but did not
attempt to produce low emittance beams used to ionise a gas
that has HIT. The laser is perpendicular to the beam propagation direction, while the planned E-310 experiment will
use a collinear ionization laser. An overview on the underlying principles of the hybrid plasma wakefield acceleration
scheme dubbed ”Trojan Horse” acceleration is given. The
concept of this experiment is based on laser-controlled release of electrons directly into a particle-beam-driven plasma
blowout, paving the way for controlled, shapeable electron
bunches with ultralow emittance and ultrahigh brightness.
In collinear Trojan Horse, it is usually essential to have a
∗

monika.yadav@liverpool.ac.uk

delay between the electron beam and the injection laser to
achieve a stable witness beam using a plasma photo cathode technique. The generated helium electrons would be
affected by the transverse electric field of the drive beam,
which imprints a substantial transverse momentum that either prevents trapping altogether, or is detrimental to the
emittance. One of the benefits of Trojan horse injection is
the ability to adjust the injection position with respect to the
wakefields. This allows us to inject at the zero-crossing of
the accelerating wakefield in order to minimise interaction
with the transverse wakefield.
To achieve the research goals of FACET-II, sophisticated
beam diagnostics are required. The utility of betatron radiation diagnostics has already been proven in inverse Compton
scattering experiments [5]. The upcoming set of experiments
at FACET-II requires simulation models and instruments for
recovering single-shot double-differential angular-energy
spectra of emitted photons covering a wide energy range,
extending from tens of keV through to ten MeV, with an
angular resolution on the order of 100 𝜇rad. These spectra provide a unique window into the high field generation,
beam-plasma and laser-plasma interactions.

PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATIONS
Using the fully relativistic 3D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation code OSIRIS [6], we ran simulations of the E-310
experiment. We ran these simulations using the parameters
we expect to achieve at FACET-II. These parameters are
summarized in Table 1. The HIT ionization laser focus was
chosen to be in the bubble at a distance 6𝑘𝑝−1 behind the drive
beam which is the location of the zero crossing of the longitudinal field 𝐸𝑧 . The cell size used was 5 m × 5 m × 2.5 m and
8 macro-particles per cell were used to model the drive beam
and plasma. All simulations use a ponderomotive guiding
center (PGC), in which the particles are pushed through the
laser ponderomotive force and through the self consistent
plasma fields.
Plots of the pre-ionized (hydrogen) plasma electron density and the density of electrons generated from the plasma
photocathode are shown in Fig. 1. The plasma bubble as
well as the generated witness beam are both clearly visible.
The longitudinal electric field inside the bubble is shown in
Fig. 2. This shows the peak accelerating field in the bubble of
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Figure 1: Plots of the pre-ionized (hydrogen) plasma electron density and the density of electrons generated from the plasma
photocathode are shown. The laser pulse interacts with the beam radial fields on both sides of the mid-plane. The blowout
on one side of the mid-plane are shown here. The generated helium electrons due to ponderomotive guided ionisation(pgc)
algorithm is shown in right.
Table 1: Laser and Electron Beam Parameters for the E310
Experiment at FACET-II
Parameter

Plasma

Value

LIT Species
H
HIT Species
He
𝑛0 (Same for H and He)
1.79 × 1016
−1
Plasma Skin Depth (𝑘𝑝 )
39.79
HIT Ionization Laser
Vector Potential Amplitude
0.02
Wavelength
800
Pulse length
50
Waist
7
Drive Beam
Energy
10
Charge
−1.5
Peak Number Density
52
Normalized Emittance
3.5
Spot Size in Plasma
4.5
Beam 𝜎𝑧
12.15

Unit
cm−3
m
𝑚𝑒 𝑐/𝑒
nm
fs
m

Figure 2: Longitudinal electric field inside the bubble. The
peak accelerating field in the bubble is 40 GVm−1 . The
superposition of the laser fields with the radial fields of
the beams causes the electric field to be greater than the
ionization potential of the high ionization threshold species
and locally ionizes it.

GeV
nC
𝑛0
m
m
m

40 GVm−1 . The magnitude of the radial fields are dependent
on the beam and are highly sensitive to betatron oscillations
and current fluctuations. Injection of the witness beam using the radial fields produced by the drive beam without
an ionization laser would therefore not be easily controlled.
The electric fields at the wake vertex and drive should be
less than the ionization threshold of the HIT gas to ensure
that there is no uncontrolled injection which can degrade
the beam quality. A plot of the longitudinal phase space of
the injected witness beam is shown in Fig. 3.

BETATRON RADIATION ANALYSIS
Betatron radiation will be used to provide diagnostics for
this experiment, as well as other plasma acceleration experiments at FACET-II. At highly relativistic energies the
WEPOST041
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betatron radiation is highly collimated and emitted within a
cone of angle 𝜃 ≈ 𝐾/𝛾 in the direction of motion. Betatron
radiation schemes are highly attractive since it is easy to
produce and control betatron oscillations by releasing the
HIT electrons off axis. The stability and quality of the witness beam generated depends on the plasma channel width,
which in our case is 400 m.The longitudinal phase space of
the witness beam is shown in Fig. 3.
Because the wavelength of the betatron radiation is much
smaller than the scale of the PIC simulation, it is not possible
to simulate the generation of this radiation in the PIC code,
thus the radiation was computed in post-processing. After
running the PIC simulations we saved the particle trajectories and imported them into the Liénard–Wiechert code
discussed in [7, 8]. Rather than computing radiation from
every particle trajectory output by OSIRIS, a subset of those
trajectories was randomly sampled and the result was scaled
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(a)

Figure 3: Longitudinal phase space of the injected witness
beam. Final witness beam phase space with 𝑧 = 21 representing the witness beam location.

(b)

Figure 4: Left: Betatron radiation spectrum computed using
Liénard–Wiechert and QuickPIC code. Right: 1D distribution of E310 experiment at FACET-II.
to the number of physical particles. This was done properly
to ensure correctness despite particles in OSIRIS having
different weights.
The spectrum of radiation produced by the drive beam is
shown in Fig. 4. A key aim is to optimize bunch compactness, charge, and emittance, while the energy spread of the
electron bunch driver remains almost negligible. The 1D
angular distributions of the drive beam is shown in Fig. 5a
and for witness beams in Fig. 5b. Here the angular divergence of the witness beam radiation is much larger than that
of the drive beam radiation as the angle of the radiation
cone scales as 𝜃 ∼ 𝛾−1/2 . We also notice that the centroid
in Fig. 5c of the drive beam which is initially on the axis
begins to oscillate due to the hosing instability. The drive
beam energy reduces from 10 GeV to 8.4 GeV in the 10 cm
of propagation length in the plasma. The final emittance and
energy of the generated beam are 2 mm − rad and 500 MeV
respectively.

CONCLUSION
Above we have discussed betatron radiation diagnostics
modeling for FACET-II Trojan Horse experiment and generation of witness beam using photocathode. We described
the design of a PIC+LW code for betatron radiation modeling. We presented simulations of the betatron radiation
for FACET-II relevant parameters including E-310. Further exploration and optimization of the parameter space
would require more intensive simulations with much higher

(c)

Figure 5: Betatron radiation 1d distribution computed using
Osiris and Liénard– Wiechert PIC code for (a): driver beam
and (b): witness beam, (c): centroid of drive beam.
resolution and the numerical effects introduced by the asymmetrical nature of the grids need to be further characterized.
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Abstract
In electron beam facilities like FACET-II and Argonne
Wakefield Accelerator facility (AWA), beams with highly
asymmetric emittance are of interest because they are the
preferred type of beam for linear colliders (LC). That is ultimately the motivation: building a plasma based LC. In
the flat beam case, the blowout radius is no longer equal in
the two transverse planes. Focusing is required to keep the
particles within the tight apertures, and characterizing these
accelerators shows the benefits of employing ultra low beam
emittances. Beams with high charge and high emittance ratios in excess of 100:1 are available at AWA. If the focusing is
not equal, then we will have different radiation signatures for
the flat and symmetric beams in the plasma. We use QuickPIC and OSIRIS particle-in-cell codes to compare various
scenarios including a weak blowout and a strong blowout.
Further, we determine the radiation generated in the system
by importing particle trajectories into a Liénard Weichert
code. We discuss future steps towards full diagnostics of flat
beams using radiation.

µm spot size. Similar scenarios will be explored at FACET-II.
There are three main regimes of beam-based PWFA: the linear, quasi-nonlinear and non-linear (or blowout) regimes [6].
In the linear regime, plasma electrons are not completely removed from the center of the wake. In the blowout case, the
strong electric fields of the beam force the plasma electrons
outward, resulting in a pure ionic column. The scenario
for the case of the axisymmetric beam has been studied
extensively [7, 8]. However, we don’t fully understand the
physics behind flat beams, and there is not much information
available in the literature. This leaves unanswered questions
like asymmetric blowout, plasma based lenses, transverse
correlation and associated radiation [9]. In this paper, we
systematically investigate the betatron radiation effect in the
flat beam case considering realistic beam and plasma parameters. Radiation from the 10 GeV FACET-II and 50 MeV
AWA beam diagnostics are explored. Betatron radiation diagnostics for flat and round beams could be used to measure
the emittance, spot size, and energy gained by the accelerated
electron bunch within the plasma. Studies are being done to
examine the transverse profile of the electron beam [10].

INTRODUCTION
When relativistic electrons oscillate transversely in a nonlinear plasma ion column they emit synchrotron radiation
which is also known as betatron radiation [1]. With the advances of plasma and laser techniques, betatron radiation
from plasma wakefield accelerators has brought these goals
of imaging and beam profile reconstruction closer to being achieved, and also could serve as an important beam
diagnostic tool. For an accelerator with a bunch of fewGeV energy, few-fs pulse duration, few-mm-rad emittance,
and significant energy spread, methods like pepper pot [2]
and quadruple scan [3] are less effective emittance diagnostic methods because they are statistical rather than single
shot and are destructive. We need sophisticated methods
to measure the emittance in Plasma WakeField Accelerators (PWFAs) because the plasma vacuum boundaries can
change the transverse phase space and divergence of the
beam [2]. In comparison to a round beam, a flat beam suppresses the beamstrahlung at the interaction point in a linear
collider and also breaks the symmetry of betatron motion
in x and y planes. Flat beam generation was experimentally
demonstrated a decade earlier [4, 5] and was proposed as an
alternative to damping rings in linear colliders. The generated flat beam at AWA has few nC charge, MeV energy and
∗
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AWA FLAT BEAM
Numerical simulations of drive bunch acceleration are carried out with the three-dimensional (3D) quasi-static particlein-cell (PIC) code QuickPIC and the full PIC code OSIRIS
for the parameters shown in Table 1. For the purpose of
beam profile and emittance reconstruction, the complete
spatial distribution of the beam is needed [11]. Therefore, it
is very effective to look at the spatial distribution of betatron
photons, as the radiation pattern on the screen is axisymmetric for an axisymmetric electron bunch. Space charge
particularly affects the defocusing forces over the length of
the bunch and changes the achievable phase space density,
which also has a great impact on the betatron motion of
the particles. Emittance of the bunch could be significantly
improved by optimizing the magnetic field parameters and
the beam.
In order to eliminate the influence of the head erosion
seen, an examination of the back 50% of the beam particles
was employed as shown in Figure 1. Betatron radiation and
the electron dynamics are inter-related; hence, we may be
able to use betatron radiation to indirectly measure the evolution of the beam size creating asymmetric blowout shown
in Fig. 2 or even beam profile inside the plasma chamber.
There are several difficulties in the study and the application
of betatron diagnostics for electron and proton wakefield
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Table 1: Parameters for AWA
Parameter

Value

Unit

6.54
50
674
113, 11.3
200, 2

MeV
µm
µm
r̆ad

H
1.4 × 1014
4

cm−3
-

Beam
Peak density, 𝑛𝑏 /𝑛0
Energy, 𝐸 𝑏
𝜎𝑧
𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦
𝜖 𝑛, 𝑥 , 𝜖 𝑛,𝑦

Figure 2: Plasma electron densities for the symmetric AWA
case at the initial time step. Different blowouts are formed
due to asymmetric beams in x and y. We notice the wide
and narrow channel due to asymmetric emittances.

Plasma
Species
Density, 𝑛0
Particles per cell

Table 2: Parameters for FACET-II
Parameter

(8, 8, 14)
(1024)3
0.25
1.68 × 107

Unit

186
10
20
3.7, 0.37
100, 1

GeV
µm
µm
r̆ad

H
1.5 × 1017
4

cm−3
-

Beam

Simulation
Simulation window (x,y,z)
Grid
Timestep
Beam particles

Value

Peak density, 𝑛𝑏 /𝑛0
Energy, 𝐸 𝑏
𝜎𝑧
𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦
𝜖 𝑛,𝑥 , 𝜖 𝑛,𝑦

𝑘 −1
𝑝
𝜔 −1
𝑝
-

Plasma
Species
Density, 𝑛0
Particles per cell

Simulation
Simulation window (x,y,z)
Grid
Timestep
Beam particles

Figure 1: The blowout asymmetry is tracked at several slices
along with a corresponding display of the plasma shown
in top and beam as shown below. The scales are in 𝑘 𝑝 −1
calculated using plasma density.
acceleration experiments. The main problem is for accelerating beams, which change the characteristics of the betatron
radiation emitted at each moment along the acceleration
path. When these betatron photons emitted from different
electrons at different times are accumulated on the screen
of the spectrometer, the integrated radiation spectrum can
no longer be simply characterized by the single electron
betatron radiation theory.
We used the Quasi-Static code QuickPIC to simulate betatron radiation. While QuickPIC and OSIRIS do not directly
compute radiation, we modified it to output particle trajectories and input those trajectories into a code based on the
Liénard–Wiechert code discussed in [12, 13]. Rather than
compute radiation from every particle trajectory output by
QuickPIC, a subset of those trajectories was randomly sam-
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(10, 10, 11)
(2048)2 × 1024
2.5
3.36 × 107

𝑘 −1
𝑝
𝜔 −1
𝑝
-

pled and the result was scaled to the number of physical
particles. This approach is similar to the method used to
compute betatron radiation. In order to get the measure of
performance of the flat beam, beam dynamics simulations
were performed using Quasi-static and Osiris PIC codes.

FACET-II FLAT BEAM
Figure 3 for AWA and FACET-II show the total intensity of photons emitted during the acceleration, which is
almost linearly increasing during the beam propagation. In
the transverse plane, where the beam is small, the beam is
completely submerged in the ion cavity and strongly focused
by the linear focusing forces which are linear and stronger in
this dimension. In the other plane, the beam is larger than the
ion column due to the weak blowout, causing head erosion of
the beam electrons outside of the blowout region. The part
of the beam inside the ion column is still linearly focused,
but the scaling factor of the focusing force is smaller.
Now, we extend the flat beam case to possible application
at the FACET-II facility [14] (see Table 2 for simulation
parameters) and explore the case where the beam density is
much larger than the plasma density, 𝑛𝑏 ≫ 𝑛0 . The beam
and strong blowout wake in this case are shown in Fig. 2
and it is significantly different from the AWA case, as the
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Figure 3: Betatron radition and 1D angular distribution for AWA beam using QuickPIC and LW code.
and contributes to the study of betatron radiation diagnostics
by understanding the double differential spectra, spot size in
the accelerator and emittance growth.

CONCLUSION

Figure 4: Double differential spectrum for the AWA flat
beam. We notice the asymmetric patterns in the double
differential because transverse axis have different spot sizes
wake is quite axisymmetric. This is the main reason we
clearly see the difference in 1D spectrum for FACET-II case
as shown in Fig. 3 and in double differential as shown in
Figure 4. The plasma wake initially overlaps with the beam
but gradually increases in size, reaching a maximum point
in both the transverse planes. Due to the intense beam density, there is significant asymmetric ion motion [15] which
would have nonlinear asymmetric effects. After the development of a system of matching equations for an asymmetric
electron beam sent through plasma, QuickPIC and OSIRIS
simulations were performed to check that these equations
indeed result in better matching than their symmetric counterparts. Our work provides a further understanding of the
betatron radiation properties in the FACET-II experiments

In this paper we have discussed the physics associated
with asymmetric wakes with weak blowout driven by flat
beams having 100:1 transverse emittance ratio. Understanding the plasma wakefield structure corresponding to these
flat beams is important as these beams are demanded for
future linear collider scenarios to mitigate beamstrahlung
at the interaction point. Betatron radiation is a powerful
diagnostic to experimentally assess emittance growth, beam
parameters, and the presence of instabilities, which are of key
importance for the next generation of PWFA experiments.
Lower plasma densities are also being explored to create a
more suitable point to inject the witness, which should allow
the validity of the matching model to more easily be seen.
Experimental work will likely accelerate soon as well. With
successful vacuum chamber tests and a new valve that needs
testing, there is an ample supply of work to be done on the
capillary discharge setup.
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Abstract
With the advancement of high-power UV laser technology,
the use of nanostructures for particle acceleration attracts
renewed interest due to its possibility of achieving TV/m
accelerating gradients in solid state plasmas. Electron acceleration in ionized materials such as carbon nanotubes and
graphene is currently considered as a potential alternative to
the usual laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) schemes. An
evaluation of the suitability of a graphene target for LWFA
can be carried out using an effective density model, thus
replacing the need to model each layer. We present a 2D
evaluation of the longitudinal electric field driven by a short
UV laser pulse in a multi-layer graphene structure, showing
that longitudinal fields of ∼5 TV/m are achievable.

INTRODUCTION
Unlike LWFA in gases, which can be achieved with laser
pulses in the IR range, at peak intensities of 1018 -1019
W/cm2 [1], the equivalent mechanism in solid-state plasmas
requires an UV laser pulse with peak intensity in the range
1020 -1021 W/cm2 , because charge densities in solids are 4–5
orders of magnitude higher than in gas targets. Graphene [2]
can be grown in the form of 2D layers of Carbon atoms,
stacked together with a controllable inter-layer gap of a few
nm. Due to its unique optical [3] and electronic [4] properties graphene is used as a medium for applications such
as high-harmonic generation [5] or terahertz radiation [6].
Moreover, when fully ionized by intense laser pulses, each
graphene layer delivers plasma with an electron density of
∼1023 cm−3 and the tunability of the inter-layer gap implies
that variable effective plasma densities of ∼1022 cm−3 can be
obtained. This enables resonant propagation of sufficiently
intense laser pulses with wavelengths of up to 300 nm, and
also allows electrons to move easier along the inter-layer
gaps. Realistic Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulations rely the
capability of using mesh cells a few times smaller than the
layer thickness, 0.34 nm and this poses a significant numerical overhead. However, reasonably accurate estimates of the
electric fields can be obtained using an effective density equivalent. However, one should note that this approximation
prevents the possibility to realistically study transient plasma
dynamics at a resolution smaller than the inter-layer gap. To
build it from a layered target model, the total amount of un∗
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perturbed charge is kept constant and uniformly distributed
in the bulk volume of the target. The concept of effective
density was already applied for PIC simulations involving
electron bunches colliding with carbon nanotubes [7]. We
have used the PIConGPU code [8] to evaluate the dynamics
and magnitude of the longitudinal electric field in lasergraphene interactions.

SIMULATION SETUP
The 2D model uses a 1.2 μm-wide and 1.5 μm-long target, as the effective density equivalent of 60 graphene layers, spaced by 20 nm-wide edge-to-edge gaps. The laser
pulse is Gaussian, both transversely with an FWHM spot
size 400 nm, and longitudinally with 1 fs FWHM pulse duration. It has a linear polarization within the 𝑦𝑥−plane.
The carbon plasma effective density is initialized as 𝑛0 =
1.94 × 1021 cm−3 but rises to 6 𝑛0 = 1.61 × 1022 cm−3 as the
target is virtually instantaneously ionized completely. The
mesh cell size is limited to 0.25 nm with 1 macroparticle per
mesh cell. Moving rightwards along the 𝑦−axis (longitudinal), the laser pulse interacts with the target for 16 fs which
corresponds to 48 cycles, and travels 4.8 μm. Table 1 lists
all important laser parameters. The simulation ignores latTable 1: Laser Parameters
Value

Unit

wavelength: 𝜆
period: 𝑇𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟
peak intensity: 𝐼0
spot size★: 𝑤 0
focal point: 𝑦 0
pulse energy: Δ𝐸
pulse length§ : Δ𝑡

100
0.334
1021
0.4
0.25
8
3

nm
fs
W/cm2
μm
μm
mJ
fs

★ FWHM, § 9

cycles

tice effects since the carbon atoms are generated uniformly
across the target volume and there is no ionization threshold
specific to graphene. Three ionization mechanisms (barrier
suppression, tunneling and collisional) are enabled but they
use atom ionization levels. Recombination is not considered
but it can be ignored, given the short interaction time studied in this work (10 fs). For the same reason, the motion of
the carbon ions, evaluated at a few nm, does not affect the
overall results.
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THE ELECTRIC FIELD
As the carbon atoms are continuously ionized, electrons
are expelled alternatively towards the upper/lower transverse edges of the target and drift backwards towards lower
𝑦−coordinates. These electrons also tend to neutralize the
carbon ions behind the laser pulse, gathering towards the
longitudinal axis of the target, 𝑥 = 0.8 μm. A bubble region
is thus formed in the trail of the laser pulse. The first half of
the bubble contains C6+ ions with a dense sheet of electrons
to the right, yielding a positive longitudinal electric field,
while for the second half of the bubble this is placed to the
left resulting in a negative electric field. This situation is
shown in Fig. 1, where the local minimum and maximum of
the longitudinal field are also marked within the first bubble.

Electrons injected in the left half of the bubble by external means (i.e. from a photocathode) or collected from
the plasma can be accelerated by using the relatively stable
4 − 6 TV/m longitudinal gradient. Stability here means the
persistence of only two compact regions of longitudinal electric field: a positive one and a negative one. The curvature
of the 𝐸 𝑦 = 0 contours increases gradually due to different
phase velocities across the target width (x, transverse direction) which originates from the Gaussian transverse profile
of the laser pulse. Thus, the bubbles deform and have a
tendency to split into halves. Such a situation is shown in
Fig. 2. Recording the evolution of the local minimum in the

Figure 2: Longitudinal electric field, driven by the laser pulse
at 𝑡/𝑇𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∼20. From this moment the first bubble cannot
be sustained by the laser pulse and gradually vanishes.

Figure 1: (a) Transverse and (b) longitudinal electric field,
driven by the laser pulse at 𝑡/𝑇𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∼ 14. The unperturbed
target boundaries are shown by the green rectangle and the
two dots respectively indicate a local minimum and maximum of 𝐸 𝑦 , in the trail of the laser pulse, shown by the
dashed black line.
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first bubble is important as an estimate of the available field.
As shown in Fig. 3 the local maximum and minimum are not
equal in absolute value, but both grow linearly, as long as
ionization is ongoing, either by direct laser ionization or collisional ionization. The first bubble appears at 𝑡/𝑇𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∼14
and propagates intact up to 𝑡/𝑇𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∼21. It is then gradually
destroyed due to laser depletion and, as a consequence, there
is a sharp decrease of the local maximum and minimum of
𝐸 𝑦 . While falling off, the time lag between the two extreme
points is ∼ 2.5 𝑇𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 . The electric field configuration favourable to acceleration lasts for 7 laser cycles due to the
significant depletion of the laser pulse. This is shown in
Fig. 4 where 𝐸 𝑦 and 𝐸 𝑥 are shown at two distinct times. The
insets show the on-axis electric fields inside the first bubble
behind the laser pulse.

CONCLUSION
In this study we have shown that TV/m electric fields
are achievable in solid state plasmas based on multilayer
graphene, in the form of stable longitudinal bubbles
∼0.3 μm-long. The bubbles propagate for ∼1 μm and their
negative phase may be used to accelerate electrons. This
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Figure 3: Maximum positive (red) and minimum negative
(black, in absolute value) longitudinal electric field in the
first bubble.
work supports alternative routes to the design of highgradient compact accelerators, using solid-state plasmas.
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Abstract
The FACET-II facility offers the unique opportunity to
study low emittance, GeV beams and their interactions
with high density plasmas in plasma wakefield acceleration (PWFA) scenarios. One of the experiments relevant to
PWFA research at FACET-II is the ion collapse experiment
E-314, which aims to study how ion motion in a PWFA can
produce dual-focused equilibrium. As nonlinear focusing
effects due to nonuniform ion distributions have not been extensively studied; we explore the difficulties of inducing ion
motion in an adiabatic plasma and examines the effect an ion
column has on beam focusing. A case study is performed on
a system containing a plasma lens and adiabatic PWFA. Ions
in the lens section are assumed to be static, while simulations
of an adiabatic matching section are modified to include the
effects of ion column collapse and their nonlinear focusing
fields. Using the parameters of the FACET-II beam, we find
that a collapsed ion column amplifies the focusing power
of a plasma without compromising emittance preservation.
This led to a spot size 33% smaller than that of a simply
matched beam.

INTRODUCTION
This paper investigates the potential for ion motion at the
upcoming E-314 experiment at the Facility for Advanced
Experimental Tests II (FACET-II). FACET-II has the capability to produce ultra-high brightness, 10 GeV beams using
the linear accelerator at SLAC National Laboratory. The
E-314 experiment seeks to induce ion motion in a plasma
wakefield accelerator (PWFA) and examine the effects high
density ion columns have on a drive beam. Ion motion arises
when a long, dense beam passes by plasma ions and exerts
inwardly directed Coulombic forces on them. If the beam is
orders of magnitude denser than the plasma, the uniformly
distributed ion column will collapse inwards, resulting in an
extremely dense, nonuniform ion distribution [1]. Focusing
fields from a collapsed ion column are significantly stronger
than those from a uniform ion distribution; we exploit these
strong fields to enhance the focusing effects of a PWFA.
There are two difficulties associated with ion motion: for
ion motion to occur in a similar timescale as electron evolution, the phase advance given by Eq. (1) must
∗
†

drchow37@gmail.com
pkmanwani@gmail.com
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√︄
Δ𝜙 = 2𝜋𝜎𝑧

𝑟 𝑒 𝑍𝑖 𝑛𝑏,0 𝑚 𝑒
𝑚𝑖

(1)

satisfy Δ𝜙 ≥ 1 for gentle ion motion to occur, and Δ𝜙 ≥ 𝜋2
to ensure maximum collapse of the ion column [2]. The
phase advance depends on the beam parameters 𝜎𝑧 and n𝑏,0 ,
which are the longitudinal rms and core (peak) density of the
beam respectively. Other terms such as atomic number (Z𝑖 ),
ion mass (m𝑖 ), electron mass (m𝑒 ), and classical electron
radius (r𝑒 ) are either dependent on the plasma or are physical
constants. Achieving a Δ𝜙 ≥ 𝜋2 generally requires the density of the beam core to be many orders of magnitude larger
than the density of the surrounding plasma [1], and is the primary issue associated with the FACET-II beam. The second
issue is that moving ions have the potential to induce large
emittance growth and interfere with beam-plasma matching
by scattering beam electrons during ion column collapse.
Mathematically describing the beam and plasma parameters
when Δ𝜙 > 𝜋2 is quite complicated and is explored in [3],
however this paper will not address the theory of ion motion
and will instead focus on ion motion in an experimentally
achievable setting.
We propose using the FACET-II beam to induce ion motion in a long, high density plasma system. The main challenge is achieving a high enough n𝑏,0 to induce ion motion,
as the unmodified FACET-II beam falls short by orders of
magnitude. To remedy this, a focusing system comprising of
quadrupoles, plasma lenses, and an adiabatic matching section was proposed to decrease beam spot size while incurring
as little emittance growth as possible. An experimentally
achievable combination of lenses and adiabatic matching
sections are examined using the quasi-static particle-in-cell
code QuickPIC to model beam and ion evolution. QuickPIC
is our primary tool for determining if the focusing system
produces the desired results.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PLASMA LENS
The aim of the pre-focusing lens is to uniformly reduce the
rms width of the beam (𝜎𝑟 ) before it enters a high density
adiabatic focuser. The theory laid out in [4] provides an
excellent reference for the expected behavior of an electron
beam after traversing a plasma lens. Most notable are the
equations below,
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a quadrupole system will not be analyzed here, it is assumed
that such a system exists and creates the initial beam parameters in the simulations. Using 𝜎𝑟 = 5 µm produced results
that were consistent with Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), and increased
the normalized beam density 𝑄˜ [5, 6] to 84, which produced
a strong blowout and enforces Eq. (4). Simulations showed
the plasma lens successfully focused the beam with minimal
emittance growth and head erosion. The results are given in
Table 1 and a visualization of beam is shown in Fig. 1.
Table 1: Beam Parameters at Lens and at Post-Lens Waist
Parameters
Charge
Energy
Energy Spread
𝜖𝑟
𝛽𝑟
𝜎𝑧
n𝑏

Figure 1: (Top) The reduced FACET-II beam (𝑘 𝑝 𝜎𝑟 =
0.094) while traversing a 0.5 cm plasma lens with 𝑛0 =
1 × 1016 cm 3 . The−beam produces a well defined blowout
bubble (Bottom).

At Lens

At Waist

2 nC
10 GeV
1.4%
5 µm rad
97.78 mm
10 µm
3.1×1018 cm−3

2 nC
9.997 GeV
11.3%
6.67 µm rad
9.47 mm
10 µm
2.4×1019 cm−3

ION MOTION IN A PLASMA FOCUSER
˜
˜
( 𝛽˜0 − 𝛾˜0 )𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑠
𝐿˜ + 𝛼0 𝑐𝑜𝑠(2 𝐿)
𝑧˜ =
˜
𝛽˜0 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝐿˜ + 𝛾˜0 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 𝐿˜ + 𝛼0 𝑠𝑖𝑛(2 𝐿)

(2)

1
2 ˜
˜
˜
𝛽0 sin 𝐿 + 𝛾˜0 cos2 𝐿˜ + 𝛼0 sin(2 𝐿)

(3)

𝛽˜ =

which predict the waist location and beta function after the lens given initial beam parameters, where L is the
length of the lens, 𝛼0 , 𝛽0 , and 𝛾0 represent the beam’s initial
Twiss parameters,
and tildes denote parameters normalized
√︃
√
2 𝜋𝑟𝑒 𝑛0
by 𝐾 =
or √1 if appropriate. K depends on the
𝛾
𝐾
classical electron radius r𝑒 , the ambient plasma density n0 ,
and the Lorentz factor of the beam 𝛾. We assume that the
beam enters the plasma lens with a Gaussian charge distribution in x, y, and z, and that it enters at a perfect waist,
which occurs when 𝛼0 = 0 and 𝛾0 = 𝛽10 and allows for easier
manipulation of the beam with the lens. Equation (2) and
Eq. (3) are valid if the beam is small compared to the plasma
skin depth such that
𝑘 𝑝 𝜎𝑟 ≪ 1

(4)

and holds when the majority of the beam resides in the
blowout bubble. If 𝑘 𝑝 𝜎𝑟 exceeds this condition, the beam
experiences head erosion and undergoes non-uniform oscillations about its longitudinal axis. The generic FACET-II
beam does not satisfy this condition for a plasma with density n0 = 1×1016 cm−3 . Reducing the k 𝑝 of the plasma is
not an option given the length constraints of the experiment,
and instead we require 𝜎𝑟 to be reduced to 5 µm before
it enters our lens. This could be achieved by installing a
quadrupole focusing system ahead of the lens to reduce rms
beam width without incurring emittance growth. While such

We expect matching to be preserved in the presence of
ion motion, as the volume ion motion is confined to is small
compared to the size of the beam [7]. In a standard adiabatic
plasma, beam evolution is slower than the change in plasma
density, which allows for a beam in quasi-equilibrium to be
matched to the plasma according
to the matching condition
√︁
𝛽𝑒𝑞 ≈ 𝑘 𝛽−1 , where 𝑘 𝛽 = 2𝛾𝑘 −1
is
the frequency of betatron
𝑝
oscillations. While matched, beam emittance should be
preserved and the matching will hold even if plasma density
increases [8, 9]. We aim to match the post-lens beam to an
adiabatic plasma and slowly increase n0 , which will reduce
𝜎𝑟 and increase n𝑏 .
When calculating the phase advance inside the PWFA, we
take the transverse normalized emittance 𝜖𝑟 to be constant
in the adiabatic upramp. The matched 𝜎𝑟 then becomes
0.598 µm with a Δ𝜙 of 1.16, which is enough to trigger gentle ion motion. The strong transverse fields from the electron
beam motivate the ion column to collapse towards the beam’s
z axis in a laminar manner. If we take the initial ion column
to be comprised of many shells containing the same number
of ions, laminar movement of ions conserves the number of
shells beneath any given shell, which preserves field linearity and is effectively the same as simply increasing the ion
column density [3].
We now explore the plasma system in its entirety using
Fig. 2, which shows the evolution of energy, energy spread,
normalized emittance, and 𝜎𝑟 . Examining the bottom most
image, we see that simulated and computed behavior of 𝜎𝑟
are in close agreement during the lens and vacuum segments,
while deviations occur when the beam enters the adiabatic
PWFA. Once inside, energy loss and emittance growth cause
the simulated beam to deviate from predicted values, and
the matching degrades.
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(a)

Figure 3: (Top) The high density ion column after ion column
. The core of the beam is matched and the
collapse (Bottom)
tail shrinks radially due to the collapsed ion column.
(b)

rms suggests that gentle ion motion (1≤ Δ𝜙 ≤
regime for enhanced beam focusing.

𝜋
2)

is a valid

CONCLUSION

(c)

Figure 2: (a) Energy and energy spread of the beam. (b)
Normalized emittance. 𝜖 𝑛,𝑦 30% considers the emittance in
the beam tail under the effects of ion motion. (c) Comparisons
between predicted and simulated 𝜎𝑟 (solid lines) superimposed over plasma elements (dotted lines).
For the first part of the high density section, energy loss is
sufficiently low that the phase advance calculated previously
is still valid for the beam core. As the beam core moves along
the ion column, the ions feel the beam’s pull and collapse
inwards. This results in a fully collapsed ion column in the
beam tail only - limiting the enhanced focusing effects to
that region, as shown in Fig. 3. Examination of the portion
of the beam traversing the fully collapsed ion column reveals
the superior focusing power of the ions. A parameter scan
of the back 30% of the beam saw the tail section reach a
minimum 𝜎𝑟 of 0.448 µm, 100 nm smaller than the 𝜎𝑟 of
a beam perfectly matched to the plasma. The impact of
the collapsed ion column is more apparent when the tail is
compared to the rest of the beam. At z = 6 cm, 𝜎𝑟 of the
core is 0.659 µm, which is larger than the matched 𝜎𝑟 due
to minor emittance growth and energy loss in the upramp
section, which were neglected in theory calculations. The
approximately 33% decrease in rms width from the core
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This paper examined the potential for the FACET-II beam
to self-focus using ion motion in preparation for the E-314
experiment. We examined a focusing system that would
increase the FACET-II beam’s density by reducing its 𝜎𝑟
enough for ion motion to become non-negligible. In our
investigations, we assumed quadrupoles upstream of the
plasma elements would reduce 𝜎𝑟 from 20 µm to 5 µm,
which is necessary for enforcement of blowout. We simulated a plasma system that comprised of a thick plasma
lens and a high density PWFA over the span of multiple centimeters. Ion motion was anticipated in the uniform portion
of the PWFA, where the beam density was greatest and Δ𝜙 >
1. In this segment, the body of the beam had a minimum
𝜎𝑟 of 0.659 µm, and QuickPIC simulations of this segment
showed the ion column collapsing, however being in the
gentle regime meant that the collapsed column formed in the
tail of the beam and enhanced focusing effects were limited
to that segment. Nevertheless, the tail was observed to have
a 𝜎𝑟 as low as 0.448 µm, nearly 33% lower than the 𝜎𝑟 of
the beam body. These effects are hoped to be verified in
the upcoming E-314 experiment. Successful recreation of
simulated results in a laboratory would make FACET-II a
valuable tool for future study of ion motion.
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BEAM MATCHING IN AN ELLIPTICAL PLASMA BLOWOUT
DRIVEN BY HIGHLY ASYMMETRIC FLAT BEAMS
P. Manwani∗ , H. Ancelin† , N. Majernik, M. Yadav, G. Andonian,
J. Rosenzweig, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, USA
G. Ha, J. Power, Argonne National Lab, Lemont, IL, USA
Abstract
Particle beams with highly asymmetric emittance ratios,
or flat beams, are employed at accelerator facilities such as
the AWA and foreseen at FACET-II. Flat beams have been
used to drive wakefields in dielectric structures and are an
ideal candidate for high-gradient wakefields in plasmas. The
high aspect ratio produces a blowout region that is elliptical
in cross section and this asymmetry in the ion column structure creates asymmetric focusing in the two transverse planes.
The ellipticity of the plasma blowout decreases as the normalized peak current increases, and gradually approaches
an axisymmetric column. An appropriate matching condition for the beam envelope inside the elliptical blowout
is introduced. Simulations are performed to investigate the
ellipticity of the resultant wakefield based on the initial drive
beam parameters, and are compared to analytical calculations. The parameter space for two cases at the AWA and
FACET facilities, with requirements for plasma profile and
achievable fields, is presented.

of the beam and decreases with an increase in the beam
density of the beam with respect to the plasma. Larger normalized beam densities lead to stronger blowouts, which
concomitantly reduce the higher order moments and the
blowout tends to be more axisymmetric. It is important to
understand the dynamics of asymmetric drive beams and
the necessary conditions to match these beams in a plasma
wakefield accelerator (PWFA). Simulations were performed
using QuickPIC [8], a 3D quasi-static particle-in-cell code,
to investigate the plasma structures and beam dynamics resulting from the flat beam plasma interaction. Practical
considerations for developing nascent experiments at the
AWA and FACET-II facilities are also discussed.

TRANSVERSE FOCUSING
The transverse fields in the elliptical blowout structure can
be calculated analytically by approximating it as an infinitely
long cylinder of ions, similar to the axisymmetric case but
with an elliptical cross section and is given by:

INTRODUCTION
Particle beams with highly asymmetric emittances can
be created at facilities like AWA [1] and are proposed at
FACET-II [2]. These beams reduce beamstrahhlung at the
interaction point [3] and have possible applications in future
particle colliders and advanced accelerators. Asymmetric
beams can also drive stable wakefields that are both focusing
and accelerating in a hollow plasma channel which makes
them good candidates for positron acceleration [4]. Flat
beams can be employed to drive asymmetric wakefields in a
plasma accelerator and the blowout created by these beams
is transversely elliptical [5] when the density perturbation
to the plasma is not large. In this paper, we aim to study the
beam dynamics of the particles in the elliptical blowout that
is created by beams that have transversely asymmetric spot
sizes with asymmetric emittances. The importance of the
ellipsoid distributions comes from the uniformity of the ion
distribution within the bubble (neglecting the extreme case
of ion motion), since uniformly charged ellipsoids have wellbehaved linear self fields [6]. The linear focusing forces
provided by the ion column can be used to match the divergence of the beam [7], which results in no oscillations
of the beam envelope. A mismatched beam will undergo
characteristic beating due to betatron oscillations, which can
lead to an enlarged phase space or emittance dilution. The
ellipticities of the ion column depends on the asymmetry
∗
†
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𝑒𝑛0 𝑏𝑝 𝑥
𝑒𝑛0 𝑥
=
𝜖0 (𝑎𝑝 + 𝑏𝑝 ) 𝜖0 (1 + 𝛼𝑝 )
𝑒𝑛0 𝑎𝑝 𝑦
𝑒𝑛0 𝛼𝑝 𝑦
=
=
𝜖0 (𝑎𝑝 + 𝑏𝑝 ) 𝜖0 (1 + 𝛼𝑝 )

𝐸𝑥,𝑝 =

(1)

𝐸𝑦,𝑝

(2)

where 𝑎𝑝 and 𝑏𝑝 are the elliptical cross section’s semimajor and semiminor axes respectively, and the ellipticity 𝛼𝑝
is defined as the ratio 𝑎𝑝 /𝑏𝑝 .
The matched beta functions for the beam envelope can be
calculated from the transverse focusing forces of the elliptical column:
𝑘𝛽,𝑥 = √

𝑛0 𝑒2
1 𝑒𝐸𝑥
√
=
𝛾𝑚𝑒 𝑐2 𝑥
𝛾𝜖0 𝑚𝑒 𝑐2 (1 + 𝛼𝑝 )

(3)

𝑘𝛽,𝑦 = √

𝑛0 𝛼𝑝 𝑒2
1 𝑒𝐸𝑦
√
=
𝛾𝑚𝑒 𝑐2 𝑦
𝛾𝜖0 𝑚𝑒 𝑐2 (1 + 𝛼𝑝 )

(4)

The spot size of the beam is then given by 𝜎𝑥,𝑚 = √𝛽𝑥 𝜖𝑥
and 𝜎𝑦,𝑚 = √𝛽𝑦 𝜖𝑦 . The ellipticity of the matched beam,
𝛼𝑏,𝑚 , is then given by:
𝛼𝑏,𝑚 =

𝜎𝑥,𝑚
𝜖 𝛽
𝜖 𝑘𝛽,𝑦
𝜖
=√ 𝑥 𝑥 =√ 𝑥
= √ 𝑥 √𝛼𝑝,𝑚
𝜎𝑦,𝑚
𝜖𝑦 𝛽𝑦
𝜖𝑦 𝑘𝛽,𝑥
𝜖𝑦

(5)

The ellipticity equation shows that the emittance needed
to match the beam envelope to the focusing forces needs to
account for the ellipticity of the plasma column.
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Table 1: Parameters for AWA
Parameter
Value
Beam
Charge, Q
2
Energy, 𝐸𝑏
50
𝜎𝑧
674
𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦
113, 11.3
Plasma
Species
H+
Density, 𝑛0
4.2 × 1013
Simulation
Simulation window (x,y,z)
(8, 8, 14)
Grid
(1024)3
Particles per cell
4
Timestep
0.25
Beam particles
1.68 × 107

Unit
nC
MeV
𝜇m
𝜇m
cm−3
𝑘𝑝−1
𝜔−1
𝑝
-

SIMULATIONS
The simulations were carried out using the beam and
plasma parameters expected at the AWA shown in Table 1
but keeping the emittances arbitrary to match the beam into
the elliptical plasma column. This was done to ensure that
the beam fields and asymmetry are constant while observing
the asymmetry of the plasma column.

Drive Beam Matching and Head Erosion
To generate the properly matched emittances for a fixed
drive beam, the plasma blowout ellipticity is needed as per
Eq. 5. An estimate for this value is obtained by first simulating a non-evolving drive beam of the same size propagating
through the plasma. Once the ion column stabilizes, the ellipticity at its largest transverse slice is taken to be the needed
𝛼𝑝,𝑚 . Specifically, the asymmetrical ellipse is obtained from
a least squares fit performed on the curve defined by the border between the blowout and the surrounding neutral plasma.
This border is defined where the normalized plasma density
falls below 1/𝑒. The radius and angle of each such cell is
taken as a ”data point,” and the fit is performed with the polar
equation of an ellipse as shown in Fig. 1. The extracted 𝛼𝑝 is
used to generate the needed emittances for the matched drive
beam, and the simulation for an evolving beam can then be
run. The evolving beam and plasma interaction is shown
in Fig. 3. The elliptical matching conditions are shown to
reduce beam oscillations in the yz plane.
The weak blowout that is necessary for the formation of
the elliptical blowout cavity leads to severe head erosion
in the drive beam. The part of the beam that is outside the
plasma ion column will continue to expand in vacuum as
2
𝜎(𝑠) = 𝜎(𝑠0 )√1 + ((𝑠 − 𝑠0 )/𝛽) , which reduces the normalized beam density further. Consequentially, the blowout
wake is reduced, which leads to an increase in the ellipticity
of the plasma cavity with time. This dynamically changes
the matching condition inside the blowout cavity, making it
hard to match the beams for the entirety of the interaction.
(There would also be small effects due to energy decrease
and energy spread, but we consider those to be negligible

Figure 1: The plasma column elliptical fit used to match
the drive beam. The plasma density is 4.2 × 1013 cm−3 and
beam evolution is turned off. An ellipse is fit to the border
of the blowout as described below, and the hard edge of the
beam (√2𝜎) is shown as well.
based on our parameter space.) To see differences in matching in spite of this head erosion, spot sizes and emittances
are calculated using the back 50% of the beam.

Plasma Density Variation
The plasma density was varied keeping the beam parameters constant in position space but varying the beam in
momentum space to asymmetrically match the beam based
on the new conditions. Figure 2 demonstrates how increasing the plasma density and thus weakening the blowout leads
to a more asymmetric blowout. The effect of head erosion is
shown in Fig. 2 by calculating the ellipticities after a propagation distance of 100 𝑘𝑝−1 . As expected, head erosion is seen
to cause an increase in ellipticity as the beam propagates.

Witness Beam Matching
To isolate the effects of the asymmetric focusing fields
and test our matching conditions, a witness beam with an

Figure 2: Blowout ellipticity for a fixed spot size beam,
asymmetrically matched, as a function of the plasma density.
Ellipticities are calculated by fitting ellipses to the transverse
slice of largest initial blowout, typically around 𝜁 = −2 𝑘𝑝−1 .
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Figure 3: The evolution of the driver rms spot sizes (left), emittances (center), and ellipticity of the blowout cavity (right).
The elliptical matching condition shows reduced emittance and spot size growth. Only the back 50% of the beam is
examined here to separate head erosion effects from matching.

Figure 4: Matched emittances assuming an axisymmetric
focusing force compared to matched emittances using the
asymmetric focusing forces determined from the elliptical
cavity. The gradual decrease in size is due to the acceleration
of the witness while the envelope oscillations characterize
the mismatched beam envelope. The driver evolution was
turned off to maintain the ellipticity of ion cavity.
energy spread of 2% was introduced inside the ion cavity
at 𝜁 = −5.2 𝑘𝑝−1 and the driver beam evolution was turned
off. Using the ellipticity of the plasma wake at this 𝜁 as
determined by simulations, the asymmetric emittance of the
witness was determined. The reduction of oscillations in the
beam envelope shown in Fig. 4 verifies our matching model,
while the small oscillations that still exist might correspond
to the finite width of the plasma sheath. The beam envelope
reduces in size with propagation due to the increase in energy
as it gets accelerated in the wake. It is interesting to note that
the emittance of the mismatched beam shows no appreciable
emittance growth over the course of this simulation when
compared to the matched case.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
Understanding the plasma columns formed by elliptical
beams, and the beam dynamics associated with the focusing
forces, is important for future experiments. The proposed
WEPOST046
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experiment at AWA would involve using the asymmetric
beam to drive a weak blowout in a plasma created by a capillary discharge. The plasma density can be varied, which
will allow exploration of the elliptical bubble regime investigated in this paper. A working model for the elliptical
wake is being developed to predict the ellipticity without
the help of simulations, and will aid in informing the matching conditions for the beam on a rapid basis. The limiting
case for the flat beam (very wide beam limit) has been studied [9] in theoretical context to show the different regimes
based on available plasma density. The condition of weak
blowout creates head erosion in the drive beam and for this
reason, beams with different longitudinal slice emittances
would need to be used to match the beam. The AWA case
was sucessfully benchmarked using OSIRIS [10], a three
dimensional full relativistic PIC code.
In the other scenario, beams that will be available at
FACET-II would have significantly higher beam densities at
the final focus. The extreme beam density will generate an
axisymmetric wake from an asymmetric beam. Simulations
with the asymmetric FACET-II beam show the bifurcation
of the beam after long propagation distances, in which the
beam splits into two equal halves. The source of this bifurcation could be a potential violation of the quasi-static
assumption used by QuickPIC. The extreme beam density
case would need to be benchmarked with a full 3D PIC code,
however the asymmetric bunch shape makes it computationally intensive.
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EXCITATION OF VERY HIGH GRADIENT PLASMA WAKEFIELDS
FROM NANOMETER SCALE BEAMS
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UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, USA
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Abstract

Table 1: Table of Beam Parameters after the Chicane

The plasma based terawatt attosecond project at SLAC,
termed PAX, offers near mega-Ampere beams that could
be used to demonstrate plasma wakefield acceleration at
very high gradients (TV/m). The beam has a large aspect
ratio which allows it to be used at high densities since the
longitudinal beam size is lower than the plasma skin depth.
This beam can be focused using a permanent magnitude
quadrupole (PMQ) triplet to further reduce its transverse
size. Since the beam is extremely short compared to the
plasma skin depth, it behaves like a delta-function perturbation to the plasma. This reduces the expected focusing
effect of the ion column and simulations show that only the
tail of the beam is notably focused and decelerated. This
scenario is investigated with attendant experimental considerations discussed. The creation of the witness beam by the
deceleration of the tail of the beam is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Plasma accelerators can create beams that have ultra high
brightness in a relatively small physical footprint due to the
achievable high gradients. The plasma based terawatt attosecond x-ray source project, termed PAX [1], proposes to
use this promising technique to generate near mega-Ampere
beams with attosecond duration which can, in turn, be used
to generate few-cycle, coherent, tunable soft x-ray pulses
with terawatt peak power. The beam is created using density
downramp injection [2, 3] in a plasma wakefield accelerator
(PWFA). These PWFA accelerated beams will be cable of
driving x-ray free electron laser (XFEL) pulses which are an
order of magnitude more powerful and with shorter temporal
duration than current, state of the art XFELs. Additionaly,
this mega-Ampere beam with its attendant bunch length, on
the order of nanometers, can be used to drive wakefields in
high density plasmas as the longitudinal size of the beam is
very small compared to the plasma skin depth (𝜎𝑧 ≪ 𝑘𝑝−1 ),
where 𝑘𝑝 = 𝜔𝑝 /𝑐 = √𝑒2 𝑛0 /𝑚𝜖0 . The beam has a high
aspect ratio and is significantly larger in the transverse direction, which can subject it to the current filamentation
instability (CFI) [4]. We describe a focusing lattice, downstream of the first plasma stage, using a defocusing triplet
and a high gradient quadrupole triplet based on permanent
magnet quadrupoles (PMQ) [5]. Subsequently, we used
the longitudinal and transverse dimensions of the density
spike associated with the focused PAX beam to simulate the
beam plasma interaction of the beam with a plasma with a
∗
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Parameter
Beam charge, Q
Energy, 𝐸𝑏
𝜎𝑧
𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦
𝜖𝑛,𝑥 , 𝜖𝑛,𝑦
𝛽𝑥 , 𝛽𝑦
Energy spread

Value
81.1
3.3
0.0135
12.7, 4.8
2.48, 0.22
0.41, 0.67
1.5

Unit
pC
GeV
𝜇m
𝜇m
𝜇m-rad
m
%

Table 2: Table of Parameters for the Simulation shown in
Fig. 3
Parameter

Value
Beam
Norm. beam density, 𝑛𝑏 /𝑛0
10.3
Energy, 𝐸𝑏
3.3
𝜎𝑧
0.0135
𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦
1.95, 1.19
𝜖𝑛,𝑥 , 𝜖𝑛,𝑦
2.48, 0.22
𝛽𝑥 , 𝛽𝑦
8.51, 27.4
Energy spread
1.5
Plasma
Species
H+
Density, 𝑛0
1.0 × 1020
Simulation
Simulation window (x,y,z) (12, 12, 3.5)
Grid cells
(512)3
Particles per cell
4
Timestep
2.5
Beam macroparticles
1.68 × 107

Unit
GeV
𝜇m
𝜇m
𝜇m-rad
mm
%
cm−3
𝑘𝑝−1
𝜔−1
𝑝
-

very high density of 1020 cm−3 having a skin depth (𝑘𝑝−1 ) of
0.53 𝜇𝑚. A schematic of the proposed layout is shown in
Figure 1. The focusing of the PMQ triplet is simulated using
Elegant [6]. The simulations of the second plasma stage
were performed using QuickPIC [7], a three-dimensional
quasi-static particle-in-cell (PIC) code.

FOCUSING SYSTEM
A witness beam is created in the first plasma stage via
density downramp injection and accelerated to an energy of
3.3 GeV with a large, approximately constant, linear chirp.
After the first plasma stage, the diverging, chirped witness
beam is focused using a quadrupole triplet and compressed
using a four dipole chicane (R56 = 27 𝜇m). This compressed
beam has a current spike of 0.64 MA with a length of 23 nm
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the proposed experiment. A witness beam is created in first PWFA stage using density
ramp injection. This beam would then have to be defocused to increase the beta functions and subsequently focused by the
PMQ triplet before going into the second PWFA stage.
(FWHM) [1]. The resultant beam carries features of the
shape of the blowout cavity, and is wide and inhomogeneous
in the transverse planes. The inhomogeneities in the beam
do not contribute to further plasma wakefield interaction,
so the relevant components in the second plasma stage are
isolated by windowing only the core of the beam, i.e. the
part around the density spike. The beam density core is
approximated to a Gaussian beam and the relevant beam
parameters of this approximation are presented in Table 1.
The beam cannot directly be focused using the PMQ triplet
because the beta functions at this point are too small. A
defocusing triplet is needed to increase the beta functions to
tens of meters. It should be noted that an alternative method
is also possible, by using the earlier set of quadrupoles to
produce a wider beam with larger beta functions prior to
compression. Once the beam has the appropriately large
beta functions, it can then be focused by the PMQ triplet. In
the current design, the quadrupoles have a field gradient of
650 T/m, readily achievable with current technology. The
transport of the beam through the triplet is shown in Fig. 2.
The resulting beam parameters, used for the second PWFA
stage simulation, are shown in Table 2.

SECOND PLASMA STAGE
After the beam is focused using the PMQ triplet, it is
used to drive very high gradient wakefields in a high density
plasma. The beam is further focused by a density ramp in the
plasma which has a final uniform density (𝑛0 ) of 1020 cm−3 .
At this density, the transverse size of the beam is larger than
the plasma skin depth (𝑘𝑝 𝜎𝑥 = 3.67, 𝑘𝑝 𝜎𝑦 = 2.23) while the
longitudinal size of the beam is very small (𝑘𝑝 𝜎𝑧 = 0.025).
The beam dynamics and plasma profile are shown in Fig. 3.
A separate simulation with a longer window and same grid
spacing was done to study the characterisitics of the blowout.
Although the beam is wider than the plasma skin depth in
the uniform plasma section, the beam has a high normalized
charge density, 𝑄̃ [8] of 33.6 and this is sufficient to create a
strong blowout, and the interaction achieves a longitudinal
field of 3 TV/m. This is illustrated in the snapshot of the
beam-plasma interaction after 3 mm, shown in Fig. 4. The
beam behaves like a delta function perturbation to the plasma
and is very small compared to the longitudinal size of the
blowout cavity.

Figure 2: Elegant simulation of the PAX beam transported
through the PMQ final focus. The plot shows the rms spot
sizes (top) and the beta functions of the beam (bottom). The
shaded area corresponds to the PMQ length and polarity.
Horizontal focusing is shown in red and vertical focusing is
shown in blue.

Only parts of the beam that are inside the blowout cavity
are affected by the plasma wakefields. The tail of the beam
that is inside the cavity is strongly decelerated and focused
by the wakefield. Some of the particles at the tail of the beam
quickly lose all of their energy. Within a few millimeters,
some of the electrons that are lost from the driver are later
recaptured and accelerated by the plasma wakefield. Ultimately, the beam diverges and the nonlinear characteristics
of the blowout regime are lost. This is because of several
reasons that include: the short beta functions; the bulk of
the beam being insusceptible to the focusing forces of the
blowout cavity; and the deceleration of the beam. Decreasing the plasma density can increase the interaction length and
ensure that the beam is smaller than the plasma skin depth
but concomitantly amplify the delta function like behavior
of the interaction.
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Figure 4: PIC simulation snapshot showing the interaction of
the focused beam with the plasma at 3 mm. The accelerating
field reaches 3 TV/m gradients.
transport will need to be investigated and simulations using
a full PIC code will need to be carried out to fully understand
the effects of plasma instabilities on the beam. The path presented in this paper promises to be a robust alternative for
accessing TV/m fields [9, 10] with minor modifications to
the PAX program.
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FURTHER MEASUREMENTS OF BEAM-BEAM INTERACTIONS IN A
GEAR-CHANGING SYSTEM IN DESIREE*
E. Nissen†, Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA, USA
A. Källberg, A. Simonsson, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden
Abstract
In this work we detail experiments performed on a gearchanging system using the Double ElectroStatic Ion Ring
ExpEriment (DESIREE). A gear-changing system is one
where there are different harmonic numbers in each ring.
This experiment used carbon and nitrogen beams in a 4 on
3 gear-changing arrangement, with the last bunch of each
left off. The bunch length can be measured and synchrotron
motion detected. We performed this measurement on three
different values of carbon current, and present the differences in the bunch length frequency spectrum here. The
frequency difference corresponds to twice the synchrotron
frequencies.

INTRODUCTION
This work was performed as a part of a larger project
called Direct Observations in DESIREE of Gear-changing
Events (DODGE). This program has used the Double ElectroStatic Ion Ring ExpEriment (DESIREE) to demonstrate
gear-changing in an operational accelerator [1][2]. Gearchanging is a type of collider synchronization method
where the two rings of a collider each have a different harmonic number of bunches [3]. In the experiments shown
here, we had one carbon beam with four bunches colliding
with a nitrogen beam with three bunches moving at 4/3 the
velocity of the carbon. DESIREE sends both bunches in the
same direction, usually at the same velocity to study ionization reactions [4]. In our experiment the velocity difference leads to collisions in a moving reference frame. A diagram of DESIREE is shown in Fig 1.

37,500 turns (~1s) and were able to detect measurable longitudinal beam-beam interactions. The purpose of this experiment was to expand on those longitudinal beam-beam
measurements by increasing the bunch charges of both
beams. By then steadily increasing the charge of the carbon
beams we can measure the change in the longitudinal synchrotron motion using bunch length oscillations.

THE EXPERIMENT
We measure these interactions by measuring the bunch
lengths and how they evolve over time. This will give us a
reading of twice the synchrotron frequency. We can take
the evolution of the bunch lengths both with colliding
beams, and baseline measurements with only one beam at
a time. We then take the Fourier spectrum of each signal
and compare them. The data was collected using the
pickups at either end of the merger region. In order to
measure the beam as it evolves, we use the missing bunch
method. This leaves an empty bucket in each ring which
creates a repeating pattern, giving us an evolving snapshot
of the beam.
Earlier experiments used a curve fitting algorithm to
match the BPM signals and extract the bunch lengths and
positions. With higher currents, the shape of the bunches is
often not well matched by a gaussian. For this work we instead applied a noise filter to the data and then calculated
the moments of the distribution directly, treating the oscilloscope readings like a histogram.
We performed three sets of measurements; the plan was
to keep the nitrogen current the same throughout the experiment while using three different carbon currents. We recorded 1156 carbon turns, and 1540 nitrogen turns. with collisions, and baselines with just the carbon and nitrogen
beams as baselines. The beam parameters were chosen to
show a carbon beam of 7, 14, and 21 nA, while the nitrogen
beam was intended to keep steady value of 4 nA. The carbon beam was kept at an energy of 7.01 keV, and the nitrogen was kept at 14.3 keV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 1: This is a schematic view of the DESIREE machine.
In this work we expand on previous experiments that were
able to demonstrate a gear-changing system for over
____________________________________________

* Notice: Authored by Jefferson Science Associates, LLC under U.S.
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publish or reproduce this manuscript for U.S. Government purposes.
This work was performed at the Swedish National Research
Infrastructure, DESIREE (Swedish Research Council Contract
No. 2017-00621).
† nissen@jlab.org
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The results of these measurements have shown clearer
traces of longitudinal beam-beam interactions than were
seen in previous work. This was due to a combination of
larger beam currents and longer bunches, which made the
uncertainties of the moments smaller.

Bunch Length Data
These higher currents have simplified the measurement
of bunch length, and are able to visually show the differences between the bunch length frequency for collisions
and for their baselines. This can be seen in Fig 2. In these
cases, the data from one of the pickups is shown as a
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Figure 2: in these plots we see the bunch length evolution for both beams as a baseline (blue) and with collisions (gold).
representative to maintain a clear picture of the curves. We
also noticed here that the parameters for the nitrogen beam
change slightly between the middle current collision measurement and the middle current baseline. When comparing
the total area under the curve for each bunch we were able
to conclude that the baseline taken for the low carbon current run could be used for the middle carbon current run.
The high carbon current run interacted with a slightly different nitrogen beam but the baselines match the colliding
regime for that one. In future experiments we will re-order
our data taking to prevent something like this from happening.

Bunch Length Spectrum
If we measure the spectrum of these two sets of data and
directly compare them, we will see the identifiable longitudinal tune difference in the bunch length spectrum of the
carbon. These can be seen in Fig 3. If we look at the
spectrum of the final three quarters of the data, we can see
an even clearer spectrum, these are shown in Fig 4. The
steadily increasing changes seen in Fig 4 d-f are
commensurate with the increase in the bunch charge of the
colliding carbon beam.

Figure 3: In these plots we see the spectra of the bunch length evolution for both beams, showing the colliding beam
(blue) the baseline beam (gold) and the difference between the spectra (green).
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Figure 4: In these plots we see the spectra of the bunch lengths while disregarding the first quarter of the data, this will
remove the early portions before the interactions have had a chance to feel the effects of collisions. The color scheme
shows the colliding beam (blue) the baseline beam (gold) and the difference between the spectra (green).

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS,
AND FUTURE WORK
One of the main issues in this set of data was the actions
of the nitrogen beam. The Faraday cup data showed a large
spread in the recorded current. Since these pickup traces
were made by averaging over 20 samples, it likely would
not cause problems with the carbon measurements since on
average they would be receiving the same kick. However,
this may mean that the nitrogen signals aren’t as accurate.
We are not sure if this is due to sampling frequency problems, or if the source was unstable. The differences in the
spectra based on when we start counting indicates that we
should start looking at the beam after a higher number of
turns, which is planned for future experiments.
This work was able to again show the bunch length spectrum method is able to detect differences between the
bunch colliding beams and the baseline beams. Looking at
the differences in the tracings of Fig 1a, 1b, and 1c, suggests that at these higher currents space charge is likely becoming a significant force. This may suggest that there is a
practical limit to what charge regimes we can reliably
measure. Further work is needed in this regard, as the ability to separate the effects of beam collisions from the effects of space charge are important for any possible gear
changing test facility [5], and for any other use case for
these types of comoving collisions [6].
This set of experiments used the missing bunch method
of removing the last bunch of each beam, thus a 4 on 3 gear
changing system is colliding 3 bunches on 2. This allows
us to measure the beam as it evolves, but it also changes
the nature of the interactions since they do not collide every
turn. In the future we intend to remove one beam after a
period of time and measure the other throughout a synchrotron period to examine the phase space via phase space tomography.
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INFLUENCE OF PLASMA ELECTRODE APERTURE SIZE ON BEAM
EMITTANCE FROM A MULTICUSP ION SOURCE
A.George∗ , S.Melanson, J.Munich, M.Dehnel, D-Pace, Nelson, Canada
N.G.R.Broderick, University of Auckland, New Zealand.

Abstract
D-Pace’s TRIUMF-licensed multicusp ilament ion source
is capable of producing H− beams up to 17.4 mA. In most
cases the beam is transported to the entrance of an accelerator
or a magnet for further applications. The emittance of the
beam extracted from the ion source should be maintained as
low as possible to reduce the beam losses to the walls of the
transport pipes. The beam emittance from the ion source
can be controlled by changing the aperture diameter of the
plasma electrode. The current study deals with the range
of H− beam emittance that can be achieved from D-Pace’s
ilament ion source, using plasma electrodes of diferent
aperture sizes. The corresponding beam currents and the
electron to ion ratios are also reported.

is eliminated by discarding the beam intensity values below
4% of the maximum value. The Faraday cup is located at
about 480 mm from the plasma electrode and can measure
beam current (I�� ) with beam size up to 55 mm diameter.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

INTRODUCTION
Emittance is one of the most important quality parameters
of an ion beam. A beam of very high emittance can sufer
considerable loses during its propagation. The value of beam
emittance is mostly determined by the initial focusing action
at the plasma sheath which is the boundary layer between the
quasi neutral plasma and the extraction region where mostly
negative charges are present. The shape and location of the
plasma sheath is determined by properties of the plasma,
geometry of the electrodes around the plasma and electric
potential on the electrodes. A picture of the plasma electrode
assembly in the ion source is shown in Fig. 1.
The section view of D-Pace’s TRIUMF-licensed multicusp ilament ion source and extraction system is shown in
Fig. 2 [1]. The ion source is capable of producing H− beams
up to 17.4 mA at an emittance of about 0.7 mm⋅mrad [2].
Plasma is sustained inside the plasma chamber of the ion
source via thermionic emission from electrically heated Ta
ilaments. H− ions are generated inside the plasma mostly
through volume production methods [3]. As shown in the
igure, the extraction system consists of the plasma electrode, the extraction electrode and the ground electrode. The
plasma electrode and the extraction electrode are biased positive with respect to the plasma chamber for negative ion
extraction. The co-extracted electrons are delected on to
the extraction electrode, before reaching the ground electrode, by the perpendicular magnetic ield created by the
magnets in the extraction electrode. Beam emittance is measured at about 368 mm downstream from plasma electrode,
by D-Pace ES4 emittance scanner. This is an Allison-type
emittance scanner which measures the beam intensity as a
function of position (y) and angle (y′) simultaneously. Background electronic noise in the emittance data measurment
∗

anand@d-pace.com

Figure 1: Picture of copper lange and plasma electrode.
Ion beam is extracted through the aperture on the plasma
electrode. 13.0 mm aperture is used for regular operations.
An experimental study was conducted in H2 plasma to
study the range of beam emittance values that could be obtained from D-Pace’s ilament ion source. Plasma electrodes
of diferent aperture dimensions (8.0 mm, 11.5 mm, 13.0
mm and 16.0 mm) were used for this study. A picture of
the plasma electrode and the copper lange is shown in Fig.
1. The ion beam is extracted through the aperture on the
plasma electrode. The 13.0 mm aperture size is used for
the regular experiments. The ion source had to be vented
and opened before each experiment for replacing the plasma
electrode.
H− beam currents were measured at the Faraday cup for
the diferent plasma electrodes and the results are shown
in Fig. 3. The beam energy was ixed at 30 keV. The gas
low and electrode voltages were optimised for obtaining the
maximum beam current at a ixed arc current. As can be seen
from the graph, the beam current decreases as the size of
the aperture decreases. I�� decreases from 16 mA to about
9 mA, when the aperture size changes from 16 mm to 8 mm,
for a ixed arc current. This result is expected as the efective
plasma sheath emission area reduces as the aperture size
decreases. This can be better understood with the help of
IBSimu [4] simulations results shown in Fig. 4. The igure
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Figure 2: Section view of D-pace’s TRIUMF licensed ilament ion source and extraction.

Figure 3: H− beam currents measured on the Faraday cup for
diferent arc currents, using plasma electrodes of diferent
aperture sizes. The arc voltage was set at 120 V and 30 keV
beam energy was used.

shows the simulation results for an I�� value of about 8 mA,
from 8 mm and 16 mm apertures. The simulations use the
same electrode voltages as obtained in experiments, except
for the plasma electrode (0 V). The reduction in the plasma
WEPOST052
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Figure 4: 2D IBSimu current density simulation results
showing the location of plasma sheath, for (top) 8 mm and
(bottom) 16 mm apertures. The simulated conditions correspond to about 8 mA of I�� for both apertures. The plasma
(1), extraction (2) and ground electrodes (3) are shown in
blue color. Electron low towards the extraction electrodes
can also be seen.

sheath area is evident from the simulations for the 8 mm
aperture compared to the 16 mm aperture. The co-extracted
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Figure 5: Electron to ion ratios obtained for diferent arc
currents and plasma electrodes.

control. This is the reason for the appearance of peaks in the
electron to ion ratios for the 16 mm aperture size. This also
led to loss of beam currents.
The corresponding 4 RMS normalized beam emittance
values obtained from the experiments are shown in Fig. 6,
for the diferent I�� values mentioned in Fig. 3. As can
be inferred from the graph, a smaller beam emittance can
be achieved for a ixed beam current by using the plasma
electrode with a smaller aperture. For example, the 8 mm
aperture can generate an 8 mA beam with an emittance
value of 0.38 mm⋅mrad, whereas it is 0.6 mm⋅mrad for the
16 mm aperture size. But, it should also be noted that the
arc currents and hence the plasma densities required for the
smaller apertures are much higher than that required for
larger apertures, for achieving a ixed value of I�� , as shown
in Fig. 3.

CONCLUSION
The experiment outlined in the current paper reports the
beam emittance values that can be obtained from D-Pace’s
TRIUMF-licensed ilament ion source, by using plasma electrodes of aperture dimensions 8.0 mm, 11.5 mm, 13.0 mm
and 16.0 mm. The results indicate that the emittance of
H− beam can be reduced by using smaller plasma electrode
apertures. The reduction in the plasma sheath area while
using smaller apertures is also demonstrated using IBSimu
simulations. The corresponding electron to ion ratios are
also reported.
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Figure 6: Beam emittance measured by the emittance scanner for the diferent beam currents in the experiment.
electron low towards the extraction electrode can also be
seen in the simulations.
The electron to ion ratios obtained in the experiments are
shown in Fig. 5. The ratios are considerably higher for the 16
mm aperture size and it denotes more co-extracted electrons
from the plasma. This was evident during the experiment, as
it was diicult to keep the co-extracted current under control
without saturating the extraction electrode power supply.
The extraction electrode power supply saturates above 150
mA and hence irregular values of electrode voltages and gas
lows were needed to keep the co-extracted current under
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EXTRACTION OF HIGH-CHARGE STATE ARGON AND 𝛼-PARTICLES
FROM D-PACE PENNING ION SOURCE TEST STAND
N. Savard, J. Munich, M. Dehnel, D-Pace Inc, Nelson, Canada
Abstract
At the D-Pace Ion Source Test Facility (ISTF), we measure
the extracted current of high-charge state ions from a hot
cathode Penning ion source. Producing high-charge states
of boron, arsenic, and phosphorous is of interest to the ion
implantation community. Higher-charge states allow these
doping agents to be accelerated to higher energies within the
same accelerating electric fields. When used for doping silicon semiconductors, this allows for deeper implantation of
the ions. We use helium and argon gas as a proxy (non-toxic
gases) to determine whether the Penning ion source could be
used for high-charge state production in ion implanters. The
ability to reach charge states of greater than 4+ with argon
and 1+ with helium leads to the possibility of producing
high-charge state ions used in the ion implantation industry.
This paper shows the extracted beam currents of Ar3+ - Ar6+
and 𝛼-ions for the hot cathode Penning ion source with variations in the confining magnetic field (|𝐵|⃗ = 0.4 – 0.95 T),
inlet gas flow (𝑄 = 0.3 - 10 sccm), and arc discharge current
(I𝑎𝑟𝑐 = 1 - 3 A).

strength. In addition, similar experiments are performed
using argon as the inlet gas, and the measurable currents
for each high-charge state ion are shown. In addition, some
comments are made on the experimental setup, and how the
Penning ion source can be improved in the future to optimize
high-charge state production.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The general setup up of the Penning ion source test stand
is shown in the disseration by Savard [1]. The simplified
schematic of this test stand is shown in Fig. 1. This schematic
presents the ion source within the pole gap of a C-Magnet,
which produces a uniform magnetic field of 0.4 - 0.95 T. The
ions are extracted by raising the ion source body up to 15 kV
with respect to the grounded static puller and vacuum box
walls. These extracted ions undergo a curved trajectory in
the magnetic field, and are measured by a moving Faraday
cup after undergoing a 180∘ turn.

INTRODUCTION
D-Pace Inc has developed a self-heated hot cathode Penning ion source for studying the production of 𝛼-particles
as a function of operational parameters such as magnetic
field strength, inlet gas flow, and arc current [1]. The purpose of this test stand is to determine how to optimize the
ion source for 𝛼-particle production. It is believed that an
optimized Penning ion source could be a potential replacement for Electron Cyclotron Resonance ion sources used
to axially inject 𝛼-particles into medical cyclotrons; due to
the existence of high-current 𝛼-particle producing Penning
ion sources developed in the past [2]. However, Penning
ion sources can also be used for producing high-charge state
ions of other gases and metal vapors [3]. The production
of high-charge state ions is especially beneficial to the ion
implantation sector, as it allows ions to be accelerated to
higher energies without increasing the size and cost of an
accelerator [4]. Therefore, the Penning ion source could
potentially be used for ion implanters looking to produce
high-charge states of boron, arsenic, and phosphorous. As
these are toxic elements, we use the inert gases of helium
and argon as substitutes, with the assumption that the production of 𝛼-particles (ionization energy = 54.42 eV [5]) and
charge-states higher than Ar4+ (ionization energy > 59.58
eV) would correlate to the production of high-charge state
ions useful for ion implanters.
In this paper, we show how the extraction of 𝛼-particles
from the ion source is correlated with each operational parameters: inlet gas flow, arc current, and magnetic field
WEPOST053
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Figure 1: Simplified schematic of the experimental setup.
Shown is the Penning ion source and the trajectories of the
extracted ions (for helium operation) within the C-Magnet.
A movable Faraday cup measures the current.
The Faraday cup is shielded by a grounded plate with
a 62×2 mm slit. The measured current is fed through a
load resistor (2.2 kΩ for helium), and the voltage across
this resistor is measured by a NI USB-6001 data acquistion
system. An example of the resultant peaks for a scan using
helium is shown in Fig. 2. The upper estimate of current for
each charge state is calculated by integrating the entire peak
between their baselines, whereas the lower estimate is calculated by integrating over the full-width half-maximum of
the peak. The appropriate peaks are found by converting the
distance from the ion source extraction slit to the estimated
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mass-to-charge ratio (M/Q) of an ion given a particular extraction energy and magnetic field strength.
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Figure 2: Example scan of measured currents as function of
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flow, 2 A arc current, and 0.5 T magnetic field strength.
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Figure 3: He+ and 𝛼-particles currents read on Faraday cup
for variations in (a) gas flow, (b) arc current, and (c) magnetic
field strength.
action rate for ionization of neutral and ionic helium. Figure
3c shows that an increasing magnetic field also generally corresponds to higher current readings for both ions, likely due
to the increased arc voltage that the power supply requires
to maintain the set current when increasing the magnetic
field. This means each electron emitted from the cathode
has higher energy to contribute to ionization of the netural
and ionic helium atoms.
From these measurements, it seems that in order to optimize the Penning ion source for high-charge states, one must
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1.8
2.0
Arc Current (A)

Vext = 11 kV, Gas flow = 7 sccm, Iarc = 2 A

He + Current (emA)

The Penning ion source was operated using helium gas
(99.999% purity) which is fed into the ion sourch chamber
at 5 - 15 sccm. Extraction voltages had to be set to less than
15 kV for most operational parameters since the total bias
current will otherwise overload the 40 mA limited power
supply (Glassman EQ series) used to supply the extraction
voltage. It is unknown how much of this current is due to
secondary emission. The He+ and 𝛼-particle currents are
shown as a function of gas flow, arc current, and magnetic
field in Fig. 3. For each variation, the other operational
parameters are kept constant as shown in the figure titles. It
should be noted that the arc voltage is dependent on these
operational parameters since the power supply driving the
plasma discharge operates in current-control mode.
When increasing gas flow (Fig. 3a), the He+ current seems
to increase due to increased ionization collisions, but then
rapidly drops. However, the total current on the high voltage
power supply increases steadily, so it is likely that the ion current actually increases. With increased gas flow, the combination of increased space charge within the beam along with
increased ion-neutral collisions increases the divergence of
the beam, thus resulting in more of the beam to hit grounded
components outside the Faraday cup. The 𝛼-particles have
no clear dependence on gas flow. However, measurements
of current on the puller showed an increasing current as a
function of gas flow, which makes it difficult to determine
whether 𝛼-particle production is truly independent of gas
flow.
Figure 3b shows an increase in arc current results in an
increase in measured current for both ions, likely due to an
increased electron density required to maintain the higher
currents at the cathode, which corresponds to an increased re-
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increase the magnetic field and arc current of the plasma
discharge. It is expected that lower gas flows would be beneficial as well, and it may be we cannot go to low enough gas
flow to see this effect due to an over-cooling of the cathode.
However, it is clear that future prototypes of the Penning ion
source could potentially achieve up to 1 mA of 𝛼-particle
current output.

OPERATION WITH ARGON
The Penning ion source was also run with argon in order
to determine the amount of high-charge state argon ions that
could be extracted. The gas flow is much lower compared to
the helium case since the heavier atomic weight allows the
inner chamber gas density to reach values similar to those of
helium for lower gas flows. These experiments allowed for
extraction voltage of 15 kV due to the lower total currents.
An example plot of a measured mass spectrum using argon
gas is shown in Fig. 4.

Vext = 15 kV, Iarc = 2 A, |B| = 0.9 T
0.3 sccm
0.5 sccm
0.7 sccm
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Figure 5: Measured argon ion currents of various charge
states for various gas flows.

shown that low gas flows, high arc currents, and high magnetic field correlate to increased production of 𝛼-particles
and Argon ions with charge states higher than 4+. The ion
source can currently achieve 𝛼-currents up to 900 uA, with
currents of Ar6+ up to 20 uA. It is expected that future
prototypes of this Penning ion source could produce these
particles at higher beam currents. This would correspond
to increased beam currents of high-charge state ions when
operated with elements used in ion implanters. This could
allow future versions of the Penning ion source to be used
for high-energy ion implantation.
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Figure 4: Example mass spectrum from the Penning ion
source running argon gas.
Figure 5 shows the measured currents of various charge
states of argon for different gas flows. The high charge
state currents (Ar>3+ ) increases at lower gas flows. This is
expected as decreased neutral gas density means an electron
is more likely to collide with ionic argon, hence producing
greater densities of high-charge states through step-wise
ionization. The high-charge state ion currents also increase
as a function of magnetic field and arc current, just like
the 𝛼 currents in the helium case. These similarities imply
that lower gas flow is expected to increase high-charge state
production for helium as well. It is possible that increased 𝛼particle bombardment on the puller as gas flow is increased
is what causes the relative independence of measured 𝛼current as a function of gas flow.

CONCLUSION
The Penning ion source test stand at the ISTF has been
operated with various gas flows, arc currents, and magnetic
field strengths using helium and argon as the inlet gas. It was
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Abstract
The Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility (NICA) is in
assembling phase at JINR. The NICA goal is to provide
colliding beams for studies of hot and dense strongly interacting baryonic matter and spin physics. The heavy ion injection complex of the NICA Collider consists of the following accelerators: a 3.2 MeV/u new heavy ion linac
(HILAС) with RFQ and IH DTL sections, a new 600
MeV/u superconducting Booster synchrotron, and the upgraded Nuclotron - 3.9 GeV/n superconducting synchrotron. The heavy ion injection complex started operations
with the first ion beams in beginning of 2022. Assembling
of two Collider storage rings with two interaction points
began in December 2021. The status of the NICA accelerator complex and plans for its first operation is discussed
in the paper.

TWO STAGES OF NICA PROJECT
The NICA accelerator complex [1,2] is under assembling at JINR. Its commissioning is expected to start in
2023. The first phase of NICA experiments will be aimed
on research of the mixed phase of baryonic matter, and the
second phase - on the nature of the nucleon/particle spin.
The NICA accelerator complex will operate in two modes:
the Nuclotron ion beams extracted to a fixed target, and
support of colliding ion beams in the Collider. The main
elements of the NICA complex are the injection complex,
the beam transfer lines and the Collider. The injection complex includes a set of ion sources, two linear accelerators,
a new superconducting Booster and the superconducting
upgraded synchrotron – Nuclotron. The Collider consists
of two superconducting rings with two interaction points,
which contain two detectors: the Multi-Purpose Detector
and the Spin Physics Detector.
The project NICA will be performed in two stages. The
stage I was complete at the end of March 2022. It involved
construction and operation of the new heavy ion injection
complex and the first fixed target experiments carried out
in the Baryonic Matter at Nuclotron (BM@N) detector.
The stage IIa is under implementation now. The construction of basic Collider systems is mainly finished, and the
mounting of the Collider equipment for the basic configuration is started. The first colliding beam experiments are
planned for the end of 2023. The stage IIb is related to formation of colliding beams with the design luminosity at
operation of RF-3 cavities and the electron cooling system
at the end of 2024.

____________________________________________
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HEAVY ION INJECTION COMPLEX
The heavy ion linac HILAC constructed by the JINRBevatech collaboration has been operating since 2016. The
efficiency of beam transport through the second and third
IH sections is ~78%. The maximum ion beam current at the
HILAC entrance during the first Booster runs corresponded to the design value of 10 mA. The current of 4 mA
obtained at the HILAC exit is 3 times larger than the design
value. The 4He1+, 12C4+ and 56Fe14+ ions produced in the
plasma and the laser ion sources were accelerated in HILAC and then injected into the Booster.
For the collider program the main project goal for the
injection complex [1-3] (Fig.1) is accumulation of 2·109
209 35+
Bi ions in the Booster with subsequent acceleration of
heavy ions up to the energy of 578 MeV/n required for effective stripping which happens in Booster-to-Nuclotron
transfers. Additionally, the electron cooling at 65 MeV/n
helps to form the required beam emittances. The 211 m
long Booster is located inside the yoke of the Synchrophasotron dipoles. All Booster dipoles and quadrupoles
were fabricated and tested at JINR.

Figure 1: Booster ring inside Synchrophasotron yoke.
The first Booster run was carried out in November-December 2020. After the orbit correction and tuning of the
injection system the intensity of the circulating 4He1+ beam
grew up to 71010 ions. The total charge of these ions in
the beam is equal to the design charge of the beam required
for the Сollider: 2109 209Bi35+ ions.
During the first three runs the 4He1+, 56Fe14+ and 12C4+
beams with the intensities of up to 41010, 2.5108 and
2109, respectively, were accelerated in the Booster.
The following main results of the second Booster run
with 56Fe14+ ion beams (Fig.2) were achieved: the beam injection efficiency with adiabatic capture at the 5th harmonic higher than 95%; acceleration up to the energy of
65 MeV/u with the efficiency of recapturing from the 1st
to the 5th harmonic close to 100%; acceleration up to the
energy of 578 MeV/u with dB/dt = 1.2 T/s; vacuum ion
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lifetime about 10 s at the beam energy of 3.2 MeV/n,
which corresponds to the equivalent residual gas pressure
of about 510-9 Pa; electron cooling of ions at the energy
of 3.2 MeV/n; the beam extraction to the Booster-Nuclotron transfer line with subsequent beam stripping and
transport to Nuclotron with the total transfer efficiency of
75%.

2022 run with carbon ion beams slow extracted from the
Nuclotron. The intensity of the circulated 12C4+ ion beam
in Booster is equal to 3109 particles. The 12C4+ ions were
accelerated in the Booster up to the energy of 263 MeV/n
and then extracted, fully stripped and directed to the new
Booster-Nuclotron transfer line. Next the ions were injected to Nuclotron and accelerated up to the energy of 2.8
GeV/n. Finally, the ions were extracted with slow extraction and directed to the fixed target of the Short-Range Correlation (SRC) experiment (Fig.4) which studied collisions
of 12C6+ nuclei with the hydrogen target in BM@N. The
next Booster-Nuclotron beam run is planned for September
2022 with 40Ar16+ and 83Kr26+ ion beams.

Figure 2: Dependence on time for: 1 -magnetic field, 2 –
number of circulated 56Fe14+ions, 3 – beam current parametric transformer signal.
The cryomagnetic and power supply systems were tested
with the design magnetic cycle. The cycle has three plateaus: injection, electron cooling and beam extraction. The
achieved magnetic field ramping rate of 1.2 T/s corresponds to the design value. The achieved maximum magnetic field of 1.8 T also corresponds to the design value.
The electron cooling of 56Fe14+ ions was first performed
during the second Booster run. The FWHM relative momentum spread of uncooled beam was equal to 1.210-3.
The FWHM relative momentum spread of cooled ions was
410-4 (Fig. 3).

Figure 4: Dependences of Nuclotron ion beam current
transformer signal (orange) and dipole field (green) on
time after injection 12C6+ beam from Booster; the injection
plateau, acceleration and slow extraction are shown.
The first Collider beam run is planned with 209Bi83 ions.
The KRION-6T ion source should provide a 209Bi35+ ion
beam with the intensity of 5×108 ppp. The present transfer
efficiency at acceleration from the ion source to the Nuclotron exit is about 25%. During 2022-2023 Booster-Nuclotron runs, we plan to increase this efficiency to above 40%.

COLLIDER

Figure 3: Schottky noise signal at 4th harmonic of revolution frequency and 56Fe14+ ion energy 3.2 MeV/u.
Formation of cooled ion beams in the Booster with small
transverse and longitudinal emittances is one of the crucial
tasks to be resolved to achieve the design Collider luminosity.
The Nuclotron [4] accelerates protons, polarized deuterons and heavy ions to a maximum energy depending on the
sort of particles. The maximum light ion energy corresponds to 5.2 GeV/n at the magnetic rigidity of 38.5 T m.
The kicker and the Lambertson septum magnet of the
beam injection system were installed in the Nuclotron in
December 2021. The first beam acceleration in BoosterNuclotron chain was performed during the January-March
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The Collider [1-2,5] consists of two storage rings with
two interaction points (IPs). Its main parameters are as follows: the magnetic rigidity is up to 45 Tm; the residual gas
pressure in the beam chamber is below 108 Pa; the maximum field in the dipole magnets is 1.8 T; the kinetic energy
of bismuth nuclei ranges from 1 to 4.5 GeV/n; the head-on
collisions; and the luminosity at maximal energy is 1027
cm2 s1. The Collider rings are identical with vertical beam
separation and shape of racetrack (two 109 m straight sections connected by two arcs; straight sections are separated
by 79.84 m). The circumference of each ring is 503.04 m.
An installation of the NICA dipoles started in December
2021 (Fig. 5). The initial configuration does not include the
RF-3 system with 16 RF cavities and the electron cooling
system. Two RF-1 and eight RF-2 cavities of the radio-frequency system will be used for ion accumulation and
bunching in this initial configuration [1,5]. Accumulation
of the beam is planned to be carried out in the longitudinal
phase space using the barrier backet RF-1. The bunching
in each Collider ring will be performed by RF-2 cavities
having the maximum accelerating voltage of 100 kV in
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each ring. It is planned to complete the installation in the
summer of 2023 with subsequent start of the first technological run without beam to test cryogenics, SC magnets,
power supplies, vacuum, controls and other systems.

Figure 5: Installation of magnets in NICA tunnel.
The first run with colliding 209Bi83+ ion beams is planned
to start at the end of 2023 with beam energy of 1-2 GeV/n.
The intensity of the ion beam injected into each Collider
ring is estimated to be 2×108 ppp. A single bunch injected
from the Nuclotron can be captured directly into the RF-2
bucket with rms length of 2.5  1.8 m. The luminosity in
this mode corresponds to (1  2)×1024 cm-2 s-1 (Fig.6).

Figure 7: Dependence of luminosity on number particles
per bunch at different ion energies: (1) 4.5 GeV/u, (2)
3 GeV/u, (3) 2 GeV/u, (4) 1 GeV/u.
Operation of 16 RF-3 cavities and the 2.5 MeV electron
cooling system is planned to start at the end of 2024 within
the stage IIb of NICA project. In this run the beam energy
will be increased to its design value of 4.5 GeV/n. The use
of electron cooling and the RF-3 system should yield the
dense and short ion bunches enabling an achievement of
the design luminosity of 1027 cm-2 s-1.

CONCLUSION
Operation of the NICA Collider injection chain is confirmed by three successful beam runs with different ion
types. The construction of the NICA Сollider is at its final
stage. The first experiments with colliding beams are
planned for late 2023.
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Abstract
NICA (Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility) is a new
accelerator complex being assembled at JINR to search
for the mixed phase of baryonic matter and to investigate
the nature of nucleon/particle spin. The polarized proton
beams will be operated at the energy range of 5-12.6 GeV,
the beam intensity in each ring of 2.2∙1013 and the
luminosity of 1∙1032 cm−2∙s−1. The conception of
formation of high intensive proton beams is discussed for
two different schemes. In first scheme the protons are
injected from Nuclotron to Collider at an energy of 2-2.5
GeV to provide the cooling and the storage at this energy
and then they are accelerated up to energy of experiments.
In the second scheme the cooling of protons is realized in
one from accelerators of the injection chain and the
protons are injected from Nuclotron to Collider at energy
of experiments, where they are stored up required
intensity.

INTRODUCTION
The accelerator facility of the NICA collider [1-3] has
the following configuration for formation of polarized
proton beams: the light ion linac LILAC, the acting
superconducting synchrotron Nuclotron and two collider
storage rings with two interaction points at the maximal
energy E=13.5 GeV.

bringing them closer to the frequencies of the nonlinear
resonances. At luminosity simulations the total shift of the
betatron frequency corresponds to ΔQ=Δq+2ξ=0.05 for
two IP, but the Luminosity is given for one IP (Fig. 1).
The longitudinal normalized rms emittance of a
bunched beam is εc=Nbγexpβexpσsσp=0.27 m. The rms
momentum spread after the LILAC debuncher
corresponds to σp=10−3. On injection from LILAC into
the Nuclotron, the beam occupies the orbit with the
circumference CN=251.52 m, which corresponds to the
rms bunch length σs=CN/2∙31/2=74.4 m.
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Figure 1: Dependence of the luminosity and the number
of protons per bunch on the proton kinetic energy.
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The normalized longitudinal emittance of the bunch in
the Nuclotron is εb=γinjβinjσsσp=0.012 m, where βinj=0.166
at injection energy Einj=13 MeV. The Nuclotron proton
bunch intensity corresponds to Np=5∙1010, and the total
intensity in the Collider ring is N=2∙1013. As many as
Ninj= 400 injections from the Nuclotron to each Collider
ring are required. Typical repetition injection time is
τrep= 3 s. The total longitudinal emittance of all bunches at
Ninj injections from the Nuclotron to each Collider ring
corresponds to εN=Ninjγinjβinjσsσp=4.8 m at the proton
energy of 2.8 GeV. This value is a factor of 17.8 higher
than the longitudinal emittance of the proton bunched
beam in Collider experiments. The effective cooling
system is obligatory to reduce the longitudinal emittance
of the accumulated proton beam at the injection energy.
The Collider stochastic cooling could not be used for so
intensive proton beams. The electron cooling can be

WEPOPT002
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LUMINOSITY AND KEY PARAMETERS
OF PROTON BEAMS
The main parameters of the NICA accelerator complex
for the proton-proton collision mode are given in Table 1.
The colliding beam luminosity [4] is determined by the
beam stability conditions. The strongest limitations are
the effects of the beam space charge — the so-called
“Laslett effect” and “beam-beam effect”. Both of them
lead to shifts Δq and ξ in the frequencies of betatron
oscillations of particles in the collider focusing system,
____________________________________________
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applied only at a relatively low proton injection energy of
2-2.8 GeV. The longitudinal cooling time τcool increases as
τcool∝γ2 with growing proton injection energy. The
polarized proton beams are extracted from the Nuclotron
into the Collider at this energy, accumulated in the
Collider by the RF barrier bucket technique, and then
accelerated up to E=6-13.5 GeV for Collider experiments
[5].
Table 1: Proton Beam Parameters at the Storage and
Bunching in the Collider
Parameter

Value

Ring circumference, C,
m

503.04

Number of bunches, Nb

22

Rms bunch length, σs,
m

0.6

Rms σp=dp/p, 10−3

2.2

1.75

Rms ε, π mm∙mrad

1.5

0.6

Betatron tunes, Qx/Qy
Proton energy, GeV
Proton number
bunch, Np

cool

1

Beta-function in the IP,
m

per

9.44/9.44
9

11

13.5

6∙1011

8∙1011

1.2∙1012

Luminosity, cm−2∙s−1

1032
2⋅1032
5.5⋅1031
As an alternative to low-energy injection, high-energy
injection is considered with proton energy, corresponding
to Collider experiments [6]. Protons extracted from the
Nuclotron are stored in the Collider rings, bunched, and
used in the experiments without acceleration. In this case,
the cooling should be realized in the injection chain
before the beam extraction from the Nuclotron. The first
option in realization of the high-energy injection mode is
related to modification of the injection chain and
construction of an additional transfer line from light ion
linac LILAC to the Booster [7, 5]. Application of the
Booster electron cooling at the LILAC injection energy of
13 MeV permits providing fast longitudinal cooling and
then bunching. The Booster electron cooling permits the
longitudinal emittance of the beam injected from LILAC
to be reduced by a factor of 20 at the injection repetition
time of about 10-15 seconds. The Booster will be used for
injection in the Nuclotron. The second option is
connected with the Nuclotron longitudinal stochastic
cooling, which can be used for cooling the proton beam
with the intensity of 5∙1010 and the repetition injection
time of 85 seconds [5].

INJECTION FROM NUCLOTRON TO
COLLIDER AT LOW PROTON ENERGY
The proton injection energy of 2.8 GeV in the Collider
rings is defined by the cooling time at this energy. To fill
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A01: Hadron Colliders

half of the Collider ring by stack protons with the
injection repetition time of 2τrep=6 s, the number of
injection cycles should be ninj=0.5C/(2∙31/2σs)≅8. The
cooling is rather effective at accumulation of protons
during Ninj=400 injections, if cooling time τcool≅25-30 s is
less than τcool<2ninjτrep. It permits one to accumulate the
proton stack in the half of the ring with the intensity
and
the
rms
momentum
spread
N=2∙1013
σp=4∙31/2εc/(γinjC)=1.2∙10−3. The stored stack has the transverse rms emittance ε=rpN/(2πΔqγ3β2)=4.8 π mm∙mrad
at the Laslett tune shift Δq=0.05. The COSY longitudinal
cooling time was τ =18.6 s at γ=2.78 for protons.
To accumulate the proton beam with the intensity
N=2∙1013, the rectangular RF barrier bucket is used at the
RF voltage VRF= 5 kV and the phase width ϕ=π/12. The
proton beam space charge effects lead to a 26% reduction
in the RF barrier bucket capacity VRF∙ϕ and a 13%
decrease in the height of the separatrix, which
corresponds to the proton momentum spread σp-s
=1.25∙10−3. The threshold rms momentum spread is σp−4
at the development of longitudinal instability.
th=6∙10
The height of the separatrix is 2 times larger than the
threshold momentum spread, which leads to longitudinal
ion losses. To avoid ion losses, the RF barrier bucket
should have the RF voltage VRF= 5 kV and the phase
width ϕ=π/6. This RF barrier bucket system can be used
for storage of a proton beam with the intensity N=2∙1013
and E=2.8 GeV. The RF1 induction acceleration
corresponds to U=300 V per revolution period Trev. The
time of proton acceleration from the injection energy to
the experiment energy τac=Trev(γexp-γinj)∙ mc2/eU=50 s.
The momentum spread and the beam emittance reduce
as Δp/p∝1/γ, ε∝1/γ at proton acceleration. After
acceleration from 2.8 GeV to 13.5 GeV the stack rms
emittance ε=4.8 π∙mm∙mrad and the momentum spread
σp=1.2∙10−3 reduce to ε=1.1 π∙mm∙mrad and σp=2.7∙10−4.
If the RF2 and RF3 stations are used for stack bunching,
the rms bunch length corresponds to σs= 60 cm. The
momentum
spread
increases
to
σp=σp∙C/(4∙31/2Nbσs)=1.5∙10−3 at beam bunching. The Laslett
tune shift reduces as ΔQ∝1/(γ3ε) ∝1/γ2 at proton
acceleration. Formation of a coasting beam at the energy
of experiment leads to a further 2 times reduction in
Laslett tune shift. The Laslett tune shift increases again
ΔQ∝C/(Nb(2π)1/2σs)=0.02 at stack bunching. The
luminosity of proton-proton colliding beams at the energy
of 13.5 GeV corresponds to L=2∙1032 cm−2∙s−1.
The above-presented regime of proton acceleration
from the energy of 2.8 GeV to 13.5 GeV is realized when
the critical energy is higher than the proton energy of
Collider experiments. However, the present Collider ring
lattice optics used for the heavy ion mode has the critical
energy E= 6.65 GeV, which is lower than the proton
energy corresponding to Collider experiments. Effects of
longitudinal instability restrict the formation of highly
intensive beams at transition through the critical kinetic
energy during proton acceleration in the Collider, which
WEPOPT002
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leads to a reduction in the luminosity of the colliding
protons beams. Transition through the critical energy and
effects of longitudinal instability at this transition are
discussed in the next paragraph.
To avoid transition through the critical energy at proton
acceleration, special super symmetrical lattice optics with
modulation of dispersion function [8] is developed for the
proton mode. The critical energy corresponds to 17 GeV,
and it is higher than the maximal energy of experiments
of 13.5 GeV for this lattice. The power supplies of F
quadrupole lenses are modified in comparison with the
ion mode. Two additional power supplies with the current
of 3 kA for F1 arc lenses and 1.1 kA for F2 arc lenses will
be installed for realization of this lattice optics.

TRANSITION THROUGH CRITICAL
ENERGY AT PROTON ACCELERATION
Longitudinal instability is developed at transition
through the critical energy during proton acceleration
(γ=γtr) due to reduction of the compaction factor to η=0 at
γtr. The rate of proton acceleration by the RF1 station
corresponds to dγ/dt=0.2 s−1. This rate is small to avoid
development of longitudinal instability with an increment
when γ is close to γtr. To prevent development of
longitudinal instability at small γ-γtr , the fast jump of γtr is
realized. To provide a fast variation of gamma transition
by a value Δγtr, the current is rapidly varied in the power
supply, which provides a current difference between the F
and D lenses. The maximal possible variation of current
differences between the F and D lenses leads to the
maximal betatron tune shift Δq ≅ 0.05 caused by variation
of dispersion and therefore to the maximal variation of the
gamma transition Δγtr =1.8∙Δq ≅0.09. The maximal rate
dγtr/dt=8.5 s−1 is defined by the maximal rate of the lens
gradient dG/dt=14.3 Т/(m∙c) [1] or its maximal current
rate dI/dt=6.4 kA/c. Fast variation of the gammatransition is realized during the time t0=Δγtr/(dγtr/dt)=10.5
ms. Variation of the current difference between the F and
D lenses ΔI=67 A leads to the variation ΔK=0.075
produced by 24 lenses and to the betatron tune shift
Δq=βΔKl/4π=0.05. An additional power supply with the
fast current variation dI/dt=6.4 kA/s, current of 67A and
voltage of 14.5V will be used for fast variation of the
gamma-transition at the total arc quadrupole lens
inductance LQ=2.3 mG.
At γ-γtr=Δγtr the threshold current of longitudinal
instability I=2πmc2β2γησp-tr2/eZimp depends on the stack
rms momentum spread σp-th and the compaction factor
η=2Δγtr/γtr3=5.2∙10−4. To increase the threshold current,
the rms momentum spread should be maximal possible.
The longitudinal acceptance of the Collider rings
corresponds to Δp/p=10−2. To avoid proton losses at
transition through the critical energy, the maximal rms
momentum spread is chosen to be σp-tr=(Δp/p)/3=3.3∙10−3.
The RF barrier bucket system shrinks the stack length to
Ltr=γinjβinjCσp/(2γtrβtrσp-tr)=32.3 m. The threshold current
WEPOPT002
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at Zimp=20 Ohm is I=11.2 A, which corresponds to the
accumulated proton stack intensity N=2.3∙1013.
After proton acceleration to the energy of 13.3 GeV and
further bunching, the number of protons per bunch is
Nb=1.2∙1012, and the rms transverse emittance
corresponds to ε=1.06 π mm∙mrad. The rms bunch length
is σs =1.08 m, 1.8 times larger than the IP beta function
βIp=0.6 m. The luminosity is reduced by 20% in
comparison with the case of σs =βIp (Тable 1) [4] due to
the hourglass effect, and it is L=1.65∙1032 cm−2∙s−1. The
decrease of the experiment energy leads to the reduction
of the luminosity (Fig. 2). The luminosity reduction is
faster at the proton energy reduction for the effects of the
longitudinal instability in comparison with space charge
effects of bunching beam.

Figure 2: Dependence of luminosity on the relativistic
factor γ corresponding to the proton energy of
experiment, Lth is the luminosity defined by the
longitudinal instability, Lq is the luminosity defined by
the Laslett tune shift and the beam-beam effects.
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Abstract
NICA (Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility) collider
complex [1-3] is under construction at JINR (Dubna, Russia). The initial configuration of the collider will support
collisions of fully stripped heavy ions, 209Bi, for a study of
phase transition in the quark-gluon plasma in the energy
range 1÷4.5 GeV/u per beam. Commissioning of the collider injection chain has been recently started. The complex
includes two linacs, two Booster synchrotrons (Booster
and Nuclotron to support the beam injection to the collider
at the collision energy less than 3.9 GeV/u), and 2 collider
rings with 503 m circumference. The design luminosity is
~1027 cm−2∙s−1 at 4.5 GeV/u. The heavy ions are generated
in the ESIS-type ion source with intensity ~5∙108 per pulse.
Then they are accelerated into the linac and Booster and
directed to stripping target. Next, fully stripped ions are accelerated in Nuclotron and injected into Collider. Electron
cooling at 65 MeV/u in Booster will be used to increase the
beam phase space density. The electron and stochastic
cooling are used in each of collider ring to support beam
accumulation and to prevent emittance growth due to intrabeam scattering. Three RF systems are used for longitudinal phase space manipulations: RF-1 — barrier bucket RF
for the beam accumulation, RF-2 makes initial bunching
creating 22 bunches from a continuous beam, and RF-3 at
the 66th revolution harmonic operating at the collisions.
An achievement of design luminosity requires overcoming many technological and beam physics problems which
are shortly discussed in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
In the course of last 50 years the growth of beam energy
was the major focus of hadron collider development. The
next highest priority was maximizing the collider luminosity. To achieve maximum collision energy the protons and
antiprotons were the particles of the choice. This road profoundly affected the development of the high energy physics and fundamentally changed our understanding of the
world. However, recent developments in the nuclear physics have required a study of collisions of heavy ions in a
range of relatedly small collision energy (< ~10 GeV/u) for
a study of phase transitions in the quark-gluon plasma. The
first attempt of such studies has been carried out at RHIC
in the BNL [4]. The collider luminosity was relatively
small since its operation was at the energy well below the
design energy. It had two drawbacks: too large ring circumference which greatly reduced the cooling rates; and too
small bending field which negatively affected the ring dynamic aperture and beam control. NICA collider complex
___________________________________________
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is designed to address these challenges. It is currently under construction at JINR.

LUMINOSITY LIMITATIONS
The choice of main parameters was driven by the following considerations.
We account that: Eq. (1) the beam luminosity depends
on the bunch population, 𝑁𝑁, and the beam emittance, 𝜀𝜀, as
𝐿𝐿 ∝ 𝑁𝑁 2 ⁄𝜀𝜀; Eq. (2) the betatron tune shift is as Δ𝜈𝜈 ∝ 𝑁𝑁⁄𝜀𝜀 .
Then, excluding N one obtains that the luminosity is 𝐿𝐿 ∝
𝜀𝜀Δ𝜈𝜈 2 . Typically, the betatron tune shifts are limited by a
single particle stability to ~0.05, consequently the luminosity is proportional to the beam emittance. Thus, an increase
of beam emittance to its limit is our first essential requirement.
An increase of beam emittance is limited by intrinsic
non-linearity of the interaction region focusing. The edge
field of quadrupoles creates non-linear kicks [5] in both
transverse directions. For x-plane we have:
∆𝑥𝑥 =

𝑘𝑘 3
(𝑥𝑥 + 3𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦 2 )
12

𝑘𝑘
∆𝑃𝑃𝑥𝑥 = − ((𝑥𝑥 2 + 𝑦𝑦 2 )𝑃𝑃𝑥𝑥 − 2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝑦𝑦 )
4

where 𝑘𝑘 is the quadrupole gradient normalized to the
magnetic rigidity, 𝑃𝑃𝑥𝑥 = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ⁄𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , and 𝑃𝑃𝑦𝑦 = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑⁄𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 . The expression for y-plane is obtained by cycling permutation of
𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 and by change of sign for 𝑘𝑘. In a thin lens approximation, the above equations yield the relative change of
focusing strength for a particle passing through a quadrupole lens:
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝑥𝑥 2 + 3𝑦𝑦 2
(1)
≈
,
4𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
𝛷𝛷
where 𝐿𝐿 is the quadrupole lens length, and Φ = 1⁄𝐹𝐹 . In a
low energy collider with collision optics in the interaction
region (IR) the main non-linearity comes from the IR quadrupoles where local beta-functions are at least one order of
magnitude larger than ones in the rest of the ring. Note that
although formally this is a cubic nonlinearity it cannot be
easily compensated by octupoles which make kicks proportional to (𝑥𝑥 2 − 3𝑦𝑦 2 ). To make a rough approximation
we assume that F is equal to the distance from the interaction point to the lens; and that the beta-function in the lens
is: 𝛽𝛽 ≈ 𝐹𝐹 2 ⁄𝛽𝛽 ∗ , 𝐹𝐹 ≫ 𝛽𝛽 ∗ . Here 𝛽𝛽 ∗ is the interaction point
(IP) beta-function. Then the betatron tune shift due to lens
non-linearity at the aperture boundary is:
δ𝜈𝜈 ≈ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹⁄𝛽𝛽 ∗ 2 .

(2)

Typically, the distance from IP to the IR quads, 𝐹𝐹, is set
by the space required for the detector. In this case a reduction of the IP beta-function quadratically reduces the ring
acceptance. Particle tracking in the real NICA optics shows
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that the focusing non-linearity is mainly driven by this intrinsic non-linearity in quad edge focusing. For β*=60 cm
tracking yields the dynamic aperture of 90 µm. It drops to
28 µm for β*=35 cm.
Intra-Beam Scattering (IBS) of charged particles in a
beam brings another principal limitation on the luminosity
of the low energy colliders [6]. The IBS increases fast with
energy reduction, and, in the absence of cooling, may degrade luminosity within few minutes or tens of minutes depending on the beam energy. In difference to the high energy colliders, which operate well above transition, the IBS
significantly reduces if collider operates below transition.
The overall emittance growth may be additionally reduced
if the beam is in a quasi-equilibrium state when temperatures in all three degrees of freedom are approximately
equal, i.e.
(3)
𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥 ≈ 𝜃𝜃𝑦𝑦 ≈ (𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿⁄𝑝𝑝)⁄𝛾𝛾 .

Here 𝛾𝛾 is the relativistic factor. In this case the emittance
growth rates for all degrees of freedom are equal, and the
emittance growth is driven by beam lumped focusing
which changes local temperatures along the ring resulting
in the overall 6D emittance growth. Computation of IBS
growth rates, which uses the algorithm suggested [7],
shows that for NICA lattice the overall emittance growth in
this quasi-equilibrium is ~3.5 times slower than the time of
temperature exchange between degrees of freedom. Figure 1 shows sizes of major axes of velocity ellipse in the
space of velocities along the ring. The blue line shows the
vertical rms velocity spread. The horizontal and longitudinal planes are coupled. That causes variations in the green
line which represents the ellipsoid size in the direction
close to the longitudinal direction. The right side of the plot
shows velocity variation in the section with regular focusing in the arc, while the left side presents velocity variations near IP. As one can see the IR optics results in very
large difference between “transverse” and “longitudinal”
velocity spreads which greatly increases the growth rates.
In the absence of the IR focusing the emittance growth
rates in a quasi-equilibrium would be much slower. IBS determines the required cooling times, which for NICA parameters are in the range 5-30 minutes. Thus, in addition to
the beam cooling during beam accumulation the beam
cooling during collisions becomes necessary.

BEAM COOLING
A low beam energy and a usage of highly charged ions
enable an application of both electron and stochastic cooling. Both methods have been used at large number of different machines. However, up to now cooling at collisions
was only used in RHIC in BNL for cooling of dense
bunches of heavy ions [8]. Electron cooling looks preferable at low energy. Up to now the highest energy cooling
was used in Fermilab during Tevatron Run II where 8 GeV
antiprotons were cooled [9]. The electron cooling in NICA
is designed to cover the entire range of its energy. Stochastic cooling operates better at relativistic energies where the
slip-factor is reduced thus creating a possibility to use microwave frequencies. For NICA it can be used for energies
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above ~2.5 GeV/u.
Magnetized electron cooling enables very deep cooling
of the ion velocity spread. However, the electron beam
temperatures need to be increased to reduce cooling force
for small amplitude particles and the beam loss due to radiative recombination.

Figure 1: Rms values of the velocity ellipse for quarter of
NICA circumference for the case when the beam is in a
quasi-equilibrium.
Presently we believe that the betatron tune shifts due to
beam-beam effects and the beam space charge represent
the major limitation on the collider luminosity. For estimates we assume that the total tune shift should not exceed
0.05 (relatively conservative constraint since the tune shift
of 0.1 was achieved in RHIC operation at low energy, although with bad beam lifetime [10]). This requirement together with the dynamic aperture limitation, considered in
the previous section, determine the number of particles per
bunch, and, consequently, the luminosity. Corresponding
values are presented in Table 1. For operation at the maximum luminosity the beam cooling strength has to be sufficient to compensate for the IBS.
Table 1: Tentative NICA Parameters

Number of ions, 109

2
GeV/u

4.5
GeV/u

0.71

3.25
0.7

Rms vertical emittance, µm
Rms momentum spread, 10 Q

0.82

1.6

4.2/4.7

2.1/2.8

Beam-beam tune shift/IP,δQx/δQy,10−3 1.3/1.3

2.5/2.6

−3

Space charge tune shift,δQx/δQy,10−2
Beta-function in IP, cm

60

IBS emittance growth times, min

6.5

24

Luminosity, 1026 cm−2∙s−1

0.86

16.7

For a relativistic beam the cooling rates in relativistic
electron cooling decrease fast with beam energy increase.
The same is justified for IBS. However, IBS heating rates
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decrease slower than the cooling rate. Consequently, an energy increase requires an increase of the electron beam current. The NICA electron cooler is designed to cover the entire range of NICA beam energy. The cooler should operate
up to 2.5 MeV electron beam energy with up to 1 A beam
current. To provide the design luminosity simultaneous operation of electron and stochastic cooling systems is anticipated. Such operation with both stochastic and electron
cooling on were demonstrated in Fermilab in the course of
Tevatron Run II [9].
For a bunched beam the stochastic cooling rate of transverse cooling at the optimal gain is:
2π η σ p σ s
(4)
λ⊥ ≈
( f max 2 − f min 2 ) .
f0 N C
Here η= α − 1/ γ 2 is the slip factor of the ring, N is the
number of particles in the bunch with length σs, C is the
ring circumference, σp is the relative rms momentum
spread in ion beam, f0 is the revolution frequency, fmax and
fmin are the upper and low frequencies of stochastic cooling
band and we assume that the gain of stochastic cooling system is linearly growing with frequency. The latter maximizes the cooling rate for a given band. Equation (4) is justified
when B η σ p f max / f 0 ≤ 0.15. With further increase
=
of this factor the cooling rate stops to grow [11]. Up to now
the transverse cooling systems typically operate without
overlap of longitudinal and transverse bands which corresponds to B ≤ 0.07. For NICA operating at 4.5 GeV/u we
choose fmax=3.5 GHz which corresponds to B≈0.09. That
enables to suppress the IBS without electron cooling. To
avoid the band overlap at lower energies the total band of
NICA stochastic cooling 0.7-3.5 GHz is split into 4 bands.
That enables to extend the stochastic cooling reach to about
2.5 GeV/u by a reduction of upper boundary of the band.
A usage of the only stochastic cooling, if possible, is
highly desirable, since recombination of heavy ions with
electrons in the electron beam considerably reduces the
beam lifetime.
Note that the momentum spread of the ions is smaller in
the course of ion beam accumulation. Therefore, the stochastic cooling can be effective for the beam energy below
2.5 GeV.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
NICA magnetic system is based on superconducting
magnets. This choice was driven by the following considerations: (1) available technology which was already well
tested in the Nuclotron ring built in JINR in 1993 [12], (2)
a cryogenic vacuum chamber enables obtaining exclusively good vacuum so that to avoid the beam loss due to
particle interaction with residual gas, and (3) minimization
of consumed power.
At maximum energy the average beam current in NICA
is about 0.5 A, with peak current of about 10 A. It presents
considerable challenge for suppression of beam instabilities and will require both the transverse and longitudinal
dampers. The problem is driven by the separation of coherent and incoherent frequencies by the beam space charge.
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For the longitudinal degree of freedom this problem is
well understood in the absence of longitudinal beam damping. Below transition, the space charge interaction in the
longitudinal plane results in a loss of Landau damping
[13, 14]. That results in the beam being unstable even in
the presence of small impedances. Note that usually it does
not result in the beam loss since the instability is self-stabilized by non-linearity of bunch self-interaction. It was
experimentally observed in the Tevatron during its Run II
[15]. However, a presence of such instability during collisions is unacceptable since it will amplify the beam-beam
effects.
The situation for the transverse plane is much more complicated and requires both theoretical and experimental
studies. Considerable efforts were done in recent years [see
Ref. [16] and references there). However, predictive power
of these studies is insufficient for NICA.
In conclusion we need to state that the IBS is expected
to be an important mechanism for beam stabilization as it
was observed in RHIC [17].

CONCLUSION
In this paper we described the main ideas and limitations
which led us to a creation of NICA conceptual design and,
consequently, to the machine design and construction.
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ACCELERATION AND CROSSING OF TRANSITION ENERGY
INVESTIGATION USING AN RF STRUCTURE OF THE BARRIER
BUCKET TYPE IN THE NICA ACCELERATOR COMPLEX
S. Kolokolchikov, Y. Senichev, A. Melnikov, Institute for Nuclear Research of the Russian Academy
of Sciences, Moscow, Russia
E. Syresin, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia
Abstract
During particle acceleration to the energy of experiment
𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 12.6 GeV (𝛾𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 14.4) in NICA collider there is
a need for the crossing of transition energy 𝐸𝑡𝑟 = 5.709
GeV (𝛾𝑡𝑟 = 7.087). The slip-factor 𝜂 = 𝛾12 − 𝛾12 , which
𝑡𝑟
included in the equation of longitudinal motion, changes
the sign, that leads to a loss of stability in the longitudinal
plane when 𝛾 approaching to 𝛾𝑡𝑟 . In order to minimize the
reduction of the beam parameters, a rapid jump of transition
energy is assumed during the time 𝑡𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑝 ≈ 10 ms [1] with
a simultaneous change of the polarity of the RF system to
ensure the stability of the beam after the jump. RF structure
based on “Barrier Bucket” a feature of the NICA collider
accelerating system. A non-zero value of the field between
the barriers, ensures the acceleration of the beam. This
feature makes the system original.
In this paper, the main features of the dynamics of the
longitudinal motion of the beam crossing through the transition energy are considered, taking into account its jump
in the RF structure of the “Barrier Bucket” type. Due to
the rapid jump of transition energy the time at which the
particles are near the zero value of the first order slip-factor
is significantly reduced. Obviously, in this case, the second
order of the slip-factor begins to play a decisive role in the
behaviour of particles inside the barrier bucket and completely determines the stability region near transition. In
this case, when energy of particles crosses transition energy,
focusing of the beam in the longitudinal plane disappears
and the influence of the space charge becomes essential.

RAPID JUMP OF THE TRANSITION
ENERGY
Jump Schemes
When the particle energy approaches the transition energy, it is assumed to make a rapid jump of the transition
energy. This can be achieved by changing the field gradient
in the focusing quadrupoles of the arcs, since for periodic
structures 1/𝛾2𝑡𝑟 = 𝛼0 = 1/𝜈2𝑥 , where 𝛼0 – first order of
momentum compaction factor, 𝜈𝑥 – normalized frequency
of betatron oscillations (tune) in the horizontal plane. The
fast jump of transition energy is proposed to be equal to
2⋅Δ𝛾𝑡𝑟 = 0.09 (from 𝛾𝑡𝑟 = 7.087 to 𝛾𝑡𝑟 −2⋅Δ𝛾𝑡𝑟 = 6.997)
[1]. With such a jump, the working point shifts the values from 𝜈𝑥 = 9.44 and 𝜈𝑦 = 9.44 to 𝜈𝑥 = 9.365 and
𝜈𝑦 = 9.465. The maximum change rate of transition energy
is limited by the parameters of quadrupoles and their power
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A01: Hadron Colliders

𝑑𝛾𝑡𝑟
𝑑𝑡

systems 𝛾̇ 𝑡𝑟 =
during the time:

= 8.5𝑠−1 . Such a jump can be made

𝑡𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑝 = 𝑇0 Δ𝑛𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑝 =

2 ⋅ Δ𝛾𝑡𝑟
= 10.5𝑚𝑠,
𝛾̇ 𝑡𝑟

(1)

where 𝑇0 = 1.7𝜇𝑠 – the time of one revolution period in the
ring, Δ𝑛𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑝 = 6226 – the number of revolution periods
during which a transition energy jump occurs.

Figure 1: On the left – a schematic diagram of the transition
energy 𝛾𝑡𝑟 change during the jump and its recovery. On the
right – another possible scheme. The blue solid line shows
the transition energy 𝛾𝑡𝑟 , the solid red line is the energy of
particles 𝛾. Blue dashed lines – 𝛾 of particles shifted by
±Δ𝛾𝑡𝑟 .
Figure 1 shows different schemes of the transition energy
change 𝛾𝑡𝑟 together with the beam energy 𝛾 at the moment
of the jump and after it.

Dynamic Aperture
A change of the transition energy is possible due to a
change in the tune of betatron tune in the x-plane, which is
achieved by changing the gradient of the focusing lenses in
the collider arcs. With the changed parameters of quadrupole
lenses, the dynamic aperture was evaluated, it determines
the stable area for movement of particles in the transverse
plane. The corresponding calculations were carried out
using OptiM and MADX programs.
The results shown on Figure 2 b indicate a working point
at 𝜈𝑥 = 9.44 and 𝜈𝑦 = 9.44. For this working point is necessary to use octupole correctors to compensate nonlinear
effects. If we assume the fact that it is necessary to reach the
low frequency in the horizontal plane, with 𝜈𝑥 = 9.3627 and
in the vertical plane 𝜈𝑦 = 9.4541 (see Figure 2 a). So thus,
the transition energy is achieved 𝛾𝑡𝑟 − 2 ⋅ Δ𝛾𝑡𝑟 = 6.997, the
dynamic aperture in the horizontal plane disappears completely at these values of betatron tunes.
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pulse can vary from 𝑇𝑏𝑏 = 10 till 80 ns. The accumulated
particles enclosed between 2 pulses will be inductively accelerated by a constant potential 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑐 = 300 V, which is
additionally created also by the RF-1 system [1].

a) 𝜈𝑥 = 9.362 and 𝜈𝑦 = 9.454

Figure 3: Left – shows the Barrier Bucket RF type; right –
scheme of 𝜂0 change during jump.
b) 𝜈𝑥 = 9.44 and 𝜈𝑦 = 9.44

c) 𝜈𝑥 = 9.4785 and 𝜈𝑦 = 9.4330

d) 𝜈𝑥 = 9.4014 and 𝜈𝑦 = 9.447
Figure 2: Dynamic apertures (𝑥–plane on the left, 𝑦–plane on
the right) for the various (a-d) working point with 𝑑𝑝/𝑝 = 0.
On the abscissa axis is the coordinate in meters, on the
ordinate axis is the relative momentum in radians.

When the energy approaches the transition value, the RF
barriers turn off and, after the proton energy becomes greater
than the transition energy, the RF barriers turn on and a
polarity changes. This is necessary because the slip-factor
value changes it’s sign after transition energy crossing.

SLIP-FACTOR NEAR TRANSITION
ENERGY
On the one hand, when the slip-factor is purely zero 𝜂 = 0
the system is isochronous and with any spread of momentum,
the bunch does not increase the length. On the other hand,
the following second order of slip-factor begins to play an
essential role 𝜂 = 𝜂1 𝛿, which distorts the movement and
can lead to an increase in momentum spread. And finally,
in the absence of focusing in the longitudinal plane, the
space charge can introduce large distortions into the phase
portrait of the bunch. During acceleration and retention of
particles far away from the transition energy, the value of
the slip-factor is calculated as (see Figure 3 right)
𝜂 = 𝜂0 = 𝛼 0 −

Hence, we considered another option (see Figure 1 right):
first, we gradually raise the transition energy to 𝛾𝑡𝑟 +Δ𝛾𝑡𝑟 ≈
7.13, then we make a rapid jump down to 2 ⋅ Δ𝛾𝑡𝑟 up to
𝛾𝑡𝑟 − Δ𝛾𝑡𝑟 ≈ 7.04. In this case, the working point changes
from 𝜈𝑥 = 9.44 and 𝜈𝑦 = 9.44 up to the value before the
jump 𝜈𝑥 = 9.4785 and 𝜈𝑦 = 9.4330 (see Figure 2 c) and
after the jump down to 𝜈𝑥 = 9.4014 and 𝜈𝑦 = 9.447 (see
Figure 2 d). In this case, the dynamic aperture achieved a
sufficient value.

BARRIER BUCKET RF SYSTEM
The RF-1 system is used to retain, accumulate and accelerate particles to the experimental energy in the collider rings.
Each collider ring has one RF-1 system. During retention
and accumulation, 2 pairs of rectangular pulses with opposite signs are generated with the amplitude of each barrier
𝑉𝑏𝑏 = ±5 kV (see Figure 3). The time duration of a single
WEPOPT004
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1
𝛾20

(2)

however, such an expression takes into account only the first
order, and in general, the slip-factor depends on 𝛿 = 𝑑𝑝/𝑝
as [2]:
𝜂 = 𝜂 0 + 𝜂1 𝛿 + ⋯
where 𝜂1 = 𝛼1 −

𝜂0
𝛾20

+

3 𝛽2
2 𝛾2

(3)

.

Modeling the process of transition energy crossing, the
first two orders of decomposition are taken into account.
The corresponding momentum compaction factor (MCF)
coefficients depend only on the collider magneto-optical
structure.
Making a rapid jump of transition energy, parameters
𝛼0 , 𝛼1 , … also undergo a jump. Value 𝛼0 , as we have already said, it is determined by 𝛼0 = 1/𝛾2𝑡𝑟 . Coefficient
𝛼1 for different values 𝛾𝑡𝑟 is calculated using the program
MADX/PTC [3].
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LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS
Equations of longitudinal motion in Barrier Bucket in
coordinates (𝜏, Δ𝐸) [4]:
𝑑𝜏
𝜂ℎ
= 2 Δ𝐸
𝑑𝑡
𝛽 𝐸0

and

𝑑Δ𝐸 𝑍𝑒 𝜔0
=
𝑈𝑔(𝜏)
𝐴 2𝜋
𝑑𝑡

(4)

where 𝐸0 – synchronous particle energy, 𝑈𝑔(𝜏) – voltage
generated by RF-barriers, 𝜔0 = 2𝜋/𝑇0 , ℎ – harmonic
number.
For modelling, in equations (4) it is convenient to switch
from the time derivative to the derivative over turn number
𝑡 = 𝑛𝑇0 : (also note that for protons 𝑍 ⁄ 𝐴 = 1)
𝑇 ℎ
𝑑𝜏
= 𝜂 20 Δ𝐸
𝑑𝑛
𝛽 𝐸0

and

𝑑Δ𝐸
= 𝑉 (𝜏)
𝑑𝑛

(5)

The Influence of the Second-order Slip-factor 𝜂1
on the Longitudinal Dynamics during the Jump
First, let’s consider a jump taking into account only the
first-order of the slip factor 𝜂 = 𝜂0 . Let’s evaluate the value
𝜂0 before the jump itself, due to the symmetry with respect
to zero, it will be equal to the value after:
∣−𝜂0𝑡𝑟 ∣ = ∣+𝜂0𝑡𝑟 ∣ = ∣𝜂0 (𝛾𝑡𝑟 − Δ𝛾𝑡𝑟 )∣ = 2.5 ⋅ 10−4

a)

b)

be seen on Figure 4 (a, c, d). Also, due to the momentum
spread, there is an asymmetry of the phase portrait relate to
the zero value of the momentum spread 𝑑𝑝/𝑝.
It can be seen that after the jump itself, not all particles are
retained inside the separatrix due to the change of the polarity
of the RF voltage of retaining barriers. Let’s review Figure 4
(a), it represents the blurring of phase space. Before the jump
(𝜂0 < 0) particles with negative 𝛿 < 0 have a slip-factor
value 𝜂 closer to zero than particles with positive 𝛿 > 0.
Because of this, the phase plane behaves asymmetrically,
since the total value of the slip-factor affects the dynamics
and change coordinate 𝜏. Thus, the particles accumulate
in the area of the left barrier. During the jump, the RF is
turned off and does not affect the dynamics. After the jump
(𝜂0 > 0) the particle distribution is shifted to the left edge
and now the opposite is true – for particles with positive
𝛿 > 0 the value of the slip-factor 𝜂 is closer to zero, than for
particles with 𝛿 < 0. Those particles that turned out to be on
the left in the area of the RF barrier (with reversed polarity)
due to the proximity to the zero value of the slip-factor, do
not have time to stay in the separatrix.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the dynamics of the longitudinal motion of
particles in an RF accelerating system of the Barrier Bucket
type at a transition energy jump near the transition is considered. The influence of the second order slip-factor during
the transition is considered. When the transition energy
jumps, the working points changes, dynamic apertures are
considered for them.
During modelling and calculations, it was found that with
a transition energy jump, the determining factor, which influence on the stability of the particles inside the Barrier
Bucket RF system is the second order of slip-factor. It depends on momentum spread and can determine the maximum momentum spread for the transition energy crossing in
a jump-scheme without loss. Also, it is necessary to take into
account the space charge and impedances. These problems
require further research.
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Abstract

where betatron orbit lengthening term is:

The idea of the Electric Dipole Moment (EDM) search
using the storage ring with polarized beam demands long
Spin Coherence Time (SCT). It is the time during which the
RMS spread of the orientation of spins of all particles in the
bunch reaches one radian. Long SCT is needed to observe
a coherent effect on polarization induced by the EDM. The
possibility of getting a 1000 s SCT for deuterons has been
shown experimentally at COoler SYnchrotron (COSY), accelerator at FZJ Jülich, Germany. Reaching high values of
SCT for protons is more challenging due to a higher anomalous magnetic moment. Obtaining sufficient proton SCT is
obligatory for planned EDM search experiments at COSY
and the ProtoType EDM Ring (PTR). It has been shown
that the second order momentum compaction factor (𝛼1 )
has to be optimized along with chromaticities (𝜉𝑥,𝑦 ) to get
high SCT. Three families of sextupoles have to be used. The
optimal values of chromaticities and 𝛼1 are discussed. The
racetrack option of PTR is investigated.

(

Δ𝐿
𝜋
) = − [𝜖𝑥 𝜉𝑥 + 𝜖𝑦 𝜉𝑦 ] .
𝐿 𝛽
𝐿0

(2)

Here 𝛼0 and 𝛼1 is a first and second order momentum
compaction factor. 𝛾𝑠 is a Lorentz factor and 𝛽𝑠 is a relativistic beta factor for the synchronous particle. 𝛿𝑚 is an
Δ𝑝
amplitude of synchrotron oscillations in 𝑝 . 𝜉𝑥,𝑦 are beam
chromaticities and 𝜖𝑥,𝑦 are the Courant-Snyder invariants.
The shift of equilibrium energy level for different values
of 𝛼1 is presented in Fig. 1. The calculations were done for
the case of synchrotron motion without betatron oscillations.

PRINCIPLES OF SCT OPTIMIZATION
To study the effects of spin decoherence one has to observe spin precession component orthogonal to the invariant
axis. The in-plane spin precession is governed by the TBMT equation and in a storage ring with magnetic bending
the spin-tune is 𝜈𝑠 = 𝐺𝛾, where 𝐺 is anomalous magnetic
moment. For non-reference particles the spin-tune is determined by the oscillation amplitudes in the phase space and
lattice parameters such as chromaticities.
The first step in optimization of SCT, referring to [1],
is turning on an RF cavity to suppress the first order spindecoherence. It helps to increase SCT about three orders of
magnitude.
In the presence of an RF cavity longitudinal motion is
nonlinear in general case. The solution of nonlinear equations for the principle of synchronous acceleration gives the
rise of equilibrium (average) energy level Δ𝛿𝑒𝑞 [1]:
Δ𝛿𝑒𝑞 =

𝛾2𝑠
𝛿2𝑚
3 𝛽2𝑠 𝛼0
1
+
−
+
[
(𝛼
)
1
2 𝛾2𝑠 𝛾2𝑠 𝛾4𝑠
𝛾2𝑠 𝛼0 − 1 2
+(

∗

Δ𝐿
) ],
𝐿 𝛽
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(1)

Figure 1: Phase trajectories in longitudinal plane for different
values of 𝛼1 ; 𝜉𝑥,𝑦 = 0. Δ𝐾
𝐾 is a relative kinetic energy
deviation.
From (1) and (2) it can be seen that 𝜉𝑥 , 𝜉𝑦 , 𝛼1 have to
be optimized to influence nonlinear longitudinal and spin
motion. Three sextupole families need to be placed at points
with different optical functions and dispersion to optimize
these three parameters. Denoting the ansatz in Eq. (1) at
𝛿2𝑚 as 𝜅, one can say that the sextupoles have to be tuned
to zero 𝜉𝑥 , 𝜉𝑦 , 𝜅 to achieve long SCT. This comes from the
fact that spin-tune deviation is determined by equilibrium
energy level shift:
Δ𝜈𝑠 = 𝐺Δ𝛾𝑒𝑞 .

(3)

The investigation of this concept is presented below.
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SCT OPTIMIZATION AT COSY
COSY is a racetrack synchrotron providing unpolarized
and polarized protons and deuterons in the momentum range
from 300 MeV/c up to 3.7 GeV/c. The typical optical setting with zero dispersion for the experiment is depicted in
Fig. 2. The polarization of the injected beam is flipped from
vertical into the ring plane with an rf-solenoid. And SCT
is determined as the decay time of the in-plane polarization
signal of particle ensemble. Three sextupole families: MXS,
MXL and MXG are used for SCT optimization [2].

Figure 2: Layout of COSY Twiss functions. Dashed lines
indicate the locations of three sextupole families in the arcs.

Investigation of Spin Dynamics

Figure 4: Spin-tune deviation for non-reference particles
with different energies.
to the point where Δ𝜈𝑠 = 0 for different betatron amplitudes. It can be adjusted by varying 𝜉𝑦 so that the location
of zero crossing corresponds to the energy or 𝛾𝐺 of the
experimental setup. The results from Figure 6 show that
positive vertical chromaticity shifts the working point to
lower energies.
It has to be pointed out that normal form algorithm diverges near spin resonances due to small denominators. And
the spin-tune was calculated by tracking particles and averaging one turn spin phase advance during several RF periods.
The influence of imperfection resonances was not taken into
account in this study.

In this section spin-tracking simulation results are presented to verify the theoretical predictions for the optimal
values of 𝜉𝑥 , 𝜉𝑦 and 𝜅 coming from Eq. (3). Calculations
are made with COSY Infinity code [3].
First the dependence of spin-tune on 𝜉𝑥 , 𝜅 for nonreference particles was investigated. Here the amplitude
dependent spin-tune was computed with the normal form
algorithm. The results from Figures 3 and 4 confirm that
optimal 𝜉𝑥 , 𝜅 = 0.
Figure 5: Spin-tune deviation for non-reference particles
with different vertical betatron amplitudes; 𝜉𝑦 = 0.

Figure 3: Spin-tune deviation for non-reference particles
with different horizontal betatron amplitudes.
However, vertical betatron motion is subject to the influence of spin resonances, hence optimal 𝜉𝑦 ≠ 0 [4]. For
protons there are several intrinsic resonances in the entire momentum range of COSY with the strongest one: 𝛾𝐺 = 8−𝑄𝑦
(Fig. 5). The working point for longest SCT corresponds
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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Figure 6: Spin-tune deviation for non-reference particles
with different vertical betatron amplitudes; 𝜉𝑦 = 6.5.
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SCT OPTIMIZATION AT PROTOTYPE
EDM STORAGE RING
The PTR is a 45 MeV proton storage ring with combined
E+B cylindrical bending elements [5]. Combined elements
were chosen to allow for frozen spin operation. In this mode
EDM signal is observed as a buildup of vertical polarization
for a coherent ensemble of longitudinally polarized particles.
The PTR has a superperiodicity 𝑃 = 4 and ”weak” focusing in the vertical plane, 𝑄𝑦 ∼ 0.1 ÷ 1.6 (Fig. 7), to allow for
a substantial spatial separation of the two beams by residual
radial magnetic fields. Compensating this separation means
mitigating systematic effects, which is crucial for the EDM
experiment. For this purpose the PTR supports clockwise
and counterclockwise injection of proton beams after the
procedure of magnetic field reversal.

Figure 7: Layout of one superperiod of PTR with 𝑃 = 4
with optical functions. Dashed lines indicate the locations
of sextupole families.

Racetrack Option of PTR
At the PTR there are three sextupole families placed on
top of the quadrupoles. As it can be seen from Fig. 7, the
phase advance between the first two sextupoles is quite small.

To allow for efficient manipulation of three parameters:
𝜉𝑥 , 𝜉𝑦 , 𝜅 and to achieve long SCT a racetrack option of PTR
is proposed (Fig. 8). In this lattice the superperiodicity is
reduced to 𝑃 = 2 to insert three families of sextupoles at
points with different ratios of optical functions and dispersion. Dispersion-free straight sections are also favorable in
terms of beam dynamics.
Spin-tracking simulation results for the PTR lattice with
𝑃 = 4 show that with two families of sextupoles it is possible
to achieve proton SCT ∼100 s. While for a racetrack option
with three families of sextupoles it comes to ∼1000 s. That
is sufficient for the purpose of the EDM experiment.

CONCLUSION
The numerical calculations prove that SCT is influenced
by three parameters: 𝜉𝑥 , 𝜉𝑦 , 𝜅. The optimal values for 𝜉𝑥 , 𝜅
are zero, that matches the theoretical predictions. However,
for protons optimal 𝜉𝑦 is not zero due to the influence of
intrinsic resonances.
To optimize 𝜉𝑥 , 𝜉𝑦 , 𝜅 one needs three families of sextupoles with substantial phase advance between them. This
concept is realized in the proposed racetrack option of PTR.
While the initial design of the PTR is based on the idea of
mitigating systematic effects observing vertical separation
of two beams, ”weak” vertical focusing and less ability to
increase SCT come as a drawback. The racetrack option
of PTR is more suitable in achieving high SCT. Detailed
study on how both lattices can handle systematic effects is
foreseen.
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vertical component of the beam polarization to oscillate:

Abstract
A new experiment to measure electric dipole moments
(EDMs) of elementary particles, based on the Frequency
Domain method, has been proposed for implementation at
the NICA facility (JINR, Russia). EDM experiments in
general, being measurement-of-polarization experiments,
require long spin-coherence times at around 1,000 seconds.
The FD method involves a further complication (well paid
off in orders of precision) of switching the polarity of the
guiding field as part of its CW-CCW injection procedure.
This latter procedure necessitates a calibration process, during which the beam polarization axis n̄ changes its orientation from the radial (used for the measurement) to the
vertical (used for the calibration) direction. If this change
occurs adiabatically, the beam particles’ spin-vectors follow
the direction of the polarization axis — which undermines
the calibration technique; however, concerns were raised
as to whether violation of adiabaticity could damage spincoherence. These concerns are addressed in the present
investigation.

ΩE D M
Pv = P
sin(Ω · t + θ 0 ),
Ω
q
Ω = Ω2E D M + Ω2M D M ,
which we will call “the EDM-signature” signal.
The “frozen spin” method takes its name after the idea of
“freezing” the MDM-precession, so that the spin precession
plane turns completely vertical and the EDM-signature’s
amplitude is maximal. In theory, this also causes Pv ≈
P · ΩE D M · t, so that one observes a slow linear buildup of
vertical polarization at a rate proportional to the EDM. By
measuring the amount of buildup ∆Pv per set time period
T one can evaluate ΩE D M and from that – the EDM itself.
We may call it an “amplitude” (or “space domain”) method,
since the observable Pv (T) is a realized fraction of the originating signal’s amplitude, P (respectively, the magnitude of
∆P v ).
ΩM D M
n̄

FREQUENCY DOMAIN METHOD
S
The proposed frequency domain method is a modification of the original “frozen spin” concept developed at
Brookhaven National Laboratory [1–3].
The “frozen spin” family of EDM experiments has its foundation in the Thomas-Bargmann-Michel-Telegdi (T-BMT)
spin precession described by the equation
dS
= d×E+µ×B
dt
= S × (ΩE D M + Ω M D M ) ,
where d, µ are, respectively, the particle’s electric and
magnetic dipole moments, Ω’s are the corresponding spinprecession frequencies, and S is the precessing spin-vector.
In general, in order to utilize the T-BMT phenomenon
for EDM-measurement in a “combined” storage ring, one
introduces a radial electric field Er . Then the accelerator’s
guiding field rotates the beam particles’ spin-vectors via the
magnetic dipole moment (MDM) at a frequency Ω M D M in
the horizontal plane, whereas Er in the vertical plane with a
frequency ΩE D M ≪ Ω M D M (see Fig. 1). One observes the
∗
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Ω

.

ΩE D M

Figure 1: Thomas-BMT spin-precession. (ΩE D M has been
extended by orders of magnitude for visual expediency).
However, Er is only capable of reducing the vertical component of Ω M D M . The radial component remains unaffected
and is a major source of systematic errors. It also completely
undermines any attempts at observing a linear polarization
growth – unless ΩrM D M is made sufficiently small, which
puts stringent conditions on the optical elements’ installation
precision.
Instead of trying to minimize the installation errors so as
to purify the EDM-signature of all MDM contribution we
could try to estimate the EDM from the signature signal’s net
frequency Ω = ΩE D M + Ω M D M . Since that frequency is a
linear combination of both effects, two measurement cycles
are required, in which the guiding field’s polarity is reversed,
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thus changing the sign of the MDM frequency component.
Then the EDM effect is estimated as

1  CW
dˆ =
+ Ω̂CCW ,
Ω̂
2

with

ΩCW = ΩE D M + ΩrM D M ,
CCW

Ω

= ΩE D M −

UNADIABATIC SPIN AXIS FLIPPING

(1)

It is important to note, though, that there is no logical
necessity that the spin-vector ensemble’s internal coherence
is disrupted when violating the adiabaticity condition (1);
and it is this internal coherence that is of consequence to the
“frequency” approach to EDM measurement, since, in order
to maximize the signature signal’s amplitude, it already operÍ
ates with a beam whose ⟨P⟩ = j (S j , n̄) n̄ = 0. We must distinguish between “depolarization” and (spin-)decoherence;
it is the latter that is of concern to the proposed experiment.

1836

where σ stands for the vector of Pauli matrices, and ν =
Ω/ωcyc , the spin-precession frequency normalized by the cyclotron frequency, is called “spin-tune.” The spin-precession
axis n̄ is, in general, different for every particle in the beam,
and depends on the particle’s equilibrium energy level.
n̄
initially coherent

Since two frequency estimates are involved in the definition of an EDM-estimate, there arises the problem of
equalizing the two measurement cycles with respect to their
MDM effects’ magnitudes, ΩrM D M . In order to do so, we
propose to split the measurement cycle into two sub-sections:
equalization and measurement proper. The spin precession
axis in the two sub-sections points in orthogonal directions:
vertically during equalization and horizontally for the measurement part of the cycle. In other words, the spin precession axis needs to be flipped 90◦ in the course of a single
cycle.
The initial “equalization” section serves as a “point of
continuity” for the cycles with opposite polarities. The idea
here is that Ω = Ω(γ) and there’s a unique point γ0 at which
Ωv (γ0 ), determined predominantly by the MDM, equals
zero. Since the relationship between ΩvM D M and ΩrM D M is
fixed by the optical lattice, which doesn’t change from cycle
CCW
to cycle, what is required in order to |ΩCW
M D M | = |Ω M D M |
is that the Ωv = 0 in the respective cycles. Obviously, the
point Ωv = 0 is indifferent to the direction the spin-vector
precesses, so it is where the CW and CCW spin-precessions
meet.
However, the necessity of flipping a “living” cycle’s polarization axis n̄ raises the following concern. If the axis’
rate of change nÛ̄ exceeds Ω, the spin-precession rate about
that axis, then the angle ∠(S, n̄) is not invariant, resulting
in a variation (ultimately,
the diminution) of the beam poÍ
larization P = j (S j , n̄) n̄. Hence, in order to preserve the
polarization the following condition must obtain:

WEPOPT006

By “spin-decoherence” we understand a systematic growing of the spin-vector ensemble’s dispersion (see Fig. 2). In
the standard formalism, spin-vector evolution in a storage
ring may be described by the spin-transfer matrix [5]
T = exp (−ıπνσ · n̄) ,

ΩrM D M .

Here CW (clockwise) and CCW (counter-) refer to the direction of beam circulation.
For a more detailed overview of three main approaches
to the measurement within the “frozen spin” family please
see [4].

nÛ̄ ≪ Ω.

SPIN-DECOHERENCE

.
later decohered

Figure 2: Spin-decoherence visualization.
Depending on experimental context, three generating
mechanisms can be identified for the decoherence effect:
spin-tune dispersion, n̄-dispersion, and the angle ∠(s, n̄)
growth. In the experiments working with a zero-expectationvalue polarized beam, the leading cause, operative in the
steady state, is the first. The relevant study has been presented in [6]. In this study we took a closer look at the third
cause, operative during transition phases.
r̂
ℓˆ
. v̂

6-T solenoids for
spin-transparency
and -navigation

Figure 3: The optical lattice used in numerical simulation.

MODELING
In order to model the effects of adiabaticity violation on
the beam’s internal spin-coherence we

1. Injected a 100%-polarized beam ∀s ∠(s, n̄) = 0
into a lattice utilizing two mutually-unbalanced sets
of Siberian Snakes for spin-transparency and spinnavigation (see Fig. 3 and reference [7]);
2. The navigators set a constant spin-precession frequency
Ω = 0.86◦ /turn and an angle ψ = ∠(ℓ,ˆ n̄) which is reset
Û
after each turn ψ j = ψ j−1 + ∆ψ at the rate ψ;
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3. This is tried for several different ψÛ = ∆ψ/turn.
All modeling was done by means of the COSY Infinity environment [8].

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

the precession axis n̄ when the latter’s rate of change exceeds the spin precession rate Ω. The polarization plots’
oscillatory pattern is due to the precession axis’ (confined to
the vertical plane v-ℓ) continuous rotation about the radial
axis r̂ (see Fig. 3). Neither damping in the polarization plots
(bottom panels in Figs. 4 and 5), nor dispersion in the spinvector ensembles over time (upper panels) show themselves.
This means that spin coherence is not disrupted when the
adiabaticity condition (1) is violated.
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FIRST INTERACTION REGION LOCAL COUPLING CORRECTIONS
IN THE LHC RUN 3∗
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T.H.B. Persson, R. Tomás, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
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Abstract
The successful operation of large scale particle accelerators depends on the precise correction of unavoidable magnetic field or magnet alignment errors present in the machine.
During the LHC Run 2, local linear coupling in the Interaction Regions (IRs) was shown to have a significant impact
on the beam size, making its proper handling a necessity
for Run 3 and the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC). A new
approach to accurately minimise the local IR linear coupling
based on correlated external variables such as the |𝐶 − | had
been proposed, which relies on the application of a rigid
waist shift in order to create an asymmetry in the IR optics.
In this contribution, preliminary corrections from the 2021
beam test and the early 2022 commissioning are presented,
as well as first results of the new method’s experimental
configuration tests in the LHC Run 3 commissioning.

INTRODUCTION

The approach to local coupling correction in the LHC
has been to use the segment-by-segment technique [1] to
calculate adequate powering of the MQSX magnets, the
skew quadrupole correctors left and right of the Interaction
Point (IP). The Interaction Region (IR) for point 1 is shown
in Fig. 1, where the position of the dedicated correctors is
highlighted in green.
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Figure 1: LHC IR1 for a round optics configuration at 7 TeV
and 𝛽∗ = 25 cm. The upper plot shows the machine layout
with dipoles in blue and quadrupoles in red. The lower plot
shows 𝛽 and dispersion functions for both transverse planes.
The vertical green lines highlight the location of the skew
quadrupoles used for local coupling correction.
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The coupling corrections calculated with the segment-bysegment technique are essential to reach low 𝛽∗ with good
optics control: at 𝛽∗ = 30 cm the local errors compensated
in Run 2 would contribute to the |𝐶 − | by the amount of 0.33
- too high for the arc correctors to handle. However, due
to unfavorable phase advances in between Beam Position
Monitors (BPMs) in the IRs, it is difficult to get a good
measurement of the coupling Resonance Driving Terms
(RDTs) in these regions. In turn, this means the method can
hardly give a correction of coupling at the IP location, which
is of importance to guarantee beam size and luminosity
performance. A new method was developed which relies
on breaking the symmetry of the IRs, and would allow to
relate the coupling at IP to other external observables [2].
The first preliminary local coupling corrections of Run 3
and first implementation test of the new method in the LHC
are presented in this paper.

SEGMENT-BY-SEGMENT CORRECTIONS
The segment-by-segment technique treats a segment of the
accelerator as an independent line and propagates measured
optics properties through this segment using the MAD-X
code [3]. One then tries to find correction settings - powering
changes of selected magnets - that would best reproduce the
propagated optics. Thereby, inverting these settings and
applying the inverted values in the machine corrects the
measured errors.
In October 2021, a week of beam tests was done in the
LHC at injection energy. From the measurements at 450 GeV
a first set of local coupling corrections were calculated for
each of the four main IRs using the segment-by-segment
technique. Figure 2 shows the segment-by-segment results
for the absolute value of the 𝑓1001 RDT in IR5, from the
12th BPM left to right of IP5. The vertical grey line indicates the location of the IP in the segment. Due to the
skew quadrupole correctors in the IRs being single aperture
magnets, one needs to find a single powering setting that
works for both beams. As most of the error to be corrected
derives from the triplets, which are also single aperture,
this compromise is usually found. One can see that the
determined correction in IR5 matches the propagated measurement within the tolerance of the error bars at the edges
of the segment.
During the LHC Run 3 commissioning, local coupling corrections determined during the previous year beam test were
trimmed in the machine from the start. After reaching the
𝛽∗ = 30 cm optics, where the machine is more sensitive to
local errors, a noticeable deviation around IP1 was observed
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A01: Hadron Colliders
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Figure 2: Propagation of the measured |𝑓1001 | around IP5 and
of the reconstructed values from the determined correction,
measured at 450 GeV and 𝛽∗ = 11 m.

Figure 4: Propagation of the measured ℑ𝑓1001 around IP1
and the reconstructed values from the determined correction,
measured at 6.8 TeV and 𝛽∗ = 30 cm.

and a refinement of the correction was calculated. Figures 3
and 4 show the effect of the new correction on the real and
imaginary parts of the 𝑓1001 RDT in the segment.The beating observed from the old correction was re-matched thanks
to a new corrector setting where the IR1 right-hand side
corrector’s powering was changed by 10−4 m−2 .

main IRs can be found in Table 1, as well as their counterpart
values from Run 2.
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Table 1: Corrections Determined with Segment-by-Segment
in 2022 and Run 2
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One can notice however that this method gives little information on the actual coupling at the IP location due to
the very high error bars, which prevents finding the optimal
powering balance between the right and left MQSX.
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Figure 3: Propagation of the measured ℜ𝑓1001 around IP1
and the reconstructed values from the determined correction,
measured at 6.8 TeV and 𝛽∗ = 30 cm.
The correction settings determined with the segment-bysegment technique and trimmed in the machine at the four
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THE RIGID WAIST SHIFT APPROACH
To circumvent the difficulty of measuring coupling RDTs
at the IP, a new method was developed to relate coupling and
beam size at the IP location to the |𝐶 − |, a reliable observable
external to the IR [2]. The method relies on breaking the
optics symmetry of the IR by unbalancing the powering
of the left and right triplet quadrupoles. Figure 5 shows
WEPOPT007
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the simulated linear coupling RDTs from a closed coupling
bump in IR1 created through the MQSX magnets (located
at the vertical green lines) in the presence and absence of a
rigid waist shift.

before and after the application of the optics re-matching
knob.
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Figure 5: Linear coupling RDTs in the vicinity of IP1 under a coupling bump, with and without a rigid waist shift.
The vertical green lines represent the positions of the skew
quadrupoles (MQSX.3[RL]1) used to implement the coupling bump. A rigid waist shift setting of 1 was used, which
results in a 0.5 % change in the triplet powering; and the
MQSX magnets were powered with ± 10−3 m−2 .
By breaking the optics symmetry in the IR, the rigid waist
shift forces a leakage of the RDTs outside of the limits of the
coupling bump, ensuring that local sources have an impact
outside of the region. The residual presence of these RDTs
in the machine can be reconstructed from turn-by-turn data
from BPMs with more suitable phase advances, and directly
linked to the |𝐶 − |, helping to determine an optimal correction
by doing scans of the colinearity knob - a powering setting
convention of the left and right skew quadrupole correctors.
The implementation of a rigid waist shift however has an
effect on the 𝛽-beating across the machine, and will change
the impact of errors - namely the skew quadrupolar impact
on the |𝐶 − |. In order to limit this impact and guarantee good
measurements, a knob can be created that also makes use of
the individually powered quadrupoles Q4 to Q10 to re-match
the optics. A new software was developed to create these
experimental configurations for a given IP in the machine [5],
for any optics and strength of the rigid waist shift knob.
Early in the Run 3 commissioning, some beam time was
allocated to the testing of the experimental setup for the rigid
waist shift, which was implemented in one IR only at 6.8 TeV
and 𝛽∗ = 30 cm. Figure 6 shows the 𝛽-beating across the
machine for Beam 1 with the rigid waist shift applied in IR5,
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Figure 6: 𝛽-beating observed in the machine from the implementation of the rigid waist shift in IR5 at 6.8 TeV and 𝛽∗ =
30 cm, before and after the trim of the optics re-matching
knob. Prior to the application of any knob 𝛽-beating was
kept around 5 % throughout the machine by applied corrections, which is also achieved by the re-matching knob.
The measured impact is very close to what could be expected from earlier simulations, where the application of the
rigid waist shift leads to a 20-30 % increase in 𝛽-beating in
the machine [2]; while the re-matching knob brought it back
to about 5 %, depending on the observed beam and plane.
Considering the state of the machine at the time of these
tests, where the 𝛽-beating was kept at 5 % thanks to existing
corrections, the optics re-matching after the application of
the rigid waist shift shows great efficiency.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
During the LHC 2021 beam tests and early Run 3 commissioning, preliminary local coupling corrections have been
calculated with the segment-by-segment technique and implemented in the machine, helping to reach low 𝛽∗ and calculate global corrections. The segment-by-segment technique
is, however, sub-optimal for minimizing the local coupling
at the IP. To do so a new method was developed that relies
on the application of a rigid waist shift and a necessary rematching of the optics. Early in the Run 3 commissioning,
the experimental configuration for the new method has been
tested, showing good control of the machine optics in agreement with previous simulations. As the experimental setup
has been validated, in the near future beam time will be used
for colinearity knob scans from which final local coupling
corrections will be determined.
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SUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING FOR LOCAL COUPLING SOURCES
DETECTION IN THE LHC ∗
F. Soubelet† , CERN, 1211 Meyrin, Switzerland and University of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK
T.H.B. Persson, R. Tomás, CERN, 1211 Meyrin, Switzerland
O. Apsimon, C.P. Welsch, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK
Local interaction region (IR) linear coupling in the LHC
has been shown to have a negative impact on beam size
and luminosity, making its accurate correction for Run 3
and beyond a necessity. In view of determining corrections,
supervised machine learning has been applied to the detection of linear coupling sources, showing promising results
in simulations. An evaluation of different applied models
is given, followed by the presentation of further possible
application concepts for linear coupling corrections using
machine learning.

INTRODUCTION
Machine learning techniques have found their application
in a wide range of particle accelerator control tasks in the
past [1–7]. The precise knowledge of a coupling source’s
location and relative strength is valuable for further correction. While one can look at sudden jumps in the coupling
Resonance Driving Terms (RDTs) 𝑓1001 and 𝑓1010 to deduce
the presence of sources in between BPMs, such a method
does not accurately pinpoint the location of a source, nor
can it be used in locations with little instrumentation or unfavorable conditions. In the LHC, this approach is applicable
for any source located in the arcs, but due to unfavorable
phase advances between Beam Position Monitors (BPMs)
in the Insertion Regions (IRs) and the necessity to have no
strong sources between measuring BPMs, it is inappropriate
for the detection of sources located within these regions. In
this work, we explore the possibility of using supervised
machine learning to detect betatron coupling sources in the
LHC IRs.

SUPERVISED LEARNING FOR IR
COUPLING SOURCES DETECTION
In order to perform a prediction of betatron coupling
sources’ locations, one first needs to compute the 𝑓1001 and
𝑓1010 RDTs. The strength and variations of the coupling
RDTs throughout the machine is then used to estimate the
location of coupling sources.
In terms of machine learning, this task can be defined as
a regression problem that can be solved by training a model
using measurements and corresponding solutions. Such a
regression model requires a large data set in order to be able
to generalize and produce reliable results. As from the real
∗
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machine the location of sources is unknown, no real-world
data is available for the training of machine learning models.

Data Set Generation
In order to create a training set, simulations are performed
where random rotations around the s-axis are introduced into
the MAD-X [8] quadrupoles, generating a skew quadrupolar component at the affected element and thus a source of
coupling. It has to be noted though, that in the simulation
of the training set we use tilt components to quadrupoles,
given by the DPSI variable in MAD-X, which ignores the
other potential sources such as feed-down from higher order magnets. While simulating the data, the introduced
tilt components (DPSI values) are the input of the simulations and the produced coupling RDTs generated from the
perturbed optics functions are the output. The data was
generated for Beam 1 and 2 of the LHC, for the 2018 optics settings with 𝛽∗ = 30 cm and using collision tunes
(𝑄 𝑥 = 0.31, 𝑄 𝑦 = 0.32). Figure 1 shows the reconstructed
coupling RDTs for a given sample, calculated through the C
matrix [9].
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Figure 1: Coupling RDTs reconstructed for the LHC Beam
1 (top) and 2 (bottom) from the optics perturbed by the
introduction of tilt errors to IR quadrupoles. Here a truncated
Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 1 mrad
was applied.
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The measurements are simulated with the MAD-X code,
and each simulated sample is done by applying the following
steps:
1. A truncated Gaussian distribution of tilt errors (DPSI)
is applied to IR[1258] quadrupoles on Beam 1.
2. Quadrupoles located outside of the IRs are excluded as
these sources can be well corrected by other means.
3. The coupling RDTs 𝑓1001 and 𝑓1010 are calculated at
each BPM from TWISS functions for Beam 1.
4. The DPSI values for triplets are exported and applied
to Beam 2 as these are common magnets.

25% respectively). Each sample pair consists in 4424 inputs
(real and imaginary parts of each coupling RDT for each
BPM for each beam) and 160 outputs (DPSI value at each
affected IR quadrupole).

Training and Model Evaluation
Various scoring techniques exist in the domain of model
evaluation. In this study, models have been evaluated based
on their 𝑅 2 scores (coefficient of determination) as well as
the normalized mean absolute error between the true values
and the model outputs. Both train and test sets were submitted to the addition of Gaussian noise on the reconstructed
RDTs to simulate the uncertainty of the reconstructed RDTs.

5. A truncated Gaussian distribution is applied to the remaining IR[1258] quadrupoles in Beam 2.
MAEtest
σdpsi

6. Coupling RDTs for Beam 2 are calculated as done for
Beam 1 and those two results are concatenated.
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scores (bottom) of a Ridge model on various noised data
sets. The 𝜎 values indicated correspond to the standard
deviation of the Gaussian noise distributions added to the
coupling RDTs data. Each curve represents a noise level
applied to arc BPMs data, while each point on these curves
corresponds to a noise level applied to the inner BPMs.
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The standard deviation of the applied tilt errors was
aligned with expected values from the element alignment
precision in the LHC, after discussions with the alignment
group.
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Figure 2: Standard deviation of the coupling RDTs at BPMs
for Beam 1, from a batch of measurements taken on April 3,
2018. These data points were later divided into IR BPMs
and arc BPMs to determine applied noise levels.
To train the model we flip this relation such that the introduced tilt errors have to be found based on given coupling
RDTs computed from the perturbed optics. Therefore, the
coupling RDTs reconstructed at each BPM are considered
as model input (features). A vector containing the estimated
DPSI value attributed to each affected quadrupole is the desired output of the trained model. A simulation data set of
50 000 samples was divided into train and test sets (75% and
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The standard deviation of the added noise was determined
by a statistical analysis of several measurements from the
LHC Run 2. Figure 2 shows the standard deviation of coupling RDTs across Beam 1 BPMs for a batch of measurements taken on April 3, 2018. After analyzing several such
batches, the following noise levels were determined:
• Coupling RDTs at arc BPMs were noised with standard
deviation ranging from 0 to 10−5 absolute error.
• Inner BPMs (number 1 to 6 from IP) were noised with
standard deviation ranging from 0 to 10−2 .
A new data set was created for each combination of the
noise levels mentioned above. Figure 3 shows the test performance of a Ridge Regression model [10] on noised data sets
depending on the level of noise added to different BPMs,
where the impact of noising the reconstructed coupling RDTs
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is noticeable. Here the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) - the
sum of absolute errors divided by the sample size - was
normalized to the standard deviation of the applied tilts,
𝜎DPSI = 10−4 rad.

True
Predictions
Deviations

200000

Several models suited for regression tasks were tested, and
a minimal amount of hyper-parameter tuning was performed.
A simple least squares linear regression [11] showed very
good results on clean data, however the introduction of noise
in the data sets made its performance drop drastically, down
to unusable accuracy. A decision tree regressor [12] and a
random forest regressor [13]showed poor performance on
all data sets. A Ridge regressor model, a linear regressor
with l2 regularization, showcased good performance on both
clean and relatively low-noised data sets.
Results showing the best 𝑅 2 scores obtained by each
model on both clean and noised test data sets, averaged over
1000 simulations, are presented in Table 1 where the Ridge
regressor clearly outperforms its counterparts. In this table,
the standard deviations of the applied noise were 𝜎 = 10−4
for IR BPMs and 𝜎 = 10−5 for arc BPMs.
Table 1: 𝑅 2 Scores of Different Tested Models
Model

Clean Data

Noised Data

Ridge Regressor

0.9911

0.8934

Linear Regression

0.9913

0.5638

Decision Tree Regressor

0.1385

-0.0018

Random Forest Regressor

0.0175

-0.0009

Figure 4 shows the Ridge model’s predictions on a sample from the same noised data set, where a good agreement
between predicted and assigned values can be observed. Performance significantly degrades with the addition of noise.
Figure 5 shows the predictions and deviations of the Ridge
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Figure 4: Assigned and predicted values DPSI with a Ridge
model. Here the magnet names have been switched for
numbers in order to improve the plot’s clarity.
model on a noised data set (𝜎DPSI,IRs = 𝜎Arcs,IRs = 10−5 ,
where one can notice the deviations significantly lower that
the attributed errors.
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Figure 5: Histograms of the true applied DPSI values, the
values predicted by the Ridge model, and the deviations
from the predictions to the true values.

FUTURE PROSPECTS
Assigning more computing resources to the determination
of model parameters through hyper-parameter tuning is a
first step towards improving model performance, but will not
circumvent certain models’ shortcomings. Another avenue
of improvements would be to create a pipeline where first a
denoising step is applied on the coupling RDTs data using
an auto-encoder neural network [14] before feeding the results to the above prediction models. Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) have in the past been successfully used
with impressive success on regression tasks - such as in high
energy physics [15] and recently in optics measurements
studies [16] - and would be a promising tool that could yield
better prediction accuracy. These could give the potential
to also include measurements with different machine configurations breaking the degeneracy of the IRs, providing
additional insights on the local errors.

CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that specific machine learning models are
capable of predicting the IR quadrupole tilts in the LHC by
assigning a representative value to specific magnets, some
even when faced with noised data sets. A Ridge regressor
shows the best performance among the tested models, including data sets with small amounts of noise. While usability
in operation would require better accuracy on data sets with
higher noise, this is an important first step towards the application of ML techniques to local coupling corrections in
particle accelerators. Potential improvements such as using
previously successful but more complex models and workflows have been identified which could allow to improve the
performance of models discussed in this study.
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Abstract
A new scenario for the first operational run of the High
Luminoisty LHC (HL–LHC) era (Run 4) has recently been
developed to accommodate a period of performance rampup to achieve an annual integrated luminosity close to the
nominal HL–LHC design target. The operational scenario
in terms of beam parameters and machine settings, as well
as the different phases to reach optimal performance, are
described here along with the impact of potential delays to
key hardware components.

PREVIOUS OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS
The HL–LHC operational scenario for Run 4 has been
developed in [1], considering changes to the hardware configuration and new findings in beam dynamics with respect
to the previous scenario presented in [2]. However, very
recent changes to the schedule and potential delays in the
installation of key hardware components are motivating its
revision. This section presents the operational scenario as
in [1] while the potential new scenarios are presented in
the second section as reported in [3]. The key changes between [2] and [1] follow:
Postponing the installation of sextupoles (MS10) in
the dispersion suppressor to after Run 41 It has been
verified [4, 5] that beam lifetime due to Dynamic Aperture
(DA) without these sextupoles is acceptable for optics with
𝛽∗ ≥ 20 cm in the two main experimental interaction points,
IP1 & IP5, which is the current assumption for Run 4. Figures 1 and 2 show the DA at the start of collisions (𝛽∗ = 1 m)
and at the end of the luminosity levelling (𝛽∗ = 20 cm),
respectively. Note that at 𝛽∗ = 15 cm these sextupoles are
mandatory [6].
Reducing the scope of the secondary collimator upgrade, with not all being replaced with low-impedance
collimators1 [7] This decision is driven by cost considerations, with the drawback of a small increase of the machine
impedance. The low-impedance collimators are Molybdenum coated Molybdenum Carbide-Graphite composite
collimators.
Increasing in the primary collimator gap from 6.7 𝜎
to 8.5 𝜎 at top energy To ensure beam stability during
the collision adjustment process [8], the impedance of the
collimation system is reduced by increasing the collimator
gaps. Some key collimator settings are shown in Table 1.
∗
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Figure 1: DA including beam-beam interactions at the end
of the collision adjustment process versus horizontal and vertical tunes. An optimisation of the betatron phase between
IP1 and 5 is applied as Δ𝜙𝑥 =−0.15, Δ𝜙𝑦 =0. A normalised
emittance of 2 𝜇m and bunch intensity of 2.3×1011 ppb are
pessimistically considered to allow for brighter beams.
The increased gap has the advantage of reducing the halo
density at the primary collimator.
Including Hollow Electron Lenses (HEL) in the HL–
LHC baseline1 [12] The HEL is an advanced tool for
active control of the diffusion speed of halo particles, which
will serve to mitigate losses from fast processes. Due to
resources limitations the HEL will not be ready for Run 4.
Cancelling of the installation of 11 T dipoles in LS2 [10]
Due to resources limitations Run 4 will happen without 11 T
dipoles and associated new collimators in the IR7 dispersion
suppressor [11].
The previous plan for the HL–LHC performance ramp-up
allowed an integrated luminosity over 550 fb−1 at the end
of Run 4. With 160 days of physics, the yearly integrated
luminosity is expected to reach 240 fb−1 . In the first 1.5
years of Run 4, the bunch intensity is assumed to reproduce
that of the Run 3, with minimum 𝛽∗ =30 cm and full crossing
angle of 450 𝜇rad.
Figure 3 shows a schematic view of the Run 4 operational cycle including key beam parameters and expected
luminosity. The abrupt jumps in bunch intensity and emittances during the collision adjustment process, just before
1

System under review for the new Run 4 scenario
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2.5 h, correspond to the intensity loss and emittance growth
budgets assigned to the interval between injection and the
start of collisions. The slow horizontal emittance growth
at injection is due to intra-beam scattering (IBS). No emittance growth from electron cloud, as observed in Run 2, is
included in the model. The luminosity starts with a step
to 2.5 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 followed by a linear ramp to meet
cryogenic requirements [13, 14]. The bunch intensity and
emittance evolution during physics include burn-off, IBS,
synchrotron radiation (SR) damping, and emittance growth
from Crab Cavity (CC) noise. Emittance growth from luminosity burn-off has a 1% effect on the integrated luminosity
of HL–LHC [15], and it is not included in this report.

THE NEW RUN 4 SCENARIO
Recently, it was decided to extend Run 3 by 1 year and
the subsequent long shutdown (LS3) by half a year. This
implies a delay of Run 4 by 1.5 years, starting in 2029 with a
full-year of operation with about 90 days of physics instead
of the 30 days in the previous scenario. Furthermore, it
is assumed that Run 4 will last 4 full years (instead of the
previous 3.5).
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A01: Hadron Colliders
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Figure 3: A schematic view of the Run 4 HL–LHC physics
cycle showing magnetic cycle, number of bunches, protons per bunch (ppb), transverse emittances (BCMS beam
case [9]), and luminosity (top to bottom) versus time until
the beam dump.

At the moment of writing this report, the hardware configuration of HL–LHC is still being discussed due to the
accumulated delays in some components and current political and economic uncertainties. In particular, the HEL is
unlikely to be ready for the start of Run 4. The increase in
collimator gaps by 1.8 𝜎 represents an effective mitigation of
potential halo issues, since the density of the halo close to the
collimator jaws decreases significantly. The potential need
for additional mitigation measures in Run 4, for example, to
reduce the charge of the bunch, will need to be evaluated
using dedicated measurements in Run 3. Beam experiments
in Run 3 should also determine if the low impedance collimator upgrade should be carried out in full, or if a reduction
in the number of upgraded units would be acceptable.
Assuming no limitations to the beam parameters in Run 4,
the potential HL–LHC performance ramp-up is given in
Fig. 4, allowing to integrate luminosity over 715 fb−1 during Run 4. This increase compared to the previous Run 4
scenario is a result of the 6 months longer run, the faster intensity ramp-up assumed (1 year instead of 1.5 years) and the
slightly larger initial bunch intensity to match the updated
Run 3 expectation of 1.8 × 1011 ppb [16]. The minimum
𝛽∗ in Run 4 is tentatively kept to 20 cm but 15 cm is being
considered, however requiring the installation of sextupoles
in the dispersion suppressor regions.
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Table 1: Key Collimation Settings at 7 TeV for an Emittance
of 2.5 𝜇m and 𝛽∗ =20 cm

3

β* [cm]

Figure 2: DA at the end of the luminosity levelling versus
horizontal and vertical tunes including beam-beam interactions. Target DA is to reach 6𝜎 above the upper blue line [9].
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Figure 4: Peak and integrated luminosity during Run 4 (assuming 460 fb−1 by the end of Run 3).

The first years of operation of the HL–LHC are expected to
take place at a minimum 𝛽∗ =30 cm, without the use of CCs
in physics and with a reduced bunch intensity of 1.8×1011 p.
This allows reducing the crossing angle to about 450 𝜇rad
as validated with the DA simulations shown in Fig. 5. It
is foreseen to steadily reduce the crossing angle during the
physics fill as the bunch population decays to maximise
performance and reduce the radiation dose to the triplet
magnets [17].
The beam-based IR non-linear corrections are expected
to require considerable commissioning time and iterations
between the different magnet types [18, 19]. Therefore, it
is assumed that optics commissioning in the first years will
only include magnets up to the octupolar order, leaving the
commissioning of the decapolar and dodecapolar correctors
for the years with lower 𝛽∗ . Simulations have confirmed
that DA is sufficient at 𝛽∗ =30 cm without decapolar and
dodecapolar IR corrections [20]. Moreover, techniques to
speed-up the optics commissioning including high-order corrections are being developed [21] and will require dedicated
machine experiments in Run 3.

POTENTIAL INTENSITY LIMITATIONS
Bunch intensity could be limited in Run 4 due to the
absence of the HEL or if RF voltage limitations are encountered at injection. To accommodate the expected larger longitudinal emittance at SPS extraction with 2.3 × 1011 ppb,
between 8 and 8.8 MV is required [22], potentially exceeding the RF power capability of the current system with the
half-detuning scheme. Acceptable capture losses, injection
transients, SPS-LHC energy errors and line-by-line variations of the RF amplifiers may require additional margin. A
minimum bunch intensity of 1.8 × 1011 ppb is estimated to
be easily achievable. Further studies are ongoing to investigate the maximum bunch intensity feasible with the current
RF system. If bunch charge is limited to 1.8×1011 ppb at
injection, the optimal fill shortens by more than 2 hours
and the levelling time by more than 3 hours with respect
to the baseline shown in Fig. 3, and the 𝛽∗start is reduced to
45 cm. Annual integrated luminosity (assuming 160 days)
is reduced from 242 to 194 fb−1 , reducing the expected
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Figure 5: DA after the luminosity ramp-up (𝛽∗ =30 cm, full
crossing angle of 450 𝜇m and 1.8×1011 ppb) in the first years
of operation versus horizontal and vertical tunes including
beam-beam interactions and for optimised phase advance
between IP1 and IP5.
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Figure 6: Annual integrated luminosity versus bunch charge
at injection in Run 4 (assuming 160 days for physics).

Run 4 integrated luminosity by about 20% for the case with
𝜖 = 2.5 𝜇m. Figure 6 shows the annual integrated luminosity versus bunch charge at injection in the range between
1.8×1011 ppb and 2.3×1011 ppb. Mitigation measures imply
reducing 𝛽∗ or the crossing angle. The first requires that
the MS10 sextupoles are installed before Run 4 to guarantee sufficient lifetime. The latter requires that long-range
beam-beam compensators [23], not yet in the baseline, are
installed.

SUMMARY & OUTLOOK
The HL–LHC schedule, hardware configuration and operational scenario are continuously evolving. A new performance ramp-up has been proposed based on the previous
scenario to reach the nominal performance of the HL–LHC.
Nevertheless, there are important uncertainties in the hardware configuration that need to be clarified before this scenario can be confirmed.
Research supported by the HL–LHC project.
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Abstract
The correction of the local optics at the Interaction Regions of the LHC is crucial to ensure a good performance
of the machine. This is even more important for the future
LHC upgrade, HL-LHC, where the optics is more sensitive
to magnetic errors. For that reason, it is important to explore
alternative techniques for local corrections. In this paper we
evaluate the performance of Action Phase Jump method for
optics correction in the LHC and the HL-LHC and explore
ways to integrate this technique in regular operations.

INTRODUCTION
The quality of the beam in high luminosity experiments is
highly dependent on the correction of linear magnetic errors
at the Interaction Regions (IRs) where these experiments
are located. In the past, Action and Phase Jump (APJ) analysis [1] has been used to estimate such corrections with results
that are comparable to results provided by other techniques
such as Segment by Segment (SbS) analysis [2]. For the
first time at the LHC, corrections directly estimated with
APJ have been used during the last Run (Run 3, 2022) showing very positive results, particularly for the IR where the
ATLAS experiment is located. The first part of this paper
describes the operational experience with APJ corrections
and compares them to the corresponding SbS corrections.
The HL-LHC optics presents special challenges due to
the small 𝛽 functions at the Interaction Point (IP), expected
to reach values as small as 15 cm. In the APJ technique,
variables such as action and phase in the inter-triplet space
depend on the 𝛽 functions at the IP and therefore the accuracy with which these latter values are measured affect the
performance of the APJ technique. Performance studies of
the APJ technique applied to the HL-LHC are presented in
the second part of this paper.

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH APJ
DURING RUN 3 OF THE LHC
The measurements used to estimate the corrections with
APJ were taken when the beams were circulating with an
energy of 6.8 TeV, all the linear corrections in the IRs were
off, and the nominal values of 𝛽∗ at IP1 and IP5 were 30 cm.
To apply the APJ technique, TBT data is required. This data
was generated by exciting both beams with the AC dipole
and recording 6600 turns at all BPMs. This TBT data was
preprocessed with averaging techniques [1, 3] and the action
and phase plots were obtained around IR5 and IR1 as can
∗
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be seen in Fig. 1. Average actions and phases in the arcs
found in these plots are used to estimate the corrections
in IRs. The actions and phases in the inter-triplet spaces
are also necessary and they are estimated with the help of
K-modulation data [4, 5]. During the measurements, Kmodulation data was generated by changing the strengths
of the quadrupoles closest to the IPs (Q1s) in IR1 and IR5
and recording the corresponding tunes changes. Once all
the required data was available, corrections for IR1 and IR5
were estimated and applied in the machine a couple of days
later. Significant reductions in the 𝛽-beating around the ring
(from 150% to 20% [6]) and in the IPs were obtained as it
can be seen in Table 1.
Corrections based on SbS were also estimated, applied,
and their corresponding 𝛽∗ measured as shown in Table 1.
According to this Table, the values of 𝛽∗ obtained from APJ
corrections are close to the nominal values for IP1 while the
values 𝛽∗ corresponding to SbS corrections are closer to the
nominal values for IP5. Therefore, a combination of both
corrections is currently used for regular operations at the
LHC.

APJ FOR THE HL-LHC
The effectiveness of the APJ correction for the HL-LHC
and whether these corrections lead to a residual 𝛽-beating
below the specified tolerances (less than 2% peak 𝛽 beating in the IPs [7]) can be evaluated through simulated TBT
data generated with different IR error distributions. Histograms of the residual peak 𝛽-beating after applying APJ
corrections to 200 IR error distributions for the HL-LHC
optics with 𝛽∗ = 15 cm can be seen in Fig. 2 (simulations for
HL-LHC optics with 𝛽∗ = 30 cm can be found in [8]). The
first histogram (red) is obtained assuming the 𝛽∗ is known
without any uncertainty. For that case, it can be seen that
the peak 𝛽-beating is very low and only a couple of outliers
exceed 2%. The 𝛽∗ is expected to be one of the most critical
measurement in the HL-LHC and it has been found that its
accuracy will be around 4%. When this error is added
to the previous simulations, there is a visible increase in the
peak 𝛽-beating (green histogram) but still the number of
outliers above 2% are moderate. At this point is should be
mentioned that correction estimates done with APJ depend
on 𝑤 and 𝛽𝑤 , the waist shift and the 𝛽 function at the waist
rather than the 𝛽∗ . Therefore, to introduce the 4% error in
𝛽∗ , a shift in 𝑤 is added to reproduce this error for all 200
different magnetic error distributions.
Besides the uncertainties in the 𝛽∗ already mentioned, the
K-modulation technique has shown systematic unreliable
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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Figure 1: Action and phase plots around IR5 for beam 2 (top) and action and phase plots around IR1 for beam1 (bottom).
Average values in the arcs (blue horizontal lines) and in the inter-triplet spaces (no shown) are used to estimate the corrections.
Table 1: The Measured 𝛽∗ after the Local Corrections Estimated with APJ and SBS were Trimmed in
IP 1 𝛽∗ [cm]

APJ
SbS

Beam 1
H
V
31.6 ± 0.3 30.9 ± 0.4
34.5 ± 0.5 31.0 ± 0.3

Beam 2
H
V
29.9 ± 0.1 28.9 ± 0.1
33.6 ± 0.5 44.0 ± 1.2

measurements for low 𝛽∗ in the LHC with rms uncertainties in the 𝑤 around 3 cm [9]. The blue histogram shows
that these uncertainties lead to corrections with much larger
residual peak beta-beating than in the previous case and,
hence, they could also be critical for the HL-LHC case.
It also important to identify the dominant sources of uncertainty associated with the APJ technique. This technique
uses the actions and the phases in the arcs and in the intertriplet spaces to estimate the corrections [1, 4]. Previous
studies in the LHC showed that the uncertainty contributions from actions and phases in the inter-triplet spaces (𝐽𝑡
and 𝛿𝑡 ) are similar to the contributions of actions and phases
in the arcs. In the HL-LHC, uncertainties for the actions
and phases in the arcs are expected to remain the same. On
the other hand, uncertainties in 𝐽𝑡 and 𝛿𝑡 are expected to
change since they depend on 𝛽∗ . These uncertainties can
be extracted from the above simulations, particularly those
simulations performed with a 4% error in the 𝛽∗ . The
corresponding histograms in Figs. 3 and 4 show that the
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A01: Hadron Colliders

IP 5 𝛽∗ [cm]

Beam 1
H
V
42.6 ± 1.2 35.4 ± 0.6
39.8 ± 1.0 30.8 ± 0.1

Beam 2
H
V
29.5 ± 0.4 32.2 ± 0.4
29.3 ± 0.4 30.5 ± 0.1

uncertainty of 𝐽𝑡 is around 4% and the uncertainty of 𝛿𝑡
is around 0.02 Rads. These values are larger (almost double in the case of 𝐽𝑡 ) than the values obtained in [4] when
other sources of errors were evaluated. This means that the
uncertainty in the 𝛽∗ generates the largest deviations in correction estimates and therefore, it is the dominant source of
uncertainty for the APJ technique when used for HL-LHC.

EFFECT OF THE SPLIT QUADRUPOLES
ON THE CORRECTIONS
To improve the accuracy of K-modulation measurements
in the HL-LHC, the Q1 quadrupoles will be split in two
parts, but the number of circuits for correction will remain
the same. Concerns are raised about the quality of the corrections because there is an additional source of magnetic
errors without compensation. Simulations similar to the one
presented in the previous section can be performed to evaluate if the APJ technique is effective for this particular case. A
histogram of the peak 𝛽-beating was made with no error in
WEPOPT010
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Figure 2: Peak residual 𝛽-beating after applying APJ corrections to 200 different IR error distributions. Three different
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error in 𝛽∗ (green) and, with 3 cm error in 𝑤 (blue).
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Figure 3: Uncertainty histograms of 𝐽𝑡 for 200 IR error
distributions in IR1.

𝛽∗ , but this time IR error distributions of 8 magnetic errors
were used, two more than before to simulate independent errors in each part of the Q1s. The resultant histogram is very
similar to the red histogram in Fig. 2 except that there are
more outliers. Hence, APJ corrections also work when Q1
is divided but further analysis is required to understand the
few additional cases in which the correction is not effective.
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Figure 4: Uncertainty histograms of 𝛿𝑡 for 200 IR error
distributions in IR1.

CONCLUSIONS
APJ has been applied in Run 3 of the LHC with very
positive results. Corrections based on this method were
applied in the IR where the Atlas experiment is located and
they are currently used during normal operation of the LHC.
The uncertainty in the value of 𝛽∗ has been identified as
the dominant source of uncertainty in the APJ correction
estimates for the HL-LHC.
It has been shown that the APJ method provides effective
corrections for the HL-LHC optics with nominal 𝛽∗ = 15 cm
even considering an error of 4% in the 𝛽∗ . However, large
spreads in the waist shift, such as the one detected during
the commissioning of 𝛽∗ = 30 cm optics in 2018, may deteriorate the correction leading to a residual peak 𝛽-beating
beyond 4%.
Finally, simulations show that the APJ method is similarly
effective in correcting errors for split quadrupoles using the
same number of circuits that are currently used in the LHC
triplets except for a few particular IR error distributions.
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MODELLING FCC- ee USING MAD-X
L. van Riesen-Haupt∗ , T. Persson, R. Tomás and H. Burkhardt, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
We present the latest developments for simulating FCCee using CERN’s MAD-X software. Along with updated
benchmark studies, we describe how the latest MAD-X updates can facilitate the simulation of FCC-ee design features,
including improvements in tapering and different options for
implementing a tilted solenoid.

Table 1: Value of the five radiation integrals computed using
MAD-X and SAD.
Integral
𝐼1
𝐼2
𝐼3
𝐼4
𝐼5

SAD
1.441818
5.8860828 × 10−4
5.4659284 × 10−8
−2.2581083 × 10−10
5.2274385 × 10−11

MAD-X
1.441818
5.8860839 × 10−4
5.4659304 × 10−8
−2.2581086 × 10−10
5.2261809 × 10−11

INTRODUCTION
The Future Circular Electron-Positron Collider (FCCee) [1] is a proposed new collider at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) for the era beyond
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In order to design this
machine and test its feasibility, it is important to ensure that
the simulation tools used for this purpose provide reliable
results.
In a previous publication [2], we presented studies that
explore the simulation of more general optical properties obtained using CERN’s Methodical Accelerator Design (MADX) [3] tool. An important feature in these studies was benchmarking the results to those obtained when using the Systematic Accelerator Design software (SAD) [4], which is
designed for and thoroughly tested against the largest current
lepton collider, Super KEK-B, located in Japan.
In this publication, we focus on the simulation of features
that are more specific to the FCC-ee, including the computation of the beam emittance using tapered lattices and
the effect of a tilted experimental solenoid. Again, benchmarking the results obtained using CERN tools against SAD
plays a key role in these studies. Before presenting the new
results we will provide a brief summary of previous work
and put it in the context of this work.

Summary of Previous Results
In [2], it was established that for simulations without radiation, MAD-X and SAD compute identical optics to a relative
precision of 10−6 . This is also true for off-momentum particles and the momentum detuning looks very similar for both
codes. These results were obtained for FCC-ee lattices that
did not include the tilted experimental solenoid.
MAD-X 5.6.00 was the first version to also include a
tapering functionality [5]; this is a system in which the fields
of the magnets around the ring are individually adjusted in
order to compensate for the change in beam rigidity due
to energy losses from synchrotron radiation. The MAD-X
implementation is based on a similar scheme in SAD and
in [2] we showed that the optical functions and tracking
behaviour with radiation in tapered MAD-X lattices were
very similar to those of SAD. The publication did not explore
the emittances computed using MAD-X’s EMIT module for
∗
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these tapered lattices and the lattices did not include the
tilted solenoid.

SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
Radiation Integrals
The radiation integrals are a set of simple optics integrals
that can be computed from the accelerator’s Twiss functions
and bending radius and can help giving quick estimates of radiative properties such as energy loss per turn or equilibrium
emittances [6]. Both MAD-X and SAD can compute the five
commonly used radiation integrals. These were computed
for the FCC-ee ZZ lattice version 213 [7] using MAD-X and
SAD and the results are shown in Table 1.
From Table 1, it can be seen that there is a very good
agreement between the two codes. Their values were also
checked against integrals computed directly from the twiss
files using python scripts. However, it should be pointed
out that these integrals were computed for an on-momentum
lattice in both cases. In SAD, the fourth radiation integral is
momentum dependant and captures the fact that the bending
radius depends on the local momentum of the beam. Some
of this behaviour can be captured by the so-called 𝐼8 integral
as explained in [6]. To this end, the 𝐼8 integral was added to
MAD-X in version 5.06.00. This update also included the
implementation of the 𝐼6 integral, which captures the energy
loss in the quadrupoles and is very relevant for colliders.

Emittance of Tapered Lattices
In the first iteration of the MAD-X tapering implementation, the EMIT module was not able to find a longitudinally
stable orbit for the tapered FCC-ee lattices. To fix this, MADX version 5.07.00 introduced a minor change to the tapering
that allows users to match the radio frequency cavity phase
during the tapering process in order to achieve stability. This
matching can be done using the MATCH module to constrain the 𝑝 𝑡 values to zero at the locations where the beam
energy is equal to the reference energy.
This improvement makes it possible to determine the
beam emittance using the matrix methods in MAD-X for
tapered lattices and the results can be compared to those
obtained from SAD. On top of SAD, the results can be compared to results obtained when computing the emittances
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Table 2: Table showing horizontal emittances obtained from
tapered lattices in MAD-X and SAD, as well as results obtained at 1 GeV in MAD-X scaled to the appropriate energies.
Energy
45.6 GeV
80 GeV
120 GeV
182.5 GeV

MAD-X
0.27 nm
0.83 nm
0.63 nm
1.45 nm

SAD
0.27 nm
0.84 nm
0.63 nm
1.46 nm

Scaled
0.27 nm
0.83 nm
0.63 nm
1.45 nm

computed when setting the beam energy to 1 GeV and scaling the results by the square of the energy in GeV [6]. At 1
GeV the radiation is small enough not to have a significant
impact on the orbit and the optics, thereby being analogous
to a tapered lattice.
This was done for the FCC-ee lattice version 213 [7] for
each beam energy and the results are shown in Table 2. From
Table 2 it can be seen that tapered lattices in MAD-X return the expected emittances, showing that the tapering is
correctly linked in the MAD-X EMIT module. It should
be pointed out that the results from MAD-X agree slightly
better with the scaled results than with the results from SAD.
This could be due to small differences in how the emittance is
computed in the two programmes or the slightly larger residual orbit and 𝛽-beating seen in the SAD tapering compared
to the MAD-X implementation [2].

TILTED SOLENOID
The particle detectors around the FCC-ee interaction point
(IP) require solenoids to produce a magnetic field that is
constant and longitudinal within the solenoid [1]. Because
the two beams collide at an angle at the IP, the solenoid
field will be tilted around the y-axis in the beam’s frame
of reference. The tilted solenoid field results in a reduced
longitudinal solenoid field of strength 𝐵𝑠𝑜𝑙 cos(𝜙) and a
skew dipole field of strength 𝐵𝑠𝑜𝑙 sin(𝜙), where 𝐵𝑠𝑜𝑙 is the
total solenoid field and 𝜙 is the half crossing angle.
To compensate for both the coupling due to the longitudinal field and the dispersion due to the dipole field, an
anti-solenoid of equal and opposite strength and half the
length of the experimental solenoid is placed at either side
of the solenoid. Whilst the anti-solenoid is very effective
at screening the rest of the machine from the effect of the
solenoid, there are still some phenomena that take place inside the solenoid region that need to be studied carefully and
simulated accurately. These effects include the vertical orbit
and dispersion bumps, as well as the synchrotron radiation
due to the dipole field, which have an impact on the vertical
emittance. The coupling from the longitudinal field also
causes the orbit bump to rotate into the horizontal plane.
This effect is not fully countered by the anti-solenoid and
can affect the orbit in the rest of the machine.

Implementation Methods
There are several potential ways of implementing a tilted
solenoid in MAD-X. The most straight forward is to define
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Figure 1: Vertical position Y in FCC-ee tilted solenoid
around the second IP, as computed by SAD and MAD-X.

the locations of all elements along the reference orbit, as
defined by the bending dipoles and with the solenoids originally aligned to the beam. The solenoid can then be tilted
by using the error module in MAD-X. This perturbation
method results in a small non-zero horizontal orbit outside
of solenoid region and does not take into account the additional path length due to the orbit in the solenoid. A variant
of this method is to slice the solenoid into various equal
length finite slices, with total integrated field that is reduced
by cos(𝜙) and interleave these slices with zero length bending magnets of strength sin(𝜙) and a radiation length equal
to that of the solenoid slices.
The SAD definition of the solenoid does not have the same
issue of the residual orbit. This is because after it tracks the
beam trajectory through the tilted solenoid it transforms the
co-ordinates of the reference orbit so that it is zero at the exit.
All the subsequent elements, such as quadrupoles and other
magnets are then aligned on this new reference orbit. This is
analogous to the convention of defining the reference orbit
along the trajectory of the beam passing through a bending
dipole.
The FCC-ee lattices are designed using SAD and then converted to MAD-X, therefore, in order to be able to fully simulate the optics as intended, it is important to have a means to
replicate the SAD solenoid implementation in MAD-X. This
can be achieved by installing a co-ordinate rotation and three
translation elements, one for each dimension, at the exit of
the solenoid in the MAD-X model. The initial magnitudes
of these rotations and translations can be inferred directly
from the SAD model in the first iteration and then adjusted
using the MAD-X MATCH function to ensure the closed
orbit is zero at the exit of the solenoid.

Comparison for FCC-ee
Using the implementation described above the FCC-ee
ZZ MAD-X lattice version 213 [7] was modified to include
a tilted 2T solenoid/anti-solenoid pair around the IP. The
SAD lattice of the same version already has a tilted solenoid
installed but the field is set to 0 T by default. The field was
changed to 2 T and the tilt angle of 15 mrad at the IP was
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Figure 2: Horizontal 𝛽-beating from tilted solenoid as computed in MAD-X and SAD.
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Figure 3: Vertical 𝛽-beating from tilted solenoid as computed in MAD-X and SAD.
left unchanged. The tilt in the modified MAD-X model was
also set to 15 mrad.
The first thing to check in order to determine whether
the application of the tilt was done correctly is the vertical
dipole field effect and the co-ordinate transformations of the
orbit at the edge of the solenoid. To do this, the vertical
orbit around the solenoid obtained using SAD and MAD-X
were plotted in Fig. 1. The plot is centred around the second
interaction point, which lies around 48 km away from the
first one. Outside the solenoid region, the orbit is flat and
the beginning of the solenoid can clearly be identified as the
location where the orbit starts to change. The orbit bump is
identical in the two codes, showing that MAD-X solution
can mimic the SAD solenoid implementation.
One can also inspect the 𝛽-beating induced by the tilted
solenoid for the two codes. To do this, the optics was computed twice using each code, once with the solenoid field
set to 2 T and once with the solenoid present but the field
turned off. The difference between the 𝛽 functions was
computed and normalised using the 𝛽 functions in the absence of a solenoid field. The results are shown in Figures 2
and 3. These figures show an identical 𝛽-beating from both
codes, again showing that it is possible to achieve SAD-like
results for optics with a tilted solenoid by employing the
method described above. One limitation found when using
this implementation was that the transformations caused
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Figure 4: Horizontal 𝛽-functions in simple FODO cell with
and without an overlapping solenoid in MAD-X and SAD.
some spurious vertical dispersion. The magnitude of this
spurious dispersion has been decreased by implementing exact rotations in MAD-X version 5.07.00 [8], however, some
dispersion of around 10− 5 m remains. The spurious dispersion is also one of several reason why the emittance can not
be reliably computed, however, this issue is being actively
worked on. The most reliable way to obtain an emittance
estimate for the time being is by using the sliced solenoid
with interleaved bends.

Solenoid and Quadrupole Overlap
The FCC-ee also anticipates an overlapping solenoid and
quadrupole field in order to bring the final focus quadrupoles
as close as possible to the IP. However, currently no lattice
versions with this feature exist, neither in MAD-X nor in
SAD. In SAD, overlapping solenoid and quadrupole fields
can be readily simulated using an accurate field map that
superimposes the two types of fields. In MAD-X, such an
element does not exist, however, it should be possible to
simulate this by slicing the solenoid element into a number
of finite slices and interleaving them with a series of thin
quadrupole kicks that have the same integrated strength as
the solenoid they represent [9].
This concept was tested by creating simple FODO cell
in both MAD-X and SAD and computing the closed Twiss.
This cell was then placed inside a solenoid in SAD, whilst
slicing the quadrupoles and interleaving them with solenoid
slices in MAD-X as described in the previous paragraph and
again computing the closed optical functions. The resulting
horizontal 𝛽 functions for both cases are shown in Fig. 4,
from which one can see that there is a very good agreement,
observed also in the vertical plane.

CONCLUSIONS
The studies on the radiation integrals and emittance calculations in tapered lattices complement and complete the
previous studies on using MAD-X to simulate FCC-ee lattices without tilted solenoids. Moreover, we have presented
a method of simulating a tilted solenoid in MAD-X in a
way analogous to the SAD implementation and shown how
MAD-X could be effectively used in the future to simulate
the overlap of solenoid and quadrupole fields.
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Abstract
The development of MAD-X was started more than 20
years ago, and it still remains the main tool for single particle
dynamics for both optics design, error studies as well as for
operational model-based software at CERN. In this article,
we outline some of the recent development of MAD-X and
plans for the future. In particular, we focus on development
of the TWISS module used to calculate optics functions in
MAD-X which is based on first and second order matrices.
These have traditionally been calculated as an expansion
around the ideal orbit. In this paper we describe explicitly
how an expansion around the closed orbit can be employed
instead, in order to get more precise results. We also describe the latest development of the beam-beam long range
wire compensator in MAD-X, an element that has been implemented using the aforementioned approach. Finally, we
also present the newly implemented estimate of the 𝐶 − .

INTRODUCTION
MAD-X is a code that has been used for more than 20
years to perform optics and beam dynamic studies for a range
of accelerators [1]. MAD-X is currently still in the center
of many optics, aperture and emittances studies as well as
a crucial part for various operational tools [2]. MAD-X
itself is written in a combination of C, Fortran and C++.
A relatively recent extension of MAD-X in the form of a
Python interface called Cpymad has been made available
and can be installed via pip [3]. There is also an internal
interface to Polymorphic Tracking Code (PTC) [4] in MADX, which enables the user to utilise the two different physics
engines while using the same sequence structure. This is
very beneficial for cross-checks and to access features such
as higher order normal forms, currently available through
PTC.
In this article, we focus on recent MAD-X developments
in terms of physics and functionalities. All the new features
for each release, e.g. the recently implemented exact drift
and the possibility to specify the number of particles directly in a beam-beam element can be found on the website
under Releases [1].

EXPANSION
In the TWISS module, the closed orbit is first calculated
and afterwards the optics is calculated for that orbit. This
makes it possible to first find the closed orbit using the element transfer map and then calculate the first and second
order transfer matrices based on the derivatives of the map.
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This is different from the previous approach in MAD-X
where the matrices were calculated around the zero-orbit [5].
The previous method works well for small deviations, which
is normally the case for machines such as the LHC, but in
accelerators such as the FCC-ee, which is designed to operate with large crossing angles and momentum deviation, this
approximation does not always hold. In order to overcome
this, a Python code based on SymPy [6] has been developed
in which one can input the exact equations and then the
derivatives are calculated. There is a check to verify that the
resulting matrix is symplectic and afterwards a Fortran code
is generated in MAD-X format that can directly be included
in the MAD-X source code. In the following sections we
will show how this has been used for the exact drift and for
Long Range Beam-Beam (LRBB) wire compensator.

EXACT DRIFT
The drift, when approximated, takes a simple form where
the final position simply depends on the transverse momenta.
In MAD-X the approximate drift has the following form:
𝑥𝑓 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑙 𝑝𝑥 (1 −

𝑝𝑡
)
𝛽𝑠

(1)

where 𝑙 is the length of the drift, 𝑥𝑓 is the final position, 𝑥𝑖 is
the position before the drift, 𝑝𝑥 is the transverse normalised
momenta, 𝛽𝑠 is the relativistic factor for the reference particle and 𝑝𝑡 is the energy deviation divided by the reference
momenta 𝑃𝑠 (see [5] for exact definitions). The drift when
described exactly has interesting features such as introducing
dependencies between planes. This can easily be seen by
just observing the exact drift map:
𝑝𝑥
𝑥𝑓 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑙
.
(2)
𝑡
2
2
√(𝑝2𝑡 + 2𝑝
𝛽 + 1) − 𝑝𝑥 − 𝑝𝑦
𝑠

In Fig. 1 the deviations between the MAD-X expanded
and PTC exact drifts and the new exact drift in MAD-X
TWISS and PTC are shown. We can observe that there
is a deviation in both the orbit and the 𝛽-function for the
old method, while the new one follows within numerical
precision the results from PTC. In order to activate the exact
drift, one simply adds the keyword EXACT when calling
TWISS. Even though this method requires more calculations,
no measurable slowdown was observed when using it for
the LHC lattice.
A recent related development on the analytical side [7] described the evolution of the W function in a drift considering
the chromatic map shown in Eq. (1).
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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COUPLING
The way to correct the global transverse coupling in MADX has traditionally been to match the tunes as close as possible to each other and try to adjust the skew quadrupoles
to minimize the distance between the tunes. This quantity
is refereed to as |𝐶 − | or Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 . In Fig. 3 this quantity is
indicated with the arrow and it is the minimum distance between the red lines which are the eigentunes. The black lines
show the tunes in case there is no transverse coupling. Even
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Figure 2: The introduced 𝛽-beat from a LRBB wire on the
LHC optics when powered to 300 A at 6.8 TeV and at 𝛽∗ of
30 cm for Beam 1.
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The wire element is planned to be used to compensate
the effect of the Long Range Beam Beam (LRBB) effect
in the LHC in Run 3 [8]. The wire used can be installed
in combination with a collimator. In general overlapping
elements are not allowed in MAD-X and therefore a special
wire collimator has been implemented. This enables the user
to install a wire-collimator in the sequence while keeping
the functionality of both a wire and collimator internally.
This means for example that when converted to SixTrack [9]
it is converted to both a wire and a collimator. The physics
model [10] of the wire is also the same as implemented in
SixTrack [9] and the input format tries to follow the same
conventions when possible.
The implementation in the TWISS module has been done
using the method described in the expansion section meaning that the derivatives are calculated around the closed orbit.
It is also convenient to have the possibility to perform simulations where the wire does not impact the closed orbit. This
is the default setting, but in order to have an impact on the
closed orbit from the LRBB one simply changes the option
BBORBIT to TRUE.
In Fig. 2 the induced 𝛽-beat from the wires in the LHC
when powered to 300 A at 6.8 TeV and at 𝛽∗ of 30 cm is
shown.
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Figure 1: Deviations between the MAD-X TWISS and PTC
at different locations along a drift space with initial conditions 𝑝𝑥 = 0.001, 𝑝𝑦 = 0.02 using the new exact option and
the previous approximation method in MAD-X.
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tune split. The arrow denotes the Δ𝑄min .

though this method works well, it is desirable to have an
estimate of the Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 without having to change quadrupole
strengths performing a full matching. This estimate can then
be used for coupling minimization or simply as a quality
check that the coupling is below a certain level. Already
an estimate of the Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 based on the skew quadrupolar
strength was derived by Guignard [11]. Even though it is
possible to get the exact quadrupolar strength in MAD-X,
it is not a convenient way since skew fields might also derive from higher order fields through feed-down. Instead,
it is preferable to have an estimate that is only based on
previously calculated values. Several of such estimates do
exist, since they are also very useful to estimate the Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛
from measurements. In the ”Thin Element Program For
Optics and Tracking” (TEAPOT) [12] manual an expression
is given based on the one-turn-map that later was translated
into Resonance Driving Terms (RDTs) formalism [13]. In
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Figure 4: Δ𝑄min plotted against fractional tune split for
estimates described in the article with 𝑄𝑥 = 0.3 + Δ/2 and
𝑄𝑦 = 0.3 − Δ/2.
Eq. (3) we give the expression in the RDT form as:
𝑇 𝐸𝐴𝑃𝑂𝑇 =
Δ𝑄min

| tan(𝜋Δ′ )| 4√|𝑓1001 |2 − |𝑓1010 |2
. (3)
𝜋
1 + 4 (|𝑓1001 |2 − |𝑓1010 |2 )

where Δ′ is the difference of the horizontal and vertical
eigentunes (Q1 and Q2 in MAD-X), 𝑓1001 is the difference
RDT and 𝑓1010 is the sum RDT. In this formalism the Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛
was also dependent on 𝑓1010 which is not the case in the
approximations we are about to see. In [14] the following
equation was proposed:
𝑟𝑑𝑡 𝑎𝑚𝑝 𝑎𝑣𝑔
Δ𝑄min
=

4|Δ| 𝑁 𝑤
∑ ∣𝑓
∣,
𝑁 𝑤 1001

(4)

where Δ is the difference in the uncoupled tunes and the
sum goes over the observation points.
A conceptually similar equation was derived in [15, 16]
with the difference that it takes a phase average of the 𝑓1001
rather than an average of the amplitude of the 𝑓1001 . The
equation is written as:
𝑟𝑑𝑡 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑎𝑣𝑔
Δ𝑄min
=∣

𝑠Δ
4Δ
∮ d𝑠 𝑓1001 𝑒−𝑖(𝜙𝑥−𝜙𝑦)+𝑖 𝑅 ∣ , (5)
2𝜋𝑅

where 𝑅 is the radius of the machine, 𝑠 the position, 𝜙𝑥 and
𝜙𝑦 are the horizontal and vertical phase advance respectively.
Equation (5) yields better results compared to Eq. (4) when
evaluated further away from the |𝑄𝑥 − 𝑄𝑦 | resonance as seen
in Fig. 4.
However, both Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) don’t correctly predict
the behaviour when evaluated close to the Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 , as seen
in Fig. 4. This behaviour is not observed when using the
equation from TEAPOT.
One can observe that by making the following substitutions:
𝑓1001
𝑓1001 ↦
, Δ ↦ Δ′ .
(6)
1 + 4|𝑓1001 |2
WEPOPT012
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Figure 5: Δ𝑄min plotted against fractional tune split for
estimates described in the article with 𝑄𝑥 = 0.3 + Δ/2 and
𝑄𝑦 = 0.3 − Δ/2. Including substitutions specified in Eq. (6)
for RDT Amp Avg and RDT Phase Avg.
in Eq. (4) and make the following approximation for Eq. (3):
Δ′ ≪ 1 and |𝑓1010 | ≪ |𝑓1001 | the two equations become identical which is shown in detail in [17]. The same substitution
can be made to Eq. (5), which then results in the Eq. (7)
as implemented in MAD-X and ouput in the TWISS table
starting from release 5.08.01 and onward. The equation used
is also very similar to what is derived in [16]:
′
d𝑠 𝑓1001
4Δ′
−𝑖(𝜙𝑥 −𝜙𝑦 )+𝑖 𝑠Δ
𝑅 ∣.
∮
𝑒
2𝜋𝑅 1 + 4|𝑓1001 |2
(7)
Even though the equation works very well in most cases
(as shown in Fig. 5) there are still some limitations where
the equation is less reliable [17]. This is in particular when
|𝑓1010 | becomes comparable to |𝑓1001 |. When this happens,
a warning is emitted by MAD-X to notify the user that the
estimate might not be accurate. However, in the cases where
it has been used to minimize the coupling it has shown a significant reduction in time to compute a correction compared
to the matching method.

𝑟𝑑𝑡 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑎𝑣𝑔
Δ𝑄min
=∣

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
MAD-X continues to be one of the most used tool for
accelerator simulations with an active user community requesting new features and reporting bugs. Planned features
for coming releases include enabling the spin from PTC as
well as implementing exact rotations in a similar manner as
what was done for the exact drift.
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EFFECT OF A SPURIOUS CLIQ FIRING ON THE CIRCULATING BEAM
IN HL-LHC∗
C. Hernalsteens, M. V. Basco, O. K. Tuormaa,
B. Lindstrom, E. Ravaioli, C. Wiesner, D. Wollmann
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) will reach a nominal, levelled luminosity of 5×1034 cm−1 s−2 and a stored energy of nearly 700 MJ in each of the two proton beams. The
new large-aperture final focusing Nb3 Sn quadrupole magnets in IR1 and IR5, which are essential to achieve the luminosity target, will be protected using the novel Coupling Loss
Induced Quench (CLIQ) system. A spurious discharge of a
CLIQ unit will impact the circulating beam through higher
order multipolar field components that develop rapidly over
a few turns. This paper reports on dedicated beam tracking
studies performed to evaluate the criticality of this failure
on the HL-LHC beam. Simulations for different machine
and optics configurations show that the beam losses reach
a critical level after only five machine turns following the
spurious CLIQ trigger, which is much faster than assumed in
previous simulations that did not consider the higher order
multipolar fields. Machine protection requirements using a
dedicated interlock to mitigate this failure are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The High Luminosity upgrade will increase the levelled
luminosity of the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to
5×1034 cm−2 s−1 [1] by means of a higher beam brightness
and using new equipment to reduce the �-function at the
interaction points (IPs) (the so-called �∗ ) for the ATLAS
and CMS experiments. The intensity increase means that
the total stored beam energy will increase to 674 MJ for the
nominal parameters for each of the two circulating beams [1].
This has a critical impact on machine protection systems of
the LHC, which must ensure that the beams are extracted
safely before uncontrolled beam losses would lead to equipment damage. In addition, the multi-stage collimation system of HL-LHC will feature a Hollow-Electron Lens (HEL)
to reduce the beam halo population [2] by increasing the diffusion speed within the beam halo [3]. The halo population
has a direct impact on the dynamics of the induced beam
losses which in turn impacts the criticality of fast failures
and requires detailed beam tracking studies to evaluate the
evolution of beam losses [4].
The new equipment allowing to reduce the �∗ down to
15 cm includes the large aperture superconducting final focusing quadrupole magnets (triplets). The active magnet
protection of these magnets features the novel Coupling Loss
Induced Quench (CLIQ) system [5]. The CLIQ magnet protection system will be used in the electrical circuit of the
∗

Research supported by the HL-LHC project.
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Figure 1: Horizontal (blue) and vertical (orange) �-functions
around IP5. The �∗ reaches 15 cm at the IP and over 20 km
in the triplet region (shown as red boxes on both sides of the
IP). Blue boxes represent main dipole magnets while yellow
boxes represent the separation and recombination dipoles.
final focusing triplet quadrupoles around ATLAS (IP1) and
CMS (IP5). Upon quench detection, the CLIQ discharge is
activated, causing an additional and unbalanced current in
the magnet poles, as compared to the nominal current. In
the case of a spurious discharge of a CLIQ unit with circulating beams, the beam will be perturbed by the resulting
multipolar magnetic field [6] at locations featuring very large
�-functions and large amplitude of the crossing angle bump
which increases the sensitivity to the field perturbation, as
shown in Fig. 1. Initial studies of this failure case led to
the modification of the CLIQ connection scheme so that the
main field component became skew octupolar [7]. We report
on beam tracking studies using the FailSim framework [8]
which show that a spurious CLIQ discharge is the most critical fast failure identified for HL-LHC. The beam losses as a
function of time are compared for different machine configurations to derive requirements on the interlock mechanism
that needs to be developed to protect against such failure.

MACHINE, BEAM AND OPTICS MODELS
The nominal simulation setup uses the HL-LHC lattice
V1.4 with the most critical optics configuration for round
beams with �∗ = 15 cm. We consider a full machine with
2736 bunches at top energy, as shown in Table 1. The
baseline collimation scenario with the primary collimators
(TCPs) cut set at 6.7 � is compared with a collimation
scheme with a TCP cut set at 8.5 � 1 . The multipolar decomposition of the field components induced by the CLIQ
discharge are reported in detail in [6]. The model of the
transverse beam distribution is based on Run II beam scraping measurements performed to characterize the distribution
and its halo up to the TCPs [9]. A fit on the measurement
characterizes the transverse distribution as the sum of two
Gaussian distributions which we extended to form the radial
distribution over the 4D normalized transverse phase space
1

For the relaxed collimation settings we use the HL-LHC lattice V1.5.
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Table 1: Machine and beam parameters for the squeezed
HL-LHC optics, as used in the simulations.
Parameter
Energy
Stored beam energy
Bunch intensity (2736 bunches)
Normalized emittance
�∗ at IP1-5
Crossing angle at IP1-5
Primary collimator (TCP) cut
HEL inner radius

HL-LHC
7 TeV
674 MJ
2.2×1011 � +
2.5 µm
15 cm
500 µrad
6.7 � or 8.5 �
4.7 � or 6.5 �

Figure 2: Radial distribution function in the 4D transverse
phase space. The distribution follows the sum of two �
distributions. From the HEL inner radius up to the cut radius
imposed by the primary collimators, an exponential decrease
factor is added to account for the halo depletion. Three levels
of depletion are shown, starting from � = 0 (no depletion)
up to � = 0.8 corresponding to an 80% population decrease.
[4]. To account for the halo depletion induced by the HEL,
this distribution function is modified by a decreasing exponential function within the HEL active radii - from the inner
radius up to �TCP , the radius at which the primary collimators are set - and then re-normalized. The halo depletion
factor � represents the relative depletion in the halo. The
resulting radial density is shown in Fig. 2. To perform the
simulations, the distribution is sampled uniformly inside a
4D hypersphere with a radius equal to �TCP . A weight is
associated to each particle during the analysis, allowing the
results to be recomputed for different values of �. The beam
distribution is tracked using the time-dependent multipolar
decomposition of the field induced by the CLIQ discharge.
The beam losses and the surviving particles are recorded at
each turn.

BEAM LOSSES FROM SPURIOUS CLIQ
DISCHARGE
A simulation was performed for the spurious discharge of
a single CLIQ unit for each triplet magnet in IR1 and IR5.
The Q2 magnet furthest from the IP on the right side, i.e.
Q2b, of IP5 is found to be the most critical case for Beam 1,

MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A01: Hadron Colliders

Figure 3: Beam losses (top), orbit excursion (center) and
�-beating (bottom) as function of the turn number. The
CLIQ discharge starts at turn one. For the beam losses, the
color scheme depicts four different halo depletion parameters. The order of truncation of the multipoles is shown
using different line styles. The damage limit (1 MJ) and the
BLM threshold (125 kJ) are also shown. The orbit excursion,
in both transverse planes, and as a 4D amplitude is shown
following the same line styles convention as for the beam
losses. The horizontal (resp. vertical) �-beating is shown at
the location of the horizontal (resp. vertical) TCP.

leading to the fastest and largest beam losses. The timedependent cumulative beam loss profiles are shown in Fig. 3.
The critical loss level is also indicated, with the beam losses
reaching that level within 10 turns or less depending on the
beam halo depletion. The interlocking threshold of the beam
loss monitors (BLM), set at 125 kJ is also visible [10]. As
the losses are much faster and larger than initially expected
[6], a systematic study was performed to understand their
origin. The CLIQ multipoles were limited in simulation to
different order (up to sextupole, up to octupole or up to dodecapole), with each result depicted in Fig. 3. The beam losses
are shown to be minimal when limiting to the sextupolar
component and critical for the other multipolar expansions.
This indicates that the skew octupolar component, the larger
multipole, dominates the dynamics and is responsible for
the beam losses. This is confirmed when observing the orbit excursion (middle plot) and the �-beating (bottom plot).
The orbit excursion itself cannot explain the large observed
beam losses. An excursion of about 1.5 � would be required
to reach losses of 1 MJ. The �-beating is negligible and
remains under 10% up to turn 7, where the losses already
exceed the critical level. The loss mechanism is therefore
not coming from an orbit excursion driving the beam to the
TCPs nor from a beam envelope change reducing the normalized aperture. The beam distribution in physical space has
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Figure 4: Non weighted beam distributions at the primary collimators shown after 5 and 10 machine turns. The surviving
particles are shown in blue, and the particles intercepted at a given collimator are shown in red. The cuts imposed by the
collimator jaws are shown as black line. The centroids are shown as a yellow dot.
been probed for each turn at the location of the primary collimators with horizontal, vertical and skew orientation (135°),
as shown in Fig. 4. The non-weighted tracked distribution is
shown, with the surviving particles at a given turn number
shown in blue, and the particles lost at that turn on a given
collimator shown in red. One can observe the very strong deformation which develops quickly and confirms the resonant
behavior induced by the skew octupolar field component.
The beam centroid is shown as a yellow dot, confirming
that the orbit excursion is not responsible for the losses. Interestingly, the skew collimator (TCP.B6L7) is dominant
in intercepting the beam losses, a unique case among the
different fast failures. The beam losses and �-beating results
also confirm that the collimation hierarchy is not broken
prior to turn 10. The losses for beams with depleted halos
are also shown in Fig. 3 and are delayed in time, as expected,
for increasing depletion factors. For large depletion factors
(� ≥ 0.8), the margin between the BLM threshold and the
critical loss level is reduced to a single machine turn. This
means that a dedicated interlocking mechanism is absolutely
required, as the available margin to trigger the beam dump
after a BLM interlock is not sufficient. The results for the
relaxed collimation settings (TCP cut at 8.5 �) lead to the
same conclusions, with loss levels delayed in time by one
machine turn. A fast dedicated system to detect the erratic
must be able to trigger a beam dump before the losses reach
critical loss level, which is reached within 450 µs for the
most critical case with a non-depleted halo. The interlock
signal is sent to the Beam Interlock Controller (BIC) and
must then be propagated to the LBDS in IR6. In turn, the
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LBDS must be synchronized with the abort gap, and the
extraction is performed within one turn. Table 2 shows that
a dedicated detection system of the erratic must be able to
detect the CLIQ discharge and trigger within 167 µs.
Table 2: Duration and timings used to determine the allowed
reaction time of the fast interlock.
Onset to damage margin

445 µs

BIS propagation
LBDS synchronization
LBDS extraction

100 µs
89 µs
89 µs

Allowed reaction time

167 µs

CONCLUSION
A spurious CLIQ discharge in the Q2b inner triplet
quadrupole in IR5 is found to be the fastest and most critical
failure scenario for HL-LHC. For a non-depleted transverse
halo, the losses reach the critical loss level (1 MJ) within
450 µs. The margin between failure detection with the BLMs
and the critical loss level reaches a single turn (89 µs for 80%
halo depletion and more. The origin of these beam losses is
found to be the resonant effect of the skew octupolar field
component, amplified by the large �-functions and crossing
bump at that location. To protect from such failure, a dedicated fast detection mechanism is under developement to
detect the erratic CLIQ discharge and trigger a beam dump
before the losses reach a critical level.
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THE EFFECT OF A PARTIALLY DEPLETED HALO
ON THE CRITICALITY AND DETECTABILITY
OF FAST FAILURES IN THE HL-LHC∗
Cédric Hernalsteens, Meritxell Villén Basco, Christophe Lannoy, Oskari Kristian Tuormaa,
Christoph Wiesner, Daniel Wollmann, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
In the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) era, the bunch
intensity will be increased to 2.2 × 1011 protons, which is
almost twice the nominal LHC intensity. The stored energy
in each of the two beams will increase to 674 MJ. The HLLHC will feature beams whose transverse halos are partially
depleted by means of a hollow electron lens. The reduced
stored energy in the beam tails will significantly change
the development of losses caused by failures. This paper
reports on beam tracking simulations evaluating the effect
of a partially depleted halo on the criticality and detection
of failures originating from the superconducting magnet
protection systems. In addition, the effect of the transverse
damper operating as a coherent excitation system leading
to orbit excursions on a beam with a partially depleted halo
is discussed. The results in terms of time-dependent beam
losses are presented. The margins between the failure onset,
its detection, and the time to reach critical loss levels, are
discussed. The results are extrapolated to failure cases of
different origins that induce similar beam loss dynamics.

INTRODUCTION
The levelled luminosity of the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will be increased to 5 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 [1] following the High Luminosity upgrade. The higher bunch intensity will in turn increase the stored beam energy to 674 MJ
for the nominal parameters for each of the two beams, see
Table. 1. This will have an important impact on machine protection systems which must safely extract the beams before
uncontrolled losses could induce damages to the machine
equipment. The HL-LHC project also features an upgrade
of the multi-stage collimation system to include a HollowElectron Lens (HEL) to reduce the transverse beam halo
population [2]. This reduced beam halo density will impact
the dynamics of the beam losses induced by fast failure scenarios [3]. Dedicated beam tracking simulations have been
carried out to evaluate the criticality and detectability of
occurrences of fast failures with depleted transverse beam
halos [3, 4].
The following magnet protection system related scenarios
are presented: the discharge of quench heater circuits with
circulating beams, and the spurious discharge of a Coupling
Loss Induced Quench (CLIQ) unit [5]. Next is the impact on
the beam of a symmetric quench of one of the triplet magnets
on the beam. An occurrence of such an event during Run II
with fast propagation of the normal-conducting zone is taken
∗
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as a typical case for such a failure mode and extrapolated to
HL-LHC parameters [6]. Finally, the coherent excitation of
the beam with the transverse damper is studied.
For all these cases, the time dynamics of the beam losses
for these fast failure cases are simulated in detail to derive
specifications for the interlock mechanisms to be developed
to protect against such failures and machine protection requirements for the safe operation of HL-LHC with depleted
transverse beam halos.

MODELING OF DEPLETED
TRANSVERSE HALO

All simulations use the HL-LHC lattice V1.4 configured
with the most critical optics settings for round beams, as
shown in Tab. 1. The baseline collimation scenario with the
primary collimators (TCPs) cut set at 6.7 𝜎 is considered.
Table 1: Machine and Beam Parameters for the Squeezed
HL-LHC Optics (as used in the simulations)
Parameter

HL-LHC

Energy
Stored beam energy
Bunch intensity (2736 bunches)
Normalized emittance
𝛽∗ at IP1-5
Crossing angle at IP1-5
Primary collimator (TCP) cut
HEL inner radius

7 TeV
674 MJ
2.2 × 1011 𝑝+
2.5 µm
15 cm
500 µrad
6.7 𝜎
4.7 𝜎

The model of the transverse beam distribution is based
on Run II beam scraping measurements performed to characterize the distribution and its halo up to the primary collimators [7]. A fit on the measurement characterizes the
transverse distribution as the sum of two weighted Gaussian
distributions which have been extended to form the radial
distribution over the 4D normalized transverse phase space.
To account for the halo depletion induced by the HEL, this
distribution function is modified by a decreasing exponential
function within the HEL active radii - from the inner radius
of the electron beam up to 𝜌TCP , the radius at which the primary collimators are set - and then re-normalized. The halo
depletion factor 𝜂 represents the relative depletion in the
halo. Here 𝜂 = 0 implies a non-depleted halo. The resulting
density projected on the horizontal displacement axis 𝑥 is
shown in Fig. 1 for different values of 𝜂. It should be noted
that for a depleted halo the population is decreased at lower
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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Figure 1: Beam density projected on the horizontal 𝑥 axis.
The halo depletions for different values of the halo depletion
parameter 𝜂 are shown. The inner amplitude of the HEL at
4.7 𝜎 is shown (dotted vertical line). The amplitude of the
primary collimators at 6.7 𝜎 is also shown.

Figure 2: Beam losses (top), orbit excursion (middle) and
𝛽-beating (bottom) simulated for the spurious discharge of
the most critical quench heater circuit on the D1 magnet.
The beam losses are shown for multiple values of the halo
depletion parameter 𝜂.

radii due to the projection effect from the 4D phase-space,
although the HEL only acts at radii larger than 4.7 𝜎.
In the simulations, the distribution is sampled uniformly
inside a 4D hypersphere with a radius equal to 𝜌TCP . A
weight is associated to each particle during the analysis of
the tracking data, allowing to reduce the statistical error and
the results to be recomputed for different values of 𝜂.

magnet, the discharge of a single circuit was considered. The
worst cases, in terms of induced kick on the beams, of each
magnet type were identified, then multi-particle tracking
simulations were performed to obtained the time-dependent
beam losses. Overall, the most critical case, shown in Fig. 2
for the losses as a function time, orbit excursion and 𝛽beating, is the new HL-LHC D1 [8], followed by the triplets
and D2 [9]. The field induced by the quench heater discharge
is static, leading to a sudden displacement of the closed-orbit
and to an oscillation of the orbit excursion. This results in a
sudden jump in beam losses, followed by a slow increase. In
case of the D1, for non-depleted halo the critical loss level
of 1 MJ is reached asymptotically. Negligible 𝛽-beating is
observed. It should be noted that in case of the D1 and D2,
the simultaneous firing of all quench heater circuits would
be less critical for the circulating beam due to symmetry
effects from the connection schemes, resulting in partial
cancellation of the induced magnetic fields. We conclude
that this fast failure is not critical even for depleted halos as
sufficient margin is available between triggering the BLMs
and reaching the critical loss level. The halo depletion is
beneficial in this case, as it prevents reaching the critical loss
level even for small values of the depletion factor.

BEAM IMPACT OF SUPERCONDUCTING
MAGNET PROTECTION SYSTEMS
FAILURES
Key components of the quench protection system of the
HL-LHC triplet circuits [1, Chapter 3] around the low-𝛽 experiments Atlas and CMS are quench heaters and the novel
Coupling Loss Induced Quench (CLIQ) system [1, Chapter 7]. Due to the large 𝛽-functions and beam offsets in the
triplet areas the impact of the triggering of these systems on
the circulating beam has to be carefully studied. The quench
detection system will nominally fire the quench heaters and
trigger the discharge of the CLIQ units only after triggering
a beam dump. However, the spurious discharge of either
system with circulating beams cannot be excluded and is,
thus, considered as a fast failure case. A detailed account
of the critical CLIQ fast failure case is provided in [5] and
was found to be the fastest and most critical failure scenario
for HL-LHC, for all levels of halo depletion. This triggered
the development of a dedicated fast detection mechanism of
the spurious current discharge.
For the spurious discharge of a single quench heater circuit, all LHC and new HL-LHC circuits have been considered: the main dipoles, the 11 T dipoles, the separation and
recombination superconducting dipoles D1 and D2, and the
triplet circuits in IP1 and 5. The magnetic field resulting
from the specific configuration of the quench heater circuit
was computed in static conditions using Biot-Savart. Multiple quench heater circuits protect a given magnet and for each
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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SYMMETRIC TRIPLET QUENCH
While superconducting magnet quenches are usually not
critical in terms of machine protection due to their fairly slow
development (10s of milliseconds), occurrences of quenches
with fast normal-zone propagation have been identified and
observed already during Run II [6]. The effect is amplified
by the very large 𝛽-function and crossing angle bump at the
location of the triplet magnets, even more so for the HL-LHC
parameters. Magnet simulations were adjusted to the HLLHC triplet magnet with assumptions on the propagation
speed of the quench matching the Run II event [10]. To
evaluate the criticality and detectability of this failure case
WEPOPT014
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Figure 4: Beam losses (top) and orbit excursion (bottom)
for the case of the coherent excitation provided by the ADT.
The beam losses match closely the analytical estimate. It is
visible that the halo depletion reduces the margin between
reaching the BLM threshold and the critical loss level.
Figure 3: Beam losses (top), orbit excursion (middle) and
𝛽-beating (bottom) for the symmetric triplet quench case.
for the HL-LHC era with depleted halos, a new tracking
simulation campaign was carried out.
The worst triplet magnet was identified to be
MQXFB.B2L1, left of the Atlas experiment with the
results shown in Fig. 3. The field change is initially slow
and then increases quickly, as seen by the effect on all three
sub-figures. The losses are directly correlated with the orbit
excursion increase, while no significant 𝛽-beating is present
before reaching the critical loss level. The critical loss level
is reached in 72 turns for non depleted halo and in 85 turns
for fully depleted halo. A critical parameter is the margin
between reaching the BLM detection level and the critical
loss level. For non-depleted halo, the BLM losses provide
sufficient margin (10 turns). However, despite the slow
growth rate, the case of 80% halo depletion is critical as
only a 2-turn margin is available. A halo depletion of 50%
restores a 5-turn margin, which is sufficient for the BLM
interlock to safely dump the beams. This puts a clear limit
on a total halo depletion level which should not exceed 50%,
either on a bunch-by-bunch basis with 𝜂 ≤ 0.5 or keeping a
fraction of so-called “witness” bunches with no depletion.

FAST BEAM LOSSES FROM COHERENT
BEAM EXCITATION
The transverse damper (ADT) provides an operational
mode to coherently excite individual bunches. Given the
available voltage and the number of affected bunches, this
is a potential fast failure leading to beam losses within few
milliseconds. With the coherent excitation switched on and
the usual damping mode activated, the orbit excursion will
follow a linear increase at small amplitudes, which will flatten out at higher amplitudes. This model is also applicable
in case of other sources of coherent beam excitation, with
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the transverse damper always providing the damping mechanism.
The tracking results shown in Fig. 4 are in good agreement
with the analytical estimates where the losses are estimated
from the orbit excursion using a rigid beam model. For
the maximum voltage (10 kV), fast losses are observed and
the beneficial impact of the depleted halos is clearly visible.
The results are shown for a full machine (2736 bunches).
Extending the results to a variable number of bunches with
the requirement that there is a sufficient margin between the
detection of the beam losses with the BLMs and reaching
critical losses, results in the allowed operation of the ADT
in coherent excitation mode to be limited to a window of
480 bunches. Additionally, similar results obtained at injection energy (450 GeV) required that the available voltage at
injection be limited to 5 kV.

CONCLUSION
A parametric beam model for partially depleted halo has
been derived and used extensively in beam tracking simulations to evaluate the criticality and timely detectability of
fast failures in the HL-LHC. The effect of magnet protection
systems on circulating beams has been quantified in detail.
In particular, the spurious CLIQ discharge has been identified as the fastest and most critical failure for HL-LHC and
for all levels of halo depletion. The effect of quench heater
discharge has been found to be significantly less critical,
with the most critical case being the new superconducting
separation dipole (D1). In that case the depleted halo provides a beneficial effect. The case of symmetric quench
with fast propagation of the normal-conducting zone on the
triplet magnets has been analyzed and shown to be critical
in case of important halo depletion. Finally, the case of the
transverse damper has been studied, leading to a recommendation on the length of the excitation and excitation voltage
to be used.
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STUDY OF HYDRODYNAMIC-TUNNELLING EFFECTS INDUCED BY
HIGH-ENERGY PROTON BEAMS IN GRAPHITE
C. Wiesner∗ , F. Carra, J. Don, I. Kolthoff, A. Lechner, R. Rasile, D. Wollmann
CERN, CH-1211 Geneva, Switzerland
SIMULATION SETUP AND PARAMETERS

Abstract
The design and assessment of machine-protection systems
for existing and future high-energy accelerators comprises
the study of accidental beam impact on machine elements.
In case of a direct impact of a large number of high-energy
particle bunches in one location, the damage range in the
material is significantly increased due to an effect known as
hydrodynamic tunnelling. The effect is caused by the beaminduced reduction of the material density along the beam
trajectory, which allows subsequent bunches to penetrate
deeper into the target. The assessment of the damage range
requires the sequential coupling of an energy-deposition
code, like FLUKA, and a hydrodynamic code, like Autodyn.
The paper presents the simulations performed for the impact
of the nominal LHC beam at 7 TeV on a graphite target. It
describes the optimisation of the simulation setup and the
required coupling workflow. The resulting energy deposition
and the evolution of the target density are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
In order to evaluate the machine-protection systems
for high-energy and high-intensity accelerators, the consequences of beyond-design failures (see page 445 in [1])
have to be considered. This includes the accidental, direct
beam impact in one location. In this scenario, the damage
range in the material can be dominated by an effect known as
hydrodynamic tunnelling [2, 3]. The effect is caused by the
beam-induced reduction of the material density along the
beam axis, which allows subsequent bunches to penetrate
deeper and deeper into the target. To take into account the
changing material densities for the simulation, it is required
to sequentially couple an energy-deposition code and a hydrodynamic code. In this generic study, the worst-case scenario of the direct impact of the full nominal Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) proton beam at 7 TeV on a graphite target
was simulated [4, 5]. The main aim of the study was to establish an efficient coupling workflow based on the FLUKA
code [6–8] and the commercially available Autodyn code [9].
To facilitate future comparisons, similar beam parameters
and the same equation of state as in a previous study (see
Sec. 5.2. in [2], Sec. V in [10] and Chap. 8.3.2 in [11]),
which was performed by coupling the codes FLUKA and
BIG2 [12], were chosen.
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Beam Parameters
For this study, the nominal LHC beam parameters [1] and
a beam size of 𝜎 = 0.5 mm were used. The details of the
LHC filling patterns were neglected and a constant bunch
spacing of 25 ns was assumed. Table 1 summarizes the main
beam parameters.
Table 1: Beam Parameters Used for the Simulations
Particle species
Beam Energy
Total number of bunches
Protons per bunch
Bunch spacing
Bunch length
Filling scheme
rms beam size (sigma)

Protons
7 TeV
2808
1.15 × 1011
25 ns
0.5 ns
None
0.5 mm

Simulation Workflow
The simulation workflow for this study consisted of three
main steps, which had to be performed in a loop:
1. Run the FLUKA simulation.
2. Import the energy-deposition map into Autodyn and
perform the hydrodynamic simulation for a certain number of impacting bunches.
3. Update the target densities by interpolating the Autodyn results to the FLUKA regions and create the new
FLUKA input file.
The general approach for the coupling simulations is
discussed in [13]. For this study, an optimised coupling
script [14] was used to update the target geometry of the
FLUKA input file. The overall simulation cycle was stopped
once it became evident that the propagation speed of the
density depletion front in the target reached a near constant
value, allowing to extrapolate the total penetration depth
after the impact of all the bunches.

FLUKA Setup
The main target and FLUKA simulation parameters are
summarised in Table 2. The target was modelled as a
graphite cylinder with length of 10 m and a radius of 5 cm
with axial symmetry. For the initial simulation step, a uniform target density of 2.28 g cm−3 was used. Therefore, no
segmentation was required and the FLUKA model was implemented with a single region. However, for all subsequent
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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simulation steps, the geometry of the target had to be divided
into various regions as only a single density value can be
assigned to each FLUKA region.
As a compromise between resolution and FLUKA runtime, a model with 13 400 regions was chosen. This implied
a running time of up to seven days using at least 50 000
primary protons per simulation step at typically 25 to 30
CPUs on the available cluster at CERN. This resulted in an
acceptable relative statistical error of the energy-deposition
density below 1.5 % in the beam-heated region.
To ensure a sufficiently high spatial resolution close to the
target axis, where the largest density gradients occurred, a radially adapted region size was chosen. For the 40 innermost
regions, a radial bin width of 125 µm was chosen, corresponding to one fourth of the beam sigma of 𝜎 = 500 µm.
This was followed by 20 regions with a 375 µm radial width,
6 regions with a 1.25 mm radial width, and one 30 mm thick
verge region to cover the full 5 cm radial target size.
Table 2: Target and FLUKA Simulation Parameters
Target length
Target radius
Material
Initial target density
Radial region size
Longitudinal region size

10 m
5 cm
Graphite
2.28 g cm−3
Radially increasing
(67 regions in total)
5 cm length
(200 regions in total)

Autodyn Setup
Table 3 shows the main Autodyn simulation parameters.
The material model used for graphite in the Autodyn simulations [15] consisted in a tabular equation of state (EOS)
from the SESAME library. This is the most sophisticated
type of EOS, as it can express strong nonlinearities and discontinuities between the different parameters. Since, in this
impact scenario, pressures are in the order of GPa, the hydrostatic response of the material, controlled by the EOS,
is dominant with respect to the deviatoric component, controlled by strength and failure models. For such reason, no
strength/failure model was adopted in the simulation.
Table 3: Autodyn Simulation Parameters
Equation of State
Strength and failure model
Mesh
Longitudinal element size
Radial element size
Time step

Tabular (SESAME) [15]
none
Eulerian
2.5 cm
125 µm (up to 𝑟 = 2 cm)
0.5 ns

A Eulerian mesh was used for the model. With respect to
a Lagrangian mesh, which was used in previous studies [3],
Eulerian methods have the advantage of maintaining a constant element size. This simplifies the FLUKA/Autodyn
interaction, and avoids element distortion that, numerically,
can lead to high energetic errors, or even to a premature interruption of the simulation. The energy-deposition map per
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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primary proton was loaded from FLUKA into Autodyn and
scaled to the required number of impacting protons. Finally,
a time step of 0.5 ns was selected in order to be consistent
with the bunch length.

RESULTS

Table 4 gives an overview of the performed simulation
steps for this study. The first step was stopped after the
impact of 70 bunches, corresponding to a density change in
the most-loaded mesh element of 16 %. For all subsequent
steps, a fixed step size of 100 bunches was used, leading to
a reduction of the minimum target density by around 50 %
per simulation step.
Table 4: Simulation steps, total number of bunches 𝑛bun that
have impacted the target at time 𝑡step , the resulting peak energy deposition 𝐸max , the longitudinal location of the shower
maximum 𝑧(𝐸max ), and the minimum graphite density 𝜌min
in the target
Step

𝑛bun

𝑡step
(µs)

𝐸max
(GeV/g/p)

𝑧(𝐸max )
(mm)

𝜌min
(g cm−3 )

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

0
70
170
270
370
470
570

0
1.75
4.25
6.75
9.25
11.75
14.25

8.4
7.2
4.7
4.1
3.9
3.8
-

1350
1450
2450
3175
3925
4550
-

2.28
1.91
0.96
0.51
0.22
0.11
0.07

As discussed below and visible from Fig. 3, the density
depletion front at the target axis started to propagate with
near constant speed after 4.25 µs, which allowed for stopping
the simulations after 6 steps and estimating the total damage
range by extrapolating to the impact of all 2808 bunches.
Note that the simulation loop was stopped after obtaining the
Autodyn results for an impact of 570 bunches, and therefore
no energy-deposition map is available for Step 6.
For the 6 coupling steps, a total simulation time of around
two months was required, dominated by the running time of
the FLUKA simulations. This does not count the time for
the simulation setup and for post-processing the final results.

Energy Deposition
Figure 1 shows the longitudinal energy density profile
close to the target axis as calculated with FLUKA. For the
first simulation step with uniform target density, a peak
energy-deposition density of 8.4 GeV/g/proton is reached,
and the shower maximum at the target axis is located around
𝑧 = 1.35 m. Due to the depletion of the target density in
the beam-heated region, the peak energy-deposition density
is reduced to below 4 GeV/g/proton after 9.25 µs. However,
the energy is now deposited much deeper into the target.
Consequently, the location of the shower maximum moves
downstream and reaches approximately 𝑧 = 4.6 m after the
impact of 470 bunches. In addition, a double peak structure
becomes visible, which is a consequence of the materialdepleted region around 2 m inside the target.
WEPOPT015
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Figure 3: Evolution of the graphite density close to the target
axis (i.e. at the innermost mesh line of 125 µm).
Figure 1: Energy density profiles along the target.
The energy escaping the target volume stayed almost constant during the simulations, changing from 49.4 % after the
impact of 70 bunches to 49.7 % after 470 bunches. The simulations showed that a peak pressure of 1.2 GPa was reached
after the impact of 170 bunches, while the maximum peak
temperature of nearly 8400 K occurred after the impact of
370 bunches [4]. For larger times, the peak pressure decreased because the peak energy-deposition density in the
target was reduced due to the hydrodynamic-tunnelling effect.

Density Depletion and Damage Range
Figure 2 shows the graphite density inside the target after
the impact of 570 bunches. The density reduction in the
beam-heated region close to the target axis is clearly visible.

Figure 2: Simulated material density inside the first 5 m of
the target after the impact of 570 bunches.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the material density. The
minimum density in the beam-heated region decreases from
the initial 2.28 g cm−3 to less than 1 g cm−3 after the impact
of 170 bunches (4.25 µs) and further to 0.07 g cm−3 after the
impact of 570 bunches (14.25 µs).
It can be inferred from the evolution of the density profiles
that after 4.25 µs the density depletion front moves along
the axis with a nearly constant speed of 25.5 ± 1.1 cm µs−1 .
Here, the speed was averaged over the last four steps. This
agrees with the value of 25 cm µs−1 derived in the previous
study (see p. 77 in [2]), which used the BIG2 code.
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Obtaining the speed of the density depletion front is a
key result for the machine-protection assessment because it
allows to estimate the total damage range as follows: After
4.25 µs, the density is reduced up to approximately 3.5 m into
the target. Afterwards, the depletion front moves with a near
constant speed until the total number of 2808 bunches have
impacted the target, which corresponds to 70.2 µs, assuming
a constant bunch spacing of 25 ns. This gives an additional
16.8 m, and, therefore, a total damage range of the LHC
nominal beam in graphite of approximately 20 m.
The result confirms that the full impact of the LHC beam
is an unacceptable, beyond-design failure that would lead to
significant damage to the installed collimators and absorbers
and underlines the necessity for highly redundant and reliable
protection and dump systems.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this study, the spot impact of a proton beam with nominal LHC parameters and a beam size of 𝜎 = 0.5 mm on a
cylindrical graphite target was simulated. For this purpose,
the energy-deposition code FLUKA was coupled with the
hydrodynamic code Autodyn, taking into account the beaminduced density change in the material during the beam
impact. In total, 6 simulation steps up to the impact of 570
bunches, corresponding to 14.25 µs, were performed. After 4.25 µs, the density depletion front moved with a near
constant speed, allowing to estimate the damage range in
graphite for the worst-case scenario of the direct impact of
the full nominal LHC beam to be approximately 20 m.
After having successfully established the required coupling workflow, future studies of beyond-design failures using FLUKA and the commercially available code Autodyn
are planned. In particular, the effect of the higher intensities
of 2.2 × 1011 protons per bunch [16] in the High-Luminosity
LHC era on the damage range will be assessed.
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QUENCH-HEATER FIELDS FOR THE LHC MAIN DIPOLES∗
L. Richtmann† , L. Bortot, E. Ravaioli, C. Wiesner, D. Wollmann
CERN, CH-1211 Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Small orbit oscillations of the circulating particle beams
have been observed immediately following quenches in the
LHC’s superconducting main dipole magnets. Magnetic
fields generated during the discharge into the quench heaters
were identified as the cause. Since the resulting, shielded
field inside the beam screen cannot be measured in-situ, the
time evolution of the field has to be reconstructed from the
measured beam excursions.
In this paper, the field-reconstruction method using rotation in normalized phase space and the optimized fitting algorithm are described. The resulting rise times and magnetic
field levels are presented for quench events that occurred
during regular operation as well as for dedicated beam experiments. Finally, different approaches to model the shielding
behavior of the beam screen are discussed.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE
QUENCH-HEATER FIELD
BPM Measurements
In each of the two LHC rings, 516 Beam Position Monitors
(BPM) are installed [5, ch. 13]. They measure the beam
position averaged over all circulating bunches with a turn-byturn resolution. Figure 1 shows the beam position measured
by one BPM over 50 LHC turns after the firing of the quench
heaters in one dipole magnet. The orbit deviation after the
quench heater firing, taking effect at turn 14, can clearly be
observed. Since the quench heaters produce a horizontal
dipole field, the beam is displaced in the vertical plane [7, 8].
In contrast, a reduction of the main dipole field following the
quench would displace the beam in the horizontal plane and
would occur only on a time scale of tens of milliseconds.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN uses superconducting dipole magnets to guide the particles around their
circular trajectory. The energy stored in each of the 8 main
dipole circuits, comprising 154 magnets each, is around 1 GJ.
Therefore, a sophisticated Quench Protection System (QPS)
is installed to avoid damage in case of a resistive transition
(quench) in one of the magnet coils [1–3].
An essential part of the QPS are the so-called quench
heaters [4] that uniformly heat up the entire superconducting coil after the detection of a quench to avoid a local
temperature hot spot. In case of a quench, a nominal current of 75 A [5, p. 174] is discharged through the quench
heater strips that are attached to the outer part of each LHC
dipole coil. To protect the superconducting coils from beaminduced heating and secondary particles, the beams travel inside a stainless-steel beam screen, which has a co-laminated
copper layer with a nominal thickness of 75 µm [5, 6].
During Run 2 of the LHC (2015-2018), it was recognized
that the magnetic field generated during the discharge of
the quench heaters can cause oscillations of the circulating
beam [7]. Although this effect is not considered critical for
the current LHC operation, the fast development of the orbit
perturbation has triggered detailed studies to understand its
criticality for High Luminosity (HL)-LHC operation [7, 8].
Since the resulting field inside the beam screen cannot
be measured in-situ, a method was developed to reconstruct
it based on the measured beam excursions [9], which is a
crucial input for any shielding model.
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Figure 1: Example of the displacement of Beam 2 measured
at one BPM after the firing of the quench heaters (timestamp:
2016-07-12 14:17:13, beam mode: collision, beam energy:
6.5 TeV, 1807 bunches per beam circulating). One LHC turn
corresponds to a revolution time of 89 µs.
From the measured beam positions, one can then calculate
the change of momentum or angle for each turn, which allows
to reconstruct the magnetic field causing this change by using
the method described in the following section.

Field-Reconstruction Method
For this method [9], it is assumed that the beam is kicked
at one single location with a pure dipole field. However, no
specific assumption on the time profile of the kick is made,
such that this method can also be used for other cases.
In general, the envelope of a particle beam can be described by an ellipse in phase space [10], defined by the
position � and the angle � ′. By normalizing the position
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Figure 2: Comparison of the measured (blue) and fitted (red) beam positions around the complete LHC ring five turns after
the firing of the quench heaters. The location of the magnet where the kick occurs is indicated with a green line.
and angle using the twiss parameters [9, p. 6], the ellipse
becomes a circle, allowing to calculate the change of the
beam coordinates at different locations in the ring by rotation
in normalized phase space [10, p. 173].
If a magnetic field provides a kick to the beam at a location
�, this causes a change in the momentum or angle. To
determine the beam position and angle in the current turn
�, one, thus, has to rotate the coordinates from the previous
turn (� − 1) by the vertical tune � � and then add the kick
�
angle that the beam receives in this turn � kick
(see Eq. 1).
�
�M
′�
�M

!

=

cos(� � )

sin(� � )

− sin(� � )

cos(� � )

!

!

�−1
0
�M
′�−1 +
�
�M
� kick

(1)

To determine the impact of this kick at any other element
� , � ′� ) by the
in the ring, one can rotate the coordinates (� M
M
phase advance between the kick location � and the desired
element. This means, if position and angle at � from the
turn before, as well as the kick angle given in this turn and
the phase advance to the desired element are known, one can
obtain a function that calculates the position at any desired
element, i.e. at the BPMs. This function can then serve as a
fitting function.
The beam positions at the BPMs are known from measurements. The phase advance to the kick location and the
� function at the BPMs are known from the LHC optics
models [11], which are implemented in MAD-X [12]. They
are validated with measurements with a remaining � beating below 2 % root mean square (rms) [13]. What remains
unknown are the beam position and angle at the magnet and
� . These unknown values are, thus, fitted
the kick angle � kick
using the large number of available BPM measurements.
It was, however, observed that a fit leaving all these parameters free led to un-physically large values in position
and angle at the magnet. Therefore, an optimised algorithm
was developed where the initial values (�, � ′) at the magnet
are fitted for a turn before the kick happens. Afterwards,
these coordinates are calculated analytically via rotation by
the tune, such that the kick angle remains the only variable
to be fitted. This method significantly improved the quality
and consistency of the beam-based reconstruction compared
to the initial approach.
Figure 2 shows an example of the fitting result. The BPM
measurements around the complete ring for one turn are
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compared with the beam positions as predicted with the fit
function, giving an rms deviation of 3 µm.
After obtaining the kick angle, one can transform the coordinates back into un-normalised phase space and calculate
the kick field with Eq. 2:
� � · ��
,
� �� = √kick
�M · � M

(2)

where �� is the beam rigidity, �M is the �-function at the
magnet, and � M = 14.3 m is the magnetic length [5, p. 164].
As final results, one obtains the time evolution of the field
inside the beam screen with a resolution of one turn.
In addition, it was verified that there was no significant
impact on the reconstructed field due to the missing synchronisation between the turn-by-turn logging of the BPM data
and the firing of the quench heaters [9, p. 29].

FIELD-RECONSTRUCTION RESULTS
Figure 3 shows the reconstructed fields for all known
quench events that led to a beam excursion during Run 2
of the LHC at flat-top (triangular markers) and at injection
energy (round markers) during proton operation. For easier
comparison, the fields are scaled to the same nominal quench
heater current of 75 A, and the fields for Beam 2, which have
negative sign, are multiplied by (-1).

Figure 3: The reconstructed fields for all proton events at flattop (6.5 TeV) and injection energy (450 GeV). The legend
indicates the name of the dipole magnet where the quench
heaters fired, the beam energy, the beam (B1/B2) and the
temperature of the beam screen.
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All reconstructed fields reach within a spread of 10 % the
same level. In addition, the field levels agree very well with
the expected magneto-static quench heater field (885 µT at
injection, 853 µT at flat-top energy), which was independently calculated using the finite-element-method (FEM)
code COMSOL [14] including the contribution of the surrounding iron. To quantify the rise times, the reconstructed
field �(�) was fitted with a double exponential function:
(3)

�(�) = �(1 − exp(−�/�1 )) (exp(−�/�2 ))

with the time constants �1 for the first initial rise, �2 for the
second rise and the amplitude factor �. This ansatz was
chosen because the current in the quench heater circuits is
described by the same type of function.
For the LHC dipole magnet C28L5, beam-based measurements are available for the following four cases: Case a)
quenches during dedicated beam experiments performed at
injection energy with the nominal beam screen temperature
of 20 K [15], Case b) quench during regular operation at
6.5 TeV with the nominal beam screen temperature, Cases
c) and d) quenches during dedicated beam experiments performed with an increased beam screen temperature of 70 K
at 3.5 TeV and 6.5 TeV, respectively [16]. Note that the fields
for Cases c and d were reconstructed based on the beam positions measured with the ADTObsBox, which allows for
a bunch-by-bunch resolution [16]. The reconstructed rise
times are shown in Table 1. The errors were estimated taking
into account the time resolution of the BPMs as well as one
standard deviation for the error of the fit algorithm [9, p. 41]
Table 1: Reconstructed rise times �1 , rise times �sim simulated with Model III (see below) and nominal copper resistivities �(�, �) [17] of the beam screen for four quench
events available for dipole C28L5 for Beam 1.
Case
a) 450 GeV, 20 K
b) 6.5 TeV, 20 K
c) 3.5 TeV, 70 K
d) 6.5 TeV, 70 K

�(�, �)
(10−10 Ω m)

�1
(µs)

�sim
(µs)

2.50
5.28
18.20
19.33

1900±200
250±90
170±30
140±30

2790
1290
380
360

As expected, the reconstructed field rise inside the beam
screen is much slower than the rise of the external quench
heater field, which has a time constant of �1 = 7.5 µs. It can
be observed that the field rises faster at flat-top than at injection energy. This is to be expected because the shielding
efficiency of the beam screen depends on its copper resistivity, which changes with the main dipole field (or beam
energy) due to magnetoresistivity and with temperature.

aged to simulate and cross-check the shielding behaviour of
the beam screen [9]:
• Model I: A model that calculates analytically the eddy
currents for a simplified geometry and takes explicitly
the skin effect into account [18].
• Model II: A model of the shielding as a magnetic diffusion process, allowing for an analytical calculation of
its time constant.
• Model III: The shielding was calculated with the script
used for Model I [18], but using input fields that oscillate at fixed frequencies. From the field attenuation,
the transfer function was derived, allowing for a calculation of the time constant by determining the cutoff
frequency of the low-pass filter [9, p. 77].
All models predict an increased rise time of the field inside the beam screen when compared to the external quench
heater field. It was found that all three models give consistent
predictions of the rise time [9]. However, even though the
simulated rise times agree better with the measurements than
in previous studies, the models still predict more shielding
than observed experimentally. Table 1 compares the reconstructed rise times with the ones simulated with Model III.
Compared to the reconstruction, the simulated time constants are 1.5 times longer for Case a, about 2 times longer
for Cases c and d, but 5 times longer for the quench events
during regular LHC operation (Case b) [9].
As the models yield consistent results among them and
as there is no indication that the input parameters are more
than 20 % off, it was concluded that the models are incomplete. In particular, all models used so far were 2D models
that do not take into account how the eddy current loops
close. 3D effects could thus be responsible for the observed
discrepancy and should be included in the future.

CONCLUSION
A fully developed method to reconstruct the magnetic
fields that are responsible for beam excursions observed after the firing of the quench heaters at the LHC main dipole
magnets is presented. The method is based on the measured BPM data and uses rotation in normalized phase space.
Since no assumption about the time evolution of the kick is
made, this method can be applied generally.
The fields were reconstructed for different quench events.
The resulting field levels agree within 10 % between the
events and with magnetostatic calculations. Simulations
using different 2D shielding models predict rise times that
are a factor 1.5 to 5 longer than the ones from the beam-based
reconstruction but are consistent among the models.
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SCHEME FOR THE DIRECT S-CHANNEL HIGGS PRODUCTION AT
FCC-ee COLLIDER
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A. Faus-Golfe, IJCLAB, Orsay, France
F. Zimmermann, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
K. Oide, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan
Z. Zhang, IHEP, Beijing, China and IJCLAB, Orsay, France
Abstract
The FCC-ee collider baseline foresees four different energy operation modes: Z, WW, H(ZH) and ttbar. An optional fifth mode, called s-channel Higgs production mode,
could allow the measurement of the electron Yukawa coupling, in dedicated runs at 125 GeV centre-of-mass energy,
provided that the centre-of-mass energy spread, can be reduced by at least an order of magnitude (5-10 MeV). The
use of a special collision technique known as monochromatization scheme (mono-scheme) is one way to accomplish it. There are several methods to implement a monochromatization scheme. One method, named transverse
monochromatization scheme, consists of introducing a dispersion function different from zero but of opposite sign
for the two colliding beams at the Interaction Point (IP);
Another one, named longitudinal monochromatization
scheme, would make use of the correlation between the
particle's longitudinal position and energy by means of RF
cavities on each side of the IP. In this paper we will report
about the first attempt to design a new optics to implement
a transverse monochromatic scheme for the FCC-ee Higgs
production totally compatible with the standard mode of
operation without dispersion at the IP.

In the following we will show first some analytical and
parametric studies, second a first new design of the FCCee IR optics with a monochromatization scheme and finally
a discussion of the issues to be solved in a future work.

THE PRINCIPLES OF
MONOCHROMATIZATION
The standard collision scheme of a collider in comparison with the monochromatization colliding one is shown
for comparison in Figure 1.

INTRODUCTION
The transverse monochromatization is a proposed way
to reduce the centre-of-mass (CM) energy spread of FCCee [1] and then to increase the resolution in the CM energy
with the natural energy spread, due to the synchrotron radiation (SR). For achieving the monochromatization
schemes condition, opposite correlations between transverse position and energy have to be introduced. This requires a non-zero and opposite sign of dispersion function
for the two beams, at the interaction point (IP). Monochromatization has been studied for 50 years [2-9], but has
never used in any collider.
The FCC-ee collider consists of two horizontally separated rings for electrons and positrons, colliding with a
crossing angle (30 mrad), so the horizontal dispersion at
the IP can be generated independently with opposite signs.
The non-zero dispersion functions are generated by changing the dipole configuration but keeping the crossing angle
in the interaction region (IR).
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of standard (Top) and monochromatization (Bottom) collision modes.
In the standard collision mode, the electron and positron
beams have the same energy 𝐸 and energy spread ΔE (top
part of Figure 1). In such a case the CM energy spread is
given by:
√

(1)

In the monochromatization collision mode, an IP dispersion of opposite sign for the two beams is introduced, so
particles with energy (E0 + ΔE) will collide on average with
particles of energy (E0−ΔE) shown in the bottom part of
Figure 1. In this configuration, the CM energy spread is
reduced by the monochromatization (m.c.) factor λ , defined as [9]:
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A02: Lepton Colliders
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. .

(2)

√

If the IP dispersion function is introduced in the horizontal
plane 𝐷 ∗ 0), the monochromatization factor is given
by:
𝜆

1

∗

.

∗

(3)

THE OPTIMIZED PARAMETERS FOR
THE FCC-ee MONO-SCHEMES
The mono-schemes increases the CM resolution energy
but have some detrimental effects as the reduction of the
luminosity and the growth of the emittances, due to the
beamstrahlung [10]. Preliminary parametric studies have
been made [8,10,11] to evaluate the emittance growth and
the trade-off between luminosity and the CM energy spread
for FCC-ee. For this work we consider the parameters summarized in Table 1 from [11], with a dispersion function in
the IP of 0.105 m with crab cavities and taking the beamstrahlung effect into account. The monochromatize factor
in these conditions is 5 and CM energy spread is reduced
from 65MeV to 13MeV.
Table 1: Parameters for FCC-ee Monochromatization
Scheme [11]
Parameters
CM energy (W)
RMS emittances 𝜀 ,
RMS momentum deviation
RMS bunch length
Horizontal dispersion at IP 𝐷 ∗
IP beta function 𝛽∗,
RMS beam size at IP 𝜎 ∗,
Full crossing angle
Luminosity per IP
RMS CM energy spread

value
125
2.5/0.002

Unit
GeV
nm rad

0.052
3.3
0.105
90/1
55/0.045
30
2.6 x1035
13

%
mm
m
mm
μm
mrad
cm-2s-1
MeV

PRELIMINARY FCC-ee IR OPTICS FOR
TRANSVERSE MONO-SCHEME
The Standard FCC-ee IR Optics
Being the IR of a collider one of the most complicated
insertions, the design of a new FCC-ee IR optics for the
mono-schemes is challenging and presents a lots of constrains. The baseline standard IR optics 𝐷 ∗ 0) for FCCee is shown in Figure 2. We could observe from Figure 2
the asymmetric IR design in order to limit the SR.

MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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Figure 2: The standard FCC-ee IR optics.
In the following and to facilitate the optics matching, the
IR lattice optics will be divided in two parts taking the IP
as starting point: the IR-left and the IR-right.

Some Constraints for the New Mono-scheme
FCC-ee IR Optics
The new mono-scheme IR FCC-ee optics must be designed taking in to account the following constrains:
• The beam size has to fit in the same beampipe that
the standard one, then the beta and the dispersion
functions will be limited.
• The new IR optics will be able to provide with
the same magnet configuration than in the standard case a dispersion value of D*x = 0.105m for
positrons, D*x = -0.105 m for electron and D’*x =
0 for both.
• Each of the IR-left and IR-right end has to be
match to the arc standard cells.
•
The crossing angle will be the same, then if a
change is introduced in the dipole configuration
the total angle has to be unchanged.
•
As in the standard case the SR is limited 100keV
photons.
Taking into account these constraints, a new mono-scheme
FCC-ee IR optics has been designed and described in the
following.

The IR-left Mono-scheme FCC-ee Optics
For the IR-left mono-scheme optics, we have modified
the lattice to produce the needed dispersion at the IP without changing the crossing angle. A new dipole configuration has been introduced, keeping the crossing angle and
the beta function at the IP and giving the aforementioned
dispersion functions at the IP. The optics functions with
90/1 𝑚𝑚, D*x = 0.1 m and D’*x = 0, calculated with
𝛽∗,
MADX are shown in Figure 3 for the positrons.
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•

•

Large chromaticity: the new mono-scheme optics
induce large chromaticity, new sextupole configuration in the Local Chromaticity Correction
(LCC) should be implemented.
Other issues: optimization of the overall beam dynamic aperture (DA) and beam-beam effects.

CONCLUSION

Figure 3: The new optics for the FCC-ee mono-scheme IRleft.

The IR-right Mono-scheme FCC-ee Optics
In the case of the IR-right optics, the lattice has been
modified to match the horizontal dispersion to the zero at
the dispersion-free region, the beta functions with the rest
of the ring and keeping the crossing angle. The resulting
optics functions calculated with MADX are shown in Figure 4 for the positrons.

Figure 4: The new optics for the FCC-ee mono-scheme IRright.

THE MONO-SCHEMES ISSUES
The mono-scheme is reducing the CM energy spread but
some issues has to be solved in order to optimize the overall performances of such a scheme. Some of the issues
identified are:
•

Beamstrahlung: If the dispersion function at the
collision point is not zero, beamstrahlung will also
increase the transverse emittances.
• Luminosity loss: a trade-off between the luminosity and the energy spread has to be found. The introduction of crabs cavities to recuperate the
head-on collision could be explored.
WEPOPT017
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A first preliminary monochromatization scheme for
FCC-ee has been implemented. The new positron IR
mono-scheme optics is able to provide a monochromatization factor of 5. The new optics features the same crossing
angle and meet the main constrains imposed by the standard FCC-ee IR optics. A number of issues have been identified and will be solve in the next future. The next step of
this work will be the implementation of the mono-scheme
for the electron beam.
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RHIC BLUE SNAKE BLUES∗
F. Méot† , E. Aschenauer, H. Huang, A. Marusic, V. Ptitsyn, V. Ranjbar,
G. Robert-Demolaize, V. Schoefer, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, USA
Abstract
Two helical full snakes are used in both Blue and Yellow
rings of RHIC collider, in order to preserve beam polarization during acceleration to collision energy and polarization
lifetime at store. A snake in RHIC is comprised of four 2.4 m
long modules, powered by pair. During the startup of RHIC
Run 22 in December 2021, two successive power dips have
caused the 9 o’clock RHIC Blue ring snake to loose two of
its four modules. In spite of this regrettable loss, it has been
possible to maintain near 180∘ snake precession, by proper
powering of the remaining two modules, as well as, by retuning the 3 o’clock sister snake, vertical spin precession
axis around the ring and spin tune ½. Determining these
new settings, in order to salvage polarization with the handicapped Blue snake pair, has required series of numerical
simulations, a brief overview is given here.

Figure 2: Location of snake series R+R-R+R- and R-R+RR+ in Blue and Yellow rings, at 9 o’clock and 3 o’clock.
Beam goes clockwise in Blue, counter-clockwise in Yellow.

INTRODUCTION
Two power supply dips at RHIC Run 22 startup in December 2021 caused RHIC Blue ring 9 o’clock snake to lose two
of its four coils. Detailed spin dynamics simulations, using
the OPERA field maps of the snakes, were undertaken to
help determine new settings of RHIC Blue ring snake pair,
accounting for the handicapped 9 o’clock snake [1]. Full
polarization at store was eventually recovered, essentially as
good as in earlier polarized proton RHIC runs, Fig. 1.

Figure 3: OPERA model of RHIC four helical module
snake.

mostly independent of possible mis-centering (Fig. 4 top
row, right),
Figure 1: Sample polarization in Blue and Yellow rings
during RHIC Run 22, over the period 4/6-11/2022.
RHIC snakes Blue and Yellow RHIC rings each house
two helical snakes, Fig. 2 [2]. . A snake is a series of 4 righthanded helix modules (Fig. 3) with alternating field signs.
A module is 2.4 m long, bore 10 cm (this matters regarding local closed orbit bump excursion), modules are spaced
0.212/0.448/0.212 m hence an overall length of 10.472 m.
Module currents are normally 100/-322/322/-100 Amp
(R+R-R+R- series) and -100/322/-322/100 Amp (R-R+RR+ series). The helical orbit requires centering along the
snake, as part of the local closed orbit bump design during
RHIC operation (Fig. 4 top row), with some tolerance as
the magnetic field along the orbit, and thus spin motion, is
∗
†

Work supported by Brookhaven Science Associates, LLC under Contract
No. DE-AC02-98CH10886 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A01: Hadron Colliders

Following the power supply dips, the 9 o’clock Blue snake
was left with its sole coils 1 and 3, eventually operated in series in the 300+ A region. Local closed orbit bump matching
includes helix centering in this 2-coil R-0R+0 series (Fig. 4
bottom row).

Expected perturbation Given these new settings,
RHIC Blue 9 o’clock snake is operated as ≈164∘ partial
snake, a 𝛿≈16∘ defect compared to full snake. This causes
a 𝛿/2≈8∘ off-vertical tilt of the stable spin precession direction 𝑛0⃗ (𝑠) around a half of the ring - in particular 𝑛0⃗ =
(

√2
2

sin 𝛿2 ,

√2
2

sin 𝛿2 , cos 𝛿2 ≈ 1 −

𝛿2
) at 9 o’clock snake [1].
8

An additional adjustment of 3 o’clock snake to a similar
value - as results from optimal settings, see below - doubles
the defect. With vertical 𝑛0⃗ at injection this would mean an
expected polarization loss, other things being equal, of up to
1 − cos 16∘ ≈ 4%. To the first order in 𝛿 spin tune remains
unchanged, 𝜈sp = 1/2.
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Figure 6: Left: transverse projection of helical orbits in
9 o’clock/320A and 3 o’clock/130A/322A snakes. Middle:
90 m extent H and V closed orbit bumps in 9 o’clock snake
region (the 10 m snake is located at 𝑠 ≈ 1155 m). Right: H
and V closed orbit bumps across the 3 o’clock snake.
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Importantly, these settings preserve 129 − 40 ≈ 90∘ angle
between the snake precession axes, so ensuring 𝜈sp = 1/2.

Optics and Spin at Injection
Blue closed orbit and optical functions with 9 o’clock
320 A and 3 o’clock 130/322 A settings are given in Fig. 5.
Figure 6 shows details of the orbits in the snake region. As
a consequence of its 2-module operation, the vertical orbit
downstream of 9 o’clock snake is strongly kicked off-axis
by the next QF quadrupole (Fig. 6-middle); to mitigate the
effect and maintain an excursion < 3 cm, the vertical orbit
is given a non-zero incoming angle at entrance of the snake.
In the absence of rotators (spin essentially vertical all
around), RHIC 1-turn spin matrix at 𝐺𝛾 = 45.5, at STAR
detector, is:

1.7514E-02
-0.998204
-5.7288E-02

0.124688
-5.4669E-02
0.990689

yielding
- Spin precession : 178.79∘ ,
- Precession axis : (−0.0622, 0.0281, −0.9977),
- 𝑛0,𝑍 = ±0.9977 at STAR, spin tune = 0.4966.
which confirms a marginal vertical tilt of 𝑛0⃗ . Transporting
𝑛0⃗ around the ring yields Fig. 7 and Table 1, showing ≈
18∘ tilt of 𝑛0⃗ at the H-Jet and pC polarimeters, close to the
aforementioned 𝛿≈16∘ estimate.
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Table 1: Spin 𝑛0⃗ at STAR detector, H-Jet and pCpolarimeter; 𝐺𝛾 = 45.5

Table 2: Spin 𝑛0⃗ and tilt angles, at 𝐺𝛾 = 485.74
s (m)

𝑛𝑋
𝑛𝑌
𝑛𝑍
𝑛⃗0 to Z ang.
(long.)
(radial)
(vertical)
[deg]
STAR 8.14732E-03 6.22673E-02 9.98026E-01
3.60
H-Jet -6.73281E-03 -2.67909E-01 -9.63420E-01
164.46
pC-pol -3.09843E-01 5.99222E-02 -9.48897E-01
161.60

𝑆𝑋
𝑆𝑌
𝑆𝑍
(long.)
(radial)
(vertical)
0.
6.2141E-02 -2.8111E-02 9.9766E-01 STAR
1917 7.4926E-02 3.1395E-01 -9.4647E-01 H-JET
1988 1.2231E-01 2.9709E-01 -9.4698E-01 pC-Pol
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Figure 9: Y-Z projection of helical orbits in 9 o’clock/320A
and 3 o’clock/130A/322A snakes, at 255 GeV. H and V
bumps at 9 (top) and 3 o’clock (bottom) snakes.

Optics and Spin at Store
Blue closed orbit and optical functions are displayed in
Fig. 8. Figure 9 shows the orbit bumps, much reduced at
255 GeV, and optical functions in collision optics. Figure 10
details spin motion through the snakes, Fig. 11 shows 𝑛0⃗ (𝑠)
components around Blue. Table 2 gives sample 𝑛0⃗ (𝑠) values
at 𝐺𝛾 = 485.74 where 𝑛0⃗ is vertical at STAR.
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normalized invariant, with different initial betatron phases.
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Figure 11: 𝑛0⃗ components around RHIC Blue. 255 GeV.

Energy Dependence of 𝑛0⃗
As part of the optimization, 𝐺𝛾 scans of 𝑛0⃗ components,
at STAR, H-Jet and pC-Polarimeter, in the 255 GeV region,
have been performed. Samples are displayed in Fig. 12.
Vertical 𝑛0⃗ at STAR for instance occurs, all other things
equal, at 𝐺𝛾 = 485.74.

Preservation of Polarization During Ramp

Finally, 2-coil 9 o’clock snake operation had to further
stand the crossing of the three strong snake resonances met
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A01: Hadron Colliders

Simulations indicate that operation of RHIC Blue with a
2-coil partial snake allows nominal polarization, comparable
to the past runs, main drawbacks appearing to be, referring
to RHIC Run 22 operation, (i) geometrical acceptance issues
in the 2-coil snake region, which would require local optics
counter-measures, and (ii) contribution to spin 𝑛0⃗ tilt, which
can be locally mitigated using spin rotators.
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MODELING RHIC SPIN TILT AS LATTICE IMPERFECTIONS
V. H. Ranjbar∗ , F. Meot, E.C. Aschenauer, H. Huang, A. Marusic, V. Schoefer
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA
Abstract
A tilt in the spin direction from the vertical has been
observed for a number of years in the RHIC collider during
store. This tilt has been extensively studied by scanning
snake strengths, energies and orbital angles during the 2017
polarized proton run, and more recently during the 2022
polarized proton run. Using a spin transport model, we
attempt to model this spin tilt by fitting all the relevant data.

INTRODUCTION
Since the 2013 polarized RHIC polarized proton run at
255 GeV a tilt in the spin at the location of Carbon target
polarimeter has been observed. During the 2017 polarized
RHIC [1]run we conducted several studies to better understand the cause of this tilt. These tests involved scanning the
energy and snake settings and orbital angles at the snakes to
observe the response of this spin tilt.

FITTING SINGLE IMPERFECTION SPIN
RESONANCE
Our initial hypothesis was that possibly there might be
some significant de-tuning of our snakes. That our snakes
were not achieving the full 180 degree rotation about the ±45
degree angle relative to the beam trajectory. However other
studies scanning the energy and snake settings at injection
energy showed that deviations of the magnitude necessary
to tilt the spin by the observed 15 degrees at 255 GeV would
also perturb the spin tune and perturb the spin direction at
injection energies as well. While there was some spin tilt at
injection as we scanned the energy. The amount of spin tilt
was too small to account for a systematic difference in the
snakes even accounting for the energy difference. Additionally studies going on that year involving the spin tune and
spin flipper didn’t point to deviations in the performance of
the snakes on the level to account for the observed spin tilt.
Thus we believed that the source of the spin tilt was due to
imperfection spin resonances, either due to a local or global
source.
Using a simple spin transport model including snakes and
single spin resonance we varied the phase and magnitude of
an imperfection near the 255 GeV energy to see how well
the introduction of such a perturbing spin resonance might
explain the data. We modeled the snakes using the 2D spinor
transport form:
𝜇

𝑒 −𝑖 2 (cos 𝜙𝑠 𝜎1 +sin 𝜙𝑠 𝜎2 )

∗
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𝜇
− 𝑖(𝜎1 cos 𝜙 𝑠 +
2
𝜇
𝜎2 sin 𝜙 𝑠 ) sin
/2
= 𝑇𝑠 (𝜇, 𝜙 𝑠 )
(1)
= cos

where 𝜎1,2,2 are the 2x2 pauli spin matrices, 𝜇 is the angle
of spin rotation and 𝜙 𝑠 the angle of the axis relative to the
direction of the beam about which the spin is rotated. Between the snakes the spin is transported using a solution to
the Thomas-BMT equation for a single spin resonance:
(𝜃 𝑓 , 𝜃 𝑖 ) =
𝑒

−𝑖 𝐾2

𝑖
2

𝜃 𝑓 𝜎3 𝑒 ( (𝐾 −𝐺𝛾) 𝜎3 +𝑤𝑟 𝜎1 −𝑤𝑖 𝜎2 ) ( 𝜃 𝑓 − 𝜃𝑖 ) 𝑒 𝑖 𝐾2 𝜃𝑖 𝜎3

(2)

Here 𝐾 is the value of G𝛾 where the spin resonance is
present, 𝑤 𝑖 and 𝑤 𝑟 the real and imaginary part of the spin
resonance strength. The total spin transport once around the
ring starting from the polarimeter where the tilt is measured
now becomes:
𝑇=
𝑡 (2𝜋, 𝜃 𝑠 + 𝜋)𝑇𝑠 (𝜇, −𝜙 𝑠 )𝑡 (𝜃 𝑠 + 𝜋, 𝜃 𝑠 )𝑇𝑠 (𝜇, 𝜙 𝑠 )𝑡 (𝜃 𝑠 , 0) (3)
Here 𝜃 𝑠 =2.04460321 rad is the location of the first blue
snake relative to the polarimeter. From this one turn map
the components of the closed orbit stable spin vector can be
calculated using:
𝑆1

∗
∗
= 𝑇1,1
𝑇2,1 + 𝑇1,1𝑇2,1

𝑆2

∗
∗
= 𝑖(𝑇1,1
𝑇2,1 − 𝑇1,1𝑇2,1
)

𝑆3

=

|𝑇1,1 | 2 − |𝑇2,1 | 2

(4)

The angle relative to the vertical can then be estimated
using 𝜃 = arctan(𝑆3 /𝑆1 ) − 𝜋. Using this our best fits to the
data for the first set of runs involving energy and snake scans
yielded an imperfection at G𝛾=486. This is relative to our
nominal energy at 487. Including a 4 degree bump caused
by the orbit through the snakes, we found an imperfection
resonance strength with a total magnitude of about 0.07
with equal imaginary and real parts, could reproduce some
(though not all) of the structure, as shown in Figures 1-5.
However a later scan involving changing the orbital angle at
the second snake (the one near 9 ’oclock) showed that the
best results involved using a single resonance K at G𝛾 of
487 with a magnitude of about 0.12 and real and imaginary
strength of 0.01 and 0.12 respectively. In Figure 6 this fit is
plotted along with the previous using K=486.

ANALYSIS AND FUTURE WORK
The use of this simple model does demonstrate that near
255 GeV modest imperfection resonances can produce tilts
on the order observed. In some cases it does a decent job
of capturing the tilt response, still a fully consistent picture
alludes it. This suggests that a model with more complexity
is required. This simple model has been extended to include
multiple nearby spin resonances using an approach involving a magnus type of integrator which has been developed
previously [2]. Perhaps more useful in the long run would
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Figure 1: Energy Scan with nominal snake settings
(Iout=323 A, Iin=100 A) compared to model with snakes
only and with imperfection resonances at K=486 and
strength with magnitude of 0.07.
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Figure 5: Energy Scan with snake settings Iout=333 A,
Iin=80, compared to model with snakes only and with imperfection resonances at K=486 and strength with magnitude
of 0.07.
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Figure 2: Energy Scan with snake settings Iout=303 A,
Iin=80, compared to model with snakes only and with imperfection resonances at K=486 and strength with magnitude
of 0.07.
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Figure 6: 9 o’clock snake angle scan with snake settings
Iout=323 A, Iin=100, compared to model with snakes only
and with imperfection resonances at K=486 and strength
with magnitude of 0.07 and a best fit model using K=487
with magnitude of 0.12.
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Figure 3: Energy Scan with snake settings Iout=333 A,
Iin=80, compared to model with snakes only and with imperfection resonances at K=486 and strength with magnitude
of 0.07.

be to develop a fit using the a full 6D tracking model, as has
been done with the Zgoubi code. In this case varying a set
of orbit correctors could be used to fit this data to develop a
fully self-consistent model. The virtue of this approach is
that it builds on much of the effort this year (2022) [3] used
to characterize the snakes and spin rotators in Zgoubi.
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A DISCHARGE PLASMA SOURCE DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM FOR
ACCELERATORS: THE ADVANCE LAB AT DESY
J.M. Garland∗ , G. Loisch, R. D’Arcy, M. Dinter, S. Karstensen, S. Kottler,
K. Ludwig, J. Osterhoff, A. Rahali, A. Schleiermacher, S. Wesch
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Germany
Abstract
Novel plasma-based accelerators, as well as advanced,
high-gradient beam-manipulation techniques—for example
passive or active plasma lenses—require reliable and wellcharacterized plasma sources, each optimized for their individual task. A very efficient and proven way of producing
plasmas for these applications is by directly discharging an
electrical current through a confined gas volume. To host
the development of such discharge-based plasma sources
for advanced accelerators, the ATHENA Discharge deVelopment ANd Characterization Experiment (ADVANCE) laboratory has been established at DESY. In this contribution
we introduce the laboratory, give a summary of available
infrastructure and diagnostics, as well as a brief overview of
current and planned scientific goals.

INTRODUCTION
Plasma-wakefield accelerators could hold the key to revolutionising future particle accelerator facilities by significantly shrinking their footprint through the use of
GV/m plasma-based accelerating stages [1–3]. In a typ-

source used as an accelerating stage in a beam-driven plasmawakefield experiment. In this mode, discharge plasma
sources have several important applications in accelerator
and photon science:
• Accelerating stages, supporting GV/m accelerating gradients
• Waveguides, focusing EM radiation over multiple
Rayleigh lengths
• Active plasma lenses (APL), producing radially uniform kT/m magnetic field gradients for charged particle
focusing
The concept of accelerating and focusing charged particles
using centimetre-scale plasma devices has already routinely
demonstrated plasma acceleration, laser guiding and focusing of charged particles in APLs, all at repetition rates of
1 to 10 Hz [7–9]. However, this must be boosted into the
multi-kHz continuous wave or MHz burst regime in a stable
and reliable way in order to compete with the integratedluminosity demands of the next generation of plasma-based
photon science and particle physics facilities.

THE ADVANCE LAB

Figure 1: Schematic of a typical discharge plasma source
used at DESY. The central channel and gas inlets (opposite
ends of the main channel) have a circular cross-section and
are milled from sapphire. The exits of the main channel
are open to allow the passage of charged particles beams
and lasers. Electrodes with the same diameter opening are
placed around these exits.
ical discharge-ionised plasma source [4–6], a neutral gas
confined within a solid structure is ionised by a high-voltage
current pulse. Control of the spatial and temporal plasma
profile can be realised by careful design of the structure
confining the material, tuning of the current pulse properties and detailed knowledge of the evolution of the plasma.
Figure 1 shows the geometry of a typical discharge plasma
∗
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The ADVANCE (ATHENA Discharge plasma deVelopment ANd Characterization Experiments) lab was commissioned at DESY, Hamburg in order to facilitate the next steps
in discharge plasma source development. The laboratory
consists of several key features:
• Highly flexible vacuum chamber with modular outer
panels, capable of hosting multiple plasma sources or
long cells up to 1 m in length.
• Multiple, high repetition-rate high-voltage current
pulse modulator systems
• Multiple plasma diagnostics including optical emission
spectroscopy and two-color laser interferometry
• Auxiliary diagnostics such as synchronised, GHzresolution signal readout and processing of current
pulses and material temperature.
• A Ti:Sa laser with 1 kHz repetition rate, 35 fs, 3 mJ and
an average power of 3 W
• On-site plasma source design and production.
Figure 2 shows a plasma source in operation at the ADVANCE lab. Multiple gas species can be used ranging from
hydrogen to heavier gases such as argon. An ambient vacuum pressure of 1 × 10−7 mbar can be maintained without
continuous gas flow and with continuous gas flow an ambient
pressure of 1 × 10−3 mbar.
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Figure 2: Image of a plasma generation event in a discharge
plasma source in the ADVANCE lab, DESY.

PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
Central to the plasma source design, development and
characterisation capabilities in the ADVANCE lab are the
plasma diagnostics. Two main types of plasma diagnostic
are being commissioned: optical emission spectroscopy and
two-color laser interferometry.

Optical Emission Spectroscopy
An optical emission spectrometer (OES) setup was commissioned, capable of measuring spatially and temporally
resolved plasma density and temperature. The design was
based on previous experimental setups at DESY [10] but
has an improved resolvable plasma density range of 5 × 1014
to 1 × 1019 cm−3 . New light collection optics enable 2 ns
time resolution and sub-mm longitudinal resolution. A radial plasma profile measurement system is currently under
development. At present, the diagnostic relies on doping
the target gas with a small percentage of hydrogen and exploiting the strong pressure-broadening effect of the optical
alpha emission line in the hydrogen-Balmer series.
Figure 3 shows the spatially and temporally resolved
plasma density evolution as measured by the OES in the
ADVANCE lab. A comprehensive understanding of the
plasma profile evolution is of critical importance in most
plasma source applications and hence forms a critical part of
the laboratory’s capability. A plasma temperature diagnostic
based on emission line intensities is also under development,
utilizing the OES setup to its full potential.

Two-color Longitudinal Laser Interferometry
A two-color longitudinal laser interferometer was previously developed at DESY [10, 11] and is presently being
commissioned in the ADVANCE lab. This diagnostic provides a rapid, robust method of measuring the line-of-sight
averaged plasma density of any plasma species. The resolvable plasma density depends on the length of the plasma
column within the source and the sensitivity is presently
2 × 1015 cm−2 . The temporal resolution so far achieved
was of the order 10 ns. Future developments include wavelength doubling techniques to access lower density regimes.
Figure 4 shows an example of the average plasma density
measured in different plasma sources at DESY.

Auxiliary Diagnostics
The current pulse can be measured with a 2.5 GHz ADC
system, allowing high-resolution current-trace retrieval and

Figure 3: Temporally and spatially resolved plasma density
measurement in a 50 mm long discharge plasma source in
the ADVANCE lab.

Figure 4: Temporally resolved plasma density evolution
in a discharge plasma source of length 33 mm and diameter 1.5 mm. Backing pressures of 20 mbar and 40 mbar
argon are indicated respectively but the in-cell pressure a
factor of around 7 lower [10].
facilitating accurate jitter analysis. Figure 5 shows a typical
current profile measurement in the ADVANCE lab.
Device temperature diagnostics are presently being commissioned and will allow the temperature of plasma cell
components to be assessed, such as the sapphire cell, copper
electrodes and holder body. Thermocouples and infrared
camera technology will be employed to realise this. Fastintensified cameras are already in operation in the OES diagnostic and will be used for the laser interferometry diagnostic.
Additional fast-intensified cameras will be used in laser-spot
diagnostics and other plasma imaging techniques.

HIGH VOLTAGE MODULATOR
DEVELOPMENT
Several high voltage (HV) pulse modulators have been
set up to support the various requirements of breakdown
voltage, current amplitude, and repetition rate imposed by
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• Diagnostics and tool development
• Measurement/theory plasma characterization benchmarking
• plasma-wakefield accelerator R&D at DESY.
This road-map aims to drive forward the development of
plasma sources at this new high-repetition-rate frontier and
to act as a comprehensive test bed for both new and existing
plasma sources, placing it at the centre of plasma-wakefield
R&D at DESY and beyond.
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A DESIGN OF ILC E-DRIVEN POSITRON SOURCE∗
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M. Fukuda, T. Omori, Y. Seimiya, J. Urakawa, K. Yokoya, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan
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Abstract
ILC is an electron-positron linear collider based on Superconducting linear accelerator. Linear collider is the only
solution to realize high energy electron-positron collision
beyond the limit of synchrotron radiation energy loss by
ring colliders. Beam current of injector of linear colliders
is much larger than that of ring colliders because the beam
is not reusable. Providing an enough amount of particles,
especially positron is a technical issue. In this article, we
present a design of electron driven positron source for ILC.
After optimizations, the system design is established with
an enough technical margin, e.g. avoiding potential damage
on the production target.

Figure 1: Coniguration of E-Driven ILC positron source is
schematically shown.
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INTRODUCTION
ILC is an e+e- linear collider with center of mass energy
250 GeV - 1000 TeV [1]. It employs Super-conducting accelerator to boost up the beam up to the designed energy. The
beam is accelerated in a macro pulse with 1300 bunches by
5 Hz repetition. The bunch charge is 3.2 nC resulting the
average beam current 21 A. This is a technical challenge,
because the amount of positron per second is 40 times larger
than that in SLC [2], which was the irst linear collider.
The coniguration of the positron source is schematically
shown in Figure 1. The positron generated by electron beam
is captured and boosted up to 5 GeV by two linacs. In the
E-Driven ILC positron source, the drive beam energy is 3.0
GeV and the target is 16 mm thick W-Re alloy rotating with
5 m/s tangential speed. FC (Flux Concentrator) generates a
strong magnetic ield to compensate the transverse momentum. 36 1.3 m L-band Standing Wave (SW) cavities with
0.5 Tesla solenoid ield are placed for positron capture. This
section is called as the capture linac. At the downstream, a
chicane is placed to removes electrons. The positron booster
is composed from 2.0 m L-and and 2.0 m S-band Traveling
Wave (TW) cavities. ECS (Energy Compression Section) is
composed from 3.0 m L-band TW cavities with chicane.
In E-Driven ILC positron source, positrons are generated
in a multi-bunch format as shown in Figure 2. One RF
pulse contains 66 bunches with 80 ns gap. To generate 1312
bunches for positrons of one RF pulse in the main linac, this
pulse is repeated 20 times in 64 ms to mitigate the potential
damage on the production target. The number of positrons
in one RF pulse is 20 times less than those in one RF pulse
in the main linac, the instantaneous heat load on the target
is also 20 times less [3].
∗
†
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474 ns

Figure 2: The beam structure in the positron source. Each
mini-train contains 33 bunches.
A irst simulation was performed by T. Omori [3] only for
the capture linac. A simulation with the tracking down to DR
(Damping Ring) was made by Y. Seimiya [4], but no beam
loading efect was accounted. A new simulation with the
beam-loading efect was done by Kuriki and Nagoshi [5, 6].
For those simulations, the peak energy deposition density
on the target is kept less than 35 J/g [7], which is considered
to be a practical limit of the safety operation.
To obtain uniform intensity positrons over the pulse, the
transient variation of the acceleration ield by the beam loading has to be compensated so that positrons are accelerated
uniformly. Compensation for the transient beam loading by
Phase Modulation (PM) on the input RF was proposed by
Urakawa [8, 9]. The detail study of the compensation is
discussed in Ref. [10, 11]. In this article, we present the
electron driven ILC positron source accounting this efect.

Electron Driver

SUBSYSTEMS

3 GeV electron driver is composed from 2600 MHz (Sband) normal conducting TW cavity. The cavity is originally
designed for ATF(Accelerator Test Facility) at KEK [12] in
2856 MHz and the parameters are scaled to 2600 MHz. 4
cavities are driven by two klystrons. Accounting 10 % power
loss in RF wave guide, the input power to one cavity is 36
MW. The shunt impedance is 57.2 M/m with L=3.228 m and
the attenuation � is 0.57 resulting 0.91 s illing time. The
beam loading compensation was performed by amplitude
modulation (AM) [11]. The acceleration voltage per cavity
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is 31.9 ± 0.4 MV with 0.65 A beam loading current �� with
36 MW input power [11]. The irst two cavities are driven
by two klystrons, so that the input power per cavity is 72
MW resulting 43.5 ± 0.6 MV with the same �� . The electron
driver is composed from two cavities as the injector and 100
cavities as the normal section. The total beam energy is 3.3
GeV which has 10% margin.
AM and PM are employed to compensate the beam loading. These modulation on the input RF is made by mixing
two RF inputs with PM on the low level RF. The detail is
expressed in Ref. [11].

Target and Magnetic Focusing

Target is 16 mm tungsten-rhenium alloy. To avoid overlapping of the pulse on the target, it is rotated with 5 m/s
tangential speed. At the down stream of the target, a lux concentrator as a magnetic focusing to suppress the transverse
momentum is placed. The detail of those arrangements is
presented in Ref. [6]. The loading on the target is evaluated
by PEDD (Peak Energy Deposition Density in J/g); the WRe destruction limit is 76 J/g [13], and the safe operating
threshold is considered to be 35 J/g [6]. The positron production yield is 1.17 as evaluated in , the electron bunch
charge is 4.1 nC. PEDD for 4.8 nC electron bunch is 33.6
J/g [6], giving 28.7 J/g for 4.1 nC. This is even lower the
threshold.

Capture Linac

The capture linac is composed from 36 APS (Alternate
Periodic Structure) �/2 mode SW cavity. The structure is
1.3 m with 21 cells. The shunt impedance is 31.5 M/m.
The purpose of the capture linac is to conine the generated
positrons in a RF bucket. An efective way for the capturing is the deceleration capture method where positrons are
placed on the deceleration phase [14]. The positron is moving to the acceleration phase by phase slipping gradually
and the positron is ixed at the acceleration phase. Figure 3
shows the captured positron distribution in the longitudinal
phase space � and � = (�− �)/
̄ �̄ where � and �̄ are Lorentz
factor and the average. The positrons after acceleration are
distributed along the RF curvature.

Figure 3: Longitudinal phase space (� − �) distribution of
positron at the end of the capture linac.
The acceleration voltages induced by the input RF and
the beam (beam loading voltage) are of-phase with a inite
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angle, � in the capture linac. Due to the phase, the beam
loading compensation by adjusting the timing doesn’t work,
because the cancellation between the growth of voltage by
RF and voltage by beam is impossible. Instead of the timing
adjustment, we employ PM on the input RF. General voltage
evolution of SW cavity � is given as

(1 + �)�
�� (�)
=−
[� (�) − ��� �(� − �� ) − ��� �(�)]
2�
��
(1)
where � is coupling to the cavity, � is Q value, � is angular
frequency, ��� and ��� are the asymptotic voltages by RF
and beam, �(�) is a step function. The RF feed is started at
� = 0 and the acceleration is started at � = �� . Be careful
those voltages are complex numbers in general. To obtain
an uniform acceleration, the following condition has to be
satisied,
� (�� ) − ��� − ��� = 0.
(2)
If ��� and ��� are in diferent phases, this condition is never
satisied because � (�� ) and ��� are in phase. PM on ���
is necessary to achieve this as,
��� ′ = � (�� ) − ���

(3)

where ��� ′ is the asymptotic value of the input RF after
PM. ��� is minimized when � = � which corresponds to
crest acceleration. The maximum beam loading current is
expected to be 2.0 A according to a simulation. By assuming 22.5 MW RF input and � = 5, VRF = 22.6 MV and
VBL = 13.7 MV are expected giving 8.9 MV as the lowest
acceleration voltage for each cavity. The total energy after
the capture cavity is at least 320 MeV which has an enough
margin comparing to the design energy 250 MeV.

Chicane and Booster Linac

After the capture linac, a chicane is placed to remove
electrons. As a sub-efect, the bunch length is shortened by
the momentum compaction factor. The chicane parameter is
adjusted as the bunch length after the chicane is minimized
as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Longitudinal phase space (� − �) distribution of
positron after the chicane.
The positron booster is composed from L-band [15] and
S-band [16] Traveling Wave (TW) cavities. The parameters
are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Parameters of L-band and S-band TW Cavities in
the Booster
Parameter
Shunt impedance
Length
Aperture (2a)
Attenuation �
Filling time ��

L-band
46.5
2.00
35.0 39.4
0.261
1.28

S-band
55.1
1.96
24.3-20.3
0.333
0.55

unit
M/m
m
mm

(

s

Beam loading compensation method is diferent from that
for the capture linac. It is compensated with AM on the input
RF [10]. According to Ref. [10], a perfect compensation is
possible with two components AM, i.e. AM with a step pulse
and a trapezoidal pulse. In this design study, we employ one
component AM with a step pulse. �0 is the initial cavity
ield, and �1 is the amplitude of AM. �1 is determined as
�1 =

�� ⎛ −�/��� �−2�
⎜
⎟,
+ 1⎞
2 ⎝ 1 − �−�/���
⎠

(4)

�
(� + �1 )2
�(1 − �−2� ) 0

(5)

where �� is the pulse length. The cavity voltage is same at
� = �� and � = �� + �� . The initial ield �0 is determined as
���� =

where ���� is the maximum input RF power.
By assuming 4.8 nC bunch charge, the beam loading current in the booster is 0.78 A. The acceleration voltage per
cavity is evaluated as 16.5 ± 0.1 MV for L-band cavity and
29.2 ± 0.6 MV for S-band cavity. Those voltages are evaluated with ���� is 22.5 MW for L-band and 36 MW for
S-band including 10% power loss by wave guide. Table 2
summarizes the lattice coniguration of the booster based on
the design in Ref. [4]. As the energy at the booster entrance,
250 MeV is assumed.
Table 2: Lattice coniguration of the booster. 4Q+1L means
the lattice is composed from four quadrupoles and one Lband cavity, etc. Energy gain is the acceleration energy in
the section and Energy is the beam energy at the end of the
section in MeV.
Lattice
4Q+1L
4Q+2L
4Q+4L
4Q+4S

unit #
3
15
18
25

# of cavity
12
60
72
100

Energy gain
198
990
1188
2860

Energy Compression Section

Energy
448
1438
2626
5486

The purpose of ECS to compress the energy spread of
positron after the booster, down to ±0.75%, within DR
(damping ring) acceptance. ECS is composed from three
chicane (18.6m, 55.8 m in total) and 4 L-band 3m TW cavities (4Q+4L lattice, 22.4 m) driven by 4 klystrons. Other two
L-band 3m TW cavities (2L, 6.4 m) driven by two klystrons
are set for the beam loading compensation.
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POSITRON YIELD EVALUATION

The positron yield is deined as the number of positrons
obtained in DR dynamic aperture (acceptance) per electrons
on the production target. The DR acceptance is [1]
��� + ���

�
�
) +(
)
0.035 �
0.0075
2

2

< 0.07 m,
< 1.0.

(6)
(7)

Figure 5 shows the longitudinal phase space distribution
after ECS with DR acceptance (solid circle). Figure 6

Figure 5: Longitudinal phase space (� − �) distribution of
positrons after ECS section. �56 of ECS is -1.04. The solid
circle shows DR acceptance.

Figure 6: Positron yield as a function of �65 of ECS. �56 is
optimized for each �65 . Yield is uniform −1.2 < �65 < −1.
shows positron yield as a function of �65 of ECS. �56 is
optimized for each �65 . Yield is 1.17 and uniform in region
of −1.2 < �65 < −1.

SUMMARY

According to detail studies of the beam loading compensation for SW and TW cavities, the acceleration ield is
determined. Based on those parameters, the number of RF
units and the lattice are ixed and the ILC E-Driven positron
source design is established. The evaluated positron yield
was 1.17 giving the electron intensity on the target satisfying
the safety condition.
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BEAM LOADING COMPENSATION OF STANDING WAVE LINAC WITH
OFF-CREST ACCELERATION
M. Kuriki ∗ , S. Konno, H. Tajino, Z. Liptak, T. Takahashi, Hiroshima U. ADSE, Higashihiroshima, Japan
S. Kashiwagi, Tohoku U. ELPH, Sendai, Japan
M. Fukuda, T. Omori, Y. Seimiya, J. Urakawa, K. Yokoya, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan
Abstract
In E-Driven positron source of ILC, the generated positron
is captured by a standing wave cavity. Because the deceleration capture method is employed, the positron is off-crest
over the linac. Because the beam-loading is expected to be
more than 1A in a multi-bunch format, the compensation
is essential to obtain uniform intensity over the pulse. A
conventional method for the compensation controlling the
timing doesn’t work because RF and Beam induced field
are in different phase. In this manuscript, we discuss the
compensation with the off-crest acceleration case. A simple
phase modulation on the input RF is a solution.
ILC is an e+e- linear collider with CME 250 GeV - 1000
TeV [1]. It employs Super-conducting accelerator (SCA) to
boost up the beam up to the designed energy. The beam is
accelerated in a macro pulse with 1300 bunches by 5 Hz
repetition. The bunch charge is 3.2 nC resulting the average
beam current 21 A. This is a technical challenge, because
the amount of positron per second is more than 40 times
larger than that in SLC [2].

INTRODUCTION
In the ILC positron source, the generated positron is captured in a RF bucket by a linac based on a standing wave
(SW) linac with APS (Alternate Periodic Structure) cavity.
The capture linac is composed from 36 1.3 m L-band APS
cavities with 0.5 Tesla solenoid field.
In E-Driven ILC positron source, positrons are generated
in a multi-bunch format as shown in Fig. 1. It contains
66 bunches with 80 ns gap. To generate 1312 bunches for
positrons in one RF pulse in the main linac, the positron generation is repeated 20 times in 64 ms. Because the positron
is generated over 64 ms, the instantaneous heat load on the
target is much suppressed [3, 4].
197ns

197ns
80ns

33 bunches

33 bunches

474 ns

Figure 1: The beam structure in the positron source. Each
mini-train contains 33 bunches. Each pulses contain 2 or 1
mini-trains.
∗
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The generated positron has a large spread in both longitudinal and transverse momentum space. Capturing the
positron in an RF bucket for further acceleration is the role of
the capture linac. Deceleration capture was proposed by M.
James et al. [5] for better capture efficiency. In this method,
the positrons are placed on a deceleration phase initially and
move to the acceleration phase by phase slipping.
This deceleration capture cause a difficulty on the beam
loading compensation, because the cavity field induced by
the beam (beam loading field) and the cavity field by RF (acceleration field) has a finite angle. Because the conventional
theory of the compensation assumes the crest acceleration,
the conventional method doesn’t work in this case.

BEAM LOADING COMPENSATION WITH
A STANDING WAVE LINAC
The acceleration voltage by a standing wave RF accelerator with the beam loading is
𝑉 (𝑡)

=

𝑡
2√𝛽𝑃𝑟𝐿
(1 − 𝑒− 𝜏 )
1+𝛽
𝑡−𝑡𝑏
𝐼𝑟𝐿
−
(1 − 𝑒− 𝜏 ) 𝑒𝚤𝜃
1+𝛽

(1)

where 𝛽 is coupling beta, 𝑃 is input RF power, 𝑟 is shunt
impedance, 𝐿 is structure length, 𝜏 = 2𝑄/𝜔/(1 + 𝛽), 𝐼 is
beam loading current, 𝑡𝑏 is timing to start the beam acceleration, and 𝜃 is relative phase of the beam center to the RF.
Here, we omit the RF oscillation term, 𝑒𝚤𝜔𝑡 . If 𝜃 = 0 and
𝑟𝐿
𝑡𝑏 is adjusted properly as 𝑡𝑏 = − ln ( 2𝐼 √ 𝛽𝑃
), 𝑉 (𝑡) can be a

constant.
If 𝜃 is a finite value, there is no solution in this framework.
To compensate the voltage variation by the beam term, RF
term should contain imaginary part, i.e. phase modulation
(PM) is introduced. Figure 2 shows the phase diagram of the
beam loading compensation with PM. 𝑉𝑅𝐹 is the amplitude
of the asymptotic value of the cavity field by the input RF,
𝜙 is PM angle on the input RF, 𝑉𝐵 is the asymptotic value
of the beam loading voltage, 𝜃 is the beam phase, 𝑉𝐶 is the
cavity voltage when the beam acceleration is started. If the
sum of 𝑉𝑅𝐹 𝑒𝚤𝜙 and 𝑉𝐵 𝑒𝚤𝜃 is equal to 𝑉𝐶 , the cavity field is
kept as a constant at 𝑉𝐶 .
𝑉𝑅𝐹 𝑒𝚤𝜙 + 𝑉𝐵 𝑒𝚤𝜃 = 𝑉𝐶
From this condition, 𝜙 is determined as
𝑉
𝜙 = sin−1 (− 𝐵 sin 𝜃)
𝑉𝑅𝐹

(2)

(3)
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should be modulated as giving 𝑉𝐶 as the asymptotic value.
The input power 𝑃1 should be
𝑃1 =

φ
VC

INPUT RF MODULATION

VB
Figure 2: Phase diagram of 𝑉𝑅𝐹 (blue arrow), 𝑉𝐵 (red arrow),
and 𝑉𝐶 . PM angle 𝜙 should determined as the 𝑉𝑅𝐹 𝑒𝚤𝜙 +
𝑉𝐵 𝑒𝚤𝜃 = 𝑉𝐶
and 𝑉𝐶 is
2 + 𝑉 2 sin2 𝜃 + 𝑉 cos 𝜃
𝑉𝐶 = √𝑉𝑅𝐹
𝐵
𝐵

(4)

𝑡𝑏 is obtained as
𝑡𝐵 = −𝜏 ln (1 −

𝑉𝐶
)
𝑉𝑅𝐹

(5)

If 𝜃 > 𝜋/2, the solution is different, because 𝑉𝐵 gives
acceleration. In this case, 𝑉𝐶 is
𝑉𝐶 = 𝑉𝑅𝐹

𝑒𝚤𝜙

+ 𝑉𝐵

𝑒𝚤𝜃

(6)

and is larger than 𝑉𝑅𝐹 , but it is impossible. Instead, we
change the RF input power as 𝑉𝑅𝐹1 after the acceleration is
started. In this case
𝑉𝐶 = 𝑉𝑅𝐹1 𝑒𝚤𝜙 + 𝑉𝐵 𝑒𝚤𝜃 ≤ 𝑉𝑅𝐹

(7)

if we take the equal as the maximum acceleration,
𝑉𝐶 = 𝑉𝑅𝐹 ,
and

2
2 + 𝑉 2 − 2𝑉 𝑉
𝑉𝑅𝐹1
= 𝑉𝑅𝐹
𝐵 𝑅𝐹 cos 𝜃.
𝐵

(8)
(9)

The PM angle 𝜙 is
𝜙 = sin−1 (−

𝑉𝐵
sin 𝜃) .
𝑉𝑅𝐹1

(10)

BEAM LOADING COMPENSATION AT
THE PULSE GAP
ILC pulse has a gap in a pulse and the duration is 80 ns
as shown in Fig. 1. In the gap, the balance between the RF
term and the beam term isn’t maintained because the beam
term amplitude becomes zero. We want keep 𝑉𝐶 without 𝑉𝐵
in the gap. The solution is very simple, the input RF power
WEPOPT024
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(11)

At the gap end, amplitude and phase of the input RF should
be back to values according to Eq. (2) and (3), respectively.
The beam voltage and the counter part by the input RF are
growing again, but they are cancelled to each other. This
cancellation is maintained if the input RF is switched in a
same manner.

VRF

θ

2 − 𝑉 2 cos2 𝜃 + 𝑉 sin2 𝜃)2
(1 + 𝛽)2 (√𝑉𝑅𝐹
𝐵
𝐵
4𝛽𝑟𝐿

The cavity voltage variation including the pulse gap is
perfectly compensated by the input RF phase and amplitude
modulation as demonstrated in the previous section. Here,
we consider how the modulation is implemented.
A direct method to implement AM and PM on the input
RF is AM and PM on the input RF signal to klystron. This
method is not ideal because the response (amplification) is
not linear and changing the input RF signal amplitude causes
a beat-wave.
Instead of the direct modulation, we consider a combination of two input RF signals with a constant RF amplitude.
The phase of each input RF signals are modulated. If the
phase modulation for the two klystrons are same sign, the
combined RF is
𝑉𝑅𝐹 𝑒𝚤𝜙 + 𝑉𝑅𝐹 𝑒𝚤𝜙 = 2𝑉𝑅𝐹 𝑒𝚤𝜙 .

(12)

This is a phase modulation with 𝜙. If the sign are opposite,
𝑉𝑅𝐹 𝑒𝚤𝜙 + 𝑉𝑅𝐹 𝑒−𝚤𝜙 = 2𝑉𝑅𝐹 cos 𝜙.

(13)

This is an amplitude modulation with cos 𝜙. If we want
the phase and amplitude modulation simultaneously, the
modulation should be
𝑉𝑅𝐹 𝑒𝚤(𝜙1+𝜙2) + 𝑉𝑅𝐹 𝑒𝚤(𝜙1−𝜙2) = 2𝑉𝑅𝐹 𝑒𝚤𝜙1 cos 𝜙2 . (14)
resulting phase modulation with 𝜙1 and amplitude modulation with cos 𝜙2 .
If the phase modulation to RF is instantaneous, the above
conclusion is realized. In reality, however, the klystron is
driven by a cavity, which has a finite time constant; even if
the phase of the RF input is modulated, the modulation of the
klystron output appears with a delay. To evaluate the effect
of the delay of PM, we perform the numerical calculation.
̃ in the cavity by PM with
RF voltage (asymptotic value) 𝑉𝑅𝐹
no delay is expressed as
̃ = 𝑉𝑅𝐹 {𝑢(𝑡) − 𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑏 )} + 𝑉𝑅𝐹 𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑏 )𝑒𝚤𝜙 ,
𝑉𝑅𝐹

(15)

where 𝑢(𝑡) is the step function, 𝑡𝑏 is time to start the beam
acceleration.
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If there is a delay with 𝜏 as the time constant, it becomes
̃
𝑉𝑅𝐹

=

𝑉𝑅𝐹 {𝑢(𝑡) − 𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑏 )}
+𝑉𝑅𝐹 𝑒−

𝑡−𝑡𝑏
𝜏

𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑏 )

+𝑉𝑅𝐹 𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑏 )𝑒𝚤𝜙 (1 − 𝑒−

𝑡−𝑡𝑏
𝜏

).

(16)

It shows the RF input is gradually modulated.
We calculate the cavity response with this modulation. As
the klystron Q value, we assume 2000. It can be compared
with Q value of APS cavity, 25000. Klystron response is 12
times faster than that of APS cavity. The time constant 𝜏 is
0.24s in this case. This Q value of klystron is quite ordinal
and further optimization for a faster response is possible,
but we assume this value anyway. The cavity voltage is
calculated using a coupled pendulum model developed by T.
Shintake [6].
Figures 3 and 4 show the cavity voltage evolution with
zero delay of the klystron output. Figures 3 and 4 show the
real part and the imaginary part, respectively. We start the
beam acceleration at the filling time (kink in Fig. 3), the real
part is kept as a constant. The input RF power is 22.5 MW
and the beam current is 1 A. The beam angle 𝜃 is 𝜋/6.

Figure 3: Real part of the cavity voltage evolution with 22.5
MW RF power with 1 A beam loading current starting at
the filling time. PM with no delay is applied.

and 6 show the real part and the imaginary part, respectively.
The conditions are same as those for Figs. 3 and 4 case. The
real part is almost identical, but the imaginary part (Fig. 6)
has a small dip. The amplitude is -0.15 MV. This value
should be compared to the real part amplitude, 16 MV. The
dip of the imaginary component cause the phase fluctuation
of 9.4 mrad, whose impact on the acceleration is limited.

Figure 5: Real part of the cavity voltage evolution with 22.5
MW RF power with 1 A beam loading current starting at
the filling time. PM with delay is applied.

Figure 6: Imaginary part of the cavity voltage evolution with
22.5 MW RF power with 1 A beam loading current starting
at the filling time. PM with delay is applied.

CONCLUSION

Figure 4: Imaginary part of the cavity voltage evolution with
22.5 MW RF power with 1 A beam loading current starting
at the filling time. PM with no delay is applied.
Figures 5 and 6 show the cavity voltage evolution with
delay of the klystron output according to Eq. (16). Figures 5
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A03: Linear Colliders

We consider the beam loading compensation of the
positron capture linac for ILC E-Driven positron source.
Due to the heavy beam loading, its compensation is essential to obtain an uniform intensity positron pulse. We consider PM and AM on the input RF to compensate the beam
loading with a finite beam angle comparing to RF input. It
works well including the gap in a pulse. AM and PM can be
implemented by combining two RF with PM on the input
signal. It was confirmed that the effect of the finite time
response of the klystron output to the input low level RF PM
was very limited.
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Abstract
Flat beam generation from angular momentum dominated
beam with a phase-space rotation technique is an unique
method to manipulate the phase-space distribution of beam.
As an application, the asymmetric emittance beam generation for linear colliders is considered to compensate the
Beamstrahlung effect at Interaction point. By using this technique, the asymmetric beam can be generated directly with
the injector, instead of radiation damping with a damping
ring. We present the result of a proof-of-principle experiment at KEK-STF.

INTRODUCTION
Electron Positron Collider is the only way to realize annihilation of elementary particles with controlled conditions
with the current technology. Because there has been no
any significant evidence of Super-symmetry in LHC experiments, the significance of detail studies of Higgs boson and searching inconsistency in the standard model with
electron positron collider is maximized. ILC (International
Linear Collider) [1] is an e+e- linear collider based on superconducting accelerator with center of mass energy from 250
to 1000 GeV. It would be constructed in Iwate, Japan, as the
main project of High energy physics.
Luminosity 𝐿 of linear colliders is
𝐿=

𝑓 𝑛𝑏 𝑁 2
,
4𝜋𝜎𝑥 𝜎𝑦

(1)

where 𝑓 is repetition of pulse, 𝑛𝑏 is number of bunches in
a pulse, 𝑁 is number of particles in a bunch, 𝜎𝑥,𝑦 is transverse beam size. In the linear collider, the beam after the
collision is not recycled. If we employ a large current beam
in linear colliders as same as in ring colliders, the required
wall plug power is huge and such machine is unrealistic.
One way to enhance the luminosity with a limited electricity
is minimizing 𝜎𝑥,𝑦 , but it causes a large energy spread by
Beamstrahlung which is proportional to (𝜎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦 )−2 . A
practical way to enhance the luminosity and suppress Beamstrahlung simultaneously is squeezing the beam in one of
the transverse direction, e.g. 𝜎𝑥 ≫ 𝜎𝑦 . For ILC, The beam
size at interaction point, IP is 640 nm in horizontal direction and 5.7 nm in vertical direction. Emittances are 10
and 0.04 mm.mrad in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively [1]. This asymmetric emittance beam is made by
∗
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radiation damping in a storage ring (damping ring) in the
current design. The ring has to accommodate all bunches in
one pulse, 1300 bunches and the circumference is 3 km.
We propose to generate the flat beam for ILC only with
the injector by employing the emittance exchange technique
and omitting the 3km storage ring. There are two methods
as the phase-space rotation for the re-partitioning. One is
RFBT (Round to Flat Beam Transformation) [2] generating
a flat beam from an angular-momentum dominated beam
produced by beam emission in a solenoid field. Another
is TLEX (Transverse to Longitudinal Emittance eXchange)
exchanging the phase-spaces between longitudinal and transverse directions by dipole mode cavity in a dispersive beam
line [3]. These two techniques are experimentally demonstrated by P. Piot et al. [4] for RFBT and Y-E Sun et al. [5]
for TLEX. The flat beam generation with RFBT and TLEX
are explained in Ref. [6] for more detail. We propose the flat
beam generation with the emittance exchange techniques,
RFBT and TLEX as shown in Fig. 1. In the first part, the
To
Main Linac
Dipole Mode RF
Skew quarupoles

Gun

Booster Linac

Injector Linac

Figure 1: The injector design employing the emittance exchange techniques, RFBT and TLEX.
repartitioning between 𝜀𝑥 and 𝜀𝑦 by RFBT is performed.
In the following section, TLEX exchanges 𝜀𝑥 and 𝜀𝑧 . The
emittance budget is summarized in Table1. The first row is
required emittance at IP for ILC. The second row is emittance at Gun when we employ only RFBT. In RFBT, the
product of 𝜀𝑥 and 𝜀𝑦 is conserved. To make 10 mm.mrad
and 0.04 mm.mrad only with RFBT, the emittance from Gun
should be 0.6 mm.mrad in x and y directions. This small
emittance cause several problems, e.g. emittance growth
by space charge, a long bunch from gun due to the limited
emission area, etc.
The third row shows the emittance at gun when we employ RFBT and TLEX as shown in Fig.1. If we employ
RFBT and TLEX, the product of three emittance (x, y, and
z) can be conserved and therefore, the initial 𝜀𝑥 and 𝜀𝑦 can
be large to avoid the problem at the gun emission and the
space charge emittance growth. The fourth row shows the
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Table 1: Emittance Budget for ILC at IP (TDR), Case 1
(Only RFBT, Gun), Case 2 (RFBT and TLEX, Gun), and
Case 2 (RFBT and TLEX, IP) (Emittance is in mm.mrad)
Design

𝜀𝑥

𝜀𝑦

ILC at IP (TDR)
Case 1 (RFBT, gun)
Case 2 (RFBT+TLEX, gun)
Case 2 (RFBT+TLEX, IP)

10
0.6
45
10

0.04
0.6
45
0.04

𝜀𝑧

2.5 × 105
2.5 × 105
10
5.1 × 104

expected emittance with the same parameter at IP. 𝜀𝑥 and
𝜀𝑦 are compatible to the ILC requirement at IP. 𝜀𝑧 becomes
large comparing to the initial value at gun, but it is still less
than the requirement.

BEAM TEST AT KEK-STF
To demonstrate this method, we carried out a pilot experiment at KEK-STF (Super-conducting Test Facility). Figure
2 shows the STF beam line schematically. Electron beam is
generated by 1.3 GHz L-band normal conducting RF gun [7],
designed by DESY and fabricated by FNAL. The peak field
is 44 MV/m with 3.5 MW RF input [8] .
The cathode is 𝐶𝑠2 𝑇 𝑒 semiconductor formed on a molybdenum block by evaporation in vacuum. The laser spot size
is 1.0 mm in radius. The wave length is 266 nm. The expected beam emittance is 0.85 mm.mrad.
Solenoid field has a crucial role in RFBT. In nominal case,
solenoid field has to be zero on the cathode to prevent the
emittance growth. In this study, the solenoid field has to
be set to make the angular momentum. The gun solenoid
magnet composed from a main coil and a bucking coil. In
nominal operation, the main and bucking coils are operated
different polarity, but we switched the polarity of the bucking
coil to make a solenoid field on the cathode. The solenoid
field can be up to 0.1 Tesla by the switching.

Chicane orbit is placed at the downstream of RF gun
for the laser right angle injection. CCM stands for capture
cryomodule which accommodates two super-conducting cavities. The cavity is 1.3 GHz TESLA type 1.3 m 9 cell cavity which generates 30 MV/m accelerating field. Between
CCM and CM-1a and CM-2a, a beam diagnostic section
is placed. In this section, emittance can be measured by
Q-scan method in the middle with PRM04 screen and in the
end with PRM04-4A screen. Even it is not drawn, there is a
momentum analyzer with a bending magnet in the middle.
CM-1a and CM-2a are cryomodule and they are connected
as a long cryomodule. In CM-1a and CM-2a, there are 9
TESLA cavities with 40 MV/m gradient.
1898

Parameter
RMS Beam size
RMS laser pulse length
RF gun peak Ez
B on cathode
CM1 cavity peak Ez
CM2 cavity peak Ez

value
1.1
5.1
46.5
280
30
40

unit
mm
ps
MV/m
Gauss
MV/m
MV/m

At the downstream of CM-2a, the section is called as
RFBT section composed from two Q-magnets, three skew
Q magnets, two Q-magnets, and RPM06 (screen). The Q
magnets adjust Twiss parameters at the first skew Q magnet
symmetry in x and y. This is a requirement for RFBT. The
three skew Q magnets play the primary roles of resolving
correlations induced by the solenoid field on the cathode and
generating asymmetric emittance [9]. The emittance after
the skew Q magnets 𝜀± are
𝜀± = √𝜀𝑡ℎ + (𝜅𝜎2 )2 ± 𝜅𝜎2

(2)

where 𝜀𝑡ℎ is thermal emittance of cathode, 𝜅 is correlation
by the solenoid field between 𝑥 and 𝑦′ and 𝑦 and 𝑥 ′ , 𝜎 is the
beam size at the cathode. 𝜀+ and 𝜀− are the large and small
emittance at the exit of the skew Q magnets. The product of
the emittance is conserved as 𝜀2𝑡ℎ and the ratio is
𝜀+
𝜅𝜎2
=(
)
𝜀−
𝜀𝑡ℎ

2

(3)

Table 2 summarizes the parameters for RFBT at STF.

Figure 3: Beam size evolution along STF beam line evaluated with the simulation. The solid and dotted lines show
𝜎𝑥 and 𝜎𝑦 , respectively.

Figure 2: A schematic view of STF beam line.

WEPOPT025

Table 2: STF Simulation Parameters for RFBT

Figure 4: Emittance evolution along the STF beam line
evaluated with the simulation. The solid and dotted lines
show 𝜀𝑥 and 𝜀𝑦 , respectively.
Figures 3 and 4 show the beam size and emittance obtained
by simulation. The solid and dotted lines show 𝜎𝑥 and 𝜎𝑦
or 𝜀𝑥 and 𝜀𝑦 . 𝜀𝑦 becomes small at the exit of the skew Q
magnets as a result of RFBT.
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Table 3: Expected Emittance RFBT at STF
Parameter
𝜀𝑥
𝜀𝑦
𝜀𝑥 /𝜀𝑦

Simulation
26.6
0.13
200

Theory
26.2
0.030
870

Unit
mm.mrad
mm.mrad

Table 3 summarizes the results of the simulation. Theory
value is the expected value according to Eq. (3). Due to the
emittance growth effect by space charge, the emittance ratio
by simulation is 200 which should be compared with 870
by the theory according to Eq. (3).
RFBT experiment was carried out at KEK-STF on Dec.
2021. The procedures of the RFBT experiment are
1. Beam operation with zero 𝐵𝑧 field on cathode (solenoid
field).
2. Set the symmetric beam optics and confirm Twiss parameter at the down stream. The symmetric beam
optics means Twiss parameter is symmetric in x and
y. To confirm the Twiss parameters, skew Q magnets
(SQEEX01, SQEEX02, and SQEEX03 in Fig. 2) are
turned off. Twiss parameters are measured by Q-scan
with QFEEX01 and QFEEX02.

Table 4: Emittance and Twiss Parameter Measurement at
QF03 and QD05
Parameter
𝜀𝑥
𝜀𝑦
𝛼𝑥
𝛼𝑦
𝛽𝑥
𝛽𝑦

QF03
4.0± 0.1
6.0± 0.3
0.52 ± 0.1
10.6 ± 0.5
2.6± 0.1
6.6 ± 0.33

QD05
14.5 ± 0.6
27.8 ± 16.8
7.8± 0.3
1.3 ± 1.4
1.3 ± 0.1
0.2± 0.1

Unit
mm.mrad
mm.mrad
m
m

Figure 6 show Q-scan results with QF03 and QD05 in
horizontal direction. The emittance measurement at those
magnets are summarized in Table 4. As shown in Fig. 2,
QF03 ad QD05 are in the middle of STF beam line, between
CM1 and CM2. According to the measurements, a significant emittance growth was occurred between QF03 and
QD05.

3. Set non-zero 𝐵𝑧 at the cathode for RFBT experiment.
4. Set skew Q magnets according to the simulation.
5. Optimize the skew Q magnets to obtain the minimum
𝜀𝑦 .

Figure 6: Q-scan plot measured with QF03 (left) and QD05
(right) in horizontal direction (x) giving 𝜀𝑥 = 3.97 ±
0.14 mm.mrad and 𝜀𝑥 = 14.5 ± 0.6 mm.mrad repectively.
Due to the emittance growth in the middle of STF beam
line, RFBT experiment at KEK-STF was not completed.
Currently, we investigate the reason of the emittance growth.
After solving this problem, the experiment will be carried
out again in this year.

SUMMARY

Figure 5: Q-scan curve at the RFBT section with errors on
skew Q magnets. Skew 1 and skew Q are set with +2.5%
and -10% currents, respectively. Those curves are drawn
with skew Q 2 errors from -2.5% to +2.5 %.
Figure 5 shows an example of Q-scan plot for the skew-Q
tuning. The curve is drawn with skew-Q magnets with errors;
Skew Q 1 and skew Q 3 are set + 2.5% and -10% with respect
to the optimum value. Those curves are drawn with different
errors on Skew Q 2, from -2.5% to +2.5%. According to
the plots, 0 % error, i.e. optimum setting gives the lowest
waist size in the Q-scan. By repeating such measurements,
the skew Q magnet currents can be optimized.

A new method to generate a high aspect ratio beam for
linear colliders employing the 6D phase-space rotation is
discussed. Starting from a large beam size in transverse
direction, ILC required beam can be generated by emittance
repartitioning in 6D phase space by RFBT and TLEX avoiding emittance growth due to space charge effect. As a demonstration of the asymmetric beam generation with RFBT, an
experiment at KEK-STF was carried out. In the experiment,
a significant emittance growth was observed and the position was identified at the middle of the beam line, between
QF03 and QD05, but the reason is not understood yet. After solving this problem, the experiment will be carried out
again.
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POSSIBILITIES FOR UPGRADING TO POLARIZED SuperKEKB
Z. J. Liptak∗ , Hiroshima University, Higashihiroshima, Japan
Abstract
The SuperKEKB accelerator is currently in operation
in Tsukuba, Japan, with a planned long shutdown in 2026.
Among the possible upgrades being considered during this
period is the change to a polarized electron beam in the High
Energy Ring. Such a change would require modifications in
the source generation and transport, geometrical and lattice
variations to provide spin rotation, and polarimetry. A Polarized SuperKEKB Working Group has been formed from
members of the Belle II experiment and the SuperKEKB
accelerator team to investigate the possibilities and challenges of these modifications. This talk lays out the goals of
the proposed upgrade, considers the necessary changes to
the existing accelerator and their feasibility and lays out the
physics motivation behind such an effort.

INTRODUCTION
The SuperKEKB [1] accelerator began operation in 2016
at KEK in Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan, and has been providing
electron-positron collisions for the Belle II experiment’s full
physics data taking operation since 2019. While the planned
lifetime of the experiment is approximately 10 years, the
KEK road map includes several long shutdowns for planned
upgrades and maintenance.
At the moment, neither of SuperKEKB’s beams are polarized; among the proposed upgrades during that time is
the inclusion of spin polarization of the high-energy electron ring. This would open up new areas of measurement
for Belle II with minimal changes necessary in the existing
beam line.
The major improvements needed to produce a polarized
beam are:
• Generation of a highly-polarized beam, and transport
of polarized electrons from the electron source to the
main storage ring
• Vertical spin preservation during storage in the main
ring, and rotation to a longitudinal spin for collisions,
followed by restoration to the vertical
• Precision polarimetry
A beam polarization working group, consisting of members of the SuperKEKB accelerator team and Belle II researchers, has been created to investigate possibilities for
upgrading to a polarized electron beam and to determine
and meet the challenges involved.

PHYSICS MOTIVATION
The weak mixing angle 𝜃𝑊 is a fundamental parameter
of the Standard Model (SM), and precision measurements
∗
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Figure 1: Scale dependence of sin2 𝜃𝑊 (giving the weak
mixing angle) defined in the 𝑀𝑆 renormalization scheme.
Adapted from reference [4] to include projected errors on
proposed/upcoming experiments at particular energy scales,
including that at an upgraded SuperKEKB that includes
polarized electron beams.

of neutral currents are considered one of the highest-priority
avenues for discovery of physics beyond the SM. Any measurement finding a deviation of sin2 𝜃𝑊 from SM prediction
would be a clear indication of new physics.
The introduction of an electron beam spin-polarized above
70% would open a new avenue for measurement of weak
neutral currents in a manner complementary to existing experiments.
In particular, a polarized beam would enable Belle II to
measure the weak neutral vector coupling constants of the 𝑏
and 𝑐 quarks and muon with a substantial improvement in
precision over past experiments [2, 3].
Figures 1 and 2 display the predicted precision of weak
neutral vector current measurements with a data set of
20 ab−1 taken with a polarized beam. In addition to precision, it can also be seen that Belle II’s measurements would
be in a parameter space of order 10 GeV, complementary to
existing higher- and lower-energy range searches. Figure 3
shows the predicted resolving power for the vector couplings
of the 𝑏 and 𝑐 quark compared to current SM predictions.
Furthermore, recent predictions also indicate that measurement of a chiral asymmetry in the process 𝑒+ 𝑒− → 𝜏+ 𝜏−
at 1% precision would provide a measurement of the 𝜏 magnetic moment on the order of the current 4𝜎 tension between
the SM and experiment [5]. Such a measurement would be
a new avenue at investigating anomalous lepton magnetic
moments without the need to build a dedicated accelerator
or experiment.
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Figure 2: Predicted Q2 -dependent shift in sin2 𝜃𝑊 caused
by a 15 GeV mass dark Z, represented by the dark blue band.
Adapted from [6].

Figure 3: Predicted resolving ability of vector coupling constants of the 𝑏 and 𝑐 quarks with 20 ab−1 of data taken with
a polarized beam.

PROPOSED UPGRADES
To facilitate the inclusion of a polarized electron beam in
SuperKEKB, all upgrades under consideration are intended
to minimize disruption of the existing beamline.

Beam Source and Transport
To achieve the stated physics goals, a high beam polarization (≥ 70%) is desired. GaAs sources have in the past been
demonstrated to produce polarization >90% with a quantum
efficiency (QE) of 1.6% [7], but a wide band gap makes accelerating the generated electrons difficult. To alleviate this
issue, research is underway in the development of thin-film
Negative Electron Affinity (NEA) surfaces applied to the
GaAs cathode, as shown in Figure 4.
While this technique has been in use in the past, cathode
lifetimes are notably short. To ameliorate this issue, a DC
gun can be used instead of an RF gun; such a backup system
exists already at KEK and can be utilized without significant
trouble.
A beam buncher can also be employed to produce bunches
of 4 nC, in line with SuperKEKB’s standard.
Simulations have shown that vertical beam polarization
can be achieved with the use of a Wien filter at the source
WEPOPT026
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Figure 4: The NEA film mechanism. A thin surface film
applied to the GaAs base reduces the band gap and imparts
energy to generated electrons, enabling more efficient acceleration.

point, and that polarization at the source can be maintained
through the SuperKEKB linac to the Main Ring injector.

Spin Preservation in the Main Ring
In the 3 km Main Storage Ring (MR), the beam would
need to be circulated with a vertical polarization vector with
a rotation to (from) longitudinal polarization before (after)
collisions at the IP.
Challenges inherent to this problem include the preservation of a vertical spin vector around the MR; precise rotation
of polarization vectors to that needed for collision; minimal
disturbance of the existing beam lattice; and satisfying spinmatching conditions enough to avoid negatively affecting
the polarization lifetime.
KEK has prepared an optical model of the beam lattice
for use in simulation software, and simulations have demonstrated that this can be achieved in a number of ways which
require minimal changes to the existing beam lattice. One
such option is the inclusion of superconducting combined
di/quadrupole magnets between 100 and 150 m before and
after the IP; alternately, rotator magnets could be installed
in drift sections of the ring to achieve the same effect.
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Polarimetry
Polarimetry with high precision and short integration time
is needed to measure the beam polarization state and relate
it to physics measurements taken in Belle II.
A Compton polarimeter can be deployed for this purpose,
and can be used continuously as it is non-destructive. In this
scheme, the beam electrons are incident on polarized laser
light, and a fraction of them undergo Compton scattering.
The asymmetry between electron and photon polarizations
aligned parallel and antiparallel is well known and can be
used to measure the beam polarization; backscatter electrons can also be used for a largely independent polarization
measurement.
A Compton Polarimetry system for use in SuperKEKB is
under development [8] based on that used by the QWeak Collaboration, which carried out the most precise polarization
measurement to date [9].

PROPOSED TIMELINE FOR UPGRADES
The current KEK Roadmap for the near future provides
two long shutdowns for Belle II, during which time planned
maintenance and upgrades may be carried out. The first of
these is slated to occur in 2022, to be focused mainly on
replacement of sensitive physics detectors near the Belle
II Interaction Point (IP). The next planned long shutdown
will occur in 2026. Because of the time involved in R&D
for the components necessary for a polarized beam and the
necessity to carefully plan changes to the beamline, including
the possibility of changing magnets, the 2026 shutdown is
considered the more realistic possibility.

CONCLUSION
The inclusion of a polarized electron beam at SuperKEKB
provides an opportunity to make unique measurements of
weak neutral vector currents in a parameter space complementary to existing experiments and at unprecedented precision.
A working group has been assembled with members of the
SuperKEKB accelerator team as well as Belle II researchers,
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and has identified key challenges in upgrading to a spinpolarized beam. The working group is actively working
on surmounting the technical challenges involved in beam
generation and transport, spin preservation and rotation and
polarimetry measurement necessary for producing a useful
spin-polarized beam.
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DESIGN UPDATE ON THE HSR INJECTION KICKER FOR THE EIC∗
M. Sangroula† , C. Liaw, C. Liu, J. Sandberg, N. Tsoupas, B. Xiao
Brookhaven National Laboratory Upton, NY, USA
X. Sun, Argonne National Laboratory Argonne, IL, USA
Abstract
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC), the next-generation nuclear science facility, is under the design at the Brookhaven
National Laboratory. The present RHIC rings will be reconfigured as the Hadron Storage Ring (HSR) for the EIC.
Design of a stripline injection kicker for the HSR for beams
with the rigidity of ∼ 81 T-m poses some technical challenges due to the expected shorter bunch spacing, heating
due to higher peak current and the larger number of bunches,
and the required higher pulsed voltage. Recently, we updated its mechanical design to optimize the characteristic
and beam coupling impedances. In addition, we incorporated the impedance tuning capability by introducing the
kicker aperture adjustment mechanism. Finally, we incorporated high voltage FID feedthroughs (FC26) to this kicker.
This paper reports the design and optimization updates of
the HSR injection kicker including the impedance tuning
capability, optimization of both the characteristic and the
beam coupling impedances, and finally the incorporation of
a high voltage feedthrough design.

INTRODUCTION
The EIC [1–3], a next generation nuclear science facility,
is under design and will be built at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. Design of a stripline injection kicker for
the EIC Hadron Storage Ring poses some technical challenges due to expected shorter bunch spacing, heating due
to higher peak current and larger number of bunches, and
higher pulsed voltage required to operate this kicker. The
basic information, design parameters, and initial geometry
of this injection kicker can be found in [2, 4]. In summary,
each kicker module is about a meter long structure having
curved electrodes with a 59 mm (updated from 50 mm) gap
between them. We may need up to 20 kicker modules to
inject ∼81 T-m hadron beam from the Alternating Gradient
Synchroton (AGS) to the HSR. This article mainly focuses
on the recent mechanical design updates and optimization
of the kicker.

KICKER GEOMETRY UPDATE
The HSR kicker design is significantly matured, and almost ready for prototyping. Figure 1 compares its original
design, [4] with the latest design. In comparison to its original design, we modified its cross-section to incorporate the
impedance tuning capability. In addition, we reduced the
total number of dielectric supports (from six to four) along
∗
†
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No. DE-SC0012704 with the U.S. Department of Energy
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Top view of the EIC HSR horizontal kicker (a) in
its initial geometry, and (b) with updated geometry.
with their length and width, and optimized the geometry
of the tapered electrode to lower the impedance mismatch.
Finally, we replaced the ideal coaxial feedthrough with a real
design. We will present these mechanical design updates in
the following sections.

IMPEDANCE TUNING CAPABILITY
The injection kicker is designed for a maximum of 25 ns
full bunch length and the length of each stripline is ∼3 ns.
In order to produce a near constant amplitude kicking voltage along the entire length of a stripline, it is essential to
minimize the characteristic impedance mismatch. The mismatch between the kicker and its connecting components
such as: feedthroughs and cables introduces amplitude fluctuations due to the multiple power reflections between the
feedthroughs and therefore causing beam emittance dilution.
In practice, the actual impedance of a commercial 50 Ω cable or a feedthrough could vary from 48 Ω to 52 Ω. Based
on this, we incorporated the impedance tuning capability,
to properly match kicker’s impedance with its connecting
components, by adjusting the gap between the electrodes.
The adjustment can be done by adding or removing shims
on the alumina supports after the kicker is built.
To maintain the design requirement for the minimal gap
between the electrodes of 50 mm, we ran CST [5] simulations
to finalize the kicker’s cross section. First, we increased the
diameter of the kicker housing, at the fixed gap of 50 mm
between the electrodes, until we get the maximum value of
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(a)

Figure 2: Plot showing the variation of the odd mode
impedance with the gap between the electrodes.

the characteristic impedance, 52 Ω. The maximum value
was found by increasing the diameter from ∼102 mm to
106 mm. Then we varied the gap between the electrodes
to find the minimum value of the impedance, 48 Ω, at the
constant housing diameter of 106 mm. Figure 2 depicts the
variation of this impedance with the electrodes gap, which
indicates that we should tune each stripline electrode by up
to 6 mm to achieve the desired impedance range of 48 Ω to
52 Ω. Here, we chose the kicker geometry having a standard
value of characteristic impedance, 50 Ω, which demands
59 mm gap between the electrodes. All the optimization
performed in the following sections are based on the 50 Ω
geometry.

KICKER GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION
The main goals for the kicker geometry optimization are
to reduce both the characteristic impedance and the beam
coupling impedance. We discuss both the characteristic
and coupling impedances optimization in the subsequent
subsections.

Optimization of the Characteristic Impedance
The characteristic impedance was optimized when the
variation of impedance along the structure, generated by the
Time Domain Reflection (TDR) simulations, was reduced
by modifying kicker geometries. To perform the TDR simulations, we excite a Gaussian pulse having the frequency
range of 0-2 GHz, as the maximum beam frequency (-20 dB)
corresponds to minimum HSR bunch length of 60 mm is ∼
1.7 GHz. We optimized the characteristic impedance of the
HSR kicker by introducing tapered electrode and adjusting
its appropriate length, and tuning the dimension of dielectric (alumina) supports and kovar screws. We discuss these
topics in the following sub-sections.
Tapered Electrodes and its Appropriate Length Incorporation of a tapered electrode lowers the impedance
mismatch in the transition region between feedthrough and
stripline electrode [4, 6, 7]. We further optimized tapered
electrode’s geometry by adjusting the tapered strength and
tapered length. For this, we investigated three different tapered designs (yellow colored), shown in Fig. 3 (a), where
the left one is the initial geometry (shallow tapering), middle
one represents modified design with higher tapering strength,

MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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(b)

Figure 3: (a) Three different tapered electrode designs, and
(b) TDR comparison corresponds to them.

and the right one is the optimized design. The first two designs have a tapered length of ∼ 68 mm, while the optimized
design has a tapered length of ∼ 56 mm. In the initial design,
the tapering strength of the electrode was limited by the contact geometry/button of the feedthrough central conductor
to the electrode, which we modified later to enhance the
tapering strength.
Figure 3 (b) depicts the corresponding TDR comparison
for three geometries shown in the Fig. 3 (a), where the red,
black and green curves correspond to the initial, modified
and the optimized (Version 16) tapered designs. Simulation showed that increased tapering strength reduced the
impedance mismatch by a factor of ∼ 2 (black and green
curves) in the transition regions between feedthrough and
stripline electrode while comparing with the initial design
(red curve). In addition, our study showed that the amplitude of overshooting observed in the modified design (black
curve) was lowered in the optimized design (green curve)
by aligning the start point of tapering for the electrode with
the end cavity (reddish color geometry) as shown in the
Fig. 3 (a), right.
Alumina Support The purposes of placing dielectric
(alumina) supports on each stripline electrode are to minimize the deflection on the strip line due to its own weight,
that ultimately helps to reduce impedance mismatch, and
to maintain the stripline’s alignment when replacing or adjusting the feedthroughs. The beam induced heating may
generate stress on the stripline due to thermal expansion,
which can be eliminated with a proper sliding support design
on it. Stress analysis (using ANSYS), which corresponds
to the electrode deformation, showed that eliminating the
mid-support has little effect on the straightness of the strip
line. Hence, two alumina supports, as shown in the 1 (b),
are sufficient. Initially, we planned to use maccor as a di-
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Figure 4: Impedance mismatch comparison with dielectric’s
dimension, where the red black, and blue curve respectively
represent the diameter of 12.70 mm, 9.52 mm, and 6.35 mm.
electric which will be replaced with alumina because of its
robustness while brazing with metals.
In addition, we reduced the diameter of alumina rod from
its initial value of 12.70 mm to 9.52 mm to further lower
down the impedance mismatch as shown in Fig. 4. In fact,
6.35 mm showed the lowest impedance mismatch but, this diameter is too small from mechanical perspective. Moreover,
we reduce the height of the alumina rod from its initial value
of 195 mm to 33 mm as CST simulations showed that height
of the alumina has no impact on characteristic impedance.
Kovar Screw Initially, we believed that kovar screw
does not introduce any impedance mismatch as long as it
stays inside the alumina (to hold it), and hence we had treated
the kovar metal as alumina in the simulation. Later, we found
that these metallic screws perturb the boundary condition
and introduce large impedance mismatch (the orange curve
in the Fig. 5 (a)). Therefore, we reduced the length of the
bottom screw from its initial value of 14.22 mm to 1.27 mm
to minimize the observed impedance mismatch. Fig. 5 (b)
compares the CAD models of the kovar screw’s initial design (right), and optimized design (left). With the optimized
design, the previously observed impedance mismatch is significantly reduced (dark blue curve in the Figure 5 (a)).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Plot showing the comparison of the TDR plot
for different kovar screw design. (b) CAD model showing
the design of the kovar screw to hold the alumina support:
initial design (right), and the optimized design (left).

INCORPORATION OF A REAL
FEEDTHROUGH
Finally, we updated HSR kicker design by replacing ideal
coaxial feedthroughs with real feedthroughs. We prepared a
high voltage feedthrough model Fig. 6 (right) based on the
commercial FID design Fig. 6 (left). More investigation on
this feedthrough design is forthcoming.

Optimization of the Coupling Impedance
For the coupling impedance optimization, we compared the wakefield and impedance produced by an ultrarelativistic beam having the bunch length of 60 mm by varying the kicker geometry slightly. First, we optimized the endflange design, which was discussed in detail in our earlier
paper [4]. Here, we investigated the possibility of lowering
the wake-loss factor as stated in the recent injection kicker
paper [8] by changing the tapering strength of the end-cavity.
Tapering of the End Cavity We studied the effect of
the tapering strength of the end-cavity, the transition region
between the beam pipe and electrodes housing on the loss
factor. CST simulation showed a slightly lower wake-loss
factor for shallow tapering, however we also observed overshootings (more impedance mismatch) in the TDR plot, and
hence we adopted the initial design.
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Figure 6: Picture of a FID feedthrough (left), and a reconstructed CST model of a FID feedthrough (right).

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
The EIC HSR injection kicker design has advanced toward
maturity. In this paper, we reported recent design updates
and the optimization of the kicker design. Simulation of the
peak surface electromagnetic field is ongoing. Future work
will focus on the thermal simulation and optimization of the
feedthrough design.
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Abstract
Beam Energy Scan phase II (BES-II) operation in the
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), aiming to explore
the phase transition between quark-gluon plasma (QGP) and
hadronic gas, exceeded the goal of a four-fold increase in the
average luminosity over the range of five gold beam energies
(9.8, 7.3, 5.75, 4.59 and 3.85 GeV/nucleon) compared to
those achieved during Beam Energy Scan phase I (BES-I).
We will present the achievements in BES-II together with
a summary of the measures taken to improve RHIC performance in the presence of several beam dynamics effects,
and details on improvements made during the operation at
3.85 GeV/nucleon in 2021.

INTRODUCTION
BES-I [1–5] and BES-II [6, 7] explored the structure of
the phase diagram by taking gold beam collision data at five
energies: 9.8, 7.3, 5.75, 4.59 and 3.85 GeV/nucleon. BES-I
operated from 2007 to 2014 at various energies for short
periods of time, in order to provide preliminary data for the
experiments, and to study the various beam dynamics effects
that limit machine performance.
A plan for major hardware upgrades was put in place at
the end of the BES-I, including for example electron cooling
and 9 MHz RF cavities. These upgrades were used during
BES-II from 2019 to 2021 at descending beam energies,
with well-defined physics goals at each energy. The main
goal was to provide enough experimental data by increasing
the average luminosity by a factor of four. This goal was
achieved, and in some cases exceeded, in part by improving
the initial luminosity at the beginning of a store and by
increasing the luminosity lifetime. The electron cooling
system was used at the two lowest beam energies (4.59 and
3.85 GeV/nucleon). The luminosities achieved in BES-I
and BES-II are presented in Fig. 1, and the primary beam
parameters are summarized in Table 1.
The beam energy scans were challenging because the energies are well below the nominal energy range in RHIC
– at or below gold beam injection energy of 9.8 GeV/nu∗

cliu1@bnl.gov; Work supported by Brookhaven Science Associates, LLC
under Contract No. DE-AC02-98CH10886 with the U.S. Department of
Energy.
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Figure 1: The initial and average luminosities at five gold
beam energies achieved during BES-I and BES-II. Red dots
and blue squares represent the average luminosity. A small
horizontal bar marks the initial luminosity. The average
luminosity at 4.59 GeV/nucleon during BES-I is interpolated
based on data collected at 3.85 and 5.75 GeV/nucleon.
cleon. The challengings and counter-measures for BES-II
operation have been summarised in a separate report [7]. We
will present the operational conditions and improvements
achieved during the last year BES-II operation at beam energy 3.85 GeV/nucleon.

OPTIMIZING RHIC DURING ELECTRON
COOLING
Three-dimensional electron cooling of colliding beams in
both RHIC rings was realized for the first time [8] during
BES-II. The electron cooling system was used at the two
lowest beam energies (4.59 and 3.85 GeV/nucleon).
Early operations at 3.85 GeV/nucleon were performed
with fractional tunes at 0.23. Tune space was explored with
the goal of optimizing the average luminosity rather than
enhancing just the cooling efficiency, and in particular to find
better betatron tunes that enhance the ion beam lifetime in the
presence of the high-current electron beam. Performance at
3.85 GeV/nucleon improved significantly when the fractional
betatron tunes were lowered from 0.23 to 0.12. The single
beam lifetime and the beam lifetime in collision were both
improved, the injected bunch intensity was increased, and
the initial collision rate was boosted by a factor of two.
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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Table 1: Beam Parameters for BES-I and II at Various Energies
Parameter

Units

Bunch int. 𝑁 †
𝛽∗
Frac. tune
Chrom.∨
RMS emit. 𝜖𝑥,𝑦
Bunch length 𝜎𝑠
Harmonics
RF freq.•
Bucket area
Long. emit.
Beam-beam para.
SC tune shift
Cooling
Demagnetization
Store length
Ave. lumi. 𝐿𝑎𝑣𝑒
Improv. factor

109
m
𝜇m
m
MHz
eV s
eV s
10−3

mins.
1024 cm−2 s−1

9.8
GeV/nucleon
BES-I BES-II

7.3
GeV/nucleon
BES-I
BES-II

0.9
2.5
0.23
NA
2.5
1.6
360
28
0.9
0.7
2.1
0.013
No
No
35
40

1.1
3.5
0.23
NA
1.7
1.8
360
28
0.54
0.5
1.7
0.036
No
No
45
20

1.8
2
0.09
-10
1.8
1.4
360
28
0.9
0.82
4.1
0.05
No
Yes
60
150

3.8

4.0

1.75
3
0.09
-8
2.2
2.2
360
28
0.54
0.5
3.4
0.07
No
Yes
45
79

5.75
GeV/nucleon
BES-I
BES-II
1.1
6
0.23
NA
2.5
1.4
360
28
0.36

1.7
4
0.12
-7
2.1
1.5
363/121
28/9
0.481
0.28
2.1
3.4
0.058
0.11
No
No
No
Yes
20
23
15
70
4.7

4.59
GeV/nucleon
BES-I
BES-II
0.4
10
0.23
NA
1.5
1.4
366
28
0.25
0.076
0.01
No
No
15
6.25‡

6.4

1.1
4.5
0.23
-6
1.5
3.5
120
9
0.81
0.5
3.8
0.09
Yes
Yes
40
40

3.85
GeV/nucleon
BES-I
BES-II
0.5
6
0.23
NA
1.7
1.6
369
28
0.18

1.5
4.5
0.23/0.12
-5
1.5
12∧
123/369
9/28
0.6
0.24
0.095
3.5
0.036
0.1
No
Yes
No
Yes
10
25
2.6
29.4
11.3

The bunch intensity was measured at the start of physics data taking. In all cases there were 111 bunches.
BES-I chromaticities were difficult to measure and control, before the demagnetization cycle was devised.
∧
This bunch length is the full width half maximum of the flattened longitudinal profile.
•
In the 28/9 and 9/28 cases of a double RF system, the first value is the primary RF frequency.
‡
This average luminosity is interpolated from those achieved at 5.75 and 3.85 GeV/nucleon.
†

∨

70
High tune
Low tune
Low tune + optimization

STAR collision rate (Hz)

60
50

the best achieved with the high fractional tune. Additional
fine tuning of the betatron tunes of both ion beams increased
the average luminosity even further, exceeding the best high
fractional tune value by about 50%, as shown in Fig. 2.

40
30
20
10
0
−500

0

500
1000
Time (s)

1500

2000

Figure 2: The experimental collision rates for stores at 3.85
GeV/nucleon with different fractional betatron tunes. The
blue data was taken with fractional tunes of 0.23, when
the electron cooling efficiency was higher. The red data
corresponds to fractional tunes of 0.12, when the cooling
efficiency was reduced but the ion beam lifetime was increased. The black data was taken after fine betatron tune
adjustments and with smaller electron beam currents, further
improving the ion beam lifetime with less heating.

However, these lower tunes reduced the transverse and
longitudinal cooling rates, compared to fractional tunes at
0.23, because lower electron beam currents are required to
maintain acceptable ion beam lifetimes. The average luminosity was comparable at the lower fractional tune, even
though the luminosity lifetime suffered due to ion interactions with the electron beam. The electron beam current was
then re-scanned, greatly alleviating the electron-induced ionbeam losses and increasing the average luminosity beyond
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A01: Hadron Colliders

REDUCING THE PEAK CURRENT WITH
THIRD HARMONIC CAVITIES
Reducing the peak current is a well-known way to alleviate space charge effects [9]. However, during BES-I/II
it came with the side effect of reducing the fraction of collisions within the vertex cut. Nonetheless the luminosity
increased significantly when this technique was applied at
3.85 GeV/nucleon, because it enabled collisions with much
higher bunch intensities provided by the AGS [10, 11] with
Tandem [12] as the ion source.
Figure 3 shows how the bunch profile was flattened when
third harmonic cavities (28 MHz, 60 kV) were employed in
addition to the fundamental RF system (9 MHz, 180 kV).
Fast beam loss at injection without the third harmonic was
observed with 1.6 × 109 injected bunch intensity, caused
by a space charge tune shift of up to 0.14. RHIC was able
to maintain 60% higher initial bunch intensities when fast
losses were eliminated by bunch flattening. The benefits
of higher bunch intensities and better lifetimes overcame
the drawback of lower vertex cut efficiencies. The initial
luminosity improved by a factor of two and the average
luminosity improved by more than a factor of two.
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Figure 3: Gaussian longitudinal profile (the black curve) for
a single RF system and flattened longitudinal profile (the
red curve) for a double RF system, with the third harmonic
cavities phased opposite to the primary RF.

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE OF THE
BUNCH-BY-BUNCH FEEDBACK SYSTEM
Two benefits emerged from operating at 3.85 GeV/nucleon
with both the bunch-by-bunch damper and also the double
RF system [13]. First, the beam instability was suppressed,
minimizing the probability of losing stores and improving
operational reliability. Second, the injected bunch intensity
increased by as much as 10% and the luminosity increased
by as much as 20% because beam emittance dilution was
suppressed. Beam dilution with the feedback system off was
a result of injecting beams directly into collision. Injection
oscillations in one ring disturbed the stored beam in the
other ring through the beam-beam effect, and enlarged the
emittance. The reflection of the injection kicker pulse also
excited a few bunches in the injected beam. Both of these
disturbances were alleviated when bunch-by-bunch feedback
was turned on.

SUMMARY
The 3-year Beam Energy Scan phase II operation at RHIC
was successfully completed in 2021. Average luminosities
at all energies achieved or exceeded the goal of a fourfold
increase over those achieved in phase I. This success was
realized by implementing several measures that increased
the initial bunch intensity, and the beam and luminosity
lifetimes.
Intrabeam scattering growth rates were mitigated by Low
Energy RHIC electron Cooling at the two lowest energies,
3.85 and 4.59 GeV/nucleon. The luminosity improved by
60% to 100% after cooling was optimized by tuning the
electron and ion beam parameters. A secondary RF system
provided a larger bucket area and stronger longitudinal focusing, further reducing emittance dilution due to IBS at
5.75 GeV/nucleon.
Space charge and beam-beam impacts on the beam lifetime were ameliorated by lowering the fractional tunes to
around 0.1 at 9.8, 7.3 and 5.75 GeV/nucleon. This enabled
the tune footprint to avoid as many strong resonances as
possible.
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Low frequency 9 MHz cavities were used at 4.59 and 3.85
GeV/nucleon, enabling lower peak currents and weakening
the space charge effect. Third harmonic 28 MHz cavities
were also used at 3.85 GeV/nucleon, to further reduce the
peak currents. An equally large benefit of low frequency
operation was the increased bucket acceptance, which was
critical for accepting larger intensities from the injectors.
Although the effective luminosity ratio (after a vertex cut)
was lower at lower RF frequencies, this shortcoming was
overcome by the higher bunch intensities.
A bunch-by-bunch transverse damper system was commissioned and implemented in operation at 3.85 GeV/nucleon.
This eliminated beam instabilities and improved the injected
bunch brightness by combating emittance dilution during
the injection process.
Demagnetization cycles were used at all BES-II energies
to reduce persistent current induced sextupolar and higher
order field errors in the arc dipoles, and also the drift of
the magnetic field. This not only improved beam lifetimes,
but also facilitated quick and frequent transitions between
multiple programs/studies at different energies.
The 𝛽∗ values were reduced at all energies, compared to
BES-I. Dynamic reductions were possible mid-store at the
two lowest energies, once ion emittances were sufficiently
reduced by electron cooling.

Energy-by-Energy
9.8 GeV/nucleon. Fractional tunes less than 0.1 gave better
lifetimes in the presence of space-charge and beam-beam
effects. Demagnetization cycles alleviated persistent current
effects. Used 28 MHz RF only to increase the fraction of
events within the vertex cut. Smaller 𝛽∗ . Higher bunch
intensities.
7.3 GeV/nucleon. Fractional tunes less than 0.1. Demagnetization cycle. Used 28 MHz RF only. Smaller 𝛽∗ . Higher
bunch intensities.
5.75 GeV/nucleon. Raised fractional tunes just above 0.1
to accommodate enhanced space charge and beam-beam
tune shifts. Demagnetization cycle. Used 28 MHz primary
and 9 MHz secondary RF to increase the bucket areas and
strengthen longitudinal focusing. Smaller 𝛽∗ . Higher bunch
intensities. Smaller longitudinal emittance beam from the
Tandem.
4.59 GeV/nucleon. Electron cooling on. Fractional tunes at
0.23 gave higher cooling efficiency. Used 9 MHz RF only to
increase bucket areas and to reduce peak currents, weakening
space charge effects. Demagnetization cycle. Smaller initial
𝛽∗ . Dynamic 𝛽∗ -squeezes after sufficient cooling. Higher
bunch intensities.
3.85 GeV/nucleon. Electron cooling on. Fractional tunes
lowered from 0.23 to 0.12 for luminosity optimization. Electron beam current scan. Used 9 MHz primary and 28 MHz
secondary RF to flatten the bunch profile and weaken the
space charge effect. Demagnetization cycle. Smaller initial
𝛽∗ . Dynamic 𝛽∗ -squeeze. Higher bunch intensities and
short filling times with 4 bunches from the Tandem.
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FIXED TARGET OPERATION

Abstract
The first priority of RHIC operation in 2021 was the
Au+Au collisions at 3.85 GeV/nucleon, which is the lowest
energy to complete the 3-year Beam Energy Scan II physics
program, with RF-based electron cooling. In addition, RHIC
also operated for several other physics programs including
fixed target experiments, O+O at 100 GeV/nucleon, Au+Au
at 8.65 GeV/nucleon, and d+Au at 100 GeV/nucleon. This
report presents the operational experience and the results
from RHIC operation in 2021. With Au+Au collisions at
3.85 GeV/nucleon reported in a separate report, this paper
focuses on the operation conditions for the other programs
mentioned above.

INTRODUCTION
RHIC [1] operation in 2021 ran from the end of January
to the beginning of July for a total of 28 weeks including
cool-down and warm-up of the superconducting magnets.
Table 1 show the physics programs for RHIC operation in
2021. These programs were categorized in three tiers of priority, with the Au+Au collision at 3.85 GeV/nucleon beam
energy [2,3] with cooling [4] as the top priority. There was a
risk that not all parts of the program could be completed due
to the difficulty of 3.85 GeV/nucleon operation. With the exceptional success of this top priority program, we were able
to complete all proposed programs and an additional d+Au
program. The goals of all the programs listed in Table 1
were either achieved or exceeded.
In addition to the physics programs, Coherent electron
Cooling Proof of Principle experiment and accelerator
physics beam studies continued in 2021. They alternated
with the physics programs so the RHIC operations crew
had to switch back and forth between different operational
modes frequently which added complexity to operation. The
switching involved mode switching (automated archiving
and loading of machine settings), hardware changes (for
example injection kicker and RF cavities termination), and
cycling the magnets to establish stable machine conditions.
∗
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Fixed target experiments [5] were carried out at beam
energies 3.85, 44.5, 70 and 100 GeV by scraping Au beam
halo vertically at a gold foil installed in the beam pipe ∼
2 m upstream of the STAR detectors. Twelve bunches with
moderate intensity (1.5E9 ions per bunch) were equally distributed in the yellow ring to avoid pile-up issue. The beams
were brought close to the target by vertical orbit bumps of
various amplitudes, and the bump amplitude was adjusted
to maintain the rate.
Operation of 100 GeV FXT was challenging because
the transverse beamsize is the smallest. An orbit bump of
∼17 mm was established with maximum available strength
on IR correctors. In addition, we had to introduce a few
measures to dilute the beam emittance to obtain and maintain a stable collision rate. These measures are injection
mismatch, applying single-turn kicks to individual bunches
using tune meter kickers, introducing coupling to couple
intrabeam scattering to the vertical plane, and applying continuous sinusoidal kicks to all bunches. With the maximum
available orbit bump, the beam was still too small to generate collisions at first. The aforementioned measures were
implemented to stimulate the growth of the beam size. The
physics data taking only started when beam emittance in
both planes grew to 7.5 mm mrad ∼ 2 hours after beam was
available (Fig. 1).

O+O COLLISIONS AT 100 GeV/NUCLEON
This was the first time in RHIC to run oxygen beams,
produced by EBIS [6] using Alumina target, for collisions.
The beam setup took 3 calendar days with the FXT programs
running overnight. With much-reduced space charge and
intrabeam scattering, beam lifetime was supreme. The store
length was over 20 hours and 15 hours for the min-bias and
central event data taking (Fig. 2). To reduce rms vertex
length to 12 cm, beam was re-bucketed from 28 MHz to
197 MHz cavities and a crossing angle of 1.65 mrad was
implemented. The experiment took 400 M min-bias events
in 6 days, 200 M central events in 5 days and 100 M min-bias
events with experimental solenoid reversed.
The luminosity and rms vertex length were recorded with
various crossing angles. The dependence was not consistent
with the prediction of analytic formula for Gaussian bunches.
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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Table 1: Physics Programs for RHIC Operation in 2021, Scheduled Run Time and Their Priority, FXT Stands for Fixed
Target Experiment, Run Time Includes Beam Setup Time
Beam energy 𝐸
(GeV/nucleon)

√𝑠𝑁𝑁 (GeV)

Run time

Species

Events
(MinBias)

Priority

3.85

7.7

13 weeks

Au+Au

100 M

1

3.85
44.5
70
100

3 (FXT)
9.2 (FXT)
11.5 (FXT)
13.7 (FXT)

4 days
1 day
1 day
1 day

Au+Au
Au+Au
Au+Au
Au+Au

300 M
50 M
50 M
50 M

2
2
2
2

100

200

2.3 weeks

O+O

3

8.65
3.85
100

17.3
3 (FXT)
200

2 weeks
3 weeks
1.5 weeks

Au+Au
Au+Au
d+Au

400 M
200 M (central)
250 M
2B
123 M
109 M (central)

Figure 1: A physics store for 100 GeV Au fixed target operation. The bottom plot shows the total intensity of 12 Au
bunches. The middle plot shows the physics event rates, the
high level trigger event in black and the MinBias event in
red.
The crossing angle was less effective to reduce the rms vertex
length due to non-Gaussian bunch profile. The recorded data
were fitted with bunch length as a variable (Fig. 3).

Au+Au COLLISIONS
AT 8.65 GeV/NUCLEON
8.65 GeV/nucleon was a new energy for RHIC operation
of Au+Au collisions. With the operational experience at
9.8 and 7.3 GeV/nucleon, we came to the following optimal
configuration for the operation at 8.65 GeV/nucleon: two
RF systems–the primary 28 MHz RF at 450 kV and the secondary 9 MHz RF at 150 kV– used for better bunched beam
lifetime, the fractional betatron tunes at ∼ 0.09 for better
collision lifetime, 12 EBIS pulses merged to 2 bunches in
AGS [7, 8] with ∼ 2 × 109 ions per bunch, these bunches
were then injected straight into collisions in RHIC. In addition, beam setup in AGS and its extraction to RHIC took
more time and effort due to the fact that 8.65 GeV/nucleon
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A01: Hadron Colliders

3
3
3

Figure 2: Physics store for O+O collisions. The bottom plot
shows the total beam intensity and the upper plot shows the
collision event rates. The event rate was leveled by adjusting
the vertical orbit bump. The event rate was capped at ∼4 K
for the min-bias data taking while it was increased to ∼20 K
for the central event data taking.
is close to AGS transition energy (7.92 GeV/nucleon). The
achieved average rate (∼ 450 Hz) was well above the set goal
of 260 Hz.

d+Au COLLISIONS
AT 100 GeV/NUCLEON
Deuterium beam was generated from Tandem [9] with a
TiD cathode while gold beam came from EBIS. To shorten
the bunch length and therefore the vertex length, the 197
MHz storage RF cavities were conditioned and engaged for
operation.
With a 1 mrad crossing angle to further reduce the vertex
length, transverse beam size blew up quickly which generated high background. However, with zero crossing angle
and vertical offset for luminosity leveling, the collision vertex showed three peaks. The three-peak vertex distribution
was caused by the fact that the luminosity generated by the
WEPOPT033
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(a) luminosity versus crossing angle

Figure 4: Luminosity reduction factor with beam offset in
d+Au operation. With 400 um vertical offset between d
and Au beams, the rates from the center peak is reduced
by a factor of 4 more than those from the side peaks. The
intensity of the center peak of Au beam was a factor of 3-4
higher than the side peaks. Therefore three peaks in the
vertex distribution were observed.

(b) rms vertex length versus crossing angle
Figure 3: Luminosity and rms vertex length dependence on
the crossing angle. The blue data points are measurement in
both plots. The time evolution of luminosity due to loss of
beam intensity and emittance dilution was removed from the
data for correction, shown in black. The green curves in both
plots are the fits to the measurement data with a variable
bunch length.
center bucket was reduced by a larger factor than the luminosity generated by the satellite buckets of the Au beam, as
shown in Fig. 4. The side peaks in the vertex distribution
were suppressed (Fig. 5) by reducing beam intensity and
vertical beam offset at IR6. They were later removed when
STAR implemented a timing cut based on neutron detection
in the Au beam direction, as shown in Fig. 5.

COHERENT ELECTRON COOLING AND
BEAM STUDIES IN 2021
The CeC system [10] has seven high field solenoids, five
of which serve as a 4-cell Plasma-Cascade micro-bunching
amplifier [11] with 15 THz bandwidth and amplitude gain
exceeding 100. The full CW beam was propagated with low
losses through the newly built CeC amplification section.
The team worked on solenoid alignment, ion and electron
beam alignment in 2021. Parasitic fixed target data acquisition at 26.5 GeV/nucleon took place during CeC studies.
Accelerator physics beam studies accounted for ∼
120 hours in 2021. Electron cooling and Electron-ion Collider were the two main areas for beam studies.
WEPOPT033
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(a) 0 mrad, 400 µm

(b) 1 mrad, 400 µm

(c) 0 mrad, 200 µm

(d) 0 mrad, 200 µm
and timing cut

Figure 5: Vertex distribution with various settings of crossing angles, vertical beam offsets and implementation of timing cut in d+Au operation.
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Abstract
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) will be built in the existing Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) tunnel with
the addition of electron acceleration and storage rings.
The two RHIC rings will be reconfigured as a single
Hadron Storage Ring (HSR) for accelerating and storing
ion beams. The proton beam energy will be raised from
255 to 275 GeV to achieve the desired center-of-mass energy range: 20–140 GeV. It is also mandatory to operate
the HSR with a constant revolution frequency over a large
energy range (41–275 GeV for protons) to synchronize with
the Electron Storage Ring (ESR). These and other requirements/challenges dictate modifications to RHIC accelerators.
This report gives an overview of the modifications to the
RHIC straight sections together with their individual challenges.

desirable path length for hadron beams in the energy range
of 100–275 GeV [3]. The HSR will be operating at 3 times
the RHIC beam current, 10 times shorter bunches and lower
vertical beam emittance than RHIC. To achieve and maintain
the required beam emittance, a coherent electron cooling
device is planned to be installed at IR2. In addition, we need
to remove the DX magnets (Fig. 1) to increase the proton
beam energy from 255 to 275 GeV.

INTRODUCTION
The EIC [1], a discovery machine to be built at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory, will collide electrons and
various species of ions (protons to uranium ions) in a wide
center-of-mass energy range (20–140 GeV). It is designed
to provide luminosity of up to 1034 cm−2 s−1 , with high polarization (time-averaged polarization of ∼ 70%) of both
electron and light ion beams. One interaction region (IR)
will be built within the scope of the project while maintaining the possibility of adding a second IR later. The electron
injector, Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS), and ESR will be
added in the existing RHIC tunnels. Modifications will also
be made to the RHIC accelerators to provide the required
ion beams for collisions.
The HSR will be built on the basis of the two existing
RHIC accelerators [2], however, with additional requirements. One requirement is that the path length of the HSR is
adjustable such that the revolution frequency of ion bunches
in a wide energy range (41–275 GeV for protons) can be
matched exactly to that of the electron bunches. To achieve
that, one needs to adjust the path length in two ways: by
switching between an inner and an outer arc of the two RHIC
accelerators (Fig. 1) to operate hadron beams at ∼41 GeV
and 100–275 GeV respectively, as well as by shifting the
beam orbit radially off the center of the HSR to have the
∗
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Figure 1: The schematic layout of RHIC with an expanded
view of the STAR experimental area (IR6). The layout of
the other straight sections in RHIC is similar to that at IR6.
The path length of an outer arc is longer than that of an inner
arc by 42 cm.
Figure 2 shows the schematics of the HSR. Hadron beams
travel counterclockwise in the HSR, same as the beam does
in the Yellow RHIC ring. Therefore, the HSR consists mostly
of the Yellow RHIC arcs. The injection point in HSR moved
from the current location in the Yellow ring at sector 5 to
IR4 for adequate space for the kicker modules. The beam
from the ATR (AGS to RHIC transfer line) will go over the
HSR ring to merge into the Blue arc before reaching septum
and kickers in IR4 [4]. The inclusion of the other two blue
arcs will be explained in detail in the following section.

THE FUNCTIONALITY OF THE HSR
STRAIGHT SECTIONS
Both RHIC and HSR comprise arcs that extend ∼ 𝜋/3 angle and straight sections that connect the arcs. The straight
sections host the final focusing triplets, warm spaces beMC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A19: Electron - Hadron Colliders
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IRs will host the switch yards for switching beam operation
at high and low energies.

SELECTION OF ARCS FOR THE HSR

Figure 2: The schematic of the HSR. The blue curves represent the Blue RHIC ring arcs while the red curves represent
the Yellow RHIC ring arcs. The solid curves are the RHIC
arcs to be used in the HSR, the dashed curves are the RHIC
arcs not to be used in the HSR. The inner and the outer arc
from IR12 to IR10 are for beam operation at 41 GeV and
100–275 GeV respectively.

tween these triplets and the Q4 quadrupoles that mark the
beginning of the continous cold sections. Most of the arcs
will stay intact except for the addition of beam screens [5]
to the beam pipe for higher current operation, and upgrade
of the beam position monitor pick-up. Operation with the
EIC beam requires to upgrade all the RHIC superconducting magnets reused in the EIC HSR with a beam screen
to reduce resistive-wall impedance and suppress electron
cloud (like the triplets) and reactivate the NEG coating of
the RHIC warm sections that remain in place for the EIC
HSR to suppress electron cloud [5]. The straight sections
accommodate beam devices for beam injection, extraction,
instrumentation, beam cooling and so on.
The EIC experimental detectors will be located in the
IR6 [6], where the STAR experiment is now. A secondary
experimental area [7], if to be built, will sit in the IR8,
where the PHENIX experiment is. To avoid interference
with these two experimental areas, the ATR Y line will stay
for beam injection towards IR4, therefore, the hadron beam
goes counter-clockwise. The septum [8] and stripline injection kicker modules need more space than what’s available at
the current injection point, so they will be placed at IR4 [9].
The crossover of the ESR and HSR at IR4 and IR12 is realized by tilting the ESR plane by 200 µrad angle with respect
to the line passing IP6 and IP8, the primary and the potential
secondary collision points. At the time of this report, efforts
are ongoing to place the hadron polarimeters, H-jet and pC,
at the IR4 region in addition to the injection devices and
the warm HSR RF cavities. The IR2, where the Low Energy RHIC electron Cooler (LEReC) and Coherent electron
Cooling Proof of Principle experiment are, is reserved for
the HSR Strong Hadron Cooling devices [10]. The HSR
collimation system is planned in IR12 [11] and the beam
dump in IR10 [12] will stay to be used for the HSR. Both
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A19: Electron - Hadron Colliders

Even though the HSR is composed of mostly the yellow
RHIC arcs, it is necessary to use a few blue RHIC arcs as
well. There is some cost associated with the reversal of
the protection diodes in the superconducting dipoles and
quadrupoles when a blue arc is used, so the use of them, if
deemed as necessary, is meticulously reviewed. The reasons
for using these blue arcs are deliberated in the following.
Consideration of available space led us to use the IR12IR10 arc for energy switching. To switch to 41 GeV operation, one needs two switch-yards (>10 m space for each) to
direct the beam to an inner arc for a shorter path length. The
arc section from IR2 to IR12 was used for energy switching
in the old baseline design [1]. However, it is impossible
to provide space at IR2 for the switch-yard with the Strong
Hadron Cooling taking the whole straight section and part
of the dispersion suppression section. With IR6 and IR8 as
the experimental areas, there is no space available to build
switch-yards in these locations. Therefore, the only option
left is to use the IR12-IR10 arcs for the energy switching.
It is required/justified to use the blue arc from IR2 to
IR12 instead of the yellow arc from the SHC design point
of view. First of all, there isn’t enough space to fit the SHC
beamline if one uses yellow arcs on both sides of the IR2.
The superconducting magnet of the hadron beamline will
interfere with the ESR beamline. Secondly, a symmetric
layout and lattice (using blue + yellow arc configuration) is
preferred from the SHC hadron lattice design.
The selection of arcs will affect the placement of subsystems in the straight sections, for example the collimation
system, RF system and instrumentations. With switch-yards
at IR10 and IR12, subsystems placed near sector 11 and 12
will only be available to either high energy or 41 GeV.

POLARITY OF QUENCH PROTECTION
DIODE AND MAGNET
Each superconducting quadrupole and dipole is equipped
with a quench protection diode in parallel circuit with its
forward direction aligned with the direction of the magnet
current. The purpose of the diodes is to enable the current
from the other superconductive magnets in a string to bypass a quenching (resistive) magnet. If a magnet becomes
resistive the forward voltage on the diode quickly rises and
the diode conducts. Once the diode conducts it heats up in
milliseconds and its forward voltage drops. To run blue arcs
with a reversed current in the HSR, we will reverse the diode
polarity to retain their magnet protection function.
For any given magnet, if either the current flowing direction (in other words power supply polarity) or beam direction
changes, the polarity of the magnet changes (for example, a
focusing quadrupole becomes a defocusing quadrupole and
vice versa). If both of them change, then the polarity of the
magnet stays.
WEPOPT034
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Even though it comes at a cost, we chose to change the
polarity of magnet power supplies and the diodes for the blue
arcs in the HSR. The blue arc between IR6 and IR4 is an exception because it only runs at ∼ 10 % of the current needed
for top energy. Since the beam direction changes as well
in these blue arcs, the polarity of the magnets will stay the
same. As a result, the horizontal/vertical dipole correctors
are still paired with the focusing/defocusing quadrupoles.
Table 1 shows beam direction and current direction for
RHIC. It is worth noting that focusing quadrupoles and defocusing quadrupoles are on the return bus and supply bus
separately. Therefore, one offset quadrupole power supply
was sufficient to change the global tune.

There are additional benefits replacing the D0 magnets
with warm dipole magnets. One benefit of removing the
cold D0 is to simplify the cryogenic piping connection and
free more space for the beamscreen and BPM connections
forward of Q1. This will also provide more space for the
ESR and HSR crossings thanks to the smaller transverse
size of the warm magnets. Moreover, this will help resolve
the interference of the HSR and the ESR at IR12, and the
warm magnet aperture can be customized to avoid the limited
aperture of D0 at IR4 for injected and stored beam.

Table 1: Beam Direction and Current Direction for the Blue
and Yellow Quadrupoles in RHIC
Quads

Beam
Direction

BQv
BQh
YQv
YQh

CW
CW
CCW
CCW

Current Electrical
Direction
Bus
CW
CCW
CCW
CW

(a) with a focusing quad or system

B supply
B return
Y supply
Y return

Table 2 shows the beam directions and current directions
applicable to any Blue arcs to be used in the HSR. The Blue
arc magnet (including arc and IR magnets) polarity stays as
shown in Table 2. The defocusing quads will stay on the Y
supply bus, and focusing quad on the Y return bus, which is
consistent with the existing Yellow ring scheme. Therefore,
one offset power supply is sufficient for tune control.

(b) with a defocusing quad or system
Figure 3: Schematic of a horizontal injection system: with
the blue box representing a septum magnet, lines with arrows
at the ends as quadrupoles, the flat line as the circulating
beam, and the injected beam coming from the right side, the
kickers are located at the place where the two beams merge.

Table 2: Beam Direction and Current Direction for the Blue
Quadrupoles to be Used in the HSR
Quads

Beam
Dir.

Current
Dir.

Diode
Flip

Magnet
Pol.

Elec.
Bus

BQv
BQh

CCW
CCW

CCW
CW

Yes
Yes

Stay
Stay

Y supply
Y return

REPLACING THE COLD D0 MAGNETS
WITH WARM DIPOLE MAGNETS
With DX magnets removed, D0 magnets will have to direct beam to one of the D0 magnets on the other side of the
non-colliding IRs, or both in the case of switching between
low (41 GeV) and high energy (100–275 GeV) operation.
The associated modifications to these D0 magnets are complicated: these D0 magnets will need to be mechanically
shifted at one end (yawed), independently powered and the
cryo connection has to be modified accordingly. We are
proposing to replace these D0 magnets to be used in the
HSR with warm magnets to simplify associated changes
needed for these magnets. The replacement is planned for
IR10, 12 and 4 only because D0 magnets in other IRs will
be removed.
WEPOPT034
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REDUCE THE NUMBER OF KICKERS BY
ADDING WARM QUADRUPOLES
Figure 3 shows the schematics of injection systems with
a focusing quad in-between the kicker and the septum in
(a), and with a defocusing quad in-between in (b). The
two configurations have their advantages respectively. If
kicker strength is not a concern and/or space is limited, the
configuration with focusing quad is preferred because it
merges the two beams in a short distance. If it is desirable to
reduce the kicker strength, then configuration shown in (b)
is better because a smaller kick angle is required to achieve
the same separation of the two beams in the septum.
Beams are injected at ∼80 T m in the HSR which requires
a large number of stripline kickers and high voltages. The
existing triplets in RHIC IR4 focus the beam in both planes
so it did not help reducing required kicker strength. Therefore, we propose to add warm quads near the triplets so the
combination of them defocus the beam in the horizontal
plane.
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LAYOUT GEOMETRY
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(m),

y

(m)

Strong Hadron Cooling (SHC) in the Hadron Storage
Ring (HSR) [1] of the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) uses
microbunched electron cooling [2–9] to enable the highest
luminosities. Figure 1 sketches the facility to be built200.
in
Insertion Region 2 (IR2) when the Relativistic Heavy Ion
180.
Collider (RHIC) is upgraded to become HSR. Electrons from
an Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) co-move with hadrons as
160.
they pass through the Modulator straight (M). The imprint
left by the hadrons on the electrons is amplified and then
fed back to cool the hadrons as they co-move through140.
the
Kicker straight (K).
x
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120.

ERL turn around
ERL return

100.

54 3 2 1

Quads

D6 DRG

D6

HSR ir2

Kicker
drift

Kicker straight
Amplifier
HSR chicane
ERL in Modulator straight
HSR inner arc

Cold

Figure 2: Left-right symmetric IR2 layout (to scale), with
an isolated
and 4 warm-to-cold
transitions.
x central cryostat
x
y
All quadrupoles are recycled from RHIC arcs with the same
FODO cell spacing, except for doublets Q7-Q6 and Q5-Q4.

1.75

Table 1: Primary IR2 and ERL parameters. Subscript 0
and superscript star refer to the M and K straight centers
and to the symmetry point IP2, respectively. Co-ordinate 𝑠
advances from left to right.

1.25

D

Parameter

Unit

Insertion Region 2
Modulator/kicker length
m
Optics solution branch
𝛽𝑥0
m
60.
𝛼𝑥0
Rapid Cycling
𝛽𝑦0
m
Synchrotron
40.
𝛼𝑦0
𝛽∗𝑥
m
20.
𝛽∗𝑦
m
𝐷𝑥0 K & M
m
′
𝐷𝑥0
slope at K
0.0
0.0 Δ𝜇𝑥 M-to-K
70. phase adv.
140. rad
Chicane strength, 𝑅56,ℎ
mm

Figure 1: Hadrons and electrons co-move from bottom-right
to top-left through the modulator and kicker straights. Electrons turn around and return to the ERL. IR2 is shared by
two additional EIC accelerators – the Electron Storage Ring
and the Rapid Cycling Synchrotron electron injector [10] –
that do not participate in the cooling.

The “inner-arc-to-inner-arc” sequence shown in Fig. 2 is
left-right symmetric in geometry and in optics [1]. RHIC
magnets outside the IR-arc boundaries at quadrupoles Q10
(left and right) are unmoved, although they will be refurbished when RHIC becomes HSR.

COOLING RATES
Table 1 lists the primary optical parameters required and
achieved in lattice HSR-220512a at two principal proton
beam energies, 100 GeV and 275 GeV. Some intuition for
′ =
their roles is gained by assuming that 𝛼𝑥0 = 𝛼𝑦0 = 𝐷𝑥0
′
𝐷𝑦0 = 0 at the K and M centers, and defining 3 cooling
∗
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Mod.
drift

Cold
MAD-X 5.06.00 27/04/21
14.21.21
D5

80.
Electron Storage Ring
HSR inner arc

10

IP2

s (m)

Energy Recovery Linac
Electron energy
Charge
Bunch length
Peak Current
Average current
Normalized emittance
Slice rms Δ𝑝/𝑝

MeV
nC
mm
A
mA
𝜇m

Proton energy [GeV]
100
275

1.50

1.00

0.75

0.50
39
JJ
40
0
∼ 44
0
50
50
1.108
-0.0177
210.
5.055
-6.35

39
DD
40
0
∼ 60
0
50
50
1.360
-0.0146
280.
5.446
-2.26

54.5
1
14
8.5
100
3
<1 × 10−4

150
1
7
17
100
3
<1 × 10−4

0.25
0.0

-0.25

-0.50
350.

coefficients [5, 11]
2 /𝛽 ) sin (Δ𝜇 )
(𝐷𝑥0
𝑥0
𝑥

𝑆𝑥

=

𝑆𝑦

=

2 /𝛽 ) sin (Δ𝜇 )
(𝐷𝑦0
𝑦0
𝑦

𝑆𝑧

=

ℎ −𝑆 −𝑆
𝑅56
𝑥
𝑦

(1)

ℎ follows the MADX
where the hadron chicane strength 𝑅56
sign convention. For small values of 𝑆 the horizontal, vertical
and longitudinal cooling rates are approximately
−1 −1
(𝜏−1
𝑥 , 𝜏𝑦 , 𝜏𝑧 ) ≈ 𝐶𝜏 ⋅ (𝑆𝑥 , 𝑆𝑦 , 𝑆𝑧 )

(2)
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where 𝐶𝜏 is a constant. When this approximation is valid in
the weak limit the cooling rate sum is constant at
−1
−1
−1 ≈ 𝐶 𝑅ℎ
𝜏−1
𝑠𝑢𝑚 = 𝜏𝑥 + 𝜏𝑦 + 𝜏𝑧
𝜏 56

strengths (𝑘9 to 𝑘6) match the Q10 boundary conditions
to the requisite 𝛽𝑥0 , 𝛼𝑥0 , 𝛽𝑦0 , 𝛼𝑦0 values. Five strengths
take care of 𝛽∗𝑥 , 𝛽∗𝑦 values at IP2, and ensure the symmetry
conditions 𝛼∗𝑥 = 𝛼∗𝑦 = 𝐷′∗ = 0. Thus IR2 optics are parameterized by a 6D optical vector (𝛽𝑥0 , 𝛼𝑥0 , 𝛽𝑦0 , 𝛼𝑦0 , 𝛽∗𝑥 , 𝛽∗𝑦 )
that corresponds by a nonlinear transformation to a 6D SHC
ℎ , Δ𝜇).
control space vector (𝛽𝑥0 , 𝛽𝑦0 , 𝐷0 , 𝐷0′ , 𝑅56
All quads Q1 through Q9 are 1.11 m long arc quads, taken
from the many that are available from the second RHIC ring,
with a strength limit

(3)

Figure 3 (top) tests the prediction that the cooling rate sum is
ℎ . Linearity holds true for 𝑅ℎ > −3 mm,
proportional to −𝑅56
56
−1
ℎ ≈ −4.5 mm.
but 𝜏𝑠𝑢𝑚 saturates at about 1 h−1 when 𝑅56
Vertical cooling requires significant vertical dispersion
𝐷𝑦0 (see Eq. 1). Figure 3 (bottom) explores this in the 2D
ℎ ). A relatively broad saturation
parameter plane (𝐷𝑦0 , 𝑅56
ℎ ) ≈ (0.2 [m], −7 [mm]).
plateau is found at around (𝐷𝑦0 , 𝑅56
Preliminary studies show that such vertical dispersions can
be generated by using RHIC-strength vertical closed orbit
correctors in the two arcs on each side of IR2 to build up
and damp down a local dispersion wave [12].

(4)

|𝑘| ≲ 0.1 [m−2 ]

Chicane strength R56h [mm]

Cooling rate sum, τ

-1
Sum

= τ

-1
L

[1/h]

at the highest HSR energies. A global search with initial
conditions all over a 𝑘-space hypercube of that size converges on 16 solution branches, all corresponding to a single
point in SHC control space. These branches are evaluated
with regard to 1) the hypervolume of SHC control space in
which that branch converges, 2) the maximum 𝛽𝑥 and 𝛽𝑦 valOPTICAL MATCHING
ues, and 3) peak absolute and root mean square quadrupole
The geometric strengths 𝑘 of quadrupoles Q1 through Q9
strength values. This evaluation quickly reduces the set of
are varied to match the 9 SHC control parameters. Four
practical branches to 4, labeled BB, DD, JJ and LL.
Figure 4 shows that branches DD and JJ cover a broad
ℎ values at 275 GeV, and an adequate range
1
range of useful 𝑅56
at 100 GeV. Strong Hadron Cooling at 41 GeV is no longer
foreseen, because no solution branch works and because the
0.8
corresponding ERL parameters are difficult to achieve. A
24 GeV PreCooler that is under consideration for inclusion
0.6
in IR2 might also be able to cool 41 GeV protons [13].
Figure 5 records the Twiss function performance of
the DD and JJ optics when (𝛽𝑥0 , 𝛼𝑥0 , 𝛽𝑦0 , 𝛼𝑦0 , 𝛽∗𝑥 , 𝛽∗𝑦 ) =
0.4
Beam noise diffusion OFF
Beam noise diffusion ON
(40, 0, 60, 0, 50, 50) [lengths in meters]. Injection optics that
Linear
reduce 𝛽𝑚𝑎𝑥 to 163 m or less are available.
Maximum
cooling
rate
sum
0.2
Longer kicker and modulator straights are preferable,
"Rate_Sum.dat"
since0.9
0.8
0
𝜏−1
(5)
0.7
-10
-8
-6
-4
-2
0
𝑠𝑢𝑚 ∝ 𝐿M 𝐿K
0.6
h
0.5
Hadron chicane strength, R56 [mm]
However,
longer drifts are harder to fit in the tunnel. The
0.4
0.3with 64 m straights shown in Fig. 6 (bottom) continues
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Figure 5: Typical cooling optics. Left: JJ(40,0,60,0,50,50) at 100 GeV. Right: DD(40,0,60,0,50,50) at 275 GeV.
to be evaluated, especially with respect to optical matching
at 100 GeV. That layout bends earlier, but does not move IP2.
A later more realistic lattice will include a Siberian snake,
dipole correctors for large radial shifts, and various single
and multi-layer correctors.

ENERGY RECOVERY LINAC
Electron micropulses in the ERL must be as long as feasible to overlap as much of the hadron bunches as possible.
Optimal ERL parameters are summarized in Table 1, with
more details in [7]. A bunch charge of 1 nC provides the
required emittance and energy spread, but pushes the average current as far as realistically possible, to 100 mA. These
parameters present multiple challenges.
A 400 kV high voltage DC gun with a multi-alkali photocathode is the only realistic option to produce such a large average current. The 5.6 MeV injector also includes a 197 MHz
bunching section, a 591 MHz 1.8 cell SRF booster and a
1773 MHz linearizer cavity. The fundamental power couplers deliver as much as 600 kW, while the third harmonic
cavity couples 60 kW from the beam to a load.
The accelerating and decelerating electron beams merge
at the entrance to the LINAC. Simulations show that an
accelerating emittance of 3 𝜇m is maintained up to the first

Figure 6: Lengthening the straights. Top: Current layout
with 39 m straights. Bottom: an improved layout with 64 m
straights. The green block is reserved for a Siberian snake.
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LINAC cavity with a merger dogleg made from two dipoles
and two solenoids. Eight 5-cell 591 MHz SRF cavities, in
separate cryomodules, each have an accelerating gap voltage
of 20 MV. Three 1773 MHz SRF third harmonic cavities
with a 10 MV gap voltage provide a very small rms energy
spread with a very long bunch.
The microbunching gain up to the cooler is nearly unity,
maintaining the beam quality and keeping the electron beam
noise near the level of shot noise. Isochronous and achromatic Bates bends [8] turn the beam through 180 degrees at
the ERL ends, with a transverse size of less than 2.5 meters.
Studies of halo and ion trapping effects continue for an ERL
with an average current that is far higher than the current
state-of-the-art.

CONCLUSIONS
A proof-of-principle layout and optics has been integrated
into the lattice HSR-220512a, delivering good SHC control parameter ranges at 100 GeV and 275 GeV. Peak magnet strengths are consistent with re-purposed RHIC arc
quadrupoles and RHIC insertion region dipoles. Twiss values are reasonable, and acceptable injection optics are available. The vertical dispersion values that are necessary for
vertical cooling are reasonable, although their implementation needs further study. Engineering requirements and
solutions continue to be evaluated in support of a 2022 cost
and schedule estimate, re-using RHIC infrastructure (cryogenic, vacuum, magnets, et cetera) as much as possible. The
potential use of a Ring Cooler alternative to Strong Hadron
Cooling is also under study.
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DEPENDENCE OF BEAM SIZE GROWTH ON MACRO-PARTICLE’S
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Abstract
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) presently under construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory will collide polarized high energy electron beams with hadron beams with
luminosities up to 1×1034 cm−2 s−1 in the center mass energy
range of 20-140 GeV. We simulated the planned electronproton collision of flat beams with Particle-In-Cell (PIC)
based Poisson solver in strong-strong beam-beam simulation.
We observed a much larger proton emittance growth rate
than that from weak-strong simulation. To understand the
numerical noises further, we calculate the beam size growth
rate of macro-particles as function of their initial longitudinal and transverse actions. This method is applied to both
strong-strong and weak-strong simulations. The purpose
of this study is to identify which group of macro-particles
contributes most of the artificial emittance growth in strongstrong beam-beam simulation.

INTRODUCTION
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) presently under construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory will collide polarized high energy electron beams with hadron beams with
luminosities up to 1 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 in center mass energy
range of 20-140 GeV [1]. We focus on the collision between
275 GeV protons and 10 GeV electrons since both protons
and electrons reach their highest beam-beam parameters for
this collision mode in the EIC. Table 1 lists the beam-beam
related design parameters for this study.
Both strong-strong and weak-strong models are used for
EIC beam-beam interaction simulation studies [2, 3]. For
weak-strong model, the electron bunch is assumed rigid and
the proton bunch is represented with macro-particles. The
beam-beam kick to proton macro-particles are analytically
calculated. For strong-strong model, both bunches are represented with macro-particles. Particle-in-cell (PIC) method
and Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) are used to solve 2-d
Poisson equation on rectangle grids. The charge of each
macro-particle is deposited onto nearest 9 grids and the
∗
†
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Table 1: Beam-Beam Related Machine and Beam Parameters for Collision between 275 GeV Protons and 10 GeV
Electrons
quantity
Beam energy
Bunch intensity
(𝛽∗𝑥 , 𝛽∗𝑦 ) at IP
Beam sizes at IP
Bunch length
Energy spread
Transverse tunes
Longitudinal tune

unit
GeV
1011
cm
𝜇m
cm
10−4

proton
electron
275
10
0.668
1.72
(80, 7.2)
(55, 5.6)
(95, 8.5)
6
0.7
6.8
5.8
(0.228, 0.210) (0.08, 0.06)
0.01
0.069

beam-beam kick to each macro-particle is interpolated from
the potentials on those nearest 9 grids.
Strong-strong simulation is subject to numerical noises
due to limited macro-particles, transverse grids, longitudinal
slices, and the algorithm itself. For the EIC beam-beam
simulation, we observed a much larger proton emittance
growth rate than that from weak-strong simulation. Through
converging studies, the emittance growth rate from strongstrong simulation can be be reduced with increased macroparticle number.
To better understand the sources of numerical noises in the
PIC based strong-strong simulation, we carried out extensive
studies with the EIC design parameters. In this article, we
will study the dependence of beam size growth rate on the
longitudinal and transverse amplitudes of macro-particles.
The goal of this study is to identify which group of macroparticles producing most of the artificial emittance growth
in strong-strong simulation.

SIMULATION SETUP
In the strong-strong beam-beam simulation for this study,
each bunch is represented by 0.5 million macro-particles.
There is only one interaction point. For beam-beam interaction simulation, each bunch is split into longitudinal slices,
15 for the proton bunch, 5 for the electron bunch. Crab
cavities are placed on both sides of IP with an exact 𝜋/2
phase advance in the horizontal plane. The ring transfer map
is simply represented by a 6-d uncoupled one-turn transfer
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matrix. In this model, beam-beam interaction is the only
nonlinear force.
In the simulation, we group proton macro-particles according to their initial transverse or longitudinal actions in
units of 𝜎,
√︃
𝑁 𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 = 𝐽 𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 /𝐽 𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑟 𝑚𝑠 ,
(1)
Here 𝐽 𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 are the actions for the horizontal, vertical, and
longitudinal motions, 𝐽 𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑟 𝑚𝑠 are their RMS values. The
emittances are given by 2𝐽 𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑟 𝑚𝑠 . For the transverse plane,
we define a normalized transverse action in unit of 𝜎𝑟 ,
√︃
(2)
𝑁𝑡 = 𝑁 𝑥2 + 𝑁 𝑦2 .

Figure 1: Horizontal beam size growth rate as function
of longitudinal action of macro-particles in strong-strong
simulation

During the regular strong-strong beam-beam simulation,
we calculate and record the geometric transverse RMS sizes
for each group of macro-particles, which is given by, for
example in the horizontal plane,
√︃∑︁
𝜎𝑥 =
(𝑥𝑖 − < 𝑥 >) 2 /𝑀 𝑝 .
(3)
Here < 𝑥 > is the mean of all particles’ position and 𝑀 𝑝 is
number of macro-particles in one group.
We simply calculate each group’s beam size growth rate
with a linear fitting between 20k to 50k turns. The electron
beam sizes reach their equilibrium state after 20k turns. We
normally extrapolate the relative growth rate 𝑑𝜎𝑥,𝑦 /𝜎𝑥,𝑦 𝑑𝑡
to %/hour. In the following, we use the relative growth rate
of beam size as an observable to measure the stability of
macro-particles in each group.
For a Gaussian distribution bunch, there are much less
macro-particles at longitudinal or transverse amplitudes
larger than 4𝜎. The error bar in the growth rate calculation for these amplitudes will be big and can not be trusted.

WITH STRONG-STRONG SIMULATION
First we calculate the beam size growth rate as function of
longitudinal amplitude of macro-particles in strong-strong
simulation. For the EIC, the full crossing angle is 25 mrad.
Crab cavities are used to compensate the geometric luminosity loss and to restore head-on collision. However, due
to a relatively short wavelength of crab cavities and a relatively long proton bunch length, protons in the bunch head
and bunch tail are not perfectly crabbed. They will feel
offset beam-beam interaction and therefore will have faster
emittance growth rates than particles in the bunch center.
Figure 1 shows the horizontal beam size growth rate as
function of longitudinal amplitude of macro-particles. The
horizontal axis is the longitudinal action in unit of 𝜎. The
vertical axis is the growth rate in units of %/hour, which we
use for qualitative measure of stability of macro-particles.
To reduce the statistical error in this study, for each condition, we tracked several seeds of initial macro-particle
distributions. The results from different seeds converge well
as shown in the plot.
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Figure 2: Vertical beam size growth rate as function of longitudinal action of macro-particles in strong-strong simulation

From Fig. 1, the horizontal beam size growth rate decreases with increase in longitudinal amplitude until the
longitudinal amplitude reaches 𝑁 𝑧 = 2.25. Then the growth
rate of macro-particles begin to increase and quickly go to
a huge growth rate beyond 𝑁 𝑧 = 3.0. As discussed above,
the growth rate beyond 𝑁 𝑧 = 3.0 can not be trusted due to a
large statistical error there.
Figure 2 shows the vertical beam size growth rate as function of longitudinal amplitude of macro-particles. Different
from the horizontal beam size, the vertical beam size growth
rate increases with the longitudinal amplitude from a small
longitudinal action 𝑁 𝑧 = 0.5.
Comparing Figs. 1 and 2, we notice that the vertical beam
size growth rates are much greater than the horizontal beam
size growth rates. For example, at 3𝑁 𝑧 , the vertical beam
size growth rate is about 3-4 times faster than the horizontal
beam size growth rate.
Figure 3 shows the horizontal and vertical beam size
growth rates as function of transverse amplitude of macroparticles in strong-strong simulation. From the plot, macroparticles with amplitudes less than 1.5𝑁𝑡 have much faster
growth rates in transverse beam sizes than macro-particles
outside the bunch core. This hints that macro-particles in
the bunch core contribute most of the emittance growth in
strong-strong beam-beam simulation. With the nominal design parameters, there is no beam-beam introduced coherent
instability. From beam physics, particles in the bunch core
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Figure 3: Horizontal and vertical beam size growth rates
versus initial transverse action from strong-strong simulation

Figure 4: Comparison of beam size growth rates of macroparticles as function of longitudinal action from three models

normally tend to be more stable than particles with larger
transverse amplitudes. Also from the plot, the vertical beam
size growth rates of macro-particles in the bunch core are at
least 2-3 times higher than the horizontal growth rates.

COMPARED TO WEAK-STRONG MODEL
For comparison, we go through the same procedure in
weak-strong simulation to calculate the dependence of beam
size growth rate as function of initial longitudinal or transverse amplitude of macro-particles. We developed another
beam-beam simulation model. In this model, we first perform a regular strong-strong simulation. After the electron
bunch reaches its equilibrium state, we freeze its charge
distribution and potentials on grids. Then we continue an
extended weak-strong tracking with the frozen charge distribution and potentials. We call this ‘frozen model’.
Figure 4 compares the vertical beam size growth rate
as function of longitudinal action of macro-particles from
three models. For both weak-strong and frozen models, the
vertical beam size growth rate stays at a very low level until
the longitudinal amplitude reaches 2.25𝑁 𝑧 . Then the growth
rate begins to increase before it quickly takes off at 3.25 𝑁 𝑧
due to statistical error. From the plot, the growth rates from
the PIC based strong-strong simulation is much higher than
both weak-strong model and frozen model.
Figure 5 compares the vertical beam size growth rate as
function of transverse action of macro-particles with above
three models. For weak-strong and frozen models, the vertical beam size growth rate stays at a very low level up to 4𝑁𝑡 .
However, for strong-strong model, macro-particles in the
bunch core have a huge growth rate than macro-particles outside the bunch core. The macro-particles in the bunch core
contribute most of the artificial emittance growth observed
in strong-strong simulation. We found that PIC based Poisson solver generates a larger numerical variation in beambeam force calculation for macro-particles in the bunch core,
which will be discussed in our another article in these proceedings [4].
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Figure 5: Comparison of beam size growth rates of macroparticles as function of transverse action from three models

SUMMARY
In the EIC beam-beam simulation, we observed a much
larger emittance growth rate with PIC-based strong-strong
beam-beam simulation than that from weak-strong simulation. To understand the numerical noises in strong-strong
simulation, we calculated and compared the beam size
growth rate as function of initial longitudinal and transverse
actions of macro-particles. We found that macro-particles
with smaller transverse amplitudes have a much larger transverse beam size growth rate than macro-particles outside
the bunch core, which is not seen in the weak-strong simulation. We conclude that macro-particles in the bunch core
contribute most of the artificial emittance growth observed
in the strong-strong simulation for the EIC.
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Abstract
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) presently under construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory will collide polarized high energy electron beams with hadron beams with
luminosities up to 1 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 in the center mass energy range of 20-140 GeV. In this article, we evaluate the
dynamic aperture for the Hadron Storage Ring (HSR) with
symplectic element-by-element tracking. Crab cavities, nonlinear magnetic field errors, and weak-strong beam-beam
interaction are included. We compared the dynamic aperture with crossing-angle collision to head-on collision and
found the reason for the dynamic aperture reduction. We
also studied the field error tolerances for IR magnets and for
some particular magnets.

INTRODUCTION
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) presently under construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory will collide polarized high energy electron beams with hadron beams with
luminosities up to 1 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 in the center mass energy range of 20-140 GeV [1]. We focus on the collision
mode involving 275 GeV protons and 10 GeV electrons
since at this collision mode both protons and electrons reach
their highest beam-beam parameters in EIC. Table 1 lists the
beam-beam related design parameters for this study. In this
article, we will evaluate the dynamic aperture calculation
for the 275 GeV protons in the Hadron Storage Ring (HSR).
The HSR of EIC will re-use the existing RHIC arcs.
Based on RHIC operational experience [2], simulated dynamic aperture in 106 turns with beam-beam interaction
and IR nonlinear field errors should be larger than 5 𝜎 with
3 (𝑑𝑝/𝑝0 )𝑟𝑚𝑠 to guarantee an acceptable beam lifetime at
physics store. The beam-beam parameter for the proton
beam in HSR is 0.012 which is comparable to RHIC, therefore we require the minimum dynamic aperture for HSR
should be larger than 5 𝜎 too.

SIMULATION SETUP
There are a few new features for HSR than RHIC [3].
First, EIC adopts a full crossing angle of 25 mrad at IP. To
compensate the geometric luminosity loss due to the crossing
∗
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angle, crab cavities are used to restore head-on collision.
For EIC, local crabbing scheme is adopted. Ideally, crab
cavities are placed on both sides of IP with a horizontal
phase advance 𝜋/2 to IP.
To match the revolution frequency of Electron Storage
Ring (ESR), HSR needs to be able to adjust its path length
at various beam energies, which is achieved with radial shift
orbit in arcs. The radial shift orbit is created with a field
deviation from the nominal design value by Δ𝐵/𝐵0 to arc
bending dipoles. Therefore, the on-momentum particle does
not always have zero longitudinal coordinate 𝑧 = −𝑐(𝑡 − 𝑡0 )
in tracking code, where 𝑡0 is the time flight on the reference
orbit.
Based on the RHIC operational experience, IR magnetic
field errors play an important role in dynamic aperture reduction. At the design phase of EIC, we will artificially assign
magnetic field errors to all IR dipoles and quadruples within
160 m from IP to evaluate their impacts on the dynamic
aperture of HSR.
Magnet field errors are defined as
(𝐵𝑦 𝐿) + 𝑖(𝐵𝑥 𝐿) =
𝑁

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐵(𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓 )𝐿 [10−4 ∑𝑛=0
(𝑏𝑛 + 𝑖𝑎𝑛 )

(1)

(𝑥+𝑖𝑦)𝑛
𝑅𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑓 ] .

Here 𝐿 is the magnet length, 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the reference radius
where the magnetic field is measured, 𝐵(𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) is the main
field at 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓 , 𝑏𝑛 and 𝑎𝑛 are the coefficients for normal and
skew magnetic components.
Both systematic and random field errors can be assigned
in the simulation. Here we focus on random field errors. In
our study, we normally excluded the dipole and quadrupole
Table 1: Beam-beam Related Machine and Beam Parameters for Collision Between 275 GeV Protons and 10 GeV
Electrons
quantity

unit

proton

electron

Beam energy
GeV
275
10
Bunch intensity
1011
0.668
1.72
(𝛽∗𝑥 , 𝛽∗𝑦 ) at IP
cm
(80, 7.2)
(55, 5.6)
Beam sizes at IP µm
(95, 8.5)
Bunch length
cm
6
0.7
Energy spread
10−4
6.8
5.8
Transverse tunes
(0.228, 0.210) (0.08, 0.06)
Longitudinal tune
0.01
0.069
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components since we are able to correct orbit and tunes
during operation.
Dynamic aperture is calculated with a 6-d symplectic particle tracking code SimTrack [4]. For each study condition,
test particles are launched in the first quadrant of phase space
(𝑥/𝜎𝑥 , 𝑦/𝜎𝑦 ) in 5 equal distance phase angles. Test particles
are tracked up to 1 million turns. We focus on the minimum
dynamic aperture among those 5 phase angles. To determine
IR field error tolerances, 10 sets of random field errors are
currently used.

SIMULATION RESULTS
DA Drop with Crossing Angle Collision
First we calculate the dynamic apertures with IR nonlinear field errors with head-on and crossing angle collisions.
Figure 1 shows the dynamic apertures for both cases as function of IR field errors. The horizontal axis is the units of 𝑏𝑛
and 𝑎𝑛 , the vertical axis is the minimum dynamic aperture
among all phase angles of 10 seeds. For this calculation,
particle’s relative momentum deviation 𝑑𝑝/𝑝0 = 20 × 10−4 ,
which is about 3(𝑑𝑝/𝑝0 )𝑟𝑚𝑠 ).

Figure 1: Dynamic aperture with IR field errors for head-on
collision and crossing angle collision.
From the plot, the dynamic apertures for both head-on
and crossing angle collisions decrease with increase in IR
magnetic field errors. For 1 unit of magnetic field errors, the
dynamic aperture with crossing angle collision is about 6𝜎,
which seems sufficient for proton beam’s lifetime according
to RHIC’s operational experience.
From the plot, we notice that there is about 3𝜎 drop in
dynamic aperture from head-on collision to crossing angle
collision. In principle, with crossing angle collision and
crab cavities, head-on collision is restored and their dynamic
aperture should be the same or close. In the following, we
will look for the reasons for this dynamic aperture drop.
Figure 2 compares the dynamic apertures for head-on and
crossing angle collisions without IR nonlinear field errors.
The horizontal axis is the particle’s relative momentum deviation from zero up to 20 × 10−4 . From the plot, there are
not much difference in the dynamic apertures between those
two cases for the shown 𝑑𝑝/𝑝0 range.
Figure 3 compares the dynamic apertures for head-on
and crossing angle collisions with IR nonlinear field errors.
The IR field errors is 1 unit for all 𝑏𝑛 and 𝑎𝑛 . From the
WEPOPT037
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Figure 2: Dynamic aperture as function of 𝑑𝑝/𝑝0 without
IR field errors.
plot, the dynamic aperture for head-on is higher than that
with crossing angle collision. When the relative momentum
deviation increases, especially from 10 × 10−4 to 20 × 10−4 ,
the gap in the dynamic apertures between those two cases
gets bigger. With 𝑑𝑝/𝑝0 = 20 × 10−4 , the difference is 3𝜎.
From above comparisons, we learned that the dynamic
aperture reduction from head-on collision to crossing angle collision is related to IR nonlinear field errors. As we
know, with local crabbing scheme, particles with non-zero
longitudinal offset 𝑧 will have an additional horizontal offset
Δ𝑥 = 𝜁 × 𝑧, where 𝜁 = 𝑑𝑥/𝑑𝑧 is the crab dispersion.
For example, Figure 4 shows a test particle’s horizontal
trajectories across the interaction region with different sets
of initial 𝑧 and 𝑑𝑝/𝑝0 . Test particles are launched from one
side crab cavities toward other side. From the plot, particles
with non-zero 𝑧 will have a sizable horizontal orbit in IR.
Particles with non-zero 𝑧 will sample larger IR field errors.
Considering synchrotron motion, it is true too for particles
with non-zero 𝑑𝑝/𝑝0 . The larger the momentum deviation
is, the greater IR magnetic field errors they will feel. To
minimize the dynamic aperture drop with crossing angle collision, we should reduce IR nonlinear magnetic field errors.

Updated Reference Radius
Based on Eq. (1), IR magnetic field error coefficients 𝑏𝑛
and 𝑎𝑛 depend on the reference radius 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓 . In the previous

Figure 3: Dynamic aperture as function of 𝑑𝑝/𝑝0 with IR
field errors.
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form distribution. For the EIC, considering a small number
of IR magnets, we prefer uniform distribution of IR field
errors in simulation.

Field Tolerances for a Large Aperture Magnet

Figure 4: Horizontal trajectories across IR with different
combinations of 𝑧 and 𝑑𝑝/𝑝0 .
dynamic aperture studies for the HSR, we set the reference
radius to be 60 mm for all IR dipoles and 40 mm for all IR
quadrupoles. With the progresses in the HSR magnet design,
we have better knowledge of reference radius for IR magnets.
Table 2 shows the updated reference radius that should be
used from now on. In the table, near side or farther side
means the two ends of magnets facing IP or away from IP.

Different Random Number Generation
In the previous dynamic aperture calculation, we assigned
IR field errors with an uniform random number generator.
For example, for 1 unit of 𝑏𝑛 or 𝑎𝑛 , their values from random
number generator can vary from -1 to 1. As noted above,
currently we use 10 seeds of random IR field errors for each
simulation condition.
We compared the dynamics apertures with different random number generators. For example, for a Gaussian random number generator, with 1 unit of field errors of 𝑏𝑛 and
𝑎𝑛 , the actual values of errors can be more than 1 unit but
the statistical standard deviation will stay 1 unit for many
seeds.
Table 3 compares the dynamic apertures with uniform and
Gaussian distribution generators for IR nonlinear magnetic
field errors. From Table 3, the dynamic aperture is normally
larger with an uniform random number generator than with
a Gaussian generator. The reason is that the random filed
errors with Gaussian distribution can go higher than the uniTable 2: Updated Reference Radius for IR Magnets
Magnet R1 (mm) R2 (mm)
𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓 (mm)
Name
near side farther side used in simualton
B0pF
IP
non-IP
60
B0ApF
43
43
43
Q1ApF
44
33.5
44
Q1BpF
55
32
55
Q2pF
73
73
73
B1pF
40
55
55
B1ApF
63
63
63
Q1ApR
26
26
26
Q1BpR
28
28
28
Q2pR
54
54
54
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A19: Electron - Hadron Colliders

There are some large physical aperture magnets in the
IR6 of HSR. Magnetic field errors may get big away from
the center of beam pipe. We paid particular attention to a
large aperture dipole B2PF, which is just in front of the crab
cavities in the forward side of IR6. Its reference radius is
50 mm. In the dynamic aperture calculation, we set same
units for all 𝑏𝑛 and 𝑎𝑛 from sextupole component to 11th pole.
Table 4 shows the simulated dynamic aperture with B2PF’s
field errors. To have dynamic aperture not less than 6𝜎 for
the HSR lattice, B2PF’s field errors 𝑏𝑛 and 𝑎𝑛 should be
below 1 units.

SUMMARY
In this article, we presented the simulation setup and the
main concerns for the dynamic aperture calculation for the
HSR of EIC. We identified the reason for the dynamic aperture drop from head-on collision to crossing angle collision.
To improve dynamic aperture with crossing angle collision,
we should have a good control of magnetic field errors in
the interaction region. We updated the reference radius for
magnetic field errors and tested with different ways of random number generation. The tolerance of field errors for
the large aperture dipole B2PF should be less than 1 unit.
Table 3: Dynamic Aperture Comparison with Uniform and
Gaussian Random Number Generation
Uniform Distr. Gaussian Distr.
unit min ave rms min ave rms
0.0 19.4 19.4 0 17.8 19.2 0.5
0.3 5.8 9.1 1.6 6.8 9.5 1.4
0.6 5.8 8.1 1.5 3.4 7.18 1.9
0.9 6.2 7.9 0.7 3.8 6.88 1.6
1.2 4.8 6.7 1.3 5.0 7.22 1.0
1.5 4.8 7.1 1.4 5.2 6.58 0.8
1.8 4.0 7.3 2.0 3.8 5.56 1.3
2.1 5.6 7.0 1.1 5.0 6.76 1.3
2.4 4.8 6.0 0.7 3.2 5.32 1.2
2.7 4.2 6.2 1.1 2.2 5.36 1.3
Table 4: Dynamic Aperture Versus B2PF’s Magnetic Field
Errors
Unit DA-Min DA-Max DA-Ave DA-RMS
1
5.0
7.6
6.2
0.8
2
2.2
5.4
3.9
0.8
3
2.6
4.2
3.6
0.5
4
1.8
3.4
2.5
0.5
5
1.4
2.8
1.8
0.4
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Abstract
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) presently under construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory will collide polarized high energy electron beams with hadron beams with
design luminosities up to 1×1034 cm−2 s−1 in center mass energy range of 20-140 GeV. We studied the planned electronproton collisions using a Particle-In-Cell (PIC) based Poisson solver in strong-strong beam-beam simulation. We observed a much larger proton emittance growth rate than in
weak-strong simulation. To understand the numerical noise
and its impact on strong-strong simulation results, we carried
out extensive studies to identify all possible causes for artificial emittance growth and quantify their contributions. In
this article, we summarize our study activities and findings.
This work will help us better understand the simulated emittance growth and the limits of the PIC based strong-strong
beam-beam simulation.

INTRODUCTION
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) presently under construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory will collide polarized high energy electron beams with hadron beams with
design liminosities up to 1 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 [1]. Both weakstrong and strong-strong models are used for the EIC beambeam interaction simulation studies [2, 3]. For the weakstrong model, the electron bunch is assumed as a rigid 6-d
Gaussian charge distribution. The proton bunch is represented with macro-particles. The beam-beam kick to proton
macro-particles are calculated analytically. For the strongstrong model, each bunch is represented with typically 0.5
to 1 million macro-particles. Particle-in-cell (PIC) method
and Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) are used to solve 2-d
Poisson equation on rectangle grids. The charge of each
macro-particle is deposited onto nearest 9 grids and the
beam-beam kick to each macro-particle is interpolated from
the potentials on those 9 nearest grids.
In the following, we present simulation results for the
collision between 275 GeV protons and 10 GeV electrons [4].
At this collision mode, the horizontal and vertical beam sizes
are 95 𝜇m and 8.5 𝜇m at IP. The beam-beam parameter is
∗
†
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0.012 for the protons and 0.1 for the electrons, both reach
their highest values in the EIC. We pay more attention on the
proton bunch’s emittance growth, especially in the vertical
plane. We normally extrapolate beam size growth rate from
a linear fitting in the tracking turns to %/hour. From strongstrong simulation, the simulated proton’s vertical beam size
growth rate is normally larger than 1000%/hour. However,
from weak-strong simulation, it is less than 5%/hour.
Strong-strong simulation is subject to numerical noises
due to limited macro-particle numbers, transverse grids,
longitudinal slices, and the algorithm itself. To better understand the simulated growth rates and the numerical noises
in the EIC strong-strong beam-beam simulation, we carried
out extensive studies to identify all possible causes for the
artificial emittance growth and quantify their contributions.

CONVERGING STUDY
Analytically, the numerical noise introduced artificial
emittance growth rate in the strong-strong beam-beam simulation is inversely proportional to the number of macroparticles and proportional to the square of the beam-beam
parameter. Figure 1 shows one example of simulated proton’s vertical beam size growth rate versus the number of
macro-particles of electron bunch. Increasing the macroparticles of electron bunch will reduce the simulated proton’s
emittance growth rate. If fitting the simulated growth rates
with a function 𝑎/𝑀𝑒𝑝 , where 𝑀𝑒 is the number of macroparticles of electron bunch, we found 𝑝 is close 0.5 instead
of 1 as predicted. We also found that fitting with a function
𝑎/𝑀𝑒 + 𝑏 can better match the simulation results. For the
CDR design parameters, 𝑏 is about 300%/hour.
Figure 2 shows the simulated proton beam size growth
rates as function of proton’s beam-beam parameter. In this
study, we adjusted proton’s beam-beam parameter by scaling
down electron beam’s bunch intensity while keeping the
tunes of proton bunch center unchanged. The simulated
proton’s beam size growth rates can be fitted well with a
𝑞
function 𝑎 × 𝜉 𝑏𝑏
, with 𝑞 about 2.75 for both planes. With
a lower beam-beam parameter about 0.008, we re-scanned
the growth rate’s dependence on the electron bunch’s macroparticle number and obtained 𝑏 between 50-100%/hour.
Sufficient number of longitudinal slices of electron bunch
in strong-strong simulation is also important to reduce the
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Figure 1: Simulated growth rate of proton vertical beam size
versus number of macro-particles of electron bunch.

Figure 2: Simulated growth rate of proton transverse beam
size versus proton’s beam-beam parameter.

simulated proton beam size growth rate. For EIC, due to
electron beam’s large beam-beam parameter and near-integer
tunes, its vertical beam size vaies dramatically near IP.
We normally use 128×128 transverse grids for PIC Poisson solver. With 256×256 grids, the simulated proton growth
rates will be smaller too. However, with increased grids, we
need to increase the number of macro-particles at the same
time and the tracking time will be significantly increased.

TURN-BY-TURN DIPOLE MOTION
In strong-strong model, the distribution of macro-particles
varies turn by turn (TBT). With typically 0.5 to 1 million
macro-particles per bunch, the RMS variations of electron
bunch center and transverse beam sizes are about 0.2-0.3%
of their RMS beam sizes at IP.
In the spectrum of proton bunch’s center motion, the electron’s imprints at electron’s tunes are clearly√seen. The amplitudes of electron tune peaks scale with 1/ 𝑀𝑒 . The ‘noise’
of other frequencies in the spectrum also drops with
√ increased macro-particle number but does not scale as 1/ 𝑀𝑒 .
The impact of dipole moment of electron bunch can be
eliminated by introducing virtual symmetric macro-particles
in the PIC Poisson solver. For example, for one macroparticle at (𝑥, 𝑦), we can introduce virtual macro-particles
at (−𝑥, −𝑦), or at (𝑥, −𝑦) and (−𝑥, −𝑦). Strong-strong simulation shows that this approach can eliminate the dipole mo-
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Figure 3: Simulated growth rates from weak-strong simulation with TBT noises added to the electron bunch’s centroid
and beam sizes.
ment and moderately reduce the proton’s beam size growth
rate. The growth rates with this method are comparable to
directly increasing electron bunch’s macro-particle number
by a same amount of virtual macro-particles.
Knowing the levels of RMS TBT variations in electron
bunch’s center position and beam sizes, we could estimate
their contributions by introducing the same levels of artificial
random noises into weak-strong simulation. Figure 3 shows
the simulated proton’s vertical beam size growth rates with
different levels of random noises. With a typical relative
0.3% TBT variations in the weak-strong simulation, the
proton vertical beam size growth rate due to the noises is
between 100-400%hour.
From above studies, we learned that the TBT variation in
the electron bunch’s center position can generate artificial
proton beam size growth. However, it can not explain majority of the simulated proton beam size growth we observed
in the strong-strong simulation which is typically more than
1000%/hour.

CONTRIBUTION TO GROWTH
To identify the sources of proton beam size growth in the
strong-strong simulation, we study the dependence of beam
size growth rate on the amplitudes of macro-particles [5].
We group macro-particles according to their initial longitudinal action and transverse action in units of 𝜎. We use
calculated geometric beam size growth rate as an observable
to measure stability of each group of macro-particles.
Figure 4 shows the proton’s vertical beam size growth
rate as function of longitudinal amplitude of macro-particles.
Three models are used. Frozen model is an extended weakstrong simulation after a strong-strong simulation with electron’s charge distribution frozen. From the plot, the vertical
beam size growth rate increases with the longitudinal action
for all models. However, the strong-strong model gives a
much faster growth rate than other two models and its beam
size growth starts at a very small longitudinal action.
Figure 5 shows the vertical beam size growth rate as function of transverse amplitude of macro-particles. From the
plot, the growth rates from strong-strong model are much
larger than other two models. Strangely, the macro-particles
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Figure 4: Comparison of growth rates of macro-particles
versus their longitudinal actions for three models.
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Figure 6: Comparison of beam-beam kick variations for a
round beam and a flat beam.
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Figure 5: Comparison of growth rates of macro-particles
versus their transverse actions for three models.

with a transverse amplitude less than 1.5𝜎 has a very big
growth rate in the strong-strong model, which is not seen in
the weak-strong models. This means that macro-particles
in the transverse bunch core contribute most of the artificial emittance growth rate in the strong-strong beam-beam
simulation.

NOISE FROM PIC SOLVER
In the strong-strong simulation, the beam-beam kick is
calculated through PIC based Poisson solver. Here we calculate RMS variation of beam-beam kick for a 4-D Gaussian
macro-particle distribution [6]. As we know, the emittance
growth rate of macro-particles are proportional to the square
of the variation in the beam-beam kick. In the following,
we use 1000 distributions of macro-particles with known
beam sizes to estimate the variation in beam-beam kick in
PIC method.
Both round and flat beams are used for comparison. The
round beam’s transverse sizes are (77 𝜇m, 77 𝜇m), which is
close to the RHIC case. The flat beam’s transverse sizes are
(77 𝜇m, 7.7 𝜇m), which is close to the EIC case. Figure 6
shows the RMS variation of vertical beam-beam kick for
both beams. Horizontal axis is radial amplitude in 𝜎. From
the plot, the variation of beam-beam kick is larger for small
transverse amplitudes for both cases. However, the variation
is about 2-3 times larger for the flat beam than the round
beam.
Figure 7 shows the beam-beam kick variation on the horizontal and vertical axes for the flat beam. The horizontal axis
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Figure 7: Comparison of beam-beam kick variations on
horizontal and vertical axes for a flat beam.

is 𝑥/𝜎𝑥 or 𝑦/𝜎𝑦 in units of 𝜎. From the plot, the beam-beam
kick variation is always larger in the vertical direction than
in the horizontal direction. And the variation in the vertical
direction stays at a high level even for large amplitudes.
From these studies, we learn that PIC based Poisson solver
tends to generate a larger variation (noise) in the beam-beam
kick for macro-particles in the bunch core, especially in
the vertical plane for a flat beam. This explained why we
observed much faster beam size growth rates for macroparticles in the bunch core in the strong-strong simulation.

SUMMARY
Strong-strong beam-beam simulation based on PIC Poisson solver is subject to large numerical noises, which can
be reduced by increased macro-particle number, transverse
grids, and longitudinal slices. Turn-by-turn variation of
bunch center can increase the simulated proton emittance
growth rate but not the main contributor to the artificial
emittance growth. We found that macro-particles in bunch
core contribute most of the artificial emittance growth in
the strong-strong simulation. The reason is found that PIC
based Poisson solver generates a larger numerical variation
in the beam-beam force calculation for macro-particles in
the bunch core, especially in the vertical plane for a flat
beam.
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FINE DECOUPLING TEST AND SIMULATION STUDY
TO MAINTAIN A LARGE TRANSVERSE EMITTANCE RATIO
IN HADRON STORAGE RINGS ∗
Y. Luo† , I. Blackler, M. Blaskiewicz, W. Fischer, A. Marusic, C. Montag, T. Shrey, D. Xu
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY USA
Abstract
In previous and existing hadron storage rings, the horizontal and vertical emittances are normally the same or very
close. For the Hadron Storage Ring (HSR) of the ElectronIon Collider (EIC), the design proton transverse emittance
ratio is 10:1. To maintain this large emittance ratio, we
need to have an online fine decoupling system to prevent
transverse emittance exchange. For this purpose, we carried
out fine decoupling experiments in the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) and reviewed its previous operational
data. Analytical prediction and numerical simulation are preformed to estimate how small the global coupling coefficient
should be to maintain a 10:1 emittance ratio.

INTRODUCTION
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) presently under construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory will collide polarized high energy electron beams with hadron beams, reaching luminosities up to 1×1034 cm−2 s−1 in the center-of-mass
energy range of 20-140 GeV. To achieve high luminosities,
the EIC adopts crossing angle collision with more than 1000
bunches per ring, flat beams with small 𝛽∗ s at the interaction
point (IP), and strong hadron cooling [1].
For the collision between 275 GeV protons and 10 GeV
electrons, the beam-beam parameters for both beams reach
their highest values in EIC. The beam-beam parameters are
0.012 for protons and 0.1 for electrons. The beam sizes
at interact point (IP) are (95 𝜇m, 8.5 𝜇m). The 𝛽∗ s in
the Hadron Storage Ring (HSR) are (80 cm, 7.2 cm). The
un-normalized proton transverse emittances are (11.3 nm,
1.0 nm).
For previous or existing hadron colliders, the horizontal
and vertical emittances are normally the same or close to
each other. To achieve about a 10:1 emittance ratio in HSR,
we will pre-cool the proton bunches at lower beam energies
and employ strong hadron cooling at store energy to maintain
this ratio. As we know, betatron coupling will mix transverse
emittances. Therefore, fine decoupling is required in HSR
to stop emittance transfer from the horizontal plane to the
vertical plane. For HSR we may not have vertical cooling
at store energy. If so, we also need to prevent any sizable
emittance growth in the vertical plane.
The HSR of EIC will re-use the existing RHIC arcs. For
RHIC, we developed a feedback system to continuously
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monitor and correct the global betatron coupling [2, 3]. This
system was proved robust and routinely operated at injection,
on the energy ramp, and at store. For HSR, considering the
large transverse emittance ratio, we need to make sure that
current RHIC decoupling feedback is sufficient for HSR’s
fine decoupling requirement.
In the following, we will first present experimental results
from previous years and in 2021 to demonstrate fine decoupling and possible 10:1 transverse emittance ratio in RHIC.
Then we will analytically estimate the emittance exchange
due to global coupling and its requirement for HSR. In the
end, we will carry out multi-particle simulation to determine
and verify the global decoupling requirement.

RESULTS FROM PREVIOUS YEARS
To demonstrate if we can achieve a large transverse emittance ratio in RHIC with current decoupling feedback, we
performed several beam experiments in RHIC. The earliest
one was done in 2017. In this experiment, we used Au (gold)
ion beam. We filled the Yellow ring with nominal intensity
bunches (2𝑥109 /bunch) for the first half of the bunch train
and then half intensity bunches for the remainder. Intrabeam scattering (IBS) will generate longitudinal emittance
growth and horizontal emittance growth through horizontal
dispersion in the ring. IBS growth rate is related to bunch
intensity and emittances. For RHIC, there is no vertical
dispersion in the design lattice. We ramped Au ion bunches
to 100 GeV/n and observed emittance growth for about 2
hours at store.
Figure 1 shows the emittance measurement data with Ion
Profile Monitor (IPM). In the plot, there are two horizontal
and two vertical emittance measurement data for Yellow
ring at each time point, one for full bunch intensity and one
for half bunch intensity. With global decoupling in Yellow
ring, we observed a much slower vertical emittance growth
than horizontal. After about 2 hours at store, the horizontal
emittance reached double the vertical emittance. The vertical
emittance increased slightly by 20-30% in 2 hours. At the
end of experiment, we pushed the tune settings closer, from
( 0.2365, 0.2268 ) to (0.2340, 0.2291) in steps, we observed
horizontal emittance transferred to vertical emittance.
A second experiment was done in 2018, where we focused
on the minimum transverse tune split needed to stop the transverse emittance exchange. For this experiment, we also used
Au ion beam at 100 GeV/n but with stochastic cooling. We
deliberately switched off the horizontal stochastic cooling
and kept the vertical plane cooling on. We adjusted the tune
split by increasing the horizontal set tune to check at what
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Figure 1: Emittance measurements at store in 2017 beam
experiment. Transverse emittance ratio 2:1 was obtained.

Figure 3: The minimum tune split Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 or |𝐶 − | about
0.0003 obtained in 2021 experiment.

Figure 4: Measured emittances and tunes in 2021 beam
experiment. Maximum 1.8:1 transverse emittance ratio was
obtained at injection.
Figure 2: Tunes and emittances at store in 2018 beam experiment. When tune split larger than 0.013, the emittance
exchange between the transverse planes stopped.
tune split the horizontal emittance will not get cooled by the
vertical cooling through betatron coupling. Figure 2 shows
the measured tunes and emittances during this experiment.
The tune split before any tune change was about 0.001, as
shown at 22:05:00. We lost tune tracking between 22:08:00
and 22:21:00. At about 22:20:00, as shown by a red arrow
in the plot, the horizontal emittance began to grow. Then the
tune meter was tuned back and the tune split was measured
as 0.013. The minimum tune split Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 or the global
coupling coefficient |𝐶 − | under the experimental condition
was probably about 0.001-0.0015. This hints that we need
to have the global coupling coefficient |𝐶 − | at least be 10
times less than the transverse set tune split to stop transverse
emittance exchange.

BEAM EXPERIMENTS IN 2021
In 2021 we re-initiated a similar experiment with a main
purpose to demonstrate a transverse emittance ratio 10:1 in
RHIC and to test the capability of existing RHIC decoupling
system. This experiment should have been be done at store
energy with stochastic cooling as in 2018. Unfortunately
stochastic cooling was not set up in 2021 since this run was
dedicated for polarized proton operation. To increase the
IBS growth rate in the horizontal plane to obtain a larger
WEPOPT039
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transverse emittance ratio, we carried out this experiment at
injection with 7.3 GeV Au/n beam.
Before the experiment, we decoupled the Yellow ring with
decoupling feedback and measured the minimum tune split
Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 or global coupling coefficient |𝐶 − |. Figure 3 shows
that Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.0003 can be obtained with current decoupling feedback and with some manual decoupling. This is
the smallest Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 we have observed in RHIC. Then we
injected 12 new bunches into the well decoupled ring to
study how large emittance ratio we could obtain.
During this process, the vertical emittance basically stayed
unchanged and horizontal emttance continued growing due
to IBS. To increase the transverse emittance ratio in a short
period of time, we decided to blow up the horizontal emittance with additional measures. We used horizontal offset
injection, horizontal kick from base band tune meter (BBQ),
and simply consecutive single kicks for tune measurement
(Artus). Figure 4 shows the measured emittances and tunes
in this experiment
For this experiment, we were only able to demonstrate a
maximum emittance ratio about 1.8:1 in 45 minutes at injection. With a very large horizontal emittance, we observed
a very bad beam lifetime due to limited physical aperture.
Again, this experiment should be done at store energy with
stochastic cooling. We will come back to re-do it in 2023
RHIC Au run.
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ANALYTICAL PREDICTION
Here we present analytical prediction of transverse emittance exchange due to global betatron coupling. Based on
Guignard’s Hamiltonian perturbation theory [4], the horizontal and vertical emittances with betatron coupling are
𝜖𝑥 = 𝜖𝑥,0 −

|𝐶 − |2 /2
(𝜖 − 𝜖𝑦,0 ),
Δ2 + |𝐶 − |2 𝑥,0

(1)

|𝐶 − |2 /2
(𝜖 − 𝜖𝑦,0 ),
(2)
Δ2 + |𝐶 − |2 𝑥,0
where 𝜖𝑥,0 and 𝜖𝑦,0 are the emittances without any coupling,
Δ is the fractional lattice tune split.
For the HSR of EIC, we need to control vertical emittance
increase, say less than 5%. Based on above equations, with
uncoupled transverse emittances (11 nm, 1 nm), we need
to have |𝐶 − /Δ| < 10 to achieve that goal. For the original
proton design tunes (0.310, 0.305) for HSR, we need to have
|𝐶 − | less than 0.0005 which is reaching the best we can do
with RHIC global decoupling feedback. To minimize the
vertical emittance growth rate due to beam-beam interaction,
we moved the proton design tunes to (0.228, 0.210) [5]. For
the new design proton tunes, we only need to correct the
global decoupling coefficient |𝐶 − | < 0.0018 to have less
than 5% of vertical emittance increase. In the RHIC routine
operation, we are able to operate with |𝐶 − | less than 0.001.
This means that RHIC global decoupling feedback meets
the HSR’s global decoupling requirement.
𝜖𝑦 = 𝜖𝑦,0 +

NUMERICAL SIMULATION
Next we carry out numerical simulation using SimTrack [6] to determine the decoupling requirement. First, we
simulate with RHIC’s Blue ring lattice for 100 GeV proton
beam. We set the lattice tunes the same as HSR’s tunes
(0.228, 0.210). We use the existing skew quadruopole families to introduce global coupling in this simulation study.
The initial horizontal and vertical emittances are set to be
9.5 nm and 1 nm. The emittance is about 9.5 nm in both
transverse planes for the RHIC 255 GeV proton beam at
store. We ramp up skew quadrupoles to their full strengths
in 1000 turns and continue tracking for another 500 turns.
In this study, we used 2000 macro-particles.
Figure 5 shows the evolution of both horizontal and vertical emittances for 10 sets of final skew quadrupole strengths,
which corresponds |𝐶 − | from 0.001 to 0.018. From the simulation results, if we plan to have vertical emittance increase
less than 5% from its original value 1 nm, the global coupling coefficient should be less than 0.002, which is in good
agreement to our above analytical prediction.
Then we move to simulation with the HSR lattice. Here
we use an older version of HSR lattice labeled as Version
2020Dec08. For this study, we randomly assign roll angles
to all quadrupoles to generate global coupling. The RMS
roll angles we used in the simulation study are 140 𝜇rad,
100 𝜇rad, 50 𝜇rad, and 10 𝜇rad, which correspond to |𝐶 − |=
0.0065, 0.0045, 0.0022,and 0.00045. The evolution of vertical emittance is shown in Figure 6. Based on the simulation
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A19: Electron - Hadron Colliders

Figure 5: Evolution of horizontal and vertical emittances
from numerical simulation done with RHIC lattice

Figure 6: Evolution of vertical emittance from numerical
simulation done with HSR lattice
results, with design tunes (0.228, 0.210), the vertical emittance will not grow more than 5% if the global coupling
coefficient is smaller than 0.0022, which is in agreement
with our early analytical prediction too.

SUMMARY
To be able to maintain a large 10:1 horizontal to vertical
emittance ratio for the HSR of EIC, we carried out beam
experiments in RHIC to test the capability of the existing
global decoupling feedback system and to demonstrate 10:1
emittance ratio. In these experiments, we demonstrated that
we could reach a best global decoupling with Δ𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 or
global coupling coefficient |𝐶 − | less than 0.0003. However,
we failed to demonstrate larger than 2:1 emittance ratio due
to non-optimum experimental condition in 2021. From analytical calculation and numerical multi-particle tracking, we
showed that with the new HSR design tunes (0.228, 0.210),
we can have the proton’s vertical emittance increase less
than 5% if the global coupling coefficient is less than 0.002.
For RHIC routine operation, we can easily correct global
coupling less than 0.001 with the existing RHIC global decoupling feedback. We plan to re-do this beam experiment
in 2023 RHIC Au run with stochastic cooling at store.
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) presently under construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory will collide polarized high energy electron beams with hadron beams with
design luminosities up to 1 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 in center mass
energy range of 20-140 GeV [1]. We focus on the collision involving 275 GeV protons and 10 GeV electrons since
both protons and electrons reach their highest beam-beam
parameters for this collision mode in the EIC.
Both strong-strong and weak-strong models have been
used for the EIC beam-beam simulation studies [2, 3]. For
weak-strong model, electron bunch is assumed rigid and is
represent by a 6-d Gaussian charge distribution. The beambeam kick to protons are analytically calculated. For strongstrong model, both bunches are represented with typically
0.5-1 million macro-particles. Particle-in-cell (PIC) method
and Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) are used to solve 2-d
Poisson equation on rectangle grids.
In the EIC beam-beam simulation studies, we observed a
much larger proton emittance growth rate in strong-strong
simulation than in weak-strong simulation. Strong-strong
simulation is subject to numerical noises due to limited
macro-particles, transverse grids, longitudinal slices, and
∗
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0.0035
Relative normalized error ( 100% )

The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) presently under construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory will collide polarized high energy electron beams with hadron beams with
design luminosity up to 1 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 in center mass
energy range of 20-140 GeV. We simulated the planned
electron-proton collision of flat beams with Particle-In-Cell
(PIC) based Poisson solver in strong-strong beam-beam simulation. We observed a much larger proton emittance growth
rate than that from weak-strong simulation. To better understand the emittance growth rate from the strong-strong
simulation, we compare the beam-beam kicks between the
PIC method and the analytical calculation and calculate
the RMS variation in beam-beam kicks among 1000 sets
of random Gaussian particle distributions. The impacts of
macro-particle number, grid number, and bunch flatness are
also studied.
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Figure 1: Relative RMS variations of <x>, <y>, and 𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦
as function of macro-particle number.

the algorithm itself [4]. To understand the sources of numerical noises in the strong-strong simulation, in the following
we will calculate RMS variations in beam-beam kicks for
1000 sets of 4-d Gaussian distributions. As we know, the
emittance growth due to numerical noises is proportional
to square of the beam-beam force’s variation. Two kinds of
beam flatness are used for comparison: a round beam and a
flat beam.

GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION ERRORS
First we study the statistical errors from a 4-d Gaussian
particle distribution. We adopt the Gaussian distribution random number generator provided by GNU Scientific Library
(GSL). Figure 1 shows the relative RMS variations in bunch
center’s position and beam sizes for 1000 sets of Gaussina
distributions as function of the number of macro-particles.
The relative error is normalized by the RMS beam size.
From the plot, the numerical error in the bunch center’s
position and RMS beam sizes decrease with increased macroparticles. For a typical 0.5 million macro-particles, the relative errors in the bunch center’s position and beam sizes
are about 0.1% - 0.2% of the RMS beam size. In our strongstrong simulation for the EIC, we observe about 0.2%-0.3%
relative variations in turn-by-turn bunch center’s position
and transverse beam sizes.
WEPOPT040
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Figure 2: RMS of beam-beam kick difference for a round
beam.

Figure 3: RMS of relative beam-beam kick difference for a
round beam.

A ROUND BEAM CASE

in EIC. For the 275 GeV proton in the EIC, its transverse
beam sizes at IP are ( 95 𝜇m, 8.5 𝜇m). The flatness 𝜎𝑦∗ /𝜎𝑥∗
is 0.09. In our simulation, the round beam’s flatness is 0.1.
Figure 4 shows the RMS variation of vertical beam-beam
kick difference for 1000 sets of random 4-d Gaussian particle
distributions. Again, we observed a bigger variation for
transverse amplitude less than 2𝜎. As we know, the artificial
emittance growth is proportional to square of the force’s
variation. Therefore, macro-particles in bunch core will
have larger beam size growth rate than those with larger
transverse amplitudes. This is confirmed by the dependence
study of macro-particles’ beam size growth rate as function
of their transverse actions [5].
Compared to Fig. 1, the amplitude of RMS variation in
beam-beam kick is greater for the flat beam than the round
beam. The peak variation at zero-amplitude is about 2.5
times greater than the round beam case. From strong-strong
beam-beam simulation, we observed more times 10 times
faster growth rate for the EIC’s flat beam than the RHIC’s
round beam. The beam-beam parameters for both cases are
almost the same.
Figure 5 shows the RMS variation of relative beam-beam
kick difference for a flat beam. Compared to the round beam
case shown in Fig. 3, we observed much larger relative variation for the flat beam than the round beam. The relative
variation stays at a high level even when the transverse amplitude reaches 4𝜎. For example, at 4𝜎, with 128×128 grids
and 1 million macro-particles, the relative variation is about
0.5%.
Figure 6 compares the RMS variations of beam-beam
kick difference on the horizontal axis and on the vertical
axis for the flat beam. The RMS variation in beam-beam
kick difference is always higher in the vertical direction
than that in the horizontal direction. And the variation level
goes down much slower in the vertical direction than in
the horizontal direction. In our strong-strong beam-beam
simulation for the EIC, the vertical beam size growth rate
is 2-3 times higher than the horizontal one. While for the
RHIC beam-beam simulation, the beam size growth rates
are comparable in both horizontal and vertical planes.

In the following, we generate 1000 sets of random Gaussian particle distributions and calculate the variations of
beam-beam kicks with PIC Poisson solver. For the round
beam case, both horizontal and vertical beam sizes are
77 𝜇m, which are similar to the 250 GeV proton beam sizes
at the interaction points in RHIC.
Figure 2 shows the RMS variation of the beam-beam
kick difference of 1000 sets of random Gaussian particle
distributions. The beam-beam kick is calculated in the 45
degrees in the (𝑥/𝜎𝑥 , 𝑦/𝜎𝑦 ) plane. The beam-beam kick
difference means between the PIC based Poisson solver and
the analytical calculation using Bassetti-Erskine formula.
Here we scanned the number of macro-particles and the
number of grids for the PIC based Poisson solver.
From the plot, the RMS variation in beam-beam kick
difference is larger for small amplitudes less than 2𝜎. It
goes down with increase in transverse amplitude. For the
same number of grids, the beam-beam kick variation decreases with increased macro-particle number. Also the
variation in beam-beam kick is reduced with more grids.
With more grids, we need to increase the total number of
macro-particles at the same time to have a same amount of
macro-particles in one rectangle grid.
Figure 3 shows the relative RMS variation of beam-beam
kick difference for the round beam. The relative RMS variation of beam-beam kick difference is normalized by the
local beam-beam kick from analytical calculation. The relative error in beam-beam kick is much larger for amplitudes
less than 0.5 𝜎 since the beam-beam kick from analytical
calculation is small in that region.
In Fig. 3, the relative RMS variation in beam-beam kick
difference gradually goes down with increase in amplitude.
At 3𝜎s from the bunch center, the RMS relative variation in
beam-beam kick difference falls below 0.15%.

A FLAT BEAM CASE
Next we go through the same calculations for a flat beam.
For it, the horizontal and vertical beam sizes are 77 𝜇m and
7.7 𝜇m, which are close to the proton beam sizes at 275 GeV
WEPOPT040
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Figure 5: RMS of relative variation in beam-beam kick
difference for a flat beam.
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Figure 7: RMS variation in beam-beam kick with PIC
method and soft-Gaussian model for a flat beam.
Figure 7 shows the RMS variation of beam-beam kick difference with PIC method and soft-Gaussian model. From the
plot, soft-Gaussian model give mores than 3 times smaller
variation in beam-beam kick than the PIC method. From
beam-beam simulation for the EIC, we observed more than
10 times smaller proton emittance growth rate with softGaussian model than with the PIC method.
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SUMMARY
In the beam-beam simulation study for EIC, we observed
a much larger proton emittance growth rate in strong-strong
simulation than in weak-strong simulation. In this articles,
through calculating the beam-beam kick variation for 1000
sets of Gaussian particle distributions, we found that the
RMS variation in beam-beam kick is larger in bunch core
than with larger transverse amplitudes. The flat beam gives
much larger variation than the round beam. For the flat beam,
the beam-beam kick variation is larger in vertical direction
than in the horizontal direction.
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STRONG-STRONG SIMULATIONS OF COHERENT BEAM-BEAM
EFFECTS IN THE EIC*
J. Qiang†, LBNL, Berkeley, California , U.S.A.
Y. Luo, C. Montag, D. Xu, F. Willeke, BNL, Long Island, New York, U.S.A.
Y. Hao, MSU, East Lansing, Michigan, U.S.A.
Abstract

The high luminosity electron ion collider (EIC) will
provide great opportunities in nuclear physics study and is
under active design. The coherent effects due to the beambeam interaction of two colliding beams can cause beam
size blow-up and degrade the luminosity in the EIC. In this
paper, we report on the study of coherent beam-beam
effects in the EIC design using self-consistent strongstrong simulations. These simulations show the coherent
dipole and quadrupole mode instabilities in the tune
working point scan and bunch intensity scan.

INTRODUCTION
The electron-ion collider (EIC) as a gluon microscope
has been approved by the Department of Energy as the next
major scientific facility that probes the detailed physics
inside the nucleus with deep inelastic scattering using
polarized high energy electron [1]. The EIC consists of two
colliding rings, a hadron ring of 41-275 GeV and an
electron storage ring of 5-18 GeV. The nominal design goal
is to attain a peak luminosity of ~1034/cm2/s. The coherent
instability driven by beam-beam interactions could cause
beam size blow-up and degrade the peak luminosity [2-5].
Such an instability depends on the choice of transverse tune
working points and beam bunch intensities as seen in the
following strong-strong simulations.

COMPUTATION TOOL
The computational tool used in this study is a selfconsistent strong-strong beam-beam code, BeamBeam3D
[6,7]. The BeamBeam3D is a parallel three-dimensional
particle-in-cell code to model beam-beam effects in highenergy ring colliders. This code includes a self-consistent
calculation of the electromagnetic forces (beam-beam
forces) from two colliding beams (i.e. strong-strong
modeling), a linear and nonlinear high-order transfer map
model for beam transport between collision points, a
stochastic map to treat radiation damping, quantum
excitation, a single map to account for chromaticity effects,
a feedback model, an impedance model, and a
Bremsstrahlung model. Here, the beam-beam forces can be
from head-on collision, offset collision, and crossing angle
collision. These forces are calculated by solving the
Poisson equation using a shifted integrated Green function
method, which can be computed very efficiently using an
FFT-based algorithm on a uniform grid. For the crossing
___________________________________________
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angle collision, the particles are transformed from the lab
frame into a boosted Lorentz frame following the
procedure described by Hirata [8] and by Leunissen et al.
[9], where the beam-beam forces are calculated in the same
way as the head-on collision. After the collision the
particles are transformed back into the laboratory frame.
The BeamBeam3D code can handle multiple bunches from
each beam collision at multiple interaction points (IPs).
The parallel implementation is done using a particle-field
decomposition method to achieve a good load balance.

SIMULATION RESULTS
The nominal design parameters used in the simulations
are given in the following table. These design parameters
Table 1: EIC Design Parameters
electron
proton
10
275
Energy (GeV)
(0.08,0.06)
(0.228,0.21)
Tune
11
1.72
0.69
Particles (10 )
(20,1.1)
(11.3,1.0)
Emittance (nm)
∗
(55,5.6)
(80,7.2)
β (cm)
(0.088,0.1)
(0.01,0.012)
Beam-beam para.
(1,1)
(1,1)
Chromaticity
(4,4,2)
Damp time (k turn)
394
197
Crab freq. (MHz)
were chosen to produce ~1034/cm2/s peak luminosity for
the collision of a 10 GeV electron bunch and a 275 GeV
proton bunch with 25 mrad crossing angle [10]. Pairs of
crab cavities are used on both sides of the collision point to
correct the crossing angle for both colliding beams. The
nominal beam-beam parameters for the electron beam are
(0.088, 0.1), and (0.01, 0.012) for the proton beam. The
large beam-beam parameters result in strong coherent
beam-beam effects. Such effects can cause instability due
to the collective dynamic interactions between the electron
beam and the proton beam.
In the EIC design, the transverse tune working points
have to be carefully selected. Figure 1 shows the proton
beam and electron beam horizontal centroid evolution with
different choice of electron beam horizontal and vertical
tunes. In this scan, the proton beam tune working point is
fixed. It is seen that for the electron horizontal tune
between 0.1 and 0.14, both electron and proton beam
centroid become unstable.
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To study the mechanism underlying these instabilities,
we selected one electron tune working point (0.1,0.1).

Figure 1: Proton beam (red) and electron beam (green)
horizontal centroid evolution with electron beam
horizontal tune (Qx) and vertical tune (Qy) scan.

Figure 3: Electron (top) and proton (bottom) beam
horizontal centroid spectra with different electron
horizontal tunes.

Figure 2 shows spectra of electron beam horizontal
centroid evolution during three time windows: first 4000
turns, after 2000 turns, another 3000 turns. It is seen that
spectrum amplitude of a single mode around 0.24 grows
through three windows while the other mode amplitudes
stay about the same. This suggests that this single becomes
unstable and results in beam centroid blow-up.

It is seen that by moving the proton beam tune away from
the resonance, both beams become stable.

Figure 2: Spectra of electron centroid evolution during
three periods of evolution.
Figure 3 shows the electron beam and proton beam
horizontal centroid spectra with six electron horizontal
tunes and one fixed vertical tune. It is seen that as the
electron horizontal tune changes, the coherent electron
mode frequency moves, while the coherent mode
frequency from the proton beam stays the same. The
electron beam becomes unstable only for the horizontal
tunes between 0.1 and 0.14. This suggests a coupling
resonance between the coherent electron mode and the
coherent proton mode.
The above coherent dipole mode instability can be
avoided by moving the proton beam working point. Figure
4 shows the proton beam and electron beam horizontal
centroid evolution with two proton beam horizontal tunes.

Figure 4: Proton beam (top) and electron beam (bottom)
horizontal centroid evolution with two proton beam
horizontal tunes.
Besides scanning the electron beam transverse working
points, we also scanned the proton beam transverse tunes.
Figure 5 shows the peak luminosity as a function of proton
beam horizontal and vertical tunes. It is seen that the good
luminosity stays below the diagonal line of the tune space.
Near the diagonal line, coherent coupling resonance occurs
and causes the degradation of luminosity.
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Figure 5: Peak luminosity as a function of proton beam
horizontal and vertical tunes.

Figure 7: Electron beam tune footprint with several proton
beam bunch intensities.

Coherent instability also occurs during the beam
intensity scan. Figure 6 shows electron beam and proton
beam RMS size evolution with several proton beam
intensities. Here, 1 means the nominal proton beam
intensity, 0.8 means 0.8 times the nominal intensity. It is
seen that when the proton beam lowers to 0.4 times the
nominal proton intensity, both the electron beam and the
proton beam become unstable.

while further increase the proton intensity results in a larger
tune spread and stabilize the instability through the Landau
damping.

Figure 8: Spectra of electron beam and proton beam
horizontal RMS size evolution with several proton beam
bunch intensities.
We also scanned electron beam intensity as shown in Fig.
9. It is seen that proton beam emittance growth rate
increases quickly after the electron intensity attains 3.5
x1011. This is due to the large proton beam-beam parameter
(~0.019) across the 4th order coherent resonance and results
in large emittance growth.

Figure 6: Electron beam (top) and proton beam (bottom)
horizontal RMS size evolutions with several proton beam
bunch intensities.
To understand the mechanism of this instability, we
calculated the tune footprints of the electron beam in Figure
7. It is seen that as the proton beam intensity decreases, the
beam-beam forces become weaker, and the electron beam
tune footprint become smaller. There is no particular lower
order resonance for the x0.4 proton intensity. This suggests
that instability should not be a dipole mode instability.
Figure 8 shows the spectra of electron and proton beam
horizontal RMS size evolution through these proton beam
intensity scan. It appears that for x0.4 proton intensity the
electron beam quadrupole mode hits the 5th order resonance
with too small tune spread to stabilize the beam. Further
lower the proton intensity moves away from the resonance,
WEPOPT041
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Figure 9: Proton beam emittance growth rate as a function
electron beam bunch intensity.

SUMMARY
In this study, using the self-consistent strong-strong
beam-beam simulations, we observed coherent instabilities
of both dipole and quadrupole modes in the transverse tune
working point scan and the beam intensity scan. These
instabilities can be avoided by appropriately choosing
working points and beam intensity parameters.
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Abstract
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) will collide electrons
with hadrons at center-of-mass energies up to 140 GeV (in
the case of electron-proton collisions). A 3.8-kilometer electron storage ring is being designed, which will store electrons
with a range of energies up to 18 GeV for collisions at one
or two interaction points. At energies up to 10 GeV the arcs
will be tuned to provide 60 degree phase advance per cell in
both planes, whereas at top energy of 18 GeV a 90 degree
phase advance per cell will be used, which largely compensates for the horizontal emittance increase with energy. The
optics must be matched at three separate energies, and the
different phase-advance requirements in both the arc cells
and the straight sections make this challenging. Moreover,
the spin rotators must fulfill requirements for polarization
and spin matching at widely different energies while satisfying technical constraints. In this paper these challenges and
proposed solutions are presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [1, 2] is a new machine
currently being designed that will collide polarized electrons
with polarized hadrons (protons up to heavy ions) for the
purpose of investigating the structure and properties of nucleons. It will be built at Brookhaven National Laboratory
in the 3.8-kilometer tunnel that currently houses the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [3–5]. Two electron
rings will be built in this tunnel: a rapid cycling synchrotron
(RCS) [6] for accelerating electrons to collision energies
and an electron storage ring (ESR) for colliding electrons
with hadrons from a separate storage ring. Figure 1 shows
a schematic of the EIC. Collisions will occur at a range of
center-of-mass energies between 29 GeV and 140 GeV, providing luminosities up to 1034 cm−2 s−1 . These luminosities
are considerably greater than those achieved at HERA [5, 7],
an electron/positron-proton collider that operated until 2007
at DESY, and, although the top center-of-mass energy will
be less than HERA’s 318 GeV, the EIC will be optimized
for a much wider range of energies.
∗
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Figure 1: Schematic of EIC (not to scale).
The ESR lattice consists of six arcs with straight sections
in between, labeled according to the numbers on a clock
face. The baseline design for the EIC includes a single interaction point (IP), called IP6, where the beams will collide.
A second IP and detector in the neighboring straight section,
IP8, may be included in a future upgrade. Superconducting
RF cavities will be installed at IP10, and the beam will be
injected into the ring at IP12.
In order to achieve the desired range of center-of-mass
energies, three values for the electron beam energy are considered: 5-6, 10, and 18 GeV. This introduces several challenges in the lattice design. As the horizontal equilibrium
emittance increases with energy, this needs to be compensated to satisfy aperture requirements. Superbends in arc
cells and changes to the arc phase advance are used to keep
the horizontal emittance within an acceptable range. The
nonlinear chromaticity correction scheme also needs to be
altered for different energies, as the different arc phase advances call for different sextupole configurations.
One of the key requirements for the experimental program
is a high level of longitudinal spin polarization. Beams are
injected with vertical spin, which is the stable spin direction
for the ring. On each side of the IPs, a solenoid-based spin
rotator rotates the spin vector into or from the longitudinal
direction. As the spin-rotation angles depend on energy,
designing these spin rotators for operation at a wide range
of energies is challenging.
Table 1 shows the main lattice parameters at different
energies. In the following sections, the design challenges
arising from the wide energy range are described.
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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Table 1: ESR 1IP Lattice Parameters at Various Energies,
the Optics Depend on Energy, and the Parameters for 5 and
10 GeV are From an Earlier Version of the Lattice
Parameter
Arc phase
Superbends
Hor. emit. (nm)
Energy spread
Tunes, 𝑄𝑥 /𝑄𝑦
Nat. chrom.

5 GeV
60°
On
26
0.050%
40.12/37.1
-80/-93

10 GeV
60°
Off
22
0.053%
40.12/37.1
-75/-90

18 GeV
90°
Off
27
0.095%
52.12/44.1
-93/-93

DAMPING AND EMITTANCE
The horizontal equilibrium emittance in an electron ring
is given by the equation [8]
𝜖𝑥 =

𝐶𝑞 2 ⟨𝐺3 ℋ⟩
𝛾
,
𝐽𝑥
⟨𝐺2 ⟩

(1)

where 𝐶𝑞 = 3.84 × 10−13 m, 𝐽𝑥 is the horizontal damping
partition number, 𝛾 is the Lorentz factor, 𝐺 is the inverse
of the bending radius, and ℋ = 𝛾𝑥 𝜂2 + 2𝛼𝑥 𝜂𝜂′ + 𝛽𝑥 𝜂′2 ,
where 𝛼𝑥 , 𝛽𝑥 , 𝛾𝑥 are the Courant-Snyder parameters and 𝜂
is the horizontal dispersion. The dependence on 𝛾2 means
that the emittance would change by an order of magnitude
if the same lattice were used at all energies. In order to
compensate this effect, ℋ may be changed by adjusting the
optics of the lattice. At lower energies up to 10 GeV the
phase advance in the arc cells is 60°, while at 18 GeV it
is set to 90°, which largely compensates for the emittance
increase with energy.
Superbends are used in the arcs, consisting of two long
dipoles with a shorter one in between, as shown in Fig. 2.
At energies above 10 GeV, all three magnets produce a field
in the same direction with the effect of a single dipole. At
lowest energy, however, the central dipole has reversed field,
which produces additional damping. This allows a larger
beam-beam tune shift to be supported [9], while increasing
the horizontal equilibrium emittance [10, 11].

Figure 2: Illustration of superbends in the arcs at various
energies. The beam envelopes shown correspond to 10𝜎 for
the 60° arc-cell phase advance.
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A19: Electron - Hadron Colliders

Fine-tuning the emittance may be achieved in operation
by adjusting the damping partition numbers by means of
changing the frequency to produce a small radial shift [12].

SEXTUPOLE CONFIGURATION
The ESR nonlinear chromaticity correction scheme is
based on multiple families of -I sextupole pairs in the arcs.
One of the consequences of changing the phase advance of
the arc cells is that this affects the sextupole family arrangement. The chromatic beta-beat wave propagates at twice the
betatron phase advance, which means the simplest family
arrangement is three families per plane at 60° arc-cell phase
advance and two families per plane at 90°. The sextupole
wiring scheme will be designed to allow switching between
these two configurations. Chromaticity correction at 18 GeV
represents the most challenging case due to the larger energy
spread at higher energies, which leads to a greater momentum acceptance requirement (10𝜎𝛿 is required for sufficient
lifetime), as well as stringent phase-advance requirements
caused by using just two families of sextupoles per plane (per
arc). More details on the chromaticity-correction scheme
are presented in [13].

SPIN ROTATORS
Spin rotators will be located on both sides of the IP to
rotate the spin vector from the vertical direction in the arcs to
the longitudinal direction at the IP and back [14]. Designing
spin rotators for a broad range of energies is a challenge.
The lowest energies of 5 to 6 GeV preclude the use of spin
rotators based purely on dipoles, as were used at HERA, due
to the excessively large aperture required to accommodate
orbit excursions at these energies. Instead, the spin rotators
will be composed of a combination of solenoids, dipoles,
and matching quadrupoles [15–17]. In general, the spin precesses around an axis parallel to the field direction, namely
vertical in dipoles and longitudinal in solenoids. A solenoid
followed by dipoles can therefore rotate the spin direction
from vertical in the arc to radial after the solenoid, and finally
to longitudinal after the dipoles. The configuration is mirror
symmetric about the IP to rotate the spin from longitudinal
back to vertical on the other side.
As the spin configuration needs to rotate the spin at three
different energies and the dipole angles cannot be changed in
operation, the solenoid-bend structure is repeated, as shown
in Fig. 3, which offers the required flexibility. However, the
lengths of the two solenoids, as well as the bending angles,
are different in the two cases to optimize to the requirements
at various energies.
Furthermore, each solenoid is actually split into two halves
with a set of quadrupoles in between. This unit, collectively
called a solenoid module, is shown in Fig. 4. This configuration allows decoupling between the horizontal and vertical
planes, as well as horizontal spin-matching conditions, to be
fulfilled. There are four superconducting half-solenoids per
spin rotator: two long and two short. An alternative scheme
involving skew quadrupoles outside of the half-solenoids
WEPOPT042
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was also considered and determined to be less desirable due
to the added complexity in dealing with coupling from these
skew quadrupoles.
The short-solenoid module sits directly next to the arc
with two quadrupoles for matching in between. Between
the short- and long-solenoid modules is a bending section
consisting of dipoles and quadrupoles for matching. The
long-solenoid module leads onto the IR section, containing
quadrupoles and dipoles for matching various constraints,
including a fixed dipole angle to the IP to complete the spin
rotation.
Ideally zero dispersion in both short- and long-solenoid
modules would be achieved by suppressing the dispersion
at the end of the arcs. The challenge is matching dispersion in as few arc cells as possible, which is necessary because changes in the 𝛽 and dispersion functions will ruin
the sextupole pairing. Previous studies showed that pairing the sextupoles is particularly important for maximizing
the dynamic aperture of the 90° lattice. For this reason the
preferred solution is to leave the 90° arcs unchanged to the
end and to bring the dispersion down in the short-solenoid
module and bend module. The dispersion is then zero in the
long-solenoid module. The implication of this scheme is
that the short solenoids have to be turned off at top energy,
which does not allow full longitudinal spin matching.
At intermediate energy of around 10 GeV and lower, the
phase advance of the arc FODO cells is 60°, and the short
solenoids must be turned on. It would require very large
strengths to match the dispersion and its derivative to zero
by varying only two quadrupoles, although it can be done
with reasonable strengths if all quadrupoles in the last two
arc cells are used. As a compromise, it was decided to vary
only the quadrupoles in the last arc cell, which is sufficient
to lower the dispersion to less than about 0.2 m in the shortsolenoid module. The bend section between the solenoid
modules can then be used to bring down the dispersion to
zero in the long-solenoid module.
The bend angles must be set to provide the required spin
rotation at all energies. The spin rotates in a dipole with bend
angle 𝜃 by 𝜓 = 𝑎𝛾𝜃 with respect to the beam axis, where 𝑎
is the anomalous magnetic moment of an electron [15]. The
dipoles between the end of the spin rotator and the IP must
rotate the spin vector by a full 𝜋/2 angle at the maximum
energy of 18 GeV, as only the long solenoids are turned on,
which requires a bending angle of 38.79 mrad. At minimum
energy, the total bend angle from the beginning of the spin
rotator to the IP should result in a 𝜋/2 rotation. This would
y

y

Figure 3: The spin rotators are composed of short- and longsolenoid modules, as well as bend modules, to rotate the
spin from vertical in the arcs to longitudinal at the IP and
back to vertical on the other side.
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Figure 4: Each solenoid module consists of two halfsolenoids with five or seven quadrupoles in between.
result in a 97.81 mrad bend angle between the solenoid modules at the nominal minimum energy of 5 GeV. At an energy
of 6 GeV, this angle is reduced to 77.57 mrad. The current
lattice has this latter bend angle, and 6 GeV is taken as the
minimum energy, while a study is ongoing to assess the
feasibility of adjusting the geometry to achieve longitudinal
polarization down to 5 GeV. The total bend angle is repeated
in all the other straight sections for symmetry reasons.
The spin-rotation angle in a solenoid is related to its length,
𝐿, and strength, 𝐾𝑠 , by 𝜙 = (1 + 𝑎)𝐾𝑠 𝐿 [14]. At top and
bottom energies, only one solenoid module is used, which
must provide 𝜋/2 spin rotation, whereas at 10 GeV both are
used to rotate the spin, with the spin-rotation angles shown in
Table 2. The energies have been adjusted slightly to ensure
half-integer spin tunes (𝑎𝛾).
Table 2: Solenoid Module Spin-rotation Angles at Various
Energies, 𝜙1 is the Angle Between the Short- and Longsolenoid Modules, and 𝜙2 is the Angle Between the Longsolenoid Module and IP
Energy (GeV)
17.846
9.915
5.949

𝜙1 (rad)
0
0.7111
𝜋/2

𝜙2 (rad)
𝜋/2
1.7193
0

Matching the solenoid modules to achieve decoupling
and horizontal spin matching by optimizing the quadrupole
strengths is a key challenge described in [14].

IR MATCHING
Optimizing the beam-beam interaction at different energies results in different required 𝛽∗ parameters [18]. They
depend on both the electron and hadron energies. In addition,
the detector solenoid strength does not scale with energy,
so its effect will be particularly significant at lower energies
and will require compensation [19].

CONCLUSION

The ESR is designed to operate at a large range of energies. There are many physical effects, such as radiation,
spin polarization, and beam-beam interactions, that mean
that a simple scaling of the magnet strengths is not sufficient.
Instead, the lattice design at different energies is radically
different, with different cell phase advances, superbend settings, sextupole configurations, spin-rotator settings, and 𝛽∗
parameters. Significant progress has been made in the lattice design at various energies, in particular the spin-rotator
design, which is still evolving. In the future, the possibility
of achieving longitudinal spin polarization at 5 GeV energy
will be studied.
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Abstract
The Electron Ion Collider (EIC) is under design at
Brookhaven National Laboratory. The EIC aims at providing high luminosity and high polarization collisions for a
large range of beam energies. Dynamic aperture (DA) of
the EIC Electron Storage Ring (ESR) must be sufficiently
large in both transverse and momentum dimensions. The
latter is a challenge due to low-beta optics in up to two interaction regions (IR). We have developed an advanced
technique for efficient non-linear chromaticity compensation compatible with the different ESR lattice configurations at different energies. The solution for the most challenging lattice with two IRs at 18 GeV is presented. The
lattice is then evaluated with magnet errors, where the error
tolerances are determined for reaching the desired DA.

INTRODUCTION
The Electron Ion Collider (EIC) [1, 2] is under design at
Brookhaven National Laboratory. The important goals are
the high luminosity up to 1034 cm-2s-1, high average polarization, and a large range of beam energies in electron-hadron collisions. In this paper, we focus on the Electron Storage Ring (ESR) designed for beam energies from 5 to 18
GeV. Satisfying the EIC requirements results in a rather
crowded ESR low-beta interaction region (IR) featuring
strong final focus system, spectrometer magnets, crab cavities, and spin rotator sections [3] significantly constraining
the IR optics. Emittance requirements also call for stronger
focusing in the ESR arcs at top energy.
The ESR dynamic aperture (DA) must be sufficiently
large both in transverse size and momentum range. This is
a challenge due to high error sensitivity and large chromaticity characteristic of the IR final focus quadrupoles (FFQ)
where beta functions are very high. In this paper, we consider the most difficult ESR configuration at 18 GeV with
two low-beta IRs and strong arc focusing, where achieving
the desired momentum range of  = 1% is extremely challenging. The proximity of the betatron tunes to integer values makes this task more difficult. In the course of the ESR
study, we have developed an advanced technique for efficient non-linear chromaticity correction [4] which meets
the design requirements for the different ESR optics at different energies. The lattice is then evaluated with magnet
errors, where the error tolerances are determined for reaching the desired DA of 10 without beam-beam effects.
____________________________________________
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CHROMATICITY CORRECTION
The ESR lattice functions at 18 GeV are shown in Fig.1,
where the tune is x,y = 52.12, 45.1. The ring consists of
six arcs made of 90° FODO cells and six straight sections
labelled according to the clock. The two low-beta IRs (IR6
and IR8) have identical x* = 59 cm, y* = 5.7 cm at the
interaction points (IP). The very large beta functions at the
IR final focus quadrupoles make them the largest sources
of linear chromaticity. The FFQs also create most of the
ring non-linear chromaticity in the form of chromatic beta
beating and higher order tune shift, which severely limit
the momentum range. The beta beating is traditionally described by the Montague functions [5] or W-functions. Due
to the complexity of the IRs which include crab cavities,
spin rotator sections, and spectrometer dipoles, there is no
suitable optics near the IP for a conventional local chromaticity correction based on -I non-interleaved sextupole
pairs [6]. Hence, the chromaticity correction has to be carried out by sextupoles located farther away from the IPs in
the arcs. The goal is to achieve the momentum range of
10p = 1% at 18 GeV.

Figure 1: ESR lattice functions starting from IP4.

Semi-local Correction
Correction of the FFQ chromaticity is performed independently on each side of the IR using the adjacent arc sextupoles. Hence, this is a semi-local scheme. Since the nonlinear chromatic tune shift is mostly driven by the large
chromatic beta beating created in the FFQs, the main function of the arc sextupoles, in addition to correcting the linear chromaticity, is to cancel the FFQ beta beating by creating an opposite beta wave in phase with the FFQ.
We use a multi-family sextupole scheme where the sextupoles are placed in 16 periodic 90° cells of each arc next
to F and D quadrupoles. In order to generate the net beta
beating, sextupoles of the same family must be separated
by 180° (two cells). This creates -I sextupole pairs where
the sextupole non-linear geometric aberrations are cancelled [7]. A schematic of the semi-local scheme for one-
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half IR is shown in Fig. 2, where the four sextupole families compensate the chromatic beta beating from the nearest FFQ doublet. The difference in strengths of two sextupoles one cell apart creates beta beating which adds up linearly in the arc, while the sum of the strengths corrects linear chromaticity. However, the phase of this beta wave in
90° arc is essentially fixed, therefore it is necessary to align
it with the FFQ by a phase match represented by a thin-lens
trombone in Fig. 2. The strengths of the four-family sextupoles and the trombone x, y phase shift values allow us to
correct the Montague functions Ax,y, Bx,y and the linear
chromaticity x,y in one half-IR and the adjacent arc.

Figure 2: Schematic of semi-local sextupole scheme on one
side of IR where the columns are F and D quadrupoles.
In the two-IR lattice, we first apply this correction independently to the regions from IP4 to IP6 and IP8 to IP10.
Note that we use the IP symbol for the centers of both the
IR and non-IR straights. The sextupole strengths and the
trombone phase values are optimized with LEGO code [8],
which is able to compute an arbitrary order of the lattice
function derivatives with momentum [9]. We match the
Montague functions to zero at the IPs, while the values of
x,y in each region are optimized for maximum DA of the
ring. The optimal x, y are -6, -2 between IP4 and IP6 and
+3.5, +7 from IP8 to IP10. The corrected W-functions from
IP8 to IP10 are shown in Fig. 3. The result is similar in the
IP4-IP6 region. This correction also significantly reduces
the second-order W-functions, which may be a critical factor for a large momentum DA.

/2 (mod ) for natural cancellation of the FFQ W-functions. Since the * and * at the IP6 and IP8 are identical,
and the W-functions are set to zero there, the section from
IP6 to IP8 is periodic, and the chromatic optics of this region is optimized as a periodic system. The optimal linear
chromaticity between the IP6 and IP8 is -13 in both planes.

Complete Chromaticity Correction
So far, we have described correction in the half of the
ring where the two IRs are located. The other half of the
ring does not have strong individual sources of chromaticity; therefore, it is sufficient to use four-family sextupoles
in the remaining three arcs. Two phase trombones are included at IP12 and IP2 to help minimize the W-functions
over the whole section. Two more trombones with equal
phase shift are inserted at the IP4 and IP10 to maintain the
design tune. As in the other half-ring, the local linear chromaticity is optimized, but with the constraint that the ring
chromaticity is always +1 in this study. Since the W-functions in each half of the ring are matched to zero at the
boundaries, the two half-rings are chromatically matched
to each other.
One remaining chromatic effect is a relatively large second-order dispersion caused mostly by dipoles outside of
the arcs. It drives synchro-betatron resonances affecting
the momentum DA. Fortunately, it can be well reduced by
two additional sextupoles inserted in non-periodic cells at
end of the arcs 3 and 11. As a small drawback, these sextupoles somewhat increase the W-functions in this half-ring,
even after the re-optimization. Nonetheless, the ESR goal
of  = 1% at 18 GeV is reached, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Fractional tune vs  after correction.

Figure 3: W-functions from IP8 to IP10 after correction.

Correction Between IP6 and IP8
Correction between the IP6 and IP8 must be carried out
in arc-7. Using four sextupole families does not bring an
adequate compensation, partly because the two IR halves
are not identical. To improve the correction, we double the
number of arc-7 sextupole families and optimize the IR6
and IR8 trombones independently. This brings the number
of variables to 12, which allows us to minimize the chromatic tune shift and W-functions to third order. It should be
noted that the phase advance from IP6 to IP8 must be near
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The two second-order dispersion sextupoles are not part
of -I pairs; therefore, their non-linear geometric aberrations
are not cancelled, and the resulting resonance driving terms
lead to reduction of the on-momentum DA. To compensate
this effect, we use 12 harmonic sextupoles in the straight
section-2 where there is no dispersion, hence the chromatic
correction is not affected. The sextupole strengths are optimized in LEGO, where the best DA is achieved with a partial cancellation of the one-turn third-order resonance driving terms from all sextupoles. As shown in Fig. 5, the driving terms from periodic sextupoles are locally cancelled in
each arc. The residual terms are due to the second-order
dispersion sextupoles and harmonic sextupoles. The onmomentum DA without errors is ≈15, where effects of radiation damping are included, as shown in Fig. 6. The rms
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beam size () is determined for the so-called fully coupled
emittance of x = 28 nm and y = x / 2. The DA versus the
relative momentum offset  is also shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 5: Third-order one-turn resonance driving terms
from all sextupoles after correction.

Figure 6: ESR DA without errors vs  after correction.

DYNAMIC APERTURE WITH ERRORS
Magnet misalignment, strength errors, and non-linear
field errors (multipoles) perturb the design optics causing
distortions of beam orbit, dispersion, beta functions, x-y
coupling, chromaticity, betatron tune, and excitation of
non-linear resonances. These effects reduce dynamic aperture, and therefore must be corrected. The DA is most sensitive to errors in the low-beta IR magnets where beta functions are very large. The goal for the on-momentum DA is
10 assuming the fully coupled emittance, without beambeam effects.
We obtain the DA using particle tracking in LEGO. The
chromaticity correction described earlier is fully implemented, where the thin-lens phase trombones are replaced
with an equivalent quadrupole match. As a first step, the
misalignment, strength errors, and multipoles are generated in dipoles, quadrupoles and sextupoles, including
BPM misalignment. Then the optics distortions are corrected using the correction schemes in LEGO. The betatron
tune (52.12, 45.1) and linear chromaticity (+1) are maintained using periodic arc quadrupoles and sextupoles. The
orbit is corrected using dipole correctors and BPMs, where
the vertical correctors are also used to minimize the vertical
dispersion. The x-y coupling is corrected using the technique of vertical offsets at the sextupoles. Finally, perturbed beta functions are corrected by quadrupole strength
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adjustment. SVD method is applied to find the most efficient set of correctors. To avoid unstable optics, the errors
are assigned in small steps, while applying the corrections
at each step, until the full error values are reached.
After the correction is done, a 2000-turn tracking is performed for 10 seeds of random errors. Synchrotron oscillations, effects of non-linear fringe field in quadrupoles and
dipoles [10], and radiation effects are included. The DA
size is defined as the minimum DA among the 10 seeds.
Random misalignment and strength errors in this study
are similar to the PEP-II CDR [11] values. Magnet rms x,y
offsets and roll angles are 0.2 mm and 0.5 mrad, respectively. The x,y offsets at the large-beta final focus quadrupoles are twice as small; these values are also used for the
BPMs. The rms strength error is 0.1% in dipoles and quadrupoles, 0.2% in sextupoles, and 0.05% in FFQs and two
high-beta dipoles around each IP. Correction of these errors
in the simulations typically yields the following rms distortions: 0.3-0.4 mm of x,y orbit, ~1 m of , ~9 cm of horizontal and ~4 cm vertical dispersion.
Systematic and random multipoles, order 3 to 14, in the
standard ESR quadrupoles have been provided by the EIC
magnet design group [12]. Estimates for dipoles and sextupoles are not yet available; for this reason, we use measured data from the similar PEP-II magnets [11] scaled to
the ESR magnet aperture. The most critical multipoles are
in the FFQs and the IR high-beta dipoles which dominate
the impact on the DA. Tolerances for these multipoles were
determined in the DA study.
The final dynamic aperture is calculated for two cases:
(1) without radiation effects and (2) with radiation damping. The two cases give the pessimistic and optimistic DA
estimates of 10.1 and 11.0, respectively. Without damping, the electron amplitude remains the same over the 2000
turns, while the damped amplitude reduces the impact of
multipole errors resulting in larger DA. Dynamic aperture
with both damping and quantum excitation is not yet estimated, but it should be between the above two values,
hence satisfying the DA goal of 10. The pessimistic DA
without radiation for 10 seeds of errors is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: DA at  = 0 with errors without radiation.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the design
goals of 10 DA with errors and 1% of momentum range
for the ESR two-IR lattice at 18 GeV are achieved. Similarly, the described chromaticity correction works for oneIR lattice and for lower energy lattice with 60° arcs.
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Abstract
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) is being designed for
construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Activities
have been focused on beam-beam simulations, polarization
studies, and beam dynamics, as well as on maturing the
layout and lattice design of the constituent accelerators and
the interaction region. The latest design advances will be
presented.

OVERVIEW
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) will be constructed at
Brookhaven National Laboratory, utilizing the existing infrastructure and accelerator complex of the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC). The hadron storage ring (HSR)
comprises arcs of the two superconducting RHIC storage
rings. An electron storage ring (ESR) will be installed in
the existing RHIC tunnel, where it will provide beam collisions with the HSR hadron beam in up to two interaction
regions. Fully polarized electron bunches will be provided
to the ESR by a rapid-cycling synchrotron (RCS) in the
same tunnel. An interaction region with a crossing angle
of 25 mrad has been designed that reaches a luminosity of
1034 cm−2 sec−1 . A second interaction region is feasible,
but not within the EIC project scope. layout of the EIC
complex. The highest luminosity of 1.0 · 1034 cm−2 sec−1
is reached with 10 GeV electrons colliding with 275 GeV
protons, which corresponds to a center-of-mass energy of
105 GeV. Higher center-of-mass energies are achieved by
increasing the electron energy. To limit the total synchrotron
radiation losses to 10 MW, the electron beam intensity has
∗
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to be reduced accordingly, resulting in a corresponding reduction in luminosity.

ELECTRON PRE-INJECTOR
The EIC pre-injector provides 2×7 nC bunches within
2.5 µs. The LINAC will operate at 100 Hz to provide four
pairs of bunches, with 10 msec spacing between pairs. A
total of 8 bunches (4 pairs) will be provided at a repetition
rate of 1 Hz. In the RCS, these will be merged to result in
two 28 nC bunches. The polarized electron beam will be
generated from a high voltage (HV) DC gun with a strained
superlattice photocathode. The bunching section consisting of a 117.8 MHz pre-buncher, two of 591.1 MHz and
a 2.856 GHz buncher will be used to compress the bunch
length to 10 psec. Then eight of 2.856 GHz S-band normal
conducting traveling wave plate LINACs boost the beam
energy up to 400 MeV [1]. A dipole-solenoid spin rotator
will be used for rotating the spin direction from longitudinal to vertical for injection into the RCS. The EIC HVDC
polarized gun has achieved polarized electron beam with
7.5 nC bunch charge and 37.5 𝜇A average current without
QE decay [2].

RAPID-CYCLING SYNCHROTRON
A rapid-cycling synchrotron installed in the collider tunnel accelerates two bunches of polarized electrons every
second to an energy of 5 to 18 GeV for injection into the
ESR [3,4]. A dedicated design with high periodicity ensures
that no depolarizing resonances are encountered during the
entire energy ramp. This concept has been validated in extensive spin tracking studies, including realistic machine
imperfections such as misalignments [5]. Optimization of
the chromatic correction scheme resulted in sufficiently large
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dynamic aperture over the entire energy range from 400 MeV
to 18 GeV [6].

ELECTRON STORAGE RING
The electron storage ring (ESR) consists of normalconducting magnets [7] arranged in a FODO cell struture.
To achieve the horizontal design emittance of 24 nm over
the entire energy range from 5 to 18 GeV, the betatron phase
advance per FODO cell is set to 90 degrees at 18 GeV, and
60 degrees for energies of 5 and 10 GeV [8]. In addition,
so-called super-bends with adjustable reverse bends in the
arcs are employed at 5 GeV beam energy, both to achieve the
design emittance and to provide additional radiation damping to allow for a beam-beam parameter as high as 𝜉 𝑦 = 0.1.
A superconducting 591 MHz RF system replenishes the radiation losses and provides the necessary longitudinal focusing [9, 10]. The entire ESR plane is tilted with respect to the
hadron storage ring by 200 𝜇rad around the axis through IPs
6 and 8 to facilitate the necessary crossing of the two rings
in IRs 4 and 12 without the need of vertical orbit excursions
in either ring.
Extensive spin matching [11] has resulted in an equilibrium polarization of 30 percent at 18 GeV in presence of
misalignments, which is the most challenging. Together
with continuous bunch replacement, this ensures an average
polarization of 70 percent.

HADRON STORAGE RING
The hadron storage ring (HSR) comprises arcs from both
the “Blue” and the “Yellow” RHIC rings. The straight sections connecting these arcs will be completely rebuilt to suit
their purpose [12]. The existing RHIC injector complex will
continue to be used for HSR injection, but the transfer line
will be extended from the present injection location to the
IR4 straight section, where the necessary number of fast
injection kickers can be accommodated [13, 14]. A strong
hadron cooling device to counteract intra-beam scattering
will be installed in IR2, which requires extensive modifications to the straight section lattice there [15].
To accommodate the large hadron energy range from 41 to
275 GeV (for protons) and keep hadron and electron beams
synchronized, the circumference of the HSR needs to be
adjusted accordingly. Between 100 and 275 GeV, this is
accomplished by a radial shift. At 41 GeV, an “inner” arc
between IRs 10 and 12 is used as a “shortcut” instead of
the outer arc, thus reducing the circumference of the HSR
by approximately 90 cm. This implementation requires two
dedicated “switch yards” in IRs 10 [16] and 12; in addition,
IR12 also accommodates the collimation system [17]. The
superconducting magnets will be retrofitted with copper-clad
stainless-steel screens to reduce resistive wall heating due
to the short bunches and high beam current [18]. In addition, these screens will be coated with amorphous carbon to
reduce the secondary elecron yield, thus suppressing electron cloud built-up. The existing RHIC spin rotators will be
re-used, but their different location in the interaction region
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makes their usage more challenging [19]. Dynamic aperture studies are being carried out to determine the allowable
multipole errors in the superconducting IR magnets [20].
Since the luminosity optimization of the EIC is based on
“flat” hadron beams with unequal horizontal and vertical
emittances, betatron coupling has to be minimized. The feasibility of such precise decoupling is being investigated [21].

STRONG HADRON COOLING
Intrabeam scattering (IBS) and beam-beam effects will
degrade the beam emittancein the HSR over the length of
the store, limiting machine luminosity. To maintain high
luminosity during long collision runs, it is desirable to cool
the hadron beam. The EIC high luminosity parameters were
selected to have an IBS growth time of about 2 hours. A
proposed cooling method called Coherent electron Cooling
(CeC) is selected as the baseline for EIC due to its high
cooling rate [22]. The current cooling design using a 1D
Cooling code shows sufficient cooling rates to counteract
IBS at 275 GeV and 100 GeV [23]. 3D cooling studuies are
under way. However, our studies show that strong hadron
cooling is not able to achieve an inital vertical emittance of
0.3 𝜇m. Furthermore, it is also very difficult to counteract
IBS at 41 GeV beam energy. Therefore, a 24 GeV precooler
is under consideration now, which will also be able to cool
41 GeV protons. The gun up to cooling section 3D simulation shows we can achieve 1 nC bunches with normalized
emittance about 3 𝜇rad, and micronbunching gain at optical
wavelength (< 10𝑠 of micrometers) is nearly unity, indicating the beam noise is near shot noise [24]. A 100 mA energy
recovery linac lattice for both strong hadron cooling and the
precooler has been developed.

INTERACTION REGION
Electron and hadron beams collide under a total crossing
angle of 25 mrad [25]. Focusing is provided by superconducting low-𝛽 quadrupoles, some of which share a common
yoke. To compensate betatron coupling induced by the detector solenoids, some of these superconducting magnets will
be equipped with an additional skew-quadrupole coil [26].
This scheme will also compensate for the effects of the tilted
ESR plane.
A second interaction region, though not within the scope
of the EIC project, has been conceptually designed for IR8
[27]. Due to the slightly different geometry of the overall
machine layout in IR8 compared to IR6, this interaction
region is based on a larger crossing angle of 35 mrad to fit
into the available tunnel space.

BEAM DYNAMICS
The challenging beam parameters in the EIC collider rings
require careful study of a large variety of related beam dynamics effects, such as beam-beam effects, polarization, and
collective effects, as well as dynamic aperture [28]. Dynamic aperture studies have been performed in both the
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hadron (HSR) and the electron storage ring (ESR). A significant reduction of about 3𝜎 is observed in the hadron storage
ring due to the crab crossing scheme, compared to the dynamic aperture with head-on collisions. As a consequence
the IR magnet field errors have to be controlled to within
one unit to ensure sufficient dynamic aperture. Dynamic
aperture studies in the ESR have focused on the most challenging scenario, namely the 18 GeV, 90 degree lattice with
two interaction regions. The minimum goal of 10𝜎 in all
three planes has been successfully demonstrated based on a
novel chromatic compensation approach [29–31].
With beam currents as high as 2.5 A in the ESR and
1 A in the HSR, collective effects are a serious concern
in both rings, and vacuum system components have to be
designed and optimized to a high degree. The single-bunch
instability threshold in the ESR is above the requirement for
stable operation; the large beam-beam tune spread of up to
𝜉 = 0.1 provides sufficient Landau damping to counteract
transverse coupled-bunch instabilities as well as fast beamion instabilities. A longitudinal damper is foreseen in the
ESR to limit coherent longitudinal oscillations which are
detrimental to the hadron beam emittance via the associated
arrival time jitter at the interaction point.
Parameters at the interaction point have been optimized
inorder to minimize hadron beam emittance growth rates
while simultaneously retaining high luminosity [32]. The
large total crossing angle of 25 mrad requires crab cavities
to recover the geometric luminosity loss as well as to ensure
stable beam operations. The resulting unique beam-beam
dynamics has to be studied in extensive simulations to ensure
the attainability of the large beam-beam parameters associated with the high luminosity, and an acceptable hadron
beam emittance growth rate [33–35]. Weak-strong simulations indicate that stable operations can indeed be achieved,
given a careful selection of machine parameters such as
working points. Strong-strong simulations suffer from numerical effects due to the limited number of macroparticles,
which results in artificially large hadron beam emittance
growth rates that would not be acceptable in the real machine. Extensive studies are underway to understand the
effect of these deficiencies, and to develop a scaling law that
allows extrapolation of the obtained strong-strong growth
rates to the actual number of beam particles, which is several
orders of magnitude larger than in simulations. Coherent
beam-beam effects have been investigated in strong-strong
simulations [36].
Multipole components of the crab cavity fields are a potential concern due to the time-dependent nature of these fields
and their modulation with the synchrotron frequency [37].
Simulation studies are being performed to establish the required field quality tolerances. The effect of crab cavity RF
noise on hadron beam emittances has been investigated [38].
The effect of the 200 𝜇rad tilt of the ESR relative to the
HSR has been studied both analytically and in simulations.
Since the detector solenoid is a significant source of betatron coupling that needs to be compensated locally to avoid
detrimental effects in conjunction with crab crossing, the
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same correction scheme can be used to compensate for the
effects of the tilt [26].
The effects of the beam-beam interaction and beam-gas
scattering on transverse electron beam tails have been simulated [39]. With the minimum apertures in the ESR being
13𝜎𝑥 horizontally and 23𝜎𝑦 vertically, beam lifetimes of
approximately 10 hours are expected for a vacuum pressure
of 5 nTorr.
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TRANSVERSE ELECTRON BEAM TAILS AND BEAM LIFETIME IN THE
EIC ELECTRON STORAGE RING ∗
Christoph Montag† , Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, U.S.A.
Abstract

Table 1: Simulation Parameters at 10 GeV

While for most storage ring design activities it is sufficient
to assume a Gaussian distribution of the beam particles, a
more detailed prediction of the population in the transvese
tails is necessary to predict the beam lifetime in a given
aperture. Dominant processes that result in non-Gaussian
distributions are the beam-beam interaction in a collider as
well as beam-gas scattering. Simulations to determine the
required apertures and vacuum levels in the EIC electron
storage ring will be presented.

Parameter
E [GeV]
𝜏parallel [turns]
𝜎𝑧 [m]
𝛼𝑥
𝛽𝑥 [m]
𝜖𝑥 [m]
𝛼𝑦
𝛽𝑦 [m]
𝜖𝑦 [m]
𝑄𝑥
𝑄𝑦
𝑄𝑧
𝜉𝑥
𝜎𝑠
𝛽𝑥,𝑝 [m]
𝛽𝑦,𝑝 [m]
𝜖𝑥,𝑝 [m]
𝜖𝑦,𝑝 [m]
𝜆crab [m]

INTRODUCTION
When designing an electron storage ring and determining
key parameters such as the minimum aperture or the vacuum
pressure limit, an accurate model of the transverse electron
distribution is often necessary because the beam-beam interaction as well as beam-gas scattering events result in an
over-population of the transverse tails. This over-population
occurs predominantly in the vertical plane due to the small
vertical emittance, and it can severely limit the beam lifetime and detector background conditions if not taken into
account during the machine design phase. In the following
sections we describe simulation results for both beam-beam
and beam-gas generated tails, determine the required vacuum pressure level for sufficient beam lifetime, and provide
a simple fit to the transverse tail distribution to serve as input
in simulation codes such as GEANT to study the detector
background.

BEAM-BEAM TAILS
Non-Gaussian transverse tail distributions generated by
the beam-beam interaction have been simulated using the
method developed by D. Shatilov [1]. The vertical electron
𝛽-function at the interaction point of the EIC [2] approximately equals the proton bunch length, as shown in Table 1.
As a result, the beam-beam kick experienced by the electrons is smeared out over a substantial amount of betatron
phase advance, which leads to a net reduction of the effective beam-beam kick. It is therefore worthwhile studying
the associated effect of collisions with long proton bunches
on the transverse electron tails.
A number of tracking runs have been performed with
the proton bunch divided into different numbers of slices,
namely 1, 3, 9, and 19 slices. While the case with the proton
bunch represented by a single slice corresponds to zero proton bunch length, the cases with multiple slices correspond
to a non-zero bunch length. Collisions with a zero-length
∗
†
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Value
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2500
0.01
0.0
0.43
20 × 10−9
0
0.05
1.2 × 10−9
0.09
0.07
0.0537
0.073
0.06
0.90
0.04
9.6 × 10−9
1.5 × 10−9
1.52
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Figure 1: 𝑥 - 𝑦 distribution for different number of proton
bunch slices.

proton bunch result in a significant build-up of non-Gaussian
tails in the vertical plane, as shown in Figure 1. When the
proton bunch is represented by 3 or more slices, these vertical tails essentially disappear, and the transverse distribution
remains approximately Gaussian. This behavior converges
rapidly with the number of slices; in fact, no significant difference is observed between cases with 3, 9, or 19 slices.
Based on these simulations we conclude that the beam-beam
interaction will only have a minor effect on transverse tails
in the EIC elecron storage ring.
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BEAM-GAS TAILS

Table 2: Simulation Parameters Corresponding to the Tail
Distributions shown in Figure 2
⟨𝛽𝑥,𝑦 ⟩ [m]
𝜖𝑥 [nm]
𝜖𝑦 [nm]
𝜏⟂ [turns]
𝐸 [GeV]
𝑍
𝑃 [ntorr]

Value
15
20
1.2
5000
10
1 (90%), 7 (10%)
5

1

intensity

100.0000000

1.0000000

0.0100000

0.0001000

0.0000010
0

10

20

30

40
50
60
70
vert. aperture [sigmay]

80

90

100

Figure 3: Integrated vertical equilibrium distribution.

BEAM LIFETIME VS. PRESSURE
The lifetime 𝜏beam of a Gaussian electron beam can be
calculated as [4]
𝜏damp
𝑁2
exp ( 𝜎 ) ,
2
2
𝑁𝜎

(1)

where 𝜏damp is the radiation damping time and 𝑁𝜎 denotes
the aperture limitation in units of RMS beam sizes. Since
this quantum lifetime depends on the fractional amount of
electrons that are clipped off by the aperture restriction at
𝑁𝜎 , we can determine the expected lifetime of an arbitrary
equilibrium distribution as a function of the available aperture 𝐴 by integrating the arbitrary beam profile from the
aperture restriction 𝐴 to infinity, and comparing the result to
the corresponding value for a Gaussian distribution. Figure 3
shows the resulting integrals

electrons
Gaussian

∞

0.0001

∫ 𝜌(𝑦) d𝑦

(2)

𝐴

-6

1x10

1x10-8

1x10-10
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0
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x [sigmax]
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1
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electrons
Gaussian

0.01

0.0001
intensity

10000.0000000

𝜏beam =

0.01

1x10

1000000.0000000
density integral [arb. units]

A second leading mechanism that can potentially result
in substantial over-population of the transverse tails is th
elastic scatering of beam electrons off residual gas molecules.
The simulation method used here is modeled after the one
described in Ref. [3], with the entire storage ring represented
by a linear one-turn matrix. In all these simulation studies,
we assume a gas composition of 90% H2 , 10% N2 . The
𝛽-functions at the beam-gas scattering location are set to
their average value around the actual ESR. Figure 2 shows
the equilibrium distribution in the horizontal and vertical
planes, obtained using the simulation parameters listed in
Table 2.

Parameter

electrons
Gaussian

100000000.0000002

1x10-6

1x10-8

for both a Gaussian distribution and the equilibrium vertical
distribution presented in Figure 2. Simulation studies have
been performed for three different electron beam energies,
namely 5, 10, and 18 GeV. The residual gas pressure has
been scanned in coarse steps to determine the vacuum levels
required to achieve sufficient beam lifetimes for a minimum
vertical aperture of 23𝜎. To determine the effect of an increased aperture, lifetimes were calculated for a minimum
vertical aperture of 35𝜎 as well for comparison. Increasing the vertical aperture in reality would require the use
of novel superconducting IR magnets with elliptical apertures, because the horizontal aperture cannot be increased
accordingly due to the presence of the nearby hadron beam.

-10
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Figure 2: Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) electron
distributions obtained in simulations, using the simulation
parameters listed in Table 2.

FITTING THE DISTRIBUTION
For use as input data for synchrotron radiation and background simulation codes, the resulting distribution was fitted
to an analytical expression. As Figure 4 shows, the nonGaussian tail distribution can be described as
𝜌tail (𝑟) = 𝐾𝑟 ⋅ 𝑟 −3 ,
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Table 3: Lifetime Simulation Results vs. Vacuum Pressure,
for Two Different Vertical Aperture Values

Table 4: Fit Parameters for Different Beam Energies and
Vacuum Pressures

Energy H2 pressure lifetime at 23𝜎 lifetime at 35𝜎

E [GeV]

5 GeV

5
5
10
10
10
10
18

10 GeV

18 GeV

5 ntorr
10 ntorr
1.25 ntorr
2.5 ntorr
5 ntorr
10 ntorr
5.0 ntorr

1.1 h
0.6 h
10.0 h
6.5 h
3.4 h
2.0 h
9.0 h

2.7 h
1.6 h
22.9 h
13.1 h
8.0 h
4.5 h
21.3 h

𝐾𝑥 [10−7 ]

𝐾𝑦 [10−7 ]

5
10
1.25
2.5
5
10
10

190
380
6.25
12.5
25
50
0

3125
6250
110
220
450
900
25

The population in the non-Gaussian tails of the electron
beam dominated by beam-gas scattering, while the beambeam interaction contributes only a small fraction due to
the long proton bunches. To ensure sufficient electron beam
lifetime at all beam energies, the average vacuum pressure
in the ESR, assuming a gas composition of 90% H2 , 10%
N2 , must not exceed 5 nTorr. Special care needs to be taken
in the interaction region with its large 𝛽-functions.
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Figure 4: Log-log plot of the horizontal distribution for
5 GeV beam energy and a vacuum pressure of 5 ntorr, together with a fit to the tail distribution.
with 𝑟 = 𝑥 or 𝑟 = 𝑦. The complete distribution therefore
consists of a Gaussian core and a non-Gaussian tail,
𝜌total (𝑟)

=
=

𝜌core (𝑟) + 𝜌tail (𝑟)
𝑟2
exp (− 2 ) + 𝐾𝑟 ⋅ 𝑟 −3 .
2𝜎𝑟

(4)
(5)

Note that the total number of electrons in the bunch is irrelevant for our purposes, and for simplicity the normalization
of the Gaussian distribution is defined such that 𝜌core (0) = 1
here.
Table 4 lists the fit parameters 𝐾𝑥 and 𝐾𝑦 for the tail distributions for different beam energies and vacuum pressures.
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Abstract

• focusing transverse to main direction of motion

In recent years, high-gradient, symmetric focusing with
active plasma lenses has regained significant interest due to
the potential advantages in compactness and beam dynamics
compared to conventional focusing elements. One potential application is the optical matching of highly divergent
positrons from the undulator-based ILC positron source into
the downstream accelerating structures. A collaboration between University Hamburg and DESY Hamburg has been
established to develop a prototype design for this application.
Here, we discuss beam dynamics simulation results, preliminary parameters of the lens prototype, and the current status
of the prototype design.

• space charge mitigation by plasma electron motion

INTRODUCTION
At the International Linear Collider (ILC) electron and
positron beams will be collided at up to 500 GeV centre-ofmass energies to enable, e.g., precision measurements of
Higgs boson properties. The positron source is planned to
be based on pair production of electrons and positrons by the
interaction of high energy photons with a Titanium-target
wheel rotating at high speed. Due to the large divergence of
the produced positrons, an optical matching device (OMD)
has to be placed as close as possible to the rotating target,
to capture the largest possible amount of positrons. A high
capture efficiency, also called yield, is essential to fulfill the
luminosity requirements of the ILC physics programme.
Currently, the baseline option for this OMD is a quarterwave transformer magnet. Despite a higher possible yield,
flux concentrators cannot be applied at the ILC positron
source due to the variation of their focusing field over the
ILC’s 1 ms long bunch trains. To increase the yield, it was
proposed to use an active plasma lens (APL) as an OMD
instead.
In an APL, a gas column is ionised to a plasma and a highamplitude current pulse is directed through this plasma. A
beam that travels co-axially through this plasma column
experiences a radial force from the azimuthal magnetic fields
induced by the lens’ current. Compared to conventional
focusing devices, this scheme features several advantages:
• fully symmetric focusing in both transverse planes
• high focusing gradients due to the close proximity of
plasma current and beam
∗
†
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• reduced heat load on target due to minimal field outside
of lens.
Nevertheless, the application as an OMD at the ILC positron
source also poses several challenges on the plasma lens,
which have not yet been tackled in APL research:
• MHz burst operation of plasma lens compared to the
state-of-the-art few Hz operation
• high gas load on the downstream, close-by accelerating
cavities.
A project has been initiated at the University Hamburg in collaboration with DESY Hamburg to explore the capabilities
and limits of active plasma lenses for this application.

PARTICLE TRACKING SIMULATIONS
To explore the achievable positron yield and the operational parameters of the APL, particle tracking simulations
have been performed using ASTRA [1]. A wide range of
lens designs have been simulated, varying the total electric
current 𝐼0 , the opening radius 𝑅0 , the exit radius 𝑅1 , the
APL length 𝐿 and the taper order 𝑛.
Figure 1 summarizes the results by showing the optimal
achievable positron capture efficiency – the number of captured positrons relative to the total number – for every examined combination of electric current and taper order. It
can be seen that a linear tapering (𝑛 = 2) is superior to
weaker and stronger tapering in nearly every case, except for
currents of 2 kA and below.

Results
A plasma lens design has been chosen to be the reference
point for future prototype developments. Parameters for said
design can be seen in Table 1. The simulated capture efficiency for this design lies at about 43 % with 42917 total
simulated positrons. Even though higher efficiencies can
in simulation be achieved by assuming higher currents, the
chosen set of parameters is considered a reasonable compromise between capture efficiency and technical feasibility.
The capture efficiency of this design proved to be stable
in simulations for variances in the design parameters as can
be seen in Table 2. In all cases single parameter errors of
±10 % lead to efficiency loss below −5.0 %.
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Table 2: Stability of the capture efficiency for the picked
plasma lens design. All design parameters (except for the
taper order 𝑛) have been varied by ±10 % from the design
value. Both setups, single SWT and extended SWT, have
been examined.
Single SWT

Figure 1: Impact of the total current 𝐼0 on the positron
capture efficiency. Each curve is dedicated to a taper order.
Each data point represents the most efficient plasma lens
design for the respective electric current 𝐼0 and taper order
𝑛.

Extended SWT

Symbol

−10% offset

+10% offset

−10% offset

Electric current

𝐼0

−4.1

+3.0

−4.7

+3.8

Initial radius

𝑅0

−0.6

−0.6

−0.2

−0.7

Exiting radius

𝑅1

−0.4

−1.6

+1.1

−2.4

Plasma lens length

𝐿

−1.9

−0.7

−4.5

+1.8

Starting phase

𝜑0

−1.0

−1.4

−2.2

−2.9

Target-PL distance

0.0

−1.7

0.0

−0.1

PL-Acc distance

+0.3

−0.4

+0.2

−0.3

Parameter name

+10% offset

Table 1: Optimized Plasma Lens Parameter Values at Electric Current 𝐼0 = 9 kA
Parameter name
Plasma Lens Length
Opening Radius
Tapering Order
Tapering Strength
PL-SWT distance
SWT Phase

Symbol

Optimal Value

𝑧 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑅0
𝑛
𝑔
𝑑
𝜑0

60 mm
4.3 mm
2
0.082 mm−1
10 mm
225 deg

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

Figure 2: Sketch of the preliminary, downscaled plasma lens
prototype for max. current amplitudes of 350 A.

Building a prototype comes with a few challenges. It
would be expensive and a significant effort to build a pulsing circuit powerful enough to achieve 9 kA. Therefore, the
design parameters of the prototype setup are rescaled to
the current amplitude that is available with MHz repetition
rates at DESY at the moment. With this existing equipment, the peak current amplitude lies at about 350 A. This
means that
√︁ the radius has to be downscaled with a factor
of 𝑎 = 9000A/350A ≈ 5.07 due to the current density
being 𝐽 = 𝐼/2𝜋𝑅 2 . With this downscaled radius, the current
density is the same as in the actual size plasma lens. If the
length should also be downscaled by this factor 𝑎, the tapering strength 𝑔 has to be upscaled by 𝑎 due to the aperture
radius along the z-axis being 𝑅(𝑧) = 𝑅0 ∗ (1+ 𝑔𝑧) 𝑛/2 . Figure
2 shows how the dimensions of a downscaled plasma lens
would look like.

Measurements of the current pulse timing jitter were performed and the results can be seen in figure 3. Similar
measurements will be essential for determining the focusing
jitter in the ILC plasma lens prototype.

DIAGNOSTICS DEVELOPMENT

CFD SIMULATIONS

To judge on current density homogeneity or the effects of
beam-plasma interaction it will be necessary to characterise
the plasma properties achieved in the prototype setup. The
necessary diagnostics methods for this have to be set up and
optimised. For this purpose, a plasma cell was set up at
DESY which will serve as a test bed of diagnostics methods.
The plasma cell was previously used for plasma wakefield
acceleration at PITZ in Zeuthen, Germany [2]. Now out
of survice, the PITZ cell was re-commissioned at DESY in
Hamburg, Germany. The properties of the PITZ cell can be
seen in Table 3.

An important part in designing a plasma lens is the overall structure and how it fits within the general gas injection
scheme. Therefore the positioning and shape of the inlet
tubes have to be further analyzed. It is essential to know
how the gas flow in the capillary takes place. This can be
done with ’ANSYS FLUENT’.
The main goals of these simulations, are to design the positions and shapes of the inlets that the gas distribution in
the capillary is as homogeneous as possible and to see how
the gas flow out of the capillary is going to happen. This is
necessary to know because of the standing wave tube near
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Table 3: PITZ Cell Parameters
Parameter name

Unit

Value

Cell Length
Cell Diameter
Gas pressure
Peak current

mm
mm
mbar
A

100 − 200
10
0.1 − 3
100 − 1000
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
A project has been initiated at the University of Hamburg
in collaboration with DESY Hamburg to explore the suitability of an active plasma lens as an optical matching device for
the ILC undulator-based positron source. Particle tracking

Figure 3: Discharge current rising edge timing jitter at 50
% of max. current amplitude in ns. The cell was filled with
Argon gas.
the end of the plasma lens. Because this should be possible
without any windows at both ends of the capillary the whole
set-up will be inside a vacuum chamber. This means that
the standing wave tube must be as gas free as possible to
grant full functionality or otherwise it could be destroyed.
To see how this gas outflow looks like a vacuum box will be
integrated at the end of the plasma lens towards the standing wave tube. To analyze simulation data, different plot
methods are considered for further investigation. These plot
methods are: density and pressure profiles in both transversal axis of the beamline and pathline tracking of gas particles
to understand gas flow within the capillary. All these simulations will be done with Argon. Figure 4 shows a density
profile in the yz-plane inside of the capillary.

Figure 5: Pathlines of yz-plane inside a downscaled plasma
lens.
simulations have been performed to identify a preliminary
set of parameters of a plasma lens allowing a large positron
yield.
To reduce the requirements on the high voltage drive electronics, a scaled-down prototype will be built and tested in
the ADVANCE discharge plasma development laboratory at
DESY [3]. Gas flow simulations are ongoing to determine
a suitable geometry of the electrodes and the surrounding
vacuum vessel of the prototype. In parallel, further parameter optimisation and magnetohydrodynamics simulations of
the plasma will be performed.
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Abstract
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) project has been approved by the Department of Energy to be built at the site
of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). The goal of the
project is the collision of energetic (many GeV/amu) ion
species with electron bunches of energies up to 18 GeV.
The electron accelerator of the EIC is comprised of a 400
MeV LINAC, and two electron rings, the Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS) which accelerates the electron beam up to
18 GeV, and the Electron Storage Ring (ESR) which stores
the electron beam for collisions with hadron beam, both
to be built in the same tunnel as the Hadron Storage Ring
(HSR). This paper discusses the layout and the beam optics
of the beam injection/extraction into the electron rings and
the beam optics of the transfer line from the RCS to the ESR.

INTRODUCTION
The EIC accelerator complex [1] will collide various ions
species at energies up to 270 GeV/amu with electrons of
energies 5, 10, and 18 GeV. The ions will be injected and
accelerated to the final energy in the hadron accelerators
[1] with the final acceleration stage, the Hadron Storage
Ring (HSR) [2], and the electrons will be accelerated in
the electron accelerators [1] which consists of a 400 MeV
LINAC, the RCS ring which will accelerate the electrons
up to 18 GeV and the ESR storage ring which will store the
electron bunches for collisions with the hadrons. Fig. 1. The
electron beam transfer from the 400 MeV LINAC to the ESR
including the spin rotator is discussed in ref. [3]. In this
paper we disuss the latest version of the beam optics of the
injection/extraction in RCS and ESR and beam transfer form
RCS to ESR. Specifically the following information will be
provided regarding the EIC.
• Beam optic of RCS injection
• Beam optic of extraction from RCS

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the EIC complex.

BEAM OPTICS OF RCS INJECTION
Following the Spin Rotator [3] the electron bunches are
transported to the RCS for injection. This section describes
the optics at injection into the RCS. To inject beam into
the RCS, two sets of four bunches each are injected from
the 400 MeV LINAC into the RCS at a frequency of 1 Hz.
Each set is separated by 2 𝜇sec, and the bunches in each
set are separated by 1.6 nsec as shown in Fig. 2. This small
separation (1.6 nsec) between the four consecutive bunches
requires an injection RF-kicker which is described in [4].
An RF kicker is not strong enough to place the injected

• Beam optics of transfer line form RCS to ESR
• Beam injection and extraction in ESR
∗
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Figure 2: Bunch pattern at RCS injection.
bunch into the reference orbit without locally bumping the
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circulating beam. The local beam bump of the reference
orbit which is shown in Fig. 3 is generated by three magnets
which are 20 cm long and ∼1 mrad of strength for the 18
GeV electron beam. To complete this section of the beam
injection, and also make the calculations easier, the beam
direction is extracted, instead of “injected” starting from
the RF-kicker. Figure 4 shows the injected beam trajectory
(third plot from the top). Note the that the strength of the
0.5 mrad kicker displaces the injected beam by more than
40 mm.

18 GeV thus having two circulating beam bunches into the
RCS to be transferred into the ESR. For reason of clarity,
the RCS-to-ESR transfer line is separated in few sections:
a) The “RCS extraction Section”; beam extraction from the
RCS to the entrance of of the RCS extraction septum Fig. 5
b) The “1𝑠𝑡 Beam Matching Section” to the “FODO with
the Vertical Bend Section”.
c) The “FODO with the Vertical Bend Section” which transfers the beam from the RCS level to the ESR level.
d) The “2𝑛𝑑 Beam Matching Section” from the exit of the
“FODO with the Vertical Bend Section” to the exit of the
ESR injection septum.
e) The last section is the “ESR Injection Section”.
Due to limited space of this paper the sections b), c), and d)
are combined in a single Fig. 6.

RCS Extraction Section
The beam parameters of the extraction section is shown
in Fig. 5. It consists of a local beam bump in RCS, the
extraction kicker, which kicks the bumped bunch at the entrance of the extraction septum. The location of the 3.5 mm
thick Induction type extraction septum [5] is also shown.
This RCS-extraction section determines the beam parame-

Figure 3: Beam parameters and bump, of injection section.

Figure 5: RCS Extraction.
ters at the entrance of the RCS extraction septum. These
parameters appear in Table 1 and Table 2.
Figure 4: Circulating and injected beam trajectories in RCS.

Table 1: Horizontal Beam Parameters at the Entrance and
Exit of the RCS and ESR Induction Septa Respectively

RCS TO ESR TRANSFER
Following the beam injection into the RCS each set of
four 7 nCb each bunches, shown in Fig. 2 is merged into
a single bunch, and depending on the physics experiment,
the final beam energy of the two bunches can be 5, 10 or
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A19: Electron - Hadron Colliders

RCS_Entr.
ESR_Exit

𝛽𝑥 [m]

𝛼𝑥

𝜂𝑥 [𝑚]

𝜂𝑥

9.958
60.601

-1.100
-3.114

0.607
-279

0.0033
-0.002

′
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Table 2: Vertical Beam Parameters at the Entrance and Exit
of the RCS and ESR Induction Septa Respectively

RCS_Entr.
ESR_Exit

𝛽𝑦 [m]

𝛼𝑦

𝜂𝑦 [𝑚]

𝜂𝑦

27.862
12.371

2.194
1.171

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

′

The 1𝑠𝑡 Beam Matching Section

ESR Injection Section
This section is the beam injection system into the ESR.
It determines the beam parameters at the exit of the ESR
injection septum. The beam parameters of the injection
section into the ESR are shown in Fig. 7. The parameters at
the exit of the of the injection section are shown in Table 1
and Table 2. The Injection kicker shown in Fig. 7 serves
also as an extraction kicker of the spend beam.

The beam parameters of the “1𝑠𝑡 matching beam section”
are plotted under the green highlighted part of Fig. 6. This
section matches the beam parameters at the entrance of the
RCS extraction Septum to those at the beginning of the
“FODO with the Vertical Bend Section”.

Figure 7: Parameters/trajectory at ESR injection region.

CONCLUSION

Figure 6: Parameters from Entrance RCS to Exit ESR septa.

The FODO with the Vertical Bend Section
The “FODO with the Vertical Bend Section” is the highlighted in yellow-section of Fig. 6. It consists of a FODO
lattice with two vertical bends to transport the beam from
the RCS level to the ESR level. The vertical bends make a
vertically achromatic optical system.
This section raises the beam from the level of the RCS ring
to the level of the ESR beam with two vertical bends placed
in within the FODO lattice.

2𝑛𝑑 Beam Matching Section
This section matches the beam parameters at the exit of
the vertical bend to the exit of the ESR injection Septum.
The beam parameters of this section are shown in the red
highlighted section of Fig. 6.
WEPOPT047
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This paper presents the beam line optics of the transfer
line from the extraction point of the RCS to the injection
point of the ESR. This particular beam optics is the latest
design of the beam optics as the design of the EIC complex is
evolves. In particular there is an effort at the present time to
eliminate both local injection and extraction beam bumps as
discussed in this paper of the ESR. This of course requires a
stronger kicker for the simultaneous injection and extraction
of the beam bunches.
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Abstract
In the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) design, to avoid vertical
orbit bumps in the Electron Storage Ring (ESR) at some
crossing points with Hadron Storage Ring (HSR) to preserve
the electron polarization, we plan to tilt the ESR plane by
200 μrad with an axis connecting IP6 and IP8. In this article,
we study the beam-beam interaction when two rings are not
in the same plane. The Lorentz boost formula is derived
and the required vertical crabbing strength is calculated to
compensate the dynamic effect. The beam-beam simulations
are performed to validate the theory.

designed at 6 o’clock, and a potential second IR at 8 o’clock
is reserved for future upgrade. To resolve the interference
between rings, transfer lines, cooler ERS in IR2, the Electron
Storage Ring (ESR) is proposed to be tilted by ∼ 200 μrad
to avoid vertical bends. Figure 2 illustrates the concept. The

INTRODUCTION
A large crossing angle in the interaction region (IR) is
necessary for fast separation of two colliding beams in ringring type colliders to achieve high collision rates, IR background minimization, and overall detector component and
IR magnet arrangements. Crab crossing is an effective way
to restore the head-on collision for circular colliders [1]. The
crab crossing scheme was first successfully implemented at
KEKB-factory [2]. The crab cavities, which are key components in the crab crossing scheme, were also demonstrated
for the hadron beam in CERN’s Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS) recently [3]. Other dynamics effects about the crab
cavities can be found in [4–6].
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) project adopts the local
scheme to achieve the desired luminosity 1034 cm−2 s−1 [7],
as shown in Fig. 1. In the local scheme, a pair of crab

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of tilted ESR in EIC.
rotating axis goes through both interaction points: IP6 and
IP8. Although the rotation angle is small, the longitudinal
axis is changed, and the dynamic effect has to be studied.
This paper derives the Lorentz Boost formula for the tilted
storage rings. The beam-beam simulation is also presented
to demonstrate if the tilted scheme works or not. A summary
is given at last.

LORENTZ BOOST
When two beams collide with a crossing angle, it is convenient to consider the beam-beam interaction in the boost
frame [8], as shown in Fig. 3. Let (E � , E � , E� ) be the baX
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Figure 1: EIC local crabbing compensation scheme [7].
cavities are installed at both sides of the interaction point
(IP). The upstream crab cavity tilts the beam in x - z plane,
and the downstream crab cavity rotates the beam back. In
the rest of the rings, both planes stay unaffected.
EIC rings consist of six arcs separated by six straight
sections, which are labelled according to the hour markings
of a clock from IR2 to IR12. A dedicated IR has been
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Figure 3: The boost frame for two beams colliding with
a large crossing angle. N points from IP6 to IP8. � � =
12.5 mrad is the half crossing angle, and � = �/6 + � � .
sis vectors for the Frenet-Serret frame of the electron ring,
and the left-handed (I � , I � , I� ) for the ion ring. The vertical
axes, E � and I � , are parallel with each other before rotating
the ESR frame. (X, Y, Z) are the basis vectors of the boost
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frame. In the boost frame,
T

N = (sin �, 0, cos �) ,

E � = I � = (0, 1, 0)

T

E� = (sin � � , 0, cos � � ) ,

E � = (cos � � , 0, − sin � � ) T ,

T

I� = (sin � � , 0, − cos � � ) T

I � = (cos � � , 0, sin � � ) T (1)

cos � + (1 − cos �) sin2 �

� (N, �) = 
sin � cos �
 (1 − cos �) sin � cos �

After the ESR is rotated, the new basis vectors are



E′� , E′� , E′� = � E � , E � , E�
I′�

= I� ,

I′�

= I� ,

I′�

= I�

(3)
(4)

The new crossing angle is determined by their longitudinal
axes,

cos 2� �′ = −E′� · I′�
= cos (� + � � ) cos (� − � � )
+ cos � sin (� + � � ) sin (� − � � )

(5)

= cos (2� � ) − (1 − cos �) sin (� + � � )
× sin (� − � � )
Substituting the numeric value
� � = 12.5 mrad,

� = �/6 + � �

� = 200 μrad,

(6)

the new crossing angle is
Δ� � = � �′ − � � ≈

�2
= 1 × 10−4 mrad
32� �

(7)

It turns out the change of the crossing angle is negligible
due to the tilted ESR.
The new boost frame is
Z′ =

E′� − I′�
,
2 cos � �′

X′ =

where � � and � are defined in Fig. 3, and the superscript "T"
denoting the transformation of a vector.
The rotation around N can be described by a matrix

E′� + I′�
,
2 sin � �′

Y′ =

E′� × I′�
sin (2� �′ )

(8)

From Eq. (3), Eq. (4), and Eq. (8), E′� and I′� are no longer
parallel with Y′. To reuse the Hirata map, we need to rotate
the vertical axes around their longitudinal axes first. The
rotation angles are
cos �e = E ′� · Y ′
− cos (� + � � ) sin (� − � � ) + sin (� + � � ) cos (� − � � ) cos �
=
sin (2� �′ )

(9)

cos �i = I ′� · Y ′
sin (� + � � ) cos (� − � � ) − cos (� + � � ) sin (� − � � ) cos �
=
sin (2� �′ )

(10)

Therefore, the new Lorentz Boost map is concatenated by
the rotation map and the Hirata map,

(11)
L ′ = R ( �) ◦ L � �′
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− sin � cos �
cos �
sin � sin �

(1 − cos �) sin � cos � 

− sin � sin �

2
cos � + (1 − cos �) cos � 

(2)

where R is a pure rotation around the longitudinal axis, and
L is the well-know Hirata map in [8].
With the numeric values in Eq. (6), the pure rotation
angles are
�i ≈ �e ≈ −4 mrad
(12)

which have to be considered in beam-beam simulation.
Due to the rotation in Eq. (12), the � − � coupling is
introduced in the boost frame. To prevent the luminosity
loss, we have to eliminate the � dependence on �. It can be
achieved by introducing the vertical crabbing.
Borrowing the concept from [9], the crab dispersion is
defined as

T
�� � � � �� � � �
�=
,
,
,
(13)
�� �� �� ��
The crab dispersion caused by the upstream crab cavity is
T
0, � � /Λ � , 0, � � /Λ �
︁
︁
where Λ � = �∗� � �,� , Λ � = �∗� � �,� are used to normalize
the crab cavity strength, � �,� the relative crab cavity kick
strength.
Assuming the upstream crab cavity is placed at Ψ � =
Ψ � = −�/2 phase advance to IP. After propagated to IP, the
crab dispersion turns into
T
�� = � � , 0, � � , 0
(14)

Taking the linear term, the Hirata map L � �′ is equivalent
to a crab dispersion
T
� � ≈ � �′ , 0, 0, 0
(15)

To provide an effective head-on collision in the boost frame,
the crab dispersion in Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) have to cancel
with each other,
(16)

� ( �) �� + � � = 0

where � ( �) is the 4-by-4 rotation matrix
 cos �
0
sin �
0 

 0
cos �
0
sin � 
� ( �) = 
0
cos �
0 
− sin �
 0
− sin �
0
cos �

The required crab cavity can then be resolved,
� � = −� �′ cos �,

� � = −� �′ sin �

(17)

(18)

The strength of the downstream crab cavity can be determined similarly.
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BEAM-BEAM SIMULATION
Figure 4 compares the beam distribution in the boost
frame. With appropriate vertical crabbing, the � dependence on � in both electron beam and ion beam is removed.

Figure 6: Beam size evolution by strong-strong simulation.
Only ion ring is corrected, and there is no vertical crabbing
in ESR.

Figure 4: Electron and ion beam distribution in the boost
frame.
Figure 5 shows the strong-strong simulation results by
BeamBeam3D [10]. With vertical crabbing, the beam size
evolution in both ESR and HSR overlaps with the reference
curve. Because of the radiation damping and shorter bunch
length, the electron beam is still stable even without vertical
crabbing. However, when there is no vertical crabbing for
the ion ring, the longitudinal motion is coupled to the vertical
plane, and the vertical size grows much faster which has to
be corrected.

It is well-known that the strong-strong simulation is prone
to numeric noise [11]. Therefore, the weak-strong simulation
is performed to cross check the vertical crabbing compensation. The similar physical model is used in weak-strong
simulation [12], except that the electron beam is assumed
as a fixed Gaussian distribution, and the beam-beam kick is
calculated by Bassetti-Erskine formula [13].
Figure 7 presents the weak-strong simulation results.
Since the vertical plane is problematic, only the vertical size
evolution is shown here. EIC adopts the 2nd-order harmonic
crab cavity to mitigate the higher-order synchro-betatron resonances [14]. The left plot shows the tracking result without
2nd-order harmonic crab cavity, and the right plot shows
the tracking data with 2nd-order harmonic crab cavity. With
vertical crabbing and 2nd-order harmonic crab cavity, the
vertical growth caused by tilted ESR is compensated. Without vertical crabbing, no matter if 2nd-order harmonic crab
cavity is present, the vertical size growth caused by tilted
ESR is unacceptable.

Figure 7: Beam size evolution by weak-strong simulation,
left: without 2nd-order harmonic crab cavity, right: with
2nd-order harmonic crab cavity. The last 60% tracking data
is fitted with the tracking time �� = �� + �0 , and the growth
rate is defined as �/�0 .

CONCLUSION
Figure 5: Beam size evolution by strong-strong simulation.
The vertical crabbing strength is determined by Eq. (18).
Figure 6 presents the beam size evolution with vertical
crabbing only in ion ring. It shows that the tilted ESR is
acceptable for the electron beam. The consequence is a
slight luminosity loss.
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We derived the Lorentz Boost map for the tilted ESR
scheme in EIC. The required vertical crabbing strength is
calculated to compensate the tilted effect on beam-beam
interaction. The strong-strong and weak-strong simulation
show that the vertical crabbing is necessary in the ion ring
to avoid significant vertical size growth. A realistic scheme
to introduce vertical crabbing is described in [15].
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Abstract
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) uses crab cavities to restore the geometrical luminosity loss associated with the
large crossing angle. Due to space limitations, the detector
solenoid cannot be compensated locally. This paper presents
the lattice design to compensate the detector solenoid effects
without interfering with the crab cavities. Skew quadrupoles
are employed to avoid additional crab cavities. The correction scheme is checked by beam-beam simulation.

INTRODUCTION
A large crossing angle in the interaction region (IR) is necessary for fast separation of two colliding beams in ring-ring
type colliders to achieve high collision rates. Crab cavities,
first proposed for linear colliders [1], can compensate for the
geometrical luminosity loss induced by crossing angle. This
idea was later expanded to include circular colliders [2].
The Electron Ion Collider (EIC) adopts the local crabbing
scheme to achieve the desired luminosity [3], as shown in
Fig. 1. In the local crabbing scheme, a pair of crab cavities

Figure 1: EIC local crabbing compensation scheme [3].
are installed at both sides of the IP. The upstream crab cavity
tilts the beam in 𝑥 − 𝑧 plane, and the downstream crab cavity
rotates the beam back. In the rest of the rings, both planes
stay unaffected.
In the ideal local crabbing scheme, the two crab cavities,
located at the location with the betatron phase advance of
±𝜋/2 from IP, create desired crab "bump" between them.
However, the detector solenoid, a 4 m long solenoid with
an integrated strength of up to 12 T · m in EIC, would destroy the ideal configuration. Due to the IR space limitation,
∗
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the anti-solenoid between the crab cavity and the detector
solenoid, is not an option. Therefore, the vertical crabbing
— the coupling of the vertical and longitudinal motion — is
introduced, and has to be corrected in case of a significant
luminosity loss.
This paper will first introduce the concept of crab dispersion. With the help of the crab dispersion, two methods are
proposed to correct the vertical crabbing caused by the detector solenoid. The beam-beam simulations are performed
to check the correction effect.

CRAB DISPERSION
The Hamiltonian of a thin crab cavity is


𝑥𝜆 𝑥 𝑦𝜆 𝑦 sin (𝑘 𝑐 𝑧)
𝐻=
+
Λ𝑥
Λ𝑦
𝑘𝑐

(1)

where 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 are the horizontal, vertical, and longitudinal
coordinates when a test particle pass through the thin crab
cavity, 𝜆 𝑥,𝑦 /Λ 𝑥,𝑦 denoting the horizontal and vertical kick
√︁
√︁
strength with Λ 𝑥 = 𝛽∗𝑥 𝛽 𝑥,𝑐 , Λ 𝑦 = 𝛽∗𝑦 𝛽 𝑦,𝑐 , and 𝑘 𝑐 the
wave number. Here we use the lattice related parameters
Λ 𝑥,𝑦 to normalize the crab cavity strength for simplicity.
Following the definition in [4], the crab dispersion is defined as the transverse dependence on longitudinal coordinate 𝑧,

T
𝜕𝑥 𝜕 𝑝 𝑥 𝜕𝑦 𝜕 𝑝 𝑦
𝜁=
,
,
,
(2)
𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑧
Assuming the lattice is symmetrical around IP, the crab
dispersion from the upstream and downstream crab cavities
is,
T
𝜁 𝑏 = 0, 𝜆 𝑏,𝑥 /Λ 𝑥 , 0, 𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 /Λ 𝑦
(3)
T
𝜁 𝑎 = 0, 𝜆 𝑎,𝑥 /Λ 𝑥 , 0, 𝜆 𝑎,𝑦 /Λ 𝑦
where the subscript “b” denotes before IP, and “a” denotes
after IP. Projecting the crab dispersion back to IP, the crab
dispersion before and after the collision is
 𝜆 𝑏,𝑥 sin Ψ𝑥 


𝜆 𝑏,𝑥 cos Ψ𝑥 /𝛽∗𝑥 
∗


𝜁𝑏 = 

 𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 sin Ψ𝑦 ∗ 
𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 cos Ψ𝑦 /𝛽 𝑦 


(4)

 𝜆 𝑏,𝑥 − 𝜆 𝑎,𝑥 sin Ψ𝑥 



 𝜆 + 𝜆 𝑎,𝑥 cos Ψ𝑥 /𝛽∗𝑥 


𝜁 𝑎∗ =  𝑏,𝑥

sin
Ψ
𝑦
 𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 − 𝜆 𝑎,𝑦


 𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 + 𝜆 𝑎,𝑦 cos Ψ𝑦 /𝛽∗𝑦 
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where Ψ𝑥,𝑦 is the horizontal/vertical phase advance from the
upstream crab cavity (IP) to IP (downstream crab cavity).
To create an effective head-on collision in the boost frame
and avoid the crab dispersion leaking out of IR, 𝜁 𝑏∗ and 𝜁 𝑎∗
should fulfill the following conditions,
𝜁 𝑏∗ = (𝜃 𝑐 , 0, 0, 0) T ,

𝜁 𝑎∗ = (0, 0, 0, 0) T

𝜁 𝑏 = (0, 𝜃 𝑐 /𝑚 12 , 0, 0) T
it is easy to show
𝜁 𝑏∗ = 𝑀 𝜁 𝑏 = (𝜃 𝑐 , 0, 0, 0) T

(5)

i.e. the beam is correctly crabbed for crab crossing collision.
Let 𝑁 be the 4-by-4 transfer matrix from the upstream
crab cavity to the downstream crab cavity. If 𝑁 has the
following form

where 𝜃 𝑐 is the half crossing angle.
A possible solution to Eq. (4) is
Ψ𝑥 = 𝜋/2
𝜆 𝑏, 𝑥 = 𝜆 𝑎, 𝑥 = 𝜃 𝑐 ,

tuning the crab cavity voltage so that

𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 = 𝜆 𝑎,𝑦 = 0

(6)
𝑛11

𝑛
𝑁 =  21
𝑛31
𝑛41


Taking the detector solenoid into consideration, and projecting the crab dispersion at IP,


𝜆 𝑏, 𝑥 cos 𝜙 sin Ψ𝑥 + 𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 sin 𝜙 sin Ψ𝑦


∗
∗

𝜆 𝑏, 𝑥 cos 𝜙 cos Ψ𝑥 /𝛽 𝑥 + 𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 sin 𝜙 cos Ψ𝑦 /𝛽 𝑦 
𝜁 𝑏∗ = 

𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 cos 𝜙 sin Ψ𝑦 − 𝜆 𝑏, 𝑥 sin 𝜙 sin Ψ𝑥


𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 cos 𝜙 cos Ψ𝑦 /𝛽∗𝑦 − 𝜆 𝑏, 𝑥 sin 𝜙 cos Ψ𝑥 /𝛽∗𝑥 



 𝜆 𝑏, 𝑥 cos (2𝜙) − 𝜆 𝑎, 𝑥 sin Ψ𝑥 




+𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 sin (2𝜙)

(7)
 sin Ψ𝑦 ∗ 
 𝜆 𝑏, 𝑥 cos (2𝜙) + 𝜆 𝑎, 𝑥 cos Ψ𝑥 /𝛽 𝑥 



+𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 sin (2𝜙) cos Ψ𝑦 /𝛽∗𝑦 
𝜁 𝑎∗ = 

 𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 cos (2𝜙) − 𝜆 𝑎,𝑦 sin Ψ𝑦 


−𝜆 𝑏, 𝑥 sin (2𝜙)

 sin Ψ𝑥 
 𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 cos (2𝜙) + 𝜆 𝑎,𝑦 cos Ψ𝑦 /𝛽∗𝑦 



−𝜆 𝑏, 𝑥 sin (2𝜙) cos Ψ𝑥 /𝛽∗𝑥 

where 2𝜙 is the rotation angle by the detector solenoid. As
a demonstration, the solenoid focusing effect, which will
be considered in the following sections, is ignored here.
Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (5), a possible solution is
Ψ𝑥 = Ψ𝑦 = 𝜋/2
𝜆 𝑏, 𝑥 = 𝜆 𝑎, 𝑥 = 𝜃 𝑐 cos 𝜙

(8)

𝜆 𝑏,𝑦 = −𝜆 𝑎,𝑦 = 𝜃 𝑐 sin 𝜙
However, the conditions in Eq. (8) are very hard to match.
The required vertical crab cavity voltage is extremely large
due to the small 𝛽∗𝑦 . Multiple crab cavities may conflict with
the impedance budget. As a result, the Eq. (8) is unrealistic
in the actual lattice design.

CORRECTION BY SKEW QUADRUPOLES
The Eq. (5) gives 8 constraints. Without introducing aditional crab cavities, there are only 2 knobs provided by the
crab cavity voltage. The other 6 knobs can be found from
the appropriate transfer matrix between the crab cavities and
IP.
Let 𝑀 be the 4-by-4 transfer matrix from the upstream
crab cavity to IP. If 𝑀 has the following form
𝑚 11

𝑚
𝑀 =  21
𝑚 31
𝑚 41


𝑚 12
0
0
0

𝑚 13
𝑚 23
𝑚 33
𝑚 43
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𝑚 14 
𝑚 24 
𝑚 34 
𝑚 44 

(9)

0
𝑛22
0
0

𝑛13
𝑛23
𝑛33
𝑛43

𝑛14 
𝑛24 
𝑛34 
𝑛44 

(10)

tuning the downstream crab cavity so that
𝜁 𝑎 = (0, −𝜃 𝑐 𝑛22 /𝑚 12 , 0, 0) T
Then we have
𝜁 𝑎∗ = 𝑁 𝜁 𝑏 + 𝜁 𝑎 = (0, 0, 0, 0) T
i.e. there is no crab dispersion leaking out of IR.
We can put skew quadrupoles between the crab cavities
and IP to adjust the linear transfer matrix. Noticing that 𝑀
and 𝑁 are 𝑥 − 𝑦 coupled, more skew quadrupoles are needed
out of the crab bump to finish the decoupling. The 𝑥 − 𝑦
decoupling scheme for EIC can be found in [5].

MATCHING FOR EIC ELECTRON
STORAGE RING
We added skew components to the existing straight
quadrupoles in IR6, and matched the linear transfer matrix to Eq. (9) and Eq. (10). Correction results are shown in
Fig. 2. After compensation, the linear transfer matrix from
the upstream crab cavity to IP is
−0.001553
9.394
−0.06912
2.809 

 −0.1064
−0.3939
0.002898 −0.1178
𝑀 = 
−2.790e−10 −0.1585
2.347 
 0.03014
 0.03214
−4.362e−11 0.07506
−7.419 

Except 𝑚 22 , 𝑚 32 and 𝑚 42 are well matched to 0. The nonzero 𝑚 22 is acceptable as the beam-beam has large tolerance
on 𝜕 𝑝 𝑥 /𝜕𝑧 (see beam-beam simulations below). The linear
transfer matrix from the upstream crab cavity to the downstream crab cavity is
 0.8591

0.0002619
𝑁 = 
 −0.1832
 0.02776


−3.662e−9 −4.449e−10
1.164
−0.006533
2.289e−9
1.495
−3.066e−11
−0.2572

6.804e−9
0.2299 
−19.97 
4.104 

The 𝑁 matrix is well matched.
The maximum skew component strength used in our
compensation is 1.2 T/m which is below the limitation of
1.5 T/m from the magnet design group.
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transfer maps between crab cavities and IP, including the
detector solenoid and quadrupoles, are expressed by Eq. (11)
truncated upto different orders. The crab cavity kick is from
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1). The beam-beam kick is calculated by the Bassetti and Erskine formula [9]. The effects of
radiation damping and quantum excitation are represented
by a lumped element [10].
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3. The orange curve shows the beam size evolution after the detector
solenoid is compensated, while the blue curve displays the
tracking data with the solenoid off. Both of them overlap
with each other. It turns out that our compensation scheme
works successfully. The red and green curves show the tracking when Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) are truncated upto 𝛿 and 𝛿2 .
As 𝑀 and 𝑀 −1 are symplectic upto the truncated order, it
is understandable the green cuve reaches a different equilibrium size in the vertical plane. The red curve overlaps with
the reference line too, which turns out the chromatic effect
is negligible.

Figure 2: Ripken coupled 𝛽 functions after coupling compensation for ESR detector solenoid, top: with detector solenoid
off, bottom: with detector solenoid on and compensation by
skew quadrupoles.

The chromatic effect may harm the compensation effect.
To check the chromatic effect, we express the transfer matrix
as a polynomial of momentum spread 𝛿,
𝑀 = 𝑀0 + 𝑀1 𝛿 + 𝑀2 𝛿2 · · ·

(11)

and the inverse matrix is expressed as
𝑀 −1 = 𝑀0−1 − 𝑀0−1 𝑀1 𝑀0−1 𝛿


− 𝑀0−1 𝑀2 − 𝑀1 𝑀0−1 𝑀1 𝑀0−1 𝛿2 + · · ·
(12)
Weak-strong simulation is a widely used approach in
beam-beam study [6, 7]. We use a self-written weak-strong
code to check the correction result. In the simulation, the
ion beam is rigid with a horizontal centroid as


4 sin(𝑘 𝑐,𝑖 𝑧) 1 sin(2𝑘 𝑐,𝑖 𝑧)
𝑥𝑖 = −𝜃 𝑐
−
−𝑧
(13)
3 𝑘 𝑐,𝑖
3 2𝑘 𝑐,𝑖
where 𝑘 𝑐,𝑖 is the wave number of the crab cavities in the
ion ring. A second order harmonic crab cavity is used to
flatten the ion bunch [8]. The ion bunch is cut into multiple slices. Each slice is represented by a 2D Gaussian
distribution in 𝑥 − 𝑦 plane. The weak electron beam are
simulated by a number of macro particles. The one-turn
map at IP is represented by the linear betatron map. The
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Figure 3: Weak-strong simulation with detector solenoid
compensated. The blue curve is a reference with detector
solenoid off. The linear transfer matrix is truncated at different orders of 𝛿, as shown in Eq. (11) and Eq. (12).

SUMMARY
The detector solenoid in EIC Electron Storage Ring introduces vertical crabbing which has to be compensated. This
paper proposes two different methods to compensate the detector solenoid with the help of crab dispersion. The second
method is applied to the ESR lattice, and the weak-strong
simulation validates the compensation effect.
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CHARACTERISATION OF COOLING IN THE MUON IONIZATION
COOLING EXPERIMENT
C. Rogers∗ , STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, UK
and M. A. C. Cummings, Muons Inc, Batavia, USA
Abstract
A high-energy muon collider could be the most powerful
and cost-effective collider approach in the multi-TeV regime,
and a neutrino source based on decay of an intense muon
beam would be ideal for measurement of neutrino oscillation parameters. Muon beams may be created through
the decay of pions produced in the interaction of a proton
beam with a target. The muons are subsequently accelerated
and injected into a storage ring where they decay producing a beam of neutrinos, or collide with counter-rotating
antimuons. Cooling of the muon beam would enable more
muons to be accelerated resulting in a more intense neutrino
source and higher collider luminosity. Ionization cooling
is the novel technique by which it is proposed to cool the
beam. The Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment collaboration has constructed a section of an ionization cooling cell
and used it to provide the first demonstration of ionization
cooling. Here the observation of ionization cooling is described. The results of the further analysis of the data are
presented, including studies in different magnet configurations and with more detailed understanding of the detector
systematic uncertainty.

THE NEED FOR MUON COOLING
The muon collider is an excellent prospect for the energy
frontier [1], because:
• synchrotron radiation is suppressed due to the high
muon mass, compared to electrons;
• muon recirculation through the detector leads to high
luminosity, compared to linear colliders;
• muons are fundamental so have a much improved
physics reach compared to protons at the same energy.
These characteristics can be used to make a collider that is:
• energy efficient;
• cost efficient; and
• compact.
Muons are produced by firing protons onto a pion production
target, yielding a beam having large emittance. Achievement
of high luminosity requires several orders of magnitude reduction in beam emittance. Muon ionization cooling [2] is
the technique proposed to deliver this.
Muon ionization cooling may also be beneficial for a
muon-based neutrino source [3]. In this case, muon cooling
∗
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would enable more muons to be accelerated in a smaller
aperture, improving the facility efficiency and performance.
Muon ionization cooling has been demonstrated by the
Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment (MICE) [4]. Here we
outline the current status of the data analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
MICE was constructed at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in the UK [5]. A target was inserted into the proton synchrotron as the protons reached peak energy. Pions created
in the target were transported through a series of focusing
quadrupoles, momentum-selection dipoles, and a pion-decay
solenoid which enabled selection of muon beams having different momentum, rate and pion contamination. A remotely
operable beam diffuser just before the main cooling system
enabled generation of different beam emittances. Samples
were generated by accumulating particle-by-particle measurements.
Incident particles passed through a TOF station (TOF0),
a pair of threshold Cherenkov counters and a further TOF
station (TOF1), as shown in Fig. 1. The particle velocity was
calculated by measuring the time-of-flight between TOF0
and TOF1. The rate was kept low enough that individual particles were reconstructed. As the transfer line had a relatively
narrow momentum acceptance, pion and electron impurities
could be rejected by studying the particle time-of-flight.
Scintillating fibre trackers upstream and downstream of
the cooling apparatus, immersed in solenoid fields of several
T, enabled measurement of the position and momentum of
particles. Particles took a helical trajectory in the solenoid.
The positions of the particles were measured in 5 stations
in each tracker, enabling characterisation of the helix and
hence inference of the particle momentum.
Several solenoid coils between the two trackers enabled
focusing of the beam onto an absorber. In this paper lithium
hydride (LiH) and liquid hydrogen absorbers are considered
as well as the empty hydrogen absorber vessel and the case
where no absorber was installed at all.

CONFIGURATIONS
Two solenoid configurations are studied here, with and
without a polarity reversal at the absorber. When the
solenoid polarity is not reversed at the absorber (‘solenoid’
mode), the beam develops canonical angular momentum as
it passes through the absorber material. In a long channel
this can be detrimental to the cooling performance. When
the solenoid polarity is reversed at the absorber (‘flip’ mode),
the coils near the absorber act in opposition so that higher
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Figure 1: Schematic of the MICE experiment. Particles were incident from the left.

FLIP MODE PERFORMANCE
The change in RMS beam emittance in flip mode is shown
in Fig. 2 for different absorbers. Samples of particles having
different emittances were selected and examined. When an
empty absorber was installed the beam was slightly heated by
the presence of thin hydrogen containment windows which,
being made of aluminium, tended to induce scattering more
strongly than the hydrogen. Even with no absorber installed
at all, some heating was observed due to optical aberrations.
Because MICE measured individual particles, it was possible to examine the behaviour of the beam core independently
from the rest of the beam (Fig. 3). An increase in the number
of particles having low amplitude was observed for beams
having high nominal emittance when the absorber was installed. This is indicative of cooling. When no absorber was
present or the emittance was low enough that scattering was
dominant, there was a decrease in the number particles at
low amplitude. This was indicative of heating.

SOLENOID MODE PERFORMANCE

Figure 2: RMS emittance change for beam samples in the
‘flip’ configuration having different absorbers installed and
different event selections.

currents are required to generate the same field. This can
make the magnets more technically demanding.
Both configurations were operated by MICE and demonstrated excellent performance. When an absorber was installed, large-emittance beams had significant emittance reduction. At lower emittance multiple Coulomb scattering
tended to spoil the ionization cooling effect leading to lower
emittance reduction. At the lowest emittances, multiple
Coulomb scattering dominated over ionization cooling leading to beam heating. This was as expected.
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A09: Muon Accelerators and Neutrino Factories

Cooling was also observed in solenoid mode, comparable
to that measured in flip mode (Fig. 4). For a beam having
10 and 6 mm nominal emittance, the number of muons in
the core of the beam increased downstream which was the
signal for cooling to have taken place.
For a beam having 4 mm nominal emittance, no significant
emittance change occurred in the core of the beam. For a
3 mm beam significant heating was observed. In part this
was caused by the absorber, however the 3 mm beam was
not well matched to the beam line leading to an additional
optical heating effect.

OUTLOOK
Further analysis of the data is ongoing. Focus is now
shifting to the preparation of a new Demonstrator for muon
ionization cooling. This would build on the MICE results by
demonstrating reduction in both longitudinal and transverse
emittance, over a longer section of beam line, leading to
greater cooling, including the demonstration of reacceleration and including cooling to lower beam emittances. This
would build confidence in the ionization cooling technique
enabling development of a muon collider.
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Figure 3: Distribution of particle amplitudes in ‘flip’ mode. An increase of low amplitude particles downstream (green)
compared to upstream (orange) indicates cooling.

Figure 4: Distribution of particle amplitudes in ‘solenoid’ mode. An increase of low amplitude particles downstream
(green) compared to upstream (orange) indicates cooling.
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Abstract
FCC-ee injector study foresees 3.5 nC electron and
positron bunches with 200 Hz repetition and 2 bunches per
linac pulse at 6 GeV extraction energy. Regarding the possible options of positron production, we retain both of the
conventional amorphous target and the hybrid target options.
The hybrid scheme uses an intense photon production by 6
GeV electrons impinging on a crystal oriented along a lattice
axis. In such a way, it involves two targets: a crystal as a photon radiator and an amorphous target-converter. Therefore,
to avoid early failure or damage of the target, the candidate
materials for the crystal and conversion targets have started
to be tested by using the intense electron beam at Mainzer
Mikrotron in Germany by the end of 2021. By manipulating
the beam intensity, focusing, and chopping, a Peak Energy
Deposition Density in the tested targets could be achieved
close to that generated by the electron/photon beam in the
FCC-ee positron target. Radiation-damage studies of the
crystal sample have been also performed allowing estimating the effect on the photon enhancement used in the hybrid
positron source.

INTRODUCTION
The conceptual design of the Future Circular positronelectron Collider, the FCC-ee, has been continuously evolving [1]. The collective effects in the collider and the integration of the tunnel set boundaries have been studied, while
the injectors were further optimized in order to meet and
maintain the ∼1.3 A stored beam at its Z-operation, which
will collect physics for 5 years.
Amongst 4 operational stages to study 𝑍, 𝑊, 𝐻 bosons and
𝑡 𝑡¯, 𝑍-operation demands the highest 𝑒 − and 𝑒 + charge flux,
namely at the order of 1012 − 1013 particles per second for
each species. Comparing this 𝑒 + flux with the ever existing
and designed colliders [2], the FCC-ee challenge would
differ in terms of high linac repetition of 200 Hz with 2
bunches per RF pulse on the converter target.
The required bunch population is ∼ 3.5 × 1010 , therefore,
the heat load as well as the Peak Energy Deposition Density
∗
†
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(PEDD) need to be well addressed. On one side, the conventional target where a single amorphous target made of pure
metals such as tungsten, tantalum, titanium, or the alloys
such as W-Re26, TaW2.5 are retained as an option to be the
standalone positron converter. On the other side, the hybrid
target consisting of a thin crystal followed by a thicker amorphous target is promising [3]. However, the primary electron
beam impinging on the crystal may deteriorate the crystal
structure due to the important Coulomb scattering on the
nuclei. Above some threshold nuclei can be dislodged from
their sites [4]. A critical incident particle density (Fluence)
may be determined; above such fluence the crystal structure
is affected; that corresponds to the radiation damages on
the crystal. Within this report, we will focus on the beam
tests started in MAinzer MIkrotron (MAMI) to study the
PEDD both on the amorphous and crystal targets and the
effects of a high fluence, i.e. the total electron density on
the targets. In case of the crystal target, the goal is to reach
the fluence values close and even larger than those reached
in the SLAC experiment [5]. The main results gathered in
this experiment are presented hereafter.

THE FCC-ee PRE-INJECTOR AND
POSITRON SOURCE
The FCC collaboration has submitted the conceptual design report in December 2018 [1]. The project design of
the FCC-ee has been continuously evolving to overcome
the technological difficulties as well as to ensure the realization of the best achievable lepton collider [6]. Further
optimization of the extremely high luminosities led to an
improvement of the injectors in comparison with the earlier
design [7]. The linac operation is increased to 200 Hz with 2
bunches per RF pulse. Furthermore, 4 bunches per RF pulse
consisting of 2 𝑒 + followed by 2 𝑒 − bunches are needed during positron beam delivery to collider. The first 2 𝑒 + bunches
will be put into the DR and the subsequent 2 𝑒 − bunches will
hit the positron converter and the generated positrons will be
injected into the DR after acceleration to 1.54 GeV by a linac.
The layout of the positron pre-injector and positron source is
presented in Fig. 1. To ensure high reliability of the positron
source, conventional and hybrid targets are currently under
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with low-emittance, high-intensity, 855 MeV electron beam
on different samples at two positions along the beam path.

Figure 1: Layout of the FCC-ee pre-injector.
study. The final choice of the positron target will be made
based on the estimated performances.
Conventional Target. Positron generation in conventional
schemes is obtained through bremsstrahlung photons initiated by the incident electrons on an amorphous target and
the photon conversion into electron-positron pairs in the
same target. Reaching high conversion 𝑒 − /𝑒 + yields needs
rather thick targets. In the case of the FCC-ee, the conversion target is made of an amorphous cylindrical piece of W.
Two options are considered concerning the incident electron
beam energy: 6 and 20 GeV. The target thickness for the 6
GeV case is of 17.5 mm.
Hybrid Target. The hybrid scheme [8] is based on the use
of coherent radiation in an axially oriented mono-crystal as
W. The high atomic potential (about 1 kV at normal temperature) for a <111> axially oriented W crystal allows the
production of a high number of photons which conversion in
an amorphous target provides also a high positron yield. In
the case of the FCC-ee, the crystal is about 1 mm thick and
the final parameters are under optimization studies. Between
the two targets a dipole magnet rid off the charged particles
emitted in the crystal may alleviate the heat load on the converter. Another option, permitted by the rather moderate
intensities needed in the injector of a circular collider, consists in using a collimator between the two targets, reducing
hence the incident photon spot size on the converter.

Figure 2: Floor plan at MAMI for X-ray and irradiation
experiments.

Preliminary Results from Measurements at Point A
At the so-called point A, the beam was highly focused
and a goniometer was available to remotely control the crystalline sample position and orientation with high precision.
Downstream bending magnet has been used to separate the
charged particles and the electromagnetic radiation emerging
from the interactions of the electrons in the crystals. Thus,
the integral energy spectrum of the latter was then measured
by a NaI detector [9, 10]. The radiation spectra from some
crystalline tungsten samples with high lattice quality were
probed at point A. In particular, measurements in different
beam-to-lattice relative orientations (in amorphous-like condition and along the ⟨111⟩ axis) and at different stages (at the
beginning of the data taking session and after ∼ 22.5 hours
of irradiation with an 8-10 nA CW beam) were performed on
a 1 mm thick, 8 mm  sample. Moreover, the angular range
of the axial effects was probed by ionization chambers placed
at an angle with respect to the beam nominal path: when
in axial condition, the enhancement in electron scattering
inside the sample corresponded to an increase in the current
across the chambers. Thus, Fig. 3 shows the ratio between

Targets and Materials Selection. Tungsten has rather good
mechanical qualities. For bremsstrahlung photons and e− /e+
pairs its high-Z value provides high positron yield. Concerning the W crystal, a high-lattice potential is available at
normal temperature (1 kV) and at low temperature (1.2 kV
at 100 K). That allows a high photon radiation yield.
To avoid any early failures or damage of the target, experiments are planned to be conducted to test different materials
for crystals and conversion targets at the values (PEDD)
close to the ones expected at FCC-ee. The first feasibility
test was performed at MAMI in fall 2021.

TARGET MATERIAL TESTS AT MAMI
Measurements at the MAMI B Facility
All the measurements discussed in this work were performed at the MAMI B facility. A scheme of the experimental hall is shown in Fig. 2. Measurements were performed
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Figure 3: Ratio between the radiation spectra measured
on axis and in random orientation before (blue) and after
(orange) irradiating the 1 mm thick crystal.
the energy spectra of the electromagnetic radiation emerging
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from the crystalline sample tested at point A, measured with
a NaI detector. The orange (blue) curve was obtained before
(after) the ∼ 22.5 hour long irradiation. No differences have
been observed between these two cases, which hints that the
irradiation session didn’t affect the sample lattice features
noticeably. The latter can be clearly observed also in the goniometer scan data shown in Fig. 4: no significant variation
in the width of the axial angular range has been found. In

Figure 5: Commissioning of the data acquisition chain for
the temperature measurements. Temperature as the function
of time of the amorphous tungsten target installed at point C.
Figure 4: Ionisation chamber response as a function of the
vertical goniometer angle. Angular scans were performed
before (blue) and after (orange) irradiation. The width values
printed on the figure were obtained by fitting each curve with
a Gaussian.
this campaign, an overall fluence of ∼ 6.1 × 1017 𝑒 − /mm2
was obtained. During the full irradiation campaign, the electron beam size was monitored by using the wire scanning
procedure. This was done by moving a metallic wire across
the beam path at constant speed and measuring the current
increase in the ionisation chambers, as it was done in the
case of goniometer scans on the crystalline samples. Before
and after the irradiation session, the beam size stayed at the
rms values of 𝜎𝑥 /𝜎𝑦 = ∼ 37/20 µm.

Preliminary Results from Measurements at Point C
On the other hand, measurements of irradiation-induced
heating and damage were performed at point C, i.e., at the
beam dump (see Fig. 2), on different tungsten samples instrumented with thermocouples. K-type thermocouples were
installed on the targets and read out by Ametek VTI Instruments EX1401 to measure the target steady state temperature
and the temperature jump per pulse. An example of the raw
data for different beam parameters is shown in Fig. 5. In
particular, two targets were tested: a 2 mm thick, 8 mm 
crystal (without orientation remote control) was irradiated
for ∼ 21 hours and a 2 mm thick, 50 mm  amorphous
sample was irradiated for ∼ 23 hours with 1-3 µA of average
current pulsed beam. Fig. 6 shows the trends of the sample
temperature, for both crystalline and amorphous tungsten,
as a function of the irradiation time. The absolute temperature values reached during the irradiation sessions depend
on the sample geometry and on the quality of the coupling
with the thermocouples. Due to technical constraints, in the
amorphous case, only the first ∼ 6 hours of irradiation were
actually monitored with the thermocouples, and there is a
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∼ 3 hour long gap in the data acquired on the crystal. At

Figure 6: Temperature of the crystalline and amorphous
tungsten samples installed at point C as a function of the
irradiation time.
point C, no beam size monitoring was installed. As these
values are crucial in order to simulate the target thermal
load, an attempt was done to measure the beam size using
the thermocouples having the size of 75 µm, and found to
be at the level of 𝜎𝑥 /𝜎𝑦 = ∼ 330/230 µm. The simulation
studies (Geant4 and ANSYS) are under way to be compared
with temperature measurements.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The first feasibility tests are very promising. The final conclusions will be drawn after targets are radiationally cooled
and the detailed material analysis is performed. At position A, after 22.5 hours of irradiation, the coherent photon enhancement stayed the same as before with fluence
of ∼ 6.1 × 1017 𝑒 − /mm2 . ANSYS thermal simulations are
under way to assess the target behavior during the beam
tests. The next campaign is planned for this autumn to continue the irradiation tests (different target materials) with the
improved set-up.
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Abstract
CERN accelerators underwent a period of long shutdown
from the end of 2018 to 2020. During this time frame,
significant hardware and software upgrades have been put
in place to increase the performance of both proton and
ion accelerator chains in the High Luminosity LHC era. In
the context of the CERN lead ion chain, 2021 has been
mainly devoted to restore the injectors’ performance and
to successfully prove the slip-stacking technique in SPS. In
this paper we summarise the key milestones of the ion beam
commissioning and the achieved beam performance for the
Linac 3 (including the source), LEIR and PS accelerators,
together with an outlook on 2022 operation.

INTRODUCTION
In 2020 the CERN proton and ion accelerator chains
restarted operation after a period of long shutdown in which
beam equipment was upgraded within the LIU (LHC Injectors Upgrade) project [1]. Concerning the ion chain, the
majority of the upgrade activities were performed in the
Linac 3, equipped with new digital Low-Level RF (dLLRF)
cavity controllers, and in SPS, were a significant RF power
upgrade was put in place to meet the LIU project requirements with both protons and ions [2]. The SPS dLLRF
was also upgraded [3] to be able to reduce the ion bunch
spacing from 100 ns to 50 ns by means of the slip-stacking
technique [4]. The main challenge of 2021 was therefore to
re-establish the pre-shutdown performance across the LHC
ion chain and establish the new slip-stacking technique in
SPS. This work is structured as follows: in the next section
we will cover the performance reached by the beam at the
source and in Linac 3, we will then cover LEIR performance,
and eventually PS performance up to the injection in SPS.

SOURCE AND LINAC 3
The GTS-LHC source profited of a dedicated testing period at the beginning of 2021 (from week 2 to week 13). This
operation mode proved to be a valuable investment as the
source setting improvements could be transferred directly to
source operation, and a better understanding of the source
could be obtained. One of the main achievements was installing a ceramic beak close to the crucible orifice as shown
in Fig. 1 together with Molflow+ simulations [5]. This is
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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Figure 1: Modified source crucible to prevent lead oxides
deposition and prolong the source fill duration. On the left,
Molflow+ simulations of the lead extraction process without
(top) and with (bottom) ceramic beak. On the right, typical
corresponding status of the outer oven cover after source
operation.

done to avoid lead condensation [6] which can block the
outlet and reduce the number of lead refills needed. Thanks
to this modification, source fills lasted about 40 days on average (previously it was about 2 weeks [7]). On the other hand,
with the new crucible design, there are no clear signs of
performance degradation before the oven empties. For 2022
operation, it is therefore foreseen to implement a scheduled
refill plan to minimise possible performance impact to the
LHC.
During the long shutdown important upgrades of the
dLLRF were performed, mainly for the control of three
cavities (buncher, ramping and debuncher). The main functionality of the dLLRF was systematically tested following
dedicated procedures for hardware and beam commissioning [8, 9]. With respect to the past analog system, the new
dLLRF allows for precision measurements of the RF signals even on systems where the previous analogue system
remains in control. This is of particular importance in view
of the Linac3-LEIR joint effort to improve the beam perWEPOPT055
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formance stability. Figure 2 shows the improved accuracy
reached with the new dLLRF with respect to the old analogue one for the Linac 3 cavity 1. Stability is well below
the required 0.1% relative variation.

Figure 4: Evolution of the momentum spread measured after
the Linac 3 ramping cavity. Different colors refer to different
stripper foils.

Figure 2: Relative cavity 1 field amplitude measured by the
old analogue system and the new dLLRF system.
Following the improved source stability, Linac 3 showed
very good performance reach and stability as well as high
overall availability (above 97%) [10]. Figure 3 shows the current measured at the ITH.BCT41 beam current transformer
(BCT) at the end of the Linac 3: a significantly narrower distribution was achieved in 2021 than in 2018, with a typical
current of (31 ± 4) µA delivered to LEIR.

Figure 3: Current distribution measured at the ITH.BCT41
current transformer at the end of the Linac 3. Data for 2021
is shown in red, while data for 2018 is shown in blue. The
black dashed line marks the operational current requested
by LEIR (30 µA).
With respect to 2018, remarkable advancements have
been done in the momentum monitoring measurements. In
order to ensure high injection efficiency in LEIR, the beam
momentum out of Linac 3 needs to be linearly swept with
the help of a ramping and a debunching cavity [11]: the first
provides a tunable energy offset to the beam; the second
provides the required energy sweep. The output energy of
Linac 3 was monitored with dedicated measurements in
the ITFS line after the ramping cavity (see e.g. [12] for the
WEPOPT055
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measurement procedure). The typical measurement result is
shown in Fig. 4: the momentum spread of the beam increases
with time, indicating the aging of the stripper foil in use.
LEIR injection efficiency significantly dropped when the
bunch momentum spread reached 2.5⋅10−3 . This parameter
will be further monitored in 2022 in order to promptly avoid
performance loss in LEIR.

LEIR
Beam was delivered from Linac 3 to LEIR starting from
week 26. A few beam tests in March were also scheduled in
order to test the new signal processing of the beam position
monitors (BPMs) in the ITE and ETL injection lines. After
a difficult start due to simultaneous polarity switch of three
key equipment (the last injection line BPM, the ring fast
BCT and the ring screen monitor), beam commissioning in
the ring successfully started and proceeded smoothly thanks
to the accurate reference measurements acquired in 2018,
the detailed beam commissioning documentation [13] and
the well defined set of key performance indicators against
which the performance was measured and adjusted [14].
The good machine operation and stability of Linac 3 allowed
LEIR to reach the highest performance in terms of intensity
and stability (Fig. 5) and the LEIR team to closely investigate sources of machine performance drift (e.g. PS stray
field, stripper foil degradation, etc.) and identify current
regulation issues both in the transfer lines and in the ring.
The machine operation was greatly improved by the new
automatic optimizers available as a support to repetitive
tasks. Optimizers were a time saver for lengthy manual
optimizations or re-steering activities. The Generic Optimization Framework [15] developed at CERN allowed to
rapidly develop highly customized optimizers (e.g. automatic steerers for injection bumps, cooler bumps, extraction
to PS, etc.).
In 2021, the new Schottky acquisition hardware and control software allowed for improved monitoring on the beam
momentum delivered by Linac 3. Complementary to the
measurements done in the ITFS line, a dedicated energy
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only configuring the transverse damper with 2018 settings
which were found not to be fully optimized in terms of
damper gain and delay [10]. Similarly, no lifetime degradation was observed as a function of the beam position in the
straight section 4 (see details in [13]): this could be related
to the removal of the old scraper blades performed before
machine startup [20].

PS

Figure 5: LEIR extracted intensity overview with lead ions.
The dashed line shows the LIU target of 9 ⋅ 1010 charges.
monitoring cycle was put in place to control the injected
momentum distribution. Figure 6 shows the comparison of
measured and simulated [16] injected momentum distribution for different debuncher phase settings: the monitoring of
each slice momentum distribution will be a powerful tool for
probing potential drifts in energy and will be fully exploited
in 2022.

Figure 6: Measured and simulated Schottky energy distribution at the entrance of LEIR as a function of the debuncher
cavity (DC) phase.
Several new insights were brought by the new injection
line BPMs. Following the upgrade to the high frequency
operation mode [13], the BPMs were used to: monitor the
injected beam pulse shape and detect possible Linac 3 RF
malfunctioning; perform transfer line optics measurements;
quantify the PS stray field disturbance. This last activity
motivated the installation of additional shielding panels in
the ITE line [17] performed during the end of the year technical stop. Beam measurements will be performed in 2022
in order to verify the reduction of the PS stray fields effect.
Concerning the electron cooler activities, a grid modulator
was installed to modulate the electron beam current. The
orbit BPMs in the cooler straight section were used to provide
the first measurement of the electron beam position [18]. The
measurement will be finalised in 2022 and will provide an
essential tool to adjust and monitor the overlap of electron
and ion beams.
During the 2021 run, no fast horizontal instabilities were
observed [19] as in 2018. The instability could be observed
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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Ions were sent to the PS as a low intensity single bunch
(so called “EARLY” beam) on week 30, and high intensity
multi-bunch (so called “NOMINAL” beam) two weeks later.
During shutdown there were no major hardware changes for
ions in the PS. The RF gymnastics was therefore restored
for EARLY and NOMINAL beams without major issues
both for the 100 ns and 75 ns spacing. The beam was then
extracted and delivered to the SPS in week 40.
Figure 7 shows the overall intensity transmission between
LEIR extraction to SPS injection. In 2021 the transmission
did not reach the 95% target due to time and resources limitations. A systematic optimization will be done in 2022 and
potential collective effects with increased intensity in the PS
evaluated [21].

Figure 7: From left to right: transmission from LEIR to PS,
within PS, and from PS to SPS for the NOMINAL 100 ns
beam. The dashed line shows the 95% target.

CONCLUSIONS
The ions operation from source to SPS was restarted in
2021. Several upgrades were finalised during the long shutdown period: in particular part of the old analogue LLRF
of Linac 3 was upgraded to dLLRF, and SPS underwent
a major RF power and dLLRF upgrade. The recovery of
2018 operation was demonstrated both in terms of performance reach and stability: Linac 3 profited of the new source
configuration which allowed longer and stable fills, while
LEIR preserved the good beam quality reaching the highest
performance in terms of intensity and stability. The energy
monitoring between Linac 3 and LEIR was largely improved
thanks to automated beam energy measurements in the ITFS
line and Schottky spectra studies performed in LEIR. Additional studies are on-going to limit the effect of PS stray
fields and mitigate the current regulation issues in transfer
lines and the LEIR ring. High intensity beams were setup
in the PS and delivered to the SPS with no showstoppers.
The beam intensity preservation between accelerators will
be further optimized in 2022.
WEPOPT055
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A RESPONSE MATRIX APPROACH TO SKEW-SEXTUPOLE
CORRECTION IN THE LHC AT INJECTION
E. Waagaard1 , E.H. Maclean, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
1
also at Uppsala University, Uppsala , Sweden
To date, no dedicated attempt has been made to correct the
skew-sextupole (𝑎3 ) 3𝑄𝑦 resonance in the LHC at injection.
This topic has recently gained interest, following investigation of the emittance growth during the LHC energy ramp
due to third-order islands. The LHC is equipped with skewsextupole correctors in the experimental insertions, intended
for local compensation at top energy, and with families of
skew-sextupole magnets in the arcs, intended for chromaticcoupling correction (but not optimally placed for 3𝑄𝑦 compensation). Simulation studies were performed to assess
whether these correctors could compensate 3𝑄𝑦 in the LHC
at injection via a response matrix approach, based on values
at the BPMs. Corrections for 3𝑄𝑦 could be found within
magnet powering limitations, but required significantly increased corrector strength compared to chromatic-coupling
compensation.

𝑎3 CORRECTION SCHEME
Interest in 3𝑄𝑦 resonance compensation at LHC injection
(450 GeV) has arisen, due to potential influence of islands
on emittance growth during the ramp [1] and on lifetime or
emittance at flat-bottom in conjunction with e-cloud. Unfortunately, while two types of skew-sextupole (𝑎3 ) magnet are
present in the LHC, the lattice was not designed with 3𝑄𝑦
compensation at injection in mind.
In the arcs, several chromaticity sextupoles (MS) are
rotated to provide skew-sextupoles (MSS) for chromaticcoupling correction. MSS are powered in series arc-by-arc,
with 1 family (Arc34) broken and unusable, and are arranged
in each arc to suppress their influence on 3𝑄𝑦 [2]. The standard 𝑎3 correction scheme uses MSS to minimize arc-by-arc
𝑎3 errors in LHC main dipoles (‘MB’) weighted by optics
functions, based upon magnetic measurements [2, 3]. It
takes no account of additional sources (e.g. feed-down).
Skew-sextupole strength ([m−3 ]) is defined for the LHC
error model [4]
𝐾𝑛,𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤 = −

1
1 𝜕𝑛−1 𝐵𝑥
(𝑛 − 1)!𝑎𝑛 = −
∣
𝐵𝜌
𝐵𝜌 𝜕𝑥 𝑛−1 0,0,𝑠

(1)

with 𝑛 = 3. MSS strengths from the standard correction are
shown in Fig. 1. Beam-based minimization of chromaticcoupling has also been tested, with comparable order-ofmagnitude strengths required [5, 6].
𝑎3 correctors (MCSSX) are also installed either side of the
experimental insertions (IR[1,2,5,8]). MCSSX are intended
for local correction of IR errors at top-energy [6, 7], and are
not used at injection. Use is complicated by their location
in the common insertions, meaning the beams cannot be
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Figure 1: MSS strength for standard 𝑎3 correction scheme.
controlled independently. Crossing and separation bumps
also result in feed-down if used in operation.
Maximum MSS and MCSSX powering at 450 GeV are
𝐾3,𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤 = 6.19 m−3 and 𝐾3,𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤 = 1.5 m−3 .
While neither MSS nor MCSSX were intended for 3𝑄𝑦
compensation at 450 GeV, simulation-based studies were
performed to test if they could in principle correct the 3𝑄𝑦
resonance driving term (RDT) 𝑓0030 using a response matrix
approach. Response matrix approaches for sextupole resonances have been employed at PSB [8] and Diamond [9].
Discussion of the simulations and results is given in [10].
An ideal LHC model with no errors was used to construct a
response matrix R of Re[𝑓0030 (𝑠)] and Im[𝑓0030 (𝑠)] to the
MSS and MCSSX,
RΔ𝑘⃗ = Δ𝑓⃗
Δ𝑓⃗ = (Δ𝑓𝑏1,Re , Δ𝑓𝑏1,Im , ...Δ𝑓𝑏𝑚,Re , Δ𝑓𝑏𝑚,Im )

(2)

where only BPM locations (𝑏1...𝑏m) are considered, reflecting operational scenarios where correction would be based
on measured 𝑓0030 at BPMs. Models were generated in
MAD-X and RDT values calculated via PTC.
Having determined R from the ideal model, simulations
including various linear and nonlinear errors were performed.
Modelled RDT values at BPMs (𝑓)⃗ were used to determine
corrections via the pseudo-inverse of the response matrix
R+ (calculated by SVD).
(3)

Δ𝑘⃗ = −R+ 𝑓 ⃗

Δ𝑘⃗ corrections were applied to the previous model, and
RDTs re-calculated to test if the correction reduced |𝑓0030 |.
Only the Beam1 response was considered when using the
MCSSX. Studies with MCSSX also only considered a flatorbit (with crossing/separation bumps removed) to limit
complications from feed-down.

𝑓0030 CORRECTION RESULTS
The response matrix (‘R-matrix’) approach was effective
in simple test cases [10]: correctly identifying mispowered
WEPOPT058
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Figure 2: Simulated |𝑓0030 | before/after correction (bottom)
for model including only 𝑎3 errors in main dipoles, and MSS
corrector strengths from response-matrix (top).
Another consideration is whether 3𝑄𝑦 correction is viable with additional error sources. Figure 3 shows |𝑓0030 |
before/after compensation (dark/light orange) when also including 𝑏2 errors in MB and main quads (‘MQ’), generating
a realistic peak 𝛽-beat Δ𝛽/𝛽 ≈ 10 %. R-matrix corrections
did reduce the RDT, however |𝑓0030 | after correction deteriorated compared to models with only MB 𝑎3 errors. The
effect of linear coupling was also non-negligible, and Fig. 3
(dark/light purple) shows |𝑓0030 | before/after correction upon
inclusion of 𝑎2 errors generating a closest-tune-approach
|𝐶 − | = 0.005. Introduction of the coupling increased uncompensated |𝑓0030 | by ≈ 50 %, with a corresponding deterioration post-correction. While linear optics errors did
deteriorate 3𝑄𝑦 correction quality, neither linear-coupling
or 𝛽-beat represented a fundamental obstacle.
In contrast, Fig. 3 (black) also shows, however, the effect
of adding best-knowledge alignment errors of MB, MQ, and
MS, into models including all measured non-linear multipole errors (while minimizing orbit, 𝛽-beat, and coupling).
A large increase to |𝑓0030 | is observed. No post-correction
result is shown, as required MSS strengths exceeded powering limits. 𝑓0030 predictions of the model are as yet untested
with beam, and studies in Run 3 will aim to benchmark the
WEPOPT058
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|f0030| [ m-1/2 ]

MSS circuits, and compensating |𝑓0030 | generated by single
errors. Consequently, models of increasing complexity and
operational relevance were considered.
Figure 2 shows |𝑓0030 | for a model including only measured 𝑎3 errors in the MB (red). The standard correction of
Fig. 1 is also calculated, but deteriorates 𝑓0030 (green). By
contrast 3𝑄𝑦 correction with the MSS significantly reduced
𝑓0030 (blue). Large jumps at 11 km and 15 km occur in the
strong MSS circuits. Correction of 3𝑄𝑦 however, required an
order-of-magnitude increase in corrector strength compared
to the standard method (MSS were designed to minimally
perturb 3𝑄𝑦 ). Such strong corrections may pose a challenge
for operation via deterioration of chromatic-coupling, and
further studies of this effect are ongoing.
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Figure 3: |𝑓0030 | before/after R-matrix correction for models
including realistic 𝛽-beat (dark/light purple), realistic linear
coupling (dark/light orange), and upon application of bestknowledge alignment errors.
model. If |𝑓0030 | in the real LHC is significantly larger than
expected from MB 𝑎3 errors, compensation using only the
existing MSS does not seem viable. Several alternatives
can be considered: bypass of individual MSS to increase
circuit influence on 3𝑄𝑦 , correction via orbit-bumps through
octupoles, or correction with MCSSX. The latter case was
tested in simulation (only single-beam compensation at flatorbit was considered: dual-beam compensation with the
common MCSSX correctors will require additional consideration).
Figure 4 shows simulation including measured nonlinear
multipole errors in the arcs, effective models of nonlinear
correctors used in operation, best-knowledge alignment errors applied to MB, MQ, MS, and Landau octupoles, with
|𝐶 − | = 0.007 and peak Δ𝛽/𝛽 ≈ 10 %. Uncorrected 𝑓0030
was ≈ 5× larger than models including only 𝑎3 errors in
MB. A R-matrix correction for 3𝑄𝑦 using MSS and MCSSX was able to substantially reduce |𝑓0030 | while staying
within powering limitations. While MSS settings were still
significantly larger than the standard-correction (with corresponding risk to chromatic coupling), the majority of the
correction is achieved via the MCSSX (which are located at
significantly higher 𝛽𝑦 at injection compared to MSS). The
effect of turning off the MSS components of the correction
are shown in Fig. 4 (black), and a significant reduction of
|𝑓0030 | is still obtained, even without recalculating the correction. MCSSX correctors thus have sufficient strength
at injection to facilitate compensation of even large 𝑓0030 .
Operational complications however, may limit the use of
MCSSX to dedicated studies, and dual-beam compensation
requires further exploration. Use of MCSSX in such dedicated tests will be examined during the LHC’s third run.
The efficacy of corrections above were examined in PTC
tracking simulations. Figure 5 shows on-momentum vertical
phase-space before (top) and after (bottom) application of
the MSS+MCSSX correction. Improvement to phase-space
distortion is seen, with a clear reduction in the 3𝑄𝑦 islands.
Figure 6 shows surviving footprint after 20 × 103 turn tracking with corrected (blue) and uncorrected (dark red) models
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significant challenges exist to use in regular operation (particularly regarding simultaneous correction of both beams).
None-the-less compensation via MCSSX can represent an
interesting option for dedicated machine tests.
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Figure 4: |𝑓0030 | before/after R-matrix correction (bottom)
with MSS and MCSSX (blue) and only MCSSX (black) for
model scenario including magnetic, alignment, coupling,
and 𝛽-beat errors. Corrector strengths are shown (top).
of Fig. 5. A notable reduction of the 3𝑄𝑦 stop-band was
achieved (tune diffusion via frequency map analysis [11–13]
also showed clear improvement). 𝑓0030 was not perfectly
compensated in Fig. 4 and losses are still observed at the
3𝑄𝑦 resonance after correction, however it was expected
from Fig. 3 that large 𝛽-beat and coupling present in the
simulation would deteriorate correction quality. In the real
LHC beam-based iteration may allow further improvement.
Additionally higher-order multipoles present in the model
also drive 3𝑄𝑦 (via e.g. 𝑓1130 ,𝑓0041 ) which are not corrected
by minimizing 𝑓0030 .

CONCLUSIONS
The LHC has no circuits designed for correction of 3𝑄𝑦
at 450 GeV. Simulation studies were performed to attempt
3𝑄𝑦 compensation (using what correctors do exist) via a response matrix determined from an ideal LHC model, acting
only on 𝑓0030 at the BPMs. It was demonstrated in principle
that such ideal-model based corrections, using only values
at BPMs, did indeed enable 3𝑄𝑦 correction. In practice however, using MSS correctors in the arcs it was found that only
a moderate 𝑓0030 (on the scale induced by 𝑎3 errors in main
dipoles) could be compensated while remaining within powering limitations. Even with moderate 𝑓0030 further studies
would be needed to assess the impact of chromatic-coupling
induced by the strong MSS.
Analysis of models including measured LHC alignment
errors indicated that such imperfections can give significant increases in the expected 𝑓0030 , compared to models
including only measured multipole errors. It is aimed to
check these predictions with beam during the upcoming
LHC run. Correction of 3𝑄𝑦 with the MSS is not viable in
such scenarios, and alternative options for correction are being explored. In simulation, MCSSX in the experimental IRs
were efficient at compensating the modelled 3𝑄𝑦 , however
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A01: Hadron Colliders

Figure 5: Tracking (at 𝛿𝑝/𝑝 = 0) of vertical phase-space
before (top) and after (bottom) correction of Fig. 4.

Figure 6: Comparision of 𝑄-footprint after 20 × 103 Turn
tracking simulation before (top) and after (bottom) application of R-matrix correction of Fig. 4.
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CORRECTIONS OF SYSTEMATIC NORMAL DECAPOLE FIELD ERRORS
IN THE HL-LHC SEPARATION/RECOMBINATION DIPOLES∗
J. Dilly† ‡ 1 , F. F. Van der Veken, M. Giovannozzi, R. Tomás, CERN, Meyrin, Switzerland
1
also at Humboldt University of Berlin, Berlin, Germany

INTRODUCTION
During magnetic measurements it was found out that the
𝑏5 values of the new D2 recombination dipoles (aka MBRD)
in the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC [1, 2]) might have
a systematic 𝑏5 component of up to 11 units [3]. Based on
earlier studies, it was projected that the current correction
scheme [4] will not be able to compensate these and that this
will lead to a degradation of 0.5 𝜎 to 1 𝜎 in the Dynamic
Aperture (DA) [1, 5]. In fact, contributions from D2 have
not been incorporated into the correction scheme, as D2
is a dual aperture magnet, while the 𝑏5 corrector is single
aperture. Additionally, it is placed far away from the corrector package (CP, see Fig. 2 and [1]), leading to a large
phase advance, lower 𝛽-function and different orbit. Hence
it was uncertain, if the D2 inclusion would be beneficial to
DA (see [5]). It was also investigated, whether the hitherto
used Resonance Driving Term (RDT) 𝑓5000 was the optimal
choice (see section “Closest Resonances”). Of further concern was the interplay between D2 and the other separation
dipole, D1 (aka MBX). The new D1 is expected to have a
systematic 𝑏5 component of 6 units to 7 units [3]. Due to
the opposite beam bending directions (see Fig. 2) in the two
magnets, their contribution to the resonance driving terms
will partly compensate. This is explored in section “Compensation”. Tracking simulations have been run to estimate
the influence of the measured errors and to explore for their
∗
†
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Magnetic measurements revealed that the new normal
decapole (𝑏5 ) errors of the recombination dipoles (D2) for
the HL-LHC could have a systematic component of up to
11 units. Based on previous studies, it was predicted that the
current corrections would not be able to compensate this,
thereby leading to a degradation of the dynamic aperture.
On the other hand, the separation dipole D1 is expected to
have a systematic 𝑏5 component of 6 units to 7 units and its
contribution to the resonance driving terms will partly compensate the effect of D2, due to the opposite field strength
of the main component. Simulations were performed to
address these concerns and to verify the compensation assumption, yet confirmed that the errors could only be partly
compensated. In addition, various normal decapole resonance driving terms were examined as correction targets and
the dependence of feed-down to amplitude detuning on this
choice was discovered.
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Figure 1: Tune diagram with HL-LHC collision working
point and 5th order resonances.
correction. The setup is described in section “Simulation
Setup” and their findings are presented in section “Results”.

CLOSEST RESONANCES
At collision energy, the HL-LHC has a design working
point with fractional tunes of 𝑄𝑥 = 0.31, 𝑄𝑦 = 0.32. As
seen in the tune diagram of Fig. 1, the closest normal decapole resonances are (1, -4), and (5, 0), which correspond
to the RDTs 𝑓1004 and 𝑓5000 , respectively. With (1, -4) being
the closest to the working point, one might assume that its
influence might be the strongest and its correction the most
beneficial. As the current implementation [6] on the other
hand, chooses 𝑓5000 as correction target, its suitability was
confirmed and the correction compared to targeting 𝑓1004 .
The details are presented in the section “Results”.

COMPENSATION
One part of the investigation was to check whether the
D1 and D2 𝑏5 errors might compensate each other. The reasoning behind this is that D1 and D2 have opposite bending
angles (see Fig. 2). In fact, they have an integrated dipole
strength value K1 L of equal magnitude, but of opposite signs.
For the used optics (see section “Simulation Setup”) the 𝑏5
of D2 needs to be about 3.1 times larger than the 𝑏5 of D1
to cancel 𝑓5000 and 2.4 times larger to cancel 𝑓1004 in the
RDT approximation used [4, 7]. The ratio of the estimated
values of 6 units to 7 units for D1 and 11 units for D2, is
about a factor 1.6 − 1.8 too low for total compensation, yet
partial compensation has been observed and is described in
section “Results”.

SIMULATION SETUP
The DA studies were performed with AutoSix [8], a
SixDesk [9] wrapper, on top of a HL-LHC V1.4 MADX [10] setup: The HL-LHC lattice was created from the deWEPOPT059
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Figure 2: HL-LHC insertion region layout between the interaction point (IP) and Q4 [1].
fault sequence and magnetic field errors with crossing angles
enabled at their nominal values, and at 7 TeV squeezed to
𝛽∗ = 15 cm. The systematic 𝑏5 values of the D1 (𝑏𝐷1
5,𝑠𝑦𝑠 ) and
𝐷2
D2 (𝑏5,𝑠𝑦𝑠 ) were set to 0 units, 5 units, 10 units or 15 units
to cover the estimated values as given in [3] with some additional margin. Other magnetic errors were realized from 60
different seeds, corresponding to either measurement errors
from the WISE-tables [11] or random Gaussian distributed
errors, leading to 60 different instances of the ring lattice for
each scan point.
The magnetic errors of the main dipoles were corrected
with the standard correction tools [12], while the magnetic
errors of the insertion region were corrected by a python
correction script [13], which allows for the flexibility of
targeting different RDTs as needed in this study. As D1 is
already integrated into the standard corrections, only the
change of its systematic 𝑏5 field component is considered.
D2 has not been integrated into the nonlinear correction
and it is either included “as a whole” in the corrections or
omitted. Apart from the systematic 𝑏5 error of the scan, the
modelled D2 contains only random errors distributed over
±4 units so that any internal compensation would be visible
in the seeds, as discussed in [14]. The correction is based on
the approximate RDT calculation described in [4, 7]. Three
different correction scenarios are investigated to distinguish
between the origin and effects of the different error sources:
• D1 𝑏5 & D2 uncorrected: The standard corrections
of the machine are performed, without the errors under
test as described in the next two points.
• correct D1 𝑏5 : As above, the standard corrections are
performed, now including the systematic 𝑏5 of D1. D2
is still not corrected.
• correct D1 𝑏5 & D2: D2 is here also fully included into
the correction scheme. To calculate the correction the
average error between the two apertures is considered.
Particles are initialized over 11 angles in the transverse
plane for amplitudes between 2 𝜎 and 20 𝜎 (30 𝜎 for flat
orbit) in intervals of 2 𝜎 containing 30 particle-pairs each.
These are tracked for 100’000 turns with SixTrack [9], after
which the surviving particles are registered and their amplitude calculated. The DA per angle can then be found by the
largest amplitude of the surviving particles.
Statistics parameters, such as extrema, mean and standard
deviation of the DA are gathered over the resulting 60 error
instances and angles per scan point and correction scenario.
WEPOPT059
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RESULTS
Figure 3a shows the expected compensation between
𝐷2
𝑏𝐷1
5,𝑠𝑦𝑠 and 𝑏5,𝑠𝑦𝑠 when sweeping over the systematic 𝑏5 values of D2 without correction: As 𝑏𝐷1
5,𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 7 units, the DA
𝐷2
is worse at 𝑏5,𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 0 units and gets larger with increasing
𝑏𝐷2
5,𝑠𝑦𝑠 . Yet, the minimum DA (dashed blue line at the bottom) is always below the 8 𝜎 needed to avoid degradation
of beam intensity [1]. Correcting for D1 𝑏5 (orange data in
Fig. 3b) increases the DA by up to 4 𝜎 without 𝑏𝐷2
5,𝑠𝑦𝑠 , but we
see a steep decrease in DA, losing 1 𝜎 (1.5 𝜎) in minimum
(mean) DA at the expected error value of 𝑏𝐷2
5,𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 11 units.
Including D2 into the correction (green data), we can recover about 1 𝜎 in minimum DA. This stems mostly from
the random errors in D2 and the DA loss over 𝑏𝐷2
5,𝑠𝑦𝑠 is still
present in the minimum DA, as visible at 𝑏𝐷2
5,𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 0 units.
The curve of the mean DA is flatter than that of the minimum
DA in the investigated range, yet also shows DA loss from
10 units to 15 units. In conclusion, only a partial correction
of the 𝑏5 in D2 is possible.
The DA results in Fig. 4 and the corresponding amplitude detuning in Fig. 5 show that there is only little difference between targeting different RDTs when only D1 is
corrected (Fig. 4a), yet 𝑓5000 performs better than 𝑓1004 when
including D2 (Fig. 4b), in contrast to the expectation from
section “Closest Resonances”. Investigation of the residual
amplitude detuning after correction, which is often an important factor for DA in the LHC [15, 16], in Fig. 5b indicates
that it is the feed-down to 𝑏4 (the field component driving
amplitude detuning) from the 𝑏5 in D2 due to the crossing
orbit, which is better corrected targeting 𝑓5000 . This hints at
𝑏5 feed-down still being present after correction, due to the
orbit difference between the source (D2) and the corrector.
D1, on the other hand, is very close to the corrector with
negligible orbit difference. Turning the crossing angles off,
as done in Figs. 4c and 5c, shows the expected behaviour
of targeting 𝑓1004 resulting in larger mean DA and equal
residual amplitude detuning.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
It has been shown that inclusion of D2 into the nonlinear
correction scheme for the high-luminosity insertion region
of the HL-LHC is beneficial as its magnetic errors are partly
corrected by the nonlinear corrector package. Full correction
of D2 𝑏5 errors cannot be achieved due to its dual-aperture
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A24: Accelerators and Storage Rings, Other
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Figure 3: DA simulation results for D2 sweeps targeting 𝑓5000 . Thick lines show the mean over all seeds and angles, dashed
lines the respective minimum and maximum in the same set and the colored area one standard deviation.
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Figure 4: DA simulation results for D2 sweeps, targeting different RDTs at 𝑏𝐷1
5,𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 7 units. Data representation as in Fig. 3.
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Figure 5: Amplitude detuning simulation results, targeting different RDTs at
= 7 units, 𝑏𝐷2
5,𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 10 units. The violins
show a gaussian kernel density estimation of the realizations. Mean and extrema are indicated and one standard deviation
emphasised.
𝑏𝐷1
5,𝑠𝑦𝑠

nature, its phase advance and orbit difference to the corrector
package. Compensation between the 𝑏5 components of D1
and D2 is present, but alone is insufficient to achieve the
required DA. With crossing orbit bumps in the IRs, the
current RDT target 𝑓5000 is superior to 𝑓1004 , as feed-down
to amplitude detuning is better corrected. For flat-orbit,
𝑓1004 is superior as expected from proximity of tunes to the
resonance.
While this study was conducted, improvements to the
magnet design were proposed, reducing the expected 𝑏5
errors in D1 and D2 to 1 unit and 2 units respectively [17].
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A24: Accelerators and Storage Rings, Other

This aligns well with the results presented, indicating the
errors should be kept below 5 units to allow correction and
not spoil DA.
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CONTROLLING LANDAU DAMPING VIA FEED-DOWN FROM
HIGH-ORDER CORRECTORS IN THE LHC AND HL-LHC∗
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Abstract

Table 1: Machine Settings used During Measurements

Amplitude detuning measurements in the LHC have
shown that a signiﬁcant amount of detuning is generated
in Beam 1 via feed-down from decapole and dodecapole
ﬁeld errors in the triplets of the experiment insertion regions, while in Beam 2 this detuning is negligible. In this
study, we investigate the cause of this behavior and we attempt to ﬁnd corrections that use the feed-down from the
nonlinear correctors in the insertion region for amplitude
detuning.

Tunes:
Optics:

𝑄 𝑥 = 0.31, 𝑄 𝑦 = 0.32
𝛽∗ = 30 cm round optics

Comissioning

28 . 04 . 2018

INTRODUCTION
After correction of octupolar (𝑏 4 ) errors, residual amplitude detuning in Beam 1 was measured during the LHC
commissioning 2018, when the crossing orbit bumps were
enabled [1, 2]. Further investigation [3] conﬁrmed this ﬁnding and revealed the main contribution to be feed-down from
high-order errors, i.e. decapole (𝑏 5 ) and/or dodecapole (𝑏 6 )
errors, to the octupole ﬁelds, due to the crossing schemes in
the Interaction Point (IP) 5 and IP 1.
Throughout, 𝑏 𝑛 and 𝑎 𝑛 are used to name normal and skew
relative ﬁeld errors and 𝐾𝑛 and 𝐽𝑛 to indicate normal and
skew ﬁeld strengths. All ﬁeld indices begin at 𝑛 = 1 for
dipole ﬁelds. The machine settings are given in Table 1,
while the measurements are summarized in Table 2.
The magnitude of the amplitude detuning is comparable
with the detuning which had been corrected with the octupole
correctors. This amount of detuning is detrimental to the
accuracy of the base-band tune (BBQ) measurement [4] and
likely also to dynamic aperture and beam lifetime, which
has only been tested and conﬁrmed for lower 𝛽∗ [4].
The harmful inﬂuence of 𝑏 5 and 𝑏 6 errors on dynamic aperture and beam lifetime in the upcoming HighLuminosity LHC (HL-LHC) has been shown in simulations and dedicated measurements, in which the 𝑏 6 errors
were artiﬁcially increased to replicate the HL-LHC conditions [5–9].
In this paper, a correction option is explored to correct 𝑏 6
by targeting observed amplitude detuning from feed-down
in the LHC by utilizing the feed-down to 𝑏 4 from the dodecapole correctors in the nonlinear corrector packages of the
insertion regions (IRs).
∗
†
‡

Crossing:
(half angles)
Separation:

MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A24: Accelerators and Storage Rings, Other

[ IP1-V / IP2-V / IP5-H / IP8-H ]
[ 160 / 200 / 160 / -250 ]
[ IP1-H / IP2-H / IP5-V / IP8-V ]
[ -0.55 / 1.4 / 0.55 / 1.0 ]

MD3311

16 . 06 . 2018

Crossing:
Separation:
Oﬀset:

IP5-H
IP5-V
IP5-V

160 μrad (half angle)
0.55 mm
−1.8 mm

AMPLITUDE DETUNING FROM
FEED-DOWN
In thin lens approximation, as used for corrections calculated from simulations, multipole elements are split into single kicks at 𝑠 𝑤 surrounded by drift spaces, the kick strength
being 𝐾𝑛 𝐿 𝑤 - the integrated strength over the length 𝐿 of
element 𝑤. The 𝛽-function and orbit are then also approximated using the value at 𝑠 𝑤 .
The contribution to ﬁrst order amplitude detuning from
octupole ﬁelds of elements with integrated strength 𝐾4 𝐿 𝑤
can be calculated [10] from

𝜕𝑄 𝑥
=
𝜕 (2𝐽 𝑦 )

𝜕𝑄 𝑥
=
𝜕 (2𝐽 𝑥 )
𝜕𝑄 𝑦
=
𝜕 (2𝐽 𝑥 )
𝜕𝑄 𝑦
=
𝜕 (2𝐽 𝑦 )

𝐾4 𝐿 𝑤 2
𝛽 (𝑠 𝑤 )
32𝜋 𝑥
−

𝐾4 𝐿 𝑤
𝛽 𝑥 (𝑠 𝑤 ) 𝛽 𝑦 (𝑠 𝑤 )
16𝜋
𝐾4 𝐿 𝑤 2
𝛽 (𝑠 𝑤 )
32𝜋 𝑦

(1)
(2)
(3)

with the actions 𝐽 𝑥,𝑦 . Including feed-down [11] due to the
orbit 𝑥, 𝑦 from normal and skew decapoles (𝐾5 , 𝐽5 ) and
normal and skew dodecapoles (𝐾6 𝐿, 𝐽6 𝐿) we get
𝐾4 𝐿 ↦→ 𝐾4 𝐿 + 𝑥𝐾5 𝐿 + 𝑦𝐽5 𝐿 +


1 2
𝑥 − 𝑦 2 𝐾6 𝐿 + 𝑥𝑦𝐽6 𝐿 .
2
(4)

In the following chapters the symbols

𝑄 𝑎,𝑏 =
this work has been supported by the HiLumi Project
this work has been sponsored by the Wolfgang Gentner Programme of
the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research
joschua.dilly@cern.ch

IP-Plane
μrad
IP-Plane
mm

𝜕𝑄 𝑎
,
𝜕 (2𝐽𝑏 )

and

𝛽˜𝑎,𝑏

⎧
𝛽2
⎪
⎪
𝛽˜ = 𝑥
⎪
⎨ 𝑥, 𝑥 32𝛽𝜋𝑥 𝛽𝑦
⎪
= 𝛽˜ 𝑥,𝑦 = − 16 𝜋
⎪
2
⎪
⎪
⎪ 𝛽˜ 𝑦,𝑦 = 𝛽𝑦
32
𝜋
⎩

(5)

will be used.
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Table 2: Summary of the relevant amplitude detuning measurements from 2018. Measurements for Beam 1 (top) and
Beam 2 (bottom). Where AC-Dipole kicks were used, the results have been corrected for the eﬀect of forced oscillations [12].


103 m −1

Case

2018 commissioning
full crossing @ +160 μrad

𝜕𝑄 𝑥 /𝜕(2𝐽𝑥 )

𝜕𝑄 𝑦 /𝜕(2𝐽𝑥 )

𝜕𝑄 𝑥 /𝜕(2𝐽𝑦 )

𝜕𝑄 𝑦 /𝜕(2𝐽𝑦 )

Ref.

6.5 TeV
𝛽∗ = 0.3 m

34 ± 1
-3 ± 1

8±2
-10 ± 3

18 ± 1
-14 ± 2

-38 ± 1
13 ± 3

[1, 2]

2018 MD3311
ﬂat-orbit

6.5 TeV
𝛽∗ = 0.3 m

0.8 ± 0.5
-7.5 ± 0.5

10 ± 1
8±2

8 ± 28
-2 ± 1

-3 ± 1
6±1

[3]

2018 MD3311
IP5 @ +160 μrad

6.5 TeV
𝛽∗ = 0.3 m

56 ± 6
1.5 ± 0.5

-9 ± 15
4±1

108 ± 24
-4 ± 3

3±2
12 ± 1

[3]

CORRECTION APPROACH
The dodecapole corrector elements MCTX left and right of
either IP1 or IP5 can be used to compensate for the measured
detuning. As the contributions to detuning add up linearly,
an equation system can be built with these correctors as unkowns, targeting −Δ𝑄 𝑎,𝑏 , the change in detuning to correct
between the measurements at ﬂat-orbit and with crossing
scheme applied:

or optimized. To check the validity of the calculations, the
resulting corrector strengths are applied and the actual detuning change determined from the PTC module [18, 19] as
well as Eqs. (1) to (4).
The diﬀerent scenarios are discussed in the next chapter.

SIMULATION RESULTS

A collection of the most meaningful simulated correction
attempts
can be found in Fig. 1. Shown are detuning values
(B1)
𝐵(B1)
𝐵(B1)
𝐵(B1)
𝐵(B1)
Δ𝑄𝑎,𝑏
𝐾6 𝐿 𝐿1
𝑎,𝑏;𝐿1
𝑎,𝑏;𝑅1
𝑎,𝑏;𝐿5
𝑎,𝑏;𝑅5
for
correction,
that is the opposite of the measured change in
(B2)
𝐾6 𝐿 𝑅1
𝐵(B2)
𝐵(B2)
𝐵(B2)
𝐵(B2)
Δ𝑄𝑎,𝑏
 , detuning between ﬂat-optics and crossing scheme scenarios
𝑎,𝑏;𝐿1
𝑎,𝑏;𝑅1
𝑎,𝑏;𝐿5
𝑎,𝑏;𝑅5 ·
=
−

 𝐾6 𝐿 𝐿5

..
..
.  in Table 2.
.
 𝐾6 𝐿𝑅5 
(6)
where the matrix elements are the detuning coeﬃcients from Correcting IP5
In a ﬁrst attempt only the dodecapole correctors of IP5
Eq. (5) with feed-down from 𝐾6 to 𝐾4 (see Eq. (4))
were
utilized, as the biggest contribution to detuning stems
1 (B#) 2
(B#) 2 ˜(B#)
𝐵(B#)
(𝑥
=
−
𝑦
)
𝛽
,
(7)
from
this
IP. The results are shown in scenarios A–C in Fig. 1:
𝑤
𝑎,𝑏;𝑤
𝑎,𝑏;𝑤
2 𝑤
When targeting a single term, e.g. the horizontal direct term
and using the subscript short-hands 𝐿#IP , 𝑅#IP for the cor- (A), this speciﬁc term can be corrected very well, yet at the
rector elements left and right of the IP and B# ∈ {B1, B2} cost of the other terms. Especially, the large positive cross
represents the beam. Equation (6) can be extended to include term in Beam 1, which is almost equal in magnitude to the
multiple targeted detuning terms Δ𝑄 𝑎,𝑏 . If local corrections corrected direct term, is of major concern for beam stability
- per IR - are required, Eq. (6) can be split into two equations’ as mentioned above. Trying to match for the other terms, and
systems containing only the correctors of a single IR.
in particular forcing the cross term to lower values (B: 0 m−1 ,
The measurement of the detuning cross-terms has proven C: −50 · 103 m−1 ), spoils the correction of the horizontal
to be very challenging in the past, and the cross-term values term drastically.
in Table 2 have been ignored for correction. Instead, they
are either set to zero, or are transformed into inequalities, Global Corrections of IP1 and IP5
demanding Δ𝑄 𝑥,𝑦 and Δ𝑄 𝑦, 𝑥 to be of negative value after
The option to correct the detuning “globally” using all
correction, which, with the positive polarity of the Landau four correctors in IP1 and IP5 has been explored in the sceoctupole currents in Run 3, assures beam stability [13]. The narios D–F in Fig. 1: The measured global detuning can be
inequalities are used as boundary conditions while optimiz- well corrected, with very little residual detuning (D), even in
ing the convex problem of Eq. (6), for which the python the (untargeted) cross-terms, which is still positive at a few
package CVXPY [14, 15] has been utilized.
103 m−1 . Trying to reduce the cross-term residual by match-

SIMULATION SETUP
In simulations, the nominal LHC is recreated in cpymad [16], a python wrapper for MAD-X [17], using the Run 2
sequence and 30 cm round optics. There are no errors applied. The orbit is then set up according to the desired
realization, either full-crossing or crossing only in IP5, as
described in Table 1.
From the optics functions, obtained from TWISS in MAD-X,
the desired equation systems (Eq. (6)) are built and solved
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ing them to zero (E) or forcing them to be negative (F), spoils
in turn the direct terms by a few 103 m−1 . The contribution
of the Beam 1 horizontal direct term from IP5 also matches
very well the measured value of around −52 · 103 m−1 , yet
the other terms do not ﬁt with the measured values in IP5.
Despite the good global agreement, we are hesitant to
use them in the real machine, as they rely very heavily on
the compensation between the two IPs. Other factors, such
as dynamic aperture, might be spoiled upon introducing
large, locally uncorrected changes to the optics. It would
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Target Scenarios

Δ𝑄 𝑥, 𝑥
IP5 IP1

103 m −1

Δ𝑄 𝑥,𝑦
IP5 IP1

Δ𝑄 𝑦,𝑦
IP5 IP1

A

-55.2
-9

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

B

-55.2
-9

–
–

0
0

–
–

-6
-6

–
–

C

-55.2
-9

–
–

-50
-50

–
–

-6
-6

–
–

D

-33.2
-4.5

–
–

35
-7

E

-33.2
-4.5

0
0

35
-7

F

-33.2
-4.5

≤0
≤0

35
-7

G

-55.2
-9

22
4.5

– –
– –
+ global as in D

-6
-6

41
-1

H

-55.2
-9

22
4.5

0
0

0
0

-6
-6

41
-1

I

-55.2
-9

22
4.5

≤0
≤0

≤0
≤0

-6
-6

41
-1

J

-55.2
-9

22
4.5

≤ 20 ≤ 20
≤ 20 ≤ 20
+ global as in F

-6
-6

41
-1

K

-55.2
-9

22
4.5

≤ 30 ≤ 30
≤ 30 ≤ 30
+ global as in F

-6
-6

41
-1

Figure 1: Change in amplitude detuning for the direct terms in the X- (top) and Y- (bottom) plane and for the cross term
(middle) after applying the calculated corrections determined by the scenarios as given in the table. For A–C only the IP5
crossing scheme is applied, for D–K the full crossing scheme is enabled (see Table 1). Circles show the results from PTC for
Beam 1 (blue) and Beam 2 (orange), while vertical bars show the expected values as calculated by Eqs. (1) to (3), divided
into contributions from IP5 (green) and IP1 (purple) and total. Where these bars overlap, they appear grey. The correction
targets as measured are shown by the horizontal bands in the respective beam color.
therefore be favourable to control the local detuning using
low corrector powering.

Localized Corrections of IP1 and IP5
Trying a local correction has proven to be very challenging, despite having 4 correctors available for matching, as
seen in the attempts G–K in Fig. 1: Using all measured local and global values (G) gives large positive cross terms.
Correcting for only the local terms while trying to keep the
cross-terms low (H) does not match any of the terms very
well, while forcing them to be negative (I) does not allow for
a horizontal correction. Relaxing the cross term restriction
locally but enforcing it globally (J and K) yields good compromises between all terms in the end, but spoils the cross
term of Beam 1 in IP5.
The corrections from the scenario K look the most promising, as they replicate the measured local values best and allow
for a compromise of the global correction of all measured
terms, while keeping the cross terms locally limited. This
correction uses 11% of the maximum corrector strength in
the correctors L1 and R5 and only 1% in R1 and L5.

MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In an attempt to correct decapole and dodecapole errors
in the (HL-)LHC without decreasing Landau damping, a
correction approach has been presented, directed at the feeddown to amplitude detuning. Several correction targets using
the feed-down from the so far unpowered dodecapole correctors have been explored. While a perfect local correction
of all three detuning terms is not feasible, controlling the
detuning globally is possible and compromise solutions have
been suggested, showing very promising results.
Better assessment of the cross term can help to improve
upon the found corrections, but measuring these terms is
very challenging.
Dodecapole corrections calculated by the presented
method will be tested in the actual machine and with the
hope to improve beam lifetime and dynamic aperture during
the next (HL-)LHC runs.
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Abstract
The optics in the insertion regions of the LHC and its upgrade project the High Luminosity LHC are very sensitive
to local magnetic errors, due to the extremely high betafunctions. In collision optics, the non-zero closed orbit in
the same region leads to a “feed-down” of high-order errors
to lower orders, causing additional effects detrimental to
beam lifetime. An extension to the well-established method
for correcting these errors by locally suppressing resonance
driving terms has been undertaken, not only taking this feeddown into account, but also adding the possibility of utilizing
it such that the powering of higher-order correctors will compensate for lower order errors. Existing correction schemes
have also operated on the assumption of (anti-)symmetric
beta-functions of the optics in the two rings. This assumption can fail for a multitude of reasons, such as inherently
asymmetric optics and unevenly distributed errors. In this
respect, an extension of this correction scheme has been
developed, removing the need for symmetry by operating on
the two separate optics of the beams simultaneously. Unlike
earlier implementations, the resonance driving terms to be
corrected can also be changed flexibly. The mathematical
background as well as some implementation details of this
new enhancement are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The sensitivity of accelerator beam optics to magnetic
errors depends directly on the 𝛽-function, which is highest
in the Insertion Regions (IR) around the Interaction Points
(IP) with the lowest 𝛽∗ (the value of the 𝛽-function at the location of the IP). Hence, correcting the non-linear magnetic
errors in these regions has been of significant importance
in optimizing the LHC machine performance [1–6]. Installation of stronger magnets in the IR and the decrease
of 𝛽∗ in operation in the High Luminosity upgrade of the
LHC (HL-LHC) [7, 8], is foreseen to result in even tighter
constraints on residual errors.
At the same time, the influence of feed-down has been observed and investigated in the IRs of the LHC as well, where
the crossing-angle scheme of the collision optics creates a
large orbit bump. For both, LHC and HL-LHC, the need to
correct this feed-down has been established [2, 4–6, 9–12].
To estimate the powering of the corrector magnets, a local
correction scheme based on the Resonance Driving Terms
(RDTs) in the IRs has been utilized [13]. Up to now, the
implementation of this scheme calculated the correction
∗
†
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based on the input from a single optics, for either Beam 1 or
Beam 2, and made use of symmetries between the beams to
optimize the correction for both. Cases can occur in which
this symmetry does not hold, e.g. through the introduction
of feed-down, or the use of inherently asymmetric optics.
An example of the latter are flat optics [14, 15], in which
the 𝛽∗ in the two transversal planes no longer has identical
values. These optics allow for a more distributed radiation
deposition in the LHC magnets as well as an increase in
luminosity [15]. Their feasibility has been studied during
machine developments in the LHC [16] and preliminary analysis regarding their influence on corrections and amplitude
detuning has been conducted [17].
A new and flexible version of the correction principle has
been implemented [18], taking both optics into account and
hence not relying on symmetry assumptions, allowing to
target RDTs freely, as well as including feed-down into the
calculations. The implementation allows for the feed-down
from higher orders to the RDT to be corrected, as well as
using the feed-down from higher order corrector magnets to
correct for lower order errors.

CORRECTOR PACKAGES
To compensate for errors locally, both sides of the LHC
IRs hosting experiments (ATLAS in IR1, ALICE in IR2,
CMS in IR5 and LHCb in IR8) are equipped with linear and
non-linear corrector packages. As shown in the schematics
for HL-LHC in Fig. 1, these packages are located within the
common aperture region of the machines, between Q3 and
the separation dipoles D1, and hence contain common magnets for the two beams. Any correction should therefore take
the optics of both beams into account. In the experimental
IRs of the LHC and in HL-LHC IR2 and IR8, nonlinear
correctors for skew and normal sextupoles (𝑎3 , 𝑏3 ), skew
and normal octupoles (𝑎4 , 𝑏4 ) and normal dodecapoles (𝑏6 )
are available. In IR1 and IR5 of HL-LHC on the other hand,
the corrector package will be upgraded to also include skew
and normal decapoles (𝑎4 , 𝑏5 ) as well as skew dodecapoles
(𝑎6 ) and offer therefore a wider range of field errors to correct, to account for the increase in the 𝛽-function in this
high-performance machine [8, 12, 19].

CORRECTION PRINCIPLE
The algorithm aims to minimize the RDT locally at the
entrance of the IR, with some additional simplifications on
the calculation of the RDT value (compared to e.g. [20]) as
outlined in [13]:
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Figure 1: Schematic of the right hand side of HL-LHC IR1
and IR5. Q1a/b, Q2a/b and Q3a/b are the triplet quadrupoles.
C0, C1 and CP show the corrector packages with the field
order to be corrected indicated. The blue lines mark common
cryostats. The non-linear correctors are included in CP.
• Only the contribution from elements in a single IR to
the RDTs are minimized at a time, i.e. IRs are treated
independently.

important when calculating feed-down (see below), are also
provided.
To assure an accurate estimate for the integral in Eq. (1),
the lattice is sliced in MAD-X, i.e. all magnets are approximated by single kicks surrounded by drift-spaces. Long
magnets are cut into multiple slices to increase accuracy.
Corrector magnets on the other hand, which are in any case
short compared to e.g. dipoles, can be represented by a
single slice.
In this thin-lens approximation, Eq. (1) transforms into a
sum over all elements (slices) 𝑤 in the IR, which needs to
be set to zero to suppress the RDT:
IR = ∑ ℜ [𝑖 𝑙+𝑚 (𝐾 𝐿 + 𝑖𝐽 𝐿 )] ⋅
𝑓𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚
𝑛 𝑤
𝑛 𝑤

• Constants between all contributing elements are ignored (not needed for minimization).
• The phase per side of the IP is assumed constant, as
𝑏

1
ΔΦ(𝑎, 𝑏) = ∫ 𝛽(𝑠)
𝑑𝑠 and 𝛽(𝑠) is very large in the
𝑎

triplets.

• The phase-advance between the left and right side of
the IP is 𝜋.
With these approximations the effective RDT of order 𝑛 =
𝑗 + 𝑘 + 𝑙 + 𝑚 to minimize is:
IR = ∫ℜ [𝑖 𝑙+𝑚 (𝐾 (𝑠) + 𝑖𝐽 (𝑠))] ⋅
𝑓𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚
𝑛
𝑛

(1)

IR

𝛽𝑥 (𝑠)

𝑗+𝑘
2

𝛽𝑦 (𝑠)

𝑙+𝑚
2

𝑒𝑖𝜋𝑛𝜃(𝑠−𝑠IP) d𝑠

,

with 𝐾𝑛 (𝑠) and 𝐽𝑛 (𝑠) being the field strength of normal and
skew magnetic multipole fields of order 𝑛 (starting with
𝑛 = 1 for dipole fields), 𝜃(𝑥) the heaviside step function and
𝑠IP the location of the IP within the IR. The 𝑛 in the exponent
replaces 𝑗 − 𝑘 + 𝑙 − 𝑚 = 𝑛 − 2𝑘 − 2𝑙, as for even (odd) values
of 𝑛, this value will also be even (odd), independent of the
particular choices for 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙, 𝑚. The main concept of the
correction is to find the 𝐾𝑛 (𝑠) and 𝐽𝑛 (𝑠) of the corrector
IR based on given
magnets, which minimize a set of given 𝑓𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚
optics.
As there are usually two correctors per multipole field
available (one on each side of the IP), two combinations of
𝑙 + 𝑚 and 𝑗 + 𝑘 (the exponents of the 𝛽 function) can be
corrected. As the correctors are responsible for the correction of both beams, the exponents need to be chosen, such
that the correction is valid for both beams, which means
that either only a single RDT per beam can be corrected or
two RDTs if they are compatible with the symmetry of the
optics [21].

Equation System
In our simulations, the input to the correction algorithm
will be the output of TWISS and ESAVE functions from MADX [22]. These are tables in which 𝐾𝑛 (𝑠) and 𝐽𝑛 (𝑠) are not
continuous functions, but given as already integrated values
𝐾𝑛 𝐿𝑤 , 𝐽𝑛 𝐿𝑤 (K𝑛−1 L, K𝑛−1 SL in the terminology of MAD-X)
for each element 𝑤. Values for the longitudinal position 𝑠𝑤 ,
𝛽𝑥,𝑤 , 𝛽𝑥,𝑤 and the transversal orbit 𝑥𝑤 , 𝑦𝑤 , which will be
WEPOPT061
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𝑤∈IR

𝑗+𝑘

𝑙+𝑚

(2)

2
2
𝛽𝑥,𝑤
𝛽𝑦,𝑤
𝑒𝑖𝜋𝑛𝜃(𝑠𝑤−𝑠IP) =! 0 .

Splitting the elements into corrector elements 𝒞 and noncorrector elements IR 𝒞, Eq. (2) transforms into:
𝑗+𝑘

𝑙+𝑚

𝑗+𝑘

𝑙+𝑚

2
2
∑ ℜ [𝑖𝑙+𝑚 (𝐾𝑛 𝐿𝑤 + 𝑖𝐽𝑛 𝐿𝑤 )] 𝛽𝑥,𝑤
𝛽𝑦,𝑤
𝑒𝑖𝜋𝑛𝜃(𝑠𝑤−𝑠IP)

𝑤∈𝒞
2
2
= −∑ℜ [𝑖𝑙+𝑚 (𝐾𝑛 𝐿𝑤 + 𝑖𝐽𝑛 𝐿𝑤 )] 𝛽𝑥,𝑤
𝛽𝑦,𝑤
𝑒𝑖𝜋𝑛𝜃(𝑠𝑤−𝑠IP) .

𝑤∈IR𝒞

(3)

It is important to note, that each corrector is defined by
either 𝐾𝑛 𝐿 or 𝐽𝑛 𝐿, so that per order 𝑛 and orientation (normal,
skew) only a limited set of correctors is left. As there are two
of these correctors per IR in the LHC/HL-LHC, 𝒞 = {𝑐𝑙, 𝑐𝑟},
a left (𝑐𝑙) and a right (𝑐𝑟) corrector element. Defining the
sum over IR𝒞 in Eq. (3) as 𝐼𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 and
𝑏(𝑐𝑙)
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 =

𝑗+𝑘

𝑙+𝑚

𝑗+𝑘

𝑙+𝑚

2
2
𝑖𝑙+𝑚 𝛽𝑥,𝑐𝑙
𝛽𝑦,𝑐𝑙

(4)

𝑛 𝑙+𝑚 𝛽 2 𝛽 2 ,
𝑏(𝑐𝑟)
𝑥,𝑐𝑟 𝑦,𝑐𝑙
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 = (−1) 𝑖

Eq. (3) can be split into a two equation system
𝐾𝑛 𝐿𝑐𝑙
) = −𝐼𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚
𝐾𝑛 𝐿𝑐𝑟

(𝑏(𝑐𝑙)
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚

𝑏(𝑐𝑟)
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 ) (

( 𝑏(𝑐𝑙)
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚

𝐽𝑛 𝐿𝑐𝑙
𝑏(𝑐𝑟)
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 ) (𝐽 𝐿 )
𝑛 𝑐𝑟

= 𝑖𝐼𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚

if 𝑙 + 𝑚 even,
(5)
if 𝑙 + 𝑚 odd,

each of which can be easily extended to include multiple
RDTs, e.g.:
𝑏(𝑐𝑙)
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚
⎛
⎜ (𝑐𝑙)
⎝𝑏𝑗 ′𝑘′𝑙′𝑚′

𝑏(𝑐𝑟)
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 ⎞ 𝐾𝑛 𝐿𝑐𝑙
⎟(
)
(𝑐𝑟)
𝑏𝑗 ′𝑘′𝑙′𝑚′ ⎠ 𝐾𝑛 𝐿𝑐𝑟

𝐼
= − ( 𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 )
𝐼𝑗 ′𝑘′𝑙′𝑚′

(6)

with 𝑗 + 𝑘 + 𝑙 + 𝑚 = 𝑗 ′ + 𝑘 ′ + 𝑙′ + 𝑚′ = 𝑛 and 𝑙 + 𝑚 and 𝑙′ + 𝑚′
both even. Including multiple beam optics, e.g. from LHC
Beam 1 (B1) and Beam 2 (B2), can be done in a similar
manner:
(𝑐𝑙,B1)

𝑏
⎛
⎜ 𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚
(𝑐𝑙,B2)
⎝𝑏𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚

(B1)
𝑏(𝑐𝑟,B1)
𝐼𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚
𝐾𝑛 𝐿𝑐𝑙
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 ⎞
⎛
⎞
⎟
⎜
(
)
=
−
(B2) ⎟ .
𝐾𝑛 𝐿𝑐𝑟
𝑏(𝑐𝑟,B2)
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 ⎠
⎝𝐼𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 ⎠

(7)
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Feed-Down
The effect of feed-down occurs whenever a particle beam
is passing off-center through a magnet, due to either a transverse misalignment of the magnet or an off-center closed
orbit of the beam itself. In these cases, the magnetic field
can be described via Taylor expansion as a composition of
magnetic field components with identical geometry as lower
order fields in addition to the current field of higher order.
These components therefore cause the same effects on the
beam as lower order sources would [23].
Feed-down to field order 𝑛 ≥ 2 from fields up to 𝑛 + 𝑄
can be included by:
𝐾𝑛 + 𝑖𝐽𝑛

w/ feeddown

→

𝑄

∑ (𝐾𝑛+𝑞 + 𝑖𝐽𝑛+𝑞 )
𝑞=0

(ℜ [𝑧𝑝 ] ⋅ 𝑏(𝑐𝑙)
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚

(Δ𝑥 +
𝑞!

ℜ [𝑧𝑝 ] ⋅ 𝑏(𝑐𝑟)
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚

(ℑ [𝑧𝑝 ] ⋅ 𝑏(𝑐𝑙)
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚

𝑖Δ𝑦)𝑞

. (8)

−ℑ [𝑧𝑝 ] ⋅ 𝑏(𝑐𝑙)
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚

ℑ [𝑧𝑝 ] ⋅ 𝑏(𝑐𝑟)
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚

ℜ [𝑧𝑝 ] ⋅ 𝑏(𝑐𝑙)
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚

The “extensions” to the linear equation systems Eqs. (5)
to (7) and (10) can be flexibly combined and the resulting
equation system will incorporate arbitrary RDTs, multiple
optics, correcting for and via feed-down and can therefore
also include correctors of various orders for a single RDT.
It can be solved or optimized for 𝐾𝑛 𝐿𝑐𝑙,𝑐𝑟 or 𝐽𝑛 𝐿𝑐𝑙,𝑐𝑟 by
standard algorithms.

IMPLEMENTATION
A correction based on the algorithm described in the previous section has been released as a python3 package irnlrdt-correction [18]. The implementation allows for arbitrary RDTs as input, which can also be specified to be
corrected via feed-down from higher order correctors. In
addition, up to two beam optics can be given and corrected
for at the same time.
The implemented algorithm performs a multitude of sanity checks on the user input and separates the correctors,
to build independent equation systems when possible, i.e.
per IP and for RDTs that do not share correctors. The resulting linear equation systems are solved via numpy’s [24]
linear least-squares algorithm, which allows to optimize
under-, well-, or over-determined equation systems. In case
of complex correction schemes, an iterative approach is also
possible. A detailed description of the implementation can
be found in [25].
A24: Accelerators and Storage Rings, Other

𝑝

𝑧𝑝 =

(Δ𝑥 + 𝑖Δ𝑦)
,
𝑝!

with 𝑝 = 𝑛C − 𝑛.

(9)

As 𝑧𝑝 ∈ ℂ, this makes the evaluation of the real part in
Eq. (3) - needed to separate the correctors as in Eq. (5) - less
straightforward and yields the equation system Eq. (10).

𝐾𝑛+𝑝 𝐿𝑐𝑙
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟
𝐾
⎜
𝑛+𝑝 𝐿𝑐𝑟 ⎟
⎜
⎟
−ℑ [𝑧𝑝 ] ⋅ 𝑏(𝑐𝑟)
)
⎜
⎟ = −𝐼𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 for even 𝑙 + 𝑚
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 ⎜ 𝐽
𝐿
⎜ 𝑛+𝑝 𝑐𝑙 ⎟
⎟
⎝ 𝐽𝑛+𝑝 𝐿𝑐𝑟 ⎠
𝐾𝑛+𝑝 𝐿𝑐𝑙
⎛
⎞
⎜
𝐾
⎜ 𝑛+𝑝 𝐿𝑐𝑟 ⎟
⎟
⎜
⎟
ℜ [𝑧𝑝 ] ⋅ 𝑏(𝑐𝑟)
)
⎜
⎟ = 𝑖𝐼𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 for odd 𝑙 + 𝑚
𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 ⎜ 𝐽
⎜ 𝑛+𝑝 𝐿𝑐𝑙 ⎟
⎟
⎝ 𝐽𝑛+𝑝 𝐿𝑐𝑟 ⎠

Full Equation System

MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders

Not only can feed-down be used to calculate the influence
of field errors of orders ≥ 𝑛 on the RDT, i.e. by contributing
to 𝐼𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 , but it can also be used to calculate the strengths
of correctors of orders 𝑛C > 𝑛 to counteract the RDT via
feed-down. The matrix elements of the corrector coefficients
in Eq. (4) will then contain the feed-down coefficient

(10)

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
An improved algorithm to correct nonlinear errors by
locally compensating effective RDTs in the IRs has been
outlined, overcoming the rigidness of previous implementations and giving the user more control over the correction.
Its main features include the option to target arbitrary RDTs,
include more than one beam optics, and either include feeddown into the RDTs to be corrected, or using the feed-down
from the corrector magnets themselves for compensation.
The new correction package has since been extensively used for studies, investigating the influence of feeddown [26], the correctability of asymmetric optics [21]
and the feasibility to correct systematic normal decapole
errors in the separation and recombination dipoles of the
HL-LHC [27, 28]. The ease of use and availability allows
to utilize the new package with little effort in future studies
of non-linear IR corrections.
The algorithm has been received with interest and additional features have been suggested. Among these is the
inclusion of the phase-advance between elements, to further
approach (and correct) the exact value of the RDT, instead
of the effective RDTs targeted in the current implementation.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present the simulation and optimisation
of the FCC-ee positron source, where a high-temperature
superconducting (HTS) solenoid is used as the matching device to collect positrons from the target. The ”conventional”
target scheme is used which simply consists of amorphous
tungsten. The target is placed inside the bore of the HTS
solenoid to improve the accepted positron yield at the entrance of the damping ring and the location of the target
is optimised. The latest recommended baseline beam parameters are used and presented. An optimisation of the
ideal positron yield using the analytic SC solenoid on-axis
field is also performed and shows that the design of the HTS
solenoid is optimal as far as the accepted positron yield is
concerned.

INTRODUCTION
The matching device plays an important role in the FCCee positron source [1]. Positrons from the target are captured by the matching device with a strong magnetic field,
followed by a capture linac that accelerates the positrons
up to 200 MeV. The positrons are then accelerated by the
injector linac to 1.54 GeV and matched to the damping ring
(DR) acceptance at the DR entrance. The ratio between the
number of positrons accepted by the DR and the number of
primary electrons impinging on the target is defined as the
”accepted” positron yield.
In our study, the FCC-ee positron source is simulated from
the target to the injector linac. The ”conventional” target
scheme is assumed, which comprises a single amorphous
tungsten target. Downstream of the target is the matching
device. To increase the magnetic field at the target exit and
improve the capture efficiency, a high-temperature superconducting (HTS) solenoid is used as the matching device,
and the target is placed inside the bore of the HTS solenoid.
The capture linac is composed of travelling wave (TW) or
standing wave (SW) RF structures, surrounded by a normal
conducting (NC) or superconducting (SC) solenoid that is
assumed to provide a constant magnetic field. The injector
linac is longitudinally simulated with an analytic calculation of the positron energy, while the transverse tracking is
not considered. GEANT4 [2] is used to simulate the interactions between the primary electrons and the target. The
target thickness is 5 𝑋0 (17.5 mm) [3], 𝑋0 = 3.5 mm being the radiation length of the tungsten. Sampling with a
∗
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Gaussian function is used to generate the initial distribution
of electrons at the target entrance. RF-TRACK [4] is used
to simulate the beam tracking in the matching device and
capture linac. The schematic layout of the FCC-ee positron
source assumed in this study is presented in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Schematic layout of FCC-ee positron source using
the HTS solenoid as the matching device.
The latest recommended baseline primary electron beam
parameters and positron beam parameters at the DR entrance,
as well as the target parameters and energy depositions, are
summarised in Table 1. The peak energy deposition density
(PEDD) 1 and deposited power in the target are also presented, which are usually normalised by the accepted yield to
achieve the required bunch charge at the DR entrance. A conservative normalised transverse emittance (∼60 mm⋅mrad) is
considered for the primary electrons. A smaller normalised
transverse emittance (∼15 mm⋅mrad) is also studied while
the spot size is still the same (0.5 mm), and it is found that
the impact on the results is negligible.

HTS SOLENOID
The HTS solenoid for the FCC-ee positron source is being designed and developed at the Paul Scherrer Institute
(PSI) and the field map of the latest design [5] is used in
our simulations. The solenoid is ∼30 cm long including different parts such as the HTS coils, the radiation shield, the
cryostat, etc. The outer diameter of the solenoid is assumed
to be 46.5 cm, while the warm bore diameter is assumed to
be 72 mm. Shielding material is assumed to be placed inside the warm bore surrounding the beam, with a thickness
of 16–21 mm. Larger thickness of the shielding material
than 21 mm would lead to more lost positrons and therefore
reduce the accepted positron yield significantly.
The on-axis magnetic field of the HTS solenoid is displayed in Fig 2. The distance between the peak field and the
solenoid exit position is designed to be ∼100 mm. The full
HTS solenoid field is presented by the dashed curve, while
the effective field of the HTS solenoid that is used in the
simulation is presented by the solid curve. In addition, a
1

Normalised PEDD is usually required to be < 35 J/g [6]
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Table 1: Beam and Target Parameters. Accepted Positron
Yield Is Denoted as 𝜂𝑒+
Parameters

Values

Units

6
0.5
1
0.1
∼60
2
200
16.8 / 𝜂𝑒+
6.2 × 1011 / 𝜂𝑒+

GeV
mm
mm
%
mm⋅mrad

7
1540 ± 58.5
∼9.3

nC
MeV
mm/c

17.5
13.7
26.2 / 𝜂𝑒+
4.1 / 𝜂𝑒+

mm
𝑒+ /𝑒−
J/g
kW

Primary electrons at the target entrance
Beam energy
Spot size (RMS)
Bunch length (RMS)
Energy spread (RMS)
Normalised transverse emittance (RMS)
Number of bunches per pulse
Repetition rate
Normalised beam power
Normalised beam fluence

Hz
kW
cm−2

Positrons at the DR entrance
Bunch charge required
Energy window cut
Time window cut (total)
Target (”conventional” scheme)
Thickness
Positron yield at target exit
Normalised PEDD
Normalised deposited power

small part of the constant NC solenoid field that is used for
the capture linac is also displayed as an example and presented by the red solid curve. The effective HTS solenoid
field used in the simulation starts from the target exit which
in this case is 𝑧 = 41 mm and ends at where the constant
solenoid field is started, which in this case is 0.5 T.

Figure 2: On-axis field of the HTS solenoid. A small part
of the constant NC solenoid field is also displayed.

CAPTURE LINAC
The capture linac is supposed to accelerate the positrons
captured by the matching device to around 200 MeV. To improve the capture efficiency as well as the accepted positron
yield, the first RF structure of the capture linac is always
working in decelerating mode. Two different RF structure
profiles are studied for the capture linac:
• A 2 GHz L-band TW structure same as the one used in
the CLIC pre-injector linac [7], working in the 2𝜋/3
mode with a 0.5 T constant NC solenoid magnetic field.
The number of structures used is 11. The structure
is designed to have a tapered inner aperture with the
WEPOPT062
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diameter decreased from 40 mm to 28 mm. However, a
constant aperture is technically possible and a constant
aperture of 40 mm diameter is applied in the simulation with the same field map. The structure is 1.5 m
long, composed of 30 cells. The distance between the
structures is 20 cm. The average gradient is 17.5 MV/m
for the first decelerating structure and 21 MV/m for the
other accelerating structures.
• A 3 GHz S-band SW structure that is being designed at
PSI, working with a 1.5 T constant SC solenoid magnetic field. The number of structures used is 13. The
inner aperture diameter of the structure is constantly
40 mm. The structure is 1.2 m long, composed of 21
cells. The distance between the structures is 15 cm. The
average gradient is fixed at 18 MV/m for all structures
with a 15 MW input power.

INJECTOR LINAC
The acceleration of positrons in the injector linac up to
1.54 GeV was calculated with an analytic formula: Δ𝐸 =
Δ𝐸0 ⋅ cos(2𝜋𝑓 ⋅ Δ𝑡). In the formula, Δ𝐸0 = 1.54 GeV−𝐸ref
is the maximum energy gain for the reference particle, 𝑓 =
2.856 GHz is the frequency assumed for S-band injector
linac RF structures and Δ𝑡 = 𝑡 − 𝑡ref is the time difference
from the reference particle. The reference particle with
an energy around 200 MeV was defined such that the mean
energy of positrons accepted by the DR was exactly 1.54 GeV
and the accepted positron yield was maximised.
The DR acceptance was considered by applying a window cut on the energy and time of positrons arriving at the
injector linac exit or DR entrance. The accepted energy is
within ±3.8% of the desired energy, 1.54 GeV, while the total
size of time window is 9.33 mm/c corresponding to a conservative RF phase window of 32∘ at 2.856 GHz. The time
window needs to be adjusted to the longitudinal acceptance
of the DR, which will likely lead to a larger time window and
therefore increase the accepted positron yield. The longitudinal phase space of the positrons at the end of the injector
linac for the L-band TW structures capture linac profile is
presented in Fig. 3, with the energy and time window displayed by a red dashed rectangle on the plot. The number
of simulated primary electrons is 10,000. The overflow and
underflow of positrons beyond the plotting ranges are also
displayed in the statistics box of the plot. To simplify the
window cut optimisation, the middle of the time window is
always assumed to be the same with the time of the reference
particle, which is set to 0 on the plot.

TARGET POSITION OPTIMISATION
The scan of the accepted positron yield as a function of
the target exit position inside the bore of the HTS solenoid
is presented in Fig. 4. The scan is simplified such that the
step of scan is increased where the yield is found to be much
lower than the maximum value. The maximum accepted
positron yield is achieved at 𝑧 = +41 mm (yield: 4.8 𝑒+ /𝑒− )
and 𝑧 = +20 mm (yield: 6.0 𝑒+ /𝑒− ) for the L-band and SMC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A24: Accelerators and Storage Rings, Other
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of the ideal yield, a simple circular cylindrical SC solenoid
winding of rectangular cross-section is used as the matching device, and the on-axis magnetic field is analytically
expressed by the following formulae [8]:
𝐵𝑧 =

1
𝐽𝑎{𝐹(𝛼, 𝛽1 ) + 𝐹(𝛼, 𝛽2 )}
2
1

𝐹(𝛼, 𝛽) = 𝜇0 𝛽 ln

𝛼 + (𝛼2 + 𝛽2 ) 2
1 + (1 +

𝛼 = 𝑏/𝑎

Figure 3: Longitudinal phase space of the positrons at the
end of the injector linac for the L-band TW structures capture
linac profile. Energy and time cut window are displayed by
a red dashed rectangle on the plot. The time of the reference
particle is set to 0.
band capture linac profiles respectively, with 𝑧 being the
target exit position inside the bore of the HTS solenoid and
𝑧 = 0 being the peak field position of the HTS solenoid.

𝛽1 = (𝑙 − 𝑧)/𝑎

1
𝛽2 ) 2

𝛽2 = (𝑙 + 𝑧)/𝑎 ,

where, 𝐽 is the average overall current density, 𝑎 and 𝑏 are the
inner and outer radiuses of the solenoid, 𝑙 is the half length
of the solenoid. In case of negative 𝛽1 or 𝛽2 which means
that the point is beyond the end of the coils, 𝐹(𝛼, −𝛽) =
−𝐹(𝛼, 𝛽) is used.
Given similar parameters to those used in the designed
HTS solenoid and the same target position, the ideal yield
is found to be comparable with the designed yield, with a
small difference of ∼2% for instance for the L-band capture
linac profile. Futhermore, the ideal yield is optimised with
loose constraints on the solenoid parameters, for the L-band
capture linac profile, as an example. As a result, the optimal
ideal yield is found to be 5.1 𝑒+ /𝑒− , which is not much higher
(∼6%) than the designed yield. In this case, the optimised
target exit position is 𝑧 = +195 mm, with 𝑧 = 0 being
the peak field position. The optimised ideal SC solenoid
parameters, though it might be technically challenging and
enpensive, are summarised in Table 3.
Table 3: Optimised Ideal Solenoid Parameters with loose
constraints and Accepted Positron Yield for the L-band Capture Linac Profile.
J [A/mm2 ]
890

Figure 4: Scan of Accepted Positron Yield as a Function of
the Target Exit Position
A comparison of the accepted positron yield between an
8 mm diameter entrance aperture flux concentrator (FC) [3]
and a HTS solenoid as the matching devices is summarised
in Table 2.
Table 2: Comparison of Accepted Positron Yields for Different Matching Devices and Different Capture Linacs
Yield comparison
L-band RF @ 0.5 T
S-band RF @ 1.5 T

FC
3.1 𝑒+ /𝑒−
4.0 𝑒+ /𝑒−

HTS solenoid
4.8 𝑒+ /𝑒−
6.0 𝑒+ /𝑒−

IDEAL SC SOLENOID AND YIELD
To verify if the designed yield, namely the accepted
positron yield obtained with the designed HTS solenoid field,
is optimal, an ideal yield is also estimated and optimised
and compared with the designed yield. For the estimation
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A24: Accelerators and Storage Rings, Other

a [mm]
60

b [mm]
90

l [mm]
196

Ideal yield [𝑒+ /𝑒− ]
5.1

Therefore the HTS solenoid design is thought to be optimal or very close to optimal in terms of the accepted positron
yield.

SUMMARY
In this paper, we presented the simulation and optimisation of the FCC-ee positron source using a HTS solenoid
as the matching device. The ”conventional” tungsten target
is used and placed inside the HTS solenoid bore and the
location of the target is optimised to improve the accepted
positron yield at the DR entrance. The latest recommended
baseline beam parameters are used and presented. The accepted positron yield using the HTS solenoid as matching
device is significantly improved compared with using the
flux concentrator. Ideal accepted positron yield is also estimated using analytic SC solenoid on-axis field and is found
to be comparable with the designed HTS solenoid. An optimisation of the ideal accepted positron yield shows that
the design HTS solenoid is optimal as far as the accepted
positron yield is concerned.
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Abstract
The international FCC study group published in 2019 a
Conceptual Design Report for an electron-positron collider
with a centre-of-mass energy from 90 to 365 GeV with a
beam currents of up to 1.4 A per beam. The high beam
current of this collider create challenging requirements on
the injection chain and all aspects of the linac need to be
carefully reconsidered and revisited, including the injection
time structure. The entire beam dynamics studies for the full
linac, damping ring and transfer lines are major activities of
the injector complex design. A key point is that any increase
of positron production and capture efficiency reduces the
cost and complexity of the driver linac, the heat and radiation
load of the converter system, and increases the operational
margin. In this paper we will give an overview of the status
of the injector complex design and introduce the new layout
that has been proposed by the study group working in the
context of the CHART collaboration. In this framework,
furthermore, we also present the preliminary studies of the
FCC-ee positron source highlighting the main requirements
and constraints.

INTRODUCTION
The FCC-ee injector complex must provide beam for topup injection in the booster rings supporting a beam lifetime
of about 18 minutes on Z pole and as low as 12 minutes
at high energy. It must also allow for a filling from zero
(alternating bootstrapping injection) within at most half an
hour. For this purpose, the FCC-ee CDR [1] considers a
6 GeV linac, with at most 2 bunches per RF pulse, with
a repetition rate up to 200 Hz. In this context, the FCCee Injector Study was created as a collaboration between
PSI and CERN with some external partners, such as CNRSIJCLab (Orsay), BINP (Novosibirsk), INFN-LNF (Frascati)
and SuperKEKB (Tsukuba) as an observer. The project has
two deliverables: the revision of the baseline FCC-ee injector
design as published in the FCC-ee CDR [1] -including a
cost estimate- and the proof of principle of the positron
∗
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Ring for injection
Injection energy [GeV]
Bunch population 1010 (nC)
Repetition rate [Hz]
Number of bunches
Bunch spacing [ns]
Rms norm. emit. [mmmrad]
Rms bunch length [mm]
Rms energy spread [%]

Baseline

HE Linac

PBR
6
3.47 (5.55)
200
2
15, 17.5, 20
50, 50
1
0.1

BR
20
3.12 (5.0)
200
2
15, 17.5, 20
50, 50
1
0.1

source through the PSI Positron Production (P3 or P-cubed)
experiment at PSI.

MAIN PARAMETERS
Two possible scenarios have been identified for the injector complex. The first scenario remains the baseline, where
the 6 GeV beams are injected into the existing Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) ring or into a new pre-booster ring (PBR).
In the second option, an additional high-energy (HE) linac
would boost the energy from 6 GeV to 20 GeV and inject the
beams directly into the main booster. The injector complex
up to 6 GeV can be identical in the two scenarios. Table 1
lists the target parameters at the end of the injector complex
for the two options. Another important specification is that
the intensity of the electron and positron bunches have to
vary randomly from 0 to 100 % depending on the intensity
balance between the collider rings. Furthermore, the bunchby-bunch stability for the injection has to be within 3 %.

Filling Scheme
The filling scheme of the colliders foresees 10 cycles for
each species, designated to pre-compensate the charge loss
due to collisions, and to always keep the charge imbalance
within ±5 %. This operation mode is referred to as bootstrapping [2]. The times necessary for the accumulation and
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Table 2: Times required for the filling from scratch of the collider rings for the most demanding Z-mode. A transmission of
90 % is considering between different accelerators.
Baseline Scenario
(1) Injector up to 6 GeV
Bunch charge = 5.55 nC
2 bunches per RF pulse at 200 Hz
(2) SPS or pre-booster ring, Bucket charge = 5.00 nC
Accumulation of 755 bunches
1.89 s
Emittance cooling (damp. time = 0.03 s)
0.1 s
Ramp up and down time (6 – 20 GeV)
0.28 s
SPS cycle time
2.29 s
(3) Top-up booster, Bucket charge = 4.50 nC
Accumulation of 9060 bunches (12 SPS cycle times) 27.48 s
Emittance cooling (damp. time = 0.1 s)
0.4 s
Ramp-up time (20 – 40.5 GeV)
0.63 s
BR cycle time
28.53 s
(4) Collider, Bucket charge = 40.5 nC
10 BR injections per specie of 4.50 nC
Total filling time Z- mode
570.6 s
Luminosity lifetime
1089 s

ramping up in the different stages of the injection are listed
in Table 2.

e- SOURCE AND e+/e-LINACS
The latest layout of the FCC-ee injector complex is shown
in Figure 1. It foresees two separate linacs for electrons
and positrons up to 1.54 GeV. Electrons are accelerated to
6 GeV for both positron production and injection into the
SPS or booster ring. Once generated, the positrons are accelerated and injected into the Damping Ring (DR) at 1.54 GeV.
Furthermore, the DR must also ensure a delay so that the
positron and electron bunches are allocated on consecutive
RF buckets in the common linac separated by 2.5 ms during
the positron production. To ensure that the collider rings are
filled within the filling time specification for the Z-mode, the
two low-energy electron and positron linacs have to work
at a repetition rate of 200 Hz while the common linac has
to work at a repetition rate of 400 Hz (200 Hz for electron bunches and 200 Hz for the positron bunches). The
low-energy positron linac is still a work in progress where
several aspects still have to be studied in detail. The main
goal is to transport and accelerate a positron beam with a
high transverse emittance and energy spread, in the order
of 10 mm rad and 15 % respectively. Three main types of
section have been proposed for the positron linac: solenoids
around the RF accelerating structures, a FODO lattice with
quadrupoles around the RF accelerating structures and a
FODO lattice with quadrupoles between the RF accelerating
structures. Simulations up to 200 MeV show a positron yield
more than 5 with solenoid channels [3]. It is still an open
discussion whether this last option, using solenoidal channel,
could be extended, even to 1.54 GeV.
A first conceptual design of the electron source exists and is
based on the SwissFEL RF photo-injector [4] and can provide electrons for both ring injection and positron production.
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HE Linac Scenario
(1) High-energy linac up to 14 – 20 GeV
Bunch charge = 5.00 nC
2 bunches per RF pulse at 200 Hz
(This step is removed in this scenario)

(2) Top-up booster, Bucket charge = 4.50 nC
Accumulation of 9600 bunches
24 s
Emittance cooling (damp. time = 0.1 s)
0.4 s
Ramp-up time (20 – 40.5 GeV)
0.63 s
BR cycle time
25.03 s
(3) Collider, Bucket charge = 40.5 nC
10 BR injections per specie of 4.50 nC
Total filling time Z- mode
500.6 s
Luminosity lifetime
1089 s

Results of preliminary simulations and optimisations have
shown that normalized emittance values below 10 mm rad
up to 5 nC can be achieved, and even with short bunches
up to an rms length of 0.65 mm. This is an important first
conclusion because this implies that a DR for the electron
beam is not necessary to reduce emittance for the electron
bunches. However, the possibility of using DR to stabilise
the intensity of the electron bunch is still under discussion,
but this option will eventually be put forward after studies
of the stability of the electron source and the phase and
amplitude jitters of the linacs. Furthermore, the 100% intensity (charge) modulation of the electron and positron charge
required for injection into the collider ring could be provided from an optical modulator in the laser system and this
possibility is also under investigation.

POSITRON SOURCE
A high positron yield is an extremely important topic for
a electron-positron collider like FCC, designed to operate
at the extreme end of parameters. In the baseline positron
production scheme for FCC-ee, electrons from a drive linac
hit a small portion of an amorphous target (e.g. tungsten)
and positrons are created through bremsstrahlung and the
following pair conversions. The positron beam is created
with large divergence and energy distributions, due to the
multiple showering and scattering processes. In order to
reduce the emittance, the positrons are focused with a strong
axial magnetic field produced by the so-called Matching Device surrounding the target [5, 6]. Two options are currently
considered for the Adiabatic Matching Device (AMD): the
first involves the use of a flux concentrator (FC) based in a
pulsed, normal conducting magnet as in the SuperKEKB
positron source layout [7] while the second uses an AMD
based on high-temperature superconducting (HTS) coils.
Preliminary simulations show that the AMD based on HTS
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Figure 1: Latest baseline layout of the FCC-ee injector complex. BC: bunch Compressor. EC: Energy Compressor.
coils can provide very high positron yields at the DR (5.1
- 7.2) compared to the AMD based on a FC (3.2 - 4.4) [3].
Nevertheless, in order to achieve an acceptable positron production, the considered target is made of tungsten-rhenium,
which gives also a significant flux of unwanted secondary
particles, that in turn could generate a too large radiation
load on the superconducting coils. The feasibility of such a
positron source was assessed by studying the thermal load
and long-term radiation damage in the HTS AMD and radiofrequency structures following the target. The results are
promising although further studies of shielding and evaluations of the effect of long-term radiation still need to be
carried out [8]. Further positron source studies involve the
use of axially aligned crystals as radiators. In this scheme,
electrons from the driving linac that penetrate the crystal
at radiating angles to the axes or planes are channelled and
emit a channelling radiation. This radiation provides a large
number of softer photons than bremsstrahlung for the following conventional target, reducing the thermal load and
increasing the target positron yield [9].

DAMPING RING AND TRANSFER LINES
The DR is necessary to reduce the angular divergence
(emittance) of the positron beam to a value appropriate for
injection. This is achieved through the process of radiation damping, i.e. the combination of synchrotron radiation in bending fields and wigglers with energy gain in
radio-frequency (rf) cavities. The DR is for all intents and
purposes part of the positron source because its dynamic
aperture, longitudinal and transverse acceptance parameters
are the target parameters for the design of the linac and the
positron capture. The DR parameters are listed in [1]. The
injection time of the 2-bunch must be optimised so that the
fast injection kickers do not also affect the stored beam. In
addition, the DR should be able to provide the 2.5 ms delay
needed of the common linac operation. These two aspects
impose stringent boundary conditions for the time separation
of the two bunches. This specific problem and the definition
of the separation in time of the two bunches still need to
be investigated and studied in detail. In order to define the
bunch length in the DR and consequently the specifications
on the RF system, some analytical calculations on various
collective effects were performed. The results, taking into
account space charge, intra-beam scattering, longitudinal mi-
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crowave instability, transverse mode coupling instability, ion
effects, electron cloud and synchrotron coherent radiation
are presented in this report [10].

P3 EXPERIMENT
The PSI Positron Production (P3 ) is the proposed proofof-principle experiment for the FCC-ee positron source. The
main goal of the experiment is to test novel-approach technology (e.g. HTS solenoids as an AMD), and validate the proposed high positron yield scheme. To this end, it is planned
to build a small prototype of the FCC-ee positron source, to
be installed in the SwissFEL linac at PSI, where a 6 GeV
drive electron beam with the appropriate specifications for
positron generation is available. The basic design involves a
tungsten target, an AMD based on HTS coils surrounding the
target, and two S-band standing-wave cavities surrounded
by solenoid fields. In addition, the captured electron and
positron beams are separated through a bending magnet,
and measurements of total charge, energy distribution and
time structure are performed. It should be noted that the
baseline design of P3 has some substantial differences with
the FCC-ee injector. First, the drive-linac is operated at 1 Hz
repetition rate with a bunch charge of 200 pC. This implies
an significantly lower thermo-mechanical stress at the target with respect to FCC-ee, and therefore a cooling system
is not strictly needed. In addition, the availability of commercial klystrons and conventional waveguide components
determined the choice of the 3 GHz frequency for the RF
cavities.
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SIMULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS OF
LUMINOSITY AT SuperKEKB
D. Zhou∗ , K. Ohmi, Y. Funakoshi, Y. Ohnishi, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan
Y. Zhang, IHEP, Beijing, China
Abstract
The interplay of beam-beam interaction, machine imperfections, and beam coupling impedance makes it difficult to predict the luminosity performance of SuperKEKB.
Since 2020, the crab waist scheme was introduced to SuperKEKB to suppress beam-beam resonances. The coherent beam-beam head-tail instability and beam-beam driven
synchro-betatron resonances due to large crossing angle can
drive horizontal blowup, which cannot be suppressed by the
crab waist. The longitudinal impedance modulates the synchrotron motion and therefore affects beam-beam instability.
In this paper, we compare simulations and measurements of
luminosity and discuss the challenges and direction toward
developing a predictable luminosity simulation model for
SuperKEKB.

INTRODUCTION
SuperKEKB [1] commissioning had three phases: Phase1 [2, 3] (February - June 2016, without installations of the
final focusing superconducting QCS magnets and roll-in of
Belle II detector), Phase-2 [4] (February - July 2018, with
QCS and Belle II, but without the Vertex detector), and
Phase-3 [5] (from March 2019 until present with the full
Belle II detector). Beam commissioning without collisions
in Phase-1 achieved small vertical emittances less than 10
pm for both beams, which is essential for high luminosity.
Machine tuning with collisions in Phase-2 confirmed the
nano-beam collision scheme [6], i.e. collision with a large
crossing angle and vertical beta function 𝛽∗𝑦 at the interaction
point (IP) much smaller than bunch length 𝜎𝑧 . However,
without the crab waist (CW) the beam-beam (BB) driven
vertical emittance blowup was severe, causing degradation of
specific luminosity (Lsp) as bunch currents increased. This
situation continued until April 2020 when the crab waist
scheme [7] was adopted. The CW suppresses the beam
blowup significantly and beam commissioning with CW has
been successful [8], while luminosity performance has been
worse than predictions of simulations.

OVERVIEW OF LUMINOSITY AND
BEAM-BEAM EFFECTS AT SUPERKEKB
The specific luminosity 𝐿𝑠𝑝 = 𝐿/(𝑁𝑏 𝐼𝑏+ 𝐼𝑏− ) for SuperKEKB with nano-beam collision scheme can be well
approximated by
−

𝐿𝑠𝑝 ≈
∗

𝑒

Δ2
∗2
2(𝜎∗2
𝑦+ +𝜎𝑦− )

2
∗2
2
2𝜋𝑒2 𝑓√𝜎∗2
𝑦+ + 𝜎𝑦− √𝜎𝑧+ + 𝜎𝑧− tan
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𝜃𝑐
2

(1)

Here 𝑁𝑏 is the number of bunches, 𝐼𝑏± is the bunch current,
𝑓 is the revolution frequency, 𝜃𝑐 is the full crossing angle,
𝜎∗𝑦± and 𝜎𝑧± are the beam sizes at IP in the vertical and longitudinal directions, respectively. The quantity Δ indicates
the relative vertical orbit offset of the colliding beams at IP.
The incoherent BB tune shifts can be calculated from the
BB kick [9], and are given by the approximate formulae
𝜉𝑖𝑥+ ≈

𝜉𝑖𝑦+ ≈

𝑟𝑒
𝑁− 𝛽∗𝑥+
,
2𝜋𝛾+ 𝜎2 tan2 𝜃𝑐 + 𝜎∗2
𝑧−
𝑥−
2

𝑟𝑒
2𝜋𝛾+

𝑁− 𝛽∗𝑦+
𝜃
𝜎∗𝑦− √𝜎2𝑧− tan2 2𝑐

(2)

(3)
+

𝜎∗2
𝑥−

for the positron beam. Exchanging the +/- by -/+ gives the
formulae for the electron beam. Equations (1) to (3) are the
basis of discussions on luminosity and BB effects in this
paper.
Table 1: SuperKEKB machine parameters for 𝛽∗𝑦 =2 mm on
Jul.1, 2019 and 𝛽∗𝑦 =1 mm on Apr. 5, 2022, respectively.
Parameters
𝐼𝑏 (mA)
𝜖𝑥 (nm)
𝜖𝑦 (pm)
𝛽𝑥 (mm)
𝛽𝑦 (mm)
𝜎𝑧0 (mm)
𝜈𝑥
𝜈𝑦
𝜈𝑠
Crab waist ratio

2019.07.01
LER
HER
0.51
2.0
40
80
2
4.6
44.542
46.605
0.023
0

0.51
4.6
40
80
2
5.0
45.53
43.583
0.027
0

2022.04.05
LER
HER
0.71
4.0
30
80
1
4.6
44.524
46.589
0.023
80%

0.57
4.6
35
60
1
5.1
45.532
43.572
0.027
40%

Table 1 shows the typical machine parameters from operation without the CW (2019.07.01) and with the CW
(2022.04.05). Using these parameters, the BB induced footprints of the LER beam are plotted in Fig. 1 with solid lines
indicating the important resonances. The linear and chromatic coupling resonances 𝜈𝑥 − 𝜈𝑦 + 𝑘𝜈𝑠 = 𝑁 are driven by
machine imperfections. The resonances at 𝜈𝑥 ± 𝑛𝜈𝑦 = 𝑁 are
excited by BB interaction with a large crossing angle. The
synchro-betatron resonances 2𝜈𝑥 − 𝑘𝜈𝑠 = 𝑁 can be excited
by both machine imperfections and BB interaction. Here the
incoherent betatron and synchrotron tunes are used to describe the resonances. Transverse coupling impedances and
BB effects can cause shifts of the incoherent betatron tunes,
and potential-well distortion from longitudinal impedance
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Figure 1: Beam-beam driven footprint of LER beam in the
tune space with parameters of Table 1. The blue and red footprints represent 2019.07.01 and 2022.04.05, respectively.
With 𝛽∗𝑦 ≥ 1 mm, it was expected that interplay of BB
and lattice nonlinearity at SuperKEKB should have a negligible impact on luminosity [11,12]. In Phase-2 commissioning without the CW, it was found that linear x-y coupling
and dispersion at IP can severely degrade luminosity [13].
The source of linear coupling was traced to unwanted skewquadrupole components in the final focusing superconducting magnets (the so-called QCS magnets). It was suspected
that nonlinear chromatic and betatron couplings should be
the next sources to explain the luminosity degradation. However, it was also suggested that nonlinear optical aberrations
at the IP have to be extremely large, which was inconsistent with optics measurements [13]. Coherent beam-beam
head-tail instability (BBHTI) [14, 15], which cannot be
suppressed by the CW, is potentially harmful to luminosity
performance. However, beam commissioning shows that the
BBHTI was observed in early Phase-2 [16] but was not seen
in Phase-3 when 𝛽∗𝑦 was squeezed to 1 mm with careful optics tunings. Without the CW, strong-strong BB simulations
showed that BB resonances were the most likely sources of
luminosity degradation. This will be addressed later.
The uncontrollable blowup in vertical emittances set a severe limit on the luminosity performance and motivated the
installation of the CW in SuperKEKB [8]. Though it would
severely reduce the dynamic aperture and lifetime of the
SuperKEKB rings with optics of 𝛽∗𝑦± = 0.27/0.3 mm [17],
design studies showed that the CW is tolerable if 𝛽∗𝑦 ≥ 0.6
mm [18]. Beam commissioning with the CW at SuperKEKB
has been very successful with 𝛽∗𝑦 = 1 and 0.8 mm [8]. Experiments have shown that the CW effectively suppresses
vertical blowup and allows larger beam currents to be stored
in the rings [19].

STATUS OF BEAM-BEAM SIMULATIONS
Beam-beam simulations for SuperKEKB have been intensively done since the design stage. Simulation codes include
BBWS, SAD [20], BBSS [21, 22] and IBB [23]. BBWS and
BBSS were developed by K. Ohmi at KEK, and IBB was
WEPOPT064
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developed by Y. Zhang at IHEP. BBWS simulations use a
weak-strong model for the BB interaction, one-turn matrix
for lattice transformation, perturbation maps for linear and
nonlinear machine imperfections, ideal CW, longitudinal and
transverse beam coupling impedances, etc. SAD simulations
use the weak-strong BB model of BBWS and allows loading
full lattice, perturbation maps, etc. BBSS simulations use
a strong-strong model for BB interaction and all features
of BBWS. IBB is a MPI-based parallel strong-strong code
developed by Y. Zhang and has similar features of BBSS.
SAD simulations are used to investigate the interplay of
BB and lattice nonlinearities [11]. BBWS simulations have
been frequently used for fast estimates of luminosity performance and tune scan. BBSS and IBB simulations are
used for investigating the interplay of BB, impedances and
machine imperfections.

LUMINOSITY PERFORMANCE
Luminosity Performance Without Crab Waist
From March 2018 to March 2020, SuperKEKB was operated with collisions but without a crab waist. During that
time, many challenges were experienced: 1) Peak luminosity
much lower than predictions of simulations; 2) Easy vertical
blowup of single beams; 3) Small area in tune space for good
luminosity; 4) Unexpectedly high backgrounds in Belle II; 5)
No or small gain of luminosity via squeezing 𝛽∗𝑥,𝑦 ; 6) Hard
to approach the design working point (.53, .57).
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can cause shift of the incoherent synchrotron tune. Therefore,
as bunch currents change, the positions of relevant resonant
lines also shift dynamically in the tune space. The rule of
thumb is to find a working point to avoid obvious overlap
between the beam’s footprint and harmful resonances [10].
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Figure 2: Tune scan of luminosity (left) and vertical beam
size (normalized by 𝜎𝑦0 ) for the parameter set of 2019.07.01
with the LER as the weak beam in the BBWS simulation.
Important resonant lines are plotted, and the black dot indicating the working point for machine operation.
In addition to linear optics aberrations at IP [13], the BB
driven resonances 𝜈𝑥 ± 4𝜈𝑦 + 𝛼 = 𝑁 have a large impact on
the above observations and consequently limit the luminosity
performance. Here the parameter 𝛼 scales as the vertical BB
tune shift and determines the widths of BB resonances. A luminosity tune scan shows that these 5th order resonances can
be easily excited and their widths scale as vertical BB tune
shift (see Fig. 2). According to Eq.(3), 𝜉𝑦𝑖 is proportional
to √𝛽∗𝑦 /𝜖𝑦 , assuming 𝛽∗𝑦+ = 𝛽∗𝑦− and 𝜖𝑦+ = 𝜖𝑦− .

Luminosity Performance With Crab Waist
Since April 2020, the CW has been implemented at SuperKEKB to suppress beam-beam resonances [24, 25]. Luminosity performance has been improving with the following
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observations (see Ref. [19] for a review): 1) Luminosity performance became closer to the predictions of simulations;
2) Balanced collision (i.e. 𝜎∗𝑦+ ≈ 𝜎∗𝑦− ) was achieved with
careful tuning knobs; 3) The working point could be set
around the design (.53, .57); 4) The total beam currents were
not limited by BB blowup, but by injection power and hardware issues; 5) There still exists an unexpected degradation
of Lsp vs product of bunch currents (Fig. 3). In particular,
increasing the beam current does not give large increases in
luminosity.

Sources to be Investigated
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Figure 3: Lsp predicted by BBSS simulations with inclusion
of longitudinal impedances and from experiments of highbunch current collision (HBCC) machine study and physics
run.
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2) Chromatic couplings. Their effects on luminosity were
recognized at KEKB [26]. For SuperKEKB, rotatable
skew-sextupoles are installed in LER and dedicated skewsextupoles are installed in HER to control the global chromatic coupling (see Ref. [27]). 3) Beam oscillation excited
by the injection kickers of LER. These cause loss of Lsp
on the order of 10% (see Ref. [28]). 4) Vertical blowup in
the LER driven by the interplay of vertical impedance and
feedback system. The problem was eliminated by fine tuning
of the feedback system(see Ref. [29]).
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Figure 4: Vertical beam sizes of electron (left) and positron
(right) beams at the IP predicted by BBSS simulations compared with experiments.
As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, with 40%/80% CW strength
of HER/LER, the decrease of Lsp in strong-strong BB simulation is mainly attributed to bunch lengthening due to
longitudinal wakefields and weak vertical blowup of HER
beam due to insufficient CW strength. However, experimental results showed a much faster Lsp decrease as bunch
currents increase. The sources of luminosity degradation
are discussed in next section.

SOURCES OF LUMINOSITY
DEGRADATION
Known Sources
The known sources of luminosity degradation have been
identified by simulations and experiments: 1) Bunch lengthening driven by longitudinal impedance. From Eq.(1), the
scaling law is 𝐿𝑠𝑝 ∝ 1/√𝜎2𝑧+ + 𝜎2𝑧− . Simulations using
impedance models predict 𝜎𝑧 (𝐼𝑏 ) = 𝜎𝑧0 + 𝐴 ⋅ 𝐼𝑏 with 𝐼𝑏
the bunch current and 𝐴 about 1 mm/mA for both rings.
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There exist other sources to be investigated through simulations and experiments: 1) Imperfect crab waist. The
nonlinear optics and optics distortion (its sources include
machine errors, current-dependent orbit drift, etc.) around
the IR might reduce the effectiveness of CW in suppressing BB resonances. Figure 3 shows luminosity degradation
by weaker CW strength. 2) BB driven incoherent synchrobetatron resonances [28]. Currently, the working point of
SuperKEKB is between 𝜈𝑥 −𝜈𝑠 = 𝑁/2 and 𝜈𝑥 −2𝜈𝑠 = 𝑁/2,
which are strong due to the BB interaction [24]. The tune
space in this region might not be large enough to hold the
footprint of the beams. 3) Interplay of BB, longitudinal and
transverse impedances, and feedback system. 4) Interplay of
BB and nonlinear lattices. This was identified to be important for the final design of SuperKEKB configurations [11].
5) Coupled bunch instabilities (CBI) with large bunch number and high currents. With 2151 bunches and total beam
currents of 1.4/1.12 A achieved in LER/HER, so far Lsp
degradation due to CBI has not been seen [28].
The sources listed above define the challenges and direction toward developing a predictable model of luminosity
simulation.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
With progress in machine tunings, the measured luminosity of SuperKEKB is approaching predictions of BB simulations. Meanwhile, sources of luminosity degradation in
collisions with the crab waist are better understood through
investigations of simulations and experiments. Improving
models for BB simulations are required in the future when
beam currents become higher and 𝛽∗𝑦 is squeezed further.
Further discussions will be presented in Ref. [28].
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INTRODUCTION
At the Argonne Wakefield Accelerator (AWA), the drivebeam photoinjector is the backbone of the facility [1]. The
photoinjector generates ≤ 70-MeV electron bunches in either a low-charge or high-charge regime. In the low-charge
mode, single bunches with charge ≤ 1 nC are produced with
an emphasis on forming low-emittance bunches to support
various beam-dynamics experiments including beam-driven
wakefield acceleration in THz structures. In the high-charge
regime, bunches train comprising eight 50-nC bunches are
produced and principally employed to excite fields in power
extraction and transfer structures (PETS). These structures
produce high-power (sub-GW), high-frequency (�-band and
above) electromagnetic radiation to power high-frequency
accelerating structures in the so-called two-beam acceleration (TBA) scheme [2, 3]. Over the last few years, AWA
has increased its focus on developing methods to control
bright beams [4]. Correspondingly, the AWA accelerator
will be upgraded to enable the generation of low-emittance,
low-charge electron beams.

LOW-ENERGY SECTION UPGRADE
The AWA drive-beam linac comprises a 1 + 12 -cell 1.3GHz RF gun surrounded by three solenoidal lenses, followed
by a linac consisting of seven 1.3-GHz 7-cell standing-wave
structures [1]. The low-energy section upgrade is primarily
driven by the installation of a symmetrized RF gun to reduce
the time-dependent kick produced by the sided input-power
coupler. The kick is responsible for emittance growth and
possible coupling as it occurs in a region with an axial magnetic field produced by solenoid lenses. In this report, we
investigate possible configurations for one of the solenoid
∗

eframe@anl.gov
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The Argonne Wakefield Accelerator (AWA) is planning to
upgrade the photoinjector of its drive-beam accelerator. The
main goal of the upgrade is to improve the beam brightness
using a symmetrized RF-gun cavity and linac cavities. In
the process, the photoinjector is reconfigured and some of
the solenoid magnets will be redesigned. A challenging
aspect of this optimization is that the injector should be
able to produce bright low-charge (∼ 1 nC) bunches while
also being capable of operating with high-charge (∼ 50 nC)
bunches. This paper discusses the optimization of the beam
dynamics for the low- and high-charge cases and explores
the performances of the proposed configuration.

lenses (the “matching" solenoid located downstream of the
RF gun) constrained by mechanical assembly and real-estate
requirements and motivated by improving the beam brightness. Both the low- and high-charge regimes are explored
and trade-off between the different designs are considered. In

Bz (r = 0, z) (T)
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Figure 1: Comparison of the axial field produced by the two
matching solenoid designs (a) and laser temporal profile for
the Gaussian “1G" (b) and flat top “FT" (c) distributions.
its current configuration, the “matching" solenoid installed
immediately downstream of the RF gun has two iron plates
fastened on each side to reduce the magnetic field fringe
field while accommodating constraints that came from the
beamline itself. However, these metallic plates generate a
non-cylindrically symmetric magnetic field that negatively
impacts the beam dynamics. The motivation behind the
change in the solenoid design is to eliminate this field asymmetry and to possibly change the position of the solenoid.
Two new solenoid designs were considered for this upgrade.
One of the designs (“Design 1") is similar to the solenoid
that is currently installed at AWA - the only difference being
that the metal plates are removed. Due to the size of the bore,
this solenoid is constrained to one position on the beamline
(0.273 m downstream of the photocathode). The other design (“Design 2") has a larger bore which allows the position
of the solenoid center to vary within � � ∈ [0.273, 0.330] m
from the photocathode. The corresponding axial magnetic
fields � � (� = 0, �) appear in Fig. 1(a).

SIMULATIONS & OPTIMIZATION
The goal of the optimization is to understand the tradeoff between the transverse emittance � ⊥ and rms energy
spread �� . Given that AWA does not include any compression scheme, these two parameters are the most relevant to
a number of applications often considered at AWA. Low-
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emittance [O (1) µm], low-charge [O (1) nC] beams are critical for some experiments on wakefield acceleration using
small-aperture structures (operating at sub-THz frequencies)
and phase-space manipulations investigated at AWA [5–7] .
Likewise, high-charge bunches require a moderate emittance
with low energy spread to minimize chromatic aberrations
associated with the final focusing in the PETS structure.
Most of the intial conditions and accelerator settings can
be continuously varied except for the initial photocathodelaser distribution which can either be approximated as a
single Gaussian distribution (refer to as “1G") with ∼ 400-fs
(FWHM) duration or a plateau flat-top distribution (“FT")
produced by stacking 32 Gaussian pulses using five �-BBO
crystals with ∼ 6-ps (FWHM) duration [8]; see Fig. 1(b) and
(c) respectively.
The poisson/superfish suite was used to generate the
on-axis magnetic fields for the solenoidal lenses and RF
fields for the RF gun and linac cavities. The beam dynamics
simulations were performed using the astra program using the cylindrical-symmetric space-charge algorithm. Our
simulation conservatively used the low-energy settings of
the linac where only four or the six accelerating cavities
are powered. The optimizations were performed with the
deap evolutionary computation framework [9]. During the
optimization the 12 control parameters included the laser
transverse size on the photocathode, the phase and amplitude
of the RF gun and two first accelerating cavities, the peak
values of 4 solenoids (the 3 solenoids surrounding the RF
gun and one solenoid downstream of the first accelerating
cavity) and the matching solenoid position.

bunch charges � = 1 nC. The other group of Pareto fronts in
the domain (� ⊥ ∈ [30, 400] µm and �� ∈ [70, 1000] keV)
is associated with � = 50 nC. Despite the disparity in � ⊥ and
�� values associated with the two cases of charges, the optimizations indicate that Design 2 offers some compromise
where acceptable tradeoffs can be reached for a common
fixed solenoid position.

RESULTS

Pareto fronts and confirms that emittance values close to ∼
1 µm can be attained for � = 1 nC. Likewise, the high-charge
optimizations indicate that (� ⊥ , �� ) ≤ (100 µm, 100 keV)
are achievable at ∼ 40 MeV. The corresponding relative energy spread is �� /� < 2.5×10−3 which should significantly
reduce chromatic aberrations. Additionally, the optimization
gives lower energy spread value for given emittance value
for the “1G" laser-configuration at � = 1 nC while reaching
lower emittance favors the “FT" laser for � = 50 nC. The
latter is expected as photo-emitting an electron bunch with
a short laser pulse usually results in a space-charge dominated beam expansion which produces significant correlated
energy spread [10, 11].

Optimization for Ideal Case
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Figure 2 summarizes the Pareto fronts in the (� ⊥ , �� )
domain resulting from the optimization for all of the 8
considered configurations. Two clusters of Pareto fronts
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Figure 2: Pareto fronts obtained for both solenoid Designs 1
and 2 for the two cases of laser temporal profiles (“1G" and
“FT") and bunch charges (1 and 50 nC).
emerge from the latter Figure. One of them in the domain
(� ⊥ ∈ [1, 20] µm and �� ∈ [10, 30] keV) corresponds to
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Specifically, we fixed the solenoid position to � � =
0.287 m from the photocathode following an analysis of
Fig. 2 and performed a multi-objective optimization where
all the parameters previously listed but the solenoid position
are used as variables. Figure 3 presents the corresponding
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Figure 3: Pareto fronts for “Design 2" solenoid located at
� � = 0.287 m for the 1-nC (a) and 50-nC (b) bunch charges.

To further examine the beam quality we selected a few
settings and analyzed the corresponding beam evolution
along the injector beamline. Figures 4 and 5 present the
evolution of key beam parameters along the beamline for
respectively a 1-nC and 50-nC bunch. For both cases we
selected the 1G laser distribution with both configurations
reaching a final kinetic energy � ≃ 40 MeV. The 1-nC case
reaches transverse emittance � ⊥ ≃ 1.5 µm. Likewise, it is
worth noting
√ that the 50-nC case produces a peak current
�ˆ ≃ ��/( 2��� ) ∼ 2.5 kA without any compression while
maintaining a transverse emittance � ⊥ ≃ 60 µm. These
parameters will further improve by optimizing the linac with
all six cavities powered.
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Figure 4: Evolution of beam parameters along the beamline
for the case of a 1-nC bunch with the 1G laser distribution.
The beamline external accelerating (� � ) and focusing (� � )
fields experienced by the reference particle appear in (a).
The parameters are the kinetic energy � (b), the transverse
and longitudinal � � emittances (c) and the transverse �⊥
beam size and bunch length �� (d).

Figure 5: Evolution of beam parameters along the beamline
for the case of a 50-nC bunch with the 1G laser distribution.
The plots description is similar to Fig. 4.

Impact of Multipoles fiFeld in Solenoid
Owing to the fabrication process solenoid magnets do
not possess an axial-symmetry. Such an asymmetry can
significantly affect the beam’s transverse emittances. Consequently, it is instructive to assess the impact of non-ideal
multipole contributions to the field [12]. We perform such
an investigation by considering the dipole and quadrupole
fields. We consider the optimized configuration presented
in Fig. 4 and overlap a quadrupole or a dipole magnet to the
matching solenoid in the astra model. The beam distribution is tracked up to the photoinjector’s end (at � = 12 m)
and the emittances recorded. Figure 6 summarizes the im-
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Figure 6: Relative average-emittance (�)
˜ dilution as a function of dipole and quadrupole field strength (the peak field
for the matching solenoid is | �ˆ� | = 0.186 T).
pact of these dipole and quadrupole fields on the the av√
eraged emittance �˜ ≡ � � � � defined as the geometric average of the horizontal and vertical emittances. Imposing
the relative emittance dilution ∫to be below 5% requires the
quadrupole gradient
integral ��ℓ ≤ 2.5 G and dipole
∫
field integral ��ℓ ≤ 0.3 G.m for a nominal magnetic field
of | �ˆ� | = 0.186 T. These multipoles can also be partially
corrected by a set of normal-skew quadrupole magnets [13].

CONCLUSION
This paper summarizes the optimization study that was
performed to investigate the impact of two different solenoid
designs on emittance and energy spread. Our optimization
revealed that the bore size of the solenoid did not greatly
affect the beam parameters as both solenoid designs yielded
similar tradeoff curves between emittance and energy spread.
Given that the smaller-bore solenoid would require a special evac® chain-clamp flange to accommodate its installation while the larger-bore solenoid (“Design 2") can be
slid over a standard flange, “Design 2" was selected. We
correspondingly investigated the performances of beamline
configurations implementing this solenoid and show emittance ∼ 1.5 µm could be attained at 1 nC. Further work will
explore possible optimization of the linac position, consider
3D maps of the electromagnetic fields (as the current simulations assume axially-symmetric fields in RF cavities), and
explore the impact of short-range wakefield effects.
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Abstract
The construction of the European Spallation Source (ESS)
accelerator is in full swing. Many key components have been
delivered from our in-kind partners and installation, testing
and commissioning is making remarkable progress. The first
machine section to be commissioned with beam is the Normal Conducting Linac (NCL). When completed, a 14 Hz,
2.86 ms proton beam up to 62.5 mA will be transported from
the Ion Source (IS), through the Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) line, the Radiofrequency Quadrupole (RFQ),
the Medium Energy Beam Transport (MEBT) line and the
five Drift Tube Linac (DTL) tanks up to 90 MeV where it
will be injected in the first superconducting module of the
machine [1]. This paper will highlight recent progress across
the NCL, present briefly the first commissioning results and
discuss the upcoming phases as well as challenges in delivering a machine capable of meeting the requirements for a
next generation spallation neutron facility.

NCL DESCRIPTION
The world’s most powerful linear accelerator is currently
under construction in Lund, Sweden. At full completion,
a 62.5 mA proton beam at 14 Hz and 2.86 ms will be accelerated up to 2 GeV. The resulting average beam power of
5 MW will be used to drive the production of spallation neutrons, enabling ESS to become a flagship research facility
and to carry out world class science. While progress is being made across the board, from accelerator to target and
∗
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neutron instruments [2], the NCL is the first section of the
machine to transition from installation to integrated testing
and commissioning with beam.

IS and LEBT
The NCL starts with a microwave discharge ion source
producing a 75 keV proton beam that is further transported
through the LEBT. The LEBT is a transport channel consisting primarily of two magnetic solenoids with steerers,
an electrostatic chopping system, an iris, two repellers, a
collimator and an extensive suite of diagnostics (Faraday
Cup – FC, Beam Current Monitors – BCMs, Allison Scanner Emittance Measurement Unit – EMU, Beam Induced
Fluorescence Non-Invasive Profile Monitor – NPM and a
Doppler-shift spectroscopy system). The IS and the LEBT
are in-kind contributions from INFN Catania in Italy.

RFQ
After the LEBT, a 4.6 m long, four-vane RFQ operating
at 352.21 MHz, bunches and accelerates the beam up to
3.62 MeV. A BCM measures the beam current at the end of
the RFQ. The RFQ is an in-kind contribution from CEA in
France, while its RF system was provided by ESS-Bilbao in
Spain.

MEBT
The subsequent MEBT is a transport line intended to
match the beam to the DTL and consists of 11 quadrupoles
with steerers, three buncher cavities, a fast chopping system,
collimators and additional diagnostics to further characterise
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of the ESS Normal Conducting Linac.
the beam (FC, Beam Position Monitors – BPMs, BCMs,
Wire Scanners – WS, a Bunch Shape Monitor – BSM, EMU,
NPMs). The MEBT is also a contribution from ESS-Bilbao.

DTL
After the MEBT, five DTL tanks will accelerate the beam
to ∼90 MeV. The tanks operate at 352.21 MHz and make
use of permanent magnet quadrupoles placed inside drift
tubes for transverse focusing. Some drift tubes are also
equipped with steerers and BPMs, while BCMs are placed
between the tanks for current measurement. FCs are also
placed at the end of DTL tanks 2 and 4. The DTL is an
in-kind contribution from INFN-Legnaro and INFN-Torino,
while the final assembly takes place at ESS [3]. The RF
systems are provided by ESS-Bilbao. A schematic layout of
the entire NCL can be seen in Figure 1.

INSTALLATION, TESTING AND
COMMISSIONING PHASES
The delivery of the entire accelerator scope is a staged
approach intended to establish first beam to new destinations as soon as possible. To enable the commissioning of
the NCL to proceed in parallel with the installation of the
superconducting linac (SCL), a temporary shielding wall
was installed in the tunnel to separate these two sections.
In addition, to allow a more focused use of resources only
essential diagnostics are made available initially, with the
ambition of deploying more devices as we advance. Each

phase goes through a period of installation and infrastructure completion, followed by local and integrated testing,
RF conditioning of cavities and finally commissioning with
beam.

Ion Source and LEBT Commissioning
Beam to the LEBT was established for the first time at
ESS in 2018 after the IS and the LEBT were delivered to
Lund from INFN Catania. As these were the only beamline
components installed in the tunnel at the time, a temporary
diagnostics box was added to the end of the LEBT to allow
a more complete characterization of the beam. These results
are reported in [4–6].

RFQ Conditioning
The next step was to start conditioning the RFQ. This
required a different level of effort not only on managing the
deliveries from our in-kind partners, but also on completing
the local support infrastructure, the deployment of the personnel safety system and the technical hardware integration.
Ensuring that adequate conventional and radiation safety procedures are in place before starting, was also essential. This
phase was particularly challenging for a green field facility
like ESS, and establishing control room operations marked
a major transition point from installation to commissioning
and operations.
The first RF pulse was sent to the RFQ on the 9th of June
2021, and conditioning activities lasted approximately 8
weeks. The power is injected into the RFQ via two couplers
that were previously conditioned up to 1 MW each at CEA
in Saclay. For nominal operation with beam ∼1 MW of RF
power is needed (729 kW for the cavity to achieve nominal
voltage and 225 kW for beam loading). At the end of the
conditioning period, stable operation above the nominal
power was demonstrated over a sustained period as well as
the ability of the cooling skid to maintain cavity frequency
within ±1.5 kHz. The evolution of peak and average power
with time can be seen in Figure 2 [7, 8].

Beam to MEBT Faraday Cup

Figure 2: Evolution of the peak and average power in the
RFQ during initial conditioning.
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After the RFQ conditioning was completed, a short period
of intense testing, pre-start reviews and dry-runs followed,
in preparation for commissioning with beam. The baseline
goal was to send a probe beam (6 mA, 5 µs, 1 Hz) to the
MEBT FC and make all baseline systems operational. Beam
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DTL1 Conditioning

Figure 3: First beam pulse sent to the MEBT FC.

to the LEBT FC was re-established on the 10th of November
2021 and the first proton pulse of 3 mA and 5 µs was sent
through the RFQ on the 26th of November 2021 as presented
in Figure 3. For this phase, the three buncher cavities in
the MEBT were unpowered, as their respective RF systems
were not fully deployed. In addition, limited availability
of diagnostics devices (only FC, BPMs and BCMs were
operational on day one), coupled with the need to validate
critical hardware and protection functions for the first time,
imposed the need to apply administrative operational limits
and take a very cautious approach in ramping up beam power.
At the same time the commissioning team had to handle
inevitable hardware faults and reduced availability of tools
and functionalities, so at the end of the commissioning run
in 2021, only the pulse length was increased to 50 µs but not
the beam current. However, two more short commissioning
runs were arranged in 2022 when a 62.5 mA, 5 µs beam at
1 Hz, was sent to the MEBT FC. This allowed to complete
a more systematic characterization of the IS, LEBT and
MEBT, testing of the RFQ with LLRF as well as extensive
debugging and optimisation. Transmission through the RFQ
was measured at over 95% and the beam energy at 3.6 MeV.

The first DTL tank was installed in August 2021 and
connection to utilities, local as well as integrating testing
with the cooling skid, controls and the RF system continued
throughout 2021 and early 2022. Critical interlocks, signal
calibration and communication between systems were extensively verified. The RF system which is identical with
the RFQ RF system, both sharing a common modulator, was
tested independently at low and high power before connection. The first RF pulse to DTL1 was sent in March 2022
and progress continued gradually aiming at reaching nominal field and a duty cycle adequate for supporting the next
commissioning phase with beam (3 MV/m, 100 µs, 1 Hz).
Once this was achieved, focus was shifted to increasing the
duty cycle. At the time of writing, DTL1 can run stably at
2.85 MV/m, 3.2 ms and 14 Hz, which is very close to the
nominal parameters. This is encouraging progress given
that the available time for conditioning was limited to 10
shifts per week (except for a two week period of 24/5) and
often had to be shared with other concomitant activities. In
addition, progress has been made on deploying and testing
LLRF functionality to support closed loop operation with
beam.

Beam to DTL1 Faraday Cup
After DTL1 conditioning was started, intense efforts were
made in preparation for sending beam through the tank. This
is possible as a FC enclosed in concrete shielding has been
temporarily installed at the end of DTL1. As in earlier
phases, extensive integrated testing of all additional systems was carried out, including the new FC, BCMs, BPMs
and WSs, as well as the three MEBT bunchers and their
respective RF systems. The first beam to the FC at 3 mA,
5 µs, 1 Hz, was established on June 1st 2022, after all cavities
were roughly phased. Results from preliminary DTL1 phase
acceptance scans can be seen in Figure 4. Commissioning
activities are ongoing, aiming at testing individual systems
and at improving the overall performance of the machine.

NEXT STEPS
Beam commissioning activities to the DTL1 FC will come
to an end in the summer of 2022, when a longer shutdown
period will allow the installation of three additional DTL
tanks. A FC will be installed at the end of DTL4 and will
serve as the new beam destination. We estimate that RF
conditioning activities of tanks 2, 3 and 4 will begin in early
2023 and beam commissioning soon after. At the end of
that phase, the temporary shielding wall in the tunnel will
be removed to allow the installation of DTL5, as well as
connection to the SCL.
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INVESTIGATION, SIMULATION AND FIRST MEASUREMENTS OF A 2M
LONG ELECTRON COLUMN TRAPPED IN A GABOR LENS DEVICE
K. I. Thoma∗ , M. Droba, O. Meusel, Goethe Universität Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Abstract
Various Gabor-Lenses (GL) were investigated at Goethe
University. Confinements of sufficient electron densities
(ne ∼ 1 ⋅ 1015 m3 ) were reached without any external source
of electrons. Focusing of ion beams by low energy was
demonstrated, long term stability and reproducibility were
approved. Main differences compared to experiments and
investigations of the pure non-neutral in Penning-Malmberg
traps [1] are higher residual gas pressure and therefore higher
collision rates, higher bulk temperatures, self-sustaining
electron production process, much higher evaporation cooling rate. GL2000 is a new 2 m long device and was mainly
designed for focusing of ion beams in energy ranges up to
GeV but also for investigation of non-neutral plasma parameters. The confined electron column is much longer
compared to previous constructed Lenses. This makes ion
and hadron beam focussing much more efficient, in addition
new physical phenomena can be expected and investigated.
Simulation results of steady- and thermal equilibrium states
with various external parameters and first measurements
will be presented. The first operational tests show that it is
possible to confine a two-meter long electron column.

INTRODUCTION
The Gabor-Lens (GL) [2], is an optical device used for focusing or defocusing of charged particle beams by a trapped
electron column. Recently, an overview over a wide range
of space charge lenses was given by Alexey Goncharov [3].
In a Gabor-Lens the radial confinement is provided by an
axial magnetic field produced by coils. The longitudinal
confinement is given by a potential well generated by a system of electrodes in axial direction. The electron cloud is
created due to rest gas ionization inside the lens, it does not
need any external source for the electron production, like
other traps for example the Penning trap. The confined electron cloud fulfills plasma criteria for collective behaviour
in many cases (Debye screening, number of particles in
Debye-sphere, plasma frequency) it can be described as
a non-neutral plasma [4]. Over recent years various GLs
were systematically investigated at Goethe University. Confinement of sufficient electron density (ne ∼ 1 ⋅ 1015 m−3 )
was reached without any external source of electrons. Focusing of light and heavy ion beams by low energy was
demonstrated, long term stability and reproducibility were
approved. Thick aperture lenses were built and successfully
tested [5]. Diagnostic methods based on optical detection,
X-ray detection, RF-detection, rest gas monitor and spectrometer were developed and used for characterization of
different non-neutral plasma states [6]. Experiments with
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GL as a focusing device and as an electron target for low
energy ion beams were carried out to examine interactions
between beam ions and electron cloud [7]. The confinement
of an electron column in a toroidal configuration was also
tested [8]. The radius r to length l ratio was subsequently
changed from device to device. The focal length, chromatic
aberrations of the lens as well as the charge exchange and
charge recombination rates need to be investigated in the
future.
The electron temperatures ranged typically from 10 eV
to 1000 eV in these experiments, Debye lengths were
calculated therefore between 1 mm and 10 cm with a typical
cloud radius between 1-10 cm dependent on used external
parameter settings (anode voltage, magnetic field, residual
gas pressure).

MOTIVATION
With the new device GL2000, built in 2019, an aspect
ratio of r/l = 0.0375 is realized. To our knowledge, this is
the lowest aspect ratio with longest overall on-axis distance
of about two meters designed to date. The focal length f of
a Gabor-Lens is inversely proportional to its length [4].
𝑞𝑛 𝐿
1
= 𝑘2 ⋅ 𝐿 = 𝑒
,
𝑓
4𝜀0 𝑊𝑏

(1)

where k is the focusing strength, L the length of the device
and 𝑊𝑏 in 𝑒𝑉 is the energy of the beam.

Figure 1: Setup of the experiment GL2000 in a concrete
shielding.
For a given electron density ne ∼ 1 ⋅ 1015 m−3 GL2000 can
be used for the focusing of ion beams with higher kinetic
energy 𝑊𝑏 compared to previous experiments. Further the
focusing of relativistic (Wb in GeV range) highly charged
ion beams can be studied and arrays of GL2000 applied
as a final focus for fixed target experiments as discussed in
NA61/Shine Collaboration at CERN [9]. It also enables
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new possibilities in research with very long confined static
electron clouds.
Static charged particle columns are comparable with ion or
electron beams passing through long accelerator or transport
chains (e.g. LINAC, Synchrotrons) for long times. Inspired
by Paul-Trap-Simulator of the Princton Plasma Physics Laboratory [10] it is planned to investigate the non-neutral plasma
confined in GL2000 on the premise that it is a charged particle beam propagating in a periodic transport channel of
several kilometers length in an experiment of only two meters. Basic physical properties of the charged particle ensembles can be studied while changing external conditions
continuously.
In the GL2000 experiment, it will be possible to excite
plasma oscillations, for example through a pulsed magnetic
field or by using RF-waves. Due to the length of two meters,
it is possible to excite and measure low frequency waves
while minimizing the boundary effects.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
GL2000 consists of a two-meter-long anode tube, which
leads to a very small r/l ratio with an inner diameter of
164.3 mm. The anode tube is made of stainless steel and
equipped with six diagnostic ports for in situ diagnostics.
The magnetic field is generated by 22 water-cooled copper
coils in a pancake configuration (Fig. 1). These are arranged
equidistantly over a length of two meters. Small position deviations of about 1 cm only exist in the area of the diagnostic
ports. The coil excitation current can be set to a maximum
of 500 A, resulting in a maximum on-axis field of Bz = 0.5 T.
The individual pancake connections allow the generation
of various magnetic field configurations, such as homogeneous or alternating with existing gradients. Furthermore it
is possible to pulse one or more pancakes or to use them as a
detector for current fluctuations induced by the confined nonneutral plasma. In a standard electric field configuration,
the closing copper electrodes are connected to ground and a
positive high voltage is applied to the anode tube. The anode
in this setup has been designed for a potential ΦA up to 30 kV.
The ground electrodes are electrically insulated against all
flanges, so that investigations in the so-called Penning-mode
are possible. In the Penning-mode, in contrast to previous
configurations, the anode is at ground potential while the
electrodes are charged negatively.
The GL2000 experiment will be equipped with various
diagnostic instruments that can be installed in the setup or
are developed for this experiment.

SIMULATION OF ELECTRONS INSIDE
THE GL
First numerical simulations have been performed with the
self-consistent code GABORM to evaluate physical phenomena and to compare the numerical model with the experimental results [11]. By the use of an additional numerical
code more information about the interaction of the electrons
with RGA and RGI or the production rate with respect to the
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rise time can be studied. Another interesting aspect is the
cooling by inelastic electron-atom collisions as a function of
the RGA-density or RGA-density gradient. Therefore a numerical algorithm was developed for a simulation of a single
electron collision with RGA using Bethe-Bloch formula. It
delivers the number of impacts N, the electron velocity v, the
collision frequency t, and the mean free path 𝜆 for different
GL settings. Impact ionization and total cross sections 𝜎
are approximated by given parameters [12]. This simple
model shows that at the beginning of the confinement only
electrons created at the edge of the potential well contribute
to the ionization process. The electron collides with atoms
with the velocity v at the distance of the mean free path
length 𝜆. In doing so it releases energy at the level of the
binding energy, in this example, of helium EB = 24.59 eV.
The electron continues to collide with residual gas atoms until it has lost all its kinetic energy. Using the electron energy
and residual gas density as input parameters, the algorithm
calculates the electron movement from the first to the last impact. The code helps to estimate the electron production rate
and to identify the energy transfer from anode to electron
to RGA as a function of confinement time. Later it will be
implemented in a Monte-Carlo-Code for detailed simulation
of the production, interaction and loss processes in GaborLenses. Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the total ionization
cross-section for helium as a function of the confinement
time of a single electron. The comparison of production and

Figure 2: Neutral helium total ionization cross-section as a
function of the summation of impact time. In this example
the electron energy is set on 30 keV at t=0 s and the density
of the residual gas atoms is 1 ⋅ 1017 m−3 . The electron production rate is 953.125 s−1 .
loss rates will also deliver information about the minimum
field configuration in combination with the residual gas pressure which is needed to provide the confinement inside a GL.
For a given residual gas pressure of 1 ⋅ 10−5 hPa a minimum
anode voltage of ΦA,min = 6 kV and a minimum magnetic
field strength of Bz,min = 11 mT is needed to provide a stable
confinement in GL2000, for example.

FIRST MEASUREMENTS
After construction and assembly, GL2000 was installed
in a dedicated concrete shielding because X-ray radiation
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occurs due to the application of high anode voltage. The
wave length of the radiation depends on the longitudinal
confinement, with respect to the energy of the confined electrons. The intensity of the radiation is inversely proportional
to the magnetic field [13]. This means the higher magnetic
field prevents electron losses at the inner surfaces of the
lens. On the other hand the electron losses can be used
for a scrubbing procedure to remove impurities from the
surface. Therefore the so called ”conditioning procedure”
of GL2000 was started in DC-mode with ΦA,min = 6 kV to
prevent sparks and unwanted discharges. The magnetic field
was then reduced from 18 mT to 9.1 mT, as shown in Fig. 3
to increase the radial electron losses. The modified operation

Figure 4: Residual-gas luminescence of argon during
electron cloud confinement with GL settings: ΦA = 6 kV,
Bz = 18 mT.

after applying a new magnetic field strength. The data were
measured after the desorption had subsided and the pressure
was again constantly close to the originally adjusted value.
This means that the data is not determined by the increased
residual gas pressure during electron scrubbing.

Figure 3: Operation function and first conditioning procedure of GL2000. The arrow shows the direction of the
measurements.
function [7] is a superposition of the maximum densities
ne,max,rad = ne,max,long and results in:
𝑅

Φ𝐴 =

2 (1 + 2𝑙𝑛( 𝐴 ))𝐵2
𝑒𝑅𝑃
𝑧
𝑅
𝑃

8𝑚𝑒

,

(2)

where RP is the radius of the electron cloud and RA is the
radius of the anode tube.
Thus Eq. 2 gives the specific operation function (OF) for
a Gabor-Lens depending on its geometry. For GL2000 the
OF is shown in Fig. 3. In the first run of GL2000 argon
gas was used as residual gas at a pressure of 1 ⋅ 10−5 hPa.
The magnetic field was adjusted at 18 mT. After applying
an anode voltage the CCD camera observed immediately a
residual gas fluorescence induced by the confined electrons,
see Fig. 4. Assuming that the excited state of the atoms has
a short lifetime and the argon gas is distributed homogeneously, the luminescence represents the electron density
distribution within the GL. In addition to the excitation, electron impact ionization occurs.
While the electrons are trapped in the GL, the argon ions
are expelled out of the volume in longitudinal direction. The
properties of ion stream current and momentum distribution
provide a global information about the electron cloud [14].
It also effects to a load on the HV power supply for the anode.
During commissioning, the ion current was measured by the
Faraday cup. The residual gas pressure rises immediately
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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The loss current at the anode tube as well as the Faraday
cup current decreases for a decreasing Bz .The residual gas
luminescence also becomes less intense when the magnetic
field is reduced.
The probability of ionization and induced fluorescence is
a function of the confined electron density, when the average
kinetic energy of the ensemble is assumed to be constant.
Then load power, ion current and luminescence should correlate with respect to the electron density. The result indicates
that the electron density is decreasing. The experimental
data show fluctuations in the Faraday cup as well as in the
loss current signals in the interval of Bz from 11 mT to
14 mT. These fluctuations also coincided with the visual observations of the residual gas luminescence, which at times
became very faint and then increased in intensity. Below
11 mT no confinement was observed.

CONCLUSION
A low aspect ratio Gabor-Lens was designed and constructed for focusing of high energy ion beams. Phase one
of the project was the functional test and conditioning of
GL2000 and the equipped diagnostic tools. In comparison with other GLs an increased minimum potential and
magnetic field for a stable electron confinement at a given
pressure was observed. This was assumed due to the low
aspect ratio of GL2000 and therefore higher radial electron
loss rate. The first measurement results give an indication
of an imbalance between loss and production rates of the
electrons confined in GL2000.
In a next step it is planned to measure the electron density
as a function of the confinement strength. Experiments for
the estimation of radial electron losses are in preparation.
WEPOTK002
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STATUS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ELECTRON LENS
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Abstract
At GSI a prototype electron lens for space charge (SC)
compensation is currently being designed and main components as the RF-modulated electron gun are already under
commissioning. The goal of this project is the (partial) compensation of SC forces within the ion beam by an overlapping
electron beam. This may help to increase the intensity of
primary beams, especially in the FAIR facility and potentially all large synchrotrons operated at the SC limit. For
an effective SC compensation, the generated electron beam
needs to follow the transverse and longitudinal beam profile
of the ion bunch structure. The requirements are maximum
currents of 10 A and grid modulation to cover a broad frequency range from 400 kHz to 1 MHz. The RF-modulated
electron gun was designed and manufactured in the scope of
the ARIES collaboration and is currently being tested at the
E-Lens Lab of Goethe University Frankfurt. A dedicated
test bench was built for commissioning of the major e-lens
components and diagnostics. In this contribution the overall
set-up will be presented putting special emphasis on the
beam dynamics and collector design as well as simulation
results of the electron gun.

INTRODUCTION
The prototype electron lens for space charge compensation is being designed for the integration into the SIS18 and
potentially the SIS100 synchrotron at GSI/FAIR. However,
the SIS18 will serve as testbed to demonstrate the space
charge compensation scheme and the electron lens with an
interaction length of 3.36 m will be installed in one of the
available drift sections [1]. The SIS18 ion beam has an elliptical cross section over the length of the interaction region
and has to be transversally embedded into a homogeneous
electron beam while the pulse needs to be exactly matched
to the bunch form in order to avoid over-compensation of the
bunch head and tail as presented in [2]. During acceleration
of the ion beam the SC tune spread reaches its maximum.
Therefore, the prototype electron lens shall support operation
within the ramp leading to high requirements on frequency
and bandwidth of the e-gun modulator.
A modulated electron gun was designed based on the
parameters of the SIS18 and constructed in the scope of
the ARIES collaboration WP16 [3]. In the course of this
project, a test stand at Goethe-University Frankfurt was build
∗
†
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to commission the gun. But it will also serve as test bench
for further e-lens components as well as the diagnostics.
In the following the status of test stand and the electron
lens development with its underlying components will be
presented.

ELECTRON LENS DESIGN AND BEAM
DYNAMIC STUDIES
The space charge compensation (SCC) electron lens for
SIS18 is currently designed at GSI and a 3D model of the
actual, integrated layout is presented in Fig.1.

Figure 1: Preliminary 3D model of the SCC electron lens.
The layout of the magnetic system comprises two identical
solenoids in the gun branch, two solenoids in the collector
branch, two toroids, a main solenoid as well as two correction
dipoles, all covered in an iron housing. It has been designed
for a maximum longitudinal field of 0.6 T. As a result of
the vertical field of the toroids two corrector dipoles are
required to compensate the deflection of the ion beam. Due
to lack of space in the synchrotron, the dipoles are integrated
into the toroids but are positioned not to affect the electron
trajectories.

Figure 2: Calculated ion beam envelopes in the interaction
section of the SCC electron lens. The red lines mark the
interaction region, while the yellow lines represent the required horizontal size of the electron beam.
WEPOTK003
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The requirements on the transverse expansion of the electron beam in the interaction region are defined by an acceptance of 𝜖𝑥 =200 mm · mrad. Within the length of the
interaction section l=3.36 m the envelope of the ion beam
(depicted in Fig. 2) opens up from 35 mm to 46 mm in x and
22 mm in y. The ion bunch has to be transversally embedded
into the electron beam to avoid resonances as a result of
non-linearities by the beams’ transverse field. However, the
cathode size is limited with respect to homogeneous heating,
for this reason it seems favorable not to expand the cathode
to the required ion beam radius but rather expand the electron beam in the main solenoid in the interaction section.
According to the magnetic expansion factor [4]

𝑘=

𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑛
𝐵
= √ 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝐵𝑔𝑢𝑛

a beam expansion of 49.5 mm is reached by lowering the
magnetic field in the main solenoid to 0.3 T. For the correct
set-up of the compensation scheme, it has to be taken into
account that electrons experience a drift motion inside the
toroidal fields and an ExB-rotation under the influence of
the beams’ space-charge especially in the main solenoid.
Figure 3 presents the beam transport simulation calcu-

TEST STAND
At Goethe-University Frankfurt a dedicated laboratory
(E-Lens Lab) was provided to construct a test stand for investigation of electron beam dynamics, diagnostics and commissioning of major electron lens components. It was equipped
with a high voltage platform to power the electron gun and recycle the beam in an energy recovery system that is planned
to be installed.
Figure 4 shows a picture of the test stand. It will be successively used in different stages according to the commissioning requirements. In the first stage, pyrometric measurements to characterize the heating process of the cathode are
performed. For this reason, instead of a beam dump a pyrometer is installed after the second solenoid. In the second
stage, a Faraday cup (FDC) will be installed in the diagnostic
box and first low current beam extraction experiments as
well as beam modulation will be performed. In the third
stage the electron gun will be powered to 18 kV (5 A beam
current) and the beam will be dumped in a high-performance
FDC designed for 27 kW beam power deposition. For these
three design stages accompanying beam transport simulations have been done (see [6] for more details). In the final
stage the gun can be powered to its design parameters and
the collector is installed in the second solenoid.

Figure 4: Test stand for the main electron components and
diagnostics at Goethe-University Frankfurt.
Figure 3: Electron beam dynamics along the electron lens.
The color code indicates the beam distribution along the
beam path (top). Calculated longitudinal magnetic field
along beam path (bottom).

The testing of the electron gun designed within the scope
of ARIES (IRME-gun) is currently performed at the test
stand (see Fig. 4) at Goethe-University Frankfurt and first results of the heat-up experiments look very promising. More
details on the gun design can be found in [7].

lated using CST-PS [5] of an elliptic beam distribution
with a=35 mm, b=20 mm I=23.8 A and U𝑎 =30 kV tracked
through the electron lens device considering space-charge.
This beam distribution was calculated for a gun perveance of
4.8 𝜇P but without modulation grid. The colour code indicates the location of the beam distributions along the beam
path: in blue is the generated electron beam distribution
behind the gun, in red is the beam distribution after passing
the first straight section, in magenta is the beam distribution
at the entrance, and in green is the beam distribution at the
exit of the main solenoid. The magnetic field was calculated using CST EM Studio and was imported into the beam
transport simulation in order to save calculation time.

ELECTRON GUN AND COLLECTOR
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Electron Gun
The IRME-gun makes use of a novel method for cathode
heating. The cathode as well as the modulation grid are
made of tungsten due to its robustness, maintenance and
easy handling. But it requires temperatures about 2500 °C in
order to generate sufficient emission currents. The necessary
heating is provided by the generation of an arc discharge in
a plasma chamber located right behind of the cathode.
The cathode of the gun under commissioning has a round
Gaussian profile and was developed to study the influence
of non-linear transverse current density distribution on the
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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space charge compensation scheme. Nonetheless, an electrode design for generation of an elliptic homogeneous electron beam profile is required for the SCC lens and different
concepts for creation of an elliptic beam as well as different
grid designs are currently being investigated.
A straightforward option is, of course, the usage of an
elliptic cathode. Another option is beam shaping by using
quadrupole coils integrated into the gun solenoid. By choosing the latter option, a variation of the beams’ aspect ratio
is possible during operation. For both options an electrode
system was designed and optimized to have a perveance of
4.8 𝜇P. Besides this, different grid designs with beamlet
and target structure are being studied with respect to beam
control and modulation (see Fig. 5). In the current electrode
design the grid has a positive voltage of 800 V compared
to cathode in order to extract the required beam current.
This leads to a power deposition of almost 4 kW and secondary electron generation between cathode and grid. The
influence of the secondary electrons will be further investigated numerically as well as experimentally at the test stand.
The extracted current for the beamlet grid is I𝑒𝑥 =11.7 A and
I𝑒𝑥 =12 A for the target-style grid. Figure 5 shows as an example a symmetric gun design with cathode radius r𝑐 =26.5 mm
and an integrated quadrupole to vary the aspect ratio of the
electron beam.

a minimum but still fully dump the beam while depressing
secondary electrons that are generated at the collector wall.
In the actual collector set-up the beam is decelerated, while
being expanded by the fringe field of the collector solenoid
and finally dumped on the collector walls. While the electron beam is decelerated the beam potential can grow in the
order of a few kV and has to be considered in the choice of
the collector potential. Regarding the secondary electron
emission (SEE), simulations using CST particle studio based
on the Furman model [8] indicate that especially reflected
electrons have to be mitigated. Different collector designs
were studied in order to reduce the SEE. But a final mitigation strategy and for this reason a final collector set-up is
still under investigation.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The electron lens development at GSI is ongoing: An
integrated 3D model is currently being worked out accompanied by numerical beam transport simulations. A test stand
was set-up at Goethe University Frankfurt in order to test
the major components as e-gun, power modulator, collector
and diagnostics of the SCC electron lens. A prototype electron gun generating a Gaussian beam was developed within
the ARIES collaboration and is now under commissioning.
In parallel a new gun design is being worked out in order
to generate a transversally homogeneous beam distribution
with elliptical cross section.
It is planned to complete the design of the electron lens
until the end of this year.
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STATUS AND UPGRADE PLAN OF THE MR RING RF SYSTEMS IN
J-PARC
K. Hasegawa∗ , K. Hara, C. Ohmori, Y. Sugiyama, M. Yoshii, M. Nomura, H. Okita, T. Shimada,
F. Tamura, M. Yamamoto, KEK and JAEA J-PARC, Tokai, Japan
Abstract
The J-PARC Main Ring (MR) is a high intensity proton
accelerator and delivers 30 GeV proton beams for the longbase line neutrino experiment and the hadron experiments.
At present, the beam intensity supplied to the neutrino experiment reached 520 kW with a cycle time of 2.48 s. Toward
the design beam power of 750 kW and future goal of 1.3 MW,
we chose shortening the MR operation cycle. Accelerating
time is shortened in order to shorten the cycle, so a high
accelerating voltage is required. Therefore, it is necessary to
upgrade the RF systems. This RF upgrade expands the current nine RF systems to a total of thirteen. We are planning to
fabricate four RF power sources and add four additional cavities that are recombined with existing cavities. The present
status and upgrade plan of the MR RF systems are reported.

INTRODUCTION
The J-PARC facility is a high intensity proton accelerator
and consists of a 400 MeV Linac, a 3 GeV rapid cycling
synchrotron (RCS) and a 30 GeV main synchrotron (MR).
In the MR, injected the proton beams from the RCS are
accelerated from 3 GeV to 30 GeV and delivered to the
neutrino experiment (T2K) in a fast extraction mode (FX)
and to the hadron experimental facility in a slow extraction
mode (SX). The current achieved beam power is 510 kW at
2.48-s cycle time in FX and 60 kW at 5.2-s cycle time in SX.
In order to achieve the designed beam power of 750 kW and
the future target power of 1.3 MW for the Hyper Kamiokande
experiment (HK), high repetition cycle in MR was selected.
It is planned to replace the main magnet power supplies.
In this upgrade plan, the required accelerating voltage for
the RF system is 510 kV or higher for the 750 kW and
600 kV or higher for the 1.3 MW. In order to achieve this
required voltage, we have developed and mass-produced new
magnetic alloy material core (FT3L), which has more than
twice the impedance characteristics of the FT3M core that
has been used since the beginning of operation [1, 2]. New
4-gap or 5-gap high accelerating field gradient cavities with
FT3L cores were also developed [3] and we replaced all nine
original 3-gap cavities with FT3M between 2014 and 2016.
At present, the 9 RF systems, 7 systems for the acceleration
and 2 systems for the 2𝑛𝑑 harmonic system, are operating
without serious troubles.

reduced from 2.48 s to less than 1.36 s, and the accelerating
time will be reduced from 1.4 s to 0.65 s. As a result, the
required accelerating voltage will increase from 280 kV to
510 kV or higher. It is necessary to use all nine existing
FT3L cavities as fundamental cavities for acceleration, and
two new 2𝑛𝑑 harmonic RF systems are required. In addition,
to achieve 1.3 MW, the cycle time and accelerating time
will be 1.16 s and 0.58 s, respectively. And the required
accelerating voltage will be 600 kV or higher. In this case,
two more high accelerating field gradient system would be
added for a total of 11 accelerating RF systems [4].

Upgrade of Anode Power Supplies
The anode power supply (APS) that supplies power to
a final stage amplifier for driving a cavity consists of 15
inverter units and its current limit is 110 A. Figure 1 shows
the measured peak anode current of the APS versus the
number of circulating protons. The expected maximum
number of circulating protons in a APS with 15 inverter
units is 2×1014 protons per pulse (ppp) for a 5-gap cavity
and 2.8×1014 ppp for a 4-gap cavity. At present, beam power
of 520 kW in FX mode is now achieved with a 2.7×1014 ppp
at 2.48-s cycle time. The design beam power of 750 kW can
be reached at 2×1014 ppp for a 1.28-s cycle, which is below
the current limit of the APS. However, to achieve 1.3 MW,
3.3×1014 ppp at 1.16-s cycle time is required, which exceeds
the APS current limit of 110 A. This requires an increase in
the output current capacity of the APS by adding inverter
units. For a 4-gap cavity, this can be achieved with the APS
with 19 inverters units by adding 4 inverter units (Fig. 2).
However, 3 of 9 existing APS cannot add inverters due to the

MR RF SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
In operation after June 2022, when the magnet power
supplies will be replaced, the operation cycle time will be
∗
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Figure 1: The measured peak anode current of the APS
versus the number of circulating protons.
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physical space limitation of the building. The combination
of these 3 APSs and 4-gap cavities cannot handle up to
1.3 MW. Therefore, 3 APSs which are limited to 15 inverter
units will be used in combination with 3-gap cavities, and
remaining 6 APSs that can be expanded with inverter units
and 4 newly installed APSs will be used in combination with
4-gap cavities. The power supply will be manufactured and
installed 1 system per year, and a total of 4 systems will be
installed from 2022 to 2025. Additional inverter units will
also be added from 2023.

took place in 2018 and 2019, and those two cavities were
installed in the MR beamline in 2020. One power supply
has been installed and adjusted in May 2022 and is ready
for operation (Fig. 3). The other power supply is scheduled
for installation in 2023. The RF system configuration of
9 fundamental cavities and two 2𝑛𝑑 harmonic cavities for
design beam power of 750 kW will be ready for operation at
the end of 2023.
The next step toward 1.3 MW is to add two more high field
gradient accelerating systems. There is a total of nine highly
accelerated gradient cavities with FT3L installed, consisting
of seven 5-gap cavities and two 4-gap cavities. However,
the 5-gap cavities were limited in beam power increase due
to the current limitation of the APS. Therefore, all 5-gap
cavities are used as 4-gap cavities with one gap shorted. This
means that there are 7 unused acceleration gaps. In addition,
3 APSs that cannot be added to the inverter unit must be
used in combination with 3-gap cavities. Therefore, three
3-gap and five 4-gap cavities will be reconfigured from six of
the seven existing 5-gap cavities. This recombination work
will start in 2023 and is scheduled for three years until 2025.
MR RF system configuration is listed in Table 1.

Figure 2: Anode power supply with 19 inverter units

Upgrade of RF Cavities
Two sets of second harmonic RF systems are needed to
achieve the design beam power of 750 kW. In addition, two
sets of additional high accelerating field gradient systems
are needed to achieve 1.3 MW. Two 2𝑛𝑑 harmonic cavities
are to be installed in other straight sections (Ins. A) in the
MR tunnel. The cavity using the FT3M core used in the
previous cavities is also acceptable because there is enough
space for installation. Therefore, we reconstructed two 4-gap
cavities by using four 3-gap cavities from the previous nine 3gap cavities that were stored. Reconstruction of the cavities
Table 1: MR RF System Configuration
Power [kW]

520

750

1300

×1014 ppp
2.7
2
3.3
Cycle time [s]
2.48
1.28
1.16
Accl. time [s]
1.4
0.65
0.58
4 / 3∗ GAP Cavity𝑎𝑐𝑐
𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑐 [kV]
280
510
600
# of Cav. (FT3L)
7
9
8 / 3∗
# of INV. units/APS
15
15
19 / 15∗
Resonant freq. / Q-value 1.72 MHz / 21
4 GAP Cavity2𝑛𝑑
𝑉2𝑛𝑑 [kV]
110
110
110
# of Cav. (FT3L/3M) 2 / 0
0/2
0/2
# of INV. units/APS
12
12
15
Resonant freq. / Q-value 3.44 MHz / 14
upgrade schedule
∼ 2023 ∼ 2025
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Figure 3: Two 2𝑛𝑑 harmonic RF cavities with FT3M. The
first of the 2𝑛𝑑 harmonic RF cavity is ready for operation.
The second one, the cavity was installed and a final stage
amplifier will be connected in 2023.

ISSUES FOR STABLE OPERATION
High Frequency Resonances of MR RF Cavities
As the beam intensity has increased, various instabilities
have come to be seen. In case of the debunch process of
slow extraction operation, the formation of a longitudinal
microstructure has been confirmed. The possibility that RF
cavities are one of the sources of the microstructure is being
considered. To confirm this possibility, the impedance of
the 4-gap cavity installed in the MR tunnel was measured in
2019 using the stretched wire method [5]. Figure 4 shows
the measured impedance versus frequency up to 1 GHz.
Measurements were taken under the following conditions:
operation setup, operation setup with damper circuit, gaps
shorted by one plate (gap short@1). It was found that resMC4: Hadron Accelerators
A17: High Intensity Accelerators
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onance modes actually exist in the several hundred MHz
region regardless of the conditions. We are constructing a
circuit model that can reproduce high resonance frequencies by incorporating the components of a cavity, and are
studying methods for analyzing and reducing high resonance
frequencies.

Figure 6: A noise filter in the failed inverter unit.

Figure 4: The impedance of a 4-gap cavity measured by the
stretched wire method. Resonant modes exist in the region
of several hundred MHz regardless of conditions.

Failure of Inverter Units
Figure 5 shows history of beam power and failures of
inverter unit since 2015. Beam power below 60 kW indicate
SX operation, and above 300 kW indicate FX operation.
When the beam power exceeds 400 kW since 2016, the
number of failures of inverter unit has increased, and in fact
many inverter units have failed during FX operation. The
inverter units of the APS are connected in parallel. Therefore,
even if the inverter unit fails, the operation can be restarted
after disconnecting the failed inverter unit. Since the current
limit of the APS is lowered, the beam intensity is limited.
Most of the failures were damage to the gate board and IGBT.

power supply building, the surface temperature of the ferrite
element indicates 60 °C or higher. We replaced to the ferrite
cores (TDK HF70RH26×29×13 ) having excellent inductive
resistance and heat characteristic. In addition, the position
of the cooling air outlet was changed so as to lower the
temperature around the APS. Since these improvements, no
failure of inverter units has occurred during user operation.

SUMMARY
J-PARC MR is implementing an upgrade plan for increasing beam power based on the high repetition scenario. In
this plan, the accelerating time will be shortened from 1.4 s
to 0.65 s or less, and the required accelerating voltage will be
500 kV or higher. In the required two sets of 2𝑛𝑑 harmonic
RF systems, two 4-gap cavities are already installed in the
beamline. At present, the first power supply is installed and
ready for operation. The second power supply will be installed in 2023, and the 2𝑛𝑑 harmonic RF systems for the
design value of 750 kW will be completed. Subsequently,
two additional sets of high field gradient accelerating RF systems and upgrade to increase output current capacity of the
APS by adding four inverter units are planned for 2023-2025.
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Abstract
We discuss design considerations for a circular ion trap
based on electromagnetic and particle beam simulations.
This is a circular radiofrequency quadrupole (rfq) being designed for quantum information applications. The circular
rfq should have good electromagnetic properties to accumulate and store the beam for prolonged times, while providing
apertures for laser cooling and lower voltage electrodes to
provide control over the beam. We use the electromagnetic
and particle-in-cell software VSim, which uses finite difference time-domain and particle-in-cell methods, together
with high performance computing tools

INTRODUCTION
Trapped ions are a useful research tool enabled by electromagnetic ion traps [1–3]. Ion traps are devices that use
electromagnetic fields and lasers to control and manipulate
individual or bunched ions [4]. In the same fashion, storage
rings use electromagnetic fields to store beams of charged
particles in a closed path. We are building upon the idea of
using a compact circular storage ring for quantum computing applications [5]. The storage ring quantum computer
(SRQC) is an ion trap concept in a rotating frame. This main
difference from most conventional ion traps [1–3] allows
to potentially store orders of magnitude more ions, which
presents interesting possibilities for quantum information
technologies. Together with the unprecedented number of
ions that can be stored in a device like SRQC, and the possibility of storing multiple ion chains for parallel quantum
computing, the use of ions as qubits allows for longer coherence times. Quantum decoherence is one of the main
limitation of the current state of quantum technologies.

SRQC application, the beam thermal energy needs to be sufficiently reduced to a level where internal and external quantum states of individual ions can be measured. Once an ion
beam is stored in the SRQC, controlled laser pulses can be
directed into the device for cooling via Doppler cooling [6]:
ions absorb and re-emit photons of specific frequencies, resulting in a lower energy-state of the ion [4]. By sequentially
cooling the beam below the Doppler limit, the thermal motion of the beam gets reduced and the Coulomb interaction
becomes the dominant inter-ionic force. Ions arrange themselves into a crystalline beam state [7], where they oscillate
around their equilibrium positions. If the crystalline beam
is further cooled so that phonon modes can be measured, an
Ion Coulomb Crystal (ICC) state can be formed. The SRQC
concept is based on using the external and internal quantum
states of ICC as qubits, where the internal modes are the
hyperfine spin states and the external modes are the phonon
modes of the ICC [5].
Because of the unprecedented number of ions1 that can be
potentially trapped in the SRQC, the controls engineering
concerns need to be studied for SRQC from conception. We
recently explored applications of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
into the control of an ICC [8], in particular to determining the
equilibrium positions of ions in a 1D ICC. We are exploring
similar techniques for the accurate timing of laser pulses to
the specific cooling needs of the ICC.
The use of a storage ring for trapping an ion crystalline
beam was investigated before. The experiment, PAul Laser
cooLing Accelerator System (PALLAS), stored beams of
24 Mg+ , and cooled it enough to produce a crystalline beam
[9]. For the SRQC, we aim at producing Ion Coulomb Crystals.

EM SIMULATIONS WITH VSIM
Ion Crystals for Quantum Computing
The dynamics of individual ions in the beam is driven
by the trap produced fields and by Coulomb forces. For the

We use VSim [10, 11] for the electromagnetic analysis of
an SRQC trap concept. The SRQC concept has two pairs
of inner electrodes to tailor a quadrupolar electric field that
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helps focus the beam transversely. In the longitudinal direction, the beam is not bounded, but radiofrequency potentials
can be introduced to break the beam into many parts, opening the possibility to parallel computing [5].
We use VSim to calculate electromagnetic field pattern
produced specific trap dimensions. Figure 1 shows the transverse profile of an SRQC concept for preliminary analysis, it
shows three main elements, the four main electrodes driving
the radiofrequency fields, control conducting rods (gold)
and ceramic frame (white) for mechanical support.

COMMENTS
We are exploring multiple aspects of a storage ring quantum computer framework, the applications of AI towards
future controls of SRQC and now a preliminary design concept of the SRQC ion trap. Using VSim for electromagnetic
and particle simulations, we are optimizing the main geometric dimensions based on expected conditions. We are
planning to use beam simulations with VSim to evaluate the
stability of the system. Additionally, we are interested in
modeling the cooling and formation of the ICC with computational tools. These efforts represent on-going work.
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PROTON BEAMLINE SIMULATIONS
FOR THE HIGH INTENSITY MUON BEAMLINE AT PSI
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Abstract
The High Intensity Proton Accelerator (HIPA) cyclotron
at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) delivers 590 MeV CW
proton beam with a maximum power of 1.42 MW. After
extraction, the beam is transferred in a 120 m long channel
towards two target stations (TgM and TgE) before depositing
its remaining power at the spallation target SINQ for neutron
production. As part of the High Intensity Muon Beamline
(HIMB) feasibility study, which belongs to the IMPACT
(Isotope and Muon Production using Advanced Cyclotron
and Target technologies) initiative, the first of these targets
will be replaced with a thicker one and its geometry optimized thereby specifically boosting the emission of surface
muons. In order to assess the impact of the changes on
the proton beamline, BDSIM/GEANT4 simulations were
performed with the realistic technical design of the target
insert, the collimation system was redesigned and the power
depositions were benchmarked with MCNP6. In this paper,
we discuss the major changes and challenges for HIMB as
well as the key considerations in redesigning the optics of
the high power beam in the vicinity of the target stations.

INTRODUCTION
The High Intensity Proton Accelerator (HIPA) complex at
PSI is in operation since 1974, with several major upgrades
enabling a maximum beam power of 1.42 MW [1]. To
keep HIPA at the forefront of intensity frontier research,
the IMPACT project [2] was recently proposed by the Paul
Scherrer Institut (PSI), the University of Zurich (UZH), and
the University hospital of Zurich (USZ). The project aims
to construct two new target stations and beamlines at PSI.
One of these target stations, the focus of the present paper,
aims to increase the rate of surface muons by two orders
of magnitude (∼ 1010 𝜇+ /𝑠), hence the name High Intensity
Muon Beams (HIMB).
To achieve the goals for HIMB, the 5 mm Target M
(TgM) [3] will be replaced with a newly designed Target H
(TgH) such that the effective thickness of the target is increased to 20 mm, and its geometry as well as the connected
beamlines optimized to enable two orders of magnitude increase in the rate of transmitted surface muons (∼ 1010 𝜇+ /𝑠)
[2, 4]. As a consequence, the larger divergence induced by
the thicker TgH shall lead to increased primary beam losses.
Thus, the present paper discusses the main changes and challenges of replacing TgM with the thicker TgH from the point
of view of the primary proton beamline.
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Owing to the complicated nature of the problem, which requires particle tracking simulations in electromagnetic fields,
as well as the accurate simulation of the interaction processes
between the high power beam and the beamline components,
benchmarking the optics is a crucial task. For this reason,
the Beam Delivery Simulation (BDSIM) is chosen as the
reference program for all calculations [5]: BDSIM combines particle accelerator tracking routines with the standard
high energy physics code GEANT4 [6]. The optics shall be
benchmarked against TRANSPORT [7], MAD-X [8] and
ZGOUBI [9] while the interaction processes shall be benchmarked against MCNP6 [10]. The latter will be discussed in
the present paper. However, the interested reader is referred
to the IMPACT Conceptual Design Report for further details
[2]. Furthermore, to establish the validity of the developed
simulation tools, an experimental campaign was performed
to benchmark the existing MW-class beamline with various
measurements [11].
The purpose of the transport channels is to transport the
high power beam with minimum losses towards each target
and to produce optimum matching conditions suitable for
both the primary and the secondary beamlines.
Upstream of TgH the optics shall not experience any important change with the beam maintaining the same properties. The only exception to this is the addition of one
vertical steerer magnet and the replacement of the existing
one as illustrated in Fig. 1. This is justified as follows: TgH
is surrounded by two capture solenoids producing a non negligible fringing field in the transverse X-direction. Such field
component, if uncorrected, will alter the beam trajectory in
the vertical plane. For flexibility reasons, the worst case
scenario is treated in which both solenoids have the same
polarity so that their stray fields add-up at TgH. In order to
limit and compensate for the impact of the capture solenoids’
stray fields on the proton beam, we proceed as follows:
1. Placing mirror plates adjacently to the solenoid entrances (from the viewpoint of the target) allows to
reduce the fringing field extent, i.e., the field integral
seen by the primary beam, by 30%. A mirror plate
thickness of 40 mm is chosen to achieve this as a tradeoff between the space constraint in the target region and
the effectiveness of the plates to reduce the stray fields
while being cooled.
2. A full cancellation of the impact that the remaining
fringing field will have on the primary proton beam
trajectory after the target, is possible by means of two
vertical steering magnets. These are placed upstream of
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AHL magnet
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SINQ target
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Target H station

Target E
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New vertical steerers

Figure 1: Optical layout of the SINQ beamline displaying the quadrupoles (red), bending magnets (blue), steerers (green)
and TgH station (white). The collimator K18 is partially placed inside the QC18 quadrupole. The tunnel is implemented to
guide the eye only.

TgH given the need to center the beam trajectory before
cleaning its tails with the subsequent collimators.
Downstream of TgH, the losses will be substantially different and the divergence of the exiting beam will substantially
increase. The collimation system, of the utmost importance
for a high power beamline, shall thus be replaced with a
newly designed one. The subsequent elements, starting at
QC13 quadrupole (see Fig. 1), all remain at their original
location. In addition, with the anticipated beam intensity
upgrade of the cyclotron complex in the years to come, the
new collimators shall withstand the power deposited by a
3 mA beam. The collimators, acting both as local shielding and as absorbers, should not be very sensitive to beam
misalignment errors of sub-millimeter level in order not to
trigger frequent interlocks of the machine. The outer width
of the collimator (chosen to be 20 cm in diameter) is yet
another important parameter in the optimization process. As
a general rule of thumb, two third of the power deposition
shall go into it and one third to the surrounding shielding.
The next step in the optimization process is to devise an
adequate scheme to ensure the largest beam transmission
while reducing the beam halo that might deposit its energy
in the critical parts of the beamline which are not sufficiently
protected against high radiation levels. To achieve this, two
steps are necessary:
1. First, the optics between TgH and TgE is adjusted by
changing the gradients of all six quadrupoles in between, namely QC13 to QC18. The objective is to
reduce the transverse beam sizes at the location of the
limiting apertures, specifically QC13 and K18 collimator while achieving the matching conditions at TgH
where the beam shall be focused to a waist with typical
spot sizes 𝜎𝑥 = 𝜎𝑦 = 1 mm.
2. The second step is to perform parametric scans of the
collimators’ aperture in order to determine the region
with the lowest power deposition on triplets 1 & 2 (located between the two target stations). Furthermore,
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the positioning of the collimators along with their outer
widths are crucial parameters of the optimization process. Last but not least, due to the proximity of the
beamline elements to TgH, it is important to perform
the parametric studies of the beam deposited power
with the shielding in place. With the envisaged HIPA
upgrade from 2.2 mA to 3 mA nominal current [12],
the actively-cooled collimators shall be designed to
withstand the power depositions from a 3 mA beam.
Given the limited available space (2.9 m) to place the
collimators, the diagnostic elements as well as the shielding
between TgH and and QC13, the choice was to opt for three
tightly packed collimators as illustrated in Fig. 2: the first
one, denoted KHM0, acts as a shielding for the wide angle
scattered particles from the target. The next collimators
KHM1 and KHM2, placed together in the same vacuum

Proton beam

KHM2 KHM1

KHM0

Target H

Figure 2: Layout of the TgH station with view of the beam
components. TgH is rotating at 1 Hz. The collimators, made
of copper, are displayed in orange, while the two profile
monitors are in violet.
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chamber, were optimized by having an elliptical shape that
cuts a larger fraction of the beam in the horizontal plane
than in the vertical one. This is justified by the fact that the
next optical element in the beamline, QC13, is a defocusing
quadrupole that will increase the divergence of the already
divergent beam in the horizontal plane. The optimized shape,
illustrated in Fig. 3, allows to reduce the losses on subsequent
elements and achieve the highest possible transmission to
target E which is around 93%. A comparison of the transverse beam envelopes obtained with the standard TgM and
with the slanted TgH is finally shown in Fig. 4.

Shielding

𝒓𝒚𝟏
𝒓𝒙𝟏

𝒓𝒚𝟐
𝒓𝒙𝟐

KHM2

facilitate the task, both codes start from the same ComputerAided Design (CAD) model which is converted by means of
appropriate tools: using the SuperMC software developed by
the FDS team [13, 14], the geometry of the MCNP6 model
is created. In BDSIM, the recently developed python library
Pyg4ometry [15] allows the conversion of the CAD files to
tesselated solids based on the Geometry Description Markup
Language (GDML) [16]. Furthermore, a 2 mA pencil beam
impinging on target is assumed for both cases to avoid uncertainties from beam generation methods. In summary, the
power depositions are compared in Table 1 for the newly
designed elements. Although the overall agreement is better than 1%, the local differences shall be explained by the
difference in the physics models: In the MCNP6 simulation,
the CEM 03.03 model [17] was used for the interactions of
nucleons, photons and pions and the LAQGSM model [18]
for the interactions of ions at all energies. In BDSIM, one resorts to the recommended modular physics lists in which the
Bertini cascade model is used to describe the hadron-nucleus
interactions of interest [19].

KHM1

Table 1: Power Deposition
Figure 3: Cross section of the collimators 3D models with
labels.

SINQ

Beamline
Element

BDSIM
(kW)

MCNP6
(kW)

Target H
KHM0
KHM1
KHM2
Total

17.9
22.9
7.8
0.9
49.5

18.7
20.3
8.8
1.3
49.1

Last but not least, the present beamline optics is benchmarked with the profile measurements as shown in Fig. 4 to
accurately simulate the beam conditions. The latter play a
crucial role to explain the distributed losses of the MW-class
beam [11].

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Figure 4: Comparison of the transverse beam envelopes
obtained with the standard TgM and with the slanted TgH.
The upper part displays the vertical plane while the lower one
corresponds to the horizontal one. The beam transmission
is displayed in red.

BENCHMARKING BDSIM/MCNP6
SIMULATIONS
Benchmarking the power deposition calculations in BDSIM and MCNP6 is crucial to validate the Monte Carlo simulations. To this end, both simulations shall be performed
by relying on the same geometry, the same beam parameters
and last but not least the same material composition. To
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For the newly designed TgH station at PSI, a collimation
system aiming to protect the beamline from the losses induced by the 1.4 MW beam was designed and benchmarked
in BDSIM and MCNP6. The adjusted optics demonstrated
that the fraction of the beam reaching TgE shall be 5% lower
than with the existing TgM. The subsequent losses on TgE
and its set of collimators will thus be lower [2]. Nevertheless,
due to the increased energy spread of the beam, a careful
assessment of the losses after the AHL magnet is in order. In
particular, due to the intensity-dependent effects, the beam
properties originating from the cyclotron shall change with
the current. This will be investigated in detail in the near
future, including for the envisaged uprade of HIPA to 3 mA
nominal beam current.
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Abstract
The intensity frontier has called for new initiatives in
hadron accelerator design in order to accommodate space
charge dominated beams. Octupoles are often used to damp
beam instabilities caused by space charge, however the insertion of octupole magnets leads to a nonintegrable lattice
which reduces the area of stable particle motion. One proposed solution is Quasi-Integrable optics (QIO), where the
octupoles are inserted between sections of a specific lattice
insertion called a T-insert. An octupole with a strength that
scales as 1/𝛽3 (𝑠) is applied in the drift region, where the
horizontal and vertical beta functions are equal, to create a
time independent octupole field. This leads to a lattice with
a time-independent Hamiltonian which is robust to small perturbations. IBEX is a Paul trap which allows the transverse
dynamics of a collection of trapped particles to be studied,
mimicking the propagation through multiple quadrupole lattice periods, whilst remaining stationary in the laboratory
frame. In order to test QIO at the IBEX experiment, it has
recently undergone an upgrade to allow for the creation of
octupole fields. We present our design of the IBEX experiment upgrade along with simulation results of our proposed
experiment to test QIO with space charge.

INTRODUCTION
Space charge forces are the result of Couloumb interactions between charged particles in a beam. As higher intensity accelerators are being designed and built, resonances
and instabilities caused by space charge can become the
limiting factor in the intensities these machines can reach.
Building test accelerators to study high intensity beams can
be costly and, when carrying out beam loss studies, accelerator components can be activated and damaged. Therefore, simulations are a vital part of the accelerator design
process, however they are computationally intensive when
reproducing space charge forces over long timescales (tens
of thousands of turns) and can never be a replacement for
experimental verification.
These challenges led to the design and construction of linear Paul traps to investigate transverse beam dynamics more
efficiently at Hiroshima University, Japan [1], Princeton
University, US [2] and, most recently, the Intense Beams Experiment (IBEX), at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratories
(RAL), UK [3]. IBEX is a table-top sized experiment that
can replicate the transverse betatron motion in alternating
∗
†
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gradient accelerators in a dispersion- and chromaticity-free
environment.
This paper aims to simulate a lattice proposed by the theory of Nonlinear Integrable Optics (NIO) to damp coherent
resonances created by space charge.

THE IBEX PAUL TRAP AND UPGRADE
The IBEX trap was recently upgraded to allow for the
excitation of sextupole and octupole fields. The trap consists
of two sections, an ionisation region (IR) and an experimental region (ER) as seen in Fig. 1. The design was adapted
from the Hiroshima group’s nonlinear trap [4]. Argon gas
is introduced into the trap vessel and is ionised in the IR
with an electron gun. Typically, a sinusoidal RF voltage is
applied to the central rods with a maximum peak-to-peak
of 300 V and frequency of 1 MHz. Voltages of the same
form but opposite polarity are applied to the blue and red
outlined rods in Fig. 1 to provide transverse confinement of
the ions. Longitudinal confinement of the ions is achieved
by applying a DC offset to the end caps and gate electrodes.
Once the argon gas is ionised, the DC voltage on the gate is
dropped to allow ions to pass into the experimental region.
Adjusting the peak voltage applied to the central rods is
analogous to changing the quadrupole strength in an accelerator, which in turn changes the betatron tune in both the
horizontal and vertical planes. Ions can be stored for around
1 s in IBEX, corresponding to 106 RF periods. Octupole and
sextupole fields can be created by applying voltages to the
plate electrodes in the ER. The DC voltage on the end caps is
then dropped and the ions are directed onto a Micro-Channel
Plate (MCP) detector. The number of ions stored in the trap
is controlled by adjusting the length of time that the electron
gun is on. This allows for a wide range of intensities to be
studied within the trap. Due to the low energy of the ions (<
1 eV), high intensity beam loss studies can be carried out in
the trap without damaging or activating components.

NONLINEAR INTEGRABLE OPTICS
Current synchrotrons and linacs utilize a system of alternating focusing and defocusing quadrupole magnets that
are used to confine a beam of charged particles. The use of
linear magnets leads to a Hamiltonian of the system that can
be made time-independent and hence integrable. However,
in reality these linear lattices are susceptible to perturbations
such as magnet errors and space charge forces, and so components such as sextupoles and octupoles are often used to
apply higher order corrections. In general, the addition of
these nonlinear components creates a non-integrable system,
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Figure 1: Schematic of the IBEX trap nonlinear upgrade. Opposing RF voltages are applied to the red and blue outlined
rods for transverse confinement of ions. A DC voltage is applied to the end caps and gate electrodes to provide longitudinal
trapping. In IBEX 𝑟0 = 5 mm and 𝜌0 = 5.75 mm. Four additional plates between the rods are present in the nonlinear trap
at an inscribed radius 𝑅0 = 8.5 mm to enable the creation of octupole fields.
which limits the available area of phase-space where the
particle motion is non-chaotic. Therefore, it is desirable
to design a lattice which includes nonlinear components in
such a way that it remains integrable. If an integrable, nonlinear lattice exists, then the system will always be close to
an integrable solution, even when effects such as magnet
misalignment and space charge are included.
The theory of NIO [5] proposed an integrable, nonlinear
lattice consisting of a linear T-insert and a drift region for a
nonlinear magnet insert. The three conditions of the T-insert
lattice are (1) 𝑛𝜋 (where 𝑛 is an integer) phase advance over
the linear section to provide quasi-periodic motion through
the drift region. (2) Equal beta functions in the drift region
(𝛽𝑥 = 𝛽𝑦 ). (3) For Quasi-Integrable optics, the octupole
strength will scale with 1/𝛽3 (𝑠).
The Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA), Fermilab
[6] will test the fully integrable solution, which requires a
complex elliptical potential in the drift region. However, the
elliptical potential is a challenge to create experimentally.
Therefore, IBEX will first test the quasi-integrable case,
which uses an octupole potential of the form
𝑉 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠) =

𝜅
𝑥 4 𝑦4 3𝑥 2 𝑦2
(
+
−
),
4
2
𝛽3 (𝑠) 4

(1)

where 𝜅 is a constant and 𝜅/𝛽3 (𝑠) defines the strength of
the octupole field. Assuming equal beta functions in the horizontal and vertical direction (𝛽𝑥 (𝑠) = 𝛽𝑦 (𝑠) = 𝛽(𝑠)), the
octupole potential creates the time-independent Hamiltonian
𝐻𝑁 =

2 + 𝑦2
𝑝2𝑥𝑁 + 𝑝2𝑦𝑁 𝑥𝑁
𝑁
+
+ 𝑈 (𝑥𝑁 , 𝑦𝑁 )
2
2

(2)

where 𝑈(𝑥𝑁 , 𝑦𝑁 ) = 𝛽(𝑠)𝑉 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠) and the coordinate transform, 𝑧𝑁 = 𝑧/√𝛽(𝑠) is used. The time-independent Hamiltonian becomes an integrable of motion, creating a quasiintegrable lattice which should be robust to small perturbations. In this work, a two cell T-insert lattice close to the
1/4 integer resonance was created. The lattice was tested in
the presence of space charge and the benefits of applying a
quasi-integrable octupole were studied.
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SIMULATION RESULTS
The particle-in-cell (PIC) code VSim 11.0 [7] was used
to create the T-insert lattice in a 2D simulation of the IBEX
trap. Figure 2 plots the voltage waveform applied to the rod
electrodes in IBEX to create the two cell T-insert lattice.
The lattice was designed to have a 𝜋 phase advance through
the T-insert region and equal horizontal and vertical beta
functions within the drift region. Two distinct cells with
mirror symmetry were designed to create a super-period
with tunes of 𝑄𝑥 = 1.276 and 𝑄𝑦 = 1.277, close to the 1/4
integer resonance. On the left of Fig. 2 is the T-insert lattice
with no octupole applied in the drift region. In the center of
Fig. 2 is the Quasi-Integrable (QI) lattice where the octupole
is turned on in the drift region and varies as 1/𝛽3 (𝑠). On
the right of Fig. 2, a comparison lattice is used where the
octupole is turned off every other cell. The octupole strength
is twice as large in this lattice to make the integrated octupole
strength the same as the QI lattice, however this lattice is
non-integrable.
A 2D Gaussian distribution of 25,000 Ar+ macro particles
was tracked in a VSim 11 model of IBEX for 1000 T-insert
lattice super-periods (2000 cell periods). The charge ratio of
macro particles to physical particles was 1:1000. The distribution of 2.5 × 107 physical particles created an incoherent
space charge tune shift of Δ𝑄𝑟𝑚𝑠 = −0.036. This tune shift
was chosen to excite coherent oscillations which satisfied
the following resonant condition [8]
𝑄0 + 𝐶2 Δ𝑄𝑟𝑚𝑠 =

1 5
( )
2 2

(3)

where 𝐶2 = 3/4 [9].
The number of particles surviving over 1000 T-insert
super-periods is plotted against time in Fig. 3. The linear
T-insert lattice with no octupoles applied is plotted in blue
and can be seen to lose 36.5(3) %. When the octupoles are
turned on and they meet the quasi-integrability condition
(orange), the particle loss is reduced to 12.6(2) %. If we
compare the QI lattice (Fig. 2, center) to a nonlinear lattice
WEPOTK007
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Figure 2: Voltage waveform, applied to the rods in IBEX (red and blue) to create the two-cell T-insert super-period. Left:
No octupoles applied in the drift region. Center: Octupole pulse with 1/𝛽3 strength scaling (orange) applied in the drift
region to create Quasi-Integrable lattice. Right: Octupole pulse with 1/𝛽3 strength scaling (green) with twice the strength
but applied only once per super-cell.

Figure 3: Rate of particle loss over 1000 super-periods of
the T-insert lattice. (Blue) No octupoles applied in the drift
region. (Orange) Octupoles turned on in the drift region
which meet the quasi-integrability condition. (Green) Octupoles turned on with twice the strength but applied only
once per super-period.

which breaks the integrability condition (Fig. 2, right) we get
82.4(2) % particle loss, which is plotted in green in Fig. 3.
The mechanisms behind the particle loss can be observed
from the phase space plotted in Fig. 4. Figure 4a is the (x,x’)
phase space of a matched Gaussian distribution of 25,000
macro particles with no space charge (ratio of macro particles to physical particles was 1:1 where space charge is negligible). The phase space is plotted after 500 super-periods
of the linear lattice (Fig. 2, left) and resembles the initial
Gaussian distribution it started with.
In Fig. 4b the phase space is plotted after 500 superperiods through the linear lattice but with space charge. Due
to the resonant condition in Eq. (3) being met, the 2nd order
coherent resonance is excited. This can be seen from the
two arms forming in the phase space of Fig. 4b.
Figure 4c compares the phase space of the lattice when
the octupoles are turned on and the quasi-integrability condition is met. The coherent resonance caused by the space
charge tune shift has been damped by the octupole field and
the distribution is returned to what resembles a Gaussian
WEPOTK007
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Figure 4: (x,x’) phase space plotted after 500 super-periods
of the T-insert lattice. a) Octupoles off in the drift region
(no space charge). b) Octupoles off in the drift region. c)
Octupoles on and QI conditions met. d) Octupoles on but
QI conditions broken.
distribution. It is comparable to the phase space in Fig. 4a
when no space charge was present.
In order to show the benefits of Quasi-Integrable Optics
(QIO) over the use of ordinary octupoles to dampen this
coherent resonance, we also compared a lattice which broke
the integrability condition (Fig. 2, right). Figure 4d shows
the phase space when just one octupole of twice the strength
is turned on per two cell super-period. The four arms that
appear in the phase space show that the 4th order incoherent resonance is being excited and is responsible for the
significant particle loss seen in Fig. 3.

CONCLUSION
These simulation results show that a coherent resonance
can be damped with octupoles when arranged in a lattice
prescribed by QIO. The results also show that deviating
from the conditions of quasi-integrability can result in the
octupole driving it’s own set of 4th order resonances. The
IBEX Paul trap has undergone an upgrade to allow for the
creation of octupole fields within the trap with the aim to
confirm these simulations with detailed experiments.
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Abstract
A Physics Beyond Colliders (PBC) initiative was recently
established at CERN to exploit the full scientific potential of
its accelerator complex and scientific infrastructure to tackle
fundamental open questions in particle physics through experiments complementary to those in current and future
colliders. This initiative brings together similar studies to
optimize resources globally in order to reach a common goal
and promote scientific development more efficiently. In this
proceedings, we present the work performed by the Conventional Beam Working Group (CBWG) and specifically from
the Neutrino Beams (NB) subgroup. The subgroup currently
deals with two novel neutrino-tagged beams projects, ENUBET and NuTAG, as well as with a more conventional, low
energy beamline dedicated to hadron cross-sections measurements with the NA61 experiment already installed in the
H2 beamline of the CERN North Area. This contribution
will detail the advances made with these three projects as
well as their status and future plans.

ENUBET
The precision of the measurements of the various neutrino
species cross-sections at the GeV scale is mainly limited by
the knowledge of the initial flux, which in turn is affected
by the uncertainties on hadro-production and particle propagation along the beamline [1]. This limitation leads to a
precision of O(5 − 10%). Conventional neutrino beams are
sources of muon neutrinos originating from pion or kaon
decays, mixed with a small fraction of electron neutrinos produced by kaon and muon decays. [2] The ENUBET project
(Enhanced NeUtrino BEams from kaon Tagging) aims to
develop a facility that produces a beam of electron neutrinos
originating from the decays of kaon mesons. The rate of
𝐾𝑒3 (𝐾 + → 𝜋 0 𝑒 + 𝜈𝑒 ) decay is tagged and monitored in a
specially instrumented decay tunnel that tags all neutrinos
on an event-by-event basis, in order to improve the precision
of the neutrino cross-section measurements by an order of
∗
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magnitude, reaching an overall precision of 1% [3]. The
designed neutrino beam is a narrow-band beam with a short
(∼ 30 m) transfer line followed by a ∼ 40 m long decay tunnel. Secondary kaons produced by the interaction of protons
on target are focused, momentum selected and transported
at the entrance of the decay tunnel. The electron neutrino
flux is subsequently monitored observing the large-angle
positrons produced by the decays with a longitudinally segmented calorimeter instrumenting the decay tunnel [4, 5].

Optics
A careful selection and transport of the secondary beam
requires a systematic beamline optimization ([6]). Particle
collimation, magnets apertures, and magnetic fields define
the beamline phase space acceptance. The first order optics
optimization has been performed using TRANSPORT [7]
and the results have been validated using G4Beamline [8]
and FLUKA [9, 10] to simulate re-interactions of stray particles and background inside the instrumented decay tunnel,
called the tagger. ENUBET is currently pursuing two different beamline designs: a baseline layout as seen in Fig. 1
designed to transport kaons with an average momentum
of 8.5 GeV and a ±20% momentum bite [1], and a "multimomentum" beamline shown in Fig. 2 that transports secondary particles of 4, 6, and 8.5 GeV/c, with different layout
and design, and the purpose to select more than one momentum, allowing the exploration of a larger phase-space of
neutrino cross-section measurements, including the region
of interest of T2K/HyperK [11, 12].

Figure 1: Baseline beamline layout in Genat4.
Both transfer lines have undergone systematic optimization processes, the baseline version using a framework based
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Figure 2: "Multi-Momentum" beamline layout in
G4Beamline with the magnetic elements and the collimating structures appearing.

on a genetic algorithm, and the multi momentum line involving computational algorithms python based.

NuTAG
The NuTAG project [13] proposes a new method to refine the measurement of neutrino oscillation properties
by exploiting the neutrino production mechanism in the
𝜋 ± → 𝜇± 𝜈 𝜇 decay. Instrumenting an intense pion beam
with the latest generation trackers would allow reconstructing all the pion decays from the tracks of the incoming 𝜋 ±
and outgoing 𝜇± , uniquely tagging each neutrino interacting
in the far detector. This method enhances the neutrino energy reconstruction and reduces the systematic uncertainties
related to the beam knowledge. The designed neutrino beam
is a conventional narrow-band beam starting from a short
pion momentum-selecting beam line followed by a 300 m
long decay tunnel. Two different approaches are being pursued: (a) the "Double Charge Focusing" (DCF) layout, and
(b) the "Single Charge Focusing (SCF) one. The former
allows the transport of both 𝜋 + s and 𝜋 − s at the same time,
momentum selecting the pions of both charges in a momentum range relevant for the phenomena under stud. The latter
allows for a higher acceptance but only momentum-selects
and transports one of the two charges at a time, either 𝜋 + or
𝜋−.

allows for the tagging of the secondary pions before their
natural decay. To ensure the momentum selection and reduce
the momentum spread to around ∼ 10%, a collimator with
two equally spaced holes for the 𝜋 + and 𝜋 − beams has been
designed and placed in the middle of the first achromat. To
reduce further the background, this particular design adopts
a production angle at the target level of 40 mrad, allowing
the primary beam to escape on the side without interfering
with the apertures or magnetic elements of the line, thus
avoiding the creation of extra background. However, since
in this version the target and the decay tunnel lies in a straight
line, the background from particles created at the target can
still be significant. The overall length of this design is about
80m long, meaning that inside the line the 12% of pions are
expected to decay.

Single Charge Focusing Layout

(—)

Double Charge Focusing Layout

Figure 3: Double charge focusing beamline layout in
G4Beamline with standard magnets.
The ambition of this design lies in the idea of focusing
both negative and positive pion beams at the same time,
therefore minimizing the data-taking time. As such, data
taking-time is reduced and rate asymmetries between 𝜈 and
𝜈¯ are made insensitive to systematics uncertainties induced
by variations of the data-taking conditions. As seen in Fig. 3,
the concept of this version employs two achromat sections,
both consisting of large aperture bending magnets. The first,
in the horizontal plane performs momentum selection of the
secondary beam, and a second one placed downstream, acts
as a magnetic spectrometer that, with 3 tracking devices,

MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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Figure 4: Single charge focusing beamline layout in
G4Beamline. The beam has a deflection angle in the horizontal plane allowing the primary beam to escape, while the
single-charged pions are tagged downstream.
In parallel, a second layout has been envisioned to counteract the rate drop due to the imposed production angle and
at the same time, the background created at the target. This
design includes a momentum selection stage using only two
dipole magnets, and a single 4-bend achromat for the pion
tagging. The advantages of this second "Single Charge Focusing" design, as shown in Fig. 4, are the larger acceptance
phase space, along with a reduced overall length of 40 m
due to the single achromat section. However, all these advantages come at the cost of the simultaneous study of both
secondary beam charges, hence doubling the beam time and
potentially increasing the systematic uncertainties. Further
studies will investigate which layout is more efficient for the
project.

Monte Carlo Simulations
We performed radiation and particle fluence studies using
the new version of the FLUKA code available ad CERN.
These studies are focused mainly on the double charge focusing layout, to better understand the expected signal-to-noise
ratio in the far detector and estimate the number of events
expected.
The overall performance of this design has been evaluated
with simulated 𝜋 ± beams of 12 GeV/𝑐. An illustration of
the 𝜋 + fluence along the beamline, projected on the y and
x planes respectively, can be seen in Fig. 5. One can also
see that the divergence of the pion beam is of the order of
25𝑚𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑚𝑚, allowing for the produced neutrino to move
mostly in the forward direction towards the far detector.
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Figure 5: Pion fluence per primary along the beam line
projected onto the y (top) and x (bottom) planes.
Finally, Fig. 6 shows the 𝜈 𝜇 spectrum at different points
along the beam line obtained in this version: the blue line
represents the spectrum of neutrinos before the second achromat ("tagger"), and is, therefore, a measure of the neutrino
background from early decaying pions, while the yellow line
represents the spectrum of neutrinos at the end of the decay
tunnel. The 𝜈 𝜇 signal from tagged pion decays is visible
between 2 and 5 GeV, as expected, with a signal to noise
ratio of about 2 compared to background.

rently, the NA61/SHINE collaboration along with the CERN
BE-EA group has proposed the design of a new tertiary low
energy beamline to be implemented in the present H2 line at
CERN that can supply low-energy hadron beams down to 2
GeV/c, thus opening new possibilities for hadron production
measurements in this neutrino-interesting regime, that today
are not possible with the current infrastructure available at
CERN.
The new line needs to satisfy strict requirements. In particular, it needs to provide flexible pions, kaons, and protons
in a desirable range of momentum between 2 and 13 GeV/c
with a momentum spread better than 5 %, and with variable purities and rates, depending on the purpose of each
measurement.

Layout
Figure 7 shows the layout of this proposed new branch,
that will be installed in the H2 beam line just upstream of
the NA61 main TPC. The first doublet of existing QPL magnets as front-end is chosen to maximize particle acceptance.
Next, a four-bend achromat is placed downstream to allow
for momentum selection and dispersion recombination while
finally, a quadruplet focuses the beam onto the NA61/SHINE
target, allowing for sufficient flexibility in the position of the
focal point for different experimental configurations. Op-

Figure 7: A CAD drawing of the low-energy branch of the
H2 line, starting at the secondary target and ending at the
NA61/SHINE TPC.

Figure 6: Neutrino spectrum at two different point along the
beam line: before the second achromat (blue line) and after
the dump (yellow line) at the end of the decay tunnel.
In conclusion, the preliminary studies on both versions
of the NuTAG beamlines have given promising results. Further studies are ongoing to optimize the performance of
this beamline, especially pointing towards the reduction of
the background and to the calculation of a first number of
possible neutrino events at the far detector.

NA61 - LOW ENERGY BEAM
As already mentioned, many long-baseline neutrino experiments start from the production, momentum selection,
and transport of low-energy hadron beams (typically < 10
GeV/c). NA61/SHINE [14] is an experiment installed at
the CERN’s North Area that focuses on hadron production
cross-sections. T2K has already successfully benefited from
the current NA61/SHINE measurements, reducing the flux
uncertainty to about 5% in the 31 at T2K flux peak [15]. Cur-
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timization of the line layout has been performed using a
python-based computational algorithm and then validated
via MAD-X/PTC studies as mentioned in [16].

Beam Instrumentation
Beam Instrumentation is currently under study and the
following detectors are being considered for a successful design : (a) Three gas threshold Cherenkov detectors together
with two plastic scintillator-type counters will be installed
to perform particle identification. (b) Four scintillating fiber
counters will define a beam trigger signal. Finally, (c) multiple fiber beam profile detectors will be installed at various points of the beamline to measure the beam profiles
at various locations and possibly provide a trigger for the
experiment.

CONCLUSIONS
We have highlighted in this paper three very promising
projects with common physics goals and techniques. Thanks
to the Physics Beyond Colliders, Conventional Beams Working Group - Neutrino Subgroup (PBC-CBWG-NB), synergies between these collaborations have been developed and
these novel projects have significantly advanced.
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Abstract
The preparation and follow-up of CERN accelerator
complex programmed stops require clear processes and
methodologies. The LHC and its Injectors were stopped in
December 2018, to maintain, consolidate and upgrade the
different equipment of the accelerator chain. During the
Long Shutdown 2 (LS2), major projects were implemented
such as the LHC Injectors upgrade and the LHC Dipoles
Diodes consolidation. The installation of some equipment
for the HL-LHC project took also place. This paper presents the application to the LS2 of the processes and tools
to manage CERN programmed stops: it covers the preparation, implementation, and follow-up phases, as well as
the KPIs, and the tools used to build a coherent schedule
and to follow up and report the progress. The description
of the methodology to create a linear schedule, as well as
the construction of automatised broken lines and progress
curves are detailed. It also describes the organizational setup for the coordination of the works, the main activities,
and the key milestones. The impact of COVID-19 on the
long shutdown will be described, especially the strategy
implemented to minimise its consequences.

INTRODUCTION
The CERN accelerator complex is compounded by a
multidisciplinary set of systems and equipment. Due to the
high-level technology required, the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) and its injectors chain (the LINAC 4, the Proton
Synchrotron Booster [PSB], the Proton Synchrotron [PS],
and the Super Proton Synchrotron [SPS]) have upgraded
and consolidated several times during the so-called Programmed Stop periods to reach their current configuration.
A Programmed Stop is the time window where the conditions of the CERN accelerators are dedicated to standard
maintenance and/or upgrades. The interventions vary from
one programmed stop to another.
According to their duration, four different stops can be
defined: Technical Stop (TS), if the duration goes from
some hours to a few days; Year-End Technical Stop
(YETS) and Extended YETS (EYETS), when the period
includes the end of the year and lasts up to 4 months; Long
Shutdown (LS), when major changes are implemented, requiring long intervention periods up to a few years.
Outside these periods, the accelerators are operational
and exploit their functionality in the so-called Run period.
The execution of a structured and well-defined methodology is crucial to plan a huge number of activities meeting
the highest safety and quality standards. We present the
methodology followed and the specific tools implemented
WEPOTK009
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to coordinate the last Long Shutdown of the CERN accelerator complex (LS2) [1].

LS2 SCOPE
The LS2 [2] started in December 2018 with an initial duration of 2 years for the LHC and 1.5 years for the injectors;
a major preparation effort began in 2016, 2 years ahead to
optimise time and resources. The time window has been
referred to as “the LS2 period”, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: “LS2 period” timeline with the final durations.
The main objectives and challenges of the LS2 included:
• The LHC Injector Upgrade Project (LIU) [3] to
increase the intensity and brightness of the injectors to match the LHC High Luminosity Project (HL-LHC) [4] requirements.
• Major maintenances and infrastructure consolidation activities.
• The Consolidation Project to increase the injector reliability and availability for the HL-LHC
runs.
• Civil engineering works and beam equipment
installation to anticipate the HL-LHC project.
Besides the LS2 original scope, new projects were
added: LHC Diode Insulation and Superconducting MAgnet Consolidation (DISMAC) [5] project, SPS Fire Safety,
SPS Access and Injectors De-cabling.

LS2 PROCESS: FROM PREPARATION TO
EXECUTION
The LS2 management process is based on the previous
experience [6] and the know-how of the Organisational,
Scheduling and Support section (OSS). The applied methodology was designed to reduce the potential delays due to
unexpected events with minimum contingency.
The Long-Term Schedule, the Master Schedule, and the
Detailed Linear Planning are three scheduling levels with
different granularity and information. While the Long-term
schedule, defined a few years before each LS, provides a
global overview of the CERN accelerators’ alternation between stops and beam run periods, for the entire accelerator’s lifecycle, as shown in Fig. 1.; the Master Schedule,
defined about 2 years before the start, assigns the time dimension, according to the scope defined, as shown in Fig.
2; the Detailed Linear Planning, defined some months
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A24: Accelerators and Storage Rings, Other
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before the start, provides exhaustive information for each
accelerator during the stop, as shown in Fig. 3.

LS2 Preparation
The first LS2 Master Schedule integrated across all the
accelerators has been built starting from a time estimation
of the LS2 scope and spanned along the time window fixed
in the Long-Term schedule. The Master Schedule furnishes
the handover among the Run (driven by the Beam Operation team) and the Programmed Stop (led by the OSS
team), as shown in yellow and red in Fig. 2. The Individual
System Test (IST) and the Hardware Commissioning characterized the transition, requiring strong collaboration between operation and equipment owners.

The final optimised schedule had to ensure the safety,
quality, and feasibility of the interventions, following the
methodology applied by the Accelerators Coordination and
Engineering Group at CERN [1].
The LS2 Detailed Plannings were officially approved by
the LHC Machine Committee (LMC), LHC Injector and
Experimental Facilities Committee (IEFC) and LS2 Committee in late 2018 and released as LS2 Baselines. Figure 3
shows the Baseline planning, where the location is shown
on the horizontal axis and the timeline, on the vertical axis.
Each colour block represents an activity scheduled.

Figure 3: Linear View of the SPS LS2 Baseline Planning.
The approval process starts with the document “Under
Approval” being checked by the stakeholders. The acceptance turns the planning into a “Released” Baseline.
Figure 2: The First LS2 Master Schedule was approved in
September 2016 by the LMC, IEFC, and LS2 committees.
The OSS team has gathered all the requests for interventions to set the LS2 Detailed Linear Planning framed in the
time window provided by the Master Schedule for each accelerator.
Each Group performed a Work Package Analysis (WPA)
exercise to describe the intervention, safety constraints, associated logistics and resources. Moreover, the CERN tool
named PLAN has centralised all the activities foreseen by
the Groups, to have a global strategic view, assessing priorities across CERN. In March 2018, conflicts arose regarding co-activities or missing resources (time, budget,
manpower); therefore, the PLAN Coordinator led an arbitration process, together with Groups and Departments.
In this scenario, the OSS role is to coordinate all the inputs to generate one single overall planning for each accelerator, managing all the installation phases, access, interfaces and logistics.
The first objective was to fix the activities on the critical
path, which consolidated the final duration of the LS2. The
other activities were coordinated around, using Microsoft
(MS) Project. The OSS section expertise in the infrastructures, systems and interfaces was essential in building a
Detailed Planning that allowed anticipating potential delays and implementing mitigation measures.
Several resource levelling exercises were carried out using MS Excel spreadsheets and Visual Basic Application
for Excel (VBA), to ensure a relevant, fair, and weighted
allocation to prove the feasibility of all interventions.
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A24: Accelerators and Storage Rings, Other

LS2 Execution and Follow-Up
The LS2 execution phase started in December 2018. The
works included in the released Baselines were declared in
the IMPACT tool [7] by the activity responsible and accepted by the OSS team. This tool was effective to manage
on-site work access, especially for critical activities.
The LS2 follow-up counted on two main actions. On one
side, the tools used to track the baseline deviations to the
advancement of the works: Broken Lines and progress
curves were defined, using KPIs such as meters of vacuum
sectors opened/closed, and equipment installation readiness. Weekly coordination meetings and on-site follow-up
monitored these inputs. On the other side, the LS2 executive meetings concerned all the technical, organizational,
and performance aspects. Regular reports to the LMC,
IEFC and to the LS2 Committees guaranteed a continuous
alignment to guidelines given by the management, especially when unexpected events were raised, and consequently new prioritization and strategies needed to be defined. During the LS2, non-conformities came up, sometimes with a major impact on the planning requiring 5
properly documented time re-baselining processes.
One of the greatest challenges arrived with the worldwide COVID-19 crisis during the LS2 execution. A unique
pool managed the accelerators’ coordination, based on the
same methodology applied in the preparation phase, with a
bottom-up approach. The Department leaders prioritized
the remaining activities, which were re-scheduled, keeping
the same sequence in the linear planning, to get the new
Master Schedule. The WPAs and the onsite Visit d’Ispection Commun (VIC) were re-assessed, with the support of
WEPOTK009
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OSS, to coordinate the works and to adapt the procedures
to the new constraints and COVID-19 conditions. The
strong effort of the OSS team to create a solid and reliable
LS2 planning database together with constant communication with all the stakeholders were essential to re-schedule
the Baseline with the new management guidelines (i.e.,
sanitary measures), minimizing delays. The bottom-up approach has been implemented for the other non-conformities encountered during the LS2 (e.g., asbestos in the Injectors or short-circuits in some LHC cryomagnet).

•

Forecast of completion: the yellow line indicates the days missing to complete an activity.

Figure 5: Broken Line.
Schematic view (Fig. 6): synoptic of the main structure
of the accelerator generated automatically using the CERN
Layout Database to support the co-activity coordination.

SCHEDULING TOOLS
The methodology explained requires reliable tools. In
this frame, the Scheduling Tools Project (STP), was put in
place during LS2 with two main objectives: to gather all
the data in a unique repository and to deploy a web-based
platform allowing the visualization of the plannings CERN
wide without an MS Project license. Merging these two aspects, all the files were stored in the Project Online cloud
and transferred into a CERN ORACLE database to ensure
the availability and reliability of the planning working with
a high-performance open-source. A web GANTT viewer
has been put in place to allow all the users to check the
synchronized schedules, as the data is extracted through the
database. The tools adapted and developed within the STP
are described hereafter:
Linear views: views of the scheduling data developed in
Visual Basic Application for Excel (VBA), keeping always
as a unique data source the MS Project files. Each activity
is translated into a shape, as shown in Figure 3. The user
declares the activity to be plotted and the shape’s characteristics (colour, text size, etc), according to the visualization needs. The result is a global view of the planning in
one sheet, with a granularity of one day. Once a baseline is
set up, the activity information is frozen. The reverse engineering process is being consolidated to translate the linear
view into an MS Project file.
Constraint Planning (Fig. 4.: The granularity of this linear view is one hour. The activities that generate access or
system constraint are displayed at the exact time (vertical
axis) and in a certain location (horizontal axis).

Figure 4: Constraint Planning View of the LHC.
Broken Line (Fig. 5): Monitoring indicator giving two
types of information for the activities: current status wrt the
baseline, calculated as follows (‘actual’ is referred to the
dates with a baseline in the past, while ‘current’ referred to
the dates/duration that can change):
• The progress of the activity (grey shadow):
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹ℎ − 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 [%] =
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𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 − 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
[%]
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

Figure 6: LSS Schematic View.
Time & Space View (Fig. 7): automatic representation
via Python scripts of the activities foreseen for a given date
and location.

Figure 7: Time & Space View for the PS.
Equipment readiness dashboard and resource load analysis created via VBA for Excel or Python scrips, since MS
Project was not fulfilling the needs for these assessments.

OUTCOMES AND CONCLUSIONS
Unexpected events, mainly due to the COVID-19 crisis,
brought an LS2 delay of almost 3 months for the Injectors.
In the case of LHC, non-conformities delayed the beam
commissioning following the LS2 by 14 months. This time
shift caused a lack of the beam run between the end of LS2
and the beginning of YETS 21-22. For this reason, the Operation team has scheduled a pilot beam to verify the correct status of the machine. A post-mortem process has been
developed to collect the feedback of all the parts involved,
to improve the methodology and tools [1].
The LS2 could not have been realized without a strong
methodical approach to managing, planning, and coordinating the activities, keeping flexibility and adaptability to
unexpected changes. A big effort has been put in place to
migrate the planning to an open-source database and to
consolidate the scheduling tools to successfully manage the
LS2 and be ready for the next CERN Programmed Stops.
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FEEDBACK FROM THE ACCELERATOR COORDINATION AND
ENGINEERING GROUP
A. L. Perrot, F. Baltasar Dos Santos Pedrosa, M. Bernardini, S. Chemli, J. - P. Corso, J. Coupard,
J. Etheridge, S. Grillot, J. M. Jimenez, K. Foraz, B. Nicquevert, S. Petit, J. - Ph. Tock,
E. Vergara Fernandez, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The operation of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at
CERN started in September 2008. Every 5 or 6 years, Long
Shutdowns (LS) are programmed to execute time-intensive
ordinary and extra-ordinary maintenance of the LHC and
its injectors. The second LS (LS2) started in December
2018 and was completed end of 2020 for the injectors and
early 2022 for the LHC. A huge number of maintenance,
consolidation and upgrade activities, especially the upgrade of the injectors complex, were performed with challenges at various levels, from technical, to organizational
and managerial.
This paper presents the applied methodology put in place
by the Accelerator Coordination & Engineering (EN-ACE)
group, in charge of the technical coordination of the activities for the interventions and changes to the LHC and its
injectors, to ensure that the installation activities are performed safely, meeting the required high level of quality,
while optimizing the schedule. It highlights key points of
success and lessons learnt in terms of general coordination,
quality assurance, configuration and layout management,
spatial integration, planning and scheduling, operational
safety, logistics and worksite coordination.

INTRODUCTION
The Accelerator Coordination & Engineering group
(ACE) is part of the CERN Engineering Department (EN).
They coordinate and optimise the interventions and
changes implementation all along the CERN accelerators
life cycle. Their expertise cover the configuration & layout
management, the spatial integration studies and maintenance of the related 3D-CAD scenes, the organisation and
scheduling of the programmed stops, the management of
the mid- and long-term schedules, the worksites follow-up,
the management of LHC sites, the LHC electrical lock-outs
and the operational safety advices. In addition, the ACE
group hosts the Accelerator & Technology Sector (ATS)
Quality Service, providing support throughout the sector
(see Fig.1). The group’s priorities are Safety, Quality,
Scheduling and Organisation. It is structured to respond to
the main requirements for an efficient management of the
interventions during accelerators programmed stops.
This paper describes the methodology followed by the
EN-ACE group to face the LS2 challenges. It reports key
successes and lessons learnt for the future.
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Figure 1: CERN EN-ACE areas of expertise.

METHODOLOGY
The preparation of the LS2 started in 2015, just at the
end of the LS1 [1]. The methodology already implemented
and recognised for its success during previous programmed
stops [2, 3] was applied. From the early stage of the LS2
preparatory phase, strong links with the LS2 executive coordination team, with the main LS2 projects (LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU), Consolidation, High Luminosity LHC
(HL LHC) and Fire safety) and with the equipment owners
were established. EN-ACE group members participated to
the LS2 coordination team and also served as schedule officers for the main projects. They were giving regular status
reports, identifying potential issues as early as possible. It
allowed early warnings on difficulties and reactivity in
solving them.

KEY POINTS OF SUCCESS
Safety
Safety is the highest priority at CERN and everybody is
involved. The following points can be especially mentioned.
During the preparation phase, the Operational Safety
Advisors (OSA) analysed the main activities with the relevant stakeholders to define the service to be provided in
term of operational safety. This anticipation allowed placing dedicated contracts, to complement the existing team
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to support the implementation of safe working conditions.
The team was doubled to reach eight persons with some of
them dedicated to some groups / projects to optimise the
reactivity during the interventions. In addition, the OSA
team participated to the review of critical CERN safety
documents and performed joint safety visits, identifying
potential safety issues and providing safety guidance.
The COordination, Consignation and Support (COS)
team, in charge of the site management and coordination,
appointed the work site supervisors a few years before the
LS2, giving them time to acquire the technical knowledge
of the areas under their supervision. They also manufacture
and install light metal structures that are improving the
safety level and/or are easing the work.
In 2016, the Organisation, Scheduling and Support
(OSS) team started to work on the preparation of the LS2,
delivering the first draft of the LS2 master schedule, covering the CERN accelerators and associated non LHC experimental areas. This early identification of the interventions contributed to perform a global optimization of the
time, from 2016 to 2022, identifying and minimising the
co-activities and thus increasing the safety level. One of the
major challenges was to keep the simultaneous vision of
the short, medium, and long term.
During the LS2 execution period, daily collaboration between all the sections was an asset. The OSA team improved and diversified its communication channels presenting ‘safety flashes’ in the accelerator’s weekly coordination meetings and improved its reactivity, thanks to new
communication tools, to centralise all the requests and distribute them efficiently among its members. The OSA team
took part in about 1400 joint safety visits providing safety
recommendation reports for each of them.
The COS team gave an efficient support on site, facilitating all the interventions. They were the ones identifying
unexpected onsite events such as power cuts, alarms, lift
non-conformities, etc Their daily, fast, and effective reporting allowed fixing issues in due time by safety guidance
and/or schedule optimisation.

Quality
The Accelerators Quality Service (AQS), the EN-ACE
Integration (INT) and Configuration & Layout (CL) teams
were drivers in ensuring/applying quality rules all along
the LS2 changes process (see Fig. 1).
Several years before the LS2, the AQS team started its
activity for LS2 being responsible of performing the technical auditing (i.e. chairing the specification committees)
of the tendering documents for the supply contracts under
the responsibility of the ATS.
The AQS team designed and piloted a new application
‘Track-It’ [4] implemented by the EN/IM group (in charge
of Information Management) for aggregating and centralising information regarding interventions from their announcement at a committee to the actions that follow them.
All along the LS2, ‘Track-It’ ensured an efficient followup of the production by INT of the layout drawings and 3D
scenes and of the Engineering Change Requests (ECRs)
managed by CL. It helped identifying and quantifying the
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A01: Hadron Colliders

impact of the new drawings’ life cycle introduced by
CERN CAD team just before LS2 on the Layout drawings
release process. INT reported to the LS2 executive coordination team that was thus able to ensure that all necessary
documents were available in due time.
The CL team launched before the LS2 the ‘Panoramas’
application [5] in collaboration with the EN-IM software
developers. This tool was used during the preparation and
the execution of the LS2 works. It helped with optimising
machine interventions and producing integration studies by
offering virtual tours of the accelerator’s facilities even
when access is not possible, also minimising the personal
radiation dose.
CL team launched in 2018 the ‘Layout meetings’ to discuss between optics physicists, surveyors, and configuration managers the update of databases in direct link with
the equipment installation in site and the beams operation.
This improved quality of the communication between
teams resulted in timely effective updates with respect to
the LS2 schedule and the beam operation

Schedule and General Coordination
The LS2 unique and central coordination covered the
LHC and its injection chain. This structure was revealed to
be effective, allowing to find optimum and global solutions
to issues. The successful LS2 completion validated the
methodology applied during the preparation and execution
phases for scheduling and general coordination. The team
managed the co-activities inside each machine, defined the
logistics associated to each intervention and put in place
mitigation measures to ensure the safety and anticipate any
potential delay. [3, 6].
The LS2 Master schedule was built in collaboration with
the coordination teams of the experiments and the experimental areas, with the Groups’ equipment owners, Works
and Services supervisors of each CERN group, projects
teams and the executive committees. The information of
equipment readiness for installation, the analysis of co-activities, the overall resource levelling, the work package
analysis reviewed by OSS with the equipment owners and
OSA were key inputs. All these factors drove towards the
construction of a solid baseline. The baseline of each Machine was approved via an official approval process, involving all the stakeholders [6].
The OSS team simultaneously managed several timescales’ schedules daily, weekly, (bi-)monthly, yearly and on
5/7 years (between two LSs). This allowed reactivity and
flexibility across the time. This was revealed to be very efficient in overcoming the sudden stop of activities linked
to Covid 19 lock-down in March 2020.
Preparation and communication were of first importance
during the preparation and execution phases. The OSS,
INT and CL teams organised/chaired dedicated weekly
meetings for their respective domains of expertise. There
were continuous activity progress monitoring (through
dashboards and broken lines), daily reports of the COS
team (on site) and recurrent reporting to the LS2 executive
coordination team.
WEPOTK010
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LESSONS LEARNT
The EN-ACE team members, thanks to their central position during the LS2, contributed effectively to the identification of several points of improvements, studied at the
ATS level for implementation for future technical stops and
for the Long Shutdown 3, planned to start end of 2025.

Safety
The preparatory work by OSA to anticipate the requests
and adapt its team size in advance should be kept for future
use. The joint safety inspections should be anticipated as
much as possible.
The Work and Services Supervisors (WSS) who monitor
the compliance with the CERN Safety requirements in the
execution of specific works and services performed a key
role. They should be nominated by the projects/groups in
advance to be trained on time. Their training may be tailored, and more sessions should be proposed.
Simplification and clarification of the numerous safety
roles and functions would empower understanding and effectiveness. The procedures in case of breach of safety
rules should be uniformly applied.

Quality
It is recommended to publicize basic quality rules, especially concerning the document production, and update
them along the different project phases. The needed documentation, and especially the ECRs, should be provided in
due time before the implementation.
Reviews should be organised to optimise the workflow
between several sources of information (Layout database,
Survey database, optics repositories, layout drawings) used
for the equipment alignment on site and for the beam optics
optimisation.
It is crucial to get the 3D environment before the start of
a project. This would avoid time-consuming and costly reverse engineering.
The availability of survey scans for accelerators is crucial for the smooth advancement of integration activities.
‘Track-It’ and ‘Panorama’ applications should be maintained and upgraded for future stops.

Schedule
It is fundamental to establish a master schedule as early
as possible considering the compatibility of resources and
planning across the entire accelerator chain and the experiments. A unique central coordination for the LHC and its
injectors was essential to guarantee a coherent approach
across the CERN departments, and to smoothly resume the
activities during the COVID-19 crisis; during the LS2 it
was instrumental to ease the decision making of the CERN
management and project leaders. This central coordination
must be preserved during all future programmed stops.
Equipment deliverable dates should be known as soon as
possible. The equipment readiness was essential to re-profile the activities. Dashboards were fundamental to monitor
activity progress.
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General Coordination
The methodology to prepare such long programmed
stops is validated and proved. It is essential to retain the
know-how in the ATS groups and in the EN-ACE coordination teams.
The technical stops scheduled between two LSs should
be used to prepare or anticipate the next LS interventions.
The different meetings with the equipment owners and
experts organised, respectively, by the INT, OSS, and CL
teams (i.e., integration meetings, coordination meetings
and layout meetings) should be maintained for future stops.
On-site meetings are mandatory towards intervention
success. They allowed safety and co-activities optimisation
as well as early identification of eventual 3D environment
constraints.

Covid-19
The Covid-19 pandemic strongly impacted the LS2 execution. Nevertheless, the way of working did not need to
be modified. The necessary major rescheduling of many
activities followed the same guiding principles in a much
shorter time thanks to the reactivity of the OSS team. New
working conditions adapted to the Covid-19 safety constraints were defined. It has required many on-site or remote joint inspection visits by OSA to support and guide
the teams for the implementation of the Covid-19 safety
measures in addition to the other ones. To document it, the
procedures had to be adapted and this was managed by the
CL team.
The reaction to this unprecedented crisis can be seen as
a successful validation of the robust methodology developed and mastered by CERN for the coordination of the
programmed stops.

CONCLUSION
The ACE work carried out during the LS2 preparatory
and execution phases resulted in an efficient and successful
coordination of the LS2 activities. The group raised several
points of improvement on which they have already started
to work with colleagues of ATS in view of future programmed stops. The EN-ACE teams are already involved
in the LS3 preparation which will be dedicated to the High
Luminosity LHC upgrade, Consolidation and Maintenance
activities.
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Abstract
After the successful implementation of the LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU) project, studies were conducted in the
CERN Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) in order to assess the intensity reach with the increased beam brightness.
The studies focused on the high intensity beams delivered
to the PSB users, both at 1.4 and 2 GeV. In addition, possible intensity limitations in view of the Physics Beyond
Colliders (PBC) Study were investigated. To this end, various machine configurations were tested including different
resonance compensation schemes and chromaticity settings
in correlation with the longitudinal parameters. This paper
summarizes the results obtained since the machine recommissioning.

INTRODUCTION
During the beam commissioning period following the
successful upgrades in the frame of the LIU project [1], the
CERN PSB had to demonstrate an improved brightness for
the LHC type beams [2], provide beam to high intensity
users like ISOLDE [3] and n-TOF [4] and start exploring its
intensity reach in the scope of the Physics Beyond Colliders
(PBC) study [5, 6]. Limitations towards achieving the high
intensities requested by the PSB users are imposed by the betatronic resonances and their interplay with the very strong
space charge effects. To this end, extended resonance identification and compensation studies were conducted both
before and after the implementation of the LIU project [7–9].
New resonance compensation schemes were developed that
allowed reducing losses, however, remaining machine imperfections are still a cause of concern for intensities higher
than 800 × 1010 protons per ring (ppr). Extended studies
were conducted for ISOLDE trying to correlate losses to
beam parameters such as the working point evolution and
various mitigation measures were proposed and applied. A
new instability was observed for the high intensity users
accelerated up to the new extraction energy of 2 GeV, such
as TOF. Initial studies revealed the intrabunch motion for
this instability and techniques for curing it were applied,
allowing normal operations.

RESONANCE COMPENSATION
Resonances up to 4th order have been identified in the
CERN PSB through loss map studies during the first year
of operation following the completion of the LIU upgrades.
∗
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Figure 1: Loss maps resulting from dynamic tune scans in
all four rings of the PSB. The tune space is color coded
indicating the loss rate, calculated with a sample spacing of
1 ms. Resonance up to 4th order are plotted, normal in solid
lines and skew in dashed. Non-systematic resonance lines
are plotted in blue and the systematic in red.
The measurements are conducted using a flat cycle at injection energy, i.e. 160 MeV, in which the beam is stored for an
extended period from 275 ms to 700 ms. The loss maps are
produced using the dynamic tune scan technique, in which
one of the tunes is kept constant throughout the cycle while
the other one is varied. The procedure is repeated for all possible configurations, i.e. at first 𝑄 𝑥 is kept constant while
𝑄 𝑦 initially varies from max to min and then from min to
max, and similarly for constant 𝑄 𝑦 . The intensity is recorded
during the tune change and resonances are revealed through
induced losses. A beam with a small space charge tune shift
of Δ𝑄 𝑥,𝑦 = −0.035 was used to increase the sensitivity of
the measurements to machine driven resonances [10]. Figure 1 summarizes the results. All 3rd order (both normal
and skew) and all 4th order (normal) resonances are excited
in all rings. In ring 1 the 3rd order skew resonances appear
stronger while in rings 2, 3 and 4 the normal components
are dominant. It should be noted that it was the first time
that such a behaviour was observed and the first time that
any 4th order resonances were seen in loss maps in the PSB.
The resonances identified in Fig. 1 were individually compensated using the appropriate corrector magnets. The initial compensation values have been obtained by combining
experimental and analytical techniques as discussed in [9].
However, the octupole correctors used for the compensation
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Figure 2: Loss maps resulting from dynamic tune scans in all four rings of the PSB with octupoles and sextupoles for the
simultaneous correction of the 3rd and 4th order resonances. The color coding and the resonance lines are as in Fig. 1. The
yellow points correspond to the tune ramp used in the optimization framework.
of the 4th order resonances affected the excitation of the 3rd
order resonances. In addition, the compensation of the 4th
order resonances was only partial due to current limitations
in the power converters of the corrector magnets. To this
end, the Generic Optimisation Frontend and Framework (GeOFF) [11–14] was used to refine the compensation scheme
including extra corrector magnets and crossing multiple resonances at once as the tunes are programmed to change from
𝑄 𝑥 = 4.4 to 𝑄 𝑥 = 4.17 and 𝑄 𝑦 = 4.45 to 𝑄 𝑦 = 4.23 in the
operational cycles. The refined resonance settings to globally compensate the resonances were applied and the loss
map studies were repeated as shown in Fig. 2.
The global resonance compensation settings acquired with
the optimization framework largely suppress all resonances
as demonstrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The remaining resonance
excitation is different per ring. In particular, 3rd order skew
resonances are still observed in rings 1, 2 and 3. The 3𝑄 𝑦 =
13 is still excited in rings 1 and 2 and the 2𝑄𝑥 + 𝑄𝑦 = 13 in
ring 3. This was an expected behaviour as only three skew
sextupole correctors were available for the instantaneous
correction of the 3rd order skew components, while four
to six correctors were available for the 3rd and 4th order
resonances depending on the ring. Nevertheless, the 3rd
order normal resonance 𝑄 𝑥 + 2𝑄 𝑦 = 13 is still observed
in rings 2 and 4. It should be noted that the resonance
𝑄 𝑥 − 2𝑄 𝑦 = −4 is excited in all rings in the loss maps
of Fig. 2 inducing even more losses than before the global
compensation. However, this resonance is out of the regime
of interest for operation and is thus not a concern. The
improved resonance compensation settings were put into
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operation and were essential for the increased performance
of the LHC beams.

HIGH INTENSITY BEAMS
The high intensity beams are particularly sensitive to
losses due to their large emittances. Many parameters have
to be adjusted to ensure a good transmission such as the
working point evolution, the resonance compensation settings and the painting at injection [15]. In addition, known
instabilities [16] have to be cured using the new transverse
feedback system [17].

ISOLDE
ISOLDE is one of the PSB users that requires very high
intensity. For normal operations 800 × 1010 ppr at 1.4 GeV
are extracted. The working point at injection for this user
is set at 𝑄 𝑥 , 𝑄 𝑦 = (4.22, 4.45) to avoid blow-up at the integer resonances, as the space charge induced incoherent tune
shift approaches Δ𝑄 𝑥 , Δ𝑄 𝑦 ≈ (0.3, 0.43). A tune change
from 450 ms to 500 ms brings the tunes to the extraction
values of 𝑄 𝑥 , 𝑄 𝑦 = (4.17, 4.23) at a resonance-free transverse tune space. Similarly, the energy spread at injection is
Δ𝐸 = 440 keV to minimize the longitudinal line density and
hence the space charge induced incoherent tune shift [18].
Measurements of the losses along the cycle were conducted
for this configuration as shown in Fig. 3 (top). All results
shown in this section are measurements of ring 4 (the situation is similar in all rings).
The losses increase for higher intensities reaching values
> 14%. The compensation of the resonances improves the
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tories at the transfer line [20] minimized the losses, even
for the higher emittance, and allowed the implementation of
this solution.

TOF
The production of the TOF beam in the PSB is similar
to the ISOLDE one, as similar intensity is needed for both
beams. The main difference between the users is the energy,
as TOF is extracted at 2 GeV and only from one ring (R2).
The higher energy revealed a new instability that caused
large losses just before arrival to the flat top and blocked operations, since it was not cured by the Transverse Feedback.
The intrabunch motion of this new instability, as shown in
Fig. 4, is different from the expectations including the effect
of the kicker termination [16]. Linear coupling was used to
stabilize the beam similar to past operations in the PS [21].
The tunes are set at the same value (𝑄 𝑥,𝑦 = 4.17) while skew
quadrupole magnets are powered to further excite the linear
coupling. The beam was stabilized up to 1000 × 1010 ppr,
which was more than the requirements from the user.

Figure 3: Total losses for the ISOLDE user versus the injected intensity for an injection working point of 𝑄 𝑥 , 𝑄 𝑦 =
(4.22, 4.45) (top) and 𝑄 𝑥 , 𝑄 𝑦 = (4.22, 4.35) (bottom). The
losses are calculated with or without resonance compensation and including the 𝛽−beating corrections [2] (top) and
different energy spread (bottom).
situation keeping the losses below the 10% level for the nominal setting of 800 × 1010 ppr, which is the operational loss
budget for the high intensity beams in the PSB. Moreover,
the correction of the injection chicane induced 𝛽-beating [2]
further reduces the losses.
Different working points were also investigated. The best
option was a working point of 𝑄 𝑥 , 𝑄 𝑦 = (4.22, 4.35) at injection with the same tune change to 𝑄 𝑥 , 𝑄 𝑦 = (4.17, 4.23)
from 450 ms to 500 ms. In this configuration only the 4th
order resonances, 4𝑄 𝑦 = 17 and 2𝑄 𝑥 + 2𝑄 𝑦 = 17 and the
3rd order skew resonance, 3𝑄 𝑦 = 13, are crossed allowing for a better correction, as seen in Fig. 3 (bottom). It
should be noted that in this case the 𝛽-beating at injection
is not corrected as the vertical tune is far from the vertical
half integer resonance 2𝑄 𝑦 = 9. The ultimate improvement
reducing the losses below the 2% level was the reduction
of the energy spread from LINAC4 to ΔE = 280 keV. This
allowed reducing the longitudinal halo and the impact of
the periodic resonance crossing, that dominates losses from
resonances in the presence of space charge [10, 19]. Even
though, the longitudinal line density and hence space charge
are increased, the emittance preservation is not a requirement for this user and some blow-up can be tolerated. In
addition, the optimization of the extraction and the trajec-
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Figure 4: Intrabunch motion of the instability measured for
the TOF user.

CONCLUSION
After the completion of the LIU project several studies
were done to explore the intensity limitations for the beams
for ISOLDE and n-TOF. Loss map studies revealed betatronic resonances up to 4th order, which were suppressed to
a large extent using appropriate corrector magnets allowing
for higher brightness and intensities. In addition, optimizations of the working point and the longitudinal characteristics
reduced the losses to the percent level for intensities up to
1000 × 1010 ppr. Finally, a new instability was revealed at
high energy that was cured using the linear coupling.
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COMMISSIONING
THE NEW LLRF SYSTEM OF THE CERN PS BOOSTER
S. Albright∗ , M. E. Angoletta, D. Barrientos, A. Findlay, M. Jaussi, J. Molendijk,
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) is the first synchrotron in the LHC injection chain and produces beams
covering a large parameter space for the LHC and various
fixed target experiments. Over Long Shutdown 2 (LS2), the
Proton Synchrotron Booster was heavily upgraded as part
of the LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU) project. For the LLRF,
the most significant changes are the new Finemet loaded
cavities, the new injection mechanism, and the increased
injection and extraction energies. The Finemet cavities provide exceptional flexibility, allowing an arbitrary distribution
of voltage between harmonics, but at the cost of significant
broadband impedance. The new injection mechanism allows
bunch-to-bucket multi-turn injection, which significantly reduces the amount of beam loss at the start of the cycle. The
longitudinal beam production schema for each beam-type
was developed over LS2, and then modified during commissioning to suit the final operational configuration of the
machine. This paper discusses the commissioning of the
new LLRF, and the consequences of the LIU upgrades on
the production of various beams.

INTRODUCTION
Over Long Shutdown 2 (LS2), the CERN PS Booster was
heavily upgraded as part of the LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU)
project. The upgrades include a new Finemet based highlevel RF system, which provide significant flexibility. To mitigate the effects of the higher cavity impedance, servoloops
have been implemented in the Low-Level RF (LLRF) system to suppress the induced voltage, effectively reducing the
impedance as seen by the beam.
Despite the impedance reduction provided by the servoloops, the impedance of the cavities at higher frequencies
could still have an impact on the beam. Over LS2, new
beam production schema were designed for each operational
beam, which would utilise the flexibility of the new RF system. These beam production schema are discussed in [1],
and they were implemented during beam commissioning in
2021.

the servoloops. For each sector, the DSP requests the highlevel RF amplifier to switch on, and aborts the cycle if the
correct response is not received within a pre-defined timeout.
One of the new DSPs receives the phase noise information
and propagates it to the other boards for the controlled longitudinal emittance blow-up. Extensive diagnostics on voltage
programs at each harmonic as well as detected and drive
voltages are also available. A detailed description of the full
LLRF system can be found in [2].

Servoloops
Due to the large bandwidth of the new Finemet cavities,
significant induced voltage will occur over a large frequency
range without feedback. This voltage would both limit the
beam stability and significantly distort the driven RF voltage. Therefore, 16 cartesian feedback servoloops are used at
revolution frequency harmonics to detect and suppress the
induced voltage up to the maximum frequency allowed by
the amplifiers (18.5 MHz).
At most harmonics, these servoloops act to force the detected voltage to remain as close to zero as possible. For
specified harmonics, typically ℎ = 1, ℎ = 2 and ℎ = 10,
the servoloops control the detected voltage in amplitude and
phase to follow the programmed values. A detailed description of the implementation and servoloops operation can be
found in [3].

Phase noise

NEW HARDWARE AND FUNCTIONALITY

Controlled longitudinal emittance blow-up is a vital part
of PSB operation both for longitudinal stability and to ensure the required longitudinal emittance at extraction. Prior
to LS2, emittance blow-up was achieved with single-tone
modulation of a high-harmonic RF system. Equivalent functionality to this has been maintained in the new RF system,
however the use of bandwidth-limited phase noise is intended to be the primary operational method.
The suitability of phase noise for PSB operation was
demonstrated in [4]. The LLRF system includes a noise
buffer, which is populated with a given phase noise function
to be applied to the beam. The noise is directly applied to the
cavity drive signal in a way that is transparent to the beam
phase loop.

New LLRF Carrier Boards

Multi-Harmonic Operation

The PSB LLRF is implemented with Field Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGA) and Digital Signal Processors (DSP) on
common carrier boards. For each Finemet cavity a dedicated
carrier board is required to control the cavity and implement
∗
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Since the beam in the PSB is space-charge dominated
at the start of the cycle [1], it is beneficial to provide the
lowest possible line density. Typically, two (ℎ = 1 and
ℎ = 2) harmonics are operated in counter-phase (bunch
lengthening mode), which gives a significant reduction in
the line density. Thanks to the broadband impedance of the
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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Finemet cavities, they can sustain RF voltage at arbitrary
combinations of harmonic and amplitude, within the limits
of available RF power. Therefore, the RF voltage can be
smoothly varied between large ℎ = 2 to ℎ = 1 ratios at the
start of the cycle to much smaller ratios later where space
charge is less of a concern. Further, it is possible to linearly
change the voltage ratio from pure ℎ = 1 to pure (or almost
pure) ℎ = 2 for longitudinal splitting, as originally proposed
in [1], or to accelerate with three harmonics simultaneously
for additional space charge reduction.

COMMISSIONING
The hardware and beam commissioning was mostly completed at the end of 2020 and during the first half of 2021.
This section describes the current state of the system, and
some of the ongoing work to realise its full potential.

Injection
As described in [2], an injection synchronisation loop
required for bunch-to-bucket injection from Linac4 has been
introduced. During the injection, the RF remains phase
locked to a reference clock at 994 kHz via the injection
synchro loop. Once injection is complete, this loop is opened
and the beam based feedbacks are enabled.
Without the action of any LLRF loops, the RF frequency is
calculated based on either the measured or programmed magnetic field, this will be referred to as the design RF frequency.
Under the action of feedback loops, the RF frequency will
deviate from the design value, this will be referred to as
the closed-loop RF frequency. Figure 1 shows the design
RF frequency (black), closed-loop RF frequency (blue), and
frequency contributions from the beam phase loop (purple)
and radial loop (orange) to the closed-loop RF frequency.
The vertical black line indicates the end of injection at fixed
frequency. At this point, the gain of the phase and radial
loops are linearly increased over a few hundred s. Once the
phase and radial loop are active, they add a contribution to
the RF frequency, and the closed-loop frequency starts to
deviate from the design frequency.

The difference between design and closed-loop frequencies is due to imperfections in the accelerator such as differences between the programmed magnetic field and the
field integral sampled by the beam. As part of ongoing optimisation of beam operation, the transition from design to
closed-loop RF frequency will be adjusted with the duration
of injection.

Servoloop Gain Optimisation
During commissioning of the LLRF servoloops, which
act to suppress the induced volage, it was found that the
non-linearity in the amplifier response was greater than predicted [5]. As a result, the corresponding loop gains had to
be lower than anticipated.
After a modification to the amplifiers, it was possible to
increase the gain. Over the coming years, all of the amplifiers will be modified, and with each upgraded cavity the
servoloop gains will be optimised to suit the final operational
configuration.

Cavity Phasing
For each cavity, the cables were installed with similar
lengths to minimise the differences in the return paths. The
remaining phase offset was then corrected during commissioning with a digital delay, without which there would have
been a few percent reduction in the voltage vector sum.
To correct the alignment of the RF phases, one cavity
(sector 13) was defined as the reference. Then, with only
one of the three cavities used to accelerate the beam, the
beam-to-RF phase for each cavity was measured individually.
By computing the phase shift relative to the reference cavity,
the residual phase error could be corrected. Figure 2 shows
the phase shift when accelerating with cavities in sector 13,
7 and 5 compared to the phase in sector 13, before and after
compensation.
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Figure 2: The change in measured beam phase when accelerating with a single cavity using Sector 13 as a reference.

Beam Stability

40

The beam production schema developed over LS2 [1]
were implemented during beam commissioning 2021. For
very low intensity beams, this worked as predicted. However,
at intermediate to high intensity, the beam stability did not
match prediction. Most notably, it was found that the 2nd
RF harmonic in bunch lengthening mode was required for

Figure 1: Design RF frequency, real RF frequency, and
phase and radial loop corrections during the first 2 ms of a
PSB cycle.
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(a) Modulation off

Figure 4: Longitudinal profile evolution during phase noise
blow-up.
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Figure 3: Waterfall plots of beam profiles measured with a
pulse of high harmonic without (a) phase modulation and
with (b) phase modulation.
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Figure 5: A comparison of the RF bucket shape (solid line)
and bunch outline (dashed line) during double (red) and
triple (blue) harmonic operation.

Triple Harmonic Operation
beam stability through most of the cycle. Therefore, the
beam production was adapted from initial designs to allow
beams to be delivered within specification.

Controlled Longitudinal Emittance Blow-up
Along with the functionality for phase noise, the previous
method of using single-tone modulation of a high harmonic
has been retained.
In the PSB, high-harmonic blow-up currently uses the 10th
RF harmonic, but any harmonic with an active servoloop
could be used. Figure 3 shows a waterfall plot of the bunch
profiles with the ℎ = 10 active, but not modulated (Fig 3a)
and then with the modulation active to increase the emittance
(Fig 3b). This method of blow-up is relatively fast, compared
with phase noise, however as it requires additional RF voltage
there are more restrictions on its application.
To apply phase noise to the beam, the noise buffer is populated with a given noise function. When this is applied to
the RF, particles with synchrotron frequencies within the
noise frequency band will be excited to larger synchrotron
oscillation amplitudes. Figure 4 shows a waterfall plot of
the bunch profiles under the application of phase noise. The
commissioning of this method of blow-up is still being finalised.
WEPOTK012
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As the PSB is space-charge dominated at the start of the
cycle, it is operated with the 2nd RF harmonic in bunch
lengthening mode to reduce space charge effects in most
cases [1]. However, thanks to the flexibility of the new RF
systems, it is possible to include the 3rd harmonic as well to
further lengthen the bunch. After preliminary experiments
before LS2 with a test cavity, this is now being explored as
a future operational configuration for high brightness and
high intensity beams.
Figure 5 sketches a comparison of the separatrix and
bunch outlines at injection for double- and triple-harmonic
operation. As can be seen, the addition of a third harmonic
gives a slight increase in the bunch length, and therefore a
beneficial reduction in the longitudinal line density.

CONCLUSION
The major upgrades made to the PSB as part of the LIU
project included new HLRF systems and heavily modified
LLRF systems. The hardware and beam commissioning
with the LLRF started in late 2020 and continued through
the first half of 2021. Most functionalities are operational
and all beams for physics users are produced with required
specifications. Over the coming years, the remaining features will be brought into operation to continue improving
longitudinal beam quality.
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Abstract
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Over CERN’s Long Shutdown 2, the conventional ferriteloaded cavities of the PS Booster were replaced with wideband Finemet-loaded cavities. The Finemet cavities bring
many operational advantages, but also represent a significant
broadband impedance source. The impedance is mitigated
by servo loops, which suppress the induced voltage, reducing
the impedance as seen by the beam. Accurately including
the impedance of the cavity and the effect of the servoloops
in longitudinal tracking simulations is essential to predict
the performance with beam.
This paper discusses the results of a measurement campaign, which is intended to give a direct measurement of
the cavity impedance. Using the detected voltage and the
measured beam profile, the cavity impedance can be inferred
and used to improve beam dynamics modelling.

INTRODUCTION
The CERN PS Booster is the first synchrotron in the LHC
proton injection chain. During Long Shutdown 2 (LS2), significant upgrades were implemented, which included replacing the ferrite-loaded cavities with Finemet-loaded cavities.
In each PSB ring, there are three nominally identical accelerating stations in sectors 5, 7 and 13. Each cavity is
composed of 12 cells, which are assumed to have identical
impedance. Each cell has a dedicated solid-state amplifier,
which includes a fast feedback loop for impedance reduction.
The amplifiers drive the two sides of the accelerating gap in
anti-phase, causing it to act like a double 𝜆/4-resonator.
In tracking simulations, an impedance model derived from
S-parameter measurements was used. Figure 1 shows the
absolute impedance from 0.5 MHz to 100 MHz [1]. The
coloured bands in Fig. 1 indicate the frequency range of
harmonics 1, 2 and 10, which are the ones most commonly
used in operation. This study is focused on the impedance
peak at approximately 19 MHz, indicated by the vertical
red line in Fig. 1. In simulations, this peak was shown to
cause longitudinal instabilities, potentially limiting the
intensity reach [2].
The PSB provides beams covering a very large range of
intensities with O (109 → 1013 ) protons per bunch and longitudinal emittances in the range from 0.3 eVs to 3.0 eVs.
New beam production schemes, suited to the upgraded RF
systems, were designed for the required PSB beam types [3].
During post-LS2 beam commissioning, it was found that
the beam stability did not match predictions, therefore the
production schemes were adapted [4]. The root causes
∗
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Figure 1: The absolute impedance of a single Finemet cell,
the vertical red line is at 19 MHz and the coloured bands
indicate the frequency spans of revolution harmonics 1, 2
and 10. Each cell is assumed to be identical in all cavities.

of the discrepancy are still under investigation, but possibly the impedance model applied in simulations is inaccurate. As the Finemet cavities are the dominant longitudinal
impedance source, they were the first component to be studied, and this paper describes beam-based measurements of
the cavity impedance.
Low Level RF (LLRF) servoloops suppress induced voltage for ℎ ≤ 16. When the frequency of a harmonic passes
20 MHz, the corresponding servoloop will open [5]. The
resulting coupling impedance therefore depends on both
the servoloop action and the open loop impedance. During commissioning in 2020, it was found that upgrades to
the amplifiers were needed, which would also modify the
open loop impedance [6]. For the results presented here,
the cavities in sector 5 of all rings were therefore measured
with beam in open loop, which includes two cavities with the
original amplifiers (rings 1 and 2) and two with the upgraded
amplifiers (rings 3 and 4). In the long term, all other sectors
will also be measured in this way.

METHOD
Accelerator Configuration
To adequately identify the amplitude and location of the
impedance peak, it is essential to maximise the beam power
in the relevant frequency range. Therefore, a special beam
was prepared to increase the beam power in the 10 MHz
to 30 MHz range by adding extra RF voltage at the 10th
harmonic. Figure 2 gives the beam spectrum in this range
with and without the ℎ = 10 contribution, which shows the
increased beam power at high frequency.
The voltage in all cells is summed and the result, referred
to as the gap return signal, is used for measurements [5]. The
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 2: Beam spectra from 10 MHz to 30 MHz in pure
ℎ = 1 (solid red line) and with additional voltage at ℎ = 10
(dotted blue line).
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0.8

to the acquisition systems with a bandwidth well beyond
the relevant frequency range. The beam profile and gap return signals were digitised at a sampling rate of 500 MS/s,
which gives a significantly higher Nyquist frequency than required for the frequencies of interest. The high sampling rate
avoided any risk of aliasing artifacts from higher frequency
components of the beam spectrum.
An additional consideration in the booster is the relatively
large revolution frequency swing, from about 1 MHz at injection to about 1.8 MHz at extraction. To mitigate its impact on
the measurements, a short (100 ms) section of data was taken
near the end of the cycle, which gave a frequency swing from
1.59 MHz to 1.74 MHz during the measurement window.
To further limit the effect of the sweeping frequency, the
Fourier transform was taken on sections of data 216 samples
long, equivalent to about 131 𝜇s. Therefore, from the start
to end of each section, the change in revolution frequency
was 1.9 kHz or below and therefore the broadening of the
spectrum could be neglected.

0.6

RESULTS

0.4
0.2

The spectrograms of the beam and gap return signals are
shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b respectively. By calculating
the ratio of the gap return and beam spectral lines for each
harmonic, the absolute cavity impedance can be directly
determined.
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Figure 3: Measured beam profile (black dash-dot line) and
the corresponding measured (blue dashed line) and simulated (red line) induced voltage.
gap return has approximately constant amplitude response in
the frequency range of interest. To allow the full impedance
to be measured, the sector 5 cavity servoloops were opened
to prevent any compensation of induced voltage. Figure 3
shows an example measured beam profile and gap return,
together with the modelled induced voltage.
(a) Beam signal spectrogram

Measurement
In the frequency domain, the beam induced voltage due
to a given impedance is
𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 𝑍 | | × 𝜆,

(1)

where 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑑 is the induced voltage, 𝑍 | | the longitudinal
impedance, and 𝜆 the longitudinal line density. 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑑 and 𝜆
were measured in the time domain then Fourier transformed
to calculate 𝑍 | | .
A single bunch with small longitudinal emittance (0.3 eVs)
was accelerated at low intensity (2 · 1011 protons). This
ensured the beam remained stable longitudinally, but was
short enough to sample the part of the impedance under
consideration.
The beam profiles are measured by a wide-band wall current monitor, which is connected to the surface and split

(b) Gap return signal spectrogram

Figure 4: Spectrograms of the beam and gap return signals
from ring 1 over the full measurement time from 1 MHz to
30 MHz.
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The measured impedance for the sector 5 cavity in all rings
is plotted in Fig. 5. From twenty cycles, the maximum
and minimum impedance measured at each harmonic was
used to define the shaded envelope, the central line indicates
the average.
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For all cavities, the peak of the impedance is at lower
frequency than expected from the model. In rings 1 and
2, the peak is at approximately 17 MHz, in rings 3 and 4,
with the upgraded amplifiers, it is at approximately 15 MHz.
In comparing the four cavities, it is particularly noteworthy
that rings 3 and 4 show a slightly increased impedance at
low frequency, and a decrease at high frequency compared
to rings 1 and 2. The amplifier upgrades were expected to
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DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Comparing the measured impedance in ring 1 to ring 2,
and ring 3 to ring 4 shows small differences between cavities with the same amplifiers. However, this may be due
to measurement uncertainty. The differences between each
cavity and the impedance model are much more significant.
The impedance in the frequency range considered here was
predicted to be the dominant factor in the longitudinal instability threshold. Therefore, this difference may be a factor
to explain unexpected stability behaviour observed during
beam commissioning..
The impedance being lower than modeled above about
18 MHz is likely to be beneficial for beam stability. However, the increased impedance around 15 MHz with the new
amplifiers may have a negative effect. Whilst the LLRF
servoloops significantly reduce the beam induced voltage, a
larger than predicted impedance also implies a larger than
predicted residual voltage.
As shown in [7], the gap return signal has a cavity dependent error of 8-18%, with a small frequency dependence. In
future analysis, a more accurate calibration of the detected
voltage will therefore be included to improve the accuracy
of the results.
To remove the need for sectioning the measured data,
it may be possible to use a short intermediate plateau at
a specified revolution frequency. Then, the data can be
acquired for the duration of that plateau, which will simplify
the analysis.
The signal-to-noise ratio above 20 MHz is quite low, even
with the ℎ = 10 contribution. Operationally, the impedance
at these frequencies is particularly critical as the servoloops
do not act above 20 MHz. Therefore, in future measurements
a spectrum analyzer will be used to increase the dynamic
range.

CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Comparison of the measured and modeled
impedance in the 2 MHz to 30 MHz range for a single
Finemet cell (Fig. 1). For each ring, the average measured
impedance is given by the solid line, the shaded region represents the spread from twenty shots.

WEPOTK013

increase the maximum impedance in this frequency range [6],
which is confirmed by these measurements.

The beam coupling impedances of the four Finemet cavities in sector 5 of the PSB have been measured. Two of
these cavities (rings 1 and 2) feature the amplifiers originally installed during LS2 and two of them (rings 3 and 4)
are equipped with upgraded. The measurements with beam
show a slight increase in the maximum impedance with the
new amplifiers, as expected from [6], and in all cases there
is a clear discrepancy with respect to the impedance model
used to predict accelerator performance.
More measurements are planned for the future, which will
improve the accuracy of the results at high frequency and
include the cavities in the remaining sectors. The results will
then be incorporated into a refined longitudinal impedance
model for tracking simulations. The new impedance model
will then be used to continue studying the discrepancy between observed longitudinal instabilities between simulation
and measurements.
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4 O’CLOCK USS

Abstract
The Hadron Storage Ring (HSR) of the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [1] will accelerate protons and heavy ions up to
a proton energy of 275 GeV and Au+79 110 GeV/u to collide with electrons of energies up to 18 GeV. To accomplish
the acceleration process, the hadrons are pre-accelerated in
the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS), extracted, and
transferred to HSR for injection. The planned area for injection is the current Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [2]
4 o’clock utility straight section (USS). To inject hadrons, a
series of modifications must be made to the existing RHIC 4
o’clock straight section to accommodate 20 new 18 ns injection kickers [3] and a new injection septum, while providing
sufficient space and proper beam conditions for polarimetry
equipment. These modifications will be discussed in this
paper.

The 4 o’clock USS from the Q10 slot to the Q4 slot magnetic lattice layout will not differ from RHIC.The D9 to
D5 are optimized for dispersion matching and the doublets
Q5 and Q4 designed for optics matching. The ”D” designates a dipole magnet and ”Q” a quadrupole. The RHIC
triplet quadrupole magnets are preserved while 5 m warm
dipoles are used to bend the hadron beam from the outer
ring to the inner ring. The change of the position of the
downstream warm dipole will cause a transverse shift of the
triplet quadrupoles. Twenty injection kickers are located at
the center of the 4 o’clock USS with an 8 m gap between
the two groups of 10 kickers to allow for the ESR crossover.
An injection septum and two warm quadrupoles are also
proposed the injection system. Figure 1 is a schematic of
the 4 o’clock USS.

INTRODUCTION
The EIC, to be built on the Brookhaven National Laboratory campus, will exceed the capabilities of previous collider
beam accelerator facilities by providing center-of-mass energies ranging from 20 GeV to 140 GeV, collisions of both
polarized protons and electrons, luminosities to 1034 , and a
variety of ion species available for collisions with electron
beams.
The pre-injector is a 400 MeV linear accelerator (LINAC)
that injects into a Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS). The
RCS then ramps the polarized electron beam to an energy of
5 GeV, 10 GeV, or 18 GeV. The polarized electron beam is
transferred to the ESR [4] at a frequency of 1 Hz. For polarized protons, the HSR pre-injector is the 200 MeV LINAC.
The Electron Beam Ion Source (EBIS) will provide heavy
ions and polarized He+3 for the HSR. The beam is transported through two accelerators, the AGS-booster and the
AGS, to the HSR injection energy and extracted through a
transfer line to the HSR. Modifications to each of the HSR
straight sections will be needed [5]. The injection of the
HSR is in the 4 o’clock USS. The beam will then travel
counter clockwise around the ring to the cooling section of
the 2 o’clock USS [6], the 12 [7] and 10 [8]o’clock switch
yards, the 8 o’clock Interaction Region (IR) of another future
experiment [9], which is not part of the current EIC scope,
and then the 6 o’clock IR [10].
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Figure 1: Magnetic lattice of the 4 o’clock USS from outer
TQ4 to inner TQ4. The hadron beam travels from right to
left.
The 4 o’clock USS contains the normal conduction copper radiofrequency (RF) cavities of the HSR in the same
sector of the as the current RHIC cavities. In addition to the
two 28 MHz cavities which will be tuned to a frequency of
24.6 MHz and 197.1 MHz cavities, two new RF systems will
be added. The HSR will have two adiabatic bunch splittings
from the injected 290 bunches to 580 and 1160. This will
require the new RF systems of 49.3 MHz and 98.5 MHz.
The absolute polarimeter using a polarized hydrogen jet
(H-jet) and two fast proton-carbon (pC) polarimeters will be
located in the 4 o’clock USS. For He+ 3 polarization measurements, forward taggers required to veto breakup of the He+ 3
from the collisions of the H-jet. To separate the breakup
products, protons, deuterons, and neutrons, a dipole downstream of the H-jet and allotted space for the taggers is necessary. This requirement is a driver for a 4 o’clock USS lattice
configuration where the warm D0 dipole magnets positions
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are asymmetric to each other. The sector 4 warm dipole is
located on the inside of the triplets while the sector 3 dipole
is outside of the triplets. The absolute value of the warm
dipole angle is 3.59 mrad. The polarimeters are located upstream of the sector 3 D0 magnet. A helical dipole snake
is added to the sector 3, D7 dummy slot for polarization
preservation through energy ramps.

Injection
The single turn fast injection [11] of the HSR requires
a change in the optics from the normal storage optics to
compensate for the strong horizontal focusing of the triplet
Q2 magnets. Warm quadrupoles are used as additional horizontal defocusing for the horizontal injection. The addition
of the warm quadrupole focusing changes the triplet optics
into doublet optics (TripletDoublet). Figure 2 shows the
𝛽-functions and dispersion for the circulating beam in the 4
o’clock USS.

Figure 3: Injected beam with apertures magnet apertures.
Top: 5𝜎 (red), 3𝜎 (blue), 1𝜎 (green) beam envelopes of
circulating (solid) and injected (dashed) beam.
HSR Injection Beam Separation at Various Kick Angles
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Figure 2: Circulating beam dynamics. Top: 𝛽-functions,
middle: 𝜂-functions, bottom: lattice layout.
The kickers, with apertures of 59 mm diameter, will kick
the beam by 1 mrad total. The septum is located 49.8 m
upstream of the kickers and 27.8 m for the horizontally defocusing triplets. The septum aperture of 60 mm will accommodate a 5𝜎 beam envelope and a 3𝜎 injected beam
envelope. If the septum wall of the DC injection septum
is 15 mm, then the total angular kick needed is 0.8 mrad
reducing the number of kickers needed for injection. An
induction septum with a thinner septum wall can also reduce
the number of kickers. Figure 3 shows the beam envelopes
of the circulating and injected beam. The 3𝜎 injected beam
will not scrape on any of the physical apertures when being
injected. Figure 4 shows the angles required to achieve a
stable injection into the HSR.
The optics at injection require modifications to the feedthroughs of the current RHIC triplet cryostat module. The
penetration rating for the Q3 of triplet for the HSR is 600 A
which is twice that of the current RHIC.
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Figure 4: Injected beam horizontal trajectory at septum.
The 8𝜎 beam envelope is subtracted from y-axis. Δ is the
separation of injected from the circulating beam. The purple
line indicates the a septum wall of 15 mm thickness.

Ramp and Store Optics
The ramp and store optics of the 4 o’clock USS are very
similar to the current RHIC optics. The triplet optics are
preserved at the beginning of the ramp, Fig. 5, with a 𝛽∗ of
10 m. To have these optics pre-ramp, the warm quads will
need to be ramped down and the Q2 quadrupole strengths
will increase. As the energy ramps, the 4 o’clock USS 𝛽∗
will decrease to 5 m around the gamma transition, 𝛾𝑡 , of the
HSR lattice for transition crossing [12].
The store optics, Fig. 6, show beam optics with a 5 m 𝛽∗ .
The 𝛽𝑚𝑎𝑥 for the horizontal plane is 274.9 m and for vertical
is 267.3 m. The field of the warm dipoles at store energy,
275 GeV protons, is 0.66 T.

SUMMARY
The HSR 4 o’clock USS was presented. The major modifications to the RHIC lattice for the EIC upgrade will
take place between the TQ4 quadrupoles of the 4 o’clock
WEPOTK014
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USS. Two warm dipoles, 20 injection kickers, two warm
quadrupoles, and the polarimetry subsystems will be placed
in the 4 o’clock USS. An additional snake will be placed in
the D7 dummy slot.
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10 O’CLOCK USS

Abstract
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [1] Hadron Storage Ring
(HSR) will be composed of the current Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) [2] yellow ring sextants with the exception of the 1 o’clock and the 11 o’clock arc. These two
arcs use the existing blue ring inner (1 o’clock) and outer
(11 o’clock) magnetic lattice for 275 GeV proton operation.
The inner yellow 11 o’clock arc is used for 41 GeV energy
operation. A switching magnet must be used to guide the
hadron beam from the low and high energy arc respectively
into the shared arc. This report provides the necessary lattice
configuration, magnetic fields, and optics for the 10 o’clock
utility straight section (USS) switchyard for both high and
low energy while providing the necessary space allocations
and beam specifications for accelerator systems such as an
additional superconducting radiofrequency cavity and beam
dump.

INTRODUCTION
The design of the EIC includes a newly designed electron
storage ring (ESR) [3] capable of storing polarized electron
beams with energy of 5, 10 or 18 GeV. A Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS) will serve as the injector into the ESR. The
RCS will ramp the electron beam from an energy of 400 MeV
injection energy up to 18 GeV extraction. A 400 MeV linear
accelerator will also be built as the pre-injector to the ESR.
The HSR will have newly designed straight sections. The
interaction point (IP) at the 6 o’clock location will have a
25 mrad full horizontal crossing angle. Injection will occur
in the 4 o’clock USS [4], while the beam cooling systems will
be in the 2 o’clock USS [5]. The 12 [6] and 10 o’clock USS
will be the area for switching high and low configurations
through the use of proposed normal conducting switching
dipole magnets. We switch lines to create a shorter path
length for the 41 GeV proton beam relative to the 100 and
275 GeV proton beams, so that orbit periods can be made
the same at all energies to maintain synchronization with the
electron bunches. We also radially shift the hadrons in the
HSR arcs to increase or decrease the path length by applying
a Δ𝐵/𝐵 to the arc dipoles [7] to optimize the synchronization to the ESR. The 8 o’clock USS will be the location of
another future experimental detector [8], which is not part
of the current EIC scope.
∗
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The 10 o’clock USS will be composed of RHIC insertion
quadrupoles with the dispersion matching section D9, Q9,
D8, Q8, Q7, D6, Q6, and D5 where ”D” designates a dipole
magnet and ”Q” a quadrupole. The number indicates the slot
position decreasing towards the midpoint of the USS. Within
the dispersion matching section in the D7 slot of sector 9,
a helical dipole snake for spin preservation. The Q5 and
Q4 doublet and the Q3, Q2, and Q1 triplet are located in
their appropriate slots and are used for 𝛽 function matching.
The TQ6, TQ5, and TQ4 trim quadrupoles are used for
additional 𝛽 function correction. There are four 𝛾 transition
quadrupoles in slots 6 and 8 for the outer beam line or 5 and
7 for the inner beam line. The RHIC DX magnets, the final
beam crossing before collision, will be removed. A 5.2 m
superconducting 591 MHz cavity (SRF) will be placed in
the 10 o’clock USS. The cavity is half the HSR ring away
from the copper warm cavities in the 4 o’clock USS due to
the SRF cavities of the ESR and RCS also being in the 10
o’clock region.
The HSR 4.7 m dump will be an internal dump inside the
tunnel but outside the vacuum which is designed to handle
the a beam current of up to 1 A for protons and 0.57 A for
Au+79 with a 290 to 1160 bunch train of circulating hadrons.
The dump location is approximately 5 m upstream of the
CQT cryostat which houses the TQ4 quadrupole. The dump
is separated from the from the vacuum chamber by a Ti alloy
window and carbon-carbon blocks. The entire assembly is
surrounded by marble slabs. It has been suggested that a
different Ti alloy window, an additional vertical kicker to
distribute the beam more efficiently on the window, or an in
vacuum beam dump. The latter negating the need to use a
Ti alloy window [9].
The five module abort kickers are located 24 m upstream
from the beam dump. An estimate of 5 kW heat load per
beam dump is absorbed by the abort kicker CMD10 ferrites.
An upgraded cooling system from the RHIC kicker cooling
system will be necessary for the HSR.
The power supply shunting scheme is preserved for the
insertion quadrupoles in the 10 o’clock USS. The 10 o’clock
USS houses the return for the quadrupole circuit. The
quadrupole main bus is located in the 4 o’clock USS. The
two sides of the 10 o’clock USS are independently powered.
The quadrupole gradients in the USS can only be varied over
a limited range due to limitations of the nested power supply
WEPOTK015
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scheme shown in Figure 1. This places significant limits on
our ability to match this section.

both planes due being to the shunt power supply range. In
RHIC, the 𝛽∗ is chosen as 5 m to move the nonlinear parameter 𝛼1 closer to an ideal value of -1.5 [10]. The optics and
dispersion curves are found in Figure 3. The magnet configuration for the high energy configuration is symmetric about
the midpoint of the USS while the low energy configuration
is anti-symmetric.

Figure 1: The shunt power supply scheme for RHIC insertion
quadrupoles. The scheme will is also applied to the HSR.

Cold Dipole Configuration
yo9-dh0
-3.67 mrad

bo10-dh0
-3.67 mrad
SRF

Triplet

Triplet

7.2 m

Switch Mag
12.33 mrad

Figure 3: The 𝛽 and 𝜂 functions for two configuration using
the RHIC cold D0 dipoles. The hadron beam propagates
with decreasing s, right to left.

yi10-dh0
-8.65 mrad

Warm Dipole Configuration
Triplet

Sector 9
Y Triplet

Figure 2: Cold dipole configuration. Purple squares:
quadrupoles, black boxes: dipoles, red box: RF cavity. The
hadron beam travels from right to left.
The cold dipole configuration for the 10 o’clock switchyard consists of the current RHIC configuration from the
quadrupole of slot 10 (Q10) to the quadrupole of slot 1 (Q1)
of the triplet magnets. Between the triplet magnets are the
3.69 m RHIC D0 dipoles, the SRF and immediately upstream
of cavity is the warm 5 m switching dipole magnet. Figure
2 is a schematic of the cold dipole configuration.
The high energy beam, 41 GeV and greater, will enter a
de-energized switching dipole and encounter zero field. The
D0 magnets are curved with a 7.6 mm sagitta and an aperture
of 100 mm. The upstream cold D0 dipole will need to be
rotated about the z-axis by 180∘ to accommodate for the
sagitta of the hadron beam. If the energy is below 41 GeV,
the switching dipole will be energized to produce a 0.84 T
magnetic field for Au+79 that will bend the beam at an angle
of 12.33 mrad.
The optical design of the 10 USS preserves the RHIC
triplet optics where at operating energies the 𝛽∗ is 5 m in
WEPOTK015
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Sector 10
B Triplet
SRF
bo10-dh0
-2.14 mrad
Switch Magnet
7.80 mrad (low)
-5.21 mrad (high)

Sector 10
Y Triplet
yi10-dh0
-7.80 mrad

Figure 4: Warm dipole configuration. Purple squares:
quadrupoles, black boxes: dipoles, red box: RF cavity. The
hadron beam travels from right to left.
An alternative design of the 10 o’clock USS has been
proposed using warm dipoles in place of the cold 3.69 m
D0 magnets [11]. The warm D0 magnets have a length of
5 m. In addition to the replacement of the cold D0 magnets
with warm magnets, the downstream D0 magnet will be
removed. The SRF will remain immediately downstream of
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the switching magnet. Figure 4 shows the layout using the
warm dipoles.
The removal of the downstream D0 forces the switching
magnet to need a bend the beam at angles -5.21 mrad at high
energy and 7.80 mrad at the lower energy. To compensate the
upstream D0 magnets will need to bend at angle -2.14 mrad
for the D0 of the high energy outer beam line and -7.80 mrad.
Table 1 lists the magnet parameters of the cold and warm
configurations.
Table 1: Switching and D0 magnets bending angles and
strength for the cold and warm low energy (LE) and cold
and warm high energy (HE) configurations. The low energy
magnet parameter calculated with Au+79 species.
Magnet

Cold
Angle
Field
(mrad)
(T)

Warm
Angle Field
(mrad)
(T)

Switch (LE)
Switch (HE)
Outer D0 (LE)
Outer D0 (HE)
Inner D0 (LE)

12.33
0.0
−3.67
−3.67
−8.65

7.80
−5.21
–
−2.14
−7.80

0.84
0.0
−0.35
0.94
−0.82

0.53
0.96
–
0.39
0.53

Similar to the cold D0 dipole configuration, the triplet
optics are preserved. The missing dipole field has very little
effect on the dispersion at the center of the USS since the
dispersion suppression section of the original RHIC lattice,
from D9 to D5, remains unchanged. Figure 5 shows the 𝛽
functions and dispersion for the high energy lattice and the
low energy bypass.

majority of RHIC will be preserved with the exception of
the elements between the Q1 magnets of the lattice. An additional SRF cavity will be added to the 10 o’clock USS. Two
different configurations were designed, one using 3.69 m
cold dipoles and the other using the 5 m warm dipoles. A
warm switching dipole is used in both configurations.
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STUDIES OF ECR PLASMAS AND MATERIALS MODIFICATION USING
LOW ENERGY ION BEAM FACILITY AT IUAC
Puneeta Tripathi∗ , Shushant Kumar Singh, Pravin Kumar†
Inter-University Accelerator Centre, New Delhi, India
The ECR ion sources are widely used to produce high
intensity of highly charged positive ions. To increase their
performance further, several techniques are employed. The
addition of a lighter gas into the main plasma (so called gas
mixing) shows a substantial effect on the charge state distribution of highly charged ions. Although many theoretical
models were used to explain this gas mixing effect, yet it
is not fully understood. The low energy ion beam facility
(LEIBF) at Inter-University Accelerator Centre (IUAC), New
Delhi, India, which comprises of a 10 GHz all-permanent
magnet NANOGAN ECR ion source placed on a high voltage platform (400kV) has been used to develop several plasmas for the physical understanding of ions production and
their confinement in a strong magnetic field. Further, the
LEIBF allows us to extract ion beams from the plasma in
the energy range of a few keV to tens of MeV for novel ionmatter interaction experiments. In this paper, the charge
state distribution studies (relevant to gas mixing effect) of
various atomic species at optimized ion source tuning parameters along with some interesting results on materials
modification using ion beams is presented.

Kr) [3, 7–12]. However, till now, there is no empirical rule
for selecting a suitable gas for mixing purposes in a specific
system. The gas mixing effect is mainly explained by the
ion cooling model [13] and lowering a plasma potential [14].
These two processes decrease the ion temperature resulting
a longer confinement time. However, a numerical simulation
performed by Mironov et al. [15] showed that the ion temperature (𝑇𝑖 ) actually increases in parallel with the potential dip
(Δ𝜙), however Δ𝜙/T𝑖 is always higher, following the overall
ion confinement. Further, low frequency noise observed in
the plasma due to instabilities and parametric decay of high
frequency wave affect the ion dynamics by the process of
selective ion heating [10, 16]. Due to the limited database
of gas mixing experiments; it is very difficult to understand
the ion behavior in the plasma and a consistent generalised
model still needs to be established.
In present studies, we have recorded the charge state distributions (CSD) of Carbon (C) and Oxygen (O) in pure and
Helium (He) mixed (at different %) CO2 ECR plasma and
touched upon various aspects of ion behaviour. Further, the
extracted and analysed ion beams from ECR plasma are used
for ion-matter interactions studies.

INTRODUCTION

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The Electron Cyclotron Resonance ion sources (ECRISs)
[1] are most suitable for producing high intensity of multiply charged ions and therefore, preferred as an injector
in high energy particle accelerators. In fact there exists
some ECRIS based implanter/low energy facilities for conducting research in materials science, atomic and molecular
physics [2–4]. A cylindrical vacuum chamber consisting of
multi-pole magnets around it and two solenoids at its ends,
RF power injector and gas feed systems are essential components of ECRIS. The electrons gyrating in a magnetic field
gain energy from the input RF wave via ECR and the plasma
is formed by the step-by-step electron impact ionization. In
the past few decades, a significant progress has been made
to enhance the performance, mainly with the better understanding of of plasma and advancement in the magnetic field
technology for its confinement. With the frozen design of
the source, some additional techniques are also employed to
further increase the intensity of highly charged ions. [5].
The gas mixing technique has been found to be very effective to boost the intensity of the highly charged ions in
many folds (3-4 times) [6]. In most studies of gas mixing
effect, He gas is chosen for lighter masses (such as O, N, Ne
etc.), whereas O and N are used for heavier masses (Xe, Ar,

The Low Energy Ion Beam Facility (LEIBF) at IUAC,
New Delhi, India [17] is a compact accelerator that has
been functioning continuously for more than two decades,
providing ion beams of energy ranging from tens of keV to a
few MeV for diverse materials science and atomic molecular
physics experiments. The schematic of the facility is shown
in Fig. 1. The LEIBF consists of mainly a 10 GHz allpermanent-magnet ECR ion source, RF power and gas feed
systems, efficient ion extraction system and an Einzel lens.
All these components along with electronics and vacuum
pumps are placed on a high voltage platform (V𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 400
kV). These are powered by using an isolation transformer
(10KVA) and controlled by the fibre-optic communication.
The ions extracted from the plasma are further accelerated
using a general purpose tube (GPT) having electrostatic
field gradient. The pre-analysis section of LEIBF consists
of electromagnetic lenses, a Faraday cup, a beam profile
monitor and a double slit. For the analysis of ion beam
in energy and momentum, a large analyser-cum-switching
dipole magnet (B𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1.4 T) is used. For experiments,
three beam lines at 75◦ , 90◦ and 105◦ equipped with proper
beam line components, are available. The ions extracted
from the plasma are transported to experimental chamber
at the end of each beam line by focusing and steering those
using electromagnetic lenses. All ion source and beam line
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active components are controlled remotely by an in-housebuilt measurement and control (iMAC) system.

Figure 1: Layout of low energy ion beam facility (LEIBF)
at IUAC.

maximum populated charge state of C and O in pure CO2
plasma were +5 and +6, respectively and for O, it shifted
to +7 with He gas mixing. The spikes appeared at q = 4
(in case of CSD of O) and q = 3 (in case of CSD of C) are
due to the overlapping of 12 𝐶 +3 and 16 𝑂 +4 beams. Further,
with the He gas mixing, 4 𝐻𝑒 + beam is also measured along
with the 12 𝐶 +3 and 16 𝑂 +4 beams as a contamination. By
comparing the CSDs of O in pure O2 and CO2 plasmas, it
is concluded that the presence of C reduces the intensities
of highly charged O ions. The p orbit of C is unfilled and
it do not feel much repulsion from the unpaired electrons
resulting higher electron affinity. Therefore, the presence of
C in the plasma reduces the electron density significantly
and hence lower ionization efficiency in such plasmas.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The ECR plasma was produced by injecting the natural
CO2 gas into the chamber and ion source parameters such
as RF power, injector gas pressure, negative DC bias were
optimized to the values 2W, 2.11 × 10−5 T, and -72 V, respectively, to stabilize the plasma and also to populate the
highest possible charge states of C and O. The ion beam was
extracted by applying a 15 kV extraction voltage and then
focused by the two gap Einzel lens before passing through
the GPT to gain an additional energy of 185 keV/q. For
efficient transportation of ions, the electrostatic lenses and
magnetic steerers were fine-tuned to maximize the analyzed
beam current on the Faraday cup. Further, the double slits
at the object and image plane of the analyser magnet were
manually adjusted to obtain an undistorted beam envelope,
as verified by the BPM. For mixing experiment, the gas pressure of CO2 was reduced and He gas was injected from the
second gas inlet with 50% and 80% of the total throughput.
All the source parameters were again optimised to maximize
the intensity of highest populated charge state in the plasma.
For the comparative study of pure O2 and CO2 plasma, the
CSD of O in pure O2 plasma was also recorded.
The 90◦ beam line in LEIBF is dedicated to the materials
science for ion implantation and irradiation experiments. In
the course of studying various ECR plasmas, we have studied heavy ion beam induced surface pattering on insulating
surfaces. For this purpose, the irradiation of 200 keV Kr ion
beam on Si/SiO2 (300 nm) surface at off-normal angle of
40◦ has been considered. The total analyzed beam current
was 20 µA and the irradiation was done at a fixed ion fluence
of 5.0 × 1017 ions/cm2 . The topographic studies of samples
were done using atomic force microscope (AFM).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The CSD of O and C in various ECR plasmas; Pure CO2 ,
50% He mixed CO2 , 80% He mixed CO2 and pure O2 plasma
are depicted in Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b) respectively. The gas
mixing effect is very prominent for both C and O in different
fractions of mixing. With optimized source parameters, the
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
T01: Proton and Ion Sources

Figure 2: (a) and (b) shows the charge state distribution of
O and C in ECR plasma; (c) Total ion loss rate and effective
mean charge state of O & C in pure and He mixed CO2 ECR
plasma; (d) Velocity distribution function of ions and its
derivative with respect to velocity. Assuming T𝑖 = 1 eV and
mixture ratio 𝛼 = 1.
To understand the gas mixing effect, we have to consider
all aspects of ion cooling & heating, ion confinement time
and electron density. The min-B magnetic field geometry of
an ECR source provide high mirror ratio that helps to get the
escaping thermal electrons reflected back into the plasma
and a high density of electrons in the core gives rise to dip in
the plasma potential. The addition of a lighter gas of lower
ionisation potential yields extra electrons and so the dip in
the plasma potential at the plasma core is further increased.
The plasma potential is responsible for the loss of ions by
Coulomb scattering and therefore, this so-called lowering
of the plasma potential [14] due to gas mixing increases the
ion confinement time.
Another explanation of gas mixing effect is given by ion
cooling model [18]. According to it, the lighter ions drag
energy from the heavier ions by elastic ion-ion collision and
escape from the plasma, resulting in more confinement of the
heavier ions into the plasma core. Melin et al. [19] derived
some sets of formulae to calculate the plasma parameters
by measuring the extracted current from the plasma. From
WEPOTK016
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the fig. 2(c) we can see that the mean charge state of O and
C increases with mixing fraction and decreases slightly in
the case of 80% mixing. This may be due to a very low
neutral atom density of C and O present in the chamber to
get ionized.
Further, it has been shown that the input high frequency
wave undergoes parametric decay and a low frequency signals/wave observed in the plasma [16]. The energy can be
exchanged between ions and this low-frequency waves via
Landau damping [20] if ion thermal velocities are comparable to the phase velocity of the wave and for effective
damping, the density of ions that take energy from the wave
must be large. The velocity distribution function and its
derivative for ion species C, O, and He are shown in fig. 2(d).
When the phase velocity of the wave exceeds some critical
velocity [10], the lighter ions are dominantly heated by the
Landau damping for all velocities. This prevents the heating
of heavier ions by wave damping in parallel to the reduction
in the number of the coolant (lighter ions). However, the
overall influence is effective ion cooling, which results in a
high intensity of highly charged ions.
The AFM images of pristine and 40◦ off-normal Kr ion
irradiated sample along with the cross-section profile (at
the top), and the auto-correlation function A(r) and heightheight correlation function H(r) of the pristine and irradiated
sample as obtained from the fractal analysis [21] (at the bottom) are shown in Fig. 3. The AFM image of irradiated
sample confirms the formation of a well-ordered ripple patterns on the SiO2 surface and FFT image (shown in in-set)
changed from haziness (in pristine sample) to well separated
frequency points on either side of the centre (in ion irradiated
sample), indicating the shift from disorder to the ordered
ripple patterns. The calculated surface parameters from the
fractal calculations are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: The Surface Parameters By Fractal Analysis
Parameters

Pristine SiO2

Z𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (nm)
Interface width (nm)
Average roughness (nm)
Roughness exponent (𝛼)
Correlation length (nm)
Fractal dimension (D)
Wavelength (𝜇m)

1.21
0.26
0.15
0.31
54
2.69
—

SiO2 40◦
7.03
2.72
2.21
0.88
249
2.11
1.22

The A(r) and H(r) functions are obtained for surface correlation parameters such as roughness exponent (𝛼), lateral
correlation length (𝜁) and fractal dimension (D), which are
independent of the scanning length. The auto-correlation
function decays exponentially up to the correlation length
after it, the surface is no more correlated and for rippled
surface, it shows oscillatory behaviour as evident in present
studies. The ripple wavelength, measured from the peak-topeak separation from oscillatory region in A(r) Vs r plot,
was 1.22 𝜇m. Generally, 𝛼 = 1 indicates perfectly smooth
surfaces. After 200 keV Kr ion beam irradiation, the roughness exponent increased from 0.31 to 0.88 indicating that
the rippled surface has smooth texture.

CONCLUSION
The He gas mixing in CO2 plasma was found to be very
effective with 50% and 80% mixing fractions. The current
intensity of the C+5 increased almost 10 times, whereas the
intensity of the O+6 increased almost 4 times. Further, the
CSD of O shifted towards a higher charge state (+7 in present
case). The comparison of pure CO2 plasma and O2 plasma
showed that the performance of ion source is reduced in
former case due to the fact that C (as an internal mixer) acts
as an electron eater in the plasma. The gas mixing results
were explained by ion-cooling model and lowering of the
plasma potential. Further, the parametric decay of input high
frequency wave in the plasma and subsequent ion heating
effect by ion-cyclotron resonance and Landau wave damping
has also been discussed.
In the course of materials modifications by the bombardment of SiO2 using a 200 keV Kr ion beam extracted from the
ECR plasma, the surface topology as recorded by AFM has
been presented. After ion beam irradiation and fractal analysis, a smooth texture of ripples (wavelength in micro-meter)
with self-affine properties has been noticed on the surface
of SiO2 . The ion beam irradiation/implantation technique is
a very effective tool for the controlled surface modification
of materials.
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AN EFFICIENT H-/ D- EXTRACTION IN NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTION
(NBI) ION SOURCES
V. Variale†, Istituto Nazionale Fisica Nucleare, Bari, Italy
M. Cavenago, Istituto Nazionale Fisica Nucleare-LNL, Legnaro (PD), Italy
Abstract
The negative ion source development has reached performances close to those required by the ITER project;
see for example the test facilities ELISE and SPIDER
[1,2,3]. The main residual problem seems to be the great
amount of co-extracted electrons in the top part of the
source. The introduction of a magnetic filter to remove
the electrons from the extraction zone of the source causes ExB particle drifts (or shifts) which move both ions
and electrons towards the top (or bottom depending on the
B direction); in the top part, the electron concentration
and extracted current increase and that limits the extracted
ion number. In this contribution, as a possible solution,
the application of a Planar Ion Funnel (PIF) extraction
electric field configuration [4] on the source exit is proposed. The electric field line shape of PIF configuration,
not only should change the relative directions between the
magnetic filter B and the extraction electric field E in
such a way to prevents the ExB electrons (e-) drifts toward the source extraction, but also should give a more
efficient H-/D- extraction. Preliminary simulations of Dand e- trajectories are presented to confirm the efficiency
of the PIF ion extraction system.

INTRODUCTION
The world project for the nuclear fusion power production, ITER, is in construction at Cadarache, France. It will
use Neutral Beam Injections (NBI) to reach the plasma
temperature needed for nuclear fusion ignition. ITER
should have two NBI with negative ion sources D- (H-)
capable of provide ion currents of 40 A at 1 MeV (or 46 A
at 0.87 MeV for H-). To develop suitable ion sources a
facility with large ion extraction, ELISE, has been realized at IPP Garching [1]. For efficient negative ions extraction (D- /H-) it is very important to avoid, or at least
limit as most as possible, the e- co-extraction. In ELISE a
magnetic filter (BF) field on the ion source extraction
region is used for that purpose. BF is produced, essentially, by applying an electric current flowing vertically on
the Plasma Grid (PG), the grided plate from which the
negative ions are extracted [5]. To further improve the ion
extraction, a proper polarization is given also on PG
and/or on a Biased Plate (BP) which is present in the
source before PG. In ref. [3], however, experimental test
carried out on the ELISE facility presented results where
the number of electrons co-extracted with the H-/D- from
the top part of the source is significantly bigger than that
co-extracted from the bottom part. That important asym-

metry caused of reducing the extracted ion current to
avoid discharge in the extraction region. It seems that one
of the main limitations to reach the ITER source performance be due to this asymmetry [1,2]. The top/bottom
asymmetry can be ascribed to the presence of perpendicular electric (the source polarization) and magnetic (the
filter) fields which causes the ExB particle drifts in the
source extraction region. The reducing the vertical plasma
drift, then, should be a very promising action for symmetrizing the top/bottom electrons co-extraction. In ref. [2]
different techniques have been tried to modify E and B
field lines to reduces the top/bottom asymmetry. To modify the electrostatic potential close to the PG some potential rods have been proposed and tested in ELISE [1]. The
potential rods are water-cooled vertical plates made of
nickel-coated copper placed in between the aperture
groups. The rods shift the PG potential and the plasma
potential close to the PG upwards by a few volts. The
total co-extracted electron current and the top/bottom
ratio are reduced to smaller values. The effect of the rods,
however, is not sufficient for fully symmetrizing the coextracted electrons in deuterium at high PRF. Alternative
methods to the potential rods have been also investigated
to obtain better results. For example, different polarization of BP with respect to PG and source have been tried
but with still unsatisfactory results [3].
To better understand the asymmetric top/bottom e- extraction in the ITER type sources, a study of the charged
particle trajectories in the source extraction region has
been carried out by using SIMION code [5]. In those
simulations has been assumed that the whole extraction
region is placed in the source plasma sheet in front of PG.
The plasma sheet depth is given by d=λD(Vapp/kTe) (in our
conditions few mm) with λD the Debye length [2].
Charged particles starting from that region feel the extraction electric field (with reduced ‘self-shielding plasma
effect’) and then SIMION simulation (with no plasma
effect) can be used to follow the ion and electron trajectories during their extraction. The simulation results presented in ref. [5] show as electron ExB drifts can be reduced by the polarization of BP and PG in such a way that
the extracting field in the region before PG could be reduced. A similar effect can be obtained by using the Planar Ion Funnel (PIF) electrode configuration proposed as
ion extraction system for the sources in mass spectrometer applications [6]. In this paper the ExB particle drifts
simulation with PIF electrode configuration applied to a
scaled SIMION model of MaMuG type source extraction
system is presented, and the results discussed.
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ExB Particle Drift Simulations
The motion of a charged particle in electric and magnetic fields in a plasma forms a cycloid with a drift motion along the ExB vector direction. The ExB particle
drifts can be expected in extraction region of the negative
ion source since the E field, used for extraction, and the B
field used as e- filter, are each other perpendicular. Being
ExB direction perpendicular to the extraction direction it
should, in principle, not favour e- co-extractions. The eflow direction, however, can be tilted towards E if frequent collisions with neutral atoms and/or molecules are
present in the plasma [7] increasing so possible e- coextractions. A detailed study of negative particle trajectories in the ion source extraction region in presence of
extracting (E) and filter (B) fields presented in ref. [5]
have shown that e- co-extraction is possible. In that ref. a
possible solution has been indicated by using a more
complex extraction field, that is the PIF electrode configuration proposed in ref. [4]. In the PIF configuration, in
fact, the E field lines could be locally deviated from the
extraction axis and the e- ExB drifts could change direction moving also towards the back part of the source.
A rough SIMION 3D model of a multiaperture ITER
style source type in rectangular geometry is here proposed
to study D- and e- trajectories starting from the source
plasma sheet region. The model used for simulations is
shown in Fig. 1a), unfortunately, the volume that could be
considered for simulation was limited by SIMION calculation capability. A rectangular geometry model with only
4 extraction holes could be used. In the model, the PIF
electrodes are put on the Bias Plate (BP), not visible in
1a). They have a squared shaped, instead of the original
ring shaped, nested each other from the smallest to the
greatest. In the model are also used a Plasma Grid (PG),
an Extraction Grid and an Accelerating grid (AG) like in

ITER type source. In the simulation of Fig. 1, however,
no PIF electrode configuration has been applied and BP
has been kept to a unique potential value. Simulation
results show that, in these conditions, the electrons drift
toward the top source (positive y axis) as it is better
shown in 1b) where xy, xz and yz projections are shown.
The e- drifts favour, in this case, their co-extraction in the
top part of the source. In the simulation of Fig. 1, the
particles starting positions considered are in plasma sheet
(that is, roughly, at x ≥ 26 mm) and in y,z plane, formed a
circumference with d=50 mm. In this way also the particle trajectories far from the exit holes, but the same in
plasma sheet, have been considered.
The PIF extraction system has been applied to the model and to the same charged particles of Fig. 1. The simulation results of this case are presented in Fig. 2. The PIF
electrodes voltages of BP, as first step, have been put to
the same values of the voltages used in the cylindrical
source simulated in ref. [3]. The value of the smallest
electrode frame was, -80 V the next larger, -100 V, and so
on, -120 V, -160 V, -200 V, -300 V, -400 V (which, in
general, was also the potential of the source). The simulation results presented in Fig. 2 do not show e- coextractions. Furthermore, in Fig. 2b), it can be noted that
the projection of the trajectories on the yz plane show that
the e- still drift toward the top of the source but, dislike
the case shown in 1b), they stop and change direction well
before of reaching the plane limit.
It seems that, in Fig. 2, although the e- drifts toward the
top part are still present, the most part of their drifts are
curved and spread on the source back. Furthermore, the
ions extracted through the holes present a higher density
because of the PIF electrodes effect on the ions discussed
in [3].

Figure 1: D- (green) and e- (blue) trajectory simulations without PIF electrodes: a) source ITER type 3D SIMION model
with filter magnet (north pole, N, indicated), BP, PG (not visible in the ion extraction region), EG and AG; b) charged
particle trajectory projection on the xy, xz zy planes. The D- and e- starting position along x is 27 mm.
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Figure 2: D- (green) and e- (blue) trajectory simulations with PIF electrodes: a) source ITER type 3D SIMION model
with filter magnet; b) charged particle trajectory projection on xy, plane; c) trajectory projection on xz; d) trajectory
projection on zy plane. The D- and e- starting position in x is 27 mm as in Fig. 1.
Note that the trajectory simulations shown in Fig. 1 and 2
have been carried out with particles starting from x=27
mm in the plasma sheet (the BP is placed at x=30 mm).
What about particles starting for x >27 mm (then still on
the plasma sheet but very close to the BP with its extraction window (given by the smallest electrode frame) for
the same filter field, BF = 6 mT. The simulations for
those conditions presented in Fig. 3, show that a fraction
of co-extracted e- are noted also when PIF electrodes are
used. In fact, for x>27 mm the starting e- are too close to
the source exit to benefit of the PIF configuration and
avoid the co-extraction. An increase of the magnetic filter
can be considered, however, to prevent the co-extraction.
In Fig. 3, in fact, the case with starting particles at x=28
mm is given. In Fig. 3a) and 3b) there are the simulation
results for PIF configuration. In 3b) the e- co-extraction
has been removed by using a field of 10 mT. In 3c), with
no PIF configuration, the e- co-extraction on the top part
of the source remain also after the increase of BF.

Figure 3: Trajectory simulations for starting x=28 mm: a)
with BF=6 mT; b) with BF=10 mT; c) with BF=10 mT
but no PIF electrodes.
Since the magnetic filter field used in the experimental
test was, in general, ≤ 6 mT and then 10 mT is a high
value capable to deflect sensitively also D-, a new configuration of PIF electrodes to remove the e- co-extraction
with a lower BF value has been looked for by modifying
the geometric progression ratio r used in the above PIF
voltage values. A ratio of 1.5 (instead of 1.2) but with PIF
lowest voltage value of -20 V (instead of -80 V) has been
tried. The new potential values of the PIF electrodes were
then: -20 V; -30 V; -45 V; -70 V; -100 V; -150 V -300 V.
The BF reduction also allowed the reduction of VEG at
about 800 V and VAG= 20 kV (instead of the old values of
2.8 kV and 26 kV). The simulation results obtained with
WEPOTK017
2080

the new PIF potential values with a lower filter field (6
mT,) were like those obtained with 10 mT.
Simulations for different Source Polarization (SP) with
respect to BP and PG have been carried out to eliminate eco-extraction without PIF electrodes as done in ref [2].
The results of those simulation have shown that proper
polarization can reduces the extraction field and then eco-extraction. However, in that case, the e- ExB drifts
continue toward the top part of the source with an increasing tilt toward the extraction side. The presence of further
extracting holes in the source top part (as in ITER), then,
would favour e- co-extractions from upper holes.

CONCLUSION
-

To avoid the e co-extraction from ITER type negative
ion sources a magnetic filter (BF) is applied just before the
extraction region, on the Plasma Grid (PG). In the extraction region, then, the charged particles have a common
drift motion towards ExB direction [8-11]. An asymmetric top/bottom e- co-extraction observed in the experiments [1,2] seems confirm that effect. The top/bottom eco-extraction asymmetry can be increased, decreased, and
sometime removed by proper electric and magnetic field
line shapes. SIMION simulation has shown that a particular Electrode system, called Planar Ion Funnel (PIF) configuration, can extract ions more efficiently and without eco-extraction. Trajectories simulations for the same particles without PIF electrodes, on the other hand, have
shown the permanence of a large amount of e- top/bottom
asymmetry co-extraction. An experimental test to confirm
that PIF extraction system can remove the e- coextraction
is in arrangement.
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Abstract
With the higher stored energy envisioned for future heavyion runs in the LHC and the challenging fragmentation aspect of heavy-ion beams due to interaction with collimator
material, the need arises for even more performing collimation systems. One promising solution is crystal channeling,
which is used in the HL-LHC baseline and starts with Run III
for heavy-ion collimation. To investigate an optimal configuration for the collimation system, a well-tested simulation
setup is required. This work shows the simulations of channeling and other coherent effects in the SixTrack-FLUKA
Coupling simulation framework and compares simulated
loss patterns with data from previous beam tests.

INTRODUCTION
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] at CERN collides
both proton and heavy-ion beams. Due to the high stored
beam energies, beam losses could cause quenches of superconducting elements or even damage. In particular, to
keep control of the continuous beam losses during operation
due to diffusive effects, instabilities, collisions and other
mechanisms that deviate particles from the nominal orbit, a
multi-stage collimation system has been put into place [2–5],
with the main betatron collimation system installed in the
LHC insertion region 7 (IR7). Previous studies showed that
the cleaning inefficiency is about two orders of magnitude
worse for Pb ions than for protons [6–8]. Hence, heavy-ion
collimation is more critical, even if the planned stored beam
energy is about a factor 30 smaller than for protons.
To improve the ion collimation performance facing the
imminent HL-LHC upgrades [9–11], where the stored beam
energy will be increased from about 13 MJ to 20 MJ, an
increase of a factor of three in cleaning efficiency would
be needed. For this, the so-called crystal collimation [12,
13] will be used starting from 2022. This method exploits
the electromagnetic potential in the crystalline structure of
a bent silicon crystal to guide the incoming particles. This
mechanism is called crystal channeling [14, 15] and it occurs
when particles enter the crystal with an incident angle below
the so-called critical angle [13]. For channeled particles a
bent crystal acts as an ideal septum by deflecting channeled
particles onto a downstream absorber [16] with an equivalent
∗
†
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field strength of hundreds of Tesla, while circulating particles
passing close to it are not affected.
After numerous studies, four strip crystal collimators have
been installed in the LHC, one per beam per plane. The
specifications of the crystals are shown in [17, 18].
Crystal collimation has been demonstrated to work also
for protons with low-intensity beams [19]. However, the
present standard collimators cannot be used as absorbers
with LHC’s high-intensity proton beams, which is why this
technique is presently not considered for operational use.
Simulations are crucial in understanding, mitigating and
optimizing critical collimation losses. Previously, a complete simulation framework for heavy-ion collimation using
crystals including standard interactions with other collimators and a precise 6D tracking did not exist, thus heavy-ion
crystal collimation could not be studied systematically. This
paper presents an extension of the existing simulation framework for standard ion collimation studies to include crystals, as well as benchmarks and simulation results on proton
and heavy-ion crystal collimation including full coverage of
multi-turn effects.

SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
The newly built simulation framework relies on the existing SixTrack-FLUKA coupling [20–22], which is the standard tool for simulating ion collimation [7, 23]. This package
provides a framework for active information exchange between SixTrack [24] and FLUKA [25–28]. SixTrack is a
6D symplectic particle tracking code, whereas FLUKA is a
general-purpose Monte Carlo code. SixTrack is used for the
tracking in the magnetic lattice, while FLUKA simulates the
particle-matter interactions in collimators [20, 21].
A crystal routine has been developed and been recently integrated in FLUKA [29–31]. Building on that, the SixTrackFLUKA coupling has been updated to include crystal collimators, carrying a special flag and several crystal-specific
parameters in the inputs to activate the crystal physics routine. Geometry models of the LHC crystals which follow
closely the real curved geometries have been implemented.
Auxiliary components such as the holders have not been
implemented, as they are much smaller than conventional
collimator supporting systems and their contribution is likely
small for tracking purposes since particles are not expected
to impact on them. The properties of the crystal lattice have
been defined according to the most recent X-ray and hadronic
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To benchmark the new implementation, we start with protons, since the results can be compared against a multitude
of experimental data and a different, independent crystal
routine for protons that only exists in the standard version
of SixTrack [12, 13]. Detailed information on the physics
and benchmark of the routine can be found in [33–38]. We
first study LHC measurements taken in 2018 at 6.5 TeV [39],
using a 4 mm crystal of ∼65𝜇rad bending angle as primary
collimator. The collimation cleaning efficiency was assessed
by observing the beam loss pattern around the ring during
provoked losses (so-called loss maps). Around 4000 beam
loss monitors (BLMs) placed around the LHC [40, 41] were
used to measure local losses. Measured loss maps shown
are normalized to the sum of all recorded values.
We compare simulated and measured loss maps for the
horizontal plane of Beam 1 at 6.5 TeV (2018 configuration).
Simulated loss maps are normalized by the total energy lost
around the ring and by the element length (so-called cleaning
inefficiency, 𝜂) [4]. The initial distribution is a pencil beam
with 60 × 106 protons impacting at 1 𝜇m from the edge
of the crystal. A detailed description of the measurement
performed on the 12th of September 2018, along with the
optical setup and collimation configurations can be found
in [32, 39].
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measurements of LHC crystals [18, 32]. The channeling orientation of the crystal with respect to the beam is precisely
calculated and implemented, and it can be customized for
each simulation case. Finally, crystal-specific output files
have been added.
A few changes to the crystal routine itself have been triggered by this work, e.g. fixes to simulate high-energy particles accurately [25].
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Figure 2: Measured (top), SixTrack-FLUKA coupling simulated (middle) and SixTrack simulated (bottom) loss map
around IR7 for 2018 proton run at 6.5 TeV.

Figure 1 compares measured and simulated loss maps.
Black, red and blue bars represent the losses on the collimators, warm sections and superconducting (cold) sections
respectively. Above the measurement noise level, a good
qualitative agreement of the measured loss pattern with the
SixTrack-FLUKA coupling can be observed. However, a
detailed quantitative comparison is not possible here since
the simulations show lost particles and the measurements
show the energy deposition at the BLMs from the induced
shower. The particle shower propagation to the BLMs is
more pronounced in the warm regions, explaining these
higher measurement values. Both, losses on IR7 cold magnets and on the collimators show good agreement, except
for a slight underestimation of the simulation compared to
data for the collimator cluster around 𝑠 = 20100 m, which
may be due to upstream showers. Additionally, the high bar
in simulation at 𝑠 = 19919.5 m in Fig. 2 representing the
crystal cannot be directly compared to the measured data,
as the simulation is normalized to the length of the crystal, which is two orders of magnitude shorter than the other
collimators.
The SixTrack-FLUKA coupling shows also an excellent
agreement with the SixTrack standalone routine (Figs. 1 and
2), where it should be noted that SixTrack has a higher energy
cut and hence gives less warm losses around 𝑠 = 20150 m.
So-called angular scans are performed to assess the scattering out of the crystal for various crystal orientations. The
crystal is rotated with respect to the incoming beam, and
the BLM signal close to the crystal is recorded as a function
of angle. The absorption at different orientation angles is
then normalized by the amorphous absorption. The scan
ranges over angles where the crystal is in the orientation
for channeling, volume reflection, or amorphous scattering,
giving rise to variations in the rate of inelastic interactions
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Figure 3: Angular scan of a 65𝜇rad crystal for measured data
(blue), SixTrack-FLUKA coupling (orange) and SixTrack
alone (green) [32, 39].
three sets of data is seen, especially concerning the sharp
minimum, which corresponds to the situation where the
crystal is in channeling orientation, where the inelastic interactions are reduced to the minimum. The discrepancy
with respect to the measured data can in part be explained
by imperfections that are not considered in simulation and
that the simulated inelastic nuclear interactions are not directly comparable to BLM signals. However, in the middle
volume reflection section, approximately from -70 𝜇rad to
-10 𝜇rad there seem to be an underestimation by SixTrack
and an overestimation by the SixTrack-FLUKA coupling.
This discrepancy, not seen in previously studies [19], which
may originate from using an ideal model of the collimation
system, is under further investigations.

ION BENCHMARK RESULTS
A similar comparison to measured loss maps from 2018
with crystals as primary collimators has been carried out for
Pb ions at 6.37 𝑍 TeV. More information about the measurement done on the 27th of November 2018, the optical setup
and collimation system settings can be found in [32, 42].
In the SixTrack-FLUKA coupling, an initial distribution of
6 × 106 208 Pb82+ ions was simulated.
The measured and simulated loss maps are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5. When excluding the background noise,
the simulated loss pattern reflects well what is seen from
the measured BLM signals including the losses in insertion
region 3 (around 𝑠 = 7000 m). The zoom of IR7 in Fig. 5
shows that the highest three clusters in the superconducting
region around 𝑠 = 20300 m, 𝑠 = 20400 m and 𝑠 = 20530 m
in the measured data plot are reproduced up to the same
order of magnitude in simulation. Sudden spikes such as
the one around 𝑠 = 400 m are due to the aperture treatment
WEPOTK018
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at the crystal, and hence also the local BLM signal [13]. The
measurement is described in [39].
The simulation results from the SixTrack-FLUKA coupling are compared both to measured data and SixTrack
simulations in Fig. 3. A reasonable agreement among the
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Figure 5: Measured (top) and simulated (bottom) loss map
around IR7 for 2018 Pb run at 6.37 Z TeV.
in SixTrack and should not be attributed to crystal performance. Concerning the losses on the collimators, for heavy
ions there is a small underestimation for the collimators
around 𝑠 = 20100 m as seen for protons. However, the same
caveats apply as for protons on the short crystal length and
that the simulation comparison does not include the shower
development, which is particularly important for the BLMs
at warm magnets and collimators in IR7. Such a comparison
is discussed in [43].

CONCLUSION
The high energy stored in the Large Hadron Collider beam
makes any beam losses potentially dangerous. These can be
controlled with a multi-stage collimation system. In particular, compared to proton collimation, heavy-ion collimation
has shown to be about two orders of magnitude less efficient.
To improve the collimation efficiency in future heavy-ion
runs, so-called crystal collimation is planned in the baseline.
A simulation framework for crystal collimation with ions
was needed. Based on the existing tools in the SixTrackFLUKA coupling, this paper presents the development of
such a tool. The crystal collimator element has been inserted
and other supplementary changes have been made. Simulations of loss maps with crystal collimation with both protons
and, for the first time, heavy-ions, have been compared to
past experimental data and for protons also with results from
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another simulation tool. Overall, a good agreement has been
found, with remaining minor discrepancies currently being
investigated.
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STATUS OF THE LASER ION SOURCE UPGRADE (LION2) AT BNL*
T. Kanesue†, B. Coe, S. Ikeda, S. Kondrashev, CJ. Liaw, M. Okamura, R. Olsen, T. Rodowicz,
R. Schoepfer, L. Smart, D. Weiss, Y. Zhang, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, USA
A. Cannavò, Nuclear Physics Institute of CAS, Prague, Czech Republic
Abstract
A laser ion source (LION) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) has been operational since 2014 to provide
low charge state heavy ions of various species for Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and NASA Space Radiation Laboratory (NSRL). Pulsed ion beams (100~300 µs)
with beam current ranging from 100 µA to 1 mA from any
solid-state targets can be supplied without memory effect
of previous beams at pulse-by-pulse basis. LION is an essential device for the operation of a galactic cosmic ray
simulator at NSRL together with high-performance beams
for RHIC. Because the importance of LION has been
widely recognized, an upgraded version of LION, which is
called LION2, is being developed for improved performance and reliability. The design and status of the LION2
will be shown.

INTRODUCTION
LION is a laser ablation ion source which utilizes a nanosecond laser to generate ions from any solid-state materials. The heavy ion source has provided various heavy
ions with fast switching capability since 2014. LION generates singly charged ions for further ionization by an electron beam ion source called RHIC-EBIS. RHIC-EBIS
works as charge breeder and highly charged heavy ions are
further accelerated by the following RFQ and IH linac [1].
LION has two independent lasers and target systems to
provide different beams for RHIC and NSRL at the same
time. For NSRL, LION can switch ion species in as fast as
a few seconds by switching target position. For galactic
cosmic ray (GCR) study at NSRL target room, ion species
are switched within 1 min to simulate GCR exposure [2].
This switching time is not limited by LION.
Demands of various heavy ion species has been growing
significantly since the beginning of LION operation. When
LION operation was started in 2014, there was only one
laser line and target system for NSRL. This was the first
operational laser ion source to provide stable heavy ions
for user facility for months. LION demonstrated excellent
beam performance and reliability, and the second laser line
and target system for RHIC was developed and installed in
2015. The number of ion species prepared in a vacuum
chamber has been increased from 5 in early times to currently around 10 for NSRL in addition to 1 or 2 species for
RHIC. NSRL beam time was originally only daytime during weekdays. Recently, NSRL uses beams until night from
Monday to Saturday. Occasionally beams are used even

overnight and Sundays. A GCR simulator mode has been
implemented since 2016 which requires much more frequent species change. With this mode, LION species for
NSRL changes as much as over 100 times per day. In addition, some RHIC operation for low energy collider experiments requires much more frequent beam injection into
RHIC at every 30 minutes compared to more than 10 hours
for nominal 100 GeV/u beam energy.

LION2
LION2 will replace the entire LION1 except for target
systems to provide better beam performance, operational
capability, and maintainability. We aim to install LION2
during summer shutdown in 2023, which is the next year
after the installation of the Extended-EBIS (July 2022 to
the end of 2022), which will replace the existing RHICEBIS [3]. Figure 1 shows the location of LION2 in RHICEBIS pre-injector. LION2 design follows the basic design
of LION1. It consists of lasers, a target chamber, target systems, a solenoid magnet to guide laser produced plasma,
and an extraction chamber. We will use the same target systems as LION1. One is a two-dimensional linear stage (xy

Figure 1: Future of BNL heavy ion pre-injector.
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Figure 2: Future of BNL heavy ion pre-injector.
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target) for NSRL and the other is a rotating target for RHIC.
The new design includes increased beam extraction voltage
from 20 kV to 40 kV, new ion extraction system, a twice
larger target holder for NSRL, independent safety enclosure for each laser to continue user operation during laser
maintenance, increased distance between LION2 to the existing beam transport line for better accessibility for vacuum pumps at an extraction chamber, and new beam diagnostics in the increased space. In addition, we plan to
shorten the length of a solenoid from 3 m to 2 m. Based on
our experience, this length is enough to provide sufficient
beam for EBIS. The shortened space will be used to increase the distance between the existing beam line to
LION2. In addition, we plan to increase the solenoid bore
from 73 mm in diameter to 102 mm. The function of the
solenoid is to transversely confine adiabatically expanding
laser produced plasma moving towards normal direction to
the target surface. The behavior of ions in laser ablation
plasma is not understood well and could show unexpected
results. Therefore, it is essential to experimentally verify
ion properties with different solenoids.

EXPERIMENT
We experimentally compared ion properties transported
by LION1 and LION2 configurations. A typical experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. A 2m-long solenoid magnet with inner diameter of 102 mm was newly built for
LION2 design. The existing LION1 test bench has the
combination of a 2m-long solenoid and a 1m-solenoid with
inner diameter of 73 mm. The gap between solenoid coils
were 24 mm due to flange thickness. When LION1 was
developed, this gap was verified not to affect ion flux
within an extraction aperture at the end of solenoid. Note
that LION1 uses a 3m-long solenoid with no gap. First, we
evaluated the difference of ion flux between LION1 and
LION2 configuration. Then we investigated the effect of
solenoid bore using solenoids with the same length of 2 m.
We also tested if a vacuum valve can be installed between
two solenoids by increasing the distance between two solenoids to 85 mm. The valve can keep an extraction system
in vacuum while targets are replaced, which greatly decrease pumping time and the chance of break down at an
extraction chamber. In general in laser ion source, it is not
feasible to install a vacuum valve at either ends of a solenoid. This is because the distance between a target and the
solenoid entrance should be as close as possible to capture
more ions from target, and also the distance between the
solenoid exit and extraction aperture should be as short as
possible to extract more ions before diverging. We used Al,
Fe, and Ta in this paper to cover from light to heavy species. Table 1 shows laser parameters we used. Laser power
density on targets were 4.2E8 W/cm2 for Al, 4.2E8 W/cm2
for Fe, and 4.9E8 W/cm2 for Ta. For all experiments, the
distance between a target and a solenoid coil was 312 mm
as same as LION1 and LION2. The distance between a solenoid coil and an extraction aperture at LION1 and LION2
is 30 mm. We measured ion signals along the solenoid axis
from 60 mm inside of the end of a solenoid coil to 135 mm
outside of the solenoid using a Faraday cup with 5 mm
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aperture in diameter biased at -3.5 kV. Figure 4 summarizes
all tested configurations.

Figure 3: Experimental setup.
Table 1: Laser Parameters
Wavelength
Pulse width
Energy for aluminium
Energy for iron
Energy for tantalum

1064 nm
6 ns
550 mJ
550 mJ
760 mJ

Figure 4: Schematic of experiments. (a) comparison between LION1 (top) and LION2 (bottom). (b) Effect of
solenoid inner diameter. (c) Effect of gap (85 mm) for
vacuum valve.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LION2 Design vs LION1
Figure 5 shows typical Fe waveform at extraction point
(30 mm outside of solenoid coil) when 61 gauss of solenoid
field was applied. Peak current with LION2 configuration
(red) was just slightly higher than that of LION1 (black)
though LION2 has shorter plasma drift distance. Pulse
width was shorter at LION2 almost proportional to plasma
drift distance as expected. Full pulse width of about 100 µs
is sufficient for the injection into EBIS. Figure 6 shows Fe
peak current along the solenoid axis, where positive direction means going out of the solenoid. Standard deviations
over 5 shots are shown together. The results for all species
showed that LION2 design can provide slightly more ion
density than LION1. To achieve the same peak current as
LION1 which has an extraction aperture of 15 mm in diameter, it is estimated that 12~14 mm aperture is needed.
Note that because the effect of solenoid was not saturated
at 61 gauss in LION2 design, peak current can be increased
by applying more solenoid current. We plan to increase solenoid field in LION2 compared to LION1.

Figure 5: Fe waveform measured at 30 mm outside of a
solenoid coil with 61 gauss of solenoid field.

Effect of Solenoid Inner Diameter
Figure 7 shows the effect of solenoid inner diameter on
Fe when solenoid length is 2 m. Smaller inner diameter
gave more beam inside of a solenoid. This indicate more
moving plasma could be captured from target, or plasma
density near solenoid axis is higher. Interestingly, peak current out of solenoid converged into similar value outside of
a solenoid. Further study is required to understand the behavior of ions in moving laser produced plasma.

Figure 6: Difference of Fe peak current along solneoid
axis between LION1 (closed symbols) and LION2
(open symbols).

Valve Between Solenoids
Figure 8 shows the effect of a 85-mm gap between solenoids. We confirmed that the gap does not introduce major
difference and a vacuum valve can be installed between solenoids.

CONCLUSION
We verified LION2 solenoid configuration can work
slightly better than LION1. We found a 85 mm gap between two solenoid coils does not show major influence on
ions at ion extraction point. LION2 will have a valve between 2 solenoids to separate target chamber and extraction chamber. Further study will be required for better understanding on moving laser-produced plasma in solenoid
magnetic field. LION2 design will be finalized using the
achieved data.

Figure 7: Effect of inner diameter on Fe. The length of
solenid was 2 m.
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SLANTED BEAM EXTRACTION ON LASER ION SOURCE*
M. Okamura†, T. Kanesue, S. Ikeda, S. Kondrashev
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, USA
A. Cannavò, Nuclear Physics Institute of CAS, Prague, Czech Republic
Abstract
We experimentally verify how performance is achieved
when the direction of the extraction field is at an angle to
the direction of motion of the plasma in a laser ion source.
If the extraction field can be slanted without degradation of
the ion source performance, it is considered to be able to
shield neutral vapours and debris generated simultaneously
with the plasma, which will be advantageous for the longterm operation of the laser ion source. Also, the layout of
the laser ion source can be more flexible, since the long
plasma drift section occupies a space at the very highly
populated equipment area. The effect of the angle of the
extraction surface on the beam current is greater than a
simple angular reduction in the extraction area. However,
an angle of up to about 25 degrees is acceptable in practical
use.

INTRODUCTION
The laser ion source is a pulsed ion source capable of
delivering a high current beam with low emittance. The laser beam is irradiated onto the surface of a solid target to
generate an ablation plasma. This plasma is directed perpendicular to the target surface. At the same time, it diverges isotropically. The pulse length of the ion beam is
determined by the time it takes for this expanded plasma to
pass through the beam extraction electrodes of the ion
source. Therefore, to obtain a long pulse, the plasma must
be flown over a long distance. Also, flying over a longer
distance means that the plasma has a longer time to expand
isotropically, and thus the density of the plasma reaching
the extraction zone becomes thinner. To mitigate this degradation of the plasma density, modern laser-ion sources
use a long solenoid with a weak magnetic field[1]. Therefore, the solenoid occupies a large space of the laser-ion
source.
Since 2014, at Brookhaven National Laboratory, we
have been using a laser-ion source to generate ions at the
beginning of the Hadron Accelerator Facility. This device
is called LION. The solenoid of the LION that generates a
few tens of gauss magnetic fields is 3 meters long. The distance used for this long expansion results in a pulse width
of several hundred microseconds for the beam delivered to
the EBIS charge breeder in the succeeding stage[2]. The
solenoid magnetic field suppresses the isotropic expansion
and can deliver beams in the submilliampere class.
Modern laser-ion sources require a large straight space
at the front end of the real accelerator chain because the
long solenoid limits the layout. Therefore, in this study, the
___________________________________________
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solenoids were placed at an angle from the beam direction
and experimentally verified that the performance of the
source is not compromised. Normally, the plasma moves
with constant velocity from the laser target to the extraction
section at a velocity of several to several hundred electron
volts, and the extraction voltage is applied without changing the direction of travel. However, when an angled extraction field is applied to the plasma velocity, the effect on
emittance is expected to be limited if the extraction voltage
is clearly greater than the plasma's flight velocity. A further complication is the solenoid magnetic field. It is usually weak, a few hundred gauss at most, so its contribution
to emittance increase is almost negligible, but if it is angled, experimental verification is required.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The laser was a Thales SAGA 230 and was set to produce mainly single charge state. The targets used were aluminium and tantalum. The laser power densities were estimated as 4.2E8 W/cm2 and 5.0E8 W/cm2 respectively
and incident angle of the laser path was 30 degree. The laser parameters are summarized in Table 1. To obtain table
beam, three hundred laser shots were applied before taking
the data and possible impurities were minimized. Geometric information for the solenoid is listed in Table 2. The
beam current measurement was done by a Faraday cup
with a -3.5 kV bias mesh that represents an ion extraction
electric field. Figure 1 shows how the Faraday cup was
mounted. The cup was supported by a rotatable rod and can
be swung without changing the aperture position. The cup
was placed 103 mm downstream of the solenoid edge. The
entire setup photo is shown in Fig. 2.
Table 1: Laser Parameters
Wavelength
Pulse width
Energy for aluminium
Energy for tantalum

1064 nm
6 ns
550 mJ
760 mJ

Table 2: Solenoid Geometries
Vacuum pipe ID
Solenoid ID
Number of layers
Length
Wire diameter
From Target to entrance
To FC from exit

102 mm
114 mm
9
1980 mm
2 mm
312 mm
103 mm
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Solenoid winding

103.4 mm

Faraday cup

Figure 3: Projected area of the slanted extraction hole.
Figure 1: Faraday cup position.

(1)
The comparison of the formula and cosine function is
shown at Fig. 3 as the blue curve and orange cosine curve.
The thickness and radius are 0.52 mm and 2.5 mm, respectively. As a result of the thin extraction aperture, the effect
of the thickness is almost negligible.

RESULTS

Figure 2: Solenoid and FC chamber.

Effect of the Thickness of the Extraction Hole
Due to the thickness of the aperture that restricts the incoming plasma to the Faraday cup, the projected area to the
plasma flow is slightly deformed. If the thickness is zero,
the projected area can be simply expressed as a cosine
function. The area is expressed as follows. The thickness
and radius of the aperture hole are t and r, respectively.

From the expansion velocities we estimate that the ions
have energies of 12 eV/u for aluminum and 3 eV/u for tantalum at the peak positions. The charge composition for
both species is assumed as mainly single with a small
amount of double charge ions. First, we show the observed
beam performance at the zero angle beam extraction condition. The observed beam current waveforms are shown
in Fig. 4. The vertical scale is in voltage with a 1 kΩ terminator. The zero in the horizontal axis corresponds to the laser irradiation timing. Each graph contains five laser shots,
and the reproducibility can be seen. For aluminum case, 12
Gauss and 20 Gauss solenoid fields indicated instability of
the beam. The tantalum data show the instability at from
20 to 60 Gauss [3]. The current enhancement by the solenoid field was saturated above 30 Gauss for the aluminum
plasma.
Then, the extraction angle dependences are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6.

Aluminum
0 G (0 A)

11.68 G (0.22 A)

20.18 G (0.38 A)

31.86 G (0.6 A)

47.80 G (0.9 A)

60.54 G (1.14 A)

181.63 G (3.42 A)

265.54 G (5 A)

121.08 G (2.28 A)

181.63 G (3.42 A)

265.54 G (5 A)

Tantalum
20.18 G (0.38 A)
0 G (0 A)

40.36 G (0.76 A)

47.80 G (0.9 A)

60.54 G (1.14 A)

Figure 4: Observed beam current waveforms.
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Figure 5: Aluminum beam current vs. extraction angle.
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Figure 6: Tantalum beam current vs. extraction angle.
Each point in the graphs shows peak beam current with
standard deviation. As you can see, by applying solenoid
field stronger, degradation of the currents are more obvious. Therefore, one should avoid using this method at an
angle that is too extreme. However, if the angle is within
25 degrees or so, the effect is not so severe and a compromise is acceptable. Furthermore, the advantage of an angled extraction is that it prevents the inflow of unwanted
particles, such as neutrals and clusters emitted after the laser ablation plasma, which would interfere with the operation of a high vacuum, high electric field linear accelerators.

CONCLUSION
The effect of the angle of the extraction surface on the
beam current is greater than a simple angular reduction in
the extraction area. However, an angle of up to about 25
degrees is acceptable in practical use.
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IMPROVEMENT OF SPILL QUALITY FOR SLOWLY EXTRACTED IONS
AT GSI-SIS18 VIA TRANSVERSE EMITTANCE EXCHANGE
J. Yang∗ ,1 , P. Forck, T. Giacomini, P. Niedermayer1 , R. Singh, S. Sorge,
GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany
1
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Abstract
The temporal beam stabilization of slowly extracted beams
from the synchrotron within several seconds is crucial for
fulfilling the demands of fix-target experiments. Results
from previous investigations suggest that the transit time
spread can be increased by reducing the beam emittance
in the plane of extraction. Increased transit time spread is
known to cut-off high frequency noise introduced by magnet
power supplies. A pilot experiment was performed at SIS18
at GSI to introduce transverse emittance exchange, resulting
in the circulating beam’s smaller horizontal beam size. The
improvement of the spill micro structure is reported in this
contribution.

INTRODUCTION
The quality of slowly extracted beams from GSI synchrotron SIS18 within 100 µs scale is required by fixed target
experiments. The basic procedure of slow extraction consists of exciting the resonance and feeding the resonance [1].
Sextupoles are used for the excitation of the third-order resonance, leading to the formation of a triangular phase space
area of stable betatron motion in the extraction plane. Its
boundary is defined by separatrix [2, 3].
This contribution focuses on the slow extraction in the
heavy-ion synchrotron SIS18 at GSI, which has a circumference of 216.72 m and a beam rigidity up to 18 Tm. Tune
swept slow extraction is regularly performed in SIS18. The
resonance is fed by executing the tune sweep by increasing
the strength of two fast quadrupoles. The extracted beam, referred to as a spill, has a temporal variation on time scales of
micro to milli seconds which is caused by the power supply
ripples. It is called in the following spill micro structure. The
mitigation of the spill micro structure is of high importance
for fixed target experiments at GSI.
Previous investigations suggest that the horizontal beam
size (emittance) influences the spill micro structure and decreasing the horizontal emittance would result in an improvement in spill quality. Thus, methods that reduce the beam
size may result in an improvement of the spill micro structure [4]. There are several possibilities of reducing emittance,
1) less number of injected turns, 2) beam cooling using the
electron cooler. However, less number of injected turns
reduces the intensity and electron cooling needs time. Transverse emittance exchange allows a fast emittance exchange
without reduction of intensity. The disadvantage might be
transmission losses in the beamline due to larger vertical
∗

Jia.Yang@gsi.de
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beam size. Transverse emittance exchange [5] is executed by
utilizing linear horizontal-vertical betatron coupling while
𝑄𝑥 is crossing the second integer coupling resonance in a
short time. The resonance in SIS18 is defined by 𝑄𝑥 = 𝑄𝑦 +1.
The amount of the emittance exchange is determined by the
interplane coupling strengths and the speed of moving the
tune across the coupling resonance [5].
Previous observations of transverse emittance exchange at
SIS18 are described in [6]. For this paper, the improvement
of the spill micro structure is studied by performing slow extraction measurements with and without utilizing transverse
emittance exchange and comparing the results.

EXPERIMENTS
The measurements were performed using an Ar18+ beam
injected at 𝐸 = 8.49 MeV/u in 11 revolutions by horizontal
multi-turn injection resulting in a horizontal emittance significantly larger than the vertical emittance. Afterwards, the
beam was accelerated to 300 MeV/u.
In the first step, the transverse emittance exchange was
performed to reduce the horizontal beam size just before the
start of the extraction process. This was done by utilizing
linear horizontal-vertical betatron coupling during a tune
crossing in a short time caused by residual skew quadrupolar
components in the SIS18. In the second step, the slow extraction was performed. The vertical tune was kept constant
at 𝑄𝑦 = 3.24 during both steps of the spill measurement.
The transverse emittance exchange was performed by moving a horizontal tune from 4.17 to 4.2995 within 40 ms resulting in horizontal emittance reduction and vertical emittance
increase. The beam profiles were simultaneously measured
by an Ionization Profile Monitor (IPM) installed in SIS18 [7].
The profile readout period is 10 ms. The emittances exchanged at the time of 660 ms after the begin of the cycle.
As shown in Fig. 1, after emittance exchange, the horizontal
beam size (1𝜎) shrunk from 4.90 mm to 3.10 mm while the
vertical beam size (1𝜎) increased from 2.83 to 5.18 mm.
The slow extraction was performed by sweeping the horizontal tune in 1.5 s by changing the strength of two fast
quadrupoles, which was varying as a third polynomial function of time. The set value of the tune changing range in the
control panel was from 4.3275 to 4.3345. The maximum
sextupole strength was 𝑘2 𝐿 = 0.05 m−2 .

Spill Characterization
The spills were measured with a plastic scintillator
(BC400) installed inside the transfer line with up to several
106 particles per second. The detected signal was recorded
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Figure 1: Beam sizes evolution at horizontal and vertical
plane in one acceleration cycle when emittance exchange
was executed.

Figure 3: Duty factor and the Poisson limits as functions of
time for both cases, with and without emittance exchange.

𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑡) =

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑡)
,
𝑁𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑡)

(3)

where 𝑁𝑎𝑣𝑒 is the average counts, 𝑁𝑠𝑡𝑑 is the standard deviation of the counts, and 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum counts in
the evaluation length. The evaluation length is 10.5 ms and
contains 500 data points. A higher duty factor and lower
max-average ratio indicate better micro spill structure.

Figure 2: The micro spill structure in 10 ms for the typical spills in two cases, with and without using emittance
exchange.
with a read time of 21 µs by a scaler data acquisition system.
Major advantages of the scintillator are that there is no noise
background, and the signal could be directly compared with
simulations. Spills extracted without exchanging transverse
emittances were also measured for comparison.
The spill characteristics was evaluated in time and frequency domains. Figure 2 shows an example of the micro
spill structure measured for an average count rate of ≃ 0.8
µs−1 within a 10 ms time window. It can be seen that spill
with utilizing the emittance exchange has broader spikes,
with lower standard deviation with same average counts.
In time domain, quantities in terms of spill duty factor 𝐹(𝑡)
with its upper Poisson limits 𝐹𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 (𝑡), and max-average
ratio 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑡) were calculated as [8]:
𝐹(𝑡) =

𝑁𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑡)2
,
𝑁𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑡)2 + 𝑁𝑠𝑡𝑑 (𝑡)2

(1)

𝑁𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑡)
,
𝑁𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑡) + 1

(2)

𝐹𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 (𝑡) =
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Figure 4: The maximum-average ratio as a function of time
for both cases, with and without emittance exchange.
Figures 3 and 4 show the duty factor and maximumaverage ratio as functions of the time in both cases: with and
without introducing emittance exchange. The duty factor and
max-average ratio (blue lines) show that the spill quality was
improved after reducing the beam size. In addition, Fig. 3
shows that the increase of the time dependent duty factor as
well as its Poisson limit achieved by the emittance exchange
occur preferentially towards the end of the extraction when
the tune is closer to the resonance. Tune values closer to the
resonance implies a larger average and spread of the transit
times for the circulating beam to the extraction channel. That
agrees with the expectation that the spill quality is improved
if the spread of these transit times are increased [9]. The
maximum-average ratio also indicated the same results.
The entire spill is characterized by time independent quantities weighted duty factor and weighted maximum-average
ratio [8], defined by
𝐹𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 =

∑ 𝑁𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑡)𝐹(𝑡)
,
(4)
∑ 𝑁𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑡)
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∑ 𝑁𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑡)𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑡)
.
∑ 𝑁𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑡)

(5)

The weighted duty factor is increased from 0.47 to 0.64 by
the emittance exchange. Correspondingly, the corresponding
weighted max-average ratio is reduced from 5.70 to 4.11,
which proves the improvement in spill quality.
In frequency domain, Fourier transformation (FFT) of the
spills in both cases were executed using different bin widths,
as shown in Fig. 5: in the upper figure, the FFT spectrum
with smaller bin width Δ𝑓=1.45 Hz shows more frequency
information, and the frequency spikes of 50 Hz, 100 Hz,
150 Hz, 300 Hz and 600 Hz are evident; in the lower figure,
larger bin width Δ𝑓=14.53 Hz was used for better estimation
of the cut-off frequency 𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑡 , which can be used for the spill
quality evaluation due to the lower pass filtering effect of
the slow extraction process [4]. The cut-off frequency is
determined by the condition that it has the half-height of
the flattop for frequencies below 500 Hz. A lower cut-off
frequency indicates a larger transit time spread and better
spill micro structure.
As depicted in the lower figure of Fig. 5, FFT analysis
of the spills for both cases suggest an improvement in the
micro structure of the spill extracted after introducing the
transverse emittance exchange, with a lower estimated cutoff frequency of ≃ 1.8 kHz (in blue). The cut-off frequency
obtained without introducing emittance exchange is ≃ 3.1
kHz (in red).

the horizontal beam size with transverse emittance exchange.
These results will be confirmed with simulation work to obtain better operational parameters for introducing transverse
emittance exchange into slow extraction in SIS18.
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HORIZONTAL BEAM RESPONSE AT EXTRACTION CONDITIONS AT
THE HEIDELBERG ION-BEAM THERAPY CENTRE
E. C. Cortés García∗ , E. Feldmeier, Th. Haberer,
Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Centre (HIT), Department of Radiation Oncology,
Heidelberg University Hospital, Heidelberg, Germany
Abstract
The Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Centre’s synchrotron
makes use of the sextupole driven RF-KO method near the
third-order resonance in order to slowly extract the beam
that is delivered to the patients. The horizontal beam response of a coasting beam was studied experimentally and
with simulations at extraction conditions in order to deduce
regions of interest for an optimal excitation signal spectrum.
Two narrow frequency regions were found were the beam
reacts coherently. With these information an RF signal was
proposed for the resonant slow extraction.

INTRODUCTION
The Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Centre is a state-ofthe-art facility capable of delivering four ion species of proton, 4 He, 12 C and 16 O and is equipped with the first heavy
ion gantry worldwide. After the beam has reached it’s final
nominal energy in the synchrotron, it is slowly extracted by
means of the sextupole driven RF-KO method [1, 2]. The
horizontal tune is brought near a third-order resonance and
this is actively fed further by resonance sextupoles. Under
these conditions the beam’s horizontal emittance is slowly
blowed up with an external EM field. To ensure that the the
extracted particle count remains constant, several techniques
were implemented [3].
In this contribution the experimental data of the horizontal
beam response of a coasting beam under extraction conditions and a simulation of it are presented. For the design
of excitation RF signals for the slow extraction the typical
approach was based on direct phenomenological studies
(measurements and simulation) of the spill [4–7]. The study
of the BTF at extraction conditions can aid to the design of
the spectrum of the RF signal, since it can directly unveil the
areas in frequency-space where the beam reacts coherently.

BTF MEASUREMENT
In this section the BTF measurement of a coasting carbonion beam 12 C6+ with kinetic energy 𝐸kin = 124.25 MeV/u
is presented. The experimental setup for the measurement of
the Beam Transfer Function (BTF) is shown in Fig. 1. Relevant parameters of the linear ion-beam optics can be found
in Table 1. The tune values were infered from the BTF signal
measured at extraction flattop with sextupole magnets off.
The chromaticity of the machine was measured by introducing an offset on the end frequency of the accelerating cavity
to produce a momentum offset and determining the tune
∗
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Figure 1: BTF experimental setup. The network analyzer
(NA) generates an excitation signal and scans over a frequency span of interest. The response of the beam is then
measured with two pick-up electrodes.
shift through the BTF measurement with sextupole magnets
off. The value presented in Table 1 is meant to be the speΔ𝑄 Δ𝑝
cific chromaticity of the machine, namely 𝜉 = 𝑄 / 𝑝 . The
slip factor was determined from the experimental value of
the synchrotron frequency 𝑓𝑆 . The momentum-spread was
infered from the width of the Schottky pick-up signal of the
second harmonic of the revolution frequency.
Table 1: Ion Optical and Beam Parameters of the HIT Synchrotron (The Momentum Spread is at FWHM)
Parameter

Symbol

Nom. Value

Meas. Value

Hor. tune
Ver. tune
Slip-factor
Hor. chroma.
Mom. spread

𝑄𝑥
𝑄𝑦
|𝜂|
𝜉𝑥
𝜎𝛿

1.67895
1.755
0.4766
-0.66
-

1.6795(1)
1.720(6)
0.44(2)
-0.72(6)
1.2⋅10−3

After the beam has arrived to the nominal flattop energy, it
is debunched and the tune is brought near the third order
the resonance. Simultaneously the sextupoles are excited to
the nominal strength for extraction, this corresponds for the
resonance sextupoles to a strength of 𝑘 ′ = 0.9 m−3 . This process lasts approx. 500 ms to ensure adiabaticity and that the
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particle distribution converges to a stationary distribution.
In contrast to an ion-beam optics diagnostic run, the BTF at
extraction conditions poses an additional challenge. Since
the beam is prepared to be extracted, the dynamical aperture
is considerably reduced, hence any external excitation leads
easily to extraction (or beam loss) and thus spoils the signal.
In order to recover a reasonable signal, the power of the
external stimulus was dimmed such that particle loss during
the measurement could be avoided.
The sweep time of the investigated frequency span
around the betatron resonance was set to ten seconds
and equal for all shots. The investigated frequency span
𝑓 ∈ [18.0479, 18.0979]MHz was scanned in 701 frequency
steps. The read-out of the stored current was used to monitor and confirm that no beam loss was present during the
measurement. The measured signal is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Table 2: Parameters for the Simulation of the BTF Measurement

The beam response (see Fig. 2 upper panel) shows clearly
two regions where the beam reacts coherently to external
periodic excitations. This result is in complete agreement
with previous studies [4]. Since the measurement had to be
performed with a dimmed excitation signal to avoid beam
loss, the recorded signal was at background noise level. Note
that the beam response is in linear scale. By averaging over
many shots the background noise contribution can be suppresed, as it is illustrated by the blue solid curve in Fig. 2.
The phase (see Fig. 2 lower panel) appears to show a jump
near the position of the peak nearest to the third order resonance 𝑓res = 18.1 MHz. The apparent phase jumps in the
frequency region from 𝑓 ∈ [18.075, 18.085] MHz come
from the equivalence of an additive degree of freedom of
2𝜋; the signal jumps from −𝜋 to 𝜋 and viceversa.
In the next section the simulation of the BTF measurement
will be presented.
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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Value

𝑁 particles
Turns(recorded)
Max. kick
Tune span
Tune steps
𝜀𝑥,𝑦 (rms)

104
2600(325)
2.5 µrad/turn
[1.6679, 1.6841]
200
2 mm mrad

BTF SIMULATION
The BTF measurement was simulated under extraction
conditions, where a bunch of particles was tracked turn-byturn while externally excited by a harmonic stimulus with a
frequency (tune) range near the betatron resonance. To start,
an initial particle distribution, whose transversal probability
density function reads
𝜌(𝑥)⃗ =

Figure 2: Measured horizontal beam response at extraction
conditions. Orange background: Overlapp of eight different
shots. Blue solid curve: Mean value of the eight recorded
shots.

Parameter

1
√2𝜋𝜀

exp (𝑥 𝑇⃗ Σ𝑥)⃗ ,

Σ = 𝜀(

𝛽 −𝛼
) (1)
−𝛼 𝛾

where 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾 are the corresponding ion-beam optical functions from the Courant-Snyder parametrization and the emittance 𝜀 for each transversal plane, was tracked for 104 turns
under extraction conditions (with nominal sextupole fields
for extraction) in order to recover a stationary distribution.
This stationary distribution was excited externally over a
tune region of interest (see Table 2) over 2600 turns for each
sampled tune step. Relevant parameters of the simulation
can be found in Table 2. The simulation was performed with
the MAD-X tracking module [8]. The momentum-spread
was the same as in Table 1.
For the analysis of the simulated data the considerations
described in [9, 10] were implemented. In principle, the region corresponding to the core maintains the same particle
density such that for a coasting beam the core delivers a
simple DC signal to the pick-up electrodes. In contrast, the
particle density outside of the core (which form the so called
lunettes [9]) shows a more significant change over time due
to the external harmonic excitation, thus the AC signal measured at the pick-up electrodes is mostly given by this density
modulation. On top of this, the stripline Schottky pick-up
electrodes’ non-linear sensitivity enhance the contribution
of particles with higher amplitudes to the measured signal.
To account for this phenomenon, the particles inside a
region of 𝑥cut ∈ [−2.1𝜎𝑥 , 2.1𝜎𝑥 ] were masked-out and the
remaining particles were considered for the calculation of the
center of charge. 𝜎𝑥 refers to the horizontal spatial standard
deviation of the initial particle distribution (with no external
harmonic excitation). The dependency of the simulated signal as function of the parameter 𝑥cut is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Without this consideration the simulated BTF signal peaks
more prominently at the nominal tune value (zero amplitude
betatron frequency) and the second peak is considerably
overshadowed and shifted away from the resonance. Note
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Figure 3: Horizontal beam response as function of the cutoff parameter.
that the splitting behaviour of the simulated signal is always
present. There is no trivial way of determining from a-priori
considerations the cutoff region.

ion beam optics and beam parameters were presented. The
signal showed two frequency regions at which the beam
reacts coherently. The BTF measurement was simulated
under extraction conditions. Considering the Hereward effect
[9] together with the non-linearity of the strip-line pick-up
sensitivity, the simulation and the measurement agree well
with each other. With this information an excitation RF signal
for the slow RF KO extraction can be designed, such that the
frequency regions, where the beam reacts coherently strong,
are covered by the signal’s spectrum.
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Figure 4: Horizontal beam response.
The result of the simulation and a comparison to the measured signal are illustrated in Fig. 4. From the BTF two
regions of interest can be recognized. The tune regions appear to be sharply localized such that narrow bands would
suffice for driving the beam’s coherent response efficiently.
Other tune regions appear to have a weaker influence on the
beam response at extraction conditions at HIT. Therefore
an excitation signal for the emittance blow-up scheme has
to carry mainly frequencies in its spectrum that cover these
two regions of interest.
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SIMULATION STUDY OF FAST EXTRACTION
IN THE ABSENCE OF ONE SEPTUM MAGNET FOR J-PARC MAIN RING
S. Iwata†, K. Ishii, Y. Sato, S. Igarashi, T. Shibata, T. Sugimoto, T. Yasui, H. Matsumoto,
N. Matsumoto, KEK, Ibaraki, Japan
Abstract
At J-PARC main ring (MR), the two fast extracting
beamlines to the neutrino facility and to the abort dump
have a symmetrical layout of 6 septum magnets each, a total of 12. Since there are many magnets, it is necessary to
be careful about failure. It is important to consider how to
continue beam supply even if one of the septum magnets is
missing. From July 2021, upgrade works of the FX septum
magnets commenced with an aim of increasing the beam
power of MR to 1.3 MW from 500 kW. We simulated the
beam extraction without one of the septum magnets under
the conditions of the new geometry of septum magnets and
the new aperture. We found that the beam can be extracted
by increasing the current of the surrounding septum magnets and compensating for the output.

INTRODUCTION
J-PARC MR plays a role in supplying high-intensity proton beams in the T2K Neutrino experiment. It is planned to
achieve an output of 1.3 MW by shortening the repetition
cycle to 1.16 s and increasing the number of particles by
up to 3.3 ×1014 [1]. Fast extraction (FX) magnets have been
replaced with equipment corresponding to this early repetition cycle since 2021. Figure 1 shows the FX section
magnets picture and layout. The Neutrino beamline is at
the inside of the ring, the Abort is at the outside, and the
circulating beamline is at the center. From the upstream,
five kicker magnets, two low magnetic field septum magnets, and four high magnetic field septum magnets are
aligned. Two low field magnets (FX-EDDY1 and FXEDDY2) and three high field magnets (SM30, 31, 32) were
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replaced in period from July 2021 to May 2022. The most
downstream high field magnet (SM33) reuses the septum
magnets that have been used.
An EDDY type septum magnet is used as a low magnetic
field magnet of about 0.3 T. In the 1 Hz operation, heat
generation of the coil is an issue. The EDDY type magnets
are pulse-excited, which eliminates the problem of heat
generation. The maximum magnetic field has also improved to be about double. Owing to this higher magnetic
field, even if one of the EDDY magnets is rendered inoperable, the beam operation can be continued.
Four high magnetic field septum magnets produce magnetic fields above 1 T. The 1 Hz operation also makes the
heat generated by the coil severe even in the high field
magnet; furthermore, the heat generated by the eddy current that loops between the circulating and extracting vacuum ducts becomes a problem. We introduced ceramic
ducts to overcome this problem of loop current. We are also
considering expanding the aperture of quadrupole magnets
between the septum magnets to reduce beam loss. QFR154
only needs an expansion of the duct aperture; however,
QDT155 needs an expansion of the magnet aperture, and
the QDT155 magnet will be longer in the future. In anticipation of this, the length of the septum magnet was shortened and optimized, and SM30, SM31, and SM32 were renewed. The power supplies of the high field septum magnets are reused, with each capable of providing an output
of 4.5 kA-300 V. The margins of the SM30 and SM31 are
about 10% in combination with the magnets, and SM32
and SM33 are about 50%.
The orbit calculation and the aperture of the FX section
are described in reference [2]. The beam envelopes are

Figure 1: The layout of the FX magnets at J-PARC MR.
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simulated using SAD (Strategic Accelerator Design) [3]
with the X-tune of 21.35, Y-tune of 21.43, momentum
compaction factor of 0.1%, and closed orbit distortion of 1
mm. The 30 GeV extraction beam emittance assumes 15π
mm mrad that has been measured in the horizontal direction [4].
Figure 2 shows the envelopes of the circulating and the
extracting beam orbits. The horizontal direction is shown
at the top, and the vertical direction is shown at the bottom.
The black line represents the aperture of each device. The
delivery point was 92.32 m in the upper figure right end,
the beam position was 543 mm, and the angle was 77.22
mrad. There are five kickers; however, we use four kicker
magnets because the KM1 does not work for separation at
the most upstream septum. We study the condition of four
kickers having a fixed kick angle. In addition, we are considering only the horizontal direction since there is no
change in the vertical.

listed in the third column, and the magnetic field length required by the FX Tune is in the 4th and subsequent columns.
The 5th and 6th are the cases in which EDDY1 and
EDDY2 are missing, respectively. Figure 3 shows the extracted orbit when one of the FX-EDDYs is missing. The
EDDY magnets are next to each other, and the unbroken
magnet is excited to a higher level in order to secure the
extracted orbit. This results in a change to the orbit, which
is not significant. Usually, EDDY2 without EDDY1 requires more than twice the excitation, but depending on the
tune, the excitation amount of FX-EDDY may be small.
Currently, high-power candidate tunes have an excitation
of about 60% of the design value, so the excitation of
EDDY2 in the absence of the EDDY1 case is only 180%
of the design value. If the power supply is broken down, it
is possible to continue beam operation with only EDDY1
by swapping the cable in the tunnel. Even if the magnet is
broken down, it is possible to switch the position of the
magnet and operate it as EDDY1. If the magnet is replaced,
it is necessary to break the vacuum, and the beam operation
will stop for about 10 days.

Figure 3: Failure cases of the EDDY1 or EDDY2.

FAILURE STUDY OF SM30 AND SM31

Figure 2: FX tune beam envelopes.

FAILURE STUDY OF EDDY SEPTUM
Table 1 summarizes the integrated magnetic field lengths
(BL) used in this study. The design value is listed in the
second column, the maximum output BL of each device is

If SM30 or SM31 is missing, the excitation amount
needs to be increased not only for the FX-EDDY magnets
but also for the downstream septum magnets to secure the
extracting angle at the delivery point. Figure 4 and the 7th
and 8th columns of Table 1 show the results without SM30
or SM31. As shown in the table, if SM30 is missing,

Table 1: Summary of the Integrated Magnetic Field Length

EDDY1
EDDY2
SM30
SM31
SM32
SM33

Design BL
[Tm]

Maximum
BL [Tm]
(Current)

0.44
0.44
1.292
1.808
1.198
1.810

0.847 (18kA)
0.847 (18kA)
1.344 (3.9kA)
2.115 (4.0kA)
1.726 (4.2kA)
2.970 (4.2kA)

BL [Tm]
Normal

without
EDDY1

without
EDDY2

without

without

without

without

0.330
0.330
1.292
1.808
1.216
2.093

0
0.786
1.292
1.808
1.195
2.056

0.570
0
1.292
1.808
1.232
2.119

0.275
0.800
0
2.106
1.361
2.341

0.274
0.800
1.331
0
1.647
2.832

0.235
0.544
1.318
2.094
0
2.858

0.235
0.671
1.331
2.106
1.725
0
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EDDY2 and SM31 need the values of BL close to the limit.
Without SM31, SM32 and SM33 require high magnetic
field excitation in addition to EDDY2 and SM31. As
shown in Figure 4, the beam conflicts with the vacuum duct
at QDT155 without SM30, and at QDT155 and the downstream of SM30 without SM31. In the simulation, the beam
aperture can be secured with only 8.7π mm mrad without
SM30 and 8.8π mm mrad without SM31. In actual operation, it is necessary to be careful about beam loss, especially until the introduction of the large aperture QDT. It is
also necessary to find a better solution by adjusting the
kicker magnet (KM1), tune, and quadrupole magnet excitation.

delivery point is maintained, the extracted beam will hit the
vacuum duct of SM33, and the beam is not extracted without large beam loss.
Before updating, SM32 and SM33 both used similar
magnets with a length of 1.9 m. The magnets on the abort
side and neutrino side are completely separated, and there
are a total of four septum magnets. The abort line also
passes a large emittance of 3 GeV injected beam for which
adiabatic damping does not work. For this reason, the vertical aperture on the abort side is wide, and after the update,
these magnets are reused as two SM33 septum magnets.
Therefore, there are two spare septum magnets with the
same length and a narrow vertical aperture. Since the duct
length was changed at the time of renewal, it is necessary
to make new vacuum ducts and assemble them to be used
immediately.
In August 2021, a problem occurred with the coil of the
SM32 magnet. The accelerator beam commissioning in
June 2022 is scheduled to operate the beam without the
SM32 septum magnet. Details of this failure were reported
at the same conference [5]. Because this paper reports just
a simulation, but in June, we will be performing the actual
work.

CONCLUSION

Figure 4: Failure cases of the SM30 or SM31.

FAILURE STUDY OF SM32 AND SM33
Figure 5 shows the beam envelope without SM32 or
SM33. In Table 1, it is shown in the 9th and 10th columns.
In the absence of SM32, the magnets SM30, SM31 and
SM33 require the BL near the limit, but there is no interference, and a beam of 15π mm mrad can be extracted.
Meanwhile, in the case of SM33, since it is the most downstream septum magnet, it is not possible to secure both the
position and angle at the delivery point only by adjusting
the septum magnet of the accelerator. If the angle at the

We examined the measures required to continue the
beam operation in the absence of the FX septum magnets
or their power supplies. The margin of the newly introduced septum magnets is fully utilized to prevent longterm beam stoppage with temporary measures for about
10 days. Since the FX section also plays the role of the
beam abort, it is not possible to continue beam operation
without the FX septum magnets. If the magnet or power
supply fails, it may take more than half a year to recover,
depending on the broken parts. Although the countermeasures against failures have been fragile before, we expect
this study has made it possible to continue beam operation
in a short stop period. There are still some things that need
to be prepared such as to expand the aperture of QFR154
and QDT155, we will make efforts to improve them in the
future, including securing finance.
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UPGRADE OF SEPTUM MAGNETS FOR FAST EXTRACTION
IN J-PARC MAIN RING
S. Iwata†, K. Ishii, T. Shibata, T. Sugimoto, H. Matsumoto, N. Matsumoto, M. Uota, Y. Sato,
KEK, Ibaraki, Japan
Abstract
We aim to supply a high-power proton beam of 1.3 MW
to the neutrino facility from J-PARC Main Ring (MR) by
shortening the repetition cycle to 1.16 s from 2.48 s and
increasing the number of particles by 1.3 times. The six
septum magnets for fast extraction (FX) need to be replaced to reduce the heat that is generated as a result of
shortening the repetition cycle. The replacement of the septum magnets began in July 2021 and was completed at the
end of May 2022. The beam commissioning starts in June
2022. We report the details of the replacement work and
operation test of the new septum magnets. We found defects in the magnetic coil of the septum (SM32) in August
2021. We decided to postpone its installation to around
September 2022 and produce new magnet coils for the
SM32. The beam extraction in June 2022 will be performed using a temporary vacuum duct instead of the
SM32 magnet, and the extraction beam orbit will be maintained by increasing the magnetic field of the other five
septum magnets.

INTRODUCTION
J-PARC MR contributes to the T2K long baseline neutrino experiment by supplying a high-intensity proton
beam. The construction of Hyper-Kamiokande is underway on the neutrino detector side, and J-PARC MR on the
beam supply side is also updating the equipment to increase the output beam power. An upgrade plan is in progress, which will increase the number of particles and
shorten the repetition cycle, and we plan to achieve a MR
output of 1.3 MW. The design values of the MR upgrade
plan are 1.16 s cycle and 3.3 × 1014 protons per pulse [1].
Figure 1 shows the layout of the septum magnets in the
J-PARC MR FX section in 2022. The FX section plays the
role of beam extraction to the neutrino target and to the
beam abort and is realized by providing beam lines on both
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sides. The details of the updated plan are described in Reference [2]. From the upstream, two EDDY current type
septum magnets of about 0.3 T (as low magnetic field magnets) are connected in series with four high magnetic field
septum magnets (SM30, SM31, SM32, SM33) of about 1
T. The low magnetic field septum was switched to the pulse
excitation type of EDDY septum due to the heat generation
problems observed during operation at 1 Hz. We manufactured new magnets for SM30, SM31 and SM32 and introduced ceramic ducts. The flanges of the circulating and the
extracting ducts at the up and down streams of SM30 and
SM31 and the upstream of SM32 are difficult to separate,
so one large flange was welded. If the ducts and flange are
all made of metal, a generating eddy current on the ducts
by the excitation passes through each other. The large eddy
current passes through the ducts as a large loop, resulting
in the generation of heat. The loop current on the duct is
expected to be several kA, and the heat generation is several tens of kW, which is unacceptable without cooling. We
decided to simply use ceramic ducts instead of having a
cooling structure in the vacuum ducts. Additionally, we
have a plan to manufacture a large aperture QDT (one type
of quadrupole magnet in the MR) magnet to expand the
beam aperture in the future, and we have shortened the
magnet length of the high magnetic field septum to secure
the new QDT magnet length.
Two of the power supplies for the EDDY magnets
needed to be replaced because of the change to pulse excitation. The EDDY magnet can generate about twice the required magnet field and continue the beam operation even
if one unit becomes inoperable. As for the high field septum magnets, their power supplies are reused. The four
high magnetic field power supplies are capable of outputting 4.5kA-300V and were manufactured as power supplies
that apply with the initial design value of MR 50 GeV acceleration. The MR is currently accelerating to 30 GeV, and

Figure 1: Pictures and schematic layout of the fast extraction septum magnets.
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even with the 1.3 MW upgrade plan, it is not changed.
Therefore, the power supply has a large margin, and we
also set a higher current tolerance on the magnet side to
give a large margin as a high magnetic field output. This
makes it possible to continue the beam operation by increasing the excitation current of the other magnets even if
one of the septum magnets is broken.

PROBLEMS WITH THE SM32 COIL
Replacement works of the FX septum magnets have
been underway since July 2021, but operation tests such as
magnetic field measurements have been conducted for
several years. We have completed testing of two EDDY
magnets [3] [4] and SM30 and SM31 magnets [5] by 2020.
The last SM32 septum magnet was planned to be tested in
2021; however, it was postponed after a water leak was detected and found to be the result of cracks in the two coils
of copper hollow conductor. While the water leak was
stopped with putty and temporarily restored to start the test,
discharge was observed from the brazed part of the coil
turn. Figure 2 shows photographs of the coil in the problem.
The discharge occurred at 1.0 kA current against the rated
3.0 kA. It was thought that the brazing was defective, and
it was difficult to repair. We gave up using these coils and
decided to make new ones.

other magnets, are described in detail in the proceedings of
this conference [6].
Figure 3 shows the extracted beam orbit without the
SM32 magnet. If there is no SM32, the amount of excitation of the surrounding septum magnets SM31 and SM33
will be large to maintain the extracting orbit. The magnetic
field needs to be about 1.5 T, which is generated by the exciting current of about 4 kA. It has been confirmed that
there is no problem by conducting an excitation test up to
4 kA for SM31 and 4.2 kA for SM33. Saturation was measured to be about 3%.
The new SM32 coil is scheduled to be completed in August 2022, but there is a possibility that the coil of the abort
beam line side (Abort-side) will not be in time. Here, we
plan to operate the user run after November without SM32.
Alternatively, we are considering another solution to make
room for adjustment by setting the SM32 magnet using
only the coil on the neutrino side (NU-side). There is no
problem in the calculation and simulation, and we are preparing for that case.

Figure 3: Beam orbit calculation without SM32.

INSTALLATION AND ALIGNMENT
Figure 2: Problems with SM32 coil.
According to the operation plan, a beam test (no beam
supply to users) will be conducted in June 2022, and user
supply will start in November 2022. July–October is the
summer maintenance period, and there will be no beam operation. Since the new coil will not be operational in time
for June 2022, we decided to install SM32 in around September and operate the beam in June without the SM32
magnet.

Since the SM32 septum magnet will not be introduced in
time, a temporary vacuum duct was newly manufactured
and connected. Additionally, a connecting duct has been introduced between QDT155 and SM30. A partition is set in
the vacuum of this connecting duct to prevent the large proton beams from directly hitting the SM30 upstream flange
and breaking it if one of the EDDY septum magnets upstream of QDT155 misfires.

ORBIT STUDY WITHOUT THE SM32
The updated septum magnets are designed so that operation can be continued even if one magnet or power supply
is missing. A benefit of changing the low magnetic field
septum (FX-EDDY) located upstream to a pulse-excited
type, is that it is able to generate a magnetic field that is
about twice as high. Failure countermeasures, including
Figure 4: Photograph of the installation work.
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Figure 4 shows a photograph of the installation work.
The septum magnets are installed on two rails and pulled
out from the beamline so that maintenance can be performed. The rails and magnets were aligned using a laser
tracker, and the installation accuracy was about 0.1 mm.
The clearance of the beam aperture in design is at least 1
mm, but it may not be maintained due to the accuracy of
assembly. Vacuum equipment inserts a bellows duct, but
only a deviation of about 0.5 mm can be tolerated. Vacuum
connecting is prioritized, but it is important to record the
final septum position from the viewpoint of later beam orbit calculation and beam loss estimation.
FX-EDDY1 upstream

inner duct for suppressing leakage magnetic field was installed in the vacuum. As it is manufactured by welding an
iron plate with a thickness of 1 mm in the horizontal direction and 3 mm in the vertical, distortion of about 0.3 mm is
allowed. In the case of the upstream of SM30, it is a parallelogram; however, as shown in the figure, alignment is
performed in the center position.

BEAM STUDY IN JUNE 2022
Beam operation is scheduled for June 2022 but has not
yet started at the time of writing this paper. The operation
in June is performed with a 1.36-second repetition cycle,
and only the adjustment operation on the accelerator side
is performed without supplying to the user. Although there
is no SM32 septum magnet, it will be confirmed to extract
the beam to the abort at 1 Hz operation using the updated
septum magnets. We expect that various results will be obtained, including the beam loss situation.

CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Alignment results of EDDY1 upstream.
Figure 5 shows the septum position upstream of FXEDDY1 after the alignment. It is significant to secure the
aperture of the circulating beam in the place where the orbit
clearance of the FX is the least. Although it depends on the
tune and the excitation of each quadrupole magnet, it is difficult to maintain the aperture for all the tune candidates.
This is an important guideline because the orbit will be adjusted concerning this alignment result. The numerical values in the figure represent deviations from the design values. An inner duct is located in a vacuum to suppress the
leakage of the magnetic field. The duct was manufactured
as narrow as 0.3 mm, and the result agrees well with the
measurement. The center position of the circulating duct
was aligned with only a deviation of 0.04 mm, and the installation was performed with good accuracy.
Figure 6 shows the result of the upstream of SM30,
which is also a tight position. Similar to FX-EDDY1, an
FX-SM30 upstream

The upgrading work started in July 2021 has been completed, and the beam operation is ready to start. A problem
was identified with the SM32 septum magnet that will result in operation in June 2022 being carried out without the
SM32 magnet. The beam is extracted to the abort line with
the 1.36-second cycle. In the future, we will shorten the
repetition cycle to 1.16-second and increase the number of
particles to achieve an output of 1.3 MW. The problematic
coils of the SM32 magnet will be replaced with new ones.
The completion of SM32 is scheduled for around September 2022, and we are preparing for an early introduction.
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Abstract
The Future Circular electron-positron Collider (FCC-ee)
is proposed to operate in four modes, with beam energies
from 45.6 GeV (Z-pole) to 182.5 GeV (tt̄ production) and luminosities up to 4.6 × 1036 cm2 s−1 . At the highest energies
the beam lifetime would be less than one hour, meaning that
top-up injection will be crucial to maximise the integrated
luminosity. Two top-up injection strategies are considered
here: conventional injection, employing a closed orbit bump
and septum, and multipole-kicker injection, with a pulsed
multipole magnet and septum. On-axis and off-axis injections are considered for both. We present a comparison of
these injection strategies taking into account aspects such as
spatial constraints, machine protection, disturbance to the
stored beam and injection efficiency. We overview potential
kicker and septum technologies for each.

INTRODUCTION

injection (MKI) [2]. For beam tracking studies of these two
methods see [3]. Conventional bump injection, depicted in
Fig. 1(a), uses a dynamic 𝜋-orbit-bump created with dipole
kickers, to bring the beam close to the septum blade. MKI
(Fig. 1(b)) incorporates a ‘multipole’ kicker providing a kick
to the injected bunch, which passes off-axis, and a field-free
region on-axis for the stored beam.

(a)

The FCC-ee
The FCC-ee [1] is a proposed, high-luminosity, circular
lepton collider; the parameters for the FCC-ee at lowest and
highest energy are given in Table 1. The short lifetime of the
beam requires it to be continuously topped up, where this
top-up process is planned via a separate, full-energy booster
ring, located in the same tunnel as the collider ring.
̄
Table 1: FCC-ee parameters [1] for Z- and tt-operation.
The
beam lifetime is given as that from radiative Bhabha scattering/beamstrahlung, and the quoted energy spread includes
effects of beamstrahlung.
Parameter
Beam energy
Beam lifetime
Beam current
# bunches/beam
Magnetic rigidity
Emittance (𝑥/𝑦)
Energy spread

Unit
GeV
min
mA
Tm
nm/pm
%

Z
45.6
68/>200
1390
16 640
152.1
0.27/1.0
0.132

tt̄
182.5
39/18
5.4
48
608.7
1.46/2.9
0.192

Injection Into the Collider
In these proceedings we consider two methods of top-up
injection: conventional bump injection and multipole kicker
∗
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(b)

Figure 1: Schematic of (a) conventional bump injection and
(b) multipole kicker injection.
As specified by Liouville’s theorem [4], the density of
the particles in phase-space stays constant while under conservative forces, hence you cannot inject particles into the
phase-space of the stored bunches. Instead, beams are injected with a separation from the stored beams and merge
via synchrotron radiation damping. For off-axis injection,
bunches are injected with a separation from the stored beam
in betatron phase (transverse offset). For on-axis injection,
bunches are injected with a separation in synchrotron phase
(momentum offset) onto the off-momentum closed orbit,
thus requiring a non-zero dispersion at the septum (Fig. 2(b)).
A large 𝛽𝑥 -value at the septum reduces the impact of the
septum width as it would be smaller compared with the beam
size.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 2: Z-operation optics around the injection region,
with Twiss functions 𝛽𝑥 (black), 𝛽𝑦 (red) and dispersion
𝐷𝑥 (green), 𝐷𝑦 (blue) showing (a) off-axis injection and (b)
on-axis, conventional bump injection. A synoptic overview
of the beamline is shown above (a).

CONVENTIONAL BUMP INJECTION
For conventional bump injection, kickers are placed at
𝜋-phase-advance so as to produce a closed orbit bump with
only two kickers. Ideally, the orbit bump rises and falls
within one revolution to minimise beam loss on the septum.
This restricts the kicker rise and fall times to fit within the
abort gap of the collider ring. To ensure a robust injection
with minimal losses the separation between the injected and
stored beams at the septum should be more than 5𝜎𝑖 +𝑆+5𝜎𝑠 ,
where 𝜎 denotes the r.m.s beam size, the subscripts 𝑖 and 𝑠
denote the injected and stored beams, and 𝑆 is the septum
width. The bump amplitude must be > 10𝜎𝑖 + 𝑆, such that,
once the bump is collapsed, the injected beam is not lost on
the septum for subsequent revolutions.
This method requires a thin septum to keep the injected
beam within the 15𝜎𝑠 dynamic range. From the optics
(Fig. 2(a)) and emittance (Table 1), a bump amplitude of
7.6 mm and injected beam offset of 15.7 mm are required at
the septum. This would be achieved with kicker deflection of
12.5 rad and septum deflection 65 rad. The beam trajectories
and envelopes are shown in Fig. 3(a).
On-axis conventional bump injection is shown in Fig. 3(c).
The dispersion needed for on-axis injection leads to larger
beam sizes at the septum requiring a larger bump amplitude,
17.1 mm, and a larger injected beam offset of 34.2 mm at
the septum. These values correspond to a kicker deflection
of 27 rad. The momentum offset for the injected bunch,
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport

(c)

Figure 3: Beam envelopes for off-axis (a) conventional bump
injection and (b) multipole kicker injection, and (c) on-axis
conventional bump injection. The kicker and septum locations are denoted with dotted lines.
𝛿 = −1.9%, is selected such that the separation between
stored and injected beams is |𝐷𝑥 𝛿|.

Dipole Kickers
̄
Considering even the highest beam energy (tt-operation),
a stripline kicker would be suitable to meet the deflection
requirements. A magnetic length of 3 m and plate separation
of 20 mm would mean a voltage of ±7.5 kV and an integrated
electric field of 2.28 MV. Ideally, the two kickers would be
powered in series so that any ripples or jitter in the power
supply cancel due to the 𝜋-phase-advance between them.
The necessary kicker pulse length depends on how many
batches are used for injection. For single-batch injection,
the repetition rate for these kickers is set by the booster cycle
̄
time, which for Z-operation is 50.95 s and for tt-operation
is 5.6 s. With the alternation of 𝑒− and 𝑒+ injection, the
WEPOTK025
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repetition rate for these kickers would be 0.01-0.09 Hz. The
pulse flat-top should be the full train length divided by the
number of batches injected, i.e. 304 µs for single-batch.

Electrostatic Wire Septum
Conventional bump injection necessitates a very thin septum such as an electrostatic wire septum [5], which can
achieve septum widths of the order of 100s of microns. This
septum uses many contiguous wires under tension, forming a plane to separate the high-field and free-field regions.
Electrostatic septa risk the possibility of sparking caused by
incident synchrotron radiation (SR). Due to the geometry of
the orbit bump, the septum would be exposed to the SR fans
only from the >4𝜎 beam envelopes from upstream bending
magnets. Further studies are planned to ascertain the effect
of X-rays on electrostatic septa sparking rates as a function
of voltage.
A septum deflection angle of 65 rad could be achieved at
highest energies with two 3-m-long modules with electric
field strength 1.9 MV/m. Here, we assume a septum width
of 200 µm. More detailed studies are needed to establish
the feasibility of such a design. If the voltage would need
reducing, the wire septum could be preceded by a thicker
magnetic septum to increase the total deflection angle.

an active system, where the beam is dumped if the septum
current varies by more than a few per mille. If there is a fault
in the septum power supply the magnetic field, 𝐵, will decay
−𝑡
as Δ𝐵/𝐵 = 1 − 𝑒 𝜏 , with 𝜏 the magnet decay constant. For
example, if 𝜏 = 1 s and we could tolerate a 0.2% change, we
would need to abort within 7 turns. For MKI, if the septum
field varies more than a few percent then the injected beam
will be within the low-field region of the multipole kicker
and passive beam intercepting devices would also be needed.
Kicker failure, either failure to fire or erratic firing, would
occur on a very short timescale and therefore both injection
methods will require passive protection such as an absorber.
The absorber should be placed at 𝜋
-phase-advance from the
2
kicker so as to be furthest from the stored beam. An example
scenario for MKI where the kicker fails to fire is shown in
Fig. 4; the absorber would be placed at 6.6 km. For both
injection methods, other failure modes and potential protection schemes should be considered, including for example
protection against the failure of dipoles in the transfer line
from the booster to the collider.

MULTIPOLE KICKER INJECTION
For MKI, the minimum permissible separation of the
injected and stored beams at the septum (> 5𝜎𝑖 +𝑆+15𝜎𝑠 ) is
larger than for conventional bump injection. This is because
the beam is injected with a 10𝜎𝑥 -offset at the kicker and
thus undergoes betatron oscillations. A proposal for off-axis
MKI injection is shown in Fig. 3(c), with kicker deflections
of 29 rad and septum deflection of 65 rad.
For MKI, an ideal multipole kicker would have zero field
for the stored beam and constant field for the injected beam,
i.e. a step-function. A proposal for a multipole kicker design is described in [2], based on two opposing, similarly
powered, C-shaped dipoles. A compensation kicker would
be placed upstream with 𝜋-phase-advance to compensate
the perturbation to the stored beam distribution.
MKI does not require as thin a septum blade as for conventional bump injection and a magnetic eddy-current septum
with a blade width of a few millimetres would be sufficient,
here we assume 3 mm. A magnetic eddy-current septum
exploits that when a magnetic field changes inside a conductor eddy currents will be induced to oppose the change, by
using these eddy currents to shield the free-field region. The
septum should have a deflecting field region gap width of at
least 8 mm.

Machine Protection
For Z-operation there will be 20.6 MJ of stored energy
per beam, which if not properly handled would damage the
machine. The appropriate protection methods depend on
the time-scale on which the failures occur. Slower failures,
e.g. changes in the septum field, could be mitigated using
WEPOTK025
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Figure 4: The injected beam trajectory if the MKI injection
kicker fails to fire.

CONCLUSION
Two options for the top-up injection of the collider ring
were discussed, conventional bump injection and multipole
kicker injection. Conventional bump injection would require
R&D for the electrostatic septum, whereas for the MKI injection it would be the multipole kicker which needed investigating. Injection optics will need developing for the
̄
W-, H- and tt-operations
and also for on-axis MKI injection. We will need studies of the performance and sparking
probability of electrostatic wire septa in the presence of synchrotron radiation in order to establish whether this could be
a suitable means of injection for such a high-energy lepton
machine. Here we have described the injection of only one
beam and we will develop this scheme for injection of both
the electron and positron beams.
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COMMISSIONING OF THE ELENA ELECTROSTATIC TRANSFER LINES
FOR THE ANTIMATTER FACILITY AT CERN
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CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
ELENA is a small synchrotron ring that decelerates antiprotons down to a kinetic energy of 100 keV. With an
experimental complex capable of housing up to 9 diferent
experiments operating simultaneously, the transfer line design needed to be highly Ćexible. The low energy of the
beam transported allowed the exploitation of electrostatic
devices instead of magnets, to simplify design, production
and operation.
This contribution presents the systematic characterisation
of the beam optics at the diferent experimental handover
locations during beam commissioning using H- ions from
an external source, as well as the performance of the lines
in operation with antiprotons. Finally, the efect of stray
Ąelds created by the experimental setup will be presented
and compared with the Ąrst measurements.

INTRODUCTION
The Extra Low ENergy Antiproton storage ring
(ELENA) [1] is the latest deceleration stage of the CERN
antimatter factory. It decelerates antiprotons extracted from
the Antiproton Decelerator (AD) from a kinetic energy of
5.3 MeV down to 100 keV. Such a low energy was motivated
by the prospect of increasing the eiciency and physics opportunities of the antiproton facility [1]. However, it poses
unique challenges to transport and control a beam at very
low energy for instance due to potential stray Ąelds.

The extra low energy of the beams extracted from the ring
made the use of electrostatic devices desirable. Figure 1
shows the extent of the extraction lines over the two sides of
the ELENA ring. Totalling approximately 125 m of beam
lines, they use 3 diferent types of electrostatic devices.
The Ąrst type of elements is a fast electrostatic deĆector
with a unique angle of 12.6° and using 400 mm long nonparallel but Ćat electrodes. Able to pulse (rise and fall)
within less than 1 µs, it is used to deĆect one or multiple
bunches without afecting other bunches and it is also used
in the ring to extract the circulating bunches. A total of 9
such elements are installed.
To accommodate the sharp turns between lines a second
design uses a constant electrostatic Ąeld with quasi-spherical
electrodes of varied angles and lengths, from 33° to 77°.
There are 14 of such deĆectors, including 2 of the largest
angle to achieve a right angle for the branching towards the
2 vertical lines.
The third type of element is a quadrupole doublet assembly around a pair of dipole correctors, all within a single
390 mm long tank. Each quadrupole has an aperture of
60 mm and can provide an integrated quadrupole strength of
up to 7.3 m−1 . The dipole correctors are composed of pairs
of Ćat plates 37 mm long and may impart deĆections of up
to 0.57° to the beam. There are a total of 54 such assemblies
installed in the beam lines to control and correct the shape
and trajectory of the beam.
In total, there are 239 electrostatic elements in the ELENA
extraction lines and twice that number of high voltage cables
since positive and negative plates are connected to diferent
power supplies. Each of the deĆectors is connected to its
own pair of power supplies while the 108 quadrupoles are
connected to 75 pairs of power supplies. Such a large number of elements and limited experimental knowledge on the
optical efect of such electrostatic devices makes commissioning with beam paramount to certify the performance of
the lines.

BEAM COMMISSIONING

Figure 1: Layout of the ELENA experimental complex with
the ring in black and extraction lines in blue. Locations of
the 7 currently installed experiments are labelled and 2 red
markers show vertical lines where experiments are not yet
installed.
∗
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In preparation of the start of physics operation in the
ELENA complex scheduled for the summer of 2021, a systematic commissioning of every extraction line was started
in 2020. Using the H− ion source [2], the beam dynamics in
the extraction lines could be characterised and every element
tested in advance of the scheduled start of the antiproton
run. The ion source also permits a higher repetition rate of
one cycle every less than 15 s compared to the antiproton
repetition rate constrained by the AD cycle length of about
120 s.
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The extraction lines are equipped with 38 micro-wire monitors capable of measuring the beam proĄle while intercepting only a small fraction of the beam [3]. They are equipped
with two perpendicular grids to monitor both planes and can
be moved out of the beam during physics operation to maximise transmission. Each grid covers a square of 60 mm a
side with 47 wires spaced by 0.5 mm in the center and 3 mm
on the sides, to allow precise beam size measurement in the
center while covering the full aperture of the electrostatic
quadrupoles.
The micro-wire monitors were critical for the commissioning and allowed to precisely characterise the beam along
every line. However, some of the wires did not provide
good signal. The Ąrst commissioning task was therefore to
scan the beam across the entire range of every grid in order
to identify the broken wires and exclude them from both
online and oline analysis. Figure 2 shows the horizontal
proĄle measured on the Ąrst monitor of the line towards the
BASE, ASACUSA, ALPHA and AEGIS experiments. On
this particular grid 5 of 47 wires are masked but Ątted beam
parameters remained excellent with estimated uncertainties
in the order of 0.1 mm.

Figure 2: Horizontal beam proĄle measured in one of the
ELENA extraction line on a micro-wire monitor. The wire
signal is represented as blue bars while the grey bars show
wires masked due to missing or bad signal. Fitted centroid
� and beam size � are listed in the upper lefter corner with
the associated proĄle in red.
The next step of beam commissioning was the precise
characterisation of the optics along each line and, most
speciĄcally, at the handover point before each experimental
area. Using the quadrupole scan technique allows to characterise the beam sigma matrix near every monitor. Often,
the technique uses the thin lens approximation and a drift
between the quadrupole and the monitor to obtain a simple
relation between the observed beam size � and the integrated
quadrupole strength ��:


� = � � − 2�� + � 2 � + 2�(�� − �)�� + � 2 �(��) 2 (1)
where �, �, � and � form the Twiss representation of the
sigma matrix upstream the quadrupole and � is the drift
length to the monitor. We have seen that the electrostatic
quadrupoles can provide large strengths and a minimum
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focal length of 130 mm, on par with their physical length.
The thin length approximation is therefore inappropriate.
The evolution of the beam size on the monitor as a function
of quadrupole strength may also be established using the
thick lens expression of the quadrupole matrix and general
transport matrix to the monitor.

Figure 3: Evolution of the beam size measured in the horizontal plane as a function of the absolute voltage applied
to 2 quadrupoles. The Ątted beam parameters at the ringŠs
extraction point and the associated curve are showed in red.
A more general approach was instead implemented using
the MAD-X model [4] of the lines and adjusting the starting
parameters to match the beam size at the monitors to the
evolution of the beam size observed. This method allows
using of an arbitrary number of quadrupoles. In practice, not
every location could make use of the traditional quadrupole
scan method where a single quadrupole is scanned. Figure
3 shows the result of this method using the joint scan of two
quadrupoles.
This technique was applied at most beam proĄle monitors and at every handover point to ensure the transport
of the beam conformed to the model and to measure the
beam properties delivered to each experiment. Those measurements were completed before the start of Run3, in early
2021. Despite the large number of connections, only a single
high voltage cable was found disconnected on a quadrupole
assembly near the end of the line leading to the BASE experiment.

STRAY FIELDS
The efect of stray Ąelds generated by strong magnets used
in the experimental areas on the beam trajectory was anticipated in earlier studies, which concluded that it could be
compensated with the electrostatic correctors [5]. However,
we revisit this study in light of the current experiments and
the results gathered in 2021.
The main concern for stray Ąelds comes from experimental areas located closest to other lines, which is the case
for the AEGIS experiment and the areas at the end of the
vertical lines, which are currently not occupied. The AEGIS
experiment is composed of one solenoid of 5 T with a bore
diameter 180 mm followed by another solenoid with a Ąeld
of 1 T and a bore diameter of 250 mm. The Ąeld produced
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Figure 4: Synoptic, magnetic Ąeld and vertical beam position along the ELENA extraction line leading to the ALPHA
experiment, under the inĆuence of the AEGIS experimental magnets scaled at 1/3 of their nominal strength. Measured
positions correspond to ofset recorded on November 3rd 2021 at 13:00.
by those 2 superconducting magnets is dominated by the current distribution so we consider a simple model of loops of
current. The python package magpylib [6] was used to model
each solenoid as a stack of 15 loops of current. No other
magnetic element is included in this model, which assumes
vacuum magnetic permeability over the entire space. Figure
5 shows that the magnetic Ąeld mainly afects the nearby line
highlighted in red, which supplies the ALPHA experiment.
With a maximum Ąeld strength of around 3 G on the ALPHA
line, this result is coherent with earlier studies [5].

and downstream of the beam path. Only the efect of the
transverse Ąeld is implemented and the longitudinal Ąeld is
ignored.
On November 3rd 2021, the AEGIS solenoids were powered and reached around a third of their nominal strength by
13:00 on that day. The generated Ąeld caused, as expected,
strong distortions of the vertical beam trajectory in the line
leading to the ALPHA experiment, and a loss of beam somewhere between monitors 0403 and 0410. Figure 4 shows the
modelled magnetic Ąeld and vertical beam position along
the straight line, using the expected strength of the AEGIS
magnets. We can see a good agreement with the measured
vertical position drift and an excursion around 0408 beyond
the aperture of 60 mm that would explain the loss of the
beam.
During the ramp of the AEGIS magnet the beam trajectory
was corrected iteratively and allowed to reach a full beam
transmission to the ALPHA experiment. The simple model
used here reproduces well the measurements and could be
used to predict both the efect and required correction for
future experiments that will be installed on the vertical lines.

CONCLUSION
Figure 5: Layout of the beam lines nearest to the AEGIS
experimental area with the two AEGIS solenoids in yellow.
A heat map of the magnetic Ąeld strength clipped to 10 G in
the plane of the beam lines is showed in green. The closest
beam line is highlighted with a red line, on which this work
focuses.
This magnetic Ąeld was used in conjunction with the
MADX model to predict the efect on the beam. The magnetic Ąeld is evaluated along the section highlighted in red
on Fig. 5 and in the local referential of MADX, which follows the reference trajectory. The MADX sequence is then
sliced into thin elements and KICKER elements introduced
every 10 mm to impart a deĆection corresponding to the
integrated efect of the stray Ąeld on the 5 mm upstream
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Beam commissioning of the ELENA extraction lines was
lengthy due to the large number of elements and the use of the
ion source was instrumental in allowing the characterisation
of every line without antiprotons. Predictability of the beam
dynamics in every line is excellent and no re-matching of the
optics based on measured beam parameters was needed. The
reproducibility is also very good with demonstrated stable
operation of all lines over several months in 2021 and 2022.
The early choice of using electrostatic devices is strongly
validated by the experience gathered over the last 2 years.
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Abstract
Resonant slow extraction from synchrotrons aims at providing constant intensity spills over timescales much longer
than the revolution period of the machine. However, the
extracted intensity is undesirably modulated by noise on the
machine’s power converters with a frequency range of between 50 Hz and a few kHz. The impact of power converter
noise can be suppressed by exploiting a Radio Frequency
(RF) technique known as empty bucket channelling, which
increases the speed at which particles cross the tune resonance boundary. In this contribution the implementation of
empty bucket channelling in the CERN Proton Synchrotron
(PS) is described via simulation and measurement. The technique was tested with both a resonant RF cavity and an inductive Finemet® cavity, which can produce non-sinusoidal
waveforms, to significantly reduce the low frequency noise
observed on the extracted spill.

which can be expressed in terms of the tune by substituting
� for Eq. 1 to obtain,
1
F =
, �=
1+�

1
2

Í

� (2� �� )
2
�¤0

2 �2
�

.

We can make � small by increasing �¤0 . However, if this
was done by increasing the magnetic ramp speed, the spill
would become shorter in time. This approach is incompatible with experimental constraints. In 1981, a technique
known as empty bucket channelling [1] was developed that
utilises an RF cavity to provide large �¤0 near the resonance,
while leaving the extraction time unaffected. In this contribution we explore this manipulation via simulation and
experiment.

INTRODUCTION
The CERN PS provides spills of 300 -400 ms to the East
Area via third-integer resonant slow extraction. The extraction is performed by ramping all magnets in the lattice,
driving the horizontal betatron tune � � of the beam into the
resonant tune � � = 19
3 in a controlled fashion. The tune
is ramped linearly, but undesired power converter noise at
low frequencies (50 ,100 ,250 Hz...) modulates this ramp.
This compromises the uniformity of the extracted intensity.
To first approximation, the extracted spill � = ��
�� can be
expressed as,

�=

︁
��
�� �
=�
= �[�¤0 + 2� �� � � sin(2� �� �+�� )], (1)
��
��
�

��
where � = ��
is the distribution of tunes in the ring, �¤0 is
�
the average tune speed across the boundary between stable
and unstable betatron motion (separatrix) and � � , �� , �� are
the i-th ripple amplitude, frequency and phase, respectively.
The goal is to minimise the impact of the oscillatory terms
in the sum above.
In order to quantify the quality of a given spill, we define
the duty factor F� as the ratio of DC power to total power in
a time window of length �:

F� =
∗

⟨�⟩�2

⟨� 2 ⟩�

≤ 1,

Figure 1: Illustration of the empty bucket channelling technique. Particles cross the resonance separatrix (top) while
channelling between consecutive buckets (bottom).
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EMPTY BUCKET CHANNELLING
Empty bucket channelling creates two regions in tune
space: a high �¤0 , low � region only near the resonance
and a low �¤0 , high � region far from the resonance. The
schematic of such a setup is shown in Fig. 1. The bulk of the
beam waits in the slow region, with revolution frequencies
far from the RF bucket frequency and drifting along the
machine largely unperturbed. Particles are gradually pushed
into the fast region, where their revolution frequency locks
to the RF frequency, receiving kicks that add coherently.
These particles cross the separatrix with high speed in the
Δ�/� direction, which becomes high �¤0 via chromaticity.
Liouville’s theorem provides an intuitive explanation for the
speed-up: the buckets act as an obstruction and the incompressible phase space "volume" of the beam must increase
in velocity to keep its density constant as it is forced through
the narrow channel (like water forced through a pipe).

zero voltage regions, as shown in Fig. 2a. This can be exploited to create barrier buckets (long flat buckets) like the
one shown in Fig. 2b. This extra degree of freedom provides
more flexibility and is of particular interest when exploiting empty bucket channelling to deliberately bunch the extracted beam [3]. For example, one may generate channels
that have the geometry of those of harmonic number ℎ = ℎ1
(controlled by the isolated pulse-width) separated in time
at the repetition number of harmonic number ℎ = ℎ2 (with
ℎ2 < ℎ1 ∈ N).

Figure 3: Simulation of average tune speed-up factor � vs.
voltage Γ ∝ 1/� and normalised frequency offset Δ.
(a) Voltage and corresponding energy potential.

MEASUREMENTS AND SIMULATION
RESULTS
Tune Speed-Up

(b) Longitudinal phase space (� = −�, � = Δ�/�) with particle tracking showing the channelling process. The blue to pink
heatmap corresponds to different increasing turn number in the
simulation.

Figure 2: Example of a periodic isolated sine wave pulse.

Non-Sinusoidal Waveforms
Standard RF cavities produce sinusoidal waves that generate buckets like the ones shown in Fig. 1. On the other hand,
broadband inductive cavities allow to generate arbitrary voltage waveforms. The Finemet® cavity at CERN [2] can
produce isolated sine pulses separated by (approximately)
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport

A simple single particle tracking simulation was used to
verify the speed-up effect caused by empty bucket channelling. Particles were tracked in the 4D phase space
(�, � ′, �, Δ�/�), i.e. on the normalised horizontal trace
space plus the longitudinal phase space. When extracted,
their tune speed was recorded and an average was computed
across all particles. Figure 3 shows the factor �, which measures the relative average speed-up compared to the nominal
zero voltage extraction. Γ = sin � ∝ 1/� is the sine of the
unstable phase. Smaller Γ produces a narrower channel and
thus larger �. Δ is the relative offset between the bucket
centre and the resonance vertex (Δ�/� = 0 in Fig. 1), normalised to the bucket height. Δ shifts the buckets in energy,
changing the channel cross-section that is traversed by the
particles just before extraction. It can be seen that � is a nonlinear function of both Γ and Δ but, overall, large speed-ups
can be consistently achieved.

Time Structure
The empty bucket channelling technique was set up with
the help of the tomoscope in the ring. The tomoscope measures the one-turn time structure as a function of the cycle
WEPOTK028
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(a) Measured time profiles (tomoscope).

(b) Analytical longitudinal phase space.

Figure 4: Empty bucket channelling settings (left to right): (i) zero-voltage, (ii) main RF, ℎ = 16, (iii) Finemet® , pulse-width
ℎ = 8, frequency ℎ = 2, positive polarity and (iv) Finemet® , pulse-width ℎ = 8, frequency ℎ = 2, negative polarity.
time as shown in Fig. 4a. The beam can be observed (i) arriving at flattop in four buckets, (ii) debunching when the RF
is turned off, (iii) rebunching later in the cycle when crossing the empty bucket channels. The underlying longitudinal
phase spaces for each of the settings is shown in Fig. 4b. For
the spill quality tests the main RF system and the positive
Barrier for the Finemet® were used. The latter setting is
often referred to as the isolated bucket configuration, which
has stable motion inside the isolated sine pulse instead of
between pulses. This is not ideal for speed-up since it creates
wide channels in longitudinal phase space.

achieved with negative frequency offsets, which correspond
to Δ > 0 in Fig. 3. This is consistent with the fact that Δ > 0
produces larger speed-ups.

Spill Quality
The main RF system was set to a total voltage of 12 kV
(Γ = 0.04) and the Finemet® system was set to its maximum possible voltage of 6 kV (Γ = 0.07). Then a scan in
frequencies was performed, recording the spill at a 1 kHz
sampling frequency for each configuration. Figure 5 shows
the evolution of the duty factor F100� along the cycle, computed by rolling a window of � = 100 ms across the entire
spill. Both the main RF (dotted, yellow to red heatmap)
and the Finemet® (solid, green to blue heatmap) produce
an improvement with respect to the nominal spill (dashed
black). The main RF obtained a larger improvement, with
the best setting achieving an average flattop duty factor of
⟨F100�⟩flattop = 0.90, as supposed to ⟨F100�⟩flattop = 0.70
for the best ®Finemet setting, compared to ⟨F100�⟩flattop =
0.57 for the nominal spill. We believe that larger voltages
or wider pulses in the Finemet® would make both systems
closer in performance. To achieve larger voltages in the
Finemet® cavity, the current hardware would need to be
upgraded. For both systems the largest improvements were
WEPOTK028
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Figure 5: Measurement of evolution of F100�� along the
spill. The dotted (yellow to red heatmap) lines correspond to
the main RF system, while the solid (green to blue heatmap)
lines correspond to the Finemet®. The heatmaps indicate
different RF frequency offsets.

CONCLUSION
Empty bucket channelling was successfully implemented
in the CERN PS to improve spill quality in the low frequency range (< 1 kHz). The sinusoidal and barrier bucket
settings were optimised by scanning the RF frequency to
improve the spill duty factor from ⟨F100�� ⟩flattop = 0.57
to ⟨F100�� ⟩flattop = 0.90 and ⟨F100�� ⟩flattop = 0.70, respectively.
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ADVANCES IN LOW ENERGY ANTIMATTER BEAM GENERATION AND
MANIPULATION *
C. P. Welsch†, University of Liverpool/Cockcroft Institute, UK
Abstract

Design of novel low energy Antimatter Experiments.
The research within AVA has already led to a number of
high impact physics results: This includes the measurement
of ultralow heating rates of a single antiproton in a cryogenic Penning trap [2], the production of long-lived positronium via laser excitation in magnetic and electric fields
[3], and the measurement of sympathetic cooling of protons and antiprotons with a common endcap Penning trap
[4]. The following sections summarize accelerator-related
research results from selected projects.
•

The Accelerators Validating Antimatter physics (AVA)
project has enabled an interdisciplinary and cross-sector
R&D program on low energy antimatter research. The network comprises 13 universities, 9 national and international research centers and 13 partners from industry. Between 2016 and 2021, AVA has successfully trained 16
early-stage researchers that were based at universities, research centers and companies across Europe where they
carried out cutting edge research into low energy antimatter
physics and related technologies. This paper presents several research highlights that originated within or on the basis of AVA: Results from studies into carbon nanotubes as
field emitters for cold electron beams with superior beam
quality, the design of a low energy negative ion injection
beamline for experiments with antiprotonic atoms, and
studies into realistic simulations of antiproton deceleration
in foil degraders.

INTRODUCTION
The project Accelerators Validating Antimatter physics
(AVA) has enabled an interdisciplinary and cross-sector
R&D program on antimatter research at the AD and the future FLAIR facility in Germany [1]. The network comprises 13 universities, 9 national and international research
centers and 13 partners from industry. During the project
duration it has successfully trained 16 early-stage researchers that were based at universities, research centers and
companies across Europe where they carried out cutting
edge research into low energy antimatter physics and related technologies.
Each Fellow also benefited from a comprehensive training program. In addition to research-based training at their
host institution, they received a wider network-based training, including scientific schools, workshops, as well as
training in complementary skills, enhancing their future
employability. In the following section examples of research results in or on the basis of the AVA project that are
presented at this year’s IPAC conference are given, along
with a summary of the scientific events that have been organized by the AVA consortium to date.

Stability and Lifetime Studies of Carbon
Nanotubes for Electron Cooling in ELENA
The Extra Low ENergy Antiproton (ELENA) ring at
CERN [5] will provide cooled, high quality beams of antiprotons with kinetic energies of 100 keV at intensities exceeding those achieved at the Antimatter Decelerator by a
factor, depending on the experiment, of between ten to one
hundred. The aim of studies by AVA Fellow Bruno Galante
was to identify new ways to produce a mono-energetic and
relatively intense electron beam. Based at CERN, he carried out optimization studies into the electron gun of the
ELENA cooler with a focus on using a cold cathode based
on carbon nanotubes (CNTs).
A cold cathode has good potential to bring a number of
benefits in terms of the achievable electron beam energy
and the overall simplicity of the gun itself. CNTs can emit
relatively high currents while being mechanically stable
and chemically inert [6, 7]. A honeycomb-like array was
studied in detail [8] and CNT samples were characterized
in terms of their stability, lifetime and overall performance
during current switching.

RESEARCH OUTCOMES
The AVA partners carried out a closely connected R&D
program that span across three scientific work packages:
• Facility Design and Optimization;
• Design, development and testing of novel Beam
Diagnostics;
___________________________________________

* This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon
2020 research and innovation programme under the Marie SkłodowskaCurie grant agreement No 721559.
† c.p.welsch@liverpool.ac.uk
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Figure 1: Current density as a function of time (hours) and
electric field (V/𝜇𝜇m). Five different measurements of 20
hours each at five different applied electric fields [8].
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Figure 1 shows results from measurements carried out
over a period of 20 hours and at five different applied electric fields. For each case, the overall standard deviation of
the current density output and the coefficient of variation
were calculated, showing that a CNT cathode can stably
emit even when increasing the emission current. A lifetime
of more than 1,500 hours was successfully demonstrated
with an emission stability better than 1%. This helped identify a CNT-based cathode as a suitable candidate for the
ELENA electron cooler [8]. It should be highlighted that
no signs of current deterioration were noticed and excellent
output stability was found in current switching mode.

Low-Energy Ion Injection Beamline for
Experiments with Antiprotonic Atoms at AEgIS
The AEgIS collaboration [9] recently proposed an experimental scheme allowing to perform an experiment with
antiprotonic bound systems. The production of ions will be
done in situ via additional Paul trap and/or sputter sources.
The current experimental beamline shall be enhanced so
that it allows the simultaneous usage of three different
beams. To this end, a new beamline concept was developed
and realistic simulations of the ion injection into the AEgIS
experiment were carried out.

Figure 2: Tracking of 2 keV iodine beam in CST. Focusing
in both deflection cases, 75° (left) and 45° (right), occurs
close to the middle of the bending electrode.
Ion beam tracking through the entire beamline for two
different angles has been carried out, and the results are
shown in Fig. 2. A 2 keV iodine beam with a radius of
around 10 mm was utilized. The potentials were applied to
one of the two arms sides at a time. In practice, the deflection chamber will be able to operate in both, DC and
bunched beam mode. The Einzel lens after the bending was
kept at around 5.5 kV. For more energetic anion beams all
voltages can simply be scaled up by a given linear factor.
Three sets of correctors, the first after the deflector, the second after the last Einzel lens, and the last one further downstream, will help keep the orbit close to the design orbit in
the presence of magnetic stray fields. In order to test the
performance of the correctors, the magnetic field from previous studies [10] was included into tracking simulation,
taking into account only the closest 5 T solenoid. The amplitude of the field close to the deflection chamber was ≈
0.01 T. More details about the scheme can be found in [11].
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Realistic Simulations of Antiproton Deceleration
in Foil Degraders
Experiments with low energy antiprotons in traps require
beam energies in the sub 10 keV range to trap the antiprotons efficiently. To achieve this, different experiments routinely use destructive degrader foils which significantly
impact the number of available antiprotons in the traps.
AVA Fellows Volodymyr Rodin and co-workers under
the lead of Steve Padden have successfully modelled degrader foils using density functional theory in combination
with molecular dynamics [12] to fine-tune foil degrader
thickness, maximizing the number of antiprotons available
for trapping. The beam transfer line ELENA to the ALPHA
(Antihydrogen Laser PHysics Apparatus) experiment was
used as a case study and simulated in G4Beamline [13]. A
specific focus was put on a new method of rapidly prototyping realistic simulations from existing MAD-X [14]
models which use lattice based structures, into one which
models a voxelized world space whereby electromagnetic
fields determine the motion of particles. Electromagnetic
fields are generated by realistically modelled structures,
with quadrupole field gradients calculated directly from integrated field strengths returned from MAD-X. Whilst current work focuses on the ALPHA transfer line, with some
user modification the method presented is extensible for
any transfer line that uses repeated optical structures. By
utilizing Enge style functions to model fringe fields [15],
quadrupoles are modelled in a more realistic manner. The
impact of these is seen as an increase in the quadrupole’s
effective length in G4Beamline simulations, causing a discrepancy between the beta values returned by MAD-X and
those from G4Beamline. Similarly with sufficient modelling, the impact of any stray fields can be included and suitably accounted for [16]. The effects of fringe fields are reduced by development of a beta matching minimization algorithm, resulting in significantly greater agreement between the two models, see Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Beta matching after Markov Chain Monte Carlo
adjustments. After 8,000 iterations, matching was greatly
improved along the entire beamline, providing improved
agreement between MADX models and G4Beamline models in the presence of fringe fields [12].
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A new approach to rapidly modelling accelerator beamlines has been demonstrated to be quick and effective at
prototyping MAD-X simulations into simulations in which
particle movement is determined by electromagnetic fields.
This allows for the inclusion of fringe fields as well as any
stray magnetic fields. The effects of fringe fields has been
accounted for by the development of a beta matching minimization algorithm resulting in an improvement between
the two simulations of approximately 30%.

RESEARCHER TRAINING
Training within AVA consisted of research-led training
at the respective host in combination with local lectures, as
well as participation in a network-wide training program
that was also open to external participants. This training
concept built on the successful ideas developed within the
DITANET, oPAC and LA3NET projects [17-19].
All Fellows were given the opportunity to enroll into a
PhD program and follow the postgraduate training of the
university where they are registered. In addition, AVA organized international schools, workshops and conferences
that provided specific training and gave extensive networking opportunities. A week-long international Schools on
Antimatter Research was held at CERN between in 2018
[20], followed by Topical Workshops on Diagnostics and
Detectors at CIVIDEC in 2018 [21] and Low Energy Facility Design and Optimization at GSI in early 2019 [22].
The project also organized an International Symposium on
Accelerators for Science and Society in summer 2019 at
the ACC in Liverpool with the other major training initiatives OMA (Optimization of Medical Accelerators) and
LIV.DAT (Data Science). All talks were live-streamed and
are now available on-demand via the event homepage [23].
A workshop on Machine-Experiment Interface in 2019
[24] and an international School on precision physics in
2020 [25] complemented the program. In addition, the scientific events, the Fellows and all partners contributed to a
multi-facetted outreach and public engagement program.
This was exceptionally successful and has reached millions
of people around the world. Amongst the activity was a
video about the project, produced by the AVA Fellows and
network partner Carbon Digital [26]. The video became the
most-viewed video on the EC’s official science short film
playlist and was commended as “good communication”
practice. Parts of the video have also been re-used in a science film on DAMPE produced for Discovery Channel.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The AVA network facilitated international collaboration
and an exchange of knowledge, and benefited from significant industry involvement. This in turn helped increase the
competitiveness of the researchers and institutions involved, contributing to the principles of the European Research Area.
In terms of research impact, several of the detector solutions developed by AVA Fellows show great promise for
pushing the state-of-the-art and allowing better measurements in the future. This is expected to benefit wider low
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energy ion experiments and applications in general. The
potential of the new technologies that were developed during the project lifetime has been further underlined by several grant applications that were based on AVA Fellows’
work and that were submitted to e.g. the European ATTRACT call focusing on novel detectors with a view to societal impact or a successful grant application to STFC on
adaptive optics-based monitors for beam imaging purposes. Furthermore, the simulation tools that have been developed to describe the motion of charged particle beams
under the influence of realistic electromagnetic fields, as
well as the electron cooling process in storage rings, are
expected to find application beyond the field of antimatter
research.
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SELF-MODULATION OF ELLIPTICAL BEAMS IN PLASMA
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Abstract
The seeded self-modulation (SSM) of long particle
bunches for the generation of gigavolts-per-meter wakefields
that can accelerate witness electron beams was first shown
using the SPS beam as a driver by the AWAKE experiment.
The stability of the produced microbunch trains over tens or
hundreds of meters is crucial for extrapolating this scheme
as proposed for use in several high energy plasma-based
linear colliders. However, aside from the competing hosing
instability, which has been shown to be suppressible by SSM
when that process saturates, few works have examined other
effects of transverse asymmetry in this process. Here, we
use analytical modelling and 3D particle-in-cell simulations
with QuickPIC to characterise the impact on the SSM growth
process due to transverse asymmetry in the beam. A metric
is constructed for asymmetry in simulation results, showing
that the initial azimuthal complexity changes only slightly
during SSM growth. Further, we show quantitative agreement between simulations and analytical predictions for the
scaling of the reduction SSM growth rate with unequal aspect ratio of the initial beam profile. These results serve to
inform planning and tolerances for both AWAKE and other
SSM-based novel acceleration methods in the future.

INTRODUCTION
Proton-driven plasma wakefield acceleration (PDPWFA),
has been proposed to overcome the problem of energy depletion of drivers in previous experiments, with the view of
application towards a new generation of plasma-wakefieldbased colliders for high energy physics research. However,
current high-energy-content bunches, such as those of the
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) used in AWAKE are too
long by two orders of magnitude to efficiently drive a wakefield in plasma of suitable density . Therefore, the concept
relies on the self-modulation of the long proton bunch in
plasma due to an initial weak ‘seed’ wakefield driven by the
unmodulated bunch which causes the bunch to compress
and diverge at periodic intervals along its length. The resulting train of shorter micro-bunches, if formed so that they
are positioned correctly within the wakefield [1], can then
resonantly excite much stronger accelerating gradients in the
plasma to accelerate a witness beam [2].
Seeding the self-modulation process requires an initial
wakefield with a sufficiently strong longitudinal component
𝑚 𝜖

at the plasma wavelength, 𝜆𝑝 = 2𝜋𝑐√ 𝑛 𝑒𝑒20 , where 𝑛𝑝 is
𝑝

the plasma density, 𝜖0 is the permittivity of free space, 𝑐
is the speed of light, and 𝑚𝑒 and 𝑒 are the electron mass
∗
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and charge, respectively. This may be achieved by a smaller
preceding bunch as proposed in AWAKE Run 2 [3] or by ionising the plasma with a co-propagating laser pulse placed at
the midpoint of the Gaussian proton beam to create a discontinuity in beam longitudinal profile as seen by the plasma [4].
Such seeding is required to control the initial phase of the
modulation process along the longitudinal beam profile, to
ensure an efficient resultant microbunch arrangement upon
saturation of the SSM growth [5].
It has been shown by numerical investigations in previous
works that the seeded self-modulation (SSM) process may
be sensitive to beam parameters such as emittance and radial
spot size [6]. However, such works have almost consistently
considered only transversely round bunches. Previously, it
was shown that even slightly unequal aspect ratio of the driving beam leads to strong asymmetric profiles of the resultant
microbunches [7] which is reflected in the transverse profiles of the resultant wakefields [8]. More recently, [9] has
demonstrated the variation of the event-to-event aspect ratio
of the SPS beam by as much as 15%. Here we present a
metric constructed to represent the asymmetry of the beam
transverse profile beyond parameterisation with only rootmean-square sizes. The examination of its evolution during
the SSM growth is used to justify the model we derived
in [10]. Finally a method for extracting a parametric dependence of the initial aspect ratio of the drive beam from
simulations of the SSM process is outlined and used to verify
the scaling of the model in [10] with initial aspect ratio.

SIMULATION SET-UP
Simulations were carried out using the 3D quasi-static
particle-in-cell (PIC) code QuickPIC [11]. We use a uniform plasma density, 𝑛𝑝 = 7 × 10−14 cm−3 , corresponding
to a plasma skin-depth of 𝑐/𝜔𝑝 = 𝑘𝑝−1 = 200 µm, on a
grid of 1024 × 1024 × 4096 cells, spanning a volume of
12 × 12 × 130 (𝑐/𝜔𝑝 )3 in 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝜉 with 4 particles per
cell. Here 𝜉 is a co-moving coordinate along the length of
the beam, defined in terms of the propagation length, 𝑠, and
longitudinal coordinate in the lab frame, 𝑧, as 𝜉 = 𝑠 − 𝑧. The
long proton bunches were initialized with parameters similar to the SPS bunches arriving at AWAKE, as transversely
bi-Gaussian beams with root-mean-square radius 𝜎𝑟 = 1.0,
Lorentz factor 𝛾𝑏 = 427 and equal 𝑥 and 𝑦 rms emittances of
3.5 mm mrad, but neglecting the 0.035% momentum spread.
The self-modulation seed was achieved by using a sharp
longitudinal density step up to the maximum density in the
beam profile at 𝜉 = 0, placed 2 c/p from the front edge of
the simulation window. Since we are interested in the general behaviour of elliptical SSM, and since the longitudinal
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simulation window was much shorter than the beam length
in AWAKE, a flat-top profile was used in this direction. PIC
simulations of long beams, especially in 3D, are known to
be highly sensitive to simulation parameters if not properly
converged [12]. The simulations here were converged with
respect to grid resolution, transverse domain size, particlesper-cell, their anisotropy, and the angular orientation of the
beam ellipse in the cartesian grid.

D̄ − 2 (complexity)

1.5

(1)

and complexity;
𝐷̄ 𝜙 [𝑛𝑏 ] ≡ E [argmax [𝑛2𝑏,𝑚 (𝑟)] 𝑛𝑏 (𝑟, 𝜙)] / E[𝑛𝑏 ],
𝑚>0

(2)

of the asymmetry using the 𝑚-th azimuthal Fourier amplitudes, 𝑛𝑏,𝑚 (𝜉, 𝑟) of the transverse beam profile, 𝑛𝑏 at each
longitudinal and radial position (𝑟) along the beam. Here,
𝑉𝜙 , E and E𝜙 represent the variance in the azimuthal direction only; the expectation value over the full transverse
profile; and that over the azimuthal direction only, respectively.

(3)

(4)

0.0
0

Since the wakefield of elliptical beams inherit their asymmetry, the resulting transverse evolution of the beam therefore acquires a strong degree of asymmetry, particularly
in the focussed microbunches. As we showed previously
in [7], the transverse profile of the beam is no longer wellcharacterised by only the root-mean-square sizes in transverse directions 𝑥 and 𝑦. Instead, here we construct a metric
for the magnitude;

(2)

0.5

ASYMMETRY EVOLUTION

𝑉𝜙 [𝑛𝑏 ](𝑟)
⎞
̄ [𝑛𝑏 ] ≡ E ⎡⎢⎛
⎜
⎟ 𝑛𝑏 (𝑟, 𝜙)⎤⎥ / E[𝑛𝑏 ]
𝑉𝜙
2
⎣⎝ E𝜙 [𝑛𝑏 ](𝑟) ⎠
⎦

(1)
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Figure 2: Evolution of the complexity metric, 𝐷,̄ with propagation length, 𝑠 for a beam with initial ℎ = 0.6. The central
dots, upper ends and lower ends of the vertical bars at each
𝑠 correspond to the mean, maximum and minimum values
in the simulation window, respectively.
show the maximum and minimum values along 𝜉 within the
simulated length of the beam, while the dots mark the mean
values. Nonetheless, it is seen that the evolution of both the
magnitude and complexity of the asymmetry remains nearly
unchanged during the fastest-growth stage (2) of the SSM [1],
validating our assumption used for the model in [10] (and the
results in the next section) of using only the 𝑚 = 2 azimuthal
mode in the transverse profile.

RELATIVE GROWTH RATE
The beam shape parameter, 𝜈 relative to that for the cylindrical case, 𝜈0 was found to be
2

1
1 − ℎ2 ⎤
𝜈/𝜈0 = ⎡⎢1 − ( + 𝜇(𝑟0 )) (
) ⎥
2
1 + ℎ2 ⎦
⎣

with

(3)

𝑟02̂ 𝐼1 (𝑟0̂ )𝐾3 (𝑟0̂ ) − 2𝑟0̂ [𝐼1 (𝑟0̂ )𝐾2 (𝑟0̂ ) + 𝐼2 (𝑟0̂ )𝐾3 (𝑟0̂ )]
,
8𝐾2 (𝑟0̂ )𝐼2 (𝑟0̂ )
(4)
where 𝐼𝑚 and 𝐾𝑚 are the modified Bessel functions of
order 𝑚 of the first and second kind, 𝑟0̂ = 𝑘𝑝 √2𝜎𝑟,0 , and
𝜇(𝑟0 ) ≲ 1/2 for 𝑟0̂ ≲ 1. The radius-dependent term, 𝜇(𝑟0 )
is strongly sensitive to the model used to represent the profile of the beam (flat-top radial function). Therefore, it is
expected that a more realistic profile will not present the
same scaling with 𝜎𝑟,0 . Hence, to test the variation of 𝜈/𝜈0
with aspect ratio, ℎ, we use the more general function
𝜇=

V̄ (asymmetry)
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Figure 1: Evolution of the asymmetry metric, 𝑉,̄ with propagation length, 𝑠 for a beam with initial ℎ = 0.6. The central
dots, upper ends and lower ends of the vertical bars at each
𝑠 correspond to the mean, maximum and minimum values
in the simulation window, respectively.
Figures 1 and 2 show the evolution of this metric over
the course of the self-modulation process of a beam with
aspect ratio ℎ = 0.6. As found in [7], the asymmetry of
the focusing slices of the beam tend to increase while that
of defocusing ones decreases, leading to a strong variation
of these metrics also along 𝜉. The bars in Figs. 1 and 2

𝑝

𝜈/𝜈0 = 1 − 𝜈̂ 2 (

(5)

parameterised by a coefficient 𝜈̂ 2 (expected to be 𝑂(1)) and
a power, 𝑝 (predicted to be 2). Using the expressions derived
for the asymptotic behaviour of the longitudinal electric field,
𝐸𝑧 , in [13] we derive an expression for the instantaneous
value of 𝜈 obtained from the evolution of 𝐸𝑧 at a maximum
along the beam in a simulation of SSM:
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𝜈(𝑠) =
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𝑠
⎡ 3 𝑛 𝛾 𝑚 (1 + 𝐸𝑧,max
𝜕𝑠 ) ⎤
0
𝑏 𝑏
⎢
⎥ , (6)
2
⎢ 2 𝑛𝑏0 𝑚𝑒
⎥
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where 𝜉max is the 𝑠-dependent position of the chosen maximum, 𝐸𝑧,max .
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Figure 3: The variation of the extracted beam shape parameter 𝜈(𝑠) during the growth stage of the SSM of beam as
its initial aspect ratio, ℎ is varied while holding charge per
unit length and r.m.s radial size (𝜎𝑟,0 = 1.0) constant. The
vertical dotted line shows the position where 𝜈 is extracted
from the curves for use in Fig. 4.
Figure 3 shows the extracted instantaneous 𝜈 from the 𝐸𝑧
field according to equation (6) for varying intial beam aspect
ratio 0.4 < ℎ < 1.0 and fixed radius 𝜎𝑟,0 = 1.0. Since
(6) is asymptotic, it is only valid after 𝜈 reaches a stable
value, which is used to determine the extraction position
of a nominal value for each curve. To verify the scaling of
1.0
ν/ν0 = 1−νˆ2
0.9

p = 1.98±0.01
νˆ2 = 1.05±0.01
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Figure 4: The variation of the extracted relative beam shape
parameter 𝜈/𝜈0 during the growth stage of the SSM of beam
as its initial aspect ratio, ℎ is varied while holding charge
per unit length and r.m.s radial size (𝜎𝑟,0 = 1.0) constant.
The orange curve is a fit performed to a function (5), with
best-fit parameters given in the top right.
equation (3), we perform a least-squares fit to the obtained
variation of nominal 𝜈 with ℎ, as shown in Fig. 4. Comparing the fitted parameters in the top left, is found that at these
beam parameters, the model under-estimates the value of 𝜈̂ 2
as 𝜈̂ 2 = 0.8 compared to 1.05 ± 0.01 obtained from the fit.
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A comparison of predictions of the envelope-based theoretical model for seeded self-modulation (SSM) of an elliptical beam that we described in [10] with 3D simulation
results was presented. First, a metric was constructed to verify the minimal magnitude and complexity of the azimuthal
beam profile used in the model during the fastest growth
stage of the seeded-self-modulation against simulation results. Second, a method to extract an instantaneous value
for a parameter quantifying the dependence of the SSM on
the beam shape from simulations was derived. Finally, values extracted this way were compared to predictions from
the model. While the model under-estimates the the overall
change to the relative growth rate of the SSM (attributed
to use of a simple, non-Gaussian radial profile), the scaling
with aspect ratio shows excellent agreement. Future work
will examine the robustness of the scaling with varying beam
parameters and seeding methods for the SSM.
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Abstract
The interaction of low-energy antiprotons with nuclear
targets provides fundamental knowledge about proton and
neutron densities of many nuclei through the capture process, cascade on lower electron orbits, and annihilation with
the nucleon. The expelled electrons produce X-rays and
with the recoil particles after annihilation, thus, a suicient
amount of information can be obtained about this interaction.
However, all previous experiments were done via formation
of antiprotonic atoms in solid or gaseous targets. Therefore,
annihilation occurs prior to reaching the S or P orbital levels
and precise measurements are missing. Recently, the AEgIS
collaboration [1] proposed a conceptually new experimental
scheme. The creation of cold antiprotonic atoms in a vacuum
guarantees the absence of the Stark efect. And with sub-ns
timing and synchronization, previous experimental obstacles would be resolved. This will allow atomic properties,
evolution, and fragmentation processes to be studied with
improved precision and extended lifetimes. In this paper, an
overview of the experimental scheme is given, along with
details on the negative ion injection beamline in the AEgIS
experiment.

The reconstruction of annihilation inside antiprotonic
atoms conĄned in a trap, paves the way for event-by-event
detection of the emitted X-rays along with the determination
of the charge multiplicity of the annihilation, We are able
to resolve antiproton annihilations on protons (secondary
pion charge = 0) from those on neutrons (secondary pion
charge = −1) as long as all secondaries resulting from the
annihilation are identiĄed correctly.
�−1 � or �−1 � may have a
In some cases, a Ąnal nucleus �−1
�
recoil energy that is low enough to remain trapped inside a
particle trap. These fragments will help further understand
the interaction between an antiparticle and an initial atomic
nucleus.
Additionally, investigations into antiprotonic systems will
allow a wide range of exotic physics topics covered in the
recent reviews about existing and approachable in the near
term experiments with an antimatter to be investigated [3Ű5].

LNE00

LNE01

LNE02

AE

gI

S

INTRODUCTION
ELENA

Novel approaches to study bound systems containing antiprotons such as light anti-nuclei, protonium, and other
atoms or ions, where one of the orbital electrons is replaced
by an antiproton will create new opportunities for studies
into fundamental processes in nuclear and atomic physics.
Antiprotonic atoms may become a Şswiss knife" that will
uncover various properties of diferent nuclei, stable and
radioactive isotopes, in a more precise way. Two of the
well-known applications of such atoms, are the identiĄcation of neutron and proton densities on the surface of the
nucleus, and the estimation of the neutron skin thicknesses
for neutron-rich atoms [2]. The annihilation of antiprotons
is most likely followed by meson emission, with the dominating process being pion production.
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Figure 1: Top view CAD model of part of the AD hall with
ELENA and the AEgIS experiment highlighted. Antiproton
transfer is done via three electrostatic sections (LNE).
Low energy operation will improve atom formation and
the trapping eiciency of antiprotons that is required for the
proposed studies. Thus, the ELENA ring [6] in CERNŠs
Antimatter Factory remains the only facility capable of providing low energy (100) antiproton bunches, which are further slowed down to trappable energies (<5 keV) using drift
tubes, an RFQ or moderating foils.
AEgIS is one of the experiments located in AD hall [1],
performing studies into the formation of �¯ and, primarily,
gravity experiments with cold antimatter. The CAD model
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Figure 2: Suggested connection points for anion sources. Branch schematics for Cs sputter source (Bottom left). The Ąrst
vision of the future connection for the Paul trap source (Bottom right).
of this experiment, together with the ELENA ring and electrostatic beam lines guiding antiprotons, are shown in Fig. 1.
Lately, the AEgIS collaboration proposed an experimental
scheme to perform an experimental studies with antiprotonic
bound systems. Unlike the PUMA experiment [2], the production of ion species will be done in situ via additional Paul
trap and/or sputter sources.
To improve the current experimental beamline and allow simultaneous usage of three beams, we present a new
beamline concept after the antiproton beam handover point
and realistic simulations of the ion injection into the AEgIS
experiment.

able to handle low anion currents up to 10 µA in continuous
or bunched mode operation, and provide deceleration via a
drift tube before injection into the trap.

DEFLECTION CHAMBER DESIGN
Due to the standalone nature of the ion beamline and its
small dimensions, the design was carried out in CST Studio
[7] where anion beam tracking is possible. An intermediate
design of the bending section is given in Fig. 3. Most of the

on
lerati
Dece e
tub

THE PROPOSED SCHEME
The future AEgIS experimental plans include the capability to operate two diferent anion production schemes, either
using iodine in a Paul trap or caesium sputter sources.
Thus, any new beamline needs to allow the passage of an
antiproton bunch and provide bending of both anion species.
Another functionality that is highly desirable is backward
extraction from the trap. The initial relative position and
junction points for both ion sources are shown in Fig. 2. In
order to provide more space for the ion beam optics it was
decided to replace the junction chamber (∅ 100 mm) with a
larger chamber (∅ 160 mm). Additionally, due to space limitations, the initial connection at 90° for the caesium source
was decreased to 75°. An electrostatic focusing and deĆection scheme was chosen as the preferable option due to the
low energy of the anions and the mass independence of the
electrostatic Ąelds. The suggested beamline design will be
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport
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Figure 3: Parallel cut of the deĆection chamber design created in CST. The main components are labeled. Thin blue
lines correspond to the ideal trajectory of the particle from
both branches. Two sets of corrector electrodes provide
additional beam steering or focusing.
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optical and bending elements are separated via grounded
shields. The design of the vacuum chamber and beam pipe
was limited by practical aspects (vacuum level of the LNE02
beamline, accessibility, voltage limits of 10 kV) and the required functionality.

Properties of Einzel Lenses
The scheme in Fig. 3 includes three Einzel lenses. These
are made of three cylindrical electrodes for round beam
operation. These lenses are always focusing and do not
change the energy of the transmitted particle. The focusing
properties of this type of lens are symmetrical. The Ąrst
and third electrodes are at the same beamline potential �0 ,
and the middle electrode has a diferent potential �� . The
Einzel lens focusing properties depend on the geometry of
the lens and voltage ratio �0 /�� .
An Einzel lens has two operating modes depending
on the �� /�0 ratio. When we consider negatively
charged particles and (�� /�0 ) < 0, the lens works in
acceleration-deceleration (A-D) mode, else, the lens works
in deceleration-acceleration (D-A) mode. Figure 4 shows
the geometry of the lens in the proposed design and the focal
strength dependency on the central electrode voltage.

were applied to one of the sides at a time (Einzel lens and
bending electrode). In practice, the deĆection chamber will
be able to operate in DC and bunched beam modes. The
Einzel lens after the bending is kept at 5.5 kV. For more
energetic anion beams all voltages can be simply scaled up
by a known linear factor.
Three sets of correctors, the Ąrst after the deĆector, the
second after the last Einzel lens, and the last one further
downstream, will help keep the orbit close to the design
orbit in the presence of magnetic stray Ąelds. In order to test
the performance of the correctors, the magnetic Ąeld from
previous studies [8] was included into tracking simulation,
taking into account only the closest 5 T solenoid, as shown
in Fig. 6. The amplitude of the Ąeld close to the deĆection
chamber is ≈ 0.01 T.

Figure 6: Magnetic Ąeld distribution, coming from the 5 T
AEgIS solenoid, overlapping with the position of the deĆection chamber.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Figure 4: Cut of the Einzel lens designed in CST (left). The
highest Ąeld is created near the gaps between the electrodes.
The focusing strength depends on the potential ratio (right).

ION BEAM TRACKING
Tracking through the beamline for both angles has been
performed, and results are shown in Fig. 5. The 2 keV iodine
beam with a radius of 10 mm was utilized. The potentials

The proposed design of a new anion injection system
for the AEgIS experiment was presented. This system will
enable various experiments with antipotonic bound systems.
Optimization targeted maximum transmission for antiproton
bunches and the beams coming from two short branches with
ion sources. The proposed scheme utilizes Einzel lenses and
asymmetrical cylinder sectors for bending.
Currently, most of the injection system components are
being fabricated. The aim is to tune the system and perform
injection and trapping of ions from the Paul trap source by
the end of 2022. The layout satisĄes the requests from the
AEgIS collaboration for future studies.
The proposed simulation framework has proven to provide reliable results for parameter tuning with both, DC and
bunched beams.
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Abstract
The AD-ELENA complex decelerates antiprotons to energies of 100 keV before transport to experiments through electrostatic transfer lines. Transfer line optics are traditionally
designed from a lattice based approach and are unaffected
by external effects. Presented is a method of rapidly prototyping MAD-X simulations into G4Beamline models which
propagate particles via electromagnetic fields rather than
idealised optical lattice parameters. The transfer line to the
ALPHA experiment is simulated in this approach. Due to the
presence of fringe fields disagreement is found between the
two models. Using an error minimisation technique, revised
quadrupole strengths are found which improve agreement
by 30% without any manual adjustment.

INTRODUCTION
The AD-ELENA (Antiproton Decelerator - Extra Low
ENergy Antiproton) complex decelerates anti-protons (p̄ )
down from 5.3 MeV to energies of 100 keV. After deceleration p̄ are then transferred to and subsequently trapped
by experiments, however experiments require energies in
the sub 10 keV range to trap p̄ efficiently. To achieve this,
experiments routinely use destructive degrader foils which
significantly impact the number of available p̄ in the traps.
Work is ongoing to model degrader foils using density functional theory in combination with molecular dynamics [1] to
fine-tune foil degrader thickness, maximising the number of
p̄ available for trapping. In the process of this modelling it is
important to have accurate simulations of the beam profile
at the point of handover between ELENA transfer lines and
experimental setups, as such the electrostatic transfer line
which carries p̄ from ELENA to ALPHA (Antihydrogen
Laser PHysics Apparatus) is simulated in G4Beamline [2].
Previous work has shown the approaches used in modelling
the electrostatic optics as well as the static bending elements
within the beam to be effective [3].
Presented in this work is a new method of rapidly prototyping realistic simulations from existing MAD-X [4]
models which use lattice based structures, into one which
models a voxelised world space whereby electromagnetic
fields determine the motion of particles. Electromagnetic
fields are generated by realistically modelled structures, with
quadrupole field gradients calculated directly from integrated field strengths returned from MAD-X. Whilst current
work focuses on the ALPHA transfer line, with some user
∗
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modification the method presented is extensible for any transfer line that uses repeated optical structures.
By utilising Enge style functions to model fringe fields [5],
quadrupoles are modelled in a more realistic manner. The
impact of these is seen as an increase in the quadrupole’s
effective length in G4Beamline simulations, causing a discrepancy between the beta values returned by MAD-X and
those from G4Beamline. Similarly with sufficient modelling,
the impact of any stray fields can be included and suitably
accounted for [6].
The effects of fringe fields are reduced by development
of a beta matching minimisation algorithm, resulting in significantly greater agreement between the two models.

TRANSFER LINE MODELLING
A number of transfer lines exist after ejection from
ELENA. Extraction from ELENA is handled by a small
kick fast deflector, similarly these are used for the shifting
between beamlines. A number of static deflectors handle
larger bends and are often situated directly after a fast deflector to produce a larger bend than the fast deflector could
handle alone.

Optical Structures
Optical structures are built in a modular fashion, with
each FODO cell (A repeated optical structure consisting
of focusing and defocusing quadrupoles with drift spaces)
consisting of 2 quadrupoles, and 2 corrector magnets sat
in the space between each quadrupole. Although the geometrical structure of each FODO cell is identical to another,
the electrostatic quadrupoles can be fine-tuned to aid in the
focusing of the beam.

Figure 1: Schematic of a modular FODO cell utilised in the
transfer lines.
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In Fig. 1 the blue and red bounding boxes indicate the positions of the up and downstream quadrupoles, pink bounding
boxes highlight the horizontal and vertical correctors. By
utilising MAD-X simulations the strength of the focusing
magnets required can be determined.

MAD-X Object Extraction
By utilising the TWISS module within MAD-X a TFS
table file can be produced, which contains for all elements
in the beamline a number of requested properties. Although
many different data points can be returned from this module,
of key importance is the nominal integrated field strength
which contains the focusing strength of each optical element
in the beamline.
In order to build the G4Beamline simulation, a number
of python scripts act as the interplay between the TFS file
output and the G4Beamline input. Each object in the line is
associated with a python class which the user may modify.
Each object inherently has definitions from within its class
that hold key information, such as aperture radius, object
length and material. In this manner it is not just quadrupoles
that are able to be simulated, but any object present within
G4Beamline providing enough care is taken in constructing
the python class correctly.
To facilitate in the extraction of objects from the TFS table
and to aid in the evaluation of optical parameters, PyMADX
[7] is utilised in conjunction with custom python scripts.
By iterating through each object extracted from PyMADX
and passing it to the class parser, a database of all objects is
stored within python, ready to be manipulated and inserted
into G4Beamline.

Construction
As each element extracted has an associated position along
a curvilinear axis, when placing elements they are placed
sequentially along the direction of travel. Because of this
nature, the rotation of placed elements after a bend is handled
automatically by the beamline, allowing for a much simpler
user experience. As each element is stored in memory as
an object, any element can be accessed and changed before
construction of the beamline, which allows for the user to
quickly evaluate errors within the beamline, for example a
miscalculated optic strength can be inherently included.
Figure 2 visualises the result of automatic simulation and
construction. Bends are present but iron yokes have been
deliberately left clear to allow the user to see any effects
resulting from horizontal bending. Defocusing quadrupoles
are highlighted in red, focusing in blue, corrector magnets
in pink and beam position monitors in green. Each beam
position monitor returns a text file for that specific monitor,
allowing for constant monitoring of the beam along its travel,
these do not interfere with the beam, however, so can be
included without any destructive effects.

Impact Of Fringe Fields
Fringe fields are not inherently included within MAD-X,
meaning each quadrupole has a sharp edge fall off at the
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
D11: Code Developments and Simulation Techniques

Figure 2: Simulated transfer line automatically constructed
from MAD-X simulations.
end of its iron length. In reality field strength slowly decays
some distance after the end of the object’s edge, this can be
modelled in G4Beamline and is included in the simulations
presented here.
Figure 3 shows the resulting Twiss parameters 𝛽𝑥 , 𝛽𝑦 from
both MAD-X and G4Beamline from the initial simulations,
i.e those without any error minimisation performed and with
quadrupole strengths taken as those directly calculated from
MAD-X. Although reasonably well matched at the beginning
of the line, fringe fields cause large discrepancies towards
later stages.
It is possible to manually adjust the quadrupole strengths
to improve matching, however for many quadrupoles this
takes the user significant time. G4Beamline is capable of
tuning approximately 3 quadrupoles in a triplet on its own,
however for the 42 quadrupoles used in the beamline under
discussion, it falls short and an alternative method has been
developed to go someway towards solving this.

Quadrupole Strength Optimisation
To minimise all 42 quadrupoles in the line, an error minimisation problem is constructed to improve agreement between the models. The minimisation function used takes
an ordinary least squares minimisation approach between
MAD-X and G4Beamline [Eq. (1)]. 𝛽𝐺4
refers to the
𝑥
G4Beamline Twiss parameter 𝛽𝑥 , whilst 𝛽𝑀𝐴𝐷
refers to
𝑥
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Figure 3: Beta Matching from initial simulations. √𝛽 represents the Twiss beta function, whilst CurviLinear distance
represents the distance travelled along the beam line, including any bends present. Solid lines are indicative of
G4Beamline 𝛽 values, and fainter dashed lines represent
those from MAD-X. Red lines in both instances refer to 𝛽𝑥
and blue 𝛽𝑦 . Included at the top of the image is a schematic
beamline showing each quadrupole location, those above
the line represent focusing quadrupoles, whilst those below
defocusing.

Figure 4: Beta matching after MCMC adjustments. All
definitions remain the same as those in Figure 3. After 7500
iterations, matching is greatly improved along the entire
beam length, providing improved agreement between MADX models and G4Beamline models in the presence of fringe
fields.
duced to 142.56 showing 30% improvement in the beamline
agreements without any manual adjustments.

its MAD-X counterpart. A similar nomenclature is used for
𝛽𝑦 . The root mean square error is computed using both 𝛽𝑥
and 𝛽𝑦 .
𝑀𝐴𝐷 )2 + (𝛽𝐺4 − 𝛽𝑀𝐴𝐷 )2 ) (1)
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = min(√(𝛽𝐺4
𝑥 − 𝛽𝑥
𝑦
𝑦

This is not the only function that could be used, for example
the user could specify reducing handover spot size or overall
beta functions within G4Beamline itself without reference
to MAD-X.
By utilising the MAD-X returned values as initial starting quadrupole strengths in combination with EMCEE, an
MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) ensemble sampler
[8], each of the quadrupoles in the line has an appropriate
starting value and is subsequently adjusted to its optimised
strength to reduce the minimisation function Eq. (1). An
7500 adjustment run is shown in Fig. 4 showing improved
matching across the entire line. One advantage of using
MCMC methods as opposed to more traditional methods
involving beta function minimisation is the extensibility of
MCMC minimisation functions.
For the ALPHA beamline, a stretch move based approach
[9] of updating walker values was found to have the fastest
convergence time, although the possibility of other walker
moves is inherently included within EMCEE.
Figure 5 shows the relative change in quadrupole strength
for each quadrupole along the line after 7500 iterations. Relative here implies that a positive change (shown in red) is
an increase in focusing or defocusing strength, dependant
on its initial starting value. Using the minimisation function
1, the initial root mean square error value of 208.42 is reWEPOTK032
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Figure 5: Relative change of each quadruple strength in the
line, note a positive increase here means a positive increase
in its relative focusing strength, not the field strength itself.

CONCLUSION
A new approach to rapidly modelling accelerator beamlines has been demonstrated to be quick and effective at
prototyping MAD-X simulations into simulations in which
particle movement is determined by electromagnetic fields.
This allows for the inclusion of fringe fields as well as any
stray magnetic fields. The effects of fringe fields has been
accounted for by the development of a beta matching minimisation algorithm resulting in an improvement between
the two simulations of approximately 30%.
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LAYOUTS FOR FEASIBILITY STUDIES OF FIXED-TARGET
EXPERIMENTS AT THE LHC
P. D. Hermes∗ , K. Dewhurst, A. Fomin, D. Mirarchi, S. Redaelli
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The Physics Beyond Colliders (PBC) study investigates
means of exploiting the potential of the CERN accelerator complex to complement the laboratory’s scientific programme at the main Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments. The LHC fixed-target (FT) working group studies
new experiments at beam energies up to 7 TeV. One of the
proposed experiments is based on a bent crystal, part of the
collimation hierarchy, to extract secondary halo particles and
steer them onto a target. A second bent crystal immediately
downstream of the target is used to study electric and magnetic dipole moments of short-lived baryons. The possibility
to install a test stand in the LHC off-momentum collimation
Insertion Region (IR3) to demonstrate the feasibility and
performance of this challenging scheme is currently under
investigation. The integration of a spectrometer magnet into
the present layout is particularly critical. In this contribution,
we study a possible test setup which could be used in LHC
Run 3.

INTRODUCTION
The CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the world’s
largest collider, designed to accelerate protons to energies
of up to 7 TeV [1]. The Physics Beyond Colliders (PBC)
study explores the opportunities offered by the CERN accelerator complex, including the LHC and its High Luminosity upgrade HL-LHC [2], to complement the goals of the
main experiments of the laboratory’s collider programme.
The LHC fixed-target (FT) working group addressed gastarget and in-beam fixed-target experiments [3–5]. Different
possible implementations in various regions of the LHC
are currently under investigation for in-beam targets based
on bent-crystals: the LHC momentum collimation region
IR3 [6] or IR8, housing the LHCb experiment [7] are considered for the so-called double-crystal setup [8–13], while
IR2, hosting the ALICE experiment [14, 15], is considered
for conventional targets [16]. The integration of a proof-ofprinciple setup in IR3 is considered for beam tests at the
LHC to collect important information for the validation of
the layouts and their performance and to demonstrate the
feasibility of these implementations.
Figure 1 illustrates the considered concept for the integration of the FT setup compatibly with the collimation
hierarchy. It relies on planar channelling in bent crystals:
charged particles channelled between the crystalline planes
are forced to follow the geometrical bending of the crystal [17]. A first crystal (CRY1) intercepts particles in the
secondary beam halo (produced by the betatron collimators
∗
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in IR7 [6]) to create sufficient separation between channelled
protons and the main beam, such that they hit a solid target,
e.g. made of tungsten, located downstream at a safe transverse distance. The double-crystal setup involves a second
crystal (CRY2) immediately adjacent to the target, to study
the electric and magnetic dipole moments of short-lived
baryons like the Λ+𝑐 , see [5] and references therein. One
or multiple collimators are needed to intercept and safely
absorb the channelled halo. A test has demonstrated the
principle of the double-channelling setup with protons in the
CERN SPS at 270 GeV [18]. Experimental data for higher
beam energies has to be gathered, in particular to demonstrate the feasibility of this scheme in the specific LHC beam
conditions. CRY1 in the IR3 layout is similar to the crystals
used at the LHC for crystal collimation [19, 20] while CRY2
needs to provide a larger bending angle of 5 mrad [21, 22].

GOALS OF LHC BEAM TESTS
Given the complexity of the double-crystal setup in the
LHC, crucial information could be gathered by a test under
realistic conditions with beam in the LHC in the Run 3 at the
planned operating energy of 6.8 TeV. Various high-priority
goals are identified. The performance of the large-bending
crystal shall be assessed in the energy range relevant for the
LHC experiments. The baryon energy of interest is in the
order of 1-2 TeV. This range is only accessible at the LHC,
and the proposed setup shall enable the characterization at
even larger beam energies.
The achievable performance in terms of protons on target is estimated with complex simulations of the multi-turn
dynamics of the LHC beam halo, in presence of the tight
betatron collimation hierarchy. A validation of these simulations shall be carried out to provide a solid experimental
benchmark. This will provide important input for the specification of operational scenarios and performance estimates
that critically depend on simulations and are potentially affected by unknown machine imperfections.
Various operational challenges, e.g., the alignment strategy of CRY2, to establish reference positions with respect to
the circulating beam and the split halo produced by CRY1,
are to be assessed experimentally before relying on this
scheme. One crucial aspect to be studied with beam is
the possibility of aligning the CRY2 using the main proton
beam at low intensity and then to set it to achieve doublechannelling reliably at the LHC energies, with adequate
efficiencies. Other operational challenges that can be addressed involve the setup of orbit and optics changes that are
studied on paper to optimize the performance.
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Target
CRY1
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halo
IR7
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Channeled
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s

Figure 1: Double-crystal setup: the secondary beam halo scattered out of the primary collimator in the LHC betatron
collimation region IR7 is guided by the splitting crystal CRY1 onto a target (T) with adjacent CRY2. Particle detection is
provided by an existing detector (IR2/IR8) or dedicated measurement station (IR3) equipped with spectrometer (SPEC).
Collimator(s) further downstream finally absorb the channelled halo. The vertical axis shows the vertical position w.r.t. the
closed orbit 𝑦 clo .
The layouts for IR3 are also conceived to allow some
preliminary measurements, eventually, with the assumption
that a dedicated measurement system could be added.

REQUIREMENTS AND BEAM LINE
INTEGRATION
The test setup inevitably requires installing two new crystals (CRY1 and CRY2) with their goniometers. The possibility to install a target adjacent to the CRY2 is being studied
and will depend on the possibility to deploy effective measurement stations. For the latter, either a pilot detection
device with spectrometer, or an existing detector has to be
used. As discussed in [22], the experimental setup in IR8 requires comparably large bending angles (150 𝜇rad for CRY1
and 14 mrad for CRY2). IR3 is more versatile in terms of the
types of crystals which could be tested, which makes it our
straight section of choice. In principle, both beams could
be used but here we discuss the possibility of integration
for LHC Beam 1 (circulating in clock-wise direction), to be
aligned with the IR3 setup discussed in [22]. The study of a
layout for Beam 2 is also planned.
Crystal1(CRY1) The setup was chosen to be realized
with crystals acting in the vertical plane, because of possibly
slightly relaxed requirements from hardware integration and
collimation. Space availability and constraints imposed from
hardware integration aspects led to the choice of the position
at a distance 𝑠 = 6430 m from Interaction Point (IP) 1, which
is in an empty drift space in cell 7 left of the mid-point of
IR3. We consider the bending radius of CRY1 to be 50 𝜇rad,
equivalent to the IR3 CRY1 parameter proposed in [22].
Spectrometermagnet While the installation of the two crystals is crucial for the beam test, a fully developed measurement station with spectrometer is currently not foreseen for
integration during LHC Run 3. However, a simplified setup
can be envisaged if one of the existing LHC dipole corrector magnets [1] were used to provide the magnetic dipole
field required for momentum reconstruction. Ideally, the
chosen corrector dipole would provide sufficient space both
up- and downstream to have space for the installation of
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the target and CRY2 assembly (T/CRY2) and the detector,
respectively. However, in order to maximize their efficiency
for orbit correction, they are located immediately adjacent to
the quadrupoles where the 𝛽-functions are maximum, such
that no corrector dipole can fulfill both requirements in the
current beam line layout.
As a baseline, we consider the vertical warm corrector
dipole MCBWV.4R3.B1 (MCBW). More than twenty meters
of free space are available upstream of this magnet. With
the technical feasibility being currently under validation,
a re-location of the MCBW by 10 m in the direction of
IP1 could be envisaged1 to free up the space required for
equipping the setup with a preliminary detection device
between the MCBW and the subsequent quadrupole magnet
(new MCBW position at 6674.9 m from IP1). We studied
the implied reduction of efficiency for beam orbit correction
from a simple scaling with the square root of the 𝛽-functions,
yielding a rather moderate reduction of 15%, which is likely
compatible with the regular operation of the LHC.
Target+Crystal2(T/CRY2) The position of T/CRY2 is
constraint by the position of the MCBW, serving as spectrometer, and is currently assumed to be 50 cm upstream
of it (at 6674.5 m from IP1). The assumed bending radius
of 5 mrad is aligned with the IR3 configuration discussed
in [22]. Other crystal types could be tested as well. The
decision to include a target for the test setup is currently
pending and a setup in which only CRY2 is installed for
testing purposes might be considered instead.
Absorbingcollimator We plan to employ the existing vertical absorber TCLA.A5R3.B1 to intercept the channelled
halo downstream of the T/CRY2. Beam dynamics studies
(see next section), have shown that this can be achieved with
TCLA settings of 20 𝜎 (where 𝜎 is the RMS beam size assuming a proton energy of 6.8 TeV, foreseen for LHC Run
3, and normalized emittance of 3.5 𝜇m rad) or below. For
the low proton intensity beam tests planned for Run 3, we
do not expect to risk damaging this device if it is used for
this purpose.
1

This implies to move its Beam 2 counterpart MCBWH.4R3.B2 as well.
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Table 1: Parameters of key devices for the IR3 test setup
Element
CRY1
T/CRY2
MCBW.4R3.B1

Position (m)
6430.0
6674.5
6674.9

Comment
50 𝜇rad bending
5000 𝜇rad bending
-10m w.r.t. nominal

Possible locations of key devices are shown in Table 1.
The proposed layout would be compatible with a future
upgrade including the installation of a detector.

BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
Simulations were carried out using the beam dynamics
and accelerator design tool MAD-X [23, 24]. We consider
the MCBW to be operated at maximum current, with an
integrated field of 1.87 Tm bending the beam trajectory into
the positive vertical direction [1]. The effect on the orbit has
to be compensated with the remaining vertical IR3 corrector
dipoles. The currents of the surrounding vertical orbit corrector magnets (one normal conducting MCBW and three
superconducting MCBC) were matched, employing four corrector magnets, with the required currents being within their
limits. Note that the effect on the beam orbit, and its compensation, would be similar if the IR3 FT-setup for HL-LHC
were to be realized. Figure 2 shows the simulated vertical
beam orbit of the main proton beam, the channelled halo
extracted with the splitting crystal CRY1 (assumed to be at
5 𝜎 with a bending angle of 50 𝜇rad), as well as the ±5 𝜎
beam envelope. The optical configuration corresponds to
the state after the energy ramp and before starting with the
squeeze. The position of the key devices used in the simulation corresponds to those presented in Table 1, including the
assumed re-location of the MCBWV.5R4.B1 10 m upstream
of its initial position.

Main beam
+/- 5σ

Figure 2: Simulated orbit of the main proton beam (blue)
and channelled halo (orange) for a possible Run 3 beam
test, assuming a beam energy of 6.8 TeV and normalized
emittance of 3.5 𝜇m rad.
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The offset between main beam and target is roughly 8 mm,
demonstrating that the setup can indeed provide a safe separation between target and main beam. The TCLA, aligned
around the closed orbit of the main beam with the two jaws
intercepts the channelled beam halo. Comparing beam orbits and envelope to the aperture of the beamline elements,
it can also be concluded that the setup is not limited by the
available aperture in the vertical plane.
Tracking simulations with SixTrack [25–27], including
particle-matter interaction in collimators and crystals, were
carried out to test the efficiency at which particles can be
guided onto the target. The machine configuration is as
before with the collimator settings as listed in Table 4 of [22].
The initial distribution is set up such that all particles impact
on the vertical primary collimator in IR7 (TCP7), set to 5 𝜎.
CRY1 is also set to 5 𝜎 in this example, comparable to the
scenario presented in Table 5 in [22]. Figure 3 shows the
spot size of the channelled halo impacting the target. The
quantitative analysis unveils that 18% of the protons that
were initially impacting the TCP7 hit the CRY1, out of which
72% are channelled and impact the target. We conclude that
the setup is effective in simulations in serving the purpose
of testing the double crystal setup at LHC energies.

Figure 3: Transverse distribution of protons impacting the
target in the proof-of-principle setup. The colour indicates
the number of particles.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
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The LHC momentum collimation region IR3 offers the
possibility of hosting a test stand in LHC Run 3 to prepare
for potential fixed target experiments based on single- and
double-crystal channelling in HL-LHC. It relies on the installation of a set of two new bent crystals, and ideally also of
a dedicated measurement station (under study). The deployment of such setup would enable assessing key open points,
identified as important milestones prior to the integration in
the LHC of a FT experiment. The studies in simulation indicate that the proposed layout is suitable to achieve this goal.
Future simulations will be carried out to study how beam
optics changes could increase the number of protons on the
target, as well as to study possible strategies to establish
double channelling.
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LHC BEAM COLLIMATION DURING EXTENDED BETA*-LEVELLING IN
RUN 3
F.F. Van der Veken∗ , R. Bruce, M. Hostettler, D. Mirarchi, S. Redaelli, CERN, Meyrin, Switzerland
Abstract
During the third operational Run of the Large Hadron
Collider at CERN, starting in 2022, the bunch population
will be increased to unprecedented levels requiring to deploy
�∗ -levelling of the luminosity over a wide range of values
to cope with the limitations imposed by event pile-up at
the experiments and heat load on the triplets induced by
collision debris. During this levelling, both beam optics and
orbit change in various areas of the ring, in particular around
the high-luminosity experiments, where several collimators
are installed. This requires adapting the collimation system
settings adequately, in particular for the tertiary collimators
(TCTs) that protect the inner triplet magnets. To this end,
two strategies are considered: keeping collimators at fixed
physical openings while shifting their centres following the
beam orbit, or varying also the collimator openings. The
latter strategy is planned when the larger optics range will be
deployed. In this paper, we investigate several loss scenarios
at the TCTs in different steps of the levelling, and present
the proposed collimator settings during Run 3.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the performance of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN [1] has been pushed to unprecedented
levels [2]. In the present configuration, the maximum instantaneous luminosity is about 2 · 1034 cm−2 s−1 limited by the
cryogenic conditions at the triplet magnets around the highluminosity experiments and by the number of collisions per
beam crossing (pile-up). This limitation requires the use of
a levelling scheme [3], where the collider is operated at a
constant luminosity with a value below the achievable virtual
maximum luminosity of 3.5 · 1034 cm−2 s−1 . Luminosity levelling by changing the colliding � function, �∗ , is envisaged.
The first successful use of �∗ -levelling at the LHC was done
in 2018 after being verified in dedicated tests [4–6]. This was
an important milestone for the upcoming high-luminosity
upgrade for the LHC [7, 8], where �∗ -levelling is essential.
For the third Run of the LHC (2022-2025), �∗ -levelling
will be a part of the operational cycle, with a range from
�∗ = 60 cm to 30 cm in the first year, and an extended
levelling range from 120 cm to 30 cm in the following years
[9]. The optics around the high-luminosity experiments,
where the �∗ -levelling is performed, will vary strongly as a
function of the �∗ value. Hence dedicated strategies need
to be put in place for the settings of the jaw openings of
the tertiary and physics debris collimators in the insertion
regions (IRs), which are installed in these areas [10]. The
rest of the collimation system is not affected by these local
changes.
∗
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Figure 1: Hierarchy of the LHC collimation system.

COLLIMATION AROUND EXPERIMENTS
To protect the triplet magnets around the experimental
insertions during collisions, the LHC collimation system
includes collimators upstream of the interaction point (IP),
made of a tungsten alloy and sitting as tertiary stage of the
transverse betatron hierarchy, the so-called TCTs (see Fig. 1)
[1, 10]. Their half-gap settings are defined at the smallest �∗ ,
as this is the most constraining case for the triplet aperture.
If the TCT settings at smallest �∗ protect the triplets, they do
so for all larger �∗ in the range considered, so one could keep
the same jaw opening in mm for the full �∗ -range. These
settings are reported in Table 1. Collimator half-gaps are
expressed in RMS beam size units, defined as:
�=

︁

� ��/� �
� �

,

(1)

where � is the betatron function at the collimator, � � =
3.5 �m is the nominal normalised emittance, �� is the relativistic speed, and �� is the relativistic Lorentz factor.
At the Run 3 collision energy of 6.8 TeV, the half-gaps of
primary and secondary collimators of the betatron system
are set to 5� and 6.5�, respectively. In order to respect the
hierarchy, the TCT half-gap should hence be larger than this,
including operational margins to account for imperfections
studied in detail in [11]. The minimum TCT setting is further
limited by the requirement to avoid damage in case of fast
failures like asynchronous beam dumps: the TCTs should be
shadowed by the dump protection collimator (TCDQ). This
sets a tolerance on the phase advance between dump kickers
and any TCT, which must be lower than 30°off the optimal
(0°or 180°) [11, 12]. Accounting for the phase advance in
the Run 3 optics and the available triplet magnet aperture, a
TCT setting of 8.5 � will be used at �∗ = 30 cm.
The phase advance between the dump kickers (MKD) and
the TCDQ can no longer be kept constant for a levelling
range with initial �∗ above 60 cm [13]. This changes the
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Table 1: IR Collimator Settings in Run 3 with XRP In
�∗
120.0
60.0
30.0

�TCT [�]
2022 2023
–
12.0
8.5

9.35
8.5
8.5

�TCL4 [�]

�TCL5 [�]

B1 IP1

33.7
24.0
17.0

76.7
58.3
42.0

12.0
16.3
20.0

�TCL6 [�]
B1 IP5 B2 IP1
10.2
14.4
20.0

11.3
15.6
20.0

B2 IP5
10.2
14.3
20.0

their jaw openings in mm, their half-gap in beam sigma will
change as a result of the changing local betatron function:
�(�∗ ) =

Figure 2: Effective TCDQ gap during �∗ -levelling.
effective gap of the TCDQ:
︄
�eff =

�2TCDQ +



�TCDQ
�beam
+
| tan �| | sin �|

2

,

(2)

with �TCDQ the normalised TCDQ gap, � the MKD-TCDQ
phase advance, and �beam an estimate of the relevant beam
population (estimated at ∼ 2.5�). This is illustrated in Fig. 2,
where �eff is shown for the extreme cases among the different
LHC dump kickers [1]. As a safe estimate, we take the TCT
gap to follow the TCDQ gap (which is nominally 7.3�), with
a margin of 1.2� [14], adding the change in effective gap
for �∗ > 60cm:
�TCT ≥ �TCDQ + 1.2 + Δ�eff (�∗ ) .

(3)

This increases the minimum TCT gap to a maximal value of
9.35� at the start of levelling, gradually decreasing towards
8.5� at �∗ = 60cm. The TCT settings at all �∗ -steps are
reported in [15].
On the other side of the interaction point are the physics
debris collimators (TCLs), three per beam and per IP (TCL4,
TCL5, and TCL6), and the Roman pots (XRPs), placed between the TCL5 and TCL6, which are movable detectors
used for forward physics measurements [16, 17]. The TCLs
are at parking until collisions are established. Two configurations are used: if XRPs are not taking data and are out at
parking positions, the TCL4 and TCL5 are set at 17 � while
the TCL6 remains at parking. When the XRPs are moved in
to take data, the TCL5 needs to open to avoid intercepting
particles of interest to the XRPs. As a consequence, the
TCL6 needs to move in [18, 19].
Taking both the physics requests and protection requirements into consideration, the nominal TCL settings at �∗ =
30 cm are 17� for the TCL4, 42� for the TCL5, and 20�
for the TCL6. As the role of these collimators is fulfilled by
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�(�∗ = 30cm)
�(�∗ = 30cm) ,
�(�∗ )

(4)

where � is the half-gap expressed in beam sigma, and � is
the local RMS beam size calculated at a given �∗ . This is
illustrated in Table 1 and Fig. 3, which shows the collimator
half-gaps in IP5 for beam 2 as an example. For large �∗ , the
TCL6 half-gap would become smaller than the TCT half-gap
if the latter stayed at a fixed jaw opening in mm. This would
violate the hierarchy. To avoid this scenario, either the TCTs
need to be closed more, or the TCL6 needs to be open.
The XRP settings must respect the requirement to have a
margin of at least 3� and 0.3 mm with respect to the TCT
half-gap, i.e,
�XRP [��] ≥ (�TCT + 3)�XRP + 0.3mm .

(5)

The forward physics teams require the smallest XRP settings,
with a limit of 1.5 mm defined by the Roman pot design [20].

STRATEGY IN 2022
In the first year of operation of Run 3, we propose to keep
the TCTs and TCLs at a fixed aperture in mm, while shifting
their centres following the beam orbit that changes because
of variations of the crossing bumps while the local optics
varies. This approach has been used in the previous runs, and
it is the easiest as it requires no modification to the current
hardware interlock implementation. Most of the roman pots
can get close enough to their ideal value of 1.5mm, except
one which has to remain at 2.3mm. The values at all levelling
steps are reported in [15].

Figure 3: Beam sizes for collimator jaws with settings fixed
in mm during extended levelling (IP5 beam 2).
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Figure 4: Local inefficiency on the TCT’s for different �∗
values during levelling.

Figure 5: Horizontal loss map for beam 1 at �∗ = 30 cm
with moving TCT jaw, simulated using the SixTrack-FLUKA
coupling.

STRATEGY IN FOLLOWING YEARS
There are two motivations to change the strategy in 2023
and onward, where the �∗ range during levelling will be
extended towards larger values. First of all, the situation
would not be ideal for the Roman pots, which at larger �∗
values would be limited to larger settings by Eq. (5). Second,
keeping both the TCTs and the TCLs at a fixed opening in
mm would result in a hierarchy breaking as illustrated in
Fig. 3. One could consider opening the TCL6 to stay behind
the TCT, however, this would not alleviate the situation for
the XRPs and increase the leakage of collision debris. For
this reason, we propose a different scenario, where besides
shifting the TCT centres also the half gaps are varied, such
that they remain at a fixed half-gap of 8.5 � (and up to 9.3 �
for �∗ > 60cm) during levelling.
This strategy is more complex controls-wise since both
the TCT jaw positions and gaps are protected by hardware
interlocks. The interlock limits are digitally signed Machine
Critical Settings (MCS, see [21]) and, as such, must be pregenerated and validated. Once the limits are established
and signed, they cannot be altered and only be loaded to
the hardware and applied as a whole. Therefore, to change
the limits following the �∗ -levelling steps, the limits for the
squeeze from 1.2 m to 30 cm must be segmented at the
intermediate �∗ values, each segment must be individually
signed, and the segments and their signatures must be stored
in the settings database [22].

COLLIMATION PERFORMANCE
Both aforementioned strategies have been verified in simulations with dedicated loss maps, at every step in �∗ , using
the MAD-X [23, 24] model of the LHC and the SixTrack
software [25, 26] to track an initial distribution of particles
and calculate the resulting losses in the collimation system
and the aperture around the ring. This is illustrated in Fig. 4,
which shows the losses on the TCTs for the second strategy
at the different levelling steps. One can clearly see that the
horizontal TCT in beam 1, IP1, which has the largest local
inefficiency, is barely influenced by the levelling, while all
others remain at acceptable values.
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Additional simulations have been performed using the
SixTrack-FLUKA coupling software [27–31] at the startand endpoints of levelling. An example loss map is shown
in Fig. 5. No issues have been found in any of the loss maps,
and there is very little change between the different loss
maps over the different levelling steps.

CONCLUSION
We explored the impact of the foreseen �∗ -levelling in the
baseline Run 3 operation on the LHC collimation system.
We defined two different strategies for the settings of the
tertiary collimators around the high-luminosity experiments,
both adequate from the point of view of the machine and the
experiments.
For the first year of operation in 2022, we propose to
keep the TCTs at a fixed opening in mm, while shifting their
centres following the beam orbit, as successfully done in
Run 2. This is the easiest solution that satisfies the hierarchy
and machine protection requirements, with tolerable impact
on the forward physics settings.
For the following years of operation, 2023 and beyond, we
propose to keep the TCTs at the smallest possible normalised
half-gap, hence varying their gaps during the levelling process. Their gaps gradually grow for larger values of �∗ . This
strategy implies a need to change the current implementation
of the collimator limit interlocks, for which a staged commissioning implementation is proposed. It is a more complex
strategy, but it provides better performance and flexibility,
with an immediate gain for the forward physics experiments
that can approach their minimum allowed settings in all
phases of the levelling.
Finally, both strategies have been verified in dedicated
loss map simulations to be compatible with the projected collimation performance, both using SixTrack and the SixTrackFLUKA coupling.
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LAYOUT OF THE 12 O’CLOCK COLLIMATION STRAIGHT SECTION
FOR THE EIC HADRON STORAGE RING∗
G. Robert-Demolaize† , J. Scott Berg, B. Bhandari, A. Drees, D. Holmes, H. Lovelace III, S. Peggs,
M. Valette, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, USA
Abstract
The design of the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) Hadron
Storage Ring (HSR) calls for using parts of both of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) Blue and Yellow rings.
With the HSR having to circulate low (41 GeV/u) and high
(100+ GeV/u) energy hadron beams while matching the time
of flight in the Electron Storage Ring (ESR), it becomes necessary for the ring lattice to switch from an outer arc to an
inner arc in order to accommodate the change in circumference. To do so, a switchyard is planned for installation in the
HSR straight section at 12 o’clock with the other switchyard
being placed in the straight section immediately downstream,
10 o’clock. The 12 o’clock area is simultaneously dedicated
to the EIC 2-stage collimation system. The following reviews the layout constraints in the 12 o’clock straight section
that come with installing such a switchyard, along with the
implications on the linear optics for that straight section at all
HSR rigidities. The space allocation, Twiss parameters and
the mechanical requirements of the HSR betatron collimators that will be installed in this section are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [1–3] features two storage rings, one for electrons and one for hadrons. The Hadron
Storage Ring (HSR) accommodates a broad range of energies in order to deliver collisions at center of mass energies
√
from s e−h = 20 GeV to 140 GeV. To enforce the synchronicity between electron (ESR) and hadron (HSR) rings,
and since electrons are ultra-relativistic at their EIC energies, it becomes necessary to adjust the HSR circumference.
Table 1 lists the required circumference changes, along with
the equivalent radius changes, for HSR operations.
The ∆C for protons at 100-275 GeV, as well as for Au ions
at 110 GeV/u, can be accommodated by dedicated Radial
Shift schemes [4]. The operations at lower energies (protons
at 41 GeV, Au at 40.7 GeV/u) require such a large change
that it can only be achieved if one of the three outer arcs
from the baseline HSR design is replaced by one of the inner
arcs left over from RHIC, since the difference in arc length
between inner and outer is around 900 mm. In the baseline
design there are three outer HSR arcs, located between the
"clock" markers 4-6, 8-10, and 10-12. Out of these three,
only the 10-12 outer arc can have an alternate inner arc
since the 6 o’clock and 8 o’clock areas are designed as hosts
for experimental detectors. For low energy operations, the
hadron beam is rerouted through this inner arc using two
∗
†
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grd@bnl.gov
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Table 1: Primary hadron beam parameters and circumfer√
ence changes for EIC operations over the range s e−h =
20-140 GeV [1], including energy E, Lorentz factor γrel , velocity β, required circumference change ∆C, and the average
radial offset ⟨∆R⟩. Protons pass through 3 inner and 3 outer
arcs except at 41 GeV, when they pass through 4 inner and 2
outer arcs.
Etot
γrel
GeV(/u)
PROTONS
41.0
43.70
100 106.58
133 141.75
275 293.09
GOLD IONS
40.7
43.70
110 118.09

1− β
10−3

C
m

0.2619
0.0440
0.0249
0.0058
0.2619
0.0359

∆C
mm

⟨∆R⟩
mm

3832.92
3833.75
3833.82
3833.90

-908.7
-73.4
0.0
73.1

–
-11.7
0.0
11.6

3832.92
3833.78

-908.7
-42.1

–
-6.7

switchyards placed in the neighboring straight sections: 10
o’clock [5], and 12 o’clock.
The 12 o’clock straight section is also planned as the
location of the multi-staged HSR collimation system, on top
of being the ESR injection region and having a crossover of
the ESR ring as well. This has strong implications on the
placement of the switchyard itself, which in turns affect the
placement of the HSR collimators. Additionally, having two
possible paths for the circulating hadron bunches implies
that parts of the collimation system have to be duplicated
to make sure that the multi-stage approach applies to all
energies. The HSR linear optics of the 12 o’clock area are
therefore adjusted by taking into account simultaneously the
beam size requirements from the switchyard and the phase
advance constraint from the collimation system.

MECHANICAL LAYOUT OF THE
INNER/OUTER SWITCHYARD
The main difference between the RHIC and HSR layouts
comes from the removal of the DX magnets that are the innermost bending dipoles placing the counter-rotating RHIC
beams on their common colliding path. These dipoles cannot
be used in the HSR due to mechanical (transverse aperture)
and magnetic (attainable peak field at 275 GeV) limitations.
As a consequence, the common section is removed and it
is the D0 dipoles, the dipoles closest to the DX locations,
that transport the beam from one side of the straight section
to the other. With the 12 o’clock area having to allow for a
switch between the inner and outer arcs on the downstream
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the layout of the HSR 12 o’clock straight section between the edges of the neighboring arcs.
On the Sector 11 side (right), both the outer 100+ GeV/u (top) and inner 41 GeV/u (bottom) beamlines are shown, along
with the proposed options A, B and C for the switchyard. The positions of the inner and outer Sector 11 layouts, as well as
the angles of the A, B and C beam paths are exaggerated for illustrative purposes. Preliminary locations for the colimators
of the HSR multi-stage machine protection system are also indicated.
side of that straight section, two options are being evaluated
regarding how to best use the D0 dipoles. Both options assume the same beam trajectory for high energy (100+ GeV/u)
operations, with the Sector 12 inner D0 aiming directly at
the Sector 11 outer D0. The following focuses on how each
option allows for rerouting the hadrons into the Sector 11
inner line.

Option 1: Using Existing Superconducting D0s
The first option is to keep the RHIC D0 dipoles, which are
superconducting. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the
proposed layout of the HSR 12 o’clock straight section following the hadron beam direction from left to right. The last
magnetic element on each side is the first quadrupole (Q10)
of the neighboring arc; the bottom lines connect on the left
and right side to the inner 12-2 and 10-12 arcs respectively,
and the top line links to the outer 10-12 arc.
Options A and B in Figure 1 depict the switchyard setups
that are possible when keeping the existing cold D0 magnets.
This is based on the idea that the Sector 12 D0 (left side) is
always powered in such a way that it aims the hadron beam at
the Sector 11 outer D0 (right side, top line) for all energies,
from injection to the collision energies. This means that an
additional switching magnet (SWM) needs to be added on
the outgoing path of the Sector 12 D0:
• for 41 GeV/u operations, the switching magnet is powered to redirect the beam toward the Sector 11 inner
D0 (right side, bottom);
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
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• for 100+ GeV/u operations, the switching magnet is
not powered and lets the hadron beam through onto the
Sector 11 outer line.
Based on preliminary estimates, the SWM can be designed as a warm dipole with a length of 5 m and a peak
field of 1.1 T. Since the ESR layout crosses over near the
midway point of the 12 o’clock area ("IP12" tag on Figure 1),
the SWM needs to be located in close proximity to the Sector
12 D0. The beam path for 41 GeV operations can then go
toward either the Sector 11 inner D0 (Option A) or the Sector
11 inner D5 (Option B) if the Sector 11 inner D0 is removed.
Figure 1 over-states the difference between the beam paths A
and B, i.e. the SWM-D5 path would not require significant
realignment of the magnets and collimators along that path
on the Sector 11 inner line. Only the strength of the D5
dipole needs an adjustment on the order of a few 100 µrad.

Option 2: Using New Warm D0s
This is the Option C path in Figure 1. In this scenario,
the Sector 12 D0 and both Sector 11 D0s are replaced by
longer warm dipole magnets, similar in design to the SWM
that would be used if the superconducting D0s were kept as
described above. With warm D0 magnets, the Sector 12 D0
would act as the SWM by pointing to the appropriate Sector
11 D0, inner or outer depending on HSR operations. Due to
mechanical aperture constraints and uniformity of design for
the new warm Sector 12 and Sector 11 D0 dipoles, switching
the physics program from 100-275 GeV/u hadrons to 41
GeV/u hadrons (and vice-versa) would require a realignment
of the Sector 12 D0 in order for its exit face to point to the
correct beam line on the Sector 11 side.
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Figure 2: Linear optic functions (square root values, top) and dispersion (bottom) for 275 GeV protons in the HSR 12
o’clock insertion region of the HSR-220524a lattice. Preliminary locations for the colimators of the HSR multi-stage
machine protection system are also indicated.

MULTI-STAGE COLLIMATION SYSTEM
The 12 o’clock area of the HSR also hosts collimators as
part of the Machine Protection System (MPS). The betatron
collimators shown in Figure 1 are part of a multi-stage system: Primary Collimators (PC, one per transverse plane)
are set as the tightest aperture in the HSR in order to intercept circulating hadrons at large normalized amplitudes in
the beam tails or halo. Impacting particles that do not have
inelastic interactions inside the PC material are scattered
back into the HSR and toward Secondary Collimators (SC,
two per transverse plane), designed with a different material
to have higher absorption rates. The typical aperture of a PC
is around 6 σ x,y , while the SC apertures are calculated based
on the phase advance difference between PCs and SCs.
The available spaces for collimators are the two warm
drifts upstream (Sector 12) and downstream (Sector 11) of
the triplet quadrupoles leading to the Q4 quadrupole on each
side of the straight section. The optimal locations for the
PCs are closer to the Sector 12 Q4 such that the SCs can be
placed closer to the triplets where the linear optic functions
β x,y get much larger. This is true for both the anti-symmetric
inner-to-outer (100-275 GeV/u) and the symmetric innerto-inner (41 GeV/u) Twiss setups. However the switchyard
implies that the MPS needs to be duplicated on the Sector
11 side to ensure all HSR configurations are protected the
same way. Figure 2 shows the linear optic functions and
dispersion for 275 GeV protons in the HSR 12 o’clock insertion region of the HSR-220524a lattice. Preliminary PC and
SC locations are highlighted to illustrate the constraints in
terms of available beam sizes and phase advance separation
between each stage of the MPS collimators.
Additionally, a Momentum Collimator (MC) is needed
to intercept hadrons with large momentum offsets. This
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MC has to
√ be placed in a location which maximizes the
ratio D x / β x . Two preliminary spots are highlighted on
Figure 2 for the 12 o’clock insertion, and similar suitable
locations around the HSR lattice are being explored. All
tentative MC locations are part of the cold areas of the HSR
and would therefore require some significant modifications
to the cryostatic tanks.
Multi-turn tracking studies with particle-matter interaction routines are underway to optimize the PCs, SCs and
MCs locations, as well as the choice of material for their
respective jaws. The efficiency of the MPS needs to be
reviewed in the context of the large radial excursions discussed in this document and the new aperture restrictions
coming from the need to fit the HSR beam pipe with inner
sleeves [6].
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Abstract
At present, one of diseases that kills many people worldwide is cancer. The FLASH radiotherapy (RT) is a promising
cancer treatment under study. It involves the fast delivery of
RT at much higher dose rates than those currently used in
clinical practice. The very short time of exposure leads to
the destruction of the cancer cells, while the nearby normal
cells are less damaged as compared with conventional RT.
This work focuses on study of FLASH-RT experiment using
electron beams produced from the accelerator system at the
PBP-CMU Electron Linac Laboratory. The structure and
properties of our electron pulses with microbunches in picosecond time scale and macropulses in microsecond time
scale match well to FLASH-RT requirement. To optimize
the condition for experiment, the electron beam simulations
are performed by varying energy, charge and bunch length.
The 25 MeV electrons energy before hitting the window for
50 and 100 pC bunch length have a bunch length of 1.16 and
1.97 ps. The transverse rms beam sizes of 50 pC and 100
pC bunch charges have the differences between ASTRA and
GEANT4 from 7.90% to 34.0%. The optimized electron
beam properties from this study will be used as the guideline
for further simulation and experiment preparation.

INTRODUCTION
FLASH radiotherapy (RT) is the current trend option to
treat the cancer cell. The concept of fast delivery of radiation or charged particle beam with high dose rate has high
efficient capability to kill cancer cells, while the healthy
cells nearby are unharmed. This kind of RT using electron
beam has been developed in many facilities. In Armenia,
there is the Advanced Research Electron Accelerator Laboratory (AREAL), which focuses on ultra-short electron beam
pulses in energy range of 2 - 5 MeV. They study the effect of
the dose rate in DNA by investigating the damage and repair
process in vitro experiment [1, 2]. In Germany, there is the
Helmholtz Institute Jena (HI Jena), which studied about the
∗
†
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radio-biological effect when irradiating the electron beam
on tumour cells. The electron pulses have energy in a range
of 2 - 45 MeV [3, 4]. In 2016, they used the laser-based
accelerator to produce electron pulses with ultra high dose
rate. They compared the electron beam irradiation with high
and low dose rate to study the effect in the normal cells [5].
The accelerator system at the PBP-CMU Electron Linac
Laboratory (PCELL) has potential to produce electron beam
with properties suitable for studying the RT with high
dose rate. At our facility, electrons are generated from a
thermionic cathode RF-gun. Then, they are accelerated
through the gun cavities and travel to the alpha magnet.
After exiting the alpha magnet, the electron bunches are
accelerated in the RF-linac to reach maximum energy of up
to 25 MeV. The electron beam properties including energy
of 6 - 25 MeV, macropulse of 1 - 4 µs , microbunch of 0.3 - 1
ps, variable high current, and low emittance are well suit for
FLASH-RT experiment. The experimental set up for the cell
irradiation will be placed at the end of the beam dump as
shown in Fig. 1. The computer simulations are used to study
the dynamics of the electron beam. The aim of this work
is to optimize the electron beam to reach the FLASH-RT
conditions. The preliminary results from the simulations
using ASTRA and GEANT4 program are presented in this
work [6, 7].

METHODOLOGY
The research team at PCELL plans to study the FLASHRT experiment by using electron beams with high dose rate
(≥ 40 Gy/s), which is defined for the FLASH-RT [8]. To
reach the FLASH conditions, the electron beam has to be
optimized. The electron beam dynamic simulation was performed by using a computer program ASTRA [6]. The space
charge effects were included in this investigation. Electrons
were generated in the RF-gun with 4 million macro-particles.
The RF-wave separates the macroparticles into groups called
microbunches. These electron bunches travel through the
alpha magnet with a fixed gradient of 300 G/cm. The energy slit installed inside the vacuum chamber of the alpha
magnet was used to choose the charge of electron bunch
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Figure 1: The layout of the PCELL accelerator system.
which are 50 pC and 100 pC in this study. Then, the electron
bunches are accelerated in the linac to reach the energy of
up to 25 MeV. The trajectory and transverse size of electron beam are controlled by using steering and quadrupole
magnets to reach the beam dump. The cell irradiation set
up will be placed in air downstream the titanium window
(Ti-window). However, ASTRA program cannot simulate
the interaction between electrons and matter. Therefore,
the GEANT4 software was used to perform Monte Carlo
simulation by using the electron beam input from ASTRA
output simulated through the Ti-window. This works started
with comparison of electron beam transverse distributions
between ASTRA output and GEANT4 input without hitting the Ti-window. This was conducted in order to ensure
that the transfoemation of the electron beam distributions
ASTRA output to GEANT4 input are identical. Then, the
GEANT4 simulation was performed for injecting electrons
to hit the Ti-window and observing the transverse distribution of electron beam at three positions downstream the
Ti-window.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the simulation, we considered a single particle microbunch by assuming that all bunches have indistinguishable properties. The electrons beam with a bunch charge
of 150 pC and an average energy of 2.24 MeV is produced
from the RF-gun. The electron beam with bunch charges
of 50 and 100 pC were chosen by using low energy slit in
the alpha magnet vacuum chamber. The beams with both
two bunch charges are then accelerated to gain the energy
up to 25 MeV in the RF-linac. The 3D mesh in Cartesian
coordinates were used in ASTRA simulation. The optimization of mesh number was done. It was found that the proper
numbers of mesh in x,y and z axis are 32,32,64 and 32,32,32
for the bunch charge of 50 and 100 pC, respectively. These
values were used to simulate the beam to the end of the beam
dump. The simulation results show that the bunch length
of the beam with 50 and 100 pC before reaching the beam
dump are 1.16 and 1.97 ps, respectively.
The output particle distributions from ASTRA simulation
were transformed to be the input particle distribution for
comparison of the transverse beam size and distributions

of ASTRA output and GEANT4 without hitting The Tiwindow are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 2. The transverse
rms beam sizes of 50 pC electron bunch have the differences
between ASTRA and GEANT4 of 7.90% and 25.2% for x
and y-axis, respectively. For the 100 pC bunch charge, the
differences of x and y rms beam size are 14.7% and 34.0%.
The beam transverse distributions in Fig. 2 show that the
higher charge causes more beam divergence, causing by
space charge effects. Therefore, the transverse beam size of
100 pC bunch charge has the difference between the particle
distributions obtained from ASTRA and GEANT4 more
than the 50 pC case.
Table 1: Transverse Beam Size of Electron Bunches for
ASTRA Simulation Output and GEANT4 Input
Beam size (mm)

ASTRA

GEANT4

x rms
y rms

50 pC bunch charge
2.16
3.25

2.00
2.52

x rms
y rms

100 pC bunch charge
2.05
3.01

1.77
2.13

Then, the Ti-window was include in the GEANT4 simulation. The position of the scorer was varied by 0.2, 0.6 and
1.0 m apart from the Ti-window exit. The transverse beam
distributions after the beam collision with the Ti-window
were studied and they are shown in Fig. 3. The results show
the scattering of electrons after the collision. The transverse
beam sizes for 50 pC bunch charge are 3.8, 5.8 and 7.1 mm
at the above mentioned scorer positions respectively. For
the 100 pC bunch charge, the transverse beam sizes are 3.8,
5.8 and 7.2 mm at three positions, respectively.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOKS
The space charge effects together with electron scattering
cause the divergent of electron beam after hitting the Tiwindow. The beam distributions after collision Ti-window
have a hole at the center of the bunch due to the inhomogeneous transverse energy of electrons. The electrons with
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Figure 2: The transverse distributions of electron beam with energy of 25 MeV obtained from ASTRA simulation outputs (a
and c) and GEANT4 input (b and d). The first row distributions are for 50 pC bunch charge and the second row distributions
are the 100 pC bunch charge.

Figure 3: The transverse beam distributions for 50 pC (first row) and 100 pC (second row) at the position 0.2,0.6 and 1 m
apart from the Ti-window.
lower energy stay at the center of the beam. Therefore, some
of them were stopped at the Ti-window and cannot travel
further. Some quadrupole magnets will be installed downstream the Ti-window to control the transverse beam size
and the density of electrons per irradiation area. The optimization of quadrupole gradient is necessary. Further study
to design the experimental station, the electron beam diagnostics and the dose measuring system will be performed in
the future.
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Abstract
The radiation field of a particle moving on a helical trajectory in a cylindrical waveguide with resistive walls is
calculated. The deformation of the energy spectrum of radiation as a result of the finite conductivity of the walls is
investigated.

INTRODUCTION
The helical motion of a charged particle considered in
this work simulates the operation of a helical undulator,
which is widely used as a source of circularly polarized
synchrotron radiation and FEL designs [1, 2]. Insertion of
the helically moving particle in a cylindrical waveguide
converts the radiation energy spectrum from continuous to
discrete [3]. With an appropriate selection of parameters, it
becomes possible to concentrate most of the radiation
power at one frequency and, thereby, create a source of
monochromatic radiation. In work [3], however, an ideal
waveguide was used as a model. For a more accurate determination of the structure characteristics, it is necessary
to consider the finite conductivity of the waveguide walls.
Usually the problem has been solved numerically, using
simulation codes [1, 2, 4], or asymptotically [5-8]. An attempt of an analytical solution was made in [9]. Here the
explicit expressions for the radiation fields are presented.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Consider a relativistic point charge 𝑞𝑞 with longitudinal
velocity V and revolution frequency 𝜔𝜔0 , moving along the
helical trajectory in the resistive-wall cylindrical waveguide with inner radius 𝑏𝑏. The charge density 𝜌𝜌 and current
𝚥𝚥⃗ are given in the forms:
𝛿𝛿(𝑟𝑟 − 𝑎𝑎)
𝛿𝛿(𝜑𝜑 − 𝜔𝜔0 𝑡𝑡)𝛿𝛿(𝑧𝑧 − 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉)
𝜌𝜌(𝑟𝑟, 𝜑𝜑, 𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡) = 𝑞𝑞
√𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝚥𝚥⃗(𝑟𝑟, 𝜑𝜑, 𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡) = (𝜔𝜔0 𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒⃗𝜑𝜑 + 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒⃗𝑧𝑧 )𝜌𝜌(𝑟𝑟, 𝜑𝜑, 𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡)

(1)

where 𝑒𝑒⃗𝜑𝜑 , 𝑒𝑒⃗𝑧𝑧 are unit vectors in the cylindrical coordinates
𝑟𝑟, 𝜑𝜑, 𝑧𝑧 and 𝑎𝑎 orbit radius. The electromagnetic properties
of a metal wall are determined by the dielectric 𝜀𝜀1 = 𝜀𝜀0 +
𝑗𝑗 𝜎𝜎⁄𝜔𝜔 and magnetic 𝜇𝜇1 = 𝜇𝜇0 (𝜀𝜀0 and 𝜇𝜇0 are dielectric and
magnetic permeability of vacuum) permeability of the wall
material.
The search of a solution is performed in the form of a
�⃗𝑛𝑛0 of the inhosuperposition of a particular solution 𝐸𝐸�⃗𝑛𝑛0 , 𝐻𝐻
mogeneous Maxwell equations and the general solution
�⃗𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 of the homogeneous Maxwell equations in the form
𝐸𝐸�⃗𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 , 𝐻𝐻
___________________________________________
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of multipole expansions of TM and TE components of a
point charged particle radiation fields:
∞
�⃗ 0 �⃗ 𝑖𝑖
�⃗
�⃗0 �⃗𝑖𝑖
𝐸𝐸�⃗ = ∑∞
𝑛𝑛=1�𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛 + 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛 � , 𝐻𝐻 = ∑𝑛𝑛=1�𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 + 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 �,

�⃗𝑛𝑛0 = 𝐻𝐻
�⃗𝑛𝑛0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐻𝐻
�⃗𝑛𝑛0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐸𝐸�⃗𝑛𝑛0 = 𝐸𝐸�⃗𝑛𝑛0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐸𝐸�⃗𝑛𝑛0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 , 𝐻𝐻
𝑖𝑖,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑖𝑖,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑖𝑖,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
�⃗𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻
�⃗𝑛𝑛 + 𝐻𝐻
�⃗𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐸𝐸�⃗𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 = 𝐸𝐸�⃗𝑛𝑛 + 𝐸𝐸�⃗𝑛𝑛 , 𝐻𝐻

(2)

(3)

The solutions are based on the vector functions contain(1)
ing the Bessel 𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛 and Hankel 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 functions of the first
kind:
𝑒𝑒⃗𝐽𝐽 = {(𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼)−1 𝑛𝑛 𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛 (𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼), 𝑗𝑗 𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛′ (𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼), 0} 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑗𝑗𝜓𝜓𝑛𝑛 ),
′

(1)
(1)
𝑒𝑒⃗𝐻𝐻 = �(𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼)−1 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 (𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼), 𝑗𝑗𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 (𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼), 0� 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛 ),

𝛼𝛼 = �

𝛼𝛼1 = �𝜔𝜔 2 𝜀𝜀1 𝜇𝜇1 − 𝑘𝑘 2 , 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝛼𝛼0 = �𝜔𝜔 2 ⁄𝑐𝑐 2 − 𝑘𝑘 2 , 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

(4)

In Eq. (4): 𝛼𝛼 is the transverse wavenumber and 𝜓𝜓𝑛𝑛 =
𝑘𝑘(𝑧𝑧 − 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣) + 𝑛𝑛(𝜑𝜑 − 𝜔𝜔0 𝑡𝑡) is the phase factor with 𝑘𝑘 =
(𝜔𝜔 − 𝑛𝑛𝜔𝜔0 )⁄𝑉𝑉 being the longitudinal wavenumber.

PARTICULAR SOLUTION

As a particular solution of the inhomogeneous Maxwell
equations, one takes the solution for the radiation of a particle moving along a helical trajectory in free space:
�⃗𝑛𝑛0 = 𝐻𝐻
�⃗𝑛𝑛0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐻𝐻
�⃗𝑛𝑛0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐸𝐸�⃗𝑛𝑛0 = 𝐸𝐸�⃗𝑛𝑛0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐸𝐸�⃗𝑛𝑛0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 , 𝐻𝐻
(5)
with

𝐸𝐸�⃗𝑛𝑛0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = �

0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
⃗𝐻𝐻 , 𝑟𝑟 > 𝑎𝑎
𝐸𝐸�⃗𝐻𝐻,𝑛𝑛
𝐴𝐴0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐻𝐻,𝑛𝑛 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑒𝑒
� = � 0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
,
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
�⃗
𝐴𝐴𝐽𝐽,𝑛𝑛 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑒𝑒⃗𝐽𝐽 , 𝑟𝑟 < 𝑎𝑎
𝐸𝐸𝐽𝐽,𝑛𝑛

�⃗𝑛𝑛0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = �
𝐻𝐻
𝐸𝐸�⃗𝑛𝑛0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = �

0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
�⃗𝐻𝐻,𝑛𝑛
𝑒𝑒⃗𝐻𝐻 , 𝑟𝑟 > 𝑎𝑎
𝐻𝐻
𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻,𝑛𝑛
�
=
�
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
�⃗𝐽𝐽,𝑛𝑛
𝐵𝐵𝐽𝐽,𝑛𝑛 𝑒𝑒⃗𝐼𝐼 , 𝑟𝑟 < 𝑎𝑎
𝐻𝐻
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
⃗𝐻𝐻 , 𝑟𝑟 > 𝑎𝑎
𝐸𝐸�⃗𝐻𝐻,𝑛𝑛
𝐴𝐴0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐻𝐻,𝑛𝑛 𝑒𝑒
�
=
�
,
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐴𝐴𝐽𝐽,𝑛𝑛 𝑒𝑒⃗𝐽𝐽 , 𝑟𝑟 < 𝑎𝑎
𝐸𝐸�⃗𝐽𝐽,𝑛𝑛

�⃗𝑛𝑛0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = �
𝐻𝐻

0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
�⃗𝐻𝐻,𝑛𝑛
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑒𝑒⃗𝐻𝐻 , 𝑟𝑟 > 𝑎𝑎
𝐻𝐻
𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻,𝑛𝑛
�
=
�
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
�⃗𝐽𝐽,𝑛𝑛
𝐵𝐵𝐽𝐽,𝑛𝑛 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑒𝑒⃗𝐽𝐽 , 𝑟𝑟 < 𝑎𝑎
𝐻𝐻

(6)

0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇)
, 𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻(𝐽𝐽),𝑛𝑛
remain undefined. To
Amplitudes 𝐴𝐴0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇)
𝐻𝐻(𝐽𝐽),𝑛𝑛
determine them, one should use the boundary conditions
that establish a connection between the fields on both sides
of the surface 𝑟𝑟 = 𝑎𝑎 containing charges 𝜌𝜌 = 𝑞𝑞 and currents
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𝚥𝚥⃗ = 𝑞𝑞{0, 𝜔𝜔𝑏𝑏 𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣} [10, 11]. The conditions for the discontinuity of fields on the surface 𝑟𝑟 = 𝑎𝑎 are reduced to two
systems of equations (for TM (7) and TE (8) modes):
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
− 𝐸𝐸𝐽𝐽,𝑧𝑧
=0
1)
𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻,𝑧𝑧
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
2)
−𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻,𝜑𝜑 + 𝐸𝐸𝐽𝐽,𝜑𝜑 = 0
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
+ 𝐻𝐻𝐽𝐽,𝜑𝜑
= 𝑞𝑞𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛 𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛,𝑧𝑧
3)
−𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻,𝜑𝜑
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
4)
𝜀𝜀0 �𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻,𝑟𝑟 − 𝐸𝐸𝐽𝐽,𝑟𝑟 � = 𝑞𝑞𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛 𝜌𝜌𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
− 𝐻𝐻𝐽𝐽,𝑟𝑟
=0
(7)
5)
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻,𝑟𝑟

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
−𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻,𝜑𝜑
+ 𝐸𝐸𝐽𝐽,𝜑𝜑
=0
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻,𝑧𝑧 − 𝐻𝐻𝐽𝐽,𝑧𝑧 = 𝑞𝑞𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛 𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛,𝜑𝜑
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
−𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻,𝜑𝜑 + 𝐻𝐻𝐽𝐽,𝜑𝜑 = 𝑞𝑞𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛 𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛,𝑧𝑧
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝜀𝜀0 �𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻,𝑟𝑟 − 𝐸𝐸𝐽𝐽,𝑟𝑟 � = 𝑞𝑞𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛 𝜌𝜌𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
− 𝐻𝐻𝐽𝐽,𝑟𝑟
=0
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻,𝑟𝑟

(8)

In Eqs. (7) and (8), the normalized components of cur𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 (𝑗𝑗 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
rents 𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛,𝑧𝑧
, 𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛,𝑧𝑧
, 𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛,𝜑𝜑
+ 𝑗𝑗𝑧𝑧𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑉𝑉 ) and charges 𝜌𝜌𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 ,
𝑧𝑧
𝜌𝜌𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 (𝜌𝜌𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝜌𝜌𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 1), responsible for the formation of
TM and TE modes nth harmonic, and weight factor 𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛 [11]
are introduced. Each of systems Eqs. (7) and (8) contains
five equations and four amplitudes to be determined. The
components of the currents and charges are determined
from the compatibility conditions for all equations included in systems Eqs. (7) and (8): 𝑗𝑗𝑧𝑧𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝜔𝜔0 ⁄𝛼𝛼02,
𝑗𝑗𝜑𝜑𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝜔𝜔0 𝑎𝑎, 𝜌𝜌𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑛𝑛𝜔𝜔0 𝜔𝜔⁄𝑐𝑐 2 𝛼𝛼02 . Below are the final expressions for the amplitudes:
𝜋𝜋 𝑎𝑎𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛
(𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 − 𝑐𝑐 2 𝑘𝑘)𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛(1) (𝛼𝛼0 𝑎𝑎),
𝐴𝐴0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑛𝑛,𝐽𝐽 = −𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
2
𝐴𝐴0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑛𝑛,𝐻𝐻 = −𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗

2 𝛼𝛼0 𝑐𝑐 𝜀𝜀0
𝜋𝜋 𝑎𝑎𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛

(𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 − 𝑐𝑐 2 𝑘𝑘)𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛 (𝛼𝛼0 𝑎𝑎)
2 𝛼𝛼0 𝑐𝑐 2 𝜀𝜀0
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
= −𝑗𝑗𝜀𝜀0 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛,𝐽𝐽
𝑛𝑛,𝐽𝐽 , 𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛,𝐻𝐻 = −𝑗𝑗𝜀𝜀0 𝜔𝜔𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛,𝐻𝐻
𝜋𝜋 𝑎𝑎2 𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔0 (1)
𝐴𝐴0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 (𝛼𝛼0 𝑎𝑎),
𝑛𝑛,𝐽𝐽 = 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 2
𝑐𝑐 2 𝜀𝜀0
2 𝜒𝜒 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔
𝜋𝜋
𝑎𝑎
𝑛𝑛
0 ′
𝐴𝐴0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛 (𝛼𝛼0 𝑎𝑎)
𝑛𝑛,𝐻𝐻 = 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 2
𝑐𝑐 2 𝜀𝜀0
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
= −𝑗𝑗 𝐴𝐴0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛,𝐽𝐽 = −𝑗𝑗 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛,𝐽𝐽 ⁄𝜔𝜔𝜇𝜇0, 𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛,𝐻𝐻
𝑛𝑛,𝐻𝐻 ⁄𝜔𝜔𝜇𝜇0

(9)

COMPLETE SOLUTION

The total radiation field of a particle in the inner region
of waveguide (0 ≤ 𝑟𝑟 ≤ 𝑏𝑏) is presented in the form of the
sum of the general solution of Maxwell's equations with
indefinite weight amplitudes and the above determined
particular solution (radiation field of a particle in free space
(6, 9)) of the same equations:
𝐸𝐸�⃗ 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐸𝐸�⃗1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐸𝐸�⃗1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐸𝐸�⃗ 0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐸𝐸�⃗ 0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
�⃗𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻
�⃗1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐻𝐻
�⃗1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐻𝐻
�⃗0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐻𝐻
�⃗0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐻𝐻

(10)

Fields 𝐸𝐸�⃗ 0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 , 𝐸𝐸�⃗ 0,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 are determined by Eq. (6), ( 9), and
fields 𝐸𝐸�⃗1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 , 𝐸𝐸�⃗1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 are sought in the form:

�⃗𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝐻𝐻
�⃗2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐻𝐻
�⃗2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐸𝐸�⃗ 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝐸𝐸�⃗ 2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐸𝐸�⃗ 2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 , 𝐻𝐻

(12)

�⃗2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒⃗𝐻𝐻 ,
𝐸𝐸�⃗ 2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝐴𝐴2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑒𝑒⃗𝐻𝐻 , 𝐻𝐻
𝑛𝑛
2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛
= −𝑗𝑗𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 𝜀𝜀1 𝜔𝜔,
�⃗2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑒𝑒⃗𝐻𝐻 ,
𝐸𝐸�⃗ 2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝐴𝐴2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑒𝑒⃗𝐻𝐻 , 𝐻𝐻
𝑛𝑛
2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛 = −𝑗𝑗 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 ⁄𝜇𝜇1 𝜔𝜔.

(13)

The further is matching the tangential components of the
electric and magnetic fields Eqs. (10) and (12) on the
waveguide wall. This leads to a system of four linear equa2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
, 𝐴𝐴1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
and 𝐴𝐴2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
tions for the amplitudes 𝐴𝐴1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛 , 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛 with
solution:
̂

̂

̂

𝐴𝐴 = 𝐴𝐴1 + 𝐴𝐴2
1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐴𝐴̂1,2 = �𝐴𝐴1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑛𝑛1,2 , 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛1,2 , 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛1,2 , 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛1,2 �
𝑊𝑊
𝜋𝜋
= 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 𝑎𝑎𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛 𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢 𝐽𝐽̃𝑛𝑛 2𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀 ,
𝐴𝐴1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑛𝑛1
𝛼𝛼 𝑐𝑐 𝜀𝜀 𝐷𝐷
2

𝐴𝐴1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑛𝑛1 = 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝜇𝜇0

0

,

𝛼𝛼0 𝑐𝑐 2 𝐷𝐷
𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢 𝛼𝛼02 𝛼𝛼12 𝐽𝐽̃𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼𝜇𝜇 𝜔𝜔2
𝑛𝑛
𝛼𝛼0 𝑐𝑐 2 𝐷𝐷
2 𝐻𝐻 𝐽𝐽 𝐽𝐽̃ 𝜔𝜔2
𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢 𝛼𝛼1 𝛼𝛼01
𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛
1
𝑐𝑐 2 𝐷𝐷
′
2
𝐽𝐽̃𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝜔𝜔0
2 2
1 01 𝑛𝑛
𝑐𝑐 2 𝜀𝜀0 𝐷𝐷
𝜋𝜋
′ 𝑊𝑊𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇
2
0 𝑛𝑛 𝑐𝑐 2 𝜀𝜀 𝐷𝐷
2 𝑛𝑛
0
′ 𝐻𝐻 𝐽𝐽
𝐽𝐽̃𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛
2
𝑛𝑛
0 0 1 01 𝑐𝑐 2 𝜀𝜀 𝐷𝐷
0
′
2 2 𝐽𝐽̃𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼𝜀𝜀
2 3
1 𝑛𝑛
0 0 1 𝑐𝑐 2 𝜀𝜀 𝐷𝐷
0

𝐴𝐴2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
= −𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝜒𝜒 𝑏𝑏
𝑛𝑛1

𝐴𝐴2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑛𝑛1

0

2 𝐽𝐽̃ 𝜔𝜔2
𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢 𝛼𝛼12 𝛼𝛼01 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛

,

,

= 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝜒𝜒 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝜇𝜇

𝐴𝐴1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑛𝑛2

,

= −𝑞𝑞𝑎𝑎 𝛼𝛼 𝛼𝛼 𝜒𝜒

̃
𝐴𝐴1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑛𝑛2 = −𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 𝜒𝜒 𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 𝐽𝐽

𝐴𝐴2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
= −𝑞𝑞𝑎𝑎 𝜒𝜒 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝜔𝜔 𝛼𝛼 𝛼𝛼 𝛼𝛼
𝑛𝑛2
𝐴𝐴2,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑛𝑛2 = 𝑞𝑞𝜇𝜇 𝜒𝜒 𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎 𝜔𝜔 𝜔𝜔 𝛼𝛼 𝛼𝛼

,
(14)

In Eq. (14) the following notations are introduced:
(1)
𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛 = 𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛 (𝛼𝛼0 𝑏𝑏), 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 = 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 (𝛼𝛼1 𝑏𝑏), 𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢 = 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 − 𝑐𝑐 2 𝑘𝑘
�𝑛𝑛 = 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛(1) (𝛼𝛼0 𝑏𝑏), 𝛼𝛼01 = 𝛼𝛼02 − 𝛼𝛼12
𝐽𝐽̃𝑛𝑛 = 𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛 (𝛼𝛼0 𝑎𝑎), 𝐻𝐻
𝜀𝜀0
𝜀𝜀1
𝐼𝐼𝜀𝜀
′
′
𝐼𝐼𝜇𝜇 � = −𝛼𝛼1 𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 �𝜇𝜇0 � + 𝛼𝛼0 𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 �𝜇𝜇1 �
𝜀𝜀0
𝜀𝜀
𝑌𝑌𝜀𝜀
�′
� ′ 1
𝑌𝑌𝜇𝜇 � = −𝛼𝛼1 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 �𝜇𝜇0 � + 𝛼𝛼0 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 �𝜇𝜇1 �
𝑌𝑌 𝐼𝐼
𝑊𝑊𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀
2
�𝑛𝑛 − 𝑏𝑏 2 𝛼𝛼02 𝛼𝛼12 � 𝜀𝜀 𝜇𝜇 � 𝜔𝜔2
� = 𝑘𝑘 2 𝑛𝑛2 𝛼𝛼01
𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛2 𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛 𝐻𝐻
𝑊𝑊𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇
𝑌𝑌𝜇𝜇 𝐼𝐼𝜀𝜀
2
𝐷𝐷 = 𝑘𝑘 2 𝑛𝑛2 𝛼𝛼01
𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛2 𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛2 − 𝑏𝑏 2 𝛼𝛼02 𝛼𝛼12 𝐼𝐼𝜀𝜀 𝐼𝐼𝜇𝜇 𝜔𝜔2
(15)

The roots of dispersion equation 𝐷𝐷 = 0 Eq. (15)
determines the discrete eigenfrequencies where the real
components are the resonant frequencies, and imaginary
ones are the modes attenuation coefficients. In the limit of
an ideal waveguide (𝜀𝜀1 → ∞) the nonzero in Eq. (14) remain the amplitudes 𝐴𝐴1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
and 𝐴𝐴1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑛𝑛1
𝑛𝑛2 , correspond to the
fields propagating inside the waveguide:
𝐴𝐴1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
= 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
𝑛𝑛1
𝜋𝜋

2

𝛼𝛼0 𝑐𝑐 2 𝜀𝜀0 𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛(𝛼𝛼0 𝑏𝑏)

,

(1)′
′ (𝛼𝛼 𝑎𝑎)
𝑎𝑎2 𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 (𝛼𝛼0 𝑏𝑏)𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛
0
0
′ (𝛼𝛼 𝑏𝑏)
𝑐𝑐 2 𝜀𝜀0 𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛
0

𝐴𝐴1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑛𝑛2 = −𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔
2

(1)

𝜋𝜋 𝑎𝑎𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛 𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢 𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛 (𝛼𝛼0 𝑏𝑏)𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛(𝛼𝛼0 𝑎𝑎)

.

(16)

(11)

The complete solution for an ideal waveguide is the sum
of the general solution Eq. (11) and (16) and the particular
solution Eqs. (6) and (9). For comparison with existing solutions for an ideal waveguide [3, 12, 13], the obtained limiting solution was expanded in terms of the eigenfunctions
of an ideal waveguide. The presence of an additional pole

The field in the wall of the waveguide is represented as
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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�⃗1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒⃗𝐽𝐽 ,
𝐸𝐸�⃗1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝐴𝐴1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑒𝑒⃗𝐽𝐽 , 𝐻𝐻
𝑛𝑛
𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = −𝑗𝑗𝐴𝐴1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝜀𝜀0 𝜔𝜔,
𝑛𝑛
�⃗1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑒𝑒⃗𝐽𝐽 ,
𝐸𝐸�⃗1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝐴𝐴1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑒𝑒
⃗
,
𝐽𝐽 𝐻𝐻
𝑛𝑛
1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛 = −𝑗𝑗 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 ⁄𝜇𝜇0 𝜔𝜔.
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at 𝛼𝛼0 = 0 in the obtained solution is detected. To eliminate
its contribution, the function 𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛 is given the form
𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛 = 𝑎𝑎−1 �1 − 4𝑛𝑛 Γ 2 (𝑛𝑛)𝑛𝑛

′ (𝛼𝛼 𝑏𝑏)
𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛(𝛼𝛼0 𝑏𝑏)𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛
0

�,

(𝛼𝛼0 𝑏𝑏)2𝑛𝑛−1

Γ(𝑛𝑛) = (𝑛𝑛 − 1)!,
(17)
which does not distort the contributions of the poles at
2
2
, 𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛 (𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑏𝑏) = 0 (TM modes) and 𝛼𝛼02 = 𝜈𝜈𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
,
𝛼𝛼02 = 𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
′ (𝜈𝜈
𝐽𝐽𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑏𝑏) = 0 (TE modes). Passing to the space-time representation (integration over frequency in the sense of the
principal value) in both cases gives the same result.
The radiation energy of the multipole, accumulated in
the waveguide is determined by the formula (cross terms
are neglected due their small contribution):
𝒲𝒲𝑛𝑛 (𝜔𝜔) =

ℰ𝑛𝑛
𝑏𝑏
1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
�⃗
∫ �𝜀𝜀0 �𝐸𝐸
𝑉𝑉 0

2𝜋𝜋

= 2𝜋𝜋 ∫−∞ 𝒲𝒲𝑛𝑛 (𝜔𝜔)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,
∞

2

2

�⃗1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐻𝐻
�⃗1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 � � 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,
+ 𝐸𝐸�⃗1,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 � + 𝜇𝜇0 �𝐻𝐻

(18)
(19)
Figure 2: Spectral distribution (space-time domain, forward direction, 𝑧𝑧 − 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 → 0) of first three multipoles
(𝑛𝑛 = 1,2,3) stored radiation energy for TE (top) and TM
(bottom) modes in a copper (red, dashed) and ideal (black,
solid) waveguides.

Figure 1: Spectral distribution of dipole mode (𝑛𝑛 = 1) radiation in a copper waveguide; forward (right) and back
(left) radiation.
where 𝒲𝒲𝑛𝑛 (𝜔𝜔) is a spectral energy density. The relationships
between the undulator parameter 𝐾𝐾, the undulator period
𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 , and the Lorentz factor 𝛾𝛾 of a particle with an orbit radius
𝑎𝑎 = 𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 𝐾𝐾⁄2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋, longitudinal velocity 𝑉𝑉 = 𝑐𝑐{1 − (1 + 𝐾𝐾 2 )⁄2𝜋𝜋𝛾𝛾 2 },
and rotation frequency 𝜔𝜔0 = 2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋⁄𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 are used. In the calculations (Fig. 1-3), the following parameter values were used:
𝑏𝑏 = 1 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐, 𝐾𝐾 = 0.42, 𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 = 8 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐, 𝛾𝛾 = 29.35, 𝑞𝑞 = 10 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 and 𝜎𝜎 = 58 ∙
106 Ω−1 𝑚𝑚−1 (copper). Figure 1 shows the spectral distribution of the dipole mode (𝑛𝑛 = 1), calculated by these parameters, providing terahertz radiation both for ahead of the
particle (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 > 0) and in the opposite direction (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 <
0). The peaks above the level 1 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ∙ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 constitutes the TE
modes. Another row with peaks less than 1 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ∙ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 corresponds to TM modes. As in an ideal waveguide, the TE
modes prevail. Figure 2 compares the spectra of resonant
frequencies for an ideal and copper waveguide, presented
in the space-time domain. The fields in this representation,
as in [3], are obtained by integrating the spectral distribution of the field components Eqs. (11) and (14) over frequency using the contributions from residues (at 𝐷𝐷 = 0) on
the complex plane. The frequency overlapping and profile
repetition at a somewhat low level (due to finite conductivity) takes place. In both cases, the 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇1,7 mode accumulates
most of the energy.
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:

Figure 3: Damping factors of TE (blue) and TM (red)
modes at resonant frequencies for 𝑛𝑛 = 1.

For a resistive waveguide, an important parameter is the
mode damping factor 𝛽𝛽𝑛𝑛,𝑖𝑖 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼�𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛,𝑖𝑖 �⁄𝑉𝑉, where 𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛,𝑖𝑖 are the
roots of the equation 𝐷𝐷 = 0. As can be seen from Fig. 3, TM
modes have significantly higher attenuation than TE
modes. The backward radiation is attenuated more weakly.
Mode 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇1,6 has the minimum attenuation in the forward direction.

CONCLUSION
The obtained exact solution, in contrast to the case of an
ideal waveguide, has no singularities at the critical (TE
modes, space-time domain) and resonant (TE and TM
modes, frequency domain) frequencies. Along with the
greater prevalence of TE modes (due to higher attenuation
of TM modes) than in an ideal waveguide, the maximum
value of the amplitude of the dominant TE mode is limited
due to the finite conductivity of the walls.
The solution presents a realistic picture of radiation and
creates wide opportunities for research on optimizing the
parameters of the structure, depending on its purpose.
The solution can be extended to two-layer (by the
method described in [9]) and multilayer (by analogy with
[14]) waveguides
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RADIATION OF A PARTICLE MOVING ALONG A HELICAL
TRAJECTORY IN A SEMI-INFINITE CYLINDRICAL WAVEGUIDE*
M. I. Ivanyan†, A. Grigoryan1, B. Grigoryan, V. Khachatryan, B. Sargsyan,
CANDLE SRI, Yerevan, Armenia
K. Floettmann, F. Lemery, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, Hamburg, Germany
1
also at Yerevan State University, Yerevan, Armenia
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
A combination of a waveguide and a helical undulator
transforms the helical undulator radiation spectrum from
continuous to discrete and thus improves the characteristics
of its radiation significantly [1]. Usually, the stationary
motion of a particle in an infinite rectangular [2-4] or
circular [1, 5-9] waveguide is considered, which ignores
the injection phenomenon, i.e. the instantaneous
appearance of a particle at a certain point in the waveguide
(some aspects of this problem are considered in [10-11]).
In the present work, the problem of the stationary motion
of a point particle with a charge varying with time and
performing a helical motion in an infinite ideal cylindrical
waveguide is considered. On this basis, the problem of a
particle that suddenly appears at a certain moment of time
and moves along a helical trajectory in the same waveguide
is solved. In conclusion, a formula is derived that describes
the gradual appearance of a bunch of charged particles,
which simulates the process of its injection.

CHARGE VARYING IN TIME
Consider a relativistic point charge with longitudinal
velocity V and charge 𝑄 𝑡 , with an arbitrary time
dependence, moving in a homogeneous waveguide along a
helical trajectory, with a revolution frequency 𝜔 . The
waveguide is assumed to be circular with a radius b and has
perfectly conducting walls. The charge density 𝜌 and
current 𝚥⃗ are given in the forms:
𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑎)
𝛿(𝜑 − 𝜔 𝑡)𝛿(𝑧 − 𝑉𝑡)
𝜌(𝑟, 𝜑, 𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑞𝑄(𝑡)
√𝑟𝑎
𝚥⃗(𝑟, 𝜑, 𝑧, 𝑡) = (𝜔 𝑎𝑒⃗ + 𝑉𝑒⃗ )𝜌(𝑟, 𝜑, 𝑧, 𝑡)

(1)

𝐸⃗ = 𝜇

⃗

+ 𝑐 ∇𝜌

___________________________________________
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(2)

with the magnetic permeability of vacuum 𝜇 .
In the time-frequency domain the electrical and
magnetic fields are sought in the form of cylindrical mode
compositions, which combine TM and TE harmonics:
𝐸⃗ + 𝐸⃗
(3)
𝐸⃗ = ∑ ,
The longitudinal and transverse components of electric
and magnetic harmonics are written in the form of
expansion terms in Bessel functions of the first kind:
=𝑈 𝜓 ,
𝐸
(

)

𝑒

(

)

(

)

(

)

𝜓

=𝐽

𝐻

= 𝑐𝜀 𝑊 𝜓

𝜓

=𝐽

ℇ⃗

= {ℇ

𝐸⃗

=𝐴

ℇ⃗

𝐻⃗

=𝐶

𝑐𝜀 𝑒⃗ × ℇ⃗

𝐸⃗

= −𝐵

ℋ⃗

𝑗

𝑒

𝜈

𝐻⃗

=𝐷

ℇ

=

ℋ

=

,

,
𝑒

,ℇ

, 0},

𝐻⃗

,

,ℋ

𝑒

ℋ⃗

(𝑐𝜀 ) [𝑒⃗ × ℋ⃗

= {ℋ

= {ℋ
=𝐷

,ℋ

, 0}

ℋ⃗

]

, 0}

ℋ⃗

𝜕𝜓
,
𝜕𝑟
,

ℇ

𝑛
=𝑗 𝜓
𝑟

ℋ

=𝑗

𝜓

(4)

where 𝑗 and 𝜈 are the roots of the Bessel function and
its derivative, respectively. The result of substituting (4)
into (2) are second-order differential equations for the
time-dependent amplitudes U, A, B, W, C and D:
𝑓(𝑔 )𝑋

where 𝑒⃗ , 𝑒⃗ are unit vectors in cylindrical coordinates and
𝑎 is the radius of the particle orbit. q is the elementary
charge. The radiation field is determined from the wave
equations:
∆−

𝐻⃗ = −𝑟𝑜𝑡𝚥⃗

∆−

The radiation field of a particle which suddenly appears
in an ideal waveguide and moves on a helical trajectory
under the influence of external magnetic fields is
calculated. The shape and character of the front of the
propagating wave is determined.

+ 𝑏 (2𝑗𝜔𝑋

−𝑋

)

= Ϝ 𝑗𝐾 𝑄(𝑡) + 𝑅 𝑄 (𝑡) ,
𝑋 = 𝑈, 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑊, 𝐶, 𝐷

(5)

with
𝑓(𝑔 ) = 𝑐 (𝑔 + 𝑏 𝑘 ) − 𝑏 𝜔 = 𝑏 (𝜔 − 𝜔 ),
(6)
𝜔 = 𝑐 𝑔 ⁄𝑏 + 𝑘 ,
𝑔 =𝑗

for TM modes and 𝑔 = 𝜈

for TE modes.
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Ϝ = −𝑞𝜇

𝑐 𝐽
2𝜋 𝐽

Ϝ = −𝑗𝑞𝜇

𝑐 𝐽 (𝑗
2𝜋 𝑗 𝐽

Ϝ = −𝑞𝜇

𝑏𝑎𝑐 𝜔
𝜈
𝐽 (𝜈 𝑎⁄𝑏)
𝐽 (𝜈 )
2𝜋 𝜈 − 𝑛

𝑎 ⁄𝑏 )
,
(𝑗 )

𝐾 = 𝑐 𝑘 − 𝑉𝜔,

𝑅 =𝑉

𝐾 =𝑐 𝑗

𝑅 = 𝑏 𝑛𝜔

− 𝑏 𝑛𝜔 𝜔,

𝐾 = 𝜔,
Ϝ

𝜒(𝛼) = ℒ {𝜒(𝑡)} = 𝛼

𝑋 (𝑡) = 𝑗

𝜈
𝐽 (𝜈 𝑎⁄𝑏)
2𝑎𝑐𝜔
,
𝐽 (𝜈 )
𝑏𝜀 𝜈 − 𝑛

𝐾 = 1,

2𝑐 𝑗 𝑉 − 𝑏 𝑘𝑛𝜔 𝐽 (𝑗 𝑎⁄𝑏)
,
𝑗
𝜀
𝐽 (𝑗 )

𝑅 = 0,
𝜈
𝐽 (𝜈 𝑎⁄𝑏)
2𝑎𝑏𝑐𝑘𝜔
,
Ϝ = −𝑞
𝐽 (𝜈 )
𝜀
𝜈 −𝑛

𝑢 =
(7)

Equation (5) is a second order differential equation. Its
complete solution can be composed of a particular solution
of an inhomogeneous equation and a general solution of a
homogeneous equation (with zero right-hand side). The
solution of the inhomogeneous equation (5) can be
obtained by representing the amplitudes 𝑋 and function
Q(t) through the images 𝑋 and 𝑄
of the Laplace
transform in time:
𝑋 =
𝑋 𝑒 𝑑𝛼 , 𝑄(𝑡) =
𝑄 𝑒 𝑑𝛼
(8)

(9)

The time dependence of the amplitude is determined
using the inverse Laplace transform from the coordinate α
to the time domain. For all six components, the solution
has an identical form:
𝑋(𝑡) = Ϝ ℒ

𝑢 =

(

)(

(

)

(12)

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔 𝑡)

)

−

−

(

(

)

)(

)

=

(14)

where
𝑘

(

±

=

,

)

(15)

)

(

are the roots of equation 𝑓(𝑔 ) = 0 with respect to 𝑘.
Now (12) can be rewritten as:
𝑋 (𝑡) = 𝑗Ϝ 𝐾 𝑢 − 𝑒
−𝑒

𝑍(𝑘) = 𝑗Ϝ 𝐾

(𝛼) = Ϝ 𝑄 (𝛼)𝑃 (𝛼),

𝑃 (𝛼) = 𝑗𝐾 − 𝛼𝑅 ⁄𝑓(𝑔 ) − 𝑏 (2𝑗𝜔𝛼 + 𝛼 )

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔 𝑡) + 𝑗

1−𝑒

)

𝑍(𝑘)𝑢

𝑍(𝑘)𝑢 + 𝑒

𝑍 (𝑘)

(16)

with

After substitution one obtains:
𝑋

(

On the other hand, 𝑢 = 𝑢 + 𝑢 with

𝐾 = 1,

𝑅 =0

Ϝ

The first term in (12) coincides with the expression for
the stationary solution in an infinite waveguide.
The factor 𝑢 = 𝑏 ⁄𝑓(𝑔 ) can be represented as a sum
of two terms:
−(
.
(13)
𝑢 =(
)(
)
)(
)

𝑅 = 0,

𝐾 = 1,

(11)

and the derivative of the step function at 𝑡 > 0 is zero, just
as 𝑅 = 0 in (9). Therefore, from (10) we have:

𝑅 = −1

=𝑗𝑞

Ϝ = 𝑗𝑞

fields. The phenomenon of the instantaneous appearance of
a charged point particle is described by the introduction of
a step function into the expressions (1) for the charges and
currents instead of a function 𝑄(𝑡): 𝑄(𝑡) = 𝜒(𝑡), where
𝜒(𝑡) = 0 at 𝑡 < 0 and 𝜒(𝑡) = 1 at 𝑡 ≥ 0 . The Laplace
image of a step function is:

𝑎
𝑗
𝑏 ,
(𝑗 )

𝑄 (𝛼)𝑃 (𝛼) , 𝑋 = 𝑈, 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑊, 𝐶, 𝐷 (10)

cos(𝜔 𝑡) + 𝑗

and
𝑍 (𝑘) = 𝐴 (𝑘) cos(𝜔 𝑡) + 𝐵 (𝑘) sin(𝜔 𝑡)

(17)

where (17) is a general solution of the homogeneous
equation for the amplitudes (with zero right-hand side),
which is given by
𝐺 = 𝑓(𝑔 )𝑋

+ 𝑏 (2𝑗𝜔𝑋

−𝑋

)=0

(18)

with the so far undefined coefficients 𝐴 (𝑘) and 𝐵 (𝑘).
The transition to the space-time domain is accomplished
using the inverse Fourier transform versus 𝑘:
( )
( )
( )
( )
(19)
𝑋 (𝑡) = 𝑋 (𝑡) + 𝑋 (𝑡) + 𝑋 (𝑡) + 𝑋 (𝑡)

An explicit solution can be obtained from (10) by
substitution of the Laplace image 𝑄 (𝛼) by a specific
function 𝑄(𝑡) of the time dependent function of a charge
variation.

𝑋

( )

(𝑡) = 𝑗Ϝ

RADIATION OF INSERTED PARTICLE

𝑋

( )

(𝑡) =

𝑍(𝑘)𝑢 𝑒

𝑑𝑘

𝑋

( )

(𝑡) =

𝑍(𝑘)𝑢 𝑒

𝑑𝑘,

𝑋

( )

(𝑡) =

𝑍 (𝑘)𝑒

Now consider the process of injection of a single point
particle emerging at the time instant 𝑡 = 0 at the point 𝑟 =
𝑎, 𝑧 = 0, 𝜑 = 0 inside the waveguide and being drawn into
motion along a helical trajectory by external magnetic

sin(𝜔 𝑡)

𝐾 𝑢 𝑒

(

)

𝑑𝑘,

𝑑𝑘
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( )
The integrand of 𝑋 (𝑡) is an analytic function on the
entire complex plane 𝑘 and, with the exception of the
points 𝑘 = 𝑘 and 𝑘 = 𝑘 , corresponding to two simple
poles lying on the real axis. Its value (in the sense of the
principal value) is determined by the residues of these
( )
poles in the usual way [5]. The integrand of 𝑋 (𝑡) has the
same poles, but it is not an analytic function. The result of
the integration along the edges of the cuts emanating from
the branch points 𝑘 = ±𝑗 𝑔 ⁄𝑏 should also be added to its
value as the contributions from the poles. Asymptotically
this contribution can be calculated by the saddle point or
stationary phase method [12]. It is easy to see, that the
( )
contribution from the poles to the integral 𝑋 (𝑡)
( )
completely compensates the integral 𝑋 (𝑡), and that the
( )
additional contribution of the integral 𝑋 (𝑡) (calculated,
for example, by the stationary phase method), are
compensated by the appropriate selection of the amplitudes
( )
𝐴 (𝑘) and 𝐵 (𝑘) in the integral 𝑋 (𝑡). Only the third
( )
term 𝑋 (𝑡) in (20) remains nonzero. It does not contain
poles, but its integrand is not an analytic function either.
This integral
Ϝ
( )
𝐾 {cos(𝜔 𝑡) +
𝑋 (𝑡) =

𝑗

sin(𝜔 𝑡)} 𝑒

𝑑𝑘

(21)

can be calculated explicitly. In particular, for the
longitudinal electric component 𝐸 we have:
𝐸 = 𝑗𝑞

𝐽

𝑓

𝑒

𝑆(𝑦, 𝑡)

(22)

Here
𝑆(𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝐴𝐽 (𝑓𝑢) − 𝑗[𝐵𝐽 (𝑓𝑢) − 𝐶𝐽 (𝑓𝑢)],
𝐴=

(𝑉𝑐𝑡 + 𝑐 𝑦 − 2𝑉 𝑦),

𝐵=

,

𝐶=
𝑢=

,
𝑡 − 𝑦 , 𝑦 = 𝑧 ⁄𝑐 , 𝑓 = 𝑗

𝑐 ⁄𝑏

(23)

and 𝐽𝑙 (𝑥) (𝑙 = 0, 1, 2, 𝑛) are Bessel functions of the first
kind.
For the calculation the following relation [13] was used
cos(𝑥𝑦) 𝑑𝑥 =

𝐽 𝑓 𝑡 −𝑦 , 0<𝑦 <𝑏
0,
𝑏<𝑦<∞

(24)

In contrast to the case of the homogeneous motion in an
infinite waveguide, the waveguide is filled with energy as
the particle travels into the waveguide in the case under
consideration here. The front of the propagated wave is
determined by the equality 𝑐𝑡 = 𝑧 . Note that the field
component (22) tends to a finite limit at 𝑐𝑡 → 𝑧 .
For the presence of radiation at a certain observation
point 𝑟, 𝜑, 𝑧 inside the waveguide, the principle of
causality must be observed, which requires the following
relations to be satisfied:
WEPOTK039
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+ = 𝑡,
𝑙 + 𝑙 cos 𝛼 = 𝑧
(25)
Here 𝑙 is the distance along the z axis, indicating the
position of the particle at a certain moment of time 𝑡 < 𝑡,
where t is the time at which its radiation reaches the point
of observation 𝑟, 𝜑, 𝑧. 𝑙 denotes the distance between the
particle and the point of observation, 𝛼 is the angle
between the line connecting the particle and the
observation point and the axis of the waveguide.
From (25) it follows:
𝑙 =

(

)

,

𝑙 =

(

)

.

(26)

In turn, from (26) it follows: If 𝑙 , > 0
i) the forward radiation is concentrated in the region
𝑐𝑡 > 𝑧 > 𝑡𝑉,
ii) the radiation is concentrated near the axis of the
waveguide within the conical angle
𝛼 ≤ 𝑚𝑖𝑛

2⁄(1 − 𝑉 ⁄𝑐 ) , 1 − (𝑧⁄𝑐𝑡)

(27)

The frequency characteristics of the radiation can be
determined by analysing the integrand in formula (21). For
an arbitrary value of the function 𝑓(𝑗 ), it is a rapidly
oscillating function, while with 𝑓(𝑗 ) = 0 the
oscillations remain only in the phase and its modulus
slowly varies with frequency. For this reason, its frequency
distribution is characterized by sharp peaks at frequencies
determined by equation 𝑓(𝑗 ) = 0. Thus, the resonant
frequencies remain the same as in the stationary motion of
a particle in an infinite waveguide [7].
The derived formula (23) describes a strongly directed
and narrow-band radiation.
The process of the emergence and subsequent
propagation of an arbitrary bunch of length 𝑡 can be
described by a convolution of the expression for the field
of a point particle (23) with the longitudinal distribution
function 𝑓 (𝑡) in the bunch:
𝐸 (𝑡) =
(28)
𝑓 (𝑡 − 𝑡 )𝐸 (𝑡 )𝑑𝑡
Here 𝑡 = 𝑡 for 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡 and 𝑡 = 𝑡 at 𝑡 > 𝑡 .
For brevity, we derived an explicit expression only for
the longitudinal electrical component (23). The rest of the
components can be calculated similarly using equations (7).

CONCLUSION
The results of this work make it possible to study the
processes of emission of bunches in a helical undulator
combined with a waveguide in all details, as they occur
during injection, subsequent propagation, and after leaving
the open end of the waveguide. They will contribute to the
creation of mathematical models of the operation of an
undulator-waveguide structure close to reality.
The results related to the time-varying charge can also
find application in case of particle loss due to scattering on
the walls of the waveguide and scattering on molecules of
the residual gas.
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SPIN-TRACKING SIMULATIONS IN A COSY MODEL USING Bmad
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SPIN DYNAMICS IN STORAGE RINGS

Abstract
The matter-antimatter asymmetry in our Universe might
be understood by investigating the EDM (Electric Dipole
Moment) of elementary charged particles. A permanent
EDM of a subatomic particle violates time reversal and parity symmetry at the same time and would be an indication
for further CP violation than established in the Standard
Model. The JEDI-Collaboration (Jülich Electric Dipole moment Investigations) in Jülich has performed a direct EDM
measurement for deuterons with the so called precurser experiments at the storage ring COSY (COoler SYnchrotron).
In order to understand the measured data and to disentangle an EDM signal from systematic effects, spin tracking
simulations in an accurate simulation model of COSY are
needed. Therefore a model of COSY was implemented using the software library Bmad. Systematic effects can be
considered by including element misalignments, effective
dipole shortening and steerer kicks. These effects rotate the
invariant spin axis in addition to the EDM and have to be
analyzed and understood. The most recent spin tracking
results as well as the methods to find the invariant spin axis
will be presented.

INTRODUCTION
In order to explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry in
the Universe, 𝒞𝒫-violating processes beyond the ones already known are needed [1]. A non-vanishing EDM of a
subatomic particle is a candidate for such a process, since it
is a source of 𝒫 and 𝒯 violation leading to 𝒞𝒫 violation,
assuming the 𝒞𝒫𝒯-theorem holds. An EDM is similar
to the MDM (Magnetic Dipole Moment) and is predicted
by the SM. Its magnitude, however, is expected to be unobservably small with current techniques. Therefore, the
measurement of an EDM at a higher magnitude would be
an indication for further CP violation than explained by the
SM. The so-called precurser experiments were carried out
by the JEDI-Collaboration to perform an EDM measurement for deuterons at the storage ring COSY. A storage ring
allows a direct measurement of an EDM, as the interaction
of particle’s spin with electromagnetic field results in spin
rotations defined by EDM and MDM contribution [2, 3]. In
order to separate systematic effects caused by misaligned
elements, steerer contributions, unknown longitudinal fields,
etc., from a potential EDM signal, spin tracking simulations
in a simulation model of COSY are required [4]. The software tool used to study and benchmark the deuerton EDM
effect in a simulation is the Fortran based library Bmad [5].
∗

m.vitz@fz-juelich.de
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The impact of electromagnetic fields in a storage ring
on the spin 𝑆 ⃗ is described by the Thomas-BMT equation
[2, 3]. Since COSY is a pure magnetic ring, ideally only
magnetic fields 𝐵,⃗ pointing in the vertical direction, act on
the particle’s spin. Therefore the Thomas-BMT equation is
reduced to Eq. (1).
𝑑𝑆 ⃗
𝑞
𝜂
⃗ 𝑆 ⃗ (1)
= (Ω⃗ 𝑀𝐷𝑀 +Ω⃗ 𝐸𝐷𝑀 )×𝑆 ⃗ = − (𝐺𝐵⃗ + 𝛽⃗ × 𝐵)×
𝑚
2
𝑑𝑡
In Eq. (1), Ω⃗ 𝑀𝐷𝑀 and Ω⃗ 𝐸𝐷𝑀 indicate the angular frequency induced by the MDM and the EDM. The quantities
𝑞, 𝑚, 𝐺 are the particle’s electric charge, its mass and the
gyromagnetic anomaly, while 𝛽⃗ denotes its velocity. The
dimensionless proportionality factor 𝜂 contains the EDM’s
magnitude. As shown by the Thomas-BMT equation, a permanent EDM rotates the spin vertically 𝑛𝑦 , while the MDM
rotates the spin horizontally 𝑛𝑥 under the assumption of 𝛽⃗ ⟂
⃗
𝐵⃗ and 𝛽=(0,
0, 𝛽𝑧 )𝑇 . For this reason, a characterization of
the spin motion can be done using the invariant spin axis, the
vector that is perpendicular to the spin’s precession plane.
Assuming no EDM contribution and an ideal ring, the invariant spin axis should always point in vertical direction
𝑛𝑦 . However, in presence of an EDM, the invariant spin
axis is tilted in the horizontal direction 𝑛𝑥 by the angle 𝜉 as
indicated in Fig. 1. A theoretical prediction of 𝜉 is given by
Eq. (2).
𝜉 = arctan (

𝜂𝛽
)
2𝐺

(2)

~
ny, B
ξ

ns

nx

Figure 1: A permanent EDM of magnitude 𝜂 tilts the invariant spin axis in horizontal direction 𝑛𝑥 by the angle 𝜉.
The longitudinal direction 𝑛𝑠 is not affected by a permanent
EDM.

SPIN-TRACKING SIMULATIONS
Invariant Spin Axis
In a simulation, the invariant spin axis can be studied directly by comparing the spin vectors of two successive turns
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𝑠𝑖⃗ and 𝑠𝑖+1
⃗ . Their cross product averaged over many revolutions 𝑡, indicates the invariant spin axis ⟨𝑛⟩,
⃗ as shown in
Eq. (3), which is perpendicular to the particles’ spin precession plane. The simulated precession plane for an idealized
COSY lattice with and without EDM contribution is shown
in Fig. 2.
⟨𝑛⟩⃗ =

⃗
1 𝑡−1 𝑠𝑖⃗ × 𝑠𝑖+1
∑(
)
𝑡 − 1 𝑖=1 |𝑠𝑖⃗ × 𝑠𝑖+1
⃗ |

(3)

this device is not perturbated as the fields are set up so that the
Lorentz force is zero, the particle’s spin receives a kick. This
way, the EDM signal can accumulate over time, resulting
in a vertical build-up of polarization [6, 7] if the Wien filter
runs at resonance. In combination with a solenoid providing
a longitudinal magnetic field, it allows the invariant spin axis
to be determined experimentally. This experimental set-up
was implemented in the Bmad simulation. The Wien filter
is changing its fields on one of the harmonics 𝑘 of the spin
precession frequency 𝜈𝑠,0 so that a particle passing through
the device receives a spin kick in the same direction each
turn. This is indicated by Eq. (4):
𝐸𝑥 = 𝐸0 ⋅ 𝐴0 ⋅ cos(2𝜋𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑣 |𝑘 + 𝜈𝑠,0 | + 𝜙𝑟𝑒𝑙 ),
𝐵𝑦 = 𝐵0 ⋅ 𝐴0 ⋅ cos(2𝜋𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑣 |𝑘 + 𝜈𝑠,0 | + 𝜙𝑟𝑒𝑙 ).

(4)

In this equation, the quantity 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑣 denotes the revolution
frequency of a particle, while 𝐴0 is a dimensionless scaling
factor used to reduce simulation time. A relative phase 𝜙𝑟𝑒𝑙
has to be chosen for the RF-Wien filter. The magnitude of
the build-up of the vertical polarization over time depends
on the relative phase. The build-up of vertical polarization
for a given phase is sketched in the upper graph of Fig. 3.
The magnitude of the build-up in dependency of the relative
phase is shown in the lower graph of Fig. 3.

Figure 2: Spin precession plane simulated by tracking the
reference particle for 104 revolutions in an idealized Bmad
COSY model. The upper figure displays a simulation without an EDM signal, while the lower figure shows a simulation
with an EDM signal of 𝜂 = 10−4 included. The invariant
spin axis ⟨𝑛⟩⃗ is the vector perpendicular to this plane. Its
orientation is displayed in the legend.
As Fig. 2 shows, the simulated EDM signal tilts the invariant spin axis in the horizontal 𝑛𝑥 direction. The magnitude
of the tilt angle 𝜉 is in agreement with the theoretical prediction given by Eq. (2). Unfortunately, an experiment is not
capable to measure the spin vector of a particle each turn
with sufficient statistics. Therefore, one has to find another
way to observe the effect of the EDM on the invariant spin
axis.

Experiment at COSY
As the vertical component of the spin due to the EDM has
only a tiny amplitude, it is better to look for a way to get a
macroscopic build-up of the vertical polarization. Therefore,
the so-called RF (Radio-Frequency) Wien filter, a RF device
with horizontal electric 𝐸𝑥 and vertical magnetic fields 𝐵𝑦 ,
was implemented into COSY. While the orbit in the center of
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Figure 3: The upper graph shows the build-up of the angle
𝛼 = arctan(𝑃𝑉 /𝑃𝐻 ) in between vertical polarization 𝑃𝑉 and
horizontal polarization 𝑃𝐻 as a function of revolutions 𝑡 in
COSY, using a RF-Wien filter scaling factor of 𝐴0 = 1000
and a relative RF-Wien filter phase of 𝜙𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 2𝜋. The
fit parameter 𝑝4 indicates the vertical build-up. This fit
parameter was simulated for a variaty of relative phases
and plotted against the different relative phases in the lower
graph. The fitparameter ℎ1 of a cosinus fit to these data
shows the so-called EDM resonance strength 𝜖𝐸𝐷𝑀 .
By calculating the largest possible build-up for a given RFWien filter rotation and solenoid strength, one obtains the
EDM resonance strength 𝜖𝐸𝐷𝑀 . The resonance strength was
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simulated for a variety of RF-Wien filter rotations 𝜙𝑊𝐹 and
solenoid strengths 𝜉𝑆𝑁 . The data obtained by this method
can be summarized in a resonance map, where the minimum
(𝜙𝑊𝐹,0 , 𝜉𝑆𝑁,0 ) indicates the tilt of the invariant spin axis
(𝑛𝑥 , 𝑛𝑧 ) without Wien Filter rotation and solenoid turned off.
A simulated resonance map with and without EDM contribution is shown in Fig. 4; the function to fit the minimum is
displayed in Eq. (5) [8].
𝜖𝐸𝐷𝑀 = (𝐴2𝑊𝐹 (𝜙𝑊𝐹 − 𝜙𝑊𝐹,0 )2
𝜉𝑆𝑁 − 𝜉𝑆𝑁,0 2 1/2
+ 𝐴2𝑆𝑁 (
) ) + 𝜖0
2 sin (𝜋𝜈𝑠,0 )

(5)

via a direct method by recording the spin vectors of successive turns and calculating the invariant spin axis this way or
via a resonance map using the so-called RF-Wien filter. It
was demonstrated that the simulated tilt of the invariant spin
axis is in agreement with the theoretical prediction for both
methods. Next steps will be the implementation of systematic effects like element misalignments in the simulation and
the comparison of simulated data with the precurser data
from COSY.
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MATCHING STUDIES BETWEEN THE CERN PSB AND PS USING
TURN-BY-TURN BEAM PROFILE ACQUISITIONS WITH A RESIDUAL
BEAM GAS IONISATION MONITOR
M.A. Fraser∗ , M.R. Coly, A. Guerrero, A. Huschauer, S. Jensen, S. Levasseur,
F. Roncarolo, A. Rossi, H. Sandberg, J.W. Storey, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
In the framework of the LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU)
project, the Beam Gas Ionisation (BGI) proﬁle monitors
installed in the Proton Synchrotron (PS) were ﬁtted with
a gas injection system capable of boosting the signal rate
high enough to capture single turn acquisitions immediately
after injection. This contribution reports on the studies carried out during the beam commissioning of the BGI system
in a turn-by-turn matching monitor mode for its eventual
implementation in an optimisation framework to preserve
emittance during transfer between the PS Booster and PS.
The BGI commissioning included a benchmarking with data
from a wire-grid secondary emission monitor (BSG) inserted
into the circulating beam.

INTRODUCTION
The PS injection kinetic energy was increased from 1.4
to 2.0 GeV to reduce the degradative eﬀects of space-charge
as the beam brightness delivered by the Proton Synchronous
Booster (PSB) is increased in preparation for the future high
luminosity operation of the LHC [1]. The injection system,
including the fast-pulsed kickers, septum and transfer line,
was upgraded to cope with the increased beam rigidity and
to remove the horizontal dispersion mismatch between the
PSB and PS. The mismatch would have driven signiﬁcant
emittance growth as the longitudinal emittance (and momentum spread) of the beam is voluntarily increased to help
alleviate space-charge eﬀects [2].
The BGI proﬁle monitor system deployed in the PS is
capable of providing continuous, bunch-by-bunch and turnby-turn measurements of the transverse beam proﬁle [3].
Two instruments were installed in Straight Sections (SS) 82
and 84 of the PS for horizontal and vertical proﬁle measurements, respectively. The system was exploited to study the
turn-by-turn evolution of the beam envelope immediately
after injection and to provide an operational tool to quantify
and correct optical mismatch to prevent emittance dilution.
Past studies of injection mismatch exploited wire-grids actuated into the circulating beam aperture [4, 5]. Although the
wire-grid matching monitor system is well-established, the
interaction of the circulating beam with the grid limits the
number of turns that can circulate in the machine before it
must be dumped to avoid damaging the wires. As a result,
the time available for injection mismatch studies has been
severely limited because inserting the wire-grids prevents
operation of the CERN accelerator complex downstream of
∗
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the PS. The BGI circumvents this limitation in almost all
operational modes, except for parallel ion operation where
the injection of gas was observed to degrade the ion lifetime.

TURN-BY-TURN ACQUISITION MODE
Measurement Conditions
The matching monitor studies were carried out with a relatively low intensity, single bunch LHC beam injected from
the PSB containing 70−130×1010 protons, compatible with
the damage limit of the wire-grids, and with a longitudinal
emittance of 2 eVs. The LHC cycle operates at a low chromaticity to combat the increased chromatic tune spread from
the larger longitudinal emittance. The transverse feedback
system is used to stabilise the beam against head-tail instabilities on the injection plateau, rather than relying on linear
coupling as done in the past [6]. This paper only considers
the horizontal plane because when the measurements were
carried out only the horizontal BGI instrument in SS82 was
available.

Beam Loss and Background Noise
The BGI proﬁle monitor uses electric and magnetic
ﬁelds to transport electrons from rest-gas ionisation to a
Timepix3 [7] based detection system installed directly inside the beam vacuum. The beam proﬁle is inferred from
the transverse distribution of the detected electrons, which
is disrupted when charged particles from other sources impinge the detector. The main source of background events
stems from beam particles lost on the machine’s aperture
and the resulting secondary particle showers. The level of
background noise is typically negligible throughout the PS
cycle and can be ﬁltered reasonably well online by discriminating on the energy of the pixel events alone. However, the
beam loss intrinsic to and taking place during the injection
process made the background rejection and data analysis
more challenging when exploiting the BGI as an injection
matching monitor.

Readout Rate Limitations
The readout rate (ionisation electrons per turn) of the frontend electronics was observed to saturate above the theoretical
detector readout limit of 160 MHz or ∼ 350 events per turn.
Figure 1 shows the count rate of ionisation electrons as a
function of the circulating beam intensity and gas pressure.
The readout rate was also aﬀected by the level of background
events crowding the data acquisition system, which depends
on the amount of beam lost during the injection process. A
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satisfactory signal-to-noise level of a few hundred ionisation
events per turn could be attained after some optimisation
of the beam loss at injection and a local vertical bump at
BGIH82, whilst remaining compatible with the rate limit of
the data acquisition system. The analysis, discussed in more
detail below, had to be carried out oﬄine in order to carefully
remove the relatively large number of beam loss events based
on their characteristically shaped clusters, compared to the
single pixel events from the ionisation electrons, and to
ensure that the timestamp of each event is assigned to the
correct turn in the cycle.

size and its evolution. Fortunately, for the matching monitor
application a good resolution of the turn-by-turn variation of
the beam size after injection is of utmost importance, rather
than the absolute accuracy of the measurement itself. A
satisfactory spatial resolution could be attained whilst at the
same time boosting the signal-to-noise ratio by re-binning
the Timepix3 detector’s resolution by a factor of 20, from
55 𝜇m to 1 mm. Each proﬁle was ﬁtted on the 𝑛th turn with
a 5-parameter Gaussian ﬁt to return the beam size (𝜎𝑛 ) and
position (𝜇 𝑛 ). The variance of the beam size (𝑀 2 ) during
the ﬁrst 𝑁-turns was used as the ﬁgure-of-merit to quantify
the level of injection mismatch,
𝑀2 =

𝑁


(𝜎𝑛 − 𝜎)
¯ 2 /𝑁,

(1)

𝑛=1

where the average beam size is given by 𝜎
¯ =

𝑁

𝑛=1

𝜎𝑛 /𝑁.

DISPERSION MISMATCH
(a) Pressure ≈ 3 × 10−8 mbar

(b) Beam intensity ≈ 70 × 1010 p+

Figure 1: Readout rate of ionisation electrons measured
during the ﬁrst 30 turns after injection in the PS.

Emittance Blow-up From Gas Injection
For the 200 - 300 ionisation events needed to proﬁle the
beam every turn, a pressure of ∼ 1 − 10 × 10−8 mbar of
argon was needed for the low intensity LHC bunch studied.
Even at the higher end of this pressure range the emittance
blow-up from the beam’s interaction with the gas via multiple Coulomb scattering is negligible and estimated at 0.1%
along the 1.2 s duration of the injection plateau. This is in
stark contrast to the large emittance blow-up and beam loss
observed when using the wire-grid system [4].

The BGI’s turn-by-turn acquisition mode could be used to
measure the beam trajectory after injection and compare it
to the data acquired with the Beam Position Monitor (BPM)
and BSG systems. The dispersion was measured every turn
by varying the injected beam momentum and correlating
it with the beam position; the amplitude of the dispersion
mismatch (𝑀𝐷 ) could be measured by observing the turnby-turn dispersion beating at the frequency of the fractional
tune (𝑞 𝑥 ),
Δ𝐷 (𝑛) = 𝑀𝐷 𝑥 cos (𝜃 + 2𝜋(𝑛 − 1)𝑞 𝑥 ).

(2)

This formalism for quantifying injection mismatch can be
found described in more detail in [4,5]. The improvement of
the dispersion matching after the upgrade of the PS injection
system during the recent Long Shutdown 2 (LS2: 2018 2021) was clearly observed and is shown in Fig. 2.

Data Analysis
Due to diﬀerent limitations of the online front-end software in turn-by-turn mode, the raw data ﬁles were saved
and analysed oﬄine using a dedicated software package
TeddyBear [8] provided by the CERN BGI team. Although
more time consuming, a short acquisition of the ﬁrst 30
turns after injection could be analysed in under 20 seconds
on a control room console. Longer acquisitions of several
hundreds of turns could be acquired without problems but
with longer processing times. However, short acquisitions
including the ﬁrst 10 - 30 turns are suﬃcient to observe and
quantify injection mismatch.
The relatively large contribution of dispersion
(𝐷) to the
√
beam size on the PS injection plateau, where 𝛽𝜖 ∼ 𝐷Δ𝑝/𝑝,
leads to transverse beam proﬁles that are not strictly Gaussian because of the parabolic nature of the Δ𝑝/𝑝 distribution.
Nevertheless, a Gaussian ﬁt to the transverse proﬁles was
shown to be a robust technique for quantifying the beam
WEPOTK043
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MATCHING MONITOR MEASUREMENTS
The gradient (𝐾1 ) of the ﬁnal quadrupole (BTP.QNO60)
in the injection transfer line was varied to voluntarily mismatch the beam. The turn-by-turn beam size measured on
both BGIH82 and BSGH48 during the ﬁrst 350 turns after
injection is compared for the nominal quadrupole gradient
and a mismatched case in Fig. 3. Data taken on BSGH52
before LS2 shows that the amplitude of the beam envelope
beating has been reduced, however, a direct comparison is
diﬃcult to make because of the diﬀerent emittances, and in
particular, the increased momentum spread after LS2.

turbation is caused by a poor regulation of the currents in
the independently powered in and out-of-vacuum injection
bumper magnets as the current tends to zero. Further studies
are needed to assess the signiﬁcance of this eﬀect and the
perturbation on the optics seen by the circulating beam.
The mismatch parameterised by 𝑀 in Eq. 1 and measured
over a diﬀerent number of turns after injection using the
BGI is presented in Fig 4. For longer acquisitions, 𝑀 is
observed to decrease as expected when it is averaged over
timescales longer than the ﬁlamention time. The sensitivity
to mismatch is evident and the comparison with the BSG
system is impressive, with short acquisitions of only 10
turns needed to quantify the mismatch. A signiﬁcant level
of noise persists on the measured beam envelope, even in
the matched case, and well after the apparent ﬁlamentation
time, which requires further investigation and may limit the
ultimate performance of the matching monitor.

(a) Δ𝐾1 /𝐾1 = 0 %

Figure 4: Mismatch factor (𝑀): BGIH82 vs. BSGH48
measured over a diﬀerent number of turns (𝑁) after injection.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

(b) Δ𝐾1 /𝐾1 = −16 %

Figure 3: Example turn-by-turn beam size measurements
compared between the BGIH82 and BSGH48.
The ﬁlamentation of the beam envelope in the mismatched
case is clearly observed, along with a hint of slow growth
of the average beam size in both cases. The sudden reduction of the beam size after ∼ 250 turns happens to coincide
with the end of the injection bump as it collapses to zero
and when the closed-orbit is violently perturbed. The per-
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With the addition of a gas injection system, the PS BGI
system has been exploited to observe emittance blow-up
along the cycle and to optimise optical matching at injection. Further work is needed to commission the vertical BGI
system and to implement the data analysis into an online
optimisation framework [9] that can be deployed opertionally. An updated version of the BGI readout electronics is
under development, which aims to carry out more of the
oﬄine processing presented in this paper on the front-end
electronics. This is done through the use of an Xilinx MPSoC device [10] that contains processors capable of running
Linux and programmable logic on the same chip with highspeed connections between them. The steps of the event
processing can therefore be optimised across diﬀerent domains and standard software libraries, such as TeddyBear,
can be used online.
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IMPROVED LONGITUDINAL PERFORMANCE OF THE LHC BEAM
IN THE CERN PS
H. Damerau∗ , V. Desquiens, A. Huschauer, A. Jibar, A. Lasheen, B. Mikulec,
M. Morvillo, C. Rossi, B. Woolley, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
At the end of the 2018 run the intensity target for the HighLuminosity LHC (HL-LHC) had just been reached at extraction from the Proton Synchrotron (PS). In the framework
of the LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU) project additional RF
improvements have been implemented during the 2019/2020
long shutdown (LS2), mainly impacting the impedance of
the 10 MHz, 40 MHz, and 80 MHz RF systems. With the
upgraded injection energy of 2 GeV (kinetic), also the intermediate plateau energy for RF manipulations has been
increased. Following a campaign of beam studies throughout the 2021 run, a bunch intensity of up to 2.9 ⋅ 1011 p/b in
trains of 72 bunches is achieved with the required longitudinal beam quality, surpassing the LIU target of 2.6 ⋅ 1011 p/b.
The threshold of longitudinal quadrupolar coupled-bunch
instabilities is increased during acceleration, but they are
again observed at the flat-top. While dipolar coupled-bunch
oscillations are well damped by a dedicated feedback system, the quadrupolar modes are suppressed by operating a
40 MHz system as an active higher-harmonic Landau cavity.
The main commissioning steps are outlined, together with
the key contributions to the improved beam performance.

INTRODUCTION
Doubling the bunch intensity of the beam from the Proton
Synchrotron (PS) for the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC)
to 𝑁b = 2.6 ⋅ 1011 particles per bunch (p/b) at extraction,
corresponding to a total beam intensity of 1.9 ⋅ 1013 particles, has been a main objective of the LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU) project [1]. To keep the bunch-by-bunch intensity spread acceptable for the LHC and to limit the beam
loss at the PS-to-SPS transfer, the longitudinal beam quality
has to be preserved at this increased intensity, i.e. 72-bunch
batches (25 ns spacing) with a 4𝜎-bunch length below 4 ns
and a longitudinal emittance below 𝜀l = 0.35 eVs. Already
since the first long shutdown (LS1) substantial upgrades of
all RF systems in the PS have been implemented and commissioned. Their combined improvements allowed to reach
the LIU intensity for the first time in 2018, although yet with
very large transverse emittances. The upgrade programme
was completed during the 2019/2020 long shutdown (LS2),
mainly impacting the impedances of the 10 MHz, 40 MHz,
and 80 MHz RF systems. The longitudinal beam production
scheme has moreover been adapted to the increase of the
injection energy from 𝐸kin = 1.4 GeV to 2 GeV, required to
reduce space charge at flat-bottom for a higher transverse
brightness [2]. Table 1 summarizes the main RF upgrades,
focusing on changes during the LS2.
∗
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Table 1: Renovations and Upgrades of RF and Feedback
Systems During the LS2
RF
system
10 MHz

40 MHz
80 MHz

Upgrade

Remark

• New wide-band feedback amplifiers

• ≃ 4 dB gain
increase

• 1-turn delay
feedback, since 2014

• About 12 dB
gain at 𝑛 ⋅ 𝑓rev

• Improved wide-band
feedback systems

• Shorter delay
by airlines

• Multi-harmonic
feedback systems

• Up to 26 dB
gain at 𝑛 ⋅ 𝑓rev ,
new firmware

• 40 MHz operation as
Landau RF system
at flat-top
Wideband

• Coupled-bunch feedback for dipole
modes

• New firmware
with internal
diagnostics

CYCLE WITH INCREASED INJECTION
ENERGY
The production scheme of the multi-bunch beams with
25 ns bunch spacing for the LHC is sketched in Fig. 1. The
intermediate plateau, initially at 𝐸kin = 2.5 GeV, is needed
to triple-split each bunch from the RF harmonic, ℎ = 7 at injection to ℎ = 21 during acceleration. The RF system would
not provide a sufficiently large bucket area for the start of acceleration at ℎ = 21 (9.5 MHz) otherwise. Additionally, for
the higher-brightness variant of LHC-type beams [3] based
on batch compression, merging and triple splitting (BCMS),
the higher plateau energy reduces space charge during the
RF manipulation. Following acceleration of 18 bunches
through transition energy they are split in four by two consecutive splittings at the flat-top, increasing the principal RF
harmonic via ℎ = 42 (20 MHz) to ℎ = 84 (40 MHz). Each
bunch injected from the PSB is hence split in twelve parts in
the PS. A non-adiabatic bunch rotation with RF systems at
40 MHz and 80 MHz shortens the bunches to fit them into
the 5 ns long buckets in the SPS.
With the increased injection energy, the intermediate
plateau would have been too close to the flat-bottom. The
space charge tune shift is favorably reduced proportional
to 1/(𝛽𝛾2 ) at higher energy, 𝛽 = 𝑣/𝑐 being the relative
particle velocity, 𝑣, with respect to the speed of light, 𝑐,
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Figure 1: Cycle for the production of the nominal beam for the LHC with 25 ns bunch spacing. The bending field (blue) at
flat-bottom and intermediate plateau has been adapted to 𝐸kin = 2 GeV and injecton, compared to field evolution before
LS2 with 1.4 GeV flat-bottom energy (light blue). The mountain range plots show a typical triple splitting (left), quadruple
split (center) and the shortening prior to extraction (right). The measured total beam current (red) corresponds to a bunch
intensity of 𝑁b = 2.6 ⋅ 1011 p/b.
and 𝛾 the Lorentz factor. However, while the bucket area
for a given RF voltage increases with energy according to
𝐴bucket ∝ √|𝜂|/𝛾, the synchrotron frequency decreases inversely, 𝜔S ∝ √𝛾/|𝜂|. Well below the transition energy, 𝛾tr ,
the phase slip factor, 𝜂 = 1/𝛾2tr −1/𝛾2 , is approximately proportional to 1/𝛾2 (𝛾tr = 6.1 in the PS), and almost constant
above. Additionally, the RF voltage during the triple splitting
must be lowered to avoid the sensitivity to phase errors with
shorter bunches, again decreasing the synchrotron frequency.
Following adiabaticity studies, the new plateau energy has
been fixed to an energy of 𝐸kin = 3.1 GeV. Compared to
its former energy of 2.5 GeV, the synchrotron frequency is
halved when keeping the same initial bunch length for the
splitting. The plateau duration then remains just sufficient
for the complete BCMS manipulation without noticeably
increasing uncontrolled emittance growth.
With the post-LS2 injection energy increase, the bucket
area for the same RF voltage becomes about 1.5 times larger,
allowing the PS to accept significantly larger longitudinal
emittance than at 𝐸kin = 1.4 GeV. A nominal longitudinal
emittance of 𝜀l = 3 eVs per bunch lowers the maximum
line density to reduce space charge at the flat-bottom. However, for the target emittance of 0.35 eVs (to be multiplied
by 3 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 2 = 12, due to the splitting ratio) the cycle only has
40% headroom for uncontrolled growth during the entire
sequence of RF manipulations and transition crossing. This
leaves little margin for any further reduction of the longitudinal emittance at PS extraction, which may be beneficial
for the transfer to the SPS.

INTENSITY REACH
An extensive campaign of beam studies has been performed to push intensity and longitudinal beam quality of
LHC-type beams in the PS towards the requirements for the
HL-LHC. The evolution of the maximum bunch intensity at
extraction in batches of 72 bunches is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The coupled-bunch feedback with a wide-band cavity based
on Finemet material as a longitudinal kicker [4,5] practically
WEPOTK046
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removed any dipole coupled-bunch oscillations during acceleration and at the arrival of the flat-top. To keep the relative
RF phases under control during the splitting manipulations,
1-turn delay (10 MHz) or multi-harmonic feedback (40 MHz
and 80 MHz) is applied in combination with direct feedback
to reduce beam induced voltage [6, 7].

Figure 2: Maximum bunch intensity at PS extraction in
batches of 72 bunches spaced by 25 ns.
While the LIU intensity had just been reached before LS2,
the additional upgrades, mainly the exchange of the driver
amplifiers in the direct feedback of the ten main 10 MHz
accelerating cavities allowed to surpass 𝑁b = 2.6 ⋅ 1011 p/b
with comfortable margin. Also the overall transmission,
comparing the sum intensity (Fig. 2, red) of both injections
with the intensity at extraction, is excellent with a total particle loss at the percent level.

LONGITUDINAL BEAM QUALITY
A small spread of bunch parameters, at the 10% level, in
terms of intensity, bunch length and longitudinal emittance
of the 72 bunches at extraction from the PS is essential for
SPS and LHC. Longitudinal intensity effects in the form
of coupled-bunch instabilities, transient beam loading and
uncontrolled emittance growth lead either to unequal bunch
splitting or large tails or both.
The signal processing of the present coupled-bunch feedback only covers all dipole oscillations, and the quadrupolar
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coupled-bunch oscillations growing at the flat-top (Fig. 3)
remain undamped. These oscillations build up along the
batch, resulting in emittance growth of the tail bunches at
extraction.

2.8 ⋅ 1011 p/b the longitudinal beam parameters, in particular
the bunch length, do not indicate any noticeable degradation
of the longitudinal quality of the tail bunches. The effect
of transient beam loading during the bunch splittings yet
remains small at this intensity.
This is confirmed by analyzing the distribution of the
bunch length at extraction during multiple cycles (Fig. 5,
top), with an average length below the nominal value of

Figure 3: Quadrupolar coupled-bunch instabilities evolving at the flat-top (2021 data). The dominant mode number, 𝑛 = 4 with a bunch-by-bunch phase advance of
Δ 𝜙bb = 4 × 2𝜋/18, is identical to the one observed
before LS2.
To stabilize the beam by increased Landau damping, a
40 MHz cavity is operated as a fourth-harmonic RF system [8]. Like in the SPS, this higher-harmonic RF system is
in phase with respect to the fundamental one (bunch shortening mode) and fully suppresses the instability. Due to their
small bandwidth the 40 MHz cavities can only be operated
at and close to the flat-top. A novel signal processing for
a quadrupolar coupled-bunch feedback is therefore under
development as a complementary approach for stabilization.
Uncontrolled longitudinal emittance blow-up is mainly mitigated by the multi-harmonic feedback systems reducing the
40 MHz and 80 MHz impedances in addition to the upgraded
direct feedback loops.
Figure 4 shows a typical longitudinal beam profile during
the last turn before extraction from the PS, together with
the 4𝜎-bunch length along the batch. At an intensity of

Figure 4: Typical bunch profile of the last turn in the
PS (blue) and 4𝜎-bunch length (Gaussian fit) of the 72
bunches at an average intensity of 2.8 ⋅ 1011 p/b (2021 data).

Figure 5: Bunch length (4𝜎) histogram accumulated over
ten extractions (2021 data). The average bunch intensity at
extraction was 2.8⋅1011 p/b (top) and 3.1⋅1011 p/b (bottom).
4 ns. Increasing the intensity further to 𝑁b = 3.1 ⋅ 1011 p/b
significantly degrades the longitudinal beam quality. The
longitudinal emittance growth at the origin of the longer
bunches is mostly driven by residual beam induced voltage
in the two 80 MHz cavities during the RF manipulations at
the flat-top.

CONCLUSION
The nominal intensity for the HL-LHC of 2.6 ⋅ 1011 p/b
has been reached at PS extraction in batches of 72 bunches
spaced by 25 ns. This achievement is owing to a variety of
upgrades of almost all RF systems in the PS. The impedances
of the RF cavities are reduced at the source by local feedback
systems. As a complementary approach longitudinal beam
instabilities are mitigated by dedicated global feedback in
combination with increased Landau damping with a higherharmonic RF system. Thanks to the final RF improvements
during the LS2 completing the LIU project scope, a comfortable operational margin has been established, with peak
intensities approaching 3 ⋅ 1011 p/b. The fine tuning of the
longitudinal parameters and bunch rotation for the PS-SPS
transfer has become the next important priority, as well as
studies on the source of residual longitudinal tails of the
extracted bunches. With the 𝜀l = 3 eVs bunches regularly
injected from the PSB, the longitudinal characteristics during acceleration in the PS approach the original design [9].
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Abstract
In the Low Energy Ring (LER) for positrons in the
SuperKEKB, a vertical beam size blow-up was observed
when the bunch current was approximately 1 mA. If a
beam size blow-up occurs, the design luminosity cannot be
achieved. Therefore, beam size blow-ups must be prevented. According to calculations, the bunch current
threshold of the Transverse Mode Coupling instability
(TMCI) is 2 mA or more, and the observed value is 50% or
smaller. Ordinary TMCI cannot explain this vertical beam
size blow-up. This paper shows that the cause of the vertical beam size blow-up can be determined by analyzing factors such as beam oscillation. The study results showed that
the vertical beam size blow-up in the LER was caused by
a -1 mode instability.

The orange plots were measured with nominal settings of
the Bunch-by-Bunch Feedback system (BBF) [6], which
are set the same way as in normal physics experiments. The
setting of the BBF for vertical oscillation during normal
physics experiments is intended to dump the frequency of
the 0 mode (vertical betatron tune: ν ). The points circled
by the black dashed line in Fig. 1 indicate that the vertical
beam size blow-up occurs when the bunch current is about
0.9 mA or higher. The BBF and vertical beam size blowup relationship will be explained later.

INTRODUCTION
SuperKEKB is a high-luminosity electron-positron collider with asymmetric energies of 7 GeV (electron, High
Energy Ring: HER) and 4 GeV (positron, Low Energy
Ring: LER) [1]. SuperKEKB adopts a nanobeam scheme
in which the vertical beta function (𝛽 ∗ ) at the collision
point is squeezed to the limit. The design value of 𝛽 ∗ in
the LER is 0.27 mm [2]. The minimum value of 𝛽 ∗ =
0.8 mm was achieved in 2022. In the 2020c run (October
19, 2020–December 18, 2020), a vertical beam size blowup was observed when the bunch current was increased.
The vertical beam size blow-up subsided when the vertical
collimator gap was widened, even under the same bunch
current conditions [3]. This observation established that the
instability causing the vertical beam size blow-up is related
to the wake generated by the vertical collimator. The impedance of the collimator was calculated using GdfidL [4],
assuming a bunch length of 6 mm. The following measurements were performed at 𝛽 ∗ =1 mm in both the LER and
HER, under the condition that the sum of the vertical beta
function at the collimator location multiplied by the kick
factor of the vertical collimator in the LER is approximately 31 × 1035 V/C, with fewer bunches (30 - 393) than
the number of bunches under normal physics experiments
(about 1600) to reduce the effect of multi-bunch instability
and the synchrotron tune (ν ) in the LER is 0.0227.

VERTICAL BEAM SIZE BLOW-UP
IN THE LER DURING
SINGLE-BEAM CONDITION
The beam sizes were measured using an X-ray beam
size monitor [5]. Figure 1 shows the bunch current on the
horizontal
axis and vertical emittance on the vertical axis.
___________________________________________
† sterui@mail.kek.jp

Figure 1: The LER vertical emittance before and after BBF
tuning and BBF off versus bunch current.
To measure the tune, a pilot bunch is excited at varying
frequencies near the betatron tune.The tune shift was calculated using PyHEADTAIL [7] and the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) analysis of the vertical motion in the LER
was conducted using the Bunch Oscillation Recorder
(BOR) [8], as shown in Fig. 2. The orange and light blue
dashed lines in Fig. 2 show the frequencies of the 0 mode
ν ), respectively, with the bunch current
and -1 mode (ν
on the horizontal axis. ν at a bunch current of 0 mA is denoted as ν . ν is 0.5977 during the measurement in
Fig. 2.
The measurement results showed different spectra in the
oscillation of the pilot bunch and the non-pilot bunches.
The FFT analysis of the pilot bunch revealed two high
peaks. These two peaks, corresponding to the 0 mode in
red and the -1 mode in blue, are plotted in Fig. 2. The tune
shift of the measured value (red line) differs from the calculated value (orange dashed line) by approximately 20%
in the slope. This difference may be due to an impedance
source not yet included in the calculations.
The results of the FFT analysis for the non-pilot bunches
showed no peaks at a low bunch current and only one high
peak at a high bunch current. The frequency of the single
peak point at the high bunch current for the non-pilot
bunches is plotted in black in Fig. 2. This peak was found
to have nearly the same frequency as that of the -1 mode
for the pilot bunch. At low bunch currents, the peak of the
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-1 mode for the pilot bunch cannot be measured. Therefore,
in the region of low bunch currents, the regression curves
of measured values (blue line) do not match simulation results (light blue dashed line).

Next, the growth rate of the dipole oscillation was measured with the BBF off. Figure 3 shows the results of the
FFT analysis of the vertical motion in the LER for the pilot
bunch (lower plot of Fig. 3) and the non-pilot bunches (upper plot of Fig. 3) when the growth rate was measured. We
found that even with the BBF off, there was a high peak
corresponding to the -1 mode. ν is 0.5900 during the
measurements in Fig. 3.
Figure 4 shows three bunches each with time on the horizontal axis and vertical amplitudes on the vertical axis.
There are bunches with small and large amplitudes. The
independent oscillation of other bunches indicates that it is
a single-bunch instability. It can also be seen that some
bunches grow and then dampen after the oscillations have
grown.

Figure 2: FFT peaks of the LER vertical oscillation versus
the bunch current.
The measurements circled by the black dashed lines in
Figs. 1 and 2 were taken simultaneously. A single peak for
the non-pilot bunches in Fig. 2 was observed around the
time when the vertical beam size blow-up started. Interestingly, Fig. 2 shows that Transverse Mode Coupling Instability (TMCI) theory [9] predicts that the vertical beam size
blow-up would occur at a bunch current of over 2 mA (the
point where the blue and red lines cross), but our experiment showed that it occurred at a bunch current of approximately 0.9 mA.
On reading reference [10], we thought if there was a relationship between the vertical beam size blow-up and
BBF. The BBF parameters (number of taps and phases)
were changed during our study, and measurements were
per-formed.
Figure 1 also plots the beam size when the BBF is tuned
to not enhance the oscillation of the -1 mode as much as
possible (hereafter referred to as "BBF tuning") and when
the BBF is turned off (BBF off). The bunch current threshold of the vertical beam size blow-up was found to be
higher with BBF off (black) or after BBF tuning (red) than
before BBF tuning (orange). By the way, the number of
bunches cannot be increased due to multi-bunch instability
with BBF off.

Figure 4: Vertical oscillations in the LER at a bunch current of (a) 1.33 mA and (b) 1.46 mA during growth rate
measurement.
During normal physics experiments in the SuperKEKB
LER, the accelerator is operated at a chromaticity of about
1.5 units in both planes. Figure 5 shows the growth rate of
head-tail instability by chromaticity as a dashed orange
line. The growth rate is obtained by calculating the eigenvalues and eigenmodes of a single-bunch oscillation [11].
The black circles in Fig. 5 represent the measurement
points. Figure 5 shows that the measured and simulated results exhibit similar trends.

Figure 5: Measured and simulated results of growth rate.

VERTICAL BEAM SIZE BLOW-UP IN THE
LER DURING COLLISION CONDITION
Figure 3: Results of the FFT analysis of the vertical motion
in the LER.
WEPOTK050
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We wondered whether the beam-beam effect might mitigate the vertical oscillation in the LER during the collision
condition. The following measurements were performed
after the BBF tuning.
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The lower plots of Figs. 6(a) and (b) show the results of
the FFT analysis of the vertical motion in the LER for the
non-pilot bunches during the collision and single-beam
conditions. The maximum bunch current is 1.43 mA in the
LER and 0.97 mA in the HER for this study. The results of
the FFT analysis of the vertical motion in the HER are also
plotted in the upper plot of Fig. 6(a) under the collision
condition. The HER data are included in Fig. 6(a) because
the vertical tune in the HER (dashed black line) affects the
results of the FFT analysis of the vertical motion in the
LER in the collision condition (the lower plot of Fig. 6(a)).
In the upper plot of Fig. 6(b), the results of the FFT analysis of the vertical motion for the pilot bunch in the LER
are plotted together for the 0 and -1 modes oscillations and
can be distinguished. The frequency of the -1 mode for the
non-pilot bunches are the same as the frequency of the -1
mode for the pilot bunches. Comparing the blue circles in
the lower plots of Fig. 6(a) and (b), the signal peaks for the
single-beam condition are higher than any other peak in the
collision condition. The blue circle is the point where the
tune shifted due to high bunch current (about 1.4 mA).
From these measurements, it can be inferred that the beambeam effect mitigates the oscillation in the vertical motion
in the LER. ν is 0.5890 during the measurement in Fig 6.

bunch current conditions. For this reason, after BBF tuning, it was possible to perform the collision study at a
higher bunch current, which was not possible before BBF
tuning, as shown in Fig. 7(a).

Figure 7: (a) Specific luminosity (b) vertical emittance before and after BBF tuning during high bunch current collision study.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 6: Results of the FFT analysis of the vertical motion
during (a) the collision and (b) the single-beam conditions.
Figure 7 shows (a) the specific luminosity and (b) the
vertical emittance during the high bunch current collision.
Figure 7(b) shows that after BBF tuning, vertical emittance
blow-up in the LER is less likely to occur even under high

The conclusions of the main measurements are as follows:
 The vertical beam size blow-up in the LER during the
single-beam condition occurred when the bunch current was higher than approximately 0.9 mA and was
attributed to oscillations caused by the -1 mode.
 It was found that the threshold of the beam size blowup could be increased by BBF tuning such that the oscillation of the -1 mode is not enhanced, as much as
possible. After BBF tuning, the collision could be performed at the designed bunch current for the first time.
 From the collision and single-beam condition measurements, it could be inferred that the beam-beam effect mitigates the vertical oscillation in the LER
caused by the -1 mode.
Future studies will determine why the oscillation caused
by the -1 mode is larger than that caused by the 0 mode
when the bunch current increases.
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BEAM INDUCED POWER LOSS ESTIMATION OF A MOVABLE
SYNCHROTRON LIGHT EXTRACTION MIRROR FOR THE LHC
W. Andreazza, E. Bravin, F. Guillot-Vignot, M. Wendt∗ , CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Beam instruments based on synchrotron light are an important part of the beam monitoring diagnostics suite in the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. In frame of the
high luminosity upgrade (HL-LHC) additional synchrotron
light diagnostics are demanded, too many to be covered by
the present Beam Synchrotron-light Radiation Telescope
(BSRT), which utilizes the light extraction mirror in a fixed
position. Therefore, an additional synchrotron light diagnostics setup is under development, now with a movable mirror
to extract the synchrotron light emitted solely by a superconducting LHC dipole magnet. With higher bunch intensities
anticipated in the HL-LHC, the beam induced power losses,
and therefore local heat dissipation, play a critical role in
the design of the extraction mirror. This paper summarizes
the estimation of the bunched-beam induced power losses
based on numerical simulations and RF measurements on a
prototype light extraction mirror.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Definition of wakefields.
Any component or device, e.g. a beam manipulation device, a beam pickup or any other beam vacuum component
that presents a discontinuity or change of geometry of the
beam pipe of an accelerator alters the electromagnetic field
of a leading source point charge 𝑞1 , and causes wakefields
which acts on a trailing test point charge 𝑞2 , see also Fig. 1.
The integration of the Lorenz force
F=

𝑑p
= 𝑞2 (E + 𝑐ez × B)
𝑑𝑡

The Fourier transformation of the wake function Eq. (2) is
called beam-coupling impedance
𝑍∥ (𝑥1 , 𝑦1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑦2 , 𝜔) =
1 +∞
− ∫ 𝑑𝑠 𝑤∥ (𝑥1 , 𝑦1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑦2 , 𝑠)𝑒−𝑗𝜔𝑠/𝑐
𝑐 −∞

(3)

Eq. (3) is the definition for the longitudinal coupling
impedance, because it is the real part of the longitudinal
component ℜ[𝑍∥ (𝜔)] that causes an energy loss, thus a
beam induced power loss, and contributes to the so-called
RF heating of an accelerator component.
The light extraction mirror of the Beam Synchrotron-light
Radiation Telescope (BSRT) was a source of RF heating
issues during Run 1 of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at
CERN [2]. A successful overhaul of the BSRT light extraction mirror solved the RF heating problem, with no issue
observed during LHC Run 2. For the high luminosity upgrade of the LHC (HL-LHC) the beam intensity will be doubled [3], and additional measurements based on synchrotron
light are foreseen. Therefore, an additional synchrotron light
monitor system, the BSRTM is under development, Fig. 2
shows a schematic view as it was used as geometric input
for the numerical analysis. As of the new design, utilizing a
movable mirror, and as of the anticipated higher beam intensity in the LHC, a prototype of the BRSTM light extraction
mirror was build and installed during the long shutdown 2
of the LHC in 2021. This prototype tank is equipped with
PT100 temperature sensors to monitor RF heating effects
during LHC Run 3, which started in Spring of year 2022.
Before installation, the BSRTM prototype light extraction
tank was analyzed applying a stretched-wire RF measurement method to estimate its beam-coupling impedance. This
report summarizes the measurement results, along with a numerical analysis and the calculation of the related RF power
losses based on the expected HL-LHC beam parameters.

(1)

over the relevant length 𝐿 of the accelerator component leads
to the wake function [1]
w(𝑥1 , 𝑦1 , 𝑧1 , 𝑠) =
1 𝐿
∫ 𝑑𝑧 [E(𝑥2 , 𝑦2 , 𝑧, 𝑡) + 𝑐ez × B(𝑥2 , 𝑦2 , 𝑧, 𝑡)]𝑡=(𝑠+𝑧)/𝑐
𝑞1 0
(2)
∗
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Figure 2: The LHC BSRTM synchrotron-light extraction
mirror prototype.
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BSRTM IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS
The analysis of the beam-coupling impedance 𝑍∥ of the
BSRTM synchrotron-light extraction system covered the
“blue” elements indicated in Fig. 2, i.e., the 100 mm aperture BSRTM tank pipe, the movable mirror and the light
extraction pipe, but not the 80/100 mm taper sections and the
attached 80 mm beam pipe stubs (“gray” in Fig. 2). From
this configuration we can expect trapped resonant modes
related to the cut-off frequency of the lowest TE mode of a
waveguide with circular cross-section:
𝑓𝑇 𝐸𝜈𝑠 =

′
𝑗𝜈𝑠
0.293𝑐
⇒ 𝑓𝑇 𝐸11 ≃
𝑟
2𝜋𝑟√𝜖𝜇

(4)

A detailed field analysis verified both resonances have TE11
mode patterns. and are trapped near the mirror and at the
entrance of the light extraction pipe, respectivily. The peak
value of the beam-coupling impedance of res1 depends
on the mirror position, and this resonance basically vanishes if the mirror position is ⪆ 25 mm. The peak value
ℜ[𝑍∥ (𝑓2 )] ≈ 300 𝛺 is almost independent from the mirror position, in both cases the resonance frequencies shift
slightly with the mirror position. For reference, the vertical lines in Fig. 3 indicate the location of the main beam
harmonics at multiples of 40.077 MHz.

Stretched-Wire RF Measurements

with 𝑟 being the radius of the beam pipe or light extraction
′ = 𝑗 ′ ≃ 1.8412 being the 1st root of the derivative
pipe, 𝑗𝜈𝑠
11
of the Bessel function 𝐽𝑠′ = 𝐽1′ and with the fact dielectric or
magnetic materials are absent (𝜖𝑟 = 𝜇𝑟 = 1).

Numerical Analysis
The numerical analysis was based on the time domain wakefield solver, which is part of the commercial
CST Studio Suite finite element electromagnetic software.
Figure 2 shows both, the bunched beam and the wakefield integration paths are on the 𝑧-axis (𝑥 = 𝑦 =
0). The simulation setup uses a Gaussian line-charge
𝑖(𝑠) = 𝑒𝑛 exp[𝑠2 /(2𝜎2 𝑐2 )]/(𝜎√2𝜋) with 𝜎 = 37.475 mm
and 𝑛 = 1 × 1011 particles as stimulus function to evaluate the wake potential W(𝑠) of the structure. The beamcoupling impedance 𝑍∥ (𝜔) is calculated by a Fourier transformation of the wake potential 𝑊∥ (𝑠), and de-convoluting
the Gaussian stimulus distribution, here taking frequencies
up to 2.73 GHz into account (≡ −20 dB of the Gaussian
bunch spectrum). For all simulations a wake length of
500 m ≡ 1.67 µs was used, the discretization used approximately 2.4 × 106 mesh-cells.

Figure 4: Stretched-wire impedance measurement.
The longitudinal beam-coupling impedance of a device
under test (DUT) – here the BSRTM light extraction mirror
tank – was evaluated through a RF measurement of the 𝑆21
transmission coefficient of the 2-port scattering (S) parameter matrix, utilizing a vector network analyzer (VNA) [4].
𝑍∥ = −𝑍pipe ln(𝑆21) [1 + 𝑗

ln(𝑆21)
]
2𝜃

(5)

with:
𝑍pipe =

Figure 3: Result of the numerical analysis of ℜ[𝑍∥ (𝜔)].
Figure 3 shows the results of the numerical analysis for
different positions of the light extraction mirror – the distance between mirror edge and beam – clearly indicating
two resonances:
• Resonance res1 at 𝑓1 ≈ 1.75 GHz is related to 𝑓𝑇 𝐸11 of
the beam pipe with 𝑟 = 𝐷BSRTpipe /2 = 50 mm.
• Resonance res2 at 𝑓2 ≈ 2.27 GHz is related to 𝑓𝑇 𝐸11 of
the light extraction pipe.
WEPOTK051
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𝐷pipe
𝜂0
𝐷
ln ≃ 60 ln
≈ 373 𝛺,
𝑑
𝑑wire
2𝜋√𝜖𝑟

𝜃 = 2𝜋

𝐿
𝜆

As illustrated in Fig. 4 it requires two separate 𝑆21 measurements, one performed on the actual DUT and another one
on an unperturbed (straight) reference-line of same physical
length 𝐿 and characteristic impedance 𝑍pipe to evaluate 𝑆21
as ratio
𝑆21DUT
𝑆21 =
(6)
𝑆21REF
here performed over a frequency range of 4 MHz … 4 GHz.
A low-inductance resistor 𝑅match = 𝑍pipe − 𝑍0 ≈ 330 𝛺 is
used to match the 𝑍0 = 50 𝛺 reference transmission-line
impedance of the measurement setup to that of the beam
pipe 𝑍pipe ≈ 373 𝛺. While this lumped element impedance
matching works fine for low frequencies ≲ 1 GHz, absorbing foam was applied at the coaxial discontinuities which
reduced reflection effects successfully to frequencies up to
approximately 2.5 GHz.
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Figure 6: Measured LHC beam spectrum and analytical
single bunch approximation.
of Eq. (8), normalized to 𝐼beam , gives the single bunch beam
spectrum Λ(𝑓 ), which fits reasonable well with the measured
LHC beam spectrum for 𝑡bunch = 1.5 ns and 𝑞 = 0.55, see
the dashed line in Fig. 6 in a logarithmic representation
20 log10 [Λ(𝑓 )].

Figure 5: Stretched-wire impedance measurements.
The stretched-wire RF measurement returned a result similar to that of the numerical analysis, Fig. 5 shows ℜ[𝑍∥ (𝜔)]
for different mirror positions separately for resonance 1 (upper plot) and for resonance 2 (lower plot). In the measurement the higher frequency resonance 2 appears at 2.52 GHz,
compared to 2.27 GHz for the numerical simulation, which
is likely due to some simplifications in the numerical analysis, e.g., details on the bellow were not taken into account,
also a simple electric boundary was used instead of modeling
all the details of the vacuum window.

RF POWER LOSSES
The RF power losses are calculated based on Ohm’s law
∞

2
2
𝑃loss = 𝐼beam
𝑍loss = 2𝐼beam
∑ |Λ(𝑝𝜔0 )|2 ℜ[𝑍∥ (𝑝𝜔0 )]
𝑝=0
𝑛

(7)

2
= 2𝐼beam
∑ |Λ(𝜔𝑖 )|2 ℜ[𝑍∥ (𝜔𝑖 )]
𝑖=1

with 𝐼beam = 𝐼bunch 𝑁bunch , were 𝑁bunch is the number of
bunches of equal intensity and 𝐼bunch = 𝑛𝑒𝑓0 . In our case
with only two narrowband resonances, 𝑖 = 1, 2, we can simplify the general sum over a wide range of 𝑝𝜔0 revolution
harmonics to just the two resonance frequencies 𝜔1 , 𝜔2 . Furthermore, we replace the complicated LHC beam spectrum
by a normalized single bunch spectrum Λ(𝜔) based on an
analytical Tsallis q-Gaussian function for the longitudinal
bunch distribution
1

𝑖bunch (𝑡) = 𝑛𝑒√

1 − 𝑞 [1 +
2𝜋

(𝑞−1)𝑡 2 1−𝑞
]
2𝛽2

Γ ( 32 −

𝛽 Γ (1 +

1
)
1−𝑞

1
)
1−𝑞

(8)

with 𝛽 = √(1 − 𝑞)/2 𝑡bunch /2. The Fourier transformation

Figure 7: Beam-induce power losses of the BSRTM.
For the calculation of the power losses Eq. (7) however, we
use the envelope of Λ(𝜔𝑖 ), as illustrated in Fig. 6 to stay on
the “safe” side. Figure 7 illustrates the beam induced power
losses for different mirror positions for both, the RF measurements and the numerical analysis, using the expected
maximum HL-LHC beam intensity 𝐼beam = 1.14 A. A numerical analysis including the 80/100 mm taper sections, as
illustrated in gray in Fig. 2 leads to additional resonances,
and also enhances resonance 1, therefore in the final installation configuration the tapers should be located more far
away from the mirror.

CONCLUSIONS
Stretched-wire RF measurements and numerical analysis
for the longitudinal beam-coupling impedance of the new
BSRTM synchrotron light extraction mirror, to be deployed
for the HL-LHC, show a good agreement which results in
beam-induce power losses below 1.5 W under all operational
conditions.
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BEAM COUPLING IMPEDANCE STUDY AND ITS DATABASE
OF SIAM PHOTON SOURCE STORAGE RING
N. Juntong∗ , T. Chanwattana, S. Jummunt, K. Kittimanapun, T. Pulampong, T. Phimsen,
W. Promdee, Synchrotron Light Research Institute, Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand
Abstract

over bunch charge density will give a loss factor. With the
same calculation on the transverse components will give a
kick factor as

Since the Siam Photon Source (SPS) had an electron beam
energy upgraded from 1.0 GeV to 1.2 GeV in 2005, the storage ring impedance measurements were done once in 2007.
Two insertion magnet devices have been installed in the SPS
storage ring during June to August 2013. There are several
vacuum components added to the storage ring; these affect
the ring impedance. Quantitative understanding of instabilities requires detailed knowledge of the impedance of the
ring. For this purpose, the development of an impedance
database is a necessity, where the wake potentials of each
vacuum component are kept and maintained in a standard
format. The self-describing data sets (SDDS) file format
will be utilized to record components wake potentials. The
wake potentials of each vacuum component can be obtained
from a particle tracking simulation; a CST particle studio
program will be used in the simulation process. The wake
potentials can also be included in a beam dynamic tracking
program such as ELEGANT to observe beam behaviours
with these instabilities and find a curing means. The study
results will be presented.

where 𝜌 is normalized bunch charge density, 𝑊∥ and 𝑊⟂ is
a longitudinal and transverse components of wake potential,
respectively.
Loss factor is a quantitative number of longitudinal effects to the beam of the wakefield. Longitudinal components
can affect electron bunch such as the potential well bunch
lengthening, bunch threshold current decreasing, and beam
energy spread. In the same aspect, kick factor is a quantitative number to measure transverse effects to the beam of
the transverse components of wakefield. It can cause a transverse beam instabilities or lead to a beam loss in a severe
case.

INTRODUCTION

Table 1: Vacuum Components in the SPS Storage Ring

The SPS storage ring has 81.3 m circumference. It accommodates different types of vacuum components such
as beam position monitor (BPM), bellows, pumping ports,
vacuum beam ducts, and radio frequency cavity. Group and
number of components are summarized in Table 1. These
components affect the stored beam inside the ring in term of
longitudinal and transverse instabilities. These instabilities
caused by the wakefield, a scattered electromagnetic fields
induced by electron beam itself.
Integration of wakefield over the path of electron bunch
will get wake potentials. Taking Fourier transform of wake
potentials divided by a bunch charge spectrum will give a
beam induced impedance of that vacuum component. Wake
potential is sum of electromagnetic force of wakefield inside
vacuum component acting on a bunch charge travels in 𝑧
direction [1] as
1 ∞ ⃗
𝑊⃗ (𝑠) =
∫ (𝐸 + 𝑐𝑒𝑧⃗ × 𝐵)⃗ 𝑡=(𝑧′+𝑠)/𝑐 𝑑𝑧′
𝑄 −∞

(1)

where 𝑄 is total charge of electron bunch, 𝑐 is light velocity, 𝐸,⃗ 𝐵⃗ is electric and magnetic fields of wakefield inside
vacuum component, respectively.
Loss and kick factor can be calculated from wake potentials. Integration of wake potentials longitudinal component
∗
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∞

(2)

𝑘∥ = ∫ 𝜌(𝑠) ⋅ 𝑊∥ (𝑠)𝑑𝑠
−∞

𝑘⟂ (𝑠) =

1 ∞
∫ 𝜌(𝑠) ⋅ 𝑊⟂ (𝑠)𝑑𝑠
𝑄 −∞

Vacuum components

(3)

Number of components

BPM
Bellow
L42 bellow
L71 bellow
L72 bellow
VP1 upstream bellow
VP1 downstream bellow
VP1 pump port
Pump port - short
Short duct
L1000 duct
L1400 duct
Bump duct
RF cavity
Bending duct

26
4
12
4
4
4
4
4
12
8
9
12
3
1
8

WAKEFIELD SIMULATIONS
The wakefield and wake potentials of vacuum components
can be obtained from electromagnetic field solvers in connection with particle tracking simulation. Wakefield module
of CST Studio Suite ®will be used in the simulation process.
The simulation will give wakefield, wake potentials, and
impedances of the input geometry of each frequency in a
study range. The longitudinal broadband impedance (𝑍∥ /𝑛)
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Table 2: Impedance of Vacuum Components Groups of the
SPS Storage Ring

Figure 1: The 3G geometries of vacuum components of the
SPS storage ring (not to scale).
can be obtained by a normalized integration of longitudinal
impedance over a study frequency range [2] as

Components
Groups

𝑍∥ /𝑛
(Ω)

𝑘∥
(V/pC)

𝑘𝑥
(V/pC)

𝑘𝑦
(V/pC)

BPMs
Bellows
Pump ports
Beam ducts
RF cavities
Others
Total

0.0312
3.2352
2.1428
0.0258
0.3927
0.1017
5.9294

2.62E-3
6.05E-1
4.15E-1
1.12E-2
8.58E-2
4.26E-2
1.16E1

1.04E-2
2.29E-1
9.60E-2
2.77E-3
2.20E-5
3.23E-3
3.41E-1

3.01E-3
1.29E-1
1.43E0
1.90E-3
2.41E-4
1.72E-2
1.59E0

𝑓

𝑍∥ /𝑛 =

𝑐𝑢𝑡
𝑓
1
⋅ ∫ 𝑍𝑤 (𝑓 ) 0 𝑑𝑓
𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑡 − 𝑓𝑐 𝑓
𝑓

(4)

𝑐

where 𝑍𝑤 is the simulation results of wake impedances, 𝑓0 is
the revolution frequency of electron beam inside the storage
ring, 𝑓𝑐 is the frequency at the minimum between the first
and the second resonances, and 𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑡 is the maximum cut off
frequency of the electron beam spectrum.
Wakefield from the beam induced electromagnetic fields
inside vacuum components depends on materials and shapes
of that components. Each of vacuum component has been
3D modelled in engineering software and then exported
into file format that can be imported back in CST Studio
Suite ® [3]. Examples are illustrated in Fig. 1. Materials of
components should be defined properly together with mesh
size and boundary conditions.
Simulation were performed using the present electron
bunch length in storage ring. Gaussian distribution of beam
is assumed with a beam sigma of 30 mm. This will give a
maximum beam spectrum frequency of 𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑡 = 3.413 GHz.
The longitudinal broadband impedance 𝑍∥ /𝑛 was obtained
from simulated wake impedance 𝑍𝑤 (𝑓 ) with the Eq. 4 (taking
𝑓𝑐 = 0), the loss factor values were directly calculated by the
code. All simulations were performed for a 30 mm bunch
and wake lengths 𝑠 = 1000 mm. The revolution frequency
of electron beam 𝑓0 is 3.6875 MHz.
Impedance, loss factor and kick factor form simulation
are summarized in group of components as listed in Table 2.
The broadband longitudinal impedance of all vacuum components is 5.93 Ω. This results is different from 12.0 ± 4.2 Ω
of the measurement done in 2007 [4] by using method described in [5]. Those measurements has a large variation and
there were several improvements of vacuum components in
the storage ring. There were also the installation of three
insertion devices in the ring [6, 7]. These may cause the
discrepancy of impedance values. The study indicated that
bellows are main contribution to the impedance with 52 %
and the pumping ports is the second contribution of 36 %
as illustrated graphically in Fig. 2. This is similar to other
light sources [8–12].

IMPEDANCE DATABASE
The wakefield impedance were exported to store in a
self describing data sets (SDDS) format [13] to construct
WEPOTK052
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Figure 2: Contributions of vacuum components to the beam
impedance of the SPS storage ring.
impedance database. This impedance database will be used
with a particle tracking code, ELEGANT [14], to study effects to electron beam inside the storage ring.
Preliminary ELEGANT simulation results showed that
the total impedance from the constructed database affects
the longitudinal bunch length (𝜎𝑠 ) by factor of two. It also
makes an energy spread (𝜎𝛿 ) increase by 60 %. Results
are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 for bunch length and energy
spread, respectively. This illustrates that the constructed
database can be called and used in ELEGANT. The total
impedance of the ring has a strong effects to an electron
beam inside the SPS storage ring. Means to reduce or to
mitigate the impedance need to be studied and implemented.

CONCLUSION
The vacuum components of the SPS storage ring has been
categorized into groups. The wakefield module in CST Studio Suite ®was used to simulate for the wakefield and wake
impedance of each vacuum components. The longitudinal
broadband impedance was calculated from the simulated
wake impedances. The loss factor and kick factor were obtained directly from the simulation. Major contribution to
the storage ring impedance is the bellows, while the pumping
ports is ranked the second.
The wakefield and wake impedances were exported from
simulations to construct the impedance database with the
SDDS file format. ELEGANT code was used to study the
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Figure 4: The impedance effects to an electron beam energy
spread in the SPS storage ring.
impedance effects. Preliminary results shown that the total
impedance makes an electron bunch lengthen by factor of
two, and a 60 % increased in beam energy spread. In depth
study is required to find means of reducing or mitigating this
impedance effects. This remains a further investigation.
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SIMULATION OF BUNCH FORMATION FOR THE Mu2e EXPERIMENT
K. P. Harrig1 , E. Prebys1 , S. J. Werkema2 , V. Nagaslaev2
1 University of California Davis Physics Dept., Davis, USA,
2 Fermilab National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, USA
Abstract
The Fermilab Recycler is an 8 GeV storage ring composed
of permanent magnets that was crucial to the success of the
Fermilab Tevatron Collider program. It is currently being
used to slip-stack protons for the high energy neutrino program and to re-bunch protons for use in the Muon g-2 and
Mu2e experiments. For the latter applications, the Recycler
re-bunches each 1.6 µs "batch" from the Fermilab Booster
into four 2.5 MHz bunches. For the Mu2e experiment, it is
crucial that beam more than 125 ns from the nominal bunch
center be suppressed by at least a factor of 10−5 . While
bunch formation is currently in operation for the g-2 experiment, this out of time requirement has not been met, and the
reason is not understood. This work presents a simulation of
bunch formation in the Recycler, in an effort to understand
the reason for this excessive out of time beam and to search
for a way to reduce it.

background from muons decaying in the orbit of the nucleus
before capture can occur.

Figure 1: Longitudinal structure of the proton beam after
exiting the delivery ring [2].

INTRODUCTION
The Mu2e experiment aims to observe conversion to an
electron of a muon that has been captured by an aluminium
nucleus. This process violates charged lepton favor number
and is forbidden by the standard model. A conclusive result,
null or otherwise, would shed light on beyond the standard
model physics. The Mu2e collaboration aims to improve on
the sensitivity of previous measurements of this process by
four orders of magnitude. Specifically, the experiment will
measure the ratio of the coherent neutrinoless conversion in
the field of a nucleus of a negatively charged muon into an
electron to the muon capture process.
𝑅 𝜇𝑒 =

𝜇 − + 𝐴(𝑍, 𝑁) → 𝑒 − + 𝐴(𝑍, 𝑁)
𝜇 − + 𝐴(𝑍, 𝑁) → 𝜈 𝜇 + 𝐴(𝑍, 𝑁)

(1)

The first search for a muon to electron conversion took
place in 1955 [1]. However, more recent experiments placed
a 90% CL limit on the process of 4.6 × 10−12 , and 7 ×
10−13 [1]. A key component to the increase in sensitivity is
the longitudinal structure of the proton beam shown in Fig. 1.
Specifically, the experiment hopes to achieve 𝑅𝑒 = 6 × 10−17
at 90% CL limit. The muons will be created via the decay of
pions created by 800 GeV protons impinging on a tungsten
target. The out-of-time protons will be eliminated using the
extinction system located on the M4 beam line just before
the tungsten target. The muons will then be captured on
an aluminium nucleus and the resulting electrons will be
detected [1]. A diagram of the accelerator complex is shown
in Fig. 2. The proton pulses are ∼ 250 ns wide and spaced
1.7 µs apart. Each pulse contains 39 × 106 protons. The
experimental signature of the process will include a large
WEPOTK053
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Figure 2: Fermilab accelerator complex.

EXTINCTION
The ratio of out of time protons to total number of protons
in a pulse is defined as the extinction. The goal is to obtain
a ratio of 10−10 by the time the protons reach the tungston
production target. The extinction is in part accomplished
with the formation of the bunches in the delivery ring.
At the delivery ring the extinction is at the 10−5 level.
However, the extinction system depicted in Fig. 3 will be
responsible for reducing the ratio another five orders of magnitude. The system will involve three collimators and two
one meter long AC dipole magnets, that will be referred
to as the AC Dipole. The tail collimator will remove the
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Figure 3: Extinction system consisting of three collimators
and two magnets [2].
protons scattered by the electrostatic septum upon extraction
from the delivery ring. The halo collimators will remove the
high amplitude protons (i.e. the protons at the edge of the
separatrix in phase space) so that they will not be pushed
back into the space of the target by the AC dipole.
The extinction collimator will then stop all protons deexcited by the dipole. As stated above, the AC dipole will be
responsible for kicking out-of-time beam into the extinction
collimator.

Figure 4: The AC dipole waveform overlaid with proton
pulses at the transmission points [3].
The AC dipole will be driven by two harmonics: one at
300 kHz and 4.5 MHz. The 300 kHz harmonic is half of
the bunch frequency and the 4.5 MHz harmonic is used to
maximize the transmission window for the in time protons in
the pulse. Figure 4 shows the AC dipole waveform overlaid
with proton pulses at the transmission points.

Simulations
Major contributions to the out-of-time protons is caused
by the frequency mismatch between the Booster and the
Recycler, the machine impedance and space charge effects.
The Recycler has large longitudinal impedances at 2.5 MHz
and 53 MHz. For these reasons, incorporating space charge
effects and longitudinal impedance in the Recycler RF model
is extremely important. Beam Longitudinal Dynamics
(BLonD) simulation framework allows for the incorporation of both of these effects [4].
The Booster has a frequency of 53 Hz and the Recycler
frequency is 2.5 MHz. For this reason, the Recycler must
synchronously capture eight 53 Hz bunches into a 2.5 MHz
bucket of the Recycler using a voltage ramp depicted in

Figure 5: Re-bunching sequence of the Recycler [2].

Figure 6: A simulation of the proton beam in the Recycler
after the re-bunching sequence has been executed. The motion of protons in longitudinal phase space consists of a
counter-clockwise rotation about the center of the RF bucket.
Rotation near the center of the bucket (small amplitude motion) is faster than that the near the edge of the bucket. This
gives rise to a filamenting of the beam in longitudinal phase
space as the beam makes repeated revolutions around the
bucket. This filamenting is clearly visible in the above plot.
Fig. 5. Because the ramp must be executed in a timely
manner, it is impossible to prevent the filamenting of the
particles in the RF bucket of the Recycler. Figure 6 shows a
simulation of the eight Booster bunches after being captured
into the Recycler bucket. This filamenting creates variations
in the time distribution of the bunches that extend outside
the 125 ns window required for the in time protons.

Figure 7: A simulation using BLonD of the re-bunching
sequence in the Recycler with no space charge or impedance
effects included.
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CONCLUSION

Figure 8: A simulation using BLonD of the re-bunching
sequence in the Recycler with space charge and impedance
effects included. Impedance was calculated using 6× the
shunt resistance.
The effects of including impedance and space charge in
the simulations can be seen in Figs 7 and 8. The formation
of "ghost" bunches can be clearly seen along side the two
batches (each composed of four bunches), increasing the
number of out-of-time protons significantly.
Figure 9 shows the simulated extinction just prior to extraction from the Recycler to the Delivery Ring. At the end
of the re-bunching cycle, the extinction level is simulated
to be 2.01 × 10−4 , almost one order of magnitude above the
requirement of 10−5 and an order of magnitude higher than
in would be without impedance and space charge effects
included.

The effects of the re-bunching cycle, impedance and space
charge were described and results of simulations were presented here. While the extinction requirement of 10−5 is
predicted to be out of reach for the Recycler due to these
effects, future work simulating the Delivery Ring must be
completed before conclusions can be made about achieving
the full requirement. In addition, several mechanisms can
be put in place to reduce the out-of-time beam. For example,
beam loading compensation can be used to reduce the effects
of the machine impedance.
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Figure 9: Simulated extinction, with 6× the measured shunt
resistance as the impedance, as a function of time where t =
2400 ns is the center of the Recycler’s RF bucket.
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF DARHT AXIS 1
INJECTOR PIC SIMULATIONS∗
A. F. Press† , M. A. Jaworski, D. C. Moir, S. Szustkowski
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, USA
Abstract
Validated particle in cell (PIC) simulations of the DARHT
Axis 1 injector have the potential to reduce accelerator downtime, assist experimental data analysis and improve accelerator tunes. To realize these benefits, the simulations must
be validated with experimental results. In this work, the
particle in cell code Chicago is used to simulate the injector
region of the dual-axis radiographic hydrodynamic test facility (DARHT) first axis. These simulations are validated
against experiment using measured anode-cathode voltage,
beam current at three positions, optical transition radiation
and previously calculated emittance. Since all of these measurements contain some variation, the respective simulation
parameters are varied to understand their effect. The resulting simulated beam current distributions can then be
compared to the measured 2*RMS radius. This resulted in
a reasonably well validated simulation model. Some inconstancy between simulated and measured results still exists,
which future work will address.

EXPERIMENTAL AND
SIMULATION SETUP

Figure 1: Geometry of the DARHT Axis 1 injector (not to
scale). Far left vacuum boundary is a transverse electromagnetic launch and wave absorbing boundary (TEM
WLAB). Far bottom right vacuum boundary is a wave absorbing boundary (WAB). The E-dot measures the cathodeanode voltage and was cross calibrated with permanent magnet spectrometer [4]. The anode-cathode gap is nominally
18 cm. BPM 1, 2 and 3 measure beam current at 24.5, 82.4
and 208.0 cm from the cathode face. The OTR measurement
foil is located 163.0 cm from the cathode face. The velvet
emitter is slightly recessed from the cathode face.

Figure 1 shows the DARHT Axis 1 injector geometry.
Simulations are performed using the particle in cell code
Chicago [1]. The anode magnet focuses the beam, while
the bucking coil has the opposite polarization and is set to
reduce the on-axis axial magnetic field to zero at the cathode face. The optical transition radiation (OTR) foil creates
optical light proportional to the beam current density passing through it for a given beam energy. The foil is at a 50∘
angle, allowing the emitted light to be imaged using a gated
CCD camera. The image is then corrected for angle and a
background subtraction is performed. Figure 2 shows an
example OTR image. An important factor in the OTR data is
the width of the gate (10 ns, shown in Fig. 2) causing a small
portion of the energy and current variation to be sampled.
Only beam properties in the “flat-top” or steady state portion
of the voltage and current pulse will be considered here. A
range of beam profiles can be measured by changing the
anode magnet field intensity. This results in a relationship
between the anode magnet current and 2*RMS beam radius
at a given axial position as shown in Fig. 3. A similar simulation geometry can be found in work performed by Plewa

Figure 2: Left: OTR image taken 163 cm from the cathode
face with an 186 A anode magnet current. Corrected for
OTR foil angle. Right: Pulsed diode voltage showing flattop and OTR sample period.

This work is supported by the US Department of Energy through the
Los Alamos National Laboratory. Los Alamos National Laboratory
is operated by Triad National Security, LLC, for the National Nuclear
Security Administration of the U.S. Department of Energy (Contract No.
89233218CNA000001).
alexpress@lanl.gov

1. Input voltage is adjusted until the anode-cathode
(diode) gap voltage is equal to that measured by the
E-dot.

∗

†
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et al. [2], while detailed emitter region simulations can be
found in work performed by Coleman et al.’,[3].

SIMULATION VALIDATION
There are several free parameters which need to be constrained in the simulation:
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Figure 3: OTR measured 2*RMS beam radius at 163 cm
from the cathode face as a function of anode magnet current.

Figure 4: 2*RMS beam radius solenoid sweep for various
diode voltages.

2. Beam current is space charge limited and is controlled
by the emission area for a given input voltage. The
emission area is adjusted by increasing or decreasing
the velvet emitter recess from the cathode shroud. As
the depth is increased, the electric field is reduced at the
emitter edges. This reduces the area of the emitter that
reaches the breakdown threshold, reducing total current.
The emitter depth is adjusted until the simulated and
measured beam currents match.
3. Emittance has been calculated using OTR images and
a fitting routine in the envelope code XTR [5]. The initial beam temperature is adjusted until beam emittance
matches XTR calculated values.

Variation in Measured Quantities
Each measured quantity has some variation during the
“flat top” portion of the pulse. Moir et al. [6] used a permanent magnet spectrometer to measure beam energy over a
pulse. For a diode voltage near 3.34 MV, the RMS energy
spread during a 60 ns portion of the pulse flattop was 0.43%.
Figure 4 shows three PIC simulated solenoid sweeps with
roughly 0.5% changes in the diode voltage. The distribution
of 2*RMS beam radii shifts to higher anode magnet currents
as the diode voltage increases. This can be explained as an increase in anode magnet focal length, which is approximated
by the thin lens formula [7]:
𝑓 =

4𝛽2 𝛾2 𝑚2 𝑐2
,
𝑞2 ∫ 𝐵2 𝑑𝑧

(1)

where 𝛽 and 𝛾 are the usual relativistic factors, 𝑚 is the rest
mass of an electron, 𝑐 is the speed of light, 𝑞 is the elementary
charge and 𝐵 is the on-axis axial magnetic field. Both 𝛽 and
𝛾 increase with diode voltage, causing the increase in focal
length.
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Figure 5: 2*RMS beam radius solenoid sweep for various
beam currents.

An approximation to the relativistic 1D Child–Langmuir
law gives the current (𝐼) - voltage (𝑉) relation [8]:

𝐼∝

(𝑀𝑉 )
(( 𝑉0.511
+ 1)

2/3

− 1)

3/2

−0.392
(𝑀𝑉 )
(√3 − 1)( 𝑉0.511
+ 1)
+1

.

(2)

Using this relation for a diode voltage of 3.34 MV, a 0.43%
change results in a 0.54% change in beam current. A change
in current of this magnitude is not obvious and so Figure 5
shows three PIC simulated solenoid sweeps with roughly 4%
changes to the beam current. Since an increase in current
comes from an increase in initial beam radius, and corresponds to an increased self electric field force, the beam
will have a larger radius in the anode magnet region. Consequently the beam compress faster for a given anode magnet
focal length, increasing the slope on the left hand side of
Fig. 5. The higher compression causes a tighter pinch, leading to faster expansion and a larger slope on the right side
of the figure.
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Figure 6: 2*RMS beam radius solenoid sweep for various
initial emittance values.
Finally, the normalized emittance of a thermal emitter is
given by [7]:
𝑘 𝑇
𝜖𝑛 = 2𝑟emit √ 𝐵 2𝑒 ,
(3)
𝑚𝑐
where 𝑟emit is the radius of the emitting area, 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant and 𝑇𝑒 is the electron temperature. For a
55 mm diameter emitter, the emittance is calculated to be
1200 ±10% mm-mrad using a fitting routine in the XTR
code. Generally the fitting routine calculates a 10% error in
emittance due to the fit, other error sources are not included.
Figure 6 shows three PIC simulated solenoid sweeps with
roughly 10% changes in the normalized emittance, which
was varied by changing the emitted electron temperature
only. Changes can be seen in the 2*RMS minimum region,
where a larger emittance produces a larger 2*RMS minimum.
Using the trends shown in Figs. 4–6, a simulated solenoid
sweep which reasonably matches the measured values can
be found.

MATCHING MEASURED TO
SIMULATED SOLENOID SWEEPS

Figure 7: Best-matched measured (blue) and simulated (orange) 2*RMS beam radius solenoid sweep.

Work will also be performed to constrain the beam’s initial phase space through experimental measurement using
inverse Thomson scattering, a set of simulation to OTR
measurement comparisons using a design of experiments
or machine learning approach, or simulations which run the
simulation backwards using the OTR data and an assumption
for beam temperature.
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BEAM LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS IN SIRIUS STORAGE RING
M. B. Alves∗ , F. H. de Sá, L. Liu, X. R. Resende
Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS), Campinas, Brazil
Abstract
SIRIUS is the new storage ring-based 4th generation synchrotron light source built and operated by the Brazilian
Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS) at the Brazilian Center for Research in Energy and Materials (CNPEM). In ultralow emittance storage rings such as SIRIUS, the dominant
contribution to the beam lifetime is due to Touschek effect.
We used the strategy of storing simultaneously two bunches
with different currents to measure their Touschek lifetime
independently of other contributions to the total lifetime,
such as gas scattering. The measurements were carried out
in different conditions of bunch current and RF voltage to
compare the experimental results with those expected from
theory and simulations for SIRIUS.

INTRODUCTION
Details about SIRIUS main parameters and current operation status can be found in [1–3].
Electrons in the same bunch can undergo Coulomb scattering in which part of the transverse momentum is transferred
to the longitudinal. With this scattering, after energy exchange between electrons, the final energy deviations may
exceed the acceptance of the ring, causing particle losses.
This process is called Touschek effect and its loss rate for
each bunch can be obtained by [4]:
𝛼t =

𝐿0 𝐹(𝜏𝑚 , 𝐵1 , 𝐵2 )
𝑟2𝐼
1
= 𝑒 𝑏2 ∫
d𝑠,
0
𝜏t 8𝜋𝛾
𝜏𝑚 𝜎 𝑧 𝜎 ℎ

(1)

where 𝑟𝑒 is the classical electron radius, 𝐼𝑏 is the bunch
current, 𝛾 the Lorentz factor, 𝜎𝑧 the bunch length, 𝜎ℎ is
related to transverse beam sizes, energy spread 𝜎𝛿 and
dispersion functions by 𝜎ℎ = √𝜎2𝑥 𝜎2𝑦 − (𝜎2𝛿 𝜂𝑥 𝜂𝑦 )2 . The
parameter 𝜏𝑚 is related to the momentum acceptance by
𝜏𝑚 = (1 − 𝛾−2 ) 𝛿2𝑚 ≈ 𝛿2𝑚 . 𝐹(𝜏𝑚 , 𝐵1 , 𝐵2 ) is a functional
of equilibrium parameters and lattice optics functions, parameterized in terms of 𝐵1 (𝑠) and 𝐵2 (𝑠) in an integral form
that can be calculated numerically [4].
Other relevant contributions to the loss rate come from
elastic and inelastic scattering between electrons and residual gas in the vacuum chamber, which depends mainly on
vacuum pressure. In conditions in which quantum lifetime can be neglected, the total loss rate 𝛼total is the sum
of Touschek 𝛼t and vacuum 𝛼v contributions, such that
d𝐼/d𝑡 = −𝛼total 𝐼 = − (𝛼t + 𝛼v ) 𝐼.

METHOD
The simple measurement of beam current decay provides
the total beam lifetime and separating each contribution is
∗
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typically complicated [5–12]. In order to measure each contribution independently, some strategies have been proposed
to study the lifetime behavior in different operation conditions. In Ref. [13] the authors proposed a method of storing
two bunches with different charge densities. In this setup,
the two bunches densities experience the same pressure and,
therefore, the same vacuum loss rate. Measuring the current
decay of each bunch and applying the constraint of equal
vacuum conditions for both, one should be able to extract
the Touschek lifetime contribution. The original method
proposed in [13] assumed that beam equilibrium parameters
are independent of beam current, so the Touschek loss rate
could be obtained algebraically from the total loss rates and
current of each bunch as a function of time.

Touschek Lifetime Effective Model
For SIRIUS storage ring, beam equilibrium parameters
are highly current-dependent given the small beam volume
and large beam coupling impedances due to small vacuum
chamber radius. Details about collective effects simulations
and measurements for SIRIUS are discussed elsewhere [14].
The bunch-lengthening with single-bunch current, caused
mainly by potential-well distortion induced by wakefields,
can be included in the effective model of Touschek loss
rate. Considering a linear approximation of this effect as
𝜎𝑧 ≈ 𝜎𝑧,0 (1 + 𝜇𝑧 𝐼𝑏 ), where 𝜎𝑧,0 is the bunch-length at
zero-current, the Touschek loss rate can be factored as:
𝛼t = 𝛼t ̄

𝐼𝑏
,
1 + 𝜇𝑧 𝐼𝑏

(2)

where 𝛼t ̄ is a normalized loss rate that should depend on
zero-current equilibrium parameters and lattice optics.
However, other well-known current-dependent effects on
beam parameters, such as intrabeam scattering (IBS) [15],
are more involved to be captured with an effective model. For
example, the functional 𝐹(𝜏𝑚 , 𝐵1 , 𝐵2 )/𝜎ℎ in Eq. (1) generally has a non-trivial dependence on parameters (𝜖𝑥 , 𝜖𝑦 , 𝜎𝛿 )
that are increased by IBS.

Fitting the Data
A possible approach to fit the loss rate is dividing the
measured current decay data in small time segments and
fit a linear decay to each one, although this process may be
highly susceptible to data noise. In addition, the choice of
the time span is not straightforward and may not attend both
bunches data simultaneously due to the large difference in
decay rates.
A fitting approach that is robust to noise relies on the
solution of the differential equation by numerical integration.
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Let us define the transformation ℱ by
𝑡

ℱ(𝛼, 𝐼meas ) = 𝐼0,meas − ∫ 𝐼meas (𝑡 ′ )𝛼 (𝐼meas (𝑡 ′ )) d𝑡 ′ , (3)
0

where 𝐼meas (𝑡 = 0) = 𝐼0,meas is the initial current. The transformation ℱ takes as input the measured current decay at
discrete times 𝐼meas (𝑡𝑖 ) and returns a corresponding current
based on the loss rate model. The parameters of the effective model defined by 𝛼(𝐼) can be adjusted to reproduce the
measured current decay by means of minimizing the cost
2
𝑁
function 𝜒2 = ∑𝑖=1 [ℱ(𝛼, 𝐼meas (𝑡𝑖 )) − 𝐼meas (𝑡𝑖 )] .
The data set can be divided in time segments in which
the vacuum lifetime is assumed to be constant. Note that
the assumption of linear decay in these data segments is
not necessary and a generic loss rate can be used. Even
if an effective model with analytic expressions can not be
determined, this fitting approach still can be applied just
substituting the step of evaluating the formula for 𝛼(𝐼) by a
simulation code.

Lifetime and Momentum Acceptance
The storage ring momentum acceptance can be investigated using the Touschek lifetime dependence with RF voltage as a probe [16–18]. As shown in Eq. (1), the Touschek
loss rate depends on the momentum acceptance with 𝛿−2
𝑚 and
with a non-trivial dependence in the function 𝐹(𝜏𝑚 , 𝐵1 , 𝐵2 ).
The momentum acceptance in a storage ring is 𝑠-dependent
and defined by non-linear dynamics and RF acceptance. Figure 1 shows SIRIUS nominal momentum acceptance for one
section of the model without random errors and RF voltage
of 1.575 MV. Details of the calculation procedure can be
found in Ref. [19].

dyn
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Figure 1: Momentum acceptance for one section of SIRIUS
storage ring. The gray curve is the nominal acceptance from
non-linear dynamics and the dashed red lines represent the
RF acceptance. Dipoles, quadrupoles and sextupoles are
represented as blue, orange and green blocks, respectively.

RESULTS
Lifetime with Two Bunches
Raw data at ADC rate (382 points per turn) for all four
antennas of a BPM located at a straight section were used to
measure the current decay of each one of the two bunches
independently. Two previously measured counts-to-current
calibration curves, one for each bunch, were used to deconvolve the individually-induced signal during the experiment.

The resulting sum of both reconstructed currents was compared with the DCCT measurement, showing a discrepancy
of only 2 µA, much smaller than the current of each bunch.
Data from 100 turns was acquired and averaged to decrease
noise contributions. The chosen buckets numbers to fill
were 1 for the high charge bunch and 550 for the low charge
so mutual signal interference could be minimized.
Bunch 1 was filled initially with 2.36 mA and bunch 2
with 0.21 mA. Data acquisitions were done for 12 h during
a machine studies night shift with all IDs transverse fields
set to minimum values. The data set was divided into 24
segments, with 30 min-duration each, where the vacuum contribution to the lifetime was regarded as constant. Current
decays were fitted with Eq. (3), using the effective model of
Touschek loss rate of Eq. (2) plus a constant term 𝛼v related
to the vacuum loss rate for each time segment. Therefore, we
used 26 parameters (24 𝛼v , 1 𝛼t ̄ and 1 𝜇𝑧 ) to fit more than
15k data points. Considering the discrepancy of 2 µA between DCCT and BPM-calculated currents, fitting residues
lower than this value was used as an indication of overfitting.
Since the main goal of the two bunches setup is to obtain
the Touschek contribution regardless of vacuum conditions,
we set the upper bound for the vacuum lifetime as 150 h
just to avoid overfitting. In Table 1 the Touschek parameters obtained are presented. Even though the fitting error of
these parameters is lower when 𝜏v has no bounds, the fitting
residue is still close 2 µA and the effective model seems to
overfit the data. The parameters for the “nominal model”
were obtained by fitting Eq. (2) to simulated data of Touschek rate vs. current. A careful error propagation analysis,
including repeatability of fitting parameters, still needs to
be carried out to obtain more realistic error bars.
A larger value for the fitting parameter 𝜇𝑧 was expected,
since it was accounting for all effects that increase the “beam
volume”. Including a 𝐼𝑏2 term in the denominator of Eq. (2)
was attempted, since from simulations and streak-camera
measurements, the bunch-length vs. current is well described by a quadratic polynomial [14]. However, the fitting
reduced the quadratic coefficient to zero and the linear coefficient was basically the same reported in Table 1. Hence,
we chose to keep only the linear term in the denominator to
avoid unnecessary fitting parameters.
With the fitted parameters presented in Table 1,
for 100 mA with uniform filling (𝐼𝑏 = 0.116 mA), the Touschek lifetime estimate is 19 h. With a vacuum lifetime
of 150 h, the total lifetime would be close to 17 h, which is
consistent with the values observed during user shifts.
Table 1: Touschek Lifetime Fitting Parameters
Fitting condition

𝛼t ̄ [h−1 mA−1 ]

𝜇𝑧 [mA−1 ]

𝜏v ≤ 150 h
Free 𝜏v
Nominal model

0.4318 ± 0.004
0.4589 ± 0.002
0.5040

0.249 ± 0.001
0.3083 ± 0.0005
0.6105
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Figure 2: Simulated Touschek lifetime vs. RF voltage
for 1 mA single-bunch current. The color-coded curves
represent different dynamic momentum acceptances. The
dashed gray curve highlights the maximum Touschek lifetime with corresponding RF voltage for each 𝑘𝛿 curve.
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Figure 3: Measured Touschek lifetime × 𝐼𝑏 vs. RF voltage
for single-bunch currents close to 1 mA. With 𝑘𝛿 = 0.9
and multiplying the lifetime values by 1.2, the measured
𝑉rf(c) is reproduced. The colormap encodes the single-bunch
current value, where lighter colors means higher currents
and vice-versa.

Lifetime vs. RF Voltage
In Fig. 2, results of Touschek lifetime calculations with
SIRIUS model are shown. The equilibrium parameters
for 1 mA were calculated including the effects of wakefields
and IBS [14]. Let 𝑉rf(c) be the critical RF voltage in which
the Touschek lifetime is maximum. This quantity is determined by the dynamic momentum acceptance, as can
be seen in Fig. 2. The parameter 𝑘𝛿 is a scale factor used
to artificially change the nominal dynamic acceptance by
dyn
𝛿dyn
𝑚 (𝑠) → 𝑘𝛿 𝛿𝑚 (𝑠). It was observed in simulations that,
while keeping the model dynamic momentum acceptance
fixed, changing other parameters as emittance ratio just affects the lifetime vs. RF voltage curves by a scale factor and
does not change the value of 𝑉rf(c) . Therefore, one can measure 𝑉rf(c) to estimate the machine momentum acceptance.
We measured the current decay of a single-bunch, also
using BPM waveform acquisitions, while scanning the RF
voltage. For each voltage, a current close to 1 mA was accumulated in a bunch and the acquisitions ran until the current
dropped to about 0.95 mA. Based on the previous measurement, we considered a fixed vacuum lifetime of 150 h and
fitted the parameter 𝛼t ̄ for the Touschek lifetime.
In Fig. 3 the measurement results are presented and compared with calculations using the nominal model for singlebunch currents around 1.0 mA. The similarity between data
and model results is quite remarkable. The quantity 𝜏t × 𝐼𝑏 is
equal to 𝛼t −1
̄ and, when collective effects are absent, should
be independent of current, for a fixed RF voltage.
Since the value of 𝑉rf(c) is crucial to estimate the momentum acceptance, we measured the incoherent synchrotron
frequency as a function of RF voltage to calibrate the RF
voltage readout value [16]. The measured critical RF voltage was 𝑉rf(c) = 1.705 MV. This voltage corresponds to a
factor 𝑘𝛿 = 0.9, which was used to calculate the curves
of Fig. 3. This obtained 𝑘𝛿 value is quite reasonable since
WEPOTK055
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non-linear optimization studies have not been carried out so
far. Thus, it should be possible to find optimum sextupole
settings to improve the dynamic momentum acceptance and
consequently Touschek lifetime. Furthermore, we had to
scale up by a factor 1.2 the lifetime curves calculated with
the model to match the measured data. These higher values
for the measured lifetime could be explained by a difference
between the estimated and measured equilibrium parameters, for example the emittance ratio not measured yet. This
issue is being investigated.

CONCLUSIONS
Lifetime studies were carried out in SIRIUS storage ring.
The method of storing two bunches and measuring their current decays was applied to measure the Touschek lifetime
contribution independently of vacuum conditions. The fact
that beam equilibrium parameters have a strong dependence
on single-bunch current for SIRIUS has proven to be an
essential feature to be considered. For 100 mA with multibunch uniform filling, the present SIRIUS operation mode,
the fitted parameters estimate a Touschek lifetime of 19 h.
Despite being an interesting setup to measure the Touschek
lifetime, when the total lifetime is heavily dominated by
this effect, the two bunches method provides poor information about vacuum lifetime. Other methods to study the gas
lifetime contribution are being investigated. Measurements
of Touschek lifetime vs. RF voltage indicate that the machine momentum acceptance is a factor 0.9 lower than the
acceptance obtained from the nominal model. It is still not
completely clear how to properly include collective effects
as an effective model that fits the beam current decay and
results in parameters consistent with theory and simulations.
Further studies are planned to explore these issues.
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TOWARDS DIRECT DETECTION OF THE SHAPE OF CSR PULSES
WITH FAST THz DETECTORS
J. L. Steinmann∗ , M. Brosi† , E. Bründermann, A. Mochihashi, P. Schreiber, A.-S. Müller
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract
Coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) is emitted when
the emitting structure is equal to or smaller than the observed
wavelength. Consequently, these pulses are very short and
most detectors respond with their impulse response, regardless of the pulse length and shape. Here we present singleshot measurements performed at the Karlsruhe Research
Accelerator (KARA) using a fast real-time oscilloscope and
Schottky barrier detectors sensitive in the sub-THz range.
The time response of this setup to CSR pulses emitted by
electron bunches during the microbunching instability is
shown to be sensitive to the shape of the electron bunch.
Our results show how, in the future, the shape of electron
bunches can be directly measured using a straightforward
setup.

measuring purely incoherent synchrotron radiation. This
diode is specified with a rise time of 35 ps and a bandwidth
of 10 GHz. The optical setup is shown in Fig. 1.
Each detector output is connected with a 1.2 m long RF
cable to the 100 GHz, 256 GSa/s, 10-bit real-time oscilloscope. Apart from the oscilloscope, the equipment is not
intended for this high frequency, which leads to some compromises that might affect the performance. The THz diode
has a 2.92 mm K-connector where we connected a low-loss
cable also with K-connectors to an K-to-V-Adapter and a
V-to-1 mm-Adapter to the oscilloscope. The K connectors as
well as the used Totoku Flexible Cable, TCF358, 1.2 m are
specified only up to 40 GHz above which additional modes
can propagate on the cable. The photo diode detector has an
SMA connector but is limited to ∼10 GHz bandwidth.

OVERVIEW
While incoherent radiation is independent of the electron
distribution and the emitted optical power is therefore directly proportional to the bunch structure, coherent radiation,
on the other hand, depends on the electron distribution, since
the power for fully coherent radiation scales quadratically
with the number of particles. In the past, our readout chain
could not directly resolve the time structure of THz pulses
but measured the total integrated pulse energy. Here we
show for the first time direct time structure measurements
of a short electron bunch suffering from the microbunching
instability. During this instability, which was extensively
studied in the past years [1], sub-structures on the bunch
profile are created leading to a rich structure whose form
factor extends up to several THz. With a commercial realtime oscilloscope and a fast sub-THz detector we were able
to resolve some part of that structure.

SETUP AND CHARACTERIZATION
The optical measurement setup is quite simple as we used
a single off-axis parabolic mirror to focus the synchrotron
radiation at the KARA IR2 beamline onto the THz detector. The detector consists of a horn antenna coupling the
radiation into a waveguide and onto a Schottky diode which
rectifies the electric field pulse. Due to the filtering characteristic of the waveguide (WR2.2) and the diode itself, the
detector is sensitive between 325 GHz to 500 GHz. Through
a small hole in the parabolic mirror, some fraction of the optical light is transmitted and focused with an objective onto
a photo diode detector sensitive in the visible range, thus
∗
†
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Figure 1: Optical setup: The radiation is coupled out via the
diagnostic port of the IR2 beamline at KARA and focused
with an off-axis parabolic mirror into the horn antenna of
the THz detector. Through a hole in the mirror, visible light
is guided through an objective onto a photo diode detector.
To characterize the THz detector setup and make sure we
are not just seeing detector effects we measured a stable laser
based THz source (TERA15-TX-FC) with a length of below
2 ps first, which is shorter than what our setup can resolve.
Therefore, the impulse response of the system is probed.
The photo diode detector was illuminated with incoherent
synchrotron radiation in the visible range. To compensate
for arrival time changes due to synchrotron oscillation, the
pulses were aligned before averaging.
The measured detector outputs are shown in Fig. 2 (top).
The THz detector shows a significantly lower standard deviation (compare the noise before the pulses) and a very stable
pulse signal and corresponding readout. Though, small afterringing and reflections are visible where not necessarily all
of them have to come from the detector or the readout, as
some are also visible in the THz time-domain spectroscopy
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Figure 2: Top: Impulse response of the THz detector (red)
and the photo diode detector (blue). The THz detector was
probed with a >2 ps short, laser based THz pulse, the photo
diode detector with incoherent synchrotron radiation. The
solid line denotes the mean and the shaded area the standard
deviation of 16 384 single shots. To compensate for timing
drifts due to synchrotron oscillation, the photo diode detector
signal was aligned at the rising edge at the half maximum,
which is why at this reference point no deviation is seen.
Bottom: Fourier transform of the impulse response of the
THz detector (red) and of the visible photo diode detector
(blue). Transmission properties of cable and connectors
were not taken into account.
(TDS) system reference measurements of the test pulse and
thus could be caused from the generating THz antenna.
Fourier transforms of the impulse responses are shown in
Fig. 2 (bottom). The transmission properties of cable and
connectors could not be taken into account as we have no
means to measure them up to the high frequencies. As a
guide, at 40 GHz the cable is specified with an insertion loss
of 2.8 dB and the two connectors of 0.3 dB each. A detector
response of up to 90 GHz is visible, so that we expect to be
able to resolve structures in the time range of above 10 ps.
The used equipment is summarized in Table 1, and the
used machine parameters are summarized in Table 2.

MEASUREMENTS
Measurements were performed during short-bunch operation with a momentum compaction factor 𝛼𝑐 of 3.2 × 10−4
and a zero-current rms bunch length of below 7 ps. With
a bunch current above the threshold, the microbunching
instability leads to bunch lengthening and the rise of substructures on the blown up bunch profile. Under this condi-

Oscilloscope
THz Detector
Photo diode detector
Cable
Adapters

Keysight UXR1004A [2]
VDI WR2.2 WM570R8 [3]
Alphalas UPD-35-UVIR-P [4]
Totoku TCF358 1.2 m [5]
SHF KPC185F100M
KPC292F185M [6]

Table 2: Machine Conditions
Energy
Filling pattern
Bunch current
Bunch charge
Synchrotron frequency
Accelerating Voltage
Revolution Frequency
Zero-current bunch length
Momentum compaction 𝛼𝑐

1.3 GeV
Single bunch
0.53 mA
196 pC
6.9 kHz
884 kV
2.716 MHz
6.8 ps
3.2 × 10−4

tion, the instability with its sawtooth behavior can lead to
rms bunch lengths of 10 ps to 20 ps with low picosecond to
sub-picosecond short structures on top.
The measured pulse is shown in Fig. 3 for 20 consecutive
turns where one turn takes (368.2 ns) at KARA. If the detector and readout device were not able to temporally resolve
the CSR pulses, identical shapes with different amplitudes
would be expected as we see it with "slow" detectors with
response times in the lower GHz range. However, a signal of
almost 50 ps full width at half-maximum (FWHM) can be
seen with clear substructures. The incoherent photo diode
detector signal variations are within the expected range of
the standard deviation (cf. Fig. 2). Since the detectors bandwidth was measured to be below 20 GHz, the seen faster
oscillations are due to noise.

SUMMARY
During the micro-bunching instability, a lengthened bunch
with (sub-)picosecond sub-structures emits coherent THz
radiation. In this paper we have shown that the time structure of this radiation can be directly resolved by a fast THz
detector and a fast, 100-GHz real-time oscilloscope. In the
future, this can be exploited more favorably by dedicated
readout electronics, which can be used for live analysis and
long-term turn-by-turn diagnostics [7, 8]. In addition, it can
be used to verify the far-field electro-optical measurement
techniques that we are currently setting up [9].
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Figure 3: Evolution of the detector signal over 20 consecutive turns (spacing between each turn is 368.2 ns). The Schottky
diode signal (in red) corresponds to the measurement of THz coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR). The photo diode
detector signal (in blue) reflects the measurement of incoherent visible light at the same time. The photo diode detector
data is scaled by a factor of 2 and shifted by −300 mV for better visibility. Note that due to different optical path lengths the
synchrotron light hits the photo diode detector slightly earlier than the THz detector.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE TRANSVERSE MODE COUPLING
INSTABILITY WITH SPACE-CHARGE AT THE CERN SPS
X. Buffat∗ , H. Bartosik, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Table 1: Machine, Beam and Numerical Parameters

Abstract
Past studies on the Transverse Mode Coupling Instability
(TMCI) suggested that it can be suppressed in the presence
of space-charge forces. Recent developments in this field
show that for higher strength, space-charge forces lead to
other types of instabilities. We investigate the characteristics
of these instabilities by means of stability threshold measurements at the CERN SPS for various intensities, longitudinal
and transverse emittances. These observations are compared
to numerical tracking simulations.

INTRODUCTION
The Transverse Mode Coupling Instability (TMCI) often
limits the maximum bunch intensity in synchrotrons [1].
While it is expected that weak space-charge forces can
mitigate the TMCI [2], strong enough space-charge fields
may give rise to new mode coupling instabilities [3, 4]. We
present experimental studies aiming at demonstrating the
existence of these instabilities and determine the dependence
on the most relevant machine and beam parameters at the
CERN SPS.
Instabilities with strong space-charge are predicted by linearised models which do not allow for quantitative comparison with experimental data, due to the lack of modelling for
Landau damping caused by the tune spread driven by spacecharge forces. We therefore use macroparticle tracking simulations for comparison with experimental data. The tracking
through the lattice is performed using SixtrackLib [5] based
on the thin lens optics of the SPS [6] featuring multipole
errors in the dipoles and quadrupoles up to 7th order. Selfconsistent space-charge field computations are preformed at
discrete points around the machine using PyPIC [7]. Both
lattice and space-charge computations are accelerated on
GPU. The impact of the wake fields is computed with PyHEADTAIL [8] using the 2018 impedance model of the
SPS [9]. The machine, beam and numerical parameters are
listed in Tab. 1.

INSTABILITY THRESHOLD
A series of experiments were conducted at the SPS,
during which a single bunch with different properties was
injected and kept at flat bottom allowing for a monitoring of
the evolution of the beam properties and assess in particular
the transverse stability threshold. The experimental
procedure consisted in varying the transverse emittances
by approaching the integer tune and then the coupling
∗

Energy [GeV]
Bunch intensity [1011 p/b]
Trans. norm. emit. [µm]
Long. emit. [eVs]
H/V tune
H/V chromaticity
H/V 2nd order chroma. [102 ]
H/V 3rd order chroma. [105 ]
Synchrotron tune [10−4 ]
RF Voltage (200MHz) [MV]
RF Voltage (800MHz) [MV]
Nb. turns
Nb. macroparticles
Nb. slices for wake
Nb. slices for PIC
PIC grid size
Number of space-charge kicks

26
1.5 to 2.4
0.5 to 6
0.25 to 0.4
26.15 / 26.22
3.0/2.0
2.8/1.2
-5.0/3.2
4.2
1
0.1
1.3 · 105
106
500
50
128x128
540

resonance at the flat bottom of the PS, in order to obtain
round beams yet maintaining the same intensity and
longitudinal emittance. By doing so, the strength of the
space-charge forces is varied keeping the strength of the
wake fields constant. The operation was repeated for
different intensities and longitudinal emittances, obtained
with dedicated setup in the PSB.
We use the intensity transmission through the flat bottom
of the SPS to characterise the stability of the beam. The
experimental data as well as the results of simulations
are shown in Fig. 1. The experimental data (dots) on
the top plot corresponds to configurations featuring a
measured longitudinal emittance of 0.3 eVs but varying
intensities and transverse emittances. The simulations with
space-charge (solid lines) are slightly pessimistic with
respect to the observations, yet the dependence with the
transverse emittance is well described. There is a significant
uncertainty related to the longitudinal distribution, since it is
measured at the PS flat top, before the phase-space rotation
that occurs right before the injection into the SPS [10]. As
discussed later, the instability may develop within tens to
hundreds of turns following the injection into SPS, such
that the longitudinal distribution is not yet fully matched.
It is therefore expected that the simulations with 0.3 eVs
are pessimistic. The agreement is significantly better with
0.4 eVs. The remaining differences may be attributed to the
uncertainty on the measured transverse emittance (≈ 20%).

xavier.buffat@cern.ch
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Figure 2: HT signal measured by a vertical wideband pickup
during the first 50 turns after injection into the SPS. The
dashed black line show the longitudinal line density measured by same pickup. The intensity is 2.3 · 1011 in both
configurations, but the emittance is far from the threshold
for the top plot (1.8 µm) and close to it for the bottom plot
(4.1 µm).

Figure 1: The coloured dots represent the intensity transmission measured through the flat bottom of the SPS with
various intensity and transverse emittance at a constant longitudinal emittance of 0.3 eVs (top) and with various longitudinal and transverse emittances at constant intensity of
1.6 · 1011 protons per bunch. The lines show the instability
threshold obtained in tracking simulations with space-charge
(solid) and without (dashed).

Simulations without space-charge (dashed lines) exhibit
a weak dependence of the instability threshold on the
transverse emittance, which is not compatible with the
experimental data. This comparison suggests that transverse
Landau damping due to the lattice non-linearities is rather
weak. This was confirmed experimentally by a measurement
of the transverse detuning terms, yielding a r.m.s. tune
spread of about 2 · 10−5 for the largest emittance considered
here. This tune spread may have a stabilising effect close
to the threshold, however the imaginary tune shift grows
rapidly to much larger values above the threshold (see
below). The significant increase of the measured intensity
limit with larger transverse emittance could therefore not be
attributed to additional Landau damping caused by lattice
non-linearities only.
We note that the instability threshold does not correspond
to a fixed limit in space-charge tune shift. In fact, the stable configurations with highest space-charge tune shifts are
achieved with low bunch intensities. For example with a
longitudinal emittance of 0.4 eVs, the maximum vertical

WEPOTK058
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Figure 3: Vertical HT signal obtained with tracking simulation with space-charge (top) and without space-charge
(bottom) with the parameters listed in Tab. 1, an intensity
of 2.3 · 1011 , transverse emittances of 1.8 µm and a longitudinal emittance of 0.4 eVs. The dashed black line show the
longitudinal line density.

shift is estimated at 0.09 at the instability threshold with
a high intensity (2.5 · 1011 ) and 0.16 with a low intensity
(1 · 1011 ).

HEAD TAIL SIGNAL
The difference signal measured by vertical wideband
pickup, known as the HT signal, is shown for few consecutive passages of the bunch in Fig. 2. The two configurations
shown correspond to high intensities with an emittance close
and far from the instability threshold. Both signals feature a
strong asymmetry in the oscillation of the head (negative
times) and the tail (positive times). The configuration
close to the threshold, i.e. with weakest space-charge
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We note thatas well as to simulations exhibit a non-linear
behaviour of the tune for intensities below 1.5 · 1011 which
could not be probed experimentally. Above this intensity,
the behaviour is rather linear in both the experimental data
and the simulation, yet the slope is about 15% higher in the
experimental data. In both simulations and experimental
data, the impact of the transverse emittance remains within
the error bar on the tune measurement. The latter is pretty
large due to the fast nature of the instability.

Figure 4: Tune of the unstable oscillations obtained with
an interpolated FFT of the turn-by-turn vertical position.
Tracking simulations are represented by crosses with two
different longitudinal emittances. The experimental data
obtained with the BBQ are shown with green dots.

Figure 5: Amplitude of the transverse oscillation obtained
from the measured HT signal for the first hundreds of turns
following injection into the SPS. The green crosses show
the experimental data corresponding to the top plot in Fig. 2.
The blue and orange lines show the results of tracking simulations with and without space-charge with the same machine
and beam parameters. The black lines show the result of
exponential fits, yielding 42 and 112 turns for the simulation
with and without space-charge respectively. The measured
growth time is 36 turns.
forces, features intrabunch waves of slightly lower frequency.
The configuration with a low emittance can be compared
directly to the simulated HT signals in Fig. 3. The signals
obtained with space-charge is extremely similar, featuring
notably the same asymmetry between the head and the tail.
The same simulation without space-charge reveals a mode
with a different structure with a reduced asymmetry.

TUNE AND GROWTH RATE
The tune of the unstable mode of oscillation obtained
from experimental data and simulations are shown in Fig. 4.

The evolution of the amplitude of the oscillation for one
of the instabilities observed with high intensity is shown in
Fig. 5, along with the equivalent observable from simulations
with and without space-charge. The growth rate observed
in simulations with space-charge is fully compatible with
the observations, whereas simulations without space-charge
exhibit an instability slower by a factor 2.

CONCLUSION
We have compared the instability threshold, HT signal,
coherent tune and growth rate of instabilities measured at
the injection into the SPS to those predicted by tracking
simulations featuring self-consistent computation of the
space-charge forces and by tracking simulations without
space-charge. A good agreement is found with simulation
featuring space-charge, whereas the dependence of the
instability threshold on the transverse emittance, the HT
signal as well as the growth rate are not reproduced in
simulation without space-charge. These observations show
that space-charge forces do have a significant impact on
the TMCI threshold. This was not observed in past studies
during which the transverse emittances were expected to
follow brightness curves defined by various mechanisms
in the injector chain, but were not monitored [11]. In the
meantime, various improvements in the frame of the LHC
Injector Upgrade [12] have enabled the study presented here.
The increase of the instability threshold with the transverse emittance could not be explained by the corresponding
increase of the transverse tune spread due to lattice
non-linearities. In addition the space-charge driven tune
spread is expected to increase with lower emittance, such
that Landau damping driven by space-charge forces can
also not explain the experimental observations on their
own. This implies the existence of an instability mechanism
whose strength increases with the space-charge forces,
such as those predicted in [3, 4]. The HT signal is also
compatible with the one predicted by the linear model [4].
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SUPPRESSION OF EMITTANCE GROWTH BY A COLLECTIVE FORCE:
VAN KAMPEN APPROACH
X. Buffat∗ , CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
In hadron synchrotrons, external sources of noise affecting
the beam results in emittance growth through the mechanism
of decoherence. Active feedbacks are often used to suppress
this emittance growth. In the presence of beam-beam interactions, it was shown that coherent modes of oscillations
with frequencies shifted outside of the incoherent spectrum
significantly enhances the efficiency of the emittance growth
suppression by active feedbacks. We show that the same
enhancement of the emittance growth suppression may be
driven by a beam coupling impedance generating a real tune
shift larger than the detuning.

INTRODUCTION
We aim at quantifying the emittance growth due to an external source of noise in the presence of a frequency spread
and a collective force. In the next section we describe the
mathematical model based on a perturbation of the linearised
Vlasov equation and obtain a basis of functions representing
the modes of oscillation of the beam. In the third section the
problem is reduced to an initial condition problem by assuming that the noise can be represented by a superposition of
individual kicks without interference. Thus, an initial condition corresponding to an offset beam is expressed in terms
of modes of oscillation, such that the time evolution of the
perturbation can be written explicitly. In the fourth section,
an expression for the final emittance after decoherence is
obtained by considering the limit of long time scale.

MODEL
In the following we use the action-angle variables J and
θ relating to the transverse position x and momentum px :
√
x =
2J cos(θ)
(1)
√
px =
2J sin(θ).
(2)
The unperturbed distribution can then be written as
1
Ψ0 (J, θ) =
f0 (J).
2π

∂H0
.
∂J

(3)

(4)

We add a collective force proportional to the average position
of the bunch
Fc = −2∆Ωext ⟨x⟩,
(5)
∗

xavier.buffat@cern.ch

∂Ψ1 ∂Ψ1
∂Ψ0 √
2J sin(θ)Fc = 0.
+
ω(J) −
∂t
∂θ
∂J

(6)

We will be looking for harmonic solutions with the form
Ψ1 (J, θ, t) =

1
g(J)ei(θ−Ωt) .
2π

(7)

The Vlasov equation becomes:
−1
df0 √
(Ω − ω)g =
∆Ωext
2J
2
dJ

∫

√
dJ 2Jg.

(8)

VAN KAMPEN MODES
Coherent Mode
A solution of Eq. (8), corresponding to a coherent mode
of oscillation, can be expressed as:
√ d f0
2J dJ
−1
gc =
∆Ωext
,
2
Ωc − ω

(9)

choosing the mode frequency Ωc such that:
∫
√
dJ 2Jgc = 1.

(10)

This condition translates into the well known dispersion
relation [1]:
∫
J ddJf0
−1
(11)
dJ
=
Ωc − ω ∆Ωext

Incoherent Spectrum
Following Van Kampen [2], we find another set of solutions in the realm of distribution functions:
√ d f0 !
2J dJ
−1
gk =
∆Ωext
+ λk δ(J − k),
(12)
2
Ωk − ω
p.v.

The effective Hamiltonian of the lattice H0 is the one of an
oscillator featuring amplitude detuning as
ω(J) ≡

with ∆Ωext the corresponding complex frequency shift.
Thus we can write the Vlasov equation as:

with k ∈ [0, ∞[. The notation (·)p.v. indicates that the integration of the distribution function should be performed as
a Cauchy principal value. As for the coherent mode, λk is
chosen such that
∫
√
dJ 2Jgk = 1.
(13)
This condition yields:
1
λk = √
1 + ∆Ωext p.v.
2k

∫

!
J ddJf0
dJ
.
Ωk − ω
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By introducing this expression into the Vlasov equation,
we determine the oscillation frequencies of the incoherent
modes Ωk = ω(k). Once the coefficients ac and ak are
determined based on the initial condition, the time evolution
of the perturbation is given by:
ac
gc (J)ei(θ−Ωc )t
2π
∫
ak
+
dk gk (J)ei(θ−Ωk )t .
2π

Averaging over J and realising that, up to second order, the
partial derivatives can be expressed as a total time derivative
we obtain
∫
d
1 d
1
⟨J⟩ Ψ1 (t) =
(22)
dJdθ ∂Ψ Ψ12 .
0
dt
2 dt
∂J

Ψ1 (J, θ, t) =

(15)

DECOMPOSITION OF THE INITIAL
KICK

Using the expression of the time evolution of the distribution
in terms of Van Kampen modes (Eq. (15)), we get
⟨J⟩ Ψ1 (t)

=

In order to estimate the emittance growth generated by
a kick to the beam, we want to express an initial condition
with a beam offset by δext in terms of Van Kampen modes:
Ψ1 (J, θ, 0) = δext
⟨gn, gm ⟩ ≡

∫

√

+

dΨ0 iθ
2J
e
dJ

dJ

∗
gn gm
d f0
dJ

(16)
(17)

.

It can be shown that the Van Kampen modes are orthogonal,
thus we can write:
δext
δext
ac =
, ak =
,
|⟨gc, gc ⟩|
|⟨gk , gk ⟩|
with
1
|∆Ωext | 2
2
for the coherent mode and
⟨gc, gc ⟩ =

⟨gk , gk ⟩

∫

dJ

1

J ddJf0
|Ωc −

© 2 ∆Ωext
=
π
d f0
∂ω
2k dk
∂J
«
df0 Im ∆Ωext
+ 2πk
∂ω
dk
∂k
+

1 + ∆Ωext p.v.

∫

(18)

2

k

2

(19)

ω| 2



df0
dk

2

2

J ddJf0
ª
dJ
® (20)
Ωk − ω
¬

for the incoherent spectrum. A key step in the derivation of
this expression is the usage of the Poincaré-Bertrand formula
to modify the order of integration, as in [3]. This leads to the
first term in π 2 inside the parenthesis. We note also that a
single pole was assumed, imposing that ω(J) is monotonic,
but not necessarily linear at this point.

EMITTANCE GROWTH
Computing the time evolution of the emittance by averaging Eq. (15), we find that it is constant, indicating that
the emittance growth due to a kick is a second order effect.
Following [4], we obtain the second order term using Hamilton’s equation for the action J and insert it into the Vlasov
equation:


dJ
1 ∂Ψ1 ∂Ψ1
= ∂Ψ
+
ω(J) .
(21)
0
dt
∂t
∂θ
∂J
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2
δext
8π 2


∫

dJdθ

1
∂Ψ0
∂J

1
gc (J)ei(θ−Ωc t)
|⟨gc, gc ⟩|
2
∫
1
dk
gk (J)ei(θ−Ωk t) . (23)
|⟨gk , gk ⟩|

As we are interested in the total emittance growth due to a
single kick, we thus compute the limit of the average emittance towards infinite time. The limit exists if we assume
that there exists a damping force, i.e. Im(Ωc ) < 0.0:
∆ϵ

≡
=

lim ⟨J⟩ Ψ1 (t) − ϵ0
∫
1 2
dk
δext
,
2
|⟨gk , gk ⟩|

t→∞

(24)

where we have introduced the unperturbed r.m.s. emittance
⟨J⟩Ψ0 ≡ ϵ0 . The contribution of the coherent mode ac vanishes when considering the limit, showing that all the energy
imparted to the collective motion is removed by the damping
force and thus does not contribute to the emittance growth.
Only the incoherent spectrum contributes to the emittance
growth. This result is consistent with the ones obtained in
the frame of coherent beam-beam interactions [4]. In absence of collective force, the emittance growth due to a kick
2 [5], thus it is convenient to define η, the
is given by 12 δext
emittance growth factor due to the collective force:
∫
dk
(25)
η≡
|⟨gk , gk ⟩|
which can be solved numerically using Eq. (20).

Gaussian Distribution and Linear Detuning
We apply the results above to a practical configuration
featuring linear detuning and a Gaussian distribution of the
particles. The lattice Hamiltonian and corresponding oscillation frequencies are

a 
H0 = ω0 Q0 J + J 2 and ω(J) = ω0 (Q0 + aJ), (26)
2
with ω0 being the revolution frequency, Q0 the unperturbed
tune and a the linear detuning coefficient. The unperturbed
particle distribution is
1 −J/ϵ0
e
.
(27)
ϵ0
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Figure 1: Emittance growth factor with a positive detuning coefficient for different real and imaginary part of the
external frequency shift.
We have
η=

∫

dI

Ie−I

(29)

Figure 2: Spectrum of oscillation resulting from a kick for
different external frequency shifts Re ∆Q ext (top plot). The
imaginary part is kept constant at 2 · 10−4 and the detuning
aϵ0 is 10−3 . The incoherent contribution is shown with a
colour scale, whereas the coherent mode is represented by
a red line, the corresponding coefficient is shown on the
bottom plot.

(30)

the emittance growth is effectively suppressed.

(28)

G(I)

with
G(I) =

1+


∆Ωext 
1 + Ie−I E1 (−I)
aω0 ϵ0

−

2πIe−I

+

π2

Im ∆Ωext
|aω0 ϵ0 |

∆Ωext
aω0 ϵ0

2

I 2 e−2I .

2

(31)

E1 is the exponential integral. We find that the emittance
growth factor is entirely determined by the external complex frequency shift scaled by the r.m.s. frequency spread
∆Ω e x t
ω0 aϵ0 . This dependence is shown in Fig. 1. The presence
of a damping component reduces the emittance growth in
all configurations. This behaviour corresponds to the expectation for a resistive feedback. In addition we observe
that a real frequency shift, e.g. by introducing a reactive
component to the feedback system, can significantly reduce
the emittance growth if the real frequency shift is significantly larger than the frequency spread. There is a strong
asymmetry between negative and positive real frequency
shifts. In this example the detuning coefficient a is positive,
such that a negative coherent frequency shift is favourable to
suppress the emittance growth. This can be understood with
Fig. 2. The incoherent spectrum is mostly excited for positive real external frequency shifts, i.e. external frequency
shifts matching the oscillation frequencies of individual particles. In this regime, Eq. (11) does not admit any solution
for Ωc , implying that the coherent mode does not exist, only
incoherent ones. Since only the energy imparted to the incoherent modes leads to emittance growth, it explains why
the emittance growth suppression is least effective in this
regime. For larger real external frequency shifts with either
sign, the coherent mode dominates the dynamics and thus

CONCLUSION
Using the Van Kampen mode approach, it is shown that a
collective force can significantly reduce the emittance growth
due to an external source of noise. A damping force is needed
to obtain a suppression of the emittance growth, yet a real
frequency shift may enhance this suppression, mostly in
configurations where the real frequency shift is larger than
the frequency spread, leading to the emergence of a coherent
mode.
This behaviour is analogous to the one obtained in the frame
of beam-beam interactions [4], namely the existence of a
coherent mode outside of the incoherent spectrum leads
to an effective suppression of the emittance growth. This
work shows that the presence of beam-beam coherent modes
is not necessary to achieve the suppression, but it can be
achieved for example with an active feedback featuring both
a resistive and a reactive component. It may also occur due to
a complex frequency shift driven by the machine impedance,
as shown in simulations in [6, 7].
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PROSPECTS OF ULTRAFAST ELECTRON DIFFRACTION EXPERIMENTS
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Abstract

SEALab

Ultrafast Electron Diffraction (UED) is a pump-probe
experimental technique that aims to image the structural
changes that happen in a target structure due to photoexcitation. Development of MeV UED capabilities is one of
the main objectives at Sealab, a superconducting RF accelerator facility being commissioned in Helmholtz-Zentrum
Berlin. In order to perform UED experiments, the optimization of temporal resolution is of the utmost importance. The
composition of the SRF Photoinjector, currently the main
beam-line in Sealab, offers superb flexibility to manipulate
the longitudinal phase-space of the electron bunch. At the
same time, the CW operation of the accelerator provides an
enhanced beam stability compared to warm guns, together
with a MHz repetition rate. This work aims to show the
capacity of the SRF Photoinjector in Sealab to reach the
required temporal resolution and explain the development
and current status of the necessary tools to perform UED
experiments at the facility.

Superconducting Electron Accelerator Laboratory
(Sealab) in Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin is a test bench for
beam dynamics, control and instrumentation R&D of high
average current, ultrashort and high brightness beams.
The main beam-line within the Sealab facility is a SRF
Photoinjector. Offering user dedicated UED capabilities
is among the goals of Sealab. A simplified sketch of
the beam-line can be seen in Fig. 1. The laser system
provides green light between 510 nm and 540 nm. The
repetition rate of the laser system can reach 1.3 GHz. The
laser spot size at the photocathode is limited in the lower
side to 0.5 mm rms radius top-hat distribution. It has a
minimum pulse length of 1.0 ps and a Gaussian longitudinal
shape. The photocathode is located at the back-wall of a
superconducting L-band (1.3 GHz) electron gun. Three
more L-band superconducting booster cavities are located
between the gun and the target station. All cavities operate
in continuous wave (CW) mode.
Since the injectors of energy recovery linear accelerators
(ERLs) produce intense electron beams of superior quality
in 6-D phase space with an equivalent layout to the SRF
Photoinjector, the approach presented here offers special scientific opportunities for these facilities. Given the capacity
of superconducting injectors to operate with one bunch per
RF cycle, this open the door for MHz repetition rate UED
experiments, greatly increasing the signal to noise ratio.

INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, cost-effective and compact Ultrafast
Electron Diffraction (UED) machines have opened an era
for examining an ultrafast structural dynamics associated
with the diffraction of phase transformations and making
and breaking of bonds in solids, chemical reactions, and
rapid biological processes which was only allowed for the
much larger Free Electron Lasers (FELs). Recent progress
on semiconductor-based photocathodes have pushed thermal
emittances down to few nanometer-radian at a femtocoulomb
bunch charge, resulting in MeV-class electrons produced by
a gun having the transverse coherency close to the hard
X-rays. The strong scattering power of electrons enables
observation of atomic and molecular structures at low intensity. The MeV-class beam energy increases penetration
depth and accomplishes sufficient bunch charges at a short
bunch length. These features enable the fine scanning of
the structure at different time steps attained by adjusting
the time-delay between pump and probe pulses. The remaining challenge of MeV-class UED accelerators is the
generation of extremely short bunches with consummately
reliable stability in terms of beam arrival time for achieving a high temporal resolution as well as sufficient lateral
coherency. The SRF Photoinjector in Sealab is well suited
for this purpose.
∗

METHODS
Different tasks are currently being undertaken with the
goal of enabling high resolution UED capabilities in the
SRF Photoinjector and develop the necessary tools for user
operation. Amongst them are the study of time resolution
optimization [1], the design of beam diagnostics systems for
low intensity beams and short bunches [2], the development
of a surrogate model of the SRF Photoinjector based on
neural networks and the preparation of a proof of concept
static diffraction experiment.

Time Resolution Optimization
The time resolution �� in a UED experiment defines the
capability of discerning minimum temporal extension of
the structural dynamics. This quantity can be expressed by
a square root of the sum of the quadrature of the different
contributions,
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Figure 1: Sketch of the SRF Photoinjector beam-line with UED related components.
where ���� � and ��� ��� stand for the rms length of the
laser and electron pulses at a sample, respectively, � ������
refers to the fluctuation in elapsed time between the arrival
of two pulses, and ��� represents the velocity mismatch.
MeV electron beam energies reduce this last contribution
to the point of being neglectable compared to lower energy
electron beams. For obtaining a bunch length of sub-100 fs
at a bunch charge of 100 fC, new schemes have been devised [3]. The fluctuation of elapsed time between pump
and probe pulses, the so-called timing jitter � ������ , however, overwhelms the temporal distribution of electrons in
a bunch, so it limits the temporal resolution of the whole
system. Therefore, in modern UED facilities, the challenge
tackled is to achieve an optimum temporal resolution by
compromising both contributions as defined by Renkai Li et
al. [4]. In that case, the phase of radio-frequency (RF) fields
in a gun is adjusted to a slight off-crest value for obtaining
the minimum bunch length. However, the time resolution in
this approach is limited due to the enhancement of the initial
RF to laser jitter by setting the off-crest phase. In addition,
an ultrashort laser pulse is required at the cathode. Here,
we use the multiple cavities available downstream the gun
in the SRF Photoinjector to ameliorate the temporal resolution. This allows to free the gun cavity from the burden of
a bunch compression and choose the best emission phase
for suppressing the timing mismatch between the laser and
RF fields. In addition, multiple cavities permit the manipulation of electron distribution in longitudinal phase-space
using a linearization method based on the stretcher mode [3],
which can reduce the minimum bunch length at the target by
compensating for the nonlinear distortion caused by space
charge forces. The working points of the RF cavities that
lead to minimum values of the ToF jitter and bunch length
are not the same, hence a compromise has to be found. This
trade-off has been studied for different number of cavities
in the beam-line [1]. The pareto-fronts which represent
the set of non-dominated solutions, where each objective
are considered as equally good are estimated and shown in
Fig. 2 together with the minimum︃achievable time resolution
2
2
shown with an arc with ���� = ���
��� + � ������ for each
case. The trade-off between compression and jitter can be
observed from the result. It is clear that the use of multiple
cavities in the beam-line increases the maximum achievable
time resolution. The highest value achievable in the SRF
Photoinjector, while keeping an lateral coherence length of
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at least 3 nm, is limited to 103 fs by the field instabilities in
the RF cavities.

Figure 2: Compromised solutions calculated by a multiobjective genetic algorithm [5] for the optimization of the
time resolution in the SRF Photoinjector. The red dots represent the pareto-dominant solutions for the beamline with
only gun, the green dots represent the solutions for a single
additional cavity and the blue dots represent the solutions
for three additional cavities. The insert plot shows the zoom
of the latest. The dashed lines represent the minima for each
chase. The optimization constrains are that the initial laser
pulse length at the cathode has to be longer than 1 ps, the
initial rms laser spot size larger than 0.5 mm and that the
electron bunch at the target must have a charge of at least
50 fC.

UED Surrogate Model
In order to enhance the operation capabilities of the UED
experiments in Sealab a surrogate model based on neural
network has been developed. The model is able to imitate
the behaviour of the machine faster and without the need to
simulate. An sketch of the model with some input and the
output parameters is shown in Fig. 3.
The model containing 13 inputs and 5 outputs is built by
using a neural network based on previous work by D. Meier
et al. [6], with the 4 hidden layers having 2022, 447, 100
and 22 neurons respectively. The training dataset contains
5×105 data points simulated using Astra by initializing the
input parameters randomly inside an initial parameter space
suitable for UED. The regression results are shown in Fig. 4
and show that the model is able to accurately train and predict
the output of the system. The time needed to track 20×103
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bunch length measurements [7]. Work is ongoing to develop
a arrival time detector for low intensity beams based on a
RF cavity.

Figure 3: Neural network composition for training the SRF
Photoinjector surrogate model.
particles from the cathode to the target including spacecharge fields is in the 10 minute range, while a call to the
surrogate model under the same conditions is performed
in ms time scales once it has been trained. The next step
planned for the near future is to invert the model in order to
give a quick response to any output parameter request from
the UED users in Sealab.

Figure 4: Outputs from the surrogate model after training
(� ����� , Y axis) are plotted against the output values from
simulations (� ���������� , X axis) for the same input parameters. The input and output values have been scaled before
training in order to improve results. For two of the outputs
(bunch length and ToF jitter) a logarithm has also been applied in order to reduce the several magnitude order range.
In a perfect surrogate model all points would fall in the red
lines given by � ����� = � ���������� for every output.

Diagnostics for UED
The measurement of beam properties under extreme beam
requirements expected for UED and other similar applications such as plasma accelerators require original diagnostics
solutions. In this direction, a beam size monitor with µm
resolution has been designed and experimentally tested. An
sketch of the system can be seen in Fig. 5. This monitor relies the interferometric pattern produced by using a suitable
double slit for the coherent synchrotron radiation emitted
by very short bunches. The nature of the coherent radiation
∝ � 2 makes this method suitable for low intensity beams.
The results have been published [2]. In addition, a transverse
deflector cavity has also been installed in the beam-line for

Figure 5: Schematic layout of the interferometry beam size
monitor (IBSM) for a plasma-wakefield accelerator.

Preparation of Static Diffraction Experiment
In order to characterize the quality of the beam for UED
experiments and test new emittance measurement techniques using TEM grids [8] a static diffraction experiment
is planned for the next months. The beam-line elements
required for this experiment have been designed and are
already built. A picture of the sample holder is shown in
Fig. 6. Appropriate samples for UED have been produced
in collaboration with Fritz Haber Institute and are going to
be tested by our partners in Humboldt Universität zu Berlin
before the installation in the beam-line.

Figure 6: Picture of the sample holder for static diffraction
experiments.

CONCLUSIONS
The tools to enable MeV UED in Sealab are being steadily
developed. A method to increase time resolution of UED
experiments to the maximum in the SRF Photoinjector has
been developed and simulations show that appropriate beam
characteristics can be achieved for diffraction experiments.
This will soon be tested experimentally. Neural networks
have been successfully applied to build a surrogate model
that can mimic the behaviour of the SRF Photoinjector. The
model will be inverted to deliver a quick tailored response
to any user request in the future. Finally, diagnostics tools
for extreme beam conditions have been studied and a spot
size monitor with µm resolution has been designed and successfully tested.
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Abstract
We are designing a storage ring lattice for the future
plan of UVSOR. As a candidate, we have designed a
storage ring of 1 GeV electron energy, which is higher
than the present value, 750 MeV. The magnetic lattice is
based on a compact double bend achromat cell, which
consists of two bending magnets and four focusing magnets, all of which are of combined function. The circumference is 82.5 m. The emittance is 4 nm in the achromatic condition, which becomes lower in the nonachromatic condition. The lattice has moderately large
dynamic aperture with four sextupole families. The lattice
of 6-fold symmetry has six straight sections of 4 m long
and six of 1.5 m long. Undulators can radiate nearly diffraction-limited light in VUV. If we install high field
multipole wigglers at the short straight sections, they can
provide high flux tender X-rays. We are expecting usage
of a laser-based accelerator as the injector, which might
be developed in the next decade. As an alternative plan,
we have designed a traditional injector, which consists of
a linear accelerator and a booster synchrotron that can be
constructed inside of the storage ring.

INTRODUCTION
UVSOR is a low energy synchrotron light source,
which had been operated since 1983. After two major
upgrades [1-4], now it is called UVSOR-III. The circumference of the storage ring is 53 m and the electron beam
energy 750 MeV. It has 8 straight sections and six of them
are occupied with undulators of various kinds. One
straight section is used for beam injection and another for
RF acceleration. It has a moderately small emittance of
about 17 nm and provides vacuum ultraviolet light of high
brightness.
Nowadays, to meet the demand of diffraction limited
light beam in the vacuum ultraviolet and x-ray range from
scientific community, several synchrotron light sources,
which have exceedingly small emittance less than 1nm,
are under consideration, construction, or in operation [57]. In such a situation, we have started considering a future plan for UVSOR with an emittance smaller than at
least a few nm to provide diffraction-limited light in the
vacuum ultraviolet range. As the first step of the investigation, we have analyzed the present magnetic lattice of
UVSOR based on tie diagram to explore the possibility to
get a lower emittance with some minor changes in the
configuration of magnets. We have found a few optics
which has significantly (but not drastically) smaller emittance around 10 nm than the present value, 17 nm which

may be useful for some special experiments [8]. To reach
the low emittance around a few nm, we have started designing a totally new storage ring. The storage ring has a
higher electron energy, 1 GeV and a larger circumference,
82.5m. The lattice consists of twelve double bend cells.
Among twelve straight sections, two sections will be used
for the injection and RF cavity, and ten sections will be
used for insertion devices.
In this paper, we will describe the design of the new
lattice for UVSOR-IV and the related beam dynamics
studies.

LATTICE DESIGN
The lattice has been designed based on a compact double bend achromat cell (DBA), which consists of two
bending magnets and four focusing magnets, all of which
are combined function magnets. Two sextupole families
are located in between two combined dipoles for the
chromaticity correction and two harmonic sextupole families are also employed to correct the high order geometric
aberrations. This lattice has twelve DBA cells with six
long straight sections about 4 m and six short straight
sections around 1.5 m long. These lengths are same as
those of UVSOR-III. This may enable us to use the undulators at UVSOR_III in the new ring.
The lengths of the straight sections can be longer if the
larger circumference is allowed.
It is noted that this lattice has a flexibility on the dispersion function at the straight sections, which enables to
realize various operation modes such as of achromatic,
lower emittance, or isochronous.
A tune survey was performed to find the linear optics
with a low emittance and appropriate optical functions.
ELEGANT [9] was used for the calculations. The emittance is around 4 nm in the achromatic condition, which
becomes lower in the non-achromatic condition. Figure 1
shows the lattice functions in the achromatic condition.
The major parameters are listed in Table 1 and are compared with those of UVSOR-III.
It is noticeable that if we occupy three of short straight
sections with 2T multipole wigglers in symmetry, the
energy loss due to the radiation in the wigglers enhances
the damping effect and the emittance reduces to 3.7 𝑛𝑚.
These wigglers can provides tender X-ray, which are
hardly accessible at the present UVSOR-III.
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Figure 1: Lattice function of 1 GeV storage ring for
UVSOR-IV. The blue and red lines show the horizontal
and vertical betatron tune, respectively.

TOUSCHEK LIFETIME AND INTRABEAM SCATTERING EFFECTS

Table 1: Lattice Parameters
Electron energy
Stored current
Circumference
RF frequency
Harmonic num.
RF voltage
Coupling ratio
Energy spread
Emittance
Betatron tunes

UVSOR-III

UVSOR-IV

750 MeV
300 mA
53.2 m
90.1 MHz
16
120 kV
0.01
0.000526
16.9 nm
(3.75, 3.20)

1 GeV
300 mA
82.5 m
89.4 MHz
26
100 kV
0.01
0.000576
4.3 nm
(8.63, 3.19)

Figure 2: Dynamic aperture of optic for different energy
deviation. The particle tracking has been run for 1024
turns passing through the storage ring.

Dynamic Aperture
In a low emittance lattice, strong quadrupoles are generally employed which result into a large negative chromaticity. For chromaticity correction, strong sextupoles
are needed. Due to their nonlinear effects, the dynamic
aperture, which corresponds to the maximum betatron
amplitude where electrons remain bounded, decreases. It
should be, anyway, large enough for the beam injection
and storage. We use ELEGANT [9] to optimize the dynamic aperture without considering multipole errors and
misalignment errors. The strengths of the harmonic sextupoles are selected for maximizing the dynamic aperture.
Figure 2 shows the dynamic aperture for on- and off energy (+/- 1,2%) particles at the straight section, which is
calculated by tracking 1024 turns. In this optics, the horizontal aperture for the on-momentum electron is sufficiently large, about -23 to 15 mm and vertical aperture is
about 6 mm. Further study is ongoing to realize a larger
dynamic aperture for off- momentum particles and also
with various machine errors.

The electron beam lifetime had been one of the most
important parameters for a synchrotron light source. In
recent years, the so called top-up injection is widely employed and the beam lifetime is less important than before. However, to reduce the beam intensity fluctuation
and to keep the radiation level sufficiently low for the
safety regulation, the lifetime is still an important parameter. Touschek scattering, in which the electrons in a same
bunch scatter each other, get large longitudinal momentum, come out of the momentum aperture and get lost,
dominates the lifetime in low emittance storage rings,
particularly of low energy. Figure 3 shows Touschek
lifetime vs. RF voltage. The calculation of Touschek
lifetime is based on the momentum acceptance (MA). The
relevant MA is the minimum of the RF MA (RF bucket
height) and the lattice MA. The RF MA is given by the
RF voltage and it is independent of the location in the
lattice. The local lattice MA which depends on where the
scattering event occurred and varies along the lattice, is
obtained with tracking by ELEGANT. It can be seen from
Fig. 3 that the lifetime increases with the RF voltage and
then saturates as electrons are lost due to exceeding the
lattice MA during their post-scattering trajectories.

Figure 3: Touschek lifetime vs RF voltage.
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the natural emittance to 3.6 nm-rad. Moreover, these
wigglers provide intense tender X-rays.
Dynamic aperture was studied for on- and offmomentum particles without machine errors. Our simulations show that IBS effect on the beam emittance is significant. One possible technique to decrease the IBS effect is lengthening the bunches by using harmonic cavity.
Our simulations shows that the increasing of the bunch
length by 80 mm can reduce IBS effect on the emittance
to an acceptable level.

Figure 4: IBS effect on Touschek lifetime (top) and longitudinal emittance (bottom) versus bunch charge.
Intra-beam scattering (IBS), which is the result of the
multiple small-angle Coulomb scattering of charged particles in the beam, can increase beam emittance. Figure 4
shows the Touschek lifetime (top) and the emittance (bottom) versus bunch charge with IBS effect (red) and without IBS effect (black). From Fig. 4 (top), we see that IBS
effect increases the Touschek lifetime, while the emittance is increased as shown in Fig. 4 (bottom). In singlebunch mode, the new lattice design would have a bunch
charge of about 11.6 𝑛𝐶 , and the Touschek lifetime
would be of about one hour. The increase of the emittance
due to IBS effect is around 26% that is far from the target
emittance. Fortunately, there are some techniques that can
reduce its impact, such as increasing the transverse coupling using some designated skew quadrupoles. Another
technique is the addition of a harmonic cavity to produce
a bunch lengthening, which is routinely used at UVSORIII [10]. To check the possibility of using harmonic cavity, we run the simulation code with different values of
bunch length. Figure 5 shows the result of IBS effect on
the emittance versus bunch length for bunch charge corresponding to 11.6 𝑛𝐶. The plot shows that the lengthening
of the bunch due to harmonic cavity up to 80 mm can
decrease the effect of IBS on the emittance to an acceptable level with to 𝜖
4.3 𝑛𝑚.

CONCLUSION
A new 1 GeV storage ring lattice with a circumference
of 82.5 m has been proposed to upgrade the UVSOR
synchrotron facility. The lattice has been designed based
on DBA cell to have a low emittance. Optimising the
magnet arrangement and the working point, a small natural emittance 4.2 nm is obtained in the achromatic condition. The lattice has twelve straight sections, ten of them
are available for insertion devices. Occupying 3 short
straight sections with 2T multipole wigglers can reduce

Figure 5: Longitudinal emittance vs bunch length with
IBS (red) without IBS (black) at the bunch charge of
10.1nC.
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INTRABUNCH MOTION WITH BOTH IMPEDANCE AND BEAM-BEAM
USING THE CIRCULANT MATRIX APPROACH
E. Métral∗ and X. Buffat, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
In high-intensity high-brightness circular colliders such as
the CERN LHC, coherent beam-beam effects and impedance
cannot be treated independently. Coherent beam-beam
dipole modes can couple with higher order head-tail modes
and lead to the transverse mode coupling instability of colliding beams. This mechanism has been analysed in detail
in the past through the eigenvalues, which describe the evolution of the beam oscillation mode-frequency shifts. In
this contribution, the transverse mode coupling instability
of colliding beams is studied using the eigenvectors, which
describe the evolution of the intrabunch motion. As this
instability exhibits several mode couplings and mode decouplings, the evolution of the intrabunch motion reveals
quite some interesting features (such as a propagation of
the traveling-wave not only from the head to the tail but
also from the tail to the head and similar intrabunch signals
for some mode coupling and mode decoupling), which are
compared to past predictions in the presence of impedance
only.

INTRODUCTION
A transverse mode coupling instability (TMCI) can be
observed in the presence of impedance only [1], impedance
and tune spread [2], impedance and beam-beam [3], electron
cloud [4], impedance and space charge [5]. These instabilities are usually studied analytically with the linearized
Vlasov equation, ending up with an eigenvalue system to
solve, and in particular looking at the evolution of the eigenvalues as a function of the bunch intensity. However, in the
presence of nonlinearities or when higher-order modes are
involved, this becomes quite difficult, if not impossible, and
the coupling between the modes cannot be directly measured
(or simulated) anymore. Another important (and always accessible) observable is the intrabunch motion, which can be
also computed analytically thanks to the eigenvectors. The
case of an impedance only was already discussed in some
detail in Refs. [6] [7], where it could be seen that the oscillation amplitude of the head of the bunch is significantly
higher than the tail just above the TMCI intensity threshold.
Increasing the intensity further beyond the threshold shifts
the peak oscillation amplitude to the tail of the bunch. The
purpose of this paper is twofold: first, study the intrabunch
motion for the case of the CERN LHC with its transverse
impedance only, using the circulant matrix approach [8] [9]
and compare to previous studies [6] [7]; second, extend this
type of analysis to the case where one beam-beam head-on
interaction is added (see Table 1).
∗

Elias.Metral@cern.ch

Table 1: Machine, beam and numerical parameters for the
studies with beam-beam (or impedance only)
Energy [TeV]
Bunch population [1011 ]
Bunch length [cm]
Rel. momentum spread [10−4 ]
Trans. tune
Long. tune [10−3 ]
Number of interaction points
Beam-beam model
Number of slices
Number of rings
Slicing
Impedance / wake model

7
1.2 (or scanned)
7.6
1.1
0.31
2.1
1 (or 0)
Round,
Gaussian and
linearised
80
40
Equidistant
LHC 2022
flat top [11]

INTRABUNCH MOTION WITH
IMPEDANCE ONLY
In the case of the transverse impedance only, the beam
oscillation mode-frequency shifts as a function of the bunch
intensity for the CERN LHC are depicted in Fig. 1, where it
can be deduced that the TMCI intensity threshold appears at
about 4.45 × 1011 protons. The evolution of the transverse
intrabunch motion as a function of the bunch intensity is
revealed in Fig. 2, where a similar behaviour as in previous studies [6] [7] can be observed. As predicted, we see
first the signal mainly in the head with a signal in the tail
growing with bunch intensity. We see, also as predicted,
a fixed point (in the tail) at the start of the TMCI, which
then disappears for higher bunch intensities. It is replaced
by a traveling-wave with an amplitude growing from the
head to the tail: it is worth stressing that when we mention
“traveling-wave” here, we refer to the propagation of the maximum of the signal amplitude. After these careful checks, it
can be concluded that the circulant matrix approach leads
to the same results obtained in the past with the PyHEADTAIL macroparticle tracking code [10] [6] and the Vlasov
formalism [7]. The combined effect of the impedance and
beam-beam is discussed in the next section.

INTRABUNCH MOTION WITH BOTH
IMPEDANCE AND BEAM-BEAM
In the case of both the transverse impedance and one
beam-beam head-on interaction, the usual TMCI plots for
the CERN LHC are depicted in Fig. 3, as a function of the
beam-beam parameter. Considering round beams without
crossing angle and neglecting the hourglass effect, the beam-
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Figure 1: Real part (top) and imaginary part (bottom) of
the beam oscillation mode-frequencies as a function of the
bunch intensity, for the case of the CERN LHC transverse
impedance only.

Figure 2: Signals of transverse intrabunch motion with
impedance only for 4 different bunch intensities: (top left)
TMCI intensity threshold of 4.45 × 1011 protons; (top right)
8.00 × 1011 protons; (bottom left) 10.00 × 1011 protons; (bottom right) 50.00 × 1011 protons.
beam parameter is given by
𝜉=

𝑁𝑟0
,
4𝜋𝜖𝑛

(1)

with 𝑁 the bunch intensity (number of particles), 𝑟0 the
classical particle radius and 𝜖𝑛 the normalised transverse
emittance. The impact of the impedance is kept constant by
considering identical bunch intensities for all computations
and the transverse emittance is varied to obtain the corresponding beam-beam parameter. It is worth stressing that
the case 𝜉 = 0 in Fig. 3 does not mean zero intensity, it
means infinite emittance (since we keep the intensity constant) and this explains why the beam-beam 𝜎 and 𝜋 modes
for 𝜉 = 0 appear slightly below the tune of 0.31 as they are
slightly shifted by the impedance.
WEPOTK062
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This configuration exhibits two mode couplings and decouplings. The first mode coupling and decoupling come
from the interaction between the beam-beam 𝜋-mode and
the head-tail mode 𝑚 = −1, while the second mode coupling and decoupling come from the interaction between
the beam-beam 𝜎-mode and the head-tail mode 𝑚 = +1.
This behaviour correspond to the behaviour already obtained
in [3] for a configuration without synchro-betatron coupling
due to the beam-beam interaction.
The evolution of the transverse intrabunch motion as a
function of the beam-beam parameter is revealed in Fig. 4 for
beam 1. Between the first mode coupling and mode decoupling, i.e. between the beam-beam parameters 3.16 × 10−3
and 3.87 × 10−3 , the evolution of the intrabunch motion is
very similar to the one predicted from impedance only (see
previous section and Ref. [7] where the case of mode decoupling was also discussed). Indeed, we can observe first
the head-dominated signal, with the node in the tail at the
mode coupling threshold and then a traveling-wave from
head to tail, ending up at the mode decoupling threshold
with a signal very close to the symmetric one from the mode
coupling (as predicted in Ref. [7]). What is new here is
that when the second mode coupling starts, the intrabunch
motion is tail-dominated (with a signal very close to the
one at the threshold of the first mode decoupling) and then
there is a traveling-wave with an amplitude growing from
the tail to the head, to end up at the threshold of the second
mode decoupling with a signal very close to the initial one
at the threshold of the first mode coupling. Therefore, in the
presence of several mode couplings and decouplings, the
maximum amplitude of the traveling-wave does not necessarily increase from the head to the tail but may also increase
from the tail to the head. In addition similar intrabunch
signals can be observed for some mode coupling and mode
decoupling. Therefore, without the knowledge from the picture of the mode couplings from the eigenvalues, it would
be impossible to say if the pictures from Fig. 4 correspond
to mode coupling or mode decoupling.
Looking now at the beam 2, the corresponding signals of
transverse intrabunch motion are depicted in Fig. 5, where
it can be seen that the first two signals (linked to the mode
coupling and decoupling between the beam-beam 𝜋-mode
and the head-tail mode 𝑚 = −1) are 180-degree out-ofphase with the corresponding beam 1 signals (compare the
traces with the same colour), while the following two signals
(linked to the mode coupling and decoupling between the
beam-beam 𝜎-mode and the head-tail mode 𝑚 = +1) are
in-phase with the corresponding beam 1 signals (see Fig. 4).
The phase relation between the beams is therefore preserved
for the 𝜎 and 𝜋 modes when coupled with higher order
head-tail modes.

CONCLUSION
A transverse mode coupling instability can be analysed
either through the eigenvalues or the eigenvectors. In some
cases, these two approaches lead to the same conclusions and
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Figure 3: Usual TMCI plots with the real part (top) and
imaginary part (bottom) of the eigenvalues as a funtion of
the beam-beam parameter, for the case of both impedance
and beam-beam.

Figure 5: Same as Fig. 4 but for beam 2.
happens, the intrabunch motion needs be carefully studied
as a function of the bunch intensity [7].
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A WIRELESS METHOD TO OBTAIN THE IMPEDANCE FROM
SCATTERING PARAMETERS
C. Antuono∗ 1, C. Zannini, E. Métral,
CERN, European Organization for Nuclear Research, Meyrin, Switzerland
A. Mostacci, M. Migliorati Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy
1also at Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy
Abstract
The coaxial wire method is a common and appreciated
choice to assess the beam coupling impedance of an accelerator element from scattering parameters. Nevertheless, the
results obtained from wire measurements could be inaccurate due to the presence of the stretched conductive wire that
artificially creates the conditions for the propagation of a
Transverse ElectroMagnetic (TEM) mode.
The aim of this work is to establish a solid technique to
obtain the beam coupling impedance from electromagnetic
simulations, without modifications of the device under test.
In this framework, we identified a new relation to get the resistive wall beam coupling impedance of a circular chamber
directly from the scattering parameters and demonstrated
that it reduces to the exact theoretical expression. Furthermore, a possible generalization of the method to arbitrary
cross section geometries has been studied and validated with
numerical simulations.

An exact formula to obtain the longitudinal beam coupling impedance of the accelerator components is presented
in this paper. The new formula, relating the longitudinal
beam coupling impedance and the scattering parameters, has
been analytically validated for a resistive circular chamber
also below its cut-off frequency. Furthermore, a possible
generalization to arbitrary chamber shapes above the cut-off
frequency has been explored.

WIRELESS METHOD
The longitudinal beam coupling impedance is essentially
related to the energy loss of the electromagnetic wave propagating in the structure and, therefore, is intrinsically linked
to the transmission scattering parameter. Given these considerations and by analogy with the WM we looked for a
Log-formula to express the beam coupling impedance by using the first propagating Transverse Magnetic (TM) mode in
the DUT. The proposed relation to evaluate the impedance,
without modifications of the DUT, has the following form:

INTRODUCTION
The beam coupling impedance describes the electromagnetic interaction between the particle beam and the accelerating structure. Ideally, the beam coupling impedance of
a device should be evaluated by exciting the device with
the beam itself. However, in most cases, this solution is
not possible, and one must resort to alternative methods to
consider the effect of the beam.
A well-established technique is to simulate the beam by
a current pulse flowing through a wire stretched along the
beam axis, resulted in the development of the stretched Wire
Method (WM) [1]. Nevertheless, the results obtained from
wire measurements might not entirely represent the solution
of our initial problem, because the presence of the stretched
wire perturbs the EM boundary conditions. The most evident
consequence of the presence of another conductive medium
in the centre of the device under study is the artificial propagation of the TEM mode through the device, with zero
cut-off frequency. The presence of a TEM mode among the
solutions of the EM problem will have the undesired effect
of causing additional losses. In this regard, the attention has
been focused to possible approaches without modification of
the Device Under Test (DUT). Wireless measurements have
already been proposed in [2] and performed in [3] above the
cut-off frequency of the device under test (DUT), where an
approximated formula has been employed.
∗
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� = −� · � ���� ln

|�21��� |
.
|�21��� |

(1)

The � ���� is the characteristic wave impedance of the TM
propagating mode. The transmission scattering parameter
�21��� refers to the 2-Port DUT, that is the chamber with
finite electric conductive walls, while the �21��� refers to
the related reference structure, in this case, the chamber
with Perfect Electric Conductive (PEC) walls. The term
� is a possible constant to be determined in the analytical
derivation.

Analytical Validation
The proposed formula has been analytically validated for
the case of a circular resistive wall chamber of radius b,
wall conductivity � and length �, both below and above the
cut-off frequency of the chamber. The longitudinal beam
coupling impedance of the circular resistive chamber can be
analytically calculated by using the following well-known
equation [4]:
��
�,
(2)
� � ℎ��� � =
2��
where
in the classical thick wall regime � � = � (1 + �) =
︃
� �0
2�

(1 + �), � is the angular frequency and �0 the permeability of free space. In order to validate the proposed
approach it has to be demonstrated that the formula of Eq.
(1) reduces to the theoretical formula of Eq. (2). The analytical expression of the �21 of the resistive circular pipe
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is derived from the attenuation constant � by imposing the
conservation of the energy. It turns out to be the following:
�21 = � −| � |� .

Figure 2 displays the comparison between the impedance
from the analytical derivation and the theoretical one.

(3)

The attenuation constant � for a lossy circular pipe is obtained in [5] applying the Leontovich boundary condition
and can be written as follows:
v
t
2
i
� � 02 ( ���
1 h
� )
� = �� � 02 − 2 � �� +
. (4)
��� 3 �0
�
�( � ) ( �� + �0 � � )
The terms � 0 , � 0 are the wave number and the permittivity
of free space and � �� is the � � ℎ zero of the Bessel function
�� .
Figure 1 shows the perfect agreement that has been
reached between the simulated �21 for a given resistive chamber and, the analytically computed �21 computed with Eqs.
(3), (4). Afterwards, Eqs. (3), (4) can be substituted in (1),

Figure 2: Comparison between the longitudinal impedance
of Eqs. (5), (6) and Eq. (2). The agreement is not perfect
around 11 GHz, the cut-off frequency of the chamber, due to
the analytical approach which does not provide an estimation
of the impedance at the cut-off frequency.

GENERALIZATION OF THE WIRELESS
METHOD TO ARBITRARY CROSS
SECTION GEOMETRIES

Figure 1: Comparison between the �21 from the analytical
computation and simulation for a circular chamber with
� = 10 ��, � = 3000 �/� and � = 50 ��.

The generalization of the method to arbitrary shapes of the
vacuum chambers has been explored. As a first step, the case
of the rectangular chamber has been studied to investigate
the potential of the method with non-axially symmetric structures. The result is that, above the cut-off frequency of the
chamber, the impedance can be derived from the scattering
parameter �21 with the following relation [6]:

where:
� ���� = �� � =

︃

�=−

2

�02 − �2
�
� �0

,

and the following expressions of the longitudinal impedance
are obtained below and above the chamber cut-off frequency [6]:
︁4
√
� ����� = −� · �� � ( � − �2 + � 2 )�
(5)
︁4
−� 
� ����� = −� · �� � �2 + � 2 ·
�,
(6)
2�
2

2
� �0 � ),

much greater than the skin depth (� >> � =
it can
be shown that, both below and above the chamber cut-off
frequency, the longitudinal impedance of Eq. (1) reduces to
Eq. (2), by placing the constant term � equal to 21� [6].
This proves the correctness of the relation between the
scattering parameter �21 and the longitudinal beam coupling
impedance proposed in Eq. (1) that becomes:
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1
|�21��� |
· �� � ln
2�
|�21��� |

(7)

(8)

where � and � are geometrical factors. � is the longitudinal form factor for the rectangular chamber (see [7], [8]).
Analytical expressions of � exist for the rectangular and
elliptical chambers and could be computed for any geometry
with simulations, since it is given by the ratio of the wake
function of the chamber under test and the wake function of
the reference circular chamber (see [8]):

2

where � = � 02 − ��2 , � = � 02 − ��2 +2��0 �� and � = 2��0 �� .
Under the assumption that the structure can be treated as a
planar geometry, which means that the radius︃of curvature is

�=−

�·�
|�21��� |
· �� � ln
,
2�
|�21��� |

�=

� (�) ���
� (�) � � �

.

The theoretical expression of the beam coupling
impedance (Eq. (2)) can be generalized to arbitrary cross
section chambers using the form factor �. The � factor is
related only to the maximum half-width � and half-height �
of the cross section of the DUT as defined by the following
expression [6]:
�=

(�2 +�2 ) �
.
�3 +�3

Its behaviour versus the aspect ratio of the chamber is displayed in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: G versus �� .
It is worth mentioning that Eq. (8) is a more general expression of Eq. (7). In fact, for circular chambers, � and �
are equal to 1 and Eq. (8) would reduce exactly to Eq. (7).
Consequently, the developed method has been tested in simulation for resistive wall chambers with elliptical and octagonal cross section. These simulations suggest that Eq. (8)
is a general expression that could be applied to obtain the
longitudinal beam coupling impedance of arbitrary cross
section chambers.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND
COMPARISON WITH THEORY
The simulation studies are carried out using a 3D electromagnetic tool, CST Studio Suite, which makes available
several simulation solvers [9]. In this framework, the choice
fell on the frequency domain solver because it is equipped
with tetrahedral mesh cells, that allow a better discretization
of the calculus domain, contrary to the time domain solver
where only hexahedral mesh cells are available. Indeed, the
aim of the proposed method is also to establish an accurate
procedure to compute the impedance of curved and complex
geometries. The DUT is excited using the Waveguide Ports
which allow only the desired TM mode to be launched. The
longitudinal impedance computed from frequency domain
simulations by using Eq. (8), has been compared with the
exact theoretical evaluation in Fig. 4. The results show an
almost perfect agreement between the two curves suggesting that the proposed simulation approach, with the related
formula, is a suitable and accurate method to compute the
beam coupling impedance of arbitrary shaped chambers.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We identified a logarithmic formula that relates the longitudinal beam coupling impedance and the transmission
scattering parameter without modification of the DUT. The
new formula has been analytically validated for a resistive
circular chamber below and above the cut-off frequency.
The generalization of the method to arbitrary chamber
shapes by means of appropriate factors, such as the form factor � and the geometrical factor �, has also been discussed
and successfully benchmarked with simulations.

Figure 4: Comparison between the longitudinal impedance
obtained from CST simulations (wireless method) and the
theoretical impedance for various shapes of the chamber,
above their cut-off frequencies. At the top: rectangular chamber with � = 1.5 ��, � = 10 ��, in the middle elliptical
chamber with � = 1.5 ��, � = 10 ��, at the bottom octagonal chamber with � = � = 50 ��. The imaginary part is
not displayed since, in the frequency range analysed (thick
wall regime), it is exactly equal to the real part (see Eq. (2)).

Moreover, since the new formula relates the longitudinal
beam coupling impedance to the scattering parameter, which
is also an output of the measurements, this very promising
method could pave the way to develop a bench measurement
technique, that will not require modifications of the DUT.
The key point of the development of a bench measurement
technique is the engineering of an excitation able to emulate
as much as possible the ideal excitation of the first TM mode
provided by the Waveguide Port. This stage is currently
under development as well as the possible extension of the
method to resonant structures.
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GENERATING SUB-FEMTOSECOND ELECTRON BEAMS
AT PLASMA WAKEFIELD ACCELERATORS
R. R. Robles∗ , C. Emma, R. Hessami, K. Larsen, A. Marinelli,
SLAC National Acccelerator Laboratory, CA, USA
Abstract
The Plasma-driven Attosecond X-ray source (PAX)
project at FACET-II aims to produce attosecond EUV/soft
x-ray pulses with milijoule-scale pulse energy via nearly
coherent emission from pre-bunched electron beams. In the
baseline approach [1, 2], a beam is generated using the density downramp injection scheme with a percent-per-micron
chirp and 10−4 scale slice energy spread. Subsequent compression yields a current spike of just 100 as duration which
can emit 10 nm light nearly coherently due to its strong prebunching. In this work, we report simulation studies of a
scheme to generate similarly short beams without relying
on plasma injection. Instead, we utilize a high-charge beam
generated at an RF photocathode, with its tail acting as the
witness bunch for the wake. The witness develops a percentper-micron chirp in the plasma which is then compressible
downstream. The final bunch length demonstrated here is
as short as 100 nm, and is limited primarily by emittance
effects. The configurations studied in this work are available
for experimental testing at existing PWFA facilities such as
FACET-II.

INTRODUCTION
There is significant recent interest in attosecond science
due to the realization of attosecond x-ray pulse generation with high pulse energy at x-ray free-electron lasers
(XFELs) [3]. Typical performance in this case for soft x-ray
wavelengths is typically tens of microjoules per pulse and
several hundred attosecond pulse durations. To push the
pulse energy higher and the pulse duration shorter while
still utilizing the relatively high efficiency of the FEL process, one requires higher electron beam brightness. It was
proposed in [1] to take advantage of the high-quality beams
projected to be generated by plasma wakefield accelerators to
achieve this goal. This scheme is called the Plasma-driven
Attosecond X-ray source (PAX). PAX combines two key
concepts to generate mega-ampere class, sub-femtosecond
electron beams. The first is the production of an initial beam
with very low emittance and energy spread from advanced
wakefield injection techniques - in this case, density downramp injection [4]. The plasma injected beam can naturally
be produced with very high linear energy chirp on the order of a few %/𝜇m due to the sawtooth nature of nonlinear
plasma wakes. Such high chirps, when compressed in a
magnetic chicane, lead to very short beams with minimal
length limited to 𝑅56 𝜎𝛾 where 𝑅56 is the momentum compaction of the chicane and 𝜎𝛾 is slice energy spread of the
original beam. In reality, chromatic and collective effects
∗
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can conspire to limit the final pulse length to values larger
than this minimum.
One of the key prerequisites of the PAX project as outlined
in [1] is the demonstration of density downramp injection to
achieve the high beam brightness. Before density downramp
injection is available at FACET-II, it was also suggested that
one could achieve a similar final beam profile by accelerating
drive and witness bunches generated by an RF photoinjector
together to produce a strongly chirped beam. In the present
work we present yet another mechanism, in which a single
bunch is accelerated through a standard RF accelerator such
that it enters the plasma with a long tail. The tail then experiences the wake of the core of the bunch the same way
as a separately generated witness bunch, and can similarly
be compressed to ultrashort duration thereafter. We present
simulation results based on the FACET-II facility indicating
performance fitting for a stepping stone towards the plasma
injected case [5].

BEAMLINE OVERVIEW
The simulation results presented below were all obtained
using the Lucretia code [6]. The FACET-II beamline consists of a conventional RF photoinjector which injects the
beam into the primary linac at roughly 135 MeV. From there
the beam goes through three linac sections, L1, L2, and
L3, arriving at the final energy 10 GeV. Between L1/L2
and L2/L3 there are four-dipole chicanes, BC11 and BC14,
which facilitate compression of the beam. Finally, at the end
of L3 immediately preceding the plasma portion of the beamline is a third bunch compressor, BC20, which employs a
complicated set of optics to achieve anomalous compression.
The FACET-II injector can operate in single and dual
bunch mode. In the present work we focus on the single
bunch configuration, launching a 2 nC beam from the cathode with a 4 ps laser pulse length. The quality of the resulting beam is summarized in Fig. 1, as simulated in General
Particle Tracer (GPT) [7].
From then on the beamline is optimized to achieve the
highest possible peak current at the end of BC20. The longitudinal phase spaces and current profiles are shown after
each bunch compressor in Fig. 2. By the time the beam
has been compressed in BC14 there is a clear third-order
curvature, which after subsequent acceleration and compression in BC20 transforms the beam into a highly nonlinear
S-shaped longitudinal phase space. On either side of the
>100 kA core are long regions of the beam with roughly
flat phase space, low slice energy spread, and currents still
largely exceeding 1 kA.
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the tail the current remains above 1 kA out to about 100 𝜇m
behind the core, and the slice energy spread is roughly 0.5
MeV uniformly. The normalized slice emittance is wellpreserved up to 25 𝜇m behind the core before beginning to
grow to > 10 𝜇m further beyond that.

Figure 1: The longitudinal phase space (top) and slice current and emittance (bottom) of the beam at the exit of the
injector.

Figure 3: The longitudinal phase space of the tail of the
bunch after BC20 is plotted along with its slice current,
emittance, and energy spread.

PLASMA SECTION
Estimates for Available Sources
We with some general considerations regarding the
plasma interaction in the blowout regime [8]. The plasma
bubble in the blowout regime is roughly 𝜆𝑝 long, with

Figure 2: The longitudinal phase space and current are plotted after each of the three bunch compressors.
We further highlight the properties of the long tail in Fig. 3.
Here we have plotted the current, normalized emittance, and
energy spread along the bunch length. We see that within
WEPOTK064
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𝜆𝑝 = 2𝜋𝑐/𝜔𝑝 where 𝜔𝑝 = √𝑒2 𝑛/𝑚𝑒 𝜖0 is the plasma frequency. Thus the location of the zero-crossing of the wake is
at roughly 𝜆𝑝 /2 behind the bunch core. The default plasma
source at FACET-II is a meter long lithium oven with achievable densities in the range 1016 − 1017 cm−3 . This would
place the center of the bubble in the range 50-160 𝜇m behind
the bunch core. This places the portion of the tail which
is at slightly higher emittance at the zero-crossing of the
wakefield, which is not ideal but not necessarily devastating.
In addition to the oven, FACET-II also supports a gas jet
with densities as high as 5 × 1018 − 1020 cm−3 [9]. This
places the wakefield zero crossing as close as a few microns
from the drive bunch. This would enable us to access the
higher current, lower emittance portion of the tail. The gas
jet itself would only produce a 5 mm long plasma, but with
the much higher densities the expected chirp is still large.
The wakefield in the bubble is roughly linear with a gradient given approximately by 𝐸𝑧′ ≃ 𝑚𝜔2𝑝 /2𝑒. Thus the relative
chirp for central energy 10 GeV is in the range 0.9 − 9%/𝜇m
for the oven and 2.3 − 45%/𝜇m for the gas jet. These chirps
are on the same order as that obtained in [1], with similarly
comparable slice energy spread.

Semi-analytic Tracking
In lieu of full PIC simulations, we have implemented
the equations in [10], since for the low current tail beam
loading effects should be negligible. We begin by simulating the dynamics of the tail through a 5 mm long plasma
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with a super-gaussian plasma density profile with peak value
5 × 1018 cm−3 . The characteristics of the tail of the beam
following the plasma section are outlined in Fig. 4. Comparing it to Fig. 3, we note that aside from the strong linear
chirp imposed on the longitudinal phase space, the slicewise qualities of the beam can be roughly preserved so long
as the beam is properly matched transversely into the plasma.
The linear chirp is roughly 0.26 GV/𝜇m.

Figure 5: The longitudinal phase space of the tail of the
bunch after the lithium oven plasma is plotted along with its
slice current, emittance, and energy spread.

Figure 4: The longitudinal phase space of the tail of the
bunch after the gas jet plasma is plotted along with its slice
current, emittance, and energy spread.
Compressing this chirp has some limitations, however, in
particular from the impact of emittance-induced debunching
which results from the reduction of axial velocity due to
transverse angles: 𝛽𝑧 = √1 − 𝛾12 − (𝑥 ′ )2 − (𝑦′ )2 . In the
FACET-II beamline the beam will have to propagate several
meters between the end of the gas jet and the compressing
chicane. This fact, coupled with the very small matched
beam size in the high density plasma, causes substantial
debunching from emittance. Attempts to mitigate this effect
are in progress.
These effects are slightly less exaggerated for the lithium
oven plasma source due to the shorter distance between it
and the chicane, as well as the larger matched beam size in
the plasma. This is the case in spite of the larger emittance
in the portion of the beam left at 10 GeV in the lithium oven.
In this case due the longer plasma, the emittance debunching
effects are stronger during acceleration, as seen in Fig. 5.
The behavior of the quadrupole triplet and compressor is
modelled in elegant [11], and is summarized for the lithium
oven in Fig. 6. We note that the compression is highly nonlinear, but still yields a > 40 kA spike of roughly 100 nm
full-width at half-maximum. Furthermore, slice emittance
reduction is observed in the current spike as a result of emittance debunching preferentially delaying high-divergence
particles.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have presented preliminary simulation studies implementing the PAX concept with a single bunch generated
by an RF photocathode by treating the tail of the bunch as
an effective witness beam. Due to the naturally low energy

Figure 6: The longitudinal phase space (bottom) and slice
properties (top) of the beam accelerated in the lithium oven
plasma is shown after compression in a magnetic chicane.
spread found in the bunch tail and its proximity to the core, it
can be given a very large chirp in the plasma which can subsequently be compressed to a very short, sub-femtosecond
current spike. These results provide benchmark goals for
the large PAX project on the way to the ultimate realization
in the style of [1].
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REVISITING INTRABEAM SCATTERING FOR LAMINAR BEAMS
R. R. Robles∗ , Z. Huang, A. Marinelli, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, CA, USA
Abstract
Intrabeam scattering (IBS) is becoming an increasingly
important effect in the design of high-brightness linear electron accelerators due to the ever-increasing transverse brightness of beams produced from radiofrequency photoinjectors.
The existing theory describing the energy spread growth rate
due to IBS was derived in the context of circular machines
where the beam particles are frequently and randomly colliding, and therefore should only be applied to non-laminar,
emittance dominated flow. This is not the case in the injector portion of a linear accelerator, where the beam is spacecharge dominated and the flow is laminar. The different
nature of the microscopic motion in the two cases demands
a reevaluation of the applicability of IBS theory to the photoinjector. In this work, we present a simple analytic model
for energy spread growth during perfectly laminar flow and
show that it matches well to point-to-point multiparticle simulations. In this way we demonstrate that stochastic energy
spread growth in laminar beams is more attributable to the
initial random placement of the particles in the bunch rather
than the traditional temperature rearrangement mechanism
of IBS.

INTRODUCTION
The development of ever-brighter beam sources for linear
accelerators demands precise understanding of the downstream mechanisms by which that brightness can be degraded. Of particular importance for the next generation
of x-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) is the preservation of
the beam energy spread, which sets a threshold requirement
for lasing in an XFEL [1, 2]. The best known way by which
the energy spread can grow is the microbunching instability (𝜇BI), which leads sufficiently cold beams to undergo
space-charge amplification of initial shot noise [3]. Traditionally, 𝜇BI is suppressed with the use of a laser heater,
and the minimal accepted input energy spread to mitigate
𝜇BI gain is much higher than that produced by the injector
itself [4]. However, as more precise methods for controlling
𝜇BI gain are developed, the initial energy spread produced
by the injector may become important.
This input energy spread is limited by yet another effect
which has historically not attracted much attention in the
field of linear accelerators: intrabeam scattering (IBS) [5–
7]. IBS is generally thought of as the impact of stochastic, binary collisions on the beam dimensions. Because the
beams produced by high-brightness beam sources are generally much colder longitudinally than transversely, IBS is
thought to lead to a redistribution of thermal spread from
the transverse emittance into the uncorrelated energy spread
[8]. Theoretical models of this effect exist, but suffer from
∗
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ambiguities from the evaluation of the Coulomb logarithm.
Recently, there has been substantial interest in IBS for x-ray
free-electron lasers due to the ever-increasing brightness of
the beams they employ [9, 10].
Besides the difficulties making quantitative estimates resulting from the Coulomb log, there exists yet another reason
to distrust the existing IBS theory in the context of linear
accelerators. The picture of stochastic effects as being represented by constant and randomly distributed collisions does
not make much sense in the injector portion of a linear accelerator where the beam flow is space-charge dominated and
therefore quasi-laminar. This disparity between the relevant
stochastic effects in injectors, and the existing models of
IBS was found to have a notable impact on simulation comparisons with the theory in [11]. Indeed in this regime we
expect effects which correspond more closely to the Boersch
effect in electron microscopes [12]. Although there exists a
theoretical description of the Boersch effect, it is best suited
to the relatively low densities found in those systems, and
is furthermore quite complicated [13]. With the extremely
high beam densities found in XFELs, some simplifications
can be found. As more machines are designed with ultrahigh brightness beams in mind, a proper understanding of
IBS in the context of XFELs is necessary.
In the rest of this paper we outline a simple numerical
approach to evaluating slice energy spread growth induced
by finite particle effects based on a simple scaling argument.
We begin by laying out a basic first principles approach before deriving that the statistical width of the longitudinal
space-charge field for a given three-dimensional charge distribution will in general scale with 𝑁𝑒2/3 , with 𝑁𝑒 being the
number of electrons in the bunch. With that fact established,
the cumulative impact of the space-charge field width can be
evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations with significantly
fewer particles. Finally, we perform numerical benchmarks
demonstrating the validity of the model, where for this paper we restrict ourselves to perfectly laminar flow scenarios.
We outline in the conclusions how the method might be
expanded to address more general accelerator scenarios.

THEORETICAL MODEL
General Approach
The theoretical model we propose is based on a first principles consideration of the statistics of the longitudinal spacecharge field. A particle in the beam experiences an instantaneous rate of energy change given by
𝑑𝛾IBS
𝑞
=
𝛿𝐸
𝑑𝑠
𝑚𝑐2 𝑧

(1)

where 𝛿𝐸𝑧 ≡ 𝐸𝑧 −⟨𝐸𝑧 ⟩, with 𝐸𝑧 being the longitudinal spacecharge field in the lab frame and ⟨.⟩ indicating an ensemble
average over the beam distribution function. Specifically,
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the space-charge field is considered as a sum over discrete
particles
𝑁

𝐸𝑧 =

𝑒
𝑞
∑
2
4𝜋𝜖0 𝛾 𝑗=1

𝑧 − 𝑧𝑗
[

(𝑥−𝑥𝑗 )2 +(𝑦−𝑦𝑗 )2

+ (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑗

𝛾2

3/2
)2 ]

(2)

Explicit evaluation of this field during a simulation for a
typical bunch charge found at XFELs is impractical, as 𝑁𝑒
is 625 million for standard 100 pC bunches. As such, we
would like to determine ways in which its evaluation can be
simplified. This begins by considering the scaling of this
quantity with the particle number 𝑁𝑒 . By understanding this
scaling, one can imagine computing the stochastic field for
some lower particle number, then scaling the result up to the
true number of electrons in the bunch.

𝑛0 = 𝑁𝑒 𝜌∥ (0)𝜌⟂ (0) is the number density at the center of
the beam. Of course, this analysis has been performed only
for the center of the bunch. To confirm the scaling remains
robust when considering the field at any particle within the
bunch, we have computed the 90% width of the sum in equation 2 for a bunch with aspect ratio 𝐴 = 𝜎𝑟 /𝛾𝜎𝑧 = 0.1,
typical for photoinjector conditions. The result of that study
is shown in Figure 1, alongside a 𝑁𝑒2/3 power law fit.

Statistics of the Space-Charge Field
Equation 2 may be thought of as the sum of 𝑁𝑒 identically,
randomly distributed variables 𝜉𝑗 defined as
𝑧𝑗

𝜉𝑗 =
[

𝑥𝑗2 +𝑦2𝑗
2
𝛾

(3)

3/2

+ 𝑧𝑗2 ]

where for now we restrict our attention to the space-charge
field at the center of the bunch. We may start by asking how
this variable is distributed, in particular by calculating
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟
𝑧
⎜
⎟
⎟
𝜌𝜉 = ∫ 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝛿 ⎜
𝜉
−
𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 (4)
⎜
⎟
3/2
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
𝑥2 +𝑦2
2
[ 2 +𝑧 ]
⎝
⎠
𝛾
where 𝜌𝜉 is the probability density function (PDF) of 𝜉
and 𝜌 is the PDF of the beam coordinates. For a bunch
with a separable, azimuthally symmetric PDF 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) ≡
𝜌∥ (𝑧)𝜌⟂ (√𝑥 2 + 𝑦2 ), this can be simplified to the form
2𝜋𝛾2

𝛾𝑥
𝑥3
) 𝜌⟂ ( 1/2 √1 − 𝑥 2 ) 𝑑𝑥
0
|𝜉|1/2
|𝜉|
∣𝜉∣
(5)
This integral cannot in general be evaluated analytically, however we can make some statements about the corresponding
𝑁𝑒
sum 𝜓 = ∑𝑗=1
𝜉𝑗 . In particular, the generalized central
limit theorem tells us that, if the PDF 𝜌𝜉 has power-law
tails, i.e. if 𝜌𝜉 (|𝜉| ≫ 1) ≃ 𝐶/|𝜉|1+𝛼 , then the PDF of the
sum converges to a stable distribution for 𝑁𝑒 ≫ 1 [14]. In
particular, it will be a stable distribution with the PDF
𝜌𝜉 =

5/2

1

∫ 𝑥 4 𝜌∥ (

(6)

𝛼

𝜌𝜓 = ∫ 𝑒𝑖𝑘𝜓−|𝑐𝑘| 𝑑𝑘

where 𝑐 = (𝐶𝑁𝑒 )1/𝛼 is a scale factor determining the width
of the distribution. In our case, when |𝜉| ≫ 1, it is easily seen
that the PDF 𝜌𝜉 converges to 2𝜋𝛾2 𝜌∥ (0)𝜌⟂ (0)/5|𝜉|5/2 .
Thus we identify 𝛼 = 3/2 and 𝐶 = 2𝜋𝛾2 𝜌∥ (0)𝜌⟂ (0)/5.
The scale factor 𝑐 is then just 𝑐 = ( 2𝜋
𝛾2 𝑛0 )
5
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2/3

where

Figure 1: Scaling of the longitudinal space-charge field applied to each particle of the bunch. The width is computed
at the RMS of a gaussian fit to the central 90% of energy
kicks in the bunch.
Thus we find that the sum in equation 2 should
scale approximately with 𝑁𝑒2/3 . If we define 𝛿𝜓 =
(4𝜋𝜖0 𝛾2 /𝑞)𝑁𝑒−2/3 𝛿𝐸𝑧 , then we may rewrite equation 1 as
𝑑𝛾IBS 𝑟𝑒 𝑁𝑒2/3
=
𝛿𝜓
𝑑𝑠
𝛾2

(7)

where now the width of the field-like term 𝛿𝜓 should be
independent of the number of particles used to calculate it.
This fact lends itself nicely to macroparticle simulations,
as we can now evaluate the width of 𝛿𝜓 for much fewer
particles 𝑁𝑚 ≪ 𝑁𝑒 and extrapolate the width to the true
charge by the multiplicative factor 𝑁𝑒2/3 .

Restriction to Laminar Flow
For perfectly laminar flow, we may make the approximation that the particle coordinates scale cleanly with their respective beam dimensions. In other words, 𝑋 = 𝑥(𝑠)/𝜎𝑥 (𝑠)
can be considered constant. Thus we may very easily implement equation 1 with a Monte Carlo algorithm. To do so we
sample 𝑁𝑚 ≪ 𝑁𝑒 particles from the beam distribution and
evaluate the accumulation of equation 1 through predetermined envelopes. Examples of the results of this approach
are shown in the next section.

NUMERICAL BENCHMARKS
In order to facilitate physically relevant numerical benchmarks in reasonable computation times, we have performed
simulations of 10 fC charge beams with charge densities on
the same order as those achieved in high brightness injectors.
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All simulations are performed using the General Particle
Tracer (GPT) code [15]. To do this we take a standard injector configuration, for example 100 pC charge with 20
A current and 100 𝜇m waist size, and scale the charge by
a factor 𝑠, the transverse size and emittance by 𝑠1/3 , and
the bunch length by 𝑠1/3 . Since the charge density scales
like 𝑄/𝜎𝑧 𝜎2⟂ , the density is preserved. Since our current
focus is on laminar flow in injector-like scenarios, all of our
benchmarks are performed using a beam which drifts in free
space through a waist in a distance of 1 m. We show two
examples here, with unscaled configuration specified as in
Table 1. For simplicity, all bunch dimensions are taken to
be gaussian.

Similar results hold even when the beam is not as strongly
space-charge dominated, as we show in Figure 3. In this case
we have taken the unscaled emittance to be five times larger,
resulting in a much sharper waist. We observe a similar
result, that the Monte Carlo model accurately predicts the
energy spread growth up to the point of the waist, beyond
which the laminarity assumption is weakened.

Table 1: Unscaled beam parameters for numerical benchmarks
Parameter
Charge
Energy
Peak current
Waist size
Norm. emittance

Variable
Q
𝛾𝑚𝑐2
I
𝜎𝑥
𝜖𝑛

Unit
pC
MeV
A
𝜇m
nm rad

Value
100
6.13
20
100
50 (250)

The first benchmark is shown in Figure 2 for the case of
50 nm rad unscaled normalized emittance. Here we plot the
spot size evolution in the top plot and the corresponding slice
energy spread evolution in the bottom, with results taken
from the GPT code and from our Monte Carlo implementation of the scaling arguments. We observe an expected
increase in the rate of energy spread growth in the vicinity
of the waist where the beam density is very high. Furthermore, we see that our model does an excellent job predicting
the energy spread growth before and during the waist, but
starts to overestimate the effects after the waist. This is to be
expected from the requirement of laminarity that we have
imposed, as space-charge dominated waists are not perfectly
laminar.

Figure 3: Beam size evolution (top) and slice energy spread
growth (bottom) through a 1 m drift with 250 nm rad unscaled emittance.

CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS
We have presented a simple model for computing stochastic energy spread growth based on the fact that the spacecharge field width scales as 𝑁𝑒2/3 for arbitrary threedimensional bunch distributions. We have shown through
numerical benchmarks that even for a restricted Monte Carlo
implementation considering only perfectly laminar flow, this
simple model captures the growth of slice energy spread
with a high level of accuracy. Although our implementation
as presented here is restricted to laminar flow, the derivation
of the field width scaling with particle number did not rely
on that assumption, and thus one can imagine extending this
approach to more general accelerator scenarios. Such an
extension will be the subject of a future publication. This
work fills an important gap in our understanding of energy
spread degradation mechanisms in accelerators, agreeing
much better with numerical simulations than traditional IBS
theory, and without the ambiguity of the Coulomb logarithm.
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EFFECT OF BETATRON COUPLING ON TRANSVERSE
MODE-COUPLING AND HEAD-TAIL INSTABILITIES
W. Foosang∗ , A. Gamelin, R. Nagaoka, Synchrotron SOLEIL, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Abstract
In the context of SOLEIL Upgrade, the 4th

generation storage ring project of SOLEIL, several methods are pursued to
extend the beam lifetime and limit the emittance growth by
reducing the Touschek effect and intra-beam scattering. Betatron coupling is one of the potential techniques to achieve
this objective as it can increase the beam volume by transforming a flat beam into a round beam. However, the effect
of the coupling on the collective effects is not fully comprehended, but some studies have shown an improvement in
transverse instability thresholds. It was, therefore, crucial
to investigate the impact of coupling on beam instability for
SOLEIL Upgrade. This work presents numerical studies on
the impact of coupling on the transverse mode-coupling and
the head-tail instabilities. The results showed that coupling
could be not only beneficial, but also detrimental.

INTRODUCTION
SOLEIL is moving towards a 4th generation light source
in which beam emittance will be reduced below 100 pm rad
[1–3]. In order to obtain this challenging emittance, the
vacuum chamber radius needs to be reduced to about 6 mm
- approximately half the size of the current one - to accommodate focusing magnets which are required to be as close
to the beam as possible. This much smaller aperture will
lead to stronger collective effects compared to the present
SOLEIL ring. A consequence of the low-emittance design of
the upgraded ring is the increased Touschek and intra-beam
scattering rates due to the high electron density. For a betatron coupling corrected to 1%, the vertical emittance in the
new ring can be as small as 0.8 pm.rad. The full parameter
list of the SOLEIL Upgrade CDR lattice can be consulted
in the conceptual design report [1].
Betatron coupling is one of the possible methods that
can increase the beam volume, thus reducing the electron
density, by going from a flat beam to a round beam. The
main objective of employing this technique is to reduce the
Touschek and intra-beam scattering rates. The smaller scattering rates given by a larger beam volume would extend
the beam lifetime and limit the emittance growth. However,
betatron coupling impacts several aspects of the beam dynamics and its effect on the collective effects has not been
widely explored. Among a few papers on the topic, it has
been observed that coupling could reduce instability threshold in some machines such as the CERN PS and SPS [4–6].
It is then of special interest to investigate this effect in the
SOLEIL Upgrade case.
This article presents the effect of coupling on two single bunch transverse instabilities: the Transverse Mode∗

watanyu.foosang@synchrotron-soleil.fr

Coupling Instability (TMCI) and the Head-Tail Instabilty
(HTI). All the simulations presented were done using the
mbtrack2 tracking code [7].

BETATRON COUPLING
Betatron coupling can transfer quantities related to betatron oscillation between the two transverse planes. The
maximum coupling effect can be achieved when the ring is
operated on the linear coupling resonance, which is when
the fractional tune of the two transverse planes are equal,
with a skew quadrupole component. This is the reason why
the tunes were set at 54.2 and 18.2 in this study. The result
of full coupling is an equipartition of beam qualities in both
planes, this includes emittance and radiation damping times
as shown in Fig 1. Note that Courant-Snyder invariant of a
single particle is shown in the figure, not beam emittance.
They are however interchangeable in case of multi-particle.
It can be seen that the coupled Courant-Snyder invariant and
the coupled damping time are the average of the non-coupled
values. Here and throughout this work, the coupling was
introduced by using a skew quadrupole with the integrated
normalized strength � � � = 0.001 m−1 .

Figure 1: Courant-Snyder invariant of a single particle at full
coupling. The non-coupled horizontal and vertical radiation
damping times are 7.3 and 13.1 ms, respectively.

EFFECT ON HEAD-TAIL INSTABILITY
Head-tail instability (HTI) is a transverse single bunch instability commonly found in circular accelerators. It occurs
in case of nonzero chromaticity and manifests itself in the
form of local transverse coherence within a bunch, whose
oscillation amplitude could, even though relatively slowly,
constantly build up over beam revolutions around the ring.
The rise time of HTI is inversely proportional to the transverse effective impedance. The coupling could affect this
rise time as it can share the impedance from one plane to another. The plane that has a larger impedance will profit from
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this effect as the impedance will be lowered. On the other
hand, the plane with a lower impedance will experience a
detrimental effect due to the transferred impedance.
The effect of impedance sharing is illustrated in Fig. 2 as
the A cases on the left of the plot. In these cases, a broadband
resonator with the shunt impedance �� = 10 MΩ/m, the
resonance frequency �� = 1 GHz, and the quality factor � =
10 was used. These parameters were chosen based on the
fact that they give only one unstable head-tail mode (mode
-1 in this case) and its analytic growth rate (computed from
MOSES [8]) is linear to avoid any possible complexity due
to higher order modes and non-linearity. The chromaticities
were 1.6 in both planes. The impedance was set only in the
vertical plane, and not in the horizontal one. This case can
be seen as the one of a machine with highly asymmetric
vacuum chamber whose impedance in one plane is much
higher than in the other. The synchrotron radiation was also
excluded from these two cases in order to demonstrate the
pure effect of impedance sharing. It can be seen that, by
adding coupling, the rise time in the vertical plane is raised
by approximately 50%. Now, there is also a horizontal rise
time, which did not exist in case A1, at the same value due
to the same partition of impedance that was transferred from
the horizontal plane.
In addition to the impedance sharing effect, coupling
also results in sharing the damping times of both transverse
planes as shown in the B cases of the same figure. In this
study, the same impedance described previously for A cases
was also set to the horizontal plane to exclude the impact
of impedance transfer. Synchrotron radiation was added to
the model with the horizontal and vertical damping time of
7.1 and 13.2 ms, respectively. It is worth mentioning that,
due to the presence of synchrotron radiation, the rise time
shown in this case is composed of the instability rise time ��
and the radiation damping time �� as
1
.
(1)
1/�� − 1/��
Without coupling, the two planes had different rise times
according to the different damping times. However, when
coupling was added, the rise time of the two planes became
equivalent. Given that both planes had the same �� due to the
same impedance, one can see from Eq. (1) that this result
implies an identical �� . In this case, the coupled damping
time was 10.2 ms which is the average of the non-coupled
values. The decreased vertical damping time then resulted
in the augmentation of the rise time in the vertical plane.
The effect of impedance sharing and damping time sharing constructively superimpose each other as can be seen in
the C case. In this simulation, the horizontal impedance was
removed again, but the synchrotron radiation was retained.
This configuration allows both aforementioned effects to be
effective due to the asymmetry between the two planes. In
this setting, the rise time is increased by more than 125%
compared to the vertical rise time of the B1 case with the
horizontal and the vertical rise time were again equal, relatively.
�=
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In conclusion, after these three case studies, it shows that
coupling balances the HTI by transferring impedance and
damping times from one plane to another, which can lead to
increased rise times. The same conclusion should also be
true for other weak transverse instability types, for instance
resistive-wall instability, whose growth rate is directly proportional to current and does not have a threshold behavior
by itself.

Figure 2: Rise time of head-tail instability (mode -1) at
10 mA under the influence of impedance sharing (A1,A2),
damping time sharing (B1,B2), and both combined (C).

EFFECT ON TMCI
Another well-known transverse single bunch instability is
the TMCI. Unlike HTI, this instability occurs at zero chromaticity and has a well-defined threshold to emerge. Its rise
time is generally much shorter than that of HTI at the onset
of the instability. Its threshold is determined by a merging
between two adjacent coherent betatron frequency modes,
which are orginally separated by one unit of incoherent synchrotron frequency. Each mode frequency can be shifted as
the current is increased, but mode 0 is the most susceptible
one since its oscillation spectrum overlaps the most with the
impedance spectrum at zero chromaticity [9, 10].
The mechanism of TMCI is shown in Fig. 3a. Here, the
resistive wall impedance of a circular copper (resistivity
� = 1.68 × 10−8 Ωm) beam pipe with the length � = 336 m
and the radius � = 5 mm was used in the absence of coupling.
The fractional tune was set to 0.2 and the synchrotron tune
was 0.0018. The mode 0 frequency was then found at � � =
0.2 at zero current and mode ±1 were therefore at 0.1982
and 0.2018. The instability was seen at 2.35 mA which is
where the mode 0 and -1 frequencies coincide.
Coupling was then added to the simulation in case of a
highly asymmetric impedance on the coupling resonance
(� � = � � = 0.2), a shift in the threshold current was observed. This shift was however not in the direction that we
had anticipated as the threshold went from 2.35 mA to 2.10
mA. The coherent tune spectrum of the bunch in Fig. 3b
allows us to see the possible origin of this surprising result
that is the presence of the initial downward shift of mode 0
at zero current. Provided that mode -1 remains immobilized
and the shift rate of mode 0 with respect to the current is
identical to case (a), this initial shift reduces the distance
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between mode 0 and -1. As a consequence, they collide
sooner, hence the lower threshold.
Coupling also brings about the appearance of the vertical
tune into the horizontal frequency spectrum. This visual
enables us to understand that the initial shift of mode 0 is
in fact the result of a tune split induced by coupling. The
width of the split that is seen here is equal to 5 × 10−4 and
is strictly equal to the minimum tune approach Δ�min [11]
which indicates the minimum achievable separation of the
transverse tunes. In other words, the transverse tune can
never be exactly the same value. Δ�min is proportional to the
skew quadrupole strength � � , therefore the initial shift will
be larger if � � is increased and the threshold should then be
reduced even further.
However, in case of a symmetric impedance with coupling,
the threshold was again found at 2.35 mA which is identical
to the non-coupled case. The explanation to this finding is
not yet clear. In any case, the spectrum in Fig. 3c shows
that mode -1 is actually displaced from its supposed location
of 0.1982 to slightly below 0.198. In fact, its location is
now 0.19795 which means it has been shifted by 2.5 × 10−4
which coincides with half of Δ�min . This can explain the
threshold lift-up compared to case (b) despite the same initial
tune split, but the reason why mode -1 in case (b) did not
experience the shift is still unknown.
For the highly asymmetric impedance case (only � � while
� � = 0), coupling could actually yield a beneficial effect,
but it was necessary to leave some distance between the two
transverse tunes. A scan of TMCI threshold current with
respect to the tune separation is shown in Fig. 4. One can
see that at the coupling resonance and around this point, the
threshold evidently drops from the normal value of 2.35 mA.
It was only when � � − � � = −0.001, 0.002 that we found a
threshold lift-up. A remarkable feature about this result is
the asymmetric profile about the zero point. Strictly speaking, not only the tune separation is essential to escalate the
threshold, but the sign is also important in order to get the
biggest threshold improvement [6, 12].
As expected because the TMCI has a very short rise time
past the threshold, adding synchrotron radiation damping
to the simulations did not change the TMCI threshold in
presence or absence of coupling.

Figure 3: Coherent tune spectrum in the horizontal plane
as a function of current showing the evolution of the tune
(� = 0) in case of (a) no coupling and (b) highly asymmetric
impedance, (c) symmetric impedance. The fractional unperturbed tune is 0.2 in both transverse planes.

CONCLUSION
It has been shown that betatron coupling can share
impedances and synchrotron radiation damping times between the two transverse planes. Concerning the transverse
single bunch instabilities, it seems that coupling can be beneficial but not always. For HTI, the overall effect of coupling
results in an escalation of the threshold. Both damping time
sharing and impedance sharing have a significant contribution in this favorable outcome. Whereas for TMCI, the
picture is more complex. On machines with very asymmetric
vacuum chambers, coupling could lower the threshold at the
coupling resonance and its immediate vicinity. This effect
seems to be linked with the minimum tune approach effect.

Figure 4: Threshold current as a function of fractional tune
difference. The full coupling is when � � − � � = 0. The
larger the tune difference, the weaker the coupling.
However, at lower coupling strength, which corresponds to
larger tune separation values, the threshold is lifted. Further
investigation remains to be done to better understand these
effects.
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BEAM DYNAMICS WITH A SUPERCONDUCTING HARMONIC CAVITY
FOR THE SOLEIL UPGRADE
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N. Yamamoto, KEK, Ibaraki, Japan
Table 1: Parameters for the RF Cavities

Abstract
In 4th generation low emittance synchrotron light sources,
harmonic cavities are critical components needed to reach
the required performance. However, RF systems with harmonic cavities can be limited by their own set of instabilities.
An instability dominated by the coupled-bunch mode � = 1
can prevent the RF system from reaching the flat potential
condition, hence limiting the maximum bunch lengthening.
Here we report how this instability impacts the performance
of 3rd and 4th harmonic superconducting cavities for the
SOLEIL Upgrade.

INTRODUCTION
The SOLEIL Upgrade project aims to replace the existing storage ring by a 4th generation light source [1–4]. In
the framework of the project technical design report (TDR)
phase, self-consistent longitudinal beam dynamics simulations are performed to compare different harmonic cavity
(HC) technological options. So far, the proposed double RF
system comprises:
• A fundamental RF system at 352 MHz, which will provide the required RF voltage and power to compensate
for the energy lost by the electron beam and achieve
a large enough longitudinal acceptance. It consists of
four normal conducting (NC) cavities of the ESRF-EBS
type [5, 6], each powered with a 200 kW solid state
amplifier (SSA).
• A harmonic RF system, aimed at lengthening the electron bunches in order to preserve low emittance and
ensure suitable lifetime. It consists of a cryomodule
of the Super-3HC type, similar to that used in SLS
and ELETTRA [7–13], which contains two superconducting (SC) passive cavities, tuned to the 3rd or 4th
harmonic of SOLEIL (1.06 or 1.41 GHz).
This paper describes the beam dynamics with such a system and compares the respective performance in terms of
bunch lengthening of the 3rd and 4th harmonic options for
the main operation mode at 500 mA. The TDR lattice and its
parameters are presented in [2]; the RF cavity parameters are
listed in Table 1. This paper starts with the SC passive HC
theory near the flat potential condition, then tracking simulation results are presented showing stable regime, instability
regime and the impact of empty buckets in the bunch train.
∗

alexis.gamelin@synchrotron-soleil.fr

Parameters

MC

HC

Harmonic number �
Shunt impedance � (per cavity)
Unloaded quality factor �
�/� (per cavity)
Loaded quality factor
Cavity number

1
5 MΩ
35 700
140 Ω
6 000
4

3 or 4
4.5 GΩ
108
45 Ω
108
2

SC PASSIVE HC
Let us assume a RF system composed of two “ideal” cavities: a main cavity (MC) with a voltage �1 , a phase �1 , an
angular frequency �1 and a harmonic cavity (HC) of the
� � ℎ harmonic with a voltage �2 and phase �2 . The overall
voltage ���� provided by this system at time � is given by:
���� (�) = �1 cos (�1 � + �1 ) + �2 cos (��1 � + �2 ) .

(1)

The condition to ensure energy balance for the synchronous
particle is:
�����
���� (0) =
,
(2)
�
where ����� corresponds to the energy loss per turn and � is
the elementary charge. In such a system, one can adjust the
bunch length by controlling the slope of the overall voltage
at the synchronous phase, �1 = �¤��� (0), and its derivative,
�2 = �¥��� (0). Introducing �, as defined in [14]:
�=

−��2 sin(�2 )
.
�1 sin(�1 )

(3)

The system is described by the following equations:
cos (�1 ) =

�����
sin(�1 )
,
+�
��1
� tan(�2 )

�2 = −�

�1 sin(�1 )
,
� sin(�2 )

tan(�2 ) = �� tan(�1 ) .

(4)
(5)
(6)

Expressing �1 and �2 as a function of �:


1
�1 = ��1 sin (�1 ) 1 −
,
�


sin(�1 )
2
�2 = −�1 �1 cos(�1 ) − ��
.
tan(�2 )

(7)
(8)

One can see that the value � = 1 cancels both �1 and �2 and
that going from � ≤ 1 to � ≥ 1 implies a change of sign
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of the RF voltage slope. The case � = 1 in Eq. (4) to (6),
which corresponds to �1 = �2 = 0 is called Flat Potential
(FP) condition.
If the HC is passive, for a Ąxed �1 , its tuning angle �
is the only free parameter, which allows to adjust its beam
induced voltage. Neglecting bunch form factors, �2 can be
expressed as:
�2 = 2�0 � cos � ≈ �0

� ��1
sin � ,
� Δ�

(9)

where �0 is the beam current and Δ� is the HC detuning.
The FP condition can only be met for a single value of the
��0 product:
�1 cos �1
��0 =
.
(10)
2� 2 cos � 2
More generally, �2 is non-zero and for � = 1 it is Ąxed to:


� 2 − 1 sin(�1 )
2 �����
�2 = −�1 �1
.
(11)
−
��1
� tan(�)
To distinguish this case (� = 1 in Eq. 4 and 5 corresponding
to �1 = 0 and �2 ≠ 0) from the FP case, it is called the ŞNear
Flat PotentialŤ (NFP) condition. The main consequence of
a non zero �2 is an asymmetry in the bunch proĄles.
In the particular case of a SC passive HC, as the dissipation is negligible, the tuning angle is Ąxed to � ≈ �/2
within the useful tuning range. In that case, the previous set
of equations is simpliĄed to:
cos (�1 ) ≈
�2 ≈ �

�����
,
��1

�1 sin(�1 )
� ��1
≈ �0
,
�
� Δ�

(13)

�1 2�����
.
(14)
�
So for a SC passive HC, in Ąrst approximation, the MC
phase is the same as the one used without HC and the second
derivative of the RF voltage �2 can never be cancelled.

SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, beam dynamics tracking simulation results
are presented. The simulations are done using mbtrack2 [15],
which models cavity physics in a fully self consistent way
with a very similar implementation to that of mbtrack [16].

Stable Regime
Figure 1 shows the stable settings found by tracking for
the 3rd and 4th HC. Each point on that plot corresponds to a
HC tuning for which the beam is stable and its corresponding bunch length and � values have been computed. The
maximum bunch length that can be obtained is about 50 ps
for the 3rd HC and 34 ps for the 4th HC, to be compared to
the natural bunch length of 9 ps without HC. These limits
are reached at diferent � values, � = 1.01 and � = 0.97 for
3rd and 4th harmonic, beyond which the beam starts to be
unstable.

2230

Another expected efect of HCs is a reduction of the incoherent synchrotron frequency �� from its natural value
without HCs �� 0 . This reduction, in the small oscillation
approximation, can be estimated as:

(12)

�2 ≈ −

WEPOMS003

Figure 1: RMS bunch length versus � from diferent tracking simulations for the 3rd and 4th HC. The bunch proĄle
associated to the maximum RMS bunch length is shown for
both harmonics.

�� 2 ≈ �� 20 [1 − �] .

(15)

This equation agrees rather well with the tracking results for
� ≤ 0.9. Closer to the NFP, �� computed from tracking does
not decrease to zero but tends to 200 Hz for the 3rd harmonic
and to 360 Hz for the 4th one. As the 3rd HC allows to operate
closer to the NFP, its 110 Hz synchrotron frequency spread
is larger than the 55 Hz one obtained from the 4th harmonic.
SigniĄcant Landau damping can be expected from such a
spread in �� .

Instability
The instability limiting further bunch lengthening is of
the same nature for both harmonics. It is dominated by the
coupled bunch mode � = 1 as shown by the beam coherent
spectrum in Fig. 2.
This instability exhibits the same speciĄcities as the ones
reported in [17] under the name Şcoupled bunch mode � = 1
instabilityŤ using perturbation-theory or in [18] using tracking and named Şperiodic transient beam loadingŤ instability.
It seems to happen when the usual stable solution, found
in the case of a uniform beam Ąlling where all the bunches
have the same proĄle, breaks down. Beyond the threshold,
the bunches have diferent proĄles. The system falls back to
a quasi-stable state slowly drifting through the bunch index
space with rather long time period ( � ≈ Hz), which depends
on the cavity parameters. The behaviour this instability is
thus quite diferent from usual coupled bunch instabilities.
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introduced in the bunch train to reduce ion trapping, or when
there are strong bunch to bunch current variations induced
by injection imperfections, the transient beam loading leads
to a reduction of the average bunch lengthening compared to
the uniform filling case. In that case, operating close to the
NFP is no longer efficient as it leads to very strong bunch
phase and length variations along the filling pattern.
In all the simulated cases, the different bunch distributions
were stable, i.e. not showing periodic variation as it is the
case for this instability, at least in the limited timescale for
which they were simulated. The values corresponding to the
highest Touschek lifetime in the stable tuning range (for a
typical bunch of the train) are reported in Table 2.
Figure 2: Beam coherent spectrum during the instability.
This situation is described in Fig. 3, where the quasistable state is shown at a given turn. It shows variations of
the RMS bunch length and � along the bunch index during
this instability. Despite the initial uniform Ąlling pattern,
each bunch has a diferent proĄle: the highest � values,
around 1.06, correspond to double bump bunch and other
bunches with lower � values have single bump shapes.

Table 2: Touschek Lifetime Increase F actor � with Various G ap L ength
�

Gap length

T

Mean RMS

Mean FWHM

3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4

no gap
1 bunch
2 bunch
5 bunch
10 bunch
no gap
1 bunch
2 bunch
5 bunch
10 bunch

5.7
4.7
4.3
3.5
2.9
4.2
3.4
3.2
2.7
2.2

50 ps
40 ps
36 ps
29 ps
24 ps
34 ps
28 ps
27 ps
22 ps
18 ps

98 ps
94 ps
85 ps
70 ps
58 ps
91 ps
71 ps
66 ps
54 ps
44 ps

The Touschek lifetime gain factor � is defined as [20]:
∫
�0 2 (�)��
�
�=
(16)
≈ ∫
�0
� 2 (�)��

where � and � are respectively the mean lifetime and longitudinal charge density with HC. The subscript 0 on the
same symbols corresponds to quantities without HC bunch
lengthening.

CONCLUSION
Figure 3: Variation of the RMS bunch length and � along
the bunch index during the instability.
In [18], it is found that the instability threshold increases
with bunch length. As the 3rd HC naturally produces longer
bunches compared to the 4th one for the same � value, it
explains why the threshold is reduced for the 4th HC.
This type of instability has been observed in many simulations for the SOLEIL Upgrade case, for passive SC HC but
also for active or passive NC HC. It has also been observed
in simulations for other machines (Diamond-II, HALF, ...)
and experimentally at MAX IV [19].

Gaps in the Filling Pattern
The instability dominated by the coupled bunch mode
� = 1 seems to be strongly suppressed when the Ąlling pattern
is no longer uniform. When gaps of empty buckets are

Tracking simulations show that, using a SC passive HC,
one can achieve relatively large Touschek lifetime increase
factors for the SOLEIL Upgrade main operation mode (500
mA in uniform filling): up to 5.7 with 3rd HC and 4.2 with
4th HC, limited by an instability dominated by the coupled
bunch mode � = 1 in both cases. Non-uniformities of the filling pattern suppress this instability but reduce the possible
bunch lengthening. Other operation modes and alternative
solutions (active and passive NC HC) are also being investigated.
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INVESTIGATION OF RF HEATING FOR THE MULTIPOLE INJECTION
KICKER INSTALLED AT SOLEIL
A. Gamelin∗ , P. Alexandre, R. Ben El Fekih, J. Da Silva Castro, M. El Ajjouri, A. Letresor,
L. S. Nadolski, R. Ollier, S. Thoraud, Synchrotron SOLEIL, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
M. Sacko, S. Taurines, Avantis Concept, Saint-Cere, France
Abstract
During the commissioning of the new Multipole Injection
Kicker (MIK) pulsed magnet at SOLEIL synchrotron, an
anomalously high heating of the MIK chamber and Ćanges
was found. To better manage the heat load, fans directed
toward the MIK were added to improve the air-cooling Ćow.
This allowed the nominal current to be reached in all operation modes while keeping reasonable temperatures on the
MIK. Post-installation investigations subsequently showed
that the initial estimate of the maximal heat load was in
agreement with the measured temperature in several operation modes both with and without the additional fans. In
this article, we present the complete study, starting from the
impedance calculation to thermal simulations, and comparison with the measured data with beam.

Figure 1: Cross section of the MIK showing the position of
the copper conductors (red and green dots), the injected and
stored beam.

MULTIPOLE INJECTION KICKER
Non-linear kicker magnets, such as the Multipole Injection Kicker (MIK), are key components for compact injection
scheme of some 4th generation light sources [1, 2]. Nonlinear kicker magnets are pulsed magnets characterized by
an of axis Ąeld region where the injected beam is located
and a Ąeld free region on the stored beam path. They are
developing since their Ąrst use at KEK-PF [3] and BESSY II
[4] as they allow for diferent types of on-axis and of-axis
injections types in rings with small dynamic aperture [2].
The MIK provides a combined quadrupolar and octupolar
pulsed Ąeld which allows for a near-transparent injection
compared to the usual bump-based scheme using several
kickers [1].
The MIK, designed and built by SOLEIL in collaboration
with MAX IV, is composed of a racetrack chamber made
of monocrystaline sapphire where grooves are precisely machined to hold copper conductors in the direction parallel to
beam propagation, see Fig. 1. The inside of the chamber is
coated with titanium to shield the beam from the sapphire
body, allowing the image current to Ćow over the titanium
layer and reducing the thermal load. But the coating thickness can not be too large as it induces a disturbance of the
magnetic Ąeld and generates a pulsed quadrupolar component via eddy currents [5]. A compromise must therefore be
found on the coating thickness to get a magnet with good
performance with a contained thermal load.
A Ąrst prototype of the MIK was installed at MAX IV
3 GeV ring in 2017 where heating due to the 0.8 µm thin
titanium coating was found to be an issue [1]. The problem
∗
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was solved in 2019 when an improved chamber with a thicker
coating of 3.5 µm was installed. The MIK is now routinely
used for day to day operation at MAX IV with excellent
performance [1].
Another MIK device was installed in the 2.75 GeV storage
ring of SOLEIL in January 2021 and is being commissioned
[6Ű8]. As the SOLEIL MIK also presents anomalously high
temperatures, a post-installation investigation was initiated
to review the RF heating estimate, the choice of the coating
thickness and understand the observed high temperatures.
This article describes the Ąndings from this investigation
and presents the diferent components: impedance calculations, temperature measurements with beam and thermal
simulations.

IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS
The impedance calculations shown here for the MIK chamber and Ćanges, the two elements where signiĄcant heating
is observed, were performed prior to installation and are
based on the MIK mechanical design that is described in
detail in [9].

MIK Chamber
The MIK is composed of a single 33 cm long racetrack
chamber with an inner aperture of 46.8 mm in horizontal
and 7.8 mm in vertical plane. Its geometric (longitudinal)
impedance is thus negligible compared to the resistive wall
one produced by the titanium coating deposited on the sapphire body.
The coating thickness was measured at 3.5 µm using control pellets used during the deposit. The DC resistance of
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the coating was also measured at 3.43 Ω using the two probe
method. From this measurement, assuming that the coating
is homogeneous, its resistivity can be estimated between
2.83×10−6 Ω m and 3.73×10−6 Ω m depending whether the
deposition is considered to be present only on the horizontal
sections or on the whole chamber.
The measured resistivity value of the coating is quite different from the usual titanium resistivity in its metallic form:
4.27×10−7 Ω m. The reason for this diference could be related to the sputtering method used to realize the titanium
deposition, leading to an amorphous structure of the titanium, more resistive than the usual metallic form.
The resistive wall impedance of the MIK chamber can
then be computed using the multi-layered Ćat chamber analytic model implemented in the ImpedanceWake2D code
[10, 11] or, neglecting the efect of the high relative permittivity �� of the sapphire body, using Eq. (5) of [12]. Input
values for the ImpedanceWake2D code are shown in Table
1.
Table 1: Input Values for ImpedanceWake2D Code for the
ŞAmorphous TitaniumŤ MIK Chamber Model
Layer

Thickness

DC resistivity

��

Vacuum
Titanium
Sapphire
Vacuum

3.9 mm
3.5 µm
11.1 mm
∞

∞
3×10−6 Ω m
1×1012 Ω m
∞

1
1
10 (≈ 9.3/11.5)
1

The real part of the longitudinal impedance obtained using both methods is shown in Fig. 2 for both an Şamorphous
titaniumŤ layer using the measured resistivity and a metallic
layer. The good agreement between both methods shows
that the 3.5 µm titanium coating efectively shields the beam
from the sapphire high relative permittivity and poor conductivity. In uniform Ąlling at 500 mA (416 bunches), with the
measured bunch length of 19.8 ps, the expected thermal load
of each model yields 112 W for the “amorphous titanium”
impedance and 17 W for the metallic titanium one.

Figure 2: Real part of the longitudinal impedance of the
MIK chamber.
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At SOLEIL, the highest thermal stress comes from the
8 bunch filling pattern where a total current of 110 mA is
stored. For this mode, the expected thermal load was about
156 W for a maximum power density of 3.6 W mm−2 in the
center of the MIK chamber. This power density was estimated to be low compared to the one generated by synchrotron radiation in near by areas so a thermal simulation
was deemed unnecessary at the time.

MIK flF anges
The junction between the MIK chamber and its flanges
is ensured by a brazed sapphire/copper interface, then a
brazed copper/stainless steel interface and finally a stainless steel/flange weld [9]. The flanges are made of 316L
stainless steel and have the same racetrack cross section as
the MIK chamber. The flanges also integrate small bellows
shielded from the beam by RF fingers. The flange vertical aperture increases locally from the 8 mm of the MIK to
9 mm at the RF fingers location to decrease again to 8 mm
at the upstream/downstream connection with taper-absorber
elements. The small cavity created by this aperture variation leads to two trapped modes at 16.7 GHz and 19.2 GHz
with a corresponding amplitude of 247 Ω and 40 Ω in the
longitudinal impedance spectrum.
For the uniform filling mode at 500 mA and for full coincidence with beam spectrum line, the power deposited
by the first mode was estimated to be around 2.8 W for a
maximum power density of 0.5 W mm−2 . The resistive wall
heating for the same operation mode was evaluated around
2.0 W for a maximum power density of 0.4 W mm−2 .These
flanges were designed to accommodate the MIK aperture to
the cross-section of the SOLEIL straight section. Considering the lack of timely fallback solutions, it was decided to
keep this design despite the trapped mode, as the expected
heat load was low and there was no danger of coupled bunch
instabilities.

BEAM MEASUREMENTS
After the MIK installation, significant heating was measured at the downstream extremity of the MIK chamber
where the temperature reached 130 °C for a beam current
of 300 mA. To contain the temperature rise and allow the
nominal current to be reached in all operation modes, the
following steps had to be taken: the MIK outer frame was
removed, two heatsinks were installed on the MIK chamber
body and three fans directed toward the MIK were used to
improve the air-cooling flow.
As the heat load was not linearly proportional to the stored
current, the synchrotron radiation was quickly ruled out as a
potential contributor. Temperature sensors installed on the
MIK and thermal camera measurements made right after a
beam dump then shown a asymmetry between the upstream
and downstream regions of the MIK. In addition to data
taken in the different user operation modes, additional measurements were taken with the fans off during a dedicated
machine development shift. The two observed cases were
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selected to mimic the usual operation modes parameters,
in particular bunch length, but with an overall lower beam
current in order not to overheat the MIK. Measured data is
compared to simulated data in Table 2.

THERMAL SIMULATIONS
The thermal simulation was performed following the
methodology described in [13, 14]. Firstly, 3D maps of
the dissipated power were generated at diferent frequencies
(DC for the resistive wall, mode frequencies for the geometric impedance) using CST wakeĄeld solver [15]. Then these
maps were re-scaled using the deposited power computed
at that frequency using the beam properties and impedance
as input. After this procedure, the diferent power maps
corresponding to each operation modes can be used as input
in a thermomechanical simulation software like ANSYS [16]
and mapped to the 3D geometry.
For the thermal simulation, convection was imposed on all
MIK surfaces exposed to air with an heat transfer coeicient
of 5 W m−2 K−1 when the fans where off (free convection)
and of 46.2 W m−2 K−1 when they were switched on (forced
convection). The value for the heat transfer coefficient with
fans was computed by taking into account airflow rate of the
fans and the MIK chamber geometry.
The simulated temperatures on the MIK chamber are compared to those measured in the upstream and downstream
regions in Table 2. The range of measured values correspond
to 4 measurement points in the upstream region (2 of them
providing too low values were discarded as outliers, maybe
because of a weak thermal contact with the MIK chamber)
and 5 measurement points in the downstream region. The
simulated value reported corresponds to the maximum value
but the simulated temperature distribution is very homogeneous (a few °C of difference at maximum) as the heat is
due to the resistive wall.
When the fans are turned off, the temperature spread
along the different measurement points is much more limited than when the fans are switched on as the fans air flow
is not uniform on the MIK body. There is a good match
between the simulated temperatures and the ones measured
in the upstream region for all cases. It seems to indicate that
the impedance model, using measured resistivity, and the
methodology is correct. But the measured temperatures in
the downstream region are consistently higher than in the
upstream one and therefore do not match with the simulation.

Two possible hypotheses were advanced to explain the
abnormal heating observed in the downstream region: a
local degradation of the titanium coating or a partial loss of
the RF contact on the neighbouring flange.
The flanges were simulated with the same method but in
this case the temperature rise is very moderate because the
total deposited power is lower than 5 W for the worst case.
The extreme case of no RF contact has also been simulated
but gives much too high temperatures due to the huge deposited power (1.6 kW for the worst case). The measured
temperatures on the downstream flange are always lower
than the those measured on the downstream MIK region,
e.g. 75 °C for the 100 mA case and 115 °C for the 25 mA
case. So it seems that the most probable explanation is a
local degradation of the coating.
When the MIK and its flanges are simulated together with
perfect thermal contact, the simulated temperature on the
MIK decreases a bit for the case without fans, from 10 °C to
20 °C, compared to Table 2 as some of the heat is transferred
in the flanges. This transfer is expected and can explain the
high temperatures at the downstream flange if the coating
is degraded in that very region. The temperature drop on
the MIK chamber compared to Table 2 could either indicate
that the coating resistivity is underestimated or more likely
that the perfect thermal contact hypothesis is too coarse and
that a refined model using an experimental thermal contact
conductance should be used [17]. The thermal simulation
performed with ANSYS was also benchmarked against CST
Conjugate Heat Transfer (CHT) solver and gave similar results.

CONCLUSION
This investigation showed that the initial thermal load estimate using the measured resistivity was correct but that its
consequence were underestimated. The imbalance between
the upstream and downstream region still need to be better
understood and a future visual inspection of the MIK during
a machine shutdown could help in this respect.
Future MIK devices could be improved on this aspect by
using thermal simulation during the design phase to optimize
the heat transfer and integrate cooling fans in the base design.
The heat amount could also be reduced by a slight increase
of the coating thickness, but at the cost of increased field
perturbations.

Table 2: Comparison between the Simulated and Measured Temperatures of the MIK Chamber
Current

Filling mode

Fans

Simulated

Upstream

Downstream

500 mA
500 mA
110 mA
110 mA
100 mA
25 mA

Uniform (416 bunches)
Uniform (416 bunches)
8 bunches
8 bunches
1/4 (104 bunches)
2 bunches

On
Off
On
Off
Off
Off

61 °C
335 °C
72 °C
425 °C
72 °C
107 °C

52 °C to 69 °C

86 °C to 125 °C

64 °C to 74 °C

113 °C to 164 °C

69 °C to 72 °C
103 °C to 112 °C

85 °C to 86 °C
136 °C to 138 °C
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SIMULATIONS OF THE MICRO-BUNCHING INSTABILITY FOR SOLEIL
AND KARA USING TWO DIFFERENT VFP SOLVER CODES
M. Brosi∗ , P. Schreiber, A.-S. Müller, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
C. Evain, E. Roussel, C. Szwajj, S. Bielawski, PhLAM - CERLA, CNRS/Lille University, France
Abstract
The longitudinal dynamics of a bunched electron beam is
an important aspect in the study of existing and the development of new electron storage rings. The dynamics depend on
different beam parameters as well as on the interaction of the
beam with its surroundings. A well established method for
calculating the resulting dynamics is to numerically solve the
Vlasov-Fokker-Planck equation. Depending on the chosen
parameters and the considered wakefields and impedances,
different effects can be studied. One common application is
the investigation of the longitudinal micro-wave and microbunching instabilities. The latter occurs for short electron
bunches due to self-interaction with their own emitted coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR). In this contribution, two
different VFP solvers are used to simulate the longitudinal
dynamics with a focus on the micro-bunching instability at
the SOLEIL synchrotron and the KIT storage ring KARA
(Karlsruhe Research Accelerator).

INTRODUCTION

The longitudinal beam dynamics in a storage ring can be
simulated based on the time evolution of the particle distribution in the longitudinal phase space (PS). The evolution
of the system can be described by the Vlasov-Fokker-Planck
(VFP) equation [1]. Various codes for the evaluation have
been written with different methods focussing on different
effects. A prominent use-case for the VFP equation, the
micro-bunching instability, occurs for short electron bunches
due to the self-interaction with the coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR). While it does not lead to beam-loss, it results
in non-constant beam parameters. These fluctuations, especially in bunch length and energy spread, may affect the
beam quality. At the same time, the increased emission of
CSR in the long wavelengths can be utilized for experiments
based on THz radiation. VFP solvers also play a vital role
in the efforts towards control of this dynamic and providing
the possibility for increased and more stable CSR emission
or the possibility to suppress the instability [2, 3].

MICRO-BUNCHING INSTABILITY

The interaction of a bunch with its own CSR wakefield
results above the instability threshold in substructures forming on the particle distribution in the longitudinal PS (see
simulations in Fig. 1). Due to rotation in longitudinal PS
these substructures cause continuous changes in the longitudinal bunch profile resulting in temporal fluctuations of the
emitted CSR intensity and furthermore change the wakefield.
Depending on beam parameters, this dynamic can manifest
∗
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(a) Inovesa

(b) PhLAM VFP

(c) Inovesa

(d) PhLAM VFP

Figure 1: Simulated charge density in the longitudinal PS.
(a & b) at 0.26 mA for case A, (c & d) at 12 mA for case C.
as the typical saw-tooth shaped bursts in emitted CSR intensity [4, 5]. While the occurrence of substructures is driven
by the CSR wakefield, damping and diffusion lead to fillamentation of the structures and causes the bunch to lengthen
and the structures to wash-out. This reduces the driving
force allowing the bunch to further damp down and become
short enough so that the resulting CSR wakefield supports
the formation of substructures again. The presence of the
micro-bunching instability has been observed at multiple
light sources (e.g. [6–12]).

VFP EQUATION & SOLVERS
The Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP) equation describing the
evolution of the particle density 𝜓(𝑧, 𝐸, 𝑡) with time 𝑡 can
be given by [1, 13, 14]
𝜕𝜓 𝜕𝐻 𝜕𝜓 𝜕𝐻 𝜕𝜓
𝜕
𝜕𝜓
+
⋅
−
⋅
= 𝛽d
(𝑝𝜓 +
) (1)
𝜕𝜃
𝜕𝑝 𝜕𝑞
𝜕𝑞 𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑝
with the Hamiltonian 𝐻(𝑞, 𝑝, 𝑡) = 𝐻e (𝑞, 𝑝, 𝑡) + 𝐻c (𝑞, 𝑡) consisting of the contribution by external fields and the perturbation by collective effects. The coordinates are given
as 𝜃 = 𝑓s 𝑡 time in synchrotron periods, 𝑞 = 𝑧/𝜎z,0 and
𝑝 = (𝐸 − 𝐸0 )/𝜎𝛿,0 as normalised position and energy coordinates with natural bunch length 𝜎z,0 and energy spread
𝜎𝛿,0 . In the radiation damping and quantum diffusion term
𝛽d = 1/(𝑓s 𝜏d ) with the long. damping time 𝜏d .
The VFP solvers used in this contribution are based on
the algorithm derived by Warnock and Ellison [1]. It operates on the charge density discretized in a grid. While the
homogeneous solution represents a rotation in PS for the
unperturbed case, the influence of diffusion and damping is
incorporated as a particular solution.

PhLAM VFP Solver
The VFP solver developed at PhLAM [2,15,16] was modelled based on the aforementioned algorithm. The wakefunctions for free space and the suppression by parallel
plates [17,18] are directly calculated based on the given input
parameters. The necessary convolution of the bunch profile
with the wake functions for the wakefield is performed in
frequency domain. Therefore, the corresponding impedance
is calculated once and multiplied at each time step with the
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Fourier transformed bunch profile. An inverse Fourier transform of the result giving the wakefield is then applied to
the charge density as an additional change in energy. The
effects of the Vlasov as well as the Fokker-Planck term are
calculated independently and then applied together onto the
charge distribution in the longitudinal PS. For both contributions a quadratic interpolation between grid cells is used.
To speed up the calculation the code is parallelized using
standard MPI (Message Passing Interface). This enables the
simulation to be run in parallel on a cluster, using one or
several nodes. Performance tests (speed versus number of
cores) can be found in Ref. [19]. The results of the simulation are written to structured text files with a configurable
number of simulation steps between data output points. The
entire PS can be requested as well and is then written to individual binary files. The program is started from command
line and configured by configuration text files. Its various
features include, amongst others, the usage of multiple types
of bending magnets, additional shot noise, laser interaction
and feedback possibilities [2].

Inovesa

The general working principle of Inovesa [14, 20] is similar to the PhLAM VFP solver. However, it directly operates
on impedances instead of wake functions. Some impedances
such as the parallel plates impedance [17, 21] are directly
implemented. The wakefield at each time step is calculated
analogously to the PhLAM VFP solver by multiplication of
the Fourier transformed bunch profile with the impedance
and a subsequent inverse Fourier transform. After the kick
in energy due to the wakefield, the rotation due to the Vlasov
term is applied split into an energy kick followed by a spatial
kick (“Manhattan” rotation [14]). Afterwards, the damping and diffusion described in the Fokker-Planck term are
applied. The interpolation between grid cells is cubic by default. Inovesa is parallelized using OpenCL [22] and geared
towards the usage on desktop PCs. It can run on multiple
CPU cores as well as GPUs. The output makes use of the
structuring capabilities of the HDF5 file format [23] and
includes derived quantities such as bunch profile or emitted
CSR spectrum and on request the full PS density. Inovesa
is started via command line and configured either by a configuration file or via command line parameters. An optional
live view shows the temporal development of the PS density, emitted CSR intensity, bunch profile and wakefield.
Various additional features include noise on the RF voltage and arbitrary impedances from text files. Furthermore,
communication during runtime was implemented between
Inovesa and e.g. a machine learning agents for control of
the instability [24].

EXAMPLES

As example for the comparison of the two simulation
codes with respect to the micro-bunching instability, three
cases are used (Table 1): A SOLEIL at low-alpha, B KARA
at low-alpha, and C SOLEIL at normal-alpha. They represent typical operation modes of SOLEIL and KARA during
which the micro-bunching instability is studied [12, 25].
WEPOMS005
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Table 1: Beam Parameters for Simulation Cases
Parameter
A
B
C
Machine
SOLEIL KARA SOLEIL
Beam energy / GeV
2.75
1.285
2.75
Bending radius / m
5.36
5.559
5.36
Chamber height (tot.) / mm
25
32
25
RF voltage / MV
2.844 1.048 2.842
Synchrotron freq. / kHz
1.467
8.9
4.64
Bunch length / ps
4.84
4.04
15.31
A common representation of the dynamics during the
micro-bunching instability are intensity fluctuation spectrograms. For these, the Fourier transform of the CSR intensity
emitted as function of time is displayed as color coded data
for a range in bunch current. As the emitted CSR intensity directly depends on the momentary longitudinal bunch profile
the observed fluctuation frequencies give an insight into the
dynamics of the instability. Figure 2 shows spectrograms for
the three example cases simulated with the two VFP solvers.
For the two cases with short bunch length (A and B) the
spectrograms of the simulation results agree very well in
overall shape as well as in the features characteristic for
the micro-bunching instability. The frequency 𝑓th of the
dominant fluctuations starting directly above the instability
threshold 𝐼th is connected to the size of the modulations and
the rotations of the charge density [4, 12, 16]. It can be seen
for case A at 8.9 kHz (PhLAM VFP solver) and at 8.5 kHz
(Inovesa). For case B it is visible at 32.9 kHz (PhLAM VFP
solver) and at 32.6 kHz (Inovesa). The simulated frequency
resolution is 0.025 kHz (A) and 0.05 kHz (B). The good
agreement between the codes indicates a similar substructure
size in the PS for both simulations (see also Fig. 1a & 1b).
Furthermore, as also the fluctuation pattern at higher currents
agrees it can be assumed that both simulation codes converge
to very similar PS structures as well as dynamics. This is
further supported by the agreement in the threshold current.
In both cases the codes return the same value, 0.24 mA for
case A and 0.21 mA for case B (with a simulated current
resolution of 0.01 mA). A linear scaling law [26] predicting
the threshold current exists, for which a good agreement with
measurements has been shown [27]. It predicts the threshold
current at 0.21 mA and 0.18 mA for A and B respectively.
In contrast to the previous cases, C features a significantly
larger bunch length. While the simulations in the first two
cases showed a very good agreement between the two codes,
the spectrograms (Fig. 2c and 2f) for case C show significant
differences. On one side, the overall shape does look somewhat similar as both spectrograms show dominant frequency
lines above a threshold and at high currents a region with a
wide spectrum of fluctuation frequencies. On the other side,
there are significant differences in the threshold currents as
well as the bunch currents of the transitions between regions
with different fluctuation patterns. The threshold currents are
7.6 mA (PhLAM VFP solver) and 6.6 mA (Inovesa) (with a
resolution of 0.2 mA). The scaling law predicts a threshold
at 5.58 mA. An even bigger difference is visible in the bunch
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(a) Case A with Inovesa

(b) Case B with Inovesa

(c) Case C with Inovesa

(d) Case A with PhLAM VFP solver

(e) Case B with PhLAM VFP solver

(f) Case C with PhLAM VFP solver

Figure 2: Simulated spectrograms of the intensity fluctuations in the emitted coherent synchrotron radiation caused by
the micro-bunching instability. For all simulation a grid size of 20 𝜎z,0 and 20 𝜎,0 with 480 × 480 bins was used. The
simulations were conducted with 8000 steps/4000 steps/2000 steps per synchrotron period for the cases A/B/C respectively.

Figure 3: Simulated spectrograms for case C with Inovesa
with changed rotation style changed from Manhattan to standard and the interpolation reduced from cubic to quadratic.
current where the fluctuation pattern changes from the individual dominant frequency lines to a broader spectrum
(PhLAM VFP solver ≈13.0 mA, Inovesa ≈9.6 mA).
In an effort to find the cause of the differences observed
for a relatively long natural bunch length (case C), the
impedances and wakefields were compared and found to
agree well between the two codes. Finally, for better comparability of the codes, tests using quadratic instead of cubic
interpolation in Inovesa as well as using a standard rotation
instead of the Manhattan rotation were conducted. If only
one was changed, the results remained the same. But, the
combination of a standard rotation with quadratic interpolation (“Inovesa_mod”) changed the result drastically (Fig. 3).
While, the current where the fluctuation pattern changes is
now even higher (14.8 mA), the spectrogram resembles the
one from the PhLAM VFP solver (Fig. 2f) more closely.
Independently of which interpolation and rotation is used,
𝑓th is similar with 95.5 kHz for Inovesa_mod, 90.6 kHz for
the PhLAM VFP solver, and 84.8 kHz for Inovesa in default
configuration (simulated frequency resolution of 0.02 kHz),
even though the corresponding frequency line is more visible
for the PhLAM VFP solver and Inovesa_mod. This indicates,
as discussed before, a similar structure size in PS (also see
Fig. 1c & 1d) and fits well to the good agreement found
between the impedances and wakefields of the two codes.

The used order of interpolation in combination with rotation type, mainly seems to influence the temporal evolution
of the growing and shrinking substructures leading to different repetition rates and shapes of the bursts in emitted CSR
intensity. This manifests also in the change of the threshold
current as well as the current where the fluctuation pattern
systematically changes. As this effect was only observed for
the simulation at long bunch length, it might be connected
to the higher number of substructures in case C (see Fig. 1).

SUMMARY
Simulation tools based on solving the Vlasov-FokkerPlanck equation are successfully used to study the longitudinal beam dynamics, and for example the micro-bunching
instability. Different implementations exist, two of which,
the PhLAM VFP solver and Inovesa, were compared based
on example cases for the SOLEIL synchrotron and KIT storage ring KARA. While both codes are based on the same
algorithm, they differ slightly in the implementation and use
different tools (MPI vs. OpenCL) to allow parallelization.
The simulation results for the example with longer bunch
length differ between the two codes, especially with respect
to the instability threshold as well as the bunch currents at
which changes in the instability behavior are observed. It
was found that reducing the used interpolation from cubic
to quadratic combined with changing the rotation type in Inovesa has a strong effect on the results. However, for the two
examples with rather short natural bunch length, the simulations show a very good agreement and seem not influenced
by the chosen interpolation and rotation type.
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SIMULATION OF THE EFFECT OF CORRUGATED STRUCTURES ON
THE LONGITUDINAL BEAM DYNAMICS AT KARA
S. Maier∗ , M. Brosi† , A. Mochihashi, M. J. Nasse, P. Schreiber, M. Schwarz,
A.-S. Müller, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract
Two parallel corrugated plates will be installed at the
KIT storage ring KARA (KArlsruhe Research Accelerator).
This impedance manipulation structure will be used to study
and eventually control the beam dynamics and the emitted
coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR). In this contribution,
we present the influence of the parameters of the structure
on its impedance and the results obtained with the VlasovFokker-Planck solver Inovesa showing the impedance impact
of different corrugated structures on the CSR power.

INTRODUCTION
In contrast to incoherent radiation, CSR scales quadratically with the number of particles and therefore enhances
the photon flux by several orders of magnitudes. As the
emission is coherent for wavelengths larger than the bunch
length, high electron density and short bunches are necessary to extend CSR to higher frequencies and to increase the
intensity of the radiation. In such short bunch regimes complex nonlinear phenomena can occur due to the interaction
between the passing bunch and its emitted CSR. This results
in dynamic instabilities and bunch deformations like the
so-called microbunching instability [1]. This instability can
cause longitudinal substructures on the bunches generating
intense THz radiation.
At KIT, we are developing and designing a versatile
impedance chamber for the KARA storage ring to study
the microbunching instability by manipulating the wakefield
and thereby affecting the longitudinal beam dynamics of
the electrons. The additional impedance and the resulting
wakefield change will be generated by two horizontal parallel plates with periodic rectangular corrugations. Although
Bane et al. [2, 3] showed that narrow-band THz pulses can
be generated by installing such structure into a linear accelerator, to our knowledge such a structure has never been
installed into a storage ring, where the electrons pass the
structure multiple times. In Fig. 1, a schematic drawing with
the characteristic parameters periodic length 𝐿, corrugation
depth ℎ and corrugation width 𝑔, as well as the plate distance
2𝑏 is given. The theoretical longitudinal impedance 𝑍 ∥ for
parallel corrugated plates is given by Ng et al. [4] under the
assumptions 𝐿 ≲ ℎ ≪ 𝑏 as
𝑍 ∥ 𝑍vac.
𝑘
2 ) + 𝑖 ⋅ P.V. (
=
[𝜋𝑘res 𝛿 (𝑘 2 − 𝑘res
)]
2
𝐿
𝜋𝑏2
𝑘 2 − 𝑘res
(1)
2𝐿
with the resonance wave number 𝑘res = √ 𝑏𝑔ℎ
, wave number
∗
†
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Figure 1: The corrugated plates in cross section with the relevant geometric parameters are shown. The electron bunch
is indicated in blue.
𝑘=𝜔
𝑐 , the vacuum impedance 𝑍vac. , the 𝛿-distribution, and
principal value P.V.(x).
Previous impedance simulations with CST Studio [5] have
shown how the parameters of the structure influence the
impedance and that the results are in good agreement with
the theoretical prediction [6]. The impedance can be described by the resonator model [7], which is characterized
by the three parameters resonance frequency 𝑓res , the shunt
impedance 𝑍0 , and the quality factor 𝑄.
The resonance frequency of the investigated impedance
is in the range between 50 GHz and 200 GHz, where a fraction of the CSR impedance is shielded by the beam pipe
and therefore an additional impedance with 𝑍0 =1 kΩ has a
significant contribution to the total impedance of the KARA
storage ring.

SIMULATION
For the beam dynamics simulations Inovesa [8], an
in-house developed Vlasov-Fokker-Planck solver, is used,
which describes the micro-bunching instability at the KARA
storage ring [9] very well. For the results presented in this
contribution, the settings were chosen so that they are comparable to the KARA short-bunch operation mode with synchrotron frequency 𝑓sync = 9.44 kHz and the acceleration
voltage 𝑉RF = 1.048 MV at a beam energy of 𝐸 = 1.3 GeV.
For modeling the storage ring impedance the dominating
CSR parallel plate impedance is used [10], which already
has proven to govern the microbunching instability [9,11] for
KARA. The additional impedance of the corrugated plates is
modelled by the resonator model with its parameters 𝑓res , 𝑍0 ,
𝑄. The impedance simulation for the corrugated structure
has shown [6], that a quality factor 𝑄 = 3 and a shunt
impedance 𝑍0 = 1 k𝛺 are suitable for a structure length
of 20 cm, which is the maximum space available along the
beampipe in KARA. As long as it is not explicitly mentioned,
these values are used for the Inovesa simulations.
Above the threshold current 𝐼thr of the microbunching
instability the first fluctuations of the CSR intensity occur.
Therefore, the behaviour of the standard deviation (STD) of
the CSR emission as function of the bunch current indicates
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Figure 2: Fluctuation power at the bursting frequency 𝑓burst for additional corrugation impedances with different resonance
frequencies 𝑓res and fixed shunt impedance 𝑍0 = 1 k𝛺 and quality factor 𝑄 = 3 at a beam current below (left) and above
(right) the unperturbed bursting threshold. The red dashed line indicates the intensity without the additional impedance.
the threshold current, because it increases drastically above
the instability threshold, so a kink at the threshold current is
visible [12]. However, certain additional impedances change
the beam dynamics in such a way, that the bursting threshold
cannot be determined properly by this method. Alternatively,
since the fluctuation power at the bursting frequency - the
main frequency in the intensity fluctuations of the CSR during the microbunching instability - is drastically reduced in
amplitude below the threshold current, this parameter, which
is closely related to the STD of the CSR intensity, can be
used to determine the threshold current. For the case considered here both methods come to the same results for the
threshold current (𝐼thr = 226 µA) and the bursting frequency
at the threshold (𝑓burst = 34.6 kHz) for the simulation setting
without additional impedance.

IMPEDANCE SCAN
For the design of the corrugated structure it is of great
interest how the microbunching instability is affected by an
additional impedance. For this purpose two currents, one
slightly above (𝐼above = 228 µA) and one below (𝐼below =
221 µA) the unperturbed threshold current, have been chosen to simulate the beam dynamics and the temporal development of the emitted radiation intensity for different
additional corrugation impedances with varying resonance
frequencies. The Fourier transform of the simulated emitted CSR shows the fluctuation frequency of the radiation
and therefore points out the dominant frequencies of the microbunching. In Fig. 2, the fluctuation power at the bursting
frequency corresponding to the maximum intensity is displayed as a function of the additional impedance resonance
frequency for the two above-mentioned currents.
For 𝐼below = 221 µA, i.e., below the unperturbed threshold
current, there is no significant emitted CSR power without
an additional impedance (red dashed line). However, certain
impedances lead to a high power fluctuation that is comparable to or even higher than the fluctuation power directly
above the unperturbed threshold but without an additional
WEPOMS006
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impedance. This is the case for an impedance resonance
frequency in a range from 85 GHz to 160 GHz. Here, the
bursting threshold is reduced to a value below 𝐼below , causing
the instability to still occur at 𝐼below . In contrast, a higher
or smaller resonance frequency does not seem to affect the
emitted CSR power and therefore does not reduce the threshold current below 𝐼below . For 𝐼above = 228 µA, i.e., above
the unperturbed threshold current, the fluctuation power is
amplified for 𝑓res < 130 GHz, where the maximum increase
is at about 𝑓res = 100 GHz and results in more than doubling of the fluctuation power in comparison with no additional impedance. Here, higher resonance frequencies lead
to a reduction and above 𝑓res = 180 GHz even to a suppression of the fluctuation power, which means that the bursting
threshold current is increased above 𝐼above by these added
impedances.

THRESHOLD CURRENT & BURSTING
FREQUENCY
For a more detailed investigation, a current scan has been
simulated for two corrugation impedances. The ones chosen, are the impedance that produces the maximum intensity
below and above the threshold (𝑓res = 110 GHz) and the
impedance with the lowest 𝑓res to increase the threshold current above 𝐼above (𝑓res = 180 GHz). The Fourier transform
of the emitted CSR power as a function of time is shown
for a certain current range in the spectrograms in Fig. 3,
in which the finger-like structure indicates the dynamics of
Table 1: Corrugation parameters for an additional impedance
with the shunt impedance 𝑍0 =1 kΩ and the quality factor
𝑄=3
corrugation depth ℎ
periodic length 𝐿
corrugation width 𝑔

𝑓res = 110 GHz

𝑓res = 180 GHz

130 µm
80 µm
40 µm

60 µm
40 µm
20 µm
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Figure 3: Color-coded power of the emission fluctuations for different bunch currents as a function of the fluctuation
frequency around the bursting frequency 𝑓burst without and with additional corrugation impedances for two resonance
frequencies 𝑓res .The shunt impedance and quality factor of the impedance were fixed at 𝑍0 = 1 k𝛺 and quality factor 𝑄 = 3,
respectively. The horizontal white dashed line marks the start of the fluctuations due to the micro-bunching instability and
the vertical one the corresponding bursting frequency for the case with no corrugated structure (middle).

Bursting frequency
fburst [ kHz ]

Threshold current Ithr [ µA ]

the microbunching instability directly above the threshold
current [11]. It can be seen, that the general shape of the
finger and hence the bursting behavior of the microbunching
is not substantially changed due to adding an impedance
with 𝑍0 = 1 k𝛺. Nevertheless, the characteristic parameters of the bursting can be changed, notably the threshold current and the bursting frequency. In the spectrogram
with the additional impedance of a corrugated structure with
𝑓res = 110 GHz it can be verified that the threshold current
is reduced by 16 µA (7.1 %), whereas the bursting frequency
of the fingertip stays unchanged.
In contrast, an additional impedance with 𝑓res = 180 GHz
causes a slight increase of the bursting threshold by 3 µA
(1.3 %). However, this additional impedance also increases
the bursting frequency by about 1.9 kHz, so that the longitudinal beam dynamics caused by the the instability are
slightly modified. In Fig. 4 the threshold current and the
bursting frequency at the fingertip are shown as a function

220
200
180

45

fres =110 GHz
fres =180 GHz

40

of the shunt impedance 𝑍0 of the additional corrugation
impedance for the two different resonance frequencies considered in Fig. 3. It can be seen, that for each plot one of the
parameters scales nearly linearly with the shunt impedance,
whereas the respective other parameter does not significantly
change.

SUMMARY & OUTLOOK
It is planned to install a corrugated structure into the
KARA storage ring to study and manipulate the microbunching instability. Longitudinal beam dynamics and radiation
emission simulations with the Vlasov-Fokker-Planck solver
Inovesa showed that the resonance frequency of the additional impedance is the decisive parameter that determines
how the instability is influenced, while the shunt impedance
affects the intensity of the influence. By choosing the resonance frequency correctly, it is possible to either reduce
the threshold current and therefore emit intense THz radiation at even lower bunch currents or to change the dominant
fluctuation frequency of the microbunching.
As a next step, beam dynamics simulations with different
machine settings will be carried out for understanding how
the impedance affects the beam dynamics for different machine settings. Furthermore, we will design and fabricate
the corrugated structures and the whole impedance manipulation chamber for the KARA storage ring.

35
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2000

3000

4000

5000
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Figure 4: Bursting threshold and frequency for different
shunt impedances 𝑍0 . An additional impedance with a resonance frequency 𝑓res = 110 GHz (red) decreases the threshold current, whereas 𝑓res = 180 GHz (blue) increases the
bursting frequency.
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IMPACT OF BROADBAND IMPEDANCE ON LONGITUDINAL
COUPLED-BUNCH INSTABILITY THRESHOLD∗
I. Karpov† and E. Shaposhnikova, CERN, Geneva 23, Switzerland
Abstract
Coupled-bunch instabilities (CBI) and the loss of Landau damping (LLD) in the longitudinal plane can affect
the performance of high-current synchrotrons. The former
is driven by the narrowband impedance of resonant structures, while the latter is mainly determined by the broadband
impedance of the entire accelerator and is a single-bunch
effect. Therefore, the CBI and LLD thresholds are usually
evaluated separately in order to define the corresponding
critical impedance budget for given beam parameters. In
this paper, we show that the CBI threshold in the presence of
broadband impedance can be significantly lower than the one
defined by only the narrowband impedance, especially if the
LLD threshold is below the CBI threshold. In some cases,
the beam becomes unstable even below the LLD threshold.
This explains the low CBI threshold observed for the LHCtype beams in the CERN SPS. For HL-LHC, the broadband
impedance may also significantly reduce the CBI threshold
driven by higher-order modes of the crab cavities.

INTRODUCTION
A long-range wake-field induced by a beam due to a
narrowband (NB) impedance in the ring may couple several bunches and, eventually, drive a coupled-bunch instability (CBI). This happens above a threshold beam intensity, which depends on beam and accelerator parameters. In absence of the synchrotron frequency spread inside the bunch (linear RF field) or other damping mechanisms (like synchrotron radiation damping) the threshold
is zero. For this case, the growth rates of longitudinal CBI
were first found by Sacherer [1] and analysed using different
approaches (e.g. [2]).
For operation above the threshold intensity, a dedicated feedback system is required to keep the beam stable.
Therefore the first mitigation step is usually to try and reduce (damp) the NB impedance below the critical (threshold)
value. In the case of higher-order modes (HOM) in the RF
resonators or other cavity-like structures, special couplers
need to be designed and installed. This explains why the
knowledge of the exact instability thresholds plays an important role, especially for the proton beams.
The CBI threshold can be accurately calculated using the
approach developed in [3] and is based on solutions of the
matrix equation derived by Lebedev [4] from the Vlasov
equation. This matrix equation was also used recently, together with the method [5] suggested for analysis of singlebunch instability, to find the LLD threshold due to reactive
impedance [6]. In particular, it was demonstrated that above
∗
†
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ivan.karpov@cern.ch

transition energy, the threshold depends on the roll-off frequency of the inductive impedance, and it is zero for the
constant Im𝑍/𝑘.
It is known that above the LLD threshold, a resistive component of the NB impedance can lead to CBI. For example, the CBI growth rates were affected when the broadband (BB) impedance was included in calculations [7]. Also,
the growth rates of CBI driven by the low-frequency NB
impedance in the presence of space charge impedance (without truncation in frequency) were recently derived [8]. In this
paper, we use the Lebedev matrix equation to evaluate the
CBI threshold taking into account two types of impedance
sources. Then we present the results of self-consistent semianalytical calculations with the code MELODY [9] and compare them with macro-particle tracking simulations using
the code BLonD [10].

INSTABILITY THRESHOLD
The Lebedev equation [4] can be applied to evaluate beam
stability for both single- and multi-bunch configurations. For
the ring uniformly filled with 𝐿 bunches it has a form
∞
∑︁

𝜁
𝜆˜ 𝑙𝑘 ′ (Ω) = −
ℎ

𝐺 𝑘 ′ 𝑘 (Ω)

𝑘=−∞

𝑍 𝑘 (Ω)/𝑘 ˜ 𝑙
𝜆 𝑘 (Ω),
𝑍0

(1)

where 𝜆˜ 𝑙𝑘 (Ω) are the harmonics of the line-density perturbation for the frequency Ω with the coupled-bunch mode
number 𝑙 (𝑙 = 0, 1, ..., 𝐿 −1), 𝑘 = 𝑓 / 𝑓0 , and 𝑓0 = 𝜔0 /(2𝜋) is
the revolution frequency, 𝑍 𝑘 (Ω) = 𝑍 (𝑘𝜔0 + Ω) is the longitudinal impedance at frequency 𝑘𝜔0 + Ω, and 𝑍0 ≈ 377 Ω is
the impedance of free space. Note that 𝜆˜ 𝑙𝑘 are non-zero only
for 𝑘 = 𝑝𝐿 + 𝑙, where 𝑝 = 0, ±1, ±2... We also introduced
the dimensionless “intensity” parameter
𝜁 =−

𝑞𝑁 𝑝 ℎ2 𝜔0 𝑍0
,
𝑉0 cos 𝜙 𝑠0

(2)

where 𝑞 is the electrical charge, 𝑁 𝑝 is the number of particles
per bunch, ℎ is the harmonic number, 𝑉0 is the RF voltage
amplitude, and 𝜙 𝑠0 is the synchronous phase.
The beam-transfer matrix elements 𝐺 𝑘 ′ 𝑘 in Eq. (1) are
𝐺 𝑘 ′ 𝑘 (Ω) =
∫
∞
∑︁
2
−𝑖𝜔 𝑠0
𝑚
𝑚=−∞

0

Emax

∗ (E)
𝑑F (E) 𝐼𝑚𝑘 (E)𝐼𝑚𝑘
′
𝑑E, (3)
𝑑E
Ω − 𝑚𝜔 𝑠 (E)

with 𝑓𝑠0 = 𝜔 𝑠0 /2𝜋 being the frequency of small-amplitude
synchrotron oscillations in a bare single-RF system, and
∫ 𝜋
𝑘
1
𝐼𝑚𝑘 (E) =
𝑒 𝑖 ℎ 𝜙 ( E, 𝜓) cos 𝑚𝜓𝑑𝜓,
(4)
𝜋 0
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where 𝑚 is the azimuthal mode number, E and 𝜓 are the energy and phase of the synchrotron oscillations, respectively.
In this work, we consider a stationary distribution function
of the binomial family F (E) ∝ (1 − E/Emax ) 𝜇 , where Emax
is the maximum energy of the synchrotron oscillations, and
𝜇 defines the bunch shape (𝜇 → ∞ for Gaussian bunches).

Narrowband impedance
Let us consider first the CBI driven by a single resonatorimpedance source
𝑅

𝑍 𝑘,res (𝑅, 𝑄, 𝑓𝑟 ) =
1 + 𝑖𝑄



𝑘 𝑓0
𝑓𝑟

−

𝑓𝑟
𝑘 𝑓0

,

(5)

INSTABILITY FOR UNIFORM FILLING

where 𝑅 is the shunt impedance, 𝑄 is the quality factor, and
𝑓𝑟 is the resonant frequency. If for the resonator bandwidth
𝑓𝑟
Δ 𝑓 = 2𝑄
, the following conditions are satisfied
Δ 𝑓 ≪ 𝐿 𝑓0 , and Δ 𝑓 ≪ 𝑓𝑟 −

𝑝𝐿 𝑓0
,
2

(6)

all elements in Eq. (1) can be neglected except with 𝑘 𝑟 =
⌊ 𝑓𝑟 / 𝑓0 ⌋, where ⌊𝑥⌋ denotes the rounding of 𝑥 to the nearest
integer. Thus, the instability threshold 𝜁th,NB can be found by
solving the integral equation (ImΩ → +0, ReΩ = 𝑚𝜔 𝑠 ( Ẽ 𝑚 ),
0 < Ẽ 𝑚 < Emax )


𝑍 𝑘𝑟 ,res (Ω)/𝑘 𝑟 −1
𝜁th,NB = −ℎ 𝐺 𝑘𝑟 𝑘𝑟 (Ω)
,
(7)
𝑍0
and for some specific particle distributions, the analytic expression can be obtained [3, 11]. The threshold is mostly
defined by the value of 𝑅/𝑘 𝑟 , since the imaginary part of
the resonator impedance around 𝑓𝑟 is close to zero.

Narrowband and broadband impedances
For the sake of simplicity, we will consider here a combination of NB impedance and the reactive impedance
truncated at the frequency 𝑓𝑐 : Im𝑍 𝑘,reac /𝑘 = const for
|𝑘 | < 𝑘 𝑐 = 𝑓𝑐 / 𝑓0 , and 0 elsewhere. Other BB impedance
sources can be treated similarly. The solution of Eq. (1)
exists for Ω if the following determinant
𝜁
𝑍 𝑘 (Ω)/𝑘
𝐺 𝑘 ′ 𝑘 (Ω)
ℎ
𝑍0
∞
∑︁
𝜁
𝑍 𝑘 (Ω)/𝑘
≈1+
𝐺 𝑘𝑘 (Ω)
ℎ 𝑘=−∞
𝑍0

Even if the Im𝑍 𝑘,reac /𝑘 is smaller than 𝑅/𝑘 𝑟 , the contribution from the inductive impedance can still be significant
due to the sum over 𝑘, since 𝐺 𝑘𝑘 is a symmetric and rather
smooth function of 𝑘. The CBI threshold 𝜁th (9) can differ significantly from the one defined in Eq. (7) by the NB
impedance only and will be lower than the LLD threshold (see examples below). Note that, if we neglect the term
with reactive impedance in Eq. (9), the threshold becomes
identical to Eq. (7). On the other hand, neglecting the NB
impedance and performing the sum for 𝑘 = ±1, ±2, ... ± 𝑘 𝑐 ,
we recover the expression for the LLD threshold [6].

det 𝛿 𝑘 ′ 𝑘 +

(8)

In this section, we present the results of semi-analytical
calculations for the LHC at the injection energy with parameters summarised in Table 1. To reach the target luminosity
with the nominal HL-LHC bunch intensity (𝑁 𝑝 = 2.3×1011 ),
two types of crab cavities, Double Quarter Wave (DQW) [12]
and RF-Dipole (RFD) [13], will be installed in the LHC. The
HOM of the DQW crab cavity (𝑅 = 71 kΩ, 𝑓𝑟 ≈ 582 MHz,
and 𝑄 = 1360 [12]) has the lowest CBI threshold based on
calculations neglecting BB impedance. Thus, its threshold
is evaluated here by taking into account the full accelerator
impedance. Since the detailed LHC impedance model is still
under development, we will use a BB resonator impedance
with 𝑄 = 1, 𝑓𝑟 = 5 GHz, and 𝑅 = 38 kΩ (the assumption is
based on the concept of the effective impedance [6, 14]).
A new version of the code MELODY was developed for
semi-analytical studies of the CBI for arbitrary impedance
models. In particular, the Oide-Yokoya method [5] was
extended to compute separately the eigenvalues of the corresponding coupled-bunch mode 𝑙. We assume a uniformly
filled ring with bunches spaced by ten RF buckets (𝐿 = 3564)
and consider the worst-case scenario for which the HOM
frequencies of all four crab cavities overlap.
An example of the computed CBI growth rate as a function of the single-bunch intensity is shown in Fig. 1. The
CBI threshold is reduced by almost a factor of three when
the BB impedance is included, compared to the one defined
by the HOM of crab cavities only, as predicted by Eq. (9).
Moreover, the instability threshold is very close to the LLD
threshold (dashed line) and, thus, dominated by the inductive part of the BB impedance. This is why the precise BB

equals zero. Similarly to [6], we used the matrix property:
det [exp (𝜀 𝑋)] = exp [𝜀 tr (𝑋)] ,
where tr(𝑋) is the trace of an arbitrary square matrix 𝑋,
and 𝜀 ≪ 1 is some small parameter. Thus, the instability
threshold for this more general case

𝑍 𝑘 ,res (Ω)/𝑘 𝑟
𝜁th ≈ −ℎ 𝐺 𝑘𝑟 𝑘𝑟 (Ω) 𝑟
𝑍0
 −1

Im𝑍 𝑘,reac /𝑘 ∑︁
−
Im𝐺 𝑘𝑘 (Ω)  .
(9)
𝑍0

| 𝑘 | ≤ 𝑘𝑐
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Table 1: The accelerator and RF parameters of the SPS and
the LHC at 450 GeV beam energy [15].
Parameter
Circumference, 𝐶
Harmonic number, ℎ
Transition gamma, 𝛾tr
RF frequency, 𝑓RF
RF voltage, 𝑉0

Units

SPS

LHC

m

6911.55
4620
17.95
200.39
7.2

26658.86
35640
55.76
400.79
8

MHz
MV
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HOM only
HOM and BB

0.4

Emax = 1.74, µ = 2

Growth rate (s−1 )

Growth rate (s−1 )

0.5

0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

0

2

4
6
Particles per bunch Np

8

×10

11

Figure 1: The growth rate of multi-bunch instabilities in the
LHC as a function of bunch intensity for HOM impedance
with (orange) and without (blue) BB impedance. The vertical line corresponds to the LLD threshold. Beam and
accelerator parameters are detailed in Table 1.

4

72 bunches
48 bunches
12 bunches

Emax = 0.38, µ = 1.5

3
2
1
0
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Particles per bunch Np

0.8

1.0
×1011

Figure 2: The growth rate of multi-bunch instabilities in the
SPS as a function of bunch intensity for different numbers
of bunches in the train. The vertical line corresponds to
the LLD threshold. The crosses indicate the fitted growth
rate from macroparticle simulations with BLonD. Beam and
accelerator parameters are from Table 1.

impedance model is necessary to make accurate predictions
of the CBI threshold for the HL-LHC parameters. The detailed analysis of the mode structure shows that above the
CBI threshold with BB impedance, the line-density perturbation is localised in the bunch centre as for the case of
single-bunch LLD. On the contrary, in the absence of BB
impedance, the perturbation involves mainly high-amplitude
particles.

INSTABILITY OF BUNCH TRAINS
In this section, we show the results for the LHC-type beam
in the SPS. The code MELODY was further extended to evaluate beam stability for a partial (arbitrary) filling pattern as in
the SPS. The total matrix includes the contributions from all
bunches individually and all possible modes are computed simultaneously. The detailed SPS impedance model [16] and
one-turn delay feedback model [17, 18] for the 200 MHz RF
system were used for the analysis presented below. The results of calculations with MELODY for the SPS parameters
at the extraction energy (Table 1) for different numbers of
bunches used in operation are shown in Fig. 2. As expected,
the threshold of instability weakly depends on the number of
bunches due to a strong impact of the BB impedance of the
SPS and it is significantly lower than the threshold defined
by any HOM impedance. For example, for the HOM of the
200 MHz RF cavities around 630 MHz, it is about 6 × 1011
for 12 bunches. Above the threshold, the growth rates are
larger for a longer train as the instability builds up along the
bunches. Note that the instability threshold is again below
the LLD threshold (dashed line).
Finally, the semi-analytical predictions were compared
with the simulation results obtained using the code
BLonD [10]. The CBI of the dipole mode has the lowest
threshold in this case and manifests through the oscillations
of the bunch position. The MELODY predictions agree well
with the BLonD results (Figs. 2,3). Some differences can be
explained by the fact that several coupled-bunch modes are
excited at the same time which can interfere and modify the
bunch position oscillations.

Figure 3: Time evolution of bunch position from BLonD
simulations for different numbers of bunches in a train with
𝑁 𝑝 = 6.2×1010 . The black dashed curve shows the expected
increase of oscillation amplitudes based on the growth rate
of the most unstable mode found with MELODY. All parameters are as in Fig. 2.

CONCLUSION
In the present work, we have shown that the broadband
impedance of the accelerator can significantly reduce the
threshold of coupled-bunch instability driven by the narrowband impedance. The general expression for the multi-bunch
instability threshold in the presence of two different types
of impedance has been derived using the Lebedev matrix
equation. For LHC and the LHC-type beams in the SPS,
we have found that the instability threshold is even lower
than the threshold of loss of Landau damping. For the bunch
trains in the SPS, the results are consistent with the experimental observations and also agree with macroparticle simulations. We have demonstrated that an accurate broadband
impedance model is essential for reliable prediction of multibunch instability thresholds.
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SIMULATION STUDIES OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY FOR
HIGH-INTENSITY LHC-TYPE BEAMS IN THE CERN SPS
D. Quartullo∗ , L. Intelisano, I. Karpov, G. Papotti, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Beams in the SPS for the High Luminosity LHC (HLLHC) must be stabilized in the longitudinal plane up to an
intensity of 2.4·1011 protons per bunch. The fourth harmonic
RF system increases Landau damping, and controlled longitudinal emittance blow-up is applied to cope with coupledbunch instabilities along the ramp and at flat-top. Longitudinal multi-bunch beam dynamics simulations of the SPS
cycle were performed starting from realistic bunch distributions, as injected from the PS. The full SPS impedance
model was included, as well as the effect of low-level RF
(LLRF) feedback for beam-loading compensation. A realistic model of the beam-based LLRF loops was used for the
particle tracking studies. Controlled longitudinal emittance
blow-up was included by generating bandwidth-limited RF
phase noise and by injecting it into the beam phase-loop input, exactly as in hardware. Due to the stringent constraints
on particle losses and extracted bunch lengths, particular
attention was paid to monitoring these parameters in the
simulations, and to determining the best configuration for a
stable acceleration of the beam.

INTRODUCTION
High-intensity proton beams in the SPS for the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) require stabilization in the longitudinal plane to cope with coupled-bunch instabilities during the
ramp and at the flat-top [1–3]. The voltage of the 200 MHz
main RF system will be larger than the one currently used
for LHC-type beams. A fourth-harmonic RF system is applied to increase the synchrotron frequency spread inside the
bunch enhancing Landau damping [4]; bandwidth-limited
RF phase noise blows up the longitudinal emittances of the
distributions in a controlled way during the cycle [5–7].
The target injected bunch intensity for the four batches of
72 bunches is 𝑁p = 2.4 · 1011 p/b (protons per bunch). Stringent requirements on particle losses and extracted bunch
lengths have to be fulfilled: the total losses along the cycle should be less than 5% of the injected intensity, while
the extracted bunch lengths must be around 1.65 ns, with
a maximum spread of 10%. Indeed, shorter bunches will
be unstable in the SPS [2], while longer bunches will not fit
into the 400 MHz RF buckets of the LHC.
Longitudinal beam dynamics simulations for present
or HL-LHC beams in the SPS have been performed recently [2, 8, 9]. However, the previous studies at injection energy used simplified models of the Low Level
RF (LLRF) beam-based loops and of the One-Turn Delay
Feedback (OTDFB) for beam loading compensation [8, 9].
∗

danilo.quartullo@cern.ch

Figure 1: Top: distributions of bunch 1 at injection (left) and
after 0.5 s (right). The particles marked in orange are outside
the separatrix (red). Bottom: corresponding profiles (blue).
The total induced voltage (green) is the sum of the induced
voltage from the impedance model (orange) and the spacecharge voltage (red). The grey lines mark the RF period.

In addition, tracking simulations along the ramp assumed
constant longitudinal emittance [2].
This contribution presents refined simulations of HL-LHC
beams in the SPS. One main goal of this study is to verify
that the requirements mentioned above can be satisfied.

SIMULATIONS AT INJECTION ENERGY
For the studies at 26 GeV/c, one batch of 72 injected
bunches with 𝑁p = 2.4 · 1011 p/b was tracked for 0.5 s using
the CERN BLonD code [10]. The injected bunch distributions (Fig. 1, top left) were obtained by performing tracking
simulations at PS flat-top [11, 12], including collective effects and assuming all the PS RF upgrades for the HL-LHC
scenario. However, bunch-by-bunch emittance and intensity
spreads were not considered. In simulations at SPS injection
energy, the voltages of the 200 MHz and 800 MHz RF systems were respectively 4.5 MV and 0.45 MV. These voltages
are currently applied to LHC-type beams at SPS flat-bottom.
The full SPS impedance model [2] was included in simulations, the space charge impedance had Im(𝑍)/𝑛 = −1 Ω
[13]. The effect of the OTDFB was added by applying its
transfer function [14, 15] to the longitudinal impedance of
the 200 MHz and 800 MHz RF cavities (Fig. 2), using the
nominal feedback gain of 26 dB. To resolve the notches of
the OTDFB transfer function, the frequency resolution of
the impedance was set to Δ 𝑓 = 𝑓0 /50, where 𝑓0 is the revolution frequency. This corresponds to keeping in memory
wake-fields extending for 50 turns.
An accurate model of the beam-based loops [16, 17] was
adopted. The loop gains were set to the values presently in
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Figure 2: Left: impedance sum (blue) of the six SPS accelerating RF cavities damped with their OTDFB systems. The
frequency resolution is Δ 𝑓 = 𝑓0 /50. The red dots are the
minima of the notches and represent the impedance sum with
Δ 𝑓 = 𝑓0 . The yellow line marks the design RF frequency at
injection energy. Right: zoom around the RF frequency.

Figure 3: Top: average of the bunch profile (red) and synchronous phase (blue) along the batch at injection (left) and
after 0.5 s (right). Bottom: 𝜏4𝜎 (blue) and 4𝜏rms (red) along
the batch at injection (left) and after 0.5 s (right).
operation for LHC-type beams. The phase-loop delay and
the initial RF phase were optimized to center the mismatched
bunches in the RF buckets, while minimizing overshoots of
beam-loop frequency corrections due to collective effects.
Simulation results confirm the strong impact of the cavities impedance reduced by the OTDFB. For instance, the
induced voltage of bunch 1 at injection is essentially resistive, and at equilibrium it approximately changes sign due
to the action of the OTDFB (Fig. 1, bottom).
At injection, the profile averages have a low spread
along the batch and depend on the beam dynamics at PS
flat-top (Fig. 3, top left). The spread is larger for the synchronous phases, which are computed as minima of potential
wells and which depend on the SPS impedance model. At
0.5 s, the dynamics is dominated by the OTDFB (Fig. 3,
top right), with almost overlapping profile averages and
synchronous phases. The first few bunches with 𝜑s > 𝜋
experience an overcompensation from the OTDFB.
In the SPS, the bunch length 𝜏4𝜎 is computed from the Full
Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the profile by rescaling
to 4𝜎 of a Gaussian line-density. The simulated 𝜏4𝜎 are
3.7 ns and 2.8 ns at injection and after 0.5 s, respectively
(Fig. 3, bottom). Bunch-length trends along the batch are
better defined computing the second moment 𝜏rms of the
profiles, since the rms integrates over the entire line density.
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Figure 4: Evolution of maximum, mean and minimum 𝜏4𝜎 ,
out of 72 bunches. Right: losses along the batch at 0.5 s, either counting the particles outside the separatrix with respect
to the injected intensity (red), or evaluating the decrease in
bunch current relative to the injected current (blue). The
total losses for the 72 bunches are reported in the legend.

Figure 5: Left: momentum program (blue) together with the
voltage programs of the 200 MHz (red) and 800 MHz (green)
RF systems. The magenta (black) lines mark the start and the
end of the simulations (ramp). The shaded area indicates the
time interval for controlled emittance blow-up. Right: phaseloop gain (yellow) and number of turns per synchrotron
period (black) along the cycle.

The simulated beam reaches a steady state after 0.5 s
(Fig. 4, left). Particle losses along the batch are evaluated
using two methods giving very similar results, as shown
in Fig. 4 (right). The first bunch has the largest number of
losses, the total simulated losses are below 1%.

SIMULATIONS DURING THE CYCLE
Simulations of one batch of 72 bunches with 2.4· 1011 p/b
started 1 s before the beginning of the ramp and ended at
extraction (Fig. 5, left). Even if only 1 s out of the entire
11 s long flat-bottom was simulated, the initial distributions
were the ones used for the studies at injection (Fig. 1, left).
The momentum program was the one currently used for
LHC-type beams, while the 200 MHz voltage program was
the one designed for HL-LHC intensity: 6.9 MV along a
large portion of the ramp and 10 MV at flat-top (Fig. 5, left).
The ratio between the two RF systems was 10% until 19 s
and raised to 16% at flat-top. The voltage programs were
defined based on beam loading and stability analysis [18].
The gains of the phase, synchro and frequency loops were
according to present operational conditions (Fig. 5, right).
For computational reasons, we could not evaluate multi-turn
wake-fields for the cavities impedance with the OTDFB.
With Δ 𝑓 = 𝑓0 , only the minima of the resolved impedance
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Figure 6: Top: evolution of maximum, mean and minimum
𝜏4𝜎 (left) and profile position (modulo the RF period) computed as middle point of FWHM (right), out of 72 bunches.
Simulation without controlled emittance blow-up. Bottom
left: bucket area (blue), 𝜖 5% (green) and 𝜖4𝜎 (magenta) of
bunch 36 along the cycle. The black line marks 19.2 s. Bottom right: phase-space distribution of bunch 36 at 19.2 s.

are considered (Fig. 2). This simplification over-estimates
the compensation of the beam loading.
Without controlled emittance blow-up, the simulated
beam becomes unstable in the last part of the ramp (Fig. 6,
top). The 22nd to 63rd bunches, located in the steady-state
part of the batch (Fig. 3, top right), are the ones most affected
by the instability (Fig. 6, bottom).
The bunch longitudinal emittances were also evaluated.
For a given profile, the limits where the amplitude was 5%
of the peak determined the Hamiltonian defining the 𝜖5%
emittance. Similarly, the emittance 𝜖4𝜎 was derived by the
profile limits defined by 𝜏4𝜎 . As Fig. 6 (bottom left) indicates, 𝜖5% is preserved along the cycle, while 𝜖4𝜎 increases,
indicating that the instability affects the bunch core, but not
the tails. No losses are observed, since the bunch tails are
not diffused and the bucket area is sufficiently large.
To avoid the beam instability along the ramp, controlled
emittance blow-up was included in simulations by applying
RF phase noise between 14.5 s and 17.5 s. A dedicated
algorithm [6] for frequency-band determination provided
the optimal normalized lower and upper frequencies, which
were respectively set to 0.7 and 1 during the blow-up. The
phase-noise rms amplitude was set to 0.93 deg to obtain the
requested average bunch-length of 1.65 ns at extraction.
Figure 7 (top) shows that the simulated beam is stable
along the cycle. The average 𝜏4𝜎 at extraction (Fig. 7, bottom
right) is 1.66 ns with a maximum spread of 4%, therefore
the requirements are satisfied. No losses are observed, since
phase noise diffuses only the bunch core (Fig. 7, bottom left).
The distributions at extraction do not present signs of beamquality degradation (Fig. 8, left). As desired, the profiles
are almost parabolic, since they can be fitted with binomial
line-densities having exponent 𝜇 ≈ 1 (Fig. 8, right).

Figure 7: Top and bottom left: same color legends as in
Fig. 6. The shaded area indicates the time interval for
controlled emittance blow-up. Bottom right: extracted
𝜏4𝜎 (blue) and 4𝜏rms (red) along the batch.

Figure 8: Distribution (left) and profile (right) of bunch 72 at
extraction, applying controlled emittance blow-up as shown
in Fig. 7. The binomial fit of the profile results in 𝜇 = 1.1.

CONCLUSIONS
Longitudinal-dynamics simulations of one batch of
72 bunches at HL-LHC intensity of 2.4 · 1011 p/b were performed at SPS flat-bottom and along the ramp. Compared to
previous studies, these simulations adopted a more reliable
model of the OTDFB, more accurate implementations of
the beam-based loops and controlled emittance blow-up.
Simulations at injection energy show that the captured
beam remains stable. At equilibrium, the bunch-length
spreads and losses are below 3% and 1%, respectively. For
the simulations along the ramp, we first verified that the
beam is unstable without controlled emittance blow-up, as
observed with beam for lower intensities in the SPS. Using
controlled emittance blow-up, the beam is stable, and the
average bunch length at extraction is 1.7 ns, with spreads
below 5%. The profiles at extraction are almost parabolic,
indicating that phase noise diffuses only the bunch core. No
losses are observed during the ramp. In conclusion, the simulated beam is stable along the cycle, and the requirements
on losses and bunch lengths are satisfied with some margin.
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STUDIES OF TRANSVERSE COUPLED-BUNCH INSTABILITIES FROM
RESISTIVE-WALL AND CAVITY HIGHER ORDER MODES FOR
DIAMOND-II
S. Wang∗ , H.-C. Chao, R. Fielder, I.P.S. Martin, T. Olsson
Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom
Abstract
The transverse coupled-bunch instabilities from resistivewall impedance and main cavity higher order modes (HOMs)
are studied for the Diamond-II storage ring. The growth rates
of all the coupled-bunch modes are calculated using both
the results from tracking simulations and analytic formula,
which show a good consistency. The instability threshold
from the resistive-wall impedance is estimated and verified
by simulation. The impact of the main cavity HOMs is
studied in a similar way, and the results show instabilities
from HOMs are much smaller than that from resistive-wall
impedance.

INTRODUCTION
Diamond-II is an upgrade for the Diamond Light Source to
provide higher brightness and more beamlines for the users.
Some of the main parameters of the Diamond-II storage ring
can be found in [1].
The coupled-bunch instability is one of the main sources
of transverse collective instabilities in storage rings. It is
important to know the instability threshold for a storage
ring to maintain stable operation. Two sources of transverse coupled-bunch instability, the resistive-wall impedance
and the transverse main cavity HOMs, are studied for the
Diamond-II storage ring.

GROWTH RATE OF COUPLED-BUNCH
MODES
The transverse motion of centroid of bunch 𝑛 in an evenly
filled beam affected by a dipolar long-range wake field is
described by [2]
𝑦¥𝑛 (𝑡) + 𝜔2𝛽 𝑦 𝑛 (𝑡) = 𝐴

∑︁ 𝑀−1
∑︁

𝑚−𝑛
𝐶)
𝑀
𝑘 𝑚=0
𝑚−𝑛
×𝑦 𝑚 (𝑡 − 𝑘𝑇0 −
𝑇0 ),
𝑀
𝑊 (−𝑘𝐶 −

(1)

where 𝜔 𝛽 is the betatron angular frequency, 𝐶 is the circumference, 𝑇0 is the revolution period, 𝑀 is the number of
bunches, 𝑊 is the wake function, and 𝐴 is some constant.
The equation has 𝑀 eigenvalues, each corresponding to a
coupled-bunch mode with a certain phase difference between
each bunch, the solution for mode 𝜇 can be expressed by:
( 𝜇)

𝑦 𝑛 (𝑡) = Re(𝐵𝑒 2 𝜋𝑖 𝜇𝑛/𝑀 𝑒 −𝑖Ω 𝜇 𝑡 ),
∗
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(2)

where Ω 𝜇 is the complex frequency of mode 𝜇, and 𝐵 is some
constant. In the case of a small deviation from the betatron
frequency, the complex frequency shift can be expressed
by [2–4]:
ΔΩ 𝜇 =

𝑒𝑐𝐼0 ∑︁
𝑍⊥,ELEGANT (𝜔 𝑝 ),
4𝜋𝐸 0 𝜈 𝛽 𝑝

(3)

where 𝑐 is the speed of light, 𝐼0 the beam current, 𝐸 0 /𝑒 the
beam energy in eV, and 𝑍⊥,ELEGANT the lumped impedance
in the ELEGANT convention, which is directly the Fourier
transform of the wake function [5]. 𝜈 𝛽 should be evalu¯ where 𝛽¯ is already included in the
ated by 𝜈 𝛽 = 𝐶/2𝜋 𝛽,
impedance normalised by the local beta function. The
impedance is evaluated at the frequencies:
𝜔 𝑝 = (𝜇 + 𝑀 𝑝 + 𝜈 𝛽 )𝜔0 ,
where 𝜇 is the mode index (ranging from 0 to 𝑀 − 1), and
𝜈 𝛽 is the betatron tune. The summation is made over the
index p to get the total contribution to mode 𝜇. The real part
of the complex frequency shift gives the tune shift whereas
the imaginary part gives the growth rate of the mode.

INSTABILITY FROM RESISTIVE-WALL
IMPEDANCE
Due to the narrow vacuum chamber and in-vacuum IDs, it
is expected that the resistive-wall impedance will cause the
most significant transverse coupled-bunch instability. The
vacuum vessel of the Diamond-II storage ring will be mostly
composed of a NEG-coated copper circular pipe 10 mm in
radius. For the simulations, a thickness of 1 µm has been
assumed for the NEG coating with a conductivity of 105
S/m as a worst-case scenario. The long-range resistive-wall
wake is generated for each element of the Diamond-II storage
ring according to the chamber size and shape using the code
ImpedanceWake2D [6] to include multilayered pipes with
NEG coating. A lumped wake function is calculated by
normalisation with the local beta function at each element:
1 ∑︁
𝑊⊥ (𝑡) =
𝛽 𝑥,𝑦,𝑖 𝑊𝑖 (𝑡),
(4)
𝛽0𝑥,𝑦 𝑖
where 𝛽0𝑥,𝑦 represents the local horizontal or vertical beta
function at the position where the lumped wake element
is located. The step size of long-range resistive-wall wake
function is taken to be half the bunch distance, and the wake
function decreases monotonically as the time increases. It
is estimated that after 1 turn the wake function decreases
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to 2% of the largest value, and after 10 turns it decreases
to less than 1% of the largest value. This shows that the
coupled-bunch instability is most dependent on the first few
turns, and it is sufficient to set the ’turns_to_keep’ option
to 10 in the LRWAKE element in ELEGANT. When taking
the Fourier transform of the long-range wake function, the
impedance will be in the range from 0 to the RF frequency,
the growth rate of different modes will be calculated by the
imaginary part of the impedance according to Eq. (2). The
wake function and the imaginary part of the impedance is
shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Transverse long-range resistive-wall wake and
impedance. (a) The wake function in about one turn, it will
continue to decrease afterwards. (b) The imaginary part of
impedance in ELEGANT convention. The highest frequency
is the RF frequency.
Tracking is carried out in ELEGANT using a linear oneturn map (ILMATRIX) together with the lumped long-range
resistive-wall wake (LRWAKE), without cavity and radiation, and in a uniform fill pattern. The tracking simulations
are carried out using a single particle to represent each bunch,
with 50 mA beam current and 1000 turns, which is sufficient
to get enough data for fitting the growth and damping of all
the modes before the eigen modes get mixed. A transverse
offset is set to the leading bunch to give the same initial
amplitude for all the modes. This setting is inspired by the
discrete Fourier transform of [1,0,0,. . . ,0] being [1,1,1,. . . ,1],
so only the first bunch is given a transverse offset and the
centroid of other bunches remain zero. From Eq. (2), a discrete Fourier transform can be performed on the normalised
complex action-angle coordinates to view the behaviour
of all the modes. Since the simulation is carried out with
turn-by-turn tracking, the betatron phase difference between
bunches is not included in the tracking result directly, so
an additional betatron phase term should be added to the
complex coordinates, which leads to a series [7]:
2 𝜋𝑖𝜈𝛽 (𝑛−1)
√︁
𝑥𝑛
𝛼𝑛
𝑧 𝑛 = ( √ − 𝑖( 𝛽𝑛 𝑥 𝑛′ + √ 𝑥 𝑛 ))𝑒 − 𝑀 .
𝛽𝑛
𝛽𝑛

(5)

For every bunch in each turn, n is the bunch index ranging
from 1 to M. The minus sign in the betatron phase factor
comes from the fact that bunch 1 is the leading one, and
bunch M is the last one. If there are multiple particles in
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each bunch, then the 𝑥 𝑛 and 𝑥 𝑛′ will be the centroid of the
bunch. After taking the discrete Fourier transform on {𝑧 𝑛 }
every turn, the growth rate of each mode is then fitted by an
exponential function and normalized to the beam current at
1A.
Figure 2 shows a comparison between the growth rates
obtained from tracking and that from Eq. (3) at zero chromaticity. The growth rates calculated from tracking agree
well with the analytic formula. The growth rate of the fastest
mode is compared with the radiation damping time to estimate the instability threshold, which is shown in Table 1.
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Figure 2: Growth rate of different coupled-bunch modes
with resistive-wall impedance. (a) The bare lattice. (b) The
lattice with all IDs closed.
To verify the estimated beam current threshold, a simulation with 10,000 particles per bunch was carried out in
PELEGANT [8] for the lattice with closed IDs, which tracks
the beam for 50,000 turns at 10 mA, 20 mA and 30 mA, the
synchrotron radiation damping and main cavity is also included. In the horizontal direction, the beam is stable at
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Table 1: The estimated beam current threshold of coupledbunch instability from resistive-wall impedance at zero chromaticity for a uniformly filled beam. 𝜏SR is the synchrotron
radiation damping time. 𝜆 𝑔 is the largest growth rate from
formula. 𝐼th is the estimated beam current threshold. X,Y
stands for the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively.
X, IDs open
Y, IDs open
X, IDs closed
Y, IDs closed

𝜏SR (ms)

𝜆 𝑔 (/A/s)

𝐼th (mA)

9.66
18.1
5.66
7.78

1622
3390
6993
10505

63.8
16.3
25.3
12.2

10 mA and 20 mA, but unstable at 30 mA. In the vertical direction, the beam is stable at 10 mA, and unstable at 20 mA
and 30 mA. The result shows consistency with the estimated
beam thresholds given in Table 1.
A similar study was also carried out for the standard filling pattern, which has 5 gaps of 7 buckets. The results show
a similar threshold as the uniform filling pattern at 0 chromaticity [1]. Chromaticity can help to stabilise the beam
a little. The motion of the first bunch centroid is shown in
Fig. 3 using the absolute value of Eq. (5).
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5
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Figure 3: Electron bunch motion as a function of current
and chromaticity for the Diamond-II lattice with closed IDs
for the horizontal (upper plot) and vertical (lower plot) directions. The chromaticity is set to either 1 (C1) or 2 (C2).

INSTABILITY FROM THE
MAIN CAVITY HOMS
The Diamond-II upgrade will use EU HOM-damped normal conducting (NC) cavities [1]. The transverse coupledbunch instability from the main cavity HOMs is studied in
a similar way as the resistive-wall impedance. In simulation, the element FTRFMODE in ELEGANT is used, which
contains shunt impedance, resonant frequency and Q factor
for different resonator modes. The growth rates for all the

(6)

,
𝑓𝑟 ,𝑘
𝑓 )

where 𝑅𝑠,𝑘 , 𝑄 𝑘 , 𝑓𝑟 ,𝑘 stands for the shunt impedance, Q
factor, and resonant frequency, respectively. The growth
rate is calculated by Eq. (3) using the imaginary part of this
resonator impedance. A comparison between the tracking
results and analytic formula is plotted in Fig. 4. The result
shows that the transverse coupled-bunch instability from the
main cavity HOMs is much smaller than that from resistivewall impedance.
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modes are calculated from the tracking data. To compare
with the analytic formula, the impedance of the transverse
HOMs can be calculated by a summation of different resonator modes [2]:

0

200

400
600
Mode number

800

1000

Figure 4: Growth rate of different coupled-bunch modes
with main cavity higher order modes.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper uses a method to calculate the growth rate
of all the coupled-bunch modes with only one simulation.
The growth rates are compared with the analytic formula
and have good consistency. The result shows that the fastest
growth rate from resistive-wall impedance is much larger
than that from main cavity HOMs. The growth rate of the
fastest growing mode of resistive-wall impedance is used
to estimate the instability threshold, and is verified by the
simulation with multiple particles per bunch.
Studies of beam instabilities in other conditions have begun. Preliminary results show that the beam is stable at
300 mA with harmonic cavity and chromaticity 2 in both
horizontal and vertical direction, and a transverse multibunch feedback can also effectively stabilize the beam in
various conditions. More detailed studies are on-going.
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SINGLE BUNCH INSTABILITY STUDIES WITH A NEW IMPEDANCE
DATABASE FOR DIAMOND-II
Richard Fielder†, Hung-Chun Chao, Siwei Wang, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
Abstract
We present an updated impedance database for the Diamond-II storage ring [1], along with an analysis of single
bunch instabilities and thresholds based on particle tracking simulations using Elegant [2]. Various cases with different chromaticity, insertion device parameters and harmonic cavity settings were studied, and the effects on the
microwave instability, bunch lengthening and phase shifts
were simulated and compared with analytic formulae. Preliminary results show that the single-bunch instability
thresholds are above requirements for a uniform fill, and
with inclusion of a harmonic cavity the longitudinal and
transverse instability thresholds can also satisfy requirements for a hybrid fill.

INTRODUCTION

The RF cavities remain the largest contributors to the longitudinal impedance.
Significant updated components include the collimators,
three in each plane with a nominal gap of ±3.5 mm for the
horizontal and ±1.5 mm for the vertical. Injection striplines
and diagnostic screens have also been added. The contributions to the resistive wall impedance have also been updated, with the new values shown in Table 1.
Figure 1 shows the real and imaginary impedance in
each plane calculated for a 3 mm sigma Gaussian bunch
and weighted by the local beta function for each component, comparing the cases with IDs and collimators all fully
open, and with IDs closed to minimum gaps and collimators at nominal gaps. The main contributions are highlighted separately for each plane, with the remaining components grouped as “other”.

Single bunch dynamics are an important consideration
for synchrotron light sources, since they place limits on the
maximum bunch charge and hence total beam current. The
instability thresholds are strongly influenced by impedance, as well as other factors such as chromaticity.
Diamond-II is planned to operate with two different fill
patterns. The standard fill will have all bunches with equal
charge, with 5 gaps of 7 buckets for ion clearing, giving
four trains of 180 bunches and one of 179. A hybrid fill
pattern providing a single high-charge bunch in addition to
the main bunch train will also be offered. The details of the
hybrid fill are still under study, but the target is to offer the
same 3 nC bunch charge as is currently available at Diamond. This gives requirements for the instability thresholds of at least 0.33 mA per bunch in standard fill and 1.6
mA in hybrid fill. These requirements are shown as black
dash-dotted lines on the relevant figures. It is planned to
operate at a nominal chromaticity of [2] for the horizontal
and vertical planes respectively.
We previously reported [3] on the production of an impedance database for Diamond-II using an Accelerator
Toolbox-like structure [4]. This has since been updated
with more detail and updated designs for some components. We present here an overview of the updated impedance database and results of single bunch effects comparing analytic formulae and particle tracking.

IMPEDANCE DATABASE
There are 252 BPMs in the Diamond-II lattice. Some are
integrated into the large dipole vessel assemblies, while the
rest incorporate flanges, bellows and tapers in addition to
the BPM block itself. One dipole vessel includes a mirror
inserted horizontally for the visible light extraction system.
____________________________________________

† richard.fielder@diamond.ac.uk

Figure 1: Real and imaginary impedance for Diamond-II
with main contributions highlighted in each plane, with
IDs and collimators open (left) and closed (right). Top:
horizontal, middle: vertical, bottom: longitudinal.
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The effective longitudinal impedance is given by
𝑍∥ 𝜔 𝜔
ℎ 𝜔 𝑑𝜔
𝑍∥
𝜔
=
,
𝑛 eff
ℎ 𝜔 𝑑𝜔
where Z||(ω) is the longitudinal impedance and h(ω) the
bunch power spectrum. The effective transverse impedance can then be calculated by

𝑍

eff

𝑍 𝜔 ℎ 𝜔 𝑑𝜔

=

ℎ 𝜔 𝑑𝜔

Without the harmonic cavity, the phase shift calculated
from the formula matches well with the tracking result up
to the point where the bunch profile starts to deviate too
much from a Gaussian due to potential well distortion. The
harmonic cavity increases the phase shift as expected due
to the smaller RF focusing provided by the flat potential
well.

.

A summary of the effective impedance for each plane is
shown in Table 2.
Table 1: Summary of Resistive Wall Parameters in Diamond-II. Multi-layer Materials Show Values for the Coating Followed by the Underlying Bulk Material
Length
(m)
42.02
51.85
96.00
336.36
31.73
2.60
560.56

Material
Steel
Copper
Aluminium
NEG-coated copper
NEG-coated aluminium
Ti-coated alumina
Total

Conductivity
(S/m)
1.35 e6
5.96 e7
3.77 e7
1.00 e5, 5.96 e7
1.00 e5, 3.77 e7
2.38 e6, 0.00

Figure 2: Synchronous phase shift due to longitudinal impedance.

Bunch Lengthening

Table 2: Effective Impedance in Each Plane with All IDs
Open or Closed
Longitudinal ( Ω)
0.2044
0.2166

IDs open
IDs closed

Horizontal
(MΩ/m)
1.10
2.57

Vertical
(MΩ/m)
1.19
2.91

SINGLE BUNCH EFFECTS
Single bunch instabilities have been studied both analytically and with tracking in Elegant using a one-turn map
and lumped impedance model. Studies have also been carried out including a harmonic cavity set to flat-potential
conditions [5] to be able to scan different bunch currents.

Phase Shift
The shift of the synchronous phase, bunch lengthening
and microwave instability threshold when including the
longitudinal impedance have been calculated for different
bunch currents up to 5 mA with a step of 0.25 mA. The
phase shift from the tracking result is plotted in Fig. 2 and
compared to the analytic formula [6]

Δ𝜙 =

𝐼 𝑘∥
,
𝑓 𝑉rf cos 𝜙

where f0 is the revolution frequency, Vrf the RF voltage, ϕs
the synchronous phase and k∥ the loss factor expressed by

𝑘∥ =
WEPOMS011
2258

1
2𝜋

𝑍∥ 𝜔 ℎ 𝜔 𝑑𝜔,

Figure 3: Bunch lengthening with current including longitudinal impedance.
Figure 3 shows the bunch lengthening with current from
tracking and analytically using the modified Zotter’s formula [7]

𝜎
𝜎

−

𝜎
𝐼 𝛼 𝑒
𝑍∥
=
Im
𝜎
𝑛
4√𝜋𝜐 𝜔 𝜎 𝐸

eff

,

where σt0 is the zero current bunch length, Ib the bunch current, αc the momentum compaction factor, e the electron
charge, νs the synchrotron tune, ω0 the angular revolution
frequency, E the beam energy and (Z||/n)eff the effective
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longitudinal impedance. Tracking results differ slightly
from the analytic since the true bunch profile is non-Gaussian.

Energy Spread
The energy spread is shown in Fig. 4. The microwave
instability threshold is estimated to be the bunch current
above which the energy spread grows by more than 1%
above its natural value, which gives a threshold of 2 mA
for the bare lattice and 2.5 mA for the lattice with closed
IDs. The harmonic cavity increases the threshold to above
5 mA. The calculated microwave instability threshold is
above the foreseen operational current requirements for
both the standard and the hybrid mode.

𝛽Im 𝑍 eff
𝑑Ω
=−
𝑑𝐼
4√𝜋𝜎 𝐸
𝑒
using the bunch length obtained from tracking, where β is
the average beta function. In our calculation, the average
beta function is replaced by the local beta functions when
calculating the lumped impedance. The transverse mode
coupling instability occurs when the frequency of mode 0
and mode -1 merge, which happens when the tune shift of
mode 0 and mode -1 roughly sums to the synchrotron tune.
This is in reasonable agreement with the instability thresholds found from tracking (dashed lines in Fig. 5). As can
be seen, below the threshold the tune decreases linearly
with bunch current.

Head-Tail Instability
The thresholds for head-tail instabilities at different
chromaticities estimated by tracking is plotted in Fig. 6. As
expected, higher chromaticity helps to increase the singlebunch current threshold. The harmonic cavity helps to increase the thresholds at non-zero chromaticity, but actually
reduces the TMCI threshold. The results show that in both
planes, when including the harmonic cavity, the instability
threshold is larger than 4.5 mA for a chromaticity above 2.
Without the harmonic cavity, 3.0 mA can be stored at the
nominal chromaticity, which meets the operation requirement for both the standard and hybrid mode.
Figure 4: Energy spread with current including longitudinal impedance. The dashed red and blue lines show the estimated microwave instability threshold.

Tune Shift

Figure 6: Transverse instability threshold vs. chromaticity.
Horizontal (top), vertical (bottom).

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 5: Betatron tune shift at zero chromaticity. Horizontal (top), vertical (bottom). The coloured dashed lines show
the corresponding TMCI thresholds from tracking.
The tune shift at zero chromaticity as function of bunch
current is shown in Fig. 5. The tune shift from tracking has
been compared to the analytic formula [8]

The impedance database for Diamond-II has been updated, and the effects of the impedance on single bunch dynamics have been assessed, including bunch lengthening,
phase shift, tune shift and instability thresholds. At the
nominal chromaticity of 2 in both transverse planes, the
microwave and head-tail instability thresholds have close
to a factor 2 safety margin above the required currents even
in the worst case with IDs closed, hybrid fill and no harmonic cavity.
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NEURAL NETWORK SOLVER FOR COHERENT SYNCHROTRON
RADIATION WAKEFIELD CALCULATIONS IN ACCELERATOR-BASED
CHARGED PARTICLE BEAMS ∗
A. L. Edelen†‡ , C. E. Mayes‡ , C. Emma, R. Roussel
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA, USA
Abstract
Particle accelerators support a wide array of scientific,
industrial, and medical applications. To meet the needs of
these applications, accelerator physicists rely heavily on detailed simulations of the complicated particle beam dynamics through the accelerator. One of the most computationally
expensive and difficult-to-model effects is the impact of
Coherent Synchrotron Radiation (CSR). As a beam travels
through a curved trajectory (e.g. due to a bending magnet), it
emits radiation that in turn interacts with the rest of the beam.
At each step through the trajectory, the electromagnetic field
introduced by CSR (called the CSR wakefield) needs to computed and used when calculating the updates to the positions
and momenta of every particle in the beam. CSR is one of
the major drivers of growth in the beam emittance, which is
a key metric of beam quality that is critical in many applications. The CSR wakefield is very computationally intensive
to compute with traditional electromagnetic solvers, and this
is a major limitation in accurately simulating accelerators.
Here, we demonstrate a new approach for the CSR wakefield
computation using a neural network solver structured in a
way that is readily generalizable to new setups. We validate
its performance by adding it to a standard beam tracking
test problem and show a ten-fold speedup along with high
accuracy.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Particle accelerators support a wide array of scientific, industrial, and medical applications. To meet the requirements
of these applications, accelerator physicists rely heavily on
detailed physics simulations of the particle beam dynamics through the accelerator, both for initial design of the
accelerator and subsequent experiment planning (e.g. finding optimal accelerator settings for new experiments). One
of the most important and difficult-to-model beam dynamics effects comes from the impact of Coherent Synchrotron
Radiation (CSR) [1,2,3,4]. In simple terms, as a beam is
transported through a curved trajectory, the particles in the
beam emit radiation that in turn hits and adds momentum
to other particles in the beam, as shown in Fig. 1. The
CSR effect is a major driver of growth in the beam emittance, denoted 𝜀, which is the overall beam size in positionmomentum phase space and is a critical metric of beam
∗

†
‡
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Contract No. DE-AC02-76SF00515 and the Office of Science, Office of
Basic Energy Sciences.
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quality in many applications. For example, 𝜀 has a large impact on the quality of light produced by free electron lasers
(FELs) for scientists to interrogate biological, chemical, and
material samples [5]. Figure 1c shows an example of the
impact CSR has on an electron beam in the Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS) [6], where 𝜀 is increased by a factor
of 2 due to CSR. CSR also has a major effect on highlycompressed beams, such as those that will be generated by
the FACET-II accelerator [7].
Simulations of accelerators are often conducted using
“particle tracking" codes, which track the positions (𝑥, 𝑦,
𝑧) and momenta (𝑝 𝑥 , 𝑝 𝑦 , 𝑝 𝑧 ) of particles in the beam (collectively, the 6D position-momentum phase space). As the
beam travels through the accelerator, the phase space is iteratively updated based on forces from accelerator components
(e.g. magnets for steering and focusing, rf cavities for accelerating) and any internal effects that the beam has on itself
(e.g. CSR, self-fields due to beam charge, etc). To account
for the CSR effect, the electromagnetic field introduced by
CSR (i.e. the “CSR wakefield") needs to be computed at
each tracking step. This is then used to calculate the induced
change in momentum (called the CSR kick, or 𝐾𝐶𝑆𝑅 ) for
every particle in the beam. The impact of CSR from all
particles at all previous times in the beam trajectory must be
taken into account, making this a very computationally intensive effect to simulate. A variety of methods are used for
this [1], and most simplify the problem to reduce the computational complexity. The contribution from the beam charge
density 𝜆 along 𝑧 has the greatest impact on the beam, and
as such the vast majority of simulation codes only include
this 1D effect. 1D CSR is still computationally expensive
to compute; for example, in cases we examined using the
simulation code Bmad [8], inclusion of CSR slows down
the simulation by a factor of 10.
Here we demonstrate a new approach for speeding up the
CSR wakefield calculation by replacing the electromagnetic
solver with a neural network (NN). The NN solver is constructed in a very general way, making it readily extensible
for general use in accelerator simulations. We validate the
NN solver’s performance on a standard CSR benchmark
problem. It is 10× faster to execute and shows good agreement with traditional solvers.

PROBLEM FORMULATION
In accelerator simulations, particles are “tracked” through
accelerator components by updating their positions (𝑥,𝑦,𝑧)
and momenta (𝑝 𝑥 ,𝑝 𝑦 , 𝑝 𝑧 ) at each step 𝛿𝑠 through the component. In the 1D formulation of the CSR problem, the
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Figure 1: Simplified explanation of the CSR effect (a). A source particle (shown in blue) travels along curved trajectory 𝑠
some distance behind a second particle (shown in green). Radiation emitted from the source particle at time 𝑡 1 kicks (hits
and adds momentum to) the second particle at 𝑡 2 after both have traveled further along 𝑠. The electromagnetic field due to
CSR (the CSR wakefield) comes from contributions of the entire particle beam at all previous times of travel. (b) The CSR
wakefield is calculated at each step through 𝑠 and is used to compute the change in each particle’s position and momentum
when advancing to the next tracking step 𝑠 + 𝛿𝑠. (c) An example of the impact of CSR for the LCLS accelerator, showing
the transverse beam phase space (𝑥 vs. 𝑝 𝑥 ) with and without CSR.
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Figure 2: Particle tracking with 1D CSR. At step 𝑠1 , the particle beam phase space is advanced through half a standard
tracking step to a new set of positions and momenta through a magnet. The charge density 𝜆(𝑧) is then used to calculate the
CSR wakefield. The wakefield is then used to compute the momentum kick 𝐾𝐶𝑆𝑅 that is imparted on every particle in the
s1 s1 + δs
beam. Finally, the remaining half-step of standard
tracking is completed. In this work, we replace the computationally
P
expensive wakefield1 calculation with
can
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𝐾𝐶𝑆𝑅 from 𝜆(𝑧) and 𝑠.
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computation at each step is as follows (see also Fig. 2): 1.
Conduct a half-step of standard particle tracking; 2. Calculate the charge density 𝜆 as a function of 𝑧 in the beam; 3.
Calculate 𝐾𝐶𝑆𝑅 from 𝜆(𝑧) (for calculation details see [9]);
4. Compute the new 𝑝 𝑧 for every particle based on 𝐾𝐶𝑆𝑅 ; 5.
Complete the second half-step the standard tracking.
Because the CSR effect is strongest in highly compressed
(i.e. high density) beams, the last magnet in a beam compression chicane is often used as a standard benchmark problem
for different ways of simulating CSR. Here we generated
data from simulations of the second chicane in the LCLS [7],
using a wide variety of initial particle beams from upstream
simulations (by randomly varying L1, L2, and L3 phases
and amplitudes, and retaining beams with minimal losses).
We used the beam dynamics code Bmad [9], which has a
well-benchmarked 1D CSR solver [8,10]. Using this data,
we trained a fully-connected, feed-forward NN to predict
𝐾𝐶𝑆𝑅 at each tracking step using the distance 𝑠 into the
curved trajectory and 𝜆(𝑧) as inputs. The original data for
𝜆(𝑧) and 𝐾𝐶𝑆𝑅 were reduced into histograms of 200 bins,
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and the bunch length was used as an additional scalar input
to account for the fixed bin width. A total of 1,234,000 samples were and split into training, validation, and testing sets
in a 60-20-20 ratio. Additional test beams were also used
to evaluate the NN performance (i.e. new beams with all
tracking steps unseen). The NN has 9 hidden layers with
200 nodes in each layer and tanh activation functions. It
was trained using the Adam optimizer. Early stopping, an
L2-norm penalty on the weights, and a dropout rate of 0.05
was used to prevent over-fitting. All data were generated
using 4 CPU nodes on Cori at NERSC [11], and all training
was run on an NVIDIA GeForce 2080i GPU on an internal cluster. The NN construction and training was done in
tensorflow [12] and keras [13].

NEURAL NETWORK CSR SOLVER
PERFORMANCE
The first assessment of the NN solver is whether it accurately predicts 𝐾𝐶𝑆𝑅 for new test beams at each individual
step 𝑠 + 𝛿𝑠. We find excellent agreement between the NN
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Figure 3: Examples of 𝐾𝐶𝑆𝑅 for a single beam calculated using a standard CSR solver at several different steps 𝑠 + 𝛿𝑠 into
a magnet, compared with 𝐾𝐶𝑆𝑅 from the NN CSR solver.

Figure 4: For an example beam, comparison of emittance evolution along 𝑠 with the NN CSR solver, no CSR, and 1D CSR
in Bmad are shown (top left), along with the differences in the final 𝑥 vs. 𝑝 𝑥 phase space in normalized coordinates (top
right). The summary statistics (bottom) for the comparison between the NN CSR solver and Bmad for 1k test beams show
good agreement. The few outliers have smaller error than the exclusion of CSR would impart.
solver and Bmad’s 1D CSR routine, with a mean absolute
percent error of 2.8 between the predicted and true values.
Fig. 3 shows the predicted 𝐾𝐶𝑆𝑅 for different time steps
through the magnet for one example beam. The next assessment considers the compounding errors that are introduced
when using the NN solver for each step in tracking. We
assessed this by adding the NN solver to a simple Pythonbased beam tracking code and comparing the results with
those obtained by Bmad. We also compare against the case
where no CSR effects are included in the simple tracking
code. We find that the NN solver reliably reproduces the
expected effect on 𝜀 at the end of tracking. The accuracy is
especially high when compared with the impact of excluding
CSR effects altogether. An example comparing the evolution of 𝜀 through a magnet along 𝑠 is shown in Fig. 4, along
with the final transverse beam distributions. In that example,
𝜀 predicted with Bmad and the NN solver agree (1.4 mmmrad), whereas the case that excludes CSR has a factor of 3
error (0.5 mm-mrad). Statistics for the performance on all
test beams are also shown in Fig. 4.
The major advantage of using the NN CSR solver is the
computation speed that it attains while still accurately capturing the impact of CSR. Based on statistics over multiple
runs for this benchmark problem, the traditional CSR computation in Bmad is about 10× slower than the computation
without CSR. In contrast, the NN inference time is negligible
and effectively restores the 10× faster execution.

CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated a new approach for speeding up the computation of the CSR effect in particle accelerator simulations
using a NN solver. We validated the solver using a standard
benchmark problem for 1D CSR and a wide variety of realistic particle beams that LCLS is capable of producing (based
on start-to-end simulations). The NN solver showed good
agreement with a standard 1D CSR solver used in Bmad
and had a 10× faster execution speed. It is also substantially
more accurate (e.g. 2–3 times) than excluding CSR in standard tracking. This makes it very appealing for cases where
one wants to simulate the bulk effect of CSR quickly in design or optimization studies. The solver is set up in a general
way, making it suitable to incorporate into general tracking
codes, but this needs to be further validated on a wider set
of problems. Some next steps include assessing how well it
generalizes in practice to beams in other systems (e.g. such
as the much higher overall charge in FACET-II) and different
magnet designs (e.g. by including bending radius 𝜌 as an
input parameter to the solver). We also plan to extend this
to 2D CSR, but this presents additional challenges due to
the computational expense of generating training data for
that case (e.g. see [4]). This is one part of a larger effort at
SLAC to make fast, differentiable accelerator simulations.
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BASIC RELATIONS OF LASER-PLASMA INTERACTION
IN THE 3D RELATIVISTIC, NON-LINEAR REGIME
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CEA, IRFU, DACM, Université Paris-Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
STARTING EQUATIONS

Abstract
In the approximation where the plasma is considered as
a fluid, basic relations are derived to describe the plasma
wave driven by an ultra-intense laser pulse. A set of partial
differential equations is obtained. It is then numerically
solved to calculate the resulting 3D electric field structure
that can be used as accelerating cavities for electrons. The
laser strength parameter is varied to investigate regimes from
weakly nonlinear up to total cavitation where all the initial
electrons of the plasma are expelled.

INTRODUCTION
The high-gradient plasma-based acceleration is a growing
research effort with world-wide ongoing experiences. This
effort [1, 2], that can be broken down into different configurations such as laser wakefield accelerator (LWFA), plasma
beat wave accelerator (PBWA) or beam-driven plasma wakefield acceleration (PWFA), is of great interest because of
the extremely large acceleration gradients achievable. When
this technology will be mature, it is envisioned an important
reduction of size and cost of future accelerators.
Plasma-based acceleration techniques have reached a
maturity level which now makes it possible to envisage
laser-plasma accelerators with strong requirements for highquality beams [3]. Massive simulations to optimize the
accelerating structure, i.e. the accelerating and focusing
electric field profiles, will have to be considered, as for conventional radio-frequency accelerators. PIC (Particle-inCell) simulations depict the acceleration physics in the most
realistic manner, but ask for significant computation time.
They should be oriented beforehand by rough physics considerations, even when the latter are less precise and less
realistic.
In this paper, we explore how far it is possible to progress
in the way to characterize the accelerating structure without having to use PIC techniques. The fluid approximation
is adopted, together with the Quasi-Static Approximation
(QSA), and the unchanged laser amplitude approximation.
Relativistic linear, then nonlinear regimes will be studied,
in 1D then 2D configurations.
This paper is organized as follows: The first section recalls basic equations of the fluid system; the second section
describes the linear regime; and the third section deals with
the nonlinear regime.
∗

The starting classical equations to be solved are, respectively, the continuity equation, the Lorentz Force equation,
the electromagnetic wave equation and the Poisson equation
𝜕𝑛
+ ∇ ⋅ (𝑛v) = 0 ,
𝜕𝑡
d𝛾𝑚v
𝜕A
= 𝑒∇Φ + 𝑒
− 𝑒v × (∇ × A) ,
𝜕𝑡
d𝑡
1 𝜕2 A
𝑒𝑛v
1 𝜕∇Φ
ΔA − 2 2 = 2 − 2
,
𝑐 𝜕𝑡
𝑐 𝜖0 𝑐 𝜕𝑡
𝑒𝑛
ΔΦ =
,
𝜖0

(2)
(3)
(4)

with 𝑒, 𝑚 the elementary charge and mass, 𝑛 = 𝑛0 + 𝛿𝑛
the electron plasma density, v the electron velocity, Φ the
scalar potential of the wakefield and 𝜖0 the permittivity of
vacuum. Pressure terms are ignored. The Coulomb gauge
∇ ⋅ A = 0 is used, with A the vector potential associated
with the laser field. In this paper, the normalized vector
potential a = 𝑒A/(𝑚𝑐) and the normalized scalar potential
𝜙 = 𝑒Φ/(𝑚𝑐2 ) are used. The QSA is used to the change of
frame 𝑡 → 𝜏 and 𝑧 → 𝜉 + 𝑣g 𝑡, with 𝑧 the longitudinal axis,
𝑣g = 𝑐√1 − 𝜔2pe /𝜔20 the laser group velocity, 𝑘pe = 𝜔pe /𝑣g ,
𝜔pe the plasma frequency and 𝜔0 the laser frequency.

LINEAR REGIME
The fluid approach is one of the first theoretical approach
used to describe the LWFA. The linear theory was developed
independently by two teams [4, 5] at the end of the 1980s.
Both teams took advantage of the QSA to simplify the laserplasma interaction. The wakefield (or its scalar potential)
is then computed inside and after the laser pulse. The nonrelativistic linear theory used in this section rests on [4].
The laser is assumed unperturbed, therefore, A is a known
function in time and space. Since, in an underdense plasma,
A varies rapidly in time compared to 𝑛, the time dynamics of
𝐴2 is averaged to 1/2 before applying the quasistatic approximation. The above dynamics equations are linearized at
the first order, except for laser part of the velocity, which is
taken to the second order (where occurs the ponderomotive
force). Therefore, the motion equation becomes
𝜕v 𝑒∇Φ
𝑎2
=
− 𝑐2 ∇ .
(5)
𝜕𝑡
𝑚
4
With a small rearrangement of the three above equations,
it can be shown that the evolution of Φ behave as a forced
harmonic oscillator
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(1)

𝑐2 𝑛0 𝑒𝑎2
𝜕2 Φ
+ 𝜔2pe Φ =
.
2
4𝜖0
𝜕𝑡

(6)
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Figure 1: (Color online) Blue colormap corresponds to the
2D normalized electron plasma perturbed density 1 + 𝛿𝑛/𝑛0
from Eq. (7). The cylindrical symmetry is assumed. The
black curves corresponds to the laser intensity 𝑎2 . The dots
density is a representation of the increasing laser intensity.
The laser pulse goes from left to right.
The solution is known to be [4]
∞ 2
𝑎 (𝑟, 𝜉′ )

𝜙(𝑟, 𝜉) = −𝑘pe ∫

4

𝜉

sin(𝑘pe (𝜉 − 𝜉′ )) d𝜉′ .

(7)

Equation (7) is the culmination point of the linear theory,
since with it, one can express both the wakefield and the
electron density of the system.
The solution of Eq. (7) depends on the form of the laser
pulse. For a 2D cylindrical geometry, the laser intensity
𝑎2 (𝑟, 𝜉) =

𝑎20
2

2

exp(− 2𝑟
) cos2 (
𝑤2
0

𝜋𝜉
𝐿 ),

∀𝜉 ∈ [−𝐿/2, 𝐿/2]

is chosen. Figure 1 displays the electron density obtained
using the Poisson equation on Φ. Figure 2 displays the
resulting two components in 𝑟 and 𝜉 of the wakefield.

NONLINEAR REGIME
1D Relativistic Case
The 1D nonlinear relativistic theory of the LWFA was
introduced [6–8] with an explicit solution, a few years after
the linear regime. It is inspired by a more general nonlinear
wave theory [9]. This section rests on [2].
The 1D equations to be solved, from Eqs. (1)-(4), are
𝜕𝛿𝑛
𝜕
+ ((𝑛0 + 𝛿𝑛)𝑣𝑧 ) = 0 ,
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑧
d𝛾𝑚𝑣𝑧
𝑚𝑐2 𝜕𝑎2
= 𝑒𝜕𝑧 Φ −
,
2𝛾 𝜕𝑧
d𝑡
𝛾𝑣𝑥 = 𝑐𝑎 ,
𝜕2 Φ
𝜕𝑧2

=

𝑒𝛿𝑛
.
𝜖0

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

Using the QSA yields to 𝛾(𝑣g 𝑣𝑧 /𝑐2 − 1) + Φ = −1, 𝛿𝑛/𝑛0 =
𝑣𝑧 /(𝑣g − 𝑣𝑧 ) and 𝛾2 (1 − 𝑣𝑧2 /𝑐2 ) = 1 + 𝑎2 . This allows us to
WEPOMS015
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Figure 2: (Color online) Blue and red colormap (upper panel)
corresponds to the 2D 𝐸𝑧 /𝐸0 component of the wakefield
from Eq. (7). Gold and purple colormap (lower panel) corresponds to the 2D 𝐸𝑟 /𝐸0 component of the wakefield. The
area where 𝐸𝑧 < 0 is the accelerating location for electrons.
The area where 𝐸𝑟 > 0 is the focusing location for electrons.
The black square is the laser influence. The laser pulse goes
from left to right.
reexpress the Poisson equation [2]
(1 + 𝜙)𝛾g
⎞
𝜕2 𝜙
2 𝛾2 ⎛
⎜ 𝑣g
⎟
= 𝑘pe
− 1⎟
g⎜
⎜
⎟,
2
𝑐
𝜕𝜉
2 2
2
⎝ √(1 + 𝜙) 𝛾g − 𝑎 − 1
⎠

(12)

with 𝛾g = (1 − 𝑣g2 /𝑐2 )−1/2 . Note that, 𝑎2 (𝜉) is a known
function independent of 𝜙. Equation (12) is the culmination
point of the nonlinear theory, since with it, one can express
both the wakefield and the electron density of the system.
Equation (12) can be solved numerically using an iterative
method with initial values. Figure 3 displays the electron
plasma density, longitudinal field and scalar potential that
are recovered.

2D Relativistic Case
The 2D (or 3D) nonlinear theory was investigated several
times [1, 10, 11]. Our immediate goal is to solve the 2D
nonlinear relativistic case, namely, to solve Eqs. (1)-(4).
Two approaches are considered.
The first approach relies on a finite difference model. The
system of differential equations to be solved are the continuity equation, the Lorentz Force equation, the Poisson
equation and the wave equation (for the evolution of A).
Those equations are reformulated in the 2D cylindrical geometry and with the QSA. For the sake of simplicity, the
laser pulse is unperturbed. Through a Taylor expansion, the
expression of first, second and mixed derivatives of each
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be compared to PIC simulations where the laser diffraction
and depletion, and the beam loading can be taken into account, in order to specify their limits. Based on successful
preliminary results, it is expected that this approach will be
fast enough to allow fast parameter analysis.
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ON THE (APPARENT) PARADOX BETWEEN
SPACE-CHARGE FORCES AND SPACE-CHARGE EFFECTS
P. A. P. Nghiem†, CEA/DRF/IRFU, Université Paris-Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Abstract
With the advent of high-intensity linacs, space-charge
forces are now well known as a major issue, causing undesirable effects on particle beam qualities like emittance
growth or sudden losses. They should be stronger when
there are more particles or when the latter are contained in
a smaller volume. But a detailed examination of the beam
along an accelerator show that space charge effects are
weaker where the beam size is smaller. This article clarifies
this paradox and revisits the recommendations on beam
sizes in view of mitigating space charge effects.

INTRODUCTION
For high-intensity proton linacs, space charge is known
as a major issue to be carefully addressed, at least in the
sub-GeV energy range, as it contributes to distort the beam
density profile, increasing the halo in the external parts of
the beam, causing emittance growth and particle losses.
Space-charge forces are the integrated Coulomb forces
of the whole beam on every witness particle within the
beam. These forces are thus expected to be stronger when
there are more charges or when they are closer to each
other, i.e. the space occupied by them is smaller. However,
when examining the equation governing the beam envelope along the accelerator, space charge effects appear to
be weaker at places where the beam size is smaller.
The purpose of this paper is first to clarify the apparent
paradox between space charge forces and space charge effects for a better understanding of beam behavior, and second to revisit the recommendations for mitigating harmful
space charge effects when designing the beam, based on
precise considerations of beam halo vs beam core.

SPACE-CHARGE FORCES
Let's consider the simplified case of an infinitely long
cylinder of uniform positive charge density with a total radius 𝑅𝑅, moving at the same longitudinal speed 𝑣𝑣. According to Gauss' law, this produces an outward radial electric
field, which acts as a defocusing field for the beam. At a
given radius 𝑟𝑟 ≤ 𝑅𝑅, it is given by:
𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟 (𝑟𝑟) =

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
2𝜋𝜋𝜀𝜀0 𝑣𝑣𝑅𝑅2

(1)

where 𝐼𝐼 is the beam intensity, and 𝜀𝜀0 the vacuum permittivity.
According to Ampere's law, an azimuthal magnetic field
is also induced at the same position, focusing the beam:
𝜇𝜇0 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
𝐵𝐵𝜃𝜃 (𝑟𝑟) =
2𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅2

___________________________________________
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(2)

where 𝜇𝜇0 is the vacuum permeability.
A witness charge 𝑞𝑞 at this position will be submitted to
a radial force, which is called the space-charge force
𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝑟𝑟) = 𝑞𝑞(𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟 − 𝑣𝑣𝐵𝐵𝜃𝜃 ) =

𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞
𝑟𝑟
2𝜋𝜋𝜀𝜀0 𝑣𝑣𝛾𝛾 2 𝑅𝑅2

(3)

where 𝛾𝛾 is the Lorentz relativistic factor. This force is linear in r inside the beam for a uniform charge distribution,
and is well stronger when the beam size 𝑅𝑅 is smaller as expected.

SPACE-CHARGE EFFECTS

To see the effect of this space-charge force on an accelerator beam, let's look at the above charged cylinder which
is now submitted in addition to focusing forces applied by
various accelerator components surrounding the beam.
These external forces are generally linear in 𝑟𝑟, characterized by the focusing coefficient 𝑘𝑘:
𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑟𝑟) = −𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘.

(4)

𝛾𝛾𝑚𝑚0 𝑟𝑟̈ = 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 .

(6)

By adopting the following notations for time derivatives
and space derivatives along the longitudinal coordinate 𝑧𝑧:
𝜕𝜕 2 𝑟𝑟
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
(5)
𝑟𝑟̇ =
, 𝑟𝑟 ′ =
,
𝑟𝑟̈ = 𝑣𝑣 2 2 ,
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
Newton Second law for a witness charge (rest mass 𝑚𝑚0 ) is:
The equation of motion for this charge can be deduced:
𝑟𝑟
𝑟𝑟 ′′ + 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑟𝑟 − 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2 = 0
(7)
𝑅𝑅
where
𝑘𝑘
𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =
(𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢: m−2 )
(8)
𝑚𝑚0 𝑣𝑣 2 𝛾𝛾
𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =

𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞
𝑚𝑚
2𝜋𝜋𝜀𝜀0 0 𝑣𝑣 3 𝛾𝛾 3

(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢).

(9)

𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is called the generalized perveance. For an arbitrary
charge distribution but with elliptical symmetry, it is mentioned in [1] that Lapostolle and Sacherer independently
shown that the equation of motion, Eq. (7) can be rewritten
as
𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥2
𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥′′ + 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑥𝑥 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 − 3 −
=0
(10)
𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 2�𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 �
𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦′′ + 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,𝑦𝑦 𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 −

𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦2
𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
−
=0
3
𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 2�𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 �

(11)

where x and y refer to the two transverse axes, 𝑎𝑎 the rms
beam size, 𝜀𝜀 the non-normalized beam emittance. These
equations are called envelope equations.
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In these equations, the third and fourth terms with the
minus sign mean they act as defocusing forces, in opposition with the second term expressing external forces that
are focusing when 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is positive.
The third term is called the emittance term. It is sometimes improperly considered as the expression of "emittance forces" but these are not physical forces. Its presence
points out that due the non-zero beam emittance, the beam
size can never shrink to strictly zero, whatever applied external forces. The larger the emittance, the larger external
forces must be to reduce the beam size.
The fourth term is called the space-charge term. It is the
expression of space charge forces. As expected, its effect
taken separately is stronger when the beam size is smaller.
But when compared to the emittance term we can see that
its effect on the beam is relatively smaller for a smaller
beam size and become negligible for enough small beam
sizes. This may seem counter intuitive, but it is not if we
understand that the envelope Eqs. (10) and (11), unlike
Eq. (3), are not the expression of space-charge forces
alone, but that of the balance between these ones and applied external forces. In other words, space charge forces
can be fought by applying focusing forces, knowing that
the larger the space charge, the larger must be focusing
forces, and as a result, the beam size is smaller.

CONSEQUENCES
From the above basic relations, several consequences
can be deduced.
(i) A little like 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 in Eq. (8) that is the external force
characteristic which is independent of any beam parameters (except its energy), 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 in Eq. (9) is the space-charge
characteristic which is independent of beam geometrical
parameters like particle coordinates or beam size. Therefore, 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the parameter to be used to compare between
different accelerators when the importance of space charge
is in question. When 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is larger, be prepared to have more
emittance growth, more halo, more beam losses, be prepared to be forced to employ larger 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 , i.e. more focusing
means.
(ii) According to Eq. (9), 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is large when the beam intensity is large, which is often the case for modern linacs.
Equations (1-3) indicate that 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 can be huge at low energy
while it is negligible at high energy when the beam reaches
relativistic velocities, as focusing magnetic effects from
space charge overwhelm defocusing electric effects. Space
charge is really an issue only in first acceleration stages.
There, acceleration alone is not possible because of the
very strong defocalization induced by space charge forces.
As a result, separate accelerating cavities and focusing
electromagnets cannot be used in the very first part of linacs. They must be replaced by a special component allowing to accelerate and focalize particles almost simultaneously, the RFQ (Radio Frequency Quadrupole), which was
invented for that. The larger the beam intensity and the
longer should be the RFQ to accelerate particles up to an
energy where space charge effects become manageable.

We can observe that in most linacs, the RFQ generally ends
when 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is decreased to well less than 10-5.
(iii) For a given (low energy) linac, the combined effect
of external forces and space charge forces will dictate the
beam behavior, especially its emittance and density profile.
The envelope equations (10) and (11) are very good indicators of these. Figures 1 and 2 (from [2-4]) illustrate well
the outcome of the competition between the two forces.
Whenever the space charge term is larger than the emittance term, in the x or/and y plane, we are in the spacecharge dominated regime, and the emittance grows in the
corresponding plane (Fig. 1). This is known as the fastest
emittance growth mechanism, during which charges redistribute so as to shield the beam against external fields [1].
An equilibrium state is then reached when the density profile becomes more compact, with a large and almost flat
core surrounded by a thin halo ring (bottom graphs of Fig.
2). When the emittance term is larger than the space charge
term, we are in the emittance-dominated regime, the emittance and density profile remain unchanged. The most typical example of such a regime is given by the RFQ with its
strong focalization by design. When the RFQ is long
enough, the output density profile has a perfect Gaussian
shape, exhibiting the smallest RMS size, and an indefinitely extending halo ring (top-right graph in Fig.2). Space
charge effects are indeed totally 'killed' by the RFQ that has
perfectly fulfilled its mission.

Figure 1: Evolution of the space charge term (black), the
emittance term, and the beam emittance (red, blue: horiz.,
vert.) along the IFMIF prototype accelerator LIPAc [2].
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the smaller the beam size. The RFQ is the strongest focusing structure allowing to defeat space charge forces, capable of completely canceling their effects. When passing
from a strong focusing section to a less strong focusing
one, like at the RFQ exit for example, the beam emittance
will inevitably increase. But this emittance growth is not
really harmful, it comes from the beam density reorganization leading to a change in its shape. A fine analysis of the
halo is more meaningful, and there also, applying a relevant focusing structure allows to mitigate the halo.
(Simulations and results shown in this article have been
made with the TraceWin code [7])

Figure 2: Density distribution with projected profiles in x
and y, at the LEBT exit (top left), RFQ exit (top right),
SRF-Linac exit (bottom left), and HEBT exit (bottom,
right), for the IFMIF prototype accelerator LIPAc [3, 4].

CORE-HALO ANALYSIS
The above analysis based on the RMS emittance is nevertheless not so meaningful because the beam shape radically changes in the meantime. A more relevant analysis
should be done accordingly to the relative importance between the beam halo and the beam core.
A method to precisely determine the core-halo limit was
proposed in [5] and was proven in [6] to be consistent with
the internal dynamics of a beam submitted to space charge
forces. According to that, Fig. 3 [4] can be produced, showing the evolution along the linac of (i) the core size and the
halo size, (ii) PHP, the percentage of particles in the halo
relative to the total number of particles, and (iii) PHS, the
percentage of the halo size relative to the beam total size.
We can see that the core size is the smallest in the RFQ.
Then it increases downstream, in two steps, in the SRFLinac then in the HEBT, according to the external focusing
strength applied (At the linac end, the beam power reached
1.1 MW CW, and the beam size is intentionally enlarged to
be spread on a beam dump). The halo evolution is not stable in the RFQ nor right at the RFQ exit, as beam losses are
still substantial during and after the bunching process.
Downstream the RFQ, similarly to the core, the halo increases in two steps too, for PHP and for PHS as well, but
the gap in PHP is much more pronounced. Note that for this
linac structure, a lot of effort has been dedicated in focusing tuning to minimize the beam halo, so as to maintain
beam losses well less than the 10-6 range in the cryogenic
SRF-Linac.

CONCLUSION
Space charge forces are very strong at low energy and
are well stronger when the beam size is smaller. However,
it can be efficiently fought by external focusing forces. The
more these come out victorious from this competition, and
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Figure 3: Evolution along the IFMIF prototype accelerator
LIPAc of the core and halo external limits (top), PHP (middle), and PHS (bottom) [4].
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Abstract
Beam dynamics studies are performed in the context
of a C-Band hybrid photo-injector project developed by a
collaboration between UCLA/Sapienza/INFN-LNF/RadiaBeam [1, 2]. These studies aim to explain beam behaviour
through the beam-slice evolution, using analytical and numerical approaches. An understanding of the emittance oscillations is obtained starting from the slice analysis, which
allows correlation of the position of the emittance minima
with the slope of the slices in the transverse phase space
(TPS). At the end, a significant reduction in the normalized
emittance is obtained by varying the transverse shape of the
beam while assuming a longitudinal Gaussian distribution.
Indeed, the emittance growth due to nonlinear space-charge
fields has been found to occur immediately after moment of
the beam emission from the cathode, giving insight into the
optimum laser profile needed for minimizing the emittance.

In the new generation of high-brightness beams [3] a
fundamental role is played by the achievement of emittance
compensation [4, 5]. This scenario includes the design of
the Hybrid C-band photo-injector and the in-depth study of
the dynamics of its output beam [6]. To do this, different
approaches are exploited, such as beam slice analysis and
the analytical study of the phenomena under consideration,
including space charge fields.

BEAM SLICE ANALYSIS
Slice analysis has a key impact to understand beam dynamics and in the emittance compensation process. Starting
from the definition of the beam rms emittance it is possible to
separate four different components due to slice splitting [7].
In this analysis we will neglect the emittance terms due to the
linear and non-linear contributions of the transverse offsets
between the slices themselves because they give a negligible
contribution to the total projected emittance [8].
The transverse rms emittance is defined starting from the
second order moments according to the equation [9]:
(1)

Let us take a beam of 𝑁 particles, divided into 𝑆 slices,
each one populated by a variable number of particles 𝑀𝑖 .
∗

martina.carillo@uniroma1.it
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𝑆 𝑀𝑖

𝑆
𝑆
𝑥𝑗2
𝑀
𝑀
= ∑ 𝑖 ⟨𝑥 2 ⟩𝑖 = ∑ 𝑖 𝜎2𝑥,𝑖 (2)
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑗=1
𝑖=1
𝑖=1

𝜎2𝑥 = ⟨𝑥 2 ⟩ = ∑ ∑

where ⟨⟩ defines an ensemble average, and in the same way:
𝑆

𝜎2𝑝𝑥 ≡ ∑
𝑖=1

𝑆
𝑀𝑖 2
𝑀
𝜎𝑝𝑥,𝑖 , 𝜎𝑥𝑝𝑥 ≡ ∑ 𝑖 𝜎𝑥𝑝𝑥,𝑖
𝑁
𝑁
𝑖=1

(3)

By replacing Eqs. (2), and (3) in to Eq. (1) the rms emittance
becomes:
𝜀2𝑟𝑚𝑠 = ∑(𝜎2𝑥,𝑖 𝜎2𝑝𝑥,𝑖 − 𝜎2𝑥𝑝𝑥,𝑖 )
𝑖=𝑗

+∑
𝑖≠𝑗

INTRODUCTION

𝜀2𝑟𝑚𝑠 = 𝜎2𝑥 𝜎2𝑝𝑥 − 𝜎2𝑥,𝑝𝑥 .

𝜎2 moments can be written as function of sum of the slice
second order moments:

𝑀𝑖 𝑀𝑗 2 2
(𝜎𝑥,𝑖 𝜎𝑝𝑥.𝑗 − 𝜎𝑥𝑝𝑥,𝑖 𝜎𝑥𝑝𝑥,𝑗 )
𝑁2

(4)

where the first sum in the left-hand side is the emittance
definition of 𝑖−th slice 𝜀2𝑟𝑚𝑠𝑖 , and the second one defines the
correlated slices emittance expression, 𝜀2𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 . Since our goal
is to optimize the emittance compensation process, a study
on the double emittance oscillation at the gun exit [10] is
performed. We assume, as initial conditions, the ones at the
exit from the photoinjector and we study the evolution in a
long drift.
Every single slice satisfies the envelope equation of a
bunch in a free space, evolving under the effect of space
charge force and emittance pressure, and each slice has different initial conditions (𝜎0𝑖 , 𝜎′0𝑖 ) but also different charge
denisty 𝜆𝑖 and energy 𝛾𝑖 . The second order moment in
Eq. (4) can be written as function in terms of of the envelope
function 𝜎 and its derivative, with respect to the longitudinal position 𝑧, 𝜎′ :𝜎𝑥 = 𝜎, 𝜎𝑥𝑝𝑥 = 𝜎𝛾𝜎′ and 𝜎𝑝𝑥 = 𝛾𝜎′ .
Assuming for simplicity, that each slice is populated by the
same number of particles 𝑀 = 𝑆/𝑁, the correlated emittance
term can be written as:
𝜀2𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 =

1
∑(𝜎 𝛾 𝜎′ − 𝜎𝑗 𝛾𝑖 𝜎′𝑖 )2 .
2𝑆 2 𝑖≠𝑗 𝑖 𝑗 𝑗

(5)

Floettmann Model
In Floettmann emittance compensation analysis [11] using
the slice model, it was demonstrated that to understand the
emittance growth [12], it is well to know the orientation of
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the rms distribution in phase space, in addition to the slice
size. For thin slice, the slope 𝑚 of the distribution can be
fitted by a straight line in the phase space: 𝑚 = 𝛾⟨𝑥𝑥 ′ ⟩/⟨𝑥 2 ⟩,
where 𝑥 and 𝑥 ′ represent the phase space coordinates, and
⟨𝑥⟩ = ⟨𝑥 ′ ⟩ = 0 is assumed. It is possible to derive the
derivative of the beam envelope as function of the slope
parameter 𝑚. In fact by definition:
𝜎′ =

1 𝜕 2
⟨𝑥𝑥 ′ ⟩
⟨𝑥 ⟩ = 2 1/2 ,
2𝜎𝑥 𝜕𝑧
⟨𝑥 ⟩

(6)

so that,

𝛾⟨𝑥𝑥 ′ ⟩ 𝛾𝜎′
=
.
(7)
𝜎
⟨𝑥 2 ⟩
Thus the spread of 𝑚 of all slices shrinks: the sizes of the
slices and their speed of rotation evolve differently due to the
difference in the space charge forces which they are subject
to. Taking into account only two slices, the condition for
obtaining a minimum of emittance is:
𝑚=

Δ𝑚 = 0.

Figure 1: The slope spread 𝜎𝑚 of the TPS (blue curve) as
a function of the drift position, in comparison with the rms
emittance oscillation (red curve). The two vertical black
dotted lines represent the exact position of the two emittance
minima.

(8)

In Floettmann the analysis takes into account two beam
slices, respectively with high and low perveance, and he
proved Eq. (7), studying that the evolution of the slope 𝑚
of the other slices with the intermediate perveance must
be included in the interval of the two examined slices. In
the two-slice case, the evolution equation is a second order
equation, and hence the condition in Eq. (8) is reached in
two positions. For this reason, two minima are observed in
the emittance oscillation.

Multi-slice Model
The goal is to explain why in a real physical beam, where
the number of slices is greater than two, only two minima of
emittance are still observed. For this reason the Floettmann
analysis has been extended to a multi-slice model.
The relation in Eq. (7) is exploited by substituting it in
the correlated emittance equation of the slices (Eq. (5)):
𝜀2𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 =
=

1
∑(𝜎 𝑚 𝜎 − 𝜎𝑗 𝑚𝑖 𝜎𝑖 )2
2𝑆 2 𝑖≠𝑗 𝑖 𝑗 𝑗
1
∑ 𝜎2 𝜎2 (𝑚 − 𝑚𝑗 )2 .
2𝑆 2 𝑖≠𝑗 𝑖 𝑗 𝑖

(9)

The validity of this model is confirmed for two slice. As
can been see from the multi-slice Eq. (9), it is not so easy to
identify a condition on 𝑚 in the multi-slice case. In fact, the
squared slope difference in the phase space for each pair of
beam slices is weighted by the product of their slice sizes.
To show that, we applied this analysis to the case of the Cband hybrid photoinjector. The beam is split into 10 slices
as described in [13], and evolves in a one meter drift long.
Starting from the knowledge of the distributions in the
TPS, the evolution of 𝑚 for each slice along the drift is obtained using Eq. (7): the slices exiting from the photoinjector
have a negative 𝑚 value as they are still affected by the focusing effect of the solenoid. After reaching the minimum, the

Figure 2: Evolution of the TPS slope 𝑚 (Eq. (7)) as a function
of the position in the drift. Each color represents one of the
10 slices the bunch has been divided into, where slice number
0 and 9 represents respectively the tail and the head slice.
space charge forces dominate the focusing effects and the
slices rotate in the opposite direction until they reach a positive defocusing slope. Whereas in the two-slices Floettman
model the emittance minimum condition is reached when
the slices are exactly overlapping (Eq. (8)), in the multi-slice
model the minimum emittance conditions should occur when
the difference of all the slopes of the slices 𝑚𝑖 is minimal. For
this reason the trend of the spread of 𝑚 of the 10 beam slices
along the drift has been studied and compared, in Fig. 1,
with the emittance oscillation. What Fig. 1 shows is that, in
the multi-slice case, the positions of the emittance minima
do not coincide precisely with the positions for which the
spread is the smallest one, but they remain in a close range.
The reason for this behavior is implicit in Eq. (9). In fact it
is not possible to extract a direct dependence on the spread
𝜎𝑚 , since the differences |𝑚𝑖 − 𝑚𝑗 | are weighted by the dimensions of the slices themselves, which change along the
drift.
In any case, observing the slices evolution in the TPS, it
is possible to obtain information on why only two minima
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of emittance occur even in the case with many slices. The
slices leaving the photoinjector have a negative slope in the
TPS (Fig. 2), which indicates their focusing behavior. Since
they rotate with different speeds, they can reach a condition
of maximum alignment with each other already in the focusing half-plane, and therefore identify the first emittance
minimum. When, due to compression, the effect of space
charge forces becomes dominant with respect to the effect of
the focusing kick, the slices change direction of rotation in
the phase space and assume a positive slope value. Also in
this half-plane they will reach a second alignment condition,
which determines the identification of the second emittance
minimum. We could expect that continuing to have different
speeds, the slices can re-align other times and therefore identify other positions of minimum emittance. What actually
happens is that the slices now have a de-focusing behavior,
and therefore their size tends to increase significantly. This
means that even if they were re-aligned among themselves,
the weight of the contribution of the size product in Eq. (9)
would be so significant that the emittance value would still
be high, and therefore not significant for the emittance compensation goal.

where the two distributions are generated. The reason is
in the space charge forces expression [14]. Starting from
the scalar potential solution of the not-homogeneous wave
equation and using the Green function method [15], it is
possible to obtain the radial space charge field expression
as a function of the radial (𝑅(𝑟)) and longitudinal (𝜆(𝑧))
distributions, for a fixed longitudinal position 𝑧:̂
𝐸𝑟(𝑠𝑐) (𝑟, 𝑧)̂ = −𝑄 ∫

𝑑𝑘 𝑖𝑘𝑧 ̂ ̃ 𝜕𝒮(𝑟, 𝑘)
𝑒 𝜆(𝑘)
,
2𝜋
𝜕𝑟

(10)

where 𝒮 represents the surface integral:
𝑎

̃ 𝑟 ′ , 𝑘)𝑅(𝑟 ′ )𝑟 ′ 𝑑𝑟 ′ ,
𝒮(𝑟, 𝑘) = 2𝜋 ∫ 𝐺(𝑟,
0

(11)

and 𝑘 is the wave vector in the Fourier space. Plotting

SPACE CHARGE AT THE CATHODE
Beam shaping at the photocathode injection has been investigated with two different transverse laser distributions
assumed with the aim of emittance compensation [2]. The
first form is a simple uniform transverse distribution in 𝑟
(“flat-top”), while the second one has the shape of a 1𝜎 CutGaussian. Indeed, using a uniform transverse laser illumination, the optimized rms normalized emittance has been found
to be near 0.75 mm mrad, while when one uses the truncated
Gaussian laser profile on the photocathode, this normalized
emittance decreases dramatically, to 0.46 mm mrad. Slice
analysis was used to explain the reason for this. Both beams

Figure 4: Normalized radial space charge field as a function
of the normalized radial position. The field is compared
with the same Gaussian longitudinal distribution while the
transverse distributions varies from 1𝜎 Cut-Gaussian (red
curve) to Flat-Top (black dashed curve)
Eq. (10) for the two distributions, the behaviour in Fig. 4 is
obtained. This shows that in the Cut-Gaussian case the space
charge forces are more linear than in the Flat-Top case and,
therefore, the contribution to the emittance is lower since
the blow-out regime is reached earlier.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE GOALS

Figure 3: Slices comparison in the TPS for the beam just
generated by the cathode. The two different colors in each
plot represent the Cut-Gaussian and Flat-top distributions
respectively, for each of the 10 slices.
are divided into 10 slices of equal length, and the TPS is
analyzed. As shown in Fig. 3, it is evident that, by overlapping the same beam slices, the beam with the Cut-Gaussian
distribution has a more linear trend than that of the Uniform
case. This effect is visible already near of the photo-cathode,
WEPOMS017
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Several criteria for emittance compensation were analyzed
using the slice analysis. In particular, the Floettmann model
for the emittance oscillation has been extended to the multislice case, allowing the understanding of the presence of
only two emittance minima, even in the multi-slice case.
Furthermore, a study on the dependence of the emittance
on the laser distribution on the photocathode surface was
performed, leading to derive the generic expression of the
space charge fields for newly generated beams (Eq. (10)).
The latter paved the way for a more complete study of the
distributions used in the field of high-brightness accelerators,
in order to reduce the beam emittance.
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MINIMUM EMITTANCE GROWTH DURING RF-PHASE SLIP
S. Koscielniak†, TRIUMF, Vancouver B.C. Canada
Abstract
This paper is concerned with finding operations consistent with the absolute minimum emittance growth. The
system is an RF bucket containing a bunch of hadrons in a
synchrotron; and the operation performed is to sweep the
RF phase. As a result, the bunch centroid moves from one
value of position and momentum to another. For given start
and end points, we shall find the ideal RF phase-slip timevariation that minimizes emittance growth of the bunch.

INTRODUCTION
Customarily, emittance is the phase space area, at one
moment in time, occupied by an ensemble. Single-particle
“emittance” is the area swept out during an oscillation cycle. Both are conserved quantities in Hamiltonian dynamics. The bounding single-particle emittance can be identified as surrogate for the ensemble (bounding) emittance.
Typically the ensemble is contained by longitudinal phasefocusing and a transverse focusing channel. In nonlinear
systems, some processes may introduce voids into the
phase space, such that the bounding emittance effectively
increases, even though the detailed occupied area is preserved. This phenomenon, known as “emittance growth”,
has been studied extensively – particularly for the case of
variation of the strength of focusing parameters [1], but
much less so for the case that the centre of focusing moves
(as occurs during an RF phase sweep).
The area swept out during a cycle is a surrogate for occupied area; and the former is proportional to the Hamiltonian, H, for that phase space orbit. Thus we can use
changes of the bounding value of H to predict emittance
growth. In general, an RF sweep changes H of both the
centroid and a general particle trajectory. Thus to minimize
emittance growth, we must minimize the differential
change of Hamiltonian between general particle and centroid: (∆H - ∆Hc). Subscript c denotes centroid. The minimization is performed with respect to variation (choice) of
the RF-phase-sweep time law for given end points (final
and initial) of the centroid coordinates. There is a minor
complication: an arbitrary sweep may either increase or decrease the oscillation amplitude (i.e. Hamiltonian) depending on the oscillation phase at the moments the particle encountered the perturbation. So we must select those bounding trajectories for which ∆H>0, and oscillation amplitude
increases.
In general, the bunch centroid does not follow an arbitrary RF phase sweep. The choice of sweep is strongly constrained by the condition that the centroid be in equilibrium
at the centre of the RF bucket at start and end of the sweep.
If not satisfied, the bunch centroid circulates within the
bucket and there is growth of the area swept out by the
____________________________________________

bunch; and eventually the area is filled due to “filamentation”. The primary constraint is that the sweep be completed in an integer number, n, of synchrotron oscillations
of the centroid. Nevertheless there is typically a small residual oscillation because the momentum offset caused by
the RF sweep does not accrue enough phase slip of the
bunch to catch up to the RF phase. The residual (which
scales as 1/n2) may either be accepted, or zeroed by making
a “fast” RF-phase jump at start or end of the sweep. “Fast”
means completed in a small fraction of a synchrotron oscillation. A phase jump is the cause of a jump in H, but
jump values are cancelled out when the difference (∆H ∆Hc) is formed.
Ideally, the difference (∆H - ∆Hc) would be minimized
with respect to the choice of the RF phase sweep, f(t), according to the calculus of variations, in the manner of the
brachistochrone problem. However, we have not found a
suitable variational principle; and so have resorted to trial
and error in the choice of f(t). The trial functions are: (1)
linear ramp, (2) ½-sinusoid, (3) bi-quadratic, (4) dual-sinusoid; and (5) cubic – all ramped between t=0 and t=T.
The steps in the procedure are: first, compute matching
conditions for the centroid; second compute (∆H - ∆Hc) for
the trajectories as perturbed by the sweep f(t). The result is
parametrized by the initial amplitude and number of synchrotron oscillations for the sweep. In one case alone, linear f(t), all quantities may be calculated exactly in terms of
the Jacobi elliptic functions; and these results used to
benchmark other methods. For other sweeps, we may introduce a simplified (and artificial) Hamiltonian that facilitates computation of (∆H - ∆Hc) and retains the frequency
dispersion of the pendulum oscillator, but adopts a harmonic potential well. Results from these analytic methods
will be compared to those from particle tracking.

ANALYSIS
The equation of motion is that of a pendulum oscillator
with a moving pivot point f(t):
𝑥 𝑡 = 𝑝 (𝑡) and 𝑝 (𝑡) = −𝜔 sin (𝑓 (𝑡) + 𝑥 (𝑡)). (1)
The change of Hamiltonian is:
(2)
𝑓 (𝑡)sin (𝑓 (𝑡) + 𝑥 (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡.
ΔH = 𝜔
The system is simplified by the transformations:
𝑥(𝑡) = x2 (𝑡) − 𝑓 (𝑡) & 𝑝(𝑡) = p2 (𝑡) − 𝑔 (𝑡). (3)
Here g(t)=df/dt is the momentum offset that will generate
precisely the phase slip f(t). The motion equations become:
x2 (𝑡) = p2 (𝑡) and p2 (𝑡) = 𝑓 (𝑡) − 𝜔 sin (x2 (𝑡)) (4)
(5)
𝑔 (𝑡)sin (x2 (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡.
and ΔH = 𝜔
The centroid matching conditions [2] are:
x2 𝑑𝑡 = 0;
𝛥x2 = p2 𝑑𝑡 = 0 & 𝛥p2 = −𝜔
and cannot be satisfied unless T is an integer number of
synchrotron oscillation periods.
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Linear RF-phase Sweep
When g is a constant, as in the linear ramp f(t)=(t/T)∆f,
the equations (4-5) are solved in terms of Jacobi elliptic
functions (sn, cn ,dn) or (cd, sd, nd) with Jacobi amplitude
parameter m=k2. The Hamiltonian value is H=2ω2m.
Let sin(x 2(𝑢)/2) = 𝑘sn (𝑢 + u0; 𝑚) and the change [3]
∆cn= cn(U+u0;m) - cn(u0;m). U=ωT is the accrued phase.
∆cn describes a dipole oscillation. The normalized fractional change of Hamiltonian for the general trajectory is:
(∆H/H) (2π/∆f) = -∆cn/(n k).
(6)
The initial phase u0 and amplitude k are correlated by the
disturbance f, and depend weakly on ∆f; but we take them
as independent. ∆H of the bunch is minimized when we set
duration U=2π n. u0(m) is chosen to find the largest ∆H on
the bounding trajectory. Note: for the linear ramp and short
bunches, ∆H does not fall as 1/n because the de-phasing
(between different oscillation amplitudes) and ∆cn is also
proportional to n. Equation (6) may be used to benchmark
particle tracking simulations and a simplified analysis that
adopts a harmonic oscillator with an artificial amplitudedependent frequency spread.

coding: n=1, blue; n=2, gold; n=3, olive; n=4 coral. See
Figs. 2 through 4. For small amplitudes, the bounding trajectories are those emanating from the position axis (p=0);
while for large amplitudes they emanate from the momentum axis (x=0).

Figure 2: Theoretical ∆H from Jacobi functions (p=0).

Simplified Equations
The equation of motion is that of a harmonic oscillator
with an artificial frequency spread:
𝑥 (𝑡) = 𝑝 (𝑡) and 𝑝 (𝑡) = −𝜔 (𝑎) (𝑓 (𝑡) + 𝑥 (𝑡)). (7)
Parameter a is the initial amplitude. ω(a) is the frequency
dispersion of the pendulum. We adopt the same transformations as above. The initial Hamiltonian and change are:
𝐻 = 𝑎 𝜔(0) 𝜔(𝑎), ΔH = 𝜔 (𝑎)
𝑔 (𝑡)x2 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡. (8)
Equations (7) can be solved for x2 and p2 as particular integral and complementary function for arbitrary f(t); and
∆H calculated analytically. We do this for general particle
and centroid, and form the difference (∆H - ∆Hc).
The centroid matching conditions depend on f(t). For the
cases of (a) linear ramp & arbitrary n, and (b) bi-quadratic
ramp and even n, no phase jump is needed. For the ½-sinusoid ramp, an initial jump Δf/(4𝑛 − 1) is required. Figure 1 shows matched centroid trajectories for the bi-quadratic ramp when ∆f =1 radian and for n=2.

Figure 3: Simulated ∆H from particle tracking (p=0).

Figure 4: Predicted ∆H from simplified equations (p=0).
Figures 2 and 3 are in quantitative agreement, and Fig.4 in
qualitative agreement. All plotted curves have zeros, and
these are due to co-periodicity. E.g. the gold curve: one cycle of amplitude X=2 equals two cycles of the centroid.
Figure 5 shows the particle trajectories (emanating from
p=0) used to compute ∆H for linear ramp with n=1 and
∆f=1. The centroid motion is shown in red.

Figure 1: Response to bi-quadratic ramp. Curves are: green
is –f(t); red is 2×g(t); blue is x(t); and gold is 2×p(t).

Benchmarking
We compare the normalized fractional change of Hamiltonian (∆H/H)(2π/∆f) versus maximum oscillation amplitude X for the linear RF-phase ramp as calculated by three
methods for a variety of sweep durations ωT=2nπ. Colour
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields

Figure 5: Particle trajectories for linear RF-phase sweep.
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Predictions & Confirmations
Figures 6-9 show the predicted normalized fractional
change of Hamiltonian (for the bounding trajectory) for
phase ramps completed in n= 1, 2, 3, 4 synchrotron periods.
Figures 10-13 show corresponding results from particle
tracking. The colour indicates the type of ramp f(t). Blue =
linear ramp; orange = dual-sinusoid; magenta = ½-sinusoid; green = bi–quadratic; and red = cubic ramp.

Figure 10: RF-phase ramps in 1 synchrotron oscillation.

Figure 6: RF-phase ramps in 1 synchrotron oscillation.

Figure 11: RF-phase ramps in 2 synchrotron oscillations.

Figure 7: RF-phase ramps in 2 synchrotron oscillations.

Figure 12: RF-phase ramps in 3 synchrotron oscillations.

Figure 8: RF-phase ramps in 3 synchrotron oscillations.

Figure 13: RF-phase ramps in 4 synchrotron oscillations.

CONCLUSION
Figure 9: RF-phase ramps in 4 synchrotron oscillations.
Conclusions: (1) "linear" is best for n = 1. Also: if linear
ramp is used and amplitudes <0.5 radian, then no point using n>1. (2) "Bi-quadratic" is best for n = 2 and amplitudes
< 2 radian. (3) "½-sine" is best for n = 3. (4) “Bi-quadratic”
is best for n = 4 unless amplitudes < 1.5 radian.
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We have introduced a method to determine conditions
for minimum emittance growth. Predictions are in good
agreement with particle tracking, particularly the ordering
of the best ramp versus number of synchrotron oscillations.
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BEAM-BEAM RESONANCE WIDTHS IN THE HL-LHC,
AND REDUCTION BY PHASING OF INTERACTION POINTS
Yi Lin Gao, University of Victoria, B.C., Canada
S. Koscielniak, TRIUMF, Vancouver, B.C., Canada
Abstract
Beam-beam interactions are a limiting factor in the
planned high luminosity (HL) upgrade to the Large Hadron
Collider (HL-LHC). Over the two main interaction regions
of the LHC, a particle experiences two head-on and many
long-range beam-beam interactions which drive betatron resonances in the system. Each resonance line in the space of
horizontal and vertical tunes has a finite (non-zero) lock-on
width. If particles’ tunes fall within this width, they will
eventually lock on to the resonance and be driven to large amplitude. We show that it is possible to reduce the resonance
widths of a given order by using specific values of the phase
advance between interaction points. This paper presents
the derivation of resonance width for the weak-strong beambeam effect, as an extension of A. Chao’s width formulae for
magnetic sextupoles. (A Lie-algebraic approach is used to
combine the effect of the individual beam-beam impulses.)
The paper then studies the lock-on width arising from two
interaction regions containing 70 beam-beam impulses, and
shows the cancellation of specific resonances by relative
phasing of interaction points in the HL-LHC lattice.

INTRODUCTION
Beam-beam interactions drive betatron resonances and
are a limiting factor for the HL-LHC. These resonances can
occur when the vertical and horizontal betatron tunes are
related by an integer equation. This is represented by straight
lines (Fig. 1)in tune space:
𝑚𝜈 𝑥 + 𝑛𝜈 𝑦 = 𝑞

(1)

𝑚𝜇 𝑥 + 𝑛𝜇 𝑦 = 2𝜋𝑞 ,

(2)

where 𝑚, 𝑛, and 𝑞 are integers, and 𝜈, 𝜇 are tune and phase
advances. Depending on the properties of the interaction(s)
driving resonances, some of these lines can represent dangerous resonances with large lock-on widths. However, not
all such lines represent an active resonance of the system
and not all resonances are dangerous.
The model used in this paper is a 70 impulse Lie algebraic weak-strong model. The impulses are spread over two
interaction regions (IR1 and IR5), including both head-on
and long-range interactions. The separations and phasing
for each bunch was calculated with MadX using the suggested HL-LHC lattice. The details can be found in Ref. [1].
The resonances of this model are analysed using a lock-on
width formula. It is shown resonances of any order can be
weakened or removed entirely by the relative phasing of
interaction points.
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Figure 1: Potential resonance lines of order 5 to 16 near
suggested working point (0.31,0.32)

RESONANCE WIDTH
The lock-on width of a one dimensional resonance
line (Fig. 2) is defined as the range of tune oscillation amplitude (of a particle close to resonance) within which a particle
will eventually lock-on to the precise resonance condition. A
particle whose tune is inside the lock-on width will eventually land exactly on the resonant tune. The particle’s motion
then becomes co-periodic with the driving interaction; this
allows the effects of the driving perturbation to accumulate.

Figure 2: 1D Resonance width in tune space (𝑄 𝐻 = 𝜈 𝑥 ),
(Fig. 5 in Ref. [3])
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Hamilton’s equations can be used to find the change in
phase of the reference particle with respect to turn number
𝑘, which is the particle tune (in the co-rotating coordinates).
( 𝑗)
𝑑𝜙′𝑥
𝜕𝐻0 ∑︁ 𝜕𝑐 𝑚𝑛 𝑖𝑚𝜙′𝑥 +Δ𝜙 𝑥 𝑖𝑛𝜙′𝑦 +Δ𝜙 𝑦
= 𝜇 𝑥 − 𝜇𝑟 𝑥 +
+
𝑒
𝑒
.
𝑑𝑘
𝜕 𝐴𝑥
𝜕 𝐴𝑥
𝑗

𝑑𝜙′𝑦
𝑑𝑘

( 𝑗)

= 𝜇 𝑦 − 𝜇𝑟𝑦 +

𝜕𝐻0 ∑︁ 𝜕𝑐 𝑚𝑛 𝑖𝑚𝜙′𝑥 +Δ𝜙 𝑥 𝑖𝑛𝜙′𝑦 +Δ𝜙 𝑦
+
𝑒
𝑒
.
𝜕 𝐴𝑦
𝜕 𝐴𝑦
𝑗

For a one dimensional resonance, the resonance width is
the oscillation amplitude of the tune. For a two dimensional
resonance (Fig. 4), we define the resonance width Δ as the
𝑑 𝜙′
𝑑 𝜙′
oscillation amplitude of the quantity √ 21 2 (𝑚 𝑑𝑘𝑥 + 𝑛 𝑑𝑘𝑦 ).
We note that we have absorbed
Δ.
Figure 3: Resonance width in tune space (Fig. 9.7 in Ref. [2])
Δ=
In two dimensionsline (Fig. 3), one can define an analogous resonance width as Chao did [2]. Repeating his procedure but with beam-beam interactions in mind, consider
a one turn map with beam-beam perturbations 𝑒 −:𝐻𝑒 𝑓 𝑓 : =
𝑒 −:𝐻2 : 𝑒 −:𝐻𝑏𝑏 : . We find the effective Hamiltonian to first
order can be written as:
𝐻eff = −𝜇 𝑥 𝐴 𝑥 − 𝜇 𝑦 𝐴 𝑦 + [

∞
∑︁ ∑︁

( 𝑗)

𝜇𝑥
2

𝑗

√

1
𝑚 2 + 𝑛2

the definition of

!
( 𝑗)
( 𝑗)
𝜕𝑐 𝑚𝑛
𝜕𝑐 𝑚𝑛 𝑖𝑚Δ𝜙 𝑥( 𝑗) 𝑖𝑛Δ𝜙 𝑦( 𝑗)
𝑚
𝑒
𝑒
.
+𝑛
𝜕 𝐴𝑥
𝜕 𝐴𝑦
(6)

(𝑚𝜇 𝑥 + 𝑛𝜇 𝑦 )

𝑗 𝑛,𝑚=−∞

× [𝑐 𝑚𝑛 𝑒 𝑖𝑚(

∑︁

𝑚 +𝑛
√ 1
into
𝑚2 +𝑛2

2 sin (𝑚 𝜇2𝑥 + 𝑛

( 𝑗)

+𝜙 𝑥 +Δ𝜙 𝑥 ) 𝑖𝑛(

𝜇𝑦
2

𝜇𝑦 ]
2 )

( 𝑗)

+𝜙 𝑦 +Δ𝜙 𝑦 )

].
(3)
𝑗
𝑐 𝑚𝑛 are the Fourier coefficients of the 𝑗 𝑡 ℎ beam-beam impulse Hamiltonian, which can be computed using the method
( 𝑗)
( 𝑗)
in Ref. [4]. Δ𝜙 𝑥 and Δ𝜙 𝑦 are the horizontal and vertical
𝑡
ℎ
phases of the 𝑗 beam-beam impulse.
Let 𝑚𝜇𝑟𝑥 +𝑛𝜇𝑟𝑦 = 2𝜋𝑞 be a resonance. Consider a system
near resonance at frequencies 𝜇 𝑥 and 𝜇 𝑦 such that 𝑚𝜇 𝑥 +
𝑛𝜇 𝑦 = 2𝜋𝑞 + 𝜖 for some small 𝜖. We move to a co-rotating
coordinate system,
𝜙′𝑥 = 𝜙 𝑥 + 𝑘 𝜇𝑟𝑥 ,

𝑒

𝜙′𝑦 = 𝜙 𝑦 + 𝑘 𝜇𝑟𝑦

(4)

where 𝑘 indexes turn number. In normal form (see Section 9.8 in Ref. [2]) near resonance, one can write 𝑒 :𝐻𝑏𝑏 :
as 𝑒 :𝐻0 +𝐻𝑟 : . 𝐻0 is the non-oscillatory part, and 𝐻𝑟 is the
resonant part. In this coordinate system, in normal form ,
the effective Hamiltonian takes the form of
𝐻 ′ =(𝜇 𝑥 − 𝜇𝑟𝑥 ) 𝐴 𝑥 + (𝜇 𝑦 − 𝜇𝑟𝑦 ) 𝐴 𝑦 + 𝐻0
∑︁
( 𝑗)
( 𝑗)
′
′
𝑖𝜖
( 𝑗)
+
𝑐 𝑚𝑛
𝑒 𝑖𝑚𝜙 𝑥 +Δ𝜙 𝑥 𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝜙𝑦 +Δ𝜙 𝑦
−𝑖 𝜖
1
−
𝑒
𝑗
≈(𝜇 𝑥 − 𝜇𝑟𝑥 ) 𝐴 𝑥 + (𝜇 𝑦 − 𝜇𝑟𝑦 ) 𝐴 𝑦 + 𝐻0
∑︁
( 𝑗)
( 𝑗)
′
′
( 𝑗)
+
𝑐 𝑚𝑛 𝑒 𝑖𝑚𝜙 𝑥 +Δ𝜙 𝑥 𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝜙𝑦 +Δ𝜙 𝑦
𝑗

for small 𝜖.

(5)

Figure 4: 70 impulse IR1-IR5 model width function Δ with
no phasing: order 6(red), 10(orange), 13(green), 16(blue).
Fig. 13 in Ref. [1].

RESONANCE WIDTH REDUCTION BY
INTERACTION POINT PHASING
At resonance, the effective Hamiltonian (3) is singular; the
sine term in the denominator approaches zero as 𝑚𝜇 𝑥 + 𝑛𝜇 𝑦
approaches 2𝜋𝑞 for integers 𝑚, 𝑛 and 𝑞. However, for such
integers, it is possible to choose values of Δ𝜙 𝑥 , Δ𝜙 𝑦 such
that the effective Hamiltonian is no longer singular. This
should in theory remove the resonant behaviour. This was
first seen in Ref. [5].
Consider the effective Hamiltonian (3) for a two beambeam impulse model. Let the first be located at phase (0, 0)
and the second one at (Δ𝜙 𝑥 , Δ𝜙 𝑦 ). Since the beam-beam
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potential 𝐻𝑏𝑏 is a real function, its Fourier coefficients have
the following symmetries: 𝑐 −𝑚𝑛 = 𝑐 𝑚𝑛 , 𝑐 𝑚−𝑛 = 𝑐 𝑚𝑛 .
Assuming that the two impulses are identical except for a
phase difference,
∞
∑︁

4𝑐 𝑚𝑛
𝑛𝜇 𝑦
𝑚𝜇 𝑥
𝑚,𝑛=1 2 sin ( 2 + 2 )

𝜇𝑦
𝜇𝑥
cos [𝑚(
+ 𝜙 𝑥 ) + 𝑛(
+ 𝜙 𝑦 )]
2
2

𝜇𝑦
𝜇𝑥
+ cos [𝑚(
+ 𝜙 𝑥 + Δ𝜙 𝑥 )) + 𝑛(
+ 𝜙 𝑦 + Δ𝜙 𝑦 )] .
2
2

𝐻eff = − 𝜇 𝑥 𝐴 𝑥 − 𝜇 𝑦 𝐴 𝑦 +

Using the sum of cosine identity, this can be rewritten as

𝐻eff = − 𝜇 𝑥 𝐴 𝑦 − 𝜇 𝑦 𝐴 𝑦 +

∞
∑︁

4𝑐 𝑚𝑛
𝑛𝜇 𝑦
𝑚𝜇 𝑥
𝑚,𝑛=1 sin ( 2 + 2 )

(a) Resonances order 5-16 at (32.25 + 10 −4 ) × 2 𝜋 phasing



𝜇 𝑦 Δ𝜙 𝑦
𝜇 𝑥 Δ𝜙 𝑥
+
+ 𝜙 𝑥 ) + 𝑛(
+
+ 𝜙 𝑦 )]
2
2
2
2

Δ𝜙 𝑦
Δ𝜙 𝑥
× cos [𝑚
+𝑛
] .
2
2
cos [𝑚(

Given the tunes, and for any 𝑚, 𝑛 such that
𝑛𝜇 𝑦
𝑥
sin ( 𝑚𝜇
2 + 2 ) = 0, it suffices to find Δ𝜙 𝑥 , Δ𝜙 𝑦 such that
𝑛Δ𝜙

𝑥
cos ( 𝑚Δ𝜙
+ 2 𝑦 ) = 0. Therefore, if 𝑚𝜇 𝑥 + 𝑛𝜇 𝑦 = 2𝜋𝑞
2
is a resonance, then choosing Δ𝜙 𝑥 , Δ𝜙 𝑦 such that
𝑚Δ𝜙 𝑥 + 𝑛Δ𝜙 𝑦 = 𝜋 𝑝 will cancel it for odd 𝑝.

For a resonance line of order 𝑚 + 𝑛 = 𝑘, a phase shift
between IP of Δ𝜙 𝑥 = 𝜋𝑘 = Δ𝜙 𝑦 satisfies the resonance
canceling condition.
In our model with 70 impulses in two interaction regions,
each impulse in the first region must be phased appropriately with an impulse in the second region. Furthermore, the
Fourier coefficients of these pairs are sufficiently symmetric.
The 16th order resonances lie close to the suggested working point of (0.31, 0.32). The width of these resonances
can be reduced by applying an additional phase shift of
2𝜋 × (−0.17535) in Δ𝜙 𝑥 and 2𝜋 × (−0.33835) in Δ𝜙 𝑦 to the
standard HL-LHC bunch phasing, bringing the the phase
𝜋
advance from IP to IP to 2𝑛𝜋 + 16
. See Fig. 16 in Ref. [1].

(b) Resonances order 5-16 at (32.25 + 10 −3 ) × 2 𝜋 phasing

For 10th order resonances, one finds that a phase advance
of 𝜋2 offers cancellation. This phasing needs not be exact (Fig. 5). One finds that being within 2𝜋 × 10−3 offers
reasonable resonance width reduction.

CONCLUSION
The resonances driven by beam-beam interactions are a
limiting factor for the High Luminosity LHC. By examining
the lock-on width of resonances, it is possible to identify
whether a suggested working point is in a dangerous region
in tune space. Furthermore, it is possible to reduce the width
of resonances of any order via an appropriate phasing.
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(c) Resonances order 5-16 at (32.25 + 10 −2 ) × 2 𝜋 phasing

Figure 5: 70 impulse IR1-IR5 model 10th order (orange)
resonance cancellation by the phasing of 2 IRs: 6th order(red), 10th order(orange), 13th order(green), 16th order(blue). Fig. G25 in Ref. [1]
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FAIR SIS100 LASER COOLING PILOT FACILITY

S. Klammes, Th. Kühl, P. Spiller, Th. Stöhlker∗ , D. Winters, GSI Darmstadt, Germany
M. Bussmann† , M. Siebold, U. Schramm‡ , HZDR, Dresden, Germany
B. Langfeld, J. Gumm, Th. Walther§ , TU Darmstadt, Germany
V. Hannen, K. Ueberholz, Ch. Weinheimer, WWU Münster, Germany
X. Ma, W.Q. Wen, IMP and CAS Lanzhou, China
Abstract
Ion beam cooling techniques are indispensable for generating high-quality ion beams and are, therefore, of great
importance for accelerator research and fundamental physics
experiments. For these reasons, ion beam cooling will play
a major role in the accelerators of the Facility for Antiproton
and Ion Research (FAIR), which is currently under construction in Darmstadt, Germany. The heavy-ion synchrotron
SIS100 is the heart of FAIR and stores, accelerates and delivers high intensity ion beams at relativistic energies to the rest
of the facility [1]. Since the highest charge states of heavy
ions (e.g. 238 U92+ ) can only be produced by passing through
a stripper foil at suiciently high energies, the SIS100 accepts ion beams with a longitudinal momentum spread Δ�/�
of the order of 10−3 . For experiments with extracted ion
beams (e.g. for the generation of high energy density in
matter) from the SIS100, it would be better to have a much
lower value, i.e. Δ�/�≈10−6 , which could be achieved by
laser cooling of bunched heavy ion beams [2]. Therefore, a
special working group was formed to develop and establish
the SIS100 laser cooling pilot facility for FAIR [4]. This
group consists of scientists and accelerator experts from GSI
and the collaborating partner universities and research centers in Dresden-Rossendorf, Darmstadt, Jena, Münster, and
Lanzhou (China) [5].
It will be world-wide unique and also the irst time to
demonstrate laser cooling of bunched ion beams in such
a large and modern machine as the SIS100. The planned
novel scheme of using three independent laser systems (cw
and pulsed) to cool the intense heavy ion beams, which can
have very high charge states (e.g. up to Xe51+ ) at highly
relativistic energies (� up to 12), is therefore quite ambitious.
But the expected improvement of the ion beam quality and
especially the short ion pulses that could be created, ofer
unrivled possibilities for ion bunches extracted from the
SIS100. Even without laser cooling, the bunch length in the
SIS100 could already be as short as 50 ns, using the advanced
bunch compression technique. Laser cooling could improve
on that and irst estimations show that bunch lengths down to
about 10 ns, for cooling times of only a few seconds, could
be achieved. The inal longitudinal Δ�/� would then be
on the level of ≈10−6 [3]. Such very cold and very short
highly relativistic ion bunches could be used to generate high
∗

also Jena University, Helmholtz-Institute Jena, Germany
also CASUS, Görlitz, Germany
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energy densities on a ixed target or serve a future secondary
ion beam facility.
Laser cooling is based on the resonant absorption of laser
photons (momentum & energy) in the longitudinal direction
and the subsequent spontaneous random emission (luorescence & ion recoil) by the ions, combined with a moderate
bunching of the ion beam. Since the luorescence emission
occurs in a random direction, the recoil momenta average
out to zero, leaving a net decelerating force on the ions.
However, the ion beam must be cooled, not decelerated,
which means it should ”only” obtain a low Δ�/� value, keeping the ion revolution velocity in the accelerator constant (at
�≈1). Therefore, a counteracting force to the laser force is
required, which can be provided by an RF-bucket. This concept is thus also referred to as ”bunched beam laser cooling”.
The construction of the SIS100 tunnels is progressing
well and a irst important component for the laser cooling
pilot facility (≈20 m underground) was already installed
in January 2021. This component is part of the complete
laser beamline, which will run from the SIS100 laser lab to
the accelerator, crossing the gap between two tunnels (see
1). The complete laser beamline (length 25 m, diameter 20
cm) will be made out of stainless steel vacuum tubes. The
vacuum has the advantage that laser light covering a very
broad spectrum can be transported, ranging from the IR (�
≈�m) down to the XUV range (� ≈nm). GSI will provide
the required infrastructure for the laser cooling pilot facility
at FAIR, which includes a complete laser lab (180 m2 ), a
detector cave (45 m2 ) in which special detector systems for
x-ray measurements can be installed, the full laser beamline
(including all components), special vacuum chambers for
detectors and to couple the laser light in and out of the
SIS100, scrapers for beam alignment (spatial overlap ≈25
m), control and data acquisition systems, etc. The Technical
University of Darmstadt and the Helmholtz-Centre DresdenRossendorf contribute in total three laser systems, one cw
and two pulsed systems. They can be operated either in the
UV-range, at 257 nm with up to 250 mW (pulsed) and 600
mW (cw) of power, or in the visible range, at 514 nm with
up to 23 W (pulsed) or 11 W (cw) of power. In the future,
all three laser systems will be spatially, timely and spectrally
overlapped to achieve a broad and a strong cooling force to
address the full range of ion velocities [7]. For the detection
of the strongly forward boosted luorescence at the SIS100,
the WWU Münster is currently developing and constructing
an in vacuo xuv/soft x-ray detection system, which can be
used as a luorescence detector or as a spectrometer.
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of the speed of light. The data analysis is still ongoing and
the results will be published soon.
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Abstract

THEORY

Contemporary design of efficient linear accelerator is
based on ideal periodical structures with an optimisation
for perfect periodicity. However, practical realisation involves random errors in the structure (e.g. position of elements, off-sets, non-linearity of the fields etc.) which make
prediction of emittance growth difficult. Error studies
helps to understand critical points, but they are normally
used at the end of the design process. The concept of beam
entropy in very simple approximation (assumption of
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model) is used to evaluate emittance
growth in perfect periodical chains. The analysis will be
performed and differences in modern designs on some examples discussed. Focus will be laid on linac designs with
short acceleration structures (RF-phase settings versus position error) and external transversal focusing magnets.

INTRODUCTION
Existing and planned linear accelerators cover wide
range of parameters like energy, species, beam current, momentum spread, frequency, acceleration gradient, focusing
elements etc. Therefore, it is hard to compare efficiency of
such accelerator complex due to the individual goals and
also to choose best design for future accelerators.
However, despite cost estimations and economic parameters, there is need for the best beam quality thus minimum
emittance growth along the whole chain. Accelerator theory for beam motion in perfect periodical structures and
design rules are already well known since many years, but
there will be unavoidable imperfections in technical realisation.
The progress in solid state RF power technology opened
new options in the DTLs design with relatively short Hmode cavities (number of gaps of about 6-15) and external
focusing lenses. The development and the production of
the new class high power solid-state amplifiers P>100 kW
in a frequency range between 50-300 MHz are very attractive for application in proton and hadron linear accelerators. Additionally, a 6D beam handling along the acceleration chain could be active done by longitudinal phase plane
control and steering through RF-phase settings individually in each cavity. In high space charge situation, there will
be coupling between transversal and longitudinal planes
hence control of RF-phase and transversal magnetic coupling will be coupled as well.
___________________________________________
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Commonly, the rms-emittance is used to evaluate the
beam quality. It gives the luminosity for the experiments
and represent the compactness of the whole phase space.
The emittance along an accelerator chain growth, because
of the Liouville’s theorem, therefore, the emittance growth
as a function of z is often a parameter to evaluate the performance of an accelerator.
In this paper, we express the rms-emittance by entropy of
the beam plasma.
𝑆 = 𝑘 ln 

,

+ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.

Following the Ohrenstein-Uhlbeck entropy model [1, 2]
it is possible to investigate the change of the beam entropy
as a function of time. An assumption is made of the entropy
production staying constant in time, which means constant
impact on all periodic lengths along whole chain.
𝑑𝑆
𝑘
=
𝜀 ,
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝜀 ,
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑘 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.

The solution can be rewritten in linear approximation
𝑘/𝑘 ∙ 𝑡 ≪ 1, which in proper design can be always applied,
𝑘
1
≈1−
∙ 𝑡.
𝑘
𝜀 ,
The collection of the simulation results of some projects
is depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Comparison of the simulation results for various
linear accelerators based on the theory [3].
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Statistical decrease of the brilliance in time can be
demonstrated. It causes by the production of entropy,
which can be applied by increasing beam space charge and
acceleration field strength. As an example, the normalised
entropy growth rate as a function of the equivalent electrostatic acceleration field strength is plotted in Fig. 2 for several project.

Figure 3: Beam parameters used in simulation with TraceWin simulation tool.
Short H-Mode(βλ/2) structures with 6-8 gaps were chosen with external triplet transversal focusing. The relatively high phase spread for one setting is shown on Fig. 4.
Maximum electric field of 9MV/m were used. High phase
spread can be used to minimize space charge effects and
balance in focusing fields.
Figure 2: Comparison of slopes k/kB with average acceleration gradient.
The linear regression shows that accelerators for light
hadron beams as well as heavy ions can be designed in a
way to keep the growth rate of the entropy during the acceleration as low as possible. Because of the nature of this
effect, it is impossible to prevent a relative emittance
growth, even for very low beam currents. Also, the starting
conditions e.g. the emittance of the ion source, as well as,
the ion density distribution have an impact on the time Δt
needed for the growth of the entropy rate.
Inspired by the picture of the conventional thermalisation, one could state that the beam is being thermalized by
imperfection of the accelerator, which additionally can lead
to an intrinsic heat up of the beam plasma. Also the stored
non-linear field energy of the beam leads to a growth of the
entropy. This effect is a result of space charge driven redistribution of the beam particles.

Figure 4: Accelerator chain and beam phase spread.
In Fig. 5, imperfection in a balance of focusing force can
cause some unwanted betatron oscillation of the transversal
envelopes and hence emittance growth (Fig. 6), due to the
effect similar to the magnetic pumping in plasma physics.

APPLICATION
We have started our investigation on the entropy production in accelerator chain with relatively short acceleration
structures. We chose parameter beam settings from Poststripper Review [4] as an example. For all simulations we
have used the simulation tool TraceWin [5]. Figure 3 shows
the U28+ 15mA beam parameters that were used.

Figure 5: Transversal beam envelopes.
At the beginning, there will be the increase of emittance
due to the non-linear field energy stored in starting distribution. Different distributions, expressed by the 4th momentum, lead to different emittance growth. In all cavities,
there is small entropy production due to the non-linearity
in gaps.
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The resulting emittance growth spread in x-x´ plane of
about ±1% at 11% for centre is already a huge number. Already such small errors and in relatively still short chain
lead to conclusion that space charge effect are still too high.
New beam injection will be modelled in a near future
and active control of cavities RF-phase will be implemented. Also approach using genetic algorithm for coupled
cavity RF-settings and magnetic focusing strengths could
help to optimize chain settings in future designs.
Figure 6: Rms-emittance growth along the chain with imperfect settings.
To find the optimum settings for whole chain and to minimize emittance growth could be very challenging and time
demanding depending on a scale looking for (even simulation itself has entropy growth depending e.g., space charge
calculation).
However, error studies can help to find a realistic desired
scale and to define precision of the simulation. An example
of the error study for the RF-phase error of about 0.1° and
gap positioning of about dz=±0.1mm, distributed with
probability function along whole chain, is depicted in Fig.
7.

CONCLUSION
The concept of beam entropy was chosen to evaluate the
thermalisation of a particle beam in a linear accelerator. All
imperfections in the geometry as well as field strength and
phase position lead to a growth rate of the entropy. The process seems to be enhanced by space charge forces as well
as high acceleration gradients.
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P. Wesolowski and A.-S. Müller, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract

Table 1: Emittance Measurement Settings

The compact and versatile linear accelerator-based test
facility FLUTE (Ferninfrarot Linac- Und Test-Experiment)
is operated at KIT. Its primary goal is to serve as a platform
for a variety of accelerator R&D studies like the generation of strong ultra-short terahertz pulses. The amplitude
of the generated coherent THz pulses is proportional to the
square number of particles in the bunch. With the transverse
emittance a measure for the transverse particle density can
be determined. It is therefore a vital parameter in the optimization for operation. In a systematic study, the transverse
emittance of the electron beam was measured in the FLUTE
injector. A detailed analysis considers different influences
such as the bunch charge and compares this with particle
tracking simulations carried out with ASTRA. In this contribution, the key findings of this analysis are discussed.

Property
RF power input
RF phase1
Laser pulse energy
Laser spot width (rms)
Mean solenoid strength
Mean bunch energy
Mean bunch charge

Value

Unit

10.345 ± 0.02
0 ± 0.4
24.5 ± 1.6
0.21 ± 0.01
151.6 ± 0.4
5.817 ± 0.003
16.4 ± 1.5

MW
°
µJ
mm
mT
MeV
pC

tuations of the bunch parameters are needed and are listed
in Table 1 together with the machine settings. The RF phase
was adjusted to the highest energy gain at the beginning of
the measurement.

INTRODUCTION
The electron bunch at the Ferninfrarot Linac- und TestExperiment (FLUTE) is generated with a photoinjector system [1]. A Ti:Sa laser system together with a 2.5 cell S-band
cavity are used to accelerate the electron bunch up to 7 MeV
bunch energy. In the first section, i.e., the low energy section, several diagnostic systems are installed to monitor the
electron bunch parameters, which includes the bunch charge
measured with an integrated current transformer (ICT) [2].
An experiment chamber in the low energy section allows to
use the electron bunch for first experiments, e.g., the splitring-resonator (SRR) experiment [3]. After the diagnostics
a linear accelerator structure will be connected to increase
the electron energy up to 41 MeV for short-bunch R&D. The
characterization of the electron beam parameters is crucial
for optimizing the beam for various experiments. One important parameter is the transverse bunch emittance, which
can be measured at FLUTE via a quadrupole scan. For a
detailed analysis the uncertainties from several parameters
were measured and included in the simulations performed
with ASTRA [4].

MEASUREMENTS
The transverse emittance was evaluated at the quadrupole
position (1.45 m from the cathode surface), using the
quadrupole scan technique described in [5]. Several bunch
parameters influence the transverse emittance, such as the
bunch energy and charge. Any parameter fluctuation during the quadrupole scan increases the uncertainty of the
emittance result. For a detailed analysis the settings and fluc∗

thiemo.schmelzer@kit.edu

Figure 1: Fluctuation of mean bunch energy (data in counts
in blue, Gaussian fit as solid line in orange).
At the low-energy spectrometer the bunch energy was
measured for two hours using the profile monitor system,
2.86 m after the cathode [2]. The fluctuations of the mean
bunch energy for the recorded 8000 shots are shown in Fig. 1.
The slightly skewed Gaussian distribution is a result of the
RF phase fluctuation and the used on-crest working point.
Here, positive and negative phase fluctuations both result
in a decrease of the mean bunch energy. Considering the
uncertainty of one 𝜎 the bunch energy achieves a stability
of 0.05%.
The bunch charge influences the transverse emittance
due to space charge effects. During the quadrupole scan
the bunch charge was monitored with the non-destructive
measurement system Turbo-ICT from Bergoz [2]. With
1

relative value; zero set to highest electron energy gain
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Figure 2: Generated input values for error simulations. A total of 500 simulations were performed.
the ultraviolet laser beam positioned at the cathode center,
the measurement of the bunch charge revealed a significant
fluctuation of 9.3%. As main factor the laser pulse power
fluctuations could be identified, with previously measured
fluctuations of 7%.

Quadrupole Scanning Tool
For the quadrupole scan an automated system was developed in Python, which performs the scanning and data
acquisition. In this tool, the scan range and step size can be
adjusted. This opens the opportunity to perform a detailed
measurement with small step size or a fast scan, resulting
in a coarse result. At FLUTE the current gun has a significant amount of dark current present, which is influenced by
the quadrupole field. Therefore, a background subtraction
for the electron profile measurement is part of the automation. As an additional option the number of data points per
scanning steps can be adjusted.
In the measurements presented in this paper, the
quadrupole current is scanned from −2.9 A to 3 A with a
step size of 0.1 A. This corresponds to a change of the
quadrupole strength k of 0.52 m−2 per step. At each position 30 images of the resulting electron bunch profile were
recorded. With the repetition rate of 5 Hz, these settings
resulted in a total scanning time of approximately one hour.

SIMULATIONS
The measured machine parameters were used to simulate
the transverse emittance of the electron bunch with ASTRA.
As input the initial electron bunch parameters are needed,
this includes the 3D bunch size and bunch charge. Here,
the measurements of the laser profile on the cathode surface
and the charge values from the Turbo-ICT were used. For
the laser pulse length a calculated value of 1.7 ps (rms) was
WEPOMS022
2290

used. In addition the E-field strength of the gun cavity used
in the simulation was adjusted to match the measured mean
energy with a comparable RF phase.
For a better understanding of the influences, an error study
was performed with 500 simulations. In each simulation one
set of six input parameters were used, generated within the
measured fluctuation range and using a Gaussian distribution.
The investigated input parameters were: the bunch charge,
the E-field strength, the laser spot size and position on the
cathode surface (each separated in x and y components).
These generated values are shown in Fig. 2.

RESULTS
Within the same order of magnitude, the results for simulation and measurement diverge noticeably, including the
uncertainty. In Table 2 these results are listed. The simulation overestimates the transverse emittance compared to the
measurement, while the uncertainty for the latter is about a
factor of five higher than the simulated results.
Investigating the correlation to the input parameter, shown
in Fig. 3 for the horizontal emittance, further reveals a strong
influence of the bunch charge on the simulated transverse
emittance, with a correlation coefficient of 0.86. The introduced uncertainties in the error study only showed one
additional and significant correlation to the laser spot size.
For the horizontal component 𝜖𝑥 , the vertical bunch size 𝜎𝑦
is correlated with a coefficient of 0.48. In the vertical plane
this correlation swaps, where 𝜖𝑦 is correlated to 𝜎𝑥 with a
coefficient of 0.59. This 90 degree rotation is introduced by
the solenoid after the cavity. Within the measured fluctuations the other input parameters do not show any influence
towards the transverse emittance.
In addition to the measured parameters, the laser pulse
length influences the transverse emittance, which is shown
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 3: Simulated horizontal emittance correlated to input parameters at cathode center.
Table 2: Results for the Center Cathode Position
Property

Unit

Simulated

Measured

𝜖𝑥
𝜖𝑦

𝜋 mm mrad
𝜋 mm mrad

0.65 ± 0.03
0.58 ± 0.03

0.29 ± 0.11
0.39 ± 0.15

in Fig. 4. For the error study a calculated value for the pulse
length was used. A deviation towards longer laser pulses in
the measurement could contribute significantly to the higher
emittance values observed in the simulation.

system, including the shaping of the 3D-laser pulse with
a spatial light modulator are ongoing [6]. According to
the error study, the derived emittance value is strongly
influ-enced by the bunch charge, where further
measurements might benefit from a reduction of the
laser power-induced fluctuation.
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Figure 4: Influence of laser pulse length on 𝜖.
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OPTIMIZATION STUDIES OF SIMULATED THz RADIATION AT FLUTE
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Abstract
The linac-based test facility FLUTE (Ferninfrarot Linac
Und Test Experiment) at KIT will be used to study novel accelerator technology and provide intense THz pulses. In
this paper, we present start-to-end simulation studies of
FLUTE with different bunch charges. We employ a parallel Bayesian optimization algorithm for different bunch
charges of FLUTE to find optimized accelerator settings for
the generation of intense THz radiation.

INTRODUCTION
The accelerator test facility FLUTE [1] at KIT will be
used to generate broadband THz radiation for various experiments. It will operate with a wide range of bunch charges
from pC to nC, for which the radiation needs to be optimized. The electron bunch at FLUTE is first created at an
RF photoinjector and accelerated up to 7 MeV. It then travels through a linac, which further accelerates the bunch up to
50 MeV. At the end, the bunch is compressed longitudinally
via a bunch compressor with 4 dipole magnets down to the
fs range, allowing the generation of intense THz pulses with
coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR).
Spatial light modulators are being integrated into the photocathode laser system to have 3D control of the laser pulse
and provide a tailored initial electron distribution for intense
THz pulse generation [2, 3]. In previous studies, a genetic
algorithm (GA) was employed in the parameter optimization to minimize the bunch length at 1 pC bunch charge [4].
Nevertheless, it is known that GA is prone to local optima
and often requires more computation resources or multiple
restarts to mitigate this problem [5]. In this paper, we implement a parallel variant of the Bayesian optimization (BO) [6],
which is as efficient as GA and can globally optimize the
given physical objective functions even with a large parameter space. We present the first optimization results using
parallel Bayesian optimization (PBO) for minimum electron
bunch length and maximum peak THz pulse E-field, both
for low and high charge cases.

PARALLEL BAYESIAN OPTIMIZATION
Build GP model µ, σ Acquisition function
Next sample points
α
xi = (x1i , . . . , xpi )
EI
Initial f ∼ GP(µ, k)
(X0 , Y0 )
xi∈{1,...,N } . . .
(Xj , Yj )
yi
Objective function 6D particle Run simulations
Augment data
→
−
yi = σz , E , . . . distribution ASTRA, OCELOT
(Xj−1 , Yj−1 ).append(xi , yi )

Figure 1: Workflow of the parallel Bayesian optimization
algorithm. The boxes are calculations and the arrows are the
input and output variables.
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Bayesian optimization is widely used for global optimization of an unknown objective function 𝑓 (𝑥). Figure 1 shows
the BO algorithm workflow used in this paper. In each step,
BO builds a statistical model, where the most widely used is
a Gaussian process (GP), of the objective 𝑓. The GP model
𝒢𝒫(𝜇, 𝑘) predicts the mean 𝜇(𝑥) and uncertainty 𝜎(𝑥) of
the objective function value 𝑦 = 𝑓 (𝑥) at an unknown point
𝑥 = (𝑥 1 , … , 𝑥 𝑝 ), where 𝑝 is the number of input parameters.
′
The kernel function 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑥 ) describes the expected similarity
between two data points. In this study, we choose the radial
basis function (RBF) as kernel. Based on the GP model,
an acquisition function 𝛼 can be calculated to efficiently
guide the optimization and choose the next point to sample
𝑥𝑖 . Here we use the expected improvement (EI) [7] acquisition, which calculates the expected value of improvement of
a point 𝑥 over the best observed value so far 𝑓best .
In the non-parallel version of BO, the next sample point
is selected at the maximum of the acquisition 𝛼EI (𝑥). Since
the objective is calculated through physics simulations, we
can further increase the performance of BO by evaluating
𝑁 multiple parameter settings in parallel, with 𝑁 being the
parallel capacity of available computing resources. For the
parallel Bayesian optimization (PBO) implementation in this
paper, we use a local penalization function to select batch
sample points [6]. The 𝑖-th sample point 𝑥𝑖 is chosen by
maximizing the product of acquisition 𝛼 and penalization
function 𝜑= 𝜑1 ∗ ⋯ ∗ 𝜑𝑖−1 , where 𝜑𝑖−1 ∈ (0, 1] effectively
penalizes the acquisition value of a point locally around a
previous sample point in the parallel batch 𝑥𝑖−1 . This allows
an efficient sampling of the parameter space in a single
optimization step 𝑗.

IMPLEMENTATION OF CSR
OPTIMIZATION
Based on the knowledge of FLUTE, we choose the following 6 parameter as input for the PBO algorithm: phase
and gradient of the photoinjector gun and linac RF field,
solenoid magnetic field and the bunch compressor bending
angle.
The total spectral intensity of the synchrotron radiation
emitted by an electron bunch is
d2 𝐼0
d2 𝐼
= [𝑁e + 𝑁e (𝑁e − 1)𝐹(𝜔)]
,
d𝜔dΩ
d𝜔dΩ

(1)

where 𝑁e denotes the number of electrons in the bunch, 𝐹(𝜔)
is the form factor, and d2 𝐼0 /d𝜔dΩ is the single particle
spectral density. The first part is the incoherent radiation,
scaling linearly with the electron number 𝑁e . The second
part is the coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR), which
scales quadratically. Due to the large number of electrons in
a bunch, the coherent radiation, where the form factor 𝐹 is
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where 𝑁e is the number of electrons, 𝐸0 is the single electron
E-field, and 𝜚 is the normalized charge density of the electron
bunch. The Fourier-transformed charge density 𝜚(𝜔)
̃
is then
obtained analytically via a step-wise linear interpolation of 𝜚
and the E-field of the bunch emitted CSR in the time-domain,
which is numerically integrated for all frequencies.
The complete structure of FLUTE is implemented as a
simulation model using the tracking codes ASTRA [10] and
OCELOT [11]. The electron bunch is first created by ASTRA and tracked from the cathode to the entrance of the
bunch compressor, including the space charge (SC) effect
along the track. The ASTRA output particle distribution is
then fed into an OCELOT model, which tracks the bunch
further until the end of the magnet chicane and, in addition,
includes the CSR effects. The final distribution is used to
calculate the respective objective function 𝑓. For the simulation presented in this paper, 10,000 macro particles were
generated and tracked in ASTRA and OCELOT, where each
simulation took about 10 min. The parallel Bayesian optimization algorithm was run on a computing cluster with
20 parallel evaluations and a maximum of 50 optimization
steps. The optimization took in total about 6 hours, where
the majority of time was spent on the time-consuming simulations. For each optimization, we choose the same 20
random sample points to initialize the GP model. The GP
hyperparameters, such as the variance and the kernel length
scales, are fitted dynamically during the optimizations. Alternatively, these hyperparameters can be estimated from
prior knowledge of the physics model or dedicated parameter
scan results. Although the later option will require more
time, it could further increase the convergence speed of the
Bayesian optimization.

RESULTS
We first consider the 1 pC bunch charge case, where the
initial distribution is generated by a laser pulse with a transverse size of 0.25 mm and a pulse length of 700 fs. Figure 2(a) shows the longitudinal phase space of the electron
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close to 1, is enhanced by many orders of magnitude. For
frequencies corresponding to wavelengths shorter than the
bunch length, the form factor 𝐹 and thus the CSR intensity
drop rapidly. We choose the rms bunch length 𝜎𝑧 as an
objective function, because minimizing 𝜎𝑧 will extend the
form factor 𝐹(𝜔) to higher frequencies and increase the
overall CSR intensity.
Alternatively, we use the peak electric field of the THz
pulse as an objective function, which leads to a more direct
optimization of the THz pulse despite requiring more processing steps of the output particle distribution. Based on
the semi-analytic approach introduced in [8, 9], we are able
to calculate the CSR E-field emitted by an arbitrarily shaped
bunch
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Figure 2: Longitudinal phase space of the compressed electron bunches with (a-c) 1 pC charge and (d-f) 100 pC charge.
(a,d) previous settings in design stage, (b,e) optimized settings to minimize bunch length, and (c,f) optimized settings
to maximize the peak electric field of THz pulse.
bunch using design stage parameter settings obtained from
a parameter scan method. The optimization results with
bunch length 𝜎𝑧 and peak E-field of the THz pulse 𝐸max
as objective are shown in Figs. 2(b) and (c) respectively.
The projection onto the time axis corresponds to the current
density profile. The bunch length optimization further compresses it down to 𝜎𝑧 = 3.9 fs. On the other side, the peak
E-field optimization manages to keep more electrons in the
core of the bunch and reaches a higher peak current, even
though with a larger rms bunch length of 4.6 fs.
For the high bunch charge case with 100 pC, the initial distribution is generated from a laser pulse with a transverse size
of 0.25 mm and a pulse length of 2 ps. Figures 2(d-f) show
that the optimizations with both objective functions obtain
very similar results and longitudinal phase space distributions. The minimum bunch length 𝜎𝑧 = 11.6 fs is smaller
than the design stage value of 54.6 fs by a factor of ∼ 4.7.
Both bunches from BO optimizations have an higher energy
spread, which is a side effect of moving away from the nominal linac phase for a more linear accelerating gradient and
thus a better compression.
The total emitted SR spectrum for different settings are
shown in Figs. 3(a,c). It is visible that all the spectra decrease
rapidly above the critical frequency 𝜔𝑐 ∼ 1.4 × 1014 s−1
(corresponding to ca. 22 THz). For the 1 pC case, the spectrum of the 𝐸max -optimization extends to higher frequencies
and has a smooth curve, while the spectra for other settings
WEPOMS023
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Figure 3: Bunch SR spectrum and THz pulse electric field
for (a,b) 1 pC and (c,d) 100 pC bunch charge.
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show side bumps in the high-frequency region due to heterogeneous charge densities in the bunch. For each particle
distribution, the electric field of the THz pulse is calculated
at distance 𝑅 = 1 m and phase 𝜙 = 0, as shown in Fig. 3(b,d).
For 1 pC bunch charge, the peak E-field of 𝐸max -optimization
reaches 600 kV/m, which is higher than for the bunch length
optimization with 400 kV/m and is higher than the design
settings of 350 kV/m by a factor of ∼ 1.7. For the design
settings, the THz pulse shape follows roughly the shape
of the bunch current profile. Decreasing the bunch length
further, smoothes the bunch structure. Then, the resulting
THz pulse approaches a Gaussian shape with a FWHM of
about 1/𝜔𝑐 . Whereas for the 100 pC case, the final bunches
are still longer than 1/𝜔𝑐 . Therefore reducing the bunch
length efficiently, extends the form factor 𝐹 to higher frequencies and increases the THz pulse E-field. As shown in
Figs. 3(c,d), both settings have a clearly more intense SR. A
peak E-field of 43 MV/m is reached, which is higher than
the previous design value at 8.4 MV/m by a factor of 5. Due
to the inevitably larger bunch length, the THz pulse peak
E-field of the 100 pC increases by a factor of ∼ 70 compared
to the 1 pC case, despite having a 100 times higher bunch
charge.
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The minimal rms bunch length obtained by BO at 1 pC is
slightly longer than the previous GA result with 𝜎𝑧 = 3.2 fs,
obtained from a different initial bunch setting. The final THz
pulses and optimized accelerator parameters are comparable. This is due to the large parameter space for exploration
and a small number of allowed steps. To mitigate this, one
can consider running a follow-up BO or a GA optimization
with a smaller parameter range around the optimal points.
Additionally, BO builds a probabilistic model along the optimization, while GA only keeps a set of best settings in
memory. After optimizations, the resulting GP posterior can
also be used as a surrogate of the parameter space. For example, Fig. 4 shows the 2D GP posterior subspace of gun and
linac RF phases, where a positive linear correlation between
the phase settings of gun and linac is clearly visible. This is
fully consistent with the physics expectation, as the gun and
linac are placed with a fixed distance, which corresponds
to a fixed phase advance. Large deviation from it results
in unmatched phase and consequently a lower THz pulse
intensity.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We implemented a parallel version of the Bayesian optimization algorithm, which can be run on a cluster to speed
up the parameter optimization. The accelerator settings for
FLUTE were optimized for bunch charges of 1 pC as well as
100 pC and for two objectives: minimizing the bunch length
and maximizing the CSR THz pulse electric field. The peak
E-field proves to be a more suitable objective as it encodes
more information about the bunch and leads to a more direct
optimization. With the small number of parameters and two
individual objectives in this study, the constructed GP model
is relatively simple and provides optimized results fast and
with good statistics. However, the outcome is more or less
predictable. In contrast, in more complex systems, the GP
model could help unveiling unknown trends and correlations
between machine parameters. BO is a useful tool to quickly
optimize the parameter settings during the design phase of a
new accelerator or for new operation modes, but one has to
carefully design the objective function. It can also help to
understand the correlation between the physical parameters
with the GP posterior prediction. We plan to implement
more coherent synchrotron radiation types as optimization
objectives, for example transition radiation and edge radiation. Additionally, parallel BO can be further extended to
allow Pareto-front optimization for different objectives, e.g.
finding the minimal bunch lengths for electron bunches with
highest possible energy.
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PRESENT STATUS OF THE INJECTOR AT THE COMPACT ERL AT KEK
O. A. Tanaka†, T. Miyajima, T. Tanikawa
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Tsukuba, Japan
Abstract
The Compact ERL at KEK is a test accelerator to develop ERL technologies and their possible applications.
The first target of injector operation to demonstrate IR-FEL
was to generate high bunch charge electron beams with low
longitudinal emittance and short bunch length. In 2020, the
injector was operated with the bunch charge of 60 pC, the
DC gun voltage of 480 kV, the injector energy of 5 MeV
and the bunch length of 2 ps rms, and the required beam
quality for the IR-FEL has been achieved for a single-pass
operation mode. The next target is to demonstrate IR-FEL
generation for recirculation mode. The injector energy is
decreased to 3.5 MeV due to a limitation of the energy ratio
between injection and recirculation beams. Moreover, the
DC gun voltage decreases to 390 kV due to the troubles of
the DC gun. Therefore, control of the space charge effect
is more important to design and optimize the beam
transport condition of the injector. In this report, a strategy
of the injector optimization together with its realization results and future prospects are summarized.

injector is shown in Fig. 2. Correspondent beam parameters are given in Table 1. The table also includes a comparison of machine parameters for two different operation
modes: single-pass FEL and those with recirculation. More
details on cERL injector optimization strategy and technique can be found in [3].

Figure 1: Schematic of the cERL.
Table 1: Design Parameters of the cERL

INTRODUCTION
The Compact Energy Recovery Linac (cERL) at KEK
was originally built to operate high average beam current
and beam quality [1]. The cERL consists of an injector using a photocathode DC electron gun, a superconducting accelerating cavity (main linac) with energy recovery operation, a recirculation loop, and a beam dump (see Fig. 1). In
2019 the cERL IR-FEL project was launched to meet a goal
of developing high-power middle infrared lasers for highefficiency laser processing using cERL [2]. Subsequently,
the work on the injector optimization for successful production of the IR-FEL light was done [3], and the goal was
achieved in a single-pass operation mode [4]. At that time
the injector was operated with the bunch charge of 60 pC,
the DC gun voltage of 480 kV, the injector energy of
5 MeV and the bunch length of 2 ps rms at the exit of the
main linac.
The next target of the cERL operation for IR-FEL light
generation is required to reproduce the previous result by
an energy-recovery mode. To meet the new target, the injector energy was decreased to 3.5 MeV to allow energy
recovery with an energy ratio of 1/5 (Einj = 3.5 MeV / Ecirc
= 17.5 MeV). We also experienced some troubles with a
DC gun. So the gun voltage was dropped to 390 kV. The
beam performance is assured by the stable and high accelerating voltage supply of the DC gun. Once voltage drops,
the space charge control at the injector becomes more challenging. Thus, our goal is to deliver the beam of proper
quality to the exit of the main linac to assure both the FEL
generation and the energy recovery. The layout of the cERL

1

___________________________________________

2
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DC gun voltage
Repetition rate
Injector energy
Recirculation energy
Charge per bunch
Rms bunch length2
Norm. rms transverse
emittance2
Laser temporal distribution (FWHM)

Single-pass
FEL
480 kV
1.3 GHz
5 MeV
17.5 MeV
60 pC
2 ps
< 3π
mm mrad
40 ps single
Gaussian

Recirculation mode
390 kV
1.3 GHz
3.5 MeV
17.5 MeV
60 pC1
3.5 ps
< 3π
mm mrad
40 ps single
Gaussian3

INJECTOR DESIGN
At the first step of the study we have optimized injector
parameters using General Particle Tracer (GPT, [5]) with
Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA, [6]). The target at the main linac exit is set up to a simultaneous minimization of a bunch length and a longitudinal emittance
with an additional condition on a transverse emittance to
be less than 3π mm mrad. For the required injection energy
(3.5 MeV) and gun voltage (390 kV) the algorithm suggested a set of 13 variables including the currents of the 1st
and the 2nd solenoids, the buncher’s voltage and phase offset, the injector cavities’ accelerating field, the 1st injector
cavity’s phase offset, and the straights of selected quadrupoles (see Fig. 2).
___________________________________________

1 pC in operation.
At the exit of the main linac.
3
FWHM 40 ps single Gaussian and 3 ps rms single Gaussian in operation.
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Figure 2: Layout of cERL injector line.
A detailed description of the injector optimization
method could be found in [7], and the results of the previous study are given in [3]. As mentioned in the Introduction, recirculation of the beam (i.e. energy recovery) should
be achieved in this injector design on the top of FEL light
generation. The previous injector design, that considered
FEL light generation solely, required the following beam
performance at the matching point (see Fig. 2, [8]):
• Bunch charge of 60 pC;
• Rms bunch length of 2 ps;
• Energy spread of 0.1 %;
• Normalized rms transverse emittance more than
3 π mm mrad.
A comparison of temporal evolutions of Twiss parameters through the injector is given in Fig. 3. Parameters for
injector design for 480 kV gun voltage and 5 MeV injection
energy are opposed to those for 390 kV gun voltage and
3.5 MeV injection energy. From the top graph to the bottom: transverse beam sizes, bunch lengths and energy
spreads, transverse emittances, and longitudinal emittances
are compared. One can conclude that for the lower gun
voltage and injection energy conditions the beam performance at the exit on the main linac is degraded due to the
influence of the space charge effect. While the transverse
beam size stays relatively same, the bunch length and the
energy spread increase by 1.9 and 1.4 times correspondently. transverse emittance increased by 1.2~1.5 times, and
longitudinal emittance increased by 1.2 times at the matching point as summarized in Table 2.
In practice to switch between the single-pass FEL mode
to the recirculation mode smoothly, we introduced a twostep strategy. The steps are following:
1. Tune the injector at a low charge (~1 pC per bunch) to
match single-particle dynamics first and then establish
an energy recovery.
2. Tune the injector at the target high charge of 60 pC per
bunch to assure the FEL power.
Injector tuning at low charge allows the adjustment of
single-particle dynamics. A linear model is simpler and
easy to be dealt. Once this step is done, we switch to a high
charge mode that allows an effective FEL generation. But
dealing with multi-particle dynamics is demanding: the
discrepancies between the model and the real machine will
be shown up. The required machine performance should be
achieved if the model-based tuning is complemented by the
proper beam-based tuning, that is the topic of our next
work.

Figure 3: Comparison of temporal evolutions of Twiss parameters through the injector (480 kV gun, 5 MeV injection vs 390 kV gun, 3.5 MeV injection).
Table 2: Beam Parameters at the Main Linac Exit1
Design
Beam parameters
Hor. beam size
Ver. beam size
Energy spread
Bunch length
Hor. emittance
Ver. emittance
Long. emittance

Single-pass
FEL

Recirculation mode

0.69 mm
0.35 mm
0.25%
1.8 ps
1.74 π
mm mrad
1.92 π
mm mrad
8.4 keV ps

0.72 mm
0.38 mm
0.34%
3.5 ps
2.61 π
mm mrad
2.39 π
mm mrad
10.47 keV ps

MODEL BASED INJECTOR TUNING
Now let us discuss the overall strategy of the injector
tuning. The goal of the injector tuning is to generate and to
transport the appropriate beam to the entrance of the undulator section. More information on cERL injector strategy
can be found in [9]. Our typical tuning procedure starts
with a task to accelerate 1 pC beam from 3.5 to 17.5 MeV
by main cavities and transport the beam to the matching
point under conditions close to design.
___________________________________________

1

rms values.
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To compare the designed performance and measured results, we first aligned the simulated responses of solenoids
SL1-2 at the downstream screen with actual measurements
in the same situation. Then, when the trajectory is properly
centered using a beam-based alignment, the energy tuning
can be started. The energy tuning includes the phases and
amplitudes adjustment of the buncher cavity and injector
cavities 1-3 so that the energy at the injector exit becomes
equal to the target one. In order to adjust longitudinal dynamics, an energy response to the buncher phase is measured. The beam energy is measured on the screen in the
merger section. The result of the measurement is given in
Fig. 4. Saturated points in the measurement occurred when
the beam spot is out of the area of the screen. After fine
accelerator voltage and phase tunings, the measured response is perfectly consistent with the design response.

we are developing a new matching procedure for this
matching point to avoid the influence of accelerating cavities. The last step was to study is the emittance at the end
of the main linac. Thus, design values read εnx =
0.69 π mm mrad, εny = 0.44 π mm mrad. While the measurement gave εnx = 0.64 ± 0.02 π mm mrad and εny = 0.56
± 0.01 π mm mrad. Easy to see that measured horizontal
emittance is in a good agreement with the design value. But
the difference in vertical emittances still remains since the
real values may differ from design values.

CONCLUSION
We have established the injector design that makes both
FEL generation and energy recovery simultaneously possible. We have adjusted machine parameters with respect to
our model for the low-charge operation mode as a first step.
The next step is operating with a high-charge (60 pC) to
generate FEL light with this setup and increasing a repetition rate of electron bunch to achieve CW-FEL.
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Figure 4: Buncher cavity phase response.
To connect the linear optics and to adjust a multi-particle
motion, a well-known quadrupole-scan response measurement is used, where the measured response matrix helps to
calculate correction values for quadrupole magnets by
solving the inverse measured response matrix. After the
quadrupole-scan responses were corrected at each matching point, beam size at each screen in the injector line is
measured up to the exit of the main linac. This is another
step to judge how close our injector tuning result with respect to the model. In Fig. 5, the measured beam sizes are
well-agreed with the design beam sizes at locations where
the optics matching is done except two screens. The reason
for the deviation of the vertical beam size at the location of
around 10 m is the absence of matching knobs. The beam
size discrepancy at the exit of the main linac is due to nonlinear disturbances introduced by the main linac cavities (a
scanning quadrupole magnet placed after the cryomodule,
while quadrupoles for correction are before it). Therefore,

Figure 5: Designed and measured horizontal and vertical
beam sizes after optics matching.
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INJECTOR DESIGN TOWARDS
ERL-BASED EUV-FEL FOR LITHOGRAPHY
O. A. Tanaka†, N. Nakamura, T. εiyajima, T. Tanikawa, High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization (KEK), Tsukuba, Japan
Abstract
A high-power EUV light source using ERL-based FEL
can supply multiple semiconductor exposure devices.
There are some requirements in the whole and its injector,
in particular, and their examination and necessary development are being carried out. The requirement for the injector
was to generate high bunch charge beams at a high-repetition rate. In this regard, a space charge effect should be
treated carefully in the design of the injector. For FEL operation, not only short bunch length and small transverse
emittance but also small longitudinal emittance are required. By using a multi-objective genetic algorithm, we
are minimizing them at the exit of the injector to investigate the injector performance and its effect on the FEL generation. In this study, we describe the injector optimization
strategies and possible options suited for the ERL-based
EUV-FEL.

INTRODUCTION
An energy-recovery linac (ERδ) based free-electron laser (FEδ) as an extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light source has
been designed using available technologies to demonstrate
a generation of EUV power of more than 10 kW that supplies multiple semiconductor exposure devices [1, 2]. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the EUV light source using
ERδ-based FEδ [1]. An electron beam is accelerated to
10.5 εeV at an exit of the injector section, and then to 800
εeV at an exit of the main linac. A final bunch compression is done using the 1st arc section to obtain a high peak
current which will be required for SASE-FEδ generation.
After the bunch compression, the electron beam is sent to
an undulator section to produce 13.5 nm EUV-FEδ light.
After the FEδ generation the bunch is delivered to the 2 nd
arc section, and it will be decelerated by the main linac as
energy recovery, and then disposed into a beam dump.

With a bunch charge of 60 pC and a bunch repetition frequency of 162.5 εHz, the average current of the electron
beam is about 10 mA. The disposed beam power is reduced
from 8 εW to 100 kW by the energy recovery process.
Proof-of-concept of the EUV-FEδ using the ERδ test machine at KEK (cERδ) is given in Ref. [3, 4].
The goal of the injector design for the EUV-FEδ is to
deliver the beam with the proper quality at the injector exit
[5]. The “proper beam quality” includes:
1. Bunch length is less than 3 ps;
2. Transverse emittance is less than 3 π mm mrad;
3. δongitudinal emittance is less than 10 keV ps.
In the previous work the injector has been optimized by
a specific target: minimizing both the bunch length and the
transverse emittance. This strategy gave an unreasonably
large value of the longitudinal emittance (7.25 keV ps),
while the transverse emittance was kept small enough (0.63
π mm mrad) at the injector exit. That resulted in the charge
density relaxation at the FEδ, and, consequently, in deficient FEδ power.
In order to improve the beam quality, we have changed
the designing strategy for the injector to minimize not only
1. and 2., but also 3. The discussion on how the new strategy affected the beam quality is given in the following.
In the present work we will give a comparison of ‘old’
and ‘new’ injector designs.

OPTIMIZATION METHOD
To clarify the optimization method used in this work, let
us first introduce the layout of the EUV-FEδ injector. As
shown in Fig. 2, it consists of 3 sections: the injector section, the matching section, and the merger section. The injector section includes a 500 kV cERδ-type DC electron
gun to produce a stable electron beam, 2 solenoids to control the transverse beam size, a buncher cavity placed between 2 solenoids to compress the bunch length, and 2 superconducting cryomodules with 3 2-cell cavities each.
Then the electron beam is reached to 10.5 εeV. The matching section includes 4 quadrupoles to match the injector
optics to that of the recirculation loop. At last, the merger
section consists of 3 bending magnets to guide the beam
trajectory to the recirculation loop and 2 quadrupoles to facilitate the optics matching [6]. The matching point

Figure 1: Design and specification of the ERL-based EUVFEL light source for lithography.
___________________________________________
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Figure 2: Schematic of the EUV-FEL injector.
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(located 0.3 m downstream of the edge of B3 in Fig.2) is
chosen just after the merger section, since it makes the
space charge control in the injector easier. The main parameters for the injector are listed in Table 1. Other parameters such as initial laser spot diameter, laser pulse length,
buncher voltage etc. are defined by the injector optimization results. They are discussed later.
Table 1: εain Parameters in the EUV-FEδ Injector

Table 2: Variables

δaser spot diameter
δaser pulse length1
Sδ1 solenoid current
Sδ2 solenoid current
Buncher cavity. voltage
Buncher cavity phase offset
Inj1 cavity voltage
Inj2 cavity voltage
Inj3 cavity voltage
Inj4 cavity voltage
Inj5 cavity voltage
Inj6 cavity voltage
Inj1 cavity phase offset
Inj2 cavity phase offset
Inj3 cavity phase offset
Inj4 cavity phase offset
Inj5 cavity phase offset
Inj6 cavity phase offset
Distances between:
gun and solenoid 1
solenoid 1 and buncher
buncher and solenoid 2
solenoid 2 and cavity 1
Q1 quadrupole straight
Q2 quadrupole straight
Q3 quadrupole straight
Q4 quadrupole straight

Electron gun voltage
500 kV
Bunch charge
60 pC
Injector beam energy
10.5 εeV
RF frequency
1.3 GHz
Cavities’ acceleration field
< 7.3 εV/m
The maximum electron energy in this simulation is 10.5
εeV, and the space charge effect cannot be ignored. Therefore, we used the particle tracking code GPT (General Particle Tracer) [7] including the effect. We have studied the
transport conditions that are compatible with small longitudinal emittance and short bunch length. The set of parameters that realizes such transportation includes 26 variables
listed in Table 2. Detailed information on variables and objectives in the previous study can be found in Ref. [6].
The εulti-Objective Genetic Algorithm (εOGA) [8] is
used as the optimization method. The target of the algorithm is the simultaneous minimization of the bunch length
and the transverse emittance (‘old’ strategy); the bunch
length and the longitudinal emittance with additional constraint applied to the transverse emittance (< 3 π mm mrad,
‘new’ strategy); at the matching point (see Fig. 2). In order
to minimize the parameters, the GPT tracking is first performed under appropriate starting conditions. Then the
transport conditions are gradually changed according to the
genetic algorithm to meet the optimization target. If
enough trials are repeated, the curves shown in Fig. 3 will
be obtained for the two parameters to be optimized: the
bunch length and the longitudinal (transverse) emittance.
The bunch charge is 60 pC and the number of macro particles is 500 k.

1.21 mm
13.75 ps
4.42 A
1.57 A
91.94 kV
-90.99 deg.
6.80 εV/m
7.99 εV/m
7.99 εV/m
7.99 εV/m
7.99 εV/m
7.99 εV/m
-33.82 deg.
-27.44 deg.
-19.00 deg.
3.73 deg.
18.46 deg.
0.59 deg.
0.30 m
0.37 m
0.13 m
1.38 m
16.23 / m2
-13.72 / m2
-4.12 / m2
8.94 / m2

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
The comparison of the results obtained using ‘old’ and
‘new’ strategies is given in Fig. 3. Thus, the top plot represents optimized longitudinal emittance and energy spread
as a function of the bunch length at the exit of the merger.
Apparently, the ‘new’ approach yielded clear and beautiful
Pareto front with fewer values of the longitudinal emittances, since those minimizations were the original target
of the optimization. It is opposite for the bottom plot, where
the optimized transverse emittances are shown as a function of the bunch length at the exit of the merger.
Once the transportation variables listed in Table 2 are derived, the beam performance at the injector exit can be
studied by calculating the envelope and particle distributions with the bunch length fixed. To be concrete, it is fixed
to 1 ps in the following discussion. The results of the dedicated tracking with 500 k macro particles were done for
both ‘old’ and ‘new’ designs (see Fig.4). The top plot
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Figure 3: Optimized longitudinal emittance and energy
spread (top) and transverse emittance (bottom) as a function of the bunch length at the exit of the merger.
___________________________________________
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shows the time evolution of longitudinal emittances
through the injector, the middle does energy spreads, and
the bottom does transverse emittances. They are in full
agreement with the results of optimizations given in Fig. 3.
The final beam parameters obtained through the envelope
calculation are summarized in Table 3. At the fixed bunch
lengths one can see more than 2.7 times decrease in the
longitudinal emittance and 1.4 times decrease in the energy
spread within the ‘new’ strategy of optimization. The transverse emittance increased by about 1.5 times compared
with the ‘old’ design.
A smaller beam transverse emittance, which is proportional to the square of the beam transverse size, is associated with a higher FEδ gain. Also in practice, the lower
limit for the transverse emittance is set at the injector exit,
beyond which the transverse space charge forces become
quite small and no longer act to rearrange the particles in
phase space [9]. The normalized longitudinal emittance
scales as the product of bunch length and energy spread
[10]. Therefore, for a fixed bunch length, a smaller value
of the energy spread is considered more favorable for the
production of FEδ, since the amplification rate of the FEδ
signal (gain) increases as the energy spread of electrons

decreases [11]. An ultimate examination of the results of
these two injector optimization strategies should be done
downstream in the recirculation loop. This examination includes bunch compression at the arc section and FEδ generation in the undulator section. These studies are out of the
scope of the present work.
Now let’s consider particle distribution comparison at
the injector exit. 500 k particles distributions have been
tracked. Phase spaces and temporal histograms have been
compared in Fig. 5. The left side figures show the ‘old’ design, and those of the right side show the ‘new’ one. Apparently, the phase space (Fig. 5 (b)) has been linearized
compared with the previous study (Fig. 5 (a)). The longitudinal emittance has been intentionally minimized. That has
made the energy spread smaller. As for temporal histograms, the current result (Fig. 5 (d)) demonstrates less particle density spike in the left part of the histogram compared with the previous one (Fig. 5 (c)). The spike doesn’t
affect the FEδ gain essentially because the longitudinal
space charge effect considerably relaxes the spike in the
main linac acceleration.

Figure 5: Particle distribution comparison: the phase space
(a) and the temporal histogram (c) in the ‘old’ design; (b)
and (d) are those for the ‘new’ design.
Figure 4: Tracking results of the optimized longitudinal
emittances (top); energy spreads (middle); transverse emittances (bottom) through the injector.
Table 3: Beam Parameters at the Injector Exit

Bunch length σz [ps]
δong. emittance nz [keV ps]
Hor. emittance nx [π mm mrad]
Vert. emittance ny [π mm mrad]
Hor. Beam size σx [mm]
Vert. beam size, σy [mm]
Energy spread [%]

‘Old’
1.00
7.25
0.63
0.58
0.81
1.52
0.31

‘New’
1.00
2.66
0.94
0.88
0.99
1.49
0.22

CONCLUSION
In the present injector study, we improved the beam
quality at the injector exit, by changing the optimization
strategy to the simultaneous minimization of the bunch
length and the longitudinal emittance with additional constraints applied to the transverse emittance. This improvement allows a better beam quality at the matching point,
namely: more than 2.7 times decrease in the longitudinal
emittance and 1.5 times decrease in the energy spread. Although the maximum values of the transverse emittance are
increased by 1.5 times compared with the ‘old’ design. The
discussion on the reasonableness of the current improvement will be continued after its proper examination in the
recirculation loop (i.e. in the arc and undulator sections).
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ELECTRON BEAM SHAPING TECHNIQUES USING OPTICAL
STOCHASTIC COOLING∗
A.J. Dick, P. Piot1 , Northern Illinois Center for Accelerator & Detector Development
Department of Physics, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb IL 60115, USA
1
also at Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, IL 60439, USA
Abstract
Optical Stochastic Cooling (OSC) has demonstrated its
ability to reduce the three-dimensional phase-space emittance of an electron beam by applying a small corrective
kick to the beam each turn. By modifying the shape and
timing of these kicks we can produce specific longitudinal
beam distributions. Two methods are introduced; singlepulse modulation, where the longitudinal profile of the OSC
pulse is amplified by some function, as well as multiple-turn
modulation, where the overall strength or phase is varied depending on the synchrotron oscillation phase. The shaping
techniques are demonstrated using a model of OSC developed in the elegant particle-tracking code program.

BACKGROUND
Optical Stochastic Cooling (OSC) is a beam cooling technique which uses a pair of undulators to correct the deviation
in momentum of each particle [1, 2]. In the passive-OSC
scheme, undulator radiation is focused directly from the
pickup into the kicker undulator [3]. In the active-OSC
scheme, the radiation is first amplified before being recombined with the particle beam. The amplification is typically
performed uniformly (i.e. is constant along the bunch and
on a turn-by-turn basis) to increase the cooling rate while
reducing the emittance and increasing the beam lifetime by
counteracting intra-beam scattering (IBS) effects. However,
by modulating the amplification on a turn-by-turn basis or
along the bunch and controlling the optical delay, OSC can
be used to tailor the longitudinal phase space (LPS).

THEORY
There are two implementations enabling the OSC mechanism to be used to control the LPS distribution of an electron
beam. One option is to implement a multiple-pass control
of the corrective kick strength where the gain of the optical
amplifier is dependent on some variable such as synchrotron
oscillation phase. Another method is to control the temporal
distribution of the laser amplifier so to apply a kick 𝜅(𝑠)
dependent on the bunch longitudinal coordinate.
The longitudinal OSC mechanism reduces each particle’s
deviation in momentum by a small fraction each pass, gradually reducing the energy spread and bunch length. A particle
∗

This work is supported by U.S. Department of Energy under award No.
DE-SC0013761 with Northern Illinois University and by the U.S. National
Science Foundation under award PHY-1549132, the Center for Bright
Beams. Fermilab is managed by the Fermi Research Alliance, LLC for
the DOE under contract number DE-AC02-07CH11359.

traces an ellipse in LPS (𝑠, 𝑝) so a particle with high deviation in momentum and low spatial deviation 𝜙 = 𝜋/2
later will have low momentum deviation and high spatial
deviation. Unlike for the case of betatron motion, this varies
relatively slowly and can be used as the independent variable
in beam shaping techniques.

Multiple-Pass Control
Multiple-pass control uses time-dependent amplification
of the undulator radiation to shape the longitudinal beam distribution. The main motivation for multiple-pass control is
using this periodic behavior to reduce the longitudinal deviation of the beam in only one degree of freedom. That is, to
reduce the momentum spread while leaving the bunch length
unchanged (or vise versa depending on at what phase in the
synchrotron period they are measured). This is achieved by
applying the OSC kick at the same point every synchrotron
period.

Figure 1: Synchrotron Phase
Figure 1 depicts this method implemented to “flatten” the
beam LPS. The kick is applied and reduces the momentum
spread. 𝜋/2 later, the beam has rotated so that what was the
bunch length has converted into the momentum spread. The
kick is turned off here so there is no reduction in the original
bunch length. Finally, as the bunch rotates 𝜋/2 back to the
minimum energy spread, the kick is turned back on thereby
continuing to flatten the beam in one dimension only.

Single-Pass Control
The next tool for shaping electron beams with OSC is
single-pass control of the amplification function. This relies
on temporally shaping the amplification of the undulator
radiation pulse. In traditional OSC, the pulse is amplified
uniformly to reduce the phase-space emittance of the beam;
see Fig. 2(a). This uniformly increases the electric field all
particles in the bunch experience in the kicker. An amplification pulse with temporal (e.g. along 𝑠) dependence can be
used to control specific slices within the bunch separately;
Fig. 2(b). By applying a non-uniform amplification function
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DEMONSTRATION

cooling pulse

The first experimental demonstration of OSC was recently
conducted at Fermilab’s IOTA ring [4, 5]. The experiment
cooled low-charge bunches of 100 MeV electrons using two
undulator magnets [3]. This experiment provides a lattice on
which we may test the practical limits of these techniques.

undulator radiation

uniform ampliﬁcation
b)
shaping pulse
undulator radiation

Toy Model
non-uniform ampliﬁcation

Figure 2: Conventional (a) and non-uniform (b) undulatorradiation amplification.
in time, only specific slices of the beam will be cooled (or
heated depending on the introduced delay).

APPLICATIONS
We investigate two applications of the proposed shaping
techniques: (𝑖) single-dimension flattening of LPS distribution and (𝑖𝑖) the formation of beamlets via bunch splitting.

Energy Spread Reduction (Multi-Pass)
Using the concept described earlier in Fig. 1 the OSC
mechanism flattens the beam. The corrective kick of the
active-OSC scheme is defined as a function of synchrotron
oscillation phase 𝜙 so that,
𝛿𝑝/𝑝 = 𝜅(𝜙) sin(𝜔(𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡0 ) + 𝜓)

(1)

The motion of particles turn-to-turn in a storage ring can
be quickly calculated using a transfer-matrix approach. A
simple toy model of the IOTA lattice is represented using
three transfer matrices; one between the pickup and the
kicker undulators, one from the kicker undulator to the RF
cavity, and one from the RF cavity to the pickup undulator.
Each particle’s position is recorded at the pickup and is used
to apply a kick in momentum at the kicker defined by the
function 𝛿𝑝/𝑝 = −𝜅 sin(𝜔(𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑎𝑣𝑔 ) + 𝜓) where 𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑎𝑣𝑔
is the difference in the time of flight between pickup and
kicker of the 𝑖th particle and the average, 𝜔 is the angular
frequency, and 𝜓 is the optical delay. The RF system is
modeled as a kick in momentum as well as a reduction in the
transverse momentum to account for synchrotron radiation.
Together this provides a quick computation tool to test beam
shaping techniques with considerable accuracy.
This “toy model” is used for quick simulations and can
also produce phase-space attractor plots. These are plots in
which particles are uniformly placed in phase-space and their
trajectories at the beginning of every synchrotron period are
mapped; see Fig. 3. The attractor plot shows regions where

and, with
𝜅(𝜙) = 𝜅0 cos(𝜙)𝑛 ,

(2)

where 𝜅0 is the maximum corrective kick and 𝑛 is some
large, even integer. For smaller values of 𝑛, the OSC force
will reduce the bunch length alongside the energy spread.
The sin() term represents the kick of the transit-time model
of OSC.

Micro-bunch Formation (Single-Pass)
OSC can also be used to focus cooling on specific parts
of the beam by non-uniformly amplifying the undulator radiation pulse. In our investigation, we attempt to use this
method to form micro-bunches by amplifying by a cosinesquared function with wavelength less than the bunch length
and sweeping between heating and cooling. This is shown
in Fig. 2(b). For such an implementation we consider the
amplification to be of the form

momentum (a.u.)
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longitudinal position (a.u.)

(3)

Figure 3: Attractor plot example. The blue and red regions
show the relative cooling/heating force of every point in
phase space integrated over a single synchrotron period.
The black lines track the evolution of particles undergoing
the single-pass shaping scheme.

where the first cosine term comes from the multi-pass shaping, the second is the cos2 () ”comb” which alternates between heating and cooling due to the 𝜙/4 term, and 𝜔𝑠
controls width of the micro-bunches.

particles are pushed towards and away from as well as how
they get there. This can help design shaping techniques that
need to avoid certain regions of phase space.

𝜅(𝜙) = 𝜅0 cos(𝜙)𝑛 cos(𝜔𝑠 𝑡 + 𝜙/4)2 ,
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Figure 5: Demonstration of microbunch formation. Waterfall plot of the evolution of the longitudinal bunch distribution (top), and corresponding rms bunch length and
energy-spread evolution over 10 ms (bottom).
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ities could support the generation of narrowband tunable
radiation pulses in the THz and beyond [8].
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The toy model has obvious short comings. A full tracking simulation was done using elegant[6] implementing
a high-fidelity model of OSC we developed[7]. This more
accurately simulates SR effects, scattering, and particle dynamics.
First, looking at the energy spread reduction, we applied
an OSC kick according to Eq. (2), with n=100. The synchrotron frequency of the IOTA ring is 𝑓0 = 426 Hz (corresponding to ∼ 17600 turns). Figure 4(a) presents the corresponding beam evolution over ∼ 17 synchrotron periods.
The minima correspond to the energy spread reached when
the beam is at the longest bunch length. As the beam rotates
in phase space, however, the bunch length converts to energy
spread. The maximum oscillations remain relatively constant while the minimum momentum spread decays. Such a
behavior indicates the beam getting flatter in only one degree
of freedom and can be seen on the LPS plots in Fig. 4(b,c,d).

position (cm)
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4
20
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20
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20

0

20

position (mm)

Figure 4: Energy spread reduction using multipass gain
modulation. The top plot shows the r.m.s. momentum spread.
The lower plots are the LPS distributions at synchrotron
periods 1, 8, and 17.
In the second we attempted to form micro-bunches within
a beam. By amplifying the OSC kick according to Eq. (3).
A similar simulation was run for this method using 1000
macroparticles for 8 synchrotron periods. Figure 5 shows
a waterfall plot of evolution of the corresponding longitudinal bunch distribution. As the beam rotates though the
phase-space the bunch length grows and shrinks but the initial Gaussian distribution eventually splitting into about 9
beamlets; see final LPS in Fig. 6. The spread of the beamlets
are tunable with the lower limit most likely limited by spacecharge and intra-beam scattering effects. Figure 6 shows the
longitudinal distribution of the beam in the final synchrotron
period. The particles have formed into micro-bunches but
many particles still remain far from the attractors. This can
be further improved by alternating between the beam shaping
and beam flattening techniques. It should be noted that that
the bunch spacing correspond to ∼ 1 ps while the bunchlet
duration is below ∼ 500 fs in this example. Such capabil-
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-20
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Figure 6: LPS distribution obtained at 𝑡 ≃ 9 ms in Fig. 5.

CONCLUSION
We have investigated two methods for shaping the longitudinal distribution of beams in storage rings using optical
stochastic cooling. These methods are effective in reducing a single dimension of the LPS and targeting cooling
on specific longitudinal slices. Future investigations will
look into the physical limits of these methods and potential applications given available laser-shaping methods [9].
Applications could include tunable light sources or experiments which require specific distributions. It may also be
possible to shape the transverse profile of beams by coupling
the longitudinal and transverse degrees of freedom.
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MODELING OF THE OPTICAL STOCHASTIC COOLING
AT THE IOTA STORAGE RING USING ELEGANT
A. J. Dick, P. Piot1 , Northern Illinois Center for Accelerator & Detector Development
Department of Physics, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb IL, USA
J. Jarvis, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batvia, IL, USA
1 also at Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, IL, USA
Abstract
In support of the Optical Stochastic Cooling (OSC) experiment at IOTA, we implemented a high-fidelity model of OSC
in the elegant beam-dynamics program. The introduced
element is applicable to any OSC configurations and models
the main features of OSC including (𝑖) the longitudinal time
of flight OSC, (𝑖𝑖) the effects between the transverse motion
of particles in the beam and the transverse distribution of
undulator radiation, and (𝑖𝑖𝑖) the incoherent contributions
of neighboring particles. Together these produce a highly
accurate model of OSC and were benchmarked using the
results from the IOTA OSC experiment.

BACKGROUND
Stochastic Cooling is a beam cooling technique which
uses electromagnetic radiation produced by a beam in a storage ring at a specific location (the pickup) to provide a corrective kick to the beam at a point downstream (the kicker).
Radiation with bandwidth 𝛿𝜔 carries information on temporal slices with duration 𝜏 ∼ 1/𝛿𝜔 so that the kick corrects the
mean properties of these slices. When applied over millions
of turns, this corrective kick reduces the momentum spread
of the stored beam. The ability for this method to correct
a single particle is limited by the number of other particles
in the sample slice which act as random fluctuations on the
single-particle cooling force. Optical Stochastic Cooling
(OSC) extends this principle to the optical range using undulator magnets for the pickup and kicker [1]. The use of
optical radiation increases the bandwidth of the signal compared to conventional microwave stochastic cooling. This
increased bandwidth ultimately results in a faster cooling.
An exact simulation of OSC would require use of a finite
difference time-domain software to calculate the production
and interaction of the undulator radiation with the beam.
This would be too computationally prohibitive considering
the stochastic nature and the number of turns required to cool
the beam. Instead we have implemented a semi-analytical
model of OSC in elegant, a particle tracking software used
to simulate storage rings and beam lines [2]. The model includes three main components: (i) the so-called transit-time
OSC, (ii) effects of transverse beam size, and (iii) incoherent
contributions of other particles in the sample slice.

MODEL
The model we have implemented considers two planar
undulator elements as the pickup and kicker elements. The

kicker element changes each particle’s momentum depending on (𝑖) the arrival time of each particle relative to its own
radiation, (𝑖𝑖) the transverse motion of each particle from
the pickup to kicker, and (𝑖𝑖𝑖) any incoherent kicks due to
nearby particles (as determined by the system bandwidth).

Transit-Time OSC
Transit-time OSC introduces an energy-dependent delay
between the pickup and kicker using a particle bypass [3].
Particles which deviate from the reference energy arrive
in the kicker out of phase with their radiation produced
at the pickup and receive a kick proportional to this delay.
Considering only the longitudinal motion, the momentum
kick experienced by the 𝑖-th nacroparticle is
𝛿 𝑝 𝑖 /𝑝 = −𝜅 sin [𝜔(𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡 0 ) + 𝜓] ,

(1)

where 𝜅 is the maximum kick strength, 𝜔 = 2𝜋/𝜆 (where 𝜆 is
the fundamental wavelength of the undulator radiation) is the
angular frequency, and 𝜓 is a phase offset which accounts for
optical delay. The difference 𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡 0 is the difference between
the time-of-flight of the 𝑖-th macroparticle and the mean
time-of-flight of the bunch. Both 𝜅 and 𝜓 are user-controlled
parameters which can be modified on a turn-by-turn basis.

Transverse Effects
Undulator radiation produced in the pickup is emitted in
a cone with 𝜃 = 1/𝛾 and is imaged to the same point in the
kicker undulator. A particle may arrive off-axis relative to its
own radiation due to transverse motion between the pickup
and kicker especially for larger transverse beam sizes. The
far-field radiation of a single particle at the focusing lens is,


𝜃 𝐽0 (𝜉) + (𝛾𝜃) 2 cos(2𝜙)𝐽2 (𝜉)
(2)
𝐸 𝑥 (𝜌, 𝜙) =
,
(1 + (𝛾𝜃) 2 ) 4
where 𝜉 ≡ 𝜌𝑘 0 𝜃/(1 + (𝛾𝜃) 2 ), 𝐽0 and 𝐽2 are Bessel functions
of the first kind of 𝑛 = 0, 2, 𝑘 0 = 2𝜋/𝜆 is the wave number,
𝛾 is the Lorentz factor, and 𝜃 is the angle of the emitted
radiation. The total field is found by integrating Eq. 2 from
0 to 𝜃 𝑚 , the angular acceptance of the lens. The effects of
transverse displacement at the kicker can be modeled by
taking the strength of the off-axis field relative to the on-axis
field 𝐸 𝑥 (Δ𝑥, Δ𝑦)/𝐸 𝑥 (0, 0) and multiplying it by the nominal
kick strength. Eq. 1 then becomes,
𝛿 𝑝 𝑖 /𝑝 = −𝜅 sin [𝜔(𝑡 𝑖 − 𝑡0 ) + 𝜓] ×
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where the quantities Δ𝑥 and Δ𝑦 are the difference in each
particle’s transverse position defined as Δ𝑥 = 𝑥 𝑘 − M𝑥 𝑝
(with M is the magnification of the optical line).

Incoherent Effects
So far the model neglects the effects due to other particles
in the sample slice. This choice is justified for the case of the
passive IOTA experiment as the charge is relatively low and
the bunch length is relatively long contributing to sparsely
populated sample slices. However, at high charge and low
longitudinal spread, the incoherent contributions become
significant. Any particle 𝑁𝑢 𝜆 before or after the ith particle
in the kicker will contribute to the kick the ith particle experiences in the kicker. This is implemented in our model
by scanning over the array of particles, sorted by longitudinal position, and applying a kick to the ith particle for any
particle in the sample slice. The interaction is modeled as,
e𝑖, 𝑗 ) sin[𝜔(𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡 0 ) + 𝜓 + 𝜓
e𝑖, 𝑗 ]
𝛿 𝑝 𝑖 /𝑝 = −𝜅( 𝜓

Table 1: Comparison of Basic Lattice Parameters Between
IOTA Experiment and elegant Simulations
Parameter
E loss per turn, eV
Betatron tune 𝜈 𝑥 /𝜈 𝑦
Chromaticity 𝜉 𝑥 /𝜉 𝑦
Mom. Compaction
Synchrotron Freq. (Hz)

IOTA Design

elegant

13.2
5.42 2.42
-10.2 -8.1
0.00493
426.5

13.82
5.42 2.42
-13.2 -6.15
0.004905
426.1

Table 2: Simulated Damping Rates for Synchrotron Radiation (SR) and Various Configurations of OSC
Coupling Mode
SR
𝑠 (1D)
𝑠/𝑥 ((2D)
𝑠/𝑥/𝑦 (3D)

𝝀 𝒔 (𝒔 −1 )

𝝀 𝒙 (𝒔 −1 )

𝝀 𝒚 (𝒔 −1 )

1.0
27.7
20.0
19.7

2.0
2.0
6.5
4.5

1.9
3.7

(4)

e𝑖, 𝑗 reprewhich is the same as Eq. 1 with the phase term 𝜓
senting the relative phase between the ith and jth particle.
Additionally, the strength of the incoherent kick falls off
linearly with the distance between the two until Δ𝑧 = 𝑁𝑢 𝜆.

𝜆 𝑦 = 1.0 𝑠 −1 , and 𝜆 𝑠 = 1.9 𝑠 −1 which agree well with the
theoretical values of 𝜆 𝑥 = 𝜆 𝑦 = 1.0 𝑠 −1 and 𝜆 𝑠 = 2.0 𝑠 −1 .

BENCHMARKING

The cooling rates and equilibrium values were measured
for all three coupling modes (s, s/x, s/x/y). Figure 1 shows
each simulation beginning with a bunch near SR damping
equilibrium which comprises 256 nacroparticles. In the
IOTA experiment, residual gas effects increased the transverse SR-determined equilibrium by a factor of 2. The impact of residual gas was modeled by the scatter element
which applies a Gaussian-distributed kick at each turn. The
kick strength was altered until the simulation matched the
experimentally-measured equilibrium emittances. The cooling rate can be measured directly by fitting an exponential
decay function 𝜀(𝑡) = (𝜀 0 − 𝜀 𝑒𝑞 )𝑒 −𝑟𝑡 + 𝜀 𝑒𝑞 to the emittance
curve.
The cooling force is shared between the degrees of freedom in the various coupling modes as depicted in Fig. 2.
In the longitudinal only (1D) configuration, the horizontal
emittance remains unaffected at the SR equilibrium point
whereas in the 𝑠-𝑥 (2D) coupling configuration, the horizontal emittance decreases while the bunch length is cooled at
a lower pace than for the 1D configuration.

OSC was demonstrated at Fermilab’s IOTA storage
ring [4, 5] and data collected during the passive-OSC experiment were instrumental in benchmarking the computational
model [6]. The primary metrics on which we evaluated the
model were (𝑖) the cooling rates of various lattice configurations and (𝑖𝑖) the equilibrium bunch length and transverse
beam sizes. A complete lattice of the IOTA ring was simulated in elegant using magnet settings from the experiment.
The basic lattice cools the beam only in the longitudinal
plane. However, this cooling force can be shared with the
horizontal plane powering quadrupole magnet located in
the particle bypass (with significant horizontal dispersion).
The cooling force can further be shared with the vertical
plane by placing a skew-quadrupole magnet in the lattice to
couple the 𝑥 and 𝑦 planes. These two quadrupole magnets
were the only lattice elements that were changed during the
benchmarking process to investigate the cooling dynamics
in all three coupling modes.
Before simulating the OSC elements, we produced a lattice file of the IOTA ring in elegant to match experimental
observations of the rf-system, synchrotron damping, and gas
scattering. This lattice was taken directly from the IOTA
experiment and Table 1 shows a comparison between some
key parameters.

Synchrotron Damping Rates
The rate of synchrotron radiation (SR) damping was also
measured in elegant simulations before implementing the
OSC elements. This confirmed both the lattice configuration
and cooling rate analysis worked as expected. The SR damping rates, listed in Table 2, were measured to be 𝜆 𝑥 = 1.0 𝑠 −1 ,
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OSC Cooling Rates

OSC Heating & Higher-Order Attractors
Additionally, the OSC scheme can be used to heat the
beam by tuning the optical delay so that the beam and radiation arrive 𝜋 out of phase. In the case of longitudinal-only
(1D) OSC heating, each particle is pushed toward a fixed
point in high amplitude synchrotron motion; see Fig. 3. The
point, determined by the radiation wavelength is approximately 200 mm.
The cooling range of OSC is limited by the wavelength
of the undulator radiation. Particles with high synchrotron
amplitudes will find themselves, on average, beyond the first
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Figure 3: Waterfall plot of the longitudinal beam distribution
showcasing the dynamics associated with the heating mode.
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Figure 1: Horizontal emittance (a) and r.m.s. bunch length
(b) of a beam undergoing OSC in the longitudinal-only (blue
trace) and 𝑠 − 𝑥 coupling (orange trace) configurations.
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and resulting bunch length (bottom) as the optical delay between the radiation field and the beam in the kicker undulator
is varied from 𝜋/2 to 5𝜋/2 showing the heating and cooling
modes as well as higher order attractors.
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Figure 2: Waterfall plot of the longitudinal (top), horizontal
(middle), and vertical (bottom) beam distributions for each
of the three coupling modes.

order cooling effects and will be pushed toward higher-order
attractors. This behavior can also be seen in the computational model by heating then cooling a beam. We introduce
a beam near equilibrium then sweep the delay phase slowly
alternating between heating and cooling, as shown in Fig. 4.
As a result the bunch length alternatively lengthen (heating)
and shorten (cooling) as the optical delay phase is varied. In
the cooling regions, the beam consists of a bright core with
low synchrotron amplitude and low energy spread. However,
a small number of particles find themselves trapped in the
first cooling attractor; see Fig. 4 for times 𝑡 ∈ [16, 28] ms.

We have developed a high-fidelity computational model
of OSC in elegant which correctly simulates the cooling
and heating dynamics experimentally observed at IOTA. The
model will provide guidance to design the planned activeOSC experiment, in which the undulator radiation will be
amplified before being reintroduced in the kicker, and for
understanding possible applications of OSC beyond beam
cooling and preservation. Likewise, the developed tool will
support the exploration of beam manipulation based on the
interaction of the beam with its own fields [7].
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A PATH-LENGTH STABILITY EXPERIMENT FOR OPTICAL
STOCHASTIC COOLING AT THE CORNELL ELECTRON STORAGE RING
S.J. Levenson∗ , M.B. Andorf, I.V. Bazarov, V. Khachatryan,
J.M. Maxson, D.L. Rubin and S.T. Wang, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
Abstract
To achieve sufficient particle delay with respect to the optical path in order to enable high gain amplification, the design
of the Optical Stochastic Cooling (OSC) experiment in the
Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) places the pickup
(PU) and kicker (KU) undulators approximately 80 m apart.
The arrival times of particles and the light they produce in
the PU must be synchronized to an accuracy of less than
an optical wavelength, which for this experiment is 780 nm.
To test this synchronization, a planned demonstration of the
stability of the bypass in CESR is presented where, in lieu
of undulators, an interference pattern formed with radiation
from two dipoles flanking the bypass is used. In addition to
demonstrating stability, the fringe visibility of the pattern is
related to the cooling ranges, a critical parameter needed for
OSC. We present progress on this stabilization experiment
including the design of a second-order isochronous bypass,
as well as optimizations of the Dynamic Aperture (DA) and
injection efficiency.

INTRODUCTION
Optical stochastic cooling is a beam cooling technique
based on the same principles as stochastic cooling with the
radiation shifted from microwave to optical wavelengths to
leverage the larger bandwidth supported by optical systems.
First proposed in 1993 [1], this method starts with a particle
emitting a wave-packet in a “pickup” undulator (PU), and receiving a corrective energy kick from the same wave-packet
in a downstream “kicker” undulator (KU). When the particle
bypass and light path are properly set, the arrival time of
the reference particle is such that it receives no kick. Meanwhile, a generic particle having an energy offset or non-zero
betatron coordinate will be delayed and receives an energy
kick that is corrective. [2]. This paper addresses the status of
the experiment at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR)
at Cornell University [3–5].
For OSC at CESR, an arc-bypass has been designed and
studied for an active OSC demonstration [3]. The arc-bypass
uses the dipoles of the ring to delay the particle beam relative
to the light. The advantage of this approach is a significantly
larger delay than what can be achieved with a dog-leg chicane, enabling the use of a staged amplification scheme for
high gain without sacrificing the systems cooling ranges.
However, because the ring dipoles tend to have a larger
bending angle, the particle transit time is more sensitive
to magnetic field fluctuations. Moreover, the arc-bypass
concept relies on mirrors in the optical transport which are
susceptible to mechanical vibrations, introducing another
∗

source of transit-time jitter. As a step towards a high gain
OSC demonstration in CESR, a path-stability demonstration
is being pursued.
In this path length stability demonstration, optical radiation generated by two dipole magnets, B44W and B46E
(as shown in Fig. 1), separated by a comparable distance
as the PU and KU will be for the OSC experiment, will be
interfered. The light path for this demonstration has been
constructed and is detailed in [6]. By registering the intensity
of interfered radiation field on a photodiode, the path-error
can be measured and corrected with feedback. In our demonstration, we plan to use an Electro-Optic modulator (EOM)
to correct the transit-time of the light path.

Figure 1: A conceptual overview of the experiment shown
along the northern arc of the CESR ring. In the diagram,
positrons circulate the ring clockwise, west to east. The light
(yellow) from dipole B44W is propagated to the east where
it is interfered with light from B46E. The diagram is not to
scale.

INTERFERENCE OF FIELDS
A requirement for this stability experiment is good longitudinal interference visibility between the radiation of the
two dipoles. Hence, the two radiation fields must be strongly
correlated. This is achieved by minimizing the longitudinal
mixing of the particles between the two radiation source
points. For two points in an accelerator, longitudinal mixing
is defined as the RMS deviation from the reference particle’s path length between the two points. The relationship
between longitudinal mixing (with first-order transport) and
interference visibility has been discussed in [7]. For high
visibility, the longitudinal mixing must be much less than
the wavelength (𝜆 𝑒 ) of the light, which for this experiment
was chosen to be 𝜆 𝑒 = 780 nm to be compatible with the
Ti:sapphire gain medium.
The change in the longitudinal coordinate of a particle
between two points is (ignoring the vertical coordinate) [8]:
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Δ𝑠 = 𝑀51 (𝑥 + 𝜂𝛿) + 𝑀52 (𝑥 ′ + 𝜂 ′ 𝛿) + 𝑀56 𝛿
+T512 (𝑥 + 𝜂𝛿) (𝑥 ′ + 𝜂 ′ 𝛿) + T511 (𝑥 + 𝜂𝛿) 2
+T522 (𝑥 ′ + 𝜂 ′ 𝛿) 2 + T516 (𝑥 + 𝜂𝛿)𝛿

(1)

+T526 (𝑥 ′ + 𝜂 ′ 𝛿)𝛿 + T566 𝛿2
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where M𝑖 𝑗 and T𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 are the first and second order transfer
matrices, respectively. 𝑥, 𝜂 and 𝛿 are the particle’s initial
𝑥-coordinate, dispersion and energy offset.
The RMS value of the path length deviations for a particle
bunch can be written as:

2
𝜎Δ𝑠
=

∫

 ∫
2
Δ𝑠2 𝑓 (x) 𝑑x −
Δ𝑠 𝑓 (x) 𝑑x

(2)

where x = (𝑥, 𝑥 ′, 𝛿) and 𝑓 (x) is the particle bunch distribution function. For a Gaussian distribution,
"
#
𝛿2
𝛾𝑥 2 + 2𝛼𝑥𝑥 ′ + 𝛽𝑥 ′2
′
−
𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑥 , 𝛿) ∝ exp −
. (3)
2𝜎𝑥2 /𝛽
2𝜎𝛿2
Integration yields:


2
2
2
𝜎Δ𝑠
= 𝜖 𝑥 𝛽𝑀51
− 2𝛼𝑀51 𝑀52 + 𝛾𝑀52

Figure 2: The beta functions and dispersion for (top) the
entire ring and (bottom) the bypass. Source point 1 is at
𝑠 = 343.9 m and source point 2 is at 𝑠 = 414.9 m

+𝜖 𝑥2 [2 (𝑇511 𝛽 − 𝑇521 𝛼 + 𝑇522 𝛾) 2
2
+(𝑇521
− 4𝑇511𝑇522 )]

+𝜎𝛿2 (𝜂𝑀51 + 𝜂 ′ 𝑀52 + 𝑀56 ) 2

(4)

Specification

+2𝜎𝛿4 (𝑇511 𝜂2 + 𝑇512 𝜂𝜂 ′ + 𝑇522 𝜂 ′2
+𝑇516 𝜂 + 𝑇526 𝜂 ′ + 𝑇566 ) 2
+𝜖 𝑥 𝜎𝛿2 (𝛽𝜉12 − 2𝛼𝜉1 𝜉2 + 𝛾𝜉22 )
where 𝜉1 = 𝑇511 𝜂 + 2𝑇512 𝜂 ′ +𝑇516 and 𝜉2 = 𝑇512 𝜂 + 2𝑇522 𝜂 ′ +
𝑇526 . 𝜖 𝑥 and 𝜎𝛿 are the emittance and energy spread, respectively and 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝛾 are the Twiss parameters at the first
source point.

LATTICE
First Order Optimization
Using TAO [9], a lattice (as shown in Fig. 2) was developed
to minimize the linear terms of Eq. (4) evaluated between
B44W and B46E. Additionally, practical considerations like
matching the lattice functions to the nominal CHESS lattice at the injection site and limiting the maximum betatron
functions were accounted. The development was done using
both TAO’s built in Genetic Algorithm (GA) and gradient
descent to perform the optimization [10]. Although the GA
was single objective, the multiple competing objectives were
achieved by assigning weights to each single objective. As
the lattice progressed, these weights were dynamically adjusted until a satisfactory solution was found. For this lattice
at 6 GeV (the nominal CHESS energy), it was found that two
of the quadrupoles in the bypass exceeded their hardware
limit. We performed a search for alternative solutions while
constraining the elements within their hardware limits but
could not find a satisfactory lattice. Therefore, the lattice
energy was lowered from 6 to 3 GeV. This has the advantage of lowering the emittance from 45 nm to 9 nm while
maintaining the quadrupole strength below their hardware
limits.
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Table 1: Parameters for the Designed Lattice

Horizontal Emittance
Fractional Energy Spread
Simulated Interference Visibility
Injection Efficiency

Value
9 nm
4.5 × 10−5
22%
55%

A particle tracking routine was implemented using the
lattice and its operating parameters. 10000 particles were
tracked through the ring and the particle coordinates, relative
to the reference particle, were recorded at the two source
points (0.719 m from the ends of the dipoles, found through
ray-tracing). Based on the longitudinal position difference of
each particle, interference visibility was numerically calculated. This was done by assigning a phase delay or advance
to a 780 nm wavelength wave associated with each particle.
The phase delay or advance was assigned according to each
particle’s longitudinal position at the source points. The sum
of all the waves was used to calculate the visibility through
auto-correlation. A histogram of the longitudinal position
differences is shown in Fig. 3.

Second Order Optimization
After a linear solution was obtained, the second order
terms of Eq. (4) were included in the optimization. Initially,
we found when accounting second order terms, the visibility
dropped from 99% to effectively zero. In the bypass there
are 4 sextupoles, ordinarily used for chromaticity corrections
during CHESS operations, which can be used for second
order path-length correction. After optimizing, the visibility
was brought up to 22% which is sufficient to detect and use
the interference fringes for feedback.
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Figure 3: Histograms of the longitudinal position change
between the source points for 10000 particles tracked using
TAO. 𝑎) The particles tracked through the CHESS lattice.
The interference visibility is essentially zero. 𝑏) The particles tracked through our lattice, but with only linear tracking
(that is, only M𝑖 𝑗 ). If we consider only linear transport, we
would have 99.6% visibility. 𝑐) The particles tracked through
our lattice up to second order (M𝑖 𝑗 and T𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 ). The calculated
visibility is 22%. 𝑑) Particles tracked using all-order, standard TAO tracking. The difference between all-order tracking
truncated to second order is negligible.

Dynamic Aperture
With the 4 sextupoles of the bypass set for second order path-length corrections, the remaining 71 sextupoles in
CESR outside the bypass were used to optimize the Dynamic
Aperture (DA). For these optimizations, the GA available in
Xopt was utilized [12]. For convenience and speed, the objective function was calculated using particle survival limits
found in TAO rather than a frequency map (the optimized
frequency map DA is shown in Fig. 4). Using this method,
TAO tracks particles with prescribed initial coordinates until a particle does not survive a set number of turns. From
there, a limit to particle survival is found. The area under
the survival limit was used as the objective to maximize.
The first round of optimizations increased the DA until
the physical aperture of CESR was the limiting factor. After
a satisfactory DA was found, an additional optimization was
performed to increase the injection efficiency to 55%. To
protect permanent magnet undulators in the south arc of
CESR from lost particles during injection during CHESS
operation, there are two collimators placed 90 degrees apart.
We further optimized our lattice to match this phase advance
and performed particle tracking simulations to confirm our
lattice will lose a negligible amount of particles in the south
arc.
The interference visibility is very sensitive to the field
strengths of the magnets between the source points. Three
quadrupoles in the bypass have a particularly strong effect.
Less than an 0.1% error in the fields of any single one of

Figure 4: The optimized dynamic aperture of the lattice
produced using the Frequency Map Analysis (FMA) method
[11]. Δ𝑄 is the Log of the magnitude difference in x and y
tune for particles tracked over two sets of 1024 turns around
the ring. The x-y axes refer to the initial launch positions
of the particles. The dashed box is the smallest physical
aperture in CESR (undulator). White spaces are areas where
particles with that initial launch position did not survive the
aperture. Hence, the optimization goal was to fill up the red
box.

those quadrupoles will reduce the interference visibility to
zero. The field strengths were monitored with a magnetic
probe during normal CESR operations. The RMS fluctuations in the quadrupole field strengths were found to be
around 0.001% and therefore should not significantly impact
the experiment.

CONCLUSION
We have designed a path-length stability experiment at
CESR to test the viability of an active OSC demonstration
CESR. This includes the creation of a lattice capable of performing this experiment. The lattice was made to minimize
longitudinal mixing between two radiation source points
in the ring. It was also optimized to have good dynamic
aperture and injection efficiency.
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LIGHT PATH CONSTRUCTION FOR AN OPTICAL STOCHASTIC
COOLING STABILITY TEST AT THE CORNELL ELECTRON STORAGE
RING
S.J. Levenson∗ , M.B. Andorf, I.V. Bazarov, D.C. Burke, J.M. Maxson, D.L. Rubin , S.T. Wang
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
Abstract
An experiment at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring
(CESR) to test the optical path-length stability of a bypass
suitable for Optical Stochastic Cooling (OSC) is being pursued. The approximately 80 m light path for this experiment
has been assembled, and synchrotron light has been successfully propagated from both sources. A feedback system
based on an Electro-Optic Modulator (EOM) to correct the
path-error accumulated in both the light and particle path
has been table-top tested. We present on the design and construction of the light optics for the OSC stability experiment
at CESR.

INTRODUCTION
Optical Stochastic Cooling (OSC) [1] is a beam cooling technique. Based on the same principles as microwave
stochastic cooling, OSC operates in the optical wavelength
regime in order to take advantage of the large bandwidth,
of the order of 100 THz, that an optical system can support.
In the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) at Cornell
University, an experimental program aimed at developing
high gain OSC using an arc-bypass approach is under development [2–4]. As a stepping stone towards high gain OSC,
Cornell is pursuing a path-length stabilization experiment
based on the interference of synchrotron radiation produced
by two dipoles at the start and end of the arc-bypass. The
motivation, status and design of the beam optics are detailed
in [5]. This paper focuses on the construction and initial
commissioning of the light path to be used in the experiment.

LIGHT PATH DESIGN
The interference takes place between bend magnets B44W
and the downstream B46E which are separated 71 meters
along the nominal beam path. From each bend magnet, a
portion of the synchrotron radiation is picked off from a
12.5 × 12.5 mm water-cooled beryllium (Be) mirror located
5.44 m from the source point. The mirrors are angled so that
the bend radiation is directed perpendicularly through a viewport into an optics station. Interference is to be performed
at the east station just downstream from B46E. The west
station was designed with the purpose of aligning B44W’s
bend radiation along the light-path axis and collimating the
radiation for the long transport to the east side.
To obtain an initial alignment of the light path, a HeNe
laser was used. A pellicle beam splitter is used to join the
HeNe path to B44W’s. This same beam splitter also serves
∗
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to direct a portion of the light to a substation used for coaligning the HeNe light and radiation from B44W. This
substation consists of two cameras separated by 0.5 m and
another beam splitter so that radiation is incident on both
cameras simultaneously. Two remotely controlled mirrors
in the bend radiation path, prior to where it joins the HeNe
path, are used so that the bend radiation can be made to
spatially overlap the HeNe on both cameras.
A lens doublet is used for collimation. At the doublet,
the radiation size is largely determined by the source divergence. Therefore, if the focusing is chosen so that 𝑀22 = 0,
which occurs when 𝐹doublet = −𝐿source where 𝐹doublet is the
effective focal length of the lens doublet and 𝐿source is the
distance from the radiation source to the first lens of the
doublet, we would expect a constant radiation size after the
doublet. Taking into account the commercially available
lens sizes and space constraints of the optics module, we
selected 𝐹1 = −𝐹2 = 500 mm. For 𝑀22 = 0, the doublet
spacing, 𝑙𝑑 = 5.1 cm. To account for the lenses having an
error in the focal length on the order of 1%, the second lens
in the doublet was placed on a controllable stage to make an
adjustment of the effective focal length. The above argument
is based on geometric optics and neglects diffraction. As a
check, we used Synchrotron Radiation Workshop (SRW) [6]
and confirmed the radiation becomes collimated to an approximately 6 mm RMS size without significant growth after
the doublet.
After exiting the west station, the light path for B44W’s
transport is parallel to the beam trajectory before cutting
across a chord along CESR’s northern arc. This cut results
in the optics path being approximately 20 cm shorter than
the beam path. During OSC, part of this extra distance can
be used to accommodate the use of a high gain amplifier.
In addition to the storage ring, the CESR tunnel houses the
synchrotron used for boosting the beam to the operational
energy, nominally 6 GeV for CHESS but set to 3 GeV for this
experiment. Two periscopes are used to raise and lower the
light path over the synchrotron. The upper mirror of each
periscope is on a remotely controlled, vertically oriented
stage that can be used for rough adjustment of the light pathlength. The light path is enclosed in 4” PVC pipe to protect
against air drafts inside the tunnel.
Once on the east side, another substation holds the ElectroOptic Modulator (EOM) used for the path stabilization. A
lens doublet chosen to behave as a reverse beam expander
with 250 mm and 25.4 mm focal length lens are used to reduce the radiation to the 1 mm diameter aperture of the
EOM.
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Figure 1: Drawings of the experimental setup. Top) The northern arc of CESR is shown (purple), along with the light
path (black). The locations of drawings a-d are shown in the top image. a) Inside the west optic module. Radiation from
B44W enters through the port in the top left, and traverses the first controllable mirror, lens doublet, waveplate and second
controllable mirror. The beam splitter combines the HeNe laser path with that of the synchrotron light. b) The alignment
table after the west optic module. Half the light is viewed on two cameras for alignment, the other half is sent across the
ring. c) One of the two periscopes used to bring the light up and over the synchrotron. The top mirror height is remotely
adjustable. d) Inside the east optic module. B44W’s radiation enters the module on the bottom left port and goes into the
EOM. Light from B46E enters in the top left port and is collimated and reduced with a lens doublet. Both wave packets are
combined in the beam splitter on the right.
The light-path for radiation emitted from B46E is similar
to the initial part of the light-path for B44W. Two remotely
controlled mirrors are used to steer the radiation and a lens
doublet is used to produce a beam that is the same size as
its counterpart from the west. Here the two lenses were
chosen to have focal lengths of 250 mm and 25.4 mm, but
with a separating distance of 28.8 cm. Once again, the second lens was placed on a remote-control stand to account
for focusing errors. A pellicle beam-splitter is used to join
the east and west paths. Similar to before, a portion of the
light is sent to a substation consisting of two cameras and a
beam-splitter. In this station, the goal is to spatially overlap
the light from B44W and B46E on both cameras so that their
paths are colinear. The other portion of the combined radiation goes onto a photodiode to detect the interference during
the experiment. Figure 1 illustrates the light path design.

Construction and Alignment
The construction of the light path and installation of the
optics stations started during the CHESS 2020 winter down
and was completed in early 2021. After the construction,
WEPOMS031
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during the weekly 6-hour access for routine machine maintenance, a HeNe laser was used to get an initial alignment of
the entire light path. The electronics to communicate with
the mirrors, stages and cameras are housed under the west
and east stations and were surrounded by 2" × 3" × 6" lead
bricks to avoid radiation damage.
During the spring 2021 machine studies week, the Be
mirror for B44W was inserted for the first time and an initial attempt at aligning the synchrotron light was performed.
Light was successfully propagated to the west alignment
substation. During a machine studies week, the lattice is
frequently reconfigured making beam loss more common
resulting in increased radiation inside the CESR tunnel. We
believe this caused one of our cameras to malfunction. To
remedy this, we first placed dosimeters at various heights
near the alignment substation and, based on readings gathered over a week of nominal CHESS conditions, decided
to lower the table 40 cm below the plane of CESR. We also
added additional lead shielding and the ability to remotely
power on the cameras to ensure a longer lifetime. After reconfiguring and re-installing the west substation, during the
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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CHESS spring 2021 run the Be mirror was inserted with
nomimal CHESS conditions (6 GeV with 100 mA average
current). There was no observed impact on the beam and so
it was deemed safe to leave in, allowing us to continue the
alignment parasitically during CHESS running. In January
of 2022, light from B44W was successfully propagated to
the east module as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: The radiation from the two sources after propagation through the entire system, read with a camera behind
the east optics table.

FEEDBACK SYSTEM FOR
STABILIZATION
The path stabilization will be done with an EOM, ConOptics model 360-80-02 [7]. The EOM uses an 80 mm long
LiTaO3 crystal that provides a half-wave voltage of 120 V
at 830 nm. To drive the EOM, we procured a Trek 609E-6
4 kV bipolar amplifier [8], resulting in up to ±13 µm of path
adjustment. Our correction speed is limited by the amplifier
bandwidth of 13 kHz. Prior to the light path construction, accelerometer measurements were performed at various points
in the CESR tunnel and on the vacuum chamber at frequencies up to 450 Hz. The integrated noise spectrum was on
the order 1 µm which is well within EOM’s path-adjustment
range.

Fig. 3). The optimal settings were tuned by hand and found
to be be 0.4, 104 , and 0, respectively for the proportional,
integral and derivative terms.

Figure 3: A plot of the stabilized interference. The noise
on the left side of the plot was produced by manually shaking the optics table. The diode is reading the noise in the
interference pattern and the PID is producing a signal to
compensate for it. As seen, the noise is significantly reduced
by the feedback system around 0.2 s.
By comparing the interference visibility from the noise
in the hall both with and without the feedback system, it
was determined that path length errors were corrected to a
standard deviation of 8 nm which would be acceptably small
for OSC.

CONCLUSION
An optical system has been developed and constructed
for an experiment to test the optical path-length stability of
a bypass suitable for OSC at CESR. Synchrotron light has
been successfully propagated from both sources and made
to spatially overlap. A table-top test of the planned EOMbased feedback system has been completed, demonstrating
a capability for correcting the path-length errors within the
requirements for a full OSC experiment at CESR.

Table-Top Test of Feedback System
In order to test the feedback system before operation,
a table-top test with a Michelson Interferometer was conducted [9] with the EOM placed in one of the arms. An
800 nm laser was used during the test. When the light from
both arms was recombined, it was split such that half was
seen by a camera (to aid in transverse alignment) and half
was seen by the photodiode to start the feedback loop. Due
to noise in the environment, prior to turning on the feedback
we observed a standard deviation path-length fluctuation
between the two arms of 70 nm. High frequency diode noise
was removed with a 100 kHz low-pass filter before sending the interference signal to a PID controller (as shown in
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SIMULATIONS OF COHERENT ELECTRON COOLING
WITH ORBIT DEVIATION*
J. Ma†, G. Wang, V. N. Litvinenko1, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York, USA
1
also at Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, New York, USA
Abstract
Coherent electron cooling (CeC) is a novel technique for
rapidly cooling high-energy, high-intensity hadron beam.
Plasma cascade amplifier (PCA) has been proposed for the
CeC experiment in the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). Cooling performance of PCA based CeC has been predicted in
3D start-to-end CeC simulations using code SPACE. The
dependence of the PCA gain and the cooling rate on the
electron beam’s orbit deviation has been explored in the
simulation studies.

INTRODUCTION
Strong hadron cooling (SHC) is essential to attain the luminosity required by the future Electron-Ion Collider (EIC)
design. CeC [1-3] is a promising technique for the rapid
cooling of high-energy high-intensity hadron beams in the
EIC.
A CeC system consists of three main sections, the modulator, the amplifier, and the kicker. Several CeC schemes
have been proposed with different implementations of the
CeC amplifier. In this paper, we present simulation studies
of the PCA-based CeC [4]. Working principle of PCA is
the new plasma cascade instability (PCI) [5-6].
Figure 2 shows the layout of a PCA-based CeC system,
where solenoids are used to modulate the transverse size of
the electron beam and to excite the PCI.
Our simulation tool is the SPACE code [7], a parallel,
relativistic, three-dimensional (3D), electromagnetic (EM)
Particle-in-Cell (PIC) code, which has been used in the
simulation studies for the mitigation effect by beam induced plasma [8], the modulation process in CeC [9-12],
CeC with free electron laser (FEL) amplifier [13-16] and
the CeC with PCA [17-18].

CEC WITHOUT ORBIT DEVIATION
The setup of the CeC system in the simulation study is
based on the CeC experiment at BNL RHIC, which includes a 2.88-meter modulator, an 8-meter 4-cell PCA and

a 3-meter kicker. The lengths of the PCA cells are 1.8 m,
2.2 m, 2.2 m, and 1.8 m. Table 1 lists two cases of electron
beam parameters in simulations. The electron beam peak
current and emittance are carefully chosen to excite the PCI
in PCA, and therefore amplifier the density modulation introduced by ions in the modulator.
Table 1: Electron Beam Parameters
Beam energy, 𝛾
Peak current, A
Normalized KV emittance, mm mrad
RMS energy spread

Case 1

Case 2

28.5
50

28.5
75

6

7

2e-4

2e-4

A transverse Kapchinsky-Vladimirsky (KV) distribution
has been applied to the electron beam in the simulations.
Note that the KV emittance is 4 times of the traditionally
defined root-mean-square (RMS) emittance.

Figure 1: Evolution of transverse RMS beam size in a 4cell-PCA based CeC system for electron beam peak current
50A (top), and the energy kick to ions in the kicker section
for ions with various longitudinal and horizontal positions
(bottom left) and for ions with zero horizontal position
(bottom right).

Figure 2: Schematic of a CeC system with the PCA.
___________________________________________
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Figure 3: Evolution of transverse RMS beam size in a 4cell-PCA based CeC system for electron beam peak current
75A (top), and the energy kick to ions in the kicker section
for ions with various longitudinal and horizontal positions
(bottom left) and for ions with zero horizontal position
(bottom right).
Figures 1 and 3 show the electron beam size evolution in
the PCA-based CeC system for the two cases listed in Table
1, and the energy kick to hadrons in the kicker section. The
energy kick from the electrons corrects the hadrons’ energy
towards the nominal value, which results in the cooling.
Both cases provide sufficient energy kick to hadrons and
result in reasonable local cooling time, as can be seen in
Figures 2 and 3. More simulations of the modulator and the
PCA can be found in [9-18].

PCA WITH ORBIT DEVIATION
We have simulated the electron beam dynamics through
the PCA to explore the effect of orbit deviation on the PCA
gain. A transverse orbit deviation of 0.25 mm has been introduced at the entrance of the PCA. We have tracked the
PCA gain and compared the cases of orbit correction at different locations along the beam line. Such comparison is
presented in Figure 4. The last row in Figure 4 shows that
the initial orbit deviations will be amplified in the PCA
without orbit correction, which significantly reduces the
PCA gain. The earlier we correct the orbit, the more we can
restore the PCA gain. With orbit correction at the 1st cell
of PCA (2nd row in Figure 4), the PCA gain is as large as
that without orbit deviation (1st row in Figure 4).
The correlation between the increased orbit deviation
and the reduced PCA gain has been explored by tracking a
longitudinal slice of electrons. As can be seen in Figure 5,
we have compared three cases of initial orbit deviation 0
mm, 0.1 mm and 0.25 mm, and found that orbit deviation
can cause mismatch of transverse beam size in the designed
PCA lattice. In each of the three cases, we tracked the dynamics of a longitudinal slice of electrons, which are
shown in Figure 6.

WEPOMS032
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Figure 4: Evolution of transverse beam position in a 4-cell
PCA (left column) and corresponding PCA gain at 2e+13
Hz (right column) for electron beam without orbit deviation (1st row), with initial orbit deviation 0.25 mm and orbit correction at 1st PCA cell (2nd row), 2nd PCA cell (3rd
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row), 3rd PCA cell (4th row), 4th PCA cell (5th row), exit
of PCA (6th row), and without orbit correction (7th row).

Figure 2 shows that the orbit correction restores the cooling
performance.

Figure 5: Evolution of transverse beam position (left) and
transverse RMS beam size (right) in a 4-cell PCA for electron beam with initial transverse orbit deviation 0 mm
(blue), 0.1 mm (red) and 0.25 mm (green).

Figure 7: Evolution of transverse beam position (top left),
transverse RMS beam size (top right) in a 4-cell-PCA
based CeC system for electron beam peak current 50A with
earth magnetic field, and the energy kick to ions in the
kicker section for ions with various longitudinal and horizontal positions (bottom left) and for ions with zero horizontal position (bottom right).

Figure 6: Dynamics of a longitudinal slice of electrons in a
4-cell PCA for electron beam with initial transverse orbit
deviation 0 mm (blue), 0.1 mm (red) and 0.25 mm (green).
The transverse radial position is defined as 𝑟 = 𝑥 + 𝑦 .
Figure 6 shows that electrons with larger orbit deviation
will spread more in longitudinal coordinate in PCA. The
reason of the longitudinal spread is that electrons with
larger orbit deviation are kicked by stronger transverse
magnetic field of the solenoids, which results in more longitudinal spread. Such spread plays a similar role in PCA
gain reduction as energy spread [18].

CEC WITH ORBIT DEVIATION
We have included the orbit deviation in the CeC simulations to study its effect on the cooling performance. In this
study, we have used the beam parameters listed as Case 1
in Table 1. Instead of the initial orbit deviation, we have
applied the vertical magnetic field 1e-5 T in the CeC beam
line, which is based on the measurement of the earth magnetic field at the location of the CeC system at BNL RHIC.
Figure 7 shows that the earth magnetic field causes orbit
deviation and mismatch of beam size in the PCA-based
CeC lattice, which degrade the cooling performance. The
correctors in the CeC beam line have been utilized to correct the orbit, and the resulting orbit is shown in Figure 8.
The locations of the correctors are based on the CeC system at BNL RHIC. The comparison between Figure 8 and

Figure 8: Evolution of transverse beam position (top left),
transverse RMS beam size (top right) in a 4-cell-PCA
based CeC system for electron beam peak current 50A with
earth magnetic field and orbit correction, and the energy
kick to ions in the kicker section for ions with various longitudinal and horizontal positions (bottom left) and for ions
with zero horizontal position (bottom right).

CONCLUSION
We have simulated proper electron beam parameters
which will provide good cooling performance in the PCAbased CeC system. The orbit deviation and earth field have
been included in the simulations, which lead to worse cooling performance. We have demonstrated that the cooling
performance can be restored with proper orbit correction.
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CETA-A CODE PACKAGE BEING DEVELOPED FOR COLLECTIVE
EFFECT ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION IN ELECTRON STORAGE RINGS∗
C. Li † ,Y.-C. Chae, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
The code Collective Effect Tool Analysis (CETA) is under
development to study the collective effects in the electron
storage ring. With the impedance either generated by itself or
imported from an external file, CETA can calculate the loss
and kick factors, the longitudinal equilibrium bunch length
from a Haissinski solver, and the head-tail mode frequency
shift from a Vlasov solver. Meanwhile, the code CETASim,
which can track particles to study coupled-bunch instabilities
caused by long-range wakefield, ion effects, transient beam
loading effect, bunch-by-bunch feedback, etc., is also under
development. In this paper, we describe the code status and
give several simulation results from CETA and CETASim
to show how these codes work.

INTRODUCTION
The design goal of the diffraction-limited storage ring is to
have an ultralow emittance in combination with a high beam
current, which naturally requires careful studies on both the
single bunch and coupled bunch effects due to wakefield,
beam-ion effet, transient beam loading, and the bunch-bybunch feedbacks, etc. [1]. However, the numerical analysis
of the beam instability is not straightforward due to the complexity of the intrabunch and interbunch beam dynamics
characteristics. In the past decades, simulation codes such
as Elegant [2], MBTrack [3], PyHeadTail [4], etc. are developed and are capable to cover various beam dynamics
problems in this field. In this paper, we will introduce two
codes recently developed, CETA and CETASim. The main
purpose of CETA is to supply researchers quick and rough
estimation of the influence from impedance to electron beam,
meanwhile, CETASim is supposed to be a light version of
the collective effect simulation code. In sections 2 and 3,
simulation results obtained with different scenarios are given
as demonstrations to show how CETA and CETASIm work.
Plans for future studies are given in section 4.

RESULTS FROM CETA
Kick and Loss Factor
Figure 1 shows the kick and loss factors as a function of
bunch length in Petra4, where 1 mA bunch current is assumed as the default setting. In the transverse direction, the
resistive wall is one of the main impedance sources. Compared with the zero chromaticity results, at chromaticity 5,
the kick factor due to the resistive wall is reduced roughly by
a factor of two. However, the kicker factors of other elements
∗
†

Work supported by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation program under grant agreement No. 871072
li.chao@desy
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are well suppressed by chromaticity 5. In the longitudinal
direction, the resistive wall, the 3rd order harmonic cavity,
and the kickers contribute most of the total loss factors.

Haisskinski Solver
The Haisskinski solver is used to study the bunch lengthening and longitudinal bunch shape distortion due to the
longitudinal impedance. In CETA, the Haisskinski equation
is numerically solved in a self-consistent way, where an iteration process is launched to ensure a convergent bunch density
profile. Figure 2 shows the final bunch density profile where
the resistive wall impedance is taken into account in a 40
ESRF-Cell type storage ring. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the bunch length obtained from CETA and Elegant
simulation. The energy spread is assumed constant in the
Haisskinski solver, it indicates that the prediction from the
Haisskinski solver is not suitable anymore when the bunch
current is beyond the longitudinal macro-wave-instability
(MWI) threshold.

Vlasov Solver and TMCI
The Vlasov solver in CETA deals with the linearized Scaherer equations [1] in the frequency domain, in which the
equilibrium beam profile is assumed as a Gaussian type and
the perturbation is expressed in terms of Laguerre polynomials. Correspondingly, the perturbations in the real space
is expressed by the Hermite polynomial. With a given transverse impedance, the interaction matrix 𝑀 is established and
solved numerically. Figure 4 shows the modes frequency
shift comparison between results from the CETA Vlasov
solver and Elegant tracking in the 40 ESRF-cell machine.
The blue lines are the results from CETA. In Elegant simulation, only the vertical dipole impedance is considered,
which ensures a fair comparison against CETA. The contour
is the Fourier spectrum of the center oscillation from Elegant
tracking. Both CETA and Elegant show that the 𝑙 = 0 and
𝑙 = −1 modes are coupled when the bunch charge reaches
1.6 nC.

RESULTS FROM CETA
The code CETASim is an upgraded version of the beamion simulation code developed in 2020 [5]. In the updated
version, some new features are added to cover various coupled bunched motions due to the long-range wake. In bellow,
we will give the beam-ion interaction in the transverse direction and the transient beam loading in the longitudinal
direction Petra4 (lattice version 3.3).

Beam-Ion Effect
The updated version of CETASim is extended to cover
multi-gas and multi-interaction points in the beam-ion simWEPOMS033
2323
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Figure 1: The kick and loss factor as a function of bunch length in Petra4, where 1 mA bunch current is assumed.

Figure 2: The Haisskinski solution when the RW wall
impedance is taken in account in the 40 ESRF-cell machine.
There exists 21 curves corresponding to a bunch currents
evenly varied from 0 mA to 10 mA.

Figure 4: Comparison of the TMCI threshold from CETA
and Elegant. For a fair comparison, in Elegant tracking, only
the vertical dipole impedance is included.
Table 1: Initial Gas Species and Pressure Percentage
Gas type
Percentage

H2
0.43

CH4
0.08

CO
0.36

CO2
0.13

(around 40mA). H2 is over-focused and hardly interferes
with the electron bunches. The maximum bunch amplitude
growth rate is around 300 (1/s) in the range from 20 mA to
30 mA, which can not be cured by the synchrotron radiation
damping 100 (1/s) and has to be resolved by the feedback
system.

Transient Beam Loading
Figure 3: Comparison of the bunch length between CETA
(red) and Elegant simulation (blue).
ulations. Table 1 shows the gas components in the APS-U
ring [6, 7], which is applied here as a reference. Assuming
the machine is operated in the brightness mode, with a 300
K gas temperature and 1 nTorr total gas pressure, after 10K
turns tracking, the accumulated total ion charge, ions gas
component percentage, and bunch amplitude growth rates
as functions of bunch current are given in Fig. 5. It shows
that more ions are trapped at a medium bunch current range
WEPOMS033
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A 3rd harmonic cavity is adopted to lengthen the bunches
in Petra4 to alleviate the intensity-dependent effects, however, the performance of the bunch lengthening would be
strongly influenced by the transient beam loading effect in
this double RF system. In CETASim, the cavity is represented by a resonator and the beam-induced voltage can
be obtained by a phasor rotation bunch-by-bunch. Table 2
shows the main and harmonic cavities parameters applied
in CETAsim simulation in Petra4.
In the simulation, the total 3840 buckets are evenly occupied by 40 periodic bunch trains. The empty RF bucket
between adjacent bunch trains is set to 26. In each train,
5 bunches are evenly distributed within 70 RF buckets. In
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Figure 5: Beam-ion effect simulation results given by CETASim: the total accumulated ion charge as a function of bunch
current (left); The final gas percentages as a function of bunch current (middle); The growth rate due to beam-ion effect as a
function of bunch current.

Figure 6: The phasor diagram of the required voltage 𝑉𝑐̃ , generator voltage 𝑉𝑔̃ , and beam-induced voltage 𝑉𝑏̃ in the main
cavity (left) and the harmonic cavity (middle). The sub-figure on the right side shows the longitudinal bunch profile obtained
from CETASim tracking and Haisskinski prediction.
Table 2: Parameters of the Main and Harmonic Cavities
𝑄0
𝑄𝐿
𝑅𝑠 (MOhm)
detuning angle Ψ
Voltage(MV)
phase(rad)
beam induced voltage (MV)
beam induced voltage (rad)

ℎ=1
29600
7400
81.6
-0.733
8
1.08
6.06
2.41

ℎ=3
17000
2700
36
0.755
2.391
-1.76
1.66
-2.38

total, 200 bunches in total are tracked and each bunch is
made up of 20K macro-electrons. The first two sub-figures
in Fig. 6 show the phasor diagrams of the required voltage,
generator voltage, and beam-induced voltage in the main
and harmonic cavities at 200mA beam current. The green
dots show how the beam-induced voltages are built up from
the cold conditions. The third sub-figure on the right side
shows the longitudinal distribution of bunch obtained by the
Haisskinski and by the CETASIm tracking. . The particle
distribution obtained by the two approaches agreed well and
give results as expected. The 5 bunch density distributions
correspond to the bucket index (0,14,28,42,56) in the first
bunch train, where the index 0, 28 and 56 are the bunch train
head, center, and tail respectively. Cavity voltage and phase
vary when different bunches passed by, leading to different
bunch lengthening and bunch profiles.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we introduce the status of the code CETA
and CETASim. In the future, more modules will be added in
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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CETASim to cover various problems in the beam collective
effects simulations. This work has received funding from
the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
program under grant agreement No. 871072.
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HARPY: A FAST, SIMPLE AND ACCURATE HARMONIC
ANALYSIS WITH ERROR PROPAGATION
L. Malina, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
Traditionally, in the accelerator physics field, accurate
harmonic analysis has been performed by iteratively interpolating the result of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in the
frequency domain. Such an approach becomes computationally demanding when relatively small effects are being
studied, which is especially evident in the typical example
of harmonic analysis of turn-by-turn beam position monitor
data, i.e. many correlated but noisy signals. A new harmonic analysis algorithm, called Harpy, is about an order
of magnitude faster than other methods, while often being
also more accurate. Harpy combines standard techniques
such as zero-padded FFT and noise-cleaning based on singular value decomposition. This combination also allows
estimating errors of phases and amplitudes of beam-related
harmonics calculated from cleaned data.

which is essential for efficient beam operation, for example,
in automatic coupling correction [9]. However, the accuracy
issue remained unresolved for weak spectral lines.
The work presented here leverages modern open-source
scientific libraries such as NumPy [10], SciPy [11] and pandas [12] used across various domains. Together with the
current computational power, they allow for efficient highlevel analyses, such as refined frequency analysis performing
FFT only once, i.e. not in a number of iterations.
This paper describes Harpy, which combines SVD with
zero-padded real FFT (RFFT) to clean the noise and compute
frequency spectra efficiently, as shown in Figure 1. Such
an approach addresses the performance issues (both speed
and accuracy), makes the error propagation transparent, and
allows for simpler use of windowing functions to trade frequency, phase, and amplitude accuracy.

INTRODUCTION
In accelerator physics, accurate harmonic analysis is one
of the critical numerical methods. Nowadays, the tighter
tolerances shift the attention from the determination of frequencies, such as betatron or synchrotron frequency, to the
measurement of phases of even smaller spectral lines. A
good example and this paper’s motivation is the beam optics
measurement in storage rings. One of the ways to measure
the beam optics in a storage ring is to analyse beam position
monitor (BPM) orbit readings of coherently-excited beams
recorded turn-by-turn (TBT) [1]. The calculations of the
actual optical functions (for example, phase advances, 𝛽functions and resonance driving terms) are the last steps
in the analyses, which require frequencies, amplitudes and
phases of the different spectral lines, commonly referred to
as frequency spectra.
Traditionally, in the analysis process, TBT BPM data is
first cleaned of noise using methods [2–4] based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Then, frequency spectra of cleaned TBT data are computed for every BPM independently employing methods [5,6] based on frequency
interpolation in the output of the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT). The computation is an iterative process, and in each
iteration, the strongest signal in the FFT output is interpolated (i.e. found) and subtracted after Gram-Schmidt orthonormalisation. With typically hundreds of iterations the
frequency analysis is computationally expensive. The phase
accuracy of frequency-interpolation based methods [5,6]
was found to be worse than FFT [7].
We presented an intermediate algorithm [8], which calculated the frequency spectra of the data decomposed by SVD
and recomposed the BPM spectra in the frequency domain.
As a result, it was more than an order of magnitude faster,
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of main Harpy principle.
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NOISE CLEANING USING SVD
All the BPMs observe the same beam oscillations, which
grants large correlations between the different BPM signals,
at the same time, BPM signals are not fully correlated due
to, for example, BPM electronic noise. In order to improve
analysis precision and accuracy, the BPM noise is reduced
using SVD.
For each of the two planes, the TBT BPM matrix A is
decomposed as A = USVT , where columns of the U and
V matrices are orthonormal vectors. The columns of V
are being called “modes” in the following. S is a diagonal
(positively definite) matrix with non-negative elements, the
singular values, sorted in decreasing order. The following
holds for elements 𝑎 𝑗𝑛 of A with 𝑗 and 𝑛 indexing BPMs
(up to 𝑁 𝐵𝑃𝑀𝑠 ) and turns (up to 𝑁𝑡𝑢𝑟 𝑛𝑠 ), respectively:
𝑎 𝑗𝑛 =

𝑚𝑖𝑛( 𝑁𝐵𝑃∑︁
𝑀𝑠 , 𝑁𝑡𝑢𝑟 𝑛𝑠 )

𝑢 𝑗 𝑘 𝑠 𝑘𝑙 𝑣 𝑛𝑙 ,

(1)

𝑘,𝑙=1

The least correlated signals represented by large |𝑢 𝑗 𝑘 | are
removed, the columns of U matrix renormalised and singular
values rescaled accordingly, typically in 3 iterations. The
BPM noise is reduced by recomposing cleaned TBT data C
using only the first 𝑁 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 modes with the largest singular
values (after the rescaling):
𝑐 𝑗𝑛 =

𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠
∑︁

𝑢 𝑗 𝑘 𝑠 𝑘𝑙 𝑣 𝑛𝑙 .

(2)

𝑘,𝑙=1

The amplitude of the removed signals depends on the BPM
hardware, beam parameters, and the actual choice of 𝑁 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 .
Rms of the difference between raw and cleaned data estimates the BPM resolution. The estimate of noise remaining
in the cleaned data will be discussed later.

ZERO-PADDED RFFT
Once the data are cleaned their frequency spectra are
computed using FFT. For a signal 𝑥 of length 𝑁𝑡𝑢𝑟 𝑛𝑠 , we get
a complex coefficient 𝑋𝑚 :
𝑋𝑚 =

𝑁𝑡𝑢𝑟
𝑛𝑠 −1
∑︁

𝑥 𝑛 𝑒 −𝑖2 𝜋𝑚𝑛/𝑁𝑡𝑢𝑟 𝑛𝑠 ,

(3)

𝑛=0

for 𝑚 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 𝑁 − 1}, where 𝑚/𝑁𝑡𝑢𝑟 𝑛𝑠 denotes corresponding frequency. The equation has the form of inner
product of 𝑥 𝑛 and 𝑒 −𝑖2 𝜋𝑚𝑛/𝑁𝑡𝑢𝑟 𝑛𝑠 . We utilise two well known
facts that follow from Eq. (3):
∗ (complex conjugate), i.e.
• for real signal 𝑥, 𝑋 𝑁 −𝑚 = 𝑋𝑚
only half of the spectra needs to be computed by FFT.

• signal 𝑥 can be formally extended (padded) with zeros
covering the same frequency range by larger number
𝑁 𝑝𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 of distinct frequencies.
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Signal 𝑥 may be multiplied by a normalised windowing
function 𝑤 to manipulate spectral leakage. Harpy utilises
the output of RFFT of zero-padded (powers of 2) signal 𝑥:
𝑋𝑚 =

𝑁𝑡𝑢𝑟
𝑛𝑠 −1
∑︁

𝑥 𝑛 𝑤 𝑛 𝑒 −𝑖2 𝜋𝑚𝑛/𝑁 𝑝𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 ,

(4)

𝑛=0

for integer 𝑚 < 𝑁 𝑝𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 /2 covering the frequency range
from 0 to 0.5.

HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF
DECOMPOSED DATA
Multiplication by elements of the matrix U in Eq. (2) is a
linear combination of S · VT rows and zero-padded RFFT
is a linear operation. The two operations can be swapped
to reduce the amount of computation, yet leading to the
identical frequency spectra. Combining the Eqs. (2) and (4),
we obtain complex coefficients 𝐶 𝑗𝑚 of zero-padded RFFT
of matrix C corresponding to BPM No. 𝑗 and frequency
𝑚/𝑁 𝑝𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 :
𝐶 𝑗𝑚 =

𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠
∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑢 𝑗𝑘

𝑁∑︁
𝑡𝑢𝑟 𝑛𝑠

𝑠 𝑘𝑘 𝑣 𝑛𝑘 𝑤 𝑛 𝑒 −𝑖2 𝜋𝑚(𝑛−1)/𝑁 𝑝𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 .

𝑛=1

(5)
For precision measurements (high 𝑁 𝑝𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 ), the amount
of computation in left summation of Eq. (5) is reduced by
keeping only the frequency ranges of interest (around multiples of betatron and synchrotron tunes). The tunes with
tolerances are either provided by a user or more often calculated automatically as the frequency of the strongest line
in the spectra of an average row of cleaned S · VT . Betatron
tunes are found in a higher frequency range in a given plane,
whilst synchrotron tune is found in a low-frequency range in
the horizontal plane. For example, the calculation of RDTs
up to octupolar terms requires about 6% of the frequency
spectra, i.e. the left summation of Eq. (5) is performed only
for 6% of 𝑚 values. At last, the data size is reduced again by
keeping only the complex coefficients (and corresponding
frequencies) with largest amplitude among a number (again
powers of 2) of coefficients in same-sized bins.
Harpy identifies beam-related harmonics as the strongest
lines in given frequency intervals around multiples of the
(driven [13] or natural) tunes in the BPM frequency spectra.
The same value of betatron tune is expected to be measured
by all BPMs. Statistics-based cleaning [14] is utilised to
remove BPMs, which measured betatron tunes too different
from the average value.
The calculation time naturally scales with the requested
precision (𝑁 𝑝𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 ), the number of singular modes 𝑁 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ,
and the portion of the frequency spectrum covered. There
are also other effects playing a role: vectorisation, which
increases the granularity of some of the parameters, and the
speed of memory allocation. The 6% coverage of frequency
spectra of LHC’s double-plane TBT BPM data (𝑁 𝐵𝑃 𝑀𝑠 ≈
500, 𝑁𝑡𝑢𝑟 𝑛𝑠 = 6600, 𝑁 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 12, 𝑁 𝑝𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 = 221 ) is
calculated in about 2 seconds, compared to about 30 seconds
WEPOMS035
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Figure 2: Accuracy of simulated phase advance measured between pairs of BPMs as a function of a number of turns. It
uses supposedly the same spectral lines: the main spectral line (left plot) and two orders of magnitude weaker spectral
line in its vicinity (right plot). Two sets correspond to the uncleaned noise of 0.5-1% (full lines) and 5-10% (dashed lines)
compared to the amplitudes of main line. Accuracy expected from Eq. (6), which does not take the spectral leakage into
account, is shown in black and measured Harpy’s accuracy using Hann window is shown in blue.
for [6], both using 32 CPUs. A single parameter change at
a time extends the calculation time: 𝑁 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 120 to 4
seconds, covering 27% of spectra as well as 𝑁 𝑝𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 = 223
to 7 seconds.

ACCURACY AND ERROR ESTIMATES
The expected accuracy levels (without effect of spectral
leakage) for phase and relative amplitude 𝜎𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒,𝑟 𝑒𝑙_𝑎𝑚 𝑝 of
any given line in frequency spectrum calculated from Eq.
(5) and with amplitude A is given by e.g. [15]:
√︄
2 𝜎𝑜𝑟 𝑏𝑖𝑡
𝜎𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒,𝑟 𝑒𝑙_𝑎𝑚 𝑝 ≈
,
(6)
𝑁𝑡𝑢𝑟 𝑛𝑠 A
where 𝜎𝑜𝑟 𝑏𝑖𝑡 is the accuracy of the position measurements,
i.e. after noise reduction by SVD Eq.(2).
When subtracting the phases of the same spectral line
measured in two BPMs (e.g. phase advance calculation),
systematic error may arise from slightly different measured
frequency of spectral line, i.e. coefficients indexed by unequal 𝑚s are compared. The phase of a given spectral line
is the phase at "reference" turn No. 1. Following the timewise translation symmetry of underlying physics processes,
the systematic error (Δ𝑚𝑁𝑡𝑢𝑟 𝑛𝑠 /2𝑁 𝑝𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 ) is corrected by
shifting a "reference" turn to the middle of the analysed
sample.
Figure 2 shows the phase advance accuracy of a stronger
line and two orders of magnitude weaker secondary line in
its vicinity (random frequency difference from 0.03 to 0.05)
as a function of a number of turns. RMS of the difference to
the value defined (in a set of 100 BPMs, and ten frequency
differences) estimates the accuracy. The two sets of samples
(full resp. dashed) correspond to uncleaned Gaussian noise
with RMS of 0.01 and 0.1, compared to the amplitude of the
main spectral line ranging from 1 to 2. The phase accuracy
of Harpy was found to be better than standard method, for
example, in experimental data from and CERN’s PS [16].
The uncleaned noise, position error 𝜎𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒,𝑟 𝑒𝑙_𝑎𝑚 𝑝 , is
usually estimated empirically, i.e. as a certain fraction of
the noise in original data. However, the following algorithm
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leads to a more robust error estimate after the noise reduction.
Similarly to the reduction of frequency error propagating
into phase error. The underlying effects have time-wise translation symmetry, i.e. the result is fundamentally not different
if we remove starting or ending columns of the TBT BPM
matrix. Thus we can construct, for example, three different
and mostly overlapping sub-matrices of A: A0 , A1 and A2
shifted by a single turn. They are two turns shorter than A.
Aintersect matrix being matrix 𝐴 without the first two and last
two columns is a sub-matrix of each of them. Stacking them
up, we obtain a matrix with dimensions 3 · 𝑁 𝐵𝑃 𝑀𝑠 times
𝑁𝑡𝑢𝑟 𝑛𝑠 − 2. On such a matrix, we perform noise reduction by
SVD. By comparison the elements of cleaned sub-matrices
corresponding to elements of the matrix Aintersect , we get a
more error estimate after noise reduction.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Harpy, a simple method based on standard and wellestablished software components [10–12] has been developed. Harpy reduces the noise, computes the frequency spectra of decomposed data and filters the frequency regions of
interest before recomposing BPM frequency spectra. Then,
it searches the beam-related harmonics in the filtered spectra and outputs frequencies, amplitudes and phases of the
harmonics, together with estimates of their errors. Optionally, Harpy removes mal-functioning BPMs using SVD and
statistical cleaning [14] of tune frequency.
Harpy is currently being utilised in the optics measurements analyses across circular accelerators at CERN, PETRA III at DESY and SuperKEK-B in KEK. However, it
may be helpful for frequency analysis of any set of many correlated noisy signals. In the beam optics measurements, it is
typically an order of magnitude faster than standard methods
while often providing more accurate results, especially for
noisy data.
The code [17] was initially integrated into [18], currently
its development continues as a separate package, and future
releases aiming toward more general use cases can be found
in [19].
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ACCELERATING LINEAR BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
FOR MACHINE LEARNING APPLICATIONS
O. Stein∗ , J. Kaiser, A. Eichler, I. Agapov
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Germany
Abstract
Machine learning has proven to be a powerful tool with
many applications in the field of accelerator physics. Training machine learning models is a highly iterative process
that requires large numbers of samples. However, beam
time is often limited and many of the available simulation
frameworks are not optimized for fast computation. As a
result, training complex models can be infeasible. In this
contribution, we introduce Cheetah, a linear beam dynamics framework optimized for fast computations. We show
that Cheetah outperforms existing simulation codes in terms
of speed and furthermore demonstrate the application of
Cheetah to a reinforcement-learning problem as well as the
successful transfer of the Cheetah-trained model to the real
world. We anticipate that Cheetah will allow for faster development of more capable machine learning solutions in
the field, one day enabling the development of autonomous
accelerators.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, machine learning (ML) has proven to
be a powerful solution to many problems in a variety of
fields, including accelerator physics. The subfield of reinforcement learning (RL), in particular, promises solutions to
many control and optimization problems encountered during
accelerator operations, with previous works demonstrating
the ability of RL to solve difficult high-stakes physics-based
control problems [1].
In RL, intelligent agents – implemented for example as
an artificial neural network (ANN) – are trained through
experience to iteratively solve a problem by observing an
environment ℰ – for example representing an accelerator
control problem – through observations 𝑜𝑡 and applying
actions 𝑎𝑡 to it in order to maximize a cumulative reward,
the sum of step-wise rewards 𝑟𝑡 .
A major challenge in the field of RL remains the large
amount of experience required to successfully train agents.
While there is active research ongoing on improving the
sample-efficiency of RL [2], solving problems of sufficient
complexity continues to require in the order of 105 up to 109
samples. Due to physical limitations, such large amounts of
experience are usually infeasible to acquire in the real world,
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as taking just a single sample can sometimes take from a second to a multiple minutes depending on the physical system
one is hoping to solve. Accelerator physics are particularity
constrained in terms of taking large numbers of real-word
samples as beam time is a notoriously scarce resource.
The issue of gathering large numbers of samples in the
real-world has given rise to a research direction in RL called
sim2real, where agents are trained in a simulation of the
real-world system and then transferred to the latter. With
ever more efficient simulation codes and ever faster and increasingly parallel compute resources available, especially
thanks to the rise of general purpose GPUs (GPGPUs), this
approach has enabled the gathering of large amounts of
samples in feasible time frames. A similar approach can
be pursued when training RL agents for accelerator control, as a variety of capable simulation codes have been
implemented for particle accelerators over the years. These
include ASTRA [3], elegant [4], MAD-X [5] and Ocelot [6],
just to name a few. Existing accelerator simulation codes
have however been developed to be used during the design
phase of accelerators and for finding new working points –
applications where physical accuracy is often crucial and
compute times of multiple seconds, minutes and sometimes
even hours are acceptable. As a result, these simulation
codes usually require infeasible amounts of compute time
and resources when used to train RL agents. At the same
time, recent work in the field of sim2real [7] has found that
dynamics randomization – adding random disturbances to
the dynamics of a simulation – during the training of an
RL agent yields improved results over perfectly accurate
simulations.
In this paper, we propose a new accelerator simulation
code Cheetah1 that trades accuracy for speed to achieve
simulation compute times in the order of a few hundred
microseconds on off-the-shelf PC hardware. To this end, we
introduce Cheetah and its features, present benchmarks on its
speed and accuracy as well as demonstrate the application of
Cheetah to train an RL agent to solve an accelerator control
problem.

FAST PYTORCH-BASED PARTICLE
ACCELERATOR SIMULATION
The goal of Cheetah is to achieve fast iterations in simulation, if necessary at the cost of accuracy. To this end, we
implement a linear beam transfer based on matrix multiplication with first-order transport matrices in six-dimensional
phase space. Cheetah is implemented in Python and employs
1

Source code available at https://github.com/desy-ml/cheetah
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the PyTorch [8] framework. While the primary purpose of
PyTorch is the implementation of ML algorithms, its fast
tensor compute capabilities, strong GPU support and interface similar to that of NumPy [9] make it an ideal fit for fast
parallel scientific computation.
Cheetah represents beams in either one of two ways. The
first, called a Particle Beam, represents every particle in a
beam as a seven-dimensional vector, tracking each particle’s
phase space position. This is similar to other accelerator simulation codes and allows for relatively precise beam tracking.
The second, called a Parameter Beam, assumes a Gaussian
beam and represents the entire beam by a seven-dimensional
vector 𝜇 of the mean position in each of the phase space’s
dimensions and a covariance matrix Σ. Note that the seventh dimension is only maintained by Cheetah internally in
order to track beams off-axis, but that the external interface
of Cheetah assumes a standard 6-dimensional phase space.
Cheetah can generate beams itself, but also supports loading
Ocelot Particle Arrays, thereby adding support to load from
other formats such as ASTRA as well.
Either type of beam can be tracked through an accelerator
lattice, in Cheetah called a Segment. A Segment represents a
sequence of Elements that make up its lattice. Elements may
be magnets, drift sections, beam position monitors (BPMs),
other accelerator components as well as nested Segments.
Segments may be defined directly in Cheetah or loaded from
existing Ocelot lattice files. To track a beam through an
element with a transfer map 𝑅, Cheetah either computes
𝑃out = 𝑃in 𝑅𝑇 for a Particle Beam with particle matrix 𝑃in ,
or 𝜇out = 𝑅𝜇in and Σout = 𝑅Σin 𝑅𝑇 for a Parameter Beam.
Cheetah currently supports drift sections, quadrupoles,
horizontal correctors, vertical correctors, BPMs and diagnostic screens. Cheetah simulates the readings of BPMs and
diagnostic screens for convenient use in RL environments.
For quadrupoles, diagnostic screens and BPMs, Cheetah can
simulate these elements being misaligned with respect to
the golden orbit. Support for further elements is planned.
As the key focus of Cheetah is speed, a number of steps
have been taken to optimize its performance: Firstly, GPU
acceleration enables Cheetah to make use of the parallel
compute capabilities of modern GPGPUs for tracking large
numbers of particles in parallel with the help of PyTorch’s
proven interface for GPU acceleration. This includes automatic dispatching of computations to CPU or GPU based
on hardware availability. Secondly, Parameter Beams reduce the amount of required computations significantly by
considering only the particle beam’s parameters instead of
every single particle when accuracy is not needed. Thirdly,
dynamic transfer map combination helps reduce the number of matrix multiplications required for particle tracking.
Cheetah will dynamically determine the positions at which
the beam must be known, for example where there is a BPM
or a diagnostic screen, and combine all other transfer matrices into exactly as many as are strictly needed.
In addition, Cheetah offers an interface that makes it well
suited for use in RL environments written in the OpenAI
Gym framework. A simple example of using Cheetah to
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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beam_in = P a r t i c l e B e a m . f r o m _ a s t r a ( ” beam . a s t r a ” )
s e g m e n t = Segment ( [
Drift ( length =0.2) ,
Q u a d r u p o l e ( l e n g t h = 0 . 2 , name=”ACCQ1” ) ,
Drift ( length =0.4) ,
Q u a d r u p o l e ( l e n g t h = 0 . 2 , name=”ACCQ2” ) ,
Drift ( length =0.2)
])
s e g m e n t . ACCQ1 . k1 = 1 0 . 0
s e g m e n t . ACCQ2 . k1 = −9.0
beam_out = s e g m e n t ( beam_in )

Listing 1: Example Python code for tracking an ASTRA
beam through a FODO cell using Cheetah.
track an ASTRA beam through a FODO cell is given in
Listing 1.

BENCHMARKS
In this section, we compare the speed of Cheetah to that
of other simulation codes and briefly show that Cheetah’s
computations remain relatively accurate.
For the speed benchmark, we track a beam of 100 000
particles through a 2.05 m lattice of the Experimental Area
section of the ARES accelerator at DESY. The simulations
were run on a machine with an AMD Ryzen 5 2600 CPU, an
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 and 16 GB of RAM. Simulation times were averaged over multiple runs using Python’s
timeit package. To enable a comprehensive judgement of the
relative speeds, Cheetah was run in three different configurations: Tracking a Parameter Beam, tracking a Particle Beam
on CPU and tracking a Particle Beam on GPU. Furthermore,
we compared Ocelot [6] once without space charge and a
step size the same as the entire section, and once with space
charge and a step size of 2 cm; elegant [4] with space charge
off; and ASTRA [3] both with space charge off and with
space charge on. The results of the speed benchmark are
listed in Table 1.
Thanks to the optimizations listed in the previous Section,
Cheetah can compute simple simulation setups between 2
and 6 orders of magnitude faster than existing simulation
codes. One must however keep in mind that this comes at
the cost of accuracy, where higher-order effects, collective
effects and others are left out in order to achieve the reported
speeds. This loss of accuracy is not desirable for applications in accelerator and working point development, where
existing simulation codes are used, but it may actually even
be advantageous when used in the training of RL agents [7].
The correctness of Cheetah’s computations was briefly
evaluated by comparing the tracking results of Cheetah vs.
Ocelot in the ARES Experimental Area (EA) for 125 different magnet settings. Ocelot had space charge simulation
activated in order to provide a more reliable reference on
Cheetah’s accuracy compared to the real world. We observe
that the results computed by Cheetah at 0.1 pC and 150 MeV
deviate only 0.5 % to 5 % from those computed by Ocelot.
WEPOMS036
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Table 1: Step Computation Times of Simulation Codes
Simulation

Comment

Time (ms)

ASTRA

space charge
no space charge

609 000.00
234 000.00
300.00
24 600.00
247.00
1.33
0.84
0.27

elegant
Ocelot
Cheetah

space charge
no space charge
Particle Beam (CPU)
Particle Beam (GPU)
Parameter Beam

ACCELERATING REINFORCEMENT
LEARNING
We demonstrate an example where Cheetah enabled the
successful implementation of an RL agent to a particle accelerator control task [10, 11]. Specifically, we look at
autonomously optimising the transverse beam properties
on a diagnostic screen in the Experimental Area (EA) at
ARES [12], an s-band linear electron accelerator at the DESY
SINBAD facility in Hamburg, Germany. The EA is followed
by an experimental vacuum chamber, which allows the installation of experimental setups that require specific transverse
beam properties – beam position and size. These properties are measured with a diagnostic station upstream of the
experimental chamber, where a camera is pointed toward
a scintillating screen that can be moved into the electron
beam. A sequence of three quadrupoles and two dipoles
enable the tuning of the beam properties in order to realize
desired beam parameters. Up to now, this task is mostly
solved manually by experienced operators, which requires a
lot of time and makes it difficult to reproduce results.
In order to apply RL to this problem, we define the taskspecific RL loop. For the given task, the RL agent can
observe target beam parameters 𝑏′ provided by the human
operator, the current beam parameters 𝑏𝑡 measured on the
screen as well as strength and deflection angle readbacks 𝑥𝑡
of the five considered magnets. Based on the observation
𝑜𝑡 = (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑏′ , 𝑏𝑡 ), the agent may then compute an action 𝑎𝑡 =
(Δ𝑘𝑄1 , Δ𝑘𝑄2 , Δ𝑘𝑄3 , Δ𝛼𝐶𝑣 , Δ𝛼𝐶ℎ ) – the desired changes to
the magnet settings – which is then sent to the accelerator’s
control system. On each step, the agent is rewarded by a
reward 𝑟𝑡 based on how much closer it got the measured
beam parameters to the target beam parameters.
Training an RL agent on the given task takes 6 000 000
steps, i.e. 6 000 000 iterations of setting the magnets, reading
the beam from the screen and doing a background subtraction. Due to limitations of the accelerator’s hardware, such
as relatively slow magnet power supplies and network delays
of the distributed control system, one such step takes ca.
10 s to 20 s. A full RL training on the real accelerator would
therefore require at least two years of continuous beam time
– an infeasible amount.
Even training the RL agent in simulation for the same
number of steps using existing simulation codes is impractiWEPOMS036
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cal at best. An ASTRA simulation or an Ocelot simulation
including space charge would require about between 4 and
115 years of compute time. Even a training with the simplest
and therefore fastest configuration of an Ocelot simulation
would require over 17 days of compute time. While this
is in the realm of some other RL work [13] and can be
sped up in terms of wall-time using parallel computation on
high-performance compute clusters, it is still an expensive
proposition and would slow down the design process when
developing an RL solution such as the one presented here.
Using a Cheetah simulation for the training, the simulation
compute time can be reduced to just 27 minutes, at which
point the compute requirements of the actual RL algorithm
start dominating. A full training of the presented agent takes
around 3 hours on the machine listed in the Benchmark Section when using the Stable Baselines3 RL library [14].
We observe that despite having been trained in a highly
simplified simulation, our trained RL agents perform very
well on the real accelerator, achieving better results faster
than alternative black-box optimization algorithms. Furthermore, the trained agents manage to optimize the beam faster
than even experienced human operators. If given enough
time, human operators can, however, still achieve a slightly
better beam than the RL agents.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this work we introduced Cheetah, a high-speed particle accelerator simulation package for Python that trades
accuracy for speed in order to achieve the speed required
for training RL agents on accelerator control and optimization tasks. Cheetah offers an interface well-suited to writing
RL environments and achieves simulations speeds 2 to 6 orders of magnitude faster than existing accelerator simulation
codes. We further demonstrated the successful application
of Cheetah to the training of an RL agent on a beam optimization task on the ARES accelerator. Despite, or possibly
even because of training in a slightly less accurate simulation, the trained agent outperformed other algorithms and
kept up with human performance on the real accelerator.
As part of our ongoing research into RL for accelerator
control and optimization toward autonomous accelerators,
we intend to continue to maintain and extend Cheetah for
training agents on future RL applications.
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MICROBUNCHING STUDIES FOR THE FLASH2020+ UPGRADE
USING A SEMI-LAGRANGIAN VLASOV SOLVER
Ph. Amstutz∗ and M. Vogt
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Germany
COMPRESSION WORKING POINTS

In the injector and linac sections upstream of the undulators of an free-electron laser (FEL), collective interaction
of the electrons in a bunch can – in combination with longitudinal dispersion in parts of the beamline – lead to the
formation of substructures in the longitudinal phase-space
density (PSD) of the bunch [1]. This so-called microbunching instability (MBI) can have significant impact on the
efficacy of free-electron lasers, due to the resulting increase
of the energy spread and enhanced irregularities in the longitudinal phase-space and in the current density [2]. Hence,
during the design of new FEL injectors, care has to be taken
to ensure the setup does not produce a microbunching gain
beyond tolerable levels. While leading-order theories for
the gain function of the MBI exist, simulations are still
required to study the full dynamics of the instability and
capture also non-linear effects. We present studies of the
MBI for the FLASH2020+ upgrade project [3], conducted
with SelaV1D [4], a semi-Lagrangian code in one degree of
freedom, which employs tree-based domain decomposition
to enable the simulation of an entire bunch on all relevant
length scales [5]. The semi-Lagrangian approach yields a
smooth solution [6] of the Vlasov equation and hence allows
to efficiently study the MBI without the artificial shot-noise
that is inherent to macroparticle simulation codes.
∗
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Figure 1: Layout of the injector and linac beamline of
FLASH2020+.
is provided by seven accelerating modules ACC1 to ACC7,
which, together with the 3.9 GHz linearizer module ACC39,
yield a maximum energy of 1.35 GeV. In the focus of this
10
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energy deviation / MeV

INTRODUCTION

The injector beamline of FLASH2020+ comprises two
bunch compression stages in the form of C-shape magnetic
chicanes with the corresponding upstream off-crest operated
RF modules, shown in Figure 1. The nominal 𝑅56 of the two
chicanes is 139.9 mm at a beam energy of around 145 MeV
and 72.6 mm at around 550 MeV, respectively. Acceleration
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Precise understanding of the microbunching instability
is mandatory for the successful implementation of a compression strategy for advanced FEL operation modes such
as the EEHG seeding scheme, which a key ingredient of
the FLASH2020+ upgrade project. Simulating these effects
using particle-tracking codes can be quite computationally
intensive as an increasingly large number of particles is
needed to adequately capture the dynamics occurring at
small length scales and reduce artifacts from numerical shotnoise. For design studies as well as dedicated analysis of the
microbunching instability semi-Lagrangian codes can have
desirable advantages over particle-tracking codes, in particular due to their inherently reduced noise levels. However,
rectangular high-resolution grids easily become computationally expensive. To this end we developed SelaV1D , a one
dimensional semi-Lagrangian Vlasov solver, which employs
tree-based domain decomposition to allow for the simulation of entire exotic phase-space densities as they occur at
FELs. In this contribution we present results of microbunching studies conducted for the FLASH2020+ upgrade using
SelaV1D .
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Figure 2: Longitudinal PSD and current profiles after the
second chicane for a) WP1 and b) WP2.
study are two compression working points which are especially suited for the Echo-Enable Harmonics Generation
(EEHG) seeding scheme, which will be employed in the
FLASH1 beamline. An intermediate peak current of about
500 A is projected for EEHG operation in FLASH1. For
EEHG it is particularly desirable for the electron bunch to
feature a longitudinal PSD that has as small of a curvature
in the central part of the bunch as possible.
To this end, two compression working points, WP1 and
WP2, were chosen, as shown in Table 1. Both provide compression of a 400 pC bunch to a final current of 500 A. The
final longitudinal phase-space has negligible non-linear covariance in the central part up to third order, shown in Figure 2. WP1 assumes the bunch to leave the gun with a peak
current of 𝐼0 = 31.25 A, which is then compressed by a factor 4 in each compression stage. For WP2 a reduced initial
current of 𝐼0 = 20 A is assumed, requiring stronger subseMC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Table 1: Amplitudes in MeV and Off-Crest Phases for the
Two RF Working Points
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Figure 3: Microbunching gain functions for multiple values
of the initial bunch energy spread at both working points
a) WP1 and b) WP2.

(3)

The semi-Lagrangian approach is especially suitable to
numerically calculate such a gain function, not only due to
the absence of unwanted shot-noise, but also due to the fact
that the numerical representation of the PSD can be directly
modified, so that applying a perturbation to a test function
as described by Eq. (1) is straightforward.
For the simulations presented in the following, we chose
𝑢 to be the uncorrelated bivariate Gaussian function with
variances 𝜎2𝑞 and 𝜎2𝑝 . The simulations start at the entrance
of the first module. In these simulations longitudinal spacecharge (LSC) is included as the only collective effect. It
should be noted that a one-dimensional model of interaction via coherent synchrotron-radiation in the magnetic chicanes [8] indeed is implemented in SelaV1D and its influence
on the microbunching gain will be be the subject of future
work. Figure 3 shows the LSC-driven linear microbunching
gain functions 𝑔lin (𝐶, 𝑘) after the second bunch compression stage for both working points at a fixed value of the
compression factor 𝐶. In both cases 𝐶 was chosen close to
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where 𝜌̃ denotes the Fourier transform of the charge density
𝜌𝑠̃ (𝑘) ≡ ∫ℝ2 Ψ𝑠 (𝑧) exp(−i 𝑘 𝑞) d2 𝑧/√2𝜋, and 𝐶 is a compression factor. The so-called linear gain function is then
given as the limit of 𝑔𝐴 for small perturbation amplitudes
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Figure 4: 2D gain functions for WP1 with 𝜎𝑝 = 3 keV.
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where 𝑢 is some well-behaved test function and 𝑘 and 𝐴,
0 ≤ 𝐴 ≤ 1 are the wave number and amplitude of the
monochromatic seeding perturbation of the longitudinal
charge density. Then a measure for the growth of the MBI
between two positions 𝑠0 and 𝑠1 is the gain function defined
by

compression factor C

(1)

the nominal compression of the respective working point,
𝐶WP1 = 16 and 𝐶WP2 = 25. To approximate the limit in
Equation (3) numerically, the perturbation amplitude was
chosen sufficiently small, 𝐴 = 10−4 . As can be seen in Fig. 3,
WP2 exhibits a significant reduction of the microbunching
gain in comparison to WP1. At the nominal energy spread
of 𝜎𝑝 = 3 keV the maximum gain occurs in the wavelength
range 6 µm to 9 µm in the final charge density, independent
on the working point. Increasing the initial energy spread to
𝜎𝑝 = 7 keV by means of the laser heater shifts the region of
maximum gain to around 14 µm to 19 µm and decreases the
maximum gain by an order of magnitude.

compression factor C

Let Ψ𝑠 [𝐴, 𝑘](𝑧) be the PSD of the bunch at the position
𝑠 along the beamline, 𝑧 = (𝑞, 𝑝) being the canonical variables representing deviation in the longitudinal position and
energy respectively; with the seeded initial condition

compression factor C
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quent compression by a factor 5 in both stages. In addition
to the evaluation of the two compression working points
the impact of increasing the energy spread of the bunch by
means of the laser heater [7], which will be installed during
the FLASH2020+ upgrade, is studied.
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Figure 5: 2D gain functions for WP2 with 𝜎𝑝 = 3 keV.
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Figure 6: Average (black line) and standard deviation (colored areas) of the shot-noise induced microbunching spectra
after FL0BC2 for different energy spreads at working point
a) WP1 and b) WP2, respectively. The sample size is 16.
Especially for the study of non-linear effects, it proved
to be insightful to keep 𝐶 as a free variable and plot the
gain as a function of both, the final wavelength and the
compression factor. The resulting 2D gain functions reveal
the potential frequency up-conversion of initial disturbances
and the resulting formation of higher harmonics, as well as
the bandwidth of the microbunching gain with respect to 𝐶.
Figures 4 and 5 show the 2D gain functions for WP1 and
WP2 respectively, evaluated with a perturbation amplitude
of 𝐴 = 10−4 and 𝐴 = 10−2 . While for small perturbation
amplitudes significant gain only occurs close to the nominal
compression factor, at larger amplitudes the formation of
harmonics around multiples of the nominal compression
factor is observed.

SHOT NOISE STUDIES
In addition to the gain studies presented above, where
the MBI is excited by a perturbation at a single wavelength,
another insightful approach is to study the MBI developing
from shot-noise, see also [9]. In a semi-Lagrangian simulation shot-noise can be incorporated in the initial PSD Ψ0 by
replacing the grid values 𝑢𝑖𝑗 = 𝑢(𝑧𝑖𝑗 ) of a smooth test PSD 𝑢
with a random variable that locally follows a scaled Poisson
distribution with parameter 𝜆(𝑧𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝑢𝑖𝑗 |𝑄|/𝑒 d2 𝑧𝑖𝑗 = 𝜆𝑖𝑗 ,
where 𝑄 is the bunch charge and d2 𝑧𝑖𝑗 is the area covered by
the grid cell,
Ψ0 (𝑧𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝑋𝑖𝑗 /d2 𝑧𝑖𝑗 , with 𝑃(𝑋𝑖𝑗 = 𝑘) =

𝜆𝑘𝑖𝑗 e−𝜆𝑖𝑗
.
𝑘!

(4)

Statistics of the spectra of the resulting charge densities
after the second bunch compression stage are shown in Figure 6. The dependence of these spectra on energy spread
and compression working point are in good agreement with
the results from the monochromatic gain study above. This
result suggests that in a realistic bunch the charge-density
perturbations induced by shot-noise are small enough so that
the linear gain approximation holds.
Figure 7 shows the PSD in the central part of a bunch,
highlighting the beneficial effect of larger energy spread and
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Figure 7: Examples of the phase-space density after FL0BC2
in the central part of a bunch, onto which Poisson shot-noise
has been imprinted initially.
stronger compression on the suppression of microbunching structures forming from shot-noise. It can be seen that
the microbunching process does not only result in inhomogeneities in the charge-density but also increases the local
energy spread of the bunch.

CONCLUSION
The simulation studies presented in this contribution indicate that a well-chosen compression working point can
result in significant mitigation of the MBI in bunches suitable
for EEHG operation at FLASH2020+. Further, the results
suggest that mitigation of the MBI can also be achieved
by increasing the bunch energy spread by an amount well
within the projected range of the new laser heater. Using a
semi-Lagrangian simulation code for these studies allowed
to calculate accurate linear and non-linear gain functions.
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Abstract
Xcos simulation model is analysed for the intensity of
planar undulator radiation at the third and fifth harmonics.
The Xcos model is designed by using the numerical approach. The results obtained from the simulation model are
compared with the analytical method. The model can also
be utilized for observing the effect of energy spread on radiation by numerical approach.

INTRODUCTION
Free electron laser (FEL) is a coherent and tuneable light
source available with high brightness up to order of 1013
[1]. In FEL systems, a relativistic electron beam is undulated in presence of periodic magnetic field i.e. undulator,
to bring out a coherent electromagnetic radiation. The
spectral properties of out-coming coherent electromagnetic
radiation and the transfer of energy from electron beam to
radiation and vice versa depends on the trajectory of electrons in an undulator [2-4]. Various simulation software
like Genesis, EURA, SPECTRA are used for realization of
FEL systems. SCILAB is an open-source numerical computation software [5] and tool boxes available with
SCILAB, are used for model-based simulation of FEL systems [6-7].
The present work corresponds to develop model based
SCILAB Xcos simulation model for numerical solutions of
electron trajectory equations and radiation intensity equation in Harmonic undulator. The intensity at third and fifth
harmonics of harmonic undulator radiation has been computed by varying the contributions of additional harmonic
field component. In this analysis, the results are compared
with the reported analytical results obtained from the
method of generalized Bessel Functions. The present work
will be helpful to find the intensity and small signal gain of
harmonics in novel scheme by numerical method.

HARMONIC UNDULATOR FIELD AND
TRAJECTOTRY
Harmonic undulator magnetic field considered for simulation is
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ = [ , , ]
(1)
Where,
=
sin � � +
sin �ℎ �
With � = �⁄� and �ℎ = �⁄� are wave number and
ℎ

harmonic wave number respectively, � and �ℎ = ℎ� are
undulator wave length and harmonic undulator wave
length respectively. The value of ℎ can be 3,5,7….
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corresponding to odd harmonics.
and
are the amplitudes of main undulator field and additional harmonic field
respectively and also the ratio of additional harmonic field
to main undulator field is represented as ‘∆’.
The acceleration along ’x’ and ‘z’ directions are deduced
by using Lorentz force on electron [2-4]
�̈ = 0 � v [sin Ω
+ ∆ sin ℎΩ ]
(2)
�̈ =−

�0 �

0 �

�0 �

v [sin Ω

]

+ ∆ sin ℎΩ

(3)

The velocity and trajectories of relativistic free electrons
along ‘x’ and ‘z’ direction can be evaluated by integrating
Eq. 2 and 3 and read as,
�
∆
= − [cos Ω
+ cos ℎΩ ]
(4)
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For numerical calculation of trajectories, with � =
Eq. 2 and 3 and rewritten as,
�
�̈ = Ω v [sin Ω ∗ + ∆ sin ℎΩ ∗ ]
�
�

−

�0 Ω�

� +�

Initial values of the velocity and trajectories are
� = = ,
� = =
�
∆
+ and
, = =−
�

−

+ ∆ sin ℎΩ

∗

]

∗

(8)
(9)

The Intensity of radiation ‘I’ of electromagnetic radiation per unit solid angle ' �' per unit frequency range ' �'
of frequency '�' from accelerating electron of charge 'e'
given by Lienard - Wiechart integral and read as [8],
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Figure 1: Xcos model for harmonic undulator radiation based on numerical approach.

(a)
Figure 2: Intensity at third harmonics (h=3)

(b)
Figure 3: Intensity at fifth harmonics (h=5)
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Figure 4: Trajectory of electron in ‘x’ direction in (a) third
harmonic undulator and (b) fifth harmonic undulator
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∞
�
=
|∫−∞{ ̂ × ̂ × ̂ } � [�� − ] | (10)
4�
Where, ̂ is the unit vector in the direction of the line
joining the retarded position and the point of observation.
For determining the intensity of the on-axis radiation, Eq.
10 can be rewritten as:
�
�
=
|∫ { ̂ } � [�� − ] |
(11)
� �

� �

4�

SIMULATION MODEL FOR HARMONICS

The present developed model for simulation is shown in
Fig. 1 using the various blocks included in the Xcos
toolboxes is an extension of work reported for intensity
calculations of plannar undulator radiation by H. jeevakhan
et al [7]. This model also consists three sections; the
primary parameters along with harmonic integrer’h’ and
′∆′ , that is the contribution of additional harmonic field
are described in section one , section two realizes the
electron's trajectory and velocity in the 'x' and 'z' directions
in harmonic undulator with modified intial values as per
Eq. 4 and 5, and section three integrates the output of
section two, to compute the intensity of harmonic
undulator radiation at third and fifth harmonics.
For present simulation, the undulator wavelength is
taken as 5 cm, a short undulator is considered with number
of periods (N)= 10 and relativistic parameter is taken as
20. The values of the velocity of electromagnetic radiation
in free space is taken in the CGS unit. The total time for
traversing the electron in the undulator is T decides the final integration time and steps of integration of simulation.
The values of harmonic integer ‘h’ is selected as 3 or 5 for
determining the intensity of radiation at third and fifth harmonics respectively. The value of ′∆′ in present simulation
model has been changed from 0 to 0.3 with an interval of
0.1, to analyses the effect of additional harmonic field component on intensities of odd harmonics.
In section two, interdependent Eq. 8 and 9 are realised
and executed. The initial values of trajectories along the 'x'
and 'z' directions is taken as (0,0), which gives the intensity
of on- axis radiation. The blocks for the initial value velocity along ‘x’ direction and ‘z’ as per Eq. 4 and 5 are added.
The blocks for ∗ is modified as per Eq. 5.
Section three, finally executes Eq. 11 and represent the
numerical model for on axis harmonic undulator radiation.
In numerical calculations, the values of
and ‘z’ is calculated at each instant of time and inserted in blocks realizing Eq. 11. The intensity of radiation for a particular
value of ''" is being computed in each simulation. The values of ''" is modified by changing the value of ‘h’, and
hence calculate the intensity at particular harmonics.

RESULTS
The simulation model described in previous section is
simulated with final integration time ‘T’ (decided by the
total number of periods) for various values of ''". The data
of intensity for different values of ''" is stored in workspace. The Intensity v/s normalized frequency
(/) graph is plotted though plot command on console.
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In the present analyses, for h=3, the range of ''(/)" is
kept nearby 3, to observe the effect of additional harmonic
field at third harmonics and similarly kept as 5 in case of
h=5 for fifth harmonic.
Planar undulator radiation is observed at odd harmonics
i.e.1,3,5,7.. and the intensity is decreased as we move from
fundamental to higher harmonics. In harmonic undulators,
the intensity at odd harmonics is altered with addition of
harmonic component. In the present model based on numerical approach by selecting the value of h=3 , the effect
at third harmonic intensity is observed. The contribution of
additional harmonic field is changed by the changing the
value of ′∆′. Fig. 2 demonstrates the intensity variation at
third harmonics. The value of ∆ is varied from 0 to 0.3 with
an interval of 0.1. It is indicated from Fig. 2 that with the
additional with harmonic component the intensity at third
harmonic (calculated from numerical approach), is decreased, which is contradiction with the analytical results
based on use of generalised Bessel function [2-4].
By selecting the h=5 and varying the value of ∆ from 0
to 0.3, the intensity of radiation at fifth harmonic is affected. Fig. 3 demonstrates that at fifth harmonic with increase in contribution of harmonic component, the intensity, at fifth harmonic is increased, which is correspondence with the analytical results based on use of generalised
Bessel function. The intensity at fifth harmonic increases
up to 55 % by changing the contribution of additional harmonic component by 30 % i.e. ∆ equal to 0.3.
The effect of additional harmonic field on the intensities
at third and fifth harmonics is further analysed with pattern
of the trajectories. Fig. 4 (a) and (b) gives the trajectories
in ‘x’ direction, when the additional harmonic component
is 3 and 5 respectively. In planar undulator field the trajectory along ‘x’ direction is sinusoidal. With the addition of
harmonic field, the trajectory deviates from sinusoidal nature. To demonstrate the effect, the value of additional
component ∆ is kept as 1.5. The effect on the trajectories is
due to the superposition of main undulator field with harmonic field. The peak of the trajectory decreases, when the
main undulator field superposes with the third harmonic
field and its visible in Fig. 4 (a), that there is a dip at the
peak (red line) in third harmonic undulator. In fifth harmonic undulator, the trajectory also deviates from sinusoidal form, but due to superposition of fifth harmonic component with main undulator field, there is sharp increase in
the peak of trajectories (green line) as shown in Fig. 4 (b).
These increases and decrease in trajectories, over all alters
the peak of intensities at corresponding harmonics.

CONCLUSIONS
SCILAB Xcos simulation model is used to calculate the
intensities of harmonic undulator radiation. The results of
numerical method are compared with the analytical methods. The reason for this deviation also explained in the paper. The model described in the paper will be helpful for
higher harmonic analysis of novel undulator schemes. This
model can also be utilised for effect of energy spread using
numerical approach by changing the relativistic parameter
as per the energy distribution of electron beam.
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Abstract
Energy recovery linacs represent the new frontier of energy sustainability in the field of particle accelerators while
providing remarkable performance in terms of high average
current and average brightness. Operating superconducting radio-frequency cavities in continuous wave make high
repetition rates (GHz-class) affordable and allow the construction of light sources such as FEL or Compton based
characterized by high flux. This study originates in the context of the design study of BriXSinO, an ERL based on the
two-pass two-way scheme à la Maury Tigner in which the
cavities are traveled by the beam in both directions, the first
time in the accelerating phase and the second time in the
decelerating phase. The code HOMEN was conceived as
a model to simulate the evolution of high order modes on
long time scales in high Q cavities of machines of this kind
and monitor their effects on the beam.

INTRODUCTION
After 57 years of being discovered, Energy-recovery linacs
(ERLs) became one of the most convenient technologies for
electron accelerators, due to their ability to generate highaverage current beams by operating in continuous wave (CW)
mode with high brightness and small emittance at small
cost [1–3]. The idea of the mechanism behind the ERL
belongs to Maury Tigner. He had it while looking for an advanced way to boost the current in a collider for high energy
physics at Cornell university [4].
ERL technology allows to recover more than 90% of the
energy during the deceleration process. This energy will
then be used as a power source for the next accelerated beam
so that the electron bunch will be re-injected into the linac at
the appropriate time and phase for deceleration. This mechanism avoids to dump a fully energetic beam, which is a huge
loss of power in case of traditional linear accelerators.
Going back in history, ERL was first developed in order to
drive high power Free electron laser (FEL) for providing
high peak power and allowing an emission of coherent radiation from a high energy electron beam [5].
ERL’s role now is expanded to cover more applications involving short pulse radiation sources, fixed target experiments, electron cooling instruments and many others.
The type of ERL studied in this paper is a two-pass two∗
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way (TPTW) scheme based on SRF (Superconducting radiofrequency) technology able to drive an Inverse Compton
Scattering and FEL sources. Another interesting point is
that the machine is also conceived to be both a demonstrator
of the double acceleration scheme based on TPTW of MariX
and of the TPTW ERL of BriXS [6–13]. In this work we
first introduce the theory of our model for evaluating the
impact of High Order Modes (HOM) in long time-scale on
beam dynamics, and the approaches behind our simulations.
The second part describes in detail the stabilization of the
fundamental mode in both accelerating and decelerating
phases, followed by an example of the effects of HOM on
the particle beam inside a multi-cell cavity.

HOMEN MODEL
The idea of HOMEN (High Order Mode evolution based
on Energy budget) was born mainly to investigate the effect
of HOMs on beam dynamics (BD) in a long-time scale
generally in superconducting (SC) cavities and precisely in
BriXSinO [14, 15]. Another relevant point of our model
is the possibility to check the beam stability considering
also the high repetition rate and high average current in the
machine.
A set of coupled differential equations were developed to
study neatly the propagation of an electron bunch inside the
cavity. We represent the electric field on the cavity axis as
a composition of normal orthogonal modes. Here, for our
cavity model with an even number of gaps, it is convenient
to write the time dependence of the longitudinal electric
field equation using the sine in preference to the cosine:
𝐸𝑛 (𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝐴𝑛 (𝑡) 𝑒𝑛 (𝑧) sin (𝜔𝑛 𝑡 + 𝜙𝑛,𝑖 )

(1)

where 𝑛 and 𝑖 are the RF mode and the bunch number respectively. We classically model the bunches as N point-like
charges propagating along the cavity axis. 𝐴𝑛 is the mode
oscillation amplitude and 𝑒𝑛 is the spatial field distribution
calculated by POISSON/SUPERFISH code [16].
The system of coordinates is chosen to have the beam
trajectory along the positive z cavity axis (beam axis). To
evaluate the fields triggered off by the electron bunch while
crossing the cavity, we compute the stored energy in each
individual mode since all modes can be treated separately.
Our model is based on energy budget. We considered the
variation of the stored energy as the sum of the following
power contributions:
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Klystron Power For the accelerating cavity mode, the required RF power is evaluated considering the amount of
power lost both into the cavity walls and to accelerate the
electron bunches and also the variation of energy gain during
the acceleration process. At this stage, taking into account
only the forward direction (acceleration phase), the power
source 𝑃𝑠 was simulated in order to provide energy only to
the TM010 mode, as indicated below by Dirac delta 𝛿1,𝑛 .
The final Klystron power is represented as follows:
𝑃Kly = 𝛿1,𝑛 |𝑃𝑠 |
Dissipated Power The dissipated power on the cavity walls
is calculated using the following expression:
𝑃diss =

𝜔𝑛 𝑈𝑛
𝑄𝐿,𝑛

where 𝜔𝑛 is the resonant angular frequency, 𝑄𝐿,𝑛 is, for the
fundamental mode, the loaded quality factor and for n > 1 it
represents the damped quality factors, and 𝑈𝑛 is the stored
energy of the resonant mode 𝑛.
Average Power By average power, in this paper, we refer
to the amount of power transferred to accelerate the electron
bunch. It is expressed as:
𝑃av =

𝑞𝑉acc,n
𝜏cav

where 𝑞 is the bunch charge, 𝑉acc is the overall accelerating
𝐿cav
voltage of the cavity system and 𝜏cav = 𝛽𝑐
is the time of
flight of the electron bunch through the cavity.
HOM Power During the bunch passage inside the cavity,
the beam transfers a quantity of power in the form of wakefield to the HOMs according the loss factor parameter 𝐾loss,n
for each individual mode. This power is expressed as follows:
𝑃HOM =

𝑞2 𝐾loss,n
𝜏cav

The stored energy in the nth mode can be then represented
by the following expression:

gain of the bunch when passing through the cavity, during
the interaction with the RF field. The bunch energy gain, 𝛾,
is given in terms of the accelerating potential and the rest
energy, by:
𝑁

RF
𝑑𝛾
𝑒
=
𝑉
∑
𝑑𝑡
𝑚𝑒 𝑐2 𝜏cav 𝑛=1 acc,n

(4)

where 𝑒 is the elementary charge, 𝑚𝑒 is the electron rest mass
and 𝑁RF is the RF mode number.

FUNDAMENTAL MODE STABILITY
To clarify the approach followed in this study, we describe
the environment of our calculations. We used HOMEN for
the BD study in one of the SC cavities of BriXSinO ERL
main linac. The resonator is a standing wave 7-cell cavity
operating at 1.3 GHz with a high average current (5 mA) and
high repetition rate of 100 MHz.
A point charge traveling along the beam axis excites all
modes inside the cavity resonator. Supposing that the charge
passes precisely on axis only monopole modes are excited.
Since all modes are orthogonal to each other, they can be
treated separately. For this reason we analyze the fundamental mode separately in this section. Firstly, we face the problem of stabilizing the interactions inside the cavity in both
acceleration and deceleration directions, next we discuss
briefly one of the ways to handle this type of interactions.

Acceleration Direction
Starting with 1 J of initial stored energy, we inject about
100 electron bunches (50 pC bunch charge) at an initial phase
granting the maximum acceleration in order to analyze the
beam interaction. The bunches are spaced in time by 10.8 ns,
the stored energy will constantly decreases of few J during
the acceleration process while the bunch energy increases.
This operation is stabilized in time, as shown in Fig. 1: the
value of 𝛾 remains unchanged from the entrance to the exit
of the cavity. The main parameters used to simulate this
effect are listed in Table 1.

𝑑𝑈𝑛
= 𝑃Kly − 𝑃diss − 𝑃av + 𝑃HOM
(2)
𝑑𝑡
The reader must pay attention to the signs represented in
Eq. 2, they depend on how different quantities have been
defined in simulation. For example, the accelerating voltage
of the cavity changes sign depending on the electric field.
According to the Slowly Varying Envelope Approximation
(SVEA) i.e. 𝑑𝐴𝑛 /𝑑𝑡 ≪ 𝜔𝑛 𝐴𝑛 , we can express the variation of the mode oscillation amplitude as function of stored
energy:
𝑑𝐴𝑛
𝐴 𝑑𝑈𝑛
= 𝑛
2𝑈𝑛 𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

(3)

The variation of both stored energy and mode amplitude
have to be studied together with the variation of the energy
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 1: Energy gain variation at the entrance and exit of
the cavity during acceleration.
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Table 1: Frequency and Quality Factor of Modes
𝑓 (GHz)

Q0

Fundamental mode

1.298

2.894 × 1010

1𝑠𝑡 HOM

2.437

3.147 × 1010

Deceleration Direction
Starting with ≈ 1 J of initial stored energy, we re-inject
the beam with the same parameters used for the acceleration
mode but in the opposite direction. We multiply the power
lost by the beam PHOM in Eq. 2 by a factor 2 taking into
account the double passage of the beam.
We attain a stability of the beam similar to the previous section, this implies that the system of equations and approaches
followed in this work are tolerable for a TPTW ERL scheme
proposed for BriXSinO.
The stability of the bunch energy gain was verified for a
longer time period (over 3 × 106 bunch) for both acceleration
and deceleration phases.

Figure 2: Stored energy as a function of time for the 1𝑠𝑡
HOM at 𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 0.9 V/pC.

IMPACT OF MONOPOLE HOMS
ON BEAM DYNAMICS
HOMs in high current CW configuration may be parasitically excited and have to be studied in detail. These modes
are turned on in a wide spectrum after the passage of a particle beam through the accelerating cavity. The consequence
of this passage is a wakefield left behind by the beam itself. These modes are dangerous as they may turn to be a
source of longitudinal beam instability, increase the beam
energy spread or lead to additional heat load in the cavity.
Particularly in ERLs, HOMs resonate for long time (multiple
turns), thus considered undesired and need to be dumped by
extracting the stored energy with HOM couplers settled up
in the beam pipe sections of the cavity. The SC cavity has
no external HOM dampers installed, therefore the HOMs
energy can be damped only in the two beam pipes.
The energy transferred to HOM is proportional to the loss
factor kloss presented in the first section. For a point-like
charge, this factor is estimated and it is proportional to the
frequency and the ratio between the shunt impedance and
the quality factor of each individual mode.
We consider a bunch train with 10 MeV of initial energy
and evaluate the stored energy in the first HOM for a first
rough value of the loss factor (0.9 V/pC), as shown in Fig.
2. The stored energy increases in time due to the kloss value,
and will reach an equilibrium after few milliseconds. The
fluctuations in energy variation are caused by the phase
injection instability from bunch to bunch, since for the HOM,
each new bunch arrives with a different phase. The frequency
and quality factor of the corresponding mode are reported
in Table 1.
The presence of HOMs will increase the bunch energy
spread at the cavity exit with a consequent effect on the following application, as the injection into the FEL. To analyze
WEPOMS042
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Figure 3: Distribution of the bunch energy at the cavity exit.
this, we varied kloss of the first HOM from 0.5 until 4 V/pC
to evaluate the maximum beam energy spread. Figure 3
shows the distribution of bunch energy at the cavity exit
as function of kloss . The strong dependence on kloss of Un
reveals that higher is kloss , the higher is the energy stored in
the corresponding mode, underlying the necessity to damp
it. The characteristic shape of the graph (Fig. 3) is due to the
fact that we are projecting in position the energy gain of the
bunch, which distributes over the sinusoidal variation of the
HOM each time with a different phase. In other words, these
fluctuations are a harmonic oscillations that has an impact
on the beam quality. The relative energy spread of the bunch
in the beam induced by the first HOM is 2.5 × 10−3 for a
kloss = 0.9 V/pC. This value can be considered suitable for
our application, and as far as we know, will not introduce
crucial effects on the quality of the radiation produced by
BriXSinO.

CONCLUSION
We used a new method to evaluate the impact of HOM in
long time-scale on BD for ERL, mainly to study the relative
energy spread of the beam. For BriXSinO, this study is still
in progress. The preliminary obtained results predict an
energy spread due to HOMs in the order of 10−3 which is
considered tolerable for FEL’s injection. More investigations
are foreseen in future work.
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UFO, A GPU CODE TAILORED TOWARD MBA LATTICE OPTIMIZATION
M. Carlà∗ , M. Canals, ALBA-CELLS, Barcelona, Spain
Abstract
The complexity of multi-bend achromatic optics is such
that computational tools performance has become a dominant factor in the design process a last generation synchrotron
light source. To relieve the problem a new code (UFO) tailored toward performance was developed to assist the design
of the ALBA-II optics. Two main strategies contribute to
the performance of UFO: the execution flow follows a data
parallel paradigm, well suited for GPU execution; the use of
a just-in-time compiler allows to simplify the computation
whenever the lattice allows for it. At the core of UFO lies a
parallel tracking routine structured for parallel simulation
of optics which differs in some parameters, such as magnet
strength or alignment, but retains the same element order,
reflecting the scenario found in optimization processes, or
when dealing with magnetic or alignment errors. Such an
approach allows to take advantage of GPUs which yield
the best performance when running thousands of parallel
threads. Moreover UFO is not limited to tracking. A few
modules that rely on the same tracking routine allow for
the fast computation of dynamic and momentum aperture,
closed orbit and linear optics.

INTRODUCTION
Single particle tracking is at the base of many optimization tasks frequently encountered during the development
and tuning of lattices for light sources. Dynamic and momentum aperture optimizations are typical examples that
can take advantage of a fast single particle tracking routine.
Other use cases that can also benefits from a fast tracking routine are closed orbit and linear optics function computation,
required respectively for orbit correction and optics matching. Traditionally these optimization tasks are carried out
on large computer clusters by means of parallel optimization
algorithms such as MOGA [1, 2]. However in recent time,
some projects [3, 4] moved the computational burden to dedicated arithmetic processors (GPU), providing competitive
performances at reduced costs. While these projects aims
to provide a rather general purpose optics tool in an easy to
use environment, it is possible to improve substantially the
performances by tailoring the code specifically toward the
optimization of electrons ring lattices, renouncing to some
flexibility and ease of use by taking advantage of two main
points:
• Radiation damping limits the number of turns required
for stable aperture computation to around 1000 turns
• The optimization procedure (e.g. MOGA) requires to
compute several variation of the same optics, that can
be computed in parallel on a GPU
∗

mcarla@cells.es
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User inputs the list of
simulation parameters

User inputs
a MAD-X
style lattice

Generate an OpenCL
representation of the
lattice (pass method)

The pass method is embedded in an
OpenCL function to solve a speciﬁc task
(e.g. DA, closed orbit...)

The kernel is compiled for a
speciﬁc back-end
(e.g. GPU, CPU)

The code is executed and
data returned

User inputs
parameters
value

Results

Figure 1: UFO working diagram.
Based on these assumption it was possible to develop an
Utterly Fast 5D Optics code (UFO) [5] targeting electron
rings optimization. The code was then characterized in terms
of accuracy and performances by running simulations on a
candidate multibend achromat lattice for ALBA2 [6] with
alignment errors in each element.

EFFICIENT TRACKING ON GPU
The task of tracking thousands particles fits well the typical GPU architecture, where a single (or a small number)
dispatch unit sends instructions to a group of computational
units which therefore execute the same program in parallel.
To ensure good performances code, no branching is allowed;
otherwise different instruction flows would be required for
each computational unit, a condition not allowed by the GPU
architecture. In case of branching the different branches are
executed sequentially resulting in performances penalties.
This requirement is easily met when tracking a bunch of
particles through a lattice: every particle undergoes the same
order of operation as any other, being the lattice identical for
all of them. Also, when tracking particles through different
variations of the same lattice, the condition is still met, as
long as the order of the elements is maintained among the
different lattice variations. The ability to simulate multiple
lattices at the same time is of critical importance, in fact it
would be difficult otherwise to keep a GPU with thousands
of computational units under a high workload when dealing
with a simulation of only 1000 particles for 1000 turns, as in
the case of a typical electron dynamical aperture simulation.
Figure 1 shows the execution flow of UFO. The user is
required to input a lattice (in a MAD style format) and a
list of parameters (e.g. particle coordinates, magnet length,
strength...). UFO generates an internal representation of
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TRADING ACCURACY FOR SPEED
Since UFO aim to provide accurate results for short time
integration (i.e. 1000 turns), it is possible to trade some
accuracy to speed-up even more the computation, this is
achieved through two devices: by using an approximated
integrator and by using a 32 bit floating point representation
of variables.

10.0
7.5
5.0
y [mm]

the lattice integrator in OpenCL language [7]. Then, the
integrator is embedded in a function specific for the task to
be carried out (e.g. dynamic aperture, closed orbit...) and
compiled for a specific GPU or CPU back-end. Finally, the
user invokes the execution of the task, and only at this time
the value of each parameter is specified independently for
each particle.
Compiling the integrator at run-time provides a chance
for some optimizations that otherwise would be complicated
to implement. An example is the case of a succession of
linear elements (drifts and quadrupoles) that most modern
compilers are able to optimize as a single linear transformation, or the precomputation of expressions that depends on
constants only. This is the case when the parameters of an
elements are not specified as per particle parameters and
therefore part of the integrator can be calculated a priori.
Note that while compiling the integrator is a time consuming
process it is required only once.
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Approximated Integrator
Different approaches has been developed to take into account relativistic effects. For example MAD-X/PTC approximates thick elements with a succession of thin ones
interleaved by drifts that can be solved with an exact integrator. This approach allows for very accurate results at cost
of performances, in fact an accurate solution is achieved
only with a very fine slicing. The effect of using a purely
classical integrator has been characterized by running a typical DA simulation, the results have been compared against
the one provided by MAD-X/PTC with the exact relativistic
Hamiltonian option switched on. As shown in Figure 2, a
discrepancy between the two codes is visible but limited.
About 5% of the stable particles are incorrectly tracked for
the on-energy case, increasing to 10% in the off-energy case.

32- vs 64-Bit Variables Representation
GPU hardware is optimized mainly for integer and 32-bit
floating point computations, therefore by strictly sticking
to a 32-bit variables representation, it is possible to obtain
a considerable performance gain at cost of very mild accuracy penalties. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the
dynamic aperture computed with 32 and 64 bit variables, in
this case 3% of the stable particles are incorrectly tracked
when switching to 32 bit.
It is worth noting that while most of the CPU follows
strictly the IEEE-754 floating point standard this is not the
case for GPU which usually tend to use less accurate approximation in order to speed up computation, therefore some
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Figure 2: Comparison of on-energy (top) and 3% off-energy
(bottom) dynamic aperture computed with UFO and MADX/PTC with exact relativistic Hamiltonian. Each marker
shows the initial transverse coordinate of an electron. Electrons found stable or unstable by both codes are shown respectively as red or blue markers, electrons stable in MADX/PTC and unstable in UFO are shown in yellow, while
black marker are the ones stable for UFO but unstable for
MAD-X/PTC.
Table 1: Four OpenCL Backends Under Test
Base clock Cores
Intel i5-8400
Intel Xeon Gold 6136
Nvidia Quadro P600
Nvidia Tesla T4

2.8 GHz
3.0 GHz
1329 MHz
585 MHz

6
24
384
2560

minor difference between CPU and GPU computations can
be observed even when using the same variable format.

BENCHMARKING
Four different hardware configurations has been used to
test UFO performances, including high-end and low-end
GPUs and CPUs. The main characteristics of the 4 configurations are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 3: Comparison of dynamic aperture computed with
UFO using 32 or 64 bit floating point format. Electrons
found stable or unstable in both simulations are shown respectively as red or blue markers, electrons stable in the
32-bit simulation and unstable in the 64 one are shown in
yellow, while black marker are the ones stable for 64 bit but
unstable for 32 bit.
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In a first benchmark, the 4 different set-up are tested for
performances in a typical dynamical aperture computation.
The test is repeated using 32- and 64-bit variables. As shown
in Fig. 4, using 32-bit variables results in a remarkable performance improvement for the GPUs, while no difference is
observed for the CPUs.
Furthermore, it is evident how to achieve good performance it is crucial to feed the GPU with enough parallel
computation to keep all the core saturated, the experiment
shows that the best condition is met when the number of
parallel tracked particle is a few times the number of GPU
cores. The cause is attributed to the inability to keep the
cores saturated when running only one program at a time, in

2348

104

Figure 5: Closed orbit benchmark. Different number of
particles are tracked in parallel on the 4 different hardware
configurations. The test is repeated using 32- (solid lines)
and 64- (dashed lines) bit variables. In the CPU tests a number of parallel threads equals to the number of CPU cores
is always used, since this is the best performance condition
and OpenCL does not allow to change easily this setting.

104

Figure 4: Dynamic aperture benchmark. Different number
of particles are tracked in parallel on the 4 different hardware
configurations. The test is repeated using 32 (solid lines) and
64 (dashed lines) bit variables. In the CPU tests a number
of parallel threads equals to the number of CPU cores is
always used, since this is the best performance condition
and OpenCL does not allow to change easily this setting.
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fact certain operations can require several instruction cycles
and therefore can be convenient to interleave a few simulations, that is achieved when simulating a number of particle
multiple of the number of cores. Testing has shown that
for best performances, the number of simulated electrons
should be chosen between 3 and 5 times the number of cores
depending on the specific hardware.
The results of a second benchmark to test the performances for closed orbit computations are shown in Fig. 5.
Also in this case results similar to the dynamic aperture
benchmark are observed.

103

101

101

CONCLUSION
UFO is a tracking code developed from scratch with electron ring optimization in mind. The here presented benchmarks show how a considerable performance boost can be
achieved by introducing some physics and numerical approximation, which however are considered acceptable especially
in the context of the initial design phase of an electron ring.
Furthermore it was shown that by running UFO on a single
high-end GPU it is possible to achieve a level of performances equivalent to the one provided by a small/medium
class computer cluster. UFO is under active development:
higher order integrator and full 6D simulations are currently
under test.
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Abstract
The luminosity requirements of TeV-class linear colliders
demand use of intense charged beams at high repetition rates.
Such features imply multi-bunch operation with long current
trains accelerated over the km length scale. Consequently,
particle beams are exposed to the mutual parasitic interaction due to the long-range wakefields excited by the leading
bunches in the accelerating structures. Such perturbations
to the motion induce transverse oscillations of the bunches,
potentially leading to instabilities such as transverse beam
break-up. Here we present a dedicated tracking code that
studies the effects of long-range transverse wakefield interaction among different bunches in linear accelerators. Being
described by means of an efficient matrix formalism, such
effects can be included while preserving short computational
times. As a reference case, we use our code to investigate
the performance of a state-of-the-art linear collider currently
under design and, in addition, we discuss possible mitigation
techniques based on frequency detuning and damping.

INTRODUCTION
Advanced experiments in the field of high energy particle physics rely on high luminosity electron/positron linear
colliders working at the TeV scale. In the last decades, several conceptual facilities of such type have been investigated
exploring techniques ranging from X-band (∼ 12 GHz) rflinacs to superconductivity and plasma acceleration [1–3].
A recent design proposed by SLAC [4] exploits advanced
rf concepts to achieve high gradient performances relying
on the mature and consolidated experience with C-band
(5.712 GHz) technology [5, 6]. The design project, known
as C3 or the “Cool Copper Collider", allows to work with
∼ 120 MeV/m accelerating gradients by means of state-ofthe-art techniques such as distributed coupling [7] and cryogenic cooling of the accelerating structures [8, 9].
In all the above cases, the collective interaction among
charged bunches constitutes a major concern since it can
cause unstable motion due to beam break-up (BBU) effects [10, 11]. In particular, particles traveling off-axis in the
accelerating structures excite parasitic dipole fields in the
∗
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form of higher order modes (HOMs) supported by the structures themselves which deflect the trajectories of the trailing
charges. In this paper we introduce a dedicated tracking
code studying the long-range wakefield interaction caused
by self-induced dipole modes in linacs and we exploit such
a tool to investigate the C3 machine. The code describes the
bunches within the rf-pulse as a sequence of rigid macroparticles with no internal structure performing transverse
oscillations in presence of an external focusing optics and
acceleration. The combination of such fields in an alternating gradient FODO lattice with length 𝐿 𝑐 , average betatron
function 𝛽 𝑥 and phase advance 𝜇 𝑥 = 𝐿 𝑐 /𝛽 𝑥 provides the
following transfer map [12]
 

√︂
cos 𝜇 𝑥
𝛾
𝑥
→
↦
1
𝑥′
𝛾 + 𝛾 ′ 𝐿 𝑐 − 𝛽𝑥 sin 𝜇 𝑥

𝛽 𝑥 sin 𝜇 𝑥
cos 𝜇 𝑥

 
𝑥
𝑥′

(1)

which is responsible for the adiabatic damping of the transverse oscillations and characterizes the motion in absence
of collective effects.

THE PROCESS OF BEAM BREAK-UP
The interaction between two particles with time separation
𝜏 induced by a resonant mode with angular frequency 𝜔0 ,
shunt impedance 𝑅⊥ and quality factor 𝑄 is described by
the dipole wake-function per unit length
𝑤 ⊥ (𝜏) =

𝜔0 𝑅⊥ − 𝛼𝜏
𝑒
sin(𝜔 𝑛 𝜏)
𝑄

(2)

√︁
with 𝜔 𝑛 = 𝜔0 1 − (2𝑄) −2 and 𝛼 = 𝜔0 /2𝑄 [13]. Deflected
charges moving off-axis cause further excitation of the resonant mode intensifying the parasitic interaction. A quantitative analysis for such a process has been introduced by
Mosnier [14] whose approach describes the bunch train as a
sequence of point-like macro-particles accelerated inside a
machine with uniform betatron function where the mutual
interaction is due to a single dipole HOM which exhibits
the same parameters in each cell of the linac. Such a model
shows that the motion becomes highly unstable if the ratio of the HOM frequency and the bunch repetition rate is
close to an integer so that the beam-mode interaction fulfills
a resonant condition. Mitigation is possible by breaking
the coherent interplay through a spread in frequency of the
dipole modes [15,16]. Indeed, it can be shown that frequency
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spread reduces the HOM quality factor with a consequent
shortening of the corresponding decay time.

Table 1: Parameter List for the Comparison with Mosnier’s
Theory
Parameter

THE MATRIX FORMALISM FOR
WAKEFIELDS
In this section we describe the approach we use in our
tracking code for the inclusion of collective effects. The
interaction of charged particle beams with a resonant mode
can be described in terms of a matrix formalism which allows to account for both the longitudinal and transverse
wakefield effects [17, 18]. Deflecting modes admit a lumped
element shunt-circuit representation whose voltage accounts
for the transverse kick applied to the particles: 𝑐Δ𝑝 𝑥 =
𝑞𝑞 0 𝑥0 𝑤 ⊥ (𝜏)  𝑞𝑉⊥ (𝜏), where the subscript zero refers to
source particle quantities. Such a voltage is induced by the
passing bunches which perturb the resonator and evolves
according to the following matrix equation

Value

Number of bunches
Bunch population
Bunch separation
Injection energy
Accelerating gradient
Avg betatron function
Linac length

100
2 · 109
40 ns
10 GeV
100 MeV/m
10 m
4900 m

𝑓0 (HOM)
𝑄 (HOM)
𝑅⊥ /𝑄 (HOM)

15.7 GHz
100
0.45 MΩ/m2

together with the maximum envelope provided by Mosnier’s
theory.



𝑉 (𝑡 + 𝜏)
= 𝑒 − 𝛼𝜏 ×
𝑉¤ (𝑡 + 𝜏)
cos 𝜔 𝑛 𝜏 +
𝜔2

𝛼
𝜔𝑛

sin 𝜔 𝑛 𝜏

− 𝜔𝑛0 sin 𝜔 𝑛 𝜏

1
𝜔𝑛

!

𝑉 (𝑡)
sin 𝜔 𝑛 𝜏 𝑉¤ (𝑡)

sin 𝜔 𝑛 𝜏

cos 𝜔 𝑛 𝜏 −

𝛼
𝜔𝑛

(3)
As new bunches enter the cavity, the system is continuously perturbed and, therefore, the matrix-transformation
alone does not fully describe the evolution. The correct operator has the form T (·) = p + 𝑀 (·) where the argument
is multiplied by the matrix 𝑀 in Eq. (3) and the additive
vector p accounts for the perturbation. The latter is given
by Eq. (2) and its derivative in the limit 𝜏 → 0:reminding
0
that 𝑉 (𝜏) ∝ 𝑤 ⊥ (𝜏) one has p = 𝑞𝜔 𝑛 𝜔0𝑄𝑅⊥ Δ𝑥
where Δ𝑥
1
is the transverse displacement of the bunch from the axis
which is responsible for the excitation of dipole modes. In
Ref. [19] the details of such a formalism were discussed
showing that it reduces the number of operations needed to
evaluate the deflecting kick introduced by the wakefields.

Benchmark Test For The Matrix Formalism
In the remaining of this section we show an example validating the matrix formalism in presence of long-range wakefields. In particular, we consider a fictitious linac described
in [14] by Mosnier in order to demonstrate his analytical
model for beam break-up effects. In the approximation of
moderate BBU in a single betatron wavelength, Mosnier’s
analysis allows to find the amplitude of the transverse oscillation for each bunch while it provides an asymptotic
solution for strong BBU. Table 1 shows the main parameters
characterizing the bunch train, the linear accelerator and the
resonant mode responsible for the BBU effects.
In Fig. 1 a comparison between Mosnier’s analytic approach and our tracking code is shown. In this example each
bunch is injected with an offset of 50 𝜇m and the amplitude
of the transverse oscillation at the end of the linac is shown

Figure 1: Final amplitude of the transverse oscillations in
presence of BBU effects. Comparison with Mosnier’s analytical approach.

THE C3 LINAC CASE
The working point of the C3 linac is described in [4].
A total charge of 75 nC is delivered within a 250 ns long
macro-pulse (1428 rf-bucket) which accommodates 75 electron bunches (1 nC each) with a separation of 19 rf periods
(∼ 3.3 ns). The electron beams are injected at 10 GeV and
accelerated up to a final energy of ∼ 1 TeV with an average
gradient of 117 MeV/m (i.e., overall length ≳ 12 km) while
being focused by a FODO lattice with ⟨𝛽 𝑥 ⟩ = 4 m.
A study of the higher order modes ringing in the unit
accelerating cell was performed with the electromagnetic
software CST Studio Suite [20]. A set of 20 modes (excluding degeneracy) was found in the frequency range
5 GHz < 𝑓 < 20 GHz nine of which possess dipole field
components. In the following we investigate the wakefield
effects induced by the excitation of such modes and how
they affect the beam trajectories.
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Alignment Errors
In the example of Fig. 2 we discuss the effects of injection and alignment errors by comparing the amplitude of
the transverse oscillations for each bunch at the end of the
linac. The first two curves (blue and red) assume that the accelerating sections are perfectly aligned but all the bunches
are injected with a transverse offset Δ𝑥 = 50 and 100 𝜇m
respectively. For the last two curves (green and magenta) the
injection occurs on-axis but the linac sections are affected by
gaussian random offsets with standard deviation 𝜎Δ𝑥 = 50
and 100 𝜇m. In order to mitigate statistical fluctuations, the
final amplitudes in the latter case are obtained by averaging
50 runs of the tracking code. It can be noticed that in case of
random misalignments the dipole modes are continuously
excited regardless of the adiabatic damping process and,
thus, we observe larger oscillations compared to the case of
a simple injection error.

Figure 2: Amplitude of the transverse oscillation for each
bunch in the rf-pulse at the interaction point. Both the cases
of injection errors and randomly misaligned linac sections
are investigated.

Figure 3: Spread of the resonant frequency of the TM110 -like
mode for seven geometric variations of the unit-cell cavity.

Figure 4: Frequency spread in presence of randomly misaligned sections (𝜎Δ𝑥 = 100 𝜇m). The cases of uniform and
gaussian spread of the HOMs are investigated and displacements are normalized to the amplitude of the first bunch.

Detuning Techniques
As the previous example has shown, mitigation techniques
aimed to keep the amplitude of the transverse oscillations
under control are usually necessary. A possible approach is
to introduce a frequency spread of the dipole modes. Indeed,
slight geometric variations of the unit-cell allow to shift
the resonant frequencies of the HOMs without affecting the
fundamental mode. Such fluctuations cause each HOM to
exhibit a different resonant frequency throughout the subsequent linac sections breaking the coherent interaction with
the pulsed beam. In order to apply this technique, a set of
seven cavities has been designed from small variations of
the original geometry. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the
frequency variations for the TM110 -like mode in the unit
cell.
Such information can be exploited to introduce a sectionby-section frequency spread in our tracking code as we show
in Fig. 4. Here the case of random alignment errors with
𝜎Δ𝑥 = 100 𝜇m is considered again with the introduction of
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either uniform or gaussian spread of the HOM frequencies.
Breaking the interaction pattern cancels the BBU-effects
completely as the displacement of each bunch at the interaction point is close to the amplitude of the first beam.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced a simple and fast tool which
allows to investigate BBU effects in linear accelerators operating in multi-bunch mode. In particular, we have studied the performance of a state-of-the-art collider for which
the main issues arising injection and alignment errors were
discussed. In addition, mitigation techniques based on a
frequency spread of the higher order modes are investigated
in order to compensate the beam break-up effects.
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MACHINE LEARNING-BASED MODELING
OF MUON BEAM IONIZATION COOLING
E. Fol∗ , D. Schulte, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
C. Rogers, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom
Abstract
Surrogate modeling can lead to significant improvements
of beam dynamics simulations in terms of computational
time and resources. Application of supervised machine
learning, using collected simulation data allows to build
surrogate models which can estimate beam parameters evolution based on the provided cooling channel design. The
created models help to understand the correlations between
different lattice components and the importance of specific
beam properties for the cooling performance. We present
the application of surrogate modeling to enhance final muon
cooling design studies, demonstrating the potential of such
approach to be integrated into the design and optimization
of other components of future colliders.

INTRODUCTION
In light of rising activities on the muon collider studies [1],
the applied simulation tools, optimization of design parameters and overall software and data handling infrastructure
gain more importance. Currently, one of the more active
areas of the design study is the final cooling system. The reduction of the muon beam emittance is based on the concept
of ionization cooling [2], where careful choice of the lattice
and beam parameters is required. First results obtained from
a prototype of an automatic optimization framework for the
final cooling are presented in [3]. With the growing number
of parameters and objectives to be considered in the design,
the choice of initial simulation settings will become more
challenging. Moreover, the required time and computational
resources might become a bottleneck in optimization studies based on complex simulations. Applying supervised
learning-based surrogate models promises a solution of both
challenges. The results presented in this work first, demonstrate how optimization can be speeded up significantly by
replacing tracking simulation with Machine Learning (ML)
model prediction. Second, the application of inverted surrogate models is presented, allowing to obtain initial guess
for optimization parameters, reducing the number of steps
needed to reach an optimal solution.

Supervised Learning
Supervised learning methods allow to make predictions
on unseen data, after learning a mapping function between
input variables and output targets in the provided training
samples. In this context, supervision is provided in the
form of sets of data inputs with corresponding true output
targets. While learning means adjusting parameters of
the mapping function aiming to minimize the difference
∗

elena.fol@cern.ch
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between prediction made by the model and true target values
of the provided input-output pairs. The complexity of the
mapping function depends on characteristics of the data and
selected method, such that mapping between linearly related
input and output variables can be built e.g. using linear
regression models while for complex non-linear problems
neural networks with various possible architectures are
applied. Decision Trees, where each final node corresponds
to a prediction of a single output target, are also widely
used in supervised learning. Since decision trees are graphs,
their predictions are easier to interpret than others such as
deep neural networks. Combining several decision trees and
making predictions by averaging the individual output helps
to overcome the problem of over-fitting on training data and
allows to make more reliable prediction on unseen data.
In this work, we apply the Random Forest algorithm [4],
an ensemble method, where each tree in the ensemble is
trained on different parts of the training data set. This is
done in order to reduce the variance, usually causing a
small increase of bias which is then mitigated by averaging
the final prediction, allowing Random Forest to outperform
a single decision tree.

MODELING BEAM DYNAMICS
USING SUPERVISED LEARNING
Machine Learning concepts became a popular tool in various accelerator physics areas, ranging from operation and automatic control of machine parameters [5, 6] to beam instrumentation analysis to improve the quality of measurements
data detecting anomalous signals [7]. While the advantages
of unsupervised learning have been mostly demonstrated
in online applications, supervised learning and in particular data-driven surrogate modeling is used also outside of
operation, e.g. to model virtual diagnostics tools [8].
Also, solving optimization problems with the help of
surrogate models brings the advantage of speeding up the
optimization process by replacing measurements or slowexecutable simulations with beam dynamics models. Such
models can be built from measurements or simulations data
to be used as training sets for supervised learning algorithms.
The application of surrogate models for the optimization
of existing accelerators and experiments planing has been
demonstrated [9], however this approach did not find a wide
application in the design of future facilities. Here we present
the first results of improving the optimization of one of the
most crucial components of the muon collider, the final cooling system with the help of supervised learning.
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Figure 1: How to make use of simulation data created during
optimization for further design enhancement.

Data Preparation
As training data for the surrogate model of final cooling,
we use the simulations configuration and tracking results
from ICOOL, as shown in Fig. 1. Data can be generated passively, without performing dedicated simulations, but making use of a well structured data handling, combining first
optimization steps and data preparation for more advanced
computationally efficient optimization. Another advantage
compared to generating the training data from simple parameter scans, is the distribution of parameter values. When
collecting data from optimization steps, the values will be
centered around potential optima, providing trained models
with additional information about the physics underlying
in the data. A detailed description of ICOOL simulations
and optimization set up for final cooling studies is presented
in [3]. To build the first prototype and verify the concept of
applying surrogate models to the design of final cooling channel, we consider transverse beam dynamics only, without
including longitudinal emittance growth and re-acceleration
of the muon beam cooled in the absorbers. In the following,
we present different options, how surrogate model can be
used in the final cooling optimization.

PREDICTION OF COOLING
PERFORMANCE
In the simplified case considering the transverse dynamics
only, the optimization is performed towards the reduction
of the transverse emittance, while keeping the transmission
rate high, passing the beam through two consecutive cooling
cells with liquid hydrogen absorber placed in a solenoid field
up to 30 T. As optimization variables, we use the radii of
the coils which built the solenoid field inside the cooling
cell to control the optics parameters 𝛽-function and 𝛼 at the
location of absorber. Absorber densities, 𝛽-function and
kinetic energy of the incoming beam are also included as
free variables. These parameters build the input of surrogate
model, while the resulting emittance reduction, the change
of the longitudinal momentum and transmission rate are the
corresponding output targets to be predicted by the surrogate model. The ML-based objective function evaluation
during optimization is then performed in two steps. First
we evaluate the optics matching by predicting 𝛼 and 𝛽 in
the absorber regions from the solenoid field configuration, 6
input variables in total, corresponding to the radii of matching coils and main 30 T solenoid coils. As a second step,
the model predicts transmission, emittance and momentum
reduction (3 output targets) from the initial beam energy
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and 𝛽-function at the start of the cell, absorber densities
and average 𝛼 and 𝛽 function values in the absorber regions
(6 input parameters).
We apply a Random Forest regressor to build these surrogate models from simulation data (1200 samples), achieving 98.3 % explained variance in total, on a test set of 300
samples. Figure 2 illustrates the great agreement between
predicted and true values obtained from ICOOL simulations
performed with corresponding set of input parameters. The
lowest prediction error is that of transmission rate (0.05 %),
which can be explained with the fact that this output target
has the lowest variance. Hence, it is easier for the model
to find a general mapping between input and output. The
relative emittance reduction is predicted with 1.6 % of relative mean absolute error, and 0.3 %, 0.5 % and 3.2 % for the
prediction of the reduction of longitudinal momentum and
𝛼 and 𝛽-function in absorber, respectively.
The lower prediction accuracy of transverse emittance
and 𝛽-function compared to the momentum reduction can
be explained by the ionization cooling process causing the
change of these quantities. While the energy loss comes
purely from the interaction between muons and absorber
material, the emittance reduction is additionally affected by
the multiple scattering, as shown in Fig. 3. In the second cell,
the 𝛽-function is changed due to the loss of the beam momentum. This makes the construction of mapping function
more challenging, hence leading to less accurate prediction
of these properties on unseen data. The overall high accuracy demonstrates the possibility to use surrogate models
to predict the quantities needed to evaluate the objective
function during optimization. Replacing time consuming
tracking simulation leads to enormous reduction of the time
needed for one optimization step by a factor of 50.

ANALYSING PARAMETER IMPORTANCE
Exploring the importance of input parameters on the targets prediction helps to better understand the contribution of
different beam and lattice properties to the overall cooling
performance, to streamline the future models and to identify
most critical parameters to be optimized towards desired
beam emittances. Random Forest algorithm can naturally
provide the ranking of variables importance during the fitting process. The values of each input variable are permuted
among the training data and the resulting prediction loss is
compared against the error before the permutation, averaging the error over all trees in the ensemble. The permutation
breaks the relationship between the input variable and the
output target, hence the decrease in the model score indicates
the dependence of the model on a particular variable.
Figure 4 illustrates the importance of variables used to
predict the transverse emittance reduction: initial kinetic
energy of the beam, 𝛽 at the start of the first cooling cell,
average 𝛽 at absorbers, the absorber density per cell and
mean absolute value of 𝛼 along the lattice. As expected,
the 𝛽-function at the location of absorbers has the strongest
contribution on the emittance reduction, together with 𝛼
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Figure 2: Random Forest model prediction compared to the tracking simulation of transverse emittance reduction, longitudinal momentum reduction and Twiss parameter 𝛼 in the absorber regions. Prediction errors are computed as absolute
difference between true simulated and predicted values.

Figure 3: The comparison of simulating the emittance reduction, with and without including the multiple scattering.
Figure 5: Transverse emittance reduction achieved with predicted simulation parameters.

Figure 4: Importance of optimization variables for the prediction of transverse emittance reduction.
and the kinetic energy of the incoming beam since these
parameters define the optics of the channel and affect the
contribution of the heating term. Moreover, the predicted
optics parameters values also reflect the coils configuration
which builds the solenoid field inside the cooling cell.
While these results of importance analysis seem to be
obvious, they allow an easy interpretation of trained ML
model, to compare their prediction with analytical estimates
and to ensure that more complex dynamics can be modeled
reliably. Thus, the presented concept potentially will help to
identify most critical parameters and design bottlenecks in
the future.

INVERSE MODELS
Inverting the model’s input and output targets offers the
opportunity to predict the required initial beam energy and 𝛽function, absorber densities and solenoid field configuration
by providing the desired emittance, momentum reduction
and transmission as input. After training the model on 1200
samples, total test accuracy of 97 % could be achieved. To
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verify the trained model, we track 1000 particles using the
predicted beam and lattice parameters to ensure that the desired cooling performance can be achieved. As an example,
providing the relative emittance reduction of 50 % and 98 %
transmission rate as input values, the model predicts the
lattice and beam parameters which lead to exactly 49.3 % of
emittance reduction as shown in Fig. 5 and 98 % transmission according to ICOOL simulation results. This excellent
agreement demonstrates that inverted models can provide
precise starting values for further optimization.

CONCLUSIONS
For the first time we demonstrated the concept of applying supervised learning to enhance the optimization within
design of the muon collider, specifically for the final cooling
system. The results demonstrate a great potential to speed up
optimization of cooling cells, estimate the importance of various lattice and beam properties on the cooling performance
and to provide precise initial guess for starting parameters
in further optimization. First steps towards more complex
models are already performed, by collecting the data from
simulations including longitudinal beam dynamics, allowing
to predict the evolution of longitudinal emittance and tuning radiofrequency parameters. Further improvements are
possible by exploring probabilistic approach to include the
uncertainty of emittance estimation into surrogate models or
with the help of physics-informed neural networks to model
more complex beam dynamics.
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AUTOMATED DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF THE FINAL
COOLING FOR A MUON COLLIDER
E. Fol∗ , D. Schulte, CERN, Geneva , Switzerland
C. Rogers, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom
B. Stechauner, J. Schieck, Vienna University of Technology, Vienna, Austria
Abstract
The desired beam emittance for a Muon Collider is several
orders of magnitude less than the one of the muon beams
produced at the front-end target. Ionization cooling has been
demonstrated as a suitable technique for the reduction of
muon beam emittance. Final cooling, as one of the most critical stages of the muon collider complex, necessitates careful
design and optimization in order to control the beam dynamics and ensure efficient emittance reduction. We present an
optimization framework based on the ICOOL simulation
code and application of different optimization algorithms,
to automate the choice of optimal initial muon beam parameters and simultaneous tuning of numerous final cooling
components.

INTRODUCTION
The proton-driven muon production leads to muon beams
which initially occupy a large phase space. Cooling is required in order to reduce the beam emittance to satisfy the
transverse and longitudinal acceptance requirements of the
muon accelerator ring and to increase the luminosity of
the collider, which is inversely proportional to the beam
sizes [1]. An overview of the complete baseline design of
the muon collider complex including different stages from
proton injector to collider ring can be found in [2]. The
2.2 µs lifetime of muons makes ionization cooling [3, 4]
the only possible technique to be applied to reduce the 6D
emittance. In ionization cooling channels, muon beams are
sent through absorber material placed at a focus. After losing energy through interaction with the absorber material,
the beams pass through rf cavities which re-accelerate the
particles.
In the past, extensive simulation studies have been conducted on the design of a final cooling system capable of
achieving sufficiently small transverse emittance, at the cost
of increasing the longitudinal emittance. The design presented in [5] aimed for transverse emittance reduction to
50 µm, while 55 µm have been achieved, increasing the longitudinal emittance from 1.5 to 70 mm at the end of the final
cooling channel. However, latest studies show that transverse emittance below 25 µm is preferred [6]. Employing
stronger solenoid fields and lower beam momenta will help
to achieve lower emittances. This work focuses on the development of the infrastructure for design of the final stage of
muon cooling, to improve the optimization process in terms
of speed and usability of simulation tools.
∗
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Simulation Tools for Ionization Cooling
Previous design studies of final cooling channel of a muon
collider have been performed using either G4BEAMLINE
code, which is based on GEANT4 libraries, or the simulation
code ICOOL which has been developed specifically for 3-D
tracking of particles in ionization cooling channels [7]. The
cooling cells are defined as series of longitudinal regions
with assigned configurations of different accelerating and
magnet fields and material properties. The main advantage
of these codes for the final cooling studies is that particle
tracking takes into account decays and interactions of low
energy muons in matter.

Motivation
Simple diagnostics such as calculation of emittances and
optics functions are implemented in ICOOL, however the
modification of text file-like input decks and evaluation of
results imposes a big challenge to the users. Especially in a
view of enlarging the muon collider study community, it is
necessary to provide easily accessible, user-friendly software
in order to reduce the effort of constructing and evaluating
a large amount of simulation studies required to define an
optimal design.
To achieve ideal matching between stages and various
cooling channel configurations, a large parameter space
needs to be explored. It is important to find an optimal
trade-off between reduction of transverse emittance and longitudinal heating and transmission in order to provide beams
with required properties to the next stages of muon collider
complex. Apart from employing advanced optimization
techniques, automation of the optimization and design is
needed.

TOWARDS AUTOMATIC DESIGN
To improve the usability of the simulation framework for
the final cooling, we extended it with an input handler and
post-processing analysis both written in Python, which allows an easy integration of numerical optimization tools e.g.
provided by the scipy library, but also the implementation
of other advanced optimization techniques presented in the
next section. The new components and their integration in
the current version of optimization framework are presented
in Fig. 1. The initial beam distribution and cooling channel
properties are given in JSON format, which is well structured and can be easily modified manually or automatically
during the optimization. The current value of a defined objective function is obtained by running ICOOL simulation
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Figure 1: Optimization workflow including existing codes
for particle tracking simulation and optics computation
(blue) and recently developed optimization and data handling routines (orange).

Figure 2: Strength of solenoid field inside the simplified
lattice of two consecutive cooling cells with a field flip.
with the provided input parameters. A number of templates
automatically translate the JSON file to an ICOOL input
deck. After the tracking is performed and emittances and
optics parameters are computed, the objective function is
evaluated, and the simulation parameters used in the previous step are updated by a selected optimization algorithm.
The new parameters are then saved and provided again to
the ICOOL configuration files for the next optimization step.
The implementation in Python allows an easy exchange of
optimization algorithm to compare their performances and
reduces the effort of dealing with rather complex variable
notations and input deck configuration in ICOOL. Another
advantage of the developed extension is the possibility to
systematically save the simulation results together with its
configuration, such that the studies are easily reproducible
and data-driven modeling and optimization can be applied
in the future [8].

OPTIMIZATION VARIABLES
AND TARGETS
The reduction of normalized transverse emittance depends on several properties of the cooling channel. Strong
focusing at the absorber location reduces the transverse
heating effect arising from multiple Coulomb scattering.
Apart from the strong solenoid field at the location of absorber, special matching coils are needed at the entrance
and exit of the absorber in order to reduce emittance blowup which is otherwise caused by optics mismatch. The
choice of the 𝛽-function at the absorber is defined given the
strength of solenoid 𝐵 and beam momentum 𝑃 as 𝛽⟂ (m) =
2𝑃(GeV/c)/0.3𝐵(T) [5]. However, it is not possible to deMC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
D11: Code Developments and Simulation Techniques

Figure 3: The optics in non-optimized solenoid field (top)
leads to an emittance blow up of 15% compared to unchanged transverse emittance achieved with matched optics
(bottom).
fine the initial 𝛽-function in the same way, since the field
is designed to be 0 T at the beginning of the cell, as shown
in Fig. 2. Hence, the 𝛽-function at the start of the lattice is
one of the beam parameters to be optimized, together with
its momentum. The starting values 𝜖⟂ = 300 µm, 𝜖∥ = 1.5
mm and 𝜎𝑧 = 5 cm are adopted from previous studies [5].
The lattice consists of a strong focusing solenoid, followed
by matching coils to provide a focusing field starting from
0 T, with the peak strength of 30 T, with a liquid hydrogen
block placed in the strong solenoid field and rf cavities for
restoring the longitudinal momentum. The magnetic field
is defined as a set of cylindrical current sheets, providing
current density, length and radius of each coil. Based on
this configuration, further optimization variables are used:
the radii of high field solenoid and matching coils, absorber
length, rf length, frequency and gradient. For two cooling
cells, combined with a field flip to limit the accumulation
of the canonical angular momentum [9], 19 free parameters
must be optimized. Depending on the optimization target,
a reduced variable set can be used. In the following, we
consider two possible strategies for the optimization - simplified case of optics matching in the absence of absorber
and re-acceleration, and an integrated optimization towards
transverse emittance reduction in two consecutive cooling
cells, including absorbers and rf-cavities.

Applied Optimization Techniques
In order to identify the most suitable optimization strategy,
we applied different numerical optimization approaches to
the simplified problem of optics matching. One of the standard optimization algorithms, Nelder-Mead [10], is known
to be robust in many applications, however it becomes inefficient in high dimensions and does not allow parallelization
WEPOMS047
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Figure 4: Optimization of transverse emittance reduction in a cell with a hydrogen block and rf for phase-space rotation.
in its existing implementations. Differential evolution algorithm [11], a stochastic population-based method, demonstrates better results with the same number of optimization
steps compared to Nelder-Mead, however requires more time
despite parallelization due to the permutation and crossover
operations. The Extremum Seeking (ES) algorithm, an adaptive method developed for the control of time-varying systems [12], is the most efficient. An important advantage of
ES is the capability to deal with large parameter spaces at
relatively low computational and time cost, which will become more critical with growing complexity of final cooling
design studies. The next section presents results using ES
algorithm.

LINEAR OPTICS OPTIMIZATION
Nearly ideal matching is required for an efficient transverse emittance reduction, which can be achieved by tuning
the radii of the coils forming the solenoidal field in the cooling cell. At every optimisation step, ICOOL simulation
is executed with the initial beam distribution according to
𝜖⟂ = 300 µm, 𝑝𝑧 = 135 MeV/c, and 𝛽⟂ = 0.78 m, computed
using the given beam momentum and strength of the main
solenoid. Fig. 3 shows the improvement on optics matching
compared to initially selected coils parameters, using ES
for only 20 optimization steps. The objective function to
be minimized is defined as 𝛼̄ + |𝛽ideal − 𝛽sim |, where the
absolute deviation of 𝛽sim from 𝛽ideal is given in [m]. The
field settings found by ES algorithm allow to keep constant
𝛽-function matched to the solenoid field in the region where
the absorber will be placed. Improvements are possible by
tuning also the initial 𝛽-function and momentum values, as
will be shown below. To be noted that including the absorber
into simulations will require a re-adjustment of matching
coils in each cell individually, due to the change of beam
momenta after exiting the absorber region.

TRANSVERSE COOLING
Next, we consider a more complex simulation set up, including a drift space following the absorber and rf cavity
set to have zero phase for longitudinal phase-space rotation.
The target is to simultaneously optimize two cooling cells
towards transverse emittance reduction, while keeping the
transmission high and restoring the longitudinal momentum, maintaining the longitudinal emittance below 70 mm.
The optimization of accelerating rf cavities frequencies and
phases to match the bunch length will be performed as the
next step of the current studies. In the case when a trade-off
WEPOMS047
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between several objectives is required, the definition of the
objective functions becomes more challenging. Here, we
are using the following function to be minimized by varying
Δ𝜖∥
parameters 𝑝: min𝑝 [ (Δ𝜖 Δ𝑁)
+ 𝛼],
̄ where Δ𝑁 is the rela⟂
tive transmission rate and Δ𝜖∥ , Δ𝜖⟂ the relative change in
longitudinal and transverse emittance, respectively.
As mentioned above, the full set of optimization variables
consists of 19 parameters. The results achieved with ES
algorithm performing 75 steps are summarized in Fig. 4.
Considering the optics in the absence of cooling and reacceleration, slightly better matching is achieved compared
to the simplified case presented above. Adding hydrogen absorber with the lengths 60 cm and 40 cm in first and second
optimized cell respectively results in the transverse emittance reduction of 50%. The different absorber lengths
defined by optimization algorithm can be explained with the
beam energy change after the first cell, such that shorter absorber is preferred in the second cell for the trade-off between
emittance reduction and transmission. The longitudinal momentum is then restored up to 85 % of its initial value, with
transmission of 78 % and longitudinal emittance of 20 mm.

CONCLUSION
We investigated an automatic optimization scheme for
the design of final cooling for the muon collider, based on
the recently developed extension to ICOOL simulation code
and ES tuning algorithm. First application demonstrates
promising results in terms of optics control and transverse
emittance reduction in a simplified cooling lattice consisting
of two cells. Further improvements are possible by individual matching of each cell, adjusting to the momentum
change of cooled beams. A potential strategy to push the
cooling performance beyond the previously achieved values
is to propagate the parameters starting from the last cooling
cell before linac acceleration, in order to ensure that desired beam parameters are achievable, considering stronger
solenoid fields and alternative absorber configurations.
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A FLEXIBLE ONLINE OPTIMIZER FOR SPS ∗
T. Pulampong† , N. Suradet, Synchrotron Light Research Institute, Nakhonratchasima, Thailand
Abstract

Start

Siam Photon Source (SPS) machine in Thailand has been
operating for more than two decades with limited diagnostic
systems. It is very challenging to efficiently tune and operate
the machine. With online optimization, variables and objectives are required to tune for better solutions. It this work, a
flexible optimizer was developed. Objectives and variables
can be freely defined based on available hardware in the
form of Process Variables (PVs). Several multi-objective
and Robust Conjugated Direction Search (RCDS) algorithms
are provided. The online optimizer was tested on the SPS
machine to improved the injection efficiency. Due to its
flexibility, the optimizer can also be used for other systems.

set variables input file
set objectives input file
select algorithm
generate optimizer
option file

Input files,
connection OK?

No

Yes
Optimization process

Stopping criteria met?

No

INTRODUCTION
Yes

Achieving the ultimate goals or objectives in a complex
system is not simple. In practice, model based may not
be sufficient due to higher order effects, non-linearities and
noise. There are several subsystems in an accelerator. Parameters tuning requires immense experience and time. Sometimes the machine condition can also be affected by the
environment which adds complexity to machine operation.
In recent years, online optimization is gaining more popularity. This allows live parameters tuning to achieve the desired
objectives. The usefulness of such optimization is obvious
especially for a system with limited diagnostics like in SPS
case. However setting up an optimization can be complicated. There are several factors that have to be taken into
account: programming language, optimization algorithm,
connection between the optimizer and hardware, etc.
An optimizer program, in this work, was developed to
ease these difficulties. The optimizer acts as a box containing
optimization tools and allows users to feed some inputs and
acquire some output parameters and objectives.

OPTIMIZER
The optimizer was developed to provide flexibility and
easy-to-use steps for users. Python, one of the most popular
programming language providing several useful packages
especially optimizer, was employed. Graphical User Interface (GUI) can also be created conveniently with Tkinter
package. For hardware connection and control, Epics tools
can be found in PyEpics package.
For an optimization, it starts from identifying the desired
objectives and variables. Then the process follows the overall
flow as shown in Fig. 1:
• A list of variables and objective functions should be
prepared in text files in a form of process variable (PV).
This allows easy connection between those parameters
∗
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End

Figure 1: Overall program flow chart.

Figure 2: Optimizer user interface panel.
and the control. Upper and lower boundaries for the
variables are also required to make effective and safe
parameters tuning.
• An algorithm can be selected from the available list as
shown in Fig. 2.
• Then the optimizer will check the input files and connection to the PVs. If there are some errors, user need
to check the input files and PVs connection.
• If everything is ok, the optimization process will start
and continue until the stopping criteria is met.
• The process stops when the stopping criteria is met.
The maximum number of function evaluation can be
set. Otherwise, the optimization can also be terminated
by users any time because the data of the optimization
is recorded during the process.
As shown in Fig. 2, the GUI was designed for user to set
up an optimization in the described sequential steps from top
to bottom. Browse buttons for objective and variable files
selection are also provided. Moreover, to conveniently repeat
the optimization, the optimizer will generate the required
setting input files which can be executed again separately.
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Figure 3: Optimal front from a test problem DTLZ2(3) of the provided multi-objective algorithms.

SIMULATION RESULTS
From the booster design for SPS-II [3], a simulation was
set to investigate how large the horizontal beam emittance
can be, for good injection into the SPS-II storage ring.

In order to allow flexibility to the user, algorithm, objective functions and variables can be selected. As shown in
Fig. 2, there are eleven algorithms provided in a drop down
algorithm option. Objective functions and variables have
to be predefined in a form of text file. The input text file
contains a list of PVs or functions. Epics was used to connect the optimizer and the PVs. To start the optimizer, a
file generator function will write a text file containing all
required parameters for the optimization. Then the file can
be executed to start the optimization process. The generated
optimization parameters file, objective functions file and
variables file can be modified and reused again any time.
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The optimizer provides eleven algorithms to be selected
by user. Multi-objective optimization algorithms were
adopted from Platypus : Multiobjective optimization in
Python package [1]. In total, there are ten algorithms
for multi-objective problem: NSGAII, NSGAIII, CMAES,
GDE3, IBEA, MOEAD, OMOPSO, SMPSO, SPEA2, and
EpsMOEA. These are evolutionary algorithms. And a single
objective algorithm provided is Robust Conjugate Direction
Search (RCDS) [2] which is a robust algorithm against noise.
The result of three objectives optimization for a test problem
DTLZ2(3) for each algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. For the
test problem, NSGAIII and SPEA2 show good distribution
between solutions while IBEA manages to highlight a clear
boundary on the objectives space. NSGAIII is obviously
an improve version of NSGAII and works well with three
objectives problem. For two objectives problem, NSGAII is
still a good algorithm. To select a proper algorithm, one has
to do some experiments on a test problem.

Noise reduction option is also provided. This, however,
take longer time to measure objective functions for averaging.
This makes the optimizer to work more efficiently against
noisy measurement. To reduce the noise, in the initial stage,
standard deviation (�) of the objective functions will be
measured. The data point that exceeds more than 3� will
be excluded as a noise.
The output from the optimization was also generated in a
form of text file. It can be used for post-processing and data
analysis later after the optimization.
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Figure 4: Optimal front of booster beam emittance and the
number of surviving particles for the optimizer simulation
test.
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Online optimization has been proved to be useful for
SPS [4]. To test the developed flexible optimizer with the
real machine, for SPS, injection from Low energy Beam
Transport (LBT) into the booster was optimized. Previously,
one of the bump magnets in the booster was broken and
only two bump magnets remain. Now the problem is how
to inject the beam efficiently with the limited bump magnets. Two objectives in this optimization were good injection
efficiency and lower bump magnet excitation current (B1
and B2). Thus NSGA-II was employed for the optimization.
Magnets in the LBT including the bump magnets are employed as variables. Fig. 5 shows the optimization result
after twenty generations. It is observable that the solutions
evolved towards lower bump magnet excitation and average
booster beam current objective. A single objective optimization with RCDS was also performed to improve the injection
from High energy Beam Transport (HBT) into the storage
ring. From the optical fiber based beam loss monitor, the
end of HBT and Septum Magnet for Injection (SMI) is critical [5]. Thus magnets at the HBT and SMI were used as
variables. The evolution of the injection rate and correlation
between each variable on the objective function is shown
in Fig. 6. The top three strongest correlations between the
magnets and injection rate are bending magnet HBTBH2
and HBT corrector HBTcor4 and HBTcor5. This can be
useful for further optimization and machine tuning.

correlation

To test the optimizer, the injected beam distribution of a
thousand particles was generated based on beam parameters
(variables): horizontal beam emittance and beamsize. The
generation of the injected beam introduces some noise due to
the randomness. Then the beam was tracked and the number
of surviving particles was recorded after a hundred turns.
Fig. 4 shows the optimization solutions with a clear tradeoff between booster beam emittance and surviving particles
(injection efficiency). As a consequence, the maximum horizontal beam emittance for injected beam that allows good
injection is below 20 nm · rad.

Bump magnet B1+B2
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Figure 6: Injection rate objective evolution (top) and correlation between each variable (bottom) for single objective
optimization.

CONCLUSION
The developed optimizer provides an easy way to set up
an optimization with flexibility to select objective functions,
variables and algorithm. It can be used for simulation or
online optimization.
Further development of the optimizer is to provide more
sophisticated method to deal with noise in the measured data.
Moreover, it should have the capability to prepare the data
acquired during the optimization for machine learning.
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Abstract
The Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) of the European
Spallation Source (ESS), operates at 352.21 MHz with an
RF pulse length of 3.2 ms and repetition rate of 14 Hz. The
RFQ focuses, bunches and accelerates the 62.5 mA proton
beam from 75 keV up to 3.6 MeV. In an effort to study and
compare the results from 3D electromagnetic codes, different
models of the RFQ were simulated with CST Studio suite ® .
This paper presents the selection of optimal parameters for
simulation of the RFQ cavity voltage and comparison of the
results with the RFQ design code Toutatis.

INTRODUCTION
The ESS RFQ was designed and manufactured by CEAIRFU in France and installed at ESS site in 2019 [1]. Following a period of system installation and testing, RF power
conditioning was successfully completed in summer 2021
and first proton beam injected in the RFQ in October of the
same year. The cavity has a total length of 4.55 m divided in
5 segments (each ∼ 0.9𝑚 long) operating at the resonance
frequency of 352.21 MHz. The vane type RFQ, achieves
a voltage of 80 kV at the entrance and 120 kV at the high
energy end. The RF power is delivered to the RFQ using
two coaxial antenna couplers placed symmetrically 45 deg
from the vertical axis equipped with ceramic windows that
couple in total 1.1 MW of RF power during operation. In
order to compensate for manufacturing errors that influence
the resonant frequency of the cavity, 60 slug tuners are used
and adjusted in fixed position during initial bead pull tuning
of the cavity. Frequency detuning due to cavity thermal
expansion (caused by RF power losses) is mitigated using
water cooling circuits [2]. Main parameters of the ESS RFQ
are presented in Table 1 whereas the 3D RFQ model with
main interfaces is presented in Fig. 1.
3D electromagnetic (EM) simulation software possesses a
prominent role in design and characterisation methodologies
of a wide spectrum of accelerating cavities. Using designed
and as-built models consists the most efficient way to investigate the impact of manufacturing and tuning errors on beam
parameters incorporating simultaneously all EM effects [38]. Motivation for this study is the use of this approach in
the frame of an integrated design methodology for RFQ design serving future ESS update projects. Towards that goal,
benchmark of the cavity field results using different RFQ
models, meshing techniques and electromagnetic solvers is
considered essential.
∗
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Figure 1: ESS Radio Frequency Quadrupole.
Table 1: ESS RFQ Main parameters
Requirement
Operating Frequency
Vane-to-vane voltage
Total Length
Input Energy
Output Energy
RF Pulse Length
Repetition Rate
Nominal RF power with beam

Value
352.21 MHz
80-120 kV
4.55 m
75 keV
3.6 MeV
3.2 ms
14 Hz
933 kW

ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS
Simulations presented in the next sections have been performed with CST Studio suite® , a 3D EM analysis software
package for designing, analyzing and optimizing electromagnetic components and systems [9]. For this analysis
the in-built eigenmode solver was used. RFQ 3D models
and geometries have been processed with CATIA® V6 CAD
software to increase result accuracy, reduce computation
time and respectively allocate memory footprint.
The goal of the simulations was the selection of the optimal parameters in an effort to reduce the error on resonant
frequency calculation and increase resolution of the electric
field distribution on the beam acceleration axis. Starting
from the equation for obtaining the eigenvalues 𝜔 and eigen→
−
vectors 𝐸 :

𝜎 →
→
−
−
∇ × 𝜇 −1 ∇ × 𝐸 = − 𝑗𝜔2 𝜖 +
𝐸
𝑗𝜔

(1)
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CST Eigenmode solver uses the Finite Integration Technique
(FIT) [10] where the closed integrals of Maxwell equations
are approached by sums of electric and magnetic potentials
in each element of the discretized simulation space. Results
were compared with Toutatis, a CEA developed software
for particle tracking through RFQs. Toutatis solves the Poisson’s equation using the Finite Differences method applying
the Gauss-Seidel numerical method in combination with
multigrid techniques for simulation acceleration [11]. Initial benchmarking of the results was performed using the
derivative of the well-known 2-term analytical solution for
beam axis potential at between RFQ electrodes:

order to use the eigenmode solver, the supplementary vacuum model of the cavity was used with the background
material set to perfect conductor (PEC). In order to impose
the quadrupolar symmetry to the model and extract the fundamental quadrupolar mode, boundary conditions of perfect
electric conductor (𝐸 𝑡 = 0) to z (beam propagation) axis and
perfect magnetic conductor (𝐻𝑡 = 0) to transverse planes
were selected.

"  
#
2
𝑟
𝑉0
𝑋
𝑈 (𝑟, 𝜃, 𝑧, 𝑡) =
𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 + 𝐴𝐼0 (𝑘𝑟)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘 𝑧) (2)
2
𝑎
the dimensionless constants A (accelerator efficiency), X
(focusing efficiency) are defined:

𝑋=

𝑚2 − 1
𝐼0 (𝑘𝑎) + 𝐼0 (𝑘𝑚𝑎)
,
𝐴
=
(3)
𝑚 2 𝐼0 (𝑘𝑎) + 𝐼0 (𝑘𝑚𝑎)
𝑚 2 𝐼0 (𝑘𝑎) + 𝐼0 (𝑘𝑚𝑎)

where m is the electrode modulation factor, 𝛼 is the bore
radius (aperture), 𝐼0 the modified Bessel function and k the
wave number.
Different design models were used in a feedback process
between CATIA® and CST® with mesh perameter scans in
order to define the optimal simulation settings for improved
field quality. Using the CST VBA macro tool, single RFQ
cell models were extracted from the full cavity model for
initial simulations. Subsequently, a full transverse quadrant
of the RFQ 3D model with the tuners at their nominal positions was simulated using a tetrahedral mesh. Key factor
to address the need for finer mesh around the vanes, reduce
the computational time and improve field quality results, is
proper selection of parameters that define the mesh generator’s behavior towards curved model geometry. Towards
that goal, dynamic adaptive mesh refinement was used that
improves mesh distribution from run to run converging to
a selected frequency criterion with curved element settings
like vector’s angle of adjacent tetrahedrons and curved surfaces approach with third order polynomials.
The meshing parameters were scanned for the following
three cases:

Figure 2: ESS Radio Frequency Quadrupole Simulated
model.
Figure 3 presents the electric and magnetic field for the
fundamental quadrupolar mode for 90𝑜 phase difference and
Fig. 4 the simulated frequency error compared to expected
theoretical for the different simulation scenarios. Mesh parameter k (number of mesh cells per max box edge) corresponds to the cases with uniform mesh with and without
curved element settings, whereas the mesh parameter c (max
cell width) defines the mesh cell dimensions in multi-meshed
scenario. Smaller values of mesh parameter c correspond to
finer mesh around the area of interest. Although the relative
error in all cases is considered small, the scenarios (ii) and
(iii) present much improved field quality at the expense of a
larger number of mesh elements and computational time.

(i) uniform mesh without curved elements settings
(ii) uniform mesh with curved elements
(iii) a multi-meshed model with detailed mesh around the
vanes and coarser towards the outer part of the cavity.

Figure 3: Electric and magnetic field for fundamental
quadrupolar mode.

Multi-meshed geometry derived using again the CST VBA
macro tool for plane splicing the model defining regions
with different mesh parameters.
Figure 2 presents the meshed RFQ geometry with a detailed view of a finer mesh around the electrode area. In

Figure 5 presents the calculated electric field on axis for
normalised CST (scenario iii: multi-meshed model) results,
Toutatis and 2-term analytical solution indicating a good
agreement between the 3D EM codes. Figure 6 presents the
envelopes of the peaks of the field using the Hilbert trans-
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Figure 4: Frequency error for different values of scanned
parameters.
formation across the total length of the cavity. Analytical
solution presents a difference of 9% compared to CST due
to the electrode geometry approximations used in the 2-term
analytical equation extraction.

Figure 7: Electric field error on z-axis between Toutatis and
CST® .
error increases towards the end cells of the RFQ due to RFQ
cell dimension increase while keeping fixed the number of
tetrahedrons (to discretize the region). Models with different
mesh sizes, providing additionally finer mesh to the cavity
high energy end, will be further investigated.

Figure 5: Accelerating field on axis, comparison between
CST® , Toutatis and 2-term analytical solution.

Figure 8: Simulation times as a function of model mesh
parameters.
Figure 8 presents the simulation time results for the scan
of the mesh parameters k and c performed with a 32 GB
RAM and 500 GB SSD hard disk computer. As expected,
the use of curved element settings or multi-meshed model
greatly increases the computational time even with lower
number of tetrahedrons, playing an essential role on the
selection of the optimal simulation parameters.
Figure 6: Field waveform envelope comparison between
Toutatis and CST® .
Figure 7 provides an analysis of the calculated error between CST optimal multi-mesh simulation result and Toutatis, along with the corresponding mean absolute (2.5%)
and rms percentage error (3.3%) along the RFQ z axis. We
can observe that 2 cells in the first 500 cm of the RFQ present
higher error an outcome of possible geometry flaw . The
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CONCLUSION
Simulations with CST® permitted to investigate the impact of different models, meshing strategies and simulation
parameters to obtain the optimal electric field distribution
and results. Comparison between CST® and Toutatis indicated a good agreement in terms of resonant frequency and
electric field amplitudes as a first step of an integrated RFQ
design methodology.
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Abstract
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory will provide spin-polarized collisions of electron and protons or light ion beams. In order to maximize
the electron polarization and require less frequent beam reinjections to restore the polarization level, the stochastic
depolarizing effects of synchrotron radiation must be minimized via spin matching. In this study, Bmad was used to
perform first order spin matching in the Electron Storage
Ring (ESR) of the EIC. Spin matches were obtained for
the rotator systems and for a vertical chicane, inserted as a
vertical emittance creator. Monte Carlo spin tracking with
radiation was then performed to analyze the effects of the
spin matching on the polarization.

INTRODUCTION
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory will explore a new frontier in nuclear physics
experiments by allowing for spin-polarized collisions of
electrons and light ions. The electron beam will be stored
in a new ring, the electron storage ring (ESR) of the EIC;
this lattice must be designed to give maximum longitudinal
polarization at the interaction points (IPs) for various electron beam energies between 5-18 GeV. The Thomas-BMT
equation, shown in Eq. (1), defines the spin dynamics of a
charged particle moving relativistically through laboratoryframe magnetic fields, where 𝑆 ⃗ is a 3-vector of the spin
expectation values in each direction [1–3].
𝑑𝑆 ⃗
𝑞
=−
[(1 + 𝑎𝛾)𝐵⟂⃗ + (1 + 𝑎)𝐵∥⃗ ] × 𝑆 ⃗
(1)
𝛾𝑚
𝑑𝑡
The dynamics of this equation may be linearized in
small phase space variables around the closed orbit, so that
transfer through a lattice element is simply a multiplication of the original spin vector by some rotation matrix
𝑅(𝜃; 𝜃0 , 𝑧0⃗ ) where 𝜃0 and 𝜃 are the initial and final azimuthal angles around the ring respectively and 𝑧0⃗ is the
initial 6-dimensional phase space coordinate. Thus, if on the
closed orbit 𝑧c.o.
⃗ , the periodic spin direction can be defined
in Eq. (2) [4, 5].
𝑛0̂ = 𝑅(𝜃0 + 2𝜋; 𝜃0 , 𝑧c.o.
⃗ )𝑛0̂

(2)

The primary task in designing any polarized storage ring
is ordering lattice elements so that 𝑛0̂ is rotated to point in
∗
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the desired direction at each position, while also accounting
for spin resonances. However, when designing a lepton ring,
the stochastic emission of synchrotron radiation has several
significant effects on polarization that must be accounted
for; firstly, derivable from the Dirac equation, the SokolovTernov effect is an asymmetrical spin flip of electrons during
photon emission, with higher probability of flipping antiparallel to the magnetic field [6]. This phenomenon can be
taken advantage of to improve the polarization in a ring,
as over time most of the spins will align antiparallel to the
vertical field. The second and not as convenient effect is
that of spin diffusion; when an electron emits a photon in a
dipole, it experiences a sudden quantum reduction in energy.
This instantaneously changes the equilibrium orbit of the
particle, thus exciting synchrobetatron oscillations around
this new orbit. Because the spin precession is coupled with
orbit motion, there is a diffusion of the spin from the stable spin direction. Finally, when there is photon emission
without a spin flip, there will be an instantaneous increase
in alignment of the spin with 𝑛0̂ - “kinetic polarization” [7].
Baier, Katkov, and Strakhovenko (BKS) derived expressions for the asymptotic polarization and build up time in a
storage ring caused by the Sokolov-Ternov effect, and their
work was then extended by Derbenev and Kondratenko (DK)
to include spin diffusion and kinetic polarization [8–10].
Equation (3) gives the polarization time evolution from initial polarization 𝑃0 to asymptotic 𝑃dk , and Eq. (4) gives
the time constant in terms of the polarization buildup and
depolarization rates [11].
𝑃(𝑡) = 𝑃dk (1 − 𝑒−𝑡/𝜏dk ) + 𝑃0 𝑒−𝑡/𝜏dk

(3)

−1
−1
𝜏−1
dk = 𝜏pol + 𝜏dep

(4)

While the analytical forms exist, it is difficult to actually
−1
calculate accurate results for 𝑃dk and 𝜏−1
dk . Thus, 𝜏dep is
best obtained by Monte Carlo spin tracking without spin-flip
−1
effects [12]. Analytically calculating 𝑃bks and 𝜏−1
pol ≈ 𝜏bks ,
𝑃dk may then be sufficiently approximated with Eq. (5).
𝑃dk ≈ 𝑃bks

𝜏−1
bks
𝜏−1
+
𝜏−1
bks
dep

(5)

Spin-orbit coupling, and dependence on energy, may be
shown via a perturbative approach of the momentum deviation in the Thomas-BMT equation. To first order, the
Thomas-BMT equation can be expressed as Eq. (6) in terms
of the closed orbit spin precession Ω⃗ c.o. and the phase space
dependent perturbative precession 𝜔,⃗ where 𝑠 is the longitudinal position, 𝛿 = Δ𝑝/𝑝0 , and 𝐾𝑦 , 𝐾1 , 𝐾1̃ , and 𝐾𝑠 are
the normalized dipole, quadrupole, skew quadrupole, and
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solenoid strengths respectively. Substitution of the equations
of motion and a bit of mathematical manipulation gives two
equivalent expressions for 𝜔,⃗ either of which may serve
more useful than the other in certain circumstances [13].
𝑑𝑆 ⃗
= [Ω⃗ c.o. (𝑠; 𝑠0 , 𝑧c.o.
⃗ ) + 𝜔(𝑠;
⃗ 𝑠0 , 𝑧)]
⃗ × 𝑆⃗
𝑑𝑠
𝜔𝑥 = (1 + 𝑎𝛾0 )𝑦″ + (1 + 𝑎)𝐾𝑠 𝑥 ′

(6)

METHODS
(7a)

𝜔𝑠 = (1 + 𝑎)(𝐾𝑦′ 𝑦 − 𝐾𝑠 𝛿) − 𝑎(𝛾0 − 1)𝐾𝑦 𝑦′
(7b)
1
𝜔𝑦 = −(1 + 𝑎𝛾0 )𝑥 ″ + 𝑎 (𝛾0 −
) 𝐾𝑦 𝛿 + (1 + 𝑎)𝐾𝑠 𝑦′
𝛾0
(7c)
1
𝜔𝑥 = (1 + 𝑎𝛾0 ) (𝐾1 𝑦 − 𝐾1̃ 𝑥 − 𝐾𝑠′ 𝑥) − 𝑎(𝛾0 − 1)𝐾𝑠 𝑥 ′
2
(8a)
𝜔𝑠 = (1 + 𝑎𝛾0 )(𝐾𝑦′ 𝑦 − 𝐾𝑠 𝛿)
− 𝑎(𝛾0 − 1)(𝐾𝑦 𝑦′ + 𝐾𝑦′ 𝑦 − 𝐾𝑠 𝛿)
1
𝜔𝑦 = (1 + 𝑎𝛾0 ) (𝐾𝑦2 𝑥 + 𝐾1 𝑥 + 𝐾1̃ 𝑦 − 𝐾𝑠′ 𝑦)
2
𝑎
− 𝑎(𝛾0 − 1)𝐾𝑠 𝑦′ − (1 +
) 𝐾𝑦 𝛿
𝛾0

(8c)

Figure 1: Schematic of the spin rotator system used in the
preliminary 1 IP ESR lattice investigated in this work [16].
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Bmad/Tao utilizes the SLIM formalism, developed by
Chao, for spin matching [17]. To first order, deviations
of spin from the stable spin direction 𝑛0̂ caused by spinorbit motion can be expressed as 𝑆 ⃗ ≈ 𝑛0 + 𝛼𝑙0̂ + 𝛽𝑚̂ 0 ,
where (𝑙0̂ , 𝑚̂ 0 , 𝑛0̂ ) forms an orthonormal basis and 𝛼 and
𝛽 are small. The propagation of 𝛼 and 𝛽 are expressed
by extending the 6×6 matrix formalism to an 8×8 matrix
formalism as in Eq. (9), where the G matrices define the
spin-orbit coupling in the 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑠 directions and D defines
the closed orbit spin transport [12]. Varying optical elements
so that G = 0 is thus performing first order spin matching.
𝑧⃗
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟ = (M6×6
⎜
⎜𝛼⎟
⎟
G2×6
⎝𝛽⎠

(8b)

In order to remedy the depolarizing effects of spin diffusion, the dependence of 𝑛 ̂ with particle energy must be
minimized; ideally, 𝑑 ⃗ = 𝜕𝑛/𝜕𝛿
̂
= 0 around the ring. However, whenever any sort of spin rotator exists in the lattice, 𝑑 ⃗
will be excited and nonzero [14]. Thus, the goal is to ensure
that this excitation of 𝑑 ⃗is local, so that 𝑑 ⃗ = 0 outside of any
spin rotator system. In this work, the spin rotator system in
a preliminary 1 IP 17.84 GeV ESR lattice was spin matched
computationally using Bmad/Tao, and compared to the spin
match obtained by an analytical derivation [15] assuming
(1 + 𝑎) ≈ 1. Then a localized vertical dispersion bump - a
vertical chicane - was inserted into the lattice in a drift space
to increase vertical emittance and fix the electron-ion beam
size mismatch. This bump was vertically spin matched using
Bmad/Tao, and the effects of the spin match were explored
by Monte Carlo spin tracking with radiation.
For the ESR lattice investigated, 𝑛0̂ is rotated from the
vertical to the longitudinal using two solenoid modules on
each side of the IP, designated by the blue cylinders in the
top diagram of Figure 1. Each solenoid module consists of
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two equivalent solenoids separated by either 7 quadrupoles
for the module closer to the IP, or 6 quadrupoles for the one
closer to the arc. These are separated by bending modules,
specified by the red diamonds in Figure 1. By varying the
strengths of the solenoids, 𝑛0̂ can be rotated to the longitudinal at the IP for various energies between 5-18 GeV.

𝑧0⃗
⎞
06×2 ⎛
⎜
⎟
𝛼0 ⎟
)⎜
⎜
⎟
D2×2
⎝𝛽0 ⎠

(9)

Radiation damping and fluctuations were included for all
lattices, and the resulting “sawtooth” closed orbit fixed with
the “taper” command in Bmad/Tao, which varies each magnet slightly to zero the orbit as much as possible. First, the
rotator system was horizontally spin matched by varying the
strengths of the quadrupoles between the solenoids in each
module until G𝑥 = 0 across the rotator. Then, after inserting
the vertical chicane, all quadrupoles outside of the rotator
were used to obtain a vertical spin match G𝑦 = 0 across the
ring from the center of the chicane. Finally, Bmad tracking of 1,000 particles for 10,000 turns with radiation was
performed to analyze the polarization and vertical emittance.

RESULTS
Table 1: The G𝑥 matrix across the ESR spin rotator with
optics satisfying the analytical conditions [15] and optics
computationally spin matched in Bmad/Tao.
Analytical
(

0.0000120
0.0018243

Computational

0.0005214
)
0.0075423

0.0000000
(
0.0000000

0.0000000
)
0.0000000

As shown in Table 1, the G𝑥 matrix, while small, is not
necessarily zero given the analytical conditions. Bmad/Tao
was used to optimize this to zero, so that a full first order
spin match of the rotator was achieved; this result shows
the benefits of using computational methods on top of an
approximate analytical approach for minimal depolarization.
Figure 2 shows the polarization obtained from Monte
Carlo tracking of the ESR, ESR with a vertical chicane, and
ESR with a spin matched vertical chicane. Notably, there
were some particles exceeding the longitudinal aperture and
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Figure 2: Polarization from Monte Carlo Bmad tracking for
each lattice in the vertical chicane study.

Figure 3: Vertical emittance from Monte Carlo Bmad tracking for each lattice in the vertical chicane study.

Table 2: The polarization results for each lattice investigated
in the vertical chicane study, with 𝑃bks and 𝜏bks calculated
analytically in Bmad/Tao and 𝜏dep calculated from Monte
Carlo Bmad tracking. 𝑃dk was then calculated with Eq. (5).

Table 3: Horizontal emittance 𝜖𝑥 [nm] for each lattice in the
vertical chicane study obtained through various methods.

ESR

ESR + bump

ESR + bump
+ spin match

𝜏bks
𝑃bks

2226 s
80.16%

1500 s
53.92%

1500 s
53.92%

𝜏dep
𝑃dk

300.5 s
9.53%

28.7 s
1.01%

203.0 s
7.53%

lost in the spin matched case. The depolarization rate 𝜏−1
dep
is obtainable from a linear fit of the polarization vs. time
after the orbit has damped. Table 2 shows the resulting
asymptotic polarization 𝑃dk given the tracking data. The
depolarization time and asymptotic polarization dropped
significantly after introducing the vertical chicane. However,
vertically spin matching the chicane restored the polarization
significantly. This result suggests that the introduction of a
vertical emittance creator into the ESR will require vertical
spin matching to preserve polarization.
The equilibrium emittances obtained from analytical
methods (radiation integrals with the vertical opening angle,
PTC, and Bmad 6D calculation) were compared with those
from the Monte Carlo tracking, as shown in Tables 3 and
4. Figure 3 shows the vertical emittances from tracking. A
significant disagreement was observed in the horizontal emittance for the ESR + bump + spin matched lattice, and even
greater disagreements observed in the vertical emittances
for all lattices. The tracking emittances are believed to be
the most physically accurate, however the great discrepancy
between the analytical and tracking emittances is still being
investigated.

Rad. Integrals
PTC
Bmad 6D
Bmad Tracking

ESR

ESR + bump

ESR + bump
+ spin match

27.762
28.372
27.694
28.182

25.026
25.561
24.951
25.611

37.216
43.406
42.863
70.721

Table 4: Vertical emittance 𝜖𝑦 [nm] for each lattice in the
vertical chicane study obtained through various methods.

Rad. Integrals
PTC
Bmad 6D
Bmad Tracking

ESR

ESR + bump

ESR + bump
+ spin match

~0
~0
~0
10.339

7.550
8.483
7.571
32.639

7.690
8.637
7.700
27.329

pairing computational methods with an approximate analytical approach to achieve maximum polarization. The
insertion of a localized vertical dispersion bump in the ESR,
necessary to increase vertical emittance and fix the electronion beam size mismatch, was shown to have drastic effects
on the polarization. However, spin matching the bump in
Bmad/Tao proved to greatly remedy the losses introduced.
Finally, a significant disagreement in the equilibrium emittances obtained from tracking vs. those from analytical
methods was found. Future work involves resolving this
emittance discrepancy and investigating different methods
of vertical emittance creation (delocalized vertical dispersion creation, and both delocalized and localized coupling
of the horizontal dispersion with the vertical) to determine
which has a most easily resolvable effect on the polarization.

CONCLUSIONS
Bmad/Tao was used to achieve a full horizontal spin match
of the rotator system in the ESR, showcasing the utility of
MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A19: Electron - Hadron Colliders
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IMPACTS OF AN ATS LATTICE ON EIC DYNAMIC APERTURE
J. Unger, G. H. Hoffstaetter, J. A. Crittenden CLASSE, Cornell University, Ithaca, 14850 NY, USA
D. Marx, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton 11973, NY
Abstract
The Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) project at Brookhaven
National Laboratory has explored strategies for increasing
the energy aperture of the Electron Storage Ring (ESR) to
meet the goal of 1% for the 90 degree lattice at 18 GeV. Current strategies use a four sextupole family per arc correction
scheme to increase the energy aperture and to keep the transverse aperture sufficiently large as well. A scheme called
Achromatic Telescopic Squeezing (ATS), first introduced for
the Large Hadron Collider, introduces a beta-beat into select
arcs, allowing dynamic aperture optimizations with different
sextupole strengths. The ATS scheme’s mix of some higher
beta-function and some lower sextupole strengths in the arcs
has the potential to increase the energy aperture. Basic chromatic corrections and numeric optimizations were used to
compare the ATS optics to a non-ATS scheme. In all cases,
the ATS scheme performed similarly or better than the more
common schemes. However, this increase in energy aperture from the ATS optics also has negative effects, such as
an increase in emittance which poses complications for the
current ESR design.

INTRODUCTION
The Conceptual Design Report (CDR) [1] for the ElectronIon Collider (EIC) sets goals for the Dynamic Aperture (DA)
of the ESR. For all configurations of the Electron Storage
Ring (ESR), the on energy aperture requirements have been
met. The energy aperture requirement of 𝛿 = 1% has recently been met for the two Interaction Point (IP) configuration at 18GeV for the version 5.5 lattice, which operates with
90°cells in the arcs [2]. The previous version, 5.3, never
achieved the energy aperture goal, which led to the exploration of alternative strategies. Under the current strategy,
with phase trombones being used to set phases, a maximum
of 𝛿 = 0.07% was achieved. The optimization schemes being used largely consisted of four sextupole families per arc
and adjustable phases going into each arc with a fixed overall
tune. In simulations without synchrotron oscillations, the
energy aperture could achieve the goal with little difficulty.
The mechanism creating the difficulty in energy aperture
optimization with synchrotron scillations have not yet been
fully analyzed, however changes in the 5.5 lattice, including
somewhat relaxed beta functions in the IP, improved this
issue.
On the path from version 5.3 to 5.5 of the ESR, several
strategies to optimize the DA were pursued. One of these
was the Achromatic Telescopic Squeezing (ATS) scheme [3]
presented here. The ATS scheme has promising features for
optimizing the energy aperture of the ESR, however this was
not the main objective of this scheme when it was conceived

MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
A24: Accelerators and Storage Rings, Other

for the LHC. It’s potential for the ESR therefore had to be
evaluated in detail.

ATS SCHEME
The ATS scheme was first introduced at the LHC in order to fully utilize the existing large aperture in the arcs for
luminosity optimization. Because the arc has to accommodate a lower energy beam at injection, it’s aperture at high
energy is unnecessarily large. The ATS scheme induces a
𝛽-beat in the arcs neighboring the IR which uses this available aperture, and this beta beat can reduce the cross section
at the IP without strengthening the final focus quadrupoles.
The ratio of the new peak 𝛽 in the arc to the original one is
called the telescopic ratio, which can be optimized for the
lattice. A result of this, in a 90°lattice with four sextupole
families, is that two of the families will be strengthened by
an increase in 𝛽-function and two will be weakened by a
decrease in 𝛽-function (which will be called the Strong and
Weak families) [3]. This gives a different sextupole solution for the correction of chromaticities and chromatic beta
beats. The different chromatic correction, although not the
primary reason for the development of the ATS scheme in
LHC, has possible advantages in DA optimization that can
be beneficial to the EIC.
The possible advantages of the ATS scheme can be explained by looking at resonance driving terms that sextupoles
excite. All terms that are first order in the sextupole strengths
𝐾 scale as 𝐾 𝛽3/2 . In a simple estimate of the ATS scheme,
these terms tend to decrease. As 𝛽𝑆 , the 𝛽-function at the
strong sextupole increases, their strength 𝐾𝑆 proportionally
decreases so that the chromaticities remains corrected, which
go with 𝐾 𝛽.
If Δ𝛽 is the beta beat, then the increase√︁in the driving term
at the strong sextupole is proportional to 𝛽 + Δ𝛽 while it is
√︁
proportional to 𝛽 − Δ𝛽 at the weak sextupoles. The average of these √
driving terms decreases with the beta beat, as it
evaluates to 𝛽(1 − 14 (Δ𝛽/𝛽)2 ) in a second order expansion.
At second order, there are favourable and unfavourable
terms, with some second order terms that could be greatly
reduced if the weak sextupoles were turned off (This is true
whether or not the ATS optics are used) [4]. This brings
up the topic of interleaved versus non-interleaved sextupole
schemes. The arcs in the ATS scheme are not fully noninterleaved if the weak sextupoles turned off, as the strong
families will still be interleaved, this setup will be referred
to as a partially interleaved sextupole scheme. The ATS
scheme also has the benefit of reducing the effects of the
remaining interleaved families due to the 𝛽-function being
increased at only one family per plane. The usefulness of a
partially interleaved system without the added benefit from
the ATS optics was also tested, but yielded poor results.
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APPLICATION TO THE ESR
The ATS scheme can be applied simply to the 1-IP configuration of the ESR, with the six arcs being split into three
groups. The two on either side of the IP (group 1 and 3)
will correct the W-function [5], and the two opposite the IP
(group 2) will correct the remaining chromaticity. Groups
1 and 3 each have strong and weak sextupole families for
each plane, SF, SD, WF, and WD. This arrangement will be
used to test the 4-Family scheme against the ATS scheme.the
group 2 arcs have one sextupole family per plane, SX1 and
SX2.
For the purpose of this test, two chromatic effects will be
corrected, the chromaticity and the W-function [3, 5]
1
𝑄 =−
4𝜋
′

Z𝐶
𝑑𝑠[𝐾1 (𝑠) − 𝐾2 (𝑠)𝐷 𝑥 (𝑠)]𝛽 𝑥,𝑦 (𝑠) ≡ 1

(1)

0

Z 𝑆0 +𝐶
𝑑𝑠[𝐾1 (𝑠) − 𝐾2 (𝑠)𝐷 𝑥 (𝑠)]
𝑆0

𝛽 𝑥,𝑦 (𝑠)𝑒 2 𝑗[𝜇𝑥 ,𝑦(𝑠)−𝜇𝑥 ,𝑦(𝑠0 )] ≡ 0 (2)
The chromaticity will be set to one and the W-function will
be set to zero at the IP and brought down over the first two
arcs.
As described previously, the partially interleaved 2-family
scheme (shortened to 2-family scheme) uses the sextupoles
designated as strong families, leading to the chromatic conditions for correcting the IR being
𝑁 𝑆 𝑥 𝛽 𝑥,𝑆 𝑥 𝐷 𝑥,𝑆 𝑥 𝐾𝑆 𝑥 + 𝑁 𝑆𝑦 𝛽𝑥, 𝑆𝑦𝐷 𝑥,𝑆𝑦 𝐾𝑆𝑦
= 𝐼𝑥 − 1
𝑁 𝑆 𝑥 𝛽 𝑦,𝑆 𝑥 𝐷 𝑥,𝑆 𝑥 𝐾𝑆 𝑥 + 𝑁 𝑆𝑦 𝛽𝑦, 𝑆𝑦𝐷 𝑥,𝑆𝑦 𝐾𝑆 𝑦
= 𝐼𝑥 − 1
𝑒 2 𝑗(Δ𝜇𝑥 − 𝜋/2) [𝑁 𝑆 𝑥 𝛽 𝑥,𝑆 𝑥 𝐷 𝑥,𝑆 𝑥 𝐾𝑆 𝑥
+𝑒 2 𝑗 𝜋/4 𝑁 𝑆 𝑦 𝛽 𝑥,𝑆 𝑦 𝐷 𝑥,𝑆 𝑦 𝐾𝑆 𝑦 ] = 𝐼 𝑥
𝑒 2 𝑗(Δ𝜇𝑦 − 𝜋/2) [𝑒 2 𝑗 𝜋/4 𝑁 𝑆 𝑥 𝛽 𝑦,𝑆 𝑥 𝐷 𝑥,𝑆 𝑥 𝐾𝑆 𝑥
+𝑁 𝑆𝑦 𝛽 𝑦,𝑆 𝑦 𝐷 𝑥,𝑆𝑦 𝐾𝑆𝑦 ] = 𝐼 𝑦

(3a)
(3b)

(4a)
(4b)

Where 𝐼 𝑥,𝑦 is the contribution from the IR in each plane,
𝑁 𝑆 𝑥,𝑆𝑦 are the number of sextupoles, Δ𝜇 𝑥,𝑦 are the phase advances from the IP. These equations represent six conditions
and cannot all be corrected by the two sextupole families
and phase advances available. This issue is solved by having
the W-function corrected by the arcs neighboring the IR and
correcting the remaining chromaticity in the group 2 arcs
using the families SX1 and SX2, as seen in Fig. 1.

ATS Scheme
The ATS scheme introduces the 𝛽-beat in the arcs from
group 1 and 3. The sextupoles for the ATS scheme were
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Figure 1: The W-function is plotted for the ATS scheme.
Group 1 arcs bring down the W-function and group 2 arcs
correct the additional chromaticity.
chosen using the same conditions as the 2-family scheme,
resulting in different sextupole strengths due to the now
present 𝛽-beat. For this test, a telescopic ratio of 2 was used,
and kept for the remaining tests. This roughly doubles the
𝛽-function at the strong sextupole families.

4-Family Scheme
The 4-family scheme adds two new parameters, more
than are fixed by the current conditions. A choice to fix the
sextupoles of group 2 to match those of the ATS scheme was
made. This choice of sextupole strengths for group 2 makes
the changes between the two schemes only in the group 1
and 3 arcs, making it a more direct comparison between the
two schemes.

PRE-EXCITED SEXTUPOLES
In the prior sections, the ATS scheme was discussed using
solely the strong sextupole families, however, use of the
weak sextupoles may improve performance if the strengths
are well chosen. For this test, it was chosen to initially set
both the strong and weak sextupole families to correct the
linear chromaticity of the arc. This choice makes the phase
advance of each cell first order energy independent, giving a
clean initial setup. On top of this initial sextupole setting, the
schemes in the previous section were applied. This results
in lower sextupole strengths in the chromaticity correction
arc.

RESULTS
The dynamic aperture results from the ATS scheme performed favorably when compared to the 4-family scheme,
increasing the energy aperture by 0.1% before the pre-excited
sextupoles are used. After the implementation of the preexcited sextupoles, the energy aperture is increased by another 0.1% over the 4-family scheme, resulting in a 0.2%
advantage in the ATS scheme for this test.
As seen, the ATS scheme applied to the ESR may offer
marginal benefits to the energy aperture over the competing
schemes. This benefit in the energy aperture needs to be
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tice used started with an emittance of 29.6nm. Applying the
ATS scheme over one arc saw an increase of 5.3% and over
two arcs saw an increase of 10%. In addition, the increased
beam size in the arcs would require an increase in magnet
aperture for the arcs where the ATS scheme is applied. It
is questionable if the marginal benefits to energy aperture
seen would justify these increases. A larger telescopic ratio
could increase the ATS scheme’s performance, however this
would also increase the mentioned issues.

CONCLUSION

(a) 4-Family

In the ESR lattice, a small increase in energy aperture
was seen when using a variation of the ATS scheme, with
an increase of around 0.1% for all cases. All tests using the
ATS scheme were done with a telescopic ratio of 2. This
telescopic ratio comes with an emittance increase that makes
the scheme impractical to add to the current ESR design.
The scheme could offer advantages in designs without this
constraint.
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USING TAYLOR MAPS WITH
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION EFFECTS INCLUDED
P. Nishikawa∗ , KEK, Tsukuba, Japan
D. Sagan, G. H. Hoffstaetter† , Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
Abstract
Routinely, particle tracking in accelerators is done either
by tracking element-by-element which is slow, or by using a
transfer map that does not take into account radiation effects.
Here we present a method for using Taylor maps that have
radiation effects included. The mapping is divided into a
radioactive part and a symplectic part. The radiative part
produces the correct second order stochastic correlations
between all phase-space dimensions. And the symplectic
part is handled by partial map inversion, which eliminates
non-symplectic effects due to the finite truncation of the Taylor series. This enables tracking simulations to use maps of
lower order than what would otherwise be necessary leading
to a speedup of the simulation.

INTRODUCTION
Particle tracking is an important and widely used simulation tool since it is the only technique that can accurately
and reliably probe the nonlinear effects that can develop in
particle beams over many turns [1].
Particle tracking generally is done either element-byelement or using maps which transport particles over many
lattice elements. The element-by-element tracking is most
reliable but slow, especially for large machines with sometimes tens of thousands of elements. Map tracking, which
uses a set of truncated Taylor series expansions to represent
large sections of the accelerator, can be orders of magnitude
faster. However, such maps can introduce errors from truncating the power series, which are usually non-symplectic,
and which disturb tracking especially at large amplitudes.
Furthermore, such maps have historically not included radiation effects, which are often essential, especially in electron
rings.
To partly remedy this, a map can be constructed which
includes radiation effects. Denoting the orbital phase space
coordinates with respect to some reference coordinates (generally the closed orbit) by 𝜁 the map is written:
 
𝜁® 𝑓 = 𝑍® 𝜁®𝑖 + 𝑆 𝜉®
(1)
Superscript 𝑖 indicates initial coordinates at the beginning of
the map, superscript 𝑓 indicates final coordinates at the end
of the map, and 𝑍 is a truncated Taylor series transport map
at some order 𝑛0 with radiation damping (the deterministic
part of the radiation effect) included. It will be assumed that
® = 0.
® In the above equation, 𝑆®
𝑍® has no constant part: 𝑍® ( 0)
is a 6 × 6 matrix which represents the fluctuation (stochastic)
radiation effect and 𝜉® is a vector of six independent Gaussian
∗
†

patrice.nishikawa@kek.jp
Work supported in part by Department of Energy grant DE-SC0018370.
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distributed random numbers with unit sigma and zero mean.
Here higher order terms in the stochastic fluctuations have
been ignored.
Construction of maps of the form Eq. (1) have been implemented in the software package FPP/PTC [2, 3] and this
code has been interfaced to the accelerator simulation code
Bmad [4]. In this paper will be discussed how to avoid
non-symplectic effects by partial map inversion.
For a truncated Taylor map, if 𝑛0 > 1, by virtue of missing
terms higher than 𝑛0 in the expansion, there will be nonsymplectic behavior that is more severe at larger amplitudes.
One way to avoid this is to calculate 𝑍® at a large enough
𝑛𝑜 so that the non-symplectic behavior at the maximum
amplitude of tracked particles is not significant. This has
the disadvantage in that it increases computation time, both
in computing the map initially and during tracking when the
map must be repeatedly evaluated. Another possibility is to
add terms to 𝑍® of order higher than 𝑛0 to counteract the nonsymplectic effects. Unfortunately, adding terms may lead to
nonphysical behavior. For example, if stochastic radiation
effects are included in the simulation, one of the authors (P.
Nishikawa) has observed vertical beam blow up due to slight
nonphysical non-linear anti-damping.
Presented in this paper is a third way to remove nonsymplectic behavior. This involves “symplectifying the
map”. This is done by first working on the jets via “symplectic restoration” and then tracking is done via “symplectification” using a generating function on the nonlinear symplectic
part of the map.

SYMPLECTIC RESTORATION
Symplectic restoration involves a rewriting of the jet 𝑍® as
a concatenation of 4 jets, dropping the cumbersome vector
arrows:
𝑍 = 𝐿 𝑟 ◦ 𝑁𝑟 ◦ 𝐿 𝑠 ◦ 𝑁 𝑠

(2)

𝐿 𝑟 is a linear map near the identity which is nonsymplectic
since it contains the effects of the radiation, 𝑁𝑟 is a purely
nonlinear jet which contains effects of the radiation, 𝐿 𝑠 is a
linear symplectic map, and lastly 𝑁 𝑠 is a purely nonlinear
symplectic jet, the linear part of which is the identity.
In the absence of radiation, the map 𝑍 is simply the symplectic map 𝐿 𝑠 ◦ 𝑁 𝑠 . To get this factorization, we first extract
the linear part of 𝑍 denoted 𝑍1 . This map is almost symplectic since it is assumed that the radiation effect is small.
A contraction mapping due to Furman (see [5], p. 5351,
denoted 𝑆1 ) is used to produce a symplectic map near 𝑍1 :
𝐿 𝑠 = lim 𝑆1 ( 𝑆1 ( 𝑆1 ( · · · 𝑍1 · · · ) ) ) = 𝑆1𝑘 (𝑍1 )
𝑘→∞ |
{z }

(3)

𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠
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For the map 𝑆1 we choose:

1
(4)
𝑆1 (𝑀) = 3𝐼 − 𝑀 𝐽 𝑀 ⊤ 𝐽 ⊤ 𝑀
2
where the superscript ⊤ denotes the transpose and 𝐽 is the
matrix defining the Poisson bracket, that is, a rotation of 90𝑜
in each degree of freedom. In practice, 𝐿 𝑠 is calculated by
applying 𝑆1 until convergence is achieved.
Once 𝐿 𝑠 is computed, 𝐿 𝑟 can be evaluated using the equation
𝐿 𝑟 = 𝑍1 ◦ 𝐿 𝑠−1
(5)
The next step consists in something called “symplectic
restoration” in reference [5] page 5347. We start with the
fact that a jet 𝑌 near the identity can be written in the form:

This operation is central for the connection between tracking
codes and Hamiltonian perturbation theory à la Guignard
(Forest [6]).
The next step is to assume that the jet is mildly nonsymplectic and to extract a Poisson bracket operator : 𝑤 : out
of 𝐹 from which we will compute 𝑁˜ 𝑠 . This procedure is
mentioned in [5]:
∫ 𝑧
∫ 1
𝑤=
𝐽𝐹 ( 𝑧˜) · 𝑑 𝑧˜ =
𝐽𝐹 (𝛼𝑧) · 𝑧 𝑑𝛼
(12)

𝑌 = exp (𝐹 · ∇) 𝐼

𝑁˜ 𝑠;𝑤 = exp (:𝑤:) 𝐼
⇒ 𝑁 𝑠 = 𝐿 𝑠−1 ◦ 𝑁˜ 𝑠;𝑤 ◦ 𝐿 𝑠

0

(6)

where 𝐹 is some vector function. Using Eq. (2), the nonlinear part of 𝑍 is isolated:
𝑀 ≡ 𝐿 𝑟−1 ◦ 𝑍 ◦ 𝐿 𝑠−1 = 𝑁𝑟 ◦ 𝐿 𝑠 ◦ 𝑁 𝑠 ◦ 𝐿 𝑠−1 ≡ 𝑁𝑟 ◦ 𝑁˜ 𝑠 (7)
We need to compute 𝑁˜ 𝑠 ≡ 𝐿 𝑠 ◦ 𝑁 𝑠 ◦ 𝐿 𝑠−1 by extracting a
Poisson bracket operator out of 𝑀. This technique is called
symplectic restoration since the deviation from symplecticity
is often due to integration inaccuracy rather than radiation.
Here it is not the case since the deviations are due to radiation.
If we assume that 𝑀 can be written in the form
𝑀 = exp (𝐹 · ∇) 𝐼

(8)

𝐹 ≡ log (𝑀)

(9)

then it follows that
The symbol ≡ is used to emphasize that there is a big pile
of notation abuses in Eq. (9). This logarithm procedure is
described an appendix of reference [6]. It is not possible
to define the logarithm of a nonlinear map of phase space
or of its jet representation directly. Rather the map whose
logarithm we take is the Lie map M of Dragt which is a map
acting on functions:
𝐹 · ∇ = log (M)

(10)

In jet space, M is represented by a matrix where the basis
vectors are monomials of the phase space coordinates. This
matrix1 is denoted as IM⊤ . See [8], page 113 for an example
using the map of Eq. (2.1) of reference [8], or section 2.3.1
of [6].
Since this matrix is near the identity, the expansion for
the logarithm convergences. In fact, since it is a nonlinear
jet, it convergences in a finite number of steps because the
jet minus the identity is nilpotent:
𝑛𝑜
∑︁
(−1) 𝑛+1
(M − I) 𝑛
log (𝑀 ) =
(11)
𝑛
𝑛=0
1

In the paper by Yu [7], even though the connection is not made explicitly, the matrix used by Yu (Eq. (1.5), is the matrix of Dragt’s Lie map
albeit transposed because Yu’s matrix acts on vectors instead of components. The more natural map known by most people is the map acting on
phase space moments which can be represented by a matrix if truncated.
The matrix representation of the Lie map is the transpose of the matrix
associated to moments.
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The first integral in Eq. (12) is over an arbitrary path. If the
jet is symplectic, the result is path independent. Since we
have radiation, the jet produced by :𝑤: is different from 𝑀.
Now we use :𝑤: to compute the associated jet 𝑁˜ 𝑠;𝑤 :

(13)

The radiative part, 𝑁𝑟 , can be gotten using 𝑁˜ 𝑠;𝑤 :
−1
𝑁𝑟 = 𝑀 ◦ 𝑁˜ 𝑠;𝑤

(14)

With this, 𝑍 is factored as advertised in Eq. (2).

EVALUATION OF THE DETERMINISTIC
ORBITAL MAPS ON RAYS
We start with Eq. (2).
𝑍 = 𝐿 𝑟 ◦ 𝑁𝑟 ◦ 𝐿 𝑠 ◦ 𝑁 𝑠 = 𝑊𝑟 ◦ 𝐿 𝑠 ◦ 𝑁 𝑠

(15)

Since the jet 𝑊𝑟 ≡ 𝐿 𝑟 ◦ 𝑁𝑟 is near the identity (the radiation
effects are assumed small), to a good approximation, 𝑊𝑟 can
be computed and evaluated as a Taylor map.
The jet 𝐿 𝑠 is a linear symplectic matrix and thus a bona
fide symplectic map on its own. We are left with the jet 𝑁 𝑠
which is a symplectic jet with only nonlinear terms. This jet
is equivalent to the symplectic map generated by a generating
function of mixed variables:
𝑁 𝑠 ≡ 𝐺 (𝑞 𝑓 , 𝑝 𝑖 )

(16)

where
𝑞𝑖 =

𝜕𝐺 (𝑞 𝑓, 𝑝 𝑖 )
,
𝜕 𝑝𝑖

and

𝑝𝑓 =

𝜕𝐺 (𝑞 𝑓, 𝑝 𝑖 )
𝜕𝑞 𝑓

(17)

This map is obtained via partial inversion of the jet 𝑁 𝑠 using
a method due to M. Berz. The numerical evaluation involves
a Newton search on Eq. (17).
Also it is important not to include the linear part 𝐿 𝑠 in
the function 𝐺 since it would make 𝐺 become potentially
arbitrarily.

EQUIVALENT SIMPLER PROCEDURE
We can simply factor the jet 𝑍 in terms of a linear part
and a non-linear jet:
𝑍 =𝐿◦𝑁

(18)

The map 𝐿 is linear and can be evaluated as is on a ray.
The jet 𝑁 cannot be evaluated as is since truncation induces
gross violation of the symplectic condition. However we
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can partially invert it order by order and write an equation
similar to Eq. (17).

TEST IN THE PRESENCE OF
SIGNIFICANT NONLINEARITIES

𝑁 (𝑞 𝑖 , 𝑝 𝑖 ) ≡ 𝑁 𝑞 (𝑞 𝑓 , 𝑝 𝑖 )

The beam typically occupies a small region of phase space
and therefore a linear theory, as in Eq. (21), correctly predicts
the beam sizes.
Since radiation happens in the longitudinal plane, impervious to anything, we need to excite nonlinear coupling with
the transverse plane to see a nonlinear beam size effect. In a
normal machine, this requires coupling with the horizontal
direction. To observe this, a simulation was done in a small
lattice with the linear tunes slightly below the 𝜈 𝑥 − 2𝜈𝑡 = 1
resonance. The results are shown in Table 1 which shows elements of the beam size matrix Σ𝑖 𝑗 as computed five different
ways.
Particles were tracked for 100 million turns, element by
element, with a stochastic kick at every bend. This is the
“Exact” column in Table 1. The “Linear” column is based on
Eq. (21) and shows significant differences from the “exact”
results as can be expected due to the resonance.
Extending Eq. (21) to include nonlinearities, transport of
the beam sigma matrix can be cast in the form

(19)

where
𝑞
𝑞 𝑖𝑘 = 𝑁2𝑘−1
(𝑞 𝑓 , 𝑝 𝑖 ),

and

𝑓

𝑞
𝑝 𝑘 = 𝑁2𝑘
(𝑞 𝑓 , 𝑝 𝑖 )

(20)

Here 𝑘 runs from 1 to 3 representing the 3 positions and 3
momenta. The map 𝑁 𝑞 is partially inverted in the position
variables. The jets 𝑁 and 𝑁 𝑞 are not the same but they
produce the same jets when properly interpreted via Eq. (20)
and therefore the symbol ≡ was used. However, using 𝑁 𝑞
with a Newton search for Eq. (20) produces a symplectic
map under zero radiation conditions as opposed to tracking
with 𝑁 which will not, in general, be symplectic.
This is a simple alternate way to track a map without
having to factorize it.

PREPARATION OF THE STOCHASTIC
CONTRIBUTION TO TRACKING
Beam envelope theory incorporates the fluctuation of the
quadratic moments of phase space variables into the map.
For example, in the case of linear transport of phase pace
coordinates by the matrix 𝑀, the second order moments
matrix Σ is transported as:
Σ 𝑓 = 𝑀 Σ𝑖 𝑀 ⊤ + Ξ

where

Σ𝑖 𝑗 = 𝑧 𝑖 𝑧 𝑗 .

(21)

The stochastic changes due to synchrotron radiation are captures in the matrix Ξ.
To use Eq. (21) we perform a Cholesky decomposition of
the stochastic matrix Ξ:
if Ξ = 𝑆 𝑆 ⊤

then

𝑧 𝑓 = 𝑧𝑖 + 𝑆 𝜉

(22)

The vector 𝜉 is made of six independent random numbers of
variance one following the users favourite distribution. Often
Gaussian distributions are used. One can check the software
implementation for linear beam transport and ergodically
compute the equilibrium beam sizes: they must agree with
theory.
One can also compute nonlinear moments and they should
agree with nonlinear theory. This is available in the FPP
package.

Σ 𝑓 = IM Σ𝑖 + Ξ

(23)

where IM is the transpose of the Lie map in the deterministic
case (see [8]). IM was computed using PTC code using
approximately 9,000,000 synchrotron integrals. The result
for the equilibrium distribution is the column labeled “8𝑡 ℎ
order” in Table 1. The theory behind this is used in [9]
where it is compared to the nonlinearly averaged FokkerPlanck equation. The full theory has not yet been published.
Parenthetically, this type of calculation was done using a
Fokker-Planck equation in [10].
The columns labeled “2” and “3”in Table 1 represents
the results of using second and third order factorized maps
as described in this paper. With the lattice used, tracking
through the second order Taylor map was unstable but the
third order map gave acceptable results.
Taylor maps must be used with caution. We do not discuss
here examples with spin, but as pointed out in the footnote,
they have to be used with even more caution since the depolarization can depend heavily on the number of maps used.2
2

The correct inclusion of quaternions for simulating spin in the “9,000,000”
integrals has not been worked out. The correct stochastic one-turn map
is also elusive for quaternions and we are forced to use several maps at
this point to obtain the correct polarization.

Table 1: 11, 23, 25, and 33 Elements of the Beam Size Matrix Σ in Equilibrium as Calculated from the Results for a Number
of Different Tracking Algorithms
Analytical
Tracking
𝚺𝒊 𝒋
Linear
8th order
“Exact”
“2”
“3”
11
23
25
33
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4.49 · 10−7
1.37 · 10−11
1.05 · 10−13
3.89 · 10−12

6.15 · 10−7
1.88 · 10−11
−1.67 · 10−14
4.07 · 10−12

6.09 · 10−7
1.86 · 10−10
−1.42 · 10−14
4.03 · 10−12

6.41 · 10−7
1.96 · 10−11
−7.00 · 10−15
4.03 · 10−12

6.06 · 10−7
1.85 · 10−11
−1.74 · 10−14
4.14 · 10−12
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Abstract
We present an implementation of charged particle tracking
with the cathode space charge effect included which is now
openly available in the Bmad toolkit for charged particle
simulations. Adaptive step size control is incorporated to
improve the computational efficiency. We demonstrate its
capability with a simulation of a DC gun and compare it
with the well-established space charge code Impact-T.

INTRODUCTION
Space charge (SC) describes the interaction of electric
charges in a charged particle bunch. It is an important effect
especially in high brightness charged particle beams and
especially when a beam has low-energy. The evolution of
beam is complex when space charge and external fields are
combined. Generally, numerical calculation methods are
needed to incorporate space charge into particle simulations
and this has been done with a number of programs including
Impact-T [1], OPAL [2], GPT [3], ASTRA [4], etc. [5] Space
charge methods have been incorporated in the Bmad toolkit
for charged particle simulations [6, 7] but up to now the
effect of space charge fields from a cathode have not been
included.
When electrons are emitted from a cathode, image charges
are formed inside the conductor. The space charge effect
between bunch charges and image charges will modify the
space charge field and this can be important close to the cathode especially with simulations of high brightness beams.
Here, we report on the implementation of cathode space
charge in the Bmad toolkit, describe the algorithm, and validate it by benchmarking with another well-established space
charge code Impact-T [1].

CATHODE SPACE CHARGE EFFECT
The Bmad toolkit uses a stand-alone package called “Open
Space Charge” (OpenSC) to calculate space charge fields
from a bunch distribution [8]. OpenSC is an open-source
software library developed by Robert Ryne and Christopher
Mayes. OpenSC deposits charged particles on a 3D rectangular grid, calculates the space charge fields on this grid, and
interpolates the field at any arbitrary point within its domain.
The space charge fields are calculated in the local rest frame
using integrated Green functions (IGFs), as described in [1],
with fast Fourier transforms (FFT). Cathode image fields
can be enabled in the code.
∗
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Figure 1 illustrates the space charge field of a Gaussian
bunch near the cathode at 𝑧 = 0 using OpenSC. The cathode
field is modeled as the space charge field from an equal
and opposite image charge distribution inside the cathode.
It attracts the bunch towards the cathode and modifies the
overall field profile. This effect decays as the bunch moves
away from the surface.

Bmad CATHODE SPACE CHARGE
TRACKING
Cathode space charge tracking was implemented within
Bmad by tracking a beam in a number time steps. At the
beginning of a time step, the space charge field is calculated
in the local rest frame using OpenSC. Particles are then
tracked through the time step with a fourth-order RungeKutta time based integrator. Thus the space charge is applied
smoothly during the time step.
Since the cathode space charge is most significant during
emission from the cathode, an emission model was implemented with particles being “born” from the cathode over
some time period. During a simulation, particles not yet
emitted from the cathode do not contribute to the space
charge calculation. Calculating the initial particle distribution is not part of Bmad but Bmad can read in appropriate
data files generated externally. For this study, the initial
particle distribution was generated by the code distgen [9].

ADAPTIVE STEP SIZE CONTROL
To improve the efficiency of the simulation, we implemented adaptive step size control. The algorithm tracks the
bunch by a full step and two half steps and evaluates the
difference. The error is the average difference between the
two final bunches,
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

1
∑ |𝑥 − 𝑥two halves |.
𝑁 particles full

(1)

The scale of motion combines the bunch size and centroid
position, and is defined as
𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 = √

1
∑ 𝑥2.
𝑁 particles

(2)

The tolerance is controlled by two parameters, rel_tol and
abs_tol
𝑡𝑜𝑙 = 𝑟𝑒𝑙_𝑡𝑜𝑙 ∗ 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 + 𝑎𝑏𝑠_𝑡𝑜𝑙
(3)
If 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 < 𝑡𝑜𝑙 the step is accepted and the time period of
the next time step duration will be 5 times the current step
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Figure 1: Space charge field for a Gaussian bunch and its image charges near the cathode at 𝑧=0. Left axis is the field
strength and right axis is the charge density. The space charge field pushes particles in the head of the bunch forward
and particles in the tail backward. The image field attracts the bunch towards the cathode surface, the effect of which is
important close to the cathode.
duration. If 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 > 𝑡𝑜𝑙 the step is rejected and a new step
starting at the original starting point before the step will be
made with step duration being scaled by
0.9 × (𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟/𝑡𝑜𝑙)0.25

(4)

Thus tracking will use a smaller step size when the fields
are varying rapidly and will make larger steps when possible. The tracking is sped up in regions such as drifts while
ensuring accurate final results.

VALIDATION AND PERFORMANCE
We tested our implementation of space charge in Bmad
against Impact-T which also tracks particles with space
charge. Impact-T uses an IGF FFT method similar to that in
OpenSC. The test lattice is a 750 kV DC gun as shown in
Fig. 2. The initial bunch has a uniform radial distribution
of 0.5 mm radius and a Gaussian longitudinal distribution
with 𝜎𝑧 = 8.5 ps. The total bunch charge is 20 pC and 1000
particles are tracked.
Three scenarios are simulated using a fixed stepsize of
10−12 s and compared in Fig. 4: 1) no space charge, 2) with
space charge, and 3) space charge + image charge. The transverse phase spaces are nearly identical and the longitudinal
phase spaces have good agreement. The small shift in 𝑝𝑧 in
the no space charge case is due to numerical inaccuracies in
scaling the field to 750 kV.
With adaptive step size control, a lower tolerance level
leads to greater accuracy but longer computation time. Figure 3 demonstrates the step sizes taken at two different tolerance levels and their runtime. Small steps are taken near the
cathode where the electric field is changing rapidly and the
simulation speeds up in the region away from the cathode.
We also compared the performance of space charge tracking in Bmad against Impact-T. The lattice and initial distribution are the same as the validation. At a fixed step size
of 10−12 s, Bmad and Impact-T achieved similar runtime.
Adaptive step size control successfully speeds up the simulation by 4.3x.
MC5: Beam Dynamics and EM Fields
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Figure 2: A lattice of a 750 kV DC gun is used for validation
of cathode space charge tracking. The solenoid is turned off.

(a) rel_tol = 0.1
runtime = 47 s

(b) rel_tol = 0.01
runtime = 181 s

Figure 3: Time steps taken by adaptive step size control
under two tolerance settings and their runtime. abs_tol =
10−6 in both (a) and (b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 4: Phase space comparison at the end of a DC gun between Bmad and Impact-T. (4a,4b,4c) No space charge effect.
(4d,4e,4f) With space charge. (4g,4h,4i) With space charge and image charge.
Table 1: Performance comparison of three tracking methods.
Fixed timestep methods uses a step size of 10−12 s.
Method
Impact-T fixed timestep
Bmad fixed timestep
Bmad adaptive

Runtime

Speedup

201 s
274 s
47 s

1x
0.73x
4.3x

CONCLUSION
Bmad now provides particle tracking with cathode space
charge effects, an important element for tracking from an
electron gun. It is available in recent Bmad distributions
[6]. Simulations show excellent agreement with the wellestablished space charge code Impact-T. We are currently
working to compare against other space charge codes and
run cathode space charge tracking on realistic lattices.
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Abstract
The Bmad/Tao software toolkit has been extended to estimate the rate of radiative spin depolarization in 𝑒 + -𝑒 − storage rings. First estimates are made using the SLIM algorithm of linearized spin-orbit (s-o) motion. The extension
implements the effects on s-o motion of stochastic photon
emission using a Monte-Carlo tracking algorithm. Spins are
tracked in 3-D along particle trajectories with the aid of Taylor expansions of quaternions provided by the Polymorphic
Tracking Code (PTC). The efficiency of long-term tracking is guaranteed by the use of a sectioning technique that
was exploited in previous-generation software (e.g. SLICKTRACK, SITROS). Sectioning is the construction of the
deterministic s-o maps for sections between the dipoles during the initialization phase. Maps can be reused during the
tracking. In a simulation for a realistic storage ring, the computational cost of initial map construction is amortized by
the multi-turn tracking computational cost. The 1st-order
terms in the quaternion expansions are used to construct the
s-o coupling matrices in the matrices of the SLIM algorithm.
These matrices are then available for an extension of the
optimization facilities in Bmad to minimize depolarizing
effects by spin matching.

INTRODUCTION
Relativistic electrons and positrons in storage rings emit
synchrotron radiation and that can lead to a build up of spin
polarization by the Sokolov-Ternov effect. At the same time
noise is injected into the particle trajectories by the stochastic
element of photon emission. The stochastic orbital variation
couples via the T-BMT equation with the spin motion causing depolarization. The attainable equilibrium polarization
results from the balance between the two effects. The rate
of depolarization increases with beam energy much faster
than the rate of polarization. Moreover the depolarization
is enhanced near depolarizing resonances occurring when
the closed-orbit spin tune 𝜈0 is close to an integer linear
combination of the orbital tunes. See [1, 2] for details of
these matters.
However it is highly desirable to have polarized beams at
future high-energy rings like the proposed FCC-ee [3] and
∗
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the CEPC [4, 5] as well as at the EIC [6] to extend the potential of the particle physics program as well as to provide a
means of precise beam-energy calibration via resonant depolarization using radio-frequency transverse magnetic fields.
Thus estimates of the attainable polarization are essential
for guiding the design of a ring.
The attainable polarization can be estimated using perturbation theories to evaluate the terms in the DerbenevKondratenko (DK) formula [1, 2]. But the resulting formulas,
describing the resonances, can be very complicated and the
perturbation series might not converge. Moreover, at very
high energy the so-called "uncorrelated resonance crossing"
[7], whose effect is difficult to estimate with certainty, might
dominate over the predictions of the DK formula. Thus it
is better to rely on Monte-Carlo tracking simulations of the
effects on spins of the magnetic and electric fields and of the
stochastic photon emissions. An ideal modern framework
for this is the Bmad/Tao software toolkit [8]. Bmad/Tao can
handle nonlinear orbital motion, beam-beam forces and numerous phenomena in storage rings that go beyond standard
spin-orbit tracking. Nevertheless, it always makes sense to
begin with first-order perturbative analytical (SLIM) calculations to get a first impression of the situation. The SLIM
formalism also provides structures for so-called spin matching, namely the method for minimizing depolarization at
first order. This paper describes recent developments of
Bmad/Tao spin simulation capabilities along with benchmarking with SLICKTRACK [1, 2].

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN BMAD/TAO
SIMULATION TOOLKIT
Bmad/Tao has been extended to handle:
• Via the SLIM formalism [1, 2, 9] of linearized orbital
and spin transport in terms of the 8 × 8 matrices which
then can be analyzed using standard linear algebra techniques to deliver a first-order estimate of the rate of
depolarization.
• Spin-orbit Monte-Carlo tracking with full 3-D spin
motion implemented in a multi-turn/long-term tracking
program which can employ many spin-orbit tracking
backends: PTC [10], Bmad, One-turn Map, Multi-map
with sectioning.
• Spin resonance strength calculations with energy scans
implemented in a Python/PyTao script.
WEPOMS056
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𝑙ˆ0 (𝑠) and 𝑚ˆ 0 (𝑠) are unit-length solutions of the ThomasBMT equation on the closed orbit and, generally, are not
one-turn periodic. The axes 𝑙ˆ(𝑠) and 𝑚(𝑠)
ˆ
are chosen to be
one-turn periodic but can have an arbitrary 𝑠 dependence
which can be chosen for convenience. The axes 𝑙ˆ0 (𝑠) and
𝑚ˆ 0 (𝑠) are used for spin-matching and 𝑙ˆ(𝑠) and 𝑚(𝑠)
ˆ
are used
for calculating polarization and depolarization. With respect
to these axes, a unit-length spin S can be written as
√︃
1 − 𝛼02 − 𝛽02 𝑛ˆ 0 + 𝛼0 𝑙ˆ0 + 𝛽0 𝑚ˆ 0 , or
√︃
S = 1 − 𝛼2 − 𝛽2 𝑛ˆ 0 + 𝛼 𝑙ˆ + 𝛽 𝑚.
ˆ

S=

Figure 1: Depolarisation time (minutes) as a function of
energy (GeV) computed using various spin-tracking and
linear approximation codes for a test lattice. SLICK and
SLIM curves display the results from linear codes. Others
are results from tracking.

At first order (𝛼02 + 𝛽02 << 1 or 𝛼2 + 𝛽2 << 1) the spin
component along 𝑛ˆ 0 is a constant. With this, the eightdimensional spin-orbit phase space used in the SLIM formalism is
(𝑥, 𝑝 𝑥 , 𝑦, 𝑝 𝑦 , 𝑧, 𝑝 𝑧 , 𝛼0 , 𝛽0 ) or (𝑥, 𝑝 𝑥 , . . . , 𝑝 𝑧 , 𝛼, 𝛽).

• Bmad-based program to convert Bmad lattices to
SLICKTRACK format: Bmad lattice specifications are
compatible with those of SLICKTRACK so that it can
be used for testing and benchmarking future Bmad developments.
• Spin matching for minimizing depolarizing effects at
first order in the SLIM framework while simultaneously maintaining functional optics and while being
self-consistent with the Bmad/Tao spin-orbit tracking
facilities.
The sectioning mentioned in the second item involves
beginning a Monte-Carlo simulation by setting up and storing spin-orbit Taylor maps between the centers of dipole
magnets and then subsequently using the pre-stored maps
to transport spins and particles from dipole to dipole while
radiating energy at each dipole. This results in a large increase in tracking speed compared to the speed available in
element-by-element tracking.
In addition to SLIM, Monte-Carlo spin-tracking algorithms
in Bmad were tested against SLICKTRACK results, see
Fig. 1. For all test lattices after many improvements in both
codes the comparison results are very good.

LINEARIZED SPIN-ORBIT MOTION
(SLIM)
The SLIM formalism [1, 2, 9, 11, 12] has been implemented in Bmad/Tao since August 2018 [8]. We now briefly
formulate the algorithm here and point out specifics associated with the Bmad implementation and refer the reader to
the Bmad Manual [8] for more details.
The SLIM formalism expresses spin components using
two right-hand coordinate systems


𝑙ˆ(𝑠), 𝑛ˆ 0 (𝑠), 𝑚(𝑠)
ˆ
and 𝑙ˆ0 (𝑠), 𝑛ˆ 0 (𝑠), 𝑚ˆ 0 (𝑠) . (1)
The axis 𝑛ˆ 0 (𝑠) is the unit-length, one-turn-periodic solution
of the Thomas-BMT equation on the closed orbit. The axes
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(2)

(3)

where the orbital part 𝑢 = (𝑥, 𝑝 𝑥 , . . . , 𝑝 𝑧 ) is taken with
respect to the closed orbit.
The first-order map between any two points 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 is
e which is written in the form
an 8 × 8 matrix M


e 1 , 𝑠2 ) = M6×6 06×2 ,
M(𝑠
(4)
G2×6 D2×2
where M(𝑠1 , 𝑠2 ) is the 6 × 6 orbital phase space transport
matrix, and G(𝑠1 , 𝑠2 ) contains the coupling of the spin coordinates (𝛼0 , 𝛽0 ) or (𝛼, 𝛽) to the orbital motion. The upper
e matrix is zero since Stern-Gerlach
right block 06×2 in the M
effects are ignored. When G is calculated with respect to
the ( 𝑙ˆ0 , 𝑚ˆ 0 ) axes, large spin precessions on the closed orbit
due to dipole and solenoid fields are eliminated. That leaves
small precessions due to synchro-betatron motion. The G
matrix then represents the dominating linear dependence
of the small precessions on the six synchro-betatron coordinates and it then provides a good framework for analysis
[1, 2, 13]. In Eq. (4), D is a 2 × 2 rotation matrix for the
spin transport of a particle on the closed orbit. With 𝑙ˆ0 (𝑠)
and 𝑚ˆ 0 (𝑠) D is the unit matrix since they are solutions to
the T-BMT equation. In contrast to the way how G and D
are calculated in SLIM, Bmad calculates G and D from the
first-order terms of Taylor expansions of quaternions, for
spin-transport maps, provided by PTC.
Spin matching involves adjusting the optics and layout
of a ring so as to minimise certain components of the G
matrices, based on 𝑙ˆ0 (𝑠) and 𝑚ˆ 0 (𝑠), for certain sections of a
ring, thereby minimizing the influence of orbital motion on
spin motion and minimizing the depolarization.
As shown in [1, 2, 9] to calculate of the rate of depoe for one turn
larization at this first order one needs the M
around the ring with a G based on 𝛼 and 𝛽. Then the rate of
depolarization can be obtained in terms of components of
e
the eigenvectors of M.
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CALCULATION OF RESONANCE
STRENGTHS
The G matrix, based on 𝑙ˆ0 (𝑠) and 𝑚ˆ 0 (𝑠) can also be
exploited to calculate the strengths of the resonances, 𝜉𝑟 ,
needed to estimate the change of polarization, using the
Froissart-Stora formula, when 𝜈0 changes as polarized electron or proton beams are accelerated through resonance conditions [14]. Thus
𝜉𝑟 =

1
|(𝐺 (1, :) + 𝑖𝐺 (2, :))𝑣 𝑘 |, 𝑟 = 1, 2, 3, 𝑘 = 2𝑟 − 1,
2𝜋

where 𝐺 (1, :) and 𝐺 (2, :) are first and second rows of the
𝐺-matrix. In contrast to traditional treatments [15], this
formalism handles fully coupled systems, giving resonance
strengths for all three orbital modes at the correct orbital
tunes for coupling. These resonance strengths also have
a function in so-called harmonic synchro-beta spin matching for electrons (positrons) [1, 2]: reduction of resonance
strengths can help to minimise depolarization.
These matters are illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows resonance strengths as a function of beam energy for the ATS
and versions 5.2 and 5.3 of the ESR storage rings. The procedure for computing the resonance strengths for these lattices
is as follows.
i) Begin with 14 GeV and 18 GeV lattices and
ii) Do an energy scan while varying the solenoid strengths so
that the polarization is longitudinal at the IP, to find energies
where 𝜈0 is in first-order resonance with an orbital tune.
iii) At each energy where there is a first-order resonance,
vary the non-arc quadrupoles (except for quads near the IP
in the region so that:
iv) The transfer matrices between solenoid pairs are decoupled and transfer matrices between the IP and the edges of
the arcs regions are the same as the baseline lattice.
The lattice parameters for the test rings are shown Tab. 1.
Table 1: Lattice Parameters for Resonance Strength Scan
ATS

ESR v5.2

Figure 2: Resonance strength calculation.

ESR v5.3

𝑄𝑥
60.080765 49.119985 48.119983
𝑄𝑦
56.062995 43.099988 43.099988
𝑄𝑠
0.0442051 0.0442542 0.0444020
𝑎𝛾0
40.6265
40.4937
40.4937
Energy, GeV
17.902
17.8435
17.8435
𝜈0
0.49962949 0.50017118 0.50017118
𝑃ST , %
90.66
82.78
81.16
𝑃DKM , %
73.08
65.02
61.79
𝑃𝑥 , %
85.94
74.63
70.81
𝑃𝑦 , %
90.67
82.78
81.16
𝑃𝑠 , %
73.862
64.02
58.96
𝜏BKS , minutes
32.1
36.1
35.5
𝜏dep , minutes
142
216
172
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CONCLUSION
The Bmad/Tao toolkit has been extended to become a
powerful tool for Monte-Carlo simulations of depolarization
in high-energy electron (positron) storage rings as well as
to provide resonance strengths for fully coupled systems
and spin matching and SLIM-like estimates self-consistently
within the same package.
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Abstract
Coherent electron cooling is a novel cooling technique
which cools high-energy hadron beams rapidly by amplifying the modulation induced by hadrons in electron
bunches. The Coherent electron cooling (CeC) experiment
at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) is a proof-ofprinciple test facility to demonstrate this technique. To
achieve efficient cooling performance, electron beams generated in the CeC need to meet strict quality standards. In this
work, we first present sensitivity studies of the low energy
beam transport (LEBT) section, in preparation for building a surrogate model of the LEBT line in the future. We
also present preliminary test results of a machine learning
(ML) algorithm developed to improve the efficiency of sliceemittance measurements in the CeC diagnostic line.

INTRODUCTION
The layout of the current CeC system is shown in Fig. 1.
The electrons are generated from the superconducting radio frequency (SRF) gun with 1.5 nC of charge per bunch,
and then bunched with a normal conducting RF cavity. The
electron bunches are compressed ballistically in a long drift
and accelerated to 14.5 MeV at the end of the low energy
beam transport (LEBT) section [1]. To perform cooling,
the accelerated electron beam travels through the dog-leg
to interact with ions in the common section with RHIC. To
evaluate electron beam quality, the transverse deflecting cavity (TDC) in the diagnostic line converts the electron beam’s
longitudinal distribution into a transverse distribution, which
is measurable via YAG screens.

SENSITIVITY STUDIES OF LOW ENERGY
BEAM TRANSPORT
A start to end (S2E) simulation of the low energy beam
transport (LEBT) section was established using the beam
dynamics code IMPACT-T [2]. There are three RF cavity
systems (112 MHz SRF gun, 500 MHz buncher, and 704
MHz 5-cell SRF linac) and 6 solenoids (1 gun solenoid, 5
LEBT solenoids) in the LEBT beam line. The IMPACTT simulation uses all components to optimize the electron
beam profile at the end of the LEBT section, aiming for high
peak current and low slice emittance for the core of the beam.
The optimization results are summarized in [3].
To obtain core emittance measurements, the final electron
beam from the IMPACT-T simulation is sliced longitudinally
from the center by a Python script, and grouped into 20%,
50%, 80%, and 100% of the total particles. The script then
calculates the normalized emittance for each group, and the
emittance and current for each longitudinal slice, and plots
all the results in an image. One sample image from the
Python script is presented in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Slice current (blue) and slice emittance (orange)
results for the electron beam at the end of the LEBT section.
The emittances for the central 20% (red), 50% (yellow), 80%
(green), and 100% (purple).
Figure 1: Current CeC system layout at BNL. Electron
beams travel from right to left.
Electron beams need to meet strict requirements in the
CeC accelerator and in the LEBT section to achieve efficient
cooling performance in the common section with RHIC.
Therefore, understanding how electron beam profiles are
controlled and measured in the CeC system is crucial.
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The end goal of the studies was to identify which control
parameters are important to the beam behavior, so that they
can be included in a neural network surrogate model for the
LEBT section.
Table 1 lists the parameters considered in this project,
and the value ranges within which they were changed. The
SRF gun, gun solenoid, and the buncher are not included
because the initial beam distribution used to run the studies
in IMPACT-T already included effects from known displacement errors from the gun to the buncher.
In this work, sensitivity is defined as the effect a control
parameter has on the core emittance of the electron beam,
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Table 1: LEBT Control Parameters Scan Range
Name

Unit

Range

SRF Linac voltage
SRF Linac phase
LEBT Solenoid 1 strength
LEBT Solenoid 2 strength
LEBT Solenoid 3 strength
LEBT Solenoid 4 strength
LEBT Solenoid 5 strength
SRF Linac x displacement
SRF Linac y displacement

V
deg
T
T
T
T
T
mm
mm

2.398 × 107 ± 5%
239.1 ± 1.5◦
0.033 ± 1%
-0.036 ± 1%
0.035 ± 1%
-0.038 ± 1%
0.047 ± 1%
[-5,5]
[-5,5]

The traditional quadrupole scan method uses only one
quadrupole, which would bring the vertical beam size out
of focus on the screen. To ensure vertical beam focusing is
maintained during the scan, two quadrupoles, Q3 and Q4,
are used with opposite polarity.

Figure 3: Beam line setup to measure horizontal slice emittances with the quadrupole scan method.
calculated using Eq. (1). The 50% emittance is used as core
emittance. We ran the LEBT IMPACT-T simulation multiple
times, each time with only one control parameter set at a
different value within its designated range. The final electron beam distribution is extracted from the simulation and
analyzed by the Python script to obtain its slice emittance.
sensitivity =

𝑑 (50% emittance)
𝑑 (parameter)

(1)

Table 2 shows the calculated results for all control parameters using Eq. (1). We see that solenoids have the biggest
impacts on the emittance profile, which is expected since
they are the major components used to adjust the phase space
beam distribution, so that all longitudinal beam slices are
well aligned to give minimum projected emittance at the end
of the LEBT section, as described in [3].
Table 2: Sensitivity of LEBT Control Parameters
Name
SRF Linac voltage
SRF Linac phase
LEBT Solenoid 1 strength
LEBT Solenoid 2 strength
LEBT Solenoid 3 strength
LEBT Solenoid 4 strength
LEBT Solenoid 5 strength
SRF Linac x displacement
SRF Linac y displacement

Slope
-2.34 × 10−8 mm-mrad/V
-0.031 mm-mrad/deg
559 mm-mrad/T
-304 mm-mrad/T
-444 mm-mrad/T
-314 mm-mrad/T
499 mm-mrad/T
-0.023 mm-mrad/mm
0.028 mm-mrad/mm

EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT IN THE
DIAGNOSTIC BEAM LINE
In the actual CeC system, the horizontal slice emittances
of the electron beam are measured in the time-resolved diagnostic beam line with the quadrupole scan method [4].
In the CeC diagnostic line, the transverse deflecting cavity
tilts the beam upward so that the longitudinal coordinate is
depicted vertically on the screen, provided the vertical beam
size is narrowly focused. Figure 3 illustrates the setup for
this method.
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In Fig. 3, Σ and Σ′ are the 2nd order beam-moment matrices for the electron beam at the beginning of the diagnostic
line and at the YAG screen, and 𝑀 is the transfer matrix for
that section. The beam matrix at the screen can be calculated as Σ′ = 𝑀Σ𝑀 𝑇 . The CeC diagnostic line focuses on
measuring the horizontal emittance, so all matrices are in
two dimensional transverse phase space. Focusing on the
(1, 1) element of Σ′ , we have:
′
2
2
𝜎11
= 𝑚 11
𝜎11 + 𝑚 11 𝑚 12 2𝜎12 + 𝑚 12
𝜎22




2
′
𝜎11
𝑚 11
𝑚 11
= 𝜎11
+ 2𝜎12
+ 𝜎22
2
𝑚
𝑚 12
𝑚 12
12

(2)
(3)

′
Using Eq. (3), we measure a series of beam sizes 𝜎11
2
for different values of 1/𝑚 12 and of 𝑚 11 /𝑚 12 during the
quadrupole scan and fit a parabola to the data to obtain 𝜎11 ,
𝜎12 , and 𝜎22 . The RMS emittance of the electron
√︃ beam at the

2 .
beginning of the diagnostic line is then 𝜀 = 𝜎11 𝜎22 − 𝜎12
The current emittance measurement routine finds best focusing Q3 – Q4 combinations by sequential scans. While
a vertically focusing quadrupole combination can easily be
found for linear optics, it can’t easily be predicted when
space-charge forces are involved. Thirteen Q3 settings
within a preset range are scanned. For each Q3 setting,
nine Q4 setting are scanned, and the Q3 – Q4 combination
that gives the best vertical focusing (smallest vertical RMS
beam size) is saved for emittance calculation. One sample
plot saved from a quadrupole scan performed on March 25
is shown in Fig. 4. Due to the large number (> 100) of measurements needed for one complete scan, this routine takes
more than 1 hour to complete. We set out to use machine
learning to implement a faster alternative.
To speed up the quadrupole scan routine, we proposed a
new routine that incorporates a machine learning technique.
Neural networks (NNs) are computing systems capable of
recognizing underlying relationships between data sets and
make fast and accurate models [5]. We train a NN with CeC
diagnostic line data, so it can establish a mapping between
quadrupole settings and beam size. With sufficient training,
the NN model can predict electron beam behavior accurately
with any given quadrupole settings, and we can use it to find
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Figure 5: Neural network (NN) model training results using
54 training data points.
Figure 4: Sample historical results from a quadrupole scan.

the best Q3 – Q4 combinations much faster than the current
scan method.
The new quadrupole scan routine is outlined as the following:
1. Use the old quadrupole scan routine to scan 6 Q3 settings. With 9 Q4 scans for each Q3 scan, we obtain 54
data points from the real CeC diagnostic line system.

obtained satisfactory results for the 7 prediction rounds, as
shown in Fig. 6. Using the predicted Q3 – Q4 settings, the
actual RMS beam sizes measured in the real system are
all within the 0.3 – 0.45 mm range, which agrees with the
optimal vertical RMS beam sizes recorded from previous
quadrupole scans using the old routine. The NN predicted
beam sizes are also all within 13% error from the real beam
sizes, which is decent considering the trouble we encountered during training. With this new routine, the emittance
measurement time is decreased by at least 50%.

2. We use the saved 54 data points to train a neural network
(NN) model, with Q3 and Q4 settings as inputs and
vertical RMS beam sizes as outputs.
3. After training, we give the NN model the remaining 7
Q3 settings that need to be scanned.
4. The NN model predicts corresponding Q4 settings that
would give the smallest vertical RMS beam sizes.
5. We save the predicted Q3 – Q4 combination and load
them one by one to the real beam line, and record the
actual beam sizes.

Figure 6: Vertical beam sizes from 7 quadrupole settings
generated by the NN model.

We tested the new quadrupole scan routine on the CeC
diagnostic line, and the results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
The actual beam sizes are in blue and the NN predicted beam
sizes are in orange.
Figure 5 shows the training results of the NN model from
the first 54 data points. The NN model was able to recognize the general parabolic pattern of the beam size behavior,
however, it has some difficulties getting accurate predictions
for the smaller beam sizes. This inaccuracy can be caused
by various reasons, which requires further investigations
and adjustments. One possible reason is that the algorithm
focuses too much on getting the maxima right, while we care
more about the minima. This can be fixed by either using
only smaller values to train, or implementing a weighted
loss function [6] during training so the model puts more
emphasis on accuracy for small values. Another possible
solution is to simply reverse the signs of the data, which can
test whether NN model performs better when most data is
centered around the maxima rather than the minima.
Despite the fact that the NN model was not perfectly
trained to capture the real diagnostic line behavior, we still

For future work, we aim to include more input parameters
(e.g., trim magnet settings) into the NN model, to better
capture the complex nature of the CeC beam line. This
should help with improving the accuracy of the NN model.
We will also work on better incorporating the new routine
into the CeC control system, as the current method requires
a cumbersome switch between two different scripts.

MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders
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CONCLUSION
We conducted sensitivity studies in the CeC low energy
beam transport section and also tested using neural networks
to speed up the slice emittance quadrupole scan in the diagnostic beam line. The sensitivity studies agree with the
previous simulation studies and lay a foundation for building future surrogate model for the LEBT section. The new
quadrupole scan routine with NN model is proven experimentally to be efficient in cutting the scan time by 50% or
more. This work demonstrate that it can have significant
benefits to incorporate machine learning algorithms into an
accelerator control system.
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Abstract
In 2021 the Extra Low ENergy Antiproton ring (ELENA)
moved from commissioning into the physics production
phase providing 100 keV antiprotons to the newly connected
experiments paving the way to an improved trapping efficiency by one to two orders of magnitude compared to the
AD era. After recalling the major work undertaken during
the CERN Long Shutdown 2 (2019-2020) in the antiproton
deceleration complex, details will be given on the ELENA
ring and new electrostatic transfer line beam commissioning
using an ion source. Subsequently, the progress from commissioning with ions to operation with antiprotons will be
described with emphasis on the achieved beam performance.

INTRODUCTION
The Extra Low ENergy Antiproton ring (ELENA) is the
new baby of the CERN Antimatter Factory complex. The
small 30.4 m circumference synchrotron is complementing
the 20 years old Antiproton Decelerator (AD) to further decelerate the antiprotons from 5.3 MeV kinetic energy down
to 100 keV. The lower energy will allow for increased antiproton trapping efficiency in the experiments by up to two
orders of magnitude, which was typically less than 1 % with
the beam from AD. ELENA allows up to four bunches of
equal intensity and emittance to be produced, which can be
distributed to four different experiments at the same time. In
the first phase of the project [1], the commissioning of the
ring and a short transfer line was done successfully using
a local ion source providing 100 keV H− ions, as well as
antiprotons coming from AD. At the end of 2018, just before
the start of Long Shutdown 2 (LS2), decelerated beams with
characteristics close to the design values were delivered to
the first connected experiment (GBAR). Based on these results, the decision was taken to dismantle the old magnetic
transfer lines from AD and to connect all the experiments
to ELENA with new electro-static lines. Despite the unavailability of antiprotons during the LS2 (2019-2020), the
ELENA ring could still be operated with beam from the local
ion source, allowing the commissioning of the new transfer lines as well as the optimization of beam performance,
including e-cooling.

BEAM COMMISSIONING OVERVIEW
The beam commissioning started mid-November 2016
with the injection into the ELENA ring of a 100 keV H− ion
beam coming from the local source through an electrostatic
line. A few days later, beam was circulating for a few hundred turns. Due to the breakdown of the ion source isolation
transformer, beam commissioning was stopped and resumed
∗

laurette.ponce@cern.ch
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Figure 1: Layout of the ELENA ring and transfer lines.
only in March 2017 with the source operated at 85 keV to
minimize the risk of further breakdowns. ELENA commissioning with H− was inefficient du e to er ratic injections,
later traced back to strong fluctuations of the beam generated by the source. Thus, starting in June 2017, ELENA was
also commissioned with antiprotons using typically three
eight hours periods per week of AD beam time. The first
antiprotons circulated in ELENA in August 2017. At the
end of 2017, bunch to bucket transfer was operational and
antiproton beams were decelerated almost to 100 keV.
Beam operation stopped again for a few months to complete the ELENA ring with the installation of its electron
cooler. ELENA commissioning resumed end of April 2018.
2018 was an unfortunate year for AD with only 65% machine
availability, affecting the physics run but also ELENA beam
commissioning. Commissioning with the H− ion beam was
also perturbed by several breakdowns of the source which
was not available from September onwards. End of May
2018, first antiproton beam was observed at 100 keV after
tune and orbit corrections along the cycle, without beam
cooling. Setting-up and conditioning of the e-cooler started
end of May, and clear signs of longitudinal and transverse
cooling at both energies were measured in July. Antiproton
beam was observed at the entrance of the GBAR decelerator
experiment at the end of July 2018. The remainder of the
run was used to further commission many sub-systems (RF,
beam instrumentation, electron cooler) and optimize the
beam parameters to allow for a decision to be taken on the
connection of all users to ELENA. Despite the little beam
time available and issues with the ion source, by the end
of 2018 it was possible to achieve beam parameters before
extraction reasonably close to the design values [2].
During LS2, beam commissioning was interrupted for the
time required to install the new electrostatic transfer lines
and to consolidate the local ion source. Achieving reliable
THOXGD1
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operation with the H− ion source during the period when
antiprotons were not available was crucial for the commissioning of the new transfer lines and the preparation of the
ELENA ring after the LS2. The main purpose of beam activities beginning of 2021 was to test the newly installed electrostatic transfer lines. Very quickly, beam was steered to the
last profile monitor in front of the hand-over points of all the
experiments, first to ALPHA, the longest line, followed by
BASE, ASACUSA1 and 2, and finally AEGIS. Beam properties have been extensively measured using quadrupole scans.
No major issues have been encountered and the theoretical
optics along the transfer lines have been found sufficiently
close to the design such that no re-matching was required [3].
Furthermore, this period without antiprotons could be used
to extensively test the automatic beam distribution system,
sending up to four available bunches at extraction to four
different experiments with the help of fast deflectors rising
during the gap between consecutive bunches. In addition
to the transfer line commissioning, many tests to better understand the ELENA ring, including e-cooling, could be
carried out with H− ions, allowing the preparation of the
antiproton deceleration cycle. Typical examples include investigations on magnetic hysteresis and remanence effects,
optimization of the working point and setting-up of the Low
Level RF (LLRF) system with deceleration on different harmonic numbers. The possibility of using H− for the setup
and optimization of e-cooling in ELENA allowed to the time
needed to re-commission ELENA with antiprotons to be
minimized.
The first proton beam for antiproton production after LS2
was delivered by the PS at the end of June 2021. In the
following weeks, the AD operation was restored. The first
antiproton beam was delivered to ELENA mid August 2021
and 100 keV pbar beams were delivered to the experiments
for physics on August 23𝑟𝑑 , as scheduled. During this short
period only minor adjustment of the machine cycle prepared
in advance with the H− cycle were necessary to decelerate
and cool antiprotons, demonstrating that the local source can
be used for optics and cooling studies in ELENA without
the need of pbars.

OPERATION OVERVIEW
The antiproton deceleration cycle is typically 13 s long,
as shown in Fig.2, much shorter than the AD cycle which is
more than 110 s long. This allows interleaved operation of
the H− ion cycle for machine studies in between the antiproton cycle for physics production.
A single bunch of antiprotons is injected from AD at
100 MeV/c in an ELENA RF bucket and is immediately
decelerated to the intermediate plateau at 35 MeV/c where
the beam is de-bunched for the first electron cooling to reduce the beam emittances. At the end of the plateau, the
beam is re-bunched on harmonic 4 and decelerated to the
extraction energy plateau at 13.7 MeV/c where it is again
de-bunched and cooled. The beam is finally re-bunched
and extracted towards the experiments in one turn. By deTHOXGD1
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Figure 2: ELENA antiproton deceleration cycle (dash red)
with H− (orange) and pbar (blue) beam intensity.

sign, the re-bunching is done on harmonic 4 and the electron
cooler is kept ON for “bunched beam cooling” in order to
obtain four short bunches with sufficiently low momentum
spread.
At the end of the 2021 run, bunch rotation before extraction was also implemented to further reduce the bunch length
on request of the GBAR experiment. As the resulting larger
energy spread was detrimental for another experiment (ALPHA), bunch rotation has been removed for the beginning
of the 2022 physics run. As the conflicting requirements
are from experiments connected to different extraction lines,
tests are on-going to delay the fast deflector pulse toward
LNE50 (line to GBAR and PUMA) and implement the bunch
rotation until after the extraction toward LNE00 (serving
ALPHA, AEGIS, BASE, ASACUSA1/2 and STEP).
After LS2, all experiments previously using antiprotons
from AD were connected to ELENA and two new experiments (STEP and PUMA) are being installed in 2022. As
ELENA, by design, can provide up to four bunches to different users in the same cycle, the beam time distribution
between the users has changed. Up to LS2, beam from AD
was delivered to one user at a time for a period of 8 hours
per day with a rotation between the five experiments operating at that time following a predefined planning. In the
ELENA physics era, users can request beam any time. The
automatic beam distribution system named Beam Request
Server (BRS) is handling the requests and ensures a fair distribution in case more than four users are requesting beam
for the same cycle, as was the case already at the end of 2021.
Following the first experience with ELENA exploitation, the
BRS logic was improved to avoid sending multiple bunches
to the same users which could happen in case fast deflectors
are not operational. The fish bone structure of the ELENA
transfer lines combined with the new beam time sharing
scheme, however, reinforce the dependencies of various user
on each others.
As expected, perturbation of the beam transfer due to stray
fields from the equipment belonging to experiments has been
observed in 2021. For example, when the AEGIS experiment
switched on its magnets, the transfer line to ALPHA needed
a substantial re-steering.
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BEAM PERFORMANCE OF THE FIRST
PHYSICS RUN
The ELENA beam performance was optimized during
LS2 thanks to the reliable operation of the local H− ion
source. Optimization of the working point, measurement
of the chromaticity, setting-up of the electron cooling and
setting-up of the Low Level Radio Frequency (LLRF) gymnastics [4] were done with a higher repetition rate on a machine cycle mimicking the pbar one, first accelerating the
H− ions to 100 Mev/c before going through the same deceleration and cooling sequence as for antiprotons. The
main parameters at extraction obtained at the end of the first
physics run are summarized in Table 1.

Current Transformer (BCT) installed in the AD to ELENA
transfer line. The extracted beam intensity is measured with
a wide-band, low-noise, magnetic longitudinal pick-up installed in each transfer line. Both devices are presenting
systematic calibration and measurement issues which are
being investigated, giving an over-estimation of the bunch intensities. The typical distribution of single bunch intensities
over 7 days of operation is shown in Fig.4. The discrepancy between the two lines, GBAR on one side and AEGIS,
BASE,ASACUSA1/2 and ALPHA on the other side, are
mainly to the systematic insertion of the semi-intercepting
profile monitor in front of the intensity monitor in LNE50
(GBAR).

Table 1: Design and Obtained Beam parameters at the end
of 2021
Parameter
Q𝑥 /Q𝑦
Cycle duration [s]
Injected intensity [pbars]
efficiency [%]
Extracted bunches [#]
Bunch population [pbars]
Δp/p0
bunch length (rms) [ns]

Design

Obtained

≈ 2.3/ ≈ 1.3
20
3e7
60
4
4.5e6
5e-4
75

2.37/2.385
13
≈3.2e7
80
4
>6e6
4.5e-4
<75

The achieved transmission in ELENA was of the order
of 80%, higher than the design value of 60% and the one
achieved in 2018 of 50%. The bunch length at extraction
is close to the design value, and can be further reduced if
requested using the bunch rotation, at the expenses of energy
spread. Transverse emittances measured in the transfer lines
based on multi-profile acquisitions using partially intercepting micro-wire monitors installed in the lines were found a
factor two higher than design values, Figure3. Reduction of
the transverse emittance in relation with the performance of
the e-cooler on ejection plateau is still under studies.

Figure 3: Transverse phase space reconstruction using measured beam sizes from subsequent profile monitors along a
straight transfer line.
The bunch intensity in the ELENA ring is estimated by the
LLRF system which works only when the beam is bunched
and does not take into account the longitudinal distribution
variations and therefore has a lower accuracy than the Beam
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
A24: Accelerators and Storage Rings, Other

Figure 4: Typical distribution of extracted bunch intensity
over a week of operation.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The ELENA beam commissioning started at the end of
2016 and was interleaved with operation and installation
periods until successfully completed in August 2021 with
the start of the first physics run with all experiments taking
beam from ELENA. During and after LS2, ELENA commissioning profited from the possibility to inject H− ions
from a local source during periods when antiprotons were
not available or in between the antiproton cycle for machine
studies. During the CERN Long Shutdown 2, the newly
installed electrostatic transfer lines from ELENA to the experiments could be commissioned to a large extend with
the H− ion beam and the deceleration cycle was optimized,
allowing to start the first physics of ELENA on time with
beam parameters close to design values, with the exception
of the transverse emittances, where more studies are planned
for the next run to possibly reduce them at extraction.
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ELECTRON COOLING EXPERIMENT FOR PROTON BEAMS WITH
INTENSE SPACE-CHARGE IN IOTA
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Table 1: Typical Operation Parameters for Protons in IOTA

Abstract
Electron cooling as a method of creating intense ion beams
has a practical upper limit when it comes to the peak phase
space density of ion beams which can be achieved in practice.
We describe a new experiment to study electron cooling of
2.5 MeV protons at the intensity limit using the Integrable
Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA), which is a storage ring dedicated to beam physics research at Fermilab. This system
will enable the study of magnetized electron cooling of a
proton beam with transverse incoherent tune shifts approaching -0.5 due to the presence of intense space-charge forces.
We present an overview of the hardware design, simulations
and specific experiments planned for this project.

Parameter
Circumference (𝐶)
Kinetic energy (𝐾𝑏 )
Emittances (𝜖 𝑥,𝑦 )
Momentum spread
(𝜎𝑝 /𝑝)
Number of bunches
Bunch length (𝜎𝑠 )
Beam current (𝐼𝑏 )
Bunch charge (𝑞 𝑏 )
Tune shifts (Δ𝜈 𝑥,𝑦 )
𝜏IBS,x,y,z

Value
39.96
2.5
4.3, 3.0
1.32 × 10−3

Unit
m
MeV
𝜇m

Bunched
Coasting
4
0.79
6.25
1.24
11.4
0.565
-0.38, -0.50
6.4, 4.2, 8.1 8.7, 6.0, 23

m
mA
nC
s

INTRODUCTION
Electron cooling is the process of exchanging thermal
energy between an ion beam and a co-propagating electron
beam moving at the same average velocity. This method
can be used to accumulate ions and reduce the emittance
of the beam in storage rings and is especially important
for future heavy-ion facilities [1–3] and cooling in an
ion collider [4]. While its possible to generate very cold
electron beams [5] to cool ions, the minimum emittance of
ion beams achieved through electron cooling is limited by
the additional heating processes of Intra-Beam Scattering
(IBS) and resonance-driven transverse heating due to
space-charge tune shifts. [6] In practice, this is observed
as a minimum achievable beam size in a storage ring [7, 8]
corresponding to transverse space-charge tune shifts of
0.1-0.2. We are developing an experiment to explore
the interplay of electron cooling with space-charge and
instabilities in a high-brightness high-intensity regime.
The Integrable Optics Test Accelerator (IOTA) which
can store with a kinetic energy of 2.5 MeV is a suitable
machine to explore electron cooling in the presence of
intense space-charge forces. IOTA is a re-configurable
40 m storage ring which acts as a test facility at Fermilab
dedicated to research on intense beams including the areas
of Non-linear Integrable Optics (NIO), beam cooling,
space-charge, instabilities and more. [9,10] Here, we discuss
the electron cooling experiment which forms a part of our
electron-lens research program. [11]. We describe a setup
capable of exploring the dynamics due to space-charge in
the regime of large transverse tune shifts up to Δ𝜈 𝑥,𝑦 = −0.5.
∗
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In the next section, we detail the design specifications
of the electron cooler setup at IOTA and list some of the
relevant hardware. Then we show some simulations of
the expected dynamics. In the last section, we discuss our
simulation results and present plans for experiments.

ELECTRON COOLER SETUP
The design parameters of the electron cooler is dependent
on the specific experiments to be performed and the
proton beam parameters at IOTA. Table 1 shows some
baseline operation parameters along with tune shifts and
emittance growth times, in both coasting beam and bunched
beam configurations. At the maximum design current
corresponding to a vertical space-charge tune shift of
-0.5, emittance growth times due to IBS are typically
less than 10 seconds. Additionally, space-charge forces
also create rapid emittance growth and beam-loss in the
first few hundred turns after injection. We need a strong
electron cooler to mitigate these effects. At beam currents
10 times smaller then the maximum, IBS is the dominant
driver of emittance growth thus limiting beam lifetime and
constraining other experiments which can be performed
with proton beams at IOTA. Consequently a weaker electron
cooler can compensate for the heating and is valuable for all
research with proton beams in IOTA.
We have designed two separate electron cooler configurations for IOTA: a simple cooler configuration for cooling
and performing beam manipulations at relatively small beam
currents where space-charge forces are weak in the proton
beam and a strong cooler configuration specifically for
THOXGD2
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Table 2: Electron Cooler Parameters for IOTA
Parameter

Values
Proton parameters
3.22, 2.71
RMS Size (𝜎𝑏,𝑥,𝑦 )
Main solenoid parameters
0.1 - 0.5
Magnetic field (𝐵 ∥ )
Length (𝑙 cooler )
0.7
Flatness (⟨𝐵⊥ ⟩/𝐵 ∥ )
2 × 10−4
Electron parameters
1.36
Kinetic energy (𝐾𝑒 )
Temporal Profile
DC
Transverse Profile
Flat
Source temp. (𝑇cath )
1400
Current (𝐼𝑒 )
1
40
Radius (𝑎)
20
12
𝜏cool,x,y,s
37, 33, 18
3.4, 3.2, 1.7

Collector

Diagnostics

Solenoids

Unit

1/τcool,y

mm
T
m

1

K
mA
mm
s

Thermionic
source

e-

Figure 1: Electron lens setup for IOTA, which will also act
as the electron cooler.
experiments in the high-brightness regime. Table 2 lists the
relevant parameters of the magnetized cooler configurations.
The electron beam size is chosen to effectively cool at
least 3𝜎 of the transverse size of the proton beam. While
the cathode temperature provides a transverse velocity
distribution to the electron beam, the cyclotron motion of
the electrons inside the solenoid of the cooler effectively
damps their transverse temperature as seen by the ions,
giving rise to stronger cooling. Since perturbations to
the solenoid field can perturb the cyclotron motion of
the electrons, the field flatness of the solenoid must be
constrained. The maximum current of the cooler is chosen
so that the velocity depression at the center of the electron
beam due to space-charge forces is of the same order as the
standard deviation of the velocity distribution of the ion
beam. We can adjust the cooling rates of the both configurations by varying the main and cathode solenoid strengths.
Figure 1 depicts a model of the electron cooler setup
showing the thermionic source, collector and all the
solenoids which keep the electron beam magnetized
throughout the transport line. While the strengths of the
source and the main solenoid can be adjusted to provide a
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2

3
Bm /Bg

4

5

Figure 2: Cooling rates for the simple cooler
configuration as a function of the ratio of the main and
cathode solenoid fields. Dashed lines represent emittance
growth rates due to IBS for a 1.25 mA coasting proton
beam.

dynamic range of a factor of 10 in terms of electron
current density, the baseline design assumes that both
the source and the main solenoid are set to 0.1 T.
Diagnostics for the electron beam include a Faraday cup to
measure current and a scintillating screen to image the
transverse profile at the entrance to the collector. Proton
beam diagnostics include beam position monitors and a
DC current transformer. Additionally, radiative
recombination of the protons and the electrons inside
the cooler allow for a non-destructive but slow
(compared to cooling time) diagnostic of the
equilibrium transverse profile of the protons by
using a micro-channel plate detector and associated
imaging system [12]. The measurement of proton beam
lifetime and equilibrium transverse profiles enable the
realization of a variety of electron cooling experiments at
IOTA.

SIMULATIONS
The simple cooler configuration will be used for the
low current regime, where space-charge tune shifts of the
ions are less than 0.1 and IBS is the major driver of
emittance growth. We used the electron cooling
simulation code JSPEC [13] to estimate the cooling times
as a function of beam parameters. Figure 2 shows the
dynamic range of cooling times achievable by adjusting
the solenoid fields at the cooler (𝐵𝑚) and at the cathode
(𝐵𝑔). The dashed lines represent the emittance growth
rates due to IBS for a proton beam current of 1.25 mA.
Depending on the ion current, we will adjust the cooling
rates during operations to compensate for IBS and
increase the beam lifetime.
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Figure 3: Electron cooling simulation results for IOTA with transverse space charge using the eccoler extension in
PyORBIT. Panels (a) and (d) show the evolution of transverse emittance as a function of time for various runs listed in the
text. Other panels show snapshots of particle distribution on various axes of phase space.
The strong cooler configuration is designed to cool proton
beams where the transverse space-charge tune shift is
more than 0.1. We implemented an ecooler extension [14]
using the Parkhomchuk model [15] to the particle-in-cell
space-charge code PyORBIT [16]. For a coasting beam at
the design current of 6.25 mA, the space-charge forces
dominate the dynamics over electron cooling with the
strong cooler parameters listed in Table 2 and the
simulations predict long term emittance growth.
Simulations starting with a tune shift of Δ𝜈𝑦 = −0.1
corresponding to a coasting beam current of 1.25 mA
show interesting dynamics and some results are depicted
in Figure 3. The transverse emittance shown in panels (a)
and (d) grow for the simulation which only includes spacecharge labelled S, while the emittance decays for run SC
with both space-charge forces and cooling. To speed up
the cooling simulation, we introduce an additional run
SCT where cooling force is scaled by a factor of 10 for the
first 20000 turns (≈ 36 ms) and then switched back to
design values for the rest of the simulation. While plotting,
the time axis is suitably scaled to account for the stronger
cooling. The 1D histograms of particle distribution in 𝑥,
𝑝 𝑥 , 𝑦 and 𝑝 𝑦 at 𝑡 = 110 ms in panels (b), (c), (e) and (f)
respectively indicate that while space-charge forces lead to
the diffusion of particles from the core of the beam into
higher amplitudes, electron cooling concentrates more
particles into the core of the distributions. Further, panel
(g) shows clear evidence of cooling in the longitudinal space.

DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
We discuss the design of a new electron cooler experiment
using 2.5 MeV protons at IOTA. A simple cooler configuration operating at low currents will be used to compensate
MC4: Hadron Accelerators
A11: Beam Cooling

for emittance growth in beams with weak space-charge
and perform beam manipulations. Additionally, a strong
cooler configuration will be used to analyze the interplay
of electron cooling and space-charge forces. We present
the design parameters of both configurations and
simulations of with suitable beam diagnostics will allow
us to probe both incoherent dynamics due to spacecharge and coherent dynamics such as instabilities [17]
Ongoing work includes analyzing the influence of
radial b eams p rofiles fo r the electron beam and design of
the thermionic electron sources to produce them,
incorporating IBS in the PyORBIT simulations and
analyzing the heating mechanisms which appears in
electron coolers at high electron currents.
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COMMISSIONING STATUS OF THE
RAON SUPERCONDUCTING ACCELERATOR
H. J. Kim∗ , J. H. Jang, D. Jeon, H. C. Jin, J. I. Heo, B. S. Park, I. S. Hong,
J. W. Kwon, G. D. Kim, S. H. Moon, E. H. Lim, D. M. Kim , M. J. Park, Y. H. Kim,
Y. J. Choi, C. W. Son, S. I. Lee, Y. S. Chung, IBS, Daejeon, Korea
Abstract
The Rare isotope Accelerator Complex for ON-line experiments (RAON) has been proposed as a multi-purpose
accelerator facility for providing beams of exotic rare isotopes of various energies. It can deliver ions from hydrogen
(proton) to uranium. Protons and uranium ions are accelerated up to 600 MeV and 200 MeV/u respectively. It can
provide various rare isotope beams which are produced by
isotope separator on-line system. The RAON injector was
successfully commissioned in 2021 to study the initial beam
parameters from the main technical systems, such as the
ECR ion source and RFQ, and to find the optimized LEBT
and MEBT RF set-point and matching conditions. In this
paper, we present the current commissioning status of the
RAON injector in preparation for the upcoming SCL3 beam
commissioning.

Figure 1: Layout of the RISP accelerator complex.

INTRODUCTION
The RAON accelerator has been planned to study a wide
range of cutting edge science programs in atomic physics,
material science, bio and medical science, nuclear astrophysics, nuclear science, and interdisciplinary science programs at the Institute for Basic Science (IBS). In order to
meet the diverse demands, it can deliver various high intensity stable ions from protons to uranium atoms with a
final beam energy, for example, 200 MeV/u for uranium and
600 MeV for protons, and with a beam current range from
8.3 pµA (uranium) to 660 pµA (protons) [1–3]. It can provide
various rare isotope beams which are produced by isotope
separator on-line (ISOL) system. The facility consists of
three superconducting linacs of which superconducting cavities are independently phased and operating at three different
frequencies, namely, 81.25, 162.5 and 325 MHz.
The accelerator facility is shown in Fig. 1. An injector system accelerates a heavy ion beam to 500 keV/u and creates
the desired bunch structure for injection into the superconducting linac. The injector system comprises an electron
cyclotron resonance ion source, a low-energy beam transport,
a radio-frequency quadrupole, and a medium-energy beam
transport. The superconducting driver linac accelerates the
beam to 200 MeV/u. The driver linac is divided into three
different sections, as shown in Fig. 2: a low-energy superconducting linac (SCL3), a post-accelerator to driver linac
(P2DT) and a high-energy superconducting linac (SCL2).
The SCL3 accelerates the beam to 18.5 MeV/u. The SCL3
uses two different families of superconducting resonators,
∗
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Figure 2: The RAON linear accelerator.
i.e., a quarter wave resonator (QWR) and a half wave resonator (HWR). It consists of a total of 22 QWR operating
at 81.25 MHz of resonance frequency and 102 HWR operating at 162.5 MHz of resonance frequency. The SCL2
uses two different types of single spoke resonators (SSR1
and SSR2) and both types will operate at 325 MHz of resonance frequency. Both SCL3 and SCL2 adopts normal
conducting quadrupole doublet focusing lattice in the warm
section, where two quadrupole magnets are located between
every cryomodules for beam focusing. The warm section
also comprises a beam position monitor (BPM), a vacuum
system, a beam loss monitor, and a dipole steering magnet
integrated at the quadrupole magnet.

RAON INSTALLATION
As of November 2021, injector systems, 22 QWR cryomodules, 13 HWR type-A (2 cavities) cryomodules, and
19 HWR type-B (4 cavities) cryomodules were installed
in the SCL3 tunnel, as shown in Fig. 3. The installation
procedures are defined and well demonstrated, which take
into account of a maintenance work including cryomodule
disassembly from the beam line. The installation steps are as
follows: (i) a warm section that consists of two quadrupole
magnets, a beam position monitor, and a vacuum system is
THOXGD3
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Figure 3: Injector(left) and SCL3(right) installed in the accelerator tunnel.
assembled and mechanically aligned as a single component;
(ii) the warm section is placed on the cryomodule supporting
girder, then is optically aligned to the cryomodule within
100 µm; (iii) the cryomodule is transported and installed
at the tunnel; (iv) and the cryomodule is optically aligned
within 100 µm to the first SCL2 cryomodule as the RAON
alignment reference position (0,1500,0). Once the cryomodule is installed at the tunnel, a beam line flange in the warm
section is assembled to the cryomodule gate valve. This assembly is strictly followed by the particle-free environment,
which requires less than 100 counts/10 minutes for 0.5 µm
and a bigger size of particles. All of SCL3 beam lines have
been assembled in a movable clean booth, which provides a
good clean environment having less than 30 counts/10 minutes. Each cryomodule is also connected to the cryogenic
distribution system, which will provide cryogenic temperature to operate the accelerating cavity in the superconducting
state.

INJECTOR BEAM COMMISSIONING
The 14.5 GHz ECR-IS is a compact permanent magnet
ion source manufactured by the Pantechnik, France [4] and
it started to extract beams from October 2020. The 28 GHz
superconducting ECR-IS is in the process of improving its
performance. The LEBT is designed to transport and match
ion beams extracted from the ECR-IS to the RFQ. Electrostatic quadrupoles were chosen rather than the magnetic
quadrupoles for transport and focusing because these would
be a more suitable for low velocities beams at LEBT. About
5 m long RFQ with 4-vane structure is designed to accelerate ion beams from 10 keV/u to 500 keV/u and it runs
at 81.25 MHz of resonance frequency. The MEBT is to
transport and to match ion beams accelerated from the RFQ
to the low energy superconducting linac, SCL3. A total of
eleven room temperature quadrupole magnets are chosen to
transport and focus beams at MEBT. Four bunching cavities
which run at 81.25 MHz of resonance frequency are also
arranged to match the longitudinal beam size to the SCL3.
Figure 4 shows the layout of the injector system.
The 14.5 GHz ECR-IS was commissioned with Argon and
Oxygen, and proton beams and provided ion beams to the
injector system from September 2020. The beam commissioning of the injector system has been started since October
2020, and continued to this day after a six-month suspension.
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Figure 4: A layout of injector system.

Figure 5: Transverse beam emittance obtained by Allison
scanner.
The Ar9+ beam was successfully transmitted through LEBT,
accelerated by RFQ, and transported to the end of MEBT. In
the beam commissioning, a peak current of ~30 eµA continuous beam at LEBT was used. An electrostatic chopper in
the LEBT was used to produce a pulsed beam with a pulse
length of 100 µsec and a repetition rate of 1 Hz. The beam
diagnostics devices available in the injector commissioning
are as follows: (i) 4 wire scanners (WS), 3 Faraday cups (FC),
2 beam viewers (BV), an AC current transformer (ACCT),
and Allison scanner in the LEBT; (ii) 4 WSs, 2 FCs, 6 beam
position monitor (BPM), 2 ACCTs, and beam shape monitor(BSM) in the MEBT. The Allison scanner was widely
used for beam characterization and tuning. Figure 5 shows
a phase portrait in position-angle phase space obtained by
Allison emittance scanner. The emittance was measured
with the quadrupole scan scheme as well. For example, horizontal rms emittances measured by Allison and quadrupole
scan are 0.045 and 0.041mm-mrad, respectively. The WS
consists of 3 0.1 mm tungsten wires of horizontal, vertical,
and 45 degree angled, and provides data for beam profiles.
The FC allows for precise measurement of the beam current
by directly catching ion beams in the beam line. The BV
consists of a fluorescent screen and a digital camera, and
provides the direct beam images by intercepting ion beams
in the beam line. The ACCT is the non-interceptive current
transformer manufactured by the Bergoz Instrumentation [5],
and provides the beam current without intercepting beams.
The beam transmission rate of RFQ was monitored using
ACCTs installed before and after RFQ. The dependence of
an accelerated beam current on the RFQ voltage amplitude
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Figure 6: RF set-point determination of RFQ by measuring
beam transmission rate.

Figure 8: Oscilloscope signal of beam shape monitor(left)
and difference of longitudinal beam shape for different
buncher RF phase.
injector system for low energy superconducting linac was
fully installed. The beam commissioning of the injector
system has been started in October 2020. During beam
commissioning, it was confirmed that each component of
injector was functioning as designed, and injector system
was working properly in an integrated fashion to provide
beams to SCL3.
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Figure 7: Measured phase scan curve for buncher #1.
by using the TRACK code [6] was calculated and compared
with the measured data, as shown in Fig. 6. The BPM
with 4 button-type electrodes is the non-interceptive position measurement device [7]. The BPM provides the beam
phase as well as the beam position. The beam induced phase
information from two BPMs paired can be used to derive
the absolute beam energy. The RF set-point of bunchers in
MEBT was set based on a phase scan signature matching [8].
The bunchers were tuned by scanning the RF phase and
amplitude, and comparing measured beam phases of BPMs
at downstream locations. For example, Figure 7 shows the
beam phases measured by BPMs located at downstream of
buncher #1, and the measured phase difference and model
fitting. In order to measure the bunch length of ion beams, a
stripline fast Farady cup(FFC) was designed and installed
in the end of MEBT. The FFC measured a beam temporal
structure as shown in Fig. 8. The measurements were obtained with 507 MeV/u Ar9+ beam. It shows that the beam
bunch shape changed while changing the RF phase of the
buncher.

SUMMARY
Construction of the low energy part of RAON heavy ion
accelerator facility is now in final phase and the first beam
injection to the SCL3 is planned to be in October 2022. The
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A NEW COMPACT 3 GeV LIGHT SOURCE IN JAPAN
N. Nishimori†, QST, Miyagi 980-8579, Japan
Abstract
A new 3 GeV light source with a circumference of 350
m and an MBA lattice is being constructed in north-eastern
Japan. Aiming at stable and high-performance operations
with an emittance of about 1 nm rad, various design and
R&D activities are being performed: the four bend
achromatic lattice using combined-function bend magnets;
the compact RF system using a TM020 mode and in-cavity
compact HOM absorbers; the in-vacuum off-axis injection
scheme enabling stored beam oscillation-free injections
with a small injection beam amplitude; the injector linac
composed of a thermionic E-gun and C-band accelerators
with a capability of extension to feed a future soft X-ray
FEL driver, and so on. The installation of accelerator
components is ongoing. The overall design of the light
source, R&D results, and the latest construction status are
presented.

targets under various environments. Photoemission
spectroscopy beamlines are used to measure the electronic
structure of the materials to analyze the properties of
catalysts, battery electrodes, and so on under the operating
environment. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism beamline
employs a four-segment APPLE-II crossed undulator for
research of magnetic materials and devices [2], because
fast and versatile control of polarization is feasible by
phase shifters, and higher polarization up to 0.6 is obtained
with four segments [3]. In addition, the generation of
higher harmonic circular polarization is feasible by using
high flux higher harmonic linear polarized light from
APPLE-II.

INTRODUCTION
A new 3 GeV light source named NanoTerasu is under
construction in Sendai, Japan [1]. The concepts of the light
source are to build a highly brilliant compact soft X-ray
(SX) source based on reliable and proven SPring-8 /
SACLA accelerator technology, to be a complementary
partner of SPring-8 to mainly cover the SX region, and to
provide SX free-electron laser (SXFEL) in the future
upgrade. The brilliance of the 3 GeV light source as a
function of photon energy is represented by solid curves in
Fig. 1 and those of SPring-8 by dotted curves. The main
targets of NanoTerasu are EUV, SX and Tender X-ray
regions where the brilliance is one to two orders of
magnitudes higher than SPring-8. The target brilliance is
1021 photons/sec/mm2/mrad2/0.1% b.w. and coherent ratio
of roughly 10 % for several keV photon energies. A multipole wiggler (MPW) serves as a hard X-ray source instead
of a bending magnet. The above requirements can be
satisfied with a beam energy of 3 GeV, stored current of
400 mA and horizontal beam emittance of 1 nm rad.
The initial portfolio of the first phase 10 beamlines under
preparation was selected to meet the effective use of the
low-emittance light source, needs of both academia and
industry, and the complementary capability of other SR
facilities in Japan. As shown in Fig. 2, there are two
EUV/SX beamlines represented by orange, four SX by
green, three Tender-X by purple and one HX by deep blue.
Polarization dependence in soft X-ray spectroscopy
allows the investigation of electronic states in materials. In
EUV/SX region, polarization is controlled by insertion
devices such as APPLE-II because of the lack of polarizers.
Resonant inelastic X-ray scattering will be used to probe
charge, magnetic and orbital degrees of freedom on
selected atomic species of various solid, liquid, and gas
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Brilliance as a function of photon energy.

Figure 2: Layout of the 3GeV light source NanoTerasu.
In vacuum undulators (IVUs) and MPWs will be used as
tender and hard X light sources above 2 keV. Hard X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy and X-ray absorption fine
structure (XAFS) will be used to investigate bulk
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electronic and geometric structures under operando
conditions.
Coherent
diffraction
imaging
and
ptychography will be used to visualize the spatial
distribution of electron density and lattice distortion of a
sample at mesoscale.
High intensity X-rays with a continuous spectrum from
MPW are used for small-angle X-ray scattering and XAFS
to obtain information on the chemical state and structure as
well as X-ray multiscale structure analysis.

ACCELERATOR SYSTEM
The accelerator complex of the new 3 GeV facility is
composed of a compact storage ring with a circumference
of 350 m and a compact 110 m injector linac. The design
details are described in Refs. [1,4]. A 4-bend achromat
(4BA) lattice with 16 cells is chosen for the ring to achieve
the low emittance. The lattice functions of NanoTerasu are
shown in Figure 3. The red and blue curves are horizontal
and vertical β-functions and the green curve is dispersion
function. Four combined-function bends, 10 quadrupoles
and 10 sextupoles are employed in the 4BA lattice. Eight
quadrupoles are used to horizontally focus the beam at
bends and 4 combined-function bends and two quadrupoles
are used to vertically focus the beam. Each cell serves a
long straight of 5.4 m for an undulator and a short straight
of 1.6 m for an MPW except for the cells assigned for beam
injection, RF cavities, and beam diagnostic instruments.

power supplies are prepared. Our concept requires a small
field deviation between mass-produced magnets.
The number and parameters of all the type of SR magnets
are listed in Table 1. The core of multipole magnets is
laminated silicon steel with a thickness of 0.5 mm. The
bore diameter is 34 mm for quadrupoles and 40 mm for
sextupoles. The pole gap is 12.4 mm to obtain a high
gradient. The effective length is 200 mm. The requirement
of field deviation is within ±0.4%. An auxiliary power
supply is connected to an individual quad for independent
adjustment of the magnetic field. The sextupoles are
equipped with auxiliary coils working as steering magnets
as well as fine-tuning of sextupole. The core type of
combined-function bend is massive steel. The crosssection is a truncated hyperbolic curve to incorporate
defocusing quadrupole and to decrease emittance. The pole
gap is 28 mm along the beam trajectory. The effective
magnetic length is 1130 mm along the arc orbit. The
requirements for dipole and quadrupole field deviations are
less than 0.2 % and 0.4 %, respectively.
All the multipole magnetic fields were measured with a
single stretched wire system. The field deviations from the
average for a family of 32 quadrupoles or 32 sextupoles are
well within 0.4 % specification. The magnetic field of
combined-function bend is measured with a 3D Hall-probe
system. The bending field deviations from the average are
within 0.2% and those for quadrupole are within 0.4%
satisfying requirements.
Table 1: The Number and Main Parameters of SR Magnets

Figure 3: Lattice functions of NanoTerasu.

Magnet
Our concept is to build a system with a small number of
magnet types and power supplies which results in an
advantage for mass production and low failure probability
of power supply, that is for low cost and easy maintenance.
Figure 4 shows a lineup of magnets in one cell. The
combined-function bends are all the same. Quadrupoles are
two types, Q1 and Q3 which is designed to avoid
interference with X-ray beamlines. Sextupoles are also two
types, S1 and S4. Therefore, only five types are used as
main magnets.

Figure 4: Magnet system in each cell.
There are 11 sets of family magnets: 1 bend, 5
quadrupoles, and 5 sextupoles. Each family of magnets is
powered in series by a common power supply and 11
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A05: Synchrotron Radiation Facilities

Vacuum
The vacuum system is designed to allow gas scattering
lifetime of more than 20 hours at a stored electron beam
current of 400 mA, requiring the average vacuum pressure
of 1×10-7 Pa equivalent to CO. A thin stainless steel (316)
chamber with 2 mm thickness and copper plating inside is
employed to meet the short magnet gap of our 4BA lattice
and to reduce resistive wall impedance. The shortest gap of
multipole magnets and the height of vacuum chambers are
12.4 mm and 10 mm, respectively, and the clearance
between magnet and chamber is 1.2 mm, as shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Cross section of a vacuum chamber in a
quadrupole magnet.
Discretely arranged 10 photon absorbers, 2 crotch
absorbers, and 4 supplemental absorbers together with
vacuum pumps nearby are used to absorb SR from bending
magnets and to localize and evacuate photon stimulated
desorption (PSD) gas effectively. The absorbers are placed
at 17 or 29 mm apart from the electron beam trajectory. The
vacuum chambers are therefore horizontally compact as
well as magnets. Only 4 types of photon absorbers are
designed and manufactured for low cost and easy
maintenance. They are one for absorbers (AB), two for
crotch absorbers for undulator and MPW, and one for
supplemental absorbers (SAB). Absorbers and crotch
absorbers are made of GLIDCOP and SABs are made of
oxygen free copper. The maximum SR peak power density
on absorbers is estimated to be about 200 W/mm2. The
vacuum pressure distribution in a unit cell at 400 mA
operation after 1500 Ah conditioning is calculated and the
average pressure of CO is estimated to be 6 × 10-8 Pa
corresponding to the gas scattering lifetime of about 22
hours.
A stored electron beam needs to be dumped in a
controlled way during beam abort, which is initiated by RF
power off. The beam loses energy turn-by-turn and
eventually hits vacuum chambers. To avoid vacuum
incidents, an elaborately prepared electron beam absorber
is installed in every cell for the high-density beam to be
spread out before striking chambers.
A vertical beam shaker with a frequency close to vertical
betatron tune is employed to decrease the beam vertical
density by 300 [5-7]. Graphite beam absorbers, the surface
of which sticks out by 5 mm from the inside of the vacuum
chambers, are installed where dispersion function is
maximum and the ring tunnel wall is most distant from the
chambers. That is the chamber near 8-th quadrupole in
Figure 4.

RF
The radiation loss per turn in NanoTerasu is estimated to
be 1.26 MeV where 0.62 MeV is lost in bends and the rest
is lost in insertion devices. An RF power of 500 kW is thus
required for compensating the radiation loss of a 400 mA
beam. To make the beam lifetime longer than 10 hours, an
RF accelerating voltage of 3.6 MV is required. We install
4 sets of 509 MHz acceleration cavities on one of 5.4 m
THIXSP1
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long straight sections. A new type of compact TM020mode normal conducting cavity has been developed to
accommodate the space limitation [8]. The TM020 cavity
has nodes of the magnetic field at the fundamental mode
inside the cavity. We prepared slots along the nodes and
installed ferrite to damp higher-order modes (HOMs)
entering the slots, because those HOMs excited in the
cavity cause coupled-bunch instability. HOMs are
dissipated on the ferrite dampers while the fundamental
mode is not damped.
The shunt impedance of the new cavity is estimated to be
6.8 MΩ and RF power of 120 kW per cavity is required for
0.9 MV acceleration, which corresponds to 3.6 MV
acceleration and 480 kW RF power per four total cavities.
The klystron RF power of 1 MW is thus required for 400
mA stored beam operation.
We performed high power test of a TM020-mode cavity
and 120 kW power was successfully fed into the cavity
equipped with 12 HOM absorbers with a vacuum pressure
of 1.5×10-6 Pa.

Ring Beam Injection
An in-vacuum windowless off-axis beam injection
system from the ring inside is employed for stable and
transparent beam injection together with the capability of
top-up operation [9]. The injection system consists of a
windowless beam transport, two DC septum magnets, an
in-vacuum pulse septum magnet, and a pair of twin kickers
having identical magnet characteristics. The system allows
a small oscillation amplitude of injected electron beam of
around 7.5 mm and stored beam oscillation amplitude less
than 10 μm satisfying transparent beam injection during
the top-up operation. A differential pump-system upstream
DC septa separates the ring vacuum from beam transport.
The bumped beam trajectory is 7.5 mm apart from the
stored beam and the injected beam is located 7.5 mm from
the bumped beam. The septum wall of thickness 1 mm is
located 2.5 mm from the bumped beam and 4 mm from the
injected beam. The length and kick angle of each kicker are
300 mm and 6 mrad, respectively, those of pulse septum
are 500 mm and 70 mrad, and those of DC septum are 400
mm and 48 mrad.
Twin kickers are driven by a single solid state pulser to
generate identical kicker magnetic pulses [10]. The pulser
consists of a charging circuit up to 55 kV, a main capacitor
of 65 nF and a fast IGBT switch to provide peak current of
1.6 kA and half-sine pulse width of 3 μs. The fluctuation of
the charging voltage is measured to be 0.01 %, indicating
good reproducibility. The magnetic property of the kicker,
such as inductance, should be identical with another kicker
[11]. We measured the inductance as a function of
frequency and the difference is found to be less than 0.2 %
up to 1 MHz, which can be corrected with a variable
inductor of the pulser. The difference between measured
temporal profiles of magnetic fields of twin kickers is
demonstrated to be ± 0.1 % satisfying specification.
Ceramic vacuum chambers with uniform titanium (Ti)
coating with 3μm thickness are used. The magnetic field is
attenuated by 3 % due to the eddy current in the coating
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and the attenuation will be compensated by increasing the
power supply output. Ceramic chambers with patterned
inner Ti-coating to reduce the eddy current is under
development.
The in-vacuum pulse septum has a thin septum wall with
a thickness of 0.5 mm for stored and injected beams to get
closer for small injected-beam oscillation amplitude. The
magnet gap is 2 mm which is narrow enough to provide
1.4 T pulsed magnetic field uniformly along the horizontal
axis over 4 mm. The stray field integral outside of the
septum goes down to 10-5 Tm or less by using a permalloy
magnetic shield. The vacuum pressure is measured to be
less than 3×10-8 Pa. We measured the pulsed magnetic field
as a function of horizontal position with a thin search coil.
The field is almost flat within ±0.2 % from 2 mm to 5 mm
from the septum wall, where the injected beam passes.

Injector Linac
A compact full-energy injector capable of driving
SXFEL in the future is employed. A high gradient C-band
disk-loaded traveling-wave-type accelerating cavity with a
42 MV/m gradient [12], which is modified from the
original choke mode type cavity developed at SACLA [13],
is employed to achieve 3 GeV full energy acceleration.
Twenty units of the C-band accelerator system are installed
in the linac tunnel. The unit consists of two C-band 2 mlong-cavities fed by a 50 MW pulsed klystron. Each
klystron is driven with 350 kV, 310 A pulse power supplied
by a modulator, and 300 W RF input supplied by a driver
amplifier. The RF output power from the klystron is
compressed by an RF pulse compressor (SLED) by a factor
of 4 to supply 80 MW peak power to each accelerator
cavity.
A newly developed 500 kV electron gun consisting of a
50 kV DC gun equipped with a commercially available
gridded thermionic cathode (CPI Y845) and a 238 MHz RF
accelerator cavity is employed [14,15]. While the
emittance is believed to be deteriorated by a grid effect, it
is demonstrated that a low emittance beam can be
generated in a transparent grid scheme where the grid
potential is matched to the potential formed by cathode
anode voltage as if no grid exists. We measured the beam
current, bunch charge and normalized emittance as a
function of grid voltage and found the emittance is
minimum when the transparent grid scheme is satisfied
[16]. The measured minimum normalized emittance for a
core part which represents 60 % of a 1 nC electron bunch
is 1.5 μmrad making the transparent-gridded thermionic
gun an electron source for an SXFEL.

installed in the linac tunnel. Many components such as SR
magnets, vacuum chambers, RF cavities, and an electron
gun are first tested at SPring-8 after production and
transported to the 3 GeV site.

Status
All the magnets for the storage ring are assembled on the
girders in the magnet production factory. The final precise
alignment for each girder is performed in the on-site
alignment area at the experimental hall, as shown in
Figure 6. A vibrating wire method (VWM) technique is
employed for the alignment of on-girder multipole magnets
with an accuracy of 50 μm for all the girders [17] and a
laser tracker is used for alignment between girders and
bends with an accuracy of 90 μm.
We prepared 4 temperature-controlled booths with the
stability of <0.1 ℃ at the experimental hall where 4 VWM
alignments are performed at the same time as well as a
stock area where 24 girders corresponding to 4 cells can be
stocked is also prepared at the experimental hall.
We perform VWM alignments for 6 girders
corresponding to 1 cell in a week and install them to the
storage ring tunnel and transport new 6 girders from the
production factory. The girders are transported to the
tunnel through the temporary opening of the tunnel and
placed on the two supporting pillars. Those pillars are
placed on a specially prepared flat floor surface made of
epoxy resin by self-leveling technique. The tilt of the
surface is less than 50 μm/m. No shim plate is necessary
between floor and pillar. The vibration transfer from the
floor to the girders is greatly suppressed by the surface
flatness. The radiation hardness of the epoxy resin has been
experimentally verified by Cobalt 60 source up to 1 MGy
[18]. It takes 16 weeks for 16 cells alignment and
installation in the ring tunnel.
We fabricated a vacuum chamber prototype and
assembled it to the magnet system to check interference
with magnets and other components at SPring-8. A leak test
and 150℃ baking for 20 hours followed by NEG activation
were performed for the prototype and ultimate vacuum
pressure less than 10-8 Pa satisfying the requirement was
obtained. No interference was found during the assembly
of the prototype. The mass-production of vacuum
chambers is on schedule and installation to the accelerator
tunnel begins this June.

SCHEDULE AND STATUS
Schedule
Most of the components were designed by 2019, and the
production phase started in 2020. Some of the magnets
were already installed in the storage ring tunnel. The beam
commissioning will start in 2023 and user operation is
scheduled in 2024. The linac components such as C-band
accelerators were already produced and some of them were
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SUMMARY
Our concept of a new compact 3 GeV light source is
presented. Hardware production and installation are in
progress. We will finish the installation phase and start
beam commissioning by the middle of 2023. User
operation is scheduled to start in FY2024.
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Abstract
We present the conceptual design of a compact light
source named BriXSinO. BriXSinO was born as demonstrator of the Marix project, but it is also a dual high flux
radiation source Inverse Compton Source (ICS) of X-ray
and Free-Electron Laser of THz spectral range radiation conceived for medical applications and general applied research.
The accelerator is a push-pull CW-SC Energy Recovery
Linac (ERL) based on superconducting cavities technology
and allows to sustain MW-class beam power with almost
just one hundred kW active power dissipation/consumption.
ICS line produces 33 keV monochromatic X-Rays via Compton scattering of the electron beam with a laser system in
Fabry-Pérot cavity at a repetition rate of 100 MHz. The THz
FEL oscillator is based on an undulator imbedded in optical
cavity and generates THz wavelengths from 15 to 50 micron.

INTRODUCTION
The increasing requests of complete autonomy of Research Infrastructures drive the research communities at
developing sustainable accelerators for the frontiers of the
High Energy Physics (HEP) and of the future applied researches. Energy Recovery Linacs (ERLs) [1] promise to
∗
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be a keystone for future sustainable accelerators, providing a reasonable balancing between use of the beam and
beam power waste/dissipation which is attractive not only
to users oriented to radiation experiments, i.e. Free Electron Lasers (FEL), Inverse Compton Scattering (ICS), and
synchrotron radiation, but also in the HEP scenario, as discussed in Ref. [2]. The main perspectives of ERLs include:
to provide nearly linac quality/brightness beam at nearly
storage ring beam powers, to mitigate intractable environmental/safety concerns since the beam can be dumped at low
energy, to consider high power applications than would otherwise be unaffordable, looking at GW class beams. Main ERL
paradigms worldwide are BNL-ERL [3] and CBETA [4].
The facility presented here, named BriXSinO [5], is inspired,
on reduced scale, by the same philosophy of other more ambitious projects grown up around the MariX concept [6–11].
A newly conceived scheme of ERL with counter-propagating
beams is proposed in BriXSinO: 5 mA of average electron
beam current in CW mode with a time structure organized
in a regular repetition rate up to 100 MHz, i.e. bunch spacing 10 ns. It is similar in parameters and dimensions to a
storage ring, with the very much larger recovery of the 225
kW beam power (>90%). Moreover, the electron bunches
in BriXSinO travel through the full orbit back-and-forth just
one time, while, conversely, in a storage ring must electrons
THOXSP2
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travel over many turns (namely > 1010 ) so their phase space
quality must be very carefully preserved to avoid instabilities
that may seriously impact the storage ring life-time.
Its unique features will enable at LASA new promising synergies between fundamental physics oriented research and
high social impact applications.
It will act as test facility for fundamental questions and strategies of Dynamics and Energetic and it will work as user
facility by providing large quality THz and X-rays emission
from its high brightness accelerated electron beam, enabling
important and advanced applications [12].

BRIXSINO STRUCTURE AND
PARAMETERS
Fig. 1 shows a schematic layout of BriXSinO. From the
left side, the injector generates electron bunches through a
DC gun. Downstream the gun, the bunches are first compressed with two RF sub harmonic bunchers (650 MHz),
then boosted by three 2-cell SC cavities at the energy of
about 4.5𝑀𝑒𝑉, and finally injected into the ERL superconducting Module through a low energy dogleg. In the middle
region, the ERL Superconducting Modules (and/or two-way
linac) are present [13]. At the right end there is the arc,
designed in such a way to bring back the beam to the Superconducting modules. The arc lattice is constituted by 7 DBA
(Double Bend Achromat). In the straight parts, it will host
two experimental areas devoted to ICS and THz FEL without any additional magnetic elements. BriXSinO’s beams
travel the cavity sequence twice, back and forth, and return
to the linac after having crossed the arc in different phase
conditions. BriXSinO can therefore operates in two different
working modes: the first is the ERL working mode: an ad
hoc path length adjustment system synchronizes the coming
back beam with the decelerating RF wave crest: the electron beam is decelerated giving up its energy to the cavity
radiofrequency. The second working mode is the two-pass
two-way acceleration mode, fundamental for operation a la
MariX [14, 15]: the beam crosses twice the linac, first in the
forward and then in the backward direction, experimenting
in both cases the accelerating field crest. The beam is reinjected in the linac by the arc transport line, where the beam
can be also compressed avoiding emittance dilution [16, 17].
This novel working mode, that will be tested in BriXSinO
for the first time, permits to save precious space while improving the efficiency by doubling the energy exchange in
the linac. All start-to-end beam dynamics simulations have
been done by using the codes ASTRA [18] and Elegant [19]
coupled with the AI-based optimizer GIOTTO [20]. A list
of BriXSinO’s electron beam characteristics, summarized in
Table 1, emphasizes different cases of operations, the application to drive ICS at very large photon flux (1012 photons/s)
(Table 1, second column) and a kW-class THz FEL (Table 1,
third column). The availability of such a high intensity beam
(50 kW) enables both experiments of flash therapy tests using electrons, with a capability to irradiate samples with a
delivered total charge in a 200 ms time interval up to 1 mC,
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as well as converting the electron beam into bremsstrahlung
photons with energy peaked at 7-8 MeV at an impressive
flux of 1016 photons/s (i.e. up to 30 kW X-Ray beam).
Table 1: BriXSinO’s electron beam main parameters: Electron beam parameters at Compton Interaction Point for
I.C.S., and at THz FEL *Maximum (CW, ca. 92.86–0.9286
MHz,**after ERL
Parameter
Energy (MeV)
Bunch charge (pC)
Repetition rate (GHz)*
Average Current (mA)
Peak Current (A)
Nominal beam power (kW)
Beam energy @ dump (MeV)
Beam power @ dump** (kW)
Bunch length (rms, mm)
𝜖𝑛,𝑥,𝑦 (mm mrad)
Slice Emittance (mm mrad)
Energy spread (rms, %)
Slice Energy spread (%)
Focal spot size (rms, 𝜇𝑚)
Bunch separation (ns)
Beam energy fluctuation (rms,%)
Time arrival jitter (fs)
Pointing jitter (𝜇m)

ICS

FEL

22 - 45
50 - 200
< 0.9286
<5
< 225
4.5
< 22.5
2.2
1–3
0.5 – 1.5
30 - 60
10 – 1000
< 0.1
< 150.
10.

22 - 45
50 -100
<0.4643
5
8-12
<225
4.5
22.5
<1
1 -3
1.2-1.7
0.1
0.05
100
10-20
<0.01
< 50
20

RADIATION SOURCES DRIVEN BY
BRIXSINO ELECTRON BEAM
BriXSinO will host in the zero dispersion zones of the arc
two radiation sources: an Inverse Compton Source (ICS),
named Sors and one THz Free-Electron Laser Oscillator,
named TerRa. The Compton photon energy can be tuned
from 16 keV to 45 keV by varying the electron energy from
30 to 50 MeV. The Compton emission has been simulated
using the MonteCarlo code CAIN [21] using 2.7 mJ laser
energy at 1030 nm wavelength. Two color radiation, widely
required by imaging applications, can be obtained by using
two different laser pulses impinging on the same electron
beam at different angles, thus exciting different frequencies [22]. The potentialities of such source can be improved
by using different polarizations of the initial laser pulses or
by producing a temporal sequence of two X-Ray pulses with
different colors. To produce the dual-color beam we need
two Fabry-Pérot cavities oriented differently. An electron
beam at 43 MeV can produce two colors at 31.8 and 34 keV,
surrounding the iodine K-edge (33.17 keV), colliding with
the laser at angles 7∘ and 30∘ shown in Fig. 2, radiation
parameters presented in Table 2 . The two cavities have the
same geometry and are formed by 4 mirrors, 2 curved-/2
flat, in the near-confocal configuration [23]. With a finesse
of about 5000 it is possible to reach a power of about 200
kW by entering with 100 W. The other zero dispersion reMC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A18: Energy Recovery Linacs (ERLs)
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Figure 1: BriXSinO general layout. From left: injector with DC gun, bunchers and radiofrequency cavities. Low-energy
(LE) dogleg with quadrupoles in red and dipoles in green. Two-way (or ERL zone) SC linac that can be operated in the
two-pass two-way acceleration or ERL mode. High-energy (HE) dogleg. Recirculating loop (Arc), made by Double Bend
Achromats (DBA), hosting the light sources and bringing back the beam to the two-way zone. On left branch of the arc:
Fabry-Peròt (FP) cavity with Inverse Compton Scattering (ICS) source. On right branch of he arc: Free-Electron Laser
(FEL).

Figure 2: Right: Spectrum of the X-ray: distribution of the
scattered photon number as a function of the photon energy
for different bandwidth values. Left: Spectrum of the two
color X radiation vs photon energy.
Table 2: Radiation parameters, (1) 1/(𝑚3 bw%)
𝛾-ray Parameter
Mean photon energy(keV)
Bandwidth rms [keV]
Collimation angle (mrad)
Nominal photons per shot
Collimated photons per shot
Rms size(𝜇m)
Rms divergence (mrad)
Pulse length (ps)
Peak brilliance (*) (×1013 )

1

2

32.68
0.8
3.35
104
103
47
2.3
3.26
3

29.34
2.9
7.7
104
3 × 103
37
4.8
3.26
0.6

gion of the arc is occupied by undulators and Thz cavity
of the Free-electron Laser Oscillator TerRa [24]. The two
undulator sections have variable gaps, linear polarization,
peak magnetic field of about 1 T, periods of 4.5 and 3.5 cm
respectively and length of 1.75 m. The optical cavity embedding the undulators is composed by metal-coated (gold
on copper) mirrors with a total reflectivity of the order of
97% , with length is 𝐿𝑐 = 12.92 m and round trip of 25.84
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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m. The code GENESIS 1.3 [25] has been used, coupled
to a tool for the radiation round trip transport taking into
account the details of the whole optical line [8], to evaluate
the radiation power. Using an electron beam energy E= 40
MeV, the undulators both tuned at 𝜆 = 20 μm, mirror loss
of 1.5%, extraction at 4%, energy jitters of 0.3%, pointing
instability of 100 μm, intra-cavity energy level of one-few
hundreds 𝜇𝐽, leading to 3-17 𝜇𝐽 of extra-cavity energy and
0.15-0.7 kW of output average power can be obtained. The
radiation parameters are summarized in Table 2. Tuning the
two undulator modules at different wavelengths enables the
generation of two THz color [26]. The intra-cavity energy
reaches levels of 50-500 𝜇𝐽, delivering therefore to the users
1-100 𝜇𝐽 (0.06-1 kW of average power in each color). The
THz radiation is then delivered to users Table 3.
Table 3: Characteristics of the radiation at 𝜆 = 20 μm
and 𝜆 = 35 μm. IC: intra-cavity, EC: extra-cavity. Mirror Losses= 2 × 1.5%. Extraction 4%. Repetition rate=
46.4 MHz
Wavelength(μm)
Undulator length (m)

20
1.75

20
4

35
1.75

35
4

Single shot IC energy(μJ)
Single shot EC energy(μJ)
Average power(kW)
Bandwidth (%)
Size(mm)
Divergence(mrad)
Pulse rms length (μ𝑚)

84
3.35
0.15
0.65
2
2.8
635

420
16.8
0.78
2.5
2.6
4
830

250
10.
0.47
1.85
2.4
4.2
749

420
16.8
1.16
4.2
2.8
5
1000
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Abstract
External seeding in combination with harmonic generation has become a hot topic in the field of high gain freeelectron lasers (FELs) since it allows delivery of superior
FEL radiation characterized by, for example, full coherence
and unprecedented shot-to-shot stability. At low repetition
rate machines operating at few 10 Hz, novel experiments
have been realized already, however, at superconducting machines, current laser technology does not support exploiting
the full repetition rate available. One way to overcome this
problem is to reduce the requirements in seed laser power:
here, an optical klystron based high gain harmonic generation (HGHG) setup is proposed to reduce the laser peak
power requirements by orders of magnitude, enabling operation at drastically increased repetition rates. We report
simulation results based on the seeded beamline concept of
the FLASH2020+ project. Among other topics, the effect
of a linear electron beam energy chirp on this setup will be
discussed.

INTRODUCTION
In the fast-moving world of high-gain FELs [1], the FEL
facilities worldwide aim at improving the properties of the
radiation to accommodate innovative experiments that depend on special features, such as short pulse duration, high
average flux and small bandwidth, to name a few. One popular milestone in high-gain FELs is the generation of fully
coherent radiation at a high repetition rate. With more and
more facilities being able to generate electron bunches at
high repetition rates, such as the already-under-operation
FLASH [2] and the European XFEL [3], and the upcoming
LCLS II [4] and SHINE [5], it is possible to generate partially longitudinally coherent FEL pulses at MHz repetition
rates with techniques like the self-amplified spontaneous
emission (SASE) [6, 7]. On the other hand, external seeding
techniques provide fully coherent FEL pulses but depend
on the limited repetition rate of available seed laser sources.
The necessary high peak laser power, of tens to hundreds of
MW at the interaction point, practically limits the repetition
rate to tens of Hz when the wavelength of seeds spans the
ultraviolet (UV) range.
To overcome this hurdle, it has been proposed [8, 9] to
combine the high gain harmonic generation (HGHG) [10,11]
with another well-established scheme: the optical klystron
(OK) [12]. Adding the optical klystron to the standard
∗
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HGHG scheme allows us to reduce the required laser peak
power allowing to operate at a higher repetition rate. In the
following, we compare with three-dimensional and timedependent simulations the output FEL pulses of a standard
HGHG scheme and an OK-HGHG scheme and we verify the
lower seed laser power required by the latter. In addition to
these results, we investigate the impact of a linear correlation
between the energy and longitudinal position of the electrons (linear energy chirp), which commonly exists at several
FEL facilities as it is a fundamental ingredient for achieving
short electron bunches. We present the key considerations
to reoptimize the two setups under these conditions and we
investigate whether such a linear energy chirp is detrimental
to the FEL pulse properties.

THE LAYOUT
In standard HGHG, a modulator, a chicane and a radiator are required, as shown in Figure 1. The electron bunch
interacts with the powerful seed laser along the modulator
and, as a result, its energy is modulated. When traversing
the chicane, higher-energy electrons take shorter paths and
lower-energy electrons take longer paths, resulting in periodic longitudinal density modulations, quantified by the
so-called bunching factor. If the energy modulation is sufficient, bunching at a harmonic of the seed laser wavelength
can be obtained, resulting in fully coherent FEL pulses at
that wavelength.
In OK HGHG, an additional modulator and chicane are
required, as shown in Figure 2. The advantage here is that the
seed laser power in the first modulator is much lower, as only
a small energy modulation amplitude (in the order of the
uncorrelated energy spread) is needed. With the assistance
of chicane 1, microbunches are created with no need for
harmonic content. In this way, the initially small energy
modulation can be further self-amplified in modulator 2 and
reach an amplitude that allows chicane 2 to induce bunching
at harmonics of the seed laser wavelength.

SIMULATION RESULTS
To verify the efficiency of the OK HGHG scheme in comparison to the standard HGHG scheme, we simulated both
of them with Genesis 1.3 [13] and optimized the simulations to generate the 15th harmonic of 300 nm seed laser
wavelength (20 nm). For the beamline, electron beam, and
laser parameters (see Table 1) we have based our study on
the design parameters of FLASH2020+ [14], the upgrade
project of FLASH. As a first step, we assumed an electron
THOXSP3
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radiator

HGHG - w/o chirp
OK-HGHG - w/o chirp
HGHG - with chirp
OK-HGHG - with chirp
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modulator 1 chicane 1

modulator 2 chicane 2

0.5

Power [GW]

Figure 1: In the standard HGHG scheme, the electron beam
distribution in the longitudinal phase space is manipulated
first, by the interaction of the electrons with the seed laser in
the modulator and later, by traversing the chicane. Finally,
a harmonic of the seed laser wavelength is amplified in the
radiator leading to fully coherent radiation.

0.4
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0.1

radiator

0.0

50

25

0

25

seed

bunch with constant energy along it and we optimized the
two schemes independently, initially, to get 8% bunching at
the 15th harmonic of the seed laser wavelength upstream
from the radiator and, eventually, to achieve good temporal
and spectral properties of the output FEL pulse. While the
two schemes required a different set of optimized parameters
(see standard HGHG without chirp and OK HGHG without
chirp in Table 2), the actual FEL pulses achieved with the
two schemes are quite similar and can be directly compared
in Fig. 3 (dashed lines are used for the simulation results
with an electron beam without a chirp) and in Table 3, where
the calculated properties of the output FEL pulses are listed.
We notice that the pulse properties achieved with the OK
HGHG are very similar to the standard HGHG in pulse energy, bandwidth, pulse duration and spectral intensity. It is
worth highlighting that the OK HGHG scheme requires only
170 kW to achieve these results, while the standard HGHG
scheme requires 61 MW seed laser peak power.
As a second step, we added a linear electron beam energy
chirp of 40 m−1 (relative energy per unit length), corresponding to the energy chirp of the electron bunches anticipated
in FLASH2020+ [15]. As expected from theory [16, 17],
such a linear chirp causes a wavelength shift that depends
on the longitudinal dispersion of the chicane, 𝑅56 . As the
optical klystron scheme includes two chicanes with the first
being rather strong for an HGHG scheme (see Table 2), it is
expected that the overall wavelength shift in this scheme is
more severe. This shift was confirmed in our simulations as
shown in Fig. 3b with the solid lines. With the OK HGHG
scheme the output wavelength shifted by 2.15% versus a
0.22% shift in standard HGHG.
The standard HGHG scheme with a linear energy chirp
was reoptimized by adjusting the radiator strength, 𝐾rad , to
THOXSP3
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Figure 2: In the OK HGHG scheme, a harmonic of the
seed laser wavelength is amplified in the radiator after a
rather more complex manipulation of the electron beam
distribution in the longitudinal phase that requires much
lower seed laser power compared to the standard HGHG
scheme of Figure 1.
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Figure 3: Output FEL radiation of a standard HGHG (blue
lines) and an OK HGHG scheme (purple lines) without an
energy chirp (dashed lines) and with a linear energy chirp
h=40 m−1 (solid lines). In (a) we show the power profiles of
the four optimized simulations, in (b) the spectra and in (c)
the gain curves along the radiator.
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restore the resonance condition for the new shifted wavelength. This adjustment completely restored the FEL pulse
properties as shown in Fig. 3 (comparing the blue solid and
dashed lines) and Table 3. In a similar trend, in the optical
klystron scheme with a linear energy chirp, the FEL pulse
properties can be completely restored after optimization, as
shown in Fig. 3 (comparing the purple solid and dashed
lines) and Table 3. It should be noted that for the optical
klystron scheme it was necessary to adjust the strength of
modulator 2 as well, 𝐾mod,2 , to take into account the first
wavelength shift occurring already after chicane 1.
Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Electron beam
Energy
Uncorrelated energy spread
Peak current

750 MeV
75 keV
500 A (flat-top)

Seed laser
Wavelength
rms duration

300 nm
33 fs (rms)

Table 2: Optimized Simulation Parameters for Standard and
the Optical Klystron (OK) HGHG
Standard HGHG:

without chirp

with chirp

5.42
61 MW
38.7 µm
1.792

5.42
61 MW
38.7 µm
1.786

OK HGHG:

without chirp

with chirp

rms 𝐾mod,1/2
𝑃seed
𝑅56,1/2
rms 𝐾rad

5.42/5.42
170 kW
482 µm/23.8 µm
1.79

5.42/5.37
170 kW
482 µm/23.8 µm
1.76

𝐾mod
𝑃seed
𝑅56
𝐾rad

Table 3: Pulse properties of the output FEL radiation shown
in Fig. 3 for a standard HGHG simulated with an electron
bunch with and without a linear energy chirp, and an optical
klystron (OK) HGHG simulated with an electron bunch with
and without a linear energy chirp.
Standard HGHG:
Pulse energy
FWHM relative bandwidth
rms pulse duration
OK HGHG:
Pulse energy
FWHM relative bandwidth
rms pulse duration

without chirp

with chirp

26.6 µJ
8.7 ⋅ 10−4
18.9 fs

28.6 µJ
7.5 ⋅ 10−4
20.7 fs

without chirp

with chirp

26.6 µJ
8.1 ⋅ 10−4
22.2 fs

24.2 µJ
7.9 ⋅ 10−4
21.5 fs
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CONCLUSION
In this proceeding, we investigated the benefits of the addition of an optical klystron in a standard HGHG scheme
with detailed simulations. As a first step, we showed that
FEL pulses of very similar properties can be generated with
the standard HGHG scheme and the OK HGHG scheme of
Fig. 1 and 2, respectively. When an electron beam with negligible energy chirp is considered, fully coherent radiation at
20 nm (the 15th harmonic of a 300 nm) was generated with
only 170 kW in an OK HGHG, while the standard HGHG
scheme requires a factor of almost 360 times higher peak
power at 61 MW to achieve similar output FEL pulses. In
addition, we verified the responses of the two schemes when
a linear electron beam energy chirp (ℎ = 40 m−1 ) is incorporated into the simulations. It turns out that it is possible
to completely recover the properties of the FEL radiation
by properly optimizing the simulations in which the chirp is
included. As expected, the energy chirp results in a known
and predictable wavelength shift while the FEL properties,
such as spectral intensity, pulse energy and peak power, do
not suffer from this. These results bring us closer to a deeper
understanding of the different optimization paths required by
the two schemes and prove that the optical klystron scheme
does not prevent us from exploiting electron beams with a
linear energy chirp while it still makes use of a considerably
lower seed laser power. It should be noted that the layout of
the OK HGHG scheme, shown in Fig. 2, is identical to the
one of echo-enabled harmonic generation (EEHG) [18] and
therefore, facilities aiming at operation with EEHG, such as
FERMI [19] and FLASH2020+ [14], can immediately take
advantage of it without further modifications.
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Abstract
Shanghai HIgh repetition rate XFEL aNd Extreme light
facility (SHINE) is under construction. SHINE requires
precise distribution and synchronization of the
1.003086 MHz timing signals over a long distance of about
3.1 km. Two prototype systems were developed, both containing three functions: beam-synchronous trigger signal
distribution, random-event trigger signal distribution and
data exchange between nodes. The frequency of the beamsynchronous trigger signal can be divided according to the
accelerator operation mode. Each output pulse can be configured for different fill modes. A prototype system was designed based on a customized clock frequency point
(64.197530 MHz). Another prototype system was designed
based on the standard White Rabbit protocol. The DDS
(Direct Digital Synthesis) and D flip-flops (DFFs) are
adopted for RF signal transfer and pulse configuration. The
details of the timing system design, laboratory test results
will be reported in this paper.

OVERVIEW
Owing to the wide range of applications of X-rays in the
research fields of physics, chemistry and biology, facilities
with the ability to generate X-rays were developed continuously in the last century. The free electron laser (FEL) is
a novel light source, producing high-brightness X-ray
pulses. To achieve high-intensity and ultra-fast short wavelength radiation, several X-ray FEL facilities have been
completed or under construction around the world [1].
The first hard X-ray FEL light source in China, the socalled Shanghai HIgh repetition rate XFEL aNd Extreme
light facility (SHINE), is under construction. It consists of
an 8 GeV continuous-wave (CW) superconducting RF
Linac, 3 undulator lines, 3 following FEL beamlines, and
10 experimental end-stations. Main parameters are presented at Table 1.
SHINE timing system is design to provide precise clock
pulses (Trigger) for drive laser, low-level RF, solid state
amplifiers, kicker, beam and optical instruments, etc. It will
ensure the electron beam is generated and accelerated to
the design energy, to produce the free electron laser, while
completing the beam and optical parameters measurement
and feedback. The White Rabbit (WR) technology was
evaluated and will be adopted.

Table 1: Main Parameters of the SHINE
Parameter
Beam energy
Bunch charge
Peak current
Max repetition rate
Photon energy
Total length

Value
8 GeV
100 pC
1500 A
1.003086 MHz
0.4 - 25 keV
3.1 km

ARCHITECTURE
SHINE timing system is composed of one master node,
WR switches and more than 800 slave nodes. The master
node receives reference signal from the femtosecond optical synchronization system. The switches distribute the
clock to all the nodes in the network using a hierarchical
architecture. The node basic functionality comes in the
form of an IP Core called WR PTP Core. They can be
standalone trigger fanout modules or FPGA Mezzanine
Cards (FMC), which can be embedded in the beam signal
processors for the beam position, beam length, arrival time,
beam loss and charge measurement. The system architecture is shown in Fig. 1.
There are three functions designed: beam-synchronous
trigger signal distribution, random-event trigger signal distribution and data exchange between multiple nodes. The
frequency of the beam-synchronous trigger signal needs to
be divided according to the accelerator operation mode.
The output pulse needs to be configured according to the
filling pattern.
SHINE project requires precise distribution and synchronization of the 1.003086 MHz (1300 MHz/1296) timing signals over a long distance of about 3.1 km. The beamsynchronous trigger signal distribution is the basic and priority function.
The standard White Rabbit network operates at
125/62.5 MHz clock. If the max repetition frequency of
SHINE is 1.0 MHz, 1300 MHz RF reference signal can be
divided to 10 MHz as the reference signal. The salve nodes
output the trigger signals at the specified time, such as 1us,
2us, 5us, etc. But the repetition frequency is 1.003086 MHz,
we need to find the new technical routes.
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Figure 1: SHINE timing system architecture.

White Rabbit Trigger Distribution
White Rabbit Trigger Distribution (WRTD) is a generic
framework for distributing triggers (events) between
Nodes over a White Rabbit network [2]. WRTD nodes receive input events and distribute them to other nodes over
White Rabbit in the form of network messages that are used
to transfer the timestamp of the input event. The receiving
nodes are programmed to execute some output event (action) upon reception of a particular message, potentially
with some fixed delay added to the timestamp [3].
WRTD has been used at CERN BE and SXFEL-UF
(Shanghai soft X-ray Free-Electron Laser User Facility).
The number of trigger sources in the system and the trigger
repetition rate is limited by the network bandwidth and
maximum acceptable latency requirements[4]. The beamsynchronous trigger signal could theoretically be distributed via WRTD, but the max repetition frequency of
SHINE is too high. The 10 Gigabit White Rabbit switches
are required, but there is no commercial product yet.
The random-event trigger signal distribution is an extension function of SHINE timing system. It is used to distribute various event signals, such as beam loss, machine snapshot, etc. They are input from the master node. This function is implemented in our prototypes by WRTD similar
technology.

RF over White Rabbit
In White Rabbit network all nodes have the same reference frequency and time. The master node phase locks its
DDS (Direct Digital Synthesis) to the RF input, and broadcast the DDS control words including a TAI timestamp. All
slave nodes update their DDSes with the received control
word at the same moment [4,5].
THIYGD1
2416

This technology could be adopted for our beam-synchronous trigger signal distribution, but it needs further development. The slave nodes should output the low-jitter pulse
signal. Meanwhile, it is expected that the pulses can be configured according to the filling pattern. We carried out the
prototype (II) development with the state key laboratory of
particle detection and electronics, University of Science
and Technology of China [6].

Non-Standard Clock Transmission
The repetition frequency of SHINE is 1.0030864 MHz.
If we build a customized White Rabbit network with nonstandard PTP core, we can use the frequency division of
1300 MHz as the reference signal instead of GPS/Cesium
clock. This was originally just an idea, verified by the prototype (I, II) development. The prototype I was completed
in cooperation with the department of engineering physics,
Tsinghua University. This route can implement the beamsynchronous timing system with more simpler architecture
than RF over White Rabbit.

PROTOTYPE I DEVELOPMENT
The standard White Rabbit network operates at
125/62.5 MHz clock, using the external 10 MHz reference
signal. The center frequency of VCXO is 25 MHz. In order
to minimize the modifications to the standard White Rabbit
hardware, the initial solution was to replace the VCXO of
the switches/nodes and shift the operating frequency to
67.708305 MHz (1.003086 MHz × 135/2). The system
worked using the customized 27.083 MHz VCXO, and less
than 10ps (RMS) jitters was achieved.
It is found that the frequency factor 135/2 is not conducive to the phase calculation and pulse delay. Therefore, the
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operating frequency was changed to 64.197504 MHz
(1.003086 MHz×64), which is easy to generate 2^N divisions and thus obtain machine clock. Meanwhile, this frequency can be configured from the standard VCXO
(25 MHz×52/81), not the customized VCXO.
There is a clear proportional relationship between the
standard second and the pseudo-seconds (~0.9969s). The
machine clock phase relationship is also determined.
Standard time format:
[ seconds : nanoseconds : sub-nanoseconds ]
Non-Standard time format:
[ pseudo-seconds : clock integer period : phase ]
The master node receives the random-event trigger and
interlock signal input. Different functions can be enabled
or disabled via the digital signal from MPS (Machine Protection System). The level 1 WR switch is configured as
the Grandmaster mode, which receives the external reference and PPS signal.
The slave node is FMC LPC board, which follows the
ANSI/VITA 57.1-2019 standard. There are two SFP ports
and two SMA connectors on the front panel, as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. One SFP port is used to connect to the White
Rabbit network and the other is in reserve. It can be used
to connect to the standard network for status monitoring in
the future. One SMA connector outputs the beam-synchronous trigger signal, the other can be configured as the interlock input. More signal outputs are developed through
the FMC connector, including eight independent beamsynchronous trigger signal channels with adjustable delay
and pulse width, four independent random-event trigger
signal channels.

PROTOTYPE II DEVELOPMENT
Prototype II implements both the two technical routes:
the non-standard clock transmission and RF over White
Rabbit. The details of the latter are described below.
The system architecture is shown in Fig. 4. Based on the
standard White Rabbit network, the master node converted
the 9.027778 MHz (1.003086 MHz×9) RF signal to the
frequency and phase information. Then the data is transmitted to all slave nodes. The slave nodes use the received
date to recover the clock and realize precise distribution
and synchronization of the machine clock.

Figure 4: Prototype II system architecture.
The master node and slave node are shown in Figs. 5 and
6. The master node is configured as the Grandmaster mode,
which receives the external reference signal and randomevent trigger signal. The standard WR switches are adopt
to connect the slave nodes.

Figure 2: Prototype I salve node architecture.
Figure 5: Prototype II master node.

Figure 3: Prototype I salve node.

Figure 6: Prototype II salve node.
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The slave node is a non-standard FMC card. It is used to
verify multiple functions, including signal recovery, pulse
output, frequency division, delay adjustment and so on.
The diagram of fan-out and shaping circuit is shown in
Fig. 7.

Figure 8: Prototype I test platform.

Figure 7: Fan-out and shaping circuit.
The circuit is mainly composed of the FPGA, off-chip
PLL and DFF. The FPGA is responsible for frequency division, pulse width and coarse delay adjustment. The offchip PLL is used for the signal fan-out and fine delay adjustment. The DFF latches the output of FPGA to ensure
the quality and accuracy of the final pulse output.

PERFORMANCE
A series of tests were carried out to confirm the performance of the timing system. The following items are verified for beam-synchronous trigger and random-event trigger signal distribution.
• Jitter between the output of slave node and the external reference signal.
• Jitter between the outputs from different slave nodes.
• Skews between two slave nodes after powering up and
down.
• Delay and pulse width adjustment.
• Temperature drift.

Prototype I Test
The test platform of Prototype I is shown in Fig. 8 and 9.
The GPS/Rubidium clock provides a stable 10 MHz external reference signal for the arbitrary waveform generator,
not for the White Rabbit switches or nodes. One channel of
periodic square wave signal (1.003086 MHz×16) is used
as the non-standard external reference signal. The other
channel is used as PPS signal after frequency division by
DG645 (SRS Digital Delay/Pulse Generator). The level 1
WR switch is configured as the Grandmaster mode. The
laptop computer is connected to the non-standard WR
switch via the conversion module, which is used for system
parameter configuration. The Keysight MSOS604A and
Siglent SDS6204 H12 Pro Oscilloscope are used to measure the output of slave node and the external reference signal.

Figure 9: Prototype I test platform diagram.
For the beam-synchronous trigger signal distribution, the
jitter between the output of slave node and the external reference signal is less than 10ps (RMS). The jitter between
the outputs from different slave nodes is less than 5ps
(RMS). The temperature drift test results are shown in the
Fig. 10. For the random-event trigger signal distribution,
the jitter between the output of slave node and the external
reference signal is less than 60ps (RMS).

Figure 10: Result of the temperature drift test.

Prototype II Test
The test platform of Prototype II is shown in Fig. 11. The
GPS/Rubidium clock provides a stable 10 MHz external
reference signal for the arbitrary waveform generator and
WR switch. The master node is configured as the
Grandmaster mode, which receives the RF signal
THIYGD1
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(1.003086 MHz×9). The laptop computer is connected to
the WR switches and nodes via the standard network
switch. The Keysight MSOS604A and Siglent SDS6204
H12 Pro Oscilloscope are used to measure the output of
slave node and the external reference signal.

in Proc. ICALEPCS'15, Melbourne, Australia, Oct. 2015, p.
619. doi:10.18429/JACoW-ICALEPCS2015-WEC3O01
[5] Distributed RF over White Rabbit,
https://ohwr.org/project/wr-drf/wikis

[6] Jinliang Gu et al., “Prototype of Clock and Timing Distribution and Synchronization Electronics for SHINE”, IEEE
Trans. Nucl. Sci., vol. 68, pp. 2113-2120, 2021.
doi:10.1109/TNS.2021.3094546

Figure 11: Prototype II test platform diagram.
For the beam-synchronous trigger signal distribution, the
jitter between the output of slave node and the external reference signal is less than 20ps (RMS). The jitter between
the outputs from different slave nodes is less than 10ps
(RMS). For the random-event trigger signal distribution,
the jitter between the output of slave node and the external
reference signal is less than 35ps (RMS).

CONCLUSION
The timing system is currently under construction. Two
prototype systems were developed, both containing three
functions: beam-synchronous trigger signal distribution,
random-event trigger signal distribution and data exchange
between multiple nodes. The non-standard clock transmission was proposed and verified.
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF SEVERAL THEORETICAL
MODELS FOR ChDR DESCRIPTION
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Abstract
In recent years the potential of using Cherenkov Diffraction Radiation (ChDR) as a tool for non-invasive beam diagnostics has been thoroughly investigated. Although several
theoretical models of ChDR have been developed, differences in their assumptions result in inconsistent predictions.
The experimental verification is therefore needed in order to
fully understand ranges of validity of available models. In
this contribution we present a detailed theoretical study of
the radiation yield as a function of the beam-radiator distance. Following identification of beam parameters and frequency range for which differences between the model predictions are most prominent, we compare theoretical estimates with the results of a dedicated experiment.

INTRODUCTION
Beam diagnostics based on Cherenkov diffraction radiation (ChDR) [1] were intensively investigated over last few
years, and require a good knowledge of the expected characteristics of the emitted radiation. Since the exact solutions
of the electromagnetic problems are often not known, and
detailed computer simulations require extensive time and
resources, the properties of the radiation are often derived
from simplified models, that assume specific assumptions
on the radiator shape.
The first group of models can be labelled as Stationary
Models. The name comes from the assumption that the radiator is infinitely long and uniform. As examples of the
stationary models one can refer to the results obtained by Ulrich [2] for an infinitely wide and thick flat radiator, and the
formulae provided by Olsen [3], which describe the ChDR
emitted by a particle travelling through an infinite cylindrical tunnel excavated in an unbounded medium. Although
such models will be clearly not suitable in cases when wavelength of the studied radiation is comparable to the radiator
size, for most of the real case applications they would provide a good approximation for radiation emitted in the visible, ultraviolet and X-ray range. It is also worth mentioning
a series of studies [4–8] that uses predictions of such models
for the initial radiation yield, which is then modified based
on the specific geometry of the radiator following the optical principles.

Alternatively, one might introduce some limitations on
the longitudinal size of the radiator when calculating of
the initial radiation yield. This approach distincts another
group of models, namely Non-Stationary Models with a
notable example, known as the Polarisation Current Approach (PCA) [9]. PCA describes ChDR emitted in various
geometries of radiators, but, in this paper, we will focus on a
result given for a flat, infinitely thick and transversely wide
rectangular target [10], which is a geometry comparable to
one described in the Ulrich model to allow a direct comparison between Stationnry and non-Stationary models. The
latter include additional edge effects, such as diffraction radiation and transition radiation. In the case of short radiators these effects dominate the total radiation yield, but surprisingly PCA predictions differ from the stationary results
even for arbitrarily long radiators.
Differences between the models can be illustrated by
comparing spectral distributions of the energy radiated by a
single electron as predicted by stationary and non-stationary
models. Relevant spectra are presented in Fig. 1 assuming
an electron beam energy of 200 MeV and a 𝜖 = 2.1 radiator located 1 cm away from the beam. In the low frequency
limit, where radiation wavelength 𝜆 is higher than the impact parameter ℎ, all the models are compatible and their
predictions follow the same dependence as Cherenkov radiation described by Frank-Tamm (F-T) formula [11]. Then,
in the 𝜆 < ℎ < 𝛾𝜆 regime, stationary and non-stationary
models diverge. While stationary results predict a decay
−2
proportional to freq , according to PCA radiated energy
stays at a constant level. Finally, at higher frequencies the
intensity of radiation falls exponentially according to both
models.
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Figure 1: Spectral distribution of ChDR as predicted by different models.
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Answering the question, which of the two models better describes reality, is of prime importance in the context
of the beam diagnostics. Recent investigations determined
the observation of incoherent high-frequency ChDR as a
promising candidate for a diagnostic tool in the next generation of high-energy particle colliders, such as the Future
Circular electron-positron Collider (FCC-ee) [12]. In this
case, Ulrich and PCA predictions of the ChDR yield in the
visible range differ by over six orders of magnitude.

VERIFICATION PRINCIPLES
Recently an experiment was carried out at the CERN’s
CLEAR facility [13]. It relied on the observation that the intensity of ChDR of a given wavelength 𝜆 scales differently
with the change of the impact parameter according to each
model. For impact parameters in the range 𝜆 < ℎ < 𝛾𝜆
Ulrich model predicts a ℎ−3 dependence, while according
to PCA the intensity is proportional to ℎ−1 . Performing
an impact parameter scan over a broad range within the
𝜆 < ℎ < 𝛾𝜆 limit, makes it possible to compare the shape
of the experimentally obtained dependence to the theoretical predictions.
The radiation detection system from a previous study on
ChDR beam position monitoring [14] was used. In this
setup, the radiation is detected by means of a zero-bias RF
diode detector, sensitive to radiation in the Ka-Band (26.540 GHz, i.e. wavelengths between 7 and 11.32 mm).
In the case of the CLEAR facility, the range of impact parameters that can be scanned for such radiation wavelength
spans between approximately 1 - 100 mm. The lower limit
is directly linked to the transverse size of the beam, as at
small impact parameters the tails of the bunch may penetrate the radiator emitting large amounts of the standard
Cherenkov radiation. The upper bound was determined experimentally, as for larger distances the measured Ka-band
ChDR intensity decreases below background level. For Kawavelengths and a nominal CLEAR energy corresponding
to 𝛾 ≈ 392, the intersection of the 1 - 100 mm range with
𝜆 < ℎ < 𝛾𝜆 spans between approximately 1 and 10 cm.
Verification based on relative rather than absolute measurements is advantageous for several reasons. The calibration of RF diodes to short radiation pulses is not yet well
studied such that it is diﬀicult to measure the emitted radiation power accurately. In addition, at frequencies of interest,
the radiation at CLEAR is not fully coherent, so that the absolute level of the radiation intensity strongly depends on
the bunch profile. Finally, relative measurements allow one
to disregard all the attenuation effects and losses, as long as
one can ensure that these are not position dependent.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The radiator used in the experiment was a PTFE rod with
a 10 cm diameter and 10 cm length, cut at 45 degrees. The
size of the radiator was chosen considering that compared
models assumed an infinite transverse radiator size. As in
a real case this assumption cannot be fulfilled, one needs to

ensure that only a negligible part of the total ChDR yield
was supposed to transfer through the non-existing part of
the radiator. The energy flow map can be created using the
IW2D framework [15]. It was verified that, according to
IW2D, for impact parameters below 5 cm, a dominant part
of the radiated energy is confined within the central 10 cm
of the radiator and the rod can approximate infinitely high
radiator.
An aluminium shielding leaves only one face of the radiator exposed to the beam (see Fig. 2). The purpose of
this shielding is to repel the background radiation from
the radiator walls and the acquisition system. In addition,
the internal walls of the shielding were covered with RFabsorbing foam. The setup was placed in the last section
of the CLEAR accelerator beamline. The particles exit the
beamline window and travel in air for approximately 1 meter, until they hit the beam dump. The shielding containing the radiator was placed on a movable horizontal motor,
which allows changing the distance between the front face
of the radiator and the beam in the 0.7 - 11 cm range.

Figure 2: Front and back view of the experimental setup.
The radiation produced by the beam is coupled to the detection system through a horn antenna located behind the
back face of the radiator. The captured signal is filtered
using a waveguide band-pass filter. The filtered radiation is
transmitted to a technical gallery through a network of W28
waveguides, that includes a flexible section to accommodate
the setup movement when changing the impact parameter.
The variation in the transmission loss of the waveguide network due to the setup movement was verified to be negligible for the purpose of this experiment. In order to ensure
a constant diode sensitivity, the input power to the diode
is maintained constant by means of a motorised attenuator,
that is set to a known factor for each measurement setup.
Finally, the signal was amplified and digitised using an oscilloscope.

DATA COLLECTION AND RESULTS
Impact parameter scans were obtained in two separate
time periods in September and November 2021. During the
first session, the measurements were taken at a single beam
energy of 220 MeV, but two different band-pass filters were
used to probe signals at two distinct frequencies: 30 GHz filter with 300 MHz bandwidth and 26 GHz filter with 1 GHz
bandwidth. The aim of the second session was to study the
impact of energy on the impact parameter curves and to repeat the experiment under more controlled conditions.
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During the September test, the ChDR power per single
electron was estimated at each impact parameter based on
a statistics of 200 beam shots. The beam energy was equal
to 220 MeV. The radiation intensity and the beam charge
were recorded. Only results from 2-5 cm impact parameter range were included in the analysis. Impact parameters
above 5 cm were excluded due to the previously discussed
constraints put by the radiator size. Values below 2 cm were
not taken into consideration to limit possible background
from the in-air Cherenkov radiation. The results are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. As a reference, the theoretical ℎ−1
and ℎ−3 curves are plotted with a scaling factor determined
with the least squares fit to the data. As it can be noted,
at both frequencies the measurement deviates significantly
from these predictions. On the other hand, the measurement
fits well with the exponential curve 𝑎𝑒−𝑏ℎ , which is not predicted by any of the examined models. The fitted values of
the 𝑏 parameter obtained with the least squares methods are
𝑏30 GHz = 58.58 m-1 , 𝑏36 GHz = 72.52 m-1 ,
which suggests that the value of the parameter 𝑏 is proportional to the frequency.

Figure 3: September impact parameter scan, 30 GHz filter.

Figure 4: September impact parameter scan, 36 GHz filter.
The same procedure was repeated in November 2021 using electrons at three distinct beam energies: 100 MeV,
150 MeV and 200 MeV. This more detailed analysis took
also into account small deviations of beam position and
transverse bunch size, increasing the accuracy of the result. Due to time constraints only the 36 GHz filter was
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used, but the impact parameter scan was performed twice
at each beam energy. The results of the impact parameter
scans confirmed that the impact parameter curve follows
an exponential shape. In addition, the parameter 𝑏 of the
parametrisation of the exponential curve, 𝑎𝑒−𝑏ℎ , was within
64.1 − 72.6 m-1 for all scans and did not show dependence
on the beam energy.

CONCLUSION
The results of the experiment did not support neither predictions of Ulrich model, nor PCA. The measurements, repeated systematically for various beam conditions, showed
that the ChDR power in the intermediate 𝜆 < ℎ < 𝛾𝜆 impact parameter range is given as an exponential function
of the impact parameter. In addition, although impact parameters below 2 and above 5 cm should not be taken into
this analysis, during all the scans the exponential shape of
the impact parameter curve was preserved over the whole
scanned impact parameter range.
The exponential dependence was previously observed in
Ref. [14, 16] in a range of impact parameters close to the
radiation wavelength. In Ref. [10] it was postulated that the
amount of energy radiated in the form of ChDR is proportional to 𝑒−4𝜋ℎ/𝛽𝛾𝜆 . This dependence was observed during the observation of incoherent ChDR in Ref. [17], but it
does not match neither the findings of Ref. [14, 16] nor the
results of the experiment described in this section. Assuming, as suggested, that the exponential 𝑏 parameter is given
by 𝑏 = 4𝜋/𝛽𝛾𝜆, the experimental settings would result in
𝑏30 GHz ≈ 3.85 m-1 , which is over one order of magnitude
smaller than what is determined experimentally. Furthermore, as determined during the November test, the 𝑏 parameter does not depend on the beam energy. One might then
suspect that the 𝑒−4𝜋ℎ/𝛽𝛾𝜆 dependence holds in the high
frequency limit 𝜆𝛾 ⩽ ℎ but is not valid for lower frequencies. The exponential shape of the impact parameter curve
in the high frequency limit is predicted by Ulrich model and
PCA.
At this stage we cannot give a conclusive answer to the
question why none of the tested hypotheses matched the experimental results and what is the reason of the exponential
shape. A possible explanation might be the impact of the
radiator size, verified to be suﬀicient only based on IW2D
simulations, which are using a stationary model. The study
performed with such a radiator is however relevant to the
actual needs of beam instrumentation. The experimental results presented, although they might not correspond to the
idealised geometries of theoretical models, could serve as
a reference for future designs of diagnostic devices based
on Cherenkov diffraction radiation for long wavelength. A
new series of beam tests using electrons and positrons with
energies from 10 to 300 GeV are under discussion at the
CERN SPS fixed target facility to study the radiation yield
of ChDR in the visble range and its dependency to impact
paramater and beam energy.
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Abstract
Particle accelerator facilities around the world are becoming increasingly interested in permanent magnet (PM)
technology as a replacement for traditional resistive electromagnets. This change is driven by the desire to save energy
for both financial and environmental reasons. For fixed field
systems the use of PMs is now established as a viable alternative to electromagnets however difficulties in using PMs
remain where tuneability of field strength is a required feature. The ZEPTO project, a collaboration between CLIC and
STFC, sought to address this by developing a system where
PM blocks were moved inside fixed steel structures to allow
field strength to be changed without sacrificing homogeneity.
We discuss here the construction and measurement results
to date of a magnet which will test this principle in reality
by running on Diamond Light Source.

INTRODUCTION
The ZEPTO (ZEro Power Tuneable Optics) project is a
long term magnet development activity conducted by the
Accelerator Science & Technology Centre (ASTeC) based
at STFC Daresbury Laboratory, UK, and was originally
funded by the CLIC (Compact Linear Collider) collaboration at CERN [1]. The original purpose of the project was
to reduce the power consumption of CLIC by replacing the
electromagnets in the CLIC drive beam with permanent magnet (PM) alternatives which draw no power during normal
operation.
Previous works have discussed the prior outputs of the
ZEPTO project; two permanent magnet quadrupole designs
(high strength [2] and low strength [3]), as well as an experimental dipole [4]. Whilst all these magnets were developed
for CLIC, we aim to demonstrate that ZEPTO is a versatile
technology concept that can be used as an energy saving replacement for electromagnets on accelerators ranging from
existing light sources to new facilities such as XFELs. To
this end we have developed a new ZEPTO quadrupole based
on the design detailed in [3], but with a number of engineering and usability improvements over previous designs. This
magnet is specifically designed to replace an existing electromagnetic quadrupole located on the booster-to-storage
ring transfer line of Diamond Light Source (DLS), and is
intended to demonstrate the principle of ZEPTO on a real
accelerator for the first time, and provide us with valuable
data on the long term reliability, field repeatability, and any
issues with usability or assembly/installation procedures that
∗
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may be useful in improving further iterations of the design.
The replaced magnet typically operates at 14 T/m over 400
mm length, and the technology demonstrator is capable of
operating at 22 T/m over 300 mm length.
In [5] we presented the design details of this technology demonstrator and described magnetic measurements as
ongoing. Those measurements revealed a serious error in
the construction of the magnet necessitating major modifications to the assembly frame. These modifications have
now been made, the magnet has been reassembled and new
measurements have been conducted. These measurements,
combined with testing on DLS, will allow the ZEPTO concept to be refined in a real-world setting and create learning
opportunities to help refine the engineering. Some important
features requiring design changes for future iterations have
already been revealed by the measurement of the prototype,
particularly with regard to movement of the magnetic centre.

ASSEMBLY PROCESS
This magnet has advanced over previous iterations of
ZEPTO quadrupoles by being symmetrically splittable such
that it can be installed around an existing beam pipe without
breaking vacuum conditions. To achieve this a dedicated
assembly frame is required which was described in [5] and
is shown in Figure 1. The steel yoke is split into two preassembled halves which attach to vertical brackets which
are then slid along the frame symmetrically towards the
carriages, driven by a ball screw turned manually by a handle.
Once in the final position the top and bottom plates are bolted
to lock components into position, and the frame detached
and removed.
The magnetic forces acting on each half of the yoke as
they approach the PM carriages are complex and non-linear.
Numerous assembly trials were conducted, with the forces
proving a challenge to manage. The forces were observed to
cause slippage of components and twisting of load bearing
brackets during assembly. The original frame used a single
ball screw with manual handle to bring the magnet together.
This has been adapted with a second linked ball screw on
the opposite side, as well as a gearbox on the handle. Gas
springs are employed to help manage the non-linear nature of
the magnetic forces. It has also proven important to properly
brace the assembly frame to the magnet pedestal to prevent
minor movements that can cause the magnet halves to come
together asymmetrically.
Figure 2 shows the simulated forces during assembly as
the steel yokes are moved towards the magnet carriages. During the assembly a Hall probe was used to measure the flux
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GRADIENT MEASUREMENTS
The flux in this magnet is provided by blocks of SmCo.
This material was chosen over the more common alternative of NdFeB due to being less susceptible to radiation
damage [6] and to changes in remanent field resulting from
ambient temperature drift [7]. Finite element simulations
conducted in OPERA 3D predicted that the field gradient
would be tuneable between 22.7 T/m at maximum strength
to 0.3 T/m at minimum, allowing the magnet to be effectively “turned off” for all but the lowest energy beams. The
gradient homogeneity was predicted to be < 2 × 10−3 in a
10 mm radius which should, external effects aside, remain
consistent as the gradient is adjusted due to the fixed steel
poles acting to define the field shape. Measurements of the
gradient were conducted using a SENIS 3MH6 Gaussmeter
with a type C Hall probe. The result of these measurements
are plotted against the predictions in Figure 3.

Figure 1: Photograph of the technology demonstrator and
assembly frame showing the successful installation around
a dummy beam pipe.
density entering the steel yoke for as much of the approach
as possible, and from this an estimate of the actual force was
derived assuming that the flux density acted over 0.02 m2 .
This estimation predicts slightly higher forces than simulated, however due to the complex shape of the field the
action area (and thus the force) is likely overestimated.

Figure 3: Plot of simulated and measured field gradient as
a function of magnet carriage displacement from the “fully
inserted” position.
The PM carriages cannot be swept over the full 0-90 mm
movement range due to limit switch positioning, so a range
of 1-85 mm is used. The gradient is tuneable from 22.2 to
0.57 T/m over this range. This is below predictions by up to
0.5 T/m at 20∘ C. The most likely explanation is a discrepancy
between the simulated and real BH curves of the SmCo and
steel.

MAGNETIC CENTRE STABILITY
Vertical Movement
Figure 2: Simulated magnetic forces (black) during assembly, compared to an estimate of the force from field measurements (red) and extrapolation of the estimate (dashed) where
measurements were not possible. The estimate assumes the
force is acting on an area of 0.02 m2 and is likely a slight
overestimate.
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Previous ZEPTO quadrupoles suffered from an issue causing the magnetic centre to move as a function of magnet
block position, which persisted despite best efforts to ensure
symmetry in the design which should in theory prevent this
from occurring. The movement was particularly noticeable
in the vertical direction, matching the axis of movement of
the PM material. Measurements and simulations found this
was only partially explainable by the presence of unexpectedly magnetic components.
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In anticipation of the same movement occurring again
for this magnet, the technology demonstrator presents a potential solution by separating the movement mechanisms of
the top and bottom PM blocks instead of linking them via
the same ball screw as in [3]. Each magnet carriage has a
dedicated motor and associated driving ball screw, allowing
them to be driven independently. This allows a look-up table
to be applied in software to the relative carriage positions. In
theory this allows any measured movement in the magnetic
centre when changing the gradient setting to be corrected
by making small alterations to the position of one carriage
until the magnetic centre is restored to the location of the
centre at the original gradient setting.
Figure 5: Observed and simulated horizontal movements in
the magnetic centre as a function of PM carriage position.

Figure 4: Observed movement in the vertical centre before
(black) and after (black dashed), the application of a relative
offset to the carriage positions (red, secondary axis) is applied, demonstrating that vertical movement of the magnetic
centre can be limited by independent carriage movement.
The measurements shown in Figure 4 demonstrate that
this principle works with great success. Due to an as yet
unidentified combination of causes, the magnetic centre
moves significantly in the vertical direction, first up then
down. However, by moving either PM carriage (in Figure 4
the bottom carriage is displaced) from the nominal setting the
magnetic centre can be forced back to the original position.
This allows the vertical movement of the magnetic centre to
be limited to just 7 µm, which should not have an adverse
effect on machine performance.

Horizontal Movement
The ability to offset the relative positions of the carriages
does not provide a solution to movement of the magnetic
centre in the horizontal direction as a function of carriage
position. Measurements shown in Figure 5 reveal that horizontal movement of the magnetic centre does occur, although
the position is relatively stable until the carriages are displaced by 55 mm, above which the centre moves noticeably
by up to 160 µm at the 85 mm carriage position. The movement is observed to have different values but a similar trend
when the carriage look-up table for the vertical movement is
applied.
The sudden jump coincides with the point at which the
carriages begin to overlap with the outer shell of the magnet,
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providing a potential explanation for their origin. Simulations were performed examining the movement of the magnetic centre if one half of the outer yoke were offset inwards
from the vertical centreline. Figure 5 includes results from
a 100 µm and 50 µm offset for comparison. There is strong
correlation between the 50 µm simulated results and the
observed movement, indicating that the movement arises
from a component positioning or machining error. The scale
highlights the need for the outer yoke to be subject to the
same high precision machining and assembly as the inner
poles.

ONGOING WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
Hall probe measurements as presented here are complete
on the reassembled magnet. Stretched wire measurements
are currently being performed to verify magnetic centre data
and to determine whether the integrated gradient homogeneity matches the model, as the Hall probe motion system used
is unable to traverse the entire aperture due to physical constraints. The magnet is now due to be installed on Diamond
Light Source, pending approval, in August 2022 where it will
be used as a focussing quadrupole on the booster-to-storage
ring transfer line.
The magnet’s effect on the beam for a variety of gradients
will be monitored to determine the long-term reliability of
the technology in a real high radiation environment with
temperature stability of ±0.1∘ C. The validity of the lookup table will be investigated, and refined using beam based
alignment if necessary. If a significant drift in performance
or a lack of repeatability with regards to field gradients and
magnetic centre positions are detected the magnet may be
set to the “off” position and neighbouring electromagnets
will be used to compensate.
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THE NEW EDDY CURRENT TYPE SEPTUM MAGNET FOR UPGRADING
OF FAST EXTRACTION IN MAIN RING OF J-PARC
T. Shibata∗ , K. Ishii, S. Iwata, T. Sugimoto, H. Matsumoto, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan
K. Fan1 , HUST, Wuhan, China
Abstract
As part of the goal of increasing the beam power of the
Main Ring for Fast eXtraction (FX) in J-PARC to 750 kW,
we have been evaluating new FX low-field septa of induced
eddy current type (Eddy-septum) since 2014. To reduce the
leakage field in the circulating line of the eddy-septa, new
pure iron duct-type magnetic shields were produced in July
2021, and in March 2022 we verified that the leakage field
was greatly reduced . The construction of the two eddy-septa
and their power supplies was completed in May 2022. Beam
operation with a new 1.3-s cycle will be started in June 2022.

INTRODUCTION
The J-PARC proton accelerator experiment laboratory
consists of a 400-MeV LINAC, a 3-GeV Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS) and a 50-GeV Main Ring (MR). The MR is
a proton synchrotron that receives the 3-GeV proton beam
from the RCS, accelerates it to an energy of 30 GeV, and
extracts it to the neutrino facility (NU) or the hadron facility. The present operation cycle is 2.48 s and the maximum
beam power for fast extraction mode (FX) is 515 kW, which
was achieved in March 2021 [1]. To realize the original
design value of 750 kW, we are working towards operating
the MR with a cycle of 1.3 s in June 2022 [2], referred to as
“1 Hz operation". The cycle will also be reduced to 1.16 s
to increase the beam power to 1.3 MW by 2028 (1.3 MW
beam) [2]. The magnets for FX (FX magnets) in the MR,
which are used for switching the direction of the proton
beam to the NU or the abort dump (ABT), have been in the
process of being upgraded for 1 Hz operation and 1.3 MW
beam for a decade, and this will be completed by summer
2023. The FX magnets consist of five kickers, two low-field
septa (LF-septa) and four high-field septa [3]. The upgrade
includes an improvement of the power supply for the kickers
and replacing the septa with new ones. During a long-term
shutdown of the MR in 2021–2022, the two LF-septa was
removed from the beam line and the new septa were installed.
The construction of two sets of power supplies for the new
septa was completed in May 2022. This article focuses on
the upgrade of the LF-septa system.

FX LOW-FIELD SEPTUM MAGNET
The previous LF-septa, removed in 2021, had a conventional configuration with a thin septum coil. The typical gap
field for the previous LF-septa was 0.3 T, and the applied
current waveform had a time width of ∼1.5 s, the same as
that for the high-field septa. Each previous LF-septum con∗
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Figure 1: Photograph of eddy septum magnet (upper left),
waveform of output pulsed current and specifications of eddy
septum system (upper right), and circuit diagram of pulse
power supply (lower).
sisted of two septa, located symmetrically with respect to
the beam axis, one used for NU extraction and the other for
ABT extraction, with a circulating beam passing through
the space between the two septa. These septa were mounted
in a vacuum chamber, because the extraction lines were not
sufficiently separate from the circulating line, and there was
no space to mount a beam duct.
The new LF-septa are induced eddy current type (eddysepta) (Fig. 1) [4, 5]. We will use two eddy-septa, mounted
in two vacuum chambers, as in the case of the previous LFsepta. The eddy-septa have developed in some electron and
proton accelerators in the world except J-PARC: e.g., the
injection/extraction of synchrotron SOLEIL [6, 7], the injection of SSRF storage ring [8, 9], the extraction of SPS in
CERN [10]. The upstream and downstream eddy-septa are
called Eddy-1 and Eddy-2, respectively. The most significant
feature of an eddy-septum is that it can greatly reduce the
leakage field compared to the previous LF-septa. Since the
configuration of an eddy-septum is based on a C-type bending magnet, it does not have a septum coil but has a thin copper plate on the opening side of the magnetic core (septum
plate). The applied current waveform for an eddy-septum
is a short-pulse half-sinusoidal wave. When the short-pulse
current is applied to the eddy-septum, the pulsed leakage
field penetrates the septum plate, inducing an eddy current
in the septum plate that cancels the leakage field. Other
advantages of eddy-septa for high-power beam operation include: (1) a zero-Gauss leakage field during beam injection
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and acceleration because they are excited only during beam
extraction, (2) a wider horizontal aperture of the magnetic
gap due to the lack of a septum coil, which constrains the
aperture, (3) lower possibility of vibration damage to the
insulator on the septum coil and (4) lower joule heating in
the magnetic coil and core due to the short-pulse current.
However, the power supply (PS) must be replaced because
that for the previous LF-septa cannot supply the short-pulse
current. The PS has been under development since 2014 in
the electric building along with the other power supplies for
the FX magnets [3, 11–14]. One septum PS consists of two
main chargers, a sub-charger, a capacitor bank, a switching
bank and a surge absorber (Fig. 1). The main chargers charge
the capacitor bank with a maximum charging voltage of 6 kV
and the switching bank then discharges the capacitor bank
with a maximum output power of 6 kV×22 kA. The output
short-pulse current has a full and flat top width of ∼800 µs
and ∼10 µs, respectively. It is a composite of a fundamental
and a 3rd harmonic sinusoidal wave, to optimize the flatness of the flat top region of the waveform by adjusting the
difference between each discharge time.

HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT OF
EDDY-SEPTA
The most significant technical goals regarding the magnets are achieving the expected gap field and an extremely
low leakage field in the circulating line. We measured the
field integral (BL) of the gap field with a charging voltage
of 3 kV, which is half the maximum value, and obtained
0.449 T·m. Since the BL for one of the previous LF-septa
for 30-GeV beam extraction was 0.44 T·m, we determined
that the optimal charging voltage for 30-GeV beam extraction
is ≈3 kV. In addition, we confirmed good linearity between
the BL and the charging voltage in the range from 2 to 4 kV
without any saturation. When the bending angle is fixed, the
extraction energy is proportional to the BL, that is, the charging voltage. Therefore, we can estimate the optimal charging
voltage for any extraction energy. In 2019, we measured the
uniformity of the BL along the horizontal direction in the
gap space, and obtained a gradient of 0.15%/47 mm, which
was smaller than the value of 0.8%/44 mm for the previous
LF-septa [14], showing that the uniformity was improved.
We started taking measures against field leakage in the circulating line in 2014. First, a copper ceiling plate with a
thickness of 5 mm was mounted on top of the magnetic core
to shield against the induced field generated in the bus-bar
coils over the magnetic cores [3]. We measured the longitudinal distribution of the leakage field in the circulating line
and found that a leakage field of 3–4 Gauss and 10 Gauss
still existed in the magnetic core region and the end-fringe
of the magnetic core (end-fringe field), respectively [14],
indicating that we need to further reduce the leakage field
by using an additional shield.
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REDUCTION OF LEAKAGE FIELD IN
CIRCULATING BEAM LINE
First, to reduce the end-fringe field, in 2019 we produced
a rectangular trial duct made of pure iron with a length of
0.3 m. The duct was mounted on the end-fringe of the magnetic core, which allowed the end-fringe field to be reduced
to below 4 Gauss. Then, in 2020 we produced a pure iron
rectangular duct with a length of 2.3 m to reduce the leakage
field for the entire circulating line. To prevent beam loss,
we optimized the thickness of the side to 1 mm and that of
the top and bottom to 3 mm. The leakage field at the center
of the circulating line with the duct shield was reduced to
≈0 Gauss and the end-fringe field to 2 Gauss. The timedependent BL is ≈0 Gauss·m at beam extraction. Based on
these results, we decided to use a pure iron duct shield for
beam operation. The actual duct shields for Eddy-1,2 were
designed in 2021. A length of 2.244 m was used, where the
length of the vacuum chamber is 2.254 m, The thickness is
the same as that for the trial version. The cross-sectional
shape was chosen to be an octagon to fit the shape of the
circulating line. The actual duct shields are tapered along
the longitudinal direction because the two eddy-septum magnetic cores have horizontal apertures that become narrower
from the entrance to the exit. We optimized the inner dimensions of the duct shield using the SAD [15] beam simulation
program. The inner width at the entrance and exit for Eddy-1
were set to 98.1 mm and 84.6 mm, and those for Eddy-2
were set to 83.4 mm and 74.4 mm, respectively. The inner
height of the duct shield was set to 116.4 mm, larger than
the size of the circulating beam. Figure 2 shows the duct
shield for Eddy-1.

Figure 2: Location and illustration of duct shield for Eddy-1.
The production of the duct shields was competed in July
2021 and the shield for Eddy-2 was mounted in the circulating line in January 2022. In March 2022, the longitudinal
distribution of the leakage field in the duct shield with 𝑉𝐹𝑇
of 3 kV and 4.5 kV was measured along three tracks: in the
center of the duct shield (center track), parallel to the beam
direction, and at ±26 mm from the center track in the horizontal direction (±26-mm tracks). The measurement results
together with the leakage field without the duct shield measured in 2019 are shown in Fig. 3. The field strength in the
region of the magnetic cores on all tracks were reduced to below 0.1 Gauss. In addition, the end-fringe field of ≈10 Gauss
was also reduced to a few Gauss, although we found that
the end-fringe field had an asymmetric distribution with
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respect to 0 Gauss due to the magnetic field generated by
the current passing through the bus bars over the magnetic
cores. The time-dependent BL on the center track without
any duct shield reached 1 Gauss×m, and was reduced to
≈0.2 Gauss×m using the duct shield. The maximum BL
values with 𝑉𝐹𝑇 of 3 kV and 4.5 kV on the −26-mm track
were 0.4 and 0.6 Gauss×m, respectively. Thus, we verified
that the duct shield strongly reduced the leakage field. The
duct shield for Eddy-1 was mounted in April 2022.

Figure 4: Photograph of PS for Eddy-1 (upper) and Eddy-1,2
installed in the MR (lower).

SUMMARY
As part of the upgrade of the FX septa to increase the
beam power of the MR in J-PARC, the low-field septa are
being replaced with eddy-septa. New additional duct shields
were produced and mounted in the circulating line in 2022,
and we verified that the leakage field was greatly reduced.
The installation of the eddy-septa and the power supplies
was completed at the end of May 2022. Beam operation
with the new 1.3-s cycle will be started in June 2022.
Figure 3: Leakage field and BL without any duct shields
measured in 2019 (top) and with duct shield measured in
2022 (middle and bottom).

INSTALLATION OF EDDY-SEPTA SYSTEM
IN MR
Both eddy-septa were mounted in the vacuum chambers
and installed in the MR, and construction of the two PS
sets for the eddy-septa was also completed in the electric
building by the end of April 2022. We conducted the first
operational tests of the Eddy-2 system, followed by the Eddy2 system, with a maximum 𝑉𝐹𝑇 of 4.5 kV. Upgrading of the
LF-septa system, including the construction of all of the
eddy-septa systems, was completed in May 2022. Figure 4
shows photographs of the PS and the vacuum chambers that
the septa are mounted in. Beam operation with a cycle of
1.3 s will be started in June 2022, and a high-power beam
will be provided to the NU from November 2022.
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TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON THE PETRA III TUNNEL STABILITY
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INTRODUCTION
The third-generation light source PETRA III in Hamburg
is operated since 2009, providing synchrotron light in the
hard X-ray range to its users. The user demand for nanometrescale spectroscopy sets the requirements for the planned
upgrade to PETRA IV. The upgrade will replace the old PETRA III ring with a ultra-low-emittance storage ring, aiming
at vertical emittances lower than 10 pmrad.
A sketch of the PETRA III tunnel layout with its three
experimental halls is shown in Fig. 1. The tunnel is made
of individual segments of mostly 24 m length. Figure 2
(left) shows a photograph of the cross-section of one of
this segments during the tunnel construction in 1976, when
the PETRA tunnel was initially built to host an electronpositron collider. First the tunnel floor was poured in long
pieces to obtain a continuous surface without gaps along the
arcs. Then the tunnel walls and the roof were poured on the
floor in segments of 24 m length, divided by rubber sealings.
Later the tunnel floor developed cracks at the gaps between
the segments, probably due to thermal stress. The main part
of the tunnel is roughly 3-10 m underground, except when
passing through the experimental halls, that are hosted in
buildings on the surface.
In certain places and after heavy rain, water might leak
into the tunnel. This indicates that the tunnel segments are
moving against each other. As a result, the beamline elements, which are anchored to the tunnel floor, transmit this
movements to the circulating beam. Since this movements
are in general slow, they show up as continuous drifts of the
beam orbit position that are in turn corrected by the orbit
feedback in order to provide the required beam stability. A
detailed analysis of the effect on the orbit can be found in
Ref. [1]. If the disturbances become too large, the orbit correctors might reach their strength limit and thus an optimal
orbit correction could no longer be guaranteed.
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The tunnel of the synchrotron light source PETRA III is
build from separate segments that are joint together every
24 m. The normal conducting magnets heat up the tunnel
when operating, which leads to an expansion of the concrete
walls and floor introducing movements between the tunnels
segments. Especially during warm-up periods after shutdowns, this results in a drift of the accelerator elements that
is transferred on the circulating beam over a duration of days,
weeks or months according to the length of the cool-down
period. This paper shows that not only inside temperature
effects but also seasonal temperature changes are relevant.
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Figure 1: Overview of the PETRA III tunnel layout with
its three experimental halls, indicating the locations of the
mechanical measurement devices shown in Fig. 2 (right).

Figure 2: Left: Photograph of the tunnel segment crosssection during the construction of the PETRA III tunnel in
1976. Right: Mechanical measurement device as installed at
ten positions around the PETRA circumference, measuring
the vertical, horzontal and longitudinal tunnel motion.
The design of the planned upgrade to PETRA IV foresees to keep parts of the tunnel infrastructure and thus the
described tunnel segment movements will remain. As part
of the risk management strategy for PETRA IV, an understanding of long term tunnel movement and the therewith
associated long term orbit stability is required.

TUNNEL TEMPERATURE
Since PETRA III is operated in topup mode with DESY II
as a full energy injector, the PETRA III electromagnets are
kept at a constant field. The high constant current in the magnets coils heats up the tunnel during operation, as can be
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Figure 3: Dipole magnet current (top), floor temperature
inside the tunnel at indicated locations (middle) and outside
temperature (bottom) between 2020 and 2022. Floor temperature measurements were installed in February 2020.
seen in Fig. 3. During shutdowns, when the magnet current
is switched off, the tunnel inside temperature quickly drops.
The PETRA III beam time schedule features shutdowns of
several weeks in winter (Dec-Feb) and summer (Jul-Aug),
service weeks of several days every about six to eight weeks
and maintenance periods of a few hours every one or two
weeks. This is clearly imprinted on the tunnel temperature.
The longer the shutdown, the larger the temperature drop.
A closer look revels a sinusoidal modulation of the inside
temperature on top of the magnet current correlation, which
is induced by the seasonal variation of the outside temperature. The tunnel air (floor) temperature variation over the
year is up to Δ𝑇 = 18 K (12 K).
Figure 3 (middle) plots the tunnel inside temperatures
at different locations. All show the correlation to the operational magnet cycle, however the baseline temperature
is not constant around the ring. The tunnel ventilation system pushes outside air clockwise through the tunnel in six
independent sectors. Because of the heat produced by the
magnets, the air heats up from the inlet to the extraction
points, leading to a variation of the tunnel air (floor) temperature around the circumference of up to 16 K (10 K). Note
that only the Max von Laue Hall has a climate control unit
that regulates the temperature to ±1 K.

TUNNEL MOVEMENT
In order to understand and monitor the movement between
adjacent tunnel segments ten mechanical devices have been
installed over selected connection points. The locations are
indicated in Fig. 1. The naming of the points follows the PETRA III naming convention: cardinal direction (North, East
(in German ’Osten’), South, West) and number of meters to
the left (L) or right (R) from a symmetry point looking from
the centre of the ring.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 4: Measured movement at the four stations on
the extremities of the two extension experimental halls
(Paul Ewald Hall and Ada Yonath Hall), exact locations
are indicated in Fig. 1.
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Figure 5: Measured movement between tunnel segments at
the six measurement stations between SOL85 and SWR38,
locations are indicated in Fig. 1. These measurement devices
were installed later compared to the ones in Fig. 4, and are
only operated since February 2020.

A photograph of such a device is shown in Fig. 2 (right).
On each side of a tunnel-segment gap, mounting plates are
both, bolted and bonded to the concrete. The relative movement of the tunnel segments is measured by three sensors
integrated in XYZ cross roller measuring stages and are each
capable of recording absolute values with a resolution of
368 nm. Coordinates are aligned to the storage ring coordinate system, where 𝑍 is longitudinal, 𝑌 is vertical and 𝑋
is radial (from the ring’s origin) directions. Note, that with
this measurement potential angular or rolling movements
of the segments are invisible. Since only a relative measure
is provided, the results leave room for interpretation. For
example, it is not possible to distinguish by how much each
THPOST001
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single element moved in the given direction, such that in an
extreme case one segment could be at rest while the other
does the entire shift. On the other hand, a zero measurement
could as well mean that both segments moved by the same
amount in the same direction.
Figures 4 and 5 show the measured tunnel movements in
the ten equipped locations (note the different y-scales). The
movement in longitudinal direction is everywhere the largest
and reaches up to about 3 mm, while the transverse movement only reaches up to 1 mm at the exits of the extension
experimental halls (NR139 and OR139), everywhere else it
stays within a few hundred micrometers.

CORRELATION ANALYSIS
Observations
The movement in each measured point shows correlations
to the tunnel inside and outside temperature, as can be seen
when comparing Fig. 4 and 5 to Fig. 3. The peaks dominating the longitudinal movement originate from the shutdown
periods. The seasonal sinusoidal modulation of this pattern
is especially visible during summer times.
However, the specific shape and amount of movement
through a shutdown and warm-up period is influenced by
several factors with varying impact around the circumference
such that each point follows an individual evolution.
From OR20 to SOL30 heaters have been installed on
the tunnel inside wall to keep the tunnel temperature more
stable. They have been switched on from April 2019 to
Sept. 2021. A strong effect is visible on the movement
at OR60, entrance of Ada Yonath Hall (see Fig. 4). Here
the gap in the longitudinal plane closes further than usually
during the summer time and stays at this level with a smaller
variation through the winter shutdown 2019/20 compared to
the previous year. In the radial direction a relative position
shift between the tunnel segment and the hall entrance takes
place, which stabilises over the winter shutdown 2019/20.
In the vertical plane the effect is too small to be clearly
identified. Unfortunately, this device was not operational for
several month 1 . Recent data with heaters off shows that the
trend from before Sept. 2019 is being recovered.
A fraction of the movement that is not explained by the
above mentioned sources remains, where the contribution
seems to vary between locations. The west part of the tunnel
runs up to 10 m underground below a public park, while
in the north and east the tunnel runs either through an experimental hall on the surface or about 3 m underground
below the campus infrastructure. Additional weight and
earth temperature changes, by e.g. rain water, could be further environmental sources to introduce tunnel shifts that
do not follow a regular pattern and could lead to differences
around the ring.
1

between Sept. 2020 to April 2021, data is linearly interpolated in Fig. 4
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Concrete Expansion Hypothesis
The length expansion, Δ𝑙, of concrete for a temperature
change, Δ𝑇, follows a linear law:
Δ𝑙 = 𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 × Δ𝑇 × 𝑙

(1)

where 𝑙 is the original length of the concrete slab and
𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 the expansion coefficient of concrete, which depends on its exact composition. A standard value from literature is around 𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 = 1 × 10−5 /K. Taking the peak tunnel floor temperature variations of Δ𝑇 = 12 K quoted above
and the length of a standard tunnel segment of 𝑙 = 24 m,
an expansion of Δ𝑙 = 2.9 mm of such a tunnel segment is
to be expected. This is in agreement with the movement
measurements, considering that due to the measurement
setup the results in Fig. 4 and 5 only indicate the relative
shift between the two connected segments, rather than an
absolute knowledge of the movement of each single element.

Reconstruction Attempt
A reconstruction model, based on exponential fits to the
cool-down and warm-up periods of a selected winter shutdown and a sinusoidal fit to the outside temperature, was
build to better understand the behaviour of the tunnel drifts
for the given observation points. The fitted contraction and
expansion behaviours were applied triggered by the magnet
current evolution. In some points the observed evolution
can satisfactorily be reproduce, however in other points the
drifts do not seem to follow a repetitive pattern. Although
some correlation to the operational schedule can be identified everywhere, the motion here is dominated by other
sources that are not covered by this simple empirical model.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Mechanical devices have been installed in the PETRA III
tunnel, measuring the movements between tunnel segments
in selected locations mainly at the connections between tunnel and experimental halls and in the east-south quadrant.
Correlations to the tunnel inside temperature and outside
temperature could be made. However, there are other, more
minor contributions that have not yet been clearly identified.
The influence of individual environment parameters seems
to vary at the measurement locations.
The coverage of mechanical movement devices in the
tunnel is not sufficient to obtain a global model for the tunnel
movements around the circumference. The installation of
more device at several subsequent tunnel segments would
provide further understanding of the movement behaviour
over sectors. Especially further measurements in the eastern
half of the ring that will remain for PETRA IV could provide
relevant information for the design of compensation systems.
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Abstract

Table 1: Beam Parameters of the DR

The current injector complex design of the FCC-ee project
consists of 𝑒+ /𝑒− linacs, which accelerate the beams up to 6
GeV, a damping ring at 1.54 GeV, a pre-booster ring, accelerating the beam up to 16 GeV and a booster synchrotron ring
integrated in the collider tunnel accelerating the beams up
to the collision energies. The purpose of the damping ring
is to accept the 1.54 GeV beam coming from the linac-1,
damp the positron/electron beams and provide the required
beam characteristics for the injection into the linac-2. In this
presentation the damping ring design is introduced and analytical calculations on various collective effect such as space
charge, intra-beam scattering, longitudinal micro-wave instability, transverse mode coupling instability, ion effects,
electron cloud and coherent synchrotron radiation, are presented.

Parameter

DR

Energy, 𝐸 [GeV]
Circumference, 𝐶 [m]
Geo. emit. (h), 𝜖𝑥 [nm⋅rad]
Bunch length, 𝜎𝑧 [mm]
Momentum sprd., 𝜎𝛿 (×10−2 )
Harmonic number, ℎ
Mom. compac., 𝛼𝑐 (×10−3 )
Horizontal tune, 𝑄ℎ
Vertical tune, 𝑄𝑣
Synchrotron tune, 𝑄𝑠
Energy loss/turn, 𝑈0 [MeV]
Chamber radius, 𝑏 [m]
Bunch pop., 𝑁𝑏 (×1010 )
Bunch spacing, Δ𝑇𝑏 [ns]
Number of bunches, 𝑛𝑏

1.54
270.65
1.25
3.19
0.074
360
1.49
22.57
23.61
0.019
0.47
0.01
2.13
18
50

INTRODUCTION
The Future Circular Collider (FCC) 𝑒+ 𝑒− project is a
design study of a high-luminosity, high-energy circular
electron-positron collider to be installed in a new tunnel
of around 98 km circumference. It is planned to be used as
a high precision machine for the investigation of the Z, W,
Higgs and top particles at center of mass energies varying
between 91.2 and 365 GeV [1, 2].
The injector complex design of the FCC-𝑒+ 𝑒− consists of
an 𝑒+ /𝑒− linac, which accelerates the beams up to 6 GeV, a
pre-booster ring (PBR), accelerating the beams from 6 GeV
to 16 GeV, and a booster synchrotron ring (BR), accelerating
the beams up to the collision energy [3]. The pre-accelerator
complex design (baseline) consists of an electron source, two
linacs, a positron target and a damping ring. The 2-bunch
and multi-bunches options have been discussed in the past
months [4]. In this study, the collective effect estimates are
done for the multi-bunches option. The ring has a racetrack
shape consisting of 2 arcs and 2 straight sections; each arc
has 50 FODO cells, whereas each straight section has two
long damping wiggler magnets (17 m, 1.8 T) to reach short
damping time [4]. The beam parameters for the multi-bunch
DR design option are summarized in Table 1.
In this study, analytical estimates related to collective
effects have been performed for the DR design as collective
effects can be a limiting factor for the performance of an
accelerator.
∗
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COLLECTIVE EFFECT ESTIMATES
Space Charge
The Space Charge (SC) effect may apply undesired effects
on the beam like intensity limitation, emittance growth, tune
shift [5–7]. The incoherent tune shift by space charge effect
can be estimated by an analytical expression for the incoherent SC tune shift for Gaussian bunches is given by [8–10]:

𝛿𝑄𝑦inc = −

𝑁𝑏 𝑟𝑒 𝐶
3
2

(2𝜋) 𝛽2 𝛾3 𝜎𝑧 √𝜖𝑦

⟨

√𝛽𝑦

⟩,

√𝛽𝑥 𝜖𝑥 + 𝐷𝑥 2 𝜎𝛿 2 + √𝜖𝑦 𝛽𝑦

(1)
where 𝑟𝑒 is the electron radius, 𝐶 the circumference and
𝑁𝑏 the bunch population, 𝜖𝑥 and 𝜖𝑦 the geometrical transverse emittances, 𝐷𝑥 the horizontal dispersion and 𝛽𝑥,𝑦 the
horizontal and vertical betatron functions, respectively.
The maximum value is computed after the beam reaches
the equilibrium emittance values in all planes for electron and positron beams. For the case of electron beam,
𝛿𝑄𝑦inc = −0.09 while for the case of the positron beam
𝛿𝑄𝑦inc = −0.01. For the electron beam, the values are small
and thus the SC is not expected to pose a limitation with
respect to transverse emittance blow up or particle losses.
For the positron case, the tune shift may cause issue due to
resonance crossing. Thus, it should be taken into account
on the working point choice.
THPOST003
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Intra-Beam Scattering

sard threshold impedance 𝑍0 || /𝑛 was calculated at injection
and at the equilibrium state. The results are summarized
in Table 2. They correspond to 14 Ω and 2585 Ω for the
electron and positron beam at injection, respectively. For
the equilibrium state, it becomes 0.1 Ω for the equilibrium
state and the Boussard criterion is below than the longitudinal impedance. The longitudinal impedance is assumed as
1 Ω. If the vacuum chamber radius is increased to around
35 mm, it become 1.25 Ω which become well above than
the impedance.

Intra-beam Scattering (IBS) refers to the binary Coulomb
scattering events between the particles within a beam, leading to the re-distribution of the phase space [5, 11, 12]. Figure 1 shows the horizontal emittance evolution during the
stored time of the electron beam. The solid red line shows
the emittance evaluation without IBS effect and the dashed
blue line shows the emittance as taking into account the IBS
effect. The calculations were done using the IBS module
of MAD-X [13]. The emittance growth with respect to the
natural equilibrium emittance (without IBS) at the end of the
stored time is around 78% for the DR design. Although the
effect seems large, the emittance including the IBS is still
within the limit for the DR. The emittance growth is even
smaller (6%) for the positron beam. Consequently, the IBS
effect is not expected to pose a limitation for both electron
and positron beams. In addition, the calculations show that
if the beam is extracted at around 10 ms, it is possible to
have smaller extraction horizontal emittance.

Transverse Mode Coupling Instability
The transverse impedance of the machine can drive the
head-tail instability (HTI) and/or the transverse mode coupling instability (TMCI) [8]. The TMCI threshold for a
broad-band resonator impedance is given by [8, 15]:
𝑅th [kΩ/m] =

0.6𝐸[GeV]𝑄𝑠 𝑄
,
𝛽𝑦 [m]𝑄𝑏 [C]𝜎𝑡 [ps]𝑓𝑟2 [GHz]

(3)

where 𝑄𝑏 = 𝑁𝑏 𝑒, 𝑓𝑟 = 𝑊𝑟 /(2𝜋), 𝑊𝑟 = 𝑐/𝑏, 𝜎𝑡 = 𝜎𝑧 /𝑐.
The thresholds for both electron and positron beams were
estimated at injection and at the equilibrium state. They
correspond to 12.06 MΩ/m (for 𝑒− ) and 3.54 MΩ/m (for
𝑒+ ) at injection. In addition, it becomes 3.78 MΩ/m (for 𝑒−
and 𝑒+ ) at the equilibrium state. The transverse impedance
(𝑍𝑡 ⊥ ) of the DR is estimated as 0.95 MΩ/m, which is well
below the calculated threshold.

Ion Effects
The ions which is created in the vacuum chamber can be
trapped and accumulated by the fields of the electron beam
and eventually can lead to beam instability [16–18]. The
critical mass for trapping of a singly charged ion is [8, 9]:
Figure 1: Emittance (hor.) evolution of the DR for electron
beam. Blue line shows the emittance including IBS effect
while red lines shows the emittance without IBS during the
stored time.

Longitudinal Microwave Instability
The fields of ultra-relativistic particles in an accelerator
interacts with the vacuum chamber and this may affect the
particles behind those generating the fields which is known
as wake fields. The fields may cause instabilities in longitudinal and transverse planes [5, 14]. A broad-band impedance,
representing the effect of all discontinuities of the beam
pipe, can cause a microwave instability. According to the
Boussard criterion, the corresponding threshold impedance
is given by [8, 15]:
2

𝑍0 ||
𝜋 𝛾𝛼𝑐 𝜎𝛿 2 𝜎𝑧 𝑏
= 𝑍0
( ) ,
𝑛
2
𝑁𝑏 𝑟𝑒
𝜎𝑧

(2)

where 𝑍0 is the impedance of free space. Based on the DR
design parameters for electron and positron beams, the BousTHPOST003
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𝐴crit ≅

𝑁𝑏 Δ𝑇𝑏 𝑐𝑟𝑝
,
2𝜎𝑦 (𝜎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦 )

(4)

where 𝑟𝑝 is the classical proton radius. Figure 2 shows the
critical mass for the DR at injection and equilibrium state as
well as the thresholds for different ions. The trapping condition is lower than almost all the possible ions’ thresholds for
especially injected beam. Ions trapped around the electron
beam induce a tune shift, which at the end of the train is
given by [8, 9, 16]:
𝛿𝑄ion ≅

𝑁𝑏 𝑛𝑏 𝑟𝑒 𝑐 𝜎ion 𝑝
(
),
𝜋𝛾√𝜖𝑥 𝜖𝑦 𝑘𝐵 𝑇

(5)

where 𝜎ion is the ionization cross section, 𝑝 is the vacuum
pressure, 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant. 𝛿𝑄ion = 0.003 which
is small at injection and it is even smaller at the equilibrium
state, assuming a pressure of 10−9 mbar for the DR.
The accumulated ions can lead to the fast-ion instability
(FII) with a rise time given by [8, 9, 16, 17]:
𝜏inst ≅

0.1𝛾𝜎𝑥 𝜎𝑦
𝑘 𝑇 √8⎞
⎜
⎟.
( 𝐵 )⎛
𝑁𝑏 𝑛𝑏 𝑐𝑟𝑒 𝛽𝑦 𝜎ion
𝑝 ⎝ 𝜋⎠

(6)
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Table 2: Collective Effects Estimates for the DR
Parameters

DR

SC tune shift @inj. (𝑒− ) (h/v)
SC tune shift @inj. (𝑒+ ) (h/v) [×10−4 ]
SC tune shift @eq. (𝑒+ and 𝑒− ) (h/v)
Emit. growth by IBS @inj. (𝑒− ) [%]
Emit. growth by IBS @inj. (𝑒+ ) [%]

0.004/0.003
1.8/0.1
0.01/0.09
78
6

Longitudinal imp. [Ω]
LMI th. @inj. (𝑒− ) [Ω]
LMI th. @inj. (𝑒+ ) [Ω]
LMI th. @eq. (𝑒+ and 𝑒− ) [Ω]

1
14
2585
0.1

Transverse impedance [MΩ/m]
TMCI th. @inj. (𝑒− ) [MΩ/m]
TMCI th. @inj. (𝑒+ ) [MΩ/m]
TMCI th. @eq. (𝑒+ and 𝑒− ) [MΩ/m]
Chamber radius [m]

0.95
12.06
3.54
3.78
0.01

The FII rise times are obtained as 770 and 14 revolution
times (𝑡rev ) for the injection and equilibrium parameters,
respectively. Instabilities with such rise times can be compensated with a feedback system, provided that 10−9 mbar
damping ring vacuum pressures are achieved.

Max. tune shift by ions
FII rise time @inj./@eq.[𝑡rev ]

0.003
770/14

e-cloud neutr. dens. [1011 /m3 ]
ECI dens. th. @inj. [1011 /m3 ]
ECI dens. th. @eq. [1011 /m3 ]

125.06
1634
22.06

Electron Cloud

Stupakov parameter @eq. (Λ)
𝜌
@eq.
𝑏
0.5𝜌Λ−3/2 @eq. [m]
𝜎𝑧 @eq. [m]

3.18
0.73
0.65
0.003

Figure 2: Critical mass for the alternative DR in comparison
to the thresholds for various molecules.

Electrons present in the vacuum pipe can be trapped by the
fields of the positively charged circulating particles [17, 19].
When free electrons in the vacuum chamber get accelerated
in the electromagnetic field of the beam and hit the chamber
walls, electron amplification can occur through the multipacting effect. The 𝑒− build up saturates when the attractive
beam field is compensated by the field of the electrons, at a
neutralization density, given by [17]:
𝜌neutr =

𝑁𝑏
,
𝐿sep 𝜋𝑏𝑥 𝑏𝑦

(7)

where 𝐿sep [m] is the bunch spacing. The single bunch
𝑒− cloud instability (ECI) occurs above the 𝑒− density threshold estimated by [17, 20, 21]:
𝜌th =

2𝛾𝑄𝑠
√3𝑄𝑟𝑒 𝛽𝑦 𝐶

,

(8)

𝑤 𝜎

where 𝑄 = min(7, 𝑒𝑐 𝑧 ) is the angular oscillation frequency of the electrons interacting with the beam, with
𝑁 𝑟 𝑐2
𝑤𝑒 2 = 2𝜎 𝜎 𝑏(𝜎𝑒 +𝜎 ) . The neutralization density was cal𝑧

𝑦

𝑥

𝑦

culated as 125.06 × 1011 /m3 . The neutralization density exceeds the threshold for at the equilibrium state. This should
be investigated with detailed simulations (see Table 2).

Coherent Synchrotron Radiation
Coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) occurs if the SR
wavelength is comparable to the bunch length. The CSR
may lead to a micro-bunching instability under the following
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A04: Circular Accelerators

Stupakov parameter @inj. (𝑒+ /𝑒− ) (Λ)
𝜌
@inj. (𝑒+ /𝑒− )
𝑏
0.5𝜌Λ−3/2 @inj. (𝑒+ /𝑒− ) [m]
𝜎𝑧 @inj. (𝑒+ /𝑒− ) [m]

0.22/0.0001
0.73
33.8/>>
0.001/0.0034

conditions [5, 22–25]:
𝜎𝑧 ≥ 0.5𝜌Λ−3/2

and

𝜌
≤ Λ,
𝑏

(9)

where 𝑏 is the chamber radius, 𝜌 the bending radius and Λ
known as the Stupakov-Heifets parameter:
Λ=

𝑁𝑏 𝑟𝑒 𝜌√2𝜋
𝐶|𝛼𝑐 |𝜎𝑧 𝛾𝜎𝛿 2

(10)

The instability conditions were calculated and presented in
the Table 2, showing that no CSR instability is expected.

CONCLUSION
In this study, analytical estimates of various collective
effects were presented for one of the DR design options discussed during the past months. Based on these, no major
limitations are expected due to IBS, TMCI and CSR. Concerning the SC, the tune shift at the equilibrium state might
be an issue. Furthermore, the Boussard criterion is below
the longitudinal impedance assuming a vacuum chamber radius of 10 mm. It was shown that the neutralization density
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exceeds the e-cloud instability threshold for the equilibrium
state. The fast rise times of the FII can be compensated with
a feedback system, provided a vacuum pressure of 10−9 mbar
are achieved for the DR.
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EIC’S RAPID CYCLING SYNCHROTRON SPIN TRACKING UPDATE
V.H.Ranjbar∗, F. Meot, H.Lovelace III, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY
F. Lin, ORNL RAD, Oak Ridge Tennessee
The Electron Ion Collider (EIC) to be built will collide
polarized electrons and ions up to 140 GeV center of mass
with a time averaged polarization of 70% and luminosity up
to 1034 cm−2 s−1 . The EIC’s Rapid Cycling Synchrotron
(RCS) will accelerate 2 polarized electrons bunches from
400 MeV to energies of 5, 10 and 18 GeV and inject them
into the EIC’s Electron Storage Ring. The design of the
RCS has progressed to accommodate a larger magnet free
section for the detectors and to meet the space requirements
of the RHIC tunnel. We present progress on full 6D spin
tracking studies of the RCS with the updated lattice using the
Zgoubi code to include magnet misalignments, field errors
and corrections as well as radiative effects.

INTRODUCTION
The Electron Ion Collider (EIC) to be built will collide
polarized electrons and ions up to 140 GeV center of mass
with a time averaged polarization of 70% and luminosity up
to 1034 cm−2 s−1 . The EIC’s Rapid Cycling Synchrotron
(RCS) will accelerate 2 polarized electrons bunches from
400 MeV to energies of 5, 10 and 18 GeV and inject them into
the EIC’s Electron Storage Ring. To accommodate a longer
magnet free section around the detectors we had to re-design
the RCS’s straight sections around 6 and 8 o’clock. The RCS
is designed to accept four 7nC bunches from the pre-injector
and merge them to achieve two 28nC bunches at injection
energy and accelerate these two bunches to extraction energy.
The redesign made recovering the polarization and offmomentum dynamic aperture necessary to accelerate with
the projected longitudinal emittance after the merge challenging. However as is detailed in another paper in these
proceedings [1] a sufficient aperture and polarization transmission was achieved. In this paper we focus on the aspects
of the polarization transmission for the new design. In particular we study the impact of misalignment and field errors.

IMPACT OF MISALIGNMENTS
Initial efforts with the new RCS lattice layout yielded optics which had very little beta-beat and a large off-momentum
aperture. The estimated polarization loss at the level of
5 sigma also yielded polarization losses due to intrinsics
less than 1%. In the past we would use an arbitrary metric of polarization transmission for a 1000 mm mrad rms
emittance beam distribution. This of course was orders of
magnitude higher than our physical aperture would permit.
Previous lattices yielded intrinsic spin resonance induced
polarization loss as estimated by DEPOL of under 5% at
1000 mm mrad. This initial lattice yielded transmissions of
∗

15% at 1000 mm mrad, yet at the relevant operating emittances (40 mm mrad) we shouldn’t have seen any polarization loss. However studying the effect of imperfection spin
resonances driven by closed orbit distortions showed a lower
threshold in terms of RMS orbit distortion for polarization
loss. This of course is to be expected since it is well understood that the strength of both imperfection and intrinsic
spin resonances are correlated due to their shared harmonic
structure. Thus reducing the strength of the intrinsic spin
resonances has the added benefit of reducing the strength of
the average imperfection spin resonances. We revisited the
RCS optics design and further pushed the intrinsic induced
polarization losses to 8%, this did introduce some level of
beta-beating however the overall off-momentum dynamic
aperture was recovered and the sensitivity of the imperfections spin resonances to RMS orbit distortions was reduced
as can be seen in Fig. 1.
Polarization Response to RMS Orbit Distortion
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Figure 1: Comparison of polarization transmission due to
imperfection spin resonances as function of RMS orbit distortion. Lattice 1, was our first RCS optics attempt with
15% intrinsic resonance induced losses at RMS emittance
of 1000 mm mrad. Lattice 2 was our second and last RCS
optics configuration with 8% losses at the same RMS emittance. This reduced imperfection spin resonance sensitivity
as can be seen in the plot.
These results were confirmed using direct spin-orbit
tracking in Zgoubi [2, 3] considering misalignments on the
level of 0.6 mm RMS in the vertical plane and 0.3 mm
RMS in the horizontal plane, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: 13 particle tracking with 0.6 mm RMS vertical
and 0.3 mm RMS horizontal closed orbit distortion.
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Table 1: RCS Longitudinal Bunch Parameters

Substituting for 𝑉0 =

Mode

𝜎𝜏
[ps]

𝜎𝛿
[%]

𝜎𝜏 𝜎𝛿 𝐸
[eV s]

Injection 400 MeV
Post Merge 400 MeV
Extraction 18 GeV

40
180
30

0.25
0.25
.104

4 × 10−5
18 × 10−5
58.86 × 10−5

Simulating the acceleration of polarized electron bunches
in full 6D also requires generating a ramp with the necessary
RF phase and voltage to match the bunch longitudinal parameters at injection and extraction and maintain the bunch
stability against off-momentum dynamic aperture and collective instabilities while keeping the bunch within the RF
bucket.
Since the proposed EIC’s source and LINAC cannot
achieve the necessary bunch charge of 28 nC per bunch with
the necessary emittance and polarization, charge will be accumulated at injection energy (400 MeV) in the RCS. This
will be accomplished by injecting a total of 8 LINAC bunches
split into two trains of 4 bunches. Each bunch will have a
total charge of 7 nC with bunch length of 40 ps RMS (𝜏)and
a relative momentum spread of .25% RMS (𝛿). Each train
of four bunches will be merged into a single bunch with total
charge of 28 nC and final length of 180 ps while maintaining
a relative energy spread of 0.25%. At 18 GeV the two 28 nC
bunches should have bunch dimensions equal to 30 ps and
0.104% . Table 1 shows the longitudinal bunch requirements
for the RCS.

𝛿̂
𝜏̂

=

2
𝛿 ̂ |𝜂|2𝜋𝐸𝛽2
( )
𝜏̂
𝜔20 ℎΔ𝐸

=

RF EQUATIONS
For small amplitude oscillations we can approximate the
ratio of the maximum amplitude off-momentum deviation
𝛿 ̂ to the maximum 𝜏̂ to the synchrotron frequency divided
by 𝜂 the phase slip factor,

𝜙𝑠 (𝜏,̂ 𝛿,̂ 𝐸, Δ𝐸) =
𝑈0 = 𝐶𝛾

Here the expression of 𝑈0 is the radiation loss per turn
for a circular machine with local radius of curvature 𝜌 and
𝐶𝛾 = 8.8575 × 10−5 m/GeV. Given the initial and final
beam parameters as detailed in Table 1 we can use these to
calculate the initial and final voltage and phase. If we choose
to define simple linear function of energy which takes us
between the initial phase 𝜙𝑠𝑖 and final phase 𝜙𝑠𝑓 as well as
the initial emittance 𝜖𝐿𝑖 to the final 𝜖𝐿𝑓 we have:
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𝜖𝐿 (𝐸) =

𝜙𝑠𝑓 − 𝜙𝑠𝑖
𝐸𝑓 − 𝐸𝑖
𝜖𝐿𝑓 − 𝜖𝐿𝑖
𝜖𝐿𝑖 + (𝐸 − 𝐸𝑖 )
.
𝐸𝑓 − 𝐸𝑖
𝜙𝑠𝑖 + (𝐸 − 𝐸𝑖 )

(6)

Using Eq. (1) with our interpolated emittance we can
deduce the bunch length,

𝜏̂

=

(2)
̂ Δ𝐸) =
𝛿(𝐸,

(3)

(4)

(5)

𝛿̂ =

with 𝜔0 the angular revolution frequency, 𝑉0 the voltage on
the RF cavity, E is the Energy and 𝛽 the relativistic beta.
We also know that the gain in energy per turn from the RF
cavity is given by,

𝜙𝑠

𝐸4
.
𝜌

𝛿̂ =

Here the synchrotron frequence 𝜔𝑠 is given by,

Δ𝐸 = 𝑉0 sin 𝜙𝑠 .

| cos 𝜙𝑠 |
sin 𝜙𝑠
= cot 𝜙𝑠

𝜏̂ 2 𝜔20 ℎ(Δ𝐸 + 𝑈0 )
arctan [( )
]
|𝜂|2𝜋𝐸𝛽2
𝛿̂

𝜖𝐿 (𝐸) =
(1)

𝜔0 ℎ Δ𝐸 |𝜂 cos 𝜙𝑠 |
√
𝜂 2𝜋 𝐸𝛽2 sin 𝜙𝑠

This relationship holds true between ± 𝜋
, beyond that the
2
absolute sign around cosine makes it no longer equivalent to
ArcTan. If we are at energies with significant radiation loss
this loss of energy 𝑈0 per turn can be added to Δ E in our
formula. Thus the RF voltage and phase can be presented
as a function of bunch longitudinal parameters, energy and
energy gain,

𝜙𝑠 (𝐸) =

ℎ𝑉 |𝜂 cos 𝜙𝑠 |
𝜔𝑠 = 𝜔0 √ 0
,
2𝜋𝐸𝛽2

we get,

𝜏̂ 2 𝜔20 ℎΔ𝐸
arctan [( )
] =
𝛿 ̂ |𝜂|2𝜋𝐸𝛽2

DEVELOPING 6D RF RAMPS FOR
SPIN-ORBIT TRACKING

𝛿 ̂ 𝜔𝑠
=
.
𝜂
𝜏̂

Δ𝐸
sin 𝜙𝑠

𝜏(𝐸,
̂
Δ𝐸)

=

̂
𝜏̂ 𝛿𝐸
𝜂𝛿 ̂
𝜔𝑠
𝜖𝐿 (𝐸)
𝐸𝜏̂
𝜖𝐿 (𝐸)𝜔𝑠
̂
𝐸𝛿𝜂
𝜖𝐿 (𝐸)𝜔𝑠 (𝐸, Δ𝐸)
𝐸𝜂(𝐸)
𝜖𝐿 (𝐸)
̂ Δ𝐸)
𝐸𝛿(𝐸,

√

(7)

Here we use Eq. (2) for the synchrotron frequency which
is ultimately a function of energy gain per turn and energy
through the RF voltage 𝑉𝑜 and also we know that the slip
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factor 𝜂 is also a function of energy. Next we can define
how the energy gain per turn and thus total energy should
evolve in time. We have chosen a smooth hyperbolic steplike function to describe how the change in energy Δ𝐸(𝑛)
as a function of turn number 𝑛,

Phase
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1.12

Out[]=

1.10

1.08

1.06

1
Δ𝐸(𝑛) = Δ𝐸𝑖 + (Δ𝐸𝑓 − Δ𝐸𝑖 )(1 −
) (8)
1 + 𝑒𝑎(𝑛−𝑏)

1.04
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Figure 4: RCS 𝜙𝑠 Ramp.

Here the parameters 𝑏 represents the location of the step and
𝑎 the steepness of the step. Integrating Eq. (8) we can also
obtain an expression for the total energy as function of turn
number,

Impedance

0.10

0.09

0.08
Out[]=

0.07

= 𝐸𝑖 + Δ𝐸𝑖 𝑛 +

𝐸(𝑛)

0.06

(Δ𝐸𝑖 −Δ𝐸𝑓 )(ln[1+𝑒𝑎𝑏 ]−ln[𝑒𝑎𝑏 +𝑒𝑎𝑥 ])
𝑎

(9)

APPLICATION TO RCS RAMP
We consider developing a turn-by-turn RF voltage and
phase ramp from just after the merge is complete to extraction at 18 GeV. For the energy profile equation (Eq. (8)) we
set Δ𝐸𝑖 = 0 and Δ𝐸𝑓 = 2.64 MeV (a bit higher than a nominal rate of 2.2 MeV since we wanted to complete the ramp
in 8000 turns). We set 𝑎 = 0.0025 and 𝑏 = 1300. The net
result is plotted in Fig. 3. Notice in this case our Δ𝐸(0) ≠ 0
ΔE eV
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Figure 5: RCS Impedance Ramp.
Where 𝑄 is the bunch charge of 28 nC. For the RCS the rule
of thumb is to keep Imp < 0.1 as can be seen from Fig. 5
we are below this threshold until the very end of the ramp
where it reaches 0.1038 Ohms,

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
This analysis doesn’t yet consider the impact of the approach to equilibrium emittances due to radiative effects.
For this we will need to track with this RF ramping profile.
This will no doubt require some modification of the ramp
profile. Finally these ramp profiles will be used to develop a
full 6D tracking including spin with misalignment and field
errors applied to the lattice.
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despite nominally being set to zero and the function actually
starts with an energy gain per turn of 0.098 477 MeV per turn,
while the final at Δ𝐸(8000) = 2.64 MeV or the set value.
From this the initial and final phases can be calculated using
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TRACKING DYNAMIC APERTURE IN THE iRCMS
HADRONTHERAPY SYNCHROTRON∗
François Méot† , Piyush Nanubhai Joshi, Nicholaos Tsoupas, BNL, Upton, NY, USA
Joseph Paul Lidestri, Manny Subramanian, Best Medical International, Springfield, VA, USA
Abstract
Dynamic aperture (DA) studies which are part of the ion
Rapid Cycling Medical Synchrotron (iRCMS) lattice design
have been undertaken. They are aimed at supporting ongoing plans to launch the production of the six magnetic
sectors which comprise the iRCMS racetrack arcs. The
main bend magnetic gap is tight (see Appendix), so allowing
smaller volume magnets and resulting in a compact ring.
The DA happens to be commensurate with the mechanical
aperture, thus tracking accuracy is in order. In that aim, DA
tracking uses the OPERA field maps of the six 60 degree
magnetic sectors of the arcs. Simulation outcomes are summarized here.

INTRODUCTION
The 400 MeV/u Carbon iRCMS is a 2-periodic racetrack
layout, its 180∘ arcs are achromats, comprised each of three
60∘ sectors separated by 1.14 m long drifts with include a
quadrupole at their center (Fig. 1). Each sector is a BDH-BFBD-BF-BDH combined function (CF) dipole series (Fig. 2,
details in the Appendix), the dipole parameters are given
in Table 1. One of the LSS accommodates two RF stations,
sized for 15 Hz rapid-cycling. The other LSS accommodates
the 8 MeV/u beam injection and the extraction systems. Five
quadrupoles are installed in each of the two 13.75 m long
straight sections (LSS) of the racetrack, they serve to set the
tunes, nominally in the region 𝜈𝑥 = 4.8, 𝜈𝑦 = 4.4. Table 2
summarizes the optical parameters of the ring, Fig. 3 displays
the optical functions.
One 60∘ sector prototype has been manufactured, at
present under AC magnetic field measurements at the magnet division of Brookhaven National laboratory (BNL)1 .

A good agreement was found between the DC magnetic
field measurements of the prototype 60∘ sector and the magnetic fields obtained from its OPERA model [1], confirming in particular magnetic lengths and focusing strength
(Table 1). However, ray-tracing using the OPERA field
maps showed that the 0.9 deg spacing (about 8 cm along
the R=508 cm arc, see Appendix) between the magnets
causes a 10 mm scalloping of the closed orbit around the
R=508.022 cm reference along the sector [2]. This is not
acceptable as it would eat up 20% of the ±2.5 cm horizontal aperture (Table 1) and 10 mm of a tight DA. As a consequence the sector has been re-designed, F and D-type
dipole lengths have been re-optimized so that the former
0.9 deg spaces are filled with additional F and D-style laminations, leaving a marginal 0.034 deg spacing (3 mm along
the R=508 cm arc), Fig. 2 [3]. In passing, this allowed salvaging the girder, main coil, and individual dipole tuning
coils of the original design.

Figure 2: New design of the iRCMS 60 deg sector, with
essentially null spacing between the CF dipoles, in order to
ensure constant dipole field along the R=508.022 cm design
arc and thus a circular reference orbit and maximal horizontal
geometrical acceptance.

Table 1: Parameters of the CF Dipoles. Magnet current is
of the form I = Iinj + I0sin(215t) for a 15 Hz cycling

Figure 1: iRCMS ion ring.
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Regarding the RF system, two ferrite loaded cavities have
been built; measured gap voltages is 15 kV over the full RF
range of 0.6-3.35 MHz while sweeping at 15 Hz. These two
single-gap RF stations therefore provide 30kV per turn, more
than necessary; synchronous phase during acceleration is in
30 deg region. These are the typical parameter values liable
to be considered for DA estimates.
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Table 2: iRCMS Parameters

Table 3: Three sets of lengths of the 60 deg sector magnets
that generate achromatic 180 deg arcs

values taken over the horizontal stability range. Typical such
maximum horizontal and vertical stable invariant search
trials are displayed in Fig. 5.
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Figure 3: Optical functions of the iRCMS ring.
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Figure 5: Search for maximum stable amplitude. Left:
10,000-turn, horizontal with subliminal initial vertical motion, 𝜈𝑥 = 5.30, 𝜈𝑦 = 4.43. Right: vertical for some particular initial horizontal invariant value, 𝜈𝑥 = 5.73, 𝜈𝑦 = 4.28.
Observation location is at the center of the LSS, where H
and V phase space ellipses are upright.
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Figure 4: Left: dipole field along R=508 cm, and quadrupole
field along R=509 cm, in a 60 deg sector. Right: a fragment
of 𝐵𝑦 OPERA field map in the 0.034 deg transition region
between a F and a D dipole.

DYNAMIC APERTURE
High resolution field maps of the 60 deg sectors are used
to track ring DA and allow accurate DA assessment from
tens of thousands of turns tracking. A sample of the field
across the 0.034 deg transition region between a F and a
D dipole is displayed in Fig. 4. Table 3 gives three sets of
different BH, BD and BF dipole lengths, which have been
computed in OPERA (namely, three different field maps).
Dynamic aperture properties are investigated for each of
these three field maps - however, given the small difference
in lengths between the three sets, essentially no difference
is expected regarding DAs.
The elementary step of DA computation in the present
approach, consists in finding the maximum vertical stable
phase space invariant, for a given horizontal invariant value.
The exercises is repeated for a set of horizontal invariant
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Figure 6: Left: large dynamic aperture at 10,000 turns,
in the region Qx/Qy=5.15/4.19. Right: 1,000-turn DA in
Qx/Qy=4.15/4.28 region.
The set of points so obtained, namely, maximum stable
invariant in vertical phase space as a function of horizontal
invariant value from paraxial to maximum horizontal stable
amplitude, represents the DA. The maximum stable amplitude is assessed here over a few thousands of turns, up to
10,000. This is considered sufficient as the bunch is captured
during the 15 Hz acceleration ramp, so that its size quickly
damps (the acceleration from 8 MeV/u injection energy to
top energy takes a few 104 turns).
Sample DA results are given in Fig. 6, at constant energy.
DA samples in Fig. 7 account for acceleration. It is not a bad
idea to keep an idea on the impact of turn number (Fig. 8).
Following these preliminary estimates, tune scans are in
preparation for a systematic study.
However the 10,000 samples displayed here indicate great
enough DA with properly chosen working points.
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• Details regarding the iRCMS combined function dipoles [3]
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APPENDIX
• Details regarding the iRCMS prototype 60 deg sector under
AC measurements at BNL [1]

Vacuum pipe in the CF magnet tight gap.
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Prototype 60 deg sector. The tuning coils are apparent.

(A fragment of the) prototype 60 deg sector geometry, with
its 8 cm magnet spacing (left), and the resulting field dip
along that spacing (right).
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SIMULATIONS OF THE SUITABILITY OF A DC ELECTRON PHOTOGUN
AND S-BAND ACCELERATING STRUCTURE
AS INPUT TO AN X-BAND LINAC
S. D. Williams∗ , R. P. Rassool, S. L. Sheehy1 , G. Taylor, M. Volpi
The University of Melbourne, 3010 Parkville, Australia
R. Auchettl, R. T. Dowd, AS - ANSTO, 3168 Clayton, Australia
1 also at AS - ANSTO, 3168 Clayton, Australia
Work has been underway for some time to design a compact electron beamline utilising X-band linear accelerating
structures in the new Melbourne X-band Laboratory for Accelerators and Beams (X-LAB). The original design utilised
an S-band RF photogun as an input to a pair of high gradient
X-band linear accelerating structures, but we have been motivated to investigate an alternative starting section to allow for
initial testing. This will utilise a DC photogun and S-band
accelerating structure similar to those used at the Australian
Synchrotron. Simulation results incorporating space charge
of a beamline composed of a DC photogun, S-band accelerating structures, and two high gradient X-band structures
will be presented. These simulation results will be optimised
for minimum emittance at the end of the beamline.

INTRODUCTION
As part of the arrival of the X-Box test stand at the University of Melbourne we have been planning a beamline
that can be installed in the University of Melbourne X-LAB
accelerator hall utilising X-band RF accelerating cavities of
a similar design to the structures used by the compact linear
collider [1, 2].
For optimal beam capture and acceleration an RF photogun is planned as an injector, but in this document we
investigate the possibility of integrating a relatively low-cost
alternative for use during commissioning, that is a 100 keV
DC photogun. However, the use of non-relativistic electrons
(𝛽 ≈ 0.55) will cause acceptance, capture, and acceleration
issues as the X-band structures are matched to 𝛽 ≈ 1.
To alleviate this, we have investigated the possibility of
using an S-band RF buncher available locally to increase the
energy of the bunch to an satisfactory level for acceptance.

X-BAND RF ACCELERATING
STRUCTURE ACCEPTANCE
The X-band structure in question is a TW X-band structure operating at 11.9942 GHz similar to the CLIC T24 structure [3]. Following simulation in CST Microwave Studio [4]
its fieldmap is exported for further use in simulations, and
can be seen in Figure 1. At this stage in Melbourne X-LAB
planning it is estimated to be fed 20 MW of RF power, yield∗

scottdw@student.unimelb.edu.au
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ing an average accelerating gradient of 70 MW m−1 , with a
maximum gain per structure of approximately 17.5 MeV.
To demonstrate the acceptance issues we shall show results from single particle tracking simulations using the code
ASTRA [5]. We use single particle simulations for this section due to their simplicity, and ease of cross checking by
numerical integration. Although we neglect whole bunch
dynamics at this stage it is very unlikely for a whole bunch
to pass through without issues if it a single particle can’t.
X-band structure fieldmap quantities
30000
20000
Ez Strength (AU)

Abstract

10000
0
10000
20000
30000

Real
Imag
Absolute value
0.00

0.05

0.10
z(m)

0.15

0.20

Figure 1: X-band structure fieldmap used.
To investigate acceptance we simulate a single on axis
electron multiple times, for different initial Kinetic Energies
(KE) and structure phases in increments of 1°. A particle is
deemed to have passed though if it reaches the other end of
the accelerating structure, and its longitudinal momentum
𝑝 𝑧 has not dropped below 200 keV 𝑐−1 (KE 37.75 keV). This
threshold was chosen after inspection of multiple simulations to give good separation between simulations where the
particle passes through or is brought to near halt.
In Figure 2 we present a combined plot showing the number of simulations deemed to have passed according the
previous criteria for a given initial KE, and the maximum
energy gain for a given initial KE. The range of phase acceptance (acceptable starting phases), in blue, is calculated
by counting the number of simulations where a particle is
transmitted for the given initial energy. We see that we need
an initial energy of approximately 150 keV to have any phase
range acceptable for transmission, and then as KE increases
the entire phase range is allowed for transmission. We specifically note that this is for transmission only, not acceleration;
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a 1 GeV particle would be able to pass through for all phases,
but only roughly half would result in any nett energy gain.
The orange scatter plot demonstrates the maximum energy
gain, out of all phases, for a given initial KE, and we see we
can achieve near maximal energy gain above initial KEs of
500 keV.
Acceptable phases and energy gain as a function of initial KE
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Figure 2: Acceptable for transmission phase range, and maximum energy gain for a given initial kinetic energy.
In Figure 3 we show the momentum change of a single
particle just as it enters the accelerating structure for different initial KE, where the phasing of the X-band structures
has been set for maximum energy gain or greatest depth for
the KE=0.1 MeV case. We see that for an initial KE less
than or equal to 0.5 MeV there is a initial decrease in momentum the particles are accelerated, whereas for the case
of KE=1000 MeV acceleration starts almost immediately.
For less than KE<0.5 MeV we view this as a case of phase
slippage, where the particles arrive ahead of the accelerating
crest in the non-beta matched first cell.
1.0

Single particle tracking for different initial KE
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Figure 3: Trajectory of single particles for different initial
energies.
To summarise; if we were to use a 100 keV DC photogun
we would need an extra energy boost to at least 500 keV,
thus motivating the use of an additional accelerating section
before the X-band structures. Additionally, concerns about
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Table 1: Initial Conditions and Simulations Parameters
Parameter

Value

Bunch charge
1 pC
Number of macro particles
10000
Transverse shape
2D Gaussian cutoff at 2𝜎𝑥
Transverse dimension (𝜎𝑥 )
0.25 mm
Longitudinal shape
Gaussian in time
Pulse Length (𝜎𝑡 )
100 fs

12

250

Energy gain (MeV)

Phase acceptance range

350

pz(z)
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bunch lengthening also motivate the use of that section to
also re-bunch the beam.

DC PHOTOGUN SIMULATION
In the following simulations we consider a 100 keV DC
photogun with a focusing solenoid magnet with peak field
0.042 T. We note in contrast to the first section we will now
be considering multi-particle simulations with space charge
effects present. The magnetic field has been optimised to
minimise the transverse emittance of the bunch downstream
of the gun. The initial bunch has the parameters in Table 1:
Plots of how the beam size and emittance develops can be
seen in Figure 4, and were generated by the code ASTRA.
We note that although this configuration results in low
transverse emittance bunches that focuses to an RMS size
of 100 µm, we have a growing Z RMS. Also, the Z RMS at
the focal point of approximately 1 mm would correspond to
a phase difference of 14.4° at X-band wavelengths, strongly
motivating rebunching the beam.

S-BAND BUNCHER
To provide the energy boost required for acceptance of the
bunch into the X-band accelerating structures we investigate
the use of an S-band buncher similar to those already present
at the Australian Synchrotron. This was remodelled using
CST Microwave Studio and the fieldmap exported for use in
the code ASTRA. The CST model can be seen in Figure 5.
This is a four cell constant impedance S-band
(2.9979 GHz) travelling wave operating in 23𝜋 mode
with an average gradient of 7 MV m−1 and a total cell length
of 80 mm. This structure has a design phase velocity of
0.6 𝑐, and and is thus adequately matched to a kinetic energy
100 keV (𝛽 ≈ 0.55 𝑐).

PROPOSED BEAMLINE CONFIGURATION
We present a configuration of the DC photogun, S-band
buncher, and two X-band accelerating structures in Figure 6
that produces a low and stable emittance bunch with kinetic
energy of approximately 27.29 MeV. This configuration
was found by iterative optimisation of the position and phase
of the buncher and X-band accelerating structures through
successive simulations in ASTRA with space charge effects
present.
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Figure 4: Gun only RMS and emittance development.

Figure 5: 3D model of buncher.

DISCUSSION
We have been able to demonstrate that the addition of
the S-band buncher to the DC photogun is able to boost the
energy of the bunch to the point where it can be accepted
and accelerated by the X-band structures.
With regards to the suitability of this beamline, two future
applications have been discussed so far; one is for dosimetry
studies involving biological, and industrial samples, and
other was as an electron source for an Inverse Compton
Scattering light source. In the first case, as long as the
beam size is amenable to the sample, the main performance
characteristics are energy, bunch charge, and repetition rate.
Although we will not discuss the repetition rate of the entire
line, the beamline presented here would be appropriate for
accelerating bunches.
With regards to using the beamline as an electron source
suitable for an Inverse Compton Scattering light source, one
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Figure 6: Development of bunch RMS and emittance
through beamline.
of the design goals is to minimise the transverse emittance
so that we may focus the bunch to a small interaction point,
thus maximising scattering. The transverse emittance here
of approximately 0.5 𝜋 mm mrad is comparable to what may
have been achieved with an RF photogun, but with a smaller
bunch charge (1 pC here, compared to 100 pC elsewhere).
In both cases this would be sufficient to commission the
beamline, to test downstream diagnostics and feedback systems, systems for laser alignment, and to perform early test
experiments.
We also note that this investigation has not considered
the practical implications of two separate devices versus a
single one, nor of working with two separate frequencies
and klystron feeds. A possible future development here is to
investigate the use of a custom designed and appropriately
matched X-band boost cavity instead of the S-band buncher
presented here.

CONCLUSION
We have been able to demonstrate issues with the X-band
structures in accepting 100 keV electrons. Although far from
ideal, we have also shown that the addition of an extra bunching cavity gives an extra energy boost that allows for acceptance. Although the bunch charge will be low it is possible
to generate and preserve low emittance bunches for early
commissioning and testing.
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SLOW-CONTROL LOOP TO STABILIZE THE RF POWER OF THE FLUTE
ELECTRON GUN
M.-D. Noll∗ , N. Smale, A. Böhm, O. Manzhura, M. Schuh, R. Ruprecht, J. Jelonnek, A.-S. Müller,
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
I. Kriznar, Paradigma-Tech, Senzana, Slovenia

Abstract
The linear accelerator FLUTE (Far Infrared Linac and
Test Experiment) at KIT serves as a test facility for accelerator research and for the generation of ultra-intense coherent
THz radiation.
To achieve stable THz photon energy and optimal beam
trajectory, the energy of the electrons emitted from the RF
photo-injector must be stable. The accelerating voltage of
the RF cavity has been shown to be a signiicant inluencing factor. Here, we report on the development of a slow
closed-loop feedback system to stabilize the RF power and
thus the accelerating voltage in the RF photo-injector cavity.
With this closed-loop feedback system the relative standard
deviation of the RF power in the cavity can be improved by
8.5 %.

INTRODUCTION

Because of that, the slow-control approach described
here needs no model or a-priori knowledge about the disturbances.
40

20

Δ�cavity (kW)

At FLUTE, the electron bunches are created and preaccelerated to 7 MeV in the low-energy section, before being
accelerated to 41 MeV by a traveling wave LINAC structure
[1–3] (see Fig. 1).
The electron gun of the injector is of the RF photo injector
type (see [4]) that uses a copper cathode where electrons
are released when struck by UV laser pulses and a 2.5 cell
standing wave RF cavity driven by a 2.9979 GHz low-level
RF (LLRF) system, which currently does not correct for
long-time drifts. Both for guidance along the beam pipe and
scientiic experiments, the electron energy is a key igure of
the accelerator. To ensure proper operation it has to be kept
constant over long periods of time (up to hours).

As the RF-induced �-ield in the RF cavity has major
inluence on the electron energy, it has to be kept stable
to achieve stable electron emission. Simulations showed
the relative standard deviation of the RF power has to be
less than 0.01 %. When measured with a pick-up inside one
of the cavity cells for every pulse of the LLRF, apart from
variations from one shot to another there are also slower
disturbances of varying period and an even slower drift,
see Fig. 2. Some sources of these slow variations have
been identiied in the past to be due to the power grid, the
inluence of which has already been mitigated in [5]. Other
disturbances mainly originate from drifts of temperature or
other parameters. These efects are hard to predict and to
model.
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Figure 2: Deviation of the RF power as measured in the
cavity from the target power �cavity = 9.5 MW; required
maximum standard deviation in red.
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Figure 1: Simpliied FLUTE architecture; components of the control system proposed here highlighted in blue (adapted
from [1]).
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ARCHITECTURE

CONTROLLER DESIGN

To determine the controller parameters of the control unit,
the response of the plant to a controller output has to be
known. This relation is described by the plant transfer function �[�], which summarizes the result of a unit impulse
from the controller output to the controlled quantity (here
the RF cavity power) [9]. For the measurement at FLUTE,
step functions are used as the driving signal instead of impulses, as they are easier to generate and the responses easier
to measure. As the length of the signiicant part of the response is not known beforehand, a pseudo random binary
sequence, i.e. a series of step functions with diferent lengths
is used. To get the analytical representation of the plant, numerical optimization is used to it a time-discrete rational
model to the measured data. By allowing more degrees of
freedom (DoF), the model accuracy is improved, however
too many DoF can lead to over-itting. Finally a model with
3 DoF is used, see Fig. 3.
The cavity power measurement sufers from noise due to
shot-to-shot variations. To mitigate their contribution to the
controller input, a digital low-pass ilter ℎ[�] of the order
� is used. In general higher order low-pass ilters reject
out-of-band frequency components better, but introduce a
signiicant group delay to their output signal [10].
For the controller itself a common time discrete PID architecture is selected. Its output �[�] is the sum of the responses
proportional to the input signal itself �[�], the integral of
the signal over time �� [�] and the derivative over time �� [�],
each weighted by a coeicient �{�,�,�} :
�[�] = �� �[�] + �� �� [�] + �� �� [�]

(1)

The coeicients �{�,�,�} have to be tuned for the system to
have a high disturbance rejection but also to be stable [11].
There are diferent ways to do so. One traditional way is the
Ziegler-Nichols method [12], which is used here for quick
preliminary tests. The inal coeicient determination is done
by numerical optimization with the two design parameters
THPOST007
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1,000

Measured
P1 (1 DoF, Model accuracy: 89.98 %)
P2ZU (3 DoF, Model accuracy: 96.26 %)

500

Δ������� (kW)

The electron gun is driven by the LLRF, a power ampliier
and a klystron. To be able to control the RF power to the
gun –and not interfere with the LLRF system– a voltage controllable RF attenuator is inserted in the low power signal
path between the LLRF and the power ampliier. Around
the operating point of 10 V, the used Mini-Circuits ZX732500-S+ voltage controlled attenuator [6] has a sensitivity
of −0.151 dB V−1 to the control voltage, which allows the
control voltage to be set with a remote controlled signal
generator. The sensitivity to the power supply stability was
measured to be 0.004 dB V−1 , i.e. it is negligible for common lab bench power supplies. An E-ield pick-up in one
of the cavity cells, that is calibrated to yield a RF power
measurement, is used as sensor. The measured power is
available via the EPICS [7] system (see [8]). The control
unit then uses the RF power value and the voltage controlled
attenuator to construct a feedback loop, see Fig. 1.

response time �� and ilter order �. The results for diferent
�� and � is shown in Fig. 4. There, the controller �1 [�]
for �� = 5 s and � = 10 shows fast decay of the simulated
disturbance step and only minor ringing, which indicates
stability.
By calculating the cross-covariance between the cavity
power and some readily available diagnostic signals, a strong
inverse correlation between the cavity power and the gun temperature is found. As this relation is deterministic and linear
around the operating temperature of the gun, a feed-forward
path is added to the control system. This way the feed-back
loop is only responsible for disturbances not caused by the
gun temperature drift and can be operated less aggressively.
The inal control system architecture is shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 3: System identiication to get the plant transfer function.
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Figure 4: Simulated disturbance rejection for diferent ilter
lengths � and response times ��.

Veriication at FLUTE
The efectiveness of the control system is veriied at
FLUTE by operating the low-energy section irst with and
then without the control system enabled for ive hours each
(see Fig. 6). To better illustrate the reduction of the slow
drifts, Fig. 7 shows a periodogram of the time signal in
Fig. 6 in which the spectral composition is calculated for the
turn-on and turn-of segments of the controller.
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Figure 5: Control system architecture with feed-back loop
and added feed-forward path.

Figure 7: Periodogram of the cavity power deviations in
Fig. 6.

Tests with Faraday Cup

thus is efective in compensating the long-term drifts. In the
future, the system could be integrated into the LLRF and
possibly take advantage of other system parameters, such as
the electron charge.

Currently, instead of injecting the electron beam into the
linac section of FLUTE, a Faraday cup [13] is placed at the
end of the low-energy section. It measures the emitted electron charge destructively, so it cannot be used as a diagnostic
tool in normal operation. But for the commissioning stage
its output reading may give a more accurate indication of
electron energy stability than the RF cavity power measurement.
For that reason the current signal, measured and digitized by
a charge ampliier [14] and a DAQ system, is evaluated as
quantity to be controlled. The control unit was able to handle
the beam charge as the input/output with minor tweaks to
the �{�,�,�} coeicients. Since the electron charge and the
RF cavity power show no simple correlation the decision
which parameter should be kept constant with the control
unit is deferred until direct electron energy measurements
are performed.
40

Δ�cavity (kW)

20

Controller on
Controller of

0

−20

−40

0

2

4

6
Time (h)

8

10

Figure 6: Deviation of the cavity power Δ�cavity with the
control system on and of (set value �cavity = 9.5 MW, required standard deviation in red).

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The present FLUTE LLRF system is not able to correct for
the type of long-term drifts and slow periodic disturbances of
the RF cavity power. Therefore, in this paper we showed how
a slow-control system can be designed and demonstrated its
efectiveness on the cavity RF power stability. Over the time
span of ive hours, utilizing the new slow-control system
improved the relative standard deviation by about 8.5 % and
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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STATUS OF THE FLUTE RF SYSTEM UPGRADE
A. Malygin†, O. Manzhura, R. Ruprecht, M. Schuh, N. Smale, A.-S. Müller
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract
FLUTE (Ferninfrarot Linac- Und Test-Experiment) is a
compact versatile linac-based accelerator test facility at
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). Its main goal is
to serve as a platform for a variety of accelerator studies
and to generate intense ultra-short THz pulses for photon
science. It will also serve as an injector for a Very Large
Acceptance compact Storage Ring (VLA-cSR), which
will be realized at KIT in the framework of the compact
STorage Ring for Accelerator Research and Technology
(cSTART) project. To achieve acceleration of electrons in
the RF photo-injector and linac (from FLUTE) with high
stability, it is necessary to provide stable RF power. For
this goal, an upgrade of the existing RF system design has
been proposed and is currently being implemented. This
contribution will report on the updated RF system design
and the commissioning status of the new RF system components.

INTRODUCTION
FLUTE [1] is an accelerator R&D facility that will allow the study of bunch compression with all related effects like space charge, coherent synchrotron radiation
(CSR) as well as the systematic investigation of different
generation mechanisms for coherent THz radiation in a
comparison between experiment and theory. It will be
used as a test bench for the development of new diagnostics and instrumentation for fs bunches. Furthermore, it
will serve as an injector for the compact storage ring of
the cSTART project [2], and to enable study for future
compact, broadband accelerator-based THz user-facilities.
All applications mentioned above will require, and
strongly benefit from, a high stability of electron beam
parameters (from 40 up to 90 MeV), low dark current,
and a repetition frequency up to 50 Hz. In order to
achieve these parameters, an upgrade of the FLUTE RF
system has been proposed. In this contribution, an update
on the new RF system will be presented. The main components of the new FLUTE RF system include: new RF
photo-injector, two RF units (one for the new RF photoinjector and the other one for the linac). Also, two new RF
waveguide systems for the RF photo-injector and the
linac have been designed.

UPGRADE OF THE RF SYSTEM
In [1] the existing FLUTE layout is described. It consists of a 45 MW klystron where RF power is split between the RF photo-injector and the linac. The RF photoinjector gun used at FLUTE was designed and operated at
CTF2, CERN [3]. It consists of 2.5 cells and was optimized for high charge beams (bunch trains with up to
13 nC per bunch). The energy of electrons that can be
†___________________________________________
anton.malygin@kit.edu
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achieved with the existing FLUTE configuration at the
end of the linac is up to 50 MeV. To increase the stability
of the electron beam parameters and also increase the
electron energy at the output of the linac, two new RF
units will be utilized. Each RF unit consists of a modulator and a klystron. The first RF unit will provide RF power for the new RF photo-injector and the second for the
linac. The first RF unit (K100) was already delivered by
ScandiNova [4] and tested at FLUTE. The results of the
site acceptance tests (SAT) for K100 RF unit are shown in
Table 1. The RF unit (K300) that will provide RF power
for the linac is presently being assembled by ScandiNova
and will be delivered in the middle of 2022. The main
design parameters of the K300 RF unit are presented in
Table 2.
Table 1: K100 RF Unit SAT Results
Parameter
RF power
Frequency
Output voltage
Output current
RF pulse top flatness
RF pulse length (top)
Repetition rate
Pulse to pulse voltage stability

Value
10.6
3
177
135
1
4.5
50
18

Unit
MW
GHz
kV
A
%
usec
Hz
ppm

Table 2: K300 RF Unit Design Parameters
Parameter
RF power
Frequency
Output voltage
Output current
RF pulse top flatness
RF pulse length (top)
Repetition rate
Pulse to pulse voltage stability

Value
36.8
3
285
315
1
4.5
50
20

Unit
MW
GHz
kV
A
%
usec
Hz
ppm

New RF Photo-Injector
The new RF photo-injector has been designed and built
by RadiaBeam [5]. It has 1.5 cells, electron energy up to
5.5 MeV (with 9.5 MW of RF power), exchangeable
cathode and repetition rate of up to 50 Hz. It can operate
in a wide range of bunch charges from 1 pC to 1 nC with
a copper cathode. It has been successfully tested with low
RF power during factory acceptance tests (FAT) and the
results of the FAT as well as the main design parameters
are presented in Table 3. High power RF tests at FLUTE
are planned after delivery in the middle of 2022.
The RF photo-injector will be delivered with a new solenoid and an alignment stand for the RF photo-injector.
The solenoid itself will be aligned on the existing motorMC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A08: Linear Accelerators
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Figure 1: Main components of the new RF system of FLUTE. 1 – RF photo-injector, 2 – solenoid, 3 – diagnostic sections, 4 – K100 waveguide system, 5 – circulator, 6 – K100 RF unit, 7 – K300 waveguide system, 8 – K300 RF unit, 9
– linac.
ized table, which will be upgraded with another movable
stage to 5 movable axes.
Table 3: New RF Photo-Injector’ Parameters
Parameter
Input RF power
Output energy
Operating frequency
Repetition rate
Bunch charge
Pulse length
Peak cathode field
External coupling factor
Laser injection

Value
9.5
5.5
2.997
50
1-1000
4
120
1.06
On-axis

Unit
MW
MeV
MHz
Hz
pC
usec
MV/m

General Configuration of the New RF System
The general configuration of the new FLUTE RF system is shown in Fig. 1. As one can observe the 10 MW
K100 RF unit is connected to the new RF photo-injector
via an RF waveguide system. This waveguide system
includes a circulator which requires operation under SF6
pressure. To minimize the volume of SF6 gas, the circulator is closed directly from both sides by two RF windows,
which allows operation of the rest of the waveguide system under vacuum. The waveguide system for the 37 MW
K300 RF unit will be operated fully under vacuum.
Main advantages of the new RF system compared to
the existing FLUTE RF system:
• Higher RF stability,
• Lower dark current,
• Higher output electron beam energy (up to 90 MeV),
• High repetition rate (up to 50 Hz),
• More precise positioning for the new RF photoinjector due to the separate alignment stand,
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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• More precise magnetic field of the solenoid,
• Smaller volume which requires SF6 gas,
• Fully vacuum waveguide system for the linac.

SUMMARY
A new RF system for FLUTE has been designed and is
in the process of implementation. The new RF system
achieves higher stability of the electron beam and higher
energies (up to 90 MeV) compared to the existing RF
system. Furthermore, the new RF photo injector generates
far less dark current, which provides great benefits especially for operation in a low bunch charge regime (~1
pC). The 37 MW of RF power that can be provided by
K300 RF unit allows for future upgrade of FLUTE to
provide even higher electron energy if an RF pulse compressor is used which significantly increases peak RF
power and allows the use of a second linac.
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SIMULATION STUDY OF A BUNCH COMPRESSOR FOR AN
ACCELERATOR-BASED THz SOURCE AT THE EUROPEAN XFEL
P. Boonpornprasert∗ , G.Georgiev, X. Li, M. Krasilnikov, A. Lueangaramwong
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Zeuthen, Germany
Abstract
The European XFEL has planned to perform pump-probe
experiments using its X-ray pulses and THz pulses. A
promising concept to provide the THz pulses with a pulse
repetition rate identical to that of the X-ray pulses is to generate them using an accelerator-based THz source. The THz
source requires a bunch compressor in order to manipulate
the longitudinal phase space of the electron bunch to match
with various options of THz radiation generation. This paper presents and discusses simulation study of the bunch
compressor for the THz source.

INTRODUCTION
Research and development (R&D) of an accelerator-based
THz source prototype for pump-probe experiments at the European XFEL are ongoing at the Photo Injector Test Facility
at DESY in Zeuthen (PITZ). The R&D have been conducted
in two parts. The first part is a proof-of-principle experiment
to generate THz SASE FEL radiation by using an LCLS-I
undulator driven by an electron bunch from the PITZ accelerator [1, 2]. The second part is conceptual design studies
of an ideal accelerator-based THz source facility that can
be established at the European XFEL site and used for the
pump-probe experiments.

Figure 1: The basic concept layout of the ideal THz source.
A basic concept layout of the ideal THz source is shown
in Figure 1. The layout consists of an RF electron gun, two
identical RF linacs, a bunch compressor, and a THz FEL
undulator. Models and locations of the RF gun and the first
linac in the layout are identical to those at the PITZ facility
with an additional linac downstream from the first one. The
accelerators can produce an electron beam with an average
beam momentum of up to 35 MeV/c, a bunch charge of up to
5 nC, and similar beam emittance values that are achievable
at the PITZ facility [3, 4].
The ideal THz source has been designed to produce intense, tunable, and narrow-band THz radiation by means
of a SASE FEL, a seeded FEL, and superradiant undulator
radiation (SUR) as the proof-of-principle experiments are
ongoing at the PITZ facility. The different means of THz
radiation generation require different temporal shapes of
∗
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the electron bunch. For example, a several-ps long electron
bunch is required for the SASE FEL, a temporal-modulated
bunch is necessary for the seeded FEL, and a sub-ps long
bunch is essential for the SUR. Therefore, a bunch compressor between the second linac and the THz undulator is
needed to manipulate the longitudinal phase space of the
beam in order to achieve the required temporal shapes.
In this paper, we present simulation study of a bunch compressor that can provide an electron bunch with a sub-ps
bunch length, which is required for the SUR, at its full compression. This bunch compressor can be used for the other
required bunch shapes, a several-ps long electron bunch and
a temporal-modulated bunch, which will be studied in future
work. First, the beam requirements of the SUR are presented
in the next section. Then, specifications of the bunch compressor which is based on BC0 of the European XFEL [5]
are presented. After that, details of beam dynamics simulations for bunch compression of a 100 pC electron bunch
with different beam momenta are presented and discussed.
The OCELOT [6] was used for the simulations. Finally, a
summary and outlook of this work are given.

BEAM REQUIREMENTS
SUR requires an electron bunch with a bunch length equal
to or shorter than the fundamental wavelength of the undulator radiation, so the radiation is emitted coherently [7].
Specifications of an undulator for the SUR are assumed
to be identical to those in [4]. The undulator is a helical
undulator with a period length of 40 mm. The undulator
parameter (𝐾) is variable in a range of 0.26 to 1.90. Figure 2 shows the calculated fundamental wavelengths with
𝐾 = 0.26 and 𝐾 = 1.90 of the undulator radiation as a function of the electron beam momentum. The vertical range
of 20 µm to 100 µm is the required range of the FEL wavelength in [4]. By considering the fundamental wavelength
of 100 µm from the plots in Fig. 2, the rms bunch length up
to 0.333 ps (100 µm/c) within a momentum range of 7.84 to
15.76 MeV/c is required for the SUR. This requirement will
be used as a benchmark for beam dynamics simulations.

BUNCH COMPRESSOR FEATURES
The lattice configuration of the bunch compressor is
shown in Figure 3. The configuration consists of two sets
of quadrupole doublet and a magnetic chicane. The doublet
Q1 & Q2 is used for matching the beam into the bunch compressor, while the doublet Q3 & Q4 is used for downstream
transport and matching. Parameters of the chicane are based
on the bunch compressor BC0 at the European XFEL [5],
which are summarized in Table 1.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
Beam dynamics simulations with the lattice configuration in Fig. 3 were performed in order to evaluate the bunch
compression efficiency of the bunch compressor. The Generator tool of ASTRA [9] was used for generating initial
electron bunches at the beginning position (𝑍 = 0). Parameters of the initial bunches are listed in Table 2. Each
initial bunch has a different beam momentum, which is varied from 7 to 35 MeV/c with a step of 1 MeV/c. In order
to maximize bunch compression, the energy chirp of each
bunch is adjusted to match the 𝑅56 that changed with the
beam momentum as explained in the previous section.
Figure 2: The calculated fundamental wavelengths of the
undulator radiation with 𝐾 = 0.26 and 𝐾 = 1.90 as a function of the electron beam momentum.

Figure 3: The lattice configuration of the bunch compressor.

Table 2: Parameters of the Initial Electron Bunches at 𝑍 = 0
Bunch charge
𝜎𝑧
𝜀 𝑛, 𝑥 , 𝜀 𝑛,𝑦
𝛽𝑥 , 𝛽𝑦
beam momentum
energy spread
energy chirp

100 pC
5.85 ps
1 µm
10 m
7 to 35 MeV/c
0.05 %
8.3 to 12.36 m−1

Each initial bunch was tracked through the bunch compressor from 𝑍 = 0 to 𝑍 = 7.6 m by using Ocelot. Each tracking
was performed for two cases: one with the space-charge
(SC) method and another one with the coherent-synchrotronradiation (CSR) method. The focusing strengths of Q1 to
Q4 were optimized by using a matching tool of Ocelot. The
matching constraints are that the dispersion is zero at the
final location and that the beta functions of the final bunch
are the same as those of the initial bunch.

Table 1: Parameters of the Chicane
Effective length of each dipole
Length between D2 and D4
Total length
Bending angle
𝑅56

0.5 m
1.5 m
5m
5.67° - 8.19°
−26 to −80 mm

Compression of the rms bunch length is maximized in
linear approximation when ℎ = −1/𝑅56 , where ℎ is the energy chirp of the electron bunch at the entrance of the bunch
compressor [8]. In this work, we fixed the bending angle at
8.19° which is corresponding to the 𝑅56 of 78.56 m. This
𝑅56 is calculated with an relativistic assumption, so 𝑅56 contribution from drift lengths (𝑅56,Δ𝑠 = Δ𝑠/𝛾 2 , where Δ𝑠 is a
drift length and 𝛾 is the Lorentz factor of the electron beam),
is negligible. However, in our case, the beam momentum
of up to 35 MeV is not fully relativistic and therefore 𝑅56,Δ𝑠
contributes significantly to the total 𝑅56 of the bunch compressor. For example, the momentum range of 7 to 35 MeV
corresponds to the total 𝑅56 range of −120 to −81 m when
contributions of 𝑅56,Δ𝑠 are considered.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 4: Simulated final RMS bunch lengths as a function
of beam momentum. The red box represents the ranges
that are suitable for generating SUR with a fundamental
wavelength of 100 µm.
Figure 4 shows simulated final RMS bunch lengths (𝑡𝑟 𝑚𝑠 )
as a function of beam momentum when tracking with the
SC method and the CSR method. The graph shows that
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𝑡𝑟 𝑚𝑠 of the SC case is about 0.9 ps at the beam momentum
of 7 MeV/c and then drops sharply to 0.22 ps at the beam
momentum of 18 MeV/c. The curve of 𝑡𝑟 𝑚𝑠 of the CSR case
shows the same trend as that of the SC case but with much
smaller 𝑡𝑟 𝑚𝑠 for the beam momentum below 18 MeV/c. The
area inside the red box in Fig. 4 represents the ranges that
the compressed bunch is suitable for generating SUR with
a fundamental wavelength of 100 µm. Since there are parts
of the curves inside the box, the compressed bunches for
generating the 100 µm SUR are achievable with this bunch
compressor.
Examples of the compressed longitudinal phase space
(LPS) of a 15 MeV/c bunch when tracking with the SC
method and CSR method are shown in Figure 5. Each LPS
has a strong curvature. However, the shape of the SC case
looks more distorted and has modulation. This modulation
can possibly be an effect of microbunching instability [10].
The bunch length of the SC and the CSR cases are 0.24 ps
and 0.21 ps, respectively.

of the bunch compressor is based on the bunch compressor
BC0 at the European XFEL. The results show rms bunch
lengths below 0.33 ps within a momentum range of 7.84 to
15.76 MeV/c are achievable.
We will continue to optimize bunch compression in beam
dynamics simulations and calculate the output SUR from the
optimized bunches. Output SUR parameters that comparable
to those of at HZDR [11] are expected. Finally, we will
perform start-to-end simulations. All steps will be repeated
for the SASE and the seeded FELs.
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Abstract
The Beam-Test Facility (BTF) of the DAΦINE accelerator complex in the Frascati laboratory of the Italian National Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN) is devoted to the
development and testing of particle detectors.
The LINAC and BTF irradiation setups are discussed in
this work.

setup and manage the magnets to transfer this low energy
beam in the BTF (see Figs. 2 and 3).
Table 1: The DAFNE LINAC Performances

INTRODUCTION
In April 2020, the upgrade project of the facility with a
new line for testing particle detector [1–3] aimed at improving the performance of the facility extending the range
of application for the LINAC beam extracted to the BTF
lines, in the directions of hosting irradiation test [4] and
providing electron irradiation also for industrial users.
The original BTF line is in operation since 2002 [5, 6],
and from 2004 operates in opportunistic mode [7] during
the running of the Frascati electron-positron collider.
The Conceptual Design Report (CDR) presented in 2016
[8] and the commissioning of the new line are described in
[9-11].
From 2022 both lines are available for the users. The
main line of the line 1 is dedicated to the PADME experiment, the straight line of the dipole DHSTB002 (see Fig. 1)
is dedicated to the irradiation test.
The irradiation test usually requires a non-opportunistic
mode of operation of the LINAC, to manage the beam using all the possible range of pulse length, repetition rate and
charge to fulfil the requirements of the users. All the possible value of the LINAC setup in dedicated mode are shown
in Table 1.

THE DAFNE LINAC FOR IRRADIATION
The DAFNE LINAC could produce bunches of electrons
and positrons for the Beam Test Facility. The BTF is used
usually for single particle test of detectors but is authorized
to receive up to 1010 particles per second, limit useful for
the irradiation test.
The DAFNE LINAC working point could be deeply
changed from the ordinary setup used for the DAFNE injection at 510 MeV.
To obtain low energy beam up to 165 MeV with a primary electron beam with enough pulse charge that fulfills
irradiation test requirements, we need to modify the RF

Figure 1: The BTF layout with the 2 lines.
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Figure 2: The magnet elements of the LINAC: from the Helmholtz coil near thermionic gun up to the Uniform Filed
Solenoid near the positron converter, till all quadrupoles and correctors.

Figure 3: The RF power distribution: to obtain the low energy beam with high charge requested for irradiation we accelerate the beam up to 350 MeV with the RF power station B,A,C and we decelerate it with the power of station D up to
165MeV , we see how we get more power from D station we decelerate more the beam.
The LINAC beam charge and energy spread is monitored transfer one of the pulses of the 50 of the LINAC by
a pulsed magnet in the red dot area indicated in Fig. 1
where a second emission monitor system is installed in
vacuum. An example of the beam features is shown in
Fig. 4 [12, 13].

Figure 4: The 165 MeV beam charge and beam spread
measured by a secondary emission monitor at the end of
the LINAC in the red dot area of Fig. 1.
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THE DAFNE LINAC FOR IRRADIATION
The diagnostic in BTF is described in more details in
[14-18].
For the irradiation test an Integrating Current Transformer model ICT-122-070-05:1 by Bergoz was calibrated
and installed at the end of the BTF1 line to provide the particle charge per bunch at the users and a flag behind the
DUT with the image acquisition system is in operation too,
to provide a more precise characterization of the beam delivered for the irradiation.

Figure 5: The ICT Calibration Setup: A pulsed signal is
acquired by the oscilloscope and the response of the ICT
was measured. calibration to measure from 17 up to 110 particles per bunch.
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Another ICT is installed at the end of the LINAC with
the same purpose, both signals are acquired and monitored
during the irradiation. This allows an optimization of the
beam transport and permit to reduce the background in the
experimental hall
The BTF ICT signal is acquired by the BTF acquisition
system and after having performed a pedestal subtraction,
the ADC value is converted to charge. It’s composed by a
crate VME with a VMIC 7807 that acquire by the VMEbus
the QDC(V965b) signal managed by the scaler (SYS 3800)
and by the I/O register (CaenV513) more detail in [19].
This system permits to acquire every shot send to the DUT
and to show to the user the last 40 shot charge stability.
We test the calibration to measure from 17 up to 110 particles per bunch using the setup shown in Fig. 5 where a
pulsed signal was used to calibrate the ICT.
In Fig. 6 on the left the end of the BTF1 line with the
ICT is shown. Behind the DUT (the blue PCB mounted on
support) a flag permit to optimize the beam size on the target and a laser permit to center the DUT.

Figure 8: The ICT signals, acquired by the BTF acquisition. The yellow is the charge signal at the end of the
LINAC and the red ones is at the end of BTF before the
DUT. In the green box the injection efficiency.

THE ERAD PROJECT
The general aim of the project is the use of electron
sources, available at the INFN-LNF to measure the behavior and resistance of electronic components intended to be
subjected to radiation in the aerospace environment.
The values and results acquired with these measurements will be compared with homologous measurements
performed with photons to define comparative resistance
thresholds and related indicators.
Remote tests have been done by using electrons beam
with energy of 500 MeV at different values of integrated
fluence (up to 6.48*1012 p/cm2 and up to 2.41*1012 p/cm2,
depending on the device). The test at lower energy il scheduled in July 2022.
Obtained results are very promising and still to be fully
interpretated in terms of performances.
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SuperKEKB ELECTRON POSITRON INJECTOR LINAC UPGRADE FOR
HIGHER CHARGE AND LOWER EMITTANCE
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Abstract
KEK electron positron injector LINAC has established
simultaneous top-up injections in 2019 for 5 rings of
SuperKEKB DR, LER, HER, PF ring and PF-AR as a base
of the both elementary particle physics and photon science
experiments even under a quite short beam lifetime. It improved the injection stabilities while the SuperKEKB broke
the world record of the collision luminosity of the previous
project KEKB. As the collision performance improves, the
beam-beam effect makes the dynamic aperture shrink, and
the beam lifetime reduces further. Thus, it became inevitable
for the injector to be upgraded in order to resolve the contradictory improvements of higher charge and lower emittance
of injection beams regarding beam wakefield till 2025. The
upgrade plan is described including pulsed magnets, an energy compression system, accelerating structures, girders,
positron generator and so on.

INTRODUCTION
The KEK electron positron injector LINAC [1, 2] established the simultaneous top-up injections in to 5 storage rings
in 2019 in order to support both the SuperKEKB particle
collider experiment with DR, LER and HER rings [3], and
photon science experiment at PF ring and PF-AR as depicted
in Fig. 1. It succeeded in improving the efficiency of the
SuperKEKB collision experiment by 237% before and after
the introduction of the simultaneous top-up injections [4].
This injection scheme became indispensable because the
beam lifetime of the SuperKEKB ring is quite short, especially at the LER positron ring less than 10 minutes in
2021. Based on this operation arrangement, the injector
LINAC gradually improves the injection performance and
contributes to the achievement of the world record of collision luminosity of SuperKEKB [5].
It has been recognized that the dynamic aperture of the
rings becomes small and the beam lifetime is shorter as
the beam-beam interactions becomes noticeable. While expanding the storage and injection physical aperture, it is
required to urge the injector to enhance the injection beam
property. Straightforward multiplication of the LINAC beam
may drastically increase the injection beam emittance by the
wakefield effect in the accelerating structure. Therefore, it is
necessary to reduce the emittance in parallel. We are planning to improve the performance of the injector in line with
the progress of the improvement of collision performance in
storage rings, and the outline the plan is presented including
the modification and expansion of the equipment.
∗

kazuro.furukawa@kek.jp
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INJECTOR IN KEK ACCELERATOR
COMPLEX
In order to realize the advanced injection into
SuperKEKB, we have been remodeling the injector
since 2011 while maintaining the injection for the two light
sources, PF ring and PF-AR. For a low emittance high
charge electron beam, we have developed an RF electron
gun that employs a combination of a quasi-travelling wave
side-coupled cavity (QTWSC), an iridium-cerium alloy
photocathode, and a high-power solid-state laser system,
and promoted its stabilization [6].
The typical injection beam is limited up to 2 nC per bunch
and 2 bunches at 50 Hz because of the emittance blow-up
by wakefield effect in the downstream LINAC and coherent
synchrotron radiation (CSR) effect in the beam transport.
For the high current positron beam, a tungsten target is irradiated with the electron beam from a thermionic gun, and
the positron is captured by the pulsed magnetic field of about
5 T in a flux concentrator (FC) and a long solenoid section
with magnetic field of 0.5 T. After decelerating and bunching with a large-diameter S-band accelerating structure, the
positron beam is accelerated to the damping ring (DR). Initially, there was concern that a discharge would occur in the
0.2 mm gap of FC, but the issue was solved by employing
copper-nickel alloy [7].
In order to establish the simultaneous top-up injections with pulse-to-pulse modulation (PPM), various highprecision pulsed operation devices such as pulsed magnets [8] and beam instrumentation have been developed,
and we have succeeded in realizing independent beam operation for each storage ring by developing the event-based
wide-area synchronous beam control mechanism [9].

Low emittance
RF-gun

Damping
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Injector Linac
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Figure 1: Layout of KEK electron/positron accelerator complex.
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Table 1: Required Injector Beam Parameters
Beam
Beam energy
Normalized emittance 𝛾𝜀𝑥/𝑦
Energy spread
Bunch charge
No. of bunches/pulse
Repetition rate

Positron
4.0
100/15
0.16
4
2

50

Electron
7.007
40/20
0.07
4
2

GeV
µm
%
nC
Hz

The required beam specifications for SuperKEKB are
shown in Table 1. It is essential to manage the effects of longitudinal and transverse wakefield in the accelerating structure and CSR in the beam transport line as the beam charge
increases. At the same time, the short-term and long-term
stabilization of the equipment is also indispensable. Thus,
the LINAC upgrade is planned and being implemented in
seven categories, namely; pulsed magnets, an energy compression system and movable girders for transverse and longitudinal emittance mitigation, the rf gun and the positron
capture section for enhanced beam charge, and accelerating structures and number of capacitors with PCB for aging
management.

LOW EMITTANCE PRESERVATION
The possible emittance blow-up caused by wakefield effect
with alignment errors has been evaluated and found that the
errors of accelerating structures and quadrupole magnets
should be within 0.1 mm for a short distance and 0.3 mm for
a long distance for the SuperKEKB injection [10, 11]. After
the Great East Japan Earthquake has destroyed the alignment
by more than 1 cm, it was vigorously recovered [12]. The
beam orbit in the downstream LINAC became well organized
as the installation of pulsed magnets was necessary in order
to realize the simultaneous top-up injections [8]. However,
the beam orbit deviation and optics errors in the upstream
part are quite large, and the deviations sometimes reach
1 mm or more from the center. It is considered that pulsed
magnets and possibly movable girders need to be additionally
installed (Fig. 2).
One of the reasons of orbit deviation was attributed to
the building distortion, and it was found that the seasonal

C3

11

18

28

38

48

Figure 3: Seasonal floor movement in LINAC tunnel.
vertical movement of seven expansion joints in the LINAC
tunnel reaches 1∼2 mm per half year as in Fig. 3 [13].
Errors in the beam optical functions, especially a dispersion function in acceleration sections, may produce an
erroneous emittance growth. Thus, beam mode-dependent
optics corrections by using pulsed quadrupoles are important [14].
It was considered that the beam impedance in the transport
line from LINAC to the ring is small and it should have been
transparent for beam properties. However, the longitudinal
bunch structure from LINAC might induce CSR and the
higher-order magnetic fields in the bending magnets cause
XY-coupling. We will examine the emittance blow-up with
increasing bunch charge up to 4 nC, and investigate the way
to mitigate it.
The two bunches in a pulse separated by 96 ns are differentiated using the microwave timing presently [15]. However,
this technique doesn’t provide fully independent tuning capability.

Pulsed Magnets
In the previous project KEKB the injection optics requirement was not strict and the optics condition for each beam
mode was matched in each beam transport line instead of
inside LINAC even though the beam energies were several
times different. Such strategy, however, does not work for
the beam quality in SuperKEKB because of possible orbit
deviation and residual dispersion in LINAC. Thus, hundred
of pulsed orbit-correctors and quadrupole magnets were installed mainly downstream at first as described above [8].
In upstream LINAC we need to further install pulsed magnets for higher beam charge in order to overcome the charge
difference ratio of about hundred between beam modes.
Power regeneration was realized for those pulsed
quadrupoles and 80% of the electromagnetic power sent
to the coils is recovered for the next pulse.

Fast Corrector Coils

Figure 2: Example of pulsed magnets installed in the linac.
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Pulsed magnets are utilized to control beam optics and
orbit with independent field strength for each pulse at 20 ms
intervals, and the pulse width is about 1 ms. On the other
hand, orbits of two bunches in a pulse need to be controlled
independently by fast corrector coils. Therefore, we are deMC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A08: Linear Accelerators
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veloping fast pulsed power supplies and coils with ceramics
embedded electrodes [16]. We expect a rise time less than
100 ns to correct one of two bunches with only 96-ns apart.

Movable Girders
As mentioned earlier, the annual and localized deviations
of the devices up to 2 mm at the expansion joints are considered to cause a large wakefield effect. Thus, we have
developed a movable girder with a load up to 1 t and a precision of 10 µm to remotely drive the accelerating structures
and the quadrupole magnets [17]. The beam effect will be
evaluated.

ENERGY SPREAD MITIGATION
For the issue of longitudinal emittance we originally
planned to accelerate longitudinally rectangular-shaped
beam from the RF electron gun [6]. Ytterbium-doped YAG
fiber and thin disk laser with an excellent frequency response
was developed to provide a shaped laser pulse. However, the
high current beam more than 1 nC per bunch was unstable.
Therefore, a neodymium-doped YAG laser has been
adopted to achieve a higher beam current. As the time response is limited for longitudinal shaping, only a Gaussian
shape is available and as a result, the energy spread is expected to greatly expand at 4 nC per bunch.

Energy Compression System
An energy compression system for positrons with magnetic chicane and accelerating structures was constructed
from the beginning as the energy spread is large because of
the bunch compression system after the damping ring. As
mentioned above, an energy compression system became
necessary for high-current electrons. Therefore, we are planning to construct an energy compression system (ECS) by
using R56 in the beam transport line. As the distance from
the power modulator is large, circular S-band waveguides
will be applied to suppress the power loss.
Since the origin of the emittance growth in the beam transport line hasn’t been identified, we are carefully discussing
the interference between the ECS design and possible effects such as CSR. It is possible that the longitudinal bunch
structure has to be manipulated in order to suppress CSR,
for which we could utilize pulsed quadrupoles that will be
installed.

HIGHER BUNCH CHARGE
If we can achieve low emittance and low energy spread
beams, we expect to be able to inject into SuperKEKB rings
with the condition shown in Table 1. Depending on the
progress of collision operation and the beam lifetime in the
future, however, it may be necessary to enhance the beam
charge further especially for positrons such as 6 nC per bunch
as a future possibility.
Several possible optimizations could be applied in the
positron capturing section. Presently, the transverse distance
between the target and the hole to pass electrons is 3.5 mm,
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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and electrons are at the center of accelerating structure behind in order to suppress the wakefield. If the distance could
be shortened, positrons would be closer to the center. The
orbit inside of the long solenoid section had not observed because of electron and positron pairs and the tight equipment
arrangement. Recently, a new beam position monitor that
can distinguish generated positrons from electrons that is
only 150 ps apart [18] and the orbit could be controlled with
newly installed pulsed correctors. The beam optimizations
in these areas are being considered.

REACHABLE ENERGY
The collision experiment at SuperKEKB is usually performed with energy that generates U(4S) state of B mesons,
but an experiment at U(6S) state with 440-MeV higher is
anticipated.
150 accelerating structures of total 230 in LINAC are
40 years old with initial designed gradient of 8 MeV/m but
with 20 MeV/m now. As they are degraded by long-time
discharges and cooling water leaks, the accelerating gradient
becomes lower and we cannot reach U(6S) state. Therefore,
we are replacing 16 accelerating structures before 2023 as in
Fig. 4, in order to realize the experiment at U(6S) state [19].
We will determine whether further replacements are necessary or not.

Figure 4: New S-band accelerating structures installed in
the tunnel.
The capacitors in the high-power klystron modulators are
more than 30 years old, and may contain small amount of
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs). It is necessary to replace
them all as they need destructive inspections for PCBs. We
are planning to replace about 700 capacitors with ceramic
containers in several years in order to maintain the voltage.

CONCLUSION
The KEK electron-positron injector LINAC will be further upgraded in seven categories for lower longitudinal and
transverse emittance and higher beam charge as well as the
countermeasures against aging components. While no insurmountable difficulties are foreseen in the construction, a
deliberate operational plan would be constructed soon.
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Abstract
KEK electron positron injector LINAC initiated the injection operation into Photon Factory (PF) light source in 1982.
Since then for 39 years, it has served for multiple projects,
namely, TRISTAN, PF-AR, KEKB, and SuperKEKB. Its
total operation time has accumulated 200 thousand hours on
May 7, 2020. We are extremely proud of the achievement following continuous efforts by our seniors. The construction
of the injector LINAC started in 1978, and it was commissioned for PF with 2.5 GeV electron in 1982. In parallel, the
positron generator linac was constructed for the TRISTAN
collider project. The slow positron facility was also commissioned in 1992. After the KEKB asymmetric-energy collider
project was commissioned in 1998 with direct energy injections, the techniques such as two-bunch acceleration and
simultaneous injection were developed. As the soft structure design of the LINAC was too weak against the great
east Japan earthquake, it took three years to recover. Then
the construction and commissioning for the SuperKEKB
project went on, and the simultaneous top-up injection into
four storage rings contributes to the both elementary particle
physics and photon science.

INTRODUCTION
In the experimental particle physics research in the 1970s,
there was growing expectation for the world-class Japanese
domestic collider after the successes in the world-level theoretical research. On the other hand, in the field of synchrotron radiation science, there were demands for the establishment of a synchrotron radiation research institute with a
dedicated accelerator. In order to realize both of those accelerator projects, a 400-m electron linear accelerator capable
of 2.5 GeV direct energy injection was constructed in 1982.
Since then, the injector had been in operation for 38 years
in 2020, supporting the consecutive accelerator projects
of Photon Factory (PF), TRISTAN, KEKB, PF-AR, and
SuperKEKB as depicted in Figs. 1, 3, 5 and 2. It has finally
achieved 200,000 hours of operation in May 2020. The brief
operation history would be given.
∗
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At the time of the initial construction since 1978, several
university-based accelerator facilities had achieved research
successes in Japan. It was fortunate that a new linear electron
accelerator had been built to share resources for advanced
scientific research in both particle physics and synchrotron
radiation science, which were based on the accumulated
experiences at universities. The situation might be similar to
recent J-PARC’s focus on both nuclear and particle physics,
as well as neutron and muon science. It seems that there
are not many accelerator projects in the world that have
multiple disciplines from the beginning. Those Japanese
accelerators are quite unique that deliver beams for multiple
science fields.
While many researchers of synchrotron radiation research
wanted the institute independent from particle physics, the
accelerator science played a role as a bridge between those
two. One hundred sixty of 2-m-long S-band traveling-wave
accelerating structures with 2𝜋/3 mode quasi-constant gradient were installed, and driven by forty 20-MW klystrons to
achieve 2.5 GeV electron and positron beams [1]. 2.5 GeV
direct energy injection was made for PF and 2.5 GeV electron
positron beams from the injector were accelerated through
the TRISTAN synchrotron chain for the 32 GeV collision as
depicted in Fig. 1.
When the synchrotron radiation facility, PF, was completed, there must be an enthusiastic response to the dedicated synchrotron radiation facility that would promote
research in synchrotron radiation science. The TRISTAN
project also began to take the lead in high-energy experimental physics, after Japanese theorist had contributed to

TRISTAN
32 GeV/c
AR
8 GeV/c
e- BT

Linac delivered:
for PF: 2.5 GeV e–
for TRISTAN:
2.5 GeV e–
2.5 GeV e+
e+, e- Linac

PF

2.5 GeV/c

Figure 1: Injection for TRISTAN and PF.
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Figure 2: Electron positron accelerator projects operated by the injector LINAC.
the worldwide development of particle physics theory. It
was realized recently that the specifications of the electric
power facilities built at that time secured the expansion possibility even for the fields of nuclear physics and ultraviolet
synchrotron radiation science. Such design facilitated the
upgrades towards KEKB and SuperKEKB later.

8-GeV UPGRADE FOR KEKB
Since the construction of TRISTAN, a linear collider was
expected as the next particle physics experiment project. Instead of immediately promoting a large scale collider, however, the construction of a B Factory, KEKB, was carried
out to experimentally confirm the remaining issues of CP
violation in particle theory proposed by Makoto Kobayashi
and Toshihide Maskawa. Since the injection performance
was important to achieve the integral performance as a factory, there were concerns compared to SLAC/PEP-II, which
was planning the B-factory in parallel.
The direct energy injections for the asymmetric energy collider rings were realized by an energy upgrade from 2.5 GeV
to 8 GeV by introducing SLED microwave pulse compressors
and adding 50% more accelerating structures that extends
the length of the injector up to 700 m in a shape of a letter
‘J’ as in Fig. 3. It was a substantial and difficult construction
because the injector continued the PF injection [2]. It made
maximum use of the opportunities of the longest shutdown
of nine months in 1997 during the construction.
The success of the KEKB operation was largely due to
the online operating environment of the SAD beam simulation software and the EPICS control framework which were
developed during the injector commissioning period [3].
KEKB and PEP-II projects developed the friendly competition, and they compared the performance of the accelerators
in those control rooms everyday [4]. The performance of

Daily Operation Status
Red: Beam current (e–, e+)
Yellow: Collision luminosity
Green: Integrated luminosity
Pale blue: Lifetime (e–, e+)
Purple: Vacuum (e–, e+)

May.2000
Apr.2003
2 bunches
in a pulse

Feb.2005
Continuous
injection

Dec.2008
3-ring simultaneous top-up
injection with crab cavities

Figure 4: Progress of the daily operation during the KEKB
project, with the stored beam current in red and collision
luminosity in yellow.
the KEK injector was gradually improved during the project
step-by-step [5].
The positron beam injection was enhanced by employing
dual bunch acceleration. The separation of two bunches was
chosen to be 96 ns because of the frequency relationship
between the injector and the ring [6].
Then later, it also succeeded in continuous injection by
switching the injection every several minutes while the Belle
collision detector was in operation. In 2008, the injection
was further improved by the simultaneous top-up injection
in to three storage rings except PF-AR in pulse-to-pulse
modulation switching beams with distinct properties every
20 ms employing event-based control architecture [7] as in
Fig. 4.

SLOW POSITRON AND OTHERS
KEKB

Belle

HER
8 GeV/c

PF-AR
6.5 GeV/c

e- BT

Linac delivered:
for PF: 2.5 GeV e–
for PF-AR: 3 GeV e–
for KEKB: 8 GeV e–
3.5 GeV e+
e+, e- Linac

e+ BT
LER
3.5 GeV/c
PF

2.5 GeV/c

Figure 3: Injection for KEKB, PF and PF-AR.
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The injector facility usually contributes by injecting
beams into the downstream storage rings. However, there
are cases where experiments are performed using direct
electrons. In the past at KEK LINAC, there have been experiments at the beam dump for a search for an axion like
particle, beam irradiation calibration of tile fiber calorimeter detectors for the SSC project, positron beam channeling
experiments, and positron production using electron channeling radiation. As a result of the positron generation experiment, a crystal target was actually applied to the positron
generation for KEKB injection in 2006, and the positron
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generation efficiency was successfully improved by about
25% [8].
Another ongoing project is the research experiments for
material science and particle physics by slow positrons. Between injections to the TRISTAN project slow positrons
were generated at the end of LINAC. While the experimental setup had to be moved twice due to the change in the beam
operation of the main LINAC, now a dedicated 50 MeV linac
is used for slow positron experiments sharing the same resources as the main LINAC [9]. It is valuable to produce
scientific results within the LINAC building.

SUPERKEKB AND SIMULTANEOUS
TOP-UP INJECTION
After the KEKB project was completed in 2010 the injector, whose girders were built with the concept of a flexible
structure, suffered a serious damage due to the Great East
Japan Earthquake in 2011. While light source injections
were recovered in 3 months, it took three years to start the
beam test for SuperKEKB as the alignment was severely
deteriorated. Actually, the alignment requirement became
much tight in order to suppress the wakefield effect in the accelerating structure. While the light source injections were
maintained even during the upgrade towards SuperKEKB,
the longest construction period of five months was secured
in 2017.
The energy enhancement was the main subject for the
previous KEKB injection upgrade, on the other hand the
SuperKEKB project required quality improvements of the
injection beam for the electron positron collision with the
novel nano-beam scheme [10] as in Fig. 5. A beam emittance
of about 20 mm.mrad was required with a charge of 4 nC per
bunch. The positron capture section was reconstructed [11]
in order to increase the positron charge employing a flux
concentrator pulsed solenoid, large aperture S-band structures (LASs), long DC solenoid magnets and a hundred of
quadrupole focusing magnets. A damping ring was newly
constructed to damp the positron emittance. For the electron beam, a new high-current and low-emittance RF gun
was developed with an iridium-cerium photocathode and a
quasi-travelling-wave side-coupled cavity (QTWSC) [12].

Belle II

Beam from Injector and Storage Current
SuperKEKB:
7 GeV e2000 mA
4 GeV e+
2800 mA
PF:
2.5 GeV e450 mA
PF-AR:
6.5 GeV e60 mA

3 km

PF-AR
6.5 GeV

Figure 6: Yearly operation hours of the injector LINAC.

CONCLUSION
The KEK electron-positron injector LINAC has been able
to achieve 200,000 hours of operation while supporting experiments in multiple fields of photon science and particle
physics.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A DETECTION SYSTEM FOR QUASI-MONOCHROMATIC THz PULSE BY A SPATIALLY MODULATED ELECTRON BEAM
K. Murakoshi†, Y. Koshiba, Y. Tadenuma, P. Wang, M. Washio,
WISE, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan
K. Sakaue, Photon Science Center, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
R. Kuroda, AIST, Bunkyo, Japan
Abstract
We have studied the generation of the broadband Terahertz (THz) pulse using a compact linear accelerator. The
THz pulse is generated by control of an electron beam angle to Cherenkov radiation angle. In addition, we have succeeded in producing a quasi-monochromatic THz pulse by
the spatially modulated electron beam by passing through
a slit. This work aims to develop a detection system to elucidate the spectrum of the quasi-monochromatic THz
pulse. To detect it stably in a noisy radiation environment,
the stability of probe laser system for Electro Optic (EO)
sampling and timing synchronization system are important.
In this conference, the generation method of each THz
pulses, the results of development of detection system, and
future prospect will be reported.

INTRODUCTION
Terahertz (THz) wave is permeable like radio wave and
travels in straight line like light because its frequency range
lies between them. In addition, it has fingerprints spectrum
originated from characteristic absorption peaks specific to
the substances such as the excitation energy of intermolecular vibrations. These characteristics are expected for applied research, for instance, transmission imaging technology [1] and morphological change [2]. Accelerator-based
THz light sources are attractive because they can produce
the high intensity pulses needed for these applications.
However, the small number of these facilities restrict opportunities to use them.
With the aim of improving this situation, we are trying
to develop the compact monochromatic THz light source.
The THz pulse have been generated by utilizing coherent
Cherenkov radiation with electron beams of 4.8 MeV from
a photocathode rf-gun. Furthermore, we have generated a
quasi-monochromatic THz pulse from spatially modulated
electron beam using a slit. However, the quasi-monochromatization of the THz pulse is only confirmed by using a
few bandpass filters. Therefore, this study aims to reveal
the spectral characteristics of quasi-monochromatic THz
pulse.

THz PULSE GENERATION
Broadband THz Pulse from the Tilted Electron
Bunch
We have utilized coherent Cherenkov radiation to generate a THz pulse. Coherent radiation is obtained when an
electron bunch size is sufficiently smaller than the wavelength of the radiation, leading to the increase of the intensity from an electron bunch. We utilize the Cherenkov radiation by way of the THz pulse generation. When an electron travels faster than the phase velocity of light in the
medium, the Cherenkov radiation occurs at the specific radiation angle, called the Cherenkov angle 𝜃 , which is as
follows [3]:
1
𝜃
cos
,
1
𝑛𝛽
where 𝛽 𝑣/𝑐 is the relative velocity of the electron to
the phase velocity of light and 𝑛 is the refractive index of
the medium. The tilt control of the electron bunch can
match the phases of the radiations from each electron in an
electron bunch. When the electron bunch is tilted to the
Cherenkov angle, the coherent radiation depending on the
beam size is obtained as shown in Fig. 1. The beam size of
our electron bunch is typically about 300 μm, which corresponds to 1.0 THz band so we can generate the broadband
THz pulse less than 1.0 THz.

Figure 1: Schematic principle of THz pulse generation by
coherent Cherenkov radiation.
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Quasi-monochromatic THz Pulse Using a Slit

Beamline Layout

We have also studied the generation of the quasi-monochromatic THz pulse in combination with the method in
Fig. 1 and the control of the spatial structure. Figure 2
shows the schematic diagram of the quasi-monochromatization. The electron bunch is spatially modulated by passing through a slit as shown in Fig. 3. The spatial modulated
electron bunch is tilted with keeping that structure. When
that bunch generates the THz pulse in the target medium,
the spatial structure is converted to the time-domain structure. Therefore, the spatial modulated electron bunch using
the slit can generate the quasi-monochromatic THz pulse
corresponding to the slit period. The parameters of the slits
are shown in Table 1.

As shown in Fig. 4, a picosecond electron bunch is generated using a S-band photocathode rf electron gun. A picosecond laser (262 nm) generated by passing through two
BBO crystals excites the Cs-Te photocathode at 5 Hz and
the electron bunch is accelerated to 4.8 MeV. A transverse
rf-deflecting cavity is used for the control of the angle of
the electron bunch. We adopted TOPAS as a target medium, which has low absorption (𝛼 0.1 cm ) and a constant refractive index (𝑛=1.53) across the THz band [5].
The Cherenkov angle calculated from the electron beam
energy of 4.8 MeV and the refractive index of TOPAS of
1.53 is 49 deg.

Figure 2: Schematic principle of quasi-monochromatic
THz pulse generation.
Figure 4: Schematic layout of the beamline.

Experimental Setup for EO Sampling

Figure 3: The profile (left) and calculation data (right) of
the spatial modulated electron bunch using the slit 1.

The experimental setup for time-domain measurement
by EO sampling is shown in Fig. 5. The pellicle beam splitter achieves the collinear incidence of the quasi-monochromatic THz pulse and probe laser pulses. EO crystal is 1 mm
<110> oriented Zinc telluride, which can detect up to approximately 1 THz [4]. An optical delay stage scans the
timing of the probe laser at 100 fs steps. The balance detection system consists of a quarter wave plate, a polarization beam splitter and two photo diodes.

Table 1: Parameters of the Slits
Slit period
Corresponding frequency
Thickness
Material

Slit 1
Slit 2
1.3 mm
0.8 mm
0.2 THz
0.3 THz
2 mm
Stainless steel

ELECTRO-OPTIC SAMPLING
EO sampling is an effective detection method which can
obtain both the amplitude and the phase of the THz pulse
electric field simultaneously. The birefringence corresponding to the electric field strength of the THz pulse
changes the polarization of the probe laser in the EO crystal. The probe laser is split by polarization beam splitter
(PBS) into s- and p-polarization, and the changes of each
polarization are detected by two photo diodes (PD). The
time-domain waveform of the quasi-monochromatic THz
pulse can be sampled by scanning the timing of the probe
laser [4].
THPOST013
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Figure 5: Schematic of the EO sampling setup.

Results and Discussion
The probe laser system consisted of the oscillator, the fiber amplifier, and the compressor using the transmission
grating pair has already been constructed. Its parameters
are shown in Table 2. Currently, the time-domain waveform of the quasi-monochromatic THz pulse could not be
obtained by EO sampling. The reason is considered as below two factors. The first was the lack of the intensity of
the quasi-monochromatic THz pulse. The number of electrons of spatially modulated electron bunch is less than
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those of an unmodulated bunch. In our monochromatization method, even if the overall charge is same to an unmodulated bunch, each micro bunch has smaller charge.
Therefore, the electric field of monochromatic THz pulse
becomes lower, making it difficult to obtain its time-domain waveform. The second was the overall timing synchronization accuracy. It was 7.9 ps (For the photocathode
UV laser: 7.9 ps, the probe laser: 650 fs). The required accuracy of the synchronization system is sub-ps because the
pulse duration of the probe laser is sub-ps. Therefore, the
timing synchronization system has to be improved and the
solution of this problem is explained later.
Table 2: Parameters of the Probe Laser
Center wavelength
Repetition rate
Pulse energy
Pulse duration (FWHM)

1030 nm
39.66 MHz
3.7 nJ
180 fs

PHOTOCONDUCTIVE ANTENNA
We are also planning to conduct the time-domain waveform of the quasi-monochromatic THz pulse by using the
photoconductive antenna (PCA). PCA with a single gap of
the electrodes can emit the THz wave by inducing the
photo-induced charge carriers which only occur under circumstances injecting the pulse laser. Furthermore, it can
obtain the THz electric field by measuring the current
change induced by THz pulse under same circumstances
[6]. The result of its time-domain waveform by using the
PCA can be regarded as the reference data of the result by
EO sampling.

Experimental Setup Using PCA
The experimental setup using the PCA is shown in
Fig. 6. In this setup, the Yb-doped fiber laser works as both
the pomp laser exciting the photocathode and the probe laser for the time domain measurement. This consolidation
of two timing synchronization systems can improve the its
accuracy to sub-ps. Furthermore, we are going to conduct
the time-domain measurement of the quasi-monochromatic
THz pulse in this timing synchronization system by EO
sampling.

CONCLUSION
The time-domain measurement of the quasi-monochromatic THz pulse, which is generated by spatial modulation
of the tilt-controlled electron beam, was not successful by
EO sampling. However, we improved the timing synchronization accuracy to the required level of sub-ps.
In near future, we are going to try to conduct the timedomain measurement of the quasi-monochromatic THz
pulse by using the PCA. The new system using the PCA is
supposed to improve the timing synchronization accuracy.
At the same time, we are going to try again the same experiment in the new timing synchronization system by EO
sampling.
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Abstract
The High Energy Photon Source (HEPS) is a synchrotron radiation source of ultrahigh brightness and under construction in China. Its accelerator system is comprised of a
6-GeV storage ring, a full energy booster, a 500-MeV
Linac and three transfer lines. The Linac is an S-band normal conducting electron linear accelerator with available
bunch charge up to 10 nC. The Linac online equipment installation and vacuum connection in the tunnel has been
finished at May 2022. The system joint debugging and device conditioning of the accelerating units, the power supplies, et al., are in progress. The beam commissioning will
start in August 2022. This paper presents the status of the
HEPS Linac and detailed introduction of the beam commissioning simulations and preparations.

INTRODUCTION
The High Energy Photon Source (HEPS) [1] is a 4th generation synchrotron light source based on a 6 GeV diffraction-limited storage ring [2] that is current under construction in northern China. The injector consists of a 500-MeV
Linac [3], a full-energy booster [4], a low energy transfer
line connecting the Linac and booster and two transfer lines
transferring beams back and forth between the storage ring
and booster [5]. The Linac is a normal conduction S-band
linear accelerator and main parameters are show in Table 1.
The Linac is composed of three subsystems includes an
electron gun, a bunching system and the main accelerator.
A thermal cathode electron gun is adopted and can provide
larger than 10 nC electron beam per pulse. The baseline
scheme of bunch structure is one bunch per pulse. However,
based on the consideration of retaining certain TMCI
charge threshold margin of booster, the Linac could be configured to provide three-bunches-per-pulse beams. So, the
bunching system [6] includes two sub-harmonic bunchers
(SHB), one pre-buncher (PBUN), one buncher (BUN) and
one accelerating structure (AS). In the main Linac, there
Table 1: Main Parameters of The Linac
Parameter
RF frequency
Energy
Max. Repetition frequency
Pulse charge
Number of bunches per pulse
Bunch length (rms)
Energy spread (rms)
Emittance (rms)

Unit
MHz
MeV
Hz
nC
ps
%
nm

Value
2998.8
500
50
0.5~7
1 or 3
~5
≤0.5
70

___________________________________________
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are eight accelerating structures driven by four klystrons
and five triplets. The Linac layout is shown in Fig.1.

Figure 1: The layout of Linac.
The planed Linac beam commissioning will start in August this year. Before this, beam commissioning preparations should be completed. Now, the Linac equipment is
being installed and vacuum connection in the tunnel has
been finished. In this paper, beam commissioning simulation is presented in the second part and the status of Linac
construction is presented at the third part.

BEAM COMMISSIONING SIMULATION
The main measured parameters of HEPS Linac are emittance, energy and energy spread. In order to suppress short
longitudinal wakefield effect, the acceleration phase decreases as bunch charge increases. Phase scan method is
adopted to obtain the offset between the physical phase and
LLRF phase. In this part, the information of emittance
measurement, energy and energy spread measurement,
phase scan and orbit corrections are introduced. A new
platform python accelerator physics application set
(Pyapas) is under developing [7] to be used in the Linac
beam commissioning and all the related commissioning applications based on Pyapas have been finished.

Emittance Measurement
The method used to measure the transverse emittance of
beam is quadrupole scan [8] by measure the transverse
beam size while changing the upstream quadruples. The
beam size 𝜎 at measurement point location can express in
matrix formulation by
𝜎
𝑅
𝑅
𝑅
𝛽𝜀
𝛽𝜀
𝑅
𝑅
𝑅
𝜎
𝛼𝜀
R 𝛼𝜀
(1)
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
𝛾𝜀
𝛾𝜀
𝑅
𝑅
𝑅
𝜎
𝑅

𝑚
2𝑚 𝑚
(2)
𝑅
𝑚
where “1” indicate the emittance measurement point and
“2” indicate he beam size measurement point, and 𝑚 is
𝑅
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the elements of transformation matrix. Then we can get the
sigma matrix element by
𝜎
𝛽𝜀
𝛼𝜀
𝑅 𝑅 𝑅 𝜎
(3)
⋮
𝛾𝜀
𝜎
and the emittance by
𝜀
𝛽𝜀 ∙ 𝛾𝜀
𝛼𝜀 .
(4)

different beam size measurement errors. The input beam
distribution used in the simulation is shown in Fig.2. The
beam size errors are uniform distribution with 1000 seeds.
According to simulation results, the measured emittance
uncertainly is about 10%.
Table 2: Emittance Measurement Simulation Results
Parameters
𝜀
𝛽
𝛼
𝜀
𝛽
𝛼

Unit
nm
m
nm
m

Reference
93.8
4.647
-0.552
81.5
5.016
-0.687

Error: 1%
Error: ±0.1mm
mean(std)
93.5(0.73)
93.8(5.6)
4.645(0.097)
4.655(0.442)
-0.555(0.007)
-0.553(0.062)
81.1(1.5)
81.6(7.6)
5.024 (0.141)
5.048(0.603)
-0.693(0.016)
-0.693(0.099)

Energy and Energy Spread Measurement

Figure 2: Beam distribution used in emittance measurement.

There are two energy analysis transport lines (EATLs)
for measuring the beam energy and energy spread at low
and high energies, respectively. We can get the beam energy by
. ⋅
⋅
(5)
𝐸 MeV

There are three profile monitors (PR) in the main Linac, where θ0 is designed angle of energy analysis transport
where can measure the emittance with beam energy about line, L is the distance between the exit of analysis mag50 MeV, 280 MeV and 500 MeV. Using the PR, we can get net and PR target, Δx is beam position, BL(I) is the intethe horizontal and vertical beam size simultaneously, so we gral magnetic field and E is beam energy. The energy
change both the focusing and defocusing quadrupoles and measurement accuracy is about 0.2% and analysis remeasure the beam sizes, then the emittance can be calcu- sults are shown in Table3. The orbit is main factor aflated. Table 2 shows the simulation results at 510 MeV with fecting energy measurement accuracy.
Table 3: Energy Measurement Accuracy Analysis
Parameter

unit

L
ρ
θ0
Dispersion
PR target misalignment
PR target accuracy
Orbit
power supply accuracy
Magnetic field accuracy
Total

mm
mm
mrad
mm
mm
mm
mm
/
/
/

Low energy analysis transport line
Value
Measurement accuracy
631.5
/
670
/
436.33
/
/
329.6
0.15
5.4×10-4
0.1
3.6×10-4
0.5
1.8×10-3
2.5×10-4
3.5×10-4
5.0×10-4
5.0×10-4
/
0.2%

High energy analysis transport line
Value
Measurement accuracy
1013
/
2100
/
200.00
/
245.1
/
0.15
7.4×10-4
0.1
4.9×10-4
0.3
1.5×10-3
2.5×10-4
3.5×10-4
5.0×10-4
5.0×10-4
/
0.18%

Table 4: Energy Spread Measurement Simulation Results
Ref. δ

EATL
Low
High

Eq.(8)

5.30%
0.844%

5.43%
0.881%

Eq.(7)
5.43%
0.868%

Beam size error: ±1%
Beam size error: ±5%
mean (std)
5.43% (0.03%)
5.43% (0.16%)
0.868% (0.01%)
0.868% (0.025%)

The beam size at PR target can express by
𝜎

𝜎

,

𝐷

,

,

𝛿 ,

(6)

where 𝜎 , is measured beam size, 𝜎 , is the calculated beam size with Twiss parameters, 𝐷 , is dispersion and 𝛿 is the momentum spread or energy spread.
According to Eq.(6), we can get the energy spread as
,

𝛿
𝛿

,

(7)

.

(8)

,

𝜎

,

⁄𝐷

,
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In order to increase measurement resolution, we need a
smaller β function at PR target. For simplicity, we can
use Eq.(8) to calculate energy spread with small β function and big energy spread or at the beginning of commission stage when have not measure the twiss parameters. The energy spread measurement simulation results
are shown in Table 4 and the phase space of y-E at High
EATL PR target is shown in Fig.3.

Phase Scan
We use phase scan method to obtain the phase offset between physical accelerating phase and LLRF phase. With
this value, we can set physical accelerating phase by LLRF.
The energy can express by
𝑉 ⋅ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜙
𝛥𝜙 ,
(9)
𝐸 𝐸
where 𝐸 is measured energy at exit of accelerating structure, 𝐸 , 𝑉 and 𝜙 is the input energy, accelerating voltage and LLRF phase of the accelerating structure, 𝛥𝜙 is
the phase offset. While scanning the LLRF phase, we
can measure the beam energy and fit the relationship between LLRF phase and energy by Eq. (9) to get the phase
offset. We have simulated the measured accuracy with
different number of measurements, different accelerating phase error and different energy measurement accuracy. The phase offset measurement accuracy (std value)
is about 0.5 degree when number of measurements is 10,
accelerating phase error is 0.3 degree and energy measurement accuracy is 0.2%. Because the orbit is different
at different energy, the energy measurement accuracy is
maybe larger and affects phase offset measurement accuracy greatly. We can iterate the measurement process
by taking the orbit into consideration.

beginning of beam commissioning at high bunch charge
mode, automate feedback based one-to-one correction
scheme is adopted. The commissioning application of oneto-one correction scheme and global correction scheme
have both been completed.

LINAC CONSTRUCTION STATUS
The first accelerating strucutre was transported into the
Linac tunnel in March 8,2022, which represents the start of
the in-tunnel installation. Until to May 12, 2022, the online
equipment installation and vacuum connection in the
tunnel has been finished and the photo is shown in Fig. 5.
Before installation we have built three test platforms and
completed high power testing of most high-power
components, such as electron gun, klystron, accelerating
structure, SHB, BUN, pulse compressor, load, and so on.
The beam test of electron gun has been completed and
results are shown in Fig. 6. The pulse charge can reach
larger than 12 nC. The RF conditioning process of all the
accelerating structures is shown in Fig. 7 and the calculated
accelerating gradient is larger than 20 MV/m. Now the
system joint debugging is in progress, and after that there
is about one month for all system conditioning. The Linac
beam commissioning will start in August 2022.

Figure 5: Photo of the Linac tunnel, May 12 2022.
Figure 4: Phase scan schematic.
The beam with different energy passing through a corrector will have different kick angle and get different beam
orbit at the following section. So, we can use one corrector
and one BPM to measure the phase offset and the schematic is shown in Fig. 4. The measured orbit by BPM can
express by
𝑥

⋅

𝑥 ,

(10)

where E0 is the input energy, x0 is the BPM reading with
energy in E0, 𝑉 and 𝜙 is accelerating voltage and LLRF
phase of the accelerating structure, x is the BPM readings.
The initial x0 can be set as 1~3mm. According to the simulation results, the phase offset measurement accuracy (std
value) is about 0.5 degree when number of measurements
is 30, accelerating phase error is 0.3 degree and BPM measurement accuracy is 50 μm. The second method only using
BPM values is simple and can save measurement time.

Orbit Correction
When the bunch charge is large, the short transverse
wakefield will greatly affect the beam orbit, so at the
THPOST016
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Figure 6: Beam test of electron gun.

Figure 7: RF conditioning of nine accelerating structures.

CONCLUSION
The online equipment installation and vacuum
connection of the HEPS Linac have been completed and
the beam commissioning will start soon. Beam
commissioning simulations are presented in this paper.
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Abstract
A compact 10 MeV irradiation S-band electron linear accelerator has been proposed to carry out the electron radiation effect test of materials and devices. The Linac includes
a standing wave pre-buncher, a traveling wave bunching
accelerating structure and a traveling wave accelerating
structure. The traveling wave accelerating structure uses a
5MW klystron as RF source, and provides electron beam
energy 3.5-10MeV and average current 0.01-1mA. The required irradiation scanning frequency is very high, up to
100Hz and irradiation area is large (200mm×200mm). To
meet the requirements, a novel beam scanning system, including one kicker for horizontal scanning and one magnet
for vertical scanning, have been proposed. This paper presents the physical design of the 10 MeV electron Linac and
beam dynamics simulation results.

Table 1: 10MeV Accelerator Parameters
Values
Parameters
Beam energy (MeV)
3.5-10
Beam average current (mA)
0.01-1
Energy spread (10MeV)
≤2.5%
Beam pulse duration (us)
15
Emittance(6𝝈𝝈)/（mm·mrad）
≤30
Scan frequency (Hz)
100
Irradiation area (m·m)
0.2×0.2
Beam spot uniformity
≥90%
Repetition frequency (Hz)
500

INTRODUCTION
The beam irradiation generated by the electron linear accelerator has been applied to various fields of the national
economy. For example, radiation sterilization and preservation of food, degradation of chemical pollutants; industrial radiation processing, customs inspection; disinfection
and sterilization of medical equipment; Moreover, it can
also be used to simulate the electronic environment of extraterrestrial space and conduct anti-radiation experiments.
The 10 MeV high scanning is an important part of the comprehensive environment simulation system of “Space Environment Ground Simulation Device” [1-4].
The accelerator has high requirements in beam parameters, as shown in Table 1. Based on the scanning frequency
requirements, the traditional scanning magnet method is
improved, and a new method combining kicker and scanning magnet is proposed.
The structure design and simulation results of the linac
from the electron gun to the beam transport line are presented.

PHYSICAL DESIGN AND DYNAMIC
SIMULATION
The 10MeV electron linac is mainly composed of an
electron gun, a microwave acceleration cavity, and a beam
transport line (as shown in Figure 1). According to the requirements of the accelerator parameters (see Table 1),
EGUN, PARMELA and ELEGANT are used to calculate
the dynamics of the electron gun, accelerating structure and
beam transport line respectively to meet the design requirements.
____________________________________________
* Work supported by Institute of high energy physics, Beijing, China
† zhangshu@ihep.ac.cn
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Figure 1: Layout of 10 MeV electron accelerator.

Electron Gun
After calculation, the beam current provided by the electron gun needs to be readjust within the range of 2-200mA
to achieve beam average current. Using a three-pole grid
controlled electron gun, the beam current can be controlled
by changing the current emission density through the grid;
and in order to improve the quality of beam emission, the
horizontal (vertical) emittance is reduced as much as possible. The electron gun is designed in the EGUN program,
and the calculation results of the beam dynamics at 2mA
and 200mA are shown in Figure 2 and given in Table 2.

Figure 2: 200mA beam simulation results in EGUN.
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Table 2: The Results of Beam Parameters
Parameters

2mA

200mA

Micro-Perveance (uP)

0.000136

0.013608

Average Current Density
(A/cm²)

0.00295

0.419

Emittance(4𝝈𝝈)（mm·mrad）

16.72

17.63

Accelerating Structure

In order to improve the transmission efficiency, a prebuncher (PB) is introduced to focus beam into a bunch at
the exit of the electron gun. Using a 2-stage accelerating
structure, the bunching accelerating structure (BA) accelerates the energy to about 6.5MeV, and the accelerating
structure (A) changes the accelerating phase, so that the
beam energy gain is within the range of -3-4MeV and the
energy can be adjusted between 3.5-10MeV. To better control the beam envelope and reduce the beam loss without
occupying the longitudinal space, we use dozens of solenoids to generate the magnetic field (S1-S12) [5].
Therefore, the beam generated by the electron gun enters
the accelerating structure composed of PB, BA and A
through vacuum tubes and focused by the solenoids (as
shown in Figure 1).
The two typical working currents of 2 mA and 200mA
calculated by EGUN are used as the beam input of PARMELA, and carry out dynamic calculations of accelerating
structure. Figure 3 shows the 200mA beam distribution of
the beam passing through PB to the entrance of BA. It can
be seen from the results that the beam is effectively
bunched.

Figure 4: Beam distribution at BA exit.

Figure 5: Beam distribution at A exit.
By adjusting the accelerating phase of A, the energy
spread, transmission efficiency, and emittance in different
energy are shown in Figure 6 under the two operating currents of 2 mA and 200mA

Figure 6: Beam dynamics of accelerating structure.
Figure 3: Beam distribution at BA entrance.
Figures 4 and 5 show the 200mA beam distribution at
the BA exit and the A exit, respectively. After the beam
focused by solenoid focusing and accelerated by the accelerating structure, most of the particles are accelerated
and the envelope is well controlled.

MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A08: Linear Accelerators

It can be seen from the figure 6 that in 2mA and 200mA
of typical working currents, the energy can be adjusted at
3.5-10MeV. The transmission efficiency at 10MeV energy
is greater than 80%, energy spread is less than 2.5%, and
the 6𝝈𝝈 emittance is less than 30mm·mrad. which both
meet the requirements of beam parameters.

Beam Transport Line
The beam transport line includes a transmission unit, a
beam expansion unit, a scanning unit, etc.（as shown in
Figure 1）. The transmission unit uses a combination of
quadrupole magnets to constrain the beam envelope to ensure its transmission in the vacuum tube; the beam expansion unit also uses a combination of quadrupole magnets to
focus(defocus) to meet the size requirements of beam irradiation; in order to achieve a scanning frequency of 100Hz,
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Beam irradiation with a range of 0.2m×0.2m, the scanning
unit adopts a combination of kicker(horizontal scanning)
and step scanning magnet(vertical scanning).
According to the beam irradiation parameters, the beamline adopts the scheme of beam expansion in the vertical
direction and scanning both horizontally and vertically. As
shown in the Figure 7, a kicker with a linear change in the
magnetic field is used to expand a 15us beam pulse in the
horizontal direction of the target; the scanning magnet realizes 5 steps of the magnetic field, and 5 beam pulses are
deflected to different positions through the magnetic field
and superimposed in the vertical direction of the target.
Therefore, it is necessary to adjust the strength of the quadrupole magnet and expand the beam spot in the vertical direction for achieving a wide range of beam irradiation.
Horizontal diretion
Vertical direction
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Figure 7: Schematic diagram of beam scanning.

Therefore, as long as the uniformity in the vertical direction is ensured, a larger area of beam scanning can be
achieved theoretically. We will continue to optimize accelerator structure to meet a wider range of irradiation.
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The beam output from PARMELA is used as the beamline input of ELEGANT. Figure 8 shows the simulation results of the beam. We can see that the irradiation area
reaches 0.2m×0.2m, and the beam spot uniformity is better than 90%.

Figure 8: The results of beam scanning.

SUMMARY
We have completed the design of an accelerator with
high beam parameters and passed the simulation calculation. Based on the scanning frequency of 100Hz, it is difficult for the traditional scanning magnet method to complete the beam scanning with large area and high uniformity in a short time [6]. We introduced kicker as a horizontal scanning magnet, and it is easy to spread the beam
uniformly in one direction because of the 15 us long pulse.
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Abstract
The CERN Linear Electron Accelerator for Research
(CLEAR) has been operating as a general user facility since
2017 providing beams for a wide range of user experiments.
However, with its current optical layout, the beams available
to users are not able to cover every request. To overcome
this, a second experimental beamline has been proposed. In
this paper we discuss the potential optics of the new line as
well as detailing the hardware required for its construction.
Branching from the current beamline, via a dogleg chicane
that could be used for bunch compression, the new beamline
would provide an additional in-air test stand to be available
to users. The beamline before the test stand would utilise
large aperture quadrupoles to allow the irradiation of large
target areas or strong focusing of beams onto a target. In
addition to this there would also be further in-vacuum space
to install experiments.

make space for others, and reinstalled later to carry out
further tests.
To improve the range of available beams and increase
availability to users a new experimental beamline has been
proposed. The new beamline will consist of a simple achromatic dogleg bend followed by an experimental beamline.
By using larger aperture quadrupoles the maximum beam
size in the new beamline could be expanded allowing the creation of larger beam sizes and the ability to perform increased
focusing in both axes. The new beamline will also provide
an additional in-air test stand and space for in-vacuum experiments, optimising the availability of testing slots. To
reduce the cost of the new beamline, as many components
as possible will be taken from the old CTF3 complex [22].

BEAMLINE DESCRIPTION
Table 1: List of Available Quadrupole Magnets

INTRODUCTION

Name

Aperture

gmax.

Magnetic Length

The CLEAR facility provides a flexible electron beam
with a wide parameter range to its users [1–4]. The experiments performed at CLEAR have included the irradiation of electronics [5–8], studies into very-high energy electron (VHEE) radiotherapy and FLASH radiotherapy [9, 10],
experiments into high-gradient X-band acceleration technology [11, 12], beam instrumentation [13], and research
into novel accelerator technology such as the use of plasma
lenses [14–16] and the generation of THz radiation [17, 18].
The beamline undergoes continuous improvement and
consolidation [19] to expand the range of available beams,
however, some limitations remain. Beams available to users
on the in-air test stand have a transverse size between ∼
0.5 - 5.0 mm. The size can be increased by scattering the
beam but this produces secondary particles that may be
unwanted. The largest beam size is limited by the current
optical arrangement of the beamline. Another optics based
limitation is placed on the ability to perform strong focusing
onto a target in-air. The strong focusing of electron beams
is interesting to users working on VHEE radiotherapy and
studies performing focusing within a water phantom have
previously been done at CLEAR [20, 21]. However, it was
only possible to focus the beam in one axis at a time due to
the 40 mm diameter beam pipe placing a restriction on the
maximum beam size before the final focus. Furthermore,
with many proposed experiments and only two in-air test
areas, often experimental set-ups have to be dismantled to

QL3
QG8
QP
QTN

40 mm
100 mm
80 mm
185 mm

11.2 T/m
8.0 T/m
12.7 T/m
5.33 T/m

226 mm
300 mm
350 mm
385 mm

∗

luke.dyks@cern.ch
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The present CLEAR beamline consists an RF photoinjector followed by three accelerating structures able to accelerate electron beams, of bunch charges up to 3 nC, to an energy
between 60 - 220 MeV. There is an experimental beamline
extending 18.4 m from the end of the third accelerating structure. At the end of the beamline there is a 0.9 × 1.2 m in-air
test stand before a dump. There are three quadrupole triplets
installed and one doublet, each using narrow aperture QL3
quadrupoles. Two MDX-type dipole magnets are installed
on the beamline for use as both spectrometers and to direct
the beam onto in-air test stands. One dipole is positioned
before the in-air test stand at the end of the beamline. The
other dipole is located 3.8 m after the end of the last accelerating structure and is used to direct beams onto the VESPER
test stand. Along the beamline there are several diagnostics
installed including, beam television screens (BTV) for beam
profile measurements, inductive BPMs for beam position
measurements, and an RF deflecting cavity to measure the
longitudinal phase space of the bunch. The locations of
all components installed on the present beamline are fully
documented in the CLEAR lattice files [23].
The proposed layout for the new beamline in relation to
the existing experimental beamline is shown in Figure 1, and
the parameters of the available quadrupole magnets used
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MDX

8.4 m

Figure 1: Scale diagram of the current experimental beamline (top) and the proposed second experimental beamline (bottom)
beginning at the exit of the final accelerating structure. The magnet types are labelled and the physical dimensions shown.
in the new beamline are listed in Table 1. The beamline
branches from the present beamline at the location of the
MDX dipole used for the VESPER test stand. It has previously been shown that high-charge bunches could be compressed to sub-ps bunch lengths using the velocity bunching
technique [19]. Therefore, the dogleg was optimised to provide the most experimental space whilst not degrading the
quality of the beam significantly, and not for bunch compression. The distance between the two beamlines was set
to 2 m to allow access to both sides of the new beamline.
A bend angle of 20◦ was selected resulting in an R56 of
−0.0192 m. Three quadrupoles are positioned on the dogleg
to eliminate dispersion. A de-focusing QTN quadrupole is
located at the centre of the dogleg, with two focusing QG8
quadrupoles located between the midpoint and each dipole.
A BTV screen would be located between the dipole and the
first quadrupole to be used as a spectrometer. Two BPMs
would be installed on the beamline between the focusing
quadrupoles and the central quadrupole to measure the beam
trajectory. The three quadrupoles used have apertures large
enough to allow a beampipe of 100 mm width to be installed
if this is required to reduce losses in the dogleg. However, a
beampipe of 40 mm diameter is preferred as it would allow
the installation of the inductive BPMs currently used on
CLEAR and not new BPMs with larger apertures. There
would be space to install an in-air test stand with a length
of 1.6 m, similar in size to the present VESPER test stand
after the second dipole. The quadrupole magnets installed
on the dogleg would allow the beam size and dispersion to
be tuned, which is not possible on the VESPER test stand.
Following the second dipole there is the new experimental
beamline. The total length of the new beamline is 8.4 m.
There are three triplets installed. A QG8 triplet would be
installed to control the beam following the dogleg, followed
by a triplet of QP quadrupoles and a final triplet of QP and
QTN quadrupoles. Between the triplets on the new beamline,
there are 1.1 m and 1.6 m spaces for diagnostics and invacuum experiments to be installed. At least one BTV screen
and BPM should be installed in each drift as well as a final
BTV screen following the final quadrupole. An identical RF
deflecting cavity could be installed following the QG8 triplet
to allow measurements of the longitudinal phase space of
the beam following the dogleg. Each magnet used has a
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larger aperture than the QL3 quadrupoles installed on the
existing beamline. In the initial design, a 40 mm diameter
beam pipe is considered for most of the new beamline in
order to be compatible with existing diagnostics, but there
would be a transition to an 80 mm beampipe 300 mm before
final triplet followed by a 185 mm beampipe before the final
two magnets. At the end of the beamline there is space for
an additional in-air test stand to be installed. If the dump
is located at the same distance as the present dump then
the new test stand could only be 900 mm long. However, it
would be possible to move the dump further back to extend
both the test stand size and beamline length which should
be investigated further.

BEAM DYNAMICS
To investigate the beam dynamics of the new beamline
and optimise its layout, a 0.5 nC bunch was simulated to
the exit of final accelerating structure using the ASTRA
model of CLEAR [24, 25]. The bunch had 𝜖 𝑥,𝑛 and 𝜖 𝑦,𝑛 of
8.76 and 8.24 π mm mrad, 𝛽 𝑥 and 𝛽 𝑦 of 14.8 and 13.9 m,
𝛼 𝑥 and 𝛼 𝑦 of −1.63 and −1.57, a bunch length of 4 ps,
and an energy spread of 0.4 %, similar to beams measured
experimentally [2]. The bunch was then tracked through the
dogleg and experimental lines using RF-Track [26, 27].

Dogleg Bend
The optics of the dogleg are shown in Fig. 2. It is possible to fully suppress dispersion in the dogleg and provide a
non-diverging beam with 𝛽 𝑥,𝑦 of 20 m to the rest of the experimental line. The maximum dispersion in the dogleg was
0.4 m resulting in a maximum rms beam size of 1.3 mm for
a single bunch. If a 40 mm beam pipe is used then it would
be possible to transport bunch trains with an energy spread
of up to 5 % rms without significant losses corresponding to
bunch trains of ∼ 20 nC. If a beam pipe with a 100 mm aperture is used, it would be possible to transport trains of higher
charge. There was an increase in bunch length over the dogleg of 0.2 %. By simulating the dogleg in CSRtrack [28]
it was shown that coherent synchrotron radiation does not
lead to a a significant increase in emittance. It was shown
that by adjusting the phase of the RF cavities in the ASTRA
model it was possible to perform some bunch compression
with the dogleg, however, this must be investigated further.
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Figure 2: Beam optics of the dogleg bend.

New Experimental Beamline
Following the first triplet the beam was tracked through
the rest of the experimental beamline using RF-Track. An
optimisation of the strengths of the quadrupoles was performed for two optical arrangements at the in-air test stand,
a non-diverging beam of 10 mm rms beam size and strong
focusing. The evolution of the beam size when the magnet
strengths are optimised to produce a beam size of 10 mm
with 𝛼 𝑥,𝑦 = 0, is shown in Figure 3. In this optical configuration the maximum beam size is 18 mm in the penultimate
QTN. If the proposed aperture is used then there are losses
of less than 0.5 %. The beamline could also be configured to

rms Beam Size [mm]

Figure 4: The beam size vs distance along the new beamline
with optics configured for strong focusing.

σx
σy

20

the final QTN quadrupole is required to be 6.22 T/m, higher
than the nominal value in Table 1. However, the magnet
is able to operate at a current of 250 A, with the nominal
field gradient given for current of 150 A. The full excitation
curve up to 250 A must, therefore, be measured prior to
installation, and the maximum gradient verified.

FURTHER WORK
Prior to commissioning the ability to undertake bunch
compression using the beamline should be investigated. Additionally the option to extend the distance of the new dump
further than the present dump should be studied balancing
the size of the in-air and in-vacuum space. The necessary
beam diagnostics and their locations should be defined. The
new magnets, currently in storage, should be identified and
their condition assessed. Work should also be done to identify the cabling and power supplies needed to power these
magnets.

CONCLUSION
10

0
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16

17

18

s [m]

Figure 3: The beam size vs distance along the new beamline
with optics configured for a large, non-diverging beam.

The development of CLEAR to increase the range of different beams available to users is a continuous task. A second
beamline has been designed which would provide new in-air
and in-vacuum experimental space. Furthermore, the design
of the new beamline would allow the creation of beams with
larger beam sizes to be produced, and strong focusing to be
performed.
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GAUSSIAN LASER SPOT IN A PHOTOINJECTOR
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GENERATING UNIFORM BEAMS

Abstract
Beams of uniform transverse beam profile are desirable
for a variety of applications such as irradiation experiments.
The generation of beams with such profiles has previously
been investigated as a method of reducing emittance growth.
These methods, however, often use complicated optics setups
or short, femtosecond laser pulse lengths. In this paper, we
demonstrate that if ultra low emittance is not the target of the
photoinjector, it is possible to produce transversely uniform
beam profiles using a simple Gaussian laser, with a bunch
length of a few picoseconds, utilising space-charge effects
only.

INTRODUCTION
Irradiation facilities [1] around the world are used to investigate the effect of high-energy particle beams on electronics [2–4], to study the makeup of historical objects and art [5],
and for medical applications, notably radiotherapy [6, 7].
Electron beams are used at several of these facilities, including the CLEAR user facility at CERN [8, 9]. Electron
irradiation facilities typically consist of accelerators that produce beams with Gaussian beam profiles and direct them
onto a target. Non-uniform transverse beam profiles can lead
to uncertainty in the dose that is incident on the target. To
increase the uniformity of the dose, the beam size is often
increased to a significantly larger size than the target and
often collimated, which reduces the total dose incident on
the target and the maximum dose rate. If it was possible to
generate an entirely uniform beam profile in the irradiation
facility, then the total dose and dose rate could be increased.
Photoinjectors used in free electron lasers (FEL) are often
designed to produce electron bunches that have 2D uniform
beam profiles or have 3D uniform ellipsoid beam profiles
in order to reduce the emittance of the beam and increase
brightness [10]. 3D-uniform ellipsoids also have the added
advantage in that the space-charge forces inside the bunch
are linear. However, these photoinjectors commonly use
extremely short laser pulses, often less than 100 fs, or laser
pulses that are shaped in 3D [11, 12]. Such systems are
complicated to set up and require regular maintenance, thus
are not feasible for use in an irradiation facility. The ability
to produce electron beams with uniform transverse beam
profiles with Gaussian lasers with bunch lengths of a few
picoseconds could potentially be useful in an irradiation
facility and should, therefore, be investigated.
∗
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Figure 1: Transverse phase-space of a beam under the influence of linear and non-linear focusing forces.
Bunches produced in photoinjectors tend to exist in the
space-charge regime, such that the interactions of particles
within a bunch are dominated by the self field of the bunch.
In the space-charge regime, non-linear space-charge forces
cause the phase-space of the bunch to distort in the manner illustrated in Fig. 1. These space-charge forces cause
bunches created in non-equilibrium to evolve towards stable
states with a potential energy that is minimised. If a bunch is
initially created with a Gaussian distribution then the spacecharge forces will cause particles in the core to move towards
the tails. If the space-charge forces present in the photoinjector are low, the beam will continue to have a transverse beam
profile similar to a Gaussian. If the space-charge forces are
increased, then the tails of the Gaussian begin to become
more populated and the bunch will have a more uniform
transverse beam profile. When the space-charge forces are
too high, the beam becomes highly peaked around its centre, with a diffuse surrounding halo. In a photoinjector the
evolution of the space-charge forces are determined by the
bunch charge, the laser spot size, the laser pulse length, the
strength of the RF field, the phase of the RF field, and the
strength of solenoid field. It is, therefore, possible to control
the space-charge driven evolution of the phase-space of a
bunch by changing these parameters.
The photoinjector used at the CLEAR facility consists
of a 2.5 cell RF gun operating at a frequency of 3 GHz.
Electron bunches are produced by a UV laser with a Gaussian
laser profile and 4.7 ps pulse length, incident upon a Cs2 Te
photocathode [13]. The gun is surrounded by two solenoid
magnets, one to focus the outgoing electron beam, and one
to reduce the solenoid field to zero on the photocathode.
By simulating a modified version of the CLEAR gun using
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Figure 2: Beam size vs distance from the photocathode with
different solenoid magnetic field strengths.
As the space-charge forces drop significantly with increased energy, it is proposed that by rapidly accelerating
the bunches following the photoinjector it would be possible
to quickly reduce the space-charge forces, thus fixing an
angle in phase-space of uniform beam profile. There would
be some phase-space rotation as the bunch is accelerated,
however, it would be possible to use magnetic elements following the accelerating cavities to rotate it back to a uniform
profile in 𝑥 - 𝑦.
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the ASTRA particle tracking code [14, 15], it is possible to
demonstrate how the gun can be used to produce beams with
uniform transverse beam profiles. In these initial simulations
a bunch of charge 0.4 nC was produced from a laser pulse of
length 1 ps and Gaussian transverse shape of size 1.6 mm,
and accelerated at the peak accelerating phase in the gun
with an RF field of 110 MV/m. The strength of the solenoid
magnet was varied showing how it could be used to control
the uniformity of the transverse beam profile.
The evolution of three bunches focused by different
solenoid fields are shown in Fig. 2. Each magnetic field
strength shown illustrates a separate space-charge evolution
leading to three different transverse beam profiles. Slices
of the transverse beam profile of each field at a distance of
1.5 m from the photocathode are shown in Fig. 3. In each
case the space-charge forces present in the gun are not strong
enough to produce uniform beam profiles at the exit of the
gun. For a solenoid of strength 0.21 T, the beam is constantly diverging following the gun, resulting in a significant
drop in space-charge forces with distance. The beam profile,
therefore, remains Gaussian. The bunch that is focused by a
solenoid field of 0.26 T is only diverging a small amount during the drift. Therefore, the space-charge forces are almost
constant during the drift causing the beam core to diffuse
outwards creating a uniform beam profile at 1.5 m. For a
solenoid field strength of 0.29 T the beam is converging as
it leaves the gun towards a beam waist at 0.9 m from the
photocathode. In this simulation, the beam profile profile
changes from Gaussian towards uniform at the waist to a
core-halo profile at 1.5 m. By only adjusting the strength of
the solenoid it is possible to adjust the distance at which the
beam has a uniform transverse beam profile.

σx [mm]
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Figure 3: Particle distributions in 𝑥 across a slice in 𝑦 of
width ±𝜎𝑦 /4.

PROPOSED LINEAR ACCELERATOR
To demonstrate the feasibility of producing electron
beams with a uniform beam profile for use in an irradiation facility, a compact linear accelerator was proposed. The
linac consists of the CLEAR photoinjector followed by 8, Xband RF cavities similar to those used in the Compact Linear
Collider (CLIC). Each cavity is 500 mm long, and operates
with a maximum field gradient of 35 MV/m. The total energy of the bunch at the end of the linac was 100 MeV. As the
electron beam exits the RF gun at an energy of ∼ 5 - 10 MeV,
the high-gradient of the X-band cavity produces a strong RF
focusing effect. The RF focusing leads to a rapid reduction
in bunch size and an increase in space-charge forces which
cause the emittance to grow and phase-space to move to a
core-halo profile which leads to beam losses. To counteract
the RF focusing it was necessary to produce a beam that is
diverging at the entrance to the first cavity. As the CLIC
type structures have an aperture of less than 4 mm radius it
was necessary to keep to the beam smaller than 4 mm upon
entrance to the cavity to avoid beam losses. To produce a
diverging beam with a small beam size it was preferable to
have the cavity as close to the gun as possible. A minimum
length of 1.2 m was chosen as a common length of modern,
compact photoinjectors such as the new CLEAR electron
source. As the CLIC cavities have a frequency of 12 GHz,
it was necessary to keep the bunch length less than 1 ps to
reduce the energy spread at the exit of the linac.
A bunch of charge 0.4 nC was generated from Gaussian
laser spot of size 0.8 mm with a pulse length of 1 ps in
ASTRA. It was then tracked in ASTRA to the beginning of
the first X-band cavity. The bunch was then tracked to the end
of the final accelerating structure using the RF-Track code
[16, 17]. To qualify the uniformity of the beam profile the
kurtosis was calculated. The kurtosis describes the relative
population of the tails of a distribution relative to the core
[18]. The kurtosis of a distribution in 𝑥, with a mean 𝜇 and
standard deviation 𝜎, is defined as,
𝐾𝑥 =

⟨(𝑥 − 𝜇) 4 ⟩
.
𝜎4

(1)
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With this definition, the kurtosis of a Gaussian distribution
would be 3. Distributions with a higher density in the core
have a higher kurtosis, and distributions with a higher density
in the tails, a lower kurtosis. The kurtosis through one plane
of a 2D uniform distribution is 2. An optimisation of the gun
RF field strength, RF phase, and solenoid strength, as well
as the linac RF field strength and phase was undertaken for a
bunch of 2000 macro particles. The target of the optimisation
was for a kurtosis of 2 to be achieved in both 𝑥 - 𝑦 at the
entrance to the linac, to minimise losses in the linac, and for
the bunch to a kurtosis of 2 at a projected angle in phasespace at the end of the linac. Following the optimisation of
beamline parameters, a bunch with 50,000 macro particles
was tracked through the linac and the results verified.
In the optimisation, the RF field of the gun was set to
110 MV/m and the strength of the gun solenoid magnet set
to 0.277 T. The phase-space of the bunch at the entrance
to the X-band linac is shown in Fig. 4. The beam profile
is uniform in 𝑥 -𝑦 and has a maximum radius of 3.1 mm.
The effect of the space-charge forces in rotating the positionmomentum phase-space is clear. The beam is symmetric
between 𝑥 and 𝑦. As the beam is uniform at this location, a
beam television screen could be inserted here to verify the
beam set up experimentally.

the linac it is possible to recreate a beam with a uniform
beam profile.

Figure 5: Left: Transverse beam profile measured at the
linac exit. Right: Projected beam profile at an angle of
phase-space giving 𝐾 𝑥 = 2 at the linac exit.
As non-linear space-charge forces are used to generate the
uniform beam profile it was important to check whether the
beam quality and uniformity is reduced by the typical jitters
present in a photoinjector. Therefore, scans of photoinjector
parameters were performed to the tolerances experienced at
CLEAR. The RF phase was scanned by ±1◦ , the RF gradient in the gun by ±1 %, the bunch charge ±2 %, the laser
spot size by ±5 %, the laser pulse length by ±10 %, and
the position of the laser spot by ±100 μm. A small linear
response to these jitters was seen at both the entrance to the
linac and the exit of the linac on emittance, energy spread,
beam size and kurtosis. Furthermore, the effects of cathode
non-uniformities were also investigated demonstrating that
they did not significantly effect the uniformity of the final
beam profile.

CONCLUSION

Figure 4: Transverse phase-space of a 0.4 nC bunch 1.2 m
from the photocathode, generated from a laser spot of
0.8 mm.
When tracked through the linac there were no losses in
simulation. The transverse beam profile is shown in Fig. 5
and is not uniform. Superficially the beam looks similar
to a core-halo distribution. However, there exists an angle
in phase-space in which the beam has a kurtosis of 2. A
rotation of the phase space of the beam by this angle is also
shown in Fig. 5. By placing an optical matching section after
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Generating electron beams with uniform beam profiles
would be useful in irradiation facilities. It has been shown
in this paper that using a modified version of the CLEAR
photoinjector it is possible produce beams that have a uniform beam profile following the gun. The level of uniformity
could be controlled by altering the parameters of the photoinjector. In particular, the distance at which a uniform
profile can be obtained is able to be changed by only altering
the strength of the solenoid field around the gun. It has also
been shown that by rapidly accelerating this uniform beam,
the phase-space can be locked and a uniform beam profile
achieved at higher energies. Further analysis of these dynamics should be undertaken to fully detail the effects taking
place in order to fine tune the parameters in a real facility.
The design of a matching section should be investigated in
order to produce uniform distributions of different sizes.
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SOLUTION SELECTION USING PARALLEL COORDINATE PLOTS∗
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Abstract
In this paper, we build on previous work where multiobjective genetic algorithms were used to optimise rf cavities using non-uniform rational basis splines (NURBS) to
improve the cavity geometries and reduce peak fields. [1]
These optimisations can produce thousands of Pareto optimal solutions, from which a final cavity solution must be
selected based on design criteria, such as accelerating gradient and power requirements. As all points are considered
equally optimal, this can prove difficult without further analysis. Here we focus on the visualisation of the Pareto optimal
points and the final solution selection process. We have
found that the use of clustering algorithms and parallel coordinate plots (PCP’s) provide the best way to represent the
data and perform the necessary trade-offs between the peak
fields and shunt impedance required to pick a final design.

paper explores methods that can be applied to these large
sets in order to aid in the final solution selection process.

SINGLE CELL OPTIMISATION RESULTS
An optimisation was previously performed for a generic
X-band (12 GHz), 𝛽 = 1, 2𝜋/3 travelling wave cavity and
the reader is referred to [1] for details. This optimisation
produced a large Pareto optimal set of 5000 points which
are shown in Fig. 1, with 2 objectives on the axis; shunt
impedance per unit length (Z), and the peak electric field
(𝐸 𝑝𝑘 /𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐 ). The points are also colour coded
with a third
√
objective, the modified Poynting vector ( 𝑆 𝑐 /𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐 ) [2].

INTRODUCTION
Multi-objective optimisation (MO) methods are employed
when an optimisation must be performed that involves two
or more conflicting objectives that must be optimized simultaneously, which is often the case in rf cavity design.
Mathematically these types of problems can be summarized
as follows:

min/max 𝑓𝑚 (𝑥),

𝑚 = 1, 2, ...𝑀,

subject to: 𝑔 𝑗 (𝑥) ≥ 0, 𝑗 = 1, 2, ...𝐽,
𝑥𝑖𝑙𝑏 ≤ 𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑥𝑖𝑢𝑏 ,

𝑖 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑛

(1)
(2)
(3)

Where 𝑓𝑚 are the objectives, 𝑔 𝑗 are the constraints and
𝑥𝑖𝑙𝑏/𝑖𝑢𝑏 are the bounds on the input parameters. As an example for cavity design, these may be the peak fields, a required
operating frequency, and limits on some of the cavity dimensions, respectively. A single, unique, optimal solution to
these MO problems does not exist, and instead a set is found
that defines the trade-off between all the objectives. For complex optimisations with many inputs and objectives, these
sets can contain thousands of solutions that are all considered equally optimal by the algorithm. These points can
also have objective values that are very similar to each other,
either because the algorithm has converged to a near continuous set, or in the case of rf design, due to numerical
inaccuracies caused by meshing. This presents a difficulty
to the designer who must then select a ’best’ solution from
this set to use for a final design based on some criteria. This
∗
†
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Figure 1: 2D scatter plot showing Pareto
√ optimal set in the
Z vs. 𝐸 𝑝𝑘 /𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐 objective space, with 𝑆 𝑐 /𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐 in colour.

PARALLEL COORDINATE PLOTS
If there are only two objectives then selection can be relatively straightforward as the points can be plotted to create a
2D Pareto front as shown in black in Fig. 1. The designer
can then easily select a point based on the trade off between
the two objectives. If there are three objectives, then colour
can be used to provide information about the third objective or a 3D plot could be used, however, as the number of
objectives increases, it becomes significantly more difficult
to visualise the data sets and select an individual final solution. A comprehensive list of appropriate visualisation
techniques for Pareto optimal sets is given in [3] but we have
found that the parallel coordinate plot (PCP) provides the
best method for representing these sets, especially as the
number of dimensions grows larger than four. PCP’s display each solution as a piece-wise line that crosses equally
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Figure 2: Density PCP for X-band travelling wave cavity, showing input and output spaces. Red lines show where input
space could potentially be reduced for improved convergence speed. [3]
PCP’s can also be used to visualise the entire input and
objective space as shown in Fig. 2. Here, the colour of the
lines represent the density of the solutions in that region.
This can be useful for gaining insight into which inputs effect which objectives and where potential constraints could
be placed to reduce the input space and increase the convergence speed for the algorithm on future optimisation runs.
For example a constraint could be placed on 𝑥4 to reduce the
search space by half, as no optimal solutions have a value of
𝑥 4 less than half of the maximum. Although these figures are
useful for discerning trends and providing information about
trade-offs between the objectives, it would be impossible to
select a single solution from the set as the ’best’ as the space
is almost continuous. Therefore before PCP’s can be used to
select an individual final solution, the Pareto optimal space
must be reduced.
Figure 3: PCP showing Pareto optimal set for an optimized
TW
√ structure with four objectives (𝐸 𝑝𝑘 /𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐 , 𝐵 𝑝𝑘 /𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐 ,
𝑆 𝑐 /𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐 and Z). The inverse of three objectives are used
so that all objectives require maximising. Z is also shown in
colour for improved readability.

spaced y-axes, each of which represents a scale for a single
objective. The point where the line crosses each axis gives
the individual objective value, meaning that a large number
of objectives and therefore dimensions can be visualised on
a single plot. An example of a PCP with an entire Pareto
optimal set is shown in Fig. 3. Four objectives are shown,
with each quantity being normalized to 𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐 and colour also
representing the shunt impedance to make identification of
the solutions with a large value easier. Trends in the set
are easily distinguished using this method, for example it
clearly shows that points that have a large Z also have a large
𝐸 𝑝𝑘 /𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐 and that points with√smaller values of 𝐸 𝑝𝑘 /𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐
tend to have a larger value for 𝑆 𝑐 /𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐 .
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CLUSTERING THE N-DIMENSIONAL
PARETO OPTIMAL OBJECTIVE SPACE
Although numerous mulit-dimensional visualisation techniques exist, many of them suffer from the same problem
in that as the number of solutions to be visualised increases
past a certain point, it becomes more and more difficult to
distinguish the individual solutions and almost impossible
to select one individual point as the final design. In order to
deal with this issue, a number of methods exist that can be
used to reduce these large data sets [4]. Most of these methods rely on some form of dimensional reduction (DR) of the
solutions based on subjective decisions about the objectives
by the designer. These methods can be useful for dealing
with large data sets but information about the individual
points can be lost when DR is performed. Ideally, as much
information about the original solutions must be preserved
so that any selection that happens after this process still leads
to as close to an optimum design as possible.
We have found that the use of clustering algorithms such as
K-means [5] or the Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering
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limited only by 𝐸 𝑝𝑘 /𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐 , then cluster 1 could be chosen to
select the solution from, assuming that no limits are imposed
on the other objectives. This cluster is then opened to view
all the solutions and is shown in Fig. 6. As there is little
variation between the solutions within the cluster the final
solution could be picked based on minor preferences or
requirements for the other 3 objectives.

Figure 4: Mean standard deviation of objective cluster as a
function of number of clusters. [3]
algorithm [6] are the most appropriate tools for this job.
These methods can be used to group solutions based on their
input or objective values, and then a single representative
point of each cluster is chosen to be used in combination
with a multi-dimensional visualisation technique in order
to select a final design. In this way, thousands of points
can be reduced to hundreds or tens, making the set more
manageable.
A choice must be made about the number of clusters to
use for a given data set. If too few clusters are used, then
there will be significant overlap between the clusters, making a selection between them meaningless. If too many
clusters are chosen then there is diminishing returns on the
process compared to using the raw data set. An investigation was made into the variation of the standard deviation
of each cluster with an increasing number of clusters with
Fig. 4 showing the results of this investigation. The standard
deviation drops rapidly until around 20 clusters, where it
starts to decrease at a reduced rate. After 35 clusters this
rate is again reduced making a choice of 25-35 clusters reasonable for this data set. After the clusters are created, a
representative point must be selected to use on the PCP. The
representative point is found by giving each solution within
a cluster a weighted value. The equation used to determine
the individual solution weight is as follows:
𝑊𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛 =

4
∑︁

Figure 5: TW cavity objective space with four objectives
showing 24 clusters. [3]

[𝑜𝑏 𝑗 × 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒] 𝑛 ,

𝑛

where 𝑜𝑏 𝑗 𝑛 is the 𝑛𝑡 ℎ objective normalised value, and
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑛 is the normalised range for that objective. This
weighting provides an accurate way to represent the individual cluster, which can then be used for visualisation.

SOLUTION SELECTION EXAMPLE
Fig. 5 shows a PCP of four objectives and 24 clusters
(clustered using Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering) for
the Pareto optimal set. The inverse of the peak fields is used
so that all objectives require maximising, making it easier
to compare solutions. If for example, the cavity design was
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Figure 6: Opened cluster from Fig 5 for a design limited by
𝐸 𝑝𝑘 /𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐 [3]

CONCLUSION
Multi-objective genetic algorithms have been applied to
a 12 GHz TW single cell cavity design, generating a large
Pareto optimal set. Once the Pareto optimal set has been
found, Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering has been used
to cluster the solutions to reduce the large data set. Finally,
PCP’s have been used to visualise the data making the process of selecting of a final optimised design significantly
easier.
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Abstract
The Linear accelerator system for natural rubber vulcanization has been developed at the Plasma and Beam Physics Research Facility, Chiang Mai University, Thailand.
The main components of the accelerator system consist of
a DC electron gun with a thermionic cathode, an RF linear
accelerator, an RF system, a control system, and an irradiation system. The electron beam properties for natural rubber vulcanization are predicted from the beam dynamics
simulation starting from a cathode to the titanium exit window. The electron beam generation and the particle in cell
simulation inside the DC electron gun are performed using
CST Studio Suite software. The electron distribution at the
gun exit from the CST output is covered to be an input distribution of the ASTRA beam dynamics simulation program. The electron beam enters the linac and is accelerated
by RF filed inside the linac. The ASTRA simulation code
is used to track electron trajectories including the spacecharge interaction and the simulation starts from the linac
entrance to the exit windows. The electron beam properties
for various conditions are evaluated and will be used for
further simulations.

INTRODUCTION
A linear accelerator (linac) system for rubber vulcanization has been developed at the PBP-CMU Electron Linac
Laboratory (PCELL), Plasma and Beam Physics (PBP)
Plasma and Beam Physics Research Facility, Chiang Mai
University, Thailand. The system consists of a Pierce-type
DC gun with a thermionic cathode, a radio-frequency linear accelerator (RF linac), electron beam diagnostic instruments, and an irradiation system. The layout of the accelerator and irradiation system is shown in Fig. 1. The accelerator system is modified from a medical linac system
model Mitsubishi ML-4M. The modified accelerator system is expected to generate beam energy from 1 to 4 MeV
[1, 2] with a pulse current of 10 – 100 mA and a pulse repetition rate of 20 – 200 Hz. Some specifications of the accelerator system are listed in our published articles [1, 2].
In this paper, the beam dynamic simulation in the DC
gun and the linac are reported and discussed. The electron
beam generation and the particle in cell (PIC) simulation
inside the DC electron gun were performed using CST
Studio Suite software [3]. The results of this simulation
were used as the input particle distributions for the beam
___________________________________________
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dynamic simulation in the linac to the exit window using
software A Space Charge Tracking Algorithm (ASTRA)
[4]. The simulation results for an average beam energy of
1.20 MeV and 3.75 MeV which are close to the expected
minimum and maximum beam energy respectively are
presented and discussed. the contents of the template.

Figure 1: Layout of an accelerator unit.

ELECTRON BEAM DYNAMIC
SIMULATION IN THE DC GUN
The simulations in the gun including electric field simulation, electron beam generation, and beam dynamic simulation were performed using CST Studio Suite 2022 software. The DC electron gun was taking a part for cathode
and heating filament replacement, and dimension measurement. The simplified model of the DC gun for CST simulation is shown in Fig. 2 (a) which consists of a cathode,
focusing electrode, and anode. The parallel gap between
the focusing electrode and anode is 4.5 mm. For electric
field simulation, the measured high voltage between two
electrodes of 14.0 kV is applied since this value is normally
used in machine operation. The simulated electric field is
shown in Fig. 2 (b).

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2: The DC electron gun: (a) the simplify model, (b)
the simulated electric field, and (c) the electron beam trajectory.
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The cathode of the DC gun is an indirect heating cathode
with a diameter of 4.96 mm. It is a 532 cathode [5] manufactured by Heat-Wave Labs, Inc. At our facility, the maximum brightness temperature of 1,419 K (1,146 °C) was
observed using an IGA 10 pyrometer at the heating filament power of 95 W. The Electrostatic Particle-in-Cell (EsPIC) Solver was used for the simulation in the gun. The DC
emission model was used to generate an electron beam
with the extraction voltage of 14 kV and the emission temperature of 1,340 K. The emission temperature is converted
from the brightness temperature using formula explained
in [5]. For this study, the emission temperature of 1,340 K
corresponds to the brightness temperature of 1,328 K (1055
°C) at the heating filament power of 65 W was applied to
the emission model. The current density was calculated
from the Richardson's law and the Child–Langmuir’s law
explained in [6]. The calculated current density of 14,950
A/m2was carried out for the emission temperature of 1,340
K and the extraction voltage of 14 kV. Consequently, the
emission current of 289 mA should be extracted from the
cathode with a diameter of 4.96 mm.
The Es-PIC Solver tracks macro-particles through the
electric field distribution starting from the cathode surface
(z = 0.2 mm) to 25 mm away from the surface. The 25
planes of particle 2D monitor were set up to evaluate the
electron beam properties along its trajectory. The anode has
a conical hole for electron beam focusing where the entrance is at z = 9 mm and the exit is at z= 16.0 mm. The
anode entrance has a diameter of 4.1 mm while the anode
exit has a diameter of 2.1 mm. The simulated beam trajectory is shown in Fig. 2(c) and the electron beam properties
along z are shown in Fig. 3. The electron beam was accelerated and focused due to the non-uniform electric field
from the cathode to the anode entrance. Although the beam
spot size at the anode entrance was smaller than the entrance aperture and was continuously focused however
some parts of the beam still hit the anode wall. Consequently, the simulated beam current of 285 mA was reduced to 179 mA at the anode exit as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Figure 3(b) shows the focused beam envelope along z starting from the cathode to the end of the simulation. It is
clearly see that the spot size after the anode exit is focused
to has the smaller spot size.

Figure 3: The electron properties along the simulation
beamline: (a) the beam current, and (b) the rms beam size.
At the position z = 22.5 mm which is approximately the
position of the linac entrance, the other particle 2D monitor
was set up to accumulate macro-particles in one RF period
or 333 ps. The distribution of this monitor was converted
THPOST021
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to be an input distribution of the beam dynamics simulation
in RF linac which will be explained in the next section.
The continuous electron beam at the linac entrance has a
beam current of 179 mA which contains a total charge of
59.2 nC in one RF cycle (333 ps). The transverse distribution of the beam is shown in Fig. 4(a) with an rms transverse beam size of 0.471 mm. The transverse phase-space
of the beam is shown in Fig. 4(b) with the normalized emittance of 0.0855 π mm.mrad. The electron beam has an average kinetic energy of 13.9 keV with 426,824 macroparticles.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4: The electron beam distribution at the linac entrance in (a) the transverse xy plane, and (b) transverse x
or y phase space.

ELECTRON BEAM DYNAMIC
SIMULATION IN THE LINAC
The beam dynamic simulation in the linac was performed using ASTRA simulation code. In this section, the
simulation starts from the linac entrance (z = 0.00 mm)
where the accelerating field is equal to zero until the titanium exit window (z = 42.95 mm). The linac exit locates
at the position z = 22.15 mm where the accelerating field
is equal to zero. The accelerating field along the linac axis
used in this simulation had been measured with the beadpull technique and presented in our publications [1, 2]. The
accelerating field gradients used in this study were based
on the available RF power which delivers to the linac. The
relation between the RF-power and the accelerating field
gradients can be founded in [2]. In this work, the field gradients of 18 and 38 MV/m were used in the ASTRA simulations to generate electron beams with an average beam
energy of 1.20 and 3.75 MeV, respectively.
The initial distribution for the ASTRA simulations in the
previous work [1, 2] was generated from the generator program [4], while the output from the Es-PIC simulation described in the previous section was used as the initial particle distribution for this work. The distribution was set up
to have radial grid rings of 30 and longitudinal grids of 100.
The main monitoring screen was located at the position of
the titanium window for the electron beam properties evaluation. When the electron beam travelled into the first cell
of the linac and experienced RF field in 1 cycle (333 ps),
about half of the particles were accelerated and moved in
the forward direction while about haft were decelerated
and travelled back. Consequently, the electron beam was
first bunched in the first linac cell and then an electron
bunch continue to travel into the rest of the linac cells for
accelerating and bunching process. According to the simulation, some electrons can form additional bunches as
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shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) for the accelerating gradient of
18 MV/m and 38 MV/m respectively when the main bunch
arrived position of the titanium window. For the accelerating gradient of 38 MV/m, it can be seen that the additional
bunches are well separated and each additional bunches
have a small number of electrons. For the accelerating gradient of 18 MV/m, the additional bunches are not well separated and the number of electrons in each additional
bunches is higher than that of the other case. Note that the
distance between each bunch is about 10 cm which corresponds to one RF period (333 ps). The additional bunches
will combine with the main following bunches and the simulation results will be carried out in near future.

larger rms beam size and rms normalized emittance than
that of the 1.20 MeV electron beam. The 3.75 MeV electron bunch has a higher bunch charge but lower bunch
length than that of the other due to the bunching mechanism in the linac. Therefore, the 3.75 MeV electron bunch
has twice higher bunch current.
Table 1: Paramerters of the Electron Bunch
Parameters

Value

Value

Accelerating gradient [MV/m]
Average energy [MeV]
Rms beam size [mm]
Rms normalized emittance
[π mm.mrad]
Bunch charge [pC]
Bunch length [ps]
Bunch current [mA]

18.0
1.20
0.785
6.80

38.0
3.75
1.905
34.29

18.8
115
163

26.2
80
327

CONCLUSION

Figure 5: 2D distribution and histogram of electron bunch
recorded on the monitoring screen at the titanium window
for accelerating gradient of (a) 18 MV/m and (b) 38 MV/m.
Considering only main bunch, the bunch properties are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, and Table 1. Figure 6 (a)-(c) are
particle distributions for an accelerating gradient of 18
MV/m, which can achieve the average beam energy of 1.20
MeV, and Fig. 7 (a)-(c) are particle distributions for an accelerating gradient of 38 MV/m, which can achieve the average beam energy of 3.75 MeV.

The beam dynamics simulation in this work was performed by using the combination between the CST Studio
Suite software and the ASTRA simulation code. The EsPIC Solver in CST Studio Suite was used for the simulation
in the DC gun. The output distribution from the gun was
converted as an input distribution of the beam dynamics
simulation in RF linac using the ASTRA simulation. The
simulation results from this work are very useful for further
simulations to predict electron beam generation in various
conditions.
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Abstract
This work will describe the current status of the
FFA@CEBAF energy upgrade feasibility studies. Technical updates are given, but more specific details are left to
separate contributions. Specifically, this work will discuss
improvements to the FFA arcs, a new recirculating injector
proposal, and numerous modifications to the current 12 GeV
CEBAF which will be required, such as the spreaders and
recombiners architecture, splitters (time-of-flight chicanes),
the extraction system, and the hall lines.

BACKGROUND OF PROPOSAL
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility must investigate paths forward for the post-12 GeV era of the laboratory. Approved and funded experiments will keep CEBAF’s
experimental schedule booked throughout this decade, at
an operational pace of 32 weeks a year. Approved but yetto-be funded experiments can keep CEBAF busy through
the middle of the next decade. Once these experiments are
completed, the lab must examine what can come next. One
possible path forward involves increasing the energy of the
CEBAF machine [1].
At IPAC21, we presented an initial proposal for an
energy-doubling upgrade to CEBAF based on Fixed-Field,
Alternating-Gradient (FFA) technology [2]. This proposal
would upgrade the highest-energy recirculating arcs of CEBAF with permanent, FFA magnets, and allow for energies
ranging from 20-24 GeV by recirculating the beam for several additional passes. Initial studies were presented, and
we have made significant improvements based upon these
optimization studies. This work will present the current state
of the proposed upgrade, including a general description of
the changes that have been made.

FFA Arcs

F
TO

F
TO
F
TO

F
TO
FFA Arcs

Figure 1: Overview schematic of 2-FFA CEBAF.
now under consideration [3]. Figure 1 shows a generalized
layout of the two-FFA option. In this case, the first three
energy passes will remain in the current electromagnetic
arcs, and FFA arcs will replace the two highest-energy arcs
on both the east and west sides of CEBAF. In total, there
will be 3 electromagnetic passes and 8 FFA passes, for a
total of 11 passes in CEBAF.
Table 1: Comparing 1 vs. 2 FFA Options
Option
1 FFA
2 FFA (4 + 4)
2 FFA (5 + 3)

Max Field [T]

SR Loss [MeV]

2.007
1.495
1.489

1211.48
964.44
935.30

UPDATES TO BASELINE DESIGN
FFA Arcs
In the initial design, a single FFA arc on each side of the
racetrack was considered. However, in order to reduce the required maximum magnetic fields for the permanent magnets,
as well as decrease synchrotron radiation, two FFA arcs are
∗
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Table 1 compares three options for the proposed upgrade:
a single FFA option [2], a 2-FFA option with 4 passes in
each of the new arcs, and a 2-FFA option with 5 passes
in the first set of arcs and 3 passes in the second set of
arcs. The 2-FFA options significantly reduce the maximum
required field for the permanent magnets, and initial studies
also show that SR loss is also decreased. The reduction in
required fields has a further benefit of being more radiation
hard. These options are all being weighed in terms of benefit
and feasibility in terms of complexity and available space.
Currently, the 2-FFA option with four passes in each set of
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arcs is our baseline, as designing the splitters for the 5-pass
option may be space-limited. As the design work progresses,
this baseline may be subject to change. Table 2 shows the
energies at various locations and passes for the 2-FFA option
with 4 passes in each set of arcs.

magnetic passes, then eight FFA passes to reach maximum
energy. However, this will require further updates to the
current CEBAF machine. They are discussed in the next
section.

Required Modifications to CEBAF
Table 2: Estimated Energies
Location

Pass Number

Energy [GeV]

Arc 1
Arc 2
Arc 6
FFA Arc 8
Extraction

0.5
1
3
7
11

1.850
3.049
7.830
17.108
22.580

Spreaders In addition to the injector upgrade, there are
current plans to refurbish and improve the current CEBAF
cryomodules. This process will improve the linac gradients
to over 1200 MeV per pass. This means that, by the time the
beam reaches the first spreader in the northeast corner of
the lab, the beam will be 1850 MeV instead of the current
1213 MeV. The spreaders will need to be redesigned to
accommodate the higher energies, as well as the space for
the FFA arcs.

Injector Upgrade
Our IPAC21 work described a 1.2 GeV booster injector
into the South Linac (SL). While this option is certainly
attractive, it is also a large endeavor, requiring significant
down time planning. Instead, we thought of ways to use
our current injector. Due to the energy ratio of the lowest
and highest energies in the North Linac (NL) being 1:175,
the beam cannot be injected into the North Linac (NL) as
it is in the current 12 GeV CEBAF (123 MeV electrons are
injected into the NL, with each linac providing 1090 MeV
to the beam). To reduce this ratio, a recirculating, 650 MeV
injector has been proposed. With this injection energy, the
energy ratio in the NL would be reduced to a more manageable 1:33.
The current space for our 123 MeV injector will need to
be expanded to accommodate a single-pass recirculating
injector. This injector is foreseen to use three of CEBAF’s
C-90 cryomodules, and Bates Bends to complete the two
180-degree bends required. The beam would be injected
into the recirculator at 110 MeV, and pass through the three,
90 MeV cavities twice, yielding a total injection energy of
650 MeV into the NL. Figure 2 shows a conceptual layout
of this injector setup.

110 MeV Injector

650 MeV to NL

Figure 2: Conceptual 650 MeV injector.
After entering the NL, the beam will go through the triplet
lattice [2]. It will then be recirculated through three electro-
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Figure 3: Common line spreader dipoles.

Figure 4: First-step dipoles in Spreader.
The higher energies will present difficulties with the current magnets. For example, the current common dipole
magnets, which act as energy separators for each pass in the
arcs, and the first pass spreader dipoles will not be able to
accommodate the expected 1850 MeV beam from the first
pass. Figure 3 shows the first two common dipoles in the
northeast Spreader. Downstream of these, each pass follows
its own beamline. Further separation is provided by a series
of dipoles, interspersed with quadrupoles. These dipoles are
placed to allow a two-step elevation change, which when
combined with appropriately placed quadrupoles, allows the
spreaders to be achromatic. Figure 4 shows some of the
dipoles which make up the first step in this two-step design.
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Figure 5: This diagram shows the end of the North Linac and the start of the Spreader in the northeast corner of CEBAF.
All passes must exit the linac and be bent by the common dipole magnets into energy-dependent beamlines around the arcs.
The lowest-energy passes are bent upward the most, and each successive pass follows a lower beamline along the arcs.
Figure 5 shows the engineering diagram for the end of the
NL into the Spreader region.
Space is very tight in this region. The increased beam
energy will necessitate stronger magnets, and more space.
We are currently looking into redesigning the spreaders to
accommodate this and allow for space for the FFA lines,
including the splitters.
Splitters and Adiabatic Matching In addition to the
spreaders, we must design the time-of-flight splitters for
each of the energies which pass through the FFA arcs. These
will be located along the new FFA arcs, downstream of the
spreaders. Conceptually, they will be similar to those at
CBETA [4], which are shown in Fig. 6. They will need to fit
in the space currently occupied by the highest-energy passes
in the CEBAF recirculating arcs. To reiterate, our current
baseline has two FFA lines with four passes through each.
This would necessitate four time-of-flight splitters in each
line which are capable of adjusting the 𝑀56 .

Jefferson Lab LDRD
The Jefferson Lab LDRD project is titled "Start-to-End
Optics Validation of FFA-Based Energy Upgrade to CEBAF." This project will perform detailed studies of the
designs as they are prepared by the overall collaboration.
This will include detailed optics and beam dynamics studies, beam loss and power deposition studies, and provide
insights for the necessary diagnostics of the upgrade. The
final goal is to have complete Start-to-End simulations for
the FFA@CEBAF upgrade.

Brookhaven LDRD
The Brookhaven LDRD project is titled "High-Gradient
Permanent Magnets for Emerging Accelerator Applications." Part of this project involves investigation of the permanent magnets required by FFAs, and will include those
needed for the FFA@CEBAF upgrade [3].

CONCLUSION

Figure 6: The CBETA splitters [4].
In addition to the splitters, we are designing an adiabatic
matching section consisting of FFA cells which slowly vary
in strength and size. These will allow the beams to be
matched from the splitters into the proper FFA arcs [5].
Extraction and Hall Lines Given the greater total energies expected with this upgrade, we are also investigating
the impact this will have on our extraction system and beam
delivery to the experimental halls. For the extraction system,
this will depend partly on the needs of the experimental program, and partly on how we choose to extract the beam. At
this stage, this investigation is only in the initial stages.
For the beam delivery to the halls, the hall beamlines are
currently under investigation. Improvements to the magnetic
septa are expected to be required, and the dipoles to the hall
lines will need to be strengthened and improved as well. The
overall optics will require some adjustments, but should be
manageable, assuming that the beam is extracted.

The FFA@CEBAF collaboration has been working for
approximately a year and a half on the proposed energy upgrade to CEBAF. In this time, the collaboration has made
rapid progress toward an overall design. We are now looking
into further details of the design, and iterating with the necessary changes. While we are not at a full conceptual design
status at this time, the support we are receiving through our
respective institutions, and the work that we are performing,
is clearing a path toward such a milestone. There is much
work that remains, but this work is underway.
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Abstract
The Collimating Shielded Bellow (CSB) is designed to
serve both as a flexible beam pipe connection between
two adjacent superconducting cavities as foreseen in VSR
DEMO and as a synchrotron light collimator to shield the
down-stream cavity from synchrotron radiation. A
convoluted inner RF shield was applied to prevent
fundamental mode heating of the stainless-steel-made
bellow in the cryogenic environment, making the such
captured inner volume very difficult to access for
inspection and cleaning. A first version of the device
(CSB1) was successfully tested as part of the beam pipe
of the synchrotron light source BESSY II under regular
operation for more than a year. It suffered from an
unfavourable long outgassing commissioning. Therefore a
detachable design, allowing for rigorous inner surface
preparation and cleaning, was built and recently installed
in BESSY II. CSB version 2 (CSB2) design and
experimental outcomes are described in the paper. First
results indicated a significantly improved vacuum
commissioning performance, which was confirmed later
on.

to test CSB1 (Aug. ’19 to Dec. 2020) and later CSB2 (Jan.
to May 2022). CSB1 tests were successful in general, but
the initial vacuum conditioning took an unsatisfactory
long time of about 80 days. Furthermore significant
discolourations were found inside the bellow after
destructive dismantling, as described in [5]. Both
drawbacks were understood as a consequence of the very
limited access to the captured volume between the coaxial
shielding labyrinth and the bellow. Therefore a new
design was developed, which incorporates a central
flange, allowing to separate the device in two parts and to
prepare, clean and inspect this inner volume (cf. Fig. 1).
In order to be able to mount the screws for this central
flange the downstream taper needed a length extension of
30 mm. Otherwise CSB2 fully resembles the inner design
of CSB1, which in particular preserved the RF properties
of the few localized electromagnetic eigenmodes (cf. [3]).

CSB FOR THE VSR DEMO MODULE
VSR Demo
VSR Demo, recently under construction at HZB, aims
to demonstrate the technical feasibility of a beam-ready
cryo-module [1] featuring two 1.5 GHz superconducting
RF (SRF) cavities designed for strong bunch length
modulation in the storage ring of the 3rd generation,
300 mA synchrotron light source BESSY II. This module
will be used as a demonstrator for a later 4-cavity
BESSY-VSR-module (Variable bunch length Storage
Ring) [2], designed with two additional 1.75 GHz SRF
cavities, which will allow to simultaneously offer long
and short bunches in a fill pattern.

CSB Purpose, Development and Testing
In [3] the purpose and design of CSB1 as a flexible
cryo-compatible beampipe connection between two SRF
cavities in VSR, acting also as an actively cooled
synchrotron light collimator, was explained in detail. In
[4] the testing setup was described, which was used both

Figure 1: Cross sections of CSB1 (left) and CSB2 (right).
Copper parts in red, stainless steel in grey, outer taper
parts copper coated.
Manufacturing of CSB2 was delayed by a leaking
brazing of the stainless-steel ring of the central flange to
the new designed core copper part. It needed rebuilding of
that part with careful adjustment of the brazing
parameters like gap width, brazing material and
temperature to resolve this issue. Therefore it was not
possible to install CSB2 as originally planed during the
2021 summer shutdown of BESSY II, but only half a year
later. CSB2 experienced wet ultrasound cleaning, 120 °C
drying, clean room closing with particulate release control
before its mounting in BESSY II in Dec’ 21, using a
temporary local cleanroom.
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CSB2 OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
With beginning of January 2022 CSB2 came into
operation in BESSY II. As indicated above the
experiment
re-used
the
existing
experimental
environment, i.e. the taper, pumping and sensor setups.
Also the remote-controlled linear mover, which allows to
adjust the bellow length, was re-installed.
It was immediately possible to raise the machine
current to the nominal value of 300 mA, whilst CSB1
needed (together with some other installations new in
BESSY II at that time) reduced current settings during the

early conditioning. Vacuum conditioning was much faster
than that of CSB1 and reached the lower measurement
limit after 10 calendar days (with some machine down
time for other commissioning reasons, cf. Fig. 2). About
20 minor and two strong pressure spike events were
counted in that time, which is a much lower frequency
than seen with CSB1.
As the first of the special operation modes of BESSY II
single bunch operation with a current of 20 mA was
tested. There again a very fast conditioning, visible only
for 20 minutes (cf. Fig. 3), was observed.

Figure 2: BESSY II’s data archiver readout for the first 12 calendar days of CSB2 pressure (red) and taper temperature
(light blue). BESSY II was operated from the beginning with nominal 300 mA machine current (magenta), whilst
experiencing some interrupts for other reasons. Initial bellow length (green) variations triggered no pressure events.

Figure 3: First single bunch operation of CSB2, starting at 24th Jan’, 17:00 with 20 mA beam current. Vacuum
conditioning (red, all colours like Fig. 2) was completed after 20 minutes. Also there were no visible pressure reactions
on length variations (whilst a length-correlated slight temperature change was monitored).
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Figure 4: Low-Alpha operation of BESSY II, i.e. a particular bunch compression used in decay-mode, tested up to
100 mA and together with an extended phase of bellow length variations. Whilst a thermal reaction in clear correlation
to the current was observed, no single vacuum event was seen (all colours like Fig. 2).

Figure 5: BESSY II tested with 350 mA (all colours like Fig. 2, extended current scale). Interestingly the additionally
filled buckets led to a different current spectrum with lower ohmic losses, thus temperature.

From 7th to 13th Feb BESSY II was operated with
15 mA single bunch, followed by one day with 32 mA
distributed to four equally spaced bunches (so called
“few-bunch-operation”) without any observable pressure
reaction at CSB2. Same holds for the 12 days period
starting at 16th Feb of low-alpha operation, which also
included 4 days of length cycling (cf. Fig. 4). A rare
experiment, raising BESSY II’s current to 350 mA, was
conducted at 22nd March (cf. Fig. 5). Individual bunch
charges were kept, but about half of the regular pause of
100 buckets were additionally filled. This interestingly
lowered the taper temperature, which can be explained by
the shift of spectral beam current components away from
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T31: Subsystems, Technology and Components, Other

RF resonances of the setup. Again no pressure reactions
were seen.

CONCLUSION
The maturity of the CSB’s RF, mechanical and thermal
design already was demonstrated during the long
operation of CSB1. The introduction of the separating
flange in CSB2 removed the difficulty to appropriately
clean and inspect the inner surfaces, resulting in CSB2’s
much better vacuum performance without revealing any
further operational issues. The last still outstanding
validation step, i.e. operation under cryogenic conditions,
will need the completion of the VSR Demo module.
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Abstract
The VSR DEMO module, recently under development
at Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB), will house two 4-cell
1.5 GHz superconducting RF cavities with a particularly
powerful HOM damping scheme based on five waveguide
HOM absorbers per cavity. A magnetic shield made of
high-permeable material is needed around the cavities in
order to prevent the ambient magnetic field exceeding very
few μT thereby causing considerable unwanted RF losses.
The shield needs to accommodate the waveguides, the
fundamental power coupler, two beam pipes, two He feed
/ return lines, the tuner and the support structures, whilst
being manufacturable and mountable. The paper discusses
those difficulties and presents the matured magnetic shield
design. Numerical simulations are used to evaluate the
efficacy of the shield.

THE VSR DEMO MODULE
VSR Demo
VSR Demo, recently under construction at HZB, aims to
demonstrate the technical feasibility of a beam-ready
cryo-module [1] (cf. Fig. 1) featuring two 1.5 GHz
superconducting RF (SRF) cavities designed for strong
bunch length modulation in the storage ring of the 3rd
generation, 300 mA synchrotron light source BESSY II.

Figure 1: The VSR Demo module with two 4-cell 1.5 GHz
SRF cavities.

This module will be used as a demonstrator for a later 4cavity BESSY-VSR-module (Variable bunch length
Storage Ring) [2], designed with two additional 1.75 GHz
SRF cavities, which will allow to simultaneously offer long
and short bunches in a fill pattern.

Main Properties Impacting the Shield Design
The high average beam current and its broad spectral
distribution will cause a mean deposited wake power above
1 kW per cavity. In order to provide sufficient damping,
each cavity will be equipped with five waveguides,
terminated inside the cryo-module with specifically
developed water-cooled HOM-absorbing loads [3]. Each
cavity will be equipped with a coaxial fundamental power
coupler (FPC) and an individual liquid helium (LHe) tank
with a filling pipe and a gas-return pipe (GRP) connection
on top. Together with the two beam pipe connections of
each cavity a magnetic shield needs to accommodate in
total 10 voids, most of them of significant size. That early
revealed the need of at least two layers of magnetic
shielding.
The LHe tank of each cavity is surrounded by a steppingmotor driven blade tuner, which allows to adjust the
cavity’s resonant frequency by extending its length by
0 … 1.2 mm. The inner shield, which for the reason of
tuner accessibility needed to be mounted in between the
tuner and the LHe tank, has to comply with such a length
variation. A circumferential slit with coaxially overlapping
parts, even though unfavourably reducing the shielding
efficacy, was seen as the best engineering solution. The
tuner stepping motor is considered as a potential source of
permanent or low-frequency magnetic fields, therefore
(and for easier access) it is placed outside the secondary
magnetic shield.
In order to preserve the distance between the cavities
during cool-down a set of four Invar-rods is used. Those
are designed to attach the cavity supports and are placed
around the cavity in parallel to the cavity axis. Invar is a
special iron-nickel-alloy (Fe64Ni36) which experiences
(almost) no thermal shrinkage. It is also a soft-magnetic
material with a relative permeability μr found from supplier
specification in a wide range of 1400…1800 [4] up to
4900 ... 12000 [5], very likely depending on the actual
forming and annealing history of the samples; some rare
measurements are given in [6], there a μr of 2420 was
reported. The material is also known to be prone to nonnegligible magnetic remanence, even though very few
experimental data seem to be available [7].
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SIMULATION APPROACH
The geometric complexity of the multi-component
shielding structure would have caused prohibitively
lengthy simulations if the non-linear permeability of
typical high-µ shielding materials would have been
considered. Instead a constant permeability µnum = 104 was
assumed, which underestimates practical values by at least
a factor of 3, often more. This allows for a significant
magnetic saturation (which is not computed in the linear
approach) without overestimating the shielding effect.
Linearity made it furthermore possible to restrict ourselves
to three main field vectors (x: cavity axis, y: ground surface
normal, z: in parallel to the FPC axis). Homogeneous
exterior fields of 50 µT were assumed in independent runs
for each coordinate axis. This may underestimate ambient
fields at the foreseen first VSR Demo testing site, where
strongly varying fields, partially above 100 µT were seen
in preliminary observations, but it is higher than in the
BESSY II tunnel. Simulations were done with the
magnetostatic solver of the CST©Suite [8]. In Fig. 2 all
magnetic elements used in the simulation are shown,
together with the main non-magnetic elements to illustrate
geometrical relationships. Because of the availability of
most shielding materials, cost and weight considerations a
shield material thickness of 1 mm was assumed
everywhere.

DETAILS OF THE SHIELD LAYOUT
Inner Shield
The inner shield (cf. Fig. 3) needs to be compatible with:
• a 3-fold split of the exterior parts (120° coverage) to

•
•
•
•
•

be mountable between waveguides, FPC and beam
pipes;
2 x 2 parts of 180° coverage of the interior parts to be
mountable around the LHe tank, ...
…, also allowing for cavity/tank length variations;
a sufficient overlap at all separation lines;
a gap-free coverage of the tank flanges (thickness
15 mm) with a void in the tuner mounting area;
a 2-fold chimney to limit the field penetration at the
GRP port.

Figure 3: Components of the inner shield.
This inevitably causes a complex setup of in total 16
shield elements. In order to reduce the influence of gaps at
the element boundaries, large overlaps are foreseen, which
can be mounted in a way that direct metallic contact between neighbouring parts is established. The central circumferential gap is exempted from this approach, since
cavity tuning, provided by the tuner-driven variation of the
cavity length, would cause friction of the contacting parts.
Therefore an “air”-gap cannot be avoided here, which reduces the shielding effect significantly. In order to estimate
the effect, a simplified model was studied, comparing longitudinal overlaps of different lengths, assuming a radial
gap width of 1 mm (cf. Fig. 4).

Figure 2: Simulated magnetic elements: outer (brown) and
inner (dark blue-green) magnetic shield, Invar rods (blue).
Non-magnetic elements shown for illustration: Cavity cells
(dark green), cavity end groups and tank (green), tank
flange parts (red), tuner (dark grey), supporting elements
(grey). Details of critical areas of the inner shield (below).
THPOST026

Figure 4: On-axis longitudinal B-field/T simulated for an
exterior longitudinal field of 50 µT applied to the model
system (lower left corner). Remaining field for 10 mm
longitudinal overlap results to 10 µT, but longer overlap
will not improve very much further.
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Outer Shield
The outer shield (cf. Fig. 5) has to provide the same set
of voids for waveguide extensions like the inner one.
Additionally the Invar support system connecting both
cavities needs to be evaded. This demands for a fourfold
split of the end-caps. Since the outer shield is not directly
fixed at the cavity’s tank, it needs a dedicated support,
which is foreseen to be made out of a cryo-compatible
fiber-enforced plastic (“G10”), also featuring highly
permeable inserts helping to bridge magnetic “air” gaps
between different parts. The exterior support decouples the
outer shield from variations of the cavity length, which
avoids the circumferential slit. Particular attention was
given to the shielding of the tuner motor for which a
dedicated shield perforation was designed (cf. Fig. 5 lower
left).

Figure 5: Highlighted details of the outer shield.

SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation results (cf. Figs. 7 and 8) are shown
separately for the three ambient external field direction as
color-scaled |B| values. It is the aim to reach field levels
lower than 1 µT in particular at the walls of the cavities’
accelerating cells, in order to reliably avoid cavity Qdegradations because of trapped flux.

Figure 7: |B| for 50 µT ambient exterior field in y- (top,
shown in x-y-plane) and z-direction (bottom, shown in yz-plane). Dark blue areas are below 1 µT.

Optional Third Layer Shield
As it came clear that a two-layer shield may be not
sufficient, a draft for a third layer directly inserted close to
the inner surface of the module tank was included as option
in the simulations. This component was not finally
engineered since experimental results from the two-layer
configuration shall be evaluated first. Nevertheless other
module elements are constructed in a way to keep the
option. The draft design as used in the simulation is shown
in Fig. 6.

Figure 8: |B| for 50 µT ambient exterior field in x-direction,
same color scale like Fig. 7.

CONCLUSION

Figure 6: Optional third layer shield.
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Magnetic shielding of the SRF cavities for VSR Demo is
challenging. A fully engineered construction is presented
with clearly sufficient attenuation (< 1.0 µT @ 50 µT
external) of fields transversal to the cavity axis. A
longitudinal field is damped only down to 2.5 µT without
and 1.6 µT with an optional 3rd shield layer. Procurement
has recently been started, the material choice will be agreed
with the vendor.
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FABRICATION OF ROBUST THERMAL TRANSITION MODULES AND
FIRST CRYOGENIC EXPERIMENT WITH THE REFURBISHED
COLDDIAG∗
H. J. Cha† , D. Saez de Jauregui, A. Grau, N. Glamann, A.-S. Müller
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany
Abstract
Two sets of thermal transition modules as a key component for the COLDDIAG (cold vacuum chamber for beam
heat load diagnostics) refurbishment were manufactured,
based on the previous design study. The modules are installed in the existing COLDDIAG cryostat and tested with
an operating temperature of approximately 50 K at both a
cold bore and a thermal shield. This cool-down experiment
is a preliminary investigation aiming at beam heat-load studies at the FCC-hh where the beam screens will be operated at
almost the same temperature. In this contribution, we report
the fabrication processes of the mechanically robust transition modules and the Ąrst thermal measurement results with
the refurbished COLDDIAG in a cryogenic environment.
The static heat load in the refurbished cryostat remains unchanged, compared to that in the former one (4-K cold bore
and 50-K shield with thin transitions), despite the increase
in the transition thickness. It originates from the identical
temperature at the cold bore and the shield, which can theoretically allow the heat intakes by thermal conduction and
radiation between them to vanish.

previous design [6]. Especially, we consider the identical
temperature at both the liner and the shield, which can increase the transition thickness to a mechanically rigid level
(theoretically, inĄnity) from the following equation:
� = ��

��
��

(1)

where � is a conductive heat intake, � a thermal conductivity,
� a cross-sectional area of the thermal transition, �� a temperature diference between the liner and the shield, and �� a
length of the transition [8]. A target temperature is 50 K for
a preliminary beam heat-load study on beam screens of the
future circular collider for hadron beams (FCC-hh), which
is also reachable with the existing cryocooler used for the
COLDDIAG [9]. The installation of the newly manufactured
transition modules in the cryostat and the Ąrst cool-down
testing with the refurbished COLDDIAG are described in
the next section, which can evaluate the thermal and mechanical stabilities of the transitions. Finally, the beam power
losses depending on possible beam heat-load sources in the
COLDDIAG with the FCC-hh beams are estimated and the
work is concluded with a summary and outlook.

INTRODUCTION
At Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), the COLDDIAG (cold vacuum chamber for beam heat load diagnostics)
was developed to mainly measure the beam heat loads in a
cold-bore vacuum chamber, based on calibration methods
with highly accurate temperature sensors [1-5]. It has been
refurbished for more beam heat-load studies with diferent
cryogenic temperatures and beam parameters [6]. Two thermal transitions between a cold bore (liner) and a thermal
radiation shield are key components for the stable operation
of the COLDDIAG. The former transitions for the liner at 4
K and the thermal shield at 50 K should have been as thin as
possible to decrease the heat intake by conduction with considering the cooling power of a cryocooler. As a result, the
transition with a thickness of several ten microns has been
destroyed due to reasons related to its thermal contraction
under an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) [7].
The purpose of this investigation is to check out the mechanical robustness of new transitions for the stable operation and the possibility of practical applications with the
refurbished COLDDIAG at the accelerator facilities. In
this paper, we introduce the fabrication processes of a thermal transition module with a simple structure based on the
∗
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FABRICATION OF THERMAL
TRANSITION MODULES

Figure 1: Fabrication processes of two thermal transition
modules. (a) Machining of a Cu block and an SS component
for a single transition module, (b) deposition of each thin Cu
layer inside the SS components, and (c) formation of each
permanent joint in a vacuum furnace.
The fabrication of a thermal transition module is based
on the design parameters and the manufacturing scheme [6].
Firstly, as shown in Fig 1(a), the machining of an oxygen-free
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high conductivity (OFHC) copper (Cu) block and a stainless steel (SS) component, which includes a 5-mm-thick
transition and a Ćange, for a single transition module was
performed with a wire cutting equipment. The Cu block
and the SS component will be connected to the Cu liner
and the thermal shield, respectively, operating at the same
temperature of 50 K. The inner surfaces of their elliptical
cylinder shapes were polished with diamond powders. The
next process is the formation of a thin Cu layer inside the SS
component, as shown in Fig. 1(b). It can dramatically decrease the image current from resistive wall heating (RWH)
by beams in the SS. The Cu was deposited on the surface by
conventional electroplating in a bath. Its thickness is estimated to be approximately 10 µm by reducing the deposition
time (but keeping the electric current) for a structurally simple test specimen with a thickness of 20 µm, measured with
an optical instrument. The thickness in the original plan
was 5 µm, which was doubled for better uniformity without
partial absence in the Cu layer. This also does not result
in the increase of heat intake in the transition due to the
operation of the liner and the shield at the same temperature.
Finally, a permanent joint at the contact location of the Cu
block and the SS component was formed for mechanical
robustness, as shown in Fig 1(c). The brazing, especially
reliable at the heterojunction, with an alloy of silver (Ag)
and Cu in a vacuum furnace was done at a temperature of
785 ℃ under a pressure of 3.2 × 10−7 Torr for 2.5 hours.
The permanent joint with the transition thick enough (5 mm)
is believed to guarantee the mechanical stability of the transition module against the thermal contraction under the UHV
in an accelerator beam line. It was also predicted by thermal
and mechanical simulations [6]. After suicient cooling, a
Ąnal machining process considering a thermal deformation
(shrinkage in a length) in the brazing was added and then the
transition module was cleaned with an alkaline liquid and
the following distilled water. A diference when comparing
to the original fabrication scheme is that the thin Cu coating
was done before the brazing. For an eicient coating, an
etching process with some liquid acid is required to eliminate natural oxide on the inner surface of the SS component.
If the Cu coating is done after the brazing, the chemical
for etching reacts with the brazing alloy, which can lead to
damage and/or leaks in the transition module. This is why
the process order was reversed.

modules were measured with a coordinate measuring machine (CMM), as shown in Fig. 2. The critical dimensions
such as the elliptical spaces for beams and the hole-to-hole
distances for installation matched up with those in the design
stage where the minimum target tolerance was ±10 µm.

INSTALLATION AND ACCEPTANCE
TESTING

Figure 3: (a) Before and (b) after an assembly of the transition module with the liner in the cryostat.
The two thermal transition modules were installed in the
existing COLDDIAG. The Cu block of a module could be
connected to the liner using two SS guides Ąxed to the liner
in one diagonal direction and two bolts through the holes
in the SS Ćange of the module in the other diagonal one
(Fig. 3). In order to monitor the temperature changes at the
transitions, each temperature sensor (Pt100) was attached to
both Ćanges.

Figure 4: (a) Cryostat inside and (b) the refurbished COLDDIAG with a cryocooler.

Figure 2: Accurate measurements for key dimensions of the
transition modules.
High mechanical accuracy of the transition modules is the
only way for a combination with existing components in the
cryostat. For this reason, the major dimensions of the two
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Figure 4 shows photographs of the refurbished COLDDIAG. Each transition module was assembled to both ends
of the Cu liner which has the respective 8 temperature sensors (Cernox 1050-SD) on its top and bottom to measure
the beam heat loads. The cryocooler (two-stage GifordMcMahon type, model: SRDK-415D-F50H, manufacturer:
Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd.) for the previous experiments with 4-K liner and 50-K shield was used again for the
refurbished COLDDIAG. The 1�� stage of the cryocooler,
working from ∼30 K to 110 K, was connected to the Cu
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thermal shield which enabled the transition modules and the
liner to be cooled and Ąnally reach 50 K for the FCC-hh
application. A Cu strap from the shield was also connected
to the liner for achieving the same temperature with more
eicient cooling. The 2�� stage working from ∼3 K to 18 K
for the liner at 4 K was isolated in the cryostat. The original
COLDDIAG had two warm sections (liners) at both ends
of the cryostat in a beam direction for mutual comparison
in experiments with beams, which were excluded from this
campaign as an acceptance test.

Figure 5: Temperature measurement results with time at the
liner and the thermal transition, respectively.
The cool down was begun at a vacuum pressure of ∼3
×10−5 mbar by a combination of a turbo molecular pump
(TMP) and a scroll one with an additional diaphragm one
in another port. Figure 5 shows the measurement results
of temperature depending on time, where the curve for the
transition was calibrated by those for the liner owing to the
used diferent kinds of sensors. After a thermal equilibrium,
the average temperature at the liner is coincident with that
at the transition modules, which leads to the absence of
conductive heat intakes in the transitions. The reachable
minimum base temperature was ∼31 K, which was almost
the same as that for the 1�� stage in a cold head capacity
map of the cryocooler [10]. In order to measure the beam
heat loads on the FCC-hh beam screen, it is possible to
increase the temperature to 50 K using a heater at the 1��
stage. The static heat load in the cryostat is expected to be
equal to that before refurbishment, even though the transition
thickness was increased to 5 mm by a factor of ∼25 to 100
[4, 6]. The vacuum pressure was much more dropped by
the cryopumping with the cool down and maintained at ∼2
×10−8 mbar at 31 K. The stable operation of the COLDDIAG
for about 2 weeks also represents the mechanical robustness
of the new transition modules.
The COLDDIAG should be operated with cooling powers
enough for a variety of beam heat loads such as a geometrical
impedance and an RWH. For this purpose, it is considered
applying each heater to the 1�� and 2�� stages to make the
same and higher temperature at the thermal shield and the
liner, respectively, as the second operation scenario. In this
case, each stage can have more cooling power allowing for
the beam heat loads. For example, when the temperature of
the 1�� stage arrives at 50 K, the cooling power increases
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from no margin at the base temperature of 31 K to 40 W, as
shown in the capacity map. Furthermore, if the 2�� stage is
heated to 50 K, the cooling power will have an additional
margin of ∼32 W [11]. Such operations with a variable
temperature are also intended for accelerators working at
cryogenic temperatures diferent from 50 K.

BEAM HEAT-LOAD ESTIMATION

Figure 6: Variations of a beam power loss with a beam
current for diferent step sizes and RRRŠs in the liner with
the FCC-hh beams.
The COLDDIAG has been characterized to investigate the
beam heat loads at 50-K cold bore. In particular, the FCChh is a candidate for a feasibility study with the refurbished
COLDDIAG. The beam heat loads by a geometric step and
RWH were analytically calculated with the beam parameters
[9]. The variations of the beam power loss with respect to
a beam current are shown in Fig. 6. The power loss at a
nominal beam current of 500 mA is estimated to be less than
6 W at our target step size of 50 µm [6]. If the cold-bore liner
is replaced by a Cu cylinder having a diameter of 27 mm,
which is similar to that of a beam screen at the FCC-hh, the
estimated beam heat load is ∼3.7 W at the step size. When
the RRR (residual resistivity ratio) of the OFHC Cu is higher
than 100, the beam power loss by the RWH is negligible at
the same beam current (∼84 mW at RRR = 100).

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have refurbished the COLDDIAG with mechanically
robust thermal transitions. It could be realized from the theoretical zero-conductive heat intake in the transition due to an
identical temperature at the cold bore and the thermal shield.
The temperature was set to 50 K for investigating beam heat
loads on the FCC-hh beam screen. For this purpose, the
experiments for calibration of a temperature above 50 K
measured at the liner with heaters to a beam heat load are
planned. The COLDDIAG operation at diferent cryogenic
temperatures can be also considered because it is possible to
substitute the existing liner with a vacuum chamber used at
accelerator facilities. We hope that the COLDDIAG could
be utilized with various vacuum chambers, operation temperatures, and beam parameters to more deeply understand
the beam heat-load mechanism.
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UPGRADE OF THE SLOW EXTRACTION SYSTEM OF THE
HEIDELBERG ION-BEAM THERAPY CENTRE’S SYNCHROTRON
E. Feldmeier∗ , E. C. Cortés García, R. Cee, M. Galonska, Th. Haberer,
M. Hun, A. Peters, S. Scheloske and C. Schoemers, HIT, Heidelberg, Germany
Abstract
The Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Centre HIT consists of
a linear accelerator and a synchrotron to provide carbon ions,
helium ions and protons for the clinical use as well as oxygen
ions for experiments. The RF-KO slow extraction method
is used to extract the particles from the synchrotron. To improve the spill quality of the extracted beam a new RF-signal
was investigated which increases the R-value from 92.5% to
97.5% . The signal is a multiband RF signal broadened with
a random BPSK at 3 frequency bands.

INTRODUCTION
The layout of the accelerator of the Heidelberg Ion Therapy Center HIT includes three ECR ion sources, an injector
linac, a 6.5 Tm synchrotron and beam transport lines to deliver beam for the four target places: Two treatment rooms
with a horizontally fixed beam-line, the heavy ion gantry
and an experimental area.
The sources produces proton, helium and carbon beams
for the medical treatment of localized tumors and oxygen
beam for experiments.
The synchrotron accelerates the beam to an energy of
up to 430 MeV/u for carbon ions, which corresponds to a
penetration depth in water or human tissue of 30 cm.

RF Knock Out Slow Extraction
The beam is slowly extracted from the synchrotron by
the radio frequency resonant knock out extraction method,
the so called RF-KO extraction. A standard extraction time
of 5 seconds with a constant intensity is used in this paper,
in contrast to the raster point defined intensity modulation
which is used in the routine operation described in [1].

SIGNAL GENERATION

Figure 1: RF KO setup from the ACS, the Direct Digital
Synthesizer (KO DDS), the power amplifier (PA) to the
exciter, including the feedback for the intensity loop.
(BPSK) modulation. The two regions of interest found in the
beam transfer function (BTF) signal [2, 3] near the betatron
resonance were excited at the lower first harmonic and at
the lower second harmonic. This is described in detail in
WEPOTK022 on this conference [4].
The central frequencies are calculated by
�1 = (2 − � 1 ) · �rev

(1)

�2 = (1 − � 0 ) · �rev

�3 = (1 − � 1 ) · �rev
where � 0 is the fractional tune value of the nominal horizontal tune and � 1 represents the fractional tune value of
the second peak found in the BTF signal at extraction conditions.
A signal of the form
� (�) = cos (2� �� � + �BPSK ),

� ∈ {1, 2, 3}

(2)

was generated for each of the three central frequencies �� ,
where the pseudo-random binary phase shift keying (BPSK)
�BPSK is given by
�BPSK = � · �,

� ∈ [0, 1].

(3)

The accelerator control system (ACS) provides the calculated set values from the data supply model in real time
for the slow extraction. The Low-Level Radio Frequency
(LLRF) signal is generated by a dedicated KO Direct Digital
Synthesizer (KO DDS) and is delivered to the exciter by the
broadband power amplifier (PA). The exciter generates the
transverse electric field to excite the beam. The intensity
feedback from [1] is delivered to the KO DDS to correct the
pre-computed amplitude.

THE RF MULTIBAND SPECTRUM

eike.feldmeier@med.uni-heidelberg.de

Figure 2: The symmetrical base band BPSK spectrum generated with a PRN has a -3 dB-bandwidth of BW = � �� � ,clock ,
the zeros of the spectrum are at �·BW and the first side band
is suppressed by -13.3 dB.
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The pseudo-random noise (PRN) sequence � as a random
binary sequence has a power density spectrum which is given
by the auto-correlation function of �(�), namely
2

sin �
�(�) ∼
.
(4)
�
A single band of the signal’s spectrum is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The −3 dB-point lies at ± � �� � ,clock /2. Therefore
the −3 dB-bandwidth of the spectrum corresponds to BW
= � �� � ,clock . The immediate sidebands are suppressed by
−13.3 dB, further sidebands are strongly suppressed, such
that their contribution can be neglected.
To exemplify the aforementioned signal characteristics
in Fig. 3 the KO spectrum for a carbon-ion beam � kin =
124.25 MeV/u is shown. The three frequencies correspond
to tune-values of � 0 and � 1 in the lower first and second
harmonic. The bandwidth is set to 2 kHz for each peak, determined by experimental optimisation of the spill quality.

Figure 4: Block diagram of the experimental setup: The
USRP generates the spectrum described above which is modulated by the variable gain amplifier (VGA) with the amplitude set value from the data supply model and the correction
feedback loop provided by the ACS over the KO DDS. The
LLRF signal is amplified by the PA and fed to the exciter.

Signal Generation With The USRP
GNU Radio includes ready to use building blocks to design the aforementioned RF signal, which is fed directly to
the USRP. The generation of the three frequency bands is
done independently and added afterwards. The model of
each band consists of a random generator that feeds a 180°phase shifter to the baseband generation and a mixer to get
to the desired center frequency.
A variable gain amplifier (VGA) is used to modulate the
amplitude of the RF signal with the given corrected amplitude by the feedback system.

KO-Exciter
The KO Exciter is a 50 Ω strip line exciter with a phase
inverter between the two strip lines and a dummy load at
the end of the second strip line. Its dimensions are a length
of 70 cm and a width of 15 cm. The power amplifier has a
maximum output power of � = 400 �, thus the maximum
available kick voltage �ˆ kick at the exciter is
√
√
�ˆ kick = 2 · � · 50 Ω · 2 = 400 V.
(5)
Figure 3: Exemplary excitation spectrum for the slow extraction of a carbon-ion beam with � kin = 124.25 MeV/u. The
three frequencies correspond to fractional tune values of
� 0 = 0.679 and � 1 = 0.673, where both �-values are excited
at the lower first harmonic and � 1 is also excited at the lower
second harmonic.

FINAL SETUP

The relation between voltage and power of the presented
spectrum generation method is approximately � ∼ � 2 and
is optimal, since it exploits the full technical capacity of the
power amplifier, if compared to other methods like the dual
frequency modulation (FM) [5] or additive white gaussian
noise (AWGN) [6, 7].

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To generate generic RF signals and spectra, an experimental setup was implemented (Fig. 4). It replaces the operational KO DDS with a Universal Software Radio Peripherial
(USRP), which is provided with data by the open source
software GNU Radio [8].
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Figure 5: The new KO DDS 2 consists of a FPGA based
motherboard and a RF daughter board. It also includes the
interlock system for spill pause and spill abort features.
A new direct digital synthesizer - the KO DDS 2 - was
developed to generate the signal, first described in [2]. The
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new device is fully compatible with the ACS and fits in like
the former DDS. It consists of an FPGA based motherboard
and a daughter board which includes the RF modules. Due
to semiconductor shortages the design was changed from
a software based signal generation running on a modern
FPGA to a more standard design with four independent DDS
channels. Each path generates an amplitude modulated and
in frequency broadened signal which is then combined in
front of the final stage amplifier. The frequency, bandwidth
and amplitude of each channel can be adjusted separately.
The specification of the KO DDS 2 is shown in Tab. 1.
Table 1: Specification of the KO DDS 2. Values in brackets
are the maximum values, which are limited due to the specific usage.
Parameter
frequency range
linearity
noise method
noise bandwidth
num. of ind. DDS
output power

value
0 - 5 (20) MHz
<1 dB
random BPSK
full frequency range
4
-70 dBm to +10 dBm

SPILL IMPROVEMENTS
With the signal described above the spill was recorded
with an ionisation chamber (IC) with a time resolution of
50 µs. A typical spill, with a fixed nominal intensity, is
shown in Fig. 6 (blue) together with an improved spill extracted with the new excitation signal (orange). While the
spill macrostructure is actively controlled by the feedback
loop [1] the spill microstrucure was considerably improved.
The fluctuations from the nominal value were diminished.

Figure 6: IC measurement of spills at 20 kHz with a carbonion beam C6+ with � kin = 316.92 MeV/u. Blue: Operational
spill recorded with the nominal scheme for extraction. Orange: Spill recorded with the described signal.
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Spill Duty Factor
The spill duty factor is defined as [9, 10]
�=

⟨�⟩ 2
⟨� 2 ⟩

,

(6)

�

where � is typically the read-out of a ionisation chamber’s
current or a particle count per unit time. The spill duty factor is a measurand of the spill quality since the higher the
fluctuations are, the higher the denominator becomes, which
translate in ’low’ spill quality. The averaging time � of the
spill duty factor � is varied depending on the time-scale of
interest.
Since the irradiation of a raster point is in the range of a
few milliseconds, the spill duty factor � is presented for a
nominal 5 second spill within a 1 ms windows.
Spills were recorded over representative extraction energies for the proton and carbon-ion beams.
The described signal delivered a considerable improvement of the spill duty factor over the entire extraction energy
range. While the spill duty factor of the carbon-ion beam
was already high, with the new excitation RF signal it is now
kept always over the 90% level. The improvement is more
significant for the proton beam, since for some energies the
duty factor could drop as low as 60% and is now kept over
the 90% level as well. For the full results, please see [3].

CONCLUSION
The micro spill structure was improved tremendously. The
above described spill duty-factor was increased for some
energies from 60% to over 90%.
For clinical use, this is a great improvement. Since one
limitation in the speed of beam application in treatment
mode is an upper limit of the intensity one cannot exceed.
The limit value is intended to ensure that the measurement
time per raster point is sufficient for proper irradiation. A
violation of this limit leads to an abort of the irradiation and
needs some time for manual reset. High fluctuations with
high peaks but short in time, which are represented by a low
spill duty factor, can trip such an interlock. To prevent these
interlocks, a safety margin between the intensity set value
and the intensity limit is used to lower the set value to about
25%.
With the shown improvement of the spill duty factor, this
safety margin can be reduced, which increases the set value
and instantaneously reduces the irradiation time of the treatment. A doubling of the set value to 50% of the limit is
conceivable. The maximal achievable benefit will be examined next.
The shown improvements were achieved by just changing
the RF signal for the KO excitation process. The noise generation for the generation of the RF bandwidth was selected
in such a way that the given amplifier power is optimally
utilized. However, other methods of noise generation can
also be used.
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Abstract
In this paper, we discuss the Hall probe, pulsed wire
and stretched wire magnetic measurement systems
indigenously developed and installed at the university
laboratory at Devi Ahilya VishwaVidyalaya, Indore, India.
The laser instrumentation such as position measuring
detector, laser scanning micrometer, Wollaston
interferometer and Michelson interferometer improves the
Hall probe sledge alignment and magnet alignment in the
undulator thus improves magnet measurement accuracy.
The salient features with design specifics of the laser
instrumentation along with magnetic measurement system
parameters are described with context to some prototype
undulators designed and developed in the laboratory.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years there exits interest in undulator design
and development techniques. The undulator field strength
scales
with
the
undulator
gap
as
B0

Figure 1: Schematic of the pulsed wire bench and Hall
probe bench.

where g is the magnetto-magnet gap and λ u is the period. Therefore, a uniform
gap undulator, the precise measurement of gap is crucial
as a variation of the magnet-to-magnet gap introduces
errors in undulator parameters along the length of the
undulator. An error in the undulator parameter is the cause
of the beam wander and line broaden. Hall Probe method
is a point-to-point measurement. Pulsed wire and
stretched wire are integral field measurement methods for
characterization of the undulator field.

A current probe measures the current in the wire. We
use Tektronix make, Model No A622 AC/DC current
probe for the measurement. It is capable of measuring up
to both 100A peak AC and DC current. We use Cu-Be
wire for the experiment. The wire material parameter is
μ = 4.1×10−4 Kg / m for 250µmwire diameter and
μ = 1.01 × 10 −4 Kg / m for 125µmwire diameter. The total
wire length is 1660 mm and passes through the 500 mm
length undulator on axis. The pulley end is 660 mm away
from the undulator end. The fixed end is 500 mm away
from the other undulator end. The wire length in the
arrangement is kept at 3.32 times the length of the
undulator i.e. L ≥ 3.32 Lu , Lu is the length of the
undulator. The issue of influence of end reflections on
measurements is not observed. A laser-photodiode is used
as the sensor. It is located near the undulator end at pulley
side of the wire. Figure 4 shows the calibration curve of
the sensor with no current in the wire. The experiment is
conducted in the linear portion of the curve. The
sensitivity is 6.5mV/µm and 6.0mV/µm for the two wires
respectively. The transverse wire displacement propagates
along the wire as a wave longitudinally along both the
directions and is detected by a sensor located at the ends
of the undulator. The shape of the pulse used for the study
is close to rectangular. Both the long pulse and short pulse
is shown in Figs. 5-8. The current falling is about 1.6%
when the pulse length is 4ms. The current falling is 0.39%
at 19.7µs.

B (T ) = 1.72 Br exp ( −π g / λu )

THE PULSED WIRE BENCH
The schematic of the pulsed wire and Hall probe
magnetic measurement system is shown in Fig.1. A
motorized linear translation stage with a Hall probe
measures the magnetic field profile. The Hall probe is
aligned by a position sensitive detector system. The
undulator length is 500 mm with 20 mm period length.
The accuracy of the Hall probe position during the motion
along the undulator length is measured by a position
sensitive measuring detector system. The vertical and
horizontal offset of the Hall probe measured during the
motion is less than 60 micron and 10 micron respectively
as shown in Fig. 2. The pulsar in the pulsed wire bench is
a 50V-12A High Current Voltage Source (HCVS). The V-I
characteristics of the HCVS is shown in Fig. 3. Two wire
diameters are used for the experiment. The 250µmwire is
used with a current of 5A in the wire. The 125µmwire is
used with 1.32A for the experiment.
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THE STRETCHED WIRE BENCH
The DAVV stretched wire magnetic measurement
system is shown in Fig. 9. The components of the system
are assembled on a pneumatic vibration isolation table
(Holmarc, India make, model no. TTNM 240-120) with
honeycomb table-top of width 200 mm. The table is
2400 mm in length and 1200 mm wide. Two units of X-Y
translation stages are placed at two ends of the table. The
distance between these two units is kept at 1860 mm. The
translation stages (Holmarc, India make, model no. LMS100-100) have a travel range of 50 mm, load capacity
15 Kg. 1 mm pitch and resolution 0.0025 mm each. The
physical size of the translation stages measure
100 mm×100 mm.The translation stages are driven by
stepper motor of Holmarc, India make, model no.
57SH51-4ASM. Motion controller of Holmarc, India
makes, model no. Ho-HPC-2H and used to interface the
stages with the desktop computer system.
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Figure 4: Calibration curve.
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Both the units of translation stages given a height
355 mm from the table top through which the wire hangs
at a height of 275 mm from the table top. Both the units of
translation stages sit on a lab jack to provide another
height adjustment of 60 mm to 115 mm. Litz wire of 100
strands with overall size 1400 µm including enamel
coating of the single wires is used for the measurements.
The Litz copper wire is stretched with the help of tension
at one end of the straight length of the wire. The total
length of the wire is 5meter. The wire tension plays an
important role in controlling sag and thereby the accuracy
of the measurement. A digital display unit at the load end
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reads the tension up to 50 Kg in three digits. Series
connections of the 100 strands are made in a PCB located
in a terminating box from where the output goes to the
integrator through a low pass filter circuit. A Labview
code is written to control the synchronous motion of the
positioning stages and the integrator to record the voltage
signal induced by the wire movement [1].

is placed at the focal length of the F-theta lens.The inner
width of the pulse on DSO is a measure of the magnet
size measured in µs. To convert the magnet size from µs
to mm, we multiply the data by calibration factor.
Figure 11 represents the magnet size measurement for
magnets of 12.5 mm. It is observed that the magnet sizes
can be measured at an accuracy of 20 μm.

THE LASER MICROMETER

THE INTERFEROMETER

The laser micrometer [2,3] is a non-contact magnet size
measurement method where a laser light is focused onto
the facets of a rotating polygon mirror. The parallel light
emerging from the polygon facets falls on the object
through an F-theta lens. The object obstructs the light. A
lens on the opposite side of the object focuses the uninterrupted light onto a detector. This causes an output
voltage to be recorded by a Digital Storage Oscilloscope
(DSO) that is connected to a detector through a BNC. The
voltage versus time curve shape is proportional to the
object size. Figure 10 illustrates the basic principle of
laser micrometer arrangement.
The polygon mirror is eight facets of Lincoln laser USA
with microcontroller PWB 1-2-3060-610-00 P1BB. The
microcontroller provides an RPM in the range from 1000
to 10000.

Figure 12 illustrates the working principle of the dual
interferometer [4], detection system and Hall sensor
attached to it. The dual interferometer consists of
Wollaston Prism Interferometer (WPI) and Michelson
Interferometer (MI). The light from laser passes through
beam splitter (BS) reflect from mirror goes through splits
through BS falls on the mirrors of MI.

Figure 10: Principle of laser micrometer with an object.

Figure 12: The Interferometer set up.
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The F- theta lens is of Edmond Optics Model No.63311 with an effective focal length of 165 mm. The
collimating lens size is 27 mm with a focal length of
60 mm. The detector system is an 818-BB detector
connected to a digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) through
BNC. When an object is placed, the light in the central
portion of the pulse is interrupted causing a dip in the
pulse width. The different pulse sizes are plotted for a
number of solid objects from 3 mm to 13 mm. The curves
show linearity.The slope of the curve gives sensitivity in
µs/mm. The reciprocal of this when multiplied with the
width of the pulse dip of an unknown object gives the
object size in mm. To measure the size of the magnets, it
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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The lights reflected back from the movable mirror and
fixed mirror combines at BS passes through the analyzer
and beam expander to form interference pattern. The
linear motion of the stage leads to change in longitudinal
position of movable mirror causes the change in
interferometer pattern. The light through BS continues
towards the WPI where it splits into two – the o-ray and
the e-ray. These two rays further fall on the combination
of mirror forming the retro reflector, which sends back the
light rays to the prism where they combine and transmit
through analyzer and beam expander hence interference
patternis observed. The transverse motion of the prism
gives rise to change in the interference pattern, which can
be employed, to measure transverse offset good field
region of the undulator. A fringe counter reads out the
fringe shift corresponding to the motion of the two
interferometers. The fringe counter is attached to the two
interferometers by a switch.The MI setup reads the
longitudinal position of Hall probe which is used to
determine the accuracy of the linear scale attached to the
translation stage.
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DEVELOPMENT OF MAGNETIC HARMONICS MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM FOR SMALL APERTURE MAGNETS
Jongmo Hwang, Eun-San Kim, Jungbae Bahng,
Dept. of Accelerator Science, Korea University, Sejong, South Korea
BASIC THEORY

Abstract
To achieve high brightness of x-ray light source by making beam size and beam emittance smaller and enlarging the
beam intensity, the accelerator magnet has been improved
to have a larger magnetic field gradient and complex function with small aperture size. Traditional field measurement
methods such as hall probe and rotating loop have difficulties
in measuring the harmonics of a magnet with a small aperture due to restrictions of physical sizes of the hall sensor
and loop-card.
We are developing a well-known harmonics measurement
system that uses thin wire, Single Stretched Wire magnetic
field harmonics measurement bench, for 4th generation synchrotron radiation accelerator with small aperture(under
20 mm) magnet such as Ochang, Korea.
Not circular interpolation but, by adding a rotary stage to
make an actual circular path using the additional stage, we
are studying to combine a rotating loop method. In this paper,
we are describing the development of the SSW system and
the result of the performance test by using simple Halbach
quadrupole magnet array.

INTRODUCTION
Prototype Single Stretched Wire field harmonics measurement system and simple Halbach quadrupole array were
tested. With 3d printed part and permanent magnet, we
developed python base operation GUI program. Since we
used same driver and voltage measure unit, we could directly transplant the system to more precise linear stage
without modification. To get a more stable result, data postprocessing was performed. Three different types of wires
were used and compared. Figure 1 shows schematic of prototype SSW bench.

At the regions where no current and no permeable materials, we could combine and express scalar potential V and
vector potential A in to a one single complex representation. [1]
(1)

=

By expressing scalar potential V and vector potential A as a
one single complex representation, we could derive a magnetic field from complex representation that is the solution
of the homogeneous Poisson’s equation, Laplace’s equation.
Complex representation is a part of general solution of
Laplace’s equation that is an analytic function at =
. Let 2D magnetic field =
, then a complex
conjugate of B, B* is given; [2]
∗

=

=

=

=
Thus, we could get

𝑥

=

𝑦

=−

𝑛.
Let multiply 𝑛 , a complex constant, to 𝑛 =
Because of all the complex variable function always satisfy
the Laplace’s equation, 𝑛 𝑛 also satisfy the Laplace’s
equation. When the scalar potential and vector potential are
constant values, Eq. (1) shows curves that can be expressed
with 𝑛 𝑛 . Also, real part of
, vector potential and
imaginary par of
, scalar potential are orthogonal.
So, we could get each other values by following the other
one. This explains the induced voltages when measured by
a wire that moves at the constant B field are perpendicular
components of the moving wire path.
Measured integral voltage V and B field has a relation
below [3].

=
= total flux between wire movement
=

𝑒𝑓 𝑓

=
=
Figure 1: Schematic of Prototype SSW bench (a) Keithley
2450 (b) Driver and SMPS (c) Simple Halbach magnet array
(d) 3D printed linear stage.
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=
=

𝑒𝑓 𝑓

𝑒𝑓 𝑓

Wire moves at constant velocity and 𝑒𝑓 𝑓 is constant at the
same magnet. So, with constant coefficient C, we could set
=
.
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Discrete Fourier transform with order of n, number of
measurements N, was used to calculate the harmonics of the
magnet array [4, 5].
𝑁−1
𝑛

0

𝑟

0

𝑘

𝑘

𝑟

0

𝑘

𝑘

𝑘=0
𝑁−1
𝑛

0
𝑘=0

INSTRUMENT AND METHODS
Using the 3D printed components and timing belts, we
build a pair of linear XY stages and measure the Halbach
quadrupole array with 1T NdFeB permanent magnets. Keithley Source Measure Unit 2450 and EZ servo motor and driver
were used for measuring the induced voltage signal and motorizing the stage. When the wire reached the predefined
target position, InPos flag was set, and the trigger I/O signal
was sent to the Keithley 2450. But the trigger signal and
the measurement were not equally time spread. Since the
measurement was not equally time spaced, we increase the
turn number up to 100 times to reduce the spacing error.
All the measured voltage was stored in the Keithley 2450
internal memory buffer and returned when the measurement
is over. We applied a moving average filter to reduce the
noise error level. Number of counting that is averaged were
set to 10 considering a trade-off between speed and noise
error. 0.1 , 1 enamel coated wire and 1 BeCu wire were
used. Unlike the other wires
BeCu wire didn’t have to
peel off the surface and easily soldering to voltage measure
unit. Figure 2 shows simple Halbach quadrupole magnet
array has been analyzed by OPERA 3D. Build-in BH curve
of the 1T NdFeB was used and 3D printed parts were not
concerned. Figure 3 shows B field along the wire.

Figure 3: Integrated Br field along the longitudinal direction.
the above acceleration and deceleration section by using the
polarity and inflection point. Considering the direction of
a Keithley 2450 probe and B field, we could determine the
polarity of the magnet. At some points that the polarity has
changed, we set those points as inflection points. Since the
Halbach quadrupole has 4 poles, every 4 inflection points
mean 1 turn of rotation. The rotation of the wire starts at the
45 degree position of the Halbach array, so we compensate
for an initial value.

RESULT ANALYSIS
Figure 4 shows 10 turn CCW direction measurement split
into 1 turn(2 ) by using the polarity and inflection point.
Every extreme points represent the closed points to the pole
tip. Since the wire accelerate to constant speed and decelerate to stop, the first and the last turn are much more unstable
than others.

Figure 4: Data point distribution divided into 2 .

Figure 2: The magnetic field distribution of the Halbach
quadrupole array.

POST PROCESSING
Before the result analysis, we set the range of measurement
that the speed of the wire reaches a constant value. The wire
accelerates 0 to 1000 user unit which is one turn per 1sec
of spur gear. Also, the wire decelerates 1000 to 0 at the end
of the measure. We exclude the first and the last turn due to
THPOST034
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Two result that analysis same measurements are compared
at Fig. 5. We visualize the measured voltage, strength and
direction of a vector, and the coefficient of each order.
Figure 5a shows raw data analysis that no cut off and with
no compensation. Since there is no first start point compensation, B field and positions are not matching at all. When
we compensate initial value, 1st quadrant Z section graph is
matched with real Halbach magnet array. Measured values
that multiplied to calculate the harmonics are much affecting
to harmonics then error form theta spacing. When we exclude the first and last turn, 2nd order coefficient increased.
Post processed data analysis result Fig. 5b shows this well.
The main multipole components of quadrupole, 2nd order,
a coefficient of 2nd order were bigger then other about 100
times. The average calculated harmonics of clockwise 10
−2 .
turn was
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Figure 6: Wire sagging simulation at OPERA 3D.

(a) Before post processing.

(a) Measured Br[V]

(b) Z section field distribution

Figure 7: OPERA 3D error simulation.
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(b) After post processing.

Figure 5: Post processing comparison.

SUMMARY AND PLAN
We realize that the 2nd quadrant pole is weaker than the
others and at the same time, the 1st quadrant is stronger than
the other. To imitate the result at OPERA 3D, we change
the magnet strength, off-axis wire, sagging of the wire, and
precession of wire. None of that changes imitate the non
linear error of measurement result. Figure 6 shows how to
mimic the wire sagging at OPERA 3D. Figure 7 shows the
result of 10 turn measurement with sagging wire.
Since the linear stage circular interpolation motion is not
actual circle, but smooth zigzag motion, we are going to add
a rotary stage on the both linear stage. By adding a rotary
disk and stage, this bench able to use rotating loop method
for measuring harmonics. Magnet bore that frequently used
will be measured by the PLC printed rotation loop or pair
of wire and specially small, two or more magnets at same
girder will be measured simultaneously by SSW.
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Abstract
IFMIF-DONES plant [1] (International Fusion Materials
Irradiation Facility – DEMO Oriented Neutron Source) is
currently being developed under the framework of a work
package of the EUROfusion Consortium. It will be a facility located at the south of Spain in Granada. Its objective
and main goal is the testing and qualification of fusion materials by the generation of a neutron flux with a broad energy distribution covering the typical neutron spectrum of
a (D-T) fusion reactor. This is achieved by the Li(d,xn) nuclear reactions occurring in a liquid lithium target where a
40 MeV at 125 mA deuteron beam with a variable beam
footprint between 200 mm x 50 mm and 100 mm x 50mm
collides. The Accelerator Systems is in charge of providing
such high energy deuterons to produce the required neutron
flux. The High Energy Beam Transport line (HEBT) is the
last subsystem of the IFMIF-DONES accelerator, and its
main functions are to guide the deuteron beam towards the
liquid lithium target and to shape it with the required rectangular reference beam footprints. The HEBT system includes a Beam Dump devoted to stop the beam during commissioning and start-up phases.
The present work details the present status of the HEBT
engineering design, including beam dynamics, vacuum
configuration, radioprotection, beam diagnostics devices
and remote handling analyses performed detailing the layout and integration of required components throughout the
beamline.

INTRODUCTION
The linear accelerator for the IFMIF-DONES facility [2]
will produce a continuous wave deuteron beam of 125 mA,
accelerated up to 40 MeV that will impinge on a liquid lithium target producing a fusion-like neutron flux for the assessment of materials damage in future fusion reactors.
IFMIF-DONES linear accelerator is divided in seven subsystems: Injector, Radio Frequency Quadrupole, Medium
Energy Beam Transport line, Superconducting RF LINAC,
High Energy Beam Transport line, Radio Frequency Power
and Accelerator Systems Ancillaries.
IFMIF-DONES accelerator is based on the design of LIPAC
[3, 4], currently undergoing its commissioning phase.
_________________
This work has been carried out within the framework of the EUROfusion Consortium, funded by the European Union via the Euratom Research and Training Programme (Grant Agreement No 101052200 — EUROfusion). Views and opinions
expressed are however those of the author(s) only and do not necessarily reflect
those of the European Union or the European Commission. Neither the European
Union nor the European Commission can be held responsible for them.
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The IFMIF-DONES High Energy Beam Transport Line
and Beam Dump System (HEBT & BD) design has been
developed considering as main requirements the ones
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Requirements HEBT&BD System
Requirement

Value

Particle Type
Beam energy
Nom. beam peak current
Nom. duty cycle
Nom. transmission ratio
Beam dynamics length
Achromatic bending
Beam footprint at target
Beam Dump peak power
Beam Dump avg. power
RMS beam size BD cone
Divergence at BD cone
Off axis
Pressure at SRF Linac
Pressure at Li target

D+
40 MeV
125 mA
100%
>99.8%
48.8 m
9º
20x5cm2[10x5cm2]
5 MW
50 kW
≈ 40 mm
14-16 mrad
<3 mm
<5·10-6 Pa
>10-2 Pa

A preliminary design of the HEBT system was initiated
following the requirements specified [5], establishing a
first layout. It shall provide a continuous wave (CW) deuteron beam with adjustable rectangular footprint. Due to
the development of the facility and its systems associated,
multiple aspects have been either modified or developed
for the HEBT main or beam dump transport lines. Next
sections are devoted to give an overview of the current design and configuration updates. Main points of the HEBT
engineering design which have been detailed from the previous preliminary design correspond to: Detailed design of
magnets, recalculation of vacuum subsystem and adaptation to aluminium of beam facing components along the
transport line, considering limiting factors for beam pipes
the maximum outer diameter given by fixed aperture of
magnets and minimum one due to beam envelope obtained
in simulations. An important consequence of this material
change to aluminium is the necessity to implement new
type of flange connections, which is currently under-study.
Figure 1 on the following page depicts configuration of all
integrated components along the HEBT system.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 1: General distribution of HEBT mainline and Beam Dump Transport Line.

HEBT LAYOUT AND DESIGN
Beam Dynamics Characteristics
HEBT section has been designed to handle a 40 MeV
beam at 125 mA coming out from the SRF Linac, transporting it to the lithium target securely and with the beam
size and characteristics required by the project to optimize
the irradiation field [6]. Beam dynamics optimisation has
been performed modifying its original layout with the aim
to guarantee enough space for components integration,
adapt the main line and beam dump transport line to building modifications and increase space around individual
steerers to minimize the magnetic field aberrations. Beam
sizes present vary from apertures of 20 mm at the HEBT
entrance up to 200 mm where beam enters the target area.

Magnets and Steerers
Transportation and shaping of the beam throughout
HEBT line is done by means of multiple magnets. Twentyfour quadrupoles grouped in four types (QD-A, QD-B,
QD-C and QD-D) have been identified to keep the beam
pipe aperture as small as possible. Two types of dipoles are
also needed for the beam bending. The first type, namely
DP-A type, covering the D1 and D2 dipoles in the main
HEBT line, will have a small bending angle of 4.5⁰. The
DP-B type is used for D3 in the BDTL line having a larger
bending angle of 30⁰.
Non-linear magnets have been designed according to the
nominal tuning requirements. A couple of octupoles OP-A
and OP-B will be implemented, each of them with different
characteristics, whereas one type DDP is expected for the
two dodecapoles needed.
Horizontal and vertical dipolar correctors are needed to
steer beam trajectory deviations appearing due to upstream
elements or magnets misalignments and field errors.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T31: Subsystems, Technology and Components, Other

Twenty pairs of correctors with an integrated field of 40
G.m are recommended, all grouped in three types (ST-A,
ST-B and ST-C) depending on aperture of section where
they are located.
A margin of 5 mm between the beam-stay-clear radius
that must be exclusively reserved for the beam to travel
avoiding any losses and magnets’ mechanical aperture has
been considered to properly accommodate vacuum pipe
thicknesses and alignment tolerances. Table 2 presents type
of magnets and their main characteristics:
Table 2: Magnets Characteristics
Magnet
type
QD-A
QD-B
QD-C
QD-D
DP-A
DP-B
DDP
OP-A
OP-B

Aperture
[mm]
55
85
130
70
65
55
65
65
85

Pole field
[T]
0,550
0,595
0,390
1,050
0,410
0,850
0,360
0,400
0,360

Units
9
10
2
3
2
1
2
1
1

Diagnostics Devices
Given the very high current and power to be transported
by IFMIF-DONES high energy beam transport line, beam
diagnostics devices are of paramount importance to
properly tune, characterize and monitor the accelerated
beam. Multiple types of diagnostics have been integrated
all along the HEBT, each of them with different functionality and characteristics [7].
Twenty-two Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) are necessary to detect possible beam deviation from the central axis
THPOST035
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and correct the dipolar errors created by misalignments of
the different accelerator elements, mainly non-linear magnets.
To measure beam current in both CW and pulsed modes,
sixteen current transformers are placed at multiple locations. Three types of current monitors will be installed:
ACCT, used for pulsed mode, DCCT for CW and CWCT
capable of measure in both operation modes.
Beam Profile Monitors are required for both magnets
tuning and beam characterization. Due to the limited space,
a minimum set of fourteen have been considered. A combination of non-interceptive and interceptive instruments
has been implemented by means of Beam Profile Chambers (BPCs), compromising a vacuum chamber where a
pair of Fluorescence Profile Monitors (FPMs) plus a single
Secondary Emission Monitor (SEM Grid) are installed.
These BPCs shall be as close as possible to the non-linear
magnets for an optimum octupole and dodecapole tuning
to sustain proper beam shaping at downstream sections
where no magnetics elements are present.
Last type of diagnostic devices implemented are sixteen
Beam Loss Monitors (BLoMs), which are primary diagnostics for beam tuning and equipment protection via
measurement of the amount and location of beam losses
along the beam transport line. LIPAc Ionization chambers
type is the present choice for those monitors.

Vacuum System Modelling
Vacuum system of HEBT has been recalculated, leading
to modification on pump types integrated and pumping
speeds. These changes are required due to, first, beam pipe
material replacing stainless steel grade 316L for aluminium
6061 which implies changes on thermal outgassing rates,
secondly and Argon injection inside Target Vacuum Chamber (TVC) required to prevent boiling or significant vaporization from the lithium surface ensuring a total pressure in
TVC above 10-2 Pa. Two cases for argon injection during
nominal beam operation were simulated with slightly different pump speeds and active pumping points. In both
cases, argon flow rate was kept constant at a value of 5ˑ104
Pa. m3/s. Figure 2 shows HEBT and BD pressure profiles
for argon injection in both alternatives.

As it can be seen, in both cases the pressure falls far below the maximum permitted pressure of 5ˑ10-6 Pa at the
SRF Linac side, it also stays higher than 10-2 Pa on TVC
side. Thus, either of the two pump configurations results
obtained will be suitable. New pumping configuration listing pump types and speeds is listed in Table 3.
Table 3: HEBT and BD Pumping Configuration
Point

Type

P25
P26
P27
P28
P29
P30
P31

NEG/SIP
CP
TMP
TMP
TMP
TMP
TMP

Pump
speed
[Ar1, l/s]
0
1000
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100

Pump
speed
[Ar2, l/s]
240
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100

RH and Radioprotection
HEBT spans along two different maintenance areas, established based on radiation dose rates calculated to workers. Most of it lays inside the first area where limited access
is allowed for hands-on operations. The second area is
named Target Interface Room (TIR), where maintenance is
required to be carried out by remote handling [8]. To meet
manual servicing inside the first area, it has been identified
that the use of stainless steel as beam facing material leads
to production of Co-56 with T1/2 =77 days, ruling out any
possibility of hands-on maintenance during beam stop period, hence material for beam facing components was
changed to aluminium. Activated devices, scraper and
beam dump cartridge must be taken out from their radiation
protection shieldings by remote handling means [9]. Once
removed, vacuum pumps, diagnostics devices and other
components can be handled manually.

CONCLUSION
Engineering design of HEBT is achieving a mature stage
and adapted to requirements and changes that arise as
IFMIF-DONES facility overall design evolves.
Current configuration explained, portrays progress made
from the previous preliminary stage towards a more detailed system in which mechanical and functional aspects
of the components have been further specified. Magnets’
characteristics are now defined, and their mechanical implementation performed, vacuum system has been successfully adapted to the required argon injection modification
together with subsequent integration of newly required
vacuum pumps, and finally adaptation of the beam line
components material to aluminium has been identified and
is presently being applied, paying attention to constraints
such as, beam pipe thickness increment and flange type.
Future steps and required updates of the HEBT will be
intrinsically and greatly linked to LIPAc results currently
being obtained.

Figure 2: Pressure profile along HEBT (Case Ar1 + 2).
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ANALYSIS WITH MECAMASTER ON THE CHAIN
OF DESIGN TOLERANCES FOR THE TARGET SYSTEMS
AT THE EUROPEAN SPALLATION SOURCE - ESS
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B. Nicquevert1, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
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Abstract
The European Spallation Source - ESS, has achieved its
major construction in Lund, Sweden and is currently continuing in parallel to commissioning its first systems. ESS
is characterized by installing and commissioning the most
powerful proton LINear ACcelerator (LINAC) designed
for neutron production and a 5MW Target system for the
production of pulsed neutrons from spallation. The highly
challenging and complex design of the Target and Neutron
Scattering System (NSS) requires an in-depth analysis of
the impact of the stringent manufacturing requirements and
tight design tolerances. A campaign of several
MECAmaster simulations was performed by ESS Target
Division (TD) and Engineering and Integration Support
(EIS) Division, focusing on those components that successively come close to their installation and are known for
their criticality in terms of achieving the final installation
tolerances. The aim of this current study is to investigate
and statistically list the possibilities of eventual criticality
on the assembly and installation processes, allowing for
potential design optimization, tooling implementation and
adjustment of the installation procedures.

INTRODUCTION
The European Spallation Source – ESS in Lund undergoes currently its major manufacturing project phase with
the aim to deliver Beam On Target (BOT), in the current
decade and welcome the First Science results under the
Start Of User Program (SOUP). In this context, the Engineering & Integration Support (EIS) division centralizes
mechanical engineering expertise under the Mechanical
Engineering & Technology (MET) section. Among the expert services of MET, special focus is given on the engineering reviews and tolerance stack-up analysis.
The different types of requirements for all ESS equipment pass through reviews and inspections that allow then
for their mechanical design realization under the SinglePoint-of-Truth in CAD [1]. Design standardization under
ISO GPS plays a decisive role since there has been a tangible effort, including ESS resource investment, in the direction to improve the quality of drawings but also depict the
detail level between the different kinds, i.e., drawings for
conceptual, detailed, manufacturing and verification.
As part of the standardization, review and engineering
training project, tolerance stack-up analysis was introduced
on the ESS master model under MECAmaster [2] s/w.
____________________________________________
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MECAmaster is a powerful tool on 3D CAD environment
and fully integrated in CATIA V6 (official and central ESS
CAD design tool), that allows for large assemblies’ tolerance analysis, validation of installation procedures, study
of assembly clearances and produce input for post-process
kinematic calculations. One of the many unique features in
use is the combined consideration of design tolerances with
respect to the applicable alignment specifications.

ESS MECAMASTER WAY OF WORKING
MECAmaster analysis is a great asset for big projects
such as ESS, in which large and complicated assemblies
are vastly present. To optimize the results, a Way of Working (WoW) has been implemented that foresees an exhaustive gathering of information through drawings and experts’ contributions, the involvement of working package
owners and the methodical implementation of tolerances
and assembly procedures. The approach is the following:
consider and then calculate the worst-case scenario, in
which the max/min value of the tolerances are arithmetical
added up and once the critical points are underlined, perform a statistical run (with uniform or gaussian distribution) to have the probability of the potential out-of-tolerance scenario or misalignment. In the following paragraphs
the main ESS case studies analysed up-to-date are presented.

Pilot Case (Inner Shielding First Layer)
The first assembly taken into consideration is the first
layer of the inner shielding of the Target [3] vessel. The
inner shielding has been designed with a “pancake” configuration, with each layer correctly aligned and decoupled
from the previous ones, to the most possible extend. Even
with these precautions, the impact of the stack of tolerances
is not negligible. For this reason, the positioning of the first
layer on the bottom of the vessel and its correct alignment
are crucial for reducing as much as possible its influence
on the whole structure. Therefore, the analysis takes into
account both the tolerances from the manufacturing and installation drawings and the whole assembly strategy, including the alignment process, with the intrinsic error, due
to the resolution of the instrumentation and the human influence.
As depicted in Fig. 1, the inner shielding is made of three
parts that are independently aligned. Once in position, special brackets are inserted in between, with the sole purpose
of limiting the relative displacement in case of earthquake;
there are not used as fixtures.
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Port Tube Assembly

Figure 1: ESS Target Vessel Inner Shielding First Layer.
The analysis aims at evaluating the impact of the stackup of tolerances and the alignment process on the reduction
of the offset between the shielding and the vessel. The reduction of the gap in between the three parts and the misalignment of the pockets in which the brackets are later positioned are also part of the study and contribute to the results of the tolerance analysis.

The third assembly analysed is the Port Tube assembly.
As shown in Fig. 3, the Port Tube (PT) is the component
that connects the Target Vessel with the external part of the
Bunker and contains the optical system that guides and
transports the neutrons to the experiments all around the
Target after they are generated by the spallation process
and moderated. As the interface between two critical systems, the correct alignment is crucial, considering the sensitivity of the neutron optics for relevant positioning. The
choice of the precise assembly and proper installation procedure is therefore critical in reducing the impact of the
eventual out-of-tolerances scheme for the involved components.

Inner Shielding (Full Stack)
After the analysis of the first layer, the whole stack is
taken into consideration. As presented in Fig. 2, the inner
shielding is divided in three main subassemblies, containing the apertures to allow the installation of the target
wheel, all the inserts for diagnostic as well as the inserts
for neutron extraction.

Figure 2: ESS Target Inner Shielding.
As for the first layer, both the alignment process and the
installation procedure have been taken into consideration
in the analysis. The decoupling through realignment of the
different layer is foreseen by design to uncouple the stackup of tolerances, but its influence on the entire assembly
cannot be completely avoided in the real installation.
For this reason, the scope of the analysis is, as for the
first layer, to enquire the gap reduction between the shielding and the target vessel along the whole height. Secondarily, to spot the critical areas where the design tolerances
and the assembly process potentially combined can lead to
critical misalignment of the parts involved.
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Figure 3: ESS Target Port Tube Assembly.
The aim of the analysis is to investigate the impact of the
stack-up of tolerances originated from the vessel installation and the one originated from the installation of the
plates on which the port tubes are mounted on the final position of the three interfaces:
• the interface between the PT and the neutron windows
in the vessel;
• the interface between the PT and the rails on which the
system is installed;
• the interfaces between the PT and the outer system,
represented by the flange opposite to the Target.
The results are intended to validate the installation procedure with the scope of minimizing the eventual misalignments within a range of ±50 µm.

ANALYSES OUTCOME
& DERIVED RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of the above-described analyses and the consequent rectifying measures that were implemented to mitigate the potential critical scenarios are presented below.

Pilot Case (Inner Shielding First Layer)
The outcome of the simulation has underlined a reduction of the external clearance that, in the worst-case scenario, can reach 8.96 mm (considering both the contribution of the vessel and the inner shielding, as shown in
Fig. 4.
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• Machined clamps, to allow for their installation despite of any reduced clearance scenario.

Port Tube Assembly

Figure 4: Inner Shielding First Layer Gap Reduction Results.
Once a uniform distribution has been introduced, the results are mitigated to the point of reducing any critical
faults on the installation. On the other hand, the misalignment of the pockets in which the clamps are afterwards installed, remains critical even considering the stochastic
outcome. As a result, the re-machining of the clamps or alternatively the introduction of different sets of them have
been taken into consideration.

Inner Shielding (Full Stack)
The results obtained in the first study are magnified in
the analysis of the full stack, where the complexity and
length of the chain of tolerances expand the criticalities encountered in the first layer. As shown in Fig. 5, the reduction of the gap is greater so it increases the height of the
stack, while also the clearance for the X-clamp is reduced.
A forward criticality is also the misalignment of one of the
layers with respect to the next one below.

Even in the worst-case scenario the misalignment of the
PT with the vessel window is compatible with the welding
maximum range (±0.5 mm) and therefore it is trivial for the
assembly process.
The alignment procedure, that starts minimizing the misalignment with the vessel windows and then compensates
the results on the outer side is unaffected in reality by the
lever effect combined with the chain of tolerances. By using the clearances of the rail system and an eventual shimming process the influence of the lever effect is minimized.
This is especially true if a uniform distribution of the maximum values of tolerances is taken into consideration instead of the combined worst-case scenario analysis.

CONCLUSIONS
& FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The methodology for combining ISO GPS standardization with MECAmaster tolerance chain analysis and ISO
GPS design engineering training is currently deployed at
ESS. Although it has produced tangible results in terms of
quality and information capacity on the engineering drawings, further requirements are captured pointing towards a
more in-depth integration of this review process to the projects. The analyses conducted so far, have been focused on
critical parts of the ESS Target; so, the Neutron Scattering
Systems (NSS) instruments and experimental apparatuses
are now also in the pipeline for engineering reviews and
tolerance chain analyses. Therefore, the expansion of the
usage of this valuable engineering tool is ongoing shifting
the focus towards the parts of the ESS machines that will
soon go in production, assembly and installation.
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ON-SITE TRANSPORT AND HANDLING TESTS OF
CRYOMODULES FOR THE EUROPEAN SPALLATION SOURCE
F. Schlander∗ , A. Bignami, N. Gazis, European Spallation Source ERIC, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
The cryomodules for the superconducting Linac of the
European Spallation Source ESS are now arriving in a steady
stream and the long-distance transport requirements are well
understood. For the on-site transportation, handling and storage, several challenges have risen, including the intermediate
storage of cryomodules before testing and/or installation. In
comparison to the long-distance transports, the cryomodule
on-site transports and respective handling until installation
take place with specialised and limited transport protection.
This requires additional measures and tests of those handling
steps with extended diagnostics, to make sure that handling
and transport refrains from damages on the last mile. Those
handling procedures and executed tests will be described in
this contribution.

INTRODUCTION
The accelerator of the European Spallation Source will
accelerate protons to 2.0 GeV at a pulse current of 62.5 mA.
The main portion of the accelerator consists of in total 43
cryomodules containing superconducting cavities. For the
lowest energy, 13 cryomodules, containing 2 double-spoke
cavities each, are provided via in-kind by IJCLab in Orsay,
France [1]. Further there are 9 medium-beta cryomodules,
containing 4 6-cell elliptical cavities each, and 21 high-beta
cryomodules, containing 4 5-cell elliptical cavities each.
Those cryomodules are provided via in-kind from CEA
Saclay IRFU, while the installed cavities are in-kind contributions from INFN LASA Milan for the medium-beta cavities, and the high-beta cavities from ASTeC, STFC Daresbury [2–4]. As cryomodules are very delicate objects, the
transport and handling of those needs to be done with great
care. For the road transport between the laboratories, lessons
learned from other projects [5, 6] were taken into consideration and all of the approximately 15 transports to ESS
up to now were successful. At ESS the cryomodules arrive
at different locations for either temporary storage or testing. After this, the cryomodules will have at least another
transport, although only on site, transport and handling tests
with extensive diagnostics mounted on the cryomodules have
been carried out, and the results with be described in the
following sections. An overview of the different locations
and routes on the ESS site is shown in Fig. 1.

MODULE PREPARATION
After the arrival at ESS the configuration of the elliptical
cryomodules is changed from transport configuration to test
and tunnel configuration. This results in removal of all transport protection (see Fig. 2 for explanation), which makes
∗
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Figure 1: Site overview of ESS with cryomodule storage
(a,b), test (b) and installation locations (c).

the contents of the cryomodules much more sensitive, as the
cavity string, the thermal shield and the space frame are no
longer blocked in their movement .

Figure 2: Transport protection inside the elliptical cryomodule. In green: a bar to block movement of the cavity string
with respect to the space frame, in silver above: fixation of
the thermal shield, yellow: blocking of the space frame fixed
at the vacuum vessel.
The components mentioned and the installed diagnostics
is shown in Fig. 3. For diagnostics, 4 enDAQ S3-D16 vibration sensors (shock loggers) and a combination of monoaxial
(Mod. 602D01, 100 mV/g) and triaxial (Mod. 604B31, 100
mV/g) PCB piezo accelerometers have been used on the
medium beta prototype cryomodule CM0 [7]as the test cryomodule.
For the spoke cryomodules no changes are done from the
reception until the positioning in the tunnel. The diagnostics
mounted are 2 PCB Mod. 356B18 and the locations are
shown in Fig. 4

MEASUREMENTS
For the spoke and elliptical cryomodule transport tests
different routes to the tunnel entrance were chosen according
to their storage- or test location, as shown in Fig. 1.
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closing of the roof of the truck, where the reinforcement
bars of the roof have touched the EnDAQ unit.

Figure 3: Elliptical cryomodule with transport diagnostics
installed - red: shock loggers, blue: either 1-axis sensors or
3d sensors.

Figure 4: Spoke cryomodule with transport diagnostics installed.

Elliptical Cryomodule
From the postprocessing of the data collected by the accelerometers, a Power Spectral Density (PSD) in the frequency domain has been calculated, considering the sensor on the leg as reference. In Fig. 5 the outcome of the
measurements performed during the transportation of the
cryomodule along the accelerator tunnel is depicted, taking
into consideration the axis parallel to the one of the cavities
inside.

Figure 5: PSD of tunnel transportation on cavity axes.
The 4 EnDAQ units were taking measurements during
the complete test which lasted one working day for bringing
the module from the Test Stand 2 area to the tunnel and
back. The results are shown in Fig. 6. No events of concern
have been found except on the valve actuator. But those
high accelerations could be traced back to the opening and
THPOST038
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Figure 6: Results of EnDAQ units, showing only the 10
largest shocks each. With (a) (b) are locations on the cavity
string, (c) on one of the doorknobs and (d) on one cryogenic
valve as depicted in Fig. 3.
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Spoke Cryomodule
The spoke cryomodule CM02 underwent a test installation during winter, which also has been used to test all the
handling and site transportation. The route taken is shown
in Fig. 1. As for the elliptical, an analysis both in the time
and the frequency domain have been performed. As shown
in Fig. 7, the time domain results show some high values
of acceleration (10g) in correspondence with the lifting and
lowering of the object on its support. It is an instantaneous
value that catches the moment when there?s the full release
of the impact energy due to a hard contact of two stiff object,
probably magnified by the high sample rate (20k samples
per second). The Root Mean Squared (RMS) value already
reduce the peak value (3g), see Fig. 8. Further investigation
with a reduce sample rate and different lifting condition is
required to affirm with more sureness that no possible harm
can be done to the cryomodules during transportation.

Figure 7: Time Domain results from the DK sensor on the
three axes (Real Values).

SUMMARY
The handling and transport of cryomodules on site is a
complex task, since they are in their final configuration for
tunnel installation and thus more sensitive to acceleration
and shocks. ESS has exercised this for an elliptical and a
spoke cryomodule with monitoring the accelerations that
occurred and found that the handling procedures are appropriate.
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Figure 8: Time Domain results from the DK sensor on the
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SPS BEAM DUMP SYSTEM (SBDS) COMMISSIONING AFTER
RELOCATION AND UPGRADE
P. Van Trappen∗ , E. Carlier, L. Ducimetiere, V. Senaj, F. Velotti, N. Voumard, V. Namora
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
ADDITIONAL MKDV MAGNET

Abstract
In order to overcome several machine limitations, the
SBDS has been relocated from LSS1 (Long Straight Section
1) to LSS5 during LS2 (Long Shutdown 2) with an important
upgrade of the extraction kicker installation. An additional
vertical deĆection kicker magnet (MKDV) was produced
and installed while the high voltage (HV) pulse generators
have been upgraded by changing gas-discharge switches
(thyratrons and ignitrons) to semiconductor stacks operating
in oil. Furthermore the horizontal sweep generators have
been upgraded to allow for a lower kick strengths. The
controls, previously consolidated during LS1, went through
an additional light consolidation phase with among others
the upgrade of the trigger & retrigger distribution system
and the installation of a new fast-interlocks detection system.
This paper describes the commissioning without and with
beam and elaborates on the measured improvements and
encountered problems with corrective mitigations.

PROJECT MOTIVATION
Relocation
As explained in [1], the pre-LS2 LSS1 internal highenergy absorber block (TIDVG) would not survive the nominal High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC)
beam, due to an increased beam power and brightness, requesting an upgrade. Although multiple solutions have been
investigated to try to design a completely external beam
dump system for the SPS in view of the LIU operation, none
of them was suitable for the improvements required within
the technological limits. The retained solution is to displace
the internal beam dump system from LSS1 to LSS5 since
this location ofers enough space to properly optimise the
dump system to meet the activation, reliability and robustness requirements.

Upgrade
The SBDS was upgraded to increase its reliability and
availability, with the main component being the addition of
a third MKDV magnet to decouple the generators in case
of a failure such as a magnet breakdown. Thanks to the upgrade from gas-tubes to semiconducter switches, the whole
dynamic range of the SPS can be covered and there is no
more need for two dump absorber blocks as in LSS1. Finally
proĄting of the displacement, several controls improvements
were applied as described further in detail.
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Construction
The additional MKDV magnet has been built according
to the original design. It is a delay-line type magnet of 2.5 m
length, made of 5 cells, and enclosed in a vacuum vessel.
It features a characteristic impedance of 2 Ω and a beam
aperture of 83 mm horizontal and 56 mm vertical. The yoke
is made of ferrite blocks and the decoupling capacitance
consists of lump capacitor boxes built outside the vacuum
vessel.

Tests and Conditioning
The HV tests and conditioning of the magnet is performed
in three phases. First a DC conditioning is carried out where
a positive voltage is progressively applied up to 33 kV, followed by a negative voltage up to −25 kV. The micro discharges and Ąnal leakage current are monitored and logged
for future reference. The second stage is pulse conditioning
with a reduced pulse length (about 2 �s), in order to minimise the spark energy in case of Ćashover into the magnet.
The pulse forming network (PFN) voltage is progressively
increased up to 38 kV by steps of 100 V and with up to 1000
pulses per steps at 10 s repetition period. At the end, the
time interval between pulses is elongated up to 2 hours to
reproduce the real operation scenario. Eventually the pulse
conditioning is repeated with the full pulse length.

NEW MKDV GENERATOR
Upgrade
Originally the MKDV generator used a combo thyratron/ignitron switch to combine fast switching of thyratron
and high current conduction capability of ignitron. This
setup, although working reasonably well during decades,
sufered from complex triggering and biasing, risk of approaching obsolescence and potential environmental risks
due to the mercury contained in ignitrons. It was decided to
replace this combo switch by fast GTO-like thyristors while
accepting an inferior commutation performance. In view of
required magnet Ąeld rise time of 1.1 �s this commutation
speed reduction is considered as acceptable. A so-called ring
gate topology GTO 5STH2045H0003 from ABB with 4.5
kV rating, 20 kA/�s anode current commutation speed and
peak current capability of 80 kA was selected. To maximise
its commutation speed, we used the maximum recommended
triggering current of 2 kA with more than 4 kA/�s triggering
current slew rate. Triggering of 12 GTO in series is ensured
by a coaxial architecture triggering transformer developed
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at CERN with a common primary and 12 insulated secondaries. Voltage surveillance of the anode-cathode voltage on
each GTO is done by a low-cost in house developed voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) with optical output fed into a
surveillance system by optical Ąbres. Two GTO stacks are
operating in parallel as such ensuring full redundancy and
reducing overall inductance of the switch.

Pulse Forming Network
A signiĄcant upgrade was done on the topology of the
dumping system. In the past there were three PFNs with
three switches supplying two magnets. A serious drawback
of this topology was the fact, that in case of Ćash-over in
one of magnets the other one was short-circuited as well
via common switch. The proposed new topology consist of
three independent PFN-switch-magnet units as such ensuring two-thirds of the kick even in case of breakdown in one
magnet. PFN impedance was changed from original three
to two Ohms i.e. the impedance of the terminated magnet.
In addition a major part of PFN capacitance is implemented
by self-healing capacitors and the whole is Ąlled with silicone oil. To reduce the risk of damage to capacitors due
to voltage reversal in case of magnet Ćash-over, the PFN
contains a circuit for absorbing energy of reĆected negative
polarity pulse. Lastly, the new PFN contains a hydrophone
for acoustic surveillance and detection of eventual capacitors or connection breakdown in oil and also a Ąre detection
system.

CONTROLS UPGRADE
Several parts of the controls have been upgraded, below
the major modiĄcations are described.

Timing and Trigger Distribution
The timing and trigger distribution consisted of >20 years
old modules of which obsolescence has become a problem.
A modiĄed version of the LHC Beam Dumping SystemŠs
(LBDS) Trigger and Synchronisation Unit (TSU), which
ensures a safe & beam-synchronised dump, was installed
already in parallel before the LS2 consolidation to validate
every dump of the relatively fast-cycled SPS. It has been
installed as the sole trigger source post-LS2, as part of a new
trigger distribution design, based on modern modules and
peer-reviewed to ensure a guaranteed beam extraction.

Knowing the double PFN switches conĄguration, dedicated reliability studies [2] were undertaken to ensure a
high reliability (i.e. reducing failure mode insufficient beam
dump) and high availability (i.e. reducing failure mode too
maintenance intensive) of the system. The solution of a
single PTM for each stack was retained as a result.

Fast-Interlocks Detection System and Retrigger
As found by the SBDS reliability studies [2], the highest
risk failure mode is the fast-interlocks failure detection or retrigger on erratic. The suggested surveillance functionality
to cover this is already existing at the consolidated, generic
Fast Interlock Detection System (FIDS) [3] which lead to its
installation at the SBDS. The FIDS ofers in addition of the
continuous surveillance, by detecting and counting nominal
conduction events, more advanced diagnostics and a remote
conĄguration ability.

HARDWARE COMMISSIONING
The hardware commissioning in Q1 2021 that heralded
the end of LS2 started of without issues but as the magnet
HV conditioning voltage went up, so did the issues with
the newly produced MKDV1 magnet. The magnet current
produced various vacuum breakdowns quite early in the
conditioning process, at 33 kV while the nominal voltage
is about 36 kV. Equally worrying was that there was no
conditioning efect observed when the pulsing period was
increased.
A decision was taken to keep MKDV1 installed, knowing
that no better spare magnet was available until YETS21-22.
To mitigate the harm-full full energy pulses after a period of
no usage, a semi-automatic soft-start was introduced at the
level of the controls (hardware + software). In addition, this
decision was only made possible by a 25 % kick strength
reduction - slightly compensated by increased strengths of
MKDV2&3 - after careful study by SY-STI with 2021 beam
parameters.

Power Trigger Module (PTM)
The new semiconductor PFN GTO stacks require speciĄc
triggering where the triggering slew rate is paramount, as
explained above. A speciĄc PTM was thus designed for the
MKDV switches while at the same time ensuring compatibility with the horizontal sweeper magnet (MKDH) generator
modules, requiring consolidation. To ensure the high slew
rate, four HV IGBTs (Insulated-gate bipolar transistors) in
parallel discharge the pulse capacitors into the trigger transformer.
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Figure 1: MKDV kicker magnet ceramic spacer tomography
result with visible crack.
In parallel, the spare MKDV kicker magnet that was produced at the same time has been reopened to investigate the
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weakness. SigniĄcant electrical breakdowns have been observed on several insulating ceramic spacers. A few of them
were submitted to a Computed Tomography (CT), which
revealed several internal voids and a non-homogeneous density across the length, see Fig. 1. The voids, aligned in the
extrusion direction, allowed the creation of electrical paths
between the HV busbar and the ground supporting parts. To
Ąx the issue new spacers have been speciĄed, exclusively
with isostatically pressed ceramic, and duly controlled by
CT. As breakdowns were tracked up to the corner of the HV
busbar, this latter has been remachined with larger radii all
along the edges.
Electrical tests in a HV test cage before installation conĄrmed that the modiĄed magnet had an improved behaviour,
observed with the following parameters: direct current conditioning leakage current and sparks, vacuum spikes and
breakdowns with short and long pulse pulsed conditioning.

BEAM COMMISSIONING
After the extensive hardware commissioning, a series of
commissioning steps were deĄned and carried out with beam:
I) veriĄcation of BTV installed just upstream of the absorber
block (TIDVG), II) MKDH polarity assessment, III) kickers
waveform scan for diferent beam types and energies, IV)
validation of failure of MKDV and MKDH.
The Ąrst two commissioning steps could be addressed
with the Ąrst beam dumped on the TIDVG. The Ąrst beam
dump was carried out with RF cavities switched of, hence
the dumped beam covered the whole MKDV and MKDH
waveforms showing the correct polarity of the MKDH (deĆection towards the external part of the SPS) and of course
the BTV readiness.
The full waveform scan was performed using a single
bunch of 1×1011 p and changing the injection bucket. In
this manner a controlled and detailed scan of the full MKDs
waveform could be done. In Fig. 2-top the overlap of all
BTV images recorded is shown when dumping at 450 GeV.
A similar scan was performed at 260 GeV and at 350 GeV
on the same cycle (LHC type) and at 400 GeV on an SFTPRO cycle. All the data was completely compatible with
expectations, except for the horizontal deĆection obtained
by the MKDH. Further analysis and tests showed that the
MKDH is performing about 30% less than expected.
Finally, the failure of both MKDV and MKDH kicker
generators was emulated in the machine, removing one of
the kickers at the time. Disconnecting one of the MKDV
showed that the 450 GeV beam could be safely disposed on
the TIDVG, as per design, regardless of which MKDV is
not pulsing. In Fig. 2-bottom, the reconstructed image of
the whole beam at 350 GeV on the BTV is shown when
one MKDV is disconnected. The dumped beam reaches the
screen, hence the TIDVG, as expected. The same measurement was repeated for the MKDH, showing that the Ąrst and
third kicker tanks deliver roughly 50% the deĆection of the
second one. The reason behind the behaviour of the Ąrst and
last MKDH are still under investigation.
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Figure 2: Reconstructed of full beam dumped on the BTV at
the TIDVG from single bunch dumps. (Top) Nominal dump
at 450 GeV. (Bottom) Dump with two out of three MKDV
kickers at 350 GeV.

CONCLUSION
Years of specifying, designing, building and testing lead
to a successful commissioning of the SBDS with, eventually,
an improved reliability and availability. The upgrades at
the level of the HV pulse generator, magnet production and
controls consolidation were described. The commissioning went well initially but was then halted by the problem
with the ceramic spacers of the newly built MKDV1 magnet
which took a while to understand. The magnet swap during
the YETS did go as planned and as a result the MKDV1
magnet is not a limiting element anymore.
Measurements with beam conĄrmed the kick strength as
per speciĄcation although there were some surprises at the
level of the MKDH magnets which remain to be investigated.
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COMMISSIONING OF AN X-BAND CAVITY FOR LONGITUDINAL PHASE
SPACE LINEARIZATION AT UCLA PEGASUS LABORATORY ∗
P. Denham † , A. Ody, P. Musumeci
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, USA
Abstract
This paper discusses the commissioning of an X-band (9.6
GHz) linearizer cavity at the UCLA PEGASUS beamline.
The photoinjector gun and booster linac operate at S-band
(2.856 GHz) and the linearizer cavity can be used to compensate temporally correlated energy spread inherited by the use
of relatively long (many ps) laser pulses at the photocathode.
The cavity is comprised of 7 cells for a total length of a 9.45
cm, and is installed in the drift section between the gun and
the linac. It can be used to remove higher order correlations
and minimize the beam energy spread of 13 ps long beams
to 10−4 .

INTRODUCTION
Linearizing the longitudinal phase space (LPS) of electron beams generated in RF-photoinjectors is essential for
pushing the limits of ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) and
ultrafast electron microscopy (UEM) [1]. UED sources that
rely on velocity bunching benefit from having additional
cavities because they can be utilized to remove higher-order
distortions that show up at the ballistic focus, which can
yield sub fs pulses. On the other hand, UEM sources favor
ps long Cigar beams with low energy spread (<10−4 ), as they
have demonstrated an ideal compromise between temporal
and spatial resolution (10 ps–10 nm) [2, 3].
Extensive work has been done, using multiple cavities of
the same frequency for LPS linearization for both UED and
UEM applications. Multi-objective optimizations of injectors with several cavities can feasibly generate attosecond
pulses when operated in stroboscopic mode [4]. Alternatively, the pairing of an RF-gun and buncher LINAC has
shown capable of linearizing either the bunching process or
energy spread [5].
We focus on using a single higher harmonic X-band cavity
for LPS linearization to reduce energy spread at the PEGASUS beamline. First, we provide design details and measurements of the X-band Cavity shunt impedance, then amplitude
and phase stability. Then the LPS linearization procedure
is described. Finally, we present results of energy spread
minimization at the PEGASUS beam line that were obtained
by using a high resolution (1.1 m dispersion) spectrometer.
∗

†

Figure 1: (a) X-band cavity installation at PEGASUS. (b)
Forward and reverse power measurements. (c) Longitudinal
Field profile. (d) Shunt Impedance measurement.

Figure 2: Measured central energy fluctuations at cavity zero
crossing.

X-BAND CAVITY CHARACTERIZATION
The X-band linearizer is a 7 cell X-band (9.6 GHz) accelerating cavity that removes the higher order longitudinal phase
space correlations and suppresses energy spread for ultra-fast
electron microscopy. Each cell in the cavity is 13.492 mm
(9.45 cm total length), and has a side-coupled geometry with
noses. The Noses were added to increase accelerating voltage. The Beam pipe radius is 4 mm. The relative phase
velocity of the structure is 𝛽 = 0.9922 (ideally corresponding to a 3.5 MeV beam). There is a 30 MHz mode separation
between accelerating and neighboring modes. The design
shunt impedance is 90 MΩ/m. We installed the cavity 1.1 m
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Figure 3: Schematic of Beamline Layout for energy spread compensation measurements.
downstream of the cathode, which is also 0.5m upstream of
the linac entrance. The cavity installation and forward and
reverse power measurements are shown in Fig. 1 (top left
and right panels, respectively). The longitudinal field profile
is shown (bottom left panel).
The cavity frequency of 9.6 GHz is chosen to facilitate
synchronization with the 1.6 cell S-Band photogun and 11cell S-Band LINAC cavity on the PEGASUS beamline. The
low-level 2.856 GHz RF seed that is used to drive the SBand klystron has a portion split of first to be frequency
divided by 36 down to 79.33 MHz, with part of the signal as
an input to the Sycnhrolock system to synchronize with the
Ti:Sapphire laser system. The remaining low level signal is
then frequency multiplied up by 121 to achieve a nominal
frequency of 9.599 GHz that is phaselocked with the low
level RF, which is then preamplified and sent to our X-band
klystron.
We measured the shunt impedance of the cavity by measuring accelerating voltage amplitude (relative to the zero
crossing phase) on the first spectrometer screen for different
cavity input power set points. We find a shunt impedance of
8.69 MΩ to be in good agreement with the design (bottom
right panel of Fig. 1). At the maximum power set point of
30 kW, the peak field in the cavity is 10 MV/m.
Next we assessed the amplitude and phase stability in operation. To quantify amplitude stability, we set the X-band
to the maximum accelerating phase. At this set point, the
centroid energy gain is described by the taylor expansion
of Δ𝛾 = 𝛼𝑋 cos(𝛿𝜙) ≈ 𝛼𝑋 (1 − 𝛿𝜙2 /2), where 𝛿𝜙 is a
small phase offset. In this scenario, the centroid energy is
an excellent proxy for amplitude fluctuations because the
dependence on phase is second order. The statistics from
100 shots indicate the amplitude stability of the X-band is
2×10−3 . On the other hand, the deviations of centroid energy
at the zero crossing phase are linear with phase fluctuations,
i.e., 𝛿𝛾 = 𝛼𝑋 sin(𝛿𝜙) ≈ 𝛼𝑋 𝛿𝜙. The energy deviations
were collected at the zero crossing phase over a 100 shots.
They are shown in Fig. 2. After dividing the rms energy
deviations 𝜎𝐸 = 0.012𝑀𝑒𝑉 by the cavity voltage, we ob-

tain an estimate of phase fluctuations, Δ𝜙 = 1.2∘ . This
level of phase fluctuations is tolerable in the energy spread
compensation.

LONGITUDINAL PHASE SPACE
LINEARIZATION
The experimental layout for LPS linearization is shown
in Fig. 3. Correlations imparted on the longitudinal phase
space by a S-band gun, S-band LINAC, and the X-band
linearizer can be obtained by integration. To estimate what
degree of compensation is obtainable, we assume all cavities
are set to maximum accelerating/decelerating phases. In that
case, the relation between energy and time is given by:
𝛾(𝑡) = 𝛾0 cos(2𝜋𝑓0 𝑡) − 𝛾𝑥 cos(2𝜋𝑓𝑋 𝑡) + 𝛾𝐿 cos(2𝜋𝑓0 𝑡)
(1)
where 𝑡, is the time of arrival relative to the resonant particle,
𝛾0 , 𝛾𝐿 , 𝛾𝑥 , are normalized accelerating voltages of the Sband gun, Linac, and x-band linearizer, respectively. The
cavity angular frequencies 𝑓0 , 𝑓𝑋 are 2.856𝐺𝐻𝑧, and 9.6𝐺𝐻𝑧
respectively. If 𝛾𝑥 = (𝛾0 + 𝛾𝐿 )𝑓02 /𝑓𝑋2 , then the quadratic
correlation in the Taylor expansion of Eq. (1) vanishes. If
we neglect space charge effects, then an initial 10 ps flat-top
distribution can achieve an RMS relative energy spread of
𝜎𝛾 /𝛾 ≈ 10−5 . To further exemplify the process, the results
of a start-to-end simulation of the PEGASUS beamline are
shown in Fig. 4. The longitudinal phase space is quadratic
before the X-band is activated, then becomes flat with a
narrow projection of 2 × 10−5 along the relative energy axis
after activation. In a typical injector operation, the gun
imparts linear chirp, which must also be compensated.
To experimentally achieve the aforementioned degree of
compensation we first worked to reshape and stretch our 40 fs
RMS Gaussian temporal profile into 13.3 ps flat top shape
at the cathode by using 3 𝛼-BBO crystals with respective
lengths 8.7 5mm, 4.375 mm, 2.1875 mm. Then a 𝑀𝑔𝐹2 crystal and a prism were utilized to smear the temporal profile.
Next, preliminary laser pulse characterization was done using spectrometer 1, with the gun phase set to 30 degrees. The
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Figure 4: GPT simulation of longitudinal phase space linearization before (left panel) and after (right panel) compensation of the longitudinal phase space by the X-band cavity.

Figure 5: (Left) Simulated and measured spectrometer 1
screen beam size (solid) with respect to the accelerating
voltage for optimum phase; the energy spread’s contribution
to beamsize (dashed). Expected energy spread is plotted on
the right axis in red. (Right) Simulated spectrometer 2 beam
size and energy spread.
introduction of the 𝑀𝑔𝐹2 crystal and prism on the laser path
smoothed out density modulations on spectrometer screen.
Resolving energy spread below 10−4 requires nm-scale
normalized emittances. To minimize the emittance, we focused the drive laser (266 nm) onto a NaKSb photocathode [6] by utilizing a 72◦ oblique incidence vacuum port
and a final focus lens (f = 175 mm) mounted on a translation
stage. The oblique port allows the final lens to be brought
closer to the cathode surface [7], but makes the initial spot
to be asymmetric. A potential drawback is that the gun
solenoid couples the larger of the two projected emittances
into the horizontal plane at the spectrometer screen.
The linac was tuned to the off-crest accelerating phase,
compensating for the initially imparted linear correlation
between time and energy; then, a purely quadratic correlation
between time and energy remained. Finally, the X-band was
tuned to the decelerating phase, the gun solenoid was set
to minimize the beta function at the spectrometer screen,
then we scanned the X-band cavity amplitude. The beamsize
reached a minimum. It was reduced by a factor of 2, from
300 µm to 150 µm, as shown in the bottom left panel of
Fig. 5. We performed GPT simulations of the experimental
scan. The results are superimposed with experimental data
in the bottom left panel of Fig. 5, where the horizontal beam
size is plotted along with the contribution from the energy
spread to the final screen size as a function of the X-band
cavities voltage. The corresponding relative energy spread
is shown in red and contributes less than a pixel when the

Figure 6: Spectrometer 2 sample image statistics for 20
shots.
energy spread is < 10−4 . The figure shows that our ability to
resolve the actual energy spread was limited by the emittance
contributions to the beam size at spectrometer 1.
The next experimental phase is focused on improving
resolution in the second dispersion section illustrated in Fig.
3. The main improvements come from adding a 100 µm
pinhole and a horizontally defocusing qadrupole in the final
dispersion arm. The pinhole reduces the contribution to
the measured beam size from the horizontal emittance (at
the cost of charge transmission). Meanwhile, the final quad
increases the dispersion coefficient. Typically, for a final
dispersion length 𝐿, dipole bend radius 𝜌 and bend angle 𝜃
the dispersion is denoted by 𝑅16 = 𝜌(1 − cos(𝜃)) + 𝐿 sin(𝜃).
In the thin lens approximation, if a defocusing lens with
focal length 𝑓 is positioned in the dispersion arm between
the dipole and the screen such that it maximizes dispersion,
then the expression characterizing dispersion becomes:
𝐿 + 𝜌 tan(𝜃/2)
𝑅̃ 16 = 𝑅16 (1 +
)
4𝑓

(2)

With these additions, spectrometer 2’s dispersion exceeds
1𝑚 when the final quadrupole is fully powered. Shown in
the bottom right panel of Fig. 5, we find these enhancements
enable there to be a linear relationship between energy spread
and beam size at the detector screen for relative spreads
below 5 × 10−5 . Initial measurements taken on spectrometer
2 are shown in Fig. 6. We find that the measured beam sizes
correspond to energy spread within an order unity factor of
10−4 .

FUTURE DIRECTION
An X-band harmonic linearizer cavity has been installed
at the PEGASUS beamline and is currently being commissioned. So far, preliminary energy spread compensation
measurements have been taken. Energy spread has been
reduced below the transverse emittance resolution limit at
the first spectrometer. A more comprehensive analysis of the
dependence on arrival time to phase, and amplitude stability
is envisioned. In the interim, we will work on improving
beam pointing stability at spectrometer 2 pinhole for future
energy spread measurements. We plan to utilize the X-band
Cavity in future UEM experiments.
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CONSTRUCTION AND MANUFACTURING PROCESS OF SIAM PHOTON
SOURCE II STORAGE RING GIRDER PROTOTYPE
S. Srichan†, O. Utke, K. Sittisard, M. Phanak, P. Pruekthaisong, S. Prabngulueam, S. Klinkhieo,
Synchrotron Light Research Institute, Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand
Abstract
The Siam Photon Source II storage ring is designed with
low emittance. This new machine requires a high-performance support system and a precise alignment capability.
In order to meet these requirements, we have planned for
construction of a half-cell components prototype. In the
end of 2021, we completed the first girder prototype. This
report will describe construction and manufacturing process.

INTRODUCTION
Siam Photon Source II (SPS-II) accelerator complex is
the second synchrotron light source in Thailand. It consists
of three main components: a 150 MeV injector linac, a 3
GeV full energy booster synchrotron, and a 3 GeV electron
storage ring. The 3 GeV storage ring has a circumference
of 321 m and the electron beam emittance of 0.9 nm-rad.
The ring consists of 14 Double Triple Bend Achromat
(DTBA) cells, resulting in 14 long and 14 short straights.
Since the DTBA cell consists of two mirrored halves
only three different girders have to be designed. The beam
height was set at 1.2 meters. There are 3 prototypes in different of top plate dimension (Table 1).
Table 1: Girder Top Plate Dimension
Girder1
Girder2
Girder3
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
750x2750
750x2870
870x2240

GIRDER DESIGN

Figure 1: Girder system with three vertical support points.

Material Selection
ASTM A572 Steel Grade 50 was selected for girder construction. Its high strength property compatible with the design. And all of it available in domestic steel industry. The
mechanical properties were shown in Table 2 [2].

Item

Table 2: Material Properties
Properties

Hardness, Rockwell B

74

Tensile strength, Ultimate

450 MPa

Tensile strength, Yield

345 MPa

Elongation at Break
Shear Modulus

18%
80.0 GPa

We developed a magnet girder system which uses
wedgemount for precision alignment is based on 3-2-1
alignment method and requires three wedgemounts to control Z-direction, two weggemounts to control Y-direction
and one wedgemount for X-direction (Fig. 1). The magnet
alignment is based on mechanical tolerances. Therefore,
the girder top plate is designed with precision surface with
a flatness tolerance of 30 µm. [1]

Because we have less experience for assembling the precision large support system, the girder assembly should be
performed by ourselves. We separated the girder construction into two parts. We hired the manufacturing company
for the production of some parts. For girder1, the production of girder consists of 2 parts.

Design Constraints

Manufacturing Parts

The design requirements are:
• The flatness of top plate is 30 µm.
• The allowable deflection is less than 20 µm.
• High vibration stability, design frequency above 35
Hz.
To evaluate the success of design, the first prototype construction has been started.
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CONSTRUCTION

• The top plate dimension 750x2750 mm
• The sub-parts of 3 pedestals.
• Adjustment structure parts.

Commercial Products
Table 3 lists the standard part.
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Part

Table 3: Standard Parts
Function
Manufacturer/Model

Wedgemount

Z-direction

Airloc414-KSKC

Wedgemount

Y-direction

Airloc2130-KSKCV

Painting and Surface Protection
A painting type is an epoxy blasting. The wax based solvent called Tectyl was selected to prevent corrosion for precision surface (Fig. 3).

Wedgemount X-direction
Airloc2012-KSKCV
The standard parts will be assembled with the manufacturing parts. For the manufacturing parts, there is a process
to control the required specifications as will be described.

MANUFACTURING PROCESS
The fabrication of the first girder has been followed this
process.

Cutting and Fit-up
The steel material A572 Grade 50 was cut by plasma cutting tool and fit-up for welding.

Welding
The welding was inspected by magnetic testing method
to identify the integrity. The welding is according to the
Welding Procedure Specification (WPS) to control the
quality.

Heat Treatment

Figure 3: Completed top plate.

Pedestal Assembly
The wedgemount was assembled on the pedestal surface
(Fig. 4).

Heat treatment is a process of heating and cooling material, using specific predetermined method to obtain design
properties. This heat treatment method is to relief stress induce in earlier cold working process.

Fabrication
The most important and critical process of girder fabrication is production of top plate. Figure 2 shows the top
plate on the CNC double column machining centre. Because of the tight tolerance, the surface dimension must be
controlled.

Figure 4: The pedestal assembled with wedgemount.

Precision Surface Inspection
With the restricted tolerance for surface flatness, the geometry inspection was done by portable coordinate measuring machine and the inclinometer instruments. Figure 5
shows the visual inspection for the precision surface.

Figure 2: Top plate machining.

____________________________________________
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Figure 5: High precision surface.

Girder Assembly
The girder assembly procedure is consisting of installation of 3 support pedestals and fix on the floor. Finally, the
top plate of girder was sit on the pedestals with the design
position (Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Completed girder prototype.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
There are 3 girder prototypes were planned to constructed. The first girder prototype was successfully done.
Regarding the assembly experience, we found that the flatness tolerance is not good enough. It caused decreasing of
alignment capability. Next girders, we are planning to perform the geometry control in the line of machining process.
It will develop a high-precision manufacturing industry.
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT EFFECTS ON RF SURFACE RESISTIVITY
G. E. Lawler∗ , A. Fukasawa, N. Majernik, J. B. Rosenzweig
UCLA, Los Angeles, California, USA
Abstract
A promising future for linear accelerators such as compact
free electron lasers and electron positron colliders is higher
gradient RF cavities enabled by cryogenic temperature operation. Breakdown rates have been shown empirically to
be significantly reduced at low temperatures allowing for
higher gradient. The surface physics associated with this
observation is complicated and there many remain questions
as to the exact phenomena responsible. One major figure
of merit that can better inform the theory of breakdown is
the RF surface resistivity which can be used to compute for
example the RF pulse heating during operation. We then use
techniques developed for previous X-band and S-band low
power surface resistivity measurement by way of temperature dependent quality factor measurements to study C-band
cavities. We first present a review of low temperature effects
that may be responsible for the change in surface resistivity
at low temperature. We then explain some of the initial measurements of these low power RF quality factor tests and
compare them to a review some of the physical phenomena
that could determine the low temperature surface effects.

limit and only a function of frequency of resonance at low
temperature.
In order to obtain the full temperature dependence of the
Reuter and Sondhiemer prediction we can use the simplest
model for a temperature dependent resistivity: the BlochGruneisen formulation given in integral form in Eq. 2. The
simplest form uses 𝑛 = 5 for a simple metal and a Debye
temperature Θ𝑅 that is independent of temperature.


𝑇
𝜌(𝑇) = 𝐴
Θ𝑅

𝑛 ∫
0

Θ 𝑅 /𝑇

𝑡𝑛
𝑑𝑡 + 𝐶. (2)
(𝑒 𝑡 − 1) (1 − 𝑒 −𝑡 )

Putting this information all together we can calculate the
surface resistivity by either rigorously computing the integrals in the initial Reuter and Sondheimer form or using
the patching functions. To emulate a non ideal metal, a
constant can be added to Eq. 2 to match experimental measurements in order to denote the nonzero residual resistivity
ratio (RRR) found at low temperatures. We can can plot
these calculations in Figure 1.

INTRODUCTION
We are entering a new regime of cryogenic radiofrequency
(RF) cavity operation especially for the future UC-XFEL
and cool copper collider concepts [1, 2]. It is thus in our
best interest to review the potential effects of temperature
dependence on certain RF properties. The main figure of
merit which we use is the RF surface resistivity. It is often
calculated as the real component of the complex impedance
of a cavity with respect to the RF field. In the classic sense
this becomes the following in the normal skin effect regime.
√︂
𝑅𝑠 = 𝑅𝑒(𝑍 𝑠 ) =

𝜔𝜇0 𝜌
2

(1)

Anomalous Skin Effect
Divergence from this occurs at low temperatures where
surface resistivity is significantly higher than would classically be expected. The most cited theory used to explain
this anomalous skin effect regime was originally derived
by Reuter and Sondheimer in the 1950s [3]. Since then
a number of different forms have been used to calculate
the effects [4, 5]. Limits are usually taken to extreme high
temperature and extreme low temperature and then patched
together to generate a useful piecewise form [6]. We can thus
see that the Reuter and Sondheimer explanation for ASE is
independent of the bulk resistivity in the low temperature
∗

gelawler@physics.ucla.edu
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Figure 1: Chou formulation [6] of equation patching used
to calculate surface resistivity from Reuter and Sondheimer
using Bloch-Gruneisen temperature dependent bulk resistivity.
We can note several features of this formulation of ASE,
in particular the main deficiency is that it does not replicate
the local minimum empirically observed in certain surface
resistivity measurements [7, 8].

BULK RESISTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS
In order to more fully understand the low temperature
regime we first consider modifications and or improvements
to the bulk resistivity. With respect to the forms often used
there are some modifications that can be made.
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In addition to the simplest model of bulk resistivity we
can use possible alternatives to a usual Bloch-Gruneisen understanding. The first and most notable is that the numerical
factor 𝑛 is limited to 5 for simple metals. We note that for
transition metals such as copper and for the thin films the
value is more correctly 𝑛 = 4 [9]. This is especially relevant
for our modifications to Reuter & Sondheimer theory as
detailed in the next section.
In Fig. 2, instead of using Bloch-Gruneisen, we plot the
bulk resistivity using the NIST monogram data [10]. In
addition, we plot the electrical conductivity obtained from
using Wiedemann–Franz law law scaling of thermal conductivity measurements. We can see that in the case of NIST
published monograms, minimal change is seen with respect
to our initial ASE calculations. The intermediate temperature deviation in the Wiedemann–Franz law calculations
appears due to the scaling laws breakdown at intermediate
temperatures. Both modifications fail to predict the minimum surface resistivity.

Thin Film Explanation
In many cases, it is justifiable to consider one skin depth
to function effectively as a thin film of equivalent depth [11].
As a result, we can calculate a bulk resistivity modification similar to that derived by the later Fuchs and Sondheimer [12]. We thus obtain a stronger bulk resistivity dependence in the surface resistivity through the dependence
on skin depth. Here we consider several such modified for
the thin film case. Similar considerations have been made
elsewhere [13, 14].
Our insight here becomes using the thin film resistivity
in place of the bulk resistivity used in earlier Reuter and
Sondheimer style calculations. In Eq. 5, we have generated
an expression of the same form as Fuchs and Sondheimer.
The parameter 𝑝 𝑠 is of order unity and is a measurement of
the amount of specular surface scattering.
 −1

1
1 1 − 𝑒 −𝑘𝑡
𝜌 = 𝜌𝑏
−
𝑑𝑡
𝑡 3 𝑡 5 1 − 𝑝𝑒 −𝑘𝑡
1
(4)
where 𝑘 = ℓ𝛿 . Taking a number of simplification we can
write this as the following


3
ℓ𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝜌 𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑚 = 𝜌 𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 1 + (1 − 𝑝 𝑠 )
.
(5)
8
𝛿


3
1−
(1 − 𝑝)
2𝑘

∫

∞



Which gives
 −1

3ℓ
.
𝜌 = 𝜌𝑏 1 −
2𝛿

(6)

We treat the RF skin depth as our thin width and obtain an
effective thin film resistance which can be written in terms
of a temperature dependent bulk Bloch Gruneisen resistance
as follows
Figure 2: Calculations of surface resistivity using Reuter
& Sondheimer theory with Bloch-Gruneisen resistivity for
multiple RRR values and frequencies, normalized to room
temperature X-band.


𝜌 → 𝜌𝑏

3ℓ
1−
2

√︂

𝜇0 𝜔
2𝜌

 −1
(7)

.

We note that the resistivity is unchanged in the limit
𝛿 ≫ ℓ.

Kondo Effect
There are additional magnetic effects that can considered
as well, namely the Kondo effect. We are however satisfied
to ignore these effects at least temporarily as the previous
experimental setups used cavities with minimal magnetic
fields so we do not expect to see these effects.

BEYOND REUTER & SONDHEIMER
Moving on from modifications to bulk resistivity modifications we instead consider a more nuanced application of
RF resistivity using the skin depth found as
√︄
𝛿=

2𝜌
.
𝜇0 𝜔

(3)
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We can use mean free path lengths calculated simply from
room temperature and skin depths from the value scaled to
temperature to obtain the calculations shown in Figure 3.
There are certain features which we can note here. First,
using a realistic room temperature mean free path length
for electrons in metal of 39 nm we can see how increasing
the RRR value monotonically lowers the cryogenic surface
resistivity up until the mean free path length is allowed to
be larger than the skin depth leading to the formation of a
minimum around 30 K, consistent with previous empirical
data. In addition, we can see that artificially shrinking the
mean free path length of high purity copper at room temperature to 10 nm means that skin depth remains larger than
the mean free path length down to low temperatures and we
recover our ASE results.
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Figure 3: Comparison between calculations of new thin
film surface resistivity theory with calculations using Reuter
& Sondheimer with Bloch-Gruneisen resistivity. Note the
minimum which appears for high purity, RRR, copper.

Figure 4: Averaged heating from RF pulsing of new 12 cell
photogun. Based on expected dependence of bulk resistivity
we expect to be able to observe the resistivity minimum.

Viscous Electron Flow
Viewing the problem of the surface resistivity as a thin
film problem with the skin depth acting as an effective sample width means that we can start to consider RF cavities
at cryogenic temperatures as a potentially a novel test bed
for observation of one dimensional surface physics. Specifically, here we are motivated by the possibility that we are
observing viscous electron flow. Indeed, Gurzhi theory predicts a minimum in surface resistivity and has worked out
the skin depth problem as a thin film using hydrodynamic
methods [11, 15].

EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION
We are currently midway through an extensive study of
low level RF tests using pillbox cavities [16]. However, since
we predict the surface resistivity to be dependent on the bulk
resistivity even in the cryogenic limit, we can also propose
a different method to measure the anomalous increase. We
intend to do this by measuring the balancing of average RF
heating of a new 1/2-cell test cavity we have produced. We
should be able to measure the changes in cavity gradient from
Reuter and Sondheimer theory as shown in the simulations in
Figure 4. We also refer to a number of simulation workflows
developed for RF heating [8, 17].

CONCLUSION & FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have reviewed relevant possible explanations and alternative resistivity explanations. Our goal to identify the
reason for an empirical local minimum in surface resistivity
has led us to consider treating cryogenic normal conducting
RF cavities as thin films. We also find an implied optimum
working point that is advantageously at a more manageable
temperature than previous working points of 27 K. Instead,
this new point would be around 35 K. We further have proposed an experimental realization of the phenomena as a
working point in our phased development of a cryogenic
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photocathode test bed at UCLA [18]. We can thus conceive of normal conducting RF cavities as possible novel
test beds for observation of viscous electron flow. Future
directions will also compare the thin film calculations more
quantitatively with Gurzhi theory and also modify the BG
resistivity predictions to account for the reality of observed
thermophysical behavior.
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CRYOGENIC BRIGHTNESS-OPTIMIZED RADIOFREQUENCY GUN
(CYBORG)
G. E. Lawler∗ , A. Fukasawa, N. Majernik, J. Parsons, Y. Sakai, A. Suraj, J. B. Rosenzweig
UCLA, Los Angeles, California, USA
Abstract
Producing higher brightness beams at the cathode is one
of the main focuses for future electron beam applications.
For photocathodes operating close to their emission threshold, the cathode lattice temperature begins to dominate the
minimum achievable intrinsic emittance. At UCLA, we
are designing a radiofrequency (RF) test bed for measuring the temperature dependence of the mean transverse energy (MTE) and quantum efficiency for a number of candidate cathode materials. We intend to quantify the attainable
brightness improvements at the cathode from cryogenic operation and establish a proof-of-principle cryogenic RF gun
for future studies of a 1.6-cell cryogenic photoinjector for the
UCLA ultra compact XFEL concept (UC-XFEL). The test
bed will use a C-band 0.5-cell RF gun designed to operate
down to 45 K, producing an on-axis accelerating field of
120 MV/m. The cryogenic system uses conduction cooling
and a load-lock system is being designed for transport and
storage of air-sensitive high brightness cathodes.

INTRODUCTION
The primary motivational concept for much of the work at
UCLA regarding cryogenic operation of normal conducting
cavities is the 40 meter, ultra compact x-ray free electron
laser [1]. It is based on the use of a combination of several
novel technologies including, most notably, high gradient
cryogenic C-band linac sections and photoinjector. We note
that the photoinjector is a complex, novel device and so
would be difficult to realize without a stepping stone.
As a prototype, we have thus designed and fabricated a
1/2-cell CrYogenic Brightness-Optimized Radiofrequency
Gun (CYBORG) to serve as this stepping stone. It thus has
three main functions. The first is as a general fabrication
and RF test. We have examined in detail the beam dynamics
for reentrant cavities with high spatial harmonics in simulation [2] but this is our first high gradient, cryogenic gun
experiment. The second function is to serve as a development platform for infrastructure, especially in C-band RF
and cryogenics.
The third function primarily refers to our collaboration
within the National Science Foundation’s Center for Bright
Beams (NSF CBB). We are particularly interested in improving the brightness of electron bunches at the cathode [3].
Referring to a useful scaling law for the 1D beam brightness
from equation 1, we expect to see improvements in the electron brightness that scale as the square of with the launch
field and inversely with the cathode temperature, provided
that we are near the photoemission threshold. Cooling also
∗
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Figure 1: MOTHRA lab for developing CYBORG diagnostic
beamline and general cryogenic and RF infrastructure.

lowers the quantum efficiency so we have an incentive to employ more novel, high QE cathodes such as semiconductors
for our brightness needs [4].
𝐵1𝑑 ≈

2𝑒𝑐𝜀0
(𝐸 0 sin 𝜑0 ) 2
𝑘 𝐵𝑇𝑐

(1)

Figure 1 shows a diagram of our lab space with an inset
denoting the first phase of the CYBORG beamline. Our plan
is to commission the beamline for eventual novel cathode
testing but our first development phase will focus on the
production and measurement of quantum efficiency (QE)
and mean transverse energy (MTE) from a cryogenic copper
cathode.

DESIGN
The device itself is composed of two half cavity pieces,
brazed together, and a copper cathode backplane pressed
into place. We initially considered a split in the y-z plane
but the high machining tolerances in certain locations made
it difficult to split. So the split for the braze joint was made
in the x-y plane as shown. It is also worth noting that we
use DESY/RIKEN UHV flanges on WR-187 waveguide.
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Table 1: RF Parameters at Different Temperatures
Parameter
Frequency
𝑄0
𝛽
Filling time
RF power
Energy deposition

295K
5.695 GHz
8579
0.7
-

100K
5.711 GHz
18668
1.53
0.41 𝜇s
1.19 MW
0.191 J/pulse

RF Considerations
The RC cavity is a half cell using the reentrant style with
an intended launch field of 120 MV/m. The surfaces are
optimized, in collaboration with SLAC, to obtain high shunt
impedance. For the most part, this keeps the expected energy deposition in the cavity walls manageable. We can see
representative numbers in Table 1.
We include multiple temperature working points here
since it is beneficial to operate at several temperatures for
the sake of basic cathode physics research. RF parameters
are not provided for the room temperature case because it
is not an intended working point with the existing unmodified cavity geometry. One of the reasons why we do not
have a working point at more ambitious temperatures below
45 K is due to the empirical observation of a local minimum in surface resistivity which we discuss more in related
publication [5].

77K
5.712 GHz
24200
1.98
0.45 𝜇s
1.13 MW
0.15 J/pulse

40K
5.713 GHz
39812
3.26
0.52 𝜇s
1.04 MW
0.097 J/pulse

fully removable back plane using the press fit in the style of
the FERMI gun [8]. By using a fully demountable back plane
we also have the ability to fine tune the RF cavity resonance
where needed by modification of future back plane variants.
In Fig. 2 we can see the front of the cavity without the back
plane in place in order to see the cavity surfaces.

Figure 3: Photo of LLRF setup used for initial 12 -cell measurements.
Figure 2:
shown.

1
2 −cell

gun cavity surfaces without backplane

With respect to the cavity’s sensitivity to thermal contraction, we can note that under 77 K, the cavity should be
relatively insensitive to temperature detuning which may
enhance of RF stability. However, since our cavity will be
within a cryostat and inaccessible most of the time for any
mechanical tuning it is important to identify the most sensitive RF surfaces and respond accordingly by making their
permissible machining tolerance tighter. Our algorithm for
doing so is by setting as default each surface to a 10 micron
tolerance. Slater’s perturbation theorem is used to compare
detuning and, for highly sensitive surfaces, we reduce the
tolerance down to 5 micron [6].
For forward compatibility with our cathode tests we want
to allow for a suite of insertable cathodes. The general
template we can consider for the future is the INFN style mini
puck [7]. This style is currently being used in a collaboration
between UCLA’s PEGASUS lab and Cornell University. We
considered multiple topologies but ultimately decided for a

MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Thermal Considerations
Also we note here for RF power delivery we considered
a racetrack but this would be a large, un-needed thermal
load and adds more UHV volume. Instead, we use only
one RF feed with a dummy port to symmetrize the fields.
We included a choke on the dummy port to attach an RF
diagnostic probe closer to the gun.
Liquid cryogen cooling is challenging due to the large
infrastructure required. Instead, we use a low temperature
cryocooler cold head and compressor instead. The coupling
between the gun and the cryocooler is made through pressed
thermal contact connections and flexible copper thermal
straps. The tapped holes on the sides of the gun where these
connections will be made are visible in Figure 3.
Using this fully defined gun we can work on thermal
simulations. In Fig. 4 we show a representative simulation
using existing cryocooler specifications and other hardware
specifications, including those of the thermally conduction,
vibration isolating straps currently being manufactured by
Tech Apps.
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Allowing for 15 W of cooling and 3 W unanticipated heat
leak budget, the phase 1 setup is expected to reach 65 K. The
main sources of heat leakage are the waveguide and downstream CF flange. To limit this leak, a 35 cm stainless steel
waveguide plated with copper is used as a thermal break.
In the future, heating may be further reduced with thinner
walled steel waveguide and some novel geometries. The
downstream flange is connected using edge welded bellows
as a thermal break. Cooling is sufficient at low temperatures to achieve target operating temperatures, but alignment
becomes an issue.

DISCUSSION
The versatile design of the 0.5-cell cavity will permit
the correction of this 6 MHz detuning by modifying the
backplane. We can remove a small bit of material in our
next backplane in a high magnetic field, low electric field
region to increase the inductance and lower the frequency
again. Simulations shows this as a small divot, parametrized
by radius, being scanned to obtain the design frequency of
5.695 GHz. The results of this study are shown in Figure 5.
We can do this without changing the on-axis electric field
notably.

Figure 5: (Left) Divot added in next back plane variant
in order to tune cavity back to design frequency. (Right)
Parameter sweep of radius of divot.
Figure 4: Thermal simulations of gun using the capacity
curve of the CH-110LT cryocooler and estimated heat loads
from beampipe and waveguide section.

LLRF MEASUREMENTS
Preliminary, low level RF (LLRF) measurements of the
0.5-cell have been performed. We found that the resonant
frequency at room temperature is 6 MHz higher than simulation. We attribute this primarily to the presence of braze
material in the edges of the cavity where magnetic field is
high. The presence of this extra brazing material around the
circumference decreases the inductance and increases the frequency slightly. We then use S11 to calculate 𝑄 0 and loaded
𝑄, 𝑄 𝐿 . These results are consistent with expectations with
𝑄 0 approaching its design value with clamping. The extra
6 MHz offset puts us slightly out of the bandwidth of our RF
source below 77 K. We have worked out an additional working point of 100 K which should be in this bandwidth. The
klystron bandwidth provided by the datasheet will be verified
using a new mini-modulator, presently under construction.
Table 2:

1
2 -Cell

Photogun LLRF Measurements

Parameter
𝑓0
𝛽
𝑄𝐿
𝑄 0 (partially clamped)
𝑄 0 (fully clamped)
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Measurement

Design

5.701 GHz
0.52
≈ 5,000
≈ 4,600
7,649

5.695 GHz
0.7
5,167
8,579

Additional backplane variants include one with an on-axis
hole to facilitate bead pull measurements and another with
to interface with cathode plugs. Even without a modified
backplane we can aim for 100 K operation. We will also continue commissioning tests including a bead drop LLRF tests;
UHV pump down tests and RF and cooling optimization.

CONCLUSIONS
CYBORG is part of a planned high gradient cryogenic
cathode test bed and also constitutes a stepping stone towards
a high gradient, cryogenic photoinjector. Preliminary LLRF
tests have begun and are ongoing. Next steps are finishing the
infrastructure for high power tests and diagnostic beamline.
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OPERATION WITH SPHENIX

Abstract
In order to protect the future sPHENIX detector from
spontaneous and asynchronous firing of one of the five RHIC
abort kickers, mechanical relays were added to the triggering
channel for each of them. The mechanical relays add several
milliseconds to the delay between the detection of a failure
or beam loss and the beam being safely disposed of. In
order to account for this delay new inputs were included into
the RHIC Machine Protection System to ensure detection
of abnormal conditions as early as possible. These inputs
include system diagnostics and beam measurements such
as Beam Position Monitor signals. In this paper we detail
the upgrades that will allow reliable operations with high
intensity and high energy ion beams and the new detector
as well as related operational challenges and how they were
addressed.

The PHENIX detector is being installed in IR8, upstream
of collimators and one arc downstream from the Abort System on the Yellow ring. Pre-fires would cause partially
kicked bunches to hit low-𝛽 IR magnets, particle showers
would go through detectors and electronics, causing damage. This new Detector for nuclear physics, illustrated in
Fig. 1, scheduled to run from 2023 to 2025 will feature the
MVTX detector for vertex detection very close to the beam
and will run with a crossing angle of 2 mrad which is the
configuration where pre-fires could cause the most damage.

INTRODUCTION
During the runs 2014 to 2017 of the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) a number of pre-fires affected the beam
abort system [1]. A pre-fire is a failure case where a thyratron
spontaneously discharges a Pulse Forming Network (PFN)
through one of the five abort kicker magnets [2], resulting in
the beam being kicked partially into the accelerator aperture
instead of the beam dump. These events are considered to
be triggered by radiation and mostly happen at the end of
the energy ramp-up [3]. In the past, pre-fires have been the
cause of magnet quenches [4] as well as damage to the experimental detectors and to quench bypass diodes protecting
superconducting magnets [5].
From 2023 onward, an upgraded experiment,
sPHENIX [6], will be operating in the RHIC facility
with the objective of measuring the collisions of a variety
of ions circulating at an energy of 100 GeV per nucleon for
ions and 255 GeV for protons. To protect this experiment
from prefires, mechanical relays were added in series with
thyratrons in order to veto an unwanted discharge [7]. Mechanical relays are considerably slower than the thyratrons
and can take up to 6 milliseconds to be fully closed. In
comparison, the thyratrons have a 0.9 microsecond ramping
time and a 15 microsecond ”flat” top, the shape of their
discharge being responsible for painting the RHIC beam on
the beam dump. To account for this extra time to abort the
beam an upgrade of the Machine Protection System (MPS)
was performed.
∗
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Figure 1: sPHENIX detector with MVTX vertex detector
highlighted.

PRE-FIRES
A pre-fire is a degraded behavior of the Abort Kicker
system where 1 out of 5 Abort Kicker modules discharges
asynchronously, the timeline of a typical pre-fire is illustrated
in Figure 2. Both Blue, clockwise, and Yellow, counterclockwise, rings are affectd with around 10 events per year.
Most events occur with beam in the last 20 s of the ramp (with
voltages above 10.85 kV), they are assumed to be mostly a
combination of high voltage and radiation. From Run 9 to
Run 13, six occurrences of damage to both detectors were
recorded. During Run 15, the PHENIX MPC detector was
destroyed after two pre-fires. Such events must be avoided
at all costs to ensure the safe operation of the sPHENIX
detector.
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BPM

Figure 2: Timeline of a typical Abort Kicker pre-fire. Module 4, in blue, fired by itself (I) and 800 ns later the other
modules re-triggered (II), here, only modules 1 and 5 are
shown in red and green. The total kick from all 5 modules
becomes sufficient to bring the beam to the dump absorber
after 530 ns (III), leading to up to 13 bunches affected by
the pre-fires with sub-nominal kick angles.

40 horizontal and 10 vertical beam position monitors
(BPM) in each beam allow monitoring the monitoring absolute position, difference (drift speed) and coherence (minmax). of the beam in critical location like IR and snake
magnets [11]. Individual thresholds are set for each BPM
and signals in each RHIC mode. They feature a 10 kHz
frequency for monitoring and Post Mortem, making it the
fastest system in the MPS. This system has been tested operationally since 2019 and is now required for high intensity
running. It allows aborting the beam milliseconds (and
sometimes seconds as illustrated in Fig. 4) before losses are
detected by the Beam Loss Monitors (BLM). This system
unfortunately does not protect against failures that do not
affect the orbit. BLMs remain the last line of defense [12].

DELAYED ABORT
During subsequent runs, measures were taken to mitigate
pre-fires such as movable masks one arc away from Abort
Kickers (in IR 8 & 12) to shadow sensitive equipment [3],
which proved insufficient. Later, a protection bump using
arc magnets to shadow the detector led to high radiation
doses and eventually damage to bypass diodes.
In order to veto pre-fires, mechanical relays were added
to the triggering line [8] as illustrated in Figure 3. The mechanical movement of these devices implies long timescales
of 30 ms to close initially, which was reduced to 6 ms after a
spring load upgrade. After being tested in run 18 [9], the delayed mode is now run with 7 ms delay on the Abort Kicker
triggering (547 turns) and 10 ms delay to the Quench Switch
closing [10], which extracts energy from the superconducting magnet system and is tolerable for magnet protection.
The delayed mode is activated after transition crossing during the ramp up and deactivated before injecting new beam.
Since 2018 there have been thousands of dumps in delayed
mode at various energies and 268 beam aborts in this mode
with physics beams.

Figure 4: Illustration of BPM-MPS trips providing early detection of an ongoing failure. Top, beam oscillations caught
84 ms before an abort is issued by loss monitors. Bottom, a
rising beam instability caught 8 s before loss monitors.

Orbit Corrector Magnets
In case of a Corrector Power Supply failure in one of the
alcove where power supplies and electronics are located,
the beam can be lost very fast, damage was observed in the
past when relying on BLMs alone. This system monitors the
power supplies and is very sensitive, allowing to also monitor
for perturbation in conventional electric network and cooling.
This system was tested since Run 20 and unmasked in Run
21.

Nested Quadrupoles
Figure 3: Schematic of the Abort Kicker triggering line with
mechanical relays in series with the Pulse Forming Network
and the Thyratron.

NEW MPS INPUTS
To account for the longer delay between the detection of
a failure and the beam being safely disposed of, new permit
inputs were and are still being tested and included to the
MPS to ensure early detection of failures and aborting the
beam before losses.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T31: Subsystems, Technology and Components, Other

If a Quadrupole Power Supply (PS) were to fail, the BPMs
would not detect it as the orbit is not affected. There have
been several occurrences of beam aborted by BLMs during
such failures in Run 20. This new system was therefore added
for Run 22 with all Interaction Regions equipped, monitoring
each type of power supplies in at least one building and
all Q7 power supplies. Due to the nested configuration of
the powering illustrated in Fig. 5, the monitoring of outer
voltage taps (Q7) should allow detecting all failures. Dipole
shunt power supplies will not be monitored as they affect
the orbit and will be protected against by the BPMs, which
was verified during commissioning.
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deposited radiation energy and magnet stored energy.
The parameter scan for such simulations is illustrated
in Fig. 7 and will be the topic of an upcoming paper.

Figure 5: Schematic of the Nested Quadrupole powering
scheme for RHIC interaction regions 2, 6, 8 and 12, the
Q7 power supply, with 600 A, affects the current in all
quadrupoles and is thus the most critical.

REVIEW OF ABORTS
Since run 19, all beam aborts are reviewed systematically,
allowing for all unknown trips and abnormal MPS behavior
leading to follow up actions and configuration changes to
close all openings in the MPS. This methodology allows identifying trends in failures and equipment undergoing stress
or aging. A database of all magnet quenches was also created, going back to run 10 to record the quench and damage
history of all magnets. Thanks to operational experience
failures, Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and background losses have been trending down over the years as
illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Integrated losses measured by all RHIC loss monitors between Run11 and Run19, the two high-loss areas
correspond to the Yellow ring collimator and the sector 5
side of the STAR detector. Locations of burnt diodes are
highlighted in red.

DIODE DAMAGE
As mentioned previously the superconducting magnets’
bypass diode have been damaged during pre-fire events due
to their irradiation over the years. This remains a risk for
operations. Ongoing studies to monitor and resolve this
issue include:
• the inventory of diode location in cryostats to identify
exposed and vulnerable diodes.
• measurements (at room and cryogenic temperatures)
of turn-on voltage baseline to identify trends and signs
of damaged diodes already damaged.
• simulation studies on the current crowding effect which
should allow predicting the onset of damage in terms of
THPOST048
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Figure 7: Parameter scan for hot-spot temperature resulting
from the finite difference simulation of current crowding
in bypass diodes. The contours highlight the proportion
of the diode damaged during the discharge and the crosses
highlight the initial conditions for two of the burnt diodes
from dipole magnets.

EIC DEVELOPMENTS
Looking forward to the future of RHIC, the EIC era of the
facility is a few years away and developments are already
in progress to prepare for this next phase. Thi porject will
feature a full collimation system overhaul for the Hadron
ring with a modern two-stage collimation system. As the
EIC will require the beams to be radially shifted to ensure
synchronicity of hadron and lepton beams, issues such as
asymmetric heat loads and chromaticity behavior are being
tested during physics experiments.
MPS inputs will be added for all new systems, e.g. :
Crab Cavities, Warm Magnets, ... Running with delayed
abort for the EIC Hadron Ring is being investigated but is
not desirable, potential alternatives for the Abort Kicker
triggering are being investigated.

CONCLUSION
Pre-fires are in intolerable failure mode for the upcoming sPHENIX operation. The Mechanical Relays added in
2017 to prevent pre-fires induce a significant delay to the
beam abort. Upgrades to the Machine Protection system
have been performed to improve reaction time and cover
all known failure cases. Systematic analysis of Aborts allow monitoring for new failure modes and trends in critical
systems. The Machine Protection System can not protect
against failures faster than 6 milliseconds, or against instabilities that would blow up the beam without affecting the orbit,
protection against such events rely on knowledge of RHIC
beam physics, and in carefully ramping up beam intensity
during commissioning.
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ONLINE OPTIMIZATION OF THE ESRF-EBS STORAGE RING LIFETIME
N. Carmignani, L. R. Carver, L. Hoummi, S. Liuzzo, T. Perron, P. Raimondi, S. White,
ESRF, Grenoble, France
Abstract
In the first year of operation of the EBS storage ring,
online nonlinear dynamics optimisations were performed to
increase the Touschek lifetime. Several sextupole, octupole
and skew quadrupole knobs have been studied in simulations
and tested in the machine. A fast optimisation procedure has
been defined and it is followed at each machine restart. The
knobs and the optimisation procedure are described in the
paper. As a result, up to 41 h Touschek lifetime in nominal
multi-bunch mode have been achieved.

INTRODUCTION
The new ESRF storage ring has been successfully installed
and commissioned in 2019 and 2020 [1] and it has been in
operation with users since August 2020.
The lattice is a Hybrid Multi-Bend Achromat with 6 sextupoles per cell, divided in 3 families [2]. The two injection
cells have 6 additional sextupole families used to correct the
chromatic functions [3]. In addition to the 192 sextupoles,
there are 64 octupole magnets, 2 per cell, grouped in a single
family, used to reduce the horizontal tune-shift with amplitude.
All sextupoles and octupoles are powered with independent power supplies, so that any sextupole and octupole correction can be applied. Different ways to tune independently
the sextupoles and the octupoles have been considered. The
use of off-energy orbit response matrix to fit the sextupole
setting and compute the sextupole corrections, like it has
been successfully done at MAX-IV [4], is under study and
some results are shown in [5]. In this paper we show how
some sextupoles and octupoles knobs have been selected
and are used to improve the lifetime.
The sum of the beam loss detectors (BLD) signal [6] is
a very reliable quantity to use in nonlinear dynamics optimization. It is very fast to update, the signal is refreshed
at 0.5 Hz, and the fluctuations are small enough to see the
effect of a small change of lifetime due to a change of nonlinear magnet. The beam loss detectors signal has been used
from early phase of the commissioning to precisely tune the
6 families of the injection cell. This method has then been
used to find the optimum amplitude for a large number of
sextupoles or octupoles knobs.

SIMULATION
Several hundreds sextupole, octupole and skew
quadrupole knobs were tested in simulation to study
their effect on the lifetime and on the dynamic aperture.
The lattice used for the simulation is obtained fitting the
measured orbit response matrix. The knobs are tested with
the same maximum amplitude in the positive and negative
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direction. The knobs that have the strongest effect on the
Touschek lifetime (reducing or increasing it) and with a
small effect on the dynamic aperture were selected to be
tested in the storage ring. The dynamic aperture and the
Touschek lifetime for the lattices with the different knobs
have been computed with matlab Accelerator Toolbox [7]
on the ESRF computing cluster.

Pseudo Sextupolar Singular Vectors
Starting from the idea that the sextupoles can be used
to correct the chromatic functions [4] [5], a list of pseudo
sextupolar singular vectors has been obtained by SVD inversion of the derivative of the orbit response matrix (ORM)
respect to quadrupole components inside the sextupoles.
𝐽𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑑 =

𝛿𝑂𝑅𝑀
𝛿𝐾𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑑

𝐾𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑑 ∝ 2𝐾𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝜂ℎ
𝐽𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝐽𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑑 ⋅ 2𝜂ℎ

(1)
(2)
(3)

where 𝜂ℎ is the horizontal dispersion function.
Each singular vector of 𝐽𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑡 has been tested in simulation
to see its effect on the Touschek lifetime and DA. The effect
of the first 96 vectors is shown in Fig. 1. Singular vectors
number 9-10, 19-20 and 81-82 are the ones with the strongest
effect.

Figure 1: Effect of the off-energy optics correction singular
vectors on the Touschek lifetime. The red and the yellow
line are the lifetimes with a positive of negative knob applied
to the sextupoles, the blue line is the lifetime without knobs.
The few singular vectors with an impact on chromaticity
were excluded, for example number 1 and number 8 (Fig.
2).

Sine and Cosine Sextupolar and Octupolar Knobs
A second category of knobs tested in simulation is a sine
or cosine wave with different frequencies added on the values
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the minimum of the parabola fitted on the losses data or the
maximum of the parabola fitted on the lifetime data (Fig. 5).
During the scan, the closed orbit and the vertical emittance can slightly change, so the fast orbit feedback and the
vertical emittance feedback are kept running. The slow orbit
feedback is not used to avoid software errors due to the simultaneous action on sextupoles main coils by the optimization
loop and by the orbit steerers installed in the sextupoles.

Figure 2: Sextupole pattern of the first 8 singular vectors.
of the sextupoles, only the focusing, only the defocusing or
all of them, or on the octupoles. An example of the sin(2x)
sextupolar knob is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Sin(2x) knob applied to the focusing sextupoles.
The knobs with the strongest effect on the lifetime were
selected to be tested in the machine. Figure 4 shows the
effect of the octupolar sine wave knobs on the Touschek
lifetime, computed in simulation.

Figure 5: Scan of one sextupolar knob. The sum of the BLD
signals (top plot) and the beam lifetime (bottom plot) as a
function of the knob amplitude. The optimal value is the
minimum of the parabola fitting the BLD data.
The evolution of the total losses during the scan of 24
knobs is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 4: Effect of the sine wave octupolar knobs on the
Touschek lifetime.

OPTIMIZER
The optimizer is a Matlab based code that allows to scan
any sextupole, octupole, skew quadrupole or quadrupole
knob in a range defined by the user. The knobs are tested
at 7 different amplitudes and at each of them the sum of
the BLD signals and the lifetime computed with the beam
position monitors is measured 4 times. Both the total losses
and the lifetime measurements are fitted with a parabola
and the optimum value of the knob is chosen to be either
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A24: Accelerators and Storage Rings, Other

Figure 6: Fraction of total losses left after the optimization
of 24 sextupole knobs. Total losses are reduced by about 8%
at the end of the scan.

OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
At each run, a small reduction of lifetime, usually less
than 5%, is observed in one or two months of operation. The
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reason is not yet explained, but it can be related to a small
change of the set point of the sextupoles or to a small change
of the machine alignment. In order to recover this small
loss of lifetime, an optimization shift is scheduled at each
restart of the machine. After the linear optics correction,
the nonlinear correction strengths from the previous run are
gradually reduced up to the periodic setting, in order to see
if the correction still has a positive effect on the lifetime.
An example of the scan of the amplitude of the corrector
strengths is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 9: Touschek (𝜏𝑇 ) and vacuum (𝜏𝑉 ) lifetime measurement at 200 mA after the optimization.

HIGH CHROMATICITY OPTICS
Figure 7: Scan of the amplitude of the previous run sextupole
corrections before the new optimization. In this case, the
best lifetime is with correctors at 80% of their initial value.
The scan of 24 sextupole knobs and 4 octupole knobs
is performed starting from the fraction of sextupole and
octupole correction giving the highest lifetime. The full scan
is completed in about 2.5 h. In Fig. 8, the Touschek lifetime
of the sextupoles and octupoles setting of the previous run
are compared with the periodic setting and with the settings
after sextupoles and octupoles optimizations.

In order to operate the machine at nominal currents in
the 16-bunch mode and in the 4-bunch mode without the
bunch-by-bunch feedback, an optic with higher vertical chromaticity has been studied and is now in operation for all
modes of operation.
The chromaticities in the optics used in operation until
the beginning of 2022 were 10 in horizontal and 8 in vertical.
Those chromaticities were chosen to maximize the beam
lifetime. The vertical chromaticity has been increased to
10 units, keeping constant the horizontal, by applying a
variation to all the focusing and defocusing sextupoles.
A full optimization similar to the standard one defined in
the previous section has been performed, with the addition
of the tuning of the sextupole families keeping constant
chromaticities and the tuning of the octupoles family.
The Touschek lifetime at higher vertical chromaticity is
about 10% lower than the lifetime with old setting, but the
single bunch stability threshold has increased, allowing to
put more than 10 mA in a single bunch without bunch-bybunch feedback.

CONCLUSION
Figure 8: Touschek lifetimes at 200 mA in multi-bunch mode
at 10 pm vertical emittance with sextupoles and octupoles
setting from the previous run, periodic, after sextupoles optimization and after sextupoles and octupoles optimization.
This procedure allows to have a Touschek lifetime at 200
mA in multi-bunch mode at 10 pm vertical emittance 41 ± 5
h (see Fig. 9), which is more than the design value for
the ESRF-EBS storage ring with errors [8]. This result is
possible thanks to the excellent alignment errors, which are
better than design specifications [1].
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The online optimization method allows to exceed the design performance of the ESRF-EBS storage ring in term of
Touschek lifetime. The optimization shift repeated at each
restart can recover the small lifetime loss that might happen
during one or two months of machine operation.
The online optimization has been used also to improve
the high chromaticity setting, which was studied to allow to
have 10 mA in a single bunch without the bunch-by-bunch
feedback.
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BEAM POWER DEPOSITION ON THE CRYOGENIC PERMANENT
MAGNET UNDULATOR
L.R. Carver, C. Benabderrahmane, P. Brumund, N. Carmignani, J. Chavanne, G. Le Bec,
R. Versteegen, S. White, ESRF, Grenoble, France
Abstract
The ESRF-EBS is currently delivering x-rays with a much
higher brilliance and spatial coherence than its predecessor.
Within the EBS, there are 5 cryogenic permanent magnet undulators (CPMUs). The magnet blocks for these undulators
are operated at 80 K but in general they must be kept at room
temperature (300 K) or less or they risk demagnetisation
if heated excessively. In the event of a failure of the cryogenic pumps, the ambient magnet temperature increases and
they can be further heated by the power induced within the
device by the circulating beam. A simulation study was performed to determine the power deposition and temperature
rise within the CPMU in order the help define an operational
procedure in the event of a cooling failure.

INTRODUCTION
The ESRF-EBS has been commissioned and is currently
in operation, delivering high brilliance and high spatial coherence x-rays to the users [1–3]. Within the EBS, there
are currently 5 cryogenic permanent magnet undulators (CPMUs) installed and under operation. CPMUs are in-vacuum
undulators (IVUs) that are cryogenically cooled to operating
temperatures of 80 K. This cooling allows them to achieve
higher peak undulator fields (resulting in an improved brilliance for photon energies above 50 keV), while being more
resistant to radiation induced demagnetisation, a key feature
needed when reducing the minimum gap during operation.
Heating of the magnet blocks can lead to permanent demagnetisation. If there is a failure of the cryogenic cooling during machine operation, the magnets will warm even
further due to beam induced heating and could reach temperatures that exceed the safe limit for demagnetisation [4].
Computing the expected temperature rise is therefore an
important parameter to be able to safely operate the CPMU.
The CPMU magnet blocks total 2 m in length, with a taper
design upstream and downstream to match smoothly the
apertures of the surrounding vacuum chamber to the CPMU
which has a variable gap setting [6–8]. A photograph of the
inside of a CPMU is shown in Fig. 1. The taper has been
completely redesigned for the beginning of the EBS, as the
previous design showed significant beam induced heating for
low gap settings. This prior experience is a strong motivator
for this study, as it is needed to confirm if the new taper
design is sufficient. The new taper design is shown in Fig. 2.
The power deposited by the beam in the CPMU is a
needed input for thermal simulations. To compute the power
deposited in the CPMU by the beam a set of impedance
simulations was performed in CST Particle Studio [9] and
THPOPT002
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Figure 1: A view inside a CPMU during a bench measurement. A taper is connected at each end to smoothly match
the vertical apertures.

Figure 2: A view of the taper design, the RF fingers can also
be seen [5].
Impedance Wake 2D (IW2D) [10]. The details of these
impedance simulations will be given in the next section.

COMPUTING THE POWER DEPOSITION
The voltage deposition by a bunched beam in an
impedance can be computed from the loss parameter [11,12]
1 ∞
∫ 𝑑𝜔Re[𝑍∥ (𝜔)]ℎ(𝜔, 𝜎),
(1)
𝜋 0
where 𝑍∥ is the longitudinal impedance and ℎ is the bunch
power spectrum, computed from
𝜅∥ (𝜎) =

𝜔2 𝜎2𝜔
],
2
where 𝜎 is the bunch length and therefore
𝜆(𝜔) = exp[−

ℎ(𝜔) = 𝜆(𝜔)𝜆∗ (𝜔).

(2)

(3)
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The power deposition can be computed from
𝑃=

𝑁𝜅∥ 𝐼𝑏2
,
𝑓0

(4)

where 𝑓0 is the revolution frequency, 𝑁 is the number of
bunches and 𝐼𝑏 is the bunch current.
These formula simply compute the power deposition coming from a single bunch and then this is multiplied by the
number of bunches. As a verification, the loss factor was
also computed using the full multi-bunched beam spectrum,
and it was found to agree to within <0.1 % [13].

SIMULATION PARAMETERS
At the ESRF, X-rays are delivered in many different filling
patterns. The most common filling mode is the 7/8+1 (7/8 of
the ring is uniformly filled with 1 single high current bunch
in the middle of the gap) with 200 mA total current. However
from time to time, fewer bunches with higher currents are
used for the so-called timing experiments. It is in these
filling patterns, high single bunch currents with multiple
bunches (𝑁 = 16 or 𝑁 = 32), that the power deposition is
increased. The filling mode with the most significant power
deposition is 𝑁 = 16 with 𝐼𝑏 = 92mA/𝑁 = 5.75mA. In
this filling pattern, the bunch length has been measured to
be 𝜎𝑧 = 9.5 mm. For the simulations that are to follow,
a symmetric bunch distribution with this 𝜎𝑧 is assumed,
which is not completely accurate as the bunch distribution
is asymmetric at these currents. However to first order this
excitation pulse is sufficient.
Table 1 contains the parameters used for the simulations
and following calculations for the power deposition in 16
bunch mode.
Table 1: Relevant Beam and Vacuum Chamber Parameters
for the Simulations of the CPMU
Description

Value

Units

Vertical Chamber Aperture: 𝑎
Taper Length: 𝐿
Magnet Length: 𝐿𝑚
Half Gap Range: 𝑔
Revolution Frequency:
Zero Current Bunch Length: 𝜎𝑧0
Current per Bunch: 𝐼𝑏
Number of Bunches: 𝑁
Bunch Length: 𝜎𝑧
Resistivity of Cu. at 300 K: 𝜌300𝐾
Resistivity of Cu. at 80 K: 𝜌80𝐾

6
135
2
3-15
350
3
5.75
16
9.5
1.68
0.28

mm
mm
m
mm
kHz
mm
mA
mm
x10−8 m
x10−8 m

The CPMU magnets are blocks of Iron, coated with 50
um of Nickel and 80 µm of Copper. These complicated
coating structures can be difficult to accurate simulate. As
a first check, Impedance Wake 2D (IW2D) was used to
compute the longitudinal impedance and therefore the loss
parameter of the realistic coating structure to be compared
with a pure copper block. The IW2D computations showed
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T15: Undulators and Wigglers

perfect agreement between the loss parameters of the two
cases. This means that pure Copper could be used in all
simulations.
The CPMU simulations can be separated into two sections:
first there is the central magnet block of 2 meters. This
section can be computed as a slice and simply scaled to
the length of the magnet block. The second section that
needs to be considered is the tapers. The chamber opening
at the entrance and exit of the CPMU is 6 mm half gap in
the vertical plane. This then tapers to the CPMU half gap
over a length of 135 mm. A first approximation of the total
power deposition in the magnets can be made by simply
simulating the magnet section in IW2D and scaling with the
length of the magnets, however there could be significant
additional power deposition coming from the tapers, so a
further simulation in CST was needed.

Power Distribution on Surface
Before computing the power deposition along the CPMU,
first the power deposition perpendicular to the beam motion
needs to be computed in order to determine the validity of the
parallel plates model. In CST Particle Studio, two parallel
plates with a width of 102 mm were simulated for the full
range of gap settings. A magnetic field monitor was set to
extract the field at zero frequency transversely along the
plates. As the plates are flat, the projection of the field onto
the surface is Gaussian, which increases with gap size. A fit
of the surface Gaussian distribution is made and the results
are shown in Fig. 3. For the maximum half gap of 15 mm,
the sigma of the distribution on the surface is 12 mm. For the
plate width of 102 mm, this means that for the most extreme
case, the power distribution up to 4.25𝜎 is included. This
means that parallel plates can be modelled for the CPMU
with minimal uncertainties coming from truncated tranverse
magnetic field distributions.

Figure 3: The sigma of the magnetic field distribution along
the surface of the parallel plates perpendicular to the beam
motion.
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Taper Simulations
To simulate the power deposition along the CPMU, including the tapers, the ’Time Resolved Losses’ feature in
CST Particle Studio was used. This feature computes the
power deposition as a function of time for a given lossy
metal. However to make this compatible with the CPMU
taper, it was necessary to slice the CPMU transversely in
approximately fixed steps and assign each copper block its
own material conductivity (identical for all blocks). This
tedious but necessary step resulted in 76 identically defined
copper blocks along the CPMU structure, with an individual
result of the power deposition with time. Simply integrating
this curve, multiplying by the number of bunches, dividing
by 𝑓0 and normalising to the block length was sufficient to
extract the power deposition for each block. The geometry
modelled in CST was a simplified model that is only representative of the perfectly constructed CPMU. This model
is not accurate in the case of manufacturing or fabrication
errors.

RESULTS
The results of these simulations can be found in Fig. 4.
The lower plot shows a drawing of the taper geometry for the
minimum gap (solid) and maximum gap (dashed) cases. The
upper plot shows the power deposition as a function of the
longitudinal position along the CPMU. For the central part,
only 50 cm was taken (as opposed to the 2 m long magnets
in reality), however as can be seen, this is enough to reach
the steady state. For each of the cases shown, the power
deposition was also computed in IW2D as a function of gap
and the values shown were consistent with the values at the
center of the geometry. As expected, the power deposition
increases significantly for lower gaps and is smaller for larger
gaps. It is clear that the taper angle is small enough to not
create hot spots at the kinks of the taper. This allows a
smooth increase of the surface temperature for small gaps.

From these results, the total power deposition in the
CPMU can be computed. Shown in Fig. 5 is the total integral of each curve in Fig. 4 with an additional 1.95 m of the
value of the central magnet added. The results were then
scaled from room temperature copper to copper at 80 K.

Figure 5: Total power deposited in the full CPMU structure.
The original results were for copper at 300 K (red) and these
were scaled to a resistivity of 80 K (blue). The circle point
at a gap of 6 mm is computed from IW2D due to the fact
that it is a flat parallel plate.
This peak power deposition of 20 W for a half gap of
3 mm for room temperature copper, corresponds to a temperature increase of 6 K if it was all put on the magnet blocks.
However, it is only the central part of the CPMU that is at
risk of demagnetisation. In this case, only the central part
should be considered, therefore the temperature increase on
the magnets is 5.2 K. All of these temperature increases drop
quickly for a half gap of 15 mm, with temperature increases
at 15 mm expected to be slightly less than 1 K. Again, this is
considering perfect mechanics and therefore geometry and
perfect electrical and thermal contacts between moving components. Realistic conditions could deteriorate the predicted
heating.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4: Power deposition as a function of the longitudinal
position along the CPMU. The lower plot shows the simple geometry for minimum gap (solid) and maximum gap
(dashed). The upper plot shows the power deposition for
different gap settings.
THPOPT002
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The power deposition by the beam in the CPMU in 16
bunch mode was computed and a maximum power of 20 W
was found. This corresponds to a temperature increase of
approximately 5.2 K, significantly less than was feared. For
the maximum gap setting, the temperature increase is less
than 1 K.
As a result of these simulations, in the event of a failure
of the cryogenic cooling, the magnets can be sent to the
maximum setting and the intervention can be scheduled
during shut downs, there will be no need for emergency
changes to the operation schedule in order to protect the
magnets.
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A FIRST ATTEMPT AT IMPLEMENTING TRIBs IN BESSY III’S DESIGN
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Abstract
At HZB’s BESSY II and PTB’s Metrology Light Source
(MLS), resonances and islands in transverse phase space
are exploited in a special operation mode usually referred
to as Transverse Resonance Island Buckets (TRIBs). This
mode provides a second stable orbit well separated from the
main orbit and one of its applications in photon science is
the ultra-fast switching of the helicity of circularly polarized
light pulses. In the context of the conceptual design study of
BESSY III, it is under investigation how this special optics
mode can be implemented in an MBA structure and how
it will impact the photon source parameters. In this paper
we present a preliminary attempt at implementing TRIBs
in BESSY III’s design lattice, a multi-bend achromat, by
breaking the symmetry of the lattice.

we will adopt the SF lattice as the baseline lattice [4] and
its optics is shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal and vertical
beta functions are 𝛽𝑥 and 𝛽𝑦 respectively and 𝜂𝑥 is the horizontal dispersion. The only nonlinear elements present in
the lattice are the chromatic sextupoles adjusted to correct
the chromaticity to (𝜉𝑥 , 𝜉𝑦 ) = (0, 0). All simulations were
carried out in Elegant [6].

INTRODUCTION
The design work of BESSY III as BESSY II’s successor
started in 2020 [1] and it will be a 4th generation lightsource
aiming for highest brilliance and an equilibrium emittance
of 100 pm rad. It is well established that the state of the
art solution for this requirement is a low-emittance multibend achromat (MBA) lattice. Two preliminary MBA lattice
candidates have been proposed for BESSY III which we will
name SF and CF and their respective lattice parameters are
summarized in table 1.
Table 1: Global Parameters of the SF and CF Lattices
Energy
Circumference
Natural emittance 𝜀0
Straight sections
Tune (𝑄𝑥 , 𝑄𝑦 )
Mom. comp. factor 𝛼
Chromaticity (𝜉𝑥 , 𝜉𝑦 )

SF

CF

2.5 GeV
346 m
99 pmrad
16 × 5.6 m
(44, 13)
10−4
(-94.7, -37.3)

2.5 GeV
344 m
98 pmrad
16 × 5.6 m
(44, 13)
10−4
(-83.1, -57.4)

The SF lattice contains homogeneous dipoles in the achromat and combined function dipoles in the matching cell and
vice versa for the CF lattice. Both lattices were designed using the higher-order achromat (HOA) scheme [2, 3] which is
robust against engineering tolerances such as misalignments
and focusing errors. More details on the lattice development of BESSY III can be found in [4, 5]. The CF lattice
is standard practice for MBA projects but in what follows,
∗
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Figure 1: Superperiod of the SF lattice.
Timing mode experiments [7,8] are essential at BESSY II
and the MLS and with TRIBs, a second stable orbit is operated together with the main one which can have a different
fill pattern [9, 10]. This is beneficial to users because they
can be provided light pulses with different repetition rates at
the same beamline and a practical application at BESSY II in
photon science is the fast switching of light polarization [11].
Due to its successful operation and benefits at BESSY II, the
possibility of the TRIBs mode for BESSY III is appealing
and worth investigating.

SYMMETRY BREAKING AND
RESONANCES
Usually, storage rings are designed with repetitive/periodic structures, namely superperiods but engineering tolerances such as misalignments and focusing errors break
the symmetry of the lattice and excite resonances. This
also means that islands are always present in more realistic
lattices (at least in principle) because they are resonance
phenomena but since they are unwanted and considered to
lie outside the dynamic aperture (stability region), working
points are usually chosen to avoid them. As a first check, the
SF ring was tuned to (𝑄𝑥 , 𝑄𝑦 ) = (44.38, 13.2) using two
quadrupoles in the triplet section to check whether islands in
the horizontal (𝑥, 𝑝𝑥 ) phase space can be established when
the horizontal tune 𝑄𝑥 hits the third-order (1/3) resonance.
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where 𝑏 = 𝑎(𝑑𝑠/𝑑𝜆) and the usual relationship 𝑑𝜇𝑥,𝑦 /𝑑𝑠 =
1/𝛽𝑥,𝑦 holds. For the periodic case, we can write 𝑏(𝜆) as
a Fourier decomposition with period Γ/𝑁 where 𝑁 is the
number of superperiods:
(5)

𝑏per (𝜆) = ∑ 𝑏𝑟 𝑒2𝜋𝑖𝑟𝜆𝑁/Γ .
𝑟

Substituting in the integral gives the periodic solution
Figure 2: Horizontal phase space and FFT for periodic lattice.
Figure 2 shows the tracking result (2048 turns) for different
initial offsets {𝑥0 } as well as the fast Fourier transform which
gives the (fractional) tune-shift with amplitude (TSWA). We
can see that, although the 1/3 resonance is crossed, it is not
excited and islands are absent.
It has been observed previously in numerical experiments
that third-order islands cannot be established in a few design lattices with sextupoles i.e. a tune-shift with amplitude
(TSWA) is a necessary but not sufficient condition; lattice
perturbations are also required [10]. This nontrivial fact is
usually accepted as an empirical rule, but here, we sketch
a possible general explanation based on familiar analytical
methods, namely the formalism of resonance driving terms
(RDTs). A full quantitative treatment requires the machinery
of perturbation theory and Hamiltonian analysis which will
be part of the author’s thesis but it is sufficient here to show
that resonances are excited when the symmetry of a lattice is
broken because the exact same mechanism leads to islands.
We will only look at first-order geometric (on-momentum)
RDTs given by [12]
ℎ
,
(1)
𝑒𝑖Γ − 1
where Γ = 2𝜋[(𝑗 − 𝑘)𝑄𝑥 + (𝑙 − 𝑚)𝑄𝑦 ] and we have deliberately omitted the indices 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙.𝑚 ∈ ℕ on the variables to
prevent the cluttering of notation and the term ℎ for example
should really be written as ℎ𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑚 for on-momentum particles
where 𝑗 + 𝑘 + 𝑙 + 𝑚 = 3 to first-order. The driving term ℎ
can be found in [2] and can be written in a generic integral
form as
𝐿
ℎ = ∫ 𝑑𝑠 𝑎(𝑠)𝑒𝑖𝜆(𝑠) ,
(2)
𝑓 =

0

where 𝐿 is the length of the beamline, 𝜆 is related to the
phases 𝜇𝑥,𝑦 as 𝜆(𝑠) = (𝑗−𝑘)𝜇𝑥 (𝑠)+(𝑙−𝑚)𝜇𝑦 (𝑠) and [12,13]
𝑎(𝑠) = −

𝑖𝑙+𝑚 𝑘2 (𝑠)
𝛽 (𝑠)(𝑗+𝑘)/2 𝛽𝑦 (𝑠)(𝑙+𝑚)/2 .
𝑗! 𝑘! 𝑙! 𝑚! 8 𝑥

(3)

The sextupole distribution is 𝑘2 and 𝛽𝑥,𝑦 are the usual Twiss
beta-functions. The sums in [2] are recovered by formally
replacing 𝑘2 (𝑠) with a sum of delta-function kicks. The
integral in Eq. (2) is usually evaluated numerically but we
will follow the analytical path to gain insight by changing
the integration variable from 𝑠 to 𝜆:
Γ

ℎ = ∫ 𝑑𝜆 𝑏(𝜆)𝑒𝑖𝜆 ,
0
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(4)

ℎper = (𝑒𝑖Γ − 1) ∑
𝑟

=

(𝑒𝑖Γ

𝑏𝑟
1 + 2𝜋𝑟𝑁/Γ

(6)

− 1)𝑏0 .

where we have skipped a few straightforward intermediate
steps. We immediately see that the denominator in Eq. (1)
is cancelled for a periodic lattice. A general perturbation
can be written as
𝑏per → 𝑏per + Δ𝑏(𝜆),

𝜆 → 𝜆 + Δ𝜆

(7)

where Δ𝜆 = 0 corresponds to the case where the symmetry
is broken with a nonlinear element (sextupole in this case)
and there is no beta-beating i.e. Δ𝛽𝑥,𝑦 = 0. In a robust
lattice, ℎ is nearly invariant under the transformation in Eq.
(7). Replacing this transformation in Eq. (4) yields
Γ

ℎ = (𝑒𝑖Γ − 1)𝑏0 + ∫ 𝑑𝜆 [Δ𝑏(𝜆)𝑒𝑖𝜆 + 𝐴(Δ𝜆)]
0

(8)

where 𝐴(Δ𝜆) contains powers of Δ𝜆 and by definition
𝐴(Δ𝜆 = 0) = 0. Let us assume, for simplicity, that 𝐴(Δ𝜆)
is small and can be neglected (≈ 0) but Δ𝛽𝑥,𝑦 ≠ 0 and
the symmetry is broken at a single location 𝜆𝑗 such that
Δ𝑏(𝜆) = Δ𝑏𝑗 𝛿(𝜆 − 𝜆𝑗 ). The solution for the RDT is therefore
Δ𝑏𝑗 𝑒𝑖𝜆𝑗
𝑓 = 𝑓per + Δ𝑓 = 𝑏0 + 𝑖Γ
,
(9)
𝑒 −1
where the periodic solution for the RDT is 𝑓per = 𝑏0 . We
now see that resonances are already excited in the presence
of a single perturbation i.e. the RDT diverges when the
resonance condition Γ/2𝜋 ∈ ℕ is satisfied and usually,
|Δ𝑓 | ≫ |𝑓per | close to a resonance. In this case of a single
perturbation, the control parameters are Δ𝑏𝑗 and Γ. Δ𝑏𝑗 can
be used to control for example the size of the islands and Γ
their position relative to the main orbit. In the hypothetical
case of a linear ring with a single sextupole perturbation
i.e. 𝑏(𝜆) = 𝑏𝑗 𝛿(𝜆 − 𝜆𝑗 ), it is clear that the cancellation of
numerator and denominator in the RDTs cannot be achieved
and resonances are always excited. The situation is expected
to be more complicated and less controllable if there is a set
of random perturbations at locations {𝜆𝑗 } such that Δ𝑏(𝜆) =
∑𝑗 Δ𝑏𝑗 𝛿(𝜆−𝜆𝑗 ) which would correspond to a more realistic
lattice.

A FIRST IMPLEMENTATION
As a first step towards establishing TRIBs in the SF lattice, its symmetry was broken by changing the strength 𝑘1
of the last quadrupole of the triplet (matching) section in
THPOPT003
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(a) Δ𝑘1 /𝑘1 = −2%

Figure 4: Beta-beat for Δ𝑘1 /𝑘1 = −2%.

(b) Δ𝑘1 /𝑘1 = +2%

after three turns. In Fig. 5 we show, via simulations, the
evolution of the closed orbit 𝑋co (main and island) along the
beamline and it can be seen that the island orbit closes on
itself after three turns compared to one turn for the main
orbit.

Figure 3: Horizontal phase space with broken symmetry.
the last superperiod by Δ𝑘1 = ±0.2 m−1 corresponding to a
fractional change of Δ𝑘1 /𝑘1 = ±2%. The tracking result is
shown in Fig. 3. The working point was kept the same by
the other two quadrupoles in the triplet section and the chromaticity is always corrected to (0, 0) using the two families
of chromatic sextupoles.
The island structure is now present in the horizontal phase
space and the plateau (flat part) in the FFT plot corresponds
to the resonant (or island) tune. We can use the width of the
plateau Δ𝑥0 as a convenient definition of the island size for
our current purposes but a more realistic definition would
be the phase-space area enclosed by the outermost particle
on the island. A symmetric lattice obviously has Δ𝑥0 = 0.
Although we have showed the Poincaré section at a particular
position in the lattice (𝑠 = 0 in this case), the symplectic
condition (or Liouville’s theorem) forbids the fixed points
and hence the islands from disappearing along the beamline.
The biggest disadvantage of using quadrupoles to establish
islands is the modification of the linear optics as can be
seen in Fig. 4 and in a real lattice, additional elements are
required to minimize this beta-beat; the correction is never
perfect. The reason why a quadrupole was used here was to
keep the lattice in its most basic (earliest design) version i.e.
without multipoles in the non-dispersive regions to optimize
its nonlinear dynamics. The length of any element can also
be used as a symmetry breaking knob for Δ𝛽𝑥,𝑦 but this case
would be very unrealistic and unachievable.
It can be demonstrated using normal form analysis [14]
that if ℳ is the one-turn map of the ring, the closed orbit for
a 𝑝/3 island is mapped onto itself by ℳ3 instead of ℳ. In
a Poincaré section from tracking, this means that the closed
orbit ”jumps” around and comes back to its original position
THPOPT003
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Figure 5: Closed orbits for Δ𝑘1 /𝑘1 = −2%.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We showed that for the SF design lattice, the symmetry
of the lattice had to be broken to establish islands in simulations where we used a quadrupole in the matching cell as the
symmetry breaking knob. Although the material presented
here is somewhat academic and still work in progress, more
realistic investigations are planned. For example, multipoles
will possibly be added in the non-dispersive region as knobs
for islands because they do not alter the linear optics and secondly to control the tune-shift with amplitude. Engineering
tolerances also need to be added to identify the ”strongest”
knobs which can possibly control the islands (size, location,
...) to some extent. To sum up, the tentative goal is to have at
some point a reliable and robust implementation of TRIBs
by increasing the level of complexity towards a more realistic
lattice.
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DESIGN OF A COMPACT 180-DEGREE SINGLE-SHOT ENERGY
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1
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Abstract
In the AXSIS project at DESY, we develop compact THz
accelerating structures for a table-top x-ray source. Acceleration is achieved by passing the electron beam through a
dielectric-loaded waveguide powered by multi-cycle THz
radiation. The final electron energy strongly depends on
THz-power injected into the LINAC and timing. Thus in
first experiments we expect large energy fluctuations and a
large range of energies to cover. Therefore, We designed an
electron energy spectrometer for a wide range of final energies covering 5 to 20 MeV in a single-shot. Here, we present the design of an energy spectrometer which uses a
compact dipole magnet based on the Halbach array concept
to deflect the electron beam through a 180° path intercepted by a Fiber Optic Scintillator (FOS) mounted inside
the vacuum perpendicular to the beam. The 180-degree
bending geometry provides the possibility of having the focus point of all energies at the same distance from the magnet edge which makes the design simpler and more compact. It also removes the necessity of installing a safety dipole at the end of the accelerator. A slit system at the spectrometer entrance increases resolution to better than 0.2%.

instrumental resolution. Due to the expected varability in
initial performance, the capability of single-shot measurement over the full range is desirable.

SPECTROMETER DESIGN
A novel 180° magnetic electron spectrometer having the
distinct features of ultra-low fringe field, fully enclosed
magnetic environment, compact design and wide energy
range (5–20 MeV) is used as an energy analyser for the
AXSIS project (Fig. 1). In order to realize a high energy
resolution, a small slit width at the entrance of the spectrometer is necessary. The spectrometer uses a compact dipole magnet with a Halbach array concept to deflect the
electron beam through 180°. The dispersion created by the
magnet leads to an energy-dependent position then intercepted by a Fiber Optic Scintillating (FOS) screen mounted
inside the vacuum perpendicular position to the beam to
increase the resolution.
Dipole magnet

INTRODUCTION
Particle energy analysis lies at the heart of numerous diagnostic and spectroscopic techniques in areas such as particle acceleration, electron diffraction and high-energy
physics. Surface science alone relies on a host of methods
that use electrons to probe matter and gain information regarding physical structure, composition and chemistry. In
the AXSIS project, we develop a compact accelerator that
leads to a highly optimized and compact THz-driven tabletop x-ray source. A key aspect of the design principle is the
use of single-cycle/multi-cycle to power an electron gun
and multi-cycle terahertz pulses to power a dielectricloaded metallic waveguide as a linear accelerator (LINAC.
Since THz -pulse energy required has not been yet
achieved, the design accounts for a wide range of final energies from 5 to 20 MeV which is then delivered through
quadrupoles to a magnetic spectrometer in order to measure the energy of the accelerated electrons. THz-driven accelerators have shown significant progress over the past
years, and have attracted considerable interest as the next
generation linear accelerators. For the present LINAC, requirements placed on the electron spectrometer are somewhat different from those for conventional accelerators. A
broad momentum acceptance with high resolution is critical. Most spectrometer implementations use a dipole magnet as a dispersive element and a collimator to control the
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Screen

Motorized Slit System
Figure 1: 180-degree bending spectrometer design.
Four synchronously triggered CCD cameras image a 16
cm screen, allowing simultaneous single-shot measurement of electrons from 5 to 20 MeV with a peak magnetic
field of 0.6 T. To avoid damage from electrons hitting the
CCD cameras directly, first-surface mirrors were used at
45° following the exit flanges, which separated fluorescent
light from the electrons. The detector used in this system
may be either a phosphor or any electron sensitive film. For
our purposes a Fiber Optic Scintillating (FOS) screen
proved most convenient since the image can be transferred
from one end of the fiber to the other without any distortion. This layout generates excellent resolution, smaller
than the thickness of the scintillating crystal [1].
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The 180-degree bending geometry has multiple benefits
including: 1) Spectral focusing occurs on a straight line
which is the front surface of the magnet, then the electrons
for the full energy range collide the scintillator in perpendicular position. 2) The focusing is independent of energy
for an ideal magnet with small fringe fields. This effect
may allow development of a permanent magnet-based
spectrometer, simplifying the design and avoiding the necessity of subsequent deflector magnets to dump the beam
making the accelerator layout more compact. 3) Use of a
permanent magnet also allows a very compact design because electromagnetic coils would not be required and because stronger fields could be achieved. Ray tracing simulations using detailed field maps are used to determine
electron energy based on the measured magnetic field.
The vacuum chamber is made of aluminium, and static
simulation using ANSYS software [2] showed that with a
4 mm thick lid, the maximum deformation would be 0.3
mm, which is quite acceptable (Fig. 2).

H-type, using only 9 kg of magnet material, the H-type design requires 44 kg. The Halbach box design does not have
the reverse field problem due to the iron pole and flux return. There will be a very small reverse field (Fig. 4) outside the magnet due to the finite coercivity of the iron. We
propose to use N48M magnet material instead of N52.
N48M has better resistance to demagnetization than N52,
although it has a slightly lower remanence. Other components of the dipole magnet are made of low-carbon steel.

Figure 3: magnetic field profile in Halbach magnet.

BEAM TRAJECTORY AND RESOLUTION

Figure 1: Static simulation of vacuum chamber

MAGNETOSTATICS SIMULATION
The dipole magnet of the spectrometer is based on a Halbach Box Magnet (HBM) concept which reduce the size,
weight and fringe fields of the dipole. The idea is to surround the pole on five sides with magnet material and then
surround that with a flux return yoke. The direction of magnetization of magnets is specified in Fig 3.

Electron bunches leaving the linear accelerator with energies between 5 and 20 MeV are focused by magnetic
quadrupoles and then pass through the slit and enter the
Halbach dipole magnet energy detection. Figure 5 shows
the particles tracking with CST software [3]. All the electrons are focused again on a straight line after 180° of deflection from the entrance direction. As shown in the figure, the dispersion function is quite linear and proportional
to the electrons' energy, which greatly simplifies the calibration of this energy detector. Since the electrons are focused on the scintillator plane and their collision is perpendicular, it will result in the highest light yield and resolution.

16 cm

Figure 2: Halbach dipole magnet, green, red and Grey parts
shows magnet, pole, and yoke, respectively
Along with the Halbach array concept, a H-Type dipole
magnet could be an appropriate choice having strong
enough magnetic field, an as small size as possible, and the
same direction of the fringe field with the central field. The
Halbach design turned out to be more efficient than the
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 4: Electron tracking through the dipole magnet.
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The slit system controls how much charge enters the
spectrometer. The width of the slit affects the resolution;
the narrower the slit, the higher the resolution. However,
narrower slits also decrease signal strength. These two factors must be balanced when selecting a slit size. For a 180
spectrometer, a slit system would help us to measure the
beam with a higher resolution. The double slit collimation
system limits the acceptance angle and width of the electron beam. The thickness of the material used for the slits
in the collimator should be greater than the range of the
most energetic electrons. The maximum penetration depth
of electrons into the matter for highest energy electrons 20
MeV is 5 mm using Tungsten for the slit blades [4].
Resolution is an important consideration in the design of
an energy analyzer. For convenience we define the relative
energy resolution as the uncertainty in the energy measurement at some energy as a fraction of that energy (𝑅
∆𝐸 ⁄𝐸 ). nonideal collimation has the largest effect on resolution in this energy spectrometer. Figure 6 shows three different particle trajectories with different energies that
travel along a circular trajectory to the detector, while all
trajectories are still hitting the detector in the same position
is given by
are shown. So 𝜃
𝜃

tan

(1)

Figure 7: Three electron beam with different angular
deviation, magnetic field region and the slit system.

CONCLUSION
The energy analyser design discussed is extremely versatile. A broadband single-shot electron spectrometer for
MeV-class THz driven electron beam measurements has
been developed for AXSIS. We presented the design of an
energy spectrometer covering 5 to 20 MeV in a single-shot
which uses a compact dipole magnet based on the Halbach
Box concept to deflect the electron beam through a 180°
path intercepted by a Fiber Optic Scintillator (FOS)
mounted inside the vacuum perpendicular to the beam to
increase the resolution. The 180-degree bending geometry
using permanent magnets provides the possibility of having the focus point of all energies on a straight line which
makes the design and the calibration simpler, and also removes the necessity of installing a safety dipole at the end
of the accelerator. Since the dipole magnet is external to
the vacuum system, operation of the spectrometer is amenable to ultra-high vacuum systems and corrosive environments. This spectrometer design provides a powerful diagnostic tool for research and development of next generation
compact THz accelerating structures.
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When following the circular trajectories upon entering
the B field, we find the distance from the center of the entrance slit to the point of impact on the detector as
𝑧 2𝜌 𝑇 cos 𝜃 𝑑
(2)

[1] I. Rasmus et al., “Transverse profile imager for ultrabright
electron beams”, Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams, vol. 18, no. 8,
2015, p. 082802.

Where 𝜌 𝑇 is Larmor radius corresponding to the kinetic energy T
𝜌 𝑇

⁄

(3)

Where B is the magnetic field, and e is the electronic
charge c is the velocity of light and m is the electron's rest
mass. Using equations (1) to (3), the maximum uncertainty
introduced into the kinetic energy (∆𝑇 ) can be obtained
and then the energy resolution can be calculated for different slit sizes (d), L = 30 mm, and B = 0.6 T (Fig. 7) [5].
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Abstract
S-band RF-guns are highly developed for production of
low emittance relativistic electron bunches, but need powerful klystrons for driving. Here, we present the design and
first experimental tests of a compact S-band gun, which can
accelerate electrons up to 180 keV powered by only 10 kW
from a compact rack-mountable solid-state amplifier. A
pin-cathode is used to enhance the RF electric field on the
cathode up to 100 MV/m as in large-scale S-band guns. An
electron bunch is generated through photoemission from a
flat copper surface on the pin excited by a UV laser pulse
followed by a focussing solenoid producing a low emittance bunch with 0.1 mm mrad transverse emittance for up
to 100 fC bunch charge. We are currently in the conditioning phase of the gun and first experiments show good
agreement with simulations. The compact gun will serve
three purposes: (i) it can be used directly for ultrafast electron diffraction; (ii) as an injector into a THz booster producing 0.3MeV to 2 MeV electron bunches for ultrafast
electron diffraction; (iii) The system in (ii) serves as an injector into a THz linear accelerator producing a 20 MeV
beam for the AXSIS X-ray source project.

INTRODUCTION
Photocathode rf guns have been proven to be an excellent electron source for very high-quality beams required
for vacuum ultra-violet (VUV) and X-ray FELs [1]. In photocathode rf guns, electron beams are generated at the photocathode by the drive-laser pulses and accelerated immediately by the rf field. Since the electron bunches after
emission from the photocathode are of very high intensity
and have close to zero a velocity, high space charge forces
quickly deteriorate beam quality. Thus, a high acceleration
field at the cathode is of great importance for reaching a
high electron beam quality. The beam quality can be further optimized by means of three-dimensionally (3D)
shaped laser pulse with a well-defined profile [2]. The expansion and non-linearity of the electron bunch in the
phase space can be minimized with the optimized initial
electron distribution. The initial profile of the beam after
extraction from the cathode undergoes a modification under the rf and the solenoid fields as well as the space charge
force. Due to the strong accelerating field in the cavity,
electrons can be field-emitted from the copper cavity surface and the photocathode. Any dusts on the front surface
of the cathode may be a strong field emitter as well causing
increased dark current. Dark current at the gun can be accelerated together with the electron bunch, thus the dark
current dynamics must be investigated. During gun
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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operation, multipacting peaks are found at the beginning
and/or at the end of the rf pulse. The multipacting depends
on the solenoid field profile. The amount of dark current
and multipacting can be reduced by careful conditioning of
the gun.
The concept of the AXSIS project at the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) is the development of a
compact X-ray light source using terahertz acceleration [3].
Although the final AXSIS machine is expected to be powered exclusively by THz radiation, intermediate phases
may resort to a radio-frequencies (RF), i.e. 3 GHz. S-band
RF-guns are highly developed for production of low emittance relativistic electron bunches, normally need powerful
klystrons which are bulky and expensive. Here, we present
the design and first experimental tests of a compact electron source which can accelerate electrons up to 180 keV
by only 10 kW from a compact rack mountable amplifier.

RF GUN DESIGN
The AXSIS RF gun is an S-band compact RF gun with
a frequency of 2.998 GHz, combining both acceleration
and compression of the electron bunch in a single device.
By implementing a pin-shaped photocathode with a flat 0.8
mm tip [4,5], strong enhancement of the RF-field strength
in the vicinity of the cathode is achieved which substantially reduces the power requirements, and hence the cost
and complexity of the device. A solenoid is also used just
after the gun to focus the electron beam transversely.

Figure 1: Sectional view of AXSIS RF gun (first prototype).
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Figure 1 shows the designed structure. The electrons are
generated via photoemission from a circular area with a diameter of 0.8 mm at the top of the stud. The 10 kW input
power is injected into the cavity with an input antenna via
a coaxial feedthrough shown in Figure 1. A second antenna
is used as the pick-up for measuring the electric field inside
the cavity. For tuning the cavity, this gun consists of two
parts: the anode part is fixed, while the cathode part can be
moved by a mechanical translator giving us also the possibility of tuning the cavity by adjusting the distance between
the cathode and anode. In addition, the cavity design employs a choke filter which confines the field, and also facilitating access to the interior of the cavity and tuning the
cavity for optimal coupling.

BEAM DYNAMICS
A half-cell pillbox cavity employing a metallic pin-cathode is designed to be used as the electron injector. The electric field distribution in the cavity is computed with CST
Microwave Studio Eigen-mode solver [6] and is shown in
Fig. 2. The electrons are injected in the negative phase of
the RF signal. Therefore, a negative energy chirp is introduced to the bunch which leads to longitudinal compression. The ASTRA particle tracking solver is used to investigate the beam dynamics in the gun [7].

mm length at the beginning near the cathode, allowing
them to compress via velocity bunching to 10 𝜇𝑚 corresponding to 30 fs rms durations at a distance 8 cm after the
cathode. In order to focus the beam transversely to provide
the required spatial resolution we designed a solenoid to be
installed directly after the cavity. According to Fig. 3(c)
this solenoid focuses the beam to 100 µm rms spot size.

RF GUN PERFORMANCE
The first prototype of the RF gun based on the above design was constructed and is currently being commissioned.
In the initial design, in order to access the cavity from behind, a chamber connected to the cathode part. Using a vector network analyzer, the frequency response of the cavity
was determined and a loaded quality factor of 6,000 was
measured with a reflection (S11) reaching below -50 dB.
Although the RF Gun demonstrated a satisfactory frequency response in agreement with the design, RF leakage
into the back chamber resulted in arcing when power above
8 kW was applied. In addition, high levels of secondary
electron emission from multipacting was observed. To address these issues, a second prototype was designed and
fabricated with shorter couplers surrounded by RF fingers
(Fig. 4). The revised prototype demonstrated excellent performance, in good agreement with simulation, as well as
near complete suppression of multipacting.

Figure 2: Electric field distribution.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3. The cavity
field, reaches over 110 MV/m using only a 10 kW peak
power solid-state amplifier, to both accelerate the electrons
from rest up to 180 keV kinetic energy and impart an approximately linear velocity chirp onto the bunches with 0.1
a)

b)

Figure 4: Second prototype design of developed compact
RF Gun.

c)

Figure 3: Respectively from left to right, a) Field enhancement at the cathode vs propagation distance (Z), b) Acceleration
dynamics of the electron bunch vs Z, c) Focusing and compression of the bunch vs Z.
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c)

Figure 5: Respectively from left to right, a) Frequency response of the RF Cavity. b) Reduction of dark charge and multipacting during conditioning measured with a Faraday-cup. c) Field-emitted beam detected with a YAG scintillator.
Figure 5a shows the frequency response of the cavity
with a resonance at 2.998 GHz. Conditioning of the gun
using the 10 kW amplifier enabled strong suppression of
multipacting and reduction of dark charge to below 400 fC
per RF pulse of 5.5 µs (Fig. 5b) at a repetition rate of 12.5
Hz, it can be reduced by increasing the repetition rate and
continuing conditioning. A combination of a Faraday Cup
and a YAG scintillator (30 cm away from the cathode)
were used to measure the charge and field-emitted beam
shape (Fig. 5c). The resulting transmitted power (P ) of 10
kW signal and negligible reflected power (P ) were measured using the probe and feed antenna respectively (Fig. 6).

results expected in the next couple of months. The next
round of testing will target characterization of the energy,
energy spread and emittance of the beam.

Figure 7: Compact RF gun setup with a compact amplifier.
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BEAM DYNAMICS OBSERVATIONS AT NEGATIVE MOMENTUM
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Abstract
For the development of future synchrotron light sources
new operation modes often have to be considered. One
such mode is the operation with a negative momentum compaction factor to provide the possibility of increased dynamic
aperture. For successful application in future light sources,
the influence of this mode has to be investigated. At the
KIT storage ring KARA (Karlsruhe Research Accelerator),
operation with negative momentum compaction has been implemented and the dynamics can now be investigated. Using
a variety of high-performance beam diagnostics devices it is
possible to observe the beam dynamics under negative momentum compaction conditions. This contribution presents
different aspects of the results of these investigations in the
longitudinal and transversal plane.

(a) positive 𝛼c

INTRODUCTION
At the accelerator test facility KARA (Karlsruhe Research
Accelerator) a new optics with negative momentum compaction factors 𝛼c has been implemented in recent years.
The aim is to investigate the effects of the negative sign of
𝛼c on beam dynamics as well as to confirm the feasibility of
using negative 𝛼c optics in order to allow reduced sextupoles
without incurring instabilities such as the head-tail instability. Previous publications showed effects of the switch in
sign of 𝛼c such as a shorter bunch length at negative 𝛼c [1].
In this contribution the effect of changes to the sextupole
magnet currents, and therefore the chromaticity, on the first
and second order of 𝛼c for the currently implemented optics
at positive and negative 𝛼c are explored. Furthermore, the
transverse stability in regard to head-tail effects at negative
𝛼c is investigated.

SECOND ORDER OF 𝛼c
The negative 𝛼c optics are operated with negative chromaticities and therefore reduced sextupoles. This reduction
in sextupole magnets strengths affects higher order terms of
the momentum compaction factor. When including higher
orders 𝛼c is a function of momentum
𝛼(𝛿) = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝛿 + 𝛼2 𝛿 2 + … .

(1)

As an analysis of this the second order (first non-linear order) has been investigated by means of measurements of
the synchrotron frequency 𝑓s as function of accelerating frequency 𝑓RF used as tuning knob for the energy offset. The
∗
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(b) negative 𝛼c

Figure 1: Synchrotron frequency as function of the frequency of the RF system at positive and negative 𝛼c for
various sextupole magnet strengths.
synchrotron frequency in this case considering the first two
orders of 𝛼c is given as [2]
√
√
𝛼02
ℎ𝑒𝑉RF cos 𝜓s √ 𝛼0
Δ𝑓
𝑓s = 𝑓rev
⋅
+
− 𝛼1 RF , (2)
2
√
4
𝑓RF
√ 2𝜋𝛽0 𝐸
⎷2
where 𝑓rev is the revolution frequency, ℎ the harmonic number, 𝑉RF the accelerating voltage, 𝜓s the synchronous phase,
𝛽0 = 𝑣𝑐 and 𝐸 is the particle energy. From this equation the
first and second order of 𝛼c (𝛼0 and 𝛼1 ) can be identified by
fitting the equation to the mentioned measurements.
The synchrotron frequency has been measured at positive
and negative 𝛼c in order to allow comparison. In both cases
the beam energy was set to 1.3 GeV. The measurements
were done by using the RF system to vary 𝑓RF and by using the BBB feedback system [3, 4] which calculates the
beam spectrum from BPM data via a Fourier transformation.
In this data the synchrotron frequency is then given as a
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Figure 2: First two orders of 𝛼c extracted as fit of Eq. (2) on
the data shown in Fig. 1 for positive 𝛼c as a function of the
sextupole current.

Figure 3: First two orders of 𝛼c extracted as fit of Eq. (2) on
the data shown in Fig. 1 for negative 𝛼c as a function of the
sextupole current.
peak. These measurements have been repeated for different currents powering the sextupole magnets to explore the
dependency. In Fig. 1 the measurements are displayed. By
fitting Eq. (2) to this data the mentioned two orders of 𝛼c
can be extracted. The results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
The measurements at negative 𝛼c were taken at relatively
high absolute values of 𝛼c due to the reduction in lifetime
associated with a drastic reduction of |𝛼c |. Furthermore, the
necessary reduction in 𝑓RF leads to beam loss at lower |𝛼c |
for negative 𝛼c . For both signs of 𝛼c the first order 𝛼0 reduces
in absolute value with increasing sextupole magnet strengths
(indicated in the plots via the sextupole current). However, as
the sign at negative 𝛼c is negative, this means the sextupoles
have a different effect on the dispersion. At positive 𝛼c ,
where the value of 𝛼0 decreases, it can be concluded that
the dispersion gets more stretched, while at negative 𝛼c ,
where the values of 𝛼0 increases, it can be concluded that
the dispersion gets relaxed. In both cases the change seems
linearly with sextupole current. The change in first order
𝛼c at positive 𝛼c is about 4 % for a change with sextupole
magnet current of about 10 %. The equivalent for negative
𝛼c is a change of 1.25 % in 𝛼0 for a sextupole magnet current
change of about 8 %. Therefore, it seems the first order of 𝛼c
is less sensitive to changes of the vertical sextupole current at
negative 𝛼c than at positive 𝛼c for the currently implemented
optics at KARA.
The second order 𝛼1 seems linearly dependent on the
sextupole magnet current for positive 𝛼c . At negative 𝛼c , a
dependency is visible as well, albeit not as clearly linear as
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 4: Beam position data after a horizontal kick on a
turn-by-turn basis at positive 𝛼c for a positive and a negative
horizontal chromaticity.
for positive 𝛼c . For this order the dependency is the same
for both signs of 𝛼c , both increase with increasing sextupole
magnet currents. Furthermore, the sign of the second order
𝛼1 flips when flipping the sign of the first order 𝛼0 .
These observations show the effect of sextupole magnets
on the higher orders of 𝛼c and that these effects have to be
considered when implementing optics with different chromaticity values. Influence of different orders of higher orders
of 𝛼c on the longitudinal beam dynamics have been studied
e.g. in [5]. In general the third order 𝛼2 is of interest as well,
for example in regard to alpha-buckets [2], and should be
determined in the future.

TRANSVERSE STABILITY
A reduction of sextupole magnet strengths would be ideal
for multi-bend achromat lattices as this could increase the
dynamic aperture. However, at positive 𝛼c a reduction too
far, resulting in negative chromaticities, brings the risk of
loosing head-tail damping effects and even incurring the
head-tail instability. Therefore, one solution could be the use
of negative 𝛼c optics which would in theory allow negative
chromaticities without the aforementioned downsides.
In order to investigate this with the negative 𝛼c optics at
KARA a combination of kicks and BPM measurements was
used. By firing one of the horizontal injection kickers every
second and measuring the beam position on a turn-by-turn
basis, the stability of the beam was tested at positive as well
as negative 𝛼c . In theory the head-tail damping time 𝜏 for
mode 𝑛 is given by [6]
𝛽𝑛 =

𝜎z
1
𝑁𝑆 𝜁
= 2
,
2
𝜏
𝜋 𝑐𝛾𝑚e 𝛼c 4𝑛 − 1

(3)

where 𝜏 is the corresponding damping time, 𝑁 is the number
of particles in a bunch, 𝑆 is the strength of the wakefield and
𝜎z is the bunch length. The electron mass is denoted with
𝑚e , the chromaticity with 𝜁 and 𝛾 is the relativistic Lorentz
factor. From this a larger damping time is expected at lower
energies which is why the measurements presented here
were performed at injection energy (0.5 GeV).
For positive alpha with the usual (positive) chromaticity,
an initial damping of the large position offset is visible in
Fig. 4 in blue. Afterwards over the remaining turns oscillations of a fairly constant amplitude are present. These oscillations conform to the synchrotron and betatron frequencies
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Figure 5: Beam position data after a horizontal kick on a
turn-by-turn basis at negative 𝛼c for a negative horizontal
chromaticity.
and are expected. For the kick at a negative chromaticity for
positive 𝛼c the situation is different. This is shown in Fig. 4
in orange. After a short initial damping, large non-constant
in amplitude oscillations are present. These oscillations are
not linked to synchrotron or betatron oscillation frequencies
and are not expected for a stable beam. From this it can already be guessed that head-tail damping effects are present
at the measurement with a positive chromaticity and absent
in the measurement for a negative chromaticity.
To test whether this effect can be reversed at negative
chromaticities when using negative 𝛼c such measurements
were also performed in these settings. Figure 5 shows such
a measurement. Again an initial damping is visible followed
by fairly large but constant in amplitude oscillations. These
residual oscillations are in accordance to synchrotron and
betatron frequencies. The larger amplitude can be explained
by the largely increased dispersion necessary for the negative
momentum compaction factor. For comparison, at positive
𝛼c the dispersion at the used BPM is about 0.17 m while
at negative 𝛼c it is about 1.25 m. Through this increased
dispersion the usual energy oscillations from the synchrotron
oscillation manifest in enlarged horizontal position offsets.
Therefore, combined with the rather constant amplitude of
the oscillations, these measurements hint at the presence
of the head-tail damping effect at negative 𝛼c with negative
chromaticity.
From the BPM data a damping time can be extracted, at
least in the damped cases of positive 𝛼c with positive chromaticity and negative 𝛼c with negative chromaticity. While
the absolute damping time is a composition of at least radiation damping and the head-tail effect, the presence of the
head-tail effect can be assessed by analyzing the bunch current dependency of the extracted damping time. In order to
do this, the previously shown measurements were repeated at
multiple bunch currents and the damping time extracted. The
current dependency for positive 𝛼c with positive chromaticities can be seen from the results in Fig. 6. A clear increase
of 1𝜏 with current is visible. The same measurements were
conducted at negative 𝛼c with negative chromaticities which
are shown in Fig. 7. Again a clear increase of 1𝜏 with current
is visible. In both cases the relative sign between 𝛼c and 𝜁x is
positive. Therefore, the observed current dependency of the
damping time is in accordance to the theory in Eq. (3). Thus,
it can be concluded that indeed head-tail damping is present
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Figure 6: Inverse damping time 1𝜏 after an initial kick as
function of bunch current for positive 𝛼c ≈ 8.1 ⋅ 10−3 at two
different positive chromaticities.

Figure 7: Inverse damping time 1𝜏 after an initial kick as
function of bunch current for negative 𝛼c ≈ −1.5 ⋅ 10−3 at
two different negative chromaticities.
in both cases. This means the negative 𝛼c operation mode at
KARA successfully circumvented the head-tail instability
when using negative chromaticities.

SUMMARY
The negative momentum compaction regime is a possible
solution to circumvent the need for high sextupole currents in
multi-bend achromat structures. This contribution described
the effects of possible changes in sextupole current on the
first and second order of 𝛼c seen at KARA in both, positive
and negative 𝛼c operation.
Furthermore, the validity of this mode has been investigated by studying the transverse beam stability. Kick measurements show a loss of head-tail damping at positive 𝛼c
with negative chromaticity and a regaining of head-tail damping at negative 𝛼c with negative chromaticity.
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HIGH BUNCH CHARGES IN THE SECOND INJECTION
BEAMLINE OF MESA
C. Stoll†, A. Kalamaiko, K. Aulenbacher, M.A. Dehn, S. Friederich
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz
Abstract
MESA (Mainz Energy-recovering Superconducting
Accelerator) is an accelerator with two laser-driven
electron sources (polarized and unpolarized) operating at
100kV, which is under construction at the Johannes
Gutenberg University in Mainz.
The unpolarized electron source MIST (MESA Injector
Source Two) allows producing highly charged electron
bunches. This source and a double Mott polarimeter will
be arranged on the same height above the MESA injector
main beamline. A parallel shifting beamline was developed
for transporting highly charged bunches from the source
MIST to the main MESA beamline.
This report is dedicated to the design of the separation
beamline which transports and compresses highly charged
electron bunches from the electron source MIST to the first
acceleration section of MESA.

INTRODUCTION
An important operation mode for MESA is using spinpolarized beam which will be covered by the STEAM
electron source. STEAM will operate at a rather low
potential of 100keV in order to maximize operational
safety, in particular in view of the very sensitive NEAphotocathodes needed for spin-polarized beam. For the
second, unpolarized, source at MESA, called MESA
Injector Source Two (MIST), these restrictions do not
apply in principle, however, in this paper we restrict
ourselves to 100keV beam too. The MESA project aims at
an average current of 10mA, which corresponds to a bunch
charge of 7.7pC if MESA is operated CW at 1.3GHz.
Hence, 100keV at 7.7pC are basic design objectives for this
investigation. The goal is to design a separation beamline
system which allows to compress and transport electron
beam to the first acceleration section of MESA. This
beamline should be operated in two different modes. The
first mode should allow transporting the beam from the
electron source STEAM [1] to the double scattering Mott
polarimeter (DSMP). The second mode should allow
injecting the beam from the second electron source MIST
to the first acceleration section of MAMBO (Milliampere
Booster) [2].

ELECTRON SOURCE
MIST is used as second photo electron source for the
MESA project [3]. This source allows to produce
unpolarized electron pulses from more robust materials.
The design of this inverted electron source allows
operating at up to 200keV but in this paper, we only
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consider 100keV which yields approximate values of the
Lorentz-factor γ = 1.2 and β = 0.548).
The initial RMS length of produced electron bunch was
set to 27ps. In the experiment this depends on length of
laser-driver pulse and 27ps is a value which was already
achieved with a compact laser diode [4]. The simulated
bunch with 7.7pC charge has 2.7∙10-3 RMS energy spread.

SEPARATION BEAMLINE
MIST is potentially better suited for high bunch charge
operation than STEAM. Since no spin polarization is
foreseen, the complex and long spin rotation system of
STEAM can be avoided. In contrast to STEAM no chopper
system, must be foreseen since we believe that the hard
limitation of longitudinal acceptance that the chopper
produces gives an advantage only for the high precision
spin polarized experiments, if a suitable synchronized laser
is used. This concept was realized already at the Cornell
photoinjector [5]. Moreover, as already mentioned, the
source may be used in a later stage with higher potential
which would allow for much high charges. On the other
hand, the geometrical restrictions in the building require to
inject the beam with large angle deflections which makes
beam dynamics more complicated.
The electron source MIST and DSMP will be arranged
on the same height above the MESA injector main
beamline. Thus, it was necessary to develop a parallel
shifting beamline in the vertical plane to transport the
emitted electron beam.
This beamline has two different operation modes.
1. Transport the beam from the STEAM to the DSMP.
2. Transport the MIST beam to the first MAMBO
acceleration section and compress this beam with a
buncher which will be installed after the second dipole
magnet (B2 in Fig. 1).
In order to fulfill both functions, the magnets must have
three output ports. For 90 degree deflection this is difficult
to realize with H-type magnets or the alpha-magnets which
we have employed so far for low energy deflection.
Therefore C-type magnets have been studied.
The optical structure of the proposed beamline consists
of two quadrupole doublets and deflection arc. The
dispersion function outside this deflection arc should be
zero.
The scheme of the designed beamline is shown in Fig. 1.
Three types of optical schemes for the deflection arc
were considered:
• Double bend achromat,
• 90° dogleg and
• 4 alpha magnets.
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C-SHAPE DIPOLE MAGNETS DESIGN
The designed separation beamline requires two special
90° bending magnets (B1/B2) which should be operated in
3 different modes. For example, Fig. 4 shows the operation
regimes for the second bending magnet B2 (see Fig. 1 for
position in beamline).

Figure 1: Scheme of the designed separation beamline. 90°
dipole magnets (blue), quadrupoles (green), dipole
correctors (brown). (By courtesy of Dr. Simon Friederich).
Beam dynamic simulations with program package
MadX show that a 90° dogleg is the most flexible solution
for this beamline. The dogleg scheme consists of two 90°
degree dipole magnets and a quadrupole triplet between
them. The beam dynamic simulations of the separation
beamline were made with the program packages MadX ,
OPAL and CST Studio Suite®.
The results of dynamics simulations for the transverse
RMS beam sizes in the designed separation beamline are
shown in Fig. 2. and the RMS dispersion functions are
shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 2: RMS transverse beam sizes in the separation
beamline divergence and non-divergence plane.

Figure 4: Different operation modes for the designed
dipole magnet B2. Left: STEAM to MAMBO – normal
operation for experiment with B2 switched off. Middle:
STEAM to polarimeter – measurement of spinpolarisation. Right: MIST to experiment with high beam
currents or bunch charges. Red arrows show the direction
of motion of the electron beam.
Two models of dipole magnets were considered for the
separation beamline. Dipole magnet with bending radius
100mm and with 50mm.
A bending radius of 100mm was identified as a good
compromise between field quality and compactness. The
CAD model of designed bending magnet is shown in Fig.
5.

Figure 5: CST model of bending magnet.
This dipole magnet operates at 12mT and has a gap of
46 mm and bending angle 90°. Current density
(1.75 A/mm2) and power are small enough to allow cooling
by convection only.
The CST simulation shows that a good field region for
such dipole magnet with an accuracy of ∆B/B = ± 10-3
is 41mm and with an accuracy of ∆B/B = ± 10-4
is 5mm (see Fig. 6).

Figure 3: RMS dispersion functions in the separation
beamline for the dispersive and non-dispersive plane.
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and the capabilities of an arrangement where the MIST
source is placed directly in front of the buncher.

Figure 6: Good field region for the designed dipole magnet.
S – line in horizontal plane through the center of the dipole
magnet perpendicularly to the beam trajectory. 0 – position
of the beamline center.

CST SIMULATION
To consider all 3D effects (Coulomb interactions in a
beam, effects of fringe field of designed magnets etc.)
numerical calculations with the software package CST
2019 were performed. For simulation with CST were used
CST models of existing quadrupole lenses [6].
The CST model of designed separation beamline is
shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 8: The longitudinal phase-space of the electron
bunch in the entrance of the first acceleration section of
MAMBO.
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Abstract
Stabilizing beam orbit is critical for advanced synchrotron
radiation light sources. The beam orbit can be affected by
many sources. To maintain a good orbit stability, global orbit
feedback systems (OFB) has been widely used. However, the
BPM thermal deformation would lead to BPM misreading,
which can not be handled by OFB. Usually, extra diagnostics, such as position transducers, is needed to measure the
deformation dependency of BPM readings. Here, an alternative approach by using the machine operation historic data,
including BPM temperature, insertion device (ID) gaps and
corrector currents, is presented. It is demonstrated at Hefei
Light Source (HLS). The average orbit shift due to BPM
thermal deformation is about 34.5 μm/°C (horizontal) and
20.0 μm/°C (vertical).

INTRODUCTION
Synchrotron radiation source has many advanced characteristics such as high brightness, transverse coherence, good
time structure, etc, which is developed as one of the most
powerful scientific tools over decades [1]. The beam orbit
stability is required to be better than 10% of the beam size
for modern light sources [2, 3]. Many sources could lead
to beam orbit shifts. Global orbit feedback system has been
widely used to suppress them. However, the BPM thermal
deformation would lead to BPM misreading, instead of direct
orbit disturbance, which could not be effectively corrected
by OFB. Significant beam orbit shift due to BPM misreading
has been observed in sources like APS [4], KEKB [5], and
HLS [6].
Dedicated diagnostics is needed to measure and correct
BPM thermal deformation, for example, the work carried
out at HLS [6]. It is a straight forward method and generally
provides good results. However, few downsides are there like
the cost of hardwares and the need of machine study time,
which actually make it difficult for wide implementation. In
this paper, we will present an alternative approach by using
machine learning, which is successfully demonstrated at
HLS-II by predicting effective beam orbit shift accompanied
by direct corrector current. It could be integrated to orbit
feedback system to improve beam orbit stability.
In the following, we first introduce the theoretical model
of beam orbit change due to BPM vacuum chamber thermal
deformation, then a surrogate model built using a neural
∗
†
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network (NN). Finally results from the surrogate model are
presented.

THEORETICAL MODEL
Thermal effects from synchrotron radiation, parasitic heat
induced by machine impedance and tunnel temperature variation can cause BPM vacuum chamber mechanical deformation, which leads to its geometric center shift in global
reference coordinate and results in BPM misreading. BPM
reading, 𝑢,
® can be written as
(1)

𝑢® = 𝑅® − 𝑟®,

where 𝑟® and 𝑅® are BPM center and beam position respectively in global coordinate.
In principle, BPM center shift does not affect beam orbit
directly, except when OFB is functioning, where the beam
experiences extra kicks from correctors. Accordingly, a
BPM reading changes as,
Δ®
𝑢𝑖

=

Δ 𝑅®𝑖 − Δ®
𝑟𝑖 = (

𝜕 𝑅®𝑖
− 𝐼) · Δ®
𝑟𝑖 ,
𝜕®
𝑟𝑖

(2)

where Δ®
𝑟 𝑖 is BPM center shift due to heating, Δ 𝑅®𝑖 , beam
position change at BPM due to OFB, 𝜕 𝑅®𝑖 /𝜕®
𝑟 𝑖 , Jacobian
matrix and 𝐼, a unit 2 by 2 tensor.
With an ideal OFB, beam orbit is corrected back to its
original, it then yields
Δ®
𝑢 =
Δ®
𝑟 =

(Δ®
𝑢 1 , ..., Δ®
𝑢 𝑁 ) = 0,
®
Δ 𝑅| Δ𝑢=0
= M · ΔΘ,
®

(3)
(4)

where ΔΘ is corrector kick strength change, and M is machine orbit response matrix (ORM), which ideally depends
only on machine optics and is given by
√
𝜕𝑢 𝑖
𝛽𝑖 𝛽 𝑘
M𝑖𝑘 =
=
cos[𝜈(𝜙𝑖 − 𝜙 𝑘 + 𝜋)],
(5)
𝜕𝜃 𝑘 2 sin 𝜋𝜈
where (𝛽𝑖 , 𝜙𝑖 ) and (𝛽 𝑗 , 𝜙 𝑗 ) are the beta function and phase
advance at position i and k and 𝜈 is the betatron tune.
The Θ only responses to the BPM readings, which depends on the beam reference orbit and real beam orbit change.
The change of reference orbit is caused by the BPM misreading. The real beam orbit shift can be generated by the
gap variation of IDs. The physics model of the corrector
strength can be described as a function of the ID gaps and
BPM temperature by
® ≈ Θ( 𝑔®, 𝑇®0 ) + 𝜕Θ Δ𝑇,
®
Θ( 𝑔®, 𝑇)
𝜕𝑇®0

(6)
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where 𝑇® is the BPM vacuum chamber temperature, Δ𝑇® is
the BPM temperature variation and 𝑔® is the ID gap.
Therefore, beam orbit shift due to BPM thermal deformation is
Δ®
𝑟=M

𝜕Θ ®
®
Δ𝑇 = MN Δ𝑇,
𝜕𝑇®0

(7)

where N is the temperature response matrix (TRM) of corrector strength at given ID gaps.
Technically, TRM could be obtained with implementation
of dedicated diagnostics [6], which is difficult for a large
storage ring with hundreds of BPMs. Alternatively, we will
use a neural network model to obtain the TRM.

NEURAL NETWORK SURROGATE
MODEL FOR TRM
Neural networks could efficiently find the function between inputs and outputs, which handles regression and
classification problems very well, especially for nonlinear
problems with large quantity data [7]. Therefore, a neural
network is applied to this work.
According to theoretical analysis above, the BPM temperature, IDs gap and correctors current data from the historic
data for the entire year of 2019 are used to study the thermal effects. We take ID gaps (see Fig. 1) and temperature
(see Fig. 2) as inputs and corrector currents (see Fig. 3) as
outputs, and use the about 80% of the processed data as
training dataset to train NN models and the rest data as testing dataset to test models. Then get an NN surrogate model
which describes the mapping function,
® 𝑔®) = 𝑓 (𝑇,
® 𝑔®).
Θ(𝑇,

DATA PREPARATION
The orbit feedback system of the HLS-II storage ring is
composed of 32 sets of BPMs and 32 sets of correctors [8].
There are two temperature sensors attached to each BPM,
for a total of 64. The raw data are needed to be processed
properly before training as following.
1. Select the data of user mode (the data with beam current
at 355 mA -360 mA). This is because the factors that affect
the beam orbit are relatively fewer in the user mode.
2. Discard the data which are out of the normal range.
3. Remove 4 sets of BPM temperature related to broken
sensors.
4. Apply interpolation to form consistent data frequencies.
5. Normalize the data.
Comparing the data (see Figs.1, 2, and 3), we can see that
they have a strong correlation, especially at positions 1 and
2 in the figures, which is consistent with theoretical analysis
above.
80
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Figure 1: Change of ID gaps.

(8)

The TRM can be obtained using this surrogate model,
while the ID gaps are fixed. This process is similar to the
measurement of the ORM in a real storage ring. A disturbance of the BPM temperature Δ𝑇 (0.1 °C) is applied to each
BPM in turn. The new temperature 𝑇®′ is used as the inputs
to the model to get the corresponding corrector currents
Θ′ (𝑇®′ , 𝑔®) = 𝑓 (𝑇®′ (𝑇1 , ..., 𝑇𝑖 + Δ𝑇, ..., 𝑇𝑁 ), 𝑔®).

(9)

Finally, the TRM is calculated as
𝑁𝑖 𝑗 =

𝜃 ′𝑗 − 𝜃 𝑗
𝜕𝜃 𝑗
≈
,
𝜕𝑇𝑖
Δ𝑇

(10)

where 𝑁𝑖 𝑗 is the term of TRM N , 𝜃 𝑗 is the j-th term of Θ
®
and 𝑇𝑖 is the i-th term of 𝑇.
For more accurate results, the predictions with NN multiple models are combined, which is called the model ensemble. Averaging usually works well for a wide range of
problems. Here we train several different single models by
changing the activation function, the number of layers and
the number of neurons in each layer. The results from different models are averaged as the ensemble result in this
work.
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Figure 2: Change of BPM vacuum chamber temperature.
Temperature of six BPMs are shown.

RESULTS
After training, several single models and an ensemble
model are obtained. The Fig. 4 shows the predictions of one
horizontal corrector current from testing dataset. From the
results, we can see that the prediction of the ensemble model
is better than that of a single model, and the real values are
almost within the error range of its predicted values, which
indicates good performance of this neural network model.
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Figure 3: Change of corrector currents. Currents of six
correctors are shown.
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Figure 4: Predictions of the models. The result of one corrector current is shown in the figure, and the rest of the results
are similar. The real values are almost within the error range
of its predicted values.

Figure 6: Response of vertical BPM readings to BPM temperature. The average orbit shift due to BPM temperature is
about 20.0 μm/°C.
storage ring. The average orbit shift due to BPM thermal deformation is about 34.5 μm/°C and 20.0 μm/°C in horizontal
and vertical plane respectively.
The neural network only needs machine data, which is
easy to implement for storage ring based light sources. Besides, this model could be used for the compensation of
beam reference orbit to improve beam orbit stability.
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Abstract
Beam orbit stability is essential for the operation of the
storage ring based light sources. Orbit feedback systems
are commonly adopted to maintain the beam on a reference
orbit. Affected by its temperature, change of BPM reading
leads to shift of the beam reference orbit. Online experiment
is carried out in the HLS-II storage ring to measure the
dependence of the BPM reading on the BPM temperature
during top-off and decay operation. The result shows that the
average change of BPM readings due to BPM temperature
variation is about 147 μm horizontally and 47 μm vertically.

INTRODUCTION
Generally, beam orbit stability is required to be better
than 10% of the beam size. With the help of the orbit feedback system, the beam is maintained on a reference orbit.
However, factors that affect beam position monitor(BPM)
reading lead to shift of this reference orbit, which greatly
degrades the beam orbit stability.
Factors that affect BPM reading are found in many storage
rings. In the Duke storage ring, the dependence of BPM
reading on beam current is found to be caused by overloading
BPM electronics with high peak voltage [1]. At DIAMOND,
the dependency of beam current, filling pattern and enviornmental temprature is studied for the EBPM electronics [2].
At PLS, the BPM chamber movement due to the change of
synchrotron radiation heat load and intensity dependence of
BPM electronics is found to cause false BPM readings [3].
The button type BPM measures the shift between the
beam and the electrode center through the induced charge
on the button electrodes [4]. However, the electrode position changes with the movement and deformation of the
BPM chamber caused by the parasitic heat load of machine
impedances and synchrotron radiation. Therefore, change of
BPM reading occurs in spite of an unchanged beam position.
In the HLS-II storage ring, the typical beam size at the
middle of the long straight section is 742 μm in the horizontal plane and 76 μm in the vertical plane. Neglecting the
change of the reference orbit, the overall beam orbit stability
is better than 2 μm in both vertical and horizontal plane with
the help of the orbit feedback system [5]. The reference
orbit is determined using beam-based alignment(BBA) technique. Being the target of the orbit feedback system, the
consistency of the reference orbit is critical for orbit stability.
∗
†
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In this paper we present the on-line measurement of the
de-pendence of BPM reading on the BPM temperature
during top-off operation and decay operation.

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCY
OF BPM READING
In the HLS-II storage ring, the orbit feedback system
is comprised of 32 BPMs and 32 correctors for each
plane. To measure the BPM temperature, two temperature
sensors are attached to the upper and lower outside
surfaces of each BPM.
Change of BPM temperature occurs during top-off
oper-ation after injection and decay operation. Because
of the hysteresis of the mechanial movement due to
thermal effect, the dependncy measurement is carried out
in two operation modes, when the orbit feedback system
is turned off. To minimize the disturbance to the beam
orbit, the gaps of all insertion devices are kept unchanged.

32

BPM temperature (°C)
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Figure 1: Measured BPM temperature during 400 mA
top-off operation after injection.

MEASUREMENT FOR TOP-OFF
MODE OPERATION
Before beam injection, the BPM temperature
drops to the ambient temperature level of the storage
ring tunnel. The measurement starts after the beam
is injected to 400 mA with subsequent top-off
operation while the orbit feedback
system
is
turned off. During top-off operation, the BPM
temperature increases due to the parasitic heat load of maMC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 2: The BPM reading dependency of its temperature
during top-off o peration. (a) Horizontal BPM r eading. (b)
Vertical BPM reading.

Figure 3: Range of BPM reading variation caused by change
of BPM temperature for all BPMs during top-off operation.
The average BPM temperature increases from 23.3 ◦ C to
28.2 ◦ C. (a) Range of horizontal BPM readings. (b) Range
of vertical BPM readings.

chine impedances and synchrotron radiation. The measured
temperatue of four BPMs is shown in Fig. 1.
The average value from the two temperature sensors is
used as the BPM temperature. The measured temperature
dependency for one BPM is shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 3 shows the variation range of BPM readings
caused by the change of BPM temperature during top-off
operation for all BPMs. The average BPM reading variation is around 147 μm in the horizontal plane and 47 μm in
the vertical plane. The related BPM average temperature
changes from 23.3 ◦C to 28.2 ◦C.

MEASUREMENT FOR DECAY
MODE OPERATION

During decay operation, the BPM temperature drops with
the decrease of the beam current. The measured temperature
dependency for one BPM is shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 5 shows the variation range of BPM readings
caused by the change of BPM temperature during decay
operation for all BPMs. The average BPM reading variation is around 60 μm in the horizontal plane and 32 μm in
the vertical plane, which is differnt from the result of BPM
temperature dependency measurement in top-off operation.
During this measurement, the average BPM temperature
changes from 28.2 ◦ C to 26.8 ◦ C. The beam current changes
from 400 mA to 190 mA.

Before decay, the storage ring is operated on top-off mode
and the BPM temperature is on a high level. The measurement starts after the beam decays from 400 mA while the
orbit feedback system is turned off.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 4: The BPM reading dependency of its temperature
during decay operation. (a) Horizontal BPM reading. (b)
Vertical BPM reading.

Figure 5: Range of BPM reading variation caused by change
of BPM temperature for all BPMs during decay operation.
The average BPM temperature decreases from 28.2 ◦ C to
26.8 ◦ C. (a) Range of horizontal BPM readings. (b) Range
of vertical BPM readings.

SUMMARY
In the HLS-II storage ring, on-line experiment is carried
out to measure the BPM reading dependency of its temperature in top-off operation and decay operation. The average
change of BPM readings caused by BPM temperature variation is around 147 μm in the horizontal plane and 47 μm in
the vertical plane with the related average BPM temperature
increasing from 23.3 ◦ C to 28.2 ◦ C. The average change of
BPM readings with decreasing temperature is around 60 μm
horizontally and 32 μm vertically when the beam current decays from 400 mA to 190 mA. For further work, a reference
orbit compensation system can be developed to improve the
orbit stability according to the measured dependency, which
is more important for a fourth generation storage ring with a
much smaller beam size.
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BEAM LOSS REDUCTION DURING ENERGY RAMP-UP
AT THE SAGA-LS
Y. Iwasaki†, SAGA Light Source, Tosu, Japan
Abstract
The accelerator of the SAGA Light Source (SAGA-LS)
consists of a 255 MeV injector linac and a 1.4 GeV storage
ring. The energy of the electrons is ramped up to 1.4 GeV
in 4.5 minutes in the storage ring. The electron beam current stored in the storage ring is about 300 mA. At the begging of the energy ramp-up, the electron beam was lost like
step function. To understand the beam loss mechanism, we
developed simultaneous image logging system of beam
profile in addition to the beam current, the magnets power
supplies, and the beam positions using National Instruments PXI. It was found that the vertical beam size was
growing in the step-like beam loss process. The small perturbation of the output currents of the quadrupole power
supplies caused the vertical beam size growth. By optimizing the ramp-up pattern of the quadrupole power supplies,
sextupole power supplies, and the steering power supplies
for the orbit control, we have achieved the reduction of the
step-like beam loss and total time of the ramp-up.

measurement system. The optics analyses of the storage
ring from the measurement values of the power supplies
were also performed using beam tracking code TRACY2
[4].

INTRODUCTION
The accelerator of the SAGA Light Source (SAGA-LS)
consists of a 255 MeV injector linac and a 1.4 GeV storage ring [1, 2]. Figure 1 shows the schematic view of the
SAGA-LS accelerator. There are two 4T super-conducting
wigglers [3], a planar undulator, and an APPLE-II undulator in the storage ring. The maximum electron beam current of the storage ring is about 300 mA. The energy of
the electrons is raised up to 1.4 GeV in 4.5 minutes in the
storage ring. The two 4T super-conducting wigglers are excited after beam acceleration. In the early stage of beam
acceleration (the beam energy is lower than 400 MeV), the
electron beam is lost like step function. The amount of
beam loss is normally about 5 mA to 30 mA. In rare
cases, total loss of the beam may occur. Although there is
no clear threshold of the beam current, such step-like beam
loss does not occur less than 200 mA of the beam current.
In order to provide stable user operation, it was necessary
to investigate the loss mechanism and reduce the amount
of the beam loss.
It is expected that investigating the relationship between
the growth of beam sizes and beam loss will lead to the
identification of the cause of beam loss, since the blow-up
of the beam sizes and beam loss occur only at low energy
and high beam current. Therefore, we developed simultaneous measurement system of the images of the beam profiles and output values of magnet power supplies, which
can be the cause of beam profile changing and beam shapes
during ramp-up, and we performed time-series analysis of
the beam shape changing and the output values of magnet
power supplies during beam loss using National Instruments
PCI eXtension for Instrumentation (PXI) based
___________________________________________
† iwasaki@saga-ls.jp.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the SAGA-LS accelerator.

IMAGE AND DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM
PC-based control system with the off-the-self remote I/O
production, e.g., National Instruments Fieldpoint, YOKOGAWA PLC, are commonly adopted at the SAGA-LS accelerator [5]. The typical sampling rate of the monitoring
system is from 0.5Hz to 2Hz. Originally, the beam loss occurred at the ramp-up was measured as a step like process
by using this PC-based slow monitoring system. To analyse
this phenomenon detail, we developed high-speed logging
system of 250 kHz (PXIe-4300, 16bit ADC) for monitoring
the beam current, beam positions, and output currents of
the major power supplies of the storage ring magnets, using
National Instruments PXI. In addition to acquiring these
analogue parameters, image acquisition device (PXIe1435, Frame Grabber) was set on this PXI system. Figure
2 shows the analogue data and image acquisition system
for investigation of the beam loss. The typical sampling
rate of the images is 60Hz. Beam profile images captured
at accelerator beamline by CCD camera were translated to
THPOPT010
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digital data via analogue digital convertor of STAC
ACLD400. Images and measured data are displayed at remote PC in real time and the logged data with timestamp
are saved on hard disk of the PXI controller.

removing and contour processing from the original images.
The beta modulations and the vertical beam size growth
induced by the small perturbation of the QFW2 power supply were confirmed.

Figure 3: A case of beam loss and perturbation of the output current of QFW2 quadrupole power supply.

Figure 2: Image and Data acquisition system.
To calculate tunes and beta functions by using measured
output values of the power supplies, orbit response matrix
analysis method [6, 7] was adopted to estimate the effective K-value of quadrupole magnets. Beam tracking code
of TRACY2 was implemented in the Labview based optics
analyzation environment.

The vertical beam size of high beam current at the injection energy is more than 3 times larger than that of 1.4 GeV
beam at the SAGA-LS storage ring, which is probably
caused by ion trapping effect or another beam instabilities.
Although the beta modulation and the beam size change
were small, the beam size growth near injection energy
would affect significant effect to the stored beam current.
Because the vertical beam size will has increased to the
limit. The beam loss would be a result of electrons exceeding the physical acceptance.

BEAM LOSS ANALYZATION
The beam current, output currents of the major power
supplies (bend, all quadrupoles, and sextupoles), and beam
positions were simultaneously measured with the beam
profile by using PXI system. Figure 3 shows the beam loss
and the output currents of the power supplies of QF1,
QFW2, QDW2 during beam acceleration. The K-value of
the quadrupole magnet should be constant to keep the betatron tunes at fixed values in the acceleration. As can be
seen in Fig. 4, small perturbation of about 2% of QFW2
power supply was measured at the beam loss. On the other
hand, the output currents of QF1 and QDW2 and another
power supplies omitted from the figure didn’t show such
strange behaviours. In rate case, such small perturbation of
QDW2 power supply was measured. Such perturbations
were measured only at the beam acceleration, and the magnitude of the perturbation and the time occurrence changed
with each trial. It was found that the at the beam loss the
perturbation of output currents of both QFW2 or QDW2
power supplies were occurred.
Figure 4 shows the calculated beta functions derived
from the measured value of the power supplies before and
after the beam loss respectively, of which calculation were
performed by using beam tracking code of TRACY2 and
National Instruments LabVIEW. Figure 5 is the beam profile before and after the beam loss. The figures illustrating
the beam shape in Fig. 5 below were obtained by noise
THPOPT010
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Figure 4: Beta functions before beam loss and at the beam
loss.

RAMP PATTERN OPTIMIZAION
Since the perturbation of the power supplies occur at
high-speed excitation, we built the ramp-up pattern of the
power supplies as slow as possible near injection energy.
In contrast, the effect of the perturbation of the power supplies is reducing as the beam energy is increasing, since the
vertical beam size shrinks rapidly as the beam energy increasing. Therefore, the speed of the ramp-up pattern near
1.4 GeV was increased. Finally, the total ramp-up time has
been reduced from 4.5 minutes to 1.5 minutes.
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For stable ramp-up, it is necessary not only to keep betatron tunes constant, but also to properly control chromaticities. The increasing dipole field during ramp-up gives
rise to eddy currents in the vacuum chamber of bending
magnet which produces a sextupole field. The sextupole
strength generated by eddy currents in the rectangular vacuum chamber can be approximately written as [8]

∂ 2 By / ∂x 2 = 2 μ0σ c
where

acquisition system. In addition to proper treatment of sextupole field caused by eddy current and beam position control, by optimizing the ramp pattern of the quadrupole
power supplies, the amount of the beam loss was clearly
reduced. The total ramp-up time has been reduced from
4.5 minutes to 1.5 minutes.

h dBy
g dt

g is the gap hight of the bending magnet, ℎ is the

thickness of the vacuum chamber, and the

σc

is the elec-

trical conductivity. For the typical ramping speed of the
bending magnet in the SAGA-LS storage ring, the maximum sextupole strength generated by the eddy current is
about 0.123 m-3, and the chromaticity change caused by the
sextupole field are approximately Δ ξ x 0.067 and
Δξ y

0.512 respectively, which gives not negligible effect

to the storage beam at high beam current operation. Thus,
the ramp-up pattern of the sextupole power supplies were
determined by considering the eddy current effect. Furthermore, the power supplies of steering magnets were controlled to keep the beam orbit constant positions. Figure 6
indicates the histogram of beam loss amount during the
beam acceleration before and after the ramp pattern optimization.

Figure 6: Histogram of beam loss during the beam acceleration.
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EMITTANCE REDUCTION WITH THE VARIABLE DIPOLE FOR THE
ELETTRA 2.0 RING∗
A. Poyet† , Y. Papaphilippou, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
M. A. Dominguez, F. Toral, CIEMAT, Madrid, Spain
E. Karantzoulis, Elettra-Sincrotrone, Trieste, Italy
R. Geometrante, KYMA, Trieste, Italy
Abstract
Elettra is a 2/2.4 GeV third-generation electron storage
ring, located near Trieste, Italy. In view of a substantial
increase of the machine performance in terms of brilliance,
the so-called Elettra 2.0 upgrade is currently on-going. This
upgrade is based on a 6-bends achromat, four dipoles of
which having a longitudinally variable field. So far, those
dipoles are foreseen to provide a field with a two step profile.
The VAriable Dipole for the Elettra Ring (VADER) task,
driven by the I.FAST European project, aims at developing
a new dipole design based on a trapezoidal shape of the
bending radius, which would allow for a further reduction
of the horizontal emittance. A prototype of this magnet
should be designed by the CIEMAT laboratory and built
by KYMA company. This paper discusses the new dipole
field specification and describes the corresponding optics
optimization that was performed in order to reduce at best
the emittance of the Elettra ring.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS
The present Elettra machine is a third-generation Italian
light source, located in Trieste. Operating at two different
energies of 2 or 2.4 GeV, Elettra presently delivers electron
beams with an emittance of 7-10 nm.rad [1]. The Elettra
2.0 upgrade [2] aims mainly at reducing the emittance by at
least one order of magnitude, while keeping the geometrical
structure almost identical. The current plan for the machine
upgrade is based on an enhanced 6-bend achromat (S6BAE), relying on the use of longitudinal gradient (LG) dipoles
to reach a bare horizontal emittance of about 210 pm-rad at
2.4 GeV. The dipolar field of those magnets varies longitudinally in the form of two steps, to reach 1.43 T (at 2.4 GeV)
at the center.
It has been shown that hyperbolic profiles for the longitudinal evolution of the magnetic field could bring better
performances in terms of emittance reach [3]. In that respect, this paper describes the different steps taken in order
to replace the present LG dipoles by the so-called VADER
(Variable Dipoles for the Elettra Ring). In a first part, it is
shown how the longitudinal profile has been designed and
implemented in MAD-X [4]. Then we will demonstrate
how the VADER were included in the Elettra 2.0 lattice and
how the optics were tuned in order to reach the best possible
performance. Finally, we will show the first tracking results
∗
†
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obtained with a new single particle tracking code being developed at CERN. In all those studies, we assume a beam
energy of 2.4 GeV.

DESIGN OF A TRAPEZOIDAL PROFILE
The design of the longitudinal profile is highly inspired
by the work presented in [3], where a longitudinally variable
dipole was designed for the damping rings of the CLIC
study [5]. The maximum field is reached at the center
where consequently the bending radius is minimum. We
want to design a trapezoidal profile in bending radius. The
length of the central constant part in field is denoted 𝐿 1 ,
while the length of the varying part of the magnet is denoted
𝐿 2 . Moreover, the minimum bending radius - reached at the
center - is denoted by 𝜌1 , and the maximum - reached at the
edge of the dipole is denoted 𝜌2 . We can therefore define
two ratios in terms of length 𝐿 𝑖 and bending radius 𝜌𝑖 as:
𝜆=

𝐿1
𝐿2

𝜌˜ =

𝜌1
.
𝜌2

(1)

The design of the longitudinal profile is then determined
using those two parameters and the definition of the bending
angle provided by such a profile, as given in Eq. (2):
𝜃 trap =

𝐿 (𝜆( 𝜌˜ − 1) + 𝜌˜ ln 𝜌)
˜
.
𝜌1 ( 𝜌˜ − 1) (1 + 𝜆)

(2)

Since the peak field of the dipole (2.3 T at 2.4 GeV),
the total length 𝐿 (0.8 m) and the dipole bending angle are
determined by the original lattice and the technological constraints, we can choose 𝜆 and 𝜌˜ in order to optimize the
emittance reduction. To do so, one can compute the emittance given by a Theoretical Minimum Emittance (TME)
cell with a uniform dipole, and the one obtained with a trapezoidal profile. The emittance reduction factor is then defined
as:
𝐹𝑇 𝑀 𝐸 =

𝜀 TME, uni
,
𝜀 TME, trap

(3)

and the full expression can be found in the Appendix C of [3].
One can then parameterize the emittance reduction factor
with 𝜆 and 𝜌,
˜ for combinations which conserve the magnet
bending angle, as shown in Figure 1.
The best emittance reduction factor is found for 𝜆 = 0.074
and 𝜌˜ = 0.24. Those parameters are then used to obtain the
final longitudinal profile of the VADER dipole as displayed
in Figure 2.
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location of the sextupoles (presently considered thin) has
been slightly changed in order to optimize the chromaticity
correction. Moreover, the lattice is matched in order to meet
the constraints of the Elettra ring. Namely, our main concern
is to ensure the absence of dispersion in the long straight
sections while keeping the optics functions at a reasonable
level throughout the lattice so that no aperture limit is met.
A possible lattice including VADER dipoles is shown in
Figure 3 [6].
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Figure 3: Lattice proposal for the ELETTRA 2.0 ring including VADER dipoles.
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Figure 2: Proposal for the VADER longitudinal field. The
blue line shows the analytical solution while the red steps
show the implementation in MAD-X.
The MAD-X software does not allow the implementation
of a continuous longitudinal profile for a dipole. For that
reason, it has been chosen to split each half dipole in ten
different slices. The varying part of the dipole is sliced in
nine, all of the slices having the same length and a different
bending angle. This is shown with the red lines in Figure 2.
Once this profile is designed and implemented in MADX, one can replace the LG dipoles installed in the original
Elettra lattice by those. In the following, we assume that no
Insertion Device is installed in the machine.

LATTICE DESIGN WITH VADER DIPOLES
In this study, we strictly keep the original geometrical linear lattice. Therefore, all dipolar and quadrupolar elements
remain at their location. The LG dipoles are being replaced
by VADER ones and the external dipoles are replaced by
two steps dipoles (very similar bending angle) in order to
control the dispersion in the long straight sections. The
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The proposed optics are very similar to the original ones
in Elettra 2.0 (S6BA-E) in [2] and [1]. The dispersion is
maintained to zero in the long straight sections, and the
vertical 𝛽-function does not exceed 30 m in the lattice. We
also kept the original so-called anti-bends since they turned
out to be very useful to control the dispersion despite the
operational constraint they bring. All the quadrupoles are
assumed to be powered independently - as in Elettra 2.0 - so
that all the knobs can be used for the emittance optimization.
All the obtained gradients are well within the 60 T/m limit
of the Elettra 2.0 upgrade.
The horizontal and vertical chromaticities are corrected
to +1, as in the original lattice, using the lattice sextupoles
(three focusing and five defocusing sextupoles are installed
so far). The obtained betatron tunes are too close to the
half integer resonance and are therefore modified to get the
final value of 34.25 in the horizontal plane and 8.2 in the
vertical plane. The original octupoles in the lattice are not
considered for the time being.
Using this lattice, the equilibrium emittance is expected
to be about 115 pm.rad. This gives a reduction of about
45 % in comparison with the S6BA-E lattice and a reduction
factor of about 95 compared to the current Elettra ring. The
beam size at the ID location is well within the Elettra 2.0
constraint since it is expected to be equal to about 35 µm.
Some key parameters are summarized in Table 1.
1

To be confirmed by tracking studies.
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Table 1: Comparison of Some Key Parameters Between the
S6BA-E Lattice and the New VADER One
Parameter

S6BA-E

VADER

Hor. Emittance 𝜀 𝑥
Ver. Emittance 𝜀 𝑦
Beam size @ ID 𝜎𝑥,𝐼 𝐷
J 𝑥 /J 𝑦 /J𝐸
Q𝑥 / Q𝑦
Natural 𝜉 𝑥 /𝜉 𝑦
Corrected 𝜉 𝑥 /𝜉 𝑦
Compaction factor 𝛼𝑐,0
Quadrupoles gradient

212 pm.rad
1 pm.rad
60 µm
1.52/1/1.48
33.25/9.2
-76/-52
+1/+1
1.2 ×10−4
< 50 T/m

115 pm.rad
1 pm.rad 1
35 µm
1.49/1/1.51
34.25/8.2
-123/-79
+1/+1
5.05 ×10−5
< 60 T/m

Among those parameters, one can notice a significant
difference in the first order momentum compaction factor.
This difference is due to the presence of strong dipoles (2.3 T
peak field) in the cell. This could be a possible known issue
in the future since this would also impact the second order
momentum compaction factor and therefore the Touscheck
lifetime.

FIRST TRACKING STUDIES
In order to validate this new lattice, we performed tracking studies using a new tool being developed at CERN,
XSuite [7]. Tracking is done using a thin lenses lattice (all
quadrupoles and dipoles are sliced in 11 parts). We generate a matched Gaussian distribution, assuming an initial
horizontal emittance of 160 nm.rad as provided by the Elettra booster at 2.4 GeV [8], and a 2 % coupling. The initial
bunch length is set to 75 ps. The particles are tracked for
30000 turns, which corresponds to the required time to reach
the horizontal equilibrium emittance (about five times the
horizontal damping time). We compute the emittances each
turn so that we can obtain the evolution of the emittances as
a function of the number of turns, as shown in Figure 4.
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FUTURE CHALLENGES
Despite the demonstrated gain of emittances, several challenges are still to be tackled in case Elettra 2.0 should adopt
permanent magnets in the future when it will operate only at
2.4 GeV. The first one concerns the chromaticity correction.
As one can see in Table 1, the horizontal natural chromaticity
is doubled, compared to the original S6BA-E lattice. This is
due to the focusing strength of the quadrupoles which has
been increased. However, the phasing of a single cell has
been significantly modified and therefore the resonances correction is not as efficient anymore. One challenge consists
therefore in implementing a new sextupole scheme, targeting
the chromaticity correction without affecting the dynamic
aperture. So far, new sextupoles were installed in locations
where their efficiency is increased. However, one has now to
tackle higher order corrections so that the energy acceptance
and the dynamic aperture are preserved. One can also replace the 2-steps bends installed at the entrance and the exit
of the cell by 3-steps (stair-like) dipoles, to reduce further
the equilibrium horizontal emittance. Another challenge
consists in removing the reverse bend magnets, since they
might be more challenging to operate. They are in fact misaligned quadrupoles, requiring a very accurate control of
the closed orbit. Finally, the lattice optics will be optimized
further, and tracking studies will be performed in order to
improve further the performance of the light source.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we showed how a new longitudinally variable dipole could be implemented for the Elettra 2.0 ring.
We proposed a longitudinal profile for the so-called VADER
dipoles. This profile is trapezoidal in bending radius, as
inspired by previous work done for the CLIC damping rings.
Four out of the six dipoles of the achromat were replaced
by VADER ones. Those dipoles reach a peak field of 2.3 T.
The optics were re-matched in order to meet the original
constraint of the Elettra 2.0 ring. With this new proposal, an
emittance reduction of 45 % with respect to the S6BA-E lattice is expected, reaching an horizontal emittance of about
115 pm.rad. Once the design fully completed, magnetic
specifications will be communicated to CIEMAT in view of
a prototype. In parallel, other studies are also on-going in
order to explore the possibility of replacing the present antibends by normal quadrupoles, as they are easier to operate.
Finally, a non-linear optimization of the lattice remains to
be done.

10000 15000 20000 25000 30000

# Turns

Figure 4: Horizontal and vertical emittances as a function
of the turn number.
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Those first tracking results seem to confirm the horizontal
equilibrium emittance computed with MAD-X. However,
the vertical equilibrium was not reached within the 30k turns,
as it is usually reached after 7-8 damping times.
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SIMULATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF SPS-II LINAC
T. Chanwattana†, S. Chunjarean, N. Juntong, S. Klinkhieo, K. Manasatitpong, P. Sudmuang
Synchrotron Light Research Institute, Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand
Abstract
Siam Photon Source II (SPS-II), the new 3-GeV synchrotron light source project in Thailand, has been designed based on an accelerator system consisting of a 150MeV injector linac, a full-energy booster synchrotron and
a storage ring based on a Double Triple Bend Achromat
(DTBA) lattice. A turn-key linac system has been used in
an injection system of many synchrotron facilities, and thus
it is considered for the SPS-II project. Preliminary beam
dynamics simulation and optimization of the SPS-II linac
are necessary for investigating achievable beam parameters which can be used for study of beam injection through
a transfer line to the booster. Multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) has been used in design and optimization
of many accelerators including a linac system for synchrotron light sources, similar to the SPS-II linac. In this paper,
results of beam dynamics simulation and MOGA optimization of the SPS-II linac are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
SPS-II project, is a project to build a new 3-GeV synchrotron light source in Thailand. The project aims to become a synchrotron facility to support synchrotron user
community not only in Thailand but also in South East
Asia. The SPS-II storage ring was designed based on
DTBA lattice which provides moderately low beam emittance but double the number of straight sections per cell
resulting in more than 20 straight sections for insertion devices (IDs) [1].
In the current design, an injection system of SPS-II was
designed based on a conventional injection system consisting of a low-energy injector linac and a full-energy booster.
This will allow the project to rely on conventional technologies, reduce the total project cost and increase the proportion of components developed and fabricated domestically.
A 150-MeV injector linac has been adopted and tested recently at new synchrotron facilities such as TPS [2] and
Sirius [3]. Thus, SPS-II plans to also adopt a 150-MeV injector linac based on a turn-key linac system [4]. However,
the SPS-II storage ring and booster were designed based on
RF system operating at RF frequency of 119 MHz [5]
which is different from other modern storage rings. This
leads to some design differences of the injector linac. Although the SPS-II linac will be a turn-key system, design
and simulation of the linac have been done in order to study
achievable beam parameters from the linac to be used in
simulation of other parts of the machine, e.g. transfer lines
and beam injection to the booster.
Design of the 150-MeV linac, and preliminary beam dynamics simulation and optimization of the SPS-II linac will
be discussed in the following sections.
___________________________________________
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DESIGN AND MAIN PARAMETERS
The SPS-II injector linac has been designed [4] with
main components as follows:
• Triode gun with 119-MHz voltage modulation at the
grid level to produce a chopped beam
• Subharmonic prebuncher (SHB) operating at 476 MHz
• S-band buncher (BCH) operating at 2856 MHz
• Four S-band accelerating structures (ACC1-4).
The layout of the SPS-II linac for beam dynamics simulation and optimization in this work is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the SPS-II linac.
The SPS-II linac aims to support beam injection for different operations of the storage ring, for example, normal
user operation based on a uniform fill, and user request operations and machine developments based on other specialized filling patterns. Thus the linac should be able to operate in multi-bunch mode (MBM) and single bunch mode
(SBM). Table 1 lists main parameters according to design
specifications of the SPS-II linac.
Table 1: Main Parameters of the SPS-II Linac
Parameter
Beam energy
Normalized emittance
RMS energy spread
Bunch train charge (MBM)
Bunch charge (SBM)
Bunch train duration (MBM)
Bunch duration (SBM)
Repetition rate range
Nominal repetition rate

Value
150 MeV
≤ 50 mm∙mrad
≤ 0.5%
> 6 nC
≥ 1.5 nC
150-600 ns
< 1 ns
1-5 Hz
2 Hz

SIMULATION AND OPTIMIZATION
Beam Dynamics Simulation
Multi-particle beam dynamics simulations of the SPS-II
linac have been done with PARMELA [6]. Since the beam
dynamics simulation is done starting from an electron gun
at low beam energy, calculation of space-charge effects
should be included in the simulations. In this work, beam
dynamics simulations were performed by using a chopped
beam from the triode gun as an initial beam distribution
with uniform transverse and longitudinal distribution.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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MOGA Optimization
One main optimization algorithms which has been
widely used in design and optimization of particle accelerators is multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) because it is suitable for solving multi-objective optimization
problems with capability to search a diverse set of solutions. Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGAII) [7] is a suitable type of MOGAs which has been used
extensively in both storage ring design and linac design as
reported in [8-10] to provide non-dominated solutions simultaneously as a Pareto-optimal set of solutions. The main
features of NSGA-II are an elite approach to carry the best
solutions to the next generations, crowding distance to
maintain solution diversity, and emphasis on non-dominated solutions.

show the evolution trend of the objective functions towards
lower normalized emittance, lower energy spread, higher
transmission efficiency, and beam energy more than 150
MeV. The constraints of normalized emittance, beam energy and transmission efficiency are satisfied but energy
spread is still higher than 0.5%.

SPS-II Linac Optimization
This work uses PARMELA to perform beam dynamics
simulation of the linac and uses NSGA-II to optimize parameters of the linac. A Python script was written to run a
PARMELA simulation, get parameters which are chosen as
objective functions from the simulation result, and then optimize these objective functions with NSGA-II by using the
Python module Pymoo [11]. The optimization was done
with 4 objective functions: normalized emittance, beam energy, RMS energy spread and transmission efficiency at the
end of the linac as listed in Table 2. The optimization objectives are to minimize normalized emittance and RMS
energy spread, and to maximize beam energy and transmission efficiency. Constraints of the optimization were set
corresponding to the target values in Table 2. There are 17
parameters for the optimization including phase and peak
field of SHB, phase of BCH, phase of accelerating structures, and peak field of solenoids as listed in Table 3.
Table 2: Objective Functions and Targets of MOGA Optimization
Objective Function
Final normalized emittance
Final beam energy
Final RMS energy spread
Transmission efficiency

Target
< 50 mm∙mrad
≥ 150 MeV
≤ 0.5%
> 80%

Table 3: Main Parameters at the End of SPS-II Linac
Parameter
Phase of SHB
Peak field of SHB
Phase of BCH
Phase of ACC1-4
Peak field of solenoids (10)

Range
[-180, 180]°
[0.1, 0.3] MV/m
[-180, 180]°
[-180, 180]°
[0, 0.05] T

PRELIMINARY OPTIMIZATION RESULT
The MOGA optimization of the SPS-II linac was done
based on 10,000 macro-particles for beam dynamics simulations and 200 populations in each generation. The results
of 100 generations of the MOGA optimization in Fig. 2
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 2: Results of the MOGA optimization. Plots show
the evolution trend of 4 objective functions across 100 generations.
A solution with normalized emittance of 30.4 mm∙mrad,
RMS energy spread of 2.5%, beam energy of 150 MeV, and
transmission efficiency of 97.4% was chosen and shown as
a red star in Fig. 2. The objective functions of the MOGA
optimization along the linac are shown in Fig. 3. Beam
bunching in the buncher leads to beam losses which can be
clearly seen by a decrease in transmission efficiency together with a fluctuation of the normalized emittance and
a large increase in the energy spread.
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Figure 3: Plots of the objective functions along the SPS-II
linac corresponding to the chosen solution (the red star in
Fig. 2).
Horizontal and longitudinal phase spaces with corresponding beam distributions at the end of the linac are
shown in Fig. 4. A macro-pulse beam from the gun has
been modulated and transformed into two micro-bunches
at the end of the linac. However, the beam distribution in
time shows that most of electrons are in the 2nd microbunch.

CONCLUSION
The NSGA-II type MOGA optimization of the SPS-II
linac was done with 4 objective functions, 4 constraints and
17 parameters. The optimization targets of normalized
emittance below 50 mm∙mrad, beam energy higher than
150 MeV and transmission efficiency higher than 80% can
be achieved. Energy spread is minimized but cannot
achieve the target value of below 0.5%.
The MOGA optimization of the SPS-II linac should be
done further in order to satisfy all objectives and constraints. This can be done by running the MOGA optimization with more number of generations and including peak
field of accelerating structures as parameters.

Figure 4: Horizontal phase space (top) and longitudinal
phase space (bottom) at the exit of the SPS-II linac corresponding to the chosen solution (the red star in Fig. 2).
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THE DESIGN OF THE FULL ENERGY BEAM EXPLOITATION (FEBE)
BEAMLINE ON CLARA
A. R. Bainbridge, D. Angal-Kalinin, J. K. Jones, T. H. Pacey, Y. M. Saveliev, E. W. Snedden,
ASTeC, STFC Daresbury Laboratory, U.K.
Abstract
The CLARA facility at Daresbury Laboratory was originally designed for the study of novel FEL physics utilising
high-quality electron bunches at up to 250 MeV/c. To maximise the exploitation of the accelerator complex, a dedicated full energy beam exploitation (FEBE) beamline has
been designed and is currently being installed in a separate
vault on the CLARA accelerator. FEBE will allow the use
of high charge (up to 250 pC), moderate energy (up to
250 MeV), electron bunches for a wide variety of accelerator applications critical to ongoing accelerator development in the UK and international communities. The facility
consists of a shielded enclosure, accessible during beam
running in CLARA, with two very large experimental
chambers compatible with a wide range of experimental
proposals. High-power laser beams (up to 100 TW) will be
available for electron-beam interactions in the first chamber, and there are concrete plans for a wide variety of advanced diagnostics (including a high-field permanent magnet spectrometer and dielectric longitudinal streaker), essential for multiple experimental paradigms, in the second
chamber. FEBE will be commissioned in 2024.

INTRODUCTION
The Compact Linear Accelerator for Research and Applications (CLARA) is an ultra-bright electron beam test
facility being developed at STFC Daresbury Laboratory.
CLARA has been designed to test advanced Free Electron
Laser (FEL) schemes that could be later implemented on
existing and future short wavelength FELs, such as a UK
XFEL.
CLARA is being constructed in stages: Phase 1 was
completed in 2018 and consisted of the CLARA Front End:
electron bunch production at 50 MeV, 100 pC at 10 Hz.
Bunch charge up to 250 pC was achieved from the upgraded gun at 10 Hz with a hybrid Cu-photocathode. Design and commissioning of the CLARA Front End is detailed in Reference [1]. Phase 2 is currently under construction, and elevates the beam to 250 MeV/c, 250 pC at
100 Hz. A novel 100 Hz photo-injector gun [2] is currently
being commissioned on the Versatile Electron Linear Accelerator (VELA)[3], situated adjacent to CLARA, and
will be swapped over to the CLARA line when fully characterised. Phase 3 will allow installation of an FEL, seeding laser and modulators along with associated photon diagnostics. Phase 3 of CLARA is not yet funded.
During the construction of CLARA, in Phases 1 and 2,
access to electron beams at ~35 MeV/c was made available
to users from academia and industry. This enabled the testing of novel concepts and ideas in a wide range of disciplines, including development of advanced accelerator
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technology, beam diagnostics, medical applications and
novel particle beam acceleration and deflection concepts
[4]. Based on increasing user demand for access to the
CLARA high brightness electron beam, a decision was
made to design and build a dedicated beamline for user applications at the full CLARA beam momentum of
250 MeV/c.
The FEBE beamline is being built to transport
250 MeV/c beam to a dedicated hutch area, containing two
experimental chambers, for user access. As a key component of the design, the hutch will be accessible without
switching off the accelerator, allowing users to set up and
access their experiments as required. The total beam power
within the hutch is limited to ~6 W, which offers sufficient
flexibility with available bunch charge (maximum 250 pC),
bunch repetition rate (maximum 100 Hz) and beam momentum (up to 250 MeV/c).
The interaction of high-quality electron bunches with
high instantaneous power laser light (>100 TW) is foreseen
as a key component of any FEBE beamline exploitation,
and will enable research in novel acceleration areas including LWFA, PWFA and dielectric laser acceleration (DLA).
Beams accelerated inside the hutch can be accommodated
up to 2 GeV/c.

FEBE DESIGN
The top-level overview of the CLARA and FEBE beamlines is shown in Fig. 1. The FEBE experiment hutch is a
large (10x5.4x3m3), shielded, and versatile area for performing electron beam exploitation experiments. Within
the hutch, the beam transport is designed to deliver a strong
focusing interaction point (IP) at two locations. Each IP is
located within a large-volume (~2 m3) vacuum experiment
chamber.
A double-IP design is used to enable flexibility in experimental design and implementation, with most experiments
having experimental apparatus situated in the first FEBE
experimental chamber (FEC1) and diagnostics and other
monitoring equipment situated in the second chamber
(FEC2). A high power laser co-propagates with the electron
beam to a common focus (IP1) in FEC1, with this capability included through a dedicated laser mirror box chamber
(FMBOX1) upstream of the first experiment chamber, and
a second mirror box (FMBOX2) between chambers to extract the laser following interaction.
The experimental hutch is connected to the main
CLARA accelerator using a series of FODO arc cell structures optimised for minimal CSR emittance growth. The
FEBE transverse offset is achieved using four 14° dipoles,
which enables both sufficient space for an FEL seeding chicane, and fits within the existing CLARA shielding.
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Figure 1: Overview of the CLARA and FEBE beamlines. The proposed CLARA FEL location is highlighted in red.
This solution leads to a strong focusing, non-isochronous arc with large natural 2nd-order longitudinal dispersion, requiring correction by sextupoles located at points of
high dispersion. A post-hutch transport line is designed to
provide transport to the beam dump, whilst also providing
energy spectrometry of the electron beam(s). A 20° dipole
magnet is used to bend the beam through to a large aperture
YAG for beam imaging. The nominal beam momentum for
the FEBE experimental hutch is 250 MeV/c. However, it is
envisaged that some experiments, such as those based on
novel acceleration techniques, may produce beams of
higher momenta. To allow for the possibility of transporting such beams, all of the post-FEC1 IP magnets are specified for beam momenta up to 600 MeV/c which allows for
high energy beam transport to the spectrometer and momentum measurements using the dump YAG station.
Higher energy beam spectrometry measurements (up to
2 GeV/c) are also possible in FEC2 using a dedicated PM
spectrometer. Bunch properties at the FEC1 IP are expected
to achieve >2 kA peak current with transverse spot-sizes of
~20 µm or less. Standard beam operation modes for different experiment classes are currently being refined, and for
some modes additional permanent-magnet quadrupoles
may be installed in-chamber for plasma-cell matching etc.

Laser focussing is achieved using an off-axis parabola
(OAP) in FMBOX1, along with adaptive optics components (deformable mirror, DM, and wavefront sensor, WS).
A motorized mirror within FMBOX1 can be used to bypass
the OAP and deliver laser light to FEC1 via a connecting
vacuum pipe.
Leakage through one of the transport mirrors is used to
seed online diagnostics, including the WS, which must be
placed at a conjugate plane to the DM. A separate in-air
diagnostics line includes diagnostics for pulse energy,
spectrum, and duration.
Following IP1 the laser expands before being separated
from the electron beam using a holed mirror in FMBOX2.
The laser transport is symmetric about IP1 (in FEC1) and
allows the return beam to either be dumped in FMBOX2
or transported to a second in-air diagnostics platform.
Longer-term use of FEBE may support delivery of laser
light to FEC2, to maximise use of the available area and
potentially facilitate two-pulse experiments: for example,
characterisation of novel accelerated beams using laserdriven diagnostics.

LASER SYSTEM

The arc is instrumented using two BPMs and one YAG
station per cell. The YAG station is placed at a location of
roughly symmetric transverse beta-function, simplifying
commissioning set-up. The BPMs are located directly before each YAG for cross-calibration, with a second BPM
located just prior to the dipole. One YAG station, at a point
of high dispersion, also includes a mask array, for shaping
of the bunch longitudinal distribution. Layout of the shaping mask array is shown in Fig. 3, enabling generation of a
variety of longitudinal bunch distributions:
• Drive/main bunch-pairs with variable delay,
• A single ultra-short (~fs), low charge, bunch,
• A drive bunch with a train of witness bunches.
A beam arrival monitor (BAM) is located in the prehutch beamline for electron-laser timing synchronisation
and monitoring. A coherent transition radiation-based longitudinal diagnostic for relative bunch length measurement
is also included before the hutch. Each of the arc dipoles
includes ports for extraction of CSR. An integrated current
transformer is located in the final straight for bunch charge
measurement before the experimental hutch.

FEBE is designed to accommodate a ~100 TW Ti:Sapphire laser system. The laser transport system inside the
FEBE hutch is shown in Fig. 2 and facilitates two primary
classes of experiment: laser light propagates collinear with
the electron beam to a common focus in FEC1 (for e.g.
plasma wakefield acceleration, generating a plasma channel or driving a plasma wake); the laser is delivered directly
to FEC1 without prior manipulation, and prepared electron
interaction in the chamber (for e.g. THz acceleration and
laser-driven particle beam diagnostics).

Figure 2: Laser transport schematic in the FEBE hutch.
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The CTR-based diagnostic will provide an online bunch
compression monitor (BCM) by simply collecting and
measuring the CTR pulse energy with a pyroelectric detector; it can be extended later to include spectral characterisation and bunch length estimation. Both a solid disc CTR
target and a target with a small clear aperture in the centre
will allow for non-destructive online monitoring using coherent diffraction radiation (CDR).

as a compromise between flux and potential beam damage
from highly divergent electron bunches.

Figure 5: Spectrometer with screen and cameras for wideenergy spectrometry in FEC2.

Figure 3: Mask design (left) and desired energy spectrum
of the electron bunch at the position of the mask to generate
drive-/main-bunch pairs (right).

Finite element modelling in OPERA has been performed
in both 2D and 3D, achieving a uniform field of 0.72 T,
which is sufficient to achieve good performance over the
~100-2000 MeV/c momentum range. The magnet, shown
in Fig. 6, is modular in design, being split lengthwise into
up to 6 identical sections, slotted together with a series of
precision metal dowels, and allowing an alignment repeatability of ~10 um.

FEC2 Diagnostics
The design of FEC2 provides a great degree of flexibility
allowing addition or removal of specific diagnostic components and re-positioning of translation stages. A generic
experimental diagnostic station in FEC2 is shown schematically in Fig. 4, and consists of:
1. A bespoke broadband dielectric wakefield streaker
for measuring a wide range of bunch lengths including ultra-short (<10fs)
2. Multiple translation stages and YAG screens for
measurement of beam optics
3. Additional space for installation of horizontal and
vertical slits for emittance measurements and electro-optic components
Following the FEBE hutch there is an OTR station for high
resolution imaging and beam emittance measurement [5].

Figure 6: Modular permanent magnet spectrometer design with precision metal dowels.

CONCLUSIONS

Construction of the FEBE beamline, transporting a
250 MeV/c CLARA beam to a dedicated experimental
hutch, is under way at Daresbury Laboratory. The FEBE
arc allows for a separate shielded hutch, whilst retaining
space for a future CLARA FEL. In addition to flexibility in
the upstream beamline (velocity bunching, variable bunch
compressor), the FEBE arc can be used for longitudinal
manipulation of CLARA bunches through beam masking.
The FEBE hutch incorporates two large experimental
Figure 4: Proposed experimental diagnostic layout in FEC2. chambers with capability to interact ~100 TW laser with
the electron beam in the first chamber, enabling a suite of
novel acceleration experiments. The second chamber inSpectrometer Dipole
corporates novel diagnostics, such as dielectric streakers,
For broadband momentum spectrometry a purpose-built to fully characterise post experiment beams.
PM dipole can be used in FEC2, as shown in Fig. 5.
The spectrometer dipole design mimics a traditional CACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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COMMISSIONING SIMULATIONS FOR THE DIAMOND-II UPGRADE
H.-C. Chao∗ , R. Fielder, J. Kallestrup, B. Singh, I. Martin, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
ERROR DEFINITIONS

Abstract
The Diamond-II [1,2] storage ring, compared to Diamond,
improves the natural emittance from 2.7 nm to 160 pm and
the beam energy from 3 to 3.5 GeV. The number of straight
sections is also doubled from 24 to 48 thanks to the modified
hybrid six-bend-achromat lattice. To reduce the impact on
the existing science program, the dark time period must be
minimised. To assist in this aim, storage ring commissioning simulations have been carried out to predict and resolve
possible issues. These studies include beam commissioning
starting from on-axis first-turn beam threading up to beam
based alignment and full linear optics correction with stored
beam. The linear optics corrections with insertion devices
are also included. The machine characterisations at different
stages are compared. Considerations on realistic chamber
limitations, error definitions and some commissioning strategies are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION
To predict and resolve possible problems during the storage ring commissioning, start-to-end beam commissioning
simulations have been carried out. The simulations help to
validate the specification and error tolerances defined for the
machine components. The code Simulated Commissioning
toolkit [3] based on the Accelerator Toolbox [4] which is
well integrated with Matlab Middle Layer [5] scripts is chosen for the simulation. The commissioning of the storage
ring can be divided into different phases:
1. Achieve a stored beam, starting with beam-threading
and on-axis injection,
2. Achieve beam accumulation with off-axis injection,
3. Correct the linear optics, optimise the injection efficiency and the beam lifetime,
4. Commissioning of all insertion devices (IDs), harmonic
cavity, etc.
The commissioning is simulated from the beam threading
step to linear optics correction including all ID effects. Forty
random machines are simulated to get the statistics.
The structure of this paper is organised as follows. Firstly,
the error sources are defined. Then the early stage commissioning procedures including the beam threading and the
RF tuning are described. Next is the linear lattice correction including the coupling correction and the alleviating of
beta-beating caused by IDs. Finally a short conclusion is
given.
∗
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The error tolerences are developed in consultation with
the Diamond-II Magnet and Engineering groups. They are
tabulated in Table 1 and listed in Table 2. The systematic
and random multipolar field errors are included up to 15-th
order [1]. All the errors used here are populated in a normal
distribution with truncation at two standard deviations.
Table 1: Magnet and Girder Errors
Element

Misalignment
Offset
(µm)

Roll Main Field Secondary
(µrad)
(%)
Field (%)

Girder
150/150§ 150
DL Magnet†
100
100
Gradient Dipole
50
100
Anti-bend Quad
35
100
Pure Quad
35
100
Sextupole
35
100
Octupole
35
100
CM
150
150
CM‡
Skew Quad‡
§
†
‡

Relative Field

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

0.10
0.10

0.10
0.50

Independent offsets at each end of the girder
Longitudinal varying dipole
Embedded in sextupole trim coils

Table 2: BPM, RF and Other Error Sources
BPM Errors
Initial Offsets
Roll
Calibration
Noise (Turn-by-Turn)
Noise (Closed Orbit)

500
10
5
60
1

µm
mrad
%
µm
µm

100
0.5
90

Hz
%

RF Errors
Frequency
Voltage
Phase Offset

∘

Injected Beam Jitter
Transverse Displacement
Transverse Divergency
Energy Deviation
Phase Shifts

100
10
0.1
0.1

µm
µrad
%

1
0.024

µm
%

∘

Other Errors
Circumference
Injection Pulsed Magnet Jitter
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COMMISSIONING SIMULATIONS
Beam Threading and RF Tuning
In the beam threading process the sextupoles are turned
off to avoid extra sources of errors. During this step the
orbit correction is iteratively applied to globally flatten the
trajectory. The threading is then progressively extended
from one-turn to multi-turns, during which the trajectory
correction gradually improves. After multi-turn threading
is achieved, the sextupoles are ramped to full strength in
multiple steps. Some additional dipole errors are introduced
during this process so further global orbit corrections are
applied as required. The orbit tuning is continued until the
beam survives a few hundred turns and the betatron tune
can be detected. A simple quadrupole scan then can be
performed using the beam transmission rate or the injection
efficiency as an objective.
The next step is to turn on the main RF cavities leaving the
harmonic cavity off. The applied RF errors result in a mismatch in the longitudinal phase space, so the RF phase and
frequency are adjusted at this stage to remove the unwanted
synchrotron oscillations.
The beam-based RF tuning procedures to find and set the
optimal phase and frequency are applied iteratively until the
beam is centred in the real RF bucket. After this process is
complete, another quadrupole scan is performed followed by
chromaticity adjustment to maximise the beam survival time.
Up to here the first phase beam commissioning is complete.

Moving Towards Off-axis Injection
From this moment we are entering the second phase where
we switch from on-axis to off-axis injection for beam accumulation.
The commissioning procedure in this phase comprises
iteratively applying closed orbit corrections, tune correction, beam-based alignment (BBA), and the linear optics
correction by Linear Optics from Closed Orbits (LOCO) [7].
The closed orbit correction convergence is controlled by the
𝛼 parameter in the Tikhonov regularisation [8], which is a
parameter used to regularise the corrector strengths.
The BBA follows a procedure modified from the one in
used at Diamond, which is originally developed at the ALS
[9]. To reduce the commissioning time, the BPMs have been
grouped into 48 subsets based on the girders they sit on.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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During the commissioning the BBA process visit all groups
three times.
The commissioning steps are listed and elaborated below.
1. First Tuning
This is an optional intervention step in case of the low
beam transmission at the end of Phase 1. Some interventions, for example, further quadrupole scans or
a simplified LOCO correction using a reduced number of quadrupole families can be applied to improve
the dynamic aperture (DA). Out of the 40 random machines simulated only one special case needs manual
intervention.
2. First BBA
This is a coarse BBA step performed with relaxed corrector strengths (𝛼 = 50). A subsequent orbit correction sequence is launched with descending 𝛼 until the
maximum corrector strength reaches 0.5 mrad. Figure 1 shows the improvement of orbits as the BBA
progresses.
1.2

60

1
0.8
0.6

50
max CM x
max CM y
rms BPM x
rms BPM y
α

40
30

0.4

20

0.2

10

0

α

Aside from these errors, the additional field errors induced
by the correctors in the sextupoles are also included in the
commissioning studies. The lowest order components, being
normal and skew decapolar terms, are linearly proportional
to the corrector strengths with a factor of 1.35 × 107 . No
errors are included in the ID kick-maps [6].
Realistic physical aperture limits are imposed by the round
chambers of 20 mm inner diameter in general and the narrowgap vacuum chambers in some straights since some IDs will
be in place on day one of commissioning [1]. All collimators
are left open until the commissioning of IDs.

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Number of Iteration

Figure 1: The change of the closed orbits and corrector
strengths in the first BBA step. Before the iteration number
50, the BPM reading values decrease as the new BPM offsets
are updated closer toward quad centres. After that, the BPM
readings continue to decrease but the corrector strengths
begin to increase rapidly in line with the decreasing 𝛼.
3. First LOCO
The goal of this step is to provide a coarse linear lattice
correction. For this, LOCO is configured to use just
the pure quadrupoles magnets.
4. Second BBA and LOCO
We then refine the BBA measurements by launching
the BBA procedure again with smaller 𝛼 and the CM
strength limit 0.7 mrad. This is the preparation for the
next LOCO with the dispersion included in the response
matrix measurement.
After this stage the DA is large enough for off-axis injection
[10]. We are now ready to move on to the next phase.
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Figure 2: The on- and off-momentum dynamic apertures at
different commissioning stages. The averages are connected
by solid lines and the error bars are shown in dashes.
By controlling the vertical emittance to 8 pm−rad, which
is the diffraction limit of 10 keV photons, the average Touschek lifetime (estimated at 0.6 nC bunch current and neglecting collective effects) is brought back to 2.25 hours,
close to the 2.4 hours derived from the ideal lattice.

Insertion Device Commissioning
After the nominal machine optics without ID have been
reached, we can move on to the commissioning of the IDs.
Here we focus on the commissioning step to alleviate the
THPOPT016
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Vertical beta beating (RMS) (%)

In the third phase of commissioning, the goal is to establish the nominal machine optics and thereby improve the
injection efficiency and beam lifetime. The first objective
is to further correct the linear optics including the coupling.
Therefore, all skew quadrupoles are now used. The rest of
the field gradient tuning knobs (in strong gradient dipoles
and anti-bend quadrupoles) are also used. The simulation is
extended to a third iteration of BBA and LOCO.
In summary, the DAs and their improvements at each
LOCO step are shown in Figure 2. The average rms betabeating is controlled to 1.0% horizontally and 1.7% vertically, as shown in the top plot of Figure 3.

beta-beating induced by all IDs. Further in-depth studies of
ID impacts are described in [11].
Multiple LOCO steps are applied to recover the linear
optics to the ideal case. The first LOCO step is a coarse
correction by 6 families of quadrupoles, while the rest of
the LOCO steps perform fine-corrections using all possible
tuning knobs. As a result, the mean rms beta-beating at
BPMs of all these 40 random machines can be controlled to
the values 1.5% horizontally and 2.6 % vertically. The distributions of the RMS beta-beating at different commissioning
stages are shown in the bottom plot of Figure 3.

Vertical beta beating (RMS) (%)

Coupling Correction

X (mm)
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Figure 3: The distributions of the rms beta-beating at different stages. (Top: without ID. Bottom: with ID)

CONCLUSION
With reasonable error definitions, the start-to-end storage
ring commissioning simulations of 40 random machines are
carried out with mature techniques that have been used for
decades in the synchrotron light source community. The
performance of the storage ring is restored close to the ideal
values. This gives us good confidence for the future commissioning of Diamond-II storage ring.
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ORBIT STABILITY STUDIES FOR THE DIAMOND-II STORAGE RING
I.P.S. Martin, C.A. Abraham, D. Crivelli, H. Ghasem, B. Nicholson, T. Olsson, P. Sanchez-Navarro,
Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, U.K.
The photon-beam stability relative to the beam size is a
key performance parameter for storage ring light sources.
The natural emittance of the Diamond-II ring will be lowered
by a factor 16.7 compared to the existing facility [1], so the
absolute stability requirement for the electron beam must
reduce accordingly. In addition, advances in detector speed
and resolution mean the tolerances are tighter compared to
previous generations of storage rings, with a target of 3 %
of beam size up to 1 kHz having been adopted for DiamondII. In this paper we present studies of how the anticipated
ground vibrations, girder motion, power supply ripple and
RF noise will affect the electron beam stability as a function
of frequency.

INTRODUCTION
To cope with advances in beamline detector speed and
resolution, the target electron beam stability has been increased from 10% of beam size in the range 1-100 Hz for
Diamond to 3% in the 1-1000 Hz bandwidth for DiamondII. The new storage ring has an emittance of 162 pm.rad,
corresponding to a factor ∼5 reduction in horizontal beam
size at the centre of the straights compared to the existing
machine [1]. The vertical beam sizes at the source points are
largely unchanged, as for both machines the β-functions are
similar and the vertical emittance has been fixed at 8 pm.rad.
The increased stability requirements place strong demands
on the facility design. To relieve the demands on the fast
orbit feedback system, the storage ring components are being designed with their impact on electron beam stability
considered from an early stage. Within the target bandwidth,
the major contributors are expected to be ground vibrations,
girder resonances, power supply ripple and RF noise. This
paper contains a first analysis of how each of these sources
are expected to contribute to the underlying electron beam
stability. The target stability values for Diamond-II are given
in Table 1.
Table 1: Required Electron Beam Stability (r.m.s.)
Location
Long Straight
Standard Straight
Mid Straight

Horizontal

Vertical

1.08 µm
0.87 µm
0.83 µm

0.16 µm
0.13 µm
0.11 µm

SOURCES OF DISTURBANCE
Ground Motion
Ground vibrations have been measured in the range 0.02
to 250 Hz using a combination of a Guralp seismometer and
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PCB seismic accelerometers [2]. In addition to the amplitude, the phase correlation of the ground motion has been
measured along the vertical and North-South axes using
two seismic accelerometers connected by a >100 m long cable [3]. The separation of the accelerometers was increased
in steps and at each separation the amplitude and phase of
the ground motion was recorded. This data was then used
to extract the frequency at which the measured vibrations
switch from being coherent to incoherent: motion with a
phase deviation of below 45 degrees was defined to be inphase (i.e. correlated) and anything greater than this was
taken to be uncorrelated. Results are shown in Fig. 1.
Max Coherent Frequency (Hz)
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Displacement PSD ( m 2 /Hz)
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Figure 1: Left: Displacement power spectral density (PSD)
for the Diamond tunnel. Right: Cross-over frequency when
moving from correlated to uncorrelated motion.
An exponential fit was made to the correlation data to
extract the general trend. The approximate scaling in each
plane was found to be:
Lcoh,V ≈

222
,
f 1.1

Lcoh, N −S ≈

273
.
f 1.0

(1)

From this analysis, for distances of up to ∼10 m (corresponding to the length of a single girder or the BPM separation across an ID straight section), vibrations travelling
through the storage ring floor will be coherent at frequencies up to around 15-25 Hz. That is to say, motion at these
frequencies will be in-phase and everything supported by
the slab will move as a single body.
The impact that ground motion has on electron beam
stability has been analysed following a similar method to
that described in [4]. Random displacements were calculated for the storage ring magnets over 100 seeds for a given
correlation length. Ground-displacement to electron beam
amplification factors could then be derived for each case
by dividing the RMS closed orbit distortion at the source
points by the amplitude of the ground motion and then averaging over the 100 seeds [1]. The results for that correlation
length were then converted to excitation frequency using Eq.
1. Examples of the generated ground displacement for two
correlation lengths are shown in Fig. 2.
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The girder structures will exhibit resonances at particular
frequencies. Finite element analysis (FEA) has been conducted on the combined storage ring tunnel / girder structure
to investigate the behaviour in the frequency range from 5 Hz
to 120 Hz. This showed the dominant motion of the magnets
derives from displacement of the tunnel floor, rather than
resonances in the girder structure itself. This results from
the girder having a high degree of stiffness thanks to it being
constrained by five separate pedestals along its length.
Ground-to-electron beam amplification factors due to
girder resonances were again calculated by simulating 100
random machines at different excitation frequencies, with
each girder distorted according to the FEA mode-shapes and
with uncorrelated oscillation phase offsets. An amplification
factor was found for each frequency by dividing the closed
orbit amplitude at the source points by the displacement used
in the FEA simulations. Results are shown in Fig. 3.
An overall amplification factor was calculated by combining the contributions from ground motion and girder
resonances. This was then used to calculate the expected
electron beam motion due to ground vibrations, the results
of which are shown in Fig. 4. The integrated electron beam
motion in the frequency range 0.02-250 Hz at the centre of
a standard straight was found to be 51 nm horizontally and
114 nm vertically.

1. extract a calibration factor (Amps to field) from each
of the OPERA magnet models;
2. calculate frequency-dependent attenuation factors for
the relevant vacuum chambers and solid-core magnets;
3. create 50 random machine models using the Simulated
Commissioning process [5];
4. apply uncorrelated field errors to all the magnets of
each type and calculate the change in closed orbit;
5. average the results across the 50 seeds and use the calibration factors to get a power supply amplification
factor for each magnet;
6. Multiply the power supply PSD by the square of the
amplification and attenuation factors to get the electron
beam displacement.
The vacuum-chamber attenuation factors were calculated
assuming circular cross-section vacuum pipes of 10 mm
inner radius using the theory described in [6]. Additional attenuation factors for the solid-core magnets (the DQ dipoles
and the anti-bends) were calculated using the OPERA magnet model.
The electron beam PSDs due to power supply ripple calculated using this method are shown in Fig. 5. Despite the additional attenuation coming from the solid yokes, the largest
contribution to horizontal electron beam motion comes from
the DQ gradient dipoles and the anti-bend quadrupoles. In
the vertical plane it is the noise on the vertical steerers that
dominates. The integrated values in the 0.14-1000 Hz bandwidth are summarised in Table 2.
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Figure 3: Amplification factors due to coherent displacements (left) and girder resonances (right).
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Figure 4: Simulated electron beam displacement in the standard straights compared to measured ground motion.
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Figure 2: Vertical ground displacement for a single seed
with a correlation length of 5 m (left) and 50 m (right).
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Figure 5: Electron beam motion due to power supply ripple.

Power Supply Ripple
As the Diamond-II power supplies are not yet available,
the existing DDBA magnet power supplies were used to
estimate the noise in the 0.1-1000 Hz band. The impact
on the electron beam was estimated using the following
procedure:
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Energy Variation
The primary source of energy variation is expected to be
noise on the RF voltage and phase. This has been simulated
by tracking 1 million particles in ELEGANT [7] using a one-
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Table 2: Integrated Electron Beam Motion in the 0.14-1000
Hz Bandwidth Due to Power Supply Ripple

Table 3: Integrated Horizontal Displacement Due to RF
Noise, With and Without Harmonic Cavity

Magnet Type

# Magnets

Total H

Total V

Location

Corrector
Quadrupole
Sextupole
Anti-bend
Gradient bend

252
300
288
96
48

49 nm
57 nm
0.5 nm
254 nm
367 nm

41 nm
10 nm
0.2 nm
1.1 nm
5.1 nm

Long Straight
Standard Straight
Mid Straight

Without HC

With HC

4 nm
1 nm
15 nm

33 nm
4 nm
132 nm

sults are shown in Fig. 7. The calculated rms displacement
in the frequency range 0.1-1000 Hz is 411 nm horizontally
and 121 nm vertically, corresponding to 1.4 % and 2.8 % of
beam size respectively.
100

Displacement PSD ( m 2 /Hz)

turn map including radiation damping, quantum excitation
and IDs. The RF noise has been included by applying uncorrelated Gaussian errors on each of the 8 main cavities with a
standard deviation of 0.1% for the amplitude and 0.1 degrees
for the phase, corresponding to the low-level RF specification. A passive super-conducting harmonic cavity has also
been included in the simulation. This has been modelled as
an ideal cavity with the voltage and phase set according to
the flat potential conditions, without noise. Figure 6 shows
the resulting electron beam displacement PSDs, with and
without the harmonic cavity. The RF noise gives rise to an
energy oscillation which translates into horizontal motion
through the dispersion. The horizontal motion is therefore
largest at the mid-straights. The results also show that the
harmonic cavity broadens the peak of the synchrotron motion and moves it towards lower frequencies.
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Figure 7: Expected electron beam PSDs at the centre of a
standard straight including ground vibrations, girder resonances, power supply ripple and RF noise.
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Figure 6: Horizontal PSDs for the lattice without (left) and
with (right) harmonic cavity. Uncorrelated RF noise with
0.1% amplitude and 0.1 deg (1 σ) has been applied to each
of the 8 main cavities.
The integrated horizontal displacement due to RF noise
in the range 0.5-1000 Hz is given in Table 3. The harmonic
cavity increases the total oscillation in the frequency range
because of the shift of the synchrotron frequency towards
lower frequencies, however, the overall contribution from
RF remains small.

Total Electron Beam Motion
Estimates for the total electron beam PSDs have been
created for each plane by combining the individual contributions in quadrature. In the horizontal plane the contributions
from the RF and harmonic cavities have been included, and
in all cases the amplitudes have been calculated for the centre
of the standard straights (βx = 5.5 m and βy = 2.3 m). Re-
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An analysis has been given of the expected electron
beam stability for Diamond-II, including contributions from
ground motion, girder resonances, power supply ripple and
RF noise. Additional sources may exist which have not been
included here, for example the cooling water flow, fast ID
motion or injection pulsed magnets. However, the studies
performed so far indicate the target electron beam stability
for Diamond-II can be reached, even without the additional
suppression coming from the fast orbit feedback.
Further studies on this topic are planned. A prototype
girder has been delivered to Diamond, meaning it will soon
be possible to replace the FEA data with measured vibrations. Actual magnet field variation due to power supply
ripple should also be available, once the prototype magnets
and power supplies have been delivered. Validation of the
calculation methods presented here using the existing storage
ring magnets are also planned.
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APERTURE SHARING INJECTION FOR DIAMOND-II

J. Kallestrup∗ , H. Ghasem, I. P. S. Martin, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
Abstract
The planned Diamond-II storage ring will provide users
with an increase in brightness of up to two orders of magnitude compared with the existing Diamond facility. The
aim is to maintain excellent photon beam stability in top-up
mode, which requires frequent injections. This paper introduces the aperture sharing injection scheme designed for
Diamond-II. The scheme promises, through the use of short
striplines equipped with high-voltage nano-second pulsers,
a quasi-transparent injection while maintaining an approximately 100% injection eiciency.

INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the injection process in storage ring-based
synchrotron light sources has been driven by the use of transverse closed-orbit bumps created by pulsed dipole kickers
in order to achieve of-axis accumulation. The inevitable
non-closure of the orbit bumps, due to kicker imperfections
or mis-match, leads to leakage of betatron oscillations to the
remaining sections of the storage ring. These residual oscillations can create non-negligible photon beam perturbations
for some beamlines, who may have to gate their detectors
during the injection process, or attempt to schedule their
measurements in the quiet-time between top-up cycles. Another option is to try to counteract the oscillations by means
of a compensation kicker [1, 2]. With the new generation
of synchrotron light sources based on multi-bend achromat
(MBA) lattices, alternative injection schemes seek to conform with the relatively restricted dynamic- and momentum
aperture while staying transparent (i.e., perturbation-free)
to the users.
Diamond-II is the upgrade of the United Kingdoms national light source [3, 4]. The new storage ring will be based
on the Modiied Hybrid Six-bend Achromat (M-H6BA),
which includes ≈2.9 m straight section in the middle of the
achromat (“mid-straights”), which can accommodate short
insertion devices, cavities, injection elements etc.
The performance of several diferent injection schemes
has been evaluated for top-up into Diamond-II. It was found
that a single-bunch aperture sharing scheme provides the
best compromise between reliability and transparency to the
users, and will therefore be used during user operation. A
combined thick- and thin septum situated in a single vacuum tank in the injection straight, inspired by developments
for SLS 2.0 [5], is planned. A traditional four-kicker bump
in the injection straight will be maintained for easy commissioning, fast multi-bunch illing and as a safe fall-back
option. Furthermore, a static chicane is introduced in the
injection straight to maximize lexibility [4].
∗
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The remainder of this paper will describe the aperture
sharing scheme, its expected performance and some key
beam dynamics challenges.

SINGLE-BUNCH APERTURE SHARING
Top-up injections by single-bunch aperture sharing, to our
knowledge initially proposed for the SLS 2.0 upgrade [6],
is a bump-free injection scheme which uses short-pulse
striplines to kick the injected beam towards the storage ring
axis while simultaneously kicking the stored beam away
from the axis. If the dynamic aperture is great enough, it
is possible to kick the injected beam into the storage ring
acceptance without kicking the stored beam out. The kicked
bunches will then exhibit betatron oscillations around the
closed orbit and are damped over time by synchrotron radiation emission.
The striplines must be it into available space in the storage
ring, and preferably at a phase advance equal to an odd
multiple of �/2 after the exit of the septum magnet for
the best possible compensation. The mid-straights in the HM6BA lattice design can accommodate several striplines and
has a reasonable phase advance when the efect of the nonlinear magnets in the irst half achromat is included. It was
found that four striplines with 150 mm efective length will
provide the best form factor while maintaining reasonable
pulser requirements.
The position, angle and twiss parameters of the injected
beam at the exit of the thin septum, together with the kick
angle of the stripline kickers is optimized by numerically
minimizing the horizontal RMS Courant-Snyder invariant
of both the injected- and stored beam after the last stripline:
�� =

� 2 + (�� � + �� � ′ )2
,
��

(1)

where �� and �� are the twiss parameters after the last
stripline. The optimum kick angle for each stripline is
� = −176 µrad.
A sketch of the aperture sharing implementation is shown
in Fig. 1 together with the trajectory of the injected- and
stored bunch centroids. The horizontal phase space of the
two bunches during the irst 50 turns is plotted in Fig. 2.
Slightly more than 4 mm of DA is required, which is wellwithin what the storage ring is expected to deliver.

Robustness against Injection Mis-steering
A beam coming from the booster with the nominal parameters into an ideal storage ring is injected with 100% eiciency.
Such a situation is too idealistic to evaluate the robustness of
the injection scheme. Lattice and physical errors in storage
ring will be present, and positional and angular errors due to
mis-steering of the injected beam in the booster-to-storage
ring transfer line, or jitter from the pulsed magnets involved
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Figure 1: Trajectory of injected- and stored bunch centroids
through the irst achromat during single-bunch aperture sharing. Chicanes are set to a 2 mm static bump.
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Figure 2: Horizontal phase space of injected- and stored
bunch over the irst 50 turns after single-bunch aperture
sharing injection. The gray square indicates the septum
blade. Chicanes are set to a 2 mm static bump.
in the injection process, might deteriorate the injection eficiency. The robustness of the injection is evaluated by
calculating the injection eiciency for various mis-steerings
and mis-match of the injected beam at the exit of the septum.
We perform the simulations for 20 lattice seeds which have
undergone the Simulated Commissioning [7] procedure including insertion devices, collimators and apertures. The
SC procedure for Diamond-II is described in [8]. Contour
curves indicating the average expected injection eiciency
are shown in Fig. 3. The coordinates indicate the injected
bunch centroid ofsets with respect to the storage ring closed
orbit at the exit of the thin septum magnet. The results
indicate that the centroid can be mis-steered by 0.75 mm
horizontally (Fig. 3a) and 0.5 mm vertically (Fig. 3b) while
maintaining >95% injection eiciency. Mis-match of the
optics (Fig. 3c) do not have a great impact (efect of vertical
mis-match is not shown here due to their lack of impact).
Interestingly, it is found to be beneicial to have ≈ +0.5% energy ofset (Fig. 3d). These simulations provide conidence
that aperture sharing will be a good injection scheme for
Diamond-II.

Impact of Short-range Wakeields
Transversely oscillating charges may induce short-range
wake-ields that leads to beam blow-up and in the most
severe cases also beam loss [9, 10]. Both stored- and inMC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport
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Figure 3: Contour indicating the expected eiciency of
single-bunch aperture sharing injection into the Diamond-II
storage ring for various mis-steerings and mis-match at the
exit of the thin septum magnet.

jected beam will oscillate with a few millimetres of amplitude. Therefore, the injection is simulated using elementby-element tracking including the short-range storage ring
impedance in elegant [11]. Both transverse- and longitudinal impedances are included and distributed to 24 diferent
locations around the ring. The simulation is done for ive
seeds of lattice errors which reproduces the expected lattice errors after commissioning. The charge of the injected
bunch is set to 0.1 nC, while the stored bunch range from the
nominal illing pattern charge of 0.62 nC to higher charges
of 2-4 nC to study the injection into a camshaft bunch in a
hybrid illing pattern. The net charge gain after injection
is shown in Fig. 4; a step of 0.1 nC indicates a 100% injection eiciency. No losses are seen up to a stored bunch
charge of 3 nC, while some seeds indicate substantial losses
at 4 nC. Several mitigation techniques can be considered:
First and foremost, the kick from the striplines can be lowered to decrease the oscillation amplitude of the high-charge
stored bunch, with the drawback being that a larger DA is
required. Secondly, studies performed at ALS [12] suggests
that a higher chromaticity reduces losses. Simulations for
Diamond-II indicate that higher vertical chromaticity is helpful. Thirdly, in [12] it was also found beneicial to have a
time separation between the stored and injected bunch. Preliminary simulations suggest that ≈75 ps separation reduce
losses. Lastly, it has been shown that a larger nonlinear tune
shift with amplitude generated by octupoles helped stabilise
the beam at injection in the APS-U lattice [13]. This method
is yet to be tested on the Diamond-II lattice.
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Figure 4: Net charge gain during aperture sharing injection
including collective efects.

Stripline Requirements

Figure 5: Trajectory of injected- and stored bunch centroids
through the irst achromat during enhanced aperture sharing.
Chicanes are set to a −1 mm static bump.

The required stripline voltage is estimated using the simplistic formula [14]
��ℎ
,
4�

0.3

(2)

where � is the voltage applied to each stripline (with opposite
sign), � is the efective length of the stripline, � is the beam
energy in eV and ℎ is the gap between the striplines. The
proposed stripline design has ℎ = 14 mm and � = 150 mm,
indicating that ±14 kV is required.
The aim of the injection scheme is to have as little perturbation to the stored beam as possible. Ultimately, the goal is
to perturb only a single stored bunch. For a 150 mm stripline,
the maximum pulse duration to avoid adjacent bunches being
perturbed is given by the equation:
�p = �r + �FT + �f ≤

2

�RF

−

2�
= 3 ns,
�

(3)

where �FT is the lat-top duration and �r and �f are the
rise- and fall-times, respectively, �RF is the storage ring RF
frequency and � is the speed of light. To exploit the full
length of the striplines the pulse lat-top must be
�FT ≥

2�
= 1 ns.
�

(4)

The stripline design is currently under development and
is inspired by similar structures required for SLS 2.0 [15].

ENHANCED APERTURE SHARING

An alternative set of optics for Diamond-II which pushes
the brightness further at the expense of smaller DA and lower
lifetime is being investigated [16]. The DA is too small to
accommodate aperture sharing, and therefore on-axis injection schemes such as longitudinal injection [17] and swapout [18] were considered. The Diamond-II optics cannot
provide enough momentum acceptance for longitudinal injection, while swap-out requires full-charge bunches from
the booster together with substantially stronger stripline kickers. A new injection scheme was therefore devised which
allows for of-axis accumulation into a smaller dynamic aperture. The concept is, in principle, a single-bunch two-kicker
bump which is unclosed. An additional ive striplines are
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Figure 6: Horizontal phase space of injected- and stored
bunch over the irst 50 turns after enhanced aperture sharing.
Chicanes are set to a −1 mm static bump.
added to the mid-straight upstream of the injection straight,
together with three more in the irst down-stream injection
straight. The trajectory of the stored- and injected bunch is
shown in Fig. 5. The corresponding horizontal phase space
after the irst 50 turns is presented in Fig. 6. Only around
2 mm of DA at the exit of the thin septum is required for successful accumulation. A DA of ≈4 mm is within reach [16].
For this scheme the stripline voltages remain below 20 kV.

CONCLUSION
A single-bunch aperture sharing scheme utilizing four
short-pulse, high-voltage striplines will be used for top-up
injection into the planned Diamond-II upgrade. The stripline
kickers will be located in the mid-straight of the irst achromat, and will kick the injected bunch into the storage ring
acceptance while kicking the stored bunch slightly of-axis.
The scheme requires around 4 mm horizontal dynamic aperture which is within what the new storage ring will deliver.
The robustness of the injection has been conirmed by simulating mis-steering of the injected beam as it exits the septa.
The inluence of short-range wakeields have been simulated,
and found to be potentially harmful for the camshaft bunch
in hybrid mode operation. Mitigation techniques are found
to be helpful. A new “enhanced” single-bunch aperture
sharing scheme is proposed for injecting into the alternative
high-brightness Diamond-II optics, and allow for of-axis
accumulation into a ≈2 mm dynamic aperture.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Abstract
Photocathode R&D at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin
(HZB) is driven by the motivation to produce high brightness electron beams for the SRF photoinjector test facility,
Sealab/ bERLinPro. Multi-alkali antimonides are the choice
photocathode material due to high quantum efficiency (QE)
and low intrinsic emittance in the visible range. In this work
a more robust alternative to the tried and tested Cs-K-Sb
is considered. Na-K-Sb offers similar advantages to Cs-KSb including, high QE at green wavelengths but moreover,
it offers excellent stability at elevated temperatures. This
property could lengthen the cathode lifetime by enhancing
the robustness of the photocathode inside the SRF gun. In
this work, a status report showcasing first results towards the
development of a growth procedure for Na-K-Sb is presented
by means of spectral response and XPS measurements conducted in the HZB photocathode lab.

A "Work-Horse" Plug
To develop a growth procedure for Na-K-Sb photocathodes, the single use molybdenum plug substrate was traded
in for a reusable all-molybdenum plug (see Fig. 1), or the so
called "work-horse plug." The work-horse plug was prepared
in-house from a single molybdenum block and surface polished using a series of diamond polishing paste solutions (6,
3, and finally 1 𝜇). Using the same substrate is advantageous
in developing a growth procedure as this allows for direct
comparison between the films. This is otherwise problematic if different substrates are used due to inconsistencies
in surface preparation. Furthermore, reusing the sample
substrate speeds up the turnaround time between growths.
A substrate preparation procedure was devised to ensure
a clean molybdenum surface is the starting point for each
subsequent growth for this study.

INTRODUCTION
The operation of a SRF photoinjector with a normal conducting photocathode has successfully been demonstrated at
several research labs including BNL, HZB, HZDR and KEK,
thanks to developments in photocathode integration technology [1]. Though significantly more challenging than using
superconducting metals such as niobium or lead, integrating
high QE semiconductor photocathodes enables the generation of high brightness beams and is therefore necessary for
many applications.
At HZB, removable bi-alkali antimonide photocathodes
will be used to drive the SRF photoinjector [2] to generate
high brightness beams. For this, a non-contact, thermally
insulated cathode insert design was developed to allow cathode cooling. Gun studies in the commissioning process
revealed that the photocathode insert was damaged due to
high thermal heat load from RF losses [3]. Consequently
the insert design has been modified and tested to circumvent this issue [4]. Furthermore, we also consider the use
of a more robust bi-alkali antimonide photocathode material, namely Na-K-Sb. Compared with Cs-K-Sb, there are
relatively fewer studies on Na-K-Sb. Nevertheless, the aim
is to develop a reproducible growth procedure for high QE
Na-K-Sb photocathodes to provide a viable alternative to
Cs-K-Sb for use in the Sealab/ bERLinPro SRF gun.
∗

sonal.mistry@helmholtz-berlin.de
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Figure 1: All-Mo plug with 10 mm diameter shown a) before,
b) after polishing, and c) an optical microscope image of the
polished surface.

Preparation and Analysis System
The preparation and analysis system is part of the infrastructure developed for the preparation, characterization and
transport of photocathodes for the photoinjector. A full description of the system can be found in [5]. Multi-alkali
antimonide films are grown in the preparation chamber under UHV conditions (base pressure 2 × 10−10 mbar) and XPS
measurements are conducted in the adjoining analysis chamber. A spectral response set-up is attached to the preparation
chamber to enable photocurrent measurements.
In the current configuration, one sample position is required for antimony deposition and another for alkali deposition; this chamber geometry therefore limits growth method
options to either sequential or alkali co-evaporation onto an
antimony layer, both of which are employed for the samples
grown in this study.
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Figure 2: QE measurements for WH01, WH03, WH05 and WH06. The QE at 515 nm (black dotted line) is 0.3, 0.6, 2.0,
and 0.5 % for WH01, WH03, WH05 and WH06 respectively, and (b) comparison of QE data for WH03 as-grown and after
1.5 days show no degradation with respect to performance.

RESULTS
Spectral Response Measurements
Preliminary spectral response and XPS results for six
Na-K-Sb photocathodes are presented and evaluated in this
section. The alkali co-evaporation method developed at
HZB [5] for the growth of Cs-K-Sb was employed for five
samples (WH01, WH02, WH03, WH05 and WH06) whereas
the traditional sequential deposition method was used for
one reference sample (WH04).
The growth parameters initially chosen were guided by
the procedure outlined by Cultrera et al. in [6]. For the
sample grown by sequential deposition method, a 40 nm
thick antimony film was deposited at a substrate temperature
of 90 ◦ C. This was followed by potassium deposition at the
same temperature. Lastly, sodium was deposited starting at
130 ◦ C and then reducing the sample temperature stepwise.
In the case of the samples grown by alkali co-evaporation,
the same parameters were used for antimony deposition. For
the alkali evaporation, the sample temperature was varied
from sample to sample to optimize for photocurrent. In
each case, the sample was first heated to higher temperatures
than for antimony deposition (between 130-200◦ C) and then,
as for sequential evaporation, the temperature was reduced
stepwise.
Spectral response curves for WH01, WH03, WH05 and
WH06 are shown in Fig. 2 a) along with reference data from
a Cs-K-Sb photocathode, G002.
Studies by Cultrera et al on the growth of Na-K-Sb report
QE values of 6 % at 520 nm [6], and so in comparison, the
results reported here are lower in absolute terms. However,
this is not unexpected at this early stage of developing a
growth procedure. Further iterations are necessary to optimize the growth parameters to reliably produce high QE
Na-K-Sb photocathodes. The highest yielding photocathode
was WH05, with a QE of 2% at 515 nm. Disappointingly,
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the QE degraded rapidly soon after taking spectral response
measurements. In the Cultrera et al study, a decrease in
photocurrent was observed during sodium deposition which
was attributed to an excess of sodium on the surface [7].
This offers a possible explanation for the instability of the
WH05 photocathode film.
In the case of WH03, repeated measurements after 1.5
days demonstrated no degradation in the QE as evidenced
in the spectral response plot shown in Fig. 2 b). This further
corroborates the premises for enhanced operational lifetime
of Na-K-Sb versus Cs-K-Sb. No QE data was obtained for
sample WH02 due to technical issues in controlling the
temperature during alkali deposition, nor for WH04; the
reason for which is discussed in the section below.

XPS Measurements
Chemical analysis of one sequentially grown photocathode (WH04) and one grown by alkali co-evaporation
(WH05) is presented in this section below. In Fig. 3 a),
the Sb 3d region spectra are shown for each stage of the
growth. The first step for both samples is the deposition of
an antimony layer onto the molybdenum substrate; the Sb
3d spectra for this first step for both samples is shown in the
bottom plot. The Sb 3d 5/2 and the Sb 3d 3/2 peaks are positioned at 528.5 and 537.9 eV respectively for both WH04
and WH05, corresponding to Sb(0), metallic antimony [8].
In the case of WH04, the next step is the deposition of
potassium onto the antimony layer; this is shown in the
middle plot of Fig. 3 a). Though the peak positions still lie
in the energy range corresponding to Sb(0), a 0.3 eV shift
to lower binding energies is observed. Furthermore, it is
possible to discern a broadening of the Sb 3d peaks that hint
to a mixture of phases.
The final step is the evaporation of sodium onto the K-Sb
film for WH04 and the co-evaporation of the alkalis onto the
antimony layer for WH05. The Sb 3d region spectra after
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Figure 3: XPS spectra of two Na-K-Sb samples: WH04 was grown by sequential deposition and WH05 by alkali metal
co-evaporation. Comparison of a) Sb 3d spectra, b) K 2p spectra and c) Na 1 s spectra.
the final steps are shown in the top most plot of Fig. 3 a). For
WH04, the broadening of the peaks previously observed have
further broadened with the deposition of sodium to more
strongly suggest a mixed phase. A shoulder is apparent at a
lower binding energy indicating a reduced antimony component. However, the dominant peaks for Sb 3d 5/2 and the Sb
3d 3/2 are found at 528.2 and 537.5 eV that correspond to
non-reacted Sb(0). This could partly explain the particularly
poor performance of WH04 with respect to QE. In the case
of the WH05, a sizable shift of −1.6 eV to lower binding
energies is observed for Sb 3d peaks; the Sb 3d 5/2 and the
Sb 3d 3/2 peaks are shifted to 526.9 and 536.3 eV respectively corresponding to Sb(3-), reduced antimony according
to reference data from [9].
In Fig. 3 a), weak O 1s signals are observed at approximately 533 eV for both WH04 and WH05, indicating trace
levels of oxygen. In previous Cs-K-Sb growth studies, similar weak O 1s signals are also sometimes observed in both
K-Sb and Cs-K-Sb films [5]. This was previously attributed
to either residual gases or from the potassium or caesium
dispensers. In this study, it is evident that the O 1s signal
only appears after sodium deposition suggesting that the
origin of the contamination was the sodium dispensers for
these samples. The presence of oxygen contamination may
also be a contributing factor to the low QE values reported
here.
Fig. 3 b) shows the K 2p region spectra for the intermediate
K-Sb film for WH04 (middle) and the Na-K-Sb film (top) for
both samples. For WH04, the K 2p peak positions remain
equal for the second (K-Sb) and third step (Na-K-Sb) of the
deposition. The K 2p 3/2 and 1/2 appear at binding energies
of 293.9 and 296.7 eV respectively. Compared with metallic
K 2p, these values are shifted by 0.8 eV to lower binding
energies [9,10]. The K 2p binding energies reported here are
in reasonably good agreement with values found in literature
for K-Sb [5, 9]. No further shift is observed for the final
step to Na-K-Sb. This might be indicative that the transition
from a K-Sb lattice to a Na-K-Sb lattice did not fully occur.
In the case of WH05, the K 2p peak positions are shifted
by 1 eV compared to metallic potassium K(0). As shown
in Fig. 3 b), the potassium core level values are shifted to a
lower binding energy for WH05 compared with WH04.
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The Na 1s region spectra for the final growth step for
WH04 and WH05 are compared in Fig. 3 c). The Na 1s
peak binding energy occurs at 1071.9 eV corresponding to
metallic sodium [8]. There are several possible explanations
for such an occurrence: either the evaporated sodium did not
fully react with the potassium and antimony due to incorrect
sample temperature, or an excess of sodium was evaporated
and so only the surface layers of non-reacted sodium were
probed with XPS. It is also possible that the shift in peak
position for Na 1s was too small to be observed with our
set-up; the region spectra from which peak energy positions
were obtained have an uncertainty of 0.19 eV.

CONCLUSION
In this work first results towards developing a growth procedure for Na-K-Sb photocathodes are presented. QE values
up to 2% at 515 nm were achieved for a selection of six NaK-Sb photocathodes grown by alkali co-evaporation and one
sample grown by sequential method for reference. To reach
higher reproducible values further growth iterations must be
carried out. Optimizing substrate temperature, and flux of
alkalis to ensure a stable Na-K-Sb lattice is formed is critical
and will be central to further studies in the development of
a growth procedure.
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Abstract
The Canadian Light Source (CLS) has recently created a
new Electron Source Lab (ESL) that can run independently
from user operations. A section of the old Saskatchewan
Accelerator Laboratory experimental nuclear physics tunnels
has been rebuilt with new shielding and a separate entrance.
The laboratory will be used to prepare an operational spare
electron gun for the 250 MeV linac. In addition, there are
plans to develop RF guns for a future branch line to inject
into the linac and for possible short pulse production. This
paper will give an overview of the ESL space and the first
electron guns which plan to be installed.

blue area) including a reserved place where the local control
room will be installed (dark blue area). The total area of the
ESL is around 50 m2 .

INTRODUCTION
The CLS [1] has been in operation since 2005 and in 2018
suffered a major failure of the electron gun that brought
down the facility for 7 months [2]. The gun dates from the
1970s and only a handful were built, hence very few spares
are still available to repair it in case of another dramatic
failure. To mitigate this risk, CLS has secured electron
sources from other accelerator laboratories that can be used
as replacements. The fastest way to come back into operation
is to replace the present thermionic DC gun by another gun
of the same energy. The DC voltage may require some
tuning to match the beam dynamics at the exist of the gun
to produce the appropriate bunches that can be transported
and accelerated through the linac. Plans for such gun have
been made with the help of a loan gun from MAX IV which
is planned to be tested in the ESL. CLS has completed the
construction of the ESL in a space in the basement which
has separate and simultaneous access from the other linac
tunnels, allowing for safe and flexible commissioning of
electron sources and beams up to 100 MeV.

OVERVIEW OF ESL SPACE
The new bunker uses an existing location in the basement
of the facility. The entire basement was used for nuclear
research in the 1960s until the construction of the CLS ring.
The area delimited in red, blue oval and black rectangle, see
Fig. 1, were part of the Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory (SAL). Today the red part house the linac that feeds
CLS; the blue oval has been decoupled from the linac tunnel
for operation and for radiation protection and is home of
the medical isotope production facility Canadian Isotope
Innovation Corporation (CIIC) [3]. The area delimited in
black is the location where the ESL will be installed (light
∗
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Figure 1: Location of the ESL in the CLS basement - next
to the linac tunnel.

Like for the medical isotope production facility, new
shielding, radiation protection system and interlocks have
been installed to decouple the ESL operation from the linac
operation. New operating license from the radiation regulator have been obtained that will allow the operation of
ionizing radiation devices until 1 MeV. This phase has been
achieved.
The second phase is to decouple the control room area
from the experimental zone. Doors and radiation shielding
are currently being installed. The experimental area can also
be accessed via a side stairways with an elevator adjacent to it.
The current door between the ESL and the stairways must be
replaced by a lock with two doors, one is a fire resistant door
the other is a radiation shielding door. Those doors are on
order and the work regarding fire safety is ongoing including
the needed paperwork as to certify that the construction
comply to the construction code. It is expected that the
infrastructure, water cooling, electricity, air conditioning,
network, interlock system, fire safety system and city permit
guaranteeing compliance to building code will be completed
by end of March 2023.
Regarding radiation protection, the laboratory has been
constructed and designed for operation up to 120 MeV electron beams by the CLS radiation protection authority. However, operation up to energy above 1 MeV will require new licensing from the Canadian radiation authority CNSC, which
is also being taken care of at this moment.
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AVAILABLE ELECTRON GUNS AT CLS
DC Gun
The ESL as depicted in Fig. 2 depicts the plan for our first
stage of operation. The first electron source to be installed
and tested is a thermionic DC electron source provided by
MAX IV in Sweden, operating up to 500 keV. A dedicated
beamline will be installed to characterise the electron beam
and measure the emittance, energy and energy spread, see
Fig. 2.

The first results of a 100 mA divergent beam without any
focusing optics provide a transverse normalised emittance
in 𝑥- and 𝑦-direction of 0.4 𝜇mrad. The 100 mA choice is
the operational setting of the current linac electron source.
Once every components of the gun have been verified the
gun will be installed for high voltage and electron production
in the ESL lab. We expect the DC-gun to be operational in
spring 2023, short after opening of the ESL.

RF Guns
After testing and qualifications of the 500 kV DC
thermionic gun, the accelerator physics team plans to test
two different type of RF guns.
The first is a thermionic RF electron source with a frequency of 2856 MHz that was designed by MAX IV for
CLS based on their own 3 GHz designs [6–11]. Figure 5
shows the basic concept of the EM design which can achieve
a beam energy of around 2 MeV. It is planned to use such a
thermionic RF gun as a branch line into the CLS linac as a
second operational gun.

Figure 2: Zoom-in of the ESL depicting the placement of
the gun and a potential diagnostic beamline.
The physical dimension of the interior of this DC gun has
been mapped to make a precise 3D model of the complete
cathode-anode assembly. Based on this 3D model electrostatic fields of the gun have been simulated in CST [4],
see Fig. 3, and the propagation of the beam from the cathode, without any optics in the beamline are simulated using
GPT [5], see Fig. 4. The main purpose is to gain a better understanding in the characteristics of the electron beam from
the BaO cathode when heated up to approximately 1100 ◦ C.

Figure 3: Left: equipotential lines, right: 3D EM field map
of the DC gun - simulation made with CST.

Figure 4: Electron density after propagation of a 100 mA
emitter current after 500 kV acceleration up to 45 cm after
the cathode and without any focusing or guiding optics.
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Figure 5: Thermoionic RF gun - cross section (left) and EM
simulations (right).
Simulation of beam propagation for 100 mA of current
from the cathode, using the same thermal emittance as for
the DC thermionic gun, produces a beam with an normalised
emittance of 0.8 𝜇mrad in 𝑥- and 𝑦-direction and a kinetic
energy of 𝐸 = 1.7 ± 0.7 MeV. CLS plans to test this gun in
the winter of 2023.
Finally, the testing of a 1.5 cell RF photo gun [12] capable of producing a 4.4 MeV beam and a 2.6 cell RF photo
gun [13, 14] providing a 7.4 MeV beam for single bunch
operation is planned in 2024. Both guns are provided by
the Eindhoven university of Technology in the Netherlands.
A laser system still has to be evaluated, funded and bought.
These guns, due to their short pulses, could be used as a
source for ultra fast electron diffraction experiments or to
produce hard X-rays through inverse Compton scattering.
Such guns and setup could enhance the CLS portfolio
of techniques for investigation to the benefit of the user
community.
CLS is preparing to procure a new linac and can potentially use the ESL for testing equipment before installation in
the linac tunnel. The ESL will be prepared for the commissioning of the new linac e-gun so that it can be tested with
beam prior to decommissioning of the existing gun and the
installation of the new linac in 2024. All these capabilities
of the ESL can be used for CLS own benefit but it will also
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be available for use in collaboration with other labs who in
the future want to do experiments in the ESL.

CONCLUSION
The ESL construction is underway and will be ready by
the end of the first quarter of 2023. The highest priority is to
operate the spare linac DC electron gun by the end of spring
2023. Further possibilities for testing different guns and
other usage for this bunker are being considered for 2024
as a mean to build new competencies as well as potentially
provide new scientific possibilities. The ESL is planned to
be used for commissioning of a new DC thermionic gun as
part of a new linac that is in the process of being procured.
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Abstract
The quality of the photocathodes is critical for the stability and reliability of the photoinjector’s operation. Thanks
to the robust magnesium and Cs2Te photocathodes, SRF
gun-II at HZDR has been proven to be a successful example in CW mode for high current user operation.
In this contribution, we will present our observation of
the QE evolution of Cs2Te photocathodes during SRF gun
operation. The variables including substrate surface, film
thickness, Cs/Te stoichiometric, multipacting, RF loading
and charge extract are considered in the analysis.

INTRODUCTION
As well known, the quality of photocathodes is a key
factor to improve the stability and reliability of the photoinjectors [1]. For SRF guns developed at HZDR, metal
cathodes (copper, magnesium) and semiconductor photocathode Cs2Te are chosen as photocathode materials. Copper was used as commissioning cathode in SRF gun. But
the work function of Cu (4.6 eV) is rather high and its
quantum efficiency (QE) of 1×10-5 at 260 nm is too low
for the regular beam production. For medium bunch charge
mode, magnesium is a good photocathode candidate. Mg
is a metal with low work function of 3.6 eV, and its QE can
reach 0.5% after ps UV laser cleaning [2]. Although it has
lower QE than Cs2Te, Mg has the advantages of long life
time, reliable compatibility and little risk of contamination
to the niobium cavity.
Driven with UV laser the photocathode Cs2Te (with band
gap 3.3 eV + electron affinity 0.2 eV) has shown good QE
and long life time in the ELBE SRF gun-I [3]. In 2017 we
suffered the strong field emission and also thermal contact
problem during SRF gun-II operation with three Cs2Te
cathodes (on molybdenum plug). An intensive study has
been performed to understand the problem of overheating
of those cathodes in SRF gun cavity. Then we decided to
give up the Mo plug and apply OFHC as the plug material,
though copper is not the friendliest substratum for the active Cs2Te. Since then Cs2Te on Cu plug has be prepared at
HZDR and operated successfully in SRF gun-II for the
THz user beam time.

CS2TE CATHODES IN SRF GUN II
Since May 2020, seven Cs2Te photocathodes have been
used in the SRF gun-II. The average operation duration in
___________________________________________

gun is three months, providing 7-17 coulomb charge depending on the current request of the beam users. Cathodes
would be exchanged when the gun warmed up during shutdown season and/or QE of the cathode in gun was not sufficient for the next beam time.

Preparation Process
The Cs2Te photocathodes are prepared in the HZDR
cathode lab and transported to the SRF gun in vacuum. The
cathode plug is made of copper to ensure a high thermal
conductivity for LN2 cooling. The Cu plug is mirror polished or finished with diamond turning to a roughness in
level of 10 nm. In our experiments, the Cs2Te cathodes on
the mechanical polished plugs and those on the diamond
turning finished plugs show almost the same photoemission quality and also the same dark current in gun. The
plugs are carefully treated in the clean room. The chemical
cleaning, dry ice cleaning and 350°C baking in vacuum are
applied to keep the surface free of any pollution.
During the preparation process, the plug is kept at 120°C
with a halogen light. At first the tellurium and then cesium
are deposited subsequently through a ϕ 4 mm mask onto
the plug surface. Meanwhile, 260 nm and 340 nm LEDs
are used to illuminate the cathode as the diagnostic light
and the plug is -200 V biased. The cesium evaporation is
stopped when the photocurrent at 260 nm reaches maximum, which actually leads to the Cs/Te ratio fluctuation
from one cathode to another one.
The prepared cathodes are stored in the transport chamber with a vacuum around 5 × 10-11 mbar. Up to six photocathodes can be transported together from the photocathode lab to the SRF gun.

QE Dropping Due to RF Loading
During the cathode transport and insertion into gun, the
QE can be very well preserved. However, a strong QE
dropping did happen when the radio frequency power was
started.
The QE tracking of the latest photocathode is shown in
Fig. 1. This cathode was deposited with 6 nm Te and 37 nm
Cs. From the photograph of the cathode, the coating was
homogeneous with a narrow shadow of mask on the border.
Note that QE measured in the transport chamber (red
points) and the first QE value in SRF gun (first blue point)
were almost the same, which means there was no QE lost
during both transport and insertion activities. But soon after the pulsed RF was loaded, especially when the CW
power was started, a strong QE degradation was observed.
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Later during the beam operation the cathode QE could keep
relatively constant.
Before the RF field was built in cavity, we applied a DC
bias of -5 kV on the cathode for QE measurement, and the
photocurrent about 200 nA landed on the cavity wall. We
believe that the lower QE in the cathode centre is due to
the ions back to cathode. In order to reduce the influence
of multipacting (MP) to vacuum, a dedicated RF starting
up process was developed [4]. At first only low power
pulsed RF was loaded with variable DC voltage in order to
process the possible MP in the cathode and choke area.
There happened some pressure rising up to 10-9 mbar (vacuum read by the gauge at the gun exit), which led a slight
QE dropping. After the pulsed RF reached 8 MV/m, the
duty factor was increased till CW mode. But this process
might induce new MP cases and thus vacuum issues, so
new QE falling and also the distribution changing could be
observed.

When the operation went on, right side of the film
showed faster degradation trend than the left side. The vacuum measured at the gun exit showed 4 - 5 × 10-10 mbar
without visible accidents. Clearly the vacuum was not the
reason leading this phenomenon. But if the rest gas molecules were ionized by accelerated photoelectrons & dark
current, those ions could be accelerated by the RF field as
well as the cathode DC field and fly back to the cathode
surface.

Figure 2: QE tracking of Cs2Te #2021.06.07 with the QE
mappings in different stages during operation in SRF gun.

Figure 1: QE tracking of Cs2Te #2021.10.05 before and after inserting into SRF gun. The red points are the QE measured in the transport chamber and the blue ones are those
during SRF gun operation. The photograph of the cathode
and the QE mappings in different stages are shown here as
additional information.

QE Evolution Due to Beam Extraction
However, there were several Cs2Te cathodes shown very
inhomogeneous QE mapping during the operation. For example Cs2Te #2021.06.07 shown in Fig. 2. This cathode
was coated with 8 nm Te and 40 nm Cs, but the film was
0.4 mm off centre (in Fig. 3).
In the first week in gun we used only DC bias to study
the cathode itself, which led a QE dropping together with
‘hole’ in the cathode plug centre (not film centre). But soon
after the RF field of 8 MV/m in CW mode was loaded, an
obvious QE changing happened. The whole cathode degraded ‘equally’ with a ‘hole’ in cathode plug centre. We
believe that the photoelectrons and dark current hit the cavity wall and release the absorbed gases, which contaminate
the Cs2Te surface.
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Figure 3: Photograph of the Cs2Te cathode #2021.06.07
with 8 nm Te and 40 nm Cs, but 0.4 mm off centre.

IMPROVE OPERATION LIFETIME
We have paid great effort to improve the cathode life
time during operation in gun. On the one hand is to enhance
the cathode robustness and to preserve the QE during cathode transport, on the other hand is to find out a dedicated
RF starting up process to avoid MP and vacuum issue.
A study has been done to investigate the relationship between the cathode robustness and the film Cs/Te stoichiometric ratio. The film border of Cs2Te #2020.03.04 showed
different operation life time from the rest of the film (left
in Fig.4). Contrasted with the centre part with low QE, the
border had a circled QE valley and a narrow corner with a
QE ‘peak’. After the cathode plug was taken out from vacuum, we observed the colour changing of the whole film,
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and the border showed some ring-like structure, which was
confirmed under the microscope (right in Fig.4).
Because the cathode showed homogenous distribution as
it was freshly inserted into gun, what was the reason resulting this QE valley and peak? It might be due to the thickness gradual change or the Cs/Te ratio gradient in the mask
shadow.
In order to measure the local Cs/Te ratio, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-Ray analysis (EDX) were applied to study the film. The SEM image
was taken with a Zeiss NVision SEM microscope and the
EDX measurements were done with a Bruker® 129
QUANTAX EDS spectrometer. The measurement showed
the top and bottom border (middle of Fig. 4) had the same
gradient structure, and the right and left border had a sharp
edge. This could be explained by the linear Te and Cs
sources, which produced a one-direction shadow.

CONCLUSION
Cs2Te photocathodes on copper plugs have been successfully applied in the SRF gun-II for user operation for
two years. We observed the QE evolution during operation
and tried to understand the influence of the variables to the
cathode lifetime, including Cs/Te stoichiometric, film
thickness, multipacting, RF loading and charge extracting.
Additional to the study in this paper, in order to clarify
the QE inhomogeneous changing during operation in gun,
we still need to simulate the movement of dark current and
charged gas molecules in gun as well as the ion bombardment process on cathode.
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Figure 4: QE mapping of Cs2Te #2020.03.04 after three
months operation (left). The photograph of this used cathode already exposed in air (middle). The film border under
microscope (right).
The results of SEM and EDX are shown in Fig. 5. During
preparation there were 10 nm Te and 50 nm Cs deposited
on the surface. In the centre part, Cs/Te was measured as
homogeneously 1.6. After a ratio valley, there appeared a
narrow circle with higher Cs/Te ratio of 1.8, followed by
the dropping ratio outer rings.
If one compares the QE mapping with the local Cs/Te
ratio changing, it seems that there is some relationship between the lifetime and stoichiometric. A Cs/Te ratio of 1.8
could result in better life time during operation than the
lower ratio. But this good life time only presented on one
side of the cathode, which looks similar to the cathode
#2021.06.07 in Fig.2.
However, this experiment was done with a cathode already exposed in air, which was different to the “real” situation. And we cannot measure the local thickness difference of the film, so we cannot exclude the thickness influence to the life time, which needs other methods.
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Figure 5: The SEM photograph of the film border of Cs2Te
#2020.03.04 with the local Cs/Te ratio (left). The EDX
spectra taken at the different location for Cs/Te ratio calculation (right).
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FLEXIBLE FEATURES OF THE COMPACT STORAGE RING IN THE
cSTART PROJECT AT KARLSRUHE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
A. I. Papash†, A. Bernhard, E. Bründermann, D. El Khechen, B. Härer, A.-S. Müller, R. Ruprecht,
M. Schwarz, J. Schäfer, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract
Within the cSTART project (compact storage ring for
accelerator research and technology), a Very Large
Acceptance compact Storage Ring (VLA-cSR) is realized
at the Institute for Beam Physics and Technology (IBPT)
of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). A modified
geometry of a compact storage ring operating at 50 MeV
energy range has been studied and the main features of the
new model are described here. The new design, based on
45° bending magnets, is suitable to store a wide momentum
spread beam as well as ultra-short electron bunches in the
sub-ps range injected from a laser plasma accelerator as
well as from the Ferninfrarot Linac- Und Test Experiment
(FLUTE).
The DBA lattice of the VLA-cSR with different settings
and relaxed parameters, split elements and higher-order
optics of tolerable strength allows to improve dynamic
aperture and momentum acceptance to an acceptable level.
This contribution discusses the lattice features in detail,
expected lifetime, injection, tolerances and different
possible operation schemes of the ring.

experimental "proof of principle" of injection and storage
of ultra-short electron bunches (sub-ps to tens of fs) as well
as beam with large momentum spread of about 1% (rms)
after laser plasma cell [6]. To test the ring’s performance
the compact linear accelerator FLUTE will serve as an
injector of 50 MeV bunches [7].

FLEXIBLE LATTICE
Different geometries, lattices and operation modes of a
compact storage ring have been extensively studies and the
results have been reported at [2-4, 8-11]. The parameters
of the facility and the electron beam are presented in
Table 1. The ring footprint fits to the FLUTE experimental
hall [7]. The highly non-linear lattice with flexible features
and relaxed parameters is composed of four equal double
bend achromat (DBA) sections (see Fig. 1).

INTRODUCTION
R&D on laser plasma acceleration is pursued with the
aim to clear up key issues on the feasibility of a new
generation of very compact sources of synchrotron
radiation for future users [1]. Laser Plasma Accelerators
(LPA) feature short bunch lengths and high peak currents
combined with a small facility footprint. For wavelengths
longer than the length of the emitting electron bunch, the
photon emission becomes coherent [2]. Thus, the radiation
intensity from the terahertz (THz) to the infrared range
increases dramatically. The combination of a storage ring
and a laser plasma accelerator might be a basis for a new
generation of compact light sources and advancing user
facilities to different commercial applications. [3].
Meanwhile, the post-LPA beam is not directly suitable
for storage and accumulation in conventional light source
facilities. The energy spread of post-LPA beams well
exceed the values at existing light sources [4]. The initially
ultra-short electron bunches will quickly be elongated in
existing storage rings. Due to the expansion of electrons in
the plasma “bubble” with large divergence and momentum
spread the effective normalized beam emittance will grow
significantly leading to an increase of bunch length due to
synchro-betatron coupling in the dispersive sections of the
storage ring [5].
A dedicated storage ring with adapted features is
realized at KIT with the purpose to provide the
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Layout of the cSTART ring.
Different operation modes to pursue accelerator R&D
activities were described earlier [11]. The lattice of the
cSTART storage ring satisfies contradictory features:
• The energy acceptance is increased to >5% to
accommodate particles with large momentum
deviation.
• The amplitude of the dispersion function is limited to
keep a compact beam size in the bending sections.
• The dynamic aperture is large enough for stable
storage of wide momentum spread beam.
• Additional sections for dedicated Accelerator
Research and Development (ARD) experiments are
included into the ring lattice.
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Table 1: Parameters of Ring and Beam
Parameter

Values

Energy range

40 to 100 MeV

Magnetic rigidity, B⋅R

0.133 to 0.334 T·m

Circumference (footprint)

43.2 m (12.5×12.5 m)

Ring periodicity
Lattice
Operation modes

four
90° (2×45°) DBA cell
DBA FDDF/DFFD

Quadrupole magnets

Reduced−α
FDDF/DFFD
Double split

Arc sections N × LARC

4×6.95 m

Straight sections N × LSTR

4×3.85 m

Mom. Comp. factor − variable

+2·10−2 to −1·10−2

SR losses at 50 MeV

≤ 0.4 eV per turn

Natural Chromaticity DBA (α)

ξh,v= −8/−8 (−12/−14)

SR damping time τh/τv/τs

36/33/15 s (50 MeV)

Energy spread − variable

σE =10−4 to 10−2

Momentum acceptance lattice
Dispersion max − reduced-α, m
Rotation period/frequency

± 5.5% (DBA FDDF)
0.57/1.4 (FDDF/DFFD)
0.3/0.7 (FDDF/DFFD)
144 ns / 6.944 MHz

RF frequency /RF harmonic

500 MHz / hRF=72(4×18)

Betatron tunes (DBA FDDF)
Betatron tunes (DBA DFFD )

Qh,v= 5.575/1.239
Qh,v= 5.157/2.543

Vacuum chamber (full size)

70 × 40 mm

Dynamic Acceptance (h/v)

168/27 mm·mr

Emittance of injected beam (rms)
Dynamic Aperture (horizontal)
Dynamic aperture (vertical)
Injection type

10 nm /1 mm·mr (norm)

Dispersion max − DBA, m

±15 mm (±125σx)
±10 mm (±50σy)
On-axes single bunches

Lifetime − 1 ps bunch (50 MeV)

10 to 0.2min (2÷200 pC)

Lifetime − 10 fs bunch (50 MeV)
Emittance IBS growth rate
Emittance IBS growth rate
Vacuum

10 s to 0.1 s (2÷200 pC)
0.12 s-1 (107 part/bunch)
12 s-1 (109 part/bunch)
Better than 10-10 mbar

Bunch length (rms)

∼10 fs to 1 ps

Bunch charge

1 pC to 1 nC

Bunch intensity

6⋅106 to 6⋅109 particles

The compact ring fits into the existing FLUTE
experimental hall while short distances between elements
lead to high strengths of quadrupole and sextupole
magnets. Nine families of sextupoles are incorporated into
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the compact ring lattice to suppress linear and higher-order
resonance driving terms and to open dynamic aperture.
Second-order terms of chromaticity are minimized by
dedicated sextupole magnets rather than by octupoles.
Three families of relatively weak octupole magnets
suppress the Amplitude Dependent Tune Shifts (ADTS)
while dynamic aperture is preserved.
To limit magnetic field strength all quadrupole magnets
are split in halves and sextupole magnets are flanked inbetween. Ring lattice was adjusted for mirror symmetry of
inter-leaved sextupoles. To limit the strength of sextupole
fields the correction of naturally negative chromaticity is
realized in both planes by multiple sets of sextupole
magnets rather than by single elements. The strength of
chromatic sextupole families is limited by the distribution
of sextupole field between nine families. The side effect of
increased amplitude of the dispersion function is a slight
reduction of geometric momentum acceptance of the ring.
The phase advance between two chromatic sextupoles is
close to π and symmetry conditions are applied for Twiss
parameters. The betafunctions are split at the sextupole
locations so that lenses acting in vertical and horizontal
planes have little mutual influence. The resonance driving
terms are reduced due to lattice periodicity and mirror
symmetry.
Because of the cancellation of ADTS, the betatron tune
footprint remains conﬁned in a very limited area. The
relatively large distance to potentially harmful lower-order
resonances and the small tune footprint justifies the choice
of this working point for the cSTART storage ring. The
optics is flexible and the working points can easily be
adjusted and varied in a large range.
Solid block magnet technology based on MAX-IV
3 GeV ring experience [12] will be employed to guarantee
lowest possible tolerances of random magnet errors at level
of 30 µm in the blocks and 50 µm between girders. Roll
errors are limited to 50/100 µrad (rms) while the beam orbit
will be centered better than 0.5 mm.
Fluctuations of beam energy are reduced to 10-4 by
stabilization of dipole magnets field at a level of 2⋅10-5.
Tune jitter will be suppressed to 10-3 by stabilization of
quadrupole gradients at 10-4 level. Spurious fluctuations of
chromaticity will be less than 5⋅10-3 due to the stabilization
of sextupole fields at a level of 5⋅10-4. Tolerances on
spurious fluctuations of ADTS set at 10-2 level will be
satisfied by stabilization of octupole gradients better than
10-3. Spurious sextupole components must not exceed
0.2 m-3 for dipoles and 0.6 m-3 for quadrupoles. Residual
octupole components of dipoles, quadrupoles and
sextupoles must be less than 15 m-4.

EVOLUTION OF BEAM PARAMETERS
Beam losses at high energy electron storage rings are
originated by different single but large angle scattering
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Figure 2: Computer simulations of the expected lifetime of
electrons in the cSTART storage ring at different energies:
1 – vacuum losses (Touschek is off); 2 – low charge
1.5 pC/bunch, 3 − moderate intensity 15 pC/b; 4 − high
charge 150 pC/b.
The expected lifetime of 50 MeV electrons at short
bunch lengths (reduced−α operation mode) is shown in
Fig. 3. Curve 1 (red) represents the lifetime of low charge
beam with 107 electrons per bunch (charge 1.5 pC/b),
curve 2 (green) − the lifetime of moderate intensity beam
with 108 electrons per bunch (15 pC/b) and curve 3 (blue)
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– the lifetime of high intensity beam with 109 electrons per
bunch (150 pC/b). The expected lifetime of 50 MeV
electrons circulating in a bunch with 𝜎𝜎𝜏𝜏 = 60 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)
pulse length is about 100 s for low charge and lifetime is
reduced to ∼1 s at high charge. The lifetime of ultra-short
bunches (≤10 fs) drops below 100 ms at high beam
intensity.
1,000.00
1

100.00
Life time, sec

processes like elastic and inelastic scattering of circulating
electrons at nuclei and electron shells of residual gas atoms
and molecules [13], large angle single scattering of
electrons on each other inside the bunch − the Touschek
effect [14]. The lifetime of electrons in storage rings
depends on many factors like beam energy, residual gas
pressure, current density, rate of synchrotron radiation
damping, dynamic aperture and momentum acceptance of
the ring, amplitude of RF voltage and momentum
compaction factor.
The lifetime of electrons in the cSTART storage ring has
been studied at different beam energies (see Fig. 2). A
single bunch has been tracked through the lattice with DBA
optics [11] using the optics code OPA [15]. The RF
harmonic number hrf=72 corresponds to a 500 MHz RF
system. Simulations have been performed at a vacuum
level of 10−10 tor. The average charge of residual gas nuclei
is Z=7 and residual gas molecules are composed of two
atoms n=2. The coupling ratio between horizontal and
vertical planes was artificially set to 100% to improve
lifetime.
The upper limit of particle lifetime for very low intensity
beam in absence of Touschek scattering is shown by
curve 1 (black dashed line) of Fig. 2. Curve 2 (red)
represents the lifetime of a low charge beam with 107
electrons/bunch (charge 1.5 pC/b), curve 3 (green) – the
lifetime of moderate intensity beam with 108
electrons/bunch (15 pC/b) and curve 4 (blue) – the lifetime
of high intensity beam with 109 electrons/bunch
(150 pC/b). The expected lifetime of 50 MeV electrons
circulating in a bunch with 𝜎𝜎𝜏𝜏 = 1 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟) pulse length
is about 17 min at low charge and it is reduced to ∼12 s at
high charge. Touschek scattering dominates at low energy
range.

Life time, min
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Figure 3: Computer simulations of expected lifetime of
50 MeV electrons at different pulse lengths: 1 – low
charge 1.5 pC/bunch, 2 − moderate intensity 15 pC/b; 3 −
high charge 150 pC/b.
At small energies the total rms energy spread of
electrons in the storage ring is the result of a combination
of average growth rate opposed by radiation damping [13].
At 50 MeV energy range the SR damping is extremely
slow − in a range of 20 to 30 seconds. The expected
lifetime of these low-energy electrons is less than the
damping time and the particles circulate at non-equilibrium
conditions. Multiple small angle intra-beam Coulomb
scattering (IBS) of the particles on each other causes a
growth of the beam momentum spread, induces
synchrotron oscillations around the nominal energy orbit
and leads to the growth of beam emittance [16].
For the cSTART storage ring and 50 MeV beam energy
one can roughly estimate the IBS growth rates of beam
energy spread and beam emittance as (τIBS)-1∼0.12 s-1 for
107 particles/bunch and up to ∼12 s-1 for 109
particles/bunch. The growth rate due to IBS scattering is
about 100 times more than the Touschek loss rate of the
particles in a bunch of 1 ps pulse length (rms). To mitigate
the degradation of beam quality one can apply swap-out
injection at high repetition rate of up to 100 Hz as it was
proposed for a 25 MeV electron storage ring designed for
the Compton backscattering studies [16].

CONCLUSION
The detailed design of a very large acceptance compact
storage ring has been done so far. Studies of CSR effects,
beam lifetime and evolution of beam parameters, beam
injection and extraction, beam diagnostics and orbit
correction have been performed.
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Abstract
The new accelerator MESA (Mainz Energy recovering
Superconducting Accelerator) will provide an average CW
electron beam current of up to 10 mA. Operating at 1.3 GHz,
this corresponds to a bunch charge of 7.7 pC. The new DCphotoemission source MIST (the MESA-Injector Source
Two) is optimized for these requirements. A challenge is
heating of the photocathode at high laser power. By a suitable mechanical construction and the use of specific materials, the heat can be dissipated during operation. Options for
further improvements are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
MESA (Mainz Energy recovering Superconducting
Accelerator) will be able to operate with two different photoemission DC-electron sources at an extraction energy
of 100 keV. The primary electron source STEAM (Small
Thermalized Electron Source At Mainz [1]) can provide
spin-polarized electrons with an average beam current of
150 µA up to 1 mA [2]. The second source MIST can provide
up to 10 mA unpolarized average beam current.
Laser intensities of 1 W or more are required to extract
beam currents 10 mA from photocathodes. Most of this laser
power is converted into thermal load within the cathode and
has to be dissipated to avoid excessive heating of the device
and thus a significant reduction in lifetime.
The MESA beam line in the low-energy range from
STEAM up to the pre-accelerator booster consists of various
elements, e.g. for spin manipulation or a chopper-buncher
system [3]. Therefore, the beam line is too long for bunch
charges higher than 1 pC in order to reach the booster as
loss-free as possible [4, 5].
Due to the beam dynamics at high bunch charges, the distance between MIST and the pre-accelerator booster should
be as short as possible in order to reach the booster as lossfree as possible. In a second beam line above the MESA
injector main beam line MIST will be arranged together with
a Mott polarimeter at a same height. A dogleg arrangement
with two bending magnets was developed to enable both:
transport high bunch charges from the source to the booster,
or guide the spin polarized beam from STEAM to the Mott
polarimeter [6].

DESIGN OF MIST
The design of MIST is based on the compact construction
of the high voltage (HV) photoemission source CEBAF at
∗
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Figure 1: CAD model of MIST (MESA-Injector Source
Two). A magnified view of the cathode (red) and anode
(blue) region is given in Fig. 3.
Jefferson Laboratory [ 7]. The HV is provided by a R30 connector, the corresponding jack is a bakable Al2O3 insulator
on a CF–200 flange. With a biased cathode at −100 kV, the
anode and the whole vacuum chamber are grounded. The
emission is in horizontal direction, allowing the source to be
integrated into the accelerator along beam axis (see Fig. 1).
An ion getter pump and NEG modules provide pressure
conditions in the low UHV range. A load-lock system is
directly connected to enable a photocathode change without
breaking the source-vacuum.

Photocathode
MIST is planned as the high current electron source at
MESA and will be operated with more robust and higher
charge lifetime than GaAs-based photocathodes. The favored candidate is here the multi alkali K2 CsSb and can be
produced in house. However, the photocathode is located in
a so called puck. The thermal energy has to be transferred
from the puck towards the boron nitride (BN) via the metallic
gripper. The BN finally transports the heat towards compoMC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T02: Electron Sources
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Figure 2: Preliminary CAD model of the gripper. A dualaxis manipulator is used. The yellow parts are insulating
materials (boron nitride respectively Macor® ).
nents at ground potential which are kept at room temperature
or can even be cooled if necessary.

Photocathode Mounting
For a heat dissipation away from the puck containing the
photocathode it is necessary to have a good thermal contact
between the puck and other parts of the source. The puck is
attached to the manipulator by a gripper and remains in the
source during operation. Due to the HV environment, the
gripper must be electrically isolated from the manipulator
by ceramic materials.
With a dual-axis manipulator, the puck is pulled towards
the manipulator by a mechanical, scissor-like construction in
order to provide the necessary pressure for heat conduction
(see Fig. 2) [8]. A special featrure of this arrangement is that
all mechanically stressing actions – e.g. the pressing of the
puck to the gripper – are performed outside the high voltage chamber. The electrode structure and the HV vacuum
insulator remain free from stress.

Figure 3: Results of field simulations (with CST® Studio
Suite) at −100 kV base power of the cathode. At the photocathode, the field gradient is 4.9 MV/mwhile at the peripherie of the cathode it reaches 8.4 MV/m. On the anode side,
the maximum is 9.8 MV/m.

Electrodes
For an excellent beam quality especially at high bunch
charges of 7.7 pC a high field gradient at the surface of the
photocathode is required. Therefore the cathode to anode
distance is 22 mm (see Fig. 3) and leads to a field gradient
of 4.9 MV/m. A repeller-like mounting of the anode allows
on the one hand to detect beam losses on the other hand to
protect the photocathode from ion back bombardment by
applying a small supressor voltage.

Figure 4: Beam envelope with a bunch charge of 7.7 pC with
(red) and without (blue) the MIST solenoids.

MIST Solenoids
After passing the anode, the electron beam shows a large
transverse divergence of about 4 mrad (see Fig. 4, blue
curve). Thus, two water cooled long solenoids (first with
14 mT, second with 11.5 mT) are placed close behind the
anode. For particle tracking simulations, a radial Gaussian
distribution with 𝜎 = 0.5 mm was assumed as the starting parameter. The emission area was limited to 6 × 𝜎.
The simulation result shows the positive influence of those
solenoids (red curve). A smooth focusing of the electron
beam is possible so there is no extreme expansion due to
space charge effects, a transverse emittance of < 0.5 𝜇mrad
can be achieved. By a proper positioning of subsequent
beam line elements such as quadrupoles, the MESA booster
can be reached without significant beam losses.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T02: Electron Sources

Figure 5: Charge distribution in the longitudinal phase space
with a bunch charge of 7.7 pC and 80 ps bunch length.

Longitudinal Phase Space
Simulations were performed with CST Studio Suite for
a single bunch with a bunch charge of 7.7 pC and a bunch
length of 80 ps. Figure 5 shows the longitudinal phase
space 855 mm behind the photocathode where the first bending
magnet of the MESA injector beam line can be placed [6].
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Figure 6: Detail of the CAD model of the heating setup.
The numbers 1 – 4 indicate the position of the temperature
sensors. Position 5 shows a part of the manipulator axis
(gray) and optional passive cooling clamps (red).

HEAT DISSIPATION
Experimental Setup
The mechanical construction of the gripper was tested in
a small vacuum chamber for investigation of the heat dissipation. Instead of a puck with a photocathode, a dummy
body made of aluminum with a blackened front surface was
used to improve laser absorption. The heating power was
1.5 W at 532 nm wavelength. Figure 6 shows a detail of the
experimental setup. The numbers 1 – 4 indicate the position
of the temperature sensors. Position 5 shows a part of the
manipulator axis (gray) and optional cooling clamps (made
from copper and aluminum, red). Two series of measurements were performed: during measurement A the optional
cooling clamps were not used; during measurement B, they
were attached to the manipulator axis.

Results
Figure 7 shows the temperature development at the 4
measuring positions of both series of measurements. In
both cases, the equilibrium temperature is reached well after 4 hours and is at approximately 55 °C (measurement A,
red) and 54 °C (measurement B, blue) at the puck dummy,
respectively.
The main temperature difference of more than 5 °C is between the points 2 and 3. This can be improved by replacing
the gripper cage by a more conductive material, e.g. Elmedur X™ [9]. The small difference of about 2 degrees between
point 3 and 4 shows that the transition from the gripper end
to the manipulator axis do not have a large effect, so their
thermal resistance is small against that of the BN.
Between measurement A and B, the temperature difference is only 1.2 degrees but indicates that a cooling effect is
achieved by attaching the clamps to the base of the BN slab.

This can on one hand be improved mechanically. On the
other hand the clamps can be cooled below room temperature
which offers the possibility to compensate the temperature
increase at the photocathode to a large extend or even completely.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
MESA will be operated with two different electron
sources: one source for spin-polarized beam (STEAM) and
one for high bunch charges (MIST). With MIST, a high field
gradient of 4.9 MV/m at the photocathode ensures a good
beam quality.
Heating experiments of the puck gripper have shown that
the chosen design is promising, but still has potential for
improvement. On the one hand, the choice of materials for
single components should be revised, and on the other hand,
the design of the cooling blocks attached to the manipulator
axis can be further optimized. The next step will be to
introduce the cathode holder in the electrode structure to test
the HV capability of the arrangement.
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Abstract
A UHV test bench based on a 100 kV DC gun and a
100 MHz repetition rate laser has been setup up at INFN
LASA to test Cs2 Te photocathodes. This operation mode is
the base for the BriXSinO project, currently in the design
phase in our laboratory, and the qualification of the Cs2 Te
photocathodes is a key issue. In this paper, we present the
recent progress on the different components that are part of
this R&D activity.

INTRODUCTION
High brightness electron sources are nowadays a key component for the most advance accelerators capable of generating intense X-ray beams. Free Electron Lasers (FELs),
Energy Recovery Linacs (ERLs) and Inverse Compton Scattering (ICS) sources are some of the leading machines in
this field.
To generate the electron beam with the required specifications, a laser-driven photocathode is exposed to very intense
electric fields create either in an RF Gun or in High Voltage
(HV) DC gun for promptly accelerate the emitted electrons.
Besides the many applications of these electron sources,
the most challenging ones require average currents up to
100 mA in CW or nearly CW operation mode with bunch
repetition rate of the order of GHz. To cope with these
extreme requests, significant advancements are necessary
both on the lasers and on the photocathodes.
Lasers need to provide train pulse at these high frequency
guaranteeing, after all the manipulations necessary for providing the spatial and temporal profile needed to generate
electron beams with the smallest emittances, the required
energy per pulse necessary to photoemit the requested electrons.
On the photocathode side, operation at these very high
repetition rates poses questions on the capability of the photoemissive film to sustain them. Moreover, the photocathodes are required to operate for long period to reduce the
downtime of the accelerators.
In the context of advanced X-ray source based on accelerators, we are designing BriXSinO, an innovative accelerator
whose aim is to operate as an ERL or a two-way accelerator
feeding an ICS source and a THz FEL. It is within this framework that we are developing the key technologies necessary
to its operation and two hot-topics are the development of a
∗
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laser capable of operating at 100 MHz and a High Voltage
(HV) testbench [1], coupled to the laser, for testing Cs2 Te
photocathodes. The electron beam foreseen has an average
current of 5 mA at 100 MHz repetition rate.

BriXSinO
BriXSino is a reduced scale demonstrator of the modified
push-pull folded ERL scheme [2], capable of accelerating
electrons up to a maximum energy of 50 MeV.
In this reduced scheme, only one cryogenic module, hosting three seven-cell 1.3 GHz superconducting cavities, will
be used both for ERL operation but also for two-pass mode
acceleration. In BriXSino, we will also test the compression
of the beam in the recirculating loop. Moreover, in the loop,
two experimental stations will be available for ICS and THz
FEL. Figure 1 shows a functional layout of the machine.

Figure 1: BriXSinO’s functional layout.
The development of BriXSino’s test facility (foreseen at
INFN LASA in Milano) aims at maximum energy sustainability by investigating:
• best efficiency in accelerating a high-power electron
beam (ERL operation)
• production of very high flux radiation beams (in THz
spectral range by the FEL and in X-rays by ICS) for
medical applications and applied research in general.
The Technical Design Report of BriXSinO is now available at [3] and a dedicated presentation at this conference is
reporting the latest progress [4].

LASER SYSTEM
As previously anticipated, the laser plays a key role in the
BriXSinO operation and, hence, we have an active R&D on
this topic.
The scheme of the laser system is shown in Fig. 2. The
main oscillator, model Orange from the Menlo Company, is
a 1035 nm mode-locked Yb laser, with a 92.857 MHz repetition frequency. An internal amplification system guarantees
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a maximum output power of 10 W, with a spectral width of
13 nm and a pulse length of 200 fs.

Figure 2: Schematics of the laser complex based on two
optical tables. One is hosting the oscillator and the R&D
on Fabry-Perot optical cavities necessary for the ICS source.
The second table is dedicated to the generation of the laser
pulses for the photocathode.
The 4th harmonic at 258.75 nm is generated exploiting
two consecutive second harmonic (SH) stages of the original
beam laser wavelength (1035 nm). The first SH generation
(second harmonic, 517.5 nm) is performed by an LBO crystal, while the other (fourth harmonic, 258.75 nm) exploits a
BBO crystal. The maximum efficiency for the 517.5 nm generation, assuming a 5 mm long LBO, is reached at 180.5 °C
crystal temperature. The system has been tested up to 10 W
of first harmonic, reaching a power of 3.1 W of second harmonic.
The phase condition for the fourth harmonic, on the other
hand, is achieved in a critical phase matching condition,
by rotating the axes of the BBO crystal with respect to the
incident beam. In this configuration, however, the beam experiences a walk-off process. Moreover, due to the different
group dispersion of the second and the fourth harmonics
inside the BBO crystal, the latter slips on the first giving
rise to a long slope before the peak, getting a time length of
about 3 ps.
Actually, in order to minimize the walk-off, we generate
the fourth harmonic using three 1.5 mm long BBO crystals,
aligned with opposite optical axes so that the effect is compensated. The current maximum power level of the fourth
harmonic is around 700 mW.
A temporal shaper based on a set of birefringent crystals
looks suitable for our project, since it is simple, flexible,
and very stable. In our system, we employed a set of three
𝛼-BBO to get 8 replicas of the initial pulse. The first crystal
is 13 mm long to obtain a 22 ps pulse duration.
The temporal profile of the pulses is acquired through a
cross-correlation with the first harmonic, as visible in Fig. 3
left. Such cross-correlation between the first and the fourth
harmonics generates the third harmonic (345 nm). Results
are displayed in Fig. 3 right. The visible ripple is due to
the pulse shape of the fourth harmonic, and we are currently
dealing with it. Furthermore, it depends on the time length
of the starting pulse.
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Finally, spatial stabilization of the pulses on the photocathode target is performed with a 4-dials photodiode and a
feedback loop based on two analog PIDs and two piezoelectric actuators, providing a closed-loop stability lower than
5 µm.

Figure 3: Cross-correlation system for the temporal characterization of the laser pulses. On the right the crosscorrelator with the dedicated acquisition system. On the
left preliminary results and zoom into the rising and falling
edge of the temporal profile.
In the next period, we will deal with both the pulse picking
and spatial shaping. As far as the first is concerned, the repetition rate of the laser pulses will be controlled by a Pockels
cell from kHz up to the repetition rate of the oscillator. On
the other hand, the spatial shaping aims to make the pulses
rectangular in the transverse direction. We will achieve this
using the so-called pi-Shaper, based on the aspheric lens
method: two lenses will rearrange the Gaussian intensity distribution of the incoming pulse, in order to obtain a spatially
rectangular profile.

PHOTOCATHODES
INFN LASA has a long time experience in the deposition
of high quantum efficiency (QE) photocathodes used in high
brightness electron sources as well as in the related Ultra
High Vacuum system necessary to preserve the photocathode
properties [5, 6].
For this experiment, we have selected our Cs2 Te photocathode as the best candidate. This material has already
been used in different operative conditions and in different
RF guns showing very good performances. However, its
operation at very high repetition rate is surely a challenging
request that need to be demonstrated. Indeed, our major concerns are the significant extracted charge and, in case of this
experiment, its operation in a DC electric field that, besides
accelerating the electrons, it also allows accelerating back
the ions produced by collision of the electron beam with
the molecules of the vacuum environment. The ion back
bombardment can be a serious problem and might completely destroy the emitting film: mitigating actions have
been proposed and they will be studied here in details. The
photocathode stress experiment has been in fact design to
precisely address these kind of problems.
A key parameter is also the photocathodes robustness that
we will be characterize not only measuring the total extracted
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charge extracted, but also monitoring QE and reflectivity to
investigate changes of photoemissive and optical properties
under these demanding conditions. For these measurements,
a custom-cross piece equipped with two sapphire UV viewports has been designed and it is now under fabrication. It
will be used for the alignment of the laser on the Cs2 Te film
but also for the reflectivity measurements. Further analysis
will be conducted on post-usage photocathodes, once the
cathode suitcase will be re-connected to the LASA production system.
Coming to the hardware necessary for manipulation and
transfer of the photocathodes into the DC gun, all the components have been already assembled (as ashown in Fig. 4) and,
after the operations needed to achieve Ultra High Vacuum
conditions, we will be ready to start the conditioning of the
DC gun.

Figure 4: View of the experimental setup for the stress test of
the photocathodes. On the right, the DC gun with the UHV
system required for preserving the photocathode properties.
On the left the "photocathode" optical table.

To connect the power supply to the DC gun we are using a
two meters long cable with a capacitance of 80 pF. In series
to the cable, we have a 1 MW resistor to limit the accumulate
energy in case of discharges.
Even if the DC gun structure has been designed for 100 kV,
part of the activity on the stress test experiment will be to
push to higher voltage the DC gun in order to improve the
performances of the test bench in term of extractable charge
as well as in term of beam dynamic performance.

CONCLUSIONS
The photocathode stress test is a key activity to asses the
capability of laser and photocathodes to generate beam with
average current in the 5 mA range.
At INFN LASA, we are developing all the necessary tools
to achieve this goal. The laser system is being developed
to deliver pulses at 100 MHz with the proper temporal and
spatial profile, studied to minimize the beam emittance.
The photocathode system is now connected to the gun and
ready to transfer photocathodes. The initial conditioning of
the gun will be done using a Mo plug, much more robust
than the high QE Cs2 Te photocathode.
The DC gun itself is ready and its conditioning will start
in a short time. We will try to push the HV towards the
maximum that the HV power supply can deliver, i.e. 150 kV,
to increase the extracted charge and the beam performance.
Extracting high average current will be the goal of the
photocathode stress test to learn the limiting factors. Moreover, the photocathode stress test will be also a valuable
playground where new ideas and concepts will be developed.
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PHYSICS PRINCIPLE

Abstract
In the framework of high-brightness electron beam generation, thermal emittance is nowadays a key parameter. While
alkali tellurides are extensively used in advanced electron
sources, alkali antimonides photocathodes demonstrated
high QE in the visible, thus making feasible CW operations
for RF-based photoinjectors. The INFN LASA laboratory in
Milan is fully equipped with dedicated production systems
for photocathode preparation and optical setup for QE evaluation. In this paper, we describe a newly designed device
dedicated to electron transverse momentum measurement
(TRAMM). It will be connected to the main production
chambers and will serve as an "emittance monitoring" system during photocathode growth. From the design phase,
through the parameter estimate, assembly of the components,
to the installation and first measurements, we describe the
status of this project and its future developments.

The physics principle of TRAMM is based on the conversion of the electron transverse velocity in a measurable
displacement on a screen.
In fact, electrons are photoemitted by a suitable light beam
from the surface of the photocathode located at position
C in Fig. 1. A grid then accelerates the electrons to the
kineticenergy of few keV, within a 100 ns order time given
𝑚𝑒
𝑡 = 𝑔 2𝑒𝑉
where 𝑔 is the cathode-grid distance, 𝑚 𝑒 the
electron mass, 𝑒 the electron charge and 𝑉 is the applied
voltage.

INTRODUCTION
Laser-driven, visible light-sensitive photocathode based
electron sources are crucial elements for the current 4th generation X-ray sources, namely Free Electron Lasers (FELs)
and the upcoming and promising technology behind the
Energy Recovery Linacs (ERLs).
The brightness of the electron beam generated at the photocathode strongly dictates the performance of all such systems. This parameter depends upon the cathode Quantum
Efficiency (QE), i.e. the number of emitted electrons per
incident photons, and the emittance of the source, ultimately
limited by the thermal emittance. This last quantity determines the final capabilities of the machine.
At the LASA laboratories of INFN in Milano, we routinely produce high-yield photocathodes for high brightness
RF guns. However, what we are missing is a diagnostic
tool for the thermal emittance of our photocathodes at the
production site. So, based on the idea developed at LBNL
[1], we designed [2] and assembled a device for transverse
momentum measurements that will be installed "in series"
with our production system.
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Figure 1: Schematics of the TRAMM experiment. Photocathode is placed at position C, grid in G and the screen at S.
From the grid onwards, electrons propagate freely with a
transverse kinetic energy 𝐾 𝑥 and a deflection angle 𝜃. On
the screen S, the particles arrive with a transverse distance
from the center 𝐿, corresponding to a transverse momentum:

𝐿
𝑝𝑥
2𝑒𝑉
(1)
=
𝑚𝑐 2𝑔 + 𝑑 𝑚𝑐2

where 𝑑 is the distance between the grid and the screen.
The accelerated electrons are collected on a screen composed of a phosphor and a CCD acquisition system. The
acquired images are then processed to reconstruct the spatial
distribution of the particle impinging on it. From the x-y
function, we derive the mean square value < 𝑝 2𝑥 > of the
momentum distribution determined by the cathode density
of states and electronic band structure.
Finally, we can evaluate the thermal emittance of the photocathode as a function of the laser wavelength:

< 𝑝 2𝑥,𝑦 >
(2)
𝜖 𝑛 = 𝜎𝑥,𝑦
𝑚𝑐
being 𝜎𝑥,𝑦 the r.m.s. spot size at the photocathode.
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DESIGN AND COMPONENTS
To evaluate the transverse momentum of the electrons
emitted from our freshly produced photocathodes, we designed a brand-new device TRAMM (TRAnsverse Momentum Measurement) as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3: TRAMM detector inner view. Main components
are the INFN plug where the photocathode is deposited,
the grid accelerating system and the detector to convert the
electron signal to an optical image.
Figure 2: 3D model of TRAMM designed to be connectable
to our preparation system. On the left the short UHV manipulator, in the middle the transport chamber and on the right
the core of TRAMM, i.e. the detection system.
During the design of TRAMM, we have some specific
requirements for operation of the system with our photocathodes and our preparation systems.
The main driving specifications are:
• Full compatibility with our production chamber: the
connection of TRAMM to our UHV preparation system
will allow the study of electron momentum distribution
during and just after the cathode production. We expect to use the measured transverse momentum as an
additional parameter to be taken into account during
the photocathode deposition process.
• Guarantee UHV performance: to keep the pressure
within the 1 × 10−11 mbar range necessary to safeguarding "green" photocathodes, we’ll equip the device with
a dedicated NEXTorr™ pump from SAES which combine a NEG pump with a SIP pump and provide the
necessary pumping capacity also in case of power failure.
• Dedicated optical system: a Laser-Driven Light
Source (LDLS™ ) from Energetiq provide a wide range
light source that is transported to a monochromator
by parabolic mirrors to produce a stigmatic and a
micrometer-scale spot on the surface of the cathode.
A small light spot size is mandatory to reduce the uncertainty in the photocathode thermal emittance reconstruction process.
• HV power supplies to feed the system with variable
tension (2 kV to 6 kV) for the appropriate acceleration
of the photoemitted electrons between the photocathode
and the grid and to provide the proper HV to the MCPs.
Figure 3 shows a inner view of TRAMM detector assembly. The grids we selected for accelerating the electrons
towards the screen are made of Copper (left) or Gold (right).
These grids have a "1000" mesh, meaning the holes are
18 µm and the lines have a width of 7 µm, giving a total
periodicity of 25 µm.
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The screen that records the spatial distribution of the electrons is a composite system of a phosphor screen (ITO) and
dual-stage Multi Channel Plate assembly, which displays the
light from the phosphor generated by the amplified electron
signal. The image is recorded by a CCD camera and processed with a dedicated software, specifically designed in
order to reconstruct the transverese momentum distribution.
All the major components of TRAMM are now at LASA,
and have been cleaned and pre-assembled as shown in Fig. 4.
The mechanical check has been succesfull and we will
shortly proceed with the final installation.
As the device will be compatible with the production
chamber, it will accept cathodes deposited on INFN Mo
plugs and used in many facilities around the world (FLASH,
PITZ, etc.). This will also allow mesuring photocathodes
produced or used in laboratory different from INFN LASA.

PARAMETERS AND
UNCERTAINTY EVALUATION
The performance of the device depends upon several parameters but the main contributor is the optical system.
Indeed, the light intensity plays a key role in generating
the number of emitted electrons. To the overall efficiency
of the system contributes the transmission of the UHV Sapphire viewport, the reflectance of the parabolic mirrors, and
the throughput of the monochromator. If we look more
deeply into the efficiency of the monochromator, we find
that, considering the spectral radiance of our LDLS lamp at
a reference wavelength of 543 nm (typical for "green" photocathode), the expected photon flux at the cathode surface
is about 180 µW. This light power is converted into a photo
emitted beam of 3.9 µA if we consider a 5 % QE for our
photocathode. These emitted electrons are then sufficient to
get a measurable signal after the MCP.
A second contribution to the performance of the system
is also the transparency of the accelerating grid that, if not
properly chosen, might drastically reduced the number of
electrons that reach the MCP.
Clearly, a detailed analysis of the sources of uncertainties
is of paramount importance in the final evaluation of the
measured transverse momentum.
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Figure 4: TRAMM vacuum system pre-assembled to check its functionality. We will start shortly the final installation and,
afterwards, the apparatus commissioning.
We have identified different source of uncertainty that
contributes to the reconstruction of the electron distribution.
Table 1 reports, for example, the effect of the accelerating
voltage on several parameters and the overall effect on the
relative error in the reconstructed momentum.
The main contributors to the final uncertainty might be
identified in:
• Davisson-Calbick effect [3]: the grid acts like a defocusing lens, changing the ideal trajectory of the electrons.
This effect depends from the grid hole dimension and
the cathode-grid distance. A typical value for the relative uncertainty given by this effect is in the 1 % range.
• MCP spatial resolution: in the dual-stage system, the
resolution is 90 µm. This has effect on the final position
uncertainty of the detected electrons.
• Stigmatism: the presence of non-parabolic mirrors can
affect the light spot dimensions in the focal point, typically on the photocathodes. Ideally, one assumes a zero
spot size at the photocathode and does not take into
account any effect given by the finite size of the light
beam. If this contribution becomes significant, then it
is necessary to include it in the final evaluations.
Table 1: Uncertainty on reconstructed momentum versus
different accelerating voltages. We report here also the effect of the HV on significant parameters of the TRAMM
experiment.
Electron
Kinetic
Energy
[keV]

Diverg.
angle

0.5
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0

𝚫𝒑 𝒙
𝒑𝒙

[mrad]

Beam
diam.
at grid
[mm]

Beam
diam.
at MCP
[mm]

[%]

7.07
5.00
3.54
2.5
2.04

0.071
0.05
0.035
0.025
0.02

4.38
3.1
2.19
1.55
1.27

4.1
5.8
8.2
11.6
14.2
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FUTURE PLANS AND CONCLUSIONS
The present status of the TRAMM project is such that all
UHV hardware components have been delivered, cleaned
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and succesfully preassembled. The next step will be its
final assembly and its preparation for operation in UHV
conditions which implies a bake out to achieve the final
desired operative pressure.
At the same time, we need to concentrate our effort on
assembling the optical system and work towards its optimization to make it capable of delivering a micrometer size,
monochromatic and stigmatic spot to the cathode surface.
Once the UHV system and the optical system will be
ready, we plan to test the apparatus with a reference material
(for example Mo, for which the electronic band structure
and the density of states are well known) and to use it to
calibrate the system and to make a first assessment of the
experimental uncertainties.
Only at the completion of this phase that will demonstrate
the full capability of the apparatus, TRAMM will be connected to our production system and it will be an integral part
of the diagnostic system we use during the cathode production allowing a quasi real-time monitoring of the transverse
velocity evolution during photocathode deposition.
In conclusion, the increasing need to push FELs performances to the limit translates into the requirement of lowering as much as possible the cathodes thermal emittance.
In this scenario, TRAMM plays a role of paramount importance in the R&D process of developing photocathodes
ready for future light sources and ERLs.
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Abstract
We present the recent activities on antimonide and telluride alkali based photocathodes at INFN LASA. The R&D
on Cs2 Te materials is focused on investigating effects of
material thickness and growth procedures on the photocathodes performances during operation in RF guns. We aim to
improve thermal emittance and long term stability of these
films. The more recent work on alkali antimonide showed
the need for substantial improvements in stability and QE
during operation. We present here our recent achievements
and plans for future activities.

INTRODUCTION
INFN LASA has a 30 years experience in producing telluride photocathodes for high brightness electron sources
based on RF guns. The performances of Cs2 Te films (sensitive in the UV region of the e.m. spectrum) improved over
the years, satisfying the major requests for their operation
as laser triggered electron source, i.e. QE, QE uniformity,
low dark current, and operative lifetimes as long as nearly 4
years in user facility operated 24h/7d [1].
These remarkable results have been achieved thanks to
the long experience on photocathodes R&D, in their production and analysis after operation in RF guns. Moreover,
the continuous improvement on diagnostic tools to be used
during the deposition process (for example multiwavelenght
diagnostic) has allowed a better understanding of photoemissive and optical properties of these films [2, 3] and, as a
consequence, their improvement in term of operative performances.
Recently, the increasing interest in Continuos Wave (CW)
machine moved us to start an activity on alkali antimonide
films that are sensible to visible light. This properties allows
reducing the requirements on the laser since there is no more
need to generate the fourth harmonic, with a significant reduction in complexity of the system and with an increase
of available power. R&D studies, still on-going, devoted to
the development of a reproducible recipe of KCsSb films,
bring us to built, in collaboration with DESY PITZ and European XFEL, a dedicated new production system at INFN
LASA. With this system, we deposited three photocathodes
in Summer 2021 that were later tested in the RF gun at PITZ
(DESY-Zeuthen).
This paper presents and summarizes the main activities
devoted to a deeper comprehension of photoemissive and
optical properties of UV and green sensitive photocathodes.
∗
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These studies are a key process towards developing reliable recipes that will guarantee reaching the always more
challenging requirements needed for the operation of the
photocathodes in the RF guns.

Cs2 Te PHOTOCATHODES
A deeper comprehension of the properties of Cs2 Te films
is a key point to guarantee the requests coming from their
users. The real-time multiwavelenght technique developed
at LASA has been optimized during the years and applied
both during the deposition of standard films (10 nm Te) and
of films grown at different thicknesses. This technique allows studying the spectral responses at different wavelengths
and provides a reliable tool to better control the photocathode growth process (limiting the Cs excess), to study the
photoemissive energy threshold (Eg +Ea where Eg is the energy gap and Ea the electron affinity) formation, and also to
study the optical properties during the deposition process.
The optical properties have been the subject of a recent
study [4]. Indeed, we grew films at different thicknesses,
by changing the initial Te film, respectively with 5, 10 and
15 nm of Te. A model has been developed to calculate the
reflectivity at different wavelengths (from 239 to 436 nm) of
a system composed by an optical polished Mo substrate and
Cs2 Te with different thicknesses. The values for the refractive index of Mo have been measured in air at wavelengths
ranging from 239 to 436 nm and varying angle between 10
to 85° as we reported in the following section, while Cs2 Te
values are fitted from our experimental data.
Figure 1 shows preliminary simulation results for the reflectivity at different wavelengths versus the Cs2 Te thickness.
The important feature is the flattening of the reflectivity for
short wavelengths when the thickness of the photocathode
is increased.
As deeply discussed in the before referred paper, the reflectivity presents minima and maxima that are related only
to the amount of deposited Cs, i.e. the Cs2 Te thickness. To
complete this analysis, our plan is to deposit a even more
thick film (20 nm Te) that will allow us completing the analysis in view of better understanding the optical properties of
these films.
PITZ colleagues performed emittance measurements on
these three cathodes at different thicknesses finding an unexpected anticorrelation between thermal emittance and phtocathode QE [5]. A model was developed based on the
assumption that the negative correlation between the TMS
(Transverse Momentum Spread) and the QE is potentially
related to the excess of Cesium that could cause promotion
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varying the incident angle between 10 to 85°. Figure 2
shows a measurement done at 436 nm where n and k are,
respectively, 3.04 and 3.7 with a surface roughness of about
9 nm.

Figure 1: Simulated reflectivity for Cs2 Te versus its thickness. At shorter wavelengths, the reflectivity oscillation are
damped when the photocathode thickness is sufficiently increased. "thin", "standard" and "thick" correspond to film
with, respectively, 5, 10 and 15 nm of Te.
of the band bending effect and increase the ion scattering on
the cathode surface. In collaboration with PITZ, to further
investigate this effect we are planning to grow a Cs2 Te photocathode by stopping the Cs evaporation just before reaching
the last peak in QE. This cathode is plan to be tested in the
PITZ RF gun to validate this hypothesis.
Last item that we are planning is to study the growing of a
Cs2 Te with the co-evaporation technique. This technique has
shown to allow growing film with reduced roughness [6] w.r.t.
our "standard" sequential deposition process. An improved
smoothness of the film itself will reduced the dark current,
increase the QE (the authors of the cited paper referred 19 %
at 266 nm) and possibly also reduce the contribution of the
roughness to the thermal emittance of the photocathode,
further improving the performance of these photocathodes
during their operation in the RF guns.
Complementary to the optical and photoemissive characerization of Cs2 Te films, we are also developing a new instruments to measure the transverse momentum of the photoemitted electrons. The principle is similar to the "momentron" developed at LBNL [7] but adapted to our production
systems. TRAMM will allow including the photoelectron
transverse momentum as parameters during the growing process. Recent updates and status of this project are presented
at this conference [8].

MOLYBDENUM PROPERTIES
The Mo substrate plays a significant role in determining
the optical properties of the deposited Cs2 Te film and, by its
roughness, the dark current of the photocathode during the
operation in the RF guns.
For these reasons, we have made dedicated measurements
of the Mo reflectivity, polarization resolved, to determine
the real and complex part of the refractive index at different
wavelengths as well as the roughness of the substrate by
changing the final polishing of the plug. The measurements
were done in air in the spectral range 239 to 436 nm and
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Figure 2: Mo substrate reflectivity measured at 436 nm at
different angles. The data are fitted to get the complex refractive index of Mo and the film roughness.
Dark current measurements done at PITZ on the three
cathodes with different thicknesses showed that cathode
672.2 (10 nm Te) had a higher value compared to the other
ones (see [9]). To validate this hypothesis, we have performed further measurement of Mo plug’s reflectivity in the
range 239 to 436 nm at a fixed angle of 5° degree to estimate
their roughness. From this data we have measured for 672.2
the highest roughness value (𝜎𝑟 = 11 nm) compared with
the other two photocathodes (𝜎𝑟 = 6 nm for 676.1 and 𝜎𝑟 =
7 nm for 678.1, respectively the thin and thick one). Figure
3 shows the results for 672.2 Mo plug.

Figure 3: Photocathode 672.2 roughness estimation. The
result of the fit is 𝜎𝑟 = 11 nm.

MULTI ALKALI ANTIMONIDE
PHOTOCATHODES
As it was reported in previous papers [10–13], we have
established a reproducible recipe for KCsSb photocathode in
our R&D development. Stimulated by these positive results,
we started to produce the first batch of green cathode films
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Table 1: Summary of Cathode Growing Parameters
Cathode
147.1
112.1
123.1

Sb evaporation

K evaporation

Cs evaporation

QE @ 515 nm

120 °C, 10 nm
120 °C, 5 nm
120 °C, 5 nm

150 °C, 62.4 nm
constant power, 44.6 nm
constant power, 153.6 nm

135 °C, 178.2 nm
constant power, 153.6 nm
constant power, 156.6 nm

5.3 %
7.87 %
7.58 %

on INFN-designed Mo plugs in a newly developed production chamber [13]. These photocathodes were then tested
inside the high gradient RF gun at PITZ. A total number of 3
photocathodes have been produced through a sequential deposition method by varying the thickness (i.e., two films with
5 nm of Sb and one with 10 nm of Sb). The detailed recipe
parameters of produced photocathodes are summarized in
Table 1.
During the growth of the two thin photocathodes (i.e.,
112.1 and 123.1), we could not measure the real substrate
temperature due to the misalignment of the temperature
reading system. So, we set the plug heating power as for
the first produced cathode, 147.1. The spectral response and
reflectivity have been measured after the production and are
reported in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively.
Figure 6 shows the photos of the three photocathodes after
production. As already observed on R&D samples, the film
color differs between thick (blue) and thin (violet) ones.

Figure 5: Reflectivity measurements of the three photocathodes. The thick film shows a deeper variation of R at lower
photon energy.

Figure 6: Pictures of the three photocathodes after the deposition in the transport box before delivery to PITZ.
Figure 4: KCsSb photocathode spectral responses: 147.1
(thick, 10 nm of Sb), 123.1 and 112.1 (thin, 5 nm of Sb).

New R&D Development
To further improve the KCsSb photocathode recipe, we
explored the effect of different deposition rates on the cathode properties. A new cathode KCsSb-8 has been grown
in the R&D preparation system. We have deposited 5 nm
of Sb at 90 °C, followed by K at 130 °C and Cs at 120 °C.
During the K deposition, we kept the deposition rate at 0.2
to 0.4 nm/min (compared to 1 nm/min before), whereas in
the Cs case, the deposition rate was maintained at 0.3 to
0.6 nm/min (compared to 1 nm/min earlier). Due to different
deposition rates and slightly improved substrate temperature
(i.e., 130 °C) during K deposition, we observed a significant
higher QE, of about 1.2 % for KSb compound, compared to
previous QEs of about 0.3 %.
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The final QE of the KCsSb cathode was measured as 5.1 %
at 543 nm and 8.84 % at 515 nm. The optical characterization of this cathode is currently under-way and we will report
the outcome in a future paper.

CONCLUSIONS
The activity on high QE photocathodes at INFN LASA is
progressing both with alakli telluride and with alkali antimonide. The investigation of the optical properties of Cs2 Te
is the main subject of our R&D activity and the results obtained so far will be completed in the near future. The new
co-evaporation technique will be introduced in our production system to explore its effect on the operation of our photocathodes in RF guns. The activity on alkali antimonide
photocathode is progressing as well and, after the first three
cathodes tested at PITZ, we have had clear indications of
the parameters to be improved to increase the now limited
lifetime of our photocathodes.
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Abstract
A high-performance photocathode is required to advanced accelerators and electron microscopes. In particular,
the CsK2Sb photocathode is of interest because it has features such as low emittance, excitability with visible light,
and high quantum efficiency (QE). Generally, the CsK2Sb
photocathode is produced by depositing a cathode element
on a substrate, so that the cathode performance strongly depends on the surface condition of the substrate. We have
found graphene as reusable substrate, which has the property of being chemically inactive. In this study, graphene
film quality dependence of CsK2Sb photocathode performance was evaluated. Specifically, CsK2Sb photocathode
was deposited using different quality graphene film substrates and their QE values and uniformity were compared.
The quality of graphene films was analyzed using X-ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray Absorption
Spectroscopy (XAS). We found that the graphene film can
be cleaned by heating at 500 deg. The QE of the cathode
on a good quality graphene film was higher and more uniform than that on a poor quality graphene film.

performance. For this purpose, we used XPS and XAS to
evaluate the quality of graphene films. The CsK2Sb photocathode was fabricated onto them, and their performance
was compared.

EVALUATION OF GRAPHENE QUALITY

INTRODUCTION
Cesium potassium antimonide (CsK2Sb) is one of the
highest performing alkali (multi) antimonide photocathodes, achieving quantum efficiency that exceeds 10% by a
green laser (532 nm)[1,2]. It is also realized of record-high
beam current of 60 mA in a DC injector with 30 hours 1/e
lifetime[3].
Generally, CsK2Sb photocathode is produced by depositing the cathode element on a substrate, so that the cathode
performance strongly depends on the substrate material, including crystallinity[1,4], surface state (contamination,
roughness, and surface orientation)[1,4-6] and dopant
types[2]. If the substrate after cathode production is used
again by heat cleaning, the performance of the reproduced
cathode will drastically deteriorate. Therefore, since the
cathode performance is prioritized, the substrates are generally not reusable. On the other hand, the exchange of substrate takes an enormous amount of time and labor. This
hinders basic research and practical application of photocathodes. As an effectual method to deal with this problem,
we have coated graphene on the substrate as a protective
layer.[7]
In this study, we investigated the QE and its mapping using different quality graphene film substrates to understand
the effect of graphene film quality on the photocathode
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: The XPS results of C 1s peaks for under different
heat cleaning conditions. Red, green, and blue lines are for
cleaning condition of without heat cleaning, 300°C, and
500°C, respectively. (a) is Gra/Si of poor quality graphene.
(b) is Gra/Si of good quality graphene. The fitting for the
sp2, C-O, and C=O peaks are shown in the black lines below in the spectrum.
Graphene is produced on a Cu substrate by the chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) method and transferred to Si substrate by a polymer support[8]. However, the Polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) support remains on the graphene
surface after transfer and must be removed. Considering
the photocathode formation environment, the heat cleaning
method under ultrahigh vacuum is used for the graphenecoated substrate.
We prepared two kinds of samples of graphene-coated Si
substrate (Gra/Si), which one is Si coated with good quality
graphene film, the other is Si coated with poor quality graphene film. They were analyzed of XPS and XAS under
THPOPT028
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different heat cleaning condition. Measurements were performed at beamline (BL7U) of Aichi Synchrotron Radiation Center, Japan.
Figure 1 shows the XPS results of C 1s peaks for graphene of two samples under different heat cleaning conditions (hυ = 650 eV). The information depth of the analyzed
region is about 0.5–1 nm, which is determined by the electron inelastic mean-free path length and the take-off emission angle of 45°. The spectra were fit by the Doniach–
Sunjic function after subtracting a Shirley background. We
used CasaXPS software for the analysis after converting
the kinetic energy of data to binding energy. Table I summarizes the composition percentage of sp2, C-O and C=O
for the two samples under heat cleaning condition of without heat cleaning, 300°C, and 500°C. It is clear from figure
1 that the C 1s spectrum contains three peaks at about 284.6,
285.1, and 286.0 eV, corresponding to the sp2, C-O, and
C=O, respectively. For the two samples, C 1s peak without
heat cleaning has a wide peak width due to the three components of sp2, C-O and C=O, and it became sharp with
heat cleaning. It shows that the PMMA support was removed by heating and the graphene film was observed.
C 1s peak for Gra/Si of poor quality graphene became
weak after PMMA removal by heat cleaning (Figure 1a).
The structure of graphene was found to be few. On the
other hand, C 1s peak for Gra/Si of good quality became
sharp as in the previous study[8] after PMMA removal by
heat cleaning (Figure 1b). It is clear that quite a good quality of graphene was prepared. The XPS spectrum of graphene did not contain any elements other than C and O,
indicating the absence of impurities.
Table 1: The composition % of sp2, C-O and C=O for heat
cleaning condition of without heat cleaning, 300°C, and
500°C, respectively

carbon structures for Gra/Si of good quality graphene after
500°C heat cleaning is shown in Figure 2b. Since the
shapes after 500°C and 600°C heat cleaning is almost the
same, they show sufficient detergency at 500°C. It is
shown that heating above 500°C was required to obtain a
clean graphene surface. From these results, the quality of
the graphene film could be confirmed.

Cleaning condition

sp2, C-O, C=O (%)

Without heat cleaning

11, 67, 22

Figure 2: The XAS results of the C K-edge for the Gra/Si
substrates of two types of quality graphene film under different heat cleaning conditions. Red, green, yellow, blue,
and black lines indicate heat cleaning condition of without
heat cleaning, 300℃, 400℃, 500℃, and 600℃, respectively.

300°C

30, 52, 18

QE MEASUREMENT

500°C

43, 45, 12

After confirming the quality of graphene by XPS and
XAS, we deposited CsK2Sb photocathode using the Gra/Si
substrates of two types of quality graphene film. The experimental setup and cathode deposition techniques were
described in Ref. [1, 2, 7]. Figure 3 shows that spectral response for a CsK2Sb photocathode as a function of the photon energy on two kinds of these substrates. The laser spot
size is about 𝜙0.4 mm and the cathode was biased at −100
V. The typical photocurrent was 25 μA. The photocurrent
can be detected with a resolution of 0.1 nA. The error was
calculated as the standard deviation for the eight measurements. The QE on Gra/Si of good quality graphene showed
a satisfactory QE as high as 20% at 400 nm with a relatively small error bar, and it on Gra/Si of poor quality graphene was low 6% at 400 nm with a significant increase in
the error bar.

Gra/Si of poor quality graphene

Gra/Si of good quality graphene
Cleaning condition

sp2, C-O, C=O (%)

Without heat cleaning

18, 45, 37

300°C

66, 18, 16

500°C

88, 7, 5

We then performed XAS to confirm the quality of graphene. Figure 2 shows the XAS results of the C K-edge
under different heat cleaning conditions for the Gra/Si of
two types of quality graphene film. π at 285eV and σ at
292eV. The σ and π band carbon structures for Gra/Si of
poor quality graphene was weak after 500°C heat cleaning
(Figure 2a). On the other hand, a strong σ and π band
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Figure 3: The Spectral response for a CsK2Sb photocathode
on different quality graphene film substrates. Red circles,
and blue triangles are for the good quality graphene and
poor quality graphene substrates, respectively. The red and
blue dotted lines show the fitting results in the straight line
from 2.0e V to 3.0eV.

performance of the Gra/Si of good quality graphene
was higher than that of Gra/Si of poor quality graphene.
This is the experimental evidence that the CsK2Sb
photocathode performance depends on the quality of graphene.
We also used 532nm laser (hυ = 2.33 eV) to measure QE
mapping on the two kinds of Gra/Si substrates in Figure 4. The value
on the X and Y axis is the movement amount of the XY-stage
used for measurement. Figure 4a shows a high and uniformly QE of
the Gra/Si substrate of good quality graphene. The dispersion of QE
within the deposition range is 5% or less. On the other hand, a low
and island-shaped QE on the Gra/Si substrate of poor quality graphene is shown in Figure 4b. It is shown that the quality of graphene
affects not only the maximum of QE but also the uniformity of QE.
The reason for the low photocathode performance on poor quality
graphene is that amorphous carbon contaminates the substrate
surface and interferes with the formation of the photocathode.

SUMMARY
We studied the graphene quality dependence of CsK2Sb
photocathode performance. We used two kinds of Gra/Si
substrates, one is Si coated with good quality graphene film, the other
is Si coated with poor quality graphene film and evaluated
the qualities of graphene by XPS and XAS. We found that
heating above 500°C was required to obtain a clean graphene
surface. We fabricated CsK2Sb cathodes on them and
compared their performance. We found that the cathodes on
good quality graphene had significantly better performance than on
poor quality graphene. This showed that the cathode
performance depends strongly on the quality of graphene.
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STUDY ON THE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
OF ALKALI ANTIMONIDE PHOTOCATHODES
FOR RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRON GUNS
R. Fukuoka†, K. Ezawa, Y. Koshiba, M. Washio, WISE, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan
K. Sakaue, UT-PSC, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Abstract
Semiconductor photocathodes such as Cs-Te and Cs-KSb are used as electron sources in accelerators to generate
high brightness beams using radio frequency (rf) electron
guns. Alkali antimonide photocathodes have a high QE of
about 10%, and the excitation wavelength is in the visible
light region (532 nm), which reduces the number of wavelength conversions and facilitates optical path adjustment,
thus reducing the load on the optical system and increasing
the amount of electric charge compared to Cs-Te. However,
alkali antimonide photocathodes have a short lifetime and
degrade under poor vacuum conditions, so it is beneficial
to improve the durability by protective film coatings.
Therefore, we are currently working on the fabrication of
high QE alkali antimonide photocathodes that can withstand the QE reduction during coating. In this conference,
we will report the results of the comparison between the
fabricated alkali antimonide photocathode and Cs-Te photocathode, and future prospects.

EXPERIMENT
Experimental Equipment
The Cs-Sb photocathode and the coating of the CsBr
protective film in this experiment were made in the vacuum
evaporation chamber shown in Fig. 1. The pressure inside
the chamber during the evaporation is about 10−7 ~10−6 Pa,
and the pressure inside the chamber during the lifetime
measurement is about 5 × 10−8 Pa. This ultra-high vacuum
was achieved by 6 vacuum pumps, a dry roots pump
(Kashiyama： NeoDry30E), 2 turbo molecular pumps
(PFEIFFER： HiPace® 300 DN 100 CF-F、 EDWARDS
： STP-301), an ion pump (ULVAC: PST-100CX) and 2
NEG pumps (SAES Getters: CapaciTorr®), and the degree
of vacuum during the experiment is monitored by a B-A
vacuum gauge (Canon ANELVA: M-922HG).

INTRODUCTION
Recently, there is a growing demand for accelerator experiments such as energy recovery linac (ERLs) and free
electron lasers (FELs) that require high-brightness electron
beams. Photocathodes, which extract electrons by the photoelectric effect using laser irradiation, as an electron
source for accelerators are mostly adopted to meet such requirements. Especially, alkali antimonide photocathodes
(such as Cs-K-Sb and Cs-Sb), a type of semiconductor
photocathode, have high QE and excitation wavelengths in
the visible light region, and are being studied to fabricate
photocathodes with performance that exceeds that of existing photocathodes.
However, despite these excellent characteristics, alkali
antimonide photocathodes have some disadvantages like
having a short lifetime of only a few weeks; the 1/e lifetime
of Cs-Sb photocathodes were reported to be 20 to 500
hours under high-frequency electric fields [1].
Therefore, we fabricated and evaluated a Cs-Sb photocathode coated with CsBr, an alkali halide protective film
for the higher performance photocathode with the higher
QE and the longer lifetime. We also compared the results
with those of our previous work in our laboratory on Cs-Te
photocathodes coated with an alkali halide protective film
[2].

Figure 1: Appearance of the vacuum evaporation chamber.
Figure 2 shows the setup of the evaporation source
holder (ESH) in this experiment. The ESH is equipped with
a Cs dispenser (SAES Getters), which uses the principle of
reduction reaction with chromium oxide, and Sb (Nilaco)
and CsBr (Pier Optics) crystals in a tungsten basket. During the experiment, the total amount of material deposited
on the surface of the cathode is measured in real time using
a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) thickness meter,
which has a deposition rate of 0.1 Å/s and a resolution of
1 Å for the deposited film thickness.

______________________
rinchan.00722@ruri.waseda.jp
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RESULTS & DISCCUSION
QE Behavior During Protective Film Coating

Experimental Procedure
In this experiment, the Cs-Sb photocathodes was prepared by sequential deposition on a Mo substrate whose
surface has been treated by ethanol and ultrasonic cleaning.
The QE was calculated by the incident optical power and
the photocurrent. As incident light, a laser diode
(THORLABS: CPS532) with a laser power of about
1500000nW, green light (wavelength: 532 nm), and a current meter (ADCMT: 6243 DC Voltage/Current Monitor)
is used to measure the photocurrent. In addition, a mechanical shutter (SURUGA SEIKI: F116) is used to shut off the
incident light at regular intervals to remove background
noise from the current value to be measured. Here, the definition formula of QE [%] is expressed as.
Number of emitted electrons
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 =
× 100,
Number of incident photons
100ℎ𝜈𝜈𝜈𝜈
× 100,
=
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(1)

(i) 20 nm Sb is deposited on Mo substrate.
(ii) Cs is deposited until QE is near its peak value.
(iii) Coat with 5 nm of CsBr protective film.
(iv) Apply fitting and analyze the data.
As detailed experimental conditions, after 20 nm of Sb
was deposited, Cs deposition was conducted while measuring QE terminated at the peak QE value. The thickness
of the protective film to be coated was 5 nm, which is the
thickness at which the change in QE can be sufficiently observed.
In calculating the 1/e lifetime, fitting was applied using
equation (2). Here, 1/e lifetime is defined as the time it
takes for QE to reach 1/e the initial value.
𝑡𝑡
�,
𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒

CsBr/Cs-Te_raw data
CsBr/Cs-Te_fitting
CsI/Cs-Te_raw data
CsI/Cs-Te_fitting
CsBr/Cs-Sb_raw data
CsBr/Cs-Sb_fitting

100
80
60
40

where, 𝐼𝐼: photocurrent [A], ℎ: Planck's constant [J・ s],
𝜈𝜈: frequency [1/s], 𝑒𝑒: electron elementary charge [C], 𝑊𝑊:
irradiated light energy [J].
Experiments were taken by the following steps.

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄(𝑡𝑡) = 𝛼𝛼0 exp �−

120

Relative QE [%]

Figure 2: Schematic of the ESH setup.

Figure 3 the relationship between the relative QE and the
thickness of the protective film. The reason for using relative QE for the vertical axis is to account for the difference
in QE before the coating. It was found that the QE decreased rapidly at the first few nm of protective film thickness, and then the QE decreased gradually as the protective
film thickness increased. First, the main reason for the
rapid QE decrease is considered that a potential barrier is
created at the boundary between the cathode and the protective film, making it difficult for electrons to escape [3].
Other possible causes include lattice defects due to incompatibility between the cathode and the protective film, and
sputtering of the cathode during the protective film coating.
As for the subsequent gradual QE decrease, the increase we
considered that the electron scattering increase in the protective film.

20
0

0

1

2

3

4

5

Protective film thickness [nm]
Figure 3: Relationship between relative QE and protective
film thickness for three types of photocathodes.
We also elucidate the affinity between the photocathode
and the protective film by fitting the QE change during
coating. Also, in order to distinguish 𝑇𝑇1 and 𝑇𝑇2 , it is 𝑇𝑇1 <
𝑇𝑇2 , where 𝑇𝑇1 corresponds to the rapid QE decrease and 𝑇𝑇2
corresponds to the gradual QE decrease.
𝛼𝛼(𝑥𝑥) = 𝐴𝐴exp �−

𝑥𝑥
𝑥𝑥
� + 𝐵𝐵exp �− � (+ const. )
𝑇𝑇2
𝑇𝑇1

(3)

where, 𝛼𝛼: QE [%], 𝑥𝑥: protective film thickness [nm], A,
B, 𝑇𝑇1 and 𝑇𝑇2 are fitting parameters.

Table 1 shows the values of fitting parameters for each
coating material.

(2)

where, 𝑡𝑡: elapsed time [hour], 𝛼𝛼0 : initial QE [%], and 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒 :
1/e lifetime [hour].
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Table 1: Fitting Parameters

CsBr/Cs-Te

𝑨𝑨[-]
78

𝑻𝑻𝟏𝟏 [nm]
0.20

𝑩𝑩[-]
22

𝑻𝑻𝟐𝟐 [nm]

CsI/Cs-Te

83

0.20

17

52

CsBr/Cs-Sb

88

0.076

12

6.1

70

The results in Fig. 3 and Table 1 show that the value of
𝐴𝐴 is larger and the value of 𝑇𝑇1 is smaller, for Cs-Sb compared to Cs-Te. In addition, about one order of magnitude
smaller with respect to 𝑇𝑇2 . 𝐵𝐵 is always 100 − 𝐴𝐴. From this
result, the value of A is larger than that of B, indicating that
the rapid decrease due to the first few nm coating is the
dominant factor of QE change in the protective film 5 nm
coating.
First, with respect to 𝐴𝐴, this value corresponds to a rapid
QE decrease, and a smaller value means that the QE decrease is suppressed. This means that Cs-Te and CsBr are
the best match in terms of QE. Second, we compare 𝑇𝑇1 and
𝑇𝑇2 for CsBr or CsI coating on Cs-Te and CsBr coating on
Cs-Sb. The value of 𝑇𝑇1 was found to depend on the type of
cathode being coated. This value means the physical
amount of protective film required to cover the cathode
surface, which is significant in that Cs-Sb can coat the entire cathode with a smaller protective film thickness than
Cs-Te. The value of 𝑇𝑇2 is considered to be related to the
difference in optical energy due to the difference in excitation wavelengths, as expressed in equation (4).
𝐸𝐸 =

ℎ𝑐𝑐
𝜆𝜆

(4)

where, 𝐸𝐸 : energy of light[eV], 𝜆𝜆 : wavelength of
light[nm], ℎ : Planck's constant[J・ s], 𝑐𝑐 : speed of
light[m/s].
From Eq. (4), the kinetic energy of the electrons extracted is smaller for Cs-Sb because UV light has more energy imparted to the cathode than green light; 𝑇𝑇2 is the
amount of material related to the energy lost by the electrons due to scattering as they pass through the protective
film, which depends on the kinetic energy of the electrons,
we believe this result is reasonable.

1/e Lifetime of Cs-Sb Photocathode
Table 2 shows the 1/e lifetime of Cs-Sb photocathodes
with and without coating and laser irradiation. No Q.E. decrease was observed when lifetime measurements were
made without excitation light on a 5 nm coated Cs-Sb photocathode with a CsBr protective film. The results show
that the 1/e lifetime differs with and without coating and
laser irradiation. Considering that the manufacturing process of the Cs-Sb photocathode is the same as above, we
believe that the difference in 1/e lifetime is due to the excitation light. When the lifetime measurement was performed with continuous excitation light irradiation, the
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laser power of the excitation light caused thermal desorption of Cs atoms from the cathode surface, which likely degraded the photocathode, resulting in a shorter lifetime.
Comparing the 1/e lifetime with and without coating under the same irradiation light conditions, the lifetime is
longer with the protective film coating, indicating that the
CsBr protective film coating is effective in extending the
lifetime of the Cs-Sb photocathode.
Table 2: Lifetime of Cs-Sb Photocathodes
CsBr
Green
Initial QE
1/e lifetime
[nm]
light
[%]
5
on
17
0.081
5

off

-

0.13

0

on

9.6

1.8

0

off

140

0.91

CONCLUSION
We evaluated the Cs-Sb photocathodes coated with CsBr,
an alkali halide protective film, and compared the results
with Cs-Te photocathodes. As a result, it was found that
Cs-Te photocathode and CsBr protective film are compatible in terms of QE. It was confirmed that the 1/e lifetime
of Cs-Sb photocathodes is shortened due to cathode degradation caused by excitation light irradiation and that the
CsBr protective film coating extends the lifetime. Elongation of the lifetime by CsBr protective coating on the CsSb photocathode was confirmed.
As a future prospect, we aim to fabricate a photocathode
with higher QE and longer lifetime by utilizing the
knowledge obtained in this study for Cs-K-Sb photocathodes, which are also alkali antimonide photocathodes and
are considered to be compatible with CsBr protective films
[4].
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DESIGN STUDY OF 30 MeV LINAC FOR
A COMPACT THz RADIATION SOURCE*
S. Jummunt†, S. Chunjarean, N. Juntong, K. Manasatitpong, S. Klinkhieo
Synchrotron Light Research Institute, Muang District, Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand
Abstract
A compact THz radiation source plays a possibility to
achieve intense THz radiation at tunable frequencies
between 0.5 and 5.0 THz, with a peak power of several
MW and narrow bandwidth. This source requires essentially
the reliable high gradient s-band linear accelerator (linac)
to provide an electron beam energy up to 30 MeV with
high bunch charge. In order to obtain a high gradient linac
mentioned, the cell shape of cavity has been preliminary
optimized and performed using the softwares Superfish
and CST-MWS. The preliminary design of linac and beam
dynamics study are presented in this paper.

superposition leads to a spectrally narrow and extremely
intense THz beam. The radiation frequency in the range
from 0.5 THz up to 5 THz can be covered, with the use of
beam energies ranging from 10 to 30 MeV and magnetic
field strength of undulator running up to 6.5. The spectral
width is in the order of the inverse number of undulator
periods. As a source of narrow-band THz radiation an
undulator with 7 cm period length is foreseen.
In this paper, we focus on a preliminary design of highgradient linac for a high-power THz FEL radiation source
and present the beam dynamics required.

THz SOURCE
The terahertz (THz) region of the electromagnetic
spectrum in the range from 0.1 to 10 THz, is a rich zone
and has attracted much attention in terms of new scientific
and industrial applications. Nowadays, several types of
efficient THz radiation sources are available as useful tools
for producing high-power THz radiation to fulfill specific
requirements. One effective way of producing this
radiation is with an accelerator source based free-electron
laser (FEL). The main goal is to achieve intense THz
radiation at tunable frequencies of between 0.5 and 5.0
THz, with a peak power of several megawatts (MWs) and
narrow bandwidth.
The proposed system consists of a 1.6-cell photocathode
RF gun operated in the S-band of 2856 MHz to generate
electrons with high brightness. The electron beam will then
be focused and accelerated up to an energy of 10–30 MeV.
To generate coherent radiation, the electron bunch length
must be compressed to 100 fs by a chicane bunch
compressor, before being passed to an undulator as shown
the layout in Fig. 1. The details will be reported in Ref [1].
Based on the details reported, we can produce intense
tunable THz radiation with narrow bandwidth in the
frequency region of 0.5–5 THz to support a wide variety of
applications.
Since FELs are the most powerful and wavelengthtunable radiation sources in the THz region, the facility
generally needs a huge space with high cost in construction
and operation. Therefore, a compact THz source
considered will be based on super-radiant source or
coherent radiation. It requires very good quality electron
beams, corresponding to high brightness electron beams
with 1 mm-mrad emittance, 1 nC bunch charge, and short
bunch length in sub-picosecond. To be regarded as
superradiance or coherent condition, the coherent
____________________________________________
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Figure 1: Layout of THz FEL source with the total length
of 15 meters.

STUDY DESIGN OF LINAC
As mentioned about the short pulse required for THz
source, in the process of accelerating the travelling-wave
(TW) structures will achieve higher efficiency than that of
standing wave (SW) structures because of providing
smaller filling time and getting higher shunt impedance per
unit length. For high efficiency, the high-gradient TW
accelerating linac based on constant gradient structure with
the mode TM010 fundamental electric field is considered
with a phase advance per cell of 2π/3 [2, 3].
In order to obtain a high gradient linac mentioned, the
cell shape of cavity has been optimized and performed
using the software tools Superfish [4] and CST-MWS [5].
The TW cells are optimized with having high shunt
impedance, high quality factor, constant gradient field, and
short filling time. For preliminary study, the aims of linac
design are to provide the shunt impedance of higher than
60 MΩ/m, quality factor of higher than 14,000, filling time
less than 1 μs, and the constant gradient field generated.
Adjusting dimension of cell structure is the most important
role to require attention. Figure 2 shows the model
parameters for the linac cells optimization.
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Table 1: Parameters for the Linac Cells and Coupler
Parameters

Figure 2: Schematic of three cells of TW electron linac.
The optimized steps of cell structure are as follows
To define the cell period length (d), the cell length is
set for the mode phase advance of 2π/3. The
fundamental accelerating mode cell length must be
d=βλ/3, which would be 34.98 mm.
2. To tune the resonant frequency of 2856 MHz by
adjusting the cell radius (b) without changing any
other geometric parameters. Initially, the iris thickness
(t), the iris shape (r, h), and the rounded edge of the
cell (rc) were fixed at 5 mm, 2.5 mm. and 5 mm,
respectively.
3. To vary the rounded edge of the cell (rc) in order to
obtain higher Q-factor value. To keep remain
unchanged the resonant frequency at 2856 MHz, the
cell radius (b) was adjusted with small step.
4. To optimize the iris shapes (r, h) for the electric field
distribution and constant gradient value. Although, the
elliptical iris shape is good choice. However, for
preliminary study, we set the same iris shapes r and h.
5. To obtain a higher shunt impedance (rs), the iris radius
(a) was adjusted. It was found that a smaller iris radius
only can get higher shunt impedance but also resulting
in quite small group velocity that cause to high filling
time.
For all steps of optimization, the mode of electric field
keeps remain at TM010 with phase of 2π/3. The
configuration of electric field is shown in Fig. 3 and
electric field distribution from a simple three cells of TW
electron linac in Fig. 4. From this accelerating structure
with mode TM010-2π/3, the shunt impedance and quality
factor are 65.42 MΩ/m and 14,614.8, respectively.
1.

Figure 3: Electric field of the TM010-2π/3 accelerating
mode.

Figure 4: Electric field generated from three cells of TW
electron linac.
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Value

Accelerating cell
Iris radius, a (mm)
Cavity radius, b (mm)
Cell period, d (mm)
Iris thickness, t (mm)
Iris shape, r and h (mm)
Rounded edge of the cell, rc (mm)

10.3
41.15
34.98
5
2.5
4

Coupler
Hole width, Lw (mm)
12
Hole length, Li (mm)
36
Hole height, Lh (mm)
4
Coupling cell radius, Rc (mm)
40.635
Coupling cell length, Lc (mm)
19.59
In addition, the good coupling between waveguide and
accelerating cell structure is required. The coupling
consists in reducing as much as possible power reflections
at the entrance of section. The aim of the coupler tuning is
not only to minimize the reflected power at the input/output
coupling port but also to tune the phase advance per cell of
the TW structure for 2π/3 mode and the constant electric
field amplitude. The parameters of linac cells and coupler
are listed in Table 1.

Figure 5: Coupling geometry and longitudinal electric field
distribution of the 7-cells.
Figure 5 presents the longitudinal electric field
distribution with obtaining the 2π/3 mode performed by
CST-MWS after combing the couplers and waveguides. To
mitigate the pulsed heating, the surfaces of cell have been
strongly rounded. As mentioned, the linac dimensions need
to be optimized in order to achieve a good linac
performance such as obtaining high shunt impedance, high
Q-factor, and constant gradient field. At present, it is in
process of optimization to complete accelerating structure
along with the input/output coupler performed by using the
frequency domain solver of software CST-MWS.
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BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
A high brightness electron beam with the energy of 6
MeV is generated from photocathode RF gun with bunch
charge of 1 nC. The electron beam is accelerated to the
required energy of 30 MeV in the linac at the frequency of
2856 MHz. The linac is located at the downstream of
solenoid. The beam energy at the exit of the linac was 30
MeV with the accelerating field gradients of 11 MV/m. A
total of 84 accelerating cells is required. In case the field
gradient can reach to 20 MV/m, the electron beam can be
accelerated up to 50 MeV. The beam dynamics was
performed by using ASTRA code [6].

Figure 7: Phase space at the end of linac.

SUMMARY

Figure 6: (top) Beam energy along z-axis and (botoom)
Normalised transverse emittance (pink) and beam size
(green) with 1 nC bunch charge.
Since the optimized beam emittance is also dependent on
laser pulse distribution, the laser pulse shape was varied to
minimize the normalized transverse emittance. It was
found that the use of ellipsoidal distribution can achieve
the minimize emittance. In order to reduce the space charge
effect, the ellipse shape of the photocathode laser pulse was
selected.
With using the solenoid, the emittance can be able to
decrease less than 1.0 mm-mrad, corresponding to a better
matching of the beam envelope in the linac. In addition, the
triplet quadrupoles are placed at upstream of linac at z-axis
of 5 meters to minimize the electron beam size less than 1
mm as shown in Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the phase space at
the of linac. That guarantees to have a good quality of
electron beam, which is a suitable optics of electron beam
into undulator. Taking into account the compression factor
of the magnetic chicane, the electron bunch length at the
exit of the magnetic chicane can be compressed because
the electrons at the tail move on a shorter orbit than those
at the head.

MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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A compact THz radiation source requires essentially the
reliable high gradient s-band linac to provide an electron
beam energy up to 30 MeV with high bunch charge. An
accelerating part is the most crucial component of an
electron linear accelerator in order to increase energy of the
electrons up to 30 MeV with high brightness. The
conceptual design of linac for a compact THz radiation
source is proposed. In order to guarantee with achieving a
high-performance of high-field gradient linear accelerator,
the beam dynamics of the electron beam are studied. The
3D simulation of electric field, engineering design, thermal
analysis and vacuum performance will be presented in the
next study. The aim of high gradient structure design is to
successfully accomplish a travelling wave constantgradient type with 84 accelerating cells. Regarding this
design, it will probably be used to provide for the industrial
application which is one of the key applications of electron
linear accelerators.
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Abstract
Superconducting Undulators (SCUs) can produce higher
photon flux and cover a wider photon energy range compared
to permanent magnet undulators (PMUs) with the same vacuum gap and period length. To build the know-how to implement superconducting undulators for future upgrades of
the European XFEL facility, two magnetic measurement
test-stands named SUNDAE 1 and 2 (Superconducting UNDulAtor Experiment) are being developed. SUNDAE1 will
facilitate research and development on magnet design thanks
to the possibility of training new SCU coils and characterizing their magnetic field. The experimental setup will allow
the characterization of superconducting coils up to 2m in
length. These magnets will be immersed in a Helium bath
at 2K or 4K temperature. In this article, we describe the
experimental setup and highlight its expected performances.

INTRODUCTION
The advancement of SCU technology has a strategic importance for the future development of the European XFEL
facility. In the recent years, SCUs have been succesfully employed in synchrotron radiation sources [1, 2]. In a similar
way of what happened with their application to synchrotrons,
SCUs can potentially improve the performance and flexibility of advanced Free Electron Lasers (FELs). In particular by
working at short undulator periods, superconducting magnet
technology would allow reaching higher photon energies
while keeping a wide range of tunability of the setpoint.
The extension of the energy range of the radiation towards
higher values at European XFEL would fully exploit the high
electron energy beam capability of the accelerator [3]. Moreover, this development can be considered complementary to
the study on the upgrade of the XFEL linac for continuous
wave (CW) operation [4]. CW operation at European XFEL
is considered possible only with reduced electron beam energy. Specifically the electron beam energy will be limited to
about 7 GeV, while the present maximum value is 17.5 GeV.
The replacement of the existing PMUs beamline with SCUs
having shorter undulator periods would enable the 7 GeV
linac to cover the same photon energy range as the present
accelerator.
∗
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For all those reasons, a project for the realization of a
SCU afterburner for the SASE2 line is being set-up. The
main parameters and specifications for a pre-series prototype module (S-PRESSO) of such afterburner have been
presented in [5].
The availability of equipment for the characterization of
the magnetic coils of the undulator is a critical point to monitor the performances of the undulators that have been produced prior to the installation. For this reason two test-stands,
SUNDAE1 and SUNDAE2 (Superconducting UNDulAtor
Experiment 1 and 2) for the diagnostics of the novel SCUs
are under realization in the DESY campus.
The test-stand SUNDAE1 will be dedicated to the training,
tuning and characterization of new SCU coils by means of
magnetic field measurements [6]. The cryostat of SUNDAE1
will have a vertical configuration and will be constituted
by a liquid Helium bath in which the coils are immersed.
SUNDAE2 will be used for the characterization of the final
afterburner cryomodules [7]. This cryostat will have an
horizontal configuration and the coils will be tested in their
final cryostat. In this second test-stand the characterization
of the module using the pulse-wire technique will also be
foreseen [8, 9].

OVERVIEW OF SUNDAE1
Figure 1 shows the schematic drawing of SUNDAE1. The
coils of the SCUs will be immersed in a liquid or superfluid
Helium bath, at 4K or 2K respectively. Two Hall probes will
be installed on a sledge driven by a Linear Motion System
(LMS). The sledge will be able to move between the two
coils constituting a SCU. The system will be able to characterize coils having a magnetic gap down to 5 mm. The
coils are supported by a structure anchored on a plate of the
lid. Several thermal shields guarantee a low heat load from
the surroundings to the cryogenic vessel. The magnet is
connected to the power supply outside the cryostat through
current leads. Several feedthroughs at the lid allow the connection of diagnostics sensors (temperature sensors, voltage
taps, Hall probes etc.) to the outside of the cryostat.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the orientation of the Hall-probes
allows the characterization of the y-component of the magnetic field of the coils, 𝐵𝑦 . The resolution of the measureMC7: Accelerator Technology
T10: Superconducting Magnets
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Figure 1: Scheme of SUNDAE1.
ment of the magnetic field is of the order of a few T but its
accuracy is limited by the error on the calibration of the Hall
probe, which is of the order of 0.1 mT.
The LMS will be equipped with a single axis vertical
translator with 2400 mm of travel-range.
Besides its application for the final magnetic characterization of the SCUs, SUNDAE1 will also be used for the
training of coils. Quench events happening when the coil is
initially brought into operation have to be managed in a safe
way. In order not to damage the superconducting coil, the
power supply of the coil has to be switched off immediately
after the detection of a quench event. For this reason, the
power supply is connected to a quench detection system.
For the detection of the quench event, the three voltage
taps marked with crosses in Fig. 2 are used. The voltage
difference between points 1 and 2 (Δ𝑉12 ) and the one between points 2 and 3 (Δ𝑉23 ) are monitored and the reference
value Δ𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 = Δ𝑉12 − Δ𝑉23 is calculated. A quench event
is detected if the signal Δ𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 exceeds e.g. 100 mV within
10 ms [10, 11].
When a quench-event occurs, the power-supply of the
undulator is switched off and the fraction of stored magnetic
energy, that has not yet been dissipated in the cryostat, is
sent to a dump resistor.
At SUNDAE1, the maximum allowed voltage of the power
supply during the discharge is 1 kV. Three different dump
resistors having resistance 2.5 Ω, 1.25 Ω and 0.66 Ω will be
available in order to minimize the decay time for different
nominal current and inductance values of the coils.
During the magnet training procedure, the input current
of the coil is increased slowly and quench events due to
imperfections of the physical setup are triggered. In absence
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T10: Superconducting Magnets

Figure 2: Simplified scheme of the distribution of the voltage taps. The voltage taps marked with crosses are used
by the quench detection system, the other ones are used to
identify the “hot-regions”.
of errors in the design of the magnet and in the experimental
setup for the test, after a quench event the system ends up in a
more stable state, thus allowing to increase further the input
current. At the end of the training procedure, the magnet
has reached its nominal current value [10].
During the training process, it is useful to dispose of
diagnostics able to detect the hot-regions in the coil. The
”hot-regions” are the regions of the magnet where the quench
event has originated and, therefore, the temperature has
reached higher values.
Hot-regions can be detected by monitoring voltage
signals along the coil. For this reason, voltage taps are
distributed along the SCU coil and the voltage difference
between different portions of the magnet during a quench
THPOPT031
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is monitored [11]. Spikes in the voltage readout identify
the hot-regions. At SUNDAE1, 40 voltage taps will be
available for hot-region diagnostics (see Fig. 2). For a
2m-long magnet with 18 mm period length, this roughly
corresponds to one voltage tap every six periods. The
voltage taps will be connected to IMC CRONOSflex units
with 40 simultaneously readable channels and a sampling
rate per channel of roughly 50 kS/s.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

[3] W. Decking et al., “A MHz-repetition-rate hard X-ray freeelectron laser driven by a superconducting linear accelerator”, Nature Photonics, vol. 14, pp. 391–397, 2020. doi:
10.1038/s41566-020-0607-z
[4] R. Brinkmann et al., “Prospects for CW Operation of the
European XFEL in Hard X-ray Regime”, in Proc. FEL’14,
Basel, Switzerland, Aug. 2014, paper MOP067, pp. 210–214.
[5] S. Casalbuoni et al., “A pre-series prototype for the superconducting undulator afterburner for the European XFEL”,
in Proceedings of SRI 2021 to appear in Journal of Physics:
Conference Series.

The advancement of SCU technology has a strategic importance for the future development of the European XFEL
facility. In particular, the realization of an afterburner for the
SASE2 line of the facility has been foreseen. The characterization of the magnetic field of the novel SCUs is a key step
to understand and evaluate the technology prior to the installation in the beamline. The test-stand SUNDAE1 will allow
the training and characterization of one stand alone coil in
a liquid or superfluid Helium bath. In this contribution, we
have presented an overview of the test-stand. The setup is
presently undergoing its procurement phase, while the commissioning of the cryogenics and diagnostics is foreseen to
start next year. For the commissioning of the test-stand the
characterization of coils produced within the SCU research
and development program is foreseen.
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long superconducting undulator coils”, in Proceedings of SRI
2021 to appear in Journal of Physics: Conference Series.
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Abstract
European XFEL foresees a superconducting undulator
(SCU) afterburner in the SASE2 hard X-ray beamline. It
consists of six 5m-long undulator modules with a 5 mm vacuum gap, where each module contains two 2m-long coils
and one phase shifter. Prior to installation, the magnetic
field must be mapped appropriately. Two magnetic measurement test stands named SUNDAE 1 and 2 (Superconducting
UNDulAtor Experiment) are being developed at European
XFEL. While SUNDAE1 will be a vertical test stand to
measure SCU coils up to two meters with Hall probes in a
liquid or superfluid helium bath, SUNDAE2 will measure
the SCU coils assembled in the final cryostat. This contribution presents the development status of SUNDAE2 and its
main requirements.

INTRODUCTION
European XFEL envisages the development of superconducting undulators (SCUs) technology as part of the facility
development program. An SCU afterburner is proposed for
the hard X-ray undulator beamline SASE2. This afterburner
is composed of one pre-series prototype named S-PRESSO
and five SCU modules [1,2]. The successful implementation
of the SCUs has compelling benefits: First and foremost,
it opens the possibility of lasing above 30 keV, which enables new types of experiments and opens the access to new
scientific applications of FEL radiation. Also, SCUs can
cover approximately the same photon energy range available
from the presently installed PMUs (electron beam energy of
17.5 GeV), considering a continuous-wave (CW) operation
mode.
The magnetic field characterization is an essential step
in the design of high-quality undulators for storage rings
and free-electron laser applications. Local field measurements (i.e., point-by-point) are commonly performed by
Hall probes, while the flipping coil and moving wire systems are well known for field integral measurements. The
pulsed wire method is an alternative method to map the
local field. Although the pulsed wire technique is still not
competitive with Hall probes in terms of accuracy, it has
the potential to reconstruct space resolved magnetic fields
for small-gap short-period long undulators (for which Hall
probe-based measurements may be more difficult due to
space constraints).
∗
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We are developing a test stand facility named SUNDAE2
(Superconducting UNDulAtor Experiment) to measure the
SCU modules’ magnetic field in the final cryostat. SUNDAE2 will be installed at DESY campus. It will operate
three magnetic measurement techniques: two wire-based
techniques (pulsed wire moving wire systems) and the Hall
probe. This contribution presents the main features of the
SCUs we aim to measure and the first steps taken towards
developing SUNDAE21 .

S-PRESSO MAIN PARAMETERS
S-PRESSO will be the first module to be delivered and
characterized. It will be 5m-long, as the presently installed
permanent magnet undulators. The magnetic period will
be 18 mm and the on-axis peak magnetic field 1.82 T (𝐾 =
3.06). The maximum first and second field integrals allowed
for both transversal field components are 4 × 10−6 Tm and
1 × 10−4 Tm2 , respectively. The vacuum gap of S-PRESSO
will be 5 mm.

VACUUM CHAMBERS OF SUNDAE2
SUNDAE2 will be composed of three main vacuum chambers connected to each other. Each chamber consists of a
welded vacuum tank with CF flanges and mounted equipment (e.g., blank flanges, electrical feed throughs, viewports,
etc.). Figure 1 shows the design of the vacuum chambers
of SUNDAE2. The main features of each vacuum chamber
(named Chamber 1, Chamber 2, and Chamber 3 for convenience) are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Main Dimensions of Chambers 1, 2, and 3
Parameter
Longitudinal length (m)
Transversal length in x (m)
Transversal length in y (m)
Tube diameter (mm)

Ch. 1

Ch. 2

Ch. 3

2.8
0.6
0.6
306

1.0
0.1
0.1
38

1.3
0.6
0.6
306

Vacuum and ion pumps will be connected to the lower
flanges of Chambers 1 and 3 shown in Fig. 1. All the required electrical feed throughs will be placed on the opposite
side of the lateral viewports of Chambers 1 and 3 illustrated
in Fig. 1. Support structures (not shown in Fig. 1) will keep
1

SUNDAE1 will be a vertical test stand capable of performing magnetic
measurements and training of superconducting coils up to 2 m [3, 4].
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Figure 1: Sketch of vacuum chambers of the test stand SUNDAE2 (Superconducting UNDulAtor Experiment) planned to
perform SCU magnetic field measurements.
the chambers’ axes aligned with the SCU’s beam chamber
center, which must be 1.4 m above the floor. Chambers 1 and
3 will have fiducials placed on their sides for alignment. All
chambers will operate under Ultra High Vacuum conditions
(i.e., pressure smaller than 1 × 10−7 mbar). The relative magnetic permeability of the vacuum chambers and components
must be smaller than 1.01, and the integral leak rate of all
chambers has to be smaller than 1 × 10−10 mbar l/s.

WIRE-BASED MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
OF SUNDAE2
Pulsed Wire System
The pulsed wire method [5] is a promising solution for
mapping the local magnetic field in small gap long devices.
Although several improvements have increased the performance of the pulsed wire method since then [6–12], the technique has to be demonstrated to reconstruct the magnetic
field for long undulators with a short period, particularly
when the dispersion effect dominates.
For the pulsed wire system, we plan to use a wire of 10.5 m,
which is long enough to cover the 5 m-long undulator and
avoid any potential issues with the wave reflection. A wire
tension of approximately 20 N has been estimated to keep
the sag within the undulator region smaller than 100 µm.
Considering a Beryllium Copper (BeCu) wire, its diameter should be larger than 150 µm to avoid going beyond its
tensile yield strength. The tension will be produced by a
movable carriage set into a rail and attached by springs to
a fixed carriage. Both carriages and the rail will be held
by brackets attached to a tower of linear stages that allow
movement in the transversal xy plane. The travel range of
THPOPT032
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the stages are 70 mm for the x-axis and 30 mm for the yaxis m. The linear stage towers will be sitting in leveling
plates welded inside the vacuum chamber. The control system architecture will be based on EtherCAT (Ethernet for
Control Automation Technology). The linear stages have
three purposes: 1) to place the wire in the correct position to
perform the measurement with the pulsed wire technique; 2)
to move the wire in and out of the center to let space for the
Hall probe carriage to move; 3) to perform magnetic field
integral measurement with the moving wire technique (see
Moving Wire System section).
The wire motion detection will combine the laser Thorlabs CPS532 and the photodetector Thorlabs PDA100A2.
A low-pass filter Thorlabs EF110 is placed between the
photodetector output terminal and the oscilloscope Lecroy
HDO6104A-MS (12-bit ADC, 10 GS/s). A sensitivity of
approximately 50 mV/µm has been demonstrated with these
components [13]. Details of the pulse generator under development is also presented in [13]. The laser and photodetector will be placed out-of-vacuum, closed to the viewports
shown in Fig. 1 (see Chamber 2). The longitudinal position
of the optical detection spot may affect the measurement
results [14]. Therefore, Chamber 2 has four spots where the
laser and photodetector can be placed to measure the x and
y magnetic field components.
Magnetic Field Reconstruction Program From Warren’s criterion for dispersion to dominate [5], one realizes
that dispersion will dominate our case and, therefore, some
of the available correction techniques in the literature [9, 11]
must be applied. We have developed a program in Matlab
that creates a dummy magnetic field, simulates the wire
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T15: Undulators and Wigglers
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displacement for different pulse shapes (considering wire
dispersion, finite pulse width, and sag), executes corrections
(some of them demonstrated in [9]), and reconstructs the
magnetic field [15].
In the pulsed wire technique, the wire displacement is
sampled. The magnetic field samples as a function of the
longitudinal position can be numerically calculated by either
the first or the second forward finite divided difference of
the field integral, depending upon whether the pulse width
provides the first or the second field integral. Inevitably,
the finite divided differences technique introduces errors
in the magnetic field — the so-called discretization error.
The program corrects the discretization error effects on the
wavenumber domain by multiplying the Fourier Transform
of the wire displacement samples by −𝑖𝜅Δ𝑧/(𝑒−𝑖𝜅Δ𝑧 − 1)
for short pulses and and −(𝜅Δ𝑧)2 /(𝑒−2𝑖𝜅Δ𝑧 − 2𝑒−𝑖𝜅Δ𝑧 + 1)
for long pulses, where 𝜅 is the wavenumber in rad/m and
Δ𝑧 is the sampling space in m [15].
The study presented in [15] evaluated the uncertainties of
the technique and how they affect the accuracy and precision
of the pulsed wire method to obtain the relative local K
parameter. For Δ𝐾/𝐾, an accuracy and precision of the
order of 1 × 10−3 and 1 × 10−5 , respectively, were estimated.
Although the accuracy of the pulsed wire method is not
comparable with the one obtained from Hall probes, the
precision (needed to determine the magnetic field quality) is
appropriate. For instance, an error of 1.5 × 10−3 for Δ𝐾/𝐾
has been judged acceptable in terms of degradation of the
FEL performances for an undulator with a period length of
15 mm [16].
If necessary, the sag can be corrected numerically in the
space domain, since the vertical component of the magnetic
field is 𝐵𝑦 (𝑦) = 𝐵0 cosh(2𝜋𝑦/𝜆𝑢 ), with 𝐵0 being the onaxis field amplitude.

Moving Wire System
The xy tower of linear stages described for the pulsed
wire will also perform field integral measurements. The
same wire can be translated horizontally by ±2 mm and vertically by ±1 mm. By following the known equations of the
method [17] and considering a wire translation of 1 mm, the
maximum first and second field integral (4 × 10−6 Tm and
1 × 10−4 Tm2 ) allowed for the undulators would induce an
integrated voltage in a 10.5 m-long single wire of 4 nVs and
10 nVs, respectively. The main instrument under consideration to measure such a small induced signal is the Metrolab FDI2056, which has an integrated voltage resolution of
1 × 10−14 Vs and an accuracy of ±10 ppm [18].

HALL PROBE-BASED MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM
Cryogenic Hall probes from Arepoc model HHP-VP and
HHP-VU will be placed on a movable carriage (sledge).
The sledge will travel through the SCU beam vacuum stepwisely. The Keithley 2450 will supply the constant current
of 10 mA. The Keithley DAQ6510 will read out the Hall
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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voltage. Similar instruments were used for the calibration
of these Hall probes with a physical property measurement
system (PPMS) at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology.
Each Hall probe was calibrated from a field range between
±5 T for 4.2 K, 30 K, and 77 K. The absolute calibration
error is below 0.1 mT.
The details of the sledge’s positioning and movement are
still under study. The sledge’s design is strongly linked to the
SCU vacuum chamber profile, which the design is ongoing.
The small gap long SCU vacuum chamber imposes obstacles
to measure its longitudinal position and to fix rods/ropes to
the sledge. The most appropriate method to measure the
sledge’s position is by using an interferometer solution. For
this, a retroreflector must be placed on the back (and/or
front) surface of the sledge, which has to be smaller than
5 mm and has part of the surface allocated for the rod/rope
connection. In addition, any motors placed in the vacuum
chambers of SUNDAE2 must be placed such that the light
from the interferomenter’s laser head is not blocked. If that
is not feasible, additional mirrors have to be included to
provide the proper path for the laser beam.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The magnetic field test stand facility SUNDAE2 is under
development at European XFEL to measure the modules
that will compose the SCU afterburner in SASE2. This contribution describes the development status and the plans for
SUNDAE2 in terms of the measuring methods — named,
the pulsed wire, the moving wire, and the Hall probe techniques — and vacuum requirements. Before measuring
S-PRESSO, we aim to use SUNDAE2 to perform roomtemperature measurements of the permanent magnet undulators with 40 mm period length used at European XFEL in
the two hard X-rays undulator lines [19].
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Abstract
The search for high-performance photocathodes is a priority in the field of particle accelerators. The surface characteristics of a photocathode affect many important factors
of the photoemission process including the photoemission
threshold, the intrinsic emittance and the quantum efficiency. These factors in turn define the electron beam quality, which is measurable using figures of merit like beam
emittance, brightness and energy spread.
We present characterisation measurements for four caesium telluride photocathodes synthesized at CERN. The
photocathodes were transported under ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) and analysed at STFC Daresbury Laboratory, using
ASTeC's Multiprobe [1] for surface characterisation via
XPS and STM, and Transverse Energy Spread Spectrometer (TESS) [2] for Mean Transverse Energy (MTE) measurements. The transverse energy distribution curves were
measured at both cryogenic and room temperatures and the
respective MTE values extracted at each illumination
wavelength. We discuss correlations found between the
chemical composition and MTE values.

[7]) and hence long operational lifetime. The main challenges of Cs-Te photocathodes, however, lie in the growth
of the photoemissive layer as small variations in the growth
conditions can significantly affect the composition and performance of the cathode, highlighting the complexity in the
mechanism behind the chemical reaction between caesium
and tellurium [8, 9].
In a collaboration between the STFC Daresbury Laboratory and CERN, caesium tellurium (Cs-Te) photocathodes
were manufactured at the CERN photoemission laboratory
[10] using the co-deposition method, and then transported
overland in a UHV suitcase to the STFC Daresbury Laboratory. The photocathode surfaces were first performance
characterised using the TESS to obtain their transverse energy distribution curves (TEDC) [11, 12], before being
transferred to the Multiprobe system for surface characterisation. In this paper we present the results of MTE measurements for three of the four Cs-Te photocathodes, their
atomic composition, and a discussion on the effect of surface composition on photoemissive performance.

INTRODUCTION
The intrinsic emittance of a photocathode is governed by
multiple physical factors such as surface roughness,
crystallographic face, cleanliness, work function and the
QE. As the intrinsic emittance defines the achievable lower
limit for the electron beam emittance within a linear accelerator, it is important to understand the effects that changing a photocathode surface has on these characteristics [3].
Minimising the mean transverse energy (MTE) of an electron beam is crucial, as total emittance cannot be reduced
by using electrostatic or magnetic lenses as described by
the Liouville theorem, thus motivating photocathode R&D
to minimise MTE at the cathode surface to achieve lowemittance electron beams [4].
Caesium telluride (Cs-Te) has been used in accelerators
as a photocathode for high bunch charge, high repetition
rate superconducting radiofrequency photoinjectors, which
are an essential technology for the current state of the art
energy recovery linacs and high-power free electron lasers
[5, 6]. The value of Cs-Te, as a photocathode source, stems
from its balanced properties of high quantum efficiency
(QE), its robustness to chemical contamination (in comparison to other semiconductor photocathodes such as GaAs
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 1: Photographs of the 4 Cs-Te photocathodes taken
with the same lighting conditions and camera settings during transfer from the vacuum suitcase into the Photocathode Preparation Facility.
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Figure 2: Measured MTE values for the P6, P7 and P8 Cs-Te cathodes at room temperature (diamonds) and cryogenic
temperatures (circles) under illumination wavelengths between 236 nm and 436 nm

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Four copper substrates were prepared at Daresbury Laboratory and shipped to CERN in a vacuum suitcase.
CERN synthesized four Cs-Te samples designated P5 to
P8, which were then transported back to Daresbury inside
the vacuum suitcase maintaining a pressure of less than 1.0
× 10-10 mbar for the majority of the journey. These cathodes
shown in Fig. 1 were then transferred into the PPF for storage in XHV conditions (5.0 × 10-12 mbar). The photocathodes experienced pressures of 1.0 × 10-9 mbar during this
vacuum transfer. Each photocathode was subsequently
transferred into the TESS where the TEDC were obtained
as described previously by Jones et al. [2].
Measurements were typically taken at illumination
wavelengths between 236 nm and 436 nm in 10 nm steps.
The TEDCs obtained were then fitted with an exponential
curve as described in [12] and the MTE determined at each
illumination wavelength. An experimental error of ± 10 %
is ascribed to all MTE data points presented in this proceeding. The cathodes were then transferred in-vacuum to
the Multiprobe system to perform XPS analysis.

(Icorrected), the data acquisition time (t), optical power falling
on the photocathode (Popt), and the detector gain during the
measurement (Gmcp), as shown below:
𝐼
𝑄𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ∝
arb units
𝑡 ∙𝑃 ∙𝐺
It is included to demonstrate the sensitivity of the TESS
instrument, showing that the MTE measurement included
in Fig. 2 may actually be associated with a very low level
of photoemission at the given illumination wavelengths.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The data in Fig. 2 shows the MTE measurements taken
for the P6, P7 and P8 Cs-Te cathodes at room temperature
and cryogenic temperatures of 178 K, 188 K, and 191 K as
a function of illumination wavelength. The red dotted line
at 25 meV shows the minimum achievable MTE at room
temperature. We do not show the P5 MTE data as this cathode was dropped inside the TESS, so we have no supporting XPS data. Figure 3 shows the calculated relative QE
for P6 which generally declines as the illumination wavelength increases. The relative QE is calculated using a combination of the corrected photoemission image intensity
THPOPT033
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Figure 3: Comparison between extracted MTE values and
estimated relative QE values based on known gain parameters and optical power for the Cs-Te P6 cathode at illumination wavelengths of 236 - 436 nm at both room and cryogenic temperatures.
We can see that for illumination wavelengths below 326
nm, all cathodes exhibit decreasing MTE values as the illumination wavelength increases. At illumination wavelengths longer than 326 nm, differences emerge with two
of the cathodes showing an increased level of MTE response at longer wavelengths. The MTE of the P6 cathode
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increases beyond 386 nm, while the P7 and P8 cathodes do
not exhibit the same increase in their MTE. We also see a
difference in the emission threshold, with the P7 cathode
photoemitting up to 396 nm, and the P8 cathode up to 426
nm.
We believe this effect arises from surface compounds
with a low surface coverage and therefore low effective
QE, whose presence is supported by the XPS summary table below.
Table 1: Summary of XPS compositional data and specific
chemical bonds detected for the P6, P7 and P8 cathodes
Core
level

Bond
Configuration

Cs 3d

CsxTe
CsxO

Te 3d

CsxTe
Te

O 1s

CsxO
C=O

C 1s

C=O

Cathode Atomic
Concentration [%] /
(Peak Binding Energy)
[eV]
P6
P7
P8
49.2
48.5
51.0
(725.9)
(725.0) (725.0)
5.1
5.7
(726.8) (726.0)
35.3
21.8
19.4
(572.3) (571.2) (571.2)
29.6
20.5
(572.8) (572.8)
2.1
3.5
(531.2) (531.2)
4.1
(532.3)
4.2
(286.9)

Table 1 shows the XPS compositional data for the cathodes presented in Fig. 2, highlighting the differences in
atomic concentration of each element and their respective
bonding environments. Considering only the CsTe bonding
environment, we see that the Cs:Te ratio for the three cathodes considered are 1.4:1; 2.2:1 and 2.6:1 for the P6, P7
and P8 cathodes, respectively. The performance differences exhibited by each cathode in their spectral response
can be linked directly to this data.
The XPS data of P6 shows a notable level of oxygen
(6.2 at. %) and carbon contamination (4.1 at. %), with some
oxygen detected (3.5 at. %) on the P7 cathode. The presence of CsxO is significant as this compound has a very low
work function [13] and readily emits at longer wavelengths, therefore, is most likely to be the source of the high
MTE photoemission tail beyond 400 nm. Fig. 3 shows that
the QE of this component is small.
The P7 cathode exhibits larger MTE at short wavelengths than the P8 cathode, and while it does exhibit a
small level of oxygen contamination in comparison to the
P8 cathode, which is likely to be below detectable limits,
the P7 cathode has a Cs:Te ratio closer to the ideal composition of 2:1. The reason for the larger MTE at shorter
wavelengths could be due to the contribution of CsO in the
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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grown film that has a lower work function; this would lead
to an increase in the overall MTE.
At illumination wavelengths beyond 356 nm, the differences in the cathode’s chemical concentrations become
more apparent. For the P7 cathode, the MTE plateaus and
the cathode ceases its emission at 396 nm without reaching
the thermal floor. This non-monotonic behaviour is most
likely due to different CsxTe compounds with lower work
functions which drive a slight increase in the MTE [14].
The P6 and P8 cathodes however continue to emit beyond
the P7 cathode threshold.
The XPS data shows an excess of un-reacted Te for both
the P7 and P8 photocathodes. This will be due in part to
the sequential deposition process whereby a thick layer of
Te was deposited before Cs deposition commenced. The
XPS technique probes to a depth of around 10 nm, while
the photoemission process occurs over a depth of only 3
nm, so the elemental Te detected in P7 and P8 is most
likely below the active photoemitting CsxTe layer. Furthermore, as the work function of Te is close to 5 eV [15], there
is no contribution to the photoemission once the illumination wavelength exceeds approximately 255 nm.
Our data shows that the MTE for the P8 cathode reached
the thermal floor once the illumination wavelength exceeded 400 nm. The XPS data suggests that the reason for
this is due to this being the only cathode that did not exhibit
any notable CsO component that may drive low-level photoemission at longer wavelengths. Of the four cathodes, the
P7 cathode exhibited the lowest level of thermal dependence in its room temperature and cryogenic data sets, with
all values matching closely over the whole range of its
emission. With this taken into account, the P7 cathode performs worse than the P8 cathode in terms of its MTE.
While the P7 cathode is closer to the ideal stoichiometry of
Cs2Te, the presence of CsO acts as an MTE spoiler that
limits the performance of the cathode.

CONCLUSIONS
Published literature contains a wealth of information on
the challenges identified in the synthesis of Cs2Te photocathodes with consistent levels of performance [8,16,17].
The Cs-Te photocathodes examined in this paper show a
high degree of variability, evident in their visual appearance (Fig. 1), their surface composition (Table 1) and their
MTE performance (Figs. 2 and 3). The differences in appearance and performance are driven by chemical stoichiometry and film thickness, and it is known that Cs and Te
form a range of CsxTe compounds [18] with a corresponding range of work functions. Our results agree with published literature, and show that variability in the deposition
process and the corresponding XPS spectra can account for
differences seen in the spectral response and MTE of the
finished photocathode. Even small changes to the chemical
composition and the surface chemical bond environment
drive performance differences in photoemissive films,
highlighting the importance of consistency during the
growth of Cs-Te photocathodes.
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Abstract
The search for high performance photocathode electron
sources is a priority in the accelerator science community.
The surface characteristics of a photocathode define many
important factors of the photoemission process including
the work function, the intrinsic emittance and the quantum efficiency of the photocathode. These factors in turn
define the ultimate electron beam quality, which is measurable as normalised emittance, brightness and energy
spread. Strategies for improving these parameters vary,
but understanding and influencing the relevant cathode
surface physics which underpin these attributes is a primary focus in this area of accelerator research [1].
We present performance data for a Ag polycrystalline
cathode under illumination at 266 nm subjected to progressive degradation through exposure to O2, CO2, CO
and N2 in which we use our Transverse Energy Spread
Spectrometer (TESS) instrument [2] to measure the mean
transverse energy (MTE) of the photoemitted electrons
with data at room and cryogenic temperatures. Crucially
the data shows the effect of progressive degradation in
photocathode performance [3] as a consequence of exposure to controlled levels of O2 and that exposing an oxidized Ag surface to CO can drive a partial recovery in
QE.

INTRODUCTION
The intrinsic emittance of a photocathode is governed
by multiple physical factors such as surface roughness,
crystallographic face, surface contaminants, work function and the quantum efficiency (QE). The ultimate
achievable emittance in a linear accelerator is limited by
its electron source, so a deep understanding of the factors
which affect the performance of the photocathode is crucial to optimise the performance of accelerators [4]. Minimising the mean transverse energy (MTE) of a beam is
crucial as total emittance cannot be reduced by using
electrostatic or magnetic lenses, which leads the photocathode community to minimise MTE at the cathode
surface to achieve low-emittance electron beams [5].
Naturally, the state of the vacuum in which the
photocathode resides and operates is important. Residual
gases within the vacuum system may react with the cathode surface causing the formation of new composites
[6-8]. An inferred reduction of QE caused by gas adsorption may be observed, and such behaviour has been confirmed in previous work on alkali and semiconductor-
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based cathodes [3,9], and our work on an Ag (100) cathode [10].
The TESS experimental facility [2] measures the transverse energy distribution curve (TEDC) of a photocathode, and this data is analysed to extract the MTE [2,11].
The TESS is connected to a Photocathode Preparation
Facility (PPF) [12] which supports in-vacuum photocathode transfer and storage, and provides thermal and atomic
hydrogen photocathode cleaning. Investigations into the
factors which affect photocathode performance require a
multitude of diagnostic tools, and the Multiprobe system
supports this work by providing a suite of complementary
surface characterisation techniques [13].

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Experiments were performed on a 6 mm diameter Ag
polycrystalline cathode with an average roughness of 5
nm, as measured with our interferometric microscope.
The sample holder was degreased in an ultrasonic acetone
bath for 20 minutes before the sample was mounted. Once
loaded into our Multiprobe system the photocathode underwent cycles of Ar+ ion bombardment for 20 minutes
followed by annealing to 500°C via electron bombardment for 1 hour. This process was repeated until we observed a clean XPS survey spectrum without the presence
of oxygen or carbon. The cathode was then transferred
under XHV conditions in a vacuum suitcase from the
Multiprobe to the PPF before performance was characterised in the TESS. TEDC measurements were taken under
illumination at 266 nm, as described in previous publications [2,11].
Prior to gas admission, the chamber base pressure was
measured and an initial photoemission image recorded
using the previously mentioned parameters. With the
chamber base pressure monitoring enabled, gas was admitted into the chamber and the photocathode subjected
to progressive degradation. Pairs of photoemission data
and dark background images were taken, both with an
exposure time of 30 seconds. During each degradation
experiment at both room and cryogenic temperatures, the
leak valve was adjusted to maintain a constant gas pressure. With knowledge of the initial base pressure, an absolute value was determined for the cumulative level of gas
exposure experienced by the photocathode during the
experiments, and the consequent evolution of the MTE
was determined from the photoemission images.
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Figure 1: MTE measurements and normalized relative QE values for a Ag polycrystalline photocathode as a function of
progressive oxygen exposure at 293 K and 178 K.

Figure 2: Normalized relative QE of a Ag polycrystalline photocathode at 293 K as a function of progressive exposure
to multiple gases.
exposure rate between the two experimental runs, but
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
ultimately the absolute gas exposure in Langmuirs is
Figure 1 shows the MTE and the normalized image comparable.
The data presented shows that the estimated relative QE
intensity for the Ag polycrystalline surface under
degrades
faster under cryogenic conditions. All MTE data
illumination at 266 nm. The first set of measurements,
shown in red, were taken at 293 K with the absolute points have an associated experimental error of ± 10 %
pressure of the TESS chamber rising from a base pressure applied to them. This experimental error was determined
of 7.0 × 10-11 mbar to a maximum pressure of 7.0 × 10-9 by performing a long series of measurements at 266 nm to
mbar under oxygen exposure. The second set of meas- determine the detector response over multiple measureurements, shown in blue, were taken at 198 K with a base ments of the same parameters, and an error of ± 3 % is
pressure of 4.0 × 10-11 mbar to a maximum pressure of ascribed to the total image intensity data points to account
6.5 × 10-9 mbar. There is a slight difference in the gas for fluctuations in the optical power. During both data sets
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the leak valve was operated to provide a fixed leak rate of
gas.
We
observed the total image intensity degrade at a faster rate
during the experiment at 198 K than what is observed
during the 293 K measurements due to the effect of cryopumping [14].
Figure 2 shows the effect on the calculated relative QE
of a Ag polycrystalline photocathode subjected to progressive degradation by exposure to N2, O2, CO and
CO2.
Following the same procedure as that outlined earlier for
the data shown in Fig. 1, we estimate the total cumulative
gas exposure in each experiment to be up to 95 L. Between each experiment, the cathode was moved back to
the PPF for thermal and atomic hydrogen cleaning before
commencing the next experiment, with the initial photoemission images used to confirm that the cathode was
effectively restored to a consistent starting condition.
We can see clearly that the O2 exposure caused the
largest degradation in the implied QE of the cathode, with
the image intensity dropping quite significantly over the
course of the experiment. Nitrogen gas appears to have
the second largest effect on the Ag polycrystalline surface,
Figure 3 shows the effect of CO gas exposure of over
100 L on a Ag polycrystalline photocathode after it had
undergone an O2 exposure of 95 L. Unlike Fig. 2 where
the surface of the cathode degrades slightly over a long
exposure to CO, the cathode with some level of oxidation
appears to rejuvenate instead, implying the oxygen on the
surface is interacting with the CO gas, changing the surface chemistry [15].

DISCUSSION
In the data presented in Fig. 1, we can see the affect
that temperature has on the photocathode. It is well
known that the work function of a metal has a linear relationship with temperature [16], this coupled with the
cryo-pumping effect which has been inferred to increase
the sticking coefficient of oxygen to the surface [14],
leads us to conclude that degradation due to the adsorption of oxygen more readily occurs at cryogenic temperatures. In comparison to the Ag (100) single-crystal photocathode we investigated in previous work [10], the Ag
polycrystalline photocathode required a much larger cumulative exposure to drive the same level of degradation.
The reason for this is due polycrystalline samples favouring the (111) and higher-indexed crystallographic faces
[17, 18], which have fewer open terminating positions
than the other low-indexed (110) and (100) surfaces.
The results of the CO exposure experiment of an
oxidized Ag polycrystalline photocathode, shown in
Fig. 3, indicates a rejuvenation in QE over the course of
the experiment. The mechanism behind this rejuvenation
is due to oxygen adatoms [19], which lie on the crystal
surface, that have been shown to adsorb between 1 molecule and 2 molecules of CO depending on surface conditions [15]. It is assumed that the CO-O configurations
present on the surface affect the surface condition to the
point where a noticeable increase in image intensity is
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T02: Electron Sources

showing a slower degradation than O2. While this effect
is significant, we have reason to believe that the gas exposure during this particular experiment was not pure nitrogen. Both CO and CO2 seemed to have very minor effects
on the surface, with CO degrading the cathode slightly
over the course of 95 L, and CO2 initially dropping the
image intensity significantly over a shorter exposure of 5
L, before reaching a level maintained for the rest of the
experiment.

Figure 2: Normalized relative QE of an O2 degraded Ag
polycrystalline cathode as a function of CO exposure.
seen, therefore showing a small increase in the relative
QE. We believe this is the most likely case, as oxygen
which adsorbs onto the surface of Ag (111) has been
shown to be present in both its molecular and atomic
forms at room temperature [20].
The order in which the experiments presented in Fig. 2
were carried out was with O2 gas, then CO2, CO and
finally N2. This order is significant, as the degradation
seen in the N2 experiment was not expected. We attribute
this to two factors. The larger effect we believe is during
gas bottle exchanges, as the gas regulator does see atmosphere. While a significant portion of this can be purged
and pumped away there may still be trace amounts of
residual water vapour in the line. Secondly, the N2 gas
bottle used, while extremely pure, does contain traces of
O2 (2ppm) and H2O (3ppm). Any trace amounts of O2 in
the gas line from the previous experiment, the length of
the experiment and the exchanging of gas bottles, may be
enough to see an additional level of degradation beyond
what is expected in the N2 experiment.

CONCLUSION
The measurements we present show the effect that different gas species have on photocathode performance,
even taking into account the points made in the discussion
section, we see that O2 has the largest contribution to
photocathode degradation in the range of gases that we
have investigated. Our results show that the relative QE
of a Ag polycrystalline photocathode falls by 20% in all
of our room temperature measurements, and by 26% in
our cryogenic measurement when the photocathode is
subject to a O2 degradation of 95 L. The results seen here
demonstrates that polycrystalline silver is a suitable photocathode candidate as the degradation levels are small,
indicating that it may be more robust to common residual
gases than the more routinely used metal photocathodes.
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A SECOND GENERATION LIGHT SOURCE AIMING AT HIGH POWER
ON THE GIANT DIPOLE RESONANCE
X. Buffat∗ , L.L. Cuanillion and E. Kneubuehler, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
We propose an alternative to nuclear waste transmutation
and energy amplification using a second generation light
source rather than a high power proton beam. The main
parameters of the ring and insertion devices are estimated,
targeting a photon beam power of 1 GW with a spectrum
that maximizes the potential for nuclear reactions via the
Giant Dipole Resonance. The synergies with technologies
developed for high energy physics, in particular within the
Future Circular Collider study (FCC), are highlighted.

INTRODUCTION
The usage of high power proton beams for the transmutation of nuclear waste from conventional reactors as well as
for waste-less nuclear energy production is an active field of
research since its initial proposal [1, 2]. Here we study an
alternative approach based on a conventional light source
of the second generation, with an insertion consisting of a
high field superconducting dipole magnet. Nuclear fission
and neutron emission are induced via the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) [3]. In the next section, we will determine
the beam energy and insertion magnet properties that maximises the radiated power on the GDR. We then describe
the design of a synchrotron that operates on this optimum.
To conclude, the construction cost and the technologies that
could lower it are discussed.

RADIATION SPECTRUM
Let us consider a beam of electrons with a current 𝐼𝑒 and
an energy 𝐸𝑒 . We place a short dipole magnet with field 𝐵𝑖
and magnetic length 𝐿𝑖 on the beam trajectory. The photon
beam power emitted is given by [4]:
𝑃𝑖 = 𝐼𝑒 𝐿𝑖

𝑒 𝛽4𝑟 𝛾4𝑟
,
6𝜋𝜖0 𝜌2𝑖

(1)

with 𝑒 the elementary charge, 𝜖0 the vacuum permittivity
and 𝛽𝑟 ,𝛾𝑟 the electrons’s relativistic factors. The bending
radius in the insertion magnet is given by:
𝜌𝑖 =

𝑚𝑒 𝛾𝑟 𝛽𝑟 𝑐
,
𝐵𝑖 𝑒

(2)

with 𝑚𝑒 the electron mass and 𝑐 the speed of light. Defining
the critical energy as:
𝐸𝑐 =
∗

3ℏ𝑐 𝛾3𝑟
2 𝜌𝑖

xavier.buffat@cern.ch
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(3)

Figure 1: Optimal critical energy (top) and the corresponding proportion of the photon spectrum on the GDR (bottom)
as a function of the resonance properties. The values corresponding to the main GDR of a few actinides are shown for
reference.
with Planck’s constant ℏ, we can write the power spectral
density:
∞
𝑑𝑃𝑖 9√3
=
𝑃𝛾 𝜃 ∫ 𝐾5/3 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥.
(4)
8𝜋
𝑑𝜃
𝜃
𝐾5/3 is a modified Bessel function and the scaled photon
energy is defined by 𝜃 ≡ 𝐸𝛾 /𝐸𝑐 . This spectrum is rather
wide, we are interested in maximising the fraction of the
power on the GDR which is roughly given by:
1
𝜂𝑟 =
𝑃𝑖

𝜃𝑟 +

Δ𝜃𝑟
2

∫
𝜃𝑟 −

Δ𝜃𝑟
2

𝑑𝑃𝑖
𝑑𝜃,
𝑑𝜃

(5)

with 𝜃𝑟 the resonance energy and Δ𝜃𝑟 its width scaled by
the critical energy. Figure 1 shows the optimal critical energy and the corresponding fraction on the GDR for various
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Table 1: Main and Beam Parameters

Figure 2: Accelerator layout.
resonance energies and widths. Focusing on the dominant
resonance for the photofission of the actinides, a critical
energy of 10.5 MeV seems most appropriate yielding a proportion of 𝜂𝑟 ≈ 20 % of the power emitted in the insertion
magnet on the GDR. To remain efficient, such an accelerator
needs to be coupled with a nuclear reactor. We consider a
rough estimate of the rate of photo-nuclear reactions as the
rate of photons within the energy range defined in Eq. (5)
scaled by the ratio of the GDR cross section 𝜎𝐺𝐷𝑅 to the
total cross section 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡 :
𝑟𝑟 =

𝑃𝑖 𝜂𝑟 𝜎𝐺𝐷𝑅
𝐸𝐺𝐷𝑅 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡

(6)

The output power of the coupled accelerator and nuclear
reactor is given by:
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝜂𝑐 (𝑃𝑖 + 𝑟𝑟 Δ𝐸 +

𝑃 + 𝑃𝑎
𝑟𝑟 𝜂𝑛
Δ𝐸) − 𝑖
.
𝜂𝑅𝐹
1−𝑘

(7)

The parenthesis contains the energy deposited by the photon
beam in the target, the direct production of photo-nuclear
reaction with an average release of Δ𝐸 as well as the energy
amplification by a reactor with criticality 𝑘. The neutron
yield of the photo-nuclear reactions is 𝜂𝑛 . The Carnot efficiency of the thermal power plant is 𝜂𝑐 . The power necessary
to operate the accelerator is subtracted, taking into account
the efficiency of the powering of the cavities 𝜂𝑅𝐹 . We target
a photon power 𝑃𝑖 of 1 GW and we assume that the power
dissipated in the arcs 𝑃𝑎 is 10 times lower, as will be shown
in the next section. With a target constituted of natural uranium (i.e. dominated by U238), we have 𝜎𝐺𝐷𝑅 /𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡 ≈ 6%,
the energy released by photofission is about 200 MeV and
the neutron yield is about 2.5 [3]. Coupled to a sub-critical
reactor featuring 𝑘 = 0.95, we obtain an output power of
2 GW. While rough, these considerations on the potential of
such a setup support further investigations into the design
of the required accelerator.

DESIGN
The machine and beam parameters aiming at delivering a
photo beam power of 1 GW with a critical energy of 10.5
MeV are listed in Table 1. In the following we describe the
rational for this design.
In order to obtain the optimal critical energy, the beam
energy and the insertion magnet field are linked by the folTHPOPT035
2662

Beam energy [GeV]
Total intensity [1015 ]
Total current [A]
Bunch spacing [ns]
Bunch population [1010 ]
Insertion magnet field [T]
Insertion magnet length [m]
Photon beam power [GW]
Total length [km]
Revolution frequency [kHz]
Horizontal emittance [nm]
Emittance Ratio [%]
Bunch length [ps]
Energy spread [10−4 ]
RF phase [°]
Synchrotron tune
Dipole filling factor
Single arc length [km]
Arc cell length [m]
Arc cell type
Phase advance per cell [°]
Arc SR power density [kW/m]
Total RF power [GW]
RF frequency [MHz]
Number of cavities
RF filling factor
RF power per cavity [kW]
RF voltage per cavity [kV]
RF sections length [km]
Insertion and spare straights [m]
Touschek Lifetime [ℎ]

33.0
1.7
3.0
2.5
4.7
14.6
1.1
1.0
26.9
11.1
0.6
5
16
6.1
30
0.21
0.8
12.5
79.8
FODO
90
4.0
1.1
400
1144
0.8
962
635
1.8
200.0
200

lowing relation:
𝐸𝑒 = √

2𝛽𝑟 𝑚𝑒3 𝑐4 𝐸𝑐
.
3ℏ𝑒 𝐵𝑖

(8)

Implicitly we have assumed that the beam energy remains
constant in the insertion magnet. To meet this hypothesis,
we limit the relative energy lost per passage in the insertion
magnet to 1%:
𝑒𝑃𝑖
< 0.01𝐸𝑒 .
(9)
𝐼𝑒
We find that a shorter version (1.1 m) of the prototype highfield dipole magnet that reached 14.6 T with a magnetic
length of 1.6 m [5] together with an electron beam of 33 GeV
would make a suitable combination. Neglecting the beam
size compared to the orbit excursion in the magnet, we find
that the diameter of the physical aperture required for the
high-field dipole follows
𝑑 ≈ 𝜌𝑖 − √𝜌2𝑖 − 𝐿𝑖 ,

(10)

which is approximately 8 cm in our design. This is again
compatible with the 10 cm of the prototype in [5].
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Considering the layout shown in Fig. 2, we seek to determine the dimensions of the different systems. The arc length
is mainly constrained by the synchrotron power density in
the arcs 𝜆𝑎 = 𝑃𝑎 /𝐿𝑎 , with 𝐿𝑎 the total length of the arcs.
Considering a dipole filling factor of 𝜂𝑑 , the total power
emitted in the arcs is given by [4]:
𝑃𝑎 = 𝐼𝑒 𝐿𝑎 𝜂𝑑

𝑒 𝛽4𝑟 𝛾4𝑟
.
6𝜋𝜖0 𝜌2𝑎

Table 2: Estimated Cost [B$]
Beam energy
Length
RF Power
Total

0.2
3.3
6.6
10.1

(11)

The beam current is defined by the photon beam power
through Eq. (1). Neglecting the impact of the insertion
magnet on the machine geometry, the bending radius in the
arcs is 𝜌𝑎 = 𝜂𝑑 𝐿𝑎 /2𝜋. We can now obtain the minimum
bending radius of the arc dipoles:
𝜌𝑎 = 𝜌𝑖 √

𝑃𝑖 𝜂𝑑
𝐿𝑖 𝜆𝑎

(12)

Considering a dipole filling factor of 80% in the arcs and a
power density of 4 kW/m, which is comparable to existing
light sources, e.g. [6], we find that each arc is 12.4 km long.
The required beam current is 3𝐴 which is about twice the
required current for the low energy stage of the FCC-ee [7].
Thus we consider a similar RF design, based on 400 MHz
cavities. Considering the total power lost to synchrotron
radiation in the insertion and the arcs, we determine the
number of cavities needed, given a maximum power of
962kW per cavity [7]. Due to the high targeted power, the
number of cavities is unprecedentedly high for synchrotrons:
1144. As discussed later, a voltage twice higher than the one
needed to compensate for the energy loss seem appropriate
in terms of bunch length and Touschek lifetime. The voltage
is thus well below the maximum for these cavities [7]. The
length of the RF sections is determined using the length of
the FCC-ee RF modules (1.26 m) and a filling factor of 80%.
We obtain a total length of 26.9 km, comparable to the
LEP/LHC [8]. It includes a contingency of 200 m for the insertion, injection, extraction, cleaning and beam diagnostics.
The lattice is designed based on the LEP FODO with
90°phase advance [8], given that the targeted application
does not require beam of particularly small emittance. For
the same reason a vertical to horizontal emittance ratio of
5% is considered. We assume that the dispersion can be well
corrected at the high field magnet, such that the radiation
integrals and related beam properties can be obtained using
the formulas for the FODO lattice, e.g. in [4]. We find a
horizontal emittance of 0.6 nm and a bunch length of 16 ps.
With these parameters and assuming that the momentum
acceptance is limited only by the RF bucket height, we find
a Touchek lifetime of 200h.

COST
A rough cost estimate is shown in Table 2, it is based on
the empirical cost model in [9]. This model separates the
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 3: Scaling of the beam energy, machine length, RF
power and corresponding total cost for different field of the
insertion magnet. The reference is the 14.6T from the design
in Table 1.
beam energy, the total length and the RF power as the main
cost drivers. The unprecedentedly large power is reflected
in the cost of the RF system which dominates the total cost.
The R&D targeting high efficiency and low cost for the RF
system of the FCC-ee is therefore highly synergetic with this
concept.
The second most important cost driver is also linked to the
high output power. Indeed the machine length is mostly
constrained by the energy deposition in the arc (Eq. (12)).
This part can be reduced using the highest field magnet for
the insertion, thus featuring a synergy with the arc dipoles
needed for the FCC-hh [10]. Yet the relative impact on the
total cost of this contribution is rather mild, as shown by
Fig. 3.
The most expensive part of the machine can easily be staged,
since a reduction of the targeted power by a factor 25 (i.e.
𝑃𝑖 = 40𝑀𝑊) would reduce equivalently this part of the
cost. This implies a reduction of the number of cavities.
The voltage per cavity would then reach 15 MV, remaining
compatible with the FCC-ee design [7].
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NEW MICROWAVE THERMIONIC ELECTRON GUN FOR APS
UPGRADE: TEST RESULTS AND OPERATION EXPERIENCE*
S. V. Kutsaev†, R. Agustsson, A. Araujo, R. Berry, O. Chimalpopoca, A. Murokh, M. Ruelas,
A. Yu. Smirnov, S. Thielk, RadiaBeam LLC, Santa Monica, CA, U.S.A.
J. Hoyt, W. Jansma, A. Nassiri, Y. Sun, G. Waldschmidt, Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, IL,
U.S.A.
Abstract
Recently, RadiaBeam has designed and built a robust
thermionic RF gun with optimized electromagnetic performance, improved thermal engineering, and a robust cathode mounting technique. This gun allows to improve the
performance of existing and future light sources, industrial
accelerators, and electron beam driven terahertz sources.
Unlike conventional electrically or side-coupled RF guns,
this new gun operates in π-mode with the help of magnetic
coupling holes. Such a design allows operation at longer
pulses and has negligible dipole and quadrupole components. The gun prototype was built, then installed and
tested at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) injector. This
paper presents the results of high power and beam tests of
this RF gun, and operational experience at APS to this moment.

INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) is a national synchrotron-radiation light source research facility that utilizes a thermionic
cathode RF gun system capable of providing beam to the
APS linac [1]. The previously used RF gun was a 1.6-cell
side-coupled structure operating at 2856 MHz frequency.
Typically, the RF gun was powered with ~3.0 MW pulsed
power but could sustain up to 7 MW via an end-coupled
waveguide. The cathode used was a barium-tungsten dispenser cathode with a diameter of 6 mm. The gun could
produce peak beam kinetic energies of up to 4.5 MeV and
peak macro pulse currents of up to 1.3 A. Normal operating
RF pulse parameters were ~1 μs at a repetition rate up to
30 Hz. More details of the previous gun parameters may be
found in [2]. Three generations of RF guns have been used
as injectors at the APS since 1997.
APS procured three RF guns in 2001 [3] and recorded a
mixed experience with these systems’ performance. Two
RF guns failed in 2010 due to excess reflected power. Further failures of the last spare gun would limit capabilities
and suspend APS operations. Inspection of the RF gun design revealed that most of the problems came from the distortion of the mating surfaces of the gun back plate and the
cathode.
To solve these problems, RadiaBeam has developed and
built a new reliable and robust thermionic RF gun with the
____________________________________________
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parameters specified in Table 1. This RF gun for synchrotron light sources offers substantial improvements over existing thermionic RF guns and allow stable operation with
up to 1 A of beam peak current at a 100 Hz pulse repetition
at 3μs RF pulse length rate and up to 5 μs at a reduced repetition rate. More details about the gun design can be found
in [4-6].
Table 1: Comparison of the Developed and Existing
Thermionic RF Guns Parameters
Gun

Old

New

Mode
Mode separation, MHz

𝜋𝜋/2
48

𝜋𝜋

22

Shunt impedance (β=0.999), MΩ/m

62.5

60

16000

15000

Max pulse length, μs

1.5

3.0

Max repetition rate, Hz

10

100

Q-factor

The gun prototype was installed at the APS injector in
February 2021. The gun was RF conditioned, the thermionic cathode activated, and electron beam extracted. The
beam was sent through the APS linac and tuned to achieve
100% injection efficiency to the Particle Accumulator Ring
(PAR). The gun has been running well supporting APS operations since then with a 150 mA current in the past 15
months.

RF CONDITIONING
After the gun was installed, the water temperature was
set to 111 °F per the LLRF measurement of resonate temperature, performed at APS. This is different from design
resonant temperature which is 105°F due to a minor detuning. The water station set up for the RF gun is shown in
Fig. 1. Prior to the RF conditioning, the cathode heater was
set to 9.2 W at equilibrium to keep the cathode warm and
clean during the RF conditioning. As the heater is turned
on, a gun vacuum spike is observed as expected.
The RF conditioning went smoothly. Gun vacuum was
kept below 1×10-7 torr during the conditioning process.
Over 70 minutes, the gun was conditioned to 3 MW at 6 Hz
repetition rate with an RF pulse length of 1.05 μs. The forward and reflected RF waveform of the gun are plotted in
Fig. 2.
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gun current monitor downstream of the alpha magnet, corresponding to a bunch charge of 1.8 nC. A bright beam spot
was also seen on the first profile monitor, as shown in
Fig. 3, left.

Figure 3: First observed beam with 1.8 nC bunch charge
(left) and after being centered by adjusting frontend steering.

BEAM TUNING
Figure 1: Thermionic gun prototype installed at Injector
Test Facility at APS.

At 180 mA gun current, the beam trajectory and linac RF
phase were adjusted. With 2.4 nC measured by the current
monitor at the entrance of the linac, 1.4 nC bunch charge
was obtained at the linac end. The first attempt to inject
beam into PAR found an injection efficiency around 70%.
With this initial configuration, RCDS and simplex optimization of the front-end quadrupoles and steering magnets
was performed. The simplex optimization led to a modest
bunch charge increase after the chicane to 1.5 nC.
After the optimization, front-end steering elements were
manually adjusted to get beam centered with a triangular
profile as shown in Fig. 3, right. Subsequently, the beam
entrance position and angle into the linac were adjusted and
the beam was steered to the end of linac with a good trajectory while minimizing steering magnet current.

Figure 2: RF gun forward (black) and reflected (red) power
waveforms.

CATHODE ACTIVATION AND BEAM EXTRACTION
After the gun was conditioned to 3 MW, the next step
was to activate the cathode. During the gun installation the
cathode has been heated at 25 W for several hours, however from past experience that does not guarantee that
beam can be extracted without causing a gun RF trip, therefore additional processing was required.
Without any RF power directed to the gun, the cathode
heater power was set to 30 W overnight. As the gun RF
power was off, gun vacuum was under 1×10-8 torr despite
the cathode heater power being set so high. After heating
up the cathode at 30 W for 13 hours without RF power in
the gun, the cathode was ready for beam extraction. The
cathode heater power was reduced to 10 W to bring in RF
power to the gun. Once RF power reached 3 MW, the cathode heater power was slowly increased to extract electron
beam. At 25 W, 180 mA beam current was measured on the
THPOPT036
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Figure 4: Beam in the middle of chicane with horizontal
direction indicating energy: with scraper out (left) and in
(right).
RF phase was adjusted to have minimum energy spread
in the middle of chicane. The chicane’s low energy scraper
was inserted to remove the low energy tail as shown in
Fig. 4. With the scraper inserted, charge transmission efficiency was reduced from 90% to 70%. Some beam jitter
was observed, and the RF phase was fine-tuned (lowered
by 4°) to avoid large charge jitter as the low energy chicane
scraper was inserted. Subsequently, RF phase was set to
achieve minimum energy spread at the end of linac.
A few iterations of three-screen emittance measurement
and lattice correction downstream of the chicane were performed. Beam normalized horizontal emittance was measured to be 24 μm and vertical 9 μm for a 1 nC bunch at
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125 MeV. Beam images on the three high-resolution emittance measurement are shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Beam images on the three emittance measurement flags.

INJECTION TO ACCUMULATOR
RING/BOOSTER AND TOP-UP TEST RUN
After sending the beam down from the linac to PAR
(LTP), we adjusted the linac beam entering angle to the
LTP, the LTP steering magnet current, and fine tuning of
beam energy, 90% injection efficiency was obtained. A fine
tuning of gun kicker timing further increased the injection
efficiency to the PAR to 100%; see Fig. 6. The linac was
conditioned and a stable beam with 1 nC per bunch was
confirmed with 100% injection efficiency. This charge is
sufficient to support APS and future APS Upgrade operations and the new gun design has been proven to be a success.

Figure 6: Top-up test run with two linac pulses, 2 nC at the
main ring and over 95% linac to PAR injection efficiency.
Green – Linac-to-PAR (LTP)bunch charge, brown – PARto-Booster (PTB) charge, blue – Linac to PAR injection efficiency.

SUMMARY
The new RF gun was commissioned at the APS in February 2021. The new gun design is confirmed to be suitable
for APS and future APS-U operation with 1 nC per pulse
delivered to the accumulator ring with 100% efficiency.
The gun has been proven to be a reliable electron source
and has been used to provide beam for the APS storage ring
operation for the 15 months since its beam commissioning.
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Since the RF gun was commissioned during injector
studies and the storage ring was operating in 324-bunch
mode with only two injections are required per day, additional performance verification was required. To verify the
gun performance for other modes, a top-up test was conducted during the injector study. During this test, the gun
to booster pulsed magnets were enabled every two minutes
and the beam was injected to the PAR as in 24-bunch mode
top-up operation.
Under nominal operation conditions with 150 mA gun
current, 13.5 kV gun kicker voltage, and 3 MW RF power,
the gun was able to provide 2 nC to the PTB with two linac
pulses over an accumulated 8 hours of top-up with over
95% injection efficiency as shown in Fig. 6.
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Abstract
Modern accelerator facilities require reliable high-power
RF components. The RF vacuum window is a critical part
of the waveguide couplers to the accelerating cavities. It is
the point where the RF feed crosses the vacuum boundary
and thus forms part of the confinement barrier. RF windows must be designed to have low power dissipation inside their ceramic, be resistant to mechanical stresses, and
free of discharges. In this paper, we report on the evaluation of three different ceramic candidates for high power
RF windows. These materials have low loss tangents, low
secondary electron yield (SEY), and large thermal expansion coefficients. The acquired materials were inspected,
coated, and measured to select the optimal set.

INTRODUCTION
Conventional RF vacuum windows are made from
ceramics, such as BeO or 96-99% Al2O3, or plastics such
as Rexolite that are then brazed or otherwise joined to a
pillbox cavity [1]. The use of ceramics presents several major challenges and issues that limit the performance of the
existing RF windows. First, the fabrication and machining
of large ceramics discs can be challenging. For example, at
400 MHz frequency, the size of waveguide is 11.5×23
inches, which means that discs of >13’’ must be fabricated.
Size also increases ceramic-to-metal brazing process complexity due to temperature differentials and residual stress.
Another set of problem is related to operational conditions of the RF windows. First, since high-power accelerators for accelerator facilities require transmission of multiMW RF power at ~10% duty-factors, the transmitted
power level reach hundreds of kW and dielectric losses
present a serious issue [2]. For example, the losses at this
frequency are defined by the loss factor (ε∙tanδ), which is
typically >1−2∙10-3. This about an order of magnitude
higher than novel low-loss dielectrics [3,4]. Besides net
losses in the dielectric, its thermal conductivity should be
considered. Materials with low thermal conductivity, such
as rexolite, suffer from internal heating and thermo-mechanical stresses gradients that can lead to stress fractures.
Finally, the electric discharges due to static charge buildup or multipactor discharges play a great role in the reliability of RF windows [5,6]. Coatings such as titanium nitride are needed to suppress multipacting, requiring careful
process control to uniform thickness over a large area.
___________________________________________
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In response to this problem, we surveyed several readily
available dielectrics, such as high-purity alumina, sapphire, aluminum nitride, Si3N4, sapphal, MgTi, and others,
and identified the optimal candidates for high-power RF
windows.

MATERIAL SELECTION CRITERIA
The critical material properties of the dielectric include
RF, thermal, and mechanical considerations, along with
manufacturing related requirements such as commercial
availability, machinability, capability for brazing, and SEY
reducing coating [7]. The important RF properties include
a low loss tangent (tan δ) to avoid high-power dissipation
in the window, a low secondary electron emission coefficient to suppress multipacting, a low dielectric constant (ε)
to simplify impedance matching and a high dielectric
strength to withstand breakdown. High thermal conductivity (κ) is desirable to conduct the dissipated power through
the braze joint into the actively cooled metal body. A meaningful figure of merit of a ceramic is the ratio of thermal
conductivity to loss tangent times permittivity, FOM = κ/
(ε* tanδ). This FOM captures that for every watt of loss in
the ceramic (tan δ), the materials thermal conductivity (k)
must allow that power to be removed by the temperature
differential caused by the active cooling. Note that a high
FOM is desirable.
Mechanical strength capable of withstanding differential
pressure associated with the vacuum barrier is also required. High fracture toughness is desirable, as this makes
the material more robust against fracture from fabrication,
operation, or cyclic loading (vacuum, thermal, transport).
Another important property of the dielectric is the capability for brazing, either by metallization or the use of active
braze alloys. Materials with low outgassing characteristics
are important, implying that the material is easily cleaned
and vacuum conditioned. Toxicity of the dielectric is also
a concern, causing high-performing materials such as beryllium oxide to be phased out.
These parameters must be considered within a practical
engineering context. First and foremost: the dielectrics
must be commercially available in large sizes with limited
development and realistic lead times. Procuring and qualifying expensive capital equipment (presses, furnaces, etc.)
to fabricate parts at scale should not be the objective of a
RF window assembly manufacturer and is best left to organization with proven ceramics expertise. Additional issues such as variability in material properties, both within
the part and part-to-part, impact the design safety margins.
The capability to accurately shape and finish the ceramic
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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to dimension is important for fitment within the metallic
assembly, as well as the performance of the SEY coating.
Cost is always a significant consideration, precluding exotic materials like diamond. In other words, small-scale,
lab-quality ceramic coupons with exceptional RF properties are of little practical use if they cannot meet the commercial mass-production requirements above.
Table 1: Comparison of the Main Properties of Window
Dielectric Candidates.
Material

tanδ
∙10-4
4.25

Al2O397.6%

AO479U

AL995

AD998

Diameter STD, μm

14

15

45

Thickness STD, μm

0.8−1.9

3.4−5.3

0.6−4.5

13.4k

Surface finish, μm
Radial

11.6±2.1

38.7±9.8

22.8±6.5

29.3

30.5k

Circumferential

10.7±3.3

36.3±6.2

23.5±7.5

43.5

90

2070

29.6

200

6750

2.53

ε∙tanδ
∙10-4
1.07

k,
W/m/K
0.146

k/(ε∙
tanδ)
136.4

2.1

9.52

2

26.8

Al2O3<99%

1

9.58

0.96

AlN ST-100

50

8.7

AlN ST-200

35

8.45

Rexolite

ε

scan speed, and 2.4mm scan length. Data was taken for
each face in both radial and circumferential directions to
quantify the final polishing anisotropy produced during
fabrication. However, no significant difference between
sample orientations was apparent in the data. These data
identified AO479U samples with the highest level of dimensional consistency.
Table 2: Coupon Mechanical Inspection Data

A comparison of various dielectric materials used for
windows, including polymer-based Rexolite, is shown in
Table 1. From our FOM, we see that high purity alumina
(>99%) has the best combination of heat transport and RF
properties. In contrast, the exceptional thermal conductivity of Sienna Technologies ST-200 AlN [8] is negated by
its high loss tangent, giving it a poor FOM in comparison
to other materials.

Material

Visual inspection with a stereo microscope and high
magnification Keyence VHX 6000 digital microscope was
performed. Though all coupons were of acceptable quality,
this detailed visual inspection revealed some differences in
fabrication approach and handling practices. The faces on
Morgan coupons had a ground finish while AD998 and
AO479U appear to have taken the additional step of lapping. The extra processing was reflected by the surface
roughness measurements. AL995coupons also showed minor evidence of contamination with metallic residue on the
outer diameter. AO479U coupons showed no visible defects or contamination and were remarkably consistent in
visual appearance. Images of the coupons are shown in
Fig. 1.

COUPON INSPECTION
Based on our research, costs, lead time, and conversations with leading researchers, we down selected vendors
capable of providing ultra-high purity alumina. These materials included AL995 from Morgan Ceramics (formerly
Wesgo) [9], RF Pure AD998 from Coorstek [10] and
AO479U from Kyocera [11,12]. From the FOM defined
above, these materials are nominally identical, as difference in values can be attributed to variations in measurement setup.
Four coupons of each of the three selected materials
were purchased from their respective manufacturers. The
coupons were designed to fit into a standard 1-5/8” EIA
coaxial transmission line and dimensional tolerances were
chosen to balance cost and lead time against maintaining
key features for multipactor suppression coating representative of a full-scale window, including surface roughness and flatness/parallelism. All coupons were mechanically inspected using calibrated micrometers, height gage,
and surface profilometer (see Table 2). Since dimensional
tolerances were well within each of the manufacturer’s capabilities, coupons were evaluated for consistency and
craftsmanship.
Mean surface roughness was measured with a 10 µm,
90° stylus tip with the following collection parameters:
30 µm gaussian filter, 0.8 mm sampling length, 0.5 mm/s
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T31: Subsystems, Technology and Components, Other

Figure 1: Uncoated coupons of AO479U (left), AL995
(middle) and AD998 (right).

RF MEASUREMENTS
The next step was to validate the low-level RF performance, including measurements of dielectric constant and
loss tangent. We built a test stand consisting of a short coaxial transmission line loaded with coupons of the same
material. The measurement procedure consisted of taking
high precision reads of complex S11 and S21 across a
100 MHz − 1 GHz frequency range with the following configurations: empty transmission line and when loaded with
a set of 2, 4 and 6 coupons. Then the loss tangent and dielectric constant are extracted from the measured power balance and the added phase delay. The results are listed in
Table 2. Achieved measurement precision allows to state
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that the material’s properties are within their specifications,
except for Rexolite that showed higher loss factor.
Table 2: RF Measurements Results
Material

εdata

εmeas
2.4−2.6

tanδdata
∙10-4
2

tanδmeas∙
10-4
3-5

Rexolite

2.53

AO479U

9.65

9.5−9.8

0.2

<1

AL995

9.5

9.4−9.6

5

<1

AD998

9.8

9.7−10

<1

<1

SECONDARY EMISSION YIELD
Another concern for RF windows is the multipactor discharge. One of the most efficient ways to ensure its suppression is to reduce the SEY of the ceramics. Titanium nitride coatings (TiN) are widely used in industry because of
their outstanding hardness and strength, anticorrosion
properties, and high temperature stability. Therefore, alumina coupons from each vendor were coated with TiN with
10 nm layer thickness using reactive RF magnetron sputtering using facilities located at SLAC.
Sputtering is a physical vapor deposition (PVD) process
involving a gaseous plasma which is generated and confined around the material to be deposited, commonly referred to as the “target.” The target surface is eroded by
high-energy ions within the plasma which then travel
through the vacuum and deposit onto a substrate, forming
a thin film. RF magnetron (13.56 MHz) sputtering was preferred over DC sputtering because of availability and ease
of setup. Reactive sputtering refers to a process which uses
reactive gases such as oxygen or nitrogen as the plasma
medium. In the case of TiN PVD, a titanium target is used
with an Ar/N2 process gas.

exposure is then adjusted according to the initial calibration run assuming that the PVD conditions are identical.
The resulting thickness is estimated slightly higher, and the
future work will include measurement.

Figure 3: AO479U (left), AD998 (center) and AL995
(right) samples under SEM examination with TiN coating.
Researchers at LANL measured SEY on the TiN-coated
coupons. Note that these coupons were simultaneously
coated in the same deposition campaign, therefore differences in SEY can be attributed to the alumina dielectric itself, which can include variables such as contamination,
surface finish, and microstructure.
The SEY measurement principle consists of recording
the incident and reflected electron beam current using different incident beam energy and sample bias voltages [13].
Typically, this measurement is performed in a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) which includes additional features to measure the incident electron beam current (i.e.
Faraday cup), detect the reflected beam current, and bias
the sample surface.
The SEY measurement results are presented in Fig. 4.
From these results, the TiN coating on the Morgan coupon
performed the best, with SEY <= 1 for all incident beam
energies. The differences in SEY performance can be attributed to microscopic differences in the ceramic, such as
particle size and morphology, as well as difference in surface finish.

Figure 4: SEY measurements of TiN coated alumina coupons performed at LANL.

CONCLUSION
Figure 2: Coated and uncoated alumina coupons immediately after TiN PVD.
As shown in Fig.2, the TiN coating changes the coloration of all the ceramic coupons. The surface of each coupon
was inspected under an SEM at Los Alamos National Lab
(LANL) (Fig.3). To deposit a TiN coating with a specific
thickness, best practice dictates that a test coating should
first be deposited then the thickness is checked using offline measurements such as Rutherford Backscattering. To
coat the part with the desired thickness, the time of
THPOPT037
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Several ceramic materials were considered for applications in high-power RF windows in terms of loss factor,
thermal conductivity, fabrication feasibility, secondaryemission yield (SEY), reliability, availability, and cost.
Based on these criteria, we opted for a high-pure alumina
and ordered three samples from different vendors: AL995
from Morgan Ceramic, AD998 from Coorstek and
AO479U from Kyocera. These samples were received, inspected, TiN-coated and tested for mechanical, RF properties and SEY. Based on this evaluation, we have concluded
that AO479U material is the optimal material candidate in
terms of surface finish, RF properties, and provides a reasonable SEY after TiN coating.
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SIRIUS INJECTION OPTIMIZATION
X. R. Resende∗ , M. B. Alves, F. H. de Sá, L. Liu, A. C. S. Oliveira, J. V. Quentino
Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS/CNPEM), Campinas, Brazil
Abstract
SIRIUS is the new 3 GeV storage ring (SR)-based 4th
generation synchrotron light source built and operated by the
Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS) located in
the CNPEM campus, in Campinas. The foreseeable move to
a top-up injection scheme demands improvement of injection
efficiency and repeatability levels. In this work we report on
the latest efforts in optimizing the SIRIUS injection system.

Table 2: Efficiency for Each Stage in the Injector
(1 nC/pulse)

INTRODUCTION
The SIRIUS injector is comprised of a 150 MeV linac
with 3 GHz RF structures and 500 MHz sub-harmonic
buncher, a full-energy booster (BO) that shares the tunnel
with the storage ring (SR) and low and high energy transport
lines, LTB and BTS respectively. BO and SR are served by
the same RF master frequency generator. See Table 1 for
relevant SIRIUS parameters.
Table 1: Relevant SIRIUS Parameters
Parameter

Value

Units

RF frequency
BO harmonic number
SR harmonic number
BO revolution time
SR revolution time
BO repetition rate
BO natural emittance
BO residual coupling
EGun multi-bunch charge

499.67
828
864
1.657
1.729
2
3.6
0.6
3.0

MHz
µs
µs
Hz
nm rad
%
nC

The SR is currently operating in decay mode, with fill-ups
to 100 mA current values twice a day. SIRIUS is planned
to move to top-up mode before the completion of SIRIUS
Phase-I, scheduled for 2024 [1]. For this new injection
scheme to become feasible, accelerator teams have been
putting considerable effort in the past year on improving the
injection efficiencies at various stages, aiming at reduced required injection times and radiation doses from high energy
beam losses.
Low-level RF linac parameters, such as sub-harmonic
buncher and klystron phases and amplitudes, have been constantly optimized during the past months, as well as BO
injection, ramp and extraction to the SR. In particular, we
discuss in the next sections two of the major developments
in this direction, both related to the BO: girder realignment
and an emittance exchange implemented in the energy ramp.
We also describe some of the pending injection issues we
are yet to tackle in the next months, before top-up operation.
∗
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Accelerator

Efficiency [%]

Linac
LTB
Booster
BTS
SR Injection

> 95
> 95
∼ 70
> 95
∼ 95

The current status of SIRIUS injection efficiencies after
the improvements described in this work is shown in Table 2.
The overall efficiency is around 60% and most of the losses
happen in low energies, at the booster injection. For higher
electron gun (EGun) charges the efficiency can drop, as
discussed below, but the injector still can provide 1 nC/pulse
to the SR, a conservative charge value for the envisaged
top-up scheme.

BOOSTER REALIGNMENT
In the beginning of 2022, a major BO realignment was performed for a better match between the on-energy revolution
time of the BO at low energies and the corresponding value
in the SR, since both accelerators share RF frequency. All
BO girders were moved inwards by 158 µm, corresponding
to a reduction of 1 mm in circumference. This realignment
was requested in order to reduce the off-energy orbit of the injected beam at low energy at the BO. Before the realignment,
the off-energy orbit was estimated to be −0.88 mm, according to BPM-averaged orbit readouts. After realignment this
average was reduced to −0.34 mm (Fig. 1). As dispersion
function at BPMs is 22 cm, these horizontal position averages corresponds to −0.40 % and −0.15 % off-energy errors,
respectively.
R = 158 m

<X> [mm]
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Figure 1: Effect of booster realignment on the average horizontal position. BPM acquisition at 1 kHz.
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Apart from reducing the off-energy error, the entire
booster ramp was also optimized, mainly by measuring and
correcting beam orbit and betatron tunes along the ramp to
nominal values. Realignment improved mainly the beam
capture in the BO, thus increasing the overall booster ramp
efficiency, presently optimized to 70 %, from about its previous 20 % (Fig. 2).

Figure 3: Fitted beam sizes at one YAG screen of the BTS
for different stages in the TEE.

Figure 2: Improvement on booster capture efficiency after
realignment and ramp optimizations of Jan/2022, using BPM
TbT sum signal as proxy to beam current TbT evolution.
Injected charge is 0.2 nC, typical in user shift injections.

EMITTANCE EXCHANGE
The other important injection optimization was the transverse emittance exchange (TEE) implemented in the booster
ramp. Currently the non-linear dynamics in SIRIUS is
not yet optimized, chromatic sextupole strengths are still
set to nominal design values. As a consequence, the measured dynamic aperture corresponds to a horizontal aperture of −8.5 mm, somewhat smaller than the expected value
of −9.5 mm from design. During commissioning the position found that optimized off-axis injection with the nonlinear kicker (NLK) was around 0.5 mm away from design
value. Even for the low emittance SIRIUS booster, at injection point beam positions whose distance to the NLK flat-top
condition differ even a small fraction of a mm from the design value will lead to kick spreads that reduce the injection
efficiency into the SR. The smaller horizontal injected beam
size of TEE in the booster helps improving injection in SR
with reduced dynamical aperture by minimizing the kick
spread from the NLK. Details of TEE implementation can
be found here [2].
The emittance exchange is accomplished via a transversetune crossing resonance implemented in the booster
quadrupoles ramp approximately 1 ms before the extraction instant. Figure 3 shows measured beam sizes along the
emittance exchange process.
Figure 4 shows an example of the CCD beam image
recorded from the first YAG screen in the BTS, right after beam extraction from booster. It corresponds to two
instants in the process: one where the beam was extracted
before TEE could have set in (first point at ∼ -3 ms in Fig. 3)
and another when the beam is extracted when exchange is
optimal (data point at ∼0.5 ms in Fig. 3).
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport

(a) without TEE

(b) with TEE

Figure 4: YAG screen beam images in the entrance of BTS,
right after BO extraction.
The TEE implemented in March 2022 has been able to
increase injection efficiency on optimal SR conditions by
around 10%. But TEE is still an on-going development:
preliminary observations indicate that it also has a positive
impact on injection efficiency fluctuations due to jitters and
drifts of the pulse electronics and magnets, but its full characterization is lacking.

PENDING ISSUES
The main identified injector issues still pending are connected to the non-repeatability of the booster to storage ring
injection conditions, reducing the injection efficiency over
time. In the subsections below these issues will be described.

Septa Temperatures Variations
When the injection system is turned on there is a fast
temperature increase of up to 60 °C within 1-2 minutes for
the SR injection septa. During this time there would be
large injected beam losses if the injector were to be turned
on. At injection, the Linac EGun is usually pulsed a few
minutes after the pulsed magnets, giving time for the septa
to overcome this fast temperature rise. After a few minutes
of pulsing the septa, the magnets enter a new regime where
there are slow, but seemingly non-negligible, variations of
their temperatures over a much longer period. Injection at
user’s shifts happen during this regime and SR efficiency
changes as septa temperatures reach higher values, as can
be seen in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: A full 100 mA injection showing correlation of
SR injection efficiency with septa temperature variations
(several sensors at BO extraction septa EjeSep and SR injection septa InjSep). As temperatures increase, reaching the
condition optimized in machine studies, the efficiency tends
to increase along.

A flip in the booster ramp state induces a change of approximately 2 mm in the average of vertical orbit distortion at
low energies, whose correction restores the ramp efficiency.
Two ramp configurations are then needed to be stored, one
for each flip ramp state. They are both updated whenever an
unrelated optimization is implemented in the accelerators.
The source of these sudden flips between two ramp settings
is still unknown and under investigation.

Charge effects in Booster Ramp
A final issue to be reported here is the influence of the
incoming beam charge on the BO injection efficiency. When
the linac beam charge per pulse is increased by reducing
the EGun bias voltage then BO injection efficiency systematically drops. This drop is larger the higher beam charge.
Daily injection is usually done with 0.2-0.5 nC/pulse for
which this effect is still small. See Fig. 6 for measurements.
100

Usually parameters such as injected beam position and
angle at injection point (which include septa magnets as
knobs) are weekly optimized during machine studies to accommodate electronics and other unknown drift sources.
At machine studies the injection system is run for long periods of time while improvements are performed. It is at
this ”warmed-up” regime that injection is optimized. But
in user’s shift the operators can not wait for septa to reach
optimum temperatures and then efficiency is compromised.
During commissioning in previous years this temperaturedependence had been observed and partially mitigated with
improvised air-cooling setup on septa magnets. Further mitigation alternatives are being studied such as temperature
to position and angle feed-forward tables and water-cooled
septa coils.

Booster Ramp ”Drops” and ”Flips”
Another issue are quasi-periodic drops in the SR injection,
which can reach values as low as 20 %. These drops happen
with a quasi-periodicity of approximately 6 pulses, or 3 s.
This issue was not investigated yet but a natural suspect
is synchronization slippages between different BO power
supply (PS) types that can introduce tracking errors in the
energy ramp. Currently, power supplies are synchronized
only at the start of each BO cycle, not at every setpoint
along the ramp, and within a pulse-width modulation (PWM)
period. Since each PS type runs on different PWM clocks the
quasi-periodicity may be related to a frequency beating of
these clocks. Orbit signatures from BPM TbT acquisitions,
both from the BO and from the SR, may provide clues to
possible power supplies culprits. This effect can clearly be
observed in Fig. 5.
There is yet another issue with the BO that needs addressing: sometimes the BO ramp seems to change, flipping
between two possible states. When this flipping happens it
usually stays in that state for weeks, or sometimes months.
Before BO realignment these events had a considerable deterioration of the ramp efficiency, if they were not corrected.
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Figure 6: Booster injection efficiency as a function of injected beam charge. The efficiency is calculated with the
beam at low energy, from the first 2000 TbT BPM sum signal data, averaged over 5 acquisitions for each beam charge.

CONCLUSIONS
Linac low-level RF adjustments, Booster realignment, orbit and tune optimizations in the energy ramp and emittance
exchange at the booster were essential for increasing the overall injection efficiency from linac to the SR from below 20 %
to above 60 % in 2022. Nowadays the injector system allows
for top-up operation with parameters designed. Notwithstanding these improvements, many of the issues described
above are still pending and their solutions can further benefit
the injector quality. They should be tackled as soon as possible in order to provide a cleaner injection from the point of
view of radiation doses with less losses and fewer injection
pulses at current fill-ups in top-up mode.
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PERFORMANCE REPORT OF THE SOLEIL
MULTIPOLE INJECTION KICKER
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TOP-UP OPERATION AT SOLEIL

Abstract
A Multipole Injection Kicker (MIK) was installed in a
short straight section of the SOLEIL storage ring and successfully commissioned in 2021. A small horizontal orbit
distortion in the micrometer range was achieved outperforming the standard bump-based injection scheme installed in
a 12 m long straight section. Refined studies have been
conducted to fully understand and further improve the performance of the device. Indeed, a novel generation of the
MIK will be the key element for the injection scheme of
the SOLEIL Upgrade. We report simulation studies and
the latest MIK experimental performance. Both injected
and stored beam-based measurements were performed using new types of diagnostics with turn-by-turn capability
(Libera Brillance+ BPM, KALYPSO: 2x1D imaging). The
residual perturbations on the beam positions and sizes were
measured; the magnetic field of the MIK device was reconstructed. An unexpected kick was detected in the vertical
plane and an active correction implemented to cancel the
resulting perturbation.

Top-Up Injection in the SOLEIL Storage Ring
SOLEIL is a 3rd generation storage ring-based synchrotron light source implementing a 110 MeV linear accelerator, a full energy booster injector and a 354 m long
storage ring. The latter is based on a modified ChasmanGreen lattice providing a 3.9 nm rad horizontal emittance
at 1% coupling (see Table 1), in which a 2.75 GeV electron beam is stored. It provides synchrotron radiation, from
infrared to hard X-rays, to 29 beamlines surrounding the
storage ring. In the perspective of achieving sub-micrometer
stability of the stored beam position, the Top-Up mode has
been operated since 2009. Top-Up injection relies on a four
kicker bump-based scheme installed in a 12 m long straight
section [1]. Despite many efforts devoted to tuning the four
kicker magnets to avoid residual CODs [7, 8], intrinsic design limitations prevent transparent injections. Thus, in the
scope of R&D purposes, a single MIK was commissioned
successfully in 2021 in order to prove it could be an alternative solution to the standard injection scheme [1].
Table 1: Main Parameters of the SOLEIL Storage Ring

INTRODUCTION
After the successful commissioning of the Multipole Injection Kicker (MIK) at Synchrotron SOLEIL in the first
half of 2021 [1], a finer tuning of the MIK has achieved
unprecedented performance well below the tolerances which
define transparent Top-Up injections: closed orbit distortions (CODs) lower than 2 to 3% of the rms stored beam
size. Newly commissioned state-of-the-art diagnostics were
required to measure such low COD levels. Beam position
monitors (BPMs) connected to the improved Libera Brillance Plus electronics (LBP) [2] and the ultra-fast camera
KALYPSO [3] provided turn-by-turn measurements of the
transverse beam positions and sizes with high resolution.
Turn-by-turn loss maps were also measured with the advanced beam loss monitors (BLMs) [4, 5]. The measurements were correlated to the simulation data computed with
the refined Accelerator Toolbox (AT) [6] model of the storage ring.
We report the latest performance of the MIK, both from
the simulation and experimental point of view, as well as a
presentation of the new high-performance diagnostics.
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Parameter
Energy (GeV)
Circumf./Rev. period (m/µs)
Harmonic number
RF Frequency/Voltage (MHz/ MV)
Natural emittance (nm rad)
Energy spread (%)
Hor./Vert. betatron tunes
Corrected hor./vert. chromaticities

Value
2.75
354.1 /1.18
416
352.2 / 2.8
3.9
1.016×10−3
(18.156, 10.228)
(1.2, 2.4)

Innovative Injection Scheme for Top-Up Operation
The MIK was developed and built by SOLEIL in the
scope of collaboration with MAX IV (2012-2017) [9, 10].
Its design was inspired by the non-linear kicker developed
by BESSY [11]. The mechanical and magnetic design of the
MIK as well as its assembly and integration into the SOLEIL
storage ring are detailed in [1] while its main characteristics
are recalled in Table 2.
After the installation of the MIK, the airflow around its
vacuum chamber and the heat load dissipation had to be improved by adding extra air turbines [12]. Following the improvement of its cooling system, the MIK quickly reached the
expected injection performance. Among the major achievements, we reached a maximum of 97% injection efficiency
THPOPT039
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Table 2: Main Parameters of the MIK
Parameter

Value

Nom. supplied volt./current (kV/kA)
Pulse duration (µs)
Magnetic length (mm)
Nominal hor. kick at target pos. (mrad)
Target hor./vert. position at MIK (mm)

10 / 3.3
2.4
304
2.2
10.3 / 0.0

for the bare lattice, in agreement with the simulation data.
However, during the summer of 2021 one of the standard
1.71 T dipole was replaced by a permanent-magnet based
2.8 T superbend [13]. Although the tunes and chromaticities
were adjusted to their values preceding the commissioning
of the superbend, its strong sextupolar component reduced
the dynamic aperture of the bare lattice (−15 to 13 mm hor.
and ±2.6 mm vert.), decreasing the injection efficiency to
85% (80% with the standard injection scheme). Following
the commissioning of the superbend, the inner horizontal
scraper was inserted further down to 20 mm to protect the
MIK from decay losses. The vertical scrapers remained at
±3 mm, with which the overall scraper setting provides sufficient protection while maintaining injection efficiency and
beam lifetime compatible with operation.

SIMULATION
The MIK injection is accurately modeled with AT. It allowed the definition of the optimal parameters of the ideal
MIK setup and predicted the reduction of the betatron oscillations of the injected beam [1]. The superbend was added to
the simulated lattice and the loss rate indeed increased from
1% to 12% (40% coupling of the injected beam) due to the
reduction of the dynamic aperture. The majority of injection
losses occurs at tight vertical physical aperture locations of
±5 mm. The simulated data are correlated to the beam loss
measurements in the experiment section below.
The model also addressed the residual CODs in the vertical plane. Indeed, a residual dipolar error of 15 µT m/kA,
equivalent to a 5.3 µrad vertical kick at 3.3 kA, had been
detected at the center of the MIK vacuum chamber before
its installation. Beam-based measurements subsequently
confirmed this defect. A 25 µm cumulative misalignment of
the conductors was simulated and reproduced the horizontal
dipolar error. An active correction was simulated to cancel
the vertical CODs. The compensation implements a pulsed
vertical corrector located in the injection section. The vertical tune was adjusted from 𝜈𝑧 = 10.228 to 10.339 to set the
required phase advance between the MIK and the corrector.
The required vertical kick to cancel the CODs was estimated
to be 𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = 2.8 µrad. This is shown in Fig. 1.
The feasibility of the correction was then demonstrated
experimentally.
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Figure 1: Vertical COD due to the residual dipolar error.
The MIK perturbs the beam which exhibits large betatron oscillations during the 1st (blue) and 2nd (green) turns without
correction, for 𝜈𝑧 = 0.339. The amplitude of the residual betatron oscillations is canceled when the corrector is switched
on during the 2nd turn (red).

HIGH PERFORMANCE DIAGNOSTICS
On the one hand, the LBP electronics has been commissioned and connected to several BPMs [2]. They provide
turn-by-turn positions with 5 µm rms resolution, at 15 mA in
the one quarter beam filling mode. Additionally, there is no
mixing between the turns due to the usual Libera Electron
signal processing. On the other hand, a newly commissioned
ultra-fast KALYPSO camera has been used to measure the
transverse positions and sizes of the stored beam turn-by-turn
with unprecedented accuracy [3]. Cylindrical lenses were
used to match the synchrotron radiation to the KALYPSO linear sensor while a crossed polarizer enabled to switch from
one transverse plane to the other. Besides, turn-by-turn loss
measurements that had never been done at SOLEIL before
were performed thanks to 80 BLMs. They are distributed
in the beam plane at approximately 30 cm from the vacuum
chamber on the internal side of the storage ring [4, 5]. These
are valuable diagnostics without which we would not have
been able to go so far in tuning the MIK injection scheme.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to meet the transparent injection tolerances,
the stored beam must pass through the magnetic centre
of the MIK [1]. To do so, a local horizontal bump of
Δ𝑥 = −200 µm was created in the MIK, at 15 mA in the bare
lattice, in the one quarter beam filling mode (104 continuous
bunches). The chromaticities were lowered to 𝜉𝑥 = 0.6 and
𝜉𝑧 = 0.8 in order to avoid beam decoherence during the
measurements. The minimization of the residual horizontal
betatron oscillations is illustrated in Fig. 2.
An active correction was required to cancel the vertical
CODs, as neither vertical nor horizontal bumps were of any
help. A pulser was specifically built to provide 1.2 µs pulses,
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Figure 2: By default the stored beam is not perfectly aligned
with the magnetic center of the MIK which results in betatron oscillations when the MIK is triggered (blue). The
perturbation is minimized when the beam is centered thanks
to a horizontal bump of −200 µm (red). Both signals are
averaged over 10 acquisitions.

equal to one revolution period, with a plateau of 300 ns
equivalent to one quarter duration. The corrector kick could
be set in the 2 to 12 µrad range. Eventually, the CODs are
experimentally canceled for 𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = 4 µrad, at 𝜈𝑧 = 10.374.
Besides, beam size measurements were performed thanks
to the KALYPSO camera. The variations of the transverse
stored beam size result from the weak transient quadrupolar
fields of the MIK [14]. The experimental setup is unchanged,
except the stored beam current is increased to 100 mA. This
provides enough resolution and exposure time, with roughly
uniform quadrupolar kicks over the bunch train. Under
this condition, the bunch-by-bunch transverse feedback is
switched on to avoid beam blow up. This does not affect the
beam size variations, at first order, since the feedback implements a dipolar correction. The peak variation of the rms
horizontal beam size is in the micrometer range. No perturbation occurs in the vertical plane as the quadrupolar fields
are only associated to the vertical component of the MIK
field. The image processing also allowed to track the beam
centroid positions and acknowledge for the effectiveness of
the active correction.
On the injection end, the active correction leaves the injection efficiency unchanged (85%). Seven preferential loss
areas were detected after the commissioning of the superbend, in correlation with simulations, as illustrated in Fig.3.

CONCLUSION
The MIK outperforms the standard four kickers in terms
of stored beam perturbations. The horizontal closed orbit
distortions are divided by a factor 100 and are less than
2% of the rms horizontal stored beam size, after the alignment of the stored beam. Moreover, the vertical distortions,
specific to the MIK of SOLEIL, were canceled thanks to
an active correction. Not only did this compensation preMC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport

Figure 3: Injection loss map along the ring. The BLM
signals (blue bars) give the number of counts, averaged over
the first 200 turns in the ring, due to particle showers ignited
by electron losses. The simulation (tracking of a Gaussian
bunch beam of 104 electrons, at 10% coupling) gives the
total number of lost electrons over the first 200 turns and
their location in the ring (red bars).

serve the maximum injection efficiency achievable, but it
also enhanced the stored beam stability in the horizontal
plane. In addition, we measured roughly 1% peak variation
in the rms horizontal stored beam size. The booster beam
is injected more efficiently using the MIK rather than the
usual four kickers, whether it be before or after the commissioning of the permanent-magnet based 2.8 T superbend.
All of these results are discussed in more detail along with
the corresponding measurements in [15]. Incidentally, preliminary experimental studies conducted with an infrared
beamline of SOLEIL revealed first improvements in terms of
injection transparency. The former will lead to complementary in-depth studies during summer 2022 to be conducted
with other beamlines very sensitive to injection-induced
distortions. All these achievements provide enlightening
information for the future injection scheme of SOLEIL Upgrade [16–18].
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INJECTION USING A NON-LINEAR KICKER AT THE ESRF
S. White, T. Perron, ESRF, Grenoble, France
Abstract
The ESRF injection consists in a standard four kickers
bump off-axis injection. Although this scheme is very robust
and reliable it is known to disturb users during injections and
may represent a severe limitation in case frequent injections
are required. The non-linear kicker injection scheme provides a possible solution to this problem by acting only on
the injected beam. This paper reports on the potential integration of a non-linear kicker injection scheme at the ESRF.
A layout and specifications for the kicker are proposed and
simulations are provided to evaluate the performance and
limitations of such scheme.

and consequently the injection efficiency. To evaluate this
effect we consider four possible locations: 2 drifts spaces in
cell 5 (ARC51,2 ) and the straight sections of cells 6 and 8
(ID6 and ID8). All are realistic candidates with space available for the installation of the NLK, however, the arc drift
spaces are only approximately 0.4 m. Integrating a complex
device in such short space may be challenging.
Table 1: Injection Efficiency Considering Different Types
of Kickers at Different Location in the Ring (x0 =6 mm Corresponds to the Present Off-axis Injection)
Kicker type

INTRODUCTION
The standard four kicker bump injection scheme used on
the previous machine [1, 2] was adopted for the ESRF-EBS
as a low risk solution for the commissioning of the new
machine. This option also allowed to recuperate existing
hardware from the previous machine such as the septum
magnets or the kickers power supplies. 80 % injection efficiency could be achieved in user service mode (USM) with
this scheme [3]. Nevertheless, the normalized residual injection perturbations are approximately an order of magnitude
larger than for the previous machine due to the beam size
reduction. Even though new slow kicker power supplies
combined with feed-forward corrections [4] allowed for a
major reduction, experiments with beam lines indicated that
an additional factor 2 reduction was necessary [5]. Some
small incremental improvements are still possible but the
present systems are now showing their limits to achieve the
ultimate goal of transparent injection with 100 % efficiency
and alternative schemes have to be considered. Advanced
injection schemes were proposed in recent years to solve
this problem such as: single non-linear kicker [6–8],swapout injection [9–11],longitudinal on-axis injection [12–14]
or shared oscillations using a fast kicker [15]. This report
concentrates on the non-linear kicker (NLK) option that is
the only one capable of providing fully transparent injection
with multiple bunches as demonstrated in [16].

INTEGRATING THE NLK DOWNSTREAM
THE INJECTION POINT
This solution was proposed in [17], it consists in placing
the NLK downstream the injection point where there is free
space such as a straight sections or available drift spaces in
the arcs. This scheme allows to preserve the present injection
systems and allows staggered integration and commissioning
of the new ones without disrupting the operation of the storage ring. However, large transverse oscillations will occur
between the injection point, located in straight section 4, and
the NLK that may deteriorate the injected beam properties
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport

x0 =6 mm
ARC51
ARC52
ID6
ID8

Dipole

Octupole

Oct. + Sext.

99.9%
99.4%
99.5%
94.0%
76.5%

99.9 %
36.9%
38.5%
31.3%
15.4%

99.9%
95.0%
96.5%
72.5%
50.1%

The first and second columns of Table 1 summarizes the
results of the tracking simulations done using a pure dipole
kicker for which all particles receive the same kick and an octupole kicker to model the case of a realistic NLK for which
particle will receive a kick that depends on their transverse
amplitude. The simulations were performed using an ideal
storage ring lattice (no errors) and the following injection
beam parameters: 𝜖𝑥,𝑦 = 45 nm, 𝜎𝑠 = 20 mm, 𝜎𝑝 = 0.0012.
These correspond to the present conditions assuming the
booster beam is extracted on the coupling resonance. For all
cases, the initial angle and twiss parameters were optimized
to give to largest efficiency. Cases are ordered by increasing
distance with respect to the injection point and the present
off-axis injection is represented by x0 = 6 mm. The dipole
kicker simulations allow to evaluate the impact of the large
transverse oscillations between the injection point and the
kicker. It is seen that as the distance to the injection point increases the performance degrades and the situation becomes
unacceptable in ID8. For the more realistic case of the octupole kicker the field needs to vary from zero to the design
kick of approximately 1.5 mrad in 3-4 mm. Unfortunately,
the field variations are too strong across the transverse beam
extension and a large part of the injected beam is kicked out
of the acceptance. There are 2 possibilities to solve this issue: reduce the injected beam size or cancel the kicker field
gradient at the amplitude of the injected beam. The latter
was demonstrated and used in [4] where it was shown that
multipoles of different order can be used to cancel the field
gradient at any given amplitude. In this report, we will use
an additional sextupole component, that can be generated by
either the proper coil arrangement or with a compensation
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Figure 1: Injection efficiency as a function of emittance for
different scenarii. Only one seed of errors was considered
for these simulations.

Figure 2: Injection efficiency as a function of the gap settings
for the present off-axis injection and the NLK.
kicker, to adjust the kicker field gradient at the injected beam
amplitude.
The third column of Table 1 summarizes the results of
the simulations using a combination of an octupole and
sextupole to optimize the field gradient seen by the injected
beam. All other parameters are the same as for the results
of the first and second columns. A significant improvement
is observed in all cases. The kickers located in arc 5 provide
good efficiency but still below the ideal dipole kicker case.
On the other hand, for the ID cases the injection efficiency
is still strongly degraded and cannot they be considered as
viable options for operation.
Figure 1 shows the dependency of the injection efficiency
on the injected beam emittance. In this case a lattice with
errors was used and both octupole and combined sextupole
and octupole (𝐺𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) kickers were considered. All other parameters are identical to the ones used above. The initial
angle and twiss functions were re-optimized to account for
variations due to the errors. Using the ESRF-EBS design
injection efficiency of >90%, it is seems that a low emittance
booster (10-20 nm) would be needed to restore the present
performance.
THPOPT040
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Figure 3: Proposed layout for the transfer line (TL2) and
storage ring (SR) injection straight to integrate non-linear
kickers.

A possible scenario to further improve the brilliance of
the machine is to reduce the insertion devices (ID) gaps.
The new injection systems should therefore be compatible
with low gap operation. This is particularly important with
the NLK as the tails of the injected beam will see a kick
that is different from the optimal one. Generation of non
gaussian tails is therefore expected and may be a source of
losses on the ID gaps. Figure 2 shows the dependency of
injection efficiency on the gap values for the present off-axis
injection scheme and the most promising NLK configuration
(ARC52 ). For the present injection, an emittance of 25 nm
would be required to close the gaps down to 4 mm while
for the NLK an emittance of 5 nm is required to achieve
the same performance which confirms the presence of large
amplitude particles introduced by the NLK.
The integration of a NLK downstream the injection point
at ESRF-EBS would require a low emittance booster. This
represents a major intervention and will disrupt the physics
program of the facility. In addition, the drift space in the
arcs are rather small and integrating a complex kicker in
these region is challenging. Finally, although simulation
seem to indicate that 5 nm is sufficient, non-linear dynamics
at large amplitude is very difficult to correctly model. Safety
margin would therefore be necessary and going below 5 nm
would involve building a full length booster. For all these
reasons, the initial assumption of maintaining the present
injection to allow for smooth integration and commissioning
is not realistic. One should therefore consider to integrate
the NLK at the injection point that is the optimal location
for such device.

INTEGRATING THE NLK IN THE
INJECTION STRAIGHT
This option was already presented in [18] but was not
considered for installation as there was still reasonable hope
to achieve pseudo-transparent injection with the installation
of the new kickers power supplies as presented in [5].
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providing high efficiency transparent injection compatible
with low-gap operation. It should be noted that this scheme
can be combined with a fast stripline kicker to further reduce the injection oscillations by a factor 2 as proposed
in [15]. To summarize, in terms of hardware upgrades and
developments this scheme would require:

Figure 4: Injection efficiency as a function of injected beam
offset for the nominal and high-𝛽 lattices.
Figure 3 shows a schematic view of the proposed TL2 and
injection straight section layout integrating the NLK at the
bottom, and for comparison, the present layout at the top.
The optimal location for the NLK is where the 𝛽-function
reaches a maximum, which in the case of the ESRF-EBS is
the injection straight. The horizontal 𝛽-function is 18.6 m by
design at ESRF but can be increased to 31.5 m by reducing
the distance between the last two focusing quadrupoles (QF1)
on either side of the injection point as shown on Fig. 3. The
acceptance will then theoretically increase from 6 mm (as
considered in the above simulations) to 7.8 mm.
This is shown in Fig. 4 where tracking simulation were
performed to compute the injection efficiency as a function
of the initial injected beam offset. The results for the nominal lattice were then re-scaled with 𝛽 for comparison with
the high-𝛽 lattice. One can see on this figure that increasing the 𝛽 function at the injection point as proposed does
not reduce the acceptance of the machine as the tracking
simulation matches the re-scaled results, therefore providing an acceptance of almost 8 mm at the injection point at
constant injection efficiency. A full assessment of this lattice including adjustments to mitigate the local increase of
chromaticity, errors and lifetime calculation is nevertheless
necessary to determine its feasibility.
Assuming this result will be confirmed, the NLK flat-top
therefore needs to be produced at 7 mm instead of 3 mm
as described above which considerably relaxes the design
and may allow to completely flatten the field on the injected
beam trajectory to avoid the creation of non gaussian tails.
In this case only a modest reduction of the injected beam
emittance to 25 nm would be compatible with 4 mm gaps.
This reduction requires only a re-cabling of few quadrupoles
in the existing booster as presented in [19].
The proposed layout features 3 NLK at the end of the TL2
transfer line, all other elements are (septa and quadrupoles)
compatible with existing ESRF-EBS hardware. The NLKs
need to be designed to produce a deflection angle of 2 mrad
over 0.5 m length at a distance of 7 mm from the stored beam
axis and the field gradient needs to be flatten on the injected
beam axis. Assuming such conditions can be fulfilled, this
layout removes most limitations from the NLK potentially
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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• Development and mechanical integration of 3 (identical) NLK
• Adapt the TL2 transfer line magnetic layout to the new
injection
• New vacuum vessels in the transfer line and the storage
ring straight section
• Adaptation and mechanical integration of septum magnets
• Modest upgrade of the booster to reduce the emittance
to 25 nm on the coupling resonance [19]
These are fully compatible with the existing storage ring
layout and the intervention would therefore concentrate on
the end of TL2 and the injection straight. Installation could
be envisage without increasing the total intervention time
over a year but rather combining 2 or more shutdown periods
into a long shutdown.

SUMMARY
Two solutions to integrate the NLK injection in the ESRFEBS were studied. The first one preserves the present injection to allow for smooth transition without disrupting the
physics program of the facility by installing the kicker in a
drift downstream the injection point. However, this scheme
involves large oscillations through several cells and a rather
aggressive kicker design for which the field has to reach
its design value in less than 4 mm. This strongly degrades
the injected beam properties and injection efficiency. Although several mitigation measures were probed the only
feasible solution fulfilling all constraints involves a low emittance booster requiring a long intervention and discards any
possibility of a smooth transition.
Alternatively, it may be possible to modify the TL2 transfer line to integrate the NLK at a large 𝛽 location in the ring:
the injection straight section. This allows to significantly
relax the kicker design and only a modest reduction of emittance in the booster to achieve design specifications. More
detailed studies are required to validate this approach.
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COMMISSIONING OF NEW KICKER POWER SUPPLIES TO IMPROVE
INJECTION PERTURBATIONS AT THE ESRF
S. White, N. Carmignani, L. Carver, M. Dubrulle, L. Hoummi, M. Morati,
T. Perron, B. Roche, ESRF, Grenoble, France
Abstract
The ESRF-EBS storage ring resumed operation in 2020.
Due to the reduced lifetime, top-up injection is required for
all operation modes. Perturbations on the stored beam introduced by the pulsed injection elements represent a significant
disturbance to the beam lines that need to run experiments
across injection. In order to reduce these perturbations, new
kicker power supplies with slower ramping times and better shot-to-shot reproducibility were developed at ESRF to
improve the efficiency of the feed-forward compensation
scheme. This paper reports on the design, commissioning
and first experimental validation of these new power supplies.

INTRODUCTION
Off-axis injection with a closed injection bump generated by 4 pulsed kicker magnets was used in the previous
ESRF storage ring [1, 2]. It was then adopted during the
design of the ESRF-EBS storage ring as it was considered
a low risk solution for the commissioning of the new machine and would allow to recuperate some of the existing
hardware components such as the injection kickers power
supplies based on thyratron technology. With these systems,
the injection efficiency in User Service Mode (USM) with
gaps closed is of the order of 80 % for a fully optimized machine [3], 10 % below design expectation of 90 %. Off-axis
injection is unfortunately known to introduce large perturbations on the stored beam during injections that can affect
beam lines experiments. Based on past experience, the injection perturbations compensation methods and systems
presented in [4] were successfully applied to the ESRF-EBS
storage ring. Nevertheless, the normalized residual injection
perturbations are approximately an order of magnitude larger
than for the previous machine due to the beam size reduction.
This paper reports on the implementation and commissioning of new kickers power supplies featuring slower ramping
times to facilitate feed-forward corrections and improve the
injection perturbations.

POWER SUPPLIES DESIGN
The main limitation of the feed-forward system is to
achieve large deflections at high frequency in order to affect
the bunches individually. Increasing the bandwidth of the
present feed-forward system was not possible, new kicker
power supplies with slower ramping times were therefore
designed to improve the injection perturbations and other
aspects of the pulsers. Their characteristics are shown in
Table 1. The proposed solution, based on IGBT (Insulated
Gate Bipolar Transistor) technology significantly increases
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Topology principle

Prototype assembly

Magnet current

Rise time 70µs to 2.2kA

Figure 1: New kicker power supply assembly, topology and
pulse shape.
the ramping time of the kicker pulses and improves by a factor 4 the pulse-to-pulse jitter, thereby reducing the random
fluctuations that cannot be corrected with a feed-forward
system. The fall time is presently set to approximately 2.2 µs
slightly lower than one storage ring turn but could be increased further depending on the horizontal tune working
point. It should be noted that the detrimental effect from
eddy currents flowing in the Titanium coating of the ceramic
chambers is also mitigated by slower ramping times. The implementation of these new power supplies therefore allowed
to increase the Titanium thickness and reduce the beam induced heating on the ceramic chamber without degrading
the injection performance.
Table 1: Comparison Between the Present Thyratron and
the New Design
Voltage rating
Max. current
Flat-top
Rise/fall time
Pulse-to-pulse jitter

Thyratron

New design

30 kV to 40 kV
2200 A
1 µs
450 ns / 800 ns
±0.2 %

600 V
2200 A
No flat-top
70 µs / 2.2 µs
±0.05 %

Figure 1 shows the new kicker power supplies assembly,
topology and pulse shape. The design and assembly are done
in-house. 2 prototypes were built and characterized in the
laboratory before installation, demonstrating the parameters
shown in Table 1 and showing excellent identity between the
2 systems, which is essential to minimize bump non-closure.
However, the field experienced by the beam depends also on
other parameters such as the magnet geometry and alignment
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Injection BPM (cell 08)
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Figure 2: Schematic view of the optimal delay adjustment
of the kicker pulses, T0 is the injection turn and T1 and T2
are the 2 subsequent turns.
or the Titanium coating of the ceramic chamber. Beam based
adjustments are therefore necessary to optimize the bump
closure and minimize injection perturbations.
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Figure 3: Horizontal injection perturbations with the fast
and the slow pulsers. No feed-forward compensation.

POWER SUPPLIES COMMISSIONING
The full system including perturbation compensation was
commissioned in 4 Machine Development Time (MDT)
shifts of 8h organized as follows:
• 16h MDT on June 2021: tuning of the power supplies
and first test with beam
• 8h MDT on September 2021: fine tuning of the power
supplies delays, injection efficiency optimization and
horizontal perturbation compensation
• 8h MDT on September 2021: power supplies calibration, perturbation compensation in both planes, injection in single bunch
The ramp down of the new power supplies is approximately 2.2 µs, the length of a bunch train coming out of the
booster is 1 µs and one storage ring turn is approximately
2.8 µs. In this configuration, the kickers field has not entirely
vanished when the injected bunch train comes back on the
second turn. To ensure that the injected beam sees a closed
bump on the second turn and therefore provide optimal injection efficiency, the 4 kickers delays are adjusted such that it
arrives at a crossing point. In order to minimize the injection
perturbations, this crossing point is set at the half maximum
of the pulse. This is illustrated on Fig. 2 where the injected
beam crosses the injection point at T0 (injection time), T1
and T2. At these times the four kicker pulses are matched
and the injected beam always sees a closed bump, therefore
minimizing the injection oscillations and improving injection efficiency. This tuning is done first without beam with
fine tuning coming later with beam measurements to find
the optimal working point.
With this initial tuning, 60 % injection efficiency was
achieved on the first try and quickly improved to 75 % by
adjusting the global delay of the 4 kickers and finally 80 %
could be obtained by closing the bump on the flat-top which
was compatible with user service mode (USM).
THPOPT041
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~6.5 σ

Figure 4: Reduction of the horizontal injection perturbation
with the feed-forward system.
Figure 3 shows the measured horizontal injection perturbation for a fully filled storage ring with the slow and the
fast pulsers. While the amplitude of the perturbation is not
significantly improved it is clearly seen that the frequency
of the perturbation is reduced with the slow power supplies.

INJECTION PERTURBATION
COMPENSATION
The compensation system consists in a dual-plane wideband dipole magnet, the shakers described in [5], and a pickup capable of measuring the bunches transverse oscillations
along the bunch train. The compensation is active only
when the bump is pulsing. The amplifiers that drive these
correctors are not powerful enough to cancel the perturbation
in one pass. It is therefore cancelled in a few turns and has
to be fast enough to prevent excessive increase of the beam
size and therefore reduction of flux and coherence in the
beam lines.
Figure 4 shows the reduction of the perturbation with the
feed-forward system. As expected, the first few turns are not
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perfectly corrected and a residual amplitude of 6.5 𝜎 remains.
However it is reduced to a fraction of a 𝜎 in approximately 5
turns. The main drawback of the slow power supplies is that
synchrotron phase errors accumulate along the ramp-up and
drive synchrotron oscillations when the bump is removed
in a few turns. This introduces additional perturbations for
beam lines located in dispersive regions of the ring, typically
the bending magnet beam lines. These oscillations could be
well compensated by shifting the phase on the RF system
when the bump is pulsing. The final implementation and performance for operation are under evaluation. The correction
function is calculated during dedicated MDTs and then applied as a fixed feed-forward compensation. Its performance
is therefore very sensitive to drifts and random fluctuations
such as timing jitters. While there was no sign of significant
drifts other than the ones introduced by the injection bump
tuning, random fluctuations were observed. Although they
are presently not dominating the remaining perturbation,
they could represent the lower limit of the system once all
other parameters have been fully adjusted.

OPERATION AND FEEDBACK FROM
USERS
The storage ring is now operating with the new kicker
power supplies and compensations active in USM. The reliability is on par with the old system with some minor control
issues in the first months of operation. The injection efficiency remains nevertheless slightly lower that the one
provided by the fast pulsers most likely due to imperfections
seen by the injected beam on the second turn. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 where the measured injection efficiency in
USM is shown for the runs before and after the installation
of new kicker power supplies. While with the fast pulsers an
injection efficiency of 85 % could be achieved on a regular
basis with the new pulsers 80 % efficiency at maximum was
delivered but with smaller fluctuations. It should be noted
that towards the end of 2021 a degradation of performance is
observed. This degradation is also observed on the lifetime
and is for now not understood. It does not seem to relate to
the installation of the new power supplies.
2 joint MDTs with beam lines were held to evaluate the
improvement from the new power supplies and determine
whether the residuals are small enough to allow data acquisition across injections. 3 beam lines participated in these
measurements, 2 straight section beam lines and one bending magnet beam line. A significant improvement was observed by all beam lines but not sufficient to provide pseudotransparent injection and it was determined that an additional
factor 2 reduction would be required. To achieve this it is
planned to adjust the electrical circuits and match the 4 power
supplies with better precision and lengthen the ramp-down
to further reduce the frequency of the perturbation.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Injection perturbations have been a major issue since the
introduction of top-up operation at ESRF. While transparent
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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SLOW POWER SUPPLIES
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Figure 5: Delivered injection efficiency for the run before
and after the installation of the slow power supplies.
injection could be achieved in the old machine, the reduction
of the beam size from ESRF-EBS required an order of magnitude improvement. New kicker power supplies with slower
ramping rates were used to mitigate the bandwidth limitation
of the previous system. These were successfully commissioned and are now in operation at ESRF-EBS. Although the
perturbation amplitude was significantly improved, experiments with beam lines indicated than an additional factor
2 improvement would be needed. Most of the room for improvement is on the power supply side either through a better
matching of the 4 kickers pulses or an increase of the ramp
down time. They will represent small incremental changes
and are therefore not guaranteed to provide the necessary
factor 2 reduction. Alternatively, new injection schemes
involving non-linear kickers as introduced in [6] and later
used in operation in [7] are presently evaluated at ESRF [8].
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STUDIES FOR A LASER WAKEFIELD DRIVEN INJECTOR AT ELSA
K. Kranz∗ , K. Desch, D. Elsner, M. Switka
Physics Institute, University of Bonn, Germany
Abstract
At the University of Bonn, electron beams with energies
up to 3.2 GeV can be extracted from the storage ring ELSA to
hadron physics and novel detector testing experiments. We
study the feasibility of replacing the current 26 MeV Linac
injector with a laser plasma wakefield accelerator (LPWA).
For this, contemporary achieved parameters from current
LPWA setups at other laboratories are assumed and matched
to the acceptance of the facility’s synchrotrons. Moreover,
a conceptional draft of a potential LPWA setup is created.
This takes into consideration the influence of building conditions such as available floor space and building vibrations
to estimate a setup of a plasma generating high power laser
system and beamline to the plasma cell.

INTRODUCTION
The Physics Institute of the University of Bonn operates
the three staged ELectron Stretcher Anlage (ELSA) accelerator facility. It can accelerate spin-polarized or unpolarized electron beams up to energies of 3.2 GeV using a synchrotron ring design capable of quasi-continuous electron
beam extraction to three experimental stations. The injector
system consists of a linear accelerator, pre-accelerating the
electrons to energies of 26 MeV, and a booster synchrotron.
This combined-function synchrotron accelerates the electrons to a typical energy of 1.2 GeV. With a rate of 50 Hz
and an average charge of 2 nC the electrons are injected
into the storage ring, where the beam is accumulated up to
25 mA (∼ 15 nC), accelerated up to 3.2 GeV and extracted
via resonance extraction over several seconds to external
experimental stations with a mean current of 1 nA.
It is of great interest, whether the implementation of a
novel injector based on LPWA technology is possible, which
ideally would form a redundant pre-accelerator to the current
Linac. A potential setup with a plasma driving high power
laser system, plasma cell assembly and energy compressor
is sketched in Fig. 1.

INJECTION REQUIREMENTS
An LPWA could be used to inject directly into the stretcher
ring or into the booster synchrotron as an intermediate injector, whose requirements on charge and beam energy are more
relaxed. The different requirements for both synchrotrons
are given in Table 1.
As typical pulse lengths of LPWAs are in the order of
femtoseconds, but contemporary pulse repetition rates are in
the order of a few Hertz with pulse charges of a few hundred
pico-coulombs [1], it is difficult to satisfy all the conditions
required for a direct injection into the storage ring, which
∗

kranz@uni-bonn.de
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Figure 1: Injector area of the ELSA facility showing currently unused floor space (dashed) which is available for
an LPWA injector setup. A high power laser system with
multi-square-meter footprint can be installed at the former
test beam area whereas the plasma cell and the subsequent
beamline including an energy compressor system can be set
up at the former LINAC 1-area.
Table 1: Injection Requirements of Both Synchrotron Rings
of the ELSA Facility
Injection Requirement
Energy
Beam charge
Buckets
Rev. period
Inj. duration
Emittance
Energy spread

Storage Ring
>1 GeV
15 nC
274
548 ns
0.5 s
2.5⋅10−6 m rad
0.3 %

Booster
15-30 MeV
2 nC
116
232 ns
1 µs
3⋅10−6 m rad
0.5 %

requires a homogeneous filling of ∼15 nC within a short
injection duration of <1 s. Alternatively, an LPWA injector could be used to fill the booster synchrotron with an
MeV electron beam, ideally with a total charge of 2 nC at
50 Hz repetition rate. Transverse LPWA beam properties
(emittance ∼1 𝜇mmrad) tend to suffice the booster requirements. However, the momentum spread, usually in the order
of some percent at MeV beam energies, and the very short
pulse durations have to be adjusted to fit the requirements.
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Flight direction
S-band Linac

Debuncher

Figure 3: Energy compressor system of the former LINAC
1 of the ELSA facility, consisting of a magnetic chicane and
an S-band travelling wave Linac.
5

Figure 2: Pulse length (red) and deviation from homogeneous filling (blue) against the number of revolutions and
elapsed time. A histogram of the filling pattern is shown
below for selected time-frames.

BOOSTER SYNCHROTRON AS
DEBUNCHER
The extremely short electron pulse length of an LPWA
bunch would only allow for single bunch operation in the
booster synchrotron or storage ring. To create a homogeneous filling pattern, we propose to utilize dispersive trajectories within the booster synchrotron’s bending magnets.
The RF acceptance of the machine is ∼ 2𝜋 and beam energy
loss due to the emission of synchrotron radiation is negligible at the MeV level. Thus, a short single bunch could be
injected and circulate for multiple revolutions when the RF
is not running, resulting in a pulse broadening according to
Δ𝑡
= −𝛼𝑐 𝛿 ,
𝑡
where 𝛼𝑐 is the momentum compaction factor and 𝛿 the
momentum deviation. Simulations with the tracking code
Elegant [2] show that an initial Gaussian distribution of
pulse length 𝜏 = 15 fs (1-𝜎, 𝛿 = 0.5 %) forms a sufficiently homogeneous particle distribution along the ring
after ∼200 𝜇s, when particles with large momentum deviation have overlapped multiple times and remixed with particles with less deviation. The evolution of the pulse width and
the resulting reduction of the standard deviation of the particle population distribution is illustrated in Fig. 2. However,
during the debunching phase the sinusoidally oscillating
magnetic bending field increases and hence, decreases the
orbit radius, potentially leading to beam loss at the inner
vacuum chamber, or other apertures. For a 200 𝜇s long delay of RF power deployment, an additional magnetic field
of 9.1 mT has risen, resulting in a decreased orbit of only
0.8 mm for a 20 MeV beam. The available aperture diameter
of 2.5 cm is sufficiently large and oposes no limit for the use
as debuncher.
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Figure 4: Energy spread distribution of a sub-picosecond
long input bunch before and after the energy compressor
system. A reduction from 5 % to 0.5 % is possible for a
20 MeV beam and an electric field strength of 1 MV/m.

Energy Spread Modulation
The former convential LINAC 1 was equipped with an
energy compression system [3], which had been designed to
reduce the Linac’s 5 % energy spread to the booster acceptance of 0.5 %. Therin, a debuncher, consisting of a chicane
with three dipole magnets, is followed by an S-band travelling wave Linac, as shown in Fig. 3. The debuncher broadens
an input bunch length from 15 fs to 60 ps and the electric
field strength of ∼ 1 MV/m compresses the energy spread at
3 GHz to below 0.5 % for a 20 MeV beam, as shown in Fig. 4.
With a pulse length of several picoseconds and compressed
energy distribution matching the booster synchrotron’s acceptance, the aforementioned debunching scheme utilizing
the booster itself can be used to achieve a homogeneous
filling.

BUILDING CONDITIONS
Floor Space, LPWA Footprint and Accessibility
Due to the decommissioned LINAC 1 and the currently
unused test beam area (compare with Fig. 1), the facility
offers sufficient space (65 m2 and 120 m2 ) in radiation controlled areas for the setup of a terawatt laser system (typically
up to ∼4 m×8 m in size) and the plasma cell with subsequent
injector beamline.
The facility is usually running for one third of the year,
split up in 4-6 week intervals. This imposes access limits to
the Linac areas, but the test beam area is accessible during
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Figure 5: Preliminary results of the vibration measurements
via accelerometers. The circular markers represent the 1/3rms velocity.
beam time, allowing for continuous maintenance and testing
of a laser system.

Building Vibrations
To estimate the influence of building vibrations on the
operation of the high-power laser system and the pointing stability of the ∼30 m long laser transfer beamline, accelerometers were used to measure the spectrum of ground vibrations.
Some expected vibration sources are water pumps, which
are located directly under the LINAC 1-area, the nearby
synchrotron magnets, which operate at a 50 Hz cycle, and
the ambient noise created within the institute building and
the nearby street. Measurements were conducted at three
key areas, emphasized in Fig. 1: the injection point of the
booster synchrotron (M1) as reference, the potential location of the plasma cell at the former LINAC 1-area (M2),
and the potential laser position at the test beam area (M3).
For a fully operating facility, we obtain a spectrogram as
shown in Fig. 5. Therein, the fast Fourier transformed rms
velocities combining all three movement axes are shown.
To classify the measurement on the basis of the widely accepted vibration criterion (VC) curves [4], the spectrogram
is averaged within 1/3 octave band intervals and compared
to the VC classes. These measurements indicate a building
vibration classification of laser setup and plasma cell area
of VC-E: Assumed to be adequate for the most demanding
of sensitive systems including long path, laser-based, small
target systems and other systems requiring extraordinary
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dynamic stability. However, in all areas the influence of the
booster synchrotron magnets is clearly visible and additional
decoupling structures with damping capability around 50 Hz
should be considered for future setups of sensitive hardware
equipment. In addition, dynamic beam pointing correction
systems have been established at many contemporary LPWA
setups. Hence, the correction performance of such a system
in presence of the facility ground vibrations has to be investigated when a specific laser system and plasma cell design
has been chosen.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Some requirements for the implementation of an LPWA
as injector for the ELSA facility can be fulfilled by using the
existing infrastructure, such as parts of the former energy
compressor system and the booster synchrotron to create a
homogeneous filling pattern from a femtosecond long LPWA
pulse with up to 5 % energy spread. The installation of a
high power laser system at the test beam area seems feasible
with the floor space available and the measured ground vibration classification of VC-E. Other requirements, such as
the creation of a 2 nC bunch charge with acceptable energy
spread at a 50 Hz repetition rate is yet to be demonstrated
and feasibility investigations are currently ongoing. In addition, experimental verification of machine properties such as
the minimum and maximum injection energy, energy spread
and transverse acceptance of booster synchrotron and storage ring will be carried out to further specify the required
LPWA parameters. Finally, an LPWA setup with suitable
design parameters has to be investigated.
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INJECTION DESIGN OPTIONS FOR THE LOW-EMITTANCE PETRA IV
STORAGE RING
M. A. Jebramcik∗ , I. Agapov, S. A. Antipov, R. Bartolini, R. Brinkmann, D. Einfeld, T. Hellert,
J. Keil, G. Loisch, F. Obier, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), Hamburg , Germany
The proposed PETRA IV electron storage ring that will
replace DESY’s flagship synchrotron light source PETRA
III will feature a horizontal emittance as low as 20 pm based
on a hybrid six-bend achromat lattice. Such a lattice design
leads to the difficulty of injecting the incoming beam into an
acceptance that is as small as 2.6 µm. In contrast to earlier
lattice iterations based on a seven-bend achromat lattice, the
latest version allows accumulation, i.e., the off-axis injection of the incoming beam. In this contribution, the effects
of deploying different septum types, namely a pulsed or a
Lambertson septum, on the injection process as well as the
injection efficiency are presented. This analysis includes
the effects of common manipulations to the injected beam,
e.g., beam rotation and aperture sharing, on the injection
efficiency. Furthermore, the option of a nonlinear kicker and
its optimization (wire positions, wire current, optics functions) are presented since a nonlinear kicker could provide
an alternative to the rather large number of strip-line kickers
that are necessary to generate the orbit bump at the septum.

injection section of PETRA IV with the septum location
and the orbit bump generated by 16 strip-line kicker modules [7, 8] required for bringing the stored beam close to the
septum blade. At the location of the septum, the 𝛽 𝑥 function
reaches 𝛽 𝑥 = 46 m. In the following, the options of having a
sole pulsed1 and a sole Lambertson septum for the injection
process is investigated.
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Figure 1: Orbit bump generated by strip-line kicker modules
to enable the PETRA IV injection.

SEPTUM CHOICE
The PETRA IV [1, 2] injection process is highly critical since the dynamic aperture (DA) in modern multi-bend
achromat lattices tend to be small with PETRA IV being no
exception, i.e., the acceptance is expected to be 𝐴 𝑥 ≤ 2.6 µm
in realistic machine conditions [3]. While an off-axis injection (accumulation) was ruled out for the initial seven-bend
achromat lattice initially, the recent change of the baseline to
a six-bend achromat lattice allows accumulation. In order to
exploit the available acceptance as much as possible, a large
horizontal beta function 𝛽 𝑥 at the septum and a thin septum
blade is required. A pulsed septum may feature the possibility of a 1-mm-thick septum blade as envisaged by the SLS 2.
A Lambertson septum could feature a 2-mm-thick blade;
however, additional vacuum pipes may cause the effective
blade thickness to reach 3 mm. While the pulsed septum
would deflect the beam in the horizontal plane, a Lambertson septum would kick the beam vertically. The current
transfer-line design features both an XFEL type Lambertson septum [4] as well as a SLS 2 type 1-mm-thick pulsed
septum [5, 6] and an XFEL type 3-mm-thick Lambertson
septum in a distance of less than 0.5 m (Lambertson septum
acts as a pre-septum). This arrangement allows to offset the
potential R&D risks if the pulsed septum is not operational
at startup of PETRA IV since the sole Lambertson septum
may suffice for the injection into PETRA IV without significant alterations of the transfer line. Figure 1 shows the

0.025

INJECTION-EFFICIENCY STUDY
Injection Scenarios
The injected beam is usually not matched to the optics
functions of the stored beam at the septum. Emittance and
optics manipulations are eventually carried out to enhance
the injection efficiency. Throughout the analysis, four different injection scenarios are analyzed: a) Nominal injection, b) coupled beam (equally large horizontal and vertical emittances), c) rotated beam (exchange of emittances
via three skew quadrupoles in the transfer line), d) aperture sharing (detuning of the last kicker of the orbit bump
at septum causes the residual oscillation to be shared between the stored and the injected beam). It is important to
note that while aperture sharing may lead to an improved
injection efficiency in a single-particle model, the excitation of wakefields may lead to beam losses and has to be
studied. The horizontal 𝛽 𝑥 function is optimized to better
follow the curvature of the acceptance in all four injection
scenarios (uses an modified version of the equation given
in Ref. [9]). The separation between the injected and the
stored beam Δ𝑥 depends on the septum type, the optimized
horizontal 𝛽 𝑥,opt function of the injected beam and whether
aperture sharing is applied.2 The separation takes a 2 mm
error margin, the (effective) blade thickness, three times the
1
2

The scenario of a sole pulsed septum covers the envisaged case of deploying the pulsed septum as a pre-septum for the DC Lambertson septum.
For the aperture-sharing scenario, the separation of the beam at the last
kicker has to be back propagated to the septum location.
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Figure 2: Top: The 𝑥–𝑥 ′ phase space for the different injection scenarios featuring a pulsed septum. The light grey
ellipses indicate the required acceptance for each scenario.
Bottom: The equivalent plot for a Lambertson septum.
Table 1: Injection Parameters for the Lambertson Septum
and the Pulsed Septum for the Four Injection Scenarios.
Pulsed septum (𝐿 = 0.3 m, Δ𝑥 ′ = 0.28 deg )
Parameter
𝛽 𝑥,opt (m) (𝜖 𝑥 ,𝜖 𝑦 ) (nm) Δ𝑥 (mm)
Nominal injection
24.38
19, 1.9
5.23
Coupled beam
22.47
10.45, 10.45
4.64
Rotated beam
16.21
1.9, 19
3.71
Aperture sharing
35.48
19, 1.9
1.68

 1/2
beta beating (Δ𝛽/𝛽)comb = (Δ𝛽 𝑥 /𝛽 𝑥 ) 2 + (Δ𝛽 𝑦 /𝛽 𝑦 ) 2
is
used as a robust quantity to avoid misleading results for machines with exclusively large beta beating in a single plane.
Figure 3 shows the injection efficiency results as a function
of (Δ𝛽/𝛽)comb for the Lambertson septum. The equivalent
plot is omitted for the pulsed septum since the injection efficiency is virtually at 100 % for all four scenarios in the
relevant beta-beating range up to 9 %. In the plot for the
Lambertson septum, however, the nominal injection and
partly the injection of a coupled beam lead to slight losses.
Clearly visible is the advantage of having a reduced horizontal emittance (rotated beam) and a strongly reduced Δ𝑥
(aperture sharing) at the injection point. Defining the rotation of the injected beam in the transfer line as the baseline
design could be highly beneficial.

injection efficiency (%)

beam size of the injected and six times the beam size of
the stored beam into account
√︁ and reads in a reduced form
Δ𝑥puls. (𝛽 𝑥,opt ) = 3.2 mm + 3 𝛽 𝑥,opt 𝜖 𝑥 for the pulsed septum
√︁
and Δ𝑥lamb. (𝛽 𝑥,opt ) = 5.2 mm + 3 𝛽 𝑥,opt 𝜖 𝑥 for the Lambertson septum. The separations Δ𝑥, the optimum 𝛽 𝑥,opt values
as well as the emittance values for the different injection scenarios are listed in Table 1. Furthermore, the 3𝜎𝑥 envelopes
of the injected beam at the septum (Lambertson and pulsed)
are shown in Fig. 2.

horizontal angle x0 (mrad)
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Figure 3: Injection efficiency versus the combined beta beating for the Lambertson septum. Only the nominal injection
scenario diverges from a 100 % injection efficiency) in the
relevant beta-beating range.

Intensity Losses With Aperture Sharing

Lambertson septum (𝐿 = 1 m, Δ𝑦 ′ ≈ 1.7 deg )
Nominal injection
21.16
19, 1.9
7.09
Coupled beam
18.97
10.45, 10.45
6.52
Rotated beam
12.70
1.9, 19
5.65
Aperture sharing
31.32
19, 1.9
2.68

Simplified Injection Simulation
The PETRA IV lattice is generated with transverse magnet offsets (3 µm up to 15 µm RMS transverse offsets) to
simulate machines of varying perturbed optics functions.
The perturbed machine is then corrected in terms of the
orbit and tune to imitate a machine that is corrected with
varying quality. A sophisticated error study including girder
misalignments, magnet rolls, first-turn threading and beambased alignment etc. can be found in Ref. [3]. The beta beating is used in the following to characterize the machine state
as the beta beating gives insight regarding the phase error between the nonlinear elements in the machine. The combined
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Figure 4: The amount of losses for the stored beam with
Δ𝑥 = 5 mm at the septum versus the single-bunch charge for
different chromaticity values. Once the chromaticity is large
enough, the losses shrink to a value that is smaller than the
amount of newly injected charges.
Aperture sharing causes the stored beam to lose particles
since the beam is kicked from the nominal orbit and therefore
excites wakefields. The horizontal offset is equivalent to
roughly a Δ𝑥 = 5 mm offset at the septum location. The
simulation includes the geometric as well as the resistive wall
impedance. The PETRA IV Timing mode will features 80
bunches with a bunch charge of 𝑄 = 7.7 nC corresponding
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to a bunch current of 𝐼𝑏 = 1 mA each. Figure 4 shows
preliminary results (no third harmonic cavity voltage) for
the losses of the stored beam as a function of the single
bunch current for different chromaticity values 𝜉. Once the
chromaticity reaches (𝜉 𝑥 , 𝜉 𝑦 ) = (5, 5), the losses are smaller
than the amount of injected charges 𝑄 ≈ 0.96 nC in Timing
mode with a bunch charge in the 7.7 nC range; however, the
losses are substantial. Further analysis including the third
harmonic cavity voltage has to be performed.

NONLINEAR INJECTION KICKER
One possibility to perform the critical injection process
into PETRA IV is a nonlinear kicker (NLK). Such a device
is not reliant on an orbit bump generated by kicker devices
since its nonlinear transverse magnetic field is designed to
strongly kick the injected beam while disturbing the stored
beam as little as possible. The PETRA IV injection process
could benefit from such a device since as many as 16 stripline kickers are currently required to give the beam sufficient
excursion at the septum. A NLK would fully avoid the
necessity of any strip-line kickers. A prototype of such a
NLK was tested at Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin [10] and is
envisaged or in use at other light sources [11–13]. In the
following, an optimization of such a NLK is presented. The
NLK design follows that of the BESSY II prototype, i.e., the
NLK features eight wires (four wires for each polarity).

Equation 1 gives equal weight to the different parameters if
the wire current is at 𝐼w = 𝐼t , the emittance increase is 5 %
and the maximum horizontal action along the 3𝜎𝑥 envelope
is equal to 0.53 µm (corresponds to approximately 70 % of
the unperturbed DA). In the following, two scenarios are
optimized: The first case will consider 𝐼t = 4 kA while the
second case will feature 𝐼t = 6 kA (allows a larger wire
current 𝐼w ). The NLK is assumed to be 30 cm long. Hence,
a reduction of the effective current can be achieved by either
elongating the wires or using multiple devices.

Optimization Results
The study is performed with a rotated beam (see Table 1).
The two simulation scenarios repeatedly converged onto the
same longitudinal location 𝑠 within the range of a few cm
(shown in Fig. 1). At that location, the vertical 𝛽 𝑦 function
is rather small allowing the wires to approach the beam
closely. The kick onto the beam into the acceptance of
PETRA IV is shown in Fig 5. With 𝐼𝑡 = 6 kA, the maximum
horizontal action along the 𝜎𝑥 envelope 𝐽 𝑥 = 0.86 µm is
slightly smaller than for the first scenario (𝐽 𝑥 = 0.94 µm).
The outer edge of the injected beam would be projected to
𝑥 = 8.8 mm in the beam-envelope plots in Fig. 2. Hence, the
performance of the NLK should only reach the performance
of the worst injection scenarios of the Lambertson septum
(nominal injection and coupled beam) with this setup and
without alterations within the injection section.

Flexible parameters that have to be optimized are the longitudinal location 𝑠 of the NLK downstream of the septum,
the wire current 𝐼w , the wires’ (𝑥, 𝑦) coordinates, the optics
parameters 𝛼 𝑥 , 𝛽 𝑥 and 𝑥 ′ coordinate of the injected beam. In
order to define the nine free parameters, a random optimization is performed. Multi-objective genetic algorithms were
used in other cases to reduce the wire current in dependence
of the injection efficiency [14]. This step is only going to be
considered if the NLK seems feasible in a first study.
Within the scope of the optimization process, no actual
tracking is performed. The edge of the 3𝜎𝑥 horizontal beam
envelope of the injected beam is projected from the septum
to the NLK location and then the kick of the NLK is applied
via the calculation of the magnetic field using the Biot-Savart
law (infinitely long wires assumed). The largest value of the
horizontal action 𝐽 𝑥 is then selected from the beam envelope
after the kick has been applied. This quantity is considered
to be the feasible measure to make assumptions about the
expected injection efficiency via comparison with Fig. 2.
This penalty function has to take the wire current 𝐼 𝑤 into
account (the lower the current the better). Also, the relative
emittance increase of the stored beam Δ𝜖 𝑥 /𝜖 𝑥 has to be as
small as possible while minimizing the horizontal action
𝐽 𝑥 of the particles of the injected beam. The optimization
works with the penalty function
2 
2 
2
𝐼w
Δ𝜖 𝑥 /𝜖 𝑥
𝐽𝑥
+
+
.
𝐼t
5%
0.53 µm
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Figure 5: Effect of the nonlinear kick on the 3𝜎𝑥 beam
envelope at the location of the NLK.

CONCLUSION
The paper outlined potential injection strategies for PETRA IV depending on the septum type. The current design
foresees both a DC Lambertson and pulsed septum (preseptum) to be installed. This choice provides flexibility in
case the pulsed septum is not operational at machine startup.
A sole Lambertson septum may prove to be feasible; however, the thin blade of a pulsed septum would be greatly
beneficial in supplying error margin as the simplified injection study has shown. The injection of a rotated beam
with aperture sharing as a potential backup plan could be
desirable to ensure a high injection efficiency independently
of the septum choice. The optimization of a NLK has shown
that its deployment is possible; however, it may carry the
risk of requiring an even better corrected machine.
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Abstract
Fourth generation light sources require high brightness
electron beams. To achieve this a photocathode with a high
quantum efficiency and low intrinsic emittance is required,
which is also robust with a long operational lifetime and low
dark current. Alkali-metal photocathodes have the potential
to fulfil these requirements, so are an important research
area for the accelerator physics community.
STFC Daresbury Laboratory are currently commissioning
the Alkali-metal Photocathode Preparation Facility (APPF)
which will be used to grow alkali photocathodes. Photocathodes produced by the APPF will be analysed using Daresbury
Laboratory’s existing Multiprobe system and the Transverse
Energy Spread Spectrometer (TESS). Multiprobe can perform a variety of surface analysis techniques while the TESS
can measure the Mean Transverse Energy of a photocathode
from its Transverse Energy Distribution Curve over a large
range of illumination wavelengths.
We present an overview on our current progress in the
commissioning and testing of the APPF, the results from
the first Cs-Te deposition and detail the work planned to
facilitate the manufacture of Cs2 Te photocathodes for the
CLARA accelerator.

INTRODUCTION
X-ray free electron lasers (FELs), a type of 4th generation
light source, require high brightness electron beams. The
beam brightness, a key factor in FEL cost and performance
[1], depends on the beam current, which should be maximised, and beam emittance, which should be minimised
[2]. To achieve this, a photocathode with high quantum efficiency (QE) and low intrinsic emittance is required. Caesium
Telluride, Cs2 Te, photocathodes fulfil these requirements,
demonstrating measured levels of QE as high as 20 % at
266 nm and a low intrinsic emittance, all while being sufficiently robust to survive inside a electron gun [3]. As such,
they are currently used in accelerator facilities around the
world [4, 5].
The photocathode research group at Daresbury Laboratory currently operates two experimental systems: Multiprobe and the Transverse Energy Spread Spectrometer
(TESS). Multiprobe is equipped for surface preparation and
characterisation and is able to measure important photocathode performance properties such as quantum efficiency and
∗

hugh.churn@stfc.ac.uk
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work function [6]. TESS can measure the transverse energy distribution curve of a photocathode across a range of
illumination wavelengths. From this, the mean transverse
energy (MTE) can be extracted [7], which is related to the
photocathode intrinsic emittance.
Daresbury Laboratory have constructed, commissioned
and are in the final stages of calibrating a new machine,
the Alkali-metal Photocathode Preparation Facility (APPF),
which, when combined with Multiprobe and TESS, will
enable the growth and extensive characterisation of Cs2 Te
photocathodes. The design, construction and ongoing commissioning of the APPF is discussed below.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The APPF consists of a loading chamber and a deposition
chamber. The loading chamber has a base pressure of 3 ×
10−9 mbar and allows samples to be quickly loaded from
atmosphere via a fast–entry port, or under UHV conditions
via a vacuum suitcase. The deposition chamber is shown in
Fig. 1. Pumping to the deposition chamber is provided by an
ion pump (Fig. 1a.i) and a turbo-molecular pump (Fig. 1b.iv).
This combination yields a base pressure of approximately 5×
10−10 mbar. Residual gases can be monitored using an MKS
Instruments Residual Gas Analyser (RGA) (Fig. 1a.vii).
The APPF deposition chamber is equipped with a UHV
Design goniometer (Fig. 1a.vi) designed for compatibility
with INFN-style photocathode pucks. Currently an adapter
is installed to support initial work with Omicron 19 mm
flag-style sample plates (Fig. 2i). The goniometer provides
3–axis translation, −180 ◦ to +180 ◦ rotation and sample tilt
from −5 ◦ to + 50 ◦ for alignment with particular instruments
in the system. An yttria coated tantalum foil heater is used
to heat the sample up to approximately 400 ◦ C. The sample
is electrically–isolated so can support a DC bias or drain
current measurement using a RBD Instruments picoammeter
(Fig. 1b.v). A mask assembly (Fig. 1b.vi, Fig. 2.iii) protects
the goniometer during deposition, and limits the exposed
region of the photocathode substrate.
A PSP ISIS 3000 Ion Source (Fig. 1b.i, Fig. 2.vii) is fitted approximately 100 mm from the sample and allows the
sample to be cleaned using argon ion bombardment. The
ion energy is typically 2 keV, with an available range of 100
to 3000 eV, and the drain current is between 12 and 18 𝜇A.
The APPF is equipped with a RBD Instruments Cylindrical Mirror Analyser (CMA) (Fig. 1b.iii, Fig. 2v). This
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(a) Left side view of the APPF showing: i) the ion pump, ii) the
quartz crystal microbalance, iii) the caesium deposition source,
iv) the extractor gauge, v) the tellurium deposition source, vi)
the goniometer and vii) the residual gas analyser.

(b) Right side view of the APPF showing: i) the argon sputter
gun, ii) the sample viewports, iii) the cylindrical mirror analyser,
iv) the turbomolecular pump, v) the picoammeter, vi) the mask
and vii) the cold cathode pressure gauge.

Figure 1: Photographs of the Alkali-metal Photocathode Preparation Facility (APPF).

Figure 2: View inside the APPF showing: i) the Omicronstyle sample, ii) the quartz crystal microbalance, iii) the
mask, iv) the caesium source, v) the cylindrical mirror analyser, vi) the tellurium source and vii) the argon sputter gun.

allows in–situ surface characterisation by Auger Electron
Spectroscopy (AES) over an energy range of 30 to 1030 eV,
THPOPT044
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giving quantitative information on surface composition and
thin film growth [8]. More extensive surface characterisation can be performed using the neighbouring Multiprobe
system and our UHV vacuum suitcase.
We can measure the QE using a UV LED with an illumination wavelength of 265 ± 5 nm delivering a nominal power
level of 0.5 mW into a beam with a half–angle of 4 ◦ . This
beam is focused onto the sample using a Thorlabs LB4842UV biconcave lens with an effective focal length of 184 mm
at 265 nm. The optical power at the sample working distance
from the focusing lens was measured, using a power meter,
to be 0.1 mW. The vacuum window (Fig. 1b.ii) has a characterised broadband anti–reflection coating. Measurement of
the total yield drain current provides in–situ QE data. We
plan to upgrade this system to provide reflectivity data, and
also add an optical camera on the goniometer rotational axis
to provide visual feedback during photocathode growth.

ALKALI METAL DEPOSITION SOURCES
Current work on the APPF involves calibrating the caesium and tellurium deposition sources. Caesium is deposited
by a Createc Low Temperature Cell (Fig. 1a.iii, Fig. 2.iv)
and tellurium is deposited by a Createc Valved Cracker Cell
(Fig. 1a.v, Fig. 2vi). Deposition rates are monitored using
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a Inficon Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) (Fig. 1a.ii,
Fig. 2ii). For calibration, the QCM is cooled by 18 ◦ C water
and placed at the sample position. This gives a tooling factor, the relationship between the flux seen by the QCM and
the flux seen by the sample, of 100 %. Post calibration the
QCM can be held offset from the sample to provide additional information on deposition rates during photocathode
growths.

Tellurium Source
The tellurium source is a Createc V-CRC model, located
150 mm from the sample at an angle of 13 ◦ from the sample
normal. Small adjustments to the distance and angle can
be made using the goniometer. The tellurium source consists of a crucible filled with 99.99 % pure tellurium and
a cracker stage where the evaporated tellurium is cracked
into its monomer form. A water cooling jacket around the
crucible allows independent control of the evaporation and
cracking temperatures. The deposition rate across an evaporation temperature range of 250 ◦ C to 400 ◦ C is being investigated. Further work will also involve investigating the
optimal temperature at which to run the cracker zone and
investigating how the sticking coefficient changes when moving from the QCM to the molybdenum substrate.

Figure 3: An Auger Electron Spectroscopy survey of polycrystalline copper. Surface composition is 81.9 % copper,
16.3 % carbon and 1.8% oxygen.
120 ◦ C. The tellurium source was held at a 320 ◦ C evaporation temperature and a cracker temperature of 445 ◦ C and
deposition ran for 1 hour. The caesium was then heated to
85 ◦ C and deposited until the QE stopped increasing (approximately one hour). Figure 4 shows the AES scan performed
after deposition showing 24 % caesium and 32.5 % tellurium.
The final QE was measured to be 2.7 × 10−3 , or 0.27 %, a
factor of 35 increase over the bare copper.

Caesium Source
The caesium source is a Createc ULTC model, located
150 mm from the sample at an angle of 45 ◦ from the sample
normal. Again, small adjustments to distance and angle can
be made using the goniometer. Caesium of 99.99 % purity
is used. The caesium is additionally cooled while being
heated to provide fine control of deposition temperature.
The cooling is provided by passing 0.6 bar of dry nitrogen
gas passed through a liquid nitrogen cooling loop. The
deposition rate across a temperature range of 50 ◦ C to 150 ◦ C
is being investigated.

SAMPLE CHARACTERISATION
To calibrate the CMA, we used a clean poly–crystalline
copper sample with the CMA positioned approximately
3 mm from the surface. The photocathode sample is held
at a + 90 V DC bias and the drain, or target, current is measured using an RBD Instruments picoammeter. A built-in
electron gun emits 3 keV electrons towards the sample and
a target current of -300 nA is maintained. The CMA was
calibrated such that the differentiated low energy Cu(MNN)
peak occurred at 60 eV and the differentiated high energy
Cu(LMM) peak occurred at exactly 920 eV. Figure 3 shows
the AES survey of copper with small amounts of carbon and
oxygen present. A QE of 7.6 × 10−5 was measured with the
substrate at a -18 V bias using the LED described previously.

FIRST CS-TE DEPOSITION
An initial deposition test was performed on a 6 mm diameter poly-crystalline copper substrate held at approximately
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T02: Electron Sources

Figure 4: An Auger Electron Spectroscopy survey of copper following the deposition of caesium and tellurium. The
surface composition is 38.1 % copper, 5.5 % carbon, 24.0 %
caesium and 32.5 % tellurium. The ratio of caesium to tellurium is 0.74:1.

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
Work is progressing on the commissioning and calibration
of the APPF at Daresbury laboratory, with a photoemissive
Cs-Te film having been deposited. Cs2 Te photocathodes will
be grown in a UHV environment and characterised in-situ
using AES and QE measurements. All major components
have been installed and tested, and we are currently in the final stages of calibrating the sources. Once final calibrations
are completed, investigations into the effect of changing
various growth recipe parameters can begin. This will include investigating sequential verses co-deposition as well
changing growth rates and substrate temperatures. For regular growths of Cs2 Te photocathodes, 6 mm diameter 99%
pure poly-crystalline molybdenum substrates will be used.
Successful samples will be fully characterised using the Multiprobe and TESS systems. Long term plans for the APPF
involve switching from Omicron-style to INFN-style pucks
and growing samples that can be tested inside the CLARA
accelerator [9].
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1

THE MESA INJECTOR

Abstract
The MESA injection system will produce the spinpolarized electron beam for the upcoming accelerator MESA
in Germany. The photoemission electron source (STEAM)
will deliver 150 µA of spin-polarized electrons from GaAsbased photocathodes for the P2 experiment. Afterwards the
low-energy beam transportation system (MELBA) can rotate
the spin using two Wien filters and a solenoid for polarization
measurements and to compensate for the spin precession in
MESA. A chopper and buncher system prepares the phase
space for the first acceleration in the normal-conducting prebooster MAMBO. First OPAL simulation results of MELBA
were presented at IPAC’21. Meanwhile these simulations
have been extended by a 270-degree-bending alpha magnet
as well as the electrostatic and magnetostatic fieldmaps of
the Wien filters. Furthermore the fieldmaps of the 4 modules of the pre-accelerator MAMBO have been implemented.
Hence, the complete MESA injection system could be simulated in OPAL and the results will be shown.

INTRODUCTION
MESA Injector

BDX

STEAM
MELBA
MAMBO

P2
MAGIX

MESA
Main accelerator
10

m

Figure 1: Scheme of MESA with its three experiments: P2,
MAGIX and Beam dump experiment (BDX).
Figure 1 shows a scheme of the Mainz Energy-recovering
Superconducting Accelerator (MESA) [1]. Operating at
𝑓 = 1.3 GHz it will provide 150 µA of longitudinally spinpolarized electrons for the long-run parity violation experiment P2 at an energy of 155 MeV. The main tasks of the
MESA injector are to emit the spin-polarized electrons, align
the spin direction and prepare the phase space for the main
accelerator.
∗

sifriede@uni-mainz.de
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The MESA injector consists of three parts: The Small
Thermalized Electron Source At Mainz (STEAM) [2], the
MESA Low-energy Beam Apparatus (MELBA) [3] and the
Milliampere Booster (MAMBO) [4].
The DC photoemission source STEAM operates at 100 kV
and emits longitudinally spin-polarized electrons from
GaAs-based photocathodes illuminated by infrared laser
light into MELBA. An alpha magnet bends the vertically
emitted beam by 270° into the horizontal accelerator plane
where the beam passes MELBA’s spin rotation system.
The electron spin experiences a total precession of 638°
when passing through the three recirculations of MESA until
it hits the P2 target [5]. A Wien filter is used to compensate
for the precession by rotating the spin clock-wise by 82°.
The electron spin can be flipped by changing the helicity of
the laser, yet an additional solenoid in the spin system allows
to flip the spin independently and, hence, offers further instrumentation serving the control of systematic errors. But
this method also requires a second Wien filter to rotate the
spin before entering the solenoid by 90°. As the solenoid has
to be operated at about 15 mT (∫ 𝐵𝑧 𝑑 𝑧 = 1.75 mT m) that
leads to a strong focus. Therefore, in this operation mode
it is challenging to keep up the beam quality and the spin
solenoid is turned off in the presented simulations. Yet, to
investigate their influence, both Wien filters are fully excited.
Further downstream the beam enters the chopper system,
which consists of two deflecting cavities, two solenoids and
a movable collimator. The first chopper cavity deflects the
beam circularly over the collimator and the solenoids focus it back onto the reference orbit where the second cavity
cancels out the superimposed transverse momenta. Hence,
this system chops the electron bunch head and tail that may
not fit into the phase space acceptance of the main accelerator. Further down the MELBA beam line, the buncher
cavities focus the beam longitudinally into the first section
of MAMBO. All of its four modules accelerate the electrons
up to 5 MeV. In-between all these main devices, quadrupole
singlets, doublets or triplets as well as double solenoids, i. e.,
split solenoids with identical field amplitudes |𝐵∥ | yet alternating orientation in order to avoid further spin precession,
guide the beam through the MESA injector.
The following simulations promoted the design process
of the injector. The aim was to see if the beam can travel
9 m through the different devices and small apertures of
MELBA, see Fig. 2, without a significant amount of beam
loss. That would lead to gas desorption, to vacuum pressure
degradation and, hence, to a reduced photocathode lifetime.
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Figure 2: Side view of the latest MELBA design. Since the last proceeding [6], more diagnostic devices to measure the
helicity-correlated asymmetries [7] have been added to the beam line and the vacuum concept has been finished. The design
was optimized, so that the total length only slightly increased by 0.4 m.

OPAL SIMULATIONS
Expansion of Preceding MELBA Simulations
Based on the preceding STEAM and MELBA simulations [6], the complete MESA injector has now been simulated with the Object Oriented Parallel Accelerator
Library [8] (OPAL).
The initial particle distribution emitted from STEAM
and the 3D fieldmaps of the alpha magnet, the MELBA
and MAMBO double solenoids as well as the chopper,
buncher and MAMBO cavities have been simulated with
Computer Simulation Technology (CST)[9] and imported into OPAL. For the MELBA quadrupoles the internal
fieldmaps of OPAL configured by the thickness and aperture
of about 40 mm were used. The electro- and magnetostatic
fieldmaps of the Wien filters were calculated with TOSCA
and CPO-3d [10] and have now been fully implemented in
the OPAL simulations including fringe fields.

MESA Injector Simulation Results
Figure 3 shows the course of the RMS beam sizes, the
transverse normalized RMS emittances as well as the total
energy and energy spread along the position of the reference
particle in the beam line 𝑠. Additionally, a side view of the
MESA injector CAD model illustrates the passed elements.
Some values at important positions are also listed in Table 1.
A total bunch charge of 0.2 pC distributed on 105 particles
is injected at 0.3 m, i. e., the exit of STEAM, in −𝑦-direction.
The 33 mT 𝐵𝑥 field of the alpha magnet bends the beam by
270° into the horizontal accelerator plane. From here on 𝑥
represents the horizontal, 𝑦 the vertical and 𝑠 the longitudinal
direction. The bending of the alpha magnet causes a shift
of the center of mass by Δ𝜇𝑦 = +0.5 mm and increases the
divergence in 𝑦-direction. If necessary, the shift can be compensated for by steering magnets in the real injector, whereas
a quadrupole doublet in the vertical source beam line can
be used to adjust for the preceding divergence. However,
in the presented simulation the vertical quadrupole doublet
(𝑠 = 0.5 m) is not yet excited.
After 2 m the first quadrupole triplet leads the beam towards the spin rotation system. In order to investigate their
influence the Wien filters are fully excited. Their equilibrium
THPOPT045
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field values 𝐸𝑥 = 1.1 MV m−1 and 𝐵𝑦 = 6.7 mT leave the
reference particle unaffected but due to a finite bunch size the
beam is focused inside the Wien filter in 𝑥-direction down to
80 µm. This is because of the change in the potential energy
of electrons with deviations in direction towards the electrodes which results in a focusing force due to the deviation
of velocity from that of the reference particle. The bunch
is unaffected in the 𝑦-direction, hence, a single quadrupole
placed behind the Wien filter compensates for the beam
divergences. As mentioned earlier the spin solenoid was
not excited in the presented simulation but will be investigated further in future simulations. After the singlet another
quadrupole triplet guides the beam to the second Wien filter
which is rotated by 90° with respect to the first one around the
beam axis, hence, the bunch is now focused in 𝑦-direction.
The third quadrupole triplet focuses the beam into the
chopper system. As the initial RMS bunch length of 8 mm
is short enough no particles are lost at the collimator. Hence,
in the real injector no increase in vacuum pressure and no
back streaming particles would be expected here. A double
solenoid positioned closely to the chopper system guides the
beam to the next quadrupole doublet over a distance, where
the beam can be extracted towards a polarimeter. The design
of this so-called separation beam line is discussed in [11].
Finally the buncher system focuses the beam longitudinally down to 𝜎𝑠 = 0.3 mm within a drift space of about
1.5 m into MAMBO (𝑠 = 9.6 m). The injection phase was
set to −11° with respect to the maximum of the sine.
As the electrons are not yet relativistic the first MAMBO
module is a graded-𝛽 structure. Six large solenoids with
𝐵∥,max = 5 mT are imposed on the first module and each drift
space between the modules contains a double solenoid with
𝐵∥,max = 17.5 mT. This setup also allows to transport high
bunch charges [4]. All MAMBO modules accelerate the
electrons up to 5 MeV within the next 11 m with an energy
spread of 3 keV.

Discussion
The simulation results look promising concerning the
loss-free transportation of 0.2 pC through the 21 m of MESA
injector beam line. This bunch charge corresponds to almost
two times the 115 fC bunch charge required for the P2 exMC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport
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Figure 3: OPAL simulation results and an illustration of the MESA injector: RMS beam sizes (𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦 , 𝜎𝑠 ), transverse
normalized RMS emittances (𝜀n,rms,𝑥 , 𝜀n,rms,𝑦 ) as well as energy 𝐸 and energy spread Δ𝐸.
Table 1: Simulation Results at Some Important Positions
Location
Initial
MELBA exit
Injector exit

𝑠
m

𝜎𝑥
mm

𝜎𝑦
mm

𝜎𝑠
mm | ° | ps

𝜀𝑥,n,rms
mm mrad

𝜀𝑦,n,rms
mm mrad

Energy
MeV

Δ𝐸rms
keV

0.3
9.4
20.4

0.2
0.8
1.3

0.2
0.7
1.3

8.1 | 23.1 | 50.0
0.8 | 2.3 | 4.9
0.2 | 0.3 | 0.6

0.03
0.22
0.40

0.03
0.20
0.35

0.1
0.1
5.1

0
1
3

periment. The position of the magnets can be fixed now as
they allow to keep the RMS beam sizes sufficiently small in
order to pass through small apertures.
While the requirements for a small energy spread for the
MESA experiments are met, the transverse emittances can
still be optimized. The simulation has multiple parameters,
i. a., 12 quadrupole and 15 solenoid field settings as well
as 11 cavity phases and amplitudes, that can be utilized
for an optimization. Furthermore the fieldmaps of steering
magnets have been prepared but not yet implemented. They
can be utilized to compensate for the shift in the center of
mass and, hence, redirecting it to the reference orbit which
could also increase the beam quality. Yet the fringe fields of
the steering magnets could as well deteriorate it in the same
manner or even worse.
The presented simulations results serve as an important
reference point in the injector design and they can easily
be extended from this point on. For example a preliminary
study on misalignments where single components are shifted
in horizontal direction while all other parameters are kept
constant has revealed that an positioning of Δ𝑥 ≤ 1 mm of
the third quadrupole triplet and the first Wien filter is crucial
in order to prevent immense beam losses.

SUMMARY
The 3D fieldmaps for the alpha magnet and Wien filters
have been successfully implemented in the previous OPAL
simulations. Hence, the challenging 270°-bending and parts
of the spin-rotating system have been simulated aiding the
design process of MELBA. The simulation with a fully exMC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport

cited spin solenoid is yet to be investigated. Additionally, by
adding the fieldmaps of the MAMBO modules the simulation of a 0.2 pC bunch through the MESA injector lead to
already promising results. Some of the simulation properties, e. g., magnetic field strengths of the solenoids or phase
offsets of the cavities, can still be improved and further elements, e. g., steering magnets, may be implemented in order
to increase the already satisfying beam quality further.

OUTLOOK
The design process of the MESA injector has been completed and it’s build-up has already started. The first 100 keV
beam is expected within the next year. MELBA’s diagnostic
devices will then provide the opportunity to compare the
simulation results with experimental data.
Ongoing investigations for the separation beam line in
MELBA and the emission of high bunch charges for the
internal target experiment MAGIX can be extended based
on these simulations. A next step is to process the injector
particle distribution as input for simulations that will deal
with the design of the MESA injection arc connection the
injector and the main accelerator. This region will include
a chicane, deflecting devices, bending magnets as well as a
polarimeter and a 5 MeV beam dump.
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A DOUBLE DIPOLE KICKER
FOR OFF AND ON-AXIS INJECTION INTO ALBA-II
G. Benedetti, M. Carlà, M. Pont
ALBA-CELLS Synchrotron, Cerdanyola del Vallès, Barcelona, Spain
DOUBLE DIPOLE KICKER TOPOLOGY

Abstract
Injection into the ALBA-II storage ring will be performed
off-axis in a 4 meters straight section with a single multipole kicker. We present a novel topology for the coils of the
injection kicker, named double dipole kicker (DDK). The
resulting magnetic field is the superposition of two opposite
dipoles, generated by four inner and four outer conductor
rods. When the eight rods are powered, the dipole term
cancels and the remaining multipole field is used for offaxis injection. Alternatively, when the four inner rods are
switched off, an almost pure dipole is produced, that is useful
for on-axis injection during the commissioning. A prototype
of DDK is presently under design to be installed and tested
in the existing ALBA storage ring. The positioning of the
rods is calculated in order to maximize the kick efficiency in
mrad/kA and minimise the disturbance to the orbit and the
emittance of the stored beam. A metallic coating with optimised thickness along the inner ceramic vacuum chamber
should provide compensation for the eddy currents induced
field in order to minimize the disturbance to the stored beam
while ensuring sufficiently low heat dissipation by the beam
image currents.

INTRODUCTION
ALBA started to study a pulsed multipole kicker for single turn off-axis injection in the previous years [1–3]. The
proposed design was a so called non-linear kicker (NLK),
whose coils topology was first conceived at BESSY-II [4]
and then adopted and tested in other machines [5, 6]. The
studies initiated in 2020 for the ALBA upgrade to a new
low emittance ring have lead to a different design of the
kicker which fits better the new needs of the injection into
a ring with a smaller physical aperture and a very compact
arrangement of the magnets. In the kicker presented in this
paper, the coils have a different topology consisting of four
inner rods and four outer rods which produce two opposite
dipole fields cancelling each other along the longitudinal
axis of the magnet and a non-linear field off axis [7]. The
novel pulsed magnet, named double dipole kicker (DDK),
has two important advantages: first, despite the small vertical aperture, the peak of the non-linear field can be generated
at the position of the injected beam, and second, switching
on either the inner or the outer coils an almost pure dipole is
produced, that is very useful for on-axis injection in the first
turn commissioning of the upgrade ring. In this paper the
magnetic concept of the DDK and the parameters to design
the prototype to be installed and tested in the existing ALBA
storage ring are presented.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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We propose a new idea for the topology of the kicker coils.
The topology designed in [1, 3] is changed to a different one
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Cross section of the coils topology for the proposed
DDK prototype for the ALBA storage ring (the red cross and
the blue circle represent the direction of the current carried
by the rods) and 2-D magnetic field (colour code) and the
field along the horizontal mid plane (black solid line). The
coils geometry produces a null field at the center where
the stored beam is passing through. The minimum vertical
aperture among the rods is ±9 mm and the field reaches its
peak value at the injected beam position 𝑥 = 8.7 mm.

Figure 2: In the DDK, when either the four outer (left plot)
or inner (right plot) rods are switched off, a dipole field is
produced around the center.
The main difference of this field profile with respect to
that of the NLK previously designed is that it results in a
narrower plateau and a non zero crossing. On the other hand,
the attractive feature of the DDK is that by switching off
THPOPT047
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either inner or outer coils a dipole field is produced around
the center as shown in Fig. 2.
The first motivation to chose such kicker design is that
a dipole kicker would be very useful for on-axis injection
in the first turn commissioning of the upgrade storage ring
of ALBA. The upgrade lattice design, ALBA-II [8], has a
very compact arrangement of the magnets and an injection
straight section of only 4 meters, with no room for a second
injection kicker. Hence, combining two magnets, the dipole
and the multipole, in one kicker would be very useful for the
injection into ALBA-II. The second advantage of the DDK
topology is that the horizontal position where the peak of
the field is located is not limited any more by the vertical
aperture of the vacuum chamber (ℎ = ±6 mm). This means
that the DDK can have a peak at the position of the injected
beam trajectory 𝑥 = 8.7 mm, which was not possible with
the NLK design for ALBA [3]. That makes the injection
scheme more tolerant to injection trajectory errors, which
are mainly due to the septum field fluctuations [2].
Finally, in the DDK geometry needed for ALBA the inductance of the coils is almost halved (0.9 µH for inner plus outer
coils and even less for the two separated circuits) with respect to the NLK (1.7 µH [3]) and consequently the required
voltage for the power supply is significantly reduced.

TOLERANCES FOR TRANSPARENT
INJECTION
The standard condition on the orbit stability for transparent injection for the users is that it has to be less than 10%
of the beam size: Δ𝑥 < 10% 𝜎𝑥 and Δ𝑥′ < 10% 𝜎′𝑥 . For
ALBA this implies that the defect field at the stored beam
position must be Δ𝐵𝑥 < 13 µT and Δ𝐵𝑦 < 70 µT and the
𝜕𝐵

gradient must be less than 𝜕𝑥𝑦 < 0.36 T/m.
In order to guarantee top-up transparency in ALBA, the
mechanical tolerance on the rods positions should be ±1 µm
in both directions, which is unrealistic with the available
technologies. Realistic mechanical tolerances with the existing technology can be as small as ±20 µm, which can
produce a displacement of the position of the minimum field
of the order of Δ𝑥 ∼ Δ𝑦 ∼ ±200 µm.
After the kicker assembly, the profile of the magnetic field
will be measured (both with magnetic and beam-based measurements) and the stored beam position should be aligned in
order to make it pass through the position where the kick on
the beam has its minimum (null gradient), where still a field
of the order of Δ𝐵𝑥,𝑦 ∼ ±200 µT is expected. The proposed
solution in order to make null field at the position of the
stored beam and ensure transparent top-up consists of powering the inner and outer coils with two independent power
supplies, with very stringent specifications on the matching
between the two pulses. The 10% rule for the orbit stability
determines that the integral of the difference between the
current of the two pulses has to be less than 0.12% of the
pulse value.
THPOPT047
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FIELD ERROR DUE TO FINITE
PROPAGATION SPEED
The signal propagation through the magnet coils also plays
a role in terms of field error. In the previous discussion the
implicit assumption that at any time the current flowing in
all the conductors had the same magnitude was made, this
indeed is not the case when considering transient effects
in conjunction to parasitic capacitance between conductors.
An exact analysis of the effect would require a detailed 3-D
electromagnetic simulation of the magnet geometry. Nevertheless an approximated solution can be derived by assuming
the current pulse to propagate through the magnet conductors at constant speed, which is assumed equal to the speed
of an electromagnetic wave in the dielectric material that
surrounds the coils. In the proposed design a non negligible part of the field is inside the ceramic vacuum chamber,
most likely of alumina, that has a propagation speed three
times slower than vacuum. It can be safely assumed that the
actual speed lies in between what observed in a conductor
immersed entirely in alumina and the case of vacuum only.
The connection order of the rods affects the overall field
distortion induced by this delayed propagation effect. Furthermore by employing two independent pulser units to
power the inner and outer coils it is possible to partially
compensate the field distortion, resulting in a remarkable
reduction of the effect [7].
The overall effect on the stored beam can be estimated
from the mean of the absolute value of the field error along
the pulse. Table 1 shows the mean field error for the single
and double power supply configurations, both for vacuum
only and alumina only magnet.
Table 1: Average field error along the kicker axis due to
finite propagation speed through the coils surrounded by
vacuum or ceramic.

Δ𝐵𝑥
Δ𝐵𝑦

Single power supply
Vacuum Alumina
160 µT
475 µT
210 µT
630 µT

Double power supply
Vacuum Alumina
50 µT
155 µT
0
0

COATING EFFECTS OF THE CERAMIC
CHAMBER
A second source of perturbation of the stored beam are
the eddy currents in the metallic coating (titanium) of the
ceramic chamber of the kicker that are produced by the time
dependent field. Typical thickness of the coating to ensure
an acceptable power dissipation is of the order of 1 µm [3,5],
however the coating thickness can be also optimized in order
to minimize the perturbation on the stored beam.
The magnet field is generated by a current pulse that is
assumed to be a semi-sinus of time length 𝑡𝑝 = 1.75 µs, i.e.
less than two revolution times. The eddy currents in the
coating produce a time dependent induced field that perturbs
the profile of the design magnetic field.
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Figure 3: Cross section of the ALBA prototype DDK and the
aperture of its ceramic vacuum chamber. The black circles
and crosses indicate the positions of the kicker rods. The
solid line in blue and red shows the inner aperture of the
ceramic chamber where the titanium coating is applied.

Figure 4: The induced field on the horizontal mid plane
(yellow line) and the contributions from the top and bottom
coated surface (blue dot line) and from the sides surface (red
dot line) of the ceramic chamber. The coating is made of
titanium. Applying a thickness of 2.5 µm on the top/bottom
surface and 0.5 µm on the sides surface, the field at (𝑥, 𝑦) =
(0, 0) is zero.

DDK MAGNETIC SPECIFICATIONS
With a diameter for the conductor rods of 2 mm, a
rectangular-like cross section of the vacuum chamber with
full aperture 𝐻 × 𝑉 = 30 mm × 12 mm has been chosen
(Fig. 3) and the eddy currents have been calculated for a
2-D field (no dependence on the longitudinal coordinate 𝑧)
by solving Maxwell’s induction law and imposing the continuity equation for the induced current density inside the
coating, which means that the integral of the eddy currents
through a transverse coating cross section has to be zero.
The two distributions of eddy currents on the surface of
the top/bottom walls and on the sides walls of the vacuum
chamber (regions respectively in blue and red in Figs 3)
produce opposite contributions to the induced field at the
center (𝑥, 𝑦) = (0, 0). Applying a uniform coating thickness
of 1 µm on all the surface, the induced field at (𝑥, 𝑦) = (0, 0)
would have a value 𝐵𝑦𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 = 0.75 mT much larger than the
tolerance for transparent top-up (Δ𝐵𝑦 < 70 µT).
The induced field at the center can be made zero by employing on the top and bottom surfaces a metallic coating
five times thicker than on the sides surfaces. We expect this
to be realized by masking the side surfaces after reaching
the nominal thickness in that part of the ceramic chamber.
Discussions with the manufacturer will take place in due
time. In addition we do not expect that a 2 µm step should
have any influence on the behavior of the coating neither on
the beam dynamics. With this solution, the perturbation on
the stored beam due to the eddy currents is minimized and
in principle zero (Fig 4), while the attenuation and delay of
the field at the position of the injected beam are even smaller
than for a uniform coating of 1 µm thickness [7].
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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The design parameters chosen for the ALBA DDK prototype are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
Table 2: Main Parameters of the DDK Prototype for ALBA
Inner rod position
Outer rod position
Diameter of the rods
Field at x = 8.7 mm
Magnetic length
Total coils inductance
Inner coils inductance
Outer coils inductance
Mutual inductance

4.50, 9.00
11.00, 11.20
2
50
300
0.90
0.83
0.55
-0.24

𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦 𝑖
𝑥𝑒 , 𝑦𝑒
𝐵𝑦
𝐿
𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝐿𝑖𝑛
𝐿𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑡

mm
mm
mm
mT
mm
µH
µH
µH
µH

Table 3: Main Parameters of the Half-sinus Current Pulse
Pulse duration
Peak current
Nominal repetition rate

𝑡𝑝
𝐼0
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝

1.75
2675
3.125

µs
A
Hz

CONCLUSIONS
The DDK magnetic design concept for a prototype, to be
installed in the existing ALBA storage ring in the next two
years, has been completed. The tests and performances with
beam of this first kicker should validate this novel design.
The experience and results acquired from this prototype will
be the basis for the design of a second DDK magnet with
specifications for the injection into ALBA-II.
THPOPT047
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IMPACT OF IDs ON THE DIAMOND STORAGE RING AND
APPLICATION TO DIAMOND-II
R. Fielder†, B. Singh, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
Abstract
When investigating the effect of insertion devices (IDs)
on storage ring operations, it is not possible to simulate all
of the large number of gap, phase and field settings that are
available. This can be of particular concern for transient
effects in IDs that are moved frequently, or APPLE-II devices which may use many different polarisation states. We
therefore present measurements of the impact of selected
IDs on various parameters in the current Diamond storage
ring including orbit distortion, tunes, chromaticity and
emittance, and assess the expected impact when applied to
the Diamond-II lattice.

APPLE-II is much less disruptive, as is the CPMU. The
corresponding RMS values of the orbits are shown in
Table 1.

INTRODUCTION
IDs cause a closed orbit distortion (COD) when changing gap due to non-zero field integrals through the device.
Dipole trim coils are installed at the ends of each ID to provide a local orbit correction through feed-forward tables.
Diamond-II [1] will use many similar IDs, some of which
are already present in the operational Diamond ring. Due
to the difficulty in simulating the large number of variations in ID settings, it is useful to assess the impact of selected IDs in the current ring and project what the effect of
the same devices would be in Diamond-II.
By looking at the resulting COD at the location of the
IDs, it is also possible to assess how effective existing correction schemes are at improving photon beam stability as
well as the electron beam.

CLOSED ORBIT EFFECTS
The COD caused by a selection of IDs installed in the
existing Diamond storage ring [2] was measured with and
without the trim correction applied. Due to differences between types of ID, these have been grouped into three different classes: in-vacuum cryogenic permanent magnet undulator (CPMU), APPLE-II, and multipole wigglers
(MPW). Two kicks, one at each end of the ID, could then
be fitted for each type of ID in the accelerator model in
Accelerator Toolbox [3] for Matlab, using the I03 CPMU,
I05 APPLE-II undulator in horizontal and circular polarisations, and I20 MPW IDs as examples. These kicks were
then applied in the Diamond-II model to calculate the total
orbit distortion anticipated during operation.

Results
The projected COD in Diamond-II for each ID type is
shown in Fig. 1. The MPW and circularly-polarised APPLE-II devices cause significant orbit distortions, especially in the vertical plane, which are well corrected by the
local trim correctors. Horizontal polarisation for the
____________________________________________

† richard.fielder@diamond.ac.uk
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Figure 1: Simulated closed orbit distortion in Diamond-II
for selected IDs. Without local trim correction (top), with
trim correction (bottom).
Table 1: Simulated RMS Closed Orbit Distortion in Diamond-II for Different ID Types in Horizontal and Vertical
Planes After Local Correction
ID Type
CPMU
APPLE-II
(horizontal)
APPLE-II
(circular)
MPW

Uncorrected
H (um) V (um)
63
13
24
33

Corrected
H (um) V (um)
32
8
10
18

38

121

43

4

165

219

16

13

Motion Timescale
The time taken for IDs to move ranges from seconds to
minutes depending on the type of ID and the range of gap
motion. CPMUs and other in-vacuum IDs have a relatively
small range of movement, usually between 4-30 mm, and
so can move their full range in 25 seconds. APPLE-IIs and
other ex-vacuum IDs have a larger range of movement, up
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to 300 mm in some cases, and can take 180 seconds to
move their full range. Diamond also has two superconducting wigglers which will continue to be used in DiamondII, which can ramp from zero to full field in just over 5
minutes but take significantly longer, almost 15 minutes,
to ramp the field down to zero due to the difficulty in controlling the field at low currents. However, their field will
not normally be changed during user beam. Orbit distortions on these timescales are well within the capabilities of
the fast orbit feedback (FOFB) to suppress and so are not
expected to be of concern for Diamond-II users.

Photon Beam Angle
While the closed orbit for the electron beam can be well
corrected at electron BPMs, there are no BPMs or correctors inside an ID. This means that the angle of the electron
beam at the source point, and hence of the photon beam, is
not well controlled.
This effect was assessed by applying the previously calculated ID kicks to the Diamond-II model, running a global
orbit correction to correct the orbit at the BPMs, then extracting the beam pointing angle at a watchpoint at the centre of the ID. The beam angle at the source point vs. ID gap
is shown in Fig. 2 for the CPMU. As can be seen, not only
do orbit corrections at electron BPMs not control the
source angle well, at some ID gaps the angle is actually
larger with corrections than without.

Figure 3: Photon beam angle vs. ID gap for selected IDs.
Angle (top), percentage of beam divergence (bottom).

Figure 2: Photon beam angle for a CPMU comparing the
angle with no orbit corrections applied and with local trims
plus global orbit correction.
The source angle vs. gap including orbit corrections is
shown in Fig. 3 for the CPMU, MPW and an APPLE-II in
horizontal polarisation. Figure 3 also shows the source angle as a percentage of the beam divergence at the source
point. Both the CPMU and MPW produce large angles
which can be greater than the beam divergence.

Solutions
The lack of control of the photon beam is largely due to
traditional orbit correction schemes focussing only on the
electron beam orbit. In particular, local feed-forward corrections are usually tasked to minimise the global COD in
order to reduce the strength needed in the correctors used
for global orbit feedbacks.
THPOPT048
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However, assuming enough headroom is available in
these correctors, feed-forward trims can instead be calculated based on photon beam positions at x-ray BPMs
(XBPMs), or other beamline diagnostics.
This has been tested in the existing Diamond storage ring
on the I22 in-vacuum undulator, since this beamline was
especially sensitive to changes in the beam angle. Figure 4
shows the effect on the photon beam position at the first
XBPM in the beamline with horizontal trim corrections
based on XBPM positions compared with those based on
the electron beam orbit. The XBPM corrections were only
applied between 5-7 mm ID gaps, where the ID is normally
operated. As can be seen, there is a significant improvement in the photon beam stability when the ID is moved.
The COD when the ID is closed rises to 400 μm maximum in the horizontal, compared to <5 μm with trims calculated to correct the COD, and ~50 μm with no trim corrections. While significantly larger, this has not presented
any issues with running FOFB as normal. It also remains
well inside the orbit interlock for the machine protection
system (MPS) in the existing storage ring even if FOFB is
not running.
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Table 2: Effect of Selected IDs on Electron Beam Parameters in the Current Diamond Storage Ring
ID Type

CPMU

Tune (x)
Tune (y)
Chromaticity (x)
Chromaticity (y)
Emittance (x) (nm)
Emittance (y) (pm)
Lifetime (%)
Injection efficiency (%)

-0.0004
-0.0033
-0.14
-0.02
0.05
0.49
-13.6
-1

Since Diamond-II will have a significantly smaller beam
size and more stringent beam stability requirements, feedforwards and feedbacks based on photon beam diagnostics
are likely to be useful additional tools. However, the MPS
interlock will be at 250 μm at all BPMs, so some compromise may be necessary between photon beam correction
and constraints on the electron beam.

APPLE-II
(horizontal)
0.0106
0.0012
0.01
0.05
0.15
0.28
-9.3
-6

APPLE-II
(circular)
0.0085
-0.0014
-0.07
-0.09
0.10
-0.03
-14.9
-3

MPW
-0.0012
0.0040
-0.09
0.09
-0.05
-0.03
-0.2
0

effect of the sample IDs on a range of electron beam parameters in the existing Diamond storage ring. The measured data here can be used to benchmark the effects of IDs
for simulations of Diamond-II.
Unlike the effects on orbit, the MPW has relatively little
effect on most beam parameters. The CPMU has a significant effect on vertical beam size, which results in a drop in
lifetime when the beam size is corrected by the vertical
emittance feedback. APPLE-II devices can have larger effects on non-linear dynamics resulting in a reduction in
lifetime and injection efficiency.

CONCLUSION
Closed orbit corrections for an electron beam are well
understood, and measurements from the current Diamond
storage ring show that there should be no problem correcting the COD caused by ID movements in Diamond-II with
a combination of local feed-forwards and global feedback.
However, with tighter requirements on photon beam stability, these traditional approaches do not necessarily do a
good job correcting the photon beams due to a lack of electron beam diagnostics inside IDs.
Using photon beam diagnostics as a data source for corrections can greatly improve photon beam stability, at the
cost of needing greater corrector strengths in the global
feedbacks as a result of the larger COD this causes.
Local feed-forwards and global feedbacks for other
beam parameters such as tunes and emittance are well established, but corrections to non-linear effects which can
impact lifetime and injection efficiency may also need consideration in modern light sources with high stability requirements.
Figure 4: Photon beam position for I22 at XBPM with trim
corrections calculated using electron BPMs (top) and
XBPMs (bottom).

OTHER BEAM PARAMETERS
IDs also have an impact on a variety of other electron
beam parameters, in particular betatron tunes and chromaticity. While tunes and vertical emittance can be easily corrected using local feed-forward corrections and/or global
feedbacks, parameters such as chromaticity are more difficult to correct in real time. Table 2 shows the measured
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
A24: Accelerators and Storage Rings, Other
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Abstract
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Figure 1: Twiss parameters and dispersion function for one
super-period (half of the new booster).

INTRODUCTION

Table 1: Booster Parameters and Beam at Extraction

With the aim of providing transparent top-up injection,
a single-bunch aperture sharing injection scheme [2] has
been selected for the Diamond-II storage ring [3, 4]. Successful implementation of this method relies on upgrading
the existing booster to provide the required electron bunch
parameters, as described in [1]. The new booster has a racetrack structure to match the existing tunnel, with two arc
sections consisting of alternating focussing and defocussing
combined-function dipoles to provide almost a factor 8 reduction in the extracted beam emittance despite the higher
extraction energy. The bunch length has also been reduced
to allow a better match to the storage ring RF bucket. A
key feature of the vacuum chamber design was to have low
impedance, as this will enable high-charge bunches to be accelerated without degradation in extracted bunch properties.
In this paper we describe the recent changes to the
Diamond-II injector design. The performance of the booster
is analysed both in terms of its robustness to errors and the
impact of collective effects during the energy ramp. Finally,
changes to the linac-to-booster (LTB) and booster-to-storage
ring (BTS) transfer lines are summarised.

BOOSTER-II LATTICE
The fundamental design of the booster remains unchanged
since the status presented in [1]. However, a number of
design choices elsewhere in the facility and an evolution
of the engineering design have necessitated a number of
modifications to the booster lattice.
The most significant change to the design is the decision
to raise the linac energy from 100 MeV to 150 MeV. This
is expected to have a number of benefits [1], particularly
around improving capture and transfer efficiency through the
booster ramp. The increase in linac energy will be achieved
by replacing the two 5.2 m long structures with three 3.1
THPOPT049
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The replacement, low-emittance booster for the DiamondII project will have a racetrack structure consisting of 36 unit
and 4 matching cells [1]. In this paper we report on how the
design and performance characterisation of the booster has
recently developed; this includes an increase in the injection
energy from 100 to 150 MeV, a modified circumference to
match to the storage ring RF frequency, and a new nominal tune point to improve the performance and to enable
emittance exchange. The influence of the vacuum chamber
impedance and intra-beam scattering on the electron bunch
parameters during the ramp are presented, along with the
necessary changes to the transfer line layouts.

β -function (m)
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Parameter
Energy Range
# Cells
Circumference
Harmonic Number
Betatron Tunes
Nat. Chromaticity
Mom. Comp. Factor
Natural Emittance
Energy Spread
Nat. Bunch Length
Loss per Turn

Present Booster

New Booster

0.1-3.0 GeV
22
158.4 m
264
[7.18, 4.27]
[-9.7, -6.3]
0.0252
134.4 nm.rad
0.073 %
99.3 ps
0.58 MeV

0.15-3.5 GeV
36 + 4
163.847043 m
273
[12.41, 5.38]
[-13.7, -12.3]
0.0057
17.4 nm.rad
0.087 %
38.9 ps
0.95 MeV

m structures and operating them with higher gradient. This
allows 150 MeV to be reached without extending the linac
footprint and minimises the changes needed in the LTB. Replacing the linac also allows the S-band operating frequency
to be matched to the storage ring (6×499.511 MHz).
The next alteration to the design is a change in booster
circumference, again to match the operating frequency to the
storage ring RF. This necessitated lengthening the straight
sections by 279 3.4 µm each and changing the harmonic
number from 272 to 273.
The final change to the design is a shift in nominal tune
from [12.20, 5.36] to [12.41, 5.38]. The primary reason
for the change was to bring the working point closer to the
coupling resonance to enable emittance exchange [5]. Subsequent studies of injection into the storage ring indicated
emittance exchange would not be beneficial for the present
optics; however, given the new tune point was also found to
provide increased dynamic aperture it was retained for the
combined-function magnet designs.
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The optics functions for one super-period of the new
booster are shown in Fig. 1 and the main lattice parameters
are summarised in Table 1.

PERFORMANCE STUDIES
Impact of Errors
The updated lattice design and new nominal tune point
were studied following the same procedure and after applying
the same errors as described in [1]. The resulting dynamic
aperture over 50 seeds is shown in Fig. 2. The lattice shows
a high degree of tolerance to errors and the dynamic aperture
is expected to comfortably exceed the physical apertures.

Figure 3: Injection efficiency into the booster for a 1 nC
bunch with standard errors and physical apertures. Booster
capture efficiency is calculated over the first 100 turns.

Figure 2: Dynamic aperture (DA) after orbit, tune and chromaticity correction. The solid green line shows the average
DA over the 50 error seeds, whilst the shaded area illustrates
the variance. The black line represents the vacuum chamber.

Linac-to-Booster Transfer Efficiency
Electron bunch phase shifts occur in the storage ring when
operating with a harmonic cavity due to transient beam loading in the main cavities. To minimise this effect, the bunchto-bunch charge variation should be kept below 𝜎𝐼 = 5% [3].
This implies an injected charge of ∼100-150 pC per bunch.
However, to provide confidence in the design and to allow
for losses, the booster performance has been studied for a
nominal bunch charge of 1 nC (0.5A) out of the gun. Higher
charges (up to 16 nC / 8 A) have also been studied in case a
future switch to swap-out injection is adopted.
Shown in Fig. 3 are the results of tracking the 1 nC electron bunch distributions from the exit of the linac, through
the LTB and for the first 100 turns in the booster. Physical
apertures were included, as were the standard errors, pulsed
magnet jitter and 1% energy variation for 100 seeds. Capture
efficiency into the booster was found to be close to 100%,
with the majority of losses occurring at a high dispersion
point in the LTB due to the long energy tails.

Single Bunch Collective Effects
The impact of the vacuum chamber impedance on the
booster transfer efficiency was studied with particle tracking in ELEGANT [6]. The short-range resistive-wall and
geometric contributions [1] were combined into a single
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport

Figure 4: Extracted charge and transfer efficiency as a function charge at injection into the booster (central S-band bunch
only). The black line indicates 100 % transfer efficiency.
impedance element, and 128,000 particles were tracked for
the entire booster cycle using a one-turn-map, physical apertures and radiation effects [3]. The chromaticity was set to
[+2, +2]. A strong blow-up in the horizontal emittance was
observed, followed by significant particle losses for injected
bunch charges above 2 nC, as shown in Fig. 4. Lowering the
chromaticity to [0, 0] was found to be an effective way to prevent these losses (see Fig. 5). Based on this, a ramping of the
chromaticity from [0, 0] at injection to [+2, +2] at extraction
using the sextupole trim magnets has been adopted.
Shown in Fig. 6 are plots of the horizontal emittance
and bunch length as a function of beam energy after implementing the proposed chromacitity ramp and using the same
distributions from the gun as shown in Fig. 4. These results
were produced using element-by-element tracking to allow
the effects of intra-beam scattering (IBS) to be added, along
with the lumped impedance element and physical apertures.
As can be seen, at low bunch charges the bunch damps down
to the natural ring parameters at extraction, with IBS causing
a small growth at higher charges. Electron bunch parameters
at extraction are summarised in Table 2.
THPOPT049
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TRANSFER LINES
With the aim of minimising tasks to complete during the
dark period, changes to the LTB and BTS have been kept
to a minimum. The main goal for the transfer lines is that
they should be capable of transporting beam between accelerators with minimal losses and avoid causing significant
degradation in bunch properties. They should be equipped
with sufficient diagnostics to enable the beam parameters
to be measured, and flexible enough for a range of optics
parameters to be matched along their lengths.
Figure 5: Extracted charge and transfer efficiency as a function of chromaticity. In all cases, the bunch distribution for
an 8 A (16 pC) bunch out of the gun was used.

Modifications to LTB
The changes to the LTB can be summarised as follows:
• a subset of girders in the booster vault will be relocated
to match the new booster injection point;
• a new LTB dipole 3 and one new quadrupole will be
added;
• new power supplies and cables will be required for LTB
dipoles 1 and 2 to allow them to operate at 150 MeV
(the magnets can be re-used);
• one new BPM and one new corrector magnet are required for trajectory control;
• new vessels, pumps, gauges and gate valves will be
added as required.
Measurement and simulations of the existing quadrupoles
have demonstrated these can be re-used for Diamond-II at
the higher linac energy without modifications, as can the
horizontal and vertical correctors. As such, the new magnets
mentioned above can be replicas of the existing versions.

Modifications to BTS

Figure 6: Horizontal emittance (top) and bunch length
(bottom) as a function of energy including the chamber
impedance, IBS and physical apertures. The chromaticity
is ramped from [+0,+0] at injection to [+2,+2] at extraction.
The initial distributions are the same as for Fig. 4.

The following changes are also required for the BTS:
• BTS dipole 1 is moved upstream to connect the new
BTS path with shield wall penetration;
• BTS dipole 3 has been relocated to connect the transfer
line with the new storage ring septum position;
• Five of the six girders supporting the BTS quadrupole
doublets will be relocated;
• a new BTS dipole 0 has been added to account for an
increase in the booster extraction angle;
• new vessels, pumps, gauges and gate valves will be
added as required.
The existing BTS magnets are all suitable for re-use on
Diamond-II at the higher beam energy without modifications.

Table 2: Booster Parameters at Extraction

CONCLUSIONS

Parameter

0 nC

1 nC

5 nC

𝜖𝑥 (𝑛𝑚.𝑟𝑎𝑑)
𝜖𝑦 (𝑛𝑚.𝑟𝑎𝑑)
𝜎𝐸 (%)
𝜎𝐿 (𝑝𝑠)

16.3
1.76
0.087
38.9

17.9
1.92
0.091
39.8

21.6
2.47
0.10
45.1
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Work on the physics design for the replacement booster
has largely been completed, with effort now focussed on finalising the magnet and engineering designs. Particle tracking
through the ramp including collective effects has demonstrated the design meets the standard operating requirements
for the Diamond-II storage ring. The booster is also wellsuited to meet the needs of fall-back injection options [3] or
future optics changes in the storage ring.
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DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF CRYOGENIC PERMANENT
MAGNET UNDULATORS FOR ESRF-EBS
C. Benabderrahmane†, P. Brumund, J. Chavanne, D. Coulon, G. Le Bec, B. Ogier, R. Versteegen,
ESRF, Grenoble, France
Abstract
The ESRF Extremely Brilliant Source (ESRF-EBS) is
on operation for Users since August 2020 after 20 months
of shutdown. This first of a kind fourth generation high energy synchrotron is based on a Hybrid Multi-Bend Achromat lattice. The main goal of the ESRF-EBS is to reduce
the horizontal emittance, which leads to a significant increase of the X-ray source brilliance. To cover the intensive demand of short period small gap undulators at ESRFEBS, a new design for a 2 m Cryogenic Permanent Magnet
Undulator (CPMU) has been developed. Six CPMUs will
be installed in the next years; the first two CPMUs have
been constructed and actually used on ID15 and ID16
beamline, the third one is under constructing. An intensive
refurbishment work has been done on the existing insertion
devices to adapt them to the new accelerator which has
shorter straight section and closer dipoles to the IDs than
in the old one.
This contribution will review the development, construction and commissioning of the new CPMUs, and the
refurbishment work done on the existing ones to adapt
them to the new accelerator.

INTRODUCTION
The European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) is
an intense X-ray source located in Grenoble, France. It is a
centre of excellence for fundamental and innovationdriven research. ESRF owes its success to the international
cooperation of 22 partners. A major upgrade project known
as ESRF-EBS was launched in 2015 and achieved in 2020.
It aims to reduce the horizontal emittance from 4 nm.rad
down to less than 140 pm.rad. The brilliance of ESRF-EBS
is increased by a factor of 30 compared to the precedent
one, mainly due to this drastic decrease of the horizontal
emittance. The Double Bend Achromat lattice is replaced
with a Hybrid Multi Bend Achromat one [1,2].
Permanent magnet undulator are composed of permanent magnets whose direction of magnetization rotates between one magnet and the next magnet by 90° creating an
almost sinusoidal magnetic field along the undulator axis
[3]. The permanent magnets are installed on two girders
separated by an air gap in which the electron beam circulates in a vacuum chamber. A variant of this technology
consists in replacing certain permanent magnets by poles
made of soft magnetic materials in order to increase the
magnetic peak field in the air gap.
Undulators are able to produce very intense and concentrated radiation in a narrow energy band. The spectrum is

made up of several harmonics, the fundamental resonant
harmonic depends of the electron beam characteristics and
the undulator deflection parameter K = 0.934 λu[cm] B[T],
where λu is magnetic period, and B is the magnetic peak
field. In-vacuum undulators eliminate the limitation of reducing the magnetic air gap due to the presence of the vacuum chamber by installing the two magnetic girders directly in a large vacuum chamber. The reduction of the air
gap (5-6 mm for ESRF) results in a significant increase of
the magnetic peak field. The period can be shortened to
reach greater number of periods for a given length, which
leads to a significant increase of the undulator performances in terms of brightness. CPMUs take benefit from
improved magnetic properties of in-vacuum undulator permanent magnet at low temperature [4,5], the remanence Br
is increased leading to higher magnetic field, than shorter
period to enhance farther the brightness of the undulator.

CPMU DESIGN
Permanent Magnet Grade
Praseodymium Iron Boron (Pr2Fe14B), Neodymium Iron
Boron (Nd2Fe14B) and mixed Praseodymium and Neodymium (Pr0.8Nd0.2)2Fe14B are suitable grades for CPMUs. The
use of (Nd2Fe14B) grade is limited to 130 K because of the
magnet Spin Re-orientation Transition phenomenon (SRT)
[6]. However, the two other grades are not limited by this
phenomenon, the remanence continue to increase when
lowering the temperature at least to the liquid nitrogen one
[7]. Figure 1 shows the variation of the (Pr0.8Nd0.2)2Fe14B
remanence versus temperature. The remanence increases
from 1.41 T at 300 K to 1.62 T at 80 K, and the coercivity
increases from 2 T at 300 K to 7 T at 80 K. This permanent
magnet grade provided by Magsound-Konit is used for the
construction of U18 and U20.5 new CPMUs.

Figure 1: Magnet remanence versus temperature.

Magnetic Design

† bchams@esrf.fr

The magnetic design of the CPMUs is done with Radia
[8] software as shown in Figure 2. The pole is in Fe-Co
material with a Nickel coating. The permanent magnet of
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CPMU U20.5 is constituted by two half magnets to experience more flexibility during assembly and shimming. The
main parameters of CPMUs is given in Table 1.

girders through a hole, leading to a good distribution of the
temperature on the girders and therefore on the magnets.
The design of all the mechanical parts installed in the vacuum chamber (transition, copper foil tender, cooling tubes,
absorbers, …) have been modified and adapted to the new
cooling system.

Figure 2: Magnetic structure (left), half pole (right).
Table 1: Main Parameters of the Two CPMUs
Parameters

U18

U20.5

ID length [m]
Period [mm]
Gap [mm]
Field B [T]
Parameter K

1.5
18
6
1.07
1.81

2
20.5
6
1.22
2.33

Figure 3 presented the brilliance of the two CPMUs calculated with SRW [9] software. The CPMU technology
combined with the low horizontal emittance of EBS ESRF
135 pm.rad. allow to reach higher brilliance.

Figure 4: 2 m CPMU mechanical design.

MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS AND
CORRECTIONS
The magnetic system of the CPMU is assembled and
corrected at room temperature using conventional magnetic measurement benches enabling both Hall probe and
Stretched wire measurements [10]. The figures of merit
during the magnetic assembly and corrections of the
CPMU are the field integrals, the trajectory straightness
and the phase error. The magnetic errors are minimized in
order to reduce the effect on the electron beam dynamics
and to improve the undulator performances in terms of
photon spectrum. The magnetic measurement at cryogenic
temperature are performed with a special magnetic bench
integrated in the vacuum chamber, performing both Hall
probe and Stretched wire measurements.

Figure 3: Brilliance of U18 and U20.5 CPMUs.

Mechanical Design
The mechanical design of the CPMU is presented in Figure 4. It consists of a metallic carriage with a frame fixed
on a base. Two out-vacuum girders are fixed on the frame
and move vertically on slides to open and close the undulator gap. The magnetic system is mounted on two in-vacuum girders installed in a large ultra-high vacuum chamber
and connected to the out-vacuum girders by columns. The
distribution of the columns between the upper and lower
girders is staggered to reduce mechanical deformation due
the magnetic forces, only the columns in the middle of the
girders are fixed and opposite. The carriage is equipped
with two motors, one for the gap and one for the vertical
offset movements, additional motors enable taper and pitch
correction of the undulator. The CPMU is cooled down
with close loop liquid nitrogen circulating in the in-vacuum
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T15: Undulators and Wigglers

Figure 5: Magnetic field Bz at 293 K and at 80 K.
Figure 5 shows the enhance of the measured magnetic
field Bz of CPMU U18 when lowering the magnet temperature from room temperature to 80 K, the gain is of 16%.
The undulator phase error corrected at room temperature
maybe degraded at low temperature due to mechanical
contraction, a vertical adjustment of the undulator columns
is used to bring this phase error to lower value.
Figure 6 presents a comparison of the flux spectrum at
minimum gap of 6 mm of CPMU U18 calculated from the
THPOPT050
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magnetic measurement and from the simulated magnetic
field. The reduction of the flux on 9th harmonic is about
24 % corresponding to a rms phase error of 3.2o.

REFURBISHMENT WORK ON EXISTING
IDs
The installation of the new EBS storage ring required the
installation of new insertion devices and also an important
refurbishment of the existing ones. All the straight section
of EBS are 5 m long, so the existing 6 and 7 m long straight
sections have been reduced to 5 m which required engineering modifications of the existing IDs. Six beamlines
were impacted by this modification. The magnetic system
of in-air insertion devices has been modified and others
have been used to reconstruct new EBS 2.3 m standard and
revolver undulators.

Figure 6: Flux spectrum of CPMU U18.

COMMISSIONING AND SPECTRUM
MEASUREMENT
CPMUs U18 and U20.5 have been installed respectively
on ID15 and ID 16. The optimisation of the CPMUs offset
consist of aligning the magnetic system with electron
beam. For a given gap, the girders are moved up and down
in order to minimize the beam losses. The beam Close Orbit Distortion (COD) is measured to quantify the residual
magnetic errors of the CPMUs. There is no dedicated corrector for the CPMUs, the residual errors are taken in account by the storage ring correctors. So far, the two
CPMUs are operating well on the beamlines and in the
storage ring, except the transition of CPMU U18 which
have been replaced due to a fingers deformation and melting. A new design is on progress, it will be installed and
tested in this summer shutdown.

Figure 8: New end chamber with absorber and transition.
The existing In-vacuum undulators and CPMUs are
closer to the permanent magnet dipoles (DLs) than in the
old machine, which required the integration of a new absorber at both upstream and down stream of the ID. The
end vacuum chamber (figure 8), the transition and the water-cooling system have been also modified. All the refurbishment work was carried out at the ESRF site and completed before the end of the long shutdown.

CONCLUSION

Figure 7: Flux spectrum of CPMU U18 measured on ID15
beamline.
Figure 7 presents the flux spectrum of CPMU U18 measured on ID15 beamline in a slit of 0.2 × 0.2 mm2 in the
energy range of 40 – 100 keV, it is in a good agreement
with the estimated one.
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A 2 m CPMU design for the EBS-ESRF has been presented. It includes a new cooling system and modification
of the mechanical parts installed in the vacuum chamber.
The two first CPMUs U18 and U20.5 are constructed and
in operation respectively on ID15 and ID16. The commissioning of the CPMUs with electron bean has been performed to correct the undulators offset and the beam close
orbit. The transition of CPMU U18 have been replaced due
to an operation issue. A transition new design is on progress, it will be tested in this summer. Three CPMUs are
actually in construction at ESRF at different level of progress. The most advanced one is a 2 m U18 which will be
installed this summer on ID27. An important refurbishment work was done on existing insertion devices to adapt
them to the EBS straight section length and also to the
closer distance with the permanent magnet dipoles.
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THE STATUS OF THE IN-VACUUM APPLE II UNDULATOR IVUE32 AT
HZB / BESSY II*
J. Bahrdt†, J. Bakos, S. Gaebel, S. Gottschlich, S. Grimmer, C. Kuhn, S. Knaack, F. Laube,
A. Meseck, C. Rethfeldt, E. Rial, A. Rogosch-Opolka, M. Scheer, P. Volz
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, 12489 Berlin, Germany
Abstract
At BESSY II, two new beamlines for RIXS and for XRay-microscopy need a short period variably polarizing
undulator. For this purpose, the first in-vacuum APPLE II
undulator worldwide is under construction. The parameters
32𝑚𝑚, # 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑠
are as follows: 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝜆
78, 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑔𝑎𝑝 7𝑚𝑚. The design incorporates a
force compensation scheme as proposed by two of the
authors at the SRI 2018. All precision parts of the drive
chain are located in air. New transverse slides for the
transversal slit adjustment have been developed and tested.
Optical micrometers measure the gap and shift positions,
similar to the system of the CPMU17 at BESSY II. They
provide the signals for motor feedback loops. A new UHVcompatible soldering technique, as developed with
industry, relaxes fabrication tolerances of magnets and
magnet holders and simplifies the magnet assembly. A 10period prototype has been setup for lifetime tests of the new
magnetic keeper design. The paper summarizes the status
of the undulator IVUE32.

INTRODUCTION
Photon beams with variably polarized light were already
produced and used by the users in the 1980s at BESSY, the
predecessor of BESSY II. BESSY II is a dedicated
machine for soft X-ray photon production of arbitrary
polarization with specific undulators. The low electronbeam energy of 1.7 GeV limits the fundamental photon
energy range, and requires the usage of higher harmonics,
e.g.: the 3rd harmonic for the transition metals and the 5th
harmonic for the rare earth M-edges. Shorter periods lower
the harmonic number and thus, enhance the brightness and
the degree of polarization. Therefore, HZB launched the
development of an in-vacuum APPLE II several years ago
and published the design considerations and the mechanic
layout at the IPAC 2018 [1].
The IVUE32 will serve two beamlines: A RIXSbeamline will use vertical linearly polarized photons in the
range of 250-1000 eV for an efficient suppression of angle
dependent optical effects. An X-ray microscope will
operate in the range of 250-2500 eV, utilizing all
polarization modes and the undulator harmonics 1–7.
In this paper, we focus on the new parts of the device and
refer to [1] for the general design and the strategies, which
did not change significantly. Meanwhile, the cast iron
pieces and all components for the gap and phase motion are
already fabricated. The bellows dimensions permit an
___________________________________________
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inclined mode operation, which requires a longitudinal
range of ±16 mm. Besides the inclined operation, the larger
phase range (in the elliptical mode only ±8 mm are
required) bears more flexibility in the design of the RFshielding system.

TRANSVERSE SLIDES
After the IPAC 2018, we added transverse slides for the
horizontal adjustment of the in-vacuum sub-girders. The
slides employ two functions: i) the correction of geometric
fabrication errors, ii) the correction of systematic field
errors, where both errors may stay in relation, respectively.
The slide adjustment provides an accuracy of 20𝜇𝑚 over a
range of a few 0.1mm. The slides consist of two halves,
which are preloaded with spherical washers. Adjustment
plates with a specific thickness define the final position. A
Dicronite-coating (http://www.dicronite.de/) guarantees a
smooth sliding.
Only recently, we did a thorough analysis of systematic
field errors and related phase errors of the IVUE32, and
derived the tolerances of the in-vacuum girder bending.
The analysis prooved the viability of the slides for a precise
horizontal slit adjustment [2].
In many cases, an analytic derivation of the phase error
from a sytematic field error is simple [2-4]. Usually, the
probability distribution 𝑃 Φ of a systematic phase error is
non-Gaussian. In many cases an analytic evaluation of this
distribution for a strictly monotonic function is possible
[5]. As an example, we illustrate the procedure for a linear
taper, where s is the longitudinal coordinate and Φ the
inverse function of Φ:
𝑠 Φ Φ
Φ 𝑠
𝑠
√Φ
⁄
⁄
𝑃 Φ
𝜕 Φ Φ 𝜕 Φ 1 2√Φ
If the phase function Φ 𝑠 is not strictly monotonic, it can
be split in piece-wise strictly monotonic segments Φ 𝑠 ,
which can be treated with the procedure above, and a
weighted sum of the contributions 𝑃 Φ yield 𝑃 Φ .
Figure 1 gives a few examples for Φ 𝑠 and the related
probability function 𝑃 Φ .

Figure 1: Examples of various systematic phase errors and
their probability distributions as discussed in [2].
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The rms-values of these phase distributions were derived
analytically for several error types in [2-4]. An offset is
subtracted from the phase distributions. The probability
distributions are scaled vertically for better visibility.

RF-SHIELDING SYSTEM
Different from the first ideas of a split liner as described
in [1], the shielding of the magnet structure follows closely
the strategy in planar IVUs and CPMUs, where a 100 µm
CuNi foil is adopted. In this case the foil must be split
longitudinally in order to permit the phase motion of the
magnets. The foils are canted at the undulator center, and
the short part is hidden in the slit between the magnet rows.
Wakefields of geometric errors of the foil are expected to
be low. Detailed simulation will start soon. The complete
RF-shielding system is divided into four independent
groups as depicted in Figure 2. A separation of the length
adaption and the height adaption in to two independent
units helps a lot. The RF-shielding system consists of the
following groups:
- 8 foil tensioning systems
- bridging of small slits
- 8 height adaption units
- 8 length adaption units
- canted CuNi-foils on movable and fixed rows
The foil tensioning systems as well as the pieces for
bridging small slits with CuNi-foil and RF-springs are
adopted from the BESSY II CPMU17 [6]. The height
adaption will be realized with a sliding, solid, indirectly
cooled Cu-block, similar to the solution at NSRRC[7]. The
other two components still need some development effort.
The length adaption has to cover a range of
𝜆 ⁄2
16𝑚𝑚. This is four times the range, which
must be covered in the CPMU17 during cool-down.
CPMUs in other laboratories demonstrated a safe handling
of a much larger thermal shrinkage during cool-down even
with an extended length and with Al-girders [7] instead of
1.4429 (CPMU), and thus, this issue is not regarded as a
severe engineering challenge.

The canted CuNi-foil needs some investigation in order to
guarantee small geometric errors. The tolerances of these
errors still have to be defined based on CST-simulations.

UHV-COMPATIBILITY
The undulator must meet the UHV-requirements of the
BESSY II machine. The chamber must be heated up to
200°C, whereas the magnets and specifically the magnet
soldering must stay below 100°C. For this purpose an
integrated water cooling of the four magnet subgirders was
developed (Fig. 3). Each sub-girder employs two long
holes. They are short-cut on one end, and at the other end
two stainless steel water pipes are welded. The pipes go to
the outside without further welding or braizing. The design
guarantees a stressless operation of the water pipes inside
the chamber during gap and phase motion. The bellows
compensate for vertical and longitudinal motions. Figure 3,
top shows the water cooling for two diagonal rows. The
cooling of the opposite rows are connected to the opposite
side of the chamber.

Figure 3: Water cooling of the four magnet sub-girders
(yellow ellipses, top). A specific flange and a double-Cusealing (bottom) avoids critical couplings inside the UHV,
which may leak.

TESTING OF A TRANSVERSE SLIDE

Figure 2: Independent components of the IVUE32 RFshielding system.
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An accurate horizontal alignment of the in-vacuum subgirders will be done with five transverse slides per subgirder. The procedure will be based on magnetic field
measurements with an in-vacuum Hall-probe bench. The
slides will be used for a phase shimming as well [2]. The
transverse slides (Figure 3, top, yellow parts) define the
parallelity of neighboring sub-girders. The slide stiffness is
a critical number, which must be measured. The first slide
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has already been fabricated. Measurements with a specific
measurement setup (Fig. 4) are on-going. We aim for the
determination of the spring constant (𝜇𝑚/𝑘𝑁) of the
system slide/column, and the non-linearity. Both numbers
will be compared to the FEM-results. After the successful
test of the prototype, the other slides will be fabricated on
a short time scale, since they are already pre-machined.

We established a strategy for a successive assembly of
the four sub-girders. In the 1st step, the upper and the lower
two sub-girders are assembled individually to pairs
(Figure 6, top). The two sub-girders are shifted already by
𝜆 ⁄4 for minimum relative forces [8]. The assembly setup
is located at a measurement bench, where the virtual
shimming of complete keepers happens (functional
magnets and compensation magnets installed). In the 2nd
step, both sub-girder halves are combined in a similar
procedure as for conventional in-air APPLE II (Fig. 6,
bottom). In the 3rd step, the complete package rolls into the
vacuum chamber, and each sub-girder is bolted
individually to five columns after separation from the
package.

Figure 4: Test setup for the prototype transverse slide.

10-PERIOD PROTOTYPE AND
ASSEMBLY OF FULL SCALE GIRDERS
One A- and one B-magnet (horizontal and vertical easy
axis orientation) are solderd to a pair. This procedure
replaces the magnet gluing of in-air APPLE II devices. The
pair will be either soldered or clamped into the keeper. The
soldering and clamping of the magnets will be checked
carefully with a 10-period lifetime-test setup (Fig. 5),
applying 850.000 full load cycles to the critical joints. The
field integrals are measured regularly during the test. Loose
connections will immediately be detected via the wire
measurements.

Figure 6: Successive assembly of the four sub-girders from
top left to bottom right.
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GOUBAU-LINE SET UP FOR BENCH TESTING IMPEDANCE OF IVUE32
COMPONENTS
P. Volz∗ , A. Meseck, HZB, Berlin, Germany
Abstract
The worldwide first in-vacuum elliptical undulator,
IVUE32, is being developed at Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin.
The 2.5 m long device with a period length of 3.2 cm and a
minimum gap of about 7 mm is to be installed in the BESSY
II storage ring. It will deliver radiation in the soft X-ray
range to several beamlines. The proximity of the undulator
structure to the electron beam makes the device susceptible
to wakefield effects which can influence beam stability. A
complete understanding of its impedance characteristics is required prior to installation and operation, as unforeseen heating of components could have catastrophic consequences. To
understand and measure the IVU’s impedance characteristics
a Goubau-line test stand is being designed. A Goubau-line
is a single wire transmission line for high frequency surface
waves with a transverse electric field resembling that of a
charged particle beam out to a certain radial distance. A
concept optimized for bench testing IVUE32-components
will be discussed, microwave simulations will be presented
together with first measurements from a test stand prototype.

INTRODUCTION
BESSY II is a third generation synchrotron light source
with an electron beam energy of 1.7 GeV. There are 32
dipole magnets and 13 undulators supplying 48 beam lines
with radiation ranging from infrared to soft X-ray. In September of 2018 the first in-vacuum undulator (IVU) CPMU17 [1]
was installed in BESSY II to provide hard X-rays for the Energy Materials In-Situ Laboratory (EMIL) [2]. As described
in previous proceedings [12,13] IVUs require shielding foils
between their magnets and the accelerator beam. The second
IVU for BESSY II, IVUE32 [10], is currently under development. The APPLE II configuration poses even greater
design challenges than the planar CPMU17. IVUE32 features four individually movable magnet rows which requires
a longitudinal slit in the shielding foils. The split shielding
foils further complicate the design of the transition taper
between the beam pipe and the undulator magnets.

Motivation
Without a vacuum chamber wall between the beam and
the undulator magnets, both CPMU17 and IVUE32 change
their geometry from a collimator to a cavity over the entire
gap range. This has an impact on wakefield characteristics
and beam dynamics. The impact on beam stability is difficult
to simulate. Beam based impedance measurements using
orbit bump and tune shift methods have been done for the
already installed CPMU17 with different gap settings [3].
Grow-damp and drive-damp methods have been utilized as
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well by M. Huck et al. [4].
The novel design of IVUE32 brings even more challenges
as the shielding foil is split in the middle longitudinally to
accommodate the different polarization settings. Therefore
the impact on beam stability and accelerator operation are
difficult to simulate and predict. Being able to measure
impedance outside of the running accelerator is desirable to
avoid complicated down time.
As introduced in [12] a Goubau-line test stand is a possible
way to measure impedance of insertion devices. Designed by
Georg Goubau in 1950 [5] based on the work of Sommerfeld
from 1899 [6], a Goubau-line is a transmission line that
uses a single wire to transmit surface waves. Its transverse
electric field can be used to mimic that of a charged particle
beam. Goubau-line set ups have been successfully used
to measure the impedance of accelerator components, for
example at Argonne APS [7] or at Bergoz Instrumentation
[8]. Studies of CPMU17s impedance suggest that the fill
pattern at BESSY II induces effects up to a frequency of 20
GHz which is significantly higher than the aforementioned
test stand examples.
The following sections will show CST [11] simulations of the
proposed Goubau-line design and discuss design parameters.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The main parts making up a Goubau-line are a transmitter,
a receiver and a dielectrically coated wire. Horn antennas
are used as transmitter and receiver shown in Fig. 1. The

Figure 1: Schematic of the Goubau-line modeled in CST
consisting of two conical horn antennas and a dielectrically
coated wire.
Horn antennas translate the signal coming from a coaxial
cable to a surface wave on the dielectrically coated wire. Figure 2 shows the orientation of electric and magnetic fields
along the coated wire. The electric and magnetic Fields are
described by cylinder functions and their derivation is shown
in Goubau’s original paper [5] and in a modern revision by
B. Vaughn et al. [9]. The radial electric field 𝐸𝑟 is proportional to 1/𝑟 close to the coated wire and can therefore be
used to emulate a charged particle beam before falling off
exponentially at greater distances from the wire. In previous proceedings we discussed the wire parameters of the
Goubau-line test stand by considering field extension and
characteristic impedance [12, 13]. A 1 mm diameter copper wire with a 500 nm coating with a dielectric constant of
𝜀𝑟 = 4 was chosen. Extensive CST simulations have been
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of the Goubau-line shown underneath the time axis for a
rough estimate which part of the structure corresponds to the
impedance changes. As with the 𝑆21 -parameter, the coating
of the taper seems to have no significant effect. The uncoated
Goubau-line has a noticeably higher impedance signal after
5 ns. This corresponds to the surface wave encountering the
receiving cone antenna. The dielectric coating of the wire attenuates the expansion of the radial electric field. Therefore
the field of the uncoated wire extends further and interacts
stronger with the receiver, causing more reflections.
Figure 2: Schematic of field orientation of a Goubau-line.
The transverse electric field 𝐸𝑟 mimics the field generated
by a charged particle beam.
done to test the design parameters. The effects of the dielectric coating on the wire and taper have been investigated.

DIELECTRIC COATING
Three versions of the proposed Goubau-line have been
simulated using CST studio suit: both the wire and taper are
coated, only the wire coated, and neither coated. The 𝑆21 parameter compares the transmitted signal to the incoming
signal. It is a measure of transmission as a function of frequency. To achieve a low signal to noise ratio when using the
Goubau-line test stand, the transmission of the Goubou-line
itself must be optimized over the desired frequency band.
The 𝑆21 -parameter for the three simulated cases is shown in
Fig. 3. The signals for all three cases are very similar. Only
the case without coating can be discerned from the other
two at the low frequency end.

Figure 3: Quality of transmission of simulated Goubau-line
as a function of frequency. The 𝑆21 -parameter is shown for
the Goubau-line with no coating, with the coated wire, and
with both wire and taper coated. The coating seems to have
a very limited effect on transmission.
Another tool to evaluate the Goubau-line is Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR), which compares the incoming time signal to the reflection at a port. The corresponding impedance
is then calculated. From that time signal the location of a reflection source in the structure can be determined. Reflection
sources are usually impedance discontinuities. Analyzing
the TDR-signal, areas in the structure can be identified where
impedance matching needs to be improved. Figure 4 shows
the TDR time signal for the three cases with the schematic
THPOPT053
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Figure 4: Time Domain Reflectometry of simulated Goubauline with the schematic below the time axis as a rough
reference to what part of the structure corresponds to the
impedance changes. TDR signal is shown for the Goubauline with no coating, with the coated wire, and with both
wire and taper coated. The case without coating shows a
stronger signal when entering the receiving cone.

OUTLOOK
Having found a functional Goubau-line design, further
simulations are in progress to test the behavior when structures are placed in the radial Field of the wire. A simple
cavity shown in Fig. 5 has been simulated together with a
reference structure. The device under test (DUT) is placed
around the wire in the middle of the Gouboa-line. M. P.
Sangroula, et al. describe how they calculate the impedance
of structures from the measured 𝑆21 -parameters [7]. We are
currently trying to reproduce their method with our simulations. Figure 6 shows the 𝑆21 -parameters for the cavity and
the reference beam pipe. The cavity affects the transmission
for frequencies between 14 GHz and 19 GHz with peaks at
14.6 GHz, 16.2 GHz, 17.2 GHz, and 18.8 GHz. Impedance
analysis from the 𝑆21 -parameter data is currently in progress
together with wakefield simulations of the same cavity. The
wakefield simulations will be a reference for the impedance
obtained from the Goubau-line simulations.

CONCLUSION
The simulations show only a very limited effect of the
dielectric coating of the wire. With only 500 nm the coating
is very thin. This thickness has been determined to allow
for enough field extension to cover the aperture of IVUE32
for a frequency range up to 20 GHz [12]. The dielectric
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II”, in Proc. IPAC’19, Melbourne, Australia, May 2019, pp.
1415–1418, doi:10.18429/JACoW-IPAC2019-TUPGW014
[2] K. Lips et al., “EMIL: the Energy Materials in-Situ Laboratory Berlin – a Novel Characterization Facility for Photovoltaic and Energy Materials”, Sep. 2015.

Figure 5: Simple test cavity structure shown together with
the reference of a beam pipe below.

[3] M. Huck, J. Bahrdt, H. Huck, A. Meseck, and M. Ries,
“Transverse Broad-band Impedance Studies of the New Invacuum Cryogenic Undulator at Bessy II Storage Ring”,
in Proc. IBIC’20, Santos, Brazil, Sep. 2020, pp. 263–267.
doi:10.18429/JACoW-IBIC2020-THPP26
[4] M. Huck, J. Bahrdt, A. Meseck, G. Rehm, M. Ries, and
A. Schälicke, “Experimental Studies of the In-VacuumCryogenic Undulator Effect on Beam Instabilities at BESSY
II”, in Proc. IPAC’21, Campinas, Brazil, May 2021, pp.
2929–2932. doi:10.18429/JACoW-IPAC2021-WEPAB134
[5] G. Goubau, “Surface Waves and Their Application to Transmission Lines”, J. Appl. Phys., vol. 21, pp. 1119-1128, 1950,
doi:10.1063/1.1699553

Figure 6: 𝑆21 -parameter for a simple cavity and the reference
beam pipe. The effect of the cavity is clearly visible between
14 and 19 GHz.
coating of a Goubau-line is meant to limit the radial electric field extension in order to insure low loss transmission
over long distances [5]. At such high frequencies, the field
extension is limited anyhow, making an uncoated approach
plausible. The uncoated transmission line was investigated
by Sommerfeld [6] and was used by Goubau as a basis for
his transmission line. Further investigations with regard to
Sommerfeld’s theoretical approach need to be taken for a
final decision about the dielectric coating. There is also
a possibility that CST Studio does not represent such thin
coatings correctly in our simulations, which also warrants
further investigation.
The simulations for the DUT look promising but are not fully
evaluated yet. The simulation results justify the construction
of a Goubau-line prototype in order to confirm the results.
That process will be started as soon as possible.
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EMITTANCE EXCHANGE AT SIRIUS BOOSTER FOR STORAGE RING
INJECTION IMPROVEMENT
J. V. Quentino, M. B. Alves∗ , F. H. de Sá
Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS), 13083-100, Campinas, Brazil
Abstract
SIRIUS is the new 4th generation storage ring based synchrotron light source built and operated by the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS) at the Brazilian Center
for Research in Energy and Materials (CNPEM). Currently,
the efficiency of the horizontal off-axis injection system of
the storage ring is still not suitable for top-up operation due
to a smaller than expected horizontal dynamic aperture. In
this work, we report the simulations and experimental results of transverse emittance exchange (TEE) performed at
SIRIUS booster by crossing a coupling difference resonance
during energy ramp, with the goal of decreasing the injected
horizontal beam size and improve the off-axis injection efficiency.

INTRODUCTION
The injection system for SIRIUS storage ring (SR) was
designed since early stage for beam accumulation with offaxis injection using a single non-linear kicker (NLK) [1].
With this injection scheme, a small horizontal beam size
is beneficial to minimize the sampling of non-linear fields
at NLK and to allow for high injection efficiency. Thus,
SIRIUS booster was designed to achieve a small horizontal
emittance of 3.5 nm rad at extraction energy of 3 GeV [2].
The SIRIUS NLK was designed to have a peak field at
𝑥 𝑝 ≈ −9.0 mm and no field at 𝑥 = 0 mm, close to the stored
beam. Injection dynamics studies indicated that this field
profile would perform the injection with 99% of efficiency
for a beam reaching the NLK at 𝑥0 = −8.5 mm [1].
However, dynamic aperture measurements revealed a horizontal aperture of about −8.5 mm, which is worse than the
−9.5 mm value predicted by the nominal model [3] and is
strictly close to the planned injection position, obliging us
to move the injection position to 𝑥0 = −8.0 mm. As a consequence, even with the booster delivering a beam with small
transverse sizes and the booster-to-SR transport line optics
being optimized for partially compensate the defocusing effect made by nonlinear fields, the horizontal spread induced
by the NLK in the actual injection position is sufficient to
reduce the injection efficiency to about 86 %, with a large
pulse-to-pulse variation [4]. Despite being an acceptable
efficiency level, it is insufficient for operation in top up mode,
which is planned to be implemented still this year.
One possible improvement in this scheme is to apply a
transverse emittance exchange (TEE) at the SIRIUS booster,
delivering the beam at NLK with an lower horizontal beam
size to reduce the non linear fields sampling and attend the
dynamic aperture restrictions.
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The use of TEE for injection efficiency improvement was
first proposed in Ref. [5] by different methods, such as modifying the booster quadrupoles ramp to cross the coupling
difference resonance a few turns before beam extraction, applying a pulsed skew gradient field on the beam, or using
a special arrangement of skew quadrupoles in the transfer
line.
The first approach was chosen to be implemented in SIRIUS booster, since this method was already successfully
applied in other synchrotron facilities, for example SLS [6]
and ESRF-EBS [7], and it does not require any new accelerator component to be implemented.
This contribution will present the process of implementation of TEE in the SIRIUS booster, from simulations to
the experimental results and its impact on the SR injection
efficiency.

SIMULATIONS
A key concept regarding TEE in electron synchrotrons is
the adiabaticity of the process, which can be described by
the following scaling parameter [8, 9]:
𝑆=

Δ¤
,
|𝐶 | 2

(1)

where Δ¤ is the tune crossing velocity in units of 1/turns and
|𝐶 | is the coupling coefficient modulus [10]. If the process is
too fast such that it is non-adiabatic, the exchange will not be
fully executed. On the other hand, if the process is too slow,
radiation damping effects will push the emittances towards
their initial equilibrium parameters, therefore reducing the
emittance exchange efficiency as well [8, 11]. To investigate
the behavior of emittance exchange with different coupling
and crossing speed parameters, simulations with the booster
model were carried out and the results are shown in Fig. 1.
The simulations started with the nominal booster fractional tunes difference Δ0 = frac(𝜈 𝑥0 ) − frac(𝜈 𝑦0 ), where
frac(𝑥) B 𝑥−⌊𝑥⌋, and ran until Δend = −Δ0 , crossing the resonance Δ = 0 in the middle of the process. The results were
obtained by tracking the beam envelope [12] for a number
of turns in a range of 62 to 8000 revolutions, changing turnby-turn the quadrupole strengths and updating the one-turn
map and diffusion matrices to simulate the TEE process.
The TEE quality can be expressed by the 𝑅 parameter,
defined by [8]:
𝑅(𝜖 𝑥 ) = 1 −

𝜖 𝑥 − 𝜖 𝑦0
,
𝜖 𝑥0 − 𝜖 𝑦0

(2)

where 𝜖 𝑥0 and 𝜖 𝑦0 are the horizontal and vertical initial emittances, and 𝜖 𝑥 is the horizontal emittance at beam extraction
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time. In Fig. 1, we took the maximum 𝑅 to describe the
exchange quality in each simulation. Some curves of the
scaling parameter S equal to constant values associated with
𝑅 > 80% are also plotted.
Figure 2 shows the simulation results of the TEE effect,
considering 𝑅 = 95 %, on the injected beam after passing
through the NLK under different injection positions. The
gray curves are the horizontal acceptance of the ring crossing
𝑥 ′ = 0 at 𝑥 = −8.5 mm at the NLK position, representing the
measured dynamic aperture of the SR, and the dot-dashed
lines are the required NLK pulse to deliver the bunch with
⟨𝑥 ′ ⟩ ≈ 0.
One can observe that the exchange could avoid particle
losses at injection, either by increasing the distance between
the injected beam and the aperture limits, in case of injection
at −8.5 mm, or, by reducing the horizontal spread at the
innermost injections (𝑥0 > −8 mm).
In all simulated injections, the correspondent increase of
vertical beam size induced by TEE does not exceeds the
vertical aperture limits.

EMITTANCE EXCHANGE
IMPLEMENTATION
The SIRIUS booster ramps the beam energy from
150 MeV to 3 GeV, with nominal betatron tunes 𝜈 𝑥 =
19.204, 𝜈 𝑦 = 7.314, energy spread 𝜎𝛿 = 0.087 %, damping times 𝜏𝑥 = 11.3 ms, 𝜏𝑦 = 13.7 ms, natural emittance
𝜖0 = 3.5 nm rad at 3 GeV, and ramp duration of approximately 300 ms, with repetition rate of 2 Hz.
Applying the closest tune approach method by using the
family of defocusing quadrupoles (QD) in Booster to scan the
tunes, we find a natural betatron coupling of |𝐶 | = 0.6(3) %,
as showed in the Fig. 3. The tunes were measured by first
exciting betatron oscillations with the booster extraction
kicker and then performing a frequency analysis of position
data provided by the BPMs. With this measured coupling
value we were able to analyze the TEE efficiency map of
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Figure 2: Phase-space diagrams of the bunch after the NLK
for different initial horizontal positions 𝑥0 at the NLK entrance. The dash-dotted lines represent the NLK pulse in
units of angular kick. At each initial position, the NLK kick
was optimized to deliver the bunch with ⟨𝑥 ′ ⟩ ≈ 0. The parameter 𝑘 express the pulse intensity relative to the pulse
used to align the bunch with 𝑥 0 = −8.00 mm.

0.30

0.25

fitting
ν1
ν2

0.20
2.1

2.2
QD current [A]

2.3

Figure 3: Closest tune approach method for measurement
of natural betatron coupling close to extraction energy.

Fig. 1 to conclude that reasonable values for 𝑡 𝑐 should be
within the interval 0.6 ms < 𝑡 𝑐 < 4 ms.
The TEE implementation was made by changing the QDquadrupole current ramp to provide the tune crossing resonance approximately 1 ms before beam extraction [8], as
shown in Fig. 4.
3.0

3.0

2.5

2.8

2.0

2.6

Current [A]

Figure 1: Emittance exchange quality as function of coupling
coefficient modulus |𝐶 | and the time to cross the difference
resonance 𝑡 𝑐 . The dashed lines indicate curves with constant
𝑆 and emittance exchange quality higher than 80 %
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Figure 4: Modification made in QD quadrupoles current
ramp to implement the TEE. On the left, the full ramp is
shown and a zoom with the details around the extraction
point is on the right plot.
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Evaluating the Exchange Quality

𝜖 𝑥,𝑦 =

2 − (𝜎 𝜂
2
𝜎𝑥,𝑦
𝛿 𝑥,𝑦 )

,

< σx >
< σy >

0.2
0.1
−3

−2

−1

0
1
∆text [ms]

2

Injection Efficiency
With the optimized injection system for beam accumulation in the SIRIUS SR, which typically happens just after
machine studies shifts, the median of injection efficiency
was ≈ 86% before TEE implementation, being improved to
about 96% after TEE. However, we have been observing a
degradation in the injection conditions during the injection
for user shifts. Therefore, considering only the efficiency
during injection for users, the median drops to 75% without
TEE process, and to 82% with the TEE settings in the ramp.
Furthermore, large pulse-to-pulse variations are being
observed during beam accumulation at SR. This jitter causes
an injection efficiency variation of about 10%. Besides,
before the TEE implementation, the injection efficiency had
a high correlation with the temperature drifts measured at
the pulsed magnets used for injection. After the TEE, a lower
correlation between injection efficiency and pulsed magnets
temperatures was observed. This is probably related to the
fact that with a smaller beam in horizontal, the injection is
more robust against variations of injection conditions. This
behavior is under study.

CONCLUSION
The use of TEE proved to be a valuable tool for the improvement of injection into SIRIUS SR, given the off-axis

3

(a) Beam sizes during emittance exchange.

(3)

where the nominal values for energy spread 𝜎𝛿 , dispersion
𝜂 𝑥,𝑦 and betatron functions 𝛽 𝑥,𝑦 were used. The measured
beam sizes 𝜎𝑥,𝑦 were used as inputs for Eq. (3). Based
on this estimation, the TEE quality of the extracted beam
is 𝑅 = 70(10) %. With this estimate, it seems to be possible to improve the exchange quality with fine tuning of the
parameters of TEE process in the booster ramp.
It is worth to mention that the emittances obtained from
the previous estimation, both horizontally and vertically, are
about 3 times higher in relation to our nominal model. The
cause of this discrepancy is still unclear. Recent dispersion
measurement values are close to expected from our nominal
model, so they are not a probable source of this discrepancy.
In addition, the YAG screen used is not designed for accurate
beam size measurements and thus may yield larger sizes than
the real ones.
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The time 𝑡 𝑒𝑥𝑡 in which the derivative change occurs in
the ramp was scanned from −3 ms to 3 ms relative to the
extraction time, and the beam sizes were measured at the
YAG screen in the booster-to-SR transport line. The results
are displayed in Fig. 5a and show the TEE effect on the beam
sizes. Notice that in the nominal extracting configuration,
the horizontal beam size is reduced by a factor of ≈ 1.5.
In Fig. 5b an estimate of the emittances during the TEE
process is shown. This calculation was made with Eq. (3),
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(b) Estimate of emittances behavior using nominal optical
functions.

Figure 5: Beam sizes and estimated emittances during the
emittance exchange process. Measurements realized at YAG
Screen in booster-to-SR transport line. Design value for
energy spread: 𝜎𝛿 = 0.087 %. Nominal optical functions
used: 𝛽 𝑥 = 17.11 m, 𝛽 𝑦 = 6.60 m, 𝜂 𝑥 = −13 cm, 𝜂 𝑦 =
0 mm.

injection scheme difficulties due to limited dynamic aperture. In this paper, we discussed and presented the TEE
implementation in the SIRIUS booster by crossing a tune
difference resonance. Particle simulations showed that the
TEE could prevent particle losses during off-axis injection
with the NLK and beam envelope tracking indicated a set of
appropriated parameters for the TEE in SIRIUS. The tune
difference resonance crossing was performed by changing
the defocusing quadrupoles strength at the end of the ramp.
Measurements realized in the YAG screen at booster to
SR transport line have shown a horizontal beam size reduction by a factor of ≈ 1.5. The emittances were estimated
using beam size measurements and nominal values for optical functions at transport line, the calculation suggests a
exchange quality of about 70(10) %.
The TEE implementation increased the SR injection efficiency from 86% to 96% on average when the injection
system is optimized. The relation between TEE implementation and injection efficiency robustness against jitters and
drifts on the injection conditions is under investigation.
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STATUS AND POWERING TEST RESULTS OF HTS UNDULATOR COILS
AT 77 K FOR COMPACT FEL DESIGNS∗
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A. Bernhard, A.-S. Müller, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Karlsruhe, Germany
1
also at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract
The production of low emittance positron beams for future
linear and circular lepton colliders, like CLIC or FCC-ee,
requires high-field damping wigglers. Just as compact freeelectron lasers (FELs) require high-field but as well shortperiod undulators to emit high energetic, coherent photons.
Using high-temperature superconductors (HTS) in the form
of coated ReBCO tape superconductors allows higher magnetic field amplitudes at 4 K and larger operating margins as
compared to low-temperature superconductors, like Nb-Ti.
This contribution discusses the development work on
superconducting vertical racetrack (VR) undulator coils,
wound from coated ReBCO tape superconductors. The presented VR coils were modularly designed with a period
length of 13 mm. Powering tests in liquid nitrogen of multiple vertical racetrack coils were performed at CERN. The
results from the measurements are presented for three VR
coils and compared with electromagnetic simulations.

INTRODUCTION
Undulator magnets play a major role in accomplishing the
next generation of compact and highly brilliant light sources,
as they are used in synchrotrons and free-electron lasers
as the main photon source with energies up to hard x-rays.
When making the facilities more compact, short periods and
high field undulators are crucial for delivering the needed
high energetic photons for lower beam energies.
To achieve higher magnetic flux densities on the beam
axis, the low-temperature superconductor (LTS) Nb-Ti was
used to replace permanent magnets. An improvement of the
resulting brilliance of high energy x-rays made it the stateof-the-art technology for superconducting undulators, e.g.
Nb-Ti undulators operate successfully in KARA at KIT and
at Argonne National Laboratory [1-3], whereas permanent
magnet wigglers are used to lower the beam emittance, e.g.
in PETRA III at DESY [4]. The CLIC wiggler design (3 T,
12 mm gap, 50 mm period) benefits from LTS as demonstrated with a Nb-Ti prototype at KARA, KIT [5]. An HTS
version might be able to deliver around 4 T peak fields [6].
Consequently, employing high-temperature superconductors (HTS) like ReBCO (rare-earth barium copper oxide),
to superconducting undulators is an attractive choice for
the next upgrade. First, operations with larger temperature
margins or at higher temperatures than 4 K would relax cryogenic requirements, thus reducing costs compared to LTS
∗
†
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German Federal Ministry of Education and Research.
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technologies. Second, a significant enhancement of the parameter space in terms of 𝐵0 , 𝜆u and gap could be shown in
previous studies due to the ReBCO’s high 𝐵𝑐2 field at low
temperatures (e.g., YBCO: 𝐵𝑐2,⟂ (4.2 K) ≈ 100 T) [7-9].
Other studies have already shown that ReBCO may be
feasible for HTS undulator coils with 𝜆u = 16 mm to reach
high current densities in the order of 2 kA/mm2 at 4.2 K
[10]. Yet, undulator periods smaller than 15 mm and quench
protection stay challenging for these high currents. With our
dry-wound, non-insulated (NI) design, we always give the
current the option to circumvent normal conducting zones.
This paper presents and discusses the latest powering
test results at 77 K of our three HTS VR undulator coils
and briefly compares them to electromagnetic simulations,
performed with Opera and 𝐽c fits done at CERN [11-13].

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
CERN and KIT are both contributing to the EU-financed
CompactLight (XLS) study that explores feasibilities for a
compact FEL, hence high on-axis fields for a given 𝜆u of
13 mm are part of the investigations [14]. Consequently, we
decided to adopt this value to our modular coil design. All
three presented VR undulator coils were wound with a 4 mm
wide coated ReBCO tape superconductor onto a D-shaped
copper winding body with an iron core (see Fig. 1). For
VR coils #1 and #2, we used tape from Bruker HTS with a
total thickness of 100 μm, including a 50 μm substrate and
a total copper stabilizer thickness of 45 μm. For VR coil
#3, 45 μm thick tape from SuperPower Inc. with a 30 μm
substrate and a total copper stabilizer of 10 μm was used.
Each VR coil represents one period and thus consists of
two sub-coils and two iron poles. The voltage was monitored
via voltage taps on the inner- and outermost turn of each
sub-coil. Two Hall probes were placed in a fixed position at
a distance 𝑑 = 3.5 mm from the iron pole face as displayed
in Fig. 2. More design-related aspects can be found in Table
1. The complete design and manufacturing process were
already described in previous work [15].

Figure 1: VR coil #3 with its four voltage taps. Scale in mm.
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Figure 2: Cross-section of our VR coil design with the copper winding body, iron core and poles, sub-coil 1 and 2.
Table 1: Design Parameters of the VR Undulator Coils
𝜆u = 13 mm

VR coil #1,#2

VR coil #3

Sub-coil x-section
HTS conductor
with dimensions
Number of turns
𝐽e,sim (0.6 T, 77 K)
𝐼c,sim (0.6 T, 77 K)
𝐵0 (𝐼c,sim , 3.5 mm)

4 mm × 5 mm
Bruker HTS
4 mm × 100 μm
51
75 A/mm2
30 A
0.14 T

4 mm × 4.6 mm
SuperPower
4 mm × 45 μm
102
222 A/mm2
40 A
0.28 T

Figure 3: Voltage responses of each sub-coil for VR coil #2
caused by current ramps with 0.5 A/s ramping speed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All powering tests and measurements were performed
at 77 K, in liquid nitrogen. The first current ramps were
used to investigate the coil’s behavior up to the region of
the expected critical current 𝐼c . Next, we investigated the
voltage decay, thus the charging of the coils by applying
current step functions. Finally, we tested the limits of our
NI design and went with current steps well above the critical
current and measured the radial resistance 𝑅R .
The measured critical current of each sub-coil was derived
from U-I measurements following an electric field criterion
of 1 μV/cm and the length of the outermost turn (∼30 cm).
This assumption gives us a threshold value of 30 μV. The 𝐼c
of one VR coil is defined by min(𝐼c,sub-coil1 , 𝐼c,sub-coil2 ). The
Hall probe output has an accuracy of ±2%.

Current Ramps
Figure 3 shows exemplarily the measured voltage for each
sub-coil of a VR coil when ramping the current with a ramp
rate of 0.5 A/s up to plateaus of 10 A, 20 A, 30 A and 35 A.
The VR coil’s asymmetry lets us expect a different critical
current per sub-coil due to the magnetic flux distribution
in the superconductor [12]. With increasing current, the
voltage is also expected to rise: most of the current will
first penetrate the NI coil radially before settling into the
superconducting path, which can then be detected as voltage
decay. When the 𝐼c of the superconductor is reached locally,
the current is forced to flow radially and/or in the copper
matrix of the coated super-conductor, which can be measured
as an elevated asymptotic voltage plateau level after a decay
time. As described above, the sub-coil’s 𝐼c is reached, once
this constant voltage hits 30 μV. Similar voltage responses
were found for all three VR coils.

Figure 4: Measured voltages and magnetic pole fields of VR
coil #1 (top), VR coil #2 (center) and VR coil #3 (bottom) for
a current step function: 2 A step, 300 s hold. Black dashed
lines represent linear fits of the radial resistance.

Table 2: Measured Parameters of the VR Undulator Coils

Current Steps and Overflow

Sub-coil

VR coil #1
1
2

VR coil #2
1
2

VR coil #3
1
2

All three VR coils were powered gradually up to 112 A
with a current step function of 2 A, followed by 300 s decay
time before the next step. The decayed voltage and the Hall

𝐼c (A)
𝐵0 (𝐼c,sim ) (cT)
𝑅R (μΩ)
𝜏 (s)

40
30
1.29 0.16
58
48
26
42

39
35
1.35 0.18
29
19
32
46

47
41
2.75 0.24
400
58
(4)
90
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probes’ signal are shown in Fig. 4 for the tested VR coils.
Measured values are displayed in Table 2.
VR coils #1 and #2 performed qualitatively as expected.
The magnetic field 𝐵0 increased up to 𝐼c and reached the region of our predicted values for 30 A (6% and 2% disparity,
respectively). After having reached 𝐼c , 𝐵0 began to stabilize and the sub-coils became increasingly resistive. With
every current step more turns reached their local 𝐼c and the
V-I curve converges to Ohm’s law, representing the radial
resistance 𝑅R across each sub-coil. Differences between the
values within a VR coil can be seen as irregularities in the
winding process. The difference between VR coil #1 and
#2 can be explained by different winding tensions (30 N vs.
25 N) during manufacturing, which influences the contact
resistance between tapes.
Sub-coil 2 in VR coil #3 performed as expected and described above, whereas sub-coil 1 showed a strong 𝑅R . Yet,
the region of calculated 𝐵0 could be reached for 40 A with
a disparity of 2%. Twice the number of turns let us expect a higher 𝑅R compared to the previous coils. However,
one order of magnitude discrepancy together with the nonsaturated 𝐵0 behavior for Fe pole 1 might indicate potential
damage to the superconductor, which needs to be further
investigated.

Figure 5: Measured decaying voltages of VR coil #2 (top),
which also represents VR coil #1, and VR coil #3 (bottom).
Black dashed lines represent exponential fits of the decay.

Effective Time Constants
When varying the undulator field for tuning to different
photon energies of users’ demands, it is crucial to know
how fast an undulator can be charged or discharged. This
can be indicated by the effective time constant 𝜏, when
measuring the above-mentioned voltage decay time after
a current step, thus the time the current needs to enter or
exit the superconducting path. The voltage decay can be
approximated as exponential decay [15], [16]: 𝑈 ≈ 𝑎 ⋅ 𝑒−𝑡/𝜏
, with 𝜏 = 𝐿/𝑅 , inductance L and constant a.
For all three VR coils, a current step to a plateau of 10 A
for 300 s was applied, followed by a step to a plateau of
0.5 A for another 300 s, etc. The measured voltage is shown
in Figure 5. VR coils #1 and #2 showed similar, expected
behaviors: an exponential decay with similar 𝜏𝑖 for sub-coil
1 and 2, respectively, as noted in Table 2. Sub-coil 2 in VR
coil #3 performed as described above. Twice the number
of turns leads to a longer (dis-)charging time, here roughly
doubles it.
As noticed before, VR coil #3’s sub-coil 1 behaves differently. In the VR coil’s series circuit, both sub-coils influence
each other’s (dis-)charging response, especially when one
operates differently (see Fig. 6). Caused by the noticed
defects in sub-soil 1, its voltage decay time was drastically
reduced. For this reason, the slower decaying voltage of subcoil 2 pulled/pushed current out/in of the sub-coil 1, which
can be detected as a change of sign in the voltage signal.

CONCLUSION
We powered three non-insulated VR undulator coils at
77 K, in liquid nitrogen, each consisting of two sub-coils.
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Figure 6: Simplified circuit diagram of one NI VR coil.
Inside each sub-coil, the current can select between the radial
resistive path 𝑅R,i and the superconducting, inductive path
𝑅sc,i . Both sub-coil’s inductances may interact.
All performances reached their design current of 30 A and
40 A with a magnetic peak field in the gap of 0.135 T and
0.275 T, respectively. This was verified in multiple electrical and thermal cycles. Moreover, all coils showed stable
performances, even for currents beyond the critical current
(∼300% 𝐼c ), without any superconductor degradation. Measured time constants around 45 s for two of our three coils
may be suitable for tunable undulators.
Summarized, we successfully demonstrated the application of ReBCO coated superconductors to undulator coils
with 𝜆u = 13 mm and showed the stability and magnetic
field performance of a non-insulated undulator coil design.
Next, we plan to power our HTS VR undulator coils
at 4.2 K to investigate operations at high current densities
(∼2.3 kA/mm2 ) and to explore the magnetic field limits.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A TRANSFER LINE FOR LPA-GENERATED
ELECTRON BUNCHES TO A COMPACT STORAGE RING
B. Haerer∗ , E. Bründermann, D. El Khechen, A. Papash, S. C. Richter, R. Ruprecht, J. Schäfer,
M. Schuh, C. Widmann, A.-S. Müller, KIT, Karlsruhe, Germany
L. Jeppe, A. Maier, P. Messner, J. Osterhoff, E. Panofski, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract

LPA Injection into the cSTART Storage Ring

The injection of LPA-generated beams into a storage ring
is considered to be one of the most prominent applications
of laser plasma accelerators (LPAs). In a combined endeavor between Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) and
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) the key challenges will be addressed with the aim to successfully demonstrate injection of LPA-generated beams into a compact storage ring with large energy acceptance and dynamic aperture. Such a storage ring and the corresponding transfer
line are currently being designed within the cSTART project
at KIT and will be ideally suited to accept bunches from a
50 MeV LPA prototype developed at DESY. This contribution presents the foreseen layout of the transfer line from the
LPA to the injection point of the storage ring and discusses
the status of beams optics calculations.

The aim of the KIT project cSTART is to investigate nonequilibrium beam dynamics of bunches of femto-second
length with high repetition rate in a storage ring and provide
the first study of LPA injection into a ring-based light source.
Therefore, the lattice of the storage ring has been specifically
designed to offer large momentum acceptance of 𝛿 = ± 5.5%
and large dynamic aperture Δ𝑥 = ±15 mm in the horizontal
plane and Δ𝑦 = ±10 mm in the vertical plane as presented in
[6–10]. The storage ring will have a circumference of 43.2 m
and is designed for a beam energy of 50 MeV. Two different
injectors are foreseen: On the one hand the linac-based
test facility FLUTE [11], which provides conventionally
accelerated electron bunches, and on the other hand the LPA
injector. All three accelerators will be housed in the same
experimental hall. FLUTE is located at the ground floor,
while the LPA and the cSTART storage ring will be installed
at a level of about 3.5 m. Figure 1 shows an artificial view
of FLUTE and the cSTART storage ring including the first
design of the transfer line that lifts the electron bunches
produced by FLUTE up to the height of the storage ring
and re-compresses them to ultra-short bunch lengths [8, 12].
The LPA will be driven by a TW laser system installed in a

INTRODUCTION
Synchrotron light sources are among the most prominent
applications of particle accelerators as they build the foundation for a huge set of user experiments in various scientific
fields such as material science, biology, or chemistry. The
combination of a short pulse injector with a storage ring
would, as long as the short bunch length can be maintained
either on a regular basis or at a certain position of the ring,
allow the users observations at much shorter time scales
with high repetition rate. Laser-plasma accelerators (LPAs)
are promising candidates to revolutionize injectors for light
sources [1]. They provide ultra-short bunches and easily
reach accelerating field strengths orders of magnitude larger
than those available from conventional RF-based injectors
leading to a compact, lab-scale infrastructure footprint. The
LPA community has shown dramatic progress over the past
few years: Beam energies up to 8 GeV [2], continuous 30 h
operation [3], and few-fs pulse length from a laser-plasma
accelerator [4] have been demonstrated bringing LPAs closer
to applications.
In order to reach the ambitious goal to demonstrate the
very first injection of LPA beams into a storage ring, DESY
and KIT formed a collaboration [5]: DESY will design,
setup and operate an LPA injector with stable, reproducible
high quality electron beams, while KIT will devise the no
less challenging transfer line and high acceptance storage
ring.
∗
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Figure 1: Artificial view of the cSTART storage ring, the
injector FLUTE and the transfer line, in which the transfer
line coming from the LPA will be incorporated (Courtesy J.
Schäfer). The diameter of the storage ring is 12.5 m.
clean room next to the experimental hall. The plasma cell
will be positioned such that the LPA electron beam line will
intersect the transfer line coming from FLUTE at the end
of the long straight section and share the last Double-Bend
Achromat (DBA) cell and the injection section as illustrated
in Figure 2.
The commercial laser system has been delivered to the
ready-to-use clean room at KIT. Plasma cell and target chamMC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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laser beam
intersection dipole
plasma cell

Figure 2: Illustration of the foreseen placement of the LPA
in reference to the FLUTE-cSTART transfer line. An intersection dipole will be used to connect the LPA electron
beamline with the injection section.
ber are in the final design stage by DESY [13] and the
cSTART storage ring is currently in procurement.

TRANSFER LINE LAYOUT AND
DIAGNOSTICS
The objectives of the transfer line from the LPA to the
injection point of the cSTART storage ring are to collimate
the electron beam directly behind the plasma cell, provide
diagnostics for characterization of the electron beam, and
match the optics functions to their respective values at the
injection point. The optics shall offer flexibility to act on
variations of initial beam parameters both for dedicated studies of the LPA beam and the case of differences between
simulations and real experiment.
In the first section right after the plasma cell a quadrupole
doublet is used for beam collimation followed by horizontal
and vertical steerer magnets. At a distance of about 1 m
behind the plasma cell the laser beam will be extracted [13].
The following diagnostics section foresees a cavity beam
position monitor (BPM), an integrated current transformer
and a screen station to have two complementary diagnostics
devices for both beam position and bunch charge. An additional XY-steerer pair will allow tuning of both position and
trajectory angle at the entrance of the subsequent spectrometer. In the spectrometer arm a cavity BPM and a screen
station are foreseen before the beam is dumped in a Faraday cup. In forward direction a second quadrupole doublet
and a second doublet of steerer pairs will allow to control
position, angle and focusing of the electron beam before it
reaches the intersection dipole and is deflected towards the
injection point. The distance between spectrometer and the
second quadrupole doublet is defined by the spectrometer’s
deflection angle and the transverse size of the quadrupoles
and has to be laid out carefully to avoid overlap. Currently
a distance of 0.7 m is provided that for a deflection angle
of 30° allows a maximum quadrupole diameter of 0.7 m.
It is still under discussion whether the intersection dipole
chamber will have a Y- or an X-shape. The latter option
is the baseline as it allows to install additional diagnostics
behind the dipole that could also be used for the bunches
produced by FLUTE. More importantly, a beam dump can
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T12: Beam Injection/Extraction and Transport

be installed in forward direction, which would facilitate the
commissioning of the LPA by allowing it to operate without
direct injection into the storage ring.
In the further course of the transfer line, a DBA module
is used to deflect the electron beam by 72°. This DBA cell
consists of two quadrupoles in front of the first dipole, one
between the two dipoles and two quadrupoles behind the
second dipole. In-between the two dipoles a sextupole magnet is foreseen in addition to allow for chromatic corrections.
Between intersection dipole and DBA module two additional
quadrupoles and a second sextupole will be installed for optics tuning. In front and behind the DBA cell a diagnostics
package is foreseen consisting of a cavity BPM, a screen,
and a steerer doublet. Just behind the intersection dipole
an electro-optical diagnostics station like at KARA [14] is
proposed to measure the longitudinal bunch profile using
the electro-optical spectral decoding method. In addition,
movable collimators will be installed for studies of the beam
energy spread and to safely dump electrons with momentum offset larger than the acceptance before injection into
the storage ring. Since the final positions of the additional
quadrupoles are still being optimized, the arrangement of the
diagnostics devices is still to be defined. The quadrupoles of
the DBA cell will be equipped with stripline BPMs in order
to allow monitoring of beam positions for precise on-orbit
injection. The injection scheme consists of a 17° septum
and two stripline kickers with small angles of 8 mrad and
10 mrad, respectively. Sufficient space for a vacuum system that delivers a vacuum quality better than 10−10 mbar
is taken into account in order not to spoil the vacuum of the
storage ring.

STATUS OF OPTICS CALCULATIONS
The initial electron beam created in the plasma cell has
been simulated with the particle-in-cell code FBPIC [15]
and features a beam energy of 50 MeV with an RMS energy
spread of 2 % to 3 % and a bunch charge of about 20 pC [5].
The beam has been collimated using the quadrupole doublet
and tracked with ASTRA [16] up until a distance of 2 m
behind the plasma cell [13].
A model of the remaining transfer line has been implemented in MAD-X [17] according to the layout discussed
above. The simulations include the quadrupole doublet in
front of the intersection dipole, a second quadrupole doublet
behind it, the DBA structure comprising two bending magnets and five quadrupoles, and the injection section of the
ring (septum and kicker magnets). The end of the second
kicker magnet marks the injection point at which the values
of the optics functions have to match the ones in the ring.
The start values of the optical functions have been calculated from the particle distribution resulting from the ASTRA simulation. The target values at the interaction point
are known from optics calculations of the storage ring. Both
start and target values are summarized in Table 1. The
quadrupole strengths have been matched with MAD-X to
obtain the target values of the optics functions at the injection
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Table 1: Start values of the optical functions 2 m behind the
plasma cell and target values at the injection point used for
the MAD-X optics calculation.
unit

start value

target value

m
m

3.66
8.11
1.86
0.29
0.00
0.00

2.01
3.90
0.76
0.28
0.00
0.00

𝛽𝑥
𝛽𝑦
𝛼𝑥
𝛼𝑦
𝐷𝑥
𝐷𝑥′

m

0.6
0.4

10

0.2
0

2
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6
s/m

8

10

0

0.6

Dx / m

Figure 3: Horizontal and vertical beta functions (solid black
and dashed red lines) and dispersion function (dotted
blue
LPA transferline
MAD-X 5.03.07 13/05/22 15.53.56 1
line) in15the LPA transfer line starting 2 m behind the plasma
0.8
cell with previously collimated electron beam.
10

point. It turned out that the quadrupoles between intersec0.4
tion dipole
and first bending magnet of the DBA structure
5
have not been in optimum position. Therefore, position
and
0.2
number of quadrupoles have been varied with the goal to
minimize
0 the overall maximum values of the beta functions.
0
4
6
8
10
Figure 30shows2the status
of the
optics
optimizations.
The
s/m
achromatic optics used for the DBA cell in case of transfer
of FLUTE bunches cannot be kept since in case of the LPA
bunches the intersection dipole already creates dispersion.
Positions for the quadrupoles between intersection dipole
and DBA bends have been found that reduced maximum
values of the 𝛽 functions to about 34 m in the vertical plane
and 22 m in the horizontal plane. In this case, only three
quadrupoles have been used instead of the available four.
This arrangement fulfills the key objectives of the transfer
line: LPA bunches can be transported to the injection point
of the storage ring obtaining the required values of the optics functions. In addition, positions for two sextupoles for
chromatic corrections have been identified: 𝑠 = 3.51 m
with 𝐷𝑥 = 0.33 m, 𝛽𝑥 = 20.03 m, and 𝛽𝑦 = 12.06 m,
and 𝑠 = 5.84 m with 𝐷𝑥 = 0.83 m, 𝛽𝑥 = 0.84 m, and
𝛽𝑦 = 10.66 m.
Currently, the impact of the start values is under investiga2
tion. For example, if the divergence of the horizontal beam
size could be reduced by stronger focusing in the quadrupoles
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Figure 4: Horizontal and vertical beta functions (solid black
and dashed red lines) and dispersion function (dotted blue
line) in the LPA transfer line starting 2 m behind the plasma
cell with reduced divergence in the horizontal plane at the
beginning (𝛼𝑥 = 0.6).
doublet directly after the plasma cell, the maximum value
of the beta functions could be reduced. Figure 4 shows an
optics with a start value of 𝛼𝑥 = 0.6. In this case only one
of the two quadrupoles in front of the intersection dipole has
been used. The position of the quadrupole directly in front
of the first DBA dipole has been moved, which underlines
the importance of these studies for the final design.
The angle of the intersection dipole had been restricted
2 20° in order to limit the increase of the dispersion functo
tion. For smaller maximum values of dispersion options
with smaller intersection angles have to be investigated. A
second objective of further optimization is to increase the
low minimum value of the horizontal 𝛽 function, which is
only 𝛽𝑥 = 0.54 m at 𝑠 = 5.32 m.
Finally, tracking studies to measure dynamic aperture,
momentum acceptance and alignment tolerances will round
up the design of this transfer line.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
KIT and DESY formed a collaboration in order to demonstrate the first injection of LPA-generated electron beams
into a storage ring. A transfer line from the LPA to the injection point of the cSTART storage ring at KIT is under
development. A diagnostics layout has been proposed and
optics calculations are in progress. The matching of the optics functions from initial to the target values at the injection
point was successful, optimization is in progress. Positions
for sextupoles and collimators to control chromaticity and
energy spread have been identified in dispersive sections.
Next steps in the development of the transfer line are to
reduce the maximum value of the dispersion function, to
further investigate the impact of the start values of the optical
function followed by tracking calculations, which are the
prerequisite for detailed studies of the non-equilibrium beam
dynamics in the storage ring.
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TOLERANCE STUDY ON THE GEOMETRICAL ERRORS FOR A PLANAR
SUPERCONDUCTING UNDULATOR
V. Grattoni∗ , S. Casalbuoni, B. Marchetti, European XFEL, Schenefeld, Germany
Abstract
At the European XFEL, a superconducting afterburner is
considered for the SASE2 hard X-ray beamline. It will consist of six undulator modules. Within each module, two superconducting undulators (SCU) 2 m long are present. Such
an afterburner will enable photon energies above 30 keV.
A high field quality of the SCU is crucial to guarantee the
quality of the electron beam trajectory, which is directly related to the spectral quality of the emitted free-electron laser
(FEL) radiation. Therefore, the effects of the SCU’s mechanical imperfections on the resultant magnetic field have to
be carefully characterized. In this contribution, we present
possible mechanical errors affecting the undulator structure,
and we perform an analytical study aimed at determining
the tolerances on these errors for our SCUs.

INTRODUCTION
European XFEL considers the development of superconducting undulators a strategic field of research for future
facility upgrades. European XFEL plans the installation of
a superconducting afterburner downstream the permanent
undulators of the SASE2 hard X-ray beamline. The afterburner consists of a series of six modules. Each module
accommodates two 2 m long superconducting undulators
(SCU) interleaved by a phase shifter [1]. The intersection
between consecutive modules resembles the one between
the permanent magnet undulators of the SASE2 beamline.
Presently, we have specified a pre-series module named SPRESSO and assigned its contract to the company Bilfinger
Noell GmbH [2].
Errors in the field of the SCU can degrade the FEL performance. Deviations in the pole height or width, groove width
and a vertical shift in the winding package cause errors in
the magnetic field 𝐵 and in the undulator period length 𝜆𝑢 .
Consequently, also the undulator strength 𝐾 is affected as
it depends linearly on the undulator field and period length:
𝐾 ≃ 0.934𝐵[T]𝜆𝑢 [cm].
The strategy used in our study is the following: we quantify the impact on the undulator strength of the identified
errors individually. Then, we perform a Montecarlo simulation to generate several undulator fields with all the errors
types to investigate how the undulator strength is affected.
Finally, we compare the Δ𝐾/𝐾 resulting from the defined
mechanical tolerances with the Δ𝐾/𝐾 found to keep the FEL
power degradation below 5% of the emitted power in absence
of undulator errors for an SCU line with 𝜆𝑢 = 15 mm.
This study integrates our previous one published in [3] including an undulator period 𝜆𝑢 = 15 mm. This time we have
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Figure 1: Top: ideal undulator. Bottom: undulator with
mechanical deviations.
considered a 𝜆𝑢 = 18 mm, which is the final wavelength
chosen for the SCU afterburner modules.

MECHANICAL ERRORS ON THE SCU
The yoke of an SCU has ferromagnetic poles interleaved
by grooves that are wound using a superconducting wire, in
this case, NbTi (see Fig. 1 top). The wire is wound with alternating direction in consecutive grooves. Two consecutive
poles and the grooves following the poles define the undulator period length 𝜆𝑢 . The machining of the yoke introduces
deviations from the design value of the pole height or width
and on the groove width. The error on the pole or groove
width causes a deviation from the nominal period length. In
addition, the winding packages can result in a vertical or
horizontal shift of their centre of mass, as shown in Fig. 1
bottom.
We have performed simulations in FEMM [4] to characterize the effect of each single error type on the magnetic
field. We have considered an undulator with 15 periods and
calculated the signature for each error type [5]. We define
the signature as:
Δ𝐵 = 𝐵̃ − 𝐵0
(1)
where 𝐵0 is the ideal field and 𝐵̃ is the field where only one
of the errors at the time has been applied. We have calculated
both fields with FEMM [4].

Characterization of the Signatures
Depending on the error type, different functions have been
used to fit the signatures. In the following list, we present
the considered analytic signature functions:
• a sinusoidal function has been used to fit the error on
the groove width and on the pole width (Fig. 2(a))
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Figure 2: Signatures for (a) groove width error of 30 µm; (b) pole height error of 50 µm; (c) winding package vertical shift
of 50 µm.
• a Gaussian function has been used to fit the pole height
and the shift in the horizontal winding center (Fig. 2(b))

Deviation on:

• the derivative of a Gaussian function has been used to
fit the shift in the vertical winding center (Fig. 2(c))

2

𝐾

where 20 is calculated from the ideal field and 𝐾2 is the
maximum undulator parameter halved of the field with the
error. Figure 3 shows the linear relation found between the
Δ𝐾
𝐾 and the error size.
Table 1: Mechanical Tolerances Defined for the Pre-series
Module S-PRESSO
Error type

Allowed error size range [µm]

groove width
pole width
vertical winding
package position
pole height

±10
±10
±20
±20

THE MONTECARLO SIMULATION
We have performed a Montecarlo simulation to characterize the effect of mechanical errors all along the SCU on
the magnetic field. For this study, we consider 2 m long
undulator with 221 half periods lengths and 𝜆𝑢 = 18 mm.
We apply at each half-period length a random deviation on
the groove and pole width, pole height and a vertical shift
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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pole width
groove width
pole height
winding package
K/K=1.5e-3

5

4

K/K

The error value relates linearly to the amplitude of the
signature [5] and the maximum Δ𝐾
𝐾 . We have simulated the
field of the undulator for different error values to find the
slope of the linear relation. We have extracted the absolute
values of peak fields 𝐵𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 and their correspondent location
from the field profiles. The difference between the consecu𝜆
tive peak field locations gives us the half period length 2𝑢 .
𝜆
So, we can get 𝐾2 = 93.4 ⋅ |𝐵𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 | ⋅ 2𝑢 and finally Δ𝐾
𝐾 is
calculated as:
𝐾0
−𝐾
Δ𝐾
= 2𝐾 2.
(2)
0
𝐾

10-3

6

3

2

1

0
0

20

40

60

80

100

Error size [ m]

Figure 3: Dependence of the undulator parameter relative
deviation respect to the error value. The dashed horizontal
line shows the Δ𝐾
𝐾 imposed as RMS deviation of the Gaussian distribution used for the GENESIS simulation study
in [7].

on the winding center. The tolerances for S-PRESSO (table 1) define the domain in which the error values can vary.
The error values are extracted randomly from the uniform
distribution defined in this domain. Then, we generate the
signature for each error for every half-period length based on
the relation found in Fig. 3. All the signatures are summed
up to get the total signature to be applied on the magnetic
field from the ideal undulator (without mechanical errors).
This field is generated using SPECTRA [6].
We have generated 50 different signatures representing 50
different undulators with mechanical errors. Figure 4 shows
the undulator strength distribution for each period for all the
50 undulators.
The Δ𝐾/𝐾 has the shape of a Gaussian with a standard
deviation of 1.56 × 10−3 . In Fig. 4 we show the Gaussian
distribution with an RMS distribution of 1.5 × 10−3 which is
equivalent to the one used for the GENESIS simulations that
were done for a SCU undulator line with 𝜆𝑢 = 15 mm using
THPOPT060
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Figure 4: Distribution of the values Δ𝐾/𝐾 of the half periods
for the 50 undulators simulated using the errors generated
from the Montecarlo method.
the electron beam parameters from the European XFEL [7].
We are updating the study in GENESIS to get the RMS
Δ𝐾/𝐾 for a SCU afterburner with 𝜆𝑢 = 18 mm.
For the Montecarlo simulation, we have considered the
worse scenario of a uniform distribution of the single mechanical errors within the given range of table 1.

CORRECTION SCHEME
If the tolerances of table 1 cannot be satisfied, we propose as a correction scheme shimming coils placed on two
consecutive grooves on both yokes sides Fig. 5. A wire
of 0.25 mm diameter is considered for the shimming and a
maximum of 10 power supplies with a maximum current
of 10 A might be applied. FEMM simulations have shown
that such shimming coils with a current of 10 A enable a
correction of the Δ𝐾/𝐾 = 1.6 × 10−2 .

deviation of the Δ𝐾/𝐾 = 1.5 × 10−3 for undulators with a
period length of 15 mm. Simulations for a period length of
18 mm are ongoing and we expect that the RMS deviation of
the Δ𝐾/𝐾 to limit the FEL degradation below 5% are less
stringent.
The mechanical errors responsible for the introduction of
errors in the magnetic field come either from the machining
of the yoke (pole height, width and groove width) or from
the winding procedure (horizontal and vertical shift in the
winding package center). We have characterized their effect
on the magnetic field.
Table 1 shows the tolerances defined for S-PRESSO. We
have simulated the effect of multiple errors present on the
SCU at the same time by means of a Montecarlo study. We
have extracted the error value for each error type from an uniform distribution defined in the interval identified in table 1 .
We have found an RMS Δ𝐾/𝐾 equal to 1.56 × 10−3 , which
is 4% larger than the value found in the GENESIS simulations for a SCU FEL line with 𝜆𝑢 = 15 mm. the GENESIS
simulations show a reduction in the FEL performance of
4% with an RMS Δ𝐾/𝐾 = 1.5 × 10−3 . However, we would
like to remark that the assumption of a uniform distribution
for the error distribution is the worst-case scenario and we
expect a less stringent RMS Δ𝐾/𝐾 for the simulations that
will be performed with 𝜆𝑢 = 18 mm. As an outlook, we are
planning to consider in addition the long-range mechanical
errors that can affect the undulator field.
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Abstract
European XFEL has three undulator lines based on permanent magnet technology: two for hard and one for soft
X-rays. The planar undulators can be tuned to cover the
acceptance in terms of photon beam energy of the respective
photon beamlines: 3.6-25 keV (SASE1/2) and 0.25-3 keV
(SASE3) by changing the electron energy range between
8.5 GeV and 17.5 GeV and/or the undulator gap. In order
to obtain different polarization modes, as required by the
soft X-ray beamlines, a helical afterburner consisting of four
APPLE X undulators designed by PSI has been installed at
the downstream end of the present SASE3 undulator system.
The European XFEL plans to develop the technology of superconducting undulators, which is of strategic importance
for the facility upgrade. In order to extend the energy range
above 30 keV a superconducting undulator afterburner is
foreseen to be installed at the end of SASE2. This contribution presents the current status and the planned upgrades of
the undulator lines at European XFEL.

INTRODUCTION
European XFEL has three undulator lines: two for hard
and one for soft X-rays. The two hard X-ray lines SASE1
and SASE2 consist of 35 undulators cells each, while the
soft X-ray line SASE3 of 21. The undulator system as built
and commissioning of SASE1 are described in Ref. [1]. By
changing the electron energy between 8.5 GeV and 17.5 GeV
and/or the undulator gap, the undulator lines can be tuned
to cover the acceptance in terms of photon beam energy
of the respective photon beamlines: 3.6-25 keV (SASE1/2)
and 0.25-3 keV (SASE3). The undulators have been specified and characterized to work in the range of the undulator
parameter K values indicated in Table 1.
All undulators installed in the tunnel are planar and generate horizontally polarized radiation. In order to obtain
different polarization modes, as required by the soft X-ray
beamlines, a helical afterburner consisting of four APPLE X
undulators has been installed downstream with resepct to
the present SASE3 undulator system [2].
In all undulator lines it is in principle possible to extend
the photon energy range of the fundamental to harder Xrays by further decreasing the undulator parameter K. In
SASE1/2 it is possible to reach about 70 keV by working at
larger undulator magnetic gaps up to 40 mm ( K∼ 0.33) and
at 17.5 GeV. At this working point, the efficiency of the FEL
is low because the coupling strength between electron beam
and the emitted photons is proportional to the undulator
parameter K. It is therefore foreseen to exploit these higher
photon energies by increasing the FEL process efficiency and
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energy per pulse output with a superconducting undulator
(SCU) afterburner [3]. This is planned to be installed after
the present SASE2 line, which is already built with an X-ray
optics transporting up to about 65 keV photon beams. The
photons per pulse produced by the SCU afterburner (≳ 1010
for photon energies above 30 keV) are expected to be more
than two orders of magnitude higher than the ones available
at the diffraction limited storage rings as ESRF-EBS and
APS-U, in pulses more than 5000 times shorter.

PLANAR PERMANENT MAGNET
UNDULATORS
The main parameters of the planar permanent magnet
undulators (PMUs) in the three lines are shown in Table 1.
All installed planar PMUs are made of neodymium-ironboron (NdFeB) and cobalt-iron poles. They all have the
same support structure and mechanical drive. The beam vacuum chamber is made of extruded aluminium-magnesium
and has an elliptical beam stay clear of 15 mm (horizontal)
and 8.6 mm (vertical). The outer vertical height of the beam
vacuum chamber is 9.6 mm. The undulator lines must be
segmented. Each undulator is 5 m long. This is a compromise to maximise the number of periods along the line, by
still having economic manufacturable lengths of the support structure to keep the magnetic forces and reasonable
measurement benches.
Table 1: Main Parameters of the Planar Permanent Magnet
Undulators [1]
Period length (mm)
Operational K range
Magnetic length (mm)
Max. phase jitter (∘ )
Max. I1𝑥,𝑦 (T mm)
RMS I2𝑥,𝑦 (T mm2 )

SASE1/2

SASE3

40
1.65–3.9
4980
≤8
±0.15
< 100

68
4–9
4998
≤8
±0.15
< 210(𝑦)100(𝑥)

Each undulator is followed by a so-called intersection.
This is 1.1 m long, equipped with air coil correctors, a
quadrupole, an absorber to screen the following undulators
from synchrotron radiation, a phase shifter, a cavity beam
position monitor (BPM) with sub-micrometer resolution [4],
and a beam loss monitor [5]. Air coil correctors at the entrance and exit of each undulator are used to compensate
the vertical and horizontal first and second field integrals,
so that the undulators are transparent to the electron beam.
The maximum values of the first field integrals reported in
Table 1 are to be further reduced with the air coil correctors to 𝐼1𝑥,𝑦 < 0.02 − 0.03 T mm, where the lower value
refers to an electron beam energy of 10 GeV and the higher
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to 17 GeV. Quadrupoles are needed to periodically focus
the electron beam, keeping its dimensions small enough for
the FEL process to occur. The quadrupoles can be steered
(quadrupole movers) vertically and horizontally by ±1.5 mm
with an accuracy of ±1 𝜇m [6]. Together with the BPMs,
the quadrupoles are used to perform beam-based alignment
(BBA), which is needed to define a straight trajectory within
the electron beam dimensions of ≈ 30 µm along the undulator line of ≈ 200 m [7]. A permanent magnet based phase
shifter is implemented to compensate the phase advance of
the emitted photons with respect to the electron beam [8].
For each K value, the end fields of the upstream and downstream undulators are used to determine the corresponding
phase shifter gap [9]. The intersection after the last undulator downstream is not equipped with a phase shifter. A
beam loss monitor using a photomultiplier tube as sensitive
media is used together with integrating radiation sensors of
the RadFET type (these last being not included in the intersection and closer to the magnets) to monitor and possibly
reduce the radio-activation of the accelerator components,
in particular a degradation of the magnetic performance of
the undulators due to radiation damage of the magnets.
Two RadFET detectors are installed at the entrance of
each magnetic array in each undulator at about 12-20 mm
from the electron beam axis, depending on the magnetic
gap. Presently, all RadFETs mounted on the top magnet
array are unshielded, while the lower ones are shielded with
4 mm thick lead. This allows to discriminate between the
low (< 100-200 keV) and high energy photons. The total
accumulated radiation dose in all the three undulator lines
since start of operation in 2017 is shown in Fig. 1. From the
diagnostic undulators (DU) an initial limit of about 55 Gy
for a 5 × 10−4 relative change in magnetic field has been
estimated and taken as a limit looking at the shielded RadFETs (high photon energy dose) [10]. Figure 1 shows that
for most of the PMUs the 55 Gy limit is not reached. Please
note that in SASE1 during the first year of operation both
RadFETs were unshielded. Measuring one of the SASE1
PMUs, exposed to 230 Gy during the first year of operation
(all photon energies), it has been observed a relative change
of 5 × 10−4 in magnetic field only near the upstream side [1].
Measurements of one of the PMUs with highest accumulated
dose for low and high photon energies are planned to possibly identify higher threshold limits. The undulators have
been mechanically tuned using the principle of mechanical
pole adjustment [11] in presence of an ambient field, as the
one measured in the corresponding tunnel. Average ambient
vertical fields of 50 µT and horizontal of 15 µT for SASE1
and SASE2 and 20 µT for SASE3 have been observed. Nevertheless, two current windings have been installed along
the undulator chambers and connected to power supplies
which allow to superimpose a vertical magnetic field of up
to about 500 µT along the complete cell length.
The magnetic axis of the undulators is determined with
magnetic measurements with a precision of ±10 µm and
its position is referenced to eight fiducials placed on the
undulator support structure. The alignment of the undulaTHPOPT061
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Figure 1: Total dose absorbed during five years of operations.
tors in the tunnel has been performed with a laser tracker.
The undulators magnetic planes are aligned within ±250 µm
with respect to each other [1]. After BBA, the magnetic axis
of the undulators of the hard X-ray lines is determined by
moving each undulator vertically and obtaining the minimum K value through spectral measurements [12]. Then all
undulators magnetic axis are aligned along the BBA straight
line orbit with an accuracy < 10 µm. This method cannot
correct for yaw, pitch and roll misalignments. Since the
vacuum chamber cannot be easily realigned, the drawback
of this procedure is that the minimum magnetic gap of the
undulators increases of few 100 µm from the nominal value
of 10 mm. The determination of the magnetic axis with
spectral measurements is not made on the soft X-ray undulator line, since lasing at smaller photon energies is in this
respect less demanding. Therefore, the minimum magnetic
gap of 10 mm in the soft X-ray undulator line is unchanged,
allowing to reach the smallest photon energies.
After lasing of all three undulator lines was demonstrated,
three magnetic chicanes have been implemented: two in
SASE2, and one in SASE3. In order to keep the FODO
lattice, the magnetic chicanes occupy the same length as
an undulator, and are followed by an intersection with all
the elements as the others except for the phase shifter. The
removed undulators are located upstream with respect to the
corresponding undulator line. In SASE2, at the same position of the magnetic chicanes, diamond crystals are installed
with the possibility to insert them to monochromatize the
photon beam and allow Hard X-ray Self Seeding [13].

APPLE X UNDULATORS
The APPLE X undulators, designed by PSI, consist of
four arrays built with NdFeB magnets. They are installed
downstream with respect to the SASE3 undulator line. Each
array can be independently moved longitudinally and radially.
This allows a full flexibility in the choice of the polarization of the emitted photons. The main parameters of the
APPLE X undulators are shown in Table 2. A more detailed
desctription is given in Ref. [2]. PSI has provided EuXFEL
also with a SAFALI system to magnetically characterize the
undulators and two robots for shimming. The magnetic meaMC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
T15: Undulators and Wigglers
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surements have been carried out at EuXFEL [14]. The vacuum chamber is made of extruded aluminium-magnesium
and has a circular beam stay clear of 8 mm. The outer vertical
diameter of the beam vacuum chamber is 12 mm [15].
First lasing has been obsreved at 700 eV and 900 eV in
different polarization modes with 14 GeV electron beam
energy [2]. The APPLE X undulators can reach lower photon
energies with respect to the planar ones. For example, at
14 GeV it is possible to reach 460 eV, while with the planar
PMUs the minimum photon energy is 660 eV. This adds
tunability to the undulator line, since it is possible, using
frequency mixing [16], to now exploit these, up to now,
forbidden photon energies. The radiation produced has lower
energy per pulse, but can be offered with all polarizations.
Presently, the commissioning of the APPLE X afterburner
is paused because of the failure of a large number of linear
and rotary encoders [2].
Table 2: Main Parameters of the APPLE X Undulators [2,14]
Period length (mm)
Operational mag. gap range (mm)
Operational long. shift range (mm)
Magnetic length (mm)
Keff max. lin. h/v & circ.
Keff max. lin. ±45∘

90
12.5–31.6
±45
1957.5
9.4
6.62

SUPERCONDUCTNG UNDULATORS
The development and implementation of SCUs is part of
EuXFEL facility development program. More details are
described in Ref. [3]. The implementation of the SCUs
has several advantages on a long term strategy. It opens
the possibility to lase at very high photon energies towards
100 keV. In addition, in case of a possible upgrade to a
CW mode, which implies a lower electron beam energy (78 GeV), SCUs can cover approximately the same photon
energy range as avaliable with 17 GeV and the presently
installed PMUs.
The SCU afterburner is planned to consist of six modules
to be installed downstream with respect to the last PMU of
SASE2. Each module is a cryostat about 5 m long containing
two SCU coils 2 m long, superconducting (SC) correctors
and a SC phase shifter. The length of the modules is chosen
to be the same as the one of the presently installed PMUs.
The intersections can use the same elements ( i.e. phase
shifter, quadrupole, etc...) as described in the section on
planar PMUs. The length of the intesections will slightly
increase, since they will host RF bellows. The RF bellows
permits vertical and horizontal alignment of the SCUs with
beam and length compensation for the thermal shrinkage
of the SCU modules after cooldown. An RF valve will be
placed in the intersection separating the last PMU and the
first SCU. All modules will be cooled with cryocoolers. To
reach this goal the following steps are foreseen: 1) two test
stands are being developed: SUNDAE1 (Superconducting
UNDulator Experiment) and SUNDAE2. SUNDAE1 is a
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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vertical test stand in which SCU coils up to about 2 m length
can be trained and characterized with a Hall probe mounted
on a sledge moved along the magnetic axis [17]. The SCU
coils are immersed in a liquid or superfluid helium bath with
a fixed height of approximately 2.4 m. Measurements at 2 K
have been foreseen to be open to possible future applications considering also complete SCU lines. Those would
need a cryoplant and might use a similar cooling to 2 K as
realized for the SRF cavities. SUNDAE2 is a horizontal test
stand to characterize the magnetic field of the coils in their
final cryostat [18]. Planned are a Hall probe and a pulsed
wire system for the local field characterization [19] and the
moving wire to measure the first and second field integrals.
Both test stands are developed in collaboration with DESY
and are located in the DESY campus. 2) a Superconducting undulator PRE-SerieS mOdule (S-PRESSO), which has
been specified. The contract has been assigned to the company Noell GmbH. S-PRESSO will be installed and tested
in SASE2. 3) An R&D activity on advanced SCU coils has
started to build up know-how inside the facility. To this
end a winding machine and an impregnation chamber have
been specified and procured. Together with the experimental
activity magnetic simulations are carried out.
The main parameters of the 2 m long SCU coils of the
SCU afterburner are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3: Main Parameters of the 2 m SCU Coils [3]
Period length (mm)
Vacuum gap (mm)
K max.
Beam heat load (W)

18
5
3.06
10

The SCU afterburner can be operated by amplifying the
first harmonic of the PMUs up to ≈ 40 − 50 keV. To reach
higher photon energies it is planned to use the bunching at
the second harmonic generated on the electron beam in the
PMUs and amplify it with the fundamental of the SCUs.
From first estimations the number of photons per pulse is ≳
1010 up to ≈ 50 keV and > 109 at ≈ 60 keV. Further studies
including wakefields, tapering and optimized electron beam
parameters are ongoing [20].

CONCLUSION
Three undulator lines based on planar PMUs are in operation at EuXFEL: SASE1/2 for hard X-rays and SASE3
for soft X-rays. An APPLE X afterburner has been installed
downstream with respect to the planar PMUs of SASE3 during the 2021/22 winter shutdown. An SCU afterburner is
planned to increase the photon energy range of SASE2 towards harder X-rays. S-PRESSO, the first module, has been
specified and the contract has been assigned to Bilfinger
Noell GmbH.
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DESIGN OF SCILAB Xcos SIMULATION MODEL FOR PULSED WIRE
METHOD DATA ANALYSES
H. Jeevakhan, Department of Applied Science Education, National Institute of Technical Teachers’ Training and
Research, Bhopal, India
S. M. Khan, G. Mishra, School of Physics, Devi Ahilya University, Indore, India

Abstract
Pulsed wire method (PWM)is used for undulator characterisation. SCILAB Xcos simulation model is designed for
the analyses of data obtained by PWM. The data obtained
from PWM is given as input to the model and its output
gives the magnetic field of the undulator.

INTRODUCTION
The performance of free electron laser and synchrotron
radiation source depends on the quality of magnetic field
of undulator. In an ideal case the on axis magnetic field of
undulator is sinusoidal, such that the trajectory of relativistic electron which is injected along the axis is sinusoidal
in the plane of oscillation. Any deviation in the trajectory
from ideal sinusoidal trajectory produces phase error,
which results in reduction of brightness of undulator radiations. It is therefore important to characterize the field
quality of undulator. The magnetic field measurement by
Hall probe method based on the principle of measuring the
Hall voltage which is developed across one face of semiconductor say Indium Arsenide (InAs) crystal, on applying
magnetic field and constant current across the other two
perpendicular faces respectively. Different methods have
been used to evaluate quickly the magnetic field characteristics, they are rotating coil and flipping coil methods,
stretched wire measurement system. In recent years there
exist interests in Pulsed wire method (PWM) magnetic
field measurements of undulators/ wigglers for synchrotron radiation and free electron laser applications, which is
proposed by R Warren [1]. In this method a thin wire is
stretched along the undulator axis. A current pulse is
passed through the wire produces a force on the wire proportional to the local transverse magnetic field. The force
initiates a travelling wave that propagates in both the direction. An optical switch connected to an oscilloscope located at a place along the wire captures the traveling wave.
A longer pulse returns a signal that approximates the second integral of the undulator field. For a short current
pulse, the returned signal represents the first integral of the
undulator magnetic field.
PWM is useful for in-vacuum insertion devices, as it
can give magnetic profile of undulator with very small gap
[2]. Recent studies on improvements in PWM shows its
usefulness in measuring the magnetic field of planar, hybrid and superconducting undulators [3-6]. SCILAB is an
open source software for numeric computation [7].
SCILAB’s Xcos simulation model-based design is used for
determining the trajectory of electrons in real undulator, by
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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using the magnetic field of proposed superconducting undulator by RADIA codes [8].
The present work corresponds to develop SCILAB Xcos
model for analysis of the experimental data measured from
PWM. Xcos blocks are used to double differentiate the
PWM data. The advantage of using model-based design
over other methods is that we can visualise the output instantaneously and does not need any separate plotting software. The present model helps to visualise the filter used
for elimination of noise from the signal. In present analyses, the magnetic field data of Hybrid undulator (U20) developed at DAVV lab Indore is utilised for the execution
of the designed model. The details of the undulator is given
in next section.

HYBRID UNDULATOR AT DAVV LAB
U20 undulator is a variable gap hybrid type undulator [4]
made up of NdFeB magnets and M35 Grade Cobalt Steel
poles. The undulator consists of 25 number of periods and
each period is 20 mm long and each period have two magnets and two poles, thus the total length of the U20 undulator is 500 mm. There are 98 regular magnets and 98 regular poles. The regular magnets are 6.25 mm wide,
6.25 mm high and 50 mm long and regular poles are
3.75 mm wide, 4.7 mm high and 50 mm long. The U20 end
magnet and end pole dimensions are 3.75 mm x 6.25 mm
x 50 mm and 1.87 mm x 4.7 mm x 50 mm respectively. The
gap between the jaws of undulator can be varied with the
help of manually driven ball screw system from 9mm to
20 mm. The peak magnetic field range from 0.24 T to
0.05 T with respect to gap of the undulator.

PULSED WIRE METHOD SET UP
In the PWM, the second integral equation read as [1]

2v 2μ
I 2 = x.
I0

(1)

Where,
x is displacement of wire in meter
v is the velocity in m/s
µ is linear density of wire in kg/m
I0 is current in wire in Ampere
In the present PWM set up, beryllium-copper wire of
250 micron is used, having linear density 4.1 x10-4 g/m, I0
is 5.08 A, tension in wire is 26.26 N, hence velocity is
253.12 m/s. By inserting these values in Eq. 1 the multiplication factor comes out to be 10.34.
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Figure 1: Xcos model for PWM data analyses.

Figure 2: Output of Xcos model for PWM data analyses.

XCOS MODEL FOR PWM DATA
ANALYSIS
SCILAB’s Xcos model developed for analysis of experimental data obtained from PWM is displayed in Fig. 1.
The voltage v/s time data obtained from the optical sensor
is converted into displacement v/s distance data by multiplying with sensitivity and velocity of mechanical wave in
the wire respectively. The displacement v/s distance along
the undulator data is an indication of second integral of
magnetic field. The displacement is then inserted in Eq. 1
to get the I2 in tesla x meter2. This data is fetched on console of SCILAB from excel file. The data is called from
console to the Xcos model through workspace tool box. As
the experimental data is incorporated with inherited noise
due to sensor limitations. Filter tool box is used to extract
THPOPT063
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the low frequency second integral signal. The two derivative blocks are further used to get the magnetic field along
the undulator. In the present model derivative blocks of
Coselica tool boxes is used, and necessary porting blocks
are added as per requirement. The first derivative gives the
data in tesla x meter and on further derivation it gives the
magnetic field in tesla. The designed model gives four output windows. The first output is non- filtered data or the
input data. The second window displays noise free filtered
data with some attenuation and time lag due to filtration.
The third and fourth window displays the first and second
integral respectively. A screen shot of the four output windows is given in Fig. 2.
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RESULTS
The fourth output window, which comes after simulation
of the model is modified and presented in Fig. 3, It shows
magnetic field in tesla v/s distance along the undulator in
meters. The blue line is the magnetic field measured with
the hall probe and the red thick line is the magnetic field
from the double differentiation of the pulsed wire data. Figure 3 shows a clear match of the output of model with the
magnetic field measured with Hall probe method.

points. SCILAB’s Xcos model can also be utilized for determining the phase error of the undulator.
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Figure 3: Magnetic field along undulator.

CONCLUSIONS
SCILAB’s Xcos model is used for the analyses of the
experimental data obtained from pulsed wire method for
the undulator characterisation. The magnetic field results
from the model is compared with magnetic field data measured with the Hall probe method. There is phase lag between the data due to filer used in the model. A rigorous
analysis of the model is required for the mismatch of the
magnetic field at certain point. The present model can be
modified into holistic model to make PWD analysis for any
current in the wire of any densities and any sensitivity
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Abstract
In this paper, we present theHall Probe magnetic measurement of the integrated multipoles of 50 mm period
undulator.The ongoing activity on asymmetric undulator
is discussed.

20 mm/s and a delay time between the data capture range
from 0ms to 9999 ms can be given to measurement system.

INTRODUCTION
The Hall probe is the most versatile magnetic measurement system for the undulators. The field integral and
phase error [1,2] of the undulator are directly computed
from the field mapping. The field integrals compute the
angle and position offset of the electron at the undulator
end. The phase error indicates the undulator quality
through reduction of photon flux and small signal free
electron gain. The multipole components of the undulator
indicate the effects of the undulator on the propagating
electron beam [3].

HALL PROBE MEASUREMENT BENCH
The schematic of the Hall probe bench is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The Hall probe measurement bench uses a F.W.
Bell make, Model No- 8030 Tesla meter and F.W. Bell
make 3-axis probe Model No- ZOA83-3208-10. The
cylindrical 3-axis probe stem is 205 mm in length and
have 8 mm diameter. The probe is attached in specially
designed indigenously made probe holder having measurable angle adjustment. The probe is fixed in a cylindrical
tube of 20 mm inner diameter having 5 mm thickness
attached inside the probe mount with the help of a coaxial
cylinder, both the cylinders are covered with the mount
case fixed with Allen screws. There is a knob in the bottom of probe mount for coarse adjustment and micrometer given on the side for fine adjustment of the angle of
hall probe. The design of the hall probe holder presented
in Fig. 2. The probe holder having M6 slot is mounted on
a xy-stage; 50 mm travel distance each and moves on a
motorized z-linear translation stage of 2000 mm length. A
stepper motor with a single axis motion controller drives
the hall probe assembly unit on the z-linear translation
stage capable to move forward and backward. The motion
controller operated with control software capable to record multiple Teslameter channels is programmed to control the speed and direction of the travel, delay time and
step length of measurement defined by the user. The control software allow the linear translation stage to move
distance range from 2 µm to 2000 mm both in forward
and reverse directions with allowed speed ranging up to
____________________________________________
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Figure 1: Hall probe bench.

Figure 2: Design of Hall probe mount.
The 2D position sensing detector based position measuring system previously used for different setup [4] to
align the Hall probe in both vertical and horizontal directions implemented on new 2000 mm long translation
stage.

MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS
Straightness and flatness of the travel of Hall probe
measurement assembly shown in Fig. 3. The undulator is
1m long having 20 periods, each period is 50 mm in
length. The motion of Hall probe is observed throughout
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the length of undulator considering it as z-axis and it stay
on axis of the undulator within the range of ±10 µm along
x-axis and ±30 µm along the y-axis.
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Figure 5(a): rms magnetic flux density.
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Figure 3: Horizontal and vertical alignment.
The magnetic field mapping of the undulator from the
Hall probe within the range of gap from 14 mm to 21 mm
is presented in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b). The measurement
is recorded at the step length of 1mm with delay of
3000 ms between each reading. The magnetic field integrals are calculated with a new user friendly MATLABcode.
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Figure 4(a): Normal magnetic flux density.
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Figure 4(b): Skew magnetic flux density.
The rms values of normal and skew measurement of the
field and the first field integral with the variation of gap is
presented in the Fig. 5(a), 5(b) respectively. The normal
and skew magnetic field integrals at the end 250 mm
away from end of the undulator is presented in Fig. 6(a)
and Fig. 6(b).
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The integrated multipole components canbe derived
from the following equation [5],
∞

∞

−∞

n =0

 ( By + iBx )dz =  ( bn + ian ) ( x + iy )

n

(1)

Where By and Bx are real and these can be obtained by
the imaginary and real part of the right-hand side of the
2
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∞

 ( By + iBx )dz = ( b0 + ia0 ) + ( b1 + ia1 )( x + iy )
2
−∞
+ ( b2 + ia2 )( x + iy )

(2)

10
quadrupole component (G)

given equation. Here index n which is an integer denotes
the order of the multipole field component. n=1 denotes
the dipole field, n=2 is for quadrupole field, n=3 for sextupole field component and so on.
The multipole component can be computed by fitting
a polynomial to the data set of field; extending the Eq. (1)
upto few indices gives,

-10
-20
-30
-40
-50
-60
-70

2
2
 ( By + iBx )dz = b0 + b1x + b2 x + i a0 + a1x + a2 x

−∞

)

(3)

where b0, b1 and b2 are the normal component of the
field and a0, a1 and a2 are the skew components of field.
The numerical data of the field from the measurement of the undulator magnet is obtained within the range
from -4mm to +4mm. The data set is then plotted and
fitted with the polynomial function; in our case second
order polynomial from eq. (3) and the corresponding
normal and skew multipole field are computed. Fig. 7
shows the plot and the fitted polynomial on the data set of
skew measurement at 18mm gap.
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Figure 8(a): Quadrupole components of field versus gap
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The variation of both normal and skew of the quadrupole component and sextupole component are presented
in the Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) and summary in Table 1 for
the 18 mm gap.
An asymmetric undulator with 25mm and 50mm period
has been designed and measurement ready shown in
Fig. 9. Both the Hall probe system and the Pulsed wire
magnetic measurement system will be used to field map
the undulator.
Table1: Magnetic Measurement Results
(n)
(0)Normal Dipole
(0)Skew Dipole
(1)Normal Quadrupole
(1)Skew Quadrupole
(2)Normal Sextupole
(2)Skew Sextupole
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Measurement
4105Gcm
275Gcm
-0.164G
-0.011G
-4.4682 G/cm
-0.3139 G/cm

Figure 9: 300 mm length asymmetric undulator.
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VOLTAGE AT ALBA FRONT ENDS
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Abstract
Blade-type X-ray Beam Position Monitors (XBPMs) are
customarily operated with a negative bias voltage applied to
the blades in order to prevent the transference of photoelectrons between the blades, and hence to maximize the signal
at each blade and to avoid cross-talk. This was the selected
approach at ALBA since the start of its operation for users
in 2012. However, over the years the insulation provided by
the ceramic pieces separating the blades from the support
structure has degraded progressively, giving rise to an everincreasing leakage current not related with the photon beam
to be monitored. On 2020 the level of these leak currents had
already become comparable to the photocurrents generated
by the photon beam itself, making the readings from many
of the XBPMs unreliable. Following the example from other
facilities, we decided to remove the bias voltage from the
blades and to test the performance of the XBPMs under these
conditions, with such good results that we apply this method
also for the new, non degraded, XBPMs. In this paper we
present the approach used at ALBA to analyse XBPM data,
and our experience operating them with zero bias voltage.

INTRODUCTION
The general layout of the Front Ends (FEs) for Phase-I
beamlines at ALBA was described in Ref. [1]. In particular,
each FE is equipped with one blade-type XBPM in order
to monitor the position of the photon beam at a distance of
7–10 m from the source point. Monitors were manufactured
by FMB-Berlin [2] according to the designs developed by
K. Holldack at BESSY [3]. Each XBPM makes use of four
narrow blades which intercept the edges of the photon beam
distribution. The photoelectrical currents generated at each
blade are measured using a low current monitor, and combined in order to get an on-line estimation of the horizontal
and vertical position of the centre of the beam

SIGNAL PROCESSING
The difference-over-sum of the current of right/left and
top/bottom blades are used to define the raw position parameters associated to the XBPM:
(𝐼1 + 𝐼3 ) − (𝐼2 + 𝐼4 )
,
𝐼1 + 𝐼 2 + 𝐼 3 + 𝐼 4

(𝐼1 + 𝐼2 ) − (𝐼3 + 𝐼4 )
.
𝐼1 + 𝐼2 + 𝐼3 + 𝐼4
(1)
These dimensionless parameters are related to the real displacement of the photon beam with respect to the centre of
the XBPM, 𝑋pos and 𝑌pos . For convenience, at ALBA we
assume that this relationship is linear. More precisely, the
𝑋=
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𝑌=
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coordinates of the photon beam position 𝑋pos and 𝑌pos are
related with the output of the XBPM in terms of 𝑋 and 𝑌
through the expressions:
𝑋 ≃ 𝐶𝑥𝑥 𝑋pos + 𝐶𝑥𝑦 𝑌pos ,

𝑌 ≃ 𝐶𝑦𝑥 𝑋pos + 𝐶𝑦𝑦 𝑌pos , (2)

where 𝐶𝑥𝑥 and 𝐶𝑦𝑦 are the typical sensitivity coefficients
which give the response of the XBPM to a given displacement of the beam along horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively; the two additional coefficients, 𝐶𝑥𝑦 and 𝐶𝑦𝑥 ,
characterize any source of cross-talk between the two planes.
These cross-talks can be due to either an improper alignment
of the XBPM blades or to a lack of symmetry of the photon
beam footprint.
In a practical situation, the 𝑋 and 𝑌 parameters are
obtained from the photocurrents measured at the XBPM
through Eq. (1), and the photon beam position is determined
by inverting Eq. (2):
𝐶𝑦𝑦 𝑋 − 𝐶𝑥𝑦 𝑌
𝐶𝑥𝑥 𝐶𝑦𝑦 − 𝐶𝑥𝑦 𝐶𝑦𝑥
−𝐶𝑦𝑥 𝑋 + 𝐶𝑥𝑥 𝑌
≃
.
𝐶𝑥𝑥 𝐶𝑦𝑦 − 𝐶𝑥𝑦 𝐶𝑦𝑥

𝑋pos ≃
𝑌pos

(3)

In the particular case with zero cross-talk between planes,
𝐶𝑥𝑦 = 𝐶𝑦𝑥 = 0, the expected result 𝑋pos = 𝑋/𝐶𝑥𝑥 and
𝑌pos = 𝑌 /𝐶𝑦𝑦 is recovered.
It has to be taken into account that all four coefficients 𝐶𝑥𝑥 ,
𝐶𝑥𝑦 , 𝐶𝑦𝑥 , and 𝐶𝑦𝑦 in Eq. (2) depend on the characteristics
of the photon beam distribution delivered by the source;
therefore, in the case of Insertion Devices (IDs) those factors
are a function of all the parameters defining their emission
of radiation: the gap opening for planar devices, the phase
displacement for APPLE-type undulators etc.
The calibration procedure to determine the sensitivity
coefficients for a given configuration of the ID is based in introducing a known displacement of the XBPM with respect
to the photon beam (change in 𝑋pos and 𝑌pos ) and recording
the change in the output parameters (𝑋 and 𝑌). The displacement is introduced by means of a two-axes linear stage at the
base of the vacuum vessel that contains the XBPM. During
the calibration the delivered photon beam is kept as steady
as possible by means of the accelerator’s orbit feedback, and
the XBPM is displaced with respect to it over a rectangular grid. The resulting pairs of (𝑋pos , 𝑌pos ) and (𝑋, 𝑌 ) data
points are fitted according to Eq. (2) around the position
where 𝑋 = 𝑌 = 0, allowing to derive the value of the sensitivity factors. Such a measurement is carried out for a
representative number of configurations of the ID, giving as
a result a set of look-up tables for the sensitivity coefficients.
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Figure 1: 2D histogram of the XBPM readings on FE29
over a period of 4 weeks. Left: raw (𝑋, 𝑌 ) parameters without BM background subtraction. Right: calculated photon
beam positions (𝑋pos , 𝑌pos ) calculated after applying BM
subtraction and the sensitivity factors corresponding to each
ID setting. The dimension of the bins is (0.02 × 0.02) in the
two cases.
Finally, during the operation of the XBPM, the required values of the coefficients are obtained by interpolation of the
corresponding look-up tables.

Bending Magnet Background Subtraction
The presented scheme works fine as far as the currents
in Eq. (1) are associated to the photon source that we are
interested in. In the case of XBPMs for ID sources, however,
the blades do not collect only photons from the ID but also
from the adjacent bending magnets (BMs), upstream and
downstream from the ID. In those instances where the photocurrents associated to that background of BM radiation
are not negligible, the resulting parameters 𝑋 and 𝑌 and the
association photon beam positions get distorted.
In order to mitigate this effect, at ALBA instead of operating with the directly measured photocurrents 𝐼𝑖 we operate
with background subtracted ones, defined as:
𝐼𝑖ID = 𝐼𝑖 − 𝐼𝑖BM ,

for 𝑖 = 1 … 4

(4)

where 𝐼𝑖BM corresponds to the contribution of BM background radiation to the photocurrent measured on blade 𝑖.
These background currents are estimated by measuring the
photocurrents on the XBPM when the corresponding ID
is not emitting radiation (fully opened gap for permanent
magnet-based IDs or switched-off power supply for electromagnetical ones) at a certain value of the electron beam
current. The measured values are afterwards rescaled under
operational conditions taking into account the electron beam
current at the time of applying Eq. (4).
The correction of BM background turns out to be particularly critical in the case of ID delivering soft X-rays
(𝐸𝛾 < 1 keV). As an illustration, Figure 1 shows the case
of the XBPM at FE29, with an APPLE-II (EU71) source
delivering photons above 80 eV [4]. Figure 1 summarizes
the output of the XBPM for a whole run of the accelerator (4
weeks), along which the ID underwent many configuration
changes. These changes modified the balance between the
ID and the BM contributions to the blade currents, and led
to the large dispersion of the raw (𝑋, 𝑌 ) values displayed in
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Figure 2: Evolution of leakage current on the 4 blades of
the XBPM for FE13, with an in-vacuum device (IVU21) as
a source. The operating bias voltage was −50 V.

the left side of the figure. Only after the removal of the BM
background one is able to reconstruct a meaningful position
for the photon beam (right hand side of the figure), which
keeps stable within the level guaranteed by the electron beam
trajectory straightness inside the ID.

BIAS OPERATION
Blade-type XBPMs are customarily operated applying a
negative bias to the blades. This voltage allows to accelerate the photoelectrons away from the blades, reducing the
crosstalk between them and, in principle, optimizing their
position sensitivity. However, a known issue with these
devices is the progressive degradation of the insulation provided by the ceramic piece separating the blades from the
copper holder piece [5]. Due to the presence of a bias voltage,
this degradation gives rise to a leakage current through the
insulation, which superimposes to the photocurrent signal
associated to the photon beam. Therefore, leak currents act
as an additional background that, if not taken properly into
account, can distort the determination of the photon beam
position. As the insulation’s degradation advances, the level
of the leak currents increases, and they can eventually become comparable to the photon beam signal. When this
stage is reached, the effective dynamic range of the instrument is drastically reduced and the position data obtained
from it becomes less reliable.
In the case of ALBA, a bias voltage of −50 V was selected
at the beginning of the accelerator operation in 2012. Upon
installation of the XBPMs, the level of insulation provided
by the ceramic pieces was well above 100 GΩ. However, in
all cases the blades’ insulation has degraded over the years,
and by mid-2020 it had decreased down to a value between
100 MΩ in the most favorable case and 50 kΩ in the worst
case. As an example, Figure 2 shows the evolution of the
insulation of the most affected XBPM (installed in FE13,
with an in-vacuum undulator source [4]) during the last years
of operation. It can be seen that the leakage currents at the
end of the period were above 0.1 mA, which is at the same
level that the photocurrents generated at nominal electron
beam current (𝐼beam = 250 mA).
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Figure 4: Left: pairs of (𝑋, 𝑌 ) values obtained during the
calibration measurement of FE13 XBPM in the absence
of bias voltage (blade current data shown in Fig. 3). Right:
reconstructed photon beam positions in linear approximation,
obtained using Eq. (3).
Figure 3: Contour plots of currents measured on the four
blades of FE13 XBPM at zero bias when scanning its position over an area of ±1 mm along both horizontal and vertical
directions. Data was acquired at an electron beam current of
𝐼beam = 100 mA and for an undulator gap opening of 8 mm.
The white colour contour indicates the boundary between
positive and negative blade current values.

Zero-bias Operation
Given the difficulty of replacing the ceramic pieces, it
was decided to test the same solution that was already implemented at Diamond Light Source some years ago [5]:
removing the bias voltage altogether. A first set of tests on
July 2020 showed that the removal of bias voltage decreased
the photocurrents measured on the blades by a small factor
(much smaller than 10, in all cases); on the other hand, the
leak currents were reduced well below the 10 nA level, thus
allowing to recover a difference of at least 3 orders of magnitude between the signal associated to the photon beam and
the current leakage.
One of the side-effects of the bias removal is the increase
in the likelihood that the photoelectrons ejected from one
blade can end up in another of the blades. Due to this, and
depending on the balance between the photoemission of
electrons and the capture of electrons coming from the other
blades, it can occur that the current measured in some of
the blades has a negative value. Under these circumstances
it may not be clear if the raw positions parameters 𝑋 and
𝑌 as defined in Eq. (1) still have a straightforward relationship with the position of the photon beam. However, if we
follow the described calibration procedure moving the position of the XBPM with respect to the photon beam, in the
absence of bias the currents measured on each blade still
display a smooth change with position, as shown in Fig. 3,
even if in some regions they get a negative value. When the
measured current values are combined using Eq. (1), the obtained (𝑋, 𝑌 ) values resemble the displacements introduced
into the XBPM with a fair degree of linearity, as shown in
Fig. 4. After reconstructing the original positions by means
of Eq. (3), the obtained estimations in the inner region within
±0.2 mm have a relative error smaller than 5%.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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Figure 5: Main sensitivity coefficients (𝐶𝑥𝑥 and 𝐶𝑦𝑦 ) determined for the XBPM of FE13 as a function of the gap
opening of the ID source, with and without bias voltage.
In fact, when the sensitivity coefficients are calculated
from the calibration data, it turns out that after the removal
of bias they are enhanced by a factor ∼ 2 (see Figure 5) with
respect to the original values determined at nominal bias, as
already reported in Ref. [5]. Therefore, on top of removing
the inconvenience of having to deal with ever-increasing
leak currents, the removing of the bias voltage improves the
sensitivity of the photon beam position measurement.

CONCLUSION
After the promising results obtained with the first tests
operating at zero bias, this new scheme has been applied to
all FE XBPMs at ALBA, not only for Phase-I ones. This
change has required a recalibration of all XBPMs in order
to determine the new values of the sensitivity coefficients,
in a way similar to what has already been shown in Fig. 5.
This recalibration process was carried out along 2021. In
all cases, significant increases of the sensitivity (typically
above a 50%) have been observed.
Currently all FE XBPMs at ALBA operate with zero bias,
some of them (the first ones to be recalibrated) since the end
of 2020. So far, no detrimental effects or long term drifts
due to the further degradation of the insulation provided by
the ceramic pieces have been observed.
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Abstract
A helical wiggler with parameter 𝐾𝑢𝑛𝑑 = 4.35 has been
designed for the Optical Stochastic Cooling (OSC) experiment in the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR). We
consider four Halbach arrays, which dimensions are optimized to get the required helical field profile, as well as, to
get the best Dynamic Aperture (DA) in simulations. The end
poles are designed with different dimensions to minimize the
first and second field integrals to avoid the need of additional
correctors for the beam orbit. The design is adapted to minimize the risk of demagnetization of the magnet blocks. To
quantify the tolerances, we simulated the effects of different
types of geometrical and magnetic field errors on the OSC
damping rates. In addition, to understand the challenges
for the construction, as well as, to validate the model field
calculations, a prototype wiggler with two periods has been
constructed. The prototype field is compared to the model,
and the results are presented in this work.

INTRODUCTION
Optical Stochastic Cooling is considered one of the most
promising methods for cooling stored particle beams. A key
aspect of OSC is a pair of wigglers. The so called pickup
wiggler radiates at optical frequencies. The kicker wiggler
couples the radiation emitted by the pickup back into the
beam at a phase that effects cooling. The idea was proposed
in 1993 by A.A. Mikhailichenko and M.S. Zolotorev [1] and
later refined by Zololotorev and Zholents into transit time
OSC [2]. A high gain OSC demonstration in the Cornell
Electron Storage Ring is an experimental aimed at developing.
For the demonstration of OSC at CESR the plan is to use
a pair of identical helical wigglers for pickup and kicker.
For compatibility with an optical amplifier based on a
Ti:Sapphire gain medium, the wigglers are designed to radiate at a wavelength of 780 nm, corresponding to parameter
𝐾𝑢𝑛𝑑 =4.35 for a beam energy of 1 GeV. The energy kick in
the 14-period long kicker, which is the result of the interaction between the radiated wave-packet and the electron
beam, is estimated to be 420 meV. The details about OSC
simulations at CESR can be found in articles [3–5]. The
focus of this work is the design of the wigglers based on permanent magnets. Nowadays, widely available Neodymium
magnets give excellent opportunity to build more affordable
∗
†
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wigglers compared to similar electromagnets, which have
more complicated geometry, need separate power supplies
and cooling subsystems.

HELICAL WIGGLER DESIGN
The configuration of magnetic material and shaping steel
that generates a helical magnetic field has been defined and
demonstrated. The dimensions of the components have been
optimized for field quality. The end poles have been modified to tune the fringe fields. In addition, dependencies
on geometrical errors and temperature variation have been
investigated. Calculation of the forces between the magnetsteel arrays have been completed.
The coordinate system: Z axis is the beam direction, X
and Y axes are horizontal and vertical directions respectively.
Geometry and Magnet Definition The wiggler geometry and the following field calculations are performed using
the OPERA3D package [6]. The idea is to define four Halbach hybrid arrays [7] (top-left, top-right, bottom-left and
bottom right), which can form two planar wigglers diagonally (top-left with bottom right, and top-right with bottomleft). The helical field can be achieved by giving a quarter
period offset to one of the diagonal combination (see Fig. 1).
As for magnet blocks, the best choice for such projects are
Neodymium Ferrite Boron (NdFeB) magnets, as those are
the strongest type of permanent magnets available commercially.

Figure 1: Permanent magnet based helical wiggler Opera3D model. The green blocks are magnet blocks, the arrows
show their magnetization orientation, the gray blocks are
steel.
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The magnetic field horizontal and vertical components
are fitted with the following functions simultaneously.
(
𝑓 𝑥 (𝑧) = 𝐴 × sin(𝑘 𝑧 + 𝜙) + 𝑓 𝑥′ (𝑧)
(1)
𝑓 𝑦 (𝑧) = 𝐴 × cos(𝑘 𝑧 + 𝜙) + 𝑓 𝑦′ (𝑧)
where 𝐴, 𝑘 and 𝜙 are fit parameters and they are the same
for both 𝑓 𝑥 (𝑧) and 𝑓 𝑦 (𝑧). The functions 𝑓 𝑥′ (𝑧) and 𝑓 𝑦′ (𝑧) are
responsible for higher - 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonics, with
amplitudes typically at least an order of magnetic smaller
(than the fundamental) in the models we studied and play a
negligible role in the OSC process. The Root [8] package
and Minuit::Migrad [9] minimization method are used for
the magnetic field profile analyses. An example of the model
field and a field profile fit can be seen on Fig 2.

magnet:steel length makes the flux higher by about 20%.
However, BMAD [11] simulations show that the best Dynamic Aperture is obtained for magnet:steel length ratio
1:1.
The model field amplitude with Neodymium N-52 magnet
blocks is 10% stronger compared to the same model field
amplitude with N-42 magnets, and 18% stronger compared
to the model with N-35 magnets. Thus, the wiggler with
Neodymium N-52 magnets can be more compact.
The optimal dimensions for the OSC wiggler: the magnet
blocks need to have 2.3" (5.842 cm) square profile transversely and ∼3" (7.5 cm) length. The distance between the
arrays are 2.3" (5.842 cm). Neodymium N-52 magnet blocks
are chosen for the above geometry. The steel blocks have
the same length (7.5 cm), but the width and height are 4.38
cm, smaller by the factor of 0.75 compared to the magnet
blocks.
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Figure 2: Field profile from Opera3D model. The black
curve is the model field, and the red one is a fit with 𝑓 𝑥,𝑦 (𝑧)
′ (𝑧) functions. The field amplitude in this model is
and 𝑓 𝑥,𝑦
1550 Gs, the 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonics are 74.9 Gs, 4.2 Gs,
and 1.27 Gs respectively. Dashed black lines show the start
and end of the 14-period wiggler. The top and bottom figures
correspond to horizontal and vertical planes respectively.

Corrections for the Fringe Field One of the challenges
of such a wiggler design is its end geometry. Ideally the first
and second field integrals are zero, in other words the beam
transverse momentum at the exit from the wiggler must
be zero and the beam oscillation axis inside the wiggler
must be parallel to the initial beam axis. The first order of
Runge-Kutta tracking has been used for this study and for the
wiggler design optimization [12]. We optimize the fringe
field profile by varying the lengths of the last magnet and
steel blocks separately. This is a 2D scan. For the geometry
discussed in the previous paragraph, the first and last magnet
blocks of the arrays must be 6.25 cm long and the steel blocks
2.25 cm long (see Fig. 1). Figure 3 shows 1 GeV 𝑒 − beam
tracking in the model magnetic field. It is worth mentioning
that CESR steerings are available at the proposed location
of the wigglers, so relatively small kicks due to the fringe
fields (a few hundreds of 𝜇rad kicks) can be corrected by
the CESR steerings.

The B-H curves for the definition of different types of
NdFeB-Neodymium magnets (N-35, N-43, N-52) are taken
from K&J Magnetics data base [10].
Geometry and Field Optimization The aim of this
study is obtaining the required magnetic field profile and
simultaneously minimizing the dimensions of the magnet
and steel blocks, and making the design more compact.
A smaller wiggler gap generates a higher field amplitude,
thereby requiring smaller magnet blocks. However, the minimum gap size is set by vertical dimension of the CESR
vacuum pipe of approximately 5 cm. An additional 0.8cm
is introduced to allow for fine tuning of the magnetic field.
Studies show that the maximum flux can be achieved by
reducing the steel transverse (X-Y) dimensions by 25% in
each plane, while the inner distance between the steel blocks
has to remain the same as for magnet blocks (Fig. 1).
Reduction of the length of the steel blocks, and expansion
of the length of the magnet blocks also helps to increase
the magnetic field amplitude. For example 5:1 ratio for
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Figure 3: 1 GeV electron beam trajectory simulation in the
wiggler model field. The top and bottom figures correspond
to horizontal and vertical planes respectively.

Geometrical Errors The impact of geometrical errors
on the field profile has been studied. Local block displace-
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To validate the wiggler design and to better understand
the construction challenges a 2 period prototype has been
built with 6" period length, 2.5cm×5cm transverse dimensions for the magnets, and ∼750 Gs on-axis field amplitude.
The wiggler model has been adopted to the dimensions of
the prototype and the field calculations are performed for
the prototype geometry. All the geometrical deviations are
accounted for in the prototype model with the accuracy of
0.5 mm. The Hall probes used in the magnetic field measurements have accuracy on the level 1%. The prototype, as well
as, the comparison between the model field and measured
prototype field can be seen on Fig. 4.
One can see that the worst disagreement between the prototype end model fields is on the level of 20 Gs, which
is ∼2.7% from the field amplitude. Also, the discrepancy
mostly is in the fringe field region, because of magnetic materials presence in the ends of prototype construction. The
next step is to improve the geometry, re-assemble the prototype without magnetic materials, implement the geometrical
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Figure 4: Prototype and model on-axis magnetic fields. The
red curve on the graph is the model field, the black-dashed
curve is the measured prototype field, and the blue curve is
the model and prototype difference, its vertical axis is on the
right side of the plot. The top and bottom figures correspond
to horizontal and vertical planes respectively.

errors into the model with a better accuracy. However, the results are already satisfactory: the magnetic field calculations
are acceptable to first order, and there are no destabilizing
forces.

CONCLUSION
A NdFeB permanent magnet based helical wiggler has
been designed. For the presented design the helical field
amplitude is estimated 𝐴 = 1.55 kGs (𝐾𝑢𝑛𝑑 = 4.35). The
possible geometrical errors are modeled, and their impact on
the magnetic field is expected to be negligible. A 1 mm gap
between the magnet and steel blocks will help to avoid the
demagnetization of the magnet blocks. A small 2-period prototype has been constructed and the field analyses validate
the wiggler’s design.
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ments by several millimeters, or overall bends and waves
with amplitudes of millimeters were considered in the model.
We believe that 1 mm deviation from the design geometry
is an overestimate of construction tolerances. The studies
of the models show that the above mentioned geometrical
deviations bring less than 0.52%/mm errors in the model
magnetic field. The model field profiles with different types
of geometrical errors are used in Synchrotron Radiation
Workshop (SRW) [13] simulations to estimate the impact of
geometrical errors on the total kick energy, and the results
are compared to the ideal (theoretical) calculations. These
studies confirmed that 1 mm geometrical errors impacts are
expected to be negligible on the OSC process.
In addition to geometrical errors, different composition
of low carbon steels (B-H data) were used in the models.
Simulations show that the OSC process is relatively insensitive to the choice of steel. Within the steel compositions
S1005-S1020 and A36 [14], the largest difference is between
the model fields with steel S1005 and A36. However the
difference is less than 0.6% of the field amplitude.
In this document we do not discuss in details the demagnetization studies, force calculations, and the temperature
sensitivity. Demagnetization risks are reduced by adding a
1 mm layer of non-magnetic materials between the magnet
and steel blocks in the arrays.
The forces are calculated and there are only pulling forces
between the diagonal arrays, which are estimated on the
level of 2000 N. Due to the design symmetry the other forces
cancel out each other.
Lastly, for the design 400 C B-H data are used for the
definition of the Neodymium magnets. The CESR tunnel
average temperature during the operation is about 300 C,
which is lower than the wiggler’s design temperature, and
this will increase the field amplitude by 1.5%.
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PROPAGATION OF GAUSSIAN WIGNER FUNCTION THROUGH A
MATRIX-APERTURE BEAMLINE∗
B. Nash, D. T .Abell, P. Moeller, I. V. Pogorelov†
RadiaSoft LLC, Boulder, Colorado, USA
N. B. Goldring, STATE33 Inc., Portland, Oregon, USA
Abstract
We develop a simplified beam propagation model for xray beamlines that includes partial coherence as well as the
impact of apertures on the beam. In particular, we consider
a general asymmetric Gaussian Schell model, which also
corresponds to a Gaussian Wigner function. The radiation
is thus represented by a 4 × 4 symmetric second-moment
matrix. We approximate rectangular apertures by Gaussian
apertures, taking care that the loss in flux is the same for
the two models. The beam will thus stay Gaussian through
both linear transport and passage through the apertures, allowing a self-consistent picture. We derive expressions for
decrease in flux and changes in second moments upon passage through the aperture. We also derive expressions for the
coherence lengths and analyze how these propagate through
linear transport and Gaussian apertures. We apply our formalism to cases of low emittance light source beamlines
and develop a better understanding about trade-offs between
coherence length increase and flux reduction while passing
through physical apertures. Our formulae are implemented
in RadiaSoft’s Sirepo Shadow application allowing easy use
for realistic beamline models.

GAUSSIAN WIGNER FUNCTION
Transverse coherence properties of partially coherent
light at a given distance from the source can be described
by means of the cross-spectral density (CSD) function,
Γ(r1 , r2 ; �) in the time domain or Γ̃(r1 , r2 ; �) in the frequency domain [1–3]. An equivalent description can be
effected in terms of the Wigner function (WF), � (r, �), related to the CSD Γ̃(r1 , r2 ; �) via the Fourier transform w.r.t.
the pair of variables r1 − r2 and �. Thus, one can choose to
track either the CSD or the corresponding WF when modeling the propagation of partially coherent x-ray light through
the beamline. One useful property of the WF is that it can
be used just as a regular phase space density distribution
for computing the moments with respect to the phase space
variables. When the dynamics in the horizontal and vertical
trace spaces are decoupled, both the WF and the CSD are
separable, so that one is faced with a much simpler task of
tracking functions of 2D phase space variables.
In the frequently encountered case where the radiation
source is adequately described by the Gaussian Schell model,
the corresponding Wigner function at the source is known to
be Gaussian. As such, it is fully described by specifying its
∗
†

This work is supported by the US Department of Energy, Office of Basic
Energy Sciences under Award Number DE-SC0020593.
ilya@radiasoft.net
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covariance matrix Σ, whose elements are the second-order
moments, viz., �� � = ⟨� 2 ⟩, etc. Specifically, denoting the
®� ≡
the vector of the 4D phase space variables �® ≡ ( �®, �)
�
(�, �, � � , � � ) , the normalized Gaussian WF is given by
® =
� ( �®, �)



1
1
exp − �®� Σ−1 �® .
√
2
2� det Σ

(1)

When � and � trace spaces are decoupled, we denote the 2D
phase space variables (�, �), and write for the Σ matrix and
the rms emittance �


�� � �� �
(2)
Σ=
�� � �� �
and
�=

︃

�� � �� � − ��2 � = (det Σ) 1/2 ,

(3)

respectively. For convenience, we also introduce the quantities �, � and � (similar to the Twiss parameters used in
accelerator physics):
� � = �� � , � � = �� � , �� = −�� � ,

(4)

which are constrained by the identity
�� − �2 = 1 .

(5)

The inverse of Σ is then given in the 2D phase space case by




1
1 � �
�� � −�� �
Σ−1 =
,
(6)
=
det Σ −�� � �� �
� � �
and for the Gaussian WF we have these parametrized expressions:
√
2� det Σ� (�, �)


1
(�� � � 2 − 2�� � �� + �� � � 2 )
= exp −
(7)
2 det Σ


1
= exp − (�� 2 + 2��� + �� 2 ) .
2�
As long as the WF stays Gaussian, its evolution is fully
captured by tracking its moments through the second order
(i.e., tracking the elements of the 4 × 4 coupled Σ matrix
or a pair of or 2 × 2 matrices in the uncoupled case). This
closely parallels tracking the moments of the phase space
distribution function in the particle beam dynamics setting.
If the dynamics of the space space variables over a section of
the beamline are linear and described by a transport matrix
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M, such that �® = � �®(0), then the concurrent evolution of
the Σ matrix is given by
Σ = �Σ(0)� � ,

(8)

and the Gaussian WF remains Gaussian. Matrix elements
are known for most common optical beamline elements with
the exception of apertures.
A Gaussian radiation WF does not remain Gaussian after passing through a hard-edge aperture. However, as we
show below, it is possible to construct an effective Gaussian
aperture such that the WF after the aperture is Gaussian
and matches the FWHM size in phase space of the physical
(non-Gaussian) WF. This allows one to model the propagation of an x-ray beam through a beamline (represented
as a sequence of appropriate transfer matrices separated by
apertures) by tracking only the covariance matrix Σ of the
approximating Gaussian WF and keeping track of the flux
loss due to the apertures.

PROPAGATION OF A GAUSSIAN WF
THROUGH AN APERTURE (2D PHASE
SPACE)
The flux loss for a straight-hard-edge aperture extending
in � from −� ℎ to � ℎ is found by purely geometric considerations. If the intensity distribution �� immediately before the
aperture is given by


(� − �) 2
1
,
(9)
�� = �0 √
exp −
2��2
2���
the ratio of the flux � � immediately after the aperture to the
flux �� before the aperture will be
 



1
�ℎ + �
�ℎ − �
erf √
� � /�� =
+ erf √
.
(10)
2
2��
2��
The corresponding result for a rectangular aperture in two
spatial dimensions is, of course, a product of the 1D results
in � and �.
The radiation WF after the aperture is computed by performing a convolution of the WF of the incident radiation
with the “Wigner function” of the aperture, convolving in
the angle variable � only. In terms of the aperture transfer
function � (�; �) for the E-field of the radiation wavefront,
�® � (�) = � (�, �) �®� (�) ,

(11)

the aperture “Wigner function” is formally defined in the
same way as the radiation WF is defined from the electric
field of a coherent wavefront:
∫
1 ∞ ∗
�� (�, �) =
� (� − �/2; �)� (� + �/2; �)� −�2 � � � /� ��.
� ∞
(12)
Unlike the WF for the radiation field, the aperture “Wigner
function” is not normalized to unity.
For a hard-edge aperture the transfer function is a unitheight top-hat function Π�ℎ (�), and the WF for a matched
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incoming Gaussian radiation beam at some distance � � after
the aperture works out to [2]
� (�, �; � ℎ , � � )
1
(� − � � � ) 2
�2
1
=
exp
−
−
(2�) 3/2 �� ��
2��2
2��2

!

× Π�ℎ (� − � � � )
 

4��� (� ℎ − |� − � � � |)
�
× �� erf
. (13)
+�√
√
2�
2��
The Gaussian aperture is defined by a single parameter � � .
With � (�; �) = exp(−� 2 /2� 2� ), the “Wigner function” for a
Gaussian aperture is given by
!
√


2 �� �
�2
�2
�� (�, �) =
exp − 2 exp −
,
�
(�/2�� � ) 2
��
(14)
where � is the radiation wavelength, and the radiation WF
out of the aperture is
"
!
��2 �
1
1
2
� � (�, �) ∝ exp −
+
+
�2
2 � 2 2�� � ��2 , � ��2 �
!# (15)
2�� �
1 2
− 2
�� + 2 �
,
�� , � �� �
�� , �
where we used a shorthand
��2 , � =

det Σ
�2
�
�2
+ 2 2 =
+ 2 2 .
� 8� �
�� �
8� �

(16)

The elements of the Σ matrix after the aperture, denoted by
the subscript “f”, in terms of the parameter � of the Gaussian
aperture and the elements of the Σ matrix before the aperture,
are therefore given by
�� �, � =

� 2 �� �
,
� 2 + 2�� �

(17)

�� � , � =

� 2 �� �
,
� 2 + 2�� �

(18)

and

2��2 �

�2
.
(19)
� 2 + 2�� � 8� 2 � 2
Emittance after the Gaussian aperture is related to that before
the aperture as
 2 "
 2#
�
�
� 2 /2
2
2
,
(20)
�� −
= � −
4�
4�
�� � + � 2 /2
�� � , � = �� � −

+

whence it is also clear that
lim � � =

�→0

�
.
4�

(21)

This means the radiation becomes fully coherent in the limit
of infinitely small aperture size. (Of course, the trade-off is
that the transmitted flux is approaching zero in this limit.)
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and

CROSS-SPECTRAL DENSITY AND
COHERENCE LENGTH

� −1
�

The cross-spectral density is related to the WF via
∫
� + �

1
2
Γ̃(� 1 , �2 ) =
�
, � � �2 � ( �1 −�2 ) �/� �� . (22)
2
The transverse coherence length � can be computed from
the spectral degree of coherence �(� 1 , �2 ), defined as
�(� 1 , �2 ) = ︁

Γ̃(�1 , �2 )
.
︁
Γ̃(�1 , �1 ) Γ̃(�2 , �2 )

(23)


�2 1/� 2�
= 2
0
8�

0
1/� 2�



(31)

.

The covariance matrix Σ � after the aperture is then computed
via a numerical inversion procedure.
These formulae are being implemented to include apertures in the beam statistics report produced by the Sirepo
web interface for the SHADOW code [4, 5].

HARD-EDGE APERTURE AND
EFFECTIVE GAUSSIAN APERTURE

For a Gaussian WF, we find that



Using the results for the elements of the Σ matrix before and
after the Gaussian aperture, one finds that � � = �, i.e., the
transverse coherence length does not change. However, the
rms transverse beam size becomes smaller, so the ratio �/��
becomes larger and by this measure the beam becomes more
coherent.

PROPAGATION THROUGH A GAUSSIAN
APERTURE (4D PHASE SPACE)
When the horizontal and vertical dimensions are coupled and the aperture’s “Wigner function” is known, a
convolution-in-� procedure that parallels the one used for
the 2D phase space is used to calculate analytically the WF
after the aperture. For a Gaussian aperture, the convolution
of two Gaussians results in a WF that is Gaussian. Writing
the inverse of the covariance matrix Σ−1 as an arrangement
of four 2 × 2 blocks �, �, �, and �,


� �
−1
,
(25)
Σ =
� �
and making use of the symmetry properties of Σ, we find
the corresponding 2 × 2 blocks � � , � � , � � , and � � of the
inverse covariance matrix after the aperture:
−1 −1
� � = �+ � � − �� −1 � + �� −1 (� −1 + � −1
� ) � � , (26)
−1
,
� � = �� −1 (� −1 + � −1
� )

and

(27)

−1 −1
�
� � = (� −1 + � −1
� ) � � = �� ,

(28)

−1
� � = (� −1 + � −1
,
� )

(29)

where, in terms of the parameters � � and � � specifying the
Gaussian aperture in the � and � directions,


2/� 2�
0
�� =
(30)
0
2/� 2�
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��
(�1 + �2 ) (�1 − � 2 )
�(� 1 , �2 ) = exp −�
��




4� 2 � 2
(�1 − �2 ) 2 −1
(� 1 − �2 ) 2
.
+ 2
−
∝ exp −
2
4�� �
� �� �
2� 2
(24)
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Figure 1: �� � � � as a function of distance from the aperture for a physical (Lorentzian) beam, for 3 values of the
hard-edge aperture size 2� ℎ .
A key question is how to relate the parameter(s) � � of
the effective Gaussian aperture to the size 2� ℎ of the physical hard-edge aperture. Here we briefly outline the general
approach, leaving details to a separate publication. The approach is to match the FWHM sizes (in phase space) of
the physical and approximating Gaussian beams in the postaperture drift, sufficiently far from the aperture. The transverse size of the Gaussian beam is known to grow asymptotically linearly with distance � from the aperture at large �:
�� � � � ≈ 2.355�� �, with �� = ����� in free space. The
projections of an initially-Gaussian WF on � and on � after a
hard-edge aperture we found to be approximately Lorentzian
at distances of practical interest from the aperture, with the
same asymptotically linear growth law for the transverse
beam size, �� � � � ≈ �� � � � �, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
(The example shown in the figure is for � = 3.98 × 10−10 m,
� = 5�/4� = 1.58 × 10−10 �m.) This allows us to match the
size of the approximating Gaussian beam to that of the physical beam and use Eq. 19 to compute the requisite parameter
of the Gaussian aperture,
︄
�
2
�� =
(32)
4� �� � , � − �� �
(assuming here an incident Gaussian WF with �� � = 0).
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LINEAR CANONICAL TRANSFORM LIBRARY FOR FAST COHERENT
X-RAY WAVEFRONT PROPAGATION∗
Boaz Nash, Dan Tyler Abell, Paul Moeller, Ilya V. Pogorelov,
RadiaSoft LLC, Boulder, Colorado
Nicholas Burke Goldring, STATE33 Inc., Portland, Oregon, USA
Abstract
X-ray beamlines are essential components of all synchrotron light sources, transporting radiation from the stored
electron beam passing from the source to the sample. The
linear optics of the beamline can be captured via an ABCD
matrix computed using a ray tracing code. Once the transport matrix is available, one may then include diffraction
effects and arbitrary wavefront structure by using that same
information in a Linear Canonical Transform (LCT) applied
to the initial wavefront. We describe our implementation of
a Python-based LCT library for 2D synchrotron radiation
wavefronts. We have thus far implemented the separable case
and are in the process of implementing algorithms for the
non-separable case. Rectangular apertures are also included.
We have tested our work against corresponding wavefront
computations using the Synchrotron Radiation Workshop
(SRW) code. LCT vs. SRW timing and benchmark comparisons are given for undulator and bending magnet beamlines.
This algorithm is being included in the Sirepo implementation of the Shadow ray tracing code. Finally, we describe
our plans for application to partially coherent radiation.

INTRODUCTION
Linear Canonical Transforms (LCTs) [1, 2] are a class of
integral transforms with applications in optics, quantum mechanics and signal processing. In the optical context, given
an 𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷 matrix representing a linear transformation in ray
optics, the corresponding LCT transforms a coherent wavefront through that same optical system.
X-ray beamlines in synchrotron light sources transport the
radiation from source to sample. Modeling with full wave
optics and ray tracing is common during the design phase of
a beamline, but less common during everyday operation. In
order to develop a fast, simplified beamline model that one
may use in combination with diagnostic measurements, we
present the theory and implementation of the linear canonical transform. Although, true synchrotron radiation is only
partially coherent, a coherent mode decomposition [3] may
be performed and each mode propagated independently. We
also work within a simplified framework we refer to as a
matrix-aperture beamline [4]. Finally, we note that although
many references describe fast LCT implementations, there
exist, to our knowledge, no publicly available software libraries. Thus, our interest in developing such a library and
herein documenting this work.
∗
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We start by presenting the theory and implementation of
the 1D LCT, followed by the 2D separable case, constructed
out of the 1D case. The non-separable 2D case remains for
further development.

LINEAR CANONICAL TRANSFORMS IN
ONE DEGREE OF FREEDOM
The Linear Canonical Transform, or LCT, of a function
𝑓 (𝑢) is defined by the rule [1]
∞

L𝑀 [𝑓 ](𝑣) = e−i𝜋/4 √𝛽 ∫ 𝑓 (𝑢) e−i𝜋(𝛼𝑣

d𝑢.
(1)
The properties of a particular LCT are determined by the
associated 2 × 2 symplectic matrix
2 −2𝛽𝑢𝑣+𝛾𝑢2 )

−∞

𝑀=(

𝐴
𝐶

𝐵
𝛾/𝛽
)=(
𝐷
𝛼𝛾/𝛽 − 𝛽

1/𝛽
),
𝛼/𝛽

(2)

which describes the ray optics of an arbitrary beamline.
One may represent many of the well-known integral transforms as special cases of the general LCT. These include
the Fourier transform, the fractional Fourier transform, the
Fresnel transform, chirp multiplication, and scaling (or magnification). Moreover, LCTs obey the very important group
property
L𝑀2 ∘ L𝑀1 = L𝑀2⋅𝑀1 .
(3)
As a consequence, one may compute a given LCT as a composition of simpler LCTs: First decompose the matrix 𝑀
defining a given LCT into a product of simpler symplectic
matrices, each of which defines one of a few specific special
cases: scaling, Fourier transform, or chirp multiplication.
Then compose those transformations.
The scaling operation corresponds to the matrix
𝑀𝑚 = (

𝑚
0

0
),
1/𝑚

(4)

with the corresponding LCT given by
M𝑚 [𝑓 ](𝑢) =

1
𝑢
𝑓( ).
𝑚
√𝑚

(5a)

For numerical work, we use the equivalent form
M𝑚 [𝑓 ](𝑚 ⋅ 𝑢) =

1
𝑓 (𝑢).
√𝑚

(5b)

If 𝑚 < 0, then one must introduce a factor of i.
The Fourier transform corresponds to the matrix
0
𝐹LC = (
−1

1
),
0

(6)
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Figure 1: Test of the LC Fourier transform acting on the
function 𝐹1 (𝑧) = exp[−𝜋(1 + i)𝑧2 ] (left-hand column), and
the same function shifted one-half unit to the left.

LINEAR CANONICAL TRANSFORMS IN
TWO DEGREES OF FREEDOM

with the corresponding LCT given by
∞

FLC [𝑓 ](𝑣) = e−i 𝜋/4 ∫

−∞

e−i 2𝜋𝑢𝑣 𝑓 (𝑢) d𝑢.

(7)

This differs from the standard Fourier transform by the leading phase factor e−i𝜋/4 . For numerical work, we approximate
the integral so as to use the Fast Fourier Transform:
∫

∞

−∞

e−i 2𝜋𝑢𝑣 𝑓 (𝑢) d𝑢

≈∫

𝑃/2

−𝑃/2

e−i 2𝜋𝑢𝑣 𝑓 (𝑢) d𝑢

𝑁
𝑃
𝑃
≈ ∑ e−i 2𝜋𝑗𝑘/𝑁 𝑓(𝑗 ).
𝑁 𝑗
𝑁

(8)

Of course for this to work well, the signal 𝑓 must vanish—or
very nearly so—outside the domain [−𝑃/2, 𝑃/2].
Finally, the operation of chirp multiplication corresponds
to the matrix
1 0
𝑄𝑞 = (
),
(9)
−𝑞 1
with the corresponding LCT given by
Q𝑞 [𝑓 ](𝑢) = e−i𝜋𝑞𝑢 𝑓 (𝑢)
2

(10)

In addition to the above trio of basic operations, one also
requires the operation of resampling. This need derives from
the fact that applying chirp multiplication to a signal increases the resolution required for accurate representation
of the resulting signal. See, for example [2, 5, 6].
We have implemented in Python1 the full set of functions
required for the computation of 1D LCTs. The appendix
contains a very brief overview. And in Figs. 1 and 2 we show
some tests of those functions.
1

https://github.com/radiasoft/rslight
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Figure 2: Tests of two different 1D LCTs acting on the
shifted version of the function used in Fig. 1: L1 , defined
by (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) = (−3, −2, −1) (left-hand column); and L2 ,
defined by (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) = (−4/5, 1, 2) (right-hand column).
The upper row displays results computed using our Python
library implementation lctLIB. For comparison, the lower
row displays results computed using brute-force numerical
integration.

The Linear Canonical Transform, or LCT, in two degrees
of freedom is governed by a 4 × 4 real symplectic matrix
𝑀=(

𝐴
𝐶

𝐵
).
𝐷

in this context, the symplecticity of 𝑀 means that the 2 × 2
submatrices 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, and 𝐷 must obey the relations [2]
𝐴 tr 𝐶 = 𝐶 tr 𝐴,

𝐵 tr 𝐷 = 𝐷 tr 𝐵,

𝐴 tr 𝐷 − 𝐶 tr 𝐵 = 𝐼

𝐴𝐵 tr

𝐶𝐷 tr

𝐴𝐷 tr − 𝐵𝐶 tr = 𝐼, (11b)

=

𝐵𝐴 tr ,

=

𝐷𝐶 tr ,

(11a)

where the superscript ‘tr’ denotes matrix transposition, and 𝐼
denotes the 2×2 identity matrix. The fact that the submatrices
obey these particular relations tells us that the matrix 𝑀 acts
on phase-space variables in the order (𝑞1 , 𝑞2 , 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 ) (see,
for example, [7, §3.2]). This means that if one extracts the
ray optical matrix 𝑀 with the phase-space variables given in
some other order, e.g. (𝑞1 , 𝑝1 , 𝑞2 , 𝑝2 ), then one must—for
the purposes of the computation described here—make sure
to appropriately permute the entries of 𝑀.
For a function 𝑓 (𝑢),
⃗ the LCT governed by matrix 𝑀 is
defined by the rule [1, 2]
L𝑀 [𝑓 ](𝑢)⃗ =

1
√det i𝐵

∫

∞

∞

∫ 𝑓 (𝑣)⃗ exp[i𝜋𝑝(𝑢,⃗ 𝑣)],
⃗
(12a)

−∞ −∞

where
𝑝(𝑢,⃗ 𝑣)⃗ = 𝑢 ⃗ tr 𝐷𝐵−1 𝑢 ⃗ − 2𝑣 ⃗ tr 𝐵−1 𝑢 ⃗ + 𝑣 ⃗ tr 𝐵−1 𝐴𝑣.⃗

(12b)

As in the 1D case, the phase of the leading factor in (12a)
“requires some care” [1, Ch. 1]. In addition, the 2D LCT also
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# NB: 'in_signal' must have the form
#
( dX, signal_array )
# where signal_array denotes a 1d numpy array
# representing a signal with sample spacing dX.
# === Manifest ===
# - convert between parameter representations
convert_params_3to4(alpha, beta, gamma)
convert_params_4to3(M_lct)
# - component functions
lct_abscissae(nn, du, ishift = False)
resample_signal(k, in_signal)
scale_signal(m, in_signal)
lct_fourier(in_signal)
chirp_multiply(q, in_signal)
# - decompose LCT matrix
lct_decomposition(M_lct)
# - apply sequence of transformations
apply_lct_1d(M_lct, in_signal)

Figure 3: Test of separable 2D LCT. Top row: real and imaginary parts of initial 2D signal. Subsequent rows: respectively
one, two, and three applications of the LCT corresponding
to 𝑀𝑥 = 𝑀𝑦 = 𝑅(120°), a 120° degree rotation. The last row
should therefore appear identical to the first, and differences
reflect the accuracy in this example.
obeys the group property (3), with the same consequences
for ease of computation.
For the case of an optical system with no coupling between
the planes, the corresponding LCT is called separable, and
can be computed as a concatenation 1D LCTs applied in the
separate planes. Figure 3 shows the results of a simple test.

FUTURE WORK
In future work on libLCT, we shall (i) implement the
non-separable 2D LCT; (ii) implement a unit test suite; and
(iii) execute and publish a set of computational benchmarks.

APPENDIX: IMPLEMENTATION OF AN
OPEN-SOURCE LCT LIBRARY
Herewith a précis of our Python library libLCT.
MC2: Photon Sources and Electron Accelerators
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# decompose LCT matrix
def lct_decomposition(M_lct):
alpha, beta, gamma = convert_params_4to3(M_lct)
ag = abs(gamma)
if ag <= 1:
k = 1 + ag + abs(alpha) / beta ** 2 \
* (1 + ag) ** 2
seq = [[ 'SCL',
beta
],
['RSMP',
2.
],
[ 'CM', - gamma / beta ** 2 ],
['LCFT',
0
],
['RSMP',
k/2
],
[ 'CM', - alpha
]]
else:
k = 1 + 1/ag + abs(alpha - beta ** 2 / gamma) \
/ beta ** 2 * (1 + ag) ** 2
seq = [[ 'SCL', - gamma / beta
],
['LCFT',
0
],
['RSMP',
2.
],
[ 'CM',
gamma / beta ** 2
],
['LCFT',
0
],
['RSMP',
k/2
],
[ 'CM', - alpha + beta ** 2 / gamma ]]
return seq
# apply sequence of transformations
def apply_lct(M_lct, in_signal):
seq = lct_decomposition(M_lct)
signal0 = in_signal
for lct in seq:
if
lct[0] == 'CM':
signal1 = chirp_multiply(lct[1], signal0)
signal0 = signal1
elif lct[0] == 'LCFT':
signal1 = lct_fourier(signal0)
signal0 = signal1
elif lct[0] == 'SCL':
signal1 = scale_signal(lct[1], signal0)
signal0 = signal1
elif lct[0] == 'RSMP':
signal1 = resample_signal(lct[1], signal0)
signal0 = signal1
else:
assert False, 'LCT code ' + lct[0] + \
' not recognized! Exiting now.'
return -1
return signal1
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VARIABLE PERMANENT HYBRID MAGNETS
FOR THE BESSY III STORAGE RING
J. Völker∗ , V. Dürr, P. Goslawski, A. Jankowiak, M. Titze
Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Abstract

Table 1: Important BESSY III Parameter

The Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin (HZB) is working on the
conceptual design of a successor source to BESSY II, a new
BESSY III facility, designed for a beam energy of 2.5 GeV
and based on a multi-bend achromat (MBA) lattice for a low
emittances of 100 pm−rad. Bending and focusing magnets
in the MBA cells should consist of permanent magnets (PM),
to allow for a competitive and compact lattice, to increase
the magnetic stability and to decrease the electric power consumption of the machine. However, using pure permanent
magnet systems would result in a completely fixed lattice.
Therefore, we are developing Variable Permanent Hybrid
Magnets (VPHM), combining PM materials like NdFeB
with a surrounding soft iron yoke and additional electric
coils. This design can achieve the same field strength and
field quality as conservative electromagnets, with only a
small fraction of the electric power consumption, and a ca.
10% variability in the field amplitudes. With this magnet
concept the power consumtion of the BESSY III storage
ring can be reduced by more than 0.5 MW. In this paper,
design and first optimization results of the magnets will be
presented.

Parameter

MAGNETS FOR BESSY III
The lattice of BESSY III is currently being optimized fulfilling the requirements for a fourth-generation light source
with a kinetic beam energy of 2.5 GeV. For the current
versions of arc lattices, the overall storage ring needs a circumference of ca. 340 m. Further beam parameter can be
seen in Table 1 and in [1–5]. The fixed defined beam energy
and the optimized lattice solution resulting in a narrow parameter range for all bending and focusing magnets. Based
on the required high magnetic fields and the large number
of magnets, the overall power consumption for the storage
ring can be estimated to ≈ 750 kW for the magnetic systems in case of conservative electromagnets. Integrated over
the 7000 hours beam operation per year, one gets an energy
consumption of > 5 GWh per year.
Here, Permanent Magnets (PMs) are a real alternative
not only for bending magnets like described in [6] or [7],
but also for Quadrupole (QP) magnets, for a sustainable
storage ring with a decreased energy consumption of up to
80% for the magnetic system. However, the PM based QP
magnets should be adjustable in the range of ±10% of the
maximum gradient, to assist the later commissioning and
to have the option for small corrections. To build almost all
linear magnets with PMs produces a high number of PM
based magnets for the BESSY III storage ring (see Table 1)
∗

jens.voelker@helmholtz-berlin.de
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Value

MBA lattice
# of arcs
circumference
kin. energy
emittance
magnet aperture radius

6BA
16
340 m
2.5 GeV
≈ 100 pm rad
12.5 mm

# of dipol magnets
# of quadrupole magnets
# of sextupole magnets

96
≈ 250
≈ 250

with a strong impact on the tooling and the handling of the
PMs and the final magnets. Therefore, a general magnet
and PM design is necessary to simplify PM tests as well as
construction and tooling of the magnets.

PM DESIGN
The general idea is that the PM design in all magnets has
to be as similar as possible. A promising technique is the
magnetic bridge where the PM blocks are installed between
the return yoke and pole shoes together with an Aluminum
framework. Such a geometry is visualized in Fig. 1. The

Figure 1: General design of magnetic bridge for all magnets.
The PM blocks (grey) with shown magnetization axis (easyaxis = green) and aluminum holders (yellow).
Aluminum framework is used for the mechanical connection,
the PM alignment as well as an option for later trimming
and shimming of the PM blocks. Less individual PM blocks
geometries and less equipment for the tooling and PM block
tests will be necessary. This design was used for numerical
calculations and optimizations of several concepts for dipole
and quadrupole magnets.

CACULATION TOOLS
For the calculation of the PM based bending and focusing magnets three different 3d field solver tools were tested:
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CST [8], OPERA [9] and ANSYS [10]. As an example, an
H-shaped dipole magnet together with the PM bridge design
were defined in CST and implemented via step-file in ANSYS and OPERA. The PMs are defined as idealized NdFeB
magnets with 1.3 T remanent field and a constant relative permeability of 𝜇𝑟 = 1.05. For the return yoke, Steel-1010 is

Figure 2: Field calculation of an H-shaped dipole. Left:
One-eighth of the symmetric magnet model in OPERA. Left:
Horizontal field profile of the magnet setup calculated by
the three magnetic solver.
used which is implemented via hysteresis curves in all three
tools. Mesh sizes and accuracy levels were optimized for all
three tools individually. In the next step the 3d fields were
calculated and the field profiles were compared. Figure 2
shows the calculated mesh and the field for the designed
magnet in OPERA. The right plot shows as an example a
plot of the vertical magnetic field component as functuion of
the horizontal position in the center of the magnet. Here, the
resulting field amplitudes and profiles variate in a range of
2 ⋅ 10−3 relative to each other. The main sources for the differences are the individual hysteresis curves of steel-1010 in
the three solver (≈ 10−3 ) and the individual mesh optimization. Nevertheless all three results are in good agreement
especially for the field profile. It is planned to perform the
magnetic design and optimization via OPERA and CST. ANSYS will be used for stress and deformation simulation of
the magnets. But it can also be used for detailed material
and AC analysis of the magnets, because of the embedded
large material database.

MAGNET DESIGNS
Several PM based magnets for dipole, quadrupole and
combined function magnets were designed and numerically
tested to estimate the optional magnetic parameter ranges
for BESSY III. The limitations are dominated by the defined
aperture radius of 12.5 mm and the yoke material. The current working ranges for different magnet concepts can be
seen in Fig. 3. It shows the first quadrant of the possible magnetic workspace for dipoles (horizontal axis), quadrupole
(vertical axis) and combined function magnets. For BESSY
III the magnet designs must achieve magnetic field parameter
of at least 1 T for dipole magnets and 80 T/m for quadrupole
magnets.
Areas next to the axes can be achieved via dipole and
quadrupole magnets with small asymmetries , like curved
dipole pole shoes or off-axis quadrupole magnets. However,
not all of the workspace combinations are achievable for
THPOTK001
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Figure 3: Diagram of the current magnet parameter space
for BESSY III with dipole field value at the horizontal axis
and the quadrupole field gradients at the vertical axis. Four
regions are marked for calculated magnet designs achieving
shown parameter combinations.
combined function magnets which are located next to diagonal of the workspace. They need individual optimized
pole shoe geometries with often small good field ranges and
extravagant designs. For the linear lattice optimization of
BESSY III, regions next to the axes of the workspace are
preferred without complex combined function magnets. One
example of such a lattice is shown in Fig. 4. Two types of
dipole magnets (yellow blocks in Fig. 4) are involved in the
lattice optimization. On the one side homogenous bends
with flat pole shoe design and on the other side transverse
gradient bends (TGBs) with curved pole shoes providing
an additional quadrupole field gradient. Additionally, to the
symmetric QP magnets in the matching cells (red blocks),
reverse bends (blue blocks) are required. They must have
strong gradients with additional dipole field. This combination can be fulfilled with a strong QP magnet shifted a few
millimeter off-axis. As part of the technical design of the
magnets, further trimming and shimming plates will be implemented. The trimming plates are thin steel plates located
next to the PM blocks, used as magnetic short circuits to
reduce the magnetic flux in a pole shoe as function of their
installation depth. On the other side, shimming plates are
used to compensate the −1 × 10−3 1/K temperature decrease
of the PM remanent field. They consist of NiFe with a quite
low saturation field that is correlated to the temperature. In
case of the correct thickness, the shimming plates can reduce
the temperature variation by 2 orders of magnitude [11]. The
thickness value must be adjusted for each magnet geometry
and variates between 4 and 8 mm [12].

Bending Magnets
All bending magnets for BESSY III are designed with a Cshaped return yoke for better handling during the installation
and for the synchrotron radiation beamlines. Field amplitude
and profile can be adjusted via the number of PM blocks in
the bridge and the pole shoe design. In case of homogenous
bends, with required dipole field values between 0.6 T and
0.7 T, a flat pole shoe will be installed. On the other hand
transverse gradient bends (TGBs) need a curved pole shoe
design with additional quadrupole components in the range
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 4: Current option for the BESSY III magnet lattice of one arc with bending magnet (yellow), homogenous quadrupole
magnets (red), reverse bends via off-axis quadrupoles (blue) and sextupoles (green).
of 10 T/m and 15 T/m. In both cases the field quality should
be in the range of < 1 units unit (unit=1e-4) for a 10 mm
reference radius.

such a Variable Permanent Hybrid Magnets (VPHM) can be
seen in the left image of Fig. 6. Depending on the length of
the magnet, gradients of > 80 T/m are possible. In combination with an air-convection cooled corrector coil (current
densities of < 2.5 A/mm2 ) an additional field variation can
be achieved (right plot of Fig. 6). The initial coil width in
this design has a thickness of 20 mm and is quite to strong.
In later designs the coil dimension are reduced. Multipole
terms in the QP field depend in first order on the pole shoe
design and in second order on the saturation effects of the
pole tip. Here, the dominating multipole is 𝑏12 ≈ 2units.

Figure 5: Homogenous bending magnet with a symmetric
pole shoe (left) for flat dipole field between ±15 mm and an
inhomogeneity of <0.2 units on a 10 mm reference radius.
Calculated inhomogeneity of the field profile for the 𝐵0 =
0.833 T dipole.
Figure 5 shows the magnetic design of a 300 mm long
single homogenous bend cell and the calculated horizontal
field profile. A complete bending magnet structure consists
of up to four of these cells. The 50 mm wide pole shoe has a
retreated plane in the center of 0.25 mm to suppress higher
order multipole components. This single dipole cell design
can achieve 0.833 T in the gap. This field can be reduced
by a reduction of the overall PM block volume (number of
blocks or length of a single PM block) and via trimming
plates. If the magnetic holes in the PM bridge are shorter
than the minimum dimension of the pole shoe, no variations
in the field profile will be detectable.
The second type of bending magnets is the TGB with an
asymmetric pole shoe to produce an additional magnetic
gradient in the transverse direction. Thereby, magnetic field
value, gradient and linearity depend on the curvature of
the pole shoe and the magnetic volume of the PMs. The
main TGB design for BESSY III can produce dipole fields
between 0.5 T and 0.8 T with additional gradients of up to
20 T/m. The exact pole shoe design must be optimized for
the required lattice values.

Focussing Magnets
For QP magnets, the PM bridge is located between the
return yoke and the pole finger itself. This design combines
PMs with conventional QP designs, that allows to install also
a compact corrector coil arond the pole finger. The design of
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T09: Room Temperature Magnets

Figure 6: Design of a symmetric quadrupole magnet in a
VPHM design for gradient up to >80 T/m (left). Calculated
field gradient and dominating multipole on axis as function
of the corrector current (right). The field inhomogenity is in
the range of 2 units.
A similar QP design will be used as a reverse bend in
BESSY III that need ≈ 80 T/m gradient added to a 0.25 T
dipole field. This additional dipole field can be achieved
by a 3 mm horizontal offset between magnet axis and beam
which is inside the tolerances for a 12.5 mm aperture radius.

CONCLUSION
For the future BESSY III storage ring a magnet design
based on Permament Magnets was developed. For this hybrid concept, PM blocks with equal dimensions are implemented in the yoke of the magnets to work as main magnetic
source. Several magnet designs were calculated, like homogenous and transverse gradient bends, as well as fucusing
magnets. Three magnetic solver were tested for the calculations with consistent resulting curves. The calculated
designs for the magnets fulfill the requirements for the current BESSY III latice layout and will be optimized to the
exact necessary parameters. Also, the development for magTHPOTK001
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net tooling and measurements was started and a first test
magnet will be build in next year.
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MAGNET DESIGN FOR THE PETRA IV STORAGE RING
I. Agapov, A. Aloev†, R. Bartolini, H.-J. Eckoldt, D. Einfeld, B. Krause,
A. Petrov, M. Thede, M. Tischer, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
J. Chavanne, ESRF, Grenoble, France
Abstract
The proposed PETRA IV electron storage ring that will
replace DESY’s flagship synchrotron light source PETRA
III will feature a horizontal emittance as low as 20 pmrad.
It is based on a hybrid six-bend achromat lattice. In addition to the storage ring PETRA IV, the Booster Synchrotron
and the corresponding transfer line will be renewed.
Overall about 4000 magnets will be manufactured. This
contribution presents the electromagnetic design of the
magnets for the storage ring.

INTRODUCTION
DESY is currently producing the Technical design for
the PETRA IV upgrade [1] with the aim of replacing the
existing PETRAIII ring with a new ultra-low emittance
storage ring based on a modified H6BA lattice [2]. The new
storage ring will be built in the same tunnel 2.3 km long
with the eight octants structure of the original PETRA collider. The nominal emittance of 20 pm is achieved by a using a H6BA cell structure repeated nine times per octant
and the extensive use of damping wigglers in five of the
eight octants of the ring. The basic cell is based on a quadrupole triplet at each end to control the optics function at
the straight sections, on six combined function bending
magnets and two dispersions bumps at π degrees phase advance to control the chromaticity correction. Octupoles are
used to control the nonlinear beam dynamics. In total each
cell hosts two longitudinal combined-function dipoles, four
combined-function dipoles, 17 quadrupoles, 6 sextupoles,
and 7 correctors. A layout of the H6BA cell with the location of the magnet is shown in Fig. 1

Figure 1: location of the magnetic element in the H6B cell:
quadrupoles (red), sextupoles (green), dipoles (blue).
The dipoles will be built with permanent magnets while
all the other magnets will be resistive. That reduces overall
power consumption of the magnets to 1.2 MW. In this paper we report the current status of the design of the main
magnetic elements highlighting the main challenges.

___________________________________________
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NORMAL CONDUCTING MAGNETS
Quadrupole Magnets
The PETRA IV lattice requires relatively high gradient
quadrupoles to control the optics function in particular at
the triplet of the straight sections. The main parameters of
the quadrupoles are reported in Table. 1 with the corresponding field quality specifications provided by beam
physics simulations. Significant effort has been put not
only in providing the required field quality at high gradients, but also in minimising the power consumption.
The PQA, PQB, PQD and PQE quadrupole families
would be unfeasible with conventional yoke material, such
as Armco, due to the yoke saturation, caused not only by
high gradients, but also by short magnet lengths. In order
to reach the required gradient values and to reduce power
consumption, these magnets were designed with pole tips,
made of high permeability material (Vacoflux 50) and the
rest of the yoke with Armco. This approach had been implemented and tested in APS-U magnets [3].
Table 1: Parameters of Designed PETRA IV Quadrupoles
Type
PQA PQB PQC PQD PQE PQF PQH
Gradient,
115
112
86
97
91
83
86
T/m
Magnetic
169 345 161 280
110
250 300
length, mm
Aperture
11.0 11.0 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5
radius, mm
Pole to pole
clearance,
8.8
8.8
10.0 11.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
mm
GFR, mm
6.5
6.5
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
Field harmonics
< 5×10-4
�𝜮𝜮𝜮𝜮𝟐𝟐𝒏𝒏
Operational
gradient
±5%
range, %
Power, kW
0.9
1.4
0.7
1.6
0.7
0.9
1.2
Quantity
128 128 128 144 576
86
14

Even with the high-permeability pole tips, the PQA and
PQB aperture radius had to be reduced from 12.5 to
11.0 mm. PQB quadrupole power loss would be 2.4 kW
with laminated Powercore 1400 yoke and is only 1.4 kW
with Vacoflux 50 pole tips.
Yoke geometries were optimised to maximise the gradients and the field quality and at the same time to minimise
volume of the high-permeability poles. Due to short length
of the magnets, transverse cross-sections were optimised
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first in 2D and then in 3D. A 3D layout of the PQE quadrupole is shown in Fig. 2

Figure 2: PQE quadrupole with coils (red), Vacoflux pole
tips (green) and Armco yoke (blue).
The excitation curve of the PQE quadrupole is shown in
Fig. 3, from which it is clear that a single material yoke
(e.g. ARMCO) would operate in a strongly saturated regime, making the design very inefficient.

Figure 5: PQD relative integrated harmonics at 7.9 mm radius (63% of the aperture) at different excitation levels.

Sextupole and Octupole Magnets
The PETRA IV sextupoles follow a conventional design
with integrated coils for vertical and horizontal correction
and skew quadrupole correctors. The octupole follows the
layout of ESRF-EBS octupole, consisting of fours separate
yoke parts and four coils. This configuration allows wider
pole to pole clearance [4].
Table 2: Parameters of Designed PETRA IV Sextupole and
Octupole
PSA Sextupole
Gradient

2 700

Magnetic length, mm

Figure 3: PQE excitation curve.
The PQD quadrupole requires an increased pole to pole
clearance to allow the extraction of the photon pipe, which
makes the pole tip relatively narrow. The pole profile,
shown in Fig. 4, allows supressing 6th and 10th harmonics
and makes the 6th harmonics less dependent on saturation
effects at different excitation currents. In colour is the relative permeability map at the pole. Figure 5 reports the
PQD harmonics.

T/m2

120 000 T/m3

250

90

Aperture radius, mm

12.5

GFR, mm

7.9

Field harmonics

POA Octupole

�𝜮𝜮𝜮𝜮𝟐𝟐𝒏𝒏

< 5×10-4

Figure 6: PSA sextupole and POA octupole.

Combined Corrector Magnets

Figure 4: PQD pole profile details.
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PETRA IV combined AC/DC horizontal and vertical
correctors deflect the beam up to 800 μrad. The design is
based on 8-pole corrector magnet for APS-U [3].
Each of the poles holds two coils – main and auxiliary.
Main and auxiliary coils for one deflection direction are
connected in series. At a certain ratio of conductor turns in
these coils it is possible to minimise 3rd and 5th harmonics.
The number of turns is also chosen to meet the power supply requirements for maximum current and inductance.
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The 3D-optimisation of all DLQ types is ongoing presently and is realised by short, particularly shaped end-pole
pieces. Figure 10 shows a full DLQ after optimisation. In
parallel, the mechanical design of the DLQ is progressing
in order to launch a first prototype in the near future.
DLQ1

Figure 7: Combined corrector.

COMBINED-FUNCTION DIPOLES
Following the successful operation of permanent magnet
based dipoles at the ESRF-EBS [5], the PETRA IV design
will further elaborate this concept. All dipoles will additionally have a moderate quadrupole gradient which is realised by a slanted pole design in a C-shape geometry. The
parameters of all DLQ magnets are shown in Table 3.
DLQ1 also provides a longitudinal gradient with a fixed
ratio G/B which is made in 4 steps similar to the DL magnets of the ESRF-EBS. The design is done in a modular,
largely unified way, the specified field amplitude is obtained by a matched filling of the permanent magnet slots
whereas the correct gradient is achieved by the particular
pole shape. Due to higher radiation hardness, SmCo is used
as permanent magnet material while yoke and poles are
made of Armco. The magnets have an overall cross-section
of about 120x200 mm2 and will be mounted on an adjustable support base.

DLQ2

DLQ3

Figure 8: Cross sections of combined-function dipoles;
thermal shims (yellow) are placed on top of the
permanent magnets (green).

Figure 9: Gradient homogeneity of 2D-optimised pole profiles. The centre of the good-field region is located about
7 mm towards the open side of the magnets.

Table 3: Parameters of the Combined-Function Dipoles
Magn. Length, m
0.303
0.303
0.303
0.303

Field, T
0.287
0.277
0.255
0.223

Gradient, T/m
11.69
11.27
10.39
9.09

DLQ2

1.084

0.191

7.81

DLQ3

1.818

0.193

6.63

DLQ1

All DLQs will be built of 4-6 straight modules which
will be placed to each other with a small angle (~1mrad)
following the curved beam trajectory. A 2D optimisation of
the cross-section and pole contour (Fig. 8) has been made
for all DLQ types including appropriate thermal shims for
temperature compensation and some margin for later shimming of the field. The resulting field performance is shown
in Fig. 9; specifications on aperture, good-field radius, and
residual harmonics correspond to those of most other magnets (Tab.2).

Figure 10: The single straight modules of a full dipole will
be canted by ~1mrad with respect to each other.
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M. Maggiore, A. Pisent, C. Roncolato, M. Rossignoli, A. Ruzzon, INFN-LNL, Legnaro, Italy
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Abstract
High resolution mass spectrometers (HRMS) for separation of exotic ion species in nuclear physics experiments
request a low emittance and small energy spread (with ∆E
the peak-to-peak value, and σE the rms value) for the input beam, so that ion cooler devices, as Radio Frequency
Quadrupole Coolers (RFQC), are typically envisioned. The
SPES (Selective Production of Exotic Species) project at
LNL requests M/∆M  20000, rms normalized emittance
ϵxN in the order of 2 nm (see definitions later), and in the
case of 160 keV ions, σE  1 eV. The relevant collisional
data are reviewed, in particular for Cs+ against He, whose
pressure ranges from 3 Pa to 9 Pa, in Milan test bench optimization. Practical consideration on gas pumping, voltage
stability σV a and magnet design are also included. Typical
limits of RFQC and HRMS performances are discussed, and
relevant formulas are implemented in easy reference tools.

INTRODUCTION
Cooling [1,2] of secondary beams is often necessary to accelerator based nuclear and sub-nuclear physics, with beams
ranging from exotic nuclei ions (like 132 Sn1+ ), as in the
SPES (Selective Production of Exotic Species [3, 4]) project
at LNL, to positrons e+ , muons µ± [5] and antiprotons, for
the respective collider facilities. In the latter cases, emittance reflects the phase space necessary to decay and/or
efficient production reactions; so transverse momentum is
large, also exceeding the MeV/c range. In SPES project a
conveniently limited H+ primary beam (from a cyclotron)
induces fission reactions in a hot target, with products first
stopped into the target, then diffused and singly ionized in
sources IS of several kinds [6, 7], which have to cope with
the heat and radiation produced by the primary beam; so
source voltage and ion kinetic energy Ki are limited, say
Ki  40 keV. Emittance and rms energy spread σE1 of the
secondary beam depend on source kind; we consider the
worst case of plasma sources: we have σE1  5 eVrms (so
much smaller than µ± one), which allows beam transport to
a (less-shielded) re-accelerator; total current can be reduced
to < 25 nA by a suitable Wien filter. Anyway, this beam still
contains many nuclear species, so that most experiments
require a High Resolution Mass Spectrometer (HRMS) [8],
whose design relies on colder beams, as obtained in so-called
coolers, for example a Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ)
Cooler (RFQC) [2], see Fig. 1.a.
∗

cavenago@lnl.infn.it
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Figure 1: Block diagrams (not to scale) of: (a) interdependence of ion source IS, cooler and HRMS, as a zoom in
the SPES project; (b) ion source IS1, cooler and emittance
meter EMI1 in the Eltrap machine; beam stops at Faraday
cup FC2. Some power supplies (ps) are sketched.
Cooling of particles X (that is the reduction of the momentum variance of ion population) is accomplished with two
opposing processes, one involving collisions where particles
X exchange energy and momentum with a colder beam [9]
or gas, the other is a reacceleration, where all X particles
receive an equal additional energy (by small bias voltages
Vis in our case). A condition for cooling is that faster X
particles loose more energy than slower ones in collisions;
to obtain this, careful design, simulations and experimental
verification of coolers are required.

OVERVIEW OF MAJOR COMPONENTS
In an RFQC [10–12], which is a kind of linear ion trap,
ions are decelerated, and enter inside a gas cell, typically
filled with He at a pressure from pg = 3 Pa to 9 Pa, which
contains an RFQ with rods divided in N sections; so ions
are slowed down by this buffer gas and are confined by the
RFQ voltages; the RFQC is usually enclosed in a box, at
a voltage Vs with respect to ground, to maintain the gas
pressure. By applying adequate drift voltages Vis (from
10 V to 100 V, respect to that box) to the RFQC sections
i = 1, . . . , N, ions are reaccelerated to one box end, where
they are extracted. A previous LNL RFQ test prototype (with
N = 10 sections [2,6]) was installed into the Eltrap facility (a
Penning-Malmberg trap with a 1.5 m long solenoid) at Milan
University, see Fig 1.b, to study the combined confinement
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Current design values are Vp = 120 kV, Vs = 40 kV and
Vg = 0 (possibly requesting a thick aluminum plate, drawn as
a double line in Fig. 1). Suppression of corona and other HV
microdischarges is necessary, as implemented by carefully
rounded platform edges and spacings [15]; in particular, ion
acceleration and deceleration columns need care. Moreover,
balancing of loads on the three phase main network inside
platform is recommended, to reduce Vp ripple; it is often
argued that Vp and Vs ripples can be anti-correlated (by very
careful engineering), but this may be considered as further
improvement option. In any case, the rms voltage spread
σV a must include ripples and correlation of Eq. 1 terms.
Figure 2: Cs+ -He collision results vs ion kinetic energy Ki
(up to 200 eV); see just after Eq. 6 for Tt expression; case
’c’ is the hard sphere model with 2.5 Å radius, case ’a’ and
’b’ use different inter-atomic potentials (see text).
of the RFQ and of a Bs magnetic field [11], and the injection
and extraction phases. In this test, natural 133 Cs1+ ions are
provided by a commercial surface ion source IS1.
As regard to general requirements and notations, let x yz
be a local reference frame with z axis tangent to beam; since
axial velocity vz , 0, each ion path can be written x(z), y(z)
and x ′(z) = vx /vz ; rms geometrical emittances ϵ g are most
g
naturally defined by ϵx = (⟨x 2 ⟩⟨x ′2 ⟩ − ⟨x x ′⟩ 2 )1/2 with ⟨⟩
the beam or statistical average, and similarly for y, when x
and y motions are uncorrelated (see Ref. [13] for coupled xy
g
motion). Ion source rms geometrical emittances are ϵx1 =
g
ϵy1 ≤ 9 mm-mrad = 9 × 10−6 m at ion energy Ki = 40 keV,
N = βγϵ g  7 × 10−9 m;
so that rms normalized emittance ϵx1
x1
energy spread is in the order 10 eVpp, so conservatively
we set its rms spread σE1  4 eVrms as initial value at
IS1. Exotic ions (for example 100 Nb and 100 Tc) need a high
resolution mass spectrometer HRMS [3], with resolution
goal 1:20000. In SPES project, a HRMS design requests a
High Voltage platform HVP to rise Ki  160 keV and an
emittance about ϵxN  1.5 × 10−9 m with σE  1.5 eV, to
be provided by the RFQC ion cooler inserted between IS
and HVP [4, 14].

High Voltage Platform
The ion accelerating voltage Va (at HRMS input), as
shown in Fig. 1, is the sum of Vp (HV platform), Vs (RFQC
reference voltage) and of differences (or fluctuations) in their
ground connection Vg , which cannot be neglected at required
accuracy:
Va = Vs + Vp + Vg
(1)
Note that ion source low voltage Vc with respect to reference
Vs needs to be regulated for injection see Fig. 1.a, with other
possible fluctuations, which can be included in the σE1 value
and are assumed to be mostly damped by the RFQC itself. In
other words, RFQC box exit is the virtual ion source (where
ion kinetic energy eVi is few eV), where tracing of ions to
HRMS should begin.
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Gas Collisions
Let mi be the ion mass, with charge equal to the proton
charge e, mg be the mass of gas, with density ng and φs be
the electrostatic potential; we express temperatures in energy
units, and gas temperature Tg  0.026 eV is neglected. Let
v be ion velocity (in the laboratory system), averaged on a rf
period; confining effect of rf can be expressed by a so-called
ponderomotive potential φ p [10,17]. Many gas collisions are
needed to change v significantly, since mg /mi = 0.03 ≪ 1;
Langevin-style equations can model both the first mg /mi
order effect, which is a friction force −mi νm v and the 2nd
order straggling effect
dt v =


e
Es + E p + v × Bs − νm v + η ,
mi

⟨η⟩ = 0 ,

⟨η k (t)η n (t ′)⟩ = Dkn δ(t − t ′)

(2)
(3)

where νm (Ki ) is the collision frequency, E p = −∇φ p ,
Es = −∇φs , notation ⟨⟩ indicates the statistical average, η is
a random kick, with 2nd order moment given by diffusion tensor D(Ki ), and k, n = 1, 2, 3 or x, y, z are coordinate indexes;
by symmetry, νm can not depend from ion direction, but
only on its speed v = |v| (or on its energy Ki = mi v2 /2). Let
θ(b, Ecm ) be the deflection angle and Ecm be the collision
energy in the center of mass system, while b is the impact
parameter [16,17]; we have Ecm = f1 Ki and νm = ng f1 vσm
with the [momentum-transfer] cross section
∫ ∞
mg
(4)
σm = 2π db b[1 − cos θ(b, Ecm )] , f1 =
m
g + mi
0
and, in paraxial approximation |vx /vz | ≪ 1,
∫ ∞
2 3
Dxx = ng f1 v σxx , σxx = π db b sin2 θ(b, Ecm ) (5)
0

Since D induces an emittance growth, while νm may give
emittance decrease, their precise calculation for all Ki is
basic to cooler performances, see Fig. 2, with σrr = 2σxx ;
seemingly different parameters of the He-Cs+ inter-atomic
potential V(r) with r the ion-atom distance are given in
Refs. [17] and [18]; anyway we obtain similar results for the
ratio σrr /σm  0.8 when Ki ≥ 5 eV. Let ṽ be the fluctuation
of v and define the transverse temperature as
Tt = mi ⟨ṽx2 + ṽy2 ⟩/2 ;

(6)
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Figure 3: Optimization steps of dipoles with large bending
radius (1.5 m): (a) from H-shape to yoke weight reduction;
(b) adding Rogowsky edge with curved boundary (radius
Re  2 m to 3 m) of pole shoes; (c) view of coils, a field
external clamp and a final chamfer of yoke.

Figure 4: Inverse resolving power i4R vs. acceleration voltage
Va , for several σ2 as labeled; curves from Eq. 8, at ϵxN =
2.9 × 10−9 m (thicker lines, ’2*emi’) or ϵxN = 1.45 × 10−9
m (thinner lines), with comparison to three points from
multiparticle simulations

as a rule of thumb, in paraxial approximation, we reach Tt =
mi Dxx /νm  1.6 f1 Ki , for adequate pressures (pg > 6 Pa to
9 Pa in Eltrap case), as shown in Ref. [13]; we then obtain
σE  0.5 eVrms. This confirms [2] design and choices
of Vis , where Ki goes down from 20 to about 3 eV in last
two RFQC sections, as a compromise between transmission
and cooling, so that Tt from 0.2 eV to 1 eV. Note also that
Tt ≫ Tg , confirming the gas at rest assumption.

electrical performance in one critical parameter; sensitivity of i4R respect to Va and σ2 is shown in Fig. 4, for
σBy /By  1.5 × 10−6 and x M = 0.25 m, with curves from
above theory and points from multiparticle simulations [8];
at Va = 160 kV design goal needs σ2 < 1.8 Vrms, that
implies σV p /Vp  10−5 , considered well feasible with
some margin. Doubling the emittance has a large effect
when σ2 = 0, but difference reduces to less than 1.9% when
σ2 = 2 Vrms, as plotted.
Similarly, multiparticle simulations (with error about as
the plotted marker size) give a larger i R because they include
the effect of By changes near pole boundaries, but also this
difference is only about 3% when σ2 = 2 Vrms. Note that
dipole fringe field is important; edge curvature Re  2.9 m
is required to avoid excessive nonlinear (sextupole) effects,
as calculated from magnet simulation and confirmed by
this multiparticle simulations. Nonlinear theoretical studies
are well in progress and outside this paper scope. Note that
thicker lines in Fig. 4 corresponds to cϵxN  (⟨x 2 ⟩⟨vx2 ⟩)1/2 
0.9 m2 /s at RFQC exit, that is Tt = 0.5 eV and a 1.8 mm
rms radius, well consistent with RFQC box exit.

Studies and Highlights on HRMS
Ion mass ratio is M = mi e/mu |q| with q and mi the
charge and ion mass, and mu the atomic mass unit; eg.
M = 99.9071 for 100 Tc+1 and M = 99.9136 for 100 Nb+1 ,
which SPES aims to separate [3]. A typical beamlime with
two 90 degree dipoles (Fig. 3) is used: the maximum resolving power M/∆M is related to ion bending radius rb , nominal bending radius Rm and maximum beam envelope size
±x M ; so a magnet pole width greater than 2x M is needed.
First, neglecting voltage and magnetic field By variations,
the inverse resolving power i4R at ∆M = 4σM separation is
i4R ≡

ϵg
ϵg
∆M
xw
xw
=4
=
= ′
= f0
M
Di
Rm
xd Rm
xM

(7)

with xw the waist rms spot, Di = 4Rm the dispersion function, xd′ the rms divergence in the input or object point related to ϵg = xw xd′ , and to envelope size by x M = f0 xd′ Rm
√
with f0 = 2 5/3 from beam transport matrices, as used
in steps above. Second, ion bending radius satisfies rb2 =
M(Va + Vi )2mu /eBy2 , with Ei = eVi the residual ion energy
at RFQC exit; differentiating it, solving for dM/M, and
adding rms spread σVi , σBy , σV a effects to Eq. 7 we get
i4R

 4σ1 ,

σ12

=4

2
σBy

By2

+

σV2 a + σV2 i
(Va + Vi )2

+ f1

ϵg2
2
xM
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Cooling of heavy exotic ions in RFQC is feasible down
to cϵxN < 1 m2 /s (rms value, depending also on collision
physics) and σE  0.5 eVrms, which gives some margins
for voltage stability of HV platforms or other errors.
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THE REDUCTION OF THE LEAKAGE FIELD OF THE INJECTION
SEPTUM MAGNET IN MAIN RING OF J-PARC
T. Shibata∗ , N. Matsumoto, K. Ishii, T. Sugimoto, H. Matsumoto, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan
Abstract
A new injection septum magnet 1 (Inj-SM1) was installed
in the Main Ring (MR) of J-PARC in 2016 as an upgrade.
We confirmed that the leakage field upstream from the circulating duct of Inj-SM1 was sufficiently smaller than that for
the previous Inj-SM1. Nevertheless, we attempted to further
reduce the leakage field by using a new magnetic shield to
achieve a higher proton beam intensity. In 2017, the first version of the new magnetic shield was produced and installed.
The strength of the leakage field with the shield was ≈30%
of that without the shield; however, the magnetic field of a
quadrupole magnet (QM) upstream of Inj-SM1 was reduced
to below the permissible limit, ≈0.1% of the total field integral of the QM, from the point of view of beam optics.
Consequently, the first version failed. A second shield, for
which the defects of the first version were fixed, was produced in 2018. The strength of the leakage field of Inj-SM1
with the second shield was reduced to ≈30% of that without
the shield, while that of the QM was maintained. Thus, we
decided to use the second shield for beam operation starting
in November 2019. We confirmed that the impact of the
leakage field on the circulating beam was 1/20 of that of the
previous Inj-SM1.

INTRODUCTION
The J-PARC Main Ring (MR) provides a high-intensity
proton beam with an energy of 30 GeV to the neutrino facility [1] or the hadron facility [2]. The present operation
cycle is 2.48 s and the maximum beam power to the neutrino
facility is 515 kW, which was achieved in March 2021 [3].
To realize the original design value of 750 kW, we will start
the operation of the MR with a cycle of 1.3 s in June 2022;
this is referred to as 1-Hz operation. The cycle will be further reduced to 1.16 s by 2028 to increase the beam power
to 1.3 MW [4]. Over the last decade, the injection magnets
in the MR have also been upgraded for 1-Hz operation and
a 1.3-MW beam. The high-field injection septum magnet
1 (Inj-SM1), which has a typical field strength of 1.4 T, is
used for injecting the proton beam from the rapid cycling
synchrotron into the circulating orbit in the MR. The first
Inj-SM1 started operation in 2008 (start of the J-PARC MR)
and was replaced with the new septum magnet for 1-Hz
operation in 2016 [5, 6]. The replacement of the magnet
was conducted because it was extremely difficult to further
reduce the leakage field of ≈20 gauss around the entrance
and exit of the circulating beam duct beside the septum plate.
The reduction of the leakage field is an important target for
the new septum magnet.
∗
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MEASURES AGAINST LEAKAGE FIELD
IN 2015-2016
To minimize the leakage field, magnetic shields, vacuum
chambers made of magnetic stainless steel [7], or an eddy
current can be used to cancel the leakage field [8–10]. To
reduce the leakage field of Inj-SM1, we applied several magnetic shields made of pure iron. The most significant contribution to the leakage field is from an end coil at the beam
exit because it is located very close by the circulating beam
line. To reduce the leakage field, we covered the entire
end coil by a magnetic shield made of silicon-steel (field
clamp) (Fig. 1 (top)). This reduced the leakage field to a few
gauss [5, 6]. The second most significant contribution is the
leakage field that passes through the septum plate. An ideal
septum magnet has zero leakage on the outside of the septum
plate; however, an actual septum magnet has a small leakage
with an order of magnitude that is 0.1% of the gap field. For
example, for a gap field of 1.4 T, the strength of the leakage
field is ≈14 gauss. Therefore, we covered the circulating
duct beside the septum plate by two magnetic shields made
of pure iron (outer shields 1 and 2) (Fig. 1 (bottom)). Furthermore, we fabricated a 5-mm-thick circulating duct made
of pure iron, which had a dc permeability of ≈8000 emu, in
March 2016 [6] (Fig. 1 (bottom)), We measured the timedependent field integral (BL) of the leakage field along the
beam axis in the circulating duct with an applied current
of 2,700 A, which is close to the optimal current for beam
operation (2,590 A). The maximum value of BL during 0.2 s
from the start of beam acceleration was 2 gauss·m. The
bend angle of the circulating beam caused by the leakage
field was then measured with the 3-GeV circulating beam in
December 2016. Based on the measured angle, we obtained
a BL value of ≈2.5 gauss·m, which is consistent with the
field measurement [6]. The BL of the leakage field of the first
Inj-SM1 was ≈30 gauss·m [11], which is 10 times greater
than that of the second Inj-SM1. Because our ultimate target
for the leakage field is zero gauss·m, we attempted to further
reduce the leakage field.

REDUCTION OF LEAKAGE FIELD IN 2017
There was a leakage field of ≈9 gauss upstream from the
pure iron circulating duct, where no shield was mounted and
the circulating ducts were made of non-magnetic stainless
steel [6] (Fig. 2). The origin of the field was the end coil at
the injection beam entrance of Inj-SM1. Unfortunately, it
was impossible to cover the end coil by a field clamp because
of a lack of space. In addition, we could not cover the stainless steel circulating ducts by a magnetic shield because the
magnetic field in the circulating ducts includes not only the
field of Inj-SM1 but also that of a quadrupole magnet (QM)
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loss of the BL of the QM caused by Shield-1 was estimated
to be 0.3%, which is larger than the permissible limit of
≈0.1% [15]. Thus, we concluded that Shield-1 cannot be
used for beam operation.

Figure 1: End coil and field clamp at beam exit (top) and
several magnetic shields of Inj-SM1.

located upstream of Inj-SM1. The large loss of the leakage
field of the QM affects beam optics, which must be corrected
using a trim coil mounted in the QM [12]. This correction
was not ideal. We thus mounted an additional magnetic
shield in the space between the end coil and the circulating ducts. The detailed structure of the additional magnetic
shield (Shield-1) was designed using Opera-3D-Tosca in
2017 [13]. The dimensions of Shield-1 were set to 130 mm
(width) × 980 mm (height) × 13 mm (thickness) (Fig. 2).
We measured the leakage field of each of the magnets with
and without Shield-1 using a Hall probe (F.W. Bell, model
8030 [14]). First, we measured the leakage field of Inj-SM1
at three positions from the stainless steel circulating ducts to
the outside of the ring. The distances from the center of the
beam axis were all ≈160 mm, and those from the surface of
the end fringe of the QM, 𝑧, were 18, 38, and 82 cm. We had
to remount the probe whenever we changed the measurement
position because we had only one probe. The reproducibility
of the measurement position added some systematic uncertainty (a few percent) to the measured values. The applied
current was the optimal pattern for beam injection. The rise,
flat top, and fall time were all 0.2 s and the flat-top current
was 2,598 A. The measured waveforms of the leakage field
are shown in Fig. 3 (top). They indicate that the leakage
field at 𝑧 = 18 and 38 cm was reduced from ≈9 to ≈3 gauss
and from ≈3 to ≈1 gauss, respectively. No reduction was
found at 𝑧 = 82 cm because the origin of the leakage found
at this position was the induced eddy current field generated
on the septum plate, and Shield-1 was not located between
this position and the plate. Next, we measured the leakage
field of the QM. The results are shown in Fig. 3 (bottom).
The leakage field at 𝑧 = 18 cm on the top of the duct with
Shield-1 was 6∼7% lower than without the shield. We found
no difference at the three positions on the inside because
they were far from Shield-1. The leakage field at 𝑧 = 25
and 39 cm on the outside (close to Shield-1) was reduced
to 33% and 41%, respectively. From these results, the total
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Figure 2: Shield-1 mounted on Inj-SM1 in 2017.

Figure 3: Waveforms of leakage field of Inj-SM1 (top) and
quadrupole magnet (bottom) with and without Shield-1 measured in 2017.

REDUCTION OF LEAKAGE FIELD IN 2019
We considered that the cause of the large loss of the leakage field of the QM was Shield-1 being located in front of
the magnetic coil of the QM, which obstructed the field of
the QM, as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, we fabricated a new
pure iron shield that did not interfere with the QM (Shield-2)
in 2018. The dimensions of Shield-2 are 110 mm (width)
× 600 mm (height) × 20 mm (thickness) (Fig. 4) . Shield-1
was mounted perpendicular to the septum plate, whereas
Shield-2 was mounted parallel to the septum plate so as not
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BEAM STUDY WITH NEW SHIELD
Finally, the impact of the leakage field of Inj-SM1 on the
3-GeV circulating beam was measured in November 2019.
The time-dependent shift of the beam position with respect
to the horizontal direction while Inj-SM1 is excited is shown
in Fig. 6. The shift was ≈0.25 mm, which corresponds to
a BL of 1.6 gauss·m caused by the leakage field. Thus,
we confirmed that the impact on the circulating beam was
further reduced by ≈1/3 by Shield-2. The shift of the beam
position by the leakage field of the previous Inj-SM1 was
≈5 mm [11], which is ≈20 times higher.

Figure 4: Shield-2 mounted on Inj-SM1 in 2019.

to reduce the leakage field of the QM (Fig. 4). In 2019, we
measured the leakage field of Inj-SM1 and the same QM
as that measured in 2017. To eliminate the systematic uncertainty caused by the reproducibility of the measurement
position, we used eight Hall probes (F.W. Bell, model BH200), one for each measurement position. The measured
waveforms of the leakage field of Inj-SM1 are shown in
Fig. 5 (top). The measurement positions on the outside of
the circulating ducts were 𝑧 = 20.5, 33, and 52.5 cm. We verified that the leakage field at 𝑧 = 33 and 20.5 cm was reduced
to ≈30% of that without Shield-2. Almost no reduction was
found at 𝑧 = 52.5 cm for the same reason as that given above.
Next, we measured the leakage filed of the QM at the eight
positions on the top, outside, and inside of the circulating
ducts (Fig. 5 (bottom)). There was no difference between
the measurements made with and without Shield-2 at all
positions except 𝑧 = 20.5 cm on the inside, where the probe
was removed once by accident. From the above results, we
found that the leakage field of only Inj-SM1 was reduced
by Shield-2. Thus, we concluded that Shield-2 can be used
for beam operation. We started to use Shield-2 in November
2019.

Figure 6: Shift of 3-GeV beam position with respect to horizontal direction caused by leakage field of Inj-SM1 measured
in 2019.

SUMMARY
The new Inj-SM1 installed in 2016 reduced the leakage
field to 1/10 of that of the previous one with the use of several
shields. In 2019, the leakage field was further reduced by
≈1/3 by an additional magnetic shield that does not reduce
the leakage field of the QM upstream. The impact of the
leakage field on the 3-GeV circulating beam was measured.
We confirmed that it was ≈1/20 of that of the previous InjSM1.
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THE NEW HIGH FIELD SEPTUM MAGNET FOR UPGRADING OF FAST
EXTRACTION IN MAIN RING OF J-PARC
T. Shibata∗ , K. Ishii, S. Iwata, T. Sugimoto, N. Matsumoto, H. Matsumoto, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan
K. Fan1 , HUST, Wuhan, China
Abstract
The upgrade of the beam power of J-PARC Main Ring to
750 kW by reducing the cycle from 2.48 s to 1.3 s is underway, and the upgrade of the four high-field (HF) septa will
be completed by summer of 2023. The operation test of one
HF septum, SM31, was conducted in 2020. First trial was
1 Hz operation test, and we confirmed the joule heating at the
magnetic coil was lower than limit. Second was magnetic
field measurement. We obtained a good linearity between
the applied current and the gap field without saturation. The
field integral of the gap field was measured to estimate the optimal current for beam extraction, and we found it is 3,400 A.
We compared the gap field between in the neutrino line and
that in the beam abort line, then we found the longitudinal
distributions have a small discrepancy but it was acceptable.
The large leakage field was observed around the end-fringes,
therefore, in order to reduce the leakage field, we produced
an additional duct shield for mounting in the circulating duct
in 2022. We verified that the additional duct shield reduced
the leakage field to ≈2% of unshielded leakage field. The
new SM31 and other two HF septa have been installed in
MR by end of May 2022. The beam operation with the new
HF septa will be started in June 2022.

operation test, two large-sized vacuum flanges made of pure
Titanium were weld to the vacuum ducts of the new SM31
in November 2020. In 2021, we produced two additional
duct shields which can be mounted in the circulating duct
of the new SM30 and SM31 in order to reduce the leakage
field further. Regarding the new SM32, unfortunately, the
installation in MR was postponed because of a fatal defect
in the magnetic coil found in 2021. The new SM33 have
been reconstructed with the new beam ducts and removed
magnetic cores of SM32 and SM33. The installation of the
new SM30, SM31 and SM33 in MR have been completed
in May 2022 (Fig. 1). The beam operation with new cycle
is going to be started in June 2022. This article focuses on
the new SM31. The new SM31 is a bipolar septum magnet
as same as the new SM30 [4]. Figure 2 shows the photograph, the specification and applied pattern current of the
new SM31. The detail of the operation test in 2020 and the
reduction of the leakage field by using the additional duct
shield in 2022 will be described.

INTRODUCTION
The J-PARC Main Ring (MR) provides the high-intensity
proton beam with an energy of 30 GeV to the neutrino facility (NU) or the hadron facility. The present operation
cycle is 2.48 s and the maximum beam power for Fast eXtraction mode (FX) is 515 kW which was achieved in March
2021 [1]. To realize original design value of 750 kW, we are
going to start operation of MR with the cycle of 1.3 s, it is
referred to as ”1 Hz operation”; moreover, the cycle will be
shorten to 1.16 s for increasing the beam power to 1.3 MW
by 2028 (1.3MW beam) [2]. The magnets for FX in MR,
which are used for switching the proton beam direction to
NU or abort dump (ABT) [3], also have been upgrading for
1 Hz operation and 1.3 MW beam, and will be completed
by summer of 2023. The four high-field septum magnets
(SM) with magnetic field of above 1 T are used, and these
magnets are called SM30, SM31, SM32 and SM33 from
upstream. To upgrade, the replacement of these septa with
new ones is underway. We produced the new septa in 2015,
and conducted the operation test of the new SM30 and measured its magnetic field at first in 2018-2019 [3, 4]. Next,
we conducted the test operation of the new SM31 in autumn
2020. The aim of the operation test was 1 Hz operation
and measurement of the gap field and leakage field. After
∗
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Figure 1: The high-field septa installed in MR in May 2022.

Figure 2: The photograph, the specification and the applied
pattern current of the new SM31.

1 Hz OPERATION TEST
In the 1 Hz operation test, the operation cycles which we
tested were 1.32 s, 1.28 s and 1.16 s, and the flat-top current
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was 3,600 A. We measured the temperature of cooling water
flowed in the magnetic coil by using a radiation thermometer
during the operation. The temperature increased approximately 13∘ C in all cycles which were corresponded with our
expected values and it was lower than limit value of 20∘ C.
Consequently, it was verified that the 1 Hz operation has no
problem.

MEASUREMENT OF GAP FIELD
The correlation between the applied current and gap field
in the NU line which was measured by a Hall probe are
shown in Fig. 3. We found no saturation at high-field region,
thus we confirmed it has good linearity, however the linear-fit
value of the slope was 3.472±0.004(stat) which was 0.8 %
lower than design value of 3.501. The possible cause of
the lower slope is small leakage of magnetic flux from the
magnetic core.

Figure 4: The view of the new SM31 from upstream (left),
and the transverse distribution of the BL in the NU line, and
the red curve is quadratic fit (right).

Figure 5: Comparison of longitudinal distribution of the
gap field between NU and ABT line with 3,300 A (left) and
3,400 A (right).

Figure 3: The waveforms of gap field in the NU line (left),
and the correlation between the flat-top of the applied pattern
current and the gap field (right).
To decide the optimal current for 30-GeV beam extraction,
we measured the field integral (BL) along the center of the
NU line with the flat-top current of 3,300 A, and the BL was
1.745 T⋅m. Since the supposed BL for the beam extraction
is 1.808 T⋅m, we estimated the optimal current for beam
operation at 3,400 A. Next, we measured the transverse
distribution of the BL along the horizontal direction, and
the result is shown in Fig. 4. It indicates the BL has an
asymmetric sextupole field component, and the difference
of the value of the BL between maximum and minimum
in the region of ±20 mm which is size of the extraction
beam [5] was ≈0.17%. It corresponds to the bending angle
of 0.05 mrad for the 30-GeV proton beam. However, since
the bending angle is almost same scale of fine-tuning of
position and direction of the extraction beam by changing
the field strength of the HF-septa, the difference is not serious
problem.
Finally, we compared the longitudinal distribution of the
gap field between in the NU and in the ABT line with the
flat-top current of 3,300 A and 3,400 A (Fig. 5), and found
an obvious discrepancy. We presumed the cause of the
discrepancy is slight difference of the magnetic cores such
as volume, shape and processing. The large asymmetric
structure should make the leakage field larger, but that is
enough small and the discrepancy is acceptable.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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MEASUREMENT OF LEAKAGE FIELD
The longitudinal distribution of the leakage field in the
circulating duct was measured along the several straight
tracks: on the center of the beam-line (center track) which is
parallel to the beam direction, on ±10 mm from center track
to horizontal direction (10-mm tracks), on ±25 mm from
center track (25-mm tracks), and on 18 mm from the inside
wall of the duct (18-mm tracks) (Fig. 6). The 18-mm tracks
are not parallel to the beam direction because the circulating
duct is tapered along the longitudinal direction of which the
horizontal size of entrance and exit are respectively 88 mm
and 218 mm. The flat-bottom and flat-top of the applied
pattern current were 408 A and 3,300 A, respectively. The
results shown in Fig. 6 indicate the large leakage field still
exists around the end-fringe of the magnetic cores (endfringe field), especially, extremely large end-fringe field of
which the maximum value was 170 Gauss were observed on
the 18-mm tracks. We investigated the end-fringe field in
detail, and found the cause was magnetic saturation of the
septum plates made of iron. Next, the horizontal distribution
of the BL which used flat-bottom current (fb-BL) and flattop current (ft-BL) were also measured along the several
tracks (Fig. 7). We found a dipole and quadrupole field
component in the both of results, especially, the dipole field
component of 1.2 Gauss⋅m in fb-BL and 1.6 Gauss⋅m in
ft-BL were large and they affect the circulating beam. To
reduce the end-fringe field and the dipole field component,
the best measures is installation of an additional magnetic
shields in the circulating duct.
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Figure 8: The additional inner shield mounted in the new
SM31, viewing from downstream (upper). The longitudinal
distribution of the end-fringe field along the 18-mm track
with the inner shield (lower).

SUMMARY
Figure 6: The longitudinal distribution of the leakage field
in the circulating duct along the center track, 10-mm tracks,
25-mm tracks, and 18-mm tracks.

Figure 7: The horizontal position dependence of the BL:
fb-BL (left) and ft-BL (right).

AN ADDITIONAL INNER SHIELD
In order to reduce the leakage field in entire area of the
circulating duct of 1.837 m length, we decided to produce
a duct shield of 1.935 m length and 3 mm thickness made
of pure iron (inner shield). The inner shield is also tapered
as same as the circulating duct of which the cross section of
entrance and exit are respectively 82.2 mm×99.4 mm and
219.6 mm×99.4 mm. The production of the inner shield was
completed in March 2022, and we mounted in the circulating
duct. After installation of the new SM31 in MR, we have
measured the end-fringe field with the inner shield along a
18-mm track of ABT side in May 2022. Figure 8 shows a
photograph of the inner shield mounted in the new SM31,
and the longitudinal distribution with the flat-top current of
3,960 A. We found that the large end-fringe field was reduced
to ≈2% of unshielded end-fringe field, thus we concluded
the reduction of the end-fringe field by using the inner shield
is a most effective measures.
THPOTK005
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We are working on upgrade of the FX high-field septa
for increasing the beam power of MR in J-PARC. In 2020,
we conducted operation test of the new SM31. The high
repetition operation had no problem, and we obtained a
good linearity between the applied current and gap field.
The longitudinal distributions of the gap field in the neutrino
line and abort dump line have small discrepancy, but it was
acceptable. On the other hand, we found large leakage field
around the end-fringe, and we produced an additional duct
shield which is mounted in the circulating duct. The inner
shield was installed in March 2022, and we verified the
leakage field was reduced to ≈2%. The beam operation with
the new high-field septa will be started in June 2022.
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MAGNET SYSTEMS FOR KOREA 4GSR LIGHT SOURCE∗
D. E. Kim† , Y. G. Jung, H. S. Suh, H. G. Lee, G. Hahn, T. G. Ha, J. Lee, S. S. Shin,
Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, POSTECH, Pohang, KyungBuk, Republic of Korea
Abstract
A 4th generation storage ring based light source is being
developed in Korea since 2021. It features < 100 pm rad emittance, about 800 m circumference, 4 GeV e-beam energy,
full energy booster injection, and more than 40 beamlines
which includes more than 24 insertion device (ID) beamlines.
This machine requires about 1000 magnets including dipole,
longitudinal gradient dipole, transverse gradient dipole, sextupoles, and correctors. The apertures are small and the
lattice space requirements are very tight. In this report, a
preliminary design of the each magnet is presented with
detailed plan for the future.

INTRODUCTION
Third generation storage ring based light sources have
been used as a bright light source for many years. Recently
multi-bend achromat (MBA) lattice presents a further decrease in the electron beam emittances and becoming a new
standard for next generation light source like MAX-IV in
Swden, ESRF-EBS in France, SIRIUS in Brazil. Many other
laboratories are also preparing their own version of 4th generation light sources. In this context, Korea is trying to build
a 4th generation light source (Korea-4GSR) based on modified hybrid multi-bend achromat lattice (MHMBA). The
Korea fourth-generation storage ring (Korea-4GSR) adopt
H7BA considering better nonlinear beam dynamics compared to the conventional 7BA and lower emittance compared to MH6BA [1].
We reiterate simple representation of magnet higher order
components to evaluate the calculated magnetic field. Using
Habach convention [2], for 2-dimensional magnet which has
a longer magnetic length compared to the gap, we can write
the complex potential 𝐹 = 𝐴 + 𝑖𝑉 and expand it as a series
of 𝑧 = 𝑥 + 𝑖𝑦 as
∞

𝐹 = 𝐴(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑖𝑉 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝑐𝑛
𝑛=1

In terms of a polar coordinate 𝑧 = 𝑥 + 𝑖𝑦 = 𝑟𝑒𝑖𝜃 , we can
express the 𝐵𝑦 (𝜃) along the radius 𝑟 as
∞

−𝑛𝑎𝑛 𝑟 𝑛−1
( )
cos((𝑛 − 1)𝜃)
𝑟0
𝑟0
𝑛=1

𝐵𝑦 (𝑟, 𝜃) = ∑

(3)

Please note that in this indexing scheme, 𝑛 = 1 is dipole,
𝑛 = 2 is quadrupole, 𝑛 = 3 is a sextupole components. In
analyzing a magnet, we calculate the 𝐵𝑦 along a circle at a
slice (usually 1 mm thick) and decompose it according to
Eq. (3) to analyze the longitudinal dependence of a multipole
content.

MAGNET SYSTEM
Longitudinal Gradient Magnet
In most types of 4GSR based light sources, longitudinal
gradient magnet is routinely used to achieve low bending
field in high dispersion area. APS-U [3] tried a continuous
gap longitudinal gradient magnet, and also stepped field and
finally opted for stepped magnetic field distribution. There
are two options in achieving the design stepped field. One
option can be a permanent magnet (PM) based distribution
like ESRF-EBS [4], and other option can be electromagnetic magnet excitation. PM excitation has an advantage
of compact magnet size, and nearly zero operating energy
costs. However, there is a possibility of long term degradation (although small) due to the radiation damage, higher
manufacturing costs, and lack of tunability. ESRF-EBS is
adopting Sm2 Co17 for their longitudinal gradient magnet
which shows minimal radiation damage. APS-U design is
based on the electromagnetic excitation. It has advantages in
simpler construction, lower construction costs, and tunability. We opted for electromagnet excitation for our baseline

∞
𝑧𝑛
(𝑥 + 𝑖𝑦)𝑛
= ∑ 𝑐𝑛
. (1)
𝑛
𝑟0 𝑛=1
𝑟0𝑛

Here, A is a vector potential, and V is a scalar potential for
the magnetic field satisfying Cauchy-Riemann conditions.
Using the complex potential, transverse magnetic field can
be expressed as
∞
∞
𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑛 𝑧 𝑛−1
𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑛 𝑥 + 𝑖𝑦 𝑛−1
𝑑𝐹
=∑
( )
=∑
(
)
𝑟
𝑟0
𝑑𝑧 𝑛=1 𝑟0 𝑟0
𝑛=1 0
(2)
We can write 𝑐𝑛 = 𝑎𝑛 +𝑖𝑏𝑛 , where 𝑏𝑛 is the skew components
of the magnet, while 𝑎𝑛 is a normal component of the magnet.

𝐵𝑥 −𝑖𝐵𝑦 = 𝑖

∗
†
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Figure 1: L3D design of LGBM1 magnet.
design considering the advantages. The 2D optimization is
calculated using simple trapezoidal shims, and integrated
uniformity for each segment is calculated to estimate the
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3D edge contribution of the magnet. To minimize the pole
height, return-leg winding is used for lowest pole excitation.
Also to minimize the longitudinal coil space, one turn longitudinal layer is used. In Fig. 1, a preliminary design of the
3D design is shown. Using 3D FEM analysis (Fig. 2), fields

Figure 2: 3D magnetostatic analysis of the LGVM1 magnet.
are calculated. Using the 3D calculated field map with 1 mm
3D mesh, the multipole content along the orbit is calculated
and the results is shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3 shows that the
multipole components are negligible except the quadrupole
component that comes from the edge focusing. Because,

Table 1: Major Parameters of LGBM1, LGBM2 Magnet
Parameter

LGBM1

LGBM2

Magnet Type
Required Num.
B range
Uni. |x| < 13 mm
Min. Pole gap.
Total Length
Trim winding
Amp. Turns/pole
Conductor
Num. Turns
Imax [A]
Js [A/mm2 ]
V
# Cooling Circuit
ΔT [K]
Δp

LGBM1A/B
28/28
0.631T-0.132T
< 1.0E-3
27.8 mm
2.2348 m
Yes
7.27 kA
11.5x11.5x7.5𝜙
24
303.1
3.48
15.8
2
8.3
6.0 bar

LGBM2A/B
28/28
0.305T-0.153 T
< 1.0E-3
24.4 mm
1.9847 m
Yes
3.08 kA
9.0x9.0x5.0𝜙
16
192.8
3.19
8.70
2
6.5
6.0 bar

magnetic length. Quad-bends have 3 kinds bore radius of
15, 20, 30 mm requirement coming from the vacuum design.
Pole shims are introduced in dipole geometry and the geometry is translated to quadrupole geometry using the conformal
map given by
(𝑥 + 𝑖𝑦)2
2𝑅𝑐

𝑤 = 𝑢 + 𝑖𝑣 =

(4)

The field quality in quadrupole geometry is calculated while
changing the shim geometry in the dipole plane. Figure 4
shows the dipole geometry (left), and quadrupole geometry
(right). After 2D optimization, 3D calculations are done
to assess the longitudinal dependence of the fundamental
and higher harmonic content. Figure 5 shows one example
-3

30x10

Figure 3: Multipole contents along the trajectory.

25
20

the number of turns are quantized, it is impossible to match
the design field for all segments. To overcome this issue,
small reluctance gap is introduced in the each return leg
of the segment to match the design field suggested by the
beam dynamics group. Also studies are going on to study
the sensitivity of the beam emittance on the field distribution of the segment. If the emittance is not so sensitive, the
reluctance gap can be removed while simulating the field
profile approximately with matching bending angle and 2nd
field integral. The major parameters of the LGBM magnets
are shown in the Table 1.

Quadrupoles, Quad-bends Magnets
Three mechanical kinds of Quad-Bends are expected
while 3 kinds of mechanical quadrupole types are required.
Quadrupole bore radius is 15 mm with different longitudinal
THPOTK007
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Figure 4: Dipole to qadrupole conformal mapped geometry.
of the quadrupole 3D the results of the calculation showing B distribution. In Fig. 6, the longitudinal distribution
of field gradient, and the first two allowed harmonics are
shown. Left figure shows the longitudinal dependence of
𝐵′ estimating the effective length, the right figure shows
the longitudinal dependence of two allowed harmonics (B6,
B10) at good field radius of 10 mm. The calculated B6
shows a contribution at the edge. The integrated contents
are still well within the specification. Major parameter of
the quadrupole magnets are shown in Table 2.
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Parameter
Magnet Type
Required Num.
Max B’ [T/m]
Multipole
Rc [mm]
L𝑒𝑓 𝑓 [m]
Trim winding
Amp. Turns [kA]
Conductor
Num. Turns
Imax [A]
Js [A/mm2 ]
V
# Cool. Cir.
ΔT [K]
Δp [bar]

Q11/Q52
56/56
60.0
< 1.0E-3
15.0
200.0
No
5.71
6.5x6.5x4𝜙
56
102.0
3.54
9.31
2
6.5
6.0

Q12/31/32
56/56/56
60.0
1.0E-3
15.0
145.0
No
5.71
<56
102.0
3.54
7.70
2
4.9
6.0

Q51
56
60.0
1.0E-3
15.0
384.0
No
5.71
<56
102.0
3.54
14.7
4
4.7
6.0

Figure 5: 3D FEM modeling of the quadrupole showing B
magnitude distribution.
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Figure 6: B’ distribution (left), B6, B10 at r=10 mm along
the magnet(right).

Sextupole Magnet
Only 1 kinds of sextupole design is expected for the storage ring with bore radius of 20 mm, effective length of 250
mm with maximum second derivative B”=2212 T/m2 which
gives maximum pole tip field of 0.442 T which is acceptable. The sextupole magent should be laminated since it
also should be used as H/V correctors, and skew quadrupole
magnet. Minimum pole to pole distance is limited to ±7.0
mm which is coming for slot for synchrotron radiation extraction. It is effectively limiting the pole width deteriorating
the field quality. Fortunately, since we are using only 10 mm
of aperture, the higher order harmonic could be reduced to a
few 10−4 . Like a quadrupole case, pole shims are introduced
in dipole geometry and the geometry is translated to sextupole geometry using the conformal map. 2D calculations
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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in sextupole geometry is used to evaluate the effect of the
shims. After 2D optimization, 3D calculations are done to
assess the longitudinal dependence of the fundamental and
higher harmonic content (particularly the fist two allowed
harmonic of B9, B15). The results are shown in Fig. 7. The
multipole content is order of 3.5 × 10−4 which is well within
the requirement of 1.0 × 10−3 .
-4
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Table 2: Major Parameters of Quadrupole Magnet
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Figure 7: B” distribution (left), B9, B15 at r=10 mm along
the magnet(right).

SUMMARY
Korea 4th generation synchrotron radiation source project
has recently started. The design targets 4 GeV, 800 m circumference, 58 pm rad emittances, with 28 periods. The
booster at least needs 216 magnet, with additional correctors.
Storage ring needs more than 980 magnets. Total magnet
system including LTB (Linac to Booser), BTS (Booster to
SR), and extraction/extraction magnet reaches 1400 units. In
this report, 2D, 3D analysis of the some demanding magnets
are carried out with detailed analysis of the longitudinal multipole contents distributions. Detailed engineering designs
are also being done to prototype a few important magnets
within early 2023.
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DESIGN OF A PERMANENT MAGNET BASED
DIPOLE QUADRUPOLE MAGNET*
A. G. Hinton†, B. J. A. Shepherd, STFC Daresbury Laboratory, Warrington, UK
A. Shahveh, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
M. Kokole, T. Milharcic, Kyma Srl, Trieste, Italy
Abstract
Permanent magnet technology can facilitate the design
of accelerator magnets with much lower power
consumption than traditional resistive electromagnets. By
reducing the power requirements of magnets, more
sustainable accelerators can be designed and built. At
STFC, as part of the I.FAST collaboration, we are working
to develop sustainable technologies for future accelerators.
As part of this work, we have designed a permanent magnet
based dipole-quadrupole magnet with parameters suited to
meet the requirements of the proposed Diamond-II
upgrade. We present here the magnetic design, which is
based on a single sided dipole-quadrupole. The design
includes the shaping of the pole tips to reduce multipole
errors as well as methods of providing thermal stabilisation
and field tuning. The mechanical design of the magnet is
being undertaken by colleagues at Kyma and a prototype
of the magnet will soon be built and tested.

INTRODUCTION
The I.FAST collaboration [1] aims to boost innovation
in the particle accelerator community. A core theme of the
collaboration is the development of more sustainable
concepts and technologies. Magnets provide one of the
largest sources of power consumption in modern
accelerators. For instance, the dipoles and quadrupoles for
the proposed Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) would
dissipate an estimated 29.4 MW due to electrical resistance
alone [2]. Therefore, if traditional electromagnets can be
replaced by permanent magnets, future accelerators may be
made to require less power and be more sustainable.
Table 1: Summary of Magnetic Design Requirements
Parameter
Central Dipole
Central Gradient
Good Field Radius
Field Quality ΔB/B
Gradient Quality ΔG/G
Integrated Dipole
Integrated Gradient
Integrated Multipoles

Value
-0.6951033
32.3974035
7
5x10-4
1x10-3
0.6047
28.1857
<10-3

Units
T
T m-1
mm

T.m
T

The proposed Diamond-II upgrade will utilise
multibend-achromat technology and an increase in electron
beam energy to achieve gains in the brightness and
___________________________________________

* Work supported by funding from the I.FAST collaboration
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coherence of the synchrotron radiation produced by the
facility [3]. The lattice design relies upon the use of
combined function dipole-quadrupole (DQ) magnets with
high gradients to simultaneously bend and focus the beam.
An electromagnetic DQ has been previously designed to
meet the Diamond-II requirements. However, an
alternative design, using permanent magnets as the main
source of magnetic field (PMDQ) has been designed to
demonstrate how the same magnetic field requirements can
be met at reduced power consumption. The main magnetic
requirements are summarised in Table 1.

DESIGN OVERVIEW
The design of the PMDQ is based on a single-sided electromagnetic combined function magnet [4]. This single
sided design has been shown to produce larger gradients
than traditional gradient dipole designs and is more efficient than an offset quadrupole [4]. Given the high field
gradient that is required, a gradient dipole design would not
have been suitable. A labelled image of the magnetic
model of the PMDQ, generated using Opera 3D simulation
software [5], is shown in Fig. 1. The different colours represent different materials and parts of the design. The thick
black arrows indicate the direction of magnetisation of the
permanent magnets.

Figure 1: Labelled image of Opera 3D PMDQ model.
The primary source of the fields are permanent magnets,
rather than current carrying coils. Therefore, the power and
cooling requirements of the magnet can be greatly reduced.
The large magnet blocks shown in Fig. 1 will be split
into carriages containing arrays of smaller magnets in order
to ease the handling of the permanent magnet material. The
blocks will be arranged with the magnetisation axes
aligned horizontally in order to generate the desired combined function field in the bore.
The material and grade of magnet used in the design was
Neodymium Iron Boron (NdFeB) grade 40EH from
ZHmag [6]. The magnet grade was chosen to have a high
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remanent field (1.32 T at 20 degrees C) whilst maintaining
a reasonably large coercive field (2388 kA m-1). The
choice of NdFeB over samarium cobalt (SmCo) was made
because the permanent magnets are not located close to the
beam. Therefore, there is limited risk of demagnetisation
due to radiation damage. NdFeB has a higher remanent
field despite having lower coercivity than SmCo. Therefore, less magnet material could be used to achieve the desired field strength.
The yoke and poles (dark and light green respectively in
Fig. 1) will be made from XC06 low carbon steel so that
the flux from the permanent magnets will flow through the
yoke. A backleg has been included to provide a return path
for the flux generated by the main permanent magnet
blocks.

POLE OPTIMISATION
The main and auxiliary poles have been designed using
an Opera 2D model. The pole shapes were first modelled
as hyperbolae and the dimensions of the permanent
magnets were adjusted to get close to the desired dipole
and gradient fields, independent of the field quality. Then
a pole shaping algorithm, based on the work presented in
[7] was applied to the pole tips to minimise the multipole
field errors. The resulting pole tip coordinates are shown in
Fig. 2, with the good field region indicated by the dashed
line.

of the yoke and the permanent magnet material were kept
straight to simplify the manufacture.
The field quality (ΔB/B) and gradient quality (ΔG/G)
plotted in the centre plane of the 3D model with the
nominal magnet dimensions are shown in Fig. 3. As can be
seen from the figure, within the good field radius the field
and gradient quality are within the defined limits of 5x10- 4
and 10-3 respectively. Initial tolerance modelling indicates
that a tolerance on the pole point coordinates of ±20 μm
will be required to maintain the field quality within the
limit of 5x10-4. Future work will involve more detailed
modelling of the tolerances on the pole shapes and
alignment.
The physical length of the magnet model was set to
achieve the nominal integrated dipole field of 0.6047 T.m.
At this length, the integrated gradient is only 27.5350 T,
which is shorter than the nominal value of 28.1857 T. The
multipole fields in the 3D model plotted along the
reference electron trajectory at the good field radius are
shown in Fig. 4. The figure shows that the quadrupole field
drops off more rapidly than the dipole, resulting in a shorter
magnetic length. This effect has been seen in other
combined function magnets [4]. Future work will
investigate shimming techniques to reduce the difference
between the dipole and quadrupole magnetic lengths.
Higher order integrated multipoles are all below the target
value of 10-3.

Figure 2: Plot of optimised pole tip coordinates.
Figure 4: Integrated multipoles through 3D model.

THERMAL STABILITY

Figure 3: Field and gradient quality in centre plane of 3D
model.
The pole tip profile was applied to the 3D Opera model,
which was used to calculate the nominal magnet
dimensions required to meet the field requirements listed
in Table 1. The tips of the poles were curved to follow the
reference electron beam trajectory. Therefore, the on-axis
dipole field was kept constant through the magnet. The rest
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Fluctuations in temperature will affect the remanent field
of the NdFeB magnets blocks and hence the field produced
in the bore of the PMDQ. Thermal shunts (purple in Fig. 1)
have been included in the design to improve the
temperature stability of the magnet. These shunts are made
from an iron-nickel alloy (Fe-Ni) with a negative
temperature coefficient [8]. At a given temperature, a
fraction of the flux at the surface of the permanent magnets
its diverted through the shunt, rather than through the
magnetic yoke and across the magnet bore. The total
fraction of the flux that is shunted depends on the thickness
and saturation polarisation of the shunt material. As the
temperature increases, the remanent field of the permanent
magnet decreases, but the saturation polarisation of the
shunt also decreases. Therefore, at higher temperatures,
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less flux is shunted by the Fe-Ni alloy. If the thickness of
the shunts is chosen correctly, the flux density at the pole
tips can be kept stable with changes in temperature.
The thickness of the shunt material can be optimised to
minimise the effect on the field in the bore with changes in
temperature. Figure 5 shows the change in the dipole field
with temperature relative to a model set at 20 degrees
Celsius for models with and without the use of optimised
thermal shunts. As can be seen from the figure, the dipole
field decreases linearly by 0.13%/degree for the
uncompensated model. However, with the presence of the
thermal shunts, the linear dependence of the field with
temperature can be removed and the dipole field is stable
to within 0.01% over the 3-degree temperature range
shown. This is comparable to the stability that can be
achieved within power supply fluctuations of typical
electromagnets [9].

Figure 5: Relative change in dipole field as a function of
temperature for models with and without thermal shunts.

FIELD TUNING
Trim coils (shown in red in Fig. 1) have been included in
the design so that the field under normal operation can be
fine-tuned. There will be two pairs of coils (located on the
main and auxiliary pole arms respectively) which can be
powered independently. This will allow the dipole and
quadrupole fields to be trimmed independently.
Use of these coils will allow the nominal fields to be
reached from permanent magnet blocks of finite size and
account for magnetisation and machining tolerances.
Assuming that the dimensions of the NdFeB blocks are
limited to a precision of 0.1 mm, a nominal power
requirement of 5.8 mW per magnet will be required to trim
the field during normal operation. The power requirements
for the equivalent electromagnetic design are 2.56 kW per
magnet [3]. The conceptual design of the Diamond-II
lattice contains 48 DQ magnets [3]. Replacing all of these
electromagnets with PMDQs would result in a power
saving of approximately 120 kW from electrical resistance
alone. This is a significant reduction in power requirements
that could lead to a reduction in facility operating costs and
carbon footprint.
Assuming a coil packing fraction of 0.5, the coil current
densities under nominal operation will be of the order
10 mA mm-2. This is a sufficiently low current density to
allow the trim coils to be air cooled under normal
operation. Negating the need for water cooling of the coils
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under normal operation will further reduce the operating
costs and power requirements of the magnet.
The coils must also be capable of being used to sweep
the dipole and quadrupole fields independently over a
range ±2.5% of the nominal values for use during
commissioning. Figure 6 shows how the central dipole and
quadrupole can be trimmed independently by adjusting the
current densities in the main and auxiliary coil pairs. Where
the gradient is tuned to ±2.5 %, the power requirements are
of the order 10 W per magnet. This is significantly higher
than the nominal operating power of the PMDQ, but still 2
orders of magnitude less than for the nominal
electromagnet design. The coils must have the option of
water cooling to allow operation at current densities up to
10 A mm-2 during the field sweeping.

Figure 6: Central dipole and quadrupole trimming with
coils.

MECHANICAL DESIGN
The mechanical design for the PMDQ is being
developed by colleagues at Kyma [10]. Concepts for
manufacturing, assembling, tuning and installing the
magnet have been generated. The design accounts for the
large magnetic forces between the yoke and magnet
materials during assembly and makes use of non-magnetic
gap spacers to maintain the separation between pole pieces
despite the attractive forces between them. Future work
will involve the construction and magnetic measurement of
a prototype magnet to demonstrate the feasibility of this
technology for future facilities.

CONCLUSION
A permanent magnet based dipole-quadrupole magnet
has been designed to meet the same field requirements as
an equivalent electromagnetic design aimed at the
Diamond-II upgrade project. By replacing water cooled
resistive coils with NdFeB permanent magnets as the
primary source of the magnetic field, the total power
requirements of the magnet can be reduced by 2 orders of
magnitude with the nominal operating power reduced by 6
orders of magnitude. This can facilitate the design of a
more sustainable accelerator facility.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A SHORT PERIOD SUPERCONDUCTING
HELICAL UNDULATOR*
A.G. Hinton†, B.J.A. Shepherd, N. Thompson, STFC Daresbury Laboratory, Warrington, UK
J. Boehm, L. Cooper, B. Green, T. Hayler, P. Jeffery, C. Macwaters, B. Matthews,
STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, UK
S. Milward, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
Abstract
Superconducting undulators (SCUs) with short period
and small magnetic gap have the potential to generate
larger magnetic fields than alternative technologies.
Implementing SCUs on future x-ray free electron laser
(XFEL) facilities will allow a broader range of photon
wavelengths to be generated. At STFC, we have
undertaken work to design and build a prototype helical
superconducting undulator (HSCU) module with
parameters suitable for use within a future XFEL facility.
This work includes the design of an undulator with 13 mm
period and 5 mm magnetic bore diameter, as well as the
supporting cryogenic and vacuum systems required for
operation. Mechanical tolerances on the HSCU have been
simulated to investigate the effect on the performance of
the undulator. The fields produced by prototype undulators
will soon be measured using a Hall sensor system to verify
that the wound formers are within acceptable tolerances.

INTRODUCTION
At STFC, we are developing the design of a
superconducting helical undulator with 13 mm period and
5 mm magnetic bore gap aimed at producing photons in the
energy range 8-16 keV from a 5.5 GeV electron beam from
a peak on-axis field of 1.09 T [1]. The use of high
performance HSCUs and the corresponding parameters
were defined to maximise the photon energy and peak FEL
brilliance for an electron beam energy lower than those
available at current FEL facilities [2].
The performance of an XFEL facility using this HSCU
design is partly limited by the field quality produced by the
undulators [3]. Errors in the field will reduce the radiated
output power of the facility. The field quality will be
limited by the mechanical tolerances on the manufacture
and winding of the HSCU. An Opera 3D [4] model of the
HSCU has been used to simulate how these mechanical
tolerances affect the field quality.
Methods for manufacturing the magnet formers and
winding the superconducting wire have been advanced to
reduce the tolerances in order to improve the undulator
field quality and FEL performance.

TOLERANCE MODELLING
There are two main mechanisms by which the undulator
performance can be degraded that have been considered:
the trajectory errors of the electron beam through the
___________________________________________
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undulator and the root mean square (rms) peak-to-peak
field deviation. Numerical simulations using Genesis 1.3
[5] have been used to define how the trajectory wander and
field deviation will affect the degradation of the FEL output
power for a 5.5 GeV electron beam generating 16 keV
photons from a self-amplified spontaneous emission
(SASE) line [3] comprised of HSCUs.

Trajectory Errors
In an ideal undulator, the electron beam will travel
parallel to, and centred on, the axis of the undulator. This
will ensure the radiation produced in the undulator
overlaps the electron beam so that the two can interact via
the SASE process and produce bright synchrotron
radiation. If the radiation and electron beams overlap
poorly then the process is weaker and the radiated power
from the undulator will be reduced. Genesis simulations
indicate that the power loss caused by trajectory errors can
be kept below 10% if the trajectory error is less than 5 μm.
Local field errors in the undulator can result in the field
integrals being non-zero. This will manifest as trajectory
errors through the undulator. These errors can come as a
result of manufacturing or winding tolerances. However,
the trajectory of an electron through a non-ideal undulator
can be influenced by dipole correction coils at either end
of the undulator. It has been shown that correction coils
will be required at either end of the undulator to correct for
the kick to the electron beam caused by the wire turnaround
periods [1]. These coils can also be used to correct for
trajectory errors through the undulator caused by local field
errors.
The first and second field integrals through an undulator
are directly proportional to the exit angle and
displacement, respectively, of an electron that has travelled
through the device [6]. If the measured first and second
field integrals through an undulator are non-zero, the
corrector coils currents can be set to minimise the field
integrals. This results in the exit angle and displacement of
the electron beam being minimised, but also reduces the
trajectory error significantly by minimising any net kick to
the electron beam. Figure 1 shows an example of this. The
plot shows the modelled trajectory of a single electron in
the vertical plane through a 1.1 m long HSCU with a ±50
μm tolerance on the pitch and groove depth of the former
(black). The trajectory error is larger than the specified 5
μm. However, with the corrector coils activated, the
trajectory error is maintained within a 2 μm window of the
axis (red). This has been shown for multiple models with
former manufacturing tolerances up to ±50 μm. As this is a
considerably larger tolerance than can be achieved, it has
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been determined that trajectory error of the electron beam
will not be a significant issue for the HSCU because
correction coils can be used to keep the trajectory within
an acceptable window.

Figure 1: Example corrected (red) and uncorrected (black)
electron trajectory in the vertical plane for an undulator
with 50 μm tolerance on the former pitch and groove depth.

that can be met on the pitches, the looser the allowable
tolerance on the groove depth can be.
The techniques for machining the undulator former have
been refined to allow for accurate manufacture of full
length, 1.1 m long formers. A machining jig was designed
to ensure that the axes of the machine work piece and of
the bored HSCU former were coincident in order to
maintain tight tolerances on the machined former pitches.
The formers were made from aluminium in order to
achieve a higher undulator peak field and ease the
mechanical design compared to a ferrous former [1].
Metrology reports from the 1.1 m formers show that the
measured groove pitches are predominantly within a
tolerance of ±10 μm (Fig. 3). This allows the groove depths
to be within a tolerance of ±15 μm, whilst keeping the rms
peak-to-peak field error within its set target.

Peak-to-Peak Field Error
The other factor that can affect the FEL power output
from the undulator is the rms peak-to-peak field deviation.
Differences in the magnitudes of the local field peaks affect
the local undulator K parameter. For an undulator with
negligible field integrals, changes of the local K parameter
along the length affect the phase shift per gain length. This
will lead to a degradation of the FEL power output [3].
Genesis simulations have shown that the power can be kept
within 5% of the nominal if the tolerance on the rms peak
field deviation (ΔB/B) is less than 10-3 (assuming trajectory
errors have been negated by setting the field integrals to
zero).

Figure 2: rms peak-to-peak field errors as function of
tolerance on groove pitch and depth.
The main manufacturing tolerances of concern are on the
pitches and the groove depths of the former because these
tolerances will affect the positions of the superconducting
wire stacks and therefore the field produced on axis. Both
tolerances will affect the peak field deviation, but not
independently. Figure 2 shows a plot of the rms peak to
peak field error for models with random distributions of
tolerances on the pitch and groove depth over the undulator
length. For each combination of tolerances, the rms peak
field error was averaged over 10 models with different
tolerance distributions. As both tolerances increase, the
peak-to-peak field error increases. For tolerances on the
groove depth greater than ±20 μm, the field error will
exceed the target value of 10-3. The tighter the tolerance
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Figure 3: Metrology report of measured pitches from 1.1 m
HSCU former.
The outliers in Fig. 3 are most likely caused by aberrations on the former surface. The report shows that there is
no systematic build-up of tolerances on the groove pitch
which would degrade the FEL power output.
The positioning of individual wire turns within the
grooves is also important to maintain the field quality. The
wire stack contains 10 layers of alternating 9 and 8 turns.
There are two identical wire stacks, which are offset by half
an undulator period to form the bifilar winding structure.
The total magnetic field generated on the axis of the undulator is the superposition of the fields generated from each
wire turn, where the fields from an individual turn can be
calculated from the Biot-Savart law.
Therefore, in order to model the effect of tolerances on
each wire turn in the HSCU, the field errors produced by
each turn in the stack can be summed in quadrature to estimate the total field error on axis if the positioning errors on
each turn are assumed to be independent. For the nominal
peak undulator field of 1.09 T, the allowable rms field error
is 1.09x10-3 T. If the allowable rms field error produced per
turn is 8.4x10-5 T, then the quadrature sum of the errors
over all 170 wire turns will be equal to the allowable rms
field error of 1.09x10-3 T.
The field error produced on axis by each turn depends on
the nominal radial distance of the turn from the axis. Figure
4 shows the rms field error produced by a turn in the
innermost layer (layer 1) and outermost layer (10) as a
function of the tolerance on the positioning accuracy of the
turn. For a turn closer to the axis, a given tolerance on the
position will cause a larger rms field error. The turns in the
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innermost layer must be positioned with a tolerance better
than ±20 μm, whilst those in the outermost layer can be
positioned with a tolerance of ±90 μm to have the same
contribution to the field error.

Figure 4: rms field error produced by a single turn as a
function of the tolerance on the position of the turn for
turns in layer 1 and 10 of the stack.
Machining and winding techniques have been developed
to ensure the accuracy of the winding of the inner layers of
turns. If the inner layers are wound with good accuracy,
this will create a bed to wind the subsequent layers on. The
width of the winding grooves has been defined to a
precision of 100 μm to ensure that the bottom layer of turns
fits optimally into the groove. This will minimise the
tolerance on the axial position of turns within the groove.
The wire is wound under a tension of 1 kg in order to
minimise the radial tolerance in the positioning of the
wound turns.

wires to the cryostat cold head. No liquid cryogens are envisaged for this undulator.

Figure 6: Wound 325 mm HSCU in strong back; 1-Wound
HSCU former, 2-Turnaround pins, 3-Potting jig strong
back, 4-Potting jig turnaround section.
The estimated mechanical and winding tolerances from
the magnetic modelling are summarised in Table 1. Future
work will aim to model tolerances on the machining and
winding in combination to give a more realistic view of the
impact on the field.
Table 1: Estimated Mechanical and Winding Tolerances

Value
Groove depth
Groove pitch
Winding accuracy
(layer 1)
Winding accuracy
(layer 10)

Tolerance
±15
±10
±20

Unit
μm
μm
μm

±90

μm

Angular alignment

±0.025

deg

±30
100

μm
μm

Linear alignment
Sag

CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Peak field magnitudes for a 1.1 m undulator with
100 μm sag.
The peak-to-peak field error calculated on the
reference axis of the electron will also depend on the
alignment and straightness of the undulator axis relative
to the electron beam axis. If the undulator sags under
gravity, it will affect the local peak fields seen by an
electron beam, as shown in Fig. 5. This will cause an
increase in the rms peak to peak field deviation and hence
decrease the radiated power out-put of the undulator. A
sag of 100 μm from the electron reference axis to the
magnetic axis in the centre of the undulator former bore
will lead to a spread in field peak values of the order 10-3.
A combined strong back and potting jig (Fig. 6) has been
designed. This jig will mechanically support the
undulator to reduce sag and allow it to be potted in
epoxy resin to provide a means of heat transfer from the
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A 13 mm period, 5 mm magnetic bore gap helical
superconducting undulator has been designed and 1.1 m
long prototype formers have been manufactured and will
soon be wound. Metrology of the prototypes indicates that
the machining tolerances on the former pitches are within
acceptable limits defined by magnetic modelling.
Next steps will be to verify the performance of the
manufactured prototype undulators by measuring the
generated fields using Hall sensors. The first measurement
tests will be performed on 325 mm long prototype formers
in a 4 K test cryostat. The peak-to-peak field quality and
trajectory errors must both be assessed in order to
determine whether the undulator fields conform to the
defined tolerances. Accurate measurement of the first and
second field integrals of manufactured undulators will be
necessary to set the correction coils and keep the trajectory
errors within an acceptable 5 μm window.
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PERMANENT MAGNETS FOR THE CEBAF 24 GeV UPGRADE∗
S.J. Brooks† , Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, USA
S.A. Bogacz, Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA, USA
Abstract
An upgrade of the CEBAF facility to double its present energy of 12 GeV has been proposed [1, 2]. To provide double
the number of linac passes using the existing five stacked arc
beamlines, some beamlines are replaced by fixed-field accelerator (FFA) arcs, allowing multiple energies to pass through
the same magnets. A solution is presented in which two of
the existing electromagnetic beamlines are replaced with
permanent magnet non-scaling FFA arcs, as demonstrated
at CBETA [3–5]. The two-stage design reduces peak magnetic field and synchrotron radiation loss compared to using
a single stage. FFAs do not pulse their magnets, making
permanent magnets a promising and power-efficient technology option. However, the magnetic field requirements
are still at the high end of accelerator permanent magnets
produced thus far (1.6 T peak on beam), while the magnets
must also be combined-function, having a gradient with a
dipole offset. Designs using a novel oval aperture and open
midplane within an adapted Halbach magnet are presented.

ENERGY RANGES AND STAGES
The 1090 MeV energy gain of the present CEBAF linacs
is not increased in this study, although the injector energy is
assumed to be upgraded from 123 MeV to 650 MeV. This is
because the same set of linac quadrupoles focusses all transmitted beam energies, so the ratio of maximum-to-minimum
beam energy in the first linac should not get too large. The
easiest way to do this is to raise the injector energy; it may
be done by running the present injector at 110 MeV and
adding a two-pass conventional loop through three 90 MeV
RF modules, giving 110 + 2 × (3 × 90) = 650 MeV. This is
a simplification of the option explored previously in [1].
CEBAF at present has five stacked 180∘ electromagnetic
arcs on either side of the oval-shaped facility and this paper
explores replacing either one or two of the highest energy
lines by FFA arcs. Limited vertical space in the CEBAF
tunnel makes it difficult to add a sixth line of any sort, so each
multi-pass FFA removes an electromagnetic line. To double
the energy, the total arc passes on each side of the machine
is increased from 5 to 11, remembering the final linac pass
after all the arcs boosts the energy by an additional ‘half
turn’ (∼1 GeV) and the synchrotron radiation loss at higher
energy removes about the same. The resulting numbers of
arc passes and energy ranges are given in Table 1.
There is significant overlap between the FFA1 and
FFA2 energy ranges because CEBAF physics requires a
continuously-tunable energy range. In the electromagnetic
∗
†
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Table 1: Energy Ranges of Electromagnetic and FFA Lines
Number of
FFA Stages
None (current)
One
Two (4+4)
Two (5+3)

E/M
passes

FFA1
passes

FFA2
passes

5
4
3
3

—
7
4
5

—
—
4
3

Energy ranges (GeV)
None (current)
One
Two (4+4)
Two (5+3)

1.2–11
1.5–9.4
1.5–7.2
1.5–7.2

—
8.9–23
7.1–16
7.1–18

—
—
14–23
16–23

lines this is accomplished by scaling the magnet currents
with the linac energy gain. The FFAs are made of permanent
magnets, so must accommodate any energy from any linac
setting. Letting the linac energy range from 925–1090 MeV
provides enough adjustment that the lowest possible energy
of one FFA turn always coincides or overlaps with the highest energy of the previous turn, but this lowers the lowest
energy of the FFA2 arc to below the FFA1 maximum.

ARC CELL CONSTRAINTS
An optimisation was performed to try and find arc cells
with minimal maximum field on any energy’s closed orbit
centroid. The constraints are given in Table 2.
Table 2: Constraints on FFA Arc Cell Optimisation
Parameter

Value

Cell angle
Radius of curvature
⇒ Cell length
Both drift lengths
⇒ Packing factor
Maximum tune
Minimum tune

2
80.6
2.81347
0.1
0.929
0.425
0.025

Unit
∘

clockwise
m
m
m

cycles/cell
in either plane

The cell lattice is BF-O-BD-O using combined function
magnets in all cases. The allowable cell tune range is generous to allow the full energy range from linac adjustment.

ARC CELL LATTICES
The parameters of the resulting optimised lattices, for all
three options (and both FFAs for the options that have two
FFAs), are shown in Table 3. The ‘reference energy’ implies
a beam rigidity (𝐵𝜌) that can be used to derive the central
dipole field given each magnet’s bend angle and length.
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Table 3: Optimised Arc Cell Lattices for Different Options
Parameter

One FFA

4+4 FFA1

4+4 FFA2

5+3 FFA1

5+3 FFA2

Unit

Reference energy
BF length
BF angle
BF gradient
BD length
BD angle
BD gradient

15.95
1.36109
-0.05722
-48.649
1.25238
-1.94278
43.393

11.55
2.09794
-1.73802
-29.73
0.51553
-0.26198
93.393

18.5
1.68482
-1.14623
-65.616
0.92865
-0.85377
86.787

12.55
1.57127
-0.65227
-35.135
1.0422
-1.34773
42.943

19.5
1.49155
-0.98835
-80.781
1.12192
-1.01165
76.276

GeV
m

ARC CELL PERFORMANCE
The lowest maximum fields achieved for each option are
shown in Table 4, along with the total synchrotron radiation
(SR) loss in all arc passes. The resulting final energies are
just 650 + 11 × 2 × 1090 = 24630 MeV minus the SR loss.

∘

T/m
m
∘

T/m

The SR loss shown in Fig. 2 tells a similar story of the
FFAs being better optimised when the energy range is split
into two smaller parts. The area under the one-FFA curve is
larger and wasteful at low energies. The curve shapes come
from the ‘𝛾4 law’ modulated by the orbits being straighter
in the middle of the FFA energy range, forming a dip.

Table 4: FFA Cells Performance Comparison
Number of
FFA Stages
One
Two (4+4)
Two (5+3)

Max Field
(T)

SR Loss
(MeV)

Final Energy
(MeV)

2.007
1.495
1.489

1211.48
964.44
935.30

23418.52
23665.56
23694.70

The dependence of maximum field on beam energy is
shown in Fig. 1. In all FFAs considered, the maximum field
for low energy orbits occurs at the ends of the BD magnet
and for high energy orbits near the centre of the BF magnet,
with a V-shaped minimum where the switch occurs.
Figure 2: Energy lost to synchrotron radiation in different
FFA options.
Finally, a feature of FFA lattices is that different energies
go on different orbits, which may have different lengths. This
is the case here, as Fig. 3 shows there can be a 3–12 cm path
length difference through a given 180∘ FFA arc.

PERMANENT MAGNETS

Figure 1: Maximum field on beam centroid, as a function
of energy in the various FFA options.
The optimiser tries to balance the maximum field at the
high and low ends of the energy range, a task that is made
easier by having a smaller energy range, as in the two-FFA
options. For the 4+4 turn arrangement, FFA2 has the higher
field, which motivated investigation of the 5+3 turn alternative, where the smaller energy range in FFA2 means FFA1
has a slightly higher field.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T09: Room Temperature Magnets

Permanent magnets were designed for the two-FFA,
5+3 turn option with the highest performance. The requirements in Table 5 differ in dipole from Table 3 because each
magnet’s local 𝑥 has been defined relative to the centre of
the orbit excursion in that magnet.
Table 5: Magnet Parameters for the Two-FFA (5+3) Option
Magnet
FFA1 BF
FFA1 BD
FFA2 BF
FFA2 BD

Dipole
(T) @ 𝑥 = 0

Gradient
(T/m)

𝑥 Aperture
Range (mm)

-0.52616
-0.73168
-0.80051
-1.06879

-35.135
42.943
-40.390
38.138

±27.39
±19.53
±14.95
±10.66
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Figure 3: Path length through 180∘ of arc, as a function of
energy in each FFA option.

The gradients for FFA2 have also been halved to make
practically-sized apertures possible in all magnets. These
small-angle FFA cells can be scaled to half gradients, doubled beam excursions and √2× cell lengths and angles without affecting the tunes.
The magnet designs include open midplanes to allow synchrotron radiation to escape and use an oval-shaped modified
Halbach design for greater efficiency with a horizontal orbit span, following [6]. There are also minimum aperture
requirements, all given in Table 6.

Figure 4: Magnet cross-sections for BF (left) and BD (right)
in FFA1 (top) and FFA2 (bottom). Grid has 1 cm spacing
and blue arrows denote magnetisation direction.

Table 6: Permanent Magnet Design Rules
Parameter
Material
Grade
Remnant field 𝐵𝑟
Central aperture gap
Midplane slot gap
Number of wedges
Wedge angles (FFA1,2)

Value

Unit

NdFeB
N42EH
1.30
20
8
24 (12 per side)
30/7.5/30, 20/10/20

T
mm
mm
∘

The cross-sections of the resulting magnet designs are
given in Fig. 4. The magnets have cross-sectional areas from
72.8–107.1 cm2 and harmonic errors from 18.6–30.8 units
on any of the small circles shown in the figure. This is within
the range correctable by the tuning methods in [5].
Figure 5 shows the areas in the magnet most sensitive
to demagnetisation from elevated temperature or radiation.
The FFA1 BD magnet was chosen as an example because
it has the highest nominal field of 1.571 T in the aperture,
although the beam never quite sees this as the orbit exits
through the fringe field. Material, magnetic environment and
radiation resistance are quantitatively linked in [7]. The ‘EH’
grade of material was selected to further reduce sensitivity
by increasing the reverse 𝐻𝑐𝑗 field required for irreversible
magnetisation loss.
THPOTK011
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Figure 5: Sensitivity to demagnetisation in the FFA1 BD
magnet, given by field antiparallel to the magnetisation direction, −𝜇0 H ⋅ M/|M|. Black is 0–0.5 T, green ≤1 T, yellow
≤1.5 T and red >1.5 T. Magneta indicates parallel field.

FUTURE WORK
A Laboratory-Directed R&D (LDRD) study is underway
at BNL that intends to build short segments of magnets with
these parameters, measure their field maps and correct the
integrated fields by adapting the method in [5]. Currently,
permanent magnet wedges have been ordered but the manufacturing plant in Shanghai is closed due to lockdowns. A
Hall probe with ±0.005% accuracy has been purchased and
used successfully with a 2D field mapping stage, measuring
integrated fields to 1 unit resolution on a test magnet, so this
project is in a good position when the magnet pieces arrive.
The design ordered for the LDRD also introduced a 12∘
incline on the open midplanes to allow a more rigid vacuum
chamber that is thicker in most places.
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COLD TEST RESULTS OF THE FAIR SUPER-FRS
FIRST-OF-SERIES MULTIPLETS AND DIPOLE
A. Chiuchiolo, P. Kosek, F. Greiner, A. Beaumont, K. Sugita, E. Cho, H. Mueller, M. Michels,
Y. Xiang, F. Wamers, C. Roux, V. Velonas, M. Winkler, H. Simon, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
H. Allain, A. Madur, V. Kleymenov, CEA-Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Abstract
Within the collaboration between GSI and CERN, a dedicated cryogenic test facility has been built at CERN (Geneva, Switzerland) in order to perform the site acceptance
tests of the 56 Superconducting FRagment Separator cryomodules before their installation at the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (Darmstadt, Germany).
Two of the three benches of the CERN test facility were
successfully commissioned with the powering tests of the
first-of-series multiplets and dipole. The long multiplet,
with a warm bore radius of 192 mm, is composed of nine
magnets of different type (quadrupole, sextupole, steering
dipole and octupole) assembled with Nb-Ti racetrack and
cosine-theta coils, mounted in a cold iron yoke and in a
common cryostat.
This work presents the first results of the cold powering
tests at 4.5 K during which dedicated measurements have
been implemented for the magnetic characterization of the
single magnets up to nominal current (300 A for a long
quadrupole) and the study of their crosstalk effects.
The results of the acceptance tests will be presented together with the challenges and lessons learnt during the facility commissioning.

INTRODUCTION
For the Superconducting FRagment Separator (SuperFRS) under construction at the Facility for Antiproton and
Ion Research (FAIR) in Darmstadt, large acceptance superconducting magnets are currently under test at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) cryogenic test facility for their final validation before installation [1, 2].
In total 199 magnets grouped in 56 cryomodules will be
tested: more specifically 32 multiplets and 24 main dipole
magnets [3]. The multiplets, of different lengths (from 2.4
to 7 m), are composed of minimum two up to maximum
nine magnets of different type (long and short quadrupoles,
sextupoles, octupoles, steering dipoles) and positioned at
250 mm distance from each other. The magnets, with the
Nb-Ti racetrack and cos-theta coils inside their cold iron
yokes, are aligned along the beam pipe within a single
common cryostat. Furthermore, the octupoles are nested
inside the short quadrupoles.
Since 2019, cold tests started on First of Series short
multiplet (FoS SM), First of Series long multiplet (FoS
LM) and the FoS bending dipole magnet. The FoS SM is
composed by a sextupole (SE) and a short quadrupole
(SQ), while the FoS LM is composed by one long quadrupole (LQ), two short quadrupoles (SQ), two octupoles
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(OCT), three sextupoles and one steering dipole (St.Dip).
Figure 1 shows the FoS installation at the CERN test facility on the reception area and on the test benches.
This work presents the FoS testing strategy and the main
achievements with a particular attention given to the multiplets results before entering the series testing phase. The
results of the FoS dipole magnet, presently under test, will
be presented in future works.

Figure 1: FoS short multiplet (a), the FoS long multiplet (b)
and the FoS dipole (c) at the CERN test facility.

FOS TESTING GOAL AND STATUS
The objective of the FoS testing plan is the validation of
the magnets design and performances at room and cold
temperatures and the reproducibility of the results after
thermal cycling.
The qualification of the magnetic field performances,
with the required strength and homogeneity, is the most important part of the cold tests. Therefore, extended measurements plan has been followed. Different magnetic measurement methods have been employed and compared in order to optimize the series testing campaign [4].
The FoS tests had also the goal to commission the CERN
test facility, comprising the cryogenic infrastructure and
control systems, power converts, energy extraction and
quench protection systems, as well as the magnetic measurement devices. For this reason, within the FoS test plan,
dedicated powering tests and heat load measurements have
been performed [5].
After the commissioning of two of the three test benches,
the optimization of the cryomodule interface with the facility, the full characterization of the measurement devices
and the successful testing campaign, on February 2022, the
FoS SM was delivered to GSI. It will be followed by the
FoS LM in July 2022 while the FoS dipole tests are continuing.
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TEST SETUP AND
MEASUREMENTS DEVICES
Within the multiplets each magnet can be individually
powered via a pair of current leads integrated in the cryostat and designed for operating in self cooling conditions at
constant pressure.
Nine powering circuits can be simultaneously connected
to one of the three test benches. Three circuits are equipped
with dump resistors which are electrically connected in series with the magnets to extract the stored energy in case a
quench is detected. The dump resistors are foreseen only
for the multiplets’ quadrupoles and the FoS main bending
dipole powering circuits. They are used to limit the voltage
across the magnet at the quench current and represent an
efﬁcient way to lower the energy released in the liquid helium bath. Each dump resistor has a fixed value of 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =
2.8 Ω, therefore the resulting current extraction time constant is 𝜏𝜏 = 𝐿𝐿/𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 where L indicates the inductance of
the magnet at the quench current level.
The signals used for the magnet protection include the
voltages across the current leads and the two halves of the
magnet. For the quench detection the voltage threshold and
the validation time, chosen from the expected quench propagation velocity, are set to 600 mV and 35 ms respectively
for the magnet coils. While the current leads are protected
with a 120 mV voltage threshold (for the multiplets) and
70 mV (for the dipole) and 6 ms as validation time.
For the extended magnetic measurements program, two
measurements devices are used and compared. The rotating-coil magnetometer is used for the field strength (local
and integral magnetic flux density) and field quality, while
the single-stretched wire (SSW) is used for the integral
field strength, the integral field quality and the magnetic
axis localization. Due to large required good field region
(190 mm radius), these dedicated measurements systems
have been designed and constructed at CERN [6] for the
Super-FRS magnets and calibrated in situ during the FoS
tests.
To protect the cryomodules and the cryogenic installation, interlocks are implemented in the automatised process
control system using the UNiﬁed Industrial Control System
(UNICOS) framework developed at CERN to act on hardware by full or temporary stops [2]. The monitored process
parameters comprise the helium vessel pressure, the liquid
helium level, and the temperature over the cold mass.

ΔT over the cold mass was kept below 40 K at 12 bar pressure. The gas helium mass flow rate reached by the SM was
about 22 g/s which was increased to 26 g/s on the LM. The
cool down from 80 to 4.5 K and the filling were then performed at 1.3 bar pressure which was kept for the whole
operation. For the FoS dipole a mass flow rate of 3.5 g/s
has been specified and the active cool down duration was
about 5 days. Figure 2 shows the temperature difference
ΔT over the cold mass along the 7 m LM during the
cooldown respect to the coils’ average temperature of the
first magnet position (SEA).
The SM and the LM have undergone three and two thermal cycles respectively. The dynamic warmup took 8 days
for the SM and 14 days for the LM, without setting the process in standby during the weekends.

Figure 2: Temperature difference along the FoS long multiplet cold mass during cooldown.

Magnets Cold Powering Tests
After cooldown, each magnet insulation integrity was
tested before any powering tests. The multiplets quadrupoles and the FoS dipole passed the high voltage tests at
1.5 kV (coil-to-ground) and the steering dipole, the sextupoles and the octupoles passed the 200 V tests. On the SM
a breakdown voltage of 1 kV was reported limiting the ultimate current of the quadrupole to 310 A instead of 330 A.
After the individual magnets’ powering tests, the combined
tests up to nine circuits together successfully followed.
Table 1 reports the nominal and ultimate current levels
(Inom, Iult), the nominal ramp rates (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) and the measured inductance at Inom for each magnet of the LM.

TEST RESULTS
The tests results of the FoS are reported in the following
sections with a particular attention given to the cold powering tests and the magnetic measurements of the FoS SM
and the FoS LM.

Cool Down and Warm Up Performances
The cool down of the cryomodules is performed in two
phases following the cryogenic facility design [7]. The cool
down duration for the FoS SM and LM has been 7 and 17
days respectively. During the pre-cooldown phase, from
300 to 80 K, the maximum allowed temperature gradient
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Table 1: Multiplet’s Magnets Parameters
Magnet

Inom
[A]

LQ
SQ
SE
St.Dip
OCT

300
300
291
280
160

Iult
[A]
330
330
320
308
176

dI/dt
[A/s]

L
[H]

[Tm/mn-1]

Bdl

n

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.3
1.3

17
12
0.76
0.05
0.11

12.3
8.40
20.3
0.1001
85

2
2
3
1
4
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Figure 3 shows the inductances measurements at nominal current levels for the SM and the LM short and long
quadrupoles magnets, validating the magnets production.

dipole). The manufacturing repeatability of the same magnet types was established in long and short multiplets:
0.04% for the 2 short quadrupoles, 0.06% for the 2 long
quadrupoles, 0.12% for the 4 sextupoles, 0.2% for 2 octupoles. The average integral field values are presented in Table 1. Figure 5 shows the transfer function of 5 different
magnets from the LM measured with the SSW. The quadrupoles magnets saturate very strongly starting at 50 A generating around 40% less magnetic field per ampere/unit of
current at their nominal level with respect to the minimum
current level. These results confirm the design expectations
and the agreement with the FoS SM quadrupole and sextupole measurements presented in previous work [4].

Figure 3: Inductance measurements comparison of the
short and long quadrupoles of the FoS multiplets.

Magnetic Measurements
The number of magnets inside the multiplets, their large
size (476 mm pole tips distance) and the high saturation (up
to 40% that creates extended fringe field) imply significant
challenges for the magnetic measurements. The dedicated
rotating shaft used for the multiplets has a 167 mm radius
and it is composed by two segments of 1300 mm length
radial printed circuit board (PCB) search coils for integral
field measurement and a 100 mm length PCB search coil
for local field measurement. The shaft design allows longitudinal translation into the multiplet warm bore for integral
or local field measurements of individual magnets. Figure
4 shows the magnetic flux density profiles of the nine magnets in the LM over the 7 m length. Data points were acquired every 100 mm. Magnets were powered individually
at nominal currents. The measured magnetic flux density is
scaled in percent normalized to their respective maximum
field value. As expected, the magnets of the highest order
are characterized by the less extended fringe field towards
the neighbouring magnets.

Figure 5. Integral transfer functions of magnets in the long
multiplet.
To determine the multiplet magnetic axis, the position of
the magnetic centre of the quadrupoles has been measured
as well as the angles with SSW. The long distance between
the stages presents a challenge due to the significant wire
sagitta that affects the measurement of the vertical magnetic centre and also the angle of the short quadrupoles.
The SSW system was also used for the integral field quality
measurements in terms of multipole field components. The
SSW results are in agreement with the rotating coil measurements within 0.01 ± 0.003% (computed on a reference
radius of 190 mm up to 15th order component) for quadrupole magnets. For sextupoles and octupoles the centre has
been determined by feed-down from the homogeneity
measurements.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4: Magnetic flux density over the length of the long
multiplet.
The second part of the measurement campaign was dedicated to the SSW measurements. The two stages were positioned on each end of the multiplet aperture spanning the
wire at 8.07 m distance. The integral field of each magnet
was measured in terms of gradient (except for the steering
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Cold powering tests have been successfully performed
on the Super-FRS FoS multiplets at the CERN test facility.
Extended magnetic measurements results show the fulfilment of the beam optics requirements and the reliability of
the measurements device to be used for the series testing.
The validation of the magnets design and manufacturing,
together with the commissioning of the test facility, set the
beginning of the multiplet series testing.
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100 keV ELECTRON SOURCE DESIGN FOR THE NEW 3 GeV
SYNCHROTRON FACILITY IN THAILAND
K. Manasatitpong∗ , S. Bootiew, T. Chanwattana, Ch. Dhammatong, S. Jummunt, N. Juntong,
K. Kittimanapun, W. Phacheerak
Synchrotron Light Research Institute, Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand
Abstract
The Synchrotron Light Research Institute (SLRI) is developing a new synchrotron light source with an electron
beam energy of 3 GeV. The DC thermionic electron gun was
chosen because it is simple and less cost. The design process
is well known. The operation is more stable compared to the
RF gun. The cathode Y-646B was considered because it had
already been used at the old synchrotron machine and the
possibility of sharing the stock outweighs other disadvantages. Moreover, it is used in many synchrotron facilities, so
it is easy to find references. The present of the focusing electrode was discussed. The focusing electrode will increase
the complexity of the gun, but it is necessary to get a highquality beam from the gun. The designed electron gun can
produce 1.1 A beams current with the normalized emittance
of 0.910� mm mrad, which satisfied the requirement of the
linac injector. The design and study results will be discussed
in this report.

be optimized to get emittance of 1 mm mrad at the exit. It
should produce the beam that can further be accelerated by
downstream accelerators.

Figure 1: The model of electron gun in CST with (a) a
complete model, (b) a gun-without-grid model, and (c) a
gun-with-grid model.

DESIGN WORKFLOW
INTRODUCTION
The Synchrotron Light Research Institute (SLRI) is developing a new synchrotron light source with electron beam
energy of 3 GeV. A DC thermionic electron gun was considered as an electron source for the new synchrotron. This
is considering its simple design and less fabrication cost.
The DC gun is part of the 150 MeV linac pre-injector to the
3 GeV booster ring. This gun is a conventional triode electron gun, which is a gridded gun with a thermionic cathode.
The gun structure will be designed to fit the cathode-grid assembly Y-646B manufactured by EIMAC. It is used in many
synchrotron facilities, so it is easy to find reference [1–3].
This cathode has a circular area of 0.5 cm2 , which is equivalent to 10 mm in diameter. It has a grid cathode spacing
of 0.15 mm. This paper presents the structure design of the
DC gun to fit this cathode.
The DC electron gun will be used to generate the electron
beam for the injector of the new synchrotron. Therefore, the
requirements and constraints from downstream systems like
storage ring, booster ring, linear accelerators, and bunching
system, will be considered thoughtfully. They are from both
beam parameters and technical limitation. The gun will
operate at 1100 °C temperature of cathode. It requires a
focusing electrode for focusing the electron through the gun
exit. Maximum potential between cathode and anode is
100 kV. The target electron beam current is 1 A. This gun
should be able to operate at lower beam current. It should
∗
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Usually, the DC electron gun has cylindrical symmetry
which allow 2-dimensional (2D) simulation. 2D simulation
is fast and accurate. The popular software in accelerator
community is EGUN [4]. However, with the inclusion of the
rectangular grid with the Y-646B cathode, the cylindrical
symmetry broke. Therefore 3-dimensional (3D) software
will be used. CST Studio Suite ®(CST) [5], which can
solve electromagnetic field and particle trajectory will be
used. The CST equips with many modules, electrostatic and
tracking solver of the particle studio module will be used for
designing the DC gun. The following workflow was done
for the design process.
Firstly, modelling the gun with CAD software to check the
integrity of the model. Solidworks [6] is used to cooperate
easily with engineers. After the integrity check, model of
the gun is constructed in CST according to the model from
Solidworks. It is known that imported model can create
inconsistency from different software. So, the model is not
imported directly from Solidworks. The model in CST can
be fully parametrized for further optimization.
Secondly, the simulation setup with the background set as
vacuum. The gun parts is set as perfect electrical conductor
(PEC). The potential of the gun parts will be set according to
the requirement. Anode is fixed to ground potential, while
the focusing electrode and the grid is floated at 100 kV. The
cathode potential is referenced to the grid potential. It can
be modified with a bias and pulse voltage. The source of the
particle will be created at the cathode surface. Thermionic
emission model is used with a maximum temperature of
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1373 K (1100 °C) and with particle kinetic at the same temperature. For a specific checkpoint, the space charge limit
emission (SCL) model is used to check the emission limit.
The emission voltage is set to the cathode potential and the
reference voltage is set to the anode potential.
Thirdly, the beam monitors is set perpendicular to the
beam direction. Initially, a monitor will be set every 5 mm
starts from the cathode to the gun exit. These monitors are
used to monitor beam parameters, for example, emittance,
beam size, and beam energy. The meshing difficulty of the
model is located at the grid wire. The wire dimension is
very small compare to other parts. So, the mesh cells need
to be very small there. Initially, the hexahedral meshing is
used in the simulation. Compare to the tetrahedral mesh,
the hexahedral mesh is faster to create and calculate and it
requires less processing and memory but provides far lower
accuracy.
Then, the simulation is split into two cases, a gun-withgrid case and a gun-without-grid case. The gun-without-grid
model simulation is used mainly to optimize the focusing
electrode before the actual run of the gun-with-grid model.
Simulation time of each simulation can differ 10-20 times.
Moreover, exclusion of the grid does change the field distribution near the cathode, but not for other parts of the gun.
The focusing of the beam is approximately the same with
or without grid. Therefore, it is a good idea to optimize the
electrode independently from the grid.
After a rough dimensions of the electrode is obtained
from the gun-without-grid model, the optimization for the
suitable parameter set is done on the gun-with-grid model.
The dimensions of the gun parts will be optimized. The
cathode bias and pulse voltage will be optimized to get the
beam at 200 mA and 1.0 A. Finally, after the simulation is
done and the result is processed, the engineering model will
be created in collaboration with a mechanical engineer.
The output from CST simulation will be converted to
ASTRA or PARMELA input format using an external tool.
The simulation may be re-done if the simulation result of the
whole injector indicates need to change the beam parameters
from the gun.

The electric field inside the designed electron gun is shown in
Fig. 2 and the electron beam trajectory of the gun illustrated
in Fig. 3. The beam emittance and kinetic energy is shown
in Fig. 4. The envelope of the beam and rms beam size are
shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 3: The electron beam trajectory of the electron gun.
Table 1: Electron Gun Properties
Parameters
Beam current emitted
from cathode
Beam current at gun exit
Space charge limited current
at cathode
Normalized beam emittance
(95 %) at gun exit
Beam envelope at gun exit
RMS beam size at gun exit

Value
2.229 A
1.167 A
7.941 A
0.904� mm mrad
0.512 mm
0.205 mm

Figure 2: The electric field of the electron gun. The field
near the cathode, grid and focusing electrode is shown on
the right.

ELECTRON GUN DESIGN
The model of electron gun in Fig. 1 is used in the design
and optimization process. It is a modified version of the
SSRF design [1]. Simulation results are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 4: The emittance and kinetic energy of the electron
gun along the beam trajectory.
The study started by using the SSRF electron gun as an
initial model. The result of the SSRF gun model was particularly good, even after adding the grid and enlarge the hole
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on the focusing electrode to include the grid. However, after
changing the dimension of the grid to the actual dimension,
the result beam blows up. The focusing electrode cannot
focus the beam and most of the beam hit the anode. The
reason is the distance from cathode to the focusing electrode
is too large, thus, the field near the cathode is too weak to
compensate the space charge force. The attempts to fix this
issue by moving the focusing electrode toward the anode and
reduce the angle of the focusing electrode could improve
the focusing of the beam. However, the current emitted
from the gun reduced because the field is concentrated at
the focusing electrode and does not reach the cathode. The
solution to problem was found by creating a “nose” feature
on the focusing electrode that make the focusing electrode
closer to the cathode. This solves both focusing and emitted
current problems. Moreover, the nose also reduces the effect
of misalignment of the cathode.
The effect of the cathode-to-grid voltage has been studied.
The result showed that the beam emittance will be better at
higher cathode-to-grid voltage. The higher voltage should be
study to find the lowest emittance. With the selected voltage
of 110 V, the emittance is well below the 1.0� mm mrad
stated in the requirement. Moreover, at 110 V the beam exits
the gun parallelly. The beam exits the gun diverting if the
voltage is below 110 V and converging if the voltage is above
110 V. Thus, at 110 V the requirement that the focal point
should be around the gun exit is fulfilled.
The effect of the cathode temperature has been studied. It
is found that the beam current exiting the gun of 1 A can be
archived at the cathode temperature of 1090 °C, 10 degree
below the expected operating temperature.
The model with cathode-to-grid voltage of 13 V has been
studied to find the condition for 0.2 A beam current as required by top-up injection. The result showed that 0.207 A
can be archived. The result also showed that the beam emittance and beam size are increased by almost two times and
the beam start to diverse before exit the gun. However, the
result is still within the requirements. Therefore, it should
be able to produce 0.2 A beam with cathode-to-grid voltage
of 13 V.

CONCLUSION
The physics design of the electron gun was done with all
the requirements and constraints were fulfilled. The simulation result indicated that the gun can produce electron
beam with 1.167 A current with the normalized emittance
of 0.910� mm mrad. The electron beam is well focused at
the gun exit.
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Figure 5: The beam envelope and rms beam size along the
beam trajectory.

The effect of the cathode temperature has been studied
with the cathode temperature of 1090 °C is used. The operational of the electron gun of normal injection with 1A
beam current required has been studied. The cathode-to-grid
voltage of 110 V is used to produce 1A beam current with
the emittance is well below the 1.0� mm mrad. It will be
adjusted to 13 V for 0.2 A top-up injection. This gun design
is now in the prototype fabrication phase for validating its
performance.
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Abstract
The new synchrotron light source project in Thailand will
utilize a thermionic DC electron gun. The maximum operation of the gun is 100 keV, which requires a pulsed power
supply of 100 kV. The present synchrotron machine uses a
conventional design of the gun power supply. To improve
the high voltage pulsed quality, the solid-state design of the
gun power supply is utilized. The output pulse width can be
adjusted easily and the droop is less compared to the conventional design. The designed output of 100 kV amplitude
with 5 µs pulsed width can be achieved with this design. It
also produces a less droop of 1.8%. The design process and
results will be presented.

INTRODUCTION
The Synchrotron Light Research Institute (SLRI) is developing a new synchrotron light source with electron beam
energy of 3 GeV. Injector is a conventional linac and booster
ring. The 150 MeV linac is utilized with the 3 GeV booster
ring. A DC thermionic electron gun was considered as an
electron source for the 150 MeV linac. Thus, SLRI need
to develop knowledge and expertise of staff and techniques
related to the injector. The 100 keV electron gun [1] is developed to serve this purpose. The pulsed high voltage power
supply to the electron gun is also planned for the research
and development. These activities will be a platform to train
and practise staff of electron beam injector.
The DC thermionic electron gun with a maximum beam
energy of 100 keV requires the high power DC pulsed power
supply that can supply a 100 keV pulsed with adjustable
pulsed width. Conventional pulse modulator is utilized normally for the second generation light source injector. These
modulators use pulse transformers to obtain the required
pulse energy. However, it requires a huge amount of subsystems and pulse-forming networks (PFN’s) to drive the pulse
transformer. This make the large physical size of modulator
systems. The PFN of a conventional modulator normally
operates at high voltage. It is driven by high voltage capacitors. Working with high voltage requires an experienced
engineers and technicians.
A conventional pulse modulator has a PFN which comprised of several inductors (L) and capacitors (C) as in the
simplified diagram in Figure 1. This PFN is charged rapidly
to a range of 10 to 40 kV. Output of the PFN is connected to
the primary winding of a pulse transformer by a high voltage
switch. This switch is typically a hydrogen thyratron tube. It
∗
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will deliver half the charging voltage to the pulse transformer.
The transformer is typically a voltage step-up transformer
with the turns ratio of the transformer, a primary winding to
a secondary winding, is N:1.
The PFN discharges will extract energy from the capacitors (C) and feed this energy into the pulse transformer. The
load will get energy from the pulse transformer as a rectangular voltage pulse, with a fast rise time to peak, a relatively
flat pulse top, and a relatively fast fall time. A high-voltage
capacitors and a high voltage switch are required in the PFN
structure. So, this makes it a large physical size, and there are
high electrical and thermal stress applied to its components,
at high voltage. The PFN structure requires complex tuning.
This makes the design and implementation of a reliable PFN
a major challenge.

Figure 1: Simplified schematic diagram of a conventional
modulator.

MODULATOR DESIGN
The modulator for electron gun is developed based on
the new solid state type, CLW system [2, 3]. This is for the
benefit of pulse energy, pulse width, rise time, fall time and
pulse flatness, in which the solid state type is superior that
the conventional type. The conceptual design diagram of
the solid state type modulator is shown in Figure 2.
Major difference from the conventional modulator is the
high voltage switch. The solid-state switches, such as IGBTswitches, are used in the solid state power modulator. The
IGBT (Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistor) switch is a solidstate switch. These switches can be turned on and turned off
electronically. This is in contrast to thyristor switches, which
can only be turned on electronically. The IGBT-switches
eliminate the need for PFNs and high voltage capacitors in
the modulator.
The modulator uses an energy storage capacitors connected to electronically on/off switches. Each capacitor is
individually connected to the pulse transformer by a respective switch. Energy from the energy storage capacitors are
transferred through the switches to the load through the
pulse transformer for a specified time, and are then turned
off electronically. The voltage droop-compensating circuit
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should be used to connects each solid-state switch to the
pulse transformer. This help improving the output pulse
properties which make it almost a perfect rectangular pulse.
The solid sate type modulator has a compact construction
size. The need for PFN is eliminated. It can produce a high
efficiency and a good output pulse quality.
The conceptual design modulator has a charging capacitor
power supply, which the output voltage is adjustable, of
maximum 1.5 kV. This power supply charges the energy
storage capacitors of 25 µF. IGBTs are used as a high voltage
switch. The pulse transformer has a ratio of 1:100. This will
step up voltage from 1 kV at primary winding to 100 kV at
secondary winding.

Figure 2: Conceptual design diagram of solid state power
modulator.

Figure 4: The simulation result of the conceptual modulator.
calculated from the voltage difference between rising edge
and falling edge of a squared pulse shapes.
The prototype modulator must provide a negative pulse
to the electron gun as a high voltage configuration diagram
of the electron gun in Figure 5. Diagram showed another
fast pulser, a bias power supply, and a heater power supply.
These power supplies will be included as a sub-system of the
modulator. So, a conceptual modulator has been modified.

MODULATOR SIMULATION
The modulator circuit has been studied in a simulation
software to investigate an output pulse properties. PSIM version 7.1.2 [4] is used in simulation. Input circuit is shown in
Figure 3. The circuit is driven by input voltage of 1 kV with
5 µs pulse width from a charging power supply. The energy
storage capacitor has a capacitance of 25 µF. The electron
gun is modelled in software by R-C circuit. The electron
gun potential is 100 kV and it produces maximum 1 A. So, it
can be modelled with a resistor of 100 kΩ. The capacitance
of electron gun depends on the physical dimension of the
gun. So, the 25 pF is obtained from a gun simulation code.
This is connected in parallel with the 100 kΩ resistor acts as
a load of the circuit.
Simulation was done with 5 µs pulse width at a pulse
repetition rate of 500 Hz.

Figure 3: Conceptual design diagram of the solid sate modulator.

PROTOTYPE MODULATOR
The conceptual design diagram, as in Figure 3, is used
in the early phase of the study and design. It produced the
positive pulse with 100 kV approximately. It has a voltage
droop 1.88% as shown in the simulation results of an electron gun voltage (Vgun) in Figure 4. The voltage droop is

Figure 5: The high voltage configuration the electron gun.
The prototype modulator has a pulse generator stage and
a step-up pulse transformer. A low voltage pulse is generated by a pulse generator stage. This pulse is connected to
a step-up transformer to produce a output pulse of higher
voltage. A pulse generating section comprises of an energy
storage capacitor, an IGBT-pulse switch electronically controllable at turn-on and turn-off, and connected between an
energy storage capacitor and a pulse transformer, and a passive voltage droop-compensating circuit which connects a
IGBT -pulse switch to a pulse transformer for compensating
for a voltage droop during a discharge of a capacitor, thus
controlling the shape of the output pulse.
There are more detailed discussed regarding the droop
compensations of a Marx modulator type in [5–8]. The
output voltage droop is directly related with stored energy
in capacitors. The higher stored energy the lower voltage
droop. The stored energy of approximately 100 times of the
pulse energy can result in a 0.5% droop, but the drawback
is a higher stored energy and size. Hence, for reducing the
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stored energy and size of capacitors, other techniques are
required to compensate the droop in output pulse.
A hybrid Marx module [6] has been developed for droop
compensation. The droop compensation is done by series
resonant L-C bouncer circuit using inductor and capacitor.
This bouncer circuit is triggered on to start its cycle before
the start of the main pulse of the modulator. A novel compensation design scheme for the Marx modulator using a
low-cost circuitry designed to effectively compensate the
voltage droop of the Marx main cell output is also discussed
in [7]. A technique of addition a multi-cell interleaved and
filtered pulse width modulation regulator on top of the main
Marx cells in [8] has a promising results. The main Marx
cells will run the modulator voltage up to flattop value and
then back down while the filtered cells flatten and regulate
the voltage during the flattop. This helps compensate the
voltage droop.
A CLW type modulator [3] has a passive droop compensation by using a simple R-L circuit. This circuit compensates
for the droop of capacitor voltage. This R-L circuit is connected to each of IGBT pulsed module just before connecting
them to the pulse transformer primary. The inductor in the
droop compensation network carries no current, and some
voltage is dropped across the resistor when the IGBT is
switched on. Then the capacitor voltage is increasing, as
the pulse current is constant during the pulse. During this
condition, the inductor current is increasing. This reduces
the voltage dropped across the resistor, and the net result is
a fairly constant pulse voltage at the pulse transformer primary. These all possibilities schemes will be studied in the
prototype design modulator. Passive droop compensation
schemes will be considered practically with the prototype.
The output results of a prototype modulator is illustrated
in Figure 6. The output voltage that supplied to electron gun
(Vgun) has been modified to a negative potential. A droop
compensation has also been studied. This results a very low
droop of 0.5%.

state modulator using IGBT to replace thyratron tube as a
high voltage switch. This eliminates the need of PFN and
a high-voltage capacitors. A conceptual design modulator
has been studied. It provided a good quality square pulse
with a voltage droop of 1.8%. This circuit was then modified
to be able of producing a negative pulse. Information of a
voltage droop compensation techniques were explored and
studied. The suitable techniques will be implemented and
simulated in PSIM software to see efficient compensation of
each scheme. The voltage droop compensation circuits have
been added in the design. This makes a prototype modulator
with a low voltage droop of 0.5%. The fabrication phase of
this solid state pulse power supply is planned. A solid state
devices and semi-conducting devices were already procured.
The charging power supply and the step-up transformer will
be available onsite in the next fiscal year. The high voltage
transformer’s tank will be design to fit a step-up transformer
and another high voltage parts. Fabrication of this prototype
modulator is expected in the next fiscal year.
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Abstract
A power supply system for Collider structural magnets
is considered, which consists of precision current sources,
energy evacuation devices for superconducting elements,
additional sources, and control and monitoring equipment.
The status of the equipment and the plan of its placement
in Collider bldg. 17 are presented.

taneously change the field gradient in the focusing and defocusing lenses, and the PS3 is only for the defocusing
lenses.

INTRODUCTION
The NICA (Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAсility) project is a new acceleration and storage complex that is currently under construction at JINR [1]. The Collider is the
main installation of NICA.
The power supply system of the Collider's structural superconducting magnets should provide:
 formation of magnetic fields in accordance with the required cycle,
 set ranges of variation and accuracy of currents in
groups of structural magnets,
 reliable operation of superconducting magnets in the
event of a normal zone.
The main parameters of the Collider's structural magnets
are: inductance of 36 mH for dipole magnets and 4.6 mH
for focusing and defocusing lenses, magnet current of
10.4 kA, and field/current stability of 2∙10−5 on a plateau
and 2∙10−4 in other modes.
The working cycle of the magnetic field is shown in Fig.
1.

Figure 1: Current cycle of Collider magnets.

BASIC CIRCUIT OF THE POWER
SUPPLY SYSTEM
The Collider consists of 2 independent rings of structural
superconducting magnets. Each ring has its own power
system. The power supply circuit of the first Collider ring
is shown of Fig. 2.
The main powerful PS1 source of the power supply system generates the required current with a given field
growth rate in all sequentially connected structural magnets. The PS2 source of lower power allows one to simul-

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the power supply.
To evacuate the energy stored in magnets in the event of
a breakdown of superconductivity, SW1…6 switches connected in series with a chain of magnets are used. They are
controlled by an external signal from the detection system
for the appearance of a normal phase in a superconductor.
When a signal occurs, the energy evacuation switches
(SWs) open, and the energy stored in the magnets is dissipated in the field quenching resistors connected in parallel
to the switches. The SW7 shunts the power supply at the
energy evacuation (EE).
Table 1: Parameters of the Main Current Sources

PS1
PIT
11-50

PS2
PIT
01-40

PS3
PIT
0.6-30

Supply voltage Un

3f~50 Hz 380/220 V

Peak power, kW

600

45

25

Source voltage, VDC

+/−50

+/−40

+/−30

Maximal current, kADC

11

1

0.6

Current stability at dI/dt
not equal to zero

2∙10−4

Minimal duration of the
rise/fall of the field, s

18

Current stability at dI/dt=0

2∙10−5

Maximal duration of the
field table, hour

24

___________________________________________

† email address: esyresin@jinr.ru
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The connections of the superconducting magnets with
“warm” devices are carried out by means of current leads
CL1...12, CL56, CL78.
In the measuring magnets MMs and the lenses RQ1 and
RQ2, induction magnetic field sensors are installed, the
signal from which enters the diagnostic and control devices.

8 ms. The block diagram of the Collider SW is shown in
Fig. 5.

THE MAIN POWER SOURCES
The Collider's power system includes three main sources
and a number of additional ones. The parameters of the
main sources are given in Table 1.
The powerful PS1 source consists of 7 cabinets, an introductory one and six cabinets with PWM converters connected in parallel. To ensure nominal modes, 5 cabinets
with PWM converters are sufficient; the sixth cabinet is a
backup. The carrier frequency of the conversion of the
PIT11-50 source is several tens of kHz. The general view
of the cabinet with PWM converters and the converter itself are shown in Fig. 3.
The PS2 and PS3 sources are identical, built on the same
principles as PS1, and differ only in the nominal parameters given in Table 1. Each source is made in the form of a
separate cabinet. All three sources are controlled from a
single center with allowance for mutual influence on each
other.

Figure 4: Plot of the potential of the structural magnets during evacuation of 10.4kA current: the normal mode is the
green solid line, the emergency mode due to a defect of
SW2 is the red dotted line.
The SW consists of 4 unit VAB-49 connected in series
and parallel, resistor field quenching units, current sensors,
connecting buses and cables, and a control subsystem.
The main technical parameters of the SW: switching current 10.4 kA, voltage 1000 V, shutdown time 12 ms, number of shutdowns up to revision 500, dimensions
1.6×1.0×2.4 m, weight 2.5 t. In total, 12 energy evacuation
keys are involved in the power supply system of both Collider rings.

ADDITIONAL SOURCES

Figure 3: PIT11-50, general view of the PWM converter
cabinet and the PWM converter power module.
The sources were developed and manufactured by the
scientific and production enterprise LM Invertor (Moscow).

ENERGY EVACUATION SUBSYSTEM
Basic requirements for the EE subsystem:
 energy output from superconducting magnets with a
time constant of 160 ms,
 with EE, the maximum voltage on the current leads
relative to the potential of the “earth” should not be
more than 500 V.
Based on the specified parameters, the field quenching
resistance should be 0.29 Ω, and it is necessary to apply 6
groups of SWs.
The diagram of the potential distribution relative to the
“earth” on the structural magnets during the evacuation of
the maximum current of 10.4 kA for one of the Collider
rings is shown in Fig. 4.
A high-speed automatic switch of the VAB-49 type with
parameters should be taken as the basis of the SW: the current is 6.3 kA, the voltage is 1000V, the shutdown time is
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To ensure the modes of mixing and dilution of charged
particle beams in the zones of the MPD and SPD physical
installations, it is necessary to form fields in the superconducting magnets BV1, BV2 (inductance 200 mH). Precision current sources IP500-15 (current 500 A, voltage
15 V, stability 2∙10−5) for these magnets are being developed by the LM Invertor enterprise (Moscow). A total of
12 such sources are needed.
Additional sources of the current of the unbalance of the
structural lenses of the rectilinear and final focus sections
provide a change in the current in the range of +/−3% of
the main one. Inductance of structural lenses are in the
range of 100-300 µH. A source from DELTA ELEKTRONIKA (The Netherlands) of the type SM 15-400
(15 V, 400 A, current accuracy 2∙10−4) with a series-connected energy evacuation device EED300-70 (300 A,
70 V) was tested, Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Testing a source with an EED (from right to left
SM 15-400, EED300-70, and test bench).
An additional source consisting of SM 15-400 and
EED300-70 satisfy the technical requirements.
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The layout of the additional sources in racks of 4 elements is being developed. In total, 106 additional sources
and, accordingly, 26 racks will be required.

CONTROL EQUIPMENT
To control the equipment of the Collider power system,
electronic hardware is being developed that connects all
segments of the system into a single whole: power sources,
SWs, superconducting magnet protection devices, cyclesetting equipment, automated control system (ACS), current monitoring system, etc.

Figure 8: The interface for displaying currents on the example of a Booster CMS (from left to right PS1, PS2, PS3).

PLACEMENT OF EQUIPMENT
All elements of the power system are located in the
Collider bldg. 17. Figure 9 shows a fundamental wiring
diagram related to the 1st ring.

Figure 6: Control racks with a crate of the electronics of
the Nuclotron power system.
The rack and the electronics will be an improved version
of the existing similar systems built to control the Booster
and Nuclotron power supplies. Figure 6 shows the
control stand and the electronics crate of the Nuclotron
power supply system.

A SYSTEM FOR MEASURING
PRECISION CURRENTS
The current measurement system (CMS) is designed for
high precision measurements in a wide range from 0 to
11000 A of magnet currents. The system includes LEMtype ultra-precision current sensors with a measurement
accuracy of 6.5∙10−5 and a bandwidth of 20 kHz, a current
meter control (CMC) unit, and software.
The appearance of the CMC units and the main measurement board are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: CMC measuring card and the view of the CMC
unit.
An example of the program interface for the operator of
the Collider power supply system is shown in Fig. 8. The
interface displays the functions of the reference (green
beam), the measured current (blue beam) and the error signal between them (red beam) (data are given for a proven
similar CMS of Booster sources).
The SMC equipment will allow measuring currents in
real time in the range from 0.1 to 10000 A, with an accuracy in dynamics mode up to 1∙10−4, static mode 2∙10−5,
with a frequency of 800 Hz, and archiving the received
data.
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Figure 9: The basic wiring diagram of the power supply of
the 1st ring of the Collider. The blue color shows the equivalent load and its connection circuits.
The equipment of the Collider power system is grouped
into 2 zones:
 room 240 houses power supplies, some of the SWs, a
control center for the system;
 room 109/1 houses the rest of the SWs.
Power and control cables are laid between rooms 240
and 109/1 along the technological channel of the inner radius of the bldg. 17, see Fig. 10.

Figure 10: General view of the power system equipment
layout in bldg. 17.

CONCLUSION
Installation and commissioning of the power supply system is planned for summer-winter 2022. A technological
run at the Collider will be at the middle of 2023, and a beam
run will be in end on 2023.
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RECENT EXPERIENCE FROM THE LARGE-SCALE DEPLOYMENT OF
POWER CONVERTERS WITH MAGNET ENERGY RECOVERY
K. Papastergiou, European Laboratory for Particle Physics, Geneva, Switzerland
G.L. Godec, European Laboratory for Particle Physics, Geneva, Switzerland
V. Montabonnet, European Laboratory for Particle Physics, Geneva, Switzerland

A new powering solution was deployed at CERN for
transfer lines in the injector complex as part of the LHC
injectors upgrade. The new powering uses regenerative
power converters to recycle the magnet energy between
physics operations. This work gives an overview of the developed technology, the way it is used in the accelerators
complex and some results of first period of operation with
beam.

INTRODUCTION
The consolidation and upgrade projects that are performed, approximately, every four years at CERN are important for the performance improvement of the particle
accelerators. In addition, recent developments on the climate front, imply new requirements for sustainable operation and energy consumption reduction.
A new power converter family named Sirius [1] has been
developed to improve the magnet current regulation stability (half-hour) and 24-hours reproducibility precision from
more than 100 parts per million (ppm) to under 20ppm. Additionally, new requirements were set for a faster transition
of the magnet field from one accelerator user to the next.
These requirements imply new faster and more precise
magnetic pre-functions in transfer lines such as the TT2,
guiding particles from PS to the SPS accelerator.
This paper discusses some of the powering requirements
in the injector’s complex and presents the features of the
new Sirius converter family and the associated tools to
monitor and maintain the new converter farms.
The last section presents the results of measurements
performed recently after commissioning of the East Area
facility [2]. As a flagship energy saving project for CERN,
East Area now operates with a 94% energy economy in
comparison to the pre-upgrade operation. The impact of
this optimisation exercise on the electrical network infrastructure opens the way for other self-funded projects in
the accelerator facilities.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION
Three key facilities at CERN benefited from the consolidation and renovation programmes to renew their powering architecture; a total of 140 power converters were installed in the TT2 Transfer line between the PS and the
SPS, in the Booster Transfer line from the Booster to PS
and to ISOLDE and finally in all transfer lines from PS to
the new East Experimental Area. An example of the diverse
magnet loads that are powered by the new converter family
is illustrated in Fig. 1.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 1: Inductance and resistance value of the magnet
loads in the TT2 transfer line. Bubble size corresponds to
the energy stored by the magnet.
The first challenge that is a consequence of the different
electrical characteristics of magnets is the wide variation of
the recyclable energy (stored in the magnetic field) that
varies from as low as few kJ to almost 100kJ.
An additional challenge for the new power converters
design was related to the wide voltage requirements due to
the fast cycling needed under so different load inductance
values.
The development of a standard powering system for such
a diverse user environment required significant modularisation of the design. Furthermore, in certain cases a double
powering scheme has been applied where two smaller
power converters are used, instead of a larger one, to power
separately the two coils of a single electromagnet. This allows reuse members of the Sirius converter family, instead
of developing dedicated converter for specific magnets, to
benefit from a standardisation effort and from a more costeffective large-scale manufacturing.

POWER CONVERTERS
A new power converter family, called Sirius, was designed in the laboratory and mass produced in industry. The
power converter is modular with up to four power bricks
and each brick has a rated output of 450A peak and 450V.
The topology used is an H-bridge IGBT converter operating at 6.5kHz with a front-end diode rectifier with a boost
regulator operating at 13kHz for the dc-link voltage regulation.
The power converter, see conceptual drawing in Fig. 2,
recycles the magnet’s field energy using the DC-link capacitors as energy storing units. To account for the very diverse load size and energy requirements the power
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cycles, the monitoring of the precision of the power converter in time and with different users and the evolution of
the energy storage state-of-charge are illustrated in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4. Using this data, preventive maintenance can be
performed according to a maintenance schedule corrected
for each power converter using real time running data.

Samples

converter also employs a modular energy storage with 30kJ
units comprising commercial aluminium electrolytic capacitors for cycling applications.
Special requirements for the semiconductor power stack
lifetime were set because of the demanding cycling regime
in particle transfer lines. The IGBT modules are build using
an AlSiC (aluminium-silicon carbide) substrate technology
with high thermal conductivity, in order be less prone to
delamination due to thermal cycling [3]. Combined with
very efficient water cooling the lifetime is expected to
more than 200 million cycles.
Line Supply Unit

G
Grid
Energy
management
strategy

DC bus

E-field
Magnet Energy
Recovery Unit

B-field
Magnet Supply Unit

Figure 2: In a Sirius converter energy is being exchanged
via a dc-link among three units; the grid-supply, the energy
storage and the magnet supply.

Since the commissioning of the first converters in 2019
a total of 850,000, 000 cycles were performed by all Sirius
without any downtime, other than external interlock systems and control software/hardware issues.
In the accelerators domain, the reproducibility of the
power converter output current is a key performance index.
Using automated scripts the performance is evaluated
50ms into the magnet current flat-top, every 10 seconds for
a total duration of 24 hours.

I error (A)

Sirius is a large farm of power converters with an aggregate installed output power of more than 50MW. For a
more efficient maintenance a remote monitoring facility
has been developed.

Figure 4: Data from a power converter in TT2 powering a
large bending magnet (F16.RBHZ117). Top graph illustrates the evolution of the maximum regulation error over
time. The bottom plot illustrates the energy storage stateof-charge (voltage) as a function of time for different users.

Sample number

Figure 3: Data from a power converter in TT2 powering a
large bending magnet (F16.RBHZ117). Top graph illustrates the accumulated number of cycles played for different accelerator users in present year and the bottom plot
shows the spread of regulation precision for different accelerator users (67% of samples are within boxed area).
Using the CERN proprietary function control generator
built into each power converter, several variables are observed for statistical and maintenance planning. An example of the monitoring results showing the count of user
THPOTK020
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Current deviation (A)

Figure 5: Output current value variation recorded over a
period of 24hours. During the magnet current was set to
173A and a deviation of +/-0.003A was recorded that corresponds to 5ppm.
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Following the example of the Power System for the PS
(POPS) [4] and other power converters with energy recovery designed in the past, Sirius employs a two-stage power
conversion with the following characteristics:
1. The front-end manages the instantaneous grid power
in a way that limits it to a necessary maximum value.
2. The magnet supply unit operates in four quadrants for
a bidirectional voltage and current to recover and recycle the magnetic field energy between physics operations.
3. Maximum output voltage is used during ramping to
achieve lower RMS and faster current slopes.
4. A cycling operating mode is used rather than continuous magnet powering
5. A new RMS minimiser control algorithm that further
reduces the RMS contribution of the current waveform before and after the physics operation
A measurement campaign [5] was performed after commissioning of the last converters in East Experimental Area
to evaluate the impact of the new power converters to the
loading of the electrical network and the potential cost
economies due to the new operation mode.

of output power using the recycled magnet energy from the
dc-link capacitors as seen in Fig. 8.
Input Power (kW)

During the latest evaluation campaigns performed in
East Area, the performance of all converters was consistent
to the requirement of 20ppm. A sample of measurements
performed for a Sirius S power converter of a quadrupole
magnet F61.RQNEG030 is illustrated in Fig. 5.
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Figure 6: An important difference between the peak input
and peak output power of power converters in F61 transfer
line of East Area.
The dc-link in the power converter acts as a temporary
energy storage providing and recovering the peak magnet
power plotted in Fig. 6, while the input power remains
capped to the moderate RMS value that represents the thermal power losses in the magnet and in the circuit.
The total input power of 21 power converters (transfer
lines F61,F62,F63 and T08) is limited to under 300kW
peak with an RMS value not exceeding 60kW as seen in
Fig. 7. The same power converters deliver up to 1500kW
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Figure 8: Total output power of all power converters in
transfer line F61, F62, F63 and T08.
Based on energy utilisation audits performed in 2012 [6]
and in 2021 (see Table 1), an economy of 95% was recorded following primarily the transitioning from continuous to cycling mode of operation of the power converters
and as a result of the fast cycling and the RMS minimiser
control algorithm.
Table 1: Energy Economy Figures

0

Peak output power

-28
-18
Time (seconds)

Figure 7: Total input power of all power converters in
transfer lines F61, F62, F63 and T08.

100
50

-38

Audit Year
2012
2021

Consumption
(MWh)
9128
570

Savings
(Relative to 2012)
-93.8%

CONCLUSION
A number of particle transfer lines have been upgraded
to improve their performance and consolidate their operation. The new powering system implemented a current regulation precision of better than 20 ppm. In addition, a faster
transition of magnet field from one user to the next permits
better utilisation of the transfer lines and more dense mission profiles. The faster current transition as well as in
some cases the transition of operation from continuous
magnet powering to cycling mode of operation resulted
lower RMS current in the magnets, less losses to evacuate
and a consequent economy which reaches 94% in the East
Experimental Area compared to previous measurements
from 2012.
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CRYOGENIC INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE MAINZ
ENERGY-RECOVERING SUPERCONDUCTING ACCELERATOR (MESA)∗
T. Stengler† , D. Simon, K. Aulenbacher, F. Hug, P. S. Plattner, Johannes Gutenberg-Univ. Mainz
(KPH) Fachbereich Physik Institut für Kernphysik, Mainz, Germany
Abstract
The ‘Mainz Energy-Recovering Superconducting Accelerator’ (MESA), currently under construction at the Institute
of Nuclear Physics, Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz,
Germany, requires a cryogenic infrastructure for its superconducting components. Prior to the start of the project, a
helium liquefier was purchased that is capable of supplying the existing infrastructure of the Institute for Nuclear
Physics, as well as the SRF test facility of the Helmholtz
Institute. The liquefier has already been purchased in such
a way that nitrogen pre-cooling can be integrated and can
be upgraded for the operation of MESA. In addition to the
superconducting accelerator modules, all components of
the P2 experiment, i.e. solenoid, target and polarimeter
(Hydromøller), must also be supplied with liquid helium.
Therefore, besides the upgrade of the liquefier, it is necessary to extend the system with a dedicated cryogenic supply
for the P2 target. This paper presents the current status of
the cryogenic supply of the MESA accelerator, the future
modifications and additions.

GENERAL OVERVIEW OVER THE
CRYOGENIC INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
MESA
The MESA accelerator (‘Mainz Energy-Recovering Superconducting Accelerator’), which is currently under construction, has several cryogenic components that need to be
integrated into an existing cryogenic circuit. The existing
circuit previously served experiments by Dewar filling and
the test stand for SRF research at the Helmholtz-Insititut
Mainz by a 200 m transfer line [1]. These consumers, as
well as the new MESA components, must continue to be
supplied after the upgrade.

integrated into the cryogenic cycle containing three elements
to be cooled.
First, the superconducting solenoid of the experiment will
be cooled by liquid Helium, which comes from the MESA
cryoplant. In addition, since the measurement uncertainty
of the experiment includes the measurement uncertainty of
the spin polarisation of the electron beam, a high-precision
cryogenic Møller polarimeter (Hydromøller) [6] was forseen,
which demands liquid Helium for cooling as well. Due to the
sanctions imposed by the Federal Republic of Germany on
Russian suppliers, it is currently impossible to continue the
project. Therefore, a conventional Møller polarimeter that
does not require a cryogenic supply is to be provided in the
first expansion stage of the accelerator. For later upgrades,
however, the possibility to upgrade the circuit to supply the
Hydromøller with liquid helium has to be considered.
The third device of P2 to be cooled is the liquid Hydrogen
target. This target will be cooled by gaseous Helium of a
temperature of 15 K coming from an additional cryoplant
which does not affect the amount of liquid Helium needed for
the accelerator. Nevertheless, this additional circuit needs
to be taken into account for the planning of the cryogenic
piping under limited space constraints.
MESA can be operated in two modes. In the energyrecovering mode, the electron beam is recirculated up to
two times to a beam energy of up to 105 MeV and then sent
into the internal target MAGIX. After the interaction with
the experiment, the non-interacted part of the electron beam
will return to the main accelerator and decelerated via a
phase shift of 180° in order to recuperate the energy for the
accelerating beam.

General Layout of MESA
Figure 1 illustrates the MESA layout. The cryogenic elements to be supplied are marked. MESA is designed as an
energy-recovering linear accelerator. A normal conducting
pre-accelerator injects a 5 MeV electron beam into the main
accelerator. Two superconducting accelerator modules of
the ELBE/Rossendorf type [2] provide the acceleration and
deceleration in the recirculating main accelerator. MESA
serves three experiments to precisely measure the limits of
the standard model, MAGIX [3], darkMESA (BDX) [4] and
P2 [5]. From these, only the P2-experiment needs to to be
∗
†

Work supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG) under the
Cluster of Excellence ”PRISMA+” EXC 2118/2019
stengler@kph.uni-mainz.de
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Figure 1: Lattice of MESA. The recirculating main linac is
fed by a normal conducting injector. The main accelerator
is driven by two superconducting ELBE-/Rossendorf-type
cryomodules. The accelerator will serve three experiments,
MAGIX, P2 and BDX (darkMESA). Only P2 will have cryogenic components, namely a solenoid and a hydrogen target.
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In the external mode, the beam is recirculated up tothree
times in the main accelerator to a beam energy of up to
155 MeV and then directed to the P2- and darkMESAexperiments. The darkMESA-experiment is a beam dump
experiment and uses the beam of the P2-experiment to collect
data; it does not need exclusive beam time of the accelerator.
Details of the accelerator and its experiments can be found
in [3–8].

CRYOGENIC CIRCUIT
10
Hydromøller

m
P2

Since parts of the previous halls of the MAMI accelerator
are used for MESA, both the pipe routing and the positioning
of the individual components have to be adapted to existing
structural conditions. For example, the transfer lines have to
be routed through the existing halls and intake shaft without
impeding the usability of these. In addition, due to the
statics of the existing building, limitations on the size and
the position of the intake holes have to be considered.
Figure 3 shows the process flow diagram for the circuit of
the accelerator. The helium liquefier supplies the already existing infrastructure of the Helmholtz Institute Mainz (HIM)
and MESA with a distribution valve box from a 5000 L dewar. Since the cryomodules are operated at 1.8 K, a subatmospheric compressor system will be installed in the cryoplant
hall to generate the necessary helium pressure of 16 mbar.

5◦ Hall
Cryoplant
Cryomodules

Figure 2: Layout of the cryogenic infrastructure of the accelerator. The envelopes of the cryogenic components are
shown in transparent blue. The cryoplant hall with the two
cryoplants, the subatmospheric compressor and the distribution is located at ground level. The components that have to
be cooled are in the accelerator hall ten meters below [7].
MESA’s cryogenic cycle is distributed over two halls. The
cryoplant hall is located ten meters above the accelerator
on ground floor level. Figure 2 shows the positioning of
the individual components. The envelopes of the individual
components and the lines are shown in blue. The total demand of liquid Helium and Nitrogen mass flows for cooling
the devices have been evaluated mainly through measurements on the cryomodule performance [2] and adds up to at
least 207.1 L h−1 and 16.6 L h−1 respectively. An additional
margin of these quantities needs to be considered for the
distribution system including valve boxes described in this
paper. The existing distribution valve box alone needs an
additional 35 L h−1 of liquid helium, which drives the consumption of the whole system close to the 250 L h−1 limit of
the existing cryoplant. Table 1 sums up the required coolant
mass flows.
Table 1: The estimated cooling demand of the MESA components. The existing valve box for the LHe-distribution
needs an additional 35 L h−1 of liquid Helium.
Component

Massflow
LHe at 4.5 K

Massflow
LN2 at 77 K

cryomodule system
Hydromøller
P2-Solenoid

187.1 L h−1
9.0 L h−1
11.0 L h−1

12.5 L h−1
unkown
4.1 L h−1

Total

207.1 L h−1

16.6 L h−1
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Figure 3: Process flow diagram of the cryogenic circuit for
MESA. While the liquefier has also to serve other users,
e. g. the HIM SRF test facility, MESA will be the main
user. The cryogenic components in the accelerator hall will
be fed by the existing but modfied helium liquefier. The
16 mbar pressure for the 1.8 K circuit in the cryomodules
will be generated by the subatmospheric compressor system.

CRYOGENIC COMPONENTS
Helium Liquefier MESA
The existing helium liquefier is a L280 liquefier by Linde
with an integrated helium purifier, which has been prepared
for nitrogen pre-cooling. Currently, the liquefier produces
140 L h−1 of 4.5 K helium without nitrogen pre-cooling. To
enable nitrogen pre-cooling in the L280, the necessary liquid
nitrogen infrastructure has to be installed and the turbines
liquefier has to be exchanged. To meet the MESA requirements of at least 210 L h−1 , the liquefier needs to be upgraded
to an output of 250 L h−1 . In addition the liquefier has to
be upgraded for closed loop operation. For this purpose,
an internal 80 K-adsorber and nitrogen pre-cooling will be
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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retrofitted and the turbines will be adapted for the new working point.

Helium Refrigerator P2-Target
The refrigerator for the P2-target is designed for a Helium temperature of 15 K and is a stand-alone system. A
combination system for MESA and the P2-target was reviewed and could not be implemented due to administrative
issues. The refrigerator is used to cool the Hydrogen target
of the experiment and is designed for a cooling capacity
of 4200 W at a mass flow of up to 250 g s−1 ; it is currently
under procurement [5].

Distribution Valve Box
The distribution valve box supplies the SRF test facility, the cryomodule valve box, the P2 solenoid and the Hydromøller with liquid helium. The currently existing valve
box with three cold valves has too few branches to supply the
MESA accelerator and the existing infrastructures. Since
the heat loss in the distribution valve box is rather high with
23 W, a new distribution valve box with more branches and
less heat influx has to be procured to free up additional liquid
helium capacity and supply the existing infrastructure.

Subatmospheric Compressor
The subatmospheric compressor station consists of two
strings, each with four dry Root pumps and a screw compressor with a total pumping capacity of 8 g s−1 at 16 mbar.
An identical single string system was successfully tested at
the HIM SRF test facility which was used for the acceptance
tests of the MESA cryomodules [1]. The system is already
ordered and will be installed by the end of 2022.

Cryogenic Lines
Due to the limited margin in the condensing capacity and
the length of the transfer lines of up to 80 m, the heat input
into the transfer lines must be minimized. A maximum

liquefier
valve
box
P2
cryoplant
subatmospheric
compressor

m

10

m

cryomodule

cryomodule
valve box

Figure 4: Layout of the cryogenic pipes leading from the
liquefier at ground level down into the accelerator halls,
to supply the P2-experiment and the cryomodules. The
4.5 K supply line is marked in dark blue, the cryomodule
distribution in green, the 16 mbar return line in light blue
and the P2-target line in magenta [7].

T13: Cryogenics

The integration of the existing infrastructure into the new
facility presents the biggest challenge for the construction
of the cryogenic cycle. This results in restrictions in terms
of space as well as performance. Due to the rejection of a
new acquisition of a combined refrigerator for the P2-target
and the MESA accelerator, the existing helium liquefier has
to be upgraded. Since the liquefaction capacity does not
have much excess capacity, unnecessary heat input must be
avoided under any circumstances, especially in the design
of the transfer lines. In order to free up further capacity, a
new distribution valve box with a lower heat input than the
current model will be purchased.
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FERRITE SPECIFICATION FOR THE Mu2e 300 kHz AND 4.4 MHz AC
DIPOLE MAGNETS
K. P. Harrig, E. Prebys, University of California Davis Physics Dept., Davis, USA,
L. Elementi, C. Jensen, H. Pfeffer, D. Still, I. Terechkine, S. J. Werkema, M. Wong-Squires
Fermilab National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, USA
Abstract
The Mu2e experiment at Fermilab will measure the rate
for neutrinoless-conversion of negative muons into electrons
with never-before-seen precision. This experiment will use
a pulsed 8 GeV proton beam with pulses separated by 1.7 µs.
To suppress beam induced backgrounds to this process, a set
of dipoles operating at 300 kHz and 4.4 MHz have been developed that will reduce the fraction of out-of-time protons
at the level of 10−10 or less. Selection of magnetic ferrite
material for construction must be carefully considered given
the high repetition rate and duty cycle that can lead to excess
heating in conventional magnetic material. A model of the
electromagnetic and thermal properties of candidate ferrite
materials has been constructed. Magnetic permeability, inductance, and power loss were measured at the two operating
frequencies in toroidal ferrite samples as well as in the ferrites from which prototype magnets were built. Additionally,
the outgassing rates of the ferrite material was measured to
determine vacuum compatibility. The outcome of this work
is a detailed specification of the electrical and mechanical
details of the ferrite material required for this application.

INTRODUCTION
The Mu2e experiment aims to observe conversion to an
electron of a muon that has been captured by an aluminium
nucleus. This process violates charged lepton favor number
and is forbidden by the standard model. A conclusive result,
null or otherwise, would shed light on beyond the standard
model physics. The Mu2e collaboration aims to improve on
the sensitivity of previous measurments of this process by
four orders of magnitude. Specifically, the experiment will
measure the ratio of the coherent neutrinoless conversion in
the field of a nucleus of a negatively charged muon into an
electron to the muon capture process.

𝑅𝜇𝑒 =

𝜇− + 𝐴(𝑍, 𝑁) → 𝑒− + 𝐴(𝑍, 𝑁)
𝜇− + 𝐴(𝑍, 𝑁) → 𝜈𝜇 + 𝐴(𝑍, 𝑁)

(1)

Figure 2: Fermilab accelerator complex.
The first search for a muon to electron conversion took
place in 1955 [1]. However, more recent experiments
placed a 90% CL limit on the process of 4.6 × 10−12 , and
7 × 10−13 [1]. A key component to the increase in sensitivity is the longitudinal structure of the proton beam shown
in Fig. 1. Specifically, the experiment hopes to achieve
𝑅𝑒 = 6 × 10−17 at 90% CL limit. The muons will be created
via the decay of pions created by 800 GeV protons impinging on a tungsten target. The out-of-time protons will be
eliminated using the extinction system located on the M4
beam line just before the tungsten target. The muons will
then be captured on an aluminium nucleus and the resulting
electrons will be detected [1]. A diagram of the accelerator
complex is shown in Fig. 2. The proton pulses are 250 ns
wide and spaced 1.7 µs apart. Each pulse contains 39 × 106
protons. The experimental signature of the process will include a large background from muons decaying in the orbit
of the nucleus before capture can occur.

EXTINCTION
Figure 1: Longitudinal structure of the proton beam after
exiting the Delivery Ring [2].
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The ratio of out of time protons to total number of protons
in a pulse is defined as the extinction. The goal is to obtain a
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ratio of 10−10 by the time the protons reach the tungston production target. The extinction is in part accomplished with
the formation of the bunches in the Recycler and Delivery
Rings.

Figure 3: Extinction system consisting of three collimators
and two magnets [2].
At the delivery ring the extinction is at the 10−5 level.
However, the extinction system depicted in Fig. 3 will be
responsible for reducing the ratio another five orders of magnitude. The system will involve three collimators and two
one meter long AC dipole magnets, that will be referred to
going forward as the AC Dipole. The tail collimator will remove the protons scattered by the electrostatic septum upon
extraction from the delivery ring. The halo collimators will
remove the high amplitude protons (i.e. the protons at the
edge of the separatrix in phase space) so that they will not
be pushed back into the space of the target by the AC dipole.

Figure 5: The AC dipole waveform overlaid with proton
pulses at the transmission points [3].

Ferrite Characterization
The magnetic material had to be carefully considered due
to the extremely high repetition rate. A soft NiZn ferrite was
chosen as the material for it’s low coercivity and high curie
temperature, resistivity and magnetic permeability. The
magnetic flux density, B, and the magnetizing field, H, are
related by the magnetic permeability:
(3)

𝐵 = 𝜇𝜇0 𝐻

Figure 4: The phase space effects of the extinction system [2].
The extinction collimator will then stop all protons deflected by the AC Dipole. The effects of the extinction system
in phase space are shown in Fig. 4. As stated above, the AC
Dipole will be responsible for kicking out-of-time beam into
the extinction collimator. The requirement for total extinction can be realized in terms of the angular deflection in
phase space given by:
Δ𝜃 = 2√

𝐴
𝛽𝑥 𝛽𝛾

(2)

This is twice the angular amplitude of the beam admittance A. 𝛽𝑥 is the longitudinal betatron function. 𝛽 and 𝛾
take their relativistic definitions. A depiction of this angular
distribution in phase space is shown in Fig. 4. The design
of the AC dipole was determined by the transmission window, the transmission efficiency for the proton beam and the
intensity of the proton pulses.
The AC dipole will be driven by two harmonics: one at
300 kHz and 4.5 MHz. The 300 kHz harmonic is half of
the bunch frequency and the 4.5 MHz harmonic is used to
maximize the transmission window for the in time protons in
the pulse. Figure 5 shows the AC dipole waveform overlaid
with proton pulses at the transmission points.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Where 𝜇 is the magnetic permeability of the ferrite mate′
″
rial and 𝜇0 is the permeability of free space. 𝜇 = 𝜇 − 𝜇 is
a complex number that depends on frequency and excitation
and is related to power loss:
′

𝑄=

𝜇
𝜇″

(4)

where Q is the quality factor that in general relates the energy stores to the average power loss. Ferrite losses depend
on many factors but losses due to material heating can be
contributed to eddy currents in the material. However, this
behavior can be unpredictable, especially at higher frequencies and excitation level. For this reason there is really no
way of predicting the power and heating in the material, so a
rigorous characterization methodology had to be developed
and tested.

Figure 6: Circuit diagram for ferrite characterization.
THPOTK023
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Experimental Setup Figure 6 describes the general
circuit diagram used to measure the power loss in the ferrite
material. It consists of a capacitor bank connected in parallel
to the ferrite bricks that are arranged as shown in Fig. 7 with
a three turn copper coil. The resistor is used to reduce noise
from the power amplifier. The 3500 W power amplifier and
a signal generator were used to excite the ferrites.

Results Figures 8 and 9 show the losses as a function
of excitation field at each frequency.

CONCLUSION
The power losses were found to be reasonable for the
given field requirements and out of the over 300 bricks that
will be used to make up the actual magnets, about 7% have

Figure 8: Losses at 300 kHz, with 26.4 nF capacitance. The
bricks were measured in groups of four and an labeled by
their manufacturing number and date measured. At the field
strength required by the magnet the ferrites will experience
losses ∼15.000 W/m3 .

Figure 7: Overview of circuit setup for ferrite characterization. A voltage, and two current probes in conjunction with
an oscilloscope are used to measure the voltage across the
capacitor bank, the current through the copper coil and the
current into the circuit respectively.
Experimental Setup and Methodology The circuit can
be made to resonate at the two relevant frequencies (300 kHz
and 4.5 MHz) by adjusting the capacitance:
𝜔0 =

1
√𝐿𝐶

(5)

The power loss is calculated using the input current and
the voltage. A point by point integration gives the power as
a function of excitation. The excitation is calculated using
the following formula:
2𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑑−𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
𝜇0 𝑔

Figure 9: Losses at 4.4 MHz, with 68 pF capacitance. The
bricks were measured in groups of four and an labeled by
their manufacturing number and date measured. At the field
strength required by the magnet the ferrites will experience
losses ∼1.000 W/m3 .
been characterized. Future work will include characterizing
a larger percentage of the bricks as well as mechanically
assessing the mating surfaces.
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HEAT LOADS MEASUREMENT METHODS FOR THE ESS ELLIPTICAL
CRYOMODULES SAT AT LUND TEST STAND
N. Elias†, X.T. Su, ESS, Lund, SWEDEN
W. Gaj, P. Halczynski, M. Sienkiewicz, F.D. Skalka, IFJ-PAN, Kraków, POLAND
Abstract
The Site Acceptance Testing, SAT of all ESS elliptical
cryomodules is done at the Lund Test Stand. Determining
cryogenic heat loads (static and dynamic) is an essential
part of the acceptance criteria. We present complementary
measurement methods for evaluating the cryogenic heat
loads and discuss a qualitative comparison between them.
We also present a summary of the results of these methods
for one of the cryomodules.

two lines are for the cold mass helium supply and vapour
return. Figure 1 below shows a very simplified scheme of
the cryogenic system at TS2 with selected relevant equipment.

INTRODUCTION
The ESS accelerator is currently under construction in
Lund, Sweden [1]. Thirty elliptical cryomodules (CM) distributed in 2 families: 9 Medium-Beta and 21 High-Beta,
will go through SAT at the Lund test Stand, TS2 [2, 3].
Each CM integrates four superconducting radio-frequency
cavities made of niobium immersed in a superfluid helium
bath at 2 K. An important portion of the acceptance tests
consists of verifying the proper working behaviour of the
superconducting cavities and other cryomodule components at nominal working conditions [4].
Another important part of the cryomodule acceptance
tests is the measurement of cryogenic static heat loads and
RF-induced dynamic heat loads. This paper describes a set
of methods used to evaluate these parameters.

THE CM CRYOGENICS AT TS2
The cold test takes place inside the radio-protection bunker where the CM is connected to various auxiliary systems, such as: radiofrequency distribution, beam vacuum,
isolation vacuum, water cooling and cryogenic distribution.
The TS2 cryomodule cryogenics system is designed and
constructed such that the nominal operating conditions for
the accelerating cavities can be achieved. It also allows to
safely go through a series of operating modes [5] necessary
for example for the cool down, warm up or response to accidental states.

Simplified Cryogenics Layout
At the TS2 a dedicated cryogenic plant, TICP [6] and
distribution system, CDS [7] supplies refrigeration to the
cryomodule at conditions similar to those present in the accelerator tunnel where each single cryomodule operates together with a dedicated valve box (VBox) and can be operated independently from other CM.
At the interface between the CM and the VBox there are
four cold process lines. Two of these lines are for the thermal shield cooling, TS (supply and return), whilst the other
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Simplified scheme of the cryogenic system.
The high-pressure (HP) supercritical helium is supplied
at 3 bar and 5.3 K. It first passes through a heat exchanger
(HX), where it is pre-cooled by heat exchange with the
low-pressure (LP) evaporated vapours from the 2 K bath.
The pre-cooling of the HP line allows to recover the
available frigories from the LP line and significantly enhance the efficiency of the “Joule-Thomson” (JT) expansion valve feeding the 2 K bath.
The typical thermodynamic conditions at the TS2 interface between Vbox and CM are shown Table 1.
Table 1: Conditions at the CM interface with VBox
Circuit name
Thermal shield supply, TSS
Thermal shield return, TSR
Helium supply line, HSL
Vapour return line, VLP

Pressure, Temperature
13.8 bar, 33 K
13.3 bar, 36 K
3 bar, 5.3 K
31 mbar, -

Under nominal conditions, the superconducting cavities
operate fully immersed in the superfluid liquid helium
bath, with the helium level stabilized inside the diphasic
line which interconnects the four helium tanks at the top.
The level of the helium bath is measured by two redundant level gauges, LT-01 and LT-02, and it is controlled by
THPOTK025
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regulating the JT valve (CV-01). The typical operating
level is 90 %±5 % with liquid on the diphasic line.
The pressure of the saturated helium bath is measured by
PT-04 sensor and maintained stable by controlling the VLP
return valve (CV-04) placed downstream of the HX.
The flow returned to the TICP is measured after the 2 K
pumps by the flowmeters FT-20 and FT-21.
A fraction of the HP helium supply is used to cool the
power couplers double wall (23 mg/s per coupler), limiting
heat loads by conduction from the external vessel parts
through the power coupler structure into the cavities.

subtracting the initial 𝑚 , and final 𝑚 , helium mass over
the test period 𝑑𝑡 𝑡
𝑡 , and:
𝑚
𝑚 𝑚 /𝑑𝑡
The static heat loads are then calculated using Eq. (1).
Similar to the flowmeter method, as no helium is supplied to the bath, the level inside the diphasic line decreases
for the duration the measurement as liquid evaporates. The
accuracy of the measurement depends on a stable bath
pressure and proper manufacturing according to design.

MEASUREMENT OF STATIC HEAT
LOADS TO THE 2 K BATH
The cryomodule is equipped with a variety of instrumentation for process control and diagnostics, these are complemented with additional instrumentation located in the
Vbox and TICP. Taking advantage from this variety, we developed complementary methods for determining the static
heat loads.
The following methods can determine total heat loads
(static plus dynamic) to the helium bath, however they are
typically used for static heat load evaluation.
The measurements can be performed with the cavity
heaters (EH) turned off or on. In the scenario where the
heaters are turned on, the final result of static heat loads
needs to be corrected by taking into consideration the
power dissipated by the heaters.

Flowmeter Method
The static heat load 𝑄 to the 2 K helium circuit is calculated by the direct measurement of the evaporated liquid
mass flow rate with flowmeters FT-20 or FT-21. During
this measurement the helium supply to the bath is stopped
by closing the valve CV-01. The helium level inside the diphasic starts at nominal height and decreases during the
measurement as liquid evaporates. The bath pressure is
kept stable at 31mbar (regulated by CV-04), with a stability
<0.2 mbar, for improved measurement accuracy (Fig. 2).
The static heat loads are calculated by multiplying the
measured mass flow rate m ̇, by the latent heat of evaporation 𝐿 (23.06 J/g, for 31 mbar saturated bath pressure).
𝑄
𝐿∙𝑚
(1)
This method provides a direct measurement of the heat
loads; however, its accuracy is directly affected by the flow
measurement accuracy.

Level Meter Method
Similar to the flowmeter method, in this method the helium supply to the bath is stopped. The heat loads to the
2 K helium circuit are derived via the direct measurement
of the helium level decrease using the level gauges, LT-01
and LT-02.
Thanks to computer-aided-design (CAD) and the CM
mechanical model we can compute the volume of liquid for
a given helium level measurement. The mass of liquid is
calculated by applying the corresponding helium density 𝜌,
and then we calculate the evaporated mass flow by simply
THPOTK025
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Figure 2: Selected process variables during static heat load
measurement (flowmeter and level meter method).

Pressure Increase Method
During this measurement both the helium supply to the
bath and vapour return from the bath are stopped. This is
done by closing CV-01 and CV-04 keeping the system
sealed, thus no flow to TICP.
The heat loads to the 2 K helium circuit (or energy gain
over time) are calculated by measuring, with PT-04, the resulting increase of pressure in the system (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Selected process variables during static heat load
measurement (pressure increase method).
The static heat loads (Eq. 2) are calculated from the
change in energy, 𝑑𝐸 of the system ‘liquid + vapour’ over
the test period, 𝑑𝑡.
𝑄
𝑑𝐸 ⁄𝑑𝑡
(2)
The energy of the system is computed by adding the liquid enthalpy (𝐻 ) and vapour enthalpy (𝐻 ), considering
the measured thermodynamic properties for a given measured pressure of the saturated bath and vapour.
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The mass of the liquid (𝑚 ) and the mass of the vapour
(𝑚 ) are computed from the helium level measurement and
considering the CM CAD model information. The static
heat loads equation takes the following form:
𝑚 ∙𝐻
𝑚 ∙𝐻
𝑚 ∙𝐻 𝑚 ∙𝐻
𝑄
𝑑𝑡
The contribution of the static heat load on the surrounding materials (niobium cavities, titanium helium tanks and
titanium bi-phasic line) can also be included by taking in
consideration the mass of each component, specific heat
and sensible temperature increase.

MEASUREMENT OF DYNAMIC HEAT
LOADS FROM CAVITY OPERATION
The dynamic heat loads from SRF cavity operation are
calculated by measuring how much power due to RF origin
is dissipated into the helium bath.

Heater Compensation Method
Before (or after) RF power is sent into the cavities the
cryogenic system is stabilized and referenced. A steady helium flow is supplied to the bath by fixing the opening of
CV-01. Heaters placed on the cavity tanks are powered and
precisely adjusted to maintain the helium level constant,
the power supplied to the heaters is noted, (𝐸𝐻 __ ). The
bath pressure PT-04 is maintained constant at 31 mbar by
regulation of CV-04.
The cavities are then supplied with RF power and the
additional dissipated power from this source is compensated by means of decreasing the total power supplied to
the cavity heaters (𝐸𝐻
__ ), while precisely maintaining the same thermodynamic conditions on the helium bath
as for the reference (level, pressure). The dynamic heat
load is given by the expression:
𝐸𝐻 _
𝐸𝐻
𝑄
_

Two-run Variance Method
This method consists in taking two measurement runs
(one with RF and one without) using the methods described
for static heat loads to the 2 K bath, and calculating the variance of the results. We tend to exclude this approach as the
heater compensation method is fast and more accurate.

Throughout the measurement period the accepted level
fluctuations are kept to a minimum. The helium bath pressure is maintained stable at 31 mbar ± 0.04 mbar.
A variation of Eq. (2) can be used for analysis of heat
loads on segments of the system, becoming a useful tool to
identify the approximate location of heat sources or to evaluate systematic errors in the temperature measurement.

MEASUREMENT OF STATIC HEAT
LOADS TO THE CM THERMAL SHIELD
Enthalpic Difference Method
A calibration campaign of the TICP was done to evaluate
the enthalpy difference between the TS supply and TS return to changes in dissipated power. A correlation between
the temperature difference (within the TICP terminals) and
the dissipated heat loads to the thermal shield was created.
When operating the TICP together with the CDS and the
CM, the temperature difference within the terminals of the
TICP is established for steady working conditions. Using
the correlation taken during the TICP calibration campaign
the global heat loads are calculated, 𝑄 _ .
During SAT, we calculate the total enthalpy difference
on the thermal shield circuit at the TICP terminals (𝑑𝐻 )
by measand at the CM thermal shield terminals 𝑑𝐻
uring the pressure and temperature at these points. The CM
TS heat load (𝑄 _ ) is then calculated by scaling the total
heat load with the enthalpy difference:
𝑑𝐻 /𝑑𝐻
∙𝑄 _
𝑄 _

CONCLUDING REMARKS
We presented the various methods used at TS2 for determining cryogenic heat loads during elliptical CM SAT.
So far, 4 series and 1 prototype CM have completed SAT.
The typical measured heat loads for these CM is about:
79 W for TS circuit static heat loads, 17 W for 2 K bath
static heat loads and 6 W dynamic heat loads.
For the measurement for static heat loads to the 2 K bath
we have created a set of complementary methods based on
data from different instrumentation (Fig. 4).

MEASUREMENT OF GLOBAL HEAT
LOADS TO THE CM COLD MASS
Flow-Enthalpy method
The global heat loads to the CM cold mass are calculated
by the direct measurement of the evaporated liquid mass
flow with FT-20 or FT-21 and enthalpy difference between
) and helium return (𝐻
),
helium supply (𝐻
where the enthalpy is derived from the temperature and
pressure measurements.
𝑄
𝑚∙ 𝐻
𝐻
(2)
During the measurement, the helium supply to the bath
is kept constant through CV-01, while maintaining a steady
helium bath level in the diphasic line.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 4: Static heat load measurement runs for CM04 with
comparison between methods and average result.
We find that having the possibility of cross-checking
these methods is a major advantage for understanding the
measurement accuracy and confirming our understanding
of the physical phenomena.
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DEVELOPMENT AND TEST OF A PROGRAM FOR AUTOMATIC
CONDITIONING OF ROOM TEMPERATURE CAVITIES
K. Kümpel†, H. Podlech, A. Rüffer, M. Märcz, C. Wagner, S. Wagner, Institut für Angewandte
Physik (IAP) at Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Abstract
The conditioning of room temperature cavities is a timeconsuming process that can take several weeks and requires the supervision of experienced experimenters. To
simplify this process for future cavities, a program is currently being developed at the IAP Frankfurt that will simplify the experimenter's work and eventually will take it
over completely. This paper describes the basic setup of the
program as implemented so far, as well as the tests performed on different cavities. In addition, an outlook for the
next development steps and their application is given.

INTRODUCTION
Conditioning is the process of slowly increasing the
power injected into the cavity until the power levels necessary to create the electric fields required by the beam dynamics are reached.
During the conditioning process, undesirable effects can
occur within the cavity, with multipacting, outgassing and
discharges being among the most common. These undesirable processes not only disrupt the conditioning process,
but also pose the risk of permanent damage or destruction
to the cavity itself or the measuring equipment used. [1]
Therefore, conditioning should only be carried out extremely carefully and by trained personnel.
During conditioning, as is usually carried out at the IAP
Frankfurt, the forward power Pf, the reflected power Pr and
the transmitted power Pt are monitored by the experimenter
in addition to the pressure p inside the cavity, while the
conditioning can be controlled by the level of the forward
power Pf and its frequency f.
Typically, conditioning takes between a few days and
several weeks, whereby the required conditioning times
can vary greatly even for structurally similar cavities.
In order to be able to reduce this large amount of time for
the experimenter in future conditioning, a program should
be written that supports the experimenter.

PROGRAM

Since the measured values for the pressure p and the reflected power Pr increase during problems that occur during conditioning, these values are particularly suitable to
be used for the emergency stop.
In its present form, the program can be given limit values
for the pressure p and the ratio of Pr/Pf during operation,
and if these are exceeded, the conditioning is immediately
terminated.
For this purpose, an interface between the program and
the signal generator used has been implemented in order to
be able to switch off the forward power here, while another
interface with which the amplifier can be switched off directly is conceivable, but has not yet been implemented.

Frequency Adjustment
Due to thermal effects, the frequency can change with
the level of transmitted power Pt, which is indicated in an
increase in reflected power Pr, while the pressure p usually
shows little to no change.
The necessary adjustment of the frequency is achieved
within the program by a simple algorithm that searches for
a minimum of the ratio Pr/Pf in a predefined number of iteration steps. Of course, it must be considered that this frequency adjustment does not lead to success in all cases. Especially with larger deviations, this method is still too slow.

Automatic Conditioning
The automatic conditioning builds up from a gradual increase of the forward power Pf, checking the pressure p and
the ratio Pr/Pf at fixed intervals. Two limits can be set for
each of these measured values, defining three ranges. In the
first range, where both values are below the lower limit, Pf
is increased further. If at least one value is between the two
limits, the program waits for another measuring cycle before measuring again. This range is used to "wait" until the
values normalise while there is still no danger to the cavity
and the equipment used.
As soon as one of the values is above the second limit,
the conditioning is aborted and the forward power Pf is
switched off.

The new program is based on a LabView-based readout
software that was developed as part of a master's thesis at
the IAP Frankfurt and has already been successfully used
to condition cavities for the MYRRHA project. [2]
Several functions should be added to this program:

Emergency Stop
The most important function for the safety of the cavity
and the connected measuring equipment is the implementation of an emergency stop, which completely shuts down
the conditioning.
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Figure 1: Current Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the program in German.

GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE
Figure 1 shows the current version of the Graphical User
Interface (GUI) of the program in German.
On the left side are the settings for automatic conditioning and frequency adjustment, whereby in addition to the
already mentioned freely adjustable limits, there are also
limits for maximum temperatures of the cooling water.
In the middle are the graphical displays for the three
powers Pf, Pr and Pt, as well as for the pressure p. Above
this are the values for the frequency f and the level of the
output power in dBm read out from the signal generator.
On the right-hand side, the temperatures for currently up
to 40 temperature sensors are displayed, whereby this number can be expanded if required.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to be able to test the functionality during the development of the program, an experimental setup was built
in the experimental hall of the IAP Frankfurt, as shown in
Fig. 2. In this setup, a 4-rod RFQ prototype with 4 stems
was conditioned with a 500 W amplifier, whereby the signal generator was operated either by the experimenter or
the program.

THPOTK026
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Figure 2: Experimental setup in the experiment hall of the
IAP Frankfurt consisting of an RFQ prototype powered by
a 500 W amplifier. Control is via a signal generator and the
power is measured via three power meters.
During the tests, it proved to be advantageous that the
individual limit values for the pressure p and the ratio Pr/Pf
could be adjusted and changed during the ongoing measurements, as this allows individual circumstances of the
cavity and its behaviour during conditioning to be addressed. Functions were also implemented to affect the step
size of the power increases and the readout rate of the recording software.
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Figure 3: RFQ with Laser-vibrometer. The Setup is the
same as during HF-Power tests involving Vibrometer
measurements.
Figure 3 shows a test run of the automatic frequency adjustment. Within 12 s, the frequency f was changed in such
a way that Pr/Pf could be significantly reduced. As can be
seen very clearly, the changes in frequency become smaller
and smaller with increasing adjustment. The limiting factor
of the frequency adjustment was the fact that currently a
maximum of 4 values per second can be transmitted from
the measuring devices to the program, which leads either
to insufficient results or to a very long adjustment time.

In order to support the experimenter in future conditioning of normally conducting cavities, a program was developed at the IAP Frankfurt that should fulfil two main tasks.
On the one hand, it should be possible to define thresholds at which the program automatically triggers an emergency stop, thus protecting the cavity and the connected
measuring equipment, and on the other hand, it should be
possible to carry out the conditioning automatically via a
simple algorithm, whereby it should also be possible to
carry out automatic frequency adjustments.
During several test runs, in which an RFQ prototype was
conditioned, the program could be tested extensively,
whereby the emergency stop proved to be extremely reliable, especially because of its individually adjustable
thresholds.
Automatic conditioning also proved useful, although it
is so far far from being able to replace an experienced experimenter.
The frequency adjustment is functional in principle, but
needs further improvement due to its current limitations,
such as the maximum recording of 4 values per second.
It is planned to further develop the program during future
conditioning at the IAP Frankfurt, whereby the use of machine learning is currently being considered.
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Figure 4: Test run of the automatic conditioning of the programme up to approx. 370 W.
The test run shown in Fig. 4 shows an automatic increase
of the transmitted power Pt up to about 370 W at the end of
the test series with the 500 W amplifier.
At this point, the conditioning of the RFQ prototype was
already so far advanced that no undesirable processes occurred in the power range under consideration, which is
why the power ramp-up could take place without interruptions.
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT EFFECTS ON QUALITY FACTOR IN
C-BAND RF CAVITIES
Jake Parsons, Gerard Lawler, Atsushi Fukasawa, Nathan Majernik, James Rosenzweig
University of California, Los Angeles, CA, USA
CRYOSTAT OVERVIEW

Abstract
Cryogenic operation and associated skin effects are
promisng fields of study for increasing RF gradients within
cavities and decreasing the required size for linear accelerators and their applications, such as free electron lasers [1–6].
Notably, a cavity’s RF quality factor Q, the ratio of the outgoing RF signal power to the input power, is theoretically
multiplied by over 4 when subjected to cryogenic temperatures [7, 8]. Precise measurements of this Q factor require
defining a cryostat unit, which consists of a high vacuum
chamber, a coldhead, and multi-layered insulation (MLI)
shielding. We optimized the cryostat by running several
cool down tests at high vacuum, incorporating different geometries of MLI shielding to achieve the lowest possible
temperatures. We then performed a low power C-band test
after installing a cylindrical copper RF cavity to measure the
Q factor. Finally, we improved stability and amplification
within the chamber by installing edge welded bellows to the
coldhead to reduce vibrations. These measurements provide
a basis for the development of cryogenic infrastructure to
sustain a cryogenic temperature environment for future RF
applications.

The cryostat, shown in Figure 1, is a rectangular stainless
steel vacuum chamber, a 1 phase helium cooled cryocooler
coldhead and necessary vacuum and cooling components
to ensure a high vacuum seal and temperatures consistently
below 90 K. The cavity is mounted on 80/20 aluminum rods
that are insulated by polyether ether ketone (PEEK) material. MLI shielding surrounds the cavity and the coldhead
to shrink the effective size of the chamber and minimize
heat leaks. Edge welded bellows have been implemented to
reduce vibrations from the coldhead, thereby diminishing
heat transfer and chamber instability from vibrations. The
coldhead is a 1 phase cryocooler with a copper plated tip
that allows for a copper thermal braid to join the cavity to
the coldhead in thermal contact [8].

CRYOGENIC THEORY
Skin effects govern the atypical behavior of resonating
C-band radiation within these RF cavities at cryogenic temperatures [7, 8]. Namely, the anomalous skin effect theory,
developed by Reuter and Sondheimer, predicts that, as the
temperature of an RF conducting cavity decreases, the electron free mean path length shrinks to the order of the skin
depth of the conductor. This results in the surface conductivity scaling both to a non-zero value at cryogenic temperatures
as well as inversely to the quality factor of the RF cavity: the
ratio of outgoing power of RF radiation to the input signal
power. We expect an increase of the quality factor on the
order of 3-4.5 times at temperatures less than 40 K [6,7].
Given the radius, 𝑎, and the height, ℎ, of a cylindrical cavity
of conductivity 𝜎, Equation 1 demonstrates how to evaluate the Q factor from geometry and material considerations
alone [8]:
√︁
2𝑎𝜂𝜎 𝜒01
 ,
𝑄=
(1)
1 + 𝑎ℎ
√︃
where 𝜂 = 𝜇𝜖00 and 𝜒01 is a constant proportional to the
resonant frequency 𝜔0 given by the relation:
𝑐
𝜔0 = 𝜒01 .
𝑎
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(2)

Figure 1: View of internal cryostat components, including
MLI wrapping, 80/20 supports, coldhead, and thermal braid
connection.

Cavities
The cavity itself is a 14.7 cm diameter cylindrical brazed
copper cavity of height 7.3 cm with an RF port on top and
coupling sites for thermal braid connections. It is designed
to run low-level radio frequency (LLRF) room temperature
and cryogenic c-band tests. A secondary cylindrical copper cavity, fabricated by Comeb, will be tested in future
applications. See also Figure 2.
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tive chamber volume to increase cooldown effectiveness to
lower temperatures while minimizing heat shorts through
contact with multiple instruments. "Outer" MLI refers to
wrapping around the 80/20 supports and "inner" MLI is a
sleeve placed on the coldhead. As shown in Figure 4, the
unloaded cryostat reached a minimum temperature of 40 K
under optimal conditions.

Figure 2: Brazed copper cavity (top) utilized in our
cooldown tests and Q factor measurements. The Comeb
cavity (bottom) will be tested in the near future.

COOLDOWN AND QUALITY FACTOR
TESTS
Thermal Braid and MLI Shielding Measurements
Cryogenic infrastructure tests involve cool-down tests
with different configurations of MLI shielding and thermal
braiding. We have collected an assortment of cool-down
curves for the cryostat by testing each thermal component
separately. Each test was performed at high vacuum between 10−4 − 10−6 hPa. First, we measured cooldown rates
for the coldhead-cavity system in the presence and absence
of a copper thermal braid. Figure 3 demonstrates that thermal coupling drastically increases cooldown rate at higher
temperatures relative to the lower limit.

Figure 4: Cooldown tests with different MLI geometries and
combinations reaching a minimum temperature of 40 K.

Q Factor Measurements
We measured the reflection coefficient versus frequency to
generate a spectrum from which we take S11 at the minimum
of the spectrum to be the resonant frequency. We have
collected normalized quality factor measurements in Figure
5 from room temperature to 100 K, with intent to eventually
reach 40 K.
Preliminary data shows a lower than expected Q factor,
which likely suggests that the residual-resistance ratio (RRR)
of the cavity is lower than expected (< 50). At lower temperatures with a better thermal coupling, we expect future
Q factor measurements to align closer to theoretical values.
The Comeb cavity will likely have less impurities than the
brazed cavity, so future tests on the Comeb cavity should
produce higher Q values.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

Figure 3: Copper thermal braid (dashed) cooldown efficiency compared to uncoupled coldhead-cavity system.
All MLI cooldown tests were performed unloaded to determine the lower limit on temperatures the cryostat can
reach. MLI geometries are optimized to shrink the effec-
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Ultimately, this experiment provided critical insight into
the development of cryogenic infrastructure for cryochambers with volumes greater than 1 cubic foot. The addition of
C-band measurements to the previously accumulated data
generates a complete picture of the temperature dependent
effects on quality factors of RF oscillators with any incident
frequency radio wave. Once we establish lower temperatures, we will complete the data set with our desired values
between 20-40 K. A bigger stainless steel chamber will provide more space for internal infrastructure and lead to less
heat leakage due to surface contact between instruments.
Replacing the 80/20 cavity mount with a better thermally
insulating material will drastically decrease the temperature
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Figure 5: Normalized Q factor measurements plotted on
linear scale against temperature running from 295 K to 100
K.
of the cavity, leading to more precise measurements of the
enhanced quality factor. A smaller, more conductive thermal
braid complete with indium foil wrappings will strengthen
the thermal contact between the cavity and the coldhead.
The edge-welded bellows have proven extremely useful for
reducing vibrations, so they will soon be transferred to the
half cell project in progress [1,5]. We will also begin testing
a molybdenum insert which will stand in for future high
brightness cathode plugs [5].
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ROLE OF SURFACE CHEMISTRY IN CONDITIONING OF
MATERIALS IN PARTICLE ACCELERATORS
G. Sattonnay†, S. Bilgen, B. Mercier, D. Longuevergne, S. Della-Negra, I. Ribaud
Université Paris-Saclay, CNRS/IN2P3, IJCLab, Orsay, France
Abstract
For the vacuum scientists and the accelerator community, finding solutions to mitigate pressure rises induced by
electron, photon and ion desorption, and also beam instabilities induced by ion and electron clouds is a major issue.
Along the time, changes in the surface chemistry of vacuum chambers are observed during beam operations, leading to modifications of: outgassing rates, stimulated desorption processes and secondary emission yields (SEY).
To understand the role of the surface chemistry of air exposed materials in the electron conditioning process, typical air exposed materials used in particle accelerators : thin
film coatings (NEG, i.e a Ti-Zr-V alloy, and carbon), copper (and its oxides Cu2O and CuO) and niobium were conditioned by low energy electron irradiation for a better understanding of electron-cloud effect. First, SEY was measured to understand the changes of surface conditioning
upon particle irradiation; then, surface chemistry evolution
after electron irradiation was investigated by both XPS
orTOF-SIMS analyses using the ANDROMEDE facility at
IJCLab. Finally, the relationship between the surface
chemistry and the conditioning phenomenon will be discussed.

played by the modifications of the surface chemistry in this
phenomenon.

EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
The experimental set up for SEY measurements is an inhouse build set-up developed at IJCLab. It consists of a
single UHV chamber (base pressure: 7x10-10 mbar)
equipped with an electron gun providing a pulsed electron
beam (with a pulse length of 30 ms) in the energy range 10
to 4000 eV, with an intensity from few nanoamperes to 50
µA. The sample is carried by a single manipulator allowing
for a precise positioning of the sample in the chamber.
The SEY was measured by the sample bias method that
is a two-step SEY measurement. First, the primary current
𝐼 is acquired for each primary electron energy E by applying a positive sample bias (V=+50 V). In this case, the cur50𝑉
𝐼 . The emitrent measured on the sample is 𝐼
ted secondary electrons (SE) are trapped and recaptured by
the sample. The sample polarity is then switched to a negative value (V=-20 V) and IM is acquired while shooting
with the electron gun on the sample with the same energy
settings as during Ip acquisition. The SE current (ISE) is
given by:
𝐼

𝐼

INTRODUCTION

𝐼

Electron emission is a major phenomenon involved in
the formation of the electron-cloud (EC) in the LHC. EC
effects have been identified among the major performance
limitations for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The EC
is induced by the electron multipacting process related to
the secondary electron yield (SEY) of the surfaces exposed
to electron irradiation. The SEY depends strongly on the
nature of materials and on the surface chemistry, and consequently the EC formation is determined by the surface
properties. Nevertheless, electron bombardment of the inner surface of the beam pipes is also responsible for a beneficial effect called “surface conditioning” (or the “scrubbing effect”) leading to a reduction of SEY and therefore
inducing a mitigation of the multipacting process and electron cloud build up.
The aim of this study was first to validate the set-up developed in our laboratory and devoted to SEY measurements, by reproducing the results that exist elsewhere for
Cu and Nb for instance. Then, we proposed an alternative
method for the analysis of the surface chemistry to the Xray Photoelectron Spectroscopy which is traditionally
used: Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
with high energy gold nanoparticles to probe the surface.
We investigated the conditioning of copper beam screen
induced by electron bombardment and identified the role

The SEY  is then obtained by:

___________________________________________
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(1)

1

(2)

In the present work, we used the ANDROMEDE facility
[1] to analyse samples of copper beam screen. 12-MeV
Au4004+ ion beams are accelerated by a NEC Pelletron®
4MV electrostatic accelerator to bombard samples. The
emitted secondary ions (both positive and negative ions)
are analysed with the ToF spectrometer EVE In this set-up,
it is possible to record a mass spectrum with only one single ion impact. Consequently, the secondary ion emission
yield is strongly enhanced and the sensitivity of chemical
surface analysis is improved. A high detection efficiency
for molecules deposited in very small quantities on metal
surfaces (lower than the monolayer) is reached. Moreover,
the limited number of primary ions (about 107 nanoparticles/cm2) required to analysis the samples prevents excessive damage of the surface. Only the extreme surface (i.e.
the molecules deposited on the surface and the materials
surface corresponding to a depth of ≈10 nm) is analysed.
The experimental system used for XPS analysis in the
present work is the K-ALPHA system from ThermoFisher, equipped with a monochromatic Al k X-ray
source (h=1486.6 eV) and an Ar+ ion gun for XPS sputter
depth profiling. For each analysis, a full energy spectrum
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is acquired for identification of the constituent elements
and additional sweeps are then performed in narrower energy regions to obtain high energy-resolution spectra.
Spectra displayed in the following in normalized intensity
were obtained after normalization of the signal to its maximum intensity.
The following samples were analysed : an OFE-Cu, a
Cu2O sample provided by the NEYCO company, CuO produces via a chemical route on Cu [2], a Ti-V-Zr coating
deposited on Cu (non-activated NEG) and a Nb sample
(provided by the company Tokyo Denkai).

SECONDARY ELECTRON
YIELD EVOLUTION
To illustrate the SEY evolution during electron-conditioning, results obtained for an as-received copper beam
screen sample during its irradiation at room temperature by
500 eV electrons is shown in Figure 1. SEY is observed to
decrease over the full considered energy range when the
irradiation dose increases. The maximum SEY, initially
equal to 2.00, decreases down to 1.10 after a dose of
6 10-2 C/mm2. For larger irradiation doses, no further evolution of SEY is observed. These results are in good agreement with those previously published in the literature: the
initial value of the SEY for an as-received copper is reported to be between 2.5 and 2.0 and for a conditioned sample the SEY decreases down to a value between 1.2 and 1.1
[3-5].
Typical conditioning curves, i.e. evolution of the maximum SEY with respect to electron irradiation dose, of air
exposed samples (namely Cu, CuO, Cu2O, Nb, NEG coating and Carbon-coating) are given in Figure 2. It is seen
that the maximum SEY of metallic sample (Cu and NEG)
decreases from an initial value around 2.1 down to an ultimate SEY (maximum SEY at the saturation of the decrease) of about 1.1. The saturation of the SEY decrease is
obtained for doses higher than 10‐3 - 10-2 C/mm2. As shown
in other studies, the SEY of the conditioned carbon deposit
is well below one. This is why it can be used as an antimultipacting layer in accelerator beamlines. A surprising result
was obtained for CuO, since its SEY in a fully conditioned
state is also less than one: it reaches a SEY value close to
0.8 after electron-conditioning. This result is in agreement
with a study that shows a SEY for a CuO nanolayer lower
than one [6]. However, it was recently mentioned that CuO
should not condition easily [5]. This discrepancy could
come from the influence of the thickness of the CuO layer,
or from the effect of a possible difference in the stoichiometry of the CuO samples used in the different studies.The
SEYs for the other materials are consistent with the literature.
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Figure 1: Secondary electron yield curves as a function of
primary electron energy, for an as-received copper beam
screen conditioned with a 500 eV electron beam at different irradiation doses.

Figure 2: max as a function of the dose for different impinging electron energies on several materials conditioned
with a 500 eV electron beam: Cu, CuO, Cu2O, Nb, NEG
coating and Carbon-coating.

SURFACE CHEMISTRY EVOLUTION
Evolution of the Cu-surface after electron-conditioning
was more particularly investigated. In the as-received state,
the C 1s line shows a main peak at 284.8 eV ascribed to CC bonds (sp3 hybridization). A second peak at 286 eV corresponding to C-O bonds, and a third at 288.2 eV related
to O-C=O groups are visible (Figure 3). These latter are
due to an adventitious carbon contamination and comes
from the different compounds forming the adsorbed layer.
In the fully conditioning state (Figure 3b), the XPS analysis
indicates that the decrease of the secondary electron yield
corresponds to significant modifications of the surface
chemistry. The disappearing of the peak at 288.2 eV on the
C 1s line implies the removal of O-C=O groups. The main
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C 1s peak is shifted towards 284.8 eV, indicating the transformation of the adventitious carbon layer (sp3) into a
more graphitic form (sp2), as already observed in previous
studies, for instance in [4]. This phenomenon is called
sometimes “graphitization”. Figure 3c shows the XPS
analysis of a carbon coating layer provided by the CERN:
we found the main C 1s peak related to the sp2 hybridization.

area was partially transformed into Cu2O. Thus, the electron irradiation produced a partial reduction of CuO into
Cu2O.

Figure 4: Negative secondary ion mass spectrum for a copper beam screen after electron conditioning process displaying intense carbon cluster peaks.

Figure 3: SEY curves and C1s XPS spectra measured on a
LHC Cu beam screen sample: (a) “as received”; (b) fully
conditioned; (c) on an as received amorphous carbon coating.
From the analysis of the negative secondary ion spectra
recorded with ANDROMEDE, a significant increase of
carbon (Cn-) and carbon cluster (CnH-) emission for the
conditioned Cu sample is observed (Fig. 4). Comparison of
the conditioned sample spectrum with a graphene spectrum
obtained under the same conditions suggests that a film of
hydrogenated graphene covers the irradiated surface as the
carbon cluster distribution is similar. Thus, in agreement
with the XPS results, the ToF-SIMS analysis shows that a
carbon layer whose bonds are that of graphene (sp2 hybridization) is formed on copper surface under electron bombardment. It is worth noting that this carbon layer is not
composed only of carbon, but it contains also high amounts
of hydrogen and oxygen.
Evolution of the CuO surface chemistry during electronconditioning was also investigated by XPS. Figure 5 shows
the XPS Cu 2p lines for an as-received and a fully conditioned CuO sample. The Cu 2p satellite shape on the as received sample spectrum is the signature of a CuO sample.
After electron conditioning, the intensity of the Cu 2p satellite strongly decreases, indicating that the conditioned
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T14: Vacuum Technology

Figure 5: Cu2p XPS spectra measured on a CuO layer deposited on Cu.

CONCLUSION
Conditioning effect was investigated for several materials by measuring the variation of their SEY with the electron dose. Study of the copper beam screen conditioning
under irradiation with 500 eV electrons evidenced two processes: (i) a surface cleaning by electron stimulated desorption; (ii) the formation of a graphene-like layer. Both processes lead to the decrease of the copper SEY down to
value close to unity. Carbon transformation upon electron
irradiation should be also an effective phenomena to explain the SEY decrease with the electron dose for the other
metallic materials, for which the SEY of a fully conditioned state is close to one. A SEY value below 1 after conditioning for CuO represents also an interesting result since
it is close to the SEY of carbon-coating, this latter being
known for its antimultipacting properties. Further investigations are needed to explain the conditioning of CuO.
THPOTK029
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A VACUUM SYSTEM FOR THE MILLIAMPERE BOOSTER∗
R. Heine, C. Lorey
Institut für Kernphysik, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz,
D-55099 Mainz, Germany
Abstract
The Milliampere Booster (MAMBO) is the injector linac
for the Mainz Energy-recovering Superconducting Accelerator MESA. MESA is a multi-turn energy recovery linac
with beam energies in the 100 MeV regime currently designed and built at Institut für Kernphysik (KPH) of Johannes
Gutenberg-Universität Mainz [1]. The main accelerator consists of two superconducting Rossendorf type modules [2–4],
while the injector MAMBO [5] relies on normal conducting
technology. The four MAMBO radio frequency cavities are
bi-periodic 𝜋/2 structures [6,7] that are about 2 m long, each.
In this paper we present the results of Molflow+ [8] simulations of several setups of the vacuum system for MAMBO
that differ in number of pumps, pumping speed and diameter
of the pumping ports that are connected to the DN40 beam
pipe.

INTRODUCTION
The MESA facility is a few turn recirculating electron
linac that can be operated in two modes. The first mode is
called external mode where a beam of polarised electrons
at 𝑇 = 155 MeV and up to 𝐼 = 150 µA (𝑄 = 0.12 pC) is
lead onto the target of the P2-experiment [9] and dumped
afterwards. The second mode is the energy recovery mode
for the MESA gas internal target experiment (MAGIX) [10].
Here a beam of 𝐼 = 1 mA (𝑄 = 0.77 pC) of non polarised
electrons is recovered from 𝑇 = 105 MeV to injection energy (𝑇 = 5 MeV) after interaction with the target. For
MESA stage-II the beam current delivered to MAGIX will
be increased to 10 mA (𝑄 = 7.7 pC).
Two main components of MESA are quite susceptible to
high vacuum pressure: the superconducting cavities of the
main linac and the photo cathodes of the particle sources.
Therefore it was agreed to have stainless steel chambers with
ConFlat (CF) flanges to achieve ultra high vacuum (UHV).
The beam pipe diameter was set to DN40.
MAMBO comprises of four copper cavities of approx.
2 m length that are connected by three drifts of 1 m length
that contain ion getter pumps (IGP). The first cavity has 37
cells, the other three have 33 cells. The cells are separated
by copper webs that incorporate two coupling slots and the
beam port. In a bi-periodic structure there are two types of
cells, a long one that accelerates the beam and a short one that
couples the field. The later one being about 10 % of 𝜆RF /2
long, and the first one ≈ 0.9𝜆RF /2. The cavities are pumped
by the drifts via the beam ports. The cavities are expected
to act like a differential pumping stage. Because of their
geometry, analytical vacuum calculations are complicated
∗
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(a) One IGP per drift with DN40 pipes on LUMOs (in total five IGPs).

(b) Two IGPs per drift with DN63 pipes on LUMOs and a T-crosses (in
total nine IGPs).

(c) Two IGPs per drift with DN100 pipes on LUMOs and PIMOs (in
total nine IGPs).

Figure 1: Examples of vacuum geometries used for the
Molflow+ simulations. Beam direction is from left to right.
and therefore numerical simulations with the Molflow+ code
[8] were carried out.

VACUUM SETUPS
Initially vacuum pumps at the entrance of each cavity
were foreseen. From the analytical formulas (e.g. [11]), it
was expected that the DN40 beam pipe would limit pumping
and therefore a pumping speed of 𝑆0 ≈ 35 L/s would be
sufficient.
This starting point was expanded to three IGP sizes (𝑆0 =
35 L/s, 60 L/s and 90 L/s) and three sizes of pumping ports
(CF40, CF63 and CF100). The pumps were connected to
the beam pipe at a spare CF40 flange of a screen monitor (LUMO) acting as a T-chamber followed by a 150 mm
straight chamber (see Fig. 1(a)) or one that tapers from DN40
to DN63 or DN100, respectively.
Further configurations with two IGPs comparable to the
one shown in Fig. 1(b) were investigated. Those setups
allow pumping of the cavities from both beam ports, but one
would have to sacrifice either a pair of steerer magnets or the
phase intensity monitor cavity (PIMO) needed for finding
the correct accelerating phase. Because of the high bunch
charge of MESA stage-II increasing the length of the drifts
is not an option.
The two pump setups then were altered so that the PIMO
has a DN40 pumping port (see Fig. 1(c)). This port is
screened by a sieve (compare Fig. 2), so there is no evanescent field leaking into the pipe. This maintains the radio
frequency (RF) properties of the resonator and protects the
IGP from RF.

SIMULATION & RESULTS
For the simulations baked surfaces of the stainless steel
chambers of the beam pipe and the stub to the IGP are asTHPOTK032
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Figure 2: Sketch of a PIMO with a DN40 pumping port
screened by a sieve.
sumed (𝑞steel ≈ 3 × 10−12 mbar L/(cm2 s), 𝑇 = 293.15 K).
The outgassing of the Cu surface of the RF sections was
obtained by simulating the MAMBO prototype setup [12]
with various outgassing parameters until the pressure found
at the location of the IGP matched the experimental data.
The value found was 𝑞Cu ≈ 2 × 10−10 mbar L/(cm2 s) at
𝑇 = 313.15 K. To mimic real IGP models the following port
size and pumping speed combinations were used:

Figure 3: Pressure profiles of the configurations of the
MAMBO vacuum system shown in Fig. 1(a) (solid) and
Fig. 1(b) (dashed) for the investigated combinations of port
size and pumping speed. The orange rectangles indicate the
positions of the RF-cavities. The 4 IGP configuration is the
one shown in Fig. 1(a) but with no pump behind the fourth
cavity. Therefore the pressure in cavity four is higher by a
factor of 2.

9 IGP, 35L, DN40
9 IGP, 60L, DN40
9 IGP, 35L, DN63
6 IGP, 60L, DN63
9 IGP, 60L, DN100
9 IGP, 90L, DN100

• 𝑆0 = 35 L/s: DN40, DN63
• 𝑆0 = 60 L/s: DN40, DN63, DN100
• 𝑆0 = 90 L/s: DN100
It was also assumed, that MAMBO is separated from the
rest of the accelerator vacuum system by closed valves in
front of the first RF-section and ≈ 1 m behind the last one.
Thus there is no additional pumping from the accelerator.
Each simulation job was run for ca. 10 min on an Intel
Core i7 10750H CPU with 16 GB RAM. This resulted in
already quite smooth pressure profiles. Runtimes of 1 h or
more did not change the results significantly. Even after
2 min the results were already good enough to predict to
what pressure a certain pumping speed or outgassing would
lead.
The pressure profiles along MAMBO generated from the
simulation results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. From a configuration with four IGPs in total, i.e., the IGP behind the
fourth RF-cavity is left out compared to what is shown in
Fig. 1(a), one can see from Fig. 3 that the MAMBO cavities
act like a differential pumping stage (red graph). Fig. 3 also
shows the effect of increasing pumping speed and port cross
section, both leading to better vacuum pressure. The most
obvious increase in performance from larger cross sections
can be found with the 35 L/s pumps in a configuration with
one IGP per drift (5 IGPs). While for 𝑆0 = 60 L/s there
is not so much of a difference between DN63 and DN100.
Also with a DN100 cross section there is not much of an improvement between a 60 L/s pump and one with 𝑆0 = 90 L/s.
The maximum pressure inside the RF-cavities ranges from
THPOTK032
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Figure 4: Comparison of the pressure profiles of the configurations shown in Fig. 1(b) (dashed) and Fig. 1(c) (solid) for
the combinations of port sizes and pumping speeds under
investigation. The orange rectangles indicate the positions
of the RF-cavities. The reduction in cross section caused by
the sieve increases the achievable pressure slightly.

3.8 × 10−7 mbar to 5.8 × 10−7 mbar. Using two pumps per
drift reduces the respective values by a factor of 2.
In Fig. 4 pressure profiles with the pumps connected to the
shielded PIMO are compared to unshielded ports. Because
of the slightly reduced cross section of the RF-shielding the
maximum vacuum pressure inside the MAMBO resonators
is increases by ca. 0.5 × 10−7 mbar. This is acceptable given
the gain of functionality from a PIMO inside of the drift.
From the results presented above the conclusion was
drawn to use two IGPs per drift with a pumping speed of
𝑆0 = 60 L/s and a DN63 cross section. The design of the
MAMBO drifts was adapted accordingly.
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SUMMARY
The MAMBO vacuum system was simulated with the
Molflow+ code. Starting from an analytically estimated
setup with only one small vacuum pump with a small cross
section pumping port in front of each RF-cavity, simulations
showed that surrounding each cavity with two larger pumps
with increased port cross section is quite beneficial.
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VACUUM SYSTEM PERFORMANCE OF THE 3 GeV
ELECTRON STORAGE RING AT MAX IV LABORATORY
M. Grabski†, E. Al-Dmour, S. M. Scolari, MAX IV Laboratory, Lund University, Lund, Sweden
Abstract

Table 1: 3 GeV Storage Ring Main Parameters

The 3 GeV electron storage ring at MAX IV laboratory
is the first synchrotron light source with compact multibend achromat (MBA) magnet lattice to achieve ultra-low
emittance. The vacuum system of the accelerator is fully
coated with non-evaporable getter (NEG) thin film to ensure low gas density. The storage ring started commissioning in August 2015 and currently delivers photon beams
from insertion devices (IDs) to 9 beamlines that are in user
operation or commissioning. After over 6 years of operation, the NEG coated vacuum system continues to be reliable, is conditioning well and do not pose any limitation to
the accelerator operation. The average dynamic pressure is
lower than the design value (below 3 × 10-10 mbar) and is
reducing with the accumulated beam dose. The vacuum
beam lifetime is greater than 39 Ah, and the total beam lifetime is above the design value of 5 Ah - thus is not limited
by the residual gas density. Several successful interventions to install new vacuum components were performed
on few achromats in the storage ring during shutdowns.
Some of them were done utilizing purified neon gas to vent
the vacuum system, thus avoiding the need of re-activation
of the NEG coating and saving intervention time without
compromising the storage ring performance.

Parameter
Energy
Design beam current
Horizontal natural emittance
Circumference
Number of achromats
ID straight section length

Value
3 GeV
500 mA
328 pm rad
528 m
20
4.5 m

3 GeV Storage Ring Layout
The layout of the storage ring is presented in Fig. 1.

INTRODUCTION
MAX IV laboratory consists of 1.5 GeV and 3 GeV storage rings and a full-energy linear accelerator that injects
electrons at 3 GeV to the rings and drives short-pulse facility. The injector operates at repetition rate of 10 Hz.
The 1.5 GeV storage ring has delivery beam current of
400 mA, with average total beam lifetime approximately
20 h and delivers photon beams from Insertion Devices
(IDs) to 5 beamlines.
The 3 GeV storage ring operates at beam current of 300
mA and deliver photons through IDs to nine beamlines.
The electron injection to the ring is done with top-up every
10 minutes. Typical total beam lifetime is 16 h.

3 GEV STORAGE RING VACUUM
SYSTEM LAYOUT
The vacuum system of the 3 GeV storage ring follows
the geometry of the seven-bend achromat magnet lattice,
having 20 fold symmetry. There are 20 long straight sections from which 19 are available for IDs and one is devoted to injection. The main accelerator parameters are
listed in Table 1. The detailed design of the vacuum system
is described in detail in [1].
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: 3 GeV storage ring layout, with marked insertion
device/beamline names and main accelerator systems: Inj Injection straight; Dk - Dipole kicker; MIK - Multipole Injection Kicker; E1, E5 - Diagnostic beamlines for emittance measurement; RF - 100 MHz RF cavities, LC - 300
MHz Landau RF cavities, LK - Longitudinal kicker cavity;
VP - Vertical Pinger.
Currently there are 10 insertion devices installed in
straight sections (9 of them are delivering photons to beamlines) as indicated in Fig. 1:
• 3 Elliptically Polarized Undulators (EPU) Veritas,
Hippie, Softimax.
• 6 In Vacuum Undulators (IVU): Nanomax, Danmax,
Formax, Cosaxs, Biomax, Micromax (first light to be
delivered in 2022),
• 1 In Vacuum Wiggler (IVW): Balder.
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Figure 2: Standard achromat layout of the 3 GeV storage ring with visible magnet blocks, supports and concrete girders.
L – Long straight section (for IDs); S1, S2 – Short straight section 1 and 2 (for crotch absorber, RF and diagnostics); M1,
M2 – Matching cell magnet blocks; U1-U5 – Units cell magnet blocks. IP - Ion pumps, VC - vacuum chamber types,
vacuum gauge and valve distribution.

Vacuum System Layout
In each standard vacuum achromat the following components are installed: one crotch absorber (in S1) to enable
the extraction of synchrotron radiation to the beamlines,
four sputter ion pumps (noble diode type), two vacuum
gauges and three vacuum gate valves.
The vacuum system layout of a standard achromat (26.4
m long) is presented in Fig. 2.

INTERVENTIONS ON VACUUM SYSTEM
Since the start of commissioning in 2015 there were several interventions and upgrades done on the storage ring.
The most recent major activity was performed in summer
2020: in place of several straight vacuum chambers two additional vacuum gate valves were installed with dummy
chambers in between. This was done to reserve space for
future installations without the need to vent the whole achromat again.
This intervention was done by venting of the achromat
with purified neon gas following a special procedure. Neon
is a noble gas and is not pumped by the NEG coating, thus
allows to vent a vacuum section without the subsequent
need to re-activate the NEG film by baking. Other intervention using the neon venting were previously performed
in 2018 to replace vacuum chambers in two achromats.
Both times the interventions were successful and the accelerator could come back to operation without any limitations within few Ah of beam time. The intervention is described in more details in [3].

for one complete vacuum achromat were installed, pumped
down, tested, baked and the NEG coated vacuum chambers
were activated with a baking oven in-situ. The assembly
was prepared on a movable transport structure (as shown
in Fig. 3), which can be rolled inside the accelerator tunnel
to a specific location when needed.
In case a vacuum achromat needs to be exchanged, the
following procedure will be performed:
• Remove the seven top magnet halves of the achromat.
• Vent and disconnect upstream/downstream straight
sections and corresponding front end (if needed).
• Vent, remove and place the faulty vacuum achromat
on the second transport structure.
• Move the pre-conditioned spare vacuum achromat to
the faulty achromat and lift with the strongback.
• Lower with the strongback the spare vacuum achromat to the final location on the lower magnets blocks.
• Reconnect, pump down and condition the upstream/downstream straight sections and the front end
(if applicable).
• Place back and connect all the top magnet blocks.

Spare Vacuum Achromat
In case of unexpected problems with vacuum equipment
in an achromat of the 3 GeV storage ring, depending on the
issue (and in case the use of neon venting deemed ineffective or unsuitable), the fastest solution instead of exchanging separate pieces, might be to replace the complete vacuum achromat at once. In order to prepare for such event,
in summer 2021, one standard, vacuum achromat was assembled inside the 3 GeV storage ring tunnel, and will be
kept as a spare. To complete it, all the needed components
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T14: Vacuum Technology

Figure 3: One spare vacuum achromat assembled on a
transport structure inside the 3 GeV storage ring tunnel.
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VACUUM SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Since the start of the storage ring commissioning in 2015
the vacuum system is conditioning fast: the dynamic pressure was reducing fast with the increase of accumulated
beam dose and is still observable, as presented in Fig. 4.
Current accumulated beam dose is 5860 Ah (June 2022).

dose of 1430 and 2690 Ah, measured lifetime was 29 and
39 Ah respectively. These values are considered as lower
limit for vacuum beam lifetime (marked in red in Fig. 5).

Operational Vacuum Issues
There were few operational issues related to the vacuum
system (however never related to the NEG coating), nevertheless they did not limit the ring operation.
Several chambers and a crotch absorber in section S1
had geometrical non-conformities due to mechanical deformation during initial installation or manufacturing problems and had to be exchanged during shutdowns. In 2017
vacuum chambers in two achromats were exchanged and
the NEG coating was re-activated by baking at 190° C. In
2018 two more components were exchanged in two other
achromats, however, without the need of NEG film re-activation as the achromats were vented with purified neon
gas in a special way. More details are described in [3].
Table 2 summarizes vacuum related downtimes in the 3
GeV storage ring over several years.
Table 2: 3 GeV Storage Ring Racuum Related Downtimes
with Mean Time Before Failure (MTBF) per Year, * until
June 2022
Year

Figure 4: The normalized average pressure rise [mbar/mA]
versus the accumulated beam dose [Ah]. Blue vertical lines
mark shutdowns with corresponding beam dose and date.
To obtain the vacuum conditioning curve the data points
were fitted to the following power function: y = 2×10-10 x0.786
. As indicated on Fig. 4 the absolute value of the slope
of the vacuum conditioning curve is 0.786.
From the start of commissioning the trend in total beam
lifetime increase is observable as shown in Fig. 5, during
standard delivery total beam lifetime is around 5 Ah.

2022*
2021
2020
2019
2018
2017

# of vacuum
downtimes
0
1
6
2
8
1

vacuum
contribution
[%]
0
0.5
2.7
1.2
2.4
0.3

Uptime
[%]

MTBF
[h]

98.74
96.88
97.4
97.28
n/a
n/a

116.34
78.85
38.89
39.72
n/a
n/a

CONCLUSION
The design of the MAX IV 3 GeV storage ring vacuum
system proved to be sound with the NEG coating being a
reliable solution for the conductance limited vacuum
chambers. The performance of the storage ring is very
good, the dynamic pressure is low (3 × 10-10 mbar during
standard beam delivery) and vacuum related lifetime is
long. Several interventions and installations on the vacuum
system were performed without jeopardizing the accelerator performance. The method of venting with purified neon
was proven to be effective without the need of NEG film
re-activation.
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THERMO-MECHANICAL MODELING AND THERMAL PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS OF BEAM VACUUM LINE INTERCONNECTIONS AND
COLD WARM TRANSITIONS IN HL-LHC LONG STRAIGHT
SECTION MAGNETS
J. Harray∗ , V. Petit, C. Garion, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The HL-LHC upgrade, aiming at increasing the LHC
levelled luminosity by a factor five, relies on novel superconducting magnets requiring a new beam vacuum system.
Along with the challenges related to magnet design, the
beam optic configuration exposes this new equipment to
stringent conditions for vacuum and cryogenic performance.
Both cold warm transitions and magnet interconnections
appear to be delicate components that are crucial for the
thermal heat transfer between diverse subsystems. The proposed study aims at assessing the heat loads to the cryogenic
system and the temperature fields in the vacuum system.
A nonlinear static thermal analysis is first performed. A
thermo-mechanical approach is developed to capture additional thermal resistance arising from contact between
components and their behaviour during cool-down. The system is then studied under dynamic operations when beams
are circulating and colliding. A thorough analysis of beaminduced heat loads under ultimate conditions highlights the
different relevant contributions. Finally, the transient response of the systems is computed to assess thermal time
constants.

CONTEXT
High Luminosity
The High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC)
is the ongoing CERN project aiming at multiplying the
integrated luminosity of the LHC by a factor 10 [1]. Superconducting insertion magnets in the vicinity of ATLAS
(IR1) and CMS (IR5) need to be replaced [2, 3]. Conservative beam-induced heat loads are derived according to
the HL-LHC optics v1.5 [4] where the beam operates at
𝐿0 = 7.5 1034 cm−2 ⋅s−1 ultimate levelled instantaneous luminosity target and at 7 TeV nominal energy [5].
The study focuses on the thermo-mechanical design of
magnet interconnections (IC) and magnet transitions to the
ambient referred as cold warm transitions (CWT). Four different CWTs of interest are identified in the experimental
insertion area: (i-ii) the two extremities (Q1/D1) of the inner triplet (IT) and (iii-iv) both ends of the stand-alone D2
recombination dipole (IP/NIP). One IC (Q2B/Q3) is investigated and defined as a representative baseline.

Cryogenics and Vacuum
The exposition to highly energetic debris from collision
requires the design of shielded beam screens [6, 7]. The
∗

operating temperature of the aperture needs to be in accordance with its required thermodynamic behavior for vacuum
integrity [8]. Associated required cooling is of prior interest
to draw a rigorous and complete heat budget for the insertion
area [9].

Sequence
The analysis studies the system at equilibrium at its cryogenic temperature referred as the stand-by configuration. At
this stage, heat transfer mechanisms are either static losses
to the ambient or internal exchanges between cryogenic systems. When beam operates, cryogenic regimes are adapted
to further extract beam-induced heat loads and reach its ultimate equilibrium. The dynamic transition from stand-by to
ultimate configurations is finally assessed.

MODELING
Methods
A multiphysics numerical model is defined in COMSOL
Multiphysics©. Thermal conduction equations are derived
under a non linear formulation using temperature-dependent
properties [10]. Solid mechanics is coupled to heat transfer in one-way. Isotropic and elastic material behavior is
considered. Models are meshed in 3D with approximately
250k linear tetrahedron elements. Surface coatings and thin
components are modeled under a thin layer approximation
with shell elements for computational efficiency.
Mechanical results are computed with a fully coupled
direct PARDISO stationary solver. Static thermal results
are computed with a direct segregated PARDISO stationary
solver. The dynamic behavior is solved with an iterative
GMRES transient solver and a time step Δ𝑡 = 1 min.

Thermal Contact
The joint conductance ℎ𝑐 of contact interfaces is modeled
with nonlinear thermo-mechanical contact and the empirical
Cooper-Mikic-Yovanovich (CMY) correlation given as [11]:
ℎ𝑐 = 1.25𝑘𝑐

𝑚asp 𝑝 0.94
( )
𝜎asp 𝐻𝑐

(1)

with 𝑝 the contact pressure, 𝑘𝑐 the harmonic mean of the
contacting surface conductivities, 𝜎asp and 𝑚asp respectively
the RMS value of the average height and slope of surface
asperities and 𝐻𝑐 the Vickers microhardness of the softer
material.

jerome.harray@cern.ch
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The distribution of contact pressure is derived in a oneway coupling from a structural mechanics model. The bolt
pretension is applied to the assembly at room temperature.
The system is then cooled-down to its cryogenic equilibrium
temperature. Temperatures of the interfaces are assumed
uniform and postulated a priori in line with the coupling
approach. During the cool-down, a loosening of the interface
occurs due to the interplay of thermal contractions of the
different components. The detrimental decrease of joint
conductance is assessed as depicted for D2 in Fig. 1 and
thermalization design guidelines are inferred.

Figure 1: Distribution of contact pressure 𝑝 at the interface
from the thermal shield and von Mises stress 𝜎𝑉 𝑀 in pretension bolts of D2 NIP.
From the multiphysics approach, a minimum contact pressure from a given tightening torque can be derived for each
thermalization design to achieve required heat extraction 𝑞
as described in Fig. 2 for D2 NIP.
5
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Figure 2: Heat budget of evolution of the cold mass (CM),
thermal shield (TS) and beam position monitoring (BPM)
according to the average contact pressure 𝑃𝑇 𝑆 of the thermal
shield thermalization for D2 NIP.

Internal Isothermal Flow
Natural convection with the ambient is considered on the
external surface of the cryostat. Forced convection is modeled for cryogenic circuits. Under isothermal flow assumption with negligible temperature difference between fluid
and duct and for ongoing turbulent regimes, heat exchange
is computed using Dittus–Boelter correlation [12]:
𝑘
1/3
0.027 Re4/5
for Re𝐷 > 2500 , (2)
𝐷 Pr
𝐷
with ℎ𝑓 the internal forced convection coefficient, 𝑘 the fluid
thermal conductivity, 𝜙 the diameter of the cooling channel, Re𝐷 the dimensionless Reynolds number and Pr the
dimensionless Prandtl number.
ℎ𝑓 =
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Surface-to-Surface Radiation
Radiation with the ambient is considered to account for
external heat dissipation from CWTs. Regarding surface to
surface radiation, the numerical sequence is computationally
expensive for large and complex geometries. Its modeling
is only implemented when it is relevant to beam line design
and the contribution is significant on the overall heat budget.
As a first estimate, the radiation from thermal shield to CWT
is analytically assessed under the assumption of concentric
cylinders [13] and assumed as negligible.
The short length of CWTs, the large aperture 𝐷 of the
beam line and the large temperature difference over CWTs
are favorable factors to allow thermal radiation propagating
from the ambient to the cold mass through the aperture. This
mechanism is referred as beam line radiation in the following
and is numerically assessed.
View factors are computed using the hemicube
method [14]. Drift tubes and beam screens are truncated
over a length 𝐿 and an enclosure is obtained through
virtual capping of the extremities. Black-body properties
are assigned to virtual end caps to account for an infinite
media. The emissivity of the beam screen is assumed as
highly reflective [15]. A minimum length of truncation
𝐿 > 5𝐷 is required to reach representative values of beam
line radiation as presented in Fig. 3(a) under a parametric
analysis for D2 NIP.
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Figure 3: Beam-line radiation budget over the cold mass
end cap (CAP), the beam screen surface (BS), their addition
(TOT) and the CWT for D2 NIP as a function of (a) the
truncation length 𝐿 and (b) the beam line emissivity 𝜀.
The amorphous carbon (a-C) coating from beam screens
is known to alter the substrate emissivity but no accurate
measurement is made available. Sensitivity analysis is performed to stress involved order of magnitudes and derive
conservative radiating heat loads as reported in Fig. 3(b) for
D2 NIP.

EXTERNAL CONTRIBUTIONS
During beam operation, interactions with the equipment
are leading to power deposition. The contributions of such interactions are referred as beam-induced heat loads. Relevant
contributions are reviewed and importation from available
dedicated assessments is detailed.
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DYNAMIC RESPONSE

Nuclear Debris
The equipment in the vicinity of collisions is subjected to
significant nuclear power deposition. An energy deposition
analysis was carried out using FLUKA© [16]. Deposition
over D2 is ignored due to distance from collisions. The
most significant power deposition from particle showers
occurs between Q2A and Q3 and is retained as a conservative
case study for IC. Specific power sources are translated into
components.

e-Clouds
Simulations of beam-induced electrons multipacting were
performed with PyECLOUD onto consecutive 2D sections
along the beam line [17, 18]. The secondary electron yield
(SEY) of aperture surface is identified as a key parameter.
According to ongoing development of a-C coatings [19–21],
heat loads are derived considering coated components with
SEY= 1.05. Deposition is assumed uniform over aperture
sections. A continuous distribution is derived from linear
interpolation between studied sections and imposed as a
boundary heat load onto beam screen coating.

Impedance
A last beam-induced effect considered is the impedance
heating from image current losses. Available studies, computed with CST Studio©, provide linear distributions along
beam screens as a function of the copper coating temperature [22]. Results are imported as boundary heat loads and
account for two counter-rotating beams in single aperture
magnets and the longitudinal weld of the beam screen.

STATIC RESULTS
Temperature
Temperature distributions, as presented in Fig. 4 for
Q2B/Q3 IC, are inspected to verify vacuum performance.
Temperatures from external surfaces are compared with dew
point from ambient conditions to avoid moisture condensation or ice deposition [23].

Transient responses can be of interest to estimate transit
time from stand-by to ultimate equilibrium. The model is
initialized from static stand-by configuration computed in
previous sections and transient responses are computed with
beam-induced heat loads enabled to ultimate values. The
minimum, maximum and mean aperture temperatures of
the IC are reported in Fig. 5(a) with characteristic times of
respectively 0.5 h, 5 h and 4 h. The evolution of the heat
extraction from different cryogenic systems is monitored in
time as depicted in Fig. 5(b), as an example of the thermalization of the beam position monitoring (BPM) system of
the IC with a rising time on the order of 6 h.
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Figure 5: Transient response from stand-by to ultimate conditions for Q2B/Q3 IC of (a) minimum, maximum and mean
aperture temperatures and (b) BPM heat flux.

CONCLUSION
Results are comforting for the required vacuum performance. Physics fills generally hold for 10 h to 20 h. Beam
line will operate for a significant time below computed conservative ultimate state. Temperature distributions will remain close to the design range leading to desired outgassing
rate. Guidelines for thermalization design have been rigorously identified and implemented.
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Figure 4: Temperature distribution over Q2B/Q3 IC in standby conditions.

Heat Budget
Integrated loads over each cryogenic entities are computed
for both stand-by and ultimate conditions and reported to
the overall budget for accurate cryogenic design [9]. Beaminduced contributions are identified as the difference between both computed configurations.
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Abstract
Non Evaporable Getter (NEG) coating has been employed extensively in the particle accelerator especial-ly
where the vacuum conductance of the vessel is se-verely
restricted and ultra-high vacuum condition is required.
NEG coating will significantly reduce the outgassing rate
and provides active pumping surface for H2, CO and CO2.
In addition, it has been proven that NEG coated surfaces
have a very low secondary electron yield, as well as low
photon and electron stimulated desorption yields. However, the existing NEG film increases the RF surface resistance of the beam pipe.
In order to increase NEG coating conductivity, at ASTeC, in the past several years, the alternative NEG composition have been studied by adding more con-ductive element such as Cu, Au, Al and Ag. In this study, we report on
the photon stimulated desorption, activation temperature
and surface resistance from room temperature to cryogenic
temperature for a new NEG quaternary alloy of TiVZrAg
as function of the film composition.

INTRODUCTION
Non-evaporable getter (NEG) coating, originally invented at CERN, is already used in many accelerators [15] due to three main properties:
1. In a dense structure, it acts as barrier between a vacuum chamber material and an inner vacuum hence
even in non-activated state it provides lower residual
gas pressure.
2. In a columnar structure, it has a large surface area,
hence, a fully coated vacuum chamber has large distributed pumping speed, the benefit of this is essential
for the narrow vessels with a limited vacuum conductance.
3. In activated state, the NEG coating has low secondary
electron (SEY) yield that helps to supress electron
multipacting and electron cloud in high intensity accelerators.
Over recent years, ASTeC Vacuum Solutions Group
made a good progress in further development of NEG coatings. New quaternary alloy coating which, can be activated
at 140 °C, it is 40 °C lower than for an original invention
[6, 7]. A good progress was achieved in reducing photon
and electron induced desorption [8, 9]. There are two main
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challenges in further NEG coating optimisation: (1) the
beam impedance in the NEG coated chamber, which related to beam parameters and NEG coating RF surface resistance, this is a problem for short-bunch machines [10,
11]; (2) coating with NEG on narrow tubes with a diameter
less than 10 mm, this is a problem for small aperture machines like a future UK-XFEL.
In this report we will concentrate mostly on solution of
decreasing NEG surface RF resistance while keeping the
integrity of its main three properties.

SAMPLE PREPARATION
Two type of samples was used in this set of experiment:
tubular sample that, is the best geometry for evaluation of
the pumping properties and flat samples for surface analysis and surface resistance. For the tubular sample a 316 LN
stainless steel tube of inner diameter of 38 mm and the
length of 0.5 m equipped with two CF40 flanges at either
end was deposited with TiZrVAg. The film was deposited
using a coaxial cylindrical magnetron configuration with
an external magnetic field provided by a solenoid. The deposition method and apparatus is described in our previous
publications [6]. The target was a single 3-mm diameter
NEG alloy wire of TiZrV specially made for ASTeC, with
1-mm diameter Ag wire raped around the NEG wire. The
concentration of Ag is controlled by the number of turn
used within the 0.5 m length of the tube. The deposition
was done at 10-2 mbar and with DC sputtering mode. The
flat samples were produced by placing different size of Ag
wire in a 3” planar magnetron target. The deposition condition was kept the same as one chosen for tubular deposition.

PSD MEASUREMENT
The PSD was carried out at Taiwan National Synchrotron Radiation Research centre, beam line TLS-BL19B of
1.5 GeV beamline. The PSD experimental system contains
a turbo-molecular pump (TMP), a conductance-limited
long aluminium pipe, RGA, and two gauges, that connected the NEG-Tube for carrying out the measurement.
The whole experimental system with the NEG-coated tube
was performed the vacuum baking and the NEG-activation
and then achieve the ultimate pressure of 2×10-10 mbar.
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Then open the gate valve to link the beamline system, isolate the TMP, and reach to the static vacuum pressure of
2.4×10-10 mbar that was ready for measuring the yield of
the photon stimulated desorption (PSD) via the throughput
method.
The outgassing during the baking (150 °C, 24 h) contained typically the H2O, H2, CO2 and CO. While the Kr
(from coated film) was observed as well. The outgassing
during the NEG activation (180 °C, 24 h) contains majorly
the H2 and hydrocarbons when arising the temperature (T)
over 150 °C, and the burst of CH4 and Kr at T over 180 °C,
and, finally, the residual gases of H2, H2O, CO, CO2 and
Kr, precede the cool down.

RF SURFACE RESISTANCE
MEASUREMENT METHOD

During the PSD-measurement, the SR light of 2.53 mrad
horizontal-span from the BL19B beamline was introduced
to the NEG- tube at 3° of incidence angle that spread the
18.6 W power of SR to the inner side of tube. The TLS is
operated at 1.5 GeV, 362 mA top-up mode, and the critical
photon energy of 2.14 keV. The NEG-coated tube was
cooled by wrapping the Cu-jacket brazed with water cooling tubes that maintained the tube at 25.1±0.2°C of temperature. The increase of temperature at the NEG-coated tube
during the SR exposure is 0.3 °C on the upstream and 0.1
°C on the downstream, respectively. The variation of the
ambient temperature is about 0.5 °C, in the experimental
hall due to the climate change of day/night, through the
overall experiments.

The measurement method selected for these experiments
is based on a Hakki-Coleman dielectric resonator (DR)
[12]. Our design has been fitted to perform measurements
at low temperature under DC magnetic fields and adapted
to the size of the samples available. It consists of a cylindrical metallic cavity (radius 5.5 mm, height 3 mm) loaded
with a c-oriented, high-permittivity (ɛr(50K) ≈ 110), and
low-loss (tan(δ)(50K)<10−5) rutile (TiO2, radius 2 mm),
shielded axially by one pair of samples to be analysed. The
structure sustains a TE011 mode [13, 14] in which induced
RF currents on the samples are azimuthal. The absence of
radial currents makes the resonator parameters sensitive to
the properties of the materials being tested but insensitive
to the electrical contact between the samples under test and
the lateral walls. This technique has proven capable of
measuring surface resistances (Rs) over four orders of magnitude with high reproducibility [15].

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Figure 1 depict surface chemical state of each elements
of a TiZrVAg with 5 atomic % of Ag. For as air exposed
sample all active elements of Ti, Zr and V are of their oxide
state of TiO2 , ZrO2 and V2O5. There is significant amount
of C at the surface up to 54 at% at and O up to 30 at%. The
activation cycle was set at two cycle of 20 hours. The first
was at 140 °C and the next was at 180 °C. XPS analysis
carried out after each activation cycle. An interesting point
is that Ag is in metallic state the spin orbital doublet at 374
and 368 eV for j = 3/2 and j =3/5 respectively. Ag stays the
same throughout activation temperature range employed in
this study. After 140 °C activation, all active elements are
in mixed metallic and oxide state. V is almost fully activated while Ti (Ti0, Ti1+, Ti2+, Ti3+) and Zr (Zr0, Zr1+, Zr2+,
Zr3+) are mainly in their sub oxide states. After activation
at 180 °C the NEG is fully activated with all the metallic
elements being at metallic state and carbide state. The metallic carbide state is evidence by the C1s peak is split at
two binding energy of 185 eV corresponding to amorphous
carbon and 182 eV corresponding metallic carbide as
shown in Fig. 1e. The SEM image of NEG sample is
shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that film is grown in dense
structure.
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Figure 1: XPS region spectra of main elements of
TiZrVAg: a) Zr3d, b) Ti3d, c) Aged, d) V2p and O1s and
e) C1s.

Figure 2: A planar SEM image of TiZrVAg deposited on
copper.
The PSD yield for the NEG-coated tube was measured
about 2×10-5 molecules/photon at 0.01 Ah of accumulated
Beam Dose at preliminary SR-exposure stage, then reduced to 1.2×10-5 molecules/photon at 0.2 Ah in 30
minutes, and continuously reduced to 3.4×10-7 molecules/photon at 160 Ah along a simulated linear curve with
a slope of -0.556. The total exposure time taken for achieving the accumulated beam dose of 160 Ah, equal to
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1.27×1022 photons/m, is equivalent to 18.5 full-days continuous- exposure. The PSD-yield of NEG-tube is about 1–
2 order of magnitude lower than those of the aluminum
(AL) or SS tubes with various surface cleaning or treatments. These can be seen in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: The PSD results after activation at 180 °C.
As can be seen in Fig. 4, the PSD from the NEG-coated
tube contains H2, CxHy, CO, CO2, H2O and Kr, that decreased continuously through the photon exposure. It reveals the effect of beam conditioning that depicts the fact
of the PSD molecules are generated from the NEG coating
on the tube.

Figure 4: PSD yields as function of beam dose.
The desorption of hydrocarbons, CxHy, must be generated by the recombination of hydrogen and carbon atoms
resided in the NEG film during the SR irradiation since the
hydrocarbons should not be originally pump-absorbed on
the NEG film. The desorption of the Kr is definitely from
the NEG film (as Kr was a discharge gas during the coating
process). The pumping of NEG for the H2, CO, and CO2 is
promising since the rise of desorbed quantities of these
gases are not significant in comparison with that of hydrocarbons and Kr. The evidence of lower PSD yield is consistent as expected. The measurement of the surface resistance performed as function of temperature in the 8 GHz
dielectric resonator, for three different Ag atomic ratio
ranging from 2 at% to 6 at%.
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The results is shown in Fig. 5. In here Sample 6Ag is the
same sample as the XPS results is shown above. It shows a
much higher quality factor at low temperatures as compared to the rest of the samples. It should be noted that in
this set of measurement film associated with Sample 2Ag
was delaminated and very patchy.

Figure 5: Unloaded quality factor Q0 as a function of temperature.
Table 1: Surface Resistance of Various Ag Concentration
in TiZrVAg Film Deposited on Copper
Samples

Rs (mOhm) at 300 K

No Ag

41.7

2 Ag

49.0

4 Ag

40.1

6 Ag

30.6

OFCH Cu *

25.7

Table 1 shows the surface resistance which of the measured samples at 300 K. The value for OFCH copper is
added for comparison. As it can be seen a 5 at% Ag can
considerably reduce the NEG resistance. The surface resistance of a copper coated sample with conventional NEG
increases from 25.7 mΩ for a bare copper to 41.7 mΩ, an
increase of 62%. By adding 5 at% Ag the increase in surface resistance is reduced to 18%. This is considerable reduction. This is firstly due to the added conductive element, in this case Ag, stays in metallic state. Furthermore,
the SEY should be the same or at least better for non-activated or as received NEG. The activation temperature of
140 °C is comparable to our previous quaternary TiZrVHf
and conductive TiZrVCu reported in ecould18 and EVC15.

CONCLUSION
We optimised the effect of additional conductive metal
to conventional NEG in order to compensate the increase
of NEG surface resistance comparing to bare copper used
as vacuum chamber. We have successfully showed that despite fact that the added material will not act as a getter
material, nevertheless has barely any consequence on other
essential property of NEG such as PSD and activation temperature.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE PHOTON STIMULATED DESORPTION FOR
VARIOUS VACUUM TUBES AT A BEAM LINE OF TLS
G. Y. Hsiung†, C. M. Cheng, NSRRC, Hsinchu, Taiwan
R. Valizadeh, ASTeC Vacuum Science Group, STFC Daresbury Laboratory,
Warrington, Cheshire, UK
Abstract
For most light sources, the synchrotron radiation (SR) hit
on the beam ducts or absorbers results in higher pressurerise and the consequent higher radiation level through the
commissioning stage. Various surface treatments, e.g.
chemical cleaning, oil-free machining, NEG-coating, etc.,
for the beam ducts or absorbers have developed worldwide
for mitigating the yield of Photon Stimulated Desorption
(PSD). A beam line, BL19B, of 1.5 GeV Taiwan Light
Source (TLS) have modified to measure the PSD-yield of
the vacuum tubes. The white light of BL19B covers the
critical length at 2.14 keV is suitable for generating higher
yield of the photo-electrons (PEY) and the consequent
PSD-yield to be measured can be resolved wide range of
10-2 ~ 10-7 molecules/photon. The PSD-outgas, measured
by RGA, contains the typical H2, CO, CO2, hydrocarbons
(CxHy), and the Kr from NEG-coating, the alcohol from
ethanol-machined surface in some cases. The effect of
beam cleaning reflects the PSD-molecules generated from
the SR-irradiated surface. This paper will describe the results about PSD-measurement for various vacuum tubes.

from the TLS-BL19B beamline [1]. A machined Reducer
Flange (tilted-angle: 3°) was inserted between the beamline and the sample tubes (38 mm I.D., 0.5 m length) that
spreads the photon beam on the inner side of tube uniformly. Figure 1 and Fig. 2 show the photographs and the
layout of the BL19B (PSD) beamline respectively. In Fig.
2, P1 and P2 indicate the pressures measured closed to the
sample tube and the end of beamline, respectively. An aluminum pipe, I.D. 20×68 mm and Long 0.8 m, possesses a
conductance (label "C" in Fig. 2) of 10 l/s for the throughput-measurement [2]. A residual gas analyser (RGA) installed near the P1-gauge measures the outgas species
dominantly from the tube.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: The BL19B (PSD) beamline at TLS.

The beamline BL19B(PSD) of the 1.5 GeV Taiwan Light
Source (TLS) has been constructed since 1999 and dedicated to measure the photon stimulated desorption (PSD)
from the samples at UHV for inspecting the qualities of the
surface cleaning. The TLS, at the critical photon energy of
2.14 keV, has routinely operated at 362 mA top-up mode
that delivered an angular power of 7.35 W/mrad. The yield
of PSD was obtained via the throughput method that
measures the pressure rise near the sample converted to the
outgassing rate and divided by the photon flux. The outgas
molecules desorbed from the surface irradiated by the synchrotron radiation (SR) reflects the concentration of the atoms out of the absorbed or residual molecules on the surface or oxide layers. In this paper, the sample tubes including the aluminum (AL), provided by NSRRC, and the titanium (Ti), stainless steel (SS) with NEG-coating, provided
by ASTeC were measured. Selection of the tube-materials
considered the application as the beam ducts for most of
the accelerators that the results of the PSD experiment must
be interesting to be a reference.

Figure 2: Layout of the experimental system at BL19B.

EXPERIMENTAL
The experiment was carried out by introducing the horizontal photon span of 2.53 mrad, confined by the XY-Slits,
___________________________________________

† hsiung@nsrrc.org.tw
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The four sample tubes for the measurement are listed in
Table 1. The AL-1 and AL-2 tubes were machined inside
with ethanol (Eth), then AL-2 tube was further cleaned
with ozonied water (O3W: 10 ppm, 30 min) [3]. The Ti-3
tube was originally cleaned via standard proceedure of ASTeC [4], and cleaned with O3W at NSRRC prior to the experiment. The SS-4 (NEG) tube was prepared and coated
the Dual-NEG, TiZrV column and dense, film at ASTeC.
All the tubes except the SS-4 were in-situ baked at 150°C,
24 h to the UHV at the ultimate pressure under 2×10-10 Torr
(2.7×10-8 Pa) at the beamline prior to the experiment.
While the SS-4 tube was first baked at 80°C, 24 h, only for
inspecting the PSD without NEG-activation within a short
exposure beam dose (< 0.8 Ah), and then activated the
NEG at 180°C, 24 h for another PSD measurement with
long exposure dosage afterwards.
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The yield of the PSD (η) is calculated from the PSD outgassing rate (Q) divided by the photon flux (Ṅ), as shown
in the following equations [1]:
𝜑
𝑁 8.05 10 𝐸 ∙ 𝐼 ∙
𝐾∙𝐼
(1)
2𝜋
𝑄

𝐶 𝑃1

𝜂

𝑃2
∙

(2)
~ 676230 ∙

(3)

temperature. Figure 4 shows the trend curves of pressure,
temperature, and the RGA spectrum, through the activation. The initial outgas contains majorly the H2, CH4, C2H4,
CO2, and Kr. The Kr desorbed from the film was the discharge gas during the NEG-coating. Although the pressures rise in the preliminary 8 hours of activation was reduced to over 100 times lower value ~ 2×10-9 Torr, however the desorption of CxHy and Kr was maintained till
cooling down.

where E (beam energy) = 1.5 GeV, I (beam current), C
(conductance) = 10 l/s, and φ (photon span) = 2.53 mrad.
Table 1: Sample Tubes for the Experiment
Label (note)

Treatment prior to SR exposure

AL-1 (Ethanol)
AL-2 (Eth+O3W)
Ti-3 (O3W)
SS-4 (NEG)

In-situ Bake (150°C, 24h)
In-situ Bake (150°C, 24h)
In-situ Bake (150°C, 24h)
(a) In-situ Bake (80°C, 24h)
(b) Activation (180°C, 24h)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The trends of pressure (P1, P2) and the RGA spectra during the in-situ baking, activation of the NEG, and the PSD
measurement for the four sample tubes as shown the plot
curves, figures, and the analysis are described in the following subsections, respectively.

In-situ Baking
The vacuum system including the sample tube, closed to
the gauge-P1, and the ambient chambers, between gaugeP1 and P2, was in-situ baked out after replacement of the
tube. Figure 3 depicts the typical curves of the pressures
(P1, P2) and temperature of tube and ambient chamber, as
well as the RGA spectra from the AL, Ti, SS tubes, through
the baking. The ultimate pressure achieved the UHV after
baking. The initial outgas typically contained the H2O, H2,
CO, CO2, and Hydrocarbons (CxHy), similar for all the
tubes. Most of them were desorbed from the physi-sorption.

Figure 3: Curves of pressures, temperature, and RGA spectrum for the AL, Ti, and SS tubes during the baking.

Activation of the NEG
The NEG film in the SS-4 tube was activated by heating
the tube up to 180ºC for 24h with the tape-heater wrapped
on the tube, while the ambient chamber was kept at room
THPOTK037
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Figure 4: Curves of pressures, temperature, and RGA spectrum for the SS-4 tube during the NEG-activation.

PSD Measurement
The curves of the PSD-yield (η) versus the accumulated
photon dose (D) for the four tubes are illustrated in Fig. 5.
It is easier to estimate the accumulated beam dose (Ah) by
converting the unit of photon dose, i.e. 1 ampere-hour (Ah)
equals to 7.963×1019 photons/m, through the photon exposure. The curves of AL-1, AL-2 and Ti-3 in Fig. 5 depict
the split-difference at the most earlier accumulated photon
dose < 2×1019 photons/m (~ 0.25 Ah of beam dose) and
closed to each other through the long exposure afterwards.
The curves declined and approached to a slope (α) ~ -1
comply with the Eq. (4). For the SS-4(NEG) tube after the
NEG activation, the α ~ -0.37 and η is about 1-2 order of
magnitude lower than those of other bare tubes.
η

𝐷

(4)

Figure 5: Curves of the PSD-yield of the four tubes versus
the accumulated photon dose.
The partial pressure, measured by RGA, has normalized
to the pressure by gauge-P1 through all the experiment.
Figure 6 shows the trend-curves of the partial pressure rise
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versus the photon dose. The RGA spectra for each tubes at
beam dose of 0.02 Ah, 0.4 Ah, and 40 Ah, are illustrated in
Fig. 7 for the comparisons.

with others that reveals a low-carbon oxide layers cleaned
with the ozonized water.
In case of the SS-4(NEG) tube, as shown in Fig. 6(d) and
Fig. 7(d), the partial pressure of the H2, CO, CO2 are much
lower than that of other tubes and presented a much lower
yield of PSD from the fresh surface after NEG-activation.

CONCLUSION

Figure 6: Curves of the partial pressure rise of the four
tubes versus the photon dose during the PSD exposure.

The BL19B (PSD) beamline of 1.5 GeV Taiwan Light
Source (TLS) is capable of measuring the PSD-Yield and
inspecting the residual atoms on the sample surface and the
consequent desorption behaviour efficiently and precisely.
A quick experiment for each sample tube takes 2 weeks including the installation, baking, and the PSD measurement
up to 40 Ah beam dose, thanks to the top-up operation
mode of TLS at beam current of 362 mA. The yield of PSD
was measured via the throughput method that covers a
wide range of η in 10-2 ~ 10-7 molecules/photon. The results
depict the similar behaviour of the PSD between the bare
tubes, AL and Ti, with efficient ethanol machined or ozonized water cleaned surface qualities. While the PSD from
the SS (NEG) tube possesses relatively lower desorption
yield especially after the activation of the NEG film that
refreshed the surface. Desorption of the CxHy and Kr appears through the NEG-activation that presents the degassing property and eliminates after cool-down. However,
sometimes the residual inert outgases were observed in the
PSD-measurement. More works on in-situ measurement of
the photon electron yield (PEY) associated with the PSD
yield will carry out on BL19B beamline in the near future.
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ELECTRON STIMULATED DESORPTION FROM TITANIUM TUBE
O.B. Malyshev†, R. Valizadeh, STFC Daresbury Laboratory, Warrington, UK
Abstract
Titanium is one of the materials that used for production
of accelerator vacuum chamber and components. In this
paper we report the results of vacuum properties evaluation
measurements of titanium vacuum chamber. The sample
was produced from 40-mm inner diameter tube made of
titanium and equipped with CF40 flanges at both ends. The
electron stimulated desorption (ESD) was measured after
24-h bakeout to 80, 150, 180 and 250 °C. H2 and CO initial
sticking probabilities were measured after bakeout before
the ESD measurements. After ESD measurements, the initial H2 and CO sticking probabilities were measured again
together with CO sorption capacity. These measurements
provide the results for ESD as a function of electron dose
baked to different temperatures and demonstrate the efficiency of electron stimulated activation of titanium vacuum chamber.

INTRODUCTION
Titanium and its alloys were investigated in the past as
materials for accelerator vacuum chamber that can provide
low thermal, photon, electron and ion stimulated desorption yields [1-3]. However, the information on the desorption yields after different treatments and for different conditions is still very limited.
Ti is a well-known getter material which is used in sputter ion pumps (SIP) and evaporable getter (titanium sublimation pumps – TSP). Our earlier studies of non-evaporable getter films demonstrated that a Ti film with a columnar
structure shows pumping properties after heating to
≥ 200 °C for 24 hours. Dense Ti structures would require
higher activation temperature.
The aims of this work were: (1) to check is any pumping
properties of pure Ti material would be measured after
heating to 150-300 °C (typical range of temperatures applied for vacuum chamber bakeout), (2) to measure ESD
yield from non-baked Ti and after bakeout to 150, 180 and
250 °C, (3) to check if there are effects of electron bombardment stimulated activation similar to one for NEG
coatings [4, 5].

SAMPLE
The sample is a tube with an inner diameter of 40 mm
and a length of 50 cm, and was produced from titanium
tube welded to CH40 flanges made of 316 LN stainless
steel at Scanwel Ltd. (Bala, Gwynedd, UK).
The received sample was cleaned at Daresbury Laboratory following standard cleaning procedure [6].
___________________________________________
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ESD FACILITY
A facility for ESD measurement from tubular samples is
described in [5]. This facility provides electron bombardment from a hot Thoria coated filament placed along the
tube axis. The filament is heated with a current (up to If =8
A) from the floating power supply, biasing the filament is
possible up to 6.5 kV allowing electron incident energies
in the range 0 ≤ Ee ≤ 6.5 keV. The experiments described
in this paper were performed with the electron incident energy of Ee = 500 eV and the electron current in the range of
1 < Ie < 30 mA. The sample temperature was maintained at
room temperature. The gas injection line allows the injection of H2, CH4, CO, CO2 and N2 for RGA calibration,
sticking probability, pumping speed and capacity measurements.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
After installing the Ti tubular sample on the ESD measurement facility, the test vacuum chamber was pumped out
and, after 12 hours pumping, set for a bakeout. In this
study, to minimise a possible contamination of the Ti sample, the bakeout procedure was the same as used for the
NEG coated samples [1].
The Run 1 procedure consists of the following steps:
a. Initially, all parts of test chamber were heated to
200 °C with exception of the Ti tube heated to 80 °C.
b. After the 24-h bakeout all other parts of test chamber
were cooled to 150 °C, while Ti tube remains heated
to 80 °C.
c. Thoria filament switched on and degassed, then extractor gauge and RGAs switched on and degassed.
d. After that all parts of test chamber including the sample were cooled to room temperature.
e. The ESD measurement were started after ~12 hours
at room temperature.
f. Pumping properties were checked before irradiation
started and after irradiation completed.
g. Venting to air for 30 minutes.
The Ti sample temperature of 80 °C is a compromised
value allowing us to minimise two effect: it should be sufficiently high to avoid re-condensation of gas species desorbed from other parts of test chamber during their
bakeout and, from another side, it should be low in comparison to usual bakeout temperatures (150-300 °C) and it
should be sufficiently low to avoid activation of the Ti as a
getter material.
The Run 2-4 procedure was different and consists of the
following steps:
a. Initially, same as in Run 1, all parts of test chamber
were heated to 200 °C with exception of the Ti tube
heated to 80 °C.
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b. After the 24-h bakeout all other parts of test chamber
were cooled to 150 °C, while Ti tube was heated to
150 °C.
c. Thoria filament switched on and degassed, then extractor gauge and RGAs switched on and degassed.
d. After 1 h the temperature of the Ti tubular sample was
set to a selected temperature (150 °C in Run 2,
180 °C in Run 3, 250 °C in Run 4).
e. 2 hours after reaching the desired sample temperature
all other parts of test chamber were cooled to room
temperature.
f. The Ti sample remains at the desired sample temperature for 24 h then it cooled down to room temperature.
g. The ESD measurement were started after ~12 hours
at room temperature.
h. Pumping properties were checked before irradiation
started and after irradiation completed.
i. Venting to air for 30 minutes
In Run 5 the Ti sample was heated to 300 °C to check
pumping properties only.

changes within factor 2, reduces by factor 5 for CO and
factor 10 for CO2, however it is increasing by factor 5 for
H2O. For higher doses (D > 4×1020 e-/m2) the ESD yields
reduce exponentially: η(D) ∝ D–a where a ≈1 for H2, CH4
and CO, while the H2O and CO2 ESD yields reduce
quicker.

RESULTS
In all five runs no pumping properties were measured
neither before nor after electron bombardment.
The ESD yields (η) were calculated as described in [5]
for non-sorbing surface. They are shown in Figs. 1-5 as a
function of accumulated electron dose after bakeout to 80,
150, 180 and 250 °C for 24 hrs for H2, CH4, CO, CO2 and
H2O, respectively.

Figure 2: CH4 ESD yields as a function of accumulated
electron dose after bakeout to 80, 150, 180 and 250 °C for
24 hrs.
After bakeout to 150 °C in Run 2, the initial ESD yields
measured at D = 1×1019 e-/m2 are much lower than in Run
1, however the effect of conditioning with a dose is slower.
The higher bakeout temperature of 180 °C in Run 3 results
in ESD yields similar to ones in Run 2. The bakeout temperature of 250 °C in Run 4 results in further reduction of
the ESD yields for H2 and insignificant difference for other
gas species.

DISCUSSION

Figure 1: H2 ESD yields as a function of accumulated electron dose after bakeout to 80, 150, 180 and 250 °C for
24 hrs.
Run 1 bombardment started with a very low current (<1
mA) allowing to measure ESD at very low electron accumulated dose of 2×1018 e-/m2. For low doses 2×1018 ≤ D
≤ 4×1019 e-/m2, the initial ESD yields for H2 and CH4
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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The 80 °C bakeout in Run 1 was used to avoid contamination from other parts of vacuum chamber during their
bakeout, this bakeout is unlikely affect the ESD yields of
any measured gas species apart of H2O, so this sample can
be considered as unbaked. In comparison to Run 1, the
bakeout to 150 °C in Run 2 reduces ESD yields by a factor
from 30 to 1 for H2, 60 to 5 for CH4, 120 to 3 for CO, 500
to 9 for CO2, and 2×103 to 2 for H2O, correspondingly
measured at accumulated electron doses of D = 1020 and
1024 e–/m2.
Results obtained after bakeout to 180 °C in Run 3 are
quite comparable to ones in Run 2: the same for H2, by up
to a factor 3 higher for CH4 and CO, and by up to a factor
20 higher for CO2 and H2O. There is no explanation for
the ESD yields in Run 3 higher than in Run 2, however
they significantly lower than in Run 1.
The bakeout to 250 °C in Run 4 provide significant reduction of ESD yields in comparison to Run 1: by a factor
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from 100 to 5 for H2, 60 to 10 for CH4, 300 to 10 for CO,
3×103 to 10 for CO2, and 2×104 to 5 for H2O, correspondingly measured at D = 1020 and 1024 e–/m2.
It must be noted that bakeout in all runs provides a more
significant improvement for low doses and less significant
at high doses. However, this is exactly what is required for
the machine operation: significant reduction of pressure at
the starting operation of machine and reduced time for vacuum conditioning.

The ESD result reported above can also be compared to
the ones obtained on the same test facility for a 316LN
stainless steel tube [7] baked to 250 °C for 24 hrs. The ESD
yields for Ti sample baked to T = 80 °C are comparable to
ones for 316LN stainless steel tube within a factor 2, while
the ESD yields for Ti sample baked to T ≥ 150 °C are much
lower than ones for 316LN stainless steel tube. This
demonstrates the advanced vacuum properties of vacuum
chamber made of Ti in comparison to one made of 316LN
stainless steel. An unbaked vacuum chamber made of Ti
can provide the same vacuum specifications as 316LN
stainless steel baked to o 250 °C for 24 hrs.

Figure 3: CO ESD yields as a function of accumulated
electron dose after bakeout to 80, 150, 180 and 250 °C for
24 hrs.
Figure 5: H2O ESD yields as a function of accumulated
electron dose after bakeout to 80, 150, 180 and 250 °C for
24 hrs.

CONCLUSION

Figure 4: CO2 ESD yields as a function of accumulated
electron dose after bakeout to 80, 150, 180 and 250 °C for
24 hrs.
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The ESD yields from Ti sample have been measured for
various gas species as a function of accumulated electron
dose after bakeout to 80, 150, 180 and 250 °C.
Unbaked (bakeout to 80 °C) Ti sample provides ESD
yields comparable to 316LN stainless steel baked to 250
°C for 24 hrs.
Baking to 150-180 °C reduces ESD yields from Ti sample by a factor 30 for H2 and by approximately two orders
of magnitude for other gas species at low doses, at higher
doses this factor reduces to a value between 1 and 10. Baking to 250 °C reduces ESD yields even further by approximately two orders of magnitude for H2, CH4 and CO, and
by approximately four orders of magnitude for CO2 at low
doses, at higher doses this factor reduces to a value between 5 and 10.
Ti sample demonstrated no pumping properties either after baking up to 300 °C or after electron bombardement.
These results clearly demonstrate the advantage of Ti
vacuum chambers for accelerator beam chambers.
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THE EFFECT OF ACTIVATION DURATION ON THE PERFORMANCE OF
NON-EVAPORABLE GETTER COATINGS
E. Marshall† , O. B. Malyshev, R. Valizadeh
ASTeC Vacuum Solutions Group, STFC Daresbury Laboratory, Warrington, Cheshire WA4 4AD,
UK
Abstract
Non-evaporable getter (NEG) coatings can be activated
at temperatures as low as 140°C. However, better pumping
properties are achieved using higher temperatures, between
150-300 °C. This paper investigates whether using an increased activation duration can improve the NEG properties obtained using lower activation temperatures, and so
decrease the energy and temperature requirement. This
could allow a greater range of materials to be used in particle accelerator systems. Our findings have shown that increasing activation duration from 24 hrs to 1 week at 160
°C produces an improvement in the NEG pumping properties.

INTRODUCTION
With the aim of increasing the sustainability and efficiency of particle accelerators, non-evaporable getter
(NEG) coatings have been increasingly used within their
vacuum chambers, allowing tubes with larger aspect ratios
(length over diameter) to be used, as their limited conductance is overcome by the distributed pumping provided by
the NEG coating [1-5]. This reduces the need for external
pumps, and decreases the required baking temperature to
reach UHV, thereby decreasing the energy requirement of
accelerators.
NEG coatings create a diffusion barrier in the inner walls
of vacuum chamber for gas atoms, therefore reducing desorption from the walls. In addition, they absorb residual
gas molecules desorbed from uncoated walls, resulting in
lower pressures through which a beam can travel. NEG
coating structure and composition can be varied to maximise certain properties, such as diffusivity and sorption capacity.
NEG-coated tubes must be activated following installation; a process done by heating to temperatures between
150 and 300 °C [2]. The activation process allows the gasses absorbed onto the surface of the NEG to either be desorbed and pumped away with an external pump (ex.: H 2,
Ar, CxHy) or diffuse into its bulk (ex.: CO and CO2), changing the surface state from oxide to metallic, allowing the
NEG to absorb residual gases in the vacuum system. This
activation process must be repeated in the case when NEG
coated surface is saturated with CO, O2 and CO2.
Some level of activation has been shown to occur at levels as low as 140 °C [6]. However the lowest activation
temperature depends on coating morphology, structure,
composition, number of previous activations, etc.
___________________________________________
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In most previous studies, the NEG coating activation is
performed for 24 hrs. However, it is well known for getter
pumps that activation temperature can be reduced (within
some limits) by increasing a duration of heating. As NEG
coating utilises the same materials as these pumps, it is reasonable to expect similar effect take place. Therefore, with
the effort to decrease the required activation temperature,
this paper investigates the effect of a longer activation duration on NEG coating properties, to see if similar properties can be achieved as compared with 24 hrs at higher temperatures.

SAMPLE PREPARATION
The cylindrical magnetron deposition facility used at
Daresbury Laboratory is described in detail in [7]. For each
deposition, an alloy TiVZr wire target was used.
For this study, two samples were coated: a copper tube
(S-Cu) with inner diameter ID = 20 mm, and an aluminium
tube (S-Al) with ID = 36 mm. Both samples were 50 cm in
length, and cleaned using a standard Daresbury Laboratory
procedure [2] before deposition.
The deposition parameters used to coat each tube are
summarised in Table 1. The pressure and power supply
were varied with the aim to create different structures in
the NEG coating. Pulsed DC was used to create dense coatings, which act as good barriers between the bulk wall material and the vacuum, and so a desirable to prevent degassing. Meanwhile, columnar coatings were created with DC
power, along with an order of magnitude higher pressure.
Columnar structures provide a larger surface area, and
smaller grains, hence more grain boundaries which lead to
better diffusivity and greater NEG capacity [6].
Deposition parameters were set with the aim to create a
dense coating on S-Al, and a dual coating of dense and columnar layers on S-Cu.
Table 1: Deposition Parameters of NEG Coated Samples

Parameter
S-Cu
S-Al
Gas
Kr
Kr
Target
TiVZr
TiVZr
Layers
Dense/Columnar
Dense
Duration
2hrs 20m + 3 hrs 45m
5 hrs
Power Supply
Pulsed DC/DC
Pulsed DC
-2
-1
Pressure
10-3 mbar
10  10 mbar
Power
70 W
70 W
The structure and composition of the coatings were characterised with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis (EDX).
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Table 2 shows the atomic percentages of the sample surfaces, as analysed by EDX. It can be seen on both samples
that some of the tube material, beneath the coating (i.e. Cu
and Al) appears under the analysis.
Table 2: Atomic Composition of NEG Coatings Determined by EDX
Element
S-Cu (at. %)
S-Al (at. %)
Cu
27.0
Al
28.3
Ti
22.5
21.7
V
29.5
33.4
Zr
21.0
16.6
Figures 1 and 2 display the SEM images of the surfaces
of the samples. These images show the difference between
the columnar (Fig.1) and dense (Fig.2) structures, with SCu displaying a rougher surface due to its columnar structured coating. This validates that the applied deposition parameters created the expected microstructure.

Figure 1: SEM image for S-Cu.

experiments, the partial pressures of the RGAs at either
side of the tube were recorded along with the amount of
injected gas.
After installation, the TC was pumped with a turbo-molecular pump (TMP), the facility was baked to 200 °C for
24 hrs, while the NEG coated sample was kept at 80 °C.
The facility was then cooled to 150 °C and the RGAs and
EG were switched on and degassed. The samples were
heated to 140 °C for their first activation and all was held
for two hours before the TC was returned to room temperature.
Following the first activation, the full bake-out procedure did not need to be repeated, and only the NEG-coated
tube had to be heated for activation. Activation was run either for 24 hrs, as standard, or 1 week, to assess the effect
of the longer duration.
After activation, the sample was left pumping overnight
with a sputter ion pump (SIP). The following morning, the
valve to SIP was closed, and the TC pressure recorded at
1×10-10 – 1×10-9 mbar, as measured by the EG in the TC.
CO gas injection into the TC through a leak valve then
commenced. The gas injection was run until the partial
pressures measured by RGAs at either end of the NEG
coated tube were equalised, indicating that the NEG coating was saturated.
Following injection, TC was then filled to a pressure of
approximately 10-3 mbar and held for 0.5 hr to ensure full
saturation of the NEG. The valve to the TMP was then
opened, and the gas pumped away. The next activation process was then started.
For this experiment, 10 runs were performed, Runs 1-5
refer to S-Cu and Runs 6-10 to S-Al. For each sample, activation was performed at 140 and 180 °C for 24 hrs (Runs
1 and 2 for S-Cu, and Runs 6 and 7 for S-Al). To see the
effect of activation duration, the samples were activated to
160 °C three times, varying the duration as 24, 168 and 24
hrs (Runs 3–5 for S-Cu and Runs 8–10 for S-Al, respectively).

RESULTS

Figure 2: SEM image for S-Al.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Once deposited, the sample was installed on a facility
from which the NEG performance could be assessed. This
facility consists of a test chamber (TC) containing an extractor gauge (EG), and connected to a gas injection line
and pumping line. Two residual gas analysers (RGAs) are
in place on either end of the NEG-coated sample [8].
The facility allows the pumping properties of the NEG
coating to be determined by gas injection into TC. During
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The results are shown as the CO partial pressure ratio, R,
plotted as a function of Q/A, where Q is the number of molecules injected into the system and A is the NEG coating
surface area; see Figs. 3 and 4 for samples S-Cu and S-Al,
respectively.
Two main results can be obtained from these graphs;
firstly, sticking probability, α, defined as:
�
� =1−
��
where Q is the gas flow in and out of a surface. For an
ideal pump, � = 1. The sticking probability is quantified at
the beginning of a gas injection from the partial pressure
ratio, R0, from the two RGAs:
R = (Pbot – Pbot,0)/(Ptop – Ptop,0).
where Pi,0 is the partial pressures before gas injection began. The results of test particle Monte Carlo (TPMC) modelling performed earlier for each sample geometry [2, 9]
are used to convert R0 to .
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The second measured feature is sorption capacity, C,
which is the amount of gas the NEG has absorbed and defined from the pressure ratio measurements when R is reduced to a defined value, Rc. In general, Rc is an artificial
value, to compare similar samples. In this paper, Rc = 10
and Rc = 2 have been set, see results presented in Table 3.

that of Runs 3 and 5, demonstrating the positive effect of
extended duration.
A similar effect is observed for S-Al in Fig. 4. Not only
is an improved capacity shown between Run 9 and Runs 8
and 10, there is also a greater α for Run 9 at 160 °C than
for Run 7 at 180 °C.
As before, both measurements taken after 24 hr activation at 160 °C, Runs 8 and 10 demonstrate similar trends,
with very similar values for α. Additionally, their capacities
at Rc = 10 and Rc = 2, along with those of Run 6 for 140 °C
activation are sown to be approximately equal, with values
around 1.2×1018 and 1.8×1018 CO/m2, respectively.
Table 3: Pumping Properties of S-Cu and S-Al

Run

Figure 3: CO ratio as a function of injected CO for S-Cu.

α

C at Rc = 10
(1018 CO/m2)

C at Rc = 2
(1018 CO/m2)

S-Cu
1
0.002
N/A
0.3
2
0.15
4.3
6.7
3
0.06
1.5
2.5
4
0.1
2.2
3.4
5
0.045
1.1
2.1
S-Al
6
0.03
1.1
1.6
7
0.1
3.6
4.8
8
0.08
1.3
1.8
9
0.3
2.6
4.0
10
0.07
1.2
1.8
These initial results from two samples demonstrate that,
in a similar way to high temperature activation, a longer
activation duration can lead to improved pumping properties. Further study is required to validate these initial findings, as described below.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS

Figure 4: CO ratio as a function of injected CO for S-Al.

DISCUSSION
In Fig. 3, it is seen that R0 ≈ 4 for S-Cu activated at 140
°C, indicating α ≈ 0.002, which is too low for a substantial
pumping effect from the NEG meaning sufficient activation has not occurred. However, activation is evident for
Runs 2–10.
Despite undergoing the same activation profile, Runs 3
and 5 display slight difference in their pumping properties,
with α = 0.06 in Run 3 and α = 0.045 in Run 5. Their sorption capacities at R = 2.5 are 2×1018 and 2.1×1018 CO/m2.
These differences could be a result of an aging effect on the
NEG after multiple activations.
What is clearly seen, is the improvement of the initial
sticking probability after Run 4 over Runs 3 and 5. After
activation for 1 week, α now rivals that of Run 2. While it
has a lower capacity, there is still great improvement over
THPOTK039
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It has been demonstrated that increasing the duration of
NEG activation at 160 °C can increase both sticking probability and sorption capacity, and can potentially reach the
same pumping efficiency as a NEG coating activated to
180 °C for 24 hrs. Both S-Cu and S-Al have demonstrated
an increase in CO capacity and sticking probability.
To continue this study, more NEG samples coated with
various types of NEG should be produced to test if similar
improvements can be obtained by extended durations at
even lower temperatures, or in other words how much the
activation temperature can be reduced and what duration is
required. A similar study for different gasses (i.e. H2 and
CO2) should also be provided in future.
Additionally, electron stimulated desorption (ESD) yield
measurements should be taken on samples after different
lengths of duration, to ensure these properties are also improved with longer temperature durations.
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FEW-NANOSECOND STRIPLINE KICKERS FOR
TOP-UP INJECTION INTO PETRA IV
G. Loisch∗ , V. Belokurov, F. Obier,
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
PETRA IV is the planned ultralow-emittance upgrade of
the PETRA III synchrotron light source at DESY, Hamburg.
The current baseline injection scheme is an off-axis, topup injection with few-nanosecond stripline kickers, which
would allow for accumulation and least disturbance of experiments during injection. Besides the requirements on
kick-strength, field quality, pulse rise-rate, and heat management, two mechanical designs with different apertures are
necessary, as the devices will be used for injection and the
transverse multi-bunch feedback system. In this contribution
we will present the current status of 3D finite element simulations of electromagnetic fields as well as the mechanical
design and first pulse electronics tests.

INTRODUCTION
Several major lightsources have recently been upgraded
or are currently undergoing an upgrade to so-called 4th generation light sources, which approach the diffraction limit
of the produced synchrotron light with ultra-low emittances
in the range of a few 10 pm to 150 pm. One difficult aspect
of the beam optics of such low-emittance storage rings is a
very limited dynamic aperture. This hinders top-up injection
of bunches into the machine and has led to the choice of a
full-charge swap-out injection scheme in most designs.
The PETRA IV project aims at upgrading the PETRA III
6 GeV synchrotron radiation facility into a 4th generation
light source [1]. Simulations indicate that in PETRA IV
top-up injection is nevertheless possible and it is currently
pursued as the baseline injection scheme. To limit the impact of an injection event on the stored beam, the kickers in
PETRA IV are designed to have a kick duration equal to the
target bunch separation of 2 ns. This is only achievable with
short stripline kickers, which are being developed for this
purpose at DESY. First simulations of the electromagnetic
design of these devices have been presented before [2]. In
this contribution we will give an update on the kicker magnet requirements for single-bunch top-up injection, show the
updated electromagnetic design, and go into some details of
the mechanical design and pulse electronics development.

INJECTION KICKER REQUIREMENTS
The stripline design had to be adjusted to the new baseline
top-up injection scheme from the original swap-out injection
of 80 ns bunch trains. To not constrain the dynamic aperture of the storage ring, the free aperture of the striplines
has to be at least 16 mm in diameter. Stripline length and
∗

gregor.loisch@desy.de

high voltage (HV) pulse duration define the kick strength
on neighbouring bunches, which are not being injected into.
This residual kick shall be minimised for least disturbance of
user experiments during injection. On the other hand, shortening the striplines also reduces the absolute kick strength of
one kicker module and ultimately results in a very large number of modules, making injection increasingly complicated.
Additionally, the length of every kicker module should be
used efficiently. Figure 1 shows analytical calculations for
all these criteria. In Fig. 1 (a) half of the assumed, timesymmetric input HV pulses is depicted for several assumed
pulse lengths. The absolute kick angle for different lengths
is shown in Fig. 1 (b). Efficiency of length usage is judged
upon by the relation between actual kick angle and the maximum possible kick angle at a certain voltage and stripline
length, which is shown in Fig. 1 (c). Finally, the kick strength
on a neighbouring bunch at 2 ns separation relative to the
nominal kick strength is shown in Fig. 1 (d).
Based on these calculations, a stripline length of 0.35 m with
a flat top pulse length of 2 ns was chosen. The assumed rise
and fall times are 0.5 ns.
With these theoretical parameters a total of 16 stripline kicker
modules (plus 4 spare modules) would be required for a
4-kicker bumped orbit at the Lambertson-type injection septum in the current lattice design. Pulse voltage has to be
adjustable within a range of (8-14) kV in order to provide
the required kick strength at the four different positions as
well as a certain adjustment range and redundancy.

ELECTROMAGNETIC DESIGN
Simulations of the electromagnetic behaviour of the
striplines are performed using CST Microwave Studio. The
simulations have been integrated into a Bayesian optimisation routine to allow complex geometry optimisation [2].
The cross-section geometry is shown in the lower right of
Fig. 2. A symmetric aperture of 16 mm in diameter is kept
free between the stripline blades and the side fenders, which
are introduced to reduce capacitive coupling between the
blades. The same cross-section geometry is also planned
to be used for the striplines of the transverse multi-bunch
feedback system of PETRA IV.
In the end sections of the stripline blades, not only the optimal electromagnetic design has to be taken into account,
but also constraints as e.g. possibilities for mechanical adjustment of the stripline positions have to be considered. A
first optimisation of this has been performed for a prototype
of the PETRA IV injection kickers. Simulated reflected
pulses at the rising and falling edge of the input current of
this prototype exhibit a maximum of 4 % of the incoming
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Figure 1: Analytical calculation of stripline length and pulse shape constraints. Assumed pulse shapes are shown in (a), the
absolute kick strength at 12 kV/6 GeV is shown in (b). The kick strength relative to the maximum kick strength possible for
the given length (peak amplitude during full passage duration of the kicked bunch) is shown in (c) and (d) shows the kick
strength onto a bunch with 2 ns delay relative to the nominal strength given in (a).
amplitude. Further optimisation of the setup is still ongoing,
especially with respect to the longitudinal and transverse
beam impedance of the kickers as a single module and in
an arrangement of several modules in a row. One possible
approach that is considered here, which has been presented
for feedback striplines, but not for injection kicker setups
so far, is the introduction of additional capacitance at the
stripline blade ends, to suppress the excitation of higher
order modes [3].

MECHANICAL DESIGN
The mechanical design of the first prototype of the PETRA IV injection kickers is shown in Fig. 2. Due to several
changes of the mechanical requirements in the last months,
this prototype still exhibits an aperture of 14 mm in diameter
and as this setup is envisaged to be used for measurements
as an injection kicker and as a feedback kicker, the length
between the two contacts of the electrodes, i.e., the distance
between the central pins of the vacuum feedthroughs of one
stripline blade is 0.3 m. The basic approach for the design
was to use the outer conductor of the stripline as a vacuum
vessel, unlike other recent designs [4–6]. This less complex
mechanical design was chosen to enable a simple combination of different numbers of stripline kicker modules at
the various kicker positions. Vacuum levels are planned to
be ensured by non-evaporable getter (NEG) coating of the
inner surfaces of the kicker. The outer tank has a DN63 CF
flange connector on either end, which is machined from bulk
steel material and vacuum feedthroughs are integrated into
it. This reduces the gap between two sets of electrodes to
< 14 mm, depending on the excess length of the electrodes
extending outwards from the feedthrough connectors.
Weldable feedthroughs from CeramTec have been acquired
and their DC breakdown voltage has been measured. A maximum hold-off voltage of 15 kV was found in these tests at a
pressure of ca. 10−7 mbar. Operation voltage was thus constrained to 14 kV, with an extra safety margin due to the short
duration of the HV pulses used during operation. Dielectric
losses were measured at 1 GHz, 300 W and only a minor
temperature increase of ca. 20 ∘ C was found. Time depen-

Figure 2: Mechanical design of the prototype PETRA IV
stripline kicker. Inset in the lower right shows the cross
section geometry.
dent reflectometry (TDR) measurements were performed
and showed tolerable levels of reflection.
A sliding contact has been introduced at one end of each electrode, to prevent excessive mechanical stress on the vacuum
feedthroughs when the electrodes are heating up during vacuum baking or due to induced currents from the high average
current, stored beams. Electrodes will be made of tungsten
to minimise thermal expansion while maintaining good electrical and thermal conductivity. By using a two-threaded
nut and an RF spring, the stripline blades can be adjusted
in height . No additional adjustment in transverse direction
is foreseen at the moment other than the exact placement of
the vacuum feedthroughs.

PULSE ELECTRONICS
The changed requirements on the PETRA IV injection
kicker from bunch train to single-bunch top-up injection has
also changed HV pulse requirements. Ground-symmetric
HV pulses have to be supplied to the stripline electrodes,
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Figure 3: Single and averaged current traces measured with
a 4 ns test pulse from FID GmbH.
each of which are matched to an electrical impedance of
50 Ω in the odd mode, i.e., opposite polarity of the two
electrodes. A development project has been initiated with
the high power electronic systems group at the ETH Zurich,
to explore the pulse rise and fall time limits of available
semiconductor HV switch components and different circuit
topologies. Preliminary results indicate that Marx generator
and linear transformer driver (LTD, also called inductive
adder) topologies enable similar switching times in the range
of ca. 3 ns to 12 ns with some slight disadvantages in the rise
times and advantages in the fall times for the LTD due to additional parasitic inductances in the switching circuit [7, 8].
Further studies include the application of advanced gate
circuitry to these switches to probably increase switching
speed slightly [9, 10], whereas the required switching times
of ca. 0.5 ns seem to be inaccessible. Therefore, a test pulse
system from FID GmbH based on drift step recovery diodes
(DSRDs) [11] has been received and tested for pulse stability,
rise and fall times, and also for kick tests with an existing,
2 m long stripline kicker at the European XFEL. This pulser
was designed for a pulse length of 4 ns and exhibited rise and
fall times of ca. 1 ns and 2 ns, respectively. Figure 3 shows
100 current traces measured with a 5 GHz bandwith, 10 GS/s
Tektronix oscilloscope using an FID 40 dB attenuator and an
API/Weinschel 53-40-33 40 dB attenuator at the upstream
end of a European XFEL-type, 2 m long stripline kicker.
The measured timing jitters were around (30–40) ps with
no significant dependence on temperature or operation time.
It should be noted that the measured timing jitter is of the
same order of magnitude as the measurement resolution.
Beam positions of bunches deflected using this combination
of an existing kicker and the FID test pulser are shown in
Fig. 4. In the recorded positions at 3 different downstream
beam position monitors (BPMs) the same behaviour is seen:
the deflection rises at a timing delay between ca. (60–40) ns
and levels at a peak deflection with only minor dependence
on the delay. This minor dependence is due to the bunches
being deflected at a position more upstream in the stripline
and therefore a larger drift distance to the BPM. This slope
therefore also becomes less pronounced when measuring at
BPMs further downstream.
At later other delays (< 40 ns) two more deflection peaks

Figure 4: Measured transverse bunch positions for bunches
deflected using a 2 m long stripline kicker at the European
XFEL and the HV pulses shown in Fig. 3. The positions are
measured at three different positions downstream the kicker
position at 1960 m in the XFEL beamline, with the exact
measurement positions given in the legend. For the two positions further downstream, several quadrupole magnets were
used in between the kicker and the measurement position.
were measured. The exact cause of these peaks is yet to be
understood, but probably internal reflections due to insufficient electrical matching are responsible for this behaviour.
Such reflections have been observed in TDR measurements
and are likely caused by several ceramic support stems and
vacuum ports in the stripline setup.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Stripline kickers are being developed to enable single
bunch top-up injection in PETRA IV. The simulated residual
kick strengths on bunches upstream and downstream of the
kicked bunch are below 25 % of the nominal kick strength. A
total of 3 bunches out of >3000 stored bunches are expected
to be disturbed. It is also planned to use a similar kicker
design for the transverse multi-bunch feedback system of
PETRA IV. Currently, a first prototype is being built and
measurements are planned for the early second half of 2022.
Based on the experiences with this first setup, dedicated
prototypes of the final injection and feedback kicker will
be built and shall be tested under operational conditions in
an existing storage ring before production of the required
ca. 20 injection kicker modules and up to 16 feedback kicker
modules.
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DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAMMABLE BIPOLAR MULTI kHz KICKER
DRIVERS FOR LONG PULSE SUPERCONDUCTING ELECTRON LINACS
J. L. Teichgräber∗ , W. Decking, J. Kahl, F. Obier,
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Notkestr. 85, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
Superconducting cavities allow for long RF-pulses, which
enable the acceleration of thousands of electron bunches
within one RF-pulse. Due to transient effects, e.g. coupler
kicks, eddy currents, wakefields or gun properties the beam
trajectory can change along the pulse train. To compensate
for this, kicker systems based on high-current operational
amplifiers (OA) have been developed for the free electron
lasers European XFEL and FLASH at DESY in Hamburg.
Here, we present the layout of the kicker system, the setup
of the pulse electronics and operational results with beam.

Figure 1: Orbit Deviation in the undulator section of SASE
1. The machine is set up with 1128 kHz repetition rate. The
first block of the bunch train is dumped completely. This
figure shows the comparison between dumping every second
bunch and dumping three of four bunches.

INTRODUCTION
During the commissioning the European XFEL used 500
bunches per train [1]. It was later shown that the full specified 2700 bunches in a 600 µs bunch train can be produced at
10 Hz repetition rate. Due to the architecture of the current
photo injector laser only completely filled bunch trains can
be generated. If the machine is set up with 4.5 MHz bunch
repetition rate but an experiment needs a reduced repetition
rate the unwanted bunches need to be dumped after the accelerator section. This leads to a high firing rate of the six
dump kickers. The continuous use of the dump kickers leads
to an accumulation of orbit deviation along the bunch train.
This is probably caused by eddy currents in the six simultaneously used stripline kickers [2]. The horizontal orbit
deviation leads to the reduction of the SASE intensity after
each change in dump kicker repetition rate. A solution to this
problem has been successfully tested using programmable
bipolar multi kHz kicker drivers with the air coil kickers.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The orbit deviation already showed up during commissioning. In Fig. 1 a deviation of 25 µm is observed for a 100 µs
bunch train. The steep curve on the left can be explained
by the fact that a large number of bunches was dumped
before the shown bunches were used. Then the eddy currents decline due to the reduced dump kicker repetition rate.
One solution to this problem could be the transverse intra
bunch train feedback system. But using this expensive high
bandwidth system for this purpose in addition to correcting
various other orbit errors would be increasingly difficult and
might bring it to its limit. In this paper a system is presented
that uses a commercially available OA to directly drive the
air coil kickers shown in Fig. 2.
∗
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Figure 2: One meter long air coil around the ceramic beam
pipe for horizontal correction.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The location of the error source is known and it was decided to do the correction as close to the source as possible.
In addition, two kickers are placed in such a way that amplitude and phase in the horizontal plane can be corrected
independently. One is placed before and one behind the
dump kicker section. The kicker compensation relies on
BPM readings from the SASE section.
In the current state the system consists of several different
components. The actual kicker is a 1-meter long air coil
made of copper strand and a durable polymer. The kicker is
built around the ceramic vacuum tube with a thin sputtered
metal layer. The kicker magnets are identical to the long
pulse beam distribution kickers. The connection from the
pulser to the kicker is realized by ten parallel approximately
fifteen meter long RG213 cables to reduce resistance and
inductance of the connection while having standard connectors. The current towards the kickers flows through the inner
conductor while the cable shield is used as the return path.
A simplified schematic is shown in Fig. 3. The pulser is basically a powerful OA by Apex Microtechnology [3] which
is connected to the pulser output and used as a variable current source. The return current of the kicker is connected
to a shunt resistor and the resulting voltage is fed into the
negative input of the amplifier. Thus the output current is
determined by the voltage applied to the positive amplifier
input. To decouple the signal source from the pulser an instrumentation amplifier AD8421 is used at the input of the
pulser. A differential input was implemented for increased
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Figure 3: Simplified schematic of the pulser and the kicker.
noise immunity but it is currently not in use. The input signal
is generated in a MTCA crate by a DAC on a SIS8300-L2
card made by Struck Innovative Systeme GmbH. As already
stated the calculation of the input signal relies on BPM readings in the relevant SASE sections. The most important
reason to use an OA is to get good zero crossings without a
massive increase in system complexity.
From a signal quality point of view it would be advantageous to integrate the DAC in the pulser but for simplicity
the MTCA DAC is used. With electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) in mind the system was tested and the results
have been within the specifications. Before the final EMC
optimisations some high frequency noise from the dump
kickers, which are located in the same rack, was visible on
the current pulse.
The system has been tested with a 10 Hz repetition rate
and 1 ms long 30 A pulses which results in a 1% duty cycle.
To realize safe operation a current limit of 42 A is implemented by a resistor at the amplifier output. To make sure
that a current pulse cannot be longer than 1 ms the amplifier
is disabled between bunch trains. The testing was necessary because the safe operating area (SOA) of the amplifier
suggests that ohmic loads should be used to reduce heat
generation in the amplifier. The problem is not the average
power but the instantaneous power generated during current
pulses through the mainly inductive load. The system speed
is limited by several factors. First of all, the maximum usable
voltage of the amplifier is ±50 V. Since the load is mostly
inductive the supply to output voltage differential is large.
That means that the voltage drop and thus the losses occur in
the OA and not it the magnet. The data sheet recommends
not more then 15V supply to output differential at 30A output current. Measurements as in Fig. 4 show that the output
voltage is 6V and the used supply voltage is ±36 V. The
resulting differential is 30 V and thus higher then the recommended 15 V. The peak power is 30 V multiplied by 30 A is
900 W. Since an increase in voltage would have increased
losses further we settled for ±36 V. Weeks of testing showed
that the amplifiers can withstand this stress. Furthermore
the usual current pulse does not exceed 20 A and 600 µs.
Typically the necessary current is a linear or exponential
function.
It was found that in addition to the 1 µH magnet inductance
we get 500 nH from the cables and 500 nH from the pulser.
Thus approximately 2 µH of inductance have to be driven.

Figure 4: Fastest possible rise time to 30 A is 3 µs. It takes
another 3 µs to settle to a stable level. This results in a full
power bandwidth of approximately 100 kHz. This picture is
from a lab test with ten parallel 20 meter long RG213 cables.
The resistance of the kicker is negligible while the cables and
the pulser including the shunt and the amplifier resistance
add to approximately 0.6 Ω, while the amplifier makes up
the biggest part of this resistance. Final measurements in
the XFEL showed that the maximum current of 30 A can
be reached within 2 µs with a settling time of approximately
2 µs depending on the current step.
𝑑𝑡 = 𝐿

𝑑𝐼
𝑈

(1)

Eq. (1) with L = 2 µH, 36 V and 30 A gives an estimation
of 1.66 µs and is thus in good agreement with the measured
results. It might be possible go get an even higher bandwidth
by increasing the supply voltage. Unfortunately steep edges
send the OA in saturation and are followed by some oscillation. While it was tried to get higher speeds with the shown
components it always leads to more ringing. It is possible
to tweak the frequency response by tuning an RC-network
connected to the OA. A trade-off has to be done. In Fig. 4
it was tuned to reach a flat top as fast as possible. If necessary it can be tuned in a way that the overshoot disappears
completely, but the bandwidth is reduced drastically.
To further illustrate the behaviour of the system and typical bunch trains the Fig. 5 - 7 have been added to the paper.

OTHER USE CASES
After the system has been installed and successfully corrected the eddy current distortions, other use cases were
found. In the injector a horizontal and a vertical system with
shorter kickers has been implemented and due to the low
beam energy the necessary current is smaller. The magnet
length is reduced to 15 cm for each orientation. The cables
are shorter and the necessary current is smaller, thus RG58
cables are sufficient. The purpose of the system placed directly after the gun is to compensate the gun input coupler
kicks which vary along the RF pulse. Due to the so called
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Figure 5: Peak to peak orbit jitter [µm] along BPMs in the undulator section. The betatron oscillation is significantly
reduced.
dog leg behind the injector section which was supposed to
allow for the use of two separate guns, it is important to
arrive at this position with a stable orbit. Otherwise the
bunches are bent differently along the bunch train which
leads to uncorrectable errors in the following accelerator
section. But even without the dog leg it is beneficial to do
the correction as close to the source as possible.
The successful implementation of the system in the XFEL
lead to the decision to add it to FLASH as well. Currently
it is planed to add eight magnets with 100 A OAs and two
magnets with 30 A OAs in the injector during the ongoing
FLASH2020+ upgrade. As in the XFEL injector there is
always a horizontal and a vertical system combined for all
FLASH magnets. The FLASH injector kickers can either
by used for orbit correction or alternatively as dark current
kickers by switching the connection to another pulser.
Figure 6: Up to 40 µm deviation measured by a BPM in the
undulator section. By applying the correction the systematic
error vanishes almost completely. The remaining error is
less then ±4 µm arbitrary noise. The third picture shows the
signal generated by the DAC which in fed to the pulser.

CONCLUSION
Using powerful OAs to drive correction kickers is a relatively low cost solution to a variety of different errors that
can occur in long pulse linacs. It was successfully tested in
the European XFEL and will be implemented in FLASH.
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Abstract
High-Gradient accelerating cavities are one of the main
research lines in the development of compact linear colliders.
However, the operation of such cavities is currently limited
by non-linear effects that are intensified at high electric fields,
such as dark currents and radiation emission or RF breakdowns. A new normal-conducting High Gradient S-band
Backward Travelling Wave accelerating cavity for medical
application (v=0.38c) designed and constructed at CERN
is being tested at IFIC. In this paper, we present experimental measurements and simulation of such non-linear effects.
The main goal of these studies is to establish the viability
of using these techniques in linear accelerators, in order to
improve our understanding in such effects. The main goal
of these studies is to determine the viability of techniques in
linear accelerators for hadrontherapy treatments in hospitals.

THE IFIC HIGH-POWER S-BAND
FACILITY
The design of High-Gradient (HG) accelerating cavities
is a key issue in the development of compact linear accelerators. The Compact Linear collaboration [1] developed
accelerating cavities capable of reaching accelerating gradients of the order of 100 MV/m compared with the 20-30
MV/m achieved by traditional technology.
Continuous efforts are made to apply this technology for
medical and industry applications. In particular, the use of
the HG technology is being investigated to develop compact
linear accelerators for hadrontherapy. Currently, circular
accelerators are used for hadrontherapy due to their compactness. However, linear accelerators have the advantage
of a fast energy modulation which could be of great interest
for 3D dose painting and to treat moving organs.
Nevertheless, the intense electromagnetic fields in HG
technology lead to undesirable non-linear effects, i.e., electrons emission from the cavity walls due to field emission,
also called dark currents, and vacuum discharges, known
as RF breakdowns. These effects, in addition lead to beam
instabilities and high radioactive dose emission, preventing
the cavities from reaching straightaway the designed gradient. Thus, an RF conditioning treatment is needed for this
kind of structures in order to work at high gradients under an
acceptable confidence level of performance. The breakdown
∗
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rate (BDR), defined as the number of breakdowns per pulse
and unit length increases as:
(1)

30
𝐵𝐷 𝑅 ∝ 𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐
· 𝜏5 ,

where 𝐸 𝑎𝑐𝑐 is the accelerating gradient and 𝜏 the pulse
length.
At the Instituto de Fisica Corpuscular (IFIC) a High-Power
S-Band (3 GHz) Radio-Frequency laboratory was built to
condition and characterize HG cavities as well as to investigate the mechanism of vacuum arcs and RF breakdowns.
This laboratory works at a central frequency of 2.9985 GHz.
The laboratory at IFIC was designed to reach a peak power
of 15 MW with pulses of 5 𝜇s length and it is capable of
performing the conditioning of two structures at 200 Hz
simultaneously or one structure at 400 Hz.

THE BTW S-BAND CAVITY
A new design for a HG Backward Travelling Wave (BTW)
cavity for low energy protons was developed and manufactured at CERN for the TUrning LInac for Protontherapy
(TULIP) [2]. The main parameters of the cavity summarized in Table 1 and a picture of the cavity is shown in Fig. 1.
Table 1: BTW RF Accelerating Cavity Main Parameters
Parameter (unit)
Frequency (GHz)
Phase advance per cell (rad)
Phase velocity
Pulse width (𝜇s)
Average accelerating gradient (MV/m)
Number of cells
Structure length (mm)
Quality factor (first/last cell)
Normalised shut impedance (MΩ/m)
Filling time (ns)
Group velocity (first/last cell) (%c)
Peak input power (MW)
Max 𝑆 𝑐 /𝐸 𝑎2 (A/V)
Max 𝐸 𝑠 (MV/m)

Value
2.9985
5𝜋/6
0.38c
2.5
50
12
189.9
6954/7415
51.5/54.6
224
0.39/0.21
20.6
3.1 × 10−4
219

In Fig. 2 the Modified Poynting Vector of one coupling
cell is shown [3]. It is maximum in the iris, due to the high
surface electric field, and also in the upper coupling hole,
because of the high magnetic field.
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300 Hz, making the the conditioning process 3 times faster,
since the evolution increases linearly with the number of
pulses. Once the maximum power was reached, the same
process was followed for a longer pulse of 500 ns flat top. As
can be seen in Fig. 3, region between 610-680×106 pulses
was conditioned much faster. Finally, the structure was conditioned for a flat top of 800 ns, which was also faster than
the previous case.
Besides, the dark currents and the radiation emitted from
the cavity were measured using a Faraday cup and an ionization chamber, respectively. These measurements are shown
in Fig. 4
Figure 1: High-Gradient S-Band Backward Travelling Wave
cavity.

Ionization chamber
located downstream

Ionization chamber
located upstream

Figure 4: Dark currents and radiation dose evolution during
conditioning.

Figure 2: Modified Poynting vector profile in the outer RF
coupling cell.

RF Conditioning
The HG BTW S-Band accelerating cavity was subjected
to an RF conditioning process, which consists of slowly
increasing the input power in the cavity, as shown in Fig. 3.
600 ns

900 ns

1200 ns

Field emitted electrons are not able to reach Downstream
Faraday Cup whereas they do arrive at the Upstream Faraday
Cup. This observation is in agreement with CST [4] tracking
simulations, which showed that due to the low phase velocity
of the accelerating cavity, electrons travelling Downstream
get higher energies but they are quickly deviated and collide with the inner walls of the cavity. However, electrons
travelling Upstream get lower energy but they are able to
reach larger distances before they collide, which explains
this experimental difference between both measurements. In
addition, The pulse of dark current collected by Upstream
Faraday Cup saturates at a certain level in the conditioning.
Nevertheless, the radiation dose level kept increasing during
the whole process1 .
During the conditioning process, several scans of dark
current as a function of power were made. This allowed us
to perform Fowler-Nordheim plots [5] of these scans, where
we could obtain the evolution of the beta enhancement factor,
following the expression:
𝑑log10 (𝐼/𝐸 02.5 )

Figure 3: Conditioning process of the S-Band BTW accelerating cavity.
The maximum power reachable in the laboratory was
12 MW, which corresponds to an accelerating gradient of
around 39 MV/m, which is already higher than normal accelerating structures.
The process was started with an RF pulse of 100 ns rise
time, 200 ns flat top and 300 ns fall time with a repetition
rate of 100 Hz. Later, the repetition rate was increased up to

𝑑 (1/𝐸 0 )

=−

𝐺𝜙3/2
,
𝛽

(2)

where 𝐺 = 2.84 × 109 V/m eV3/2 is a constant, 𝐼 is the dark
current, 𝐸 0 is the electric field, 𝜙 is the work function of
the material and 𝛽 is the enhancement factor that relates
the electric field with the value of electric field in the field
emission spot.
1

In the beginning, the dosimeter was placed next to the Downstream
Faraday Cup, but the location was changed due to the experimental measurements obtained.
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Using the measured data and Eq. (2) the beta has been
estimated at different points in the conditioning process corresponding to a given maximum electric field recheable by
the cavity at this point. As can be seen in Fig. 5 a linear
dependence is observed.

The first peak corresponds to Lead X-rays, used for the
collimation system of the detector, and the second peak

Figure 7: Photon spectrum emitted from the cavity at 7 MW
and 8 MW.

Figure 5: Beta enhancement factor evolution with the maximum electric field reached at that time in the conditioning
process.

BDR and Radiation Studies

BDR [BD/(pulse·m)]

Once the maximum power was reached for the longest
pulse, the breakdown rate was measured for different accelerating gradients. The results can be seen in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Breakdown rates studies.
A first measurement campaign was done just after finishing the conditioning process and a second one after some
days of conditioning at the maximum power. BDR improved
for the second, even though the values of BDR are still over
the operation efficiency needed for medical applications
(7.7 × 10−7 BD/(pulse·m)). In both cases, the slope of the
fit to the data is in the order of magnitude of Eq. (1).
In order to characterize the radiation emitted from the
cavity, several measurements were taken using a scintillating crystal of CeBr3 . As there is such a large amount
of bremsstrahlung photons emitted during the RF pulse,
measurements were taken with a fast data acquisition oscilloscope, since it allows us to filter the pile-up. The first
measurements are shown in Fig. 7.

corresponds to a typical bremsstrahlung spectrum, with a
cut-off energy of 600 keV for the 7 MW pulses and 750 keV
for the 8 MW pulses, in agreement with the energies of the
electrons colliding with the structure in CST simulation.

CONCLUSION
An S-band BTW HG accelerating cavity designed for
hadrontherapy has been tested at the IFIC High-Power laboratory up to 12 MW reaching an accelerating gradient of
39 MV/m.
First measurements and simulations of the non-linear electromagnetic phenomena in this cavity have been performed.
The beta enhancement factor is found to have a linear behaviour with the maximum electric field at the conditioning
point.
Furthermore, a good agreement is observed between measured and simulated dark current dynamics. First radiation
measurements are also in agreement with expected kinetic
energy of the dark current electrons inside the cavity.
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BEAM SCREEN OF A CERN SPS INJECTION KICKER MAGNET
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T. Kramer, V. Namora, D. Standen, T. Stadlbauer, P. Trubacova, F. Velotti, C. Zannini
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Abstract
The SPS injection kicker magnets (MKP) were developed
in the 1970’s, before beam induced power deposition was
considered an issue. These magnets are very lossy from
a beam impedance perspective: this is expected to be an
issue during SPS operation with the higher intensity beams
needed for HL-LHC. A design, with serigraphy applied to an
alumina carrier, has been developed to significantly reduce
the broadband beam coupling impedance and hence mitigate
the heating issues. During high voltage pulse testing there
were electrical discharges associated with the serigraphy.
Detailed mathematical models have been developed to aid
in understanding the transiently induced voltages and to
reduce the magnitude and duration of electric field. In this
paper, we discuss the solutions implemented to mitigate the
electrical discharges while maintaining an adequately low
beam-coupling impedance. In addition, the results of high
voltage tests are reported.

dynamic component (i.e. due to Electron cloud). The static
pressure (the envelope of the base of the pressure) reaches a
maximum of ∼5 × 10−7 mbar for the MKP-L – this is mainly
due to the heating of the ferrite: during the scrubbing, to
avoid damage to the MKP-L modules, the measured temperature was purposefully limited to 70◦ C, and thus limited
scrubbing [4]. The dynamic pressure, which is the difference between the envelope of the peak pressure and the static
pressure, is also significant for the MKP-L.

INTRODUCTION
In CERN’s Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), a fast kicker
system (MKP) is used for injection of the beam into the
accelerator [1]. Two different types of the MKP magnets are
used - the MKP-S and MKP-L. The MKP-S has an aperture
of 100 mm wide by 61 mm high and the MKP-L aperture
is 141.5 mm wide by 54 mm high: the width is the distance
between the high voltage (HV) and return conductors. The
two apertures are used to both meet optics requirements and
provide the required deflection, within the constraints of
available length and voltage and current demands on the
pulse generators. The MKP magnets are transmission line
type, constructed of multiple cells and operated in machine
vacuum: the MKP-L has 22 cells.
As a result of the difference in the aperture dimensions,
between the MKP-S and MKP-L modules, the real part of
the beam coupling impedance of the MKP-L is generally significantly higher than that of the MKP-S [2]. Figure 1 shows
temperature and pressure measurements, during March 2022,
for an MKP-S and an MKP-L: the measured temperature rise
of the MKP-L module is a factor of 3 to 4 times higher than
for the MKP-S. The relatively large temperature rise of the
MKP-L is attributable to its high beam coupling impedance.
The temperature probes are mounted on the MKP side plate,
which is at ground potential. Hence, the ferrite temperature will be higher than measured during beam induced
heating [3]. The measured pressure in the MKP-L tank is
considerably higher than for the MKP-S tank. The pressure
consists of both a static component (without beam) and a

Figure 1: Temperature and pressure measurements, during
March 2022, for an MKP-S module and an MKP-L module.
With the advent of higher bunch intensities for High Luminosity LHC, higher beam induced heating is expected in the
ferrite yoke of the MKP-L, and will result in its Curie point
being reached and unacceptably high static pressure. A design that mitigates the high heat load, which uses serigraphy,
has been developed [2, 5, 6]. However, during high-voltage
(HV) pulse testing, issues were encountered with the design: thus, it was necessary to re-optimise the design of the
serigraphy for both beam impedance and HV behaviour.

SERIGRAPHY DESIGN
The cells of the MKP-L module are too short to apply
serigraphy directly to the ferrite yoke [2]. Hence, a carrier
is required to mechanically support the serigraphy in the
aperture: alumina has been chosen for this purpose. The
alumina will reduce the aperture available to the beam in the
MKP-L’s. Hence, a detailed model of the injection region
has been constructed and subsequent aperture studies carried out [7]. These studies defined both the required beam
aperture and good field regions at the entrance and exit of
the MKP-L magnet [7], and hence defined the maximum
thickness of the alumina.
During HV pulse conditioning a Pulse Forming Network
(PFN), which is charged to a positive voltage, is discharged
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into a matched impedance MKP-L module which is terminated with a matching resistor (TMR). A Penning gauge
is mounted on the MKP-L vacuum tank. The tank has a
clear window to allow observation of the MKP-L aperture
from one end. In general, the pulse repetition rate during
conditioning was 10 s. The 10 s allows a pressure rise which
is not due to a breakdown to recover between pulses. During
the conditioning, the PFN voltage is ramped slowly from
12 kV up to 54 kV, with a pulse length of 1 µs: the nominal
number of pulses, during the ramp, is ∼32,000. During operation in the SPS, the nominal PFN voltage is 49 kV: the
54 kV PFN gives ∼10% margin. If the vacuum rises above
pre-defined thresholds, during the conditioning, the PFN
voltage is automatically reduced and then slowly ramped up
again. Once the ramping is complete, the PFN voltage is
reduced to 53 kV and the pulse length extended to 3 µs.

that the serigraphy was referenced to the HV end plates (V3),
which sandwich the complete ferrite yoke.

Serigraphy Referenced to HV End Plates Potential
Referencing the serigraphy to the HV end plate ensures
that the serigraphy still covers the ferrite yoke (Fig. 3): however, a 10 mm gap between the HV and ground end plates
is no longer covered by the serigraphy. Beam impedance
simulations and measurements showed that the gap did not
introduce a geometrical impedance resonance and the predicted beam induced power deposition was even further
decreased in comparison with connecting the serigraphy to
the end ground plates.

Serigraphy Referenced to Ground Potential
The original (V1) serigraphy consisted of five silver fingers, each 600 mm long, on each of two alumina plates, three
fingers from one end of the plate and two from the other [2,5]:
the two sets of fingers were capacitively coupled together, via
the permittivity of the alumina plates. The serigraphy was
connected to the end ground plates of each MKP-L which, in
the SPS, would be connected to the beam pipe. Both CST [8]
predictions and measurements confirmed that the real beam
coupling impedance of this MKP-L was adequately low [6].
In V1 the alumina plates were supported, on each side,
by grooves cut into both the HV and return busbars. During HV pulse conditioning corona was observed between
the serigraphy finger closest to the HV busbar and the HV
busbar at a PFN voltage of only 35 kV: a pressure rise of
3 × 10−8 mbar was observed at each pulse.

Figure 2: MKP-L V2: corona during HV pulsing, with
serigraphy connected to end ground plates, 50 kV PFN.
In the second design iteration (V2) the alumina plates
were moved to give a 5 mm gap between the HV busbar and
the alumina plates. Although the MKP-L was conditioned
to 54 kV PFN, there was a pressure rise of 1 × 10−8 mbar
during each pulse at 50 kV PFN: there was significant corona
associated with the serigraphy (Fig. 2). The pressure rise
increased with pulse length. Simulations showed that, during
the flat-top, when the HV busbar and ferrite are at a potential
of half the initial PFN voltage and the serigraphy is at ground
potential, there is a very high electric field associated with
the sharp edges of the serigraphy. To mitigate the electric
field during the pulse flat-top the design was modified so

Figure 3: MKP-L V3, with serigraphy connected to HV end
plates. For clarity, no return busbar is mounted (it would
close the left hand side of the aperture).
Figure 4 shows corona during HV pulsing, which occurs
close to the end of serigraphy fingers #3 and #5: these fingers
are connected to the HV end plate at the TMR end of the
MKP-L module. No corona was observed at the TMR end
of the module during this test. The pressure rise measured
was ∼2 × 10−9 mbar per pulse – which recovered before the
next pulse. The module was also pulsed from the opposite
end: the corona always occurred at the pulse input end of
the module. Nevertheless, the reduction in corona, of V3
versus V2, is clearly visible by comparing Figs. 2 and 4.
The corona in Fig. 4, is visible above ∼25 kV PFN voltage.
The pulse takes ∼200 ns to propagate through the module
(fill time). During the fill time the serigraphy referenced
to the output HV end plate (fingers #1, #3 and #5) are at a
lower potential than fingers #2 and #4, which are referenced
to the input HV end plate. However, there is voltage induced
on each serigraphy, during field rise and fall times, whose
magnitude depends upon the position of the serigraphy with
respect to the return busbar: #5 has the lowest induced voltage while #1 has the highest. Fingers #3 and #5 are the
most susceptible to corona as they have the largest potential
difference with respect to the ferrite yoke during the fill time.

MC7: Accelerator Technology
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A detailed PSpice equivalent circuit, with self and mutual
inductances and also capacitance for the serigraphy in each
cell of the MKP-L module, was derived from Opera2D [9]
simulations. PSpice was used to study the influence of various parameters, including the length of the serigraphy and
its horizontal position in the aperture. In addition, CST
simulations were carried out to study the influence of the
length of the serigraphy upon beam impedance and beam
induced power deposition. Based on these predictions it was
proposed to eliminate serigraphy finger #5 and to decrease
the length of all serigraphy fingers, in particular #1 and #3.
CST predictions, subsequently verified by measurements,
confirmed that finger #5 could be eliminated. In addition,
the length of serigraphy fingers #1 and #3 were reduced
from 600 mm to 457 mm and #2 and #4 were reduced from
600 mm to 581 mm. The first significant resonance in the real
beam coupling impedance was at a frequency of ∼30 MHz:
this is considered sufficiently far from the first beam harmonic (40 MHz), with 25 ns bunch spacing, and also from
20 MHz if 50 ns bunch spacing were to be considered again
in the future. Furthermore, simulations showed that the electric field, which is highest at the end of finger #3, could be
further reduced by including either a ’groove’ or a ’slot’ in
the alumina (see Fig. 5): this was the V4 serigraphy.

Figure 5: MKP-L V4, with four serigraphy fingers per plate,
connected to HV end plates: #1 and #3 of 457 mm length.
With the V4 serigraphy corona was still observed, but
at a much reduced intensity compared to V3. In addition,
the corona, which was mainly on the end of finger #3, was
not observed below 35 kV PFN. The measured pressure rise,
was approximately 2×10−9 mbar per pulse - which recovered
before the next pulse. Again there was no corona observed
at the TMR end. A comparison of the intensity of light
associated with the top and bottom plates indicated that the
groove was slightly better (lower intensity) than the slot.
The V4 module was pulsed for a total of ∼180,000 pulses,
the majority of which were at 52 kV PFN and 2 µs pulse
length. Subsequently, the beam coupling impedance of the
module was remeasured, and the serigraphy carefully inspected. The impedances before and after HV pulse conditioning were in good agreement with each other – hence no
degradation of serigraphy was apparent. In addition, microscope inspection of the finger #3, next to the slot, showed no
damage. However, in order to further reduce the electric field
at the end of serigraphy #3, impedance simulations were
carried out to determine the minimum acceptable length.
The CST simulations indicated that it was acceptable to
reduce the length of serigraphy #1 and #3 by a further 93 mm

to 364 mm. PSpice simulations showed that this should reduce the duration of the voltage stress on finger #3 by ∼17%:
hence this was the baseline for the V5 serigraphy, together
with the groove at the end of finger #3. In addition, because
the existing MKP-L modules suffer from electron cloud,
and thus dynamic pressure issues (Fig. 1), it is preferable to
utilize a closed alumina chamber (Fig. 6). It is planned to
magnetron sputter the beam aperture side of the alumina with
Cr2 O3 , to reduce its secondary electron yield (SEY) [10].
However, if electron cloud occurs the closed chamber prevents a conducting path between the serigraphy (which is at
HV during injection of beam) and the return conductor.

Figure 6: Cross-section of a 3D model of the MKP-L.
During HV pulsing of V5, the return busbar side of the alumina chamber, at the pulse input end, showed light. The intensity was dependent upon both pulse voltage and duration,
and caused a pressure rise on each pulse, of ∼1.7×10−8 mbar
at 43 kV PFN and 1 µs pulse width. When the module was
pulsed from the other end, with the same polarity of voltage,
the light moved to the HV busbar side of the chamber: this
suggests a source of electrons being steered by the magnetic
field. The light is thought to be produced by electrons impacting the alumina causing desorbtion of gas [11]: the SEY
of the alumina (likely to be ∼1.5 at 20 keV [12]) ionises
the desorbed gas. Subsequently, the alumina chamber was
coated with aC, to reduce its SEY, and a 5 mm conductor
was used to close the C-shaped aperture of the HV end plate
at the pulse input end. This MKP-L was successfully HV
pulse conditioned: the pressure rise was ∼5×10−10 mbar at
50 kV PFN, and continued to decrease with conditioning.
The pressure rise was independent of pulse length.

CONCLUSION
Serigraphy, for reducing beam induced heating, is connected to the HV end plates of the MKP-L to reduce the
electric stress during pulsing. The number of serigraphy
fingers and their length has been optimised for both HV and
beam impedance considerations: in the final design a total
of eight serigraphy fingers are used with the shortest fingers
connected to the HV end plate at the pulse output end.
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ULTRA-FAST GENERATOR FOR IMPACT IONIZATION TRIGGERING∗
A. A. del Barrio Montañés† 1 , V. Senaj, T. Kramer, Y. Dutheil, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
M. Sack, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
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Abstract
Impact ionization triggering can be successfully applied
to standard thyristors, thus boosting their dI/dt capability
by up to 1000x. This ground-breaking triggering requires
applying significant overvoltage on the anode-cathode of a
thyristor with a slew rate > 1 kV/ns. Compact pulse generators based on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components
would allow the spread of this technology into numerous
applications, including fast kicker generators for particle
accelerators.
In our approach, the beginning of the triggering chain
is an HV SiC MOS with an ultra-fast super-boosting gate
driver. The super boosting of a 1.7 kV rated SiC MOS allows
to reduce the MOS rise time by a factor of > 26 (datasheet
tr = 20 ns vs. measured tr < 800 ps), resulting in an output
voltage slew rate > 1 kV/ns and an amplitude > 1 kV.
Additional boosting is obtained by a Marx generator
with GaAs diodes, reaching an output voltage slew rate >
11 kV/ns. The final stage will be a Marx generator with
medium size thyristors triggered in impact ionization mode
with sufficient voltage and current rating necessary for the
triggering of a high power thyristor.
This paper presents the impact ionization triggering of a
small size thyristor.

INTRODUCTION
In beam transfer facilities for particle accelerators,
magnets generally require multi kV/kA pulse generators.
Presently this is achieved using thyratrons. However, these
devices present several disadvantages such as erratic firing, their need of complex triggering and biasing electronics, their rarity, approaching obsolescence and high cost.
These factors are driving their replacement by semiconductor switches.
Recent investigations have shown that switching semiconductors using impact ionization mode is a viable option
to replace thyratrons. Impact ionization is achieved when
a high dU/dt creates an ionization wavefront in the semiconductor structure. This ultra fast switching technique is
even feasible in cheap commercially available thyristors [1].
Thyristors are cheaper and faster than thyratrons (when triggered in impact ionization mode), and offer a higher current
density compared to thyratrons.
The following conditions are necessary to achieve impact
ionisation on a thyristor:
∗
†
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• A voltage applied by the triggering circuit on the anodecathode of the thyristor more than double the static
breakdown voltage
• Said triggering voltage requires a slew rate of >1 kV/ns
in order to create the right conditions in the semiconductor structure
• All this while providing enough current to charge the
parasitic capacitance of the thyristor with the required
dU/dt.
In this paper, we present a Marx generator based topology
that achieves impact ionization triggering in a small size
(D2PAK) thyristor.

METHODOLOGY
Traditionally, as seen in [2], the triggering generators for
impact ionization used drift step recovery diodes (DSRD)
and semiconductor opening switch (SOS) diodes. Generators based on both of these components are bulky, require
relatively long pre-charging and more importantly, DSRD
and SOS themselves are not commercially available. This
is why we propose an alternative approach, based on three
main stages.
The first stage has been described in [3] and [4]: ultra-fast
MOSFET triggering based on the upgraded gate boosting
technique outlined by M. Hochberg et al. [5]. M. Azizi et al
presented in [6] a gate-boosting driving method optimized
for a SiC MOSFET to reduce its turn-on time. Our SiC MOSFETs were more aggressively gate-boosted, resulting in an
acceleration of their rise time by a factor of >26, depending
on the device.
In order to more aggressively boost the MOS device, as
per the depicted method in [4], we developed a driver that can
deliver 430 V/ns onto a 50 Ω load, with a maximum output
voltage >300 V. The resulting output voltage is presented in
Fig. 1, indicated by the blue lines.
This SiC MOSFET, the second stage of the series, was
tested onto a 50 Ω load (by mistake up to 2.1 kV, and survived) at the nominal voltage of 1.3 kV and it produced a
1.2 kV/ns slew rate, as seen in Fig. 2. Once these parameters are achieved, we can use this pulse generator for impact
ionization triggering in the third stage.
The third stage is an ultra-fast Marx generator with
GaAs diodes switched in impact ionization mode acting
as switches. As seen in Fig. 3, this generator is made up of
multiple stages of 900 V rated GaAs diodes [7]; their number depends on the required output voltage amplitude. The
triggering of this Marx generator is conducted by a superboosted SiC MOSFET (Infineon IMBF170R450M1), thanks
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Figure 4: Schematic of Marx generator triggering a thyristor.
Figure 1: Output voltage of our MOS driver.

from Vishay, a 1.2 kV rated device. The configuration is
shown on Fig. 4.

RESULTS
The different tests have been done using a 6 GHz oscilloscope with a series of 10-18 GHz, 50 Ω attenuators used as
output loads.
Figure 5 shows the output voltage of the Marx generator.
The maximum voltage reached is 4.1 kV (negative) and the
slew rate, more than 11 kV/ns on a 50 Ω resistive load.

Figure 2: SiC MOSFET voltage output on 50 Ω load.
to the method that has been described above. The negative
voltage generated by the MOSFET is applied on the anode
of the GaAs diodes.

Figure 5: Output waveform of the three stage Marx generator
on 50 Ω load.

Figure 3: Schematic of stages 2 and 3.
The best results were obtained using GaAs diodes
switched in impact ionization mode from the wavefront initiated by the SiC MOSFET (Fig. 2). However, the same
principle can be applied to small thyristors.
With the pulse generated at the output of the three series
stages of the Marx generator, a negatively biased thyristor
is triggered. The chosen component is VS-16TTS12S-M3

It can be expected that the magnitudes and output pulse
will diminish when triggering a capacitive load, which is
what a thyristor represents to the generator. However, it is
considered that for a 1.2 kV rated thyristor, the generator
output is high enough to ensure that impact ionization will
also occur on this thyristor.
As represented on Fig. 6, this assumption is correct. The
phenomenon of impact ionization happening on the thyristor
is clearly seen, in blue in Fig. 6, with an ultra-fast thyristor
commutation of ≈ 200 ps, this being on the limit of resolution of our instrumentation.
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With this research, we lay the foundations for a future fast
multi-stage thyristor Marx generator needed to achieve the
high voltage and current necessary to trigger larger thyristor
stacks in impact ionisation mode. Finally, this could replace
thyratrons in beam transfer facilities for particle accelerators.
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Figure 6: Impact ionization triggering of a thyristor in our
laboratory.
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BRANCH MODULE FOR AN INDUCTIVE VOLTAGE ADDER FOR
DRIVING KICKER MAGNETS WITH A SHORT CIRCUIT TERMINATION∗
J. Ruf† , M.J. Barnes, Y. Dutheil, T. Kramer, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
M. Sack, KIT, Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract
For driving kicker magnets terminated in a short circuit,
a branch module for an inductive voltage adder has been
designed and assembled. The module has been designed
for a maximum charging voltage of 1.2 kV and an output
current of 200 A considering the current doubling due to
the short circuit termination. It features three consecutive
modes of operation: energy injection, freewheeling, and
energy extraction. Therefore, the topology of the branch
module consists of two independently controlled SiC MOSFET switches and one diode switch. In order not to extend
the field rise time of the kicker magnet significantly beyond
the magnet fill time, the pulse must have a fast rise time.
Hence, the switch for energy injection is driven by a gate
boosting driver featuring a half bridge of GaN HEMTs and
a driving voltage of 80 V. Measurements of the drain source
voltage of this switch showed a fall time of 2.7 ns at a voltage of 600 V resulting in a voltage rise time of 5.4 ns at the
output terminated with a resistive load. To meet both the
rise time and current requirements, a parallel configuration
of four SiC MOSFETs was implemented.

magnet and is stored as magnetic energy. Once the reflected
wave reaches the pulse generator, the generator stops feeding
energy into the system. Hence, the voltage over the output
of the pulse generator settles to zero, disregarding losses.
Finally, at the end of the pulse, the energy is extracted from
the load.

CIRCUIT TOPOLOGY OF THE BRANCH
MODULE
In order to implement the functionality described above,
the branch modules of the inductive voltage adder need to
be equipped with an appropriate circuitry. Figures 1 and 2
show a simplified schematic with an appropriate arrangement of MOSFET switches, and a capacitor Cpulse to store
initial energy. The circuit elements in Figs. 1 and 2 can each
represent multiple paralleled components.

INTRODUCTION
At present, installations at CERN, for driving kicker magnets equipped with a short-circuit termination, comprise
pulse generators based on transmission lines [1]. For some
of these transmission-line based generators, a future replacement by an inductive voltage adder is currently under investigation. The inductive voltage adder comprises branch
modules which are paralleled in layers for sharing the load
current and stacked for adding up the voltage. The inductive
voltage adder usually feeds into a matched load. Thereby, the
match between the power to be fed into the load impedance
and the power delivered by one module is made by an appropriate selection of the number of modules per layer and
the number of stacked layers.
When driving a transmission line type kicker magnet terminated in a short circuit, with a low impedance source like
an inductive adder, the following mode of operation can be
used to deal with the reflections from the termination [2].
Initially, the generator outputs a voltage that travels as a
wave along the connecting cable and the transmission line
type kicker magnet. The wave is reflected at the short circuit
termination and travels back to the pulse generator, causing a doubling of the current. Thereby, energy is fed into
the system comprising the connecting cable and the kicker
∗
†
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Figure 1: Simplified circuit diagram of one branch
module with a resistor Rabs for dissipating the energy.
(Rabs = 10 Ω; Qmain = 25µF; Qmain : 4 × G3R160MT17J;
Qaux : 2 × C2M0045170P; Dfw : 2 × GB25MPS17-247).
Initially, the capacitor is charged via the circuit elements
Dch , Rch , and Dfw . Thereby, Dch prevents undesired discharging. To transfer energy from the capacitor to the load,
consisting of the cable and the kicker magnet, both MOSFET
switches Qmain and Qaux are closed. Thereby, the transformer
Tlayer is part of the inductive adder and serves for combining the current originating from the branch modules of one
layer. The output wave from Tlayer travels through the kicker
magnet to the short circuit. When the wave reflected from
the short circuit reaches the module, switch Qmain opens,
and the current commutates into the freewheeling diode Dfw .
For extracting the energy at the end of the pulse switch Qaux
opens, and the energy stored in the load dissipates in the
resistor Rabs . Alternatively, in order to recuperate the extracted energy back into the capacitor Cpulse a diode Drec
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an overshoot of the gate voltage.
��� =

��
���
��,���

(1)
−1

The capacitance Cgb can be calculated according to Eq. 1
based on effective gate capacitance Cg , the desired gate
voltage Vg,nom , and the available gate driving voltage Vgd .

Figure 2: Simplified circuit diagram of one branch
module with a diode Drec for recuperating the energy.
(Drec : 2 × GB25MPS17-247. For other main circuit parameters see Fig. 1).
can be employed as shown in Fig. 2. During recuperation, a
current path over capacitor Cpulse and diode Drec is active.
The magnet fill time describes the time the travelling
wave needs to propagate twice, i.e., forward and backward,
through the short-circuit terminated kicker magnet. The
field rise time comprises the magnet fill time and the rise
time of the pulse. As a short field rise time is desirable, a fast
rise of the pulse is crucial. Therefore, the MOSFET Qmain is
driven by a gate-boosting circuit. It closes slightly after the
switch Qaux has closed and, therefore, defines the rise time
of the initial pulse. In addition, its turn off defines the time
for the current to commutate from Qmain to Dfw . MOSFET
Qaux is driven by a commercial gate driver and, hence, has a
slower switching speed. Moreover, the gate driver for Qaux
features an insulation versus the ground reference for Qmain .
The branch module has been designed for a voltage of 1.2 kV
and a peak current of 200 A with a pulse repetition rate of
10 Hz. Switch Qaux and the diode Dfw need to be capable of
carrying this current. Hence, Qaux has been implemented as
two SiC MOSFETs of the type C2M0045170P [3] in parallel
configuration. Similarly for the diode Dfw two paralleled
diodes of the type GB25MPS17-247 [4] have been selected.
The switch Qmain carries only the initial current before current doubling due to reflection of the wave front at the short
circuit, i. e. 100 A. For this switch Qmain four paralleled
MOSFETs of type G3R160MT17J [5] have been selected
(see Fig. 3).

GATE-BOOSTING DRIVER
Figure 3 shows a simplified schematic of the implemented
gate-boosting driver circuit. It features an additional capacitance (Cgb ) in series to the gate, compensating the parasitic
inductance of the gate circuit, and forming a capacitive divider with the gate capacitance [6]. A GaN-HEMT half
bridge (Qgb1 , Qgb2 ) is fed by a voltage of 80 V to compensate for the effect of the capacitive voltage divider. The
resistors Rd,b ensures equal current distribution among the
four paralleled MOSFETs of Qmain . The resistors Rd,a and
Rd,b also provide sufficient damping for operation without

Figure 3: Simplified circuit diagram of the gateboosting driver for Qmain . (Vgd = 80 V; Vg,nom = 15 V;
Qgb1,2 : GS66506T; Rd,a = 0.75 Ω; Cgb = 2.52 nF;
Rd,b1..4 = 3 Ω; Qmain,1..4 : G3R160MT17J).

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
For initial tests, one module has been directly connected
to a resistive load without a transformer. Figure 4 shows a
photo of the test setup. The value of the resistive load has
been selected to be 10.8 Ω; this results in a current corresponding to the designed operating point of the module in
an inductive voltage adder before the arrival of the reflected
wave front. The current through the load has been measured
by means of a shunt resistor with a bandwidth of 1.2 GHz.
For voltage measurements voltage probes of type 10076C [7]
and tpp0500 [8] have been employed. The measurements
were performed with an oscilloscope with a bandwidth of
500 MHz. This results in a rise time of the voltage measurement setup of approximately 1 ns [9] which is considered to
be sufficiently fast for the measurements.
The tests have been performed at a voltage of 600 V as
well as at the rated voltage of 1.2 kV. Figure 5 shows the voltage at the gate of one of the MOSFETS comprising Qmain ,
measured where the gate and kelvin-source leads enter the
housing: it rises within 2.8 ns to a voltage of 15 V. The voltage between the drain and source of one of the two center
MOSFETs exhibits a fall time between 90 % and 10 % of
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Figure 4: Photo of the test setup.

2.7 ns for a charging voltage of 600 V and 3.4 ns for a charging voltage of 1.2 kV as shown in Fig. 6. Figures 7 and 8
show the voltage and current measurements at the output of
the module. The rise time (10 % to 90 %) for both voltage
and current has been measured to be 5.4 ns for a charging
voltage of 600 V and 5.0 ns for a charging voltage of 1.2 kV
as shown in Fig. 7. For the tests the total pulse length has
been adjusted to 400 ns. The pulse to pulse amplitude stability with this initial test setup has been measured to 461 ppm
over 1032 pulses at 1.2 kV.

Figure 7: Output voltage and load current of the branch
module for a charging voltage of 600 V (blue and orange)
and 1.2 kV (cyan and red), both with a resistive load of
10.8 Ω.

Figure 8: Output voltage and load current of the branch
module for a charging voltage of 600 V (blue and orange)
and 1.2 kV (cyan and red), both with a resistive load of
10.8 Ω.

CONCLUSION
Figure 5: Vgs of MOSFET Qmain .

A branch module for an inductive voltage adder for driving a kicker magnet terminated in a short circuit has been
designed and built. It features two active SiC MOSFET
switches and a diode switch. A gate driver for MOSFET
Qmain featuring gate-boosting allows for operation with a
fast rise time. The module has been tested connected to a
resistive load. At a voltage of 1.2 kV and a current of 110 A
a rise time of 5.0 ns has been measured. As the next step the
module will be tested with a replacement load emulating a
kicker magnet terminated in a short circuit.
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Figure 6: Vds of MOSFET Qmain for a charging voltage of
600 V (orange) and 1.2 kV (blue) both with a resistive load
of 10.8 Ω.
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Abstract
For an electron-positron collider like the Future Circular Collider lepton machine (FCC-ee), the production of
positrons plays a crucial role. One of the design options considered for the FCC-ee positron source employs a superconducting solenoid made of high temperature superconductor
coils as an adiabatic matching device. The solenoid, which
is placed around the production target, is needed to capture
positrons before they can be accelerated in a linear accelerator. A superconducting solenoid yields a higher peak field
than a conventional normal-conducting matching device,
therefore increasing the achievable positron yield. In order
to achieve an acceptable positron production, the considered
target is made of tungsten-rhenium, which gives also a significant flux of unwanted secondary particles, that in turn
could generate a too large radiation load on the superconducting coils. In this study, we assess the feasibility of such
a positron source by studying the heat load and long-term radiation damage in the superconducting matching device and
surrounding structures. Results are presented for different
geometric configurations of the matching device.

INTRODUCTION
The Future Circular Collider lepton machine (FCC-ee)
is one option for a new collider at CERN [1]. With a circumference of around 91 km it is meant to store and collide
electrons and positrons with different beam energies ranging
from 45.6 GeV to 182.5 GeV. The different operation modes
enable precision measurements over a wide energy range,
spanning from the 𝑍 pole to the 𝑡𝑡 threshold. Operation
relies on the production of high-intensity and low-emittance
positron beams, both for filling the collider when empty and
for top-up injection. [2]. Positron sources typically use an
adiabatic matching device for capturing positrons from a
heavy target before they can be accelerated in a first linear
accelerator. The baseline solution considered for FCC-ee
assumes a classical magnetic matching device consisting of
a tapered normal-conducting solenoid downstream of the
target [3]. The entire assembly is further enclosed by bridge
coils. A similar solution is already used for the positron
source at SuperKEKB [4]. As a novel alternative for FCC,
a superconducting solenoid made of YBCO tapes is considered. Using a superconducting matching device allows
for higher magnetic field, which in turn enables a higher
∗
†
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positron yield. A demonstrator of such a high-temperature
superconductor (HTS)-based positron source, called P3 , will
be built at the SwissFEL facility at PSI [5].
Although a superconducting matching device is beneficial
for the positron yield, it exhibits a higher sensitivity to radiation. In this paper, we present first radiation load studies
for a FCC-ee positron source with HTS coils. The studies
were carried out with the FLUKA Monte Carlo code [6–
8], which is commonly used for shielding calculations. We
consider two different configurations with different coil and
beam apertures, one being similar to the P3 experiment [5],
whereas the second layout has a larger vacuum chamber. For
both configurations, we quantify the instantaneous power
deposition and the cumulative radiation damage. The results
are scaled to collider operation at the 𝑍 pole (45.6 GeV),
which requires the highest positron intensity [1]. The assumed electron drive beam has an energy of 6 GeV and a
beam spot size of 0.5 mm rms at the target. The repetition
rate lies at 200 Hz, with a electron bunch charge of 1.43 nC
and two bunches per pulse, which leads to a drive beam
power of 3.43 kW [9]. This beam power is needed when
refilling the collider when empty, but is around one order of
magnitude less during top-up injection [1].

SIMULATION SETUP
In this study, a conventional target configuration is considered (see Fig. 1), where the electron drive beam directly
impacts on a disk made of tungsten-rhenium alloy. When
the electrons enter the target, they emit electromagnetic radiation in the form of Bremsstrahlung photons. The produced
photons are then subject to electron-positron pair production.
These two processes happen in form of a cascade, as long
as the energy is high enough. After the target, photons, electrons and positrons can be found. An alternative production
scheme under consideration for the FCC-ee is based on a
hybrid setup [3], where the electron beam first generates
photons through coherent interaction with a crystal; the photons then impact on a target, where positrons are produced.
However, this alternative scheme is not considered here. The
target thickness is selected to be 5𝑋0 (17.5 mm), with 𝑋0
being the radiation length. The target thickness has been
optimised for the positron yield in a separate study [10]. The
engineering and cooling design of the target, as well as the
target integration inside the cryostat are beyond the scope of
this paper. We therefore consider a simple stationary disk.
In the following, two different versions of the matching
device are discussed (see Fig. 2), that have similar gross
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Table 1: Absorbed Power in Different Components

Target
Shielding
Cryostat and
coil supports
Coils (1-5)
Total
Figure 1: 3D cut of the geometry.
Version 8.2cm
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Figure 2: Positron production source geometry.
features, but different bore apertures, shielding thicknesses.
While the shape of the magnetic fields is slightly different for
the two versions, the peak value is the same (𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥 =20 T).
The versions are called V8.2cm and V6.1cm , with the numbers
giving the radius at which the magnet coils are located. Both
versions have 5 coils made out of YBCO tapes. The coils
are supported by a copper/stain-less steel structure, which
is embedded in a stainless steel cryostat. The target is surrounded by a shielding made of Inermet-180®, a tungsten
alloy, which reduces the radiation load to the cryostat and
coils. The shielding extends over the whole cryostat length
for V8.2cm , while it starts at the first coil for V6.1cm . The beam
aperture inside the shielding is about 4.4 cm for V8.2cm and
about 1.9 cm for V6.1cm . Additionally, two different target
positions were considered for V6.1cm , corresponding to the
optimal positions (maximum yield) for either a L-band or
a S-band capture Linac. In the first case, the target exit is
located 4.1 cm downstream from the peak field and in the
second case the distance is 2 cm. In V8.2cm the target exit is
located at 3.1 cm.

POWER DEPOSITION
Table 1 shows the total absorbed power in the target,
shielding, cryostat and coils, for a drive beam power of
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V8.2cm

V6.1cm
L-band

V6.1cm
S-band

906 W
69 W
3.3 W

862 W
149 W
8.1 W

869 W
209 W
11.8 W

0.09 W
to 0.18 W

0.15 W
to 0.68 W

0.27 W
to 1.25 W

980 W

1030 W

1126 W

3.43 kW. Figure 3 provides a global overview of the corresponding power density distribution in the entire setup.
The results indicate that about one quarter of the electron
beam power is dissipated in the target. The heat load in the
target is somewhat higher in V8.2cm because of its larger radius (4.4 cm) compared to V6.1cm (1.8 cm). The peak power
density at the target exit face reaches up to 21 kW/cm3 in all
cases (note that Fig. 3 does not resolve the peak power density in the target due to the coarse scoring mesh used in this
figure). The total power deposition in the Inermet-180 shielding reaches between ∼70 W (V8.2cm ) and ∼210 W (V6.1cm ,
S-band). The power load is higher in the latter version due to
the smaller aperture. Dedicated thermo-mechanical studies
are needed to develop an engineering solution, which copes
with the heat load in target and shielding. Although the total
heat load and the peak power density is significant, it is not
excluded that the actual target can be stationary.
Evaluating the heat load on the HTS coils is critical for assessing the feasibility of a superconducting matching device.
As shown in Table 1, the total power deposition in the most
exposed coil ranges from ∼0.2 W (V8.2cm ) to ∼0.7 W/1.25 W
(V6.1cm , L-band/S-band). The results are lower for V8.2cm
due to several reasons. First, the coils are less impacted
due to their position at a larger radius compared to the other
version. Secondly, the shielding for V8.2cm is slightly thicker
(1.8 cm) compared to V6.1cm (1.4 cm). The results also show
that the longitudinal position of the target inside the cryostat has a non-negligible impact on the power deposition
in the coils. Comparing the results of the L-band and the
S-band option (both V6.1cm ) shows that a 2 cm shift can almost double the total power in the coils. The peak power
density in the coils ranges from 1 mW/cm3 for V8.2cm to up
to 16 mW/cm3 in the S-band version of V6.1cm . The L-band
option (not shown in the figure) has a maximum value of
about 8 mW/cm3 . Both the observed power densities and the
total power deposition in the coils are considered acceptable,
i.e. values are below the quench level and are compatible
with the heat extraction capacity of the cryogenic system.
Depending on the geometry around 2.3 kW-2.45 kW are
escaping the matching device, which corresponds to 67-71%
of the total power. About 1.98 kW of this power is carried
by photons and electrons, which are strongly concentrated
around the beam axis of the original electron drive beam.
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Figure 3: Power density distribution in the target, shielding,
cryostat and coils (top: V8.2cm , bottom: V6.1cm , S-band)
With this localised distribution, the impact on the downstream beam line has to be studied thoroughly to assess the
shielding requirements.

CUMULATIVE RADIATION EFFECTS
The investigated quantities related to long-term radiation
effects are the ionising dose that may cause a deterioration
of material properties, especially in organic materials [11],
and the Displacement Per Atom (DPA), which is responsible
for the structural damage of inorganic materials [12]. We
provide estimates of these quantities for one year of operation at the 𝑍 pole. We assume that the collider is filled twice
a day, during which a maximum electron drive beam power
(3.43 kW) is needed. The filling time is estimated to last
Version 8.2cm
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Figure 4: Dose distribution in the HTS coils for 1 year of
operation at the 𝑍 pole (left: V8.2cm , right: V6.1cm , S-band)
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2.4% of the total operational time [1]. We further assume
that during the rest of the time the collider will be in top-up
injection mode, which requires a lower bunch charge and
hence a lower drive beam power (about 10% of the maximum). In total, the machine will be four years in 𝑍 operation,
followed by 10 years at various higher beam energies, but
with a significantly reduced beam current [1]. The operating conditions of the positron source for the other operation
modes still have to be established, but we conservatively
assume that a factor of ∼10 has to be applied to the obtained
numbers to quantify the cumulative dose and DPA for the
full collider lifetime.
Figure 4 presents a detailed view of the dose distribution
in the five coils. In the larger-aperture version V8.2cm the
integrated dose goes up to 2 MGy/year. The highest dose
levels are observed in the S-band case of V6.1cm , where a
maximum of 22 MGy/year is reached, while for the L-band
version, the dose reaches 8 MGy/year. Scaled to the full
collider lifetime, the dose values in V6.1cm reach excessive
values. These values would not be compatible with any organic insulation or support materials. The HTS coils can,
however, be manufactured without any organic insulation.
Nevertheless, possible effects of the high dose on the superconductor need to be further assessed. In any case, the dose
values can be well reduced by choosing a larger aperture, as
in version V8.2cm .
The simulation shows that the cumulative displacement damage in the tungsten-rhenium target reaches up to
3 DPA/year (here a damage threshold of 90 eV was assumed).
This estimate neglects any annealing effects resulting from
the elevated temperature of the target during source operation. The found value is not negligible and the effects on
the target properties have to be assessed. Potentially, the
target needs to be exchanged throughout the years or other
measures might be required (e.g. exposing a fresh surface
of the target after a certain operating period). The DPA in
the coils is much lower, which is expected due to their peripheral position. For V8.2cm the maximum DPA is found to
be around 2 × 10−5 DPA/year, while for V6.1cm (S-band) it
reaches up to 1 × 10−4 DPA/year. The long term effects of
the DPA on the material have to be further investigated. Due
to the different target position, the S-band version is again
stronger impacted than the L-band version.

CONCLUSION
This paper presented first radiation load studies for the
FCC-ee positron source with a superconducting matching
device. Two different configurations with different coil apertures (6.1 cm and 8.2 cm) were compared. In both cases, the
cryostat and coils were shielded by a thick tungsten absorber.
While the power load to the superconducting coils and cryostat appears acceptable in both cases, high cumulative dose
values are found for the smaller aperture version. Nevertheless, it has been shown that a superconducting matching
device for the positron production target is feasible and no
showstoppers have been identified.
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IRRADIATION OF LOW-Z CARBON-BASED MATERIALS WITH
440 GeV/c PROTON BEAM FOR HIGH ENERGY & INTENSITY BEAM
ABSORBERS: THE CERN HiRadMat-56-HED EXPERIMENT
P. Andreu-Muñoz†, E. M. Farina, F-X. Nuiry, A. Krainer, J. Maestre, A. Lechner, M. Calviani, R. Seidenbinder,
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Abstract
The beam stored energy and the peak intensity of CERN
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will grow in the next few
years. The former will increase from max. of 320 MJ for
Run2 (2015-2018) to almost 555 MJ during Run3 (2022
onwards) and 709 MJ during the HL-LHC era, putting
stringent requirements on beam intercepting devices, such
as absorbers and dumps. The HiRadMat-56-HED (HighEnergy Dumps) experiment performed in Autumn 2021
executed at CERN HiRadMat facility employed the Super
Proton Synchrotron accelerator (SPS) 440 GeV/c proton
beam to impact different low-density carbon-based
materials targets to assess their performance to these higher
energy beam conditions. The study focused on advanced
grades of graphitic materials, including isostatic graphite,
carbon-fibre reinforced carbon and carbon-SiC materials in
addition to flexible expanded graphite. Some of them
precisely tailored in collaboration with industry to specific
properties. The objectives of this experiment are: (i) to
assess the performance of existing and potentially suitable
advanced materials for the currently operating LHC beam
dumps and (ii) to study alternative materials for the HLLHC main dump or for the Future Circular Collider dump
systems. This contribution will detail the R&D phase
during design, the execution of the experiment, the preirradiation tests as well as the first post irradiation
examination of the target materials. Lessons learnt and
impact on operational devices will also be drawn.

INTRODUCTION
The LHC operates with a Beam Dumping System
(LBDS) that is critical for its safe operation. The LBDS [1]
is based on a fast beam extraction system made of a series
of kicker and septum magnets used to deviate the two
counter-rotating beams from the LHC ring towards two
extraction lines. Each one of these extraction lines finishes
on a different Target Dump External (TDE) unit.
The LHC TDE beam absorbing core is composed of six
blocks of isostatic graphite (SGL Sigrafine® 7300), two
50 mm extruded graphite plates (SGL Sigrafine® HLM)
and 1630 sheets, each 2 mm thick, of flexible expanded
graphite (SGL Sigraflex® L20012C). The TDE core is
designed to dilute and diffuse the energy of the beam [2].
The stored energy of the LHC beam during Run3 (20222025) will be higher than original LHC ultimate design
values (523 MJ) [3].
The operational challenges encountered in LHC Run2
(2015-2018) on the two LHC TDE units were solved
___________________________________________

during Long Shut Down 2 (LS2) by a thorough programme
of upgrades on the TDE spare units, which then became the
main in-operation units [4, 5]. Nevertheless, experimental
results from HiRadMat-43 (2018) [6], highlighted the
importance of finding low-density Carbon-based
alternatives to be used within the TDE core. During this
experiment (HRMT-43), four Sigraflex® sheets received
440 GeV/c proton beam impacts to assess their
performance to Run3 peak energy density values
(2.35 kJ/g - 2.5 kJ/g). These sheets delaminated, bursting
within their bulk, and causing permanent deformations of
up to 250 μm on both sheet sides [6,7]. As options for the
TDE low-density region [8], Carbon-Fibre-ReinforcedCarbon (CC) grades were considered due to their low
density, good mechanical and thermo-mechanical
properties and their non-fragile behaviour [9]. Moreover,
HiRadMat-56-HED experiment included CCs currently
implemented in two LHC beam extraction absorbers
(TCDQ [10] and TCDS [11]). Finally, the design and
material choices for the FCC-ee dumping system spoiler
were assessed [12]. To fulfil all the experiment objectives
a R&D campaign was carried out.

EXPERIMENT R&D
The HiRadMat [13, 14] beam (extracted from the SPS)
was not capable of delivering by default the peak energy
densities expected during Run3 and HL-LHC (> 2.5 kJ/g)
on the targets, this triggered thorough R&D studies. The
temperature and thermal strain fields obtained for
HiRadMat-56 samples simulations had to represent the
conditions calculated for the HL-LHC operational cases.
To approach the experiment results to simulations, a deep
R&D campaign was performed where beam diluters (used
to increase the peak energy density on targets), specific
targets and beam optics were designed for the HMRT-56
experiment and installed inside an Aluminium tank [8].
The proposed target design (Fig. 1 – (a)) features three
disks of CC stacked together, inside an aluminium hollow
cylinder. These targets axis is collinear with the beam
trajectory, allowing to send four beam pulses at their
centre. CC disks are axially constrained with Sigraflex®
washers, contact springs and Titanium bolts.

Figure 1: CC Target model (a) & Diluter model (b) [10].
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Beam diluters (Figure 1 – (b)) were used for the first time
in a HRMT experiment. Each diluter is made of a stack of
Titanium diboride cylinders (TiB2), each 20 mm diameter
and 20 mm long. Sigraflex® washers are placed in between
each cylinder to dump their axial deformation during beam
impact. Sigraflex® thin foil is wrapped around the assembly
and then it is inserted in a Ti grade 2 tube closed on both
ends with CC disks. There are several diluters in length,
some made of Titanium Carbide (TiC), instead of TiB2
allowing to use different optics.
Sigraflex® samples were tested both in vacuum (2x10-3
mbar) and in nitrogen (1.05 bar absolute) to match the TDE
operational requirements [8]. Different sheet distributions
– varying density and sheet thickness – were tested under
different configurations (stacked with and without
compression, and single sheets). Figure 2 shows Sigraflex®
targets type 1 and 2 models and the values of peak energy
density for each region within the targets. The whole
HRMT-56-HED experiment was finally made of 32 Cbased cylindrical samples, 14 long diluters, 21 short ones
and 5 Sigraflex® targets to be irradiated.

Figure 3: Example of a target station train peak energy
density deposited versus length. Max. on targets: 2.8 kJ/g.
The plot above shows the peak energy density as
function of length. Peak energy densities of about 2.8 kJ/g,
2.6 kJ/g and 2.3 kJ/g are respectively reached in the three
targets. Figure 4 reports the peak energy densities ranges at
which each one of the material families has been tested.

Type 1

Type 2

Figure 4: Peak Energy densities within the experiment.

PRE- AND POST-IRRADIATION (PIE)
EXAMINATION & INSTRUMENTATION
Figure 2: Sigraflex® HRMT-56 target type 1 and 2.

FLUKA Simulations

Targets have been analysed before and after irradiation.
Analyses included micro-CT scans with CERN CT scanner
[16], accurate mass measurements, HD pictures, IET test
and profilometry scans with CERN Veeco® optical
profilometry device. Internal and external Laser-DopplerVibrometers (LDV) have been implemented for online
measurement of two targets surface accelerations as well
as temperature sensor on diluters.

FLUKA [15] simulations were used to calculate energy
deposition distributions in the target materials. Simulations
were used to find the optimised target design, aiming at
replicating the energy density conditions expected in Run3 operation and beyond with HRMT beam. The presence
of diluters, thanks to their higher proton inelastic crossOPERATIONAL DETAILS & RESULT
section, enhances the shower build-up, where protons
interact producing secondary particles leading to the
The experiment was aligned with the beam trajectory
broadening of the target exposed area and the increase of using geodetic metrology techniques. Beam-based
the energy density deposited in the targets. The choice of alignment (BBA) and LDV-based alignment were
diluter’s materials was based on their fusion/sublimation performed to ensure the correct positioning of the proton
temperature, technical feasibility, cost, and market beam with respect where the LDV laser pointed on the
availability. Two beam spot-sizes (at 1σ) on the targets targets. The experiment was completed during week 44 [250x250 μm2] and [1000x340 μm2] were chosen. Most 2021. The Pulse List [17] is made of 72 pulses spread over
focused beam allowed to get high energy densities, all different targets for a total of 2.69 x 1015 protons.
whereas the asymmetric beam gave wider energy
distribution profiles to match the simulated stress-fields Results on CC Targets
still at high energy densities thanks to the diluters.
None of the grades of CC irradiated during this HRMT
Figure 3 shows an example of a FLUKA simulation experiment show any damage or trace of the beam impacts
result applied to target train (assembly of targets + diluters nor visually neither under the u-CT scanner up to the
place in beam trajectory) when impacted by the resolution of this technique on these targets (15 µm) [18].
asymmetric SPS beam.
Moreover, mass measurements and HD pictures taken
THPOTK049
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Pre/Post irradiation show no major beam induced effect.
All CC targets received four impacts with the asymmetric
beam at their centre. Figure 5 shows the results for u-CT
scans on one sample of CC before & after beam impacts.

Figure 5: CC μ-CT results - before (L) and after (R) beam.

Results on Sigraflex®
The Sigraflex® PIE shows that, when assembled as a
stack, sheets do not present any visible defect or
delamination (checked with micro-CT) as observed for
instance in [18]. Importance shall be given to this
configuration as inside the TDE, layers are stacked
together. This result is valid for any of the conditions tested
– symmetric/asymmetric beam optics, N2/vacuum
atmosphere, different peak energy densities –. Figure 6
shows undamaged u-CT scans of one of the stacked layers
sub-assemblies (L) and on one of the layers within the
stack, scanned at high resolution – 10 μm – (R).

Figure 7: Single (SOLO) Sigraflex® sheets out of plane
normalised deformation with symmetric beam impacts.
This delamination is more pronounced for the thinnest
samples (0.5 mm) and at three beam pulses spot. However,
these samples received lower values of peak energy density
(1.5 – 1.85 kJ/g) than HRMT-43 samples [19] (and
different beam spot size). The reasons for these differences
in results are still being investigated. Figure 8 shows the
failure for one single sheet (R) against an unaffected
stacked layer example (L).

Figure 8: Damaged 0.5 mm Sigraflex® sheet (b) and
untouched 2 mm stacked layer (a) micro-CT scan results.

CONCLUSIONS
HRMT-56-HED experiment allowed to assess the
performance of different C-based materials to high-energy
When single Sigraflex® sheets (with a gap of 0.5 mm beam impacts. All CC grades performed well when
before/after each sheet) were irradiated, the material impacted a limited number of times with a high energy
demonstrated damages on the front/back surfaces under the proton beam (up to 2.7 kJ/g of peak energy density per
symmetric beam. Moreover, the effect of three pulses pulse and 4 pulses in total each). This enables to establish
versus one pulse was studied as well as the effect of the grounds for the absorbing materials of high-energy beam
atmosphere in which they were irradiated. Figure 7 (left) dumps and ®beam absorbers for LHC Run3 and HL-LHC.
Sigraflex demonstrated its capability to withstand 4 (3
shows Sigraflex® sheets out of plane deformation
(normalised with the thickness), after beam impacts all in -at the centre- + 1 -3mm from centre-) beam impacts up to
N2, for different sheets thicknesses. For each sheet, 3.2 kJ/g of peak energy density when in stacked
upstream (positive) and downstream (negative) faces configuration in any atmosphere and with symmetric or
deformations are plotted. Blue bars are normalised asymmetric beam. Moreover, several different stacked
deformations for three beam impacts and yellow ones for a sheets sub-assemblies received between 2.5 kJ/g and
single impact. The material is slightly more damaged for 2.7 kJ/g of peak energy density with no observed damages.
three pulses events than for a single pulse event. Figure 7 These energies correspond to nominal Run3 conditions for
(L) shows how samples in N2 burst more out of plane than the low-density segment of the TDE. Some out of plane®
samples under vacuum. In addition, the thinner and less deformations have been identified on single Sigraflex
dense samples show a higher value of normalised layers exposed to symmetric and asymmetric beams that
deformation hence damage. Remarkably these symmetric- need to be further investigated. Single layers irradiated in
beam irradiated single layers do not show any delamination N2 with asymmetric beam experienced severe delamination
in the bulk as in HRMT-43 experiment (2018).
in the bulk as samples irradiated in air during HRMT-43.
Results of HRMT-56 are still being studied and
Finally, one point of contact was found between
interpreted
at the moment of writing this contribution.
previously damaged Sigraflex® samples at HiRadMat 43
Main
remaining
question is what the performance of
[6] and the current experiment. Single sheets irradiated
with asymmetric beam when in N2 show failure and these materials would be at HL-LHC equivalent scenarios
after hundreds of shots. For this reason, a follow-up
delamination in the bulk.
experiment is already being prepared to take place in 2024.
MC8: Applications of Accelerators, Technology Transfer and Industrial Relations
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CFD STUDIES OF THE CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
AND PRESSURE DROPS IN GEOMETRIES APPLIED TO WATER
COOLING CHANNELS OF THE CROTCH ABSORBERS
OF ALBA SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE
S. Grozavu∗ , G. Raush† ,
Terrassa School of Industrial, Aerospace and Audiovisual Engineering (ESEIAAT), Terrassa, Spain
J.J. Casas‡ , C. Colldelram§ , M. Quispe¶ , ALBA-CELLS Synchrotron, Cerdanyola del Vallés, Spain
METHODOLOGY

Abstract
Currently, the storage ring vacuum chambers of ALBA
are protected by 156 crotch absorbers made of copper and
Glidcop. After more than 10 years of operation as a thirdgeneration light source, the ALBA II project arose, aiming
to transform this infrastructure into a fourth-generation synchrotron. This introduces new challenges in terms of the
thermal and mechanical design of the future absorbers.
The absorbers’ cooling channels consist of a set of 8-mmdiameter holes parallel to each other and drilled in the body
of the absorbers. In each hole, there is a 6x1 mm stainless
steel concentric inner tube coiled in spiral wires, whose aim
is to enhance the heat transfer. The convective heat transfer
coefficients used for the original design of the absorbers
come from experimental correlations from the literature,
and are applied as a global value for the whole system.
In this work, Heat Transfer-Computational Fluid Dynamics (HT-CFD) studies of the convective heat transfer coefficients and pressure gradients in three different cooling
channel geometries are carried out, aiming at leading the
way of designing the cooling systems toward the CFD simulations rather than applying global experimental values. This
information will be useful for the sizing of the new absorbers
for the ALBA II project.

The methodology followed for the obtainment of the presented results has been designed in order to set a rigorous
foundation above which increased difficulty of simulation
could be reliable despite the complex geometry of the problem.

INTRODUCTION

O-grid structured mesh has been employed for the cylindrical portions and along all the wall boundaries inside the
fluid, inflation layers had been introduced for a smooth transition of the mesh until reaching a 𝑦+ ≈ 1 [2], essential for
the proper implementation of 𝑘 − 𝜔 and SST viscous models. For the complex fluid zones, tetrahedrons have been
employed. These characteristics can be observed in Fig. 1.

Geometry
This methodology consists in three blocks distinguished
by the cooling channels’ geometry (depicted in Fig. 2):
1. Stage 1: Conventional circular section channel. Simulation of the fluid flow inside a 8 mm diameter channel
of 500 mm length.
2. Stage 2: Concentric channels. Simulation of the fluid
flow along concentric channels formed between the
8 mm diameter orifice and a 6x1 mm pipe inserted inside, leaving a 4 mm length free end where the reversing
of the flow occurs.
3. Stage 3: Concentric channels with spiral wire. The
geometry is equivalent to the latter stage, except for
the addition of a 0.9 mm diameter spiral wire wrapped
around the exterior of the interior pipe.

Meshing

Modern synchrotron light sources widely utilize crotch
absorbers to protect the vacuum chambers from synchrotron
radiation, and their proper refrigeration is essential for their
optimal functioning since they are exposed to very high
power densities [1]. The impact of the geometry of the refrigeration capacity of their cooling channels has not been
properly reported, and there is little information in the specific literature.
The aim of this research is to perform HT-CFD studies of
the fluid inside different refrigeration channel geometries,
in order to better understand the heat transfer phenomenon
and quantify how conservative or optimistic experimental
correlations from the literature are.

Figure 1: Finest meshes detail of (from left to right): Stage
1 (2.5 M), Stage 2 (5.7 M), and Stage 3 (9.0 M).

grozavustefania@gmail.com
gustavo.raush@upc.edu
‡ jcasas@cells.es
§ ccolldelram@cells.es
¶ mquispe@cells.es

Also, a grid convergence study of three levels of mesh
refinement has been performed, implementing the ‘convergence’ Python program provided as a part of the NASA
Examining Spatial (Grid) Convergence tutorial [3].
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Figure 2: Visual representation and dimensions in mm of the three main cooling channels geometries simulated. From top
to bottom: Stage 1 (circular channel), Stage 2 (concentric channels) and Stage 3 (concentric channels with spiral wire).

RESULTS

Boundary Conditions and Solving Methods
For these three stages, simulations with different inlet
velocity have been executed, which were selected under
ALBA’s current criterion of a maximum nominal mean velocity of 3 m/s for cooling channels of thermally critical
elements. Inlet temperature of the flow has been set at 23ºC,
ALBA’s cooling water temperature.
The heat transfer simulations have been modeled as a
constant heat flux through the pinhole’s copper wall of
80 kW/m2 , resulting in an approximate 1 kW heat power
intake. The interior pipe material is defined as steel.
In the first stage, 4 Reynolds Averaged Navier Stocks
(RANS) viscous models have been simulated and the results
obtained have been compared with the Darcy–Weisbach (D.W.) equation for pressure drop and the Power-law equation
for the developed velocity profile, in order to select the most
accurate. These were the 𝑘 − 𝜀 Realizable, 𝑘 − 𝜔 Standard,
𝑘 − 𝜔 Shear-Stress Transport (SST) and Transition SST. The
latter model is based on the coupling of the SST 𝑘 − 𝜔
transport equations with one for the turbulent intermittency
and one for the transition onset criteria, which makes it
potentially suitable for the modeling of transitional flow [4].

Post-Processing
Since Fluent generated convective heat transfer values are
not accurately defined, these will be computed through the
following formula [5]:
𝑞
(1)
ℎ=
𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑓
where 𝑞 is the superficial heat flux power, 𝑇𝑤 is the wall
temperature and 𝑇𝑓 , which is the fluid’s bulk temperature
will be defined as [5]:
𝑇𝑓 =

∫ 𝜌𝑐𝑝 𝑢𝑇 𝑑𝑦
𝑚𝑐
̇ 𝑝

(2)

In Fluent, the latter expression is virtually equivalent to
the Mass Flow Average of the temperature of a transversal
area of the fluid.
THPOTK050
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Stage 1
For three levels of structured mesh of 0.8 M, 1.5 M, and
2.5 M elements, an asymptotic ratio of 0.99876 has been
obtained, indicating high accuracy. Transition SST and 𝑘 −𝜔
SST models have provided the most similar results to the D.W. and power-law equations among the four viscous models.
For Stage 1, since the Reynolds number finds itself in a range
between 18000 and 35000, full turbulence is guaranteed and
hence, 𝑘 − 𝜔 SST model has been employed.
By computing the 𝑇𝑓 curve and applying Eq. (1), the local convective coef. has been obtained along the channel’s
length. This local value resulted constant above 𝑥 ≈ 0.3 𝑚
indicating hydrodynamically and thermally developed flow.
For three different velocities (2, 3 and 4 m/s), the coef. in
the developed region is depicted in Fig. 3.
Stage 1: Fully Turbulent Fluid Flow Inside 8-mm-diameter Cooling Channel
2
1.8

Heat Transfer Coefficient, h [W/cm 2K]
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Figure 3: Experimental correlations [6] of the convective
coef. contrasted to the CFD values for circular channel flow.
The results from Fig. 3 suggest that the experimental
benchmark coefficients, widely employed on the design of
cooling channels, contain a relevant conservative element
to them. For instance, comparing with Ditus and Boelter’s
correlation, an increase between 12.6 and 13.8% of the convective heat transfer coefficient has been found.
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Stage 2
Since the interior to exterior fluid section area ratio is 4:7,
the mean flow velocity of the fluid in the exterior annular
region is considerably lower than in the interior. Due to this
reason, the Reynolds number that defines the exterior flow
regime is found in the transition regime, between laminar
and turbulent. Thus, applying 𝑘 − 𝜔 SST model would not
be adequate, since the fluid flow would be modeled as fully
turbulent even if it is not the case. For this reason, Transition
SST model will be employed for comparison purposes since
it should adapt to the local flow regime.
Due to lack of references for concentric channels without
spiral wires, the results from stage 2 and 3 have been depicted
together in Fig. 4 and have been contrasted to the Swiss Light
Source (SLS) experimental data [7] for the spiral wires case.

1.8

3.5
3
2.5

P [bar/m]

CFD Data: Stage 2, K- SST Model
CFD Data: Stage 2, Transitional SST Model
CFD Data: Stage 3, K- SST Model
SLS Data: Stage 3 (35 mm Pitch Height Spiral Wire)
SLS Data: Stage 3 (50 mm Pitch Height Spiral Wire)
Moderate Transition Regime Range: Re [1000, 10000]
Critical Transition Regime Range: Re [2300, 4000]
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accelerates the fluid on the ”contraction” side (where flow
is converged in the spiral motion) but slows it down on the
”expansion” side (where flow diverges). Due to this phenomenon, wall temperature follows the spiral distribution
(Fig. 5), getting a peak on the low-speed region and a low
point on the high-speed region, giving up to a 8 ºC difference
in the same cross-section plane. The local h coefficient computed through this 𝑇𝑤 follows the same tendency, reversed,
obtaining a wide range of values where cooling is improved
or worsen. From Fig. 4, the mean h for the 35-mm-pitch
height is found to be slightly inferior to the k-𝜔 SST case
without spiral wires, which must be studied in more depth.
Lastly, the pressure gradient is reported in Fig. 6 for all
three stages. The increase in the pressure drop due to the the
spiral wire effect in the exterior fluid region is highlighted.
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Figure 4: CFD and experimental convective coef. for concentric channels (with and without spiral wires) fluid flow.
The 2nd stage curves from Fig. 4 imply that, in the case of
considering a fully turbulent viscous model, the convective
coefficient is considerably higher than SLS data for the case
of 50-mm-pitch height spiral wires, and modestly lower
than the 35-mm-pitch height geometry case. On the other
hand, the results of the Transition SST model suggest that
for the lower range of velocities, closer or within the critical
transition range, the convective coef. decreases dramatically,
since the turbulence that has been considered has not been
reached. Even so, the results for h are just below the SLS
50-mm-pitch height geometry case for the lower range of
fluid velocity, which is highly positive.

Stage 3
For this stage, a shorter pinhole length has been modeled
after considering the developed flow distance obtained in
the previous stage, thus reducing the computational cost.

Figure 5: Pinhole wall temperature contour and velocities
distribution in transversal cross-sections for Stage 3 case.
It is thought that the spiral wire presence enhances turbulence and consecutively, rises the convective coefficient.
The interpretation of the CFD results have provided a deeper
understanding on the latter. The spiral wire enforces the
fluid bulk to flow with a helical tendency. The spiral wiring
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T31: Subsystems, Technology and Components, Other

Figure 6: Pressure gradient curves in the developed regions
for the three geometries.

CONCLUSION
From this paper, relevant conclusions can be drawn even
from the earliest stage, namely the fluid flow along a circular
channel. The 14% increase in the convective coefficient of
the well founded HT-CFD results over the archaic experimental correlations underlines the oversizing of the systems
designed through these guidelines. Many implications derive from this, since in order to attain the same cooling
requirements, less water flow rate is truly needed. The most
remarkable implications of the latter are: (i) reduction in
the pressure drop; (ii) attenuation of the erosion–corrosion
effects; (iii) attenuation of the vibration effects, especially
concerning for optical components; (iv) reduction in the cost
of hydraulic interfaces due to a downsizing in the dimensions; (v) energy saving in the pumping system.
Stages 2 and 3 conclude that further analysis must be
carried out since the transition range and the complex geometry create a challenging phenomenon for the CFD analysis.
Even so, from stage 3 it can be affirmed that the application of a global convective coefficient in the design of the
cooling channels is highly inaccurate and it disregards the
temperature peaks that may appear among other effects.
The advance produced by this paper is to take a step further
in the HT-CFD analysis of the cooling systems, which is
prompt to be the ultimate tool for design purposes in the
near future, taking advantage of the great computational
power available in today’s technology and the major progress
achieved in the simulation software’s accuracy.
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CORROSION OF COPPER COMPONENTS IN THE DEIONIZED WATER
COOLING SYSTEM OF ALBA SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE:
CURRENT RESEARCH STATUS AND CHALLENGES
M. Quispe† , E. Ayas, J.J. Casas, C. Colldelram, Ll. Fuentes, J. Iglesias, ALBA – CELLS
Synchrotron, Cerdanyola del Vallès, Spain
A. Garcia, La Romanica, Sabadell, Spain
Abstract
Currently, the ALBA Synchrotron Light Source is carrying out studies on corrosion in copper components of the
deionized water cooling circuit. The preliminary studies,
based on Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy
Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS), and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) have shown the presence of intergranular,
pitting, and generalized corrosion in the analysed copper
samples. The purpose of this paper is to present new advances in the field of this research, such as: the study of the
influence of low velocity water flow in the cooling circuit
on the current high dissolved oxygen content (> 6500 ppb),
the results of corrosion products found in the cooling circuit, the description of the improper operation of the cooling circuit as a closed loop, and FEA studies of copper
components in order to redefine the water flow velocity design criteria to values lower than 3 m/s and thus minimize
corrosion by erosion. Finally, in order to attenuate the corrosion rate, preventive solutions are presented such as the
viability to install an oxygen content degassing plant, new
instrumentation for water quality monitorization, and installation of degassing equipment at strategic positions of
the cooling circuit.

BACKGROUND
The requirement of deionized water (DIW) for cooling
in Accelerators has brought an added problem: an increase
in the rate of corrosion of the copper components. This particularity has an impact on the lifetime, as well as on the
operation of the Accelerators. This problem has been extensively studied [1-7], and there is a consensus on the alternative to attenuate its effect, according to which, following the experimental correlation pH vs concentration of
dissolved oxygen (DO) [8], it is advisable to fix the properties of the water in the "low-oxygen alkaline region" of
regime 1 (see Fig. 1). Although the corrosion rate in regime
2 is similar to that of regime 1, however, to be in regime 2
it would be necessary to increase the pH above 7.6. On the
other hand, for values of DO content < 10 ppb and with pH
values from 7.2, we would easily be in regime 1. This last
option is the most feasible technical solution, and has been
applied by most of the Accelerators.
In the case of ALBA, the quality of the DIW has been
very irregular. Based on the evolution of the pH reported
since 2012 [9], our water quality has oscillated between regimes 3, 4 and 5. Currently our goal is to work in regime
___________________________________________

1. This would allow reducing the corrosion rate to a range
between 4 to 10 times lower compared to our current situation.

Figure 1: Copper corrosion rates. Regimes 1 and 2: < 0.1
μg/(cm2y), regime 3: 0.1-0.4 μg/(cm2 y), regime 4: 0.4-1
μg/(cm2y) and regime 5: > 1.0 μg/(cm2y).

FIRST STUDIES
The visual inspections of the first samples taken during
the years 2018, 2019 and 2020, have confirmed the first
evidences of corrosion in ALBA after more than 10 years
of operation. A common pattern has been found in all the
samples: surfaces with moderate to high roughness, such
as the examples of cases (b), (c) and (d) of Fig. 2, corresponding to pieces of the masks of the Front Ends BL11
and BL13 and the radiofrequency cavity of the Storage
Ring (SR), respectively.

Figure 2: Visual signs of corrosion in ALBA. (a) Copper
oxide particles; (b, c, and d) Pieces of the masks in BL11
and BL13 and of the radiofrequency cavity of the SR.
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On the other hand, we have found accumulation of particles similar to copper oxide in some cavities where the
flow circulates at low pressure and velocity, such as the
capsule that houses the pH sensor in the common return
(Fig. 2a).
During 2020 and 2021 we have also carried out more detailed studies, based on Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM), Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) and
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) [9]. Samples from the four main
rings were evaluated; five samples in the SR: Glidcop Al15 Crotch Absorber, OFHC Copper Crotch Absorber, Copper Masks of the Front Ends BL11 and BL13, and Copper
Radio Frequency Cavity; a sample at the Experimental
Area (EA): Copper Mask in Beam Line BOREAS; a sample of Service Area (SA): Copper Circulator; and two
Booster (BO) samples: Copper straight and bent pipes of a
Quadrupole. Fig. 3 shows an example of these studies; the
case corresponds to the sample of copper tubes of the
masks of the Front Ends BL11 and BL13, where the EDS
analysis has confirmed the presence of Copper, Oxygen,
Carbon, Chlorine, Titanium and Calcium. The SEM results
show surface oxides with different morphologies and a
combined action of generalized corrosion with the presence of pitting phenomena.
As a main conclusion, this research shows that generalized, pitting and intergranular corrosion are present in the
studied samples. The depth values in the pits are less than
119.4 μm. From the point of view of mass loss, this value
is not critical for masks and crotch absorbers, but pits are
the sources for crack initiation.

Figure 3: Results of the studies (a) EDS and (b, c) SEM in
the samples of the component tubes of the masks of the
Front Ends BL11 and BL13.
We have also analysed the content of the particles in the
water for each cooling ring. So far, according to the values
in Table 1, the values obtained in terms of copper and iron
particles do not follow a defined pattern. A significant fact
is that the value of the copper particles in the SR and SA
rings are higher, compared to the other rings. Precisely
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both rings have agglutinated the maximum number of components made of copper.
Table 1: Content of Cu and Fe Particles in the DIW
Ring
EA
SR
BO
SA

Cu (ppb)
Nov Apr
2021 2022
43
29
53
333
42
53
15
181
26

Aug
2021

Aug
2021
5

Fe (ppb)
Nov Apr
2021 2022
8
5
84
5
5.5
5
9
5

Regarding to the appropriate technology for the future
installation of an oxygen content degassing plant, we have
found a consensus on the model applied by other Accelerators, which is the technology based on the hydrophobic
membrane principle. The reason is that this model does not
require chemical additives, the membrane keeps the two
phases separate (water and N2 gas in our case) and its efficiency has been demonstrated to achieve DO content less
than 10 ppb. In this technology (see Fig. 4), the water is
flowing around the hydrophobic membrane, but it cannot
flow through the porous. The water ingress is prevented by
surface tension effect, even when the water is a high pressure. Then, the sweep N2 gas inside the membrane creates
a driven force for O2 gas transport. The O2 gas molecules
will diffuse from both water into the water-gas interface
and the molecules gas immediate spread off into the N2 gas
phase.

Figure 4: Operating principle of a DO content degassing
system.

WEAK POINT OF THE PROJECT
The DO content in our system is the weak point of this
project. Its value is very high (> 6500 ppb). This value is
typical for an open hydraulic system. Our hydraulic system
is closed by definition. In a closed hydraulic system, with
signs of corrosion, the DO content would be consumed
over time and its theoretical trend would be towards zero.
For this reason, our research has focused on these two
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questions: (i) in a closed hydraulic system, with characteristics similar to ALBA, what is the value of the DO content
by default that we should have? and (ii) what are the possible causes that originate this high value in the DO content?
Our final optimization step, which would be the installation of a DO content degassing plant, depends on the answers to the previous two questions. Regarding the second
question, which is linked to the problem of the air that enters in our system, we are working on the following hypotheses, as causes of the high DO content:
x Cavitation problems in the main pumping system. In
particular, the group of pumps that are responsible for
driving the total hot water (around 450 m3h) is a candidate for air entrance, due to the low pressures that
would be generated in its suction area. This problem
is being studied and the first results have been published in the reference [10].
x The main expansion tank is another candidate. The
system operates with a membrane that separates DIW
from a zone of pressurized air. The presence of porosities in the membrane could facilitate the entry of air
into the hydraulic system.
x Inadequate design of the general distribution network,
mainly in the four main rings. Its geometry is the
cause that the water is distributed at velocities below
the design criteria. This fact worsens our capacity to
evacuate the air that enters in the system. If the velocity is below the specified minimum value, then it is
not possible to move the air in the pipes. This fact affected ALBA's operation for approximately 2 months
in 2013 [11].
x Two laboratories consume DIW to carry out experiments. Although there is no constant use and the control is adequate, these two consumptions break the
concept of a closed hydraulic system.
x Degassing due to material type of flexible hoses.
x Protocols for maintenance and intervention of the hydraulic system, as well as in the consumption of the
experimental lines.

IMPROVEMENT ACTIONS UNDERWAY
We are currently upgrading our diagnostic capability.
Between 2022 and 2023 we are going to install new equipment for measuring conductivity, pH and DO content. We
are also going to improve our air purging capacity, with
degassing systems based on vacuum principles. The installation of copper corrosion meters is also part of this optimization.
We are also studying the feasibility of modifying the design criteria that we have defined in ALBA for the maximum velocity of the water. Currently for the design of optical components we have set a maximum velocity of 2 m/s
and for the family of absorbers 3 m/s. The effect of erosion
would be attenuated if the maximum velocities set for the
design are reduced. This research has two parts: in the first
part, using CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic), we are
going to quantify the conservative factor that we are
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introducing when we apply the experimental correlations
provided by the literature [12]. In the second part we are
reviewing our design considerations. The criterion of the
maximum velocity for the crotch absorbers in the SR,
could be relaxed for the absorbers type 1 and 2 (together
they are about a hundred units). The feasibility of this new
proposal is demonstrated by the new FEA results, as the
example of the absorber type 2 (Fig. 5). According to the
results obtained, working in the range of 1.6 to 3 m/s, the
values of temperature, stress and strain remain within the
accepted design limits for copper. In particular, the sensitivity of stress and strain is negligible to velocity variation.
On the other hand, this calculation has been reproduced for
a machine current of 400 mA, however, after more than 10
years of operation, we currently are working at 250 mA,
which would imply a second conservative margin not considered at the beginning of the ALBA project.

Figure 5: FEA results of the absorber type 2 in the SR.

CONCLUSION
To reduce the current rate of copper corrosion in ALBA's
cooling system, it is necessary to install a degassing plant
to remove the DO content in the water. At the moment this
step is not feasible, due to the high value of DO content,
greater than 6500 ppb. This value would correspond to an
open hydraulic system, when in reality our hydraulic system is closed by definition. This paper presents the investigations that ALBA has launched to determine the cause
of this problem.
Our investigations have concluded that the analysed
samples show intergranular, generalized and pitting corrosion. Pit depths are below 119.4 μm.
This paper also presents a group of optimization actions,
in the context of the copper corrosion problem. Some of
them are the improvement of our capacity to diagnose water quality with new instrumentation; optimization of the
air purge system; and studies to reduce the value of the
maximum water velocity imposed for the design of the
components in Accelerators, with the aim of attenuating the
erosion effect.
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MUON COLLIDER GRAPHITE TARGET STUDIES AND
DEMONSTRATOR LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES AT CERN
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Abstract
Muon colliders offer enormous potential for research of
the particle physics frontier. Leptons can be accelerated
without suffering large synchrotron radiation losses. The
International Muon Collider Collaboration is considering 3
and 10 TeV (CM) machines for a conceptual stage. In the
core of the Muon Collider facility lays a MW class production target, which will absorb a high power (1 and 3 MW)
proton beam to produce muons via pion decay. The target
must withstand high dynamic thermal loads induced by 2 ns
pulses at 5-50 Hz. Also, operational reliability must be guaranteed to reduce target exchanges to a minimum. Several
technologies for these systems are being studied in different
laboratories. We present in this paper the results of a preliminary feasibility study of a graphite-based target, and the
different layouts under study for a demonstrator target complex at CERN. Synergies with advanced nuclear systems are
being explored for the development of a liquid metal target.

BEAM PARAMETERS
In the framework of the Muon Collider project, the Muon
Accelerator Program (MAP) [1] studies previewed the target
working parameters. According to these studies, a 5 GeV/c
proton round beam will impact the target with an intensity of
3.76 · 1014 protons per bunch with a repetition rate of 5 Hz.
The bunch length considered is 2 ns and, therefore, the total
average beam power reaches 1.5 MW.

exchange between helium and water which will flow (3 m/s)
between the internal vessel and an aluminum external vessel.
The whole assembly will be surrounded by a tungsten
shielding to shield the pion capture solenoid from the high
radiation [5]. This shielding is also water cooled to evacuate
the heat from the energy deposited in it, which accounts for
34 % of the total beam power. The full concept is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Current Muon Collider target 3D concept.
Figure 2 schematically details the bodies, dimensions and
materials of the current proposal.

TARGET CONCEPT
The initial concept for the present study has been the
CERN Neutrinos to Gran Sasso (CNGS) target [2]. This
target operated at max. power of 520 kW, but it was capable
of accepting up to 750 kW. It is thought that, with a careful
design optimisation and R&D, this concept could potentially
withstand 1.5-1.7 MW. The target is placed after the proton
driver, and has the function of producing pions, which subsequently will decay in muons. Past studies optimized the
pion production on a graphite target [3].
The Muon Collider target is currently conceived as an
80 cm long isostatic graphite rod inserted in an aluminum
internal vessel which provides an isolated confinement of
the target. It is filled with static helium gas (at 1 bar) which
prevents graphite from sublimating [4] due to high temperatures (≈ 1800 ◦ C), and promotes heat dissipation via natural
convection. The inner vessel is finned to enhance the heat
∗
†

f.saura@cern.ch
rui.franqueira.ximenes@cern.ch
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Figure 2: Muon Collider target schematic concept (not to
scale).

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
Energy Deposition
The conceptual design strategy consisted in studying the
thermal behaviour of the target rod under different load cases.
A parametric study along five different beam sigma and four
working frequencies has been developed. Rod radius has
been kept proportional to three times the beam sigma size.
The length has been kept fixed to 80 cm equal to 1.79 nuclear
lengths. FLUKA [6] studies have been conducted to produce
the energy deposition map in the target.
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Table 1: Maximum Temperature and Power Deposition for
1.5 MW as a Function of the Beam Sigma
T peak (◦ C)
Sigma (mm)
1
2
5
10
15

5 Hz
4301
3318
2740
2305
1947

Transient
10 Hz 20Hz
3908 3735
3221 3177
2721 2713
2297 2293
1943 1940

50Hz
3641
3152
2708
2290
1938

Steady state
Average
3583
3135
2704
2288
1938

Power Deposited
(W)
44832
59000
90632
129207
163214

Thermal Analysis
Radiation cooling has been applied as the only heat extraction mechanism, this being considered the main worst case
scenario. Thermal simulations have been run in ANSYS
Mechanical® [7] for every case.
Table 1 shows the maximum peak temperatures resulting
from this analysis, both in transient as well as in steady
state. It also shows the respective thermal power deposited
in the rod. Having a fixed ratio with respect to the beam
size, the target is impacted by the same number of protons
in each configuration. However, only larger targets contain
the secondary particles and therefore they receive the largest
overall energy deposition. With smaller radius, a fraction
of the beam energy leaves the lateral side of the target as
secondaries. It can be seen how temperature decreases as
energy is spread in time (frequency) and space (beam sigma).

DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL
To explore the thermo-mechanical response of the target,
the sigma 5 mm / 5 Hz case has been chosen as an intermediate and representative design point. The maximum energy
density in this case is 173 J/cm3 /pulse. The thermal case has
been solved considering both natural and radiation cooling.
Helium natural convection around the rod has been modelled using the Raithby and Hollands [8] approximation for
annular cylinders.
Dynamic stress waves, which result from the beam
impact, have been assessed through the explicit thermomechanical solver LS-Dyna® [9]. Appropriate mesh refinement (0.5 mm) and time stepping (5 · 10−11 s) have been
taken into consideration to capture the stress waves propagating inside the material while respecting the Courant number
condition.

Figure 3: Principal stresses over time, which result following
a single beam impact from a steady state initial condition.
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Figure 3 represents the principal stresses in the most
stressed point of the solid. It can be appreciated that most of
the stress is due to the quasi-static load as result of the high
steady state temperature. The maximum principal stress is
+14 MPa, and the minimum principal stress is -0.48 MPa.
Stress waves have an amplitude of 2 MPa. The maximum
Christensen factor is 0.27, which guarantees the survival of
the graphite rod from a single beam impact.
It is foreseen to perform a detailed fatigue [10] analysis.
Fatigue results are very sensitive and highly dependent on the
material properties. A characterisation campaign of graphite
in high temperature and radiation levels should be carried out
to achieve confident results in this aspect. Similar facilities
like CNGS or T2K have already successfully survived highcycle fatigue under high power beams [11, 12].

CFD COOLING
FLUKA studies executed on the full assembly showed
that most of the thermal energy is deposited in the tungsten
shielding (Fig. 4), heating this up to hundreds of degrees
Celsius. 3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) steady
state studies have been performed in ANSYS Fluent® [13],
aiming at both assessing the temperatures reached in the
assembly and properly designing the cooling system. Water
cooling pipes have been added close to the shielding surface
to minimise its temperature and the radiative heat to the
external superconductive solenoid.

Figure 4: FLUKA energy deposition.
Results foresee a maximum steady state temperature in the
graphite rod about 2530◦ C (1.5 MW) and show that the outer
surface of the shielding is kept under 80◦ C (Fig. 5). Further
shielding cooling optimisation is foreseen to be executed in
the course of the studies.

Figure 5: CFD results. Local temperature field shown per
body [◦ C].
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TARGET FUTURE PROSPECTS
Future tasks will involve:
• Continuation of CFD studies of a single pulse transient
analysis, and further assessment, via fluid-structure
interaction (FSI), of vessels.
• Shielding cooling optimisation.
• Evaluation of the damage caused by radiation levels of
the Muon Collider target, coupled with post irradiation
examination of the CNGS target.
• Characterisation campaign of graphite in high temperature and radiation levels under torsional loads,
and investigation into 3D Carbon/Carbon [14] thermomechanical behavior.
• Development the full assembly mechanical design details.
• Technical feasibility studies of a heavy liquid metal
target. Liquid metal targets do not suffer fatigue, are
easy to cool and less affected by shock waves, but it is
a targetry technology that is yet to be mastered.

Muon Collider Facility. Naturally, this layout would require
a higher initial investment, despite presenting a long term
cost benefit.
In this proposal, a conceptual 3D layout has been made
(Fig. 6). The target complex and the cooling section are physically separated and accessible via different shafts (Fig. 7) to
allow interventions in the cooling part without being limited
by the cool-down time of the target area. The target lies
in a trench and is handled remotely, an approach employed
in other facilities [11, 12, 15] and studies [16–18]. A dedicated tunnel for the target systems’ services and a zone for
radioactive storage are also present.

DEMONSTRATOR FACILITY
A demonstrator facility could be fundamental in the future
to assess the feasibility of the different systems and critical
technologies of the Muon Collider. Particularly, the production target and the muon cooling section. Assuming a first
siting at CERN, two locations for its implementation have
been explored: the ISR option and the TT10 option.

Figure 6: TT10 Muon Collider demonstrator concept at
CERN.

ISR
The first proposal considers a small scale demonstrator
inside the Intersection Storage Rings (ISR) complex on the
CERN Meyrin site. The facility would be located at the
surface level, leading to reduced civil engineering works.
Moreover, the existing infrastructure could be used for the
demonstrator, such as the TT7 extraction line which could
be extended for the extraction of the proton beam from the
Proton Synchrotron (PS) to the proposed test facility. The
negative aspect of this configuration is the impossibility to
be expanded into a final facility at a later stage. The radio
protection limitations due its location and the existence of
the surrounding buildings would limit this proposal to an
ultimate 10 kW beam power demonstrator.

Figure 7: Target complex (blue dashed area) and cooling
area (red dashed area) of the TT10 layout.

TT10
The second proposal brings the demonstrator underground, at the same depth as CERN’s Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS). A dedicated extraction line from the TT10
injection to SPS would deliver the 26 GeV/c proton beam
from the Proton Synchrotron (PS) to the demonstrator facility. Together with the strategic location in the molasse, 40
meters underground, the 7 ns bunches of 1.0 · 1013 protons
would allow the exploitation of the test facility up to approximately 80 kW, corresponding to roughly the maximum beam
power the PS could offer in dedicated mode. As opposed
to the first option, the TT10 layout would be compatible
with a second stage upgrade to the final Megawatt-range
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CONCLUSIONS
Summarising the main aspects shown in the present paper:
peak temperatures, and therefore, peak stresses, decrease
with wider beam sigma and faster frequencies. This is due
to the energy density dispersion in space and time. The
present target withstands a 1.5 MW/ 5Hz/ sigma 5mm single
pulse with a Christensen factor of 0.27. It is possible to use
static helium to cool the isostatic graphite target; and to use
a forced flow of water to cool the vessels and shielding.
CERN presents the conditions to host a Muon Collider
demonstrator as a conceptual proposal for a major complex.
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FOILED AGAIN: SOLID-STATE SAMPLE DELIVERY
FOR HIGH REPETITION RATE XFELs
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Abstract
XFELs today are capable of delivering high intensity
pulse trains of x-rays with up-to MHz to sub-GHz frequency.
These x-rays, when focused, can ablate a sample in a single
shot, requiring the sample material to be replaced in time
for the next shot. For some applications, especially serial
crystallography, the sample may be renewed as a dilute solution in a high speed jet. Here, we describe the development
and characterization of a system to deliver solid state sample
material to an XFEL nanofocus. The first application of
this system will be an x-ray laser oscillator operating at the
copper K𝛼 line with a ∼30 ns cavity.

INTRODUCTION
Early x-ray free electron lasers, e.g. LCLS, permitted
relatively slow replenishment of sample material between
shots. But, as noted by [1], “supplying pristine material has
not been an issue at first-generation XFELs running at up
to 120 Hz, it becomes a question of the utmost importance
at megahertz repetition-rate XFELs, where the jet speed
needs to be much higher and extremely carefully controlled
to ensure that pristine sample is supplied within time delays
as short as 0.22–1 𝜇s between X-ray pulses”. For samples
which can be delivered as a liquid solution, this problem
may be addressed by high speed jets, but this approach is
not without potential problems [2], e.g. limited viscosity.
However, for solid-state samples, it was previously adequate
to raster scan the samples using motion stages [3], but at
MHz rep rates, this is not a practical approach. In this work,
we discuss the requirements and design of a high speed,
solid-state sample delivery system for use with high rep rate
XFELs based on a spinning disk.
The first version of this sample delivery system is designed
to enable an x-ray laser oscillator (XLO). An XLO, as envisioned by [4], is a means of using an x-ray free electron laser
(XFEL) to pump gain medium in a Bragg crystal optical cavity to generate high power, fully coherent, transform-limited
hard x-ray pulses with improved stability when compared
to XFEL pulses. Presently, an effort to demonstrate the first
XLO is underway [5]. This proof-of-concept XLO will operate at the copper 𝐾𝛼1 line, 8.05 keV, pumped by 9 keV
XFEL pulses from LCLS. In this configuration, the LCLS
will deliver a train of pump pulses, spaced at ∼30 ns, a timing
equivalent to the round trip of the cavity. In each subsequent
pass, the LCLS pulse will excite the copper gain medium
∗
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to population inversion, permitting amplification of the circulating ASE. A schematic overview of the experiment is
provided in [4].
A crucial hurdle in this experiment is to ensure that fresh
gain medium is present for each pulse since the ultra-high
intensity x-ray pulses will transform any target material to
a hot and rapidly expanding plasma. Early efforts focused
on the development of high speed water jets, doped with
copper nitrate [6]. At 200 m/s, the jet moves by 6 µm every
30 ns, enough to replace the gain medium in time for the
next pulse. This approach was originally preferred due to
the option to achieve very high speeds and the intrinsically
self-healing nature of the medium. However, solid targets
are appealing since they offer a much higher number density
of the target atomic species while having effectively no other
elements present to absorb the pump pulse. In particular,
it was experimentally determined that the manageable concentration of the copper nitrate is limited to 4 molar, which
corresponds to a number density of about 2 copper atoms per
cubic nanometer, while solid copper has a number density
of 80 atoms per cubic nanometer. The latter fact reduces the
pump pulse intensity requirements, therefore decreasing the
heat load on the in-coupling crystal, while maintaining the
same photon yield. In addition to the high speeds required,
there are many additional constraints which influence the
design of a solid-state target for an x-ray laser oscillator.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The physics needs of the experiment will impose a number
of requirements on the design of the sample and delivery
system including:
• Sample speed – The target must deliver a fresh sample for
each x-ray pulse. The required sample speed is therefore
dictated by the XFEL repetition rate and the crater size
left by the x-rays. For the XLO, the crater diameter left by
the nanofocus in the copper foil is approximately 10 µm,
with pulses arriving every 30 ns. If the nanofocus spot
is small compared to the crater, the target must advance
at least (crater radius)/(pulse period) = 170 m/s. We note
that the exact copper foil damage mechanism is a topic
of active research in various groups around the world, so
the final velocity requirements will be established during
the experiment [7].
• Sample thickness and tolerance – The target’s thickness
must be selected to optimally interact with the incoming
x-ray pulse while not overly attenuating the signal. For
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the XLO, the optimum thickness is approximately 25 µm.
Variations in thickness of up to 10% result in acceptably
small degradation of performance. Off-the-shelf copper
foils had their thickness profiles measured using SLAC
synchrotron facility – SSRL – and found to have thickness
variations below the 5% level.
• Longitudinal offset – The target must not deviate excessively from the focal point of the x-rays. For the XLO, the
nonlinear nature of the interaction puts stringent requirements on the displacement, limiting the allowable offset
to approximately ±30 µm, comparable to the Rayleigh
range of the x-rays at nanofocus (See Figure 1).
Figure 2: XLO sample lifetime as a function of allowable
frequency of bad shots.
• Positional control – The target must be able to be positioned with a resolution that is small compared to the
allowable longitudinal displacement from the focus and
compared to the crater size, which dictates the transverse
step. For the XLO, the required positioning resolution is
on the order of single microns, which is readily achievable
with off the shelf gear-driven and piezo-driven positioning
systems. The requirements on stage speed are very low,
as it only needs to translate by one crater radius whenever
the current radius has been ablated to the bad shot limit
(≪1 mm/s).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 1: X-ray nanofocus and tolerable longitudinal oscillations.
• Sample lifetime – The target should supply sufficient
material without requiring the sample disk to be replaced
too frequently. It is assumed that the x-ray will hit a
random angular position on the target so the probability of
hitting unused sample material decreases with increased
run time at a given radius. Depending how frequently
it is tolerable for the x-ray pulse to miss the target, the
target will be translated transversely by a crater radius
(moving the x-ray focus to a new radius) to replenish the
sample material. For the XLO, a 152 mm outer diameter
foil disk with 13 mm of “rim” exposed, can provide a
range of lifetimes, shown in Figure 2, depending on the
acceptable frequency of bad shots.
• Helium tolerance – The XFEL x-rays are appreciably
scattered by air so the sample should be in a helium environment. It is necessary that the sample delivery system
can tolerate this. Helium has the added benefit of a much
higher speed of sound (927 m/s) than air (344 m/s) which
allows the sample to move faster without being transonic
or supersonic, avoiding instabilities associated with these
regimes.
THPOTK053
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Figure 3: Prototype sample delivery system with unsupported foil rim.
The first version of the sample delivery system (See Figure 3) sandwiched the 25 𝜇m copper foil target between
two retaining disks, which connected to a rotating shaft,
supported by two ball bearings. The retaining disks were
127 mm in diameter, leaving a 13 mm rim of foil exposed.
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This was spun by an off the shelf 2.3 kW brushless motor
and speed controller, controlled by a PID feedback system
reading the motor’s integrated Hall effect sensors. The system demonstrated rotational speeds of more than 32,000
RPM.
The foil’s longitudinal oscillations were measured using a
microscope lens on a high speed camera, pointed azimuthally
at the rim, Figure 4, and analyzed using image processing
(A different illumination angle and tighter zoom than shown
in that figure were used to improve spatial resolution). Although the oscillations generally were below the 30 𝜇m limit,
the disks sometimes suffered from aeroelastic flutter, especially at higher speeds. No method was found to reliably
prevent this instability, so the exposed rim approach was
abandoned.
The original design used an unsupported rim to avoid
occluding the sample. A new retaining disk design was
created that extended beyond the foil, using spokes that block
8% of the foil. This was deemed an acceptable exchange
for the improved reliability. The oscillations of the retaining
disk, as measured by high speed camera, were again below
the required 30 µm limit but with the new geometry it was
not possible to measure the foil itself. Future work will
include the measurement of the foil oscillation using laser
Doppler vibrometry. This design met all the requirements
detailed in the previous section.
The prior implementations were low cost prototypes. The
final target delivery system (Figure 5), currently under construction, has been redesigned to use air bearings (fed with
helium) instead of ball bearings to improve precision, increase longevity, and reduce friction/wear.
A Nd:YAG laser has been used to approximate some of
the behavior expected when the target is ablated by an x-ray
laser pulse. The optical laser cannot be focused as tightly as
the x-rays and the interaction is largely at the surface, rather
than interacting with the whole volume, so it represents a
worst-case perturbation of the foil. To estimate the impulse
from the laser, it was focused onto an unsupported strip of
the foil and recorded with the high speed camera. The laser
punched craters through the thickness of the foil with a diameter of approximately 10 µm, roughly consistent with the
expected x-ray laser crater size [8]. This excited flexural and
torsional modes, which were extracted and characterized
using machine vision, that were used to calibrate a finite element analysis (FEA) simulation of the foil strip. This yielded
an estimate for the laser impulse of approximately 500 nano-

Figure 4: Microscope view from high speed camera of unsupported foil rim at 24,000 RPM in helium atmosphere.
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Figure 5: Final sample delivery system, designed with
helium-fed air bearings.
Newton-seconds (roughly three orders of magnitude higher
than the radiation pressure alone). This value was in turn
used in an FEA simulation of the foil supported by the retaining disks, to understand the displacement expected due
to the ablation. The simulation returned a worst case value
of less than 10 µm, which conforms to the requirements.
These efforts, including SEM imaging of the optical laser
craters, are being used to benchmark magnetohydrodynamic
simulations of the laser-target interaction, and are discussed
in much greater detail in these proceedings in [8]. Future
work will include shooting the mounted foil while spinning
and measuring the oscillation using laser Doppler vibrometry. Taking many shots at the spinning target will reveal how
much of the target can be ablated while remaining stable.

DISCUSSION
Multiple iterations of a solid-state sample delivery system
for a high repetition rate XFEL experiment have been developed and characterized. This system is capable of fulfilling
the stringent requirements imposed by the physics needs
of these experiments, including the need to very rapidly
replace the sample between XFEL pulses, while maintaining excellent mechanical stability, even when subjected to
perturbations arising from the laser-target interaction. This
approach may be applied to future MHz XFEL experiments
and could be adapted for use at synchrotron light sources,
which also feature multi-MHz repetition rates.
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Abstract
Translation of electron FLASH radiotherapy in clinical
practice requires the use of high energy accelerators to treat
deep tumours and Very High Electron Energy (VHEE) could
represent a valid technique to achieve this goal. In this scenario, a VHEE FLASH linac is under study at the University
La Sapienza of Rome (Italy) in collaboration with the Italian
Institute for Nuclear Research (INFN) and the Institut Curie
(France). Here we present the preliminary results of a compact C-band system aiming to reach an high accelerating
gradient and an high pulse current necessary to deliver high
dose per pulse and ultra-high dose rate required for FLASH
effect. We propose a system composed of a low energy high
current injector linac followed by a modular section of high
accelerating gradient structures. CST code is used to define
the required LINAC’s RF parameters and beam dynamics
simulations are performed using TSTEP and ASTRA.

INTRODUCTION
In 2014 Favaudon et al. [1] discovered a new effect, called
FLASH, that can change the scenario of the radiotherapy.
Several pre-clinical studies demonstrated that a high dose per
pulse (1-10 Gy) with ultra high dose-rate (> 106 Gy/s) and
a total irradiation time < 100 ms, decreases dramatically the
toxicity in the healthy tissue while keeping the same efficacy
in cancer cure [2]. The technology of the accelerators actually used in the radiotherapy does not allow to explore this
novel approaches in terms of dose and dose-rate, therefore a
new low energy LINAC (7 MeV) [3, 4] has been developed
by our team in collaboration with S.I.T. - Sordina IORT
Technologies S.p.A. [5] and has been installed at Institut
Curie (Orsay-France) in August 2020, in order to investigate
the FLASH effect. A strong interest has also grown on high
energy machines (60-150 MeV) able to treat deep tumours.
Recent studies [6–8] have investigated the potential of the
VHEE for clinical applications, showing that 60–150 MeV
beams could become an alternative modality in radiotherapy.
The proposed VHEE source is based on a C-band LINAC,
working at the frequency of 5.712 GHz, which allows more
compactness compared to the traditional S-band cavities.

The irises of the cavities have been designed with a radius
such to get a high accelerating gradient and at the same time
ensure a good transmission efficiency of electrons, necessary
to transport the high peak current required for the high dose
and dose rate in the FLASH irradiation.
The whole system is thought to be realize in two successive phases (phase 1 and phase 2) as show in Fig. 1. In phase
1, we use an injector (standing wave LINAC) and two traveling wave accelerating structures 90 cm long. The injector
accelerates, at an energy of 10 MeV, a current of 200 mA
generated by a pulsed DC gun. The RF design of the C-band
injector is essentially based on the experience gained with
above mentioned S band low energy LINAC, scaling properly the whole geometry. The electron beam is injected into
a compact traveling wave (TW) C-band structure characterized by a high accelerating gradient (∼ 40 MeV/m without
the beam) able to bring the energy of the electron beam up
to about 60 MeV. In phase 2, with two addition accelerating
structures the system can reach an energy up to 130 MeV.
The injector is powered by a C-band klystron of 5 MW, upstream of a circulator necessary to prevent reflected waves
from the accelerating structure that can damage the klystron
itself. A 50 MW klystron, foreseen for phase 1, feeds the
first two accelerating structures. The power is split such
to feed two LINACs by means of a waveguide network. A
second 50 MW C-band klystron provides power to the other
two LINACs for the phase 2.

RF DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

Work supported by FRIDA, INFN call.
lucia.giuliano@uniroma1.it

The RF accelerator design is performed by using CST 3D
code [9] with eigen and frequency domain solver. The electrons are emitted from a triode electron gun with spherical
emission area (see Fig. 2) with a diameter of about 6 mm.
The nominal operation energy is around 12 keV adjustable
up to 30 keV. The first cavity of the injector is composed
of a half cell with an input plate required to adapt the electric field from the gun to the linac (Fig. 3). The first linac
is a Standing Wave (SW) bi-periodic structure, working in
𝜋/2mode with a frequency of operation of 5.712 GHz. The
first part of the linac is composed of three SW cavities called
bunching section, aimed to generate the bunches and maximize the beam charge capture which results to be around
45%, corresponding to 225 mA.
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Figure 1: Layout of the VHEE Linear Accelerator for VHEE FLASH radiotherapy with the injector and four TW highgradient accelerating structures.The maximum expected beam energy is about 130 MeV.
The high gradient section is a travelling wave (TW) structure operating at 5.712 GHz with a phase advance per cell
of 2/3 𝜋 that guarantees the best efficiency for this type of
accelerating structure. A previous experience with the ELI
accelerating TW structures was useful to guide in the design
of these structures [10–12]. Following preliminary results
of beam dynamics, the single cell has been simulated with
values of the iris radius “a” of 5 mm and a thickness "t"
of 3 mm. Eventually, we performed an optimization of the
elliptical shape of the irises, obtaining the best value at 𝑟 1 /𝑟 2
= 1.55 . The cell and its geometric parameters are shown in
Fig. 4.

Figure 2: Transverse view of the DC gun. The electrons
are emitted from the cathode, pre-accelerated in the gun at
energies of about 15 keV and injected into the linac.

Figure 3: 12 MeV injector linac in C-band with bunching
section. The output pulsed beam current is 200 mA.

Figure 4: Cell and its geometric parameters: a = 5 mm; b =
20.908 mm; t = 3 mm; d = 17.45 mm; R0 = 5.25 mm; 𝑟 1 /𝑟 2
= 1.55.

After the bunching section, the accelerating cells are designed for 𝛽 ≃ 1 and the particles reach the required energy
after 22 cells.

After the single cell’s optimization, the final TW structure
with same cells was designed integrating the couplers (Fig.
5). The design procedure is based on an analysis of the phase
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Figure 5: VHEE high gradient Linear Accelerator prototype
for VHEE FLASH radiotherapy.
Figure 7: Beam energy gain. The 10 MeV electron beam,
from the injector to the last 90 cm long TW linacs with an
accelerating loaded gradient of 35 MV/m. The beam current
at the exit is 200 mA.

Figure 6: S11 of the TW high gradient structure calculated
using CST Studio SUITE code.

of the reflection coefficient S11 (Fig. 6) for different lengths
of the short-circuited structure [13].

BEAM DYNAMICS STUDIES
After finishing the layout system, we performed the beam
dynamics simulations with the TSTEP [14] and ASTRA [15]
codes. In Fig. 7, it is shown the beam energy gain at full
RF power and on-crest operation for each linac. In this
case, the maximum achievable energy is about 80 MeV in
Phase 1 and 150 MeV in Phase 2, which are well above the
minimum required energies for the two phases which are 60
MeV and 130 MeV, respectively. As a result, our proposed
system has a very large range of flexibility in the output
energy, by easily varying the delivered RF power and phase
to each accelerating section. The plot starts from the cathode,
located at z = 0 m up to the TW linacs operating at 35 MV/m
loaded gradient with 200 mA beam current. In addition,
beam dynamics simulations show that no focusing solenoids
are required around the accelerating structures. Nevertheless,
in our proposed layout, we introduce possible solenoids to
distribute along the beamline if necessary, especially from a
radiosafety point of view.
The beam phase-space plots at the linac exit are given in
Fig. 8. The bunch length is around 20 ps FWHM. The energy
spread FWHM value is <0.2%. The beam spot shows a
FWHM value of 1.8 mm with the total transverse distribution
concentrated in about a 4 mm diameter. The normalized
transverse beam emittance is in the order of 10 mm-mrad.
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Figure 8: TSTEP output electron beam parameters. In clockwise order: longitudinal phase distribution in degrees; transverse beam spot size in cm; beam energy spectrum in MeV;
beam longitudinal phase-space (energy vs. RF phase).

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the design of the VHEE FLASH linac-based
machine for a VHEE FLASH-RT Research Laboratory proposed at Sapienza University has been reported. The accelerator is able to deliver high-dose in single pulse thanks to
the high current per pulse (>200 mA), suitable to investigate
the FLASH fundamental mechanisms in pre-clinical and
radio-biological experiments opening the way to the clinical
transfer of the technique. Different strategies for the transverse beam spot size magnification are under study, in order
to irradiate large surface as required in the clinical practise.
We have developed the RF design and the beam dynamics
characterization of the VHEE system optimized to operate
with two nominal output electron beam energies: 60 and
130 MeV. Studies are on going to complete the characterization of the machine and to manufacture and test the RF
prototypes.
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ESS RFQ EXPERIMENTAL MODAL ANALYSIS
E. Trachanas∗ , A. Bignami, N. Gazis, B. Jones
European Spallation Source ESS-ERIC, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
The European Spallation Source-ESS, which is currently
under construction and commissioning at Lund, Sweden is
a neutron source that consists of a 2 GeV linear accelerator
(LINAC) accelerating a proton beam to a solid Tungsten
(W) target. The proton beam is produced by the Ion Source
(ISRC) and transported through the Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) to the Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) that
will then focus, bunch and accelerate it to 3.6 MeV. The RFQ
beam commissioning started in October 2021, following the
RF conditioning phase in summer 2021. This current work
presents an experimental modal analysis performed on the
RFQ including the comparative analysis with the modal finite element simulation using the ANSYS ® software suite.
Measurements were performed using accelerometer sensors
connected to a data acquisition system excited with an impact hammer. Geophones were used in parallel to the modal
measurements in order to monitor the seismic background
of the accelerator tunnel. Acquired data were post-processed
and analyzed with dedicated software, juxtaposed with simulated results in order to determine the resonance frequencies,
structural deformation patterns (mode shapes) and error margin between experimental and simulated results.

INTRODUCTION
The ESS RFQ designed and built by CEA-IRFU in France,
was delivered to the ESS site in 2019. Following a period of
system installation and testing, RF power conditioning commenced in summer 2021 and first proton beam was injected
in the RFQ in October of the same year. The RFQ cavity is
installed between the Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT)
and Medium Energy Beam Transport (MEBT) sections. It
has a total length of 4.55 m divided in 5 segments operating
at the resonant frequency of 352.21 MHz. Respectively, the
RF power is delivered to the RFQ using two coaxial antenna
couplers placed symmetrically 45 deg from the vertical axis
equipped with ceramic windows that couple in total 1.1 MW
of RF power during operation . Frequency detuning due to
manufacturing errors and cavity thermal expansion caused
by RF power losses is mitigated using 60 slug tuners and
water cooling circuits [1]. Experimental modal analysis is
the method to evaluate the dynamic response of the RFQ
under external excitations in the final installation configuration in view of identifying the modal profile and vibrational
response of this operationally critical component [2-6].

TEST SETUP & METHODOLOGY
In order to measure cavity response caused by external
excitation, five (5) accelerometers were installed on the same
∗
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Figure 1: ESS Radio Frequency Quadrupole.
side of each segment of the RFQ. The sensing devices used,
were high sensitivity triaxial acceleromemeters from PCB
Piezoelectronics® (Model 356B18) that were fixed with
threaded studs on the cavity ensuring adequate response
in higher frequencies.
Moreover, two geophones were used for background vibration measurements placed on the accelerator tunnel floor and
RFQ girder. The 6TD broadband type from Güralp ® with
integrated digitizer and output sensitivity 2400 𝑉/𝑚𝑠 −1 and
measurement range from 0.03 Hz to 100 Hz was used. An
impact hammer with a medium hardness tip was chosen to
excite the cavity in five (5) equally spaced points at the center
of each segment with ten (10) strikes per point for acquired
data averaging. The accelerometers were connected to the
16-analog channel sensor data acquisition system SIRIUS®
from Dewesoft® . Each analog channel can achieve a dynamic range of 160 dB in time and frequency domain with
a sampling rate of 200 kHz enabling high quality, low-error
measurements.
Data analysis and post-processing was performed with
MEscopeVES® software from Vibrant Technologies® in
order to extract the resonant frequencies from frequency
response functions, damping factors and mode shapes. The
results and vibrational patterns were plotted and compared
with the results from the finite elements analysis using
ANSYS® . Figure 2 presents an example of an accelerometer
sensor installation on the RFQ main body and on the right
part the data acquisition system with the five (5) sensors
connected and the impact hammer.

DATA ANALYSIS
A simplified meshed RFQ geometry with assigned measurement and impact points was created in the in-built
SIRIUS® software with input from the detailed 3D CAD
model. During measurements, data blocks that correspond
to the response of accelerometers to impact hammer exci-
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An exponential window for noise removal was applied on
the acquired spectra, introducing an artificial damping [7].

Figure 2: Left:An accelerometer installed on the RFQ body,
Right: Data acquisition system and impact hammer for experimental modal analysis.

Figure 4 presents the superimposed frequency response
functions in coQuad representation in the frequency range
of up to 1.4 kHz and the estimated resonant peaks using
the aforementioned methods. The estimated frequencies
from measurements along with damping factors and residue
magnitudes are presented in Table 2. Damping factors are expressed as (%) percent of critical damping whereas Residue
represents the magnitude of a resonance peak appearing in
a frequency response function.

tation were acquired with the data acquisition system and
locally stored to a computer. During post-processing, each
transfer function (magnitude, phase and direction) is associated with each point and the response of all nodes of the
mesh is calculated via interpolation. Figure 3 presents the
simplified meshed RFQ model used in data acquisition system software with the accelerometer installation locations
snapped to the geometry. The acquired transfer functions
from each point are superimposed and the number of measured peaks are estimated using the Modal Peaks method
from the options provided by MEscopeVES® .
Figure 4: Estimation of calculated resonant frequencies.

Table 1: Measured Modal Frequencies and Calculated
Damping Factors and Residue Magnitudes
Mode Frequency [Hz] Damping [%] Residue Mag.

Figure 3: Meshed RFQ model with measurement points.
Modal peaks method calculates the peaks by summing together squared values of the imaginary parts of the acquired
data, a method preferred when the transfer function relates
acceleration and force. Subsequently, the subset of peaks
that consist resonant frequencies are determined using the coQuad and fitting methods applied on the complex functions
of frequency response. Resonant frequencies and damping
factors are calculated using the least squared error curve fit
of these functions and the evaluation of the roots of the extracted characteristic polynomial. Complex Mode Indicator
Functions (CMIFs) a multi-degree of freedom method is
preferred due to the closely coupled observed modal peaks
present in the set of overlaid frequency response functions.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

710
834
926
964
1080
1140
1220
1270
1320
1370

0.315
0.346
0.243
0.028
0.317
0.105
0.174
0.141
0.062
0.008

0.0051
0.0173
0.0675
0.0069
0.1200
0.0095
0.0133
0.0095
0.0129
0.0004

Figure 5 presents the data collected for background vibrations over an hour of measurements with the geophone
sensors on tunnel floor and RFQ girder. The results show
the Power Spectral Density (PSD) depicting the resonance
peaks of the background vibration spectrum and how the
power of the signal is distributed over the frequency domain.
Background measurements will be used for data normalisation and will be subtracted from the measured resonant
frequencies.
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Figure 5: Power Spectral Density of ground motion for
geophones on the accelerator tunnel (left) and RFQ girder
(right).

ANSYS MODAL ANALYSIS
A Modal analysis providing the natural frequencies (eigen
frequences) at which the RFQ will resonate have been performed using ANSYS® software. A simplified RFQ model
was imported and boundary conditions were selected to
represent the degrees of freedom (DoF) of installed cavity
configuration taking into consideration the LEBT-MEBT
interfaces, supports and coupler connections. Fixed boundary conditions were used for these interfaces and the model
was simulated in order to obtain the first ten (10) resonant
eigen-frequencies and mode shapes of the structure.
Figure 6 presents the measured experimental mode shapes
(left) compared with the theoretically calculated from
ANSYS® for four (4) resonant frequencies. Preliminary
results indicate the level of agreement as presented in Table
2 that summarises the results and the associated errors.
Table 2: Comparison of Measured (Experimental) and Simulated (Theoretical) Resonant Frequencies
Mode Experimental Theoretical Difference [%]
1
2
3
4

710
834
1140
1370

711.5
873.0
1091.6
1380.0

0.2
4.5
4.4
0.7

Results agreement can be further improved by increasing
the number of measurement points by deploying additional
sensors on multiple RFQ locations in the next measurement
campaign. In combination with additional excitation points,
radially and longitudinally distributed on the cavity, interpolation errors of the data acquisition system for mode shapes
evaluation will be further reduced. Moreover, in order to
improve the evaluation of the fitted resonant frequencies and
mode shapes from MEscopeVES® software, a finer finite
elements mesh can be introduced in the model.
Observed errors and resonant frequency shifting are induced due to simplifications on the installed configuration
during data analysis and model preparation for simulation.
For example, the introduction of fixed boundary conditions
in modal simulations introduces the assumption of infinite
stiffness on model boundaries that differs from the finite stiffness of the exact same points in the installed configuration.
Additionally, the model does not take into consideration the
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Figure 6: Mode shapes (deflection patterns) from experimental (left) and theoretical modal analysis (right).
multiple installed water hoses and cables that could further
influence the resonant frequencies of the structure. An explanation of the disagreement between experimental and
theoretical results on some mode shapes can be explained by
the fact that ANSYS® evaluates all the theoretical resonant
modes, including the ones with high damping ratios that can
be masked and challenging to acquire during experimental
modal analysis.

CONCLUSIONS
Experimental modal measurements using a flexible,
portable measurement set-up were performed on the ESS
RFQ and results were compared with ANSYS® modal simulations. The experimental modal frequencies calculated
agree within a 5% margin of error to those derived from the
simulations. Differences observed during data comparison
and analysis, rely on the assumptions used during measurements and simulations; with respect to the number of measured and excitation points. To further reduce such errors,
next steps could include the repetition of the measurements
with sensors and multiple excitation points in different vectoral directions.
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CERN’s EAST EXPERIMENTAL AREA: A NEW MODERN
PHYSICS FACILITY
S. Evrard†, D. Banerjee, J. Bernhard, F. Carvalho, S. Danzeca, M. Lazzaroni, B. Rae, G. Romagnoli,
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
CERN’s East Area has hosted a variety of fixed-target
experiments since the 1950s, using four beamlines from the
Proton Synchrotron (PS). Over the past 4 years, the experimental area – CERN’s second largest – has undergone a
complete makeover. New instrumentation and beamline
configuration have improved the precision of data collection, and new magnets and power convertors have drastically reduced the area’s energy consumption. This article
will summarize the major challenges encountered for the
design of the renovated beamlines and for the preparation
and test of the components. The infrastructure was carefully fitted resulting in a very smooth beam commissioning, the details of which will also be presented along with
the restart of physics in the second half of 2021. With the
return of the beams in the accelerator complex, the East
Area’s experiments have taken physics measurements
again and the facility’s central role in the modern physics
landscape has been restored.

INTRODUCTION
The East Hall, which hosts all the primary areas, the secondary beamlines, the Cosmic Leaving Outdoor Droplets
(CLOUD) experiment [1], IRRAD and CHARM facilities,
as well as the T09 and T10 test beam areas as shown in
Fig. 1, has been renovated during the Long Shutdown 2 of
the LHC (2019-2021).

change from a continuous to a pulsed power supply, the
yokes of the magnets needed to be laminated. In addition,
over the last years of operation, the maintainability of the
magnets has been a critical issue, mainly because of long
cooldown and repair times and the lack of spares for some
magnet families. These two reasons drove the complete
renovation of the magnets with laminated yokes and of
fewer families.

INFRASTRUCTURE UPGRADE
To comply with the power consumption reduction, some
services such as AC powering and the cooling network
were downsized and renewed according to lower operation
requirements [2]. Moreover, the shielding of the primary
area was completely modified to satisfy radioprotection requirements, and to reduce the time needed to open it in case
any equipment needs to be replaced. The access system
was adapted to the new configuration and the size of the
high activation areas was reduced to limit the exposure of
workers during maintenance. The building envelope was
completely refurbished to eliminate asbestos and improve
greatly its thermal insulation.

Figure 2: New power converter farm.

Figure 1: New facility layout.
To ensure the long-term operation of the PS East experimental area and to reduce the energy consumption of the
facility by means of power converters with energy recovery
option were the two main key drivers for the upgrade. Practically, this was achieved by implementing a new beamline
layout, a new cycled powering scheme, and thoroughly refurbishing the associated infrastructure. To be able to
___________________________________________
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Major refurbishment also took place in the neighbouring
service buildings where the new power converters are located as shown in Fig. 2. They are now served by new systems such as demineralized water-cooling circuits and
HVAC. With regards to the experimental areas (T09, T10,
and T11), most of the services were upgraded and include
new control rooms, gas distribution, and dedicated areas
for detector/experiment set-up. Undoubtedly the upgrade
turned out to be a unique opportunity to bring the facility
up to the modern safety standards in terms of radioprotection by implementing dynamic air confinement in the primary area and separating the cooling circuits between activated and non-activated water. On the conventional safety
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side, the safe operation of the new power converters, which
include large energy storage capacitors, and the compliance to Atmosphere Explosible regulations for the design
of the new gas distribution system prevail.

NEW BEAMLINES
The East Area is comprised of the irradiation facility IRRAD/CHARM that is served by the T08 beamline and the
secondary beamlines T9-T11 as shown in Fig. 3. The renovated beamlines consist of 58 magnets of 12 different
types powered by 61 power converters. Energy saving is
obtained by using a pulsed magnet current, hence recovering, and storing in capacitors the magnet energy after each
operation cycle. The primary lines can be operated within
the 2.4 s extraction cycles of the PS. Due to limitations in
the pulsed powering of large dipoles in the secondary
beams, these beams can only be operated in 4.8 s cycles.
However, alternating the primary beam on the targets every
2.4 s is still possible, as long as the same target destination
is not programmed twice in a row.

Figure 3: Synoptic of the new beamlines.
The secondary beams to the T09, T10 and T11 beamlines
in the East Area are produced from the 24 GeV protons on
target [3]. The T09 beam is produced from Target A and the
T10/T11 beam is produced from Target B, both of which
are arranged in a multitarget configuration as shown in
Fig. 4 with five target heads. This ensures easy switching
between the different targets for the required secondary
beam (hadron enriched or electron enriched). The T09 and
T10 beams are produced at a vertical production angle of
30 mrad and 35 mrad, respectively, which also prevents the
primary protons from reaching the experimental areas. The
T11 line accepts secondary particles at the same vertical
production angle as T10, however with an additional horizontal production angle of 120 mrad.

monitors and new high pressure threshold Cherenkov detectors (XCET). The new XCETs can be filled up to 15 bars
with the option of using refrigerant gases like R134A and
R218 in addition to the standard CO2, N2 and He which
improve the particle identification at these lower energies
in the East Area.

COMMISSIONING
Hardware Commissioning
The commissioning of equipment/infrastructure can be
split into 3 different phases: installation, the Individual
System Tests (ISTs) and Hardware Commissioning
(HWC). The main difference between ISTs and HWC is
that in ISTs, the equipment is tested independently,
whereas for the HWC, various components are tested as a
whole (system). Both stages benefited from a careful and
pondered approach to meet the expected deadlines.
The biggest constraint for commissioning was time. By
the time the project entered the commissioning phase, the
PS ring was closing for operation. Therefore, the project
prioritized building 352 and performed a full commissioning cycle, and later did the same for the experimental hall
(B.157), making it possible to align the project with the
master schedule of the Organization. During this period,
weekly meetings took place to plan the tasks ahead and to
mitigate any possible blocking points. Not only that, a series of documents describing the tests, the risks and preventive measures were also prepared.

Beam Commissioning
The renovated East Area restarted its operation with
beam in September 2021. After ISTs and HWC, controls
for all devices and readout of the beam instrumentation
were checked and the beam setting files were added to the
beam control software, CESAR. A dedicated plan for
ramping up the intensities and number of cycles per super
cycle was also proposed by Radiation Protection that was
followed during the commissioning. The first beams were
observed right after switching on the power converters and
magnets with the set-up beam files. The beams were
checked first at the highest momenta of 15 GeV/c for T09
and initially 10.5 GeV/c for T10, which was increased to
12 GeV/c in 2022. Figure 5 shows the beam profile at T09
at the focal point for a 15 GeV/c beam with an observed
rate ~ 106/spill.

Figure 4: Multitarget configuration for the Target A (T09)
and Target B (T10).
In addition to new magnets and target heads, new beam
stoppers and collimators have been installed in the beamlines. The beam instrumentation has also been updated
with the scintillating fibre detectors used as beam profile
THPOTK058
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Figure 5: T09 beam profiles on the scintillating fibre detectors in the horizontal (left) and vertical (right) planes.
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The T11 beam was commissioned successfully in 2021,
up to the entrance of the CLOUD experimental area, as
works on the experiment were still ongoing. After CLOUD
became ready in the beginning of 2022, the large-sized, 3.5
GeV/c hadron beam was checked and set-up within a matter of hours to the satisfaction of the experiment.
In the T09 and T10 beamlines, different beam modes are
available: 1) mixed hadron beam – a secondary beam derived from the primary protons impinging and interacting
on the production target, which is then momentum selected
with the help of 2 large dipoles and a collimator. There is
the possibility to absorb the electrons in a movable absorber to increase the hadron purity; 2) pure electron/positron beam – the e+ or e- beam is selected from the conversion of the gammas that were produced in the target or from
decays of neutral pions in a movable converter (few mm
Pb), after deflecting all charged particles with two sweeper
magnets. This mode is exclusive to T09; 3) pure muon
beam – muons are selected from the pion decays absorbing
the pions in closed collimators and/or the stopper dumps,
either giving a wide-momentum band muon beam or a momentum-selected muon beam, depending on the location of
the chosen absorber. After the initial tuning of the secondary beam, all beam modes were checked, and the performance of the beams were as expected. The radiation levels
were also validated by RP for the nominal intensities.
The East Area commissioning went fairly smoothly
thanks to the excellent work and support of all teams involved, with just minor challenges to be faced. The secondary beamlines have been operational with the users taking
physics data since October 18th, 2021, as scheduled. The
beam performance is mostly as expected, however it was
possible to outperform design parameters in some cases,
for instance being able to provide 16 GeV/c beams in the
T09 zone despite aiming for 15 GeV/c maximum momentum. All spot sizes, focal points, and the performance of the
beam particle identification are as expected.

CHALLENGES
Ground Loading Plan
The East facility is the only surface experimental area at
CERN receiving the full primary proton beam; in this case
5.1011 protons/spill with a beam momentum of 24 GeV/c,
requiring the construction of a large radiation shield made
of concrete/cast-iron blocks and beams as shown in Fig. 6.

The new loading scheme far exceeded the floor working
loads limited to 30 t/m2. Where standard safety approaches
are impossible, a bespoke safety approach must be followed with a view to ensuring an equivalent level of safety.
A back analysis [4] of the new layout confirmed some residual risks of material damage to the structure of the building but no risk to personnel. In addition, a monitoring campaign (survey measurements) and visual inspection of the
structure were conducted during the construction stage, allowing defects to be detected early and mitigation
measures to be defined. As an outcome, the deformations
under load were found to be less important (max. 2.5 mm)
than predicted by the simulations (max. 9 mm as shown in
Fig. 7): no significant differential sagging was identified.

Figure 7: Simulation of the slab deformations (mm).

COVID Pandemic Consequences
Since CERN experienced a 3-month full lockdown
(March-June 2020) due to the COVID pandemic, almost
all contractors and CERN staff were not allowed to work
on-site. Moreover, work methods had been adapted to mitigate risk or to cope with unavailability of personnel due to
preventive quarantines. Some suppliers outside CERN
were also affected, resulting in a late delivery of equipment
or the repatriation of critical activities to CERN. All in all,
the project suffered from a delay of 3 months.

CONCLUSION
With the return of the beams in the CERN accelerator
complex in 2021, the East Area’s experiments have taken
physics measurements again and the facility’s central role
in the modern physics landscape has been restored.
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LASER SYSTEM FOR SuperKEKB RF GUN IN
PHASE III COMMISSIONING
R. Zhang†, X. Y. Zhou, M. Yoshida KEK/SOKENDAI, Tsukuba, Japan
H. Kumano, N. Toyotomi, Mitsubishi Electric System & Service Co., Ltd, Tsukuba, Japan
Abstract
In order to generate high quality electron beam with high
charge in Phase III commissioning of SuperKEKB, some
improvements have been done in Ytterbium doped fiber
and Neodymium doped YAG (Nd:YAG) hybrid laser system. Spatial reshaping part for the 4th harmonic laser beam
at 266 nm has been adopted to realize low emittance electron beam. In addition, for achieving continuous and stable
laser operation, position feedback system has also been
used to improve the pointing stability of laser beam. In
2021c commissioning of SuperKEKB, stable 2 nC electron
beam is generated for HER injection. Meanwhile, we
achieved the best emittance results at B-sector of linac injector and BT line for comparable low injection background and higher injection efficiency. With the aim of
generating higher charge electron beam with good quality
in the following commissioning, a perspective towards the
next step update for current laser system is also introduced.

INTROCUTION
SuperKEKB phase III commissioning has been being
operated from 2018. Highest luminosity achieved in 2022a
commissioning is almost two times of KEKB luminosity
record [1]. Study about the bunch number of fill pattern and
the bunch current has been being done for achieving higher
luminosity and more physics run before long short down 1.
From SuperKEKB phase II commissioning, RF gun has
been used for electron beam generation source. The Ytterbium (Yb)/Neodymium (Nd) hybrid laser system is built
for high charge electron beam generation. By using of two
lasers injection method, 2.3 nC electron beam was generated for SuperKEKB high energy ring (HER) injection.
Meanwhile, the highest generation charge was 5.3 nC under the full laser energy input case [2]. Basing on the operation experiences of Phase I and II, the Yb/Nd hybrid laser
system is also used for the phase III commissioning after
upgrading for the higher quality electron beam generation.
In order to generate low emittance electron for phase III
commissioning, the laser spatial distribution should be reshaped from Gaussian distribution into flat-top distribution
[3]. Diffractive optics element (DOE) has been introduced
into the UV laser part before injection into the RF gun.
Thanks to the contribution of DOE, the best emittance results have been measured by wire scanner method at Bsector of SuperKEKB linac under 2 nC electron charge
condition. In addition, the discharge induced by the laser
injection decreased dramatically thanks to the application
of DOE.

Furthermore, the laser beam pointing stability affected
the electron beam stability during phase II commissioning.
Due to the long distance from ground laser hut to the tunnel
optics system and RF gun, it is found that the temperature
fluctuation affected the laser pointing stability. We designed a laser position monitor and made a feedback system by piezo mirror mounts for the stabilization of laser
beam. It has been demonstrated that the laser pointing fluctuation has been suppressed to one-fifth of the previous
value without this stabilization system.
Beside these, electron charge feedback system has been
also developed for stable and continuous 2 nC electron
beam generation. All of these improvements ensure our
phase III operation smoothly from 2019. In this proceeding,
all the improvements mentioned above will be introduced
in details.

IMPROVEMENTS IN LASER SYSTEM
FOR HIGH CHARGE & STABLE
ELECTRON BEAM GENERATION
The ability has been demonstrated to generate high
charge electron beam for our Yb/Nd hybrid laser system
and RF gun in SuperKEKB commissioning phase II [2]. In
order to realize more stable and effective injection in phase
III, the high-quality electron beam with low emittance and
high stability under high charge condition is necessary.
Some research and development have been done for improving the current laser system. The details and latest operation results are introduced in this part.

Introduction of Current Yb/Nd Hybrid Laser
System
The current Yb/Nd hybrid laser system is almost the
same as the laser system used in Phase II. The overall layout of it is shown in Fig. 1. Two commercial mode-lock
oscillators are used for smooth commissioning, both of
them are synchronized with the 114 MHz. One 2*1 MEMS
switch is applied to select one oscillator for the laser system operation. After one stage of Yb doped single mode
fiber (SMF) amplifier and grating stretcher, one semi-conductor optical amplifier (SOA) is used. Meanwhile, the
repetition rate is changed into 10.38 MHz. An electric-optical module (EO) is used as a pulse picker to reduce the
repetition rate into 25 Hz (1-25 Hz available). At the end
of the fiber part, a half waveplate and a polarizer divide the
seed laser into two equal parts, one is for the first Nd:YAG
rod amplifier line, the other one is for the second line, both
of them have 5 stages of Nd:YAG rod amplifier.

___________________________________________
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Figure 1: The layout of current Yb/Nd hybrid laser system for SuperKEKB commissioning.
To realize two laser synchronous injection for RF gun, a
delay line is added in the second laser line to adjust the
optical path. After this part, two laser beams are converged
by a polarizer and transported to tunnel optics table by one
transporting line. The 532 nm green laser beams are separated again and converted into ultra-violet (UV) lasers.
Two lasers are injected into the RF gun separately from two
windows. Before injecting into the RF gun, DOEs are inserted for laser spatial distribution reshaping, this will be
introduced in the following part.
During the 2021 summer maintenance, two powerful
modules with 10 mm diameter Nd:YAG crystals are applied in two laser lines for realizing higher laser pulse energy. Thanks to this upgrading, about 8 mJ 532 nm laser
and 1 mJ UV laser energy are achieved in both laser lines.
In addition, the pulse width of 532 nm laser is measured by
a streak camera, the width is about 20 ps.

Laser Spatial Reshaping for Lower Emittance
Electron Beam Generation
According to the previous simulation result, the laser
beam with flat-top spatial distribution can generate electron beam with lower emittance comparing with the case
of laser beam with Gaussian spatial distribution [3]. There
are many methods to reshape the laser beam distribution,
for example serrated aperture apodizer, super Gaussian
mode overlap and so on. Take into account the laser energy
loss and the complexity of setup, we decided to adopt DOE
as our reshaping component. We purchased the DOE components from MARUBUN Corporation and the maker is
SILIOS Technologies France.

Consider according to the size of photocathode and the
60o incidence angle of laser beams, we designed to generate the flat-top laser intensity distribution with an elliptical
2D distribution (6 mm along long axis and 3 mm in short
axis direction) so the cross sections of laser beams on the
surface of photocathode are round shape. Due to the fine
3D structures on the surface of DOE, it is very weak at
dusts. The environment in accelerator tunnel is not clean so
we designed small vacuum chambers for the DOEs to prevent the dusts in ordinary air environment, as shown in the
middle part of Fig. 2. Although the two windows of vacuum chamber introduced optical loss, the total transmission ratio is higher than 92%.
The UV laser beam spatial distributions are shown in
Fig. 3. The left one is the measurement in 2020b commissioning without DOE application and the right one is in
2021b commissioning after application of DOE. It is clear
that the laser beam spatial distribution is reshaped as flattop distribution with 2D elliptical cross section as designed.
We applied the DOE components in both laser lines for two
lasers injection from 2021b operation. By utilizing the flattop laser beams, the best emittance records for 2 nC electron beam has been achieved at B-sector and BT line from
the beginning of the SuperKEKB project. The corresponding measurement results are listed in Table 1.

Figure 3: The UV laser beam spatial distributions without
and with the application of DOE.
Table 1: Wire Scanner Results at B-sector and BT Line for 2
nC Electron Beam
B-sector
BT 2

Horizontal
8.57 μm
20.95 μm

Vertical
8.89 μm
17.82 μm

Application of Laser Position Sensor

Figure 2: The DOE chamber in the 2nd laser line.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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As shown in Fig. 1, after generating the 532 nm lasers in
ground laser hut, both of the 532 nm laser beams are sent
to the tunnel laser optics table by the transporting line. Although vacuum tube is used for all the transporting line to
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prevent the airflow disturbance, due to the 11 meters
length, the pointing stability of laser beam was not good
enough because of the minor position drift introduced by
the temperature fluctuation. One position monitor is placed
in the position of virtual cathode, the recorded one-day laser beam positions in 2019a is shown in Fig. 4(a). We can
see the horizontal and vertical fluctuations (4-σ) are about
135 μm and 150 μm respectively. This fluctuation of this
magnitude affected the stability of electron beam seriously,
frequent laser beam position adjustment and electron beam
tuning were necessary before 2020a operation.

beam injection for HER is continued from this January
with comparable low injection background.

Figure 5: Current electron beam orbit.

FUTURE PLAN
Figure 4: One-day position records of the UV laser beam
at virtual photocathode position without and with laser
position sensor and feedback system.
From 2020b operation, the laser position sensor and
feedback system has been applied to our laser system. This
system consists three parts. The first one is laser beam position monitor, which is placed behind the first mirror after
the transporting line. We use commercial laser beam position sensor and developed the homemade driver module for
pulsed laser availability. The real time position datum is
changed into voltage information and record by an oscilloscope. Then all the datum is analysed in PC, the second
part of this system. After processing the real datum, the
program will calculate the difference between the current
status and set value, then send the signal to the piezo mirror
mount and controller, which are the last part of this system.
The piezo mirror mount is used for the last mirror before
the transporting line. The laser pointing instability induced
by the minor position change is suppressed by use of this
feedback system. As shown in Fig. 4(b), after introducing
the laser position monitor and feedback system, the horizontal and vertical fluctuations (4-σ) are about 38 μm and
30 μm respectively. The vertical pointing fluctuation has
been suppressed to one-fifth of the previous value, so it is
no need to do complex laser adjustment and electron beam
tuning during the continuous injection commissioning.

Latest Commissioning Results
As introduced in the former part, we have achieved the
best emittance records at B-sector and BT line thanks to the
laser beam spatial reshaping. Beside this, the continuous
and stable beam injection is continued by use of the laser
position monitor feedback system. Meanwhile, one electron beam charge feedback system is also applied to our
laser system to maintain the 2 nC electron charge generation at inside RF gun. The current electron beam orbit of
the Linac injector and the BT line is shown in Fig. 5. One
collimator is adopted at the beginning of BT line to adjust
the energy spread for better injection. Smooth electron
THPOTK059
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In order to generate 4 nC electron charge for
SuperKEKB requirement, it is necessary to upgrade the laser amplifier part. After 2022a commissioning, powerful
amplifier modules will be applied to generate higher laser
pulse energy. Secondly, for most effective injection for
HER, low energy spread electron beam is essential. We will
carry out the laser temporal reshaping for realizing high
charge electron beam with low energy spread. Therefore,
the Nd:YAG amplification part is not good enough to fulfil
this. The new Yb:YAG laser system is under investigation.
Thirdly, the degeneration of vacuum window of RF gun
occurred during operation due to the discharge inside RF
gun, better vacuum environment will be investigated from
the next operation period.

CONCLUSION
Yb/Nd hybrid laser system is used in SuperKEKB 2022a
commissioning. For generating low emittance electron
beam, reshaping for laser spatial intensity distribution is
done by the DOE. The best electron beam emittance records under 2 nC at B-sector and BT line have been
achieved. Laser position feedback system is applied to obtain stable and continuous injection. Smooth, continuous
and stable electron beam injection for HER is realized. It
will be investigated to increase electron charge and decrease energy spread by temporal reshaping in the following days.
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MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH TO TEMPORAL PULSE SHAPING
FOR THE PHOTOINJECTOR LASER AT CLARA
A.E. Pollard∗ , W. Okell, D. Dunning, E. Snedden
ASTeC, Cockcroft Institute, STFC Daresbury Laboratory, UK
Abstract
The temporal profile of the electron bunch is of critical
importance in accelerator areas such as free-electron lasers
and novel acceleration. In FELs, it strongly influences factors including efficiency and the profile of the photon pulse
generated for user experiments, while in novel acceleration
techniques it contributes to enhanced interaction of the witness beam with the driving electric field. Work is in progress
at the CLARA facility at Daresbury Laboratory on temporal
shaping of the ultraviolet photoinjector laser, using a fusedsilica acousto-optic modulator. Generating a user-defined
(programmable) time-domain target profile requires finding
the corresponding spectral phase configuration of the shaper;
this is a non-trivial problem for complex pulse shapes. Physically informed machine learning models have shown great
promise in learning complex relationships in physical systems, and so we apply machine learning techniques here
to learn the relationships between the spectral phase and
the target temporal intensity profiles. Our machine learning model extends the range of available photoinjector laser
pulse shapes by allowing users to achieve physically realisable configurations for arbitrary temporal pulse shapes.

INTRODUCTION
In photoinjector systems, control over the longitudinal
properties of the electron bunch can be achieved through
temporal shaping of the laser pulse temporal profile [1]. Following the temporal shaping concept presented in [2], we
have developed an apparatus for temporally shaping the photoinjector laser pulses at CLARA, shown schematically in
Fig. 1. The input laser pulse is spectrally dispersed by a
transmission grating. A concave mirror one focal length
away from the grating collimates the spectrum and focuses
the laser pulse to a line focus, along which the laser wavelength varies approximately linearly. A fused-silica AOM is
placed at the position of the focus, and a transducer driven
with an RF waveform at 200 MHz central frequency generates an acoustic wave in the AOM, which propagates along
the line focus of the laser. The laser pulses are diffracted
from the induced refractive index modulation, and the spectral components are recombined using a second concave
mirror and transmission grating.
To shape the laser pulse temporally, the spectral phase can
be adjusted by varying the temporal phase of the acoustic
wave via the temporal phase of the RF drive wave. The
laser pulses can also be shaped temporally by varying the
temporal amplitude of the acoustic wave; however, as this approach is lossy, it is necessary to carry out all shaping using
∗
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Figure 1: Schematic of the temporal pulse shaper at CLARA.
only the phase. In order to produce a particular target pulse
temporal intensity profile, we need to find a suitable spectral
phase mask to apply to the shaper. This is non-trivial for
arbitrary shapes, as we require both the phase and amplitude
in either the spectral or temporal domain to fully define the
pulse. However we know only the temporal intensity and the
spectral intensity, leaving the temporal and spectral phase as
unknowns with many potential solutions. The complexity
of real experimental systems poses additional challenges,
for example, there are limitations imposed by the physical
characteristics of the AOM. Modulating the spectral phase
by modulating the temporal phase of the RF wave broadens
the RF spectrum. The AOM has a finite acoustic bandwidth,
and the RF spectrum must remain within this bandwidth for
spectral phase modulations to be physically realisable.
Machine learning approaches excel for complex nonlinear problems such as this. In particular, deep neural
networks are known to be capable of approximating any
function[3], and recent work has demonstrated that such
networks can be used to learn and manipulate spectral, temporal, and shape properties of laser pulses[4, 5]. Recent
research has explored encoding physical laws into machine
learning models with partial differential equations as priors[6] to reduce the data requirements of these otherwise
data-intensive approaches. This approach has come to be
known as Physically Informed Neural Networks (PINNs)
and can be used to constrain the outputs of deep neural networks within physical reality, by encoding properties such
as conservation of energy a priori.
In this paper, we present a PINN for finding the spectral
phase mask required to produce a target temporal intensity
profile in our photoinjector laser pulse shaper, subject to the
physical limitation of the AOM bandwidth. Our approach
both reduces the data requirements of our model and con-
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strains the search space within a physically realisable range.
Thus, we can be confident that predictions of temporal intensity profiles produced by our model will be experimentally
achievable. Using a PINN also increases the speed with
which the required phase mask can be found, compared to
algorithmic and iterative methods.
In addition to the constraints of the physical system, we
can also encode the inherent symmetries of the underlying
physical system. By employing the principles of geometric
deep learning[7], we can choose to exploit those symmetries to reduce the complexity of the underlying parameter
space. In particular, we can exploit the translation-invariant
nature of the temporal pulse shape, since the structure of the
pulse signal is our primary concern and pulse timing can be
adjusted without consequence. This guides our choice of
loss function away from the mean squared error functions of
other works towards alternative signal matching algorithms,
such as the Pearson correlation coefficient. This significantly
improves our results by expanding the potential search space.

As pulses in the CLARA photoinjector laser system are temporally stretched in a grating stretcher before entering the
shaper, our simulated unshaped pulses have 8 × 104 fs2 of
spectral phase applied. For our training set, we generate 105
pairs of spectral phase profiles and corresponding temporal
intensity profiles, with a further 103 pairs generated for the
test set. Each pair consists of a spectral phase profile consisting of 2642 samples over 5.78 nm and a temporal intensity
profile of 294 samples over 12 ps.
So we can constrain our model to the physical limits of the
AOM bandwidth, we consider the effect of AOM bandwidth
on the spectral phase mask. Modulating the temporal phase
of the RF drive wave broadens its spectrum; the instantaneous RF frequency at a particular point in time is given by
the gradient of its temporal phase at that point. The AOM
bandwidth limits the gradient of the acoustic wave temporal
phase modulation, and consequently the limits on the available phase modulation per unit length along the acoustic
wave propagation direction are

RELATED WORK

d�
�Δ �ac
,
=±
d�
� ac

In their paper on applying an iterative Fourier transform
to this issue, Hacker et al.[8] propose an algorithm which
can quickly approximate the spectral phase corresponding
to a particular target waveform. This is done by iteratively
performing a Fourier transform into the spectral domain, correcting for differences between the current and target spectrum, and then transforming back into the time domain and
correcting for temporal amplitude differences. This process
is repeated until an adequate match is found. This achieves
results comparable with a genetic algorithm approach but in
a significantly shorter time.
In their work on applying neural networks to predicting
temporal and spectral pulse profiles in optical fibres, Boscolo
et al.[4] demonstrate that supervised models are capable of
learning the complex relationships between temporal pulse
shape and spectral intensity. They also used a neural network to determine the non-linear propagation properties of a
pulse observed at the fiber output and classify output pulses
according to the initial pulse shape.
Though their work concerns spatial shaping as opposed
to the temporal shaping discussed here, Xu et al.[5] demonstrate that neural networks are again capable of learning to
manipulate laser profiles with an SLM to generate arbitrary
output shapes.
For a more complete overview, see Genty et al.’s review[9].

METHODOLOGY
Using simulated data, we developed and tested a machine
learning model to find the required phase mask to achieve
a particular target pulse temporal profile. The simulated
laser pulses used for training and testing the model have a
spectral intensity with Gaussian shape in wavelength, central
wavelength of 266 nm, and FWHM bandwidth of 1.5 nm.
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(1)

where � is the phase modulation, � is the spatial coordinate
across the AOM window, � ac = 5968 m s−1 is the acoustic
velocity in fused silica, and Δ �ac ≈ 100 MHz is the AOM
acoustic bandwidth. The change in laser wavelength per unit
length across the AOM window is
d� Δ�
≈
,
d�
�

(2)

where Δ� ≈ 5 nm is the optical bandwidth covered by the
AOM window, and � = 20 mm is the width of the AOM
window. From Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, the limits on the laser
spectral phase gradient are therefore
�� =

d�
�Δ �ac�
≈±
.
d�
� ac Δ�

(3)

For our experimental parameters, � � = ±�/0.015 rad/nm.
To encode this physical limit associated with the AOM
bandwidth into the network, we developed a regulariser
which acts to limit the gradient of the spectral phase profile
to a physical limit of �/0.015 rad/nm, corresponding to a
maximum phase change per wavelength step of �� ≈ 0.153�
rad/step. For the purposes of limiting the gradient over a discrete sampling, we define the discrete gradient as Eq. 4. To
account for the cyclic nature of angular frequency in a differentiable manner, we calculate the gradient by projecting into
the complex plane. We then take the absolute value of the
discrete gradient of the network’s output vector. We multiply
the resulting function by a high-gradient sigmoid function
with an offset of �� to provide a differentiable approximation of a step function. Since ��(� � � ) bounds between −1
and 1, and the input is between −� and �, we divide �� by
� to arrive at the final definition for the regulariser, shown
in Eq. 5. Note that the first and last elements are masked out
from the difference calculation, since we are not concerned
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with forcing the spectral phase profile to begin and end at 0
rads.
The loss function encodes the translation invariant nature of temporal pulse shaping by calculating the Pearson
correlation coefficient of the target temporal pulse profile
against the temporal pulse profile simulated from the spectral
phase profile output by the network. The simulation code is
made differentiable by the Keras[10] framework, allowing
the training of the network to be guided by the gradient of
the underlying function space. This further encodes physical
laws into the network.
Δ+ ( � ) = �� − ��+1

(4)

1 ︁
|Δ+ (� � � ( �) )| ∗ ��(|Δ+ (� � � ( �) )| − ��/�); � = 100
�
(5)
The architecture for the network is a simple deep neural
network with three hidden layers using the ReLu[11] activation function, with batch normalisation between the layers.
The final output layer uses a linear activation function. We
use the Adam optimiser[12] with a learning rate schedule
decaying from 0.001 at a rate of � 0.001 per epoch after the
first 100 epochs.

Figure 2: Randomly selected example from the test set, showing spectral phase mask and spectral intensity (top), and
pulse temporal phase and temporal intensity profile (bottom). The predicted temporal pulse shape is an excellent
match to the ground truth.

RESULTS
We find that with the application of the principles of physically informed networks enables the proposed system to
learn to extrapolate appropriate spectral phase profiles for
arbitrary temporal pulse shapes in linear time, which are
both accurate and contain no non-physical phase transitions.
This allows users to specify arbitrary temporal pulse profiles and receive an input for the SLM which will provide
that profile within milliseconds, a significant advantage over
algorithmic and iterative methods.
As in other works, we calculate the mean squared error
(MSE) of the output temporal intensity profile against those
in the test set, and find strong agreement (6.4e−3 ± 3.7e−5
MSE over 10, 000 samples). Indeed, our results match simulation extremely well, as can be seen in Fig. 2. We are also
able to specify a wide variety of target pulse shapes which
are well outside of those described in the test set, and receive matching physically realisable spectral phase profiles
which generate them well, as in Fig. 3. Without the limitations of the SLM it is possible to achieve very high quality
matches to the target patterns, however these are not physically achievable since they require spectral phase transitions
well beyond what is physically possible. However, with the
physical limitations imposed by the PINN, we achieve high
quality matches to arbitrary temporal phase profiles which
are physically realisable.

CONCLUSION
By using physically informed networks we can build better
machine learning models which more accurately model the
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T25: Lasers

Figure 3: Demonstration of solutions found for arbitrary
pulse shapes. In particular note that these are physically
realisable due to the gradient constraint.
reality of the target system. In doing so, we develop a model
for predicting spectral phase profile configurations for photocathode laser at CLARA, to enable arbitrary specifications
of temporal pulse profiles for fine control over the bunch
profile. In future work, we intend to deploy this system on
the CLARA facility to enable fine temporal pulse shaping
and expansion into bunch profile specification, with an eye
toward use in FEL research.
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Abstract
Ti:sapphire crystals constitute the lasing medium of a
class of lasers valued for their wide tunability and ultra-short,
ultra-high intensity pulses. When operated at high power
and high repetition rate (1 kHz), such lasers experience multiple effects that can degrade performance. In particular,
thermal gradients induce a spatial variation in the index of
refraction, hence thermal lensing [1]. Using the open-source
finite-element code FEniCS [2], we solve the relevant partial
differential equations to obtain a quantitative measure of the
disruptive effects of thermal gradients on beam quality. We
present thermal simulations of a pump laser illuminating
a Ti:sapphire crystal. From these simulations we identify
the radial variation in the refractive index, and hence the
extent of thermal lensing. In addition, we present analytic
models used to estimate the effect of thermal gradients on
beam quality. This work generalizes to other types of crystal
amplifiers.

INTRODUCTION
Titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:sapphire) crystals constitute
the lasing medium of a class of lasers valued for their wide
tunability and capacity to produce ultra-short, ultra-high intensity pulses. But when operating at high power with a high
repetition rate (1 to 10s of kHz), multiple natural/thermal/mechanical effects can degrade the performance of Ti:sapphire
crystal laser amplifiers.
For example, during steady-state operation, i.e. with a
crystal amplifier operating in equilibrium, thermal gradients
induce both a positional variation in the index of refraction and mechanical stresses. The changes in the index of
refraction can lead to thermal lensing. And stresses in an
anisotropic, uniaxial crystal such as Ti:sapphire can modify
the crystal’s birefringent characteristics and further degrade
the beam.

THERMAL MODELS AND TIME SCALES
The heat equation derives from conservation of energy
and the Fourier law. In the context of heat flow in a solid,
one may express conservation of energy in the form
𝜌
∗

𝜕𝑢
= −∇ ⋅ 𝑞 ⃗ + 𝑓 ,
𝜕𝑡

(1)
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where 𝜌 denotes the mass density of the solid, 𝑢 the internal
energy per unit mass, 𝑞 ⃗ the local heat flux, and 𝑓 a source
term that represents the rate of external heat deposition per
unit volume. This equation expresses the rate of change of
the local energy density as a sum of the local heat loss, −∇⋅ 𝑞,⃗
and the local heat deposition, 𝑓. The Fourier law,
(2)

𝑞 ⃗ = −𝐾𝑐 ∇Θ,

describes the local heat flux as proportional to and in the
direction opposite the local temperature gradient, ∇Θ, with
the proportionality given by 𝐾𝑐 , the thermal conductivity.
One may relate energy density and temperature via the specific heat, 𝑐𝑝 = 𝜕𝑢/𝜕Θ. This relation allows one to write
𝑢̇ =

𝜕𝑢 𝜕Θ
𝜕𝑢
= 𝑐𝑝 Θ,̇ and ∇𝑢 =
∇Θ = 𝑐𝑝 ∇Θ.
𝜕Θ 𝜕𝑡
𝜕Θ

(3)

In the very simplest case—𝜌, 𝐾𝑐 , and 𝑐𝑝 experience negligible variation over the temperature range of interest—one
may use the above results to derive the linear heat equation:
Θ̇ =

𝐾𝑐
2
𝜌𝑐𝑝 ∇ Θ

+

𝑓
𝜌𝑐𝑝

(4a)

= 𝛼∇2 Θ + 𝑔,

where 𝛼 denotes the thermal diffusivity, 𝐾𝑐 /(𝜌𝑐𝑝 ), and
𝑔 = 𝑓 /(𝜌𝑐𝑝 ). More generally, however, the quantities 𝐾𝑐
and 𝑐𝑝 —and, to a much smaller extent, 𝜌—do vary with
temperature; and one cannot then convert the heat deposition term 𝑓 to a “temperature deposition” term so simply as
dividing by 𝜌𝑐𝑝 . In this case it simplifies matters to work
with 𝑢 in preference to Θ. If we may treat 𝜌 as constant, then
we instead derive the heat equation in the nonlinear form [3]
(4b)

𝑢 ̇ = ∇ ⋅ (𝛼(𝑢)∇𝑢) + 𝑓 /𝜌.

When necessary, one may convert between 𝑢 and Θ by means
of the (monotonically increasing) specific heat capacity.

Time Scales for Thermal Relaxation
For now we focus on the linear form Eq. (4a) of the heat
equation. If the source term vanishes—except for possibly a
brief pulse that defines the initial condition—and we assume
azimuthal symmetry, one may use separation of variables to
identify the essential functional form of the solution:
𝐽0 (𝜈𝑟)[cos(𝑘𝑧) + 𝛽 sin(𝑘𝑧)]e−𝛼(𝜈

2 +𝑘 2 )𝑡

.

(5)

A complete solution, written as a linear combination of these
functions, is determined by the boundary conditions, with
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the system geometry constraining the possible eigenvalues
𝜈 and 𝑘.
We consider a crystal of radius 𝑎 and length 𝑙 with its
temperature held at the fixed value Θ𝐷 on its cylindrical
boundary, and unconstrained on the end caps at 𝑧 = 0, 𝑙.
As thermal conduction is orders of magnitude faster than
convection or radiation, we make the approximation that no
heat flows out the end caps. As a consequence of the given
constraints and geometry, the sine terms vanish, and one may
write the crystal’s temperature difference from the boundary
in the Fourier-Bessel series form [4]
∞

∞

ΔΘ(𝑟, 𝑧; 𝑡) = ∑ ∑ Θ𝑛𝑚 𝐽0 (
𝑛=1 𝑚=0

𝜈0𝑛 𝑟
𝑚𝜋𝑧 −𝑡/𝜏𝑛𝑚
,
𝑎 ) cos( 𝑙 )e

(6)
where each component 𝑛𝑚 experiences its own decay rate
𝜏−1
𝑛𝑚 = 𝛼[(

𝜈0𝑛 2
𝑎 )

2

+ ( 𝑚𝜋
) ].
𝑙

(7a)

Here 𝜈0𝑛 denotes the 𝑛th root of 𝐽0 . The dominant time-scale
is that of the lowest-order mode:
𝜏10 =

𝑎2
,
𝜈201 𝛼

(7b)

which we note depends only on the crystal geometry and the
thermal diffusivity.

Equilibrium Temperature Profile
To solve Eq. (4a) for the equilibrium temperature profile in
the presence of a steady, azimuthally symmetric heat source
𝑔(𝑟, 𝑧), we (i) set Θ̇ to zero; (ii) expand both temperature,
Θ, and heat source, 𝑔, as Fourier Bessel series (cf. Eq. (6)
with no time dependence); and (iii) equate coefficients as
determined by Eq. (4a). Given a source term of the form
𝑔(𝑟, 𝑧) = 𝑔0 𝑔⟂ (𝑟) 𝑔∥ (𝑧) =

𝑓0
𝜌𝑐𝑝

e−(𝑟/𝜎) e−(𝑧−𝑧0)/𝜁 ,

(8)

2

we obtain the equilibrium temperature profile in the form
∞

∞

ΔΘ(𝑟, 𝑧) = Θ0 ∑ ∑ 𝑅𝑛 𝑍𝑚 𝑋𝑛𝑚 𝐽0 (
𝑛=1 𝑚=0

𝜈0𝑛 𝑟
𝑚𝜋𝑧
𝑎 ) cos( 𝑙 ).

(9a)

Here

𝜈0𝑛
2
𝑎𝑥 2
∫ 𝑥 exp[−(
) ]𝐽0 (𝑥) d𝑥,
𝜈0𝑛 𝜎
[𝜈0𝑛 𝐽1 (𝜈0𝑛 )]2 0
(9b)
2
𝑙/𝜁
𝑍𝑚 =
[1 − (−1)𝑚 e−𝑙/𝜁 ], (9c)
1 + 𝛿𝑚0 (𝑙/𝜁)2 + (𝑚𝜋)2
𝑙/𝑎
𝑋𝑛𝑚 =
.
(9d)
(𝜈0𝑛 𝑙/𝑎)2 + (𝑚𝜋)2

𝑅𝑛 =

And then, with absorbed power 𝑃abs = ∫𝑓 d3 𝑟 ⃗ = 𝑓0 𝑉eff ,
Θ0 =

𝑃abs 𝑉cyl
,
4𝜋𝐾𝑐 𝑉eff

(9e)

where 𝑉eff denotes the effective volume into which the source
deposits heat. The 𝑅𝑛 denote Fourier-Bessel coefficients of
the transverse source profile 𝑔⟂ (𝑟); the 𝑍𝑚 Fourier coefficients of the longitudinal source profile 𝑔∥ (𝑧); and the 𝑋𝑛𝑚
“cross-terms” that arise from the matching constraints implied by the linear heat equation Eq. (4a).
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LONGITUDINAL ABSORPTION OF
GAUSSIAN BEAMS
To test our understanding and benchmark our simulations, we simulate the experimental conditions of a particular
Ti:sapphire crystal under study at the BELLA lab: a cylindrical crystal of length 2.5 cm and diameter 1.0 cm. A pump
laser with Gaussian beam profile of width 𝜎 = 0.115 cm
and absorption coefficient 𝜁−1 = 1.2 cm−1 illuminates the
entrance face of the crystal, 𝑧0 = −1.25 cm, along the cylindrical axis. Because heat deposition decays exponentially as
the beam traverses the crystal, we use the heat load Eq. (8)
with temperature “deposition rate” and effective volume
given by
d𝑇 = 𝑔0 =

𝑓0
𝑃abs
=
,
𝜌𝑐𝑝 𝜌𝑐𝑝 𝑉eff

𝑉eff = 𝜋𝜎2 𝜁(1 − e−𝑙/𝜁 ).

(10)
(11)

Using the open-source, finite-element PDE solver FEniCS [2], we simulated this system and obtained both qualitative and quantitative agreement with the above theory: The
system equilibrates to a temperature distribution matching
that given in Eq. (9); and, after turning off the source, we see
the temperature decay exponentially to Θ𝐷 with a thermal
decay time matching that in Eq. (7b). Figure 1 shows a series
of transverse and longitudinal temperature profiles computed
by FEniCS during the approach to thermal equilibrium.
Quantitative agreement with experiment, however, has
proved challenging: Either the decay constant Eq. (7b), the
maximum on-axis temperature, Θ(0, 0), or both, can differ
significantly from that measured experimentally. This challenge derives from uncertainties in our knowledge of the
thermal and optical properties of Ti:sapphire. We discuss
this in the conclusions.

NEAR-AXIS INDEX OF REFRACTION
A principal motivation for our thermal simulations is a
desire to better understand thermal lensing, wherein thermally induced variations in the index of refraction across
the crystal can focus the laser wavefront [5].
Because the refractive index varies approximately linearly
with temperature, 𝑛(Θ) = 𝑛0 + 𝑛𝑇 (Θ − Θ𝐷 ) [6], and the
near-axis temperature varies approximately quadratically
with radius (see Fig. 1), the near-axis refractive index varies
approximately quadratically with radius: 𝑛(𝑟) = 𝑛0 + 𝑛2 𝑟 2 .
On the basis of data extracted from our thermal simulation,
we thereby compute near-axis profiles for the coefficients 𝑛0
and 𝑛2 . See Fig. 2.
Closely related results appear in a companion paper [7].

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
On the basis of the crystal geometry, 𝑟 = 0.5 cm, and the
experimentally measured thermal time scale of c.150 ms,
we compute from Eq. (7b) a thermal diffusivity 𝛼 of about
0.288 cm2 /s. Moreover, simulations using this value of 𝛼
exhibit the expected 150 ms decay time. However, tabulated
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Figure 1: Transverse temperature profiles (left) at the crystal center (𝑧 = 0 cm) and longitudinal profiles along the crystal
axis (𝑟 = 0 cm). The individual profiles show convergence towards thermal equilibrium in time steps of 15 ms.

Figure 2: These graphics show the coefficients 𝑛0 (left) and 𝑛2 (right) that describe the temperature-induced radial variation
in the near-axis refractive index: 𝑛(𝑟) = 𝑛0 + 𝑛2 𝑟 2 .
values of the thermal properties of sapphire [8, 9] lead,
cf. Eq. (4a), to values several times smaller: 𝛼 ≈ 0.1 cm2 /s.
On the other hand, data sheets specific to Ti:sapphire1 lead to
a very wide range of values: 0.06 cm2 /s to 0.31 cm2 /s. (We
assume the mass density of Ti:sapphire differs little from
that of sapphire: 𝜌 = 3.98 gm/cm3 .)
Apart from geometric factors, the temperature increase at
the center of the crystal’s entrance face depends, cf. Eqs. (9e)
and (11), on the ratio of absorbed power 𝑃abs to the product
of absorption length 𝜁 times thermal conductivity 𝐾𝑐 . See
also [10]. A measurement of that temperature increase therefore implies (given the known crystal geometry) a value for
that ratio. Then, given a measured temperature increase of
about 7 °C, and inferring experimental values for 𝑃abs and 𝜁,
we thereby compute for 𝐾𝑐 a value of about 0.31 W/(cmK),
close to that quoted in the literature for sapphire, and well
within the range quoted for Ti:sapphire.
Finally, using our derived values for 𝛼 and 𝐾𝑐 , we may
compute for the specific heat capacity 𝑐𝑝 a value of about
1

See, for example, https://www.advatech-uk.co.uk/ti_sapphire.
html and http://singlecrystal.eu/html/ti_sapphire.html.
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0.267 J/(gmK). This value is of order half that of values
quoted for Ti:sapphire.
A number of uncertainties lead to this state of affairs:
Perhaps most significant is the actual power absorbed as
heat by the crystal: Not only is the absorption coefficient
𝜁−1 uncertain, so is the fractional thermal heat load 𝜂, which
describes the fraction of pump laser energy absorbed as heat.
Our principal lessons here are that we require a better
understanding of the actual laser power that is absorbed as
heat, and also of the corresponding absorption length. In
addition, we require a better understanding of both thermal
conductivity and specific heat capacity in the crystalline
laser gain media—especially the extent to which Ti doping
modifies those parameters. This information is essential for
accurate simulations going forward.
Future work will focus on three areas: (i) Improve our understanding of the thermal and optical properties of Ti:sapphire crystals. (ii) Use physically realistic wavefronts for our
thermal source terms. (iii) Compare experimental measurements of thermal lensing against expectations derived from
curves such as those in Fig. 2.
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J. van Tilborg, Q. Chen, C. Tóth, C. G.R. Geddes, LBNL, Berkeley, CA, USA
N. B. Goldring, STATE33 Inc., Portland, Oregon, USA
Abstract
The design of next-generation PW-scale fs laser systems,
including scaling to kHz rates and development of new laser
gain media for efficiency, will require parallel multiphysics
simulations with realistic errors and nonlinear optimization.
There is currently a lack of broadly available modeling software that self-consistently captures the required physics of
gain, thermal loading and lensing, spectral shaping, and
other effects required to quantitatively design such lasers [1].
We present initial work towards an integrated multiphysics
capability for modeling pulse amplification in Ti:Sa lasers.
All components of the software suite are open source. The
Synchrotron Radiation Workshop (SRW) [2–6] is being used
for physical optics, together with Python utilities. The simulations are being validated against experiments.

EXPERIMENTS
Pump-probe experiments of Ti:Sa thermal lensing have
been performed at the HTU line of the BELLA Center [7],
with a schematic and photo seen in Fig. 1. The 532 nm
Gaussian pump beam from a kHz Revolution laser has a
FWHM diameter of 1.2 mm, a FWHM pulse duration of
500 ns, and an averaged power of 19.6 W (35 mJ per pulse).
This beam pumps and heats a 1 cm diameter, 2.5 cm
long Ti:Sa crystal, which has its c-axis parallel to the optical table and is water cooled. The thermal lensing effects
were diagnosed with probe beams from the kHz rep rate
800 nm Coherent FrontEnd Laser System, with a FWHM
pulse duration of 300 ps. The transmitted pump wavefronts
were measured using a HASO wavefront sensor (WFS). A
DG535 is used to control the relative delay between the
pump and probe to sub-microsecond levels. Waveplates are
used to tune the polarization of both pump and probe beams.

Figure 1: Design (left) and implementation (right) of the
thermal lensing measurements. The pump laser deposits up
to 35mJ per pulse in the Ti:Sa crystal at 1 kHz. The 800
nm, 300 ps probe pulse is synchronized with the pump. A
wavefront sensor (not shown) is used to measure any effects.

SIMULATION AND OPTICS
The software development uses operator splitting, where
the laser pulse and crystal are sliced in a manner that enables
robust and rapid 2D computations, leveraging the SRW code.
The software is in a GitHub repository [8]. Figure 2 shows
the WFS image pair, each 32x32 pixels. The intensity and
phase data is used to construct real and imaginary electric
fields of the longitudinally integrated wavefront, with no
need to include the rapid variation in space and time. These
fields are used to construct a native SRW wavefront object,
which can be propagated with full physical optics. The phase
distribution is essentially flat, to within measurement uncertainties.
∗

Work supported by the US Department of Energy, Office of High Energy
Physics under Award Nos. DE-SC0020931 and DE-AC02-05CH11231.
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Figure 2: Wavefront sensor (WFS) measurements of a 0.8 nm
probe pulse after propagating through an unpumped crystal;
the intensity (upper) and phase (lower) are obtained simultaneously. This is the initial condition for SRW simulations.
The low resolution is characteristic of WFS data.
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We propagate general 2D wavefronts via linear canonical transforms [9], using the decomposition of Pei and
Huang [10] to recast a standard ABCD matrix into three,
each of which SRW can use to transform the wavefront with
physical optics. We are also developing a Python library for
Linear Canonical Transforms which will enable wavefront
propagation via more general ABCD matrices [11].
In addition, a Gaussian optics model may be applied by
use of the complex beam parameter 𝑞 [12]:
1
1
𝜆
= −𝑖 2
𝑞 𝑅
𝜋𝑤

(1)

with 𝑅 the beam radius of curvature, 𝜆 the wavelength and
𝑤 the beam size. Given an ABCD matrix for the crystal, the
parameter 𝑞 propagates as
𝑞𝑓 =

𝐴𝑞 𝑖 + 𝐵
𝐶𝑞 𝑖 + 𝐷

(2)

We assume quadratic phase variation near the axis:
Φ(𝑟) = Φ0 − 𝛼𝑟 2

(3)

with Φ0 a constant phase and the phase curvature 𝛼 related
to the complex beam parameter via
 
1
1
𝛼= ℜ
(4)
2
𝑞
The phase above has units of length. If 𝜙(𝑟) is the phase in
radians, Φ(𝑟) = 𝜙(𝑟) 2𝜆𝜋 with 𝜆 the laser pulse wavelength.
We can relate the phase curvature with and without the
pump laser by using the ABCD matrix for a Gaussian duct:


1
cos(𝛾𝐿 𝑐 )
sin(𝛾𝐿 𝑐 )
𝑛
𝛾
0
𝑀=
(5)
−𝑛0 𝛾 sin(𝛾𝐿 𝑐 )
cos(𝛾𝐿 𝑐 )
with 𝐿 𝑐 the crystal length, and
1
𝑛(𝑟) = 𝑛0 − 𝑛2 𝑟 2
2

𝛾2 =

𝑛2
.
𝑛0

(6)

For a crystal with longitudinally varying values of 𝑛0 and 𝑛2
we multiply the matrices for each slice.

THERMAL LENSING
Figure 3 shows a comparison of thermal focusing from
experiment (upper) and simulation (lower). The value of
𝑛2 can be obtained from FEniCS [13, 14] simulations conducted with experimental parameters [15]. Although it is
not done for Ti:Sa amplifers, the probe beam in our experiments is larger transversely than the pump laser, allowing
for sampling of both the pumped and unpumped regions.
This results in a non-Gaussian intensity profile, because the
wings are not focused. This will be included in future work.
The lower image of Fig. 3 was simulated with 𝑛2 increased
artificially by 5x, to obtain the same peak intensity (see the
colorbar on the right side of each image). This discrepancy
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Figure 3: WFS image of the field intensity (upper) after
propagation through a pumpled Ti:Sa crystal, demonstrating
thermal lensing effects, to be compared with the upper image
of Fig. 2. Lower image shows the field intensity of an SRW
wavefront, instantiated from the data of Fig. 1 and propagated
as described in the previous section.
is seen in other data as well, indicating that there is an additional source of focusing. The most likely candidate is
thermal deformation of the front surface of the pumped crystal, which we plan to explore with FEniCS simulations.
We found that “focal length” inferences from WFS data
depend sensitively on the specified fitting region, especially
for non-Gaussian wavefronts, so it is preferable to compare
wavefronts directly (simulation versus measurement). Nevertheless, comparisons of near-axis phase curvature are useful
when done with care. For example, the upper image of Fig.
4 shows how one can fit a quadratic shape to the wavefront
phase from the 20 or so pixels around the peak value. For the
case shown in Fig. 3, near-axis phase curvatures in the data
and the simulation are approximately equal. The lower image
of Fig. 4 shows a 3D plot of the experimentally measured
phase distribution.

AMPLIFICATION EFFECTS
We do not present results with laser amplification in this
paper. Our algorithmic approach is to solve, for each cell of
the 2D gridded laser pulse wavefront, the 1D Frantz-Nodvik
(FN) equations [16], which describe propagation of a plane
wave across gain material composed of two-level atoms:
𝜕𝑛
𝜕𝑛
𝜕Δ
+𝑐
= 𝜎𝑐𝑛Δ;
= −𝛾𝜎𝑐𝑛Δ,
(7)
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑡
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The fundamental data structure for the Python implementation of our algorithms is the 2D wavefront object of the
SRW code, which uses a 2D Cartesian mesh. Hence, we
can solve the 1D FN equations in each cell of the wavefront
mesh, to be done independently for each of many laser pulse
slices. The approximate analytic FN solution is difficult to
interpret as presented in the literature. We have a detailed
derivation that will be presented in a future paper.
The simplest case is that of a square laser pulse of duration
𝜏 and a uniform photon density 𝑛0 incident on a crystal of
length 𝐿 and uniform population inversion Δ0 . We define 𝜂 as
the total number of incident photons per unit area: 𝜂 = 𝑛0 𝑐𝜏.
𝑛0
.
1 − [1 − exp(−𝜎Δ0 𝑧)] exp(−𝛾𝜎𝜂(𝑡 − 𝑧/𝑐)/𝜏)
(8)
A photon that enters at time 𝑡 exits at time 𝑡 + 𝐿/𝑐. Hence the
photon density at the exit of the crystal is given by (𝑧, 𝑡) =
(𝐿, 𝑡 + 𝐿/𝑐). The energy gain 𝐺 𝐸 is the ratio of the total
number of photons exiting the crystal to the total number, 𝜂,
that entered the crystal.
(𝑧, 𝑡) =

𝐺𝐸 =

1
ln{1 + exp(𝜎Δ0 𝐿) [exp(𝛾𝜎𝜂) − 1]}
𝛾𝜎𝜂

(9)

Again, this result assumes uniform incident photon density,
𝑛0 , and uniform initial population inversion, Δ0 .
One can also compute the spatial variation of the population inversion after passage of the laser pulse. For a short
slice of a crystal, it is adequate to approximate the final value
as an average across the slice width, yielding:
Figure 4: The upper plot corresponds to the case shown in
Fig. 3, where we have fit a quadratic shape to the wavefront
phase from the 20 or so pixels around the peak value. The
lower image shows a 3D plot of the experimentally measured
phase distribution after thermal lensing. The data also varies
quadratically near the axis.

In Eq. 7, 𝑧 and 𝑡 denote distance along the beam axis and the
time; 𝑛(𝑧, 𝑡) denotes photon number density in the medium;
and Δ(𝑧, 𝑡) denotes the “population inversion”, 𝑁2 − 𝑁1 ,
giving the difference between the number density of atoms in
the excited state vs the ground state. Also, 𝑐 denotes the speed
of light in the medium, 𝜎 the resonance absorption crosssection, and 𝛾 a factor related to the relative degeneracy of
the ground and excited states.
We use the approximate 1D solution to the FN equations,
where one assumes the laser pulse intensity is a square wave.
This is an adequate representation of a narrow laser pulse
slice, which will yield high accuracy in the limit of many
slices. The simple analytic solution also requires an assumption that the density of excited states in the crystal is independent of longitudinal position, which again is a reasonable
approximation, if the crystal is represented by a sufficient
number of thin slices. Convergence studies are required.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Δ(𝑧, ∞) = Δ0 −

𝛾𝜂
(𝐺 𝐸 − 1),
𝐿

(10)

which is consistent with the energy gain from (9).
Given this result, one can calculate for each cell of the
SRW mesh a multiplication factor (the laser gain) for the
local number of photons. Because SRW is a physical optics
code, it works with electric field components and not photons, but the corresponding multiplication factor is straightforward to calculate. These calculations have been implemented in Python [8].

INITIAL LESSONS LEARNED
We have described initial efforts to validate new software
for propagating laser pulses through Ti:Sa crystal amplifiers
for high-power chirped pulse amplification systems. The
simulated laser pulses are instantiated from data (i.e., WFS
image pairs). The resulting wavefronts propagate well with
SRW, using the Pei-Huang expansion of the ABCD matrix.
Thermal effects due to kHz-scale laser pumping yield
quadratic near-axis variation of the index of refraction, which
can be captured via thermal simulations of the crystal [15].
Thermal focusing effects seen in experiments are stronger
than seen in simulations, indicating that there is an additional
source of focusing. The most likely candidate is thermal
deformation of the front surface of the pumped crystal, which
will be explored with FEniCS simulations.
THPOTK063
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Abstract
Charged particle therapy (CPT) is a well-established
modality of cancer treatment and is increasing in worldwide presence due to improved accelerator technology and
modern techniques. The beam delivery system (BDS) determines the overall timing and beam shaping capabilities,
but is restricted by the energy variation speed: energy layer
switching time (ELST). Existing treatment beamlines have a
±1% momentum acceptance range, needing time to change
the magnetic fields as the beam is delivered in layers at
various depths across the tumour volume. Minimising the
ELST can enable the delivery of faster, more effective and
advanced treatments but requires an improved BDS. A possibility for this could be achieved with a design using Fixed
Field Alternating Gradient (FFA) optics, enabling a large
energy acceptance to rapidly transport beams of varying energies. A scaled-down, novel system – Technology for Ultra
Rapid Beam Operation (TURBO) – is being developed at the
University of Melbourne, to explore the potential of rapid
depth scanning. Initial simulation studies, beam and field
measurements, project plans and clinical considerations are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The use of charged particle beams as a therapeutic modality has several recognised advantages over conventional treatments as the characteristic ‘Bragg Peak’ enables a precise
amount of radiation to be delivered with a greater radiobiological effect. High facility capital costs are prohibitive
and new developments in delivery techniques, accelerators
and related technologies, along with improved clinical and
biological outcomes can better exploit CPT benefits and treatment accessibility. The emergence of methodologies such as
ultra-high dose rate ‘FLASH’ [1], Arc [2] and multi-ion [3]
therapies also place greater demands on the capabilities of
the BDS: significant improvements are needed to overcome
existing technical limitations [4].
Although there are many factors which contribute to the
delivery process and treatment time, the ELST is a bottleneck constraint and this deadtime whilst waiting for magnetic
field adjustments to transport different beam energies has
several implications, impacting treatment efficiency and efficacy [5]. As most facilities offer state-of-the-art treatments
with active pencil beam scanning, the ELSTs accumulate
∗

jacinta.yap@unimelb.edu.au

and longer beam delivery times translate to higher costs,
lower patient throughput and can decrease treatment quality:
physical uncertainties and sensitivities with motion cause
inferior dosage i.e. ‘interplay effects’ [6]. Numerous mitigation approaches [7] currently used in the clinic to manage
uncertainties can be complex to apply and further extend
treatment times. Shorter ELSTs, thus faster delivery with the
possibility of improved dosimetric quality and robust plans
are also particularly beneficial for treating mobile sites [8].
The need for better immobilisation has led to upright
treatments being revisited [9] and could offer practical and
clinical benefits, notably enabling fixed beamline: gantryless treatments [10]. This presents the opportunity of not
only added cost reduction [11], but in combination with a
large energy acceptance BDS with fast ELST, can further
improve the effectiveness of standard pencil beam scanning
and accommodate new delivery techniques. The applicability for heavier ions could be even greater than for protons
given the impracticality of a gantry due to the complexities
and infrastructure cost; the increased radiobiological factor
may also favour fewer fields and fractions [12]. The clinical
advantages and requirements will direct the development of
TURBO as a scaled-down, proof-of-concept demonstrator to
de-risk these concepts and explore the feasibility of a large
energy acceptance BDS for CPT.

TURBO
TURBO comprises several interchangeable modules (A–F
as shown in Fig. 1) adapted for the UniMelb low energy ion
‘Pelletron’ accelerator [13] (0.5–3.5 MeV protons & He at
100’s nA to several µA). The FFA section will be curved to
accommodate the system requirements for a clinical setting,
followed by a fast scanning system downstream to replicate
active pencil beam scanning. A self-developed control system will manage all component operation, where precision
and synchronicity is required to enable rapid beam delivery.
Initial measurements and beam characterisation studies
have been initiated to establish the suitability of the Pelletron
for TURBO. Two NEC helical wire beam profile monitors
[14] (BPM1,2) and Faraday cups are situated together with
the upper and lower slits. These BPMs measure both the horizontal and vertical beam distributions simultaneously but
do not give the beam centre position. To determine the beam
profile and position, a UniBEaM fibre scanner system [15,
16] was integrated into the beamline ∼2.10 m downstream
of the lower slits. A single motorised (200 µm diameter) op-
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Pelletron

BPM1

NEC BPM traces

Slits (Upper, Low energy)
FC1
Vertical bend

Slit-grid device
UniBEaM BPM

Slits (Lower, high energy)

Side view

FC2

Steerer

BPM2

TURBO
Analysing
Magnet

Matching Degrader

A

B

FFA arc

C

Diagnostics Scanning

D

E

Output

F

End of beamline

Figure 1: Schematic of the Pelletron and TURBO with key components labelled. Two pairs of vertical and horizontal slits
(typically 2.54 mm apart) collimate the beam tails and the vertical bending magnet ensures the desired beam energy. NEC
BPM traces, the slit-grid device (with tantalum sheets) and the UniBEaM detector integrated into the beamline are shown.
tical fibre linearly translated across the beam path, provides
a signal at each position from detected scintillation light.
Three sets of initial measurements were recently obtained
with the fibre scanner in the vertical plane (Fig. 2).

Signal [Photovolt]
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degraded to 0.1 MeV with 150 µm of Kapton and various
energy steps can be attained by combining various standard
thickness films: 31 µm generates 3.14 MeV protons; 50 µm,
2.74 MeV; 75 µm, 2.30 MeV; 100 µm, 1.77 MeV; 133 µm,
1.45 MeV and 131 µm, 0.90 MeV. The energy spread grows
linearly with increasing Kapton thickness due to multiple
coulomb scattering: the beam distribution becomes more
Gaussian but the transmission decreases. Subsequent simulations with realistic beam parameters will indicate the need
for collimators or additional mitigation to control the spread.

1

OPTICS

0

Although ‘FFA optics’ have previously been demonstrated
[19], they have never been integrated into an existing accelerator. For TURBO, the beamline is constrained by the beam
parameters at either end of the FFA arc: the orbit offsets are
not a function of energy at either end, so the optics must constitute a closed-dispersion arc. Also, having zero dispersion
at the output makes quality assurance and beam scanning
easier. For the input from the Pelletron, we are currently
investigating whether a variable matching section is required
to ensure that the beam parameters are energy-independent.
Three methods of creating a large energy acceptance arc
with zero dispersion at the start and end are discussed in
Table 1. One is to use an ‘adiabatic transition’, where the
strength of the bending field is smoothly increased over many
cells, reaching a maximum at the midpoint of the arc before
decreasing symmetrically. Another would be to construct
specialised matching cells, to map the input beam optics
and offsets to a linear arc by controlling beam trajectories
with nonlinear fields and shaped magnet edge angles. The
final method is to use nonlinear magnets throughout the
arc, setting multipole strengths as are required for stability.
Based on the considerations in Table 1, a closed dispersion
arc utilising nonlinear optics throughout should provide the
most control over the beam dynamics for the full range of
energies, while keeping the arc short enough to be viable.

10

5

0

5

Vertical Position [mm]

10

Figure 2: UniBEaM vertical beam profiles. The raw data
(shaded), are passed through a low-pass filter to reduce noise.
As full characterisation has not been previously carried
out on this machine, slit-grid measurements (Fig. 1) are
planned to resolve information about the Pelletron beam
phase space and optical parameters [17], and energy measurements using a dipole as a simple spectrometer. Initial
modelling suggests a drift of ∼1 m between the dipole and
UniBEaM should produce an energy resolution <10% at
3.5 MeV. Supplementary imaging diagnostics are also anticipated using (30 & 50 µm thick) YAG screens.
A degrader is necessary to rapidly change the beam energy, requiring a design specific for the low energy range
and beam conditions. As protons are easily stopped, varying layers of of different thickness materials were considered; effects of Kapton(R) film were investigated by initial
simulations using the Monte Carlo code TOPAS (v3.7.0)
[18]. An ideal beam with no angular spread but a uniform
distribution over the aperture of the lower slits was generated. A beam of 3.5 MeV (mean) protons can be completely
THPOMS001
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Table 1: Comparison of Methods to Produce a Closed Dispersion FFA Arc
Advantages

Disadvantages

Uses only linear magnets
Simple to design and construct

Smooth transition requires a long beamline
Matching is always approximate

Matching Cells

Allows for periodic linear optics in arc
Nonlinearity limited to a short region

Errors in matching magnets amplified in arc
Dynamics in arc hard to control for all energies

Full Nonlinearity

Fully control dynamics for all energies
Tuneable dispersion throughout the arc

Correcting magnet errors over full arc is difficult
Aperiodicity requires unique magnets at each point

Method
Adiabatic Transition

Vertical Position [mm]

Fixed field accelerators have been operated using both
electromagnets and permanent magnets [19, 20]. For the
FFA arc, commercially available permanent magnet blocks
are arranged in a plastic 3D printed holder, producing a
Halbach array [21] with the desired fields; this is a simplified
version of the magnets used for CBETA [22]. An advantage
of this method is that is it straightforward to design and
construct each unique magnet in the arc rapidly, ensuring that
they have the right multipole fields. If an array is no longer
required, it is easy to remove and repurpose the magnetic
blocks. To verify our plans, a prototype dipole has been
modelled, constructed, and measured. Using a maximum of
44 magnetic blocks (10×5×25 mm3 ), the field was compared
to modelling in Magpylib [23]. For this prototype (Fig. 3),
the internal field was maximised by using 14 sets of 3 magnet
blocks in a Halbach cylinder. Although the field quality is
poor (±1.65% in a good field region of ±15 mm along the
midplane), it will be improved with an increased quantity of
magnetic blocks in future.
50

=0

=0

25
0

-25

B-field [mT]

-50
75
50
25
0

Horizontal
Vertical
Model
Measurement

-100 -75

-50

magnetic fields; Canted Cosine Theta (CCT) is a potential
arrangement. The coil geometry produces pure dipole fields
whilst cancelling unwanted solenoidal fields [24]; higher
order multipoles can be adjusted by modifying the coil windings. Other single-pass optics studies [25, 26] have presented curved, alternating gradient (AG)-CCT configurations, consisting of focusing-defocusing quadrupole layers
inside CCT dipoles; [25] reports a momentum acceptance of
± 25%. Similarly, an AG-CCT arrangement could achieve
strong focusing in TURBO to transport a wide range of
rigidities without magnet ramping during treatment. Additional clinical specifications being considered for TURBO
are described in [4], with magnetic requirements listed in
Table 2. The magnetic field ranges are calculated firstly for
a bending radius of 2 m. To transport the particles to full
treatment energies, three modes are considered. To maintain
a similar momentum acceptance from accelerating p+ to
16 O8+ requires: 𝐵
dip = (0.62–1.23)T for 𝐸 p+ ,min to 𝐸 He2+ ,min
( 𝛿𝑃𝑃 = ±33%); 𝐵dip = (1.25–2.20)T for 𝐸 He2+ ,min to 𝐸 C6+ ,mid
( 𝛿𝑃𝑃 = ±33%); 𝐵dip = (2.20–3.65)T for 𝐸 C6+ ,mid to 𝐸 O8+ ,max
( 𝛿𝑃𝑃 = ±28%). The bore radius of the magnet must also accommodate a suitable treatment field size at patient isocentre
(minimum 10×10 cm2 [27]). The exact design parameters
will depend on the optics to determine what higher order
multipoles are tolerable. Future modelling of a CCT magnet
for TURBO will consider unwanted longitudinal field components in beam dynamics studies [28] and detailed particle
tracking through the full 3D field map.
Table 2: Key Clinical Parameters for p+ to 16 O8+

-25

0

25 -50

-25

0

25

50

Longitudinal Position [mm] Horizontal Position [mm]

Figure 3: Prototype Halbach dipole with simulated fieldmap.
Measurements along the midplane are compared to the predicted field in the lower part of the figure.

TURBO CONCEPT FOR HEAVY IONS
Alongside development of the scaled-down TURBO
beamline, work is underway towards a full clinical energy
design for transportation of heavier ions. To realise the design, superconducting magnets are required for increased

Species 𝐸 [MeV/u]

𝐵𝜌 [Tm]

± 𝛿𝑃𝑃

𝐵dip [T]

p+

70–250

1.23–2.43

33%

0.6–1.22

4 He2+

70–250

2.43–3.32

33%

1.22–1.66

12 C6+

70–430

2.50–6.63

45%

1.25–3.32

16 O8+

70–500

2.50–7.26

49%

1.25–3.63

The modularity of TURBO allows the flexibility to explore
and iterate between different concepts: further experimental,
simulation and design work will progress the development
of a laboratory implemented demonstrator, to improve beam
delivery for existing and future clinical CPT facilities.
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Abstract
The MedAustron Particle Therapy Accelerator located in
Austria delivers proton beams in the energy range 60-250
MeV and carbon ions 120-400 MeV/n for tumour treatment
in three irradiation rooms. Proton beams up to 800 MeV
are also provided to a separate room dedicated to research.
Over the last two years, in parallel to clinical operations,
we have completed the installation and commissioning of
the proton gantry beamline with the first patient treated in
May 2022. In this paper, we provide an overview of the
gantry beamline commissioning including the world-wide
first “rotator” system used to match the slowly extracted
asymmetric beams to the coordinate system of the gantry.
Using the rotator, all beam parameters at the location of the
patient become independent from the gantry rotation angle.
The presented overview of the beamline commissioning includes technical solutions, main results and the first rotator
measurements.

INTRODUCTION
The MedAustron accelerator delivers proton and carbon
ion beams for cancer treatment to three irradiation rooms
with the goal of treating 800 patients per year.

Figure 1: Bird view of the MedAustron gantry laying in the
horizontal position. The gantry entrance is in the lowerright corner of the picture.
The center also provides infrastructure installations for
external research institutes internationally. Following the
commissioning of the gantry beamline, shown in Figure 1,
all rooms at MedAustron are now operational. Since the
first patient in 2016, about 1400 patients have been treated
___________________________________________

with protons and carbon ions using approximately 35,000
single fractions with a weekly machine uptime during clinical operation > 96%. Accelerator parameters are defined
by requirements for clinical treatment and research. Accelerator and beam parameters for the fixed beamlines are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: MedAustron Accelerator and Beam Parameters

Parameter
Synchrotron circumference
Energy range for protons
Energy range for carbon ions

Value
77.6 m
62.4÷252.7 (800) MeV
120÷402.8 MeV/n
p:
7÷21 mm
Spot size FWHM: at the isocenter
C6+: 6.5÷9.5 mm
p: 2 × 1010
Number of particles/spill (max)
C6+: 1.5 × 109
Spill length carbon/proton
4 s / 10 s
Irradiation field at the patient
20 cm × 20 cm

HEBT AND GANTRY LAYOUT
The MedAustron accelerator design originates from the
Proton Ion Medical Machine Study (PIMMS) and National
Centre for Oncological Hadrontherapy (CNAO) as described in [1, 2].

Figure 2: World-wide first rotator system (white structure)
in the high energy beam transfer line. Seven quadrupoles
(orange) are mounted on the structure and rotated synchronously with the gantry located downstream. With a rotator,
the beam parameters at the gantry isocenter become independent from the gantry rotation angle.
The High Energy Beam Transfer line (HEBT) transports
the beam from the synchrotron into four irradiation rooms:

*mauro.pivi@medaustron.at
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 Room 1: with a fixed horizontal beamline dedicated to
research;
 Room 2: with a fixed horizontal and a fixed vertical
beamline intersecting at a common isocenter;
 Room 3: with a fixed horizontal beamline;
 Room 4: with a rotating proton gantry.
The fixed beamlines deliver proton and carbon beams
[3]. 800 MeV protons are also available in Room 1 for research. The gantry is based on the Paul Scherrer Institute
(PSI) design [4, 5]. The rotator, shown in Figure 2, is a section of the HEBT located upstream of the gantry.

Figure 3: High energy beam transfer line layout showing
the fixed beam lines, the rotator and the gantry.
The rotator system is a 9.9 m long straight dispersionfree section of the high energy beam transfer line consisting of seven quadrupoles which physically rotate with respect to the nominal beam path by half the gantry angle [6].
The aim of the rotator is to map the incoming beam distribution from the fixed beam line to the local reference system of the gantry and therefore decouple the beam parameters at the gantry isocenter from the rotation angle. The
theoretical concept of a rotator exists since almost two decades [6]; first proposed in [7].
A 20 m long 1:1 achromatic deflection module transfers
the beam from the rotator exit to the gantry entrance.

Figure 4: Gantry beamline, beam entrance from the left.
Table 2: MedAustron Gantry Beamline Parameters
Parameter
Value
Gantry beam line rotating part
15.9 m
Gantry rotation angle
180°
Gantry weight
 220 tons
Energy range for protons
62.4÷252.7 MeV
Spot size FWHM at DDS system
> 6 mm
Spot size FWHM at gantry isocenter
7÷21 mm
Number of protons/spill
2 × 1010
Spill length for protons
10 s
Irradiation field at patient location
20 cm × 12 cm
The rotating gantry beamline, shown in Figure 4, starts
at the coupling point with the fixed HEBT and consists of
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two quadrupole doublets, two 58⁰ dipoles, a final quadrupole triplet, the 90⁰ dipole and the Dose Delivery System
(DDS) with beam monitors upstream of the patient. Vertical and horizontal scanning magnets are located upstream
of the 90⁰ dipole to allow for parallel scanning. The gantry
parameters are shown in Table 2.

GANTRY BEAMLINE AND ROTATOR
COMMISSIONING
Beam commissioning started from the high energy transfer line with goal of transporting the beam through the
HEBT, the rotator, the deflection module and gantry, and
delivering it to the gantry room with required parameters.
At the room isocenter, the beam must be centered ± 0.5
mm, with beam angle ± 0.2 mrad with respect to the gantry
optical axis, round in size within ± 10%, with symmetrical
horizontal/vertical profiles and with FWHM larger than 6
mm, as requested by medical physicists.

HEBT Beamline and Rotator Commissioning
We matched the HEBT optics to obtain an achromatic
line with , = m, , = and the bar-of-charge particle distribution oriented “upright” in the horizontal phase
space at the rotator entrance. Under these circumstances,
the horizontal and vertical emittances have the same projections on the momentum/angle axes in the phase space,
as pre-condition for parallel-to-point gantry optics. For the
HEBT and gantry optics design including beam scattering
in the room, we used the codes WinAgile, MADX/PTC and
FLUKA [8 - 10].
Afterwards, an initial orbit correction was performed
along the line to minimize the beam off-set and angle at the
rotator entrance, so to obtain a beam invariant with the rotation angle, and to avoid beam scraping inside the rotator.
The rotator functionality and concepts have been thoroughly tested and validated by an intense beam measurement campaign, see Figure 5.

Figure 5: Beam sizes on a monitor located at the rotator exit
as a function of the gantry angle (rotator angle = ½ of the
gantry angle). Comparison of the beam size as expected
from the rotator theory with four sets of measurements.
Furthermore, the horizontal beam size at the rotator entrance was estimated to be about 300 μm, compared with
simulations and concluded that the bar-of-charge was oriented upright in the horizontal phase space as required.
Since the rotator contains no correctors, we have implemented a dedicated method to compensate for the rotator
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quadrupole misalignments during rotation. The method
uses HEBT correctors upstream of the rotator to align the
beam at the rotator exit.
With this method, the beam position and angle have been
successfully aligned at the exit of the rotator. This was inferred on the two monitors downstream where plots of the
beam positions described circles with radius in the order of
0.2 mm during the rotator rotation. In this way, we accomplished the first experimental proof of the rotator concept.

Gantry Beamline Commissioning
Two gantry optics have been considered: point-to-point
optics, mapping an input particle position coordinate into
its output position coordinate, and parallel-to-point optics,
mapping an input particle angular coordinate into its output
position coordinate. The latter has been selected since it fits
better to the design constraints imposed on the beam size
at the DDS monitor.
Initial beam commissioning was performed for the gantry angles*: 0°, 60°, 90°, 150° as requested by medical
physicists and additional angles will be provided†.
Commissioning the rotating part of the gantry was a
challenge: the beam should enter and exit the gantry centered and well aligned. Any “permanent” magnet-misalignments or “dynamic” misalignments caused by mechanical
gantry deformations during the gantry rotation translate
into a beam misalignment in the gantry isocenter challenging the correctors. The parallel-to-point imaging requires a
precise orientation of the horizontal bar-of-charge as well
as identical input and functions in both planes.
Commissioning started with beam alignment at the gantry entrance using upstream correctors and the quadrupole
scan technique.
The mechanical deformation of the gantry structure during rotation affected the beam positions at the DDS and
isocenter, requiring a fine beam steering procedure for each
gantry angle. Figure 6 shows the isocenter beam monitor
mounted directly on the gantry as used during beam commissioning at different gantry angles.

Figure 7: Gantry room: automatic patient positioning system and rolling floor. Gantry at 60°, beam entry from left.

Main Results
Initial measurements at the isocenter showed that the
horizontal and vertical beam sizes were already within
specifications over the whole energy range. Therefore, the
gantry quadrupole strengths did not require any energy dependent adjustments.
Most importantly, the beam size at the patient was independent from the gantry rotation angle, as shown in Figure
8, which fully validates the rotator concept.

Figure 8: Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) beam sizes
measured at isocenter as a function of energy for four different gantry angles. The beam sizes are independent from
the gantry rotation angle.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 6: Beam commissioning: beam monitor mounted on
holder frame in the gantry room at different gantry angles.
After commissioning, the machine settings and beam parameters have been validated by final acceptance tests. The
gantry irradiation room finally ready for patient treatment
is shown in Figure 7.

*

Gantry angle 0° corresponds to the beam pointing downwards, 90° in
the horizontal direction and to the right, while 180° pointing upwards.

Since more than five years, patient treatment is ongoing
at MedAustron with a continuous ramp up in the patient
throughput. Beam commissioning of the proton gantry including the first rotator have been completed. The gantry
was handed over for final testing and certification leading
to the first patient treatment, just recently. Following the
gantry commissioning, all rooms at MedAustron are now
operational. The rotator, designed, built, installed and
tested at MedAustron, is the first system of its kind worldwide. The rotator concept was successfully proven to work
assisting the gantry and resulting in a beam size at isocenter
which is invariant with the gantry rotation angle, thus validating the rotator concept and its theoretical model.
†

Gantry angle 60° was commissioned but not yet ready for medical
treatment.
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Abstract
Proton therapy is a well established treatment method
for ocular cancerous diseases. General-purpose multi-room
systems which comprise eye-treatment beamlines must be
thoroughly optimized to achieve the performances of fully
dedicated systems in terms of depth-dose distal fall-off, lateral penumbra, and dose rate. For eye-treatment beamlines,
the dose rate is one of the most critical clinical performances,
as it directly defines the delivery time of a given treatment
session. This delivery time must be kept as low as possible
to reduce uncertainties due to undesired patient movement.
We propose an alternative design of the Ion Beam Applications (IBA) Proteus Plus (P+) eye treatment beamline, which
combines a beam-stopping device with the already existing
scattering features of the beamline. The design is modelled
with Beam Delivery SIMulation (BDSIM), a Geant4-based
particle tracking and beam-matter interactions Monte-Carlo
code, to demonstrate that it increases the maximum achievable dose rate by up to a factor 3 compared to the baseline
configuration. An in-depth study of the system is performed
and the resulting dosimetric properties are discussed in detail.

INTRODUCTION
The use of proton beams to treat ocular tumors is well established [1–3]. The optimization of high energy multi-room
proton therapy systems to allow ocular tumors treatment
poses many challenges compared to dedicated low energy
facilities. The key point of the design of such systems is the
trade-off that must be found between a small depth-dose distal fall-off 1 (DFO, typically below 2 mm) and a high dose
rate (often required to be at least equal to 15 Gy/min) in
order to minimize treatment delivery time. Indeed, as eye
tumors depths often vary from 5 to 35 mm, the beam nominal energy of high energy systems must be reduced from
250 MeV to 70 MeV or less prior to additional range shifting
inside of a dedicated eye nozzle. As this energy degradation
unevitably leads to a significant energy spread, momentum
slits must be positioned at a location of high dispersion to
intercept the more energetic particles and reduce the DFO
of the dose deposition profiles. Such particles interception
directly affects the transmission of the beamline, leading to a
huge limitation on the dose rate performances of the system.
The Ion Beam Applications (IBA) eye treatment beamline,
so-called “eyeline”, is an example of such a high energy system, in which the beam is produced at a nominal energy of
230 MeV. The IBA eyeline has been previously designed [4]
∗
1

eustache.gnacadja@ulb.be
The distal fall-off is defined as the difference between the 20 % and 80 %
dose points on the distal side of the Bragg peak: DFO = R80 − R20 .

and experimentally optimized with an energy of 105 MeV at
the nozzle entrance [5], leading to a maximum dose rate of
30 Gy/min, but with a DFO of only 3.2 mm. More recently,
the different steps toward a numerical optimization for a
smaller DFO (below 2 mm) has been presented in detail in
[6], using Beam Delivery SIMulation (BDSIM) [7]. BDSIM
is a geant4 based particle tracking and beam-matter interactions simulation code, that has already proven its ability to
model low energy proton therapy systems [8]. This smaller
DFO requirement forced the reduction of the nominal energy at the nozzle entrance from 105 to 80 MeV, leading to a
smaller maximum achievable dose rate. Table 1 summarizes
the clinical performances required during the optimization
presented in [6].
Table 1: The clinical requirements (minimum range (R𝑚𝑖𝑛 ),
maximum range (R𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), DFO, Flatness, Lateral Penumbra
(LP) and Dose Rate (DR)) imposed on the dosimetric properties of the IBA passive scattering eyeline.
R𝑚𝑖𝑛
(mm)

R𝑚𝑎𝑥
(mm)

DFO
(mm)

Flatness
(%)

LP
(mm)

DR
(Gy/min)

35

<2

<2

< 1.5

> 15

5

As discussed in [6], two designs of the IBA eyeline were
studied. The first design only uses the scattering and range
shifting features of the system to optimize the nozzle, with
at the end a maximum achievable dose rate of 17 Gy/min.
The second, alternative design combines a cylindrical, lead
material beam stopper, with the scattering features of the
nozzle to achieve a transversally flat dose profile. Figure 1
illustrates the BDSIM model of the nozzle as designed with
this cylindrical beam stopping device.
LEXAN RANGE SHIFTER

BEAM STOPPER

APERTURE

3

2
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Figure 1: BDSIM model of the IBA eye treatment nozzle as
designed with a cylindrical beam stopping device.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the dose rate in function of clinical
range, as calculated for the single scattering (green) and the
beam stop (red) designs in [6]. The maximum achievable
dose rate with the beam stopper design is 42.4 Gy/min, while
the single scattering maximum value is around 17 Gy/min.
The beam first interacts with a thin 150 µm-thick Tantalum foil. Thanks to the high Z and high density of this
Tantalum foil, a significant, randomly distributed transverse
angle is given to the particles. As the beam propagates along
the nozzle after this interaction, the transverse angles are
converted into position and the beam size increases. After a
distance of 35.5 cm, the beam crosses the lead beam stopper,
which has a thickness of 10 mm. Such thickness is enough
to stop all particles that cross the beam stopper, meaning that
a hole is created in the middle of the beam distribution just
after this interaction. Then the remaining particles continue
to propagate on a distance of 165 cm up to isocenter. As
the beam propagates, the hole is progressively filled by the
particles due to their transverse angle, and a transversally
flat profile is obtained at isocenter.
The design parameters obtained in [6] (scattering foil,
beam stopper radius and position) when optimizing the nozzle with the beam stopper are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: The design parameters of the nozzle when used
with a beam stopping device. A 12 mm thick Lexan range
shifter, placed just downstream of the beam stopper, is used
to fix the maximum clinical range to 35 mm.
Ta thick.
(mm)
0.15

Le thick.
(mm)

Radius
(mm)

Thick.
(mm)

D𝐹𝑆−𝐵𝑆
(cm)

12

3.6

10

35.5

Figure 2 shows the results of the dose rate optimization
using both designs, as obtained in [6]. We can observe
that the beam stopper design allows achieving a maximum
dose rate of 42.4 Gy/min, for the maximum clinical range of
35 mm. On the other hand, as the range decreases, the dose
rate also decreases due to the fact that range shifting also
induces scattering, leading to beam losses along the nozzle.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the possibility of
further increasing the dose rate values at shallow depths
(below 20mm) by changing the nominal energy at the nozzle entrance from 80 to 90 MeV in this interval. The goal
is to benefit from the difference in beamline transmission
between these two energies (1.15% at 80 MeV, 2.23% at
THPOMS003
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90 MeV) to restore dose rate values that are higher than
20 Gy/min across all the treatment range interval. After
discussing the detailed numerical model of the nozzle, the
design parameters that allow obtaining a transversally flat
profile at isocenter are presented. Then the main simulation
results (lateral and depth dose profiles, penumbra and dose
rate in function of depth) are discussed in detail. Finally, the
impact of the energy switching on the DFO is assessed for a
full modulated Spread-Out Bragg Peak (SOBP) which has a
maximum range of 20 mm.

SIMULATION RESULTS
Figure 3 shows a comparison between the single scattering
and the beam stopper designs, for the same nominal energy
of 80 MeV at the entrance of nozzle. As can be seen, the
maximum dose is almost 3 times higher for the beam stopper
design compared to the single scattering solution.

×10−11
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Beam stop

Single scattering
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Figure 3: Bragg peaks simulated for a clinical range of
35 mm with the single scattering (blue) and the beam stopper
(red) designs. The dose per primary proton (left) illustrates
the dose rate improvement by a factor of 3 with the beam
stopper design. After normalization (right), the beam stopper
design exhibits a dose at skin which is almost 5% smaller
than with the single scattering design.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the lateral profiles obtained for the single scattering and the beam stopper design.
We observe that the clinical properties are the same for
both designs in the irradiation field. At skin, the lateral dose
tails (delivered outside of the irradiation field) are more
significant for the single scattering design than with the
beam stopper, meaning that the latter allows giving a smaller
dose to shallow healthy tissues.
Figure 5 compares the evolution of the lateral penumbra
with the clinical range for the two designs. Both exhibit
similar behaviour, showing an increase of the penumbra
with the range, as the protons are scattered in water.
In order to maintain the dose rate higher than 20 Gy/min
over all the treatment range interval, a nominal energy of
90 MeV was selected for clinical ranges from 5 to 20 mm.
Figure 6 shows a comparison between the estimated dose
rate values with only 80 MeV and the results obtained when
switching to 90 MeV for ranges smaller than 20 mm. We can
clearly observe a significant jump in the dose rate curve at
20 mm for the solution that mixes 80 and 90 MeV. The jump
is then followed by a decrease but the absolute minimum of
the dose rate remains higher than 20 Gy/min.
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Figure 4: Lateral dose profiles at 4 different depths (skin,
10, 20 and 30 mm) in water. The single scattering and the
beam stopper designs have similar clinical properties in the
irradiation field. At skin we can observe slightly smaller
lateral dose tails for the beam stopper design.

30

Figure 6: Dose rate values evaluated in function of the clinical range. The results when using a nominal energy of
80 MeV from 5 to 35 mm are shown in orange, while the
green curve shows the results obtained when switching to
90 MeV for shallow depths (below 20 mm).
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Figure 5: Lateral penumbra in function of the clinical range
for the single scattering (blue) and the beam stopper (red)
designs. An increase of the penumbra from 0.8 to around
1.8 mm is observed for both designs.
On the other hand, the DFO is expected to inevitably
increase as we need more range shifting inside of the nozzle
to set the Bragg peaks at the same ranges as with a nominal
energy of 80 MeV. Such DFO increase can be observed in
Fig. 7, which compares the SOBPs obtained for the two
different energies for a maximum clinical range of 20 mm.
The DFO increases from 1.13 mm at 80 MeV to 1.5 mm
at 90 MeV. However, it remains smaller than the limitation
of 2 mm presented in Table 1, meaning that the proposed
upgrade does not have a clinically significant impact on the
DFO of the system.

CONCLUSION
We present in this paper an upgrade of the design of the
IBA passive scattering ocular tumors treatment beamline
using a beam stopping device. This design combines the
existing scattering features of the beamline with a cylindrical,
10 mm thick beam stopper to provide a transversally flat dose

0

5

20

25

Figure 7: The full-modulation SOBPs for a clinical range of
20 mm, at 80 MeV (red) and at 90 MeV (blue). The flatness
of both curves remains below the 2% limitation. At 90 MeV,
a slightly higher DFO is observed due to the energy spread
induced by the additional range shifting required inside of
the nozzle.
deposition profile at isocenter. Starting from the previous
results presented in [6] with a single nominal energy of
80 MeV at the entrance of the nozzle, we demonstrate that
switching from 80 to 90 MeV for shallow depths (< 20 mm)
allows to further optimize the dose rate and restore values
obtained at larger depths (>20 mm). A minimum dose rate
of 20 Gy/min is obtained across all the required treatment
range interval (from 5 to 35 mm). Moreover, we show that
the upgrade only induces an increase of 0.4 mm to the DFO,
which reachs a maximum of 1.5 mm at a depth of 20 mm.
As this value remains smaller than the limitation of 2 mm,
the upgrade still fulfils all the targeted clinical requirements
for the system.
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Abstract
Arc-therapy and flash therapy are promising proton therapy treatment modalities as they enable further sparing of
the healthy tissues surrounding the tumor site. They impose
strong constraints on the beam delivery system and rotating
gantry structure, in particular in providing high dose rate and
fast energy scanning. Fixed-field achromatic transport lattices potentially satisfy both constraints in allowing instant
energy modulation and sufficient transmission efficiency
while providing a compact footprint. The presented design
study uses fixed-field magnets with spiral edges respecting
the FFA scaling law. The cell structure and the layout are
studied in simulation and integrated in a compact gantry.
Results and further optimizations are discussed.

cells using normal conducting magnets. The starting point
is the spiral FFAG cells of the RACCAM design [6–9]. The
third block is composed of the scanning magnets that are
positioned downstream of the last cell to limit the opening
of the FFA magnets.

INTRODUCTION
The treatment of cancer is a major societal challenge for
which numerous treatment techniques are actively developed. Novel proton therapy treatment modalities, such as
flash and arc therapy, aim at increasing the clinical efficiency
and reducing the treatment time. These techniques pose new
challenges for the accelerators and beam delivery systems
as they require tighter control of the beam spot sizes at the
isocenter, better control of beam losses and higher beam currents [1–3]. Gantry designs providing achromatic transport
with fixed-field magnets meet these challenges and allow
arbitrarily fast energy scanning. We report on a preliminary
design of the CASPRO ("Compact Achromatic System for
Proton Therapy") project, for an achromatic proton gantry
in the energy range 70-230 MeV using normal conducting
magnets. The objective is to retain the reduced footprint
of modern variable-field compact gantries, such as the IBA
Proteus One [4] or the ProNova SC360 superconducting
gantry [5]. The adopted strategy is to divide the system into
three distinct blocks. The proposed block diagram, presented
in Fig. 1, is as follows. A proton beam with an energy of
230 MeV enters the first block that consists of a fixed dipole
that deflects the beam and is sent on an energy degrader
mounted directly on the gantry, to make the system more
compact. The beam transport line following the degrader
follows a straight scaling fixed-field lattice design. The second block, detailed in this paper, bends the beam towards the
isocenter and is at the heart of the design to reduce the footprint by providing a small bending radius and achromatic
properties across the entire energy range. The studied concept is based on Fixed-Field Alternating Gradient (FFAGs)
∗

robin.tesse@ulb.be

Figure 1: The proposed structure for the CASPRO achromatic gantry. The three main blocks are highlighted in orange.

SPIRAL FFA CELL
We adapt the design of the RACCAM original cell aiming to minimize the size of the magnets. The parameters
before and after optimisation are presented in Table 1. An
additional constraint arise from the the fact the gantry design uses downstream scanning magnets to scan the beam at
isocenter. To minimize the required in-plane aperture of the
scanning magnets, the orbit excursion with energy has to be
minized. The aim is to keep the excursion span over the full
energy range below 20 cm.
Table 1: Periodic Cell Parameters of the RACCAM Design
and the Preliminary Design of the Gantry Cell
Parameters (units)
Mean radius 𝑅0 (m)
Angle (degrees)
Field index
Spiral angle (degrees)
Field at 𝑅0 (T)
Gap (cm)

CASPRO

3.48
45
4.415
50.36
1.5
3

2.1
45
6.0
65
1.6
3

The simulations are performed with the ray-tracing code
Zgoubi [10, 11] using the Zgoubidoo Python interface [12].
Zgoubidoo provides many additionnal functionalities, such
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Figure 4: Position (in blue) and angle (in red) of the stable
orbit as a function of the momentum deviation at the cell
entrance.
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as such the ability of running multiple instances of Zgoubi for
parallel tracking, analyzing tracking results, and plotting the
beamline geometry in a global coordinates system with particle trajectories. With these different modules, Zgoubidoo
is suited to study non-linear accelerators such as FFAs [13].
Figure 2 shows the reduction in footprint after modifications
of the original cell.
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Figure 2: Footprint comparison between the RACCAM cell
(in red) and the gantry cell (in blue). We observe the reduction of the footprint with respect to the original design.
First, we determine the periodic closed-orbit solutions
for the cell in the energy range 70-230 MeV. The results are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The periodic trajectory solution,
visible in Fig. 3, indicate that a solution is found over the full
energy range and that the constraint on excursion is satisfied.
The positions and angles as a function of the energy are
shown in Fig. 4. It is also essential to ensure that the system
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Figure 5: Magnetic field along the particle trajectory at
different energies in a cell. For all trajectory, the field is
below 2.3 T which ensure normal-conducting magnets.
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Figure 3: Representation of the cell in a global coordinate
system and periodic closed-orbits in the energy range 70230 MeV. The geometry of the magnet is shown in blue.
One clearly see the edge of the magnet which has a spiral
curvature and the beam pipe in gray.
can remain normal-conducting. For this purpose, we analyze
the field along the particle trajectory at different energies in
a cell. As we observe in Fig. 5, the field remains well below
2.3 T. The next study concerns the computation of the Twiss
parameters with the beta functions. In Fig. 6, the evolution
of the beta function inside the FFA cell is shown, and we
observe the periodicity of these functions. The initial beta
values for both planes at the cell’s entrance as a function of
the momentum deviation are shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 6: Evolution of the 𝛽-functions inside the FFA cell.
Based on the single cell periodic optics, we study the details
of block 2 (see Fig. 1). Stable trajectories are found for all
energies. Figure 8a shows the results in a global coordinate
system. The reduction of the trajectory-energy-excursion
towards the isocenter is observed, a desired feature of the
design. Fib. 8b details the trajectory excursions along the
cell for different energies.
Figs. 9a and 9b represent the beam size in the horizontal
and vertical planes for a beam energy of 140 MeV in the
cell, assuming an emittance of 10 mm · mrad. In
√ the first
approximation, we compute the relation 𝜎 = 𝛽𝜖. We
observe that the beam size in both planes has the same order
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Figure 7: Initial 𝛽 at the entrance of the cell as a function of
the momentum deviation.
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Figure 9: Beam size along the line in the horizontal (9a) and
vertical (9b) plane for an beam energy of 140 MeV and assuming an emittance of 10 mm·mrad. The beam size across
the three cells doesn’t exceed 8 mm in both planes.
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Figure 8: Tracking of particles along three FFAs cells. We
observe a focusing of the different energies at the isocenter.
By construction, the orbits are stable in the cells.
of magnitude and does not exceed 8 mm across the three
cells. The scanning system will be designed to make the
beam size as small as possible at the isocenter.

CONCLUSION
This paper has illustrated that RACCAM-based cells can
be used to design an achromatic gantry for bending the beam
towards the isocenter. These cells have the advantage of providing an achromatic beam transport across the entire energy
range. By modifying the original cell design, we have reduced the radius of curvature to make the system as compact

as possible. The first studies have shown encouraging results,
especially concerning the orbit excursion, which has been
reduced from 66 to below 20 cm which is suitable for the
scanning magnets. Moreover, we verified that the maximum
field in the FFAs cells is below 2.3 T which guarantees that
all the magnets remain normal-conducting. At the exit of
three cells, we have shown that all energies are focused at
the isocenter, which simplifies the scanning magnets’ design. The next step of this project will focus on a detailed
study of the beam size along the line, mainly by changing
the emittance with the energy.
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Abstract
A novel non-interceptive beam current monitor prototype was successfully developed to measure the ultra-low
beam currents (0.1-10 nA) with a 1 Hz measurement bandwidth at the Paul Scherrer Institute’s (PSI’s) proton radiation therapy facility, PROSCAN. The monitor resonance
frequency is tuned to a harmonic of the beam pulse repetition rate, enabling a larger signal-to-noise ratio compared
to those of broadband systems. Since the tuned frequency
certainly differs for other facilities, such a system requires
customisation. To enhance the application of the monitor
to a turn-key system, a fast digitiser solution allowing
(1 kHz data rate) streaming of measurements to various
control systems is of importance as well. In this paper, we
report on the industrial challenges associated, such as quality, reliability, repeatability and customisability, online
monitoring, turn-key system, etc. in manufacturing a working novel prototype from a research environment. A fruitful
collaboration between PSI, Bergoz Instrumentation, and
Instrumentation Technologies is foreseen to make it happen, from a first-of-a-kind industrialised product to be
tested in the lab, to a product line in a catalogue.

INTRODUCTION
In proton therapy facilities such as at PSI [1], monitoring
of low beam currents (0.1-10 nA) with high accuracy and
precision is of crucial importance as it is directly related to
the delivered dose and its related errors. Ionisation chambers (IC) are typically used in such facilities [2, 3] for
beam current measurements but with strict regulations during therapy. As a potential alternative, a non-interceptive
beam current monitor was successfully developed and
tested at PSI. Here, we report on the prototype development and validation at PSI, industrialisation of the turn-key
diagnostic system, and challenges associated with the process.

It has been tested successfully with beam currents in the
range of 0.1-10 nA for energies 230-70 MeV [5–7] and
the resolution achieved was 0.05 nA. The beam current response is highly position-independent (0.03 %/mm up to
60 % of the beam pipe aperture) and beam-size-independent [5]. This was achieved using a 1 Hz measurement bandwidth digital system developed by PSI [8].

Figure 1: Prototype dielectric-filled re-entrant cavity resonator (BCM) installed at PROSCAN.
To take advantage of the BCM’s fast response, a lownoise and wide-dynamic range digitiserr with a wider
measurement bandwidth and various interfaces for the user
and Control System integration purposes, the Libera Digit
500 provided by Instrumentation Technologies, was identified and customised. Digital down-conversion (I/Q demodulation) of the digitised signal was implemented in its
FPGA. The resonator response as a function of beam current measured with the Libera Digit 500 (with 1 kHz refresh rate) is shown in Figure 2. The response is linearly
proportional to beam currents higher than 0.5 nA with the
same beam current resolution as before.

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT AND
VALIDATION AT PSI
A non-interceptive beam current monitor (BCM) working on the principle of electromagnetic resonance was developed [4, 5] at PSI (shown in Figure 1) as part of an EU
Horizon 2020 project from the Optimisation of Medical
Accelerators (OMA) network. The BCM operates at the
fundamental mode of resonance which is tuned at the second harmonic of the beam repetition rate i.e. 145.7 MHz.
___________________________________________

† s.srinivasan@bergoz.com

Figure 2: Prototype BCM response (in arbitrary units)
measured by the customised Libera Digit 500. The beam
current reference is measured using an IC.
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Figure 3:Graphical representation of the non-interceptive turn-key diagnostic system, CRCDS (Cavity Resonator Current
Diagnostic System). The re-entrant cavity and the analog processing unit to be developed by Bergoz Instrumentation and
the digital solution developed by Instrumentation Technologies.

NON-INTERCEPTIVE TURN-KEY
DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM
Bergoz Instrumentation will lead the collaboration with
PSI, and Instrumentation Technologies to industrialise a
non-interceptive turn-key diagnostic system, CRCDS (Figure 3).
The CRCDS solution will consist of a re-entrant cavity,
analog front-end processing unit, and a digitiser with
down-conversion and interfaces for the user and the Control System. All these components are customisable for a
given user facility.

CHALLENGES IN INDUSTRIALISATION
The challenges associated in the industrialisation of the
CRCDS solution are customisation of the re-entrant cavity
and digital solution for each beam configuration (narrowband signal), series production, medical facility integration,
and a fast response digital solution with a large dynamic
range.
Customisation of a cavity should not compromise on its
compactness, performance (high accuracy and precision),
and integration in beam transport lines, the key criteria
needed in medical applications. This would help in the
adoption of the system in different facilities but would affect the repeatability in series production.
Customisation of the digital solution should not affect
the wide dynamic range, typically ≥ 80 dB, (corresponding
to 0.1-1000 nA of beam current in medical facilities). Also,
it is important for the digital solution to not compromise on
the fast response from cavities for a given excitation.
Thus, the CRCDS solution must accommodate a compact diagnostic device with minimal customisation but
maximum flexibility.
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APPLICATIONS
Since cavity systems are known for providing an unsaturated response over a large dynamic range, the CRCDS solution is expected to be of useful application in chargedparticle radiation therapy facilities, FLASH experiments,
radio-isotope production facilities, etc. to name a few.
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Abstract
In minibeam therapy, the sparing of deep-seated normal
tissue is limited by transverse beam spread caused by smallangle scattering. Contrary to proton minibeams, helium or
carbon minibeams experience less deflection, which potentially reduces side effects. To verify this potential, an irradiation facility for preclinical and clinical studies is needed.
This manuscript presents a concept for a carbon minibeam irradiation facility based on a LINAC design for conventional
carbon therapy. A quadrupole triplet focuses the LINAC
beam to submillimeter minibeams. A scanning and a dosimetry unit are provided to move the minibeam over the target
and monitor the applied dose. The beamline was optimized
by TRAVEL simulations. The interaction between beam
and these components and the resulting beam parameters at
the focal plane is evaluated by TOPAS simulations. A transverse beamwidth of < 100 µm (sigma) and a peak-to-valley
(energy) dose ratio of > 1000 results for carbon energies of
100 MeV/u and 430 MeV/u (∼ 3 cm and 30 cm range in water) whereby the average beam current is ∼ 30 nA. Therefore,
the presented irradiation facility exceeds the requirements
for hadron minibeam therapy.

INTRODUCTION
Compared to proton or heavy ion radiotherapy, minibeam
radiation therapy has the potential to further spare normal
tissue [1, 2]. The dose required for tumor control is applied
through minibeams with an inital transverse width in the submillimetre range. Pencil or planar minibeams are arranged
in a grid or an array with a center-to-center distance (ctc)
of a few millimeters [3, 4]. The resulting transverse dose
distribution with dose minima between minibeam channels
spares normal tissue compared to broad beams, reducing
side effects. The lateral width of the beams increases with
penetration depth due to small-angle scattering. With a
suitable ctc, the individual minibeams superimpose in the
tumor resulting in a homogeneous dose [5]. The potential of
minibeam therapy has been confirmed by preclinical experiments for protons [1, 2, 6–9]. However, it has been shown
that the normal tissue sparing decreases with increasing
transverse beam width [8]. Therefore, especially the sparing
of the deeper normal tissue is limited due to the spreading of the proton beam. In comparison, heavier hadrons
such as helium or carbon are less affected by small-angle
scattering, which offers the possibility to enhance normal
tissue sparing [5, 10, 11]. To evaluate the potential of heavy
ions for minibeam therapy in (pre)clinical studies, an irradiation facility needs to be established. Here, we focus on a
∗

michael.mayerhofer@unibw.de

carbon minibeam facility that could easily be adapted to a helium minibeam facility. Thereby the following requirements
should be fulfilled: 1. a carbon ion range in water from 3 cm
to 30 cm. 2. a beam current > 1 nA to allow single-session
treatments. 3. a transverse beam width of 100 𝜇m and a
peak-to-valley dose ratio (PVDR) of > 540 which causes no
normal tissue reaction for proton minibeams [8] 4. a possibility for beam scanning up to X=Y=± 15 mm that would
be sufficient for preclinical experiments as well as for first
clincial trials. This manuscript shows a LINAC-based concept for a carbon (helium ion) minibeam irradiation facility
that fulfils these requirements.

HADRON MINIBEAM IRRADIATION
FACILITY CONCEPT
Figure 1 shows the concept we suggest for a hadron
minibeam irradiation facility. It is based on a bent carbon
LINAC concept currently being developed at CERN and
funded by the CERN Knowledge Transfer Office as part of
the NIMMS project [12, 13]. This LINAC concept consists
of 5 substructures. A TwinEBIS source [14, 15] delivers
12 𝐶 6+ -ions. The ions are initially accelerated and transferred to a subsequent RFQ accelerator by the Low Energy
Beam Transport (LEBT). The RFQ accelerates the carbon
ions to 5 MeV/u [16]. It operates at a frequency of 750 MHz,
allowing a bunch-to-bunch injection into the subsequent
3 GHz bent LINAC structure which can be divided into
two parts. The fixed energy section accelerates the ions
to 100 MeV/u and does not allow an energy variation due
to the dipole magnets in the ”arc part”. The subsequent
variable energy section allows an energy variation of the
carbon ions from 100 MeV/u to 430 MeV/u at a mean beam
current of 30 nA. The advantage of a bent accelerator over
a straight accelerator chain is the reduced space required
for future irradiation facilities. For (pre)clinical minibeam
application, several components are added downstream of
the bend-Linac which have already been designed similarly
for a proton minibeam irradiation facility [17, 18]: To focus
the beam to a transverse width in the submillimeter range
(minibeams) on the target (F in Fig. 1), a quadrupole triplet
is used (see #4, Fig. 1). To scan the minibeam over the
target, a scanning unit (see #3, Fig. 1) is placed upstream
of the quadrupole triplet. It consists of two steerer magnets
which first deflect the beam in X- and Y-direction (SX1 and
SY1) and two steerer magnets to bend the beam back in
the opposite direction (SX2 and SY2). This arrangement
allows the beam to pass the quadrupole triplet as close as
possible to the optical axis, minimizing abberations. The
beam extraction to air is achieved via a 25 µm thick Kapton
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Figure 1: Concept of a carbon minibeam irradiation facility to form submillimeter 12 𝐶 6+ -ion beams with energies between
100 MeV/u and 430 MeV/u. Bent-LINAC concept (TwinEBIS, LEBT, RFQ and bent LINAC) is adopted from [13].
foil. An air-filled dosimetry chamber (ionization chamber)
is provided for dose monitoring. It consists of two 6 µm
thick aluminium-coated Mylar foils. The side not shielded
by the beam tube is covered by another aluminium-coated
Mylar foil.

CARBON MINIBEAM SIMULATIONS
The quadruple triplet (#4 in Fig. 1) and the scanning
unit (#3 in Fig. 1) are designed using the beam dynamics simulation software Trace 3-D [19] and TRAVEL [20].
Subsequently, the Geant4 toolkit TOPAS [21] was used to
verify the beam dynamics and evaluate the interaction of
the beam with the extraction window, the dosimetry chamber, and the air gap to the target. The 100 MeV/u and 430
MeV/u 12 𝐶 6+ beam of the bent LINAC serves as starting
point for all simulations. Fig. 2 shows exemplarily the transverse phase space of the 430 MeV/u beam at the end of the
LINAC. The energy spread corresponds to 0.1% for both
energies. Figure,3 shows exemplarily the (x)-projection of

simulated by TOPAS. Red represents the 100 MeV/u and
blue the 430 MeV/u beams. The associated dashed lines
represent the (x)-projection of the maximum deflected 430
MeV/u and 100 MeV/u beams at positions 𝑋=𝑌= +17 mm
and 𝑋=𝑌= +38 mm, respectively. The field strengths of the
qaudrupole triplet magnets Q1, Q2 and Q3 (see #4 Fig. 1)
required to focus the beams are given in Table 1. The magnetic fields of the steerer magnets 𝑆𝑥1 , 𝑆𝑦1 , 𝑆𝑥2 and 𝑆𝑦2 (see
#3 Fig. 1) which allow the maximum deflection are given in
Table 2. A transverse beam width of (87 ± 1) m and (64 ± 1)
m as well as a beam divergence of (2.8 ± 0.1) mrad and (3.1
± 0.1) mrad results for the 100 MeV/u and the 430 MeV/u
beam, respectively. Thereby, the given values represent the
standard deviations of the particle distributions (𝜎). For
maximum deflection, the beam spot width increases by less
than 10%.
Table 1: Field Strengths of the Qaudrupole Triplet Magnets
Q1, Q2 and Q3 (see #4, Fig. 1) for Focusing the 100 MeV/u
and 400 MeV/u Beam
Energy [ MeV
u ]
100
430

Figure 2: Transverse phase space of the 430 MeV/u bent
LINAC 12 𝐶 6+ beam.
the 12 𝐶 6+ -ion distribution at the focal plane (F, Fig. 1) as
THPOMS006
2948

T
Field strengths [ m
]

𝑄1

𝑄2

𝑄3

-18.10
-40.50

15.37
34.29

-17.99
-39.28

The sparing of normal tissue in minibeam therapy is limited by the dose applied between the individual minibeams
and therefore by secondary particles created during the interaction of the beam with the matter. Figure 4 shows the
(x)-projection at the target of the 430 MeV/u 12 𝐶 6+ -ion distribution and additionally that of the secondary electrons
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Figure 3: (x)-projection of the 100 MeV/u (red) and
430 MeV/u (blue) 12 𝐶 6+ -ion distribution at the focal plane.
The corresponding dashed lines (s) represent the maximum
deflected beams on the position X=Y= +17 mm and +38
mm.

(PV(E)DR) is evaluated with TOPAS. Therefore, the interaction of a water phantom positioned downstream to 𝐹
with an array of 99 x 99 quadratic arrangement minibeams is
simulated. Figure 5 shows the dose distribution at phantom
entrance for the minibeam unit cell in the centre of the array
exemplary for the 430 MeV/u beams. 𝑁𝑀𝐵 𝑋 and 𝑁𝑀𝐵 𝑌 indicate the minibeam number in X and Y direction, respectively.
The PV(E)DR is calculated as the ratio of maximum dose
in the channel (green cross) and averaged dose in an area
between the channels (green circle). The ctc was chosen
to result in a homogeneous transverse energy dose at the
Bragg peak (in water). For beam energies of 100 MeV/u and
430 MeV/u with the associated ctc’s of 1.1 mm and 3.4 mm,
a PV(E)DR of around 1200 and 2700 results, respectively.
The array of 99 minibeams corresponds to a transverse tumor
dimension > 100 mm.

Table 2: Field Strengths of the Deflecting Magnets 𝑆𝑥1 , 𝑆𝑦1 ,
𝑆𝑥2 and 𝑆𝑦2 (see #3 Fig. 1) for Deflecting the 430 MeV/u
and 100 MeV/u beam to 𝑋=𝑌= +17 mm and 𝑋=𝑌= +38 mm,
respectively
Steerer magnet

𝑆𝑥1

𝑆𝑦1

𝑆𝑥2

𝑆𝑦2

Magnetic fields [mT]

133

81

400

350

and other secondary particles (protons, neutrons, etc.) resulting from fragmentation processes in exit window, dosimetry chamber and air gap. The dose between the individual
minibeams at the target entry results from the broadly distributed secondary particles of all minibeams in a minibeam
array. For clinically relevant minibeam arrays, the result-

Figure 4: Transverse distribution of 430 MeV/u carbon ions
and secondary particels at the focal plane.
ing reduction of the Peak to valley (energy) dose ratio

Figure 5: Unit cell of a 99 x 99 minibeam array. The green
cross marks the highest and the green circle the lowest dose.

CONCLUSION
The bent carbon LINAC concepts currently under development [13] offer a high brillant beam with a constant
average beam current of 30 nA for beam energies between
100 MeV/u and 430 MeV/u (approx. 3 to 30 cm range in water). Using the presented quadrupole triplet, transverse beam
sizes below 100 µm (𝜎) at the patient are achieved although
the beam scatters due to the extraction foil, dosimetry unit
and air gap. The scanning unit enables a beam deflection
of > ± 15 mm. A PV(E)DR of > 1000 is achieved at the
patient entrance. However, RBE corrected biological dose
distribution in particular in the valley dose regions requires
further investigations. The presented concept is a promising
(and first) approach for a hadron minibeam irradiation facility. It exceeds all requirements for the planned (pre-)clinical
studies defined in the introduction. Besides 12 𝐶 6+ , theoretically, all ions with the identical mass-to-charge ratio can be
accelerated by the bent-Linac. In particular, the presented
system also has the potential for 4 𝐻𝑒2+ minibeam therapy.
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BEAM DIAGNOSTICS FOR FLASH RT IN THE VARIAN PROBEAM
SYSTEM
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Varian Medical Systems Particle Therapy GmbH & Co. KG, Troisdorf, Germany
M. Bräuer, Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Erlangen, Germany
Abstract
FLASH RT is a novel ultra-high dose rate radiation therapy technique with the potential of sparing radiation induced
damages to healthy tissue while keeping tumor control unchanged. Recent studies indicate that this so-called FLASH
effect occurs when applying high doses of several Grays
in a fraction of a second only, and thus significantly faster
than with conventionally available radiation therapy systems
today.
Varian’s ProBeam system has been enabled to deliver
ultra-high beam currents for FLASH treatments at 250 MeV
beam energy. The first clinical trial is currently conducted
at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center and all
involved human patients have been successfully irradiated
at FLASH dose rates, operating the system at cw cyclotron
beam currents of up to 400 nA. With these modifications,
treatment times could be reduced down to less than a second.
First automated switching between conventional and
FLASH operation modes has been demonstrated in nonclinical environment, including switching of the dose monitor system characteristics and all involved beam diagnostics.
Furthermore, for an improved online beam current control
system with full control over dose rate in addition to dose
Varian has demonstrated first promising results that may
improve future applications.

FLASH RT
In conventional IMPT1 , three-dimensional dose distribution in the patient target volume is applied and controlled
by the radiotherapy system. With pencil-beam scanning
technique, a treatment plan is a set of energy layers, each
containing a set of individual spots, defined by 2D beam position at isocenter plane and accumulated proton beam charge.
Typical treatment times for a single treatment fraction vary
in the range of 30 s up to several minutes.
Recent studies discovered a sparing effect of radiation
induced damage to healthy tissue under influence of ionizing radiation at ultra-high dose rates of > 40 Gy s−1 [1],
approximately two orders of magnitude above conventional
dose rates. This effect is refered to as FLASH effect. The
resulting treatment time of a single treatment field is reduced
to < 1 s.
The pencil-beam dose rate 𝐷̇ PB can be defined based on
the stopping power − d𝐸
∣
of the pencil beam on a circular
d𝑥
water

1

IMPT: Intensity Modulated Proton Therapy

Figure 1: Dose accumulation in a clinical 2D FLASH treatment field calculated for four different time slices. Detailed
dose accumulation dynamics is shown for two voxels 𝐴 and
𝐵.
detector of radius 𝑟 for a given particle flux 𝑛 ̇ as
−

d𝐸
𝐷̇ PB = − ∣
d𝑥 water

𝜋𝑟 2

𝑟2
2𝜎2

)
(1)

assuming a gaussing beam shape with a standard deviation
of 𝜎. For the Varian ProBeam system, this yields to nozzle
dose rates of up to 2400 Gy s−1 at maximum beam energy
and current.
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In a scanned field however, several treatment spots contribute to the dose of a single voxel in the field, thus the
dose rate per voxel depends on the dynamics of the moving
pencil-beam [2]. For a given threshold dose 𝐷thr , the voxel
dose rate can be expressed as
𝐷̄ − 2 𝐷thr
𝐷̇ voxel =
𝑡1 − 𝑡 0

(2)

where 𝑡0 is the time when the voxel dose reached 𝐷thr and 𝑡1
describes the time where the voxel dose exceeded 𝐷̄ − 𝐷thr ,
based on an integrated voxel dose 𝐷.̄
Figure 1 shows the dose accumulation curves for two
voxels 𝐴 and 𝐵 in the 2D dose distribution for a clinical
FLASH treatment plan. As several scan lines contribute to
the dose accumulation per voxel, also the dose rate strongly
depends on the voxel location and the spot order.
A Varian ProBeam system has been successfully modified
for a clinical study as part of an investigational device exemption at CCHMC2 , treating human patients with FLASH dose
rates [3]. In the future, clinical studies will typically have
to take place in parallel to conventional patient treatment,
thus a FLASH enabled treatment room has to be capable of
both FLASH and conventional treatments without the need
for hardware changes or recommissioning and recalibration
inbetween treatments.

VARIAN PROBEAM SYSTEM
The Varian ProBeam systems features a proton beam of
variable beam energy in the range of 70 MeV to 250 MeV
at the patient’s site in the individual treatment room. The
superconducting cyclotron is set up to deliver a fixed-energy
proton beam of 250 MeV with intensities of up to 800 nA. In
order to provide range modulation, the proton beam energy
is reduced to its target value in an adjacent graphite degrader
in the beamline. After energy degradation and the corresponding degradation of beam emmittance, a double-bend
achromat filters the selected beam energy to a configurable
energy spread and provides a well-focussed beam to the
treatment area. As a result of energy selection, the beam intensity is also reduced as a function of selected beam energy.
The ratio between beam intensity available at the patient site
and the cyclotron output intensity is refered to as beamline
transmission.
Typical beamline transmission of a ProBeam system reach
from > 0.5 at cyclotron output energy, down to < 3 × 10−4
at lowest clinically available beam energy. Thus, only at
highest beam energies of 250 MeV ultra-high dose rates can
be achieved in the patient target volume.
While restricting the beam delivery to 250 MeV beam
energy, the three-dimensional dose modulation is reduced to
a two-dimensional dose control, where the water-equivalent
range of the proton beam is fixed to 37.9 cm. As a result,
the maximum stopping power and thus the Bragg peak will
not be achieved in the patient target volume but the beam
2

CCHMC: Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
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is fully transmitted through the patient and dumped in an
external beam stop.
Compared to conventional irradiations, the intended nozzle proton current will be increased by two orders of magnitude, up to 215 nA at the patient site. The present ProBeam
dose and beam diagnostics system in the scanning nozzle can
only handle currents up to 4 nA, thus a redesign of the beam
flux and fluence monitor system will be discussed below.

DUAL-MODE IONIZATION CHAMBER
SYSTEM
In the present ProBeam system, the redundant beam flux
and fluence monitor system is located in the scanning nozzle,
providing signals to control and monitor the beam delivery
to the patient target. The present ionization chamber system
inclduding readout path is optimized for a maximum nozzle
proton current of 4.5 nA at a beam energy of 244 MeV. As
the ion collection efficiency 𝑓 of the ionization chamber at
ionized charge density 𝑆 depends on the high voltage 𝑈
applied to the IC3 electrodes and the gap size 𝑑 between the
active elctrodes as per [4] to
𝑓 =

1
1+

𝜉2
6

,

(3)

where

𝑑 2 √𝑆
,
(4)
𝑈
the conventional ProBeam IC will introduce a < 1 % electrical signal loss. In order to decrease recombination losses
and thus to maintain linear responses over the entire dynamic
range, the FLASH IC is operated at smaller gap sizes and
adjusted operation voltages.
In order to avoid the need for recommissioning and recalibration of the dose monitor system for FLASH treatments, a
dual-mode flux and fluence monitor system is introduced to
cover both conventional and FLASH operation ranges in one
set of hardware. Figure 2 shows an image of the ProBeam
IC system, consisting of two transmission ionization chambers for beam flux detection, as well of a set of MSICs4 for
beam position and shape reconstruction in both transverse
planes. The IC is designed to cover a scanned beam field of
a transverse size of 30 cm × 40 cm at isocenter plane.
The internal schematic of the dual-mode IC, has been modified with respect to the conventional ProBeam chamber in
order to allow switching between conventional and FLASH
mode by powering or grounding individual high voltage electrodes, depending on their gap sizes and operation voltages.
In conventional mode, the invidivual ionization chamber
sections with larger active volume are powered, whereas
in FLASH mode only the low-gap sections are acting as
ionization chambers.
Together with dynamically switching the gain of the preamplifier stage of the IC readout electronics based on operation mode, the current mapping and thus the control system
𝜉 = 2.1 × 107 √Cm/s/V ⋅

3
4

IC: Ionization Chamber
MSIC: Multi-Sstrip Ionization Chamber
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without the need for hardware changes or recalibration. High-

Figure 2: Varian ProBeam IC.
input signals stay unchanged while the dynamic range of
nozzle beam currents change by two orders of magnitude.
With this setup, a software controlled switching between conventional and FLASH mode can be achieved within several
minutes.

Figure 3: System transfer function measured in open-loop
control between VDPS input voltage and nozzle rate output.

SPOT-WISE BEAM CURRENT VARIATION
In the current ProBeam system, each energy layer is irradiated with a fixed nozzle beam current. As beam diagnostics
and control system processing are subject to latency and
processing time, the irradiation time per spot shall not fall
below a pre-configured minimum value of 3 ms. Thus, the
spot with the lowest equivalent charge defines the maximum
beam intensity per layer. In order to optimize dose rate
and delivery time, a spot-wise current modulation is under
consideration for FLASH operation mode. In this mode, a
closed-loop control is active, providing stable and highly
dynamical beam intensity modulation between the spots in
a layer. First measurements were executed at the Holland
Proton Therapy Center with a conventional ProBeam system.
Figure 3 shows the measured transfer function of the
ProBeam system with all components included involved
in spot-wise current modulation. The linear phase advance
in the measured transfer function points to a significant latency in the system. The measurements setup, especially
the Beckhoff DAC module the actuator was found to mostly
contribute to the overall latency, thus it can be removed
from the calculations. The remaining amplitude and phase
response can be expressed as a PT1 model and fits to the
expected bandwidth limitations of the IC readout electronics.
An updated readout electronics with optimized bandwidth
is currently under testing.
Even though, the treatment time of an example treatment
plan could be reduced from 276.3 s in conventional mode
down to 40.7 s with close-loop modulated beam current. The
irradiation time per spot for the example treatment is shown
in Fig. 4.

CONCLUSION
Introducing a dual-mode ionization chamber system opens
the possibility for clinical studies under FLASH dose rates
in parallel to clinical operation in the same treatment room,

Figure 4: Irradiation time per spot for open loop fixed current
and closed-loop current modulation.
est dose rates can be achieved when applying a spot-wise
current modulation for modulated treatment fields.
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Abstract
The Photo Injector Test facility at DESY in Zeuthen
(PITZ) is preparing an R&D platform for electron FLASH radiotherapy, very high energy electron (VHEE) radiotherapy
and radiation biology based on its unique beam parameters:
ps scale bunches with up to 5 nC bunch charge at MHz bunch
repetition rate in bunch trains of up to 1 ms in length repeating at 10 Hz. This platform is called FLASHlab@PITZ.
The PITZ beam is routinely accelerated to 22 MeV, with a
possible upgrade to 250 MeV for VHEE radiotherapy in the
future. The 22 MeV beam will be used for dosimetry experiments and studying biological effects in thin samples in the
next years. A new beamline to extract and match the beam to
the experimental station is under physics design. The main
features include: an achromatic dogleg to extract the beam
from the PITZ beamline; a sweeper to scan the beam across
the sample within 1 ms for tumor painting studies. In this
paper, the beam dynamics with bunch charges from 10 pC
to 5 nC in and the preparation of the new beamline will be
presented.

INTRODUCTION
The FLASH radiation therapy (FLASH-RT) has drawn
worldwide attention in recent years for its reduced damage to
healthy issues [1, 2]. FLASH-RT usually uses an ultra-high
peak dose rate (>40 Gy/s), that is two orders of magnitude
higher than that in conventional radiotherapy and thus needs
much shorter treatment time. While the underlying biological mechanisms are still not fully understood, a broad
parameter space study will help to define the optimal working window for FLASH-RT. Therefore, the Photo Injector
Test facility at DESY in Zeuthen (PITZ) has proposed an
R&D platform for electron FLASH-RT as well as very high
energy electron (VHEE) radiotherapy and radiation biology.
This platform, called FLASHlab@PITZ, will take advantage
of the unique beam parameters at PITZ. The PITZ accelerator runs in the RF burst mode, with an RF pulse length
up to 1 ms and a repetition rate at 1-10 Hz. The electron
bunches in the RF pulse repeat at a frequency of 1 MHz,
making a bunch train of 1000 at maximum. Meantime, the
bunch charge can be tuned from sub-pC to 5 nC. The 22 MeV
beam will be used for dosimetry experiments and studying
biological effects in thin samples in the next years [3]. The
∗
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very flexible electron beam parameters and widely tunable
dose distributions and rates are summarized in Table 1. In
this paper, we report the beam dynamics studies performed
at a few typical bunch charges up to 5 nC.
Table 1: Parameter Space Summary for FLASHlab@PITZ
Parameters
Energy
Charge
Single bunch
or train
RF pulse rep. rate
Dose per bunch
Peak dose rate
within train
Avg. dose rate

Low dose case High dose case
22 MeV
0.1 pC
single
bunch
1 Hz
0.0002 Gy
-

22 MeV
5 nC
bunch train
1 ms × 1 MHz
10 Hz
10 Gy
1×107 Gy/s

0.0002 Gy/s

1×105 Gy/s

* Assuming e-beam in water with 1 cm3 irradiation volume.

DESIGN OF FLASH-RT BEAMLINE
The PITZ photoinjector consists of an L-band RF gun
with a CsTe semiconductor photocathode, a cut-diskstructure (CDS) booster accelerator and various transport
and diag-nostic devices, e.g., momentum spectrometers,
phase space scanner, steerer and quadrupole magnets. The
gun runs at a gradient ≤ 60 MV/m, providing a maximum
beam energy of 6.2 MeV. After acceleration in the booster,
the beam energy can reach as high as 22 MeV. Then the
beam will travel a long way before being sent to a
downstream undulator in the tunnel annex (~25 m
downstream the photocathode) for the generation of THz
radiations, as shown in Fig. 1.
The new FLASH-RT beamline will be installed in the
tunnel annex, in parallel with the THz free electron laser
(FEL). The electron beam will be translated by ∼2.2 m with
a dogleg, which consists of two dipole magnets which deflect the beam in opposite directions with bending angles
of 60 degrees and two pairs of quadrupole magnets. To remove dispersive effects at the dogleg exit, the strengths of
quadrupoles in the dogleg should be properly chosen. This
can be done with transfer matrix method, as implemented
in the software Elegant [4]. By making it achromatic (i.e.,
𝜂𝑥 = 0, 𝜂𝑥′ = 0), the beam quality degradation due to energy
dispersion is minimized, which is especially critical at high
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Figure 1: The layout of the FLASH radiation therapy beamline at PITZ.
charges. The transfer matrix of the achromatic dogleg has a
nonzero R56 (0.11 m here), which allows to manipulate the
bunch length by tuning the longitudinal phase space with
the booster accelerator phase. A pair of sextupole magnets
are being considered to minimize higher order effects. The
dispersion functions along the dogleg are shown in Fig. 2.
The dispersion was removed by the pair of quadupoles next
to the dipoles while the other pair focus the beam in the
non-deflection plane.

START-TO-END SIMULATION
To ensure the exploration of the full parameter space provided by the PITZ photoinjector, start-to-end simulations
have been carried out at four different bunch charges: 10 pC,
100 pC, 1 nC and 5 nC. Below 10 pC, the space charge effects are negligible, therefore simulation results at 10 pC
also work for lower charges.

Optimization of Photoinjector

Figure 2: The dispersion functions along the dogleg.
Following the dogleg is a quadrupole triplet that captures
the electron beam from it. The quadrupoles can also be used
to focus the beam in the measurement of longitudinal bunch
profiles by the transverse deflection system (TDS), which
prefers a small beam size in the streaking plane for better
resolution and also a tight beam in the other plane for higher
signal-to-noise ratio. Together with the second quadrupole
triplet, it will enable a widely controllable beam size at the
exit window: from sub-mm to cm RMS.
In the case of a small focused beam, the electric sweeper
can be used to kick the bunch train transversely to cover
the sample within less than 1 ms for tumor painting studies.
Besides, a short pulsed solenoid installed around the window
is under consideration for focusing the kicked electron beams
again to the sample, in order to produce a Bragg-peak like
dose distribution in the samples [5, 6].

In the simulations, the initial beam distributions were
generated according to the photocathode laser at PITZ. The
Gaussian laser has a FWHM of 7-8 ps and an adjustable
RMS size (typically ∼ 1 mm). A so-called beam shaping
aperture (BSA) can cut out an approximately uniform transverse distribution when the BSA diameter is small, that
works for charges below 1 nC. At 5 nC, a Gaussian truncated
distribution is assumed instead, due to the large BSA size
necessary for emission. The BSA diameter was optimized
at each charge together with the main solenoid current, in
order to reduce the beam emittance right after the booster
(5.28 m downstream the photocathode). The simulations
were done by the particle tracking software Astra [7]. The
optimized beams were then matched to the dogleg (25.3 m
downstream the photocathode) with the Ocelot code [8], as
discussed below. After that, the booster phase was tuned to
minimize the energy spread at the dogleg. This step was not
done earlier because the space charge effects would change
the energy spread during the transport from the booster exit
to the dogleg.
In Fig. 3, it shows on the left the beam emittance as a
function of the main solenoid current at various BSA diameters and on the right the RMS and correlated energy
spread at the dogleg as a function of the booster phase, for
the bunch charge of 1 nC. The correlated enegy spread, defined as 𝜎corr
𝐸 = ⟨𝐸𝑘 𝑧⟩/𝜎𝑧 , measures the correlation between
the energy and longitudinal position of the electron bunch.
It will be studied in the future for tuning the bunch length
by the dogleg. At other charges, similar results have been
observed as well.
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window will dominate the following beam transport, which

Figure 3: Normalized beam emittance vs solenoid current vs
the BSA diameter (left) and correlated and RMS energy
spreads vs booster accelerator phase with respect to the
maximum mean momentum gain phase (right).

Matching of the Beam into the Dogleg
For the beam transport in the dogleg, a symmetric beam
envelop with respect to the midplane of the dogleg (dashed
line in Fig. 1) was considered, that means 𝛼𝑥 = 𝛼𝑦 = 0 at the
midplane. By scanning the beta functions at the midplane,
various beam distributions could be found at the dogleg
entrance by back tracking. Under this condition the beam
is always converging in the deflection plane at the dogleg
entrance. Since the last matching quadrupole upstream the
dogleg is far, a small alpha function is favored in the deflection plane to avoid a too big beam size near the last matching
quadrupole. At 5 nC, the smallest alpha function found from
beta function scan still resulted in a too big beam there due to
strong space charge effects, the alpha function was reduced
further, making a slightly asymmetric beam envelop in the
dogleg, as shown in Fig. 4. The matching process has
been simulated at each bunch charge, using a similar strategy
described in [9].
In Fig. 4, it shows the beam transport from photocathode
(𝑠 = 0 m) to the exit window (𝑠 = 33 m) for the four cases,
where a symmetric beam envelop can be found in the dogleg
(starting from ∼ 25 m) for three low charge cases. For all,
the RMS beam size near the last matching quadrupole fits
well with a 35 mm diameter beam pipe.

Focusing of the Beam at the Exit Window
There are a few application scenarios for the FLASH-RT
study at PITZ. For example, the sample could be irradiated by
one high charge beam in tens of picoseconds, or irradiated by
many strongly focused low charge beams scanned across the
sample within 1 ms. The latter could mean better uniformity.
In Fig. 4, the beam has been strongly focused for all cases, the
resulting beam size ranging from 0.02 mm RMS at 10 pC
to 0.5 mm RMS at 5 nC. To demonstrate the adjustable
beam size, the 1 nC case has been studied in details. In
Fig. 5, it compares the strongly focused beam (left) with an
intentionally enlarged beam (right, by a factor of 10) at the
position of the exit window. Although the focused beam has
a square-like shape due to strong focusing and space charge
effects, it is worth noting that the scattering effects in the exit
THPOMS008
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Figure 4: Start-to-end simulations on the beam transport at
10 pC, 100 pC, 1 nC and 5 nC from top to bottom.
makes the transverse profiles into a Gaussian distribution
after drifting for a few cm in the air [10].

Figure 5: Transverse distributions with the electron beam
strongly focused (left) and enlarged by purpose (right).

CONCLUSION
An R&D platform for exploring the wide parameter space
at PITZ for studying the FLASH radiation therapy is currently under design. By adding a parallel beamline to the
THz FEL in the tunnel annex, the new beamline has been
studied by start-to-end simulations and its capability of delivering widely adjustable beam profiles at various bunch
charges has been demonstrated. The bunch length manipulation in the dogleg will be studied next and device acquisition
will be started in the meantime.
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Abstract
The high-brightness electron beam at the Photo Injector
Test facility at DESY in Zeuthen (PITZ) is being prepared
for dosimetry experiments and radiation biology studies in
thin samples. These are the main missions of the FLASHlab@PITZ, an R&D platform for FLASH and very high
energy electron (VHEE) radiation therapy and radiation biology at DESY. These studies require precise information
on the electron beam parameters downstream of the exit
window, such as the scattering angle and the energy spectrum of the particles as well as the thermal load on the exit
window. A Titanium window is compared with a DESY
Graphite window design. Heat deposition in the window
by a single 22 MeV / 1nC electron bunch of various sizes,
its scattering and energy spectrum due to passage through
the window are calculated by means of FLUKA Monte
Carlo simulations. Time resolved temperature profiles, as
induced by the passage of 1ms long electron pulse trains
with up to 4500 single pulses, each of them between 0.1
and 60 ps long, were calculated with a self-written finite
element method (FEM) code.

INTRODUCTION
Electron beams generated from linear accelerator are
used in fundamental nuclear physics, particle physics as
well as in applied sciences such as medical applications
[1,2]. The Photo-Injector Test Facility at DESY in Zeuthen
(PITZ) is starting an R&D project aiming to explore the
potential of electron beams in the FLASH dose rate regime
for radiation therapy and radiation biology experiments
[3]. A wide and unique electron beam parameter range is
going to be used for this purpose. An extraction of the electron beam from the vacuum is there-fore needed to irradiate
a target placed in air and located at a certain distance from
the accelerator exit window. Key parameters of the electron
beam, mainly its spot size but also the electron bunch
length, the repetition rate and the energy of the electron
beam are influencing the heat distribution on the exit window [4,5]. Damages induced by high repetition rate electron beams crossing the exit window might lead to vacuum
leaks or in the worst case to a complete collapse of the vacuum/air barrier. In this work, simulations and numerical investigations were carried out in order to estimate the scattering effect on the electron beam crossing an exit window
___________________________________________
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and the resulting heat load under extreme and achievable
electron beam parameters at the PITZ facility.

MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
Beam Scattering Effect
The interaction of the electron beam with the exit window involves variations of important beam properties,
mainly the transverse spatial distribution, the angular distribution and the energy spectrum. For radiation therapy
and radiation biology, each of the previous quantities
should be precisely identified in the air. In addition, the
thermal stability of the exit window should be investigated
in order to avoid any vacuum failure or leakage. A FLUKA
[6] Monte Carlo model was used to calculate the energy
deposition map in the window and its dependence on the
electron beam parameters. In this section, we consider two
types of exit windows: first one is made of 50 μm thick
Titanium, the second one is based on Graphite consisting
of a 500 μm carbon fiber reinforced graphite (CF-C,
1.5 g⁄cm ) carrier material, coated on one side with less
than 50 μm layer of Pyrolytic graphite (PyC, 2 g⁄cm ) to
make the porous substrate leak tight. Figure 1 shows the
distribution of electron scattering angles (left) and energy
spectrum (right) at the exit windows generated by a bunch
of electrons with an energy of 22 MeV for the Titanium and
Graphite window. A Gaussian fit, defines the RMS angle
of the electrons at the window exit 17.2 mrad for 50 μm
titanium and 20.7 mrad for 550 μm graphite. On the other
hand, the analytical estimation of the electron scattering in
a thin layer is carried out using the theory of multiple Coulomb scattering. Namely, the Moliere angle is determined
as [7]
θ

=

.

1 + 0.038l n

(1)

where β is the ratio of the electron velocity to the speed
of light c, p is the electron momentum, X the radiation
length and x is the material. Numerical estimation using
Eq. 1 is defined as Moliere angle 16.8 mrad for 50 μm titanium and 21.01 mrad for 550 μm graphite, which is
consistent with the simulation results.
The titanium generates less secondary particles and leads
to a reduced contribution in the low energy component
compared to the Graphite window. The RMS of the angular
distribution for the Titanium window is slightly lower with
respect to the graphite (Fig. 1).
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density is inversely proportional to the spot size squared.
Starting from energy deposit calculation, the maximum
temperature increase could be deduced from the equation
∆T =
. At the beam center, the temperature is reaching
3.76 K and 3.29 K for in the Titanium and the Graphite
window, respectively. In the above formula, ρ is the mass
density and c is the specific heat capacity of the material.
Figure 1: Angular (left) and energy distributions (right) of
electrons downstream the exit windows. The blue curves
correspond to the 50 μm titanium window and the red ones
to the 550 μm thick graphite window.

Energy Deposit and Heat Diffusion in the Exit
Window
The electron bunch interaction with a solid material
leads to energy loss by different mechanisms [8]: inelastic
collisions with orbiting electrons (ionization), inelastic collisions with atomic nuclei (Bremsstrahlung), and elastic
collisions with atomic nuclei (Rutherford scattering). As a
result of all these processes, in which ionization losses prevail, a thermal energy load arises on the target material.
Therefore, it is important to predict the temperature rise
and temperature gradients at the exit windows generated by
a 1 ms electron pulse train containing up to 4500 single
pulses (bunches). To estimate the spatiotemporal distribution of the temperature field induced by electron bunches,
two different time ranges processes can be clearly distinguished. The heating phase where the temperature rises
continuously quasi instantaneously due to the electron
beam interaction with the window material, then followed
by the heat diffusion phase where a decay of the hottest
temperature regions in the window takes place between
two successive bunches and of course after the passage of
the whole bunch train.
In this work, we consider only thermal analysis, but to
fully understand the operation limits of the exit window, it
is also necessary to describe the mechanical stresses caused
by temperature gradients.

Figure 2: The deposited heat density by a single 1nC electron bunch in a 50 μm thick titanium (left) and a 550 μm
thick graphite (right) for different beam spot sizes, as a
function of the radial distance from the beam center. The
curves correspond to the beam spot sizes 0.1 mm,
0.25 mm, 0.5 mm and 1 mm.

Heat Diffusion Phase
In order to calculate the impact of heat diffusion, the
Fourier heat transfer equation had been used with appropriate boundary conditions [9-12]. The heat extraction of
the window to the environment occurs due to thermal convection and thermal radiation, which we determined using
the boundary conditions at each border of the window. To
numerically calculate the thermal evolution of windows,
the heat transfer coefficient for convection was set to
5 W/m /K, and the black graphite and metallic titanium
surface emissivity was set to 0.76 and 0.19, respectively.
As is known, thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and thermal diffusivity depend on temperature [13-14]. The dependences of heat capacity and thermal conductivity on
temperature are shown in Fig. 3.

Heating Phase
The heating is produced due to the interaction of a single
electron pulse with the window, and the energy absorbed in
a volume element, rapidly turns into a local temperature
increase. The heat field distribution for a single bunch passing through the exit window was calculated using FLUKA
simulations of the energy deposited in the exit window. The
dependence of the energy deposit and the beam size was
investigated. Figure 2 shows the heat density deposited by
a single electron bunch of 1nC in the titanium (left) or
graphite (right) exit window, as a function of the radial distance from the beam centre. Different values of the beam
spot sizes in the range of 0.1-1mm were considered.
An electron bunch with a spot size of 0.1mm generates
a heat density profile in the exit window with a peak value
of q
= 9.41 J ⋅ cm for 50 μm titanium and q
=
4.58 J ⋅ cm for 550 μm graphite. Obviously, the heat

Figure 3: Thermal parameters of titanium (left) and graphite (right) as a function of the temperature in the range
300 − 1850 K and 300 − 4000 K respectively. The blue
line corresponds to the thermal conductivity, and the red
line corresponds to the specific heat.
It is known that the crystal structure of titanium at ambient temperature and pressure is a close-packed hexagonal
α phase with a c/a ratio of 1.587. At about 890 °C, the titanium undergoes an allotropic transformation to a body-
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centred cubic β phase which remains stable to the melting
temperature. That means you produce grain boundaries,
which make the window very brittle there and will increase
in fact the risk of leaks.
Figure 4 shows the temporal variation of temperature at
the beam axis for a train with 1000 bunches and 1 nC
charge for each, interacting with the titanium (left) resp.
graphite (right) window with radius r = 16.5 mm for different beam spot sizes. The calculation of temperature rise
based on the FLUKA simulation of the heat density generated in the window and by solving the Fourier heat transfer
equation with convection and radiation terms. The temperature dependence of thermal conductivity and heat capacity
is included as well.

Figure 4: Temporal temperature development on the axis
of beam passage and in the middle of the window material,
for a train with 1000 bunches with 1 nC charge for each,
interacting with the titanium (left) and graphite (right) windows for different beam spot sizes.
The numerical calculation corresponds to the case of a
train with N = 1000 electron bunches and a total charge of
1000 nC, uniformly distributed over a time interval of
1ms, sequentially crossing and heating the window every
1µs. At such a timescale the i-th bunch hits the target when
the heat deposited by the previous (i-1)-th bunch has
merely diffused outside the beam spot. Therefore, the heat
deposited by the whole train of N = 1000 bunches is accumulated and the maximum temperature rise is reached at
the beam centre just after the last bunch has penetrated the
window at t = 1 ms. As an example, the calculated temperature rise at the beam centre is shown for both titanium
(Fig. 4 left) and graphite (Fig. 4 right) during a timescale
of 0.1 s. The four curves correspond to several beam spot
sizes (0.1 mm, 0.25 mm, 5 mm, 1mm). As expected the
temperature peak is reached for all curves at the end of the
train, after 0.1 ms. Looking at the specific case of beam
spot size 0.1mm, the maximum temperature rise (for 1000
bunches) is ΔT , = 2750K for the titanium metal (blue
curve in Fig. 4 left), and ΔT , = 965K for the graphite
material (blue curve in Fig. 4 right). By comparing these
values with the analogous ones for a single pulse (ΔT , =
3.76K and ΔT , = 3.29K), one may note the following
points: ΔT < N ∙ ΔT ; the maximum temperature rise ΔT
for N = 1000 bunches is always lower than N = 1000
times the maximum temperature rise for a single pulse ΔT .
This happens for both titanium and graphite samples due to
two cooperative effects: the specific heat increases with
temperature causing the nonlinear behaviour between
THPOMS010
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temperature and heat density; the diffusion process provides a temperature peak reduction at a microsecond scale.
This means that a small, but non-negligible, fraction of the
heat has already diffused out of the heat impact area during
the beam passage time.
The thermal dissipation process is not fully completed
and a small residual temperature rise remains at 0.1 s . As
an example, considering a specific case with a beam spot
size of 0.1 mm, the temperature rise for graphite and titanium are ΔT , = 14.5 K and ΔT , = 593 K.

CONCLUSION
FLASH radiation therapy with electron beams requires
tunable electron beam parameters to reach a very high dose
rate and a flexible beam size range after crossing the exit
window. In this contribution, Monte Carlo simulations and
numerical calculations were done in order to estimate the
heat distribution for two exit window models: a 50 μm
thick, Titanium and a 550 μm carbon rein-forced Graphite
type. The calculation has shown that the beam divergence
due to the scattering in the Titanium metal is lower compared to the Graphite material. The heating caused by electron bunch train of 1ms length with a round rms-spot size
of 0.1 mm and a total charge of 1000 nC, leads to maximal
temperatures of 2750 K and 965K for the Titanium and the
Graphite respectively. The residual temperature after 0.1 s
of the central graphite and titanium windows is still hotter
by 14.5 K and 593 K, respectively than the initial temperature.
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Abstract
The design of smaller and less costly gantries for carbon
ion particle therapy represents a major challenge to the diffusion of this treatment. Here we present the work done on the
linear beam optics of possible gantry layouts, differing for
geometry, momentum acceptance, and magnet technology,
which share the use of combined function superconducting
magnets with a bending field of 4 T. We performed parallel–
to–point and point–to–point optics matching at different
magnification factors to provide two different beam sizes
at the isocenter. Moreover, we considered the orbit distortion generated by magnet errors and we introduced beam
position monitors and correctors. The study, together with
considerations on the criteria for comparison, is the basis for
the design of a novel and compact gantry for hadrontherapy.

INTRODUCTION
In the context of the European project HITRIplus [1],
the study and design of a novel superconducting gantry has
been undertaken. Following up the studies performed by
the TERA Foundation on superconducting gantries [2, 3],
a wide explorative study on dozens of gantry layouts and
optics configurations was performed [4, 5]. This manuscript
presents the assumptions made and methods used to analyse
and compare the different optics solutions. Furthermore, the
two most promising layouts are described in more detail.

GANTRY DESIGN CHOICES
Before entering in the details of the optics studies, it is
important to highlight the design choices that defined the
perimeter of the explored parameters space. The first fundamental choice was to position the scanning magnets after the
last bending section. Although this approach poses relevant
challenges on the design of the scanning magnets, it allows
to operate with standardized dipoles in the whole gantry,
avoiding an increase of aperture in last bending section.
The second fundamental choice was the selection of the
bending field. While state of the art gantries operate with
fields up to 3.5 T [6–8], we decided to push toward 4 T superconducting dipoles [9], aiming for a further reduction of the
gantry weight. Depending on the layouts, these dipoles may
need a superimposed gradient that can be obtained through
an asymmetric assembly of the coils [10]. Even if it would
be possible to wind the magnet with separate circuits for
∗
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dipole and quadrupole (nested magnets), this option was
discarded in the context of this study to favor the easiness
of construction and operation of the superconducting magnets. To standardize the comparison between the different
gantry layouts, two options were considered for the magnet
aperture: 70 mm and 90 mm in diameter. Optics layouts that
require an aperture larger than 90 mm are considered not
suitable for the proposed study. In the same way, two options
were considered for the dipoles angle length: 30 ° and 45 °.

GANTRY BEAM OPTICS
The main constraints to the beam optics of the gantry, resulting from the continuous interaction with medical doctors
and physicist of CNAO (Italian National Center for Oncological Hadron Therapy) and MedAustron (Center for Ion
Therapy and Research, Austria), were identified:
• operation with 12 C6+ up to 430 MeV/u kinetic energy,
equivalent to 31 cm of range in water;
• beam characteristics at the isocenter independent on
the angle of rotation;
• two different beam sizes at the isocenter: 8 mm and
12 mm (FWHM) at the minimum extraction energy;
• global achromaticity to avoid distortion of beam size
and position due to the beam momentum spread.
A more thorough and detailed list of medical constraints and
requirements is reported in [5].

Matching Procedures at the Isocenter
In order to obtain a beam size independent of the gantry
angle, two different types of telescopic matching were implemented between the coupling point and the isocenter [11]:
• “point–to–point” matching, where particles with the
same initial position in (x, y) end up in the same position independently of the initial divergence (x’, y’).
In this case, an input round beam in (x, y) maintain
its size at the isocenter independently from the gantry
rotation angle;
• “parallel–to–point” matching, where particles with the
same initial divergence (x’, y’) end up in the same
position independently of the initial position (x, y).
In this case, an input round beam in (x’, y’) maintain
its size at the isocenter independently from the gantry
rotation angle.
For both matching methods, it is possible to impose a
magnification factor (MF), i.e. the factor by which the input
beam size is increased to obtain the output beam size at the
end of the beam line.
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Beam Size Regulation at the Isocenter
As already specified, for a given beam energy, two spot
sizes are required at the isocenter, which can be obtained
each with two operating modes:
• varying the MF, keeping the same input beam parameters: the gantry optics is flexible enough to accommodate the change of output beam parameters varying the
quadrupole gradients along the line;
• keeping constant the MF, varying the input beam parameters: the gantry gradients are fixed, and all the
changes required to attain the output beam parameters
are demanded to the beam line upstream of the gantry.
In the first case, the gantry is an active optic element
and it is used for beam size control. Although the optics
optimization for different MF may be more complex, this
results in a simpler overall operation, where the gantry can
be operated independently from the upstream line. In the
second approach, changing the quadrupoles upstream the
gantry to change beam size would requires re-steering the
orbit both in the upstream line and in the gantry.

Achromaticity
The gantry optics must be at least globally achromatic,
i.e. for an input beam free of dispersion, the output beam
at the end of the beam line is still free of dispersion. Such
a requirement is necessary otherwise the characteristics of
the delivered beam spot at the isocenter would depend on
the momentum distribution of the beam particles and on the
gantry angle. The gantry optics can also be made locally
achromatic, i.e. the beam will stay free from dispersion in all
non–bending sections. This option can be used to reduce the
maximum value of dispersion along the line and in general
to increase the gantry momentum acceptance. However,
given the reduced sizes of the gantries, a locally achromatic
optics implies large gradients in the quadrupoles between
dipoles, strongly increasing the beam dimension in the non–
bending plane and generating large orbit distortions for small
alignment errors.

Momentum Acceptance
Momentum acceptance refers to the maximum Δ𝑝/𝑝 that
can be transported by the gantry beam line with a specific
optics without beam losses. Having a small momentum acceptance implies that magnet currents must be set for each
beam energy necessary for the treatment; on the contrary, a
large momentum acceptance allows using fewer set points
for magnet currents reducing the AC losses on the superconductors. It was estimated that at the minimum energy
(120 MeV/u for carbon ions) a momentum acceptance of
Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 1% would allow to effectively irradiate two consecutive tumor slices without changing the magnetic field of
the dipoles. The number of slices increases with increasing
energies, reaching up to eight slices at the maximum energy.
However, a large momentum acceptance comes at the expenses of the magnet aperture. It is worth noting that detailed

studies are needed to evaluate the effects of off–momentum
operations on the beam size.

Errors and Corrections
The possibility to compensate for alignment and magnetic
errors and restore an acceptable orbit and optics was evaluated as well. Alignment errors were distributed according
to a Gaussian distribution truncated at 3 𝜎 with 𝜎 = 0.3 mm
(0.3 mrad) for the position (angle) error. Errors in the magnetic fields were distributed according to a Gaussian distribution truncated at 3 𝜎 with 𝜎 = 5 ⋅ 10‐5 to both dipole and
quadrupole excitation errors (ΔB/B and Δg/g ), describing
errors coming from power supply (and thus common to both
dipole and quadrupole components). In addition, a Gaussian
distribution truncated at 3 𝜎 with 𝜎 = 2.5⋅10‐4 was added in
order to consider construction errors, e.g. a displacement in
the length of the filament, and thus an error in the magnetic
length. Using monitors and correctors, one can correct the
orbit deviation at the isocenter, but a residual orbit deviation
(𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 ) is till present along the line (usually in the order of
5 mm–10 mm).The total (radial) space occupied by the beam
(𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡 ) is given by:
𝑅tot = 𝑅env + 𝑅corr

(1)

2
2
𝑅corr = √𝑅corr,x
+ 𝑅corr,y

(2)

2
2
𝑅env = √𝑅env,x
+ 𝑅env,y

(3)

𝑅env,x = √𝛽𝑥 𝜀𝑥 + 𝐷𝑥 Δ𝑝/𝑝

(4)

where the terms of Eq.4 are summed linearly since we
are interested in the space occupied by the beam during
off–momentum operations, typical of the multi–energy extraction [12]. In the case of Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 0.1%, the linear sum
takes into account a small variation in momentum during
the extraction. We considered 𝑅corr as the maximum of the
residual orbit deviation on each point along the line. The
space occupied by the beam (𝑅tot ) defines the required Good
Field Region (GFR) for the magnets. As commonly done
in designing accelerator magnets, in this study we consider
that the GFR is 2/3 of the magnet aperture.

MOST PROMISING SOLUTIONS
Taking into account all the previous considerations, two
optics layout were selected as the most promising out of more
than 30 analysed configurations [4]. The overall parameters
of the two layouts are summarized in Table 1, while in the
following sections they are analysed in more detail.

Layout with 45 ° Dipoles
The first selected solution is composed of four identical 45 ° dipoles (i.e. one dipoles’ family), with a modest
superimposed quadrupolar gradient of 0.07 T/m. This solution, matched as parallel–to–point, allows the change of
MF without acting on the gradients of the dipole, but relying
on the use of the normal and superconducting quadrupoles.
To optimize the gantry dimensions, the superconducting
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Table 1: Main Parameters of the 45 ° and 30 ° layouts. Both optics are matched as parallel to point.
Parameters
Length | Height | Dipole Angle
Dipole Quadrupolar Gradient
Dipole Quad. Gradient to change MF
Max Rtot along the gantry
MF=1.5, 2 for 𝛽𝑥,𝑦 = 5𝑚
𝛽𝑥,𝑦 = 2.5, 5 m for MF=1.5
Dipole Aperture (diameter)

45 ° Layout

30 ° Layout

14.1 m | 5.75 m | 4x45 °
0.07 T/m
Fixed

12.9 m | 6.4 m | 7x30 °
4.5 | -4.9 | 0.6 T/m
±0.3 T/m

p/p = 0.1%
21
22
70 mm

p/p = 1%
54
56

p/p = 0.1%
22
24

p/p = 1%
30
29
90 mm

Figure 1: 𝛽 (x in black and y in red) and Dispersion (in green) functions for the layout with 45 ° dipoles (left) and for the
layout with 30 ° dipoles (right).
quadrupoles are considered to be directly bolted on the heads
of the superconducting bending dipoles (like the spool–piece
magnets of the LHC [13]). This layout, operated both changing MF and input 𝛽 functions, requires a magnet aperture in
diameter within 70 mm with a Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 0.1%. Considering a
90 mm aperture, this layout can operate up to Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 0.4%.
However, if operated with a Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 1%, the space required by the beam significantly exceeds the limit of 90 mm
of aperture; therefore, this layout, cannot operate with a
Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 1%. Fig. 1(left) shows the optics functions along
the gantry, together with the schematics of the line.

Layout with 30 ° Dipoles
The second selected layout operates with seven dipoles
subdivided in three families: (i) three dipoles with equal
positive quadrupolar gradient (4.5 T/m), (ii) three dipoles
with equal negative quadrupolar gradient (−4.9 T/m), (iii)
one dipole with a slightly negative quadrupolar gradient
(−0.6 T/m). To change magnification factor, a limited variation of the gradients (±0.3 T/m) in the dipoles is required.
This would imply the use of nested magnets, that have been
excluded from this study. On the other hand, this layout
can effectively operate by varying the input betas while
maintaining the required aperture within 90 mm for both
THPOMS011
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Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 0.1% and Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 1%. Fig. 1(right) exhibits the
optics functions and the schematics of this layout.

CONCLUSION
In this contribution, we reported the main beam optics
studies done for the design of a new superconducting gantry
for carbon ions. Among dozens of analysed configurations,
here we presented the most promising solutions. The first
layout is composed of four equal 45 ° dipoles with an embedded quadrupolar component defined by the coil geometry.
This solution can operate both changing the magnification
factor or the input beam parameters, but the momentum acceptance is limited to Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 0.1% for a magnet aperture
of 70 mm (Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 0.4% for 90 mm).
The second layout is based on seven 30 ° dipoles, subdivided in three families differing by the amount of superimposed gradient. Given the limits we assumed on the magnet
technology, this solution can change the beam size at the
isocenter only by varying the input beam parameters. Considering a 90 mm magnet aperture, this second layout can
operate with a momentum spread up to Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 1%.
The presented work set the basis for future studies on the
gantry design, that will have to include a complete and detailed integration between optics, mechanics of the structure,
magnet technology, cryogenics and clinical environment.
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Abstract
The Heavy Ion Therapy Research Integration plus
(HITRIplus) is an European project that aims to integrate
and propel research and technologies related to cancer treatment with heavy ion beams. Among the ambitious goals
of the project, a specific work package includes the design
of a gantry for carbon ions, based on superconducting magnets. The first milestone to achieve is the choice of the
fundamental gantry parameters, namely the beam optics layout, the superconducting magnet technology, and the main
user requirements. Starting from a reference 3 T design,
the collaboration widely explored dozens of possible gantry
configurations at 4 T, aiming to find the best compromise
in terms of footprint, capital cost, and required R&D. We
present here a summary of these configurations, underlying
the initial correlation between the beam optics, the mechanics and the main superconducting dipoles design: the bending field (up to 4 T), combined function features (integrated
quadrupoles), magnet aperture (up to 90 mm), and angular
length (30° – 45°). The resulting main parameters are then
listed, compared, and used to drive the choice of the best
gantry layout to be developed in HITRIplus.

INTRODUCTION
In the framework of the Heavy Ion Therapy Research Integration plus (HITRIplus) project [1], a new design of a
gantry for carbon ions is being developed, based on superconducting (SC) magnets. The new design shall represent
the next generation of gantries for hadrontherapy, targeting
small dimensions, an affordable cost and a credible time
scale for construction.
An international panel gathering experts in accelerator
design and clinicians at the forefront of research in hadrontherapy suggested [2] to start the development from a recent
gantry design proposed by a joint TERA–CERN team [3].
The reviewers put particular emphasis on reviewing and con∗
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firming the clinical requirements with the clinical staff of
the hadrontherapy centers participating to the project and on
decreasing the overall dimensions and weight of the gantry.
For this reason, the panel suggested to push the field on the
bending magnets beyond the state of the art of normal [4] and
superconducting [5, 6] carbon–ion gantries up to 4 T. Prototyping the magnets was also indicated as a key achievement,
in order to prove the feasibility of the design.
Starting from the clinical requirements, this contribution
presents the main layout and optics solutions identified during a first exploratory phase of the development; key parameters are compared and the two most promising layouts are
chosen for further development. Details on the chosen optics
can be found at Ref. [7].

CLINICAL REQUIREMENTS
The clinical requirements were extensively discussed with
medical physicists and doctors at CNAO [8] and MedAustron [9]. The most relevant ones are:
• the beam with the largest magnetic rigidity is 12 C6+ at
430 MeV per nucleon kinetic energy, corresponding to
6.62 Tm and 31 cm of range in water;
• the scanned area shall be as large as possible, indicatively 350 mm × 350 mm, at least 200 mm × 300 mm;
the larger dimension is parallel to the gantry rotation
axis. The minimum scanning speed shall be 20 m/s;
• the minimum set of beam sizes at the isocenter shall be
8 mm and 12 mm (FWHM) at the minimum extraction
energy; at larger energies, the beam size will reduce
following the adiabatic damping of the beam emittance;
• a source–to–axis distance (SAD) of at least 2 m – 2.5 m;
• possibly 360° rotation, minimum 220°;
• volumetric imaging at the isocenter.

LAYOUT EXPLORATION
All the layouts are based on the following assumptions:
• scanning magnets located downstream of the last bending section, to relax constraints on the aperture of the
SC magnets;
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Table 1: Key gantry parameters among different layouts (numbered from 1 to 10) and optics: gantry length, radius, distance
between end of last dipole and isocentre, number of main SC dipoles and bending angle, number of SC dipole families, and
number of NC and SC quadrupoles. The required magnet aperture when matching with varying MF for a given value of
input 𝛽 function or when varying the input 𝛽 function for a given value of MF are indicated; two values of beam momentum
spread (Δ𝑝/𝑝) are considered. The results in the table consider a parallel–to–point matching method but for layouts 3, 4, 7
and 10, for which point–to–point matching is performed.
Layout

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12.9
6.4
4
7×30°
3
0/6

14.05
5.75
3.5
4×45°
1
5/4

11.7
5.75
3.5
7×30°
3
0/6

13.2
7.3
4
9×30°
3
6/2

10.4
6
3.6
9×30°
9
0/2

14.2
5.55
3
4×45°
1
6/4

14.2
5.55
3
4×45°
1
6/4

13.5
5.25
3
4×45°
1
5/4

14.05
5.75
3.5
4×45°
2
5/4

14.2
5.1
3

4×45°
2
0/8

9
0

90
9
0

90

70
70

163

168



90

93

105


111


90
90

174

129


7
0

70
9
0

93

70
70

156

168


90
90

111

123


70
70

162

165


93

96

120


135


90
90
165


165


Geometry Parameters
Length [m]
Radius [m]
After last bending [m]
SC dipoles: N × angle
SC dipole families
Quadrupoles: NC/SC
Aperture [mm]
var.
var.
var.
var.

MF, Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 0.1%
𝛽, Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 0.1%
MF, Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 1%
𝛽, Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 1%

• 4 T SC dipoles, corresponding to a bending radius of
1.65 m for 12 C6+ at 430 MeV per nucleon. Depending
on the optics, a quadrupole field may be necessary: this
would not be obtained via dedicated trimmable coils,
but by an asymmetric arrangement of the coils (left–
right taken on the magnet cross section). In addition,
the magnet aperture should be 70 mm – 90 mm. The
maximum ramp rate 𝐵̇ should be 0.4 T/s;
• achromatic optics solutions at the isocentre, implying
that the spot size and position at the isocentre is independent of the beam momentum distribution;
• beam dimensions at the isocentre independent of the
gantry angle of rotation. This implies that either a
“rotator” [10–13] is installed upstream of the gantry
or that the incoming beam is round, i.e. has the same
dimension or divergence in the two transverse planes,
depending on the matching method (see later).
Such parameters pose important challenges to the design
of the SC dipoles, especially concerning handling the high
magnetic energy stored by the dipole for a very small curvature radius and the 𝐵.̇ Both in the framework of HITRIplus
and other European R&D collaborations, several magnet
options have been investigated, both in terms of conductors (i.e. Nb–Ti, Nb3 Sn, REBCO,Bi–2212, MgB2 ), and in
terms of coil layouts (i.e. CosineTheta, Canted Cosine Theta
(CCT) or race–track [14, 18]). For design and construction
of a prototype the HITRIplus collaboration has chosen as
baseline Nb–Ti wound as CCT. The use of CCT magnets
have been already proposed for high momentum acceptance
proton gantries [19] operating in steady–state; however, in
the analysed HITRIplus gantry we are investigating low loss
former and coil technology to optimise the performances
for a ramped magnet. In addition, the higher magnetic field,

different aperture and curvature radius require a complete
re–design of the CCT.
The choice of locating the scanning magnets downstream
of the last bending section is another source of important
challenges. In fact, on one hand, the scanning magnets
must be normal conducting (NC) to guarantee the necessary
scanning speed; on the other hand, they must provide quite
substantial magnetic fields in the gap in order to bend beams
of the maximum magnetic rigidity by some tens of mrad,
in order to scan an area of some hundreds of mm about
2.5 m downstream. The specific challenges pertaining the
scanning system are not addressed in this contribution.
As done in the optics design of other gantries [10–13, 16],
the gantry is considered as a 1:MF telescope (MF stands
for “Magnification Factor”). The two beam sizes as per the
clinical requirements can be obtained either by varying the
MF for a given set of optics functions in input to the gantry
(“var. MF”, see Table 1), or by varying the input optics functions for a specific MF (“var. 𝛽”, see Table 1). Similarly, the
optics can be matched “point–to–point”, by which the beam
dimension in input to the gantry is directly mapped onto the
beam dimension at the isocentre, or “parallel–to–point”, by
which the beam divergence in input to the gantry is mapped
onto the beam dimension at the isocentre.
For every explored layout, monitors and correctors were
inserted in the layout, to estimate the accuracy in correcting the beam orbit in presence of magnet misalignment and
magnetic field errors. For each optics, the residual orbit was
calculated and taken into account together with the spread
and offset in beam momentum to evaluate the beam envelope
(including the betatron part), which identifies the so–called
“good field region” (GFR). As commonly done in magnet
design, the GFR sets the magnet aperture, obtained as 3/2
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Figure 1: Schematics of the chosen layouts: layout 1 (upper
frame) and layout 2 (lower frame). Arrows indicate essential
dimensions; the radius is the distance between the gantry
rotation axis and the beam height.
of the GFR as a first approximation. Two values of momentum spread have been considered for each layout and
optics, i.e. Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 0.1% and Δ𝑝/𝑝 = 1%; the former value
is close to what operationally attained with CNAO beams,
whereas the latter considers the possibility of operating with
off–momentum beams with a fixed current in the superconducting magnets for a few tumor “slices”.
A detailed study on the mechanics rotating the gantry
is being carried out. First results [17] favour statically–
balanced solutions to ease operation and safety requirements,
versus the solution initially proposed by TERA [3, 16] with
no counterweight and lower mass. Moreover, a wide range
of solutions has been considered; optimisation is on–going
focussing on a few figures of merit like acceleration and
breaking, safety and space required.

LAYOUT COMPARISON
Table 1 summarises the key parameters of the most relevant layouts and optics solutions. The number of bending
magnets is indicated, along with the bending angle and the
number of dipole families; the number of quadrupoles, both
NC and SC, is reported as well. The required aperture for
different matching configurations is indicated for two values
of beam momentum spread.
Layouts with a distance between the last bending section
and the isocentre smaller than 3 m are discarded, because
there would be not enough space for the scanning magnets
and the desired SAD. Moreover, solutions requiring a magnet
THPOMS012
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aperture beyond the allowed range (i.e. 70 mm – 90 mm) are
discarded as well. Few solutions require separate circuits
for dipoles and quadrupoles in the superconducting magnets
(nested magnets), which have been discarded too.
As shown, only “Layout 1” allows transporting beams
with a 1% beam momentum spread. This layout operates
with combined–function dipoles, that would require varying the quadruple gradient independently from the dipole
field, i.e. a nested magnet, for changing magnification factor.
Therefore, “Layout 1” can be operated only in the scenario
for which the input 𝛽 functions are varied. As complementary layout, i.e. with SC combined–function dipoles of 45°,
working with a beam momentum spread of 0.1%. “Layout 2”
is optically matched by varying the MF without the need of
changing the quadrupole gradient in the dipole. This layout
is the only one with enough room downstream of the last
bending section and requiring an aperture of 70 mm.Both layouts are optically matched parallel–to–point; their schematics are shown in Fig. 1.
The total cost of the gantry has been estimated based on
the experience of the teams responsible for the development
of the different aspects of the gantry design. The total cost
estimation considers superconducting magnets (R&D and
construction), NC magnets, power supplies, ancillary systems, rotation mechanics and building (only gantry room).
There are small variations among the cited items for all the
four configurations, apart from procuring the hardware of
the dipoles, more relevant for Layout 1 than for Layout 2, as
expected. In general, Layout 1 results to be more expensive
than Layout 2, with an estimated cost difference in the order
of 10%. Moreover, the difference in total cost between the
two layouts in the 220°and 360°configurations is about 15%.

CONCLUSION
In the context of the HITRIplus project, a new design
of a SC ion gantry is under development. The new gantry
shall transport ion species of present and future interest for
hadrontherapy, with the maximum beam rigidity set by fully
stripped carbon ions at 430 MeV per nucleon. The design
is based on SC bending dipoles with the main field at 4 T,
corresponding to a radius of 1.65 m. The aperture should
be in the range 70 mm – 90 mm, marking a world record in
terms of stored magnetic energy for such a small curvature
radius, though expected to be at reach; the fast ramping rate
of 𝐵̇ =0.4 T/s is another parameter requiring particular attention in the magnet design. Among dozens of possible layouts
and optics solutions, the two most promising ones have been
discussed, highlighting differences and challenges of the
two designs. An overall cost estimation was made for these
two layouts, as well as for the complete and partial rotation
options. The layout that will be selected by the HITRIplus
collaboration will be further developed and optimised.
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Abstract
An electron gun is a device that emits electron beams
used in an electron accelerator, an electron beam welder,
an x-ray generator, etc. This device can be broadly divided
into three components: a cathode, a grid, and an anode. A
medical electron gun, which is a sub-system of an electron
accelerator for FLASH radiotherapy, requires a high current. The electron gun was designed to obtain a peak current up to 15A using EIMAC Y824 cathode. We would like
to introduce the structure of the electron gun and the required power supply system. In this paper, we will describe
the optimization process of the electron gun structure design, the Marx-type power supply providing 200 kV pulse
voltage, and the grid pulse power supply ranging from 1ns
to 1.5 μs.

INTRODUCTION
Cancer treatments, in general, heavily rely on three main
modalities of systemic therapy: surgery, radiation therapy,
and chemotherapy. Radiation therapy (RT) is a cost-effective cancer treatment with an approximately 50% survival,
when used alone or in combination with other cancer therapies [1]. A new radiation treatment maximizes the removal of a tumor while minimizing the damage to healthy
tissues surrounding the tumor, thus reducing the side effects of treatment. FLASH electron beam radiation therapy
is a promising treatment that delivers therapeutic doses at
a high dose rate (>40 Gy/s) in less than 1 second (example:90 ms) [2-4]. Most FLASH RT studies are performed
using electron beams generated from linear accelerators [5,
6] with energy of 4–6 MeV or energy-modified clinical linear accelerators. The clinical linear accelerators were modified with energy levels up to 20 MeV and successfully
generated electron beams at ultra-high dose rates [7,8].
However, the inability of the beam to penetrate to the desired location remains problematic due to the limitations in
the clinical energy level range (4-22 MeV). Dosimetric
studies were also conducted using electron beams with energy level up to 50 MeV. The studies conducted with a 50
MeV electron beam concluded that the beam could reach
deep tumors and enable FLASH radiation therapy for
umors 10-15 cm deep with ultra-high dose rate electron
beams [9].
With reference to the data, we are developing an electron gun system consisting of a cathode, an anode and a
grid, for use in a 50 MeV FLASH electron accelerator that

provides a high current. A pulse voltage of 200 kV is applied between the cathode and the anode of the electron gun
to obtain a high current. The ceramic section of the electron
gun is designed to be assembled with the oil tank to prevent
discharge. In this paper, the beam physics design, structural
design and analysis of the electron gun, and the power supply design are explained.

ELECTRON GUN DESIGN
The electron gun used in the 50 MeV FLASH electron
linear accelerator is designed based on Eimac's Y-824 dispenser cathode. The characteristics of this cathode are explained in Table 1, and the external shape is shown in Fig.
1. The shape of the cathode and the anode electrodes was
optimized using CST simulation program to generate a current of 15 A when 200 kV was applied to the electron gun.
The shape of the node and the shape of the electron beam
are shown in Fig. 2. In addition, the size of the current emitted from the electron gun and the size of the electron beam
were calculated through simulation when a voltage of 150
kV was applied between the cathode and the anode. The
results are shown in Table 2.
Table 1: Specification of the Cathode
Item
Model
Type
Cathode area
Emission
Conflat size

Specification
Y824
Dispenser
2 sq. cm
200𝑉
15A @𝐸
2-3/4”

Figure 1: Eimac's Y-824.

Figure 2: Simulation results with CST PS Studio.
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Table 2: Beam Data Analysis Result of CST Tracking
Solver
Parameter
Beam voltage
Beam current
Perveance
Beam radius
(@waist)

Result1
200 kV
15.5 A
0.173 uP
2.0 mm

Result2
150 kV
9.0 A
0.155 uP
2.0 mm

ELECTRON GUN MECHENICAL DESIGN
It is known that the length of the ceramic is generally
determined according to the dielectric strength criterion of
the electron gun structure, 4 kV/cm. Following the standard, our electron gun requires the ceramic with at least 50
cm in length. However, weight gain and deformation
caused by increasing the ceramic length are issues that
must be considered and overcome during the design and
the fabrication phase. To solve the issues, the 250mm-long
ceramic that is used in the existing Klystron, was designed
to be assembled inside an oil tank (see Fig. 3). Thermal,
structural, and vibration analysis were also performed with
ANSYS on the electron gun under the condition of the
maximum temperature of 826.9 ℃ (1100 K) of the cathode
and the vacuum condition (torr). The thermal analysis has
shown that the heat was not largely conducted to the periphery except for the cathode in a high vacuum state
The structural and thermal analysis were performed to
confirm the deformation of the trophy-type structure,
where the cathode located in the electron gun. The result of
the analysis has shown that the total displacement occurred
in the axial direction of the structure, and the total length
was increased by 0.008 mm (see Fig. 4).
Mechanical vibration (mode) analysis was performed to
confirm the stability against deformation during operation
of the electron gun. The results are shown in Fig. 5 and
Table 3. The primary vibration mode occurred at 385.3 Hz,
and it was confirmed that the electron gun operates normally beyond 0-120 Hz, which is the operating range of the
gun.

Figure 3: Electron gun outline.

Figure 4: Structural analysis result.

Figure 5: Vibration analysis result.
Table 3: Resonance Mode Frequency
Mode
1
2
3
4
5

Frequency (Hz)
358.3
394.3
458.1
474.4
477.6

POWER SUPPLY
In general, high-power pulse power systems are divided
into two types: the line modulator method of the pulse
forming network (PFN) structure using Thyratron
switches, and the MARX modulator method using semiconductors and capacitors. The line modulator method requires a separate cooling system due to the heat generated
during Thyratron switching. As the pulse repetition rate increases, the lifespan of the switch becomes shorter, the
cooling system becomes larger, and the noise increases.
Therefore, the MARX modulator method can minimize the
size and noise of the entire power supply by applying semiconductor switching technology and can be used semi-permanently [10-12]. As a result, the power system of the electron gun was constructed by adopting the method using the
MARK-type power supply device and an HV oil tank. The
specifications of the device are shown in Table 4.
The power supply system is divided into a low voltage
section and a high voltage section in terms of voltage. The
power supply system is also divided into Control Rack, HV
PS Rack, HV Tank, HV Deck etc in terms of components.
AC220 V input power of the high voltage part is insulated
from the low voltage control power through the isolation
transformer. The high voltage part of -200 kV is insulated
from the low voltage control power through the pulse trans-
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former. A signal transmission between devices is electrically isolated to prevent damages to the low voltage devices due to a high voltage, by applying an optical communication method.
Table 4: Power Supply Specifications
Item
Main
PS

Heate
r PS
Grid
pulser
Bias
PS

Unit

Flat top
Output voltage
Peak current
PPR
Output voltage
Output current
Output voltage
Pulse width
Trigger
Output voltage
Output current

us
kV
A
Hz
V
A
V
ns
V
Vdc
mA

Value
1.5
-200
>15
120
6.0/10
5.2/10
50-1,000
1-40
5
50-500
10

[5] M. Jaccard et al., “High dose-per-pulse electron beam dosimetry: commissioning of the oriatron ert6 prototype linear
accelerator for preclinical use”, Med Phys., vol. 45, pp.863874, Dec. 2017. doi:10.1002/mp.12713
[6] V. Favaudon et al., “Time-resolved dosimetry of pulsed
electron beams in very high dose-rate, FLASH irradiation
for radiotherapy preclinical studies”, Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res., Sect. A., vol. 944, p. 162537, Nov. 2019.
doi:10.1016/j.nima.2019.162537

[7] E. Schüler et al., “Experimental platform for ultra-high dose
rate FLASH irradiation of small animals using a clinical linear accelerator”, International journal of radiation oncology, biology, physics, vol. 97, pp. 195-203, 2017.
doi:10.1016/j.ijrobp.2016.09.018

[8] M. Lempart, et al., “Modifying a clinical linear accelerator
for delivery of ultra-high dose rate irradiation” Radiotherapy and oncology: journal of the European Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology, vol. 139, pp. 40-45, 2019.
doi:10.1016/j.radonc.2019.01.031

[9] K. Kokurewicz, et al., “Dosimetry for new radiation therapy
approaches using high energy electron accelerators”, Front.
Phys., vol, Nov. 2020.
doi:10.3389/fphy.2020.568302

CONCLUSION
The Y824 cathode was used to design the electrode
shape of the cathode and anode of an electron gun that
draws more than 15 A. The actual electronic structure was
designed, and thermal and vibration analysis of the structure were performed. The result of the thermal analysis has
confirmed that the change in distance between the anode
and the cathode was about 8 μm due to the heat generated
from the cathode. The minimum resonant frequency generated by a mechanical vibration was found to be 385.3 Hz.
The result has confirmed the gun, to be operated without
problems when the mechanical vibration occurs at a maximum of 120 Hz. Based on the analysis results, the electron
gun is under fabrication. The electron gun power supply
system is designed as a MARX-type with a maximum output of 4 MW, and its fabrication is being prepared.

[10] Y.G. Son, S.J. Kwon, “Experimental for performance of
electron gun cathode electrode(Y-824) characteristics,”
Proc. of the KIEE Summer Annual Conference 2006, Vol. C,
Pyung Chang, Korea, July 2006, pp1552-1553.
[11] J. P. O’Loughlin, et al., “A 220 kV pulsed cathode electron
beam gun system,” 3rd IEEE Int. Pulsed Power Conference,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, Jun. 1981, pp59-62.
[12] K. Togawa, et al., “Low emittance 500 KV thermionic electron gun”, in Proc. LINAC’04, Lübeck, Germany, Aug.
2004, pp. 261-265.
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NEW DESIGN OF CYCLOTRON FOR PROTON THERAPY
O. Karamyshev†, JINR, Dubna, Russia
Abstract
An innovative approach to a design of cyclotron allows
to produce cheaper and more power efficient cyclotrons for
medical and industrial application is presented. A 230 MeV
cyclotron for proton therapy, using this design scheme is
presented. The cyclotron is one of the line of cyclotrons
from 15 to 230 MeV, that uses same magnet field level and
RF frequency and utilises many identical solutions within
the line-up to make it cheaper to produce and run. The design suits for FLASH therapy as is it able to produce larger
beam current then existing accelerators for proton therapy.

Computer model of the cyclotron (see Fig. 1, Fig. 2) was
build in CAD and simulated in CST studio [8].

INTRODUCTION
The proposed design follows the same concept, described in the [1]. Currently two types of cyclotrons are
successfully operated for proton therapy: IBA C235 [2] and
Varian Proscan [3]. More recently developed synchrocyclotrons such as IBA S2C2[4] and Mevion [5] were looking
as a superior option in terms of compactness and price before an innovative technique, called FLASH [6] has been
discovered, which requires higher beam currents then existing accelerators for proton therapy produce.
In order to achieve high beam current (over 10 microAmperes) the cyclotron should have good acceleration rate
and low magnetic field to ensure efficient extraction.
In this paper the cyclotron project for proton therapy using similar approach is described. Unlike a 10-70 MeV cyclotrons [7], a 230 MeV proton therapy accelerator requires
a 4-sector structure. Acceleration at the 6 harmonic mode
is possible when four accelerating cavities operate in pushpull mode, meaning that opposite cavities operate in the
same phase, and the other two cavities have to operate with
180deg phase shift. It can be achieved by having a capacitance coupling in the central region.
Such configuration is beneficial for both magnet and RF
design, as the magnet, while having necessary average
magnet field is being very efficient (has small number of
A*turns), high frequency RF system is very compact and
power-efficient, despite its high frequency due to high Q
factor. The number of A*turns in this project is 80000 per
coil, so coil has rather small cross-section 240*120 mm2.
Compared to the IBA C235 cyclotron with resistive coils,
which is widely used in the proton therapy, has the number
of A * turns of 250000 per coil and, as a result, its coil dimension is about 500x350mm2, and as a result the yoke of
the magnet is much larger, although the pole diameter is
smaller. Minimizing coil cross-section leads to significant
reduction of the overall dimensions (see Table 1). As the
result, the proposed design requires just 2.7 Tons of copper,
which is about 8 times less than for IBA C235 and overall
price of copper wire is much cheaper than cryogenics
equipment, required for superconducting coil.

Figure 1: 3D computer model of the cyclotron.
Table 1: Parameters of the Cyclotron
Accelerated particles

protons

Final energy

232 MeV

Ion source

Internal, PIG

Extraction scheme

1 ESD, 2 correctors

Magnet Power Consumption

95 kW

RF power consumption

80 kW (wall losses)

Dimensions

3850x3850x2000 mm3

Beam current

Up to 100 micro Ampers

MAGNET SYSTEM OF THE
CYCLOTRON
In order to minimize the A-turns number the design of
the magnet is following the rule: maximize the amount of
steel inside the cyclotron.
Magnet sectors consist of two parts:
1. wide-aperture part with a vertical distance of
50 mm and low helicity
2. small-aperture part with a vertical distance of
25 mm and high helicity.
This structure makes it possible, firstly, to place the deflector between the sectors in the wide-aperture part, while
retaining the valleys for placing the resonators, and, secondly, to ensure isochronous growth and vertical focusing
due to the small-aperture part of the sector.
Two Coils consists 6 double pancakes of square
19x19mm2 hollow conductor (Luvata 8171) with 10 mm in
diameter hole. Length of each pancake is 105 meters. Parameters of the magnet are presented in Table 2.

___________________________________________
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Table 2: Parameters of the Magnet
Magnet type

60
40

Compact, copper coils

20

4

Material of magnet

Steel 1010

Sector and Valley gap

20/50 mm, 460 mm

-40

Weight of magnet

130 Ton

-60

Coil type

2x6 double pancakes

-80

Conductor type

19x19 mm2 Luvata 8171

Cooling pressure, water
speed

4 bar, 1.65 m/s

Power consumption,

95 kW

Bz, G

Number of sectors

0
-20

200

400

600

800

1000

Rmean , mm

Figure 4: Difference between average and isochronous
field.
Tune diagram was calculated (see Fig. 5) by code
CORD (Closed ORbit Dynamics) code [9].

Figure 5: Working diagram.
Figure 2: Magnetic field.

ACCELERATING SYSTEM DESIGN

The dimensions of the yoke were chosen to restrict the
magnetic stray field in the range of 100G just outside accelerator, providing full saturation of the iron poles and
yoke. Average magnetic field and flutter from CST simulation are presented in Fig. 3. Figure 4 demonstrates accurate
isochronism of the magnetic field of the model.

To accelerate protons, it is planned to use 4 accelerating
RF cavities located in the valleys of the magnet and operating in 6th harmonic mode.
The characteristic parameters of the half-wavelength coaxial resonant cavity with three stems have been obtained
from simulation in CST studio. The RF cavity solution for
the cyclotron can be seen in Fig. 1. Azimuthal extension of
the cavity (between middles of the gaps) against radius is
presented in Fig. 6.

,°
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Figure 6: Azimuthal extension of the cavity (between middles of accelerating gaps).
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Main parameters of accelerating system are presented in
Table 3. The choice of 6th harmonic was done to minimize
azimuthal extension of the cavity. RF cavities will work in
push-pull mode on approximately 145 MHz frequency. The
frequency distance between push-pull mode and push-push
mode is about 160 kHz. This is sufficient for avoiding unwanted excitation of the push-push mode.
Table 3: Accelerating System Parameters
RF Frequency

145 MHz

Cavity type

Half-Wave

Stem number

6 per cavity

Harmonic number

6

Number of RF cavities

4

Power losses

80 kW

Q-factor

10300

Voltage center/extraction

30/110 kV

Accelerating gap center/extraction

5/35 mm

V, kV

4.5
4

3.5
400
3
300
2.5
200
2
100

0
200

120

1st gap V
2nd gap V

1.5

400

600

800

1000

1
1200

Rmean | R2nd gap, mm

Figure 9: Number of turns (blue dashed line) and orbit separation distance (red solid line) in the cyclotron along the
radius.
Ray tracing was done to ensure that there were no resonance effects and to simulate beam extraction. The beam
extraction will be performed with 1 electrostatic deflector
and 2 passive focusing magnetic channels located between
the sectors. The value of electric field in deflector will not
exceed 100 kV/cm.

Power losses

80

60

40

20

600

500

Number of turns
600
Suitable accelerating frequency and voltage along radius
were achieved. The calculation results of acceleration voltage are presented in Fig. 7. The value of the accelerating
voltage was obtained by integrating the electric field in the
median plane of the resonant cavity along the arc of a circle
for each gap separately.
g p
g
100

The phase motion of an equilibrium particle reflects the
number of turns that the particle has passed in the accelerator. In our calculations with SC230 magnetic and RF electric field maps, the equilibrium particle reaches a final energy of 230 MeV in less than 600 turns. Figure 9 shows the
orbit separation distance and the number of turns as functions( of radius.
)
p
(

0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

R mean , mm

Figure 7: Accelerating voltage along radius.
The phase motion in the cyclotron calculated via the
analysis of equilibrium orbits is shown in Fig. 8.

Power dissipation in the model was calculated assuming
the wall material is copper with a conductivity σ = 5.8 *107
1/(Ωm). The quality factor was about 10300 and power
losses of all cavities were: for storage energy 1 joule voltage in the center/extraction 30-110 kV, thermal losses are
80 kW.

CONCLUSION
The optimization possibilities of the design of cyclotrons
with resistive coils are not exhausted. The main advantage
of the proposed cyclotron design is its low power consumption and reasonable size. Such conception can be used for
cyclotron with HTC coils, the main disadvantage of which
is big price, so minimisation of coil dimensions makes
price acceptable.
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A NEW DESIGN OF PET CYCLOTRON
O. Karamyshev†, JINR, Dubna, Russia
Abstract

Concept

An innovative approach to a design of cyclotron allows
to produce cheaper and more power efficient cyclotrons for
medical and industrial application. 15 MeV cyclotron for
PET (and other) isotopes production are widely used and
in very high demand. In this paper a design of a very compact and cheap to build and to run cyclotron is presented.

The cyclotron needs to be compact, cheap, reliable and
to have a low power consumption. Concept RC3/6 has
been published on Cyclotrons 2019 conference, has been
modified, magnet field and RF frequency increased, so RF
frequency is placed in 144-146 MHz range, which is dedicated for amateur use. This ensures that there should be no
issues with legal use of the frequency. This leads us to more
efficient design of the cyclotron than typical four-sector accelerator. What is the essence and specific feature of the
concept 3/6? The three-sector cyclotron operating at the
6 harmonic mode of acceleration allows to have an effective magnetic system due to wide sectors providing higher
mean field and narrow valleys sufficient for placing resonators corresponding to 6th harmonic of acceleration (see
Fig. 1). The sectors of the magnet are 90 degrees azimuthal
width, and valleys are about 30 degrees. In such case the
6th harmonic mode is optimal for acceleration and the resonance frequency must be 145 MHz for magnetic field
equal to 1.55 T.
Such configuration is beneficial for both magnet and RF
design, as the magnet, while having necessary average
magnet field is being very efficient (has small number of
A*turns), high frequency RF system is very compact.
Resistive coils and rather big pole diameter reduce the
effort and cost of producing this machine.

INTRODUCTION
Demand for cyclotrons, delivering 10-70 MeV proton
(mostly) beams for medical isotopes production such as
PET, SPECT isotopes and 200-250MeV proton beams for
hadron therapy rapidly is growing. All around the world
scientists and engineers are looking into ways to make such
cyclotrons more compact, and less costly. The modern
trend is to apply superconducting coils to increase magnetic field strength of the cyclotron in order to make the
accelerator more compact, and thus reduce the overall cost
of the cyclotron setup. Nowadays superconducting cyclotrons and synchrocyclotrons are successfully operating not
just for proton therapy (Varian Proscan[1], S2C2 (IBA) [2],
Mevion [3]) but also for isotope production (Ionetix [4]).
Some of them appeared quite recently, and some work for
years and have proved their effectiveness. However, the
majority of the cyclotrons still use resistive coils due to it’s
low cost and reliability.
Here are the reasons why the author believes that cyclotrons with resistive coils are still a good choice for medical
applications:
- There are opportunities for optimization, examples
are presented further in the paper.
- Compared to superconducting cyclotrons, power consumption and dimensions are not necessarily higher,
but in some cases could be lower, as cryocoolers consume power, and occupy space around the magnet.
- Low magnet field is easier to shim, the isochronizing
requirements are lower.
- As accelerating system remains resistive, water cooling is required, therefore costly infrastructure of water preparation system can be used also for coil cooling.

Vertical cut

A NEW 15 MeV CYCLOTRON
Usually, cyclotrons dedicated for isotope production accelerate H¯ ions to get use from extraction by stripping on
the foil. Extraction by stripping has about 100% efficiency,
low energy H¯ ions has only one disadvantage, high vacuum is required. The presented cyclotron is accelerating
H¯ ions.
Horizontal cut
____________________________________________
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Figure 1: Layout of the 3D computer model of the cyclotron.
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Table 1: Parameters of the Cyclotron
Magnet type

Electromagnet with
resistive coil

Ion source

Internal/External

Final energy MeV

15

Final radius, mm

360

Mean magn. field, T

1.55

Dimensions (height × diameter),
mm2

750 × 1290

Weight, kg

5500

Hill/Valley field, T

2.1/0.3

Hill/Valley gap, mm

25/210

A*Turn number

27 000

Magnet power consumption, kW

25

RF frequency, MHz

145

Harmonic number

6

Voltage, kV

30-50

RF power, kW

8

Turn number

120

Beam intensity, µA

Up to 1000

Extraction type

stripping foil

The main specific feature of this cyclotron is very low
coil current 27000 A*turns (see Table 1.). Coil crosssection is 80x60 mm2. Each coil has 4 double-pancackes,
12 turns each, the wire is 9.5x9.5mm Luvata 6889 square
conductor with 5.5 mm hole. Required water pressure is
4 bar, which will give the water speed over 2 m/s and
ensure the temperature rise of 15 degrees.
What makes the magnet of this cyclotron so efficient is
low A*turns number in the coil. Such a low value is
possible because the magnetic flux inside the magnet
remains below the saturation of the Steel 1010 (which is
commonly used for cyclotron magnets), so almost all the
energy of magnetic field is concentrated between the poles,
and the steel is in the mode of an efficient magnet
conductor.

Magnetic Field Analysis and Preliminary Particle Dynamics Estimations
Average magnetic field and flutter from CST simulation
are presented in Fig. 2.
Magnet flux distribution is shown in Fig. 3. Three wide
sector structure of the cyclotron has high 6th and 9th Fourier
harmonics in the structure of the magnetic field, which together with the third harmonic lead to a sufficiently large
value of the flutter (Fig. 2).
Betatron tunes calculated in equilibrium orbits by CORD
[5] code are presented in Fig. 4.
THPOMS016
2978

Figure 2: Average magnetic field and flutter along the radius.

Figure 3: Magnet flux distribution through median plane
(up), inside the yoke of the magnet (down).
As the concept is rather unusual, particle tracking has
been carried out to confirm the principle. Isochronism of
the model is good enough for beam dynamics simulation.
The beam has been accelerated in the 3D magnetic and 3D
RF electric field maps with initial amplitudes of betatron
oscillations up to 5. Acceleration takes about 120 turns beginning from energy 1 MeV to 15 MeV. Total number of
turns with 20 kV accelerating voltage was equal 125 turns.
There were no losses of particles in any radius.
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Figure 6: Overview of the central region.

Figure 4: Betatron frequencies.

Accelerating System and Central Region
Geometric model of the double gap delta cavity housed
inside the valley of the magnetic system of the cyclotron
RC3/6 simulated in the CST STUDIO SUITE is presented
in Fig. 5. Suitable accelerating frequency and voltage along
radius were achieved. All 3 cavities will be powered independently with a coupling loop. It is not possible to have
galvanic connection in the center region. All coupling
loops can be connected to the coaxial power line, going in
100 mm hole through the yoke from the top of the cyclotron. All cavities operated in the same phase. Top/bottom
Dees should be connected via contact fingers at the extraction end.

Figure 7: particle trajectories in the central region.
Such approach to central region design can be used to
achieve high beam currents.

Vacuum

Figure 5: RF overview.
The active tuning system must be designed to bring the
cavities on the frequency initially to compensate detuning
for temperature variations due to RF heating and can be
realized by capacitance tuner from radial direction. Simulations show that the frequency is about 145 MHz.
For accelerating voltage 30 kV, calculated losses are
about 8 kW.
Of course, high frequency of RF system can potentially
lead to poor capture of particles in the first accelerating
gap. But this problem can be solved if in the first accelerating gap particles will arrive with some energy, thus travel
through first gap much quicker.
Particles start from the PIG source, which is placed under 7500 V and accelerate to the “Cup” (red part on Fig. 6)
and arrive to the first gap with 7.5 keV energy. Also, the
advantage of such central region is that one ion source
placed in the middle can deliver beam in each gap simultaneously, due to the symmetry of such central region.
Particle motion on the first turn is presented on Fig. 7.

Vacuum chamber wall 30 mm width between the end of
the sectors and coil. The rest of the vacuum chamber is the
magnet itself. Vacuum seals in the RF/vacuum pump holes.
Three holes from the bottom will be used for vacuum
pumping.
Expected pressure in the cyclotron is 2÷5 10-7 Torr, by
using three turbo-molecular pumps, pumping through 100
mm holes placed at the distance 0.5 m away from median
plane.
The limitation for H¯ acceleration is the energy of about
70 MeV, as further acceleration would result in magnetic
dissipation of H¯ ions, and require reduction of magnetic
field, making the cyclotron big, and therefore expensive.
The 15 MeV cyclotron RC3/6 is just an example, the concept RC3/6 can work at least up to 70 MeV.

CONCLUSION
The concept RC3/6 of a three-sector cyclotron operating
in 6th harmonic mode will be an effective solution for accelerating to higher energies. The author will continue to
develop this concept and design different cyclotrons for the
alpha-emitting isotopes production, such as At-211 and up
to the 70MeV H¯ cyclotron.
Also, similar approach is possible for proton cyclotrons
of a higher energies, such as 230 MeV [6] for proton therapy.
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Abstract
Superconducting cyclotron MSC230 is intended for acceleration of the proton beam to 230 MeV for medico-biological research. MSC230 [1,2] is an isochronous four-sector compact cyclotron with a 1.7 T magnetic field in the
centre. Acceleration is performed at the fourth harmonic
mode of the accelerating radio-frequency (RF) system consisting of four cavities located in the cyclotron valleys. The
accelerator will use an internal Penning type source with a
hot cathode. Extraction is carried out by an electrostatic deflector located in the gap between sectors and two passive
magnetic channels. The current status of the project is discussed.

This article is devoted to the project of a cyclotron aimed
at obtaining an intense proton beam. In the coming years,
it is planned to create a cyclotron and equipment for studying the FLASH-irradiation method. Main parameters of
MSC230 cyclotron are presented in Table 1. Computer
model of the cyclotron is seen in Fig. 1.

INTRODUCTION
Many years of practical experience in the treatment of
cancer patients with proton beams at the Medical Technical
Complex (MTC) of Joint Institute for Nuclear Research
(JINR) [3,4] creates a unique environment for the development of innovative technologies in the field of proton therapy. Recent studies of a promising new method, called
FLASH [5-7], have shown that it has great potential for expanding the use of proton therapy on tumors that previously could not be treated with protons, at the same time
significantly improving the quality of treatment. The
FLASH method decreases the number of irradiation procedures, and, therefore, decreases the cost of treatment, making it more affordable for an ordinary patient. The necessary equipment to study the method is available with the
medical beam of the MTC DLNP, where conformal irradiation of tumors is possible. The task of the FLASH research makes relevant the creation of a research and innovation center equipped with a modern proton accelerator, a
beam delivery system and laboratory equipment for biomedical research.
Table 1: Parameters of the Cyclotron
Accelerated particles

protons

Magnet type

Compact, SC coil, warm yoke

Number of sectors

4

Number of RF cavities

4

Harmonic number
Frequency, MHz

4
106.5

Ion source

Internal, PIG

Final energy, MeV

230

Number of turns

500

____________________________________________

† olegka@jinr.ru

Figure 1: View of the cyclotron’s 3D computer model.

MAGNET SYSTEM
The MSC230 magnet is composed of a superconducting
(SC) solenoid and an iron yoke. The technology with the
use of a hollow composite SC cable, proposed at JINR and
well-proven in the magnets of the Nuclotron synchrotron,
was chosen as the basis for the manufacture of the solenoid.
JINR has a base for the production of such a cable, which
requires only the modernization of the existing equipment.
To achieve high intensity of the beam it is necessary to
provide an intense source of ions and minimize losses at all
stages of acceleration. It is easier to ensure a high transmission coefficient in a cyclotron with a lower magnetic field,
so we chose the value of the magnetic field in the centre
equal to 1.7 T. Simulations of the magnet and accelerating
systems were performed in CST studio [8] (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Magnetic field distribution.
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Average magnetic field and flutter along the radius are
presented in Fig. 3.
Code CORD (Closed ORbit Dynamics) code [9] was developed during the design of SC200 [10] and MSC230 cyclotrons. Code gives necessary information about the possibility of particle acceleration by analysis of closed equilibrium orbits in calculated electromagnetic fields. For the
correct formation of the magnetic field in an isochronous
cyclotron, it is necessary to ensure the same frequency of
rotation of particles in closed equilibrium orbits for the entire range of radii and stability of radial and vertical motion. Also, the course of the working point on the tune diagram, should not intersect dangerous resonances. Calculated betatron frequencies are presented in Fig. 4.
2.2

0.18

2.1

0.15

2

0.12

1.9

0.09

1.8

0.06

1.7

0.03

1.6

0

200

400

600
R, mm

800

1000

0

Figure 3: Average magnetic field (blue solid line) and flutter (red dashed line) along the radius.
1
2Qr+Q z=3

0.9

3Qr=4

sectors. For proton acceleration, we are planning to use 4
accelerating RF cavities, operating on the 4th harmonic
mode. The choice of 4th harmonic is a natural choice for a
cyclotron with 4 sector and provides high acceleration rate.
All four RF cavities will be connected in the centre and will
be working on approximately 106.5 MHz frequency. Cavities can be equipped with an inductive coupling loop and
will be adjusted by capacitance trimmers in the same way
as in SC200 [11].

Figure 5: Overview of 3D model of RF system.
The characteristic parameters of the half-wavelength coaxial resonant cavity with two stems have been obtained
from simulation in CST studio. The RF cavity resonator
model for the SC230 cyclotron can be seen in Fig. 5.
Suitable accelerating frequency and voltage along radius
were achieved. The calculation results of acceleration voltage are presented in Fig. 6. The value of the accelerating
voltage was obtained by integrating the electric field in the
median plane of the resonant cavity along the arc of a circle
for each gap separately.

0.8
2Qr-Qz=2

0.7
0.6

V, kV
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Figure 4: Working diagram.

Figure 6: Accelerating voltage along radius.
Power dissipation in the model was calculated assuming
the wall material is copper with a conductivity
σ=5.8*107 1/(Ωm). The quality factor was about 11000 and
power losses of all cavities were: for storage energy 1 joule
voltage in the center/extraction 40-90 kV, thermal losses
are 60 kW.

ACCELERATING SYSTEM DESIGN

EXTRACTION SYSTEM

RF cavities are located at the valleys of the magnet, the
geometry of the RF cavity is restricted by the size of spiral

Beam tracking is important part of cyclotron design
which test the proposed solutions of all parts of accelerator.
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We simulate beam motion through whole accelerator from
ion source to exit. Special attention was paid to extraction.
The beam extraction for this machine will be carried out by
means of 1 electrostatic deflector (ESD), located between
the sectors, and 2 passive focusing magnetic channels
(MC1 and MC2). We restricted electric field in deflector
by the value of 100 kV/cm.
The beam, after being pulled with the deflector, passes
through the accelerating RF-cavities and magnetic channels. Passive magnetic channels are located inside sector’s
gap, the first one decreases the average magnetic field for
600 Gs and provides gradient of 1000 Gs/cm, the second
one only provides a gradient of 1700 Gs/cm.
The beam tracing though the extraction system was performed in 3D magnetic field maps which were calculated
taking into account the magnetic channels and the compensating channels. The simulated computer model with correctors and extracted beam is shown in Fig. 7.
The calculated horizontal emittance at the accelerator’s
exit is about 8π mm mrad, whereas the vertical one is about
2π mm mrad (see particle trajectories in Figs. 8 and 9).

DLNP, JINR. On this basis, coupled with MTC’s experience of treatment by the method of conformal therapy,
opens up the possibility of equipment modernization. This
is necessary for precise control and delivery of a high dose
rate for studies of the FLASH therapy method.

Figure 9: Vertical motion of the particles through the extraction system.
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STUDY OF COIL CONFIGURATION AND LOCAL OPTICS EFFECTS
FOR THE GaToroid ION GANTRY DESIGN∗
Ewa Oponowicz† , Luca Bottura, Yann Dutheil, Ariel Haziot, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
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METHOD

Abstract
GaToroid, a novel gantry configuration for hadron therapy,
is based on superconducting coils that generate a toroidal
magnetic field to deliver the beam to the tumour location.
Designing the complex GaToroid coils requires careful consideration of the local beam optical effects.
We present a Python-based tool for charged particle transport in complex electromagnetic fields. The code implements fast tracking in arbitrary three-dimensional field maps,
and it does not require a definition of specific or regular reference trajectories, as is generally the case for accelerator
physics codes. The tool was used to characterise the beam
behaviour inside the GaToroid system: to automatically determine the reference trajectories in the symmetry plane and
analyse three-dimensional beam dynamics around these trajectories. Beam optical parameters in the field region were
compared for various magnetic configurations of GaToroid.
This paper introduces the new tracker and shows the
benchmarking results. Furthermore, first-order beam optics studies for different arrangements demonstrate the main
code features and serve for the design optimisation.

Coil Geometry
The principle of GaToroid is based on two parts: the main
toroidal magnet to bend the beam onto the patient (Fig. 1)
and an upstream vector magnet (VM, modelled here as single kick) for beam steering. The angular kicks imposed at
the VM are polar, depending on the beam kinetic energy,
and/or azimuthal, determined by the desired irradiation direction. The azimuthal variations are discrete and limited to
the number of coil pairs constituting the toroid. For a given
irradiation angle, the beam passes in between a set of two
coils tilted symmetrically around the toroid axis (Fig. 1a).
Due to the periodic axis symmetry, beam dynamics studies
concentrate on the region bounded by two coils forming the
"beam channel".

INTRODUCTION
A number of well-established codes for beam tracking
studies are widely available [1, 2]. However, most of them
are typically designed for long magnets of small aperture,
i.e., magnetic configurations generating conventional fields
or superposition of such, which can be easily represented
with multipole expansion theory. Beam optics studies in
complex magnetic fields are either not implemented, or require complex post-processing [3].
The development of a fast and compact code for particle
tracking in arbitrary magnetic (or electric) field was motivated by the beam optics studies of GaToroid, a novel gantry
for hadron therapy [4, 5]. The GaToroid concept is based
on an axis-symmetric toroidal fixed-field magnet which, in
combination with an upstream vector magnet, is capable
of delivering the beam onto the patient. Characterisation
of the local beam dynamics properties of this system is required to optimise its design. This work demonstrates the
transport of carbon ions (C6+ of kinetic energy in the range
120 − 430 MeV/u) through several examples of GaToroid
configurations.
∗
†

Project co-supported by the CERN Budget for Knowledge Transfer to
Medical Applications.
ewa.oponowicz@cern.ch
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Figure 1: Schematic drawings of GaToroid with patient
(green rectangle) in the axis of the toroid (treatment position),
and the conductor windings (purple curves): (a) projection
of a full gantry consisting of 5 beam channels; each channel
is the space between two adjacent coils, (b) projection of the
single coil geometry onto the bending plane together with
and example beam trajectory (yellow dashed curve). 𝑓𝑖𝑛 entrance leg length, 𝑓𝑜𝑢𝑡 - exit leg length, , ℎ - maximum
coil height, 𝑏 - bore radius, 𝛼 - entrance face angle, 𝛽 - back
leg angle, 𝛾 - exit face angle. The configuration consists of
4 coil grades.
The geometry of the coil (Fig. 1b) substantially impacts
beam dynamics. In a typical toroidal configuration, the magnetic field decreases with the radius of the coil; higher energy
particles require a larger kick at VM and hence experience a
lower magnetic field and their bending is weaker. For treatment purposes this defocusing effect must be compensated
to ensure it is an achromatic system. The field profile is modified by so called grading, i.e., introducing spacing between
the coil winding in the coil for an appropriate distribution of
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the current density. For a detailed explanation the reader is
referred to [4, 5]. The main parameters defining the geometry of the coil, are: number of grades, their relative positions
and reduction factors; angles (𝛼 and 𝛾) and lengths ( 𝑓𝑖𝑛 and
𝑓𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) of the entrance (vector magnet side) and exit (isocentre
side) faces; maximum height, and bore size. Additionally,
the angle of the back leg 𝛽 can be optimised to reduce the
amount of conductor used, in particular in the region not
passed through by the beam.

Tracking Algorithm
A tracking tool was developed in Python based on the
Boris algorithm [6]. It is validated against a well-established
Fortran ray tracing code Zgoubi [7]. Here a single charged
particle travels through a complex static magnetic field, and
the trajectories – read out from the two tracking codes –
are compared. The distance between the two positions in
a 3D coordinate system increases in the regions of higher
magnetic field (stronger bending), but remains in a submillimeter range. The difference is assumed to result from
the numerical approximation, since it is smaller for a finer
mesh of the field map, e.g., max. 0.04 mm for a 25 mm
mesh size, and max. 0.01 mm for 10 mm.

First Order Transport Matrix
Transport of a particle from point 𝐴 to point 𝐵 can be
described as
©
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where 𝑥𝑖 - horizontal position, 𝑥 𝑖′ - horizontal angle, 𝑦 𝑖 vertical position, 𝑦 𝑖′ - vertical angle, 𝑠𝑖 - longitudinal position, 𝛿𝑝𝑝 - momentum spread, 𝑖 = 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝑀 𝐴𝐵 is
𝑖
the 6x6 linear transport matrix. The matrix can be hence
determined by tracking a set of finite (and low) number of
particles. In addition to the reference particle of input parameters (𝑥0 , 𝑥0′ , 𝑦 0 , 𝑦 0′ , 𝑡0 , 𝛿𝑝𝑝 ), at least 12 other particles must
0
be tracked: each with only one coordinate different from the
respective coordinate of the reference particle. The matrix
coefficients are then calculated using the method described
in [8]. This can be performed at any step of the reference
trajectory, provided all the beam parameters are represented
in the local reference system of the pilot particle, i.e. in the
reference plane. If trajectories of all other particles include
steps before and after the reference plane, and within the
tracking region (here, magnetic field region), their positions
and momenta are linearly interpolated to the reference plane.
Coordinates of a particle which does not reach the reference
plane are extrapolated under the assumption of zero field outside of the tracking region; the particle momentum remains
unchanged, and the extrapolated position is a translation of

its last known position, based on the momentum vector, onto
the reference plane.

RESULTS
Reference Trajectories
To analyse beam dynamics in the toroidal gantry, the initial step is to ensure that the beam is delivered to the patient
location, i.e., isocentre. Ideally, to provide with a full energy
acceptance, beams of any kinetic energy within the treatment
spectrum should be deflected at the VM such that it reaches
the isocentre with a sub-millimeter precision [9] and normal
to the irradiation plane (except for specific cases, e.g., in
the vicinity of organs at risks, dealt with by the treatment
planning systems). However, the isocentre location relative
to the coil geometry is arbitrary, and so is the position of
the vector magnet (VM). The trajectories of reference particles of various energies, backward-tracked from an example
isocentre vertically up, end up in various locations on the
isocentre plane; this end position can move by as much as
±1 m for an average distance between the isocentre and VM
of around 11 m. This behaviour depends on the selected
isocentre location.
To determine (for a given coil configuration) the positions
of the VM and of the isocentre, together with the azimuthal
kick angles imparted at VM, an iterative process, restricted
to a two-dimensional symmetry plane between two coils, of
following steps is performed:
(i) Find VM position: The pilot particles of various energies are tracked backward and vertically up from a
given isocentre to the the isocentre plane. As their final
positions vary as a function of kinetic energy, the VM
position is chosen as the average value of the positions
of different-energy particles.
(ii) Optimise azimuthal angles: The particles are forwardtracked from this VM location and receive azimuthal
kicks. For each energy, the kick angle is optimised
such that the particle arrives as close as possible to the
previously fixed isocentre, and as vertically as possible.
(iii) Calculate particle angle at isocentre: Based on the
optimisation results, the particles are forward-tracked
from the VM to calculate the angle of the particle at
the isocentre.
The whole procedure is repeated for multiple isocentre
positions and the final choice corresponds to the case of
minimum spread of the incoming beam angles for the whole
range of the treatment energies.

Focusing Terms
Once central trajectories are known, particle tracking in a
3D field map is performed. Linear transport matrix can be
extracted from the tracking data for a segment between any
two tracking points of the reference trajectory. Subsequently,
this segment can be modelled with a thin quadrupole approximation. The focusing term 𝑘𝑙 derived form the matrix,
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further normalised by the beam rigidity 𝐵𝜌 and the segment
length 𝐿, can be expressed as quadrupole gradient:


𝑘𝑙 · 𝐵𝜌 m−1 · Tm
𝑔 (T/m) =
.
𝐿
m

(2)

The gradients experienced by beams of various energies
(Fig. 2) give a more detailed, quantitative understanding
of the beam dynamics: a strong defocusing effect in the
horizontal plane over the full length of propagation. The
location of strong quadrupolar behaviour follows the position
of the coil grades.
Figure 3: Configurations of the GaToroid coil for several
isocentre-side angles 𝛾 (0 − 20◦ ). Different configurations
are shifted such that the beam arriving from the isocentre
start experiencing the magnetic field at the same location.
For each configuration a carbon ion beam of the same energy
(300 MeV/u) is tracked such that it arrives with minimum
angle to the same isocentre.

Figure 2: Color map representing the quadrupole gradient
[T/m] at different steps of reference trajectories for the entire
range of treatment energies, plotted on top of the main magnetic field component of a GaToroid configuration (black
and white).
Figure 4: Focusing coefficients in the vertical plane 𝑀43
(green) and in the horizontal plane 𝑀21 (red) as a function
of the tilt angle 𝛾 of the GaToroid isocentre side of the coil.

Coil Exit Angle
the beam dynamics in the GaToroid system is affected
by the set of geometry parameters defining the coil. To
demonstrate it, we introduce modification of the exit angle
𝛾 (isocentre side), which resembles the edge angle in a conventional bending magnet. Varying the 𝛾 angle alone, while
keeping the bore size fixed, leads to magnetic configurations
for which the beam travelling from the same point (isocentre) experiences different bending strengths, i.e., in the hard
edge approximation the magnetic field starts further from
the starting location for higher tilt angles 𝛾. Hence, for each
magnetic configuration (tilt angle), the entire coil is shifted
such that the beam starts being bent in the same location, to
decouple the effects of focusing and bending. In each case,
the input positions and angles of 300 MeV/u carbon ion
beams are optimised such that their trajectories are comparable (Fig. 3). The focusing coefficients for the entire system
(from VM to isocentre) for each configuration are presented
in Fig. 4. They change slightly in the vertical plane and more
substantially in the horizontal plane, decreasing with higher
angles and changing into negative values (focusing) for 20◦ .
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CONCLUSION
A new tool for tracking particles, based on Boris algorithm, in any arbitrary three-dimensional magnetic field is
presented in this work. Its implementation was motivated by
the complexity of the magnetic field generated by GaToroid,
a novel toroidal configuration proposed for beam delivery in
hadron therapy. The features of the new tracker analyse the
beam dynamics in the gantry in order to couple it to the coil
design. Several examples, including tracking in two- and
three-dimensional magnetic field maps of GaToroid, demonstrate the steps to be undertaken towards the ultimate goal,
i.e., optimisation of the GaToroid design. Whilst this work
focused on linear beam dynamics, higher orders are to be
determined in the next steps. In addition, for further optimisation, GaToroid should be treated as a complete system
from the accelerator extraction point to the isocentre.
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SLOW EXTRACTION MODELLING FOR
NIMMS HADRON THERAPY SYNCHROTRONS∗
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Abstract
The Next Ion Medical Machine Study (NIMMS) is an
umbrella R&D programme for CERN accelerator technologies targeting advanced accelerator options for proton and
light ion therapy. In collaboration with the European programme HITRIplus, one area of study is slow extraction
which is required to deliver a uniform beam spill for radiotherapy treatment. Several techniques use the third-order
resonance to extract hadrons; these include betatron core
driven extraction and radiofrequency knock-out. Flexible
simulation tools using these techniques were prepared and
initially benchmarked with results from the literature that
used the Proton-Ion Medical Machine Study (PIMMS) design. The limits of the current PIMMS design were then
pushed to evaluate its compatibility to deliver > 10× higher
intensity ion beams, and using increased extraction rates.

MOTIVATIONS
Flexible modelling techniques have been developed to
facilitate the design of NIMMS [1]. The NIMMS study has
a variety of designs available including normal and superconducting options [2]; all aiming to provide a variety of
light ion beams for clinical treatment and radiobiological
research.
Resonant slow extraction is used to ensure a continuous
and stable dose delivery during treatment. It is performed by
setting the horizontal tune of the machine close to the thirdorder resonance (𝑄𝑥 =1.666) which is excited with strong
resonant sextupole magnets. The particles are then driven
to the resonance via excitation methods, leave the stable
triangle phase-space and are extracted at the electrostatic
septum (ES).
Simulations of slow extraction were used to assess if the
PIMMS [3, 4] design, as utilized by CNAO and MedAustron
therapy facilities, can be adapted to suit advanced accelerator options. The feasibility study was performed, first by
modelling the PIMMS lattice, then changing excitation methods to ensure it can be upgraded to meet two requirements:
adapting to extract higher emittance beams, and providing
the option of increased extraction rates.
Higher Emittance Multi-Energy Extraction (MEE)
uses multiple flat-tops for each required treatment energy,
rather than having one energy per magnet duty cycle. This
∗
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technique decreases wait-time during delivery of different
energies, and was proposed and implemented at the NIRS
HIMAC center [5].
To deliver a dose of 2 Gy to a 1-liter tumour within one cycle of MEE, the synchrotron must store 1 to 2 × 1010 carbon
ions [2], which is 20× higher than what current European
hadron therapy synchrotrons can deliver. With an ion source
of 600 µA, a multi-turn injection method of 30 turns needs
to be performed to achieve this higher intensity, assuming
50% injection efficiency. This method would consequently
generate a horizontal, normalised rms emittance increase of
𝜀𝑥rms < 6 𝜋 · mm · mrad. Slow-extraction studies have been
performed to assess the fesibility of extracting a beam with
these larger emittances.
Increased extraction rates Treating with dose delivery
rates of 50-100 Gy s−1 reduces toxicities to healthy tissue
compared to conventional radiotherapy [6]. This technique is
known as FLASH therapy. With a suggested threshold dose
of 10 Gy, the beam should be provided within 100 ms [7].
The NIMMS synchrotron should provide a hadron beam
which can meet the recommended dose within this time
frame. The PIMMS revolution frequency for high-energy
carbon is 2.8 MHz [4] so 100 ms requires 280,000 turns.
This is a challenge compared to nominal slow extraction
which delivers over millions of turns. This study will observe
whether a high quality beam spill can be provided within
this increased extraction rate.

METHOD
Simulations were performed to reproduce slow extraction
results from the existing PIMMS synchrotrons, then these
were adapted to meet the two advanced options. The lattice
was implemented into MAD-X [8] and matched for the extraction conditions for two excitation methods: betatron core
and radiofrequency knock-out (RKFO).
The main lattice parameters relevant to slow extraction
are horizontal and vertical tune 𝑄𝑥 , 𝑄𝑦 , chromaticity 𝑄𝑥′ ,
virtual sextupole strength 𝑆virt and beam momentum spread
Δ𝑝
𝑝 , shown in Table 1 for both methods.
Table 1: Lattice Extraction Parameters
Betatron
RFKO 1𝜀𝑥
RFKO 6𝜀𝑥

𝑄𝑥
1.666
1.675
1.680

𝑄𝑥′
-4.041
-0.004
-0.007

𝑄𝑦
1.720
1.695
1.695

𝑆virt
28.4
32.1
32.1

Δ𝑝/𝑝

0.4%
0.1%
0.1%
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The resulting lattice is converted into a high order Polymorphic Tracking Code (PTC) map [9] using the Maptrack
module [10, 11], written in python. Maptrack’s ability to
split a 1-turn map into segments was employed, and custom
elements were written in-between map segments, creating
dynamic simulations of betatron core and RFKO excitation.
The tracked beam was a 400 MeV/u energy carbon beam
with a gaussian beam profile corresponding to normalised
rms emittance of 𝜀𝑥𝑟𝑚𝑠 = 1 𝜋 · mm · mrad. Each turn, the
beam was observed at the position of the electrostatic septum.
Visualisation tools were developed to observe the phasespace evolution and tune change of the beam throughout
slow extraction. An interactive demonstration of these tools
is in development [12]. The tune is calculated by measuring
the fundamental frequency of the particle’s position in the
x or y plane, over a window of 256 turns, using the Python
NAFF module [13].
Betatron core PIMMS synchrotrons use betatron core
excitation, which decreases the momentum of the particles
each turn to push their tune towards the resonance [3]. The
dynamics was modelled by changing the particle momentum
by a step corresponding to the tune distance to resonance,
divided by chromaticity and total number of turns: (𝑄𝑥res −
𝑄𝑥min )/(𝑄𝑥′ ⋅ 𝑁𝑇 ).
In operation, this method requires a debunched beam,
therefore is difficult to combine with MEE, and so the excitation method of the NIMMS synchrotron must be adapted
accordingly.
RFKO RFKO excitation consists of two electrostatic
plates which provide a transverse kick at frequencies close to
the betatron tune, to increase the amplitude of the particles.
It is the method in use at HIMAC [14] and HIT [15] and is
currently being implemented at CNAO [16] and considered
for MedAustron [17]. The method allows for extraction to
start and stop rapidly, so it is ideal for MEE. Equation (1) [18]
shows how the voltage 𝑉𝑝 relates to the angular kick to
a beam of charge-mass ratio 𝑍/𝐴 and relativistic particle
velocity 𝛽 = 𝑣/𝑐. The kick strength depends on the properties
of the exciter: length 𝐿 and plate distance 𝑎.
𝑍 𝑒 𝑉𝑝 𝐿
𝜃𝑘 =
(1)
𝐴 𝑚𝑝 𝑎 𝛽2 𝑐2
The RFKO exciter installed at CNAO is located inbetween the injection septum and the first chromatic sextupole. It has a maximum voltage of 367 V, corresponding
to a kick of 2.8 µrad for 250 MeV protons and 1.0 µrad for
400 MeV/u carbon ions [16].
Equation (2) is used to incorporate this effect into simulations, with the kick in particle angle, 𝛿𝑥 ′ relating to amplitude 𝜃𝑘 , fractional tune of the beam 𝑞𝑥 and turn number
𝑇.
𝛿𝑥 ′ = 𝜃𝑘 cos(2𝜋𝑞𝑥 𝑇 )
(2)
A gaussian range of frequencies around 𝑞𝑥 is considered, to
excite the tune spread of particles. An amplitude curve is

added throughout extraction which exponentially increases
with time to overcome the increased density of the particles
at the core, the function of which is in use in operation at
HIT [18].
High Emittance Simulations Conventional betatron
core can accommodate larger amplitudes, however RFKO is
amplitude-driven, therefore an increase in amplitude requires
a shift in slow extraction settings to avoid the initial beam
being affected by the extraction region.
Two emittance increases were considered, 𝜀𝑥 = 3 and
6 𝜋 · mm · mrad. Extracting a 3 𝜋 · mm · mrad beam is
compatible with nominal slow extraction settings, however a
6 𝜋 · mm · mrad beam is too large for the stable phase-space
region, and therefore the distance to the tune had to be increased to accommodate for this, see Table 1. Alternatively,
it is possible to keep the 𝑄𝑥 constant and decrease 𝑆virt , however this would affect the spiral step - defined as final step
of the particles before extraction.

SIMULATIONS
Using nominal betatron core extraction with a momentum
shift of −3.2 × 10−9 per turn, the particles are considered
extracted when they exceed the electrostatic septa aperture
limit of 𝑥ES =35 mm. The intensity drop of the beam and
the spill showing number of particles extracted as a function of number of turns is represented in Figure 1, which
shows 5,000 particles extracted throughout 2,800,000 turns
- equivalent to 1 s of spill.

Figure 1: Beam and spill intensity as a function of turn
number. 5,000 particles during 1 s of betatron excitation.
Figure 2 (top) in green shows the phase space and the
Steinbach diagram [3] – tune vs amplitude – for a sample
of 500 particles, cumulated over 25 turns, during which a
particle is extracted. The large 𝑥𝑝 distribution is due to the
momentum increase and the cumulative visualization in a
point with non-zero dispersion.
In Fig. 2 (bottom) in blue, the phase-space and tune evolution during RFKO excitation is shown. The left plot shows
that the stable triangle phase-space is larger, and the right
plot shows that when the particle’s amplitude increases due
to the 𝛿𝑥 ′ kick, it experiences detuning, causing them to
approach the resonance before extraction.
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for a uniform spill totalling 10,000 particles over 280,000
turns (100 ms), the necessary RFKO kick varies between
2 µrad - 12 µrad, which is up to 6× higher than the kick used
for 1 s of spill at the same emittance. From Eq. (1) for a
CNAO-based exciter, this is equivalent to a voltage range
from 700 V - 4.2 kV.

Figure 2: Cumulative phase-space and Steinbach diagram
of 500 particles, 25 turns, for betatron (top - in green) and
RFKO (bottom - in blue) extraction.
This RFKO excitation was then performed for 5,000 particles over 2,800,000 turns, and Fig. 3, in blue, shows the
number of particles extracted per turn and the resulting beam
intensity decrease, for an emittance of 1 𝜋 · mm · mrad. The
amplitude of the RFKO kick strength for this extraction spill
is plotted as the dashed blue line in µrad, and varies between 1-2 µrad, which is compatible with previous RFKO
simulations of PIMMS machines [19].

Figure 3: 5,000 particles extracted via RFKO over 1 s for
three initial emittances, with optics settings as per Table 1.
The effect of increasing the emittance to 3 𝜋 · mm · mrad,
is shown in Figure 3 in red, and shows it is compatible with
the nominal RFKO optics, but requires increases to the
RFKO kick function for higher turns. Increasing emittance
to 6 𝜋 · mm · mrad requires moving the tune away from the
resonance, as shown in Table 1, else a substantial amount of
the beam is extracted within the first few turns. The larger
tune distance results in a larger required kick amplitude,
between 1.5 to 3×, to extract the particles at the same rate.
To verify the validity of RFKO as a method for FLASH
extraction, first the conditions required for a suitable spill
timescale must be established, and then the feasibility of
these conditions should be evaluated. Figure 4 shows that
THPOMS019
2990

Figure 4: 10,000 particles extracted via RFKO over 100 ms.

CONCLUSION
With MAD-X and Maptrack [10, 11] as a basis, flexible tracking and visualisation tools were developed for the
slow extraction modelling of the PIMMS machine, with the
intention of upgrading it to suit NIMMS advanced accelerator options. First the spill and behaviour of extraction
was characterised for nominal betatron core excitation, and
then the optics were adapted for RFKO excitation. Uniform
spill could be produced by increasing the RFKO kick exponentially with time [18], and extracting higher emittance is
possible by shifting the tune of the beam away from the resonance and providing a higher amplitude kick. Delivering
a beam within 100 ms can be achieved by providing RFKO
kicks on the order of 10 µrad, although the voltage required
to provide kicks of this strength is on the order of kilovolts,
which is difficult to achieve with existing hardware.
To gain experimental validation for both high emittance
and high rate extraction, tests will need to be performed on
an ion synchrotron to measure the voltage limits of existing
RFKO exciters. It should be possible to observe how much
of the beam can become extracted when the exciter is turned
to its maximum strength. If this is not possible, alternative
extraction techniques will need to be determined to meet
FLASH conditions. The alternative FLASH techniques that
are also compatible with bunched beam are based on optics
changes. For example, tune sweep through the resonance
can be done quickly using air-core quadrupoles or Constant
Optics Slow Extraction (COSE) [11], which can potentially
generate very fast extraction. Application of these two techniques alone or in a hybrid scheme with RFKO shall be
investigated to determine the beam extraction scheme optimal for FLASH therapy.
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Abstract
VHEE (Very High Energy Electron) therapy can be superior to conventional radiotherapy for the treatment of deep
seated tumours, whilst not necessarily requiring the space
and cost of proton or heavy ion facilities. Developments in
high gradient RF technology have allowed electrons to be
accelerated to VHEE energies in a compact space, meaning that treatment could be possible with a shorter linac. A
crucial component of VHEE treatment is the transfer of the
beam from accelerator to patient. This is required to magnify the beam to cover the transverse extent of the tumour,
whilst ensuring a uniform beam distribution. Two principle
methodologies for the design of a compact transfer line are
presented. The first of these is based upon a quadrupole
lattice and optical magnification of beam size. A minimisation algorithm is used to enforce certain criteria on the beam
distribution at the patient, defining the lattice through an
automated routine. Separately, a dual scattering-foil based
system is also presented, which uses similar algorithms for
the optimisation of the foil geometry in order to achieve the
desired beam shape at the patient location.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Current Modalities of Radiotherapy
Radiotherapy (RT) is an essential component of cancer
treatment, required by 50% of patients [1]. In RT, a treatment beam is used to damage the DNA of the tumour cells
and cause cell death. The main goal of RT is to cause as
much damage to the tumour as possible, whilst reducing
dose to any surrounding healthy tissue. This is known as
increasing the “Therapeutic Window”. This is most critical
when the tumour is seated deep within a patient, as organs
particularly susceptible to radiation may be traversed. The
dose deposition profile from an RT beam is dependent on
the particle used for treatment [2]. Modern techniques in
conventional (X-ray) RT have been developed to reduce dose
to healthy tissues longitudinally and laterally [3]. Hadron
beams can provide more precise treatments with less dose
to healthy tissues than conventional RT due to the Bragg
peak [2]. They can also be manipulated directly with magnets to allow scanning of the beam across the tumour. As
such, they are very well suited for the treatment of deepseated tumours. Hadron treatment facilities are however
much larger and more expensive than conventional RT facilities [4]. This is due to the requirement for cyclotrons or
∗
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synchrotrons for acceleration rather than the small LINACs
used for conventional RT, extended shielding requirements
as well as the much larger gantries for bending the higher
rigidity hadron beams.

VHEE
A promising modality for RT is VHEE (Very High Energy Electron) therapy. These are defined as electron beams
with energies above 50 MeV, and would be capable of reaching deep-seated tumours [5]. There is evidence that VHEE
beams would be less sensitive to inhomogeneities in the patient tissues than hadron beams. With the implementation of
scanning and/or focusing, VHEE beams could also provide
superior tumour conformity and avoidance of healthy tissues
compared to conventional RT [6, 7]. Two crucial advantages that VHEE would have over hadron therapy are the
required cost and space. A 200 MeV electron beam would
require weaker magnets and/or a more compact gantry for delivering treatment. Developments in high gradient X-band
RF-technology have also allowed the possibility of electrons being accelerated to VHEE energies in a very compact
LINAC [8]. This would require less space than the circular
accelerators used for hadron therapy.

Aim
The aim of this work is to design a transfer line for a
100 MeV VHEE beam from acceleration to the patient, using
a simple model. This is an exploration and verification of
the methodology for this design process, rather than a fully
practical implementation. The beam should meet certain
requirements for treatment whilst also being compact and
efficiently designed to minimise associated costs.

Initial Conditions and Beamline Geometry
The gantry was based upon a “Riesenrad” style gantry,
consisting of a beamline with a single dipole [9]. This gantry
would be rotated along with the patient couch to allow irradiation from multiple angles, shown in Fig. 1. The initial
beam was assumed to have a uniform transverse distribution with a radius of 1 mm, an angular divergence of 1 mrad,
and a momentum spread of 0.25%. It was required to be
magnified to the radius of a large tumour - here taken to be
between 50 mm and 100 mm. Furthermore, the beam was
required have a uniform transverse distribution to ensure
an even dose across the tumour. The study of scanned and
focused beam delivery was left for future work. Achromaticity of the beamline whilst desirable for symmetry in both
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transverse axes was not a key aim of the design processes
at this stage, but instead the physical beam profile was the
most fundamental consideration.

Figure 1: Riesenrad Gantry concept [9]

METHOD AND RESULTS
Magnification Optics
The first method for developing the gantry was based
around a lattice of quadrupoles. This was carried out using
Nelder-Mead [10] (simplex) minimisation with RF-Track,
a code developed at CERN [11]. The optimisation process
was carried out using a merit function to characterise the
transverse beam distribution at the patient. The merit function is composed of a sum of weighted terms, summarised
by
𝑀 = 𝜔1 𝑀mean + 𝜔2 𝑀mag + 𝜔3 𝑀kurtosis
(1)
for each transverse dimension. 𝑀mean and 𝑀mag are terms
which are minimal when the distribution at the patient is centred and magnified to a defined radius, respectively. 𝑀kurtosis
is minimised when the beam has a constant transverse distribution across this radius, and is found using the kurtosis
(tailedness) of the beam [12]. The weights in the merit
function were determined through iterative investigation of
optimisation results, attempting to balance these values for
the desired final distribution.
The minimisation for this function was carried out using
the gradients and positions of a number of quadrupole magnets as variables, along with the pole tip face angles of the
single dipole. Limits were enforced on the strengths of the
quadrupole magnets with respect to the required beam apertures to ensure magnetic fields below saturation for resistive
magnets. At the end of the gantry, a 2 m long space was
assumed to leave room for beam diagnostics and additional
optics. The number of quadrupole magnets was to be kept to
a minimum – particularly those downstream of the dipole as
these would significantly add to the total cost of the gantry
due to their required rotation. The optimisation was run a
significant number of times with random seeds being used
for input variables within the described bounds. This was
necessary since the Nelder-Mead method is susceptible to
returning local minima. The solution deemed most successful is presented here, with the gantry layout and quadrupole
strengths as well as the resultant transverse distribution in
the patient displayed in Fig. 2. Excellent consistency across
the final beam out to 75 mm was achieved, with negligible

Figure 2: Magnification optics layout (left) and transverse
beam distribution at patient location without collimation
(right), colour represents density in arbitrary units
large scale variation, corresponding to a kurtosis value of
2.000 in X and 2.004 in Y (the bending axis). After collimation out to 75 mm to retain only the flat region, 61% of
the initial beam was retained. The rather large losses from
collimation are due to the asymmetry between the transverse
axes caused by dispersion.

Dual Scattering Foil
The second method of beam magnification proposed was
the use of a dual scattering foil. The general principle of
this is to firstly magnify a pencil beam by sending it through
a flat scattering foil. The scattering process is random and

Figure 3: Dual Scattering Foil Concept [13]
thus the magnified beam will have an approximately Gaussian transverse distribution. A 2nd scatterer with a more
complex shape is then used to correct the Gaussian beam
into a flat beam for treatment. This shape would be Gaussian
to complement the beam, preferentially scattering the denser
centre of the beam over the total beam radius. This concept
is shown in Fig. 3.
To reduce particle production and associated energy losses
as well as limiting divergence, a distance of 2.5 m between
the 1st scatterer and the patient was enforced for this gantry.
The two quadrupoles upstream of the dipole in the magnification optics design were retained for this setup in order to constrain the beam travelling through the dipole. The 1st scatterer was chosen to be composed of tantalum, as TOPAS [14,
15] simulations demonstrated a higher efficiency of scattering angle increase against photon production for high Z
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Figure 4: 2nd scatterer visualisation (left) and transverse
beam density distribution at patient without collimation
(right), colour represents density in arbitrary units
materials. Very high precision machining would be required
for manufacturing a tantalum 2nd scatterer as it would be
very thin. A much thicker, low Z material such as plastic
would have more photon production however. Aluminium
was chosen as a compromise between these two extremes.
The same minimisation principle was utilised for optimisation of the foils. The geometry of the system was used as
the variable in the optimisation. More precisely, the longitudinal thickness of the first scatterer, and the amplitude and
standard deviation determining the shape of the 2nd, Gaussian scatterer were used as the input parameters along with
the longitudinal position of the 2nd scatterer relative to the
1st. RF-Track and TOPAS were used in conjunction to carry
out the simulations for this process. The same merit function
as shown in Eq. 1 was again minimised from many random
distributions of these variables.The optimum 2nd scatterer
geometry is shown in Fig. 4, along with the resultant transverse beam distribution in the patient. A constant transverse
beam distribution with a radius of 60 mm was achieved, with
consistency of 94% in the transverse distribution density in
this range. The corresponded to a kurtosis value of 2.021 in
X and 1.985 in Y. This colimation to remove the more widely
scattered particles was rather significant, and thus transmission through the dual scattering system with colimation was
55%.

DISCUSSION
Comparison
Particularly in the case of the magnification optics method,
the arrangement and strengths of the magnets would be crucial. Small alignment errors and beam jitter could have
detrimental effects to the final beam. This method is also
heavily dependent on the initial beam distribution, and one
cannot assume that the same optics setup with a more realistic beam would provide a similar result. Even when
minimised as far as possible as in this work, the beam at the
patient still had a dose of X-rays that was comparable to that
of the electrons for the dual scattering method. Enforcing
the 2.5 m length between the 1st scatterer and the patient
resulted in a large minimum gantry size. A solution to the
above issues could involve making the first foil thicker and
THPOMS020
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reducing the distance between it and the second foils, or
moving the foils upstream of the single dipole; the concern
for the latter would be that the scattering system increases
the energy spread of the beam, and thus increases the effects
of dispersion. This would also require a dipole magnet with
a large aperture.
The dual scattering foil system while likely cheaper and
easier to implement would always have the unavoidable issues of particle production compared to the pure VHEE
beam from the magnification optics. However, the problems
caused by misallignment and gantry rotation would likely
be more severe for the magnification optics solution due
to the increased weight and number of required beamline
elements.

Future Work
An valuable extension to this study would be a quantitative
study of the effects of misallignment on the final distribution,
for both methods. This could involve additional optimisations of a static setup to account for variations in the initial
beam. The above magnification optics setup shown in Fig. 2
could be kept static and only the strengths of the magnets
varied to be used as a transfer line for different distributions.
One would expect that the foil system would be less dependent on the initial beam than the optics method, but this
would also need to be quantified explicitly.
The impact of the X-ray production from the dual scattering foil on the patient dose distribution will require further
study and comparison to the “pure” VHEE beam from the
magnification optics. Due to the (relatively) high energy of
the electrons, the details and method of collimation should
also simulated for this study of dose in the patient. MonteCarlo codes such as TOPAS and FLUKA [16, 17] could
be used for this. Furthermore, the maximum achievable
radius of the constant beam at the patient appeared to be
somewhat limited by enforcing the strictly Gaussian shape
of the 2nd scatterer. A more flexible approach allowing for
non-Gaussian aberrations in the shape design could allow
this to be solved.

CONCLUSION
Two general concepts were shown to explore methodologies for design of a VHEE treatment line, using an idealised
initial beam distribution and Riesenrad treatment gantry.
The first, using a lattice of quadrupoles, allowed a pure
VHEE beam to be magnified and flattened with a relatively
small gantry radius. The second, using a dual scattering
foil system, also achieved this magnification and flattening, although this also resulted in unavoidable extra particle
production from the beam-matter introduction. This was
minimised by situating the system significantly upstream of
the patient, although this led to a larger gantry radius. Both
beamline designs were carried out using multiple simplex
minimisation routines with random seeding. Future work
will involve carrying out design studies with different initial
beam distributions and studies of lattice imperfections.
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PRODUCTION OF RADIOISOTOPES FOR CANCER IMAGING AND
TREATMENT WITH COMPACT LINEAR ACCELERATORS*
M. Vretenar†, A. Mamaras, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
G. Bisoffi, INFN-LNL, Legnaro, Italy and CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
P. Foka, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

Accelerator-produced radioisotopes are widely used in
modern medicine, for imaging, for cancer therapy, and for
combinations of therapy and diagnostics (theragnostics).
Clinical trials are well advanced for several radioisotopebased treatments that might open the way to a strong request of specific accelerator systems dedicated to radioisotope production.
While cyclotrons are the standard tool in this domain, we
explore here alternative options using linear accelerators.
Compared to cyclotrons, linacs have the advantage of modularity, compactness, and reduced beam loss with lower
shielding requirements. Although in general more expensive than cyclotrons, linacs are competitive in cost for production of low-energy proton beams, or of intense beams
of heavier particles.
After a review of radioisotopes of potential interest, in
particular produced with low-energy protons or helium,
this paper presents two linac-based isotope production systems. The first is a compact RFQ-based system for PET
(Positron Emission Tomography) isotopes, and the second
is an alpha-particle linac for production of alpha-emitters.
The accelerator systems are described, together with calculations of production yields for different targets.

INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, the use of radioisotopes for applications in medicine that include both diagnostics and therapy
has shown a significant increase, generating a clear demand for novel solutions to produce standard and new radioisotopes with low-cost, easy-to-use, accelerators possibly located close to the hospitals where they are used.
At present, several hospitals are equipped with small
proton cyclotrons at energy between 10 and 25 MeV, supplying radioisotopes which, via chemical purification and
biological manipulations, are then transformed into radiopharmaceuticals and quickly provided to local patients.
Although cyclotrons are fairly small, the required massive shielding around accelerator and target imposes serious limitations to their installation in hospitals. Moreover,
the costs related to the frequent and expensive maintenance
required by commercial cyclotrons can be prohibitive for
small hospitals. In this respect, linear accelerators (linacs)
might provide a viable alternative to cyclotrons, because
thanks to their well-defined beam optics up to the produc___________________________________________
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tion target they are not affected by the large beam loss, particularly at extraction, leading to the sensitive activation
levels of cyclotrons. In a linac, nearly all particles produced
by the ion source impinge on the target, which is the only
element that requires substantial radiation shielding: a
linac can be hence operated in a simple radiation-controlled area with only the target placed inside a shielding
casing. Linacs are lighter in weight than cyclotrons (they
do not need large magnets), which makes them easier to
handle and install and are very reliable, with few moving
or high voltage components.
The first part of this paper reports calculations of the
doses that can be produced at saturation with currents and
energies achievable with a compact linac. In the second
part, two linac configurations are presented, the first for
production of Positron Emission Tomography (PET) imaging radiotracers 18F or 11C via low energy protons, and the
second for production of 211At for Targeted Alpha Therapy
(TAT) via alpha particles.

PRODUCTION YIELDS
A numerical calculation method to estimate the production yields of two PET (18F, 11C) and one TAT (211At) radioisotopes was developed [1], and after benchmarked to existing data [2-4], was applied for dose calculation at different conditions (energy, current), where no data were available. 18F is produced via the nuclear reaction 18O(p,n)18F,
11
C via 14N(p,α)11C and 211At via 209Bi(α,2n)211At. Yields
were calculated for protons in the energy range 3÷15 MeV
and for alphas in the energy range 21÷30 MeV.

Production Yields for 18F and 11C
The 18F saturation yields, calculated via the numerical
calculation method, are reported in Fig. 1. The corresponding PET doses are also shown, knowing that an average
dose of 18F-FDG is ~400 MBq for a patient of 80 kg, based
on literature data and routine experience of a hospital [1, 5,
6].
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Figure 1: Saturation yield of 18F (blue) and PET doses (red)
as a function of Eb (saturation time of 3.5 T1/2= 6.4 h).
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For a 7 MeV final proton energy, the saturation yield is
2.71 GBq/μA, resulting, for 30 μA beam current, in
~80 GBq, which is equivalent to ~200 doses at saturation.
For 11C production, a 14N gas was taken as target material, which makes the extraction of 11C from the produced
carbon dioxide (11CO2) easy. Special care has to be taken
on the selection of the appropriate conditions of temperature and pressure, as the gas chamber length should exceed
the stopping range of the proton beam. The saturation yield
(in GBq/µA) of the 11C nuclear reaction was calculated for
a proton energy up to 10 MeV onto a target at 20ºC and
1 atm. The range of the 10 MeV proton beam turns out to
be ~120 cm, calculated via the SRIM code [7]. The obtained 11C production yield, after a saturation time of
3.5T1/2 ≅ 1.2 hours, is 2.63 GBq/μA. 11C saturation yields
and PET doses vs Eb are reported in Fig. 2. In this case, an
average dose of 11C (to then compose 11C(CH) – choline as
the related radio molecule) is ~370÷740 MBq [8, 9]. With
a 7 MeV, 20 μΑ beam current, the saturation yield is
~24 GBq, providing, at 350÷750 MBq average dose per
patient, 32÷70 doses.

Figure 2: Saturation yield of 11C (in GBq/µA) and Choline doses at saturation time of 3.5 T1/2= 1.2 h, versus Eb.
The two series of points almost overlap in the graph.

Production Yields for TAT Radioisotope 211At
At is at an advanced stage of testing and expected to become the main component of new TAT radiopharmaceuticals. To calculate the most appropriate specifications for
the TAT linac, we consider the reaction 209Bi(α,2n)211At,
with the alpha beam impinging onto a solid 209Bi target.
The energy is limited in this case at 28 MeV (i.e.
7.5 MeV/u), set by the production of the undesirable 210At
(onset at ~28.5 MeV). Figure 3 shows the saturation yield
(in GBq/µA) vs. Eb, between 20.7 MeV (lower threshold
for the considered reaction) and 28 MeV.
The 211At yields, with 28 MeV and 20 µA, an activity of
5.2 GBq after a saturation time of 3.5 T1/2 ≅ 24 hours.
211

Figure 3: Saturation yield in GBq/µA of 211At, at saturation time of 3.5 T1/2≅ 24 h, as a function of Eb,alpha.

Data available in the literature [10] allow calculating the
equivalent doses required for treatment: 52÷260 doses for
post-surgery treatment of ovarian cancer (dose/patient:
20÷100 MBq), and 15÷74 doses for post-surgery brain tumour therapy (dose/patient: 70÷350 MBq).

COMPACT LINAC DESIGNS
A Compact Linac for PET Radioisotopes
Calculations in the previous section have shown that a
useful number of doses per day of 18F and 11C can be generated by proton beams at relatively low energies.
The basic layout of the PET-isotopes production system
is shown in Fig. 4, and its key parameters are presented in
Table 1. Following a general scheme already developed by
the AccSys company in the 90’s [11], this scheme differs
in the use of an innovative compact RFQ design at
750 MHz recently developed at CERN [12] and in that it
exploits the potential of modern solid-state RF technology.
With respect to previous versions [13], this configuration
is based on a simpler RFQ at lower energy (7 MeV) operating with higher average current.
The beam from the proton source is sent into a 2.5 m
long 750 MHz RFQ made of a sequence of 0.5 m mechanical modules, which is the only accelerating structure of the
linac. The RFQ RF amplifiers, feeding the 5 modules, consist of 100 kW solid-state elements.
The target system can house two interchangeable targets,
to produce both 18F and 11C. A preliminary and conservative calculation of target shielding was made for
Eb= 10 MeV assuming 2 µSv/h as maximum dose on the
outside of the enclosure corresponding, in most legislations, to a simple radiation-controlled area accessible to
personnel wearing a radiation dosimeter. Different configurations based on successive layers of iron, polyethylene
and borated (5%) polyethylene were compared and progressively optimised for minimum overall thickness using
genetic algorithms. The calculation indicates that a shielding with a total radius of 1 m can reduce the dose at contact
during operation down to the required value [14].
The accelerator modules are water-cooled with the cooling circuit being connected to an external heat exchanger.
The RFQ operates at 10% duty cycle, with a peak proton
current of 300 µA generating a 210 W average beam power
on target. The system weighs less than 5 tons for a floor
space of less than 10 m2, most of the weight being related
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to the local shielding of the target. The power from the
mains is about 35 kVA.
It has been estimated that the 7 MeV isotope production
system can be produced and commercialised at a 20%
lower cost than equivalent cyclotron-based systems [15].
Additional savings would come from lower maintenance
costs with respect to cyclotrons.

cently developed for carbon-ion therapy. The RFQ is followed by a QA-DTL with 27 cells and operating at an average accelerating field of 4 MV/m, bringing the energy to
7 MeV/u (28 MeV total). The accelerator operates at 10%
duty cycle, producing an average current of 20 µA. Its total
length, considering the ion source and the locally shielded
production target, does not exceed 10 m. The overall RF
power is < 800 kW, to be provided by 8 SSPA at 100 kW
each. Assuming a 50% amplifier efficiency, the total mains
power is about 160 kVA.

Figure 5: Scheme of the 211At production system.
Table 2: Alpha Accelerator Parameters

Figure 4: Scheme of the 7 MeV RFQ-based PET isotope
production system.

f (MHz)
Input Energy (MeV/u)
Output Energy (MeV/u)
Length (m)
Peak current (µA)
Average current (µΑ)
Duty cycle (%)
Peak RF Power (kW)

Table 1: Parameters of the PET 7 MeV RFQ System
Input / Output Energy
Accelerator length
Operating Frequency
Output peak current
Duty cycle
Beam pulse repetition frequency
Beam pulse length
Output average current
RF Power, peak
RF Power, average
Surface (accelerator, source, target)
Surface (RF and equipment room)
Total weight of accelerator
Total system weight
Mains power

20 keV / 7 MeV
2.5 m
750 MHz
300 µA
10 %
200 Hz
500 us
30 µA
400 kW
<30 kW
10 m2
10 m2
350 kg
<5 tons
35 kVA

A Dedicated Linac for 211At Production
The relatively low production energy and short half-life
of 211At make it an ideal therapeutic isotope to be produced
by a compact linear accelerator close to a hospital. Cyclotrons for production of intense alpha beams would present
unacceptable beam loss levels at extraction, giving a clear
advantage to linacs for this specific application.
To achieve the required 28 MeV energy, a simple and
cost-effective design consists in a newly designed 750
MHz RFQ for A/q=2 up to 5 MeV/u, followed by an A/q=2
750 MHz Quasi-Alvarez DTL (QA-DTL) up to 7 MeV/u.
The latter is a DTL where only one drift tube out of three
contains a quadrupole [16] . The 15.5 cm diameter of the
main drift tubes is sufficient to house a permanent quadrupole and the cooling channels required for 10% duty cycle.
The basic layout is shown in Fig. 5 and the accelerator
parameters are presented in Table 2. A commercial ECR
source for alpha-particles produces a 0.5 mA current that
is accelerated by the 750 MHz RFQ to 5 MeV/u. The latter
is optimised for minimum length and RF power with a resulting beam transmission of 50%, following a design re-
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RFQ
750
0.015
5.06
4.8
200
20
10
600

QA-DTL
750
5.06
7
1.6
200
20
10
171

CONCLUSION
A compact linear accelerator is a very attractive option
for producing an interesting selection of medical radioisotopes in a hospital site. With proton beams of 7 MeV and
30 µA protons, or alpha beams of 7 MeV/u and 20 µA, the
production of radiopharmaceuticals containing respectively 18F, 11C and 211At (the first two for PET imaging, the
latter for therapy) is sufficient to cover the daily needs of a
small-medium size hospital. Doses made available at the
beginning of a therapy day by the two linac-based systems
are shown in Table 3. With respect to proton PET-cyclotrons of comparable beam specifications, compact proton
linacs have smaller shielding and radiation concerns, lower
cost, easier maintenance, lower weight. An α-linac to produce 211At, necessarily limited to 7 MeV/u energy to avoid
co-generation of 210At, would be suited for targeted-alphatherapy and might produce PET-imaging isotopes too, produced by an additional proton source.
Table 3: Accelerator-produced doses for patient treatment
(Dosestreat), considering the preparation time (tprep) after the
End Of Bombardment (EOB).
Element
18

F
11
C
211
At - ovarian cancer
211
At - brain cancer

Half-life [min] tPREP [min] DosesEOB DosesTREAT
109,7
30
200
181
20,4
40
32÷70
8÷17
432
420
52÷260 27÷132
432
420
15÷74
8÷38
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Abstract
IMPACT (Isotope and Muon Production with Advanced
Cyclotron and Target Technologies) is a proposed initiative
envisaged for the high-intensity proton accelerator facility
(HIPA) at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). As part of
IMPACT, a radioisotope target station, TATTOOS
(Targeted Alpha Tumour Therapy and Other Oncological
Solutions) will allow the production of terbium
radionuclides for therapeutic and diagnostic purposes. The
proposed TATTOOS beamline and target will be located
near the UCN (Ultra Cold Neutron source) target area,
branching off from the main UCN beamline. In particular,
the beamline is intended to operate at a beam intensity of
100 μA, requiring a continuous splitting of the main beam
via an electrostatic splitter. Realistic beam loss simulations
to verify safe operation have been performed and
optimised using Beam Delivery Simulation (BDSIM), a
Geant4 based tool enabling the simulation of beam
transportation through magnets and particle passage
through the accelerator. In this study, beam profiles, beam
transmission and power deposits are generated and studied.

aspect of the concept that must be evaluated. Indeed, in
both the design and operational phases of high intensity
accelerators it is critical to minimise beam losses to avoid
damage and activation of components, while at the same
time maintaining high transmission. In this paper, beam
profiles, beam transmission to the target and power
deposits are simulated and studied.

PROTON BEAMLINE
Overview of the HIPA Facility
An overview of the HIPA facility with the TATTOOS
installation is illustrated in Fig. 1 [2].

INTRODUCTION
The High Intensity Proton Accelerator (HIPA) at the
Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) is at the forefront of the high
intensity frontier of particle accelerators delivering a
590 MeV continuous wave proton beam with currents of
up to 2.4 mA (1.4 MW beam power) [1].
IMPACT (Isotope and Muon Production using
Advanced Cyclotron and Target technologies) is a
proposed initiative envisaged for HIPA [2]. As part of
IMPACT, a radioisotope target station, TATTOOS
(Targeted Alpha Tumour Therapy and Other Oncological
Solutions) will allow the production of unprecedented
quantities of terbium radionuclides for therapeutic and
diagnostic purposes. The TATTOOS beamline is intended
to operate at a beam intensity of 100 μA (60 kW beam
power), requiring a continuous splitting of the highpowered beam via an electrostatic splitter [3].
A realistic model of the complete TATTOOS beamline
from splitter to target was established for the first time in
Beam Delivery Simulation (BDSIM) [4], a Geant4 [5]
based tool enabling simulation of beam transportation
through magnets and particle tracking in electromagnetic
fields. BDSIM allows electromagnetic fields to be attached
to user-built elements such as the splitter.
The splitter has to withstand significant power
deposition and the beam losses due to scattering are a major
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: PSI’s proton accelerator facility HIPA and the
proposed TATTOOS installation circled in blue.
The proton beam is extracted from the Ring Cyclotron
and transported to two target stations, Target M (TgM) and
Target E (TgE) where secondary particles are produced for
user experiments.
The proton beam also feeds two spallation sources,
Swiss Spallation Neutron Source (SINQ) [6] and
Ultra Cold Neutron source (UCN) [7], the latter running
concurrently to the targets. A fast kicker magnet diverts the
full intensity beam towards UCN via macro-pulsed kicks.
Finally, the splitter located downstream from the kicker
magnet can peel off a small portion of the main beam and
send it to the UCN target. The elements of the TATTOOS
beamline are described in detail in the following section.

TATTOOS Beamline Description
The simplest way of including the proposed TATTOOS
beamline within the present framework is to split off part
of the proton beam needed for TATTOOS by means
of the splitter, use the existing magnetic septum magnet
(ABS) to divert the peeled beam to the UCN beamline
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and finally steer it out of UCN and towards TATTOOS via
a new bending magnet, specifically ramped up during
TATTOOS operation.
In order to peel off such a high-power beam, the splitter
possesses a distinct geometry (Fig. 2) consisting of 179
electrically grounded tungsten alloy strips with each strip
tensioned by a pair of springs (all the strips have the same
dimension and are 50 μm thick and 3 mm wide).
In total, the splitter amounts to a length of 1107 mm.
Furthermore, the includes two cathodes, both at a negative
voltage of -172 kV creating two electric fields on every
side of the strips. The protons are thus pulled away from
the strips at the end of the splitter for each beam [8]. A
detailed electric field map has been obtained with ANSYS.
Previous simulation studies [2] have demonstrated the
viability of the splitter. In particular, the splitter can
withstand the power deposition, with around 20 W being
deposited on the first strip.

Figure 2: Splitter geometry implemented in BDSIM.
The proposed “alternating beam operation” consists in
running TATTOOS between two UCN pulses (one UCN
pulse lasts 8 s and the time between two pulses is 300 s). A
dipole magnet, ABT (located downstream of the ABS),
could be used to divert the beam from the UCN line into
the new proposed TATTOOS beamline.
The combined effect of ABS and ABT would be a
13-degree bend. Furthermore, an additional dipole magnet,
ADA will bend the beam a further 32 degrees for a total of
45 degrees towards the TATTOOS beamline. To make
place for ADA, the existing QBB1 and QBB2 quadrupoles
in the UCN beamline will be moved downstream by a few
metres without having a detrimental effect on the UCN
operation. Figure 3 illustrates the complete simulated
BDSIM model from the beam splitter (left) to the target
(right).

In BDSIM, a fictious element called “Absorber” [10]
was used to artificially remove the protons going into the
SINQ line before the ABS septum, leaving only the
TATTOOS protons.
A collimation system is also foreseen for TATTOOS.
Existing collimators KHNX1 and KHNY2 are represented
as jaw collimators in BDSIM, acting in the transverse
x-y plane and cutting the beam in these two directions
respectively. A last collimator, KD1 is placed at the end of
the beamline to protect the target.
A comprehensive overview of all the elements in the
TATTOOS beamline is given in Ref. [2].

SIMULATIONS
Beamline Optics Validation
During the design of a beamline, it is of crucial
importance to benchmark simulations against standard
calculations or other dedicated simulation tools. The
beamline lattice was designed in TRANSPORT [11] and
the beam optics from BDSIM was benchmarked with
MAD-X [12]. Proton tracking started 1.0054 m upstream
of the upstream-end of the ABS for both codes and
excludes the splitter since its implementation in
conventional beam optics program such as MAD-X is
complex. The TATTOOS line from the starting point to the
target measures 21.479 m. Figure 4 illustrates the
comparison of the beta-function between BDSIM and
MAD-X. An excellent agreement is found between the two
codes.

ADA
SD2Y

Figure 4: Benchmarking between
MAD-X – beta-function validation.

BDSIM

and

Input file and Horizontal Beam Profile
Figure 3: Complete TATTOOS beamline.
F

The initial beam is considered a six-dimensional
Gaussian distribution representing a proton bunch in phase
space. Protons are first tracked from splitter to target and
an input file is then used to record the phase space
coordinates after the splitter (at QHTC6) for each proton.
By using the input file, CPU time is saved as the splitter
field map does not have to be loaded for each simulation
run. At the same time the properties of the split beam are
preserved in the analysis. The horizontal beam profile is
simulated with one million primary protons at QHTC6 as
shown in Fig. 5.
A wide range of physics processes, including
electromagnetic, hadronic and radioactive decay, are

Several other components are required for the
TATTOOS beamline. A quadrupole triplet (QDA1-3) will
be used to shape the beam on target. A so-called “Wobbler”
is used to flatten the beam footprint and achieve uniform
target temperature. The Wobbler consists of two fast dipole
magnets driven by AC current with a frequency of around
30 Hz [9].
Three dipole steering magnets (SB1Y, SD1Y and SD2Y)
will be used to steer the beam in the vertical plane while
steering in the horizontal plane is performed by the bending
magnets.
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activated for the BDSIM simulation using the physics list
physicsList=em ftfp_bert decay muon hadronic_elastic
em_extra [10].

From Fig. 6, the power deposited is highest at the
collimators (red circle) but after the collimators, the power
deposited is always lower when the collimators are present
compared to when there are none. In general, the power
deposited when the collimators are present is less than
1 W/m (dashed line in Fig. 6) which is a reference value
for acceptable losses in high energy hadron accelerators [13].
Figure 7 illustrates the total power deposited after
KHNY2 as a function of KHNY2 aperture (left) as well as
transmission to the target (right).

Figure 5: Horizontal phase space at QHTC6 approximately
1 m from the splitter.
From Fig. 5, the split and main beams can be clearly
distinguished (red and blue circles respectively). Assuming
a 2 mA beam, 100 μA is split. Off-momentum protons
resulting from inelastic scattering with the splitter strips
may be visible (green circle). Finally, a line of scattered
protons due to the non-uniformity of the electric field
acting on the strips may be noticed (grey circle).

Power Deposition and Transmission Studies
The initial number of protons for the tracking
simulations is taken from the split beam distribution before
the collimators. From Fig. 5, only the protons with
x < -25 mm (dashed line) are selected. These protons are
then tracked along the beamline to the TATTOOS target.
For transmission studies only the primary protons from this
split beam are tracked, whereas for the power deposition
studies, the entire beam (main and split) is tracked
including the secondary particles.
In order to determine the collimator requirements for the
TATTOOS beamline, the influence of the two collimators
KHNX1 and KHNY2 is studied. The aim is to infer the
aperture sizes suitable for minimising the energy losses.
Parametric studies are performed whereby the aperture
sizes of each collimator in x and y are varied.
Several aperture settings are considered and compared to
the case where there are no collimators. Figure 6 shows the
power deposition from splitter to target for each KHNX1
aperture (KHNY2 is kept fixed at 0.080 m).

Figure 7: Power deposited and transmission to target as a
function of KHNY2 aperture size for several KHNX1
aperture sizes.
As expected, the losses and transmission increase as the
aperture size of the collimators is increased. The larger the
aperture size, the more one approximates the case without
collimators. Furthermore, as the KHNX1 aperture size is
decreased to 0.040 m, the transmission is decreased by
approximately 4%. This is because the edges of the
collimator are cutting the core of the split beam, reducing
the protons arriving at the target. Indeed, for a small
aperture size, the beam is more sensitive to changes in
position. An optimal collimator aperture could then be
KHNX1 = 0.120 m, KHNY2 = 0.080 m (circled in Fig. 7)
as the transmission here is high and the losses much lower
than the case where there are no collimators.

CONCLUSION

Figure 6: Power deposition from splitter to target.
THPOMS023
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In this paper, the TATTOOS lattice design was presented
including the first realistic simulations of the beamline
using BDSIM. With the current optimised collimator
system, the simulation results show that the TATTOOS
beamline may safely operate to produce radionuclides
using a high-power beam that is split by a unique beam
splitter without significant losses and with a high
transmission. Furthermore, the splitter can withstand the
power deposition and can hence be used as a viable
component for TATTOOS. These simulation results will
serve as model predictions for future TATTOOS beamline
measurements.
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Abstract
In cyclotron-based proton therapy facilities, an energy
selection system is typically used to lower the beam energy
from the fixed value provided by the accelerator (250/230
MeV) to the one needed for the treatment (230-70 MeV).
Such a system has the drawback of increase beam emittance and introducing an energy-dependent beam current
at the patient location, resulting in energy dependent beam
intensity ratios of about 103 between high and low energies.
This complicates treatment delivery and challenges patient
safety systems. As such, we propose the use of a dual energy degrader method that can reduce beam intensity for
high-energy beams. The first degrader is made of high Z
material and the second is made of low Z material and are
placed next to each other. For high energies (190-230
MeV), we use only the first degrader to increase beam
emittance after the degrader and thus lose intensity in the
emittance selection collimators. For intermediate energy
beams (110-190 MeV) we use the combination of both degraders, whereas for low energy beams (70-110 MeV),
only the second degrader limits the increase in emittance.
With this approach, energy-independent beam intensities at
the patient location can be achieved, whilst localizing beam
losses around the degrader.

INTRODUCTION
Proton therapy provides better dose distribution conformity and also better spares healthy tissues when compared with equivalent photon plans. Therefore, proton therapy has become a credible option in radiotherapy to treat
certain types of cancers.
In proton therapy, based on the size and location of the
tumor, proton beams with different energies are required to
deliver the dose in the target volume. The energy required
for patient treatments is typically in the range of
70-230 MeV.
Most proton therapy facilities use a cyclotron. Since a
cyclotron produces beams of fixed energy (250 MeV for
the PSI COMET cyclotron [1]), to modulate the energy of
the beam, a degrader with an adjustable thickness is required. Unfortunately, beam scattering in the energy degrader increases the beam size, divergence, and energy
spread beyond the beamline and gantry acceptance. It is
unavoidable to use one or more collimator systems and an
energy selection system (ESS) to cut these quantities to
those that fit in the acceptance of the following beam
transport system, to prevent unwanted beam losses along
THPOMS024
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the beamline. This limited acceptance depends on the energy, the geometrical layout of the beam transport system,
and the setting of the magnets in the beamline. At PSI, for
example, for the highest energies (200-230 MeV), transmission through the beamline is about 30%. However, for
the lowest energies (70-100 MeV), transmission through
the beamline is below 0.1% [2-5].
The beam intensity at the patient would be strongly dependent on beam energy, due to this energy-dependent
transmission. It may result in significant change in beam
current at patient location and could have consequences for
safety, due to a limitation of reaction times. Therefore, an
intentional beam loss for higher energies is necessary to
obtain the similar beam intensity for all energies.
This can be done by adjusting the intensity in the cyclotron, but one could also design a beamline setting with energy-dependent controlled beam losses at dedicated collimators in the beam-transport system.
In this study, we report a new way to do intensity compensation for high-energy beams using two degraders
made of different materials. For the proof of principle simulation study, by using two degraders, we tried to achieve
the similar transmission from the cyclotron to the end of
the ESS beamline.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Dual Energy Degrader Method

Figure 1: Schematic of the ESS beamline. (Q1-Q9: Quadrupole magnets, D1-D2: Dipole magnets, D1-D2: Degraders C1-C3 collimators).
To intentionally lose the intensities of the high energy
beams, we designed an ESS beamline using two degraders
(As shown in Fig. 1). We used two degraders made of different materials, Aluminium (D1) and Carbon (D2).
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To achieve efficient intensity compensation, we divide
the energy degradation in three parts.
• High energy beams (190-230 MeV): we use degrader (D1) to choose the beam energy, collimator
(C1) to choose beam size, and collimator (C2) to
choose the beam divergence.
• Intermediate energy beams (110-190 MeV): we use
the combination of degrader (D1) and degrader (D2)
to achieve almost similar transmission at the end of
ESS. Additionally, we use collimator (C2) to choose
beam size and collimator (C3) to choose the bema
divergence.
• Low energy beams (70-110 MeV): we use degrader
(D2) to choose the beam energy, collimator (C2) to
choose beam size, and collimator (C3) to choose the
beam divergence.

Specification of Degraders and Collimators

fast and light-weight Monte-Carlo beam optics code for the
proton beamlines of the Paul Scherrer Institute, MinT [6].
MinT can compute the effects of beam degradation, multiple scattering, beam collimation and beam transmission.
Additionally, it allows to do fitting.

RESULTS
Simulation Results
For low energy beams (70 MeV), the transmission
through the ESS is about 0.1%. If we try to achieve the
same 0.1% transmission to all energy beams, the beam currents at the patient location will be very low. Therefore, to
achieve reasonable beam currents at the isocenter, for the
first proof of principle simulation study, we decided to do
intensity compensation for energies higher than 110 MeV.
Figure 3 shows the transmission between cyclotron to
end of ESS for different energy beams using the two degrader method.

The first degrader (D1) is made of Aluminium (Al) (assuming a density of 2.7 g/cm3) and the second degrader
(D2) is made of carbon (assuming a density of 1.7 g/cm3),
placed in the beam line as shown in Fig. 1. Due to the high
atomic number, Aluminium provides higher scattering
power compared to carbon. Table 1 summarizes the apertures of the collimators.
Table 1: Dimension of Collimators
C1
C2
C3

Radius in X-plane
1.5
4
15

Radius in Y-plane
1.5
4
15

Beam Optics and Monte Carlo Simulation

Figure 3: Beam transmission using two degrader method.

To achieve maximum beam loss for high energy beams
(190-230 MeV beam) we used only the high Z degrader D1
made of Aluminium. Therefore, for high energy beams, the
scattering through the degrader D1 was high and the emittance after the degrader was significantly high compared to
low Z degrader material. Additionally, by using a smaller
aperture of beam size selection collimator C1, we lose significant beam loss at C1 and achieve only 0.3 to 0.5 %
transmission for high-energy beams.
For intermediate energy beams (110-190 MeV), our aim
was to achieve almost the same transmission. Therefore,
we used the combination of two degraders. We choose the
Figure 2: shows the new beam optics of ESS. The beam thickness of both degraders by the iterative process using
envelopes show the beam size in 2-sigma values and the the fit function in MinT. We define the transmission at the
dispersion (dashed line) along ESS beam line. The lower end of ESS as a fitting constraint. The fitting function tries
half of figure shows beam envelope in X-plane (bending to find the thickness of two degraders to match the transmission value. The beam will lose part of the energy in deplane) and the upper half shows envelope in Y-plane.
grader D1 and part of the energy in degrader D2 in a way
that we achieve 0.3% transmission at the end of ESS for all
The matrix formalism code TRANSPORT has been used energies from 110 to 190 MeV.
to design new beam optics of the ESS beamline (See
For low energy beams, we used only degrader (D2) to
Fig. 2). The transmission of the beam was calculated with achieve the maximum possible transmission through the
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ESS. As shown in Fig 3, we achieved transmission of 0.1
to 0.3 for low 70 to 110 MeV beams.

DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that with the use of the two degraders made of different materials, it is possible to achieve
flat intensity compensation curve. However, for the proof
of principle study, we tried to achieve the same transmission (from the cyclotron to the end of ESS) for 110 to
190 MeV beams. However, it is possible to achieve the
same transmission from cyclotron to isocenter for all energy beams.
With this new intensity compensation method, we localized all the losses next to the degrader and avoid the need
for an additional collimator along the beamline for intensity compensation. This helps in better shielding the design
of the facility. Additionally, with this method, just by
changing the degrader thickness of the two degraders, we
can achieve any type of intensity compensation scheme
based on the clinical need.
A few recent beam optics studies show that by using an
asymmetric collimator or by transporting asymmetric emittance through the beamline with scattering foil, it is possible to achieve almost 1% transmission for a 70 MeV beam.
In this case, as the beam transmission for low energy is
higher, by using two degrader methods, one could easily
achieve the same 1% transmission for all clinical energy
range (70-230 MeV). With an asymmetric collimator, it is
important to use two different apertures of the collimator
(a larger aperture for low energy beams and a smaller aperture for high energy beams). However, the change of collimator during the treatment will increase the treatment delivery time. To avoid the use of different apertures of the
collimator, one could defocus the beam before the degrader
for high-energy beams.
One of the disadvantages of the method is that it will increase the length of the beam line by 0.7 to 1 m. However
it will reduce the shielding requirement in downstream part
of the beamline as there are no additional beam losses in
coper collimators.

We did not look directly into the implement ability of
this method. Further studies with different degrader materials would be essential to choosing the degrader material
which could produce less long-lived radioactive isotopes.

CONCLUSION
In this proof of principle work, we have demonstrated
that by using two degrader intensity compensation methods, it is possible to achieve almost the same transmission
for all energy beams while localizing the beam losses of
high energy beams around the degrader region. Additionally, it will reduce the shielding requirement for downstream beamline as there are no additional beam losses in
downstream collimators for intensity compensation purposes.
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Abstract
In proton therapy, high dose rates can reduce treatment
delivery times, allowing for efficient mitigation of tumor
motion and increased patient throughput. With cyclotrons
however, high dose rates are difficult to achieve for lowenergies as, typically, the emittance after the degrader is
matched in both transversal planes using circular collimators, which does not provide an optimal matching to the
acceptance of the following beamline. Transmission can
however be substantially improved by transporting maximum acceptable emittances in both orthogonal planes, but
at the cost of gantry angle-dependent beam shapes at isocenter. Here we demonstrate that equal emittances in both
planes can be recovered at the gantry entrance using a thin
scattering foil, thus ensuring gantry angle-independent
beam shapes at the isocenter. We demonstrate in simulation
that low-energy beam transmission can be increased by a
factor of 3 using this approach compared to the currently
used beam optics, whilst gantry angle-independent beam
shapes are preserved. We expect that this universal approach could also bring a similar transmission improvement in other cyclotron-based proton therapy facilities.

INTRODUCTION
Brought into clinical practice at Paul Scherrer Institute
(PSI) in the 1996, pencil beam scanning (PBS) is nowadays
the standard beam delivery technique in proton therapy[1],
[2]. However, current challenges of PBS particle therapy
are the dosimetric uncertainties in treatment of moving targets and the relatively long treatment times involved. The
dosimetric uncertainty can be minimized through the use
of motion mitigation techniques, which aim to mitigate the
interplay effect between the motions in the patient and the
beam delivery; the most common motion mitigation techniques are breath-hold [3], rescanning [4], and gating [5].
For all these techniques, it is also desirable to have shorter
treatment delivery times [6,7]. One way to reduce the treatment delivery time for PBS proton therapy is to increase
the intensity of the low-energy beams by improving the
transmission of the beam from the cyclotron to the isocenter (patient position), thereby reducing beam-on time (the
time required to deliver the dose) during treatment delivery.
Most of the proton therapy facilities use a cyclotron.
Since a cyclotron produces beams of a fixed energy, to
___________________________________________
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modulate the energy of the beam, an energy selection system (ESS), consisting of a degrader with an adjustable
thickness followed by momentum selection, is required.
However, due to scattering in the degrader, for low-energy
beams, the emittance after the degrader is in the range of a
few hundreds of π*mm*mrad. Therefore, to minimize
beam losses in the beamline, it is necessary to use beam
emittance selection collimators after the degrader to restrict the emittance to the requirement of the following
beamline or gantry. Currently, all cyclotron-based proton
therapy facilities transport a maximum emittance of 30
π*mm*mrad through the beamline (in this work, beam
sizes, divergences, and emittances are expressed as 2σ values), which limits the transmission of low-energy beams.
At PSI for example, for the lowest energies (70-100 MeV),
transmission through the beamline is below 0.1% [8]. Such
low transmission for these low energies causes an increase
in beam-on time.
One way to achieve higher intensity beams at the isocenter is to transport a higher emittance through the following
beamline and gantry [8-11]. At our facility, we can
transport a maximum of ~ 65 π*mm*mrad in X-plane and
~ 139 π*mm*mrad in Y-plane. These will increase the
beam transmission significantly compared to conventional
30 π*mm*mrad emittance transport in both planes, at the
cost of an asymmetric emittance at the gantry entrance,
leading to gantry angle dependent beam shapes at the isocenter. To achieve gantry angle independent beam shape at
the isocenter, it is necessary to have same emittance at the
entrances of the gantry.
In this study, we report on the use of a thin scattering foil,
placed in the beamline between the ESS and gantry coupling point, to achieve equal emittances in both planes,
whilst maintaining a high transmission through the beamline and gantry, a method also used in several synchrotronbased ion beam therapy facilities [12,13]. In this work, all
simulation investigations were performed with 70 MeV
beam as our goal was to increase the transmission for low
energy beams.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Emittance Matching with Scattering Foil
To increase the emittance in the X-plane to a similar
value as the Y-plane emittance, but with minimally effect
on the emittance in the Y-plane, the following boundary
conditions have been applied: (as expressed schematically
in Fig. 1).
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Beam waist is at the location of the scattering foil
(R12 = 0 and R34 = 0).
No dispersion at the scattering foil location (R16
=R26 = 0).
Optimized focusing parameters based on twissscattering formula for the thin scattering foil.
The divergence ratio between X-plane and Yplane must be smaller than the emittance ratio between X-plane and Y-plane at the entrance of
scattering foil.

Figure 1: Schematic of the function of scattering foil. Both
the horizontal and vertical phase-space ellipses and profiles at different location along the beamline (before and
after the scattering foil).

Specification of Scattering Foil
A tantalum (Ta) scattering foil 30 µm thick, assuming a
density of 16.69 g/cm3, is placed in the beam line as shown
in Fig. 2.

scattering effect and beam losses along the beamline. To
simulate the scattering effect and to calculate the transmission of the new beam optics and the beam size at isocenter,
Monte Carlo simulations, based on beamline settings optimized with TRANSPORT, are required. These have been
performed using the BDSIM 1.4.133 Monte Carlo simulation toolkit [14]. Based on initial TRANSPORT beam optics, we did the BDSIM simulation up to scattering foil and
calculated the beam parameters after the scattering foil.
With these new parameters from BDSIM simulation, we
redesign the beam optics in TRANSPORT from scattering
foil to isocenter. After that, we did a BDSIM simulation for
the full PROSCAN beamline and calculate the transmission along the beamline and beam size at the isocenter.

Figure 3: The new beam optics including a scattering foil
transports 67 π*mm*mrad in X-plane and 139
π*mm*mrad in Y-plane up to scattering foil location and
transports almost 140 π*mm*mrad (in both planes) from
scattering foil to isocenter. The beam envelopes show the
beam size in 2-sigma values and the dispersion (dashed
line) along PSI’s ESS beam line (The lower half of figure
shows beam envelope in X-plane (bending plane) and the
upper half shows envelope in Y-plane).

RESULTS
Emittance Simulation with Scattering Foil
The beam optics from cyclotron exit to the scattering foil
location (position 2 in Fig 1) have been designed such that
we get a beam size of 9.5 mm and 7 mrad divergence in the
X-plane, and 5.5 mm and 25 mrad in the Y-plane.
Table 1: Simulated Beam Parameters After Scattering Foil

X-plane
Y-plane
Figure 2: BDSIM model of PROSCAN beam line and Gantry 2.

Monte Carlo Simulation with New Beam-Optics
Design
The matrix formalism code TRANSPORT has been used
to design new beam optics to include the above described
scattering foil. However, TRANSPORT cannot predict the
THPOMS025
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Beam size
(mm)
9.5
5.5

Beam
Divergence (mrad)
14.7
25.5

With BDSIM simulation, we predict the beam parameters after the scattering foil. As shown in Table 1, in Xplane, we achieved 9.5 mm beam size and 14.7 mrad divergence and in Y-plane, we achieved 5.5 mm beam size
and 25.5 mm divergence. After the scattering foil, we get
140 π*mm*mrad emittance in both planes (Table 2).
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Table 2: Simulated Emittance Value Just Before and After
the Scattering Foil

X-plane
Y-plane

Emittance before
scattering foil
(π*mm*mrad)
67
139

Emittance after
scattering foil
(π*mm*mrad)
140
140

Transmission Improvements with Scattering
Foil
We have compared the transmission at different locations along the beamline for the reference beam optics
transporting 30 π*mm*mrad (as in clinical use) and the
new beam optics with scattering foil.
Table 3: Simulated transmission using reference beam optics and new beam optics with scattering foil. Transmission
values are from cyclotron to different locations along the
beamline.
Location along
beamline

Reference
beam optics

M2
M3
Coupling point
Isocenter

1.5%
0.23%
0.22%
0.14%

New beam
optics with
scattering foil
5%
1.26%
0.96%
0.42%

As we are transporting higher emittance, at the monitor
M2 location (shown in Fig 3), we get almost 5% transmission for new beam optics while only 1.5% transmission
with reference beam optics. While passing through the
ESS, we lose the beam in momentum selection slits in both
cases. For reference beam optics, from the end of ESS to
coupling, we do not lose the beam. However, when introducing the scattering foil, divergence increases in both
planes, and the next quadrupole magnet is almost 2 m
away. Therefore, losses between quadrupoles Q12 to Q15
are unavoidable, and another 25% of the beam is therefore
lost in the new beam optics. For the scattering foil case, the
gantry beam optics was designed with 2:1 imaging which
allows transporting high emittance through the gantry
while having minimum losses [9]. Overall then, with the
use of asymmetric optics, 2:1 imaging in the gantry, and
the introduction of the scattering foil, we predict an overall
transmission of 0.42% from the cyclotron to the isocenter,
which can be compared to the only 0.14% transmission for
the reference beam optics.
However, transmission improvements come at the cost
of an increased beam size. For the reference beam optics,
the beam size at the isocenter is 10.5 mm whereas with the
high transmission and scattering foil beam optics, this increases to 18.5 mm, representing a 76% increase in beam
size.

CONCLUSION
In this work, in simulation, we have demonstrated that by
using a thin scattering foil placed in the beamline, we can
match the emittance in both transverse planes by increasing
the divergence in the low emittance-transporting plane (in
our case X-plane). As this approach allows for transport of
maximum acceptable emittance in both planes, this method
substantially increases the low energy beam transmission
through the beamline, while achieving gantry angle independent beam sizes at the isocenter. The obtained higher
intensities (dose rates) could reduce treatment delivery
times to aid motion mitigation techniques such as breathhold, gating, and rescanning. In addition, shorter treatment
delivery times may increase patient throughput, lowering
the cost of proton therapy treatment.
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Abstract
Radiotherapy (RT) is an effective treatment that can control the growth of cancer cells. There is a hypothesis suggests that secondary electrons with an energy of a few eV
produced from RT play an important role on cancer’s DNA
strand break. In this study, the Monte Carlo simulation of
electron beam irradiation in phantom water is performed to
investigate the production of low-energy electrons. Electron
beams produced from an radio-frequency linear accelerator
(RF linac) are used in this study. The accelerator can generate the electron beam with adjustable energy of up to 4 MeV
and adjustable repetition rate of up to 200 Hz. With these
properties, the electron dose can be varied. We used ASTRA software to simulate the electron beam dynamics in the
accelerator and GEANT4 toolkit for studying interactions of
electrons in water. The energy of electrons decreases from
MeV scale to keV-eV scale as they travel in the water. From
simulations, the dose distribution and depth in phantom water were obtained for the electron dose of 3, 5, 10, 25, and
50 Gy. Further study on effect of low-energy electron beam
with these dose values on cancer DNAs will be performed
with GEANT4-DNA simulation.

INTRODUCTION
The main propose of radiotherapy (RT) technique is to
kill tumour cell by inducing the damages on the DNA while
sparing normal cells [1]. The particle irradiating onto the
cells would lead to two actions on DNAs, which are direct
and indirect actions. In direct action the ionized electrons
directly deposit their energy to the DNA strand while OH
radicals are generated then give the damages to the DNA
strand in indirect action. Theses damages can be occurred
in the form of single strand breaks (SSBs) and double strand
breaks (DSBs). The DSBs are more complex than the SSBs,
which lead to less opportunity for the cell to repair itself and
result in cell death [2].
To investigate the effect of electron irradiation on the
cell samples, the RF linac at the PBP-CMU electron Linac
laboratory (PCELL) is used to generate the electron beam for
this experiment. This linac can produce electron beam with
∗
†

pittaya_ap@cmu.ac.th
sakhorn.rimjaem@cmu.ac.th

energy in a range of 0.5 - 4 MeV with adjustable repetition
rate of up to 200 Hz [3].
To estimate the electron absorbed dose in liquid sample,
GEANT4 Monte Carlo toolkit [4] is used. From the simulation results, we can design the experimental setup to
detect some interesting parameters, for example; number of
electrons after passing through the material or the electron
absorbed dose in material. To generate input electrons for
GEANT4 simulation, we use the ASTRA software [5] and
to track electron in 3D magnetic field obtained from CST
simulation [6]. Since phantom water can offer the excellent
agreement with irradiation experiment on human anatomy,
it therefore widely used to estimate the absorbed dose in
human tissue [7]. In this work, the phantom water (soft tissue [8]) is considered as the representation of the cell sample.
The aim of this work is to find the most appropriate position
for electron beam irradiation as well as the irradiation time
that can provide the electron absorbed dose of 3, 5, 10, 25,
and 50 Gy in the sample.
Table 1: The Percentage of Phantom Water Components
Used in GEANT4 Simulation [8]
Material

Component

Percentage

Phantom water(soft tissue)

Hydrogen
Carbon
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Sodium
Magnesium
Phosphorus
Sulfur
Chlorine
Potassium
Calcium
Iron
Zinc

10.4472
23.2190
2.4880
63.0238
0.1130
0.0114
0.1130
0.1990
0.1340
0.1990
0.0230
0.005
0.0030

SIMULATION METHOD
The simulation in this work was divided into two sections
for acceleration and irradiation. The simulation layout and
details of components in simulation setup are demonstrated
in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: GEANT4 simulation setup for acceleration and irradiation section.

Acceleration Section
In this section, the 2 MeV electron beam distribution from
ASTRA simulation is used as the input electron beam for
GEANT4 simulation. This electron beam is injected inside the linac tube filled with vacuum. After that, the beam
travels through the 50 𝜇m titanium (Ti) window (used to
separated the vacuum and ambient air region) before irradiating onto the cell sample. When the beam traveling through
Ti window, it would generate photons in forms of X-ray or
gamma ray. Therefore, the steering magnet is used to bend
the beam from the direction of photons. The 3D magnetic
field from CST EM studio simulation was included in our
GEANT4 setup. The number of generated electrons and
photons per 300k incident electrons at position 10, 15, 20,
and 25 cm down stream the Ti window was collected and
considered in order to find the appropriate position for the
irradiation section, where has the lowest number of photons.
The simulation results show that all positions give the same
percentage of electrons (99.3 %), while the lowest number of

photons is obtained at the position 25 cm down stream the Ti
window. The number of generated electrons and photons per 300
k incident electrons at this position (25 cm) is shown in Fig. 2.
At this position, the number of generated photons inside the
selected zone (green area in Fig. 2) is 799 particles per 300 k
incident electrons.

Irradiation Section
In order to decrease the effect of unwanted photons in the
sample, the lead shielding is used. The shielding aperture of
5×5 𝑐𝑚 2 is considered match to the size of the sample dish
(round shape with diameter of 5 cm). Based on simulation
result, the sample is placed 25 cm away from the Ti window
with 2.5 cm shift in the +x direction. The phantom water,
which represents the soft tissue, is used as the cell sample in
the simulation. The phantom water’s components are listed
in Table 1. The longitudinal and transverse absorbed dose in
phantom water are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively.
From the longitudinal absorbed dose distribution, we considered the R-optimise depth (the depth where the absorbed
dose equals the absorbed dose at surface) to be the depth
of our sample. The R-optimise depth is 0.56 cm for the
selected irradiation position. The transverse absorbed dose
THPOMS026
3012

Figure 2: The number of generated electrons and photons
per 300 k incident electrons at the position 25 cm down
stream the Ti window after being bent by steering magnet.
The selected zone for irradiating sample is shown in green
area.

distributions imply that the sample receives much higher
absorbed dose from electrons than photons. The electron
distribution confirms that the sample would get the irradiation dose through out the considered area, enveloped by red
circle. Using the information from both longitudinal and
transverse distributions, we get 10.1 𝑐𝑚 3 (calculated from
5 cm in diameter of sample dish and 0.56 cm of R-optimum
depth) of irradiated sample volume per one injection.
After obtaining the appropriate volume of sample irradiation, the calculated of irradiation time was performed. From
simulation results, the absorbed dose in 10.1 𝑐𝑚 3 of sample
is 0.65 Gy per an electron bunch. The expected electron
beam produced from the linac has a pulse current of 50 mA
operating at 5 Hz of repetition rate [9]. By using this information to calculate the irradiation time, we found that to
receive the electron absorbed dose of 3, 5, 10, 25, and 50 Gy
in the sample, it requires the irradiation time of 1.84, 3.07,
6.13, 15.34, and 30.67 second, respectively.

CONCLUSION
This simulation is performed in order to find the most
appropriate position for the cell irradiation section.The steering magnet is used to bend the 2 MeV electron beam away
from the generated photons after the primary electron beam
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The simulation results provide the longitudinal and transverse absorbed dose distributions in phantom water, which
were used to calculate the optimum volume of irradiated
sample per single injection. This results in the optimal volume of 10.1 𝑐𝑚 3 . For the irradiation time estimation, we
found that to receive the absorbed dose of 3, 5, 10, 25, and
50 Gy in samples, it requires 1.84, 3.07, 6.13, 15.34, and
30.67 second of irradiation time, respectively. Further study
will be proceeded with GEANT4-DNA simulation to study
the interaction of the absorbed electrons in DNA.
Figure 3: The longitudinal absorbed dose distribution in
phantom water.
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Abstract
Delivery of heavy ion therapy currently utilises normal
conducting synchrotrons. For the future generation of clinical facilities, the accelerator footprint must be reduced while
adopting beam intensities above 1 × 1010 particles per spill
for more efficient, effective treatment. The Next Ion Medical
Machine Study (NIMMS) is investigating the feasibility of a
compact (27 m circumference) superconducting synchrotron,
based on 90° alternating-gradient, canted-cosine-theta magnets to meet these criteria. The understanding of the impact
of the higher order multipole fields of these magnets on the
beam dynamics of the ring is crucial for optimisation of the
design and to assess its performance for treatment. We analyse the electromagnetic model of a curved superconducting
magnet to extract its non-linear components. Preliminary assessment is performed using MADX/PTC. Further scope, involving cross-referencing with other particle tracking codes,
is discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The Next Ion Medical Machine Study (NIMMS) is a
CERN-based initiative for the development of accelerators
and supporting technology for future hadron therapy
facilities. A compact synchrotron design, based on 90°
superconducting (SC) alternating-gradient, canted-cosinetheta (AG-CCT) magnets has been proposed [1]. Due to
the coil geometry of the magnets, one can achieve high
quality, combined-function dipole and quadrupole fields by
nesting quadrupole layers within each dipole magnet [2].
This reduces the circumference of the accelerator to ≈ 27 m,
as shown in Fig. 1.
The design motivation is for delivery of carbon ion
therapy (energies ranging from 100 MeV/u to 430 MeV/u),
which is not widely available despite clinical benefits
compared with proton therapy and x-ray radiotherapy [3].
By employing AG-CCT magnets in the four bending
sections (operating at 𝐵dip = 3.5 T), the size and weight of
the accelerator is reduced, as well as building and operation
∗
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Figure 1: 27 m circumference superconducting synchrotron.
The elements are: AG-CCT magnets (blue, outer corners
of the ring, dark blue quadrupole layers centered); injection
and extraction septa (IMS, EES, EMS) (orange, left-middle,
right-middle and top-centre); RF cavity (red, bottom-centre);
tuning quadrupoles (yellow and green, either side of the AGCCT magnets, septa and RF). Modified from [1].

costs. The configuration achieves strong focusing, reducing
maximum dispersion to 2.5 metres. To realise the design for
future facilities, a detailed magnet model is needed, subject
to clinical and technical requirements of the accelerator. An electromagnetic (EM) AG-CCT model is anticipated.
In this study, we develop the numerical analysis tools needed
to extract multipole fields from the prospective AG-CCT
magnet to understand their impact on the performance of
the NIMMS synchrotron. We first analyse a complementary
cosine-theta (CT) magnet model; numerical methods are
used to extract multipole fields from simulated magnetic
field maps, which are then incorporated into the accelerator
lattice for beam dynamics simulations using MAD-X [4].
The analysis tools developed during this study will be
applied to a future AG-CCT EM model to assess the effect
of its multipole fields on the beam dynamics of the ring,
and if it is clinically suitable.
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MAGNET DETAILS
CT Option
A 30°, combined-function (CF) CT demonstrator has been
proposed by NIMMS for a compact SC gantry [5]. The
magnet operates at a dipole field = 3 T with a quadrupole
gradient = 3.5 T/m generated by slight asymmetry in the
geometry [6]. Compared with CCT magnets, the coils are
wound in a singular layer, instead of two oppositely canted
layers wound around a supporting structure [7].

Magnetic Field Theory

∞

𝐵𝜃 (𝑟, 𝜃) = ∑ (
𝑛=1

(1)

𝑟 (𝑛−1)
)
[𝐵𝑛 sin 𝑛𝜃 − 𝐴𝑛 cos 𝑛𝜃] (2)
𝑅ref

In straight coordinate systems, the multipole coefficients are
equivalent to taking derivatives of the field on axis; these
differ in the curved case. It has been recently described that
multipole expansion is not mathematically valid for curved
magnets [9]; instead we use derivatives, which allow us to
directly relate the multipoles to the field composition. The
relationship is given by
𝐵𝑛+1 (𝑟, 𝜃) =

𝑛
𝜕𝑛 𝐵𝑦
𝑅ref
( 𝑛 )∣
}𝑛 ≥ 0
𝑛!
𝜕𝑥
𝑥=0,𝑦=0

(3)

Electromagnetic Study
We examine a model of the magnet in OPERA-3D [10];
a 3D field map over the body of the magnet is taken to
calculate the multipoles. A polynomial curve is fitted to the
main field in the magnet body (𝐵𝑦 ) in Python as an initial
calculation; the coefficients give the derivatives which are
compared with previously calculated multipoles in [6], via
Eqs. (1,2). The results from the two methods were first
compared for a straight version of the CT magnet, which
had good agreement. The results from both methods for
the straight and curved magnets are presented in Table 1
at a reference radius 𝑅ref = 20 mm, 2/3 of the bore radius.
The integrated harmonics are on the order of 10−4 with an
expected large b2 due to the quadrupole field gradient. It is
worth noting that the fit accuracy breaks down; the presence
of higher order multipoles affects the values of the multipoles
that are included in the fit [11], hence the discrepancies in b2
and b4 for the straight case. For our highest order of interest
(b4 = octupole), the polynomial fit multipoles for the curved
CT magnet are added to the bending magnets in MAD-X.

=

FFT

Pol. Fit

FFT

Pol. Fit

-3.46
-318.2
3.1
-1.7

-3.46
-287.4
3.0
-2.0

-3.46
236.1
1.9
2.5

-3.43
275.6
1.52
5.15

𝐵𝑛
𝐵1

Particle tracking in the synchrotron lattice was performed
using the Polymorphic Tracking Code (PTC) [12] interface
in MAD-X, subject to the lattice parameters given in
Table 2. Previous studies have been performed to optimise
the overall design and to determine the optimal working
point of the ring (𝑄𝑥 = 1.68, 𝑄𝑦 = 1.13) [1]. The b3 and
b4 multipoles were added to the start and end of each
bending magnet, without a quadrupole (b2 ) error, as the
CT magnet is assumed to have the same b2 as that of the
CCT magnet. A small, realistic quadrupole error may
be added for future simulations. The presence of these
small gradient perturbations can introduce an amplitude
dependent tune-shift, which can lead to particle losses and
difficulties during extraction if the tune approaches lines of
resonance. Single particles are tracked between (0 - 6𝜎𝑥,𝑦 )
off the central beam trajectory at (𝑥, 𝑦) = 0 to study the
shift in tune for large deviation of particle positions as the
beam circulates, and to indicate beam stability (the dynamic
aperture, DA) over many turns. Initial parameters for
particle tracking are given in Table 2 also. The 𝛽𝑥 -functions
of the unmodified lattice and of the lattice with multipole
errors added to the start and end of each bending magnet are
shown in Fig. 2 (top of the figure), along with the difference
between the two, Δ𝛽𝑥 /𝛽𝑥orig (bottom of the figure), which
represents the beta-beat.
4
3
2
1 1e 9
2

Original Lattice
With Multipoles

0
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Figure 2: Simulated 𝛽𝑥 of the unmodified lattice and of the
lattice with multipole elements included in each bending
magnet. The beta-beating is on the order of 10−9 due to the
presence of sextupole and octupole errors.
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Curved

BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

[m]

𝑛=1

𝑟 (𝑛−1)
)
[𝐵𝑛 sin 𝑛𝜃 + 𝐴𝑛 cos 𝑛𝜃]
𝑅ref

Straight

B1 (Dip.) [T m]
b2 1 (Quad.) [10−4 ]
b3 (Sext.) [10−4 ]
b4 (Oct.) [10−4 ]

x

∞

Component

1b
𝑛

Higher order field errors (harmonics) are present due to
physical imperfections and saturation. The magnetic field
is decomposed to examine the distribution of these harmonics. A 2D representation of the field over (𝑥, 𝑦) accurately
describes the field over the magnet body; a multipole expansion of B in polar coordinates was conducted. The ”normal”
and ”skew” multipole coefficients (𝐵𝑛 , 𝐴𝑛 ) are returned via
fast Fourier transform (FFT) [8].
𝐵𝑟 (𝑟, 𝜃) = ∑ (

Table 1: Integrated Harmonics for Straight and Curved (focusing) CT Magnets, Calculated from Multipole Expansion
and From Polynomial Fitting
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To study the amplitude dependent tune shift introduced by these non-linear fields, we use action-angle
variables (𝐽𝑥,𝑦 , 𝜙𝑥,𝑦 ), which are invariant during particle
motion [13]. The relationship between (𝑥, 𝑥 ′ ) and (𝐽𝑥 , 𝜙𝑥 )
is given by
(

√
𝑥𝑁
⎛
⎜ 2𝐽𝑥 cos 𝜙𝑥 (𝑠)
′ )=⎜
𝑥𝑁
⎝ −√2𝐽𝑥 sin 𝜙𝑥 (𝑠)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4)

Table 2: Parameters for the 27 m NIMMS Synchrotron
(𝛽rel = 0.73, 𝛾rel = 1.46)
Parameter

Unit

Value

𝐸𝑘max
Nparticles
𝜀𝑥𝑁 , 𝜀𝑦𝑁
𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦
𝑄𝑥 , 𝑄𝑦
𝜉𝑥 , 𝜉𝑦

MeV/u
µm
mm
-

430
2 × 1010
(0.7, 1.0)
(0.85, 1.78)
(1.68, 1.13)
(4.44, -7.24)

Figure 3: Initial conditions over an (𝑥,𝑦) grid, with 𝐷 as a
colour map representing the tune diffusion in the lattice for
particles tracked between (0 - 6𝜎𝑥,𝑦 ). The color indicates
the stability of the orbits; purple to dark orange (the lower
part of the colourbar) show low diffusion orbits and yellow
(the top of the colourbar) shows more chaotic orbits. White
space indicates that a particle has been lost, apart from at
(0,0), where Δ𝑄𝑥,𝑦 tends to zero due to maximum stability
at this point.

Results
Particles on momentum were tracked for 1024 turns. The
tune was reconstructed from a precise FFT on each 𝐽𝑥,𝑦 using
the frequency analysis tool NAFFlib: a Python implementation of the NAFF (Numerical Analysis of Fundamental
Frequencies) algorithm [14]. We use frequency map analysis (FMA) to scan the particles’ phase space over many
turns of tracking to determine the tune shift with amplitude,
identifying regions of resonance [15, 16]. By splitting the
turn data into two, we calculate a figure of merit 𝐷 which
represents the tune diffusion
𝐷 = log10 √Δ𝑄𝑥2 + Δ𝑄𝑦2

(5)

A tune diffusion map is presented in Fig. 3, tracking
particles at large amplitudes in (𝑥, 𝑦) approaching the
half-aperture (20 mm). The tune shift as a result of the
multipoles is calculated to examine how much shift can
be tolerated in the ring without significantly reducing the
DA [13]. The DA was calculated from the stable region
in Fig. 3, mostly preserved for tracking up to 6𝜎, with a
slight reduction of 10% due to the presence of multipoles.
The fractional tune as a function of 𝐽𝑥 for this region is
shown in Fig. 4, with similar results for 𝐽𝑦 . The maximum
tune shift Δ𝑄𝑥 = 0.05 at 6𝜎 is obtained; the addition of
multipoles to the bending magnets has introduced a small
tune shift, which will be further examined after addition
of fringe multipole fields. Up to the full aperture (10𝜎𝑥,𝑦 )
the DA is reduced by 60%, suggesting that the multipole errors of the 30° CT magnet will need to be tuned accordingly.
The next step will be to parameterise the DA as a
function of the strength of the errors to determine tolerable
limits for the ring. For verification, replication of the study
using other tracking codes (e.g. Zgoubi, RF-Track [17, 18])
THPOMS028
3016

is required. The lattice presented in this paper does not
yet include resonant sextupoles for extraction; these will
introduce additional non-linearities, thus affecting the
amount of tune shift to be tolerated in the accelerator. These
will be implemented in future studies.

Figure 4: Fractional tune as a function of action, reconstructed from tracking particles between (0 - 6𝜎𝑥,𝑦 ) for the
lattice with multipole errors.

CONCLUSION
An initial investigation using numerical analysis tools for
the NIMMS superconducting synchrotron with curved magnet multipoles has been presented. The results from studying
tune shift with action and the dynamic aperture of the ring
indicate that the multipole errors must be parameterised in
future simulations to fully gauge their effect. The study will
be augmented to include resonant sextupoles and also fringe
multipole terms in the magnets; results will be validated
with other tracking codes before extending the study to a
curved CCT magnet model for the NIMMS synchrotron.
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Abstract
Very High Energy Electrons (VHEE) of 50 - 250 MeV are
an attractive choice for FLASH radiation therapy (RT). Before VHEE-FLASH RT can be considered for clinical use,
a reliable dosimetric and beam monitoring system needs
to be developed, able to measure the dose delivered to the
patient in real-time and cut off the beam in the event of a
machine fault to prevent overdosing the patient. Ionisation
chambers are the standard monitors in conventional RT; however, their response saturates at the high dose rates required
for FLASH. Therefore, a new dosimetry method is needed
that can provide reliable measurements of the delivered dose
in these conditions. Experiments using 200 MeV electrons
were done at the CLEAR facility at CERN to investigate the
properties of detectors such as diamond beam loss detectors,
GEM foil detectors, and Timepix3 ASIC chips. From the
tests, the GEM foil proved to be the most promising.

INTRODUCTION
The most widely used modality of RT is external beam
therapy with high energy photons (6 - 15 MV) and low energy electrons (3 - 25 MeV). However, the maximum dose
that can be delivered to the tumour is limited by the dose that
the surrounding healthy tissue can tolerate. This is a particular challenge as these X- rays deliver their maximum dose at
1.5 - 3.0 cm depth in water-equivalent tissue and then have
a near-exponential attenuation. Recent research suggests
that delivering the prescribed dose to the patient’s tumour
at ultra-high dose rates (UHDR) elicits a larger differential
response between the tumour cells and the healthy tissues,
known as the FLASH effect [1]. The entire prescribed dose
is delivered within less than a second at a mean dose rate of
≥ 100 Gy/s; compared to ≤ 0.03 Gy/s used in conventional
RT. Due to recent advances in particle accelerator technology such as high gradient electron acceleration cavities, e.g.
the ones developed as part of the CLIC study [2], it may be
possible to treat deep-seated tumours with Very High Energy
Electrons (VHEE) with energies of 50 - 250 MeV due to their
increased longitudinal range and sharper lateral penumbra in
comparison to current clinical electron beams [3]. Ionisation
chambers have been the standard for electron beam dosimetry, however, studies have shown that at the ultra high dose
rates required for FLASH-RT the response of the ionisation
∗
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chamber suffers from non-linearities due to ion recombination within the cavity volume [4]. Therefore, new detectors
and monitoring systems will need to be developed and tested
in order to achieve accurate and reliable measurements of
the delivered dose at UHDR for FLASH irradiations in both
pre-clinical experiments to verify the FLASH effect, and for
the eventual clinical implementation of FLASH-RT [5]. The
requirements on such a system are:
• A response that does not saturate at the ultra-high dose
rates of ≥100 Gy/s that are required for FLASH.
• A temporal resolution which is high enough to resolve
individual bunches or trains.
• A response time that is fast enough to trigger a safety
interlock in between pulses.
• Minimal perturbation on the beam.
The aim of the experiments described in this work is to
understand the characteristics of the response of the detectors
tested to the electron beam parameters at the CLEAR facility
[6] and whether they exhibit any of the characteristics that
suggest they would meet the criteria required for real-time
dosimetry of VHEE at UHDR.

PCVD DIAMOND DETECTOR
The first detector tested was a B2-HV pCVD diamond
beam loss detector which is currently employed as a fast
beam loss monitor (BLM) at the LHC [7]. The diamond
detector consists of a 10 mm × 10 mm × 0.5 mm pCVD
diamond substrate coated on each side with a 200 nm thick
gold electrode with a size of 8 mm × 8 mm. In the LHC, the
detector is used alongside an AD-DC splitter and a 2 GHz
amplifier, however for the FLASH dosimetry experiments
only the detector was used since the beam intensity does
not need amplification. This detector was considered due to
its known ability to have a quick response time and resolve
individual bunches when used as a BLM. However, since
its primary usage is as a BLM and hence it is not directly
installed in the path of the beam center, it has been expected
that the detector response would reach saturation at FLASH
rates.

Setup
The diamond detector was installed at the In-Air Test
Stand at CLEAR, at approximately 25 cm away from the
end of the beam pipe, and was aligned such that the pCVD
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diamond was on the axis of the beam. It was installed just behind an integrated current transformer (ICT) which was used
to measure the delivered charge. The tests on the diamond
detector were primarily to determine the beam intensities at
which the response saturated.

Results and Discussion
The initial bias voltage for the detector was set to its nominal value of 500 V. The beam energy used was 200 MeV.
The initial charge used was 40 pC per bunch, however for just
one bunch, this was already causing the detector response to
saturate. The applied bias voltage was then adjusted down
until the response no longer saturated which was at a voltage
160 V. For the remainder of the irradiations, one bunch per
pulse was used, whilst the charge per bunch was increased.
Then the bias voltage was altered to a value at which the
signal no longer saturated. The results are shown in Table
1. A bias voltage of 17 V was required for an unsaturated
Table 1: pCVD Diamond Detector Response Saturation
Values
Bunch Charge

Bias Voltage at Saturation

40 pC
60 pC
80 pC

160 V
30 V
17 V

response for a single bunch of 80 pC, but this led to a weak
signal with a stretched out FWHM. Furthermore, at such a
low bias voltage the detector has a much lower response time
and resolving ability due to a drop in the collection efficiency
of the electrodes, hence it would not be suitable for use at
such a low voltage [8]. Therefore, from these initial studies
it can be determined that the B2-HV pCVD Diamond Beam
Loss Detector, as expected, would not be suitable as a realtime dosimeter for beam monitoring with UHDR VHEE
beams for FLASH RT. This result is in agreement with other
studies which show this diamond detector only has a linear
response in the range 0.01 pC - 0.06 pC [8]. For ionizing
electrons, a charge of 1 nC deposits a dose of 2 Gy in 1 cm3
of water. Therefore, at the highest pulse repetition frequency
(p.r.f) at CLEAR - 10 Hz [6], this equates to the diamond
detector saturating at an average dose rate of 1.6 Gy/s, so
would not be feasible for FLASH-RT.

GEM FOIL DETECTOR
The second detector tested was a Gas Electron Multiplier
(GEM) Foil Detector. The detector consists of a thin polymer
foil, which is pierced with a high density of holes, and sandwiched between two thin sheets of metal, clad to each face.
The electric field in the pierced holes creates an avalanche
of multiplied electrons upon interactions from the incoming
radiation with the gas on one side of the structure, which
then transfer to a collection region [9].

Setup
The GEM foil in the detector used for this experiment had
an active area of 5 mm × 5 mm and consisted of a foil 50 𝜇m
thick of kapton pierced with holes of 30 𝜇m diameter and
clad with 5 𝜇m thick sheets of copper. It was positioned
approximately 40 cm away from the exit of the beam pipe at
the In-Air Test Stand of CLEAR. These tests were to determine the beam intensities at which the response saturated, as
well as the detector’s resolving ability and the perturbation
it has on the beam.

Results and Discussion
All of the irradiations were done at a beam energy of
200 MeV. The first set of tests were with a charge of 50 pC
per bunch at 1, 10, 50 and 100 bunches per train, respectively.
The results showed that at these intensities the detector response does not saturate and has some temporal resolving
ability on the bunches within the train. A subsequent set
of irradiations was done with 100 pC per bunch with trains
of 1, 10, 50 and 100 bunches, respectively. The response
of the latter is shown in Fig. 1, and shows that at 10 nC per
train (i.e. 100 pC per bunch with 100 bunches per train), the
response of the GEM foil detector does not saturate. This
equates to an average dose rate of 200 Gy/s at a 10 Hz p.r.f
and therefore could be compatible with the UHDR required
for FLASH-RT.

Figure 1: Signal detected from GEM foil with 5 mm × 5 mm
active area for 100 bunches per train and a charge of 100 pC
per bunch.
The temporal resolving ability of the GEM foil detector
can be seen in Fig. 2. Here, the response of the detector to
the individual bunches can be seen (the CLEAR electron
bunch spacing was 666 ps [6]).
To measure the perturbation the detector had on the beam,
the intensity and size of the beam was measured by a scintillating YAG screen 30 cm downstream of the detector, both
with and without the detector inserted in the path of the beam.
The measurements showed that the GEM foil detector scattered the beam to increase its size by 2.4 ×, and decreased
the intensity of the beam by 38%.
These initial results from the GEM foil detector are
promising as it shows that the response of detector does
not saturate at charges of up to 10 nC per train. The results
show that the detector is also able to resolve the bunches
within the train, and appears to have slight perturbations on
the beam.
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the experiment to no beam showed that the detector was not
damaged by the irradiations.

Figure 2: Signal detected from GEM foil for 100 bunches
per train and a charge of 100 pC per bunch over a shorter
timescale to observe resolving ability.

TIMEPIX3 ASIC
A Timepix3 Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) readout chip was also tested. Timepix3 is a hybrid
pixel detector readout chip which can record the time-ofarrival (ToA) and time-over-threshold (ToT) in each pixel
[10]. The ASIC was used bare without a solid-state or
gaseous sensor mounted as it was theorised that the intensities from the UHDR beam required for FLASH irradiations
would be high enough to activate the readout pixels.

Setup
The Timepix3 ASIC was also installed at the CLEAR
In-Air Test Stand at a distance of around 50 cm from the
exit of the beam pipe. The detector consists of four Timepix
chips which together provide a 512 × 512 array of pixels
and a total sensitive area of 28 mm × 28 mm. The beam was
targeted onto one of the four Timepix quad chips, in which
the response was measured. The tests were to determine the
beam intensities at which the response saturated. The measurements were carried out with the detector in ”Medipix”
mode, in which all of the incoming particles are counted and
in ToT mode, in which the incoming particles are measured
with an incrementing counter as long as the signal is over
the threshold [11].

Results and Discussion
The response was measured for a beam energy of 200 MeV
at three different beam intensities, 50 pC per train (1 bunch
per train), 100 pC per train (5 bunches per train, 20 pC per
bunch) and 250 pC per train (5 bunches per train, 50 pC per
bunch). The response of the detector in ToT mode to the
100 pC train and the 250 pC train can be seen in Fig. 3 a)
and b), respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 3b), the response
of the detector already saturates at 250 pC per train, and
would hence be unsuitable for the detection of any larger
intensities. This saturation was also seen at the same beam
intensity when measuring the response in ”Medipix” mode.
This is equivalent to an average dose rate of 5 Gy/s for a
10 HZ p.r.f, therefore confirming the detector would saturate
at UHDR conditions required for FLASH-RT. Whilst the
response of the detector had saturated at these beam intensities, a measurement of the response of the detector after
THPOMS029
3020

Figure 3: Pixel intensity response of Timepix3 ASIC to: a)
5 bunches of 20 pC per bunch, and b) 5 bunches of 50 pC
per bunch, in ToT mode (X = Radiation Signal [a.u]).

CONCLUSIONS
The aim of the experiments described in this work was
to determine whether the pCVD diamond detector, GEM
foil detector or Timepix3 ASIC exhibited the properties required for real-time dosimetry for VHEE beams at UHDR
required for FLASH RT. We concluded that neither the diamond detector nor the Timepix3 ASIC would be suitable
for such use, since their response saturated at a charge per
train of 80 pC and 250 pC, respectively. Considering the
dose deposited in 1 cm3 of water, this corresponds to dose
rates of 1.6 Gy/s for the diamond detector and 5 Gy/s for the
Timepix3 ASIC, demonstrating neither are able to operate at
the dose rates required for FLASH-RT. Conversely, the GEM
foil detector exhibited promising results since its response
did not saturate at the highest charge per train used, 10 nC,
which equates to a dose rate of 200 Gy/s. Hence showing
that it would be able to operate at the dose rates required
for FLASH-RT. Furthermore, this detector was able to show
the bunch spacing within the train, and was demonstrated
to have a slight perturbation on the beam. However, further
tests would be need to be conducted on the GEM foil detector
to determine whether it’s fully suitable for use as beam-dose
monitor for FLASH RT using VHEE at UHDR, such as its
behaviour with the larger beam sizes required for RT.
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Abstract
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(0.1 – 1.2 s)
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(10 pC – 75 nC)
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Operating since 2017, the CERN Linear Electron Accelerator for Research (CLEAR) is a user facility providing
electron beams for a large and varied range of experiments.
The electron beam is produced from a Cs2 Te photocathode
and is accelerated between 60 MeV and 220 MeV in a 20
m long linear accelerator (LINAC). The accelerated beam
is then transported to an experimental beamline, in which
experiments such as irradiations on electronics, irradiations
for medical applications, plasma-lens experiments and beamdiagnostics development are performed. In this paper, the
status, the upgrades of the beamline and the recent and future
experiments are presented.
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Bunch spacing
(333 or 666 ps)

Bunch charge
(10 pC – 1.5 nC)

Bunch length
(0.1 - 10 ps)

INTRODUCTION
The CLEAR facility offers to its users an electron beam
with a large range of parameters [1–4]. They are shown in
Table 1 and in Fig. 1. A diagram of the beamline is shown
in Fig. 2. Two in-air test areas area available. The first is
mostly used for VESPER (Very energetic Electron facility
for Space Planetary Exploration missions in harsh Radiative environments) while the second In-Air Test Area is for
more general use. In practice, both areas can be used for
medical applications studies like Very High Energy Electron
(VHEE) radiotherapy, the sterilisation of personal protective equipment research studies [5, 6] and irradiations of
electronics [7–10], including components of ESA’s JUpiter
ICy moons Explorer (JUICE). These and other in-vacuum
test areas are also used for experiments with in-beam instrumentation [11] and novel accelerator technology studies like
plasma lenses [12–14].
CLEAR is a fully independent installation and doesn’t
require any other accelerators from the CERN Accelerator
Complex to run. Thus, the machine can run during LHC’s
long shutdowns and upgrades. The beam schedule is very
flexible: a usual beam access is scheduled on Monday mornings to install the experiment of the week and the machine
can run from 8 to 12 hours per day, 5 days a week, depending
on the needs of the users. The machine ran for 38 weeks in
2019, 34 and 35 weeks during the 2020 and 2021 COVID-19
crisis. In September 2020 the CERN Council approved the
CERN Medium Term Plan which extends CLEAR operation
until 2025.
∗
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Time

Figure 1: CLEAR beam time structure and charge parameters at
the end of the beam line in 2022.

Table 1: Updated List of CLEAR Beam Parameters
Parameter
Beam Energy
Beam Energy Spread
Bunch length rms
Bunch frequency
Bunch charge
Norm. emittance
Bunches per pulse
Max. pulse charge
Repetition rate

Value
60 − 220 MeV
< 0.2% rms (< 1 MeV FWHM)
0.1 − 10 ps
1.5 or 3.0 GHz
0.005 − 1.5 nC
1 − 20 𝜇m
1− ∼ 150
75 nC
0.8333 − 10 Hz

OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE
During the 2021/2022 winter shutdown several modifications were done to the CLEAR beamline: the CLIC Cavity
BPMs and the CLIC structure were removed from the beam
line for repairs and diagnostics studies. This leads to a larger
beam pipe aperture at these locations and results in a better
beam transport at the end of the line.
A new quadrupole (QDD0920) was installed on the InAir test stand, 1400 mm downstream of the final doublet.
The alignment of this last quadrupole has been verified and
corrected by the survey group. This quadrupole is used
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Figure 2: CLEAR beam line in 2022. Notice that the electron beam travels from right to left [2].
for Very High Energy Electron strong focusing studies in
a water phantom. These aim to obtain a transverse waist,
corresponding to a peak in the dose delivered, at a specific
depth in water. This configuration would be used for future
potential cancer treatment using electrons. The human body
is represented by the water phantom and the waist would be
at the tumor cells. This would concentrate the dose on the
tumorous cells and spare the surrounding healthy tissues.
The CLEAR photocathode has been renewed. A thin
layer of Cs2 Te was deposited by evaporation on the cathode
surface. A bunch charge of 1.5 nC is now easily achievable.
The vacuum system was updated and consolidated, offering higher reliability and better vacuum in several beam pipe
locations.
Two optical fibres were installed all along the machine
next to the beam pipe in order to measure the beam losses
and will be used for operation in the future.
The CLEAR on-line optics model has been updated, allowing the operators to immediately estimate the impact of
beam optics changes. This has been particularly useful to
set-up transverse beam waists in water or in air at the end of
the beam line, as described above.

Grabber
Storage
area

Camera

Beam area

Samples
and films holder

Figure 3: Rendered image of the C-Robot.

C-ROBOT
In order to increase the range of experiments done in
CLEAR, the CLEAR team designed, developed and built
a robotic system called CLEAR-Robot (C-Robot). It was
designed to easily irradiate samples for medical applications.
The robot is made of 3 linear stages for X,Y and Z axis,
6 limit switches (2 for each axis), a 3D printed grabber, a
mounted-camera system with a moving filter and two tanks
(one storage tank and one tank in the electron beam). A
rendered picture of the system is shown in Fig. 3. The CRobot is fully remotely controlled from the CERN Technical
Network thanks to Arduinos and to a graphical user interface
as shown in Fig. 4.
There are two separate areas on the C-Robot, the storage
area and the beam area. In the storage area, a laser-cut
PMMA plate and PMMA water tank are installed and can
welcome 32 different 3D-printed holders. Each holder can
be adapted for different experiments. Two dosimetric films
can be installed on each holder, one before and one after
the sample that needs to be irradiated. The transverse and
longitudinal positions of the holder in the beam area can be
chosen with a 50 µm accuracy.
In order to measure the beam size and position where the
samples will be irradiated, a dedicated holder with a YAG

Figure 4: Snapshot of the C-Robot Graphical User Interface.

screen attached can be inserted in the beam area. The screen
is angled by 45◦ compared to the electron beam and thanks
to camera mounted on the C-Robot, the beam position and
the beam size of the electron pulses can be measured directly
at any transverse and longitudinal positions in the beam area.
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The C-Robot is fully open-source. Pictures, drawings, 3D
renders and codes can be found on the C-Robot website [15]
and on the C-Robot Gitlab Repository [16].

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The CLEAR experimental program has expanded with
time and the following experiments were or will be performed in the accelerator:

Plasma Lens
Active plasma lenses is a technology that enables strongly
focusing magnetic lenses for charged particle beams. Unlike
classical magnetic quadrupoles, they focus the beam in both
transverse planes simultaneously, and are very compact. A
single lens would then replace several magnets to control the
beam size, and may have important applications for future
linear colliders and particle sources. The more recent results
obtained with the CLEAR Plasma Lens are described in [17].
With argon in a 500 µm diameter capillary the fields are still
linear with a focusing gradient of 3.6 kT/m, which is an
order of magnitude higher than the gradients of quadrupole
magnets. The current pulses, up to 800 A, that generate the
magnetic field are provided by compact Marx banks, and
are highly repeatable. The demonstrated operation establish
active plasma lenses as an ideal device for pulsed particle
beam applications requiring very high focusing gradients
that are uniform throughout the lens aperture.

addressed the use of Very High Energy Electrons (VHEE)
beams for cancer radiotherapy. VHEE beams are a promising candidate for treating deep-seated tumours due to their
highly penetrating dose distributions and lack of sensitivity
to inhomogeneities. The main topics were: a) Dosimetry
for (VHEE), in particular at Ultra High Dose Rates (UHDR)
(testing detectors, use of standard e-beam diagnostics for
dose rate evaluation in real time). Different types of dosimetry for VHEE were tested: Gafchromic films, Radio-PhotoLuminescence Dosimeter (RPL), real-time detectors like
diamond or silicon, etc. b) studies on Chemistry (e.g., Oxygen Peroxide production in water) and Biological effects
(e.g., on Plasmids and Zebra-Fish Eggs) at very high dose
rates, with the goal to study the FLASH effect, the biological
response due to a very fast dose delivery which has been
shown to partially spare healthy tissues.

VHEE Strong Focusing
The entrance dose due to VHEE beams could be reduced
by focusing using quadrupole magnets. It is also possible
to use multiple focused beams to treat a target region using
VHEE. The VHEE Strong Focusing experiment aims to
show highly penetrating, focused VHEE at depths >10 cm
into a water phantom, and show the possibility to treat a
target region using three focused VHEE beams delivered in
a weighted way to produce a spread out dose peak [18].

Beam Diagnostics Development

VHEE Scatterers

Numerous beam diagnostic tests were also carried out
in CLEAR [11] including High frequency Beam Position
Monitor (BPM) for the AWAKE experiment, LHC dielectric
Cherenkov Diffraction Radiation (ChDR) pick-ups, charge
calibration of the AWAKE spectrometer screen, micro Beam
Profile Monitors, CLIC Cavity-BPMs, Bunch Length monitor based on Cherenkov diffraction, Wall Current Monitor
from Bergoz Instrumentation, etc.

A VHEE treatment beam would require several key characteristics to be met after initial acceleration. The beam
would be required to have a uniform transverse profile at the
patient. These steps could be achieved entirely through beam
optics, however, the solution would likely be susceptible to
initial beam distribution, misalignment and jitter. Furthermore, in the case of a rotating gantry, the cost of rotating
many large, heavy quadrupoles would be high. Another solution is to achieve the magnification with a flat scattering
foil, and the flattening with a foil with a more complex shape.
Such scatterers were and will be tested in CLEAR.

Radiation to Electronics
Since its creation, CLEAR was often used for electronic
components irradiation (R2E). The goal is to to verify their
functionality in radiation environments. CERN and the European Space Agency (ESA) are using CLEAR electron
beams to test their devices in particular in VESPER. VESPER’s high energy electron beamline was used to simulate
the conditions within Jupiter’s massive magnetic field, which
has a million times greater volume than Earth’s own magnetosphere, trapping highly energetic charged particles to
form intense radiation belts. Electronics from ESA’s JUpiter
ICy moons Explorer (JUICE) were thus tested in the highradiation environment at CLEAR [8].

Irradiations for Medical Applications
Several medical application experiments were done in
CLEAR in 2021/2022, in particular in collaboration with
the Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois (CHUV). They
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CONCLUSION
CLEAR just entered its sixth year of operation and the
experimental parameter range available to users is larger
than ever before, which makes CLEAR, among other things,
a unique VHEE and UHDR test facility. CLEAR can now
offer a higher bunch and train charge, a more stable beam,
shorter bunches and longer bunch trains. New tools are
also available, in particular the C-Robot which offers a really versatile and adaptive instrument for irradiations, beam
position and size measurements, insertion of scatterers or
samples, etc. In the future, CLEAR plans to increase its
parameter range with a second beamline, a second source,
and potentially installing the X-Band Klystron in order to
test a high-gradient accelerating structure.
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VHEE HIGH DOSE RATE DOSIMETRY STUDIES IN CLEAR
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Abstract
The 200 MeV electron beam of the CERN Linear Accelerator for Research (CLEAR) user facility at CERN has
been intensively used to study the potential use of Very High
Energy Electrons (VHEE) in cancer radiotherapy. In particular, irradiation tests have been performed in the high
dose rate regime, which has gained a lot of interest for the
so called FLASH biological effect, in which cancer cells
are damaged while healthy tissue is largely spared. High
dose rate dosimetry, though, poses a number of challenges:
to validate standard or new methods of passive dosimetry,
like radiochromic films and alanine pellets, and especially
to develop new methods for real-time dosimetry since the
normally used ionization chambers suffer from non-linear effects at high dose rates. In this paper we describe the results
of experimental activities at CLEAR aimed at developing
solid, high-dose rate dosimetry standards adapted to VHEE
beams.

INTRODUCTION
Real-time dosimetry methods used in radiotherapy are
generally not well adapted for the high dose-rate regime.
Both conventional ionisation chambers and solid-state detectors suffer from nonlinear saturation effects due to recombination at very-high dose-rates [1, 2]. For ionisation
chambers, the charge collection efficiency has been reported
to drop from more than 90 % for standard radiotherapy dose
rates (in the order of tens of mGy/pulse) to less than 10 %
for the Ultra-High Dose-Rates (UHDR, in the order of 10
Gy/pulse) used for FLASH. However, it could in theory be
possible to mitigate such effects through careful calibration
or a re-design of the detector geometry [3].
To this point, dosimetric measurements for UHDR have
thus been performed using passive methods such as radiochromic films as their response is thought to be almost
independent of dose rate. However as these require postirradiation processing for reading the deposited dose, they
are impractical for use in a medical facility [4]. Alternatives
such as novel solid state detectors and calibrated dosimetry
based on beam diagnostics are thus currently being investigated as potential real-time dosimetry solutions at CLEAR.
An important part of this development is the establishment
of efficient, systematic and reproducible methodologies for
testing and verification of the new developments using reliable methods, such as films. It is also essential to validate
and obtain statistics on the response of the films under the
particular conditions for which we aim to test new dosimeters, in particular for methods involving calibration against
∗
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films. In this context, there have been developments in terms
of a robot facilitating remote sample handling without manual interventions, as well as procedures for scanning and
processing films.

VHEE FLASH AT CLEAR
Table 1: CLEAR Machine Parameters for Dosimetry Studies
Energy
Bunch charge
Bunch frequency
Bunches per pulse
Pulse repetition rate

200 MeV
0.05 nC - 3 nC
1.5 GHz / 3 GHz
1 - 150
0.8 Hz - 10 Hz

A list of beam parameters for the CLEAR facility is shown
in Table 1. VHEE UHDR dosimetry studies are performed
at CLEAR at an energy of 200 MeV [5, 6]. By varying the
charge, train length and number of trains, one may operate
at both conventional dose rates and the UHDR required
to access the FLASH effect for various target doses [7].
The beamline is equipped with Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (YAG) scintillator screens linked to cameras, allowing
observation of the beam size, position, and intensity distribution in real time. They exhibit excellent time and spatial
resolution and do not suffer from non-linearities at high doserates. These screens play an integral part in the parametric
high dose-rate dosimetry studies, aimed at correlating beam
diagnostics with passive dosimetry.

SAMPLE HANDLING AND PROCESSING
C-Robot
A robot has been developed by the CLEAR team in order
to facilitate the efficient irradiation of multiple samples, and
reduce the number of accesses [8, 9]. It consists of a grabber,
able to move in 3D, which can move samples from a slotted sample container, able to hold 24 standardised sample
holders, to the path of the beam. It is possible to install a
water phantom in the beam area. The robot is controlled
using an open-source GUI [10]. The sample holders are 3D
printed to ensure that they match the grabber and sample
container, and can be adapted to various types of samples,
such as films and Eppendorf tubes.

Radiochromic Films
Radiochromic films change colour macroscopically due
to polymerisation caused by ionising radiation, with the
change in colour related to the accumulated dose. The films
are processed post-irradiation to read the dose. The films
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Following irradiation, the films are scanned using a 16-bit
Epson Perfection V800 Photo scanner at 300 dpi. For this
purpose, a scanning mask was designed to ensure consistency of the orientation and position on the scanner plate
for each film, as well as to study the extent to which these
variables affect the readout. The mask allows for 9 different
positions and 8 orientations 45◦ apart, as shown in Fig. 2.
The standard scanning position is herein referred to as the
center position at 0◦ , i.e. with the edges of the film and
scanner lengthwise parallel with one another.
The resulting .tif images are processed using a script
which reads the RGB pixel values. The optical density of a
single colour channel � is the channel’s pixel value divided
by the 16 bit RGB colour space: �� � = −log(�/65535).
The calibration data should be fitted to a function of the
form,
�� � = � + �/(� − �),
(1)
where � is the dose [11]. The dose distribution of the films
may then be obtained by inversion of the calibration function.
As the dose distribution is not uniform across the film, the
relevant area must be selected for analysis. By performing a
Gaussian fit of the processed image, one may also obtain an
estimation of the relevant beam size.

RPL Dosimeters
Radio-photoluminescence (RPL) dosimeters are silver activated phosphate glass cylinders of 1.5 mm diameter and 8.5
1
2
3

◦

Figure 1: Gafchromic EBT3 film irradiated at CLEAR.

45

are optically scanned and the resulting image processed to
determine the optical density (OD). The OD is then matched
against a calibration curve, which must be obtained for each
production batch at a calibration facility. At CLEAR, various types of Gafchromic films from Ashland are used: EBT3
(0.1 - 10 Gy), MD-V3 (1 - 100 Gy) and HD-V2 (10 - 1000 Gy)
which are calibrated at the eRT6 linac at CHUV in Lausanne
1 . The films are cut to the exact dimensions (35 × 40.5mm)
of the sample holder slots and engraved using a laser cutter
2 . This method also avoids the issue of layer detachment
frequently caused by other means of cutting. To validate the
scanning procedure, image processing methods and reproducibility of this method, a large number of films were irradiated under various conditions. Fig. 1 shows a Gafchromic
film irradiated at CLEAR.

Figure 2: Mask used for film scanning and studies of orientation and position dependency. The centered red square
refers to the standard scanning position.

mm length which work on the principle of radiation-induced
luminescence centers[12]. RPLs are used for passive beam
loss measurements in machines such as the Super Proton
Synchrotron and Large Hadron Collider at CERN [13]. The
luminescence emitted upon exposure to UV light is proportional to the absorbed dose, with a supposed linear response
in the range 1 Gy - 5 MGy. RPLs have the advantage that
measuring the luminescence centers is non-destructive and
they do not fade over time. Although they do not provide
the same spatial resolution as films, they may be a useful
complementary tool for parametric dosimetry studies and
bench-marking. To test their response to VHEE beams, RPL

Figure 3: The RPL cylinders and films mounted in the sample holder of the C-Robot.
cylinders were mounted horizontally in the sample holders,
as shown in Fig. 3. HD-V2 films were mounted upstream
and downstream of the RPL for reference. The RPLs were
then irradiated at a constant dose rate using 100 pC trains
with a size of ∼ 1.6 mm corresponding to an average dose
rate of ∼ 1 Gy/s. Following the irradiation, the films were
marked and evaluated at the location of the RPLs 3 . These
measurements yield uncertainties of ∼ 10% due to inaccuracies in film and position readings. Further studies are
planned to measure the effect of dose variation.
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RESULTS
Film Dosimetry
The dependency of evaluated dose on film orientation
on the scanner is shown in Fig. 4. It is evident that the
orientation of the film on the scanner plate is significant for
the output. This originates from differences in the scanner’s
polarised light transmission through the orientation of the
film polymers [14]. Consistency in scanning orientation
between experimental and calibration films is thus crucial.
6.6

Figure 6: Colour plot of the dose distribution on the film,
calculated based on the optical density and fitted to a Gaussian function. The vertical and horizontal units correspond
to the number of evaluated image dots (i.e. film size × dpi)

Dose (Gy)

6.2
6.0
5.8
5.6
5.4
5.2
0

100
200
Angle (Deg)

300

Figure 4: Measured dose of a film as a function of its orientation on the scanner. The 0◦ point refers to the standard
orientation. The different colours correspond to the respective RGB colour channels.
An example of a film calibration curve can be seen in
Fig. 5. Discussions on the colour channel to use, or whether
a multichannel method for dose estimation should be implemented are ongoing. A colour plot indicating the dose
distribution of the processed image is shown in Fig. 6. The
evaluation of the total dose is evidently a matter of selecting
a suitable region of interest to calculate the mean.

recorded upstream and downstream with calibrated HD-V2
films in Fig. 7. There is good agreement over the range
covered. Further studies of RPL responses to low total doses
(∼ 10s of Gy) and varying dose rates compared with the
corresponding response of EBT3 films are ongoing.

x=y
300
RPL Dose [Gy]

6.4

200
100
0
0

100
200
Ave. Dose on Film [Gy]

300

Figure 7: Dose readout for each RPL vs corresponding film
readout. The errorbars represent estimates for the upper and
lower dose values based on the standard deviation of the
RPL calibration curve [15].
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Figure 5: Calibration curves for the EBT3 Gafchromic films.
The different colours correspond to the respective RGB
colour channels.

A framework for extensive dosimetric studies has been
adapted and developed according to the constraints and requirements at CLEAR and the associated research projects.
Further work to establish a best practice for film processing
remains, and passive methods such as alanine pellets and
RPL dosimeters may be used for bench-marking. These
developments are important as a stepping stone towards the
development of a real-time dosimetry modality for the high
dose-rate regime.
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ADVANCES IN THE OPTIMIZATION OF MEDICAL ACCELERATORS*
C. P. Welsch†, University of Liverpool/Cockcroft Institute, Liverpool, UK
Abstract
Between 2016 and 2020, 15 Fellows have carried out
collaborative research within the 4 M€ Optimization of
Medical Accelerators (OMA) EU-funded innovative training network. Based at universities, research and clinical facilities, as well as industry partners in several European
countries, the Fellows have successfully developed a range
of beam and patient imaging techniques, improved biological and physical models in Monte Carlo codes, and also
helped improve the design of existing and future clinical
facilities. This paper presents three selected OMA research
highlights: the use of Medipix3 for dosimetry and real-time
beam monitoring, studies into the technical challenges for
FLASH proton therapy, recognized by the European Journal of Medical Physics' 2021 Galileo Galilei Award, and
research into novel monitors for in-vivo dosimetry that
emerged on the back of the OMA network.

INTRODUCTION
The OMA network was built around 15 early stage researchers (ESRs) working on dedicated projects to maximize the benefits of the use of particle beams for cancer treatment [1]. The network consists of an international consortium of 41 partner organizations working in this field. It
has provided a cross-sector interdisciplinary environment
for beyond state-of-the-art research, researcher training,
and new collaborations. The network has pushed technologies and simulation techniques significantly beyond the
state-of-the-art and developed solutions that are now applied in clinical practice. OMA has also established a comprehensive and unique postgraduate training concept that
can also be applied to other research areas and that was
presented to educators at national and international learning and teaching events. The Fellows have benefited from
a well-rounded training and successfully completed their
projects within the network. This paper illustrates some of
the research outcomes in the network.

following sections present selected research highlights obtained across OMA.

Studies with MiniPIX-TimePIX Detectors
Recent advancements in accelerator technology have led
to a rapid emergence of particle therapy facilities worldwide, affirming the need for enhanced characterization
methods of radiation fields and radiobiological effects. The
Clatterbridge Cancer Centre (CCC) operates a 60 MeV
proton facility to treat ocular cancer and facilitates studies
into proton-induced radiobiological responses [2, 3].
The Medipix3 is a hybrid pixel detector able to count individual protons with millisecond time resolution at clinical flux with near instant readout and count rate linearity.
The system has previously demonstrated use in medical
and other applications, showing wide versatility and potential for particle therapy.
OMA Fellows Jacinta Yap and Navrit Bal, together with
their co-workers, have carried out measurements of the
Medipix3 detector in the 60 MeV ocular proton therapy
beamline at the CCC [4]. The beam current and lateral
beam profiles were evaluated at multiple positions in the
treatment line and compared with EBT3 Gafchromic film.
The recorded count rate linearity and temporal analysis of
the beam structure was measured with Medipix3 across the
full range of available beam intensities, up to 3.12 × 1010
protons/s. The measurements allowed them to explore the
capacity of Medipix3 to provide non-reference measurements and its applicability as a tool for dosimetry and beam
monitoring for CPT. This is the first time the performance
of the Medipix3 detector technology has been tested within
a clinical, high proton flux environment.

SELECTED RESEARCH RESULTS
OMA has significantly advanced knowledge in proton/ion beam therapy and related key technologies. Research within the network was carried out by the Fellows
across three closely interlinked work packages: Beam Imaging and Diagnostics, Treatment Optimization, and Facility Design and Optimization. A roughly equal number of
Fellows has their main research focus on each work package, but there are also many collaborative links between
the individual projects and work packages so that an overall optimization of ion beam therapy was achieved. The

Figure 1: Count rate linearity over all active pixels recorded at 10 frames per second for 6 beam currents [4].

___________________________________________
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Figure 1 shows that the detector has a linear response
across the entire tested range of beam currents from 0.012
to 1.97 nA. There is relatively large uncertainty of the
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average count rate due to the electrometer beam current
measurements, dominated by the infrequent, manual readings. This is included in the residuals of the data and the
variation in beam current which are both approximately in
the order of 10%. It should be pointed out that measurement of the ultra-low beam currents would not be possible
with other commonly used instruments with the precision
of single protons.
To facilitate the progression of Medipix3 toward clinical
implementation, further testing is recommended to fully
characterize the cluster properties, signal uniformity, sensitivity across the detector, activation levels, dose rate
thresholds, energy dependence, stability, spatial resolution
and dosimetric calibration factors. These should be performed at different facilities, across the full treatment energy range and with different particle types.

Challenges for FLASH Proton Therapy
There is growing interest in the radiotherapy community
in the application of FLASH radiotherapy, wherein the
dose is delivered to the entire treatment volume in less than
a second. Early pre-clinical evidence suggests that these
extremely high dose rates provide significant sparing of
healthy tissue compared to conventional radiotherapy
without reducing the damage to cancerous cells. This interest has been reflected in the proton therapy community,
with early tests indicating that the FLASH effect is also
present with high dose rate proton irradiation. In order to
deliver clinically relevant doses at FLASH dose rates significant technical hurdles must be overcome in the accelerator technology before FLASH proton therapy can be realized. Researchers from the OMA partners PSI, University
of Manchester and Liverpool, under the leadership of S.
Jolly from UCL have investigated possible ways to overcome current technical challenges and pave the way for
FLASH proton therapy. Their publication in Physica
Medica [5] won the 2021 Galileo Galilei award for the best
paper in the European Journal of Medical Physics in the
year 2020 which was also recognized as one of the most
cited papers in that journal for the period 2018 – 2022.
Amongst the important challenges discussed in the full
article is proton beam delivery in particular spot scanning.
While the average beam current requirement for doublescattered systems still holds, the actual delivered current
will be significantly higher since one must account for the
dead time between spots, for switching energy layers, and
for the variation of beam current required in each layer/spot
to create a uniform dose distribution. In addition, rather
than having a “static” magnetic beamline that does not
have to adjust whilst the protons are delivered to the patient,
with spot-scanning the beamline is “active”: steering magnets within the nozzle must direct the pencil beam to the
desired spot within the treatment volume and every magnet
within the entire beamline must also adjust to match the
beam energy for a given energy layer.

Figure 2: Longitudinal dose distribution (in z) for the central slice of the spot-reduced “van de Water” treatment
plan; beam enters from above. The colours indicate the
fraction of the maximum dose within the plan. Note the
dose uniformity within the treatment volume despite the
reduction in number of spots by 2 orders of magnitude,
from [5].
For a spot-scanning system the total number of spots and
energy layers is critical in establishing a baseline for the
overall speed of the system. Due to the open questions
about how FLASH treatment might be delivered, delivery
of a single 4 Gy fraction applied using a single field is assumed; multiple-field treatments are expected to reflect the
issues seen in single-field delivery.
In order to provide greater spot and layer switching time,
an optimized treatment plan for a 1 liter volume was recalculated using the method described in [6]. This spot-reduced “van de Water” plan reduced the number of energy
layers to 16, with a maximum number of spots in any layer
of 310, partly through variations in the beam spot size from
2–20 mm. A longitudinal slice through the resulting dose
distribution is shown in Fig. 2. In combination with a large
energy acceptance, a very fast change of energy could be
faster than the lateral shift of the pencil beam. This can be
achieved by using by a rapidly-adjusting degrader or by using a ridge- or pin-filter.
Significant development will be required to enable
FLASH delivery, particularly if the goal is to adapt existing
spot-scanning systems for use at FLASH dose rates to clinically relevant volumes. This includes developments in
magnet scanning speed and dosimetry before such systems
can be realized. The hybrid approaches already being pursued — particularly the use of scanned beams with patientspecific range modulators — are likely to pave the way to
clinical proton FLASH delivery. The challenges for the different accelerator types in operation were clearly identified
and compared in the full study.

Gas Jet Monitor for In-vivo Dosimetry
In hadron beam therapy, knowledge of the detailed beam
properties is essential to ensure effective dose delivery to
the patient. Clinical settings currently implement interceptive ionization chambers which require daily calibration
and suffer from slow response times. With new and emerging treatment techniques using ultra-high dose rates, there
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is a demand for the development of novel beam monitors,
which are fast, non-invasive and calibration-free. Current
methods to carry out this characterization require multiple
systems each imparting a slight disturbance to the particle
beam as it passes by. This disturbance can alter the intended
transverse dose profile of the beam, ultimately creating
slight deviations from a patient's treatment plan. QA methods are mostly disruptive measurements and do not allow
treatment to take place at all whilst they are being conducted.
The STFC-funded project JetDose will develop a new
in-vivo dosimetry system based on the re-application of
technologies pioneered by the QUASAR Group at the
Cockcroft Institute/University of Liverpool. The underpinning technology was originally developed for use with low
energy antiproton beams and most recently adapted for gas
jet profiling for the high luminosity upgrade of the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN [7, 8]. In this system, a supersonic gas jet is fired across the high intensity proton beam
at the LHC, see Fig. 3. The gas molecules have little-to-no
effect on the proton beam, however the proton beam excites the gas molecules; this excitation can be imaged,
which in turn provides a complete non-invasive two-dimensional profile image of the proton beam.

Figure 3: Conceptual compact design of the optimized dosimetry monitor.
JetDose will redirect this technology at the medical accelerator sector, by optimizing it for the different challenges found in a treatment facility. The non-invasive
means of producing a profile image will allow the monitor
to be run online alongside treatment operation. As the intensity in the images directly depends upon the beam intensity, and therefore the dose, an image collected with this
system provides an in-vivo dose map of the beam being
delivered to the patient. The focus of the project is on the
design, development, and testing of an optimized medical
version of the system with OMA partners CCC, Fondazione CNAO, beam instrumentation company D-Beam and
leading OEM manufacturer IBA. A prototype monitor has
been setup at the Cockcroft Institute’s DITAlab and measurements with beam are planned later this year.

RESEARCHER TRAINING

undertake specific training and secondments within the
network.
The fundamental core of the training consisted of dedicated cutting-edge research projects for each Fellow at
their host institution. To complement this, the network provided opportunities for cross-sector secondments for all
Fellows. An intra-network secondment scheme enabled
them to spend time working at other institutions within the
network, receiving hands-on training in specific techniques
and a broader experience in different sectors. Another important aspect of the training is a series of network-wide
events comprising several schools, topical workshops and
an international conference, which were all open to the
wider scientific community.
This interdisciplinary training concept was directly based
on the successful programs developed within the DITANET, oPAC and LA3NET projects [9-11]. OMA has organized two Researcher Skills Schools, three international
Schools on Medical Accelerators (4-9 June 2017 at CNAO,
Italy) [12], Monte Carlo Simulations (6-10 November
2017 at LMU Munich, Germany) [13], and on Particle
Therapy (1-5 April 2019 at TU Vienna with Medaustron as
local host [14]. The network has also organized three Topical Workshops on Facility Design and Optimization at PSI
in Switzerland [15], Diagnostics for Beam and Patient
Monitoring [16], and Accelerator Design and Diagnostics
[17]. Presentations from all training events are available
via the respective event indico page. On 28 June 2019 an
outreach Symposium on Accelerators for Science and Society was held at the Arena and Convention Centre in Liverpool with talks live-streamed on the day and now available on-demand via the event website [18]. The network
also organized an international Conference on Medical Accelerators and Particle Therapy in Seville, Spain in September 2019. This event summarized and promoted the scientific results of the project and discussed remaining challenges and established a basis for future collaboration [19].
The research results of the OMA project have been
widely disseminated via scientific journals, international
events, and the project website www.oma-project.eu. This
was complemented by targeted social media campaigns
about cancer therapy and a quarterly newsletter, the OMA
Express, which can be accessed via the project website [1].

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The OMA project has delivered excellent results with
significant impact in the field of medical and particle and
radiation physics. The network has achieved all of its ambitious targets with only minor deviations over the four
year project duration. Research has advanced knowledge
in proton and ion beam therapy and several examples were
given in this paper. The results are expected to contribute
important knowledge to the development of the next generation of medical accelerators. A comprehensive training
program and interdisciplinary outreach and communication which has reached millions around the world were additional successes.

The OMA Fellows received a comprehensive training
within a unique international network. They have gained a
broad insight into both, academic and industrial aspects associated with medical accelerators, with opportunities to
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DESIGN AND OPTIMISATION OF A STATIONARY CHEST
TOMOSYNTHESIS SYSTEM WITH MULTIPLE FLAT PANEL FIELD
EMITTER ARRAYS: MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS AND COMPUTER
AIDED DESIGNS*
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V. Y. Soloviev, S. G. Wells, Adaptix Ltd, Oxford OX5 1PF, United Kingdom
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Abstract
Digital tomosynthesis (DT) allows 3D imaging by using
a ~30° range of projections instead of a full circle as in
computed tomography (CT). Patient doses can be ~10
times lower than CT and similar to 2D radiography but diagnostic ability is significantly better than 2D radiography
and can approach that of CT. Moreover, cold-cathode field
emission technology allows the integration of 10s of X-ray
sources into source arrays that are smaller and lighter than
conventional X-ray tubes. The distributed source positions
avoid the need for source movements and Adaptix Ltd has
demonstrated stationary 3D imaging with this technology
in dentistry, orthopaedics, veterinary medicine and non-destructive testing. In this work we present Monte Carlo simulations of an upgrade to the Adaptix technology to specifications suited for chest DT and we show computer aided
designs for a system with various populations of these
source arrays. We conclude that stationary arrays of coldcathode X-ray sources could replace movable X-ray tubes
for 3D imaging and different arrangements of many such
arrays could be used to tailor the X-ray fields to different
patient size and diagnostic objective.

Figure 1: Adaptix (a) veterinary and (b) extremity DT systems. Reproduced with permission from Adaptix Ltd.

INTRODUCTION
Adaptix Ltd have demonstrated veterinary and human
cadaver extremity digital tomosynthesis (DT) with the devices shown in Fig. 1. Both are small and light enough to
be carried by hand and have been operated safely in clinics
and exhibitions globally. Demonstrated applications also
include dental DT with human cadavers and non-destructive testing of electronics and composites [1].
Adaptix DT systems use a compact flat panel source
(FPS) with a square array of emission positions. The FPS
comprises electron field emitters etched on a silicon wafer
in square arrays as shown in Fig. 2. In this design, all electron emitters turn on simultaneously with a 60-70 kV potential, but an electron beam steering module ensures only
one electron beam at a time enters its respective collimator
aperture to reach the X-ray target. The rest are absorbed in
the bulk of the collimator. The FPS is coupled to a flat panel
detector (FPD) to create the full DT system and both FPS
and FPD remain stationary.
___________________________________________

* Work funded by the Accelerators for Security, Healthcare and Environment Centre for Doctoral Training by the United Kingdom Research and
Innovation Science and Technology Facilities Council; ID: ST/R002142/1.
† thomas.primidis@gmail.com
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Figure 2: Schematics of the Adaptix FPS. Reproduced with
permission from Adaptix Ltd.
DT uses a limited (~30°) angular range of projections instead of half-, full- or multi-circle scans used in computed
tomography (CT) [2]. DT is a 3D X-ray imaging modality
with a cost and dose comparable to 2D radiography but
with image quality that can approach that of CT and literature suggests DT could be an alternative to both modalities
on specific occasions [3-5].
The most requested X-ray exam is for the chest. In 202021 in England, 2D chest and 3D chest or abdomen X-ray
imaging amounted to 80% (7.3 million) of all imaging
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activity with tests suitable for diagnosing cancer [6]. But
moving a sick patient to a radiology room can be risky.
Also available mobile CT scanners use heavy X-ray tubes
and batteries, making them nearly one-ton machines, difficult to store and transport [7-9]. Their size and price and
the cost of CT scans can also be prohibitive for smaller
clinics, in less developed areas or with smaller patient
throughput. Moreover, CT dose can be prohibitive on follow-up or recurring scans.
But as mentioned before, DT is cheaper, gives ~10 times
less dose than CT and could be a CT alternative on some
occasions. Also, chest DT systems commonly operate at
120 kV, but 90 kV can produce similar image quality at a
fixed effective dose (ED) [10] and even fixed emitted photon flux [11]. So, upgrading Adaptix’ portable FPS DT systems to 90 kV could bring cheaper, lower dose chest 3D Xray imaging to smaller clinics and more patients’ bedside.
In this work, we present Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
of this upgrade, and we introduce Ipioni, our software for
computer-aided designs (CAD) of multi-FPS DT systems
necessary for covering the larger volume of the chest.

SINGLE FPS UPGRADE
Upgrading from 60-70 kV to 90 and 120 kV started with
choosing an appropriate X-ray target thickness and accelerating voltage. FLUKA [12] MC simulations with a single
monochromatic electron pencil beam of various energies
incident perpendicularly on an infinitely wide, 20 μm thick
X-ray target of undisclosed material revealed the combinations of accelerating voltage and target thickness with high
photon yield as shown in Fig. 3. 3-6 μm were chosen as a
reasonable target thickness range for 90 kV and 120 kV.

Figure 4: Simulated (a) energy spectra and (b) photon yield
with different FPS designs. Adapted from [11] CC BY 3.0.

Figure 5: Single beam attenuation in Al of photon beams
from different FPS designs.

Figure 3: Simulated forward facing photon density versus
X-ray target depth and electron accelerating potential.

Due to the higher photon yield and robustness of thicker
targets, the spectra with 6 μm target were used to simulate
end-to-end DT procedures with the two voltages. Shown in
Fig. 6(a-b) is a 5×5, 2 cm pitch FPS array, the ICRP 145
adult male reference phantom [15] and a 43×43 cm2 plane
80 cm away from the array, scoring photon fluence, acting
as a FPD [16]. This geometry had an angular range of 8°.
The 25 sources were considered identical, so they were
simulated in Geant4 [17] using the same model. X-ray
beam shape and size were based on an existing Geant4
model of the 60 kV FPS [18] and energy spectra were those
from Fig. 4a. We used Geant4 instead of FLUKA at this
stage because it offered an easier way to load the phantom.
In Fig. 7, reconstructed 3D planes [19] with the two FPSs
are similar within ±10%; this agrees with literature on the
similar image quality with 90 and 120 kV chest DT [10].

With these specifications, the FLUKA simulation was
repeated but now including the FPS filtration, namely the
anode and the printed-circuit board from Fig. 2. The scored
energy spectra shown in Fig. 4 reveal that 120 kV beams
are 1.7-2.0 times as efficient as 90 kV beams which reach
a plateau within this range of target thickness.
Figure 5 illustrates the attenuation of these spectra in aluminium (Al) simulated in FLUKA confirming that halfvalue layer is larger than the regulatory minima of 3.2 mm
and 4.3 mm for 90 kV and 120 kV respectively [13,14].
100 kV and 71 kV data are shown for completeness.
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Figure 6: Irradiation geometry for chest DT using (a-b) a
single flat panel source array and (c) multiple ones as designed by Ipioni. Reproduced from [11] CC BY 3.0.

Figure 7: (a-c) Tomosynthesis slices at different depths using the 120 kV FPS, (d-f) same slices with the 90 kV FPS,
(g-i) relative percentage difference between 120 kV and 90
kV. Reproduced from [11] CC BY 3.0.
ED was 0.113 mSv with 90 kV and 0.131 mSv with
120 kV [11] so there is clinical benefit in reducing the voltage. These values are also close to the 0.12 mSv of a clinically available chest DT system [20]. But this ED was calculated with 2.5 billion photons per X-ray source, initially
chosen to reduce statistical error in dosimetry and images.
With photon yield from Fig. 4b, 1 mm collimator aperture
and 100 μA per emitter suggested by Adaptix, each emitter
needs 4.2 s and 2.1 s to produce that many photons with
90 kV and 120 kV respectively. Specifications are closer
to 100 ms to reduce total scan time to <10 s so photon flux
must be reduced to 1/42 for 90 kV and 1/21 for 120 kV.
This increases the current projection image noise (~3%) by
a factor of ~√42=6.5 for 90 kV and ~√21=4.6 for 120 kV
and 9 FPSs would lead to 9/42=21% and ~9/21=42% ED
respectively. So, multi-FPS 3D DT can be delivered without excess ED and without excess image noise.

angle, emitter pitch, source-to-image distance (SID) and
panel angle in which to search for geometrically feasible
designs. This feasibility includes clearance between FPSs
and FPD and no overlaps between FPSs, patient and FPD
since this is unphysical. Among the feasible designs, Ipioni
identifies those that have optimum geometries so they can
be studied with detailed MC simulations and experiments
and eventually be built. Optimum geometries have minimum size and stray (outside the detector) radiation and
maximum beam overlap, angular range and FPD coverage.
Ipioni designs DT systems with up to 9 FPSs, it exports
data to be built with 3D CAD software as shown in Fig. 8
and Fig. 6c and plots X-ray beam profiles on the FPD and
in the patient as shown in Fig. 9. Notice how all designs
have no stray radiation and head and neck are spared in Fig.
6c. So, Ipioni provides a wealth of clinical and geometrical
information about these complex devices, helping inform
and accelerate their design and optimisation at an early
stage, improving R&D efficiency and driving down costs.

Figure 8: Multi-FPS DT systems designed by Ipioni and
drawn in FreeCAD [21]. white boxes: FPSs, purple cones:
X-ray beams, transparent box: phantom, blue box: FPD.

Figure 9: X-ray field plots by Ipioni.

CONCLUSION

FPSs allow 3D X-ray imaging of the human chest with
similar image quality at 90 kV and 120 kV and lower ED
Ipioni is a Python CAD tool we developed for designing at 90 kV. ED is low enough to allow multi-FPS systems
multi-FPS DT systems. It takes minimal input such as pre- which can better irradiate the patient and we have develferred number of FPSs and emitter array shape, FPD, pa- oped the necessary tools to automate the design of such
tient and FPS dimensions, and any range of X-ray cone multi-component systems quickly and efficiently.
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FIRST PRODUCTION OF ASTATINE-211
AT CROCKER NUCLEAR LABORATORY AT UC DAVIS∗
E.J. Prebys† , M.R. Backfish, D.A. Cebra, R.B. Kibbee, L.M. Korkeila and K.S. Stewart
UC Davis, Davis, CA, USA
Abstract
There is a great deal of interest in the medical community in the use of the alpha-emitter 211 At as a therapeutic
isotope. Among other things, its 7.2 hour half life is long
enough to allow for recovery and labeling, but short enough
to avoid long term activity in patients. Unfortunately, the
only practical technique for its production is to bombard
a 209 Bi target with a 29 MeV alpha beam, so it is not accessible to commercial isotope production facilities, which
all use fixed energy proton beams. The US Department of
Energy is therefore supporting the development of a "University Isotope Network" (UIN) to satisfy this need. As
part of this effort, we have developed an 211 At production
facility using the variable-energy, multi-species cyclotron
at Crocker Nuclear Lab the University of California, Davis.
This effort relies on a beam probe which has been modified
to serve as an internal 209 Bi target, to avoid problems with
alpha particle extraction efficiency. We have recently performed the first production and recovery run, in which we
recovered on the order of 50 µCi of 211 At in solution. Now
that production has been demonstrated, we plan to increase
capacity to 10s of mCi per run for use in local research.

INTRODUCTION
The detailed motivation for this project was discussed
IPAC19 [1], but it is summarized here for completeness.
Radionuclides are an important component of medical
diagnosis and therapy. Broadly speaking, they fall into two
categories: positron (𝛽+ ) emitters to be used for PET scans
and 𝛼 or 𝛽 emitters to be used for treatment. 𝛼 emitters
are particularly attractive for treatment, because all of the
energy is deposited in close proximity to the update site. In
this context, there has recently been a great deal of interest
in 211 At as a therapeutic 𝛼-emitter. Unfortunately, sources
of 211 At are limited, because the only practical method that
has been demonstrated for production is to bombard a 209 Bi
target with 𝛼 particles of roughly 29 MeV kinetic energy to
produce 211 At through the reaction
209

†
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
An excellent overview of 211 At production can be found
in reference [3]. Its production cross section is a strong
function of the energy of the 𝛼 beam incident on the 209 Bi;
however, care must also be taken to avoid the the production
of 210 At, because that decays to 210 Po, which poses a serious
health risk. The production rates for both are shown in Fig. 1
(See Figs. 2.3.2 and 2.4.3 in [4]). We see that while the
production rate for 211 At peaks at about 31 MeV, that is
above the turn-on threshold for 210 At, so we will plan to use
a beam of about 28-29 MeV, a point at which production is
still significant.
UC Davis is uniquely positioned to provide such a service.
The Crocker Nuclear Cyclotron has been used to produce
isotopes in the the past [5], and has demonstrated the currents required. Figure 2 shows the layout of the cyclotron.
Extracted beam goes through a switch magnet, where it can
be directed to one of 7 beam lines. Three of these are internal to the cyclotron vault and four go to three external caves,
as shown in. The external lines are limited to 100 nA for
radiation safety reasons, while currents can go to at least
100 µA inside the vault.
Historically, isotopes were produced in “line 0", as indicated in the figure; however, while high currents have been
demonstrated in the cyclotron, the efficiency of extraction is

Bi(𝛼, 2n) 211 At

Most medical isotope production facilities rely on either
nuclear reactors or proton accelerators, with low energy
(10-40 MeV) proton cyclotrons being the most common
commercial production tool. Such cyclotrons are designed
to accelerate only protons to a fixed energy, as designing
them for variable energy and/or multiple species acceleration
∗

would increase the cost and complexity, threatening their
commercial viability. Thus, they are unable to produce the
𝛼 beam necessary to create 211 At.
We have been funded to develop the capability to produce
211 At at the Crocker Nuclear Laboratory cyclotron at the
University of California Davis [2]. This is a research cyclotron built in the mid-1960s, which can accelerate protons,
deuterons, helions (3𝐻𝑒 ++ ), or alpha particles to variable
energies, with a maximum energy of 67 MeV for protons.

Figure 1: Production cross-section as a function of beam energy for (a) 209 Bi(𝛼,2n)211 At and (b) 209 Bi(𝛼,3n)210 At. (Cyclotron Produced Radionuclides: Physical Characteristics
and Production Methods, Technical Reports Series Number
468, International Atomic Energy Agency: Vienna, 2009,
pp. 33-40 with permission from the IAEA)
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Figure 2: Layout of the Crocker Cyclotron, showing the
internal lines, as well as the three external experimental areas.
Current in the external caves is limited to 100 nA, while in
principle, up to 1 mA could be run in the cyclotron vault
itself. The decommissioned historical isotope production
line is highlighted, as is the retractable beam probe that will
be used for the new target.
rather low, particularly for 𝛼 particles, for which it can be as
low as 15%. Therefore, to achieve the maximum 𝛼 flux on
target and to minimize the unwanted loss and activation in
the vault, we will be pursuing the development of an internal
target for our 211 At production, thereby restricting most the
activation to the target itself and the interior of the cyclotron.

the probe at a radius corresponding to an energy of roughly
29 MeV, to be well away from the 210 At threshold.
The design is shown in Fig. 3. An aluminum target has
been machined such that the final turn will uniformly deposit
beam, to prevent sputtering. In operation, current is measured from the target itself, as well as leading and trailing
beam probes. The preliminary curvature was determined
based on beam studies and calculations, then it was refined
after beam tests with a blank (uncoated) target, with the goal
of maximizing the beam on the target and balancing the
beam on the leading and trailing probes. The target body
is attached to a copper cooling channel with bolts and an
o-ring to esablish the water seal.

Figure 4: A target that has been coated with 209 Bi and attached to the probe shaft. Note the sealing flange that will
mate to the airlock.
!

"

#

Figure 5: Target installation. The installation of the target
and shaft is shown in (a), (b) shows the flange just before
sealing, and (c) shows the details of the inner “airlock” flap
with the outer flange removed.
Figure 3: Target design. Beam is incident on the bismuth
coated target aluminum target, which has been machined to
match the orbit shape. The target assembly and the upstream
and downstream beam probes are all electrically isolated
and monitored.
The use of an internal 209 Bi target for 211 At production
has been well established at Duke University [6] and elsewhere, and our plan is to leverage their experience as much
as possible. One key difference is that Duke university uses
separate probe and target insertions, but the design of our
cyclotron will not allow this. We have therefore designed
a hybrid probe/target assembly, which can be swapped in
place of our usual target. This task is made significantly
easier by the fact that the probe assembly already has an
“airlock", to allow the probe to be removed without breaking
the vacuum of the machine.
During 211 At production, it serves as both the beam probe
and the production target. To get the best targeting efficiency,
we want the target to be at the largest possible radius. We
determined that the optimum configuration is to configure
the cyclotron for 35 MeV 𝛼 extraction and then position

The aluminum target is coated with molten 209 Bi with a
wire brush, to a depth of roughly 50 µm. The target is then
attached to the cooling channel, which is already attached
to the probe shaft, and the electrical connections are made.
Figure 4 show a target that has been prepared, mounted and
is ready for installation. Figure 5 show the details of the
target and probe shaft installation. This process is reversed
to remove the target at the end of exposure.

PRODUCTION RUN
The hardware needed for production has been ready for
some time, but our original schedule was significantly delayed by the Covid-19 pandemic and by technical difficulties
with the cyclotron. We were finally able to get a period of
dedicated running at the end of March, 2022. We used the
first day to run with an uncoated target to verify that the
beam distribution was acceptable, and then did a full initial
production run on March 27, with the beam configured for
29 MeV on target, as described.
We exposed the target to the beam current of roughly
2.5 µA for a little over three hours, for a total beam on target
of 8.4 µAh.
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TARGET REMOVAL AND
ASTATATINE RECOVERY
One attractive aspect of this reaction is that there are negligible amounts of undesirable 𝛾 and 𝛽 emitting isotopes
produced that would necessitate complex handling procedures.
After exposure, the probe assembly was removed from
the cyclotron. The target was removed and carried by hand
to the processing area, which is nearby in the same building.
Two techniques have been successfully used to separate
211 At from 209 Bi target following exposure: “dry distillation” [7] and “wet distillation” [8]. Both have advantages
and disadvantages, and ultimately we would like to explore
both; however for our initial run, we chose to focus on wet
distillation.

Figure 6: Recovered 211 At from our first production run.
The details are in the reference, but the approximate procedure is:
1. Immerse the coated face of the target in nitric acid to
fully dissolve both the astatine and the bismuth.
2. Boil away the liquid to leave a combined astatine/bismuth salt.
3. Disolve the salt in hydrocloric acid
4. Add diisopropyl ether (DIPE), which cases the 211 At
and 209 Bi to separate, with the latter floating to the top.
5. Pipette out the lighter 211 At containing solution into a
scintillation flask.
Figure 6 shows our first recovered 211 At solution.

RECOVERY ESTIMATE
We assayed the recovered 211 At sample using an EG&G
Ortec high purity germanium (HPGe) detector. which we
calibrated using a 152 Eu source. To get as accurate a measurement of our initial production as possible, we did a
“destructive” assay by measuring the spectrum of the sample for several half lives to get maximum statistics. This
allowed us to use not only the decaying 687 keV 211 At line,
but also the 568 keV and 1063 keV lines from the long-lived
207 Bi daughter product, they appeared. The final spectrum
is shown in Fig. 7. In the future, we will use these reading
to calibrate a dose calibrator, for fast measurement.
The analysis is ongoing, and there are still inconsistencies,
but our initial estimate is that we recovered 42 µCi.
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Figure 7: The HPGe spectrum used to determine the amount
of 211 At recovered in our initial run. The estimate was based
on both 211 At peaks and peaks from the long lived daughter
isotope 207 Bi, as indicated in the figure.

STATUS AND PLANS
This initial production run satisfied the goals of our scope
of work, but questions remain. Referring to our original
proposal, our ultimate goal estimated that we could recover
60 mCi of 211 At after 800 µAh of exposure. Scaling this to
8 µAh, we see that our recovery appears to be about a factor
of ten too low, even correcting for the extended processing
time. We need to understand this discrepancy.
In addition to increasing the efficiency of the recovery, we
will need to work to increase the current on target, with the
combined goal of being able to produce at least 10 mCi of
211 At in solution.
Once we have achieved this, we plan to seek out those on
campus and in the surrounding area who are interested in
carrying out research using 211 At.
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HERACLES: A HIGH AVERAGE CURRENT ELECTRON BEAMLINE FOR
LIFETIME TESTING OF NOVEL PHOTOCATHODES
M.B. Andorf∗ , J.K. Bae, A.C. Bartnik, L. Cultrera, J.M. Maxson, I.V. Bazarov
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
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Abstract
We report on the building and commissioning of a high
current beamline dedicated to testing novel photocathodes
for high current and spin-polarized electron applications.
The main features of the beamline are a 200 keV DC electron gun and a beam dump capable of handling 75 kW of
beam power. In this report, a Cs3Sb photocathode is used
to demonstrate the facilities high current capabilities.

INTRODUCTION
Numerous accelerator techniques and applications require
the ability to produce high-average current (≥ 1 mA) bright
electron beams from a photoinjector. Electron-based strong
hadron cooling techniques may require average currents as
high as 100 mA. A high current Electron Recovery Linac
(ERL) is envisioned for LHeC[1]. For EUV lithography with
an ERL, 10 mA beam current is needed[2], while it has been
estimated that medical isotope production with an ERL requires 100 mA[3]. High average-current spin-polarized electron production is highly desirable for a number of nuclear
physics facilities[4, 5] and for polarized positron production[6]. The realization of these applications will push the
boundary of what is state-of-the-art in accelerator physics
technology; however, ultimately the viability of their use
depends on the reliability of the electron source.
Semiconductor based photocathodes are a proven way to
generate high average current electron beams. They have
quantum efficiencies (QE) on the order of 10% at convenient
visible or near infared wavelengths where commercial high
power laser sources are available. A major complication of
a semiconductor based photocathode is they are extremely
sensitive to the vacuum environment and degrade with use
more rapidly than metal photocathodes. In particular at
high current, in addition to vacuum poisoning, ion backbombardment[7–10] from the ionization of residual gas in
the gun and thermal desorption[11] from exposure to an
intense laser beam limit the cathodes operation lifetime.
The High ElectRon Average Current for Lifetime ExperimentS (HERACLES) at Cornell has been recently commissioned at 200 keV with up to 10 mA average beam current. In
close proximity to the Photocathode Laboratory at Cornell,
HERACLES is a dedicated beamline aimed at improving
the robustness of photocathodes operated at high current.

∗

HERACLES Beamline
The start of the HERACLES beamline is a DC electron
gun[12] originally designed and fabricated for Cornell’s
ERL program where it was used to achieve a record high
average current from a photoinjector of 65 mA[13]. Currently we operate the gun at 200 keV. The beamline is shown
in Fig.1. Outside the gun, the beamline has two solenoids,
three independent horizontal/vertical corrector coils, three
BeO pneumatically controlled viewscreens, a faraday cup
for low current (≈ 100 nA) measurements, a quadrant detector for beam positioning information at high currents.
The beamline includes an EMS system which has not been
recommissioned[14]. The beamdump is designed for up to
75 kW of beam power. It is cooled via a closed loop heat
exchanger. The same heat exchanger also cools the gun’s
power supply and the main drive laser, a Coherent gas Argon
laser. In this work, the laser was operated with a single line
at 488 nm. Trapped ions[15] outside the gun are removed
by two clearing electrodes. In addition to contributing to
cathode damage via ion back-bombardment, trapped ions
can cause beam loss leading to a trip off of the machine[16].
Cathodes are transported in HERACLES via a vacuum
port. The port interfaces with a vacuum suitcase which
is used to transport cathodes grown in the photocathode
laboratory. During transport the suitcase is pumped with
two non-evaporative getter (NEG) pumps combining in approximately 400 liter/s of pump speed. The vacuum port is
pumped with a single 100 liter/s NEG. After attaching the
suitcase, it typically takes 20 hours for the vacuum port to
pump down to approximately 5×10−9 Torr. Given that moving the cathdoe through the vacuum port takes only a few
seconds, this vacuum is sufficiently low to avoid degradation
from vacuum poisoning.

CATHODE GROWTH AND TRANSPORT
For a high-current demonstration, a Cs3 Sb cathode was
grown off center with a Molybdenum puck. After annealing
at 500 C for 48 hours, the puck was cooled to 120 C. A
metallic mask screens the puck from the Cs and Sb sources,
allowing the active area to be grown off center. The active
area shape is circular with a radius of approximately 2 mm.
An off centered cathode is used to reduce damage from ion
back-bomardment[17].
During the growth, initially only Cs was deposited until
the QE peaked at which point we started to deposit Sb. A
Quartz Microbalance (QCM) was used to monitor the Sb
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Figure 1: The HERACLES beamline. Lead shielding and SF6 tank are not shown. The floor corresponds to the room
dimensions. The inset shows a cross-section of the gun viewed from above.

Figure 2: The evolution of the cathode QE (yellow) and Sb
thickness (red) during the cathode growth.
deposition. Once 17.5 nm was deposited, the shutter was
closed. We continued to deposit Cs until the QE once again
peaked and the growth was stopped. The evolution of the
QE and deposition are shown in Fig.2.

HIGH AVERAGE CURRENT
DEMONSTRATION
The cathode was inserted into HERACLES and the laser
aligned to the active area. Variability of the position of
the active area from cathode-to-cathode typically requires
small corrections to the laser alignment and beam trajectory.
At low current (≈ 100 nA), the beam will be inspected for
aberrations at each view screen in the beamline. If an abber-
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ation occurs, it is likely due to the beam trajectory being off
centered in one of the solenoids and correction is straightforward. To facilitate beam transport, linear combinations of
the corrector coils are used. In particular, groups were developed so that correctors upstream of solenoid 2 can make
horizontal or vertical steerings downstream of the solenoid.
Another grouping allows for the horizontal or vertical angle between corrector pairs 2 and 3 to be adjusted without
affecting the position upstream.
After satisfactory beam transport to the beam dump is
achieved, the current is slowly increased to the target value.
During the ramp, vacuum pressure in the beamline, water
temperature of the beamdump and radiation levels are monitored closely. Adjustments to the magnet settings are made to
minimize pressure and radiation levels. A P-I feedback loop
implemented in Python maintains the target beam current
once it has been reached.
Fig.3 shows the high current demonstration in HERACLES with 8 mA average current. The drops in current
(blue line) are due to radiation trips indicating levels exceeded 2 mR/hr inside the room. During this run, the levels
were observed to be around 1 mR/hr with the occasional
spike of 2 mR/hr causing the trips. The run lasted for a little
over 3 hours over which no degradation of the cathodes QE
was observed (green line). During the run the pressure near
in the gun was stable (red line) and about a factor of 10
higher than the nominal pressure without beam but with the
gun gate valve open.

CONCLUSION
HERACLES, a DC electron gun beamline at Cornell University has been commissioned up to 10 mA average current
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Figure 3: High current demonstration run in HERACLES with a Cs3 Sb photocathode. The measured beam current shown
in blue with drops in the beam current corresponding to radiation trips. The QE and pressure at the gun are shown in green
and red, respectively.
at 200 keV. We have presented a high-current run at 8 mA to
demonstrate the present capabilities of our facility. Higher
current is achievable with an upgrade to the lead shielding
around HERACLES.
The environment of a DC gun can be harsh for photocathodes during high current operation. In addition to raised
vacuum levels, ion back-bombardment from residual ionized gas inside the gun and thermal desorption from a high
intensity laser can reduce the lifetime of the cathode. Understandably, the majority of cathode development happens
in relatively clean growth chambers at low voltages (≈ 10
V) and currents (< 10 nA) where the degradation mechanisms at high currents are not as prevalent. The goal of
HERACLES, in conjunction with the Cornell photocathode
laboratory, is to form a tight loop between cathode development in a growth chamber and improvements in robustness
at high current operation.
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range of 30–200 keV is running successfully at Ion Beam
Centre, KUK for carry out patterning and structuring the
surfaces of different classes of materials. This system
offers single charge state, switching magnet with five exit
ports and large area irradiation/implantation using hollow
cathode ion source [7].
For binary compounds, non-stoichiometric sputtering
of one element in comparison to other occurs. This
preferential sputtering determines the degree of patterning
and structuring by oblique angle sputter erosion. Hence, it
becomes extremely vital to have detailed knowledge of
the composition modulation as a result of nonstoichiometric sputtering [8, 9].
In this paper, we address the study of the temporal
evolution of SiC surfaces with the aim of characterizing
the features as a function of ion dose. This type of
quantitative and qualitative analysis is required for
designing large-scale ordered nanostructures on the
sputtered surfaces.

Abstract
A versatile experimental facility air insulated high
current medium energy 200 kV Ion Accelerator, with the
terminal voltage in the range of 30-200 kV has been
running successfully at Ion Beam Centre, KUK for carry
out multifarious experiments in material science and
surface physics. This system offers single charge state,
switching magnet with five exit ports and large area
irradiation/implantation using hollow cathode ion source.
Ion beam induced structures on the surfaces of
semiconductors have potential applications in photonics,
magnetic devices, photovoltaics, and surface-wetting
tailoring etc. In this regard, silicon carbide (SiC) is a
fascinating wide-band gap semiconductor for hightemperature, high-power and high-frequency applications.
In this work, fabrication of ripple patterns is carried out
on the SiC surfaces using 80 keV Ar+ ion beam for
different fluences at oblique incidence of 500. AFM study
demonstrates that ripple wavelength and amplitude,
ordering and homogeneity of these patterns vary linearly
with argon ion fluence. The formation of such surface
structures is attributed to the preferential sputtering of
silicon in comparison to carbon. The evolution of high
degrees of order is explained with the help of existing
formalisms of coupling between surface topography and
preferential sputtering.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Silicon Carbide (SiC) thin films were deposited on
Si(111) substrates employing RF sputtering method.
These SiC thin films were then irradiated with 80 keV
argon ions by 200 kV Ion Accelerator Facility available at
Ion Beam Center, Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra,
India under a vacuum of 3.2 x 10-7 Torr. Argon ion fluence
of 1×1018, 2×1018 and 3×1018 ions cm−2 has been used at
fixed incident angle of 500 [7].
Surface morphological evolution of these RF sputtered
and argon irradiated SiC surfaces was profoundly
evaluated by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) utilizing
Bruker HR Mutlimode-8 available at Ion Beam Centre,
Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra. In order to get a
better statistics, at least 5 AFM scans on each sample
were performed.

INTRODUCTION
Oblique angle sputter erosion (OASE) is a versatile and
cost effective tool for patterning and structuring solid
surfaces at the nanoscale level [1-3]. This is a scalable
method that fabricates a myriad of patterns in a single
technological step and is applicable to most solid
materials, ranging from metals to semiconductors, and
from organic to inorganic materials [1-9].
Considering the stochastic nature of OASE at micro- to
nano-scopic scales, the spontaneous formation of patterns
by this technique is a highly non-trivial process, and has
long drawn attention due to its potential applications in
surface technology and applied sciences [1-4].
In this regard, a versatile experimental facility 200 kV
Ion Accelerator with ion beams having energy in the

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 1 ((a)-(d)) shows the AFM images of RF
sputtered SiC over Si(111) and SiC surfaces bombarded
using 80 keV Ar+ ions at fixed incident angle of 500 with
fluences of 1×1018, 2×1018 and 3×1018 ions cm−2
respectively. The corresponding Fast Fourier Transforms
(FFT) is shown in insets of these micrographs.
Figure 1 (a) reveals that globular type particles of SiC
can be easily distinguished. These particles are uniform in
size, with a lateral dimension of about 30-40 nm. FFT
image depicts the random nature of the SiC particles after
RF sputtering.
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Figure 1(a-d): AFM micrographs of as-deposited SiC thin films and Ar+ sputtered SiC surfaces at various fluences of
1×1018, 2×1018 and 3×1018 ions cm−2.
The temporal parameters i.e. wavelength and amplitude
of evolved surface structures are calculated using the
Nanoscope 1.8 software [8] and are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3
respectively.
For argon ion fluence of 1×1018 Ar+cm−2, periodic
ripples of smaller dimensions have been observed (Fig. 1
(b)). Ripples having wavelength of 588.4±0.87 nm are
seen on the sample surface due to the ripening and
coalescence (Fig. 2). From the FFT, we can see that these
surface structures display square self-linking and
homogeneity.
Notably as the sputtering proceed to ion fluence of
2×1018 Ar+cm−2 (Fig. 1 (c)), wavelength of these ripple
pattern increases to 1280±1.83 nm. Close inspection of
the FFT reveals that 2 fold symmetry increases
significantly in comparison to earlier stage of sputtering.
Moreover, the habit of these evolved patterns is
sinusoidal.
Further increase in ion fluence to 3×1018 Ar+cm−2 leads
to ordered ripple patterns with pronounced increase in
wavelength and amplitude. At this stage of sputtering, the
wavelength and amplitude is 1804±0.21 nm and 153 nm
respectively as plotted in Fig. 2. Interestingly, the perfect
square ordering among the evolved ripples can be easily
THPOMS037
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inferred from the corresponding FFT image as shown in
inset of Fig. 1(d). The variation of wavelength and
amplitude of ripple patterns is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: wavelength and amplitude of surface nanostructures over SiC exposed to 80 keV Ar+ ions at 500
oblique incidence for different fluences.
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Homogenous distribution of the wavelength observed
for the sputtered SiC surfaces is plotted in Fig. 3.

This peculiar behaviour can be explained in terms of
Sigmund’s theory of sputtering for binary compounds [5].
The sputtering yield of silicon will be more in comparison
to carbon due to significant difference in mass of both the
elements in binary compound i.e. SiC. Thus, for all argon
ion fluence, sputtered SiC surfaces will be rich in carbon
because of preferential erosion of Si atoms from
the surface region [2, 10, 11].

CONCLUSION
The process of 80 keV argon ion irradiation induced
sputtering at off-normal incidence of 500 is observed to be
a promising tool for large area surface patterning of SiC.
Ripple topography is developed on the sputtered surfaces,
which becomes ordered with the increase in ion fluence.
The specific role of sputtering time i.e. ion-fluence on
argon sputtered SiC has been discussed. The formation of
such surface structures is attributed to the preferential
sputtering of silicon in comparison to carbon.
These structured SiC thin films; fabricated by oblique
incidence of ions from particle accelerators; have been
preferred for optoelectronics, MEMS, RF MEMS and
TFT’s due to relatively their high temperature resistance
and slow degradation, which guarantees a larger
compatibility with silicon-based technology.
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SPALLATION TARGET OPTIMIZATION FOR ADS BY
MONTE CARLO CODES
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Abstract
Accelerator Driven Systems are advanced systems for
the use of Thorium as fuel, aiming to reduce nuclear
waste through transmutation. The spallation target, which
is responsible for producing neutrons, is one of the main
parts of the ADS system. In this research, neutronic parameters of spallation targets consisting of several materials LBE, Mercury, and Lead, on the cylindrical, box, and
conic shapes using Monte Carlo codes (FLUKA, PHITS,
MCNPX) were investigated. Energy Deposition and
spallation neutron yield of spallation target with different
shapes and dimensions have been calculated to optimization of the target. According to the results, the neutron
yield values from MCNPX and PHITS are similar and it’s
close to the experimental result. On the other hand, the
error rate of the values in Fluka is higher.

INTRODUCTION
Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS) are up-and-coming
tools that provide reliable energy and transmute longlived radioactive waste. The simultaneous operation of
ADS's passively safe subcritical core and accelerator
distinguishes it from conventional fission reactors. So, the
unique feature of this system is that the reaction stops
shortly after the proton beam from the accelerator is
turned off. In this way, it provides safety that will significantly reduce the risk of nuclear accidents. In addition,
nuclear waste is a big problem for which no solution can
be found [1]. ADS aims to transmute long-lived radioactive waste like Pu, and Np isotopes [2]. Thus, it can figure
out this problem and contribute to the sustainability of
nuclear energy [3].
Powerful particle accelerators with high proton beam
energy, spallation target, and sub-critical system are the
main components of ADS [4]. The particle accelerator
continuously delivers a dense beam of accelerated particles toward the target. As a result, these neutrons can be
multiplied in the subcritical nuclei enclosing the target
[5].
The spallation target is the part that connects the accelerator and the subcritical reactor. Therefore, the spallation
target design has a key point for ADS design. There are
some difficulties for design spallation target; selecting the
most suitable material, heat removal, radiation damage,
and distribution of power density. To handle these issues,
subjects such as neutronic analysis, and energy deposition
are required for spallation target design [6].
____________________________________________
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The neutron yield per incident proton is the principal
data that has been used in the ADS study [7]. Neutron
yield calculation with MCNPX has been investigated by
several researchers [8-10]. However, a comparison of
neutron yield with different Monte Carlo codes such as
FLUKA and PHITS was not well reported.
Three well-proved Monte Carlo codes (FLUKA,
PHITS, and MCNPX) were used to calculate and compare
the neutron yield to determine the most suitable material
and select the optimum size and shape for the spallation
target.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this paper, by using FLUKA, PHITS, and MCPNX,
the neutron yield of the cylindrical target was calculated
according to different proton beam energies and this process was repeated for 4 different target materials (LBE,
Mercury, Lead, and Tungsten). The fixed cylinder target
with a radius of 20 cm and height of 80 cm was chosen
based on the literature [10]. To compare the different
shapes, the dimensions of the Conical target were selected
the same (Fig. 1). Proton beam (2.35 mm spatial FWHM)
with energies ranging from 600 to 1500 MeV, in the zdirection (0, 0, -2) injected into the target.

Figure 1: Fixed cylindrical and conical spallation target.
To determine the optimum target shape and dimensions, the neutron yield of the cylindrical target as well as
the conical target were calculated and repeated for different materials (Tungsten, LBE, Mercury, and Lead) and
dimensions. The length of the cylindrical target has been
changed to 20,40,60,80 and 100 cm, and then the radius
of the target has been changed to 5,10,15,20,25, and
30 cm. Conical target length has been varied from 40, 60,
80,100 cm and radius 10,20,30,40, and 50 cm. Equation 1
is used to calculate the neutron yield per incident proton
[11]. Proton beam energy, target material, shape, and
dimensions of the target are the factors affecting the neutron yield. Sp is the number of primary protons and Sn is
the number of primary neutrons.
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
(1)
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌/𝑝𝑝 =
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Neutron yields at different proton beam energies using
four different target materials for a fixed radius and length
cylinder target were simulated. Energy from 600 to
1500 MeV with a step of 200 MeV was selected. Figure 2
shows that by increasing proton energy increases, the
neutron yield increases in direct proportion, and the highest value throughout the proton energy belongs to the
Tungsten target, 43.6803 n/p at 1500 MeV. Next, the
highest value was followed by Mercury 43.33 n/p. On the
other hand, the lowest yield was seen in Boron, Nickel
and Cobalt, which values under 20 n/p at 1500 MeV.
Neutron yield values for LBE and Lead targets are very
close to each other and are approximately 41 n/p at
1500 MeV. Nickel, Cobalt and Boron target materials
have not been used in the next stages because their yield
values are quite low.

Figure 2: Neutron Yield versus proton energy for different target materials by MCNPX.

while for LBE and Lead target the optimum length was
calculated as 60 cm. So, after this optimum value, there is
no advantage in terms of neutron yield.

Figure 3: Neutron yield versus target radius at 1 GeV by
MCNPX.

Figure 4: Neutron yield versus target length at 1GeV by
MCNPX.

Table 1: Comparison of Neutron Yield for Conical and Cylinder Target
Target
Materials

Conical Target (R:20cm L:80cm)
MCNPX
PHITS
FLUKA
(n/p)
(n/p)
(n/p)

Average
Relative Differences (%)

LBE

24.26

25.48

27.52

26.75

28.62

30.95

11.03

Mercury

26.07

27.86

29.72

27.99

28.45

32.47

8.29

Figure 3 shows the neutron yield with a different target
radius for a cylindrical target at fixed energy, 1GeV proton beam. Regardless of the target material, it was observed that neutron increases with the increase of the
target radius. While there is a rapid increase up to 20 cm,
after that there is a gradual increase. It means after 20 cm,
the rate of increase is insignificant and almost saturated.
Therefore, a 20 cm radius were selected as an optimum
target radius and the neutron yield were calculated for the
target length varying from 20 cm to 100 cm (Fig. 4). Calculation was repeated for four different materials. According to result, neutron yield increased for the Tungsten
target up to 40cm, no change was observed after 60cm for
target length. For Mercury Target, this optimum value
appears to be between 40 cm and 60 cm target length,

THPOMS038
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Cylindrical Target (R:20 cm L:80 cm)
MCNPX
PHITS
FLUKA
(n/p)
(n/p)
(n/p)

To see the effect of different target shapes on neutron
yield, the yield of Cylinder target and Conical target (Table 1) were selected. For the same radius, it was observed
that neutron yield for cylinder target is higher than conical
target. FLUKA has the highest neutron yield for various
target shapes and materials, while MCNPX has the lowest.
In addition, conical target (34.64x80 cm) and cylinder
target (20x80 cm) neutron yields with the same volume
for four different materials were simulated by FLUKA.
There is a more or less ±1 percent difference between the
conical target and cylinder target with the same volume.
As a result, it was observed that geometry has an effect on
neutron yield.
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Table 2: Comparison of Our Work and Experimental Data for Lead Target (10.2 cm*61 cm) (diameter x length) and
Tungsten Target (10.2 cm*40 cm)
Material
Lead
Tungsten

Energy
(MeV)
1000
1400
1000
1400

Experimental
result (n/p) [12]
17.5
26.3
20.5
28.5

MCNPX
PHITS
FLUKA
Relative Differences
(n/p)
(n/p)
(n/p)
(%)
19.50
19.58
21.12
10.25 / 10.62 / 17.14
27.60
26.86
29.55
4.71 / 2.08 / 10.99
21.95
22.62
24.08
6.60 / 9.37 / 14.86
30.90
31.99
34.48
5.28 / 10.9 / 17.34
codes were confirmed with experimental data. PHITS and
MCNPX results are very close to each other, with an
average relative difference of 2.61%.
The next step is to design reflector and shielding for
ADS system by using Monte Carlo codes. Later we will
focus on LBE target cooling to remove heat in the spallation target. To overcome this problem, it is planned to use
the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) based approach.
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Figure 5: Deposited Energy of 4 different materials for
Cylinder and Conical targets.
The deposited energy for Tungsten, LBE, Mercury and
Lead target materials because of the collision of 1 GeV
protons for cone and cylinder was calculated with
FLUKA (Fig. 5). As can be seen, the amount of deposited
energy varies depending on the target material, but is
nearly identical for the same target shape. So, deposited
energy does not depend on geometry. In addition, Tungsten target has the highest energy deposition
(0.752 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐3 ), whereas LBE target has the lowest
(0.586 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐3 ).
To validate the simulation results, our results calculated
by Monte Carlo codes were compared with the experimental data (Table 2). In the experiment conducted by
BNL, the neutron yield of two different target materials
(Tungsten and Lead) data was used for different proton
beam energies (1000 and 1400 MeV) [8,12]. In this study,
the obtained data calculated by Monte Carlo Codes has an
average uncertainty of less than 0.8%. The average relative differences between MCNPX, PHITS, FLUKA and
experimental result for neutron yield were 6.71%, 8.24%,
and 15.08%, respectively.

CONCLUSION
In this study, we investigated different spallation target
materials with different target shapes and dimension by
using 3 Monte Carlo Codes. We confirmed that proton
beam energy, target materials, target geometry and dimension have an effect on neutron yield. The conical target
and cylindrical target were compared in terms of neutron
yield and deposited energy. Although LBE neutron yield
is relatively low compared to other target materials, it
generates less heat. Obtained results by Monte Carlo
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Abstract
Ionic liquids (ILs) are interesting material that can be
used in many applications. Spectroscopic measurement using accelerator-based terahertz transition radiation (THz
TR) is one of potential techniques to investigate their intermolecular interactions by observing the vibrational bands
in the terahertz region due to TR’s exceptional properties:
coherent, broadband, and high intensity. This work aims to
study intermolecular interactions of ILs using the THz TR
produced from an electron beam at the PBP-CMU Electron
Linac Laboratory. The THz TR with the frequency range of
0.3-2.5 THz can be produced from electron beam of energy
10-25 MeV. This radiation is produced and transported to
the experimental area, where it is used as the coherent and
polarization selective light source for the Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectrometer. The absorption spectrum in
the THz region of the ILs is then measured. In addition, to
explain the experimental results deeply, theoretical calculations using the density functional theory are performed.
In this contribution, we present the results from experiment
and computational calculation that can be used together to
describe the intermolecular interactions in ILs.

INTRODUCTION
Ionic liquids (ILs) are room temperature liquids comprised entirely of cations and anions [1-2]. Originated from
their molecular structures and strong Coulombic interactions, ILs possess a collection of properties that are of technological interest, e.g., extremely low vapor pressure,
modest intrinsic ionic conductivity, high thermal and
chemical stability, and can dissolve a wide range of chemical species [3-4]. These properties can be tuned by changing the choice of cation and anion, whose variety is large
and can form countless combinations. As a consequence of
this unusual range of properties, ILs are significantly promising for several applications, such as electrochemical energy storage devices, materials for nano-lubrication, high
____________________________________________
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temperature and/or vacuum phase materials synthesis,
semiconductor and superconductor gating applications,
and novel self-assembly media [5].
To apply ILs in each application effectively, insight
knowledge about their properties, structures, dynamics,
and reactions is greatly important. Special intermolecular
interactions such as hydrogen bonds can somehow strongly
affect these properties [6]. The vibration of this hydrogen
bonding is in the terahertz (THz) region and can be studied
with the spectroscopic techniques such as terahertz Fourier
transform infrared (THz FTIR) spectroscopy and terahertz
time-domain spectroscopy (THz TDS) with the high intensity accelerator-based coherent terahertz transition radiation (THz TR) produced at the PBP-CMU Electron Linac
Laboratory (PCELL). We expect to be able to study properties of ILs with better signal to noise ratio and lower sample volume compared with the conventional THz source.

ACCELERATOR-BASED THZ
TRANSITION RADIATION
The THz TR can be generated from the accelerator system at PCELL. Schematic diagrams of the system for generation of THz TR are shown in Fig. 1-2. From these figures, the electron bunches with energy in the range of 2-2.5
MeV are obtained from a thermionic cathode radio frequency (RF) electron gun. These electron bunches are
compressed to have a bunch length in the order of femtosecond using an alpha magnet. After that, they travel
through the travelling-wave linear accelerator (linac) and
are accelerated to have the beam energy in the range of 1025 MeV [7-8]. In the THz TR station, an aluminium foil is
used as a radiator. It is tilted by 45° with respect to the electron beam direction. When the electron bunches from the
linac travel from vacuum to conductor, the backward TR is
emitted perpendicular to the electron beam path. This radiation is collimated using a first-surface gold coated parabolic mirror to obtain a parallel ray. Finally, this collimated
THz radiation is transported through a high-density
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polyethylene (HDPE) window to the THz spectroscopic instruments.
Unlike the black body radiation sources, the acceleratorbased THz TR can produce a coherent broadband light with
radial polarization. Therefore, the intensity of THz TR is
much higher than the conventional black body radiation
sources. The THz-TR from our accelerator system has the
frequency range about 0.3-2.5 THz, equivalent to the
wavenumber range about 10-85 cm-1 in far-IR region [9].
The absorption bands in this region are related to the molecular vibrations due to the intermolecular forces in which
we are interested and can be obtained from FTIR technique.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
The PCELL has planned to measure ILs using the accelerator-based THz TR in the future. Thus, for the preliminary experimental study, the VERTEX 80v FTIR spectrometer with black body radiation sources were used to
investigate the spectrum in THz region (30-300 cm-1). A
mercury lamp was used as thermal light source for the
wavenumber range of 30-100 cm-1, and a Globar source
was used as thermal light source for the wavenumber range
of 100-300 cm-1. In this research, the 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium Bis(Trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([Emim]+[NTf2]−) (Sigma-Aldrich, Switzerland), whose molecular
structure is shown in Fig. 3, was used. The far-IR spectrum
of [Emim]+[NTf2]− from FTIR spectroscopy is shown in
Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Molecular structures of [Emim]+[NTf2]−.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram (top view) of an accelerator
system from RF gun to radiator for generation of THz TR.

Figure 4: Experimental THz absorbance spectrum of
[Emim]+[NTf2]−.
Figure 2: Schematic diagram (side view) of an experimental setup from radiator to HDPE window for generation of THz TR.
Besides, changing and shifting of the vibrational bands
of the IL molecules can be used to explain interactions between cation and anion in different ILs and mixtures [10].
Furthermore, TDS technique is also possible since the THz
TR pulse length generated from our system is in the order
of femtosecond. This will allow the possibility to study
some additional properties of ILs such as complex permittivity and absorption coefficient [11-12].
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From the experimental result, there are two separated absorption bands. The first band (A) has the wavenumber
range about 40-80 cm-1, which is in the wavenumber range
of our THz-TR. The other band (B) has the wavenumber
range about 200-230 cm-1, which is outside the wavenumber range of our THz-TR. Thus, for the FTIR spectroscopy technique using accelerator-based THz-TR, only the
band A is expected to be observed. This result is in line with
the results done by Fumino et al. in 2008 [13]. However,
the experimental result cannot explain the vibrational
modes of the IL molecule. Consequently, computational
calculation is necessary to investigate these modes from
the experiment.
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COMPUTATIONTAL INVESTIGATION
Cation, anion, and ion pair of [Emim]+[NTf2]− were calculated computationally to investigate the IR spectra. First
of all, optimization of the molecular structures of IL in
ground state energy was done with the density functional
theory (DFT) methods of the ORCA 4.2.0 program [14].
Since including the dispersion corrections is important for
this IL, the cc-pVTZ basis set with BLYP-D3 functional
were used in this calculation [15]. Furthermore, the vibrational modes, and the IR spectra of these optimized structures were investigated. The optimized molecular structure
of [Emim]+[NTf2]− is presented in Fig. 5. In addition, the
calculated THz spectra of cation, anion, and ion pair of this
IL are shown in Fig. 6.

agree with the results by Fumino et al. [13]. When this calculated spectrum is compared with the experimental spectrum in Fig. 4, these spectra are quite different because IL
in the experiment is composed of several ion pairs of
[Emim]+[NTf2]−. Nevertheless, the two main absorption
bands A and B can still be captured. This implies that the
calculation of this IL using only single ion pair can be used
as a preliminary investigation of this IL having more ion
pairs in the future work.

CONCLUSION
The PCELL has developed the accelerator-based THz
light source that can generate the coherent THz TR to study
the intermolecular interaction in ILs. The FTIR spectroscopy technique with black body radiation sources and computational calculation with the DFT method of
[Emim]+[NTf2]− were done as a preliminary study. The results show that the vibrational modes of intermolecular interaction between cation and anion with the wavenumber
of 40-80 cm-1 was in the frequency range of THz TR. In
addition, these results can be used as the guideline information for the experimental study of IL with FTIR spectroscopy or TDS techniques using THz TR light source in
the future.
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Abstract
At the Plasma and Beam Physics (PBP) Research Facility, Chiang Mai University (CMU), an electron beam accelerator system for natural rubber irradiation has been under development and is currently under the commissioning.
The research project is carried out with the aim to modify
an old medical linac, retired from the clinical operation, for
rubber latex vulcanization and materials irradiation using
electron beams. The accelerator system consists of a DCthermionic cathode electron gun, a standing-wave RF linear accelerator, an RF system, a control system, beam diagnostic systems, and an irradiation system. The components were completely assembled, and the RF system was
tested. The RF processing has been performed and some of
the electron beam properties have been measured. This
contribution presents some experimental results while developing and testing the various sub-systems of this accelerator. The present status of development and some vulcanization results will also be reported in this contribution.

Figure 1: Diagram of the RF-linac system for natural rubber vulcanization at Chiang Mai University.

INTRODUCTION
The radio-frequency (RF) linear accelerator (linac) system for natural rubber vulcanization has been developed
and is currently under the commissioning at the Plasma and
Beam Physics Research Facility, Chiang Mai University,
Thailand [1]. The system aims to generate electron beams
for induction of cross-linking in natural rubber latex at
room temperature as an alternative to a conventional sulfur
vulcanization. Not only does the sulfur vulcanization require high temperature, but it also needs some chemical for
activation and acceleration of crosslink reaction [2,3].
Moreover, the rubber vulcanization using an electron beam
has high potential to reduce extractable proteins which is
possible to cause allergy to the consumers [4].
The accelerator system was constructed using parts from
the 4 MeV medical electron linac system model Mitsubishi
ML-4M [5], retired from clinical operation at Maharaj Nakorn Chiang Mai Hospital. The main components of the
accelerator system are a DC gun, an RF linear accelerator,
a magnetron with waveguide components, a modulator
system, a control unit, and irradiation system as the diagram shown in Fig. 1. The layout of the system is illustrated in Fig. 2.
____________________________________________
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Figure 2: Layout of the accelerator system consisting of a
DC-gun, a linac, a magnetron and a conveyor under the
beamline.

RF AND ACCELERATOR SYSTEMS
The RF system consists of a modulator unit, a magnetron, and waveguide components. Within the modulator
unit, there are a pulse forming network (PFN), a pulse
transformer, a trigger board, and a thyratron switch. The
modulator provides high voltage pulses for the DC electron
gun, and for the magnetron. A variac (VAR) was added to
the RF system, as shown in the diagram in Fig.1, to control
the charging voltage for the PFN. Having linear relation to
the output RF power, the magnetron RF power can then be
adjusted via the VAR adjustment. From the RF
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measurement, the magnetron can provide RF peak power
of 0.6-1.6 MW with the VAR% of 60% to 85%. The magnetron can generate RF signals in the frequency range of
2988 MHz to 3002 MHz depending on tuner position. The
RF pulses have the width around 4 µs pulse and the repetition rate can be adjusted within 10-200 pulse per second.
More details of the RF system were reported in Refs [6, 7].
The RF wave from the magnetron is then transported to the
linac via a WR-284 rectangular waveguide system filled by
SF6 with a ceramic RF window.
The accelerator unit consists of a DC electron gun with
a thermionic cathode, a 5-cell standing wave linear accelerator, and a beam diagnostics system. The RF characteristics of the linac structure were investigated and reported in
Ref [1, 7]. At the operating temperature of 35 °C, the resonant frequency of the linac is 2996.82 MHz. The relative
electric field distribution along the axis in the linac cavities
was obtained from bead pull measurements. The measured
field distribution was employed in beam dynamics simulation using the space-charge particle tracking code ASTRA
[8]. The simulation results showed that the modified accelerator system can generate beam energy from 1 to 4 MeV
depending on a given RF power [1, 7]. The cathode manufactured by Heat-Wave Labs, Inc. [8] was installed and the
cathode processing was completed.
Beam diagnostic instruments: a faraday cup and phosphor screen, were installed after the linac structure to me
asure the beam currents and to monitor the beam. The beam
energy measurements were conducted with the system consisting of the phosphor screen, a steering magnet an IP
camera. For the RF power of 0.8 MW - 1.60 MW, the electron beam energy range from 2.2 MeV to 3.2 MeV

BEAM IRRADIATION SYSTEM

which its material turns from clear to deepening shades of
pink or magenta color associated with exposure to sources
of ionizing radiation.[14]. The optical scan images of B3
film dosimeters can then be analized by RisøScan software.
The accumulation doses on B3 films, placed at 5 cm below the titanium window were measured and the dose rate
was 6 kGy per min, in the experiment. Dose distribution on
the films showed that the dose cover uniformly over a circular area with 1.5 cm diameter. The penetration depth
which is another important information for irradiation process was investigated and is reported in Ref [15]. For a
larger volume, irradiation over a long rubber latex container can be done by moving the conveyor corresponding
to the requirement.

VULCANIZATION EXPERIMENTS
Natural rubber latex vulcanization by electron beam is
done without heating and in the absence of vulcanization
agents such as sulfur. [1-4] The absorbed dose that is required for cross-linking in polymer materials is in the range
of 50-150 kGy [2-4]. To reduce electron beam dose for the
rubber vulcanization process, radiation sensitizer such as
N-butyl acrylate (n-BA) and 1,6-hexanediol-diacrylate
(HDDA) can be added in the rubber latex prior the electron
beam irradiation.[16]
Although, during the commissioning, there are only
small number of electrons exiting the accelerator system,
we did conduct some experiments on natural rubber vulcanization. Natural rubber sample containers were placed
5 cm under the titanium window. The samples are natural
rubber, natural rubber added by 5 phr n-BA, and natural
rubber added by 5 phr HDDA. The natural rubber used in
the experiment is high ammonia concentrated natural rubber with 60% dry rubber content, purchased from a local
company. As a reference, commercial (sulfur) prevulcanized natural rubber (PVNR) latex was also used in the experiment. The vulcanization experiments were carried out
with the electron beam of 3 MeV average energy.
After irradiation to the required dose, the latex samples
were tested for vulcanization state by chloroform test. The
chloroform-coagulation test or chloroform test provides a
very simple and fast method for assessing state or degree
of vulcanization in natural rubber latex [17]. Four stages of
vulcanization are usually distinguished by this test, and are
assigned chloroform numbers as 1: unvulcanized, 2: lightly
vulcanized, 3: moderately vulcanized , and 4: fully vulcanized. The vulcanization results from the experiment described above are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Stage of Vulcanization by Chloroform No. (#)
from the Vulcanization Experiments

The results from beam dynamic studies were also used
to define the initial beam conditions in Monte Carlo simulations with program GEANT4 [9]. Electron beam properties after exiting the Ti-window as well as the beam penetration depth and dose distribution in the natural rubber latex were studied. Moreover, some beam modification designs for the irradiation system were investigated, including beam sweeper [1], quadrupole magnet [10], and flattening filter [11]. However, the Monte Carlo simulation reported that after exiting the accelerator system through the
titanium window, the beam scattered with large divergence
angle and the beam size became large enough for irradiation without beam sweeping. [12]. During the commissioning, the irradiation experiments were conducted without
any beam modification system. The irradiation system
consists of a 50-μm thick titanium window an adjustable
speed conveyer. The conveyor can be moved linearly by
sample + dose
#
sample + dose
#
using a stepping motor, controlled with the in-house developed computer interface and software. The conveyer conNR+0 kGy
NR+nBA+10kGy
1
2
troller can specify moving direction, speed, and distance as
NR+20 kGy
NR+nBA+20kGy
1
4
well as pause time for irradiation.
NR+50 kGy
NR+HDDA+10kGy
4
3
An important specification for an irradiation system is
NR+50 kGy
NR+HDDA+10kGy
the absorbed dose per unit time. The dose measurement
4
3
was performed using B3 RisøScan Dosimetry System from
GEX cooperation [13]. The B3 film is a radiochromic film,
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From the experiments, natural rubber vulcanization using electron beams from our accelerator system occurred at
the radiation dose of 50 kGy. The mixture of rubber latex
and HDDA as well as the mixture with n-BA were fully
vulcanized after electron beam irradiation at the radiation
dose of 20 kGy.

RADIATION SHIELDING
The RF and accelerator system are located inside the underground radiation shielding hall. Moreover, the extra
steel shielding box to prevent the leakage of radiation when
the accelerator system is under operation was designed by
using the Monte Carlo simulation software GEANT4. The
layout of the shielding box is shown in Fig. 3(a). The accelerator hall, however, has just been added with a steel
plate at the height of 2.4 m from the floor, as shown in Fig.
3(b) Thus, the steel shielding box over the accelerator system might not be necessary. The GEANT4 was used to
evaluate radiation leakage for this new scenario. The results shows that a 3-cm-thick steel roof can maintain the
radiation level within the regulation limit.
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Figure 3: Two scenarios for radiation shielding: (a) extra
steel shielding box and (b) layout of steel plate covering
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CONCLUSION
The RF-linear accelerator system and irradiation system
for natural rubber vulcanization has been developed and is
currently under the commissioning. The accelerator system
can generate the electron beam with average energies of 2.2
MeV- 3.2 MeV for the given RF power of 0.8 MW - 1.60
MW. Natural rubber vulcanization experiments were carried out with the electron beam of 3 MeV average energy.
The preliminary experimental results show that the natural
rubber vulcanization occurred at the radiation dose of 50
kGy. Moreover, the rubber latex was fully vulcanized at the
radiation dose of 20 kGy if the radiation sensitizers (HDDA
or nBA) were added to the rubber latex prior to the irradiation. The radiation shielding has been investigated considering full machine operation. More vulcanization experiments will be conducted after the electron beam optimization to get higher beam currents.
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DESIGN AND PARAMETERIZATION OF ELECTRON BEAM
IRRADIATION SYSTEM FOR NATURAL RUBBER VULCANIZATION
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Abstract
Electron beam irradiation is a process to modify or improve the properties of materials with less chemical residue.
In natural rubber vulcanization, a proper electron absorbed
dose is about 50 - 150 kGy. In this study, the experimental station is designed to investigate the deposition of the
electron beam in natural rubber. Electron beams generated
from an RF linac are used in this study. This accelerator can
generate the beam with energies in the range of 1 - 4 MeV
and an adjustable repetition rate of up to 200 Hz. We can
optimize these parameters to maximize the throughput and
uniformity of electron dose in the vulcanization. The simulation results from GEANT4 were used to narrow down the
appropriate parameters in the experiment. In the early stage
of the study, water was used as a sample instead of natural
rubber. The dose distribution was obtained by placing a B3
film dosimeter under a water chamber. The water depth was
varied from 0.5 to 2.0 cm. The simulation results provide the
dose distribution to compare with the experimental results.
In a further study, the beam irradiation in natural rubber
with these optimal parameters and vulcanization tests will
be performed.

Figure 1: Normalized depth dose distributions in water volume thickness of 2 cm using monoenergetic point source of
3 - 4 MeV beams.

INTRODUCTION
The electron radio-frequency linear accelerator (RF-linac)
with an irradiated station for rubber vulcanization has been
developed at the Plasma and Beam Physics Research Facility,
Chiang Mai University, Thailand [1]. The electron beams
generated from this RF-linac have energies in the range of 1
- 4 MeV. Difference electron beam energies provide different
absorbed doses along penetration depths in the material.
In the case of rubber vulcanization, the suitable absorbed
dose is in the range of 50 - 150 kGy. The main objective
of the work is to design the irradiation station for rubber
vulcanization. The throughput is aimed to be maximum and
uniform in quality. In the early stage, water is employed
instead of rubber latex to set up a proper depth dose study
for further rubber vulcanization experiments. In this study,
the water depths were varied to investigate the absorbed dose
in the water volume along with the Monte Carlo simulations.
∗
†

wongkummoonpitch@gmail.com
chitrlada.t@cmu.ac.th

Figure 2: Dose deposition experimental set up for rubber
vulcanization at the Plasma and Beam Physics Research
Facility, Faculty of Science, Chiang Mai University.

DOSE DEPOSITION MEASUREMENT
Performance of an irradiation system is determined by the
electron absorbed dose in water (sample) volume and related
directly to the electron beam parameters. To demonstrate
the effect of beam energy, different depth dose distributions
in water volume using monoenergetic point source beams
of 3 - 4 MeV are illustrated in Fig. 1. To prepare for vulcanization experiments, the experimental station for dose
deposition was set up by placing the water container downstream of the accelerator system, after the Ti-window, as
shown in Fig. 2. The electron absorbed dose was measured using B3 radiochromic film from GEX cooperation [2]
so the B3 film was placed under the water c ontainer. The
water container and the B3 film were then placed on a wood
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plate, a good electron absorbent material. In the experiment,
the time for each irradiation was 30 minutes due to very
low beam current and the distance from Ti-window to B3
films were set to 5 cm. In order to obtain the optimum depth,
water depth in the container varied from d = 0.5 to 2.0 cm.
After being irradiated by electron, B3 film turns from colour
less to a different shade of pink, where the colour intensity
depends on the amount of absorbed dose. The difference in
water depths provide different dose distribution on the B3
film as shown in Fig. 3. The amount of absorbed dose on
B3 film can be obtained by converting the colour response
to numerical data using a calibration curve in RisøScan software [2].

linac was reported in [5]. The beam with average energies
of 2.94 and 4.06 MeV were obtained and used as the initial
beam source in the simulation. The energy distributions of
electron beams with average energies of 2.94 and 4.06 MeV
are shown in Fig. 5. The water depth in the container
varied from 0.5 - 2.0 cm in the simulation to compare the
dose distribution on B3 film from the experiments.

Figure 4: Simulation setup of electron beam irradiation
station for rubber vulcanization in GEANT4.

Figure 3: The examples of the irradiated B3 film (a) the
colour response at different depths of water (b) the converted
dose data map and their projection onto the x or y-axis for a
water depth of 1.0 cm.

Figure 5: The energy distributions of electron beams with
average energies of 2.94 MeV and 4.06 MeV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
The computational simulation of the irradiated station
was modelled by the Monte Carlo simulations using the GEometry ANd Tracking 4 (GEANT4) [3]. The geometries,
positions and materials in the simulation were mimicked
from the actual experimental station described earlier and is
shown in Fig. 4. The initial electron beams in simulation
were used monoenergetic point source beams with 3.0 and
4.0 MeV. Moreover, the another set of initial electron beams
were obtained from beam dynamic simulation using the software ASTRA (A Space Charge Tracking Algorithm) [4].
These beams contain essential properties such as the beam
distribution and energy spread following the RF-linac conditions. The study of beam dynamic simulation for this RF
THPOMS041
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Two irradiation experiments were conducted. In the set
A, water depth of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 2.0 cm were varied. The set B
was conducted to check the irradiation stability and collect
more data points of water depths that need to clarify at 0.75
and 1.75 cm. The colour response of irradiated B3 film was
converted to dose using two sets of calibration curves. The
two sets of calibration curves are the program default and in
house calibration using known beam energies, beam currents
and deposit doses. From the experimental results, the maximum water depth that B3 film can still be sensitive to the
electron beam is around 1.75 cm. Therefore, the maximum
energy of the electron beam can possibly be between 3.4
-4.0 MeV by using the depth dose distribution in Fig. 1.
The absorbed dose data from the experiment were analyzed
by projecting the dose data onto the x or y-axis. This can
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reduce the misleading interpretation of the dust on B3 film
that occurred in the experiment. Moreover, the absorbed
dose on B3 film from simulation was obtained and compared
to the peak value of the projected dose at each water depth.
In set A and B, both default and in house calibration fell in
between the 3 and 4 MeV beams curve. This corresponds
well to the maximum electron beam energy approximated
from the depth dose curve. The dose beyond the depth of
1.5 cm cannot be interpreted numerically because of the
insufficient response of B3 film to a very low dos e. The data
points at 0.75 cm depth on set B displayed large deviation
from the expected curve. This error can be caused by the
accelerator system has not reached an optimum condition
before conducting the experiment. The normalized absorbed
dose from simulations and experiments using two sets of
calibration (a) set A and (b) set B are illustrated in Fig. 6. To
investigate the size of transverse dose distribution, the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) from both simulation and
experiment were compared. Since the beam current for
experiment was much lower, the results can be compared
qualitatively. The default calibration provides the FWHM of
about 1.79 - 1.94 cm on the x-axis and 1.50 - 1.58 cm on the
y-axis, respectively. The FWHM was about 1.01 - 1.10 cm
on the x-axis and 0.86 - 1.00 cm on the y-axis when using the
in house calibration, respectively. From the simulation, the
FWHM is in the range of 0.90 - 1.14 cm for a 2.94 MeV beam
and 0.83 - 1.33 cm for a 4.06 MeV beam, respectively. The
FWHM from experiment and simulation in different water
depths are shown in Fig. 7. The FWHM from experiments
revealed a nearly constant dimension along the water depths,
resembling those from the 2.94 MeV simulation.

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
The investigation of dose deposition and dose distribution
was performed in order to initiate the irradiated station for
rubber vulcanization. The current study aims to test the
performance of the irradiation system by employing B3 radiochromic film to measure the dose d istribution. Moreover,
the GEANT4 simulation was used to give some insightful
information and to analyze the experimental results. The
maximum water depth that the beam in the experiment can
penetrate is around 1.75 cm. The maximum beam energy is
therefore between 3.4 - 4.0 MeV according to the depth dose
curve. The normalized absorbed dose from experiments
using two sets of calibration curves fit well to the simulation
between the curve 3 MeV and 4 MeV beams from simulation. The experiment shows that the FWHM of the dose
distribution is nearly constant along the 1.5 cm water depth.
To obtain more clarifying experimental results, the beam
stability should be tested before conducting the long run
irradiation experiments. The size of B3 film should be large
enough and the irradiation time should be optimized in order
to obtain an overall dose on the B3 film and be able to identify the edge of the beam. Finally, the container for rubber
latex vulcanization with this electron beam can be designed
from the constant FWHM and optimal depth.

Figure 6: Normalized electron absorbed dose for monoenergetic beams and for the beams from beam dynamics simulation and measurement results with two sets of calibration
(Default, In house).

Figure 7: The FWHM of the dose distribution from experiment (set B) using in house calibration and from simulation.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A CYCLOTRON BASED EXTERNAL BEAM
IRRADIATION SYSTEM FOR ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS
P. Thongjerm∗ , S. Wonglee, W. Pornroongruengchok, A. Ngamlamiad and K. Tangpong
Thailand Institute of Nuclear Technology, Thailand
Abstract
We present the studies carried out at the cyclotron facility at the Thailand Institute of Nuclear Technology (TINT,
Nakhon Nayok, Thailand). The cyclotron accelerates up to
30 MeV proton with a maximum beam current of 200 µA.
In addition to radioisotope production, the R&D beamline equipped with a five-port switching magnet allows
further extension for multidisciplinary research and experiments. The first station of the research vault is dedicated to
non-destructive and multi-elemental analysis using particleinduced x-ray (PIXE) and particle-induced gamma (PIGE)
techniques. For this purpose, the beam is extracted through
an exit foil to the air. The beam size is then shaped by a
beam nozzle before reaching a sample. However, the range
of the protons in air and the attenuation of x-rays may deteriorate. Therefore, the external irradiation system, including
energy degrader foil, collimator and detector arrangement,
are evaluated in Geant4 to optimise the proton beam quality
and improve detection efficiency.

INTRODUCTION
The cyclotron (MCC30/15) can accelerate protons and
deuterons. It is primarily used for radioisotope production.
The energy of the beam is adjustable between 15-30 MeV.
The related parameters of the cyclotron are listed in Table 1 [1]. However, the beam energy and current are not
compatible with elemental analysis applications. The purpose of this study is to design an external irradiation system
for elemental analysis.
Table 1: Main Parameters of the TINT Cyclotron
Parameter

Value

Type of ions:
accelerated
H-/Dissued
H+/D+
Accelerated ion energy
- Proton
15-30 MeV
- Deuteron
9-15 MeV
Beam current
- Proton
200 µA
- Deuteron
50 µA
Number of beam line
3
When a charged particle or proton interacts with the target
material, the energy of the particle gradually decreases due to
Coulomb interaction. Therefore, it is possible to reduce the
∗
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beam energy when adding material, with a certain thickness,
in between the system exit window and the target. The mean
rate of the energy loss of charged particles is given by the
Bethe-Bloch formula:


𝑑𝐸
2𝑚 𝑒 𝑐2 𝛾 2 𝛽2
𝑍 𝑧2
𝛿 𝐶
2
−
𝑙𝑛
= 𝜌𝐾
−𝛽 − −
,
𝑑𝑥
𝐴 𝛽2
𝐼
2 𝑍
where K = 4𝜋𝑁 𝐴𝑟 𝑒2 𝑚 𝑒 𝑐2 , 𝑁 𝐴 is Avogadro’s number, 𝑟 𝑒 is
the electron radius, 𝑚 𝑒 is the mass of an electron, 𝜌 is the
density of the medium, z is the atomic number of the beam
particle, Z is the atomic number of the absorber, 𝛽=v/c is the
speed of the particle relative to c and I is the mean excitation
energy of the medium.
An appropriate for the construction of an energy degrader
is considered based on several material properties including
transverse dispersion, energy deviation and secondary radiation yield. The determination of degrader materials using
SRIM [2] and FLUKA [3] were also carried out in other
studies.

ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
In the R&D vault, the beamline consists of a fiveport switching magnet, beam diagnostic device, triplet
quadrupole lens, niobium exit window and irradiation station.
It is also equipped with a camera, for visual inspection of the
sample during the analysis, and a laser positioning system
for proper alignment. However, the last section of the system
is under installation as shown in Fig. 1. The setup of the
external irradiation station enables a multi-elemental analysis and near-surface structural characterisation of samples.
The sample analysis can be carried out non-destructively
without the limitation of the sample size. Figure 2 shows
the detectors setup of the system.

Figure 1: The current setup of R&D beam line consists of a
five-port switching magnet, a set of quadrupole magnets, a
beam diagnostic device and a sample holder.
In PIXE analysis, a Si(Li), 30 mm2 active area, with 8 µm
Be entrance window, is used for detecting low-energy x-ray
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Figure 3: GEANT4 simulation of the system.
variation of energy distribution of different degrader material. However, the energy distribution of each material
was shifted. This error may arise from material thickness
calculations.

Figure 2: The setup of detectors of the external irradiation
system (top) and a design of beam nozzle (unit:mm) (bottom).
emission placed at the 45o relative to the beam direction
and a low-energy Ge (LEGe), 100 mm2 active area, with
25 µm Be entrance window, is available for high-energy xray measurement. A hyper-pure Ge (HPGe) detector, with
50% relative efficiency, is for PIGE analysis placed at the
90o of the beam direction.

GEANT4 SIMULATION
The properties of the proton beam and the number of
gamma and neutron generated after passing through various
degrader materials were investigated by GEANT4 simulation
code [4]. Proton initial energy of 15 MeV was selected. The
thicknesses of aluminium(Al), beryllium(Be), carbon(C),
copper(Cu), tungsten(W) and mylar foils which decrease
the beam energy from 15 MeV to 5 MeV were calculated as
0.92 mm, 1.02 mm, 1 mm, 0.34 mm, 0.23 mm, and 1.38 mm,
respectively.
The degrader was placed in the air 1.4 cm away from the
exit window. A degrader volume and a target volume were
created to collect the information. In the degrader, the kinetic energy of protons, number of neutrons and gamma-ray
were collected. For the target plane, the position of protons
and their kinetic energy were obtained. The simulations
were performed with a million primary protons randomly
generated across 2 mm in diameter to achieve reliable statistic. The GEANT4 implementation of the designed system
is given in Fig. 3.

Figure 4: Energy distribution of protons after passing
through various materials (a) at the degrader (b) at the target
plane.
Figure 5 shows the proton position in the x-y plane of
the target representing the beam size of Be and W. The
transverse deviation from 20 mm in diameter of the initial
proton tracks was 29.38% for Be foil and 79.85% for W foil.
When considering the number of neutrons and the number
of gamma in Fig. 6, C foil has the lowest neutron yield and
Be gives the lowest gamma ray yield.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The energy distribution of the proton at the degrader and
the target plane is shown in Fig. 4. The beam energy decreased, from 15 MeV to approximately 5 MeV and 4 MeV,
depending on the type of material. We expected to see the

Figure 5: Position of protons on the target plane after passing
through (a) Be and (b) W.
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foil was considered to be a suitable material for the energy
degrader since the secondary radiation is less than other
materials. Further, we aim to investigate the beam fluence
on a target plane and heat simulation of the degrader foil.
Moreover, the simulation of beam nozzle allowing for an
optimal beam size will be continued.
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Mu*STAR: SUPERCONDUCTING ACCELERATOR DRIVEN
SUBCRITICAL MOLTEN SALT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Mary Anne Clare Cummings†, Rolland P. Johnson, J.D. Lobo, Robert Abrams, Thomas J. Roberts,
Muons, Inc., Batavia, IL, USA
Abstract
The Mu*STAR Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) is a transformational and disruptive concept using advances in superconducting accelerator technology to consume the fertile content in spent nuclear fuel (SNF) from light water
reactors (LWRs) and to eliminate need for uranium enrichment. One linac drives multiple Mu*STAR Small Modular
Reactors (SMR) using subcritical molten salt fueled reactors with an internal spallation neutron target. Neutrons initiate fission chains that die out in the subcritical core. That
means intrinsic immunity to criticality accidents. This new
way to make nuclear energy employs continuous online removal of all fission products from molten salt fuel volatiles
removed by helium purge gas. This reduces chance of accidental release. Non-volatiles removed by vortex separators, allowing complete burning of SNF.

least 200 years. The concept is shown in Fig. 1. The additional neutron flux provided by the accelerator permits a
much deeper burn such that several times more energy can
be produced from the SNF than was generated by the LWR.
The limit is reached when the accelerator cannot economically overcome the neutron absorption by fission products.
Schemes for reducing those products are described below.
This innovative and disruptive concept eliminates the need
for uranium mining, fuel enrichment, fuel rod manufacture,
SNF off-site storage and transport, and encourages local
communities to consider consent-based storage of SNF
combined with continued operation of their power utility
using Mu*STAR when their LWR is retired.

INTRODUCTION
The Mu*STAR Accelerator-Driven System includes a
500 MWt subcritical, graphite-moderated, thermal-spectrum, molten-salt fueled, reactor design that was described
in the Handbook of Nuclear Engineering in 2010 [1]. The
reactor parameters are larger by a factor of 4 in linear dimension than the ORNL 8 MWt Molten Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE) [2] done in the late 1960s. The reactor
operates subcritically, with additional neutrons generated
by an internal spallation target that is driven by a superconducting RF (SRF) linear proton accelerator, similar to that
in the ORNL Spallation Neutron Source (SNS). Unlike the
SNS, the target is not subjected to shock from the beam,
which in Mu*STAR is rastered over the face of a solid uranium target that is cooled by molten salt fuel. Muons, Inc.
and its collaborators have simulated engineering solutions
to combine the accelerator and reactor with an internal uranium spallation target that is cooled by the MS fuel.

Figure 1: Mu*STAR installed at an old LWR site.

Leaving the SNF on the site where it was produced
solves many problems that have long confounded the US
government that is legally required to eventually take title
to the SNF.
Two important consequences of the Mu*STAR are: 1)
the conversion of the SNF to MS does not require fission
products to be removed by chemical reprocessing and 2)
the accelerator neutrons allow a deeper burn to extract as
much as seven times as much energy from the SNF than
CONCEPTS AND INNOVATIONS
was extracted by the LWR. Normalized to the energy proOur concept is to install Mu*STAR accelerator-driven
duced, the amount and toxicity of the SNF will be reduced
subcritical systems at existing light-water reactor (LWR)
by more than a factor of 7 over the course of a few centuries
sites, transform the LWR spent nuclear fuel (SNF) using
of operation.
on-site technology developed under our GAIN award into
The reactor design since its inception has been conmolten salt fuel, and to burn it to produce electricity for at
cerned with development of self-cleaning technologies that
___________________________________________
simultaneously recover valuable nuclear materials along
† macc@muonsinc.com
with neutron poisons reduction, and reduction of reactorMC8: Applications of Accelerators, Technology Transfer and Industrial Relations
THPOMS043
In 2017, Muons, Inc. was awarded a GAIN voucher
award [3] with ORNL, INL, and SRNL to design and cost
a facility to convert LWR SNF into molten salt (MS) fluoride fuel suitable for use in Mu*STAR. Our expectations
are that such a facility will be relatively small and inexpensive enough to consider building one at each of the existing
reactor sites in the US and abroad wherever SNF is stored.
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life threatening, dose-related injury. Later in this article we
will describe Muons, Inc. current proposal to develop a hybrid volatility/solvent extraction technology for the separation and recovery of fission and activation products
(FPs/APs) from LWR SNF. We find this technology mutually attractive for high throughput recovery of (Ac’s) that
will be transmuted for their energy content in responsible
next-generation molten salt technologies

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Mu*STAR is a graphite-moderated, thermal-spectrum,
molten-salt-fueled reactor that uses an external accelerator
to generate neutrons from an internal spallation target.
Mu*STAR can be operated with many fuels, without redesign, for process heat and/or for electricity generation. The
active reactor volume is 93% graphite and 7% molten salt
eutectic fuel; this fuel is the subject of our recent GAIN
award, and has a melting point near 500° C.
The graphite moderator, molten-salt fuels, reactor materials, and operating parameters that are proposed for
Mu*STAR are meant to be similar to those tested in the
ORNL MSRE. The SRF Linac and reactors are underground as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Underground placement of linac and reactor.
Helium flows over the surface of the hot salt to remove
volatile isotopes and carry them to a hot cell where they are
separated out chemically and/or cryogenically with a fractional distillation column, and then safely stored underground while they decay. This reduces the inventory of volatile isotopes in the reactor by a factor of almost a million
compared to reactors like those at Fukushima. This also
permits continuous harvesting of valuable isotopes such as
tritium and Xe-133 as well as unwanted isotopes like
iodine-131 and Xe-135.
Under steady state operation, the MS fuel is fed in at
the same rate that it flows out through the salt overflow
tube into the storage tank located below the reactor core. In
this situation, the reactor would burn around 25 g of fissionable material (U-235 and Pu-239) per hour for around
40 years. At that time, the fuel in the storage tank could be
pumped by helium pressure into a second reactor to operate
with a higher power beam for another 40-year cycle. After
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a total of 5 such 40-year cycles, it would take more than
15% of the electricity produced by the reactor to drive the
accelerator and fuel could be reprocessed or put into longterm storage.
There are solutions for the interface between the accelerator and the internal target that involve proprietary intellectual property. The spallation neutron target is much less
difficult than that used at the ORNL Spallation Neutron
Source in that the beam in that facility is required to be
pulsed at extremely high power and tightly focused such
that shock phenomena quickly destroy any simple solid
metal target. In the case of Mu*STAR, the beam can be
diffuse or rastered on the target and the 700° C MS fuel can
be used to cool the target

CONTINUOUS REMOVAL OF FISSION
PRODUCTS
For all future generation molten salt reactor (MSR)
types, neutron poisons build-up progressively conflicts
with the extended operation of the reactor. Radiolysis of
the fuel salt contributes to an evolution of corrosion mechanisms that are time, salt, and reactor type dependent.
Moreover, radiolytic embrittlement of functional reactor
parts is life-threatening to extended operations. The first
line of offense is to rid the fuel salt of FP gases: Xe, Kr, T2,
by use of a continuous helium purge that purges them
through the heat exchanger and out of the salt. Other FPs,
such as I, Tc, Mo, Nb, Te, Se, Sb, Ru, require a bit more
persuasion than their simple purging, but nevertheless, are
efficiently expelled by use of fluorinating reagents. Consequently, continuous removal and ultra-high purity recovery
of members of this class of FPs can be envisioned at some
duty cycle appropriate to management of their radiolytic
burden.
The Mu*STAR system, including the MSRE-like 500
MWt core is shown in Fig. 3. A brief summary of the processes necessary to take SNF from encased uranium oxides
to molten salt fuel and to deal with the FPs and activation
products (AP)s is below:
1. The LWR UNF requires conversion to fluoride form
followed by dissolution in a fluoride MS.
2. Batch transfer to subsequent processing steps is thus
done by liquid transfer. This reduces hold up, confines
FP dose to the batch processing apparatus, and consequently is inherently more proliferation resistant than
powder transfer and alternate manipulations.
3. Processing loads (e.g., 1-ton UNF/day) would be reduced quickly to ∼0.05-ton FP’s/AP’s/day by volatility
recovery of total uranium as volatile UF6.
4. Simultaneous volatility removal/recovery of valuable,
3
H, 3He, U, 99Mo, Ru, Rh, etc.
5. Solvent extraction (SX), using liquid bismuth, of lanthanides (Ln’s) as potential critical materials.
6. Selective liquid bismuth SX of (Ac’s) for reactor consumption.
7. Selective extraction of Cs, Ba, Sr for thermal power.
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Figure 3: Conceptual diagram of the Mu*STAR system, comprised of a 1 GeV, 2.5 MW SRF proton linac, a 500 MWt
graphite moderated reactor with internal solid metal spallation neutron target, a molten-salt fuel preparation plant, and
collection system for volatile radioisotopes. The reactor power can be used for process heat or electricity generation
To enable this vision Muons, Inc. proposes that the fuelsalt be slip-streamed from the reactor in ∼1 l batches and
processed through a series of unit activities: fluorination,
followed by liquid metal extractions or vapor phase extractions. In addition to valuable nuclear materials recovery,
the concept results in a proliferation resistant stream of plutonium (Pu) and transuranics (TRUs) fuel stock for future
consumption. Currently, an MSR technology that holistically consumes Pu/TRUs fuel stocks, breeds these fuel
stocks and reprocesses the fuel in a continuous manner
does not exist. Indeed, most MSR current designs promise
to simply add to existing Pu and TRU inventories!

SAFETY
The inherent safety features of the Muons, Inc.
Mu*STAR system have been discussed elsewhere [4]. The
additional benefits of our continuous FP removal proposal:
• Continuously removing fission products (FP) eliminates
most neutron poisons, keeping fuel reactivity high
throughout the lifetime of the fuel and reactor.
• Such continuous fuel processing requires a liquid-fueled
reactor.
• Works best with a subcritical reactor, which can be thousands of times more tolerant of reactivity variations than
a conventional critical reactor.
• Essentially only fission products are removed; the actinides remain inside the reactor core where ultimately
they are fissioned by the enormous neutron flux.
• Estimates and simulations imply that essentially all actinides can be destroyed, leaving a final waste stream that
is radiotoxic for just a few hundred years.

CONCLUSION
The promise of the Muons, Inc. Mu*STAR reactor design is a fully automated, eco-centric power plant having
virtually no Pu/TRU output, facile continuous recovery of
valuable nuclear materials and likely recovery of high purity of output gases. The processing concept as proposed
begins with recovery of the energy content locked in LWR
SNF and transmits this fledgling information as generally
applicable to several next generation MS reactor types.
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The last two features in particular make this system proliferation resistant and provide a sensible, efficient and
profitable solution to the disposal of nuclear waste.
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Abstract
Flat-Laser Compton Scattering Gamma-ray beam (FLCS), which has a flat distribution in the energy spectrum
and the spatial distribution with a small beam size, has
been developed to study an isotope selective CT Imaging
application in the beamline BL1U in UVSOR. We propose generation of an F-LCS beam by using a circular
motioned electron beam, which can be generated by a
helical undulator installed in a storage ring, and collision
with an intense laser beam. A simulation study on the
LCS beamline BL1U in UVSOR shows a weak magnetic
field (K=0.2) can generate an F-LCS beam. A demonstration experiment has been carried out in UVSOR with the
APPLE-II undulator. The spectra of the LCS beams were
measured by using a 120% Ge detector. As a result, the
energy bandwidth of the LCS peak was observed. The
energy bandwidth measured in the energy spectra and the
distribution map agreed with the EGS5 simulation.

INTRODUCTION
Flat-Laser Compton Scattering Gamma-ray beam (FLCS), which has a flat distribution in the energy spectrum
and the spatial distribution, has been developed to study
an isotope selective CT Imaging application. We have
successfully demonstrated a three-dimensional (3D) isotope-selective CT image of an enriched 208Pb sample
inserted into an aluminium cylindrical holder with isotope
enriched 206Pb by using a conventional LCS beam to
excite Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence (NRF) [1]. However, for obtaining a good image resolution in CT, the
small beam size of the incident LCS beam is required,
which makes it challenging to excite different isotopes at
the same time because of the narrow energy bandwidth of
the LCS beam. In addition, the energy spectrum of the
LCS beam has a scattering angle dependence which
makes that the energy spectrum of the LCS beam has a
spatial dependency. Therefore, we have proposed the FLCS beam which has broader energy bandwidth with a
small beam size and a spatially uniform energy spectrum,
which can be generated by using a helical undulator such
as the APPLE-II undulator installed at the BL1U beamline in the UVSOR synchrotron facility [2] to excite a
circular motion of the electron beam circulating in the
storage ring. In this paper, we briefly explain the concept
of generation of an F-LCS beam, EGS5 [3] simulation
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result, and the demonstration experiments carried out in
2021 and 2022.

PRINCIPLE OF
F-LCS BEAM GENERATION
LCS beams are generated by the collision between a
relativistic electron beam and an intense laser beam [4].
The backscattering laser photon, whose energy is Ep, has
a scattered angle (θγ) - energy dependency as described in
the following formula [4],

,
where Eγ is the energy of the backscattered laser photon, Ee is the electron energy, β is the electron velocity
relative to the speed of light, θp is the incident laser angle,
and θs is the angle between the incident laser photon and
the scattered photon.
By using a small collimator to define the scattering angle, we can generate a narrow bandwidth LCS beam described as
𝜎𝜎𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾

2

𝜎𝜎𝛾𝛾
𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃 2
𝜎𝜎𝐿𝐿 2
𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀 2
� +� � +� � +� � ,
𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾
𝐸𝐸𝜃𝜃
𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾
𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿
𝐸𝐸𝜀𝜀
where the terms in the right-hand side correspond the
contribution to the bandwidth of the LCS beam from the
collimator, the electron energy spread, the laser bandwidth, and the electron beam emittance, respectively [5].
To reduce the angle dependence, it is obvious to use a
large energy spread and/or a large emittance electron
beam. However, in general, LCS facilities use an electron
beam circulating in a storage ring whose energy spread is
small (<10-3) with low unnormalized emittance
(<1 µmrad).
= ��

Figure1: Conceptual drawing of F-LCS beam generation.
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(a)

Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the BL1U beamline in
UVSOR. Optical Klystron type undulator containing twin
helical undulators of APPLE-II type and a buncher magnet are installed in 4.3 m free space. PM: power meter,
W: window, SM: Spherical Mirror.
We propose to use a helical undulator, which is available in many synchrotron radiation facilities to excite a
circular motion of the electron beam at the collision region of LCS generation. Figure 1 shows a conceptual
drawing of F-LCS beam generation. It is obvious that the
circular motion electron beam has a large divergence
angle that works to broaden the energy spread of the LCS
beam. In the following sub-section, we describe our simulation study to confirm the generation of the F-LCS beam
by using a circular moving electron beam.

(b)

EGS5 Simulation
We performed a simulation developed in UVSOR using
the EGS5 code. The BL1U beamline in UVSOR (Fig. 2)
was assumed to be used for the test experiment where the
Apple-II undulator (period of 8.8 cm) was installed at the
center of the 6.3-m straight section. The circular electron
beam collides with an incident laser uniformly at the
undulator section with a 1.76-m long.
Figure 3 (a) shows the LCS gamma-ray energy distribution along the vertical axis (y) after passing through a
2 mm collimator with the undulator K-value of 0. A position–energy dependency is clearly indicated. When the
undulator turns on K=0.2, the position-energy dependency is relaxed as shown in Fig. 3 (b). Because the wiggling
motion with K=0.2 is calculated to be the electron beam
circular radius of about 15 µm, which is comparable to
the electron beam size (20 µm) in the vertical axis, the
excited beam divergences are considered to be the main
reason for the generation of the F-LCS beam.
The energy spectra of the LCS beams with different Kvalues from 0 to 0.5 were calculated, and the results are
shown in Fig. 4. The wider energy bandwidth is generated
with a larger K-value. The energy bandwidth is widened
from 2.5 to 20.3% (FWHM) and the peak energy is shifted from 5.52 MeV to 4.64 MeV according to the increment of the K-value=0 to 0.5. Although the energy spectrum is not completely flat, about eight times the large
bandwidth can be obtained with the same collimator of
2 mm φ. It should be noted that the yield of the LCS beam
decreases with the increase of the undulator field. Therefore, as a candidate for the F-LCS generation in UVSOR,
we choose K=0.2 whose energy bandwidth and peak
energy are 7.2% (FWHM) and 5.50 MeV, respectively.

Figure 3: LCS gamma-ray energy distribution in the vertical axis with the undulator K-value of (a) K=0 and (b)
K=0.2.

Figure 4: Energy spectra of the gamma-ray beams with
different K-values from 0 to 0.5.

EXPERIMENT AT BL1U IN UVSOR

The F-LCS beam generation was examined at BL1U in
UVSOR. The experimental setup is displayed in Fig. 2.
The stored electron beam with an energy of 746 MeV
with a current of around 6 mA was used. LCS beams with
a maximum energy of 5.528 MeV were generated by a
head-on collision between the electron beam and a laser
beam from a Tm-fiber system (TLR-50-AC-Y14, IPG
Laser GmbH) with around 1 W CW power with random
polarization. The laser wavelength was 1.896 μmand the
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spectral linewidth was 0.7 nm. A 2-mm diameter collimator of 20 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm lead block was placed after
passing through the vacuum window. A high-purity germanium (Ge) detector with an efficiency of 120% relative
to a 3” × 3” NaI(Tl) scintillator measured the energy
spectra of the gamma-ray beams.
Before the LCS gamma-ray generation, we examined
the electron beam orbit distortion by excitation of the
undulator to confirm that the undulator field does not
affect the other beamline users. The beam position monitor located in BL1U showed the orbit change by the undulator field of K=0.2 was about 25 µm on the horizontal
axis and 50 µm on the vertical axis, which are acceptable
changes for the other beamline users.
Figure 5 shows the measured gamma-ray beam spectra
with the undulator K-value of 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. Although the Ge could not fully stop the gamma-rays whose
energies were around 5 MeV, the clear LCS peak at
5.5 MeV with K=0 gradually disappeared by increasing
the undulator K-value. The tendency of the peak bandwidth broadening agrees with the EGS5 simulation.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
To compare the spectra from the simulation and the experiment, EGS5 calculation including the Ge detector
response was performed. Figure 6 shows the result of the
simulation. The experimental broadening of the energy
bandwidth was slightly larger than the simulation result,
but the LCS spectra calculated with EGS5 well reproduce
these from the experiment. This slight difference may
come from our simple model of the circulating electron
beam. In addition, although the Apple-II undulator installed in the BL1U which is an Optical Klystron type has
a dispersive section, our model omitted this section.
In this paper, we have proposed a generation of F-LCS
beams with a broad energy bandwidth and a small beam
size using a helical undulator in a storage ring. A simulation calculation using EGS5 shows the energy bandwidth
of the LCS beam with circular motion excited by a helical
undulator is widened from 2.5 to 20.3% (FWHM) with
fixed collimator size (2 mm φ) from K=0 to K=0.5 in the
BL01 in UVSOR. The F-LCS beam generation has been
carried out at the BL1U in UVSOR. The APPLE-II undulator was used to generate the circular motion of the electron beam. The energy spectra have been measured with a
120% Ge detector with K=0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and the results
agree with the EGS5 simulation. This result supports the
successful generation of the F-LCS beam. The spatial
distribution of the F-LCS beam and precise modeling of
EGS5 simulation should be performed in further study.
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Abstract
The local radiation shielding is designed for the electron
linear accelerator beam dump at the PBP-CMU Electron
Linac Laboratory (PCELL) with the aim to control the annual ambient dose equivalent during the operation. The
study of radiation generation and design of radiation shielding is conducted based on the Monte Carlo simulation toolkit
GEANT4. The study results include an annual ambient dose
equivalent map and design of local shielding for the first
beam dump downstream the linac section. With this design, the leaking radiation outside the accelerator hall is
completely blocked and the average annual ambient dose
equivalent on the rooftop of the hall is within the IAEA
safety limit for the supervised area. The shielding model
will then be used as a guideline for the construction in the
near future.

INTRODUCTION
Operation of an electron linear accelerator can possibly
produce unwanted ionizing radiations such as high energy
photons and neutrons, with the fluence depending on the
electron beam energy and charge. Our previous studies have
shown that an electron beam with energy in the range of
10-25 MeV and the bunch charge of 60-80 pC is optimized
for the generation of the aimed terahertz transition radiation
(THz-TR), mid-infrared free-electron laser (MIR-FEL), and
terahertz free electron laser (THz-FEL) at our facility [2–4].
Based on these energy and bunch charge ranges, we apply
the Monte Carlo method for studying the radiation produced
in the accelerator hall and the surrounding area. The local
radiation shieldings are then designed for the case with highest radiation dose, which is the 25 MeV electron beam with
a bunch charge of 60 pC hitting the beam dump. The aim of
this study is to obtain the shielding design that can control
the radiation to be below 6 mSv/year for the supervised area
according to the annual ambient dose equivalent, 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐸
[5–7].

METHODOLOGY
Simulation setup

Figure 1: The top view of GEANT4 3D drawing of the
PCELL accelerator hall based on the actual dimension. The
linear accelerator (linac) can be seen as a red pipe housed
inside the hall. The red circle with number 1 marks the
position where the electron beam is dumped into a Faraday
cup [1].
∗
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The accelerator hall with the accelerator system was constructed in the GEANT4 software as shown in Fig. 1. Beam
dump No.1, which is the main focus of this study, is the first
beam dump located downstream the linac structure. The
concerned position of the radiation generated in this work is
at the Faraday cup inside the beam dump No.1. The Faraday
cup is a hallow copper tube with 10.35 cm of outer diameter
and 5.74 cm of inner diameter. The vacuum tube with 5.74
cm of diameter is connected between the dipole beam dump
chamber and the Faraday cup with the bending angle of 60◦ .
The primary electrons were injected along the center line of
this vacuum tube at the starting position of 25 cm directing
to the Faraday cup. In the simulation, 1000 million primary
electrons per task was suggested to prevent the empty bin for
radiation fluence collection [1]. However, it would require
enormous simulation time. Due to the time limitation, we
took the advantage from the theory of sampling distribution
of the mean, which states that the mean of the sampling distribution is approximately to the population mean [8]. Thus,
we simulated ten times of 100 million primary electrons for
one set of simulation. By using this method, the simulation
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Figure 2: (a) The sketch of the beam dump No.1 and its local shielding with the surrounding area. (b) Top view and (c) side
view of the final model of the shielding. (d) The 3D model of local shielding for the beam dump No.1 (top) and the model
with cutting plane at center of the beam dump (bottom) [1].
time has dropped from 170 to 12 hours for each simulation
set based on our CPU performance.
We then collected the radiation fluence (𝜙) of photons and
neutrons with the bin of scorer size optimized at 10 × 10 × 10
cm3 . Next, the fluence to ambient dose equivalent conversion coefficient (𝐹) was used to convert the fluence to the
ambient dose 𝐻 ∗ (10) map for the accelerator hall and the
surrounding area. According to P. Jaikaew’s thesis [1], 𝐹
was calculated for the photon generated from an electron
accelerator with energy ranging from 0.01 to 30 MeV. Our
result was benchmarked with the ICRP reports and the simulation with FLUKA code [9, 10]. In case of neutron, the
value of 𝐹 was not performed in our work because it is
not our major concern regarding low energy electron beam.
Thus, we took the database provided by the ICRP report and
from the study of Ferrari et al. [9, 11].

Radiation investigation
We investigated the radiation by collecting 𝜙 of generated photons and neutrons within the volume of 50×50×10
cm3 surrounding the beam dump No.1. When dumping 100
million primary monoenergetic electrons (25 MeV) into the
Faraday cup, the energy distribution of produced photons
and neutrons are presented at two lateral levels, the center of
the Faraday cup level (z=25 cm) and at the beamline height
(z = 82.5 cm) where a beam loss monitor is generally located to investigate particles leaking out of a beam pipe [12].
We found that photons, the product of Bremsstrahlung interaction, have energies from a few keV to 25 MeV, while
neutrons, which are the main product of the photonuclear reaction, have energies from a few eV to 10 MeV. The majority
of photon energy range is about 0.15 to 5 MeV, corresponding to 96.50% and 98.37% of photons at the Faraday cup
center and at the beamline height, respectively. With the
same method, 98.15% of neutrons at the Faraday cup center
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and 97.32% of neutrons at the beamline height were found
to have energy in a range of about 0.1 to 4 MeV. Therefore,
these energy ranges are the major concern in the radiation
shielding design.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our goal is to shield the above radiation with optimized
cost of shielding materials and installation space. Lead and
polyethylene are the primary considerations for shielding
photons and neutrons, respectively. The space for radiation
local shielding at the beam dump No.1 is limited by the available hall area, excluding the cable tray (30 cm from the wall),
the required walkway for safety reasons, (60 cm from the cable tray), and the box space for Faraday cup (30×40 cm2 ), as
shown in Fig. 2 (a). According to the beam parameters at the
beam dump No.1, we can calculate the number of electrons
per second which equals to 7×1013 . In the considered energy range (0.15 to 5 MeV), the ratio of photon fluences per
electron are in the order of 105 , we then calculated fluences
of photon per second which is 7×108 cm−2 s−1 . To shield
these photons, the exponential attenuation theory of photon
was applied [13]. It was found that the estimate thickness
of lead about 30-40 cm is required to reduce the number
of photons by the orders of 107 ,108 and 109 times smaller
than before shielding. The design of the shielding for beam
dump No.1 started from the first barrier consisted of 40, 40,
and 25 cm of lead and 40 cm of concrete at the front, left,
back and right sides, respectively. For the top side, 30 cm
of iron with 5 cm of polyethylene was chosen. There is a
small space between the first barrier and the Faraday cup.
Hence, the polyethylene was filled in this space to reduce the
number of neutron. After adding the first barrier, the average
𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐸 for photon at the roof decreased from more than 105
mSv/year to 56.96 mSv/year. However, the value is still over
our expectation, which is 6 mSv/year. Thus, concrete walls
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Figure 3: 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐸 maps of photon (top) and neutron (bottom) at the roof of the accelerator hall, in the case of without
shielding (left), adding the first barriers (center), and final model of shielding (right).
with thickness of 50 cm and 55 cm were added on the left
and right sides following the first barrier. For the front side,
the 30 cm concrete wall was added after moving up the cable
tray above the local shielding to get the same space as the
walkway. Then, 5-cm iron sheets were included to cover
the beam dump and to enclose the shielding as illustrated
in Fig. 2 (b, c). As shown in Fig. 3, the final value of the
average 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐸 at the roof after adding this shielding design
is 2.90 mSv/year for photons. The intensity of the neutron
dose is clearly lower. As a result, the model will be used as
a guideline for the actual construction.

CONCLUSION
The design of local shielding for electron linac beam dump
was focused in this work to limit radiation inside the accelerator hall and surrounding area by using GEANT4 Monte
Carlo method. The radiation fluences were investigated to
construct the radiation dose map and calculate the approximate shielding thickness. The model of shielding was designed under the limitation of the available hall area. From
the results, the average of the 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐸 values at the roof level
is under 6 mSv/year, which is the requirement for the supervised area. However, there are other two beam dumps
constructed at the end section of the MIR-FEL and THzFEL beamlines that also need the local shielding. Thus, the
roof is still currently defined to be a forbidden area during
the accelerator operation until we can propose the design of
local shielding of the rest beam dumps.
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CHALLENGE BASED INNOVATION “ACCELERATORS FOR THE
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Abstract
We present an initiative to foster new ideas about the applications of accelerators to the Environment. Called ”Challenge Based Innovation” (CBI) this initiative will gather
four teams each of six master-level students each coming
from different academic backgrounds. As part of the EUfunded I.FAST project (Innovation Fostering in Accelerator
Science and Technology), they will gather during 10 days
in Archamps near CERN to receive high level lectures on
accelerators and the environment and to brainstorm on possible new applications of accelerators for the environment.
At the end of the gathering, they will present their project at
CERN to a jury made of experts.

MOTIVATION
Sometimes taking a fresh look at an issue can help find
new solutions. This is the idea underlying a Challenge Based
Innovation (CBI) event called the I.FAST-CBI which is task
2.3 of the I.FAST project [1]. The I.FAST-CBI (hereafter
called the challenge) stems from the historic collaboration
between the European Scientific Institute (ESI) [2], CERN
and others partners to run the Joint Universities Accelerator
School (JUAS). This new collaboration has been inspired
by the success of CERN’s IdeaSquare CBI program [3] but
with a much shorter duration. For this challenge, 24 students
from different countries will spend nine days at ESI in Archamps near Geneva exploring ways in which accelerators
and related technologies could be used to meet a societal
challenge related to one of the Horizon Europe missions [4].
The choice for the 2022 challenge is “Accelerators for the
environment”. These students will form strongly multidisciplinary teams with students coming from law, environmental
studies and, of course, physics and engineering. Working
together in teams they will develop an innovative way to
address the challenge using accelerators. On the tenth day,
they will be invited to spend a day at CERN and present
their work in front of a jury.

STUDENTS APPLICATIONS
A call for application and a poster (shown on Fig. 1) were
circulated in December 2021 through various networks, including the “Accelerating News” newsletters [5] and the
ESI/JUAS network of universities.
∗

†

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 Research and Innovation programme under Grant Agreement No
101004730.
nicolas.delerue@ijclab.in2p3.fr

Figure 1: I.FAST CBI poster.
To apply students had to submit a form online and write
short texts on their interest for particles accelerators and
the applications of accelerators to the environment (which
for most of them required some background reading). The
application deadline was February 28𝑡ℎ .
A total of 187 applications were received, 85 % of which
were from I.FAST participant countries (Figure 2 shows the
country of affiliation of students coming from the European
Union or the UK). The country of affiliation of the selected
participants reflects this diversity (see Fig. 3).

Figure 2: Country of affiliation of students coming from an
University located in the European Union or the UK.
A good diversity of fields of studies was achieved (see
Fig. 4): most of these applications were from engineering
(39 %) and physics (37 %), but there were also 20 applications (11 %) from environmental sciences and 9 from other
scientific fields. There were 6 applications from law students,
5 from management/business students, 3 from humanities
students and 2 from medicine students.
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Figure 6: Gender of the participants.

Figure 3: Country of affiliation of the students selected.

Among this large number of applications, 24 applicants
have been selected. Among physicist and engineers it was
noted that there were several “accelerator experts” (student
who have already had some experience with accelerators
in their career) hence the final team composition will be 1
physicist, 1 engineer, 1 accelerator expert, 1 environmental
scientist and 1 lawyer and 1 student from other fields. All
students are studying within I.FAST partner countries.

PROGRAM

Figure 4: Field of study of the applicants.
It was decided to form 4 teams of 6 students (3 physicists
and engineers), 1 environmental scientist and 2 students
from other fields. Hence, in physics and engineering the
selection rate was 8.5 %, in environmental sciences it was
20 % and in other fields it was 32 %.
Regarding gender balance, 57 % of the applicants were
male, 40 % female and 3 % who did not answer that question
(see Fig. 5) and a good balance was kept among selected
students (Gender balance is 12 male, 11 female and one
student who did not answer, see Figure 6).

The participants will be in Archamps from July 26𝑡ℎ until August 4𝑡ℎ . During their stay they will attend several
high level seminars presenting accelerators and environmental applications. There will also be some time devoted to
team work or private studies. Two days will be devoted to
mini-conferences, where all the students will present their
progress. Like a real scientific conference we hope that
this will be an opportunity for questions and constructive
criticism on each other’s work.
There will also be a seminar series before the stay in
Archamps so that students can arrive ready to work on their
projects.

Seminar
Here is a list of confirmed speakers for the seminars:
• Wim Mondelaers, ”Small particle accelerators and
their applications in medicine and industry ”,
• Andrzej G Chmielewski, ”Accelerators for the environment ”,
• Lenny Rivkin, ”General view about particle accelerators”,
• Christophe Goupil , ”About the transition”,
• Valeriia Starovoitova, ”Accelerators for environment:
the IAEA perspective”,
• Maurizio Vretenar, ”Overview of accelerators”,

Figure 5: Gender of the applicants.
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• Rob Edgecock, ”Example of applications of accelerators for the environment (Water)”.
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Table 1: Evaluation Metric of the Students Proposals

Does the report include material
covering all the academic fields present in the team?
Have the strength and weaknesses of the proposal
been correctly identified?
What level of innovation is conveyed?
Potential impact of the proposed activity
Quality of the oral presentation
Support material
Answer to questions
Total
A few additional speakers have been contacted to give
talks during the challenge at Archamps.

EVALUATION OF STUDENTS PROPOSALS
At the end of their nine days in Archamps the student will
be asked to propose an innovative solution on how to use
accelerators to address the environmental crisis.
The will present this solution in a short written report (a
few pages) and an oral presentation in front of a jury made of
knowledge transfer experts at CERN. The evaluation criteria
of the proposals are given in Table 1.
Although proposal will be evaluated at the end, it will be
important to keep a collaborative mood between the teams,
trying to emulate the spirit of the accelerator community.
A prize will be given to the team with the best proposal
but prizes will also be given to students who ask the most
insightful or most constructive question during the event.

CONCLUSION
This ”Challenge Based Innovation” is a new activity
within the accelerator community. We hope that it will bring
new ideas on innovative solution to address the environmental crisis. It is also an opportunity to reach out to young
student who may not be aware of what particle accelerators
are and what their applications are. On that point the large
number of applicants is already a success.

Oral presentation

Written Report

Total

5%

10%

15%

5%
5%
5%
10%
10%
10%
50%

10%
10%
10%

15%
15%
15%
10%
20%
10%
100%

10%
50%
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Abstract
The yearly energy requirements of normal conducting
(NC) and superconducting (SC) magnet options of a new
hadron therapy (HT) facility are compared. Special reference is made to the layouts considered for the proposed
SEEIIST facility. Benchmarking with the NC CNAO HT
centre in Pavia (Italy) was carried out. The energy comparison is centred on the different synchrotron solutions, assuming the same injector and lines in the designs. The
beam current is 20 times higher than present generation facilities: this allows efficient multi-energy extraction
(MEE), which shortens the therapy treatment and is needed
especially in the SC option, because of the slow magnet
ramping time. Hence, power values of the facility in the
traditional mode were converted into MEE ones, for a fair
comparison between NC and SC magnets. cryocoolers
(c.c.) and a liquefier are also compared, for synchrotron refrigeration. This study shows that a NC facility in MEE
mode requires the least average energy, followed by the SC
synchrotron solution with a liquefier, while the most energy intensive solution is the SC one with c.c.

certainly more compact than a RT one (see Fig. 1 and Table 1). This paper provides a first evaluation of the average
power required by the whole SEEIIST facility, comparing
the RT and SC synchrotron cases.

INTRODUCTION
Radiotherapy is a fundamental component of effective
cancer treatment. Radiation therapy with protons and other
ions, also called hadron therapy (HT), offers several advantages over the classical RT with X-rays. Nowadays,
HT has reached the time of transitioning from a limited
number of specialized institutions to many particle therapy
centres worldwide. In 2018, the conceptual study of a new
ion therapy and research facility in Southeast Europe was
proposed [1]. It consists in an advanced version of the
PIMMS design [2], accelerating beams of p (up to 250
MeV), 4He2+, 12C6+ and heavier nuclei (up to 430 MeV/u),
with 20 times more beam current than present generation
machines. It will work in MEE mode [3], with the possibility of a single-turn extraction (1010 ions in ~1 us) to perform FLASH therapy [4]. For the SEEIST facility, the gantry is assumed to be superconducting (SC) [5], while for
the synchrotron both the room temperature (RT) and superconducting (SC) versions are studied. A SC synchrotron is
THPOMS049
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Figure 1: Layout of the SEEIST RT facility (16 dipole synchrotron, left) and the SC one (4 dipoles).
Table 1: Main Specifications of the RT and SC Synchrotrons (for 12C6+)
Energy
Circumference
(B)max
Bmax

Ramp rate

RT synchrotron
430 MeV/u
70 m
6.62 Tm
1.5 T
4.23 m
2.4 T/s

SC synchrotron
430 MeV/u
27 m
6.62 Tm
3.5 T
1.89 m
1 T/s
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The two options, differing by the synchrotron layout, have
in common the RT linac injector, injection and extraction
systems, the beam lines and the SC gantry.

THE CNAO FACILITY AS BENCHMARK
The calculation of the energy consumption of any accelerator facility is based on the electric characteristics of the
most energy-intensive components, as well as on the setting corresponding to their average power and their operational duty cycle. The former can be derived from the machine specs, while the latter require explicit hypotheses on
their realistic operation modes. The CNAO facility [6]. in
Pavia (E12-C=400 MeV/u) has technical specifications
which are largely like the SEEIIST RT option: to benchmark the calculation method, we used them to calculate the
consumption of the whole facility and compared a qualified portion of it with the measured energy supply at the
technological station.
The CNAO injector, based on an RFQ and an IH-DTL
(Efin=7 MeV/u), is kept on at a RF d.c.=0.5% for 93% of
the year (off only during long maintenance periods). Averaging the consumption over 1 year delivers an yearly-averaged power Pav,yr~66 kW. Waiting for an upgrade linac design to be completed, this value has been used for the RT
and SC SEEIST layouts too.
The CNAO synchrotron, because of the beam current
limitations from the injector, was not designed to be operated in the MEE mode: its magnets are ramped-up and
down for each of the energy values required by the treatment plan. Table 2 shows the synchrotron elements, with
the electrical specifications required to calculate Pav,yr.
Pmax-T,all values (electric power at the maximum current) are
corrected upwards to include the power converter (p.c.) efficiency (PmaxT,all,plug), and downwards, considering the average value of the electrical power, consistent with the actual energy value at which the machine is operated (PtypT,all, see next paragraph). This value is further reduced by
the use fraction of the machine for protons (10.8%) and
carbon ions (13.4%) and by the cycle time fraction in
which the machine is at the flattop. Overall, Pav,yr~90 kW
for the synchrotron. Powering the extraction septa in
pulsed mode has been proposed for the next machines [7].
Table 2: Calculation of the CNAO Synchrotron Average
Power from the Electrical Specs and the Duty Cycle
Ptyp-T
[kW]

Yearly
d.c.

CWPav,yr
equiv.
power [kW]

882,0
163,2
37,2
13,9
114,7
220,1
882,0

541,91
100,25
22,87
8,56
114,73
135,21
57,41

13,4%
13,4%
13,4%
13,4%
13,4%
13,4%
10,8%

47,2% 34,3
47,2% 6,3
47,2% 1,4
47,2% 0,5
100% 15,4
100% 18,1
49,8% 3,1

48,41 145,22 0,89
16,75 33,50 0,90
9,75
9,75 0,70
13,40 13,40 0,58
28,11 28,11 0,77

163,2
37,2
13,9
23,1
36,5

10,62
2,42
0,91
23,10
2,38

10,8%
10,8%
10,8%
10,8%
10,8%

49,8%
49,8%
49,8%
100%
100%

4,0 0,75

5,3

5,5%

Synchrotron elements

N

R [Ω]

Pmax-T,plug
Imax-T Pmax-T,1 Pmax-T,all
p.c.
[A]
[kW]
[kW]
[kW]

Dipoles (17 in 1 series)
Qpoles (24 in 3 families)
Sext. 2x2 familes
Resonance sextupole
Inj. m. Septa (series of 2)
Extr.m.s. type-1 (series of 3)
Dipoles (17 in 1 series)

1
3
2
1
1
1
1

0,08
0,166
0,067
0,039
0,0044
0,014
0,08

2778 617,38 617,38 0,70
540 48,41 145,22 0,89
500 16,75 33,50 0,90
500
9,75
9,75 0,70
3889 66,54 66,54 0,58
3479 169,45 169,45 0,77
2778 617,38 617,38 0,70

Qpoles (24 in 3 families)
Sext. 2x2 familes
p
Resonance sextupole
Inj. m. Septa (series of 2)
Extr.m.s. type-1 (series of 3)
Dipole washout for p
Others Dipole washout for 12C
RF cavity (Medaustron)
TOTAL (Synchrotron)

3
2
1
1
1

0,166 540
0,067 500
0,039 500
0,0044 1745
0,014 1417

12

C

1

0,6
0,1
0,0
2,5
0,3
6,79
0,56
0,30
90,3

With the same method adopted for the synchrotron, Pav,yr
for the three beam lines (2 horizontal, 1 horizontal+verti-

cal) was calculated too, knowing that the field in the magnets does not cycle, but changes in steps – at the end of
each machine cycle – according to the change in the beam
energy. Pav,yr~90 kW for the beam lines, where the large
vertical dipole counts for 1/3 of the total. Finally, consumption of the p.c. in idle state, vacuum pumps and beam instrumentations are added (Pav,yr~47 kW in total), with 30%
of the total for the cooling power. Pav,yr~346 kW is the total
for the CNAO facility.
As to the operational data, those data provided for one
year of operation at CNAO were assumed as a general reference in the energy comparison of the two SEEIIST layouts considered. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the beam
energies, for p and 12C, in one year at CNAO.
It is to be noted (as shown in Table 2) that the effective
total use of the synchrotron was only 24.2%, a value confirmed experimentally and checked for consistency with
another therapy centre.

Figure 2: Time distribution vs. Ebeam of proton and carbon
beams during typical year 2020 of operation at CNAO.
Considering the increase of the maximum 12C energy, the
CNAO-statistics in the use of the facility (Fig. 2) has been
applied to the RT and SC layouts (see next paragraph).
The electric cabin instrumentation can supply an approximate measurement of the Pav,yr contributed by the timevariable part of the accelerator (~235±20 kW). The corresponding value, calculated as done above from the electrical specs and the duty cycle, is 193 kW. Given the approximation, this comparison confirms the adopted calculation
approach rather well.

THE SEEIIST RT FACILITY
The RT SEEIIST facility, versus the CNAO one, offers
E12-C,max=430 instead of 400 MeV/u; 20 times higher beam
current and MEE operation; larger fraction (65 vs 40%) of
the time planned for experimental tests; 5 beam lines, 1 of
which equipped with a SC gantry.
The slightly larger final energy can be achieved by the
same p.c. of CNAO, of which it can keep the electrical
specifications, increasing the p.c. output current. The beam
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lines, realised with more modern p.c., have better specifications as to energy consumption. The MEE mode shortens
the treatment time by eliminating large fractions of the
dead time between successive energy steps, but keeps the
synchrotron magnets at full field during the ~ 200 ms energy changes, delivering a modest 14% Pav,yr reduction.
The SC gantry [8], with 5 SC combined function dipoles
(3 T field for the dipole and 3,5 T/m quadrupole gradient),
3 SC quadrupoles (40 T/m) and 7 room-T quadrupoles (25
T/m), features overall transient losses of 2 W/m at 4.2K of
the dipoles (7 m total length), for a total of 14 W. To this
the contribution of the SC quadrupoles (4 W) must be
added, together with the static consumption of the cryostats
(2 W, with 0.3 W/m) and the contribution of the current
leads (2 W, at ~ 0.1 W/kA). The total power of 22 W at
4.2K can be removed by 11 double-stage c.c., consuming
7 kW at the plug each, delivering Pc.c.~ 77 kW in total, to
which the Pav,yr of the RT magnets (4 kW) must be added.
In conclusion Pav,yr ~ 81 kW for the gantry.
Calculations similar to those done for CNAO, applied to
the RT version of the SEEIST facility of Fig.1, deliver a
total Pav,yr ~379 kW.

THE SEEIIST SC FACILITY
The SC option differs from the RT one in the synchrotron. Energy consumption occurs in the field ramps and is
virtually zero in the plateaus. With MEE, it is necessary to
sum the contributions of each individual field from the
minimum field to the maximum magnetic field and backwards. A reference for the energy consumption of ramped
SC magnets is the prototype realized in the DISCORAP
experiment at INFN [9] (3.9 m long dipole, Bmax=4.5 T,
1 T/s). The largest contribution (two thirds) to the
losses is the persistent current in the superconductor 𝑃
𝑀 𝐵, where Mpc is the magnetization. Interpolating the
pc vs B in the conductor with a power function (in Fig. 3
the graph and the displayed equation), allows to integrate
it between the field extremes 0.4 and 3.5 T:
𝑈

,

𝑃 𝑑𝑡

𝑃 dB

𝑑𝐵
𝑑𝑡

A full ramp for C ions, covering the 0.4÷3.5 T range, requires Usp,ramp~13 J/m at 4.2K. The contribution of the coil
ends, and of all other losses in %, were then added.

Figure 3: power-per-meter vs. B (T) at 4.5K required by
the straight section of the DISCORAP magnet.
Knowing the energy of all treatments administered to patients in 2020, the corresponding SC dipole field and the
energy required at 4.2K is obtained, i.e. ~1 W. The static
load of the cryostat (3.6 W), gives Pav,yr (4.2K) ~4.6 W.
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This would be the reference number, if the dissipation
were constant in time. However, dissipation is rather concentrated in the ramp-down to ramp-up periods of the dipoles, from one MEE to the next. It is mandatory not to
exceed the critical temperature (TC) of the magnet in those
time spans. From CNAO statistics, the most critical case
are the short ramps (achieving smaller Bmax values, on the
more dissipative part of Fig.3), followed by short quasiflattops for MEE. For each dipole, this corresponds to
P=14 W for a period dt=2.2 s, with additional 0.15 W loss
in the subsequent 50 s, before the next MEE starts. With
c.c. able to remove 2 W each from a Cu-mass (cp=0.1 J/kgK
being the Cu specific heat at 4.2K), estimated in m=400 kg,
with T=0.3K, to stay at least 1K away from TC (5.5K at
3.5 T), the number of needed c.c. (Ncc) is derived from
𝑚𝑐 ∆𝑇
𝑃 𝑁 2𝑊
giving Ncc=4 per dipole, plus 1 c.c. for the static load. With
7 kW/cc, the total plug power for the SC dipoles would be
140 kW, a practical (ease of maintenance) but inefficient
solution. As alternative, a commercial refrigerator [10] –
of more demanding maintenance - may provide 130 W refrigeration power at 4K (with liquid nitrogen precooling)
with a plug power of 45 kW only.
For the SC solution, the energy contributions of the p.c.,
warm cables, busbars, etc. must be added, together with all
the RT elements of a typical, albeit smaller, synchrotron.
Pav,yr (SC facility) ~522 kW with c.c. and ~400 kW with
a refrigerator. Last, it must be noted that future SC septa
[11], would be cooled by the refrigerator, together with the
magnets at no additional power (36 kW less in Pav,yr).

CONCLUSION
After benchmarking the calculation method on CNAO
data, we calculated the Pav,yr of a fully RT facility and a facility where the synchrotron is SC. The results are summarised in Table 3. We note: that the overall average power
is not huge (Pav,yr ~ 0.5 MW), the RT solution being the one
with the lower and the SC one (with c.c.) the one with the
higher electricity bill. On the other hand, at equal energy
consumption (NC and SC with liquefier being very close)
the SC solution requires a smaller installed power.
Table 3: Yearly Average Power (in kW) of the 3 Options
Options
Linac
Synchrotron
Beam Lines
Others
SC Gantry
TOTAL
Cooling
Grand total

RT
68,4
76,0
14,4
80,3
47,4
286,3
85,9
372,2

SC (c.c.)
68,4
192,0
14,0
80,3
47,4
402,1
120,3
522,4

SC (refr.)
68,4
97,0
14,0
80,3
47,4
307,1
91,8
398,9
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DESIGN OF LINAC BASED NEUTRON SOURCE
N. Upadhyay, S. Chacko, University Department of Physics, Mumbai University, Mumbai, India
A. Deshpande, T. Dixit, R. Krishnan, Society for Applied Microwave Electronics Engineering and
Research (SAMEER), Mumbai, India
Abstract
Neutron sources are of great utility for various
applications, especially in the fields of nuclear medicine,
nuclear energy and imaging. At SAMEER, we have
designed a linear electron accelerator based neutron source
via photo-neutron generation. The accelerator is a 15 MeV
linac with both photon and electron mode and is capable of
delivering high beam current to achieve beam power of 1
to 2 kW. Efforts are in place to achieve further higher beam
powers. 15 MeV electrons are incident on a bremsstrahlung
target followed by a secondary target to achieve neutrons.
To further optimize and enhance the neutron yield, backing
material is provided. In this paper, we present the
simulation of (e, γ) and (γ, n) processes using the Monte
Carlo code FLUKA. The optimization of Tungsten as the
convertor target whereas of the Beryllium as the neutron
target is discussed in detail. We have explored various
backing materials in order to optimize the total neutron
yield as well as the thermal neutron yield. The simulation
results have been considered for the finalisation of all
material parameters for the set-up of this neutron source
activity.

INTRODUCTION
Neutrons have a wide range of applications, especially
in the areas of imaging and medical isotope generation.
Though reactors are the largely used method for neutron
generation, using electron accelerators can be very efficient
due to the low cost and compact size of the set-up. In this
method, bremsstrahlung photons are generated when an
electron beam irradiates a metal target. These photons then
interact with a neutron source secondary target to generate
neutrons via photo-nuclear reaction. The secondary target
material has a threshold energy lower than that of the
bremsstrahlung photons to produce neutrons [1].
At SAMEER, we have designed a linear electron
accelerator based neutron source via photo-neutron
generation. The accelerator is a 15 MeV linac with both
photon and electron mode and is capable of delivering high
beam current to achieve beam power of 1 to 2 kW.
To simulate the photo-nuclear interaction, we have used
FLUKA which is a Monte Carlo code that can simulate
transport and interaction of electromagnetic and hadronic
particles in any target material over a wide energy range
[2]. For imaging purposes, a high count of thermal neutrons
is desired. So, we have studied the energy spectra of the
photo-neutrons produced and based on that, we have
explored various backing materials that can be used to
further optimize the total neutron yield as well as thermal
neutrons. Also, appropriate shielding has been applied to
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keep the doses within the radiation safety limits during
operation.

ACCELERATOR AND TARGET DESIGN
The linac designed is a standing wave, side coupled
structure operating at π/2 mode at 2998 MHz frequency [3].
The RF power comes from a Klystron with 6 µs pulse
width operating at 0.1% duty cycle. Efforts are ongoing to
enhance the duty cycle to 0.4%. When operating at
maximum duty, the linac will be able to achieve a 15 MeV
electron beam with an average current of about 350 µA at
the exit [4]. The electron gun is a diode type gun with
pulsed injection voltage of 20 kV. We have achieved high
shunt impedance structure and demonstrated 15 MeV
energy with 1 kW beam power. For the proposed neutron
source, we are replacing the Klystron and modulator to
achieve 0.004 duty cycle thus enhancing the beam power
by a factor of four. The linac is already designed as per the
high repetition rate operation and is thermally suitable to
accept high average power from the source. The line type
modulator developed in-house is being replaced by solid
state modulator capable of high repetition rate with longer
pulse width operation. The new RF system is under testing
and once received we will initiate the beam trials. The linac
is shown in Fig. 1 and the parameters are shown in Table 1.

Figure 1: SAMEER made 15 MeV linac tube.
In a photo-neutron process, the neutrons are produced
via (e, γ) and (γ, n) reaction. 15 MeV electrons are made
incident on a bremsstrahlung target to produce photons
which then interact with a suitable neutron target to
generate neutrons through photo-nuclear reactions. The
bremsstrahlung tungsten target is followed by a neutron
source target along with a backing material which further
optimizes the neutron yield. The backing material also
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Table 1: Measured Parameters for 15 MeV Linac Tube
Parameter

Simulated

Measured

π/2 frequency
Side to main
coupling
Shunt
Impedance
Q (unloaded)
VSWR
Energy

2998
0.03

2997.65
0.0278

MHz
%

100

87

MΩ/m

16000
1.5
15

15000
1.78
15±0.5

The photon dose rates from FLUKA are compared with
the standard source term values as shown in Table 2 [7].
Table 2: Photon Source Term for Tungsten Target
Energy
(MeV)
15
20
30

MeV

enhances the thermal neutron count which is significant for
imaging activity. Beryllium has been used as neutron
source target. The entire target configuration is placed in a
local shield inside a radiation facility to ensure no leakages
are observed [5].

FLUKA SIMULATION DETAILS
A 15 MeV electron beam is incident on a 0.42 cm thick
tungsten target followed by a 4 cm thick beryllium target.
A 4 cm thick D2O target is further attached as a backing
material. The geometry of the target is shown in Fig. 2.

Bremsstrahlung Output - Forward
(Gy/h/m2/kW)
NCRP
FLUKA
3500
3878.51
6000
5706.76
8500
7569.14

NEUTRON OPTIMIZATION
Photo-neutron generation occurs above a threshold
energy defined for each material and is in the range of 6
MeV to 13 MeV but, beryllium has a low threshold energy
of 1.67 MeV [8]. Figure 3 shows the thickness vs neutron
yield plot for Be. We see that even with huge increment in
thickness of Be, the yield does not increase significantly
beyond 4 cm.

Figure 3: Beryllium thickness vs neutron yield.

Figure 2: Target geometry.
We use USRBIN, USRBDX and USRYIELD to define
the detectors to score fluence and dose. Spatial distribution
of dose was scored using USRBIN and the yield was scored
using USRYIELD detectors. The number of primaries run
are set to 106.

To further enhance the neutron yield it was decided to try
various other backing materials. Cadmium, Depleted
Uranium and Heavy Water were some of the materials
considered. It was found that a suitable backing material
can be used to further optimize the total neutron yield and
generate a good count of thermal neutrons as well. Figure
4 shows that the highest total neutron yield is given by D2O.
Figure 5 presents a comparative analysis of neutron yield
from various backing materials. We see that the best results
for thermal neutrons are achieved with Be target backed by
D2O.

PHOTON PRODUCTION
The geometry and parameter settings are defined in
FLUKA and photon flux is computed which is then
converted to dose. The relationship between absorbed dose
rate and particle flux is given by [6]:

˙
𝑫

𝜱𝑬𝟎 𝝁𝒂 𝟏.𝟔 𝟏𝟎
𝟏𝟎𝟎

𝟔

(1)

where, Ḋ is the dose rate, Φ is the particle flux
(quanta/cm2/s), µa is the mass absorption coefficient of
gamma rays in air (cm2/g), 1.6 × 10-6 is the energy
equivalent in ergs of 1 MeV, 100 is the energy equivalent Figure 4: Total neutron yield for varying thickness of
backing materials.
in erg/g of 1 rad.
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Depleted Uranium is rare and also difficult to machine.
Cadmium lining can be made but the yield is poor. Hence
from the simulation point of view, Heavy Water appears to
be a good choice. To make use of such a material, the
secondary target geometry is being designed so as to ensure
ease of handling. A hollow target assembly with an easy to
use mechanism is under design stage.

imaging activities. Efforts are being made to achieve
higher beam powers in order to obtain further higher
neutrons.

Figure 7: Neutron dose at 90° port inside the radiation lab.
Figure 5: Comparison of neutron yield from various
backing materials.

SHIELDING ESTIMATION
Figure 6 presents the spatial distribution of neutron dose
with 0.42 cm of tungsten and 4 cm beryllium backed by 4
cm of D2O inside the concrete walls of radiation lab. The
neutron dose outside the D2O region is ~ 1010 μSv/h/kW.
Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution of neutron dose at
90° port inside the radiation lab. It was found that with this
configuration, neutron dose in the outside area is in the
range of 10-5 μSv/h/kW and the photon dose is below 104
μSv/h/kW which are well within the acceptable safety
limits.

Based on the results, it was concluded that a local
shielding of 6 TVL lead in beam direction and 2.5 TVL on
all sides surrounded by 3 TVL of HDPE along with 1 TVL
of 5% borated HDPE and a 0.3 cm of 40% boron rubber
sheet is effective in reducing the leakage radiation to attain
safety limits for both photons and neutrons.
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Figure 6: Neutron dose inside the radiation lab.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From our simulations, it can be seen that for a 15 MeV
electron beam irradiating on the source target configuration,
we achieve a total neutron yield of 1.55 x 1012 neutron/sec
and thermal neutron yield of 5.36 x 108 neutron/sec with
the D2O backing. Thus, the target configuration comprising
of tungsten with beryllium backed by D2O gives us a total
neutron yield and thermal neutron count suitably large for
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STUDY ON CONSTRUCTION OF AN ADDITIONAL BEAMLINE FOR A
COMPACT NEUTRON SOURCE USING A 30 MeV PROTON CYCLOTRON
Y. Kuriyama∗ , M. Hino, Y. Iwashita, R. Nakamura, H. Tanaka
Institute for Integrated Radiation and Nuclear Science, Kyoto University, Kumatori, Japan
Abstract
The Institute for Integrated Radiation and Nuclear Science, Kyoto University (KURNS) has been actively using
neutrons extracted from the research reactor (KUR) for collaborative research. Since the operation of KUR is scheduled
to be terminated in 2026 according to the current reactor operation plan, the development of a general-purpose neutron
source using the 30 MeV proton cyclotron (HM-30) installed
at KURNS for Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) research has been discussed as an alternative neutron source.
In this presentation, we report on the conceptual design of
an additional beamline for a compact neutron source using
this cyclotron.

ACCELERATORS INSTALLED IN
INNOVELAB AT KURNS
Innovelab at KURNS is equipped with four ring accelerators and one linear accelerator. Among these accelerators,
the 150MeV FFAG main-ring (MR) and its injector [4], the
11MeV linear accelerator (linac) and HM-30 are currently
in operation.

INTRODUCTION
At the Institute for Integrated Radiation and Nuclear Science, Kyoto University (KURNS), a medium-sized neutron
source, neutrons extracted from a research reactor (KUR)
with a maximum thermal power of 5 MW has been actively
used for joint use. However, due to the deadline for the return
of spent fuel, the KUR is not expected to continue operation
after 2026, so there is an urgent need to construct a neutron
source to replace the KUR.
Since 2007, Kyoto University has been developing a Boron
Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) system using a proton
cyclotron (HM-30), an average beam current of 1 mA and
extraction beam energy of 30 MeV [1]. This system consists
of HM-30 and a target station that moderates neutrons generated from Be targets to an energy suitable for BNCT [2, 3].
In 2019, HM-30 was transferred to Kyoto University, therefore, the consideration to use HM-30 as a proton accelerator
for the KUR alternative neutron source had been started.
Figure 1 shows KUR, Kyoto University Critical Assembly
(KUCA), and Innovation Research Laboratory (Innovelab).

KUR

Figure 2: Layout of accelerators in Innovelab building at
KURNS.
The Innovelab is divided into a medical building and an
experimental building. HM-30 is located on the first floor of
the medical building, and MR and linac are on the first floor
of the experimental building. Figure 2 shows the layout of
the accelerators in the Innovelab.
To make a room for a neutron generation target station in
the irradiation hall (left-side of the experimental building),
the linac has to move to the MR room (rigth side of the
experimental building).

KUCA

30MeV PROTON CYCLOTRON (HM-30) AT
KURNS
Innovation Research Laboratory

Figure 1: Appearance of KUR, KUCA and Innovelab in
KURNS.
∗
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30MeV proton cyclotron (HM-30), manufactured by Sumitomo Heavy Industories, had been installed for BNCT research in Innovbelab medical building in 2008. Figure 3
shows HM-30, and Table 1 shows the main specifications of
the HM-30 [1].
For BNCT research, a 30 kW proton beam is extracted
from the HM-30 and transported to the target station by
90-degree beam transport, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Construction of a Calculation System Using
G4beamline
In order to perform beam transport calculations for
the BT2 design, a calculation system using G4beamline
(g4bl) [5] was developed. Figure 5 shows a 3D diagram of
the calculation system constructed by g4bl.

Figure 3: HM-30 in Innovelab.
Table 1: Specifications of HM-30
Particle
Injection Energy
Extraction Energy
RF Frequency
RF Voltage
Extraction Scheme
Extraction Beam Current
Machine Size

H−
30 keV
30 MeV
73.1 MHz (h=4)
200 kV/turn
Foil
1 mA (DC)
W×D×H:3×1.6×1.7 m

ADDITIONAL BEAM TRANSPORT FOR
GENERAL PURPOSE ACCELERATOR
BASED NEUTRON SOURCE
The target station for the general purpose accelerator based
neutron source is being considered for installation in the irradiation hall in the Innovelab experimental building. Figure 4
shows the additional beam transport (BT2) under consideration in blue. The distance from the HM-30 extraction point
to the neutron producing target is roughly 15∼20 m.
Target station for BNCT

HM-30

Experimental building
Irradiatoin Hall
Medical building

Target Station for
general purpose
neutron sorce

Figure 4: Additional beam transport for accelerator based
neutron source. Blue objects indicate component of additional beam transport.
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Figure 5: Computation geometry of additional beam transport for accelerator drive neutron source using G4beamline.
Green object indicates bending magnet and blue and red
objects indicate focus and defocus quadruople magnets, respectively. Be target is located at the endpoint.
The beam transport calculations for the HM-30 extraction
beam are tentatively performed assuming gaussian distribution and Eq. (1) as the initial beam parameters.
𝜎𝑥 = 𝜎𝑦 = 3mm
′

𝜎𝑥′ = 𝜎𝑦 = 1mrad

(1)

Δ𝑃 = 1%
Figure 6 shows the initial beam size and the beam size
calculated by g4bl at the neutron generation target located
about 19 m from the HM-30 extraction position.
Figure 7 shows the beam size along beam transport, starting from the HM-30 extraction position.
The inner diameter of the beam pipe to be used for the additional beam transport will be 100 mm in diameter. Therefore,
the beam size during beam transport must be kept under ±50
mm. Taking into account the heat load on the target, the
beam size should be about the same as the target size.

ESTIMATION OF NEUTRON
GENERATION BY PHITS
Neutron Generation Targets
From the BNCT study, a 5.5 mm thick Be target is planned
to be used as the neutron generation target. 5.5 mm thickness
allows
the proton range to be longer than the target thickness,
⻑する新ビームライン
so that the incident protons do not stop in the target but
are injected into the cooling water. This will suppress the
occurrence of blistering phenomena.
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Figure 7: Beam tracking result of the additional beam transport (BT2) for general purpose accelerator neutron source
using G4beamline.

Estimation of Neutron Generation
PHITS (ver. 3.04) [6] was used to estimate the amount of
neutrons produced when a uniform circular 30 MeV proton
beam of 120 mm diameter is injected into a 5.5 mm thick
Be target. The results of the PHITS calculations are shown
in Fig. 8.
Based on the PHITS calculations, assuming an average
beam current of 1mA, the neutrons produced are expected to
be 1.6E-2 neutrons/proton and the total neutrons produced
are expected to be 1E14 neutrons/s.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS
Although the KUR has been actively used for joint use
at KURNS, it is expected to be difficult to continue the op-

plotted by ANGEL 4.50

eration of the KUR after 2026 due to the deadline for the
return of spent fuel. Therefore, the development of a generalpurpose neutron source using HM-30 has been discussed as
an alternative neutron source. The conceptual design of the
additional beam transport from HM-30 to the general purpose neutron generation target station has been carried out
using g4bl. In addition, calculations using PHITS are being
performed to estimate the neutron generation. Currently, we
are at the stage of evaluation with tentative parameters, but
we plan to perform beam transport calculations with more
realistic beam parameters.
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Figure 8: Calculated neutron and proton energy distribution
from Be target using PHITS.

calculated by PHITS 3.04
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MAGNETIC FIELD SHIELD FOR SC-CAVITY WITH THIN Nb SHEET
Y. Iwashita, Y. Kuriyama, KURNS, Kyoto University, Kumatori, Osaka, Japan
H. Tongu, ICR, Kyoto University, Uji, Kyoto, Japan
Y. Fuwa, JAEA/J-PARC, Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan

Abstract
While superconducting accelerating cavities can generate high electric fields with a small amount of high frequency power, they require a shield against faint environmental magnetic field. Because the material niobium is a
type-II superconductor, it traps the environmental magnetic flux in the material during the superconducting transition, which results in loss during operation. This makes
it essential to shield from faint magnetic field. However,
high magnetic permeability magnetic materials for very
low temperatures are expensive, not easy to handle, and increase costs. We are researching magnetic shields that utilize the diamagnetism of superconducting materials, rather
than the magnetic flux absorption phenomenon caused by
high magnetic permeability materials.

If the shield can be cooled with a sufficient temperature
gradient before the cavity reaches the transition temperature, it may function as a weak magnetic field shield that
complements a normal shield [5]. Since the cavity wall is
about 3 mm thick for mechanical strength, it has a larger
heat capacity than a thin niobium sheet of about 0.5 mm,
for example. Figure 1 shows the possible shapes of the
cell's Nb sheet cover [7]. The full cell on the right is covered with a pillbox-shaped hollow shield, and the unshielded left half-cell is shown for comparison. The flux
component normal to the wall Bnormal in the shielded cell
is less except at the iris region, where the Bnormal has less
effect.

INTRODUCTION
Superconducting accelerating cavities have become popular because of their low RF power consumption. Almost
all of these cavities are made of niobium, which is a typeII superconductor, and trap the environmental magnetic
flux in the material during the superconducting transition.
When the trapped flux is shaken by RF electromagnetic
field on the inner wall of the cavity, it generates heat and
increases power load on the cryogenic system. This effect
becomes more pronounced as the Q value of the cavity increases. This makes it essential to shield from faint magnetic field. However, high magnetic permeability magnetic
materials for very low temperatures are expensive, not easy
to handle, and increase costs. Furthermore, their permeabilities decrease at very low temperature and also low magnetic field. On the other hand, superconductors have perfect diamagnetism and can be complementary to the high
permeability materials. Among the easy-to-handle superconducting materials, niobium has the highest transition
temperature of pure metals (see Table 1). The transition
temperature of Pb is the second highest, but the availability
of sufficiently high purity may not be clear, and Pb is a restricted material such as RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous
Substances). On these circumstances, niobium is the first
choice as a shielding material, except that it can trap flux.
Table1: Superconducting Transition Temperatures of Pure Metals
Material
In
Temperature [K] 3.4

Sn
3.7

Hg
4.2

Ta
4.5

V
5.3

La
5.9

Pb
7.2

Nb
9.2

In recent years, it has become clear that the expulsion of
magnetic flux is induced by making a superconducting
transition of the cavity under a temperature gradient [1-4].
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Figure 1: Possible geometry for the magnetic field shield
with superconducting sheet.
This example of calculation includes one and a half cells
with and without the shield cover, respectively. Since the
effects from the adjacent cells would be small, both geometries are calculated in one calculation. A shield cover consists of one niobium sheet cylinder and two washers (thick
green line). The leftmost half-cell does not have a shield.
Black thick line shows the cavity wall, which has no effect
on the magnetic field calculation. Red thin lines show calculated flux lines when immersed in a uniform magnetic
field along the axis. The shielding effect is simulated by
setting the permeability to 0.0001. The magnetic component normal to the cavity surface Bnormal is also plotted,
which is a relative value to the immersed field. The thin
broken line shows the immersed field level. The location
of the He jacket wall is shown by the broken line and the
possible location of the internal precooling pipe is shown
by the chained line. The precooling pipe should contact all
shield covers.
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The cover can be assembled from a laminated sheet of
laminated film / niobium sheet / 5N aluminum sheet / laminated film as shown in Fig. 2. From the laminated sheet
shown in Fig. 3, we can fold it to form a hollow pillboxshaped cover (see Fig. 4).

Figure 2: Possible configuration of laminated sheet layered
with Niobium and 5N aluminum sheets sandwiched between laminated films [5]. Since the two metal layers
should have good thermal contact, one can use rolling to
bond the two materials [6].

Figure 5: Setup for study of flux expulsion.
Figure 3: Cover can be formed by folding the strips of the
laminate sheet with cuts at both edges.

Figure 4: Cover fits inside of the jacket. A precooling pipe
goes through the space between the He jacket and the cover.
Thermal contact between the pipe and the cover may be
realized by clamping or other means.

EXPERIMENT
Experiments are being conducted to investigate the basic
process of flux expulsion under temperature gradients (see
Fig. 5). The stage is suspended from the upper flange of
the dewar and both ends of the sample sheet are held by
aluminum sample clamps (see Fig.6). Each sample clamp
has a long tab that is immersed in LHe for cooling. Each
temperature is measured by a CERNOX sensor and controlled by two heaters on the clamp plate (see Fig. 7). Two
more CERNOX sensors are attached to the sample sheet to
measure the temperature gradient. The magnetic field distribution can be measured with five 3D AMR sensors (Bmap system). Fifteen signals from the AMR sensors of the
B-map system are multiplexed and transferred to room
temperature with only six wires (see Fig. 8).
The experiments are carried out at RCNP (Research
Center for Nuclear Physics) at Osaka University (see
Fig. 9). Once LHe is transferred from the 300L vessel to
the small Dewar and the temperatures are settled down to
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T13: Cryogenics

Figure 6: Layout of the sensors.

Figure 7: Real setup of the stage.
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4K, the temperatures are raised over the critical temperature Tc by the heaters and cooled down to pass the Tc to
measure the magnetic field change. The temperature gradient is evaluated by two CERNOX censors attached on
the niobium sheet. The first sample sheet was supplied by
ULVAC, whose RRR is more than 300 and the sheet is annealed. Figure 10 shows a preliminary result on the magnetic field change at the transition as a function of temperature gradient on the sheet. Only the magnetic field component normal to the sheet is shown. Although the number
of points may not be enough, the changes seem proportional to the temperature difference.

Figure 10: Preliminary result on the flux change at the
superconducting transition as a function of temperature
difference between two CERNOX sensors.

CONCLUSION
A new magnetic shielding method is proposed and experiments to study the basic process of flux expulsion under temperature gradients are being conducted. Since it
uses different mechanism from the conventional shielding
with high permeability material, it can act as a complimentary magnetic shielding method. By using both the passive
methods (with high permeability material and superconducting material) together, it may be possible to further enhance the shielding effect at the cryogenic temperature.
This technique may be applicable to other fields such as
physics experiments that need very low magnetic field environment. Further results are expected this year to evaluate the effect of flux expulsion on niobium sheets.
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Abstract
A proton beam irradiation system for space part test has
been developed at Korea Multipurpose Accelerator Complex (KOMAC) based on 100 MeV proton linac. It consists
of a thermal vacuum chamber, a beam diagnostic system
and a control system in the low flux beam target room. The
thermal vacuum chamber accommodates the capacity for
proton beam irradiation in addition to temperature control
in vacuum condition. The beam diagnostic system is newly
installed to measure the lower dose rate than existing one.
In this paper, the proton beam irradiation system for space
part test including a thermal vacuum chamber, newly installed beam diagnostic system is presented.

INTRODUCTION
In recent days, commercially available off the shelf
(COTS) are tried to be used in many parts of the satellite in
order to reduce cost [1]. The COTS which is going to be
used as a space part should be confirmed its hardness to
space radiation. Until now, many single event effect (SEE)
tests have been done by using a 100-MeV proton accelerator at KOMAC. But most of them has been driven by a few
major companies and there were no systematic test procedures for the beginners in this field. A program called “Development of Evaluation Technology for Space Parts” has
started to develop the space irradiation environment, improve the test conditions and setup test procedures based
on 100-MeV proton accelerator in 2021. In this paper, the
low flux beam line is briefly introduced, design of the thermal vacuum chamber and beam diagnostic system for the
space part test are discussed.

LOW FLUX BEAM LINE
The low flux beam line at KOMAC started its operation
2017. The specification of the low flux beam line is shown
in Table 1. To reduce the beam intensity by more than three
orders of magnitude, we installed a locally shielded collimator. Two octupole magnets were installed to provide a
uniform beam with a uniformity better than 10 % in a 100
mm by 100 mm area at the sample position [2]. The low
flux beam can be further collimated by using an in-air collimator to restrict the irradiation to a specific sample position. The target room of the low flux beam line is shown in
Figure 1. The beam comes from the left side through the
beam window. Beam shutter, beam current monitor and

beam profile monitor are installed. The sample is installed
at the right side. The reference dose rate monitoring system
is also installed at the target position. Ion chamber is used
as a reference dosimeter. The beam profile at the sample
position is shown in Figure 2. We can reliably provide a
proton beam with an intensity as low as 106 proton/cm2/sec.
Even a lower intensity was possible from the accelerator,
precise dose monitoring was difficult up to now. But we
apply another tool to decrease the possible intensity, which
will be discussed in later section.
Table 1: Low Flux Beam Line Specification
Parameters
Energy at target
Max. average power at
collimator
Max. average beam power
at target
Quality assurance beam
size at target
Beam uniformity at target

Values
20~100 MeV
800 W
1W
100 mm × 100 mm
< 10 %

Figure 1: Low flux beam line target room. The proton beam
comes from the left through the beam window. Beam shutter, beam current monitor, beam profile monitor are
installed.

SPACE SIMULATION CHAMBER
Major difference between the common thermal vacuum
chamber and the space simulation chamber is capability of
high energy proton beam irradiation in the space simulation chamber case. Therefore, we should take the proton
beam irradiation into consideration in designing the space
simulation chamber [3, 4]. The basic requirements of the
space simulation chamber are summarized in Table 2.

___________________________________________
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Figure 2: Beam profile at the sample position. Beam profile
without octupole magnet excitation (left). Beam profile
with octupole magnet excitation (right).
Table 2: Requirement of the Space Simulation Chamber
Parameters
Proton beam energy
Temperature range
Vacuum level
DUT holding area
DUT power consumption

Values
Up to 100 MeV
-55℃ to 125℃
Better than 10-5 torr
254 mm × 254 mm
<5W

First of all, we need to install the beam window to pass
the proton beam to the specimen mounted in the space simulation chamber. We are going to install two beam windows, one is at foreside and the other is at rear side of the
chamber. The beam dump is located out of chamber. The
beam window material is AlBeMet with 0.5 mm thickness.
A helicoflex seal is used as a vacuum seal.
To reduce residual radiation during and after irradiation,
we need to minimize the number of components in the
chamber, therefore, we removed the platen for mounting
the specimen. This choice makes impact on the temperature control of the specimen because the only heat transfer
to the specimen is through the radiation heat transfer between samples and shroud. To maintain the specimen temperature at -55℃ with 5 W heat generation, the estimated
heat load on the shroud was about 80 W, which determined
the minimum cooling capacity of the cooling system. For
the high temperature case, we assumed the heat generation
in the specimen to be zero to estimate the minimum required heating capacity of the heater system. To maintain
the specimen temperature at 125℃, the shroud should be
maintained at about 130℃ with heat transfer of 157 W.
The temperature distribution of the sample is shown in Figure 3. The maximum temperature deviation is less than ±
3℃.

Figure 3: Thermal analysis of the space simulation chamber (left) and the temperature distribution of the sample
(right).
THPOMS053
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In addition, we have to pay attention to the choice of the
coolant considering the effect of irradiation on the coolant
and residual radiation. Most simple way is using the single
element coolant such as nitrogen instead of complex refrigerant, but using the nitrogen leads another problem of ventilation, which can be difficult in the existing KOMAC facility. Therefore, we are going to use silicon fluid (Polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS) as a coolant. It is reported when
PDMS is irradiated to the radiation (gamma ray), its viscosity increases and hydrogen, methane gases are generated [5, 6]. But its threshold value seems to be 10 kGy,
which is large value in low flux beam line target room.
Therefore, we are going to change the coolant periodically.
Last but not least, it is important to consider the compatibility of the space simulation chamber with the existing
KOMAC accelerator facility, because the chamber should
be installed in one of the existing target room in KOMAC
facility. Compatibility includes not only the space limitation but also the overall control system to smoothly operate
the newly installed the space radiation chamber and to perform the experiment of testing the space parts under radiation environment. The installation plan of the space simulation chamber is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Installation layout of the space simulation chamber in the low flux beam line target room.

LOW FLUX PROTON MEASUREMENT
We can reliably provide a proton beam with an intensity
as low as 106 proton/cm2/sec. But the users want lower
beam intensity than we can provide. The accelerator itself
can provide lower beam intensity, but the measurement
tool was not prepared yet. Two types of ion chambers were
compared to check the lower intensity measurement range.
One is the Farmer ion chamber (PTW, 30013) and the other
is the Bragg Peak ion chamber (PTW) [7]. The effective
volume of the Bragg Peak ion chamber is 4.2 times larger
than that of the Farmer ion chamber. And the nominal response of the Bragg Peak ion chamber is 3.9 times larger
than that of the Farmer ion chamber. Two types of the ion
chamber was installed at the low flux target room as shown
in Figure 5. Two ion chambers are installed near the same
position. We checked the beam uniformity less than 5 %
within the effective measurement location. The charge was
measured with the UNIDOS (PTW). The test results
showed that there was a linear relationship between two
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ion chambers down to 5×104 proton/cm2/sec, which means
we can provide the proton beam intensity as low as that
value. The measurement result is shown in Figure 6. When
we considered the nominal response, we can measure the
proton intensity down to 1×104 proton/cm2/sec by using
Bragg Peak ion chamber alone [8].

[2] Yu-Mi Kim, Sang-Pil Yun, Han-Sung Kim, Hyeok-Jung
Kwon, “Beam characterization of the low flux proton beam
line at KOMAC for application to radiation effect testing”,
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SUMMARY
Proton beam irradiation system for space part test based
on the low flux beam line of KOMAC 100-MeV accelerator is introduced. A space simulation chamber was designed not only for the temperature and vacuum environment but also for the proton beam environment. Its design
was completed and it will be installed at 2023. To increase
the range of the proton beam intensity which we can supply,
two types of the ion chamber were compared in the low
flux beam line. The result showed that we can measure
lower intensity proton beam down to 5×104 proton/cm2/sec.
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Abstract
New beamlines and irradiation stations of the Nuclotronbased Ion Collider fAcility (NICA) are currently under
construction at JINR. These facilities for applied research
will provide testing on capsulated microchips (ion energy
range of 150-500 MeV/n) at the Irradiation Setup for Components of Radioelectronic Apparatus (ISCRA) and space
radiobiological research (ion energy range 4001100 MeV/n) at the Setup for Investigation of Medical Biological Objects (SIMBO). In this note, the technical details of the SIMBO and ISCRA stations and their beamlines
are described and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The NICA (Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAсility) project is a new acceleration and storage complex that is currently under construction at JINR [1]. The project includes
both fundamental and applied research.
Beams of ions from the Nuclotron accelerator will be
used to simulate cosmic rays within applied research at
NICA. The applied research assumes construction of new
stations and beam lines to irradiate targets. These setups
with special equipment help assess the risks of space radiation to human and equipment during space trips.
In this note SIMBO and ISCRA stations, their beamlines
technical details are described and discussed [2-4].

PURPOSES
Safety space exploration requires studies of risks of cosmic radiation. Space equipment and biological samples can
be irradiated by simulated cosmic rays on the Earth before
a space mission. Existing and new setups in frame of the
NICA applied research program will be used for these
aims.
So, risks of cosmic radiation posed to space missions due
to galactic cosmic rays can be simulated and studied on the
Earth at NICA.
___________________________________________

For these purposes ion beams extracted from the Nuclotron with varying species types and energies (Table 1) and
equipment of SIMBO and ISCRA setups with different irradiation forming and measurement methods help to determine and measure radiation influence on the biological and
electronics targets.
Table 1: Parametres of Ion Beams Extracted From the Nuclotron for SIMBO and ISCRA

Parameter

SIMBO
12

ISCRA

C , Ar , Fe26+,
Kr36+,131Xe54+, 197Au79

Ion type

6+ 40

18+ 56

84

Ion energy,
Mev/nucleon

400-1100

150-500

Extracted beam intensity, ion/spill

106-3×109

3×104-108

Beam emittances
(95%), x/y,
mmmrad

3-10/8-15

5-17/13-25

Spill time, sec

2-20

BEAM LINES
New beam lines will be constructed and integrated into
the existing VP-1 transfer line, to transport the beams from
Nuclotron to SIMBO and ISCRA stations. The SIMBO and
ISCRA beam lines are 17 m and 22 m long respectively include two existing dipole magnets SP-94, which bend the
ion beams to its station (Fig.1).
The scanning and non-scanning operating modes will be
used to provide different beam spot sizes at the station targets. The SIMBO and ISCRA stations can operate in both
modes. The parameters of the magnets and their positions
in the transfer lines were defined by beam dynamics simulation using the MAD-X code [3, 5]. One of the main requirements at sample irradiation is the homogeneity of the
beam distribution at the target area.
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The beam parameters are adjusted by four quadrupole
magnets in the VP-1 transfer line. Also, each SIMBO and
ISCRA beam lines includes four additional quadrupoles to
form beams at the stations.

Figure 1: The 3D model of the beam transfer lines and stations in the Measurement Pavilion.
In the non-scanning mode, a target irradiation uniformity
cannot be achieved by only quadrupole magnets due to a
short quadrupole-to-target distance, restricted by the overall ISCRA transfer line length. To overcome this issue, two
octupole magnets will be used in addition to quadrupoles.

A required the minimum flux density (ions/(cm2∙s)) depends on the type and signal noise of the electrometer. The
Pyramid electrometer I128 was chosen for our measurements.
The SFM sensor radiation hardness lifetime should not
be less than 300 hours with maximum degradation of 10%
at the beam parameters given in Table 1.
To overcome these issues the detectors will be only used
during the setting mode at the low ion intensity of
1.7103ions/cm2/s for Au ions at an energy of 150 MeV/n.
The advantage of the SFM detector as compared to the
coordinate strip IC, is that it gives information directly
about the distribution of particles in the beam in the transverse plane, whereas the IC shows only the convolution
(sum) of the beam ions along the strips, which does not allow to obtain the real beam transverse dimensions.
The SIMBO and ISCRA beam lines are currently being
produced by the SIGMAPHI–JINR collaboration.

SIMBO Collimator
A sharp boundary of different irradiation field areas is
required for SIMBO targets. A 500-mm-long movable
beam limiting collimator (Fig. 2 (left)) with a set of inserts
with various inner diameters will be used to meet this requirement.
In the non-scanning mode, inserts have cylindrical profiles with diameters from 10 mm to 50 mm.
In the scanning mode, two scanning magnets form a deflected cylindrical beam. Therefore, conical-shaped insert
with the entrance and exit hole diameters of 30 mm and 42
mm respectively will be used for scanning beams.

Beam Lines Detectors
The beam diagnostics includes measurements of the following irradiation parameters: the ion beam profiles, the
primary ion fluence and the primary ion density flux. To
control and setting of the beam parameters in the stations
there will be used offline and online detectors. Offline detectors include two duplicate types of detectors to provide
comparison between obtained results. An ionization chamber (IC) and a scintillating fiber-based beam position monitor (SFM) will be used as the offline detectors. An assembly based on the movable motors with four sensors will be
used as an online detector (OD), which measures the beam
halo.
To measure the beam parameters after the dipole magnets in transfer beam lines, three ICs and three SFMs will
be placed at the beginning of the common part of the transfer lines and after the second dipole magnet. Two ODs are
placed in the common part and in the ISCRA beam line.
All three detectors are assembled in one unit
(Fig. 2 (right)).
The IC detectors with an acquisition rate of 1 Hz should
register Au and C ions at the energy range of 150-1100
MeV/nucleon. The 1 Hz requirement will allow working
without essential signal saturation.

Figure 2: The 3D model of the SIMBO collimator (left) and
beam line assembled diagnostics (right). Left: 1 – the movable collimator body, 2 – the hole for inserts, 3 – the movable platform, 4 –the stand, 5 – inserts and place for them,
6 – the base plate. Right: 1 – SFM, 2 – IC, 3 – OD.

STATIONS
The equipment of the SIMBO and ISCRA stations was
constructed. Beam diagnostics in each transfer line will be
in conjunction with the beam diagnostics at the stations.
The diagnostics systems of the stations are discussed in [4].

SIMBO Station
The SIMBO station is designed for radiobiological research to provide the effects of heavy charged particles of
galactic and solar cosmic rays on the cognitive functions of
lower primates and small laboratory animals.
The scintillation-fiber detector № 1 is used to measure
ion flux density and beam profiles in the non-scanning
mode during beam adjustment before the experiment.
Ionization chamber № 2 based on the IC64-16 strip ionization chamber (Pyramid Technical Consultants, Inc) duplicates detector № 1 and solves similar problems
(Fig. 3 (left)).
Ionization chamber № 3, a slanted multi-section dosimetric ionization chamber with column recombination
suppression, is used to determine the absorbed dose.
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Ionization chamber № 4 based on a model QIC-2S (Pyramid Technical Consultants, Inc) four-channel ionization
chamber is used as a local dose detector (Fig. 3 (right)).
The system for online diagnostics and control of the peripheral ion flux density is based on four scintillation detectors.
A diamond semiconductor detector of the local dose and
average ion energy will be installed at the positioning system.
A thin scintillation counter is used for the measurement
of impurities in a beam of non-target ions.

A particle flux density detector based on four scintillators (or four silicon sensors) is used to control the ion flux
density in the peripheral area of the ion beam in real-time.
A 80×80 mm scintillation-fiber detector is used to measure the ion flux density and beam profile during beam adjustment before the experiment.
The equipment for the SIMBO station is being developed as part of the JINR-VST and JINR- Ostec Enterprise
collaborations. The positioning device for irradiated objects for the SIMBO station is presented in Fig. 5 (left).
The equipment for the ISCRA station is being developed
as part of the JINR-ITEP collaboration with the participation of SPELS/MEPHI and GIRO-PROM. The positioning
system of the ISCRA station is presented in Fig. 5 (right).

Figure 3: SIMBO detectors. Ionization chamber № 2 (left),
ionization chamber № 4 (right).

ISCRA Station
The ISCRA station is constructed to research and tests of
promising semiconductor micro- and nanoelectronics
products for determination of SEE (single event effect)
sensitivity to high-energy heavy charged particles.
Ionization chamber № 1 (128×128 mm) is used to control primary beam parameters in front of the degrader during beam adjustment before the experiment.
Ionization chamber № 2 (256×256 mm) is used to measure the ion flux density of the secondary beam in the target
area during beam adjustment before the experiment
(Fig. 4 (left)).
Ionization chamber № 3 (10×10 mm) (miniature gasfilled ionization chamber) is used to measure the LET (linear energy transfer) in the target area during experiment in
the ion energy range of 3-350 MeV/n; and the LET measurement range is 5-80 MeV∙cm2/mg (Fig. 4 (right)).

Figure 5: The positioning device for irradiated objects for
SIMBO station (left) and the positioning system of the ISCRA station (right).

CONCLUSION
The installation and commissioning of the ISCRA and
SIMBO infrastructure, beam lines and stations are planned
for summer-autumn 2022. The first beam experiments are
planned to start in 2023.
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Abstract

Table 1: Technical Specification for the Magnets

The SOCHI (Station of CHip Irradiation) station was
constructed at the NICA accelerator complex for single
event effect testing of decapsulated microchips with lowenergy ion beams (3.2 MeV/n). The peculiarity of microchip radiation tests in SOCHI is connected with the pulse
beam operation of the heavy ion linear accelerator (HILAc)
and a restriction on the pulse dose on the target. The
SOCHI station construction, the equipment and the results
of the first beam runs are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
During the development of the space industry the electronics used in spacecraft is becoming more complex and
small-sized. In order to ensure the long-term operation of
spacecraft, there is an urgent need to test electronics for
radiation hardness. One of the methods for predicting,
evaluating and controlling the radiation hardness of microelectronic products to the effects of charged particles is
based on conducting tests on ion accelerators. The SOCHI
applied station (Fig. 1) was created as part of the NICA
accelerator complex [1].

Dipole magnet
Type of power source
Effective length, m
Max. magnetic field, T
Gap, mm
Quadrupole lenses
Type of power sources
Effective length, m
Max. gradient, T/m
Gap (diameter), mm

Pulse
0.65
1
45
Pulse
0.29
10
95

The integration of the SOCHI station at a pressure of
10−3 Pa into the HILAc-Booster channel at a pressure of
10−6 Pa requires the following vacuum equipment: cryogenic trap, pulsed diaphragm, and turbomolecular pumps.
This equipment should prevent the ingress of heavy gases
into the existing HILAc-Booster transfer line and in the
Booster, where the pressure is 10−9 Pa. According to the
results of the vacuum tests in November-December 2021,
it was confirmed that the developed and manufactured vacuum system of the SOCHI station and beam transfer line
meet these requirements. Figure 2 shows the signal of the
Microvision 2 mass-spectrometric gas analyzer at measurements of the composition of the residual gas in the transfer line after its connection to the SOCHI station.

Figure 1: Area 1 infrastructure layout.

SOCHI BEAM TRANSFER LINE
The SOCHI beam transfer line is integrated into the
existing HILAc-Booster beam line. The description of the
SOCHI beam transfer line as well as its beam optics is
given in [2].
The technical specification for the magnets is presented
in Table 1.
____________________________________________

†esyresin@jinr.ru

Figure 2: Total mass spectrum of residual gases at the end
of the vacuum tests.
As shown in Fig. 2, the residual gas pressure (less than
10-6 Pa) behind the dipole magnet is lower than the pressure
in the HILAc-Booster channel (10-6 Pa, before dipole
magnet).
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The particle collimation system (CS) is designed to
reduce the beam current from a mA level in the HILAc to
the hundred nA level required for chip irradiation. The CS
is already installed in the existing HILAc-Booster channel
in front of a triplet of quadrupole lenses. It includes: 50 μm
stainless foil target unit with several slits: 260 μm35 mm,
30 μm×35 mm, and 234 holes 30×15 μm with a step of
150 μm; movement system VAb Vacuum-Anlagenbau
GmbH, model MSI 40-100 S2, the positioning accuracy is
±100 μm and controlled by a linear potentiometer, way of
movement is 100 mm; vacuum fittings.

guidance system; universal test board for DUT; a temperature setting system; a beam diagnostics and control system,
including a positioning and movement system for detectors
of the beam diagnostics and control system; a control
panel; workplaces in the control room and experimental
hall.

SOCHI APPLIED RESEARCH STATION
The equipment for the SOCHI station (Fig. 3) is being
developed as part of the JINR-NRC Kurchatov Institute
collaboration with the participation of SPELS/MEPHI,
GIRO-PROM, and VST.
Table 2 shows the required ion beam parameters.
Table 2: Technical Requirements for the Ion Beams at the
SOCHI Station
C4+, 40Ar8+,
Xe22+, 84Kr14+,
169
Tm21+, 197Au31+,
209 34+
Bi
12

131

Ion types
Ion energy at the exit from the
HILAc, MeV/n

3,2

Ion flux density, particles/(cm2∙s)

103...105

Maximum irradiation area, mm

Ø29

Beam diameter, mm

Ø73

The SOCHI station (Fig. 4) includes a vacuum chamber,
pumping, a gas composition analyzer and pressure control;
a positioning and movement system for the test board with
device under test (DUT), including a laser

Figure 4: External view of the SOCHI station with the main
components: 1 – main vacuum chamber; 2 – forevacuum
pump; 3 – turbo molecular pump; 4 –gate valve; 5 – gate
valve; 6 – vacuum chamber 2; 7 – vacuum chamber 1; 8 –
real-time beam parameter monitoring system; 9 – detector
positioning system; 10 – video monitoring system for positioning DUT; 11 – vacuum gauge; 12 – monitor of the
control panel; 13 – rack with control equipment; 14 – voltage stabilizer; 15 – vacuum system control unit; 16 – control unit of the DUT positioning system; 17 – temperature
setting system control units.

Figure 3: SOCHI beam transfer line and the applied station.
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Inside the SOCHI vacuum chamber (Fig. 5) there are a
positioning system for DUT, universal test board for connecting test equipment with DUT, DUT, cables, a heating
module, a phosphor detector of full absorption, and a gas
analyzer.

diagnostics and control of peripheral ion flux density and
fluence (four scintillators) are visible in the corners.

Figure 7: Internal view of the SOCHI vacuum chamber.

Figure 5: Internal view of the SOCHI vacuum chamber.
The diagnostics system is represented by the following
detectors: the MCP-based detector and the system for
online diagnostics and control of peripheral ion flux density and fluence (four fiber-scintillation detectors based on
multi-channel photomultiplier) (Fig. 6); the fast total-absorption scintillation detector with optical readout, the Faraday cup (Fig. 6), and the fast total absorption phosphor
detector. The signals from the detectors are integrated into
the general data acquisition system.

The maximum rate of the pulse radiation dose on the
silicon semiconductor should be less than 1 rad/s. To provide this radiation dose rate, a collimator with 20 holes
30 μm in diameter with a step of 700 μm between them to
reduce beam current on target to level of few hundreds of
nA was used. However, in this case the beam spot has a
nonuniform structure of the striped character (Fig. 8). To
provide good dose uniformity on the target when using a
small ion beam and the collimator with holes, the CS was
modified as described above.

Figure 8: 12C4+ ion beam spot on the monochrome film.

CONCLUSION

Figure 6: External view of vacuum chamber 1 and 2 with
the positioning system and the stepper motor.

PHYSICAL START-UP
The mounting of the SOCHI station was completed in
December 2021. Physical start-up of the station with 12C4+
carbon ion beams with energy of 3.2 MeV/n was carried
out. The ion beam current at the exit of the HILAc in front
of the CS was 3.5 mA, pulse duration 3 μs, repetition frequency 4 s. The photo in Fig. 7 shows the beam spot on a
phosphor detector. Shadows from the system for online

The first SOCHI beam runs were performed at the end
of 2021. Further commissioning works at the SOCHI
station will be continued in 2022; the next beam run is
planned with argon ion beams.
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Abstract
Interstellar complex molecules can be found in molecular clouds throughout our galaxy. Some of these molecules
are thought to be precursors of bio-molecules. Therefore,
understanding the formation processes of those interstellar
complex molecules is crucial to understanding the origin of
the building blocks of life. There are currently more than
a hundred known complex molecules discovered in interstellar clouds. However, the formation processes of those
molecules are not yet well understood since they occur in
very extreme conditions and very short time scale. Ultrafast
spectroscopy can be applied to study those processes that
occur in the time scales of femtoseconds or picoseconds.
In this work, we present an overview of the applications of
MIR and THz pump-probe experiments in astrochemistry
studies. An experimental setup to simulate space conditions
that mimic the environments where the interstellar complex
molecules are formed is currently being developed at the
PBP-CMU Electron Linac Laboratory. Then, we present our
development plan of the experimental station and its current
status.

INTRODUCTION
Stars, planets, and everything around us are all originated from the interstellar medium, which is the matter in
the space between stars. The interstellar medium can be
found in the form of molecular clouds, which contain simple
molecules such as H2 and CO in gas phase and micron-size
solid dust grains. When those molecular clouds collapse due
to their own gravity to form stars and planets, relatively more
complex molecules can be formed. Certain species of the
complex molecules are thought to be the precursors of biomolecules such as sugars and amino acids. These molecules
can be later transported to planets through asteroid and meteoroid bombardments during the process of planet formation
and thus, provide the planets with the building blocks of life.
∗
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During the collapse of a molecular cloud, the density of
the cloud increases. This allows gas molecules to stick onto
a solid dust grain, forming ice layers, which further allow
the formation of relatively more complex molecules to occur
on the ice surface under extremely cold temperature. The
process usually be referred to as grain surface chemistry.
It is currently accepted that complex molecules found in
interstellar clouds are formed through this process. In addition, the increased density of the cloud also shield the
grains from external stellar radiation, preventing the newly
formed molecules from being photo-dissociated. When the
temperature of the cloud increase due to the newly formed
star inside the cloud, the molecules can be desorbed into
gas phase. This allow them to be observed from the earth
through their rotational spectra.
Currently, there are more than a hundred known species
of complex molecules identified in molecular clouds [1].
Organic molecules such as ribose and related sugars were
also found in a meteorite [2]. However, the formation pathways of those molecules and the conditions that those complex molecules prefer are not yet well understood. Here
we present the development of Thailand’s first astrochemistry laboratory to study the processes of complex molecule
formation under extreme interstellar conditions. The work
includes the current progress, the development plan, and the
experiments and applications.

DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
CHAMBER
With the goal to study the processes of complex molecule
formation under interstellar cloud conditions, an experimental chamber needs to be constructed to simulate such extreme
conditions. This includes an ultrahigh vacuum with pressure
as low as 10−10 mbar and a temperature of about 77 K or
below similar to those of the molecular clouds. In addition,
a vacuum UV source is also needed to irradiate the sample
inside the chamber to trigger chemical processes similar to
the cosmic ray-induced UV inside the interstellar clouds [3].
Figure 1 shows the design of the experimental chamber
and its side-view schematic. The chamber will be con-
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Figure 1: The design of the experimental chamber.

structed with stainless steel with various ports for the experimental components. Connected to the chamber on the
left side of the figure is a turbomolecular pump, capable
of pumping the pressure inside the chamber to 10−10 mbar.
On the opposite side of the turbomolecular pump, a liquid
nitrogen dewar, a sample holder, a conduction bridge, and
pressure gauges are connected through the same port. The
dewar is connected to the sample holder bridge to maintain
the low temperature at the sample holder during experiments.
Five ports are put on top of the chamber for connecting with
gas injection units and a VUV source. Finally, two optical
ports with ZnSe windows are connected to the sides of the
chamber for FTIR transportation into the chamber and from
the chamber to an MCT detector.

EXPERIMENTS AND DEVELOPMENT
PLAN
To conduct an experiment, the interested molecules will
be deposited onto the cold surface of the sample holder inside the chamber through gas injection units. The sample
can be irradiated with VUV for photochemical reactions.
The chemical species and structures of the products will be
analyzed using Bruker FTIR spectrometer and MCT detector at the PBP-CMU Electron Linac Laboratory (PCELL).
Figure 2 shows the schematic of the experimental setup
which includes the chamber, the FTIR spectrometer, and the
MCT detector. The FTIR beam will be transported from
the spectrometer into the chamber via IR optical matching
box connected to the ZnSe window. Then, the signal from
the chamber will be transported to the MCT detector on the
opposite side. We note that the MCT detector will be inside

an IR optical cavity. The box is removed from this figure
only for illustration purposes.
Currently, we are at the stage of constructing the experimental chamber. This includes the vacuum, sample holder,
and cooling components. The gas injection unit is being
designed to allow the deposition of interested molecules in
the gas phase onto the cold surface under ultrahigh vacuum
conditions. Then, the IR matching boxes will be installed
to connect the chamber to the FTIR spectrometer and the
MCT detector. Simple reactions of formaldehyde (H2 CO)
and ammonia (NH3 ) will be conducted as our starting experiment [4]. The experiments probe the thermal reactivity of
H2 CO and NH3 , which are abundant in interstellar clouds,
to form aminomethanol (NH2 CH2 OH). The product from
the reactions will be probed with MIR spectroscopy via their
MIR fingerprints. This setup is similar to [4–7], which are
astrochemistry laboratories to study the complex molecules
in molecular cloud conditions. Although, each of these laboratories has unique variations of the setup for conditions
such as varying VUV intensity, multi-stage gas, and atomic
sources. In addition, the crystalline structure of the ice layers can be studied with THz spectroscopy in a setup similar
to [8].
With the advantages of pump-probe spectroscopy and
high-intensity IR beam from a free-electron laser (FEL)
source, the intermolecular interactions and formation mechanisms, which occur in the time scales of picoseconds, can
be studied [9, 10]. The FEL and pump-probe spectroscopy
setup is also being developed at PCELL. The setup will be
similar to that of the FELIX laboratory [11], which is unique
due to its capability for studying ultrafast chemical reactions
under interstellar conditions. The inclusion of FEL and ultrafast spectroscopy will make our laboratory very unique
for its capabilities.

SUMMARY
An experimental laboratory to simulate molecular cloud
conditions is being developed to study the formation and
interaction mechanisms of interstellar complex molecules.
This work presented the design of the experimental chamber and the setup for MIR and THz spectroscopy. We also
discussed the development plan of the laboratory including
the inclusion of ultrafast spectroscopy in the setup, which
will make our laboratory very unique for its capabilities.
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Figure 2: The experimental setup with the experimental chamber, FTIR spectrometer, and MCT detector.
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USING CO-MOVING COLLISIONS IN A GEAR-CHANGING SYSTEM TO
MEASURE FUSION CROSS SECTIONS*
E. Nissen†, Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA, USA
Abstract
In this work we look at a possible use for a system that
collides beams moving in the same direction using a gearchanging synchronization method as a means of measuring low energy phenomena, such as fusion cross sections.
Depending on the energies used this process will allow
for interactions for any desired charge state of the target
nuclei. Earlier concepts for low energy interactions to
study focused on beams crossing at an angle to give the
low energy interactions, as well as general investigations
of comoving collisions. This proposal would use gearchanging, a method involving two different harmonic
numbers of bunches in each collider ring, to have the
same types of collisions, with a luminosity equal that of a
head-on machine. In this work we detail the design considerations for such a machine, leveraging experimental
experience with a co-moving, gear-changing system.

INTRODUCTION
This work will leverage research done on Gearchanging done using the low energy ion machine DESIREE (Double ElectroStatic Ion Ring ExpEriment) at
Stockholm University [1-3]. This machine generally performs zero energy mergers of low energy ion beams to
study neutralization reactions like those found in the interstellar medium. We were able to use it to demonstrate
gear-changing, which is a collider synchronization system
where each ring has a different harmonic number. In this
case we’ve shown a 4 on 3 gear changing system where
the 3 bunch system moves at 4/3 the velocity of the slow
bunches. These collisions occur in a moving reference
frame which opens up new possibilities for research.
Having the bunches collide in a moving reference
frame leads to a large reduction in the center of mass
energy when compared to a head on or fixed target collision. This provides an opportunity to perform low center
of mass energy collisions, while preserving the control
benefits of higher energy ion beams. An excellent use for
these types of collisions would be studying nuclear fusion
interactions [4].
The center of mass kinetic energy ranges involved in
most fusion reactions are of the order of 100s of keV. One
advantage that a comoving system would have is that it
could study these interactions at different ionization
states, which are generally not attainable using fixed
target facilities. Such a system, if properly designed, can
also perform research on the effects of spin polarization

on these interactions. Finally, with the right reactants this
could be used to create a “neutron accelerator” which
could be used to create a high energy neutron beam.
In this work we will review some of the initial design
considerations for such a machine, and apply them to two
possible experimental machine designs. While gearchanging was the basis for this research there are situations where coasting beam systems might be more useful.

CENTER OF MASS ENERGY
The center of mass energy is actually easy to calculate,
we can use the total center of mass energy from [5] with
θ=π to calculate it, and simply subtract out the rest masses. The equation is:
𝐸

2𝐸 𝐸

𝑚 𝑐

𝑚 𝑐

2 ∗ 𝑃 𝑃 𝐶𝑜𝑠 𝜃

We can then determine the required energies for a given
center of mass energy, and starting kinetic energy of one
of the atoms. The plot would look like Fig. 1. For a given
atom type there is an answer where the other beam is
either faster or slower than the first beam. While they
don’t scale linearly, they do scale with the mass ratio of
the two ion species. If we are looking at a system where
gear-changing is necessary then we will also have to look
at the relative velocities, an example of such is shown in
Fig. 2.

Figure 1: The kinetic energies of the Tritium and Deuterium beams for a variety of center of mass kinetic energies.
Two possible energies for each center of mass energy will
be given, one where the deuteron is faster, one where it’s
slower. The dashed line is the mass ratio.
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trons moving forward is a tritium energy of 39 MeV for
the fast deuteron beam, and 43 MeV for the slow deuteron
beam.

Figure 2: The relative velocity of the deuterium compared
to the tritium for a variety of tritium energies and center
of mass energies

LUMINOSITY
Interestingly, the luminosity of a comoving system is
the same as the luminosity of a head on system so long as
the bunches pass completely through each other [6]. We
will therefore use the normal luminosity equations for a
bunched beam,
ℒ

𝑁𝑁
𝑓
2𝜋𝜎 𝜎

and for coasting beam [7],
ℒ

𝑁𝑁𝑣
1
2𝐶 𝐶

𝑣
𝑣

𝑝 ℇ

ℇ

𝑝
ℇ ℇ 1

𝑝

where p=β1*/β2*, ε1 and ε2 are the emittances, and C1 and
C2 are the ring circumferences. N1 and N2 are the number
of ions, and f is the collision frequency.

Figure 3: This is the center of mass velocity for the D-T
system at 65 keV center of mass energy, which has the
highest cross section
Since we are relativistically adding the velocities of the
daughter particles to the center of mass velocity, we can
effectively boost the energy of the daughter particles in
the lab frame. Assuming that the daughter particles will
move in all directions with equal probability, then the
daughter particles will take on a wide distribution with a
boosted top energy. This would allow us to create a high
energy neutron beam, The energy could be partially tuned
based on collimation, but care should be taken since every
high energy neutron pulse from those neutrons that were
going forward in the lab frame will have a lower energy
pulse from those that were moving backwards in the lab
frame. The energy distribution for a D-T reaction at a
variety of Tritium energies is shown in Fig. 4.

DAUGHTER PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS
The results of these fusion reactions are varied, and will
strongly determine the energy range used, as well as the
design of the detector(s). Fusion reactions result in daughter atoms, along with other atoms, particles, gamma rays,
and occasionally activated nuclei which decay later. For
atoms and particles which have mass, the lab frame velocities, energies, and angular spreads can be calculated.
This would include the cutoff where all of the daughter
particles are moving along with the colliding beams. This
can be important for detector design, especially for reactions that result in neutrons. A look at the relativistic addition of velocities tells us that this cutoff occurs where the
center of mass velocity of the system equals the velocity
in the center of mass frame of the most energetic daughter
particle.
As an example, if we look at D-T fusion with a center
of mass kinetic energy of 65 keV, the daughter particles
are a helium atom at 3.5 MeV, and a neutron at 14.1 MeV
with a velocity of 0.171c. If we take the center of mass
velocity in the lab frame as the sum of momenta divided
by the total mass, we can calculate the center of mass
velocity for a given energy pairing. If we look at Fig. 3,
we see that for this system the cutoff for all of the neuTHPOMS057
3106

Figure 4: The neutron energy as a function of angle from
the direction of motion for a variety of tritium energies,
using the system where the deuterons are faster.
For reactions that create gamma rays, the moving collision would lead to red and blue shifting depending on the
angle from the line of motion.
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EXAMPLE FACILITY: LOW ENERGY
MEASUREMENTS WITH DIFFERENT
CHARGE STATES
One of the advantages of a comoving collider system is
that the charge state of the target ions can be directly
controlled in a way that cannot be done with fixed target
measurements. As an example, we want to look at a machine that would be low enough energy that a small lab or
university could perform these measurements. Given that
we want a variety of charge states, and would prefer no
neutron radiation, the obvious candidate would be proton
boron fusion.
Proton boron fusion has its peak cross section at 600
keV, which is approximately 1 barn (10-28 m2) [8]. These
energies are trivial for a collider system, and the main
limitation on this type of machine is luminosity. The
daughter particles for this interaction are three alpha particles with 8.7 MeV of energy between them.
The actual performance of this type of machine will be
heavily dependant on the ion source. We assume an ECR
of 30 kV with a gun current of 200 μA for a given ion
state [9]. If we then accelerate the beam to a reasonable
boron kinetic energy of 300 keV, we would have the protons with a kinetic energy of 689 keV. At these low energies the velocities of the two beams are different by a
factor of 5, so instead of gear changing we would assume
coasting beam collisions. We estimate the per ring number of ions of the coasting beam as 2x109 ions. Assuming
equal β*s and an emittance of 0.5π mm-mrad normalized
emittance, then we would expect a luminosity of
1.39x1026 m-2 for equal 8m circumference rings.
This luminosity would give a reaction every 71 seconds. If we are able to increase the number of ions to
9x109 in each beam, and decrease the emittance to 0.2π
mm-mrad, then we would see a reaction every 1.4 seconds. This would be within the realm of experiments like
those at DESIREE [10], and would gain statistics by running for a very long time. Since the products are alpha
particles, and since we aren’t boosting the frame significantly, a detector would likely consist of surrounding the
interaction region with scintillators.
The key driver of an experiment like this would be the
source being used, the better the current and lower the
emittance, the better.

EXAMPLE FACILITY: HIGH ENERGY
NEUTRON FACILITY
This next design will have a much larger facility that is
designed to fuse D and T both to create high energy neutrons, and as a method of testing the effect of ion polarization on these interactions. If we choose 60 MeV tritium,
then we will have 44.29 MeV deuterium for a center of
mass kinetic energy of 65 keV. If we assume that each
bunch will have 1x109 ions per bunch, and that the spot
size at the interaction region is 2.5mm, then we would
expect for a machine that is 60m in circumference a luminosity per bunch of 1.29x1028 m-2. Assuming the bunches
are 30cm long and fill the ring, this would give 646 fusion

interactions per second. A 25% increase in the bunch
population, or a commensurate decrease in the spot sizes
at the interaction region would bring the reaction rate to
1000 fusion reactions per second.
A device like this would also be able to study the possible effects of ion spin polarization on the directionality of
these reactions [11]. In order to preserve the spin polarization, a figure eight type of geometry could be used [12].
The velocity ratio would work especially well in our
system for 63 on 62 bunch gear changing.

OTHER TYPES OF MACHINES
The number of possible machines is quite varied, depending on the fusion interactions in question, and the
types of detectors being used. The energies accessible in
these systems would be very useful for CNO types of
interactions, though the cross sections are much lower
than D-T or p-B. Since these interactions create gamma
rays there would be radiological implications. Some interactions, such as p-C create a gamma ray, and a nucleus
that will later decay. A machine that has its energy high
enough that all daughter particles move in the same direction could separate out the activated nuclei, trap them, and
use their decays to detect the fusion interactions.

ANALYSIS, DISCUSSION,
AND FUTURE WORK
As has been shown, from an accelerator standpoint, fusion is not an energy issue, it’s a luminosity issue. Thus
any machine would be limited mainly by the characteristics of its source. There would also be limitations due to
space charge and beam-beam interactions. For this reason,
a comoving collision-based system would have many of
the advantages of higher energy systems in terms of beam
control, while still having the type of low energy interactions needed for fusion research.
We have outlined two machines at either end of the
size/energy axis in this paper, but there are a large number
of possibilities based on the exact ions being fused. This
type of machine could be used as an experimental station
at a facility such as FRIB to help study fusion interactions
in more exotic ions. Such a general machine would likely
need a lot of design work done for the detector, but could
provide valuable insight into fusion interactions.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYTICAL LIGHT SOURCE FOR
CONSTRUCTION OF FEMTOSECOND PULSE RADIOLYSIS SYSTEM
USING ER FIBER LASER
Y. Kaneko†, M. Sato, Y. Koshiba, M. Washio, WISE, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan
K. Sakaue, UT-PSC, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Abstract
The initial processes in radiation chemistry occur from
the ultrafast time scale (sub-femtosecond timescale) and
are the dominant factor for the subsequent reaction. It is
important to elucidate the initial process of the radiation
chemical reaction. One of the methods to elucidate the initial process is pulse radiolysis. In pulse radiolysis, a substance is irradiated with ionizing radiation and at the same
time irradiated with analytical light, and the absorption
spectrum of the light is observed, which allows us to track
the short-lived intermediate species. There are several requirements required for analytical light. We aimed to use
the supercontinuum light generated by the second harmonic of the Er fiber laser as analytical light. In this conference, we report on the status of the development of this
supercontinuum light and the prospects.

INTRODUCTION
Our research is aimed at elucidating the initial processes
of radiation chemical reactions. Radiation chemical reactions are chemical reactions that occur due to the interaction between radiation and electrons in materials. To understand the whole picture of radiation chemical reactions,
it is important to elucidate the interaction, i.e., the initial
process. The interaction occurs in ultrafast time (subfemtosecond timescale). Therefore, special techniques
must be used to observe the interaction.
One of the methods for elucidating initial processes is
pulse radiolysis. In pulse radiolysis, a material is irradiated
with an electron beam and simultaneously allowed to pass
through an analysing light to measure its absorbance, enabling temporal tracking of reaction intermediates that are
formed and disappear in an ultrashort time range derived
from bunch length of electron beam and pulse width of analyzing light. A conceptual diagram of pulse radiolysis is
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Diagram of pulse radiolysis.

There are three major requirements for analytical light.
Firstly, it must have ultrashort pulse width. This is because
the initial processes of radiation chemical reactions occur
in the ultrafast time range, and pulse radiolysis systems
need to have the same high temporal resolution. Secondly,
wavelength is broadband. If the wavelength is broadband,
a single pulse radiolysis system can observe many substances that absorb in that wavelength band. Thirdly, the
intensity is high. A certain level of intensity is necessary so
that the spectra of absorption wavelengths are not buried in
noise, making it difficult to observe the spectra of absorption wavelengths. We aimed to use a supercontinuum (SC)
light as the analysis light that satisfies the above three conditions. Supercontinuum light is broadband light generated
by nonlinear optical effects in a nonlinear medium, which
maintains the properties of the ultrashort laser pulse. We
have constructed an optical laser system to generate this
SC light.
In a previous study, a supercontinuum light with a spectral width of 750-1030 nm had been successfully generated
by injecting a Yb laser (wavelength: 1030 nm) into a photonic crystal fiber (PCF) [1]. Figure 2 shows a spectral diagram of the generated supercontinuum light [1].

Figure 2: Spectral diagram of the generated supercontinuum light [1].
Figure 2 shows that the wavelength extends toward the
short wavelength side with respect to the incident laser
wavelength. On the other hand, active species observed in
chemical radiation reactions seem to be absorbed in the visible wavelength region [2]. The SC light produced in previous studies does not cover this visible light region. Therefore, we have attempted to generate SC light that includes
the visible light region by injecting the second harmonic
(775 nm) of Erbium (Er) fiber laser (1550 nm) into a PCF,
thinking that the wavelength of the laser injected into the
PCF should be closer to the visible light region.
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EXPERIMENTAL SCHEMES
Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the laser system.
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Table 1: Performance of the Oscillator
Repetition frequency
70.4 MHz
Average power
43.0 mW
Pulse width (FWHM)
676 fs
Peak power
904 W
Center wavelength
1561 nm
Spectral width (FWHM)
41.6 nm

Pulse Stretcher
We used a fiber-based stretcher. The fiber used as a
stretcher was UHNA3, which was an ultra-high NA fiber.
The GVD of this fiber was about 0.10 ps2/m around 1550
nm and can be used as a pulse stretcher to provide normal
dispersion. The length of the fiber was 1.5 m.

1550nm

Second Harmonic
Generation

Amplifier

SC Generation
Objective
Lens

PPLN

SC Light

PCF

Dichroic
Mirror

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the laser system.
The laser system consisted of an oscillator, pulse
stretcher, amplifier, second harmonic generator, and SC
light generator. Each part is described below.

Oscillator
The oscillator outputted femtosecond laser pulse at a
wavelength of 1550 nm with 40 mW using Er-doped fiber
under 980 nm LD excitation. It oscillated in pulses due to
mode-locking by nonlinear polarization rotation. Figure 4
shows a schematic diagram of the oscillator. Figure 5
shows a spectrum of the lase after the oscillator, and Table
1 shows the performance of the oscillator.
LD
980nm

The amplifiers consisted of a pre-amplifier and a mainamplifier for two-stage amplification. A double-clad fiber
was used to withstand the intensity of the excitation light
because the main amplifier uses powerful excitation light.
Since the laser after the amplification mechanism passed
through the isolator and was reflected by two mirrors to the
crystal in Fig. 3, these optical elements caused a loss of
output power. This amplifier succeeded in increasing the
peak power by a factor of approximately 29. Figure 6
shows a spectrum of the laser before crystal injection, and
Table 2 shows the laser parameters before crystal injection.

Intensity [a.u.]
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Figure 6: Spectrum of the laser before crystal injection.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the oscillator.

Table 2: Laser Parameters Before Crystal Injection
Average power
239 mW
Pulse width (FWHM)
129 fs
Peak power
26.3 kW
Center wavelength
1.54 μ𝑚
Spectral width (FWHM)
36.9 nm

Second Harmonic Generation

Figure 5: Spectrum of the laser after the oscillator.
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The second harmonic (775 nm) was generated by injecting a short-pulse laser pulse, whose intensity was increased
by the amplifiers, into a nonlinear optical crystal called a
PPLN (periodically poled lithium niobate) crystal. Figure
7 shows a spectrum of the second harmonic, and Table 3
shows the parameters of the second harmonics.
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wave. As can be seen from Eq. (2), sum frequency generation is the combination of two frequencies with equal difference with respect to the center frequency to generate a
frequency that is twice the center frequency. Therefore, in
order to convert all frequency components in the fundamental to second harmonics, it is necessary to generate a
fundamental such that the quasi-phase matching condition
is satisfied at the center frequency of the fundamental and
the spectrum is symmetrical with respect to the center frequency. However, as Fig. 6 shows, the spectrum of the laser
before crystal injection was not symmetrical. This results
in a low conversion efficiency because only some components of the fundamental wave were converted to second
harmonic waves.

Wavelength [nm]

Figure 7: Spectrum of the second harmonic.
Table 3: Parameters of the Second Harmonic
480 μW
774 nm
16.1 nm
0.20%

Average power
Center wavelength
Spectral width (FWHM)
Conversion efficiency

CONCLUSION

DISCUSSION
In this study, the generation of the second harmonic was
successful, however, the conversion efficiency from the
fundamental to the second harmonic in the PPLN crystal
was low (0.20%), and the average output of the second harmonic was not reached for the analytical light source in
femtosecond pulse radiolysis. With the current output,
wavelength broadening cannot be expected even when injected into a PCF. We believe there are two reasons for the
low conversion efficiency. First, the peak power was low.
Nonlinear optical effects are larger the higher the peak
power. Therefore, further increasing the current peak
power may improve the conversion efficiency. Second, the
spectrum is not symmetrical with respect to the center
wavelength. The process of second harmonic generation in
PPLN crystals exists in two ways, second harmonic generation (SHG) and sum frequency generation (SFG) [3]. Eq.
(1) shows the transformation of frequencies in SHG and Eq.
(2) shows the transformation of frequencies in SFG.
SFG: 𝜔

SHG: 𝜔 → 2𝜔
𝜔
𝜔 𝜔

→ 2𝜔

1
2

𝜔 is the center frequency of the fundamental wave, 𝜔 is
the difference from the center frequency. Frequency components that satisfy the quasi-phase matching condition of
the PPLN crystal cause second harmonic generation. Conversely, the frequency components that do not satisfy the
quasi-phase matching condition cause sum frequency generation. The pseudo-phase matching condition is shown in
Eq. (3).
𝑑

𝜆F
4 𝑛SH 𝑇

𝑛F 𝑇

We aimed to generate SC light by injecting the second
harmonic (775 nm) of an Er fiber laser (1550 nm) into the
PCF. We have succeeded in generating the second harmonic, however, the lack of output power of the second
harmonic was still an issue. The cause of low conversion
efficiency seemed to be low peak power and asymmetric
spectrum. The entire system needs to be reviewed to increase the peak power and to obtain a spectrum symmetrical to the center. After improving the conversion efficiency to the second harmonic, the SHG light will be injected into the PCF to generate SC light, and its performance as analyzing light for the pulse radiolysis system
will be evaluated.
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STATUS AND PROSPECTS IN FAST BEAM-BASED FEEDBACKS
W. Höfle∗
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
Fast beam-based Feedback systems play an important role
in circular accelerators to mitigate instabilities and reduce the
impact of injection oscillations and perturbations on beam
quality, both in the longitudinal and transverse planes. The
status and prospects of such beam-based feedback systems
for circular accelerators are reviewed. This includes progress
towards the fundamental limits in noise and feedback gain
and the possibilities of modern digital systems to extract
large amounts of data that can be used to characterise beam
properties. The talk concentrates on machines with hadrons
and gives an outlook on possible developments for future
accelerator projects under study.

INTRODUCTION
Modern synchrotrons are designed to have a low machine
impedance in order to increase the beam intensity threshold
above which instabilities will occur. Despite these efforts
in the design and due to the ever increasing desire for more
beam current, accelerators are still suffering from instabilities both of coupled bunch type, and intra-bunch instabilities
characterized by motion within the bunch. Transverse feedback systems have been used since the early days of accelerator design as a means of actively mitigating instabilities.
These systems detect with beam position monitors any beam
movement and feed back an amplified signal to a deflecting
structure applying kicks with the correct phase and timing
with respect to the circulating beam in order to counteract
the motion. Feedback changes the dynamics of the motion
and renders the beam stable [1].

RECAP OF TRANSVERSE FEEDBACK
SYSTEMS IN OPERATION
The CERN hadron accelerator chain is an excellent example of the different challenges faced by transverse instabilities
for which feedback systems are deployed for mitigation [2].
Table 1 shows some of the parameters of the feedback systems in the CERN Proton Booster Synchrotron (four rings),
the CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS) and the Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) [3, 4]. All these feedback systems underwent upgrades as part of the LHC Injector Upgrade project
to increase the intensity delivered to the LHC and hence
the luminosity of LHC itself. The last of these upgraded
systems, the CERN PS transverse feedback was fully commissioned in 2021 and consisted both in an upgrade of the
power system increasing the maximum kick strength as well
as new digital signal processing as already deployed in the
CERN SPS and PSB [5, 6]. The LHC transverse feedback
∗
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system came into operation in 2010 [7] and beyond a feedback system, evolved into a versatile tool for diagnostics and
beam manipulations [2].
Similar feedback systems are deployed in hadron accelerators worldwide, including ion synchrotrons currently under
construction for the FAIR facility in Germany [8], NICA in
Russia [9] and HIAF in China [10].
At CERN, after successfully completing the LHC transverse damper (ADT), and demonstrating its use during the
entire cycle of LHC from injection through acceleration and
with colliding beams during the LHC run 1 [2], research and
development has shifted to explore
• possible upgrades to the LHC transverse damper in particular to further reduce the noise in the bunch position
detection [11] and to fully exploit the breadth of data
available from the feedback systems for characterisation of the beam [12–14]
• develop and test an intra-bunch feedback as part of a
possible mitigation of electron-cloud and impedance
driven high frequency instabilities leading to transverse
motion within the bunches [15, 16]
• research on proposals for HL-Lumi LHC [17] and the
future hadron collider (FCC-hh) at CERN [18].

FULL EXPLOITATION OF THE LHC ADT
SYSTEM
From the originally envisaged possible upgrade paths for
the LHC ADT system [3], increase in kick strength, increase
in gain towards 20 MHz (half the bunch repetition frequency)
and improved signal-to-noise ratio, all but the first were realised [11, 19]. An increase in kick strength was not necessary as the deployed strength permitted feedback operation,
injection damping and beam excitation for measurement purposes beyond expectation [2]. Concerning the increase in
gain towards full bunch-by-bunch operation, digital signal
processing techniques were deployed during run 1 of LHC
and fully used for run 2 for the nominal bunch spacing of
25 ns [19, 20]. The improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio
of the beam detection has been achieved through
• increasing the number of pick-ups per beam and plane
from two to four [3, 11]
• extensive research and development for the best RF
receiver technique for the beam position detection [11]
• many small improvements to eliminate interference and
adapt gains to the bunch intensity to optimally use the
dynamic range available.
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Table 1: Transverse Feedback Systems at CERN in 2021 in the LHC Injector Chain (Power is Per Kicker Electrode)
Accelerator /energy

kicker / power / frequency band

processing used

last upgrade

LEIR
4.2 MeV/u – 72 MeV/u (kin. E)

strip-lines
100 W, 50 Ω, up to 100 MHz

2 pick-ups
analogue, vector sum

2005

PS Booster
160 MeV to 2 GeV

striplines up to 100 MHz
800 W, 50 Ω

1 pick-up
digital

2020

PS
2 GeV to 26 GeV/c

striplines with impedance transformer
5 kW, 125 Ω, up to ∼60 MHz

1 pick-up
digital

2020

strip-lines, electrostatic,
digital, pick-up pairs

2014

SPS
14, 26 GeV/c to 450 GeV/c

electric field high impedance/tetrodes
30 kW, 180 Ω

As part of the full exploitation of the LHC ADT system and the research on the receiver technology the possible cross-talk of the detected bunch position from intrabunch motion was extensively studied. The conclusion has
been that the used principle to detect the bunch motion at
400 MHz, the 10th harmonic of the bunch repetition frequency and apply the signal in base-band is suitable for the
range of parameters of LHC and has no adverse effects [21].
Significant progress has been made in the collection of
the full data sets of bunch motion from LHC fills. A system
called Obsbox was developed at CERN. It collects over serial
digital links in real-time beam position data and provides
diagnostics of bunch motion, on instabilities, and machine
parameters [12, 13,20]. As ad-on to the existing VME based
electronics it overcomes the limitations of the bus bandwidth
of the crate that does not permit a high data throughput. More
modern platforms such as MicroTCA [22] can be chosen
for transverse feedback systems in the future, however the
possibility to extract data with an Obsbox-like system remains an integrated solution with unprecedented real-time
capabilities and computing power for analysis [13].

COMPARISON WITH TRANSVERSE
FEEDBACKS IN LEPTON STORAGE
RINGS
Transverse coupled bunch feedback systems in lepton
accelerators and storage rings generally use the same type of
technologies [23] as employed in hadron accelerators, with
some differences motivated by the short bunch lengths and
the—in practical terms—fixed revolution frequency:
• the short bunch lengths permit to use for coupled bunch
feedbacks pick-ups and kickers that operate in the several 100 MHz to GHz range, leading to small relative
bandwidths of the systems, an advantage compared to
the broadband systems of hadron machines that need
to cover the kHz to multiple MHz range.
• broadband noise in the beam position detection for the
feedback has due to the synchrotron radiation damping
of the emittances not the same impact as in hadron machines where it easily degrades transverse emittances

• intra-bunch motion caused for example by the TMCI
instability does not interfere with the detection of the
coupled bunch dipole motion for the very short bunches
and is generally not targeted to be suppressed by the
feedback system in lepton machines.

INTRA-BUNCH FEEDBACK IN HADRON
SYNCHROTRONS
An important research and development program started
at CERN in 2008 [2, 24, 25] to explore the possibilities to
mitigate transverse intra-bunch oscillations caused by the
electron cloud effect in the SPS by feedback in the GHz
frequency range. Prototyping of a system as part of the LIU
Injector Upgrade Project in the SPS led to the installation of
new wideband kickers [26] in the SPS that were successfully
tested with beam.
Initially targeting the vertical ecloud effect in the SPS,
both the simulation effort and the system design was extended to cover also the mitigation of impedance driven
transverse intra-bunch instabilities, notably the TMCI instability by feedback [27]. To this end simulation codes have
been developed as an add on to the macro-particle headtail
code to cover active feedback on a slice-by-slice basis [28].
Intra-bunch feedback is an already established technique
for bunch lengths longer than around 100 ns [6, 29]. For
short bunch lengths (< 5 ns), as found in the SPS or LHC,
the systems described here are in the R&D stage, but not
deployed as operational systems.
Two different approaches can be taken for an intra-bunch
feedback, slice-by-slice sampling with processing and feeding back of the signal synchronised with the beam passage
at the kicker or a frequency domain approach with separate
paths for the feedback for different internal modes. The
signal paths for the different bands can be separated in the
analog domain before digitization or in the digital domain
by mode decomposition [30, 31].

Slice-by-Slice Approach to Feedback
Similarly to the simulations described above that are carried out on a slice-by-slice basis by tracking particles in the
time domain and applying feedback kicks on a turn by turn
basis, a real system can act in the same way. Signals from
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the transverse pick-ups are digitised at a high sampling rate,
in the case of the SPS prototype system at a maximum rate of
4 GS/s [32] with upgrades proposed to 8 GS/s [33]. Signal
processing on this stream of data is applied to compute a
correction that is fed to the beam via broadband kickers at a
later passage of the beam.
Amongst the type of processing that is required we have
to distinguish processing that is intended to remove the variations that are not caused by betatron oscillations (closed
orbit variations) from the processing needed to phase- and
time-align the feedback action with the beam. All signal
processing techniques can be carried out in the digital domain, although in some cases analog corrections can be
complementary and present the advantage of maximising
the available dynamic range for digitization.
An example for this are analog means to correct the closed
orbit using precision attenuators before the hybrid that generates the signal to be digitized [34].
Correction of the imperfection in phase of pick-ups, cables
and kickers can also be well compensated by analog means,
especially at the lower end of the frequency spectrum where
strong variations of phase with frequency would require very
long digital filters. For this purpose, analog equalizers were
developed for the SPS prototype system [35].
When treating intra-bunch motion with FIR filters that
take into account multiple previous turn samples, special
attention has to be paid that they still cover in frequency all
synchrotron sidebands characteristic to the internal modes
that are targeted [36–38]. This usually limits the FIR filters
to a small number of taps.

Band-by-Band Approach to Feedback
The frequency band in which instabilities are occurring
can be split in several bands and assigned separate kickers
optimised for the respective frequency range.
For the SPS wideband feedback prototype system two
type of kickers have been produced, a short strip-line to
cover the lower frequencies up to several 100 MHz and a
broadband structure that provides gain to beyond 1 GHz [26].
Low-Q cavity type kickers were also considered for higher
frequencies but not implemented [39].
For separating the different bands before digitization an
approach similar to the multi-band Instability monitor (MIM)
developed for the LHC [40] can be used. Bandpass filters
on a strip-line pick-up single out the different bands and the
oscillation can then be detected within this band with a better
signal-to-noise ratio by separate analog down-conversion
followed by digitization. The MIM could be extended to
include I,Q detection of the signal preserving phase information needed for use in a feedback system. Presently this
monitor only uses a diode based amplitude detection scheme.
The band-by-band approach can also be looked at from
a different angle: It is equivalent to expanding the internal
bunch motion into modes with a chosen set of basis functions.
With more processing power becoming available on FPGA’s
it will be possible to decompose the motion into a basis
matching the internal modes that actually develop without
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feedback. As part of the SPS wideband feedback study such
a model based approach was also explored [30, 31]. These
new feedback techniques that can be derived from this model
based approach await implementation on a new electronics
platform better suited than the prototype system. Such a new
future platform can profit from the increase in sampling rate
now available, in the 6–8 GS/s [33] range.

Application in View of LHC Crab Cavities
One of the future applications of the band-by-band approach will be the planned crab cavity feedback for HighLumi LHC (HL-LHC). Here the aim of the intra-bunch part
of the feedback is to mitigate the effect of amplitude noise in
the crab cavity Low Level RF system (LLRF) that leads to
a headtail oscillation of the bunch. The accelerator Physics
studies show that a feedback system can significantly suppress the headtail noise component. As a kicker, in this
case, the very same crab cavity can be used, because the
initial noise introduced will be filtered by the cavity transfer
function and thus can be mitigated by a cavity of similar
bandwidth as kicker [41].

HARDWARE AND TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT
Pick-ups
Feedback systems in hadron colliders can profit from developments needed for FELs for beam stabilisation and for
linear colliders for final focus feedback and feed forward
systems. Here significant progress has been made towards
sub-micron resolution using both strip-line systems and cavity BPMs [43–46]. A recent study relevant to beam position
detection for feedbacks explores the different techniques and
pick-ups available [47].

Kickers
As an example of an advanced kicker design Fig. 1 shows
the Faltin type kicker developed for the SPS wideband feedback [26]. A bandwidth of 1 GHz was achieved. For future
designs of feedback systems synergies with developments for
stochastic cooling systems can be explored [48] and low-Q
cavity type kickers deserve a fresh look.

Figure 1: Faltin type kicker built for the SPS [42].
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Electronics Development
Future consolidation project proposals at CERN include
the Low energy ion ring (LEIR) transverse feedback system,
the last transverse feedback system at CERN not yet profiting
from a fully digital system. Due to the significant change in
revolution frequency during acceleration from 4.2 MeV/u
to 72 MeV/u kinetic energy for Pb54+ ions, a system with
constant sampling frequency using the MicroTCA platform
is one of the options being explored. Equipped with power
amplifiers covering frequencies up to 100 MHz, the analog part of the system is also suitable for tests for higher
frequency applications. The relatively long bunch length
makes it ideal to study intra-bunch feedback. Funding for the
consolidation is motivated by the obsolescence of hardware,
however this project can serve as a starting point to introduce
fixed frequency sampling into the LHC injector chain transverse feedbacks as is already widely used for the longitudinal
feedback and beam control systems at CERN [49, 50].

RESULTS FOR INTRA-BUNCH FEEDBACK
WITH BEAM IN THE SPS
A particular recent highlight of the SPS intra-Bunch feedback has been the demonstration that it can suppress at 26
GeV/c injection energy at low chromaticity a headtail instability and permit higher intensities to be injected and stored.
Fig. 2 shows as a result the intensity that can be maintained
with no feedback at all, with coupled bunch feedback only
and with the additional intra-bunch feedback. These tests
were carried out with the so called Q22 optics that shows a
lower instability threshold and has been a fall-back option
for the LIU project of the SPS [16]. With the Q20 optics
actually used the design intensities are achievable without
intra-bunch feedback.

fastest growing coupled bunch modes at low frequency. A
base band system is proposed that can continue to use as in
LHC tetrode amplifiers that offer the possibility to directly
apply RF signals in base-band to a kicker structure with high
RF voltages in the multi kV range. In order to cope with the
increased needed kick strength such a system can be split
over more units. This system can be complemented by a
second system operating at higher frequency and providing
feedback also for intra-bunch motion. Suitable kicker structures would include short strip-lines or structures derived
and used in stochastic cooling systems.
A possible application of the intra-bunch feedback was
explored for Hi-Lumi LHC. Here at low chromaticity a headtail instability develops with a spacial signature as shown
in Fig. 3. intra-bunch feedback in the range up to 1 GHz
was shown to cure this instability in simulations [17]. An
Intra-bunch system for LHC is currently not foreseen and
the luminosity upgrade of LHC relies on a combination of
high chromaticity and octupole settings to keep instabilities
at bay, in addition to the classical coupled bunch feedback
already in operation for more than one decade. Due to the

Figure 3: Intra-bunch motion in spacial domain [17].
potential of intra-bunch feedback systems for future colliders, R&D needs to continue. A path that has been explored
is to move the R&D to accelerators that offer more time for
machine studies. A particular interesting proposal has been
to use DAFNE (LNF at INFN Frascati) as an accelerator test
facility in the future with a project proposal that includes
transverse feedback R&D [51].

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Figure 2: SPS Results at 26 GeV/c with Q22 optics [16].

R&D TOWARDS FUTURE
ACCELERATORS AND COLLIDERS
The case of the FCC-hh is a typical example of a future
accelerator project to which the R&D for the intra-bunch
feedback directly applies.
Simulations showed [18] that a classical system as was
developed for LHC can serve as injection oscillation damper
and at the same time provide transverse feedback for the

With the commissioning of the LHC and its sophisticated
transverse feedback system it has been shown that feedback
systems of this kind are both feasible and indispensable
for modern hadron colliders. Intra-bunch feedback on short
bunches has made significant advances during the last decade
and its feasibility was demonstrated in the SPS. It can now
be included in future accelerators at the design stage. The
principle aim of colliders and accelerators in operation is
to serve the (physics) clients. There is limited time and
resources for new hardware developments and tests in these
facilities that are not directly aimed to improvements in
the very same accelerator. For the intra-bunch feedback
developed at the SPS this leaves open the question on where
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the R&D and the practical beam tests can continue. It is
unquestionable that research efforts need to continue in the
area of transverse feedback systems in view of the future
accelerator projects such as FCC-hh and FCC-ee at CERN.
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G. Zevi Della Porta, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
(the AWAKE Collaboration)
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Abstract
The Advanced Wakefield Experiment (AWAKE) at CERN
is the first plasma wakefield accelerator experiment to use a
proton bunch as driver. The long bunch undergoes seeded
self-modulation (SSM) in a 10 m-long plasma. SSM transforms the bunch into a train of short micro-bunches that
resonantly drive high-amplitude wakefields. We use optical
transition radiation (OTR) and a streak camera to obtain
time-resolved images of the bunch transverse charge density distribution in a given plane. In this paper we present
a method to obtain 3D images of the bunch by scanning
the OTR across the entrance slit of the streak camera. Reconstruction of the 3D distribution is possible because with
seeding self-modulation is reproducible. The 3D images
allow for checking the axi-symmetry of SSM and for detecting the possible presence of the non-axi-symmetric hosing
instability (HI).

dicular planes and, by extension, in any plane. We use a
streak camera that yields time-resolved images of slices of
the proton bunch charge density distribution [5, 6]. From
the slices we obtain a 3D charge density distribution, which
gives the possibility to detect whether HI is present in the
plane perpendicular to the main plane of observation.

OPTICAL SETUP

Figure 1: Simplified schematic of OTR transport line.

INTRODUCTION
Plasma-based acceleration is a promising alternative to
conventional one, as plasma can sustain accelerating fields
several orders of magnitude higher than the RF cavities.
Acceleration of electron bunches up to 8 GeV [1] and 42
GeV [2] has already been demonstrated in laser wakefield
and beam-driven wakefield experiments, respectively.
The Advanced Wakefield Experiment (AWAKE) uses a
long relativistic proton bunch as driver. This long bunch,
propagating in plasma, undergoes self-modulation instability
(SMI). SMI transforms the bunch into a train of short microbunches that drive high-amplitude wakefields. In order to
control SMI we use a relativistic ionization front (RIF) or a
short electron bunch preceeding the proton bunch that creates initial seed wakefields. When seeded, self-modulation
(or SSM) yields reproducible outcome [3, 4].
Seeding of the self-modulation that is an axi-symmetric
process with the electron bunch relies on the alignment of
the electron and proton bunches with respect to each other.
When misalignment is present, SSM is accompanied by the
non-axi-symmetric hosing instability (HI). HI occurs in the
plane of misalignment and, in case this plane is different
from the main plane of observation, additional diagnostic is
required in order to detect this instability.
In this paper we present a method that allows simultaneous
observation of the proton bunch evolution in two perpen∗
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After exiting the Rubidium (Rb) vapor source, where
plasma is created, the proton bunch propagates through a 280
µm-thick Silicon waver coated with 1 µm mirror-finished
Aluminium foil, see Fig. 1 [6]. The emitted backwards
optical transition radiation (OTR) contains information of
the spatio-temporal proton bunch charge distribution. It
is collected and guided in free-space using optical relay
imaging to the streak camera room, where it is imaged onto
the slit of the streak camera. The field of view of the imaging
system is ∼ ± 4 mm [7]. The streak camera yields light
intensity distribution as a function of time and position.
The streak camera can operate with various slit widths and
in different time windows. The choice of these parameters
affects the temporal resolution of the resulting images. We
measure the time resolution in two time windows, 73 ps
and 210 ps respectively, and in the range of slit widths from
10 µm to 200 µm, using a 120 fs-short laser pulse. We
define time resolution as the standard deviation in time of
the intensity of the measured much shorter signal. The
optimal resolution value is obtained with the slit width of
20 µm with minimum loss of signal, therefore this width is
used in all the measurements. In the measurement presented
below we use 1 ns time window in order to capture the full
proton bunch charge density distribution. Corresponding
time resolution value is ∼ 4.79 ps.
The spatial resolution of the imaging system is measured
using a 1951 USAF resolution target illuminated with the
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uniform blue light. Assuming a Gaussian response of a
point light source, we do a convolution of the response with
the square signal reproducing the selected target element.
We find modulation transfer function (MTF) as a function
of a ratio between the standard deviation of the Gaussian
response and the line width of the selected element. We
define spatial resolution as the standard deviation of the
response function corresponding to the MTF of the signal.
We obtain a resolution value of ∼ 0.18 mm.

METHOD AND RESULTS
The streak camera produces time-resolved images of the
transverse proton bunch charge density distribution. Under normal operation conditions the proton bunch OTR is
centered on the slit of the camera to obtain the slice of the
distribution around the bunch propagation axis. In order to
detect potential transverse instabilities it is possible to offset
the OTR with respect to the slit, thus to produce images of
the proton bunch charge density at different transverse positions across its distribution. In the experiment we change
the OTR position on the slit with the last reflecting mirror of
the transport line in front of the streak camera (shown in Fig.
1). The distance between the mirror and the slit is ∼ 0.93
m, while the maximum OTR offset introduced is ∼ 1.1 mm,
thus the effect of change in angle (maximum angular offset
is ∼ 1.18 mrad) is negligible. We can consider the variation
of the OTR position with respect to the slit as equivalent
to the change of the slit position across the transverse proton bunch distribution. A graphic overview of the method
summarizing the discussion above is given on Fig. 2a).

the position across the bunch. The transverse proton bunch
distribution is Gaussian, therefore we perform a Gaussian
fit. We use the mirror angular offset corresponding to the
maximum of the Gaussian as the initial position. The rms
size of the proton bunch at the OTR screen is 𝜎p = 0.73 mm.
We vary the mirror angle so that we record sets of bunch
slices every 0.36 mm or ∼ 0.5𝜎p (blue diamonds on Fig. 2b).
This step size is also larger than the spatial resolution of the
system.
In the experiment we start the measurement from the central position of the proton bunch OTR on the slit and we vary
the mirror angle in a way described above to obtain 3 slices
above and 3 slices below the central one (see Fig. 2b). We
record 5 events per slice and obtain the average time-resolved
image of the proton bunch charge density distribution for
each of them. We then produce a 2D distribution containing the average sum of all the slices and a 3D distribution
consisting of the slices placed in order in a linear rectangular grid. We test the method by reconstructing the charge
density distribution of the un-modulated (incoming) proton
bunch propagating in the Rb vapor, that is as if in vacuum.
Results are shown on Figs. 3 and 4.

Figure 3: Proton bunch charge density distribution containing an averaged sum of all the slices as a function of time
and position in the slit plane. The bunch propagates from
left to right.
Figure 2: a) Schematic overview of the scanning procedure.
In order to detect HI that occurs in the plane perpendicular to
the slit it is possible to vary the OTR position with respect to
the slit. It is equivalent to change of the slit position across
the transverse proton bunch distribution. Blue rectangles
indicate various slit positions. b) Average sum of counts
of the images of the time-integrated proton bunch charge
density distribution as a function of the position across the
bunch. Red points – data, black dashed line – gaussian fit,
blue diamonds – positions across the bunch where the slices
are obtained in the experiment.
We determine the central position of the proton bunch
OTR on the slit and locate the edges of the distribution
by varying the mirror angle and obtaining corresponding
images of the time-integrated charge density distribution that
is produced without streaking. We plot the average sum of
counts of the images (red circles on Fig. 2b) as a function of

Figure 4: 3D reconstruction of the proton bunch charge
density distribution: a) isometric view, b) projection of the
slit plane, c) projection of the plane perpendicular to the
slit plane. Slices separated by 0.5𝜎p are placed in a linear
rectangular grid. On b) and c) the bunch propagates from
left to right.
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CONCLUSION
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Abstract
We upgraded the diamond mirror of the SuperKEKB
electron ring to extract the good quality synchrotron light
in 2020 summer. As a result, the accuracy of profile
measurement for each bunch using a gate camera has
improved dramatically, and it has become possible to
measure the incident beam for each turn. The electron
beam was injected with single turn injection mode to
measure the properties of the beam and measured turn by
turn after injection. In order to convert the measurement
results into beam size, convolution by diffraction effect
and absolute value calibration using real images were
performed. We report the behaviour of the injection beam
during normal operation of SuperKEKB.

INTRODUCTION
SuperKEKB is a collider with 7 GeV electron and 4
GeV positron. Aiming for the highest luminosity in world,
we have adopted a nanobeam scheme and have just recorded a peak luminosity twice that of KEKB [1].
Beam size measurement is very important for collision
tuning to improve luminosity. SuperKEKB mainly uses
synchrotron radiation X-rays for beam size measurement
and visible light for beam size measurement and other
behaviour measurements.
One example is the turn-by-turn measurement of the injection beam [2, 3]. For stable beam operation, the stability of the beam injection from the injector linac is significant. When the injection efficiency becomes unstable, it
becomes difficult to accumulate the beam and the background to the detector increases, which hinders physics
experiments. Therefore, it is important to observe how the
injection beam turn in the ring usually and prepare for the
measurement of difference with worth efficiency injection
beam.

SYNCHROTRON RADIATION MONITOR
The setup of SuperKEKB visible light monitor consist
of extraction mirror, optical window, transfer mirrors and
optical system. An extraction mirror of visible light is
made of diamond. Since it is a high current machine from
KEKB, it was a problem to suppress the thermal deformation of the extraction mirror for visible light. At the
beginning of SuperKEKB, we have developed a single
crystal diamond mirror and made efforts to suppress the
current dependence of thermal deformation, but the mirror had not only the current dependence of the deformation at high currents, but also some deformations made
during manufacturing [4]. Therefore, we made a new
thick polycrystalline diamond mirror that is not easily
deformed by heat and installed it in 2020 [5]. Resistance

to thermal deformation is similar to single crystal. In
addition, the reflectance is high because the coating is
changed from gold to platinum. At the result, it became
possible to obtain a sufficient amount of light for beam
profile measurement for each bunch, and it became possible to measure the injection beam for each turn.
A diamond mirror is inserted into the antechamber type
light extraction chamber as shown in Fig. 1 and pass into
the optical window made of silica quartz on the opposite
side of the chamber. Extraction chamber is set up to
downstream 23 m of source bend magnet. At the downstream of the chamber, five mirrors are used to relay light
to the above-ground SRM hat about 30 m downstream.
An optical system for beam measurement, a gated camera, streak camera etc. are installed in the SRM hat on the
ground. Figure 2 is an incident optical system for measuring an injection beam. Object system which designed for
corona graph is used to measure the injection beam [6].

Figure 1: (Left) Diamond mirror mounted on the holder.
(Right) Mirror inserted inside the chamber.

INJECTION BEAM MEASUREMENT
The standard injection beam measurement was performed with a single turn injection using stable injection
parameters at electron ring. Each injection bunch kicks
out the previous injected bunch. Then the ring always has
only one bunch.
The gate width of the gated camera is one turn, in other
words, 10μs. The trigger was applied at the injection
timing, and after finding the first turn, the beam behaviour
was observed turn by turn by shifting the timing. Figure 3
shows the examples of first turn to 10th turn after injection. It can be seen that the beam just after the injection
repeatedly oscillation. Since SuperKEKB operating tune
is close to a half-integer, it can be seen that the bunch
moves left and right at every turn. The beam size does not
shrink monotonically, but shrinks while repeating oscillation.
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Figure 2: Gregorian objective for observation of injection beam f=7028mm.
position on the screen. This corresponds to moving the
beam virtually. Figure 4 shows an example of the calibration result. Calibration was performed using a stored
beam with the gate width of the gated camera reduced
when the beam was stable. The error bars due to measurement variability are smaller than the plot, and the variability of circles at the same position comes from the
displacement of the beam due to the difference in measurement time. No large distortion is seen on the photoelectric surface of the CCD camera.

Figure 4: Calibration result of gated camera.

ANALYSIS

Figure 3: First turn to 10th turn after injection at
SuperKEKB electron ring.

CALIBRATION
A simple calibration was performed to estimate the
transverse scale. The most upstream mirror of Fig. 2 was
placed on a cross roller stage equipped with a micrometer and moved horizontally by ± 15 mm to measure the
FROXGD3
3122

Transverse magnification of the focus system is 0.0204
and image size at imaging point of the beam σx=300µm is
6.13µm. Image size with diffraction is roughly given by
Sqrt (6.132 + 6.242)=8.75µm. Then using transverse magnification, expected beam size with diffraction will be
8.75/0.0204=429µm. There is no correction of diffraction
effects on the plotted beam sizes in Fig. 6.
Figure 5 (a) shows the horizontal beam size for each
turn of the injection beam after calibration. The size plotted on turn 0.1 is the previously injection beam and corresponds after a complete dump for comparison. It can be
seen that the injection beam repeatedly expands and contracts and damped after 10,000 turns (10 ms). The beam
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size including the diffraction effect does not contradict the
calculated value. The injection beam oscillation is as
shown in Fig. 5 (b), and it can be seen that the amplitude
becomes stable while oscillate with a width of about ± 4.5
mm at the maximum. The correlation between the vertical
and the horizontal oscillation width is as shown in (c) and
(d).

CONCLUSION
SuperKEKB has prepared a system for observing the
behaviour of the injection beam in the ring when the injection efficiency becomes unstable. By exchanging the
light extraction mirrors for both the electron ring and the
positron ring, the image of the beam can be clearly focused, and the injection beam, which has a smaller charge
than the storage beam, can be measured every turn. It was
observed that the injection beam size of HER was
dumped while oscillating even when the beam condition
was stable. Similar measurements were made with the
positron ring, and the injection beam was successfully
observed. The reference data was measured in the study
mode, which can measure only the injection beam in a
single turn incident, but by masking the accumulated
beam, it is possible to measure some incident condition
even during collision operation.
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Figure 5: (a) Horizontal beam size, (b) horizontal beam
position, (c) vertical beam position and (d) vertical vs
horizontal position for each turn after injection.
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LOW-EMITTANCE COMPACT RF ELECTRON GUN WITH A GRIDDED
THERMIONIC CATHODE
T. Asaka†, QST, Miyagi 980-8579, Japan
Abstract
A new type of rf electron gun has developed to generate
a stable electron beam with a low-emittance of less than 2
mm mrad, that can be injected into Soft-x ray free electron
laser (SX-FEL) and (Diffraction-limited storage ring)
DLSR, without using a large ultraviolet laser system nor an
ultra-high voltage pulsers. This electron gun consists of a
50 kV pulsed gun equipped with a commercially available
thermionic cathode with grid and a 238-MHz acceleration
cavity driven by a 42-kW solid-state amplifier. The system
is simple, stable, robust, and easy-maintenance. To obtain
a “grid-transparent” condition, the cathode voltage and the
control grid voltage are optimized not to distort the electric
field near the grid. To avoid the emittance growth due to
the space charge effect, the gun and a special magnetic lens
are embedded in the 238-MHz cavity at the shortest distance, and the beam energy is immediately accelerated to
500 keV. The first model of this electron gun has been operated as the 1 GeV injector of the NewSUBARU storage
ring. The same electron gun will also be used in the injector
linac of the 3 GeV light source under construction in Japan.
This paper presents an overview of the rf electron gun system and our proof-of-performance experimental results.

INTRODUCTION
Gridded thermionic guns are used as electron sources for
accelerator facilities because of their reliability, easy maintainability and long lifetime. Commercially available thermionic cathodes with a radius of 4 mm have a normalized
emittance of larger than 10 mm mrad [1-4], but x-ray and
soft x-ray free electron laser (XFEL and SXFEL) requires
an order-of-magnitude smaller emittance of less than 2 mm
mrad. The low-emittance electron sources developed for
XFELs fall into two principal categories: photocathode radio-frequency (rf) guns [5, 6] and high voltage thermionic
guns [7]. The photocathode rf guns have been used in many
facilities as they provide a smaller and homogeneous emittance and have a more compact size. The photocathode
however requires a complex drive laser system at ultraviolet wavelength, which demands laser specialists to maintain stable and reliable operations of the rf guns. The high
voltage thermionic gun is nearly maintenance free, but it
requires a high voltage pulse modulator to generate a microsecond 500 keV beam. In addition, an electromagnetic
chopper system needs to be installed downstream of the
gun not only to cut a short pulse of 1ns from the microsecond beam, but also to preserve the low electron beam emittance [8].
As a third type of low-emittance electron gun, we developed an rf gun using a gridded cathode, which provides a
____________________________________________
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sufficiently small beam emittance with pulse length shorter
than 0.7 ns and offers the prime advantage of the thermionic gun while not requiring the complex high voltage
pulse modulator and chopper systems [9]. Our system features a 50-kV thermionic gun connected to a 238-MHz rf
cavity in order to immediately increase the beam energy to
500 keV or even higher. This system uses a commercially
available gridded cathode that provides an electron pulse
shorter than 1ns, which assures high capture efficiency for
the subsequent rf acceleration cavity. The electron bunch
from the present electron source will be compressed by velocity bunching system consisting of 476-MHz and S-band
rf cavities and two magnetic bunch compressors, similarly
to SACLA [8]. The bunched beam will be accelerated to 3
GeV by a C-band acceleration system. Our simulation
study shows generation of 3 GeV electron beam with peak
current greater than 2 kA and a normalized slice emittance
below 2 mm mrad is feasible with our 3 GeV linear accelerator system design.
An initial concern about our schema was how to suppress the emittance growth that resulted from the distorted
electric potential (lens effect) near the grid mesh next to
cathode. The lens effect originates from a mismatch between grid and gun high voltages, which forms the unnecessary electric field to transversally kick the electrons passing the grid. The lens effect is considered to be controllable
by adjusting the grid voltage to compensate the distortion
of the electric potential given by a gun high voltage of 50
kV [10]. To confirm this approach, we used computer simulations to determine the optimum conditions for making
the grid transparent for the extracted beam in terms of the
achieving a small emittance value. Based on the simulation
results, we designed an electron gun system with a gridded
thermionic cathode and built a gun test stand to verify the
beam performance.

LOW EMITTANCE BEAM GENERATION
IN ELECTRON GUN
The electron gun system comprises a 50-kV electron gun
with a gridded thermionic cathode, magnetic lens, a 238MHz rf cavity, and a beam collimator. The gun generates
low-energy, short-pulsed, and homogeneous cylindrical
electron beams with an initial normalized emittance of
about 1 mm mrad with optimum grid voltage. Then, an axially symmetric magnetic lens focuses the beam so as not
to spread it widely over the minimized distance to the
downstream rf cavity. The 238-MHz rf cavity immediately
accelerates the extracted beam to 500 keV to suppress
emittance growth. The collimator just after the cavity adjusts the beam charge depending on the purpose of injecting electron beams into a storage ring or driving FELs.
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To generate a pulsed beam, we selected a commercially
available gridded thermionic cathode, EIMAC Y845 produced by CPI Inc. The gun high voltage was configured to
be 50 kV, a relatively low voltage that confers the following three advantages: (1) it relaxes voltage endurance conditions, enabling reliable operation of the high voltage
charger in the air without requiting insulation oil; (2) it simplifies the driving power supply by allowing use of solidstate power devices and consequently making the powersupply compact; and (3) it reduces the grid voltage to a few
hundred volts, which can be provided by such a commercially available pulse generator made by Kentech Instruments Ltd.

voltages is fixed at 50 kV, while the grid voltage against
the cathode is changed from 80 V to 240 V. As the grid
voltage increases from 80 V, focusing electric field at the
grid entrance decreases and the lens effect almost disappears at a grid voltage of 150 V, resulting in parallel beam
trajectories after the grid. Since this grid-voltage optimization process limits flexibility to change the emission charge
from the cathode, a round-shaped collimator was installed
after the rf acceleration cavity to control the beam charge
so as not to seriously degrade beam emittance.

Theory of Cathode Emittance
We estimate the cathode emittance using the electron
gun parameters listed in Table 1. The normalized rms thermal emittance is 𝜀 ,
𝑟 ⁄2 𝑘 𝑇 ⁄𝑚𝑐 ⁄
0.92 𝑚𝑚 𝑚𝑟𝑎𝑑, where 𝑇
1270 𝐾 is the cathode temperature, 𝑘 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑚 is the electron
mass, and 𝑐 is the speed of light. The magnetic emittance
𝑒𝐵 𝑟 ⁄2𝑚𝑐
on the cathode is estimated to be 𝜀 ,
0.23 𝑚𝑚 𝑚𝑟𝑎𝑑, where the magnetic field on the cathode
from the geomagnetic field and other stay sources is as0.5 𝐺. The emittance growth due to the
sumed to be 𝐵
cathode surface roughness is estimated to be 𝜀 ,
⁄
𝜋ℎ ⁄ 2𝑙 𝑟 𝑒𝐸 ℎ⁄ 2𝑚𝑐
0.34 𝑚𝑚 𝑚𝑟𝑎𝑑 for
1.2 𝑀𝑉/𝑚, where ℎ 1 𝜇𝑚 is the amplitude of the
𝐸
surface roughness and 𝑙 20 𝜇𝑚 is the period of the surface roughness. The cathode emittance is thus estimated to
be

𝜀

,

𝜀

,

𝜀

,

1.0 𝑚𝑚 𝑚𝑟𝑎𝑑 , satisfying the

SXFEL requirement.
Table 1: Parameter of the Gridded Thermionic Gun
Parameter
Cathode-anode voltage
Cathode- anode gap
Cathode-anode field
Cathode
Cathode radius
Cathode temperature
Cathode-grid gap
Grid wire separation
Grid wire radius

ΦΑ
d
ECA
C
rb
TC
zG
2a
r0

Value
50 kV
18 mm
-1.2 MV m-1
Y845
4 mm
1270 K
0.14 mm
0.18 mm
0.01 mm

Emittance Growth due to Lens Effect
To preserve the initial small emittance, we optimized the
mechanical and electrical parameters of the electron gun
main components (such as the cathode, grid mesh and anode) so that the electric potential around the grid has a flat
equipotential surface over the grid mesh as shown in
Figure 1. This is an equivalent condition with the grid removed. The diagrams show the simulated electric field distributions around the grid and electron beam trajectories
for various grid voltages. In the simulation, the gun high
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 1: Electric field distribution (left) and beam trajectories (blue lines, right) near the grid of Y845 cathode obtained with CST simulations. The symbols Vgrid represent
the grid voltage and grid voltage conditions of 80, 110,
150, and 240 V, respectively. The color map shows the
electric field the electric field strength (from blue at 0
MV/m to red at 1 MV/m).

DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF RF
ELECTRON GUN SYSTEM
Simulation of 50-kV Gridded Thermionic Gun
Based on the consideration of the transparent grid
scheme, we used CST simulations to design mechanical
shape and arrangement of the 50-kV electron gun components such as Wehnelt and anode electrodes. The simulations optimize the focusing electric field which compensates for the defocusing by the electron beam space charge
effect, enabling us to suppress the emittance growth from
the initial thermal emittance and to maintain homogeneous
beam distribution. The CST simulation takes into account
the initial thermal emittance.
Figure 2 shows the beam aperture, arrangement, and mechanical shape for each component of the electron gun system. The Y845 cathode is composed of a cathode electrode
and a grid mesh attached to the cathode with a gap of 0.14
mm. The diameters of the cathode and grid are 8 and 15
mm, respectively.
This gridded cathode is located 0.5 mm upstream from
the entry of the Wehnelt electrode with a beam aperture of
13 mm in diameter. This aperture is smaller than that of the
FRIXSP1
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grid, to slightly focus the beam as it exits the grid. The
transverse beam size decreases smoothly as it moves
downstream, due to a focusing electric field given by the
Wehnelt with an opening angle of 52.5 degrees.
A parallel cylindrical beam with a diameter of 6 mm is
obtained at the anode exit. The physical aperture of the anode electrode of 16 mm in diameter and its distance from
the cathode surface are optimized to achieve a flat equipotential surface of the electric field over the transverse beam
size. This optimization also results in a low electric-field
strength of less than 8 MV/m at anode surface, which is
sufficiently lower than the limit of electric discharge when
-50 kV is applied to the cathode.
The simulation results for the transverse and horizontal
phase space distributions are shown in Fig. 3, respectively.
Table 2 summarizes the main parameters at the electron
gun exit obtained with CST simulation. A normalized emittance of 1.3 mm mrad at a beam charge of 1 nC is predicated.

Simulation of Beam Transport and Acceleration
The phase space distributions at the 50-kV electron gun
exit obtained with CST simulation are used as inputs for
PARMELA simulation which is performed from the gun
exit to a beam diagnostic system downstream the 238-MHz
cavity. The solenoid field by the magnetic lens is adjusted
so that the normalized emittance at the 238-MHz rf cavity
is minimized without beam loss. The normalized emittance
in the magnetic lens increases up to 2.5 mm mrad with a
beam charge of 1 nC due to the space charge effect. The
simulation demonstrates that the 60% core part of the extracted beam has a normalized emittance of 2.0 mm mrad
with a beam charge of 0.6 nC. This indicates emittance
growth from the initial thermal emittance of 0.93 mm mrad
is small in the present gun system. The simulation results
for the transverse and horizontal phase space distributions
after the 238-MHz rf cavity exit are shown in Fig. 4, respectively.

Figure 4: Particle distributions in the horizontal (left) and
horizontal phase space (right) at the rf electron gun exit obtained with PARMELA simulation.

Magnetic Lens
Figure 2: Beam aperture, arrangement, and mechanical
shape of each component along the rf electron gun system.

Figure 3: Particle distribution in the transverse (left) and
horizontal phase space (right) at anode exit of the 50-kV
electron gun with gridded thermionic cathode obtained
with CST simulation.
Table 2: Beam Parameters at the 50-kV Electron Gun Exit
Parameter
Energy
Beam charge
Beam size
Normalized emittance
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Value
50 kV
1 nC (1.7 A / 600 ps)
5 mm diameter
1.3 mm mrad

Beam transport from the gun anode exit to the rf cavity
entrance at the low energy of 50 keV potentially causes serious emittance growth due to the space charge force arising from static electric potential inside the electron beam
itself. A shorter transport distance can alleviate the emittance growth due to the nonlinear space charge force which
cannot be compensated by an emittance compensation solenoid.
Reduction of leakage field from the magnetic lens along
the beam propagating direction is critically important to
minimize the distance from the electron gun exit to the rf
acceleration gap as well as to maintain sufficient field separation among three components of the present rf electron
gun system (the 50-kV electron gun, the magnetic lens, and
the rf cavity). For this purpose, we developed an axially
symmetric magnetic lens shown in Fig. 5 (left figure)
where the main solenoid coil has correction coils and soft
iron yokes at both ends to reduce field leakage. Therefore,
the magnetic field area is limited to 150 mm with this design, which is shown in Fig. 5 (right figure).
To embed the magnetic lens in the rf cavity, the magnetic
lens is enclosed in a metal casing with two vacuum flanges.
This built-in magnetic lens provides a vacuum beam pipe
as shown in Figure 6. The distance from the anode exit of
the electron gun to the center of the acceleration gap is
shortened to 200 mm, as shown in Figure 2
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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Figure 5: Cross section of the magnetic lens with the correction coils and yokes (left). Magnetic field distributions
(right) with and without correction coil on the beam axis
(blue and red solid lines).

The 238-MHz rf cavity is driven by the solid-state amplifier with a peak power of 42 kW and a pulse duration of
100 µs. This amplifier is composed of 36 power FETs, each
of which provides rf power of 1.5 kW. All the rf pulses
from 36 FETs are superimposed using a 36-way cavitytype combiner. The superimposed rf power is fed into the
rf cavity through a 39D-type coaxial transmission line.
This solid-state amplifier is compact in size and reliable in
operations with low rf noise. Table 3 summarizes main parameters of the 238-MHz rf system.
Table 3: Main RF Parameters of the 238-MHz RF Acceleration System
Parameter
Resonant frequency
Q0
Shunt impedance
rf input power
rf pulse width
Repetition rate

Design
238 ΜΗz
25400
6 MΩ
42 kW
100 µs
1 – 30 Hz

Achieved
238 MHz
±100 kHz
23000
6.17 MΩ
42 kW
100 µs
1 – 30 Hz

BEAM TEST
The Gun Test Stand for Proof of Performance

Figure 6: Metal casing enclosing the magnetic lens.

238-MHz RF Acceleration System
A 238-MHz rf cavity needs to satisfy the following condition: (1) a high field gradient to accelerate a 50 keV beam
up to 500 keV which is equivalent to a shunt impedance of
6 MΩ for 34 kW input power; (2) a structure minimizing
the beam transport distance from the anode exit to the rf
cavity acceleration gap; (3) an axially symmetric acceleration field distribution.
The required high shunt impedance can be satisfied with
a rf cavity structure using an acceleration gap with a narrow beam aperture. This is because the structure can provide a high and relatively uniform acceleration field in the
beam aperture without increase of manufacturing costs.
The only disadvantage is the narrow beam aperture which
can be overcome by keeping the beam size small enough
through the rf cavity. By using PARMELA simulation, the
aperture of the rf cavity was finally determined to be 22
mm in diameter, which is about 3 times larger than the
beam size of 6 mm in diameter, providing the relaxed alignment tolerance.
The acceleration gap is placed upstream of the 238-MHz
rf cavity to minimize the beam transport distance. In addition, the rf cavity is designed to maintain electromagnetic
field symmetry in the beam propagating region while symmetry breaking components such as an rf input coupler and
frequency tuners need to be installed. We installed an input
coupler and tuners at the downstream sidewall where the
acceleration gap is not directly seen.
MC7: Accelerator Technology
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We built a gun test stand to demonstrate the beam performance of the rf electron gun. Figure 7 illustrates the gun
test stand composed of a 50-kV electron gun, 238-MHz rf
cavity, two additional magnetic lenses, and a beam diagnostic system to measure the beam charge, the beam energy, beam profile, and the projected transverse beam emittance at the exit of the rf electron gun system.
A 200 µm-thick YAG:Ce screen is used to measure the
beam profile in high spatial resolution. A random shutter
CCD camera with a telecentric objective lens is used to
measure the screen image over a size of ±30 mm at a high
spatial resolution of 31 µm without distortion.

Figure 7: Layout of the gun test stand. The symbols ML,
ST, COL, SL, WCM, FC, SCM, EPM, and BM represent a
magnetic lens, a steering coil, a beam collimator, a beam
slit, a wall current monitor, a Faraday cup, a screen monitor,
an energy profile monitor, and a 30˚ bending magnet, respectively.

Measured Beam Performance
The beam charge was measured using a Faraday cup
with a digital oscilloscope and set to be 1 nC for the
FRIXSP1
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following measurements. The beam energy at the gun exit
was derived from a time of flight (TOF) measurement between two wall current monitors. The energy resolution of
the TOF method is estimated to be 2 % for 500 keV electron beam. Green points in Fig. 8 show measured beam energies as a function of the rf power fed into the 238-MHz
rf cavity. The measurement agrees well with a calculation
given by the blue solid line using the shunt impedance of
6.17 MΩ.
The projected horizontal emittance was measured by the
slit scan method at a beam energy of 500 keV and a beam
charge of 1 nC. The beam slit width of 100 µm provides a
charge low enough to suppress the beam divergence due to
the space charge effect to a negligibly small level. Figure 9
shows the horizontal phase-space profile measured at a
scan step of 250 µm. A normalized horizontal emittance is
evaluated to be 4.3 mm mrad in rms for a 90% core part of
the whole electrons by subtracting the background noise
from the image data. The normalized emittance decreases
to 1.7 mm mrad in rms for a 60% core part of the whole
electrons by cutting an additional 30% of the electrons with
relatively large transverse momenta.

electrons at each grid voltage to reduce the noise of the
emittance measurement. A minimum emittance of 2.6 mm
mrad is clearly observed for a 1-nC beam charge with peak
current of 1.4 A around the grid voltage of 140 V.

Figure 10: Normalized emittances at the slit for beam energy of 500 keV. Blue solid circles and green open squares
are derived from the Gaussian fitting of the phase space
distribution of the whole electrons for experiments and
simulations, respectively.

CONCLUSION
We developed a low-emittance rf electron gun using a
commercially available gridded thermionic cathode. Our
proof-of-performance experiments agreed well with CST
and PARMELA simulations: a normalized emittance of 1.7
mm mrad in rms for the 60% core part of the whole electrons at a beam energy of 500 keV and a beam charge of 1
nC. Since the projected normalized emittance can be reduced to a sufficiently the beam while keeping the beam
charge more than 0.5 nC, our rf electron gun is a practical
electron source for SXFEL systems.
Figure 8: Beam energy dependence on the rf input power
to the 238-MHz rf cavity. The green solid circles and blue
solid line represent the measured data and calculation with
a shunt impedance for the 238-MHz rf cavity, respectively.
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20-YEAR COLLABORATION ON SYNCHROTRON RF
BETWEEN CERN AND J-PARC
C. Ohmori∗ , K. Hasegawa, Y. Morita, H. Okita, M. Shirakata, Y. Sugiyama, F. Tamura,
M. Yoshii, J-PARC, Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan
M. Paoluzzi, M. Brugger, M. Brucoli, H. Damerau, S. Danzeca, C. Rossi
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
In 2002, KEK/J-PARC and CERN started the collaboration on the RF systems of Low Energy Ion Ring to use magnetic alloy loaded cavities for heavy ion collision program
at LHC. It was an exchange of our expertise on the wideband cavities and high-power solid-state amplifiers. This
paper summarizes the 20-year collaboration which includes
many synchrotrons at both facilities: J-PARC rapid cycling
synchrotron (RCS) and main ring (MR), CERN Proton Synchrotron, PS Booster, Antiproton Decelerator, Extra Low
Energy Antiproton ring, and MedAustron. With the improvements of cavity core by the magnetic annealing, field
gradient and compactness of cavity were improved to fulfill the needs of the LHC Injector Upgrade (LIU) program.
Radiation-hard and compact high-power solid-state amplifiers were also developed for LIU and future accelerator improvements.

INTRODUCTION
In a synchrotron, particles circulate on the fixed orbit.
Therefore, the magnetic field of bending, quadrupole and
other magnets are ramped according to the variation of particle momentum. The variation in particle velocity is significant in hadron and proton synchrotrons, although it remains negligible in electron synchrotron. On the resonanttype cavity technology for hadron beam acceleration, it has
been an issue how we change the resonant frequency of the
RF cavity. When synchrotrons were invented as a weakfocusing machine in the 1950s, a large amounts of ferrite
rods and blocks were used for the cavity [1]. To change
the permeability of the ferrite material, a large biasing current was applied on so-called Figure-of-Eight loop which
surrounded ferrite materials. In strong focusing machines
invented in the late 1950s, the ferrite rings became much
smaller than the ferrite bricks of weak focusing machines
[2, 3]. The ferrite cavity technology made the energy of
these synchrotrons higher. However, the tuning circuit was
still inevitable. A large frequency swing was an issue on
this scheme to apply for heavy-ion synchrotron because it required a large variation of permeability. In the 1980s, a new
approach to extend the frequency bandwidth of RF cavity
was tried in Saclay, France. A magnetic alloy, amorphous,
material was used as a cavity core instead of ferrite [4].
However, the tuning circuit was still applied to change the
resonant frequency because of the large frequency swing.
∗
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In the mid-1990s, an iron-based nano-crystalline material, Finemet® [5], was tested as the cavity material in Japan
[6]. The material exhibited three significant characteristics:
thermal stability, stable shunt impedance on high voltage
and a very large permeability [7]. The saturation magnetic
flux density 𝐵𝑠 of Finemet® (∼1.2 T) was higher than that
of ferrite (∼0.3 T). Therefore, the material has stable shunt
impedance to use for ordinary accelerators. Our measurement shows it is stable up to 200 mT as a RF flux density.
This was an important feature for a high intensity proton
machine. The cavity exhibited wideband characteristics, indicating that cavity tuning circuit was not needed.
In the late 1990s, the first beam test was carried out at
HIMAC in National Institutes for Quantum Science and
Technology, Japan [8]. It was the first demonstration to
show that ion beam acceleration was possible by a compact RF cavity without tuning. This is because magnetic
alloys including nano-crystalline and amorphous materials
have much higher permeability than ferrites. As a result,
𝜔𝐿 ∼ 𝑅, and 𝑄 ∼ 1, assuming the magnetic alloy cavity
system as a paralell LCR circuit. In case of ferrite cavity
system, 𝜔𝐿 < 𝑅, and typically 𝑄 ∼ 100. The ferrite cavity
system, therefore, exhibits narrowband characteristics and
needs a tuning circuit to sweep the resonant frequency for
acceleration. In many proton-ion medical synchrotrons, the
cavity system based on the magnetic alloys is adopted because of its simple structure without a tuning circuit and
easier beam acceleration [9, 10].
At J-PARC, the cavity bandwidth was controlled. A cutcore technique was used to obtain narrow-band cavity for
MR [11]. For RCS, Alexander Schnase used an external inductor to adjust bandwidth for beam acceleration and the
2nd harmonics [12]. Using these technologies, J-PARC
succeeded in accelerate the beam at the RCS in 2005 and
at the MR in 2006. And, the beam intensity of the RCS
reaches 1 MW, which is the design value and the MR delivers 515 kW for T2K long-baseline neutrino experiments.

LOW ENERGY ION RING (LEIR)
Our collaboration between CERN and KEK began in
March 2002 to develop the LEIR wideband cavities and
high-power solid-state amplifiers of J-PARC. The LEIR is a
Pb-ion accelerator converted from the Low Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR) [13,14]. It is the first ring in the ion-beam
injection chain for Pb-ion collision in the LHC. An RF system was required to accelerate Pb-ion beam by a single cavity. Another RF system was installed as a backup. They
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were designed to generate 4 kV with a frequency sweep of
0.72-2.84 MHz for the operation on harmonics h = 2. Actual bandwidth was 0.35-5 MHz. Multi-harmonic RF operation was also performed with a single cavity [15].
Figure 1 shows the LEIR cavity designed based on the
HIMAC experiences [7, 8]. Direct water cooling scheme
is also used in the LEIR cavities similar to the J-PARC RF
cavities. The nano-crystalline cores were coated and dipped
in cooling water [13]. Since the installation, no significant
cavity trouble and variation have been noticed.
The solid-state amplifier has been another key subject for
this collaboration. J-PARC required kW-class driver amplifiers to drive tube amplifier as a final stage. Especially, RCS
requires 8 kW amplifiers to drive the amplifier as a dual harmonic system. CERN designed a reliable 1 kW solid-state
amplifier unit. Now, J-PARC uses 140 units for stable beam
operation in both rings.

Figure 1: LEIR cavities during installation in 2005.

HIGH IMPEDANCE CORES
Nano-crystals in Finemet® are formed through the high
temperature annealing of amorphous Fe-Si-B-Ni-Cu alloy.
Magnetic annealing improves the characteristics of the material used for the RF cavity. In the late-2000s, because
of the increased demand, the small-size magnetic-annealed
materials became available commercially. In 2009, the first
mid-size core production was tested at the factory of Hitachi Metal Ltd. in Thailand. The mid-size core yielded
a good result. Simultaneously, J-PARC started to build its
own magnetic annealing system for large cavity cores in cooperation with the Hitachi Metal Ltd. [16].
CERN and J-PARC have started cooperation to use the
magnetic-annealed cores. In 2011, J-PARC succeeded to
demonstrate the production of 80 cm diameter core by
the magnetic annealing. CERN ordered mid-size cores
with a diameter of 33 cm for new projects, PS booster
and MedAustron. Magnetic annealing improved cavity
impedance without changing the core size. The improved
impedance affects the cooling design and even compactness
of the cavity space.
After the successful magnetic annealing test production,
J-PARC started to build a mass-production system to improve the cavity performance [16]. The system produced
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magnetic-annealed cores for both J-PARC and CERN. It
also supplied the cores for the accelerator R&D in UK.

PS BOOSTER CAVITIES
The PSB is the first synchrotron in the LHC injection
chain for proton beam collision. The LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU) was launched in 2010 in synergy with the High
Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) project [17,18]. It includes the
consolidation/upgrade of the PSB RF systems. The consolidation plan was to improve the existing ferrite-loaded RF
system. The replacement of all the existing ferrite-loaded
RF cavities with wideband RF systems was started as a backup plan.
In 2011, the magnetic-annealed cores were prepared to
install in a test cavity. It was a 5-cell cavity and each cell
comprised 2 cores cooled by copper cooling discs. Each
cell was driven by a solid-state amplifier installed beside
the cavity. The configuration made the system more robust
by having a margin for number of cells and amplifiers. The
cavity was installed in the PSB. Another test cavity was prepared for the beam test in J-PARC. The beam test using a
high intensity beam of 1 × 1014 ppp was carried out [19].
The solid-state amplifier has a direct feedback system and JPARC prepared a feed forward beam loading compensation
system. Both the systems were found to work together.
Radiation damage on the solid-state amplifiers was also
investigated. The collimator section of the J-PARC MR was
used for an irradiation test of solid-state devices to investigate single-event effects (Fig. 2). After a long shutdown, the
irradiation test was also performed at the CERN High Energy Accelerator Mixed-field (CHARM) facility [20]. The
tests demonstrated the durability of devices under irradiation and that the total ionization dose effect can be compensated. [21].
Cavity performances and beam test results were reviewed,
and the replacement of the ferrite system with the wideband
system was approved. While four straight sections were
used for the ferrite system, the new system needs only three
sections. The J-PARC magnetic annealing system was used
for the mass-production of cores because of better characteristics. During the long shutdown (LS2), the replacement
works were carried out (Fig.3) [22, 23]. After LS2, PSB
was restarted and a more flexible beam operation became
available [24]. The maximum RF voltage for acceleration
increased to 24 kV from 8 kV.

Figure 2: J-PARC MR collimator section. Three radiation
monitors (RadMON) were used to estimate the dose on the
device.
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Figure 5: J-PARC-size (left) and PSB-size (right) cores after magnetic annealing. Two PSB-size cores in this photo
were installed in ELENA cavity.
Figure 3: Wideband cavities in PS booster.

IRRADIATION TESTS OF NEW DEVICES
PS DAMPER CAVITY
Longitudinal coupled-bunch instabilities limited the intensity of LHC-type beam in PS [25]. A wideband feedback system similar to PSB wideband cavity was installed
to damp the dipole mode of the oscillation [26]. The
damper cavity worked well up to 2 × 1011 protons per
bunch. However, beyond this intensity, quadrupole oscillations were observed. To damp the oscillation, a 40 MHz
RF cavity was operated as a higher harmonic RF system, increasing Landau damping. [27]. The design goal intensity
(2.6×1011 ppb) was achieved by the combination of damper
and Landau cavities (Fig. 4) [28].
Because PS is a more radioactive environment than PSB,
the solid-state amplifiers to drive the damper cavity were
protected in an iron shielding below the cavity. The radiation in the shielding was about 5 Gy/year and acceptable for
5-10 years operation.

Gallium Nitride (GaN) devices exhibit high power and radiation hardness. In 2019, we tested stability of GaN device
under biasing. A small GaN device QPD1013 was set downstream of collimator in the J-PARC MR (Fig. 2). We measured variation in the drain current by the irradiation doses
increased up to 30 kGy. The total ionization dose (TID) and
neutron flux on the device were measured using RadMON
V6 developed by CERN. [30, 31]. In 2020, we prepared
an amplifier using high power GaN devices QPD1016 and
tested in the same location. We have tested the amplifier
under the RF operation of ∼300 W with 30% duty. Total
dose was 18 kGy and approximately 2 × 1014 neutron/cm2 .
No obvious variations in the amplifier gain and single-event
effect were observed, as shown in Fig. 6. The variations at
200 Gy and at 15.8 kGy were caused by bias adjustments.
The dose corresponds to about 10 years use of feedback amplifier in PS tunnel [32].
Moreover, we also tested small sample of magneticannealed cores that are used in CERN and J-PARC. No variations in complex permeability and hysteresis curve were
observed under high irradiation.

Figure 4: Intensity evolution with LHC-type beam.

ANTIPROTON DECELERATORS
Moreover, the wideband cavity technology is used for Extra Low ENergy Antiproton decelerator (ELENA) and Antiproton Decelerator (AD) [29]. ELENA needs a very wideband system, especially, 100 kHz as the bottom frequency
to obtain 100 keV antiprotons. Because ELENA is a very
small ring, it requires an extremely compact system. Therefore, a single-gap cavity of approximately 15 cm thickness
was used for ELENA. Test-produced cavity cores using JPARC magnetic annealing system were tested before massproduction for PSB. These cores were used for ELENA. Figure 5 shows the PSB-size and J-PARC-size cores. For AD,
a test cavity of PSB was reused after replacing all PSB cavities.
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Figure 6: GaN amplifier gain during irradiation test.

SUMMARY
A lasting collaboration between CERN and J-PARC has
been successful. The desired beam intensity and quality for
LIU have been achieved.
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Abstract
High gradient acceleration is one of the critical technologies required by future linear colliders, free-electron lasers,
and compact linac-based applications. Among decadelong effort to break state-of-the-art gradient limitation of
∼100 MV/m in normal conducting structures, using RF
pulses shorter than 20 ns is a promising approach based
on theoretic analysis and experimental observation. In this
study, we demonstrated high gradient above 300 MV/m using an X-band 11.7 GHz single-cell travelling-wave structure
with 6 ns FWHM RF pulses generated by a power extractor.
In comparison, a scaled 11.424 GHz structure only reached
below 150 MV/m driven by 30-100 ns RF pulses from a
klystron with pulse compression. The experimental results
and the suggested new mechanism of beam acceleration in
the Breakdown Insensitive Acceleration Regime (BIAR) are
presented in this manuscript.

The X-band metallic disk-loaded single-cell travellingwave accelerating structure (Fig. 1(a)) has been optimized
for high transient gradient with 6 ns FWHM RF pulses (3 ns
rising time, 3 ns flat-top, and 3 ns falling time) generated by
power extractors available at Argonne Wakefiele Accelerator
facility (AWA) [2, 4–6]. The transient gradient is defined as
the one seen by an ultra-relativistic witness beam,
𝑙

𝐺(𝑡0 ) =

∫𝑙 2 𝐸(𝑧, 𝑡)𝑑𝑡
1

𝑙2 − 𝑙 1

|𝑡=𝑡0+𝑧/𝑐

(1)

where 𝐸 is the on-axis field, 𝑡0 is the injection moment of
the witness beam, and 𝑙1,2 are the longitudinal boundaries.
(a)

s
RF in

INTRODUCTION
Gradient is a key figure of merit of linear accelerators
to increase energy gain while maintaining facility footprint.
Over the past decades, worldwide effort has been devoted to
X-band normal-conducting accelerating structures driven by
the challenging requirements of TeV-scale linear colliders.
To date, ∼120 MV/m and ∼150 MV/m accelerating gradient
have been respectively achieved in multi-cell and single-cell
structures owing to continuous improvements of geometry
optimization, high precision machining, high quality surface
preparation, and understanding of RF breakdown. However, further breakthrough of gradient may rely on advanced
acceleration concepts.
Acceleration using RF pulses shorter than 20 ns is a
promising approach as predicted by the empirical scaling law
of breakdown rate (BDR) [1] as well as proved in recent experiments by two-beam acceleration [2] and collinear wakefield acceleration [3]. In this study, we directly demonstrate
the effectiveness of this approach where at least two-fold
improvement of gradient has been obtained by shortening
the RF pulses from 30-100 ns to 6 ns. Encouraged by the
results, we propose the BIAR scheme in which the transmitted RF pulse and the accelerated beam remain intact even
when RF breakdown occurs.
∗
†
‡
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(b)

(c)
Input
matching
cell

Normal
cell

Figure 1: The X-band single-cell travelling-wave structure
(a), the on-axis field (b), and the surface field along the
contour (c).
The optimized structure consists of a normal cell and
two matching cells designed by Kroll’s method [7]. The
resultant on-axis and surface field of the input matching cell
are slightly higher than the normal one, therefore making it
more vulnerable to RF breakdown, as illustrated in Fig. 1(bc).
The simulated transient accelerating gradient is illustrated
in Fig. 2. Using 6 ns FWHM RF pulses, the maximum
transient accelerating gradient of the normal cell (denoted
as 𝐺𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙,𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 ) and the input matching cell (denoted as
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 ) reaches 80% and 92% of the theoretical
steady value calculated from RF properties of the normal cell
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(denoted as 𝐺𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦 ) [8], respectively. Using long RF pulses
with 20 ns rising and falling time at Tsinghua, the transient
gradient of the normal cell and the input matching cell during
the flat-top (denoted as 𝐺𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙,𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 and 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 ) is
93% and 100% of 𝐺𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦 , respectively. The small difference
between 𝐺𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙,𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 and 𝐺𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦 is caused by the slight onaxis field distortion of the single normal cell introduced by
the matching cells.

maximum input power. Due to the relatively large drive
beam charge fluctuation, we future divide all pulses according to 𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙,𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 for following statistic analysis.
(a)

Conditioning

Testing

G (arb. units)

1

0

(b)

Normal cell, theoretical
Normal cell, 6 ns (AWA)
Normal cell, 103 ns (Tsinghua)
Input matching cell, 6 ns (AWA)
Input matching cell, 103 ns (Tsinghua)
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0

50

Time (ns)
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Figure 2: Transient gradient calculated by Eq. (1).

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup at AWA is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Drive beam with 8 bunches spaced at 769 ps was sent through
a metallic disk-loaded power extractor [4], generating short
RF pulses at the output coupler that fed into the accelerating
structure and absorbed by the load. The input pulse and
the transmitted pulse of the accelerating structures were
monitored by directional couplers [4]. It should be noted that
an elongated secondary input pulse could be observed ∼25 ns
after the main pulse, which was caused by double-reflection
of the main pulse at the input coupler of the accelerating
structure and the beam entrance of the power extractor.

Figure 4: High-power test history at AWA (a) and the pulse
distribution as a function of 𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙,𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 (b).
Three typical pulse shapes could be identified from transmitted wave through the accelerating structure monitored at
the RF load. In the normal condition (Fig. 5), the measured
pulse shape, including the transmitted main and secondary
pulses, agrees well with the predicted one convoluted by the
input pulse shape and the measured S21 of the accelerating
structure in cold test.
Main pulse
Secondary pulse

Main pulse
Secondary
pulse

Directional
coupler

Figure 5: Normal transmitted pulse shape.

Directional
coupler

Figure 3: Experimental setup at AWA. Inset: typical input
pulse shape to the accelerating structure.
The long pulse experiment at Tsinghua used a 50 MW
X-band klystron with pulse compression [9] to drive the
accelerating structure. Various pulse lengths from 30 ns to
100 ns could be obtained by adjust the LLRF system.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Short Pulse
The high-power test at AWA has accumulated ∼ 7.7 × 104
pulses with 2 Hz repetition rate. We divide the entire test
history (Fig. 4) into two regimes , the conditioning period
when the input power (i.e. the drive beam charge) was continuously increased and the testing period after reaching the
MC7: Accelerator Technology
T06: Room Temperature RF

In the first abnormal case (Fig. 6), the measured main
pulse distorts and the secondary one still transmits. The
dependence of probability on gradient has two bands during
conditioning and vanishes in testing. Therefore, we attribute
this case as multipacting that could be caused by emission
from initial surface defects [10].
In the second abnormal case (Fig. 7), the measured main
pulse agrees with convolution while the secondary one is
blocked. The probability exponentially depends on gradient
and decreases after conditioning. Accordingly, we consider
this case as RF breakdown.

Long Pulse
The high-power test at Tsinghua has accumulated ∼ 2.3 ×
107 pulses with up to 60 Hz repetition rate and the history
is illustrated in Fig. 8.

Comparison
The dependence of BDR on gradient in both tests is illustrated in Fig. 9. The BDR of the short pulse experiment is
relatively high due to the limited pulse number and it should
FROXSP2
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Figure 6: The first type of abnormal transmitted pulse shape
(a) and its probability as a function of 𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙,𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 (b).
(a)

Main pulse
Secondary pulse

Figure 9: BDR as a function of (a) 𝐺𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 , (b) 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 ,
and (c) maximum surface field. The thick dashed lines represent the exponential fitting results.

(b)

Figure 7: The second type of abnormal transmitted pulse
shape (a) and its probability as a function of 𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙,𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡
(b).

This observation indicates new breakdown mechanism in
the short pulse regime.
We propose a hypothesis that RF breakdown triggered
by the main pulse requires certain time to develop, i.e. the
generated plasma from the iris surface with the highest field
needs tens of ns to expand towards the iris and block RF
transmission [11, 12]. In this case, the main pulse (shorter
than 10 ns) can transmit through the structure normally but
the following secondary pulse will be blocked by plasma.
This mechanism encourages the Breakdown Insensitive Acceleration Regime where the RF pulse length is shorter than
the RF breakdown development period so that RF transmission and beam acceleration won’t be impacted by RF
breakdown.

Figure 8: High-power test history at Tsinghua.

CONCLUSION

be able to be reduced by further conditioning. Therefore, we
fit the long pulse data by 𝐵𝐷𝑅 ∝ 𝐺30 [1] and extrapolate
it for vivid comparison. At the same BDR, the short pulse
gradients doubles the long pulse ones, with 𝐺𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙,𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 ,
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 , and the maximum surface field reaching
270 MV/m, 308 MV/m, and 500 MV/m, respectively.

By comparing the performance of an X-band single-cell
accelerating structure with various RF pulse lengths from
6-100 ns, we have directly demonstrated the effectiveness
of using short pulse to improve gradient where accelerating
gradient above 300 MV/m has been successfully obtained
with no RF breakdown of the main pulse. We have studied
the physics underlying the observation and proposed the
BIAR concept that could benefit linac-base applications in
general.

DISCUSSION
In Fig. 9(a), the experimental results with 54 ns is further
extrapolated to 6 ns by 𝐵𝐷𝑅 ∝ 𝜏5 where 𝜏 is the pulse
length [1]. The resultant gradient is still ∼30 % lower than
the short pulse experimental results at the same BDR and the
deviation could be even larger considering the short pulse
case in Fig. 9 only represents the detectable RF breakdown
of the secondary pulse while the main pulse remains intact.
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SUPERCONDUCTING MgB2 SOLENOID
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A. Baig, A. Castilla-Loeza, Cockcroft Institute, Lancaster, UK
T. Kimura, P. Kolda, Communication & Power Industries, Palo Alto, California, USA
S. Michizono, A. Yamamoto, KEK, Ibaraki, Japan
Abstract
As part of the effort to reduce the energy consumption of
large research facilities using accelerators, high efficiency
klystrons are being developed by CERN. However, a large
fraction of the wall-plug power required to operate these
klystrons is used in the focusing magnetic elements around
the klystron in the form of normal conducting solenoids. In
2019, a prototype solenoid made of MgB2 was manufactured as a joint venture from CERN, Hitachi and KEK with
the aim of reducing the power consumption by a factor ten
using higher temperature superconductors. The characteristics of the magnet were measured upon manufacture and
checked after the transport across the world. In 2020, the
MgB2 magnet was integrated around one of the klystrons
in the X-band facility at CERN and put into operation in
the beginning of 2021. We present in this paper the final
performance of the klystron when fitted with the new superconducting (SC) solenoid and compare it with the
standard normal conducting solenoid system.

INTRODUCTION
Originally motivated by the possibility to power the
CLIC low energy stage using klystrons as RF power
source, CERN led a strong initiative to improve the efficiency of the existing commercial tubes from 40% to about
65% [1]. This gain in efficiency could save 10.6 kW average power in a single klystron operated at 50 MW peak
power, 2.2 μsec pulse length, and 100 Hz repetition rate. In
a facility that comprise about 5500 klystrons, this corresponds to a saving in average power of 58.3 MW.
With the same motivation in mind, we turned our attention to the solenoid electromagnet required to focus and
confine the electrons in the klystron RF channel. For the
same pulsed 50 MW klystron, the electromagnet uses
about 20 kW wall plug power which represents about 30%
of the overall wall-plug power consumption of each klystron-modulator system. A collaboration between CERN,
KEK, and Hitachi [2] was established to build a prototype
solenoid based on MgB2 superconductor designed to fit the
X-band, 50 MW pulsed klystron manufactured by Communication & Power Industries (CPI) currently in use in
the X-band facility at CERN [3]. The final solenoid was
built and tested at the manufacturer premises [4, 5] demonstrating that it could be operated in very stable conditions
and with a total plug-power of <3 kW for cryo-cooler operation, significantly below the conventional magnet. The
main characteristics of the magnet are shown in Table 1.
After the delivery to CERN, the magnet was cooled
down and subjected to magnetic measurements to confirm
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the integrity of the magnet. Magnetic measurements were
also done in the conventional magnet to establish the reference field necessary for the klystron. After installation in
the test facility and in coordination with the klystron manufacturer, we adjusted the magnetic circuit to recover the
original performance at the factory.
Table 1: Main Parameters of the Super-Conducting
Solenoid Prototype
Parameter
SC material
Nominal Field
Coil maximum field
Nominal current
Coil inner diameter
Coil outer diameter
Inductance
Operating temperature
Load factor (@20K)
Power (for cryo-cooler
Total weight

Specification
MgB2
0.8
1.06
57.1
337
379
7.23
< 20
45
<3
600

T
T
A
mm
mm
H
K
%
kW
kg

INTEGRATION
The new solenoid was built to be installed around the
VKX-8311A klystron manufactured by CPI and operated
at two of the CERN X-band test benches. The inner and
outer diameter, and the length match the electromagnet
shipped originally with the klystron.
The two MgB2 coils forming the solenoid can be unbalanced with an additional power supply to shape the magnetic field. They are housed in a vacuum volume and
cooled by conduction below 20 K. The cryostat partly
made of iron doubles also as return yoke for the magnetic
field. A large volume on the side of the magnet houses the
current leads, a cold head, vacuum feeds, and the feedthroughs for instrumentation. The cold head connects a Cu
thermal link to a 3 kW commercial cryocooler compressor.
The solenoid (green) and the 50 MW klystron (yellow), installed on the modulator of the X-band test facility at
CERN, are shown in Fig . 1. Special care needed to be
taken during transport and installation due to the unbalanced weight of the group.
Unlike a traditional solenoid, the SC magnet requires a
vacuum system and an ion pump (red in the picture) capable of maintaining a good insulating vacuum. It does not
require however a cooling water system whose interlock
needs to be strapped in the modulator side.
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The stand-alone operation of the SC solenoid is very stable, and the quench behaviour of the magnet has been reported in [2]. To protect the klystron during operation, a
new interlock has been designed and implemented. The interlock system is illustrated in Fig. 3 is based on a Beckhoff PLC, with several high precision ADCs to monitor the
vacuum, temperature, the current injected and the voltage
on the solenoid. The modulator operation is vetoed until
the monitored signals are inside a very narrow range. To
protect the solenoid, no current can be switched on if vacuum and temperature conditions are not met.

Figure 1: Superconducting MGB2 solenoid, with the klystron, installed on the modulator.
During the first cool-down cycles at CERN, the temperature on the cold head and the two magnets’ coils was recorded together with the voltage drop in each coil for an applied current of 10 mA. The cooling down process takes
around 150 h with a longer time for natural warm-up. This
last process can be accelerated by filling up the solenoid
with N2 gas once the temperature is higher than the N2 condensation point (see Fig. 2). During the cool-down, we
observed the transition to superconductivity at 36.1 K for
both coils, matching the measured value when characterizing the MgB2 super-conducting wire [5]. The present cryocooler operates at about 15 K, well below the recommended operation temperature of 20 K.

Figure 2: Top: Temperature in the cold head and coils and
voltage across the coils of the solenoid for a full cool-down
and warm-up cycle. Bottom: detail of the transition to superconductivity for both coils.
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Figure 3: Integration schematics of the new superconducting solenoid control system.

MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS
To validate the delivery of the SC solenoid, and to compare its performance with the electromagnet, magnetic
field measurements of both solenoids were performed at
CERN using a hall-probe. The SC magnet was built as a
generic proof of principle and is designed to provide a central field of up to 0.8 T, with an input current of 57.1 A. As
the nominal operation of the klystron only requires about
0.4 T, the current was scaled down linearly to 29.9 A to fit
the factory magnetic profile, as shown in Fig . 4.

Figure 4: Magnetic field profile for both solenoids for nominal operation. Bottom. Local difference of magnetic field
between the two magnets.
FROXSP3
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After adjusting the current, small, local field differences
in the mT level remain. In particular, the magnetic field inside the superconducting solenoid decreases less rapidly
than inside the electromagnet. From the dynamics of the
klystron, we know that the area closer to the gun is the most
sensitive to magnetic field variations. This is indeed so critical that a dedicated counter coil is delivered with the magnet and operated independently from the main solenoid. Its
field and current are much smaller than the main solenoidal
field but still important enough to optimize the klystron
performance.

klystron performance seen with the conventional magnet.
This adjustment is fully within the tuning range of the current power supply and remains constant when increasing
klystron power.
The MgB2 solenoid is currently installed in the X-band
test facility at CERN and is operated routinely during
power tests.

KLYSTRON PERFORMANCE
After installation of the SC solenoid around the klystron
at the CERN test facility, the solenoid and counter coil currents are set to nominal values and the interlocks are verified. We then proceeded with diode tests, to near nominal
klystron high-voltage parameters (~ 410 kV), which
showed no significant interception in the body as expected.
As the RF line connected to the klystron had only been
conditioned to about 20 MW peak power, the measurements were limited to 350 kV max to achieve 20 MW at
saturation. RF gain curves were therefore taken at low
power and using short pulses to check the final performance of the full system. The vacuum level of the tube was
closely monitored but no losses were detected. Changes of
perveance were also negligible during the tests.
After adjusting for central magnetic field, the gain curve
for the SC magnet is slightly different than the one obtained in the factory. As seen in the previous section, we
suspected the small variations in the solenoid fringe field
next to the gun to have a large effect, so we adjusted the
counter-coil current to compensate. The original performance could be reproduced by increasing the current in the
counter-coil by approximately 20%.
Gain curves performed at different modulator HV levels
are shown in Fig. 5 for both conventional and SC solenoid and prove that this correction factor is independent of
the peak power. The same current should thus be used at
nominal power of 50 MW (@ 415 KV) for which the klystron performance is tuned at the factory.
Also, the perveance of the tube changes slightly with respect to that observed with the conventional magnet.

CONCLUSION
A superconducting solenoid design to be used with the
high-power X-band klystron at CERN has been evaluated
successfully in nominal conditions. The energy consumption is confirmed to be < 3KW plug-power and could be
reduced even further by using a less powerful cryocooler
while keeping the temperature below T < 20 K.
To deliver a central field of about 0.4 T, the current on
the SC solenoid can be reduce below 30 A. This constitutes
a potential saving also in the power supply compared with
the 200 - 500 A supply currently needed. Magnetic field
measurements of both solenoids differ in some areas and,
in particular next to the klystron cathode. Minor adjustments of the counter-coil field can be done to match the
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Figure 5: Comparison of different gain curves for klystron
operation with conventional and SC solenoid at adjusted
values for main and counter-coil currents.
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Abstract
Sustainability has become an important aspect of all human activities, and also for accelerator driven research infrastructures. For new facilities it is mandatory to optimize
power consumption and overall sustainability. This presentation will give an overview of the power efficiency of accelerator concepts and relevant technologies. Conceptual aspects
will be discussed for proton driver accelerators, light sources
and particle colliders. Several accelerator technologies are
particularly relevant for power efficiency. These are utilized across the various facility concepts and include superconducting RF and cryogenic systems, RF sources, energy
efficient magnets, conventional cooling and heat recovery.
Power efficiency has been a topic in the European programs
EUCARD-2, ARIES and the ongoing I.FAST project and
the documentation of these programs is a related source of
information.

INTRODUCTION
The environmental sustainability of research infrastructures (RI) has many aspects and includes not only energy
consumption, but also issues such as water and helium consumption or the use of critical materials and life cycle management of components. For many accelerator-driven facilities, energy consumption and efficiency are the most
important topics. In this paper the important aspects and
power drivers will be reviewed for the classes of proton driver
accelerators, lights sources and particle colliders. Technologies that are relevant for efficiency, for example RF power
sources or superconducting (s.c.) resonators, are discussed
where appropriate.
First of all we note that the purpose of all accelerator
driven RIs is to produce secondary radiation for research.
This can be tailored photon radiation in light sources or
FELs, it can be neutrons and muons, or even exotic particles
generated in the collisions of particle colliders. The power
flow in all facilities can be divided in two main conversion
processes. The first one uses grid power and converts it to
the power of a primary beam, of course with properties that
are dictated by the specific application. In a second step the
primary beam power is converted into the desired secondary
radiation. For certain facilities, including neutron-, muon, neutrino-sources or lepton colliders, the performance is
rather directly coupled to the beam power via the conversion
chain. In these cases it is important to maximize the grid-tobeam conversion efficiency. For other facilities like hadron
collider rings with superconducting magnets or pulsed free
∗
†
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electron lasers with low beam power, the grid consumption
depends less on the beam power and may be dominated by
auxiliary systems. For all types of facilities it is often possible to improve the performance per grid power significantly
by implementing an optimized scheme for generating the
secondary radiation. This can be a low beta insertion for
colliders, a low emittance lattice for light sources, a seeding scheme for an FEL or advanced target and moderator
assemblies for neutron sources. A generic power flow for
accelerator facilities is shown in Fig. 1.

PROTON DRIVER ACCELERATORS
Proton drivers are utilized for neutron, muon or neutrino
sources for condensed matter research or particle physics.
Often high beam intensity is needed and the conversion efficiency from grid to beam power is an important parameter.
Today three megawatt-class proton driver accelerators operate worldwide which utilize different accelerator concepts:
the J-PARC facility with a rapid cycling synchrotron, the
superconducting linear accelerator of the spallation neutron
source SNS and the PSI cyclotron based HIPA accelerator.
In 2016 efficiency aspects of these facilities were discussed
at a workshop [1] and a summary has been published at
IPAC’17 [2]. The choice of concept depends primarily on
the application. Here the perspective for high CW beam
intensity operation of s.c. linacs will be discussed to show
the potential of this technology. S.c. resonators operate with
small losses, characterised by high quality factors 𝑄 0 . The
dissipated power 𝑃dissip in the cavity and the power transferred to the beam Δ𝑃beam are calculated using:
𝑈2
𝑃dissip =  𝑎 , Δ𝑃beam = 𝑈𝑎 𝐼𝑏 .
𝑅
𝑄 𝑄0

(1)

Here 𝑈𝑎 is the cavity voltage, 𝐼𝑏 the beam current and
𝑄 0 the quality factor of the cavity. As an example, typical values for the high energy section of the planned PIP-II
linac [3] are given in Table 1. Compared to normal conducting structures, the dissipated power is small, in fact three
orders of magnitude lower than the power transferred to the
beam. This fact supports the notion of s.c. technology being
efficient. However, these few watts of heat are deposited at
cryogenic temperatures and the cooling is quite inefficient at
1.8 K. As s.c. technology is increasingly used for magnets
and resonators, it is worth to address cooling efficiency here.
Table 1: Parameters of HB650 s.c. Cavities for PIP-II
Ua

(R/Q)

Q0

Ib

Pdissip

Pbeam

20 MV

609 Ω

2 · 1010

2 mA

33 W

40 kW
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Figure 1: Accelerators for research convert grid power in two steps to the desired radiation. For several classes the conversion
efficiency to beam power limits the performance, while for others the consumption is dominated by auxiliary systems.
that the power needed for cooling is in the same range as
the power transferred to the beam. However, the cryogenic
losses of s.c. cavities depend only on the field gradient and
not on the beam current. The efficiency will be raising with
higher beam currents. Besides the cryogenic load also the
limited efficiency of RF generation has to be taken into account, Fig. 3. The total power needed is the sum of RF power
including conversion efficiency from the grid and losses in
the waveguides (𝜂RF ), plus the cryogenic power.
𝑃grid = 𝑃cryo + 𝑃RF
= COP · 𝑃dissip +
Figure 2: The ideal COP (Carnot efficiency) is shown together with an estimated range of practically achievable COP.
The two points from LHC are taken from [4], a review of
many refrigerators can be found in [5].

The refrigerator removes the heat 𝑄 in from the cold mass
by using the work 𝑊𝑐 . It is the common to define a coefficient of performance (COP) that relates the latter one with
the removed heat. From the laws of thermodynamics the
maximum possible COP (see also Carnot efficiency) is given
by COP = 𝑊𝑐 /𝑄 in = (𝑇0 − 𝑇)/𝑇, where 𝑇 is the temperature of the cold mass and 𝑇0 the one of the environment.
At 1.8 K already the best possible value is in the range of
170, while in a real machine numbers of COP = 1000 are
achieved. The overall cryogenic efficiency is further reduced
by a factor if the cryogenic plant is not operated at the maximum power to keep some margin. Theoretical and practical
thermodynamic efficiencies are shown in Fig. 2. For the
example of the s.c. PIP-II cavity in CW operation we find
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(2)

We can now define the grid to beam efficiency as the
ratio of power transferred to the beam over the total power
taken from the grid. Obviously the overall efficiency cannot
exceed the efficiency of the RF generation.
𝜂total =

Figure 3: Essential powerflow for a s.c. linac. Grid power is
converted to RF power that is fed to the cavity and finally
transferred to beam power. The cryogenic power presents a
significant limitation for the efficiency.

1
Δ𝑃beam
𝜂RF

Δ𝑃beam
𝑃grid

(3)

Using the numbers of the PIP-II design report with an amplifier efficiency of 45 % the grid to beam efficiency of such
RF section is 30 %. To focus on the main effects for operation with high beam intensity all other power consumers of
such facility are neglected. The high beta section of the linac
is considered, which is particularly efficient. With further
improvements and higher intensity, 𝜂RF = 0.65, 𝑄 0 = 3·1010 ,
𝐼𝑏 = 4 mA even 50 % efficiency could be achieved.
As the example shows, high grid to beam efficiencies are
in reach with superconducting RF. A focus of ongoing R&D
is the further improvement of cavity quality factors with optimized Nb cavity treatments, as described in [7]. For highest
𝑄, flux trapping in the s.c. material during cool-down must
be minimzed [8]. Another route for s.c. technology is the
use of superconductors that can be operated at higher temperature. Nb3 Sn coated cavities show promising results [9,
10] and a factor 3 in cooling efficiency can be gained by operating at 4.2 K instead 1.8 K. RF sources are a very relevant
part of the power conversion chain. Traditionally vacuum
electronic devices, such as tetrodes, klystrons and inductive
output tubes (IOTs) are used to generate continuous and
pulsed RF power for accelerators. In recent years stronger
efforts are undertaken at many accelerator labs to improve
the efficiency of existing types of RF sources, but also R&D
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Figure 4: Breakdown of the energy consumption per year of SLS2.0 compared to the original SLS [6].
to make other types of sources available for accelerators. In
particular solid state amplifiers are developed actively, and
units delivering larger power become gradually available.
Magnetrons provide high efficiency but were not used for
accelerators as their phase stability and spectral purity was
considered insufficient. However, studies on magnetrons
at Fermilab and JLAB shows promising results, even for
driving narrow band s.c. structures [11, 12]. Reviews of
R&D on SSA and other efficient RF sources can be found in
the documentation of dedicated workshops [13–15].

LIGHT SOURCES
A significant number of synchrotron light sources are operated worldwide, as well as several free electron lasers, to
enable research with application tailored X-ray radiation.
Although the energy consumption of light sources is moderate compared to high intensity proton drivers or colliders,
it is nevertheless important to optimize also light sources
in this regard. The grid power needed for the operation of
synchrotron light sources below 1 km circumference is at
the level of 5 MW, or below. For the typical labs operating
these facilities, the grid energy cost is still a significant part
of the operating budget. Fortunately the performance of synchrotron light sources is not strongly coupled to the beam
intensity, which in turn had a direct impact on grid power. In
fact enormous advancements are presently achieved for light
sources by upgrades and by implementing multi-bend achromat lattices (MBA), resulting in 1-2 orders of magnitude
improvement for the X-ray brightness. This is often achieved
with a ring geometry fitting in the same footprint. These
lattice based upgrades result in a huge improvement of the
energy efficiency, i.e. the performance per grid power, as the
power consumption is not much affected by implementing
such lattices. It may be even possible to reduce the total
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grid power by utilizing the latest technologies for accelerator
subsystems. An efficiency related figure of merit for a ring
light source is the radiation power for experiments, that is
the radiation generated in undulators for beamlines, per total
grid power. In several light sources damping wigglers are
used to reduce the beam emittance. Compared to implementing MBA lattices this concept is less efficient as the fraction
of unused SR and the total grid power are increased.
In this context accelerator magnets using permanent magnet material are to be mentioned [16]. Although the primary
motivation for using that technology is to realise bending
fields with a longitudinal variation of strength and compact
magnets, as a side effect this technology eliminates electrical powering. Other advantages include the absence of
heat deposition and active cooling, which is associated with
vibrations. Another technology with potential for efficiency
savings are solid state amplifiers (SSA) that replace more
and more the classical klystron based sources. Grid-to-RF
efficiencies of 60% or higher can be achieved. As an example the breakdown of the power consumption of the Swiss
Light Source SLS [17] is shown before and after the planned
upgrade in Fig. 4. While the average grid power of the operating SLS amounts to 3.3 MW, the new facility will consume
roughly 30 % less and the yearly energy consumption will
be reduced from 24 GWh to 17 GWh. The main savings are
achieved for the subsystems magnets (-59%), RF sources
(-20%) and conventional cooling (-45%).
In an FEL process the conversion from electron beam
power to photon beam power is particularly efficient as the
coherent radiation power scales with the number of particles
squared within a coherence length. In single experiments at
low energy record efficiencies of 30% were demonstrated by
using a seed laser and strongly tapering the undulator [18].
However, for practical applications at Angstrom wavelength
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the fraction of energy converted to laser radiation may be in
the range of a few per mill. The power consumption of X-ray
free electron lasers is dominated by the linear accelerator
that is used to generate a pulsed electron beam in an energy
range of roughly 5 to 20 GeV. Similarly as for synchrotrons
the total consumption may be below 5 MW, while a beam
power of a few hundred watts is sufficient for the application.
Grid to beam conversion efficiency is thus not a priority,
and the designs are rather optimised to achieve high quality beams in terms of phase space density and stability. To
give rough numbers for PSI’s SwissFEL as an example, grid
power, beam power and photon beam power are respectively:
3 MW / 100 W / up to 0.2 W [19]. The picture changes a bit
with the utilization of superconducting linacs for long bunch
trains (EXFEL) or even CW operation (LCLS-II). For such
facilities consumption may exceed 10 MW due to cryogenic
cooling. For the superconducting EXFEL rough numbers
for grid power, beam power and photon beam power are:
10 MW / 40 kW / up to 40 W [20]. For future superconducting FELs, the aforementioned R&D on high-Q cavities or
operation at higher temperatures offers a good perspective
for optimising power consumption.

PARTICLE COLLIDERS
A performance leap is targeted for the next generation of
particle colliders, both for luminosity and for energy reach.
Concepts and technologies of the different types of colliders
vary. The performance is strongly coupled to the grid power
consumption, ranging from roughly 100 MW to more than
500 MW, making sustainability a high priority aspect.
The classical concept of a high energy electron/positron
circular collider (CC) is studied in a version of FCC-ee [21]
and CEPC [22]. CC’s efficiently use the beam particles by
recirculating them until they eventually undergo an inelastic reaction. But the light particles generate synchrotron
radiation (SR) losses that have to be compensated using
grid power, and that scale as 𝐼 𝐸 4 /𝑅 for a ring with radius
𝑅, current 𝐼 and energy 𝐸. The FCC-ee study limits the
SR losses at 50 MW per beam for varying collision energy.
The maximum attainable beam intensity is reduced towards
higher energies as 𝐸 −4 , Fig. 5. The luminosity for Gaussian
beams with collision frequency 𝑓𝑐 and 𝑁 particles per bunch
is given by:
L=

𝛾𝜉 𝑦
𝑓𝑐 𝑁 2
∝ 𝐼𝑏 ∗ .
4𝜋𝜎𝑥 𝜎𝑦
𝛽𝑦

(4)

The vertical beam-beam parameter 𝜉 𝑦 is introduced here
to indicate beam dynamics limitations for the bunch charge.
With that the luminosity is proportional to the beam current, and in turn to the SR losses, causing the main part of
the grid power. To be efficient the specific luminosity per
beam current must be optimized as best as possible. The
planned crab waist scheme is a conceptual measure to increase the specific luminosity, but also several IPs help to
better exploit grid power. Technological efficiency measures
include twin aperture n.c. bending magnets [23], efficient
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klystrons [24] and s.c. Nb/Cu cavities operating at 4.5 K.
The use of magnets with high temperature superconductors
(HTS) is another route to reduce consumption. The strong
scaling of grid power with beam current provides flexibility
for dynamic operation and grid load balancing.
For the operating 7 TeV hadron collider LHC, SR losses
are negligible due to the strong dependence of the radiation
on the particle mass. The LHC uses s.c. magnets and the significant grid power is dominated by the cryogenic plant and
the static heat load in the magnets. In practice, the electron
cloud instability contributes also a noticeable dynamic heat
load. For the 50 TeV machine under study, FCC-hh, SR from
protons become relevant. Although the SR power per beam
is comparably low with 2.5 MW, the deposited heat has to
be removed at low temperatures with a corresponding COP
factor. Using a smart beam screen design it is planned to
absorb the SR at intermediate temperature of ≈ 50 K, while
the magnet coils in the same cryostat are kept at 2 K. The
scheme results in a grid consumption of ≈ 100 MW out of
the total 580 MW for the removal of the SR induced heat.
In order to avoid SR losses for lepton colliders, the concept
of the linear collider (LC) has been developed to reach energies at which CCs become inefficient. Two concrete proposals are well worked out: the superconducting ILC [25] and
CLIC with high frequency copper structures [26]. Similarly
to the superconducting proton driver, the power consumption of ILC is dominated by the heat load at low temperature.
It depends quadratically on the cavity gradient but is independent of the beam intensity. The linac will be operated at
high gradients in pulsed mode. The base version of ILC with
𝐸 CM = 250 GeV will use relatively moderate 111 MW to
generate 2 × 2.6 MW beams, and variants for higher energy
go up to 300 MW. For CLIC at 𝐸 CM = 380 GeV the consumption of 252 MW is dominated by the power conversion
chain from the grid to the 2 × 2.8 MW beams. It contains
an involved drive beam concept to generate the RF power.
At the highest CM energy of 3 TeV 50% of 582 MW grid
power is needed for RF generation in this concept.
In an LC the beams collide just once, and to achieve high
luminosity the beams are squeezed to extremely small size
at the IP. In fact such small beam sizes cannot be realised in
a synchrotron as that develops an equilibrium emittance distribution, resulting for example in significant bunch length.
It is instructive to compare optimised bunch parameters in
Table 2 for an LC and a CC at the cross-over point of collision energy, where both concepts have roughly the same
performance (Fig. 5). In the example the circulating beam
power is 350 times larger than the beam power of the LC.
With an energy recocery linac (ERL) it is possible to recirculate the power rather than the particles, and benefit from
advantages of both concepts. Just recovering the spent beam
power in an LC would gain only a few percent. However,
by operating this "Energy Recovery Collider" with beam
parameters that cannot be realized in a LC or CC, significant
gains are possible. V. Telnov [27] proposes a modification
of the superconducting ILC. It foresees deceleration of the
spent beam in an additional s.c. linac, recovering the beam
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Table 2: Bunch Parameters of the Proposed CC FCC-ee at
365 GeV [21] and the LC CLIC at 380 GeV [29]

FCC-ee365
CLIC380

𝜎x
[nm]

𝜎y
[nm]

𝜎z
[𝜇m]

N
[109 ]

fc
[kHz]

38’000
150

68
3

2’500
70

230
5.2

144
17.6

OTHER ASPECTS AND CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Luminosity per grid power for the future collider
concept under discussion (data from design reports).
power in combination with recirculation of the beams at
low energy. With a high duty factor the average beam intensity can be raised by a large factor, keeping grid power
comparably moderate. Another proposal by Litvinenko et
al. [28] is based on a modification of FCC-ee, and a 4-pass
acceleration / deceleration in a ring-like tunnel is envisaged.
Challenges of these concepts are related to the dynamics of
the spent beam with long energy tails, to higher order mode
losses in the s.c. cavities and the higher cost and complexity.
Realising a lepton collider with muons, 200 times heavier
than electrons, reduces the emitted synchrotron radiation
power and beamstrahlung during collision, thereby enabling
high luminosity per grid power. The scaling of the beam
power, impacting grid power, is derived from the requirement of fixed relative energy spread at the IP. With higher
energy the absolute energy spread may increase, allowing
reduced bunch length, and in turn smaller betatron functions.
The scaling of the luminosity can be formulated as [30]:
L∝𝐵

𝑁0
𝛾𝑃beam
𝜀𝑛

(5)

Here 𝑁0 is the initial number of muons, 𝜀 𝑛 = 𝛾𝜀 𝑥,𝑦 the
normalised emittance, and the bending field 𝐵 is included to
show that a smaller ring leads to more collisions during the
lifetime of the muons. The achievable luminosity per beam
power is increasing with 𝛾, an advantage over the classical
linear collider at highest energies. On the downside a muon
collider is a far more complex facility than the classical
e+ /e− collider and many technical and conceptual aspects
including the detailed power consumption must be studied
and optimized before such a facility can be realised.
While advanced ERL and muon accelerator concepts are
attractive on a longer time scale, the classical ring collider
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is a pragmatic and already highly optimised solution for
a next-generation facility. It excels through its relatively
simple technical design and operation as well as its high
performance in an interesting range of energies.

In an accelerator facility all grid energy is ultimately converted to heat. Heat is a low grade energy, but it can be
reused for heating of offices and lab spaces. If the cooling
loop temperature is not sufficient for heating, heat pumps
can be used to provide heat at higher temperature with moderate additional grid power. Another trend at many research
institutions is the installation of photovoltaic panels (PV) for
energy production. A study on direct injection of DC PV
power for accelerator subsystems has been launched [31].
Together with other efficiency related activities this is organised within the ongoing European I.FAST/WP11 project [32].
Since 2014 several projects aiming at efficient accelerators
were organised and co-financed by the EC [33, 34]. These
websites reference a number of related workshops and document efficiency related developments.
Sustainable sources of energy, wind and solar power, are
introduced with high priority worldwide. This will lead
to fluctuations in energy production, including significant
surpluses at times [35]. Operating cost and impact on society of a research infrastructure consuming hundreds of
megawatts of electricity will therefore vary depending on
the grid situation. A mitigation measure is dynamic operation of such facilities. For 𝑒 + /𝑒 − CCs standby modes can
be implemented with near zero beam current. At times of
high load grid power can be minimized, while an optimized
machine setup is maintained to allow fast restarts.
Besides energy consumption also the carbon footprint
caused by the construction of facilities must be considered.
For applications that require lower beam power, advanced
acceleration concepts with very high gradients may be used
to create compact and thus sustainable facilities.
Today the importance of energy efficiency is recognised in
the field of particle accelerators. Conceptual and technological R&D activities are ongoing and have triggered innovative
ideas to boost the energy efficiency of accelerator driven research infrastructures. Superconducting technology has a
high potential for significant future improvements across
all types of facilities, and high priority should be given to
related R&D. In particular the use of HTS materials, both
for magnets and resonators, will allow their operation at
higher temperature with much better cryogenic efficiency.
For facilities that nevertheless need very large power for
full performance, dynamic operation can be set up to take
advantage of the expected fluctuations of future sustainable
energy production.
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ACCESS TO EFFECTIVE CANCER CARE IN LOW-MIDDLE INCOME
COUNTRIES REQUIRES SOPHISTICATED LINEAR ACCELERATOR
BASED RADIOTHERAPY
M. Dosanjh, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
also at John Adams Institute, University of Oxford, U.K.
International Cancer Expert Corps, Washington DC, USA
Abstract
There are substantial and growing gaps in cancer care for
millions of people in Low- Middle- Income countries
(LMICs) and for geographically remote settings in Highincome countries (HICs), often indigenous populations.
Assessing the cancer care shortfall led to understanding the
essential gap, that of a radiation therapy machine that can
reliably and effectively provide the appropriate first-rate
cancer treatments within the challenging environments.
More than 10,000 electron linear accelerators (linacs)
are currently used worldwide to treat patients. However
only 10% of patients in low-income and 40% in middleincome countries who need radiotherapy have access to it.
The idea to address the need for a novel medical linac
for challenging environments has led to the creation of the
STELLA project (Smart Technology to Extend Lives with
Linear Accelerators) project. STELLA is multidisciplinary
international collaborative effort to design and develop an
affordable and robust yet technically sophisticated linear
accelerator-based radiation therapy treatment (RTT) in
LMICs. Here we describe Project STELLA.

INTRODUCTION
The incidence and number of deaths from cancer has
been rising for many years in Low-Middle Income
Countries (LMICs) [1] as has the gap in available cancer
care. Despite a 2011 declaration by the UN General
Assembly regarding the importance of addressing the noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) as well as the infectious
diseases - which are the primary focus of global health investment in cancer care remains minimal.
There has been a surge in interest addressing the gap in
radiation therapy punctuated in 2015 by Atun et al in the
report of the Global Task Force for Radiotherapy for
Cancer Control (GTFRCC) supported by the Lancet
Oncology Commission [2]. Through modelling, this report
demonstrated how radiation therapy is not only cost
effective but also positive for the economy. A growing
interest in global health projects by radiation oncology
trainees in the US and Europe raised the exposure of the
chronic shortage. Yet, the gap in the number of radiation
therapy (RT) machines needed, estimated to be
approximately 5,000 by the GTFRCC and possibly twice
that by 2035 remained steady. Consequently, a number of
experts in global health, cancer care, radiation therapy,
accelerator physics & engineers sought a deeper
understanding of why this gap persisted and, more
importantly, how the gap can be closed.

The need for adequate cancer care for all is obvious yet
the chronic lack of improvement perhaps becoming a selffulfilling expectation of a problem “too hard” to solve.
Completely new paradigms are clearly needed. Herein, the
various strings of the problem are weaved together: the
various channels of technology development, in depth
understanding of the on-the-ground problems, health
system shortcomings and opportunities, career tracks,
concerns of misuse of high activity radiation sources and
global agency efforts. These challenges provide the
opportunity to investigate potentially disruptive innovative
approaches to make a serious impact on the shortage of
effective cancer care. Figure 1 shows the variation in RT
capacity across Africa [3, 4].

MULTI-LEVEL ANALYSIS OF THE
SHORTAGE
Improved Data Sources
The commonly used data sources to address global
cancer use a combination of data from surveys and
projections of need based on population data. These data
are useful for the macroscopic assessment and readily
visible demonstrations of shortage as illustrated below.
More detailed data are available from the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) [3] that demonstrate the
heterogeneity of distribution of resources. However, the
essential data for program building and providing the
necessary resources and support require detailed site-based
data as seen in the ICEC surveys of Africa and Eastern
Europe [4, 5, 6]. The act of conducting the survey engages
those working on-the-ground who understand the breadth
and depth of the issues and can serve as local champions to
provide solutions they see as necessary to drive the change.

Engaging Expertise with Commitment to a
Solution
The magnitude of the cancer care gap often leads to an
overwhelming sense of a problem “to big” to solve. Indeed,
it is often suggested by experts in global health that for
cancer care only prevention is appropriate in such
resource-limited settings. The critical lack of access to
cancer care treatment, including radiotherapy, in LMICs
and geographically isolated populations in HICs is
increasing, and there are few, if any, scalable solutions to
address the global cancer crisis. The challenge is so
enormous it is perceived as impossible. In 2014, at the
ICTR-PHE physics component of the meeting in Geneva,
a presentation delivered by Dr. Norm Coleman highlighted
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the critical shortage of LINACs. The size of the challenge
had the remarkable opposite impact upon the audience
whereupon Professor Ugo Amaldi from CERN stated, “We
physicists can help you solve the radiation therapy
problem.” Thus, the STELLA LINAC Project commenced.

Building a Trusted Network
Our experience with outreach programs and building
partnerships teaches the critical importance of trusted
partnerships. This involves multi-generational mentorship,
including capturing wisdom from career-long experience
[7], pioneering career paths in global health [8], crossdisciplinary expertise and an interest in research.

MOVING TOWARD THE SOLUTION

Development Assistance (ODA) funding [CERN
Courier, vol. 58, no. 1, January/February, 2018, p.
35].
• March 2018, workshop hosted and funded by STFC
in the UK in collaboration with CERN and ICEC.
• March 2019, workshop funded by STFC in Gaborone,
Botswana. Acknowledged and identified substantial
opportunities
for
scientific
and
technical
advancements in the design of the linac and the overall
RT system for use in LMICs.
• June 2020, STFC funded the Innovative Technologies
towards building Affordable and equi5e global
Radiotherapy capacity (ITAR) project, a partnership
established by Lancaster University, STFC, CERN,
ICEC, Oxford University and Swansea University.
ITAR’s first phase aimed to examine and analyse the
persistent shortfalls in basic infrastructure, equipment
which act as barriers to effective radiotherapy delivery
in LMICs and to develop a Conceptual Design Report
(CDR) for addressing the challenges.

As detailed in the CERN Courier, (Dec 2021) by Graeme
Burt, Manjit Dosanjh and Deepa Angal-Kalinin the
following highlights the technical progress [9]. The
estimated demand for linacs for LMICs over the next few
decades, will go from the current 5000 RT machines to
over 12,000. To put these figures into perspective, Varian,
STUDIES TO ANALYZE SHORTFALLthe market leader in RT machines, has a current worldwide
installation base of 8496 linacs. [10]. Understanding that
ON-THE-GROUND DATA
many LMICs provide RT using cobalt-60 machines
Recognizing that the linac needs to be low-cost, robust
because of their limited need for infrastructure (stable and easy to maintain, it was essential to assess the
power, cooling, etc) the reasons for moving toward linacs, challenges and difficulties RT facilities face in LMICs and
source security and HIC level care – were a strong impetus in other challenging environments.
to project STELLA. However, the current cost of linac RT
machines is significantly higher than cobalt-60 machines, African Radiation Therapy Study [4]
both in terms of initial capital costs and more importantly
Building on a related 2018 study on the availability of
annual service contracts, linacs are more complex and RT services and barriers to providing such services in
labour-intensive to operate and maintain. These challenges Botswana and Nigeria [6], the STELLA collaboration
for LMICs involve macro- and micro-economic conditions carried out a survey of RT facilities in 28 African countries
the ability of these countries to provide linac-based RT and compared them to Western hospitals to quantitatively
which are addressed by project STELLA.
and qualitatively assess and compare variables in several
Stimulated by the discussion with Ugo Amaldi and Steve domains to define necessary next-generation technologies
Myers after Norm Coleman’s presentation on the lack of (Figs. 1 and 2).
RT globally and the ICEC model at the ICTR-PHE
The ITAR design development and prototyping process
conference, the following progress was rapidly identified the need for information on equipment failures,
accomplished.
maintenance and service shortcomings, personnel,
• November 2016, CERN hosted a first-of-its-kind training, country-specific challenges. The STELLA
workshop in collaboration and at the request with the collaboration questionnaire obtained relevant information
International Cancer Expert Corps (ICEC) from all African countries that possessed Linac -based RT
iceccancer.org, to discuss the design characteristics of for defining design parameters and technological choices
RT linacs for the challenging environments of LMICs. based on issues. These included well-recognized factors
Using the broad open-approach of CERN type such as ease and reliability of operation (Fig. 3), machine
projects leading experts were invited from self-diagnosing and a prominent display of the impending
international organisations, government agencies, or actual faults, ease of maintenance and repair,
research institutes, universities and hospitals, and insensitivity to power interruptions, low power
companies that produce equipment for conventional requirement and consequent reduced heat production.
X-ray and particle therapy [CERN Courier, vol. 57,
no. 1, January/February, 2017, p. 31]. Subsequent
workshops and progress are described below.
• October 2017, CERN hosted a second workshop titled
“Innovative, robust and affordable medical linear
accelerators for challenging environments,” in
collaboration with ICEC and the UK’s Science and
Technology Facilities Council, STFC who funded the
participation of LMIC countries by their Official
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a) ONCO - oncologists regarding cancer treatment
modalities and the availability of diagnostic imaging and
radiotherapy equipment; and b) REG - national radiation
protection and safety regulatory bodies regarding
diagnostic imaging and radiotherapy equipment in SEE
facilities and c) Research community (Figs. 4 and 5).

Figure 1: Shows the variation in RT capacity across Africa
in number of people per linac with a severe shortage
especially in the Sub-Saharan region.

Figure 4: RT units per 100,000 population results from 3
different sources; Eurostat-RT, DIRAC (IAEA)-RT and
REG-RT (from this survey). Not all 3 were available for
each country. In addition to showing the variation across
the region, this points out how the source of data can vary
among the various data bases.

Figure 2: LMIC and HIC countries in the study plotted
graphically by GNP per capita and the ratio of inhabitants
to RT machines [4].

Figure 3: Sankey Plot for the electron gun tracing the
problems/issues regarding performance and failure to
perform. (Figure provided by Alexander Jenkins from data
gathered in [4].)

The Southeast European Study [5]

Figure 5: Mortality-to-Incidence ratio (MIR) versus the
GDP per capita and the density of conventional RT
equipment. The radius of the spheres is proportional to the
density of RT equipment per 100,000 population in the
respective countries. The number in the parentheses
represents the LINAC density in the country. MIR data are
from 2018. The GDP per capita are from 2019.

The Southeast European (SEE) region of 10 countries
PROPOSED SOLUTION
consisting of about 43 million people differs from Western
Figure 6 shows a schematic of a standard medical linac
Europe in that most SEE countries lack active cancer and its components. With the need determined for a RT
registries and have fewer diagnostic imaging devices and linac that requires less maintenance, has fewer failures and
radiotherapy (RT) units. The Balkan study obtained offers fast repair concluded in ITAR CDR, emphasis on
detailed on-the-ground information for three SEE groups:
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STELLA linac design is on developing a modular system
with easily replaceable parts, and to select components
with longer lifetime to minimise downtime and reduce
repair and maintenance costs. Some of the examples of
Project STELLA include:
• The design of the RF cavity has been optimised to
increase beam-capture and transport the electron
beam onto the target [11]. Increasing beam-capture
has a dual advantage: first, it reduces the peak current
required from the gun to deliver the required dose; and
second, it reduces “back bombardment” on the
cathode. This design concept allows for simpler
replacement of the electron gun’s cathode by trained
personnel, whereas current designs require
replacement of the full electron gun or even the full
linac. The ITAR linac cavity geometry is shown in
Fig. 7.
• The electrical power supply in LMIC can often be
variable and protection equipment to isolate
harmonics between pieces of equipment are not
always installed, hence its critical to consider this
when designing the electrical system for RT
machines.
• The multi-leaf collimators (MLCs) that alter the
intensity of the radiation so that it conforms to the
tumour volume have several thin leaves which are
individually actuated. Their failure is a major linac
downtime issue. Designing MLCs that are less prone
to failure will play a key role in improving up-time in
the future.
• Making it simpler to diagnose and repair faults on
linacs is another key area that needs improvement.
The level of technical staff training often is limited in
some LMICs compared to HICs. Hence when a
machine fails it can be challenging for local staff to
repair it. In addition, that components are degrading
can be missed by staff leading to loss of valuable time
to order spares.

Figure 7: The ITAR Linac cavity geometry, with the short
1st and 2nd cells and strong coupling to the 1st cell to
increase capture, showing the electric field contour map
[11].
STELLA collaboration is in the process of securing
funding for building the prototype of such a modular linac
at STFC’s Daresbury Laboratory over the next 3 years so
that the prototype linac can be tested to see if it meets the
design criteria.

People Not Machines Treat Patients
It is not just the radiotherapy machines that are needed
to meet the radiotherapy shortage in LMICs, it’s also about
the availability of trained staff. Indeed, that remains the
primary goal of ICEC- to build capacity, capability and
credibility in resource-limited settings through mentorship
and sustained partnership among an expanding group of
centres and nations. It involves working with the major
global health agencies including the IAEA and WHO.

PROJECT STELLA
Figure 8 illustrates the interrelated pillars of Project
STELLA [12]. Pillar III – program expansion through
training, education and mentoring is applicable to any
LMIC region interested in capacity building. The current
experience with the HIC linacs described above indicates
that these highly capable units have shortcomings that have
led to the concept design and preparation for prototype
construction in Pillar I. Linking machine and treatment is
Pillar II that will also be the basis for the global ICEC
network and for integration of imaging, biology and data
into ever-improving cost-effective and personnel
enhancing treatment. In essence it is the person-to-person
trusted mentoring network supported by enabling
technology designed for the purpose of working in
challenging environments. The treatments will be equal to
those in HICs as such world-standard treatments are
appropriate for all.

Figure 6: Shows a schematic of a standard Medical Linac
showing the electron gun, accelerating structure, target and
collimation. Also shown as the RF source to power the
linac, the waveguide to transport the power between the
linac and RF source, and the vacuum pump to keep
everything under vacuum.
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Vesna Gershan who worked tirelessly on the SEEIIST
Balkan study.
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